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quodquosDICTIONARIUM BRITANNICUM :

Or a more COMPLE AT

UNIVERSAL ETYMOLOGICAL

ENGLISH DICTIONARY

Than any EXTANT.

CONTAINING

Not only the Words, and their Explication ; bue their Erymologies from the Antiene

Britiſh, Teutonick, Low and High Dutch, Saxon , Daniſh, Norman and Modern French,

Italian, Spaniſh, Latin, Greek, Hebrew , Chaldee, &c . each in its proper
Character.

A L SO

Explaining hard and technical Words, or Terms of Art, in all the ARTS, SCIENCES,

and MYSTERIES following. Together with ACCENTS directing to their pro

per Pronuntiation, ſhewing both the Orthography and Orthoepia of the Engliſh Tongue, 6

V I Z. IN

܀

AGRICULTURE, ALGEBRA , ANATOMY, ARCHI. DRAULICKS, HYDROGRAPHY , HYDROSTA

TECTURE , ARITHMETICK, ASTROLOGY , A- TICKS, Law, Logick , MARITIME and Mi

STRONOMY, BOTANICKS, CATOPTRICKS, Chy- LITARY AFFAIRS , MATHEMATICKS, Me

MISTRY , CHYROMANGY, CHIRURGERY, CON- CHANICKS, MERCHANDIZE, METAPHYSICKS,

FECTIONARY, COOKERY, COSMOGRAPHY , DI- METEOROLOGY, NAVIGATION, OPTICKS,

ALLING, DIOPTRICKS, ETHICKS, FISHING , OTACOUSTICKS, PAINTING, PERSPECTIVE ,

FORTIFICATION , Gardening, GAUGING , PHARMACY, Philosophy, Physick, Phy

GEOGRAPHY, GEOMETRY , GRAMMAR , GUN- SIOGNOMY,
PYROTECHNY , RHETORICK,

NERY, HANDICRAFTS, HAWKING, Heral- Sculpture, STATICKS, STATUARY, SUR

DRY, HORSEMANSHIP, HUSBANDRY , Hy- VEYING, THEOLOGY, and TRIGONOMETRY,

Illuſtrated with near Five Ilundred CUTS, for Giving a clearer Idea of

thoſe Figures , not fo well apprehended by verbal Deſcription ,

LIKEWISE

A Collection and Explanation of WORDS and PHRASES us’d in our antient Char

ters , Statutes, Writs, Old Records and Proceſſes at Law .

AL SO

The Theogony, Theology, and Mythology of the Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, &c. being an
Account of their Deities, Solemnities , either Religious or Civil , their Divinations , Auguries , Oracles , Hieroglyphicks,

and many other curious Matters , neceſſary to be underſtood, eſpecially by the Rcaders of Engliſh POETRY.

To which is added ,

A Collection of Proper Names of Perſons and Places in Great- Britain, with their

Etymologies and Explicacions,

The Whole digefted into an Alphabetical Order, not only for the Information of the Ignorant,
but the Entertainment of the Curious ; and alſo the Benefit of Artificers, Tradeſmen, Young Students and Foreigners.

A WORK uſeful for ſuch as would u NDERSTAND what they R E AD and H EAR,

SPEAK what they MEAN, and WRITE true ENGLISH .

Collected by ſeveral Hands,

The Mathematical Part by G. GORDON, the Botanical by P , MILLER ,

The Whole Revis’d and Improv’d, with many thouſand Additions,

By N. BAILEY, Φιλόλογο ,

L O N D ON :

Printed for T. COX at the Lamb under the Royal-Exchange.

M ,DCC.XXX ,
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SERVE

To the RIGHT HONOURABLE

THH OM AS,

Earl of Pembroke and Montgomery,

Baron Herbert of Cardiff, Baron Rofs of Kendal, Parr,

Fitzhugh , Marmion, St. Quintin, and Herbert of Shur

land; Knight of the Moſt Noble Order of the Garter, one of

the Governours of the Charter-houſe ; Fellow of the Roy

al Society ; Lord Lieutenantof the County of Wilts; and

one of His Majeſty's Moſt Honourable Privy Council.

W

Most NOBLE LORD,

E ſhould not have prefum'd to lay this humble

Performance at your Feet, had notyour Candour

and Humanity been as remarkable, asis your fa

miliar Acquaintance with all kinds of polite Li

terature ; you having alſo been the great Patron

of whatſoever tends to the Improvement of good Letters

and uſeful Knowledge.

Your Lordſhip’s great Abilities, and unqueſtion

able Integrity, have evidently appeared in that you have
ſuſtain'd



The DEDICATION.

fuſtain’d the moſt important Offices of the Britiſh State

with univerfal Applauſe; and in which you have always

behaved with that Moderation and Affability of Manners,

which are ſo conſpicuous through all Parts of your
Life.

• Your Lordſhip’s fuperior Taſte, in all the valuable

Branches of Learning, is eminently apparent in that vaſt

and curious Collection of the choiceſt Books, and rareſt

Pieces of Antiquity, with which you have not only ſtored

your Library, but likewiſe inrich'd your Mind, with the

Knowledge ofthe moſt abſtruſe Parts of folid Learning :But

to enumerate every Thing that is great and good, which

adorns you would be to give a Hiſtory of all the Sciences,

and a Detail of the whole Syſtem of Virtues.

It was our Reſolution to have ſaid nothing, that look'd

like Praife ; but we found it impoflible to enter upon ſuch a

pleaſant Subject, as is your Lordſhip’s Character, without

obſerving fome of its Beauties, tho ' at the fame Time we

were not unapprehenfive of Exciting your Lordſhip’s Re

ſentment, in Preſuming to beſtow any Encomiums on you,

tho’ never fo juſt.

We do not addreſs this. Work to your Lordſhip, as if

we thought it were capable of being of any Service to your

felf. It cannot be thought you can be unacquainted with the

Meaning of Words and Terms of Arts, who are ſo conver

fant with the Arts themſelves: But as you have always been a

great Patronand Encourager of Learning; fo wehope, that

if this our Work has any Share of Merit, you will bepleafed

to honour it by a favourable Acceptance. And no longer to

treſpaſs upon your Lordſhip’s Patience, we beg leave to offer

ourhearty Wiſhes, That you may long continue the great

Ornament of the Britiſh Nation, and that to lateſt Poſterity

your Noble Family may continue to follow your great Ex

ample in the Pathsof Virtue, and in the Service oftheir King

and Country. And permit us to ſubſcribe ourſelves,

Your Lordſhip's Moſ Humble

And Devoted Servants,

GEORGE GORDON,

NAT. BAILE Y.



Dictionarium Britannicum :

Or, A COMPLEAT

ETYMOLOGICAL ENGLISH

D ICT I O N A RY :

BEING ALSO

An Interpreter of Hard and Technical WORDS.

A

'rified 500 .

A ABA'CTORS ( Abattores, L.) thoſe who drive away or

a Roman Character, A d Italick, 4 a old Eng- ſteal.Cattle in Herds, or great Numbers atonce, in Dif
liſ , A a Greek, Hebrew , are the firft Lot- tinction from thoſe that fealonly a Sheeportwo.

ters of the Alphabet ; and in all Languages, an A'BACUS ('Alex , Gen. of " Abaž, Gt. which ſome de“,

cient and modern, the Character appropriated to rive from 728, Heb. to be elevated or raiſed , and thence

the ſame Sound is the firſt Letter, except inthe Abaſſine. take it to fignify a high Shelf, Sc.) it was uſed among the

A(among the Ancients]wasa numeralLetter,andlig- Ancientsfor a Cupboard orBuffet.
ABACUS ("AbaxG , Gr.) a Counting- Table_anciently

Ā or a , ſignified 5000 .
uſed in Calculations : . This was ſometimes a Board co

A[ among :he Romans] was uſed as an Abbreviation of which Geometricians,qc. uſed to drawtheir Schemes.
ver'd with Sand, Duft, Soc. fifted evenly upon it , on

the Word Abfolvo, t.e. 1 acquit. The Judges being wont to

give their Sentence upon Perſons, by caſting Tables into a
ABACUS Pythagoricus [ i. e. Pythagoras's Table) a Table

Box or Urn ,on which Tableswere the Letters A, C or NL ofNumbers contrived for the moreeaſylearningthe Prin

If they acquitted the Perſon try'd, they caſt intotheUmnă ciples ofArithmetick , andſuppoſedto be the Multiplica

Table with theLetter A marked onit, if theycondemned, tion Table, and thence it has been uſed to lagnify anAl

with the Letter C, for Condemno, i . e. I condemn ; if theMata
phabet or A BC.

ter was hard to bedetermined, with the Letters NL, for Capital of a Column,which ſerves as a Sort of Crowning
Aracy.- Eiri Arobtretture ] is the uppermoſt Member or

Non liquet ,i. e.It does notappear plain. Hence Cicero calls both to the Capital and Column, tho' ſome erroneouſly

the Letter A Litera falutaris, i.e. theſaving Letter. A was make it to be the Capital itſelf.

alſo uſedby the Romans, as the firſt of the Litterė Nundi
The ABACUS [according to Vitruvius ) was originally de

nales, in Imitation of which, the Dominical Letters were introduced ; andA is alſo uſed as thefirſt of the Dominical ſigned to repreſent a ſquareTile laid overan Urn or

Basket. The Original or Riſe of this firſt regular Order
Letters in our Julian Kalendar. of Archite &ture is ſaid to be as follows: An old Wo.
A a "Anced, and 2or w 'Suéze, i . e. great o [Hierogly man of Atbens having placed a Basket covered with a Tile

phically) being the firſt and laſt Letters of the Greek Al

phabet, areuſed in the Revelation of St. John, to ſignifying forth thefollowing Spring, encompaſſed the Basket alt
over the Root of an Acanthus [ Bear's Foot] the Plant Thoot

ihe firft and the laſt.

(as an abbreviation] is uſed for Annoin the Year, and of Scrolls, which
being obſervd by an ingenious Sculptor,

round, till having met the Tile, it curled back in a kind
A [

Artium of Arts,as Anno Domini, in the Year of our Lord, he formed a Capital upon this 'Plan; repreſenting the

Apno Mundi, in the Year of the World, A B, Artium Bac
Tile by the Abacus, the Basket by the Vaſe or Body of the

calaureus, Batchelor of Arts.

Ana, and denotes an equal Portion of divers Ingredients, It isa flat ſquare Member in the Tuſcan, Dorick, and an

Ā or A A [withPhyſicians] is uſed in Preſcriptions for Capital, andthe Leaves bytheVolutes.

The Abacus is ſomething different in different Orders.

either in reſpect of Weight orMeaſure ; alſo A or AA.Æ.P. cient Ionick Orders . In the richer Orders, the Corinthian
denotes fimply cqual Parts of the Ingredients therein men- and Compoġt it loſes its native Form ; having its four Sides

tioned . or Faces arch'd or cut inward , with ſome Ornament as a

AAA (with Chymiſts) is ſometimes uſed to ſignify Amal- Roſe, ſome other Flower, a Fiſh's Tail , aic,
gama or Amalgamation . But there are other Liberties taken in the Abacus, by ſe

A B veral Archite &ts. Some make it a perfe & Ogce in the lo

AB, at the Beginning of Engliß Saxon Names, is ge- nick, and crown it with a Filler. In theDorick, fome place

nerally' a Contraction of Abboz ; 1. 2. an Abbot or Abby ; To a Cymatium over it, and ſodo not make it the uppermoſt

that as to the Names of Places, it may be generally con- Member; In the Tufcan Order, where it isthe largeft and

cluded , thatthe Place belonged to a Monaſtery elſewhere, moſtmaſſive, and takes upone third Part of the whole Ca

os that there was one there . pital ; they ſometimes call it the Die of the Capital, and

A'BACOT [Incert.Etym .) a Royal Cap of State made in the Scamozzi uſes the NameAbacus, for a Concave moulding

Ahape of two Crowns,ancientlywornbythe KingsofEngland. inthe Capital of thicTufcan Pedeſtal
B ABAD
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ABA'DDIR , a Name given to the Suone , that Satıern is A'BBEY ( of 'ABCatex, Gr. Abbot nice , Sax.) a Con

fabled to have ſwallow'd inſtead of his Son Gupiter : For the
A'BBY S vent or Monaſtery, a Houſe for religious

Poets feign, that Saturn , having been forewarned , that he Perfons.

Mould be expelled his Kingdom by one of his Sons, to pre- A'BBIES , anciently one third ofthe beſt Bencfices in Eng
vent it , as ſoon as ever his Wife Rhea was deliver'd of a land, were by the Pope's Grant appropriated to Abbies , and

Male Child ,fent for it in order to devour it ; but having other religious Houfes, which when they were diffolved by
ſerved his Wife ſo once , the afterwards inſtead of the Child K. Henry VIII, and became Lay-Fees, there were 190

ſent him aStone, wrapped up in twadling Cloaths, and ſo diffolved, whoſe Revenues were from 200 to 3502 l . per
deceived him , and preferved the Child . See Saturn; Annum, which at a Medium amounted to 285,0.01 . per
ABA'FT (of ærean , or abaycan Sax .] Behind, from the Annum .

Forepart of the Ship , or towards the Stern . A ' ? BOT (of Abon , Sax. ] the chief Ruler of an Abbey ;

ABA'GION , a Proverb , a Circumlocution . of which ſome in England wore Mitres, others were

ABALIENATION [in the Roman Law ] a giving up Bipop A'BBOTS, Abbots , whoſe Abbies have been erect
one's Right to another Perſon, or a making over an Ef- ed into Bishopricks.

tate, Goods or Chattels by Sale, or due Courſe of Law. Cardinal ABBOTS, Abbots, who are alſo called Cardinals.

To ABA'NDON [ of abandonner, F. ] to forfake utter- Commendatory ABBOTS , or Abbots in Commendam , are

ly , to caſt ott, alſo to give one's self wholly up to fome Seculars, and do not perform any fpiritual Offices, nor have

prevailing Vice , Paffion, Luft, as an abandoned Wretch . any fpiritual Juriſdiction over their Monks; altho' they

ABA'NDUM [Old Law ] whatſoever is confiſcated, fe- have undergone the Tonſure, ard are obliged by their

queftred or forfeited . Bulls to take the Orders when they come of Age.

A'BANET [ 632X , H.) a ſort of Girdle worn by the Crozier'd ABBOTS , are ſuch as bear the Crofier or Paſto

Fewi Prieſts. ral Staff.

ABA'PTISTON 2 * Αβάπτισον, an Inſtru- Mitred ABBOTs, are ſo called , becauſe they wear a

ANABA'PTISTON : ment uied Mitre when they officiate, and are independent upon any

by Surgeons ; a ſort of Trepan . Perton but the Pope, being free from the Biſhop's Jurit

AB A'RCY ( Abartia , L. of 'Abarria , Gr ) Inſatiableneſs di&tion, and having the funte Authority within their Bounds,

To AB A'R E ( abajiian, Sax.) to make bare, uncover or that the Biſhop had ; theſe mitred Abbots in England were

diſcloſe. allo Lords of Parliament.

ABARNA'RE [of Abajian , Sax.) to detect or diſcover Regular ABBOTs, are real Monks or Religious , who

any ſecret Crime. have taken the Vows and wear the Habits.

ABARTICULATION [in Anatomy) a good and apt Con- To ABBR E'VIATE [abbreviare, L.) to abridge, or make
ſtruction of the Bones, by which they move Itrongly and Thorter.

eaſily , or that Species of Articulation that has manifeft ABBREVIATED [abbreviatus, L.) made ſhorter.

Motion . ASBREVIA'TION , an expreffing a Thing in fewer

To ABA'S E (abaiſſer, F. ] to bring down, to lower, to Terms, L.

humble. ABBREVIATURE [ Abbreviatura, L. ) a ſhortening, as

To ABASE [ Sea Term ) to lower or take in, as to lower a Letter put for a Word

or take in a Flag . ABBREUVOI'r , a watering Place. Fr.

To ABA'SH [ of esbahir, O. Fr. ] to make aſhamed or ABBREUVOI'Rs (with Maſons] the Joint or Jun &ture

confounded . Hence of two Stones , or the Interſtice or Space left between two

ABA'SHMENT, Aſtoniſhment, Confuſion .
Stones to put the Mortar in as they are laying.

ABATAME'NTUM (Law Word ) an Entry by Interpo- TO ABBRIDGE (of abbreger, F.] to make ſhorter, to

ſition . curtail .

To ABA'te (of abbatre, F.] properly to break down ABBRO'CHMENT [ in Law ) the foreſtalling a Market, i.e.

or deſtroy (in a common Senſe ) is to diminish , to make the buying up or engroſſing Wares, before they are brought

or grow leſs.
to a Market or Fair, and Telling them again by Retail.

TO ABATE [in Common Law ) to diſable, defeat or ABBU'ITALS [of aboutir, Ě. to limit or bound, or of

overthrow ; to come to nought, to be aboliſhed ; alſo to butan , or onbutan , Sax. ) the Buttings and Boundings of

be quaſhed or made of none effect, as Lands, Highways, & c. either towards the Eaſt, West,

TO ABATE a Writ [in Law ) is to deſtroy it for a Time, North, or South ,Thewing how they lie in reſpect to other

thro’want of good Ground, or ſome other Detect; as the Places .

Appeal abateth by Couſenage, i . e . the Accuſation is made ABDE'VENAM [with Aftrologers) the Head of the 12th

void , or defeated by Deceit. Figure of the Heavens.

TO ABATE (in Horſemanſhip] is ſaid of a Horfe when he ÅBDE'RIAN (of Abdera, where Democritus the laugh

works upon Curvets , putting his twoHind-legs to the Ground ing Philofopher lived ) as Abderim Laughter, a fooliſh and
both at one time, and always obſerving the fame Ex- ficqueat Laughter.

a &tneſs. The A'BDERITE , Democritus the Philoſopher.

ABA'TEMENT [ abaiſſement, F. ) a leſſening ; alſo that To A'BDICATE ( abdicatum , Sup. of abdicare, L.] to

which is abated in a Reckoning, or Account. renounce or reſign , to give over.

ABA'TEMENT [in Law ] the Act of abating, defeat. ABDICA'TION , the voluntary A &t of abdicating, diſ

ing or diſabling; as the Abatement of a Writ, & c. It owning, renouncing, & c.
alio ſignifies the entring upon an Inheritance, by ſtepping ABDICATION Lin Law both Civil and Common ] iş

in between the former Polleflor and his next Heir. uſed where there is no more than barely an implicit Re

ABATEMENT of Honour (with Heralds] is an accident- nunciation ; as when a Perſon does ſuch Actions as are al

al Mark, which being added to a Coat of Arms, the Dig- together inconſiſtent with the Nature of his Truſt, in which

nity of it is abaſed , by reaſon of ſome Stain or diſhonour- Cafe he does in effe £ t renounce it.

able Quality of the Bearer. This Abatement is ſometimes ABDICATIVE [ abdicativus, L.) belonging to Abdi,

an abſolute Reverſion or Overturning of the whole Eſcuc- cation ; alſo negative.
cheon , or elſe only a Mark of Diminution, as a Point dex- ABDITIVE abditiuus, L.) Hidden .

ter parted tenne, a Goat finifter, a Delf , &c. ABDITO'RIUM , a Place to hide and keep Goods,
An ABA’tor [ in a Law Senſe] one who intrudes into Plate , Money, Sc. in . O. Rec .

Houſes or Land , that is void by the Death of the former A'BDOMEN [of abdo, L. to hide, and omentum the

Poffeffor, as yet not entered upon or taken upby his Heir. Caul]

ABATU'DE [ Old Records] any thing diminiſhed. APDOMEN (with Anatomifs) the lower Belly, that Part

A'BATURES [a Hunting Term ] thoſe Sprigs or Grafs of the Belly which is between the Navel and the Privi

which are thrown down by a Stag in his palling by. ties; the lowermoſt of the3 Venters, or great Cavities, which

T , ABA'Y [of Buy a being prefixed) to ſuffer or pay contains the stomach , Liver, Bladder, Spleen , Gurs , Eco

TO ABE'Y dear for. O, ABDU'ctio [of ab from , and duco, L. to leador draw]
A'BBA ( X2X , Syr.) Father. a Term uſed by Anatomiſts when the Ends of the Bones

ABBACY 3 [of ’ ABBeteid , Gr. Abbus - come, Sax .] ſtand at a great Diſtance in a Fracture. L.

A'BBATHYS an Abbotſhip ; alſo an Abbey, Mo- ABDU'STION, a drawing, leading, or carrying away .

naſtery, or Convent. ABDUCTION (with Logicians] an Argument leading

A'BBATIS [Old Records] an Avener or Steward of the from the Concluſion to the Demonſtration of a Propoſition.
Stables, an Hoftler. ABDU'CTOR minimi digiti (with Anatomifts ] a Muf

A'BBESS (of 'ABB & Tobag Gr. Abubiyye, Saxo] a Gover- cle of the little Finger, which draws it from the reſt. It
ucſs of Nuns. takes its Riſe from thé Ligamentum tranſverſale, and 4th

and
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many Cattle.

and 3d Bone of the Carpus, and from the ſuperior Parts TO ABI'DE [of abidan , sax.] to continue, ſtay , or tarry

of the Os Metacarpi. The firſtof theſe Originations ends in a Place ; alſo to ſuffer or endure.

at the ſuperior Part of the firſt Bone of the little Fin- A'BJECT ( abjectus, L. i. e.caſt away ] Mcan, baſe , vile.

ger forwards ; the ſecond at the fame Part of the ſaid An A'BJECT ( abje&tus, L.] a Person of no Etteem or

Bone, laterally ; the third is inſerted with the Tendon Repute.

of the Extenfor minimidigiti, to the upper End of the 3 [ abjectatum ,L.] to caſt or put

third Bone of the little Finger. TOABJECTATE } Cabinet ram Didzina
ABDUCTOR minimi digiti pedis. [ with Anatomifts ] a An ABJE'CTION ? [ abje&tio, L ) abje &t Condition ,

Muſcle of the little Toe, that ariſes from the external Part A'BJECTNESS S Meannefs, low Ettate , Vilenets.

of the Os calcis, as alſo from the external Side of the Os A'eles (with Botanifts] the Fir- trec .

Metacarpi of the little Toe, and forming one Tendon at its ABIETI'NE (abietinus, L.] made of Fir.

Inſertion to the ſuperior Part of the first Bone of the little ABI'GA (with Botanifts] the Herb Ground Pine . L.

Toe, externally and laterally. Its Uſe is to draw it off ABI'G EUS 3 [ old Records] a Thief who has ſtoler

from the reſt. ABIG E'vus S

ABDUCTOR Indicis (with Anatomifts] a Muſcle of the
ABI'LIMENTS [ of War) Habiliments, or all Sorts of

Fore-finger, ariſing flcthy from the os metacarpi, that ſuf- Armour and warlike Stores.

tains theFore-finger, andhaving joined one of the Lumbri- ABINTE'STATE [of ab Neg. and teftatus, L.] an

cal Muſcles, is inſerted with it together with the Tendon of Heir to a Man who died without a Will.

the Abdu &tor Pollicis. The Uſe of it is to draw the Fore- ABI'SHERISING ( old Law Term ] properly a Forfei

finger from the reſt. ture ; a being quit of Amercements or Finés for fome

ÅBDUCTOR Oculi [ Anatomy] a Muſcle of the Eye, Tranſgreſſion , that has been proved before a Judge.

which draws it from the Noſe. It is alſo called Indignabun- To A'BJUGATE (abjugatum , L.) to unyoke,to uncouple.

dus, becauſe it is made Uſe of in ſcornful Reſentments. To ABJU'RE [abjurare, L.] to forſwear, to diſclaim ,

ABDUCTOR Pollicis [ Anatomy ] a Muſcle of the to renounce, orquit an Opinion, Subjection to a Gover

Thumb, which ariſing broad and Herhy from the inter- nour, Prince, Soc.

nal Part of the Ligamentum tranſverſale Carpi, and deſcend- ABJURA'Tion , a renouncing by Oath , & c.

ing becomes tendinous at its Implantation to the upper and ABJURATION 'Cold Cuftom a ſworn Baniſhment or

externalPart of the ad Bone of the Thumb,and laterally lef- quitting the Land for Life, ſometime admitted inftcad of

ſens itſelf. Its Uſe is to draw theThumb from the Fingers. Deathto Criminals, who having committed Murther,
ABDUCTOR Pollicis pedis [Anatomy ) a Muſcle of the could get to a Church, before they were apprehended,

great Toe. It takes · Rife fleſhy internally and laterally, from whence they could notbe brought to take their Trial
from the Os calcis, and in half its Progreſs becoming ten- at Law ; but confefſing their Crime before a Juſtice or Co

dinous, joins with another fleſhy Beginning, which Iprings roner, and abjuring the Kingdom , were at Liberty ; but

from the Os cuneifo,memajus, which ſuſtains the Os Me- were to carry a Croſs in their Hand, till they got out of

tatarſi of the great Toe, till laſtly theyboth making one the King's Dominions.

Tendon, are implanted to the external Part of theOS se- To ABLACTATE ( abla &tatum , L.] to wean from the

famoides of the great Toe laterally. Breaft.

ABDUCTORES (with Anatomiſts] abducentMuſcles, they ABLACTA'TION (with nurſery Gardeners] one of the

are all thoſe which ſerve to open or pull back divers Parts Methods of Grafting ; and according to the signification

of the Body, as the Arms, Eyes, Legs, Lips , Noftrils, &c. of the Word, as it were a weaning of a Cyon by degrees

ABELI'TION , Abolition, the Licence granted to a cri- from its Mothers Stock, not cutting it off wholly from the

minal Accuſer to forbear or delift from further Proſecution . Stock, till it is firmly united to that on which it is grafted.

ABEA'RING Behaviour, as to be bound to a good Abea- ABLAQUE A'TION [ in Gardening) an uncovering or lay

ring, is to be bound to one's good Behaviour. ingbarethe Roots of Trees, to expoſe them to the Air , Rain

ABECEDA'RIAN , a Teacher orLearner of the A B C. and Sun, in order to their greater Fertility the Year fol.

ABECEDARY , Adjective, Pertaining to the Letters A BC, lowing.

Subftantive, alſo an Alphabet. ABLA'TION , a taking away. L.

Á'BEL E - Tree ( with Botanifts] a finer kind ofwhite Poplar. A'BLATIVE Cafe [with Grammarians] the laſt of the

ABEO'NA ( of aben , L. to go away ) a Goddeſs of the Six Cafes of Nouns, Pronouns, &c.

Romans, who, as they imagined , had the Power ofmaking A'BLE [of Habilis, L.) capable to perform ,

their going forth happy or unhappy . To A'BLEGATE [ ablegatum , L. ) to ſend abroad up

A'BER ° (old Britiß] the Fall of a leſſer Water into a on ſome Employment; alſo to ſend a Perſon out of the

greater, as ofa Brookinto a River, a River into a Lake ; Way that one is weary of.
or Sea. The Mouth of a River ; as Aberconway, &c. A'BLENESS [of Habilitas, L.] Capableneſs to per

ABER E -MURDER [ of abere apparent, and mors, form , c.

Murder, Sax .] plain ordownright Murder, in Diftin &tion ABLE'psy ['ABA Galia , Gr. ] Want of Sight, natural

from Manſlaughter andChanceMedley. Blindneſs, alſo Unadviſedneſs .

ABERRANCY (of aberrans, L ] a ſtraying, erring, ABLIGURI'TION , a prodigal ſpending on Belly Cheer.

} or wandring out of the Way. ABLIGA'BON Sylueftre ( with Botanifts the Flower Nar

ABE'RRANT [ aberrans, L.) ttraying or wandring a- ciſſus or white Daffodil. L.

TO A'BLIGATE [abligatum , L.) to bind or tye up from .

ÁBĚRU'NCATED [aberuncatus, L.) pulled up by the ABLOCA’TION , a letting out to hire.

Roots , weeded To Allu'DE [ abludere, L.)to be unlike, to differ from

ABE'SSED [of abaiſſer, F. to depreſs] humbled . A'BLUENT [abluens, L.) waſhing away, cleanſing.

To Abe't [of Betan, Sax .] to encourage, egg, or ſet ABLU'TION , a waſhing or rinſing . L.

on ; alſo to maintain , back, or uphold ; alſo to aid or affift. ABLUTION [ in Pharmacy) the preparing of a Medicine

ÁBe’IMENT( Common Law ) the Act of encouraging in any Liquor, to cleanſe it from its Dregs or any ill Quality:
or ſetting another to commit any Crime. ABNEGATION, a denying a Matter point blank .

ABE'TTER < [of Betan , Sax.] one who adviſes, eggs ABNEGATION (with Divines) the renouncing of Paffions

ABE'ITOR S on , or aſſiſts any other Perſon in do- Pleaſures or Luſts.

ing any unlawful Aa, as of Felony, Murder, Treaſon , & c . ABNODA'TION (with Gardeners) the cutting away of

ABE'ITORS ( in Law ] are alſo thoſe Perſons, who pruning off the Knobs and Knots from Trees . L.
without Cauſe, procure others to fue out falfe Appeals of ABNOR'MOUS [abnormis, L.] Miſhapen, vaft, huge.

Felony or Murder againſt Perſons, that they may thereby TO ABO'LISH [ abolere, L. abolir, F.] to deſtroy a

tender them infamous. thing after fuch a manner, that no Footſteps of it remain ;

ABEY'ANCE [Law Term ] as when Lands, Goods, to deface utterly, to reduce to nothing ; allo to repeal.

Tenements, & c. are only in Posse, or Expe &tation , and not ABO'LISHMENT [aboliſſement, F.) a diſannulling,&c.

in A &tu , i. e. in the Intendmentand Conſideration of the ABOLI'TION , the abſolute repealing of a Law of

Law, they are ſaid to be in Abeyance. Cuſtom, or the taking of it away intirely . L.

ABGATO'Ria [of Abgbittin, Irish ] the Alphabet ABC, ABOLITION [Law Term ] Leave granted by a Judge,

Esc. @gmc. to a criminalAccuſer to forbear further Profecution of

ABGREGA'TION , a Separation from the Flock . L. a Perſon accuſed .

To Abho'r [abhorrere, L. ] to loath or hate. ABOLition (in Metapbyfacks] the utter Deſtruction of

ABHO'RRENCE < [of abborrens, L.] a hating, loath- any Being.

ABHO'RRENCY Sing, Soc.
ABO'MASUM properly, the Paunch of a Beaſt, the

AB HO'RRENT [ábborrens, L.] that hates, loaths, is ABO'MASUS Tripes.

averſe from .
Abro

way from .

2
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ABO'MASUM ( with Anatomifs ] One of the four Sto- Aėra'sson (with Surgeons] a ſuperficial raiſing of the

machs of rumiant Animals, i.e. iuch as chew the Cud ; Skin .

the other three are called renter, Reticulum , and Oma/um . ABRASION [in a Medicinal Senſe] the wearing away

ABOʻMINASLE (abominari, according to the native the natural Mucus, which covers the Membranes, parti

Senſe of the Word, from ab and omen, L. fignifies to ac- ticularly thoſe of the Stomach and Guls , by corrolive or

count a Thing for an ill Omen, or an unlucky Sign, and Sharp Humours.

therefore to pray againſt it by ccitain Forms of Speech) to ABRASION [ with Philoſophers ] that matter which is

be abhorred ,' loathed or hated. worn off by Attrition of Bodies one againſt another.
TO ABOʻMINATE [ abominari, of ab and omen ) pro- ABRENÚNCIATION , a renouncing or fortaking any

perly ſignifies to take a thing for an ill Sign or unlucky ()- thing entirely. F. of L.

men ; to pray ag init it , or with the contrary, by certain ABRIC (with Chymifts ] Sulphur.

Forms and Speeches , we uſe it for to abhor, hate or loath. To ABRIDGE abreger, F. to make ſhorter in Words,

ABOMINA’TION , a thing to be abhorr’d or loarhed , to contract, ſtill retaining the Senſe and Subitance.

a deteſtable thing L. To ABRIDGE [in Law] to make a Declaration, or

ABOMINO'S E ( abominofus, L.) full of Abomination . count Short, by leaving out Part of the Plaint or Demand,

ABORIGINES [of ab and origo ] the People of Italy and praying that the Defendant may anſwer to the other.

by Saturn , or fuch Nations as the Italians, who pretend to ABRIDGMENT ( abregement, F.) an abridging, doc.

have been anciently without Original or Derivation from wherein the lefs material Things are intitted on butbriety,

any other Nation or People. and ſo the whole brought into a leffer Compaſs ; an Epi

ABON 2 (with the ancient Britains) fignified a River, tome or Short Account of a Marter ; a Summary or fort

Avon S and was a general Name for all Rivers. Account of the Matter of a book.

To ABOʻRT (abortir, F. of ab and orior , L. ) to mil- ABRIDGMENT ( of account, & c. in Law) is the ma

carry, or bring forth the Fætus, before it is arrived at its king it ſhorter by abſtracting ſome of its Circumſtances.
Maturity for Birth. A BROCAME'NTUM See stbrochment.

ABOʻRTION [ of aborior, L. to riſe or ſpring up un- To A'BROGATA ( abrogatum , Sup . of abrogare, L.)

timely ] the untimely Excluſion of the Fætus, cominonly to diſannul or aboliſh , eſpecially to repeal or make a Law

called a Miſcarriage in Women. void , which was before in Forcé.

ABORTION with Gardeners ) a Term uſed of Fruits ABROGA'TION , a ditannulling, &c. L.

that are produced too early before their Time, as when ABROO'D ( of bresun, Sax. ] as to fit abrood as an

Trees happening to be blaſtedby noxious Winds, are ſubject Hen on Eggs, to cherish .

to this Malady, never bringing their Fruit to Maturity. ABROTANI'T Es [’Abogtoiltas, Gr ] Wine made of

ABORTION [of aborter, F. ] Miſcarriage in Women, Southernwood .
orthe bringing forth a Child before its Time, that is not in ABRO'TANUM [ABestavov,Gr.] the Herb Southernwood.

a Capacity to live. ABROTONI'T ES (AC09T0ktus, Gr.] Wormwood Wine.

ABO'RTIVE (abortivus, L.] pertaining to ſuch a Birth, Abru'pt (abruptus, L.) Breaking off iuddenly ; un

ftill-born , untimely, alſo that comes to nothing, as an ab- ſeaſonable; alio rough , haity.

ortive Deſign. The ABRUPT į abruptum , L.] the uneven , rough,

An ABOʻRTIVE, a ſort of fine Vellum made of the broken, or craggy , Part of the Abyſs. Milton .

Skin of a Calt -calf or Lamb. A. RU'PINESS, the breaking or being broken off on

ABO'R TIVENESS, Miſcarriage ; alſo Unſucceſsfulneſs. a fudden ; allo Craggineſs of a Rock, Mountain , &c.

ABO'VE (of abortan, Sax .) aloft, higher ; alſo more A'escess [ abſielus, L. of abs and cedo, L. to retire ;

than , as over and above. becauſe the Parts are diſunited by the Matter] a grofs Tu .

ABOU't [ of abotan, sax. ] round about, alſo near mor, Ulcer, or Swelling in any Part of the Body, which

in Time andPlace ; alſo ready, as about to gº. nxy cither be diſolved , or be brought to run with Matter,

ABOU'TED ( with Gardeners) a Term uſed to denote To ABSCI'ND [ abſcindere, L.] to cut off.

that Trees are budded. It properly ſignifies a Swelling ABSCI'SS Æ [inconick sections, or other Curvilineal Fi

formed in the human Body , which has come to a Head or gures ) are the Parts of the Axis cut

Abſceſs, and is applied to Trees, in that the Buds of them off by the Ordinates , and accounted

do in like manner ariſe like ſmall Heads. downwards from the Vertex of the

ABRACADA'BRA, thisWord is a Spell or Charm , which Section , thus V b or V B are the

is ſtill in Uſe and Eſteem with ſome luperſtitious Perſons, Abfiife in this Figure. Some Wrio

who pretend to do Wonders by it in the Cure of Agues ТВ ters call theſe the Intercepted Axes or

and Fevers , which is to be written in the Form of a Tri intercepted Diameters.

angle, decreaſingone Letter every Line till it comes to a ABSCI'SSION (of ab and ſcindo, to cut) a cutting off. L ,

Point ; and the Illiterate write the Letters in Engliſ Cha- ABSCISSION ( with Afrologers ) a Term uſed, when

racters in the ſame Form . three Planets being within the Bounds of their Orbs, and

7 7 X 7 X in different Degrees of the Sign ; the third comes to a Con

7 9 7 jun &tion with the middle Planet, and cuts off the Light of

) X 7 X X 7 X the firſt.

7 J ]
To ABSCOND ( abfcondere, L.) to hide one's felf.

7 X A'BSENT [ abſens, L.] that is out of the Way, miſs

X 3 X
ing or wanting

TO A'BSENT one's felf, to be voluntarily abſent, not
X 7

to appear, to keep out of the Way.

ABSENTA'NEOUS ( abfentaneus, L.) pertaining to Ab
7

fence, done in Abſence.
2 X

ABSENTEE's , a Parliament held in Dublin the 28th

of Henry VII .
A'BRACAR, a Name which Baſilides, an Heretick of the ABSINTHIATED [ abfinthiatus, L. ] mingled with

ſecond Century, gave to God, who he ſaid was the Author Wormwood.

of 365 , i.e. the 365 Daysin the Year, to which the Let

ters 812XXXAbracadabra , are faid to amount
ABSINTHIO'MENON ( 'Aforntiópavor, Gr.] Souther

wood , or Wormwood gentle .
The Author of this Superſtitition is ſaid to have lived in the

Time of Adrian, and had its Name after Abrafan, or A
ABSI'NTHITES [ Aboriofitus, Gr.] Wine made of

Wormwood.

braxas [ ABexbas, Gr . ] a Deity that the Author adored ,
ABSI'NTHIUM [ ’Ayodirov, Gr.] Wormwood.

this he made his ſupreme Deity, and aſcribed to him ſeve- A'BSIS 3 ["Avis, Gr.] the bowed or arched Roof of a

ral petty ſubordinate Divinities, as 7 Angels, who preſided A'psis S Room, Houſe , Oven, Soc. alſo the Ring or

over the Heavens, and alſo according to the Number of Compaſs of a Wheel.

Days in the Year, he held 365 Virtues or Powers, or de- ABSIS ? [inftronomy] is when the Planets moving to

pendent Intelligences, the value of the Letters in the Apsis S their higheit or loweſt Places are at a Stay ;

Word, according to the Greek Numbers made 365 thus, the high Abfis being called the Apogaum , and the low Áb
A B P A Ξ Α Σ

fisthe Perigaum .
2 100 60

To ABSI'ST [abfe flere, L. ] to ceaſe or leave off.
ABRAHAM'S BALM [in Botany) the Hemp-tree. ABSOL E'TE [abſoletus, L.) out of Uſe, negle &ted.

TO ABRA'DE ( abradere, L.) to ſhave off.
Abso'LVATORY [of abſolutorius, L. ) pertaining to

ABRA'sion , a Žaving off ; alſo a razing or blotting out. a Diſcharge or Acquittal.
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ABSOLUTE ( abſolutus, L. ) free from the Power of, ABSQUE HOC, [1.e. without this] Words of Excep

or independent on another ; alio having Perfe &tion in itſelf ; tion made Uſe of in a Traverſe. L.

alſo unlimited, alfo arbitrary. To ABSTAIN (abftinere, L. ) to forbear , to keep from

ABSOLUTE (with Gramm rians ] without Regimen or A5STE'MIOUS (abftemius, L.] properly faid of one

Government, as an ablat. ve abſoluto. who drinks no Wine ; moderate , temperate in Diet .

ABSOLUTE Nouns Adject. With Grammarians) ſuch Ad ABSTE'NTION ( Common Law ] a keeping or with

je&tives as are in the Politi e Degree, as great, little, low , holding an Heir from taking Poſſeſion of his Inheritance..

leſs.
ABSTE'RGENT [ abftergens, L.] cleanſing.

ABSOLUTE Noins subftant. fuch Nouns whoſe Signi- ABSTE'RGENTS [ with Phyſicians ] Medicines of a

fications imply a ſimple Idea ; as a Man, 4 Horſe, Eartb, cleanſing or ſcowring Quality .

Air, &c . ABSTE'RSION , a wiping away. L.

AB OLUTE (in Theology) is ſometimes uſed to denote a ABSTE'RSIVE ( abfterſivus, L.] pertaining to wiping

Thing being without any Cauſe, in which Senſe God is ab- away ; aiſo the ſame as Abſtergent.

folute . ABSTERSIVE Medicines, ſuch as are uſed to clear the

ABSOLUTE is alſo uſed to ſignifie free from Conditions, Skin and ourward Parts of the Body from Filth .

as the Decrees of God are ſaid to be ablolute in Reſpect to A'BSTINENCE (abftinentia, L.) an abſtaining from

Men. Food, Drink, Pleaſures, Luits, Coc.

ABSOLUTE (with Romanifts ) is uſed in Oppoſition to ABSTINENT (a ftinens, L. ] refraining from , or mo

Declaratury, as theyhold that a Prieſt can forgive Sins ab- derately uſing , Wine, Food, cic.

ſolutely ; but the Proteſtants lay only declaratively and ABSTO'RTED (of als and tortus, L. ) wrung or wreft

ministerially
ed from by Violence .

ABSOLUTE Eftate ( in Law) an Eſtate free from all A'BSTRACT ( abftra &tum , Sup. of abftrahere, L . ] ' a

manner of Conditions and Incumbrances. Short Draught or Copy of an original Writing ; the

ABSOLUTE Equation ( with Aftronomers) is the Aggre- Abridgment of a Book, Record , eye.

gation or Sum of the Eccentrick, and Optick Equations. ABSTRACT ( with Logicians ) any. Quality , as it is

ABSOLUTE Gravity ( Philos. and Mech.] that Property conſidered apart, without Regard had to its Concrete or

in Bodies, by which they are faid to weigh to much, no Subje &t.

Regard being had to any Circumſtances o Modification, ABSTRACT ( in Pbilosopby ] that which is ſeparated

and always is as the Quantity of Matrer contained in it from ſome other Thing by an Operation of the Mind call

ABSOLUTE Motion, ſignifies the Change of Place in any ed Abſtraction .

moving Body.
An ABSTRACT Idea, is fome ſimple Idea, detach'd and

ABSOLUTE Numbers [ Algebra] a Number which pof- ſeparated from any particular Subje & or complex Idea, for

ſeſſes one intire Part or Side of an Equation, and is al- the ſake of viewing and conſidering it more diſtin &tly,

ways a known Quantity , and the Rectangle or Solid un- as it is in itſelf, its own Nature, ego.

der the unknown Roots in Quadraticks and Cubicks , thus To AB TRACT ( abftrahere, L.) to draw away from ,
to take from or out of.

in this Equation ; a a+ 16 a = 36. the ablolute Num
ABSTRACT Numbers ( with Arithmeticians ) ſuch as areber is 36 , which is equal to the Produ &t of the two Roots

or Values, multiplied one into another ; this is called alſo conſidered as pure Numbers, without being apply'd to

Homogeneum Comparations, by Vieta any Subje &t.

ABSOLUTE Place, is that part of infinite and immove A3 ikA'CIED Matbematicks, is uſed in Oppoſition to

able Space, that any Body, poffefſes.
mix'd Mathematicks ; the former ſignifying pure Arithme

ABSOLUTE Space [with Pbiloſopbers ) is Space, which tick , Geometry or Algebra.

being conſider'd in its own Nature, without having any
ABSTRACTED Nouns Subftantives [ with Grammarians,

Regard to anyexternal Thing, continues always theſame, of which is real,and in the Nature of the Thing ; but
& c. ] are ſuch Nouns as denote a Thing ; the Exiſtence

andis immoveable.

A'BSOLUTELY [abfolute, L.) after an abſolute manner.
ſubſiſts only in the Underſtanding ; as Humanity, Truth,

ABSOLUTELY (with Logicians) is uſed of the Termsof
Vigilance, & c.

a Propofition , that is without Relation to any Thing elle .
ABSTRA'ctedly [ of abftra& us, L.] by way of ab

ABSOLUTELY [in Oppoſition to Terms and Condi
ftra & t.

tions) as God faid not to forgive Men their Sins abſolute ABSTRACTIVė [ abft a &tious; L.) that may be ab

ly ; but upon Condition of Repentance, and future A
Atracted or drawn from .

mendment of Life. ABSTRACTION , [in Philofophy ] is an Operation of the

ABSOLUTELY (with Geometricians] is uſed to ſignify Mind , whereby it ſeparates Things naturally conjun&t or

intirely , compleatly , as a Circle or Sphere is ſaid to be ab exiſting together, and forms and conſiders Ideas of ' Things

ſolutely round in Contradiftin &tion to a Figure that is part
thus ſeparated . A Power or Faculty which is peculiar to

ly to, as an Oval, a spbervid, et. the Mind of Man, in Contradiftin &tion to the natural Ca

AB OLU'TION, a Pardoning, Remiſion or forgive pacity of brute Beafts; by the delp of whichFacultyhe

neſs of Sins, pronounced by a Prieſt, Esc. can make his Ideas , or Conceptions relating to particular

ABSOLUTION[ in theCanon-Law ],a JuridicalA &, kind. Thus if theEyerepreſenttoaManWhiteneſsinaThings, to become general Repreſentatives all oftheſame

whereby a Prieſt as a Judge, and byVirtue of a Power Wall, he can conſider abftra tedly that Quality of White
delegated to him from Chriſt, remits Sins.

ABSOLUTION [in theCivilLaw , ſignifies a definitive plainly diſtinguiſhes it from them ; as Snow , Milk
nefs, and find it attributable to many other Things, and

Sentence, whereby a Man accuſed ofany Crime is ac
Chalk , Soc.

quitted.

ABSOLUTION [ in the Reformed Churches ] is uſually un
ABSTRI'CTED [ abfri& us, L.) looſened ,unbound.

derſtood of a Sentence by which a Perſon ſtands Excom
TO ABSTRI'NGE ( Abftringere, L.] to unbind or loofen .

TO ABSTRU'DE Abbrudere, L.] to thruſt or puſh away,
municated, is freed or releaſed from the Excommunication .

ABSOLUTO'RIUM [with Phyſicians] an abſolute Re
or from .

medy, or moſt effe & tual Medicine ; alſo a certain Cure or
ABSTRU'S E [ AbArufus, L.] obſcure, dark, not eaſy to

perfe & Recovery, L.
be underſtood, deep, hidden, or far removed from the

A'BSOLUTENESS [ of abfolu , F. abfolutus, L.) Arbi
common Apprehenſions orWaysof conceiving.

trarineſs, Freedom from Conditions, c
ABSTRU'SENESS ? Obſcurity in Meaning; Unintelli

A'BSONANT ? abfonans, L. diſagreeing from the
ABSTRU'SITY Śgibleneſs.

A'BSONONT } [alfomans L.)
ABSU'RD [ Abfurdus, L.) not agreeable to Reaſon or

Purpoſe , abſurd.

ABSONARE (old Law Records] to deteſt and avoid .
common Senſe, or that thwarts or goes contrary, to the

To ABSO'RB (with Gardeners, & c.] is a Term ap ccmmon Notions and Apprehenſions of Men ; imperti

ply'd to thoſe greedy Branches, that growing on Fruit
nent, filly, fooliſh .

Trees, do drink up and rob the other Branches of the
ABSU'RDNESS [ Abſurditas, L.] Diſagreeableneſs to

Autritious Juice, that they ſtand in Need of for their Nou
ABSU'RDITY S Reaſon, Impertinence, Folly ; an

riſhment and Augmentation.
Error or Offence againſt ſome generally allowed Truth or

ABSORB ( abſorbere, L.] to ſup or ſwallow up ; to de
Principle.

ABU'NDANCE ( Abundantia , L.) great Plenty,
vour, to conſume, to waſte.

ABSO'RPT ( abforptus, L.) ſupped up, & c.
ABU'NDANT [ Abundans, L) abounding.

ABSO'RBENTS |abſorbentia, L.) Medicines which bers, whoſe atiqu.t Parts added together, make more than
ABUNDANT Numbers (with Arithmeticians ſuch Num

temper and qualifye Tharp Juices in the Body, by imſharp Juices in the Body, by im- the whole Number, ofwhich they are Parts ; ás 20, whole
bibing or ſupping them up.

Aliquor Parts are 10, 5, 4 , 2, 1, and make 22 ; and 12,
с whore
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whofe aliquot Parts are 6, 4, 3 , 2. i , which added to- ACA'NTHICE, C’Axov Jixi , Gr.] a ſweet and pleaſant

gether, make 16 . Juice, contained in the 'Top of Pellitory or Ivy, L.
ABU'S E [ Abuſis, L.] the irregular or ill Uſe of a ACA'NTHI ( vrith Botanift:] the Herb Groundfel, L.

Thing, or fomething introduced contrary to the proper ACA'NTHUS ["Axavo , Gr. ] the Herb Bears-breech ,

Orderand Intentionof it ; Affront. Bears -foot or Brank -urſine.

Self -ABUSE, the Crime called otherwife, Self -Pollu- A'CARON, [’Axapov , Gu ] the Plant Wild-Niyrtle or

tion . Gow ; alſo Butcher's-broom .

To A3U's E [ Abuſum of Abuti, L.] To make a bad A'CARUS] " Axapü ] the Hand -worm ; a ſmall Worm

uſe of, to mifufc, to affront, or do onean Injury . breeding in Wax.

ABU's 10 , The abuting or miſulingof a Thing, L. A'CARUS [ Axapt, Gr.] a Mathroom or Toad -ſtool,

ABUS10 [ in Rhetorick a Figure , the fame as Catachrefis. ACARY [acarpia , L. of 'Axapráce, of a privat,

ABU'SIVE [ Abufiuus , L. Affrontive, offenſive, in- and xenos, Gr. Fruit ] Unfruitfulnets, Buitennefs.

jurious.
ACATALF'Cros 2 [ ' AX TRXXTG ,Gr.) A Verre

ABU'Siveness , Offenſiveneſs, Affrontingneſs, & c., . ACATALF'CTICK Verle sex ctly perfect, in which

TO ABU'T [of Atoutir, F ) To bound or there is not one Syılable too much, or too little.

upon .
ACAIALE'XACK ( of 'Axalana , Gr.] incompre

ABU'TALS henfible.
See Albuttals.

ABU'ITALS S ACATALE'Ps y [ ac.italopja, L. of 'Axaraanfía , Gr.]

ABUITI'LLON (with Botaniſts ] yellow Mallows. Incomprehenſibleneſs.

ABY'S MAL, Pertaining to an Abyſs. AcĀTA'LIS L'Axala'nıi, Gr.] the leffer kind of Juni
A'Byss [" Brwis, Gr.] A bottomleſs Pit or Gulf, or per, L. Botan .

any prodigious Deep where no Bottom can be found ; ACATF'RA [ 'Axa ?' ey, Gr.] the greater Juniper- Tree.

or is ſuppoſed to have no Bottom ; a valt unfathomable ACA'TFRY (in the King's Houtliii a iort of Check

Depth of Waters, ſuch as is ſuppoſed to be incloſed in between the Clerks of the King's Kitchen, and Surveyor.

the Bowels of the Earth . ACAIHARI'A [ ’Axa yopiside of a neg . and xa Japan

ABYSSI'NES, A People of Ethiopia, who are Chriſtians Gr. to purge or cleante ) that Filth or Im purity in a difealid

of the Greek Church. Body, which is not yet purged ot.

Ac at the Beginning or End of a Name of a 'Town ACAU'lis [ with Botaris; a Term uſed of Plants that
Ак or Place is the Saxen Word ( ac ) which rig- ACAU'LOS S ſeem to want talks, whose Flower

AKE nifies an Oak, and generally denotes the Place
ciceps on the Ground,

to take its Name of Oak, as skłon is as much as to fiy Oak- ACCAPITA'R E Law I'ord] to pay Relief to the chief

Town, and Auffin's ac, Euftin's-Oak ; and as for the Names

of Perſons of the fame Form , they are for the moit part
ACCA'PITUM (Law Word ) Relief due to Lords of the

derived from the Places of their Birth , or ſome Archieve
Manours.

ment there.
ACCEDAS AD CURIAM , a Writ dire &ted to the Sheriff,

ACACIA [with Botaniſts ] the Name of a Shrub, or requiring him to go to the Court of fome Lord or Franchiſe,

the Gum of Acacia , called alſo the birding Bean -tree. where any falſe Judgment is ſuppoſed to have been made

Rob ACACIA , Conſerve of Slocs , which is uſed inſtead in any Suit in a Court of Record , that a Record may be

of the true Ecacia. made of the fame Suit there , and certified into the King's

A'CACY [ ’Axarid , Gr.] Innocence, a being free from Court

Malice.
ACCEDAS AD VICE COMITEM , a Writ directed to

ACADE'MICKS [ ’Axced wpixol, Gr.] the Diſciples of Plato, the Coroner, requiring him to deliver a Wrir to the Sheriff,

who were fo named, becauſe they ſtudied in the publick who having had a Pone delivered to him , fuppreffes it,

School, called Academia, a famous School , not far from To ACCE'DE [ accedere, L.] to come to, to draw near

Athens, built and planted with Trees, as others fay from
to , to enter ' into .

Cadmws the phenician; others from Academius who built it, To ACCE'LERATE [ Accelerare, L. ] to halten, to

whoſe great Dogma was Unum fcio quod nihil fcio, i.e. í quicken, or put on .
know this one Thing, that I know noihing : A Sect of ACCELERATED Motion ( in Meckanicks ] a Motion

Sceptical Philofophers, who taught that all things were which receives continual Increments or Accellions of Ve

uncerta'n ; and thai Men ought to doubt of all Things, locity.

and believe nothing
ACCELERA'TION , a Haftening, Soc.

ACADEMIK ZA Náme now uſed forMembers of mo- ACCELERATION (with Philoſophers] a continual In

ACA'D EMISIS S dern Academies, or inſtituced Socie- creaſe of Morion in any heavy Bodies tending towards the

ties of learned Perſons,
Center of the Earth , by the Force of Gravity.

ACADEMY [ 'Axceduuia, as fome will of or the heat ACCELERATION (with the ancient Aftronomers] a

ing, and since the People ] An Univerſity ; a Place
Term uſed in refpeet to the fixed Stars, and ſignified the

where Perſons are taught the liberal Arts and Sciences, Sc.
Difference between the Revolution of the Primum Mobile,

It is alſo uſed for a particular Society of ingenious Perſons, and the Solar Revolution, which was computed at 3 Mi

eſtablished for the Iinprovement of Learning, Sc.
nutes and 56 Seconds,

ACADEMY, is alſo now uſed for a ſort of Collegiate ACCELERATO'Res Anatomy] certain Muſcles fo cal

School or Seminary , where young Perſons are inſtructed in led of accelerandi, i.e. haftening.
a private Way, in the liberal Arts and Sciences, as thoſe ACCELERATOREs Urina (with Anatomifs ] a Pair

of the Nonconformifts.
of Muſcles belonging to the Penis, they ariſe feſhy from

ACADEMY [ of Horſemanip ] is alfo uſed to ſignify a the upper Part of the Urethra , as it paſſes under the Os

Riding -School, a Place where Perſons are taught to Ride Pubis, and are inſerted on each side of the Corpora caver

the Great Horſe, and other Exerc ſes , as Fencing, & c. nofa Penis ; the Uſe of which is to expedite the Paſſage

A'CAID , (with Chymifsj Vinegar.
the Urine and Genitura.

ACALYPHE ('Alaupi, Gr. ] the Sea Nettle, or great To ACCE'ND [ Accendere, L.) To kindle, to ſet on

ftinging Nettle, L.
fire.

ÅCA'LTA (with Botanifs) the Wall-Flower, L. ACCENSION [ Philoſophy) the in -kindling or ſetting

ACANA'CEOUS ( of civci'w to ſharpen, or rather öx.center any natural Body on fire.
a Thorn ) prickly ; pertaining to all Plants of the Thiſtle A'CCENT [ Accentus, L.] Tone, Tenor, Tune, the

kind, ſometimes alſo the prominent Parts of Animals. Riſing or Falling of the Voice, or a Tone and Manner of

ACANTABOLUS ['Aiorld BonG ', of oxava a Thorn, Pronunciation contracted from the Country in which a

and Barnes to caſt out, Gr.] a Surgeon'sInſtrument, reſem- Perfon was bred or reſided a conſiderable time.

bling a pair of Pincers, to extract any Thing that may hap- ACCENT [with Rbetoricians ) a Tone or Modulation of

pento ſtick in the Oefophagus.
the Voice, uſed ſometimes to denote the Intention of the

ACA'NTHA ["Axarfa, Gr.] a Thorn, Brier or Bram- Orator or Speaker, to give a good or ill Signification to his

ble , L. Words.

ACA'NTHA (with Anatomifts ] the moſt backward Pro- Grave ACCENT [with Gram .] is this Mark ( ' ) over

tuberance or Knob of the Vertebra's of the Back , other- a Vowel, to thew that the Voice is to be depreſsa.

wiſe called Spina dorfi.
Acute ACCENT is this Mark ( ' ) over à Vowel, to

ACANTHALEU'CE [ ’ Axavfeasure , Gr.] the white ſhew that the Voice is to be raiſed .

Thorn , L.
Circumflex ACCENT is this Mark ) over a Vowel,

ACA'NTAION ('AxdxSlov, Gr.] the Oat- Thiſtle. in Greek, and points out a kind of Undulation of the

ACA'NTHATOPIA'RIA, Tragacanth or Dragant, I.
Voice.
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The Long Accent [in Grammar ] ſhewsthat the Voice cauſe they are there not eſſentially, but accidentaliy. This the
is to ſtop upon the Vowel that has that Mark , and is ex- Schoolmen call accidens predicabile, and it implies a com

preſſed thus 0 . mon Quality, which may or may not be in any Subject ;

The Short ACCENT [in Gramm ir] ſhews that the Time as Whitenetsin a Wall, &c.

of pronouncing ought to be ſhort, and is marked thus ) 3. A Thing is called an ACCIDENT in Oppoſition to

Accent (in Mufick] a certain Modulation or Warb- Subttance, when it is in its Eſſence or Nature to ſublift in ,

ling of the Voice, io expreſs the Paſſions either naturally inhere , or cleave to ſome Subſtance, and cannotbe alone.

or artificially. This they alſo call accidens prædicamentale, and in this

ACC E'NTOR one of Three Singers in Parts. Sente the laſt nine Predicaments are called Accidents or it

TO ACCE'NTUATE (accentuatum , L.] to pronounce in is thus with all Qualities whatſoever.

reading or ſpeaking according to the Accent. A Thing is alſo frequently ſtiled an Accident, in Refe

ACCENTUA’TION, a pronouncing or marking a Word, rence to its Cauſe, or at leaſt as to our Knowledge of it,

ſo asto lay a Streſs of the Voice the right Vowel or and by this an Effe & either caſually produced , or which

Syllable. appears to have been ſo to us , is commonly underſtood.
To Acce'pt [ acceptum of accipere, L.) To receive Common ACCIDENTS [ with Logicians] is the fitih of the

favourably or kindly. univerſal Ideas , and are when the Object is a true Mode,

Acceptable acceptabilis, L.) that may be favour- which may be ſeparated at leaſt by the Mind , from the
ably, or kindly received , ecc. agrecable. Thing of which it is ſaid to be an Accident, and yet the

ACCE'PTABLENESS, Agreeablenets , Pleaſantnefs, Sc. Idea of that Thing ſhall not be deſtroyed ; asround, bard,

ACCE'PTANCE, An accepting or receiving favourably juft, prudent, &c.

or kindly. Ent.tive ACCIDENTS (in Metaphyficks ) are either pri

ACCE'PTANCE ? [ in Law) a tacit agreeing to ſome mary or ſecondary

ACCEPTATIONS former A& done by another, Primary entitive ACCIDENTS , are ſuch as are abſolute,

which might have been undone or avoided, if ſuch Ac- as Quantity and Quality.

ceptance had not been : Thus if a Man and his Wife, Refpe &tive entitive ACCIDENT [with Logicians] is Re

fiezed of Land in Right of his Wife, do join in making lation.

a Leaſe by Deed, reſerving Rent;the Husband dying, Modificative entitive ACCIDENTS [ with Metaphyſicians]

the Wife receives or accepts of the Renr, the Leate mall are quando ( when), ubi ( where ), fitus (Situation ), babitus

be made good by this Acceptance in her, and ſhall bar (Habit)
her from bringing the Writ Cui in vita, againſt the Te- Predicable ACCIDENT [with Logicians ] implies a com
nant. mon Quality, which may be, or may not be in the Sub

ACCEPTA'TION [with Gram .) the received Meaning je &t, as a parricular Colour, as Redneſs in a Wall , Soc.
of a Word , or the Senſe in which it is uſually taken , Predicamental ACCIDENT [ with Logicians is when it

ACCEPTILATION ( Civil Law ] a D.ſcharge from the is in its Ellence or Natuie to subſiſt in , inhere oi cleave

Creditor to the Debtor ; the ſame as an Acquitrance in the to ſome Subſtance, and cannot be alone.

Common Law. ACCIDEAI [ with Phyſicians] is ſuch as does not flow

Acce'ss Acceffus, L.] Admittance, Approach or immediately from the first Cluſe; but from c fu il inter

Paſſage to a Place or Perſon. poſitions : Some uſe the Exprcflion in much the lame Senſe

Acce'ss [ Old Englij) ] an Ague, the Fit of an Ague as Syr p om .
or Fever. Ablute ACCIDENT [with Roman Catb liks7 is an

Acce'ssIBLE [ Acceſibilis, L.) Something that may be Accident which does , or may pollilly ſub it , a leaft mi

approached, or that Acceſs may be had to. racniouſly, or by fome lupernatural Power, without a Sub

ACCESSIBLE Height, is either that which may be je &t.

meaſured mechanically by applying a Meaſure to ir ; or elſe ACCIDENTS [in Heraldry] are the principal Points

it is an Height whoſe Foor or Baſe can be approached to, in an Eſcuccheon .

and from thence a Length mestured on the Ground . ACCIDENTS (with Afrologers are the most remarkable

ACCE ' : SION, Addition or Increaſe ; alſo coming ro, Chances that have happened to a Man in the Courſe of his

as the coming of a King to the Crown. Life ; as a great Sickneſs at ſuch a Year, an extraordinary

Acce'ssion (with Phyſicians ]the Fit or Time of being Fortune another Year , and at another Time an imminent

worft in any Intermittent ; thc la ...e as Paroxyſmus. Danger.

A'CCESORY [by Statuteſ a Perſon, who encourages; ACCIDENTAL [ Accidertalis, L.] pertaining to Ac

adviſes, or conceals an Ottender, who is guilty of Felony cidents, happening by chance.
by Statute.

Accesso'r10:Willifi [ with Anatomifs] a Nerve fo gers) certain cafual Affections of Diſpoſitions of thePinets,
termed, from Dr. Willis, its Inventor. It ariſes from the by which they are ſtrengthened or weakened , on account

Medulla spinalis, about the Beginning of the fixth Pair of of their being in ſuch a Houſe of the Figure .
the Neck, and aſcends to the Head ; and having there en- ACCIDENTAL Point [in Perſpective ] a Point in the Ho

tered the Skull, it paſſes out of it again,and is totally rizontal Line, where Lines parallel among themſelves do

ſpent on the Muſculus Trapezius. meer , though they are not perpendicular to the Figure.

ACCESSORY [ in Civil Law ] any Thing that of ACCIDENTALNESS ( of accidentalis, L.] the happening

A'CCESSARY ) Right belongs or depends on another, by chance.
although it be ſeparated from it ; as if Tiles be taken ACCI'DITY [ acciditas, L.) Slothful .

from a Houſe to be laid on again , they are an Acceſſary, Acci'dious (accidius,L ] Slothfulneſs.

if the Houſe be to be ſold
Acci'nct [ accin &tus, L.) girded , prepared, ready.

ACCESSORY } [ in Common Law ] A Perſon guilty of ACCIPIENT [ accipiens, L. ] receiving ; alſo a Receivet.

ACCESSARY 3 Felony, though not principally, but ACCIPITRI'NĀ [in Botany ] the Herb Hawk-weed.

by Participation, as Advice, Command, Concealment, Aid- ACCLAIM , Acclamation. Milton .

ing or Aflifting ; and this may be either before or after the ACCLAMAʼTION, a Shouting of the People for Joy ;
Fa & t.

expreſſing their Applauſe, Eſteem or Approbation of any

A'CCIDENCE [ Accidentia, L ) A little Book , con- Thing ..

taining the firſt Principles ofthe Latin Tongue. ACCLIVIS [in Anatomy] a Muſcle called alſo obliquus

PER ACCIDENS (with Philoſophers) that which does afcendens.
A

not follow from the Nature of the Thing, but from ſome AcclI'vity [ Acclivitas, L. ] is a

accidental Quality of it. Steepneſs reckoned upwards on a Slope,
Accident Accidens, L.) A Caſualty or Chance ; or Declivity is a Steepneſs downwards; thus

a contingent Effect,or ſomethingproduced caſually and BA is anAcclivity, andA B a Declivity.
without any Fore-knowledge or Deſtination of it in the ACCLI'Vous acclivis, L.] riſing up- B

Agent that produced it, orto whom it happens. wards, ſteep up

ACCIDENT (with Logicians] is taken in a three - fold ACCLOYED (with Farriers] is ſaid of a Horſe that is
Senſe.

nailed or prickedin Shooing
1. In Oppoſition to the Eſſence of a Thing, for A'ccola , an Husbandman that comes from other

whatever does not really belong to a Thing , but only ca- Parts to till the Land .

ſually ; as the Clothes a Perſon wears, the Money in his ACCOLA'de , An Embracing about theNeck ; Clipa

Pocket, Egc. ping and Colling, a Ceremony anciently uſed in the con

2. Many Qualities are termed Accidents, in Contra- ferring of Knighthood.

diftin &tion to the effential Properties of any Subject ; be- A'CCOLENT ( accolens, L.] dwelling hard by.

ACCOLLEY
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ACCOLLE ' [ in Heraldry] collared, or wearing a Col- ACCROCH E ' [ in Heraldry ] is when one Thing hooks

lar, F. into another, F.

To ACCOMMODATE [ accommodare, L.] to provide T. ACCRU'E 2 [of Accrefcere, L. or accroitre, F.] to

for, or furniſh with ; to agree or compoſe a Difference , to To ACCRE'w s be increaſed or added to ; alſo to fall

fit to, to adjuſt, to apply. to a Perſon by way of Accretion or Accellion, & c. as great

TO ACCOMMODATE [with Geometricians ] to adapt or good will accrew from it.

fit a Line or Figure into a Circle, & c, according as the ACCUBA’TION, a firting down, or lying at Table, L.

Conditions of the Propoſition or Problem do require.
ACCUBI'TION, a fitin ; doun, L.

ACCOMMODATION , an adapting , fitting , adjuſting, To ACCU'MB [ accumbere, L.] To lie down at , or ſit at

& c. alſo the Compofure or putting anEnd to a Difference, Table.

Quarrel, tc, alſó Convenience. TO ACCU'MULATE [ Accumulare, L.].to heap up, or

ACCOMMODATION [in Philofopby ] the Application of gather together in Heaps.

one Thing by Analogy to another. ACCUMULATION , a heaping up.

ACCOMPANIMENT, ſomething attending or added as ACCURACY $ [ Accuratio, L.] Exa &tneſs, Nice

a Circumſtance to another, either by the way of Ornament, ACCURATENESS s neſs.

or for the ſake of Symmetry, or the like. A'CCURATE [ Accuratus, L.) done with Care, exact.

ACCOMPANIMENTS [in Heraldry] are all ſuch Things A'CCURATELY, with Exactneſs and Nicety .

as are applied about the Shield, by way of Ornament, as Accu'RSED , [ of ad, d by Euphony changed into c, and

theBelt, Mantlings, Supporters, & c. cu)? Ye, Sax.] lying under a Curle, or excommunicated.
To ACCO'MPANY accompagner, F.] to go or come Accu'sABLE [ Accufabilis, L.) that may be, or deſerves

with, to wait on , to keep Company with . to be accuſed .

An Acco'MPLICE [ Complice, F.] one who has a Hand ACCUSA'TIO 2 [ in the Civil Law ] is the intending a

in a Matter, or who is privy to the fame Crime or Deſign ACCUSA'TION criminal Action againſt any oue,

with another. either in one's own Name, or that of the Publick, L.

TO ACCOMPLISH (accomplir, F. ] to perform , finiſh ACCUSA'TIUN , a Charge of fome Fault or Crime, an

or fulfil ; alſo to execute or bring a Matter or Thing to Impeachment.

Perfe &tion . ACCU'SATIVE Cafe ( in Grammar ] the 4:h Caſe of a

A Perſon well ACCO'MPLISHED ,one who has extraordi- Noun, always governed by a Verb A &tive.

nary Parts, and has acquired great Accompliflaments in AccuS'ATORY [ accuſatorius, L.) of or belonging to

Learning Accufation .

Acco'MPLISHMENT (accompliſſement, F.] the entire TO ACCUSE [ Accufare, L.) to charge with a Fault

Execution , Atchievement, or Fulfiling of ſomething pro- or Crime, to cenfure, to inform againſt, indite or im

pored or undertaken . peach.

ACCOMPLISHME
NTS

, Acquirements in Literature, ACCU'SERS ( according to Cornelius Agrippa ) the Srl

Art , Science , good Behaviour, & c. Order of the Devils, whoſe Prince is called Afteroth, i.e.

Acco'mpt , See Account. a Spy , and in Latin Diabolus of siaßénaw, Gr. to accuſe

ACCO'RD, Agreement, Conſent, Fr. faltely, who in the Revelations is called the Accuſer of the

ACCORD ( Common Law ] Agreement between ſeveral Brethren ,

Perſons or Parties, to make Satisfaction for an Affront or ACCU'STOMABLY [of accoutumé, F. ] cuſtomarily ,

Treſpaſs committed one againſt another. according to Cuftom .

ACCORD [ in French Mufick ] is the Production, Mixture TO ACCUS'Tom ones felf, to inure or uſe himfelf to .

and Relation of two Sounds, of which the one is Grave, ACE ace (Sax. Az or as , F. ’Asar, Gr.] that Side of a

and the other Acute. Dice on which the Number is expreſſed.

To Accurd [ s'accorder, F.] to agree , to hang to- ACEPHALI [ 'Aricanos , of a priv . and xédara , an

gether.
Head , 1.e. having no Head] a Seet of Hereticks; alſo

ACCO'RPORATED ( accorporatus, L.] joined or put to, certain Levellers mentioned in the Laws of King Henry I.
imbodied.

who acknowledged no Head .

To Acco'st [ of accofter, Fr.] to make or come up to ACEPHALI VERSUS ( Poetry, Greek and Latin ] Verſes,

a Perton , and ſpeak to him . that begin with a Short Syllable, and end with a long one.

Accu'unt [ Prob. of accomputare, L. whence accom- ACE'PHALOUS, [ ci'neoane , Gr.] without a lead.

pter, F.j a Computation of the Number of certain Things, ACERB ( Acerbus, L ] a compound Taſte, which con

a Reckoning fifts of Sour, and a Degree of Roughneſs, or a Taſte be

ACCOUNT, Eſteem , Repute ; alſo Ground ; allo Re- tween Sour and Bitter, ſuch as moſt unripe Fruits have.
hearſal , Relation.

A'CER , (with Botanifts ] a Maple-tree.
ACCOUNT (in a Law Senſe] a particular Detail or Enu- ACE'RBA ( with Botanifts ſignifies ſowr with a

meration delivered to a Court or Judge , &c. of what a ACE'RBUM Roughneſs in the Taſte like anripe
Man has received or expended for another, in the Manage- ACE'EBUS 3 Fruit, L.

ment of his Affairs. Alſo, To ACE'RBATE ( acerbatum , L.] to make ſowr or

ACCOU'NT } [ in Common Law ] a Writ or A & tion that harſh - tafted ; alſo to moleft or trouble.

Acco'MPTS lies againſt a Man , who by his Office AC'ERBITUDE 3 [ acerbitudo, L.] Sowrneſs, Harſhnels
is obliged to give an Account to another, ( as a Bailiff to his Ac E'RBITY Sin Tafte ; Bitterneſs.
Maſter, & c. )and refuſes to do it,

ACERIDES [ of a neg. and Knpòs, Gr. Wax ] Plaiſters
ACCOUNT of Sales [in Traffick ] an Account in which without Wax.

the Sale of Goods is particularly ſet down.
ACERO'se [acerojus, L.] chaffie, full of or mixed

ACCOU'NTABLE, liable to give an Account,anſwerable. with Chaff.

ACCOU'NTANT [ Computator, L.) , one who is well ACERRA (among the Romans] a kind of Altar erected

verfed in Arithmetick, caſting up of Accounts, an able near the Gate of a Perſon deceaſed, wherein his Family

Arithmetician.
and Friends did daily offer Incenſe till the Time of his

ACCOUNTANT [in Law ) a Perſon who is obliged to Burial , L.

render an Account to another.
AC E'RVAL [ acervalis, L.) belonging to a Heap.

To Accou'TRE [of accoutrer, F.] to dreſs, attire, ACERVA’TION, a heaping up together , Lo

trim , eſpecially with warlike Accoutrements. Acervo's e [ aceruofus, L.] full of Heaps.

ACCOU'TREMEMENT [ Accoutrement, Fr.] Dreſs, & c. ACETA'BULA [ Anatomy] certain Glandules in the
as before.

Chorion, one of the Skins which cover a Child in the

ACCRE'TION, growing or Aticking to , L. Womb.

ACCRETION (with Naturalifts] an Addition of Mat- ACETA'BULUM (with Botanifs] the Herb Navel

ter to any Body externally ; but it is frequently apply'd wort .

to the Increaſe of ſuch Bodies as are without Life , and ACETA'BULUM ( with Anatomifs ) the Cavity or Socket

it is alſo called Appoſition or Juxta - pofition .
in the Huckle-bone,that receives the Flead of the Thigh

ACCRETION 3 (with Civilians] a vague or vacant Por- bone within it .

ACCREMENTS tion of Ground, joined or united ACE'TARS ( acetaria, L.] Sallets and Vinegar.

with Grounds held or poffefs'd by another. AC ETIAM BILLE , the Wordsof a Writ where the

T , ACCRO'ACH ( Acrracher, F.] to hook or grapple A &tion requires good Bail.

unto ; alſo invade another Man's Right; to encroach AceTO'SA ( with Botanifts] Sorrel.

upon. ACETO'S E (acetofus, LC] eager, fowr, full of Sowr

ACCRO'ACHMENT, an Encroachment, & c. nefs.

ACCETOS E'LLA
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ACETOSE'LLA [with Botanij's ] Wood -Sorrel. proper Sharpneſs of their own , as Juice of Lemons , &c.

Aceto'sity , Sourneſs, Sharpneſs, Tartnefs. Artificial A'CIDS ( with Chymifts ) are ſuch as are pre

Ace'tous [ Acetofus, L.] Vinegary, or being ſome- pared by the Fire, in Chymical Operations.
thing like Vinegar. Manifeji Acids, ſuch Things as affect the Tongue,

ACE'TUM Vinegar, in general any ſharp Liquor, as with a senſe of Sharpneſs and Sourneſs.

Spirit of Salt, Nitre, Vitriol, Esc. Dubious ACIDS , ſuch Things which have not enough of

ACETUM Alcalifatum , in Chymiſtry Vinegar diſtilled , the Acid Nature , to give tenſible Marks to the latte ;

in which ſome alkalizate Salt is intuſed.
but yet agree with the manifett Acids in other Properties.

ACE'TUM Pbiloſophorum [ Chymiftry ] a lowr Liquor ACIDITY ? [ Aciditas, L.Keenneſs, Sharpneis ; that
made by diffolying the Butter, or icy Oil of Antimony in A'CIDNESS S Taſte which acid or ſharp Eodies Icave
Watcr. in the Mouth .

ACE'TUM radicatum (with Chymifs) the ſharpeſt Part Aci'dity ? [with Chymifs] the Acidity of Kcenneſs

of Vinegar, having its Phlegm drawn off. A'CIDNESS S of any Liquor that confills in keen Par

A'CHAMECH (Cbymifry the Drofs of Silver. ticles of Salts diſſolved, and put into a violent Motion by
Acha't [ of achet, F.] a Purchaſing or Buying. the Means of Fire.

ACHAT ( Com . Law ] a Contract or Batgain. Acı'DULA ( Botany ] an Herb, a kind of Sorrel.

ACHA'TBS, ['Axa'lus, Gr.] a preciousStone, called an ACI'DULÆ [ in a Medicinal Senſe ] any Spaw -waters

Agate, ofſeveral Colours, the Veins and Spots of fome that are not hot;a Species of Mineral Waters,which dif

of which reprefentvarious Figures, as of Trees, Shrubs, Sc. cover a Degree of Acidity to the Taſte, L.

ACHA’TORS, Purveyors . ACINESI'A 'Axirnoia , Gr.) the Unmoveableneſs of

Ache[ of ace, Sax.] a Pain in any Part of the Body, the whole Body, or of any part of it , as in all Apoplexy,

as Head -acbe, Tooth - ache, Belly -acbe, & c. Palſey, 6c.

Ache [.with Farriers] a Diſeaſe in Horſes, cauſing a A'CINI (with Botani ) are taken for thoſe Grains

Numbneſs in the Joints. that grow thick , or ſmall Grains growing in Bunches after

Ache'rner (in fronomy ] a bright fixed Star of the the manner of Grape-ſtones, of whichthe Fruits of the

firft Magnitude in Eridanus, whoſe Longitude is 10 , 31 . Elder-tree , Privet and other Plants of the like kind are

Degrees, and Latitude 59, 18 . compoſed.

A'CHERON ['Axipay of " AzG , Sorrow , and pls to ACINI ( with Phyſicians] the Seed that is within a Fruit;

flow , or of aprivat.and xaiso , Gr. to rejoice, i. e. a for- and thencethey in their Preſcriptions frequently uſe uva
rowful River] a River of Epirus, over which the Poets exacinata, i, e. the Acini orSeeds being taken out, L.
feigned departed Souls were ferried. The Reaſon why AciniFO'R MIS Tunica [with Anatomiſts ] a Coat of the

the Ancientsplaced Hell in Epirus, ſeems to be , becauſe Eye, called allo Uvex tunica.
the Mines ofthat Placehad deſtroyed abundance of Men . A'cinos [ " A2.1Q , Gr.] the Herb wild Baſil.

ACHERO'NTICK , of, or pertaining to Acheron . ACINUS ("Axivo , Gr.] a Grape or Raiſin -ſtone, or the

ACHERSET , an ancient Meaſure of Com , ſuppoſed to
Kemel of a Pomgranate.

be the ſame as our Quarter or eight Buſhels. To ACKOW'LEDGE [ad, d changed into c cnapan, to

TO ACHIE'VE [ Acbever , Fr.] to archieve, to accom- know , and legan to pur, sax. 9. d. to put into Know

plish ; to perform or finish fomenotable A & or Exploit. ledge to confeſs or own ; alſo to be grateful or thankful

ACHIEVEMENT [ Achevement, Fr.] a notable Per- for ; alſo to requite or reward.
formance.

ACKNOW'LEDGMENT, Owning, Confeſfing ; Thank

ACHILLE'A ['Axiadeia', Gr .] lo called of Achilles, fulneſs, Gratitude.

who is ſaid to have cured Telepbus of a dangerous Ulcer ACKNOW'LEDGMENT Mony, Mony which was paid

with it ; the Herb Milfoil or Yarrow. in ancient Times by ſome Tenants upon the Death of

ACHILLE'ış [with Anatomifs) a Tendon formed by the their Landlord as an Acknowledgment of the new one.
Tails of ſeveral Muſcles, and tied to the os calcis ; it takes ACMA'STICA ['Axuarsoxa', Gr.] a continued Fever.

Its Namefrom the A &tion in conducing to Swiftneſsof Pace. A'CME ('Axpi, of a neg . and xayiw to be weary ;

ACHILLES , aName which the Schoolmen give to the Gr.] the Prime of a Thing; the Flower of Age, the Vi

principalArgumefit alledged by each Se& t of Philoſophers gourof Conſtitution ; aliothe utmoſt Top or Height of
in their Behalf. any Thing ; the point of a Weapon.

ACHIMENIS [’Axreris, Gr.] the Herb Poley . ACME (with Pbyſicians] is uſed to denote the third

Achly's ( of 'Axnu's, Gr.) a Defcet in the Eye, ac- Degree or Height of Diſtempers, of which many have

counted one of the Kinds of Amblyopia. four Periods. it, the Arobe or Beginning ; 2d, Anabafis,

ACHOLITE, See Acolyte. the Increaſe or Growth ; 3d , the Acme, when the Morbi

Achor [ of 'Axwap, Gr.) the Scald ; a Diſeaſe in thic fick Matter is at the Height ; 4th, the Paracme or De

hairy Scalp of the Head, which eats thro' it like aMoth. clenſion of the Diſeaſe .

ACHO'REs ( of a neg. and xipo Space, becauſe theſe ACOEMETES [of ' Axorulol , of a meg. and xosudo

Eruptions have but a ſmall Vent, as Galen ſuppoſes , but to lie down or Sleep] certain Monks in the ancient Church;
others derive it of a xrae of o'xm , any light and ſoft who weré thus called, becauſe Divine Service was performed

Thing] Ulcers of the Head running from a ſmall Orifice. in their Churches continually, and without Interruption,

Achre'sTY [ acbreftia, L. of a'zgusia , Gi.] Unprofi- they dividing themſelves into three Bodies, each officiating
tableneſs. in their Turns.

ACHRIO'GELIST ( acriogelos, L. of oʻxsuóz en , Gr. ] A'COLYTE [’Axóa: 96 , Gr.), a ſort of inferior Church

a great Laugher, one that laughs at nothing, or at every Officer, who in the Primitive Times allifted the Prieſt,

Trifle. Deacons, and Sub - deacons.

ACHRO'I ('Axpol, of a priv. and xquis, Gr. Colour] ACO'NITUM [ 'Axovitor, Gr.) the Herb Wolf's -bane, of

Perſons having lost their natural Colour ; ſuch as have the Libbard's -bane.

Jaundice, & c. ACO'NTIAS ['Àx6110, Gr.) a ſort of Comet or Blazing

ACHRONICAL Stachronicus, L of a privat. and xpór ftar, in Form reſembling a Javelin or Dart.
ACHRO'NICK S time) out of, or without time. ACO'PICA [" Axona , ofa prio, and xótc , Gr. Labour]

Aci'cula (with Botanifts ]the Herb Shepherd's -Needle Ingredients in Medicines to relieve Wearineſs.
of Wild -Chervil, L. A'COPUM [ "Axotor, Gr. ] a Fomentation made of In

A'cid ( Acidus, L.] four, ſharp , biting. gredients that are ſoft and warm , to allay the Senſe of

ACIDITY. [with Naturaliſts] confifts of keen Particles Wearineſs cauſed by hard Labour.

of Salts diſſolved and put into a violent Motion by Means ACOR (in Medicines ] a Sournels at the Stomach, pro
of Fire. ceeding from Indigeſtion, whence Flatulencies and four

Acids arë Kinds of Salts, all whoſe little Particles are Belchinge proceed.

long , pointed and ſharp at their Extremities, and make A'CORN ( accorn, Sax. of Aac an Oak, and centi,

the Tongue feel aSharpneſs, as Citrons, Lemons, Oranges, Säx. Grain] theFruit or Seed of the Oak,

Tamarinds, loc. the moſt ſenſible Effect of them is the A'CORNED [in Heraldry ] bearing Acorns.

Coagulation of thoſe Liquors, with which they are mixed . A'COKNA ["Axopra , Gr.] the Thiſtle called Androjo

The manner how theſe Coagulations are effe &ted, is by the mon , or Man's- Blood .

Acids ſtopping the Pores of the Liquor, upon which they A'CORUS [" Axopo ,Gr.] the greater Galingale, thë

are poured , in ſuch ſort, that the fübtile Matter cannot Sweet Cane, the SweetGarden -Flag.

paſs more into it, and ſo they grow thick and loſe their Acosmi'a l'Acoquia ] of a priv. and xbou adorned ]
Motion. an ill Stateof Health, with the Loſs of the natural Co

Natural Acids (with phyficians) are ſuch as have a lour in the face.
Acou'STICKS
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Acou'STICKS [Acouftica, . L. ’Axeixa ', Gr] either on the more nice and principal Parts of Philoſophy , to

Inſtruments or Medicines whichhelp theSenſe of Hearing. whom none but Friends and Scholars were admitted by
To ACQUAI'NT 2 .

him .

Tomake ACQUAINTED]Stelligence or Notice of, ACROCHO'RDON ('Arpoxopfwr, of d'engy, the extreme

to make known to, to inform or tell one of any Matter. Part , and xopdi Gr. a String] á tort of large Wart,

ACQUAINTANCE [ of accointance, F ] Fellowſhip, having a ſmil Root like a String.

Converſation , Correſpondence ; alſo one with whom a Per- ACKO'DRYA [ ’Arpópua of dregr the Top or Extre .

Ton is converſant or acquainted. mity, and a gu's, Gr. an Oik ] all ſorts of Fiuthaving hard

TO ACQUIE'SCE (acquieſcere, L.) to reſt ſatisfied Rinds or Shells, as Acorns, Almonds, Nuts , coc.

with , to conſent, to yield , to comply with . ACRO'MION ( 'Arp'usor of a'x egr and SG , Gr. a

ACQUIE'CEMENT, [ Acquieſcement, F.)Acquieſcence. Shoulder) the upper Proceſs or Knob of the Shoulder
ACQUIE'SCENCE Lot acquiefcere, L.j Content, Com- blade , or the Top of the Shoulder , where the Neck -bones

ACQUIE'SCENCY S pliance, Condeicenſion. are united with the Shoulder-blade .

ACQUIETA'NDIs Plegiis [in Law ] a Writ which lies ACRO'MPHALUM ['Axpóuçuno , of aroor and op:16 ,

for a Surety againſt a Creditor, who refuſes to acquit one Gr. the Navel) the Top or Middle of the Navel.

after Paymentof a Debt. Acron (" Arogy, Gr. ) the Extremity or utmoſt End

ACQUIETA'NTIA de Shiris So Hundredis [ in Law] a of any Member ; alſo a little Stock or Stem .

Freedom from Suit and Service in Shires and Hundreds. AGRON ſylvaticum ( with Botanifts] the Herb Milf il

ACQUIETA'RE [ Law Word] to pay the Debts of a
or Yarrow .

deceaſed Perſon , as Heir does the Debts of his AcRO'NYCHAL [ with Aftronomers ] pertaining to the

Father. Evening Twilight ; when a Star riſes at Midnight, it is

To ACQUI'R E ( acquirere, L.) to attain to , to get, to faid to riſe acronychally, and when a Star fets with the Sun,

purchaſe. it is ſaid to fct acronychally.

ACQUISITION , an Obtaining, Egoc. A'CROPIS (of ape the higheſt Pitch or Tip , and on

Acqui'sts ( acquifita, L. acquefts, F.] Procurements, Gr. the Voice an Inarriculation of the Voice ariſing from

Purchaſes ; but moſt properly Victories gained , or Con- an Imperfection in the End of the Tongue,

queſts won by the Sword. ACROPOSTHI'A [of 'xpos and modi the Prepuce ,

To Acqui't [of acquitter, F.] to diſcharge or free Gr. ) the Extremity of the Prepuce or skin of the

from . Yard

ACQUI'I MENT [ in Law ] a ſetting free from the Sufpi
ACKO'PSILON [of özpos and Vinds, Gr. naked) the

Acqui'ITAL Scion of Guilt or an Ofence ; alio Extremity of the Glans.

a Tenant's Diſcharge from or by a Meſne Landlord, from Acro's ( " Arros, Gr.] the Top of an Flerb , of a

doing Service to, or being diſturbed in his Poffeffion by Finger, or any other Thing.
any Superior Lord or Paramount. ACROS [in Płyfick ] the Height of a Diſeaſe.

ACQUITTAL [in Law) is when two Perſons are in- Acros (in Anatomy] the Prominence or Knob, or

di&ted, the one as Principal, and the other as Accelſory ; Top of a Bone.

the Principal being diſcharged, the Acceſſor of Confequence A'CROSPIRED ( with Malfers ] a Term uſed of Bar

is-acquitted. ley , which in malting, ſprouts at the upper or Blade

ACQUITTAL [in fa &t] is when a Perſon is found not End.

to be guilty of the Offence, with which he was charged , ACRO'STICK [of ö'xpos the Extremity , and sixos a

cither by the Verdi&t of a Jury, or by overcoming hisAd Verte) a Piece of Poetry ordered ſo, that the fit Letters
verſary in the ancient Way of 'Trial by Battle or Combat. of every Verſe may contain ſome particular Name, Tiile,

Acqui'ITANCE (of acquit, F. and Termination ance]
Motto or Sentence.

a Diſcharge or Releaſe giren in Writing for a Sum of ACRO'TER Es [ 'Axpoliela, Gr.]

Money , or other Duty paid or done . ACROT F'RIA with Anatomifts] the utmoſt part of

ACRA'PULA ('AxpaiTans, Gr.) a Remedy by way of Man's Body ; as his Fingers Ends, Sec.

Prevention of Drunkenneſs and Surfeiting, L. ACRO'TERES [ in Arcbitekture little Pedeſtals, com

A'CRASY [acraſia, L. of 'Axpao a, of a neg . and xpéois ACROTERIAS monly without Baſes, placed at the

Diſpoſition, &c.) an Indiſpoſition or Diſorder.
middle, and both Extremes of Frontiſpieces or Pediments,

ACRAS'IA [ in Phyſical Writers] the Exceſs or Pre- which ſerve to ſupport Statues ; alſo thote ſharp Pinnacles or

dominancy of one Quality above another in the Con- ſpiry Barrlemeurs, ſtanding in Rangesabout Hat Buildings,

ftitution of a human Body'; alſo in a Medicinal Compo- with Rails and Balluſters ; alſo the Figures, whether of
ſition .

Stone or Metal, which are placed as Ornaments or Crown

Acre [ Acene, Sax.) a Meaſure of Land, containing ings on the Tops of Temples and other Edifices.

forty Perches in Length , and four in Breadth , or 160 ACROTERIA'SMUS [of a'xpulhosa of a'rpaleia'ko, Gr.

ſyuare Poles or Perches. to cut off the extremeParts) the Ampntation or cutting off

A'CRE, an A & t of Parliament made in the Time of any of the extreme Parts.

King Edward I. ordained , that an Acre of Land ſhould To Act [ a &tum , fup . of ago, L.) to do, operate or

contain 160 Perches or Poles to be made out Square, or perform

4840 Yards Square, or 43560 Feet Square; but in divers An Act [ a &tum , L.) a Deed , a Performance or Thing

Places in this Kingdom this has been altered by Cuſtom , done ; alſo a Part of a Play.

by varying Perches in the Number of Feet, as 18 , 20, Act (in Phyficks] an effective Exerciſe, or Application

24, and ſometimes 28 Feet to the Perch . of fome Poweror Faculty.

ACRE ME (Law) ten Acres of Land . Act of Faith_ [ in the Inquiſition in Spain ) a folemn

ACR BI'A [ Axşıßeia, Gr.) an exquiſite or delicate Ac- Day held by theInquiſitors, for the Puniſhmentof ſuch as

curacy they declare Hereticks, and the Abſolution of the Innocent

ACRIDO'PHAGI ( of a'xpides Locuſts, and partir, Gr. accuſed, called by them Auto de Fe.
to eat a People of Ethiopia, that fed principally on Act (with Metapbyſicians) is that by which a Being is

Locuſts, which they took and ſalted in the Spring of the in real A &tion : fo Running is an A&,not as it is in the

Year for their ſtanding Food the reſt of it . Power of any one, but as it is really performed.

ACRIMONIOUS Bodies ( with Pbilosophers] ſuch as have ACT, a Deed or Decree of Parliament, or other Courts

a great Acrimony, the Particles of which cut, fret, de- of Judicature.

ſtroy and diffolve whatſoever comes in their Way. Act (at the Univerſity of Oxford] the Time when De

A'CRIMONY ['Axelpovía, Gr.] Sharpneſs, Éagerneſs, grees are taken ; the ſame is called Commencement at Cam
Tartnefs. bridge.

ACRISI'A ? [ Arevole of a neg . and reinis, Gr. Judg- ACT Æ'A (with Botanifts ] the Herb Wall-wort, or

A'CRISY Śment] that of which no Judgment is paft, ſhrubby Elder, L.
or Choice made ; alſo a Matter in Diſpute, or which is ACTÆON , the Poets tells us, that 18 con was transformed

not yet determin’d ; alſo want of Judiciouſneſs, Raſhneſs into a Buck (and torn in Pieces by his own Dogs) by

in judging. Diana ; becauſe he happened to ſee her naked Bathing

ACRISIA [ with Phyſicians) the Uncertainty of the herſelf. The Truth of this Fable is , Altcon was a Man of
ACRISY S Eſtate of a Diſtemper, ſo that they can- Arcadia , a great Lover of Dogs and Hunting, and by

not paſs a right Judgment upon it. keeping many Dogs, and ſpending his Time in Hunting on

A'CRITUDE ( acritudo, L.] Sharpneſs. the Mountains, he entirely neglected his Domeſtick Af

A'CRITY (acritas, L.) Sharpneſs, Tartneſs in Taſte. fairs. For at that Time Men did their work themſelves,

ACROA'TICKS ['Axegaloxa's Gr] Ariſtotle's Lectures not depending on Servants, but till'd their own Land
them
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themſelves, and he was atcounted the richeſt Man, and Figure, or that is expreſſed by the Diſpoſition of its Purts,;

moſt commended , who was the moſt laborious : But Act con orthe Paſſionthat appears in the Faceof it .

being intent upon hunting, negleded his Family Affairs, ACTION ( in Poetry) is an Event, either real or imagi

and conſumed what ſhculd have maintained him, and nary , which makes the subject of a Dramatick or Epick.

when all he had was wasted, was every where called Poem.

wretched Atcon, who was devoured by his own Dogs, as ACTION [ in an Epick Poem] is reckoned the ſecond

we call a Rake a wretched Man, who is brought to Po- Part; and this Action, which is preſented by the Reciral,

verty by Harlots. Palæpbati ). muſt be univerſal, imitated, feigned, and the Allegory of a
ACTE (with Botanifts] the Elder Tree . moral Truth .

A'CTIFS [ probably ſo called from their Activity and ACTION [ in Commerce, or of a Company] is a Part or

Readineſs to perform all Exerciſes of ſevere Penance) a Share in the Stock of a Company ; the fame in F ance,

certain Order of Friers who feed on Roots, és c. and wear as Shares orSubſcriptions in England , @gc, alſo the Obliga
tawny -colourd Habits.

tion , Inftrument or Bill , which the Directors of ſuch Com

ACTI'LIA [ Law Term ] Military Utenſils. panies deliver to thoſe who pay Money into their Stock.

ACTING [with Logicians) is the fifth of the Catego- ACTION (with Orators ) is the Orator's accommodating

ries, either in itſelf, as Dancing , Walking, Knowing, Lid- his Perton to his Subje & ; or the Management of the Voice

ing , &c. or out of itſelf, as Beating, Calling, Breaking, and Geſture ſuitable to the Matter he delivers.

Warming, & c. ACTION [in Orators ] lome give Directions.

Clerk of the Acts, an Officer of the Navy, who re- 1. To hold out the Hand when you ſpeak of begging;

ceives and enters the Lord Admiral's Commiſſion, Loc. and up when you ſpeak of praying.

regiſters the Orders and Acts of the Commiſſioners of 2. To beat down the Hand when Anger is ſpokei of or

the Navy, diſplay'a .

ACTINO'BOLISM [ ’AxTeroboniopós, of Axtly a Sun- 3. To clap the Hands together in ſpeaking of any thing

beam and Róny a Plumb- line) a Term given by Philoſophers is wonderful.

to the Diradiation, Diffuſion, or Spreading abroad of 4. To open one or both Hands when you would make

Light or Sound, by which it is carried, or flows every any thing plain .

way from its Centre. 5. To draw the Armsback cloſe to the Sides when any

A'CTION , an A &t or Deed , alſo a particular Manner of Thing is requeſted.

Delivery in a Speech , Oration, Sermon, Esc. 6. To put forth the Fore- finger in demonſtrating.

Action ( in Phyficks] an Operation or Function per- 7. To turn down the firſt Finger in urging.

formed by Perſons, either by the Body alone , or by both 8. To put up the ſame for threatening.

Body and Mind, and is both voluntary and ſpontaneous, 9. To put out the middle Finger for reproaching.

Spontanecus ACTION (with Philoſophers and Phyſicians] 10. To touch the Left Thumb, with the Index of the

an A &tion that does notdepend on the Will, as the Beat- Right Hand, in reaſoning and difputing.

ing of the Pulſe, the Circulation ofthe Blood, &c. 11. To touch a Finger with the other Hand in diſtin

volunt ary Action (with Philoſophers) that which is di- guiſhing and numbering

reeted by the Will, as Handling, Going, Running, doc. 12. To bring the Hand towards one in ſpeaking of

Action (in Law) the Proceſs or Form of a Suit gi- himſelf.

ven to recover a Right. 13. To move the Hand towards the Head in ſpeaking of

Preparatory Action } [in Law ) is that which grows Underſtanding ; towards the Breaſt when 1peaking of the
Prejudicial ACTIONS from ſome Doubt in the Princi- Will, Soulor Affe &tion.

pal ; as ſuppoſe a Man fue a younger Brother for Land, 14. To fold the Arms when Sadneſs is imitated.

deſcended from his Father, and Obje &tion is made that he ACTION [in Metapbyficks ) is an Accident, by which

is a Baſtard , the Baftardy muſt be firſt try'd , and thence Thing is ſaid to act .
the A &tion is called Prejudicial. ACTION Immanent (in Metaphyficks] is an A &tion that

Mixed ACTION [ in Law ] is when the A &tion is in Part does not paſs from the Agent to another Subjeet, as Under

real, and in Part perſonal ; and likewiſe a Suit given by ftanding, Thinking, & c.

the Law, to recover a Thing detained,and Damages for ACTION Tranfient (in Metaphyficks) is that which paſſes

the Wrong ſuſtained, as anA &tion for Tithes, & c. from one Subje &t to another, as Striking:

Penal ACTION [in Law ] ſuch as aims at ſome Penalty Neceffary Moral ACTIONS ( in Etbicks) are when the

or Puniſhment to be laid on the Party ſued, either corpo- Perſon, to whom the Law or Command isgiven , is bound
ral, or by a Fine on his Eftate. abſolutely to perform it by Virtue of the Law of the

Civil ACTION [in Law ) is one that tends only to the Superiour.

Recovery of that which by Contra & , & c. is due , as Mo- ACTIONS morally good ( in Etbicks) are ſuch as are agree

able to the Law .

Perſonal ACTION [in Law ) is an Action which one Man ACTIONS morally evil [in Ethicks) are ſuch as are diſa

may have againſt another for anyWrong done to his Per- greeable to the Law .
ſon , or anyBargain, or Money for Goods. A'CTIONABLE , that will bear an A &tion , or afford

Popular ACTION [in Law ) one given upon the Breach Cauſe on which an A &tion may be founded .

of fome Penal Statute, by which any Man that will, may ACTIONA'R E [Law Term ) to proſecure one at Law.

fue for himſelf, and the King by Information, dc. A'CTIONARY ? the Proprietor of an A Etion or A &tions

Real ACTION [in Law ) ſuch an one, whereby one ACTIONISTS or Shares of a Company's Stock.

claims a Title to Lands and Tenements, Sc. in Fee-Sim- ACTITATION, a Debating of Law -ſuits, L.

ple, Fee - Tail, or for Term of Life. Active [ a&tivus, L.) nimble, quick , apt or forward

ACTION [of a Writ] is a Term made uſe of when a

Perfon pleads ſome Matter, by which he ſhews that ACTIVE Principles [ Chymiſtry) are Spirit, Oil and Salt,

the Plaintiff had no Cauſe to have the Writ that he ſo named, becauſewhen their Parts are briskly in Motion ;

brought. they cauſe Action in other Bodies,

ACTION AunceArel [in Law ) is an A &tion which we ACTIVE Voice (with Gram .] that Voice of a Verb

have by fome Rightdeſcending from our Anceſtors. which ſignifies A &tion ordoing as Lego I read ,Audio I hear.

ACTION upon the Cafe [in Law ] a Writ brought for ACTIVITY ? [activitas, L.] Nimbleneſs, Readineſs

an Offence done without Force againſt any Man ; as for A'CTIVENESSS or Propenſity to a &t.

Defamation , Non -performance of Promife, or ſome other Sphere of ACTIVITY of a Body, is that Space which

Miſdemeanor. ſurrounds it, ſo far as the Virtue or Efficacy of it extends

ACTION upon the caſe for words, is brought where a and produces any ſenſible Effeet .

Perſon is injured and defamed, or for Words ſpoken which A'cto [ old Records] a Coat of Mail.

affect a Perſon's Life, Office or Trade, or to his Loſs of A'CTOR, the Doer of any Thing ; alſo one who acts

Preferment in Marriage, Service, or which occaſion any ſome Part, and repreſents ſome Perſon upon the Stage.

particular Damage.
ACTOR (with Civilians] an Advocate or Proctor.

ACTION upon the statute [ Law Term ] an A&ion A'CTRESS [ of a &tum , L.] a Woman that acts on thie

brought upon the Breach of a Statute, as where Perjury is Stage.

Corumitted to the Prejudice of another. ACTUÁL ( adualis, L ) ſomething real and effe &tual,

ACTION of a Horſe [ Horſemanſip ] is the Agitation of or exiſting truly and abſolutely .

the Tongue or Mandible, by champing on the Bridle, ACTUAL [ in Metapbyficks ]’a Term uſed , as to be actual

which is a Token of Mettle. or in A &t, is ſaid of that which has a real Exiſtence or

ACTION ( with Painters and Carvers] the Pofture of the Being , and is underſtood in Oppoſition to Potential.
ACTUAL

ney lent, c.

to act.
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ÅCTUAL Fire [with Surgeons ] that which burns at firſt Adder's Wort, an Herb.

Touch , as Fire itſelf, or Scaring lions. ADDER- Stung, a Term uſed of Cows, Horſes , and

ACTUA'LITY ? (of a &tualis, L.) Perfe &tion of Be- other Cartle , that have been bit by any venomous Reptiles

ACTUALNESSSing . or Adders, a Hedge -hog or Shrew , bc.

A'CTUARY (a &tuarius, L.) a Clerk who regiſters the A'DDICE ? [ Areya, sax.] a Cooper's Inſtrument to
Canons and Ordinances of a Convocation. A'dze Śchop or cut with .

To A'CTUATE [of actum , L.] to bring into Adion, To Addi'ct [addi&um , L.) to give one's ſelf up whol

to move, to quicken, to ftir up. ly to a Thing, to apply one's Mind wholly to it.

Actuo's E (aétuofus, L.) very buſy . ADDI'TAMENT ( additamentum , L.) a Thing added ;

To A'CUATE (acuatum , Lj to ſharpen . an Advant, an Encreaſe.

ACU'LEATE [aculeatus, L.) havinga Sring. ADDITAMENTS ( with Phyſicians Things added anew

A'CUMEN, an Edge or Point ; Quickneſs or Sharpneſs to the ordinary Ingredients in any Compoſition.
of Wit, L. ADDITAMENTS (with Chymiſts ] any thing added to a

To ACU'MINATE (acuminare, L.] to bring to a Point, Menftruum for the rendering it more efficacious to open
zo ſharpen. and diffolve any mixed Body .

Acu're (with Chymifs) a Liquor heightend, or made ADDI'TION, an adding, joining, or putting to ; an

more piercing by a ſtronger, as Spirit of Wine quickens Encreaſe.

the Juice of Lemons. ADDITION [in Arithmetick ] a Rule by which ſeveral

ACU'TE ( acutus, L.] Sharp-pointed , keen ; ' allo ſharp- Numbers are added together, that their total Sum may be
witted , lubtle ; alſo ingenious. found out, as 2 and 2 make 4 , & c.

ACUTE Accent, ſex Accent. simple ADDITION Arithmetick ] is the colle &ting ſeveral

ACUTE Angle ( in Geometry) any, Angle leſs Numbers which expreſs Things of the ſame kind into one
than a right Angle ; or containing leſs than 90 Sum , as Pounds, Shillings, Pence, Miles, Yards, 8c
Degrees, as Compound ADDITION [ Arithmetick ] is the ſumming or

ACUTE Angled Triangle [ Trigonometry) a Tri- adding up Things of different Names or Kinds, as Pounds,
angle which has all its Angles acute, as Shillings, Pence .

AUSE Angular Section of a Cone [ Conick Sec- ADDITIONS [ of Efate ] or Quality, in a Law Senſe,

tions] a Term given to an Ellipſis or Oval Figure are Yeoman , Gentleman, Eſquire, daca

by ancient Geometricians, they conſidering it only in that ADDITION [of Degree] the ſame as Names of Dig

Cone, the Section of which by the Axis is a Triangle A- nity, as Duke, Earl , &c .
cute-angled at the Vertex.

ADDITIONS ( of Place] as ſuch a Perſon of London ,

Acute Diſeaſe (with Phyſicians) a Diſtem per that by Briſtol, &c.

reaſon of its Vehemence, Toon grows to an Height, and ADDITION [in Algebra ) is performed by joining toge

cither abates or kills the patient. ther the Quantities propos'd, preſerving their proper Signs,

Acu'to ( in Mufick Books] a Voice or Sound that is high and the peculiar Sign or Mark of Addition, which is

or Thrill. and is always ſuppoſed to belong to the Quantity follow

ACYROLOG I'A ['Anvegnozice, Gr.] an improper Way of ing it ; thus if to 4 times a, you add five times a , the
ſpeaking; a Bull . Sum is 4 a +5 a.

Ar , at the Beginning of Engliſ proper Names, fignifies ADDITIONAL ( additionalis, L.] that is added over and

the ſame with ad or apud with the Latins, and ſo Adfton above.

fignifies at ſome Stone , Adbill, near or at ſome Hill . ADDITIONALES (Civil Law ) additional Terms or

'ADA'CTED ( ada &tus, L. ) beaten or driven in by Propoſitions to be added to the former Agreement.
Force. ADDLE [ of Abel , Sax.a Difeafe, or of Atlian , Sax . to be

A'DAD (778 , Syr . i.e. the one) a Deity of the Aly- fick] empty or rotren ,commonlyſaidof Eggs, 9.d.a ſick Egg.
rians, the Sun, they reckoned the Earth to be his Wife, ADDLE, the dry Lees of Wine.

which they call'd the Goddeſs Adargytes. Addle -beaded, empty -ſcull’d, filly, ſtupid.

ADADUNE'PHros (of 'Adad G and receas, Gr. a Kid- TO ADDOU'LCE [ addoucir, F. of ad and dulcis, L.] to

ney ) a precious Stone refembling a Kidney . ſweeten ; alſo to foften,

A'DAGE (adagium , L.) a Proverb or old Saying. ADDRE'ss [of addreſse, F.] ſuitable and dextrous Be

ADAGIAL, pertaining to a Proverb , proverbial. haviour in the Management of an Affair, prudent Condu &t;

Ada'gio ) [in Mufick Books] denotes the loweſt, cfpe- alſo a ſhort Remonstrance or Petition made by a Parlia

ADA'GO cially if the Word be twice repeated.

Š
ment ; alſo an Application or Dedication to a Perſon .

ADO' TO ADDRESS[ of addreffer, F ] to preſent a Petition

ADA'LIDES , Spaniß Military Officers. to ; alſo to make Application to a Perfon.

A'DAMANT [adamas, L.] ' a Diamond , the hardeſt, ADDUBB'D , created, made, as an addubbd Knight.

moſt glittering and valuable of all precious ſtones. ADDU'CENT ( adducens, L.] drawing or leading to .

ADAMA'NTINE [adamantinus, L.) pertaining to or ADDUCENT Muſcles, fce Adductores.
made of a Diamond , hard ; alſo inflexible. ADDU'CTOR Oculi (with Anatomits ] a Muſcle of the

A'DAMITE, a Sect of Hereticks, which pretended to Eye, ſo called fromthe drawing the Pupil or Apple of
bereſtored to Adam's Innocence, went naked in their Af- the Eye towards the Noſe ; the ſameis allo called Bibi

ſemblies, are reported to have condemned Marriages, torius, becauſe itdire&ts the Eye towards the Cup when a
and to have had Women in common . Perſon is drinking

ADA'NIMATED [adanimatus, L.) heartened , encouraged . ADDUCTOR Pollicis ( Anatomy) a Muſcle ariſing in

ADAPE'RTILE (adapertilis, L.) eaſy to be opened. common with the Abdu &tor Indicis, afcending obliquely to

To Ada'pt [adaptare, L.) to make fit, to apply or its Inſertion, atthe upper Part of the firſt Bone of the

ſuit one thing to another. Thumb. Its Uſe is to bring the Thumb nearer to the
To ADAPTATE ( adaptatum , L.) to fit. Forefinger. L.

A'DAR [778, i.e. mighty , Heb.] the twelfth Month ADDUCTOR Policis Pedis [ Anatomy ] a Muſcle of the

of the Jewiß Year, which for the moſt part anſwers to Great Toe ariſing from the lower Parts of the Os cuneifor

Part of February, and Part of March. me tertium , and is inſerted to the ora Seſamoidea ofthe

ADA'rcon, a Gold Coin of the Jews in Value fifteen great Toe, being oppoſite laterally to the Abdu &tor Pollicis
Shillings Sterling pedis. Its Uſe is to bring theGreatToe nearer to the reſt.
A'DARIDGE (Chymiftoy ] Sal Armoniack . ADDUCTORES ( with Anatomifts ] fuch Muſcles as

To ADCO'RPORÁTE ( of adcorporare, L.] to join Body bring to, cloſe, or draw together any parts of the Body to
to Body. which they are joined.

ADCREDULITA'RE ( Law Term ] to purge one's ſelf of AD E'CATIST, one who is againſt paying Titbes.

anOfence by Oath. ADELE'NTADO ( Spa.) the Deputy of a Province for a

T. ADD Caddere, L.] to join or put to. King or General.

TO ADDE'CIMATE addecimare, L.] to take Tithes. ADE’LING ( ASeling, sax. excellent) a Title of Ho

ADDE'PHAGY [ Addeoazia , Gr.] inſatiable eating . nour among the Engliſh Sasons, belonging properly to the

A'DDER LÆtten, Sax .] a dangerous Serpent whoſe Heir apparent to the Crown.
Poiſon is deadly ADE’LPHIDES [ ’Adenoidús, Gr.] a kind of Palm

ADDER'S Graſs, an Herb. Tree, whoſe Fruit has the Taſte of Figs.
ADDER's Tongue, an Herb which has one ſingle Leaf, in ADEN (' Adur, Gr.] ( with AnatomiAs ] a certain Glan

the middle of which is a ſmall Stalk like the Tongue of dule or Kernel in an animal Body ; alio a Swelling in the
an Adder. Groin, the ſame as Bubo.
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ADENO'GRAPHY ( of ’ASày and 2 papir, Gr. aWri- of Eaſineſs or cool Inclination , as to trie Choice of one

ting or Deſcription ] a Treaty orDeſcriptionof the Glands. Thing before another ; cool Affection or Behaviour to

ADENOI'DES [of äduv and indo, Shape] an Epithet wards another Perſon.

applied to the Proſtata, ADIAPNEUSTI'A [’AS127yeusie , of a and Sie TVW ;

ADENO'sus abfceffus [with Surgeons ] a hard unripe Gr. to perſpire ] a Breathing through the Pores of the
Tumour or Swelling which proceeds from obftrućted Vif- Body.

cidities; it has the Appearance of a natural Gland, altho' ADJECTION , a caſting to , L.

in Parts free from them .
Noun A'DJECTIVE ( with Grammarians] aWord which

Ade'on among the Romans1 a Goddeſs to whom they only ſets forth the mannerof a Thing or Subſtantive, and

afcribed the Care and Tutelage of young Children ; whole which requires a Noun Subftantive to be added to it, to

Charge was, that when the Child could go well , it ſhould rënder the Senſe intelligible.

go to the Mother and make much of her. Mammea the Apie'u , Farewel, God be with you ( as ſome think)

Mother of the Emperor Antoninus built her a fumptuous an Abbreviation of ad Deum te commende, i.e. I commend

Temple at Rome. thee to God:

ADEO'N A ( among the Romans] a Goddeſs worſhipped AD INQUIRENDUM , ( in Law ] a judicial Writ, com

for Liberty of Acceſs, i, e. for going to a Perſon or Place, L. manding Inquiry to be made concerning any Matter about

ADEPAHGI'A 3 ( 'Asepazia ,Gr.] an eating to the Fill , a Cauſe that depends in the King's-Court, for the bet

ADDEPHAGI'AS Greedinefs.
ter Execution of Juſtice.

A'DEPs , Far, Tallow , Greaſe, L. TO ADJOI'N of adjoindre, F.] to join to, to lie next

ADEPS (with Anatomifts ] a ſmaller Part of the Body to, or neighbouring.

differing from pinguedo, in that it is a Subſtance thicker, hard- ADJOU'RNMENT in Eyre [Law Term ) an Appoint

er, and more earthy. It flows from the Blood through ment of a Day, when the Juſtices in Eyre meet to fit again.

peculiar Veſſels into Bags or Bladders which receive it. ADJOURNMENT ( Common Law) the platiing off any

Ade'Ptick [ adepticus] eaſily or ſlightly gotten . Court or Meeting, and the appointing it to be held again

Ade'pts 3 [of adipiſcere, L. to get or obtain ] 9. d: at another Time or Place.

ADE'PTITSS the obtaining Sonsof Art, Alikymifts, Adipos'A MEMBRANA (with Anatomiſts] a Mem

who by great Labour and Induſtry, are faid (by fome of brane which incloses the Cellulx Adipoſa, or a Number of

the Profeſſion ) to have diſcovered the Secret of Tranſmu- Holes or Cells fullof Fat ; but more particularly that in

ting Metals , or making the Grand Elixir, called the Phi- which the K dneys are wrapt up.

lofopher's Stone. ADIPO'sA Venz | with Anatomifts ] a Vein which ariſes

Â'DEQUATE ( adæquatus, L ] equal, even or propor- from the defcending Trunk of the Cava, and ſpreads it

tionable, ſomething equal to or co -extended with another, felf on the Coat and Far, cover ng the Kidneys .

and filling the whole Meaſure and Capacity of it . ADIPO'S Æ Cellule (with Anatomifts , a certain Number

To beADEQUAT E , is to be every Way equal, as to of little Cells or Holes, full of Fai.

Capacity ; Extent of Power, and all other Properties; Adipo'sı Ductus ( with Anatom.fts) certain Veſſels of

neither falling ſhort of it, nor exceeding it in any Part. an Animal Body, which convey the Adeps or Fat into the

A'DEQUATENESS [ of adequatus, L.] Equality Interſtices of the Muscles or Parts that are between the

ADEQUATE Ideas ( according to Mr. Lock ] ſuch Ideas Fleſh and the Skin .

or Conceptions as perfectly represent the Autetypes or Ori- ADIPO'LUB

[ Adipoſus, L.] full of Adeps or Fat, greaſy.ginal Images, which the Mind fupposes them to be taken ADIPOUS

from , and which it intends them to ſtand for, and whereto A'dipsa ( "Adoya, Gr. ) Medicines or Juleps to quench
it refers them . Thirft.

A'Des [ ädus of a privat. and idcôr, Gr. to ſee, be- ADIPSA'THEON ('Adi4x9.0,Gr.] a kind of branchy
cauſe of its Darkneſs ] the God of Hell , or Hell it ſelf ; Shrub full of Thorns and Prickles.

fo called of a King of Epirus, who employed a great ma- ADIRATU (LW ) a Value or Price ſet on Thinys loft ,

ny Men in digzing Mines, where moſt of them dying, he as a Compenſation to the Owner .

was called theGod of Hell and Riches,
A'vit ( aditus, L.) a Pallage or Entry, the Shaft or

AD ESPOʻTICK ( adeſpoticus, L.) without Maſter, Lord Entrance into a Mine.

or Owner.
ADITION, a going or coming nigh to.

Apfe'cted [ adfe&tus, L.] compounded . To ADJU'DGE ( adjuger, F., to gire Judgment of
ADFECTED Equations ( in Algebra ] compounded Equa- Sentence, in a Court of Juſtice ; alſo to Award.

tions.
ADJUDICA'TION , Judgment or Decree, L.

ADFILIA'TION, Adoption for a Son, &pr. TO ADJU'DICATE ( adjudicatum , L. ] to adjudge, ta
To ADH E'RE (adb rere, L. adherer, F.] to ſtick faſt, Award.

to cleave to, to be joined to ; alſo to take part with . TO ADJU'GAT E (adjugatum , L.) to yoke or couple to ,
ADHE'REME [ of adbarens, L.) a ſticking cloſe A'DJUNCT ( adjunétum , L.)

} to ADJUNCT (adjunctus, L.) joined to .

others. ADJUNCT [ in Civil Concerns] a Collegue or Fellow

An ADH E'RENT ( adbarens, L.] one who adheres to a Officer, aſſociated to another, to aflitt him in his Office ,

Party, a Stickler for it ; a Favourer or Follower. or to overſee him .

ADH E'sson [adb & fio, L.) a cleaving or ſticking unto. ADJU'NCT [with Logicians) a Quality which belongs
ADHESION [ in Natural Philofopby ] ſignifies the State to any thing as its Subject ; as Greennefs to Grufs, Heat

ADHERENCES of two Bodies, which are joined or to a Fire, kao

faſtened to each other , either by the mutual Interpoſition ADJU'NCT [with Pbiloſoplaers] whatever comes to any

of their own Parts, or the Compreſlion of external Bodies. Beingfrom without,anddoesnot naturallyand eſſentially
TO ADHI'BIT ( adhibere, L.] to take to , to thew to , belong to it, but is adjoined or added to it over and

to apply to

ADHIBI'TION, an Application to , L. ADJU'NCTION , a coupling or joining to, L.

ADJACENT ( adjacens, L ] lying near to, bordering upon , ADJU'NCTIVE ( adjun &tiuus, L.] fubjunctive.

' ADI'ANTUM (adicilor, Gr.] the Herb Maiden -hair, lo AD JURA Regis (Law Term ] a Writ lying for the

called , becauſe its Leaves take no wet, I. King's Clerk againſt one, who went aboutto put him out

ADIA'PHORA ['Adid 2004 , Gr.] Things indifferent, of Poffeffion, to thePrejudice of the Title of the King

neither commanded nor forbidden, which, while they are in Right to his Crown.

fuch , Perſons are at Liberty to do , or nottodo. ADJURA'TION, an earneſt and ſolemn Charging, c.

ADIA'PHORIST [of a and dictqogiw, Gr.] a moderate TO ADJU'RE ( adjurare , L.) to charge earneſtly, or

or indifferent Perſon . in God's Name, to put a Perſon to his Oath ; to com

ADIAPHORISTS, a Name given to thoſe Lutherans, mand an Evil Spirit to quit its Poffefſion by the Force of

who adhered to the Sentiments of Melanchton, and after- Inchantments.

wards to thoſe who ſubſcribed the Interim of Charles V. To Adju'st [adjufter, Fr.) to make fit, to ſet in order ;

ADIAPHOROUS [ of a privat. and diapopor, Gr.] in- to ſettle, to ſtate an Account ; alſo to compoſe or deret

different.
mine a Difference.

ADIAPHOROUS Spirit ( according to Mr. Boyle ] a Neu- A'DJUTANT ( adjutans, L.) one who aſſiſts or helps an

Tral, indifferent kind of Spirit, diſtilled by him from Tartar Officer in a Regiment of Soldiers.

and ſome Vegetables, which Spirit was neither acid, vi- ADJUTANT General (in an Army] one who attends

pour nor urinous.
the General of an Army, to be his Alftant in Affairs of

ADIA'PHORY ['Asiagoela, Gr.] Indifferency, a fort Council, Advice, Soc.

E
ADJUTOR

above.
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ADJU'TOR , A Helper or Aſliſter, E. who has recovered his Right of Preſentation againft the

ADJUTO'RIUM [in the Medicinal Art ] a Means ofCure, Biſhop in the Common Bench.

ſubfervient to others of more Importance. ADMITTENDO in Socium [ in Law] a Wrir for Affo .

ADJUTO'RIUM [with Anatomifs) a certain Bone, lo ciating leveral Perfons to Juſtices of Allize, who have

Named, becauſe of its Uſefulneſs in lifting up the Arm. been appointed before.

ADJU'TORY [adjutorius, L.] Aiding, Alifting , Help- T. ADMO'NISH admonere, L ] to warn , to adviſe,

to put in mind of , alſo to reprove .

ADJUTORY Bones (Anatomy] two Bones reaching from ADMONITION ç a giv.nz Warning, Advice ; alſo

the Shoulders to the Elbows. ADMO'NISHMENT S Reproof.

ADJU'TRIX , A She-helper. ADMO'TION , a moving to , L.

ADJUVANT ( adjuvans, L.] Helping, Aiding, Alift- ADMO'VENÍ ( admouens, L.] moving to.

ing: ADMURMURA'TION, a Mumuring at.

AD LARGUM ( Law Term at large , L. ADNA :CE'NTIA [ with Amniomifs] Branches that

ADMEA'SUREMENT ( Common Law] a Writ lying for ADNA'TA S ſprout out of the main Stock, as

the bringing of thoſe to Reaſon, who ufurp more than the Veins and Arteries .

their Part or Share, which takes effect in two Caſes. ADNASCENTIA } (with Eołanifis j thoſe Excreſcencies,

ADMEASUREMENT [of Dower) is when the Widow ADNALA Śwhich
grow

under the Earth , as

of the deceaſed holds from the Heir or his Guardian , in the Lily Narcisus, Fiyacinth, & c. which afterwards
more under Pretence of her Dower, than ſhe has a juſt become true Roots.

Title to. ADNAT 4 Tunica ( Anatomy ] the common Membrane

ADMEASUREMENT [ of Pafture ] is when any of or Coat of the Eye, which arising from the Skull , adheres

them , who have Common of Pafture, overcharge the to the external Part of the Tunic.. Cors.en , leaving a round

Common of Paſture, lying between them that have Right hollow Space forward, that the viſible Species may pals

of it belonging to their Free-holds and Neighbourhood, there . To which another nameleſs Coat, made up of
with more Cattle than they ought. the Tendons of thote Muſcles which move the Eye, is

ADMENSURA'TION, Admeaſurement, the A& of joined. It is called alſo albuginea and conjunktiva

making equal. ADNI'CHILED [Old Law] anulled, made void , brought

ADMI'NICLE ( adminiculum , L.] Aid, Help , Support, to nothing.

Succour. ADNIHILATED [adnibilatus, L.] made void , fruſtrated .

ADMINICLE ( Civil Law ] imperfe &t Proof. ADNU'BILATED ( adnubilatus, L ) darkned or clouded .

ADMINI'CULAR ( adminicularis] helpful. AD OcTo [ i.e. to eight] fo fome ancient Philofophers

TO ADMINISTER (adminiftrare, L.] To do Service termed the Superlative Degree, becauſe they accounted no
for, to diſpenſe or give ; alſo to manage or govern. Degree above the Eighth , according to their Method of

ADMINISTRATION, the Management of ſome Af- diftinguiſhing Accidents or Qualities.
fair.

ADO'LESCENCE ? [ adoleſcentia, L. ] the Flower of

ADMINISTRATION [ Civil Law ) the diſpoſing of the ADO'LESCENCY S Youth, the State of young Per

Eſtate or Effects of a Man who died without a Will, in ſons from twelve Years of Age to twenty one in Wo

Order and with Deſign to give an Account thereof. men ; and from fourteeni to twenty five or thirty in Men ,or

ADMINISTRATIVE (adminiftrations, L.] pertaining it is that Period of a Perſons Age, commencing from In
to Adminiſtration . fancy and terminating at his full Growth.

ADMINISTRATOR ( Common Law ) a Perſon who has ADO'NIA, Feſtivals celebrated in Honour of Adonis ;

the Goods, Soc. of a Perſon who died without making a wherein the Women imitated the Lamentation of Venus,

Will committed to his Charge by the Ordinary , for which for the Death of Adonis, and when they were tired with

he is accountable as an Executor, L. this, they changed their Notes, fung his Praiſes, and made

ADMINISTRATOR [ ilf Polity] one who has the Ma- Rejoycings, as if he were raiſed to Life again.

nagement of Publick Affairs, inſteadofa Soveraign Prince. ADO'NICK Verſe ſo called on Account of its being

ADMINISTRA'TRIX ( Civil Law] The who has the a kind of Verſe firſt compoſed for bewailing of Adonis] this

Goods of a deceaſed Perſon, and Power of an Admi- fort of Verfe conſiſts only of a Dactyl anda Spondee ; and

niſtrator committed to her Care. is rarely uſed , but at the End of every Scrophe or Strain
ADMINISTRA'TORSHIP [ of Adminiſtrator and Ship, a in Sapphicks ; as Terruit Urbem , Hor.

Termination ſignifying Office ] the Office of an Admini- ADO'NIUM, an Herb which the Poets feign to have
ſtrator. ſprung up from the Blood of Adonis.

ADMIRABLE ( admirabilis, L.] deſerving Admiration, ADONIUM (with Botaniſts ] Southern -wood.

marvellous, wonderful ; alſo good, rare , excellent. To Ado'pt ( adoptare, L.] to chufe a Son of another

ADMIRABI'LITY [ admirabilitas, L.] Admiration . Perfon, for a Son or Heir ; to make one not of a Kiu ca

A'DMIRABLENESS, Marvellouſneſs , Wonderfulneſs. pable to inherit.

A'DMIRAL [derived as ſome ſay from Amir in Arabick , ADUʻption , the Choice or chuſing a Perſon for a

aGovernour, and das, Gr. the Sea ) a Principal Officer of Son and Heir.

the Crown, who has the Governnent of the Navy in ADO'PTIVE ( adoptions, L.) pertaining to Adoption ;

Chief, and thence ftiled Lord High-Admiral ; he is in- alſo he that is adopted by another.

veſted with a Power to determine all Maritime Cauſes, Adopti'vi ? An ancient Sect fo called , on Account

Civil or Criminal.
ADOPTIA'NIS of the Manner wherein they con

ADMIRAL , the Chief Commander of
any

diftin & ceived our Saviour to be the Son of God .

Squadron or Number of Ships. A'dor , a Kind of pure Bearded Wheat, which the

Rear ADMIRAL , the Admiral of the third Squadron Ancients uſed in Sacrifices.

in a Royal Fleet, who carries his Flag with the Årms of ADO'RABLE [ adorabilis ] fit or deſerving to be adored

his Country in the Mizzen Top of hisShip. or worſhipped ; if the Word is at any time applied to

Vice Admiral, another of the three Principal Officers Men, it denotesworthy of all Honour and Reſp =&.
of a Royal Navy, that commands the ſecond Squadron , ADO'RABLENESS ( of adorabilis, L.] Worthineſs to

and carries his Flag in his Ship's Fore-top. be adored .

A'DMIRALTY Court, the Chief Court at London of the A'DORAT (with Chymifs] a Weight of four Pounds.

Lord High -Admiral, ere &ted for deciding Maritime Con- Adoration, a rendring profound Reſpect and Sub

troverfies, Trial of Malefactors for Crimes committedon miſſion ; Refpe&t, Reverence, Worſhip.

the High -Sea. TO ADO'R e [adorare, L.) to reverence, to pay divine
ADMIRA'TION, Admiring, L. Worship , to Thew profound Refpe &t and Submillion ; alſo

TO ADMI'R E ( admirare, L.] to behold with Wonder, to admire extravagantly or dore upon,

to be ſurpriz’d at, or wonder greatly. To Adoʻrn Cadornare, L.] to deck , trim, beautify or
ADMISSION fet off.

ADMITTANCES
ADORNA'TION Adorning, Ornaments, Beautify

ADMISSION } [ in Law ] is when a Preſentation to a ADO'RNMENT S irg.

ADMITTANCES void Benefice, is made by the P2- AD PONDUS omnium ( in Phyſicians Bills ] ſignifies

tron, the Biſhop having examined the Clerk, and finding that the Ingredient or Medicine luft preſcribed muſt be
him able , fays, admitto te. as much as all the relt before preſcribed .
TO ADMI'I ' (admittere, L.) to receive to , to ſuf- AD QUOD DAMNUM (Law) i. e. to what Damage ;

- TO ADMIT of fer or permit, to allow of. a Writ lying for the Sheriit to enquire what Damage it may

ADMIT TE'N DO Clerico, a Writ granted 10 a Clerky prove to others, if the King grant a Market or Fair, & c.

} Receiving into, Entrance upon .
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Or where a Perſon or Töfuns would turn a common Road Apve'rsative (aduerfatious, L.] a Part of Speecil

or Highway, and 119 oui .010.1er as convenien . in Grammar that ſignifies tome.Opposition or Contrariety

A DRAGANI, Sce ir.ig.cai ib . betw cen what goes beiore and what follows,

ADRE MIRE (Loi Term ] to oblige one's ſelf before a ADV E ASE adverfus, L.] contr.ry, oppoſite:

Magiſtrate to perform tonetning ADVER, E [ with Ligie: ans is when the two Contràries

ADRECTA'KE [O. L. Rec., to ſatisfy, to make a- have an abſolute and perpetual Oppoſition one to the

ADRETIA'KE ) mends. ocher.

ADSCITITIOUS [ adſcriit.us, L.] borrowed, added , AVVE'RSITY [ adverſité, F. res adverſi, L.] Afiai
far fetch'a , foreign , counterfeit, fubte . on , Touble, Misfortune, Calamity, Mifery.

ADR'Y [a and bjuoge, Saš.j Thirſty. TO ADVÉ'RT (aavertere, L. to turn to] to mark ,

ADSTA'NTES , See proftate. mind or cake lieed .

AD TERMINUM qui preteriit [Law] a Writ of En. ADVERTENCE [ of advertere, L.] Attention , Hecd
try , lying where a Man having Leaſed Lands or Tene- ADVERTENCY Śfulneſs, Mindfulneſs.

ments for a Term of Years or Life, afrer the Expira- TO ADVERTISE (avertir, F.] to give Notice , Ad
tion of which , is held by the Tenant or Stranger that is vice or Intelligence of.

in Poffeilion , and keeps out the Lelior. In this Cafe ADVERTISEMENT ( avertiſement, F.] Information ,
this Writ lies for the Lellor and his Heirs. Intelligence given to Perſons inveſted in an Affair ; alsó

TO ADVANCE (avancer, Fr.) to ſtep or go forward, Advice, a putting in mind.

allo to promote or further ; allo to preter or raiſe ; alſo to To ÁDVE'SPERATE ( advefperatum , L.) to grow to

give M ney before - hand. wards the Evening

AVANCE , Fofs ( Fortification ] a Ditch of Water Advice [ avis, F.] Counſel ; alſo Notice, an Aca

round the Elplanade or Glacis of a Place to prevent its count.

being ſurprized by the Beſiegers. ADVIGILANCE [ advigilantia ,L.] a diligent Watching.

ADVANCE Guard [Military Affairs ] the firſt Line or Di- ADVI'S ABLE [ of aviſer, F.] that may be adviſed to

viſion of an Army ranged ormarching in Battle Array, or bour ; alſo fit to be done.

that Part which marches firſt toward the Enemy. ADVI'SABLENELS [of aviſable, F. and nefs, Eng. Termi

ADVA'NCEMENT ( avancement, F.] Preferment, Pro- nation Fitneſs to be adviſed, done, Egoc .] Expediency.
motion .

To ADVI's E ( aviſer, F ] to countel or give Advice;

ADVA'NCER [with Hunters] one of the Starts or to give Information or an Account of ; to conſider or weighi
Branches of a Buck's Attire, viz. that which is between in Mind.

the back Antler and the Palm. ADVI'S EDNESS [of aviſer , F. ] Conſiderateneſs.

ADVA'NTAGE ( avantage, F. ] Good, Profit, Benefit ; ADULA'TION, Fawning, Flattery, L.

alſo Gain, aiſo over Meaſure. ADVI'SEMENT, Conſultation .

ADVANTAGEOUS ( avantageux, F. ] tending to a ADULATOR , a Flatterer, a fawning Fellow , a Claw
Perſon's Good or Benefit ; alſo convenient, uteful. back, L.

ADVANTA'GEOUSNESS
(of avantage, F.] Profitable- ADULA'TORY [ adulatorius, L.] pertaining to, or full

neſs. of Flattery

ADVECTI'TIUUS [ adve & titius, L. ] brought from a- Avu'lt ( adultus, L.] that is grown or come to full

nother Place ; foreign. Ripeneſs of Age.

A'DVENT [ adventus, L.] a coming to . ADU'LTNISS [ of adultus, L.] the being grown to

ADVENT ( in Ecclefiaftical Affairs] a Time ſet apart Ripeneſs of Years.

by the Church as a Preparation for the approaching Feſtival ADU'LTERANT ( adulterans, L.) adulterating .

of Chriſtmas. ADU'LTERATE ] [ adulteralus, L.] corrupted, mai

Advent Sundays, are in Number four, the firſt of ADU'LTERATED red , ſpoiled, counterfeit, made

which Fafts are on St. Andrew's Day, November 30. or the . of a baſer Alloy or Mixture.

nextSunday following, and they continue to the Feaſt of To ADU'LTERATE(adulterare] to corrupt, mar, ſpoil
Cbriff's Nativity. or counterfeit.

ADVENTI'IIA, dos, a Dowry orPortion given to a Wo- ADU'LTERATENESS, Baſeneſs or Counterfeitneſs.

man by ſome other Friend , beſides her Parents, L. ADULTE P. A'TION , a corrupting, counterfeiting, ofc.

ADVENTITIOUS ( adventitius, L.) accı uing or befalling It conſiſts in mixing ſome baler Matter with Wines, Chy
a Perſon, or Thing from without. mical Preparations, Medicinal Drugs, Metals, Ege. To
ADVENTITIOus (in the Civil Law ] is applied to ſuch that they are rendered not genuine, or truly good.

Goods as fall to a Perſon eicher by mere Fortune , or the ADU'LTERINE ( adulterinus, L.] counterfeit,forged.
Liberality of a Stranger, or by collateral Succeſſion, in ADULTERINE (in Civil Law] a Child iſſued from an
Oppoſition to Profe&titious, i . e, ſuch Goods as defcend' in a adulterous Amour or Commerce.

dire& Line, from Father to Son . ADUL'TEROUS [of adulter, L. adultereux, F.] Per

ADVENTITIOUS Glandules [ Anatomy] thoſe Kernels taining to, or given to Adultery:

which are ſomething under the Arm - holes in the Neck, ADU'LTERY ( adulterium , L.) properly the Sin of In

as the King's - Evil, & c. continency in married Perfons, defiling the Marriage Bed

AvvenTITIOUS Matter [with Philoſophers] Matter it is Adultery, if but one of them be married , in the
which does not properly belong to any Body, either na- married Perfon, Fornication in the unmarried.

tural or mix'd ; but comes to it from ſome other Place ; ADULTERY (with ſome whimſical Aftronomers] a Term

as in the freezing of Water, fome frigorifick Particles do uſed of an Eclipſe of the Moon , which ( as they ſuppole )

not enter in , which are adventitious to the Water, either happens in an unuſual and irregular manner, as Horizon
from the Air or the freezing Mixture. tal Eclipſes, where though the Sun and Moon are dia

ADVENTREM inſpiciendum ( Law ] a certain Writ in metrically oppoſite, yetby reaſon of the Refra&tion, they
the Statute of Esoins. appear as if above the Horizon .

TO ADVE'NTURE ( avanturer, F.] to venture , or put ADU'MERANT ( adumbrans, L.) ſhadowing.

to the Venture, to hazard. ADU'MBRATED [adumbratus, L ] ſhadowed, relem
ADVENTURE ( avanturer , F. ] chance, accidental, bled.

encounter, hazard ; alſo an extraordinary or ſurprizing En- A DUMBRATION, a Shadowing, a Remembrance, L.

terprize.
ADUMBRA'TION [ in Heraldry is when any Figure in

à Coat-armour is born To Madowed or obſcured, that no

thing is viſible but the bare Purfile, or (as the Painters call

ADVE'NTURESOmness [ of avantürer, F.] Venture- it) the Out-line ;when this happens, it is faid to be adum
fomneſs.

brated.

A'DVERB [ with Grammarians ] a Part of Speech ADUMBRATION (with Painters ] i Sketch , a

which being joined to a Verb, ferves to expreſs the Man- Draught of a Pi&ture.

ner , Time, & c. of the A &tion . ADUNATION , an uniting or gathering together, L.

ADV E'RBIAL [ adverbialis, L. ] pertaining to aú Ad- ADU'NCITY (aduncitas, L.] Crookedneſs.

verb. A'DVOCATE ( advocatus, L. i.e. called to a Perſon

ADVE'RSABLE [adóerfabilis, L.] that is adverſe or well skilled in the Civil Law ; who maintainstheRight of

contrary to. fuch Perſons as need his Afiftance, either by Word of

ADVERSA'RIA , a Common place Book. i. Writing.

A'DVERSARY (aduerfarius, L.) one who oppoſes, or Lord Advocate ( in Scotland ) an Officer of Śtats,

isagainſt one ; onewholues anotherat Law ; anadverfo appointed by theKing to adviſe about the making and exe
cuting

ADVENTUROUS Žbold, daring, hazardous
.

rough

Party.
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cuting Law ; to defend his Right and Intereſt in all pub- ÆgO'CERAS [ 'Azzóxepo , Gr. ] the Herh Fienu

lick Aſſemblies, to proſecute Capital Crimes, c.
greek

ÆG O'CERAS [ A176xE9s, Gr.] the Sign Capricorn .

liſting of 180, appointed ÆGOLE'THRON L'Aiyonispo , Gr.] a Flower, a fort

to plead in all A &tions before the Lordsof Sellions. of Crow - foot, L.

ADVOCATE (in a metapoorical Senſe ] one who lays to ÆG O'NICHON [ arówvxor, Gr. ] the Herb Grom

Heart, or ſecures the Intereſts of another upon all ( cca- wel, L.

ſions, in which Senſe Chriſt is ſaid to be our Advocate in ÉG OPHTHA'LMOS [’ A :70fd i'ruw , Gr.] a precious

Heaven . Stone reſembling the Eye of a Goat.

Church Advocates ÆGYPTI'ACUM , fc. Unguentum ( Pharmacy ) a deterlive

ATES

{ of the Cauſes and In- Ointment compounded, & c. of Honey, Green Copper,

tereſts of the Church, being retained as a Countellor and Dyers Galls, Verdigreaſe, & c. good to cleante Viceis,
Pleader to maintain the Rights and Properties of the 10 named, as tho' ofthe Colour of an Egypiran, altho' it is
Church ; alſo a Patron who has the Advowſon of Pre- rather of a dusky -brown.

ſentation , ÆGYPTIACA 3 [with Butanifts] of the Produ & ort
A'DVOCATESHIP [ of avocat, F. advocatus, L. and

Ship ] the Office of an Advocate.
ÆGYPTI'ACUS S Growth of Egypt.

ADVOCATIO'NE Decimarum [ in Law ] a Writ lying Æ PATHI'A [’Aana Jela , Gr.] a Paſſion or Affe & ion of

for the fourth Part of the Tithes belonging to any long Continuance.

Church ,
XEL in Compound Names, is a Saxon Particle and lig

ADVOLATION } a Flying towards, or to. L.
AL S nifies all or altogether, as 7 ir does in Greek. Æt

pin ſignifies altogether Conquerer, Ælbent all illustrious,

ADVOLU'TION , a rolling towards, L. Aldredaltogether reverend, Alfred altogether peacetil.

TO Advo'w [ avouer, F. ] to juſtify and maintain an AEL } a Saxon Particie, according to the diferent Dia

To Avo'w ६ A& formerly done: Thus he is ſaid ÆLFS iects is pronounced Uif, Wulf, bult, Hilf or

to avow , who having taken a Diſtreſs for Rent,& c. juſti: Helf, and fignifiesthe ſamethat we pronounce teip, o Al
fies or maintains the A&, after the Party diſtrained has ſued win is victorious Help ; Aelwold an auxiliary Governour ;

a Replevin to have his Goods again. Aelfgiva, a Giver of Aid or Aliittince
ADVOWEE ' one that has a Right to preſent to a Be- AE'LLO ['Acans , Gr. a Whirlwind or Storm ] one of

AVOWEES nefice . the Harpies or monitrous Dids, mentioned by the

ADVOWEE Paramount, i.e. the higheſt, that is to ſay, Poets. L.

the King Æ'LMSFEOH, Peter-pence anciently pad to the Pope.

Advo'W SON ? ( Common Law ] the Right which a Bi ÆNI'GMA [[ " Aniya, Grjan lunicate or difficult

Advo'wzens ihop, Dean and Chapter, Egc. or Qucftion , a Riddle, L.

any Lay -Patron has to preſent a Clerk to a Benefice, ANGMATICI L'AlviaMarinos, Gr ] pertaining to or

when it becomes void . full of Riddles , bosc.

Advo'W SON Appendant, an Advowſon that depends
Ævidpx

E L'Albno túndes, i e, the Gates of Æolas

on a Manour, as an Appurtenance to it ; thence called an or the Wind ) a Contrivance or Device for curing or help ng

Incident of the Kitchen. ſmoaking Chimnies.

ADVOwson in Groſs, that Right of Preſentation which ÆOLIPILE ? an Hydraulick Inſtrument, conſiſting of a

is Principal, Abſolute or Sole, not belonging to any Ma- ÆLIPILAS hollow Ball of Metal, having Neuder

nor, as a Part of its Right. Neck or Pipe asiting from the Ball , which being hilod wich

Advo'w TRY [ old Statutes] Adultery. Water and thus expoſed to the Fire, produces a vibient

ADU'st [ aduftus, L.) burnt or parched up:
Blaſt of Wind .

ADUST [in a Medicinal Senſe ] the Blood, when by rea- Æ'OLUS (according to the Puets) was the Son of ga

fonof its exceſſive Heat, the thinner Parts of it'ſteampiter and Acefta, who being God of the Winds,had jis

through in Vapours, the thicker remaining black , and full Reſidence inone of the Iſlands near Sicily, where he is

of Dregs, as if parch'd or burnt ; when ſo, it is laid to feigned to have kept the Winds cloſe Prisoners in a Cave,
be adult. giving them Liberty, when he thoughtconvenient.

ADU'STIBLE [of aduftus, L.] capable of being parch- The Moral of this is , Æolus was once Lord of the

ed , ſcorched, burned.
Seven Ifands on the Wep Part of Sicily, and being well

Apu'sTION, Scorching, parching, L. skilld in divining from what Coafts the Winds would blow ,
A'DYTUM (" Adutor of a privative , and due to paſs or which he conjectur'd from Smoak afccnding from the A

go under] a ſecret Place orRetirement in Pagan Temples, lian Iſlands, gave the Poets a Handle to make him King
where their Oracles were given , into which Places none of the Winds.

but the Prieſts were permitted to go ; the San &tuary . Æo'lsi SCLOPE, a Wind Musket, which will foot

Æa'cea, folemn Feaſts and Combats celebrated in Æ Bullets with Wind and Air, as forcibly as with Powder.
gina, in Honour of Æacus. Æon ( Aw , Gr. Age ] the Duration ofa Thing ,
Æ'ACUS [ of ' Alaxisw to beat, or low to lament ac- Æons, from the Ideaswhich are imagined to be in God ,

cording to the Poets, was the Son of Jupiter and Europa, fome Hereticks perſonifying them, and toigning themdi

or Egina . The Painims ſuppoſed him to be ofſuch Jur- ftant from God,and to have been produced by him , ſome
tice, that he wasappointedby Pluto to be one of the Jud- Male and others Female, of an Aſſemblage of theſe they

of Hell, with Minos and"Rbadamanthus, to diſcuſs the have compoſed a Deity, which they called (laápwpea, Gr.
Tranſgreſſions of dead Men , and to aſſign to them Pu- i. e. Fulneſs.

niſhments according to their Merits. ÆQUILI'BRITY [aquilibritas,L.] Equalneſs of Weight.
ÆCHMALOTA'RCHA ['Aix panotasx's, of 'As pano- AQUILIBRIUM [ in Mecbanicks is when equal Weights

rów , Gr. to lead captive , and apx si a Chief] the Chief at equal Diſtances, or unequal Weights at unequal Di

or Leader of Captives. ftances, mutually proportionable to the Center, cauſe the

Ævoi'ca Ulcera [ with Surgeons] Ulcers or Sores about Arms of any Ballance to hang even , ſo that they do not

the privy Parts ; Buboes, Shankers. outweigh one another ; even Weight and Poize.

ÆG A'GROPILI [ of Art a Goat, Esc.] Balls generated A'er [ 'Anp, Gr.] Air, one of the 4 Elements.

in the Stomachs of Animals, hard on the Outhide, but Æ'ra is ſaid originally to have ſignified a Number

containing a kind of heavy Matter on the Intide. ſtamp'd on Money, to denote the current Value of it ;

ÆGILOPS ['Aiyinwy, of a'iros Gen. of ait a Goat, and if ſo, it may come from Æs Braſs, from which Plural

and6
4 an Eye, Gr.] Darnel, Wild Oats. Æra came the feminine ſingular Æra, and that becauſe

Æ'GILOPS ' [ in Surgery ) a Swelling between the Noſe they put the Word Æra to each Particular of an Ac

and greatCorner of the Eye, whichif not timely open- count, as we now do Item , or elſe becauſe the Romans

ed, the Bone underneath will putrify ; alſo the Piftula anciently marked down the Number of Years in Tables

Lacrymalis. with little Braſs Nails ; and ſo in Reference to the laſt

ÉGIPA'Nes ('Alltāves, Gr. of Arts and nar] Beaſts mentioned Cuſtom the Word Æra came to ſignify the fame

like Men, having their Feet and lower Parts like Goats, with Epocba, viz. a certain Time or Date fromwhence to

and Satyrs. begin the new Year; or ſome particular Way of reckoning

ÆGI'PYROS ( 'Aiyítup , of a'r and wüp, Gr. Fire ] Time and Years.

the Herb Buck Wheat, Reft Harrow or Cammock. And in this Senſe the Word is thought to be compoſed

ÆGI'RINON ('Aizéierror, Gr.] an Ointment made of of theſe initial Letters A.E.R. A. for Annus erat regni

the black PoplarTree. Augufti, the Spaniards having began their Æra from his
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Æ Ti'vus S time.

Reign. There are many ra's uſed by Chronologers, the the Branch of a Bay -tree, and in his Hand a Staff full of

moit eminent of which are Knots, about which a Serpent twiſted itſelf, and at his

1. The Æra of the Creation of the World, which be- Feet was either a Dog or an Owl.

gan, according to the Julian Account, on the twenty fourth Theſe Things were design’d as Hieroglyphicks of the

Day of the Alonth of O &tober, which fome place 395 ! Qualities of a good Phyſician, intimating that he ought

Y cars before the Birth of Chriſt, others reckon 3983, and to be as cinning as a Serpent, as vigil..nt as a Dog , as ex

Kepler 3993 : perienc'd as a Perfon of great Age, to be capable of mana

The Cbriftian Æra, from the Birth of Chriſt, begins De- ging a Concern to difficult as Prylick is .

cember 25 , It is reported that Dionyſius the sicilian Tyrant coming

The Roman Æra , from the Building ofthe City of Rome, into a Temple, where the Statues of Apollo and £ fcul.
begins April 21 , and is 752 Years before Chriſt's Time. pius were itanding together, Esculapius having a grave

The Turkiſ Æra or Hegira, which they account from Beard of Mally Gold, he took away the Beard , colouring

Mahomet's Flight, begins the 16th of July, A. D. 622 . his Sacrilege by putting a Jett upon Eſculapius, laying , is

The Æra of the Olympiads begins from the New Moon was not juit thathe should have a Beard , when Apollo his

in the Summer Solſtice 777 Years before the Birth of Father had none.

Cbrift. This Æra and and that of Iphitus is chiefly uſed Æ'sCULUS (with Botanifts ] the Medlar -tree. L.

by Greek Hiſtorians. Æ'STABLE (æftabilis, L. ) belonging to Summer.

A E’RIAL ( aerius, L.] pertaining to the Air, or bearing ÆSTI'FEROUS [ æftifer, L.] ebbing and flowing as

ſome Relation or Reſemblance to the Air. the Tide.

AERIAL Perſpective, is that which repreſents Bodies ÆSTIMA'T10 Capitis [ old Saxon Law ] the Price or

wcaken'd and diminiſhed in Proportion to their Diſtance Value ſet on one's Head. In a great Aſſembly of the Ef

from the Eye. tates of the Realm held at Exeter, King Athelſtan declared

AE'RIE , an Airy or Neft of Goſhawks. what Fines ſhould be paid pro aftimatione capitis, for Of

Arrizu's A ['Awesúsd, Gr.] a Jalper Stone, reſem- fences committed againſt ſeveral Perſons, according to their
bling the Air or Skyin Colour. Degrees of Honour ; thus the Æftimation of the King's

ROMANCY [dneguarteis, of 'np the Air, and more was 30000 Thrymſa's.

Tela Prophecy, Gr.] a foretelling future Events from cer- ÆSTIMA’TORY [æftimatorius, L.] pertaining to pri

tain Spectres or other Appearances in the Air, and ſome- zing or valuing.

times thus ; they folded their Heads in a Napkin, and ha- ÆSTI'VAL [æftivalis, L.] of or pertaining to Summer.

ving placed a Bowl full of Water in the open Air, they ÆSTIVAʼLIS [with Botanifts] flowering in Summer
propoled their Queſtion in a ſmall whiſpering Voice, ÆSTIVALE

time.

at which Time if the Water boild or fermented , they

thought what they had ſpoken of was approved and con- To Æ'sTIVATE [æftivare, L. ) to lodge or ſojourn in

firmed. a Place during the Summer Time.

AEROME'Li (of 'Ang and pins, Gr ] Manna, Honey- ÆSTIVA'TION , a Dwelling or Reſidence in a Place

Dew. for the Summer Time.

AEROMETRI'a [ 'Arogueteia, Gr.] the Art of mea- Æ'STUARY ( æftuarium , L.) a Place overflow'd with

ſuring the Air , its Powers and Properties. Sea Water, a Marih full of Salt Water.

ÆRUGI'NEOUS Carugineus, L.] rufty , canker'd , mil- ÆSTUARY ( with Phyſicians] the receiving the Va

dewed. poursor Steam of certain Drugs, Herbs, ? c. into the Bo

ÆRU'GO, the green Ruft of Copper or Braſs, the Ruf dy, thro' aHole made in a seat or Chair.

or Canker of Metal, L. To Æ'sTUATE [ æftuare,L.] to overflow , to rage like
ÆRU'MNOUS (arumnofus, L.] wretched, miſerable. the Sea,

ÆS USTUM, Calcin'd Copper. L. ÆSTU A'TION , a fervent Deſire, a great Heat, L.

Æ CHYNO'MENOUS Plants (with Botanifts ] ſuch as if ÆSTUO'S E [« ftuofus,L. ] full of Heat, boiling with

touch'd by the Hand or Finger, ſhrink in or fag their Hear.

Leaves, Senſitive Plants, Æ'tas Age ; hence anno atatis juez, under the Effi

ÆSCULA'PIUS (*Arxaudio of a privative, and å gies of Perfons, fignifies in the Ycar of their Age. L.

ozánsatal, becauſe he ſuffers not to die] the Poets make Ærate Probanda, a Writ which lay to enquire whether

him the Son of Apollo by the Nymph Coronis, whom Apollo the King's Tenant, holding in Chiet by Chivalry, was

killd with an Arrow while he was big with Child , be- of full Age to receive his Lands into his own Hands.

cauſe ſhe had admitted another to her Bed, but preserv'd ÆTE'RNABLE [ æternabilis, L.] poflible to be or to

the Child by cutting it out of her Womb, and afterwards become eternal.

' twas ſuckled by a Goat. Æ'THEL [Ætel, Sax,] noble or famous, as Ethelred,

Others ſay , that Æſculapius was a poor Infant, whom his famous Countel, @goo .

cruel Parents being alham'd to own, laid in a Wood near Æ'THER [" ’A13ip of del giw , I run always, or of

Epidaurus, and was fortunately found by fome Huntſmen , air ſhining bright, or of a' Sipwr, always warming,

who obſerving a lambent Flaine about its Head, they ac- Gr. orof 71& , Heb. illuſtrious] is most commonly uted

counting it a Prognoſtick that the Child would prove in to lignity a very fine, thin , diaphanous, Fluid, which , as

Time an eminent Perfon, put him to Nurſe to a Woman ſomeſuppoſe, ſurrounds the Earth up to as far as the In

named Trigo. Being grown up, he ſtudied Physickunder terſtellary World, and which eaſily penetrates and runs

Chiron the Centaur,and proved ſo great a Proficient in the through all Things, and permits all Things to run as ed

Art, that he obtained the Stile of the God of Phyſick. ſily through it . Dr. Hook calls that Medium or Fluid Body,

Hehad a Temple built to him in a City of the Romans in which all other Bodies do as it were ſwim and move ,

named Tetrapolis, which was enrich'd with noble Preſents, Æther. But this fome diſapprove of, as favouring too much

offered by Perſons, who afcrib'd their Recovery out of of the Carteſian Doctrine of an abſolute Plenum , whichhas

dangerous Sickneſſes to Æſculapius. And the Walls of been proved an Impoſſibility by many infallible Reaſons

this Temple were hung, and in a Manner hid, with Me- and Experiments. Therefore as we call the Medium , in

morials of Miraclesdone by him. which we breathe and live, the Air, by which we mean

The Grecians celebrated Plays to him every five Years, elaſtic, Auid Body, which either has very large Interſtices

nine Days after the ifthmean Games in the Woods near the devoid of all Matter, or elſe is in Part fill’d with a Fluid,

City Epidaurus. Æſculapius was worſhipped under the very eaſily moving out of them by Compreſſion , and ie

Form of a Serpent by the Romans, who, when the City of turning as readily into them again when that Compreſlion

Rome was grievouſly afflicted withthe Plague, fent Ambaf- is taken off ; ſo we alſo do agree to call that finer Fluid

fadors to Epidaurus to fetch the God Æſculapius to their Æther (if it be a Body) which is extended round our Air

Aſſiſtance,andthey ſay the Serpent that was worſhip- and Atmoſphere, above it and beyond it up to the Planets,
ped there for Æfculapius, follow'd the Ambaſſadors of its or to an indefinite Diſtance , thoʻwe Icarce well underſtand

own Accord to the Ship that carried it to Rome. The Ro- what we mean by the Word Ether.
mans built a Temple for it in the Iſle call’d Tiberina. Sick ÆTHE'REAL [ æthereus, L.] pertaining to or of the

People usd to lye in this Temple for Recovery of their Quality of Æther .

Health, and oftentimes, when they found themſelves no ÆTHEREAL Matter ( with Naturalifs] a very fine,
better, revil'd Æfculapius. thin, tranſparent Fluid , which (as ſome imagine) furrounds

To Æſculapius were dedicated the Serpent, the Goat, the Earth up as far as the Firmament of fixed Stars ; which
the Raven , the Dog and the Dragon . eaſily pierces and runs through all Things, and permits

The Ancients painted him inthe Form of an old Man all Things as eaſily to run through it.
with a long Beard, having on his Head a Crown made of

ÆTHE'RE
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ÆTHEREAL World , all that Space above the upper Ele- AFFE'CTUS, the Affection , Diſpoſition, or any Diſor

ment, viz. Fire, which the Ancients imagined to be per- der of the Mind, L.

fe &tly homogeneous, incorruptible, unchangeable, & c. AFFE'CTUS (in Medicine] Sickneſs, or any Diſorder

ÆTHEREAL Oil [ Chymiſtry ) a fine ſubtil Oil, ap- of the Body

proaching nearly to the Nature of a Spirit. AFFE'RERS (in Law ] Perſons appointed by a Court

Æthiopicus ? with Botani fps]of theProduct of the
Leet upon Oath , to ſertle and moderate the fines on

them that have committed Ofences, which may be puniſh

ÆTHIO'PICUM Southern Parts of Africa. L. ed arbitrarily , no Statute having appointed an expreſs

Æthio'pis [' A DITs, Gr.] an Æthiopian Herb like Penalty.

Lettice, with which Enchanters are ſaid to open Locks, To AFFE'R E in Amercement [ in Law] ſignifies to lef

and dry up Rivers. ſenor mitigate the Rigor of a Fine.

E'Thiops Mineral (of 'Aiy, Gr . a Blackmoor, from AFFE'TTO (with Muſicians ] that kind of Muſick

its Colour] a Medicine prepared by imbodying running which muſt be performed in a very tender, moving, and

Quickſilver and Flour of Brimſtone, and then deflagra- affecting manner, and for that Reafon, rather flow than too

ting off the Mixture in a Crucible.
faſt.

ÆTHO'LICES [ of 'Ai3w, Gr. to burn ] hot fiery AFFettvo'so, the fame as Affetto.

Puſtules. AFFEU'R ER [ Old Rec.] to ſet the Price of a Thing.
ÆTIOLO'GICA ( A1710207!x», Gr.] that Part of Phy- AFFI'ANCE, Trust, Confidence. Fr.

fickwhich explains the Cauſes and Reaſons of Diſeaſes, in AFFI'ANCE (with Divines ] fignifies an Acquieſcence

order to cure them. of the Mind , by which it is ſupported againſt all unne

ÆTTO'LOGY [atiologia , L. of 'Aition0zíce, of a'izia ceſſary Doubts and Fears, upon Account of the Divine

a Cauſe , and aiyw, Gr. to ſay ] a Rhetorical Figure Shewing All-sufficiency in general ; but with a more ſpecial Eye
a Cauſe or Reaſon. to his Knowledge, Wildom and Providence .

ÆTIOLOGY [in Medicine) the Reaſon given of natural AFFIANCE Lin Law] the plighting of Troth between

or preternatural Accidents in human Bodies. a Man and a Woman , upon an Agreement of Marriage.

ÆTITES [ 'Astitus, Gr . ] the Eagle Stone , a Stone TO AFFIANCE, to betroth, or plight the Faith .

that when ſhaken rattles as if there was another within it . AFFIDA'RE ( old Records ) to plight Faith , to ſwear

It is falſely reported to be taken out of an Eagle's Neſt ; Fealty .

but others fảy it is found by the sides of Rivers, on Moun- AFFIDA'T10 Dominorum , the Oath taken by the Lords

tains, in theGround, Ege. in Parliament.

ÆVITE'RNI [ among the Romans] certain Deities, ſo AFFIDA'TION , a mutual Fidelity between one Perſon

called, becauſe they remained to Perpetuity , to whom and another, I.

they always offered red Oxen in Sacrifice. AFFIDA'TURE [ offidatura, L.] mutual Contract.
Á'FFABLE ( affabilis L. ) eaſy to be ſpoken to , cour- AFFIDA'TUS ſold Law a Tenant by Fealty.

teous, civil . AFFIDA'VIT ( i.e. he has plighted his Faith or ſworn ]
AFFABI'LITY ? [affabilitas, L.] Ealineſs to be fpo- a Depoſition, or the witnefling a Thing upon Oath .

A'FFABLENESS S ken to or of Addreſs, Gentleneſs, To make AFFIDAVIT [ 1 aw Term) to ſwear to the

courteous or kind Behaviour. Truth of a Thing before a Magiſtrate.

AFFA'BROUs [ affaber, L.] cunning, artificial. AFFIDIA'RI Lin ancient Deeds to be inrolled and muf

AFFABULA'TION , the Moral of a Fable, L. tered for Soldiers, uponhaving taken an Oath of Fidelity.

AFFAI'R [of affaire, F.] Buſineſs, Concern, Matter, AFFI'NAGE , the refining of Metals, Fr.

Thing: AFFI'NITY [affinitas, L. ] Kindred or Alliance by

TO AFFE'ct [affe&tare, L.) to ſet one's Mind upon ; Marriage; alſo the Relation or Agreeableneſs between ſe
to have an Inclination to , to love, to defire, to hanker af veral Things.
ter ; to aſpire to ; alſo to move the Affection. To Affi'rm [ affirmare, L.] to avouch, aſſure or

AFFECTATION , Affectedneſs, Conceitedneſs, Self- maintain the Truth ofa Thing.

opinionatedneſs; Formality, Niceneſs, Preciſeneſs, ' l. TO AFFIRM [ in a Law Senſe ] ſignifies to rarity or

AFFECTED [ affe&tatus, L.] diſpoſed or inclin'd to, confirm a former Law , Decree or Sentence.

as well or ill affected; alſo formal, `nice , preciſe, as an AFFI'RMANCE , the A &t of ratifying after the before .

affected Way ; alſo over- curiouſly done, as an affected Stile. mentioned manner .

AFFECTED ( in a Medicinal Senſe ] a morbid or diſor- AFFIRMA’TION , an aſſuring or ſpeaking point blank.

derly State of the Part, ſeized or affli&ted with a Diſeaſe AFFIRMATIVE (affirmativus, L.) pertaining to Affir

or Malady,as the part affe&ted. mation , poſitive, peremptory; in which Senſe it is oppo

AFFE'CTION, Inclination towards, Good Will, Kind fed to Negative.

neſs, Love, Paſſion . AFFIRMATIVE Peretick [in the Popijh Law ] one who

AFFECTION (with Naturalifts ] a Quality or Property owns the Errors he is charged withal, and maintains the

of ſome natural Being. Lame in his Examination with Firmneſs and Reſolution .
AFFECTION (with Phyſicians ] is uſed, for a morbid or To Affi'x [ affixum , L. ] to faſten to ; to ſet up or

diſorderly State of the Part. poft up a Bill.

AFFECTION [in a Legal Senſe ] ſignifies a making over , AFFI'xion, a fixing or faſtening to , L.

pawning or mortgaging a Thing, to allure the Payment of AFFLATION, a blowing or breathing upon , I.

à Sum of Money, or the Diſcharge of ſome other Duty AFFLA'Tus , a Blaft or Inſpiration , a blowing or breath

or Service. ingupon , L.

AFFE'CTIONATE [ affe & ionné, F.] full of Affection , To Affli'ct [ affligere, L.] to caſt down, to cauſe

loving Grief to one, to trouble , diſquiet, vex or opprefś.
AFFE'CTIONATENESS , Fulneſs of Affc &tion .

AFFLICTEDNESS [of afli&tus, L.and neſs] Affiliation.
AFFECTIONS (with Humaniſts] are diſtinguiſhed into AFFLICTION, Adverſity, Grief, Sorrow, Trouble ,

Primary AFFECTIONS of Being (in Metapbyficks) are Calamity, Miſery, Diſtreſs.

Unity, Trutb and Goodneſs. Affli'CTIVE (afliatif, F.] cauſing or bringing Af
United AFFECTIONS of Being ( in Metapbyfacks ] are fuch Ali &tion .

as are predicated of Being, ſingly and ſolely , and are A'FFLUENCE ? [ affluentia , L. ] Abundance, great

convertible with it, without any Conjun &tion, as every Being A'FFLUENCY Store, Plenty, Wealth.

is good, and all god is a Being. A'FFLUENT (affluens, L.] abounding, flowing to ,

Difunited AFFECTIONS of Being [ in Metapbyficks) are increaſing

predicated for it with a disjun &tive Term , and by taking in A'FFLUENTNESS [ affluentia , L.] great Plenty:

both Parts of the Sentenceare convertible with it, as Being AFFLU'x [affluxus, L.) a Flowing to, as of Humours

is either neceſſary or contingent, and whatſoever is eitber nece- to or upon anyPart.

fary or contingent is a Being. AFFO'Dilus [with Botaniſts ] the Daffodil, a Flower.
AffecTIONS of Body [ with Naturalifs] certain Mo- AFFORA'R E ( Old Law Term ) to let a Value or Price

difications of a Body occaſioned or introduced by Motion, upon a Thing;

by means of which the Body comes to be lo and ſo AFFORCIA'RE [ Law Word ] to add , increaſe or make

difpofed. ſtronger.

Affections of the Mind, are what are commonly AT FO'RCIAMENT (Old Records ] a Fort or ſtrong fold .

called Pallions. AFFORCIAME'NTUM Curie, the calling of a Court

AFFE'CTUOUS [ affe uofus, L.] much deſired or af- upon ſome folemn and extraordinary Occaſions, Old Law
fc &ted . Records,

AFFECTUO'SITY [ affe & uofitas, L.] Affedion.
To
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T. AFFU'RD (fome derive it of ad, L. at, and boars, AGA'St [of a and Ghayo, sax .a Ghoſt or Speêre] in a

sax.] to table, or find with Vi&tuals, to give or yield, tó great Fright dilinay'd with Fear.

produce. AGASY'LLIS ( Ayacumes, Gr ) the Herb Ferula, or

To AFFO'R EST [ Foreſt Law ] to lay a Piece of Ground Fennel-Giant, out of which conies the Gum called Am

wate, and turn it into Foreſt. moniack .

T. AFFRANCHISE ( affranchir, F. ] to ſet a Perſon AGATHI'IES ( with Botaniſts ] the Herb Marjoram , I.

free from Bondage, to make him Free or a Freeman . A'GATE [’Axolius, Gr.] a precious Stone wellknown.

AFFRA’y ( probably of affrayer, F.] a Fray, a Skirmiſh , A'G E (probably of apa , s.:r. i. e, always ] the whole

a Fight between two or more Parties. Continuance of a Man's Life ; alſo the Space of an hundred

AFFRA'Y 2 in Common Law ] is an Affiightment Years compleat ; alfo a certain State or Portion of the Lite

AFFRAI'MENT S put upon one or more Perſons ; of Man , which is divided into four different Ages,

which may be done by an open Thew of Violence only , fancy, Youth, Manhood, old Age , F.

without either a Blow given, or a Word ſpoken ; as if Infancy or Childhood, extends from the birth to the four

Man Tould appear in Armour, or with Weapons not u- . teenth Year.

ſually worn , it may ſtrike a Fear into ſuch as are unarmed , Touth, or the Age of Puberty commences at fourteen ,

and therefore is a common Wrong,and is enquirable in a and ends at about twenty-five .

Court - Leet ; but differs from an Aſſault, becauſe that is a Mankood, terminates at fifty.

particular Injury. Old Age commences from fifty, and extends till the Time

AFFR EI'GHTMENT [of Fretement, hiring, or fraight- of Death.

ing F.] the ſame as affretamentum . AG E [in Law ] is uſed to ſignify thoſe ſpecial Times

AFFRETAME'NTUM [ Old Law Rec.] the Freight of a which enable Men and Women to do that, which they

Ship, Fr. could not do before , being fuppofid to want Judgmenr.

AFERA ? Cold Rec.] Bullocks or Beaſts of the Plough. Thus a Man may take an Qaih of Allegiance ar fuelve

Years of Age, and is at Age of Diſcretion at fourteen , and

A falſe A'FFER ( Northumberland ) a flow or dull Horfe , at full Age at twenty-one.

alſo hence the Term Aver Beafts. AGE Prier ( Common Law] is when an A &tion is brought

AFRE'sh (of Frais, F.] freſhly, anew , newly, over againſt one that is under Age for Lands coming to him by

again . Deſcent, who may then move the Court, and pray
thac

TO AFFRICATE [ affricare, L.] to rub againſt, to rub the Action may be ſtaid till he is of full Age, which is

into Powder, to crumble. moſt commonly allowed ; but in the Civil Law it is o her

To Affri'GHT ( probably of a, and frihtan Sax.] to wiſe, for that obliges them to anſwer by their Tutors or

put into a Fright or Fear, tó ſcare. Guardians.

AFFRONI'TRE [ affronitram ] L. of 'Aapós Froth , and Old AG E ( Hieroglyphically ) was repreſented by a Raven ,

olpov, Gr. Nitre] the Spume or Froth of Nitre. becauſe that Bird lives a great while, and therefore to re

To AFFRO'NT (9. d.ad frontem , L. i . e. to the Face ] prefent a Man dead in a very Old Age, the Egyptians

to offer an Abuſe, tohector, brave or ſwagger over, &c. F. painted a dead Raven .
An AFFRONT , an Abuſe, an Injury done either by AGES [ of the World ] are certain Periods or Limits of

Words, bad Uſage, or Blows, F. Time, which for the Convenience of Chronology and Hi

AFFRO'NTE [ in Heraldry ] facing, or fronting one ſtory are diſtinguiſhed, by thoſe Accidents and Revolutions

another. that have happened in the World ; the Generality of

AFFRO'NTIVE , abuſive, injurious. Chronologers agree in making ſeven Ages or Periods .

AFFRONTIVENESS, Abuſiveneſs, Offenſiveneſs. I. From the Creation of the Word to Noah's Flood

AFFU'LSION, a ſhining upon. which contains 1656 Years .

AFFU'sion , a pouring to , or upon. II. From Noah's Flood to the Birth of Abraham , which

A'FRICANS (with Gardeners ] African Marigolds. contains 382 Years.

AFI ( of wefan, Sax. bebind, Sea Term ] uſed to ex- III. From Abrabam's Birth to the Departure of Moſes

preſs anyA & ion, Motion, & c. done from the Stem of the and the Children of Iſrael out of Egypt which containis

Ship to the Stern ; as to goor walk aft, is togo towards

the Stern ; How cheer you before and aft. How fares all the IV. From theIſraelites going out of Egypt tothe Build

Ship's Company . ing of Solomon's Temple, which contains 479 Years.

AFTER [æfter , Sax.] later in Time. V. From the laying the Foundation of the Temple

AFTER Birth a Skin or Membrane in which the to the Reign of Cyrus in Babylon, which contains 493

AFTER Burden s Fætus orChild is wrapped in the Ma

trix, and comes away after the Birth of theChild. VI. From the Reign of Cyrus to the Coming of Chriſt,

AFTER Pains, Pains felt in the Loins, Groin , Etc. which contains 538 Years.

after the Birth is brought away. VII. From the Birth of Chriſt to the preſent Year 1730,

AFTER -MATH ( with Husbandmen ] the After Graſs, or the whole from the Creation of the World , to this Year

ſecond Mowings of Graſs, alſo Graſs or Stubble cut after 1731 , makes 5783 Years.

Corn . The Chronologers do pretty generally agree , as to the

AFTER-SAILS ( with Sailors ) thoſe Sails which be- dividing the Time from the Creation into feven Periods or

long to the Main and Mizzen Mafts, and keep the Ship Ages, yet they differ as to the Time costained in theſe
to the Wind . Periods: ſo that Chevereau in his Hiſtory of the World

A'GA, a great Officer of the Grand Seignior, or the reckons more than thirty different ,Opinions.

Chief Captain of the Janizaries. Again, the Poets diftinguiſh the Age of the World in

AGA'i ( in Holland, &c.] a Term uſed in Merchandiſe, to four Periods : the Golden, the silver, the Brazen, and

which fignifies the Difference in Holland or Venice of the the Iron Age ; the Golden Age, was in the Reign of Saturn ;

Value of current Money and Bank Notes, which in Hol- the silver , that of the Beginning of Jupiter ; the Brazen

land is often 3 or 4 per Cent, in favour of the Note, Age, was whenMen began to depart from their Primitive

AGAIN [agen , sax.] another Time. Simplicity and Honeſty , and to fall to Injuſtice and Ra

AGAINST Congean, or agen , sax. ] oppoſite to . pine ; and the Iron Age, when they grewnot only covetous

AGALA'XY ( agalasia, L. of 'Ayaraxleíd , Gr.] Want and unjuſt, but added Cruelty, Savageneſs, and Barbarities

of Milk to give Suck with . to their Vices.

AG A'LLACHUM [’Aydmoxov, Gr.] Wood -aloes. It is not improbable, but that this Notion of the four

A'GAMIST ( agamus, L of äpano , Gr.] an unmar- Ages was taken from the Hiſtory of the Golden Image,

ried Perſon ; a Batchelor or Widower. ſeen by Nebuchadnezzar in a Dream , mentioned in Da

AGAPAI, ['Ayawal, Gr.] Love Feaſts uſed among the miel, by which the firſt Monarchy was denoted the Gol

Primitive Chriſtians, after the receiving of the Sacrament of den one, the ſecondsilver, the third Brazen ,and the fourthi
the Lord's -Supper, in order the more clofely to unite them Iron, and that the Greeks, who of a long 'Time had Com

in Love. merce with the Egyptians, had it from them.

AGAPE' [ ’Ayat ), Gr.] Charity , Kindneſs, Love ; alſo AGEMO'GLANS [of'a barbarous and oxby a
Alms-giving Child , 9. d . untaught] Chriſtian Children, who being

AGAPE'T [of 'Ara'au, Gr. and peto , L. to hunt after ] ſeized young by Turkiſh Officers, are inſtructed in the Ma
a Whore-maſter ; one who huntsafter Women . bometan Principles, and made fanitaries,

AG A'RICON ( 'Ascensor, Gr.] Agarick, a ſort of large A'GENCY ( agence, F ] Acting, Management.

Muſhroom , which grows on the Trunks of Trees, eſpe- AGENFRI'DA [oid Records] the true Lord or Ownies

cially the Larch - tree,
of any thing

AGEN

550 Years.

Years.
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AGISTACHOR ]

gues, & c.

AGENHINE (or third Night, apn hine, Sax.) a Perſon affli &t, trouble, injure, &c.

that comes to an Houſe as å Gueſt , and lies there the AI'1D [ Agils, of a priv. and yildan ,sax. to pay) free

third Night, after which Time he is looked upon as one from Gild or Penalty, not fubjcct to cuſtomary Fine or

of the Family ; and if he break the King's Peace, his Impoſition.

Hoft was to be anſwerable for him . See Hogenbine. AGILE [ agilis, L.] nimble, quick:
AGENT ( agens, L.) a Doer, alſo a Dealer or Factor

for another ; alſo a Reſident at a foreign Prince's Court, AGILENESS {[agilitas, L.) Nimbleneſs, A&ivity.
who manages the Affairs of his King or Republick , or of A'GILER [of a and gile , Sax.] an Obferver or In

a Corporation, Eoc. former,

AGENT and PATIENT [Law Phrafe ] made uſe of AGILLA'RIUS, a Hayward or Keeper of a Herd of

when one is the Doer of a Thing, and alſo the Perton to Cattle in a common Field , for at the Lord's Court ;

whom it is done, as when a Woman endows her ſelf with alſo of the Herd of a Lord of the Manour, &c.

the faircſt of her Husband's Poſeffion. Ag10 [in Holland] 2 or ſometimes 4 per cent. in Fa

AGENT [in pbyficks ] that by which a Thing is done or vour of the Bank Notes .

effe &ted, or whichhas a Power by which it acts on another ; Agi'st (of gifte, F.] a Bed or Reſting Place.

or induces fome Change in another by itsA &tion. TO AGIST ( Com. Law ] to take in and feed Strangers

Natural ? AGENTS [with Scholaſticks) are ſuch as are Cattle in the King's Foreit, to collect the Money for the

Phyficals immediately determined by the Author of King's Ule ; alto to take in other Mens Cattle into any

Nature to produce the contrary thereto, as Fire which only Ground at a certain Rate per Parcel.

heats, but does not cool. an Officer that takes Cattle into a Fo

Free AGENTS (with Scholafticks ) are ſuch as AGI'STOR § reſt, and receives the Money.

Voluntary may equally do any Thing, or the con- AGI'STAGE the Herbage or Feeding of Cattle on a
trary or oppoſite of it; as acting not from any Prede- AGI'STMENT S Foreſt or Common .

termination but from Choice, ſuch the Mind is ſuppoſed to A'GITABLE [agitabilis, L.]capable of being agitated,

be, which may either will or nill the fame Thing moved , & c.

Univocal AGENTS (with Naturalifts] are fuch Agents To 'A'GITATE ( agitatum , L.] to ftir ; alſo to tumble

as produce Effects of the ſame Kind and Denomination and tofs, to bandy ; allo to debate a Queſtion.

with themſelves. AGITATIO Animalium in Foreſta Foreft Law) the

Equivocal AGENTS (with Naturalifts ] are ſuch Agents Drift of Beaſts into the Foreſt, L.

whole Effeets are of a different Kind from themſelves. ACITATION a Stirring , Shaking, or a reciprocal Mo

AGEOMETRESI'A [ A79044? Tproid, Gr.] a Want or tion of a Body this Way and that, a tumbling or toſling;

Defcet in Point of Gcometry. alſo the Management of a Buſineſs in Hand.

AGERA'TIA ['Azeezoic, Gr.] a vigorous old Age . AGITATION ( with Philo,ophers ] a brisk inteſtine Mo

AG E'R ATON L'Ayhegtov, Gr.) the Herb Everlaſting, tion of the Corpuſcles of a natural Body.
Cotton -wedd, Moth -wort or Maudlin . AGITATION [ of Beaſts in the Foreft ] anciently ſignified

AG ERO'NIA , a Goddeſs that was ſuppoſed to cure A- the Drift of Beaſts into the Foreſt.

AGITA'TOR, a Stirrer up, one who carries on ormana
TO AGGERATF, to heap up , L.

ges Attair.

AGGERO'S E ( agger ſus, L.) full of Heaps. AGITA'TORS ( in the Time of the Civil Wars in Eng

AGGLOMERA’TION, a winding into a Bottom , L. land, A. D. 1647. ] Perſons chofen out of every Regiment

AGGLUTINANTS ( in Medicinej ſtrengthening Reme- to ſit in Council, and manage the Affairs of the Pariiament

dies , whoſe Office and Effee is to adhere to the folid Army.
Parts of the Body, and by that to recruit and ſupply, AGLAOPHO'Tis [ 'A72200WTIS, Gr .] a certain Herb of

the Place of what is worn off and waſted by the animal a gloriousColour, with which Magicians uſed to call forth
Actions. Devils; fome call it Piony.

AGGLUTINATION, a glueing together, L. A'GLET, the Tag of a Point, a ſmall Plate of

AGGLUTINA'TION [with Phyſicians] the Addition of Metal; alſo a ſort of Subltance that grows out of ſome
new Subſtance, or the giving a greater Conſiſtence to the Trees before the Leaves.

animal Fluids , by which they are the more fit for Non- A'GLETS 3 [with Florifts] thoſe Pendants which hang
riſhment. A'GLECTS S on the Tip End of the Chives and

To AGGRA’NDIZE [ of aggrandir, F.] to make great, Threads , as in Tulips , &c.

to raiſe, to advance, to prefer. AGLOSSOSTOMOGRAPHIA [of a neg . 7x@ogo the

: AGURA NDIZEMENT (aggrandiſſement, F.] a making Tongue, sóuse the Mouth, andzeséqu a Deſcription , Gr.]
great ; but more efpecially in worldly Condition or Eſtate, the Title of the Book of 'a German Author, who deſcribes
a making honourable. a Mouth without a Tongue.

TO AGGRAVATE ( aggravatum , L.] to enlarge upon A'GMINAL [ agminalis, L.] belonging to a Troop.

the lleinouſneſs of a Crime ; to heighten , to make heavy A'GNAIL ( of ange pained, and nægela Nail) a

and grievous , to provoke. Sore which breaks out at the Root of the Nails in the

AGGRAVA'Tion, a Provoking, L. Fingers, @sc.

A'GGREGATE ( aggregatum , L.) the whole Maſs ari- AGNA'TI [ Civil Law ] the Male Deſcendants of the

ſing from the joining or colle & ing ſeveral Things together. ſame Father in differentLines.

TO AGGREGATE ( aggregatum , L.] to colle t, join AGNATION [ Civil Law] that Line or Confanguinity

together unto the fame Body ; alſo to admit or receive or Kind red by Blood, which is between ſuch Males as are
into a Society. deſcended from the ſame Father.

A'GGREGATED Flowers (with Botanilts] a Flower AGNIGLO'ssA [ 'Ayrózawood, Gr.] the Herb Plan

which conſiſts of many little Flowers, meeting together to tain , L.

make one whole one , each of which has its Stylus, Sta- AGNINA LINGUA ( with Botanilts ] the Herb Lamb's

mina, and ſticking Seed, and contained in one and the Tongue, or Ribwort Plantain , L.
fame Calix . AGNI'TION [ in ſpeaking either of a Perſon or Thing ]

AGGREGA'TION, a colle &ting or uniting into one, that is known or diſcover'd hy ſome Mark or Token, L.

Soc. L. Agnol'tes (of ayuwita of avoiw, Gr. I know not )

AGGREGATION [in Phyficks] a Species of Union , by Hereticks who deny'd that Chriſt knew the Day of

which ſeveral Things which have no natural Dependence Judgment.

or Connection one with another, are colle &ted together ſo AGNOMEN [ with the Romans] a Name additional to

as in ſome Senſe to conſtitute one. the Sirname of a perſon , on account of ſome particular

Atchievement, as K. William the Conqueror.
AGGRESSION } alfaulting, ſetting upon, L.

AGNOMINATION, a Nick -name, L.

AGGRE'SSES 3 ( Heraldry ] the ſame as Pellets and AGNOPHAGI'TES [ Agnophagitæ, of agnus, L. a Lamb,

OGRESSES 5 Balls. and qazér, Gr. to eat]Feederson Lamb's Fleſh .

AGGRE'ssor, one that aſſails, firſt ſets upon , or A'GNUS , a Lamb or young Sheep under a Year old, L.

aflaulrs. AGNUS Caftus [with Botanifts] the chaft Tree, other

AGGRE'STEIN [in Falconry ] a Diftemper in Hawks wiſe called the Italian Willow or Abraham's Balm , L.

proceeding from a ſharp Humour. AGNUS DEI's [i. e . Lambs of God ] the Figure of a

Aggrie'vance ( probably of ad and grief, F.] Af- Lamb with, or holding a Croſs, ftampt upon white Wax,

diction, great Trouble , Wrong, Injury.

To AGGRIE've (prob: of ad and gravare, L.] to ther given or fold, as a precious Relick .
in an Oval Form ; which being bleſs’d by the Pope, is ei
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pons, a Combat.

AGONA’LIA [ of 'Agovisorisu , Gr. ] čertaini aniriual AG ÉPOCI'NAR À [w itli Botani ] the fisni li

Feaſts held by the Romans on the ninth of January, with Thiſtle; or wild Artichoke.

Fighting of Prizes, and other Exerciſes in Honour of AGRIONA'RDUM ( with Botanijt's ] the Heib Vale:

Fanus, L. tian , L.

AGO'NEA, Sacrifices offered for good Succeſs in Bu- AGRIO'NIA ('Arcierice, Gr. ] a Solemnity obſerved 111
firiefs. Honour of Bacchus, which was celebrared in the Night af

AGO'Nes Capitolini (among the Romans] Feſtivals held ter the Manner following. The Women aſembled toge:

to Jupiter, as Protector or Guardian of the Capitol. Ar ther and made a ſtrict Search for Bacchus , and after fome

this Feſtival Poems were ſung or recited in Honour of him time of Search not finding him , ſaid he was retired to the

by the Poets. Mufes, and had hid himfelt among them . This Ceremony

AGONI'A [of cyw, Gr. a Struggle] a violent Paſſion being over, they fell to Feaſting, and diverting themſelves

or Agony with propoſing Riddles and cramp Queſtions; and Ivý

AGONIA [of a neg. and you the Semen, Gr.] a De being look'd upon as ſacred to Bacchus, great Quantities of

fca of the Secd. it were uſed at this Time.

AGO'NISM ['Apóniona , Gr.] a Tryal of Skill at Wea- AGRIOPA'LMA (with Botanifts ] Arthangel or Dead

Nettle , L

AGONISTA ('Agouis's, Gr. ] a Wreſtler, a Champion; AGRIOPASTINA'CA ( with Botanifts] the wild Parſnip
or a Perſon who ſtrives in Maſteries. or Carror .

AGONI'STICAL ? (of 'Ayorísixo ,Gr. ] pertaining to AGRIOPHY'LLON [đpc10qu'mor, Gr.] the Herb Hog's

AGONI'STICK ŚCombating, or to Prize-fighting Fennel or Sulphur-Wort, 1.

AG O'NIUS , a God worſhipped by the Romans, to bleſs AGRIOS E'LINUM [ åretoréalvor, Gr ] á Flower, a

their Undertakings, I.
ſort of Crow - feet.

AGONIZANTS [of dywrisomau, Gr.] certain Friers Agri'PPA [of ægre pedibus natis, born wiong withi

who aſſiſt thoſe who are in Agonies. the Feet foremoſt ] a Namegiven to ſuch as are born withi

TO AGONI'Ze [ agonizare, L. of e’ywrigoresu , Gr. to Difficulty, or their Feet foremoſt.

Atrive valiantly , to play the Champion. AGROU'ND [a -grung, Sax .] upon the Ground ; alſo

AGONOCLI'TES [of a neg: jóvo the Knee, and xnew nonplus’d , obftru & cd.

to celebrate, & c .] Hereticks in the ſeventh Century , whoſe AGRYPNI'A [dyguavice , Gr .] a watching or a dream

diſtinguiſhing Tenet was, never to kneel, but to delivering Slumber.

their Prayersſtanding. AGRYPNOCO'MA [ of aysunvie watching , and xeoped

AG ONOTH E'TA [ ororogétus, Gr . ] an Overſeer of a deep Sleep , Gr. ] a waking Drowfinefs, a Diſeaſe where

A &tivity, the Judge in ſuch Games , the Maſter of the in the Patients arecontinually inclined to Sleep, but fcatce

Revels, L. can ſleep, being affected with a great . Drowlineſs in the

AGONOTHE'TICK , belonging to the Maſteries of Ace Head , a Stupidity in all the Sentes and Faculties, and ma

tivity. ny times a Delirium too . It is the ſame as Coma Vigil, L:

A GONY [dywid of ozoniswar, Gr . ) Extremity of An- A'GUÉ (probably of aigu, F. Marp] a Diſeaſe well

guiſh, as when Nature makes the laſt Effort againſt a Dif- known. .

caſe; alſo the Pangs of Death ; alſo exceſſive Grief, Hor AGUE TREE , Saſſafras.

ror, a trembling Pallion. AGUEI'sh , pertaining to or of the Quality; or apt to

ÁGORONOMUS [ arcegron ] the Clerk of a Market, L. caufe Agues

AGOU'TY [in America ) a little Beaſt of the Shape and AGUILLANNEU'F , the Name of a certain Ceremony

Size of a Rabbet, which has no more than two Teeth in of the French Druids, who, when they were to go to ga

cach Jaw, and feeds like a Squirrel. But is a fierce ther Milletoe againit Netu Tear's Dağ, walked about the

Creature, and when irritated, will ſtamp with its Hind- Fields adjoining to their Foreſt, crying out, A gui l'on
Feet, and erect its Hair. neuf, i.e. to the Milletoe the New Year, to the Milletoe the

A'GREAT [ of a and great, Sax .] by the Great, in New Tear. Alſo the fame Namewas apply'd to a ſort of

the Groſs ; in the whole. Begging which was uſed in ſome Biſhopricks for the Tapers

AGRA'MMATIST. [ agrammatus, L. of aspa'uepedto”; in Churches,but thisCuſtomwasputdown, Anno 1592.
Gr.] an unlearned , illiterate Man . A'GUISHNESS (of aigu, F. Iharp ) the Quality of an

AGRARIA Lex, a Law made by the Romans for the Ague, Coldnets, Shiveringnefs.

Diſtribution of Lands among the common People, L. AGU'RAH (177128 , Heb.] a certain Hebrew Coin fup .

To AGREE' [ agreer, F.] to conſent, to yield to, to poſed to be thefame asGerah.

make up a Difference, to ſtrike up a Bargain . AID ( aide, F.] Aſliſtance, Help , Succour, Relief.
AGREE'ABLE ( agreable, F.] agreeing or ſuiting with ; Aid ( in Lawſ a Tax or Subſidy ; alto anciently an

alſo pleaſant, charming. Impoſition laid by the King on Tenants, Esc. for man

AGRE E'ABLENESS [ qualité agreable, F.] Suitable- rying his Daughter, or Knighting his eldeſt Son.

neſs, Pleaſantneſs, 5c. TO AID ( aider, F.] to help, to aſſiſt, to fuccour.
AGREEMENT, Agreeableneſs ; alſo Reconcilement ; AID DE CAMP [ in an Army) an Officer who attends

alſo Articles agreed upon , Bargain or Contra &t. AID DE CON one of the Generals, either the

AGREE’MENT (in common Law) a joining together General, Lieutenant General or Major General, to te

or Conſent of two or moreMinds in any thing already ceive their Orders (as Occaſion ſhall require ) and carry

done, or to be done hereafter. them .

AGRE'SSES, See Ogreffes. AID PRIER [ i.e. Aid Prayer ] a Word made uſe of

AGRE'ST (agreftis, L.] belonging to Fields, Ruſtick, in pleading for a Petition in Court, to call in Help from
Clownish .

another Perſon who hath an Intereſt in the Thing con

AGRE'STICAL [ of agreftis, L.] pertaining to the teſted.
Country , Clowniſh . Aid of the KING ( Law Term ) is where the King's

AGRE'STY [agreftas, L.] Clowniſhneſs. Tenant prays Aid of the King on account of Rent de

AGRI'A ( with Botanifts ] the Shrub Holly, L. manded of him by others.

AGRIA (with Surgeons ) a ſcurvy Scab hard to cure : AID MAJOR ¿ [ in an Army] an Officer who aſſiſts the

a rebellious Ulcer, L. A'DJUTANTS Major in his Duty, and in his Abfence

AGRIACA'NTHA [d'xorJa cºspía , Gr. Wild] a ſort of performs it all . His post is on the Left, beyond all the
wild Thiſtle, L. Captains, and behind the Lieutenant Colonel, when the

Agria'MPELOS [ árerdumea , Gr.] a Plant called Battalion is drawn up .
Wild Vine. AIDS ( in Horſemanſip ) are the Afliſtances and Helps

AGRICU'LTURE ( agricultura, L.) the Art of Huf- that the Horſeman givesan Horſe, from the gentle and

bandry, or the Improvement of Land,in order to render moderate Uſe of the Bridle, the Spur, the Cavefon , the

it fertile. Poinfon, the Rod, the setion of the Legs, the Motion of the

AGRIELÆ'A [ arelena's, Gr.) the wild Olive, Thighs, and the Sound of the Tongue.
AGRIMONI'A [ ársiparu, Gr .] Agrimony , L ,

AIDS DE CAMP (of the King ) certain young Gentle

AGRIMONIA Sylveftris ( Botany ) Silver Weed, or wild men , whom the King appoints in the Field to that Cice.
Tanſey, L. ATE'LS [in Lawj the Name of a Writ, the ſame as'
AGRIOCA'RDAMUM [crerox d'pauor, Gr.] a fort of AILE'S Ayel.

Water-Crelles, L. AIGLETTE ( in Heraldry] an Eaglet or a young

AGRIOCA'STANUM ( of d'agos, Gr.wild , and cafanum , Eagle, F.

L. a Cheſnut ] Wild -Cheſnut, the Earth-nut, thePignut.
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AIGRE DE CEDRE, Lemon and Sugar, a cooling Li- nitrous or ſulphurous Matter in it, that the Air which lies

quor uſed in France, F. npon ſo many Plants , Animals and Minerals, upon which

AIGREE'N , Houſleek . the Heat of the Sun continually operates and extracts a good

AIGU E' Marine, fee Aqua Marina. Part of them , muſt needs carry away with it innumerable

Aigui'sce (in Heraldry ) a Term apply'd to a Croſs, Particles of Sulphur and volatile Salts, wherewith Things
Aigui'SSE when its four Ends are tharpened, abound , as chymical Experiments demonſtrate.
Agui'sSE ſo as terniinate in obtuſe Angles F. Air [ in Chymical Writers] is expresied by one of theſe

AIGUISCE?[in Heraldry) asa Cross Aiguilles Chara&ters.AA
EIGUISCE S lignifies a Crofs having two An

gles at the Ends, cut off, ſo as to terminate in AIR [in Horſemansip ] is a Cadence and Liberty of Mo

Points ; but it is not like the Croſs Fitchee, tion , that is accommodated to the natural Difpofition of a

that goes tapering away , y Degrees to a harp Point , for Horte, that makes him work in the Manage, and ride with

this Criss Aiguiſcehas only' an obtufe Point made by taking Obedience, Meature and Juftneſs of Time. Others ute

off theAngles. the Word Air in a ítrict Sente, to fignifie a Manage that's

To Ait [of atlian , sax. to be fick ) to be ſick or ill . higher, flower and more artfully deligned than the terra a

Ai'LMENT, an Indiſpoſition or light Diſorder of Body . terra. The Walk, Trot and Gallop are not in the general
AILS , Beards of Wheat. accounted Airs ; others again uſe the Word Air, for the

AIM (of eſme, F.] that Point at which a Perſon looks Motion of a Horſe's Leys upon a Gallop :

to ſhoot at a Mark ; alſo a Purpoſe or Deſign. A'IRINESS [ of Air Briskneſs, Livelineſs.

To AIM (of eſmer, F.] to direct at a Mark ; alſo to High AIRS , are the Motions of a Horſe that riſes higher

purpoſe or deſign. than terra a terra , and works at Curvets, Balotedes, Croupa

A JOUR E ' [ in Heraldry ] ſignifies fome Part of an Or- des and Capriols.

dinary that is fo taken away that the Field appears ; it is a AIR [ with Phyſicians] makes one of the fix Non - na
French Term , and is derived of jour a Day or Light, and turals.

fignifies that the Part which ſhould be covered by the Or- Innate Air (with Anatomifts ] is ſuppoſed to be a fine
dinary is ſo far expoſed to View . aerial Subſtance incloſed in the Labyrinth of the inward

Aik (Aer, L. of 'Aino Gr. of Te dei pror, becauſe it is al- Ear, and to miniſter to the due Conveyance of the Sounds
ways flowing , or as others from " Aupi to breathe, or as in the Senfory .

others ſayof718 Heb. Light] is generally underſtood to Air ( with Muſicians] ſignifies the Melody or the In

be that Fluid in which we breathe and the Earth is en- flection of a Mulical Compofition.

cloſed, and as it were wrapped up . To Air [ airer, F.] to expoſe to the Air, alſo to dry
Aik is found to have theſe Six Properties following. before the Fire .

1. It is liquid , and cannot be congeald like Water. AIR PUMP , a Machine or Inſtrument contrived to ex

2. It is much lighter than Water, but yet it is not with- tract or draw the Air out of proper Velicis. See Pump:

out its Gravity: AIR E } [ in Falconry ] a Neit of Hawks or other Birds

3. It is diaphanous, that is , it tranſmits the Light. AIRYS of Prey, eſpecially the Neft which Falcons

4. It can eaſily be condens’d and rarified . make uſe of to hatch their Young in .

5. It has an elaſtick Force. AIRY [ aerius, L.) pertaining to the Air ; full of Air

6. It is neceſſary for Flame and Reſpiration. or Life, brisk, lively ; alſo that has no Subſtance, thin ,

1. It is much more liquid than Water is, and cannot be light .

congeald, and that for the Reafons following. AIRY Meteors ( with Aftronomers ] ſuch as are bred of

1. Becauſe it ſeems to have Pores much larger, full of flatulous and ſpirituous Exhalations or Vapours ;

finer Matter, of a very quick Motion , whereby the Parti- Winds, &c .
cles of Air are continually driven about, as it appears by AIRY Triplicity [with Aſtrologers ] the Signs Gemini, Li ,

this Experiment, that if Air be pent up in a Vefſel it is eaſi bra and Aquarius.

ly condenſed ; whereas no Perfon yet, by any Invention, AISE , the Herb Ax -weed .

has been able to condenſe Water. AISIA ME'NTA, Eaſements or Conveniences , including

2. The Particles of Air are very fine and branched , ſo any Liberty of Paſſage, open Way, Water-Courſe, yc.
that they leave Interſtices between one another, and can for the Eaſe and Conveniency of any Tenant, of a Houſe

never be formed into a compa& Body. or Land, L.

II. Water has been prov'd by Experiment to be 843 AISLE ' [ in Heraldry ] ſignifies winged, or having

Times heavier than Air, from whence it will follow , that a Wings, F.

certain Bulk of Air contains in it 840 times leſs homogene- AISTHA'LÉS [ a'! Jaans, Gr.] Sengreen or Houſleek .

ousMatter than an equal Bulk of Water does ; and this is AISTHE'RIUM [ of advoma , Gr. to perceive] the

the Reaſon why Air may be condens'd, but not Water. Senſory of the Brain .

III . The Air is Diaphanous, becauſe having very wide AI'STHESIS [auois, Gr.] the Senſe of Feeling ; al

Pores , and ſeparable Parts, it admits the Matter whereof ſo the A &t of Feeling.
Light conſiſts through right Lines . And hence it is, that AISTHLTE'RION [ digutherov, of d'avoyou to per

not only the Sun and the Planets ſhine or reficet their Light AISTHETE'RIUM Sceive, Gr. ] the common Senſory
upon us, but alſo the fixt Stars are ſeen by us at an of the Brain.

immenſe Diſtance . But as deep Water does not tranſmit all

the Rays which fall upon it , becauſe the Series of Light is

hvcht } [ Eight, sax.) a little Mand in a River.

interrupted by the Motion of the watery Particles : So A'JUTAGE ( ajutage, F.] the Spout belonging to a jei

manyof the Rays , which fall upon this prodigious Bulk de ean, or Pipe, which throws up Water in a Fountain.
of Air over us , muſt needs be broken off and intercepted Ai'zoon [ aisar, Gr. i. e. ever- green ] Sengreen or

before theyreach us ; which probably may be the Cauſe, Houſleek.
that where the Sky is very clear, it is not quite tranſparent, TO AKE 3 [ of ace, Pain or Grief, or acian , sax.] to
but

appears
of a more blue and waterith Colour T. ACHE S be painful, to be pained .

IV. Air is condenſed and rarified, becauſe it conſiſting To have an AKING Tooth at one, to be angry at, to have

of branchy Particles, thoſe Particles are eaſily ſcatter'd by an a Mind to rebuke or chaſtiſe one.

extraordinary quick Motion , which is called Rarifa & ion. Al , an Arabick Particle , added to ſome Words, to

Again, they are eaſily thruſt into a lefs Compaſs, while give them a more emphatical Signification, as Alchymy,

their Branches are driven together, and cloſe one with Algebra, Alkali, &c.

another, and thereby cruſh out the liquid Matter which A'LA , the Wing of a Fowl.

lay between them ; and this is called Condenſation. ALA ( with Botanifs) the Angle which the Leaves or

There are a Multitude of Experiments to prove this ; the Foot-ſtalks of Leaves make with the Stalk or any
as there are a ſort of Guns, into which ſuch a Quantity of Branches of it.
Air be forc'd , as to ſhoot out a Leaden Bullet with ALA [ in Anatomy] a Term uſed for ſeveral Parts of the

great Violence. Body, which bear a Reſemblance to the Figure of a

V : That the Air has an Elaſtick Force ; that is , that Wing, as the Top of an Auricle, ése
it has a Power to return to the ſame State, and re-occupy ALABA'NDICA Roſa [ ſo named of Alabanda in Afia

the fameSpace which it filled before, when ever the Force Minor ]a ſort of Damask Roſe with whitiſh Leaves ; fume
that cruſhed it into a narrower Compaſs is removed, the take it for the Province Roſe.

beforementioned Experiment does demonſtrate. ALAPA'STRA [in Botany ] thoſe little green Leaves of

VI. That Air is neceſsary for Flame or Reſpiration. With- a Plant that compaſs in the Bottom of a Flower.

out Air, Flame and Fire go out, and Air ſeems to have a ALABA'STRITES , the Alabaſter Stone, L.
ALA

may
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Beggary.

ALABA'S TRUM3 [åndla spor, Gr.] an Alablafter Box ALCA'ICK Verſes, Latin Verſes that conſiſt of two Dace

ALABA'STRUS 3 of Ointment. tyls and two Trechees , ſo named of Alcaus the firft him

ALABA'STRUM ( with Botanifts] the Bud or green ventor.

Leaves of Plants which inclofe the Bottom of Flowers be- ALCAICKS , are of three Species ; the firſt conſiſts of

fore they are ſpread.
two Dactyls and two Trochees,

ALA'CRITÝ ( alacritas, L:] Briskneſs, Airineſs, Live Exilium impofitura cymba.

linels . The ſecond confits of five Feet ; the firſt of which is a Spon

ALÆ, is uſed to ſignify the Lobes of the Liver, and dee or Iambick ; the ſecond an lambick ; the third a long

the Aympha, the ſpongeous Bodies in the Pudendum Mulie- Syllable ; the fourth a Dactyl ; the fitih a Dactyl or Am

tre ; aifo the Cartilagesof the Noſe which form the Noftrils. phimacer ; as Horace,

ÁL # (in Military Affairs] fignifies the two Extreams Omnes eodem cogimur, omnium

of an Army ranged in Form of Battle. Verfatur urna , ſerius ocyus

ALÆ ECCLESIASTICÆ, the Wings or Side-Iſles of a Sors exitura ,

Church, L. Theſe two are calied Alcaick Dastylicks; the three Species

ALAMI'R E (in Mufick ) the loweſt Note but one in the has the firſt an Epitrite, the ſecond and third Choriambus's,

three Septenaries ofthe scale of Mufick or Gamut and the fourth a Bacchius, as

ALAMO'DE (à la mode, F. i. e , after the fashion a Cur timet flavum tiberim tangere ? Cur olivum

ſort of Silk for Women's Hoods and Scarves. An ALCA'ICK Ode conſiſts of four Strophes, each of

ALANERA'RIUS , a Keeper of Spaniels and Setting which contain four Verſes, the two firft are Alcaick Verſes

Dogs for Hawking, 0 , L , Rec. of the ſame kind ; the third an lambick Dimeter Hypercata

ÅLA'RM 3 [ Alarme,F.) a Signal given by loud Cries, le&tick, i. e, of four Feet and a long Syllable ; the fourth
ALA'RUMS or the Sound of warlike Inſtruments to

is an Alcaick of the firſt kind. The Alcaick Strophe entire

cauſe People to take Arms upon the ſudden Arrival of an is as follows.

Enemy. Omnes eodem cogimur, omnium

ALA'RM ? ( Metaphorically] any manner of ſudden Verfatur urna , ſerius ocyus

ALA'RUMS Noile, & c. cauſing Fear, Fright or Sors exitura , ao nos in æternunt

Trouble ; alſo a Chime fer in a Clock or Watch . Exilium impofitura cymbe .

To Ala'rm (alarmer, F. probably q. d. ad arma, L. An ALCA'ID [ in Barbary ] theGovernour of a City.

to Arms] to give an Alarm , tofright, or put in a Fright. A'LCHYMY [of Al an Arabick Particle and xupice or

ALARUM POST [ Milit. Afairs j the Ground which the Güva, of xów, to melt Metals] thatſublimer Part of Chy

Quarter-maſter General appoints to each Regiment, to miftry that reaches the Tranſmutation of Metals, and ma

which they are to march in caſe of an Alarm from the king'the Grand Elixir or Philoſophers Stone , according to

Enemy. the Cant of Adeptifts. The Word ſignifies no more than
ALA'ss [ probably 9.d. O me lafum , O tired me, L. or bare Chymiſtry without the Addition of the Arabick Parti

Helas, F.] an Interjection of Complaint, Grief, &c. cle Al, which they will needs have to ſignify a wonder

ALATE'RNUS (with Botaniqs ] the moſt beautiful Shrub ful Virtue here ; ſome have defin'd this study of Alchymy

for Hedges, of a lovely green Colour and ſweet ſcented to be Ars fine Arte, cujus principium eft mentiri, medium la

Bloſſom . borare, d finis mendicare,' i. e, an Art without Art, which

ALA'Y ( Hunting Term ) uſed, when freſh Dogs are ſent begins with Lying, is carried on with Labour, and ends in

into the Cry. And thus it was found to his Sorrow by Peno

A'LBA, a Surplice or white Veſtment, uſed by a Prieſt tus, who having ſpent his whole Life and Fortune in this
officiating at Divine Service ; an Albe or Aube, L. Art in vain , died in an Alms- houſe at Tuerdon in Switzer

ALBADA'RTA ( An at. ] the largeſt Bone of the great land, and was usd to ſay, that had he an Enemy he did

Toe, at the uppermoſt part of the Metatarſus, Arab, not dare openly to attack , he would recommend the Study

ALBA FIRMA [ Law Term ] an annual Rent that was of Alchymy to him .

payable to the chief Lord of a Hundred , called Alba, &c . Alcocho'don (with Afirclogers ] i. e , the Giver of

becauſe it was paid in Silver, callid white Money, and not Life or Years, the Planet which bears Rule in the princi

in Corn, callid Black -mail.
pal Places of an Aſtrological Figure when a Perſon is

Alba Spina ( Botany] the white Thorn, L. born ; ſo that his Life may be expected longer or Morter
ALBE', ſee Alba. according to the Station , 806, of this Planet.
ALBE'RGE , [ Botany ) a ſmall forward Peach of a yel- ALCOHOLIZA'TION, the reducing any Subſtance into

low Colour.
a fine Powder ; or in Liquids, the depriving liquid Spirits

ALBI'NUM [with Botanifts ] the Herb Chaff -weed or or Alcobels of their Phlegm , or wateriſh .

Cud -wort. TO ALCOHOLIZE ( Chymiſtry ] to fubtilize or reduce

ALBU'CUM [in Botany) the white Daffodil. to an Alcobol.

ALBUGI'NEA Oculi ( with Anatomifts ] a very thin Tu- ALCMA'NIAN Verſe, a ſort of Verſe compos'd of three

nicle or Coat of the Eye, ſo named on account of its Dactyls and a long Syllable , as

Whiteneſs ; called allo Adnata Tunica . Munera, letitiamque Dei.

ALBUGI'NEA Teftis (Anatomy] the white Membrane or ALCOL E'TA, the tartarous Sediment of Viine.

Skin that immediately covers the Teſticles. ALCO'RAD (with Aſtrologers ] a Contrariety of Light

ALBUGI'NEOUS (albugineus, L.] of or pertaining to in the Planets Arab.

the white of the Eye. A'LCORAN , the Turks Book of their Law, or Goſpel,

ALBU'GO [with Oculifts ] a white Speck in the horny or the Revelations and Prophecies, &c. written by their

Coat of the Eye, alſo a Pearl or Web growing over the falſe Prophet Mahomet.
Sight ; alſo the White of the Eye ; alſo the White of an ALCORA'nes , high ſlender Turrets, which the Turks

Egg: generally build for Uſe and Ornament near their Moſques.

A'LBUM , White, Whiteneſs ; alſo white Rent paid in ALCO ' E , a particular Place in a Chamber, parted by

Silver. an Eſtrade.

ALBUM GRÆCUM [in Pharmacy ] white Dogs Turd. ALCYONIA [ 'Anxvevid , Gr .] Halcyon Stones, a fort of

ALBUM Oculi, the White of an Eye, L. Stones bred of the Froth of the Sea, with which the birds

Album Ovi, the White of an Egg , L. King's -fithers make their Neits.

A'LBURN Colour, a brown, ſee Auburn. ALDEBA'RAN ( with Aftronomers] the Name of a fixed

ALBU'RNUM ( with Botanifts ] is eſteemed by ſome to Star , called Royal, of the firſt Magnitude, feated in the

be the Fat of Trees, that part of the Trunk that is be- Head of the Constellation of the Bull, call'd commonly

tween the Bark and Timber, or the moſt tender Wood, to the Bull's-eye .

be hardened after the Space of ſome Years. A'LDER Tree [albos, Sax , alnus, L. ] a tree well
ALCA'DE 2 a fort of Judge or Miniſter of Juſtice a

2 known, delighting to grow in watery, boggy Places.

ALCA'ID mong the Spaniards, much the ſame as ALDER, firſt, as Alder -beft is the beſt of all.

ALCALDE a Provoſt. A'LDERMAN [of cald old , calben older, and Man,

ALCALIZA’TION ? [with Chymifts ] the A& of im- hence cal'ccpman, Sax.] Anciently one of the three De

ALKALIZATIONS pregnating a Liquor with an al
caline Salt.

grees of Nobility among the Anglo -Saxons, being the ſe

cond Degree, Adelm was the firſt, and Sane the third ,

A'LCAHOI } [ with Chymifs) the pure Subftance of any Aldermen of London and other cities,&c. are now the Ar
ALCOO'L 5 thing that is ſeparated from the more ſociates of the Lord Mayor, or chief Magiſtrate of a City

groſs ; but more eſpecially a ſubtil and highly refined or Corporation , pC.
Powder ; and alſo a very pure Spirit, as Alcohol Vini, the A'LE ( Eale, sax .] A well known Drink.

regified Spirit of Wine, ALE
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ALË Conner , an Officer of the City, whoſe Buſineſs ALEXIT È'RICAL } [of 'Angsthern, of d'albws and

is to inſpect the liquid Meatures ufed in Vi&tualling-houſes, ALEXIT E'RICK S Guanthenoy, Gr. Poiſon ] that ex

ALE TASTER, an Officer ſworn in every Court Leet pels or fortifies againſt Poiſon , and prevents the miſchie.
to examine and ſee that there be a due Size and Goodneſs vous Eficas of it in a human Body.

of Ale, Beer, Bread, c. ALEXITERICUM [ with Phyſicians ) A Preſervative

ALE COST , ar. Herb. againſt Poifon or Infe &tion.

ALE DRAPER , a Vi& ualler, an Ale- houſe-keeper. ALFE'T (of Alphetum , probably of ælan, Sax. a Caul

ALE Hoof (of Ale-beho fan, Sax .) an Herb . dron) a ſort of a Trial of an Innocency by the accuſed Per

ALE HOUSE [ Eal buy, sax.) A Houſe where ſtrong con putting his Arns up to the Elbow into a Cauldron of
Drink is fold . ſcalding hot Water ; and if he was hurt he was judged to
ALE SHOT, ſee Scotale .

be guilty, if not, he was acquitted.

ALE SILVER , a Tribute or Rent paid annually to the AFFE'TUM , a Cauldron or Furnace.

Lord Mayor of London by thoſe that told Ale within the ALFRI'DARY [ with Aſtrologers ] a temporary Power

Liberties of the City. they imagine the Planets have over the Life of any Per

ALE STAKE, A May -pole, becauſe the Country People fon.
drew much Ale there ; but not properly the common May A'LGA , a Weed or Herb that grows on the Sea -ſhoar,

pole ; but rather a long Stake drove into the Ground with Sca-weed or Reets, L.

a Sign on ir that Ale was there to be ſold . ALGA (with Botanifts ] the Sea-Oak, L.

ALECENA'RIUM , a fort of Hawk called a Lanner. ALGA Saccharifera ( with Botaniſts] Sugar-bearing Sea

ALE'CTO [ Aarxlw, of a priv. and argw to ceaſe, q. d . weed . By hanging in the Air , this Plant will afford re
without Repulte ] the Daughter of Acheron and Night, or peated EiHoreſcences of white Sugar, as ſweet as any pre

Pluto and Proferpine, and one ofthe Furies of Hell. pared from Sugar Canes, L.

ALECTO'RTA [ 'Anexlweiz Gr. ] the Cock -ſtone, or A'LGARET [ Chym .] a ſtrong Emetick and Cathartick

ALECTO'RIUS S Capon - ſtone ; a Stone about the Powder, prepard of Butter of Antimony.

Bigneſs ofa Bean, and ofa cryſtal Colour, found in the A'LGAROT ( Chymiſtry) a Preparation of Butter ofAn

Dlaw or Gizzard , or rather Gall-bladder of a Cock, L. timony, waſh'd ina large Quantity of warm Water till it
ALECTOROLOPHUS ( 'Arxw89x640 , Gr ) an Herb turn to a white Powder. It is otherwiſe called Mercurius

that has green Leaves like Tufts of Feathers on the Crown vite.

of a Cock ; Cocks-comb, Rattle- graſs or Loure -herb . A'LGEBRA [it is deriv'd of al excellent, and Geber the

ALE'CTRY OMANCY ] [ Aledroom antia, L. of 'Anexe Name of its ſuppoſed Inventor) it is the Science of Quan
ALECTO'ROMANCY S Ipuwpor etd , of 'A ráxtap a tity in general, or a peculiar Method of Realoning, w

which

Cock , and Marttia, Gr. Divination] an ancient Divi- takes the Quantity fought, as if it were known, and

nation, in which they made uſe of a Cock in diſcovering then by the Helps of another or more Quan :ities given,

ſecret and unknown Tranſactions or future Events. The proeecds by undeniable Contequences, till at length the

Method was this ; they fiift wrote on the Duſt the twenty- Quantity firſt only ſuppoted to be known, is found to be

four Letters of the Alphabet, and laid a Grain of Wheat equal to ſome Quantity or Quantities certainly known ;

or Barley upon every one of them ; then having prepared and it is two-fold, either numeral or literal : It is called

a Cock magically, they let him looſe among them , and the Analytical Art.

thoſe Letters out of which he picked the Corns being put Numeral ALGEBRA ( ferves to reſolve Arithmetical

together, were thought to declare whatever they had a Vulgar ALGEPRA ſ Queſtions, it is ſo called he

mind to know. caute the Quantity unknown and fought for, is represent

ALECTRYONU'MACHY_L'Anex puwparkid, of a'aéx ? soup ed by ſome Letter of the Alphabet,or fome ochei Cha

a Cock, and dazu a Fight]the Sport of Cock -fighting rafter taken at Pleaſure ; bur all the Quantities given are

A'LEGAR [ qu. eager or tart Ale] a ſort of Vinegar exprefled by Numbers, called the Old Algebra
made of Ale.

Literal ALGEBRA is a Merhod by which both theALE'MBICK (of al an Arabick Particle and äußis ,Gr.] Specions ALGEBRAS Quantities given or unknown ,

a Still, a Chymical Veſſel of Pewter, Copper , Bagac. uſed in and thoſe unknown are ſeverally expretſed by Letters of
Ditillations, in Shape ſomething like an Helmet, and ha- the Alphabet ; and this is uſeful generally in the folving

ving a Beak or Note towards the bottom by which the Mathematic :) Problems, and is called the Nero Algebra.
Vapours deſcend. ALGEBRAICAL, of or pertaining to Algebra .

ALEMBICK in Chymical Writers is expreſs’d by this ALGEBRAICAL Curve ( in Geometry ] is a Curve of

Chara & er ſuch a Nature, that the Abiciſſes of it will always bear

the ſame Proportion to their reſpektive Ordi
ALE'MBOT } [with Paracelfi ans) the Philoſophers Dates ; thus if the Product of any Abfcilix,

ALE'MBROTHS Salt, the Key of Art.
A. P. x . multiplied into the fime Quantity, p.

M

ALEOPHANGI'NA { [ with Phyſicians] Powders of be always equal to the Square of the Correſpon
ALEPHANGI'NA S dent Ordinate, P. M. 2. yy .

ALE'NTOIS , ſee Allantois,
ALGEBRA'IST, a Peiton skilled in the Art of Algebra.

ALE'RT [of alerte, F. of Ala, L. a Wing] upon the
A'LGEMA [" Aiyunc, Gr ] Pain , Sicknets

Wing, brisk, chearful, pert.
A'LGENEB ( with Aftrononiers] a fixt Star of the ſecond

ALERTNESS (of Alé, F. bla, L. a Wing ] Pertneſs, Magnitude in the riglyt Side of Perſeus, in Longitude 51
Livelinefs.

Degrees 17 Minutes, Latitude 30 Degrees 5 Minutes.
AL E'T ( in Falconry ] the true Falcon of Peru , that ne- A'LGID (algidus, L.] Cold , Chill.

ver lets her Prey eſcape.

A'LETUDE (aletudo, L. ] Fatneſs ofthe Body.
AIGIDNE'SS } [algiditas, L.] Coldneſs, Chilnefs:

ALEU'ROMANCE (A ALUportela , of a'ell egy Meal , ALGI'FICK [ algificus , L.] making chilly, Egre.

and acesteia Divination ] a ſort of Divination or Soothſaying A'GOL (in Aſtronomy] a fixed Star of the firſt Magni

among the Ancients by Bread or Cake-paſte.
tude in the Conſteilation Perſeus, in Longitude 51 De

ALESSANDERS } A Garden-help wellknown. grees , 37 Minutes, Latitude 22 Degrees 22 Minutes,
called alſo a edufe's Head .

ALEXANDERS FOOT , an Herb, the Rootofwhich re- A'lgor, great Cold or Chilnefs .
ſembles a Foot.

A'LGORISM with Mathematicians the pratical Opera

ALEXA'NDRINE [ with Poets ] a Metre that conſiſts tions in the ſeveral Parts of ſpecious Arithmetick ; alſo the

of two Syllables more than the common Heroick or Penta- Practice of common Arithmetick , by ten Numerical Figures.
meter ; as

A'LGORITHM [with Mathematicians the Art of Reck
The ſame the Fate of arms and Arts you'll find, oning or Computing by Numbers, and contains the five

They roſe with equalPace, with equal Pace declin'd. principal Parts of Arithmetick , viz. Numeration, Addition,

ALEXIPHA'RMICK (’Antecipuaxe ,ofani sto expel, Subtraction, Multiplication and Diviſion ; the time is called
and ça puaxor Poiſon ] Of a Poiſon -expelling Quality Logiſtica Numeralis.
AL EXIPHA'RMICK Medicines are there uſed either as ALGO's E ( algoſus, L.] full of Weeds or Rees cal

Antidotes against Poiſon , or any infectious Ditemper ; or
led Alga.

elſe to fortify the Spirits which are decay'd or drooping in ALGUAZIL , a Serjeant or Officer in Spain, who arrcits

malignant Distem pers. Perſons, and executes the Orders of the Magiſtrate.

ALEXIPYRE'TICUM 3 of 'AneE2TVp:/ov, of daitw and ALHOLLAND - TIDE (is a Corruption of Alballows-tide

ALEXIPYR E'TUM Souperos, Gr, a Fever] A Me- or Time, q. d. the Tide or Time of all holy Men ] the

dicine that drives away Fevers.
firft Day of Novenaber, called All Saints-day.

Plm

fwect Spices.

ALHI
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ALHIDA DA (with Aftronomers) the Index or Ruler ſome Remainder over and above, as in 4 , the Remainder
that moves uponthe Center of an Aftrolabe Quadrant, or is 1 .

other Mathematical Inſtrument, Arab. A'LIQUOT PARI ( Arithmetick] a Part which being ta

ALHA'NDAL ( in Pharmacy] the Arabian Name of Co- ken a certain Number of Times preciſely, makes up the

locyntbis, as Trocbiſca Albardali , are Trochees compoſed of greateſt Number; ſo 3 is an aliquot Part of 9, for 3 times
Colocynthis, Bdeilium and Gum Tragacanth. 3 makes exa & ly 9 .

A’LIAS, a ſecond or further Writ iſſued from the Courts ALISA'NDERS , the Herb Lovage.

at Weftminſter, after a Capias iſſued out without Effc &t. ALITU'RE [ Alitura, L.) Nouriſhment, or the Repara

Alias, Di&t. is to aſcertain the Name and Additions of tion of the Body by the Affe&tion of new, nutricious Juices.

the Defendant in Declarations for Debt on Bond, Soc. ALITU'RGESY ( Aliturgefia, L. of 'ANT-proid , Gr.] a

A'LIBLE ( Alibilis) nouriſhable, nouriſhing. Franchiſement,Exemption from any publick Office or Charge.

A'LIEN [ alienus, L.] a Foreigner or Stranger, one A'L KAHEST ( Chymiſtry ] an univerſal Diſſolvent or Men

born in a foreign Country, who, according to the Engliſ ftruum , which, as ſome Chymiſts pretend , will diffolve all

Common Law, is uncapable of inheriting Lands in Eng- Sorts of mixt Bodies into a Liquor of its own Subſtance, and
land, till he his naturalized by A &t of Parliament. yer preſerve the Power of its Seeds, and alſo its natural

TO ALIEN ( alienare, L.] to transfer or convey the effential Form intire.
Property of any Thing to another. ALKAKE'NGI (in Medicine a Plant called the Winter

TO ALIEN in Fee ( Law Term ] is to ſell the Fec Sim- Cherry .

pleof any Land or Tenement, or any incorporeal Right.. ALKAKE'NGI ( Botany ) the Fruit of one of the Night.

To Alien in Mortmain [ Law Phraſe] ſignifies to make ſhades ; the Winter-Cherry.

over an Eſtate to a Religious Houſe, orany other Body A'LKALI (ſo called from the Arabick Particle 4x al, and
Politick . Kali) an Herb, called otherwiſe Salt-wort or Glaſs-wort,which

ALIEN Priories, certain Cells of Monks formerly in is a kind of Sea- blite, and one of the principal Ingredi

England, which appertained to foreign Monaſteries. ents in making Glaſs, and affords a great Quantity of this

ALIENABLE, that may be alienated. kind of Salt, and is either fixed or volatile .

TO ALIENATE ( alienare, L.] To give , make over, ALKALI, in the modern extenſive Senſe, is any Subſtance

or give the Right and Property of a Thing to another ; alſó which being mixt with an Acid, an Ebullition and Effervef
to draw away or eſtrange the Affe &tions. celice enſues.

ALIENATION, a making over, Sc. A'LKALI Salts, are only Acids concentrated in little

ALIENATION Office , an Office to which all Writs Molecules of Earth , and united with certain Particles of

and Covenants and Entry, upon which Fines are levied Oil by the Means of Fire.

and Recoveries ſuffered, arc carried, to have Fines for A- Fixt A'LKALIES (with Chymifts ) are made by burning

lienation ſet and paidthereon. the Plant Kali, & c. and having made a Lixivium , or Lee

ALIENI'LOQUY [ alieniloquium ] a talking wide from of the Aſhes, filtrating that Lee, and evaporating the
the Purpoſe, or not to the Matter in hand . Moifture of it by a gentle Heat, ſo that the fixt Salt may

ALI'FEROUS (alifer, L. ] bearing or having Wings. be left at the Bottom of the Veſſel. This fixt Salt being

ALIF O'R MES Muſculi [ Anatomy] Muſcles in the Form render'd very porous by the Fire having paſs a fo often

of a Wing, ariſing from the ofá Pterygoidea, as alſo the through it in its Calcination, and probably by fixing there

Proceſs of the Os Cuneiforme, and ending in the Neck of ſome of its eſſential Salt: And becauſe that many of the
the lower Jaw. fiery Particles do allo ſtick in thoſe Pores, when any acid

ALIFORMES Proceſſus [ Anatomy] the Prominences or Liquor is mingled with it, cauſes a very great Ebullition or

Kitob like Bonesof the Os Cuneiforme, from the Fore-part, Efferveſcence.
and the ſame with the Pterygoides, Volatile ALKALIÉS [Chymifry ] are the Volatile Salts

A'LIÈRED [ aligned, sax ] allowed or permitted. of Vegetables, which are ſo call'd becauſe they will ferment

ALI'GEROUS, [ aliger, L.) bearing, carrying, or ha- with Acids .
ving Wings. ALKA'LIZATE Bodies (with Chymifts ] are ſuch

To ALI'sht ( alihtan, Sax :] to get off the back of an have their Pores naturally ſo formed, in ſuch a Proportioni ,

Horſe, alſo to ſettle upon as a Bird . that they are fit to be pierced and put into a violent Mo

A'LIMA (of a privative, and almos, Gr. Hunger] Medi- tion , by the Points of an Acid poured upon them .
cines which either prevent or afſwage Hunger, L. ALKALIZAT E Spirits of Wine with Chymifts) a certain very

A'LIMENT ( alimentum ] Food ; whatſoever is proper rich Spirit that will burn all away, and even fire Gunpowder.
to nouriſh or ſupply the Decays of Nature, or to recruit a ALKALIZA'TION (with Chymifts ] a reducing or turn
Body either animal or vegetable ; Nouriſhment. ing into an Alkali.

ALIME'NT , [ in a Medicinal Senſc ] all that which A'LKANËT ( with Botànifts] Spaniß Bugloſs.

may be diffolo'd by the Ferment or natural Heat of the Sto- ALKE'RMES [ of al the Arabick Particle and Kermes,

mach, and converted into the Juice callid Cbyle, to repair certain red or ſcarlet Grains] a Confection ſold by Apo

the continual wafting of the Parts of the Body. thecaries ; whereof the Kermes Berries are the Baſis.

ALIMENTA'LIS Du&tus, ( with Anatomifs) the Gullet, All [al , sax.] the whole.

Stomach and Bowels, which make but one continued Duc All [ in Names proper or common] ſeems to be de

or Canal. rived from Eald, Sax. Old ( 1) according to the Cuſtom of

ALIME'NTAŘINESS [of alimentarius, L.) nouriſhing the Normans, being liquidated into u makes au, as Aulurn,

Quality. anciently written Alsburn, and Aldington, Avnton .

ALIME'NTARY } [ alimentarius, L.) pertaining to Nou- ALLÁBOR A'TION , a labouring ftrenuoufly, L.

ALIMENTAL Sriſhment. ALLABORATENESS, a being well wrought.

ALIMEN’TARY Duet [ Anatomy) that Part of the Body TO ALLA'TRATE [ allatratum , L.] to bark at or againſt.

through which theFood paſſes , from its Reception into ALLAU'DABLE allaudabilis , L.] Praiſe-worthy.

the Mouth to its Exit at the Anus, including the Gula, ALL SEED , a Plant ſo called from itsabounding with Seed .

Stomasb and Inteſtines, Dr. Tyſon ; alſo it is ſometimes us’d ALL GOOD , the Herb Mercury, or Good Henry.
for the Thoracick Du &t. ALLANTOI's 2 [of 'Anar a Gut ſtuffed , and

A'LIMONY ( Alimonia, L.] Maintenance, Food, Suſte- ALLANTOI'DES S Form , Gr .] with Anatomifts, one of the

nance. Coats belonging to a Child in the Womb, which is placed be

ALIMONY (in Law ] that Portion or Allowance, which tween the Åmnion and the Chorion, and receives the Urine

may be ſued for by a marriedWomanupon any occaſional coming from the Bladder, bythe Navel and Uracbus, the

Separation from her Husband, when the is not charged ſame that in many Brutes is called Farciminalis Tunira, be

with Adultery or Elopement. cauſe of its being in the Shape of a Gut -Pudding ; but

ALIPÆ'Ná ['Anitaiva, Gr.] Plaſters that have no Fat in it is round in Men and fome Brutes.

them , L. A'LLAR ( Botany ] the Alder-tree , L.

ALIPA'sMA, ['Autaoua, Gr. a Thing that fattens] a Alla'y, the Tempering and Mixture of other Metals

Sort of fue Powder, mixt with Oil in order to be ſoak’din- with Gold or Silver.

to the Body to hinder Swearing. L. TO ALLA'Y [ Allaget, O.F ) to afſwage or eaſe, to leffen

A'LIPEDE , [ Alipes, L. of Ales a Bird, and Pes a Foot ] Pain or Grief ; alſo to mix Metals with a baſer Sorr.
nimble, ſwift ofFoot. TO ALLAY a Pheafant ( in Carving ] is to cut it up.

ALI'PTERY , [ Alipterium , L. of 'Analipsov,Gr.] a Place ALLECTA'TION, an alluring, L.

belonging to, or an Apartment in Baths , where Perſons ALL'ECTIVE (alle& ivus, £ .] an alluring, inticing ,

were anointed . engaging or charming Quality:

A'LIQUANT PART (in Arithmetick ] is that part of a TO ALLE'DGE allegare, L ] to produce a Thing for

great Number which is contained certain Times in it, with Proof, to inſtance in , to quote,

as
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ALLEGA'TION, an alledging ; the quoting the Autho- Trar ſuerfe Alley , an Alley which cuts a Front Alley

rity of a Book, Esc. to make good any Point or Aſſertion. at right Angles.

ALLEGIANCE ( Ligeance, F.] the natural and ſworn An ALLEY in Ziczac, an Alley which has too great a

Obedience, which is due from all Subje &ts to their King or Deſcent , and by reaton of that is liable to be injured by

Soveraign Prince. Floods, to prevent the ill Effe &ts of which , it has uſually

ALLEGIA'R E [ old Law ] to excuſe, defend or juſtify Platbands of Turf running acroſs it from Space to Space,
by Courſe of Law . which are of ſervice to keep up the Gravel ; alto an Ålly

ALLEG O'RICAL ( allegoricus, L ) pertaining to , or par- in a Labyrinth or Wilderneſs is ſo called , which is formed

taking of the Nature of an Allegory . by ſeveral Returns of Angles , in order to render it more

ALLEG O'RICALNESS [of allegorique, F. allegoricus, L. folitary and obſcure, and to conceal its Iſſue.

of anauzoezos, Gr.] being an Allegory, ALLI'ANC E (of allier,F.or alligare, L. to tie or unite

TO ALLEGORIZE [ofanuzopew,Gr.] to make uſe of together) an Union or joining of Families together by
Allegories in Speech , allo to explain Paflages, according to Marriage ; alſo of Kingdoms, &c. by Leagues; alío

the AllegoricalSenſe. Kindred by Marriage, League, égoc.

ALLEGORY ['Amuz,opis , of d'mos another, and ALLIARIA (with Anatomifts ] an Herb whoſe Taſte is

drogęuw I ſay, Gr .] a ſaying one thing, and meaning like that of Garlick ; called Sauce alone, or fack by the
another. It is a continued Metaphor, in which Words Hedge, Ramfons, L.

there is ſomething couchd, different from the literal Sente, Alli'Ed Callié, F.] matched , united , alſo joined by

and the figurative Manner of Speech is carried on through Leaſe.

the whole Diſcourſe ; or it may be defined to be a Series or To A'LLIGAT E ( alligatum , L.) to bind to .

Continuation of Metaphors, as that Allegory in Horace, ALLI'Es , Princes, & c. who have entered into an Al

Lib. i . Ode 14: liance or League, for mutual Defence and Preſervation.
O navis referent in mare te novi fiu &tus, &c. ALLIGATION Arithmetick ] a Rule for refolving Que

Where by the ship is meant the Common -wealth ; by the ftions relating to the Mixture of Drugs, Simples, Metals,

Waves the Civil War, by the Port Peace and Concord, by the or Merchandizes of unequal Price, one with another, ſo as

Oars Soldiers, by the Mariners Magiftrates, &c . to discover how much muſt be taken , according to the

ALLE'GRO ( with Muſicians ] is uſed to ſignify that the Tenor of the Queſtion.

Mufick ought to be performed in a brisk , lively, gay It takes its name from the Number being tyed together

and pleaſant manner ; but yet without Precipitation or by circular Lines ; it is of two kinds.

Hurry. ALLIGATION alternate , is when the ſeveral Rates or

If it is preceded by Poco , it weakens the Strength of Prices of divers Simples being given, ſuch Quantities of

its Signification, intimating that the Muſick muſt not be them are found out, as are neceflary to make a Liixture,

performed quite to briskly and gaily , as ALLEGRO would as may make a certain Rate propoſed.

require if it ſtood alone. ALLIGATION medial, is when the ſeveral Quantities

If Allegro is preceded by the Word Piu , it adds and Rates being propoſed of divers Simples, the mean

to the Strength of its Signification , requiring thattheMu- Rate is found out of the Mixcure ſo made.

fick be performed brisker and gayer than ALLEGRO ſtand- ALLIGA'TOR , a Binder, L.

ing alone requires . ALLIGATOR , a kind of a Weft-Indian Crocodile, an

ALLEGRO ALLEGRO (with . Maſters of Mufick ] lig- amphibious Creature, living both on Land and Water ;
nifies much the ſame as PIU ALLEGRO . they grow as long as they live, and ſome are eighteen Feet

ALLEGRO, ma non prefto [with Muſicians] tignifies, in length , and proportionably large, they have a musky

brisk , lively, gay ; but yet nottoo quick, Smell ſo ſtrong, that the Air is icented for an hundred

Allelu'JAH (1797717, Heb. ] i.e. praiſe ye the Lord. Paces round them , and alſo the Water they lie in .

ALLELUJAH , the Herb Wood Sorrel, or French Sor- ALLIGA'TURÉ [ aligatura, L.] a binding or tying

rel .

ALLEMA'NDA (in Mufick ] a certain Air or Tune,where ALLITERATION (with Rhetoricians] a repeating er

the Meaſure is good, and the Movement Now. playing on the ſame Letter.

ALLEMA'NDE [ with Muſicians] a ſort of grave, fo- A'Lli'oth ( Navigation ] a Star in the Tail of Urſa

ALMA'IN Slemn Muſick, whoſe Meaſure is major, of much Uſe to Navigators in finding out the La

full and moving . titude, the Height of the Pole , Ec.

Aller [ in ancient Writers ] a Word uſed to expreſs the ALLIO'TICKS [in Pharmacy ] thoſe Medicines which

Superlative Degree, as aller good, thegreateſt good. by Fermentation and Cleanſing purify and alter the

ALLER SANS JOUR [ Law Phrate ] i. e . to go
without Blood .

a Day ) it fignifies to be finally diſmiſs'd theCourt; ano- ALLIO'TICUM [in Pharmacy ] a Medicine that alters

ther Day of Appearance not being appointed. and purifies the Blood by its cleanſing Quality.

ALLE'RIONS [in Heraldry ] are ſmall Birds Alli'um (with Botanifts ] Garlick, L.

painted without Beak or Feet, like the Martlet ALLOCA'TION , a placing or adding to , L.

or Martinet. Others ſay , they are like Eagles ALLOCATION ( in the Exchequer ) .the admitting or al

without Beak or Feet,ſo called, becauſe they lowing an Article in an Account, and paſſing it as ſuch , L.

have nothing perfe &t but the Wings ; that they differ from ALLOCATIO'NE facienda ( at the Excbequer ) a Writ

Martlets, in that their Wings are expanded and the Martlets dire &ted to the Lord Treaſurer and Barons, upon ſome

are clofe ; and alſo thatthey are not repreſented facing as Complaint made by an Accountant,requiring them to al

the Allerions are, asin the Figure. low him ſuch Sums of Money as by Vinue of his Office ho
ALLEVIA'R E [in old Rec.] to levy , or pay an ac- has reaſonably and lawfully disburſed.

cuſtomed Fine, Sc. ALLOCU'Tion, a talking to ; alſo an Oration or Speech

TO ALLE'VIAT E ( alleviatum , L.) to lighten, to allay made by a General to his Soldiers, to encourage them to
or afſwage, to leffen Pain or Grief. Fight, and to dehort them from Sedition.

ALL EVIA'TION , an Allaying ; Eaſe, Refreſhment, ALLODIAL ( that which is free, or for which no

Comfort. ALLO'DIAN S Rents or Services are due ; as Allodial

A’LLEY ( allée of aller, F. to go ] a narrow Lane. Lands are Free-Lands.

ALLEY (in a Garden ] a ſtrait parallel Walk, bordered ALLO'DIUM ( Civil Law ] a Free-hold , every Man's

or bounded on each Hand with Trees, Shrubs or other own Land or Eſtate that he poſſeſſes, merely in his own

low Plants, as Box , & c. fome diſtinguish an Alley from a Right, not yielding any Services to another, and is op

Path, in that an Alley muſt be wide enough for two Per- pored to Feodum.

ſons to walk a -breaſt. ALLOÆ'THETA ( with Grammarians] a Figure that

ALLEY, in a compartment, is an Alley which feparates varies from the common Rules of Syntax ; as pars abiere.

the Squares of a Parterre. ALLONGE [ in Fencing ] a Thruſt or Paſs at the

Counter ALLEY , a little Alley by the sides of a great Enemy.

ALLO'PHYLLUS L'Amépvio of mos another, and

A Diagonal ALLEY , is one thatcuts a Square, Parterre, quas Tribe, Gr.] one of another Tribe or Kindred ; alſo

Thicket, @goc. from Angle to Angle. an Alien or Stranger .

Front ALLEY , is one which runs ſtrait from the Front of A’LLOQUY ( aloquium , L.] talking with another:

a Building TO ALLO'T [of Plot , Sax.] to diitribute or ſhare by

ALLEY in Perſpective, is that which is larger at the En- Lot ; to appoint or aflign.

trance than at thc Iſſue, in order to make the Length ap ALLO'ITING of Gords (in Merchandize) is when the

pear greater. Cargo of a Ship is divided into ſeveral Parcels, in order to
be

to .

one.
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finer or purer.

be bought by ſeveral Perſons, and their Names being writ- A'I MANACK , Diſtribution or Numbering, Arab.
ten on lo many Piecesof Paper, are by anindifferent Per- ALMANACK (it is deriv'd by Verſtegan, of Almon -ac of

ſon applied to their different Lors or Parcels, ſo that every Al-monaht, sax.q.d. All Moon Heed ;but Scaliger ofal,Arab.
Man" has that Parcel of Goods which anſwers to the Lot and moroxos , Gr. the Courſe of the Months ; others derive

with his Name affixed to it. it of al, Arab. and mana to count or reckon : Others of

ALLO'TMENT [ of plot, sax. ] Allotting, Appoint- 21-maen -achte, 4. d. an Obſervation of all the Months)
ment, Aſſignment, Allignation. it is an Ephemeris, Table or Kalendar, wherein are the

TÓ ALLO'w [ of aïoüer, Fr. ] to permit or ſuffer ; to Months, the Days of the Week, the Fafts and Feſtivals,

give or grant ; allo to approve of. the Changes of the Moon, ego.

ALLOW'ABLE [ of ad and louer, F.] that may be al- ALMANDI'NE, a coarſe Sort of Ruby, more coarſe and

lowed or granted. light than the Oriental, the Colour partaking more of the

ALLOW'ABLENESS ( of alložer, F.] being allowable. Granate than the Ruby.
ALLOW'ANCE [ of allouer, F.] an allowing or per- ALMA'RIA , the Archives of a Church .

mitting, a winking at ; alfo Portion , Maintenance, Salary. ALMERIO'LA, fue Almonarium .

ALLO'Y [ Aloy, F.] a certain Quantity or Proportion ALMIGHTY (of al and mihte, Sax ] All- powerful. -

ALLA'Y S of ſome baſer Metal mixed with a finer A'LMNER , See Almoner,

or purer, and ſo the Quantity of Copper or Silver that is ALMODA'R II ( Law Term ] Lords of free Manours,

mixed with Gold, to make it of a due Hardneſs for Coin- Lords Paramount.

ing, is called the Alloy of it ; andif Metal have more of ALMOI'N , See Frank Almoin.

this thanit ought to have, it is ſaid to be of a greater op A'LMONARY ? the Office or Lodgings of the Almoner,

coarfer Alloy. AU'MRY s alſo the Place where Alms are given.

To Alloy [ alloyer, F.] to mix a baſer Metal with a A'LMOND [amygdala , L.] a Sort of Nur well known.
ALMONA'RIUM [ Old Records] a Safe or Cupboard to

ALLUBE'SCENCY [ allubefcentia, L.] a Willingneſs ; ALMORIE'CUM S ſer up broken Vi&tuals to be diſtri

alſo Content. buted to the Poor, hence

To ALLU'DE (alludere, L.] to play upon , to quibble ALMOND Furnace with Refiners ] a Furnace for ſepara

or pun , to ſpeak a Thing that has ſome · Reſemblance, or ting all ſorts of Metals from Cinders, Pieces of melting

Reipeát to ſome other Matter. Pots, and other refule Things.

A’LLUM ( alumen , L.] a Mineral well known. ALMONDS of the Throat, are a glandulous Subſtance,

Saccharine Allum, a Compoſition of Allum , Roſe- placedon each side the Uvula at the Root of the Tongue,
Water, and Whites boiled tothe Conſiſtence of a Paſte . reſembling two Kernels; theſe receive the Saliva or Spit

Plumofe Allum, aſort of ſaline Mineral Stone, moſt tlefrom the Brain , and diſperſe it to the Tonguç, Jaws,
commonly white, inclining to green , which riſes in Threads Throat and Gullet, to moiſten them, and make them flip

and Fibres, reſembling a Feather. pery. Theſe being inflam'd and ſwell'd by a Cold , & c.

ALLUM [in Chymical Writers] is expreſſed by one of itraighten the Paſlage of the Throat, and render it pain
ful and difficult to lwallow even the Spittle. This is call

. O ed a fore Throat, and by ſome the falling of the Almonds

TO ALLU'MINATE [ of allumer, F.] to enlighten, to of the Ears.

give Grace, Light and Beauty to the Letters fo painted by ALMOND Tree,a pretty tall Tree reſembling a Peach
ALLUMI'NOR, ne who paints and gilds Letters, Etc. Tree , one of the firſt Trees that bloom ; its Flowers are

on Paper, Parchment, Soc. pentapetalous, and ranged in the Rote manner are very

To ALLURE [ of ad to , L. and Lure, q. d. to bring beautiful, of a purple red Colour, and make a fine Shew
to the Lure ] to decoy or entice, to bring or draw to the in a Garden . Theſe Trees grow frequently in Germany,

Lure or Bait. France, and the neighbouring Countries, alſo in the Eaſterii

ALLU'RINGNESS [ of ad and Lure ] Enticingneſs. Countries, eſpecially in the Holy Land near the River

ALLU'SION [a ſpeaking a Thing with Reference to Jordan, and the fordań Almonds are eſteemed the beſt ; the

another ; and ſo an Alluſion is made to a Cuſtom , Hi- Piftil of the Flower becomes a fleſhy Fruit, which con

ftory , & c. when any Thing is ſpoken or written that has tains a Secd, which is the Almond, and which drops out

Relation to it. when it comes to Maturity ; it is of two Sorts, the ſweet

ALLUSION , a Dalliance or Playing with Words alike in and the bitter.
Sound, but unlike in Senſe, by changing, adding or tak- A'LMONER ? an Ecclefiaftical Officer of the King, Esc.

ing away a Letter or two. A'LMNER S whoſe Office is to take care of the

CALLÚ'SIVENESS [ of Allufio, L.) the having an Allu- Diſtribution of Alms to the Poor, to viſit the ſick , to re
fion to . ceive all things given in Alms; alſo Forfeitures by Mif

ALLU'VIA, Little Ifets thrown up by the Violence of adventurers, and theGoods of Self-murtherers, Soc.

the Stream . ALMO'ST [ Al-mært, Sax. ] for the moſt or greateſt part.

ALLU'VION , a flowing to , a ſwelling of Waters, L. ALMS ( Easnp.coór , Gr.] that which is freely given to
ALLUVION [ in the Civil Law] an Acceſſion or Ac- the Poor.

cretion along the Sea Shore, or the Banks of large Rivers , A'LMFEOH ( Almer Feoh, Sax] Alms Money, Peter

by Tempeſtsor Inundations. Pence, anciently paid in England to Rome, by our Saxon

Allu'vious [ alxvius, L.] overflowing . Anceſtors on the First of Auguſt, called allo Romeſcot,

A'LMA [ of Almus ofalendo, L.Nouriſhing, &c.] Nou- Romefeoh and Herthpenny.

riſhing , Foſtering, Cheriſhing, as alma mater Cantabrigia, ALMs-House, an Houſe built by a private Perſon for

the Foſtering Mother Cambridge. the Poor to live in, and alſo moſt commonly endow'd for
ALMACA'NTORS (with Aftronomers ] Circles of Al- their Maintenance.

titude parallel to the Horizon , the common Pole of which ALMUCA'NTARS , See almacantats.

is in Zenith, Arab. ALMUG TREE , a fort of fine Wood growing on Mount
Lebanon.

ALMICANTU RAHS? the ſame.
ALMU'GIA [with Aftrologers] the Planets facing one

ALMACANTOR Staff (with Mathematicians ] an Inſtru- another in the Zodiack.

ment of Box or PearWood, with an Arch of fifteen De- ALMU'TEN (with Aftrologers] the Lord of a Figure or

grees, for taking. Obſervations of the Sun at his Riſing or the ſtrongeſt Planetin a Nativity:

Setting,to find the Amplitude, and thereby the Variation ALMU'TIUM [Old Records ] a Garment that covers the
of theCompaſs. Head and Shoulders of a Prieſt.

ALMA'DE, an Indian Boat made of one intire Piece of ALNAGE, Ell Mcafure, or rather the meaſuring by
Timber. the Ell,

ALMAGE'st ( of Ptolemy) an excellent Treatife, be- A'LNAGAR 9.d. a Meaſurer by the Eli, a ſworti

ing a Collection of many Obſervations and Problems of A'LNEGAR Officer, whoſe Buſineſs formerly was

the Ancients , relating both to Geometry and Aſtronomy,
AU'LNEGAR to ſee to the Alliże of Woollen Cloth;

and alſo another of Riccioli, and to fix the Seals appointed upon it for thatPurpofe ;

An AL MAI'N , a native German . but there are now three Officers belonging to the Regu

ALMAIN [ in Mufick ] a ſort of Air that moves in Com- lation of Cloathing, who bear the diſtinět Names of Search
mon Time.

er, Meaſurer andAulneger, all which were formerly com:

ALMAIN_Rivets, a ſort of light Armour, with Sleeves priſed in one Perfon .
of Mail, or Iron Plates rivettedwith Braces 'for defending ALNE'TUM, a Grove of Alder Trees, old Records.

the Arms.
A'LNUS ( with Botanifts] the Alder- Tree; L.

A'LOS
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A'LOES ( 'Aro , Gr.] the Gum or Juice of a Tree ALTERANT [ alterans, L.] a Property or Power in

growing ,eſpecially in Egypt. certain Medicines, by which they induce an Alteration in

Heparick “Aloes, is ſo called from being of the Colour the Body, and dilpoſe it for Health and Recovery , by

of the Liver. correcting ſome Indiſpoſition without cauſing any tenſible

Succotrine ALOES, is ſo called from Socotrá, an Iſland Evacuation .

near Tanquebar in Ethiopia. ALTERA'ntia [with Phyſicians] altering Medicines,

Caballine ALOES, is ſo called becauſe uſed by Farriers ſuch as ſerve to alter, purify , and reitore the Jue Mixture

on Horſes ; it is the coarſer Sort. of the Blood, and other circulating Humours, L.

ALOE'rick , pertaining to Aloes. ALTERATION , Mutation , Change, c. 1 .

· ALOETICKS with Pbyficians ) Medicines compounded ALTERATION (with Naturalifts ] that Motion where

chiefly of Aloes. by a natural Body is changed or varied in ſome Circum

Alo'st [of alle and Oxen, Sax. ) a Term uſed by ſtances from what it really was before, tho' as to the Na

Mariners for on high , or in the upper Part. ture and Bulk, they appear to Sente the fame.

ALO'G11 [ of a neg. and abro , Gr. the Word ] Here- ALTERCA'TION , Contentious Diſpute, Wrangling,
ticks who denyd that Jeſus Chriſt was the EternalWord. Brawling, L.

A'LOGY ( ánovia, Gr.] Unreaſonableneſs, eſpecially in ALTE'RCUM [with Botanifs] Henbane.

cating. A'LTERN ( alternus, L. ] by Changes,

ALOGOTRO'Phy (of croyo unreaſonable, and tpoon ALTERN BASE [ Trigonometry ) in oblique Trian

Food, Gr. ) a diſproportionate Nutriment, when one Part of gles the true Baſe is either the Sum of the Sides, and
the Body is nouriſhed more or leſs than the other. then the Difference of the Sides is the altern Baſe ; or elſe

ALO'NG . (9. d . ad longum , L. or au long, F.] for- the true Baſe is the Difference of thc Sides, and then the

wards , as go along.
Sum of the Sides is the altern Baſe.

Aloo'r [with Mariners] a Word uſed at Sea, ſpeake ALTE'RNATE 3 [ of alternativus, L.) that are done,

ing to the Steerfman, as keep your Loof. ALTE'RNATIVES fucceed, or are dispoſed by Turns,
AL. OPECIA [αλωπεκία , of αλώπηξ a Fox , Gr. the or one after another.

Fox Evil) a Difeaſe called the Scurf, when the Hairs fall To ALTE'RNATE ( alternare, L.] to do by Courſe or

from the Head by the Roots. Turns, as an alternate Ofice, i.e. an Office which is dif
ALOPECUROI'd es Gramen (of ora x š a Fox, épo' a charged by Turns.

Tail , and as Form , Gr.) the Herb Fox-tail Grals. ALTE'RNATE Leaves (of Plants) are thoſe where there

ALOPO'CURUS [aww tuxop@ , Gr .] tailed Wheat, Fox- is a Correſpondence between the sides of a Branch ; the

tail. Leaves of the one following thoſe of the other.

Alou'v [of ploud, Sax .) loudly, with a ſtrong and ALTERNATE Angles [in Geometry] two equal Angles
audible Voice . made by a Line cutting two Parallels, and

ALOVE'RIUM [ Old Rec. ) a Purſe makes thoſe Parallels the one on one side and

A'LPHA (A , a] the firſt Letter in the Greek Alphabet. the other on the other, as x and w, z and y

A'LPHABET [ 9. Alpha Anga , Beta Beru , Gr. of 778 are alternate Angles.
Heb. he taught , whence 97178 , a Leader or Firſt of a ALTERNATE Proportion (with Geometricians] is when

Company ) the whole Order of Letters in any Alphabet, in any Set of Proportionals the Antecedents are compared

or the feveral Letters of a Language difpofed eíther in together, and the Conſequents together.
their accuſtomed or natural Order . ALTERNA'TION, a Change by Turns, L.

A'LPHABET [in Polygraphy ) a Duplicate of the Key of ALTERNATION [by fome Mathemat.] is uſed for

a Cypher, which is kept byeach of the Parties who cor- the different Changes orAlterations of Order in any Num

reſpond together. ber of Things, as the Changes rung on Bells, @goc.
ALPHABE'TICAL ? ( alphabeticus, L ) pertaining or ALTE'RNATENESS [Alternatie, L ) a Succeſſion

ALPHAB E'TICK s agreeable to the Order of the ALTE'RNATIVENESS S by Courſe.

Alphabet. ALTERNATIVELY ( alternativement, F.] by Turns.

ALFHE'TA [ Aftronomy ] a Star of the ſecond Magni. ALTERNATI'VEMENT [in Mufick Books] denotes to

tude ; alſo called Lucida Corona. play or ſing two Airs by Turns, theone afterthe other.

ALPhITI'DON (of d'apitor, Gr. Bran or Meal] an E- ALTE'P.NITY ( alternitas, L.] Interchangeableneſs.
pithet which Surgeons give to a Fracture when the Bones ALTHÆ'A [ a'mzala of a Saiver, Gr. to heal] Wild or

are ſmaſh'd or crumbled to Pieces. Marth Mallows, L.

ALPHONSINE Tables, certain Tables of Aſtronomical A'LTIGRADE ( altigradus, L.] going on high , al

Calculations, made by Alphonfus Kingof Arragon . cending aloft.

A'lphos ( d'apo , Gr.] a ſort of Morphew or white ALTI'LOQUENCE [ of altiloquens, L.) talking loud of

Speck on the Skin, differing from the Lence, in that it high.
pierces not ſodeep as the Leuce. ALTILO'QUIous [ altiloquus, L.) talking aloud ; alſo

ALPI'NE [ Alpinns, L.] pertaining to the Mountains of high Matters.

called the Alpes. ALII'LOQUY [ altiloquium , L ..] loud Talk ; alſo of

ALRAMECA } [ Aftronomy] the Name of the Star Arc- high Things.

ALRUME'CH S turus, Arab. ALTIMETRY [of alta high Things, and meteri, L.
ALRA'TICA [ Arabick Term ] thoſe whoſe Genitals, ci- to meaſure ] a Part of Geometry that teaches the Method

ther Male or Female, are not perforated. of taking and meaſuring Heights, whether acceſſible or in
ALSI'NE (croín , Gr.] Chickweed. acceſſible.

ALT (in Mufick ] high , ſee Alto. Alti'on (of alere, L. to nouriſh ] a Nouriſhing.

A'LTAHEST Paracels (with Chymifs] a mixt Body re- ALTISONANT 2 [ altè fonans, L.] founding high ,
duced to its firſt Principles. Altı'SONOUS 3 [ altifonus, L.] S loud, Thrill ,

A'LTARS ( altaria , of altushigh, or altitudo, L. Height, clear, & c.

becauſe they were uſually ere &ted in high Places ) the an- ALTITO'NANT( altitonans, L.) thundering from on high.

cient Heathens, when they offered Sacrifice to the Celeſtial A'LTITUDE ( altitudo, L.] Height.

Deities, crected their Altars on the Brows or_Tops of ALTITUDE of the Pole ( in Aftronomy and Geography ]

Mountains ; and when they facrificed to the Terreſtrial is the Height or Number of Degrees, that the Pole in a

Deities, to whom they aſcribed the Care or Tuition of the ny Latitude is raiſed or appears above the Horizon.
Earth , they created their Altarsonthe plain Superficies of ALTITUDE of a Triangle ( in Geometry] is the Length

the Earth; but when they facrificed to the Internal Dei- of a right Line let fall perpendicular from any

ties, they did it in Grotto's, Caves, and other gloomy the Angles on the Side oppoſite to that Angle,
Receſſes. from whence it falls, and may be either within or

A’LTAR of Prothefis (among the Greeks ) a ſmall prepa- without the Triangle, as ismark'd by the prick'd

ratory Altar, whereon they bleſs the Bread before they Lines in the Figure annexd

carry it to the Altar, where they perform the Liturgy. Tbe ALTITUDE of a Rhombus [in Geometry ] or of a

A'LTARAGE, the free Offerings made upon the Altar Rbomboides, is a rightLine let fall perpendicularly

by the People ; alſo the Profits ariling to the Prieſt from from any Angle on the oppoſite Side to that An
the Altar, as ſmall Tithes.

gle, and it may be either within or without the

To A'LTER ( alterare, L.] to change, to vary , to Figure, as the prick'd Lines in the Figure annex'd.

ALTITUDE [ with Aftronomers ) the Height of the Sun,

A'LTERABLE, capable of being altered. Moon , Planers , or Point of the Heavens comprehended

A'LTERABLENESS ( of alterare, L.] Liableneſs to be between the Horizon and Parallel Circle of Altitude, or
altered . between
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treaſure up

between the Star or aſſigned Point in the Heavens and the AMAIN [ Sea Term ] made uſe of when one Man of

Horizon. War gives Defiance to another, and commands her to

A'LTITUDE (in Coſmograpby ] is the perpendicular yield , they fay, Strike amain.

Height of a Body or Obje &t; or its Diſtance from the To wave a naked Sword AMAIN, is as much as to come

Horizon upwards. mand another Ship to lower her Topfail.

Meridian ALTITUDE of the Sun, an Arch of the Me
AMA'LGAM 3 [ of ära together, and youth to join,

ridian , contained between the Sun and the Horizon, when AMA'LGAMA S Gr.) a Maſs of Mercury united and
the Sun is in the Meridian .

incorporated with ſome Metal.
Apparent ALTITUDE of the Sun, &c. [in Aftronomy] is AMA'LGAMA (in Chymical Writers ] is

what it appears to our Obſervation. expreſſed by one of theſe Characters.
Real ALTITUDE 3 ( in Aftronomy] that from which the To AMA'LGAMATE, is to mix Mer

True ALTITUDE S Refraction has been ſubtracted. cury withGold, Silver, & c. to reduce it into a kind of

ALTITUDE of the Equator [ Aftron.] the Complement Paite, to be uled in Gilding, ec. or to change it to an

of the Altitude of the Pole toa Quadrant of a Circle. inpalpable Powder; alſo to moitten anythinginto a Soft

ALTITUDE of the Nonagefimal ( Aſtron ] is the Altitude nefs, eſpecially for a Medicinal Uſe ; this Operation is de

of the 19th Degree of the Ecliptick reckoned from the noted by Chymiſts by the Letters AAA.

Eat Point. AMALGAMA'TION, the A &t or Operation of making

ALTITUDE ( in Opticks ] is the perpendicular Space of an Analgama.

Place betwixt the Bate and the Eye, or Height of the AMA'LGAME, any Metal (except Iron and Copper

viſual Point above the Bafe. which will not be amalgamated ) ſo reduced to a foft Paſte.

ALTITUDE of a Figure [ with Geometr.] the perpendi- AMANDA'TION , a commanding or ſending out of the

dicular Diftance between the Vertex and the Baſe. Way, I,

ALTITUDE of Motion [ Mechanicks] the Meaſure of a- AMA'NSES (with Chymifs ] Jewels or precious Stones.

ny Motion counted according to the Line of Direction of AMANUE'NSIS, a Writer for another, à Clerk or Se

the moving Force. cretary , L.

ALTI'VOLANT [ altivolans, L.] Flying high. AMA'R ACUM [ 'Aud'exx , of a priv. and papouvoploit

ALTO & BASSO [ old Law] the absolute Submiſſion
AMARACUS Gr. ] TheHerb Sweet Marjoram .

of all Differences, great or ſmall, low or high, to a Judge AMARA - DULCIS, the Herb Bitter-Sweet, L.

or Arbitrator. AMARA'NTUS 3 [' Anaeslo, Gr. q . d. not wither

A'LTO $ [in Muſick Books ] intimates that the Muſick AMARA'NTHUSSing ] abeautiful, long laſting Flow

A'LTUSS is the Upper or Counter Tenor, and is er of two forts, Tricolor andCocks-comb.

common in Muſick of ſeveral Parts AMARA'NTUS luteus ( Botan . ] Flower Maudlin, of

ALTO VIOLA ( Mufick Books a ſmall Tenor Viol . Baltazar with a yellow Flower, L.

ALTO VIOLINO [ Mufick Books) a ſmall Tenor Violin . AMARA'NTUS purpureus ( Botan .] Flower Gentle with a

ALTO CONCERTANTE (Mufick Books] the Tenor of purple Flower, L.
the little Chorus, or that Tenor which ſings and plays AMAR E'LLA [ with Botanifs] Feverfeu or Milkwort, L.

throughout. AMA'RULENCE ( amarulentia, L.] Bitterneſs.

ALTO RIPIENO [ Mufick Books] the Tenor of the great To AMA'ss ( of amaffer, F.] To heap up, to hoard or
Chorus, which ſings andplays only 110w and then in Tome
particular Places, AMATO'RCULIST [ Amatorculus, L.] a trifling Sweet

ALU'DELS [with Chymiſts ] a ſort of heart, a general Lover.

Pots uſed in Sublimations; they have An A'MATORY [ amatorium , L.] a Philter to cauſe

no Bottom , and are fitted intoone ano
Love.

ther, as many as there is Occaſion . At AMA'TORY [ amatorias, L.] pertaining to Love, Lo

the Bottom , in the Furnace, there is a

Por holding the Matter that is to be AMATO'RII mufculi ( with Anatomifs] thoſe Muſcles of

lublimed , and at the Top there is a theEyes that draw them ſide-ways, and allift in the Look

tlead to receive the Flowers that ſub- calla 'Ogling.
lime

up
thither. Amau'r OSIS ('Apacegois, q. d. Darkneſs, Gr.JaDim

ALVEA'RIUM , a Bee -hive ; alſo a neſs or Loſs of Light, without any external Fault to be

Place where Bees are kept, L. ſeen in the Eye.

ALVEARIUM ( with Anatomifts ] AMAXO'BIANS [ ofpaša a Chariot) a People who

the inward Cavity orHollow of the Ear had neither Houſes nor Tents, butdweltin Chariots. Anc.

that contains the Wax,near to the Pallage that conveysthe Geogř.
Sound , L. AMAY'L, Enamel, old Rec.
ALVE'olus , any wooden Veſſel made hollow, as a To AMA'ze [of a and maye, sax .] to aſtoniſh or fur

Tray , L. prize ; to daunt .

ALVE'OLI Dentium ( with Anatomiſts ] the Holes of the AMA'ZEDNESS (of a and Naye, Sax .] the being ama

Jaws in which the Teeth are ſet, L. zed, Aftoniſhment.

ALVI'DUCA (with Phyſicians ]Looſening Medicines, L. A'MAZONS [ of a privat. and paso a Pap ] certain

ALVI FLUXUS [ with Phyſicians) a Looſeneſs. warlike Women ſaid to have been) in Aſia, near the Ri

A'LUM ( Botany ] theHerb Comfrey. ver Thermadoon, who cut off their right Paps, that they

A'LUMEN, Alum , a Mineral Salt, L. might the better draw the Bow , and killed all their Male

ALUMEN Saccharinum , a Mixture of Roch Alum, the Children that they might have no Man among'em .

White of an Egg and Roſe-water, ſo called for the A'MBAGES , a Circumvolution or long Detail of Words

Reſemblance it bears to Sugar. remote from the true Scope of the Matter; a Compaſs or

ALU'MINATED ( aluminatus, L ] done with Alum . Fetch -about of Words ; à tedious Lengthening out of a

ALU'MINOUS ( aluminoſus, L.] pertaining to Alum . Story

ALU'TA , Leather, L. ' AMBA'GIOUS [ ambagiofus, L. ] full of far- fetch'd

A’LVUS [ Anatomy] is fometimes uſed for the inteſtinal Speeches.

Tube from the Stomach to the Anus, L. AMBARVA'LIA [ of ambire to ſurround, and arus the

A'LUUS (with Phyſicians ] isufed for the State and Con- Grounds, L.] Holy-daysamong the Romans, wherein they

dition of theExcrements contained within that Hollowneſs . uſed to make a folemn Proceſlion , and Deprecations, that

A'LWAYS [ Ealopega, Sax .] Ever. no Ill might come to their Corn -fields.

ALY'SSON[ anitoor ,' Gr. Comfrey. AMBASSADOR S a Perſon ſentby a King, Prince or

ALYTA'RCHA [ a'autasx's, Gr.] a Chief Officer of the EMBA'SSADOURS Soveraign State to another either

publick Games andSports among the Greeks, and particu- to treat about ſomeimportant Affair, to complement upon

larly the Prieſt of Antioch in Syria, who was to fee good ſome happy Occaſion , or tocondole upon a Death, Egoce

Order kept at ſuch Times. AMBA'SSADRESS [ Ambaſsadrice, F.] a Woman Ama
AM [ Eom , Sax .] as I am. ballador, or

AMABI'LITY [ amabilitas, L.] Amiableneſs, Lovelineſs. AMBE ('ANC , Gr. ) the Ridge or Edge of a Hill.

AMADE'TTO, a fort of Pear. Ambe ( with Surgeons] A Superficies jutting out of the

AMABY'R < ( Ant. Law] the Price of Virginity paid Bones ; alſo an Inſtrument with which diſlocated Bones are
AMYABYR S to the Lord.

AMAFRO'S E , the Gutta Serena, a Diſeaſe in the Sinews A’MBER ('Außap, Gr.) a ſort of hard Gum of a bright

of the Sight.
yellow Colour, of whichthere is good Store in Prullia.

Amal'n, vigoroſly, vehemently, I

vers, Spa.

of one.

ſet again.
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It is ſaid to grow like Coral on a Rock in the North- A'MBO [ of Bouvw , Gr. I mount ] a kind of Pulpit or

Sea , and being broken off by the Waves is caſt up Desk anciently uſed in Churches, where the Prieſts and

on the Stores and into the Harbours. Pliny and others Deacons ſtood to read and fing Part of the Service and

will have it a reſinous Juice iſſuing from old Pines and preach to the People,

Firs, and being diſcharged into the Sea , and having un- A'MBRA (am''1, Sax, ampkora, L.) a Vellel among

dergone there fomcAlteration is thrown on the shores. the Saxons. It contained a certain Mealure of Salt , Butter ,

Others ſuppoſe it a Bitumen trickling into the Sea from Meal , Beer, Erc.

ſubterraneous Sources. AMBRO' 1A [ 'Außenít, Gr.] the delicious Food of

AMBER GREASE ? a fragrant Drug, which melts al- the Gods, according to the Poets.

AMBER GRIS S moſt like Wax, of an Aſh or AMBRO'S .A in Pharmacyj a Medicine grateful and

greyiſh Colour; it is uſed both by Apothecaries as a Cor- plealing to the Palite.

dial, and by Perfumers as a Scent. AMBROIA [ Bot.iny ] the Herb Oak of Jeruſalem .

Liquid AMBER , is a ſort of native Balſam or Reſin , re AMBRO'SIAL } [an:brofiacus,L.] belonging to or of
ſembling Turpentine, clear, of Colour reddiſh or yellowish , of a plealant Scent, almoft like that of Ambergreafc . AMBRO'STACKS the Quality of Ambrofia

Oil of AMBER , is a fine yellow tranſparent , ponderous AMBRO'SIN fice ( of St. Ambr se Bishop of Milan ] a

Oil, procured after the Spirit, by augmenting the Degree Formula of Worſhip uſed in the Church of Milan .

of Fire.
A'MBRY, A'MMFRY , and Au'MBRY, is itill in Uſe

Spirit of Ameer , is an an acid Liquor drawn fros Am- in the Northern Counties of England.

ber , by pulverizing and diſtilling it in a Sand Bath , & c. AMRY, a Cupboard or Safe for keeping cold Vi&tuals

A'MBIDENS, a Sheep that has Teeth on both sides, to be given to the Poor : alto a Place uhere the Arnis ,

both upper and lower, a Hogrel , a Theave, 1 . Verils, Plate , and all Things belonging to Houſe keeping

AMBID E'XTER , a Perſon who uſes both Hands alike, are preſervd.

a Prevaricator, a Jack on both sides , L. Ames-A'CE [9. d. ambo , i, e. Aces, Ambefa, F.] two

AMBIDE'XTER (in Law a Juror or Jury -man , who Aces thrown at one time by Dice.

takes Money of both parties for his Verdict ; the Penalty AMBULA´TION, a Walking, L.

of which is ten times as much.
AMBULATION (with Surgeons] the Spreading of a Gan

AMBID E'XT EROUS , pertaining to ſuch foul Pra &tices, grene or Mortification

as ambidexterous Dealings. A'MBULATURY ( ambulatorius,L.] going or moving up

AMBIDE'XTEROUSNESS [ofambidexter, L.] the uſing and down, not being fixt to any place , as Ambulatory

of both Hands alike . Courts in oppofiiion to Sedes tary.

A'MBIENT ( ambiens, L.) encompaſſing.
AMBU'LBIAL S.acrifices [ among the Romans] a Solem

A'MBIENT Àir (with Naturalifts ] the encompaſſing Air, nity o: leading the Be..its round the City before they are

ſo called by way of Eminency, becauſe it ſurrounds all ſacrificed .

Things on the Surface of the Earth.
A'MURY [with Furriers ] a Difeafe in Horſes , which

AMBIENT Bodies (with Philoſophers ] the ſame as cir- cauſes them to break out in ipongey Swellings full of hot

cumambient Bodies ; natural Bodies that happen to be pla- Biood and Marier,

ced round about, or encompaſs other Bodies.
AMBUSCA'DE Çof embuther, F.] an Am uſ or Amtuſ

A MBIFA'RIOUS ( ambifarins, L.] having a double ment, a body of Men lying bid in a Word or fome other

Meaning convenient Place, that they may ruh out upon or enclose

A'MBIFORM [ ambiformis, L.] having a double Form. an Enemy unawares ; alſo a privily iying in wait to ſur

AMBI'GENAL Hyperbola [with Geometricians ) is ſuch an priſe, carch or trap one.

one that has one of its infinite inſcribed Legs in it, and AMBU'ST (anıbuftus, L. ] burnt round about.

the other circumſcrib'd.
AMBU'STION ( with Surgeons ] a Solution of the Con

AMBIGU' ( Cookery ] ſeveral ſorts of Meat and Pulſe tinuity of Parts ; a Burn or Scald caus’d by lume outward

ſervd up in the ſame Dish ; alſo a Banquet of Meat and Burning.

Fruit ferv'd together. AME [of Antwerp ] a Veſſel containing so Stoops, cach
AMBIGUOUS ( ambiguus, of ambo both and ago to Stoop 7 Pints English Meature.

drive , L.] uncertain , doubtful ; of a double Meaning ( fpo- A’MEL , Enamel , which fee .

ken of Words ; ) ſo that they may be taken ſeveral Ways. AMEL Corn, a ſort of Grain of which Starch is made.

AMBIGU'ITY [ ambiguitas,L.] a double Mean- AME'N [ O & , Heb. and Syr.] Verily , fo be it, uſually

AMBIGUOUSNESS
ing, Obſcurity in Words. added at the End of Prayers and Graces.

AMBI'LOGY { [ ambilogium , L. double ſpeak- AME'NABLE [of amener, F.] cractable, that may be led

AMBI'LOQUY S ambiloquium , L ) ing.
or governed .

AMBI'LOQUOus [ambiloquus, L.] double-tongued,

AME'NABLE, a Term uſed in our Law Booksof a Wo

ſpeaking doubtfully. man , who may
be governed by her Husband .

AMBIT ambitus , L.) TO AME'ND [ emendare, L ] to reform or corre &t, to

AMBit of a Figure ( with Geometricians ] the Sum of repair ; to grow , alſo to make better.

all the bounding or encompaſſing Lines that encloſe it. AME'NDABLENESS Çof amendement, F. or emenda

AMBI'TION, an immoderate Deſire after Honour and bilis, L.] Capableneſs of being amended .

Promotion , L.
AME'NDE ( in French Cuftoms) a Mul &t or pecuniary

Ambitio'sity [ Ambitiofitas, L.) Ambitiouſneſs. Punishment, impoſed by the Sentence of the Judge for

AMBI'Tious [ ambitioſus, L.] greedy of Honour, & c. any Crime , falfe Proſecution, cr groundleſs Appeal.

full of Ambition.
AMENDE bonorable, is where a Perſon is condemned to

AMBI'TIOUSNESS [ of ambitieux, Fr. ambitiofus, L.] come into Court, or into the Preſence of ſome Perſon in

Ambition , aſpiring Mind, Difpofition or Quality.
jured, and make an open Recantation ; alſo an afflictive

A'MBITUDE ( ambitudo,L.) a Circuit. Pain , carrying with it ſome Note of Infamy or Diſgrace ;

A'MBLE ( with Horſemen ] is the Pace or going of a as when the Perſon offending is ſentenced to go naked to

Horſe ; the Motion of which is two Legs of a Side, rai- his Shirt, a Torch in his Hand, and a Rope about his

ſed and ſet down together, after which the two Legs of the Neck, into a Church or before an Auditory, and there

other Side riſe, and come down in the ſame manner ; each beg Pardon of God , or the King, or the Court for ſome

Side obſerving an alternate Courſe.
Delinquency

AMBLE free (with Horſemen ] a Horſe is ſaid to amble AME'NDMENT ( amendement, F.] Reformation, Corre

free, that goes a good Amble when led by the Halter in a &tion .

Man's Hand.
AMENDMENT [in Law ] the Corre &tion of an Error

AMBLO'sis [ 'Aubric'ois, G.] an Abortion or Miſcar- committed in a Proceſs, obſerved before Judgment, which

riage.
alſo may be amended by the Juſtices afterJudgment.

AMBLO'TICKS [ ' Aulawtira ', Gr.] Medicines which AME'NDS [of amende, F. emendari, L.) Recompence ,

cauſe Abortion .
Satisfa &tion.

A'MBLYGON (of & Bai's blunt, and ywria a Corner, Gr.] AME'NITY [ Amoenitas, L.) Pleaſantneſs

any plain Figure whoſe Sides make an obtuſe Angle one Ame'os (with Butanifts ]the Herb Biſhops.weed .

with another, L.
To AME'RCE Camercier , F.] to ſet a Fine or Forfeiture

AMBLYGO'NAL , pertaining to an Amblygon.
upon one.

AMBLYOPI'A [ of Aubauwrit, Gr .] Dulneſs or Dim- AME'RCEM
ENT

2 [of merci, F.] a Penalty that is

neſs of Sight, when the Obje &t is not clearly diſcern'd, at AMERCI'A
MENTSaffel'd by the Equals or Peers

wha : Diſtance foever it be placed.
of the Party amerced for fome Offence dore againſt the ,

King,
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King, Coc. or a pecuniary Puniſhment impoſed on Offen- general Pardon granted by a Prince to Subje& s, for formet

dersat the Mercy of the Court, and therefore they call it in
Offences.

our Law Mifericordia, i. e. Mercy. AMNI'COLIST ( amnicola, L.] one that dwells by

AMERCEMENTS, are different from Fines in this, that River.

Amercements are impoſed arbitrarily ; whereas Fines are ap- AMNI'GENOUS ( amnigenus, L.] born or bred in , of,

pointed expreſsly by Statute . or near a River.

AMERCEMENT Royal [ in Law ) is where a Sheriff, AMNI'ON 3 [ a prior, Gr. ] the Coat or ſoft Skin which

Coroner, or other Officer oftheKing, is amerced by the Amni'os s immediately covers the Child in the

Juſticesfor ſome Offence committed in his Office. Womb, and after the Birth is voided , with the Allantois

AME'RICA [ ſo called by Americus Veſpufius, who made and Chorion.

a farther Diſcovery than Columbus, anno 1497.) the fourth AMUE'Dean Verſes [with Grammarians ] Verſes which

Part of the World of late well known, firſt diſcovered in anſwer one another by Turns, as in ſome of the Eclogues
the Year 1492. of Virgil.

AME'RIMNON ['Auézipsov,Gr.) the Herb Aizoon , L. AMO'MUM [ á piespor, Gr. ] certain Grains of a ſpicey

AMERI'NA Salix ( of Ameria in Italy] the Twig Withy. Smell and biting Taſte ; the Fruit of an Eaſt Indian free.
A'MESS 2 ( Ami&tus,L .) an Ornament which Popiſh Ca- AMOMUM (with Botanifs] the Herb Our Lady's Roſe,

A'MICES nons and Prieſts wear on their Arms when or Rofe of Jerufalem .

they are to ſay Maſs. AMORGI’N E (opepzívu, Gr.] Pellitory of the Wall.
ÁMETHO'DICAL ( amethodicus, L.) withoutMethod. A'MORIST ( amorojus, L.] an amorous Perſon,
A'METHYST [ 'Asus ,Gr. of a priv . and MEDUOXW AMORO'so, an amorous Perſon, a Gallant, a Lover, a

to make drunk]a precious Stone of a 'violet Colour and Spark .

faint Luſtre, ſo called becauſe it is ſaid to prevent Drun- AMOROus ( amoroſus, L.] Loving, of or pertaining to

kennefs . Love, propenfeto Love.

A'METHYST [ in Heraldry] is the Purple Colour in AMOROUSNESS [ of amorojus , L.) Lovingneſs, & c.
the Coats of Noblemen , which is called Purpure in the AMO'RPHOUS (of amorphius, L. ánosp , Gr.) with

Coats of lower Gentry , and Mercury in thoſe of Soveraign out Form or Shape , ill-ſhapen .

Princes AMO'RT, dead , F.

AMETHYSTIZO'NTES [ of 'Age It'swoor, Gr.] the beſt ALL AMORT , a Term uſed of a Perſon in a melan
ſort of Carbuncles or Rubics. choly or deje &ted Mood, q.d. quite dead-hearted.
To Ameu'ble ( ameuhlir, F. to render moveable) a AMORTIZATION in Law ] the A &t of turning

Term uſed by French Gardeners concerning the Culture of
AMORTIZEMENT ) Lands into Morrmain , i.e of

Earth which has indurated by Length of Time, or has alienating or transferring them to ſome Corporation, Guild

a ſort of Cruſt formed over it by great Rains, Storms, or Fraternity, and their Succeſſors. See Niortmain.

Waterings , &c. and it ſignifies to render the Earth looſe To ANUR : 'ze (in La 2 ] to make over Lands and

and moveable, that Waterings may penetrate it. Tenement to a Corporation , uc,

AMERA'Cruous [ amfraštuoſus, L.] full of Turnings To AMOUNT [ Monter, F.] to riſe up in Value or Te

and Windings:

AMFRACTUO'SITY { [ of amfruétuofitas,L.] Fulneſs AMOU'Rs [ amores, L.] Love-concerns or Intrigues.
AMFRACTUOUSNESS S of Turnings and Windinys. AMUU '. Es with Chymifts] counterfeit Gems or pre

A'MIABLE [ amabilis, L.] lovely, deſerving Love, cious Stones..
charming AMPEL:'TES [cmteritis of dretenos, Gr . a Vine ] a
AMIABLE Numbers (in Arithmetick] are Numbers that kind of black or biruminous Earth , uſed about Vines to

are mutually equal to the whole Sum of one another's make them thrive the better; alſo to blacken the Eye
aliquor Parts, as the Numbers 284 and 220 ; for the first Brows and the Hair withal .

Number 284 is equal to the Sum of all the aliquot Parts AMPELUDE'SMOS [ of "Autrends and diodos, Gr.
of the Number 220 .. The aliquot Parts of which are 110 , a Band ] an Herb thar the Sicilians uſed to tie their Vines.

55 , 44, 22, II, 10, 5 , 4, 2 , 1 ; and 220 is equal to all the AMPELOLE'UCE Lof " Aureos and neuxos , Gr.white ]
aliquot Parts of 284 , viz. 142 , 71 , 4 , 2, 1. the white Vine or Herb Briony :

A'MIABLENESS [amabilitas, L.] Lovelineſs ; alſo AMPELOME'LANA [ of "Αμπελος and μέλαινα, Gr.
Friendlineſs. black] black Briony:

AMIA'NTUS ['Aurort, Gr.] a ſort of Stone reſem- AMPELOS AGRI'A [ of " Appeaos and aspic , Gr. wild ]

bling Allum , Tozy like Wool, which if caſt into the Fire the Wild Vine, an Herb.

will not conſume ; called alſo salamanders Hair and Earth AMPELOPRA'SON (of" Autesand recoor,Gr.a Leck ]
Flax . Leek Vine, Bear's Garlick or Ramſons.

A'MICABLE [ of amicabilis, L.] friendly, kind , cour AMPHEMERI'NUS [ of simpà about, and hmiege a Day,
teous, loving Gr.] a Fever or Ague that comes every Day.

AMI'cia , a Cap made of Goats or Lambs Skin , that AMPHIA'RTHROSis (of upi and app9v a Joint ) a
Part which covered the Head being ſquare, and another neutral or dubious kind of Articulation , diſtinguiſhed from

Part of it hanging behind and covering the Neck. the Diartbrofis, in that it has no apparent Motion, and from

AMI'CTUS [in ancient Writ] the uppermoſt of the fix the Synarthroſis in that it is not ablolutely devoid of Motion.

Garments worn by Prieſts, tyed round the Neck, covering AMPHIBIOUS ( of 'Aupilios of apoi in both , and

the Breaſt and the Heart. Bios Life, Gr.] that lives both upon the Land and Water,

To Ami't [ amittere, L.) to loſe . as Frogs, Otters, Bevers, others, & c.

AMI'TTER E legem terræ (in Law, i.e. to loſe the Law AMPHI'BIOUSNESS r of ampbibius, L. of 'Anoißios,

of the Land) to be deprivid of the Liberty of Swearing in Gr.] amphibious Nature , living an Land and in Water.
any Court ; in ancient Times, it was the Puniſhment of AMPHIB LESTROIDES ('AmoißaespotSus, of apoibarro

a Champion , who was either overcome or yielded in legv, a Net, and Eidos Form , Gr.) a ſoft, white, Nimy Coat or

Fight;as alſo ofJurors whowere found guilty in a Writ Skin of the Eye, 1o called, becauſeif itbe thrown inofAttaint and of Perſons attainted or out-law'd .
Water it will appear likeaNet.

A'MITY , ( amicitia, L.) Friendſhip, Affeftion, Love, AMPHIBOLO'GICAL, [of 'AjoiBox03, ia , Gr.] doubtful.

A'MMA ſome derive it of a to76; Gr. to connect or AMP HIBOLOGY ['Αμφιβολογία οf αμφί and βόλος ]

join together ) a Tying, Knitting, a Band . dark Speech that has a double Meaning .

A'MMA (with Surgeons] a Truſs for Ruptures. AMPHIBRA'CHIUS [of deci on bor h Sides, and Beaxu's

A'MMI 3 [ of 'Ajuos, Gr. Sand ] the Herb Biſhops- fort, Gr.] a Foot in a Verſe either Gru rek or Latin , that has
A'MNIUM 3 weed.

a ſhort Syllablebefore and after, and a los ag onein the middle,

A'MMIRAL, an Admiral. AMPHIBRA'NCHIA [of 'Arcibexrx la of a noiabout, and

AMMONI'ACUM Gummi, Gum Ammoniack , a Gum Bedloxia the Jaws, Gr. ) certain Places about the Glandules
brought from the Eaft Indies, ſuppos'd to ooze from an in the Jawsthat ſerve to moiſten the T'hroat, Stomach , c.

umbelliferous Plant. AMPHIDÆ'UM [ 'Anoidaior, Gr. !! the Summit or Top

AMMO'NITRUM ['Ajpórtegy, Gr.] a ſort of Nitre of the Mouth of the Womb.
with Nitre and Sand mix'd together. AMPHIDRO'MIA ('Auqid eguia of oppideguer, Gr. to

AMMUNITION (munition , F.] all ſorts of Warlike run round ) a Feſtival obſerved in Athens byprivate Fami

Proviſions and Stores, eſpecially Powder and Ball. lies upon the 5th Day after the Birt). of a Child , it being

AMMUNITION Bread , Bread for Soldiers in an Army. the Cuſtom for the Goſſips to run rc.und the Fire with the
A'MNER, an Almoner. Infant in their Arms; and then having delivered it to the

A'MNESTY [apresia, Gr.] an A& of Oblivion, or a Nurſe, they were entertained with Fcaſting and Dancing.
Amphi'MAGER
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AMPHI'MACER [ of oual on both sides, and moreg's A MURCO'SITY [ amurcoſitas, L.] the having Lecs,

long] a Foot in a Verſe that has a ſhort Syllable in the Dregginels, L.

middle, and a long one on either Side, as æquïtás. To AMU's e Camufer, F.] to hold in Play , to ſtop or

AmphimE'TRION [ of auch about, and unite the ſtay a Perſon with a trilling Story , to feed with vain Ex

Womb, Gr ] the neighbouring Parts of the Womb. pectations.

AMPHIPRO'STYLUS [ Amoim rósumos ) a Term in Ar- AMU'S EMENT (amuſement, F.] the making of vain

AMPHIPRO'STYLE Śchitecture, uſed of thoſe Tem- Promiſes, &c. to gain Time ; a trifling Buſiness or Em

ples in ancient Timeswhichhad four Columns or Pillars ployment to paſs away, Time.
in the Front, and the ſame Number behind. Á'My [a Law Word ] Amy Prochein, i.e. the next Per

AMPHI'SCII ( 'Audioxios of anpi and oxio , Shadows] fon or Friend, who is to be intruſted for an Infant or Or

thoſe People dwelling in Climates, wherein the Shadows phan, F.

at different Times of the Year fall both Ways, viz. both AMY'GDALA ['Ajuodana Gr .] the Almond Tree or

to the North Pole, when the Sun is in Southern Signs, its Fruit.

and to the South Pole, when he is in Northern Signs, AMY'GDAL Æ ( with Anatomifs] the Almonds of the

theſe are thoſe who inhabit the Torrid Zone. Ears ; the ſame as Parifbmie and Torfille.

AMPHI'SMELA ? ( of curl on both sides, and ouras, a AMY'G DALATE [ of amygdala an Almond, L. ce’uvzd ceni,

AMPHI's MILF S Scraping Knife, Gr.] an Inſtru- Gr.) artificial Milk made of blanched Almonds

ment uſed in Diſſections of human Bodies, Soc. AMYGDALINE ( amygdalinus, L.] the ſame as amyg

AMPHITANE [ 'Auditev ' ) a precious Stone of a gold dalicious, i.e. of or pertaining to Almonds.

Colour, having the ſame Quality with the Load -ſtone, at- AMYGDALI'TES L'Amunda oldi, Gran Herb of the

tracting Gold ,as that does Iron ſpurge kind, having Leaves like thoſe of the Almond -Tree.

AMPHITHEATRE ['Αμφιθέατρον, of αμφίand θεάμοαι AMY'NTICA emplaftra [in Pharmacy ] defenfative,

to behold , Gr.] an Edifice of the Romans, in Form either ſtrengthening Plaſters.

oval or round, which contained a great Number of Seats, AMY'ON (of a priv. and mo: a Muſcle, Gr. ] a Limb

one above another, ſo as ſome of them to hold 50 , 60 or fo emaciated that the Muſcles ſcarce appear.

80,000 Spe &tators of Shews, Sports, Fencers, Wild-beaſts A'NA [ in Phyſicians Bills) is uſed to ſignify that an equal

Fighting , Sea -fights, Esc. Quantity of cach Ingredient is to be taken in compound

A'MPHORA ( Apqope ,Gr.Ja Meaſure of liquid Things, ing the Medicine.

a Veſſel a Foot Tquare, having two Ears or Handles ; the
ANA ( with Schoolmen as Books in Ana are Colle &tions

Attick Amphora contained ſevenGallons and a half, and the of the memorable Sayings of Perfons of Witand Learning,

Italian five. much of the ſame kind with what we uſually call Table

AMPHYCTIO'Nes ſo called of Amplyetion the Son of Talk

Helenus, who firſt inſtituted them ] Magiftrates of the ANA , an Indian Coin, in Value id. Ergliſ .

ſupreme Tribunal of Greece , or the Parliament of Greece ; AN JOUR and WASTE , ſee Tear and Day .

being the Preſidents of the bouembers which were fent ANABAPTISTON , See Abaptifton.

from the ſeven principal Cities of Greece, who determined ANAPBAʼPTISTS [of arc again, and Cxrll6w , Gr.

both private and publick Diſputes. i. e. Rebaptizers] a religious Seet, whoſe diſtinguiſhing

A’MPLE (amplus, L.] of a large Extent ; alſo abun- Tenet is, that perſons are not to be baptized till ihey are
dant ; alſo noble. able to give an Account of their Faith.

A'MPLENESS ( amplitudo, L.] Largeneſs of Extent. ANABASII, Couriers among the Ancients, who tra

AMPLIA'TION,Enlargement. velled either on Horſeback or in Chariots.

AMPILATION [in Law ] a deferring or putting off ΑΝΑΒΑ’s1s [ααβασις of αναβαίνω , Gr. to afcend] an

Judgment, till a Cauſe has been better examined. aſcending or getting up, an Afcent or Rife.

TO AMLI'FICATE ( amplificatum , L.] to amplify, ANABA'SIS( Botany.]the Flerb Horſe-hair or Horſe- Tail, l.

aug ... ent or enlarge.. ANABA'Sis Lwith Pbyſicians ) the Growth or Increaſe of

AMPLIFICA'rion, an enlarging. a Diſeaie.

AMPLIFICATION ( with Rhetcricians] an amplifying
ANABIBA'ZON [in Afronomy] the Dragon's Head , or

or enlarging upon an Argument, either by aggravating a
the Node of the Moon where ſhe riſes from North to South

Crime, heightening a Commendation, or enlarging a Nar- Latitude .

ration by an Enumeration of Circumſtances, lo as to ex- ANABROCHI'S MUS ['Avufpoxiouds, of dvd'upwards, and

cite the proper Emotions in the Souls ofthe Auditors , and Epóxo a Halter or Loop, Gr.]a particular Way_or Me
in order to gain their Belief of what is ſaid. thod of drawing out the pricking Hairsof the Eye-lids,

To A'mplify ( amplificare, L.] to enlarge, to dilate which are turned inwards, by a fine Silk doubled in a

upon . Needle, which the Hair is put through , and ſo drawn out.

A'MPLITUDE ( amplitudo, L.] Greatneſs, Largeneſs. ANA'BROSIS [avakpwois, of craßpu'oxw to eat through,

AMPLITUDE ( in Aftronomy is an Arch of the Horizon, Gr.] a corroding or eating away.

intercepted between the true Eaft or Weft Point thereof, and ĀNABROSIS ( in Surgery ] a conſuming or waſting away

the Center of the Sun or a Star at its Riſing or Setting. of any Part of the Body by ſharp Humours.

Eaſtern AMPLITUDE , is the Diſtance between the ANACALYPT E'RIA [ of aiaxanúmletv, Gr, to reveal] a

Point wherein the Star riſes, and the true Point of Eaft Feaſtkept a Day after a Wedding, when the Bride put off

in which the Equator and Horizon interfe &t. her Veil, that all might ſee her Face, which till then was

Weſtern AMPLITUDE is the Diſtance of the point where- covered , L.

in the Sun fets, and the true Point of Weft in the Equi- ANACA'MPSEROS (ávaxa's topO ", Gr.] an Herb , which

no & tial.
being touched, is ſaid to be efficacious in reconciling Lo

AMPLITUDE , of the Range of a Projectile , is the Ho- vers or Friends that are fallen out,

rizontal Line, fubtending the Path in which it moved . ANACA'MPTICAL ? [ of dvaxduttw, Gr. to refle& ,

AMPLI'VAGOUs [ amplivagus, L.) that wanders wide, ANACA'MPTICK Scommonly ſaid of Echoes, which

or far and near, that ſtretches out far, having a large are Sounds produced anacamptically , or by Reflection ]
Scope. refle &ting, bowing, or returning back or again.

To A'MPUTATE (amputare,L.]to cut off ; in Gardening, ANACA'MPTICKS , are a Branch of opricks callid Com

to Lop or Prune. toptricks, a Science which finds out the Form and Dimen

AMPUTA’TION (with Gardeners] a Cutting or Lop- fions of Diſtance and other Properties, by the Rays of

ping.
ſome luminous Obje t.

AMPUTATION ( with Surgeons] is the cutting off a cor- ANACA'RDIUM , a Bean in Malacca , growing in the

rupted or putrified Part of the Body, or any Member of it , Form of a Sheep's Heart.

to hinder the Infection from ſpreading though the whole ANACATHARSIS [Graxa apois, of va above, and xa

Body Scépw to purge , Gr.] a Medicine that purges or diſcharges

AMSDO'RPIANS [ of Amsdorf their Leader ] a Seet in Nature by ſome of the upper Parts, L.

the fixteenth Century, who maintained that good Works ANACATHA'RTICK Medicines [ Pharmacy ] ſuch as cauſe

were not only unprofitable, but even oppoſite and per Vomiting.

nicious to Salvation . ANACEPHALÆ'osis [aro nepana'wois, Gr.] a brief Re

A'MULET (amuletum , L.] a Sort of Phyſical Compo- capitulation or Summing up of the Heads of any Matter,

ſition or Charm to wear about a perſon's Neck, as aPreſerva- which is either ſpoken or written, a 1hort Repetition or
tive againſt Plague, Poiſon, Enchantment, 'or to remove Summary of what went before.
Difcales, Sac

To ÁNACE'PHALIZE [of a'raxipanow, Gr .) to re

AMURCA, the Mother, Dregs or Lees of Oil. peat the Heads of a Matter.

ΑΝΑ
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A'NACHIS ( among the Romans] one of the four Pe- ANALE'MMA ['Arda pepece of overdubavo to réfume,

hates or Houſhold -Gods, who (they believed ) from their Gr.) á lofty Building, a Fort or Citadel .

Birth attended every Body; whoſé Names were Dymon, ANALEMMA [with Aftronomers ] an Orthographical

i.e. Power ; Tyche, i. e. Fortune ; Heros, i, e. Love, and Proje &tion of the Sphere, on the Plane of the Meridian,

Anancbe, i.e. Neceflity. the Eyebeing ſuppoſed to be at an infinite Dilunce, and

ANACHI'TES [of a'rce and xéw, Gr. to move ) a Dia- either in the East or Weſt Points of the Horizon.

mond, a ſort of precious Stone , ſaid to have the Virtue of ANALEMMA [ Aſtronomy] an Inſtrument, a kind of

driving away Diſtempers of the Mind, and to defend againſt Aftrolabe made cither ofBraſs or Wood, conſiſting of the

Poiſon . Furniture of the fame Proje &tion , with an Horizon or Curſor

ANACHOR E'T A [ 'Ayaxwperis, Gr.] a Monk who re- fitted to it, uted for finding the Sun's Riſing and Set

tires from Company , and leads a ſolitary Life by himſelf. ting, Eyec.

ANACHRONISM [ of dra' and Zegvisw, Gr. to fix as a ANALEP'TICKS [' Areapt Tixo ', of a randulare , to re

Time higher, or backwards ] a Fault or Error in Chrono - eſtablifh or reſtore, Gr.] Reſtorative Medicines, ſuch as are

logy, or aComputation of Time, when an Event is placed good to reſtore the Body when walted and emaciated either

earlier than it really was. by the want of Food , or the continuance of a Difeaſe.

ANACLA'TICKS [ of a'va 'and xaiver, Gr. ] a Branch of ANA'LGESY [ analgeſia, L. civargnoia , Gr. ] an Indo

Opticks that treats about all Sorts of Refractions, the fame lency , a being free from Pain and Grief.

with Dioptricks. ANA'LOGICAL [ Analogicus, L ] Proportionable.
ANACLETE'RIA [ of avo ' and xatw , Gr. to call] Feſti- ANALO'GICALNESS [of analogique, F. analogicus, L.

vals in honour of Kings and Princes, when they took upon of a'ranoyixàs, Gr ) the being proportional.
them the Adminiſtration of the State. ANALOGISM ['Αιαλογισμός, ο αα ' and λογίζω , το

ANACOLLE'MATA [of a'vaxomda,Gr. to glew together ] reaſon ]

a Medicine to be applied to the Forehead , Noſtrils, & c. ANALOGISM [ with Logicians] a cogent or forcible

in Diſeaſes of the Eyes, yc. or the Defluxions of Rheum ; Argument deduęted from the Cauſe to the Effc&t, ſo as to

alſo that will conglutinate Parts, and produce Fleſh in a imply an una voidable Neceſiy.
Wound or Ulcer. ANALOGISM [ with Phyſicians ] a Compariſon of Cauſes

ANACO'LYTHON ('Araxón:96 of erde' and d’xox.Itw , relating to a Difeale.

Gr. to follow ) an Inconſequence, a Figure in Rhetorick ANA’LOGOUS ( analogus, L.] pertaining to Analogy,

when a Word is not exprefled which is to anſwer another. anſwerable in Proportion , reſembling or bearing Relation

ANACREO'NTICK Verſe [of Anacreon, a Lyrick Poer]

a fort of Verſe conſiſting of feven Syllables, and is not tied ANALOGY ( Acogid of old and Apis , Gr.] like

to any certain Rule, Syc. of Quantity. Reaton,Proportion , Correſpondence ; Relation which ſeveral

AKACTO'RION ('Ayarlóesor ,Gr. )the Herb Sword -Graſs. Things in other Reſpeas bear to one another.

ANADENDROMA'LACHE Caradevd @gucnax », Gr ] the AN A'LOGY [with Grammarians] the Declining of a
Roſe Mallow -treé. Noun, or the Conjugation of a Verb according to its Rule
ANADE'SMA [ of a'vo and scomós, Gr.] a Swath or or Standard .

Bandage to bind up Wounds. ANALOGY (with Maibematicians] the Compariſon of

ANADI'PLOIs ('Avadovautis, Gr. with Rhetoricians] ſeveral Ratio’s of Numbers or Quantities one to another.
a Redoubling, a Figure, when the ſame Word that ends a ANALYSIS [ 'Arnois of avd and avots , a Solution ;

Sentence is repeated inthe Beginning of thenext ; as , Gr.] the dividing, parting or ſevering a Matter into its

ANADIPLOSIS [with Pkyſicians , the Redoubling of Parts.

Fits of Agues, Fevers, arc, ANALYSIS [ Anatomy] an exact and accurate Diviſion

ANA'Dosis [aré s0015, Gr ] a burſting forth, a bub- of all the Parts of a human Body , by a particular Diffe &ti
bling as Water does. on of them .

ANA'DOSIS [with Phyſicians] the Conveyance of the ANA’LYSIS [with Chymifs] the decompounding of a

Chyle through its proper Veſſels, alſo a Vomit. mixt Body, or the reducing any Subitance into its firſt

ANACA'LLIS (áreyanis, Gr.) the Herb Pimpernel. Principles.

ANAGALLIS aquatica ( Botany Sea -purſlain or Brook- ANA'LYSIS [with Logicians] is the Method of find

lime. ing out Truth, and Syntheſis is the Method of convincin

ANAG ALLIS Sylveftris [ Botany ] the Herb Calves- others ofa Truth already found out. It is the Atrention

Snout.
the Mind gives to what it knows in a Queſtion, which

ANAGLY'PTICE ( Arayautlxs, Gr.] the Art of En- helps to reſolve it, and in which the Analyſes principally
graving, Chaling, or Imboſſing. conſiſts : All the Art lying in extra&ting a great many
ANAG O'G . L'Arazwon' of civo' and öyw , Gr. to lead ] a Truths, which lead us to the Knowledge of what we

Rapture or Elevation of the Soul to Things Celeſtial and ſeek after.

Eternal ; an exciting or iaiſing of the Mind , to ſearch out ANALYSIS [with Mathematicians ] is the Art of dif

the hidden or myſterious Meaning of any Paſſage, eſpe- covering the 'Trutlı or Falſhood of a Propoſition , by lup
cially of the holy Scripture. poſing the Queſtion to be always folved and then exami

ANAGOG E'TICAL ( anagogeticus,L.) pertaining to high ning the Conſequences, till fome known or eminent Truth
Matters. is found out ; or elſe the Impoſſibility of the preſent Pro

ANAGOG E'TICAL [ anagogeticus, L.] pertaining to My- poſition is diſcovered.

ſteries, myſtical, myſterious, that has an exalted or uncom- ANALYSIS of finite Quantities [ Mathematicks] that

mon Signification ; alſo that exalts the Mind to divine Con- which is called ſpecious Arithmetick or Algebra .

templations. ANALYSIS of Infinites is the Method of Fluxions or dif

ANAGOʻGICAL, myſterious, raiſing the Mind to Things ferential Calculus called the New Analyſis.
eternal and divine. ANALYSIS , a Table or Syllabus of the Principal Heads

ANAGRAM } ['Avarezuud aivarpa je platio
uos, orArticles of acontinuedDiſcourſe, diſpoſed in their na

ANAGRA'MMATISMS an ingenious and witty Inter- tural Order and Dependenty.

pretation of a Name or Title, Sc. by. tranſpoſing, the ANALY'TICAL 3 [ çevanutixos, Gr.? pertaining to Anan

Letters ofit, in order to ſet forth ſomething to the Praiſe ANALY'TICK S lyses, or the Method of reſolving
of the Perſon. Things.

AXAGRA'MMATIST [ of a vazece'ow , Gr. I write back- ANALY'TICAL Method [in Logick ] is the Method of

wards) a Writer of Anagrams. Reſolution , Thewing the true Way by which the Thing

AvA'GRAPH E ['Avaregos, Gr. ) a Recording or Re- was methodically or primarily invented.

giftering Affairs,a Commentary ; alſo an Inventory, cc. ANALY'TICALLY [of analysique, F. analytice, L. of
ANA'GYRIS [ 'Ardyvers , Gr. ] Bean Trefoil, an Herb . evo nuois, Gr.] by Way of Analyjis.
ANAI'TIS , a Goddeſs of the Armenians ; the fame as ANALY'TICK'S 3 [avanu tixa ,Gr.] a Name com

Succotb Benotb of the Babylonians, the Venusof Armenia, ANALY'TICAL ARTS monly given to Algebra, as

whohad a Temple ere&ted to her, inwhich Virgins profti- being nothing elte but a general Analyſis of pure Matbe
Tuted themſelves before Marriage. See Venus. The like maticks ; or elſe becauſe it reaches howto ſolve Queſtions
Cuſtom was in Lydia .

nd demonſtrate Tbeoremsby ſearching into the fundamen
ANAISTHESI'A [of ávaand aiagnola, Gr.] a Loſs of,or tal Nature and Frame of the Thing; which to that End

Defeat of Senſe, as in ſuch as have the Palſey or areblaſted. is as it were reſolved into Parts, or taken all to Pieces,

ANALECTA( of 'Avænix?a , Gr.] Fragments or Crumbs, and then put together again.
gathered up from the Table'; allo Colle &tions or Scraps ANALÝTICK'S, the Do&trine and Uſe of Analyfis.

collected out of Authors.
TO ANALIZE Bodies (with Chymifts ] is to reſolve

os
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or diffolve them by the means of Fire , in order to dir- ANASTROPHE [ with Grammarians ] a Figure when that

cover the ſeveral Parts of which they are compounded Word which ſhould follow is fer foremost, as Italiam
or made. conira.

ANAMNESIS ['Averrois, Gr.] Remeinbrance, ANA’TASIS [detasis, Gr.] a ſtretching, reaching

ANAMNESIS ( with Rhetoricians) a Figure, when the our Extenſion upwards.

Orator memions or calls to mind what is paſt. ANASASIS with Surgeins ) an Extenſion of the Body

ANAMN E'TICKS [in Pharmacy ] Medicines proper to
towards the upper Parts.

rcftorc a decay'd Memory. ANA'THEMA ['Ara'Sence of civatiguou, Gr.] the laſt

ANA MO’RPHOSIS [ of ovo' and ubepvois, of hoppé, Gr. Syllable but one ſhort, is a folemn Curte or Sentence of

Form or Shape] a monſtrous Projection in Perfpe &tive and Excommunication ; alſo any Perfon, &c. cut off from the

Painting ; of the Repreſentation of fome Figure or 1- Communion of the Church.

mage either upon a Plane or curv'd Surface in a deformid ANATH E'M A [ 'Ava'supe , of o’rst13:1pls, Gr .] the lat

Shape, which at a proper Diſtance ſhall appear regular Syllable but one long, is used for any kind of Gift or Of

and in Proportion. fering given or let apart to God or the Church. Things

ANA'NÁ [ with Botanits ] a fine Indian Fruit common- that were by the Pagans conſecrated to nerc Idols , were

ly called the Pineapple,' becauſe of its Likeneſs to the commonly hung upon the Walls, @c. of their Temples.

Cone of a Pine. This Fruit grows on a Plant like the Fig- ANATHEMATICALLY [ of anatbeme, F. anatbema,

tree , and is about the Size of an Artichoke. It is adorn- L. 'A d'Ieud , Gr . ] in a curſing manner.

ed on the Top with a kind of Crown, and ſmall Bunch TO ANATH F'MATIZE anathematizare, L.] to put

of red Leaves reſembling a Flame of Fire ; the Pulp or
under a Curſe , to excommunicate.

Fleſh of it is fibrous, but diflolves in the Mouth , and has ANATHYMIA'SI) [ of ac'and Jupicena , Gr.] a Per

the delicious Taſte of the Peach , the Quince, and the fume, Vapour or Exhalation.

Muſcadive Grape. Theſe are brought to a very great Per- ANA'TOCISM [cid toxunpòs, of a 1 and tixtw, Gr. to

fecion in the Garden of Sir Mathew Decker. bring forth ] Compound Interest, or Uſe upon Ute, the re

ANANCÆI'ON [ drazxeicor, Gr. ] a Figure in Rhetorick newing Ufe -Money annually, to that the Intereſt becomes

thit makes out the Neceflity of a Matter. the Principal; Intereft upon Intereſt; Compound Intereft.

ANANTOPO'DoTON [ αναντοπόδοτος, Gr .] a Figure ANATO'MICAL [ot cevaocuonós, Gr.] pertaining to A

in Rhetorick , when an Oration wants fome Parts. natomy

ANAVESTUS ( with Grammarians ] a Foot or Mea- ANATO'MICALLY (anatomice, L. of a'id topixos, Gr.]

ſure in Greek or Latin Verſes that have the two firft Syllables according to the Rules of Anatomy.

Thort , and the laſt long, as Piētás TO ANATOMIZE [ of orateur , Gr.] to cut up , to

ANAPESTICK Verſes, ſuch Veiſes that have the fore- cut to Pieces, or diffo Et an human Body, in order to view the

mentioned Feet , three Feet being made uſe of in all Parts
Parts of it .

of the Verfe ; utual in Tragedies. ANA'TOMIST, a Perſon weil vers'd or skill'd in Ana

ANA'PHORA [ x've poex ,Gr.] a Relation, a Repeti- tomy.

tion , I. ANATOMY Farroup, G.7 a curions, dexterous and

ANAPHORA ( with ancient Aftronomers] an Aſcenſion neat Diſſection, or taking to Pieces the Dobi Parts of an
or Rifing up of the twelve Signs of the Zodiack , from animal Body , for the Discovery of its 1 " ( tal Parts, in or

the East, by the daily Courſe of the Heavens . der to explain the Original, Nature and Ute, for the bet

ANAPLEROSIS [it dan emotis, of avannues to fill up , ter Improvement of Phyfick and Natural Philofophy,

Gr . ] a filling up or fupplying. ANATRI'P > IS (of "a and 7pißw to wear, Bc..] a rub

ANAPLE'R OSIS [with Surgeons] that Part of Surgery bing againſt or upon, a bruiſiag.
that reſtores either what Nature has deny d , or is any o- ANATRIP: 15 [in Surgery ] the bruiſing or breaking of
ther Way decay'd . a Bone, the breaking the Stone in the Kidney, or Bladder.

ANAPLERO'TICALNESS [of evitanesvois, Gr. ] the A'NATRON [MVT29., Gr.] a fort of Cur extracted

being of Quality to fill up. from the Water of the River Nile; alſo a nitrous Juice

ANAPLEPO'TICKS [cat1409T1* a', Gr.]Medicines pro- which condenſes in Vaults, Arches, and ſubterraneous Pla

up
Ulcers and Wounds with new Fleſh. ces ; alſo a volatile Salt skinmed off the Compoîtion of

ANARCHY [ cevapnice, of arce' without, and coxh a Glaſs when in Fuſion ; alſo a compound Sait made of

Chief or Head ] being without Rule, Want of all Go- Quickſilver, Alum , Vitriol , Common Salt and Nitre .

vernment in a State or Nation, there being no ſupream ANAXY'RIS [claveis, Gr.] the Herb -Sorrel.

Governor ; ſo that all Affairs thereof are in Diſorder and A'NBURY (with Farriers ] a ſort of Wen or ſpongy

Coutulion . Wart full of Blood, growing in any Part of the Body of

ANAR E'TA (probably of craigée , Gr. to deſtroy ) a an Horſe.

Killer or Murderer. A'NCESTOR , a Forefather, L.

ANARETA ( in Aſtrology) the fatal Planet , the Threat- ANCESTOR [in Common i aw ] the Difference between

ener of Death in a Nativity, Anceſtor and Predeceſſor is this, Anceſtor is apply'd to a

ANARRHI'NON [ of debt and ply the Nofril , Gr.] an natural Perſon as, A B , and his An effors, and Predeceſor

Herb like Pimpernel , Calves-Snout. may be uſed of any Perſons that were prior in Time, as
ANASA'RCA Cavad xt, of ovce and one Fleth , Gr.] to a Corporation or Body Politick, as a Biſhop and his Pre

a certain ſort of Dropfy , being a white, loft, yielding deceſſor.

Swelling of fome l'arts or of the whole Body, that dents in ANCE'STR EL [ in Law ] pertaining to Anceſtors, as
when preſſed. Homage Anceftrel, i.e. Homage done by Anceſtors.

ANASTA'sis [á ascorse Gr.) a Stretching or Reaching. A'NCHOR [anchora , L. of dyxuesi, Gr. anche, Sax.]

ANASTASIS ( in Surgery ) the ſtretching out of the Bo- an Iron Inſtrument to hold aShip in the Place ſhe rides.

dy towards the upper Part. ANCHOR ( Hieroglyphically ] repreſents Hope, Hope be

ANASTOMA'TICKS [of dresóuwois, of a'ia' and shud , ing as it were the Anchor that holds us firm to our Faith

Gr. the Nlouth , or ci asombe I open or unſtop ] Medicines in Adverſity

that open and widen the Orifices of the Veſſels, ſo as to To Boat tbe ANCHOR, to put it into the Boat.

cauſe the Blood to circulate freely, and paſs caſily out of The ANCHOR is foul Sea Phrafe is when the Cable

the Arteries into the Veins. Or Medicines for the Opening by the turning of the Ship is hitcht about the Fluke.

ofthePores and Paſſages, as thoſe Medicines are that pro- The Anchor is a Cock -bell ( Sea Phraſe ] uſed when

voke Sweat, Urine, & c. the Anchor hangs right up and down bythe Ship's Side.
ANASTOECHIO'sis [ civa sorxciwos, Gr.] a Reſolution The Anchor is a peek [Sea Parale] is when it is

of mixt Bodies into their firſt Principles by Chymical juſt under the Hauſe or Hole in the Ship’s Stern, thro’
Operations. which the Cable runs out that belongs to it .

ANASTO'MOSIS [ cé cesówois, Gr.] a Looſening or Open- To boot an ANCHOR [Sea Term ] is to take or put it

ing, ſuch an Aperture in the Veſſels as lets out their Con- into the Boot.

tents , alſo a mutual Opening of Arteries and Veins one into To let fall an ANCHOR ? [ Sea Phrafe ] is to put or let

another, L. To drop an ANCHOR S it down into the Sea, in or

• ANASTO MO'sis, [ with Phyſicians] a Flux or Flowing der to make the Ship ride.
out of the natural Humours of a human Body, &c. as The ANCHOR comes Home [ soa Term] uſed , when it

Blood, Chyle, Lymphr, at the Places where are ſuch Vef- camot hold the Ship ,but thatit drives away by the Vio
fels as are not well cloſed . lence of the Wind or Tide.

ANASTROPHE [ drasage , Gr.] a turning the contra- To fetch Home the ANCHOR 2 ( Sea Term] is to weigh

sy Way or Inverſion , the contrary Way. To bring Home the Anchor S or take it up out of the

River, Emr
TO

per to fill
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TO poo an ANCHOR [Sea Term ] is to caſe the Flook ANDE'NA, a Swathe in mowing; alſo as much Groun :

of it with Boards, that it may better take hold in Toft as a Mon could (tride over at once .

Ground. ANDOVI'LLE ( in French Cookery ] a ſort of Chitter

A'NCHORAGE ? Ground apt or fit to hold the Anchor lings, either of Calves or fioz's Gurs, the one ſtuifd wiila

A'NCHORING S of a Ship, ſo that the cannot drive , Pork, and the other with Udder, Calves Chaldron, Ec,

bur ride it out with Safety . ANDOVTILE'T French Cookery] Minc'd Veal, Bacon ,

A'NCHORAGE ( in Law] a Duty paid to the King for and oiher Ingredients roll'd into a Palte, or of Eels and

the Privilege of caſting Anchor in a Pool of a Haven . Carps Fleſh minced and pounded.

ANCHORA'LI , Proceffus ( with Anatomifts] the Proceſs ANDRACHNE ( degeru, Gr.] Purflain .

or ſhooting forth of the Shoulder Bones like a Beak callid St. A'NDREW was taken to be the Patron of Scotland

Coracoides and Cornicularis. on account of a Viſion before a Bartle, luppoſed to be
A'NCHORED (in Heraldry ] as a Crofs an- won by the Pitts againſt the Englij) or Northumbrian Dames.

ar
chored is ſo called, becauſe the four Extreini

zzz tiesof it reſemble the Flookofan Anchor.
A'NDREW , as Knights of St. Andrew , an Order of

Knighthood eſtablished by Ar biacus , King of Scotland,

A'NCHORET { an Hermit, &c. who leads A.C. 809, called allo Knighis of the Thifile.

A'NCHORIT E a ſolitary Life in a Detart, ANDRODAʼMAS [orded cheeses, of må drueco's etv andel ;,

to be farther out of the Reach of the Temptations of the i. e . of taming Men , Gr.] a kind of hard, heavy Blood

World , and to be more at Leiſure for Meditation. Stone, which is fud to bleed when rubb'd on a Wheatone ;

ANCHO'VIES [of ancboia, Ital. or anchora, Span .) alſo a precious Stone, bright as Silver, like a Diamond, in

a ſmall Fiſh caught on the Coaſt of Catalonia , @goc. which many Squares.

comes to us in Pickle, uſed in Sauces. ANDROGYNUS [odcouros, of aap a Man , and von

ANCHU'S A (arxeol, Gr.] a kind of Buglofs or Or- a Woman ] an Hermaphrodite who is both Man and
chanct.

Woman, having the natural Parts of both Sexes ; a Will

ANCHY'LE ( cas, Gr.] the Back Part of the Knee ; Jill or Scrat.

alſo the Contraction of a Joint, eſpecially of the Ham . ANDROGY'NUS [ Aſtrology ] ſuch a Planet as is ſome

A'NCHYLOPS [{'rxuiad, Gr.) a certain Swelling be- times hor, and ſomeumes coid .

tween the great Corner of the Eye and the Nole, a ANDROI'D ES [ of ovdeg ; of a Man, and i dos Forin ,

Species or rather Degree of the Fiftula lacrymalis. Gr.] an Autometon in the Form of a Man, which by

A'NCIENT ? oli, of former time, and particularly as means of certain Springs, Ec. juſtly contriv’d, waliss,

A'NTIENIS oppoſed to late or modern. ſpeaks, &c.

ANCIENT Demien ( in Law ] a 'Tenure whereby all Ma- ANDROMEDA [ Affronony] a Northern Conſtellation

nours appertaining to the Crown were held in the Times of conſiſting of 27 Stars.

King Edward the Confeffor, and William the Conqueror. ANDRO'SÆMON [_o$escudor, Gr.] St. John's Wort

ANCIENT ? a Flag or Streamer fet up in the Ŝtern of or 'Tuttan.

A'NSHEN'T S a Ship. ANDRO'TOMY [of dip, gen . ceideyir, and tour a Dif

ANCIENTLY ( anciennement, F. ] in ancient Times. fe &tion , Gr.] an anatomical Dille &tion of human Bodies.

ANCIENTNESS ( ancienneté, F.] the Oldneſs. To ANE'Al, to bake or harden Glaſs , Tiles, -e, in

ANCIENTS ( in the Middle Temple] ſuch as are paſt the Fire,

their Reading, and do not read. ANE'CDOTE, a ſecret Hiſtory , ſuch as relates the ſe
ANCIENTS (in Gray's Inn the Society conſiſts of An- cret Afairs of Kings and Princes ; fpeaking with too much

sients, Barrifters, Benchers, and Students under the Bar. Freedom or too much Sincerity, of the Manners and Core

A'NCIENTY [in Law ] Ancientneſs, Seniority, Elder- duet of Perſons in Authority.

ſhip. ANE'CDOTON 3 [orén dotor, Gr.) a Thing not given
A'NCOME [with Surgeons ] a ſort of Boil , Sore , foul ANE'KDOTONS forth, produced, or made publick.

Ulcer, or Swelling, that breaks out in the Acthy Parts, ANELA'CIUS, a ſhort Knife or Dagser.

A'NCON [öyxwv, Gr.] the Elbow, the Top or Point of ANE'MIUS Furnus [with Chymifs ] a Wind Furnace
the Elbow . for ftroig Fires for diſtilling or melting:

A'NCON [ in Anatomy] the backward and larger ſhoot- ANEMO'METER [of disu & theWind, and ultegr,

ing forth the Bone of theArm callid Ulna. Gr. Meallire ), an Inſtrument or Machine for meaſuring the

A'NCONES ( with Architects ] the Coins or Corners of Strength of the Wind,

Walls ; ſuch as Meetings or Bowing of Elbows; Croſs ANE'MONE (avecera , Gr.] the Emony or Wind
Beams, Rafters. flower.

ANCON Æ'us Muſculus [ Anatomy] the ſixth Muſcle of ANEMO'SCOPE [of creu the Wind, and oxotiw to

the Elbow , ariſing from the lower and back Part of the view , Gr. ] a Machine or Device invented to ſhew the

Os humeri , and inſerted to the lateral Part of the Bra- Change of the Air.

cheus externus, a little below the Olecranium ; it helps to A'NES ( the Spires or Beards of Barley , or any other

ſtretch the Elbow . AwNs bearded Grain ,

A'NCONY [in the Iron Mines ] is when Metal is A'NETHUM [ cévn.398, Gr.] the Herb Dill.

wrought in the finery-Forge, from a four-ſquare Maſs or ANÈU'RISM ( of ve upúvw to dilate , Gr.) a (tretching

Bloom to a Bar of any Shape about three Foot in Length , ANEY'RISMS or burſting ofthe Arteries, ſo that

leaving a ſquare rough Piece at each End to be wrought they beat and ſwell continually , till they ſometimes be

at the Chafcry. come as large as an Egg ; the Swelling yields if it be
ANCY'LE Carcu'ay, Gr.] a ſort of Dart or Javelin . preſſed with the Finger, but quickly recoils.

ANCYLE ( with Anatomifs ] the bending either of the ANFE'LDTHYDE } [ an gelo Byte, Sax.] a ſimple or

Elbow or the land ; alſo the Contraction or drawing to- A FEA'LTITIE S ſingle Accufation. Thus it was

gether of a Joint. among the Saxons , when the Oath of the Criminal and

ANCYLOBLE'PHARUM [orm unoßréparer,of anxúra , two more was ſufficient to diſcharge him ; but his owu

crooked , and Brépa egy an Eye-lid , Gr.] a Difcafe when Oath, and the Oath of five more, were required to free

the Eye-lids grow tothe Tunica Cornea , or Albuginea, lo him from the Triplex Accufatio.

that they cloſe and ſtick together, ANFRACTUOUSNESS [ anfra &tus, L.] the being full

ANCYLGLO’ssUM [άγχυλόγλωσσον, οf αγκύλG and of Turnings and Windings.

Ja casa,Gr. the Tongue ] a being Fongue -ty'd, when ANGARI'A , the preſling of Teams, Horſes, Men , Ec.

the ſmall String which is under the Tongue is too ſtrait, for publick Service.
which cauſes it to be difficult to utter Words. ANGARIA [ Old Records] any vexatious or troubleſome

ANCYLO'GLOSSUS [áyxvaózawwos, Gr.] one who has Service or Duty, done by a Tenant to his Lord .

an Impediment in his Speech, Torgue tyd, se, ANGEL'OGRAPHY [ of árbor a Veflel and reach a

ANCYLO'MELE (áxu'mos crooked, and was a Probe, Deſcription, Gr. ) a Deſcription of Veſſels in the human
Gr.] a crooked Probe. Body, i.e. the Nerves, Veins, Arteries and Lymphaticks.

ANCY'LOSIS , the ſame as Ancylogloffum . ANG EIO'TOMY [ 47711010:ud, of dose Vellels, and

ANCYLO'TOMUS [ of daxuns and toleń, Gr.] a ſmall Tour of time, Gr. to cut ) a cutting open the Vellels , as

Knife to cut the String under the Tongue. in the opening a Vein or Artery:

ANCYROI'DES [á zxupiedrs, of dyruese an Anchor, A'NGEL (Ózzº:6 , of onremo, Gr. to do a Muſluge,

and a sos Form, Gr.] the Shooting forth or Proceſs of the angel , Sax.] a Mellenger or Bringer of Tidings, and is

Shoulder Bone, reſembling a Beak. moſt properly and generally apply'd to thoſe immaterial

ANDABA'T Æ [ among theAncients ] a ſort of Gladia- and intellectual Beings , which are uſed by God as his

tors who fought Hood -wink'd . Miniſters to execute the Orders of Divine Providence.

ANGLE
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ANGEL , a Gold Coin , in Value Ten Shillings , having An Acute ANGLE [ Geometry ] is an An

the Figure of an Angelſtampt onit. gle that is leſs than a right Angle, or than

ANGEL SHOT , Chain Shot, being a Cannon Bullet po Degrees, as in the Figure, and is ſo called
cut in two, and the Halves being joined together by a becaule the angular Point is ſharp.

Chain . An Obtufe ANGLE [Geometry) is one which

Angel Bed, an open Bed without Bed - poſts. has its angular Point blunt or broad, and is

ANG E'LICA ( Botany ] an Herb.
greater than a right one , its angular Point

ANG E'LICAL [anenoxn', Gr.] a famous Dance among conſiſting ofmore than 90 Degrees, as in the A / B

the Greeks. Figure À which is ſo much more than 90 De

ANG E’LICAL [ angelicus, L.] pertaining to, partaking grees, as B. is leſs than 99, both together making a Semi
of the Nature of Angels. circle or 180 Degrees.

ANGELICAL Garment, a Monkiſh Garment which Men Right ANGLED Triangle, is one which has
c

put on a little before their Death , that they may receive one right Angle, as the Angle A in the Fi

the Benefit of the Prayers of the Monks. gure, the other two B and C being both a

ANGEʼLICALNESS [of angelique, Ei angelicus, L.] cute, and making both together but so Den B ] A

the being angelical, angelical Nature, Esc. grees.

ANG E'LICI, a Seat lo denominated from their yielding Oblique ANGLÈ, is a Name uſed in common to both

extravagant Worſhip to Angels . acute and obtuſe Angles.

ANG E'LICUSPulvis ( Pharmacy ] a Diſtination that Schro- Angles have alſo ſeveral other Names according to

der gives to Mercurius vitæ. their different Poſitions, their Relations to the reſpeđive

A'NGELOT ( Cookery ) a certain fort of ſmall French Figures they are in , and the Lines that form them , as
Cheeſe ; alío a Muſical Inſtrument ſomething like a Lute. Adjacent

Angles
[Geometry ] which C

ANGER O'NA ( among the Romans, ſo called of Angina , Contiguous have one Leg

the Squinſey , as having cur'd the Romans of that Dif- common to both Angles , and both taken to B
A D

temper] the Goddefs of Patience or Silence ; her Statue gether are equal to two rightones, as in the
was placed on the Altar of Pleaſure. Figure the Angles ABC, CBD ; CBD,

ANGERONA'LIA , Feafts celebrated to Angerona the DBE ; DBE, E B A are contiguous Angles..

Goddeſs of Patience and Silence. oppoſite
ANGLESA'NGI (in Surgery ) thoſe Swellings or Tumours in the Vert.cal

? [ Geometry ) are ſuch as
Es } are made by two A

Groin calid Buboes. right Lines croſſing each other, and which on
CXD

ANG IGLO'ssi [of a yous and adora theTongue, Gr ] ly touch in the angular Point ; they are called

Perſons who ſtammer in theirSpeech and Tongue, eſpe- Vertical on account of their being oppoſed ad

cially ſuch as with great Difficulty pronounce the Letters, verticem , or at the Top, as the Angles A and B are ver
K, and R. tical or oppoſite Angles, as likewiſe C and D.

A'NGILD ( of an and Gils, Sax . Payment] bare ſingle An ANGLE alſo in a Triangle is ſaid to B
Valuation or Compenſation of a Criminal; the Satisfaction be oppoſite to the Side that ſubrends it, as

made for a Man or Thing; a Mulet or Fine. the Angle A is oppoſite to the Side BC, and

ANGI'NA ( with Surgeons] the Quinſey; an Inflam- the Angle C to the Side A B, and the An- Ą D

mation of the Jaws and Throat attended with a continual gle B to the Side AC, as in the Figure.
Fever, and a D.fficulty of Breathing and Swallowing, L. Internal

Angles }
? [ Geometry ) if a Line

ANGI'NA LINI [ Botany ) Dodder. Opposite cuts two others that

ANGIO'LOGY [c774101ozid, of eyrnée Veſſels, and 16- are parallel , the Angles C and D are called E /

gw to ſay, Gr.] a Treatiſe or Diſcourſe of the Veífels of a internal and oppoſite, in reſpect to the ex

human Body, as of the Veins , Arteries, Sinews, c. ternal ones A and B,to whichthey are reſpec-c / o
An ANGLE [ angulus, L ] a Corner ; alſo a Rod with tively equal as in the Figure.

a Line and Hook for Fiſhing. Alternate ANGLES ( Geom .) are the Angles E and D,

ANGLE (in Geometry] a Space comprehended between and F and C, which are reſpectively equal to one ano
the meetingof two Lines, which is either greater or leſs, ther.

as thoſe Lines incline towards one another or ſtand farther External ANGLES (Geometry ] are the Angles of any

diftant aſunder, theſe Angles are either plain or ſpherical right-lin'd Figure without it, when all the sides are re

A Plain ANGLE (in Geometry) is the Diſtance orOpen. Verally produced and lengthened; and all being taken
ing of two Lines that touch one another in togetherare equal to four right Angles

the ſame. Plane ; but ſo as not to make one Internal ANGLES ( Geometry ) are all Angles made by

ſtrait Line, and the Lines that form it are the sides of any right-lined Figurewithin.

called Legs , as in the Figure above ; or it is ANGLE at the Centre af a Circle, is an

a Space bounded by the Meeting of twoLines Angle whoſe Vertex is at the Center of the

which cut one another on a Plane, as in the Circle, and whoſe Legs are two Radii of a

Figure, and are either right-lined, curvilinear, Circle, as in the Figure.

ormixed, the firſt of which are the Angles
above. An Angle in the segment of a Circle, is that,

Curvilineal
3 which is included between two Chords, that

gle, is made by the Interfec- flow from the ſame Point in the Periphery as

tion or mutual Cutting one another of two

crooked Lines, as in the Figure. A soliš Angle (Geometry ] is contained under more

than two Planes or plain Angles, not being in the ſame

Place and Meeting in a Point.

Mixt Angle (Geometry] is made by the Equal ſolid ANGLES ( Geometry) are ſuch as are con
Meeting of a right Line with a crooked or tained under plain Angles, cqual both in Multitude and

curved Line, as in the Figure. Magnitude.

ANGLE of Contact [ Geometry] is that which a Circle or

A Spherical ANGLE [Geometry ] is an An- other Curve makes with a Tangent at the Point of con

gle made by the Meeting of two Angles of tact.
BV

great Circles, which intercept or mutually Horned ANGLE [ Geometry ] an Angle made by a right

cut one another on the Surface of the Globe Line, either a Tangent or a Secant with the Peripheryof

or Sphere, as the Figure A BC. a Circle.

ANGLES, whether plain or ſpherical, may

be conſidered as right, acute and obtuſe. Homologous ANGLES (Geom .) are ſuch as

A Right ANGLE [Geometry ) is an Angle in two Figures, retain the Order from the firft X

made by a Line falling perpendicularly on in both Figures O X

another, or that which ſubtends an Arch of

90 Degrees or a fourth part of a Circle as in

the Figure,all Circles being commonly divided ANGLE at the Periphery ? [ Geometry ) is

into 360 Parts, calla Degrees. ANGLE at the segment 3 comprehended

between the two Chords AB and BD , and

ſtands on the Arch AB.

Cifroin

Curvilinear Angle } [Geometry) or crooked-lined Ac

in the Figure.
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Ciſoid ANGLE [Geometry .) the inner Angle which is poſed by the Flank and that Side of the Polygon, running
made by two convex ſpherical Lines interie &ting each from the Flank to the Angle of the Polygon, and were it
other. extended would croſs the Baltion .

· Pelecoid ANGLE [ Geometry ] an Angle in the Shape or ANGLE forming the Face ( Fortification ) is an Angle

Figure of an Hatchet. made of one Flank and one Face.

sifroid ANGLE [ Geometry] an Angle in Form of a sif- ANGLE of the Moat (in Fortification ) is an Angle which

frum , is made before the Curtain where it is interfe &ted .

Angles [ in Anatomy] are underſtood of the Corners Re-entring ( Fortification ) is an Angle which

of the Eye or Canthi, where the upper Eye-lid meets with Re -entrant S retires inwards towards the

the under.
Place

ANGIE of a Wall [ Archite&ture ] is the point or Corner, Saliant ANGLE [ Fortification ) is an Angle which ad

where the two Faces or sides ofa Wall meer. vances its Point towards the field.

ANGLES [ Aftrology ) Certain Houſes of a Schemeof the ANGLE of the Epaule } [ Fortification ] is the Angle

Heavens, the firſt Houſe or Horoſcope is called the Angle ABC, which
of the Eaſt, the ſeventh the Angle of the Well , the fourth the Lines of the Face BC and the Flank AB.

Houte the Angle of the North, the tenth Houſe the Angle ANGLE flanking outward [ Fortification is formed by

of the South, ANGLE of the Tenaille s timetoomnes facmad bin
ANGI. E of Longitude [ Aftronomy] is the Angle which the Faces of the two Baltions extended, till they meet in

the Circle of a Star'sLongitude makes with the Meridian an Angle towards the Curtain ; and is that which always
at the Pole of the Ecliptick .

carries its Points in towards the Work, and is called alſo

ANGLE of the ſame poſition ( Aſtronomy] an Angle that the Dead Angle or Angle of the Moat.

is made by the Meetingof an Arch of a Meridian Line ANGLE of Elevation ( in Mechanick's ] an Angle com
withan arch of the Azimuth or any other great Circle prehended between the Line of Directionof a Projectile;

that paſſes thro ' the Body of the Sun. and a horizontal Line,

ANGLE of Elongation [ Aftronomy] is the Difference ANGLE of Dire &tion Mechanicks ] an Angle compre

between the true Place of the Sun , and the Geocentrick hended between the Lines of Dire &tion of two conſpiring

Place of the Planer .

ANGLE of Commutation [ Aronomy] is the Difference ANGLE of incidence [ Mechanicks] an Angle made by

between the true Place of theSun, ſeen from the Earth, the Line of Direction of an impinging Body in the Poinr

and the Place of a Planer reduced to the Ecliptick of Contact .

ANGLE of Incidence [ in Catoptricks] is the leſſer An- ANGLE of Reflection ( Mechanicks ] an Angle made by

gle made by an incident Ray of Light with the Plane the Line of Direction of a refle &tedBody, inthe Point of
of a Speculum ; or if the Speculum be concave or con Contact from which it rebounds.

yex with a Tangent in the Point of Incidence, or, as Angles of a Battalion [ Military Affairs ] are made by

othersdefine it , an Angle made by a Ray of Light falling the laſt Men at theEnds ofRanks and Files.
on a Body with any Tangent Line of that Body that is Front ANGLES [ Military Affairs ] the two laſt Men of
next the luminous Body. the front Rank .

ANGLE of Incidence [in Dioptricks] is an Angle made Rear ANGLES [ Military Affairs] the two laft Men of

by an incident Ray with a Lens or other refracting Sur the Rear Rank .

face. ANGLE of the Eaſt ( in Navigation ] is that Point of the

ANGLE of or at the Compaſs that the Ship Tails upon .

Center ( in Fortif. ] is the Optick ANGLE, is that which is contained or included

AngleGKF, which is between two Rays drawn from the extreme Points of an

formedby the Concur- Object to the Center of the Pupil .

rence oftwo ſtrait Lines ANGLE of Inclination Opticks] is the Angle made by

F Ndrawn from theAngles a Ray of Incidence, and the Axisof Incidence.

M of the Figure FC. ANGLE of the Interval of two places (in Opticks ] an

ANGLÈ of the cir- Angle that is fubtended by the Linesdire &ted from the Eye,
cumference [in Fortif ] ANGLE of Refle &tion ( in Opticks] is an Angle formed

is the next Angle made by therefle &ted Ray, at the Point of Reflection,withthe
K by the Arch, which is other part of theTangent Line.

drawn from one Gorge to the other. ANGLE refra &ted in Opticks] is an Angle between the
Angle of the Counterſcarp (in Fortification ] is formed refra ted Ray and the Perpendicular .

by the two Sides of the Counterſcarp meeting before the ANGLE Of Refraction Opticks] is an Angle made by

Middle of the Courrain . the Ray of Incidence , extended through another Medium

ANGLE of the Courtin (in Fortification ) or the Angle (as out of the Air into the Water ) and the Ray of Re
of the Flank BAE is formed by or contained between

fraction .

the Courtain and the Flank in any Piece of Fortifica- Oprick ANGLE ? (in Opticki] is an Angle included be
tion. Viſual ANGLE S tween two Rays, drawn from the

ANGLE of the Complement of the Line of Defence [in For- two extreme Points in an Object to the Center of the Pu

tification ) is the Angle proceeding from the Interfe &tion of pil, asABC, which is comprehended between theRays
A B and BCthe twoComplements the one with theother.

Diminiſed 'ANGLE ( in Fortification ) is the Angle BCF

which is formed by the Meeting of the outermoſt Sides ot

the Polygon and the Face of the Baſtion .

ANGLE of the exterior Figure [in Fortification is the
B

fame as the Angle of the Polygon, and is the Angle FCN
form'd at the point of the Baltion C, by the Meeting of

the two outermcft Sides or Baſes of the PolygonFC ÅNGLE [ in sciagrapby, i. e. Dialling) an Angle that is
and CN.

made by the ſtrait Line, preceding from the Sun to the
ANGLE of the interior Figure [in Fortification ) is theAn- Dial Plane.

gle GHM, which is formed in H the Center of the Baf- To A'NGLE [ of Angel, sax. an Hook ] to fiſh with an

tion by the Meeting of the innermoft Sides of the Fi- Angling Rod.
gure GH and HM .

ANGLER [ of Angel, Sax.] one who fithes with an

ANGLE Flanking (in Fortification ] is the Angle which Angle.

is made by the two raſane Lines of Defence, viz . the two A'NGLIA , tha Part of Great Britain, called England.

Faces of the Baltion prolonged.
A'NGLICISM [ Angliciſmum , L.) a Diction in the Idiom ,

ANGLE flanking upwards ( Fortification ) is the Angle or a manner of Speech peculiar to the Engliß Tongue.

GLH formed by the flanking Line and the Courtain . ANGLICUS Sudor, i.e. the Engli Sweat [with Pbyfo

Flanked ANGLE (in Fortification ) is the Angle BCS, cians] an Epidemical Colliquative Fever, rife in England,

which is made by the two Faces BC, CS, and is the ſuch as was once in theTime of Henry VII. L.

utmoſt Part of the Baſtion, moſt expos’d to the Enemy's ANGOBER , a ſort of Pear.

Batteries, and is therefore called by ſome the Angle of ihé Angué'LLES [ with Falconers] ſmall Worms eje &ted

Baftion, or the point of the Baption.
by Sick Hawks.

ANGLE forming the Flank ( Fortification ) is that which ANGUI'GENOU's [ anguigenus, L.] ingendred or be
conſiſts of one Flank and one Demi- gorge ; or it is com- gotten of Serpents.
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ANGUI'FER [ Aftronomy] a Conſtellation or Clu- To ANIMADVE'Rt [ animadverlere, L. ] to turn or

ANGUI'TENESS S ſter of Stars, the Figure of which bend the Mind to any Thing ; to obſerve, to take No
on a Globe repreſents a Man holding a Serpent. tice of ; alſo, to remark .

ANGUI'NEAL [ anguineus, L.] pertaining to an Eel . A'NIMAL, 1. c. a living Creature is by ſome defined to

ANGUI'NEAL Hyperbola, an Hyberbola of an Eel-like be a Being , which beſides the Power of growing, increa

Figure , which cuts itsAllymptote with contrary Flexions , fing and producing its Like (which Vegetables alſo have )

and is produced both Ways into contrary Legs. is further endowed with Senſation and ſpontaneous Motion.

A'NGUISH [ angor, L. angoiße, F. ] exceſſive Pain of ANIMAL , Adj. [ animalis, L.] pertaining to living

Body or Grief of Mind . Creatures or to Life.

A'NGULAR [ angularis, L.] pertaining to, or having ANIMAL Faculty [ with Philoſophers ] is defined to be

Angles or Corners. that Faculty by which a Man exerciſes Senſe , Motion , and

Å'NGULARNESS [angulaire, F. angularis, L.) having the principal Functions of the Mind, as Imagination,
Corners . Reaſoning, Memory.

A'NGULAR Motion Mechanicks ] a Compound fort of ANIMAL Secretion (in Medicine ] is the A & whereby the

Motion , wherein the moveable both ſlides and revolves at divers Juices of the Body are ſeparated or feciered from
the fame Time.

thecommon Maſs of Blood by Means of the Glands.

ANGULAR Motion with Afronomers) is the Increaſe ANIMAL Mction, is the ſame that is called Muſcular

of the Distance of any two Planers, revoiving round any Motion.

Body as the common Center of Motion, ANIMAL Part of Man with Moralifts, L.) the ſenſible

ANGULARITY (of angularis,L.]the Corneredneſs, the fleſhy Part in Oppolition to the rational Part, which is

having Nooks and Corners. the Underſtanding

ANGULO'SITY [with Philoſophers] the Quality of that ANIMAL Spirits, a fine ſubtil Juice or Humour in Ani
which has ſeveral or many Angles. mal Bodies, ſuppoſed to be the great Inſtrument of Muf
ANGUST (anguftus, L.] narrow . cular Motion, Senti.ion, &c.

ANGU'STNESS, [ of anguftus, L.] Narrowneſs, Strait- ANIMA'LITY

nefs. A'NIMALNESS S [animalitas , L.] tlie animal Faculty.

ANGU'STITY (of anguftitas, L.] Straitneſs or Narrow- ANIMA'LCULA [a Diminutive of Animal) a Minute

neſs of Place ; allo Straitneſs of Circumſtances, Pover- Creature, ſcarce diſcernible by the naked Eye ; but may

be discovered by the help of a Microscope in moſt Liquors,

ANHALTI'NA (with Phyſicians] Medicines that pro- but there are prodigious Numbers in black Pepper Water,

mote Reſpiration . and Water in which Wheat, vc. have been iteeped for

ANHELA'TION , a Painting, a Difficulty of Breath- four or five Days , allo in human Seed.

ing ; Shortneſs of Breath , L. To A'NIMATE [ animatum , L.] to give Life ; to en

A NHELITUS, a Shortneſs and Thickneſs of Breath, as liven or quicken ; alſo to encourage, to hearten , to abet,
in an Afbma. egg or ſet on.

ANHELO'S E Canbelofus] fetching Breath quick and A'NIMATED Mercury [with Clymifts] Quickſilver in

ſhort ; Puffing and Blowing. pregnated with ſome fubtil and ſpirituous Particles, ſo as

ANHELO'T E [ın old Law] a Term uſed to ſignifie to render it capable of growing hot when mixtwith Gold.

that every one ſhould pay his refpe&tive Part and Share, ANIMATE" ( animatus, L.) animated, endued with

as Scot and Lot, according to the Cuſtom of the Country . Life, in Contradictin &tion to inanimate, or fiich Things
ANICE TUM [ 'Arlxlov, Gr .] Anite -lceds. as have not Life.

ANIE'NTED , made void , fruſtrated . ANIMATED Needle, a Needle touched with a Load
ANIL , the Plant from which Indigo is procured . ftone.

ANI'L'ENESS 2 (anilitas] the being a very old Wo- ANIMATE Power [ Mechanicks] is uſed to ſignify a
ANILITY Power in Man or Brute in Contradiſtinction to an inanimate

A'NIMA, the Breath, alſo the Principle of Life in the one, as that of Springs, Weights, & c.

rational, ſenſative or vegetative Soul , L. A'NIMAT ENESS [ of animé, F. animatus, L.] the

ANIMA gummi, an Ethiopian and Indian Gum, like being animated.

Fiankincenſe . ANIMA'TION, the informing, furniſhing or ſupplying
A'NIMA [ in Mufick Books] ſignifies with Life and an Animal Body with a Soul. Fætus or Child in

ANIMATO Spirit, and is much the ſame as vivace, the Womb, is ſaid to be come to its Animation, when it

which is a Degree of Movement between Largo and begins to act like a true living Creature, or after the Mo
Allegro.

ther (according to the uſual Expreſſion) is quick.

ANIMA Hepatis (with Chymifts] Sal Martis, i. c. Salt ANIME' [ in Heraldry] is when the Eycs, @ c.of any
of Iron or Steel. rapacious Creature are born of a different Tin&ture from

ANIMA articulorum [ with Phyſicians] Hermoda &tyls, ſo the Creature it ſelf.
called , becauſe of their Efficacy in Diſorders of the Joints. ANIMO'DAR [with Aftrologers ] one of the Methods

ANIMA Pulmonum [ with Phyſicians] Crocus or saffron, ſome uſe of re&tifying Nativities , as to find out artificially
ſo called on account of its being good for the Lungs. the exa &t Minute aſcending at a Perſon's Birth .

ANIMA Saturni i. e , the Soul of Lead ] the Extract ANIMO'S E [ animofus, L.) couragious ; allo ſtomach

of Lead , L. ful.

ANIMA Mundi, called by Plato Vuxen Tš xbone , the ANIMO'SENESS [animoſité, F. animofitas, L.] the

Soul of the World, orof the Universe (with Naturalifts] isa having an Animoſity.

certain pure , Ethereal Subſtanceor Spirit, which is diffuied ANIMO'sity [ animofitas, L.] Quarrel, Contention ,

through the Maſs of the World , which informs, a &tuates Heart-burning, Egc.

and unites the divers Parts of it into one great, perfect, or- AN ļour and wAST [ Law Term ) a Forfeiture when

ganical or vital Body. a Man has committed Petty Treaſon and Felony, and has

The Modern Platonifts explain the Anima Mundi to be Lands held of ſome common Perſon, whichſhall be ſeized

a certain Ethereal , Univerſal Spirit ; which exiſts perfe&tly for the King , and remain in his Hands a Year and a Day,
pure in the Heavens, but pervading Elementary Bodies on next after the Attainder, and then thc Trees ſhall be

Earth , and intimately mixing with all the minute Atoms pulled up , the Houſes razed and pulled down, and the

of it , aſſumes ſomewhat of their Nature, and thence be- Paſture and Meadows ploughed up ; except he to whom

comes of a peculiar kind. the Lands ſhould come by Eicheat or Forfeiture, redeem it

Some again define it to be a certain ignifick Virtue, of the King.

or vivifick Heat infuſed into the Chaos and diſſeminated ANISCA’LPTOR, 1. e. the Arſe-Scratcher ? [ Anatomy] a

through the whole Frame of it , for the Confervation, Nu- ANISCALPTORIS Mufculi par Muicle cal

trition and Vivification of it. led alſo Latifimus dorfi ; from its Largeneſs, q . d . the

A'NIMABLE (animabilis L.] that hath Life or Breath . broadeft of the Back, a pair of Muſcles, 1o called from

A'NIMABLENESS [of animabilis ] the having Life. that Action that is performed by the help of it, it ſerving

ANIMADV E'RSION , a ſerious Confideration and Re- to draw the Arm backwards and downwards.

fle &tion uponany Matter, alſo a Remark or Obſervation A'NISUM [" Avoor, Gr.] Anije, a fragrant Herb , L.

on a Book , etc. A'NKER | at Amſterdam ] a liquid Meaſure, the 4th

ANIMADVERSIVE [of animadvertere, L.) conſidering Part of the Aein, containing two stekans, cach stekan con
or reflecting, taining fixteen Mingles, the Mingle two Paris Pints .

ANIMADVER'SIVENESS ( of animus and advertere, L.] A'NKRED ( Heraldry ] a ſort of Crofs born in Coats of

the animadvertive Faculty Arms, the Ends of which are in the Shape of the Flook

of an Anchor. ANKY'

} Luman.
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ANKY'LOSIS ('Arx'amois of civúy, Gr. a Callus in a raiſed Year by Year ; ſuch as die away in the Winter.

Juncture ] a Diſeaſe in the Jun &tures of an human Body , ANNUATES Mufculi (with Anatomifts] a Pair of Mur

where the nervous Liquor which ſhould lubricate the cles fo called , becauſe they cauſe the Head to nod dire&ly

Bones, growing too thick clog them up, and as it were forward, they are ſeated at the Root of the tranſverſe Vera

cement them within one another. tebra of the back.

A'NNALES ; Hiſtories or Chronicles of Things done, ANNU'ITY (of annuus, L. yearly ) ayearly Income or

from Year to Year, L. Rent that is to be paid for Term of Life ; an Annuity is

ANNA'Les[ Old Records] Yearlings or young Cattle of different from a Rent only in this, that the former only

the firſt Year, I.. charges the Granter or his Heirs, whereas a Rent is pay

ANNA'LIST , a Writer of Annals. able out of Land.

A'NNALS ( annales, L.] annual or yearly Chronicles, Dr. Halley in his Obſervations on the Breſlaw Bills of

or a Chronological Account of remarkable Paſſages, that Mortality, ſhews that it is 80 to 1 a Perſon of 25 Years of

happen in a Kingdom or Republick from Year to Year. Age does not die in aYear ; that it is5 ! to one that a
Annals are different from Hiſtory in this Reſpect , becauſe Man of 40 lives 7 Years ; and that one of 30 may rea

Hiſtorydeſcantson the Eventsand the Cauſes ofthem . fonably expect to live 27 or 28Years : SogreataDifference
A'NNATS ? [the Firſt - Fruirs of Eccleſiaſtical Be- there is between the Life of Man at different Ages ; that

ANNA'TES Snefices, being the Value of one Year's it is 100 to 1 , if one of 20 lives out a Year ; and but

Profit formerly paid to the Pope , but now to the King. 38 to 1 , that one of 50 does ſo .

Anne'al ( probably of on -ælan, Sax, to burn , & c.] When and from ſome other Obſervations he has con

a Commodity brought from Barbary, and uſed in Dying, ſtructed the following Tables , thewing the Value of An

Painting, ốc. nuities from every sth Year of Life to the 70th .

ANNEA'LING , a Method or Art of baking of Glaſs,

ſo that the Colour may penetrate quite through it ; alſo a

particular Way of baking Tiles. Age Y. Pur. | Age Y. Pur

TO ANNE'x (annexum , of annettare, L.) to join or
unite one Thing with another. 40- -10, 57

ANNEXA'TION [ in Law ] the uniting of Land or 5-13, 40 45 . 9 , 91

Rents to the Crown . -13 , 44 | 50 9,

ANENTED, See aniented . -13 , ' 33 | 55 8 , 51

TO ANNIHILATE ( annibilatum , L.) to reduce or -12 , 78 i 60 7 61

bring any created Bcing to nothing ; to utterly deſtroy it.
25- -12 , 2765- 6 54

ANNIHILA'TION, a reducing a Subſtance to nothing, 30- -II , 72 70- 5 32

& c. or a total deſtroying or taking away its Exiſtence, L. 35 -II ,

ANNI NUBILES [ in Law ] the marriageable Age of a

Virgin, before which Time ſhe is ſaid tobe infra nubilés

axnos, the Time is at twelve Years of Age. TO ANNU'L [ of annuller, F. of nullus, L. none) to abo

ANNIVERSARY [anniverſarius, L.] done annually or lith, to repeal, to make void.

cvery
Year at a certain Time, celebrated every Year. A'NNULAR ( annularis, L.] pertaining to a Ring.

An ANNIVERSARY [with Ronsanifts ] a yearly Obit ANNULAR Cartilage (in Ana tomy] the ſecond Carti.

or Service ſaid by a Popiſ Prieft once every Year, for a lage or Griſtle of the Top of the Wind-pipe or Larynx,

Perſon deceaſed . encompailed by it , as it were by a Ring .

ANNIVERSARY Days (with the ancient Anglo -Saxons ] ANNULAR Ligament [ Anatomy ] a ſtrong Ligament

certain Days appointed to be obſerved folemnly, yearly encompaſſing the Carpus or Wrift after the manner of a

in Commemoration of the Death or Martyrdom of Saints ; Bracelet.

alſo Days at the Return of the Year, People uſed to pray ANNULA'RIS Digitus, the Ring Finger, that which is

for the souls of their friends deceaſed ; which Cuſtom betwixt the Middle Finger and the Little Finger, L.

the Romanifts ſtill retain. ANNULARIS Proceffus [ with Anatomifts ] a certain

ANNO DOMINI (i, e , in the Year of our Lord] that Bunch or Knob made by the meeting of the Proceſſes of

Computation of Time, from the Birth of our Saviour, the Medulla Oblongata, under its Side, L.

which is uſed from the Date of publick Deeds and Wri- A'NNULARIS Protuberantia [ Anatomy] that Part of

tings in England, with the Addition of the Year of the the human Brain that lies between the Cerebellum and the

King's Reign. two backward Prominences, or Parts bunching out.

ANNOI'SANCE [in Law] Nufance, a Hurt or Offence ANNULA'RY ( annularis, L.] like, with or in the Form

either to a publick Place, as a high Way, Bridge or com- of a Ring.

mon River , or to a private one by laying anyThing that A'NNULET [in Heraldry ) a ſmall Ring ,which ,

may breed Infe&ion ; by encroaching or the like. being a Mark of Diſtinction, the 5th Brother

ANNOISANCE, the Name of a Writ brought upon this of any Family ought to bear in his Coat of

Tranſgreſſion. Arms, as

ANNO'LIS (in America ] an Animal about the Bigneſs ANNULETS (with Archite & ts ) are ſmall ſquare Parts,

of a Lizard, whoſe Skin is of a yellowiſh Colour. It con- turned about in the Corinthian Capital, under the Quarter

tinually proles about the Cottages for Food in the Day Round or Echinus, others define an Annulet to be a narrow

Time, and lies under Ground at Night, making a loud Alat Moulding, which is common to other parts of a
Noiſe. Column the Bafes, &c . as well as the Capital ; and is

ANNO'SITY ( annofitas, L.] Agedneſs. the ſame Member which ſometime is called the Fillet, a

ANNOTATION , an Obſervation, a Remark, Esc. L. Lifel, aCoin &ture, a Lifte, a Tince, a Square, a Rabit and

TO ANNO'Y [ probably of nuire, F.to hurtdamage, & c.] a Supercilinm .

to endammage, hurt, prejudice, to be offenſive in Smell. TO ANNU'LL to aboliſh an A&, Procedure, Sen

ANNOY'ANCE, Offenſiveneſs in Smell ; alſo Damage, tence, @gc.

Prejudice. TO ANNU'MERATE ( annumerare, L.] to reckon in
ANNUA'LIA, Oblations made by the Relations of to the Number.

deceaſed Perſons, on the Day of their Deaths every ANNUMERA'TION , a putting to the Number, L.

Year, which Day our Forefathers called the Tear's Day, ANNUNCIA'DA , as Knights of the Annunciada, an

or Tear's Mind, onwhich Maſs was ſolemnly celebrated. Order of Knighthood in Savoy, inſtituted in Memory of

A'NNUAL Penſion [ in Law ] a Writ by which the the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary, inſtituted by Amadeus,

King, having an annualPenſiondue to him from an Abbot Duke of Savoy, Anno Dom . 1350.

or Prior for any of his Chaplains, uſed to demand it, & c. To ANNONCIATE (annunciatum , L ] to bring Ti

A'NNUAL (annuus, L.) that comes every Year, yearly dings to

ANNUAL Leaves [ Botany ) ſuch as put forth in the ANNU'NTIATE ? a Denomination that is common to

Spring of the Year, Soc. but perish in the Winter. ANNUNTIA'DA S ſeveral Orders, both Religious and

ANNUAL Equation [ 4ftronomy] is the Equation of Military among the Roman Catbolicks, ſo named on Account

the mean Motion of the Sun and Moon, and of the of theAnnunciation of the Virgin Mary:

Apogee and Nodes. ANNUNCIA'TION, the Delivery of a Meſſage, it is
ANNU A'LA , a yearly Stipend, anciently aſſigned to a generally applyed to the Tidings that the Angel brought

Prieſt for obſerving the Anniverſary or ſaying continaed to the Virgin Mary, concerning the Incarnation of Jeſus
Maſſes one Year for the Soul of the deceaſed Perfon . Chrift,

ANNUALS (with Botanifts ] Plants that are to be

O

3 The
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mbe Feaſt of the ANNUNTIATION , Lady.day, the 25th A'NSWÈRABLE of antyrene, sax and ablej ob

of March . liged to anſwer to a Thing ; alſo accountable for or to ;

ANNUS Climatericus, the Years 63 and 81 , of alio that has the fame Relation to ; alſo proportionable.

which there went a Notion that Men muſt needs die ; ANT. [æmet, sax.] an Infect to calia, alſo an Emer

the two Numbers conſiſt of Nines, .as ſeven times Nine or Piſmire.

is 63 , nine times Nine is 81 . A'NTA ? (with ancient Archite ts ] a ſquare Column of

ANODY'NE [ 'Avedúru of a privat, and wdúru , Pain, A'NTES Pilaſter placed at the Comers of the Walls

Gr.]a Medicine which either alleviates or quite takes away of Temples, & c.

Pain called alſo a Paregorick. ANTACHATES [of dit doe'tus, Gr .) a precious Stone

ANOI'SANCE ] [of Nuiſance, F.]any Injury, Damage ofthe Agare kind, which being burnt, lendsforth a Scent,

NOSSANCES Bridge,Highway, & . or to a pri
or Hurt done to a publick Place, Myrrh .

ANTA'CIDS [ 9.d. Anti Acida, i.e. againſt Acids]

vate one by Encroachment, by laying in it any Thing that like certain Things which deſtroy Acidity.
may breed Infe &tion, Eyc. ANTAGONIST (aitayorishs, of avi and a your lw , to

ANOMALISM ['Aromanouc , Gr .) an Irregularity . ſtrive, Gr.] one that ſtrives for the Maſtery againſt, oi

ANOMALI'STICAL Year [ Aftronomy] is the Space of out-ries another ; an Adverſary ; allo a Difputant who

Time wherein the Earth paſſes through her Orbit . oppoſes another in arguing.

ANOMALOUS [’Avonaia, of a neg. and ögat o equal] ANTAGONIST < ( with Anatomiſts ] a Muſcle that

out of Rule, irregular, uneven , unequal, that deviates ANTAGONISTAS has an oppolite Situation to ano

from the true Order and Method. ther, or a contrary Function, as the abductor of the Cubitus,

ANOMA'LY [ 'Aromania , Gr.] an Irregularity in the Con- which ſerves to pull the Arm back, and the Addu & tor that

jugation of Verbs, or Declenſion of Nouns, sóc. Gram . ſtretches it out .

ANOMALY ( with Aftrologers ] an Inequality in the Mo- ANTANA'CLASIS [crrava'x.cgis of arti and corrow ,

tions of the Planets. to ſtrike back again , Gr.] a reflecting or beating back .

ANOMALY [in Aftronomy ] the Diftance of a Planet ANTANACLASIS [in Rbetorick ] a Figure when a Word

from the Apbelion or Apogee ; or an Irregularity in the Mo- ſpoken in one Senſe is handſomely turn'd to another .

tion of a Planet, whereby it deviates from the Apbelion or ANTANAG O'G E ( avtavazog'i of a'rti againſt, and

Apogee. czwós a Leader, Gr.] properly a going forthto meet an

ANOMALY of a Planet mean or equal [in the New Aftro- Enemy ; alio a producing on the contrary Side.

nomy] is the Area, which is contained under a certain ANTÁNAGO'G E [ with Rhetoricians, & c. ] a Figure

Line drawn from the Sun to the Planet. when the Orator not being able to anſwer the Acculation

Mean ANOMALY of the Sun or Planet ( with Afro- of an Adverſary, returns the Charge by load .. nun with

nomers ) is an Arch of the Ecliptick , between the mean the ſame Crime.

Place of it, and its Apogee. In the Modern Afronomy it is ANTAPHRODI'TIC
KS

(of 'vri againſt, and 'Apeg ditu,
the Time wherein the Planet moves from the Aphelion to Gr. Venus) Medicines againſt the Venereal Ditcafe.
the mean Place or Point of its Orbit.

ANTAPHRODISIACK [of certi and dqedioit, Gr.

The true ANOMALY of the Center [ Aftronomy ] Venereal] Antivenereal ; a Term apply'd to ſuch Medi

an Arch of the Zodiack bounded by the true Motion of Caments as cool or extinguiſh Venereal Délires.

the Center, in the New Aftronomy it is an Arch of the ANTA'POCHA ( of diri and a fox , Gr.] the Counter

Eccentrick Circle, included between the Aphelion , and a part of a Deed or Writing ; a Counter-bond.

Right Line, drawn through the Center of the Planet per- ANTA PO'DOSIS [ artanod cois , of airi againft, and

pendicular to the Line of the Apfides. from , and dís whil, Gr. to give] a returning or paying on

ANOMALY of the Eccentrick New Afronomy] an Arch the other Side , or by Turns.

of the Eccentrick Circle included between the Apbelion , ANI APODOSIS ( with Rhetoricians] the Counter-part

and a Right Line drawn through the Center of thePlanet or Clauſe of a Similitude anſwering to the formet, as the

perpendicular to the Line of the Apſides, Ground is improv'd by Tillage, so is the Mind by good Diſci

True or equated ANOMALY [ Aftronomy] is the Angle at pline:

the Sun which a Planet's Diſtance from the Aphelium ap- ANTARCTICK ( of a'rti and äext @ the Bear, Gr.]

pears under ; or it is the Angle at the Area taken propor- againſt the Bear or Northern, as
tional to the Time in which the Planet moves from the ANTARCTICK Pole [ Aftronomy] the Southern Pole or

mean Place to its Apbelion. End ofthe Earth's Axis, exa&tly oppoſite to the North or
ANO'MALY of the Orbit [ Aftronomy] is the Arch or Arctick Pole.

Diftarice of a Planet from its Apbelion . ANTA'Res [with Aftronomers] the Scorpion's Heart, a

ANO'MEANS [of a and óvoia ſimilar or like , 9. d. dif- fixt Star of the firft Magnitude in the Conſtellation Scor

ſimilar, Gr.] a Name by which a Se &t of pure Arians were pio, in Longitude 45 Degrees 13 Minutes, Latitude 4
call'a . Deg. 27 Min.

ANO'MPHALOS [of privat. and oppards, Gr. a Na- ANTA'RCTICK Circle ( with Aftronomers] one of the

vel] one who is without a Navel, as our firſt Parents Adam leſler Circles of the Globe or Sphere, which is deſcribed

and Eve are ſuppoſed to have been created, not ſtanding in 23 Degrees and a half from the Antarctick or South
need of Nouriſhent thatway. ANTARTHRI'TICKS [ of drti and asJertixòs, Gr.]

ANOMO EO'MEREs (of a neg. óporos and pipo , Gr. a Remedies good againſt the Gout.

Particle that which conſiſts of leveral and different Par- ANTASTHMATICKS [ of αντί and ασθματικός , Gr. ]

icles.
Remedies againſt the Phthiſick or Shortneſs of Breath.

ANO'NIS [in Botany ] the Herb Cammock, or Reſt A'NTEACTS Ante acta, L.] Paſt Acts.

Harrow, L. ANTEAMBULA'TION , a walking before, L.

ANO'NIUM , Archangel, or Dead Nettle, an Herb , L. ANTECEDA'NEOUS (antecedaneus, L.] going before.

ANO'NYMAL 3 [ofavaruud , Gr.] nameleſs, or with- ANTECE'DENCE (antecedens, L.] a going before, L.
ANONYMOUS S out a Name.

ANTECEDENCE ( with Aftronomers ] is when a Planet

ANO'NYMOUS Spirit (with Chymifts] a kind of Spirit appears to move contrary to the uſual Courſe or Order of

that may be ſeparated from Tar, &c. and ſeveral forts the Signs of the Zodiack , it is ſaid to be in Antecedence or

of Wood, the ſame as neutral or adiaphorous Spirit. Antecedentia, as when it moves from Taurus to Aries ; but if

ANOREXI'A [dvopečia , of opez Séw to deſire, Gr.] a it moves from Aries to Taurus, and ſo to Gemini, they ſay

Wantof Appetite, a loathing of Meat cauſed by an ill it goes in Conſequence or conſequentia .

Diſpoſition of the stomach. ANTECE'DENT ( antecedens, L. ) foregoing, going be
A'NSA , the Handle of a Cup or other Veſſel, I. fore in Time.

A'NÆ 2 [ with Aftronomers) are thoſe apparently pro- ANTECEDENT (with Grammarians] a Word to which

A'NSES S minent Parts of the Ring of the Planet the Relative refers, as the Man who.

Saturn, diſcovered in the opening of it, and ſeeming like ANTECEDENT [with Logicians] is the firft Propoſition

Handles to the Body of the Planet. of an Enthymeme, or a Syllogiſin that conſiſts but of two

ANSERI'NA [Botany ) Wild Tanſey. Members.

A'NSCOTE (in ancient Law Books ]the ſame as Angild. ANTECEDENT Decree, a Decree preceding ſome other

ANSPESA'DES ( of lanſa ſpezzada, Ital. i. e. a broken Decree, or ſome Action of the Creature , or the Previſion
Lance] in the French Foot-Soldiery, a ſort of inferior Of- of that A &tion ,

ficers above common Centinels, yet below Corporals.

An A'NSWER [ anorpene,Sax.] a Reſponſe.

ANTECEDENTS of the Ratio [ with Mathematicians] is

the firſt Term of Compariſon in a Proportion, or that

70 A'NSWER [anorparian,sax.] to give an Anſwer which is compared to another. Thus if the Ratio or Pro
or Reſponſe ; alſo to beproportionate, portioi
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portion were of B to C, or 8 to 16, B or 3 is the Antece A'NTES įwith Architects] Pillars or vaſt great Stones fet

dent, and G or 6 the Confequent. to underprop the Front of a Building ; alto thoſe ſquare

ANTECEDENT ( with Pryſicians] thoſe Signs or Sym- Pilaiters which anciently were placed at the Corners of the

ptoms of Diſorder that are ooterved before a Diſeaſe . Walls of Temples.

ANTECEDE'NTIA [ Aftronomy] when a Planet ap- ANTE'STATURE (in Fortifications ) a ſmall Retrench

pears to move Weſtward contrary to the Order or Coule ment made of Paliſadoes, or Sacks of Earth set up in

of the Signs, it is ſaid to move in Antecedentia , Haſte in order to diſpute the Remainder of a Piece of

ANTEC e'ssor , one who goes
before or leads ano- Ground, Part of which hath already been gained by the

ther , L. Enemy

A’NTECHAMBER ? [of ante Camera, L. ) an outer ANTH E'DON [ 31dwr, Gr.] a kind of Medlar-tree,

A'NTICHAMBERS Chamber before the principal which bears a Flower like that of an Almond-tree, and is
Chamber of an Apartment, where Servants wait, and delicious Fruit,

Strangers ſtay, till the Perſon is at Leiſure to whom they ANTH E'LIX [of dyti and mig, Gr .] the Protuberance

would ſpeak . or Knob of the Ear, or the inner Circle of the Auricle, call

ANTECU'Rsor , a Forerunner, L. ed thus on account of its Oppoſition to the outer Circle ,

A'NTEDATE, an older Dare than ought to be.
called the Helix.

TO ANTEDATE [of antedater, F. ] to date a Letter, ANTHELMI'NTICKS [ of arti and expervizos , Gr . a

Bond, or other Writing, before the Time. Worm ] Medicines which deſtroy Worms in human Bo

ANTEDILU'VIAN ( antediluvianus, of ante before and dies.

diluvium the Flood, L ] pertaining to the Time before A'NTHEM [ Anthema, Ital. q. of a Supids, Gr. ]

Noab's Flood . a Church Song, performed in a Cathedral, Soc. by the

ANTEDILU'VIANS (Antediluviani, L.) thoſe Genera- Choriſters, divided into two Chorus's, who ſing alter

tions from Adam that were before Noab's Flood ; and e con- nately

tra , the Deſcendants from Noab are called Pofidiluvians. A'NTHEMIS [cv Jewis, Gr.] the Herb Camomile.

ANTEDILUVIAN EARTH , is the Earth that then was, A'NTHERA in Pharmacy ) the yellow Part that is in

before it was deſtroy'd by the Flood , and which the Inge- the middle of a Roſe ; alſo a Salve of a bright orient Cor

n10us and Learned Dr. Ibomas Burnet conceives to have lour; alſo a kind of Medicine for a Sore.

bren very different from ours in Form , Conftıcution , Fi- ANTHER Æ [in Botany ] thoſe little Tufts or Knobs

gure, and Situation, that it was round, ſmooth, even and which grow on the Tops of the Stamina of Flowers.

uniform . ANTHESPHO'RiA [of árges a Flower, and cépe I

But Dr.Woodward , on the centrary , in his Natural Hiſtory carry, Gr. ! a Feſtival celebrated in Sicily in Honour of

of theEarth, undertakes to prove, Proſerpine, in Memory of the Goddeſs being forced away

1. That the Face of the Earth was not as Dr. Burnet by Pluto while ſhe was gathering Flowers in the Fields.

imagines, ſmooth , even and uniform , but as it now is , un- ANTHESTE’RIA (avgesielce, Gr.) a Feſtival celebra

equal, diſtinguiſhed into MountainsandDales , and having ted by the Athenians in Honour of Bacchus,.

a Sea, Lakes and Rivers ; that the Sea was then ſair as ANTHOLO'GION [avtorózov, of a' Jos a Flower, and

ours is ; that it was then ſubject to Tides, and poffefs'd 16yos, Gr.] a Church Book ; alſo a Breviary or Mafs Book,

nearly the ſame Space that it now does ; that the ante- with the Offices to Chrift, the Virgin Mary, Saints and

diluvian Earth was ſtock'd with Animals, Metals, Mine- Martyrs.

rals, &c. that it had the ſame Poſition with reſpect to ANTHO'LOG Y [opSorozíd , of ':90s a Flower, 167o. a

the Sun that our Earth now hath, and that of conſequence Word, or new to gather, Gr.] a Treatiſe of Flowers, or a

therewas the fame Succeſſion of Weather, and the ſame Collection of Flowers ; alſo a Collection of Greek Epi

Viciffitudes of Seaſons that are at preſent.

ANTEJURAME'NTUM [in oid Times) an Oath which St. ANTHONY's Fire, See Eryſipelas,

the Accuſer was obliged to take before the Trial to proſe- ANTHO'RA 3 [ with Botaniſts] the Plant Healing

cute the accuſed, and that the accuſed was oblig’d to make ANTI'THORA Wolf's Bane.

Oath on the very Day he was to undergo the Ordeal, that A'NTHOS [090 , Gr.] a Flower, but appropriated by

he was innocent of the Fact whichhewas charged with. way of Excellency to Roſemary Flowers.

If the Accuſer failed , the Criminal was ſet at Liberty ; ANTHOPHY'LLI (in Botany ] a large ſort of Cloves.

if the accuſed , he was ſuppos’d to be guilty. ANTHRACITES [ of dosege, Gr. ] a precious Stone in

A'NTELOPE, a kind of Deer that has wreathed Horns. which appears as it were Sparks of Fire.

ANTEMERI'DIAN [antemeridianus, L.) pertaining to ANTHRACO'sis [arfaxdois, of as3 pas a Coal, Gr. ]

the Time before Mid -day or Noon. a Diftemper in the Eyes cauſed by a corroſive Ulcer, ac

ANTEME'TICKS [of cºrti'and émetixa, Gr.] Medicines company'd with a general Swelling of the Parts about the

againſt Vomising
Eye.

ANTENDEIXIS (of aiti and delxwu, Gr.] a contrary ANTHRACOTH EI OSALENI'TRUM [ of a'i şcat a

Indication, Sign or Symptom of a Diſeaſe, forbidding that Coal, tãor Sulphur, à'as Salt, and vispor Nitre, Gr.] all the

to be uſed which before ſeem’d to be proper by a former Ingredients of Gunpowder.
Indication. ANTHRAX [ ärsext, Gr.] a live Coal; a Carbuncle

ANIEPAGME'NTA ? [ with Ancient Archite & s ] the Swelling ſurrounded with fiery, ſharp and painful Swel

ANTIPAGME'NTA S Jaumbs of a Door, the Lin- lings, which as it were burns the Skin .

tels of a Window. ANTHROPO'LOGY ( of argentos a Man , and ózos

A'NTEPAST [of ante before, and paftus, L. fed ) a Diſcourſe, Gr.] a Diſcourſe, or a Deſcription of a Man or

Fore -taſte. Man's Body and Soul.

ANTEPENU'LTIMA (with Grammarians) the third Syl- ANTHROPOLOGY ( in Theology] a Way of ſpeaking of

lable of a Word from the End, or the laſt Syllable but God after the manner of Men, by attributing to him hu

man Parts, as Hands, Eyes, & c

ANTEPILE'PTICKS [of arti againſt, and ITINETTIKOS, ANTHRO'POMANCY [ of drewTOS and parte'a Divi

Gr. ) Remedies againſt Convulſions. nation, Gr.] Divination performed by infpesting the Vif
To A'NTEPON E (anteponere, L.) to put or ſet be- cera of a deceaſed Perſon ,

fore. ANTHROPOMETRIA ( of ''vBeguros, and retpiw , Gr .

ANTEPREDICAMENTS [with Logicians) certain pre- to meaſure ] the Confideration of a Man anatomically .

vious Matters neceſſary to be known before hand, in order to ANTHROPOMORPHI'TICAL, of or pertaining to An

the better underſtanding, or a more clear and eafy Appre- thropomorphites,

henſion of the Doctrine of Predicaments or Categories, as ANTHROPOMO'Rphites [cv ] pwToMoppírou , of a'r

Definitions of univocal, equivocal,and demonſtrativeTerms. Fewtos and mogen, Gr. Form ] Hereticks who attributed to

ANTERID es ( articides, Gr.) a Name given by an- God the Figure of a Man,

cientArchitects to Buttreſſes against Walls, to bear up the ANTHROPOMORPHUS [ dvaputomóspos, Gr.] the Man

Building drake, a kind of Plant.

ANTE'RIOR ? ſomething before another, eſpecially ANTHROPOPATHY [ανθρωποπαθεία, of άνθρωπος and

ANTE'RIOUR in reſpect of Place , L. TAJ', Gr. Pallion ] a being endu'd with the Affections

ANTERIO'RITY ( anteriorité, F. of ' L.) Priority of and Paſſions of Men .
Time. ANTHROPO'PH AG1 [ ανθρωποφαγί , of άνθρωπος and

A'NTEROS ( probably of örter G , Gr.) the beſt fort of qaper, Gr.to eat ] Men -Eaters, Cannibals or Savages who

Amethyſt, a precious Stone, eat Man's Fleſh .

A'NTES [Husbandry) the foremoſt or urtermoft Ranks

of Vines, L. M
ANTHRO"

two .
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ANTHROPO'PHAGY , the A& of cating Man's or hu- Foot in Verſe contrary to a Dactyl, conſiſting of the two

man Fleſh . firſt Syllables Thort, and the laſt long as Pietas.

ANTHROPO'sophy (of vepros and copia Wiſdom , ANTIDIA'PHORISTS ( of arti and diapica , Gr. to

Gr.] the Knowledge of theNature of Man . differ ] thoſe who are oppoſite to the Diaphoriſts.

ANTHYPNOʻTics (of ayti' and invos , Gr . Sleep] Me- ANTIDICOMA'RIANS (of 'IT , or Antidico and Mary ]

dicines that prevent Sleep: ſuch Pertons who were againſt , or ſpake againſt the Virgin

ANTH Y POCHONDRI'Aca [ of a vti' andv70Xouseíc, Mary, allerting that ſhe had ſeveral Children by Joſeph.
Gr.] Medicines good againſt Diſeaſes of the Hypochon- ANTIDI'NICA [of arti and dívu, Gr. a Whirlwind ]
dria . Remedies againt Dizzineſs in the Head.

ANTHYPOPHO'RA [đPJUTooaegi, Gr.] a Rhetorical A'NTIDOTE [dividoro , of a'rli and didwas to give,

Figure , in which the Objections and Infinuations that an Gr.) a Remedy againſt deadly Poiton , a Counter-Poifon .

Adverſary may make, are fairlyanſwered. ANTIDYSENTE'RICA [of citi'and dutertaerxis, Gr.]

ANTHYSTÉ'RICK'S [ of arti'and useerxos, Gr.] Re- Medicines that are efficacious againīt the Dyſentery or

medies againſt Hyſterick Paffions, or Fits of the Mother. Bloody Flux,

A'NTI ( in Affairs of Literature ] Pieces written by way ANTIELMINTHICKS (of a'yti againſt, and expondos

of Anſwer to others, whoſe Names are commonly annexed a Worm, Gr.] Medicines efficacious in deſtroying Worms

to the Anti. in human Bodies.

ANTIADES [ árticedes, Gr.] the Glandules or Kernels ANTIEME'TICKS [of evtl and intinos, Gr.] Reme

uſually call'd the Almonds of the Ears , alſo an Inflamma- dies that ſtop vomiting

tion in thoſe Parts. ANTIEPIL E'PTICKS (of o’UT!ET107 lor's, Gr.] Re

ANTIAPHRODI'TICKS [of arti' and 'Açpositu Venus, medies againſt the Epilepſy or Falling -Sickness.
Gr.] Remedies for allaying the Heat of Liit ANTIEPILEPTICK Elixir (Pharmacy ] a Spirit of the

ANTARTHRITICKS [ of a'rri and opeftis, Gr . the human Head mix'd with an equalQuantity of the Spirit of

Gout] Remedies againſt the Gout. Wine in which Opium has been diſlolved .

ANTIASTHMA'TICKS [of ait and do not , Gr.] Re- ANTIKE'CTICKS [ of an and Tex's, Gr .) Medi

medies againſt the Aſthma. cines againſt an He &tick Fever or Conſumption.

ANTIAXIO'MATISM [of arti and d'Erwua , Gr .] that ANTIHE'CTICUM Poterii ( with Chymifis ] a Medicine

which oppoſes or contradicts any known Axiom . prepared of a Mixture of Tin, with the Martial Regulus

ANTIBA'CCHIUS [in Ancient Poetry ] a Foot that has of Antimony, and fixed with Salt -peter.

the two firſt Syllables long, and the third fort. ANTHYPNO'TICKS [of drli and úmrtixós, of ÚtvoS

ANTIBALLOMENE ( of sivri and Bamw, Gr .] Mcdi- Sleep, Gr.] Medicaments that hinder Sleep.
cines that are of alike or equal Strength. ANTIHYPOCHO'NDRIACKS [of arti and iToxordeiz,

ANTICA'RDIUM (of arti'and xapdio , Gr. the Heart ] Gr.) Remedies againſt Melancholy.

the little Hollow at the Bottom of the Breaſt, commonly ANTILEG O'MENA [ artinezoMiVL, Gr ] Contradi&tions.

called the Pit of the Siomach. ANULO'BIUM [of avi againſt, and tóßos, Gr.] the

ANTICHACH E'CTICKS [ of a'uti' and xaxeld, an ill Bottom of the Ear,

Diſpoſition, Gr. ] Remedies for correcting the ill Difpofi- ANTILOE'MICA [ of all and nouis, Gr. the Pelti

tion of the Blood . lence] Medicines againſt the Plague.

ANTICA'RDIUM Cortixa'sinov, Gr.] the Pit of the ANTI’LOQUIST (art:loquus, L.) a Contradictor.

Stomach or Heart- pit. ANTILO'GARITHM LAITI02a e 3os of citi, 60 ,

A'NTICHAMBER, See Antechamber. and intui, Gr.] is the Complement of the Logarithm

A'NTICHEIR [of d'7' inſtead of, and heas of the of any Sign, Tangent or Secanit, to 90 Degrees.

Hand, Gr.] the Thumb , ſo called becauſe it is of as much ANTI'LUGY [ attinozia, Gr ] a Contradiction between

Uſe as the reſt of the Hand. any Words and Pallages in an Author.

ANTICHRE'SIS [astixp:10ls ,Gr. ) a Mortgage or Pawn. A'NTILOPE, a Mungrel Creature, engender'd by a
ANTICHR E'sis ( in the Civil Law ] a Covenant or Con- Hart and a Goat.

vention between the Debtor and the Creditor, as to a Loan ANTIME'NSIA, a ſort of conſecrated Table Cloth , oc

of Money upon a Mortgage or Pawn. caſionally uſed in the Greek Church, in lieu of a proper

A'NTICHRIST [ e iicersas, of arti againſt, and Xeisis Altar,

Chriſt, Gr.] one who is an Adverſary to Chriſt, a Seducer, ANTIME'TRICAL [of all and met dixos, of uétpor

one who puts himſelf in the Room and Stead of Chriſt. Gr. Meaſure ] contrary to the Rules of Metre or Verle.

ANTICHRI'STIAN ( antichriftianus, L.] of or pertain- ANTIMERI'A [ortiuegeld, Gr .] a Figure in Rheto

ing to Antichriſt. rick, when one Part of Speech is put for another,

ANTICHRI'STIANISM [ antichriftianiſmum , L. Barb.] ANTIMETA'COLE [ avtisloboan, of a'vi, peta be

the Principles or Practices of Antichriſt. hind, and Ro'mw , Gr. to caſt or throw ] a Rhetorical Fi

ANTICHRISTIA’NITY 3 [of cuti againſt , and Xes gure, where there is a Repetition of Words in the ſame

ANTICHRISTIANNESS S sos, Gr. Chrift ] Oppoſite- Sentence, in a different Tenſe, Perſon or Caſe, as Non

neſs to the Doctrine of Chriſt, or the Principles, &c. of vivo ut edam , ſed edo ut vivam .
Chriſtians. ANTIMETA'STASIS [of oil and meta's sons, Gr. a

ANTI'OHTHONES , the ſame as Antipodes. Mutation) a tranſlating or changing to the contrary

To ANTICIPATE (anticipare , L.) to take up before Part.

hand, or before the Time, alſo to foreſtall, to prevent ANTIMON A'RCHICAL 2 [of arti and Movacxxis,

ANTIMON A'RCHIALSGr.] againſt Monarchy or

ANTICIPA'TION , the A &tof preventing one, Egsc . L. Kingly Government.

ANTICNE'MIUM [of arti' and xvúpen the Leg, Gr.] ANTIMONA'RCHICALNESS [ of all and Mova exixos,

the Fore - part of the Leg. Gr.] the being againſt Government in a ſingle Perſon .

A'NTICK (of antiquus, L.] old , ancient. A'NTIMONY ( antimonium , L.] a Mineral which con .

An ANTICK , a Buttoon ; alſo a Piece of Antiquity. ſiſts of a Sulphur like common Brimſtone, and of a Sub
ANTICK { [with Painters and Carvers ] a Device ſtance that comes near that of Metals. Alchymiſts call it

ANTICK Work S of ſeveral odd Figures or Shapes of the Red Lyon, becauſe it turns red , and alſo the Philofo

Men, Beaſts, Flowers, & c. form'd rudely one out of ano- phersWolf, becauſe it conſumes all Metals except Gold ;or

her, according to the_Fancy of the Artiſt, affording a as others define it, a Scmi-Metal, being a Foffil Glebe,

grateful Variety to the Eye of the Beholder. compoſed of ſome undetermined Metal, combined with

To dance ANTICKS , is to dance after odd manner, a fulphureous and ſtony Substance .

making ridiculous Geitures. Calx of ANTIMONý 2 is a white Powder, produc'd

ANTICNE'MION [of diti' againſt, and xvhen , Gr. the Cerufs of ANTIMONY 3 of the Regulus, diſtilled with

Tibia , or great Bone of the Leg ] the Skin or Fore-part of Spirits of Nitre in a Sand Furnace.

the tibia . Cinnabar of ANTIMONY , is prepared of a Mixture of

ANTICHO'LICA } [ of a'rtixonixa', of a'rol and xorn, Sulphur, Mercury and Antimony, ' ſublimed in a luted
ANTICO'LICA S Gr. Choler] Remedies againſt the Bolt Head, and a naked Fire,

Cholick. Crocus of ANTIMONY

ANTICHRONISM ( artix.cgurud , of arti' and xeór
Liver of ANTIMONY See Crocus Metallorum.

Time] a falſe Chronology orChronicling. Butter of ANTIMONY , a white , gummous Liquor,

ANTICOR (with Horſe-Do& ors ] a dangerous Diſeaſe in prepared either of Crude, or Regulusof Antimony, and

Horfes. corroſive, ſublimate, pulveriz'd , mixt, and diſtilled by a

ANTIDA'CTYLUS [of certi' and SeXTUA , Gr.) a gentle Heat.
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Golden Sulphur of ANTIMONY ? ( is prepared from the ſome of which diſagree with others, they do excite Anger
Precipitate of ANTIMONY Ś Scoria, ariſing in pre- and Hatred in each other.

paringthe Regulws, by boiling, Filtration, and adding dif- ANTIPATHY [' Artina Jer, of arti' and ads, Affe &ti

till d Vinegar. on , Gr.] a natural Averſion, a Contrariety of natural Qua

Magiflery of ANTIMONY , is a yellowiſh Powder pre
lities between ſome Creatures and Things.

pared from crude Antimony, digeſted in aqua regia, which ANTIPATHY [in a Medicinal Senſe ] a Contrariety of

becomes an inſipid Matter, by many repeated Ablutions in Humours in the Body, alſo of Medicines ; a loathing any

Water, thing without a juſt ' Cauſe.

Crude ANTIMONY, is the native Mineral Antimony, ANTIPE'L ARGY [ Antipelargia, L. of 'UTITeadpzice of

melted down, and cali in Cones ; called allo Antimony in zinapos, Gr. a Stork ,becauſe of the Gratitude of Storks,

Subſtance. who feed their Sires or Dams when old] a mutual Thank

Prepared ANTIMONY , is that which has paft under fome fulneſs or Requital of a Benefit ; but eſpecially a Child's

Chymical Proceſs, by which the Nature and Powers of it nouriſhing a Parent in old Age.
have been alter'd and abated . ANTIPE'NDIUM , a large lilver Skreen, that hides the

Regulus of ANTIMONY , a ponderous, metallick Pow- Front of an Altar in Popiſ Countries.
der, which , upon fuſing ſome of that Mineral in its crude ANTIPENDIUM (with the Romanifts] a filver Skreen ,

State, finks tothe Bottom , leaving the Scoria or Impurities which covers the Front of an Altar, which is hanged on

on the Top
with Screws upon a Feſtival Day

Glaſs of ANTIMONY , is the crude Antimony ground ANTIPERISTAʼLTICK , belonging to Antiperiſtaſis.
and calcined by a very vehement Fire, in an Earthen ANTIPERISTALTICK [ of arti', weel and sc'atixo ,

Crucible , till it leaves off fuming, and then vitrified in a Gr. having the Power of compreſſing ] Quibbling, Quiver

Wind Furnace. ing, as the Antiperiſtaltick' Motion of the Guts is the

Flowers of ANTIMONY, are the voiatile Parts that ſtick worm -like, wave like, or quibbling Motion of them in

to the ſubliming Pot, after having been pulveriz'd and verted, or an irregular Motion of them from the bottom to

ſublimed in Aludels. thetop, contrary to their natural Courſe.

ANTIMO'NIUM Diaphoreticum (with Chymifts] a Medi- ANTIPERI'STASIS [avimeisagis , Gr. of a'rti'againſt,

cine prepared of one Part of Antimony and three of Salt- Weel about, and isumi, Gr. to ſtand] a Repulſion onevery

peter, pulverized and mingled together, to that the Sul- Part, whereby either Heat or Cold is made more ſtrong in

phurs being fixed by the Salt-peter, are hindered from itſelf, by the reſtraining of the contrary ; alſo wlien Heat

operating any other Way , but by Sweat. invirons Cold, or Cold Heat, or one contrary Quality ano

AntiMO'NIUM medicamentoſum (with Chymifts] a Com- ther. Hence Wells in Winter Time become warm , be

poſition of five Ounces of Antimony , four Ounces of Salt- cauſe theHeat retires thither, giving Place to the Cold

peter, and one Ounce of Salt of Tartar, fluxed together which poſſeſſes the upper Parts of the Earth , and Lime
into a Regulus, which is afterwards pulveriz'd and waihd. grows hot by pouring coldWater upon it.

Antimonium reſuſcitatum (with Chymifs] is a Com- ANTIPHA'RMACUM [of art and vegno.xov, Gr. ] a

poſition of equal Parts of Antimony and Sal Armoniack, Remedy againt Poifon or any Diſeaſe.

Iublimed together thrice ; after which, it is waſhed with ANTI'PHONE ( of 'Artipurd , of dyti and dwr , Gr, the

diſtilled Vinegar to get out the Salt. Voice ] a Singing by way of Anſwer, when the Choir on

ANTINEPHRI'TICKS (of 'ni' and vepertixos of yedeo's, one Sideanſwers to the Choir on the other, one ſinging

Gr. a Kidney ! Medicines good againſt Diſeaſes of the one Verſe and the other another.

Reins and Kidneys. ANTI'PHRASIS [’Artiqegois, of dyti and resous of

ANTINOMASI'A [ártiropaoid , Gr.] a Figure in Rhe- reciww to ſpeak ] a Figure in Grammar, when a Word has

torick, a ſort of Metonymy, and is the applying the pro- a Meaningcontrary to the original Senſe ; alſo a figura

per Name of one Thingto many others, aswhen we call tive Speech that has a contrary Meaning to what it appears

a voluptuous Man a Sardanapalus, a cruel Man a Nero, be

cauſe Nero the Emperor was ſo ; or on the contrary, when ANTIPHRA'STICALLY [ of antiphrafis, L. of a'rtigegee

we apply a Name common to ſeveral to a particular Man, Ols, Gr.] by way of Antiphralis.

as theOrator for Cicero. ANTIPHTHI'SICA [ of drti'and P910is, Gr.] Remedies

ANTINOMI'A [' Aytivopic of i'ri' and vópos, Gr.] the againſt the Phthiſick or Conſumption .

Repugnance or Contrariety between two Laws. ANTIPLEURE'TICUM [ of arti' and taeveitis, Gr. a

ANTINO'MIANS [of art and róuos, Gr. a Law) a Pleurify ] a Medicine againſt the Pleurify.

Se & whoſe Tenet is, that thekeeping of the Law of Mo- ANTIPODA'GRICA [ of citi' and nofáze, Gr. the

fes is unprofitable under the Goſpel, and that there is no Gout ] Medicines againſtthe Gout.

Sin in Children, and that good Works do not farther, ANTIP'ODES [ of arti' and nois todos, Gr. a Foot ]

nor evil ones hinder Salvation. Contrary or oppoſite as to the Foot

A'NTINOMY, a Contradi&tion between two Laws or ANTI'PODES [in Geograyby ] ſuch Inhabi

two Articles of the ſame Law, fee Antinomia . tants of the Earth , who dwell in oppoſite Pa

ANTINO'Us [ Aftronomy ] a Part of the Conſtellation, rallels of Latitude, and under the oppoſite

named Aquila or the Eagle. half of the fame Meridian, and walk with

ANTIPAGME'NTA ( with Archite &t. ] the Garniture of their Feet dire &tly oppoſite one to another.
Poſts and Pillars. TheAntipodes have the ſameLengthof Day

ANTIPARA'STASIS [ ’Avrinaessao15, of arti', maeg' and Night, but at contrary Times , when it is
and isuus, Gr. to ſtand ) a Figure in Rhetorick, when one Noon with the one, it is Midnight with the

grants what the Adverſary fays, but denies his Inference . other ; and the longeſt Day with one is the

ANTIPARALY'TICK ( of arti'and waed avois, Gr. the horteſt with the other; they have likewiſe

Palfy ] efficacious againſt the Palfy. the fame Degree of Heat and Cold ; they have likewiſe

ANTIPARASIASIS, a Rhetorical or Logical Figure, their Summer and Winter, the Riſing and Setting of the

where one granting ſomething to his Adverfary thereby Starsquite contrary one to another.

turns it to deny more ſtrongly . A'NTIPOPE [of a'rti and Papa,L.the Pope ] a falſe Pope

ANTI'PASIS (with Phyſicians ] the Revulſion or Draw- ſet up by a particular Fa &tion againſt one who is duly
ing back of a Difeafe, when the Humours, which flow in- ele & ed .

to one Part, are turned back and cauſed to take ſome other ANTIPTOSIS ['Αντιπλώσις of αντι' and πτώσις aCafe ]

Courſe, as by opening a Vein in fome remote Part. a Grammatical Figure, when one Caſe of a Noun is put
ANTIPATH E'TICAL , pertaining to Antipathy. for another.

ANTIPATH E'TICALNESS, the having an Antipathy, ANTIPYR E'NDICUM 2 [ of a'rti and Tupetos a fiery

or antipathetical Quality. ANTIPYRE'TICUM S Heat] a Medicine that allays

ANTI'PATHY | Antipathia , L. of a'rtita Ida , of a'yti the Heat of Fevers.

againſt, and we'l the Paſſion ) fome ſay the Reaſon of ANTIQUARTANA'RIUM a Remedy againſt Quartan

Antipathy between Animals is, that by the Sight offuch ANTIQUARTIUM or Fourth -day Agues in

Objects certain Impreſſions are tranſmitted thro the Fibres cluſive from Fit to Fit.

of the Nerves into the Brains, which convey the animal A'NTIQUARIES [ Antiquarii, L.] Perſons that are well

Spiritsinto the Nerves ; which upon the Blood being rari- skill'd in, orwho apply themſelves to the Studyof Anti

fied after another manner than is uſual, ſends into the quity or ancient Coins, Medals, Statues, Sculptures, In

Brains thofc Spirits, whichare adapted to the Fomenting ſcriptions, Soc.
or Cheriſhing of Terror. And again as Effluvia and ſpiri- TO A'NTIQUATE ( antiquare, L.) to abolish , repeal,

ruous Steams proceed from the Bodies of all Creatures, or make yoid,

to be.
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A'NTIQUATEDNESS (of antiquatus, L.] the being of Mankind to oppoſe this Author of Evil, in order to

grown out of Uſe or Date. avenge God of hisEnemy.

ANTIQUE [antiquus, L.] ancieht. Antique is chiefly ANTU A'sis ( of crtitooow, Gr.] an Extending on the

uſed by Architects, Carvers , Painters, & c. and is apply'd contrary Side , Reſiſtance, Reluctancy.

to ſuch Pieces of Work as were perform’d at the Time ANTITASIS ( with Anatomifts] an oppoſite Placing of

when theſe Arts were in the greateſt Perfection among the Parts in the Body, as, that of ihe Liver and Spleen, Ere.

Greeks and Romans, or after the Time of Alexander the ANTITH E'NAR (ofari and Jávarp , Gr. ] one of the

Great to the Irruption of the Goths, and alſo the Intaglia's Muſcles which extend the Thumb ; it is alſo a Muſcle

within that Time, and is uſedin oppoſition to Modern. of the great Toe, ariſing from the inferior Part of the

ANTIQUE is ſometimes uſed in Contradiftin &tion to An- third Os cuneiforme, and paſſing obliqucly is inſerted into

cient , which latter is uſed to fignify a lefs Degree of Anti- the ofa Sefamoidea.

quity, when the Art was not in its utmoſt Purity . ANTI'THESIS [ ’ Avrigeois, Gr .] A ſetting one thing

ANTIQUITY ( antiquitas, L. Ancientneſs, the State of againſt another, Oppolition.

old Things, old Times , Sc. it is frequently uſed in re- ANTI'THESIS, à Sort of Rhetorical Flouriſh , when

ſpect to the Remains orMonuments of the Ancients. Contraries are ingeniouſly oppos'd ro Contraries in the fame

ANTI'QUO Modern, a Term uſed of old Gothick Build- Period or Sentence ; as, He gain’d by loſing, and by falling
ings to diſtinguiſh them from the Roman and Greek ones. roſe.

ANTI'RRHINON [’ Artipparov , Gr.] the Herb Calves- ANTITH ET A'RIUS, one that endeavours to diſcharge

ANA'R RHINON S Snout or Snap dragon. himſelf of a Fa & t of which he is accus'd by charging the

ANTISABBATA'RIANS [of arti and 2652t », Gr .] Accufer with the fame Fact .

ſuch as are againſt the keeping of the Sabbath. A'NTITHETS [’Avrin ta , Gr .] Contraries, Oppoſites.
ANTI ' cii [’ ATTIOLO of arti' and orice', Gr. a Sha- ANTITRA'GUS (of erti' and telly , Gr. ] a little

dow ] contrary as to Shadow Knob of the Ear, feated at the lower End of the Anthelix,

ANTI'SCI (with Geographers ] thoſe People who dwell and oppoſite to the Tragus.

in two Places oppolite to one another, the one on the ANTITRINITA'RIANS, thoſe who deny the Trinity

North -ſide of the Equator, and the other on the South of the Three Divine Pertons in the Godheid.
ſo that their Shadows fall ditterent Ways at Noon , one A'NTITYPE [’ArtiTUTOY, of erro'and 11505, Gr.) an

dire & tly oppoſite to the other. Example or Copy like to the Pattern, or that which an

ANTI'SCIONS [ with Aftrologers] certain Degrees in the ſwers or is prefigured by a Type ; as the Sacrament of

Zodiack which anſwer to one another. the Lord's Supper is with reſpełt to the Pafchal Lumb or

ANTI'SCION SIGNS (in Aſtrology ) Signs, which with Jewiſh Paſſover, or as the Sanctuary is faid to be an An
reference to each other, are equally diſtant from the two titype of Heaven.

Tropical Signs Cancer and Capricorn ; ſo that when a Pla- ANTITY'PICAL [of antitypum , L. aliputov, Gr ] per

net is in ſuch a Station , it is ſaid to caſt its Antiſcion , i. e. taining to Antitype.

to give a Virtue or Influence to another Star or Planet ANTIVEN E'REAL Medicines [of evri, Gr. and Venere

that is in the oppoſite Sign. us of Venus] Medicines efficacious againſt the French Pox .

ANTI CORBUTICKS [of 'vi' Gr. and Scorbutum , L. ANTIV EN E'R EALNESS [ of évti', Gr. and Venereus, L.]

the Scurvy ] Medicines againſt the Scurvy the being uſeful against VenercalDiftempers.

ANTISCO'RODON [of irri'and oxée fcv , Gr .] a ſort of A'NTLERS Andouillers, F.] Starts or Branches of a
Garlick call'd illium Cyprium . Deer's Attire.

ANTISI'GMA [of avti' and sigua , Gr.] a Note or Bes ANTLER, the Start or Branch next above the Brow

Mark in the ancient Writings where the Order of the Ver
Antler.

fes is to be changed ; alſo a Sigma reverſed. Brow ANTLER , the Start or Branch next the Head .

ANTI : O'Phist [ of arti' and coqıs ; ] a Counter-So- A'NTOCOW (with X rſe-Doctors] a round Swelling

phifter, one who diſputes on the contrary Part, or that ar- about halt as big as a Man's Fist , breaking out in the

gues and declaims againſt another. Breaſt of a Horſe directly againſt his Heart.

ANTISPASIS [ of avri' againſt and op dw , Gr. to draw] ANTOe'ci (of aytil over-againſt or oppoſite to, and

the Revulſion of any Humour into another Part. ANTIO E'CI ) oiréw to dwell] a Name given by

ANTISPAS MO'DICK [ of auti' and 9tlouàs, Gr. the Geographers to thoſe Inhabitants of the Earth , who dwell
Cramp] Medicines againſt the Cramp, ſhrinking of the Si- under the fame Meridian , but under oppolite Parallels ;
news or Convulſions. ſo that they inhabit in the ſame Zone and the fame Cli

ANTISPA'STICKS (of diri and Tasix's, Gr.] Medi- mate, but under different Poles , and have their Noon and

cines which divert Diſtempers to other Parts. Midnight at the fame Time, but at different Seafons, it be

ANTI'»PASTOs [’Artiotasos, Gr.] a Foot in Greek or ing Summer with the one while it is Winter with the other.

Latin Verfe , which has the firſt Syllable Nort, the ſecond ANTONOMASI'A [ ’Avtovoragid , of ce'y ti'inſtead of, and

and third long as Alexander. onnueçev to name, Gr.JaFigure in Rhetorick,where an Ap

ANTI'SPODA [of arti and otóslov, G- . ] certain pellative or common Name is uſedinſtead of a proper

ANTISPODI'A Drugs that have the ſameQuality, Name ; as when it is ſaid the Apoſtle inſtead of paul, the

and perform the ſame Operation that Spodium has, and Philoſopher inſtead of Ariſtotle ; or alſo when the proper
are used inſtead of it ; alſo a ſort of Medicinal Alhes made Name of one Perſon or Thing is applied to ſeveral others ;
of certain Herbs. alto on thecontrary, when the Names of ſeveral Things

ANTISTERNON [of a'rri'oppoſite to, and sépvor the are applied to ove, as when any cruel Perſon is callaa

Breaſt ] the Back -bone . Nero, and a voluptuous Perton a Sardanapalus.

ANTISTI'TIUM ( Old Writings ] a Monaſtery. A'NTRUM , a Cave or Den , L.

ANTI'STOICHON [’Artisoixos, of arti and soixcov a ANTRUM (in Anatomy ] the Beginning of the Pylorus,

Rudiment] a Grammatical Figure when one Letter is put or lower Mouth of the Stomach, where its Coats are

for another, as promufcis for proboſcis, where m is put for 6 thickeit,

and u for 0. ANT , an Emmet, a Pirmire, a ſmall Infeet well known.

ANTI'STROPHE [ ’Artise90 , of ovri and seg på a Ants [ Hieroglyphically ) were used by the Ancients to

Turning, Gr. ] a Rhetorical Figure, when a Turn or repreſent laborious Perlons , diligent and induſtrious in

Change is made between two Terms, which have Depen- their Callings. For Ants are very laborious, induſtrious

dence theone on the other, 9. d . the Mafter of the Work, Creatures, and alſo ready to give Aſſiſtance to their Fel

or the work of the Maſter. lows. And the Egyptian Prieſts, in order to fignify a

ANTIS'TROPHE, a Counter-turn . In Stage Plays a- Country deſtroy'd by Sicknefs or War, put a few Ants

meng the Ancients, a Term us’d to ſignify the Turning near the Herb Origanum , the Scent of which they cannot

of the Chorus or the Choir the contrary Way ; the Strophe endure. And it is relatedof the Eaſtern Farmers , that

or firſt Turn of the Singers being on one side of the Stage, in order to preſerve their Corn from Ants, they were wont
and the Antiſtrophe or Counter-turn on the other. to cover it with Origanum .

ANTI'STROPHE [in Lyric Pcetry] is uſed of an Ode A'NUBIS (anupta , of a privative and nubere to marry, L.]

which is generally divided into its Strophe and Antiftropbe, call'd alſo Ifis, a Goddeſs of the Egyptians, who, the Poets

and is a Kind of Eccho or Replication to the Strophe. ſay, was Ino, the Daughter of Inachus , whom Jupiter ha

ANTITA'CTE [of evictoria to oppoſe or be contraryving lain with, transform'd into a white Cow to skreen her
to] a Sort or Sect of Gnoſticks, who held that God the Cre- from the Rage and Jealonty of his Wife Funo ; after her

ator of the Univerſe was good and jult ; but that one of Death ſhe was ador'd by the Egyptians; her Hair was pre

his Creatures had created Evil, and engaged Mankind ſerv'd as a ſacred Relickin her Temple at Memphis ;the

to follow it, in oppofi tion to God ; and that it is the Duty was honour'd as the Goddess of Navigation and the Wea
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ther. Her Statue was a Cowwith Horns, or as ſome ſay, A'pepsy [ 'Ametice of c and miniw , Gr. to conco &t ]

an Image with the Head ofa Dog, holding a Palm in a Want of Digeſtion, a Defect in the stomach.

one Hand, and a Caduce in the other. Her Prieſts were APE'RIENS palpebram reétus (with Anatomy) a Muſcle

initiated with Blood and Water, had their Heads and ariſing in the Orbit of the Eye near the Entrance of the

Beards ſhaven, and wore all white Linnen Garments. At Oprick Nerve which puſies over the attollentMuſcle of

the Entranceof her Temple was the Statue ofa Sphinx , to the Eye, and atlaſt is inſerted to the whole fuperior Part

fignify that ſhe was a myſterious Goddeſs. For her fake of the upper Eye-lid ; the Uſe of it is to open it , L.

the Egyptians kept in the Corner of herTemple a white AFERIE'NTÍA (in Medicine] aperient Medicines, Ape .

Cow , which when it dy'd they all mour'd as for a Prince, ritives, luch as open the obttruued Puitges of the ſmall
till another was pue in the Place of the dead Beaſt. The Velluis, Glands and Poies , and by that means promote a

ſame is ſaid of Apis, ſee ifis and Ino. due Circulation of the contained Juices.

A'NVIL [ anyilt, sax.] a mally iron Inſtrument on APE'RIENT Seeds [ in Medicines are Grafs, Madder ,

which Smiths, Sc. hammer their work. Eryngo, Capers and Canmock, called the Leffer , Smal

A Riſing ANVIL , 2n Anvil having two Nooks or Cor- lage, Fennel, Aſparagus, Paiſley and Buicher's' Broom
ners, for rounding any piece of Metal.

called the five greater.

A'NUS [ Anatomy ] the Extremity of the Inteftinum
Ape'kt (aperius, L.] open.

Re &tum , or the Orifice of the Fundament ; alſo a ſmall AP E'RTIO Portarum in Aftrology ] i.e. an Opening of

Hole in the third Ventricle of the Brain , leading to the the Gares ; ſome great and muniteit Change of the Air,

fourth Ventricle of the Cerebellum . upon certain Meetings of Pianets and Contigurations, I.

ANXI'ETY , Anguilh , Vexation, Sorrow , great Trouble APE'RTIONS (with Architects} are the Openings in

of Mind . A : E'RTURES a Building ; as Doors, Windows,

ANXI'FERONS [ anxiſer, L.) bringing or cauſing Chimneys Stair-Cafes,Inlers or Oudetsfor Lightand Snoke?
Anxiety. APERTURE } [ apertura, L. ] the Open ng of any

A'NXIOUS ( anxius, L. ) ſad , ſorrowful, much con- APERTION S Thing, or a Hole cleft, in fome Subject

cerned , thoughtful, doubtful . otherwiſe folid or contiguous.

A'NXIOUSNESS [ of anxieté, F. of anxius, L. ] APERTU'R A Feudi ( in Civil Law] the Loſs of a Feu

Anxiety dai Tenure, by the Default of Iflue of him to whom the

A'NÝ ( aniz, Sax .] Fee was firſt given or granted , L.
A'ORIST with Grammar. 'Abeis , Gr.) a Tenfe in APERTURA Tabularum , L [Law Term ] the breaking up

the Greek, anſwering to the Preterperfećt of the Latin and of a laſt Will and Teſtament, L.
Englifo Grammar, A'PERTURE [with Geometricians ] the Space left between

Ao'rta (either of áspe to lift up, or aip, Gr. the two Lines, which mutually incline towards each other to

Air, and typace to keep ; or of tiova Veſelj becauſe form an Angle.

it receives the Air, the great Artery proceeding from the APERTURE ( in Opticks ) the Hole next to the Cbje &

left Ventricle of the Heart, which beats continually , and Glaſs of a Teleſcope or Microscope, through which the

conveys the Blood through the whole Body. Light and Image of the Obje&t come into the Tube or

Apa'ce , faſt, quick. Pipe, and are thence carried to the Eye ; alſo that Part of

APÆRE IS [with Rhetoricians ] a Figure when ſome the Obje å - glaſs it ſelf which covers the former, and is

Matter is called in Queſtion , which we willed the Judge left pervious to the Rays .
to remember, A E'TALUUS ( of a priv. and Titador, Gr. a Leaf ]

APAGMA ( "Anamuid, Gr.) the thruſting of a Bone or without the Leaves called Petala .

other Part outof its proper Place. APETALOUS Flowers ( with Florifts, &c .] ſuch as

APAGO'GICAL Demonftration (with logicians ] is ſuch want the fine coloured Leaves called Petala ; theſe are

as does not prove the Thing direčtly ; butſhews the Im- reckoned imperfect Flowers, and are alſo called ſtamineous.

poſibility and Abſurdity of it, or which ariſes from deny- AFF'TALOUSNESS [ of a priv. and melanor, Gr. a Leaf ]

ing it; and thence it is called alſo redu &tio ad abfurdum aut being withour Leaves.
impoflibile. A'pex, the Top, Point, Vertex, Summit or upper

ApaG O'R EUSIS [ årarácevois, Gr.] a Figure in Rhe moſt part of any Thing.

torick called an Interdiction or Forbidding, L. A'PEX (in Geometry ) the Top of a Cone, or any ſuch

Apari'NE [å taciru, Gr.] Clivers or Gooſe-graſs. like Figure, ending ina harp Point.

APANAGE, ſee APPANNAGE . AFHÆ'Resis [ A polipcois of coupiw , Gr.] a taking

Apa'rt [ of a and partiri , L.] aſide, ſeparate. away, a grammatical Figure that takes away a Letter or

APA'RTEROSIS (of ero from , and 'pagpov, Gr. a Joint] Syllable from the Beginning of a Word , as ruit for cruit.

the ſame as abarticulatio. Aph E’LION ? L'Acúnox of dro

APA'RTMENT ( apartement, F.] that Part of a great APH EʼLIUM 3 and űrő , the

Houſe , where one or more Perſons lodge ſeparately by Sun , Gr.] a Name given by Aſtro
themſelves. nomers to that Point of the Or

APATH E'TICALNESS [ of apathia, L. of atasid, bit of the Earth or a Planet, in

Gr.] a Freedom from Paſſion, an Inſenſibility of Pain. which it is at the fartheſt Diſtance A

A'PATHY [ ’A7a3tic of a and na's0s , Gr.] a being from the Sun that it can be ; thus a

abſolutely void of all Paſſions or Affections ; a moral In- Planet A in the Figure, is in its

ſenſibility, a Privation of all Perturbation of Mind . utmoſt Diſtance or Aphelion, S.

APATISATIO , an Agreement or Contract made with APHE'TA ( with Aftrologers) the

another, Old Rec . Name of the Planer, which they

APATU'RIA [ á'raldera , Gr.] Feſtivals held in Athens take to be the Giver or Diſpoſer of Life in a Nativity.

in Honour of Bacchus. Athra having made an Ordinance, APH E'TICAL , pertaining to Apheta.
that the Troezenian Virgins ſhould before Marriage offer up APHILANTHROPY ( apbilanthropia , L. .'Dacr9pw tia of

their Girdles to Pallas ipaturia. a priv . Qinos a Lover, and ävypatos a Man, Gr ] the contrary

Apa'ume [in Heraldry] fignifies an. IIand opened or to the Love or Delight in Mankind ; the firſt Approaches

extended, with the full Palm appearing , and the Thumb of Melancholy, when a Perfon firſt begins to diflike Con

and Fingers at fuil Length , F. verſation and Company

A'PE ( apa , Sax.) a Monkey . AphorI'STICAL , pertaining to an Aphoriſm .

APE ( Hieroglyphically ) was uſed by the Egyptians, fre- APHORISM [ of 'A popromos of acopis , Gr. to lepa

quently to expreſs thé Vices of Men'; and they painted rate ] a Maxim , general Rule or Principle on any Art or

an Ape piſſing and covering his Excrements , to repreſent Science, eſpecially ſuch as are experienced for a Truth, or

a Diſſembler or erafty Fellow , that would concealthe Vices relates to Practice ; or a brief Sentence, comprehending
and Weakneſſes of bis Perſon : For this Animal is very a great deal of Matter in a few Words

careful to hide and bury his Excrements. An Ape is alſo AP !! RODISI'A (of 'Afegity , Venus ] the Venereal In

a Symbol of an impudent and wicked Fellow, and one tercourſes of both Sexes.

who admires himſelf . APHRODISI'A Pbrenitis [ with Phyſicians] a violent and

APECHEMA (of 'to and xa', i.e. an Echo, Gr. ] mad Love -Pallion in Maids.

a Contra - fiſſure, when a Blow is given on one side , and APHRODISIACKS ('Aqeg8colaxa, Gr.] Things that
the Fracture made on the other. promote Venery or Luit.

APEʻLLITÆ , Hereticks who taught that Chrif left his APHRODISI'ACAL, pertaining to Venus or Love.

Body diſſolved in the Air ; and fo aſcended into Heaven APHRODISIUS morbus, the Venereal Diſeaſe, L.
without it. APHRODITA'RIUM ( with Phyſicians ] a dry Medicine

N mada
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made of an equal Part of Frankincenſe, Pomegranate, off, a grammatical Figure,in which the laſt Syllable or Letter
Meal and Scales of Braſs. of the Word is cut off, as vide'ne for videſne.

APHROGEDA [with Phyſicians] Milk beat into an en- APOCRI'SIA ? [ of Foxesclau , Gr.] among Phyſicians

tire Froth . ApocrI'SIS S ſignifies a Voiding or Eječtion of Su

A'PHRON [ of a opor, Gr.] a ſort of Poppy. perfluities out of the Body:
APHROSCO'RODON [ dépegoxoogdor, Gr.] a ſort of APOCRISIA'RIUS (of 'Atóxeldis an Anſwer, of iso

large Garlick , L. xeirouou to anſwer ) a Surrogate, Commiſſary or Chancellor

APHRONITRON [of e’opos Froth , and vilpov , Gr. Nitre] to a Biſhop, an Ofice firſt eſtabliſhed in the Time of con

a kindof Nitre ſuppoſed by the Ancients to be Spume or ftantine the Great.

ſubtileft and lighteft Partof it, emerging at the Top. APOCRO'USTICKS [apocroufica, L.) Medicines which

A'PHONY L'Aqwia of a priv. and pars Gr. the Voice] obftru & the flowing of the Humours into any particular
a Want of Voice. Part of the Body, and repel them that are beginning to

A'PHTHÆ [ apgal of a priv. and 031w , Gr. to corrupt ] flow .

the Thruſh , efpecially in Children ; certain Wheals, Ul- Apo'crypha [ 9.d. hidden or dark , of a Toxpúrleiv,

cers or Pimples about the inward Parts of the Mouth , and Gr. to hide] certain Books of doubtful Authority, not re

other Parts ceived into the Canon of the Holy Scriptures, L.

APHYXI'A [of ou , Gr. to draw out a Ceflation of A'POCRYPHAL [ ’Atóxpuoc , Gr.] hidden, unknown,

the Pulſe through the whole Body , being the higheſt De- doubtful; pertaining to thoſe Books or any others, whoſe

gree of Swooning next to Death. Original is not known.

APHTHARDOCITES [ of a' Saplos incorruptible, and APO'CRYPHALNESS [of dróxsuocs, Gr.] Hiddenneſs,

doxiw to think ] FC. Hereticks who held that the Body of Myſteriouſneſs.

Jeſus Chriſt was incorruptible and impaſſible. APO'CYNON [áróxuvor, Gr.) Dog's -bane.

A'piary [ apiarium of apis a Bee, L.] a Place where APO'CALISM , See Apochyliſma.

Bees are kept. APODACRITICA [of a rodaxqua, Gr. to drop like
APIA'S TRUM , Balm -gentle, Mint, L Tears] Medicines which provoke Tears, L.

A'PICES of a Flower [ Botany ) ſmall Knobs growing APODI'CTICAL [of ’ATOSelv ru peale , Gr. to Mew clearly]

on theTop of the Stamina, or fine Threads in the mid- as Apodi&tical Argument or Syllo , ifin , is a Demonſtration

dle of the Flower, which are uſually of a dark purple or clear convincing Proof of a Thing .
Colour, L APODI'CTICALLY [ of anód siss, Gr.] by the Rhe
Apios , the Horſe- radith Root, L. torical Figure Apodeixis.
Apis was a God of the Egyptians. The Head of the APODI'oxis ['Arosímžis, Gr. an Expulſion ] an exa

Image is ſaid to be that of a Bull: Or, as ſome fiy , the pelling or drawing out.

whole of the Image was that of a Bull, bearing upon APODIOXIS (with Rhetoricians ) a Figure when any

his Hide fome particular Marks. Argument or Obje &tion is rejected with any Indignation , as

And the golden Calf, which the Iſraelites made, is ablurd .

ſaid to be the Image of this Idol Apis ; and the Manner APODI'xis [ 'Arófugis, Gr.) an evident Demonſtra

of their worlhipping it was much the ſame as was that of tion or plain Proof.

Apis, for they mightily rejoiced, feaſted and danced round it. APO'Dosis [oródoors of are and siswu to reſtore, Gr.]

Some Hebrew Writers relate, that the Generation of a giving again, or recompenſing .

thoſe that were fo profane as to worſhip this Image were A : O'DOSIS [with Rbetoricians ] a Rhetorical Figure
ſtigmatized with yellow Beards. called Reddition, and is the Application or latter Part of
The greateſt Solemnities of the Egyptians were to the a Sinilitude.

God Apis. This Deity was to live a certain Number of APOG Æ'UM [ 'Arózaior of ato from , and saia or
Years, and at the Expiration of them, the Prieſts drown- the Earth, Gr. ] that Part in the Orbic of the Sun or
ed him in the River Nile, and all the Inhabitants of the a Planet which is fartheſt diſtant from the Earth .

Land mourned and lamented for his Death till there was Mean APOGE'e of the Epicycle (with Aftronomers] a

another Ox found that had the ſame Marks upon hin , Point where the Epicycle is cut above a Right-line

and then there was an univerſal Rejoycing all over the drawn from the Center of it, to the Center of the Equant,

Country, expreſſed by all manner of Sports and Banquets. or that Point of the Epicycle moſt remote from the
A'pish ( of Apa, Sax, an Ape] given to mimick , ri Earth.

diculous.
APOGEE of the Equant (with AAronomers ] is the

A'PISHNESS , Mimicalneſs , Etc. fartheſt Diſtance of the Equant from the Earth, or the

A'PIUM ( Botany ] the Herb Parſley, L. Point where the Equant is interſected by the Line of the

Apium paluftré ( Botany] Smallage, L. Apſes, in the remoreſt Part of the Diameter.

APLANES ('Ana's, Gr. i. e . fettled, free from ram- Apo'grapha [ årózgapor, Gr ] an Inventory of Goods,

bling ) the fixed Stars, ſo called in Contradiftin &tion to the a Copy or Tranſcript of ſome Book or Writing, a Pattern

Planers.
or Draught.

APNOE'A [ 'Atvia, a want of Breath , from a priv. and A'POLEPSY ( Apolepfia, L. of 'ATonetáce, Gr. a receiv

Avw, Gr. to breath ) an impairing, leſſening or utter Lofsing or recovering ) an intercepting or preventing.

of the Faculty of Breathing, at leaſt as to Senſe, as in APOL EPSY ( in Medicine] a Stoppage in the Courſe of

Swoons, C. the Blood or Animal Spirits.

APOBATE'RION ( of an obaire to depart, Gr.] a fare- APOLLINA'RIANS [ ſo called of Apolinaris of Laodicea

wel Speech or Poem , upon a Perſon's going out of his own APOLLINA'RISTS S their Leader] an ancient See

Country, or ſome other Place, where he had been kindly of Hereticks who denied that Jeſus Chrif aſſumed true

entertained,
Fleſh ; but a ſtrange kind of Fleſh , which they fancied

APO'CALYPSE (A’zová'sufis of amoxanémiw , to reveal exiſted from all Eternity.

or diſcover] a Revelation or Viſion, the Nameof a Book APOLLINARIAN Games (with the Romans ] ſolemn

in the New Teſtament. Games held annually in Honour of Apollo, on account of
APOCALY'PTICAL [( 'Toxanut luxós, Gr.] Pertaining to a Shower of Darts and Arrows that ( as the Tradition

a Revelation , Viſion, c.
goes) fell on their Enemies, who ſuddenly invaded them ,

APOCALY'PTICALLY [ of a TOX &AUA luxos, Gr.) by at the first Celebration of theſe Games , and by this Means

Way of Revelation. the Romans being Vi&tors, foon returned to their Sports.

APOCAPNI'S MOS [ of Tó and katvės, Gr. Smoak ] APOLLO ( according to the Poets ] was the Son of Jupiter

Fumigation. and Latona, born in the Illand Delos, which lay under
APOCHA'THARSIS [’Amoxa'Japois, Gr.] a purging Water, floating in the Ægean Sea : Juno being enraged at

both upwards and downwards. her Husband's Amours, liad covenanted with the Earth ro

APOCHYLI'SMA [ of mò and xuriouds, Gr.] any allow Ino no other Place ; but Neptune out of Pity raiſed

Juice boiled or thickened with Honey or Sugar , into a it up and fixed it. When Apollo came of Age, remembering

fort of a hard Conſiſtence. It has other Names, as Rob, to what Shifts and Extremities the Serpent Python had put

Rohob and Succago.
his Mother, he flew him . After this, Apollo begat Æſcu

APOCLA's M [ Toxudouct of citoxadw, to break off, lapius who reſtored Hippolytus to Life, for which Jupiter

Gr.) a breaking off or afunder , the breaking of any Part ſtruck him with a Thunder-bolt. Apollo
, becauſe he couldof the Body.

not be revenged of Jupiter himſelf, flew the Cyclops that
ApocO'METRY [ of o’tò and uelew , Gr. to meaſure ] made the Thunder- bolt, for which Jupiter being incenfed ,

the Art of meaturing Things at a Distance . baniſhed him out of Heaven, and deprived him of the
APO'COPE [ATOXOT) of droxúriw to cut off ]a cutting Privileges of his Divinity for a Time : Upon which he
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entered himſelf into the Service of Admetus, King of Thef- thoſe Bones, and ſpread throughout the upper Part of
Saly, and washis Shepherd , and thence came to be eiteemed the Nore.

the God of Shepherds. Afterwards falling under another APOPHYSiS mammularis ? [ Anatomy] one of the ex

Misfortune, by accidentally killing his Boy Hyacintbus, he Apophysis mafioideus § ternal Eminences of the
filed to Troy, and there meeting with Neptune, under the Os petroſum .

like Misfortune, they aſſiſted Laomedon in building his City, APOPLE'CTICAL ? [of crotúrler, Gr. ] pertaining to

who having perfidiouſly denied them the Reward of their APOPLE'CTICK S or ſubject to the Apopiexy.

Labours, Neptune in Revenge almoſt drowned the City , APOPLEXY [ 'Αποπληξία οf αποπλήττειν, το 1trike or

and Apollo fent a Peſtilence among the People . Butat length aftonith ] a Diſeaſe which is a ſudden Privation of all the

Apollo re-aſſum'd his Divinity, and became one of the moſt Sentes, and ſenſible Motions of the Body , thoſe of the

noted of all the Gods, not only by the great Number of Heart and Lungs being excepted , and is attended with a

Oracles he is ſaid to havegiven in ſeveral Farts of the Depravation of the principal Faculties of the Soul,by

World , but alſo by the ſeveral Functions attributed to Reaſon that the Paſſages of the Brain are ſtopt, and the

him. See Delphos, Cortina, Tripos.
Courſe of the Animal Spirits hindered.

Apollo was one of the moſt genteel of the Heathen Gods, A'PORE 2 [ ’Abog of a privat. and bees a Par

of whom they donot relate luch filthy Stories as of the
APO'RIME ſage, Gr.] a Problem in the Maikena

other. They make him theGodofWiſdom, Phyfick, lible is neverthelets very difficult tobe reſolved, and hasticks, which , though it is not impof

Muſick, Learning, & goo.

TheAncients repreſented him as a young Man, without not actually been refolved , ſuch as the ſquaring of the

a Beard,andRays of Light about his Head, having in Circle , Eroc.

one Hand a Harp and three Graces, and in the other a Apori'a [oToeis , Gr.] an intricate Buſineſs, Perplexi

Shield and Arrows. ty of Mind, Doubtfulneſs.

Hewas alſo repreſented with long curled yellow Hair, APORIA (with Rbetoricians] a Figure where the Orator

crown'd with Laurel, in a purple Robe, a Silver Bow in is at a ſtand what to do , as , pall i ſpeak out , or be ſilent ?

his Hand, placed on a Throne of Emeralds. Aporia'r e [Old Records] To be brought to Pover

APO'LLYON ['Aomvor of aro and ómów, Gr. to de- ty, alſo to fhun or avoid .

ſtroy ) a Deſtroyer, a Scripture Name for the Devil. APORRHO'E 3 [of croppw, Gr.

APOLOG E'TICAL ? [ Anongeluxós, Gr. ] pertaining to APORRHOES S down] ſulphureous EMuvia's or Ex

APOLOG E'TICK $ an Apology or Excuſe, or to halations, which are ſent forth from the Earth and lub

any Thing that is ſaid or written by Way of Excuſe. terraneous Bodies.

APOLOG E'TICALLY [ of a'Tongélixos, Gr. ] by Way APORRHOE [with Phyſicians] a ſteaming out of Vapours

of Apology thro ' the Pores of the Body.

APO'LOGER ? [apologus, L. of dronozów, Gr.] one APORRHOE [ with Aftrologers] a Term uſed of the

APOLOGISTS who makes an Apology. Moon , when the feparates from one Planet and applies

To APOLOGIZE [of apologizare, L.of Todoztomou ,Gr. ] to another.

to excuſe, or make aDefence for a Thing done. Aposca'sis [of a Tò and gcbw, Gr. to ſcarify ] a

APOLO'GUE [cón0705 of anonyw , to utter , Gr.] a flight Wound in the Skin.

Moral, an inſtructive Fable or a feigned Relation intended APOSCEPARNI'SMUS [of år) and oxetopriopòs, of

to reform and amend the Manners, OXETapi , to ſtrike with a Hatchet, Gr. ] a Sort of Frac

APO'LOGY [ 'Ambrozice of aro207W , Gr .] to rejeet, ture or breaking of the Scull, when ſome part is apparent

not to admit, to reje&t a Moral Fable, or a feigned 'Re- ly raiſed .
lation intended to reform Manners. APOSTOPE'sis [ 'Αποσιωπησις of αποσιωπάω, to hold

APO'LUSIS [cróxvois, Gr.] the Excluſion of any one's peace, Gr.] Reticency.

Thing, as of the Birth , the Fæces or the like ; a kind of APOSTOPESIS ( with Rhetoricians ] a Figure when the
Relaxation , by Means of which the whole is debilitated. Orator, as in a Paffion, leaves out ſome Word or Part of

APOMECO'METRY [ of a mò and perpéw , Gr. to,mea a Sentence, or breaks off in a Diſcourſe, but nevertheleſs

Ture] an Art fhewing how to meaſure Things at a Di- ſo that he may be underſtood what he meant.
ſtance, or to find how far they are off from us. APOSPHAC É'LIS [ of añò and opa'rena , Gr. ] a
APONEU'ROSIS ('AmoreUpwois, Gr. ) an Enervation . Mortification.

APONEUROSIS ( with Anatomifts, L. ] the ſpreading APOSPHARNI'DOSIS [' A wooden fdois, Gr.] a Pu

or extending of a Nerve or Tendon breadth -wile, after niſhment infliated by the Greeks on Adulterers, by thruf

the Manner of a Membrane. ing a Horte-Radiſh Root up the Anus.

APO'PHASIS ( 'Aaois of a Toporo , Gr.] a Rhetori- APO'STACY ( 'ATosadid of d'oisau , to depart, or

cal Figure, whereby the Orator ſeemsto wave what he amosatiw, Gr .] a revolting or falling away from the true

would l.inly i atinúate, as, I will not act againſt you with Religion,c.

the utmoft Rigor. APOSPA'sMA [đTootdopol, Gr.] Part of a Thing

APOPHO'RETA [á topópulc of drogiego, Gr. to bear drawn or pulled off, [.
away] Preſents anciently made at Feafts to be carried APOSPA'sMA ( with Surgeons ] the drawing of one

away by the Gueſts. Part from another, which naturally ſtuck to it ; as when

APOPHLEGMATICK Medicine (of a Tone7pal/Cav, to the Skin is ſeparated from a Membrane ; a Membrane from

APOPHLE'GMATISMS 3 purge the Head of a Muſcle, one Muſcle from another, ere.

Phlegm ] Medicines to be chewed that have the Faculty APOSTA'R E Leges 3 [ old Latin Records] wilfully

to purge the Head and Brain of cold Phlegmatick Hu
APOSTATA'R E Legess to tranſgreſs or break the

mours by the Nofe, Mouth, opc. Laws, L.

APOPHTH EG Μ ['Απόφθεγμα οf αποφθεγματίζειν, Gr. APO'STASIS [ arósaris of apisvui , to revolt or Ay

or ato and pizzomou Gr. to pronounce ] a 'ſhort off, Gr.) an Abſcets ; alſo ſome Fraciures of the Bones

pretty inſtructive Sentence ; eſpeciallyof fome eminent and
where the Parts break off.

APOSTATA capiendo, a Writ which in ancient Times

Apo'PHTHORA ( 'ATO@ goed of 1700Jeięw, Gr. to cor- lay againſt one, who having entered into and made a

rupt ] an Abortion, the bringing forth a Child putrified in Profeſſion of ſome religious Order, broke out again, and

the Womb. rambled about contrary to the Rules of thar Örder.

APOPHYG E ' [ Toquz), Gr.] a Flight or Eſcape. Apo'stATÉ [caosalus of dtosaliw, Gr. to depart from ]
APOPHYGE Architecture that part of a Column where a Revolter from Religion

it begins to ſpring out of its Baſe , and ſhoot upwards, APOSTA'TICALLY [of apoftata, L. of a'rosečius, Gr.]

and is a Protuberance commonly at the End of a Bone ; after the Manner of an Apoftare.

but this Apophyge originally was really no more than the To Apo'stATIZE [ apoftatare, L. of arosa? w, Gr.]

Ring or Ferril anciently faſtened at the Extremities of to deſert or abandon the true Religion .

wooden Pillars, to keep them from ſplitting , and which APOSTE'MAY [of drosince of cézisaatou , Gr. to de
afterwards was imitated in Stone-work. APOSTE'ME part] a Preter-natural Tumour of

APO'PHYSIS [ ’ATÓquois of crò from , and qúois Na- Apos'tume S Swelling, caufed by a corrupt Mar
ture, Gr.] a Proceſs or Part of a Bone growing out be- ter collected together in any Part of the Body commonly

yond its Surface, alſo a Knob in a Bone, made by the called an Impofbume.

Fibres being lengthened. APO'STLE ( ATÓSon of crosére ; Gr. to ſend on an

APO'PHYSES Mammillares Anatomy] are the Begin- Errand ) a Perſon fent as a Meſſenger or Ambalador, or

nings of the Olfactory Nerves, as far as the Os Cribrojum, Diſciple of Jeſus Chrift, commiſſioned by him to preach

where they divide into ſmall Fibres which paſs through the Goſpel, and propagate it in ſeveral Parts of the
Earth. APO'STLESHIP

grave Perſon .
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AjO'STLESHIP ? [ Apoftolatus, L.] the Office, Dignity, A'POZEM [’Análuua of roséw to grow hot or boil,

APO'STOLATES or Miniſtry of an Apoſtle. Gr.] a Phyfical Deco & ion, a Diet-drink made of Roots,
APOSTO'LICAL ? ['Arosonixós, Gr. ] ' fomething that Herts, Woods , Barks , Flowers, Seeds , bo.

APO'STOLICK Ś belongs to Apoſtles, or defcends To APPA'LE [of appalir, F ] to daunt, aſtoniſh or dif

from them . courage , o.

APOSTOʻLICALLY [apoftoliquement,F. of 'ATÓS01G ,Gr.] APPA'LEMENT , Confternation, Aſtonishment.

after the Manner of an Apoſtle. APPA'NAGE, fee Appennage.

Aposto’LICALNESS, the being of A poſtolical Ap- APPARATU “, a formal Preparation for ſome A &tion ,

pointment. ſolemn or publick ; as the Apparatus of a Corona

ApostolO'RUM unguentum [with Phyſicians] an Oint- tion , loc.

ment ſo named, becauſe it conſiſts of twelve Drugs, ac- APPARATUS alſo is uſed to ſignify the Utenſils per

cording to the Number of the Apoſtles. taining to a Machine, as the Apparatus of a Microfiope,

APO'STROPHE ['Aroseg på a cuming away, of drospin Air-Fump, &c.
q to turn away from ] a Figure in Rhetorickwhereby the APPARATUS (with Surgeons ] the Bandages, Medica
Orator in an extraordinary Commotion turus his Diſcourſe ments and Dreſſings of a Part.

from the Audience , and dire &ts it to ſome other Perſon or APPARA'TUS major and minor ( with Lithotomifs] the

Thing. In this Things animate or inanimate may be ad- greater and leffer Preparation, two different Methods of
dreſs'd unto , as if fenuble ; Perlons abſent as well as preſent cutting for the Stone, L.
may be appeal'd to , as if they were pretenr. High APPARATUS [ with Lithotomifts] is performed by

APOSTROPHE ' (with Grammarians) an AccentorMark making an Inciſion above the Groin along the Linea alba

that ſhews there is a Vowel cut off, and is exprelled thus into the Fund of the Bladder ; and thro' that they ex

( * ) and ſer at the Head of the Letter, as eu'n for even. tract the Scone.

APO's yrma (a zoouple of drooiew, Gr.] that which The Small or Low Apparatus, is performed by thruſt

is drawn , ſhaved or pared off. ing the two Fore fingers up the Fundament till they touch
Apo's Y RMA ( with Surgeons ] a Shaving of the skin or or come againſt the Stone, and with them drive it to the

of a Bone . Neck of the Bladder, and extract it from thence, throan

APOTA'cTITHζ [of αποτάσσω Or αποτατην Ire- Inciſion in the Perinaum ,

APOTA'CIICL Snounce, Gr.] A Sect, who ancient- APPA'R EL [ of appareil, F.] Clothing, Raiment, Ha

ly attected to follow the Evangelical Counſels of Poverty, bit.
and the Examples of the Apoſtles and primitive Chriſtians, APPAREL of a ship, the Tackle, Sails, Rigging, & c.

by renouncing all their Efe & ts and Polleflions. APPA'RENT [ apparens, L.] that appears, vilible, plain ,

APOTELE'SM Apoteleſma, L. of 'A TOTENONA , Gr .] a manifeft.

Declaration of the Signification of the Stars in a Nativity ; APPARENT Heir, one whoſe Title is clear beyond

a Calculation of a Nativity , Difpute or Contradiction .

APOT ELESMA'TICKS [Apoteleſmatici, L. of ’AT0T€10- APPA'R ENT Conjunction ( Aſtronomy] is when the right

ped TIROI of a roten , Gr. to perfe &t ] Mathematicians who Line ſuppoſed to be drawn thro ' the Centers oftwo Planets

calculate Nativities by the Stars, and hold all Things ſub- does not paſs thro' the Center of the Earth , but thro”.

ject to the Power of the Planets. the Spe& tator's Eye.

APO'THECARY [of a Tolixu a Shop, Gr.] one who APPARENT Declination , ſee Declination .

pra&tifes Pharmacy, or that Part of Phyfick which conſiſts APPARENT Horizon ( Aſtronomyj is that great Circle

in the Preparationand Compoſition of Medicines. which limits our Sight ; or that place where theHeavens

APOTH E'OSIS [átogewris, Gr.] or a Conſecration of and Earth ſeem to us to meet.

Emperors , the Manner of their performing which was APPARENT Place of an Object (in Opticks) is that

as follows : When the Body of an Emperor had been bu- which appears when ſeen thro' one or more Glaſſes, and

ried according to the Cuſtom , his Effigies of Wax was difters from the real Place, being occaſioned by the various

placed at the entry of the Palace, upon a large Bed of Refractions of the Rays.

Ivory, ſumptuouſly adorn'd , and the Phyſicians viſited it APPA'RENT Place of a planet or Star ( with Aftronomers ]

for ſeven Days, treating it , as if it had been alive in a Fit is the viſible Place of it, or that point of the Heaven in

of Sickneſs. In the mean while all the Senate and Nobi- which it ſeems to be, by the right Line which proceeds

lity of Romewere preſentin Mourning Habits. After the from the Eye to it.

Expiration of theſe ſeven Days , he was held for dead , and APPARENT Colours (according to the old natural Phi

then they removed him to a publick Place,a publick Place, where the leſophy ] thole Colours that are often ſeen in Clouds, before

Magiſtrates quitted their Offices. the Riſing or after the Serting of the Sun ; or thoſe in

There the new Emperor afcended upon a high Pulpit the Rainbow, @c. But theſe they will not allow to be

callid Roftra , becauſe it was adorn ' with the Sterns of true Colours, becauſe they are not permanent or laſting.

Ships taken from the Enemies in Sea fights ; and thence Theſe are called alſo emphatical Colours.
he made a Funeral Oration in Praiſe of the Deceaſed . APPA'R ENTNESS ( apparentia, L.] Plainneſs to be

When this was ended, theycarried the Image of the ſeen .

deceaſed Emperor out of the City to the Field of Mars, APPARITION, an Appearing ; the Appearing of a
where there was erected a ſtately Pile of aromatick Wood Spirit , a Ghost, or Speatre.

to burn it ; the Roman Gentry having rid round the Pile APPARITION [with Aſtronomers ] is the becoming vi

ſeveral times in Order, the new Emperor with a Torch fible of a Star or other Luminary which before was hid .
ſet Fire to the Pile of Wood : And then an Eagle was let APPA'RITORS [ in the Spiritual Court] Meſſengers

fly from the Top of it , which was imagin'd to carry the APPA'RATORS ६ who cite Perſons to appear,

Soul of this new God into Heaven : When an Empreſs APPARITOR (in the Univerfity ] a ſort of Beedle, who

was thus burnt, they let fly an Eaglet inſtead of an Ea- carries the Mace before the Maſters, Faculties , Sc.

gle. AppA'RLEMENT [in Common Law ] Likelihood, Like

APOTHEOSIS , of an Emperor , was hieroglyphically neſs or Reſemblance, as Apparlement of War.
repreſented on a Medal, by an Eagle aſcending up to APPARURA [ old Records ] Furniture and Imple

Heaven out of the Flame of their Funeral Pile. ments , L.

APOTH E'R APY ( Apotberapia, L. of ’ATOJEextelo., Gr. ] APPARU'R A Carruccarum [ old Law ] Plough -tackle,

that Part of Phyſick, that cures or prevents Wearineſs from all manner of Implements belonging to a Plough, L.
too much Labour.

To APPE'Ach , the ſame as to impeach , i. e. to accuſe
APO'THESIS [of á tó and itibu , Gr. to place the one of any Crime,

Reduction of a diſlocated Bone. APPE'AL [of appellatio, L. whence appel, F.] the re

APOʻTOME [’Atotopía, of emotiuw, Gr. to cut off ] moving a Cauſe from an inferior Judge or Court to a fupe
A Cutting off or away.

rior, in order to re &tity ſomething amiſs in a Sentence

Тв APOTOME Įin Mathematicks] is the Re- paſs’d by an inferior Judge ; it is alſo an Accuſation or

mainder or Difference of two incommenfurable Declaration of the Crime of any Perſon ; particularly the

Quantities, an irrational Reſidue as DC, when accuſing of a Murderer by a perſon who is intereſted in

from a rational Line BD, call'd b, you cut off a the Party murtbered .

rational Part BC, call’dc, only commenſurable APPEAL by Bill ( in Law ] is where a Man of himſelf

in Power to the wliole Line BD . gives up his Acculation in Writing, oftering to undergo the

Apotome ( in Mufick ] the Difference between the greater
Burden of appealing the Perfon therein named ,

and leſer Semitones or the Part of a whole Tone which APPEAL by Writ in Law ] is when a Writ is purcha

remains, when a greater Semitone is taken from it. ſed out of Chancery by one to another, to the Intent he

appeal
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appeal athird Perſon of ſome Felony committed by him, TO APPERTAI'N Cappartenir, F. of ad and pertineo, L.)

finding Picdges that he hall do it. to have a Dependenceupon, to belong to.
APPEAL of Maybem [ Law Term ] the accuſing of one APPE'RTINANCES [ of ad and pertinentia, L. ]

who hath maimed another. AppU'RTINANCES Ş Things both corporeal, i.e.६

APPEAL of wrong Impriſonment, an A &tion of wrong belonging to another Thing as their Principal, as Court
or falſe Impriſonment. yards, Drains, & c. to an Houſe ; and incorporeal, as Li

To Appeal (appellare, L.] to make tich Appeal , to berties and Services of Tenants.

ſubmit one's Cafe to a particular Court, Perlon, age. A'PPETENCY [ appetentia, ofappetere, L.] carneft De

To Appea'r [ apparire, L.] to be in Sight, to thew fire, great Inclination.

one's ſelf, to be ready at hand ; alſo to make a Shew or APPE'TIBLE Cappetibilis, L.) that which may be defi

Figure ; to look , to fecm . red , deſirable.

APPEARANCE ( apparentia , L.) the exterior Surface APPEʼTIBLENESS [ of appetibilis,L.] Worthineſs to be

of a Thing ; or that which firſt Atrikes the Sente or the Ima- deſired .

gination. A'PPETITE [ appetitus of appeto, L.] the Affection of

APPEARANCE Çin Prospetive ] is the Repreſentation of the Mind , by which we are incited to any thing ; inor

a Figure, Body or the like Object, upon the peripective dinate Deſire, Luft ; alſo the Deſire of Nouriſhment or
Plain . a Stomach to Vi&tuals.

APPEARANCE ( in Law ] is the Defendant's engaging APPETITE [ by Philoſophers] is defined a Deſire of

to anſwer to a Caute or Action enter'd againſt him in lome enjoying ſomething wanted, or a complacency in the En
Court of Judicature. joyment of a Thing preſent. It is diſtinguiſh'd into vo

APPEARANCES (with Aftronomers ] are more uſually luntary and natural.

callid Phenomena. Natural

To ſave APPEA'RANCES , is ſeemingly to diſcharge Voluntary
Appetite Twitch Schoolmen) is the Will

one's Duty , or to acquit himſelf of the Formalities or tent Knowledge or Information of the Matter in hand,
Externals of it, ſo as to ſave his Character and avoid giving as the Defire of Happineſs.

Offence or Scandal. Natural APPETITE (with Schoolmen ] a ſort of Inſtinet ,

TO APPEA'se ( of appaiſer, F.] to pacify or qualify , whereby we are mechanichally puſhed on to conſult our

to aliay or afſwage ; to calm , to ſuppreis.
own Preſervation.

APPEA'SABLE [of appaiſer, Ft.) that may be paci- APPETITION , an carneſt Deſire, or eager Purſuit after.

fied . Appeti'TIVE, of or belonging to the Appetite.
APPEA'SABLENESS, Capableneſs of being pacified. Appetitus Caninus [with Phyſicians] an inordinate,

APPE'LLANT [in Law ] he or ſhe that brings an Ap- extravagant Hunger to the Degree of a Diſeaſe, ſo that

peal againſt another ; called allo Appelour and Approver. Perſons devour every thing like Dogs .

Appellation , the naming or calling any thing by a TO APPLAU'D Capplaudere, L. ) to commend highly,

particular Name ; a Term , a Name, a Title. as it were , with clapping of Hands ; to approve well of any

APPE'LLATIVE, or with Grammarians ] a com thing done.

Noun APPELLATIV
ES

mon Nanie , Name APPLAU'se [ applauſus, L.] A Clapping of Hands as

which is proper and applicable to all Things of that a Sign of Joy or Congratulation ; publick Praiſe, great

kind, in oppofition to a proper Name which belongs on- Commendation.

ly to an individual. A'pple [ Apple, Sax.] Botanifts give the Name of Ap

APPE'LLATIVELY [of appellatif, F appellations, L ] ple not only to the Fruit of the Apple-tree ; but alſo to

by way of Appellation . all ſorts of "Fruit, as well of Herbs as Trees, that are

Appelle'e, one who is appealed againſt or accuſed . round .

APPELLOU'R [ in Old Law ] one who having con- A'PPLE of Love ( with BotaniAts] an Herb or Plant, a

Appe'LLANT fesd a Crime appeals, i, e . accuſes kind of Nighthade.

others who were his Accomplices. Appli’ABLE 3 [applicabilis, L.) that may be applied,
To Appe'ND [ appendere, L.) to hang up or to. A'PPLICABLES that has relation to, conformable.
APPE'NDAG E (of appendo, L.) any thing which being A'PPLICATE (with Geometricians] is a right Line

conſidered as leſs principal is added to another. drawn acroſs a Curve, ſo as to biſfe &t the Diameter. In

Appe'NDANT (appendens, L.} hanging to. a Conick Se &tion it is called the Ordinate or Semi-ordinate. ,

APPENDANT in Law ] a Thing which by Preſcription A'PPLICATE Ordinate ( Conick Se&tions] is a right Line

depends on or belongs to anotherthat is principal ; as an applied at right Angles to the Axis of a Conick® Section

Hoſpital may be appendant to a Manour, Esc. and bounded by the Curve.

APPE'NDED Remedies [ in Medicine are ſuch as are APPLICA'TION, the A& of applying one thing to

outwardly applied by hanging about the Neck. another, by approaching or bringing them together ; al

APPENDI'CULA, a little Appendix, L. ſo the making an Addreſs to a Perſon ; alſo Attention

APPENDICULA Vermiformis Anatomy] the Inteftinum of Mind, Diligence, Srudy.

'cæcum , or Blind Gut, ſo called on account of its Figure APPLICATION ' (with Divines ) is uſed for the A&

and Situation ; becauſe in fome Creatures it hangs down whereby our Saviour transfers or makes over to us what he

like a Wom , and is not filled with Ordure as the others had purchaſed by the Sanctity of his Life and Death.

are , APPLICATION [ Aftrology) the approaching of two Pla
APPENDI'TIA ( ancient Deeds] the Appendages or Ap- nets towards each other.

purtenances of an Eſtate. APPLICATION (with Geometricians is ſometimes uſed

Appe'ndix , a Thing acceſſory to or dependent on for Diviſion .

another. It is principally uſed in Matters of Literature To Apply ' ( applicare, L.) to put, fet , or lay one Thing
for an additional Diſcourſe placed at the End of a Book to another ; to have Recourſe to a Perſon or Thing ;

or Treatiſe, either to explain ſome Things or to draw alſo to take to, or give one's ſelf up to ; alſo to beſtow
Concluſions therefrom . upon ſome Ures.

APPENDIX ( with Anatomifts ] a Part which is in ſome To Apply [by Geometricians ] is uſed in ſeveral Senſes ;

Meaſure detach'd from another Part to which it adheres. to fit Quantities, the Areas of which are equal ; but the

AppE'NNAGE ? (the Fortune, or Portion which a So. Figures different, ſo that they hall conform oneto another.

APPA'NNAGES veraign Prince gives to his younger Again,

Son or Children . The younger Sons of England have no To apply is uſed for to transfer or inſcribe a Line

certain Appennages, but only what the King is pleaſed to given into a Circle or any other Figure, ſo that it may be

below upon them ; but in France the King's younger fitted or accommodated there, as that its Extremities may

Sons have (by virtue of the Law of Appannage) Ďuchies, touch the Circle.
Counties or Baronies granted to them and their Heirs, the To Apply [with Geometricians] is uſed to expreſs Di

Reverſion reſerved to the Crown, and allMatters of Rega- vifion, and thus they ſay, Applica 8 ad 24, when they
lity, as Coinage, levying Taxes, & c. Fr. would have 24 divided by S. And alſo,

APPE'NSA, Thingshanged up or weighed out, L. Apply is uſed for to multiply by the ſame Writers.

APPENSA ( with Pbyſicians ) the ſame as Periapta , Thus they ſay, duc 8 in 12 , when they would have 12

Things hanged about the Neck of diſeafed Perſons , to multiplied by 8.
cure fome Diftempers. Appodia'R E [ Old Word ] to lean on or prop up any
APPENSU'RA ( old Records] the Payment of Money at thing.

the Scale or by Weight. To Appoi'nt[ of appointer, F.] to commiſſionate or

order ; to fer á Task ; alſo to determine or deſign.:

O A
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APPOI'nTee (in France) a Foot Soldier, who for his of any one ; to claim or take to one's ſelf ; to apply par

long Service and ſingular Bravery, not only receives more ticularly.

Paythan private Centinels, but itands fair for Promotion. APPRO'PRIATE (in Law ] ſignifies a Church or Bene

APPOINTMENI ( of appointement, Fr.] the A &t of af ap fice, the Patronage of which is annexed to ſome Church

pointing ; an Order or Aflignation ; alſo a Penlion or Sa- Dignity , ſo that the Parſon receives the Tithes.

tary given by Princes and Noblemen to Perſons of Merit APPROPRIATENESS (of approprier, F. appropriatum L.)

to retain them in their Service. Fitneſs to ſome other Thing , @goc . ]

APPO'NERE [Old Records ] to pledge or pawn . APPROPRIA'TION [ in Law ]is when the Advowfon

TO APPO'RT ( apportare, L.] to bring or carry to. of a Parſonage or the Profits ofa Church -Living are made

AppO'RTION [ of ad, d mui, in p , and portio, L.) to over to the proper and perpetual Uſe of tome Biſhop ,

proportion, to divide into convenient Portions or Lots. Dean , Chapter, College,Religious Houſe, óc. and their

Law Term . Succeſſors ; ſo that the Body or Houſe are both Patron

AppO'RTIONMENT Capportionamentum , Law Lat.) A and Parſon , and ſome one of the Members officiates as a

Dividing of Rent into two parts or Portions, according
Vicar.

as the Land whence it iſſues is divided among two or more: To APPRO'VE ( approbare, L. whence approuver, Fr.]

Thus if a Man have Rent Service ifluing out ofLand, and to allow of, to like, to render one's ſelf recommendable.

he purchaſes Part of the Land,the Rent ſhall be appor- To APPROVE ( in Common Law] to improve or in

tioned according to the Value of the Land. creaſe.

AppO'RTUM ( old Records ] a Corrody or Penſion allow- AppRO'VABLE , [of approuver,F. approbare,L. ] that may

ed out of a Religious Houfe ; alſo the Revenue, Gain or be approved.

Profit which a Thing bringsunto its Owner. APPROVEMENT ( approveamentum , Law Lat.] is uſed

APPO's AL of Sheriffs, is the Charging them with Money for Improvement by ancient Writers.

received upon their Account in the Exchequer. ApPROVEMENT of Land [ Law Term ] fignifies the

To Appo's E Cappoſitum , L. ſup .) to put to. making the beſt Advantage of it by increaſing the Rent ;

A'PPOSIT E Cappoſitus, L. ] well appointed, pat, or alſo a Lord's inclofing WaſteGround for himlelf, yet lea

what is ſaid or done to the purpoſe. ving ſufficient Ingreſs for the Commoners to the Common.
Apposi'tion , a Putting to or Applying, a Laying a APPROVER ( approbator, L.) one who approves or al

Thing by the side of another, L. lows of.

APPOSITION [in Grammar) is the putting two or more APPROVER [ in Law ] a Felon who accuſes his Aca

Subſtantives together in the ſame Cafe, and without any complices as guilty of the ſame Crime with himſelf.

Conjun &tion Copulate between them Appro'VERs , are alſo certain Perſons who are ſent in

APPOSITION [with Pbiloſopbers) an Addition of Mat , to ſeveral Counties , there to increaſe the Farms of the

ter to any Body outwardly, but it is uſually applied to Hundreds, & c. which in ancient Times were ſet at a cer

the Encreaſe of Bodies without Life ; and is call'd alſo tain Rate to the Sheriffs, who let them to others.

Accretion, and juxta Poſition. APPROVERS [of the King ] ſuch Perſons who in ſmall

A'PPOSITNESS [of appofitus, L.) Fitneſs for the Pur- Manours have theletting of the King's Demeſns or Lands.

poſe. APPROVERS [ in the Marches of Wales ] thoſe Perſons

To Apprai's E ( probably of ad and pretium , L. a who had Licenſe to ſell and buy Cattle in the Parts of

Price, or of apprecier ,F.] :o value, rate, or ſer a Price Wales.

on Goods. APPROXIMATION, a Coming or putting near to, L.
APPRAI'S ER , a Valuer of Goods. APPROXIMA'TION [in Arithmetick" or Algebra ) is a con

APPRAI'S EMENT , the Valuation of any thing. tinual Approach nearer and nearer to the Root or Quantity

To A'PPREHEND (apprebendere, L.) to lay hold of, fought, without a Pollibility of ever arriving at it exa& lý.
ſeize or arrelt ; to conceive, comprehend or underſtand ; APPROXIMATION [ in Natural Magick ] is one of the
to fufpe &t or fear. Methods of Tranſplantation or the Removing a Diſeaſe

APPREHE'NSION, a Seizing, Soc. alfo Perception , from one Creature to another, or from an Animal to a

Conception, Underſtanding ; alſo Suſpicion, Fear.
Plant.

APPREH E'NSION [with Logicians] the firſt Idea which A'PPUI (with Horſemen ] is the Stay upon the Horſe

the Mind forms of any thing abftra &tly of its particular man's Hand, or the reciprocal Senſe between the Horſe's

Qualities. Mouth and the Bridle-Hand ; or the Horſe's Senſe of the

APPREHE'NSIVE , quick of Apprehenſion , ſenſible. A &tion of the Bridle in the Horſenan's Hand .

APPREH E'NSIVENESS [of apprehenfivus, L.] Apt- A full Appui (in Horſemanſhip ] is a firm Stay without

neſs to apprehend, Senſibleneſs. reſting very heavy , and without bearing upon the Horſe
APPRE'NDRE ( in Ancient Law Books ] A Fee or Profit man's Hand.

to be taken or received. A more than full Appui (with Horſemen ] a Term they

APPRE'NTICE (apprentisſe, F. probably of apprebendere, uſe of a Horſe that is ſtopt with ſome Force, but ſtill fo

L. to learn ] a Youth who is bound by Indenture, Spo. that he does not force the Horſeman's Hand..

to ſerve a Perſon for a Term of Years, to learn his or Appu'LSE [ Appulfus, L.) an Approaching or Coming
her Art and Myſtery: to , an Arriving at.

APPRE'NTICESHIP , the Time of an Apprentice's Ser- 'APPULSE [ with Afronomers] the Approach of a Planet

vice.
to a Conjun &tion.

To A'PRICATE ( apricari, L.] to ſet abroad in the AppU'RTENANCE Cappurtenance, Fr. ] See Appertis
Sun.

To APPROACH [of approcher, F.] to draw nigh to , or A'PRICOCK [ abricot, F.] a Sort of Wall -Fruit that

come near. requires much Sun to ripen it.
APPROACHABLE, that may be come near to . APRICA'TION, a Basking or Lying in the Sun, L.
APPROACHABLENESS [of approcher, F.] Ealineſs of APRIL [of aperiendo, L. opened, becauſe the Pores of

being approached. the Earth are then opened ] the fourth Month from Decem
APPROACHES [in Fortification the ſeveral Works ber. The Ancients painted this Month like a young Man

made by the Beſiegersfor advancing or getting nearer to a cloathed in green with a Garland of Myrtle, and Hawthorn
Fortreſs or beſieged Place. Buds, winged, holding in one Hand Primroſes and Vio

APPROBA'TION , an Approving or Liking, I. lets, and in the other the Celeſtial Sign Taurus.
To Appro'peráte ( approperatum , L. ) to come nigh APRON [of a yoran , a Woman's Garment to wear be

to , to approach fore them.

APPROPRIA'R E Commu nam (in Law ] ſignifies to dif- APRON [in Gunnery ] a Piece of Lead that covers the

common,i, e. to ſeparate or incloſe any parcel of Land, Touch -hole of a Gun.
which before was common. A'PSIDES { [with Aftronomers] two Points in the Orbit

APPROPRIA'R E ad bonorem [ in Law ] is to bring a ABSIDES S of a Planet, the higheſt of which is call’d

Manour within the Extent and Liberty of ſuch an Ho- the Apogee or Apbelion , and the loweit the Perigee and Peri

belion .

APPROPRIATE ? [ appropriatus, L.] a Term uſed by APSIDES [of ’Avis, Gr. a Vault or Arch ] ſo called be

APPROPRIATED Philoſophers of ſomething which cauſe vaulted over, a kind of private Oratories or Chappels

is indeed common to ſeveral ; yet in ſome reſpects is pecu- in great Churches , alſo called Doxalia or Doxologia , and is

liarly attributed. uſed in the Low -Countries for a kind of Choir or Place be

TO APPROPRIATE [ appropriare, L.] to ufurp the yond the Altar,where the religious fit and ting the Of

Property of a Thing ; to ſet aſide any thing for the Uſe fice without being ſeen by the People.
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A'PSYCHY [ apſychia, L. of a priv. and fuxí, Gr. the AQUA'RIANS, a Seet of Chriſtians who uſed nothing

Soul, & c.] a ſwooning or faintingaway. bur Water in the Sacrament.

ApSy'CTOS [of , and tóxos cold , Gr.] a precious AQUA'RIUS (with Aftronomers] a Conſtellation of the

Stone, which, whenhot, will keep fo 7 Days. Zodiack marked thus en ons and conſiſts of 99 Stars.

APSYCTOS [ with Phyſicians ) the cold or ſhaking Fit of AQUARIUS [the Water- Bearer ] this ſeems to be called

an Ague. Aquarius from its Form . He ſtands holding a Baſon in one

Apr ( aptus, L.] fit, proper, meet, convenient, pro- Hand, and ſeems to pour out much Water. Some will

penſe, or forwardly inclined to. have it, that this is Ganymede, and ſuppoſe that it is ſuffi
A'PINESS [ aptitudo, L.] Fitneſs, Readineſs. cient Ground for that Conjecture, becauſe the Pi&ture bears

To A'PTATE ( aptatum , L.) to make fit. ſome Reſemblance to one pouring out Wine, and they

To Aptate a Planet (with Aftrologers ] is to ſtrengthen bringthePoet for an Evidence, that ſays, that Ganymedes
the Planet in Poſition of Houſe and Dignities to the greateſt was Inarch'd up to Jupiter to be his Cup-bearer, and was
Advantage, in order to bring about the deſired End. by the Godsaccounted worthy of the Office on account

AP THANES ( in Scotland, the higher Nobility, anciently of his great Beauty, and becauſe he gave to Men Immor

ſo called in Diftin &tion to the lower Sort or Under- tality , which was unknown to them before. That pouring
Thanes. forth is ſuppoſed to reſemble Nectar (and that is the Drink

A'PTITUDE [aptitudo, L.] Fitneſs, a natural Diſpoſi- of the Gods) and that this is the Reſemblance of that
tion to do any thing. Drink. The Conſtellation has two obſcure Stars on the

A'PTOTOŃ (of a and almons, Gr.] a Noun which is Head, one great one on each Shoulder, one on each
nor declined with Caſes. Elbow, one bright one on the extreme Part of his

APY'REXY [ åmugezia , Gr.] the cooling, abating, or Right Hand, one on each Pup , one on the left Hip , one

flackening of a Fever, the cold Fit of an Ague. on each Knee, upon his Right Legone ; inall ſeventeen.
APY'ROTOS [ o'z upolos, Gr.] the beſt fort of a Car The pouring out of Water is onthe Left Hand. It has

buncle which glows like a Burning, yet cannot be hurt by thirty Stars, of which two are bright, the reſt obſcure.

Fire. AQUA'Dick ( aquaticus, L.] growing, living or

APY'RUM Sulpbur [in Medicine ] Sulphur that has not AQUATI'LE S (aquatilis, L.) S breeding it or about

felr the Fire, or has not been burnt the Water.

A'QUA, Water, Rain ; alſo wateriſh Humour. AQUA'TICKS , Trees or Plants which grow on the Banks

Aqua Caeleftis (with Chymifts] Heavenly Water, i.e. of Rivers in Marſhes and watery Plants.

re &tify'd Wine. AQUEOUS Duets Anatomy ] certain Dues whereby the

AQUA Communis [in Chymical aqueous Humour is fuppofed to be convey'd into the Inſide

Writers ) is exprefs'd by theſe Cha the Membranes which inclofe that Liquor

raters, AQUEOUSNESS

AQUA DISTILLATA, Diſtilled Water, a Water drawn AQUO'S ENESS { [ of aquoſitas, L.] Wateriſh neſs.

by the diſtilling any kind of HerbsandDrugs. A'QUEOUS ( aqueus, L.] Wateriſh , likeWater.

AQUA Diftillata (in Cbymical Writings ) is ex AQUEOUS Humour ( with Oculifts ]one of the Humours

preſsd by this Chara &ter. of the Eye, the outmoſt of the three Humours being tranf

Aqua omnium Florum (with Phyſicians] i.e. Water of parent and of no Colour. It fills up the Space between the

all Flowers ; the Water diſtilled from the Dung of Cows Tunica cornea, and Cbryftalline Humour.

when they go to Grafs. AquiFO'LIUM [ with Botanifs) a kind of Holm Tree

AQUA FORTIS [i . e. Strong Water] a corroſive Liquor with prickly Leaves ; alſo the Holly Tree, L.
ſerving as a Menftruum wherewith to diffolve Silver, and AQUILA , an Eagle, ! .

all other Metals, except Gold. It is made of a Mixture AQUILA Alba ( with Chymifts ] the white Eagle, the

of purify'd Nitre or Salr-peter, Vitriol calcin'd white, and ſame as Mercurius dulcis.

Potter's Earth or Clay, diſtilled in a cloſe Reverberatory, A'QUILA [ Aftronomy] the Eagle, a Conſtellation conſiſt

the Fumes condenſing inthe Receiverarethe Aqua fortit. ing of 70 Stars, according to theBritiß Catalogue . This

AQUA FORTIS [in ChymicalWriters ] is expref

Fſed by this Character.

isthe Eagle (according to the Poets) that carried Gang

medes up to Heaven , and preſented him to Jupiter to be his

AQUA intercus [with Phyſicians ] the Dropſy, L. Cup-bearer, although he was placed among the Stars upon

AQUA Marina , a precious Stone of a Sea- green Co- anotherAccount, 1. e. when the Gods made a Diſtribution

lour, L. of the Birds among themſelves, Jupiter he chofe the Ea

AQUA Pericardii ( with Phyficians ] that Liquor or Hu- gle ; and alſo becauſe he of all other Birds can fly againſt

mour that is collectedabout the Heart, ſerving to cool it. the Sun, and is not oppreſſed by his Rays, and therefore

AQUA Regia . 3 [ i. e. Royal Water ] a Liquor made by. ebtains the firſt Place among them . It is reprefented with

AQUA Regalis S diſſolving Sal Armoniack in Spirit of expanded Wings, as tho’ it were flying. Aglaofthenes re
Nitre, and ſo called becauſe itdiffolves Gold . lates, that Yupiter was brought up in Crete, and when he

in Cbymical

Writings ] is expreſſed by one of A B
was diligently fought after there , he was caught up and

carried to Naxos, and after he came tothe Age of Man

theſe Chara &ters. hood, took upon him the Kingdom of the Gods; and

AQUA Secunda [ with Surgeons] a Liquor made of com . that going from Naxos on the Expedition againſt the

monWater,and the Powder or Precipitate of Silver ; it is Titans, hehad the Eagle for his Companion,and it proving

uſed to cauſe an Eſcar to fall off in Shankers, and to con- fortunate to him, he made the Eagle ſacred , and placed

ſume proud Fleſh , L. it among the Stars. And this is the Reaſon of the Honour

AQUA Cbryfulca, See Aqua Regia. that it obtained in Heaven . It has four Stars, the middle

AQUA Stygia, See Aqua Regia , moſt is a brightone.

AQUA VITÆ [i. e. Water of Life ] a ſort of cordial A'QUILA Philofophorum [ with Alchymiſs] the Philoſo

Liquor formerly made of brew'd Beer ſtrongly hopp'd, pher's Eagle, is the reducing Metals to the firft Matter.

well fermented , now it is commonly underſtood of Spirits, AQVILEGIA } the Plant Columbine, L.
Geneva, and the like.

ſedby this Character. se
AQUILI'NE [aquilinus, L.] ſomething belonging to an

Eagle, as an Aquiline Nose, i.e. a hooked Nole like an

A QUABIBE [of aqua Water, and bibere to drink, L.] Eagle's Beak, an Hawk's Noſe.
a Water -drinker . A'QUILO, the North , or North - EaſtWind, L.

AQUÆDU'CT ( aquadu &tus, L.] a Conveyance of Wa- AQUO'se [ aquofus , L.] watery or like Water.
ter by Pipes, a Conduit of Water; is a Conſtruction of AQUOSI DUCTUS ( with AnatomiAts ] the watery Paſſa

StoneorTimber made on unevenGround, to preſerve the ges, theChannels of the Veins that carry the watery Hu
Level of the Water, and convey it by a Canal from one mours, called Lympha, L.
Place to another. Aquo'sity [ aquofitas, L.] Waterilhneſs.

AQUÆDUCT (with Anatomifts] a Paſſage or Perforation, A'QUULA [ in Medicine] a ſmall watery Bladder in the

partly membranous, and partly cartilaginous, leading out Liver, Spleen ,or ſome other Bowel, L ,

of the bony Paffage of the internal Ear into the Palate. A'ra, an Altar, a San &tuary , L.

A'QUAGE [aquagium , L.] a Water - Courſe. Ara [with Ajronomers] a Conſtellation containing 8

AQUA'GIUM [ Old Records] an Aquage or Water- Stars.
Courſe. A'RABANT ad Curiam Domini [ Old Records] a Phraſe

AQUALI'CULUS ( with Anatomifs) the lower part of uſed of thoſewho held by the Tenure of ploughing and
the Belly or Paunch , called alſo Hypogaftrium , L. tilling the Lord's Lands without the Manour, L.

3
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AQUAVITÆ[ in Chymical Writers) is expref to Eagle, asan Aquiline Nobei
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ARABE'SK [ ſo called from the Arabs, who uſed this To A'RBITRATE [of arbitrare, L.] to award, give

kind of Ornaments, their Religion forbidding them to Sentence, to adjudge ;to act as an Arbitrator.

make any Images or Figures of Men or Animals) a Term ARBITRATION, the A &t of arbitrating ; the putting an

apply'd to ſuch Painting , Ornaments of Freezes, @ge. End to a Difference by Arbitrators, L.

which conſiſted wholly of imaginary Foliages, Plants, ARBITRATOR , a Perſon chofen indifferently by the

Stalks , & c. without any human or animal Figures. mutual Conſent of two Parties to decide any Contro

ARA'BIA [ of 27y, Heb. Black, or of Harabi, Heh. a verlý.

Thief or Robber] the one on account of their ſwarthy ARBITRATOR ( with Civilians ] is underſtood diffe

Complexion, and the latter on account of their thieviſh rently from an Arbiter. An Arbitrator being left wholly

Difpofition . The Arabianshaving in all Ages been ſo ad- to ašt according to his own Diſcretion, without Solemnity

dicied to this Vice , that, as Martin del Rio obſerves, it was ofProceſs or Courſe of Judgment ; whereas an Arbiter is

as uſual with the geus to call a Thief an Arabian, as it obliged to act according to Law and Equity.

was to call a Merchant a Canaanite, and a Mathematician ARBI'TREMENT , a Power given by two or more Par

a Chaldean.
ties contending, to ſome Perſon to determine the Matter in

A'RABICK Figures ? [ fo called becauſe borrowed Diſpute, to which Determination they are obliged to ſtand

ARABICK Characters from the Arabs] are the Nu- under a certain Penalty. It is the fáme as an Award .

meral Characters commonly made uſe of in large Com- A'R BOR , a Tree, L.

purations, as 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , not uſed in Eng- ARBOR Diane, Diana's Tree, L.

land till the rith Century . ARBOR Martis (with Chymifts ] Coral, it being ſuppoſed

ARABICUM Gummi, a tranſparent kind of Gum brought to grow like a Tree or Plant under the Water of the
from Arabia, a Gumn which diftils from a Species of Aca . Sea , l.

cia, L. ARBOR ( in Mechanicks] the principal part of a Ma

A'RABIC [ Arabicus, L.) belonging to the Arabians, chine which ſerves to ſuſtain the reft; alſo a Spindle or

A'R ABIS ( Botany ) an Herb called Candy Thiffle. Axis on which a Machine turns, L.

A'RABISM, an Idiom or Manner of Speaking, peculiar ARBOR Genealogica, i.e. the Tree of Conſanguinity ;
to the Arabs or Arabians.

is uſed to ſignify a Lineage drawn out under the Form or

A'RABLE (arabilis, L. ] as arable Land is Land fit to Reſemblance of a Root, Stock, Branches, Esc. L.

be ploughed or tilled. ARBOR Porphyriana, otherwiſe called Scala prædicamen

ÅKABU , Lapis , a Stone white as Ivory , the Powder of talis (with Schoolmen ] a Scale of Beings, or a Figure that
which is a Dentrifice. conſiſts of three Rows or Columns of Words, themiddle

To ARAC E ( of arraiber, F.] to raſe . moſt of which contained the Series of Genera and Species,

ARA'CHNE (dvocvu , Gr.] the Spider, an Inſect, alſo a bearing fome Analogy to the Trunk, and the Extreams

Cobueb. contain the Differences to the Branches of the Tree

ARACHNOI'DES [d'agoc roed' rs, of o’esx ", and is a thus, 1 .
Shape, Gr. in Anatomy] a fine , thin , tranſparent Membrane,

SUBSTANCE
which lies becw een the Dura and Pia Mater, and is ſuppo

fed to inveſt the whole Subſtance of the Brain ; alſo the
Thinking Extended

fame as Arinea Tunica BODY

A'RACK a Spirit procured by diſtilling from a ve Inanimate Animate

A'RRACK getable Juice called Teddi, which flows
ANIMAL

from the Cocoa-nut Tree, having Inciſions made in it, like Irrational Rational

our biich Juice.
ARE METER [of ogou's, Gr. thin , and uiroga Mea MAN

ſure, Gr.] an Inſtrument to meaſure the Denſity or Gra. This That

PLATO.

ARÆ O'STYLOS [of a'pouds thin , and son ou a Column,

Gr.] a ſort of Building where the Pillars are ſet at a great A'RBORARY ( arborarius, L ] belonging to Trees.
Dittance one from another. ARBORETS, Little Arbours, Milt.

ARÆ O'TICKS (with Phyſicians] Medicines which tend A'R BOROUS [ of arbor, 'L ] full of Trees or Are

to open the Pores of the skin, and render them large, bours.
for the morbifick Matter's being carry'd off by Sweat or in- A'RBORIST , one that is skilled in Trees.

ſenſible Perfpiration . Arbor vitæ [ Botany ) the Tree of Life, a kind of Tree

ARA'Ho, as in Arabo conjurare (Old Law ] to make frequently planted for the Pleaſantneſs of its green Leaf, L.

Oath in the Church or ſome other holy Place. ÁRBOR vita, a Medicine by the Efficacy of which, it
ARAIGNE'E, a Spider, Fr. was reported, that Life would ſhoot out again like a Trees

ARAIGNEE [in Fortification ] the Branch, Return , or Van Helmont, L.

Gallery of a Mine. ARBOR HERMETIS ( Hermes's Tree] a Chymical

ARA'Lia [ in Doomſday Book ] arable or ploughed Proceſs in the Revivification of Mercury, L.
Land. ARBOR Jude ( Judas's-tree) a Tree ſo called by Bo

ARA'NE A Tunica [with Anatomifts ] a Coat of the Eye taniſts, being ſuppoled to be the kind of Tree Judas hanged

which ſurrounds and encloſes the cryſtalline Humour, ſo call- himſelf upon, 1 .

ed from its light Contexture like that of aranea, L. a Spi- ARBOʻR EOUS ( arboreus, L.] of or like, or pertaining

der. to Trees.

ARA'NEOUS ( araneofus, L.) full of Spiders. ARBOREOUS (with Botanilts] a Term apply'd to Maſh

ARA'N EUS [with Phyſicians ] a low Pulſe, Galen ; alſo rooms or Moſſes that grow upon Trees, as Agarick, which

a flaky Urine having Films in it like Cobwebs, L. grows on the Larch -tree, is called an arboreous Muth

ARA'TORY [aratorius, L.] belonging to Tillage.
ARA'TRUM Terra [ Old Records ] asmuch Land as can A'RBOUR ( arboretum , L.] but Skinner derives it of

be tilled with one Plough. pereberga, Sax. a Manſion] a Bower in a Garden , a

ARA'TURE (aratura , L.) Ploughing, Tillage. fhady Place made by Art to fit in and take the Air.

ARA'Y 3 [ probably of arrayer, O.F.] Dreſs, Garb, ARBU'STINE (arbuftinus, L.] Thrubby - like, or per

ARAYINGS Baiment. taining to Shrubs.

A'RBITER , an Arbitrator, an Umpire; a Perſon choſen ARBU'TEOUS ( arbuteus, L ) of Crab -trees,

by mutual Conſent of two Parties to decide Controver- ARBU'TUS , the Crab -tree .

fres. ARCA Cyrographica, a common Cheſt with three Locks

A'RBITRABLE, that may be left to, or decided by Ar- and Keys, kept by certain Chriftians and few, wherein
bitration. all the Contracts, Mortgages and Obligations belonging

A'RBITRAGE, the Decree or Sentence of an Arbi to the Jews, were kept to prevent Fraud, by Order of

trator. King Richard the Fift.

A'RBITRAL ( arbitralis, L.] of or pertaining to an ARCA'NUM a Secret, a Name given by ſome Authors

Arbitrator or Arbitration . to Chymical Preparations, or Medicinal Compoſitions, that

A'REITRARILY [ ex arbitrio, L.) after one's cwn Will, they have kept ſecret and not diſcovered .

A’RBITRARINESS (of arbitrarius, L.} a &ting merely ÁRCANUM Corallinun ( with Chymifts] a Preparation of

according to Will and Pleaſure. red percipitate , made by diftilling it with Spirit of Nitre ,

A'RBITRARY [arbitrarius, L.) that which depends al- and repeating the Diſtillation again and again, till a red

together on one's Will and Choice ; without Contioul ; ab- Powder is procured.
folute, free,
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ARCANUM duplum ( with Chymifs] is prepared of the Zodiack, deſcribed while a Planet is retrograde, mida
the caput mortuum of Aqua Fortis, by diſſolving it in hot ving contrary tothe Order of the Signs.

Water, filtrating and evaporating it to a Cuticle. ARCH of vifion ( Aftronomy] is the Depth of the Sun

ARCANUM Joviale ( with Chymifs) is an Amalgama below the Horizon, at which a Star begins to riſe again,
ARCANUM Gouis made ofequal Parts of Tin which before was hid in his Rays .

and Mercury, powdered and digeſted with good Spirit of Dean of the Arches 3 the Chief Judge of the Court

Nitre : the dry Maſs being powdered again , after the Officer of the ARCHESS of the Arches , who has a pe

Spirit has beendrawn off in a Retort, and laſtly digeſted culiar Juriſdiction of thirteen Pariſhes in the City of Lon

in Spirit of Wine, till the Powder is become taſte- don, termed a Deanery, diſcharged from the Authority of

leſs.

ARC BOUTANT [ of arc and bouter, F. tº abur] in Ar A'RCHES ? [ lo called, becauſe it uſed to be

chitecture fignifies aHat Arch abuttingagainſt the Reins Court of ARCHES S kept in the Church of St. Mary

of a Vault, in order to ſupport it, and prevent its giving le Bow in Cheapſide,the Top of the Steeple of which was

in former Times raiſed with ſtone Pillars, built Arch -wiſe

ARCRONIS [ old Records ] a Saddle -bow . like ſo many bent Bows] the Chief Conſiſtory belonging

Arceu'THOS ( Botany ] the Juniper-tree. to the Archbiſhop of Canterbury.

A'Rch (probably of oczos, Gr.] arrant or notorious, as Similar Arches [ Geometry] are ſuch as contain the

AR Arcb -rogue, an Arch -traytor, an Arch -wag. ſame Number of Degrees of unequal Circles.

A'RCHNESS , Waggiſhneſs, Dexterouſneſs in Manage- Semicircular Arches [ Archite&ture ] are thoſe which

ment, Craftineſs. make an exact Semicircle, and have their Center in the

ARCH [of " Apxwr, Gr.] a Chief or Governour being middle of the Chord of the Arch .

prefixed toany Word, adds Chief or Prince to its Signi- Scheme Arches Arcbite &ture ] Arches that are leſs

fication, as Arcb-angel, Arcb - bißop, Arch -duke, &c . than a Semicircle, andof conſequence are flatter, con

A'RCHAL [ with Botanifts ] Derbypire, Liver-wort. taining 99, 70 or 60 Degrees.

ARCHA'ISM [apolopos, Gr. ] the retaining old obfo- ARCHES of the third and fourth Point [ Archite& ure]
lete Words, are ſuch as conſiſt of two Arches of a Circle, ending in

ARCHA'NGEL [’Asx_77€405 of_d'exw, a Chief, and an Angle at the Top , and are drawn from the Diviſion of

a'yxaos an Angel ] the Chief or Prince of Angels , as a Chord into 3 or 4 Parts at Pleaſure,

Michael is called. Eliptical ArchES [in Architecture ] conſiſt of a Semi

ARCHANG E'LICA ( Botany] the Herb Water - An- Elipſis, and have commonly a Key Stone, and Chap

gelica , L , trels or Impoſts, they were formerly much in Uſe for Maio

ARCH CHA'NTER , the Chief or Preſident of the tle-Trees in Chimneys.

Chanters of a Church . Strait Arches [ Archite&ture ] are Arches, the upper

Arch CHYMICK, as Arcb - Chymick sun, the Chief and under Edges of which are ſtrait ; as they are curved
Chymiſt the Sun , Milt. in others, and alſo thoſe two Edges parallel, and the

ÁRCH DRUID , the Chief or Pontiff of the ancient Ends and Joints all pointing to a Center ; they are
Druids. uſed over Windows, Doors, wc.

ARCHBI'SHOP 'AçxietioxOnG of ä'exw and ITOXOTOS, ARCHE ('Apzi, Gr. ) the Beginning, an Entrance.

Gr.) a Chief Biſhop that_has Power over other Biſhops. ARCHE (in Medicine ) the Beginning of a Diftemper.

ARCHBI'SHOPRICK [ Archiepiſcopatus, L.] the Extent A'RCHED Legs (with Parriers, & c. ] an Imperfection in
of the Juriſdi&tion ; alſo the Dignity and Benefice of an a Horſe, when being in his natural Poſition he hashis

Archbiſhop Legs bent forward , and the whole Leg makes a kind of

ARCHDA'PIFER [ of Arch and Dapifer, L.] the Prin- Arch or Bow.

cipal Sewer, one of the Chief Officers of the Emperor of A'RCHERS , Perſons skilled in Archery ; a kind of

Germany. Militia or Soldiery armed with Bows and Arrows, F.

AKCHDEACON ( of 'ArxiSdnoros, of a'exer and Soxo- A'rchery , the Art of Shooting in a Long -Bow ; alſo

réw, Gr. to miniſter to ] a dignified Clergyman, whoſe Of an ancient Service of keeping a Bow for the Uſe of the
fice isto viſit two Years in three, and toreform Abuſes in Lord to defend his Caſtle.

Eccleſiaſtical Matters, andto bring the more weighty Af- A'RCHETYPE [ ' ApziTunG of a'ex the Original,
fairs to the Biſhop of the Dioceſs. and TUTOS Pattern a Pattern Model by which any

ARCHDEA'CONRY [of Arch and Diaconatus, L.] the Work is formed, or which is copied after to make an

Extent of the Spiritual Juriſdi&tion of an Archdeacon . other like it.

ARCHDEA'CONSHIP, the Office and Dignity of an ARCHETY'PAL , pertaining to the great Original.

Archdeacon . ARCHE'TYPAL World [ with the Platonifts ] the World

ARCHDU'KE , [ Archidux, L.) one who has Pre-emi- as it exiſted in the Divine Mind, or in the Idea of

nence above other Dukes. God before the Creation .

ARCHDU'KEDOM , the Territory,and Juriſdi&tion of an ARCHE'us ['Apxalos, Gr. ancient ] it is uſed to de

Archduke. note the ancient Practice of Phyſick, concerning which

ARCHDU’TCHESS, [ Archiducbere, F.] an Archduke's . a Treatiſe was written by Hippocrates.

Lady , alſo a Daughter of the Emperor of Germany. ARCHEUS ( of 'Aex, Gr.] the Principle of Life and

Arch Flamines , the Chief Prieſts among the Romans. Vigour in any living Creature ; the ancient Chymiſts uſed

ARCH Heretick, a Chief or Ring-Leader of Hereticks, in this Term to expreſs ſome certain Principle of Life and

Arch Pirate, a Principal Rover, a Chief or Principal Motion ; as the Cauſe of all the Effe its obſervable in Na:

Pirate. ture, and it has been applied by them to very different

ARCH PRESBYTER ? a Chief Prieſt, or a Rural Things; ſome uſe it toſignify the Fire lodged in the Cen

ARCH PRIEST S Dean. tre ofthe Earth , and aſcribe to it the Generation of Metals

An ARCH [ of Arcus, L. a Bow ] a bending in Form of and Minerals, and ſuppoſe it alſo to be the Principle of

a bent Bow . Life in Vegetables ; others underſtand by it a certain uni

An ARCH [in Archite & ure ] is a concave or hollow verſal Spirit, which ( as they imagine) is diffuſed tbrough

Building raiſed on a Mould, in Form of a Curve or Se- out the whole Creation, and is the active Cauſe of all the

micircle, and ſerving as the inward Support of any Super- Phänomena of Nature ; others give it the Name of Anima
ftru & ure. Mundi, i . e . the Soul of the World ; and ſome call it the

ARCH ? [ Geometry ) is any Part of the Circumference Vulcan or Heat of the Earth ; they ſuppoſe there is a Share

Ark S of a Circle, or Curved Line lying from one of this Arcbeus in all Bodies, which when it is corrupted ,

Point to another, by which the Quantity of the whole produces Diſeaſes, which they ftile Archeal Diſeaſes.
Circle or Line, or ſome other Thing fought after, may ARCHEUS (with Cbymifs ] the higheſt and moſt ex

be gathered. alted Spirit that can be ſeparated from mixed Bodies.

ARCH ( in Aftronomy] as the Diwrnal Arch of the Sun, is A'RCHBZOSTIS [in Botany ) the Herb White-vine.

! Part of a Circle parallel to the Equator, which is de- ARCHIALO'GICK [arcbialogicus, L. of dexadoginės ;

ſcribed by the Sun in his Courſe between Riſing and Gr.) treating of or belonging to Archialogy:
Serting ARCHIA'logy [ arcbialogia, L. of o'sianozia , Gr.]

ARCH of Progreffion (in Afronomy] is an Arch of a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe of Antiquities.

Arch of Direction Sthe Zodiack, which a Planet ARCHIA'TER ['Aexisteos of a'exos, and ia leo's a

ſeems to paſs over, when the Motion of it is according ARCHIATROSS Phyſician , the Principal or Chief

to the Order of the Signs. Phyſician to a King, Esci

ARCH of Retrogradation (in Afronomy] is an Arch of ARCHIGE'NII Morbi [ with Phyſicians ) acute Difeaſes.
P ARDHI
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ARCHIEU'NOCH ( of 'pxos and " Buraxos ] the Chief ARCHO'NTES [e'sxertes, Gr. ] the Chief Magiſtrates

of the Eunuchs. of the City of Atbens, after the Kingly Government had

been aboliſhed .ARCHIGA'LLUS , the Chief of the Prieſts of Cybele .

ARCHIGRAMMATE’us, the Principal Secretary or Chief ARCHO'NTICKS [of Arcbon their Ring-Leader Here

Clerk of an Office, L. ticks, A. C. 334. who denied the Reſurrection , and held

ARCHI'GRAPHER ('Asxivegpos of c'exós, and redépto the World to be the Work of Princes.

to write a Chief Secretary. ARCI-LELEU'TO [in Mufick Books] an Arch or very
ARCHI'GRAPHY [ archigraphia, L. of a’sx1necepice, Gr .] large and long Lute, and but a little different from a

Secretarihip. Theorbo Luțe, uſed by the Italians for playing a thorough
ARCHIPO'TE [ archipota, L.] the Chief or Maſter Baſe.

Drinker.
ArcI'TENENT ( arcitenens, L.] Bow -bearing.

ARCHIHERE'TICAL ( and aliptoidezus, Gr. ] heretical A'rco (in Mufick Books] a Bow or Fiddleſtick.

or falſe in the higheſt and moſt dangerous Degree. ARCO'NICUM , Arſenick, a Mineral, L.
ARCHILO'QUIAN Verſes, a ſort of Verſes whereof ARCTA'TION , a ſtraitening, L.

Arcbilochus was the Inventor .
A'RCTIOK [of ofx toxos of aʻpxlos, Gr. the Bear] Nor

ARCHIMA'NDRIT E ,the Superior of a Monaſtery much thern, Northward.

the ſame as is now called an Abbot. ARCTICK Circle [ Aftronomy ] one of the leſſer Circles

ARCHIMI'ME , an Arch -buffoon. of the Sphere diſtant 23 Degrees and a half from the

ARCHIPE'LAGO ( either of agxós Chief, and miner@ North Pole.

the Sea, or, as others ſay, a Corruption of A71076/ 7 , ARCTICK Pole [ Aftronomy] the Northern Pole of the

9. d . the Holy Seal a main Sea or " large Gulph, contain: World, i. e. of both the Earth and Heavens fo named

ing a Cluſter of ſmall Iſandsone nearanother, andſeveral of Arctos, a Cluſter or Conſtellation of Stars near it,

little Seas which take their Names from thoſe Iſlands, ARCTOS MINOR (in Aftronomy ] the leſſer Bear.

ARCH PRIOR , the Maſter of the Order of the Knights ARCTOPHY'LAX ĽApxloqunas of puros a Conſtella

Templers. tion called the Bear, and qu'na a Keeper ] the Poets
ARCHISTRAT E'Gus [ 'Apxasextures of a'px's and tell us, that Aretopbylax was the Son of Jupiter and Califtbo,

sparughs a Leader of an Army] the Generaliſſimo, Cap- an Arcadian, whom Lycaon cut in Pieces and ſer before

tain -General or Lord General of an Army.
Jupiter to eat at a Banquet ; and that Jupiter overthrew

ARCHISYNAGO'GUS [ d'exionazwós, Gr .) the Chief the Table, and out of Abhorrence to Lycaon's Cruelty,
Ruler of a Synagogue.

burnt his Houfc with a Thunderbolt, but joining together
A'RCHITECT ( of c’exós and textwr, an Artificer] a the Arcadian's divided Limbs, placed him among

the Stars.Master - Builder.

Eratofibenes.
A'RCHITECTONICE ( L'EXITEXTOV , Gr .] the Art or ARCTOSCO'RODON (with Botanifs] the Herb Ram

Science of Building, Carpentry , Maſonry. ſons,
ARCHITECTO'NICK , that builds a Thing up regu- ARCTOSTAPHY'LOS [with Botanifts ] the Bilberry.

Jarly according to the Nature and Properties of it. ARCTOPHY'LAS [ Apuloquna's, Gr. i.e.the Bear-Keep
ÁRCHITECTONICK Nature : [with Pbiloſopbers ) that er ) a Northern Conſtellation containing 24 Stars ; Charles's

ARCHITECTONICK Spirit forming Nature , Pow- Wain, L.

er or Spirit, that hatches the Ova or Eggs of Females in- ARCTURUS ('Apxlep of a prosand Zpa the Tail ]

to living Creatures of the fame Kind.
a Star of tlie firſt Magnitude in Conſtellation Ardtophylax

A'RCHITECTURE [’APVITEX TONIX ), Gr.] the Art of
or Bootes .

Building, i.. of ere&ing Edifices proper either for Ha- ARCUATILE [ arcuatilis, L.] bowed or bent.
bitation or Defence.

ARCUALIA Ora (Anatomy]the Bones of the Sinciput,Civit ARCHITECTURE, the Art of contriving and or as ſome will haveit of the Temples, L.

ere &ting commodious Buildings for the Uſes of Civil ARCUA'TION , a Thaping or fashioning like an Arch
Life.

or Bow, L.
Military ARCHITECTURE, diſcovers the beſt Way of ARCUATION (with Gardeners] the raiſing of Trees

raiſing Fortifications about Cities, Towns, Camps, Sea- by Layers.

Ports , c.

A'RCULUS (among the Romans] a Deity who opNival
ARCHITECTURE, an Art that teaches the poſed Thieving, whereas the Goddeſs Laverna was an En

Conſtruction of Ships , Galleys and other floating Veſſels

for the Water ; with Ports, Moles, Docks, Soc. on the ARCUA'TION ( in Surgery ) the bending of Bones.

Shore,
ARCU'ATURE [ arcuatura, L.) the bowing or bendingCounterfeit ARCHITECTURE , is that wherein the Pro- of an Arch.

je &tures are printed either with black or white, or coloured ARD [Ano, sax.] natural Diſpoſition or Temper, as
after the Männer of Marble ; alſo called Scene Work in filial Afeaion ; allo Quality or Habit, as Drunkard ,

the painting of Columns, Esc, that ſeem to ſtand out in Dullard , Egc.

Relievo, in Theatres,
A'RDENCY 2 [ of Ardens, L. of Ardeo to burn , or

ARCHITECTURE (in Perſpective] a Sort of Building, A'RDENTNESS be very hot ] Heat of Paſtion ,

the Members of which are of different Meaſures and Mo- Zeal, agc.

dules, and diminiſh in Proportion to their Diſtance to make ARDENTNESS , Heat ; alſo Eagerneſs of Deſire

the Building appear longer and larger to the View than Warmth of Affe &tion .

it really is.
A'RDENT [ Ardens, L.] hot as it were burning, very

A'RCHITRAVE [ of c'exi, Chief, Gr. and Trabs L. a hot ; alſo vehement, eager, zealous,

Beam ] that Part of aColumn or Order of Columns that is A'RDEN'T Spirits [ Chymifts ] ſuch Spirits as being di

above or lics immediately upon the Capital. It is the filledfrom fermentedVegetables, & c. will take Fire and

loweſt Member of the Frize, and even of the whole En- burn as Brandy, Soc.

tablature ; it is ſuppoſed to repreſent the principal Beam in A'RDENTLY_ [ ardemment, F. Ardenter , L. ) with

Timber Buildings. It is ſometimes called the reaſon -Piece, Warmth or Paſſion.

as in Portico's, Cloiſters, &c. the Mafter- piece in Chimneys, A'RDOR , a burning Heat, L.

and Hypertbyron over the Jambs ofDoors or Lintels of ARDOR, Vehemence , Fervency, earneſt Deſire, L.

Windows. Sce Plate, Archite &tute,

ARDOR [in a Medicinal Senſe] a very great HeatARCHITRAVE Doors (with Architeets) ſuch as have raiſed in a human Body.

an Architrave on the Jambs and over the Door, upon the A'R DOR Ventriculi, a Pain in the Stomach uſually called

Cup -piece, if ftrait, or if the Top be curved on the Heart- Burning, L.
Arch .

ARDOR Urine, a Sharpneſs of Urine , L.ARCHITRAVE Windows (with Archite&ts] are common- ARDOU'R Cardor, L] Eagerneſs ; ardent Affe &tion ;

ly an Ogee raiſed out of the folid Timber, with a Liſt alſo great Zeal.

ARDU'ITY Carduitas, L.) Height, Steepneſs; alſoARCHIV A'ULT ( arcbitolte , F.) the inner Contour of Difficulty.

an Arch ; or a Frame ſet off with Mouldings, running A'R DUOUS Carduus, L.) difficult , alſo high.

over the Faces of the Arch Stones, and bearing upon the A'RDUOUSNESS [ of arduitas, L.) Difficulty.

Impofts.
A'RE

3 [in Mufick ] the Name of one of theÅRCHI'ves arcbiva, L. of a'excor, Gr. ] a Place ALAMI'R E S EightNotes in the Scale.

where ancient Records, Charters or Evidences are kept, A'REA , any plain Surface whereon we walk, L.

as the Office of the Maſter of the Rolls in Chancery or AREA ( in Building ) the Extent of a Floor

Exsbequer.
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ver Coin .

ÁREA (with Geometricians ] the Compaſs or ſuperficial ARGE'NT [ of argentum , L.] Silver, F.

Content of any Figure. ARGENT ( in Heraldry ] is commonly

Area ( with Phyſicians] a Diſeaſe that makes the Fair white ; all fuch Fields being ſuppoſed to be

fall off. Silver, and is one of the Metals, and charged

A'REA (with Gardeners ] a Bed or Quarter in a Garden . with the Colours. In engraving of Armoury,

A'Rea ( with Aftronomers] a Circle about the Moon and the Field -Argent is reprefented by the White

ſome Stars, otherwiſe called Halo, L. neſs of the Paper, without any Strokes on it, as all other

A'REA (in Fortification] the ſuperficial Content of any Colours have, as in the Margin.
Rampart orother Work. Argent or White, fignifies (of Virtues and spiritual qua

To AREAD , to dedicate to , to inform , Milton . lities ) Humility, Purity, Innocence, Felicity , Temperance

ARE'CHE (Old Word ] to divulge. and Truth; of worthy good Qualities, Beauty and Gen

To AREE'D , to award, Milton. teelneſs of Behaviour ; [of the Planets) the Moon ; [of

TO A'R EFX (arefacere, L.] to make dry.
the four Elements) the Water ; (of precious Stones] the

ARE'GON [apuocór, Gr.) an Ointment of a diffolving, Pearl and Cryſtal ; [of Trees) the Palm ; [of Flowers )

looſening, and thinning Quality: the Flower -de-Luce; ( of human Conſtitutions] the Phleg

ARE'NA, Sand , Gravel, Grit, L. matick ; [of Beaſts ] the Ermin, which is all white without

ARENA [with Phyſicians] Gravel bred in a human Bo- any Spor ; [of the Parts of a Man ] the Brain , and (of

dy, which is made upof a great deal of Salt and Earth his Ages] the old .

and often grows into a Scone. A'RGENT alſo ſignifies in a Woman, Chaſtity ; in a Maid,

ARE'N A (Sand, ſo called becauſe the Place was ſtrew'd Virginity ; in Judges, Juſtice ; and in the Rich ,Humility ,

with Sand to hide from the View of the People the Blood ARGENTA'NGINA , the Silver Quinſey, a Term made

ſpilt in the Combat] the Pit or Space in the middle of the uſe of when a Counſellor that is to plead at the Bar being

Circus or Amphitheatre of the Romans, where the Gladia- bribed, feigns himſelf ill, and not able to ſpeak.

tors had their Combats, and ſometimes it was uſed for the ARGENTATION, a Gilding, Ec. with Silver, L.

Circus or Amphitheatre itſelf, and ſometimes for the Cam- ARGENTINA (with Botanifts ] the Herb Silver-weed

pus of the Soldiers and Army or Wild Tanſey, L.

ARENA'CEOUS [arenaceus, L.] ſandy, or like Sand. ARGENTI'NUS (among the Romans] the Deity ofSil
ARENA'RIA ( Botany an Herb, a fort of Buckthorn, L.

ARE'NARY Carenarius, L.] of or belonging to Sand ARGENTOʻSE ( argentoſus, L.] full of Silver, white

or Gravel. Earth like Chalk.

ARENA’TION [ with Phyſicians] a ſort of dry Bath, ARGE'NTUM , Silver , L.

when the Patient fits with his Feet upon hot Sand . ARGENTUM album ( in Doomſday Book] Silver Coin ,

ARENO'S E ( arenofus, L.] full of Sand or Gravel. Current Money, L.

AKENTA'R E ( old Records] to rent out, or let at a cer ARGENTUM Dei (God's Money ] Money given 'as

tain Rent. Earneſt upon making of a Bargain, L.

ARE'NULOUS ( of arenula , I. Grit] gritty, fandy. ARGENTUM vivum (with Chymif :] Mercury, Quick

ARE'OLA, a little Bed in a Garden, a ſmall Court- ſilver, go.

Yard , L. ARGI'L [ argilla , L.] white Clay.

AREOL A Papularis (with Anatomiſts ] the Circle about ARGILLĀ'ceous ( argillaceus, L. áprimos, Gr.] of or

the Nipple or Teat. belonging to white Clay.

AREO'METER [of am the Air, ARGILLO'S E Cargilloſus, L.] full of white Clay:

and wilęów , Gr. to meaſure ] an A'RG O , the Name of the Ship that carried Jaſon and

Inſtrument uſually made of fine thin the Argonauts to Colchos to fetch the Golden Fleece ; they

Glaſs, which having had as much sclate that this Ship was placed among the Stars by Mi

running Quickſilver put into it, as nerva ; that this was the firſt Ship that ever was made ;

will ſerve to keep it upright, is that it was a ſpeaking one, and was the firſt that made

ſealed up at the Tops: So thatthe the Sea paſſable to Mankind ; and that it might be a ma

Stem or Neck being divided into nifeſt Sign to future Generations, the Image of it was

Degrees, the Heavineſs or Light- placed among the Stars, that Mariners, beholding it as they

neſs of any Liquor may be found were ſailing,might beof good Chear, and that its Glory

by the Veſſels linking more or leſs might be immortal in being placed among the Gods.
into it.

ARGO NAVIS [ Aftron .] the ship Argo, a Southem Con

Nellation , conſiſting of 42 Stars.

ARE O'PAGITES ? Judges of a Court in the Areopa- ARGOLETI'ers, light-armed Horſemen.

AREOPA'GITES S gus of Athens, inſtituted by Solon ARGONAU'TICKS, Poems on the Expedition of gafoni

for the Trial of Malefactors. and his Companions, in fetching the Golden Fleece.

AREOPA'GUS ( 'AFH127 67 of " Apus Mars, and 7 ' ARGONAU'Is, the Companions of Jafon.

a Town ; ſo called from the God Mars being fentenced To A'RGUE ( arguere or argumentare, L.) to reaſon

there upon the Accufation Neptune brought againſt him for or diſcourſe, to diſpute or debate, tomakeappear or ſhew .
killing his Son the Senate Houſe of Athens, which ſtood To A'RGUE a priori (with Logicians] is to prove Ef

on an Hill near the City.
feets by the Cauſes, L.

AREO'STYLE [ apsosuan, Gr ] a Building where the To ARGUE a pofteriori [with Logicians] is to prove

Columns ftand a little too thick ; or, as others ſay, at a
Cauſes by their Eteets, L.

convenient Diſtance. ARGUMENT (argumentum , L.] Reaſon or Proof;

AREOTECTONICKS [of " Apus Mars , and téx.TONG , the Subſtance of a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe ; alſo a Subje &t

Gr.] that Part of Fortification which dire &ts how to at- to ſpeak or write of.

tack an Enemy ſafely and fight advantageouſly.
ARGUMENT (with Logicians] a Probability invented

AR EO'TICK Medicines [ of dpca , Gr.] ſuch as open to create Belief, or any Subje &tor Matter laid down, as

the Pores of the Skin , and render them large enough for
a Foundation whereon to argue.

Matter cauſing a Diſeaſe to be carried off by Sweat or A'RGUMENT [with Painters, & c.] the Perfons repre

inſenſible Peripiration . ſented in a Landskip, in Contradiftin &tion to the Country

ARE'R ISEMÉNT [ Old Law ] Affright, Surprize. or Proſpect.

ARETO'LOGY (of a'per i Virtue, and now, Gr. to dif- ARGUMENT of the Moon's Latitude (with Aftronomers ]

courſe ) that Part of Moral Philofophy that treats of Vir- is the Diſtance of the Moon from the Dragon's Head or

tue, its Nature, and the Means of arriving at it. Tail , 9. d. where her Orb is cut by the Ecliptick in two

A'RGAL, Tartar, or hard Lees ſticking to the sides of Points diametrically oppoſite ; by Means ofwhich the

Wine Veſſels. Quantity ofreal Darkneſs in Eclipſes, or how many Di

ARGE'A 3 human Figures made up of Ruſhes, which gits are darkened , is diſcovered .

ARGE'i 3 the Veſtal Virgins threw away annually in- A'RGUMENT ( with Aftronomers ] an Arch whereby we

to the River Tiber. ſeek another unknown Arch, and proportional to the fift.

ARGE'MA ? [ onezeud , of égzós, Gr, white ] a little ARGUMENT of Inclination ( Aftronomy] is an Arch of

ARG.E'MONS Ulcer of the Eye in the Circie called the Orbit intercepted between the aſcending Node and

Iris, having its Seat in a Part of the White, and alſo fome , the Place of the Planet from the Sun, number'd according

Part of the Black of the Eye. to the Succeſſion of the Signs.

ARGEMO'NE [ dpreualvu, Gr.) an Herb like a Poppy, A'RGUMENT , a kind of Syllabus or Abridgment of

good againſt the Argema; Wild Tanſey, Silver Wecd the Subject of a Book,
ARGU "
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Argume'NTAL [argumentalis, L.] ofor belonging Ario'se ? [in Mufick] the Movement or Tune of 2

Argument. Ario'so S common Air, Song or Tune.

ARGUMENTA'TION, a Reaſoning or Proving by Ar- To ARI's E (of aniran , Sax.] to riſe up, to take Riſe

guiments ; a Difproving for or againft. or proceed from

ARGUMENTA’TION [ Logick ] the Art of inventing or ARI'STA (with Botanifts that long Needle -like Beard

framing. Arguments ; ofmaking Inductions or drawing that grows out from the Husk of Corn or Grats called alſo

Concluſions. the Awn, L.

ARGUME'NTATIVE, convincing by Arguments or Ar ARISTALTHÆ'A (with Botanifts] the Herb Marfil

guing.
Mallows, or White Mallows.

ARGUME'NTATIVENESS ( of argumentari, L.] Con- ARISTI'FEROUS ( ariftifer, L.] bearing Ears of Corn.

vincingneſs by way of Argument. ARISTO'CRACY [desox exteid , of dens beſt, and

A'RGUME'NTÁTIV ELY [of argumentum , L.] by way xecélos Power of xestiw to command or govern, Ġr.] a

of Argument.
Form of Political Government where the ſupremePower is

ARGUMENTO's e [argumentojus, L.] full of Argu- lodz'd in the Hands of the principal Perſons, Senators,
ment, Reaſon , Matter or Proof ; pithy, full of Wit or Erc .

Skill . ARISTOCRATICAL [dersoxextixos, Gr.] pertaining

ARGUMENTO'sus cold Writings] ingenuous. ARISTOCRA'TICK S to Ariſtocracy, or that Form

ARGURA'SPIDES [ of a pruegsand comis, Gr. ] a Buck- of Government.

ler ] Soldiers arm’d with ſilver Bucklers.
ARISTOCRA'TICALNESS [of ariftocratique, F. arifto

ARGUROCO'MES [ a'ovegxóma, Gr.] a Comer of a ſilver craticus, L. of d'ensorentinos, of ceisosthe beſt, and xes

Colour, differing very little from the Solar Comet, except 705 Dominion, Gr. ) the being ariſtocratical or governed by
that it is of a brighter Colour, and ſhines with ſo great the Nobility

a Luſtre as to dazzlethe Eyes ofBeholders. ARISTOLOCHI'A [of cosa beſt, and doxed, Gr.

AKGURO'Damas [ of a'giúelor ſilver and äsapasa Dia- bringing forth young ] the Herb Birth -worth or Hart-wort.

mond ] a precious Stone of a bright ſilver Colour. ARISTOT E’LIAN, of or pertaining to Ariſtotle.

A'RGUS , having a Head full of Eyes (Hieroglypbically ] ARISTOTE’LIANISM , Ariſtotle's Philoſophy, or the

repreſented this great World , becauſe the Eyes of our Crea- Dogma's and Opinions of that Philofopher, which are con

tor are every where, and all Things do, as it were, take tained in his four Books De Cælo, und his eight Books of

Notice, and are Witneſſes of our behaviour. Pbyficks.

AKGUTA’TION , a Proving by Argument, a Diſputing ARISTOT EʼLIANS, a Seet of Philoſophers following

for and againſt, a ſubtil Point of Realoning Ariftotle, otherwife called Peripateticks.

ARGU’TE ( argutus, L.] Subtle, witty, ſharp ; alſo ARITHMA'NCY ( of d'enguos Number, and userteid ,

Thrill. Divination, Gr.] a Soothſaying , or foretelling future Events

ARGYRI'TIS [opoveitis, Gr.] the Scum or Foam which by Number.

riſes from Silver or Lead , that is mixed with Silver in the
Arithm E'TICAL [oergjetixos, Gr.] of or pertaining

refining Furnace. to Arithmetick.

ARGyroco'me ( with Botanifs) the Herb Cud -weed. ARITHMETICAL Complement of a Logarithm , is what

ARGYROLYTHOS [ of a pu'elor filver and aízos a that Logarithm wants of 100000000.

Stone] Talk , a ſort of Mineral Stone. ARITHMETICAL Progreſion ſee Progresſion and Pro

ARGYROPE A ( of apzúelor and Toéw , Gr. to make] ARITHMETICAL Proportion 5 portion.

the Art of making Silver. ARI'THMETICK [ars arithmetica, L. of d'emetix

A'RIA Theophrafti [with Botanifts ] the wild Service- Gr.) a Science which teaches the Art of accounting by

tree with Aſh Leaves, L. Number, and ſhews all the Powers and Properties ofNum

ARIA [ Mufick Books) an Air, Song or Tune, Ital.
ARIANISM , the Do &trine and Opinions of Arius, a no Theatrical ARITHMETICK , is the Science of the Pro

te: Heretick in the Time of Conftantine the Great, A. C. perties, Relations, Qoc. of Numbers confider'd abſtract

315, who deny'd that the Son ofGod was Confubftan- edly with the Reaſons and Demonftations of the ſeveral

tial and Coequal with his Father ; he own'd that he was
Rules.

The Word, but deny'dthat Word to have been Eternal. Practical ARITHMETICK , is the Art of Computing ;

A'riáns, the Diſciples of Arius, ſuch as hold his that is, from certain Numbersgiven of finding certain others
Do &trines. whoſe Relation to the former is known.

ARICI'NUM ( Botany) the headed Leek. Inftrumental ARITHMETICK , is that where the com
A'RID ( aridus, L. ] dry. mon Rules are performed by the means of Inſtruments con
ARI'DITY trived for Eafe and Diſpatch , as Napier's Bones, &c.
A'RIDNESS } [ariditas, L.] Dryneſs. Logaritbmetical ARITHMETICK, is that which is per

ARIERE BAN [of here an Army, and ban an Ediet, formed by Tables of Logarithms.

Teut.] a Proclamation of the French King to ſummon all Numerous ARITHMETICK , is that which gives the Cal
who hold of him to the Wars. culus of Numbers, or in determinate Quantities , by the

A'RIEs , a Ram, L. common Numeral Quantities.

Aries (in Aftronomy ] the firſt Sign of the Zodiack Spécious ARITHMETICK, is that which gives the Calcu

which the Sun enters in the Beginning of March ; it is de- lus or Quantities, by uſing Letters of the Alphabet inſtead

fcribed on Globes by the Figure of a Ram, and is a Con- of Figures.

ſtellation of nineteen Stars, and is commonly expreſs’d by Decadal ARITHMETICK, is that which is performed by

this Chara&ter r . Series of ten Characters, ſo that the Progreſſion is from

The Poets feign that this Ram carried Phryxus and Helle Ten to Ten.

through the Sea. It was alſo immortal, and wasgiven to Dyadic ARITHMETICK
themby their Mother Nephele. It had a golden Fleece as

is that where only two Fi

।Decade gures , I and o are uſed

Hefiod and Pberecydes write. But when it carried them over Tetra &tic ARITHMETICK , is that wherein only the Fi

that narrow Sea, the Ramthrew her into the Sca, and loft gures 1 , 2 , 3 , are uſed .

his Horn. But Helle was faved by Neptune, who on her be- Vulgar ARITHMETI
CK , is that which is converſant a

gat a Son called P.:on , and rbryxus eſcaping to the Euxine bout Integers and vulgar Fractions.

Sea came to Æetes, to whom he gave the golden Fleece in Sexageſimal ARITHMETI
CK , is that which proceeds by

the Templeof Jupiter, that the Memory of it might be Sixties, or the Doctrine of Sexageſimal Fractions.

preſerved. But he aſcended up among theStars, and is be- Decimal ARITHMETI
CK , is the Doctrine of Decimal

held but obſcurely. Fractions.

To ARI'ETATE (arietatum , L.] to puſh or but like Political ARITHMETICK, is the applying of Arithme

a Ram . tick to PoliticalSubjects, as the Strength and Revenues of

ARIETA'TION, a butting or puſhing like a Ram ; allo Kings, Births, Burials , the Numberof Inhabitants, Soc.

a battering ARITHMETICK of Infinites, is the Method of ſum

Arie'ita (in Mufick] a little ſhort Air, Song or ming up a Series of Numbers, conſiſting of infinite Terms,

Tune , Ital. or of finding the Ratio's thereof.

ARIE'TUM Levatio [ Old Law ] a ſportive Exerciſe, as ARI'TH MOMANCY , the ſame as Arithmancy.

it ſhould ſeem , a kind of Tilting or running at the Quin- ARK [of arcus, L.] a large Cheft, as Moſes's Ark ;

tain , I. allo Noab's Boar.

ARI'GHT [ of a and night, sax .] well, truly , Sc ARK of the Covenant, the Cheſt in which the Tables of

ARIOLA'TION, a Soothſaying, L. TenCommandments, &c. were laid up.

bers, doc.
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ARK (of arcus, L.] a Part of a bowed or curved Line ÀRMI'GEROUS Carmiger ] a Bearing Arms or Weapons.

or Figure . ARMI'LLA, a Bracelet or Jewel wore on the Arm of
ARK ? (with Geometricians ] ſome Part of the Circum- Wriſt; and alſo a Ring of Iron , a Hoop in a Brace , in
ARCHS ference of a Circle, Ellipfis, & c. which the Gudgeons of a Wheel move,
ARK of Direction { [with Aftronomers) is that Ark of ARMILLA Membranoſa [ Anatomy] the annular Liga
Ark of Progreſion the Zodiack which a Planet ap- ment ; a Ligament, Band or String, which comprehends

pears to deſcribe, when its Motion is forward according to the other Ligaments of the Hand in a fort of Circle.

the Order of the Signs. ARMI'LLAR ( armilaris, L .] of or like a Hoop or Ring.

Ark of the Epicycle [ in the Ptolemaick Syfem ] is the ARMI'LLARY Sphere, is when the greater and lefſer Cir
fame as before.

cles of the

Ark of the firſt and ſecond Station [ Aftronomy] is the Sphere be NP

Arch which a Planet deſcribes in the former or latter
ing made

Semicircumference of its Epicycle, when it appears ſtationary. of Braſs,

Ark of Retrogadation ( Aſtronomy] is that Arch a Planet Wood , Egoc.

deſcribes when it is retrograde, or moves contrary to the

Order of the Signs. gether in

ARLES Penny, Earneſt Money given to Servants. their natu

An Arm (Éafm, sax.arm ,Dan.) a Member of the ral Order,
H

Body adjoining to the Shoulder, and reaching to the Elbow. ſo as to re
0

Arm of an Anchor , that Part to which the Flook is let . preſent the

TO ARM [nrmare, L.) to put into or fumiſh with Arms. three Poſi

To ARM a Shot [Gunnery] is to roll Okam, Rope- tions

Yarn , or old Clouts about one End of the Iron Spike or thoſe Cir What sus

Bar that goes through the Shot, that it may be the better cles in the

ramm'shome to the Powder, and to preventit catching Heavens as

in any Honey- Combs of thePiece to endanger its burſting in this Fi C 9

ARM [ Figuratively] is uſed to ſignify Power, as the gure,where
Secular Arm. NP

P

repre

Arm (with Gardeners) is uſed for Branch, in ſpeaking ſents the

of Cucumbers, Melons,Spec.

To ARM [in the Manage] is ſaid of a Horſe when and S Pthe

he endeavours to defend himſelf againſt the Bit, to pre- South Pole,

vent obeying or being check'd by it. а ь the

ARM (with Geographers] a Branch of a Sea or River. North Cir

A'RMA Dare, to dub or make a Knight, L.
cle, and xty

ARMA Moluta, ſharp, cutting Weapons, in Diftin &tion the South

to thoſe that only break or bruiſe. Polar Circle, each 23 ° 29' diſtant from its refpe tive Pole ;
ARMA deponere [ Law Term ) to lay down Arms, A Pu- and the two Tropicks as far removed from theEquator, as

niſhment enjoyn'd when a Man had committed an Offence. the Polar Circles are removed from the Poles. The Tropick

ARMA Reverfata, inverted Arms, as when a Man is of Cancer is repretented by , and that ofCapricorn by

found guilty of Treaſon or Felony.
vo vo ; alſo the Horizon by HO. Thoſe Circles that paſs

ARMA'Da , a Navy well armed or mann'd , span . thro' both Poles are called Meridians. The Earth is repre

ARMADI'LLIO , a Weſt Indian Animal, whom Nature rented by the ſmall Ball in the Center of the Sphere, and

hath ſo armed with a Skin like Armour, that it cannot be the Sphere itſelf is made to turn round the Earth agreea

wounded in any
Part but the Flank.

ble to the Ptolemaick Syſtem ; and by this Sphere the Poſi
A'R MAMENÍ [of armamenta, L.) the Arms and Pro- tions, viz . A Right Sphere , an Oblique Sphere, and a Pa

viſions of a Navy.

rallel Sphere (which fee under the ſeveral Words) are truly
ARMAME'NTARY [ armamentarium , L.) an Armoury repreſented according as the ſeveral Inhabitants ofthe Earth

or Store-houſe where War Furniture is kept, a Magazine, enjoy them ; alſo the feveral Problems belongingtothe
an Arſenal.

Sphere, vix, the Time of Riſing, Setting, and CulminatingA'RMAN [with Farriers] a Confection for Horſes of of the Planets in any Latitude, and conſequently the Length

white Bread, Cinnamon, Honey of Rofes, Soc. to reſtore of their Days and Nights .

a loft Appetite.
ARMI'LLATED [ armillatus, L.] wearing Bracelets,

ARMA'RIUM Unguentam [ Weapon Salve) by which ARMILU'STRIUM [among the Romans] a Fealt where

( it is ſaid ) Wounds may be cured at a Diſtance only by in they ſacrificed armed at all Points .

dreſſing the Weapon, i. A'RMINGS [ in a ship.] the ſame as waſte Cloaths .
An A'R MARY [armaria, L. ) a Tower.

ARMI'NIANISM , the Do &trine of Arminius a celebra
A'RMATURE ( armatura, L.) Armour, Harneſs ; alſo ted Profeſor in the Univerſity of Leyden, and of the Armi

Training of Soldiers ; the Uſe of Weapons.
nians his Followers. Their principal Tenet is , that there is

A'RMED [in Heraldry ] is a Term uſed of Beaſts and an univerſal Grace given to all Men, and that Man is al

Birds of Prey, when their Teeth,Horns, Feet,Talons, ways free, and at Liberty to reject or accept of Grace.
Beaks, Soc. are of a different Colour from the reſt.

ARMI'NIANS, thoſe that embrace the Doctrines of

ARMED ( ſpoken of a Loadſtone is when it is cafed or
James Arminius.

capped , i.e. ſet in Iron,to add to its Weight and the ARMI'POTENCE ( armipotentia, L.] Puiſſance at Arms.

better to diſtinguish the Poles.
ARMISA'LII ( among the Romans] a ſort of Dancers

ADMED SHIP, one which is fitted out and provided in in Armour who danced the Pyrrhick Dance, keeping Time

all Refpe & ts for a Man of War.
by ſtriking their Swords and Javelins againſt their Bucklers.

ARME'NIAN Stone, a kind of precious Stone, which ARRMISCA'R E [ Old Records] any ſort of Puniſhment
nearly reſembles the Lapis Lazuli, except that it is fofter, ARMI'sonous Carmifonus, L.] ſounding or ruſtling
and intermix'd with Veins of Green inſtead of Gold. with Arms or Armour.

ARMENIAN Bole, a native Bole or Earth brought from A'R MISTICE ( armiftitium , L.) a Ceſſation of Arms,

America, commonly called Bole Armoniack. a ſhort Truce,
ARMENIANS ( ſo called of Armenia the Country which A'RMLET , a little Arm, as of the Sea , Esc. ailo a

they anciently inhabited) they are of two Sects; the Piece of Armour for the Arm.

one Catholicks, who have an Archbiſhop in Perſia, and ano- ARMOMA'NCY [ of armus, L. a Shoulder, and var

ther in Poland ; the other make a peculiar Sett, and have teid , Gr. Divination] Divination by Shoulders of Beaſts.
two Patriarchs in Natolia .

ARMO'NIACK Į a ſort of volatile Salt, of which there

ARME'NTAL [ armentalis, L.] of or belonging to a AMMONIACK S are two forts, ancient and modern,
Drove or Herd .

Volatile Sal ARMONIACK , is made by fubliming it with
ARME'NTINE ( armentinus, L.) belonging to a Herd Salt of Tartar.

Cattle.
Flowers of Sai ARMONIACK , are made of it with Sea

ARMENTO's E ( armentojus,L.] full of great Cattle ; Salt decrepitated.

abounding with Herds or Beaſts.
ARMORA'Cia [among Botanifts] Crow -flower, L.

ARME'RIA ( with Botanifts ] the Herb Sweet-Williams. ARMORARIA ( Botany ] Horie-Radiſh , L.

A'R MIger (of arma and gerere, L. to bear] a Title A'R MORIST ( with Heralds] a Perſon well skill'd in the

of Dignity properly ſignifying an Armour-bearer to a Knowledge of Armory or Coats of Arms,

Knight ; an Eſquire, an Eſquire of the Body.
Q
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A'RMOUR ( armatura, L ] War-like Harneſs , defen- metans ; but the Lady reſiſting their amorous Attempts

five Armour for covering the Body. was turned into the Morning Star.

Coat ARMOUR, there being as it were a kind of Sym- AROMATO'POLA [ of doua and mouw, Gr, to fell ]

pathy between the Arms, and the Perſons to whom they a Seller of Spices, a Grocer, a Druggiſt.

belong, he who uſes or bears the Arms of any Perfon, that AKON [" Aegv, Gr .] the Herb Wake-Robin Cuckoo

do notof right belong to him, ſeems to affront the Perſon ARUMS Pint or Ramp.

of the Bearer.
AROU'ND [ of a and roit, Dan.) in a round, round

Armor 3 (in Law ] any Thing that a Man either abour .

}ARMOUR wears for his Defence, or that he takes A'RPAGUS [in ancient Infcriptions] a Child that died

into his Hand in his Fury or Rage to ſtrike or throw at in the Cradle.

another. ARPE'GG 10 (in Mufick Books] intimates that the ſeve

A'R MOURER [ armamentarius, L, armurier, F.] one ral Notes or Sounds of an Accord are not to be heard to

that makes or ſells Armour. gether , but onc after another , always beginning at the

A'R MOURY ? (armarium, L. armoirie, F.] a Store lowelt, Ital.

A'RMORY S houſe of Armour, a particular Place ARPENT ( Old Deeds ] an Acre or Furlong of Ground .

where Arms are laid
up and kept. ARQUA'TUS Morbus [ of arquus or arcus cæleftis ] the

A'RMOURY , a Branch of Heraldry , being the Know- Jaundice, a Diſcafe ſo named from its Colour refembling
ledge of Coat Armour, as to their Blazons and various In- that of a Rainbow.

tendment.
ARQUEBU'S E 3 [of arcobufis or arcuabuſo, Ital. of

ARMS [ arma, L.) all manner of Weapons made uſe HARQUEBU'S arco a Bow and bufio a Hole, be

of by Men either for defending themſelves, or for attack- cauſe the Touch - hole of an Arquebuſs fucceeds to the Uſe

ing others. of the Bow among the Ancients ] a large Hand-gun fomc

Arms of Courteſy ? thoſe Arms anciently uſed in Jufts thing larger than our Musket.

Arms of Parade S and Tournaments , as Swordswith- ARQUEBUSS a croc, a fort of ſmall Fire Arm , which
out Edge or Point , and ſometimes wooden Swords and alſo carries a Ball of about an Ounce and a half .

Canes ; Lances not ſhod , &c. A'PRACH ( Botany) an Herb of two Sorts , the firſt a

Paſs of ARMS [ among the Ancient Cavaliers] a kind of Garden Herb, the other

Combat ſo named . Dog's ARRACH ? ſtinking Arrach , or ſtinking Mother

ARMS [with Falconers ] the Legs of a Bird of Prey from Goat's ARRACHS

the Thigh to the Foot.
ARRAIA’TIO Peditum ( old Deeds the Arraying of

ARMS [in Heraldry ] ſo named , becauſe they are borne Foot Soldiers, L.

chiefly on the Buckler, Cuiraſs , Banners, arc, are ufed for TO ARRAIGN [ Arranger, F.] to ſet a Thing in Order

Marks of Dignity and Honour, being compoſed regularly or in its Place, Law Term .

of certain Figures and Colours given or authoriſed by So- To ARRAIGN the Alize (Law Phrafe] is to cauſe the

veraign Pinces to be borne in Coats, Shields, Banners, crc. Tenant to be callid to make the Plaint, and to ſet the

for the Diſtinction of Perſons , Families and States . Cauſe in ſuch Order, as the Tenant may be forced to

CHARGED ARMS [in Heraldry ) are ſuch as retain their anſwer unto it.

ancient Integrity, with the Addition of ſome new Honour- To ARRAIGN a Priſoner in a Court of Juſtice, is to

able Charge or Bearing bring a Priſoner forth in order to his Tryal , and as he

Intive ARMS [ in Heraldry ] are ſuch as retain their ſtands at the Bar to read his Indi & ment to him , and to

Full ARMS Š primitive Purity, Integrity, and Value, put the Queſtion to him , whether he be guilty or not

without any Alterations, Diminutions or Abatements. guilty.

Vocal Arms [ in Heraldry) fuch wherein the Figures ARRAÍ ' ; NMENT ( arrangement, F.] the A& of arraign

bear an Alluſion to the Name of the Family . ing a Priſoner,

A'R MY [armée, F. ] a great Number of armed Men A'RRAND ? a Meffage, as a ſleeveleſs Errand, i.e.

or Soldiery gathered into one Body, conſiſting of Horſe, E'RRANDS a trifling Mcflage.

Foot and Dragoons, under the Command of one General. ARRA'NGEMENT, thc Rangement or Diſpoſition of

ARNA'LDIA 3 [Old Writ. ] a Diſeaſe which cauſes the the Parts of the whole into a certain Order.

ARNO'LDIA S Hair to fall off, L. ARRANGES, Ranges or Arrangements, Ranks.

ARNA’LIA ( Old Writ.) arable Grounds . A'RRANT ( probably of ape, Sex. Honour, 9. d. famous

A'ROBE (in Portugal ] a Meaſure for Sugar containing among others of the fame Stamp) mere, downright ; as
Twenty -five Buſhels. an arrant Knave,

ARNO'di [ of oppo a Lamb, and wd a Song, Gr.] A'RRAS Hangings ( ſo called of the Town of Arras in

the fame with Rhapſodi. the Province of Artois in Flanders where made] a Sort of

ARNO'GLOSSUM [ á prózawwor, Gr.] the Plant Rams- rich Tapeſtry:

Tongue, or Rib-wort, L. ARRA'Y [ of arraye , 0. Fr.] Order .

ARNO'LDISTS, a Seet ſo called of Arnold of Breſe, who Array (in Common Law ] the Ranking or Setting forth

declaim'd agrinſt the great Wealth and Poſſeſſions of the of a Jury or Inqueſt of Men , im pannelled upon a Canfe.

Church, and preach'd againſt Baptiſm and the Euchariſt. ARRA'Y [Military Art ] is the drawing up or ranking

A'ROCUM [with Botaniſts ] an Artichoke, L.
Soldiers in Order of Battle.

A'ROMA [degouct,Gr.] all ſorts of ſweet Spices, Drugs, To ARRA'Y [ of arroyer, Fr.] to draw up and diſpoſe

and GroceryWare. anArmy in Order of Bartle .

AROMA'TICA Nux, a Nutmeg , L. To ARRAY a Pannel [ Law Phrafe ] is to rank , order,

AROMA’TICAL ? ciegow.all.xos, Gr.] having a Spicey or ſet forth a Jury empannelled upon a Cauſe.

AROMA'TICK Ś Smell, ſweet ſcented. To quaß an ARRAY ( Law Phrafe ) is to ſet aſide the

Aroma'Ticalness ? [ aromatique , F. aromaticus,L.] Pannel of the Jury .
AROMATICNESS S Spicineſs.

ARRA'YERS 3 [ of Arraiatores, Fr.] certain
AROMA'TICUM Rofatum [ in Medicine] a Compound Commiſſioners of ARRAY S Officers whoſé Buſinefs it is

officinal Powder made of red Roſes , Aloes, Liquorice, to take care of the Arms of the Soldiery, and to ſee

Spikenard, Ambergreaſe, Musk , and other Ingredients that they are duly accouter'd.

uſed in Cordial and Cephalick Preſcriptions, L. ARREA'RANCES 2 [ of arriere, F. behind ) are the Re

}AROMATI'TES [ č'egopotitus,Gr.] Hippocras, or ſweet ARR E'ARS mainders of any Rents or Movies

Wine brew'd with Spices; alſo a ſweet Stone ſmelling like unpaid at the due Time ; the Remainders of a Debt or

Spices, L. Reckoning

AROMATIZA'TION [in Pharmacy ] the mingling a due AP. R E'ARAGES [ in Lav] is the Remainder of an Ac

Proportion of aromatick Spices or Drugs with any Medi- count of a Sum of Money in the Hands of an Accoun

cine.

To AROMATIZ É [aromatizo, L.] to ſpice, to ſeaſon ARRECTA'RIA [ in Architecture ] Beams, Poſts, Pillars

with Spices , to perfume. or Stones in Buildings, which ſtand ere &t or upright to

A'ron (with Botaniſts ] the Herb Wake Robin . bear the Weight among them , L.

A'RoT and MAROT , two of Mahomet's admonitory ARRECTATUS [Law Term ] fufpe &ted, accuſed of, or

Angels , whom the Mahometans believe to be the Diſſuaders charged with a Crimc .

of Men, from Murder, Violence and Exceſs But theſe ARRENA'TUS [ Law Term ] arraigned or brought forth

two being invited to Supper by a young Lady, drank in order to a Tryal.

Line to Exceſs, and would have proceeded to Dishoneſty ARRENDA'R E ( in the Practick of Scotland ] ſignifies to

with her ; and therefore God forbad Wine to the Maho- ſet Lands to any one for a yearly Rent.
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ARRENTA'TION [ of arrendare, Span .) a Licenſing and all of them terminating at the End of the Efcutcheon,

one who owns Lands in a Foreſt to incloſe them with a like the plain Croſs, F.

low Hedge and a little Ditch , paying an Annual Rent, ARRO'sed Carroſus, L.] gnawed or pilled.

Foreft Law . ARRO'Sion , a Gnawing, L.

Saving the ARRENTA'TIONS [Law Phraſe] ſignifies A'RROW [ arpe, Sax.] a Dart.

the reſerving a Power to grant ſuch Licenſes. A'RROW [ Hieroglyphically ] ſignifies Speed or Dif

Arre'PHORA ('Appucoeic, Gr. of appura péseir, of bear- patch.

ing myſterious Things)a Solemnity in Honourof Minerva, A'RROW -HEAD , a Water- plant ſo called , becauſe the

when four ſelect noble Virgins not under ſeven nor above Leaves of it reſemble the Head of an Arrow.

eleven Years of Age, apparelled in white, and fer off with ARRURA [ Old Records] Days Works of Ploughing.

Ornaments of Gold, had a Ball -court appropriated for their ARSE of a Block, &c. [ in a ship ] the lower End of

Uſe in the Acropolis, wherein ſtood a brazen Statue of Iſo- that thro' which any Rope runs.

crates on Horſe -back. It was the Cuſtom to chooſe out of ARSE FOOT , a Kind of Water-fowl.

theſe two to weave a Vail for Minerva, which they began ARSE SMART ( with Herbalifts ] the Herb Water

on the 30th Day of Panoplion. Pepper.

ARREPTITIOUS
Carreptitius, L.) ſnatch'd away ; alſo ARSE VERSY [of Arſe, and verſus, L. turned ] Heels

crept in privily over Head, topſy turvey, prepoſterouſly, without Order.

ARRE'ST (arrefte, F.] A Stop or Stay. ARSE VERSE [i . e. avertere ignem ; for in the Dialect

Arrest in Law ] a Judgment, Decree, or final Sen- of Tuſcany, Arſe is uſed for avertere, and verſe fignifies ig
tence ofa Court. nem, i . e . Fire, or of arſus of ardeo, L. to burn] a Spell

AKREST [ in Common Law ] A ſtopping or ſeizing of a written upon an Houſe to preſerve it from being burnt.

Man's Peifon by Order of ſome Court or ſome Officer of ARSENAL [ of arſenale, Ital. ] a Royal or Publick

Juſtice. Store-houſe for Arms, and of all ſorts of warlike Ammu

To ARRE's T Carrefter, Fr.] to ſtop or ſtay, to ſeize nition ; a Place for the making and keeping every thing

as above. neceflary either for Defence or Affault.

To plead in ARREST of Judgment, is to ſhew Cauſe why A'R SENICK [ of a'risp a Man , and vixc'w to overcomeor

Judgment ſhould be ſtaid, although a Verdict has been kill] a mineral Body which conſiſts of much Sulphurand

brought in. ſome Cauſtick Salts of three Sorts, white, red andyellow.

ARRE'STS [with Farriers ] mangey Humours upon the Yellow

Sinews of the Hinder-legs of a Horfe between the Ham
ARSENICK } ischicfy found in Copper MinesNative

and the Paſtern . in a ſort ofGlebes or Stones ; itis found to contain a ſmall

ARRESTANDIS bonis ne diſipentur, a Writ which lies Portion of Gold, but fo little, that it will not quit the
for him whoſe Cattle or Goods are taken by another, who Coſt of ſeparating it ; it is thence called Auripigmentum .

during the Controverſy does make or is like to make Red ARSENICK , the native yellow Arſenick rubified

them away, and will hardly be like to be able to make Sa- by Fire, called Realgal.
tisfaction afterwards. White ARSENICK , is drawn from the yellow by ſub

ARRESTA'NDO ipfum qui pecuniam recepit ad proficif- liming it with a Proportion of Sea-Salt , called cryftalline

cendum in Obfequium Regis, &c. a Writ which lies for the Arſenick.

apprehending of him , who hath taken preſs’d Money for Cauftick Ore of A'RSENICK , is a butyrous Liquor , pre

the King's Wars, and hides himſelf when he ſhould go. par’d of Arſenick and corroſive ſublimare ; it is like Butter

Arresto facto Super Bonis Mercatorum alienigenorum , of Antimony.

5c. a Writ lying for a Demur againſt the Goods of Stran- Regulus of ARSENICK ( with Chymifs] a Compoſition

gers of another Country found within this Kingdom , in of Nitre, Tartar, Orpiment, Scales of Steel and corroſive

Recompence for Goods taken from themin that country, Sublimate, which prepared in Subſtance reſembles Butter .
after he hath been denied Reſtitution there, Ruby of ARSENICK ( with Chymifts] a Preparation of

ARRESTS, the ſmall Bones of a Fiſh . Arſenick with Sulphur or Brimſtone, by ſeveral repeated
ARRE'TTED [arreciatus , L.) ſummoned before a Sublimations, by means of which it receives the Tin &ture

Judge, and charged with a Crime; and ſometimes it is of a Ruby

uſed to ſignify imputed or laid to . ARSE'NICAL , of or pertaining to Arſenick.

ARRHA (apprawy, Gr.] an Earneſt, Money given in ARSE'NICAL Magnet ( with Chymifts] is a Preparation

Part. of Antimony with Sulphur and white Arfenick.

ARRHABONARI'I [ of oppebio, Gr. a Pledge] a Set ARSENOGO'Non [ u'poevazóvov, Gr.] an Herb , which

who held that the Euchariſtwas neither the RealFleſh being ſteep'd inWine and drank, is ſaid to procure the get

and Blood of Chriſt, nor yet the Sign of them, only the ting of a Niale Child .

Pledge or Earneſt of them. ARSE NOTH E'LYS [of a pouva Male, and Shaus a Fe

ARRIE'RE , behind, or the poſterior Part of any thing. male] an Hermaphrodite, a Beaſt which is both Male and
The Rear . Female, L.

ARRIERE BAN [in the French Cuftoms] is a general A'rsis [á pois of diego, Gr. to lift up] the raiſing of

Proclamation , whereby the King ſummons to the Wars all the Voice in Pronunciation.

that hold of him ; both his own Vaffals, i.e. the Nobleje, Arsis and THESIS ( with Muſicians] a Term uſed of

or Nobility , and their Vaffals. Compoſitions : as when a Point is turned or inverted , it is

ARRIER vafal or Tenant, the Vaffal or Tenant of an- ſaid to move per Arfin and Thefin ; that is to ſay, when a

other Vaſſal or Tenant. Point riſes in one Part and falls in another ; or e contra .

ARRIERE FEE , a Fee dependent on ſome other in- ARSON of ardere, L. to burn] Houſe -burning.

ferior Fee. ARSU'RA [ Old Latin Records] the Trial of Money by

ARRI'SION , a Smiling upon , L. Fire after it has been coined .

ARRI'VAL (of arrivée, F.] a Coming to. ART [of Ars ,L. of peth Virtue, Gr. or, as others ſay ,
To AkrI've [ arriver, F.] to come to the Bank or from á ogs Profit ] is variouſly defined . The School-meni

Shore ; to come to a Place, to attain to, to compaſs a define it to be a Habit of the Mind operative or effective,

according to right Reaſon ; or a Habit of the Mind
pre

To ARRO'DE ( arrodere, L.] to gnaw about. ſcribing Rules for the Production of certain Effe & ts. Others

A'RROGANCE 2 [ arrogance, F. of arrogantia,L.] define it a proper Diſpoſal of the Things of Nature byhu
A'RROGANCY Haughtineſs, Pride, Preſum- man Thoughtand Experience ſo, as to make them anſwer

A'RROGANTNESS
ption ; Self-conceit. the Deſigns and Uſes of Mankind ; as that which is per

A'RROGANT Carrogans, L.] that aſſumes too much, formed by the Wit and Induſtry of Man ; alſo a Collection

proud, haughty. ofRules,Inventions and Experiments, which being obſerved ,

To A'r rogate (arrogare,L.] to claim , challenge give Succeſs to our Undertakings in all manner of Affairs;
or attribute to one's ſelf ; to take upon one. or it is that to which belongs ſuch Things as mere Reaſon

ARROGA'TION , a Claiming to one's felf, L. would not have attained to .

ARRONDI'E [ in Heraldry ] as a Croſs Arondie, i.e. Ars notoria, a Way of acquiring Sciences (as is pretend

rounded. Is a Croſs, whoſeArms arecompos'd of Sec- ed ) by Infuſion, without any other Application than a
tions of a Circle not oppoſite to each other, ſo as to make little Fafting and the Performance of a few Ceremonies,

the Arms bulge out thicker in one Part than another ; St. Anſelm's Art, a ſuperſtitious Art, or ( pretended )

butboth theSections of eachArm lying the ſame Way'; Method of curing Wounds by, only touching the Linen

ſo that the Arm iseverywhere of an equal Thickneſs, wherewith thoſe Wounds had been covered.
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ART and PART [in the North of England, &c.] is A'RTHRON [ " Ap.309 , Gr.] a Joint, or joining together

when a Perſon is charged with a Crime, they fay , he is
of Bones

Art and Part in commencing the ſame, i.e. he was both a ARTHROSIS ("Appuois of dogs, Gr. to articu

Contriver and acted a Part in it, late] Articulation, as when the round Head of one Bone

A Term of Art, a Word that has a Meaning beyond is received into the hollow of another ; a Juncture of

its general or ſcientifical one. two Bones defigned for Motion.

Tranſcendent Art . This is alſo call'd Raymond Lully's A'RTICHOKE ( artichocha, Span, or artiſchock , Teut.]

Art , an Art by which a Man may diſpute whole Days on a Plant well known.

any Topick in Nature, without underſtanding the leaſt Jerufalem ARTICHOKE , a Plant, the Root of which

Tittle of the Thing in Diſpate . This Art chicfly conſiſts retembles a Potatoe, and has the Taſte of an Artichoke .

in diſpoſing the ſeveral Sorts of Beings into divers Scales A'RTICLE [ articulus, L.] a Condition in a Covenant

or Climaxes, to be run down in a deſcending Progreſſion . or Agreement ; a chief Head of a Discourſe, Treatife,

As let the Subje&t be what it will, he will ſay , it is Being Account, & c.a Clauſe , or ſmall Member of a Sentence?

true, good, perfect, and then it is either created or uncreated, ARTICLE [with Grammarians] a ImallWord ſerving

and ſo on . to diſtinguiſh the Genders of Nouns, as hic bæc boc, L.

Angelick ART, a Method of coming to the Knowledge ó ý zo, Gr.

ofany thing deſired by the means of an Angel, Spirit, or Definite ARTICLE (Grammar] the Article (the) ſo

rather a Demon. called , as fixing the Senſe of the Word it is put before to

The Liberal Arts [Artes Liberales, L.) are thoſe which one individual Thing.

are noble and ingenuous, and worthy to be cultivated , with- Indefinite ARTICLE ( Grammar ] the Article ( A ) 1o

out any Regard being had to Lucre or Gain : Theſe are called becauſe it is applied to Names, taken in their more

Archite& ure, Grammar, Military Art, Muſick, Navigation , general Signification.

Painting, Poetry, Esc. ARTICLE ( with Anatomifts ] a Joint or Jun &ture of

Mechanick ARTS [ Artes Mechanive, L.) are fuch Arts two or more Bones of the Body.

wherein the Hand and Body are more concerned than the ARTICLE ( with Arithmeticians] ſignifies 10 , with all

Mind, and which are generally cultivated for the Sake of other whole Numbers that may be divided exactly into

the Gain or Profit that accrues from them , ſuch as Trades, 10 Parts, as 20, 39, 40 , 50 , Soc.

Weaving, Turnery, Maſonry, &c. ARTICLES [of the Clergy ] certain Statues or Ordi
Active ARTS, ſuch as leave an external Effect after nances, made concerning Ecclefiaftical Perſons and

their Operation, as Carving , Graving , Painting, &c . Cauſes.

Fattive Arts , ſuch as leave no external Effect behind To Article , [ articuler, F.) to enter into, draw up
them after their Operation, as Piping , Fiddling, Dan- or make Articles .

ARTICLE of Faith ( Theology ] ſome point of Chriſtian

ARTERY ( arteria , L. of the Air , and thpw to Do &trine, which we are obliged to believe, as having been

keep, or of tố a igeữr, becauſe of the continual beating or revealed by Godhimſelf, arc.

throbbing, Gr.] a hollow , fiſtulous Canal , appointed to
ARTICLE of Death, the laſt Pangs or Agony of a

receive the Blood from the Ventricles of the Heart, ard dying Perſon .

to diſtribute it to all Parts of the Body , for the maintaining ARTICULAR [of articularis, L.] of or pertaining to

Heat and Life, and conveying the neceſſary Nouriſh
the Joints.

ment, ARTICULARIS morbus (in Medicine] a Diſeaſe of the

ARTERIA aorta 2 [ in Anatomy] the great Artery , a Joints, the Gout, L.

ARTERIA magna S Veſſel conſiſting of four Coars, ARTICULATE [ articulatus, L.] diftin &t, as whenWords

and continually beating, which by its Branches carries the or Sounds are ſo clearly pronounced, that every Syllable

ſpirituous Blood fromthe left Ventricle of the Heart to all may be heard.

Parts of the Body. ARTICULAT E Sounds, thoſe Sounds that may be ex

ARTERIA aſpera ? [ Anatomy] (q. d.the rough Ar- preſſed by Letters , and compoſe Words.
ARTERIA trachea Stery) the Wind- pipe, a griftly ARTICULATENESS, Diftin &tneſs.

Veſſel, conſiſting of ſeveral Parts and Rings ; the Uſe of ARTICULUS, a Joint in the Body of an Animal ; a

which to form and convey the Voice, to take in Joint or Knot in Plants or Vegetables , alſo a Knuckle of

Breath , & c. L. the Fingers, I ..

ARTERIA Venoſa Anatomy] the Vein of the Lungs , L. ARTI'culus, an Article or Condition in a Covenant,

ARTERIACA medicamenta [ in Pharmacy ] Medicines Epoc, alſo a Chief Head in a Diſcourſe, L.

goodagainſt Diſeaſes of the Wind -pipe ; and which help ARTICULUS [in ancient Writ ] an Article or Com

the Voice, L. plaint preſented by Way of Libel in a Spiritual Court.
ARTERI'ACE [ ('strelax , Gr.] a Medicine good for ARTICULA'TION [ Anatomy) a Junction or Connexion

the Arteries , L. of the two Bones deſigned for Motion , L.

ARTE'RIACKS, the ſame as arteriaca medicamenta. ARTICULATION (with Grammarians ] is that Part of

ARTE’RIAL [ arterialis, L.] of, belonging to, or Grammar that treats firſt of Sounds and Letters, and af

ARTERIOUS S good for the Arteries. terwards of the Manner of their Combination or joining to

ARTERIO'TOMY (of 'Achtesz and then a cutting, of gether , to compofe Syllables and Words.

Tipw, Gr. to cut] a ChirurgicalOperation of opening an ARTICULATION [ with Botanifts ] the Joints or Knots

Artery, or of letting Bloodby the Arteries, uſed only in that are in fome Hulls or Cods, as thoſe of the Herb Or

ſome extraordinary Cafes, being a very dangerous Ope- nithopodium Polygonaton, & c.
ration . ARTICULO'S E ( articuloſus, L ] full of Joints.

ARTHA'MITA (with Botanif's ] the Herb Sow -bread , L. A'RTIFICE [ artificium , L. ) a Trick, Slight or

ARTHEL 3 [old Britiſ ] a Vouchee to clear a Perſon of Knack ; a cunning Ferch or crafty Device, F.
ARDEL S Felony. ARTIFICER ( artifex, L. ] one who profeffes fome Art

ARTH E'TICA ( Botany] the Cowſlip or Ox-lip, or or Trade ; a Workman, a Handicrafts-man.
Primroſe, a Flower, L. ARTIFICIAL ( artificialis, L.] done according to the

ARTHR E'MBOLUS [ of "Apggor a Joint, év in, and Brémw Rules of Art ; ſomething made by Art, not produced na

to caſt, Gr.] the Reduction of a Dillocation . turally or in the common Courſe of Things.

ARTHRITIS ['Appeilis of i'p3pov, Gr . a Joint, the ARTIFICIAL Day, fee Day .

Chief Seat of the Diſtemper being in the Joints ] the
ARTIFICIAL ARGUMENT [ with Rhetoricians ] all

Gour.
thoſe Proofs or Confiderations that proceed from the

ARTHRITIS planetica ? [with Phyſicians] the wander- Genius, Industry or Invention of the Orator.
ARTHRITIS vaga Sing Gout , which moves and ARTIFICIAL Lines ( on a Sector or Scale] are Lines ſo

fies about, cauſing Pain ſometimes in one Part, and ſome- contrived as to repreſent the Logarithmetical Lines and

times in another. Tangents, which by the Aſſiſtance of the Line of Num

ARTHRI’TICAL } [ of opterlinos, Gr.] diſeaſed in the bers will folve all Queſtions in Trigonometry, Naviga

ARTHRI'TICK S Joints ; alſo of or pertaining to , tion , &c.

or troubled with the Gout. ARTIFICIALNESS [ artifice, F. artificium , L.] Art

ARTHRODI'A [ 'Ap389did of 'p3egr, and digamos, fulneſs.

Gr. to receive ) a Species of Articulation in Anatomy, where ARTIFICIAL Numbers [ Mathematicks ) are Logarithms

in a far Head of one Bone is received into the ſhallow or Logarithmetical Numbers relating to Signs, Tangents

Socket of another, and Secants.
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ARTI'LLERIES, Warlike Engines. any Integer divided into 12 Parts ; alſo a Copper Coin
ARTI'LLERY (artillerie, F.] the heavy Equipage of in Value about 3 Farthings Engliß Money, L.

War, comprehending all Sorts of great Fire Arms, with As [in proper Names ] at the Beginning thews, thar
what belongs to them, as Canons, Mortars, Soc. the ſame the Name owes its Original to the Saxom Word Ægc,

That is called Ordinance. ati Aſh -trce, or indeed generally any Sort of Tree, as,

ARTILLERY [ Company of London ) a Band of Infantry Afton, Afton, &c.

or Company of Citizens, who train and pra &tiſe Military A'sa Dulcis, the Gum Benzoin or Benjamin.

Diſcipline in the Artillery-Ground. Asa fotida, a Gum, preſſed out of a Plant growing ini

Park of ARTILLERY [ in a Camp ] that Place ſet Perfia, of a very ſtrong Scent.

apart forthe Artillery or large Fire Arms, Asaphi'A('Acaçaíce of a privat, and oacus, plain:
Train of ARTILLERY , a Set or Number of Pieces of manifeft or open, Gr. ] a Hoarſeneſs or Lowners of Voice

Ordinance mounted on Carriages with all their Furniture, proceeding from an illFrame or Diſpoſition of the Organs

fit for marching
ARTILLERY, is alſo uſed forwhat is called Pyrotechnia, ASAPHI'A ['Asapia, Gr.] Obſcurity, Uncertainty, L.

or the Art of Fire -works, with all the Appurtenances of it. Asa'ppi } [among the Tarks] Soldiers who are ex

ARTI-NATURAL [ of ars and naturalis, L.] of or ASAPPES S poſed to the firſt Shock of the Enemies,

pertaining to Nature imitated by Art. for this Purpoſe, that being fatigued, and their Swords

A'RTISAN , an Artificer, F. blunted by them , the spabi's and Jannizaries may fall on,

A'RT1ST ( of artiſte, F.] a Maſter of any Art, an in- and gain the eaſier Conqueſts; they are made ſo little Ac

genious Workman. court of, that they are often made to ſerve as Bridges for

To A'RTUATE ( artuatum , L.] to divide by Joints, the Cavalry to paſs overin bad Roads,and for Falcines to

to quarter, to diſinember. fill up Ditches ; they are for the moſt part natural Turks,

ARTOTY'RITES [ of ácio Bread , and Tupos , Gr . and ferve without Pay, only for what Plunder they can

Cheeſe ) a Se &t of Hereticks of the ſecond Century, who get.

uſed Bread and Cheeſe in the Eucharift. ASARABA'CCA 2 [ Botany ) an Herb good to provoke

ARTUO's E ( artuofus, L.] ſtrong made, well jointed A'SARUM S Vomiting, Sgc.

or limbed. As a'rOTUM [cod gotov, Gr.] a ſort of fine Pavement

A'RVAL 2 Burial or Funeral Solennity , hence Ar. in the Dining Rooms of the Romans, made of ſmall Tiles

A'RVIL S vil Bread, Loves diſtributed to the Poor of ſeveral Colours, ſo artfully contriv'd and inlaid , that

at Funerals. the Room look'd as if it were ſwept, but that the Scraps

A'R VAL [ arvalis, L.] belonging to Land, Land that were left on the Floor.

is ſowed . AsBE'STINE , of the Nature or Quality of asbefti .
A'RVAL BROTHERS (among the old Romans) 12 num .

Prieſts, who beſide their Office of performing Sacrifices, Asbe'STINUM [ 'Aolisivor, of a privative and oßerrów.mm

were appointed Judges of Land Marks. Gr. to extinguiſh ] a Sort of Linen or Cloth made of a

ARULA ( with Aſtronomers, i . e. a little Altar, a Con- Stone calledCariftices, fit to be ſpun as Wool or Flax, of

ſtellation ( according to the Poets ) this is that by which which the Ancients made Napkins, which when they were

the Gods Twore when Jupiter went his Expedition againſt foul, they caſt into the Fire, and they became as white

Saturn, and gaining their Point, placed it among theStars, as they were before ; but received no Injury by the Fire,

in perpetual Remembrance of it, alſo Men are wont to and little or no Diminution. When the Romans burnt the

have this in their drinking Clubs, and to perform ſolemn Bodies of their Dead to preſerve their Afhes, they wrapt

Rites to it, who engage in Societies, they touch it with them in this Sort of Cloth ; which tranſmitted the Fire to

their Right-hands and imagine that to be aToken of Re- theBodies, and preſerved the Aſhes by themſelves.

membrarice. It has two Stars in the Fire -hearth , two on AsBE'stos (cobis G , Gr.) a Stone of which Cloth

the Baſis, in all four, Eratofthenes, was made, that would not burn nor waſte but

A'RUM [ " A egr, Gr. ] the Herb Wake-Robin. conſiderably, tho’ thrown into the Fire.

ARUNDINA'CEOUS ( Arundinaceus, L. ] of or like ASCALO'NIA [of Aſcalon a City of Paleſtine) a Scal

Reeds. lion , a ſort of Onion .

ARUNDINI'FEROUS ( arundinifer, L.] bearing Reeds. ASCA'RIDE [coxdeidus, of doxiw, Gr. to move Arſe

ARUNDI'NEOC'S [arundineus, L.] of or belonging to nd of litele Worms ſometimes found in the

Reeds . Re&tum , which tickle it, and are troubleſome; alſo the Bots

ARUNDINE'TUM [ Dooms- Day - Book ] a Ground or Place in Horſes.

where Reeds grow . ASCAU'NCE , See Askaunce.

ARUNDINO'S E [ arundinoſus, L.] full or abounding To Asce’ND [aſcendere, L.) to go, get or climb up ;

with Reeds. alſo to riſe or fly upwards.

ARURA [ old Records] a Days Work at Plough. The ASCE'NDANT ( aſcendens, L.] as to gain the Afcen

A'RUSPICE ( aruſpicium , L.) a Soothſaying or Divi- dant of a Perfon, is to obtain a Power over him , Esco

nation by Infpe&tion into the Entrails of Beaſts. to have an Over-ruling or powerful Influence over a
ARU'SPICES [ of aris infpiciendis, i.e. inſpecting the Perſon .

Altars ] Soothſayers who predicted from the Entrails of ASCENDANT (with Aftrologers] that Degree of the

Beatts, offered in Sacrifice, and from the ſeveral Circum- Equator, or that Part of the Heaven which riſes or is co
ſtances of them divined the Will of their Gods, and what ming above the Horizon in the Eaſt, whenany Perſon is

mightbe hoped for;the Superftition was firft invented born, called alſo the Angle of the first Houſein aScheme,
by theHetrurians; but Romulus firſt inſtituted a College or an Horoſcope.

of Aruſpices. ASCENDANT Line ( with Genealogiſts] ſignify ſuch
ARYTÆNOIDES ('Apuletvole des of 'cuw to drink, and ASCENDANT ine }3 Relations as have gone before

and Shape] two Cartilages, the third and fourth of the us, or thoſe that were or are nearer the Root of the

Larynx, fituate under the Thyroides, called alſo Gutturales , Family

they ſerve to render the Voice more ſhrill or deep ; they ASCENDANT (in Architecture ) an Ornament in Maſonry

are ſo called, becauſe when their Proceſſes are joined to- and Joyners Work, which borders the three Sides of

gether, they repreſent the Mouth of an Ewe, or the in- Doors, Windows, and Chimneys. It differs according to

dented Lip of a Cup or Veſſel. the ſeveral Orders of Architecture , and conſiſts of three

ARYTÆNOIDEUS [ in Anatomy ] one of the Muſcles Parts, the Top, which is called the Traverſe, and the two

that ſerves to cloſe the Larynx, ſo called becauſe it derives Sides, which are called the Aſcendents. The ſame as

its Origin from the poſterior and inferior Part of the Chambranle.

Arytenoldes. ASCE'NDING ( with Aſtronomers ] fignifies thoſe Stars

ARY'THMOS [ ’ Apusu Go of d privar. and pu Juos or Degrees of the Heavens, &gt, which are riſing above the

the Pulſe, Gr.] a Sinking and Failure of the Pulſe, ſo as Horizon in any Parallel of the Equator.

it can be no longer felt, L. ASCENDING Latitude [ Aftronomy] the Latitude of a

A'Rzel ( with Horſemen ] a Name or Title they give Planet when going towardsthe Poles.

to á Horſe, that has a white Mark upon the Fat-foot be- ASCENDING Node [ Aftronomy] is that Point of a Pla

hind. Some are ſo fuperftitious as to fancy, that by an net's Orbit wherein it paſſes the Ecliptick to proceed to the

unavoidable Fatalityſuch Horſes are unfortunate in Battles, Northward.

and therefore ſomeCavaliers are ſo biaſſed with Prejudice, ASCENDING Signs [ AArology] are thoſe Signs which

that they do not care to uſe them. ate upon the Aſcent or Rife, from the Nadir to the Zes

As á Roman Pound Weight containing 12 Ounces ; ornith.
R ASCI'NDS

very in

Worms , a

.
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ASCENDING [by Anatomiſts ] a Term apply'd to ſuch incorporeal Things cannot be communicated by viſible
Veſſels as carry the Blood upwards, or from the lower to and corporeal Things.

the higher Parts of the Body. To Ascribe afcribere, L.) to attribute, to impute,

ASCE'NSION , a riling, going, or getting up, L. to father a Thing upon one.

ASCENSION Day, a Feſtival obſerved ten Days before Ascripti'tious [ aſcripritius, L.] regiſtered, inrolled.
Whitfuntide, in Remembrance of our Saviour's afcending ASCY'RON [ Botany ) the Herb St.Peter's Hort.

into Heaven . Ash [ Acre, Sax. sbc, Din.) a Tree well known.

ASCENSIONS and Deſcenſions of signs ( Aftronomy] are Ash [ in proper Names at the Beginning generally de

Arches of the Equator riſing or ſetting with ſuch a Sign notes that the Name was derived from the Ath -tree, as

or Part of the Zodiack, or with any Planet or Star that Afby, Apton, &c. See As.

happens to be in it, and are either rightor oblique . To Asha'me of rcamian , Sax .] to put tó Shame,
Right ASCENSION [ Aftronomy] is that Degree of the to cauſe to be aſhamed .

Equator reckoned from the Beginning of Aries, which ri- ASHO'R E [of ycoſe, Sax . ] upon the Shore, Ground, .

les with either the Sign, Sun orStar, on the Horizon of a or dry Land .

right Sphere ; or it is that Degree and Minute of the E. ASHES [ayhan or axan , Sax.] the Terrene or earthy

quinoctial that comes to the Meridian with the Sun or Star, Part of Wood , or other combuſtible Bodies, remaining

any
Point of the Heavens.

Oblique ASCENSION ( Aſtronomy] is that Degreeand Mi expreſſed by this Character.

nute of the Equator which riſes with the Center of the ASH FIRE [ Chymiſtry ] the mildeſt Fire uſed in Cny

Sun or Star, or with any Point of the Heavens, on the mical Operations, when the Veſſel containing the Matter

Horizon of an oblique Sphere. to be heated is covered underneath, and on all Sides, with

ASCE'NSIONAL Difference [ Aftronomy] is the Difference Athes, Sand, or the Filings of Iron ; the fame is called
between the right and oblique Afcenfion,or it is the Space Sand Fire.

of Time the Sun riles or fets before or after fix Clock . AH A'SHLERING ( with Builders ) is a Name given to

AsceNSO'RIUM, thoſe Steps by which a Perfon af quartering, to tack to in Garrets, in Height about 2 , or

cends. 3 Foot perpendicular to the Floor, up to the Inſide ofthe
ASCE'NT [ afcenfus, L.] the Motion of a Body tend- Rafters.

ing from below upwards, an aſcending or going up ; alſo A'SHTAROTH [ "itwy Heb. or as the Septuagint

the Steepneſs of an Hill, a rifing Ground, Sec. ’Asooth , or as the Phenicians called her Aftroarche ] was

A'SCENT (with Logicians ] a Sort of Reaſoning , in the Chief Goddeſs of the Sidonians ; ſome take Luna (the

which the Realoner proceeds from Particulars to Univer- Moon] to be meant, and ſome Venus.

fals. That Luna is meant is probable , becauſe the Pagans

Ascent of Fluids [ with Philoſophers ] is their riting talked of the Sunand Moon as Husband and Wife, and in

above their own Level, between the Surfaces of nearly Jeremiah ſhe is called the Queen of Heaven.

contiguous Bodies , or in flender Capillary Glaſs Tubes, Philo Biblius relates, that this Aſtaroth having taken up

c. on her the Shape of a Bull , travelled all over the World,

To ASCE'RTAIN [of ad and certus, L. or perhaps of and upon her Return landed at Tyre in Phoenicia, and there
acertener, O. F.] to allert for certain, to allure, to fix or confecrated a Star, that ſhe found in her Way, that had

ſet a Price upon. fallen from the Sky tothe Earth ; though ſome ſay the
ASCE'TICK [cTX tixos, of coxéw to exerciſe, Gr.] of or was worſhipped in the Shape of an Ewe. The Manner of

belonging to religious Exerciſes , as Meditation, Prayer ; worſhipping her was after the Manner of that of venus,
Monkiſh. by committing Fornication in her Temple. It thould
Ascetics [ 'Aonetou , Gr .] Perſons who in the Pri- ſeem that the Heathens thought,as ſhe had a viſible In

mitive Times devoted themſelves to the Exerciſesof Piety Auence in the Generation of Children, and upon the Hu

and Virtue, in a retired Life, and eſpecially to Prayer mours and Affections of Women, ſo they ought in her
and Mortification. Adoration to perform thoſe A &tions, unto which ſhe in
ASC EST E'RIUM [ of d'oxéw , Gr .] a Monaſtery. cited them .

AschYNO'MENE (of Aio.cu'vojai, Gr. to be aſhamed] ASH -WÈDNESDAY, the firſt Day of Lent, ſo called

a Plantor Herb, that takes itsName from bluſhing; be- from an ancient Custom of the Church offaſting in Sack

cauſe when any Perſon comes near it , it gathers in . cloth with Aſhes on their Heads, as a sign of Humilia

A'scu [ "Axion of a privat. and oxre , Gr. a Shadow

thoſe Inhabitants of the Globe , who at certain Times in the ASH WEED , an Herb

Year have no Shadow at 12 a Clock, ſuch are the In A'sia, one of the four Parts of the World.

habitants of the Torrid Zone, by reaſon that the Sun is ASIA'TICKS , the Inhabitants of Aſia.

ſometimes Vertical to them. Asi'de (in a Play) is ſomething that an A&or ſpeaks

ASCITÆ, See Afcodrigiles , apart, or as it were to himſelf.

A'SCITES [ 'Arxitus of d'oxos, Gr. ] a Species of A'SIMA ( ROUX Heb.] a Deity of ſome of the au

Dropſy, affecting chiefly theAbdomen or Lower-belly, cient Eaſtern People, who was worſhipped, as ſome ſay,
and the depending Parts, proceeding from an Extravaſa- under the Image of an Ape, or, as others ſay, of a Goat or

tion and Collection of Water got out of its proper Veſſels, a Ram. They were wont to worſhip the Sign in the
by Means of Obſtruction and the Weaknets of the Glands Zodiack called Aries, and on this Account the Egyptians

and viſcera, a Water Dropſy, which cauſes the Lower- abborred the other Nations, who killed thofe Creatures,

belly, Scrotum ,& c. to ſwell and ſtand out. that they adored .

ASCI'TICK ( in Medicine ) pertaining to, or troubled with A'SINARY ( afinarius, L.] of or belonging to an Aſs.

the Dropſy ASK (of the Saxon Arc] as fome Writers ſay , was
ASCLE'Pias ( with Botanif's ] Swallow -wort, or Silken the Name of the firſt Man, and thence fignifles Mankind,

Cicely. as Æfcwine ſignifies a Friend to Man, Eſcwig a couragious

ASCLEPIA'DEAN Verſe, a Sort of Verſe either Greek or Man, or a Leader of an Army.

Latin, that conſiſts of 4Feet, a Spondee a Choriambus, ASINESIA , See acinefia.

and 2 Dactyls, as Horat. Lib. 1. Od. 1. ASINI'NE Cafininus, L.] Belonging to an Afs.

Mecænas atavis edite regibus, To Ask ( acyian, and axiZian , sax.) to enquire, to
ASCO'LIA [ ’Arxonid , Gr.] Feſtivals which the Attick demand, to require .

Peaſants celebrated to Bacchus, in which they facrificed AS RAU'NT ?

ASKAUNSE
i. e, to look fideways.

a Buck , as the Deſtroyer of their Vines, & c. they made

a Bottle of the Vietini's Skin, and filling it with Oil and ASK E'w [ of a and (chew , Teut. Diſdain ] diſdainful,

Wine, endeavoured to leap upon it with one Foot, and he ly , obliquely,

that firſt fixed himſelf upon it, had the Bottle for his Re- Aslee'' [ of a and ylæpan , sax .] Sleeping, in Sleep.

ward , L.
AsLO'PE (a and Qap , Du .] awry, flanting, on one

ASCODRI'GIL ES [ of a'oxos, Gr. a Bottle ] Hereticks ſide.

in the ſecond Century, who pretended they were reple- ASMATO'GRAPHER ['AopatóregpG , Gr.] a Compo
niſhed with Montanus's Paraclete ; they introduced the fer of Songs,

Bacchanals into their Churches, where having a Buck's Skin ASMATOGRAPHY
[ of d'oped a Song, and resow, Gr.

full of Wine, they danced round it ; ſaying, this is the to write ] the Compoſition of Songs.

Veſel of the new W'ine Spoken of in tbe Gospel. ASMOD Æ'us, an evil Spirit mentioned in the Apocry

ASCODROU'TES, a Sce'in the ſecond Century , who phal Writings, a Friend to Lechery.

rejected the Uſe of all Sacraments, on this Notion, that
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known .

AsO'MATOUS Cafomatus, L. diowato ', Gr.] incor- incorruptible by Air, ſuppos'd to be that celebrated Mor
poreal or without aBody. tar of which the Walls of Babylon were built .

ASOTIA ['Aswtid, Gr.) Riotouſneſs, Temperance, AsPHO'VELUS (with Botanifts ] the Flower callid Daf

Prodigality, L. fodil, or vulgarly, Daffy -down-dilly, L.

Asp Ź [ aonis, Gr.] a ſmall Serpent, whoſe Bite is oil of Aspic of spica ,L. an Ear of Corn] is an infla

A'spics deadly. mable Oil drawn from a Plant reſembling Lavender.

Asp , the Alpen -tree,, a kind of White Poplar, the ASPILA'T ES [dotintus , Gr.] a precious Stone of a fil

Leaves of which are ſmall, and always tremble. ver Colour, good againſt Lunacy.

ASPA'LATHUM [cond-M96 , Gr.] the Wood of a To A'SPIRATE [of aſpiraré, L.] to pronounce with

Aspa'LATHUS S prickly Tree , heavy, oleaginous, an Aſpiration.

ſomewhat ſharp and bitter to the Taſte, of a ſtrong Scent ASPIRATION , Breathing, L.

and a purple Colour. ASPIRATION [ in Grammar] a Chara &ter ( over a

AsPA'RAGUS [ dota'l976-, ofa and Stripedou to low , A'SPERATE S Greek Letter, which has the Force
becauſe it grows for many years without being fown ] á and Sound of an b.

Plant well known. To Aspi're ( afpirare, L.) to pretend to , to ſeek am

ASPA'R AGUS [ the firſt Sprout or Shoot of a Plant that bitiouſly, to aim at Honour, to cover or deſire with Earneſt

comes forth beforethe unfolding of the Leaves. neſs.

AsPA'RAGUS Sylveftris ( Botan.] Wild Sperage, L. A'spis [dotis,Gr. ] an Aſpic or Aſp , a moſt venomous

A'spect [ afpe &tus, L.] Looks, the Air of one's Coun- Serpent, whoſe Eyes are not in the Forehead , but in
tenance. the Temples ; one kind of them kills by Thirſt , another

To Aspe'ct [ afpe&tare, Ļ ] to look upon earneſtly by Sleep , and a third by Bleeding ; the Parties bitten by

or often, to look towards, to behold ſtedfaſtly. them dying either of Thirft, Sleeping or Bleeding:

A'spect (with Aftrologers] is when two Planets are As PL BẰNION [ 4 TAY:or, Gr.] the Herb Ceterach,

joined with or behold each other ; or when they are Milwaſte or Spleen -wort.

placed at ſuch a Diſtance in the Zodiack, that they (as ASPORTATION, a Carrying away, L.

it is ſaid ) mutually help or affli &t one another, or ' have ASPENE'LLA [ Botany ] the Herb Great Shave-graſs or

their Virtues or Influences encreaſed or diminiſhed. Horſe -tail.

ASPECT (with Aſtronomers ] ſignifies the Situation of the Asps [ Hieroglyphically] were uſed as an Emblem of

Stars or Planets in reſpect to each other ; or certain Confi- Sacredneſs; and accordingly the Kings ofEgypt had them

gurations or mutual Relations between the Planets ariſing on their Crowns to intimate the Sacredneſs of their Per

from their Situation in the Zodiack . ſons ; that none might preſume or attempt to diſhonour

Double Aspect [ in Painting ] 1. e. when a ſingle Fi- or injure them expecting a ſignal Puniſhment; as tho

gure repreſents two or more different Obje & ts. they ſignified that he that roſe up againſt his Prince, did

Partile ASPECTS [ Aftrol. ] is when Planets are diſtant encounter with a Serpent, and was like to meet with no

juſt ſuch a Number of Degrees, as 30, 36, 45, Esc, thing but deadly and venomous Repulſes.

Platic ASPECTS [ Aſtrol. ] are when the Planets do not Ass [ afinus, L. ayal, Sax.] a Beaſt of Burden well

tegard each other from theſe very Degrees ; but the one

exceeds as much asthe other wants. An Ass [ Hieroglypbically ) was uſed by the Ancients to

AsPE'CTABLE ( afpe &tabilis, L.] worthy to be look'd repreſent a ſtupid and ignorant Fellow , an Enemy to Pic

upon.
ty and Religion,

Aspen Tree, ſee Alp. A'sses Head and Asses Ears on a human Body repre

A'sper, a Turkish Coin in Value about three Far- ſented an ignorant Fellow , who was unacquainted with

things. the World. For the Egyptians were wont to put the Heads

TO A'SPERATE ( afperatum , L.] to make rough . of Animalson human Bodies, to expreſs the Inclinations
ASPERA'TION , a making rough, L. and Difpofitions of thoſe Perſons who were like ſuch

ASPERIFO'LIÆ Plante (with Botanifts] rough -leaved Beaſts.

Plants, ſuch as have their Leaves placedalternately, or in ASS -HERD, a Keeper or Feeder of Aſſes ; alſo a Com

no certain Order on the Stalks, and whoſe Flower is mono

petalous , or but oneſingle Leaf cut or divided into five ASSA Dulcis, Gum Benzoin .

Partitions, as Comfry , Wild Buglofs, Hounds-tongue,
ASSACH [ in Wales] an ancient Way ofPurgation ,

Eorc. L. A'SSART } where the Perſon accuſed of a Crime

AsperiFo'lious [afperifolius, Lat.] having rough clear'd himſelf by the Oaths of 300 Men.
Leaves. ASSAI' [in Mufick Books] is always joined with ſome

AsperifO'LIOUSNESS [ foliorum afperitas] Rough- otherWord to weaken the Strength or Signification of the

neſs of Leaves. Word to which it is joined . Thus, for example, when it

A'SPERA ARTERIA (with Anatomifts ] the rough Ar- is joined with the Words Vivace Allegro or Preſto, all which

tery , the Wind -pipe, a griftly Veſſel, which conſiſts of fe- denote a quick Movement, it denotes that the Muſick

veralRings and Parts ; the Office of which is to take in muſt not be performed quite fo brisk or quick as each of

the Breath, to form and convey the Voice , L. thefe Words, if alone , would require : Again, being join

AspE'RITY [afperitas, L.) the Inequality or Rough- ed to either of the Words, Adagio, grave or largo, which
neſs of the Surfaceof any Body, whereby ſome Parts of it all denote a ſlow Movement, it intimates that the Muſick

ſtick out beyond theBody, ſo as to hinder the Hand from muſt not be performed quite ſo ſlow , as each of thoſe

paſſing over eaſily and freely . Words,if alone,would require.

ASPERITY ( with Philoſophers ] the Roughneſs or Une- To Assai'l '[ of aſaillir, F.] to aſſault, to attack, to

venneſsof the Surface of any natural Body; ſo that ſome

Parts of it ſtick out ſo far above the reſt , as to hinder ASSAI'LANT, one who aſſaults another, f .

the Finger or Hand frompaſſing over it eaſily and freely: ASSAPA'NICK, a little Creature in America, a Sort of

Aspe'RULA ( with Botanifts ) the Herb Wood-row or flying Squirrel.
Wood- roof, Liver-wort or Stare, L. A'SSART [ affartum , L.] a Tree pulled up by the

ASPERNATION, a Deſpiſing, Sgc. L.
Roots.

To AsPE'RSE ( aſperſum of afpergere, L ) to defame ASSART (of affartir, F. to make plain, which spelmas

or ſlander, to ſpeak evil of, to caſt a Blemish on a Perſon's derives of Exertum , F.] to pluck up by the Roots.
Reputation . ASSART [ in Law ) an Ofence committed in the Foreſt

ASPHALITES [ofa and opémw, Gr. I ſupplant] the by pulling up the Woods which ſerve as Thickets or a

fifth Vertebra of the Loins. Covert forthe Deer.

Aspha'lTOS ['Aoçantós, Gr.] a Sort of Bitumen or ASSART, a Parcel of Land affarted .

Pitch gathered offthe Lake Aſphalites, a Lake in Judea of ASSART Rents, Rents paid to the Crown for Lands af

ſo peſtilential a Quality, that the Vapours that riſe out farted .

ofit kill any Birds that Ay over it, or will the Waters TO ASSART , to grub up Trees, Buſhes, dec.

ſuffer any Creature to live in it. This Lake is 580 Fur- ASSA SIA'RE ( ancient Deeds ] to take Afleſſors or

longs long, and 150 broad , and the River Jordan fallsinto Fellow - Judges.
it. It is ſurrounded by Hills, and is the place where So- A SSA TION [in Pharmacy] the preparing or dreſſing

dom and Gomorrba are ſaid to have been ſituated . of Medicaments in their own Juices, without the Addition

ASPHA'LTUM , a ſort of bituminous Stone found near of any foreign Moiſture .

the ancient Babylon, which, mixed with other Matters, An AssA'S SINATE

makes an excellent Cement, impenetrable by Water, and An ASSASSIN

pany of Aſſes.

ſet upon

TO
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To Ass A'SS INATE, to murder privately or barba
ASSESSMENT; the A& of affering or rating ; alſo

rouſly.
the Rate itſelf.

ASSASSINATION, ſuch a Murthering ASSESSOR (ar leur, F.] one who firs by and affifts

ASSASSINA’TOR [ afaffinat, F.] an Affaflin . another in Officeand Authority ; a Judge Lateral or AF

ASSASSI’NIANS, a petty Government or Bodyof Ma- fiftant; allo one who makes the Affeilment or Rate for the

hometanThieves, or Military Knights, who cali'd their Paymentofpublick Taxes ; alto an Officer in thePresby
King the Ancient of the Mountains, who taught their Youth terian Aſſemblies, I.

to ajaſſinate whom they were commanded; they had lix ASSE'SSORY Care Torius, L.] belonging to Aſſiſtance ;

Cities in their poſſeſſion, and were about 40000 in Num- ſitting at or by

ber, and inhabited Antaradus in Syria. At the Command ASS E'ssure [ as -Jura, L.] a fitting by , or being con

of their chief Mafter they would refuſe no Pain or Peril, tinually at.

but Itab any Prince he commanded them . They were ſub A'ssers [ affez, Fr. i. e. Satis, enough ] Effe & s fuffi

dued and their King put to Death by the Cham of Tar- cient todiſchargethe Burthen laid on an Executor or Heir

tary, An . 1257. Hence thoſe that are ready to execute
for ſatisfying the Teftator's Debts or Eſtates.

bloody Deſigns are called Arafſins. Real Assets [in Law ] are where a Man dies poſſeſs'd

of Lands in Fee Simple .ASSATU'RE ( afatura , L. ] a Roaſt, or roaſted Meat.

ASSAU'LT ( aſant, F. Onſet, Attack . Perſonal Asser LinLaw ) are where a Man dies poſſeſs’d

Ass AU'LT l in a Law Senſe] a violentkind of Injury of ally Perſonal Eftate .
done to a Man's Perſon, by offering to give a Blow , or ASSETS per Deſcent (in Law) are where a Man enters

by threatening Words. into Bonds, and dies ſeized of Lands in Fee Simple, which

ASSAULT (in Military Affairs] an Attack or Effort
deſcend to his Heirs, and therefore chargeable as Aſſets in

his Hands.
made upon a Place to gain it by main Force. ·

To A SSAULT 2 [ Faire affaut, and affailir, F.] ASSETS entre mains [in Law] is when a Man dies in

To make an ASSAULTS to ſet upon, to attack . debted, leaving to his Executors ſufficient wherewith to

diſcharge his Debts and Legacies , F.
To go ASSAULT, to grow proud as Bitches do.

ASSAY [ Eſai, F. ] Trial, Proof. To AssE'VERATE S La severatum , L.] to avouch, to

Assay Maſter Cof the Mint] an Officer who weighs
AssE'VER s affirm boldly , to avow, 10

aſſure.the Bullion , and takescare thatit be Standard .

To AssAY [ efloger, F.] to try or prove,
ASSEVERA'TION , an earneſt Affirmation or Avouching.

ASSAYING ( with Muſicians ) a Flouriſhing before they
ASSEWIA'R E [ Old Latin Writers] to draw Water from

begin to play.
marſhy Grounds.

Assay'er of the King, an Officer indifferently ap- ASSI'DEANS [a Seet among the geus divided into

pointed between the Maſter of the Mint, and Merchants
D'on the Merciful, and 773 Heb. the Jult] the

Fathers and Predeceffors of the Phariſees and Effenes ;they
who bring Silver thither for Exchange, for the due Trial
of Silver, preferred their Traditions before the written Word , and

ASSECTA'TION , a Following, L. Ter up for a San &tity and Purity that exceeded the Law ;

AssEcuRA'RE(Old Records)tomake ſecure by Pled- but at laft fell into the Errorof the Sadducees, in deny
ges or any folemn Interpoſition of Faith . ing the Refurre & tion , Rewards and Puniſhments after this

ASS ECU'T10N, an Obtaining, L.
Life.

AssedA'TION ( Law 'Term ] a Taxing of the King's
ASSIDE'NTIA Signa ( according to Galen ] thoſe Sym

Farms. ptomsthat are ſometimes preſent to a Diſeaſe, but noi al

Ass E'MBLAGE, an Uniting or Joining of Things to

gether, or the Things ſo united or joined , f . Asside're2

TO ASSEMBLE (afſembler, F. of ad to, and fimul to
ASSIDARES

[ Old Records ] to tax equally.

gether, L.) to call, come, meet, or get together.
ASSIDU'ITY ( affiduitas, L ) continual Care, conftant

AssE'MBLEE [in Heraldry) a Duftail or more to hold Application or Attendance, great Diligence.
the two Parts of the Eſcutcheon together, where the ASSI'DUOUS ( alliduus, L.] diligent, clofe at Buf

Partition Line is being counter- chargedis ,ſome of the Metal neſs, c.

and ſome of the Colour of the Eſcutcheon, F. TO ASSIE'G É [ alieger, Fr.] to baffle.

Asse'MBLY [ aſemblée, F.] A Concourſe or Meeting ASSIE'NTO , a Contract between the Kings of Great

together of People. Britain and spain, for furniſhing the Spaniſ Weft Indies

Unlawful ASSE'MBLY [in a Law Senſe ] is the Meet- with Negroe Slaves.

ing together ofthree or more Perſons forthe committing
To Assi'gn Lalignare, L. aligner, F.] to appoint, to

of an unlawful AE, altho' they donot effe &t it. allot ; alſo to Thew or ſet forth .

ASSEMBLY [with Military Men ] is a particular Beat of To Assign (in Law ] to make over a Right to ano

theDrum or Sound of the Trumper, and is an Order for ther, alſo to appoint or ſet forth,as to align Errors, isto

the Soldiers to repair to their Colours. Thew where the Errors are committed .

ASSEMBLY (with the Beau monde] a ſtated and gene ASSIGN [afignatus, L. aligné, F.) a Perſon who is

ral Meeting of Perfons of both Sexes, for Converſation, appointed or deputedby another, either to perform any

Gaming, Gallantry, Esc. Buſineſs, or to enjoy any thing.

To ASSE'NT ( afſentire, L.] To conſent or agree to. To Assign with Judgment ( Law Phraſe ] is to ſhew

A'SSENT [ aDenſus, L.] Confent, Agreeing with , Ap how and where the Judgment is unjuſt.

probation. To Assign the Cesor [ Law Phraſe ) to Thew how the

Actual Assent , is a Judgment whereby the Mind Plaintiff has ceſſed or given over.
perceives a Thing to be true. To Assign Wafte ( Law Phraſe] is to Shew eſpecially

Habitual AssENT , conſiſts of certain Habits induced in wherein the Waſte is committed .

the Mind by repeated Arts. Assi'GNABLE ( of aligner, F.] that may be aſſigned.

ASSENTAMEN , a Virginian Pink. ASSIGNA'TION , a making over a Thing to another ;

ASSENTATION , Compliance with the Opinion of ano- alſo an Appointment, L.

ther out of Flattery or Diſſimulation, a Soothing and Cog- ASSIGNE'E ( aſignatus, L.] a Perſon to whom a Thing

ging is legally aßigned or made over, or who is appinted to a&
ASSENTA'Tor , a Flatterer, L. for another, either by Law or Decd.
ASSENTATORY [ affentatorius, L.) belonging to a AssignEE in Law, is a Perſon whom the Law makes

Flatterer or Flattery .
ſo without any Appointment of the Perſon concerned ; ſo

ASSENTA'TRIX , a Woman Flatterer, L. an Executor is an Aſſignee in Law to the Tettator.

TO ASSERT [ afferere, L ] to affirm , to maintain, to ASSIGNEE by Deed, is one who is appointed by a Per

hold . ſon , as when the Leſlee of a Term aſſigns the ſame to an

Asse'RTION , Affirmation, Concluſion ; an Opinion other, then he is Allignee by Deed .
produced and maintained, . Assi'GNMENT ( asignatio, L. ] the A &t of aſſigning

ASSERTION ( with Scholafticks ] a Propoſition which or ſetting over the Intereſt of any thing to another, as the

is advanced, which the Advancer avows to be true, and is Alignment of a Leafe, &c .

ready to maintain in publick. ASSIGNMENT of Dower [in Law ] the ſetting out the

TO ASSE'RVE ( afferuire, L.) to ſerve to. Marriage Portion or Dower of a Woman by the Heir, acs

Asse'ssion, a fitting down, at or by, or together, cording to the Eſtabliſhment before made .

an afliſting. AssI'MILATENESS [ of aſimilis, L.] Likeneſs.
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ASSIMILA'TION, an A &t whereby Things are render'd ASSIZE de mort de Anceſtrel (Law Phraſe] a Writ that

ſunilar or like to one another, L. lies where my Father, Brother, Uncle, & c. dies ſeized of

ASSIMILATION [in Philoſopby] a ſort of Motion by Lands, Tenements, Rents, Sc. held in Fee Simple, and

which ſome Bodies are changed into other Bodies, aptly after their Death a Stranger abates.

diſpoſed into a Nature like or homogeneous to their own; ASSIZES were originally uſed for extraordinary Sit

the Operation of Nature, by which the nutritious Juicé tings of ſuperior Judges in the inferior Courts depending

is render'd like the Subſtance of that animal Body, into on their Jurifdi&tion, to inquire whether the ſubaltern Jnd

which it is to be changed and united ; the Mutation of ges and Officers did their Duty.

the Chyle into Blood . Assize of Novel Diffeizim [ in Law ] a Writ lying where

ASSIMULA'RE ( Old Records] to put together, L. a Tenant in Fee Simple, Fee Tail , or for Life, is lately

To AssI'MULATE [ affimulare, L.] to feign or coun diffeis'd of his Lands or Tenements, Rent-Service , Rent

terfeit. Seck or Rent- Charge, Common of Paſture, Common Way,

ASSIMULA'TION , a making the Likeneſs of a Coun
oc.

terfeiting Special Assize , a particular Commiſſion granted to fe

Assi's a [ in Law ] originally ſignified a Court where the veral Perſons, to take Cognizance of ſome one or two Ca

Judges heard and determined Cauſes, but now it is apply'd ſes ,as a Diffeizin or the like.

to other Courts of Judicature beſides the County Courts, Clerk of Assize , an Officer of the Court who ſets down

which are held by Judges itinerant, which Courts are com- all Things judiciarily done by the Juſtices of Aflize in

monly called the Allizes. their Circuits.

Assi's a Cadere Law Phraſe ] to be Nonſuited. Assi'z Er of Weights and Meaſures, an Officer who has

ASSISA Nocumenti [ Phrafe in Law] Aſlize of Nui- the Care and Overſight of thoſe Matters.

fance , L. AssO'CIABLE [of aſſociare, L.] ſociable.

ASSIS A continuanda [ in Law] a Writ directed to the Ass O'CIABLENESS, Socialnels, Fitneſs or Agreeable

Juſtices to take an Aſſize for the Continuance of a Cauſe, neſs for Company or Converſation

where certain Records alledg'd cannot be procured by the An Asso'CIATE [of ad and focius, L. affocié, F.]

Party in Time, L. a Companion, a Partner.

ASSISA Panis Cerevifie [ Law Phraſe ] ſignifies the To ASSOCIATE ( affociare, L.] to bring into fome So

Power orPrivilege of adjuiting or alligning the Weight ciety or Fellowſhip, to join or keep Company with .

and Meaſure ofBread and Beer, L. An AssOCIA'TION, au entering into Society with others,

ASSIS A Judicium [ Law Phraſe ] ſignifies a Judgment a joining with them to perform fome Act, 1.

of the Court given either againſt the Plaintiff or Defen- ASSOCIATION [ in Law ] a Patent from the King to

dant for Default, L. the Juſtices of Allize, to admit other Perſons for Col

ASSISA Propaganda [Law Phraſe] a Writ directed to legues and Fellows in that Affair.

the Juſtices for the Stop of Proceedings, by reaſon of the A'ssOCIATION of Ideas ( Philoſophy ] is where two or

King's Buſineſs, in which the Party is employd, L. more Ideas conſtantly and immediately ſucceed one another

ASSISA cadit in Juratam [ Law Phrate ] is where the in the Mind, ſo that one ſhall almoſt infallibly pro

Thing that is in Controverſy is ſo doubtful, that it muſt duce the other ; whether there be any natural Relation

of Neceſſity be try d by a Jury. between them or not.

ASSISA de utrum [ in Law ] lies for a Parſon againſt Asso'd es [with Pbyſicians] a continual Fever, when

a Layman, or e contra for Lands orTenements , doubtful the outward Parts are but moderately warm , but the ins

whether they be in Lay Fee or Free Alms. ward Parts are in a great Heat , Egoc.
ASSIS A capi in moduni Alifee ( Law Phraſe ] is when To Assoi't [ of arouldre, F. abfolvere, L.] to ab

the Defendant pleads to the Aflize without taking any To AssoY'L } folve, deliver or ſet free from an Ex
Exception, to either the Court, Declaration, or Writ, í. communication.

Assi'sor , the ſame as Adefor. A'SSONANCE, an Ecchoing.

Assi'sors [ in Scot.) the ſame as Jurors in England. ASSONANCE (in Rhetorick and Poetry ] is uſed where

To Assi'st [ alliftere, L.] to ſtand by, to help, to aid the Words of a Phraſe or Verſe have the ſame Sound or

or ſuccour; alſo to be preſent. Termination, and yet make no proper Rhyme.
AssI'STANT [ affiftens, L.] aſſiſting, aiding, helping, A'SSONANT Cajonans, L.] agreeing in Sound .

ſuccouring, f. ASSONANT Rbymes ( Poetry ) a kind of Verſes com

An ASSISTANT [ affiftens, L.] a Stander by, a help- mon to the Spaniards where the Reſemblance of Sound

er ; a Partner or Collegue in the Management of any ſerves inſteadof natural Rhymes .

Affair, F. ASSUEFA'CTION , an accuſtoming one's felf to any

Assi'sTATA ( with Logicians ] Arguments or Affertions Thing, L.

impoſſible to be true ; as to accuſe an Infant of Adul- To Assu'me [ affumere, L.] to take to or upon one's
tery; to ſay a Perſon holds his Peace, and yet that he is felf.

talking. ASSU MPSIT ( in Law ] a naked Contract , or a volun

Assisus Lapis (ofAſus a Town of Myfia where they tary Promiſe byWord of Mouth, by which aMan aſſumes
were digged ] a ſort of Stonewherewith Coffins were made and takes upon him to perform and pay any thing to ano

by the Ancients that waſted the dead Body.
ther.

Assi'sus [ Old Law ] demiſed or formed out for a cer- Assu'MPTION , an aſſuming or taking ; an Inference

tain aſſeſſed Rent either in Money or Proviſions.

Assi'z e Caffizes, F. of affideo, L. to fit by or at] ASSUMPTION (with Logicians] the minor or ſecond

a Sitting of Juſtices by Virtue of their Commiſſion , to hear Propoſition of a Syllogiſm .

and determine Cauſes, and the Court ſo held is called The ASSUMPTION [with Roman Catholicks ] a Feſtival ob

Affize. ſerved by them in Honour of the Virgin Mary's being taken

Assi'z E ? a Writ dire &ted to the Sheriff for the Reco- up into Heaven.

ASSISE S very of Poſſeſſion of Things immoveable, A ssU'MPTIVE, Taken , L.

of which yourſelf or Anceſtors have been diffeiſed . ASSUMPTIV E.Hrms (with Heralds ] are ſuch as a Man.

Assize [of Bread, Ale, & c. ]a Statute or Ordinance hath a Right to aſſume to himſelf by Virtue of ſome Ac

relating to the Price, Weight, Meafure or Order of ſeve- tion ; as if a Man,who is no Gentleman by Blood , and has

ral Commodities ; alſo the Meaſure or Quantity itſelf; no Çoat of Arms, ſhall in War take a Lord, Sc. Priſoner,

thus it is ſaid , when Wheat, pc, is of ſuch a Price , the he is entitled to bear the Shield of ſuch Priſoner, and to

Bread ſhall be of" ſuch Allize. enjoy it to him and his Heirs.

ASSIS B [ in Law ] a fourfold Writ for the recovering ASSU'RANCE ( aſſurance, F.] Sureneſs, Certainty, Se

of Lands, Tenements, c. of which one has been difpof curity , Safety , Confidence.

fels'd ; alſo the Jury ſummoned upon ſuch Writs. ASSURANCE, the ſame as Inſurance.

To Assize of allife, F.] to adjuſt Weights and Mea- Policy of ASSURANCE, is a Contract whereby one or

ſures, morePerſons obligethemſelves to make good any Damages

Assize of darreign Preſentment (Law Term ] a Writ thatGoods, a Houſe, Ship, &c. may luftain by Fire or

lying where a Man and his Anceſtors have preſented a the Sea , Pirates, & c.

Clerk to a Church , and afterwards, ir being void by his TO ASSURÉ [ affeurer, F.] to affirm or aſſert ; to war

Death, a Stranger preſents a Clerk to the fame Church in rant to promiſe or undertake a Thing.

Oppoſition to the former Patron. ASSURER, a Perſon who affures.

ASSIS E of the Foreſt ( Foref Law ] a Statute concerning To Asswage ( probably of ad and fuadeo, L. to
Orders to be obſervedin the King's Foreste perſwade] to allay or appeale ; to abate or grow calm.

S ASTATI
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ASTAT! [ of a privat. and isupel , Gr. to ſtand firm , ASTRICTORIA ( in Phyfick ] Medicines that are aſtrin

g.d unſtable ] a Sect of Hereticks in the 9th Century, gent or of a binding Quality , L.

who received the Herelyof the Manichees. ASTRI'CTORY Caftri&torius, L.) binding, apt to bind.

ASTEIS'MUS ('Assopo , Gr.] Courteſy , Civility, Plea- ASTRI'DE [ of rtræde, Sax .] aſtraddle, ftrad

fantry. A STRA'DDLE S ling, one Leg on one side of a

AŠTEISMUS (with Rhetoricians ] a Figure wherein ſome Horſe, donc. and the other on the other.

pleaſant Jett is exprefled , a kind of Irony. ASTRIFEROUS ( afrifer, L.] bearing Stars, L.

A sTER [ Botany) the Herb Star-wort, Share -wort, or Astri'G EROUS Laftriger, L.] bearing or carrying

Cod -wort, L. Stars.

ASTERA'MIUM [ Botany ] the Herb Mafter-wortor ASTRIHI'LTHET ? [ Sax. Law Term ] a Forfeiture of

Pellitory of Spain , L. ATRIHI'LTHET S double the Damage.

Asteri'AS [ a'sseias, Gr.] a precious Stone that ſhines To ASTRI'NG E ( aftringere, L.] to bind to, to tye to ,

like a Star. to knit or cye hard .

ASTERICUM [ Botany) the Herb Pellitory of the Wall. ASTRI'NGINGNESS [of aftringens, L.] Bindingneſs.

ASTE'RION ('Asil , Gr.) the Be b Cow -Parſnip. ASTRI'NG ENT [ aftringens, L ) binding or making

ASTERISK ( 'Asieiar o of a'sue a Star, Gr ] a little coſtive.

Mark in a Book, or writing in Form of a Star ( *) fet AsTRI'NGENTS [ aftringentia, L.] thoſe Medicines

over any Word or Sentence to thew the Want of ſome- which by the Thickneſs and Figure of their ſmall Parts,

thing ; or that ſomething is more eſpecially to be taken force and bind together the Parts of the Body.

notice of, or to refer to the Margin. ASTRO'BOLAS, a precious Stone reſembling the Eye of

A'STERISM [ ’A54210uds of asie, a Star, Gr. ] a Con · a Fiſh , taken by fome to be the Afterias.

ſtellation or Cluſter of Fixed Stars, which on Globes is Astro'bolism ('Aspoßoniopos of oʻshig a Star, and

commonly repreſented by ſome particular Figure of a living Bema yo caft] a blaſting or Planet ſtriking .

Creature , & c. in order to the more eaſily diſtinguiſhing ASTROITES [ 'Aseries, Gr.] a precious Stone , a kind

of their Places, as Aries the Ram , Taurus the Bull , and of Tecolite ; alſo theStar-ſtone, ſo named , becauſe it is

the reſt of the Signs of the Zodiack; as allo Urſa Major, ſet off with little blackiſh Stars on all Sides.

and Urſa Minor the two Bears. ASTROLA'BE [ ’Asegre'fion of a sing a Star, and außer,

ASTE'Rites [ 'Ashritus , Gr.] a precious Stone, a Gr. to take) a mathematical Inſtrument, chiefly uſed by

kind of Oval, which ſparkles with Beams like a Star. Navigators, to take the Height of the Sun or Stars.

ASTHMA L'Aoud of ő or cure to breathe, or a'lsin ASTROLO'GE [ Bot.) the Herb Birthwort or Hartwort.

to blow) a frequent Breathing, or Difficulty in fetching Astrologer [’Asporózo of ' 'sea Stars, and abro

Breath, together with a ratling Sound , and a Cough ; of aizw to ſay ] one that profeſſes Aſtrology, or to tell
Shortneſs of Breath , a wheezing Phthifick. Fortunes or future Events by the Stars .

TO ASTI'PULATE ( aftipulatum , L. ) to aſſent, to agree ASTROLO'GICAL ['Asponoyixas, Gr. ] pertaining to

to, to accord . Aſtrology

ASTHMA'TICAL ? ['Ao Iua tivos,Gr.) pertaining to or ASTROLOGY ( 'Asegnozid of ä's egy a Star, and 2676

ASTHMA'TICK S troubled with an Asthma ; Purly. Speech ] the Speech or Language of the Stars, an Art

AsTIPULA'TION , mutual Confent or Agreement bé- that teaches or pretends to judge of the Influences or Ef

tween ſeveral Parties, L. fects of the Stars, and to foretel future Events from the

TO ASTONISH [ attonnere, L. Etonner , O. Fr.] to cauſe Motions and Aſpects of the Planets, & c. oneto another.

an extraordinary Surpriſe and Admiration . Natural ASTROLOGY , is the Art of predi&ting natural

AsTO'NISHINGNESS [ Etonnement, F. ] Surprizing Effe &ts from the Stars or heavenly Bodies, as Weather,
Nature or Quality. Winds, Storms, Floods , Earthquakes, Thunder, &c.

ASTO'NISHMENT ( Efonnement, O. F.] Extreme Sur- AsTRO'NOMER [ 'Asegrónòs of ä'ses Stars , and

prize, Amazement. You a Law or Rule , Gr. ] a Perſon skilled in the

ASTOU'NDED, aſtoniſhed , amazed . Milton . Science of Aſtronomy.

ASTRÆ'A, the Daughter of gove and Themis, the God- ASTRONO'MICAL [ ’As @gropeix @ , Gr.] pertaining to

deſs of Juſtice, who came from Heaven to dwell upon Aftronomy.

the Earth ; but the Impieries and Injuſtice of that Āge ASTRONOMICAL Calendar, an Inſtrument that con

forced her to return to Heaven, and become the Sign Virgoſiſts of a Board, on which is paſted a Paper, engraven and

(or as others will have it , Libra ) ſo Juſtice fled to Heaven. printed, with a braſs Slider, which carries a Hair, and

This Goddeſs was painted by the Ancients in a Crimſon Thews upon Sight the Meridian Altitude, right Aſcenſion,

Mantle trimmed with Silver , a Pair of Scales in one Hand, Amplitude and Declination of the Sun.

and a Sword in the orher. ASTRONOMICAL Houſes, are ſuch as are reckoned from

A'STRAGAL [ 'Asegyzną . Gr.] the Aftragal is alſo uſed the Noon or Mid -day, to the Noon or Mid-night of
to ſeparate the Fafciæ ofthe Architrave ; in which Cafe it another.

is wrought in Chaplets or Beads and Berries. It is alſo uſed ASTRONOMICAL Place of a Star or Planet, is the

both above and below the Liſts , adjoining immediately to Longitude of the Star or Place in the Ecliptick , reckoned

the Square or Dye of the Pedeſtal. from theBeginning ofAries, according to the natural Order

ASTRAGAL with Architects ] a Member or round of the Signs, or in confequentia.

Moulding like a Ring or Bracelet ; ſerving as an Orna- ASTRONOMICAL Quadrant, a mathematical Inſtru

ment on the Tops, and at the Bottoms of Columns, or a ment curiouſly framed, having the Degrees divided exact

Ring that incircles the baſes, Cornices or Architraves of ly by Means of a Skrew on the Edgeof the Limb,and

Pillars, according to the ſeveral Orders ; the French call it fitted with Teleſcopes, Esc. for taking Obſervations of the

Talon, and the Italians Tondino . Sun, Moon and Stars.

ASTRAJAL (in Gunnery ] the Cornice Ring of a Piece ASTRONOMICAL Tear, ſee Tear.

of Ordnance. ASTRONOMICALS, i, é. Aſtronomical Numbers, being

ASTRA'GALUS [with Anatomifts] she Huckle-bone ; Sexigefimal Fractions, ſo named, becauſe formerly they

alſo a Bone of the Heel, having a Convex Head, articu- were wholly uſed in Aſtronomical Calculations.

lated with two Foſſils of the Leg, by the Ginglynius. ASTRO'NOMY ] 'Asegrouía , Gr .] a Science which

ASTRAGALUS ( Botany) Peale, Earthnut. treats concerning the heavenly Bodies or Stars; Thewing
ASTRAGALUS Sylvaticus ( Botany ] Wood -peas or the Magnitudes, Order, and Diſtances of them ; meaſur

Heath -peas. ing and Thewing their Motions, the Time and Quantities

A'STRAL Tear. See Solar Year. of Eclipſes, & c. In a more extended Senſe it is under

A'STRALISH (with Miners] a Term uſed of that Oar ſtood to ſignifie or comprehend the Doctrine of the Syſtem

of Gold , which as yet lies in its firſt State and Condition. of the World, or Theory of the Univerſe and Primary

ASTRAPI'As [áspomias, Gr. ] a precious Stone, whoſe Laws of Nature; but this ſeems rather a Branch of Phy

Luſtre reſembles Flaſhes ofLightening. ficks, than of the Mathematicks.

ASTRAY ' , out of the Way a wandering, ASTRONOMY, the Ancients uſed to paint Aſtronomy

ASTRA'Rius bares, [of aftre, the Hearth of Chimney] like a Goddeſs with a ſilver Creſcent on her Forehead,

is where the Anceſtor by Conveyance hath ſet his Heir cloathed in an azure Mantle, and a Watchet - ſcarf, ſpan
apparent and his family in a Houſe in his Life- time, old gled with golden Stars.
Records.

ASTRONO'MICALLY [ aftronomique, F. of aftronomie
To go AsTRA'Y [ aftraviare, Ital.] to ramble or wan- cus, L. of a'segvonia , of asegy and vomos the Law or Rule,

der out ofthe Way ; alſo to take ill Courſes. Gr.] by Aſtronomy.

ASTRI'CION , å binding ro , L , ASTRO'S E ( aftrofus, L. ] born under an unlucky

Planet. ASTRUM
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A'STRUM [ " Asogv, Gr. a Star] a Conſtellation or fian Cavalry, conſiſting of 10,000. Men, always compleat,

Sign compoſed of ſeveral Stars. becauſe when any one of them died , another was imme

ASTRUM [ of afire, i . e . the Hearth of a Chimney] diately put in his Place.
in Old Records was uſed for an Houſe, Habitation or Place ATHA'NATOS [ ’A.Járatos, Gr.] the Herb Roſe Cam
of Abode.

pion.

A stu'rco , an Ambling Nag, a Spaniſh Gennet. . , ,

ASTYLIS La'suais, Gr.] a kind of Lettice that reſtrains Oven, others derive it from d'I a'vatoi, Gr. immortalj be
Venery. cauſe ofits durable Fire ; a large digeſting Furnace, built

Asy'lum , a Place of Refuge, built by Romulus, in with a Tower and ſo contrived, as to keep a conſtant Heat

the ſacred Grove, to which Place if a Perſon guilty of a for neara Month, Esc. or theHeat may be either encrea

Crime did make his Eſcape, he wasfafe. The Jews had fed or ſlackened at Pleaſure, by opening or fhutting the

their Cities of Refuge, and the Popiſh Countries ftill have Regiſter.

them , their Churches being Sanctuaries, and alſo King's ĂTHA'RER [with Afrologers] a Term uſed of the

Palaces have been the Protection of ſuch as Aled to them. Moon, when it is in the ſame Degree, and Minute with

A SU'NDER ( of arundran , Sax.] in two parts. the Sun.

As YMBO'LICAL ? [ of d'Júplóros of a privat. and gúko ATHE (of a de orode Sax. an Oath ] a Privilege of

ASYMBO'LICK S. Boxora Shot, or part of a Reckon- adminiſtering an Oath in ſome Caſes of Right and Pro
ing ] Shor- free, Scot-free. perty .

ASY'MBOLUS ( 'Acúußonos, Gr. ] one that goes Shot- ATHEISM [of a privat. and @sos, Gr. God ] the

free without paying his Reckoning. Opinions and Practice of thoſe who deny the Being of a

AS Y'MMETRAL ( of a’oupeuticia , Gr.] the ſame as in- God .
commenſurable ; thus Quantities are ſaid to be aſym- A'THEIST [ "A960s, Gr.] one who denies the Being,

metral, when there is no common Meaſure between them . and disbelieves the Exiſtence of God, or a Providence ,

ASYMMETRY [of a privat. and ouppetpia of oin with and who has no Religion, true or falte.

and helpia , Gr. Meaſure] a want of Symmetry or Propor- ATHEISTICAL, or or pertamning to an Atheiſt.
tion , Incommenfurableneſs. ATHEI'STICALNESS of athée, F. of atbeia , L. of

Asy'MPHONY [ 'Ασυμφωνία of a privat. and συμφωνίαprivat. and oupooride a privat. and Otos, Gr. God) atheiſtical Notions.

Gr. Harmony] a Diſorder a Diſagreement in Deſcant. A'THELING ( A Seling ] a Title which in the Saxon

Asy'MPTOTES [ ’Aguploles of a privat. oùy and 716w; Time was ulually given to the King's eldeſt Son, as that

to fall or coincide,Gr.] 9. d. that do not fall together ; of Prince of Wales is in our Time.

they are Lines which continually draw near to each other ; ATHENATO'RUM ( with Chymifts ] a thick glaſs Cover

but if they were continued infinitely, would never meer. fixed to a Cucurbit in Tome Sublimations.

There are ſeveral Sorts of theſe, as the Curve of the A'THENÆ UM ['Agaio , Gr.] a Place in Athens in

concboid or ciffoid are the Afymptotes in Conick Sections. Greece, conſecrated to Minerva the Goddeſs of Wiſdom ,

As YMPTO'TICK ? (in Mathematicks] pertaining to an where theGreek Poets uſed to makean Offeringof their
A SYMTO'TICALS Afymptote. Works ; The Rbetoricians declaimed , and the Poets re

ASY'NDETON , ['Acúvd stor of a privat . Odr and Siouis, hearſed their Verſes.

a Band , or gurdów .to bind together, Gr.] a Grammatical ATHE'NIAN , of or pertaining to the City of Athens

Figure, implying a Deficiency or a Want of Conjun &tions in Greece ; alto curions after Novelties.
in a Sentence , or a Figure in which Comma's are put in- ATH E'ROMA [ a'Súpwrece of a'Ja'pu, Pulſe or Pap, Gr.]
ſtead of Conjun &tions, as veni, vidi, vici, where the a Swelling contained in its own Coat, proceeding from a
Conjun &tion et (and ) is left out. thick and tough Humour, like ſodden Barley; which

AsY'STATON (aorsator, Gr.] repugnant or contra- neither cauſes Pain nor changes the Colour of the Skin ,

di&tory, @c. nor yields eaſily to the Touch, nor leaves any Dent

AsYSTATON [ with Logicians ] a trifling inconſiſtent when it is preſled .

Story, that does not hang together, but contradi&ts it A'TIA , L'Aitia, Gr.] a Writ of Inquiry, whether a
ſelf, Perſon be committed to Priſonon juſt Cauſe of Suſpicion.

AT [ æt, Sax. ] as at a Place. A'TILIA [ old Records] Utenſils, or Country Imple

At , in the proper Names of Places has the fame Sig- ments.

nification as apud with the Latins, as At-bill, ſuch a Place ATHLE'TICK [ a'Saulxos, Gr.] Champion -like, pertain

near or on a Hill , At-wood, near or in a Wood, and Sir- ing to the Art of Wreſtling , lufty, ſtrong

names of Perſons arefrequently taken from Places. ATHYMI'A [águria of a privat. and gunos, Gr. the

ATARAXI'A 2 [’Atapačice of atae and ta'kis, Order, Mind ] Deje &tion or Trouble of Mind, Sadneſs, De

ATARA'XY S Gr.) a StoicalTerm uſed to ſignifie that ſpondency, Deſpair.

Calmneſs and Tranquillity , and that Firmneſs of Judg- ATHY'MIA (with Phyſicians ] a Deje &tion or Lowneſs

ment, which fets us free from any Agitations or Emotions of Mind, or Spirits.

of Mind, proceeding from Self-opinion , and that Know- ATI'NIA [ of Atina in Italy ] a kind of lofty Elm

ledge we imagine our ſelves poſſeſſed of. tree.

ÅTAXI'A ('Aratia, of a privat. and rašis, Gr. Order ] Arizo'Es, a precious Stone found in Judea and Perſia,

Irregularity, Want of Order. that ſhines like Silver.

ATAXI'A [ with Phyſicians ] the confounding of cri- ATLANTES, of Atlas, a King of Mauritania ,

tical Days. ATLANTE'An, of or pertaining to Atlas.

To Archie've ( achever, Fr. ] in ſpeaking of ſome ATLANTES (with Architects ] certain Images of Men

notable Performance or Enterprize, ſignifies to perform , bcaring up Pillars or ſupporting the Pile of Building,

to execute, to compaſs or bringabout. ATLA'NTICK Ocean, the Ocean or great Sea lying

ATCHIE'VEMENT (achevement, Fr.] a notable Ex- between Europe and Africa on the Weſt, and America on

ploit, a notable Performance. the Eaſt.

ATCHIE'VEMENT [ in_Heraldry] which is corruptly ATLANTICK Sifters [ Aftronomy] the Stars and Con

called Hatchment, is the Coat of Armsof a Nobleman, ſtellation called the Pleiades or Seven Stars. Milton,

Gentleman , Qoc. duly marſhalled with Supporters, Hel- ATLA'NTIS , an Ifand ſpoken of by Plato and other

met, Wreath and Creft, with Mantles and Hoods. Such Writers , with extraordinary Circumſtances, which the

as are hung out on the fronts of Houſes, after the Death Controverſy among the Moderns concerning it, has rendered

of noble Perſons. famous.

ATE'CHNY [ atechnia, L. of citexvia , Gr.] Ignorance, A'TLAS [of taware to carry , .Gr.] the firſt Vertebra of

Unskilfulneſs, Inartificialnefs. the Neck which ſupports the Head.

ATEGAR (of aeton, Sax . to Aing or throw ] a Weapon, A'TLAS, an ancient King of Mauritania, who becauſe

a Sort of Hand -dart. of his great Skill in Aftronomy, the Poets have feign'd

ATERA'MNA [of a privat. and tiçauro ] a kind of him to bear up or ſupport the Heavens, or whole Frame
Pulſe that requires much boiling. of the World uponhis Shoulder, and to have beenmeta

ATERA'Mnes, a Weed in fat Ground, that grows morphos'd into a vaft Mountain of a prodigious Height,
among Beans and kills them . nowcalled Ancbiſa or Montes Claros. And from him a

AT GAZE Çof gerean, Sax. to look upon] a gazing, Book of UniverſalGeography, which contains the Maps
Itaring or looking earneſtly, of the whole World , is called an Atlas ; as if they were

ATHANASI'A ['Afaraoia of a privat. and Jávor@, view'd from the top of that celebrated Mountain, which
Gr. Death ) Immortality. the Ancients eſteemed the higheſt in the World ; or rather

ATHA'NATI [ 'Ajávato , Gr. immortal] a Body of Per- on account of their containing or holding the whole World

like Atlas. ATLAS2
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ATLASSES ( in ArchiteElure] Figures or half Figures of lay him under , and engage him to one's ſelf by good OF

Men uſed inſtead of Columns or Pilatters to ſupport any fices.

Member of Architecture, as a Balcony, ésc. ATTA'CH [ attacké, Fr ] Tie, Obligation , Refpe &t, In
ATMOSPHERE ['Ατμοσφαιρα, οf ατμός a Vapour, and clination .

oçaiex a Sphere, Gr.] that Region or Space round about ATTACHIA ME'NTA Bonorum [ Old Law Term] a Di

the Earth , into which Exhalations and Vapours are raiſed ſtreſs taken upon the Goods and Chattels of any one lued

either by Refe& tion from the Sun's Heat, or by being for- for, perfonal Eſtate or Debt, by the legal Attachers or Bai

ced up by fubterraneous Fire ; or, as others define it, to lifts as a Security to anſwer the A &tion.

be an Appendage of our Earth , conſiſting of a thin , Auid , ATTACHIAME NTA de Spinis ego boſco, a Privilege

claftick Subſtance call’d Air, ſurrounding the terraqueous granted to the Officers of a Foreſt to take for their own

Globe, to a conſiderable Height. Uſe, Thorns, Bruſh and Windfall, within that particular

By Atmoſphere is generally underſtood the whole Maſs Precin &t or Liberty committed to their Charge.

of ambient Air. But more accurate Writers reſtrain Armo- ATTACHMENT [ in Law] is different from an Arreſt,

ſphere to that Part of the Air next the Earth, which re- an Arreſt lying on the Body of a Perſon ; and it is different

ceives Vapours and Exhalations, and is terminated by the from a Diſtreſs, which feizes on Lands, Tenements or

Refraction of the Sun's Light. Goods ; whereas an Attachment is ſometimesonly on one's

The higher Spaces, altho' perhaps not wholly without Goods, and ſometimes on both Goods and Body.
Air, are ſuppoſed to be poſſeſs'd by a finer Subſtance callid Foreign ATTACHMENT ( Law Term ) is the attaching

Æther, and are thence call’d the Ethereal Region . the Goods of a Foreigner, found in ſome Liberty or City,

The Atmoſphere infinuates it telf into all the Vacuities to ſatisfy fome Creditor of his wishin the ſame City, Egc.

of Bodies and to becomes the great Spring of moſt of the ATTA'CHMENT of the Foreſt, is one of the three

Murations here below, as Generation, Corruption, Diſolu- Courts held in the Foreſt, it is the loweſt, the next or

tion , &c. middle Swainmote, the higheſt, the Juſtice in Eyre's

ATMOSPHERE of confiftent Bodies [ according to Mr. Seat.

Boyle ] are Effluvia, or Particles of Matter which exhale or ATTACHMENT of Privilege, is by virtue of a Man's

fteamout from many, or probably all folid, firm and con- Privilege to call another to that Court, to which he him .

fiftent Bodies ; as Ĝlafs,' Stonesand Metals , which being ſelf belongs, and in refpe & whereof he is obliged to an

rubb'd againſt one another ſtrongly, emit fenfible and of ſwer fome A &tion.

ten offenlive Smells. TO ATTACK [ attaquer, F.] to charge or encounter,

AtocI'A [of a priv. and tiktw , Gr. to bring forth ) to ſet or fall upon.
Barrenneſs, a being without Children, I. ATTACK [attaque, F. ] Onſet, Attempt, Charge, En

ATO'CIUM ['AT6X1os, Gr.] any Medicament that prepre- counter.

vents Conception or Birth. ATTA'CK [ Military Art] the general Aſſault or Onfer

A'Tom (ATOMG , of a priv. and teure, Gr. to cut or that is made to gain a Poſt or upon a Bodyof Troops.

divide] a Corpuſcle , or Part, or Particle of Matter ſo mi- TO ATTACK in Flank ( Military Term ] is in a Siege

nute or ſmall as to be indiviſible . to attack both sides of the Baſtion .

ATO'MICAL Philoſopby, the Doctrine of Atoms or the ATTACK of a siege, are the Works which the Be

Methodof accounting for the Origin and Formation of all ſiegers carry on, as Trenches, Galleries, Mines, &c. in or
Things from the Suppoſition of Atoms endued with Gra- der to take the Place by Storm .

vity and Motion , calicd alſo Epicurean or Carteſian. Regular ATTACK, is an Attack made in due Form ac

TO ATO'NE [9. d. at one, i.e. Friends again to ap- cording to the Rules of Art, called allo Right or Droit.

peaſe the Divine Anger, to make Satisfaction for Sin, or To gain a place by right ATTACK, is to gain the Place

Amends for a Faulr. by formal Attack and regular Works without a general
ATO'NEMENT , Reconciliation or Appeaſing of An- Storm .

ger. Falſe ATTACK , is an Effort of the Beſiegers, in order

ATONI'A [átovid , Gr. a Want of Tone or Tenſion, a to make themſelves Maſters of the Place, but managed

Looſening of the Nerves and Sinews ; a Failing or De- lefs vigorouſly than a true Attack ; being deſigned only

cay of Strength ; Infirmity , Weakneſs, Faintneis. to give a Diverſion to the Beſieged.

ATRABILIARIOUSNESS [of atrabiliarius, L.) the be- TO ATTAIN [ attinere, L. atteindre, F.] to reach, to

ing affected with the Humour call’d atrc bilis. come to, to get or obtain , to compaſs a Thing.
A'TRA Bi'lis , black or aduft Bile or Choler, Melan- ATTAINABLE, that may be attained .

choly , L. ATTAI'NDER [ atteindre, F.] a Word uſed of one on

ATRA BILIS [with Phyſicians ] a ſort of ſulphureous, whom Judgment is paſs’d for Treaſon or Felony; for then

carthy Salt, which breeds in the Body of Animals, and is his Blood is ſaid to be attainted, i, e . corrupted , and if he

carried about in the Blood, where cauſing an undue Fer- were noble before, his Pofterity are hereby degraded and

mentation , it produces Melancholy, Esc. made baſe, nor can his Children be his Heirs.

ATRAME'NTOUS [of atramentum , L. Ink] inky, ATTAI'NDER by Appearance [in Law ] is either by Bate

like Ink. tle, by Confeffion, or by Verdi&t.

ATRAPHA'xis [ with Botanilts ] the Herb Orrach or ATTAI'NDER by Battle, is when the Party appealed

Arrack . by another rather chooſes to try the Truth by Combat
A'TRETUS [dtpat , Gr. q. d . not perforated ] one than by Jury, and is vanquiſhed.

whoſe Fundament or Privy Parts are not perforated . ATT AI'NDER by Confeffion, is either by pleading guilty

A'TRIPLEX (with Botaniſts ] Orrach or Golden Herb. at the Bar before the Judges, and not putting himselfup

ATRIPLEX Lutifolia ( Botany ] the Herb Gooſe - foot or on the Trial by the Jury ; or before the Coroner in San &tu

Sow-bane . ary , where in ancient Times he was obliged to abjure the

ATRIPLEX olida ] [ Botany ]ſtinking Orrach or Notch- Realm.
ATRIPLEX fotida S weed. ATTAINDER by Proceſs 7 is when a Perſon flies and

A'TRITY ( atritas, L.) Blackneſs. ATTAINDER by Default does not appear, after he

A'TRIUM ( Old Records] a Court before a Houſe ; alſo ATTAINDER by Outlawry, has been five times call

a Church - yard . ed into the County Court, and is at laſt pronounc'd out

ATROCIOUS ( atrox , L.) cruel, barbarous. law'd .

ATROCIOUSNESS { [ atrocitas, L.] Heinouſneſs, Out- ATTAINDER by Verd ;& , is when the Priſoner at the
ATRO'CITY ragiouſneſs, Cruelty : Bar pleadsNot Guily to the Indi &tment, is pronounced

A'TROPHUS [-T2900' , of a priv. and pipe , Gr.to Guilty by the Jury.
nouriſh ] one that receives no Nouriſhment by his Food. Bill of ATTAINDER, a Bill brought into the Parlia

A'TROPHY [ citeaqidt, of a and Tpow , Gr. ] a Diſeaſe, a ment for the attainting, condemning and executing a Per

kind of Conſumption, when the Body, or any particular ſon for High Treaſon, Esc.

Member of it, is not nouriſhed by Food, but decays and ATTAINMENT, an Obtainining ; alſo a Thing attain

waftes away infenſibly.

A'Tropos ( d'TOTG-, Gr. i.e. unchangeable or inexo- ATTAI'NT [in Law] it is ſo called becauſe the Par

table ] one of thethree Deftinies, who, as thePoets feign, ty that obtains it endeavours thereby to fain or taint
cuts the Thread of Man's Life. the Credit of the Jury with Perjury. Á Writ lying

TO ATTA'CH [ attacher, F.] to lay hold on, to ap- againſt a Jury who have given a falſe Verdiet in any

prehend ; to ſeize or takeby Power of a Writ or Pre- Court of Record , if the Debt or Damages amount to

cept , Law Term . more than forty Shillings ; the Penalty of which is , that

TO ATTACH a Perſon to one [in a Figurative Sense ] to their Meadows ſhall be ploughed, their Woods grubb’d

ed or gotten.

2
up,
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up, their Houſes pull'd down, and all their Lands and uſed by ancient Architects in the Ionick Order, and by
Tenements be forfeited to the King, and alſo their Per- others in the Dorick.

ſons impriſoned .
ATTICK of a Roof [ Archite & ture] a ſort of Parapet to a

ATTAI'NT ( atteint, F. ] is a Hurt or Knock on an Terrace, Platform , & c.

Horſe's Leg. ATTICK continued [ Archite&ture ] is that which encom .

TOATTAI'NT [ atteindre, F ] to taint, to corrupt, to paſſes the whole Pourtour of a Building, without any In

ftain the Blood, as is done by High Treaſon. terruption, following all Jetts, the Returns of the Pavi

ATTAI'NTED , Found guilty of Treaſon or Felony. lions, c.

ATTAI'NTURE, a Corruption of Blood, @c. by being ATTICK interpos'd [ Architecture is that which is ſitu

attainted . ate between two tall Stories, and ſometimes adorned with
ATTAL Sariſin [ 9. d, the Leavingsof the Sariſins, saf- Columns and Pilaſters.

fins or Saxons ] the ancient Inhabitants and Minersof Corn ATTICK Salt, a delicate poignant Sort of Wit and Hu
wall, did thus call an old deſerted Mine given over. mour, peculiar to the Athenian Authors.

TO ATTA'MINATE [ attaminatum , L.) to defile. ATTICK Muſe, an excellent one.

ATTE'GIA [ of adtegendo, L.) a little Houſe, Old Rec. ATTICK Witneſs, one incapable of being corrupted.

ATTELLA'NE (ſo called of Attella, a City of Tuſcany, ATTIGUOUS ( attiguus, L.] joining or touching, lying

where they were firſt repreſented ] a kind of Comick and near or by.

Satyrical Pieces preſented on the Roman Theatre, not ſo ATTIGUOUSNESS [of attiguus, L.] the touching or

grave and ſerious as the Greek and Latin Comedies and joining

Tragedies, and leſs ludicrous than the Farces on the Eng- ATTILA ? [ Old Records] the Rigging of a Ship ; alſo

lib Stage. A'TTILE S Implements and Tools pertaining to Hus

TO ATTE'MPER [ attemperamentum , L.] to temper, bandry : It was alſo ſometimes underſtood of warlike Har
to allay, to qualify, to moderate ; to mix in a due Pro- neſs or Accoutrements.

portion. ATTILATUs Equus (Old Law Records ] a Horſe dreſs'd

To ATTE'MPERATE [ attemperatum , L.] to make fit in his Geers or Harneſs for the Buſineſs of the Cart or

or meet. Plough .

TO ATTE'MPT [ attentare, L.] to make an Attempt To ATTI'NGE [ attingere, L.] to touch lightly or
or Effort, to endeavour, to undertake , to try. ſoftly.

TO ATTE'ND [ attendere, L ] to bend the Mind to ; ATTI'R E [of attour, F ] Womens Apparel, Dreſſes

togive ear or liſten to ;to take
heed or have regard to ; and Furniture.

allo to wait on or for a Perſon, Etc. ATTIRE (in Heraldry ] the Horns of a Buck or Stag.

ATTE'NDANCE [ attending, waiting, a Train of Ser- ATTIRE [with Botanis] the third Part belonging to

vants, a Retinue. the Flower of a Plant, of which the two former are the

ATTE'NDANT [ attendant, F.) one who waits upon Empalement and the Foliation , and is call'd either florid

another, a Follower, a Servant. or ſemiform .

ATTE'NDANT (in Law ] one owing Duty or Service Florid ATTIRE [ Botany ] is commonly calla Thrums,

to , or who depends on another after ſomemanner. as in the Flowers of Marigolds, Tanſey, & c . theſe Thrums

ATTE'NTION, Carefulneſs, Heedfulneſs, Diligence, Dr. Grew calls Suits, which conſist of two, but moſt com

Earneſtneſs. monly of three Pieces ; the outer Part of the Suit is the

ATTENTION of Mind ( with Moralifts] an A &t of the Floret, the Body of which is divided at the top like the
Will by which it calls off the Underſtanding from the Cowſlip Flower into five Parts or diſtinct Leaves.

Conſideration ofother Objectsand dire &ts it to the Thing in Semiform ATTIRE [ Botany ] this conſiſts of two Parts,
Hand.

i. e. the Chieves (which by ſome are called stamina ) and

ATTE'NTION as to Hearing, is the ſtraining the Mem- Semets or Apices, one upon each Attire.

brana Tympani, ſo as to make itmore capable of receiving ATTI'RING , dreſſing, adorning.

Sounds, and more prepared to catch even a weak Agitation ATTIRING (with Sportſmen ) the branching Horns of a
of the Air. Buck.

ATTE'NTIVE[attentivus, L.] Hearkening diligently A'TTITUDES [in Painting, Statuary , &c.] the Poſture

to , heedful, mindful; alſo intent or bent upon a Thing of a Figure or Statue ; or the Diſpoſition of its Parts,

ATTE'NTIVENESS [ attention , F. of L. heedful Åt- by which we diſcover the A &tion it is engaged in and the
tention . very Sentiment ſuppoſed to be in its Mind.

TO ATTENUATE ( attenuare, L.] to make thin ; alſo ATTO'LLENS, raiſing or lifting up, L.

to weaken or leſſen . ATTOLLENS auriculam (with Anatomifts ] a Muſcle

ATTENUA'NTIA, attenuating Medicines, i. e. ſuch as that draws up the Ear ; it is joined to that part of the

with their ſharp and viſcous Particles open the Pores of the Membrane of the Scull called Pericranium , and is inſerted

Body, cut the thick and viſcous Humours, ſo that they to the upper Part of the ſecond Cartilage of theEar, I.

can paſs eaſily through the Veſſels. ATTO'LL ENS Nares [ Anatomy ) a Muſcle of the Noſe

ATTENUA'TION, a Thinning, doc. the making any ſerving to draw up the Noſtrils, L.

Fluid thinner and leſs conſiſtent than it was before , F.of L. ATTOLLENS Oculum (with Anatomias] one of the

ATTENUATION (in Medicine ] is a leffening the Power fix Pair of Muſcles of the Eye, alſo called Superbus.

or Quantity of the Matter cauſing Diſeaſes. ATTOLLE'NTES (with Anatomifts ] a Pair of Muſcles,

ATT E'RMINING [ of atterminé, F.] a Time or Term which a &ting both togetherdraw the upper Lip intire, up

granted for Payment of a Debt; the purchaſing or gaining ward and outward ; but if but one of them moves, one

a longer Time forPayment of a Debt, Old Records. Side of the Lip only is drawn obliquely, L.

To ATTEST [ atteftare, L.] to witneſs, to certify, to ATTO'NITUS Stupor ? [in Phyfick ] the Diſeaſe called

aſſure, to vouch . ATTONITUS Murbuss an Apoplexy ; alſo a being

ATTESTA'TION, an Affirming, Witneſſing , a Teſti- blafted or Planer- ftruck , L.

mony given inWriting of the Truth of any Thing. ATTORNA'R E Rem ( Law Term] to turn over Money

A'TTICISM [ 'ATTIXIOMOS, Gr.) a ſhort conciſe Ex- or Goods; i. e. to appoint them to ſome particular Uſe or
preſſion or Mannerof ſpeaking ; ſo named from the Peo- Service.

ple of Attica, or Athens, who ufed ſuch a Manner. ATTORNA'TO faciendo vel recipiendo [ Law Phraſe ] a
To A'TTICISE [ Atticiffatum , L.] to imitate the Speech Writ which a Man, who owes Suit to a County or a

of the Athenians, efpecially in Elegancy. Hundred , Wapentake, &c. and defiring to conſtitute an
A'TTICK ['Atlexos,Gr. ) of Attica in Greece. Attorney to appear for him, obtains to command the

ATTICK ( in Architecture the Name of of a Baſis, which Sheriff or other Officer to admit him.

the modern Architects havegivento the Dorick Pillar. ATTO'rney 2 ( Atturnatus, L. of ad and tourner , of

ATTICK ( with Engliſ ArchiteEts ] a ſmall Order placed ATTURNEY tour,F. a Turn, q. d . every Man in his

on a larger, having only Pilaſters ofa particular Form in- Turn ] a Perſon appointed by another to do ſomething in

ſtead of Pillars.
his ſtead, particularly to follicite and carry on a Law Suit.

ATTICK ( in Architecture] a kind of Building wherein ATTORNEY General, is one who is appointed by ge

there is no Roof or Covering to be ſeen ; uſed at neral Authority to manage all Affairs or Suits of the Com

Atbens. munity

ATTICK Order [ Archite &ture ] a ſort of ſmall Order rai- ATTO'RNEY General of the King ] one who manages

ſed upon another that is larger by way of crowning or all Law Affairs of the Crown, either in criminal Proſecu

to finish the Building,
tions or otherwiſe ; eſpecially in Matters of Treaſon, Se

ATTICK Baſe [ ArchiteAure] a peculiar Kind of Baſe, dition, & c.

T ATTOR

.
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ATTORNEY ſpecial ? [is one who is employed in bing, Fretting or Wearing ; alſo that Motion of the Sio
ATTORNEY particulars one or more Caules particu- mach that aliſts in Digeition.

larly ſpecified. ATTRITION [ with Divines ) a Sorrow or Regret for

ATTO'RNISHIP, Procuration ; alſo the Office of an having offended God , ariſing from the Senſeof the Odi

Attorney. ouſneſs of Sin, and the Apprehenſion of having incurred
ATTORNY of the Court of the Duchy of Lancafter. The the Loſs of Heaven and Puniſhment; or, as others define

ſecond Officer in that Court, being for his Skill in Law it, the loweſt Degree of Repentance, a ſlight and imper
placed there as Afleflor to the Chancellor of that Court. fe &t Sorrow for Sin .

ATTO'RNMENT [in Law ] is when the Tenant ATTRITION [ in Philoſophy ] a Triture or Friction, ſuch
ATTOU'RNMENTS attourns to or acknowledges a a Morion of Bodies againſt one another, as ſtrikes off

new Lord ; or a transferring thoſe Duties he ow'd to his fome fuperficial Particles whereby they become leſs and

former Lord to another. leſs.

TO ATTRACT [ attra &tum , L.] to draw to one's ſelf, ATTU'RNEY, ſee Attorney.

to allure, to entice. AVAGE (Old Law ] a Rent or Duty which every

ATTRACTION, a drawing to, the drawingof oneThing AvI'SAGES Tenant of the Manour of Writtle in

to another, 1 . Efex paid to the Lord on St. Leonard's Day , for Liberty

ATTRACTION [in Mechanicks] the A& of a moving of Pannage or feeding Hogs in his Wood .
Power, whereby a Moveable is brought nearer to the Mo- To AVAI'L [of ad and valere, L. valoir, F.] to be

ver. The Power oppoſite to Attraction is called Repule profitable, ſerviceable, or advantageous to.
fson. Aval'LABLE, that may be profitable, avail or turn

ATTRACTIVE [ attra & ivus, L. ] apt to attract or to good Account.

draw. AVAI'LABLENESS [of valoir, F. or ad and valere, L.)

ATTRACTIVE Force [in Phyficks ] is a natural Power Conduciveneſs , Syec.

inherent in certain Bodies, whereby they a &t on other di- AVAI'LMENT, Uſefulneſs, Profit, Advantage.

ſtant Bodies, and draw them towards themſelves. This by Ava'nt , before, forward .

Peripateticks is called the Motion of Attraction , and ſome- AVANT (a Term of Diſdain ] away, be gone, out of

times Suction. But modern Philoſophers do generally ex- my Sight.

plode the Notion of Attraction, aſſerting that a Body AVANT-Foss (in Fortification ) a Moat or Ditch full

cannot act where it is not, and that all Motion is perform- of Water, running round the Counterſcarp on the outſide

ed by mere Impulſion . next the Country, at the Foot of the Glacis.

ATTRACTIVE Power ( according to Sir Iſaac Newton ] AVANT ( Fortif.] an outward Wall.

is a Power or Principle whereby all Bodies and the Parti- AVANT Peach, an early ripe one.

cles of all Bodies mutually tend towards each other. Or Avant Ward, the Van -guard or Front of an Army.

Attraction is the Effect of ſuch Power whereby every Par- AVANTA'GIUM , Profit or Advantage, Old Records

ticle of Matter tends towards every other Particle . A'VARICE [ avaritia of aveo, L. to crave] Covetour

ATTRACTIVENESS [of attra &tif,F. of attrattivus,L.] neſs , an inordinate Deſire of Money ; alfo Niggardlineſs .

the drawing or attracting Quality : AVARI'CIOUS [ Avatus, L. avaricieux, F.] covetous,

ATTRAH E'NTIA ? (in Phyfick ] attra &ting or drawing cloſe-fifted, niggardly, ſtingy.

A'TTRAHENTS S Medicines, ſuch as by their mi- AVARI'CIOUSNESS, Coverouſneſs.

nute Particles open the Pores of the Body, ſo as to difperke AVA'ROUS (avarus, L.] covetous, pinching, miſerable.

the Humours, caule the Parts to ſwell and draw Bliſters in Ava'st [probably ofa and haetan, Du.] make halte ,
the Skin, L. diſpatch .

ATTRECTA'TION , a handling, feeling, Soc. L. AVAST [Sea Word] hold , ſtop, ftay.

A'TTRIBUTE [Attributum of attribuo, L.] a Property AVAU'NCERS [with Huniſmen ] the ſecond Branches

which agrees to ſome Perſon or Thing ; or a Quality which of a Harts -horn.

determines fomething to be after a certain Manner. AVAU'NT , Be gone, away, Milton .

ATTRIBUTE (with Divines ] certain Properties or glo- AUBA'de , Morning Muſick , ſuch as is play'd at Break

rious Excellencies, aſcribed to God , to render us the of Day, before a Dooror Window, a Serenade.

more capable to conceive of him, as that he is Eternal, AUBAI'N [in France) the A &t of inheriting after a Fo

infinitely Wife, Good , Almighty, & c. reigner, dying in a Country where heis not naturaliz'd.
ATTRIBUTE ( with Logicians ] an Epithet given to any AU'BIN (with Horſemen ) a broken Going or Pace of a

Subject, or it is any Predicate thereof ; or whatever may Horſe between an Amble and a Gallop.

be affirmed or denied of any thing. AU'BURN , a dark, brown or chelnut Colour,

ATTRIBUTE (in Metaphyſocks ) a certain formal Reaſon Au'ction, an Increaſing, L.

ſubſequent to the Reaſon of the Subject , and proceeding AUCTION, any publick or open Sale of Goods, where

from it ; but yet ſo as not to be really diftin &t from the in the higheſt Bidder is the Buyer, L.

Subject. AU'CTION (with Phys. ] the Nouriſhment of a Body,

To ArTri’BŲ TE [ attribuere, L.] to impute a Thing to whereby more is reſtored than was loft or decay'd ; an In

one ; to father it upon him . creaſe of Vigour and Strength .

Poſitive ATTRIBUTE , ſuch as give a Thing ſomewhat, AUCTION A'R II [Old Records] Regraters, Retailers of
as when we ſay of Man , that he is animate. Commodities.

Negative ATTRIBUT E, that which denies ortakesaway AUCTIONE'ER , one who ſells or manages a Sale by

ſomewhat, as when we ſay of a Stone, that it is inani- Au &tion.
mate. AUCUPA'TION, a Fowling ; catching Birds, I.

Common ATTRIBUTE , is that which agrees to ſeveral Au'CTIVE [ of au &tus of angeo, L. to increaſe ] of an
different Things as Animal . augmenting, increaſing Quality .

Froper A1.TRIBUTE , ſuch as agrees to one Kind only, AUCTORA'Tion , a binding one's ſelf an Apprentice or

as Reafon to Mankind. Servant, L.

A'TIRIBUTES communicableofGod (with Divines] be- AUCU'PABLE ( aucupabilis, L.] fit for Birding and

longing to the divine Faculties of Acting, are Power and Fowling.

Dominion . AUDA'cious [ audax, L. whence audacieux, F.] confi

ATTRIBUTES communicable of God [belonging to the dent, over-bold, daring.

divine Will) are Juftice, Goodneſs, Faithfulneſs. AUDACIOUSNESS [ audacitas, L.] Confidence, Sau

ATTRIBUTES communicable of God ( belonging to the AUDACITY cineſs ; alſo Raſhneſs

divine Underſtanding) are Knowledge, Wiſdom , Providence. AU'DIBLE [ audibilis, L.] that may be heard.

ATTRIBUTES incommunicable of God, are simplicity, AU'DIBLENESS [of audibilis, L. Capableneſs of be

Unity, Immutability, Infiniteneſs. ing heard .

ATTRIBUTES ( in Painting and Sculpture ] are Symbols Au'dieNCE ( audientia, L.] Hearing ; alſo a Com

addedto ſeveral Figures to intimate their particular Office pany or Aſſembly of People , " hearkening to ſomething

and Character ; as an Eagle to fupiter, a Peacock to Juno, ſpoken.

a Caduceus to Mercury, a Club to Hercules, and a Palm to AUDIENCE (in Polit. Affairs ] the Ceremonies practiſed

Victory. at Court atthe admitting Ambaſſadors and publick Mmi.
ATTRIBU'TION, Alignment, Delivering, Applying, L. fters to a Hearing.

ATTRI'T E ( attritus, L.] worn , galled ,fretred . AUDIENCE Court, a Court appertaining to the Archbi
ATTRI'TENESS [of attritus, L. ] the being much worn . ſhop of Canterbury, which, tho' inferior in Antiquity and

ATTRITION [ of altero, L. to rub together] a Rub- Dignity to the Court of Arubes, is of equal Authority .

3
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AUDIENDO O Determinando ( in Law ] a Writ or rather Aver Land, ſuch Land as the Tenarit did Plough and

Commiffion directed to certain Perſons for the trying and Manure, cum averiis fuis, for the Uſe of a Monaſtery or
puniſhing ſuch Perſons as have been concern’d in a riotous the Lord of the Soil.

Aſſembly, Inſurrection or other heinous Miſdemeanour. Aver Silver, a Cuſtom or Rent formerly ſo called ,

AUDIE'NIES 3 ( Catechumens or Perſons newly in- Old Records.

AUDITO'R ES S ſtructed in the Myſteries of the Chri- AVE'R Penny, a Contribution of Money towards the

ftian Religion, and not yet admitted to be baptiz'd. King's Averagesor Carriages, to be quit ofthat Duty:

AU'DIT ( he heareth , L.] a Hearing and Examining TO AVER ( averer, F.] to affert the Truth , to affirm

an Account. or avouch , to prove.

TO AUDIT an Account, to examine it. Ave'r A [ Doom's-day Book ] a Day's Work, or Plough

AUDI'TA Querela ( in Law ] a Writ that lies againſt him man's Wages, i.e. 8 Pence.
who having taken aStatute Merchant, or Recognizance, A'VERAGE (in common Law ] that Service which the

or where Judgment is given againſt, & c. upon his Com- Tenant owes the Lord to be performed by Horſes or Car
plaint, ſhewing ſome juſt Caule, why Execution fhould riages .

not be granted; as a Releaſe or other Exception . AVERAGE ( with Husbandmen ] Paſture or Fodder for

AUDI'TION, Hearing, L. Cattle, eſpecially the Eddiſh or Graſs after Mowing or

AU'DITOR , a Hearer, an Examiner of an Account; al- Reaping.

ſo a Hearer of a Lecture, Sermon , or publick Oration. AVE'RIA [ of avoir, F. to have , or aver Cattle ] in

AUDITOR (in Law ] an Officer of the King or ſome Law ſignifies Oxen and Horſes for the Plough ; alſo ſome

other great Perſon , who yearly examines the Accounts of times any Cattle or perſonal Eſtate, as Catalla all Goods

Under-officers accountable, and makes up a general Book and Chattels.

with the Difference between their Receipts and Charges, AVERAGE ( in Navigation and Commerce ] ſignifies the

and their Allocations or Allowances; alſo an Allowance Damage which the Vellel or the Goods or Loading of it

paid by each Merchant, according to his Cargo, to aMa- fuſtains, from the Time of its Departure to its Return;

Ater of a Ship upon ſpecial Occaſions when he ſuffers and alſo the Charge or Contributions towards defraying

Damages. ſuch Damages ; alto the Quota or Proportion which each

AUDITO'rius meatus [Anatomy] The Paſſage which Merchant or Proprietor in the Ship or Loading is adjuged

conveys the Air to the Auditory Nerve. upon a reaſonable Eſtimation to contribute to a common

AUDITORS Conventual [Officers anciently appointed Average ; alſo a ſmall Duty , which thoſe Merchants

AUDITORS Collegiate S by the Religious to examine who fend Goods in another Man's Ship, pay to the

and paſs the Accounts of the Fíouſe. Maſter for his Care of them over and above the Freight.
AUDITORS of the Exchequer, Officers who take the AVERDUpoi's e , ſee Avoirdupoiſe.

Accounts of thoſe who collect the Revenue, Taxes, & c. AVERIIS Captis' in Withernamium (in Law ] a Writ

AUDITORS of theMint, thoſe Perſons who take the Ac- for the taking. Catile to his Uſe, who has had his Cattle

counts there, and make them up. illegally ſeized by another, and drawn out of the County

AU'DITORS of the Preft or impreft, Officers of the Ex- where they were taken , ſo that they cannot be replevied.

chequer, who make up the Accounts of Ireland, Berwick, AV E'R MENT , an Aſertion of a Thing to be true, an

the Mint, Cuſtoms, Wardrobe, & c. affirming, & c.

AUDITOR of Receipts (in the Exchequer ] An Officer AVERMENT, [ in Law ] an Offer of the Defendant

who files the Bills of the Tellers, enters them , & 990. to make good or juſtify an Exception pleaded in Abate

Au'ditory [ Auditorius, Auditores, L.] Pertaining to ment or Bar of the plaintiff's A &tion.

the Senſe of Hearing ; alfo an Aſſembly of Hearers. General AVERMENT [in Law ] is the Concluſion of

AUDITORY [ Auditorium , I.] a Place where Lectures, every plea to the Writ, or in Bar of Replications or other
Orations, Proc. are heard . Pleadings.

AUDITORY Nerves ( with Anat.] a Pair of Nerves, a- Particular AVERMÉNT [ in Law ] is when the Life

riſing from the Medullaoblongata, and diſtributed the one of a Tenant for Life, or a Tenant in Tail is averred ;

to the Ear, the other to the Tongue, Eye , Noſe, Lips, &c. and the Averment contains as well the Matter as the
AUDITORY, the Seator Bench where a Magiſtrate or Form .

Judge fits to hear Cauſes. AVERNI (with ancient NaturaliAs] Lakes, Grottoes,
AU'DITRESS [ Auditrix , L.) A Female-hearer. and other places which infect the Air with poiſonous

AVELLA'NA , the Filberd, a Nut, L. Steams and Vapours.

AVELLA'NE ( in Heraldry ) as a Croſs Avellane is a fort AVERRUNCA'TION [ in Husbandry ) a ſcraping, cut

ofCroſs, that is ſo call'd from its Figure, reſembling four ting or lopping off the fuperfluous Branches of Trees, L.
Filberds in their Husk or Cafe, joined together at the great AV ERRU'NCI ( among the Romans) a certain Order of

Euds, Deities, whoſe Office was to avert Dangers and Evils.

AVE MARI'A [ i.e. Hail Mary ) a Salutation to the Vir- AVÉ'rse [ averfus, L.] that diſlikes or cannot endure

ginMary. a Thing ; not inclined to.

A'vÉNAGE [ of avena, L. Oats ] a certain Quantity Av E'RSION 2 ( averfio, L.] a being averſe from ,

of Oats paid to a Landlord inſtead of ſome other Duties, Ave'kseness or having no Inclination for ; alſo a

or as a Rent by the Tenant. turning or driving away from .

To Ave'nte, Cavenger, F.] to take Vengeance on an AVERSATION, a háting, abhorring, refuſing ; a turn
Offender. ing away from , t

Av E'NGERS ( according to Cornelius Agrippa ] the 4th AVER'SABLE (averſabilis, L.) to be or that may be

Order of Angels, whoſe Prince is Aſmodeus, the Execu- turnedturned away from .

tioner of Juſtice, Aver'sENESS, Diſlike to .

A'V ENOR, an Officer belonging to the King's Stables, To Av E'RT [ auertere, . L.] to turn away from , to

an Under-maſter of the Horſe, who provides Oats, &c. and drive or keep back.

ſwears in all the Officers that belong to the Stables. AV E'RTI [ in Horſemanſip ) a French Word usd in the

A'VENS [ Botany ] an Herb. Manage, as applied to thePace or Motion of a Horſe ,

AV E'NTUR Æ in ancient Writings] voluntary Feats or that's enjoined, regulated and required inthe Leſſons.

Trials of Skill at Arms, Tournaments, or military Exer- A'VERY [ of avena, L. Oats ] the Place where the

ciſes on Horſeback . Oats or Provender of the King's Horſes are kept.

AV E'NTURE } [ in Law ) a Miſchance cauſing the AUFF { [probable of alf, Du.] a Fool or ſilly Fel

ADVENTURES Death of a Man without Felony, ELFS low .

as when he is drowned by falling into the Water or burnt AUG A'R ? [ probably of navegan, Sax. or abeger,

by falling intothe Fire accidentally. AUGER S Du.] a Carpenter or Cooper's Tool for

Ave'NUE (avenue, F.] a Paſſage, Entrance or Way boring Holes.
lying open to a Place AU'GE [with Aftronomers ) the Apogeum , or that Point

AVENUE, [in a Garden ) aWalk or Row of Trees, &c. of the Orbit of a Planet in which a Planet being, isfartheſt
or a Walk planted on each side with Trees. diſtant from the central Body, about which it rolls, it is

AVENUE (military Art ] a Space left for a Paſſage into then floweſt in its Motion.
a Camp, Garriſon or Quarter ; an Opening or Inlet into AU'geLOT [with VineDreffers ) as to plant Vines à la

any Fort, Baſtion or other Work. Augelot, is to dig ſmall Trenches in the form of a little

A'ver , a labouring Beaſt. Trough, to place the Slips or Shoots, which are after

AVER Corn, a Rent anciently paid in Corn to religious wards covered with Earth , F.

Houſes, by their Tenants, & c.
AUG'LA
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Paris to
o 95 .

AUG E'A ( ancient Deeds ] a Ciſtern for Water. A'vitous [ avitus, L.] that which came to us by our

Auges Aftronomy] two Points in a Planet's Orbit, Anceſtors , ancient, of long ſtanding.
otherwiſe called Apſides, AVISAME'NTUM , Advice, Counſel, old Rec.

AUGHT, any Thing. Milton . AvI'DULOUS ( avidulus, L.] ſomewhat greedy.

T. AUGME'NT (augmentare, L.] to enlarge, to in- AU'KWARD (æpapo , Sax. ) untoward or unhandy.

creale, to improve. AUKWARDNESS (of Apeno, Sax.] Unhandinefs, crc.

AUGMENTA'TION , an Increaſe, Enlargement, an Im- AULETICK ( auleticus, L. ] belonging to Pipes .

provement. AULA , a Court Baron. Old Records.

AUGMENTATION Court, a Court erected by King AU'LICK [in ſome forcign Univerſities, an Art which

Henry VIII. for the Increaſe of the Revenues of his Crown ayoung Divine maintains upon the Admiſſion of a new

by the Suppreſſion of Monaſteries, Esc. Do& or of Divinity .

AUGME'NTUM, Growth , Increaſe, L. Auln ( in France ] a Meaſure, at Rouen is equal to an

AUGMENTATIONS [ in Heraldry] are additionalCharges Ell Engliſh at Lions , 1. 016. at Calais to 1. 52 and at

frequently given as a particular Mark of Honour, and ge

nerally borne either on an Elcutcheon or Canton . AU'MBRY , a Cupboard for Vi& uals.

AUGMENTUM Syllabicum [ in Gram . ] is when a Letter AUNE ? a German Meaſure of Rheniſh Wine, con

or Syllable is added at the Beginning of a Word, ſo that AwM ES taining 40, Gallons Englijh.

the Number of Syllables is increated, as túm1W , Tumlov, AU'MELET ? a Pancake made of Eggs, after the French

έτυψα, τέτυφα.
A'MELETS Way, F.

AUGMENIU M 'temporale ( in Gram .] is when a ſhort AU'MONE ( Law Word ] for Alms.

Vowel is changed into a long one, or a Diphthong into a Tenure in AUMONE [ Law Term ) is where Landshave

longer. been given to a Church or religious Houſe, on Condition

AUGMENTUM febricum [with phyl) a Computation that lome Sort of Service be performed, as that Prayers
from what Time the Heat of a continual Fever has ſeized be ſaid for the good of the Soul of the Donor.

upon the whole Maſs of Blood , till it came to the Height. AUMO'NER, a Distributer of Alms, an Almoner.

AU'GURAL ( auguralis, L.] of or belonging to an AU'NCEL Weight (probably 9.d. Handfale Weight] an

Augur or Soothfayer . ancient fort of Weight or Balance, with Scales Pendant,

TO AU'GURATE (augurare, L.] to conje &ture or or Hooks hanging to each End of a Beam , which being

gueſs ; to ſuppoſe, to ſurmiſe . raiſed upon the Forefinger or Hand, Thewed the Dit
To Au'GURIZE, to practiſe Divination by Birds. ference between the Thing weighed and the Weight.

Augurs, Augurs were ſo called either of avium geftu, But this , by reaſon of Deceit uted in it, was forbidden,
the Geſture or flying of Birds, or avium garritu, othe Chirp- and quite prohibited , 22 of King Charles II.
ing and Chattering of Birds . Romulus the Founder of AU'NCIATUS, antiquated , old Records.

Rome was himſelf a great Proficient in the Art of Augury, AVOCA'TION , a calling away , a Lett_or Hinderance.
and as he divided the City into three Tribes, ſo he ap- AVOCATO'RTA , a Mandate of the Emperor of Gere

pointed three Augurs , one for each Tribe. The Principal many, to a private Subject of the Empire, to stop his un
Order of their Prieſts, who divined by the Flight of Birds, lawful Proceedings.

their Manner was to ſtand on an high Tower,holding their Av O'CATORY®[avocatoire, F. of avocare, L.] forbiding,

Lituus or divining Staff in their Hand, and with that they To Avoid ( vuider, F.] to Thun, to quit or leave.

by a Motion , as it were , dividing the Heaven into ſeveral To Avoid ( in a Phyſical Senſe ] to diſcharge or caſt forth

Quarters, made their Obſervations from which of theſe by Urine, Stool, Bc.

Quarters the Birds appeared, and on that Quarter offered Avoi'DANCE [in Law] is when a Benefit becomes

Sacrifice and made Prayers , and afterwards gave their void of an Incumbent, which is either in Fact or Law.

Judgment ; they were at firſt but three , but afterwards AVOIDANCE ( in Fa &t ] is by the Death of the Incum

were augmented to fifieen, their Perſons were inviolable , bent.

and their Character unimpeachable on any Crime or Cauſe AVOIDANCE (in Law ] may be by Ceflion, Plurality,

whatſoever . Deprivation, Delignation, Ego.
AU'GURY [ augurium , L. ] divining by the Flight of AVOIR DU POIS [ i.e. to have full Weight ) a

Birds. Weight of 16 Ounces to the Pound, commonly uſed in

Au'GUST, the ſeventh Month in the Year, ſo called weighing Grocery and moſt Commodities that have Waſte ,
from the Emperor, who having conquered Expyt, and or Refuſe, it is in Proportion as 17 Ounces to 14 of
put an End to the Civil War, entered that Month into Troy Weight.

his ſecond Confulfhip. Avoir DU ' POIS [in Law ) ſuch Merchandiſes as are

August, the Ancients painted Auguſt like a young weighed by this Weight, and not by Troy Weight.
Man, with a fierce Countenance, dreſſed in a fame-co- AVOSETTA , a Bird called a Scooper.

loured Robe, having his Head adorned with a Garland To Avouch [avouer,, F.] to vouch or anſwer for
of Wheat, and having a Basket of Summer Fruits on his another ; to affirm conſtantly, to aſſert or maintain .

Arm, and a Sickle at his Belt bearing a Vi&tim . Avou'CHABLE , that may be avouched .

Augu'st [ Auguftus, L.] Imperial , Royal, Majeſtick , To Avo'w [ avouer, Fr.) to own, confeſs , or acknow

Sacred , Venerable. ledge, to grant,

AUGUSTA'LIA , Feſtivals inſtituted in Honour of Clefar To Avow [in Law ] to juſtify a Thing already done.

Auguftus, on the 12th of Odober, becauſe in this Month AvOWEE ? [ Law Term ] he to whom the Right of

he returned to Rome, adorned with Laurels of Victory ADVOWEE S Advowion of any Church belongs, to

and Conqueſt, having left all the Provinces of the Empire that he may preſent thereto in his own Name ; and is dif
in Peace. tinguiſhed from thoſe who prefent in another's Name as a

· AUGU'STNESS [of auguſte, F. Augufus, L.) Royal- Guardian for his Ward , &c.

neſs, Majeſticalneſs, Venerableneſs, Avow'ry_ [ advouerie, F.] is when a Diſtreſs has been
AUGUSTA'LIS ( among the Romans ) a Title given to taken for a Rent , arc. and the Party diſtrained , fues a

the Pontiff or Prieſt, whò directed or Tuperintended the Replevin ; the Taker thall have svowry, or juſtify his

Games performed in Honour of Auguftus. Plea for what Cauſe he took it.

AUGUSTA'LIS, a Title given by theRomans to all the Avow'sal, a Confeſſion.

Officers of the Emperor's Palace ; alſo to certain Magi- Aura , a gentle Gale or Blaſt of Wind ; an airy Ex
ſtrates in Cities, alſo to the Leader of the firſt Ranks in halation or Vapour , a gentle breeze, a coolAir.
an Army. AURA'NTIUM [of aurum , L. Gold ) an Orange ſo

AUGUS'TAN Confeßion, a Confeſſion of Chriſtian Faith called from its Colour.

made by the Proteſtants in Augufta , i , e . Augsburg in Ger- AUREA Alexandrina (in Medicine ] a Sort of Opiate or

many, A. C. 1530.
Antidote.

AUGUSTIN Friers, a Seet of Black Friers, of the Or- AURELIA ( Botany ] the Herb golden Floramour or

der of St. Auguftin. gold Stachadus.

AUGUSTI'NIA
NS, Hereticks who held that the Gates AURELIA (with NaturaliAs] the firſt apparent Change

of Heaven were not opened till the general Reſurrection. of the Eruca of any Infe &t.

A'viary Caviarium, L.] a great Cage or Place, AUREOLA [with Romiß Schoolmen] a ſpecial Reward
where Birds are kept. beſtowed on Martyrs, Virgins, Doctors and other Saints,

Avi'dit Yo ( aviditas, L. ] Greedineſs, Eagerneſs, on account of their having performed Works of Super

rogation.

Avi'so , Advice, Intelligence or Advertiſement of 3

ſomething to be made known . AUREOLA

eager Delire.
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AUREOLA [with Painters, &c ) a Crown of Glory with performing this Divination was thus ; the auſpeš ſtood up
which Saints, Martyrs and Confeflors are adorned , as a on a Tower with his Head covered with a Gown peculiat

Mark of their having obtained Vi&tory. to his Office, which was called Læna, and turning his

AURICHA'LCUM [ opeixarxov, Gr. ] a fi &titious Metal Face towards the Eaſt; holding a fhort ſtrait Rod in

commonly called Braſs made of Copper and Lapis Cala- his Hand, only a little turning at one End, called Li

minaris. tuus ; he marks out the Heavens into 4 Quarters, having

AURICHALCUN [in Chymical Writers ] done this, he ſtays and waits for the Omen, on which

8 is expreſſed by one of theſe Chara&ters. Quarter the Birds Ay on .

AURES, an ancient Puniſhment among the Saxons, of Auspi'cia (of avis a Bird , and confpicio to behold or

cutting off the Earsof Church Robbers and other Felons. obſerve ] Obſervations and Predictions taken from Birds.

AURI'COMUM ( Botany ) a kind of Crowfoot, L. Some of thele Auſpicia or Omens were taken from the

AURICULA, a little Ear, the outſide of the Ear, L. Chattering or Singing of Birds and others from their

AURICOLA (with Botanifts] the Herb Borage; alſo Aying : The former they called Oſcines, the latter Præpetes;

the Flower called Bear's-Ear, or commonly Riccolus. of the firſt Sort were Crows, Pies , Owls, &c. of the ſecond,

AURICLE [ Anat.] the external Ear, or that Part of it Eagles, Vultures and the like.
that is prominent from the Head.

Theſe Aufpicia were alſo taken from Chickens in a Coop;
AURICULÆ Cordis (with Anatomifts ) the two Auricles or Penn , and the Manner of divining from them was as

of the Heart, ſeated at the Bafis, over the Ventricles, their follows : The Aufpex or Augur, made his Obtervation ear

Uſe is to receive the Venal Bloodfrom the vena cava and ly in the Morning, and commanding a general Silence,

pulmonaris, and as it were to meaſure it into the Ventricles. ordered the Coop to be opened , andthrew down a Hand

AURICULA Jude [ Pharmacy ] Jew's- Ear, a Sort of ful of Corn or Crumbs to them, and by their A&tions af

Subſtance that grows on the Trunk of the Elder-tree, L. terwards took the Omens.

AURICULA Leporis ( Botany ] Hare's -Ear, or Scorpion. If the Chickens immediately ran Auttering to the Meat,

wort, l. if they ſcattered it with their Wings, if they pait by it

AURICULA muris [ Botany ] the Herb Mouſe-Ear, L. without taking Notice of it, or if they flew away ; they

AURICULA urfi ( Botany] the Herb Bear's Ear , L accounted the Omen to be unfortunate, and to portend

Auri'cuLAR ( auricularis, L.] of or 1poken in the nothing but Danger or Miſchance.

Ear, as But if they leaped immediately out of the Coop, and

AURICULAR Confefion ( with Rom . Cath. ] ſuch as they fell to picking up the Meat fo greedily , as to let ſome

whiſper in the Ears of their Prieſts and Father Confeflors. of it drop out of their Mouths upon the Pavement, they

AURICULA'RIS digitus, the Little-finger ſo called, looked upon it as an Omen, of aſſured Happineſs and

becauſe it is uſed commonly to pick the Ear , L. Succeſs.

AURICULARIUS , a Secretary, old Records. AUSPICIAL [ auſpicialis, L.) pertaining to Soothſay

AURI'FEROUS ( aurifer, L.) producing or bearing Gold. ing or Divination.

AU'RIFLAM the Purple Standard of St. Denis, AUSPICIOUS 3 [ auſpicialis, L.) Fortunate, happily

AU'RIFLAMBE borne formerly in the Wars againſt AU'spi'cial 3 begun, proſperous, favourable, lucky.

Infidels, but loſt in Flanders, AUSPICE [ aufp :cium , L.) a kind of Soothſaying among

AURIGA, a Carter, a Waggoner or Charioter ; alſo a the Romans by thc Flight , Chirping, @goc. of Birds.

Northern Conſtellation conſiſting of 20 Stars. Auspi'CIOUSNESS [auſpice, F. auſpicium , L.) Pro

AURIGA'TION , the driving or guiding any Carriage,L. ſperouſneſs, Happineſs.
Auri'go ( with Phyfic.] the yellow Jaundice, 1. Au'ster , the South -wind, alſo the South Part of the

AURIPIGME'NTUM, a ſort of Arſenick of a gold Co- World , L.

lour, yellow orpiment or orpine , L. AUSTE'R E ſanfterus, L.) ſevere, crabbed , Stern of
n AURIPIGMENTUM (with Chymical Wri- Countenance ; alſo

OD F ters ] is expreſſed by one of theſe Cha- AUSTE'R E Tafte [auferus, L.) a Taſte, which leaves

raeters, ſome Roughneſs on the Mouth and Tongue, as Vitriol , c ,

AURI'GRAPHY [ of aurum and agaps Writing, Gr.] a AUSTE'RENESS ? [aufteritas, L.) Severity, Strietneſs,

writing with Gold. AUSTERITY S Rigour; alſo Roughneſs in Taſte

AU'Ris, an Ear , L. AUSTE'RULOUS (aufterulus, L.) ſomewhat harſh .

AURISCA'LPIUM , an Ear- picker, L. AU'STRAL [ auftralis, L.) Southern .

AURO'RA [ of Aura, L. or Aved , Gr. ] the Morn- AUSTRAL Signs [ Aftronomy] are the fix Southern Signs

ing Twilight, the Dawn or Break of Day ,which begins of the Zodiack, viz . Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricornus,

to appear when the Sun is come within 18 Degrees of the Aquarius and Pifces.
Horizon, and ends when it is riſen above it. AUSTRI'NE ( auftrinus, L.] Southeru), Southerly .

Aurora borealis [ i. e . the Northern Twilight) an ex- AUSTU'RCUS , a Goſhawk ; hence a Falconer, who

traordinary Meteorof luminons Appearance, which is viſi- keeps theſe kind of Hawks , is called an Oftringer.

ble in the Night-time, in ' the Northern Parts of the AUTA'NGELIST [ d’UTÓ37 : , ofa ulos himſelf, and àz

Heavens. 2876 a Meſſenger, Gr. ] a Perſon who does his own

Auro's e Cauroſus, L.] full of Gold . Meſſage.

AU'RULENT ( aurulentus, L.] flowing with Gold, AUTER DROIT (Fr. Law Term ] is where Perſons ſue

AU'RUM , Gold, L. or are ſued in another's Right, as Executors, Admini

AURUM'fulminans ( with Chymifts ] i. e. thundering ſtrators, @goo.

Gold, a Powder made of Gold diſſolved in aqua regalis, AU'TERFOITS Acquit, a Plea by a Criminal that he

and precipitated with volatile Spirit of Sal Armoniack or was heretofore acquitted of the ſame Treafon or Felony, F.

Oil of Tartar, they call ic alſo saffron of Gold, and Pul- AUTH E'NTICAL [du Sertixos, Gr.] that is of good

minans, becauſe that being inflammable, not only by Fire, AUTH E'NTICK > Authority, generally approv'd or

but bya gentle Warmth heated over the Fire in a Spoon, allow'd ; alſo credible ; alſooriginal.

it fulminates or gives a Report likeThunder, L. AUTHENTICALNESS , Genuineneſs, the being fup

AURUM moſaicum [with Chymifts] a Compoſition made ported by good Authority.
AURUM mufivum s uſe of byPainters and Statuaries, AUTH E'NTICKS, the Name or Title of the third Vo

to lay on aColour like Braſs or Copper; thus called of its lume of the Roman Civil Law, ſo termed becauſe it has

golden Colour or Appearance. It is compounded of a its Authority from itſelf, as proceeding from the Mouth of

Mixture of Quickſilver, Sal Armoniack , Tin and Sulphur the Emperor. It_ is a Tome of new Conſtitutions ap
ſublimed all together, L. pointed by the Emperor Juftinian after the Code, and

AURUM potabile (i. e, drinkable Gold ] Gold rendered introduced into the Body of the Law under one Book.

Liquid , or as ſome define it, a Medicine made of the AU'thor, one who is the firft Cauſe of a Thing, alſo

Body of Gold, reduced ( without any Corroſive) into a the Contriver, Inventor orMaker of a Thing ; alſo the

Subítance, Blood -red, gummy or like Honey , which Compoſer or Writer of a Book ; alſo the Head of a Par
gummy Subſtance ſteeped in Spirit of Wine acquires a ty, Faction , & c. L.

ruby Colour, and is called Tin &ture of Gold . AUTHORITATIVE, maintain’d or done by or having

AURUM potabile [with Phyſicians] ſome rich Cordial Authority.

with Picces of Leaf- gold in it, L. AUTHORITA'TIVENESS [ of autboritas, L.) the act

AURUM Regina i.e. Queen's Gold ) a certain Revenue ing by Authority, authoritative Appearance.

peculiar to a Queen, Confort of GreatBritair, L. AuthO'RITY [ authoritas, L ) Power, Rule, Pre

AUSCULTA'TION, a hearkening or liſtening to, L. eminence ; alſo Credit ; alſo a Paſſage quoted out of an

Aus'pex , a Diviner by Birds; the Manner of his Author to make good or prove what was ſaid .
U To
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tence .

To AU'Thorize [ authoriſer, F.] to impower, to give Regiments raiſed in the City of London upon ſome extraor

Power or Authority; to allow by Authority ; alſo to coun- dinary Occaſion,to alilt the Trained Bands; alſotheFor
tenance . ces of a foreign Prince ſentto the Aſiſtance of another.

AUTOCE'PHALUS [ of a'utós his own, and xicano, AUXILIA'TION , Help, Aid , Succour, & c. L.

Gr. Head] one who is his own Maſter. AUXI'LIUM, Aid , Help, Succour, Supply , L.

AUTOCHTHONES [ a’vróxSaves of autos itſelf, and AUXILIUM ( with Phyſicians] any Medicine that is good

gega'y the Earth , Gr.] the original and firſt Inhabitants of againſt a Diſeaſe, L.

any Country, 9. ſprung out of the very Earth itſelf, and AUXILIUM Curie ( old Records] a Precept or Order of

particularly the moſt ancient People of Athens in Greece Court, for the citing and ſummoning one Party at the Suit
were to named. of another, L.

Αυτο'CRASY [αυτοκρατία οf αυτός felf, and κράτG- AUXILIUM facere alicui in curia Regis ( ie , to be the

Power, Gr.] having Power in himself, Supremacy. Aſſiſter and Sollicitor for another in the King's Court) an

AUTOCRA'TICAL ? [of d’utoxestivos, Gr. ] Self- Office in ancient Times ſolemnly undertaken by ſome Cour

AUTOCRATOʻRIALS powerful, fupreme. tiers for their Dependants, L.

AUTOG E'NEAL [ of autojeri, Gr. a Self - Birth ] Self- AUXILIUM ad filium militem faciendum , aut filiam

begotten , produced by itſelf. maritandam , a Writ directed to the Sheriff of every Coun

AUTOGRA'PHICAL, of or pertaining to a Perſon'sof or pertaining to a Perſon’s ty to levy or colle &t a reaſonableAid towards Knighting
own Writing the King's Son , or marrying his Daughter.

AUTO'GRAPHY ( autographum , L. avloyegpör of a'utós Auxilium petere [ Law Term ] to pray Aid or Suit in

and regéow , Gr. to write ] the peculiar or own Hand Wri- a Caule ; as when an inferior Tenant is impleaded , and is

ting of any particular Perſon ; alſo the Original of any incapable to defend the right in his ownName, he prays

Treatiſe or Diſcourſe in Diſtinction from a Copy of it. Aid of the fuperior Lord to aſſiſt and juſtify his Plea, L.

AUTOKINE'SIA [ u'vtoxiynold , of a'utós and xuviw AUXILIUM Regis, Money raiſed for the King's Uſe ,

to move, Gr.] a free moving of itſelf to and fro. and Service, L.

AUTO'LOGY [autonopid, Gr.] a ſpeaking of or to AUXILIUM vicecomitum , the Aid or cuſtomary Duties

one's own ſelf. paid to the Sheriff for the better Support of his Office, L.
Αυτο'MATON [ αυτοματόν, of αυτός and μαίομαι, Aw ( [ probably of achte, Teut.] Fear, Dread, ob

or d'UTOMATòs ſpontaneous, Gr. ] a felf-moving Engine; a AWES ſervance , Reſpect.

Machine which has the Principle of Motion within itſell, Awai't [ in ancient statutes] a Way-laying, or lying

going either by a Vice, Screw, Spring or Weight ; any in wait to do Miſchief.

Piece of Mechaniſm that ſeems to move of itſelf, To AWAIT [ of ache, Teut. ] to wait for, attend

Clock , Jack , Watch, doc. upon ; alſo ready to befall one (ſpoken of Ill ).

AUTOMATON [with Phyfic. Writers the Motion of the Aw A'RD (of'a and peallo, Sax.] is properly the Judg

Heart , the working of theBowels. ment or Determination of a Perſon who is neitherappoint

AUTOMA’TICAL { [of ciutowarós, Gr.] Self-moving . ed by the Law, nor by any Judge, to compoſe a Difference

AUTOMATOUS between Perſons ; but choſen by the Perſons at Variance ; a

AUTO'MATORY ( automatoria , L ) the Art or Science Sentence or Judgment of Arbitrators.

of making Clocks , Watches, &c. and ſuch Machines as To AWARD, to give a Judgment or determining Sen
move of themſelves.

Αυτο'NOMY [ αυτονομία , of αυτός and νόμG Law, Aw A'r [ apez, sax.] abſent, from , Soc.

Gr.] the living according to one's Mind or Preſcription. To Bear AWAY ( apez-bænan , Sax . ] to carry away.

AUTO'Psy ( autopſia , L. of Urollid , of autós and on- 70 Drive Away (æpežojifan , Sax.] to drive off or from

Toper , Gr. to view ] the View of any thing taken by the a Place,

Sight '; or the ſeeing with one's own Eyes An AW E-BAND , a Check upon one.

AUTO'PTICALLY, with one's own Eyes. A'WFUL [of achte, Teut, and ¥ull , Sax.] apt to ſtrike

AUTO'PHOROS [avlococos, of erlos and qépw to bear, a Terror into , terrible ; ally to be revered or reverenced .
Gr. in the Civil Law ] a Thief taken in the very Fact, A'WFULNESS, Reveredneſs, Terror-bringing. }uality.

or having the Thing he ſtole about him. A'WKWARD [æpepo, Sax .] Unhandy at doing any

AUTOTH E'ISM , the Principle or Opinion of God's fub- Thing; alſo untoward.
fiſting of birfelf. AWL [æle, Sax.] a ſharp -pointed Tool uſed by Shoes,
AUTOTHE'L T (of avios and tos God, Gr.] one who makers , sc.

believes God's Self-Subſiſtence.
Awn of Wine, 350 Pound ; ſee Auln .

AUTUMN Calvile, a fort of Apple, AWN { [with Husbandmen ] the Spire or Beard of Bar

AU'TUMN ( autumnus, L.] Harveſt, the Time from the ANE S ley, or other bearded Grain ; alſo the Beard

fixth of suguft to the ſixth of November. The Egyptians that grows out of the HuskofCoin or Grafs.
us'd to expreſs Autumn ( Hieroglyphically ] by a Serpent AWNING (on Board of ship ] a Piece of Tarpawling,

diſtilling Venom into the Body of a Man. Sail , Esc. hung about the Decks, over any Part of a Ship,

AUTUMN (with Alchymifs] the Time or Seaſon when to skreen Perſons fromthe Weather, Sun, Rain, Esc.

the Operation of the Philoſopher's Stone is brought to Ma- A'WNSEL Weight, See Auncel Weight.

turity. Ax 3 [acye, Sax, of cibirn, Gr.] a Tool uſed by Car

AUTU'MNAL [ autumnalis, L.] of or pertaining to Au- Axe penters, & c.

tumn . AX VETCH , an Herb.

AUTU'MNAL Point ( with Aftronom . ] is one of the Equi- Axi'llA (in Anatomy ] the Cavity under the upper Part

noctial Points ; being that from which the Sun begins to of the Arm, commonly called the Arm -pit, L.

deſcend towards the North Pole.
AXLILAR ? [axillaris, L. ] of or belonging to the

AUTUMNAL Equinox Aftron] the Time when the AXI'LLARY S Arm Hole or Pit.

Sun is in the Autumnal Point. A XI'LLARY Artery (in Anatomy] is that Part of the

AUTUMNAL Signs [ Aftron.] are thoſe thro' which the Subclavian Branches of the aſcending Trunk of the Aorta,

Sun pafies during the Autumn Seaſon ; they are Libra, which is got out of the Cheſt, and paſſes into the Arm

Scorpius and Sagittarius.
pits.

AUTUMNA'LIA , thoſe Fruits of the Earth that are AXILLAR Y Veins [ Anatomy] the two Branches of the

ripe in Autumn or Harveſt, L. aſcending Trunk of the vena Cava, called alſo rami fub

ACTU'M NITY ( autumnitas, L.] the Time of Harveſt. clxvii, which run obliquely under the Claviculæ , and having
AUTU'rgy [ auturgia, L. of Utos felf, and ég707, Gr. palied them go up to the Arm -pits.

Work] ſelf-working. AXI'NOMANCY [ axinomantia, L. of a'zirouarteia, Gr.

Avu'LSION , a pulling or plucking away or from , L. of džus a Hatchet, and parteia, Gr.] Divination by an Ax

Aux , See Auge or Apogæum . or Hatchet, whichthey fixed ſo exactly upon a round

AU'XESIS [ cveesis, Gr.] Increaſe. Stake , that neither End might outpoiſe or weigh down the

Auxests (with Rhetoricians] a magnifying or enlarging other; then they pray'd and repeated the Name of thoſe
upon any thing too much. they ſuſpected ; and the Perſon, at whoſe Name the Hat

AUXI'LIARY [ auxiliaris, L.] that come to aid or af- chet made any the leaſt Motion was pronounced Guilty,

ſiſt ; helpful. A'xiom [ d'Eiweide, Gr.] a ſelf-evident Truth, or a Pro

AUXILIAR Y Verbs (with Grammar.] are ſuch as help poſition whoſe Truth every perſon perceives at the firft
to form or conjugate others, as to have, am , to be, in En- Sight; a Maxim , a general received Ground, Principle or

gliſ ; Efire, avoir, Fr. Rule in any Art or Science.

Auxi'líARIES (in Military Affairs ] Auxiliary Forces,

3
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Axioma [ with Logicians ] is the diſpoſing one Argu- two Optick Nerves, thro the middle of the right Line,

ment with another wherea Thing is ſaid to be or not to be . and joins the Extremity of the Optick Nerves.

AXIOMA'TICKS [ Axiomatici, L. of afropatixoi, Gr.] Axis of a Lens [ opticks] isa right Line paſſing along

Perſons worthy of ſome Dignity or publick Office. the Axis of that Solid , whereof the Lens is a Segment.

A'xis , an Axle -tree of a Cart, Coach , Waggon , 8906. Axis of any Glass Lopticks] is a right Line drawn per

Axis, properly fignifies a Line or long Piece of Iron or pendicularly through the Center of the Glaſs, and if it be

Wood, pafling through the Center of a Sphere, which is a Convex Glaſs, thro' the thickeſt Part ; or if it be a Con

moveableupon the ſame.
cave Glaſs,thro' the thinneſt Part (which in each of them

Axis (with Anatomifts ] the third Vertebra or turning is termed the Pole of the Glafs) dire&tly on the Center of

Joint from the Scull. the Sphere, of which the Glaſs Figure is a Segment.

Axis (with Botanifts] ( by a Metaphor taken from the Axis of Incidence [in Dioptricks ] is a right Line drawn

Axis of a Wheel, which is that ſmooth Part about which thro' the Point of Incidence perpendicularly to the refra & t

it turns) is the ſmooth Part in the Center of fome Fruits ing Surface.

about which the other parts are diſpoſed. Axis of Refraction, is a right Line continued from the

Axis (in Geometry] a ſtraight Line conceived to pro- Point of Incidence or Refraction, perpendicular to the re

ceed from the Vertexor Top of a Figure to the Baſe. fracting Subſtance, along the farther Medium .

Axis of the Eartb ( Geography ) is a right Line upon which Axis of the World Aſtronomy] is an imaginary Line,

the Earth performs its daily Rotation . ſuppoſed to paſs thro' the Center of the Earth from one
Axis of a Planet [ Aftron .] is a right Line drawn thro ' Pole to the other.

the Center of the Planet, and about which it revolves. Axis of the Zodiack [ Aftron ] is a Line conceived to

A Asis of a Circle { [ Afron ] is a ſtrait Line paſs thro'the Earth, and to be bounded in the Poles of the

Axis of a Spheres paſſing thro'the Center Zodiack,

from one side to another, and is the ſame as
C Diameter.

AXU'NGIA, a kind of Far, the ſofteſt and moiſteſt of

any that is in the Bodies of Animals; alſo the Swarf or
Axis of Rotation ? [ Geom .] an ima- Greaſe in the Axle-tree of a Wheel ; Boar's Greaſe.

F Axis of Circumvolution ginary right Line, AXUNGIA [ of Glaſs ] called alſo the Salt or Gall of

about which any plane Figure is conceived torevolve, in Glafs, is a Scum which is taken off from the Top of the

order to generate a Solid . Matter of Glaſs before it is vitrified .

Axis (in Archite &t.] is otherwiſe called Catbetus, as AYE, Ever, as for Aye, for ever.

Axis [ of the Ionick Capital] is a Line paſſing perpen- A'YEL [ Law Word ] a Writ that ever lies where the

dicular through the middle of the Eye of the Volute. Grandfather dying poffefs'd of Lands or Tenements in Fee

Spiral Axis [ Archite&t.] is the Axis of a twiſted Co Simple , and a Stranger abates, ſo as to difpoflefs the Heir.

lumn drawn ſpirally, in order to trace the Circumvolu- A'YRY [eyra, Teut. Eggs, becauſe at that Time they
tions withour.

are hatched of Eggs] a Neft or Company of Hawks.
Axis of a Magnet, is a Line palling through the mid- AY ZAME'NTA in Law ] Eaſements in Grants of Con

dle of a Magnet length -wiſe, in ſuch manner that however veyance , including any Liberty of Paſſage, High -way ,

the Magnet is divided, the Loadſtone will be made into Water-Courſe, goc. for the Eaic of the Tenant.

two Loadſtones, if the Diviſion be according to a Plane AZA'LDUS [Old Records] a poor ſorry Horſe, a Jade.

wherein ſuch Line is found.
A'ZAPES ( in the Turkiſ Army) are the old Muſulmen

Axis (in Peritrockio ] a Machine for the raiſing of Bands more ancient than the Janizaries themſelves, bur

Weights, conſiſting of a very much deſpis'd ; they are made uſe of as Pioneers, and
А Cylindrical Beam which

are ſometimes merely a Bridge tothe Horſe in marſhy

is theAxis, lying Hori- Grounds , and ſo many Faſcines to fill up theDitches of a

zontally , and ſupported Place beſieged.

Fac each End by a Piece A'ZEROLE (with BotaniAs] a kind of Medlar-tree, the
of Timber, and ſome- Leaves of which are like Parſley, the Flowers grow in

where about it, it hath a Cluſters, and have ſeveral Leaves, which appear Roſe
B

kind of Tympanum or wiſe, the Fruit is ſmaller than a Medlar, red, and of an
Wheel which is called agreeable Taſte .

the Peritrochium , in the Circumference of which are made A'zimen Degrees [ Aftrol. i.e. lame or weak] certain

Holes to put in Staves ( like thoſe of a Windlefs or Cap- Degrees in the Zodiack, ſo termed , becauſe they pretend

tan, in order to turn the Axis round the more eaſily , to that Perfons born when any of them aſcend, arecommonly

raiſe the Weight by a Rope that winds round the Axis. afflicted with Blindneſs, Lameneſs, or ſome other natural

А.
Axis (in Conick Sedions] is a Line that Imperfe &tion, Arab.

goes thro ' the middle of the Figure, and A'ZIMUTH [ Aftron. ] is alſo an Arch of the Horizon

cieting all the Ordinates at right Angles. comprehended between the Meridian of the Place and any
M N

Tranſverſe Axis (of an Ellipfis or Hy- other Azimuth Circle .
F E

perbola ) is the Axis A P laſt defined. It AZIMUTH Compaſs, an Inſtrument uſed at Sea for find

is alſo called the firſt or principal Axis, in ing the Sun's Magnetical Azimuth .

Contradiftin &tion to the Conjugate or Secox- AZIMUTH Dial, one whoſe Style or Gnomon is at right
P

Angles tothe Plane of theHorizon.

A
Magnetical AZIMUTH [ Aftron .] is the apparent Diſtance

Conjugate Axis3 [of an Ellipſis ) is the
of the Sun from the North or South Point of the Com

Mi Second Axis S Line F E drawn paſs.

from the Center of the Figure C, parallel A'ZIMUTHS ( in Aftron.] are great vertical Circles which

to the Ordinate MN, and perpendicu- cut one another in the Points called Zenith and Nadir, as

T larly to the Tranſverſe Axis ÅP. the Meridians or Hour Circles do in the Poles, and paſs

through all the Degrees of the Horizon at right Angles.

Axis Determinate ( in , an Hyperbola ] A'ZONES [ of a privative, and Zaru, Gr. a Zone or
MH IN

is a right Line drawn between the Ver- Country ] with Mythologifts, ſuch Gods as were not private

P texes orTops of the oppoſite Sections. Divinities, of any particular Country , but were acknow

Axis Indeterminate ( of an Hyperb.) is a right Line ledged as Gods in every Country, and were worſhipped

which dividesinto two equal Parts , and at right Angles, by every Nation .
an infinite Number of Lines drawn parallel to one ano- A'zor us, Iſlands of the Atlantick Ocean in 40 Degrees

ther within the Hyperbola.
of North Latitude, where ſome Geograpbers place the firſt

Axis (in Mechanicks) as the Axis of a Ballance, is the Meridian for the Longitude.

Line upon which it turns or moves.
Azoth (with Alchymifs) the firſt Matter of Metals ;

Axis of a Cylinder ( Mecban ) is that quieſcent right Line alſo an univerſal Medicine ; alſo the Mercury of a Metal.
about which the Parallelogram is turned, which by its Re- A'ZURE [of azurro, Ital. or azul, Span . which ſigni

volution forms the Cylinder. fies Blue, or of Lazulus Lapis, L.] the Colour of the Sky.
Axis of a Conick ,' is the right Line or Side upon which Azure [in Heraldry ] i, e. blue ; this Colour, Guillim

the Triangle turns ormakesits Motion informing the Cone. ſays, conſiſtsof much red and a little white, and
Axis ( in Opticks ] is the Ray, which of all that are repreſents the Colour of the Sky in a clear, Sun

ſent to the Eye, falls perpendicularly on it , and which hiny Day, and in Engraving is expreſsd by

confequently paſſes thro' the Center of the Eye.
Lines drawn a - croſs the Shield , as in the Efcut

Common Axis [ in Opticks] is a right Line drawn cheon.
This

Mean Axis from the Point of Concourſe of the

dary Axis,

s }
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It was

This Colour fignifies Juſtice, Chaſtity, Humility , Loy- the Land of shinar in Meſopotamia, ſaid to have been

alty, and eternal Felicity; of' Worldly Virtues, Beauty, built 5146 Paces high, having an equal Baſis ; the Paſſage
Praiſe, Meekneſs, Humility , Vi&tory, Perſeverance, Rich- up was round the Side, and had many Apartments and

es, Vigilance and Recreation ; of the Planets Venus and Ju- Rooms for People, Cattle, Horſes, Carts, & c. incloſed

piter ; of Metals,Tin ;of precious Stones, the Turky Stone ; within it. The Hands of all or moſt of the Inhabitants of

of the Months of the Year, September; of the Days of the the Earth were employ'd in it after the Flood, before they

Week, Wedneſday and Friday ; of Trees, the Poplar ; of were ſeparated ; luppoſed to be begun by the Order of

Flowers, the Violet ; of four -footed Animals, the Came- Nimrod , to ſecure them againſt a fecond Flood.

leon ; of Fowls, the Peacock ; of human Conftitutions, render'd famous upon the account of the Confufion ofLan

the Sanguine ; and of the Ages, Youth . guages, which cauſed them to deſiſt from the Attempt.
The AZURE , the Sky or firmament, Milton. B'A BEWRIES , ſtrange, odd, antick Works.

A'zygos (äsura, Gr .] a notable Vein proceeding BABOO'N [ probably of Babouin and Babion, F. but o

from the Vena cava , and paſſing to the Vertebra's of the thers derive it of Babe, by the Termination on making it

Back ; it takes its Name from its being ſingle. ſignify a great Babe, by reaſon of its reſembling human

A'zyma [of " Ağumos, Gr of a without, and Çupi, Kind) a large kind of Monkey.
Gr. Leaven ] the Feaſt of unleavened Bread obſerved by BABYLON, anciently the Metropolis of Chaldea , found

the Jews for ſeven Days before the Paflover, during which ed either by Nimrod or Belus, and by Ninus and Semiramis

Time it was unlawful to eat unleavened Bread . improv'd , ſo as to be accounted one of the ſeven Wondets

AZ Y MI'TES ( Supites, Gr.] Pertonswho communicate ofthe World for its extraordinary Walls and Gardens.

of the Euchariſt with unleavened Bread. The River Euphrates ran thro ' the middle of the City , the

two Shores being joyned by a Bridge of ſtupendous Ar

chite&ture: Some Authors write, that the City , when in

B
its greateſt Grandeur, was in Compaſs 46 Miles. The

Walls were built by Queen Semiramis to large and high,

that ſome write they were 200, others 250, and others

B

B Roman, Bb Italick, Bb Engliſ , B Greek, He- 300 Feet high ; but the moſt common receiv'd Meaſure

rew, are the ſecond Letters of theſe Alphabets. is, that they were fifry Cubirs high, and 10 broid that

B, in Englaß Words, is not heard or pronounced after m, three Chariots might go upon them withour Danger. Dio

as climb, dumb, rumb, thumb, &c . dorus Siculus writes , that ihey were 300 or 350 Stadia in

B is uſed as an Abbreviation of ſeveral Words, asB. A. Compaſs, that is above tweniy -two Engliß Miles, and five
Baccalaureus Artium , a Barchelor of Arts ; B. V. Beata Sradia high, having pleaſant Gardens on them .

Virgo, ie, the Bletled Virgin , ſc. Maria . BA'BBLER , an Enemy to good Manners, and a profane

(with ihe Ancients] a Numeral denoting 300. Perſon ( Hieroglyphically ] were reprefenced by a grunting

B, with a Dalh over it, ſignifies 3000
Hog,the filthy Diſpoſition of which cauſed it to be hated

B' in Mufick Books ) fignifies Baſs or Bafo.
by all the Eaſtern People, inſomuch that it was a great

B: C. ( in Mufick Books] denote Baſo continuo, Ital.
Crime for ſome Prieſts who waited upon the Al:ars of their

BMI ( in the Scale of Mufick ] is the third Note. Gods, to touch a Hog.

BA'AL I in Hed. ' y , fignifies Lord or Mighty ] an Idol
To BA'BBIE (babiller, F.] to prate or talk fooliſhly.

of the Moabites and Phoenicians, called alſo Bel, and is BA'BBLE [ babil, F. ] simple Talk .

thought to have been the firſt of Idols. BA'BBLER [un babillard ) a Prater, &c.

When the Scripture mentions Baal without any
other BA'CA , a Hook or Link of Iron , old Records.

Addition , we are to underſtand the God , who by the
BA'cca , a Berry, L.

Pagans was eſteemed the Chief Deity, or Jupiter. So that BACCALAUREA'Tus, the Degree of a Batchelor, L.

in the Language of the Heathens Baal imports as much as
BACCALAU'REUS [i . e . the Berry of a Laurel] a

gehouab and Adonai in the facred Batchelor of Arts in an Univerſity, as of Divinity, Law ,

BAAL BE'RITH [1117 ] -- y2 , Heb. i. e, the Lord of Phyſick and Muſick ,

the Covenant) this was another God of the Phenicians. BACCA'TED [ baccatus, L.] beſet with Pearls, alſo ha

was the God fromwhoſeProvidence and will all worldly lebrated with much Soiemnity bytheancient Greeks and

BAAL GAD ( 72-?ya, Heb.i . e. the Lord of a Troop ] ving many Berries.

BACCHANA'LIA , a Feſtival in Honour of Bacchus, ce

Felicity did proceed .

BAALIM 7y2, Heb. i. c . Lords] fome learned Romans ; theſe Feaſts were allo called Orgya of 'Oppå Fury

Writers underſtand by Baalim the deificd Souls of Men , or 'Tranſport, byreaſon of the Madneſs and Enthuſiaſm

andſome apply it to the Semones or Semidei, i . e. to the that the People'feemed to be poſſeſſed with at the Time

half Godsof the Pagans. It is more probable, that they
of their Celebration .

worſhipped the Sunand Stars , of which they did daily
A BACCHANA'LIAN , a riotous Perſon.

experience their Goodneſs and Power. BA'CCHANALS Bacchanalia , L.) she drunken Feafts

BAALPE'or ( 149 7y2 , Heb. Beengega's, Gr.] was
and Revels of Bacchus, the God of Wine.

an obſcene Deity of the Moabites at Mount peor beyond
TO BACCHANALIZE, to imitate the Bacchanals, to

Jordan. Some think this to be Jupiter Tonars, i c . Jupiter
be riorous .

the Thunderer ; others take it for Saturn or the Sun ; but others
BACCHA'NTES ? the Prieſteſſes and Prieſts of Bacchus,

are of Opinion that it was Priapus the laſcivious and
BA'CCHANALSS who celebrated his Feſtivals with

obſcene Deity ; for that the Jewsworſhipped him after the Cymbals, Drums, Timbrels , Noiſe and Shouts, running

ſame manner, that the Greeks worſhipped Priapus by com
about in a frantick manner, crowned with Ivy, Vine

mitring Fornication in his Temple." And this Deity was Twigs, & c. and carrying in their Handsa Thyrfis or

chiefly worſhipped by Women, and therefore he was named
Staft wreathed with the ſame Plants, L.

the God of Women. BACCHA'TION , a rioting or revelling , I.

BAA'LZEBUB (2121-Sya, Heb. Beán S Cub , Gr. i. e . BACCHAR [ Botany ] the Herb Lady Gloves, L.

the Lord of Flies] was the God of Ekron, a City of the BA'CCHARACH Ś [9. Bacchi ara, i. e. the Altar of

Philiſtines. Some have been of Opinion that the Iſraelites
BACCHARAG 5 Bacchus ] a ſmall Town in the lower

gave him this Name ; becauſe in the Performance of Sacri- Palatinate on the Rhine, about twenty four Miles Weft of

tices that were offered unto him , his Prieſts were torment
Metz , famous for excellent Wines call'd by that Name.

ed with Swarms of Flies ; whereas ſeveral of the learned BA'CCHICK ( Baccbicus, L.] pertaining to Bacchus, mad,
frantick .

gewiß Rabbies ſay, and Scaliger from them , there was not

aFly to be ſeen in performing the Sacrifices to the true
BA'CCHIUS [in Gram .] a Foot in Greek and Latin

God . Verſe, conſiſting of three Syllables, the firſt ſhort and the

BA'ANITES [ from one Baanes their Ring -leader ] a
other two long, as Honéſt s.

Seet of Hereticks in the ninth Century, who taught the Er
BA'CCHUS, ſome derive Bacchus of 7) a Son , and

rors of the Manicheans. 7177, Chus, q . d . the Son of Chus, and ſo they will have it

BA'ARD ( Old Records] a ſort of Sea Veſel or Tranſ that Bacchus and Nimrod are the ſame Perſons ; but (acor

port Ship ding to the Heatben Theogony, he was the Son of Jupi

BABE [deriv'd as ſome think of Babbiolo, Ital . or as ter, and the Nymph Semele. The Poets relate that Juno

Billy others of Bab, one of the first Words uſed being acquainted wiih the Amours of her Husband Jupi

by Children , and of an eafy Pronunciation ; others ter, out ofRevenge to the Rival of her Bed , diſguis'd

fetch it from Papa , and thence bade, Teut.] a little or
herſelf, and came to Semele in the Form and Habit of an

old Woman, telling her that it was for her Honour, that

(722, Heb. i.e. Confuſion ] a huge Tower in Jupiter ſhould viſit her in the ſame manner that he did

3 his

young Infant. ,
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his Wife guno, i. e. in his Glory and Majeſty with his Bachelor of Arts, one who takes the first Degree

Thunder -bolts in his Hand, adviſing her the next Time in the Profeſſion of any Art or Science in an Univerlicy.

he came to deſire this Favour of him . She did ſo , Jupi- BACHELOR [ of a company ] a young Member riſing

ter granted her Requeſt, but it prov'd fataltoher, The be- towards the State of thoſe who fit in the Court of Ad

ing kill'd by that means according to Juno's Deſire. But fiftants.

Jupiter immediately ſeparated the Child from his dead Mo- BACHELORs Buttons , an Herb, a kind of Crowfoot.

ther, and inſerted him into his Thigh, doing thereby the Ba'chELORSHIP ( baccalauréat, F. báccalaureatus, L.]

Office of a Mother, till the Time was expired that he the Eſtate or Condition of a Man never married,

Thould be born , and then committed him to silenus and BACHILE'RIA ( ancient Deeds] the Commonalty, in

the Nymphs, to be brought up by them , or as others ſay , Diftin&tion to the Nobility.

to Ceres ; for which good Service they are fabled to have BACI'LLI , little Staves or Sticks, L.

been received up into Heaven, and to have been turn'd BACI'NA , See Baccinium .

into the Stars called Hyades. BA'CCIFER { [ with Botanifts ] which bears Ber
He is ſaid to have been the Inventor of the Uſe of BACCI'FERAS ries , L.

Wine, which he giving the Indians to drink , they at firſt BACCU'FERÆ

thought he had given them Poiſon , becauſe it not only BACCI'FERI } [with Botanifes] bearing’Berries, L.

made them drunk, but mad too . BACK [Bac , Sax .] the hinder Part of the Body.

He was ufually painted with a Mitre upon his Head, or BACK, ſeems to be the ſame with Bec , in Duich Weke,

a Garland of Rofes, or elſe witha bald Pate, which was a Brook or Rivulet, and to it is ſtill uſed in the North of

to intimate the Effect of the Exceſs of Wine. In the England.

one Hand heheld a Sickle, in the other a Pitcher : He was To BACK a Horſe, to mount or ride him.

always repreſented young, becauſe the moderate Uſe of To Back a Perſon or Deſign, to aſſiſt, ſupport, aber,

Wine warms the Blood, and keeps the Body in a youth- and ſuſtain the Perſon that undertakes it.

ful Strength and Colour. BACK BEAR [in Foreft Law] one of the four Cares

His Chariot was drawn by Tygers, his Habit was the wherein a Foreſter may arreſt an Offender againſt Vert and
Skin of a Deer, his Scepterwas a Lance adorned with Veniſon, when he is found bearing it on his Back .

Branches of Ivy, and of the Vine. To BACKBI'TE [of Bac and Bitan, Sax.) to ſpeak ill
His Temple was next to that of Minerva, the Intent of of a Perſon abſent.

which was to intimate how uſeful Wine is to revive the BACK -BOARD (with Navigators ] as to leave a Land ori

Spirits, and aſſiſt the Fancy in Invention ; and for that Back- board, is to leave it behind the Ship .

Reaſon the Ancients ſacrificed the quick -lighted Dragon To BACKSLI'DE [of Bac and ylidan , sax.] to fall off

to him ; and the chattering Magpye was alſo conſecrated from the true Religion, & c.

to him , becauſe Wine makes Perſonsprate. Before his BACK STAFF 2

Expedition to India it is reported, that Men were facrificed BACK QUADRANTS [in Navig .] an Inſtrument by the

to him, but after that he was content with other Sacrifi- French , called the

ces ; they offering to him alſo Aſſes and Goats, to inti- Engliſh Quadralit ,

mate that thoſe that are given to Wine make themſelves invented by Cap

fottiſh as Affes, or as laſcivious as Goats. The Sacrifices tain Davis : Being

were uſually performed to Baccbus in the Evening, and at the ſimpleſt and ex

Night ; the Reaſon of which Cuſtom ſeems to be, that he a &teft . Inſtrument

(as it is reported ) carried a Torch before Proſerpina, when hitherto invented

The was conducted to be married to Pluto. for taking the Sun's

His Prieſts were either Satyrs or Women , becauſe Wo- Zenith Diſtance at

men are ſaid to have follow'd him in great Companies to Sca, by the Help

his Travels, crying, finging and dancing continually, and of which the Lati

they were called Bacchanales, that expreſs Fury and Mad- tude is preſently
neſs. known.

The greateſt Solemnities obſerved to Bacchus, were the It conſiſts oftwo Arches, the Arch x of the leaſt Ra

Orgia ( of opyn , Gr. a Tranſport of Anger) becauſe their dius contains 60 Degrees , and that of y having the lar

frantick Women uſed to cloath themſelves with Skins of geſt Radius contains three Degrees. It has alſo three

Tigers or Panthers, and run up and down the Mountains Vanes ; the Vane at b is called the Horizon Vane, that

with lighted Torches in their 'Hands, their Hair hanging at S the Shadow Vane, and the Vane at E is called the

down about their Shoulders, ſhouting out, Eu Hoe, Evan, Sight Vane.

EuHoe, Bacche, which ſignifies good Son . BA'CKWARD ? [Bacpend , Sax.] on , at , or towards the

This Name is ſaid to have been given by his Father BACKWARDS Back Part ; allo unwilling, loath to,

Jupiter, becauſe in the War with the Giants, he , in the BA'CKWARDNESS ( Bacpeartneyre, Sax.] an Unreadi

Form of a Lion, ran violently upon the firſt and tore him neſs or Unwillingneſs ; alſo a Defectiveneſs in Proficiency

to Pieces. in any Attainment.

The Truth of the Poets Bacchus is ſaid to be this. He BACK STAYS [in a ship ] certain Ropes or Stays per

whom the Latins call Liber, and the Greeks Dionyſius, and taining to the Main and Fore-maſt which go down on

the Egyptians Oſiris, was a King of Niſa in Arabia Felix, either Side of the Ship, and ſtay the Maſt from pitching

who taught the People of that, and the neighbouring forward or over-board.
Countries, the Way of ordering Vines , and preſerving BACK - BERI'ND ? [ Bac-begons, Sax. ] the ſame as

Bees, and ſeveral other uſeful Arts, made ſeveral good BACK -BERO'ND S Back- bear.

Laws, perſuaded the People to do Sacrifice to their Gods, BA'co [ Old Writings] a fat Hog or Bacon Hog.

for which he was greatly honoured by ſeveral civiliz'd Na- BA'CON [of Baco Hog, or of Becen , Sax. a Beech -tree,

tions. In Honour of him , theGreeks inſtituted ſeveral Feſti- becauſe Hogs are fatted with Beech- Maſt] Hogs Fleſhi

val Days, of which the Chief was the Trieteria, Apaturia, ſalted and dry’d .

Pballica and Lenza, in the Beginning of the Spring, that he BA'CTILE [of baculum , L. a Stick ] a Candleſtick .

might bleſs the Vines. BA'CULE 5 [ in Fortif. a Swipe, F. ] a Gate made
The Romans alſo inſtituted the Aſcolia (which fee ) in BA'SCULES like a Pit -fall with a Counterpoiſe, and

Honour of Bacchus, at thatTime they carried the Statues. ſupported by two large Stakes ; a ſort of Portcuilice ; it is

The Ancients alſo painted Bacchus with ſhort brown curled uſually made before the Corps de Garde, advancing near the
Hair, with a Leopard's Skin fpotted, or in a green Mantle, Gates.

with a red fluſhing, full Face , and a Wreath of Vine BACULO'METRY [either of Baculus, L. or Berlegv a

Branches about his Temples . Staff, and uétegr Meaſure, Gr.] the Art of meaſuring Di
BACCI'FEROUS Plants ( Botany ) ſuch Shrubs, dbc. as ſtances or Lines, acceſſible or inacceſſible, by one ormore

bear Berries. Staves.

BACCI'NIUM , a Baſin , Old Records. BACULUS Divinatorius [i.e, a divining Staff or Rod ]

BaccI'VOROUS Animals, ſuch as feed on Berries. a Branch of Hazel - tree forked and ufed for the Diſcovery

BACCI'LL (with Phyſicians ] Medicines of a Cylin- of Mines, Springs, Soc.

BASCULI S drical Figure like a Stick , long , round BADGE ( incert. Etym .) a Cogniſance or Coat of Arms
Lozenges. worn by ſome Servants of Noblemen ; alſo now by Parish

BA'CHELER ? (baccalaureus, L. bachelier, F.) a fin- Penſioners;alſo a Sign or Token, as white is the BadgeBA'CHELOR gle or unmarried Man ; anciently it of Innocence.
BA'TCHELOR fignified an inferior Knight.

X BADGER
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BA'DGER [ fome derive it of Back, Teut. a Jaw -bone, BAI'LMENT [ Law Term] the Delivery of Things, as

9. WackeraBeaft with ſtrong Jaws, it being a biting Ani- Writings, Goods, &c. ſometimes to be deliver'd back to
mal) an amphibious Creature living in Holes in the sides the Bailor ; ſometimes to the Uſe of the Baillee ; and

of Rivers, and often feeding on Land . ſometimes to a third Perſon .

BADGER (probably of bagagier, F.] a Carrier of Lug- BAILLE'E [in Law] the Perſon to whom ſuch Goods

gage.
are deliver'd .

BADGER (in a Law Senſe ] a Huckſter who has a Li BAI'LLOR [ in Law ] the Party who delivers ſuch

cence to buy Corn or other Proviſions in one place and Goods.

to carry them to another to ſell. BAIN , a Bath or Hot-houſe, F.

To BA'FFLE ( probably either of befiler,F. to ſupplant BALRAM [among the Turks ] a Feſtival which they

or cheat, or baffouer, F. to coverthe Eyes with a Veil] to celebrate after the Faft of Ramazan for three Days toge

confound by Reaſons, to put to a Nonplus; alſo to dif- ther, in which no Work is done ; but Preſents are lent

appoint or baulk ; to fool, to ſham . from one to another with Manifeſtations of Joy.

A BAG [Belge, Sax . probably of Bulga, L.] a Sack, BAI'R MAN ( 9. d . a bare or naked Man ) a poor, infol

a Pouch , Sc vent Debtor left bare and naked , who was obliged to ſwear

BAG ( in Traffick] a particular Quantity of ſome ſort in Court, that he was not worth above five Shillings and

of Commodities, as of Pepper from 1 to 3 Hundred five Pence.

Weight, Egoce To BAIT (probably of Bizan, Sax.) as to put a Bait

BAGA [old Law Records ] a Bag or Purſe . on an Hook ; alſo to allure or entice by a Bait.

BAGATE’LLES , Toys or Trifles, F. To BAIT [of Batan, Sax.] to fer Beaſts a Fighting to

BA'GAVEL] Š [ with the Citizens of Exeter ] a cer- gether ; alſo to vex or teaze .

BETHU'GAVELS tain Tribute or Toll granted to the To BAIT [of Batan , Sax.] to ſtop upon a journey to

Citizens upon all Manner of Wares brought to that City drink, eat, or take ſome Refreſhment, Co.

to be fold , towards the Paving of the Streets , Repairing To BAIT [ with Falconers ] is faid of a Hawk, who

of the Walls, and Maintenance of the City. when the claps her Wings or ftoops at her Prey, is ſaid
BA'GGAGE, Soldiers Furniture and Neceſſaries ; alſo to bait .

Proviſions and Neceflaries for an Army . BAI'va , a Deity of the Laplanders, which ſome take to

BA'GGAGE ( of carrying a Bag or Knapſack] a Soldier's
be the Sun, and others the Fire ; being worshipped as

Trull ; a Camp-whore ; alſo a forry Wench. the Lord of Light and Heat.

BA'GNIO , a hot Houſe, a Place with Conveniences for BAIZE (probably either of bay, Teut. or Baſe Engl.

Ba hing , Sweating, epc 9 . d . coarſe Cloth ] Freeze of the Town of Baia in Naples,

BAGNOL E'NSES ? [ of Bagnols a City of Languedoc ) a or Colcheſter in England

BAGNOLIANS S Sect of Hereticks in the Eighth TO BAKE of Bacian or bacan, Sax.) to prepare Dough .

Century , in reality Manichees ; they rejected the old Te- and other Vi &uals , for eating, in an Oven .

fament and Part of the New , maintain d'that God foreſaw BA'KER ( of Bacian, Sax.] a Maker of Bread.

nothing of himfeit and that the World had no Beginning, BAKER- legg'd, ſtraddling with the Legs bowing out
and that God did not create the Soul, when he infuſed it wards.

into the Body BALA'NATED ( balanatus, L.) anointed with the Oil of

BAGUE'TTE (with Arcbit. ] a ſmall , round Moulding Ben ..

leſs than an Aſtragal, ſometimes carved and inriched with BA'LANCE. } [ probably of bilanx , L. or balance , F.]
Foliages, Ribbands, Laurels, doc. BA'LLANCES one ofthe ſix fimple Powers in Ne

BAHÁ'DUM , a Cheit or Coffer. Old Records. chanicks, uted principally for determining the Equality or

BA'HAR [in the Eaſt Indies) a Weight of 386 Avoindu- Difference of Weight in heavy Bodies ; they are of ieve

pois at Mocha, the lefler 625 at Molucca, and the greater ral Forms, as Scales, Steel-yards, & c.

6250 Pound. BALANCE (with Aſtronomers] call'd in Latin libra

BAJARDOU'R [in ancient Writings] one who bore op BALLANCE ) of which this is the Charakteriſtick ,

carried any Burden. is one of the 12 Signs of the Zodiack, into which the Sun

BALL ( Bail, F.] the freeing or ſetting at Liberty one enters at the autumnal Equinox in September ; the Conſtel

arreſted or impriſoned (upon any A &tion either Civil or lation conſiſts of 8 Stars repreſented on a Globe by the

C -iminal) by Sureties taken for his Appearance at a Day Form of a Balance or Pair of Scales.
and Place appointed , F. BALANCE [of the dir] the Weight of that Fluid,

BAIL [ in a Foreft ] a Limit or Bound, according as a whereby, according to its known Property, it preſſeth

Foreſt is divided into the particular Charges of ſeveral Fo . where it is leaſt reſiſted , till it is equally adjuſted in all

reiters. Parts.

BAI'LABLE, that may be ſet at Liberty by Bail or Sure- BALANCE [of Trade] is the Difference or Exceſs be

ties .
tween the Value of Commodities imported from Foreign

BAILS [with Mariners ] Hoops to ſet up over the Stern Countries, and the Value of thoſe of our own native Pro

of a Boat to ſupport a Tilt. du&tion exported to thoſe Countries.

To BAIL [ bailler, F.] to ſet a Perfon arreſted, impri- To BA'LANCE ( balancer, F.] to poiſe or make even

fond, Sc. at Liberty by being Sureties for him . Weight ; to make an Account even ; alſo to conſider or

To BAIL a Bont, ſee Bale, weigh in Mind.

BAILIFF [of bailler, F. to give , to reach , or deliver ] BALANCE of a Watch, & c. that Part of it that by its

an Officer of every Hundred , or Wapenrake, or Town Motion regulates and determines the Beats.

Corporate. BALANCE ( in Merchants Accounts ] are when a Debtor

BAILIFF 3 [originally ſignified a Guardian , F.] a fort and Creditor are made even.

LAI'LYS of Magiſtrate or Officer appointed with- BALA'NI ( with Naturaliſts] certain Excreſcences which

in a particular Provinceor Precinct to keep the Peace , uſually grow or ſtick to the Shells of Sea - fish of the
and ſecure the People from Wrongs and Vexations.

BAILIFFS [ of Husbandry ] thoſe who gather the Pro- BALANI'NE [ balaninus ) of the Fruit of the Oak .

fits for Lords ofManours, &c. and give an Account, dif- BALANITES T Bonavirus , Gr .] a precious Stone, green

poſe of Under- fervants. iſh , and ſomewhat reſembling Corinthian Braſs.

BAILIFFS, are alſo Officers, who arreſt Perſons for BALANI'Tis [of Bonavé , Gr.] a kind of round Chef
De t.

Bailiffs Errant, Sheriffs Officers appointed by him BALA'NUS [Boeace' of 71983 , Heb . i.e of an Oak]

to gº about the County to ſerve Writs, to ſummons'Coun- a kind of Maſt or Acorn ; any ,Fruits which have round

iy Sellious, Allizes, &c. Heads, as a Walnut, egoc .

Bil'LIFFS [of Franchiſes] Officers appointed by every BALANUS ( with Phys.] a Suppoſitory in the Shape of

Lord to do ſuch Offices within his Liberty or Precinct , an Acorn , for looſening the Belly, 1 .

as are done by the Bailiff Errant in the County . BALANUS (with Anatomifts the Nut of the Yard of a

BAI'LIWICK, the Place of the Juriſdiction of a Bailiff Man or the Clitoris of a Woman, L.

within his Hundred or the Lord's Franchiſe. It is not on- BALANUS Myreplica [ in Pharmacy ] the Fruit calla Ben ;

ly taken to fignify the County ; butgenerally that Liber- but others take it for the Nutmeg.

ry , which is exempted from the Sheriff of the County, BALA'SSIUS, the Balaſs Ruby, a precious Stone of a

over w ich the Lord of the Liberty appointeth a Bailift, faint red Colour.

with ſuch Powers within his Precinét, as an Under-lheriff BA'LAST , ſee Ballaſt.

exercifcth under the Sheriff of the County,
BALA
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BALATRO'Nes ( Balatrones, Hor.] an ancient Name BALLI'VA [ old Deeds] a whole County under the Jua

given to wicked and lewd Perſons, from Servilius Balatro, a riſdiction of aSheriff ; alſo a Hundredwith reſpect to the

debauch'd Libertine, whence probably the French have de- ChiefConſtable, or a Manor, withreſpectto the Steward.
riy'd their Poltroon . BA'LLIUM , a fort of Fortreſs or Bulwark.

BALAU'STIUM ( Barau's'oy, Gr.] the Wild Pomegra- BA'LLOCK'S [ Bellucar, or of Balls, Engl. becauſe of
nate -flower or the Tree itſelf , L.

their Roundneſs ] the Codsof Man orBeaſt.

TO BALBU'CINATE ? [balbucinatum , L.S to ſtutter in BALLON ? ( Ballon, F. ] a Foot-ball; alſo a large

To BALBU'TIATE 3 (balbutiatum , L. ſpeaking. BALLO'ONS Ball uſed toplay withal by Noblemen.

BALBU'Ties , ſtammering Speech , L. BALLOON (with Chymifts ] a large round Mattraſs, or

BALCO'NY ( Balcon, F. Palco, Ital .] a Frame of Iron, Veſſel for receiving what is diſtilled or drawn off by the

Wood or Stone before the Window of a Room commonly means of Fire.

on the firſt Floor, to take the Air in, and to ſee at a Di- BALLON (with Archit.] a round Globe placed on the
ftance. top of a Pillar,by way of Ornament.

BA'LD (Balo , Sax, probably of bal. C. Brit. tho' Min- BAʼLLOT ( balote, F.] a little Ball uſed in giving of

few rather chooſes to derive it of bald ,Teut. quick ; be- Votes.

cauſe old Men are prone to Boldneſs, Sc.] having no Hair BALLOTA ? [Bemoti, Gr.] the Herb Stinking Hore

on the Head, ey c. it alſo ſignifies bold , the ſame, as the BALLOTE Shound , L.

Latin Audax, and is ſtill ſo uſed in the Northern Counties BALLOTA'TION ? a particular Method of voting at

of England, and thence comes Baldwin , andby Tranfpofi- BA'LLOTING S Elections, by means of little Balls

tion Winbald , i, e a bold Conqueror, Eadbald, happily of ſeveral Colours, when every one who has a Vote purs in

bold ; Ethelbald, nobly bold , c. ſuch a Ballot according to the Diverſity of the Candidates.

BAʼLDACUM? (with Archite&ts] an Edifice or Piece BA'LLUSTRADE, ă Row of Balliſters or ſmall turned

BA'LDAQUINS of Architecture in the Shape of a Pillars, of ſuch a Height as a Man may lean his Elbow

Crown, ſet over ſeveral Pillars, as a Covering to an Altar ; upon them ; fixed upon a Terrace Walk or Top of a

alſo a Canopy carried over the Hoft by the Romanifs. Building todivide it into two or more ſeparate Parts.

BA'LDERDASH (probably of bald, Sax. bold, and ftalm , the Juice or Oil of a certain Tree , growing in

daß , to mingle, 9. d .any thing jumbled together without Paleftine or Egypt, very precious and of a very fanative Qua

Judgment a Mingle-mangle, rude Mixture ; alſo a pal- lity.
try confus'd Diſcourſe. ? [ in Botany ] an Herb of a fragrant

BA'LDMONY, an Herb. BALM-MINT S Smell.

BALDNESS ( Baloneyre, Sax .] not having Hair ; alſo BALM- APPLE , a Plant.

in regard to Speech Unpoliteneſs. BAʼLNEARY ( balnearius, L.] belonging to Baths, Soc.

BALE, a Bundle or Pack of Commodities of different BA'LNEARY (balnearium] a Bath or Siove.

Sorts and Quantities, as Silk, Cloth, c. BALNEA'TORY [ balneatorius, L.] belonging to a Bath
To BALE ( probably of balayer, F. to bruſh ] to ſcoop or Stove.

or lade Water out of the Hold of a Ship with Buckets, BA'INEUM , a Bath, a Waſhing -place, a Bain , Hota

or out of a Wherry with an old Hat. houſe or Stew, L.

BALE [Bæl, sax. ] Grief, Miſery, Sorrow. BALNEUM ( with Phyſicians ] a bathing of the whole

BALEU'GA ( ancient Deeds] a Territory , a Precinet. Body or the lower Parts only .

BA'LEFUL [ of Bæl- full ] Sax.] forrowful, woful. ( Chymifs] a -bath ,

BALI'vo amovendo, a Writ for removing a Bailiff out BALNEUM arenofums when Flowers, Fruit and other

of his Office, for Non - reſidence in his Bailiwick, medicinal Ingredients, are put into a Cucurbite and infuſed ,

BALK ( probably of valicare, L. to paſs by] to diſap- the Veſſelbeing ſet in hot Sand , Sc.

point, to fruſtrate, to paſs by or take no notice of ; allo BALNEUM Maria [with Chymifs] is when a Cucurbite

to diſcourage. that contains any Matter to be diftilla, being ſtopp'd

A BALK, a Diſappointment, a Baffle ; alſo Damage or cloſe is ſet in á Veſſel of Water ſo as to be gently and

Prejudice. gradually heated. Some corruptly call it Balnenm maris,

Á BALK , a Ridge of Land left between two Furrows, i. e. a Sea-bath .

or a piece of Ground left unploughed. BALNEUM Vaporis 2 [with Chymifs] the vaporous

BALK (among Bricklayers ] a great Beam , ſuch as is uſed BALNEUM Vaporoſum S Bath is when the Veſtel that

in building ; alſo a Poll or Rafter over an Out-houſe or contains the Matter is ſet in another, half full of Water

Barn . boiling hot, and is heated by the Vapours or Steams that

BALKERS ( in Fiſhery ] Men who ſtand on a Cliff or ariſe from it .

high Place on the Shore, and give a Sign to the Men BALOTA'DES [in Horſemanſip ] are the Leaps of a

in the Fiſhing boats, which Way the Paſſage or Shole of Horſe between two Pillars, orupon a ſtrait Linemade
Herrings is. with Juſtneſs of Time, with the Aids of the Hands, the

BALL ( 2Bal, Du .] any round Thing: Calves of the Legs, and in ſuch a manner, that when bis

BALL (Bal, F.] a publick Dancing Meeting. Fore- feet are in the Air, he ſhews nothing but the Shoos

BALLS ( in Heraldry ] a common Bearing in Coats of of his Hinder.feet without yerking cut.

Arms; but always by Heralds call'd by other Names, ac- BA'LSAM [ Burodpor, Gr. of 100 nya , i, e . the

cording to their different Colours, as "Oggreſſes, B :fants, Prince of Oils, Baum , F.] the Juice of the Balſam or

Golps , Guzes, Hurts, Pellets, Plates, Pomeis, Orenges, Balm , and ſome other natural Balrams , as of Toli, Peru, &c .

Torteauxes; which ſee in their proper Places. BALSAM [with Chym .] the Preparation ofſomeSalts, as

BALL and SOCKET (with Mathemat.] a Device made of BALSAM of Saturn, a Solution of Saccharum Saturni,

Braſswith a perpetual Screw, for holdingany Teleſcope, i, e, Sugarof Lead madewith Spirit or Oil of Turpentine,
Quadrant, or other Inſtrument on a Staff , for Aftronomical and digeſted till the Matter has aſſumed a red Tincture.

Ules, Surveying, 8c. BALSAM of sulphur ( with Chym . ] the oily Parts of

BA 'LLANCE, See Balance . common Brimſtone diſſolv'd in Oil of Turpentine, or ſome

other diſtillid Oil.

BA'LADD } (balad, Fr.) a Song.
BALSAM (in Pharmacy ] certain Liquors extracted or

BA'LLAST [ Ballatt, Teut.] a Quantity of Gravel , drawn from Gumsand roliny Subſtances, as Nervous Bal
Sand or Stones,or any Weight laid in the bottom of a fam , Sciatick Balſam .

Ship to make it fail ſteddy or right , and to keep it from Apople&tick BALSAM , a ſweet-ſcented fpirituous Sub

over-ſetting. ſtance of the Conſiſtence of an Ointment, a Perfume.

To trench theBALLAST [ Sea Phraſe ] is to divide or ſepa- BALSAʼMICK [balſamique, F.] pertaining to or having

rate it. the Quality of Balfam .

BALLI'ST Æ Os [of Ramw, Gr, to caſt, and Os, L. a BA'LSAMATED ( balfamatus, L] anointed with Balſam

Bone] the Sling Bone, the fame with Aſtragalus. BALSAME'LLA [ of Barcanov, Gr .) the Herb of

BAʼLLISTER } [ baluftre, F.] the Lateral or SidePart BALSA'MINA S which Balſam is made.

BA'LLUSTER of a Scroll, which forms the Curl- BALSA'MINA Mas (with Botaniſts] the Male Balfam

Tuft in the Capital of a Pillar of the Tonick Order. apple, i .

BALLISTER { [ Archite& ure] alſo a little Pillar orRail, BALSA'MINA Fæmina (with Botanifts ] the Female Bal

BALLUSTER S Tuch as are on the Outſide of Cloiſters, ſam -apple, L.

Terraſſes, Galleries, Soc. BALSA'MITA [with Bot. ] the Herb Coſtmary .

BALLISTERS in a Church an Incloſure of Pillars BA'LSAMUM , the Balſam or Balm -tree, or the Juice

which rails in the Communion Table. that drops from it, that is of a moſt fragrant Scent, 2.
BAL
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BALSA'MITOR , an Herb, ſo named of its Balſamick or enter into their Houſes : they wear about their Necks a

Smell. Stone called Tamberau, about the bigneſs of an Egg,

BAM , at the Beginning of the Names of Places in which is perforated, and has three Strings run in it ; this

Great Britain, denotes the Quality of the Place that is Stone they ſay reprefents their great God , and upon this

either now or formerly was woody, from the Saxon Beam, Account the Indians ſhew them very great Reſpect.

which ſignifies a Piece of Timber, as Bamfield, Bambridge, To BA'NISH [ abannan, Sax , barnir, F ] to ſend or

Bambury. turn out of his native Country to foreign Pasts ; to drive

BA'MMA (''Eußerde peces, Gr.) a Tin &ture or Dye; alſo a or chace away .

Liquor in which any thing is dipped or ſoaked , ' L. BA'NISHMENT ( banniſſement, F. ) the being ſent away

Ban , a Proclamation made at the Head of an Army or into a foreign country on account of having been found

Body of Troops, either by Sound of Trumpet or Beat of guilty of ſome Crime or Miſdemeanour.

Drum, requiringthe Obfervance of Martial Diſcipline for BÁNK (banc, Sax .] a little Hill or riſing Ground , alſo

declaring a new Officer, or for punishing a Soldier.
the Side of a River or of the Sea, or a Shelf in the Sea.

BAND (Band, Sax.] an Ornament or Cloathing for the BANK ( bancus, L. banque, F.] in a Law Senſe ſignifies
Neck. a Judgment Seat

TO BAND (Banten, Sax .] to bandy, to gather into or BANK ( banque, F ) a Place where great Sums of Money

conſpire with a Faction . are taken in and let out on Intereſt, Egoc. alſo a Stock of

Nave BANDS [with Gunners ] Hoops of Iron binding Money.
the Nave of aGun -Carriage at both Ends. BA'NKRUPCY 3 the A & t of breaking, i, e. becom

BAND, any Piece of Stutt cut long and narrow , as the BA'NKRUPTCY 3 ing inſolvent in Trade.

Swarth Bands for Infants. BANKRUPT ( banqueroute, F. of bancus ruptus, L , the

ARRIERE Ban, See Arriere. Bank or Stock being broken or exhauſted ] a Tradeſman

BA'NCAL [in Eaſt India ) a Weight containing 16 to who breaks and goes aſide, pretendingan Inability to pay
Drams Averdupoife. his Debts ; or one who having got into his Hands other

BA'NCA'LLA [ in ancientWriters ] Cuſhions or ſuch like Mens Goods, conceals himſelf with Intention to defraud

Coverings for Benches, sc. his Creditors.

BA'NCUS , a Bench, Table or Stall, on which Goods are BANNS ? of Matrimony [of ban a cry ] is the pub
expoſed to Sale, I. BANESS lifhing of Marriage Contracts in the Church

BAND of Penſioners (of the King] a particular Com before the Performance of the Ceremonies at Church .

pany of Gentlemen bearing Halberds, and attending the To BANN [bannen, Du.) to curſe, to exclaim againſt..

Perſon of theKing upon folemn Occaſions. BANNER ( banner, C. B. Banniere, F.] a Standard

Train BANS 3 [ of a City , &c .] certain Regiments or Enſign.

Trained BANDSS compoſed of the Inhabitants of it, The BANNER [ of Mother Church ] was a Crofs given

trained up to bear Arms, and inftru & cd in Military Diſci- to a Felon or Murderer, who having recovered a Church or

pline. Church-yard before he was apprehended, could not be ta
BA'NDAGE , the Bands that bind any thing up. ken out thence to take his Trial at Law , but having con

BANDAGE (with Surgeons] a Linnen Cloth conveni. fefled his Crime before the Juſtice or Coroner, and abju

ently fitted for the binding up and dreſſing Sores, broken red the Kingdom , was to carry this Croſs in hisHand

Bonesof Wounds ; alſotheApplicationof aFillet,Roll, throughthe Highways till he was got out of the King's
or Swathe to any Part, I. Dominion ; but this Privilege and the Ule of Sanctuaries

BA'NDELET, a ſmall Fillet, Band or String. was taken away in the 21ſt of K. James I.

BANDELET ( with Arcbitets) any Line or Alat Moul- BA'NNER ET , a Knight made in the Field , ſee Knight:

ding, as that which crowns the Dorick Architrave ; it en- BANNIATUS foris, Cold Rec.] one judicially baniihed

compafies a Pillar quite round about like a Ring, is great or outlaw'd .

er than a Liſt, but leſs than a Platband . BANNIMUS , i. e. we banish [ in the Univerſity of Oxo

BAND ( in frchitect.] any flat, low Member, which is ford) the Form of expelling any Member out of the Uni

alſo called Face. verſity, which is done by putting up the Sentence in ſome

BANDI'TTI [bandit, F. of bando, Ital.] outlaw'd Per- publick Places.

ſons in Italy turned Robbers ; Highwaymen , a Cut BANNITUS ( old Deeds) a baniſhed Man, an Outlaw .

Throats. BANNOCK , a kind of Oaten Cake, mixed with Water

BANDEE , an Irish Meaſure two Foot in Length. and baked under the Embers,

BA'NDILEERS { [ bandoulieres, F.] ſmall wooden Ca- BA'NNUM [ old Records) the utmoſt bounds of a Ma

BA'NDOLEERSS fes covered with Leather , each of BANLE'UAS nour or Town,

them containing Powder that is a Charge for a Musket, BA'NQUET ( banquet, F.] a Feaſt or Entertainment.

which hang to the Number of twelve on a Shoulder- belt BA'NQUET [ in Fortification ) a Foot-bank of Earth

or Collar. about the height of a Foot and a half, and three broad ,

BA'NDOG (of band and dog ] a Dog kept in a Band or raiſed at the Rampart at the Foot of the Parapet for the

Chain ; alſo a Maſtiff or Houſe- dog ; alſo a Dog for bair Soldiers to mount on to fire over.

ing Bulls, Bears, bosc. BANQUET [of a bridle )- is that ſmall part of the branch

BANDO'R A [ + zvěépe , Gr.] a kind of muſical Inſtru- of a bridle that is under the Eye, which is rounded like

ments with Strings. a ſmall Rod, and gathers and joins the Extremities of a bit

BA'NDROL banderol, F.Ja little Flag or Streamer ; alſo to the branch , ſo that the banquet is not ſeen, but is co

the little fringed ſilk Flag , that hangs on a Trumper. vered by the Cap, or that Part of the bit that is next the

BA'NDY I prob. of bending] a Club or Stick turned branch .

round at bottom to play at Ball. BANQUET LINE [of a bridle ] is an imaginary Line

BA'NDY Wicket, a Play with a Ball , and with Bandies. drawn by bit- makers along in form of a bit, and prolonged

To ba'ndy [bander, F.] to make up a Party at the upwards and downwards to adjuſt the deſigned Force or ,

Play of Bandy Wicket ; to gather into a Fa&tion ; to tofs Weakneſs of a branch , in orderto make it ftiff or eaſy.

to and fro ; alſo to debate or canvaſs. B'ANQUET (banqueter, F. ] to feaſt or junket.

BANE ( of Bana, Sax, a Murderer ] Poiſon , great Mif- BANQU E'TTE banquette, F.) a little Foot pace way.

chief, Ruin, Deſtruction . A BA'NTER, a jeering, a rallying, by way of diverſi

BA'N E -WORT, the Herb Night Shade.

BA'NEFUL , poiſonous, deſtructive. BA'NSTICKE, a ſmall Fith called a Stickle -back.

BA'NEFULNESS, Poiſonoufiefs, Deſtructiveneſs. To BANTER, to jeſt or jeer, to play upon ; to amuſe:

BANERET, ſee Knight. BA'NILING, a young Child, an Infant.

TO BANG (prob. of bengcl, Teut.] to beat with a BA'FTISM [ Berloopis Gr.] a waſhing, dipping or

Cudgel. ſprinkling ; a Sacrament whereby Perfons baptized, are ad

BANNIANS [ a Name which in the Indian Language mitted into the Communion of the Chriſtian Church .
fignifies innocent people , and without Guile ] a religious Sect BAPTISM [in Sea Language ) is a Ceremony performed

among the Indians, who believe a Tranſmigration of Souls, in Merchants Ships, which pats the Tropick or Line for

and therefore eat no living Creature , nor will kill even the firſt Time, both upon Sinips and Men. The Bap

noxious Animals ; they are ſo cautious of having Com. tiſm of ships, is ouly the waſhing them throughout in
munication with other Nations, that if one of a different Sea Water.

Religion has drank out of or touched their Cup, they The BAPTISM of Paffengers is performed with many

bra's it. If one of themſelves happens to touch another, Ceremonies ; but in performing either of them , the Ships

they waſh and purify themſelves before they eat or drink, Crew are generally made drunk, for the Sailors pretend

on , circ.
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to a cuſtomary Right to cutoff the Beak -head of the Ship, Oficers who kept the Keys of the Gates of the City
unleſs the Captain or Maſter redeem it. where the Emperor reſided, and ſuppoſe they were Engliſő

The Ceremony is as follows: The eldeſt of the Ship's men, who were ſo called of the Engliſh word to bar, i. e .
Crew , who has paſt the Line or Tropick , having dreſſed to ſhut faſt.

himſelf fantaſtically ,with a Groteſque Cap on his Head, his BA'RATRY [in Com . Law ] is where the Maſter of a

Face black’d, comes carrying in his ſland a Waggoneror Ship cheats the Owners, or Inſurers, either by running away
ſome other Sea Book, followed by the reſt of the Sailors with the Ship , or embezzling the Goods.
ditguiſed like himſelf , each of them bearing in his A BARB ( of Barbary) a Horfe of that Country, much

Hand ſome Kitchen Utenſil, with Drums bearing ; the eſteemed for Vigor and Swiftneſs..

Leader places himſelf very gravely on a Seat prepared on To BARB [ of barba , L.] to ſave or trim the Beard .

the Decks, at theFoot of the Main Maft ; and each Sailor To BA'RB a Lobfter (in Carving ] is to cut it up.

or Paſſenger ſwears before this antick Magiſtrate, that he BA'R BA , a Beard, the hairy Part of the Chin and Lips, L.

will ſee that this Ceremony be performed whenever it BARBA caprina, an Herb , the Flowers of which re

comes to his Turn . The Sailors are commonly heartily ſemble the Beard of a Goat, 1 .

drenched with whole Buckets of Water poured upon them; BARBA Jovis (i.e. Jupiter's -beard ] the Herb Sengreen

but Paſſengers and thoſe that will give a little Money, are or Houſleek , L.

more favourably treated , being only ſprinkled with a lit- BARBACAN [barbacane, Ital .] a Canal or Opening left

tle Water ; Ship Boys are commonly put into a Cage and in a Wall for Water to come in and go out at, when

drenched at D) ſcretion , and are afterwards obliged to Buildings are ere &ted in Places liable to be over-flowed, or

whip one another, which they uſually do very ſmartly. to drain the Water off a Terraſs.

BAPTI'SMAL, of or pertaining to Baptifm. BAR'BACAN ( in Milit, Affairs] an Aperture or Cleft,

BA'PTIST ( Barlisis, Gr. i,e. a Baptizer) St. John the made in the Walls of a Caſtle or Fortreſs to fire upon the
Forerunner of our Saviour ; alſo one whoſe Principle is , Enemy:
that Baptiſm ought to be performed by dipping the Adult, BARBACAN [ barbacan , F ) a Watch-Tower.

and not ſprinkling Infants. BARBARA ' (with Logicians , a Syllogiſm in Barbara is

BAPTISTERY ( Berlispor, Gr.] a Font for the ſprin- one, all the Propoſitions of which are univerſal and affir

kling or baptizing Infants, alſo a Veffel to waſh the Bodymative, the middleTermbeing the Subject in the fift Pro

in, a Bath . poſition, and the Attribute in the ſecond.

To Bapti'ze [of BaTTISW , Gr.] to Chriſten, to Ad- BARBAR E'A [ Bot ] Rochet or Winter Creſſes, L.

miniſter the Sacrament of Baptiſm , either by dipping or BARBARIANS [ Başbacol, Gr.] Barbarians, wild or

plunging the Party ſo baptized in Water in the Name of rude People.

ibe Father, Son , and Holy Ghoft. BA'r BARISM [ Bopbrecopos, Gr. ] an Impropriety of

A BAR ( Barra, Ital. Barreau, Fr. ] a long narrow Piece Speech , a Rudeneſs in Language.
of Wood or Iron for various Uſes. BARBA'RITY [Bapapotus, Gr. Barbaries, L.] Inhu

BAR [ of a Court of Judicature ] a Place bounded by a manity, Cruelty

Bar, where the Council and Serjeants at Law ſtand to BARBAROUS (Bucupe, Gr. barbarus, L.] ſavage,

plead Cauſes, as alſo where Priſoners ſtand to be tried . wild rude ; alto cruel, fierce ; alfo improper with refpe &t

BAR (in a Law Senſe ] is a peremptory Exception a- to Specch.

gainſt a Demand or Plaint, or a Plea ſufficient to deſtroy BARBAROUSNESS [ barbaries, L.] Outrageouſneſs,

the A &tion of the Plaintiff.
Cruelty, Clowniſhneſs,Unpolitenets, want of goodBreeding

Bar to common intendment ( in Law ] is a general or BA'R BAR Y Falcons, a kind of Hawks commonly taken in

ordinary Bar, which uſually dilables thePlaintiff's A & tion Barbary, they making theirPaflage through that Country :
or Plea. this Bud is leſs than the Tiercel gentle , but very bold , it

BAR [ in Heraldry ] one of the honourable is plumed with red under the Wings, and is armed with
Members of a Coat of Arms, which is divided long Talons and Stretchers .

ky it into two equalParts ; it goes croſs the BARBE, the Armour of the Horſes of the ancient

Eſcutcheon like the Feſs, but contains only Knights and Soldiers who were accoutred at all Points.

the sth Part of the Field . BARBE'E (in Heraldry ) as Croix barbee, i. e.

BAR GEMEL ( in Heraldry ] is double Bar , barbed- croſs, being at the Extremities like the

or Bars that ſtand by couples, as in the Figure barbed -irons that are uſed for ſtriking Fish , or

other Weapons or Inſtruments commonly cal

led barbed, which being ſtruck into any Thing, cannot

BAR ( Heraldry ] isalſo a Fish called a Barbel. be drawn out again , without cutting a hole to make a

To BAR a Vein (with Parriers ] is to ſtrike it or open it Paſſage for the beards, as in the Figure.

above the skin , and after it has been diſengaged , and tied BARBE, a beard , F.

above and below , to ſtrike between the Ligatures. Bare e ' Robert ( Cookery ] a particular Way of dreſling

To fall foul of the BAR ( with Horſemen ] is when a Hog's Ears.

Horſeis ftanding in a Stable , entangles hisLegs upon the To fire in BARBE ( Mil. Term ] ſignifies to diſcharge the

Partitice -bar that is placed to ſeparate two Horles. Cannon over a Parapet, inſtead of putting it thrcu h the

Special Bar [ in Law] is that which is more than or- Loop-holes.

dinary, and falls out in the Caſe in Hand upon ſome BARBS, a ſort of Armour for Horſes, which covered

fpecial Circumſtance of the Faet. the Neck, Breaſt and Crupper.

BAR FEE , a Fee of i Shilling and 8 Pence , which BARBES į (with Farriers ) a Diſeaſe in Horſes, uſual

every Priſoner ; acquitted of Felony, uſed formerly to pay BARBLES } ly known by two Paps under the Tongue,

to the Goaler. which when inflamed proves hurtful.
BAR [ Sea Word ] a Rock lying before a Harbour, that BARBES [with Husbandmen a Diftemper in black

Ships cannotfail over but upon the Flood . Cattle, known by a ſuperfluous Piece of Fleſh on their

Bar of the Port [ in a Ship] a Billet or Stake for faſten- Tongues, which ſometimes hinders them from eating their

ing up the Port-holes. Meat.

BAR ( in Mufick ] a Line drawn perpendicular through BAR'BED [of barba, L.] covered with Barbs , beard

the Note Lines to bar in or compriſe a certain Number of ed like a Fiſh -hook, as a barbed Dart or Arrow ; allo
Notes. trimmed or ſhaved .

Bar in Heraldry, ſec Bar. BARBED and CRESTED [in Heraldry ] is in plain Eng

To BAR ( Barrer, Fr.] to ſhut or faften with a Bar. - lip wattled and combed , and fignifies the Comb and Gills

BARATTĀ , a ſort of Balſam brought from the Weft- of a Cock,when particulariz'd for being of a different
Indies. Tin &ture from the Body.

BARA PICKLET, a ſort of Bread made of fine Flour BA'R BEL , a Fiſh ſo named from a Beard that is under

and kneaded up with Yeaft orBarm . its Chaps or Noſe.

BARALI'PTON ( with Logicians] an imperfeet Syllo- BA'R BEP ., [of barba, L. barbier, F.] one who fhaves
giſm of two Univerſals,and a particular Affirmative. or trims the Beard.

BARALLO'TS, a Seet of Hereticks at Bologne in Italy, BARBERRY Tree, a prickly Shrub, bearing a red Berry

who had all Things in common , even their wives and of a ſharp Tafte.
Children . BA'R BICAN [bung kennin , Sax . q . the ſurveying

BARANGS[ among theGreeks ofthe lower Empire] Officers Place of the City, Etc.] a Fortreſs built on an Eminence

who ſtood at the Door of the Emperor's Bed - chamber and to overlook a City ; also any Ourwork beloriging to a

Dining -room , armed with Axes ; others ſay, they were Building.
Y BAR

annexed.
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BARBI'GEROUS [ barbiger, F.] bearded , or wearing a . BARLEY [ probably of 72 , Heb. Bread -corn ) a fort of

beard.
Grain well known .

BA'RBICANAGE ( old Rec . ] Money given for the Main- BARLEY Corn , is the leaſt of our long Engli Mea

tenance of a Barbican or Watch -tower . ſures, three of which are ſuppoſed to make an Inch .

BARBOTI'NE (in Medicine a Grain , otherwiſe called BARN ( Beojin, Sax ] Yeaſt , the Head or Workings

Worm-feed.
out of Ale or Beer.

Barbs , [ barbes, F.] a ſort of Armour for Horſes, an- BA'RMOTE (in the Hundred of the Peak in Darbyßire

ciently in uſe. a Court held for the Regulation of the Affairs of the

BARCARIA ( Old Rec.] a Barkary or Tan - houſe . Miners.

BA'RCARY ( bergerie; F ) a Sheep -cote, a Sheep-walk . BARN [ Bern, Sax .] a Place or Houſe for laying up

BA'R cu longo, a little low long Sea Veffel, without a any ſort of Grain, Hay or Straw , & c.

Deck, uſing both Oars and Sails . Span. BARN (Bearn , Scot.) a Child.

BARN, Teams, Broods of Children .BARCAMA } [with Botaniſts] the Planet Burdock,L.
BA'R NABITES , a Sea of religious or regular Prieſts of

To BARD ? to cut off the Head and Neck from the the Congregation of St. Paul; their Office is to inſtruct,

To BEARDS reſt of the Fleece. catechize and ſerve in Miſſions.

BARDS [bardd , C. Brit . ſo called of Bardus the Son of BA'RNACLE , a kind of Bit or Curb for an Horſe.

Druis, who reigned over the Gauls ] certain Poets among BARNACLE [ prob. of beaſin , Sax. a Child, and aac,

the ancient Gauls and Britains , who ſet forth in Verſe the Sax , an Oak ) a Soland Gooſe , ſaid to be bred out of the

brave A &tions of the great Men of their Nation .
rotten Wood of Trees in Scotland.

BARDA'CH 2 [bardaſcio, Ital . bardache, F.) a Boy kept BAKNACLE [ with Mariners ] a long red Worm in the

BARDA'SH S for Pleafure, to be abufed contrary to Sea that will eat thro' the Planks of a Ship if it be not

Nature, heathed.

BARDESA'NISTS , ſo called of Bardefanes of Meſopotamia , BARNACLES (prob . of beanan, Sax, to bear and Neck ]

who having embraced Chriſtianity, diſtinguiſhed himſelf Irons put on Hortes Noſes to cauſe them to ſtand quietly.

by his Knowledge in Philofophy, but afterwards adhered BARO'co ( with Logicians ] one of the barbarousWords

to the Errors of theValentinians, adding to them others of by which they expreſs the Syllogiſtick Moods , and in this

his own ; and aſſerted that the Aétions of Mankind depend- Mood the firit Propoſition muſt always be an univerſal Af

ed on Fate. firmative, and the others Particular and Negative, and the

BARDS ( in Cookery ] are thin broad Slices of Bacon, with middle Term the Attribute in the two firſt.

which Capons, Pullets , etc. are covered , in order to be BAROMETER [ Başóuest egv,

roaſted , baked or ſtewed, c. Balo heavy, and méregr, Gr. Mea

BARDA'NA [in Botany] the Burdock , T. ſure ) an Inſtrument for eſtimating A

BARDELLE ( with Horſemen ] a ſort of Saddle made in the Weight or Pillar of the Atmo
the Shape of a great Saddle, but only of Cloth ftuffed sphere, and the ſeveral minute Varia

with Straw , and tyed right down with Packthread, without tions of the Weight of thar Pillar ;

either Wood, Lead or Iron, Ital. by which Variations the various

BA'RDOUS [ bardus, L.] blockiſh, fooliſh, ſtupid . Changes of the Weather are deter d

[ bajc, Sax .) naked , uncovered , plain. mined.

A BART , a Piace free from Graſs, made even and
Tise firft Inventor of it was Torricelli,

ſmooth to bowl in , eſpecially in the Winter. at Florence, in 1643. from whence

To make BARE [ banian, Sax.] to make naked, to um- Father Merſenne brought it into France

the Year following, 1644. and Mon

A Bare Pump (on slip -hoard ) a piece of hollow Wood feur Paſcal tried it in 1646. and gave
or Metal, to pump Beer or Water out of a Cask . an account of it in a Piece printed in

BA'R ENESS ( of Abanian, Sax. tomake bare] the being 1647 ; the Uſes of this Instrument are

bare or naked. to diſcover the Gravitation of the in

A BARGAIN , [bargen , C. Brit. ) a Contra &t or Agree- cumbent Atmoſphere ( one of the

ment concerning the Sule of ſomething ; alſo the Thing nobleſt philofophical Diſcoveries) the
bought or fold . Changes of the Weather, SC

BARGAIN And SALE [ Com . Law Term ) a Contract or The Mechaniſm of the Barometer

Agreement made for Manours, Lands , Tenements, etc. is as follows : A Glaſs Tube A B,
B

and alſo a transferring the Property of them from the hermetically ſeal'd in A , having its
bargainer to the bargainee. Diameter about to of an Inch, and

BARGAIN E'E , he or ſhe who accepts ſuch a Bargain . its Length at leaſt thirteen Inches,

BARGAINER [barguigneur, F.] the Perſon who prof- is filled with Mercury ſo juſtly, as M

ers or makes ſuch a bargain. not to have any Air over it , nor

To BA'RGAIN [of bat geni, C. Brit. or barguigner, F.] any Bubbles adhering to the Sides of the Tube, which

to contract or make an Agreement either in buying or ſel- is beſt done by means of a Glaſs Funnel, with a Ca

ling Wares. pillary Tube ; the Orifice of the Tube, filled after this
BARGE [ barque, F. barca, Ital .] a ſort of large fine manner, ſo as to overflow , is cloſely preſſed by the Finger,

Boat, commonly uſed for State ;alſo a larger Luggage ſo as to exclude any Air betwixtit and the Mercury, and

Veſſel, uſed in carrying Goods, @goc, thus immerged in a wooden Veſſei of a convenient Dia
BARGE couples with Architects) a Beam , @c, mor- meter, ſo, however as not to touch the bottom : at the

tifed into another to ſtrengthen the Building . diſtance 28 Inches from the Surface of the Mercury , are

BARGE COURSE ( in Archite &ture ] that Part of the fix'd two Plates, CE, and D F, divided into two Inches,

Tiling of an Houſe that proje &ts overthe principal Rafters, and theſe again ſubdivided into any Number of ſmaller
where there is either a Gable or a Gerkin -head. Parts : Laſtly, the Tube is incloſed in a wooden Frame, to

BARGH Mafter (at the Mines ] a Surveyor. prevent its being broke, and the Bafon open, though

A BARGH Mete , a Court held to manage the Affairs of ſecured from Dưlt.
Mines. Many Attempts have been made to render the Changes

Bark [barque, F.] a ſmall ſort of Ship or Sea Veſſel, in the Barometer more ſenſible, and to to meaſure the Åt

with but one Deck . mosphere more accurately ; which has given Riſe to a great

BARK [ barck , Dan .] the Rind or outermoft Coat of a Number of Barometers of different Structures. Hence

Tree. comes the Wheel Barometer, Diagonal Barometer, Hori

T. BARK (prob. of barcker, Dan.] to pull off the zontical Barometer, Pendant Barometer, Soc.

Bark of a Trec . A Marine BAROMETER being only a double Thermo

TO BARK as a Dog [ beoncan, Sax .] meter for Conveniency at Sea. See Thermometer.

To BARK [ faid of Foxes ] to make a Noiſe at Rutting Obſervations for the Uſe of the Barometer .

1. The Motion of the Mercury in the Tube does not

BARK , burning ( in Husbandry ] a Diftemper in Trees, exceed 3 Inches in its riſing and falling .
commonly cured by flirting or cutting along the Grain of 2. The riſing ofthe Mercury generally preſages fair
the Bark.

Weather, and its falling foul ; as Rain, snow , high Winds
BARK Fat (with Tanners) a Tub. and Storms.

BARK GA’LLING [in Husbandry ] an Injury received by 3. The falling of the Mercury in very hot Weather pre

Trees being bound to Stakes. ſages Thunder .

3

co

Time.

4. The
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wet, and

4. The riſing of the Mercury in Winter, fore ſhews BARREL (Barril , C. Brit ] a liquid Meaſure contains

Froſt; and if the Mercury falls z or 4 Diviſions in froſtying of Ale 32 Gallons, of Beer 36 , of Oil and Wine 31

Weather, a Thaw will certainly follow ; but if the Mer- Gallons and a half.

cury riſes in a continued Froſt, Snow will follow . BARREL [ a Dry Meaſure] of Efex Butter contains 106

s. If ſoon after the falling of the Mercury foul Wea- Pound, of Suffolk 256 .

ther enſues, there will be but little of it ; and on the con- Barrel of the Ear ( with Anatom .] a large Cavity be

trary, if the Weather proves fair ſoon after the Mercury hind the Tympanum of the Ear, in Depth about three or

has riſen, the ſame will happen . four Lines , in Width five or fix , covered with a fine

6. If 'the Mercury riſe much and high in foulWeather, Membrane, on which areſeveral' Veins and Arteries.

and continues to for 2 or 3 days before thefoul Weather is BARRELS of Earıb (in an Army ) a fort of half Hog

over, then continued fair Weather will enſue. Theads filled with Earth , which are uſed as breaſt-worl's for

7. If the Mercury falls much and low in fair Weather, covering the Soldiery; and alſo to break the Gabions made
and continues fo for 2 or 3 days before the Rain comes, in the Ditch , and alſo to roll into Breaches.

then you may expe &t a great
deal of

very pro- BARREL of a Watcb, ſee Puzee.

bably high Winds:
Thundering BARRELS [with Gunners] Barrels filled with

8. If the Mercury be unſertled in its Motion, it denotes Bombs, Granadoes, and other Fire -works, to be rolled
uncertain and changeable Weather. down a Breach.

9. As to the Words that are graved near the Diviſions BA'RREN (unbepens, Sax. unbearing] unfruitful ; alſo
of the Inſtrument, though for the moſt part the Altera- empty ; dry ; forry , poor,

tions of the Weather will agree with them , yet they are BARREN Ivy, the Herb creeping Ivy.

not ſo ftri&tly to be minded , as in the riſing and falling of BA'RRENNESS [ ot Unbepeno, sax.] Unfruitfulneſs,
the Mercury according to the foregoing Obſervations ; for a not bearing

if the Mercury ſtands at much Rain, and then riſes up to BARREN SIGNS (with Afrologers ] the Signs Gemini,

Changeable, it then fore Thews fair Weather, although not Leo and Virgo, ſo called , becauſe when the Queſtion is

to continue ſo long as it would have done if the Mercury ask'd, whether ſuch a Perſon ſhall have Children or not ?

were higher ; fo Places which are more Northerly have a If one of thoſe Signs be upon the Culp, or fiift Point of

greater Alteration of theRiſe or Fall of the Mercury, than the fifth Houſe, they take it for granted, that the Perſon

thoſe that are more Southerly. inquiring ſhall have none.

BARRETOR 2 ( of barratter, O. Fr.] a common Wran

BA'RRATOR S gler, an Exciter of Difterences ; one

Wheel BAROMETER is a Con- who fers Perſons at Variance, wrangling and brawling with

trivance for the applying an In- others, one who is continually unquiet.
alla i

dex to the common Barometer, BARRATOR [in a Law Senſe ]a Stirrer up or a Setter
which Index Tews the Varia. forward and Maintainer of Law - ſuits and Quarrels .

ation of the Altitude of the Mer- BA'RRATRY } [in Commerce ) is the Maſter of a Ship's

curial Cylinder, which at moſt BA'RRETRY S cheating the Owners or Inſurers, either

does not exceed 3 Inches, which by running away with the Ship , ſinking of her, or em
nevertheleſs may be made asdif- bezzling her Cargo .
tinguiſhable as if it were 3 Foot BARRICA'DOE [ barricade, F.] a kind of Intrenchment

or 3 Yards , or as much more as or Defence made in Haſte of barrels filled with Earth ,

is deſired ; the form of it is as Carts, Trees cut down, & c.

here deſcribed . TO BARRICA'D E ( of barricader, F.] to incloſe or Thut

upwith bars or barricadoes.

BARRICA'DOES [ in a regular Fortification ) are Trees

cut with fix Faces , and croſs'd with Bartoons of the length

BA'RON [ Beorn, Sax . a Nobleman ) a Degree and Ti- of half Pikes bound with Iron at the Feet, to be ſet up

tle of Nobility next to a Viſcount, of which there are in Paſſages or Breaches, to keep back either Horſe or

three Sorts, Barons of the Realm , who being Peers, fit in Foot.

the Houſe of Lords, two Barons of the Exchequer, who are BA'RRIERS [ barrieres, F.] Bars ſerving for a boundary

Judges, whoſe Office is to look to the King's Accounts, of defence.
andbeing Judges, determine all Cauſes belonging to that BARRIERS ( barrieres, F.] a ſort of warlike Exerciſe

Court. or Sport of armedMen fighting with ſhort Swords, within

BARONS of the Cinque Ports, that have a Place in the certain bars or rails, fetup for feparating them from the

Houſe of Commons. Spectators.

BARON and femme [ in Law Books ] a Man and his BA'RRIERS [ in Fortification ) are

Wife . great Srakes, ſet up about ten Foot

BARON and femme (in Heraldry ) a Term uſed when distant one from another, and about four

the Coats of a Man andhis Wife are borne per pule in the or five Foot high, having tranſoms or

ſame Eſcutcheon, the Man's being always on the dexter overthwart Rafters, to ſtop luch as would

Side, and the Woman's always on the finifter, Fr. violently force their way in . Theſe

BA'RONAGE , the Title or Dignity of a Baron ; alſo are uſually ereEted in void Spaces be

a Tax or Subſidy of Aid to be raiſed for the King's Uſe tween a Citadel and the Town, in half
out of the Bounds or Precincts of Baronies. Moons and other Works.

BARONESS (baronne, Fr. ] a Baron's Lady. BA'RRISTERS [ of Bar at which they plead ] are

BA'RONET , the loweſt Degree of Honour that is He- Pleaders at the Bar of a Court of Judicature, and are of
reditary ; it is bclow a Baron, and above a Knight ; and has two forts, either outward or utter, or inner.

the Precedency of all other Knights, except the Knights Outward BARRISTER 2 one who after long ſtudy of

of the Garter. It was firſt founded by King James I. Utter BARRISTERI 3 the Law , at leaſt ſeven Years,

A.D. 1611. ſee Knights. is called to publick Pra &tice, and admitted to plead , ſtand

BA'RONY ( Beojny, sax.] that Honour or Lordſhip , ing without the Bar.
that gives Title to a Baron , and comprehends not only the Inner BARRISTER , one who being a Serjcant at Law ,

Fees and Lands of Temporal Barons ; but alſo of Lords or elſe an Attorney of the King or Prince , or any of the

Spiritual or Biſhops. King's, doc. Council, are allowed out of Reſpect to

BA'ROSCOPE of Bae heavy, and protiw to view ,Gr. ] plead within the Bar.

the ſame as Barometer. VACATION BARRISTERS , Pleaders newly called to

BARR (baar, C. Brit .] a piece of Iron, Wood, Soc. the Bar, who are obliged to attend the Exerciſe of the

for faſtening Doors, Windows, ego, or for ſtopping up a Houſe for the fix following Vacations, viz. in Lent and

Way or Pallage. Summer .

BA'RRACAN, a ſort of coarſe Camlet. BA'RROW - Hog, a Boar-bog.

BARRACH [ barraque, F.] a Hutt or Cottage for Sol- BA'RROW [ Beanpe, Sax. a Grove] whether it ſtands

BARRACKS diers to lodge in aCamp when they have ſingly by it felf, or is added to the Name of a Place,

no Tents, or when an Army lies long in a Place in bad fignifies fomething relating to a Grove; and ſeveral Words
Weather; now Barracks are Edifices or ſeveral Houſes beginning with bar, ſeem to have been anciently written

built contiguous with Conveniencies of lodging Soldiers at barrow ; ſo that Barton ſeems to be but a Contraction of

home. Barrow -lown, i . e, a Town in or near a Grove.

BARROW
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BASÍLICA vein }

BARROW (Beorg, Sax.) a little Hill or Mount of Earth , BAS É of a Triangle (with Geomet.] is any Side of it ;

ſuch as are caft up in ſeveral Parts of England, and but uſually and moſt properly that Side which lies parallel
are ſuppoſed to be Roman burying -places.

to the Horizon .

BARRY [ in Heraldry ) we underſtand it to be BASIA'TION , a kiſſing, I.

a Shield divided tranſverſe into 4 or 6 , or more BA'sil , thc Herb Sweet Balil.

equal Paris , and conſiſting of 2 ormore Tin &tures BASIL (in Joynery ] the floping Edge of a Chiffel, or

interchangeably diſpoſed; as in the Figure.
of the Iron of a Plane.

BARRY BENDY [ in Heraldry ] is a Shield BASILA'RE Os Anatomy] See Spbenoides,
equally divided into 4, 6 , or more equal Parts, BASI'LICA 2 (with Anat.] the inner Vein of the

by Lines drawn tranſverſe and diagonal, inter Arm , the Liver Vein .

changeably varying the 'Tin &tures of which it BA'SILICK [ Baoinix , Gr.) a large Hall having two

conſilts, as in the Figure. Ranges of Pillars , and two Ifes or Wings with Galleries

BARRY Pily in Heraldry ] another parti- over them . Theſe Bafilicks were at firſt made for the Pala

cular way of blazoning or dividing aCoat ces of Princes, and afterwards converted into Courts of

Armour, which is to conſiſt of fix or more Juſtice, and at laſt into Churches ; whence a Baſilick is ge
Pieces , as in the Elcutcheon . nerally taken for a magniticenç Church, as the Bafilick of St.

Peter at Rome,

To BARTER [barrattare, Ital . barater, F.] to truck or BASI'LICAL ( Biorvos, Gr ,] King-like, royal .

exchange one Commodity for another of a different kind . BASI'LICK ( B& O 17x , Gr . ) a ſtately Church .

BA'RTLEMIE ), 9. d . Bartholomew Days, ſo named from BASILICK Confitutions, an Abridgment and Reform of

the Crueltics, Slaughters and Maflacres, that have been the Emperor fuftinian's Laws, made under Bafilius and

committed upon them. Leo, whence they were named.

BA'RTON , a Coup for keeping Poultry ; alſo a Back- BASI'LICON ( Baconxor, Gr .] an Ointment , called alſo

ſide, Out-houſe, Soc. Tetrapharmacon.

BARTON (in Devonfire, and elſewhere] the Demeſne BASILICUS ( Aftron ] a fixed Star in the Conſtellation

Lands of a Manour, and ſometimes the Manour Houſe it Leo, called Cor leonis.

felf ; and alſo Out-houſes, Fold-yards and Back -ſides. BASILI'DIANS ( of Bafilides their Ring-leader in the

BA'RULES , a Seet of Hereticks who held that our Sa- ſecond Century, they held that Chriſt was only a Man in

viour had only a Phantom of a Body. Appearance, and that his body was a Phantom , &c.

BA'RULET [in Heraldry ] is a fourth part BA'SILISK [ Bani inxc of Bani sus, Gr. a King] a

of the Bar, or half of the Cloſet, as in the kind of Serpent called alſo a Cockatrice, having a white

Eſcutcheon. Spot on the Head, as a ſort of Diadem or Crown, that

rolls not up himſelf in folds as others do, but bears his

body erect, as far as the middle ; this Serpent is faid to

BARYCOI'A [ of Bepul dully, and e'xew, Gr. to hear] drive away all others with his hilling, to deſtroy Animals

a Dulneſs, Thickneſs, Hardneſs of hearing: and Fruits, @guc by his infectious breath, to burn Herbs,

BARYCO'CALON [ with Botaniſts ] the Thorn -apple. and to break Stones.

BARYPHONI'A (Bagupwrid , Gr. ] a Difficulty of Ipeak- A BASILISK, having the Head and Eyes of a Hawk

ing. ( Hieroglyphically ) among theancient Egytians was ufed to

BAS , low, ſhallow , mean, F. repreſent the Providence ofGod, becauſe no other Creature

BAS CHEVALIERS, low or inferior Knights, by a is fuller of Spirit and Vigour. This Creature is faid to

Tenure of a bare military Fee , ſo called in Distinction from kill at a diſtance, only by lending out of its Eyes a fecret

Bannerets and Baroners, who were ſuperior Knights : Poiſon , which it conveys to the Creature with whom it is

Whence, it is probable, comes our Knights Batchelors, and diſpleaſed.

and it is not improbable that the Name of Batchelor's De- BASILISKS were frequently placed by the Ancients in

gree in the Univerſity had the ſame Riſe. the Preſence of their Gods, either at their Feet , about their

BASA'LTES [Bao'a'atus, Gr. ] a ſort of Marble of an Middle, or winding their Tails about their Heads, as a

Iron Colour, the hardeſt black Marble. Symbol of their Immortality , becauſe this Serpent is very
BASA'NIT ES [of Baou'vw , Gr. to examine diligently] long-lived .

Touchſtone or Whetſtone. BASILISK ( bafiliſco, Ital .] a long Piece of Ordnance.
BASE (las , F.] mean , low , vile ; alſo ſhameful, kua- BA'SINETS, an Herb.

viſh , diſhoneſt ; alſo cowardly, ſneaking ; alſo cloſe- fifted , BAsiog LO'ssum ( with Anat.] a Pair of Muſcles ari
ftingy . ſing from the Bafis or Root of the bone Hyoides, which

BASE Coin, Money of leſs value than it ought to be. ſerve to depreſs or keep down the Tongue, é , of Gr.

BASE [ with Gunners] the ſmalleſt piece of Ordnance 4 BASIS (with Anat.] the upper and broader Part of the

Foot and a half long, the Diameter at the bore 1 Inch 1 Heart oppoſite to the Mucro orPoint ; alſo the bottom of the

Quarter, it weighs 200 Pounds , carries a ball 1 Inch i Sth bone Hyoides at the Root of the Tongue .

Diameter, and 5 or 6 Ounces Weight. Ba'sis [ Ra'ois, Gr. ] a foundation or bottom .

BASE ( in Architecture] the Foot of a Pillar which ſup- BASIS [ in Architect . ) the Foot that ſupports a Pillas.

ports it , or that part which is under the body, and lies To Bask (perhaps of backeren , Du .) to keep or lie in
upon the Zocle or Pedeſtal. a Place expoled to the Sun.

BASE (in Fortification ) is the level Line on which any BA'SKET [ bngawod, C. Br. bafcauda, L.] an Uten

Work ftands , and which is even with the Campaign. fil well known.

BASE (in an Eſcutcheon ] is the lower part , conſiſting BA'S NETUM [Old Law ] an Helmet.

of the dexter, middle, and finifter bafe Points. BA'SON (bafin , Fr.] a Vefſel for waſhing Hands in , and

Base diftin &t [in Opricks ) is that preciſe diſtance from other Uſes.

the Pole of a convex Glaſs, inwhich the objects, which are BA'SON (with Anatom .] a round Cavity in the Form

beheld through it, appear diftin &t, and well defined ; and of a Tunnel, ſituate betwixt the anterior Ventricles of the

is the ſame with what is called the Focus. brain, and ending at the Point of the Glandula Pituitaria .

BASE Ring (of a Cannon] is the large Ring next to, Basons of a Balance, two Pieces of braſs or other

and juſt behind the Tcuch -hole. Matter faſtened to the Extremities of the Strings, the one

BASE . Curt Law Term ] an inferior one, which is not to hold the Weight, and the other to be weighed.

a Court of Record ; as the Court Leet, Court-Baron, Soc. BASON of a get d'eau , a Refervatory of Water.

BASE Eſtate [in Law Lands or Tenements held at Bass [ bare, F.] low , mean.

BAS E Fee S the Will of the Lord of the Manour. BASS (in Mufick] the loweſt of all its Parts, which

BAS E Tenants, Tenants that perform Service in Villenage ſerves as a Foundation to the other.
to their Lord. Bass ? a ſort of Cuſhion made of Straw, uſed in

BASE Tenure ( Law Term ) is holding by Villenage or o- BASSOCKS Churches to kneel on.

ther cuſtomary Service, in Diftin &tion from the higher Te- BASSA Tenura [old Deeds] baſe Tenure, or holding by

nure in Capite, or by military Service. Villenage , or other cuſtomary Service, in Diſtin đion from

Bas E , a Fiſh , otherwiſe called a Sea -Wolf. alta Tenura, the higheſt Tenure in Capite, i, e , in Chief, or

BASE [of a Conick Section ] a right Line in the Hyper- by military Service, Ege.

bola and Parabola, ariſing from the common Interfection of BASSO Relievo ( in Maſonry, Carving, Cafting, &c . ] i . e .

the Secant Plane, and the Baſe of the Cone. Baſs or low Relief, or imboſſed Work, is when only half

BASE of a ſolid Figure Geometry) is the lowermoft Side the bodies or figures are repreſented , or when the Work is

or that on which it ftands. low, flat, or but a little raiſed ; as when a Medal or Coin

a
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Sedge, & c.
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has its Figure or Impreſs low ,thin, and hardlydiftinguith- toolongto be defended by theBaltion at its Extremes.

able fromthe Plane, it is ſaid that the Relief is low and A regular BASTION [Fortif..] a Baſtion that has its duo

vcak ; but when it is much raiſed, the Relief is ſaid to be Proportionof Faces, Flanksand Gorges.

bold and ſtrong A SolidBASTION [ Fortif.] is a Baſtion filled up intirely

Bass Violin, a muſical Wind Inftrument, of the ſame and has the Earth equal to the Height of the Ramparto

Form with the Violin , but muchlarger. without any void Space towardsthe Center.

BASSA' [among the Twrks) a Governour or Ma- BA'STON [ of bátor, F. a Scaff ) one of the War

BASHA'W giftrate of a particular Place ; alſo a Com- BATTOO'N S dens ofthe Fleet ; being an Officer who

mander in Chief overabody of Soldiers, attends the King's Courts with a red Staff, for committing

BA'ss ET , a ſort of Game at Cards. ſuch to Ward , who are committed by the Court.

BASSE'ITO [in Mufick Books) a Baſs Viol or Violin of BASTOON 3 [ in Archite&ture )the ſame as Torus, a round

the ſmallest Size, ſo called in Diftin & tion from Bals Viols, BATTOONS Member encompaſſing the baſe of a Pil
or Violins of a larger Size. lar between the Plinth and theLift .

Bass , a Coliar tor Cart -Horſes made of Straw , Ruſhes, BA'STON [in Heraldry ] does not go from
BATON Side to Side as the Bend or

BASSE Enceinte [ in Fortification ) the ſame as falſe
BATOO'N

Scarf does, and is in the Form

BASSE Incloſure Bray, É. BATU'NE ) of a Truncheon , and a Note

BA'sso (inMufick] for themoft Part ſignifies the Baſs; of Baſtardy, and ought not to be born ofany

but ſometimes in Pieces of Mufick for ſeveral Voices, the Metal, unleſs by the Baſtards of Princes; nor ought it to

finging Faſs is more particularly fo called, Ital. be remov'd till three Generations, with which they bear

Basso Concertante (in Mufick ] the Baſs of the little the Coat Armour of their Fathers, and when they leave
Chorus, or the Baſs that plays throughout the whole Piece. it off, they muſt bear ſome other Mark, accordingasthe

BassoContinuo (in Mufick] the thoroughBaſs or con- KingofArms thinks fit, or elle hemay alter the whole Coat.

tinual Baſs which is commonly diftinguiſhed from the other A BAT ( batt, Sax .) a ſmall Bird that bears fome Re

Baſſes by Figures over the Notes in Muſick Books, which ſemblance to a Mouſe ; that flies only byNight.
Figures are proper only to the Organ, Harpſichord , Spi- BAT (either of bat, Sax, or batuere, . to ſtrike ] a

net, and Theorbo Lute. Club to ſtrike a Ball with at the Play calla Cricket.

BASSO Recitante ( Mus.] the ſame as Baño Concertante BAT Fowling, a particular manner of Bird -catching in the

BASSO Repieno (in Mufick] the Baſs of the Grand Cho- Night-time, while they are at Rooft, upon Perches, Trees

rus,or the Bals that playsnow and then inſomeparticular or Hedges; they light Torches orStraw, and then beat
Places, Ital. the Buſhes ; upon which the birds flying towards the

BASSO Viola ( Muf.)a BaſeViol, Ital. Flames, are caught either with Nets or otherwiſe.

Basso Violino [ Mus.] the Baſs for the Baſs Violin , It. BA'TABLE Grourid, i.e. difputable Ground, Land which

BASSOO'N [ bisn, F. ] a Muſical Inſtrument, a Haurboy. lies between England and Scotland, which it was in Quer

BA'STARD [ tâtard, L. of Baſe and tardon, C. Br. tion to whom ic belonged before the Union of the two

que baſely deſcended ] born out of Wedlock ; alſo not true Kingdoms.
ps genuine, counterfeit, falſe, BATARDI'er [ in Husbandry ) a Place in a Garden pre

BA'STARD (in Law ]one born ofa Woman unmarried, pared for the placing of Fruit- Trec, a Nurſery , F.
ſo that the Father is not known by the Order of the Law . BATA'VIANS [ of B -tavia, L.) the People of Hollanda

To B'ASTARDIS E, to make a Baſtard ; alſo to coun BA'TCHELOR, See Bacbelor.

terfeit, to corrupt . BAICHELOR, the Original of this Word is much con ,

BA'STARDY CbArard.ſe, F.] the Condition of a Baf- troveried by Criticks; ſome derive it from Bacca l. urea , L.

card ; the Defeatof Birth obje &ted againſt a Perfon born i... Laurel Berry , in allufion to the ancient Cuftomof
out of Wedlock. crowning Poets with Laurel, baccis lauri; others, of baculus

BASTARDY, an Inquiry, Examination or Trial at Law , or bacillus, L. a Staff, becauſe (they ſay ) a Staff was pur

whether one be a Baftard or not. into the Hand of Batchelors at their Commencement, asa

TO BASTE, to moiſten Meat with Butter or Dripping, Symbol of their Authority, of their Studies being finished,
while roaſting and of the Liberty they were reſtored to. Hence the Tk.

To BASTĚ ( båtir, F.] to few ſlightly with long Stitches. tle of Batchelor of Arts, Divinity, Mufick, & c.
To BASTE (of bafonner or baſtir, F.] to beat or bang BATCHELOR, in ancient Times, was alſo a Title given

foundly with a Cudgel. to a young Cavalier who had made his firft Campaign ,and

BA'STILE ( in Paris in France) the Name of a Priſon. received the military Girdle.

BASTINA'DO [ bafinade, F.] Blows given with a BATCHELOR (of baculus, L. a Staff) a Title given to

Stick, a Cudgelling, or beating with aCudgel. young military Men on account that the young Cavaliers

BASTION [in Fortification) a Maſs of Earth, and ſome- exercifed themſelves with Staffs and Bucklers ; hence they

times facd or lined with Stone or Brick , and ſometimes were called Bacculares and Bacularii, in the Time of King

with Sods, which generally advances towards the Cam- Richard II. by Odorick and Walfingbam . Hence

paign, the bounding Lines of it being two Faces, two BATCHELORS of Arms, was a Title anciently given to

Flanks and two Demigorges , Gr thoſe who came off Vi&tors in their firſt Engagement.

BASTION compoſed [ Fortif.] is when the two Sides of BATCHELOR [is by others derived of Bas chevaliers ,

the inner Polygon are very unequal, which cauſes that the F. 9.d. Knights of the lower Order] See Knights Batebo
Gorges alſo are very unequal. lors, in K.

BASTION Cwt [ Fortif. ] , BATE ( probably of beatan , Sax. to bear] Strife, Con

BASTION with a Tenailles Point of which is cut off, tention , as a Make-bate,

ſo as to make one Angle inwards, and two Points out- To BATE [ abbatre, F.] to abate or take off from a

wards ; this is done, when Water, Egc. obftru & ts the carry- Reckoning or Price of a Commodity ſold, & c.

ing on the Baltion to the full Extent of it, or when it would To BATE (with Falconers ] a Hawk is ſaid to bate or

otherwiſe be too ſharp . bait, when ſhe flutters with her Wings either from Perch or

BASTION deformed ( Fortif.} a Baſtion that wants one Fift; as it wereſtriving to get away.
of its Demigorges, by reaſon that one side of the interior BATE , the Texture of Wood .

Polygon is very ſhort BATH (Bæ8, Sax.] a Place to waſh in, or Spring of

Demi BASTION [ Portif. ] a Baſtion which has but MedicinalWaters.

one Face and Flank , and is commonly raiſed before the To BATHe [ ba Sian , Sax .] to waſh , to ſoak , to ſupple.

Horn or Crown Work, called alſo an Eſpaulement. BA'THING (with Falconers is when a Hawk is made

BASTION detached ( Fortif.] one that is ſeparated from to waſh herſelf either in a ſmall River or Brook ; for at

the Body of the Works. home in a baſon to ſtrengthen her, Tharpen her appetite,
Double BASTION ( Fortif.) one which has another raiſed and render her more bold and hardy.

higher on the Plain of thegreat Baſtion, twelve or eighteen BA'THMIS (with Anatom .] a bone, the ſame as Troclea ;
Feet being left between the Breaſt-work of the lower, and a cavity in the bone of the Arm or Shoulder on each ſide

Foot of the higher. one, that receives the Proceſs of the undermoft and leſſer of

Hollow Bastion [ Portif.) a Baſtion having only a Ram- the two Bones of the Cubit, when the whole Hand is

voided BASTIONS part and a Parapet, ranging about ſtretched out andbent.
its Flanks and Faces ; fo that a void Space is left towards BA'THRUM [Ba's egy, Gr.] an Inſtrument contrived for

the Centre. the Eaſe and Security of laxated Joints after they have

Flat BASTION ? [ Fortif.] a Baſtion which is built in been reduced .

Plas BASTION 3 the middle of a Custain , when it is
BA'THY.

}
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BATIYPI'CRON [Bot] broad - leava Worm -wood . Place, at making the fift Approaches; the French call it en

BA'TMA Cat Smyrna )a Quantity containing fix Oaks, terre and ruinante.

each Oak weighing 400 Drams. Croſs BATTERIES ( Fortif. ] a couple of batteries at a

BATON [in Archit.) a large Ring orMoulding in the conſiderable Diſtance from each other, which play athwait
Baſe of a Column, otherwiſe called the Tore, one another at the fame time, and upon the fame Point

BATON [in Heraldry] fee Bafton, forming right Angles; where what one Bullet fhakes, the

BATRACHI'TES (Batexxitis, Gr.) a Stone in Colour other beats down .

and Shape nearly reſembling a green Frog. BATTERY en Rouage [ Fortif.] a battery uſed to dif

BATRA'CHIUM ( of Ba Tegxo , Gr.) the Flower Crow- mount the Enemy's Canon.

foot, Gold -knap or Yellow -craw . BATTERY [in Law an A& that tends to the Breach of

BA'TRACHOMY'OM A'CHY (batrachomyomachia, L. of the Peace of the Realm , by violently ftriking or beating a

Balleano a Frog, mūs a Mouſe, and Mazu, Gr.a Fight] the Man, who may therefore indict the other Perion or havelis

battle between theFrogs and Mice. A&ion of Treſpaſs, orAſſault and Battery .

BATTAIL [in Common Law an ancient trial by combat Batteurs d'Eftrade [ Milit. Teim] Scouts, Horſe fent

which the defendant might chule in an Appeal of Murder, out before and onthe Wings of an Army two or three

Robbery or Felony, in order to fight a duel with the accu- Miles to make a Diſcovery,and give Account to the Gen

fer or appellant, to prove whether he was guilty of not. neral, F.

This practice was founded on this notion, that if the accu- BA'TTING Staff, an Inſtrument uſed to beat Linen .

ſed perſon was guilty, he would be Nain or overcome by BATTITU'RA ( in Smithery ] the Flakes or Scales of I

the appellant, but if innocent, not ; but this is now wholly ron which fly off from it when it is either first taken out of

laid alide, Fr. the Fire , or beaten on an Anvil.

BATTA'LIA , battle array , or order of battle. To BA'TTLE , to take up V & uals, etc. in the College

BATTA'LION ( bataillon, F. or battel, Engl.] a body of Book at the Univerſity of Oxford .

Foot-Soldiers conſiſting of 6, 7 , or 800 Men, two thirds BA'TTLEMENTS [probably of battle] Indentures of

of which are commonly Muſqueteers ranged on the left and Notches on the top of a Wall, Breaſt-work, or other Edi

right Wings, and the other third were wont to be Pike-Men fice in the Form ofEmbraſures to be look'd thro'; allo
poſted in the middle. the Turrets of an Houſe.

To draw up BATTALIONS ( Milit. 'Term ] is to range a BATTO'LOGIST [Battó 07O ,̒ Gr.] a vain Babbler

body of Foot in the moſt advantageous Place and Foim for BATTO'LOGY ( of Battus a pitiful Poet, and 2626, Gr .]

engaging an Enemy. a needleſs repetition of Words over and over ; a multiply

BA'TTEL ? [bataille, F.] the Engagement or general ing Words unneceſſarily
BATTLES Fight of two Armies. BATTOON [ báton, F.) a ſhort thick Stick or Club ;

MAIN BATITE [ Milit. Term ] the main body of an alſo a Truncheon or Marſhall's Staff ; See Bafton.

Army, the ſecond of the three Lines, the Van being the BATTU'TA (Mufick ] the Morion or beating of the

firſt, and the Rear or Reſerve the third. Hand or Foor, in bearing and dire&ting the Time, Ital.

BATTLE Array [ in Cock - Figbting ] a battle or fight be- BA'Tus [ Old Records ) a Boar.

BAITLE Royals tween three, five or ſeven Cocks, all BATUS , an fiebrew liquid Meaſure containing ſeventy

engaged together, ſo that he that Itands the longeſt gets two Sextaries.

the Victory BAU'BEE , a Farthing.

To BA'TTEL, to feed as Cattle do; alſo to grow fat. Bau'CIA (with Botanifts] the wild Parſnip.

BA'TTELER [in an Univerſity ) a Student that battles or BAUD [ of baude, F. impudent] a lewd Woman , s

goes on Score for his Diet. BAWD Procureſs who makes it her Buſineſs to dea

To BA'TTEN [ 9.d. to fatten, or of batten , Teut. to bauch others fir Gain .

benefit ] to welter orroll aboutin ; alſo to fatten or get feſh . To BAULK [ Incert. Etym .] to croſs, to diſappoint.

A BATTEN [ in Carpentry ] a ſcantling of wooden ſtuff A BAULK, a Diſappointment.
from two to four Inches broad, and about an Inch thick. BA'VINS , Bruſh Faggots,

BA'TTER [ 9. d. matter, or of batuere, L. to bear] Wa- BA'WDINESS , Lewdneſs, obſcene Diſcourſe or A& ion,

tet, Flour, Eggs, Salt, Spice, & c. mixed together for ma- BA'WDRICK , a Cord or Thong for a Bell Clapper ; al

king Pancakes, Sc. ſo a Sword Belt alſo an old fathioned Jewel .

To BA'TTER ( battre, F. of batuere, L.] to beat down BA'W DRY , the Employment or Trade of a Baud.

or demolish .
La'wDY, ſmutty, filthy, lewd ; alſo filthy Words of

BA'TTERING Rams, were uſed by the Ancients before Diſcourſe.
the Invention of Gunpowder, for battering the To Bawl ( probably of balare, L. to bleat as a Sheep]

Walls of Places beſieged. They were large to make a great Noiſe or Cry.
beams of Timber with great Iron Horns like thoſe BA'WR EL (with Falconers ] a kind of Hawk, as to Size

of a Ram at the End, which were flung to a and Shape like a Lanner, but has a longer Body and Tail ,

Height proportionable to the Wall to be batter'd , ſo that BA'W'SIN , a Badger.

they could lwing forward and backward, which was done Bay [ byge, Sax. bacye, Du . ] an Arm of the Sea thac

by the main Strength of a great many Men. comes up into the Land, and ends in a Nook ; alſo a ſmal}

BA'TTERY ( baterie, F. of batuere, L.) a violent beat- Gulf near ſome Harbour bigger than a Creek, where Ships

ing or ſtriking of any perſonor thing. may ride fafely.

BATTERY ( Fortif .) a Place raiſed to plant great Guns Bay [with Fowlers] when a Dog detains a Pheaſant by

to play upon the Enemy. barking till ſhe be Thor , he is ſaid to keep her at Bay.

BA'TTERY Maſter (in an Army] an Officer whoſe buſi- Bay [with Archite&ts ] a Space left in a Wall for a Gate,

neſs it is to ſee to the railing of the Batteries, which Office Door or Window ; allo a round Window , or one mado

is now ſuppreſsd in England, but is ſtill kept up elſewhere. Archwiſe.

BATIERY of a Camp ( Milit. Term] a place where Bay of goifts [ Arcbit.] the Space betwixt two Beams.

Cannon are planted, being commonly ſurrounded with a BAY [ in Fortific.] an Hole in a Parapet to receive the

'Trench , and Pallizadoes at thebottom , and with a Parapet Mouth of a Canon.

on the Top, having as many Holes as there are Cannon ; Bay Colour ( prob. of çaos, Gr. A ſh.coloured ] a light

they have alſo Redoubts on the Wings, or certain Places brown reddish Colour in Horſes , Soc.

of Arms for covering the Soldiery appointed to defend it. BAY , a Pond -Head raiſed a great Height, to keep

BATTERY d'enfilade [ Fortif.) a Battery which fcours or in Store ofWater for driving the Wheelsof an Iron or

ſweeps the whole Length of the Line. Hammer-Mill.

BATTERY en Echarp [ Fortif.) a Battery that plays on BAY - Tree [Balor, Gr.] the Female Laurel.
a Work, obliquely or fideways. To Bay (of abbayer, F.] to bark as a Dog, to cry of
BATTERY de Revers ( Fortif. ) a Battery that beats upon bleat as a Lamb.

the back of any Place, called alto a murdering Battery. To BAY [ Hupt. Term uſed of Deer who are ſaid to

Joint BATTERY [ Fortif.I iswhen ſeveral Can- Bay, when having been hard run they turn Head againſt
BATTERY par ecamerade non fire upon the ſame the Hounds.

Place at one Time. Bay'arD [ of bay and eard Nature, Teut.] a Bay Horſe.

Sunk BATTERY ? (Fortif.) is a Battery, the Platform BAY'ONET [bayonette, F. ) a broad Dagger without a

Buried BATTERY S of which is ſunk into the Ground, Guard , with a Tube or Handle to fix on the End of a Muse

ſo that Trenches muſt be cut in the Earth againft the Muz- ket , uſed inſtead of a Pike to receive a Charge of Horſe .

zles of the Cannon , to ſerve as Loop-holes to fire out at ; To play 2 at the Bays , an Exerciſe uſed at Bofton in Lin

theſe Batteries are usd to beat down the breaft -work of a To run 3 colnfire .
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Bayz , a ſort of woollen Cloth , having a long Nap and holds him faft, if he ever catches hold ; the Teeth of

ſometimes fuzzed on one side and ſometimes not. this Monſter are ſo venomous, that the leaſt Touch is mor

Bays, the making of Bays, says, Serges , &c. was brought tal, exceptſome Antidote be apply'd immediately.

into England by the Flemings, who fled hither to avoid the Beam Antler (of a Deer ] the ſame as Brow - Antler.

Perſecution of the Duke of Alva, about the fifth of BEAM [ of an Anchor] the longeſt Part of an Anchor,

Queen Elizabeth. called alſo the Shank .

BA'ZAR [in Perſja ] a Market- place. Beam Compaſes ( with Dialliſs] a wooden or braſs In

BvE'LLIUM [71972, Heb.) theGum of a black Tree in ftrument with tliding Sockers, ' to carry ſeveral thifting
drabia, about the Size of an Olive Tree, reſembling Wax, Points for drawing feveral Circles withlongRadii for large
of a bitter Taſte, but a ſweet Smell . Projections, or the Furniture on Wall Dials.

Be , a Prepoſition common to the Teutonic , German , and BEAM Featbers ( with Falconers ] the long Feathers of

Saxon , &c. Dialect; alſo now to the Engliſh. theWing ofa Hawk .

To Be [beon, Sax.] to exift. BEAM filling ( with Archite&ts] the filling up the va

BEACON [ of beacen, of ken, to diſcover and by an Ha- cant Space between the Raiſon and Roof with ſtones or

bitation, or of beconian, Sax. to Thew by a Sign ) a long bricks laid betwixt the Rafters or the Raiſon, and plaſter'd
Pole ſet upon a riſing Ground near the Sea Coafts, on which on with Loom.

Pitch Barrels are fixed , to be ready to be fired , or cauſe a BEAN ( bean , Sax .] an edible Pulſe well known.

Smoak by Night, in order to give Notice of the Approach BEAN Caper, a Fruit.

of an Enemy, or to prevent Shipwrecks, & c. BEAN Trefil, an Herb.

BeA'CONAGE , Money paid for the maintaining bea- Bear [ beaj, bejia, Sax .] a wild beaſt.

cons. BEAR ( in Hieroglyphicks ] was us'd by the ancient Egyp

BEAD [ beao, Sax.] a Prayer ; alſo little round balls of tians to repreſent a good Proficient, whom Time and La
which necklaces are made. bour has brought to Perfection , becauſe Bears are said to

BEAD [in Architecture ) a round Moulding in the Roman come into the World with milhapen Parts, and that the

and Corinthian Orders, carved in ſhort Emboſſments like Dams do ſo lick the young, that at laſt the Eyes, Ears,

Beads of Necklaces. and other Members appear

Bead's Man ? [ gebeoman, of bibden, Sax . to pray] BEARS are ſaid to ſearch much after Bee Hives ; but

BEAD's Woman Perſons who in a Chantry or Religi- this, as ſome are of Opinion, is not from a Deſire of the

ous Houſe ( in Popish Times) ſaid a certain Set of Prayers Honey, ſo much as it is to provoke the Becs to fting their

forPatrons, having an Allowance for performing the ſaid Bodies and let out the corrupt Blood that troubles them .

Office. BEAR ? [Here, Teut.] a Thing made uſe of to carry a

BEAD ROLLY a Catalogue or Liſt of thoſe that were
BIER S dead Corps upon.

Bed ROLLS wont to be pray'd for in the Church. To Bear ( beapan, Sax.] to carry, to ſupport or hold

BeAD ROLL , now is uſed to ſignify any long, tedious up ; alſo to yield or bring forth ; alſo to fuffer.

Lift, or a confuſed reckoning up many Things together. BEARS (in Aftronomy] two Conſtellations called Urfa
BEA D - Tree , a certain Shrub bearing white Berries major and minor.

BeA'DLE [býčel, Sax ] a Meſſenger or Apparitor of a Bear's breech, the Herb Bank Urfin .

Court, who ſumamons Perſon : to appear there ; allo 'a Pariſh Bear's Ears, Flowers called Auricula , or vulgarly Ric

Officer who acts under the Cl turchwarden ; alſo an Officer coluffes.

in an Univerſity Bear's Foot, an Herb called alſo Setterwort.

BEADLE (of a Foreft ] an Officer who makes Garniſh- To BEAR (in Heraldry] as onewho has a Coat of Arms

ments•for the Courts, as alſo l'roclamations there, and exe- is ſaid to bear in it the ſeveral Charges or Ordinaries , that

cutes all the Proceſſes there. are contained in his Eſcutcheon, as to bear three Lions

BEADLE of a company] an Officer or Meſſenger who rampant.

carries Summons for the Members to meet, Sc. To BEAR ( with Gunners] a Piece of Ordnance is faid to

BEA'GLE [probably of ligle, of bugler, Fr. to low or come to bear, when it lies right with or directly againſt the

make a Noite ] a fort of Hunting Dog that makes a great Mark .

Noife and Cry. To BEAR a good Sail (Sea Term ] is ſaid of a Ship when
BEAK [ Weck , Du] the Bill of a Bird . The fails upright in the Water

BEAK ( in Archite &ture ] a little Fillet left on the Edge To BEAR Ordnance , to carry great Guns.

of a Larmier, which forms a Canal, and makes a kind of To BEAR in with the Harbour [ Sea Term ] uſed when a
Pendant,

Ship fails into the Harbour before the Wind, or with the

Chin BEAK [in Archite&ture) a Moulding the ſame as
Wind large

the Quarter round, except that its Situation is inverted. The Ship BEARS [ fpoken as to her Burthen ) when ſhe

BEAKED (in Heraldry ] is a Term uſed to expreſs the having too lean or ſlender a Quarter, The finks too deep

beak or bill of a bird, and when the beak and legs of a into the Water, her Fraight being light, and ſo of confe
Fowl are of a different Tin& ture from the Body, in bla- quence can carry but a ſmall Burden .

zoning, it is common to ſay beaked and membred, or To BEAR in with Land [ Sea Phraſe) is when ſhe is fail

armed. ing towardsthe Shoar.

BEAK (with Falcorers ] the upper and crooked Part of To Bear under another ship’s Lee ( Sea Phraſe ] is when

the bill of an hawk, aShip , which wasto the Windward, comes under another

BEAK 3 [of a ship ] that part of it which is with- Ship's Stern, and ſo gives her Wind.

BEAK Heads out, before the Fore -caſtle, that is faſt- TO BEAR off from Land (Sea Phraſe ] is when a Ship

ened to the Stem , and ſupported by the main Knee, and keeps off from it.

is the chief Ornament andG cace of the Ship. To BEAR up round ( Sea Term ] is a Dire &tion to lec

BEAKER ( probably of beker, Du.] the Bill or Nib of the Ship go between her two Sheets, dire &tly before the
a Bird ; alſo a Drinking -Cu; '. Wind.

BEA'KING (with Cock - Fighters ] a Term uſed of the To Bear [ fpoken of Places to be fituate, as ſuch a

fighting of Cocks with their Bills; or their holding with Cape bears off foand ſo from ſuch a Cape.

their Bills, and ſtriking or ſpurring with their Heels., BEAR up the Helm , a Direction to the Steerſman to let

A Beal , a Whelk, Push or Pimple. the ship go more at large before the Wind .

To BEAL, to gather Matter as a Sore does. BEARD, [ beand, Sax .] Hair on the Chin , Soc.

BEAM (beam , Sax ) a great Piece of Timber uſed in To BEARD Wool, is to cut off the Head and Neck from

buildings; alſo the Pole of a Waggon or Coach , the reſt of the Fleece.

BEAMS [ in a ship ] are chofe large croſs Timbers, that BEARD (with Botanifts ] the Under-lip of a labiated

hinder the sides of the Ship from falling together, and alſo Flower, and in Corn or Graſs that Hair or Briſtle which
bear up the Decks. ferves to defend the Ear , as in Barley.

BEAM (of a Deer's Head ] that Part of it that bears the BEARD (of a Horſe ] or Under-beard, is the Chuck or

Antlers, Royals and Tops. that Part under the lower Mandible, on the Outſide, and

BEAM [heam , Sax.] a Ray of Light proceeding from above the Chin, which bears the Curb of the Bridle.

the Sun or any other luminous Body. BEA'RDE D -Husk [ with Floriſts ] as that of a Roſe, or

Beam [in Heraldry ] is rifed to expreſs the main Horn of other fuch Husk, being hairy on the Edges.

a ſtag or buck. BRARDED Creeper, a fort of Herb .

BEAM , a ſort of fiery Meteor in Shape of a Pillar. BEARDLESS [ beajibleas , Sax .] having no Beard ,

BEAM , a Fish , a Sea Monſter reſembling a Pike, a ter- BEA'R ERS ( of bajan , sax.] Perſons that carry any

sible Enemy to a Man, wh « m he ſeizes like a blood -hound, thing ; allo ſuch as carry the dead to burial.
BEARERS
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BEARERS ( in Arcbit.] Poſts or Brick Walls which are Beau , a ſpruce gentleman, a ſpark, a fop, a finical fel
trimmed up between two Ends of a Piece of Timber to low , Fr.

ſhorten its bearing BEAU-PLeader ( Law Term ] a writ which lies where

BEARERS [in Heraldry ] fee Supporters. the ſheriff or bailiff in his court takes a fine either of the

BEARERS fin a Law Senſe] Perſons that bear down plaintiff or defendant, that he may not plead fairly or to

or oppreſs others, Maintainers or A bettors. the purpoſe.

BEARING ( in Geograpby and Navigation ] the Situation Beau monde, the fair Sex, F.

of one place from another, that is, with reſpe&t to the De- Beau'TEOUS [ of beauté, F. and Full, say ] hand

grees of the Florizon, which by Navigators are divided into Beau'TIFUL S ſome, comely, fair, fine.

thirty -two equal Parts called Points of the Compaſs, there- BEAU'TIFULNESS, handſomneſs, Exc.

fore when they have found what Point of the Compaſs To BEAU'TIFY (of beauté, F. and fio or facio, L.] to

will carry
them fromone Place to another, they call that render beautiful, to let off ; to adorn , to ſetout, to grace.

the Bearing of that Place with reſpect to the other. BEAU'T Y [beauté, F.) comelineſs,handſonineſs ; alſo

BEARING Claws (with Cock figbters) the foremoſt Toes delicacy, curiouſneſs ; , allo pleaſantneſs ; alſo excellency.
of a Cock on which he goes, ſo that if they happen to be BEAUTY (with Archite&ts ) is that agreeable form and

hurt or gravell'd he cannot fight. pleaſing appearance, that a building repreſents to the eye of

BEARING in Heraldry] the fame as Charge, and ſigni- the beholder.

fies thoſe thingswhich fillthe eſcutcheon, A BEAU'TY ( une beauté, F.] a very beautiful, fair,

BEA'RN ( Beann, Sax .] a child . comely , charming woman , & c.

Bea's El, the upper part of the collet of a ring, which BEA'vy, ſee Bevy.
encompaſſes and faltens the ſtone. BECABU'NGA, the herb Sea-purſlain or Brooklime, L.

BEAST [ beftia, L.] a brute creature void of reaſon ; al- To BECAʼLM [ probably of be and kalm , Du. ] to

fo metaphorically a lewd, filthy, or inhuman man or wo- render calm , to appeaſe .

man . To BECA'LM Sea Term ] uſed by failors when any

BEAST (with Gamefters] a Game at cards like Loo. thing keeps the wind off a thip, but eſpecially when the

BE'ASILINES . [ beftialité, F. beftialitas, L.] the being ſhore does fo. Alſo one ſhip is ſaid to becalm another,
like a beaſt, beſtiality. when ſhe comes up with her on the weather-ſide.

BEASTS of Cbace (in Foreſt Law ) are five ; the buck, BECA'LMED ( with Sailors ] a term uſed when the wa .

doe, roe , fox and wolf. ter is ſo very ſmooth , that the ſhip has ſcarce any morion ,

BEASTS of the Foreft ? are five in Number ; the bart, or at beſt bur a very ſlow one.

BEASTS of Venery Sbind, bare, boar and wolf. BECCAFI'CO [9. d. the fig -eater] a bird like a wheat

BEASTS and Fowlsof Warren ( Foref Law ] are the Hare, ear , or a kind of Ortolan, Span .

Coney, the Pheaſant and Partridge. Be'cChicks ( probably of B tiew, Gr. to cough ] medi
To BeAT (beatan , Sax . ] to ſtrike or knock ; to bang ; cines proper for caling or curing a cough.

to overcome or get the better of, either at fighting or play. BECK, a ſmall river or brook.

TO BEAT or tap (with Hunters] hares or coneys are BECK ( Becn, Sax.] a nod or ſign made by the motion

ſaid to beat or tap when they make a Noiſe at riitting time. of the head .

TO BEAT up and down [Hunting Phraſe ] is to run firſt To Be'cKON [of becennian or beacnian , Sax .] to make

one way, and then another. Ligns by the motion of the finger, head, Soc .

TO BEAT an Alarm [ Military Phraſe ] is to give notice Becli'PPING (of be clýppan, sax .] embracing, encom

by beat of drum of fomne ſidden danger, that the ſoldiers paſſing ,turrounding,&c .
may be all in readinefs . To BFCO'ME / of be Ego cpeman , Sax. to pleaſe; or be

TO BEAT to arms [ Milit. Phraſe] is to beat a drum for quemen , Teut. ] to befir, to adorn ; alſo to be madeordone.
foldiers that are diſpers'd to repair to their arms. B ECO'MINGNESS (ofceman , Sax . to pleaſe] decen

TO BEAT & Charge [Milit. Phraſe ] a beat of drum that cy, ſuitableneſs either of dreſs, geſture or manners.
is a ſignal to charge or fall upon the enemy. BED ( Ben , Sax .] a Conveniency to lie or reft on .

TO BEAT a March [ Military Term ] is to beat a drum to BED mouldings (with Alachitett's the Members of a

give notice to the ſoldiersactually to move. Cornish that are placed below the coronet or crown.

TO BEAT a Parley ( Military Term ] a ſignal to demand BED ( with Gardeners ] a piece of made ground raiſed

a conference with the enemy. above the level of the reſt.

To Beat a Retreat ( Military Phraſe ) is a ſignal to draw BED (with Mafons a courſe or range of ſtones.

off or retreat from the enemy. Bed of. Minerals (certain Strata or thickneſſes of them

To BeAT the General [ Military Phraſe] is to give notice diſpoſed overeach other.

to theforces that they are to march. Bep ( of a Mill ] the nether milftone.

TO BEAT the Reveille [ Milit. Phraſe ] to give leave to BED -RIDDEN , a term uſed of a perſon, who is ſo

come out of quarters at break of day . weak , by old age or ſickneſs, as not to be able to riſe from

TO BEAT the Tat - too [ Milit. Phraſe ] to order all to re- the bed .

pair to their quarters. BED of a mortar ( with Gunners] is a folid piece of

To Be At the Troop [ Milit. Phraſe ] is to order the ſoldie- oak in the form of a parallelopepid , hollow'd a little in

ry to repair to their colours. the middle to receive the breech and half the Trunnions.

To BEAT upon the Hand (with Horſemen ] is when a horſe Bed of a Gun ( with Gun ters ] a piece of a plank, laid

toſſes up his noſe, and ſhakes it all of a ſudden to avoid within the cheeks of a carriageupon the middle Tranſum ,

the ſubjection of the bridle. for the gun to reſt on.

TO BEAT the duft ( with Horſemen ] is when a horſe at BED of ſnakes, a knot of young ones.

each time or motion does not take inway or ground enough To BED with a perfon , is to lie together in the ſame bed ;

with his fore-legs. faid ofnew married perſons tihe firſt night ofmarriage.

BEATERS with Printers ] Ink -balls, with which they To Bed (with Hunters] a term made uſe of concerne
beat the letters in the chace or form . ing a roe, when ſhe lodges in a particularplace.

BEATIFIC 2 [beatificus, L. of beatusand facio, L.] TO BEDA'GGLE [of bereağan, Sax. ] to dip or dirty

BeATI'FICAL making happy or bleſſed ; alſo be the bottom or skirts of a garment.

BEATI'FICK longing to the bleſſed. T. BEDA'SH ( probably of dalh, Du. a blow or ſtroke,

BEATIFICATION, a making or rendering happy or or 117, Heb, to threth ] to daſh or wet by beating water,

bleſſed , F. of L. Spec. on one.

BEATIFICATION (with Romanias ] the act whereby BED ALE a friendly appointment, or the meeting of

the Pope declares a perſon to be bleſſed after his death. BID ALE S neighbours at the houſe of a bridegroom
To Be A'TIFIE ? [beatificare, L.] to make bleſſed ; to or bride, or other poor people, to eat, drink and be merry,

TO BEATIFY 3 inroll among the blefled. by a contribution made by thegueſts.

BEATI'LLES (in Cookery ] Tit or tid -bits, ſuch as cocks- BE'DDER

} [the pether ſtone ofan oil-mill.
combs, goofs-giblers, ghizzards, livers, &c. to be put into

BEDE'TTERS

pies and pottages. BEDEA'DED ( of be and deal, Sax.] made dead, ha

BEA'TING in tbe Flanks ( with Husbandmen ] a diſtem- ving the force taken away ,

per incident to black cattle. To Bed e'w [ of be and seapian, Sax. ] to wet or ſprinkle

BE A'TITUDE ( beatitudo, L.] bleſſedneſs, happineſs, with dew .

bliſs , bliſsfulneſs. BED E -boufe [of Bede, Sax. a prayer ] an hoſpital or

BEATS [in a Watch or Clock ] are the ſtrokes made by alms-houſe for Bede's people or poor people, who were to
the fangs of palates of the balance ſpindle, or of the pads pray for their foundersand benefactors.

in a royal pendulum , ä
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BEHOIDING

Bé'bei 2 [býtel of bitden , Sax. to bid or fummons] a Be'Hen ( Botany] the root of either red or white Vás

BE'DLES beadle ; alſo a cryer or apparitor. BEN slerian ; alſo kind of fruit .

Be'delar , the juriſdiction or precinèt of a beadle . BEHE'STS [of be and hæye, Sax.] a command.
A BE'DLAM [of Bethlehem , an hoſpital in Moor- BEHI'ND of be and hingan , Sax ] backwards, on the

A BE'DLAMITE S fields for mad Folks] a perſon who

is mad or diftra &ted . To Beho'lp (behealdan , sax] to look upon .

BEDROʻpp'o [of groppan , Sax.] beſprinkled, diſtin- BEHOLDEN of be and healcan, Sax . to hold , 9.d.

guith'd or adorned with round Spors like drops. } ]

TO BEDU'NG [of be and singan, Sax.] to dawb or gation to a perſon for favours beſtow'd .

foul with dung. Behoo'r [of behoyan, Sax.] bounden duty ; obligaš
To BEDU'ST [ of be and surt, Sax .] to ſprinkle or tion , forc

bedawb with duſt. To Beloo've, to become, to be the duty of.

BEE [ of bý, Sax. a dwelling- place ] added to the end of BehoO'VABLE? of behokan, Sax. and able ] becoming,

a name, denotes a habitation , as Applebee, &c. Behoo'fful to be done as a duty ; alfo profita

A BEE [Beo, Sax .] an infe &t well known. ble , uſeful.

Bees ( Hieroglypbically] repreſent a kingdom or ſubjeets BE'ING (in Metapbyficks] is diſtinguiſhed into Complex

obedient to their lawful Soveraign. For they have amongſt or Incomplex , Rational or Real, A &tual or Potential .

them a moſt ingenious commonwealth , and a good govern- A Poſitive BEING, is that which has a real exiſtence in

ment; for they are all obedient to their King, and never
the cauſe of nature.

revolt from his authority They ſubmit to his ſentence, A Negative Being , deſtroys this exiſtence, and if it de
obey his commands, follow his motions and conduct. ſtroys it abſolutely , it is a perfect Negative Being.

Beech ( Bece, Sax.] a beech -tree . Å Privative BE'Ing , is that which only prevents its be
Beef (ofbeuf, F. bovis,L.] was firſt ordered to be folding in a ſubject, which was capable to receive it.

by weight in the reign of King Henry VIII, in the year A Rational BEING [in Metaphyficks ] is the mere product
1523, at a half. penny per pound, and mutton at three of reaſon, and has no exiſtence, but in the mind in Idea ;

farthings. and ceaſes to be , when it is not thought upon.

Beef alamode (in Cookery ] beef well beaten , larded A Real BEING (in Metaphyficks) is a Being that is not

and ſtewdwith lemon , pepper,muſhrooms,white wine , c. produced by the ſtrengthofimagination or fancy ; but has
BEEN [ of beon , Sax. to be] as had been, a real exiſtence in nature before any thought or conceptioni

BÈER ( bere, sax .) a drink well known , of the mind,

Beer (with Weavers ] 19 ends of yarn , running all to- An A &tual Being (in Metaphyſicks ] is ſuch a Being that

gether out of the trough , all the length of the trough. a &tually does exiſt in the order of nature, whether it de

BE E'som beym , sax.] a broom to ſweep with. pends uponany cauſe in order to produce it , as an Infant ;

Bee'stINGS [of býyint, Sax.] the firſt milk of a or whether it be before all cauſe, as God.

BRE'ASTINGS cow after calving: A Potential BEING ( in Metaphyficks] is a Being that may

Beer ( beta, L.] a garden -herb . beproduced by the power of ſome agent,
Bee'tie ( bitel, sax.] an inſect. To Bela'BOUR (of be and laborare, L.] to beat of

BEETLE [býtel, Sax.] a wooden inſtrument uſed for bang foundly.

driving piles , ſtakes, wedges, ac. BELA'GGED , left behind.

BEETLE ( for Military Uſes ] a great fledge or hammer TO BEʼLAM ( probably of lamin, Du. to make lame]

for driving down of paliſadoes, or for otheruſes in Forti- to bear or bang foundly .

fication . BELA'NDE a kind of ſea veſſel having fails and
BEET Raves ? [a ſort of red beets whoſe roots are BELA'NDRES tackle like a hoy ; but broader and

BEET Radißes S uſed in Sallets and garniſhing diſhes. Aatter, ſeldomabove 24 tun , and are uſed to carry mer

To Befa'l [be feolan, Sax.) to happen, to fall out. chants goods, F.

To Befoo'l " [of be and fool, Engl. or folle, F.] to BELATED [ of be and late, Sax .) late in time.

make a fool of ; alſo to call fool. To BELA'Y [of belæpan, Sax. to betray, or of be and

Befo'r e [ beforan, sax .] on the fore- part, Soroc.
Tip Berou’t (bepolan, sax.] to make fout, to dawb, layIto way-layor lay waitfor.

To BELA Y [of be and lay ] to faften any running rope
to dirty.

ſo , that when it is haled it cannot run out again.

To Beg [beggeren , Teut.] to ask, to crave with en- To Belch [balcætan, Sax.] to break wind upwards,

treaty. to caſt forth with violence .

To Beg E'T [ begettan , Sax.] to generate, to produce . BE'LDAM [of belle fine and dame, a lady, F.] a fine la

BE'GGAR (probably of beggeren , or for baggar of dy ; but it is now uſed ironically for an old woman, either

bag, becauſe of their putting the victuals given them in ugly, decrepit or ill behaved

bags) he or ſhe that begs foralms, To Bel E'AGUER [belegeren, Du ] to lay ſiege to a

TO BEGI'N [aginnan, Sax . beginnen , Teut.] to make a

beginning. BeLEAGUERED, beſieged, afflicted, opprefled, as be

Be'GLERBEG [ i. e. Lord of Turks] the chief governour leaguered with poverty or fickneſs.
of a Turkiße province, who has the command of the Balſa's, BELE'MNITES [ of Biao ,Gr. a dart] the arrow -head or

Sanjacks, and other inferior officers, finger-ſtone, a kind of ſtone of a whitiſh and ſometimes a

To Begi'rt [of be and gynoan, Sax .) to gird about. gold colour, ſo named becauſe of its reſemblance to the

To BEGREA'S E [of be and graiſer, F.] to dawb or point of an arrow .

ſmear with greaſe. BelEM NOI'D ES [of Bineuvoy a dart, and is ſhape]

To BeGRI'ME (of begrimen , Teut.] to dawb or ſmear a bone fixed in the baſis ofthe skull, the ſame as Styloides.

with grime, as the black of a porridge-pot, chimney, Soc. BE'LFRY [ either of beuffroy, F. a watch -tower, or bell ,

To Begui'le (probably of bežalian, Sax. to bewitch] Sax, and ferre, L.to bear] that part of a ſteeple in which
to deceive, cheat or couzen . the bells hang

BEGUI'NES [of St. Begga] an order of Religious Wo- BE'LGÆ, the inhabitants of Belgium or the Low Couns

men, who without any vow or obligatory profeſſion tries.

agreed to live together incharity and devotion .
BE'LGÆ , the name of the ancient inhabitants of that

BEHA'LF [ofbe and haix, sax.] part, fide, intereſt. part of England now call'd Somerſetfireand Wiltfire, fo na

To BEHA've (of be and habban, Sax.] to carry or de- med, becauſe they came thither originally out of Gallia
mean one's ſelf. Belgica .

Pena'viour (of be and habban, Sax.] carriage or BE'LGIAN ? pertaining to Belgia or the Low Coun

demeanour, either as to perſon or manners, BE'LGICK S tries.

To Behea'd (behealdian , Sax.] to cutoff the head . BE'LGIUM , the Low Countries, the ſeventeen United

BEHEADING l of beheaksian, Sax .] was firſt uſed in Provinces of the Netherlands.

England, in the year 1072, in the time of William the Con- Beli oculus [ i . e. Belus's eye] a kind of precious ſtone

queror, Waltheof Earl of Huntington being the firſt noble- that reſembles aneye, L.

man that was beheaded here . Bel , ſee Baal.

BEHE'LD [ of behealdian , Sax.] looked upon , or did Bell flowers (with Ploriſts] a pleaſant flower, ofwhich

behold . there areſeveral forts called alſo Blew-bells.

BE'HEMOTH (1107 , Heb.] a wonderful creature Bell metal, a metal made by a mixture of copper and

defcribd in the book of job, which fome take for the tin for caſting bells.

whale, others for the river-horſe. Bell pear, a pear calld alſo a gourd pear.

A a
BELLI
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Bell [ of bell, bellan, Saxo to roar] a muſical inſtru- Téld, Gr. divination] a kind of divining or foretelling future
ment or loud ſounding veſſel of metal, well known. things by arrows.

BELLASSI'S E [ belle aliſe, F.) a pleaſant ſituation , BELONOI'DES [of Bexovaid is of Benadru a needle and a

BELLA'CITY [bellacitas, L.] warlikeneſs. - form ] two ſmall bones illuing from the temples, which

BELLADO'NA (with Botanis] deadly Night-ſhade, L, are like needles .

BELLICO'S E [bellicoſus, L.) valiant in arms, warlike. To BELO'NG [belangen , Teut. ] to appertain .

BELLI'FEROUS [ bellifer, L.) that bringeth war. BELOVED [of be and loxian , Sax. to love] loved by

Belli'GEROUS [belliger, L.) making or waging war. or dear to another,

TO BELLIGERATE [belligeratum , L.] to make or BELSW A'GGER, a bully, a ſwaggering fellow , a hec

wage war.

BE'LLING ( Hunting Term ] ſpoken of a roe, when ſhe Belt [belt, Sax.] a girt to hang a ſword in ; alſo a

makes a noiſe , at rurting time. diftemper in theep.

Beli’al 150172 of172 and Sys he profited, Heb.] BELTS [ in Aftronomy] two girdles or faſcia, obſerved

wicked, vain , light, unprofitable ; alſo the devil. in the body of the planet fupiter.

BELIE'F (Geleaya, Sax.] credit. BELVIDER E [1. e . plealanc to behold ) the name of a

TO BELIE'VE (zelea yan,Sax ] to give credit to . palace in Rome belonging to the Pope, L.

BELLI'POTENT (bellipotens, L.] mighty or potent in BELVIDERE [B.tany, the herb Broom -toad flax, L.

war BELU'LCUM ofB G a dart, and entw to draw ,Gr.] an

BELLE'R OPHON. The poets tell us that the winged inſtrumenttodraw out thehead of an arrow from awound .
horſe Pegaſus carried Belleropbon, and that he ſlew the Chi- To BELY ' (beleegan , S.1x. ] to speak falfely of.

mera of Amifodarus. Nowthe Chim ara , according to the To Bemi'r E (of be and moger, Du . ] to dawb or be

common notion , had the fore- parts of a lion, the hinder- foul with mire.

parts of a dragon, and the middle parts like thoſe of a To BEMU'AN [of bæmænan, Sax.] to make moan or

goat. The truth of the fable is , Bellerophon was an inhabi- lament.

tant of Phrygia, by birth a Corinthian, a man of proweſs, BEN ? the fruit of a tree reſembling the tamarisk,

who having built a long ſhip, ravaged the countries that ÞEHN S about the ſize of a fiberd ; which perfumers

lay near the ſea. And the thip's name was Pegaſus. And bruiſe to get an oil out of ; this oil , tho’not very tweet of

beſides, King Amifodarus dweſt at the river Xanthus, near it fel ' , is apt to receive any kind of ſcent.

to which there was a very high mountain , call’d Telmeſus, A BENCH [bænce , Sax .] a feat to fit on .

at the fore -part of which there were two aſcents of ihe city BE'NCHER [of bence] a lawyer of the firſt rank in the

of the Xanthians, but the third was backwards from Caria,
inns of court.

and all the reſt of it was very ſteep. In the middle of To BEND (bendan , Sax.] to how or crook, to ſtretch

which there was a great charm of the earth , from whence out ; to yield or ſtoop.

fire iſſued. Behind this mountain there was alſo another, TO BEND the cable to the anchor (Sea Phraſe] is to make

call'd Chimæra, the aſcent of which on the fore -part, as it faſt or ſure it to the ring of the anchor with ropes.

thoſe that live near it report, was inhabited by a lion , and To Bend tuo cables ( Sea Language)is to tie them toge

the hinder-part by a dragon , who uſed to be very miſchie- ther, and ſo to make their own ends faſt upon themſelves.

vous to the lhepherds and fellers of timber. And Bellero- TO BEND the main ſail (with Mariners] is to make it fast

pbon coming to that place , ſet the woody mountain on fire , to the yard in its proper place,

lo Telmeljus being burnt, the beaſt periſhed. And thence BEND [in Heraldry) is one of the ten honourable ordi

the neighbouring inhabitants related, that Belleropbon co- naries , which contains a third part of the field

ming thither with his Pegaſus, New the Cbimæra of Amiſo- when charged , anda fifth when plain . When

darus, from which event the fable took its riſe . it is expreli'd in blazoning Bend, without any

Be'LLIS ( Botany ) the white daiſey, I. addition, it is always ſupposd to be the Bend

Be'LLITUDE (bellitudo, L.] fairneſs, fineneſs. Dexter : Tho’the word Dexter is generally ex

BELLO'NA (with the Romans] the God of war, L. preſs’d to prevent miſtakes ; becauſe there is alſo a Bend si

BELLO'S E [ bellofus, L.) warlike, pc. nifter, this Bend Dexter is formed by two lines drawn from

To BE'LLOW [ bellan , Sax.] to make a noiſe as bulls, the upper part of the ſhield on the right hand, to the

oxen and cows do. lower part on the left diagonally or athwart. It is ſup

BE'Llows [blært, belg, i. e . blaft bag] a machine pos'd to repreſent a ſhoulder -belt or ſcari, worn over the

for blowing ; ſome alſo ſay the hart-bellows. ſhoulder.

BELLS, are proclaimers of joyful ſolemnities , and are BEND Sinifter [in Heraldry] is like the for

commonly affixed to Churches, where, beſides their uſe mer , only that it comes fromthe left ſide of

for the ſervice God , by calling people to it, they are by the field to the right, as the Dexter does

ſome ſuppos’d to have a virtue to diſpel ſtorms and tem- from the rightto the left, as in the figure.

pefts which ſome attribute to their breaking the air by In BEND [in Blazonry] is a term us'd when

their ſound ; but others will have it to be inherent to their any thing borne in coat-armour is placed obliquely, or

being bleſſed. They were firſt ordained to call people to- athwart, from the upper corner to the oppoſite lower, as

gether in the year 603.
the Bend lies.

Bells [bell , Sax.] the firſt harmonious ring of bells Per BEND [in Blazonry] or Party per Bend ſignifies being

that was completed in England was at Croyland abbey ; parted from the upper corner to the oppoſite lower by a

for Turketule, abbor of that place, having cauſed a bellof diagonal line, andper Bend without any addition ſignifies

prodigious largeneſs to be made, which he called Gutblac ; the ſame.

Egel lucceeding him , did about the year 976. add two BEND voided [in Heraldry] is when two ſtrait lines drawn

large ones , called Bartholomew and Bertelin, and alſo two within the Bend, run nearly parallel to the outward edges

mean ones, callid Turketule and Tolwin, and alſo two little
of it.

ones call ?d Pega and Bega, being ſeven, which being made BE'NDABLE [of bendan , Sax .] that may be bended.

of proportionable ſizes, made together a moſt delightful BE'NDLETS [ in Heraldry) are the half of a
harmony not to be equalld in the whole kingdom . Bend in breadth , but extending the whole

Bellui'ne [belluinus, L.] of or pertaining to beaſts, length . Theſe the French call Cotiſes, ſee the
beaſtlike. figure annexd .

BE'LLUM , war, the ſtate ofwar, L. BENDS (of a ship ] the outermoſt timbers of

BELLUM [in a Law Senſe) an old cuſtomary way of try the fide, to ſet the feet on in climbing up, Egoc.

al by arms, a combat or duel, L. BE'NDY [in Blazonry] fignifies the field divided into 4 ,

Be'lly [bæliz, Sax.] that part of the body that con- 6, or more parts diagonally, or as is ſaid above in the

tains the guts, bladder, liver, & c. belly is alſo uſed of in- Bend, and varying in Metal and Colour. It is the gene

animate things, as belly of a bottle, lute, & c. ral Practice in England to make an even number ; but in

BELLY fretting [ in Horſes ] is the fretting of that other countries, they do not regard whether the number

part with the fore -girt ; alſo a great pain in a horſe's belly be even or odd.
cauſed by worms, Etc. BE'NDWITH, an Herb .

Belly bound in Cattle ] a diſeaſe. BEN EA'PED [of be and near, Sax, ſcarce, ſcanty a

Belly timber, food , vi&tuals, meat and drink. fhip is ſaid to be beneaped , when the water does not flow

Belly God, 'an Epicure, a gluttonous or luxurious high enough to bring her off the ground over a bar of
perſon. out of a dock .

To BELLY ? to ſtrut, to jut or put forth the BENEA'TH [ beneo ), Sax) under, below.

To BELLY out S belly: BENEDICTINes, an order of Monks founded by St.

BE'LOMANCY (Bioartea, offino a dart and More Benedict . BINE
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BENEDICTION, bleſſing, eſpecially that given by pa- that has no irregular or dreadfulſymptoms; but only ſuch
rents to children. as are agreeable to nature.

BENEFA'CTOR , a doer of good offices, a patron. BENIGNITY [benignitas, L.) ſweetneſs of diſpoſition,

BENEFACTRESS , a female benefactor. BENI'GNESS S goodneſs, kindneſs, courteſy.

BENEFACTURE ( benefa &tura, L.) a good deed . BenI'GHTED [of be ego nihte, Sax.] overtaken by the

BENEFIC E [beneficium , L.] originally was uſed to ſig- night or darkneſs ; alſo darkened, blinded .

nify funds given to foldiers as a reward for their ſervices ; BE'NNET, an Herb .

but in time it paſſed into the church, and ſignified funds BENT [of bendan Sax .) prone, inclined to, reſolved up

given for the ſubſiſtence of the clergy ; a church -living, on ; alſo bowed, crooked .

whether a dignity ornot.
To BENU'M

BEN E'FICENCE [ beneficentia , L.) the doing of good To BENU'MBS ( benýman, Sax .] to render numb.

offices, a delight in doing good to others, kindneſs, libera- BENU'M MEDNESS, a being benummed .

lity. BE'ORN [Bcoñı , Sax, a Prince or other chief man ] it is

simple BENEFICES , are ſuch where the Parſons are a poetical word, and from it proceeds Beornred chief in coun

oniy obliged to read prayers, Soc. fel, Beornnod a princely mind .

Sacerdotal BENEFICES, are ſuch where they are char- BEPI'st [of be and pifler, Dan.] wetted with piſs.

ged with the cure of fouls, Soc. To BEQUE'ATH [of be and cqepan , Sax. to ſay ] to

BENEFICENCE (ſay the Moralifts] is the higheſt and give or leave by laſt will or teftament ; or by word of

moft illuſtrious ſtrain of humanity, when a man out of a
mouth only.

pure inclination that ariſes either from a native generoſity
BEQUEA'THMENT, a legacy.

of ſoul, or from pity and compaſſion to a perſon in diſtreſs, BEQUE'st [in Law ] a legacy.

is at ſome pains or charge in beſtowing freely upon ano- BERBERIS ( with Botanische Barberry -tree.

ther what may relieve his neceſſity or promote his adyan- BERCA'KIA [in Old Writings] a fheep -fold , Theep

tage. The virtue that anſwers to Benefice in the giver is BERCE’RIA S pen or any ſort of incloſure for keep

gratitude in the receiver. ing ſheep.

BENEFICIAL [beneficialis, L.) that yields benefit, ad- To bere'Ave [berea yan , Sax.] to deprive or rob one

vantageous, profitable. of a thing ; to take from one.

BENEFICIARY [beneficiarius, L.] a perſon who is ob- BEREA'VEMENT A deprivation, or being bereav'd or

liged or benefited by one, a penſioner. ftript of any thing

Beneficio primo ecclefiaftico habendo, a writ dire &ted BERG [of 7vez G , G. with the ancient Phrygians mègy,

from the king to the Lord Chancellor or Lord Keeper , to accordin , to Mr. Baxter] fignifies a caſtle of

beſtow the benefice that ſhall firſt fall in the King's
BURG a city or a mountain tortified with a caſtle, a

gift, being either above or unde, ſuch a value upon a par city, any place of habitation , a ſeat.

ticular perſon. BER E'NICEs hair [Apron.] a conſtellation callid coma

BENEFICIUM Cedendarum A &tionis [Civil Law) is the Berenices in the northernhemiſphere conſiſting of ſtars near

right which one furety hath who is ſued for the whole debr, the lion's tail .

to force the creditor to aſſign over his action to the reſt of BE'RGAMOT, a ſort of eſſence drawn from a fruit pro

the ſureties, or elſe he hall nor force that one to pay the duced by ingraffing the lemon- free on a Bergamot - pear.
debt, L. BERGHMOTH (of being a mountain and inote a meet

BENEFICIUM Diviſionis (Civil Law ) is a right by ing, Sax.] a court vulgarly calla Barmote, held on a
which the creditor ſhall be forced by way of exception to ſue hill for deciding controverſies betwixt the Derbyſhire miners,

each furety for their ſhare and proportion, oſpecially when BEÓRIA Told L Records] a flat, wide plain or heath ;

the reſt of the ſureries are under the juriſdiction of the ſame BE'REA S and from hence ſeveral large Meadows or
judge, and are able to pay , L. open Grounds are ſtill called Beries or Berifieles. Hence

Beneficium Ordinis Ego Excuffionis [ Civil Law ] a right the terminationsof many Names, as Thorr.bery or Bury.

by which thefurety can , by way of exception, force the BERLIN , a fort of travelling carriage, chair, chariot,

creditor to force the principal debtor before he ſhall Etc. ſuch as is uſed in Berlin in Pruſia .

recover againſt him as the ſurety ; except the ſurety was BERM ( in Fortification is a ſmail Space of ground four

given judicially in a cauſe depending.
or five foot wide left without, betv.cen the foot of the

Be'nefit [beneficium , L.] kindneſs, advantage, profit, rampart and ſide of the moat, to receive the earth that
favour.

rolls down from thence, and to hinder it from falling into

BENEFIT of the Clergy, a privilege that was formerly the Moat, the ſame as Foreland, pas de souris, Relais, and
peculiar to clerks, but in after -times made common alſo Retraite.

to lay-men, whowere convicted of certain crimes, and e- BE'RNARD's College [ in Oxford ] a College rebuilt by Sir

ſpecially of manſlaughter. Themode of this privilege was Thomas White, Citizen of London , afterwards named St.

thus : The ordinary gives the priſoner at the bar a Latin John the Baptift's.

book in a black Gothick chara &ter, and puts him to read a BEP.NA'RDINES [of Bernard a Ciſtertian Monk] a cer

verſe or two. And if the ordinary, who ſtands by, ſays, tain religious order among the Romans.
legit ut clericus, i. e. he reads like a clergyman or ſcholar, BE'RRY [by Botaniſts is defined to be a ſmall fruit,

he is only burnt in the hand, otherwiſe he muft fuffer containing one or more Seeds, in a ſoft Pulp , as in the El
death. der, Holly, & c.

Bene'MPT , named, bequeathed , Spencer. BERRY , the ſame as Borough.

BenePLA'CITY [beneplacitum , L.] well.pleaſing: BE'RITHATCH , Litter for Horſes.

BENE'RTH (Law Term] a ſervice which anciently the BERRYIN -Head, a threſhing floor.

tenant render'd to his lord with his plough and cart. BERSA'r e [0. Rec.] a limit, bound, or compaſs.
BENEVOLENCE ? [benevolentia, L.) good -will, fa- BERSARE (O Rec ] to ſhoot, Teut.

BENEVOLENTNESS S vour ; that kind of love that BERSA'TRIX (prob. q.d.Verſatrix ] one who rocks young
diſpoſes one man to confer a kindneſs upon another. A vo- children in the cradle, o . Records,

luntary gratuity ; or a preſent given by ſubjects to their So- BERSELE'TTA [Old Rec.] a hound , or hunting-dog.
veraign . BERTH [with Mariners] convenient ſea- room to moor

Bene'VOLENT [benevolens, L.) well willing , bearing Birth S a ſhip , that it may ride ſafely at anchor.

good will , favourable, kind ; friendly, affe& ionate. BERTHINSECK ] [Scotch Law] a Privilege thar a Man

BENEVOLENT Planets Aftrologyj ſuch as afford a fa- BE'RDINSECKŞThall notThall not be hanged for ſtealing a
vourable influence ; as Jupiter and Venus. Theep or calf that he can carry away in a fack.

BENEVOLENTIA regis habenda, the form in ancient BE'RTON [baſton, Sax . ] a great Farm, alſo a great

fines and ſubmiffions to purchaſe the King's pardon and barn for barley.

favour in order to be reſtored to eſtate, title or office. BERTONA'RII, farmers or tenants of Bertons.

BENGAL [of Bengala in the Eaſt Indies] a ſort of ſilk , conc. BE'RTYING á pip [ Sea language ) the raiſing up of .

BE'NJAMIN [ Berjoin, F.] a gum or congealed juice of the ſides of it.
BE'NZOIN S the herb Laſer-wort, growing in Africa ; BERWICA [ Dooms-day-book] a village.

but as others ſay the product of an Indian tree. A drug Beru'LIANS, Hereticks in the 12th century , who af

much in uſe with perfumers and making ſweet bags. firmed that all human Souls were created in the beginning
BENIGN (benignus, L. kind, good -natur'd , courteous ; of the world .

alſo favourable, eſpecially apply å to the influence of the Be'ryl [ rágım @ , Gr.] a precious ſtone of a faint
ftars.

Beni'gn Diſeaſe (with Phyſicians] is a favourable one

green colour.
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Bes 2 [with the Romans) the weight of 8 ounces, houſe of bread , Heb.] certain friers who wore the figure

BESSIS S being į of the as or pound ; alſo a Roman of a ſtar on their backs.

long meaſure the8th part of an acre, divided into 12 parts, L. BETI'M ES [of be and tima, Sax .] early, foon, in

BESA'ILE [of bifayeul, F. one's grandfather's grand ſeaſon .

father) a writ for an heir, whoſe grandfather dying por BETLE 2
an Indian plant called water-pepper.

felfed of lands or tenements in fee -ſimple, a ſtranger

abates and enters upon the premiſes, to keep out theſaid heir . BETONY ( betorica , L.) a medicinal herb .

BE'S ANTS 3 [of Byzantium , i. c . Conftantinople, TO BETO'KEN [of be and Eacnian , Sax, or beteecken ,

BESANTI'NES S where coined ] an ancient gold Teut.] to Thew by tokens or ſigns.

coin , of long time out of uſe, and the value unknown. TO BETRA Y [betrager , Din ] to be falle, to deliver

Besca ( Old Lat. Rec.] a ſpade or ſhovel, as una beſca up treacherouſly ; to diſcover or diſcloſe.

terra, i. e. a piece of land turned up with a ſpade, L. TO BETRO'IH ( probably of betrowen , Dutch, or be

To BESEE'CH [recan or geyecan, Sax, to feek] to and troth] to give one party to another by a folemn

pray orhumbly entreat. matrimonial contract ; to make ſure, or promiſe in mar

TO BESEE'M (probably of beziemen, Teut. ]to become, riage.

to appear fit. BE'TTEE ( probably, q.d. Betty ] an inſtrument made

To Bese's (beyittan, Sax .] to encompaſs, to ſur- uſe of by houte - breakers to break open doors and win

round. dows.

To Beshi'te ( be and ycittan Sax. ) to be foul with BETTER [betten, Sax ] more good , excellent, ad

ding or ordure. vantageous, convenient, Soc.

TO BESHRE'w ( probably of beschreyen , Teut, to in- BE TULA (with Botanis] the birch - tree, L.

chant] to curſe or uſe imprecations, BETWEE'N [betpynan , sax.) in the middle.

BESHR E'w your beari, i . e . ill_luck attend you. BETULA [Botany ) the birch -tree , L.

BESI'DE [ of be and yite, Sax ) on the ſide or ncar to . BE'v el [with Archite&ts] an inſtrument for adjuſting

Besides [of be and jide, Sax.] over and above , angles.
more than. BE'VEL [with Mafons, Joyners, &c .] a kind of ſquare,

To BesMO'AK [of be and ymacian, Sax.] to make one leg whereof is frequently crooked according to the

ſmoaky or ſmoaked. ſweep or arch of a vaule.

BESI'DERY , a kind of baking-pear. BEVEL angle, ſignifies any angle that is neither 9c nor

To BesiE'G E. (of be and alieger, F.] to inveſt or ſur- 45 degrees.

round a city , &c. with military forces, ammunition, ec. BEVEL [ in Heraldry ] fignifies broken

BESIE'GED (in Aftrology ) a planet is by them ſaid ſo to or opening like a carpenter's rule, as in

be when placed between the bodies of the two malevolent, the Eicutcheon annexed As he bears argent
ill -boding planers, Saturn and Mars. a chief Bevile vert by the name of Beverlis.

BESPOKE [of be and pecan , Sax. ] ſpoken for ; alſo
enchanted . BE'ver (probably of Bevere, Ital. to drinis ] a imall

To BESMEA'R [ of be and ymeran, sax.] to daub or collation betwixt dinner and ſupper ; alſo the viſor or light

ſmear over. of an head-piece.

To BES MU'I (beymitan , Sax.] to daub or ſmear over BE'VERAGE [ Beveraggio, Ital. Beverage, Old Fr. ]

with ſmut. a mingled drink.

To BESO'T ( of be and yoz, Sax. to render or make To p.zy BEVERAGE [ phraſe ] to give a treat of wine,

ſottish , ftupid , @OC. drink, Sc. upon wearing a new ſuit of cloths .

To Be PA'TTER [of be and y pædan , Sax.] to daſh BEVERCHES ( old Rec.] cuſtomary Services done at the

or dawb with Dirt, to defame or Nander. bidding of the lord by his inferior tenants.

To BESPAU '! (be and ( payen , Teut.] to ſpit about or Bevy of Roe Bucks (with Hunters] a herd of them.

make filthy by ſpitting: Be'vy greaſe, the fat of a Roe Buck.

To Bespe'ak (of be and Ypäcan, Sax .] to ſpeak for Bevy of Patridges (with Fowlers] 3 in a flock .

ſomething ; to give order for is to be made ; alſo to inchant. Bevy of Quails ( Fowling) a flock or brood of them.

To Bespi't [of be and ypitan, Sax.] to fpit upon . Hence ,

To Bespo't ( probably of be and (pot, Teut. ignominy ] BEVY [in a Metaphorical ſenſe] is a knot or company of

to cauſe ſpots on, & c. perſons, as a bevy of golips , of knaves, &c.

To ļESPRI'NKLE [ probably of be and ſprenkeen, To Bewi'LDER [ot be and pildefinerye, Sax. a wil

Teut. ] to ſprinkle upon . derneſs ] to ſcare, to attright, to put into confuſion.

To BESPU'TTER [of be and ſputtare, L.] to ſpirt or To BEWAI'L [of be and pail of Panian, Sax.] to la

flirt ſpittle upon . ment for.

Best E'AD , beſer, born hard upon. BEW'Its (with Falconers] pieces of a leather made

BEST (beje, Sax .] the choiceft, the moſt excellent broadih , to which the hawk's bells are faſtened , and but
or valuable.

toned on their legs.

BE'STIAL [ beftialis, L.] pertaining to a beaſt, beaſtly, To Bewi'ich [of be and Picce, Sax.] enchanted, Co.
brutiſh . To BEWRA'Y [of bepflegan , Sax ] to diſcover , re

BESTAI'L [ Fr. 7. Term ] all kinds of beaſts or cattle. veal , bas a ſecret; alſo to be foul with ordure.

BESTIAL ſigns [with Aſtrologers ) are ſigns of the Zo- BEYOND [of bigeontan , Sax.] farther.

diack called Aries, Leo, Taurus, Capricornus, and Sagittarius ; Bey , a governour of a maritime town or country in the
becauſe they are on globes repreſented by four footed Turkif Empire.

beaſts. BEZOAR , a medicinal ſtone brought from both the Eaf
BESTIALITY 3 [ beftialitas ] the copulation of a and Weft Indies, accounted a foveraign counter-poiſon, and

BEA'STILINESS man or woman with a beaſt ; alſo an excellent cheerer of the heart : it is found mingled with

beaſtly quality, filthineſs. the dung of an animal called Parau of the goat kind.

BESTIA'R 11 ( among the Romans] thoſe men who com- BEZA'NTLER [ in Blazonry] ſignifies the Second branch

bat with wild beaſts. of a horn of a hart or buck , that ſhoots out from the beam,"

TO BESTI'R [of be and ytin Dan , S.1x .] to move about or main horn , being next above the antler.

briskly , to labour ſtrenuouſly. BE'ZANTS [in Heraldry] are round and Aat pieces of

ToBesto'w [ of be and ytop Sax. a place] to give, BE'SANIS bullion without impreſs . In form as the

to lay out. figure annexed , and repreſent the current coin

To Bestre'w [ of ytpepian, Sax . ] to ſtrew , to of Bizantium , now called Conftantinople. Theſe

ſcatter about. are introduced in coat armour (as is 1uppoſed ]

To Bestri'DE [of be and ytræben, Sax.] to get a- by thoſe who were in the holy war; but ſince

Atride upon a horſe, 8c. they ſhew the riſe of honeſt treaſurers, receivers of the

To Bet (verton , Teut.] to lay wagers when game. cuftoms, @mc. they are always of metal , and when blazon'd

fters are at play , in favour of one ſide againſt the other. ( according to the cuſtom of foreign heralds) ought to be

BE'ta Thatu By B. Gr.) the ſecond letter of the Greek exprefly had to be or or Argent, tho’ with us they are al
alphabet ; alſo the herb beer. ways of gold ; but foreigners have them of ſilver alſo.

TO BETA'KE (betæcan, Sax .] to take to , to apply to. ÞEZANTY ' [in Heraldry) a croſs Bezanty, is a croſs

To BetHI'NK[ be ? encan, Sax.] to recall to mind. made of Bezants.

Bethought [of be dencan, sax. ) did call to mind BE'ZEL the upper part of the Collet of a ring , which

BE'THLEMITES [ of Betblebem ofn ? nid, the Beʼzil s encompalles and faſtens the ſtone in it.

BEZ ES'TAN

}
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BEZE'stan [ among the Turks and perflans] a burle or or Biểao a book and ta qi a fepulchre; & r.] ati kider

exchange . or burier of books:

Oriental Be'ZOAR, is that which comes from ſeveral BIBLIOTHECA (BiBalo Saxu , Gř. of Bila and 3óti ;

parts of the Eaf -Indies. a repoſitory ), a place where books are kept; a library, a

Occidental BĚZOAR, is what is brought from the Well- ftudy ; alſo the books themſelves, L.

Indies from Peru, andis found in the belly of ſeveral ani- BIBLIO'TH BCAL [bibliotbecalis, L.) of; or belonging

mals peculiar to that country: to a library:

German ' BezoAR , is found in the ſtomach of ſome BIBLIOTHECARY [ bibliothecarius, L.Ja library -keeper.

Cows, eſpecially in the Chamois and ifard. Some weigh 18 Bibo's + [ bibofus, L.] much given to drink .
ounces, but is not of much eſteem in medicine.

BI'BULOUS [bibulus, L.) given to bibbing ordrinking
BEZOAR animale ( with Chymifs] the livers and hearts

much or often ; ſuckingup, as aſpunge, the fea fand, Sc.
of vipers dried in the ſun and pulveriz'd. BICAPSULA'RIS ? (with Bot.j a plant is faid to be for
Bezoar minerale (with Chym .] a preparation of butter BICAPSULA'TUSS whoſe ſeed veſſel is divided into

of antimony fixt by ſpirit of nitre, and pulverized. two parts , as in verbafcum , mullein, ſcrophularia , figwort,

BezoA'RDICK ( remedies [in medicine, cordial remedies, eupbrafia , eye-bright, & c. L.

BEZOA'RTICKS or antidotes againſt poiſon or infe & ti- Bice, a ſort of painting colour; either green or blue.

ous diſtempers. Bi'ceps (with Anat.] a muſcle of the elbow ſo named,

BezoA'RDICUM joviale ( Medicine] Bezoar of gupiter ; becauſe it has two heads, the outmolt or firſt ariſing from
a regulus made by melting of 3 ounces of regulus of an- the upper part of the brink of the acetabulum ſcapula, the

timony, and 2 of block-tin , which being reduced to a latter at the end of the proceffus caracoidesfcapulæ, and being
powder, and fixed with corroſive fublimate and diftilled both united, make a large Heſhybelly, and are inſerted to

off in a kind of bu ter ; this butter is afierwards diſſolved in the tubercle at the upper head of the bone Radius.

fpirit of nitre, and the ſolution is diſtilled 3 times till the Bi'ceps femoris ( Anat.) a muſcle of the leg, which alſo
Bezoar remain at the bottom .

has two heads, of which the upper and longeſt has its
BEZOARDICUM lunale ( Chym .] or Bezoar of the moon , riſe from a knob of the os iſcbium , and the other from the

is made by mixing 8 ounces of rectified butter of antimo- linea afpera of the os femoris, immediately beneath the

ny , and one of fine ſilver, which is diffolved by pouring end of the gluteus maximus , theſe being united go on
it in freſh and freſh on ſpirit of nitre, till the ebullition to the outward appendix of the thigh bone, and are im

ceaſe, after which the ſpirit is drawnout, and the Bezoar is planted to theupper apophyſis of the fibula.
powdered, waſhed and mingled with ſpirits of wine till it Bici'PITAL (of biceps, L. two-headed] having or per
grows inſipid. taining to that which has two heads.

BEZOARDICUM martiale (Glym .] a ſolution of Crocus To Bi'cker ( probably of bicre, G. Brit .] to tilt, to

Martis, made by a reverberation in butter of antimony, skirmish ; alio to wrangle, to quarrel , &c.

and then ſpirit of nitre is poured on it , and the further BICO'RNE , the bone of the tongue called alſo byoides,

procedure is that of other bezoardick preparations. BicO'RNOU , [bicornis, L.] that hath two horns forked .

BIA'NGULATED [ biangulatus, L.] two -cornered . BicO'RPORAL (of bi's and corpor . lis,L.) having a bodies.

BIA'NGULOUS [ biangulus, L.) having twocorners. BicoʻRPORAL fions ( in Aftrol gy ] ſuch ſigns of the

BIA'RCH [ biarcbus, L. of Bidez , of Bio life and Zodiack that have double bodies.

estão to lupply)a caterer, who provides victuals, aſuttler. To BID [beotan, Sax .] to command, to invite .

BIA'RCHY ( biarchia, L. of Biasxía , Gr .] the office of a To Bid money for any goods, &c. [ of bidran , Sax.]

caterer , Sc. to offer money .
To Be'zZLE [ 9. d. to beaſtle] to tipple, to guzzle, to BI'DALE, an invitation of friends to drink at the houſe

drink hard. ofa poor man , and there to contribute charity.

Bi'as [biais, F.) a weight fixed on one ſide of a play- Biddingof tbe beads, a charge or warning anciently
ing bowl, turning the courſe of th : bowl that way to given by parish prieſts to their parishioners, at ſome parti

which the bias inclines ; a bent, an inclination of mind. cular prayers, for the ſoul of fome deceaſed friend.

To Bi'as [biaifer, F.] to ſet a bias upon , to incline or To Bid a boon, to make a requeft.

prepoſſeſs a perſon. BIE'NNIAL [ biennis, L.] that is of two years conti

BIATHA'NATOL [ of Bice' violence, and Saval death ] nuance, two years old.

perſons taken away by a violent death. B'er ? [bere, Teut. biere, F.] a wooden frame to

To BiB (of bibere , L.] to drink or ſip often. BEE'R S carry a dead body upon to
burial.

BiB (probably of bibere, L.] a garment of linen for Bifa'rious [ bifarius, L., two-fold, or that may be

the breaft of a child .

BIBA'CITY , [bibacitas, L ) great or hard drinking. Bifi'bus [with Botanifts] a leaf, & c. of a plantis
BIBA'CIOUS [bibax , L.] much given to drinking.

BIFIDA ſo called when it is cut or divided into

Bi'BB ER [biberon , F. Bibo, L.) a roper of liquors. BIFIDUM two parts , L.

BIBERO'T, minced meat, of the breaſts of partridges BipO'LIUM (with Botanißi] the herb twoblade, I.

and fat pullets, Soc. B'FEROUS [biferus, L.] bearing double ; alſo bearing

BIBE'sy [bibefia, L.) a too earneſt deſire after drink.
fruit twice a year.

Bı'BITORY muſcle (with Anat) a muſcle that draws the BA'FIDATED (bifidatus, L.] cat or cleft into two parts,

eyć down towards the сир. cloven into two parts.

Bi'BLE [ of Bibro , Gr. i . e. a book] the colle &tion of the BiFO'RMED [ biformis, L.) having two forms or ſhapes.

books of the Old and New Teftament, ſo called by way of BIFO'Rous (biforis, L ) that has double doors.

cminency. BIFU'RCATED [bifurcus, L.] having two forks or prongs.

The firſt tranſlation of the books of the Old Teſtament Big [ buce, Sax. a belly, bug, Du.] great, large.

was out of the Hebrew into the Greek, by the 72 interpre- Bi'ga (old Rec.] a cart with 2 wheels, L.

ters , and thence is called the Septuagint, and from the BI'GAMY [of bis, L.twice, and youé , Gt. marriage]

Septuagint it was tranſlated into Latin, which is called the the having two husbands,or two wives at the ſame time.

old Latin Verſion. BI'GAMIST [bigamus, L.] one that hath two wives or

The Latins have various modern verſions ; but 2 that are husbands at theſame time.

ancient as that which is called the Italick, and that of Bi'genous [ bigens and bigenus, L.] born of parents

St. Jerome, which is called the Vulgar ; becauſe it was con- of2 different nations ; alſoof parents of different kinds. ,

firmed by the council of Trent forvulgar uſe.
BIG AMY [in Com . Law ] an impediment that hinders a

The Bible was tranſlated intothe Engliſ Saxon tongue man from being a clerk , on account that he has been

about the year 940, and was firft tranſlated into Engliſh by twice married.

William Tindal, in the 21ſt year of the reign of Henry VIII . Bigat, an ancient Romian coin ſtamped with the figure

and then printed. of a chariot drawn by 2 horſes abreaft, in value equal to

It was again tranſlated in the reign of king games I. the Denarius, or ſeven pence half-penny Engliſ money.:

about the year 1603 , the diviſion of the Bible into chapters Bigg e , a pap or teat, 0 .
was in the year 1252. BIGARRA'Dė , a kind of great orange, P.
BIBLIOGRAPHER [RoBriózcaq @ of Bißros a book, and Bi'GGIN, a ſort of linnen coif or cap for a young child .

redpa , Gr. to write ] a writer of books, a copift. Bight ? [ Sea word] any turn or part of a cable or rope

BIBLIOPOL1s1 [ βιβλιοπώλης οf βίβλs and πωλίω, BITE 3 that lies compaſſing or rolled up .

Gr. to ſell] a bookſeller. To bold by the Bight [sex pbraſe] is to hold by that

BIBLIOTA'FHIST or (bibliotaphus, L. of Bibriotaqe part of the rope that is coiled or rolled up:

Bb
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taken two ways.
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BIGHT ? of an horſe, is the inward bent of the cham- BILL of Review , fee Review .

BOUGHT S brel, and alſo the bent of the fore -knee. BILL [in Parliament] a paper containing propoſitions of

B.'GOT [ bigot, F. probably of G.bey and gott , Germ . fered to the houſes to be pailed by the king, and then pre
or by God Engl.] a perſon who ftiffly adheres to a party or ſented to the king to pats into an act or law .

prince. Bill [of Sale] is when a perſon having occaſion for

Bi'GOT [in Religion} a ſuperſtitious perſon, one whoſe ſum of money, delivers goods as a ſecurity to the lender,

devotion is over-ſtrained , a zealot. to whom he gives this bill, empowering him to ſell the

BIGO'TTED , become a bigot, zealouſly and obſtinate- goods in caſe the ſum of money borrowed is nof repaid

ly adhering to a party or principle in religion. with intereſt at the time appointed.

BI'GOTTISM, a ſtiff adherence to a party or opinion , BALL [of Store) a fort of licence granted at the cuſtom

though without or againſt reaſon , houſe to merchants, to carry ſuch fores and proviſions as

Biju'GOUS (bijugus, L.) yoked or coupled together. are neceſſary for their voyage cuſtom - free.

BIJUGUS 2 [with Botanij's) a plant is fo called , when BILL [of sufferance] a licence granted at the cuſtom
BIJUGA houſe to a merchant, to give him a permiſſion to trade

BIJUGUM the ſame place over againſt one another, from one Engliſ port to ano: her.

the mint, theLychnis, &c. BILLA vera [ in Law ] i.e. a true bill , ſignifies the in

Bila'nciis deferendis, a wrir dire&ting the corporation dorfing or writing on the backſide of a preſentment by

to carry weights to a particular haven , to weigh the wool the grand jury , when they find the matter probably true,

that a perſon has licence to export, L. and deferving further confideration

BI'LANDER , ſee Belandre . BI'LLAGE [ Sea Word] the breadth of a ſhip’s floor when
BILA'RIUS ductus (with Anat.) a channel with which the lies on ground .

the du &tus cyſticus makes the ductus communis choledochus, BI'LLARD , an imperfect or baſtard capon .

which paffes obliquely to the lowerend of the gut duodenum , BILLEMENTS [i.e. babilements Womens apparel , or-'

or beginning of the jejunum : it is called allo ductus be naments, Soc.

paticus, L. BILLET [bilot, Fr.) a ſtick or log of wood cut for

BI'LBERRIES , the fruit of a ſmall, creeping buſh , a- fewel; alſo an ingot of gold or ſilver.

bout the bigneſs of Juniper berries, but of a purple colour, BULLET ( billette, Fr.) a ticket for quartering of ſoldiers ;

and ſharp though ſweetiſh taſte. alſo a letter or note folded up .

Bi'l BOES (Sea word ) a ſort of puniſhment at ſea, by Bi'lers , little iſlands

laying the offender inirons, or putting him in a ſort of BILLETS [ in Heraldry] Bilettes, F. Guillim
ſtocks.

is of opinion , that thoſe repreſent Billets Doux ;

Bile [ Bile, Sax. of Bilis, L.] the gall or choler ; an but moſt authors take them for bricks, and

humour of the body partly fulphureous, and partly fa- ſay that many Engliſh families fe : tled in France,

line, which is ſeparated from the blood of animals in the bear them to denoie their extračlion from Eng

liver , and is received into and diſcharged by 2 vefſels or land, where ſo many bricks are mude ; ber to

paſſages, viz. the gall-bladder, and the porus biliarius. this others object, that England has never been famous in

BILGE [with Mariners] the bottom of the foor of the world for brick-making, and ſo it 1 : as well fuit

Bi'LLAGE S a ſhip . many other countries as Erglard But Columbiere mentions

BILGE Pump, the ſame as Burr pump. Briques or bricks feparated from Billets ; and tys, that the

Bilge Water ( Sea Term ] that water which by reaſon of difference between them is , that Briques are drawn to , as
the breadth of the thip’s bilge cannot come to the well to repreſent thickneſs , whereas the billets have only a flat
in the hold of the ſhip. fuperficies, which plainly intimates, thar billets repretent

BI'LGED [with Mariners];a ſhip is ſaid to be bilged , letiers or folded papers , whether of love or otherwilc.
BU'LGED when ſhe has ſtruck off ſome of her tim- BI'LLETE in Blazonry )fignifies that the Eſcu cheon

ber againſt a rock. Bi'll ETY is ail over ſtrened with billers , the num

BILI'NGUIS [ in Law] is uſed of a jury that is im- ber not aſcertained ; for if it be, the number muſt be ex

pannelled on a foreigner, of which part are Engliſh, and preſled, and their poſition , and then the term Billety is

part thoſe of his own country,

BILI'NGUOUS ( bilinguis, L.) that can ſpeak two lan- BILLETTY [in Heraldry] a bearing in
guages ; double-tongued, deceitful. form of a long ſquare, bi ilers were anciently

Bilis ATKA [with Phyſicians] black choler, or melan- of pieces of cloth of gold or ſilver longer

choly , L. than broad , placed at a diſtance by way of

Bi'lious [ Biliofus, L.] full of bile or choler. ornament on clothes, and afterwards tranf

To Bilk (probably of bill , Teut.] to ditappoint or de- lated to coat armour.

ceive, to gull, to bubble. BI'LLETTED [in Heraldry ] charged with billets , as he

Bill [Bill, Sax.) a fort of edged tool for lopping of bears argent billette, Fr. a croſs ingraied, gules as in the

trees, & c. in hedging, Esc, if ſhort, called a hand bill; if eſcutcheon above .

long, an hedging bill. BI'LLET Doux, a ſhort love-letter ſent by a gallant to

Bill [ in Law ) a proceſs or declaration, in writing that hismiſtreſs, or a lover to his ſweet-heart, and contra.

expreſſes the grievance or injury the plaintiff has ſuffered by TO BILLET Soldiers, is to order them to be quartered

the defendant, or ſome fault the perſon complained of in particular houſes by billet or ticket.

has committed againſt ſome ſtatute or law of the realm. BI'LLIARDS [of Billard, F. of billa , the balls made uſe

Bill of debt (in Commerce ) is the ſame asa bond or wri- of ] a game played onanoblong table covered with cloth,
ting obligatory ; only being drawn in Engliſ , it is called a with ivory balls, which are ftruck or driven with ſtický

bill ; but when in Latin a bond ; or a bill is a ſingle bond made bending on purpoſe to drive the balls into holes,

without any condition annexed ; whereas a bond has a pe- called hazards on the edge and corners of the table.

nalty and condition. BI'LLITING (among bunters] the ordure or dung of a

Bill [of Entry) in commerce, is a bill containing an fox.

account of goods entered at the cuſtom houſe, both in- BI'LLON [ in coinage] a ſort of baſe metal either of

ward and outward . gold or ſilver, in the mixture of which copper predominates.

Bill [ of Exchange) a ſhort note, ordering the pay- BI'LLION [q . d. bimillions or million twice ) a term

ment of a certain ſum of money in one place toany per- afed by Arithmeticians in numeration , intimating that the

fon appointed by the remitter in conſideration of the like word millions is twice mentioned as 6666666600,

value paid to the drawer in another place. Bi'llow (probably of Wellen to roar, or 16il9 , Teut.

Bill of Divorce, ſee Divorce. a wave] a ſurge of the ſea, a great rolling wave.

Bill of Lading, a deed or inſtrument figned by the BIMA'RICAL ? [ bimaris, L.] of or pertaining to two

maſter of a ſhip,acknowledging the receipt of the mer- BIMA'RIANS feas.

chants goods, and obliging himlelf to deliver the ſame in BIME'DIAL ( with Mathematicians) is two medial lines as

good condition, at the place to which they are conſigned. BC and CD commenfurable only in

Of theſe bills are three, one given to the merchant, one С power, containing a rational re &tan

to the fa &tor, and the other is kept by the maſter of the B ! I-ID gle, are compounded , the whole
ſhip. BD shall be irrational , and is call

Bill of Parcels (with Tradeſmen] a particular account of eda firſt himedial line.
the quantities , forts and prices of goods bought, given by BINA'RIOUS [bivarius, L.] of or pertainining to two.

the ſeller to the buyer. BI'NARY Arithmetick, an Arithmetick, in which , inſtead

BILL of Reviver, fee Reviver. of the ten figures in the common Arithmetick, and the pro
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Bi'scot ( q. d. dowblo Scot] a fine of two pence forgreſſion from to to to only two figures are uſed, the two

figures are o and1, and thecypher multiplicsevery thing every perchof land, to be paid on default of repairing
by 2, as in common arithmetick' by 10. Thus I is one, banks, ditches, & c.

BISCOTI'N ( Confe& .] a confection made of fine flower,
10_2, II 3 , 100 4, Sc.

powder'd ſugar, marmalade, the whites of eggs, c.BINARY Number, one compoſed of two Units.

BINARY Meafure [ in Mufick] is a meaſure wherein you To Bise'ct [of bis and ſecare, L.] to cut into

To Bi'ss ECTS two .beatequally, or the time of riſing is equal to that of falling.
BISE'CTION, a cutting into two equal parts, L.

BIND , a Italk of hops.

To Bind binoan , Sax .] to tye up or together.
Bise'GMENT (in Geometry] one of the parts of

teger divided into two equal parts.
A BIND [of Eels] two hundred and fifty .

BIND WEED ,
herb. Bi's hop [biy cop, Sax. of 'Erioxon G', Gr.] a chief offic

BI'NDING (with Falcorers] is a tiring or when a hawk cer of the church who has the charge of a dioceſe.

Suffragan BISHOP 2 one who bas the title and ſtile of a
fiezes.

Titular BISHOP
BINDING foifts [in Archite& ure) joiſts in a floor into S biſhop, and is conſecrated by the

which the trimmers of ſtair-caſes, and chimney-walls are archbiſhop of the province to execute ſuch power, juriſ

di&tion and authority, and to receive ſuch profits, as are fpeframed .

BINN [binne, sax.] a great cheſt to put corn , oc, in . cify'd in his commiſſion .

BINNA'RIUM [ Old Records] a ſtew or pond for the BI'SHOPRICK (of biycop and pic a kingdom , Sax.] the

province or jurifdi&tion of a biſhop.keeping or breeding of fiſh.
BINOCLE [9. 8. bini oculi, a pair of eyes, L.] in Bi'shop's Leaves, an herb.

Bi'shop's Wort, the plant called alſo Catharine's flower.Opticks, a double teleſcope, i.e. conſiſting of two tubes

joined together, by which a remote object may be view'd Bisi'LIQUUS ? [with Botanifis] plants are ſo called,
BISI'LIQVA whoſe feed is contained in two di

with both eyes at once.

BINOMIAL Root [ in the Matbematicks) is a root compo
BISI'LIQUUM ftant pods ſucceeding one flower, as

in Apocinum Dogs-bane, Pervinca Periwinkle, doc.
ſed of two parts joyned by the ſign + : Thus x -ty or BISK 3 [biſque, F ] odds at tennis-play, a ſtroke al
a tb, or 3 - 4 is a Binomial root, conſiſting of the BISQUES " low'd as gained to the weakeſt player, to

fum of two quantities : If it has three parts as x - t- ytz, render both partiesequal.

it is called a T , inomial, and any root conſiſting of more Bi's QU ET (probably of bis twice, and codus baked ] a
than three parts is called a Multinomial. fort of hard baked bread or cake .

BinO'MINOUS [binominis, L.] that hath two names . Bi'sKET ? ( with Confe &tioners] a compoſition of fine

BIOGRAPHER (of B ! life , and resow to deſcribe , BI'SQUETS Aower, eggs, ſugar, c.

Gr.] one who writes the lives of eminent perſons. Bi'sMUTH , a mineral body half metallick, compoſed

BIO'GRAPHY , the writing of the lives of perſons. of the firſt matter of tin , while yer imperfect, and found

BioLy'CHNIÚM [of Bo life, and aucom a candle, in tin mines, called alſo tin glaſs'; uted by pewterers to

Gr.] the vital flame, natural heat or life of animals, partis beautify their work.
cularly that which is communicated to a child in the womb. TO BISSECT , ſee Bife &t.

Bio'vac { in the Art War) an extraordinary guard BISS E'XTILE [ bifextilis, of bis twice, and fextilis of

BiH o'vAC S kept by the whole army when it is drawn fextus, L. the ſixth ] Leap-year which happens every fourth

out every evening from their tents or huts, either at a ſiege, year, ſo called , becauſe among the ancient Romans, the ſixth

or lying before an enemy; and they continue all night un of the calends of March, ortwenty-fourth of February, was

der armsbefore the lines orcampto prevent a ſurprize. twice counted. And thence once in every four
years a day

To raiſe the BIOVAC ( Milit. Term ] is to order the army is added to make up the fix hours, by which the courſe of

to return to their tents ſome time after breakofday. the fun annually exceeds the number of 365 days ; this

Bi'PAROUS [biparus, L.) thathath brought forth twice day is inſerted after the 24th of February.
BIPA'RTIENT (with Arithmeticians) a number which di- Bi'ster 2 [with Painters, & c.] a colour made of the

vides another equally into two parts, leaving no remainder; BI'STRES foot of chimneys boiled, and afterwards
ſo 4 to 8, 6 to 12, 8 to 16 are bipartients. diluted with water, to waſh their deligns..

BIPARTI'Te (bipartitus, L.) divided into two Parts BI'STORT (with Botanifts] the herb Snake -weed, Ad

BIPARTITION, a dividing into two parts, L. der's -wort, Engliſ Serpentary, Oſterich or Paftions.

BIPA'TENT [bipatens, L.) lying open on both ſides. Bi'sus , or Panis Bifius ( ancient Deeds] a brown loaf, or

Bipe'DAL [ of bipedalis, L.] of two foot long,wide, & c. brown bread, L.
BIPEDA'LITY [bipedalitas, L.] of two foot length . BISU'LCOUS biſulcus, L.] cloven - footed , forked .

BIPEDANEOUS (bipedanens, L.] two foot thick , deep BIT [bitole, Sax .] the bridle of an horſe.

or hollow within the ground . BIT , a little piece of any thing:

BIPINE'LLA [with Botanifts] Saxifrage or Pimpernel, L. To BITE [bitan, Sax.] to preſs with the teeth..

BIPLI'CITY (biplicitas, L.) doubleneſs. A BITE , an hurt made by the teeth ; alfo a quantity bit

BIPU'NCTUAL ( bipunétualis, L.] of two points. ten off at once ; alſo a cheat, a tricker; alſo a ſharping
BIQUA'DRATE, i. e , a double quadrate or ſquare . trick, Egoce

BIQUA'DRATE [in Arithmetick or Igebraſ the fourth

ह
Bitt , a piece of ſilver in Barbadoes current at ſeven

BIQUADRA'TICKS power ariſing from themultiplica- pence halfpenny.
tion of a ſquare numberor quantity by itſelf ; ſo 9 the BI'TINGNES [of bitan , Sax .] ſharpneſs of taſte or

ſquare of 3 being multipliedbyitſelf produces the biqua- pungency of words, & c.
drate 81 . BIT -MOUTH ( with Horſemen ] a piece of iron forged in

ſo called becauſe it confiſts of two fifths of the whole circle, je&tion.
BIQUI'NTILE [with Afronomers ) one of the new aſpects order to be put into a horſe's mouth , to keep him in ſub

or 144 degrees. Bitt (with Horſemen] in general ſignifies the whole ma

BIRCH (bince , Sax.) a tree well known with us. chine of a bridle , as the bit-mouth, the branches, the curb,

BIRD ( probably ofbjedan, sax.to breed]a fowl ſmall theſevil holes,thetranchefil, andthe croſschains ; fome
or large. times it is uſed only for the bitmouth in particular.

BIRD's Eye, Foot, Tongue, Neff, ſo many different kinds of BI'TTACLE [ in a ship] a frame of timber in the ſteer
herbs. age, where the compaſs is placed.

BIRGA'NDER, a kind of wild gooſe. Bi'TTER [bitej, Sax .] of an unpleaſant tafte ; alſo

BIRTH [beonpe, Sax .] a being born, extra &tion , deſcent. grievous.

BIRTH ( Sea Term ] convenient ſea room for ſhips at an BI'TTERNESS [of biter and neyye, Sax .] a particular

chor, or a fit diſtance for ſhips under fail to keep clear, ſo favour or ſenſation, ſuppoſed to reſult from this, viz. thaç
as not to fall foul on one another. all the particles of the bitter body are broken, blunted and

The BIRTH of a Meſs [on Shipboard] the proper place diminished, ſothat none of them remain long and rigid ;
fora meſs toput their cheſts in. which notion is confirmed by this experiment, that foods
BIRTH -Wort, an herb. being burnt, and their particles much comminuted and bro

Bi'KTHING [with Ship Builders ] is ſaid of ſhips when ken by the fire, become bitter.

fides are raiſed or brought up. BITTER Sweet, the herb Night-ſhade.

Bi'RTHRIGHT (of beon pe, and rihs, Sax.] the ho- BITTER End [of a Cable] that part which isround about

nour or eſtate belonging to the firſt-born or prior in birth. the bits when theſhip lies at anchor.

BIR E'TTUS, the cap or coif of a judge or ſerjeant at BITTS [ in a ship] two main -pieces of timber that ſtand
law , L. pillar-wiſe behind the manger in the loof of the ſhip ,

which
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or

which ſerve to belay or faften the cable, when the ſhip rides angry-puſh ſomewhat reſembling the ſmall pox , but redder

at anchor.
and much painfuller, and is one of the lymptoms of the

BI'TTERN [butor, F.of buto, L.) a fowl that frequents plague.

lakes and fens, a kind of hern.
BLAIN [ in Cattle] a diſtemper, being a bladder full of

BITTERN ( in the Salt Werks] a certain liquor which re- wind and water, riſing from the root of thetongue, which

mains at the top after the laſt has ſunk to the bottom , and grows large, and willat latt ſtop the breath of the beaſt.

after it has ſtood to cool twelve Hours after boiling
BLAKES, cow-dung dry'd for fuel.

BI'IUMEN, an inflammable matter fat and un &tuous, TO BLAME [blamer, F.] to find fault with.

which Naturalifts diſtinguish into three forts, hard , foft, BLAME, imputation , ſcandal, reproach, P.

and liquid or oily ; ſome bitumens are foſſils, others are BLA'MEABLE [blamable, F.] that may be blamed, or

found Hoating on lakes, and others ſpring out of the is deſerving of blame.

earth like fountains, one kind of it is a fort of flime, clam- BLA'M EABLENESS , the deſerving blame,

my like pitch, and ſmelling ſomething like brimſtone. The BLA'MELESSNESS , the not deſerving blame.

Ancients uſed it inſtead of mortar for building, and alſo BLANC Manger (Cookery] a ſort of jelly made of calves

inſtead of oil for lamps. feet and other ingredients, with pounded almonds, Sc.

BITUMEN Judaicum , ſee Asphaltos. To BLANCH ( blancher, F.] to whiten or render white ;

BITU'MINOUS [bituminoſus, L.) pertaining to, or par
to blanch almonds, is to take off the skins.

taking of the quality or nature of bitumen.
BLANCH [i . e . white or fair ]a chriſtian name of women.

Bi'VALVE [ bibalvis, L.] a term uſed of ſea-fiſhes that A BLA'NCHER [blanchiffeur, F. ] a whitener.

have two ſhells.
BLA'NCHERS [of the Mint] workmen who anneal, boil ,

BIVALVE [with Botanifts] ſeed -cods of thoſe plants and cleanſe the money.

which open all their whole length to diſcharge their leeds, Bra'nCHING [blanchement, F.] a whitening:

as Peas, Beans, & c.
BLANCH -LYON [i. e . white Lyon] the title of one of our

BIVA'LVULAR, being bivalved , having two valves. purſevants at arms.

BIVE'NTER [with Anatomifts] (the fixth muſcle of the BLANDI'LOQUENCE [blandiloquentia , L.) a fair and

jaw , and lat of thoſe that ſerve to open it; it is called Bi- flattering ſpecch ; courteous ſpeech'; compliment.

venter on account of its having as it were two bellies for its ToBLA'NDISH [ blandire, L.] to Aatter or looth up

twoextremities, and a tendon in the middle. with fair ſpeeches.

Bix -WORT, an herb . BLA'NDIMENT, [ blandimentum , L.] a thing pleaſantly

To BLAB (prob . of blapperen , Teut.] to tell or diſcover done or ſpoken .

any thing that ought to be concealed. BLA'NDISHMENTS ( blandiffement, F.) alluring carefles,

BLACK [blac, Sax.] a colour.
cajoles, wheedles .

BLACK is ſomewhat opaque and porous, which imbi- BLANK [blanc, F.] pale , wan ; alſo out of countenance.

bing all the light falling on it reflects none, and for that BLA'NKNESS, paleneſs, Ec. a being out of countenance

realon exhibits no colour.
abaſhed .

BLA'CKNESS (blacneyye, Sax.] ſeems to ariſe from ſuch A BLANK [blanque, F.] a void ſpace left in writing ; alſo

a peculiar texture and ſituation of the ſuperficial parts of a ticket in a lottery not entitling to any benefit,

any black body, that doth as it were deaden and abſorb the BLANK (in the Mint ] a piece of metal ready for coining.

light falling upon it, and refle & s none or very little of it BLANK Verſes, Verſes without rhimes.

outwards to the eye.
BLA'NKET [Blancbet, F.] a covering , &c. for a bed, & c.

BLACK BIRD, a bird well known.
BLANKET [with Printers] a woollen cloth uſed to cauſe

BLACK Book , a certain book kept in the Court of the letters to appear in proofs.

Exchcquer,
BLANQUET Pear, a ſort of pear.

BLACK Berries [blæce- bepian, Sax .) the berries of the TO BLARE ( prob. of Wlaren , Du ] to ſweal or melt

black thorn.

BLACK MAIL , a link of mail or ſmall pieces of money ; BLAPSIGONI'A [Rayyovia, Gr.] a diſeaſe in bees when

alſo rents anciently paid in proviſions of corn or fleſh. they do not breed , or their young ones miſcarry.

BLACK MAIL (in the Nortbern Counties) a certain pay
BLAPSE'CULA (of Badhtw , Gr, to hurt the Cyanus

ment of rent in coin , cattle or money, to ſome perſons in
or blue-bottle, ſo named becauſe it turns the edge of the

power, who dwell upon the borders, in alliance with moſs mower's fcythe.

troopers or known robbers, to be protected from their ravages. BLAS , the notion of the ſtars, Van Helmont.

BLACK Munday, Eafter Monday in the year 1359, when
BLAS E, ſee Blaze.

hail- ſtones kill'd both men and horſes in the To Blasph E'M E [Baaoquptor, Gr.] to ſpeak evil of

K. Edward III . in France,
good or holy things, to revile, to curſe.

BLACK Sulphur (with Chymifts] is expreſſed +
BLASPHEMATORINESS , blafphemouſneſs.

by this Character. olo BLASPH E'MATORY [blafphemat.ire, F. Badoquu ,

BLACK Rod, the ulher who belongs to the order of the BLASPHE'MOUS Gr.] pertaining to or full of

Garter, ſo named from a black rod with a golden lion on blaſphemy.

the top, which he carries in his hand. He attends on the BLASPHE'MER [blafpbemateur, F. blafphemator, L.)

king's chamber, and the houſe of lords in parliament ; and
one who ſpeaks blaſphemy.

all noblemen,who are called in queſtion for any crime are BLA'SPHEMY [Baaoquais, Gr.) an uttering of reproach

committed to his charge.
ful words tending to the diſhonour of God , Lc. vile, baſe

To BLACKEN [of blacian , Sax.] to make or grow

black ; to ſcandalize, sc. BLASPHE'MOUSNESS [ blafpheme, F. blafphemia, L.

BLACK-SMITH [of blac and Smis, Sax.] a worker in Brao pupía , Gr.] blaſphemy.

iron . To BLAST [blærtan, Sax , blatten , Teut.) to ſpoil or

BLACKS, a nation of people, alſo called negroes from cauſe fruits to wither; alſo to diſappoint a deſign or un

the colour of their skin.
dertaking ; alſo to ſpoil or marr any thing ; alſo to wound

BLADA'RIUS [O. Rec .] a corn -chandler ormeal-monger.
or ruin a perſon's reputation.

BLA'DDER [blaty, of blapan, Sax. to blow ] a skinny
BLAST (blæst, sax ) a puff off wind ; alſo a blaze of fire.

fubftance which receives the urine of animals, to keep it
BLA'STED [of blært, Sax.] withered with the winds ;

and diſcharge it, as nature, & c. requires. marr'd , ſpoiled, deſtroy'd .

BLADDER Nut, a plant bearing leaves like elder flowers, BLA'STED Corn, corn that is poor and thin in the ear,

andafter them bladders of a greeniſh colour containing one having but little four in it.

ſmall nut.
BLA'STINGS, winds and froſts which immediately ſuc

BLADE [blæ , Sax, a leaf] the cutting part of a ſword ceedrain , and are deſtructive to fruits.

or knife ; alſo a blade of corn . BLA'TA BIZANTIA [of Byzantium , L. Conftantinople ,

BLADE [blæd , sax .] a leaf with Botanifs, the firſt the place from whence brought] the upper part of a heli

ſprout of a plant that comes out of the ground, ſo long as
calld by the Latins Conchilium : theſe ſhells are of different

it is eaſy to be be cropp d.
ſizes, but the form of them univerſally , is that of the claw

Blade, a bravo, an hector ; alſo a ſpruce fellow , a beau . of a wild beaſt. It is uſed in phyſick.

To Blade it, to go flaunting or vapouring.
BLA'TANT (prob. of blato, L. a babbler] bawling, rail,

Bla'dier [Old Law ] an engroſſer of corn,
ing, as a blatantexpreſſion or writing.

BLÆ'sus [Broucos, Gr.] a particular kind of diſtortion BLATTA'RIA [Botany] the herb Moth -Mullen, L.

of the feet, much the ſame as Valgus, L. Anar.
A BLAZE [blæye, Sax.] a light flame of fire ; alſo a white

BLAIN ( 25len , DN , blegene, sax ] with Surgeons, an
in a horſe's face,

то

away as a candle.

ourarmy of

RY }

language.
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eyes covered.

his ſpeed .

To BLAZÈ [blæyian , Sax.] to flame or make a ſhining TO BLÈSS (of bleytian,Sax.] to make happy, felicitate.

light ; alſo to publiſh or fpread abroad. Ble'ssedness [ble ytian , Sax.] felicity, beatitude.

BLA'ZON [ in Heraldry ] is an obſolete word, and a cer
Blew Mantle a title peculiar to one of the purſuivants

tain author ſays ſignifies the blowing, or winding of an
Blue Mantlé S or marſhals at arms.

horn , and is introduced into Heraldryfrom an ancient cuf- BLEY'ME [ with Parriers] a diſeaſe in horſes, a kind of

tom , that the Heralds (who were judges at juſts and tour- inflammation proceeding from bruiſed blood , between the
naments) pradiſed of winding an horn , when they ex- fole and the bone of the foot.

plain'd and recorded theatchievementsof thoſe knights BLIGHT ? a diſeaſe incident to plants and affects them
that exerciſed, andby cuſtom the word has obtain'd to lig- A BLASTS variouſly, the whole plant ſometimes, and

nify deſcription in Heraldry ; for to blazon is to deſcribe at other times only the leaves.

the things born in coat armour as they ought to be, with BLIND [Blind , Sax. 2Blind, Dan ] deprived of ſight.

their proper ſignifications and intendments . BLIND Veſſels (with Chymifs] ſuch as have no opening

BLA'ZONRY, ſignifies the ſame as Blazon , of which buton one ſide.

their moſt general rules are, BLINDS [in Fortification ) are bundles of ofiers bound at

1. To name the metal or colour of the field , as Or, Ar- both ends, and ſet up between two ſtakes ; alſo branches of

gent, Gules, Sable, &c . trees or pieces ofwood laid acroſs upon the trenches to bear

2.The manner of thediviſion of the eſcutcheon by line, up the bavins or hurdles laid upon earth , which ſerve to
whether it be downright or bendwife, & c. and alſo the cover them , and ſometimes canvaſs, and ſometimes planks

difference of the line, viz. Indented, Ingraild, & c. ere&ted, to obſtruct theenemy's proſpect
,

3. The charge that is on the field . BLI'NDFOLD [of Blind and jealdan, Sax .] having the

4. Name the principal part of the field firſt, if there be

morethan one occupied by the charge. BLIND Cancer, ſee Primitive Cancer .

5. Name the charge that is in the chief part of the field BLIND Nettle , an herb .

firft, if there be more than one kind of charge in it . BLI'NDNESS [Blindney Ye, Sax ] want of ſight, a priva

6. Uſe no repetition of words in blazoning the ſame tion of the ſenſation of fight, ariſing from a total depriva

coat, eſpecially theſe words, of, or, and, with . tion of the organs of it , or an involuntary obſtruction of
7. There are three forms of Blazon . their functions.

1. By metals and colours for gentlemen , who have no BLI'NKARD [of blinker, Dan] one that winks or

title of dignity. twinkles with his eyes.

2. By precious ſtones for nobility, as dukes, carls, doc. To BLINK Beer [prob. of Blinnan , Sax.] to keep it un

3.By planets, for emperors, kings and princes ; however broach'd till itis grown tart or ſharp

the French, from whom we had our Heraldry , and all other BLINKS [with Hunters ] boughs torn from trees and caft

nations, reje &t this variety of forms, and uſe none but me- overthwart the way wherea deer is likely to paſs, to ſtop

tals and colours for all degrees.

8. You muſt obferve, that meral upon metal, and colour Biiss ( Bliyye of Bliyyan, Sax . to rejoice] gladneſs, joy,

upon colour, is falſe Heraldry. Yet there is an exception happineſs.
to this rule, as in the arms of Jeruſalem , which are Argent, BLI'SFULNESS (of Bliyre and full , Sax .) happineſs.

a Croſs potent between four Crofets Or ; being metal upon To BlI'sson , to leap as a ram does upon an ewe.

metal. BLI'SSOMIN ), the act of generation between a ram and
TO BLEACH ( prob. of bletlen , Teut. blecken, Du , or an ewe.

zblecen , Sax ] to whiten , to dry in the ſun , BLI'STER [blupſter, Du .] a riſing in the skin .

BLEAK [prob. of bleeck, Du.cold ] chill or cold ; alſo To BLI'STER [bluyſter, Du. ! to raiſe Bliſters,

pale, wan. BLITEs , a kind of beet, an herb that has ſcarce any

A BLEAK , a little fiſh , called alſo a blay. taſte or ſcent.

BLEA'KNESS , coldneſs of the wind . BLITH [Blide, Sax.] yielding milk ; alſo pleaſant, jo

BLEAR- Ey'd, having the external covering of the eyes cund, merry.
red and turned outwards. BLI'THNESS 2 [of bliFeneyye, Sax ] a being very

To Bleat [blætan, Sax.] to cry like a ſheep , Sysco BLI'TH SOM NESS . pleaſant ormerry;

BLEA'TING [of blætan , Sax.) the crying of ſheep BLITHLY [of be and liç, Sax , life] briskly, readily, faft,

A BLEB , a bliſter, a blain ; alſo a bubble or bladder in apace.

the water. BLOACH, a puſtule, wheal or ſmall ſwelling.
BLE'ChnOn ! (Braxvov, Gr.] a kind of fern or brake ; BLOCK [block , Teut.] the ſtump or ſtem of a tree.

alſo wild penny -royal. BLOCKS [of a ship) are a kind of wooden pullies ha

To Bleed ( bludan, Sax.) to evacuate or loſe blood ; ving Thivers in them , i.e. little wheels fixed with a cock

alſo to take away or let blood ; alſo to yield ; as the corn anda pin, on whichrunning ropes go.

bleeds well, i. e . yields well in threſhing. Block, a piece of marble as it comes out of the quarry .

BLEEDING (of bletan, Sax.] fending or letting out of BLOCK [with Palconers] the perch whereon the hawk is

blood.
kept.

BLEEDING Cull ( among Sharpers] one who when he is BLOCK Lands, a piece of land anciently , that which is

once ſtuck ,i. e , has loſt ſome money in gaming, will not now called free -hold land .

give over till he has loſt all. Double BLOCKS [in a Ship] are ſuch as are uſed when

To BLE'MISH (prob. of blemir, F.] to ſtain or ſpot ; múch ſtrength is required, becauſe they will purchaſe with
to wound or prejudice a perſon's reputation or good name. more eaſe than ſingle blocks, tho' muchſlower.

ABLE'MISH (prob. of bleme, É. pale] a ſtain or ſpot; Block and Block [ Sea Term ] a phraſe us’d when
a fault or diſgrace ,a reproach. two blocks meet, in haling any Tackle or Hallgard, having

BLEMISH [with Hunters] a term uſed when the hounds ſuch blocks belonging to them .

or beagles having found where the chace has been , only FISH -BLOCK (in a Ship ) is a block hung in a knot at the

make a proffer and return . end of a Davit ; the uſe of it is to hale up the flooks of the

Blench [in the Scotch Law ] as to hold Lard in Blencb. anchor to a ſhip's brow .

i.e. to holdit by the payment of a ſugar-loaf, a coupleof SNATCH -BLOCK [in a Ship] is a large block with a

capons, a bever -hat, a roſe or ſuch like thing if de- fhiver in it and a notch cut through one of its cheeks, for
manded . the more readyreceiving in of any rope. It is uſed for the

TO BLEND (Blendan, sax .) to mix ormingle together. fall of the winding tackle.
BLEND Water, a diſtemper incident to black cattle. BLOCKADE Military Art] a ſort of fiege when armed

BLE'NNA[Bairra, Gr.] thick ſnot which comes from the troops are poſted at all theavenues or paſſages leading to

brain , and diftils through the ſmall holes of the noſtrils or the place, ſo that no ſupplies orproviſions can be brought

palate. into the place ; it being the deſign of the beſiegers to

BLEPHA'RIDES [of Briqaegr, Gr.] that part of the eye- ftarve it out ; and not totake itby regular attacks or ſtorm .
lids where the hairgrows, Anat. TO BLOCKA'De [Military Term ) to ſtop or ſhut up

BL E'PHARO [of Gnévapo ,Gr.] one who has great brows all the avenues and paſſages, and hinder all intelligence
or eye- lids, beetle-brow'd. being feut into or out ofthe town or fort; ſo that itmay

BLE'PHARON (Balodegv, Gr.) an eye- lid . receive no relief.

BLEPHAROXI'STUM (of Briqdog and Evw to ſcrape BLOCKHEAD [of block , Tevt. and hea koo, Sax . the

off, Gr.] aninſtrument for pulling hairs out of the eye-lid. head ] a ſtupid, ignorant fellow, Soc.
BLE'RA [ O. L. Records] pete or earth digged up and BLO'CKISH [of block ,Teut.) ignorant, fupid.

dry'd for fuel. BLO'CKISHNESS, ſtupidity, Eco

Сс BLQ
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pear red .

BLO'MÅRY [at the Iron Mills] the firſt forge, through BLUE as a ražor, corrupt for blue as azure,

which the metal paſſes, after it has been melted out of BLUE Mantle, the title of one of our Purſevants at :ums.

the mine. Turnfole BLUE , a blue uſed by painters by boiling a

Blood [blos, Sax. and Dan. ] a warm red liquor or quarter of a pound of turnſole in a pint and half of water.
humour circulating by means of arteries and veins through BLU'ING of metals ( with Gilders] is the heating any me

every part of the body; by microſcopes the blood appears tal till it has aſſumed a blue colour.

to conſiſt of little red globules ſwimming in an aqueous To BLUFF, to blindfold or hoodwink .

liquor, ſuppoſed to be the cruor and ſerum . BLUFF - beaded [ ship ) one whoſe rake is ſmall forward

BLOO'DLESS (blooley, Sax.] having no blood. on , and her ſtern too itraight up.

BLOO'D HOUNDS, a kind of hunting -dogs ſo called BLU'NDER, amiſtake, fault or overſight.

for their moſt exquiſite ſcent ; for tho ’ the game happen BLU'NDERER, one apt to make miſtakes, or to fum

to be dead , or if wounded it makes its eſcape from the ble or go careleſly.

huntſman , or if it be killd and never ſo clearly removed BLU'NDER - BÚSS [Donder-buſs , Dut ] a ſhort braſs

away, yet they will find their way to it. gun of a large bore ; alſo a careleſs perſon who commits

BLOOD Strange miſtakes and blunders.

BLOOD Wort

two ſorts ofherbs.

६ BLU'NKET, a fort of light blue colour .

BLOO'DINESS [ of blocizneyye, Sax.] a being bloody BLUNT, having a dull edge or point.

in body ; alſo bloody-mindedneſs. BIU'NTISH , fomething blunt, not very ſharp.

Bloo'v ſhed, the ſpilling of blood , murder, Naughter. To Blur, to blot or ftain paper with ink .

Blood red bot (with Smiths] the laſt degree of heat TO BLURT out, to ſpeak rahly and inconſiderately.

given to their iron in the forge. To Blush (probably of blofen, Du. ] to redden in the

BLOOD running itch [with Farriers] a diſeaſe in horſes face, either by reaton of modefty, ſhame or ſurprize.
proceeding from an inflammation ofthe blood ; proceeding BLUSH ? a redneſs in the face proceeding from

from being hard rid or over- hard labour'd ; ſo that the BLU'SHINGS modefty.

blood gets between the skin and the fleſh , and if not cured Blu'sHING , a Phenomenon in the animal occonomy ex

will turn to a mange. cited from a ſenſe of ſhame, Esc.

B100D potten, a diſtemperof the eyes , when the blood To BLU'STER (probably of blæst, sax. q. d. blafter.]

veſſels are very much extended, ſo as to make the eyes ap- to make a noiſe, as a boiſterous wind ; alſo to keep a Itir

Or make
a great noiſe.

BLOOD Spavin (with Farriers] a diſtemper in horſes , be- Bo'a , a kind of ſerpent , that follows herds of cattle and

ing a ſoft ſwelling that grows through the hoof, and is fucks the dugs of cows, ſome of which have grown to
uſually full of blood. that largeneſs, that a young child was found in the belly

BLOOD ftone, a ſtone effe& ual in ſtopping bleeding. of one in the time of theEmperor Claudius,

BLOOD Wit (of bloo and pita, Sax. ] an amerciament BOA [with Phyſicians] a direale wherein red pimples

or cuſtomary fine, paid as a compoſition and atonement for ariſe in the Aeth " like the meaſles or ſmall-pox, L.

the thedding or drawing of blood . BOANE'Rges [Roy7 sa i.e. fons of thunder ] a ti

BloO'DING , a blood or black pudding. tle which our Saviour gave to the apoſtles James and John.

Bloo'd y blodig, Sax.] dawbed or beſmeared with A BOAR [bar , Sax.) a male twine.

blood . To BoAr{ ( with Horſemen ] a horſe is ſaid to boar or

BLOODY band ( Foreft Law ] the crime of a trefpafler in To Bor E ſ bore, when he foots out his noſe as

a foreſt againſt veniton, when he is taken with hands of high as he can.
other parts bloody, by which he is judged to have kill'd A BOARD [bons, Sax.) a plank , a table.

a deer, altho' he is not found chafing or hunting, To Board, to cover or lay with boards ; alſo to diet

BLOODY Flux (with Phyſicians] an exulceration of the or entertain ; alſo to be dieted .

guts, with frequent and bloody eje &tions. To go a BOARD , to enter into a ſhip.

BLOOM ( probably of bloein, Dut. or bloym , Sax.] a To BOARD [ Sea Phraſe] ſignifies to draw nigh to a ſhip

bloſſom or flower of a tree , &c. a contraction of loflom. during a fight, and to enter men in any part of her.

To BLOOM, to put forth bloomsor bloſſoms. BOARD and Board [a Term uſed ] of two ſhips lying

A Bloom in the Iron Works] a piece of iron wrought cloſe together , or ſide by ſide.

to a lquare mals , two foor long. 7o be within Board ( Sea Term] is to be within a ſhip.

BLOOMING [of bloym of blotymian, Sax.] bloſſom] . To be without BOARD, is to be without the thip.

Bloo'mY Sing or in bloflom . To throw over BOARD , is to throw out of the ſhip into

To BLO'ssom (blotymian , Sax .] to put forth bloſſoms the ſea, egoc.

To sip by the BOARD, is to flip down by the ſhip's fide.
A BLO'ssom [bloym, Sax .] the flower of a tree or plant. BOA'R DER [of bojlo, Sax.] one who diets or tables

BLO'SSOMLESS, without bloſſoms. with another.

Blo'ssom Colour (in a borſe] is ſuch as when the hair is To make a Board ? [Sea Phraſe] to turn the ſhip up to

white , but intermix'd all over with forrel and bay hairs. To Board it up to 3 the wind ward , ſometimes on one

To Blote , to ſwell, to puff up ; alſo to ſit ſmoaking tack and ſometimes on another.

or drying by the fire as bloted herrings. To make a good BOARD (Sea Phraſe] uſed of a ſhip,

BLO'TED , puffed up , ſwell'a . when ſhe has advanced much to the wind ward at one tack

To Blow (blopan , Sax .] as the wind . or turning

To Blow (blopan , Sax.] to open as a flower. BOA'RISHNESS (of banirc and nerye , Sax.] ſwiniſh

A Blow [ blowe, Dut.] a ſtroke. difpofition.

Blow milk, skimm'd or flotten milk . To Boast (probably of bofno, C. Brit. or boan, Sax.]

BLO'WER, a kind of whale, which ſpouts forth a great to braz, vaunt, &c.

deal of water . A BOAST [boft , C. Brit. boung, sax.] a brag , vaunt,

BLOWN [of blopar , Sax.) having the flower-leaves open . or bounce.

BLOWN [boiling of ſugar) is when the ſides of the cog- BOA'STFUL , ja &tantious bragging, Milt.

per -pan , in which the ſugar has been boiled for a conti- A BOAT (bate, Sax, boot , Dut.] a river or ſea -veſel

derable time, is beaten with the skimmer ; and a perſon well known.

blowing thro' the holes of it from one ſide to the other, To fend the Boat [Sea Phraſe] is to keep her from dash

certainIparks or ſmall bubbles fly out, which is an indica- ing or beating againſt the rocks, ſhip's ſide or ſhore.

tion , that the ſugar is come to that degree of boiling: Free the Boat (Sea Term] is to caſt water out of her.

Blow'ing boufes [at Tin Works] furnaces where the tin Man the BOAT [Sea Term ] is to put the men into her,

oar is melted and caft. that are called the boat's gang.

BLO'WING Snake (of Virginia ] a kind of viper which To ſwift the BOAT ( Sea Language] is to make faſt a rope

blows and ſwells the head exceedingly, before it gives the round about the boat by the Gunwale, and to falten the

bite. boat- rope to it in order to ſtrengthen the boat to endure

Blow'ze, a fat red-faced bloted wench , or one whoſe her tow .

head is dreſs'd like a flattern . Boat Rope [with Sailers] that rope by which the ſhip

BLU'BBER , the fat of a whale before it is boiled. tows her boat at the ſtern .

To BLU'BB FR, to cry or foul the cheeks with tears . To trim a Boat, is to keep her even.

BLUE (probably of l'eau, F. the water, becauſe it re- To wind a BOAT , is to turn her head about.

ſembles it in colour] a colour well known. BOA'TSWAIN of a ship, an officer, who has charge of

BLUE BOTTLE, a fower ; alſo a large ſort of Ay . her rigging ropes, cables, anchors, Tails , flags, colours,

por dents,

as a tree.
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BOLE }
tree.

eeds of the poppy .

pendants, & c. He alſo takes care of the long-boat and tain what to do ; to ſcruplë.
her furniture, and ſteers her. He calls out theſeveral gangs BO'GGLE -BOE, a bugbear tớ fright children .

on board to their watches, works, & c. and is alſo a fort Boi'w [in Old Records ] charms or letters, L.

of provoft-martial for punishing offenders tentenced either Boi'ars (in Muſcovy] certain great Lords of the Czar's

by the captain ora court-martial of the feet. court who adminiſter juſtice, try cauſes, and are the mini

To BOB, to ſtrike ; alſo to cheat. ſters of ſtate .

Bo'BBED, trick'd , cheated . BoicinI'NGA , an animal [in America ] call'd the rattle
A dry Bob , a taunt or ſcoff ſnake, whoſe bite is deadly , except a ſpeedy remedy be

Royal Bob, the ſtrong water called Geneva. applied.

BOB-tail (with Arckers) is the ſteel of an arrow or Thaft, To Boil (bullire, L. bouillir, F.] to bubble or ſeeth as

that is ſmall-breaſted and large towards the head. a pot does,

Bo'BBINS, little tools uſed in making bone -lace ; alſo A BOIL ? [ of bilis, L. choler] a ſort of ſwelling or

for winding filk or worſted , Egc. for throwing. A BILES fore.

BO'CARDO' [with Logicians] the fifth mode ofthe third Bor'LARY 3 [at the Salt works ] a place where the
figure. In a fyllogiſm in Bocardo, the firſt propoſition is BU'LLARYS falt is boiled ; a falt-houſe , a falt- pit.

particular and negative, the ſecond univerſal and the mid- BOI'LING [ in Phyficks] the agitation of a fluid body,

dle term the ſubje & in the two propoſitions, as ariſing from fire being applied to it.
I. Some animal is not man . BOI'sTEROUS ( as Minſeous ſuppoſes of biyten, Sax. a

2. Every animal is endued with fenfation. tempeft] ftormy, tempeſtuous, vehement, unruly, fierce.

3. Therefore there is ſomething endued with ſenſation be- Boi's'T EROUSNESS, tempeſtuouſneſs, unrulineſs.

fides man . To Bo'k E , to belch ; alſo to make a motion as if a per :

BOCCASI'NE , a ſort of linnen cloth, a fine buckram . ſon ſhould fpue.

BO'CHIA (with Chymifts] a glaſs- veſſel with a great BO'LBONACH [ Botang] the plant Satten -flower.

belly like a cucurbite. (with Husbandmen] the main body or ſtock of a

BO'CKEREL 3 [in Falconry] one of the kinds of long
BOAL

BO'CKERETSwinged hawks. BOLD [baud, C. Brit. balo , Sax.] courageous, undaunt

BU'CK HORD [ Boc-hono, Sax . ) a book- hoard, a place ed , ſtout ; alſo impudent.
where books, writings, 5c. are laid. BOLDNESS (baloneyye, Sax. ] undauntedneſs; alſo im

BO'CKLAND [Boc-lano, Sax . i.e. book -land ] land held pudence.

by charter or inftrument in writing, and not to be made BOLE [in Medicine] is uſed in general for ſeveral kinds
over to another, either by ſale or gift, but left intire to of earth that are uſedin Galenical preparations.

the next heir ; an hereditary eſtate. BOLE ARMONIACK [in Medicinel' a ſort of earth of

To BODE [bocian , Sax .) to declare, to fhew ; now uſed great efficacy and virtue.

to lignify to forerell , as tbis budes me nogood. BOLE'TÚS [Bwairus, Gr.] the richeſt and beſt fort of

Bo'dies ( [ of Bodige, Sax . the ſtature or body ] wo- muſhroom , L.

BO'DICE şomen'sraysof Boddice. BOʻLLANDISTS , certain Jeſuits of Antwerp, who have

BO'PKIN [borekin, probably C. B.) a long fort of pin been many years, and are fill, employ'd in colle & ting the
on which women uſed to roll their hair ; and alſo a ſharp- lives of Romiß faints.

pointed inſtrument with a handle to make holes in hard Boll, a round ſtalk or ſtem , as å boll of flax ; alſo the
things.

BO'DKIN Work, a ſort of trimming anciently uſed for BO'LLY -MONG ? a kind of grain call's Buck -wheat ;

womens gowns, which was made of tinſel or gold threads, BOLL- MONG S alſo a medley of ſeveral kinds of

Purfle.
grain together ; called alſo Maſlin or Mong-corn.

BODLE'JAN Library [in Oxford ] a library founded by BOLO'NIAN ftone [ ſo calld of Bologna in Italy where

Sir Thomas Bodley, and famous thorough all Europe, for its found] a weighty, grey, loft, ſulphureous ſtone, which

prodigious ſtock of books and manuſcripts. is about the ſize of a large walnut, whichwhen it is bro

Bo'dy [bodige, Sax .] as defiu'd by NaturaliAs a ſolid , ken has a kind of chryſtal or fparry talk within it. A ſhoo

extended, palpable ſubſtance, compos'd of matter, form maker having found ſome of theſe ſtones at thefoot of

and privation, according to the Peripateticks : 2. Of an Af- mount Palermo, calcind them , hoping to extract filver out

ſemblage of hooked heavy atoms, according tothe corpuf- of them ; but tho' he was diſappointed in this his expecta
cularians and Epicureons ; of a certain quantity of exten- tion, yet he diſcovered this ſtrange Phänomenon , that

fion according to des Cartes ; of a fyftem or affociation of when the ſtone was expoſed to light, it would retain it,
folid , mafly , hard , impenetrable, moveable particles, ran- and afterwards thine in the dark .

ged or diſpoſed in this or that manner according to Sir If theſe ſtones after calcination be expos'd to the light

Ifaac Newton ; whence relult bodies of this or that form , in the air , as in one's hand out of a window ( but nor to

diſtinguiſh'd by this or that name ; others define body to the ſun -beams) for the ſpace of a minute, and then carried

be that which has extenſion, reſiſtance, and is capable of into a dark place, they will appear like kindled coals for
motion .

ſometime without any ſenſible heat . This light will gra

BODY , with regard to animals, is uſed in oppoſition to dually abate, but may be renewedagain by being expoſed

the foul, viz. for that part compoſed of hones, muſcles, again to thelight of theday as before ; and this quali
canals, juices, nerves , egc. in which ſenſe bodymakes the ty they will retain for three or four years. And when

ſubject of Anatomy. loft it may be renewed again by recalcination .

BODY (with Geometricians] is a magnitude that has And if anyfiguresbe drawn on paper with the white of

three dimenſions, length, breadth and thickneſs. an egs, andthe cruſt of this calcined ftone powder'd be

Regular BODY [in Geometry ] one which has all the an- ſtrew'd on it while wet, and afterwards dry'd in the ſhade,

gles and fides ; asalſo all theplanes which compoſe the and the pi&ture put in a frame with glaſs before it , and

Iurface, alike and equal ; of which there are no more be afterwards expoſed to the light with the glaſs cover

than five kinds, the dodecaedron conſiſting of12 pentagons, on, itwill at any time ſhine if removed into a dark place.

the hexaedron, icofaedron of 20 , octaedron of 8 pentagons, BO'LSTER (bolytep , Sax.] a fort of a cuſhion to lay

and tetraedron of 4 angles and the cube of 6 ſquares. Theſe the head on in bed.

are called Platonick bodies. A Bolt [bolt , Sax .] an iron faſtening to a door.

Irregular Bodies (in Geometry ) are ſolids which are not BOLT [Old Records] a narrow' piece of ſtuff.

bounded by equal and like furfaces. A BOLT [ of Canvas] contains 28 ells .

Mix'd BODIES (with Chymifts] are ſuch bodies as natu- A Bolt boat ( with Mariners) a ſtrong boat that can well

rally grow and increaſe ; as metals, minerals, animals and endure a rough ſea.

plants. BOLT ropes con pipboard] thoſe ropes on which the fails

BOEDROMI'A [Bowf@guia of Bonsequeñv, Gr. i. e , co- are few'd or faften d .

ming to help ] an Atbenian feſtival, inftitured in memory BOLT SPRIT ? a ſort of maſt ſtanding at the head of a

of you , the ſon of Xutkus, who came to the aſſiſtance of Bow SPRIT S Thip, ſtooping and pointing forwards.

the Athenians, in the reign of king Ere &tbeus, when they BOLT HEAD (with Chymifts] a long ſtrait-necked glaſs

were invaded by Eumolpus the ſonof Neptune. vefſel for diſtillations, which being fitted to the noſe of an

Bog (ſome derive it of baagen , Dut. to bend , becauſe alembick , or ſtill, is called a Receiver ; and when the neck

it gives way when it is trod upon, or quagg , Eng, or ra- of one is well joined to the neck of another it is called

ther gpæg, Sax. and guac, armoric, tender and ſoft, Baxter] a double vefſel .

a marſh -ground full of water and mud. Pend Bolts ? [in a ßbip ]are a ſort of bolts made with

To BO'GGLE [perhaps of bog] to waver, to be uncer- Fender BOLTSS long and thick heads, and ſtruck into

the
3

.
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ing back.

1

the uttermoſt wales or bendsof the ſhip, to ſave the ſides yearly falary ; their employment is about the mortars,

of herfrom hurts, gallings and bruiſes. they drive in the fufee, fire the bomb, load and fire the
Set Bolts [in a pip ] are a ſort of bolts uſed for for- mortars, work with the fire-workers on all ſorts of fire -works.

cing the planks and otherworks, and bringing them cloſe BOMBA'RDO [in Mufick Books] a muſical inſtrument,

together. much the ſame with our balloon, or the bals to an haut

Ring Bolts [in a bip] are bolts made uſe of for bring- boy, Ital.

ing toof the planks, and thoſe parts, to which the bree- BOMBA'st (with Botanifs) the cotton - plant whoſe feed

ches and tackles of the ordnance are faſtened, is like the treddles or dung of a rabbet, uled in Phyſical

Tranfum BOLTS [with Gunners) are bolts which go be- compoſitions .

twixt the cheeks of a gun -carriage to ſtrengthen the BOMBA'ST , a kind of ſtuff made of cotton .

tranfums. BOMBAST [in a figurative sense] affected language ;
Priſe BOLTS (with Gunners] large knobs of iron on the ſwelling , bluſtering nonſenſe.

cheek of a carriage , which prevent the handſpike from Ni- To BOMBA'STE , to beat or bang ſoundly.

ding, when it is poiſingupthe breech of the piece. BOMBA'STICK (ofbombafum , L.) pertaining to bombaſt.

Traverſe BOLT's (with Gunners] two ſhort bolts, put one bombI'CINOUS [Combusivos,Gr.] made of tik .
into each end of an Engliſ mortar -carriage, which lerve to BOMBYCI'N E, filk yarn or ſilken cloth made of filk ,
traverſe the mortar. ſilken ,

Bracket Bolts (with Gunners] bolts which go thro' the BOMBILA'TION, the humming of bees.

cheeks of a mortar, and by the help of the coins keep it Bon Chrétien (with Fruiterers] an excellent large French

fix'd to the elevation given her. pear.

Rag Bolts(in a pip] are ſuch ashave jags or barbs on Bona Fide [ i. e . with or in good Faith ) an expreſſion

each ſide to keep them from Aying out of the hole, in uſed when a thing is done really, without fraud or deceit ;

which they are.
allo a kind ofoath , L.

Clench Bolts [in a pip] bolts that are clenched with a Bona notabilia [ in Law ] ſuch goods as a man when be

rivetting hammer, at the end where they come through. dies has in another dioceſe, at fome diſtance from that in

Drive Bolts (in a pip] are long pieces of iron, which which he dies, which at leaſt amount to the value of five

uſed to drive out other bolts, tree - nails or the like. pounds ; in which caſe his will muſt be proved before

Forelock Bolts (in a foip ] are thoſe, which have a fore- or at the adminiſtration granted by the archbishop of the

lock of iron at the end driven in to keep it from ſtart- province, L.

BONA Patria [ in Law ] a term uſed when twelve men

To Bolt [of bolt, Sax.] to faſten a door or window or more are elected out of the county to paſs upon an

with a bolt. allize ; theſe are alſo called jurors or juratores, L.

To BoLT [with Bakers] to ſift meal in a bolting mill to BONA DEA , a goddeſs worſhipped by the Greeks and

ſeparate it from the bran , & c. Romans. The Grecians ſuppoſed her to be one of the rur

To Bolt (Hunting Term ] uſed of a coney , which is les of Bacchus, and not to be named. The Romans fup.:
ſaid to be bolted , when ſhe is firſt raiſed or ſtarted. ' poſed her to be the wife of Paunus a King of Italy, and

A BO'LTER , a bag or cloth for bolting or ſifting meal. chiefof the Dryades. Her rites were performed only by

BOLTING [in Gray- Inn] a kind of exerciſe or arguing women, and no man admitted, in token of her chaſtity.
cafes among the ſtudents. BONA ROBA , a harlot or common whore, Ital.

BO'LTING Hutch ( with Mealmen, &c.] a ſort of trough BONA TOTA (with Botanifts] the herb All-good or
or cheft to bolt meal in. Bonus Henricus.

Bo'lus [Bea95, Gr.] a gobbet or morſel; a mouthful, BONA'NA tree (with Botanifts] a tree that grows in moſt

a bit ; alſo a clod ormaſsof earth ; a lump of metal. of the Caribbee iſlands belonging to America, in height 5

Bolus [with Phyſicians) a medicine prepared of a conſi- or 6 yards , whoſe leaves are 4 foot and half long, and a

ſtence, fomewhat thicker than honey ; being a quantity that foot and half broad; the fruit of it has a medicinal quality .

can be taken on the point of a knife at one mouthful. BO'NASUS (Bóvaoos, Gr.] a wild beaſt that has the head

Bolus [according to Dr. Grew ] a ſort of earth, fuppo- of a bull , and the body and mane of an horſe, which,

ſed to be a bed, and as it were the prima materiaof ſtones when hunted, ſaves himſelf by his ordure, which he throws

and merals. out inſuch abundance, and to noiſome, that the hunters

BOLUS Armoniacus, i. c. Bole Armoniack, a ſort of crum- are obliged to leave off the purſuit.

bling caith or ſtone found in Armenia , uſed by Pbyſicians BONAVE'NTURE (of bona aventura, L.] good luck .
and Painters. BONAVENTURE Millen (in a ship] a ſecond miſſen maſt,

BOL E Armena [with Chymical Writers ] is expreſſed by added in ſomelarge fhips, and ſtands next the poop .

this chara&ter AB
BOND [bond, Sax.] an obligation or covenant.

BO'NDAGE (of bono, Sax.] ſervitude, llavery.

BOMBS [Gunnery ] large ſhells BO'NDMAN , one bound for another.

B E
of caſt iron , having large vents to BO'NDMEN, perſons who have bound themſelves by co
receive the fuſees,theſe fufees B venant to ſerve their Lord or maſter.

are made of wood, and drove full Bond SOCOME [ Common Law ] a cuſtom of the tenants

of a compoſition made of meal being bound to grind their con atthe Lord's mill.

powder, ſulphur and falt-peter. Bone [ban , Sax . been Dan .) a ſimilar part of the body,

A After the Bomb has been filld white, hard and brittle, notdiftendible and void of fenia

with this powder, the fuſee is dri- tion ; affording ſupport and form to the whole fabrick.

ven into the vent within an inch Bone breaker, a kind of eagle.
BВ

of the head, and pitch'd over to Bone Spavin (with Farriers ) a diſtemper in horſes, be .

preferve it, they uncaft the fuſee E, when they put the ing a large cruſt growing on the inſide of the hoof or on

bomb into the mortar and ſalt itwith meal-powder, which the heel ; as hard as a bone, and frequently cauſes lameneſs.

having taken fire by the flaſh of the powder in the cham- To carry a Bone in her mouth [ Sea Phraſe] uſed of a

ber of the mortar, burns all the time the bomb is in the air, ſhip which is ſaid lo to do, when the makes the water

and the compoſition in the fufee being ſpent, ir fires the foam before her in failing.

powder in the bomb, which breaks the bomb with a great BONES , a ſort of bobbins made of trotter bones for

force, blowing up whatever is about it, and the great weaving bone-lace.

height it goes in the air, and the force with which it falls, BO'NELESS (of banlea ) , Sax.] without bones.

makes it go deep into the earth. BO'NGOMILES [ ſo called of Bengomilus a monk] he

BOMB Cheft (with Gunners] a wooden cheſt filled with held that God had a human form , made no account of

gun-powder and bombs, funk under ground in order to the facrament, called churches the devil's temples, and
blow

tip into the air thoſe that happen to come on the pretended that they could conceive and bring forth the

place under which it is buried. Word as well as the Virgin Mary.

BOMB -KETCH , a ſmall ſhip or veſſel, built or ſtrength- BO'NGRACE [of bonne grace, F.] a kind of skreen or

ned with large beams for carrying and uſing mortars at lea. Shelter which children uſed to wear on their heads to keep

BO'MBARD [bombarda, L. Barb.] a great gun. them from funning,

To BOMBA'RD [bombarder, F.] to fhoot bombs into a BONGRACE (in a pip] is a frame of old ropes or junks
beſieged place, to annoy the inhabitants, blow up the ma- of cables, commonly laid out at the bows, fterns andlides

gazines, & c. of thips that go into cold latitudes to prevent them from

BOMBA'RDEERS , they are 25 in number, one chief being injured or fretted by the great Aakes of ice which

and 24 under hin , eſtabliſh'd in the office of Ordnance at floatabout in theſe northern ſeas, arcu
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country, EC.

Bonis mon amouendis, a writ dire &ted to the theriff of Boo'TLESS [ bötclear, sáx.] utiprofitable, vaiti.

Edndon , & c. to require of them that one condemned by Boo'ty (butin, F. or of beute, Teut. or bute, Da .

judgment in an a &tion, and proſecuting a writ of error, prey , ſpoil, pillage, prize.

benot permitted toremove his goods tillthe error be try’d. To play Booty, to prevaricate; to play a loſing game

BONHOMMES [i. e. good men] an order founded by to draw in others to play.

Francis de Paula, called alſo Minorites or Friers Minors, BOOTH [bode, sax. bloth, C. Brit.] a ſmall cottage of

BO'NITY [ bonitas, L.) goodneſs, place erected with boards, & * c. for felling wares at fairs,

BO'NNET, a ſort of cap. for thews, & c.

BONNET (in Fortification) a ſmall work that is compoſed Bora'CHIO; a certain wine-veſſel made of the skin of

of two faces, havingonly a breaft -work, with tworows of a pig or hog with the hair turned inwards, ordreſſedwith

pallifadoes, about ten or twelve foot diſtance : theſe are u- rolin and pitch, uſed to bring down the wine from the

lually raiſed beforethe faliant angle of a counterſcarp, and top of the mountains in Spain .

have a communication with the covert way. BO'RDAGE ( Borago, L.) an herb well known.

The fip bas ber courſe and BONNET abroad ( Sea Phraſe] Bo'kax , a mineral, hard and ſhining like green earth ,

is asmuch as to ſay, ſhe has the bonnet added to her uſed by goldſmiths, Eyc. in ſoldering, brazing and cafting

courſe, which before ſhe had not. of metals.

BONNET à Prêtre , the Prieſts-cap, an outwork which BO'RAX [in Cym . Writers] is ex

wahas three ſaliant angles at the head, and two inwards. preſſed by one of theſe characters.

BO'NNY [bonny Scotch] genteel, ſpruce, fine. BORBORY'GMUS , [Bogopurpos, Gr. ] a rumbling or

BONNY (with miners] a bed of oar diſtinct, which croaking of the guts.

hath no communication with any vein . BO'RDAG E [ bordagium ) the tenure or manner of holding
BO'NNINESS (of bonus, L.) ſpruceneſs, cleverneſs. bord -lands.

Bonus Henricus [i.e. Good -Henry] the herb Mercury. BORD LODE [boro lote, Sax .) the quantity of food

BO'NYNESS , a being bony or full ofbones. or proviſion,which was paid by the bordarii or bordmen

Boo'By [not improbably of bouvier, F. a keeper of for their bordlands.

herds] a great filly fellow , for ſuch are commonly very BO'RDER , Engl. ? [in Heraldry] is an ordi

clowniſh and ignorant ; orof bobo, Ital. a fool. Bo'rdure , Fr. S nary, ſo called becauſe

Book [boc , probably of bocce, Sax. a beech - tree, the it borders round , and as it were hems in the

ancients uſing to write on plates of beech ] a thing well field. The French heralds reckon this the oth

known. among their honourable pieces ; but the Eng
Book of Rates [of Cuftoms) a book ſhewing what value liß heralds don't admit it as ſuch, but only as a difference ,

goods that pay poundage ſhall be valued at, in order to though they do allow of the Orle its diminutive as fuch ,
pay forexportation or importation at the cuſtom - houſe. and is repreſented as in the figure.

Boo'KISHNESS [of boc, sax.] diſpoſition to read books The Border or Bordure is accounted the ſymbol of pro
much . te & tion , favour and reward , and is beſtowed by kings on

Boom ( probably of beam , Sax, a tree ] Whence ſuch asthey have a value for, as a fure defence againſt

Boom (in Sea Language) is a long pole to ſpread out their enemies .

the clew or corner of the ſtudding fail ; alſo a pole with BORDER [Bordure; F.] the end or edge of a garments

buſhes or baskets ſet out as a mark dire&ting how to ſteer
into a channel. BORDER [with Printers) an ornament of flowers, ſcrolls,

Boom [of a baven , &c .] a cable ſtretch'd athwart the @c, ſet about the edges of ſmall compofitions.
mouth of a harbour or river, with yards, top -mafts, bat- BORDER (with Florifts] are the middle leaves that ſtand

tlings, ſpars, & c. of wood lash'd to it to hinder an ene- about the thrum of Aowers.

my's Thip from coming in, BORDERS [with Gardeners] the edgings of garden - beds;

Boo'MING ( Sea Term ] uſed of a ſhip when ſhe makes made with box , thrift, doc.

all the fail ſhe can, and is then ſaid to come booming. To BORDER [ Border, F.) to ſet any thing either for

A Boon (bonum, L. bene, Sax .] favour, requeft, good uſe or ornament about the edges or skirts of any thing.
tum , as to ask a boon . T. BORDER a Pafty [with Carvers ] is to cut it up .

A BOOR [gebur , sax . bawer , Teut, boer , Dut.] a BORDER ERS , ſuch as inhabit the borders or utmoſt

country clown, an husbandman. bounds of any country;

BOO'RISH [bawriſch, Temt.] clownish , rude, country- BORD balf-penny [old Cuſtom ] a duty paid in fairs and

bred . markets for ſetting up boards, falls, byc. for vending
Boo'RISHNESS , clowniſhneſs. wares.

Boos E, an ox ftall or cow ſtall. BORD LANDS [ bono lano, Sax.] the demeſnes or

Boot(bore, Sax. a compenſation ] aid, help, fuccour, eftateswhich lordsofmanours kept in their hands for the
now uſed for overplus or advantage. maintenance of their boards or tables.

Boot Haler, a free booter or robber. BORDA'RIA [ of bond , Sax .) a cottage.

Boots , the plant call'd alſo Marigolds. BORDA'RII, ſuch tenants as pofſeffed bord lands ; a

BOOTĚs [ers an ox, and Séw to drive, 1. e. the ox- ſort of meaner farmers, who had a bord , 3 , 6, a cottage ala

driver) the name of a northern conſtellation, containing lowed them .
34 ftars, called alſo Ar&topbylax, and in Engliſh , King BORDE'LLO [of boro, Sax .] at firſt was uſed to fignify

Charles's Wain , any ſmall cottage, ſome of which being become infamous

Boot tree two pieces of boot made in the ſhape of a by being made common ale-houſes, and bawdy -houſes, and

Boot lapt s leg to be driven into boots, to ſtretch and harbours for ftrumpets ; by tranfpofition was made brothe!

widen them . from bordel, and uſed to ſignify a ſtew or bawdy- houſe ,

Boots [ as ſome think of voot, Du . a foot ; others of on the ſouth bank of the river of Thames, weftwards of

boteau , E. a wreath, becauſe in ancient unpolif’dtimes thebridge , and next to thebear-garden, wasfometimes
they uſed to wreathe ftraw about their legs inſtead of the bordello or ſtews, a place ſo called of certain ſtews or

boots] coverings for the legs in travelling. houſes privileged there for incontinent men to repair to in
Boot, a kind of torture for criminals to extort a con- continent women , for which privilege there was an act of

feſfion from them , by means ofa boot or ftocking of parliament madein the reign of king Henry II. in which

parchment wettedand put on the leg, and then brought theſe were ſome of the orders : That no ftew -holder or his

near the fire, in fhrinking it ſqueezes violently and cauſes wife ſhould hinder any ſingle womanfrom going and com
intolerable pain .

ing freely at all times when they lift ; nor to keep any

Boot [in Scotland )a ſort of rack by putting an iron bar woman at board ; but that ſhe Thouldboard abroad at her

ontheleg of a criminal, and driving an iron peg on his pleaſure : That they ſhould take no more for the woman's
fhin bone; alſo four thick, ſtrong boards, bound round chamber than 14 pence a week. That they ſhould not

with cords ; , of which two are put between the legs of an keep open their doors on holy days. That no ſingle wo,
offender, and the two others placed one on one ſide and man ſhould be kept againſt her will. That theyſhould

the other on the other, ſo that the legs being ſqueezed not receive any woman of religion , nor any man's wife.

by the boards with cords break the leg . This is now left That no tinglewoman cakemoneyto lie with any, buc

off in England, but continues in Scotland. ſhe may liewith him all night tillthe morrow . That no

Boo'ting , ſee Boot . ſtew -holder keep any woman that hath the perilous infir

BOOTING.com[ofbote, Sax.a recompence] certain mity ofburningnor fellbread , ale,fefh,fish,wood,
rent-corn anciently paid , and ſo called, probably becauſe coal, or any vićtuals, & c. Theſeſtew -houſes were pero

tenants paid it as a recompence to their lord for ſigning mitted in the time of king Henry VI. but wese inhibited
their leafes. Dd in
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up a fair or

in the reign of king , Henry VII. and the doors ſhut up; and partea divination, Gr.] a divination by herbs , and

but ſet open again; but were put down in the time of eſpecially by thoſe of fage or the fig -tree. The perſons
that conſulted, wrote their own names and their queſtionsking Henry VIII. in the year 1546 .

To BORE [bopian, sax.] to make an hole. upon leaves, which they expoſed to the wind , and as many

Bore [with Gunners] the hollow on the inſide of a piece of the letters as remained in their own places were taken
of ordnance. up, and being joined together, were accounced an anſwer

to the queſtion.BOR E tree, a kind of ſhrub .

Bo'r EE , a fort of French dance. BOTA'RGO , a ſauſage made of eggs , and the blood of

Bo'REAL [ Borealis of boreus, L.) northern . a ſea mullet , Ital.

BOREAL Signs [ Aſtronomy] the 6 northern ſigns of the A BOTCH , a piece of ſtuff fewd to old clothes ; alſo a

Zodiack, viz . Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo and Virgo. clumſey piece ofwork.

BOʻREAS [Bopéas, Gr.] the north wind . To BOTCH ( probably of boeſten , Du. to mend ] to

BORZA'S MOI [Bopee'sun, Gr.] an Athenian feſtival in mend cloths or other things by patching ; allotodowork
honour of Boreas [ i.e. the north wind] who had an altar ill-favouredly and clumſily.

in Attica, and was thought to bear ſome relation to the A Bosch ( probably of Bose, F. a bliſter] a pocky ul

Athenians, having married Orithya, the daughter of Erec- cer or fore ; eſpeciallyin the groin.

theus ; for which reaſon , when in a ſea fight, a great many A BO'TCHER, a clumſey workman

of their enemies ſhips were deſtroy'dby a north wind, the Bote [Bote,' sax. ] compenſation, recompence or a

Athenians imputed it to the kindneſs Boreas had for his mends.

wife's native country . BOT ESCARL [ bate-cani, sax.] a boatſwain .

Bori'th ( 11171, Heb .] an herb or fort of ſoap which Both (of butu, q. d . be and tu, Sax , two] the one

fullers uſe in ſcouring cloths. and the other.

Borough } [bonhoc and bujig , Sax .] a corporate BOTHA [old Law ] a booth or tent ſer in

Bu'rrow S town that is not a city ; a large village market.

that ſends a burgeſsto parliament. BOTHA'GIUM [Old Law ) duties paid to the lord of the

BOʻROUGH maſter (bonhoe, mægyten , Sax. ] a mayor manour for ſetting up booths.

bailiff or governour of a town . BOTH E'N A [ old Law ] a barony, lordſhip, a fheriffwick.

Borough bead [bojlhoe, heakoo, Sax.] anciently lig- BOTHOR [ in Medicine ] certain pimples in the face

nified a member of parliament. which ſpreadabout, but ſoon ſuppurate, run with matter,

Borough Engliß (at Stamford in Lincolnſhire] ſignifies and diſappear ; alſó pimples in other parts ; the ſmall pox
a cuſtomary deſcent of lands or tenements, in ſome places or meazles, L.

to the younger ſon ; or if the owner have no iſſue, to the BO'THRION [369ploy of Bágpo a ditch, Gr.] a kind of

younger brother. hollow, narrow and hard ulcer in the tunica cornea ; alſo

BO'ROUGH holder ? the ſame with the Borough bead or the focket of the teeth .

BO'RSHOLDER Ś Head-borough, who was ancient- BO'TRYS , [Botpus , Gr .] the herb Oak of Jerufalem .

ly choſen by the restto ſpeak and act in their behalf. BO'TTLE [ Bouteille, F.] a veſſel for containing liquor.

To BO'RROW [Borgian, Sax.] to take money , & c. BO'TTOM (botm , Sax.) the ground of any thing,

upon credit, to pay or return it again . To BOTTOM off [a Drinking term ] to drink the laft

BORY'PTES, a gem or jewel of a black colour, with draught of a pot of drink, or the laſt draught of a bottle
ſpors of red and white. of wine.

Bo'sCAGE [ Boſcagium , Law Lat .) a grove or thicket, a BO'TTOMLESS [of borm, Sax .] having no bottom .

place ſet with trees
BOTTOMRY ' (in Commerce ] is when a maſter of a

BOSCAGE ( Foreſt Law ] maſt, ſuch food as trees and BO'TTOMAGES Thip borrows money on the bottom

woods yield to cattle. or keel of it, to be paid with intereſt of 20 , 30 or 40 per

BOSCAGE (with Painters ] a picture repreſenting much cent. at the thip’s fafe return ; but if the ship niſcarry ,

wood and trees. the lender loſes his money.

Boscus [Old Law ) all manner of wood. · BOTONE ' [in Heraldry] as a croſs Botoné ter

Bo'sky , half or quite fuddled . minates at each cnd in 3 buds, knots or buttons ,

Bo'sOM [boym , Sax .] that part of the belly that in- reſembling in ſome meaſure the 3 leaved grafs

cloſes the heart, Erc. by ſome French authors alſo called Croix Treffle, CHE

BO'SPHORUS [Bóooop of Bês an ox, and topela a as in che figure.

paſſage, q. d . a paſſage paſſable by oxen, or of qigos to bear, BOTTS (with Farriers] worms or grubs that breed in

fromthe poetical fable that Ino being transformed into a the ſtrait gut of an horſe, near the fundament ; alſo worms,

cow , paſſedthis ſtrait] a ſtrait or narrow neck of the Sea, & c. that deſtroy the graſs in bowling -greens, Eyc.
which ſeparates two continents ; by which means a gulf Bova'TA Terra [old Law ] as much land as one ox can

and a ſea or 2 ſeas have a communication one with another. till, or 28 acres, an Ox-gate.

Boss ( Borre, F.] a knob , a bunch, a ſtud , BOUCHE of court ( Law Term ] a certain quantity of

BO'tha (Old Law ] a booth or tent, ere &ted in fairs and Bow G E of court s proviſions allowed to a ſervant in a

markets. prince's palace ; alſo an allowance of victuals, Sc. from
BOTHA'GIUM [Old Law ] a duty anciently paid to the the king or noblemen to their knights, eſquires, Soc. who

lord of the manour for ſetting up booths in fairs, Sc. attended them in any warlike expedition, Fr.

BO'R ROWER (of borgian , sax.] one who borrows. Bog'chet , a ſort of pear like the Beſidery.

Bo'ss E (probably of Boje, F.] a conduit built after the Bo'Ucons ( with Cooks) ſtakes of veal with thin ſlices

manner of a gor-bellied or tun -bellied figure. of fat bacon and gammon rolled up together.

Bo'SSAGE (with Archite & s] is a term uſed of any ſtone Bo'Uds , inſects that breed in malt, called alfo Weevils

that has a proje&ure , and is laid in its place in a building or Popes.

uncut, to be afterwards carved into mouldings, capitals, Bov E'RIA 2 [in old Writings] an ox -houſe or ox

Esc. alſo that which is called a ruſtick Work, and conſiſts Bov E'RIUM ſtall; a neat-houſe, or cow -houſe.

of ſtones , ſeeming to advance beyond the nakedneſs of a BOV E'ITUS Cold Law ] a young ſteer, orcut bullock , L.

building, by reaſon of indentures or channels left in the To Bo'uge out (probably of bouge, F. of tulga, L.

joinings. a Bag] to ſtick out rounding with a belly.

Bostrychi'tes [of Bossuxo, Gr. a buſh of hair] a Bo'ugh (of bog, Sax .] a branch of a tree.

gem or jewel repreſenting a lock or buſh of a woman's hair. Bov I'LLANS (with Cooks] ſmall pies made of the

Bota [ old Law ] a boot, ſuch as the monks did wear. breaſts of roaſted capons minced with calves-udder, doc. F.

BOTANICAL [Boranxos of Botari, Gr. an herb, of Bov I'LLON (with Farriers] is a lump of fleſh or ex.

BOTA'NICK s Bolos vizuals, of bów I feed] per- creſcence growing either upon or juſt by the fruſh , which

taining to herbs plants. makes the fruſhThoot out like a lump, which is called the
BOʻTANIST ( Botanicus, L. Botaniſte, F.] an herbalift. Alcfh blowing upon the frush , and makes a horſe halt, F.
BOTANICKS [Botanix , Gr.] the ſcience of ſimples Bou I'LLON , broth made of ſeveral forts of boil'd
BO'TANY } which“teacheshowtodiſtinguishthe meat, f.

ſeveral kinds of plants, as trees, fhrubs, herbs, &c. one BOULDER Walls [ Architect .] certain walls built of round
from another ; and their ſeveral kinds, forms, virtues Aints or pebbles, laid on a ſtrong mortar ; uſed where the

and uſes,
ſea has a beach caſt

up,

BOTANO'LOGY [Boteronozid of Borain and aśww, Gr.] BOULET E [with Horſemen ] a term uſed of a horſe,

a deſcription of herbs and plants. when the fetlock or faſtern joint bends forward , and out of
BOTA'NOMANCY [Boravomartila of Botarà an herb , its natural fituation , F.

.

Figpc.
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Check the Bow -LINE? [ Sea Terms] which import, let

TOWS.

BOULTI'N E [with Archite &t.] a convex moulding, whoſe Sharp the Bow -LINE [ Sea Term ] ſignifies hale it tighe,

convexity is but of the circle , and is placed next below or pull it hard.

the plinth in the Tuſcan and Dorick capital.
Hale up the Bow -LINE [ Sea Term ] fignifies hale it

A Bounce, a ſudden noiſe, as of gun-powder, & c. alſo harder, forward on.

a boaft.

To Bounce, to brag , to vapour or ſpeak boaſtingly ; Eaſe the Bow -LINE

alſo to make a crack with a very loud oiſe, as guns Run up the Bow-LINES it bemore ſlack.

powder. Bow-LINE ? [with Mariners) a rope made faſt to the

BOUND [of Bindan , Sax .] obligated ; alſo ticd. BOWLING Sleetch of the outſide of a fail, by 2,

To BOUND ( probably of bondir, F.) to rebound or 3 or 4 other ropes, like a crow's -foot, which is called the

leap back . Bowling -bridle. Its uſe is to make the fails Atand ſharp or

BOUND , going [ probably of abunden , Sax. ready] cloſe by a wind.

a metaphor taken fromſoldiers, who when they are about Bo'WLING Knot (with Sailors] a fort of knot that will

to march, bind or truſs up baggage] Whither are you bound ? not flip , by which the bowling bridle is faſtened to the

a phraſe uſed as to voyages orjourneys by land . crengles.

BOU'NDARY, that which ſerves to let out the limits To Bowlt a Coney ( Hunting term of bouter, Fr.] to ſtart

or bounds of a country . or put up a coney:

BOU'NDEN [of Bono, Sax] pertaining to obligation, doc. To Bowse (ſome derive it of bayten , Du, others of

BO'UNDLESSNESS [of boncleay,Sax.] having no bounds quoa'w to blow up the skin ; but voſius of buo, L.] to
or limits. drink hard, or ſtoutly.

BOUNGRACE (with ſeamen) a bongrace. Bowse away ( with Sailors] a term uſed when they

BOU'NT EOUS [probably of Bonus, L.] generous, li- would have all the men , haling at any rope, pull to

BOU'NTIFUL S'beral, free. gether.

BOU'NTEOUSNESS [of bonté, F. of bonitas, L.) a Bow's er ( Bourſier, F.] the purſer or treaſurer of a

giving plenteouſly. college in an univerſity.

BOU'NTIFULNESS, fulneſs of bounty, liberality. BOW'SING (with Falconers] is when a hawk drinks free

BOUN'TY ( Bonté, É. Bonitas, L.] liberality, generoſity. quently ; but yet is continually thirſty .

To BOURGEON [ bourgeonner, F.] to bud, to ſhoot, to Bow'sING upon the tack (with Sailors] ſignifies haling

put forth buds. upon the tack.

BOURN (Bourn, Du, or Born , Sax .] the head of a Bow'ver [of Boga, Sax.] a maker of bows and ar

fountain or ſpring ; a rivulet or brook ] whence ſeveral

towns ſituated onbrooks add Bourn to their names , as Box [boxe, Sax.] a wooden veſſel, ſmall and great, as

Sittingbourn. a money -box, a cheft, c.

BOURGEOIS E [in Cookery] as veal dreſſed à la bour- Box [box-treop, Sax .] the box-tree, or box-wood .

geoiſe , i . e. after the city faſhion, veal ftakes larded , ſpiced , Box [ in Trafick ] certain different quantities and weights

and ſtewed with thin Nices of bacon, & c. of certain commodites.

To Bo'use, fee to bowſe. Box and Needle (with Mathematicians) a ſmall compaſs

BOU'TEFEU, an incendiary , a wilful firer of houſes; a apply'd to a theodolite or other ſuch inſtrument uſed in

Tower of Atrife and diſſenſion ; a fire -brand of ſedition, P. ſurveying, &c. to find out how any place is ſituated, by

BOUTON, a button for a garment ; alſo a bud of plants, the point of a needle touched with a loadſtone's pointing

alſo a pimple or riſing in the skin , F. towards the North.

Boü'TON [ Cookery] a dish of bards of bacon, covered Boy ( prob. of rais, Gr. but Minferus derives it of bube,

with a farce and ragoo , and baked between 2 fires, P. Teut.] a male child, a lad .

Bout [of behten, Sax. to beat] ſtroke, blow, attempt, BOY'Av, a bowel, a gut, Fr.

trial. BOY AU ( in Fortificat. ) a gut or branch of the trenches,

Bout (with Horſemen] a term uſed of a horſe, when he or a ditch covered for a parapet, ſerving for a communica

is over-done, and quite ſpent with fatigue. tion between 2 trenches: allo a line drawn wiuding about,

Bow [boga of bịzan, sax . to bend] an inſtrument for in order to incloſe ſeveral tracts of ground, or to attack
Thooting arrows. ſome works.

Bow (with Matbematicians] an inſtrument formerly uſed BoY'Ishness , the acting like a boy.

in navigation to take the height of the Sun. BR A'BBLER [of Brabbelen , Du.] a wrangler, a brawler.
Bow ( with Shipwrights ] a beam of wood or braſs, with BRABA'NT, ſo called of Brabo, a noblc Roman, and

3 long ſcrews thatdirect a lath ofwood or ſteel to any relation to Julius Cæfar, who attended him in his Gallick

part, commonlyuſed to make draughts of ſhips, & c. expedition . A dutchy. The people of Antwerptellyou a

Bow of a pip (with Shipwrights] is her broadeſt part ſtory of a giant that was vanquiſhed by Brabo, that had a
before, beginning at the loof, and compoling ends of the caſtle where Antwerp is now built, who uſed to cut off the

fern , and ending at the ſternmoſt part of the forecaſtle. hands of all that he took , and throw them into the Scheld,

A boldBow [of a ship ] is a broad bow .
whom Brabo ſerved in the ſame manner.

Lean Bow [of a ship ] is a narrow thin bow . Bracco [old Law ] a large fleet hound, or hunting dog

Bow pieces [in a ship ] are the pieces of ordnance at BRACE (prob. of embraſſer, Fr.) to tie , bind , or en

ber bow . compaſs and draw tight together with ſome cord tring, & c.

Bow Anchors anchors that are carried in the ſhip’s BRAKE (a Hunting term ] a couple or pair, as of bucks,

BOWERS 3 bower. dogs, foxes, hares, doc.

Bow -BEARERS [ in a Foref] certain officers. BRACE ( at Milan] a meaſure equal to 2 or 3 ells Engliſ.

To Bow e.l [of bouyau, F. or botulus, L. a pudding] to BRACE Cat Venice) a meaſure equal to 1, 96 ells Engliſ .
take out the bowels, Braces [with Arch.] are irons that fáſten beams, or

Bow'els [ Bowyar, F. or of botulus, L. a pudding] cramp-irons to hold ſtones together.
the guts ; alſo figuratively, compaſſion, commiſeration . BRACES (in a Sbip ) are ropes which belong to all the

Bow'ER [of Buſ of bure, sax. a parlour] an arbour yards, 2 to each yard , except theMiſſen, the uſe of which

made or covered with trees or greens
interwoven. is to ſquare the yard , i. e. to ſet it ſquare, or even acroſs the

Bow'ESS [in Falconry] a young hawk ſo called, when ſhip.

Bow'Et 3 The draws any thing out of her neft, and BRACES [of a Coach ] thick thongs of leather on which

covets to clamber on the boughs.

BOWGE [with Mariners] a rope faſtened to the middle To Bra'ce the Tard ( Sea Phraſe] is to bring the

of the outſide of a fail, ſerving to make it ſtand cloſer to yard to either ſide.

the wind. BRACED, faftened together, or joined with a brace ;
A BOWGE of Court, ſee Bouge. alſo buckled.

A Bowl (prob. of Bulla, L. a bubble, or of BuaG ,

Gr. a round clod, or boule, P. or boll, Du ] a round ball of BRACED [in Heraldry] the intermingling

wood for the play of bowls. of 3 cheveronels, as Azure, a chief Or and 3

To Bowl.[fouer à la boule, F.] to play with bowls on cheveronels, braced in the baſe of the Eſcut

bowling -green, Soc. cheon .

A Bowl [bolla, Sax. Boule, F.] a veſſel or cup of

wood, metalor earthen ware to drink out of. BRACELET [ of Bracbium , L. the arm ] an ornament

Bowl [of aship) a round ſpace at the head of the maſt forthe wriſts of women.
for the men to ſtand in , BRACELET [ in Military Affairs] a piece of defenſive

armour for the arm, Fr. BRACE:

it hangs.

!
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Brace'lets Cold Records] hounds or beagles of the BRADS , a ſort of flender nails without heads.

ſmaller and ſlowerkind.
BRADYPEPSIA [Βραδυπεπσία οf βραδύς low and πεψία

BRACENA'RIUS [ Ant. Deeds] a huntſman or maſter of Gr. digeſtion ) a too ſlow digeſtion proceeding from a de

the hounds.
praved diſpoſition of the acid ferments in the ſtomach.

BRACH a bitch or female dog.
To BRAG (prob. of Braguer, Fr. or braggeren , Dut.

to walk in ſtateſ to boaſt or vaunt.
BRACHETUS } [ old Law ) the beagle or ſmaller hound.

BRA'GGARD ? [braggaert, Dut.) a bragging ,

}BRACH E'TA , a bitch , old Law .
BRAGGADO'CHIO vaunting, vain glorious fellow ,

BRACHIA [ in Botanick writers ] the arms of trees, Space a coward.

are thoſe thicker branches into which the trunk is divided, Bra'GGET ( bragod, C. Brit .) a ſort of drink made

by way of ſimilitude, taken from the arms of a human with ſpices ,Oc.

body, L.
BRAID [breyt , Sax.) a ſmall lock or weft of hair ; al

BRA'CHIÆUS Externus (with Anat.] a muſcle of the ſo a ſort of edging or narrow lace.

Cubitus, which ſeems to be the third beginning of the To BRAID ( breyden , Dut.] to weave or plait the hair ;

Gamellus; and which is inſerted with it in the cavity of the
alſo to curl.

ſhoulder-bone which receives the Olecranium , L.
BRAI'D ED , faded, having loſt its colour.

BRACHIÆUS Internus (with Anatomiasí a muſcle of BRAILS [in a ship) are ſmall ropes, put through blocks

the elbow , ariſing from the inner part of the ſhoulder-bone,
or pulleys, faftened on either ſide of the ties, fo that they

at the inſertion of the Deltoides and Coraco-brachialis muſcles, come down before the ſails : the uſe of them is to hale up

is implanted to the upper and fore - part of the bone Ulna , L. the bunt when the fail is acroſs, that it may either be taken

BRACHIALE, the wriſt ; alſo a bracelet or bracer ; a up or let fall the more readily.

wrift-band, L.
Hale up the BRAILS { [Sea ' Phraſe] is a command to

BRACHI'OLUM , a little arm , L.
BRAIL up the Sails S to hale up the fails in order to

BRACHIOLUM (with Mathematicians] a member of an be furled or bound up clofe to the yard.

inftrument uſed upon Aftrolabes, etc. and uſually made of BRAIN [brægen , Sax.] that large, ſoft whitiſh maſs,

braſs, with ſeveral joints, that the end or point may be ſet
incloſed in the cranium orſcull, wherein all the organs of

to any degree of the Aſtrolabe, ſometimes called a creep
ſenſe terminate ; and the ſoul is ſuppoſed principally to

ing index .
reſide ; and perceives and judges of the ſenſation of all

BRACHIUM (with Anatomias] a member of the body, the ſentient parts, out of which itcommunicates the animal
conſiſting of the arm , properly ſo called, the elbowand ſpirits, and diſcharges them into the nervesand finews, the

the hand.
brain is compoſed of the cerebrum , cerebellum and medulla

BRACHIUM (with BotaniA's) the arm or bough of a oblongata.

trec , a branch , L.
TO BRAIN , to dath out the brains.

BR A'CHMANS [ ſo called of Brachman or Bramba, the BRAIN_ [metaphorically] is uſed for wit and judgment.

BRA'MENS preſcriber of their rights or laws] Shuttle BRAINED, unconſtant, fickle, wavering,

BRA'MINS s prieſts or learned men in Eaft India, BRA'NC A urſina (Botany, brank urfine, or bear's- foot, I.

anciently a fort of philoſophers, which from their going BRAI'NLESS [ of reyne, Dr. bjægen , Sax. the

naked were called gymnofophifts, and were to the Indians, brain] witleſs.
as the Chaldees to the Aſyrians, and the Magi to the Per- BRAI'N -SICK, crazy -headed ; alſo fickle, unconſtant.

fians, and the Druids to the ancient Britons and Gauls. BRAISES [in Cookery] meat dreſs'd à la braize, is either

They were had in great reverence by the people, living
meat broiled upon the coals, or elſebaked in acampaign

for the moſt part auſtere and folitary lives, in caves and oven between two fires, one above and the other below.

deſerts, feeding upon herbs, being poorly apparelled, and Bra'et (with Jewellers] a rough diamond,

for a time abſtaining from all carnal pleaſures ; their opi- BRA'KE [brachan , Sax .] female fern.

nions were, that the God Achari or " wiftnu created the Bra'k e [braeck, Dut.]an inſtrument for dreſſing fax

world by the adminiſtration of three perfect beings, whom or hemp, alſo the handle of a ſhip's pump ; alſo a baker's

he had firſt made for that deſign : theſe three areBramba, kneading trough ; alſo a ſharpbit or Inaffle for horſes.

i. e . penetration, by this he created the univerſe ; by Bres- BRAMBLE (bramble, Sax.] a prickly thrub .

chex , i . e, exiſting in all things, he preſerves it ; and by
BRAMBLE Net (with Fowlers] a fort of ner for catching

Mebaddia, i. e . the great Lord, he will deſtroy it. They
birds.

pretend to have received four books from Bramba, in which A BRA'MBLING , a kind of bird , a mountain chaffinch .

books all knowledge is comprehended, and they hold the Bra'n [brann, C. Brit.] the husk of ground corn .

Metempſycbofis or tranſmigration of fouls, thro ſeveral hu- BRAN [of born, Sax, a river ] at the beginning or

man bodies and beaſts, before they can arrive at pleaſure, end of the names ofplaces, denotes it to be a place ac or

and being purely ſpiritual ; and for this reaſon they teach , near a river, as Branſton.

that it is not lawful tokill, and eat anything that iskilled, BRANCH [branche, F.] a bough of a tree ; alſo a ſtock

and none of theirtribesdo eat any, but their ſoldiers ; of a pedigree ; alſo a horn of a ſtag's-head ; alſo a Thoot

they alſo hold the fleſh of cows and peacocks as facred, and or part of a branched candleſtick.

therefore they abſtain from it, and build hoſpitals for lame BRANCH [by BotaniAts] is defined to be the diviſion of

and decayed beaſts, and buy birds of the Mahometans to a ftalkof a plant ; in trees itis often called a bough.

ſet them at liberty. By their auſtere lives, great faſtings, TO BRANCH out, to ſpread or divide into branches.

teaching the people, and expounding the myſteries of their To BRANCH Stand (with Falconers] to make a hawk to

religion to them , they have gotten a very great awe over take the branch , or leap from treeto tree, till the dog

the people , all over the Indies, and eſpecially upon the ſprings the partridge.
Malabar coaſts, andthe brides are committed to the Bra- BRA'Nch , a canary -bird, of the firſt year brought up

mens to be bleſſed by them, that the marriage may be by the old one.

happy.
A fruit BRANCH [with Gardeners) that which ſhoots

BRACHE'RIUM, a truls uſed in ruptures.
out of the cut of thepreceding year, and is naturally of a

BRACHIAL [of Brachium ] pertaining to the arm .
conſiderable thickneſs.

BRA'CHYCA'TALE'CTON Bgaxuxatarüxtor, Gr. ] a
A BRANCH balf wood (with Gardeners ) is one that is

kind of verſe that wants a ſyllable at the end .
too groſs for a fruit branch , and too flender for a wood

BRACHY'GRAPHY (Bee'xuregdia of Beax us Thort, and branch

resepi writing] the art of ſhort-hand writing or characters. Spurious wood BRANCHES (with Gard.] are ſuch as come

BRACHY'LOGY [ Begexvdorla of Bexxus and 2670, Gr ] otherwiſe than from the cuts of the preceding year ; be

brevity, ſhortneſs of ſpeech or conciſeneſs of expreſſion. cauſe branches ſhould never come, but from thoſe of the

BRACK [of brecan , Sax . to break ] a flaw or ſome

thing broken in any thing.
BRA'NCHED [in Heraldry] denotes any thing ſpread

BRACI'NUM , the quantity of ale brew'd at one time. into branches.
BRACKET ( Braciello, Ital.] with Carpenters a ſort of BRA'NCHER [ Branchier, F.) a young hawk or other

prop or ſtay for a ſhelf, & c.
bird newly out of the neſt, and flies from one branch to

BRACKETS (on ship -board ] ſmall knees of timber another.

which ſerve to ſupport the galleries ; alſo thoſe timbers BRA'NCHES (with Archite & s] the arches of Gothick

which ſupport the gratings at the head.
vaults, which arches tranſverſing from one angle to another,

Brackish [ probi of brack, Du . falt ] ſaltiſh , fome- diagonal-wiſe form a croſs between the other arches which

what falt. make the ſides of the ſquare, of which the arches are dia

BRA'CKISNESS [ of Brack, Du. ſalt ] faltiſhneſs. gonals.
BRA'NCHIA

1

도

laſt cut .
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BRA'NCHIA (Bedrxia , Gr ] the gills of fiſhes which are BRAWL [ brouillerie, F.] a ſquabble, a wrangling, a noi

compoſed of cartilages and membranes in the form of a leaf fy fcolding ; alto a dance.

which ſerve inſtead of lungs to reſpire by . BRAWN [very prob . of Banrun, of Bar a Boar , and

BRANCHILE'T , a ſmall branch. Pun , Sax. hard , 9. d. the hardeſt and firmeſt fleſh of a boar]

BRA'NCHINES, the fulneſs or ſpreading of branches. the flesh of a boar fouled or pickled.

BRAND [Brano,Sax.] a piece or ſtick of burning wood ; BRA'WNINESS [ of Brawn, of Bar and run , Sax .]

alſo amarkmade with a red hot iron ; a note of infamy finewinets, hardneſs and ttrongneſs.

or dilgrace. BRA'WNY (prob. of bapruning , Sax.] full of brawn or

BRANDIron, an iron to brand or fet a mark upon a fen- finews ; Heſhy , luſty, ſtrong.

tenc'd malefa & or ; alſo a trevet or other iron to fet a boiling To ERA Y (of bjlacan , Sax. or brayer, Fr.] to pound in

veilel over the fire. a mortar ; alſo to temper ink as Printers do .

BRAND Goose [brand - gans, Du. 9.d. a greyiſh gooſe] TO BRAY [barrire, L. braire, F.] to make a noiſe or cry

BRANT Gooſe a kind of wild fowl fomewhat leſs like an aſs.

than a common gooſe, ſo called from its dark colour like a Falſe BR AY [ Fort.] a falſe trench made to hide a real one.

burnt coal on the breaſt and wings . BRAY , in the ancient Gaulio language, fignifies wet or

TO BRAND ( of Branden, Sax ] to mark with a hor iron , marſhy ground, and is found in many French names of pla
to ſet a mark upon. ces, as Follunbray, Guibray, Vanbray, &c .

BRA'NDEUM, a little bit of cloth wherewith the bodies BRA'Y ER [with Printers] an inſtrument to temper the ink .

of ſaints and martyrs had been touch'd , put in abox, and BRAY [ in Falconry] a pannel or piece of leather ſlit to

ſet as a relick to ſuch as deſireit; ora piece of the corporal bind up the wings of an hawk.

on which the Euchariſt or Hoft had been laid . This fuper- To BRAZE [of Brzy, Sax .] to cover or folder with

ftition was introduced as early as theyear 600.
braſs.

To Br A'NDISH [ brandir, F. ] to ſhake to and fro in the BRAZED (in Heraldry] as three cheverons brazed, i . e.

hand as a ſword ; to make glitter with ſhaking. one claſping another, it is derived of the French Word

BRA NDLING ( with Anglers] a ſmall worm, called alſo Bras, which lignifies an arm ; mens arms being often folded
the Dew Worm. one with another.

BRA'NDRITH , a rail or fence about a well . BRAZEN , made of braſs ; alſo impudent.

BRA'NDY [brande vin, F. prob. of branden , Dut. to BRA'ZENNESS [ of Braſs] appearing like braſs ; alſo

burn) a ſtrong water or ſpirituous inflammable liquor diftil- impudence.

ed off from the lees of wine, &c. BRA'ZIER , one who makes or ſells braſs ware .

To BRA'NGLE ( prob of abælgen, Sax. or balgen , BREACH (of brecan , Sax . to break] a breaking of

Teut. to be angry] to bicker, quarrel, ſcold or brawl . peace or friendſhip, a falling out ; alſo a breaking of the

BRANK , the grain or plant called alſo Buckwheat. bank of a river , Sc.

BRANK Urſin , Tee Branca Urfina. BREACH (in a Fortification ] the ruin of any part of the

BRASED |Heraldry) or three kids paſſing one another works or walls beaten down by cannon, or blown up by
croſs -wiſe, ſee Braced. mines , in order to take the place by aſſault or ſtorm .

BRASIA'tor [Old Statutes] a brewer, L. To clear a BREACH, is to remove the rubbiſh out of it.

BRASIA'Trix , a woman -brewer, L. BREAD [ Breas, of Bredan , Sax . to nourifh ) a common

BRASI'NA edible made of corn , needing no defcription .
BRASINA'ria Old Stat.] a brewhouſe.

BREAD of Treet ( Stat. of Alliże 51 Henry III.] houſe

BRASMA'TIAS, a kind of earthquake, when the earth hold bread.

iroves directly upwards. BREAD Room [ in a ship ] the room where the biskers or

BRASS [Bræs, Sax.] a fa & itious metal made of copper bread is kept.

melted with Lapis Calaminaris. BREADTH [ Bracnýyye, Sax .] broadneſs , wideneſs . '

BRA'SSETS, armour for the arms, Fr. To BREAK [bjecan , Sax.] to part or divide forcibly

BRA'SSICA ( Botany] cole -wort ; alſo colly -flower, L. aſunder, or in pieces .

BRA'SSICOURT (with Horſemen ] an horſe whoſe fore A BREAK , à turning Bankrupt, a being or pretending

BRA'CHICOURTSlegsare bended naturally. to be inſolvent.

BRA'SSINESS [of BræYineyre, Sax .] a being braſſy. To BREAK Bulk [ Sea Phraſe ] is to take part of the ſhip's

BRAT [Bratt, Sax .] a young child , ſo called by way cargo out of the hold .

of contempt ; a child born of mean parentage ; alſo TO BREAK Ground [ Milit. Phrafe] is to open the trenches,

or begin the works for carrying the ſiege of a fortified

BRAVA'Do [bravade, F.Ja vain-glorious boaſting, vaunt place.

ing, daring or vapouring, Span. To BREAK a Deer [with Carvers] is to cut up that piece

BRAVE, couragious, ſtout, gallant, excellent, p . of veniſon brought to the table .

A BRAVE ? (un faux brave , F.) a bully , a hectoring TO BREAK a Horſe in Trotting (with Horſemen ] is to make

A BRAVOS blade, a ſwaggering fellow . him tight upon the hand by trotting, in order to make him

TO BRAVE it ( braver, F.] to act the Bravo, to dare, to fit for a gallop

hector , to affront. BREAM [ brame, F.] a kind of fiſh.

BRA'VERY [ braverie, Fr.] courage, valour ; alſo finery, TO BREAM a ßip, ſee To Broom.

gallantry. BREAST [Beošt, Sax.] a prominent fleſhy part on the

BRAURO'NIA ( Beauporía , Gr.] an Athenian Feſtival ce- outſide of the Thorax of a human body, whoſe uſe in wo

lebrated to Diana , called Brauronia of Brauron an Athenian men is to ſeparate the milk ; and it is alſo one of the three

borough, wherewas the famous ftatue of thisgoddels, venters or hollow ſpaces in an animal body which contains

which was brought from Scythia Taurica by Iphigenia . The the heart and lungs.
victim offered in ſacrifice was a goat, and certain men BREAST Caskets (with Mariners] the largeſt and longeſt

fung one of Homer's Iliads. The moſt remarkable perſons caskets, which are a ſortof ſtrings placed in the middle of

at this folemnity were young virgins , about tenyears of age, the yard.

habited in yellow gowns, and confecrated to Diana. There BREAST Faß [in a ship ] a rope faſtend to ſome part

were called "Acm701, i. é. Bears, for the following reaſon of her forward on , to hold her head to a warf, or the like.

There was a Bear among the Phlauidæ, the inhabitants of a BREAST Hooks [with shipwrights) are the compaſſing

borough of Attica, which was ſo far diveſted of its natural timbers before , that help to ftrengthen her ftem and all

fierceneſs, that it became ſo tame and tra &table, that they the fore-part of the ſhip .
uſually admitted it to eat and play with them , and it did BREAST Pain (with Farriers) a diſeaſe in horſes.

them no harm ; but a young maid once unluckily happening BREAST Plough (with Husbandmen] a plough uſed for

to be too familiar with it,the bear tore her to piece, and parting turf for Denſpiring land, and driven by the breaft,
was afterwards Nain by the virgin's brethren. After this a BREAST Ropes (Sea 'Term ] thoſe ropes in a fhip which

dreadful peſtilence happen'd in Attica ; as a remedy of faſten the yards to the parrels, and with the parrels hold

which, they were adviſed by an oracle to appeaſe the an- theyards faſt to the maft.

ger of Diana for the bear, by confecrating virgins to her in BREAST Work [in Fortification ] the ſame as Parapet,

memory of it. The Athenians punctually executed this which fee .

command, and enacted a law, that no virgin ſhould be BREATH [brate, Sax.] the air received and diſchar

married till The had performed this ceremony. ged by human or animal bodies, by dilatation and com

To BRAWL (prob. of braeler, Dan. or brullen, Dut. preffion of the lungs.

to bellow , or of brouiller, Fr.) to chide, wrangle, or TO BREATHE (prob. of BJ'a Sian sax ) to receive and

fcold aloud. diſcharge the air asabove.

Еe BREA'TH:

a

coarſe apron.
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BREATHLESS, void of breath , dead . BREVIS Radii [ Anat.] comes from the outward and ſu

BRE'CCA , a breach , decay, or any other want of reo perior part of the Ulna, and paſſes round the Radius, and

pair, O. L. Deeds. is inſerted into the ſuperior and forepart of it below the ten

BRECK (prob . of brecan , Sax . to break ] a gap in an don of the Biceps. Its uſe is to turn the palm of the hand
hedge. upwards.

BRE'DWITE [ Bread pite, Sax .) an impoſition of amer- BREVI'LOQUENCE [ lreuiloquentia , L.) ſhort or conciſe

ciaments or fines for defaults in the aſſize of bread . ſpeaking

BREECH (prob. of brecce, Sax , or of broech, Du . ] BREVI'SSIMUS 2 the ſhorteſt, breviffimo, brevillima,

the backſide or arſe. BREVISSIMA breviſimis, L. with the ſhorteſt.

To BREECH , to whip. BREVI'SSIMUM

BREECH (with Gunners] the hindermoſt part of a piece BR E'vity [brevitas, L.] briefueſs, conciſeneſs or ſhort

of ordnance. nefs of expreſſion .

BREE'ches [of brecce, Sax .] clothing, or a garment To BREw [bjipan, Sax.] 10 make Ale, Beer, & c.

for men's thighs from the waiſt to the knees. BREW E'ss thin ſlices or thick cruſts of bread ſoaked

BREE'CHINGS [ Sea Term] ropes in a ſhip by which
BA ewi'ss S in fat pottage .

the guns are lafh'd faſt to the ſides of the ſhip.
BRIA'R EUS , the Poets tell us that Briareus had an hun

TO BREED [bredan, Sax .) to produce as animals; al- dred hands, but the truth of this table is this; Briareus,
ſo to be produced ; alſo to nouriſh . Cottus and Gyges dwelt in a city of Oreſtias calld Hecator

BREED (with Horſemen ] a place where mares for breed chiriæ ( exatorxeerd , i. e , an hundred hands) hence it was

and ſtallions are kept in order to raiſe a ftud. a common ſaying, that they havingan hundred hands, co

Bree'ding [of brečan, Sax .) producing, nouriſhing ; ming to the aſliſtance of the gods, drove the titans out of
alſo education , Olympus.

BREEZ [brezza , Ital . briſe, F.) a freſh gall of wind To Bribe (prob. of Beaßeñor, Gr.a reward or prize, or of

blowing from the ſea or land alternately for ſome certain briber, F. from bribe a piece of bread ] to corrupt with gifts.

hours of the day or night , only ſenſible near the coaſt. BRIBERY, the act of bribing or tampering.

BREEZ [Bjiioza, Sax.] an inſect called the gad - fly or BRIBERY (in Law] is when any man belonging to a

horſe-fy court of juſtice, or great officer takes any fee, giftor reward

B. E'GMA [fpéyud, of peixo to water, becauſe thoſe for doing his office , of any perſon exceptof the king only .
parts are generally obſerved to be moiſt] the forepart of the BRI'BORS [in Lawſſuch perſons as pilfer, fich , or

head ; or, as ſome ſay, the forehead bone, or the ſide and BRI'BUURSS embezzle the goods of other men ,

Thelving bone of the Cranium on each ſide of the Sagittal
BRICK [2ricke, Du .) a claiey earth , tempered , mould

Suture. ed into a long ſquare and burnt ; it is uſed in building.

BREH O'NE (in Ireland ] a judge, whence the lriß Law BRICK [with chymical Writers] is expreſs'd see

is called the Brebone Law . by this character

BRE'PHOTROPHY [ brephotrophia, L. of Beepot egpic , of BRICKBAT (prob. of Bricke, Du , or brýc, Sax. and

Beecos a babe, and Tegpi, Gr. nouriſhment] an hoſpital for batu, F. beaten or broken off] a broken bit.
orphans. BRICK - KILN ( of Bricke, Dx , and Cyln, Sax . ) a

BREST [ Architecture] that member of a column called place for burning bricks.

alſo the Thorus or Tore, BRICO'LE ? (at Tennis-play] the rebound of a ball after

BREST Summers [ Archit.] pieces in the outer parts of BRICO'LLS a ſide ſtroke.

timber-buildings, and the middle floors into which the walls of towns or caſtles, F.gir- BRICO'ls, Engines anciently uſed for battering the

ders are framed .

BR ET [ bretoneau , F.] a kind of fiſh of the turbet kind, To Brico'l e [bricoler, F.] to give a bricole, to paſs a

called alſo Burt or Brut. ball, to toſs it ſideways.

BRETE'sse [ in Heraldry] is French , what they frequent- BRI'DAL , pertaining to a bride.

ly call des Baſtonades, and the Engliſh call embattled , coun BRIDE [brid , perhaps of bredan , Sax. to cheriſh or

ter -embatteled , that is embatteled on both ſides. keep warm) a new -married woman .

BRETOY'S E, the law of the marches anciently uſed a- KRIDE [of brio and groom , Sax. a ſervant ; becauſe

mong the Britons or Welf . uponthe wedding -day it was the cuſtom for him to ſerve at

BREVE (in Law ] a writ directed to the Chancellor, table] the ſpouſe or husband of a bride.

Judges, Sc. fo termed becauſe it is expreſs d in few words. BRIDGE [brigge, Sax.] a paſſage of wood or ſtone,
BREVE (in Mufick] a note or character of time in the Egoc, made over a river.

form of a diamond ſquare, without any tail, and equivalent BRIDGE of Boats (in Milit. Affairs] are boars made of

to two meaſures or minims. copper and joined ſide by ſide till they reach croſs a river ,

BREVE Perquirere, to purchaſe a writ or licence of trial which being covered with planks, are marched over by the

inthe king's court , whence ariſes the cuſtom of paying fix ſoldiery.

ſhillings and eight pence if the debt be forty pounds ; BRIDGE of Rubes (Milit. Art] one that is made of great

ten ſhillings and eightpence if an hundred , and ſo upwards. bundles of ruſhes bound faſt together, over which planks

Brevede recto (in Law ] a writ of right,or a licence for being laid and faſten'd , are laid over marſhy places to be

an ejected perſon to ſue for the poſſeſſion of an eſtate that paſſed over either by footor horſe.
is detained from him. Draw BRIDGE (in Fortification] one that is faſtened with

BREV E Vas (with Anatomifts] a ſhort vefſel or vein which ſtrong hinges at one end only , ſo that the other may

paſſes from the ſtomach to the veiny branch of theſpleen. be drawn up, and then the bridge ſtands upright to obftru &t

BRE'Viary [ breviarium , L.] a kind of Popiſh Maſs- the paſſage either of a ditch or moat."
Book . Flying Bri'dges [in an Army] are alſo boats with planks

Bre'viate [ breviatum , L.) an extra&t or copy of a and 'neceſſaries for joining and making a bridge in a very

proceſs, deed or writing, compriz'd in few words. ſhort time , being two ſmall bridges laid over one another,

BRE'VIATURE, an Abbreviation , dc. in ſuch manner that the uppermoſt ſtretches or runs out by

BRE'VIBUS & rotulis liberandis [in Law ] a mandate or certain cords running thropullies placed along the ſides
writ directed to a ſheriff, requiring him to deliver the coun- of the under-bridge , which puſh it forwards, till the end

ty, with the appurtenances, rolls, briefs,& c. pertaining of it reach to the place it is deſigned to be fixed in. It is
tothat office, to the new Sheriff that is choſen in his room . alſo made of large boats with planks laid over them , and

BREVIE'R , a ſmall ſort of printing letter.
other neceffarics.

BR E'vis 2 [in Botanick Writers) thort, brevi, breuibus, BRIDGE of Communication [in Fortification ] is a bridge

BR E've s with ſhort. made over a river, by means of which, two armies or two

BRE'VIOR 3 ſhorter, breviore, breviori, brevioribus, with forts, that are ſeparated by the river, have a free communi
BRE'vIUS S ſhorter, L. cation one with the other.

BRE'vis Mufculus [with Anal.] a muſcle of the Radius, BRIDGE (with Gunners] the two pieces of timber which

which ariſes from theſuperior andpoſterior partofthe bus go between the two tranſums of a gun-carriage, on which
merus, and helps to ſtretch out the hand forward,L. the bed reſts.

BREVIS Palmaris (with Anat .] lies under the Aponeurofis BRIDGES [in Heraldry] may intimate that the bearers
of the Palmaris, ariſing from the bone of the Metacarpus, have formerly obtain'd them for their arms, either for ha

which ſuſtains the little finger, and paſſes tranfverfly from ving built bridges for the ſervice of the publick, or an allu

that bone and that of the Carpus, which lies above the reſt, ſion to the name, as of Trowbridge.
and is inſerted into the eighth bone of the Carpus. The Floating BRIDGE [ Milit. Art] a bridge made in form of

uſe of it is to make the palm of the hand concave or bollow . a work in Fortification callid a Redoubt, conſiſting of two
boars
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boats covered with planks, which are ſolidly framed , ſo as TO BRING in a Horfe (with Horſemen ]is to keep down

to bear either horſe or cannon. the noſe of a horſe that bores, and toſſes his noſe up to

TO BRI'DLE [bhidelian, Sax .] to keep in a horſe with the wind .

the bridle or reins ; alſo to draw up thechin in order to BRI'NGERS Up [Milit. Term ] the whole laft men in a

look ſtately, as women do ; alſo to curb or keep under battalion drawn up, or the laſtmen in every

our paſſions. BRI'NISH [ of brýne, Sax.] pertaining to or of the

ABRI'DLE [briole, Sax.] a head -ſtall with reins to hold BRI'NYS quality of brine.

in and guide a horſe. BRI'NINESS (ofbrýneneyye, Sax.] faltneſs,like the ſea .

To swallow the BRIDLE ? (with Horſemen] are terms uſed BRI'ony , ſec Bryony.

To drink the BRIDLE Šof a horſe that has too wide BRISE ( Husbandry) a fort of ground which has lain long
a mouth and too narrow abitmouth, ſo that the bit riſes too untilled .

high and gathers or furls the lips , and miſplaces itſelf above Brisk (prob. of friſch, Teut.] vigorous, lively, ſpright

that place of the barrs,where the preſſure ſhould be, byly, merry, jovial.
which means thecurb is miſplaced and ſhov'd too high. BRI'SKET [ brisket, F.) that part of the breaftwhich lies
BRIDLE Hand [in Horſemanßip] the left hand . next to the ribs.

BRIEF ( of brevis, L. Thort ] Tort; alſo common or rife . BRISKET of a Horſe, is the fore- part of the neck at the

BRIEF 3 [in Law ) a writ whereby a man is ſummoned
ſhoulder.

BREVE BRI'skness [ prob. of ffrilch , Teut.] livelineſs, ſpright

in a largerTenſe, for any writ in writing iſſued out of the
lineſs.

king's courts of Record at Weftminfter, whereby any thing is BRISK [ im Blazonry] a Frenco Term , which ſignifies

commanded to be done, in order to Juſtice, or the execu- broken, and in their way of Blazon implies an Ordinary

tion of the king's command. that has ſome part of it broken off.
BRIEF , Letters Patent, or licence to any ſufferer for col- BRI'STLE [bristl,sax.] ſtrong hair ſtanding erect on a

le& ting the charitable benevolence of the people, for any
boar's back.

private or publick loſs. BRISTLE Tails, a kind of Aies.

Apoftolical BRIEF, a letter which the Pope ſends to Prin- BRISTLY [ of briytl, Sax .] having or fullof briſtles.

ces and other magiſtrates concerning any publick affairs, To BRI'STLE [birtlian, Sax .) to ere t the hairs on the

BRIEF [in Mufick] a meaſure of quantity which contains Back like an enraged boar.

two ſtrokes down in beating time, and as many up , and BRISTOL Stones, a kind of ſoft diamonds found in a rock

is thus marked ( 1 ). near the City of Briſtol.

BRIE'FNESS [of brief or brevite, F. brevis or brevitas, BRI'SUR [in Fortif.) a line of 4 or 5 fathoms, in length

L.) brevity : parallel to the line of defence, which, according to Vau

BRIER [brær , Sax. ſuppos'd of brecan, Sax. to break, bone, is for making a hollow tower, or to cover the cou
becauſe it ſcars the skin ] a pricky plant . cealed flank, that the enemy's gunsmay not overturn the

BRIE'z e [ briſe, Fr. brezza, Ital.]' a chilly or cool wind.or cool wind. guns placed upon the concealed Aank .

Breez Wind, a ſoft, gentle gale of wind. BRISURE in Blazonry] is in French derived from briſer,

BRIGA [ O. Law ] contention , quarrel . F.to break , becauſe they ſeem to break the principal figure,

BRIGA'VE [Milit Art] a party or diviſion of a body of what the Engliſh expreſsby differences, and is us’d to diftin
ſoldiers, whether lorſe or foot, F. guiſh between the elder and younger brothers and baſtards

BRIGADE [of Horſej is a body of 8 , 10, or 12 ſquadron. in a coat of arms, as a label, half moon, &c .

BRIGADE of Foot] a body of 4 , 5 or 6 battalions, com- BRITA'NICA (Botany] the great water-dock , L.
manded by a brigadier, To BRITE & [among Husbandmen ] barley, wheat, hops,

BRIGADEE'R an officer in an army who commands TO BRIGHTS Bc. are ſaid to brite when they grow

BRIGADIE'R S a brigade. over-ripe or ſhatter.

BRI'G AND , a highway man, a robber , alſo a vagabond. BRI'TISH , of or pertainining to Great Britain .

BRI'GANDINE, a coat of mail, or a ſort of ancient de- BRI'TTLE [briteno, Sax.] apt to break, weak , frail.

fenſive armour, conſiſting of thin jointed ſcales or plates, BRI'TTLENESS [of Briteno, sax .] aptneſs to break.

pliant and eaſy to the body. BRI'ZA , the plant Dinkle -thorn,

BRIGANTI'Ne , a ſmall, flat, open , light veſſel, going BRI'ZES , fee Briezes,

both with fails and oars, either for fighting or giving melon beds, where thereare twowalls.BRIZ E Vents [in Gardening] ſhelters on the north fide of

chaſe, F.

BRIGBOTE ? [of [brizge and bote, Sax .] a contri- A BROACH ( brocbe, Fr.) a ſpit for roaſting meat on .

BRU'GBOTES bution towards repairing or building BROACH (with Hunters ] a ſtart on the head of a young

of bridges. ſtag, growing Tharp like the end of a ſpit.

BRIGHT (beopht, Sax.] lucid , ſhining, light. To BROACH [ Crocber, Fr.) to ſpit meat ; alſo firſt to pub

BRI'GHTNESS [bjiy eneyse,sax.]ſhiningneſs, lucidneſs. lifhor ſet abroad ;alſoto tap beer.
BRIGI'DIANS, an order of religious Perlons founded by BROAD [broad, Sax .] wide, large in breadth.

Brigidia, a princeſs of Sweden , BROAD Piece, a golden coin fome worth 23 ftillings,

BRI'LLANT [with Lapidaries] a diamond cut artificially. and others25.
BRILLANT , glittering, ſparkling , bright, ſhining , Fr. To give a BROAD Side [ Sea Language] is to diſcharge all

BRI'LLANT (with Horſemen] a brisk, high -mettled, the great guns that are on one ſide of the ſhip, at once.
ftately horſe, that has a rais'd neck, a high motion , excel- BROCA'DO 2 [ broccato, Ital.] a ſtuff or cloth of gold ,

lent haunches upon which he riſes tho' never ſo little BROCCA'DOS ſilver or ſilk , raiſed and enriched with

puton . flowers, foliages, or other figures.
BRILLA'NTE [in Muſ.] intimates that they are to play BROCCA'RII ( Scotch Law ] mediators in any affair, bulis

in a brisk , lively manner. neſs, bargain or tranſaction.

Brils, the hair on the eye-lid of an horſe.
BROCE'LLA [Old Rec.] a thicket or covert of buſhcs ;

BRI'm[bpimme,Sax.]the utmoft edge ,as ofa hat, glaſs, hencecomesthe browſingofcattle, andbrouſeofwood.
plate, cup, Hower, & c. Brioch ? an old faſhioned piked ornament of gold

To BRIM , as to go to Brim , ſaid of a fow , when ſhe is BROOCH S anciently worn .

ready or inclined to take the boar. BRO'CHA , an awl, a large packing needle.

A BRI’M MER , a glaſs or cup filled up to the brim with BROCHE'TTE, a skewer to ſtick on or in meat.

anyliquors. BROCHETTE [ Cookery ] a particular way of frying

BRI'MMING , the act of generation between a boar and chickens.

a fow . BRO'CHIA [Old Law ] a large can or pitcher.

BRI'M STONE [of brýn, Sax . a fire or burning, and BROCK (brock, sax.] a badger.

gtan , Sax . a ſtone ) a mineral well known .. BROCK 3 [brocart, F.] a buck or hart of two years

BRIMSTONE flour, a plant. BRO'CKET S old, or of the third year,

BRI'MSTONY, dasbed with or of the nature of brim- BRO'CKET's Sifter, a hind of the third year.!

BRO'COLI, an Italian plant of the colly- flower kind, Ital.
BRI'NDED variegated, or being of divers colours. BRO'DEHA'IFPENY { an exemption from paying , a
BRI'NDLEDS

B'RODHA'LPENY } certain toll to the lord ofthe

BRINE[of brýne, Sax.the falt fea] ſalt liquor or pickle; manour, & c. for ſettingup boards in a fair or market.
alſo uſed by the Poets for the ſea ; alſo a falt water of which TO BROGUE 2 (prob . of brouiller, F. to trouble ] to

falt is made.
To BROGGLES Fish for eels by troubling the water,

TO BRING [bringan, Sax .) to cauſe to come, to con- becauſe by doing To they are the more eaſily taken .

duct, to fetch to a perſon or place. BROGUES,

ftone.
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BROGUES , wooden shoos worn by the Irib. BXOOK -LIME ( of Brooc- lim , Sax .) an herb .

BROGUE on the Tongue [prob, of the Iriſ Brogues, a fort of BROOM [berm, Sax .] an utenſil for ſweeping a houſe,

ſhoos] and at firſt was apply'd moſt uſually to them who ftable, &c .

are very tenacious of their Iriſ Idioms, @goci is a defect in- Broom Rape, a plant whoſe root is like that of a turnip

cident to moſt foreigners in pronouncing the Engliß tongue growing at the root of broom.

or other acquired language, either with the accent , idiom , BROOMING ? [a Ship] is a burning off the filih ſhe

phraſe , or air of their own tongue.
BREAʼMING S hath contra &ted on her lideswith broom ,

To Broi'der (broder, F.] to embroider. ſtraw , reods, Sc. when ſhe is on a carcen , or on the

To Broil [either of bpoel, Sax . a wood, or brouiller, F.] ground.
3.e. to roaſt mear on the coals. Bro'ssus [Old Law ) bruiſed or hurt with blows, bruiſes,

Broll , diſturbance, trouble, falling out, a quarrel. or other caſualties.

BRO'KAGE 2 the hire, pay or reward of a broker, BROTH [bro's , Sax.] the liquor in which fieth , & c. is

BRO'KERAGE i.e. one who tells goods for ano boiled and thicken'd with oatmeal oc.

ther; alſo the buſineſs or trade. A BRO'TH EL [bordel, F. ] a brothel-houſe, ſee bordello.

BROI'DERER [ un brodeur, F. ] an embroiderer. BROTHE'LRY (of bordel, F. ] debauchery.

BROKEN [of bacan, Sax. to break] parted by breaking. BRO'THER [broer of breet , of bocan, Sax. q . d .

BROKEN Radiation in Catoptricks) is the breaking of the of the ſame brood] a male by the ſame father and mother.

beanis of light as ſeen through a glaſs that is cut into ſeve- BROTHERHOOD, a ſociety of brethren.

ralpanes orpieces.
BrouI'LLER [with Horſemen ] a word uſed in the French

Br O'KEN RAY [in Dioptricks] Ray of Refraction , is a riding academies, to ſignify that a horſe plunges, traverſes,
right line whereby the Ray of Incidence chufes its reétitude and appears in diſorder, when he is put to any manage .

orſtrairneſs, and is broken in paſſing thro ' the ſecond me- BROU'V ETS , foops made of meat, f .

dium , whether it be thicker orthinner. Brow [bropa, Sax.) the eye-brow , that part of the

BRO'KER [prob, of procurator, L. on account of their face, or the row of hairs that is above the eye.

procuring chapmen to others, and e contra , or of brecan, Brow of an Hill (of Bropa, Sax.] the top of an hill

Sax. to break , becauſe in former times none but bankrupts hanging over.

were permitted to follow that employment] a kind of factor BROW Antler ( Hunt, Term ] the firſt ſtart that grows on

employ'd by merchants, Ec. the head of a ſtag, to which the beam antler is the next

Exchange BROKERS, are ſuch who make it their buſi- To Brow beat (of biopa - beotan, Sax.] to look diſdain

nels to be acquainted with the courſe of Exchange, to fully or haughtily upon ; to Inub or keep under.

give information to merchants how it goes, and to notify Brow Poft (with Carpenters] an overthwart or croſs beam.

to ſuch perſons who have cither money to receive or to pay
BROWN (of Brunna , Sax, a river or fountain ] fignifies

beyond fea, who are proper perſons to negotiate the Ex- a river, or the place or perſon to be denominated from a ri

change with ; their premium is two Sths per Cent. ver or fountain.

Pawn BROKERS , are ſuch as lend money to neceſſitous BKO'W NNESS [of Bhun, Sax .] the being of a brown
people upon pawns ; alſo ſuch as buy and ſell old houſhold colour.

goods are called Brokers. BRO'W NISTS [ſo called from one Robert Brown] a fe &t

Stock BROKERS , are ſuch as buy and ſell ſhares of joint in England who held opinions ſomewhat like those of the

ſtocks of a Companyor Corporation for other perſons, as Donatifts.

the Bank, South Sea, Eaf India Company, & c.
BROWSE 3 [ prob. of brosse, F. a twig)the young

BRO MAS [Beoro , Gr.] a ſort of grain called Wild BRO'W SEWOODS prouts of trees which ſhoot' forth

Oats. early in the ſpring:

BRO'NCHANT [in Blazonry] is a French Term , and fig- TO BROWSEⓇ[Begboxw, Gr. brouter, F. bruſcare, Ital.]
nifies furmounting or appearing, as Broncbant ſur le tout, to feed as cattle, by nibbling or knapping off the young
is ſtanding out or Thewing itſelf over all . As when an Er ſprigs of trees.

cutcheon is ſemé, or ſtrewd all over with fleurs de lis, or BRUCHBOTE 2
See Brigbote.

the like, and over them a beaſt or other things, that ſeems BRUGBOTE S

to cover ſo many of thoſe things , that the eſcutcheon is fup- BRUE'RIA [ O. Rec.] bruſh , heath , briars or thorns.

poſed to be ſtrew'd with all over ; but that they are hid by BRUILLE'TUS (O. Rec.] a ſmall copfe or thicket, a lit

that other bearing which ſtands before them. tle wood.

BRONCHIA (Begrxic, Gr.] certain hollow pipes difper- A BRUISÉ [bnýre, Sax.] a contufion.

fed thro' the lungs which are branches of the windpipe. To BRUISE [of bruiyan, Sax.] to injure or ſpoil the

BRONCHIAL'E [with Anatomifs] a particular artery of form of a thing, by any blow or hard compreſſure.

the lungs. BRUISE WORT, an herb .

BRONCHOCE'LE [of Begrxos the wind- pipe, and xhan A BRUIT, a report, rumour, common talk.

a ſwelling, Gr.] a rupture of the throat, a tumour with a TO BRUIT, to report or ſpread a thing abroad .

large neck riſing on the bronchial part of the trachex. BRU'MAL (brumalis, L.) pertaining to winter,

BRO'NCHICK Muſcles, the Sternothyroides. BRUMA'LIS [of Brumus, a name of Bacchus] a feſtival

BRONCHO'TOMY [B097 otopio , of Begrxos the wind- among the Romans obſerv'd the 18th of February and 15th

pipe , and riuvw, Gr. to cut] an operation of cutting into of Auguf in honour of Bacchus.

the wind-pipe, in a membraneous part between two rings, BRUMAʼLIA [of Bruma, L. winter, or of Bromius the

to prevent fuffocation, & c.in a ſquinancy. name of Bacchus] a feaſt of Bacchus, celebrated by the Re

BRO'NCHUS [legrxo , Gr] the middle, fiſtulous part of mans for thirty days, beginning on the 24th of November,

thewind -pipe, the forepartof which is compoſed of ſo ma- and ending the 26th of December,

ny little rings. BRUN Lof bruna, Sax . a river or fountain ) intimates

BRONTE'A , a braſs engine in theatres, by which they the place tobe call'd from a river or fountain as Brunburn.

imitate the thunder. BRUNT (probably of brunft , Teut. heat] aflault, onfet,

BRO'NTES [of Beguth ,Gr. Thunder] one of the Cyclops bruſh , croſs accident.

or Vukan's Journeymen, who made thunderbolts for Jupiter: BRU'SCUM (with Botaniſs] a bunch or knob in amaple

BRONTEU's (of Begrti, Gr.] an appellation of Jupiter, tree ; alſo an arbour or hedge made of briars and thorns

and alſo of Bacchus, on account of the noiſe of drunken bound together.

quarrels. Bry'scus , a ſhrub, whoſe twigs bruſhes were made of
BRO'NTIAS [of Begrti , Gr. ] a ſort of precious ſtone in ancient times.

ſuppoſed to fall with thunder. To Brush [probably of broßer, F.] to cleanſe with a
BRONTO'LOGY [ Begyrororia . of legyth and noqla dif- bruſh .

courſe, Gr .] a treatiſe or diſcourſe of thunder. BRUSH [of burſtle, Teut. a briſtle, becauſe bruſhes are

Brooch [ broche, F.] a collar of gold formerly worn made of hog's briſtles, or brojle, F.] an utenſil for cleanſing
about the necks of ladies . things from duſt, Soc.

BROOCH (with Painters] a painting all in one colour. BRUSH ( Hunting Term ] a drag, the tail of a fox .

BROOD [bros, of breran, Sax.] a company of chickens BRU'SHMENT | ſmall wood or ſmall ſticks for

hatch'd by or going with one hen .
BRU'SHWOODS fewel.

To Brood (of bredan, Sax, to cheriſh ] to ſer on eggs, BRUSK [ in Heraldry] a kind of tawny colour, otherwiſe

as a hen or fowl does, to hatch them. called Tenne.

Brook [brooc, Sax.] a rivulet or ſmall current of water. BRUSO'LES [ in Cookery veal ftakes, or thoſe of other

To BROOK [bnucan , Sax.to digeft) as to brook an affront, meat well ſeaſoned, ſtew'd between thin ſlices of bacon be

1... to bear it with patience, to put it up . tween two fires, with ragoos, & c.
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fifth year.

pits, &c .

greater cattle.
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TO BRU'STLE [ of bruytlian , Sax , q . d. to ere at the firft fell, which is ſuppoſed to be now called Labor the

briſtles like an enragedboar] to go vapouring up to one ; capital of Pengab in Indoftan or Rauci, now a fine pour

to ruſtle as armour, Itiff garments , ſilk , Epc. do. pulous city .

Bru'TAL ? [brutalis, L.) irrational, ſenſeleſs, inhu- Bu'ceras [Boxseges, Gr : ] the herb Fænugreek,

BRU'TISH S man, beaſtly. BU'CINUM (with Botanifts ] the herb King's Confound.

BRUTA'LITY ? ( brutalitas, L.] beaſtlineſs, inhuma- Buck [bucca , Sax.] a male deer, rabbet, goat, & c.

BRU'TISHNESSSnity, favageneſs. To take BUCK , to admit the buck to copulation.

BRUTE (brutus, L.] a beaſt, an animal that wants the BUCK (probably of banche, Teut.] a lie made of aſhes.
oſe of reaſon . BUCK of the firf bead ( Hunting Term ] a buck in the

BRY'A ( Bpúc , Gr.] a little ſhrub like birch , with which

bruſhes and brooms were made. A great BUCK (with Hunters) one in the fixth
year.

BRY A filveftris ( Botany ] ſweet broom , heath or ling, L. Buck maft, the maſt of the beech -tree.

BRY'ONY ( BPuavia , Gr. ] the herb White - vine, BUCK fail, a deer hay , a toil, a large net to catch

BU'ABIN [in Tonquin ) a certain tutelar Deity of build- deer in. Old Law .

ings, whom the Indians propitiate with facrifices, and gild- BUCK tborn , a ſhrub, whoſe berries are of a purging

ed papers filled with magical charms, which they burn be- quality.

fore him. Buck Weed, an herb .

BUB [of bibere, L.] drink . Buck Wheat, a fort of grain that is excellent food foc

To Bu'BBLE ( probably of bulla, L.] to chouſe or cheat. ſwine and poultry.

Bu'B3 LE ( probably of bula, L.) a bladder in water. Bucks horn, a fallet herb.

BU'BBLE [ perhaps of booble, Du .] a filly fellow or BUCKAN E E'R , fee Bucaniers.

cully. BU'CKET (of buc , Sax. a flagon, or baquet,F.J. a kind of

BU'BBLING, a riſing or ſwelling up in bubbles ; alſo a pail made of leatherand commonly uſed for carrying wa

chowſing or cheating. ter to quench fires in houſes ; alſo a pail of wood with

BU'BBLES [in Commerce) a name given to certain pro- an handle.

je &ts in the year 1720, of raiſing money on imaginary funds . BUCKET Rope [on Shipboard ] a rope . faſtened to the

BU'BBLES [in Phyſicks] little round drops or veſſicles of bucket for drawing water up the ſides of the ſhip.
any Auid, filled with air, and formed on its ſurface upon BU'CKLE [boucle, F. buchet, Teut. probably of bugan ,

the addition of more of the fluid , as in raining ; or in its Sax, to bend ] a ſquare or round hoop with a tongue fa

ſubſtance upon a vigorousinteſtine commotion of its parts. ſtened with a thong or ſtrap of leather, for faddles, thos

BU'Bo (B:6ur, Gr.] the groin, that part of the body andother uſes ; alio a curlof hair.

from the bending of the thigh to the private parts. To BUCKLE [of boucler, F. or bugan , Sax.] to faſten

Bubo (with Surgeons] a kind of boil or blotch in the with buckles ; alſo to condeſcend or ſubmit to ; alſo to put

glandulous or kernelly parts of the body, as the groin, arm- hair into buckle.

BU'CKLER [bouclier, F.] a ſort of defenſive armour to

peftilential BUBO , a plague-fore or botch . skreen the body from the blows of the enemy ; figurative

Venereal Bubo,a grofs impoſthume or ſwelling ariſing ly, defence, protection,

in the groin occaſioned by the French pox. BU'CKLER of beef, a piece cut off from the ſurloin ,

BU BO'N A (among the Romans] the tutelar Goddeſs of BUCKLER thorn, an herb.

BU'CKRAM [buckerame, Ital . ] a ſort of ſtrong linen

BU'bonOC E'LE [Bsboroxíay of Bubar and xóan a tu- cloth ſtiffened with gum , uſed by tailors, ſtay -makers, Egc.

mour] a tumour ariſing in the groin, cauſed by the deſcent BU'CKRAMS , an herb .

of the cpiploon or inteſtines. BU'CKSOM [of bucca, Saz . a male deer, on account of

BU'CANIERS ? [is ſaid to be derived from the inhabi- their luſt in rutting time] propenſe or forward to amour,

Bou'CANIERS S tants of the Caribbee iſlands, who amorous, wanton , Sgpc.

uſed to cut the priſoners taken in war in pieces , and lay BU'CKSOMNESS , propenſity to annour, & c.

them on hurdles of Brazil wood erected on ſticks, with BUCO'LICKS [Buxorxa' of Buxóno, Gr . a cow -lerd ]

fire underneath ,and when ſo broiled or roaſted to eat them, paftoral ſongs or poems in which herdſmen and country

and this manner of dreſſing was called Boucaning.] Hence Iwains, & c. are repreſented diſcourſing concerning their as

our Buccaniers took their name, in that they hunting dreſs’d mours or love intrigues.

their meat after their manner. Certain pirates in the Weft BUCRA'NIUM [Botany) the herb calves- ſnout, L.

Indies, free-booters, rovers, that uſed at firſt to go a pira- A Bud [ bouton , F.] a bloſſom or young ſprout ; alſo a

ting on the Spaniards only ; alſo the ungovernable rabble weaned calf of the firſt year, ſo called becauſe its horns are

of yamaica. then in the bud.

BU'CCA , the hollow inward part of the cheek that To Bud [boutonner, F.) to put forth buds as trees do ;

ftands out by being blown , L. alſo to inoculate or graft.

BUCCA'LES Glandula [ Anatomy] glands diſpers’d over To BU'DDLE (Mining Term ] to waſh and cleanſe LA

the inner ſide of the cheeks and lips, which ſeparate a pis Calaminaris.

ſpitele ſerviceable in maſtication and digeſtion.
BUDGE, the dreſs d skin or furr of lambs.

BUCCELLA'TION (with Chym .] a dividing into gobbets. BUDGE , Adj. brisk , jocund.

BUCCINA'TOR, a trumpeter, one that ſounds a trumpet BUDG E Batchelors, a company of poor old men clothed

or winds a horn. in long gowns lin'd with lambs furr, who attend on the

BUCCINA'TOR (with Anatomiſts] a round circular mur- Lord Mayor of the city of London, at the folemnity of the

cle of the cheeks, ariſing from the forepart of the Proceſſus publick thew on the firft day that he enters upon his office.
corona of the lower jaw , and ſticking to the gums of both BUDGE Barrel (in Ships] a ſmall tin barrel to hold gun

jaws, is inſerted to the comer of the lips. It is called powder, having a caſe orpurſe of leather covering the head,
Buccinator from its forcing outthe breathof trumpeters. to hinder the powder from taking fire.
Á BU'CCULA [ Anat.) the fleſhy part under the chin , L. Bu'dger (bougette) a bag or ſnapfack,

BUCENTAURUS (Bemirtavess of bê an augment. parti- BUFF [of bufle, F. ſo called from the likeneſs it bears

cle, and vértavegs a centaur] a ſort of carrack or huge to the skin of an ox] a ſort of thick canned leather uſed

Thip having theſign orfigureof a centaur . for ſword -belts and coats for military men.

BUCENT O'RO (Bexéviavegs , &c .] the name of a large BUFF
a wild ox or wild beaſt like an ox veryveſſel orſtately galley, uſed by the Venetians in the cere- BU'FFLE

monyof eſpouſing the ſea, whenthe Doge and Senate go
numerous in America .

BUFFALO

annually on Afcenfion-day with much pomp, and throw a A BU'FFET, a repoſitory or fort of cupboard for plate ,

ring into it . glaſſes, China-ware, @pc. alto a large table in a dining

EJCE'PHALUS [of Bös an ox and xémar @ the head , room , called a ſide-board for the plates, glaſſes, bottles, & c.

i. e. bulls head] the horſe of Alexander the Great, ſo call'd Bu'FFET (probably of buffé, F.] a blow or box on the

on account of having the mark of a bull's head upon his ear , or ſlap on the face.

ſhoulder : when he had his ſaddle on and harneſs, he BUFFOO'n , [buffone, Ital. bouffon, F. but Salmafius

would ſuffer none but Alexander to ride him , and would chuſes to derive it from bufo, L. a toad , becauſe ſuch per

as it were kneel down to take him up, and being wound- ſons in their buffoonery ſwell themſelves like toads] a

ed in the battle with Porus , he carried the king to a common jefter, a droll, a Merry Andrew .

place of ſafety, and immediately dropt down dead . Alex- BUFFOO'NERY [bouffonnerie, F.] jefting, drolling.

ander built a magnificent tomb for hiin , and founded a city BUFO'NIUS lapis, the toad -ſtone, a ſtone fallly ima

to his memory calling it Bucephalia, in the place where he gined to be bred in the head of a toad, L.
FE Bua
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Bug , an inſee that infe &ts bedſteads, & c. BULLA'TED [bullatus, L.) garnish'd with ftuds.

BU'GBEAR, an imaginary monſter," a terriculament to BU'LLIENT [bulliens, L.] boiling or bubbling.

frighten children with . BU'LL - FINCH , a bird.

To Bu'GGER [bougeronner, F.] to copulate with a beaſt ; Hull Weed, an herb.

alſo with a man or woman after an unnatural manner. BU'LLACE (probably q . Bull's eye) a plum .

Bu'GGERER [ bougre, F.] one who copulates beaſtlily. BULL -Beggar" [9. d. bold beggar] a terriculament to
Bu'GGERY [bugerare, L. or bougeronner, F. but Me- frighten froward children.

nagius chufes to derive it from Bulgarians, a people inta- BU'LLARY, a falt-houſe , falt-pit, or other place where

mous for unnatural luft] the copulation of one man with ſalt is boiled .

another, or of a man or woman with a beaſt. BU'LLEN , ſtalks of hemp pilled.
BU'GLE, a kind of herb. BU'LLENGER , [Old Sax.] à fort of little ſea-vefſel or
BUGLE [of bucula, L. an heifer] a kind of wild ox. boat.

BU'GLES, a ſort of glaſs beads. BU'LLET [ boulet, F. probably from bolus, L. a round

Bugle born (of bucula an heifer, L, and hom ] a ſort of clod of earth ] a ball of iron or lead for cannon, musket, & c.

hunting horn. Red bot Bu'LLETS [in the Art of War ] bullets heated

BU'Gloss ( Lugloſſus, L. of Blynuogor , Gr. ] the herb red hot in a forge, and then put into a piece of ordnance,
Ox - tongue. that has had a good ſtopple or turf firſt rammed downit,

TO BUILD [bytlian, Sax .] to erect or make houſes, to be diſcharged into a belieged town to fire the houſes, & oc.
barns, churches, Exc. BU'LLIMONG 3 a mixture of ſeveral ſorts of grain to

Regular Bu I'LDING , one whoſe plan is ſquare, its op- BU'LLIMONY Ş gether, as peale, oats , vetches, & c .

poſite ſides equal , and its parts diſpoſed with ſymmetry. Bu'llion (probably of Borc , Gr. a lump of earth , or,

Irregular BUILDING , that which is not contained with- as Minſevus will, of billon, F. or Span , copper to make mo

in equal and parallel lines , and whoſe parts have not a juſt ney) gold or ſilver in the mals, or billet; alſo the place
relation one to the other in the elevation . where they are brought to be try'd and exchanged for

Inſulated BUILDING, one which is not attach'd , join'd the King
or contiguous to any other, or is encompaſſed with a 1quare, Bullion [ of Copper] is copper ſet on by way of

as the monument, St. Paul's, &c . ment on the breaft-plates and bridlesof hories.
Engaged Bui'LDING , one compaffed and has no front PU'LLOCK [ bulluce, Sax .] a bull-gelt.

towards any ſtreet or publick place, nor communication BU'LLY 3 [probably q. d. bull-ey'd , or of burly

but by a narrow paſſage. BULLY ROCKS or bulky and rock ] a ſwaſh buckler,

Interred BUILDINGS 7 ſuch , the area of which is below a perſon that attends (trumpets, and defends them in their

Sunk BUILDINGS S the level or ſurface of the night rambles .

place on which it ſtands, and of which the loweſt courſes BU'LRUSH [bull-jiye, Sax.] a plant.

of ttone are hidden. BU'LTEL, the branny part ofmeal that has been boule
BULA'PATHUM (Benderalov, Gr . ] the herb Patience or ed or dreſſed.

Great Dock . BU'LWARK [9.d. round work of boll round and werck ,

BULB [bulbus, L. of Bonbos, G.] the round root of a Teat.] a baſtion, rampart or fort.

plant that is wrapped about with many coats , pills or skins Bum (probably of bodem , Du. the bottom , or bomm,

one over another, as an onion ; or elſe let round with Dut.] that part ofthe body that perſons ſit on .

many little ſcales , and ſending out many fibres from the BUMBASI'N [ bombafin, F.] a kind of ſtuff made of ſilk
bottom of the root, and cotton.

BULBACEOUS ( bulbaceus, L.] full of little round heads BU MBA'ST [of bombafin ) linen intertvoven with flax,

in the root. linley-woolſey.

BULBI'NE [with Herbaliſts] a herb having leaves like To BUMBA'STE [ of bum and bafte, i, e. to beat] to

leeks and a purple flower, dog's leeks . beat or bang

BULBOCA'STANUM [Bon Coxasaros, Gr.] earth-nut or BUMBAST words or file, a high flown unintelligible

pig -nut. way of expreſſion ; jargon.

BU'LBOUS (bulbofus, L.] plants whoſe roots have round Bump, a riſing or ſwelling, a ſtanding out of a thing

heads are called bulbous plants . beyond the level ſurface.

Bulbs [with Floriſts] the round ſpired beards of flowers. BU'MPKIN ( Dr. Henfam derives it ofpumpin or pompions

BU'LGA, a budget, mail or portmanteau, O. Lat. or other ordinary fare, as the meaner ſort of country peo

BU'LGED [ſpoken of a skip ] when he has ſtruck off ple eat ; others chuſe to derive it of boomken, Dut. a lic

ſome of her timber upon a rock or anchor, and ſprings a ile tree, and a blockhead in Latin is called pipes the ſtock
leak of a tree ) a country clown .

BU'LIMY [bulimia , L. Berguide of Bos an ox and anos BUNCH (probably of bugno, Ital. a knot or wen ] a

hunger) an inſatiable hunger, called alſo bovina fames, or bump or knob; alto a cluſter, as a bunch of grapes.
canina fames, L. and xuropatia, Gr. BUNCH [Surgery) an outward disjointing of the Vertebræ,

BULK (bucc, Sax ] bigneſs, fize. or turning joints of the back .

BULK (of a ship] the whole content ofa ſhip in her hold. BU'NCHED Cods (with Botanifes] thoſe cods that land

To break Bulk [Sea Term] is to take out part of the out in knobs , and in which the feed is lodged .

Thip’s cargo or lading out of the hold. BU'NCHED Roots ( Botany] all ſuch round roots as have

BULK head afore (in a ship] a partition between the knobs or knots in them .

fore -caſtle and grating in the ſhip’s head. BU'NCHES , a diſeaſe in horſes, knobs, warts and

BU'LKINESS [of buce, sax.] 'bigneſs. wens, cauſed by eating foul diet.

BU'LKY [of buce and negye, Sax .] big , groſs , mally. BÚ'NDLE [of bundle, Du.] a parcel of any thing

BULL [hull or bulluce, Sax .] a bealt well known. rolled or bound up together, as a bundle of hemp, & c.

BULL [bul, Du. or bulla, L.] properly a golden orna- BUNDLES ( Law Term ] a ſort of records of Chancery,

ment for children ; but ſome derive it from Bunn, Gr. lying in the office of the rolls, as the files of bills and an
counſel, becauſe anciently bulls were iſſued out by a coun- [wers in Chancery, apc.

cil of ſtate, a letter diſpatched from the Roman chancery BUNG (probably of bung, Sax. but in another ſenſe] a

ſealedwith lead, anſwering to the edicts, letters patents, ftoppleofthe holein theupperpart of a barrel.
oc. of ſecular princes. If theſe bulls be letters of juſtice TO BUNG , to ſtop up with a bung.

and executory , the lead is hung on an hempen cord ; but To BU'NGLE (perhaps of bougonner, F.) to do any

if letters of grace, the lead is hung on a ſilken thread. think awkwardly or clumſily, to cobble, to botch.

Bull or Bulla Cone Domini, a bull of excommunica- BU'NGLER [bwngier, Welp ] an awkward cobbling

tion and anathema read on Holy Thurſday againſt all that workman, Soc.

the Papifts call Hereticks, afterwhichthe Pope throws a . BU'NGLINGNESS,theawkwardneſsofdoing a thing, & c.

torch as his thunder. Thoſe crimes which are condemned BU'NIAS [Bevid's, Gr.] the turnip -root.

by this bull are not to be abſolved by any but the Pope. BUNN (probably of bunello, Span. a lake, or of bonus,

Golden Bull , an ordinance or ſtatute made by the Em- L. good ; 9.d. a well reliſhed cake) a ſort of cake -bread .

peror Charles V. A. D. 1536. it treats concerning the form BUNT of a Sail ( in a ship] the pouch or middle part of

or manner of ele&ting an Emperor of Germany. It is ſo it, which ferves to catch and keep the wind.

called from a golden ſeal which hangs to it. The Bunt holds much leeward wind ( Sea Term] i, e , the

Bull Feaft , a feſtival obſerved in Spain and Portugal, middle of the fail hangs too much to the leeward,
at which wild bulls are encounter'd by men on horſeback BUNT Lines ( in a ship] ſmall lines faſtened to the bot

armed with lances. tom of the fails in the middle part of the bolt ropes

3
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uſed to hale up the bunt of the fail, in order to furl it up BU'RIAL [of ByNiGian, Sax.] a funeral ſolemnity or iti

the better. terment,

BU'NTING , a bird , a ſort of lark . BU'RIÀ BL Ë [ probably of býſigneyye, Sax .] that may

BU'NTER , one who picks up rags about the ſtreers. be fit to be buried.

Buoy [boye, F.] a piece of wood orcork , and ſometimes Buri'n , a graver or ingraving tool, F.

an empty cask or barrel at ſea, ſo faſtened as often to float To BURL; to dreſs cloths, as fuilers do.

dire &tly over the anchor, that the men may go in the BURLE'SK 3 [of burleſco, Ital.] a kind of poetry ,mer

boat to weigh the anchor, knowing where it lies ; alſo
up- BURLE'sques ry, jocular, and bordering ou ridicule

on fands as a ſea -mark. is a ſort of verſe proper for lampoon ; but it is a manner

To Arain the BU OY [ Sea Term ] to let the anchor fall, of verſifying harder to be acquired than that which is moſt

while the ſea has way. harmonious and beautiful. The more the feet hobble in

To BuOy one up (in a Figurative ſenſe ] to uphold, encou- moſt places, the more perfe&t is the meaſure ; as for harmo
rage or ſupport him . ny, that is little minded in Burleſque.

TO BU OY up a cable (Sen Term ] is to make faſt a piece BURLE'SKED , turned into Burleſque.

of woodto it pretty near the anchor,ſo thatthe cable may BU'RLINESS , ' [ q. boor , likeneſs] bignieſs, latgeneſs of

not touch the ground, when it is fufpe &ted to be foul or body, doc.

rocky, to hinder it from being fretted or cut. BU'RLY ( probably of boor like, or gebuhi -like, Sax .]

BU'OYANT (of boye, F.) buoying or bearing up. comely ; big, groſs, heavy.

BU'PHONON (Byqorov, Gr.] the herb Chamæleon . BURN [ in a Medicinal ſenſe ] a ſolution of the continuity

BU'PHTHALMUS (B4032146 , Gr.] the herb Ox-eye or of the part of a body, made by the impreffion of fire ; al
Wild Chamomil . ſo a mark remaining upon the thing burnt.
BUR , a broad ring of iron , behind the hand or the TO BURN [býrnan and bærran, Sax. burnen , Du.] to

place made for the hand on the spearsthat were us’d by hurt, mari, confume or deſtroy with fire; to ſcorch.
Knights or Eſquires formerly in tilting, which bur was A BURN ( Surgery) an impreſſion of fire made upon a

brought to reſt when the tilter charged his ſpear, and ſer- part, in which there remains' much heat with bliſters and
ved there to ſecure it and make it the more eaſy. ſometimes an eſcar, according as the fire has had more or
BU'RDEN [byn Sen, Sax .] a load or weight of any leſs effect.

BU'RTHENS thing, as much as a man, horſe or any BURN [burna, Sax. a river or fountain ] at the begin

thing can carry ning or end of a word, ſignifies the place to take its name

BU'RDEN of Gad-feel, iso pound weight. from a river or fountain , as Burnham .

BU'RDEN ( of bourdon, Fr. a ſtaff or a pipe in the form BURN beating ( Husbandry] a method of manuring land

of a ſtaff ] in ſome muſical inſtruments the drone or the by cutting off the peat or turf, and then laying it on heaps

baſe, and the pipe that playsit ; hence that part of a ſonga ſong and burning it to alhes.

that is repeated at the end of every ſtanza, is called the BU'RNET (of burn, Engl .) the herb Pimpernel.

burden of it. Thorny BU'RNET, a kind of ſhrub .

BU'RDEN [of a ship] ſo many tun weight as ſhe will BU'RNING [of býpneng, Sax .] violent hot ; inflamed ,

ftow or carry in quantityof goods. conſuming in fire.

BU'RDENSOMNESS [byn SenyomneyYe,Sax.]heavineſs BU'RNING the Dead. Tho' the cuſtom of burying the

or troubleſomneſs to bear. dead was the moſt ancient, yet that of burning ſucceeded
BURELLE' [in Blazonry) is a French Term , which, as very early, and is ſaid to have been introduced by Hercu

Columbiere fays, ſhould be called Barry of 19 pieces. But les. And it appears that burning the dead was uſed by the

if there be more than 10 , the number is to be exprefs’d , Greeks, in the time of the Trojan war.

and the pieces in Burelle muſt be even numbers ; for if The Philoſophers were divided in their opinions con

the number be odd , and the field have more parts than cerning burning : thoſe who were of opinion, that human

are in the charge, then the pieces that arecharged in the bodies were compounded of water, earth or the four ele
field muft be called by the name of Trangles. ments, were for having them buried or committed to the

BURG [of Berg , Teut. a mountain ] lignifies a city, earth. But Heraclitus and his followers, imagining fire to

town , caſtle or camp, becauſe anciently towns were built be the firft principle of all things, eſteemed burningas the

uponhills. Hence, our hiſtories inform us that the inhabi- moſt proper ; for every one thought it the moſt reaſonable

tants have often remov'd their towns froni hills, on which method, and the moſt agreeable to Nature, lo to diſpoſe

they had been firſt built, into vallies, where they now ofbodies, as they might ſooneft be reduced to their firſt

ſtand for the betterconveniency of water. Of which sa . principles .

lisbury, formerly called Salesburg, is a remarkable inſtance. Eufatbius aſſigned two reaſons why burning came to be

BU'RGAGE [in Law ] a tenure by which the inhabi- of fo general uſe in Greece. The firſt is , becaule bodies were

tants of cities, burroughs and towns held their lands and thought to be unclean after the departure of the foul, and

tenements of the King or ſome Lord for an annualrent. therefore were purified by fire ; and the ſecond , that the

BU'RGAN E'T [ in Heraldry ] probably ſo call from foul, being ſeparated from the groſs unactive matter, might
BU'RGONETS the Burgundians wearing it. A fort be at liberty totake its flight to the heavenly manſions.

of ſteel-cap formerly worn by foot-ſoldiers in battle, F. The manner of burning the bodies was thus ; the body
To BU'RGEON (of bourgeon , F. a tender twig ] to grow was placed upon the top of the pile , but was rarely burnt

big aboutor groſs, ſpoken of trees . without company; for beſides the various animals they

BU'RGERSHIP [burh-rcire, Sax. ] the dignity or threw upon the pile, perſons of quality were ſeldom burnt

BU'RGESSHIP S privilege of a burger. without a number of ſlaves or captives; they alſo poured

BU'RGESS (of burgh, Sax.] an inhabitant of a burgh into the fire all ſorts of precious ointments and perfumes ;

or borough ;alſo one who ſerves in parliament for a bu:gh and they alſo covered the body with the fat of beaſts, that
BURCH [bungh, Sax.] a borough, a large village , a it might conſume the ſooner ; for it was looked upon as a

commonalty ; anciently a town having a wall or lome ſingular bleſſing to be quickly reduced to aſhes.
cloſure about it. It was alſo the cuſtom to throw into the fire the arms

BURGH BOTE (of burg and bote, Sax.] a contribu- of thoſe that were ſoldiers, and the garments that the de

tion towards repairing of caſtles ; alſo an exemption from ceaſed had worn while living ; and the Athenians were ve

paying it. ry profuſe, in ſo much that ſome of their law - givers were

BURGH BRECH ( Burghbrýce, Sax .] a fine impoſed forced to reſtrain them by ſevere penalties from defrauding
on the community of a town for breach of the

peace, Egos. the living by their liberalityto the dead. The funeral pile

BU'RGHER , ( burer, Teut ) a citizen , a townſman . was commonly lighted by ſome of the deceaſed's neareſt

BU'RGHGRAVE { [burgraff, Teut.] a title of honour relations, who made prayers and vows to the winds to af
BU'RGRAVE S in Germany, a count or chief go fiſt the flame, that the body might quickly be reduced

vernour of a city or caſtle. to aſhes.

BU'RGH MASTER ? a chief magiſtrate of the towns in At the funerals of generals and great officers, the foldi

BU'RGOMASTERS the Low Countries, and other pla- ers with the reſt of the company made a ſolemn proceſſion

ces in Germany. three times round the pile, to expreſs their reſpe &t to the

BU'RGHMOT E [Burg-Gemot , Sax .] a court of a borough deceaſed ; during the time the pile was burning, the friends

or city; of the deceaſedperſon ftood by pouring forth libations of

BU'RGHWARE, a burgeſs or citizen . wine, and calling upon the deceaſed . When the pilehad

BU'RGLAR [ofburg a caſtle, and latro, L. or larron, F. burnt down, and the fame had ceaſed, they extinguiſhed

thief,9. d. a thief in a caſtle ; every man's houſe being his the remains of the fire with wine, which having done, they
caſtle ]a breaker of houſes in the night time . collected the bones and alhes. The bones were fometimes

washid with wine and anointed with oil. То
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To diſtinguiſh the reliques of the body from thoſe of or 8 gallons land meaſure , and 5 pecks water nicafure:

the beaſts and men burnt with it, this was done by placing BO'SH ELS [of a Cart wheelj certain irons within the

the body of the perſon in the middle of the pile ; whereas hole of the nave, to preſerve it from wearing

the men and the beaſts burnt with it, lay on the ſides. BU'S HINESS | buiffon , F. a bufh ] the being buſhy.

Theſe bones and aſhes thus collected, they put into urns, BU'siness [of byrgian, Sax.] employment, work, Eric.

madeeither of wood, ſtone, earth , ſilver or gold, according
BU'sk ( prob. of buſe, Fr.) a fort of ſtick of whale .

to the quality of the perſon deceaſed. bone, iron, wood , Enc. worn formerly by women to keep

BURNING of Women, it was the cuſtom of the ancient down their ſtomachers.

Brittains, that when any greatman died [if there was any BU'SKIN [prob . either of Borzacchiro, Ital . or broslein,

occaſion to be ſuſpicious as to the manner of his death] his Du.] a ſort of boot or ſtocking in the manner of a little

relations made enquiryamonghis wives concerning it, and boot, covering the foot and mid - leg , and tied beneath the
if any of them were found guilty they were puniſhed with knee, uſed anciently by tragedians.

fire and other torments. Buss [buis, Dic.) a Imall ſhip or ſea veſel, uſed by
BURNING (with Philoſophers] is defined to be the action the Dutch for the herring fiihery.

of fire upon ſome pabulum or fuel, whereby the minute or To Bu'ss [ prob. of bafiare, L. whence baiſer, F. and
very ſmall parts of it are torn from each other , put into a boefen , Dw .] to kils.

violent motion, and aſſuming the nature of fire itſelf, fly Bu'st [ bufto, Ital.] a term in ſculpture uſed for the
off in orbem , &c. figure or portrait of a perſon in relievo ; Thewing only the

BURNING, a nameformerly given to an infectious dif- head , ſhoulders and Itomach, the arms teeming to have
ere, gotten in the ſtews, by converſing with lewd women ; been lopt off, uſually placed on a pedeſtal .

fuppos'd to be the ſame with that now call'd the Pox. Bu'st ( buftum , L.j a pyramid or pile of wood , where

BURNING Glaſs, a machine 10 wrought, that the rays on anciently the bodies of the dead were placcu in order

of the ſun are collected into a point, and by that means to be burnt.

the force and effect of them is heightened tothat degree, BU'st Al [buftalis, L.] of or belonging to graves or tombs.

ſo as to burn ſuch obje &ts as it is placed againſt . BU'SCOAT, loft bread, eaten with butter.

To BU'RNISH [brunir, F.] to ſmooth , poliſh or bright- BU'STARD, a fowlof a fluggiſh nature.

en any metal, Syc, by a violentrubbing it with any thing. To BU'STLE (prob . of buy tlian , Sax. to ruſtle in

BU'R NISHER ( bruniſſeur, F.) one who ſo polithes, & c. armour] to make a ftir , noiſe or hurry about.
alſo a tool uſed by engravers, & c. to ſmooth their plate . BU'STROPHE (of his an ox , and soon, Gr. a turning,

To BURNISH [ with Hunters] a term uſed of a hart's q. d. the turning of oxen in ploughing ground) a term used

ſpreading its horns after they havebeen fray'd or new rubbd. io expreſs a manner of writing of the ancient Romans, which

Burr (prob. of burre, F. a lock of wool ] the round was as it were in furrows, the firſt line began at the left

knob of hom next a deer's head. hand , and ended at the right, and the ſecond line began

Burr, the plant called alſo burdock . at the right, and proceeded to the left, ſo that the whole

Burr Pump (in a ship] a pump by the ſide of the ship, bare a repreſentation to the furrows of ploughed land.
into which a ſtaff 7 or 8 foot long is put, having a burr of To BÜ'sy [by) Zian , prob . of bira , sax. a throng q.d.

wood at the end, which is drawn up by a rope falteued a throng of buſiness] to employ ſedulouſly.

to the middle of it , this is called a Bilge-pump.

BURR Seed, the herb bur-flag.
BU'sied [ gebºrgob, sax ] ſedulouſly employ'd.

BU'RRAS Pipe (with Goldſmiths and Surgeons] an inſtru- BU'I [bute, Sax. i. e . none beſides or except him ] ex

ment uſed to keep corroding powders in , as vitriol, precipi- cept, beſides.

tate , &c. Bu't boute, Fr.) the extreme and thick part, as of a

BURREL Fly, an infe &t. musket.

BU'R R EL Shot (with Gunners] ſmall bullets, nails, ſtones, BU'TCHER [boucher, Fr.] a killer of cattle, and ſeller

pieces of old iron , egoc. put into caſes, to be diſcharged out of their ficth .

ofthe ordnance or murdering pieces ; caſethot. BU'ICHER's Broom , an herb.

BU'RROW (of bune a parlour or bynzena, Sax . a ſe- BUTCHER- RO'w [boucherie , F.] a row of butcher's- Thops,

pulchre] a rabbet-hole, Egic . in a warren. a Thambles.

BU'RSA PASTORIS [with Botaniſts] the herb ſhepherd's BU'ICHERLINESS, butcherly nature or aftion.

purſe or pouch , L. BU'TCHERY [ boucherie, Fr.) a great flaughter.

BU'R ROCK, a ſmall wear or dam, where wheels are BU'TLER [bouteiller,F .) an officer in noblemens and prin

laid in a river for the catching of fiſh. ces houſes, who keeps the wine, beerand houſhold fores.
BURSA'LIS (with Anat.] a muſcle of the inſide of the BU 'ILERAGE ( in law] a certain impoft fupon ſale

thigh, ſo called from its reſemblance to a purſe, in Latin wines imported , which the king's butler might require of
burſa. every ſhip containing leſs than 40 tun .

# BURSA'RIA [ in Ant. Deeds] the treaſury of a collegiate BU'TLERSHIP [of bouteillier, Fr.] the office of a butler.

or conventual church ; the place of accounting, receiving BU'TSECARL { [buteſcajil, Sax .) a boatſwain or ma

and paying by the burſers. BUTE'SCARLS riner.

BURSA'RII , the burfers of a monaſtery or college. A BU'IT [butte, Sax .) a large veſſel for liquids of

BU'RSARs, youths in Scotland, ſent once a year as exhi- wine 126 gallons, of currans from 15 to 22 C. weight.
bitioners to the univerfities, by each presbytery ; by whom A BUTT (probably of butte, Sax.) a mark to hoot at.

they are allowed at the rate of 1001. Scots for 4 years, To BUTT ( Buttare, Ital . botten, Dut. bouter , F.] to

Bu'rse [ Bourſe, F. borfe, Du .bong, Sax. of burja, puth at or againſt with the horn , as bulls, goats, dc.

L. a purſe] the ſign of which was formerly ſet over ſuch A BUTT ( Sea Word] the end of any plank which joins to

places where merchants meet, as the Royal- Exchange. another on the outſide of the ſhip under water,

BU'RSER [of burſa, L. a purſe] ' the treaſurer of a To ſpring a Butt ( Sea Phraſej a ſhip is faid to Spring 4

college. butt, when a plank is looſened at one end.

To Bu'RST [of busytan, Sax ] to break aſunder. BU'TTENS? [ Hunting Term ) the burrs or knobs of a

BU'RT , a flat fiſh . BUTTONS S deer's head , called otherwiſe ſeals.

Bu'r r- wort , an herb. BU'TTER IBytlegr, Gr. whence Butyrum , L. whence

BU'RSTNESS, a being broken aſunder. buttere, Sax.) a food made of the cream of milk churned.

BU'RTON [on Shipboard) a ſmall tackle to be faftened BU'TTER of Antimony [ Chymiſtry ] a mixture of the

any where at pleaſure, conſiſting of 2 ſingle pullies; the acid ſpirits of ſublimate corrolive with the regulus of anti

uſe of it is to hoiſt ſmall things in and out. mony .

Bu'ry ? [ of buh gh, Sax .] a dwelling place or court, BU'TTER of Tin (with Chymifts] a compound made of

BE'RRY S and is a termination added to the names of one part of tin reduced to powder, and 3 parts of fubli

many places, asAldermanbury. mate corroſive. This compoſition has this ſtrange proper

To BU'R Y [ býrigean or bijian, Sax .] to interr a dead ty , that it is continually ſending forth fumes.
corps . BUTTER- FLY (buttene klege, Sax.] an infe & .

BU'SCA ? [ Old Law Records ] bruſh -wood , under- BU'TTER -TEETH [butten to Say, Sax.] the great,

BU'scuss wood . broad fore - teeth .

BUS E’LINUM [Buokaivoy, Gr.] a kind of great parſly, L. BU'TTER BUMP [fo called from its having ſmooth and

BU'sh [ prob .of bulch, Teut,or buiſson, F.] any ſort of ſoft feathers] a bird called a bittern.

Thrib, as a Gooſeberry buſh, &c. BU'ITER-WORT [ ſo called becauſe it feels as if it

Bush ( Hunting term ] the tail of a fox. were meared with butter] the plant Yorkfoire fanicle.

BU'shel, an Engliß dry meaſure, containing four pecks

3
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BU'TTERY (of buttene, sas .] a place where vi &tuals C [ in the titles of books, inſcriptions on tombs, unde

are ſet up. ftatues, & c .] is an abbreviation of centum , Latin an 100,

BU'Ites, the ends or ſhort pieces of ploughed lands and is repeated for each hundred , as CCCC, 400.
lying in ridges and furrows, C is alſo an abbreviation of Clorifti, as A C, i. e. anno,

BUTTOCK [Ds. T. Henß derives the word of bout , Du Chrifti, L. in the year of Chriſt.

the bolt of the bone, and hoh, Sax . the hough ] the breech CC, are abbreviations of Corporis or Corpus Chrifti, L. i.e

or haunch. of the body of Chriſt, as a ſtudent of cc, Corpus Chriſti

BUTTOCK [of a ship) is that part of her which makes college in Oxford.

her breadth , right a ftern from the tuck upwards. CAB [37 , Heb.] a meaſure of the Hebreços, containing

Broad BÚTTOCK [of a ship] one built broad at the about 3 pints Engliß , or the 18th part of the Ephab.

tranſum . CABALA (732p receiving, of 427, he received] a

Narrow BUTTOCK [ of a ship] one built narrow at the traditional or myſterious doctrine among the ancient Jews,

tranſum . which they tay was delivered by word of mouth to Mofes,

To Bu'TTON [ Boutonner, F.] to faſten with buttons. and by him to the fathers, and ſo tranſmitted from
genera

BU’TTRESS [in Arcbitočture ] a kind of butment built tion to generation ; and at length about the time of their

archwiſe, or a maſs of ſtone or brick ſerving for the ſupport captivity in Babylon, colle &ted into a boly called the

of the ſides of a building, wall , loc. Mipnaotb, which, with the commentaries and gloſſes of their

BU'ITRESS (with Farriers) an inſtrument for piercing doctors and rabbies, compoſe the work called the Talmud,
BU'TTRICE S the hoof the ſole of an horſes foot that being 7 volumes in Folio.

is over- grown, or for paring the hoof, in order to foo it . CA'BBALA [by Chriflians] is taken for the uſe or rather

BJ'TWINK, a bird. abuſe, which Magicians made of ſome part of the paſſages

BUTY'RUM Saturni [with Chymifs) butter of lead , a of ſcripture, and allthe words, magic figures, letters, num

chymical preparation called ſweet liquor of lead . bers, charms, Sc . and alſo the Hermetical ſcience, aré com
BU'X EOUS [ Luxems, L ) of or like box. prized or underſtood under this name Cabala.

BU XI'FEROUS ( Buxifer, L.] bearing box. A CABA'l, a meeting together or conſultation, private

BY'S SINE [Bylinus, L.] filken , like lilk . ly on ſome party matters, alto the perfons caballing.
Bu'xom [bocyom , prob. of bugen, Sax. to bend] Alexi- To CA'BAL [Cabaler, Fr.] to make parties, to plot

ble ; amorous, wanton. privately.

BU'XOMNESS , amorouſneſs, wantonneſs. CA'BALIST (Cabaliſta, L.] a perſon verſed in the Jewiſh

Bu'xus ( Botany) the box -tree or wood , L.
Cabala

To Buy [býczean , Sax.) to purchaſe with mortey, Sc. CABALI'STICAL ? [Cabalifticus, L. B.) of or pertain

Bu'zo [Old Rec.] the ſhaft of an arrow, before it is CABALI'STICKS ing to the Cabala.

feathered . CABALLER (Cabulleur, F.] one who joins in cabals ; a

To Buzz [a word derived from the fimilitude of the party man.

found to the a &tion ] to make a noite like bees, &c. to CABALLI'NE [caballinus, L.] of or belonging to an
whiſper often , or ſpeak often to a perſon about the ſame horſe.

thing, to inculcate. CABALLI'NE aloes of caballinus, L.] a coarſer fort of

BU'ZZARD (bnfhard, Teut. Bufard, F.] a kind of aloes uſed in medicines for horſes.

large hawk or kite ; alſo a ſtupid ſenſeleſs fellow ; as a CABA'LLUS [ according to the Poets ] the winged horſe
blind buzzard.

Pegaſus, whoas he few to mount Helicon, by ablow of

A Buzzing [ bourdonnement, F.] a humming noiſe like his hoof, cauſed a great fountain to riſe out of a rock ,
that of bees. which was thence called Hippocrene. This fountain was

By [bi, sax.] beſide or nigh ; alſo with, as by which ; conſecrated to Apollo and the Muſes ; and thence it is , that
alſo whilft, as by day, it is feigned, that the poets drank of that water, to make
By the By , privately. their

poems more admired and improved.

By e [of Bý, Sax. a dwelling place) at the end of a CA'BARICK, an herb, otherwiſe called Hartlewort,

name ſignifies a habitation, as Southerby, &c. CA'BBAGE (prob. of Cabuccio, Ital.] an edible plant

BY LAWS, laws made in courts leet, or courts baron , for thepot,
well known.

or by particularcompanies or corporations, for their better CA'BBAGE of a Deer's-bead [ with Hunters] the burr

regulation of affairs. which parts where the horns take their riſe.

BY WORK , fee Landskip . CABBAGE wum , an inſe & .

By'LANDER [ſo called on account of its coaſting near CA'BBIN [Cabane, F ] a cottage, hut or booth .

the land ] a kind of ſmall ſwift ſailing veſſel uſed in Flar- CABBINS [in a ship ) little rooms or cloſets to lic in,
ders, & c. for exporting merchandizes to England, & c. lodgings or appartments for officers.

By -Blow , a merry begotton child , a battard. ČA'BINET, a cloſer in the king's-palace, or in the

BY'ENDS, ſelfish ends or deſigns. houſe of a nobleman ; alſo a ſort of cheſt of drawers ; al

BY'NE [Búru, Gr.] barley ſteeped , malt. lo a kind of little trunk to put things of value in.
BY'RAM [among the Turks] a ſolemn feſtival, a fort of CABINET, a ſmall portable organ.

carnaval. CA'BLE [ C.ible, Du ) a great rope , with 3 ſtrands,

BYRA'MLICK [ among the Turks) a preſent in thenature which is faſtened to the anchor to hold a ſhip faſt, when

of a News- Tear-Gift, given at the time of that feſtival. The rides.

BY-LAW [in the pra &tick of Scotland) a law eſtabliſhed To BEND the CABL È [Sea Term ] is to make it faſt to

by the conſent of neighbours unanimouſly elected in the the ring of the anchor.
courts called To unbend the CABLE ( S.T.] to take it away.

By -Law Courts, courts ſomething reſembling our courts To ſerve the CABLE ( S. T. is to bind it about with

leets, or courts baron . To keckle the Cable ropes or clouts, in order to keep

BY Z A'NTINE [of Byzantium , i.e. Conftantinople] be from galling in the hoſes.

longing to Conftantinople. to pay cheap the CASLE [Sea Term ] is to put or hand it

BYZANTINUS, a, um (in Botanick writers] growing out a pace .

about Conftantinople. Pay more CA'BLE (with Sailors] is to let it more our from

the ſhip, that the boat that carries the anchor may the more

С
eaſily drop it into the ſea.

The CABLE is well laid ( Sea Term ] fignifies it is well

wrought or made.

c , Roman , C , s, Italick, C, 4 , Engliſ , are the third Veer more Cable [with Mar.] ſignifies to put more Out.

letters ; and K , x , Greek, the tenth ; and J, Hebrew , Slot of a CABLE (with Sailors] is'2 cables { pliced or

the eleventh of their reſpective alphabets.
faſtened together.

C [in Engliſ ] before the vowels a, o and u, is generally
Sheet anchor CABIE [of a ship ] is the largeſt cable that

pronounced, as k ; as Cap, Corpſe, Cup, &c.
belongs to it .

C (in Engliß ] before e, ce, i, ie, and y, is founded like CABLE'E [in Heraldry] as a Croſs Gablée, is a crofs made

s ; as Cellar, City, exceed , Ceiling , Cyprus. of 2 endsof a ſhip's cable.

C [in Engliſ generally goes before k, when a vowel To quoil the CABLE [ Sea Phraſe] is to roll it up round

proceeds, and there is no confonant before 'k ; as back, beck, in a ring.

thick, lock , muck ; but if a vowel follows k, the c is not ſet
To splice a CABLE (S. T.] is to join or make 2 pieces

before it ; as cake, peke, Arike, stroke, duke,
faſt together, by working the ſeveral ſtrands of it into

one another, CABLISH

to be
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capon or fowl.

CA'BLISH ( Foreſt Law bruſh -wood or wind fallen wood . CACOZ E'LIA (Rhet .] perverſe imitation , affectedneſs.
CA'BLE Tire [S. T.] the ſeveral rolls of a cable, as they CACOZ E'LUM La terme uted by Rhetoricians) when a

lie one upon another. ſpeech is faulty by impropriety of words, want of concrence,

CABLE ' [ in Heraldry] faliant, E. redundancy, obfcurity , EC

CABO'CHED ? [in Heraldry] is when the heads of beaſts Ca'CTOS [x0 XTO ] a kind of thiſtle , an artichoke.

CABO'SSED S are born in an eſcutcheon , without any CACU'BALUM [xcexéponov, Gr.] an herb good to heal

part of the neck, full- faced . Of the French, Caboche, a head. the biting of terpents, chickweed.

CA'BURNS (with Sailors] ſmall lines made of rope To CĂCU'MINATE [ cacuminatum , L.) to make Tharp or

yarn or fpun yarn, which ſerve to bind the cable of a mip, copped.

and to make up the fails to the yard - arms.
CADA'VER , a dead carcafs .

CACAFU E'GO [i . e. shite Fire] a boafter, a bragging or
CADA'VEROUS (cadaverofus, L.] of, or like , or be

va pouring fellow , Span.
longing to a dead carcafs.

Cacao, a tree like an orange- tree, as to its ſize and Cabi'RIA , feaſts held by the Greeks of the iſland of

ſhape of its leaves. The fruit of it is like a melon , but Lemnos and Thebes, in honour of loine Saniuthracian deiries,
full of ſmall nuts , leſs than an almond, and is called called Cabires.

Cacao Of this Chocolate is made. CABLES length (with Sailors] is 120 fathom .

CACATORIA Febris [ with Phyfic.] a ſort of intermitting Ca'ble Flutes (with Architects] flutes that are filled up

fever attended with a violent looteneſs, Erc. with pieces reſembling cables,

CACE'MPHATON ? [xaxinpatov of xamos evilly , and
CACHOU ' , an aromatick drug reckoned among per

CAC E'PHATON S quui to ſay, Gr.] an harsh found fumes called alſo terra japonica.

of words , as when n begins the next word after cum, or CA'DBA'T E Fly , an inſect which is a good bait for a

when a following word begins with the ſame ſyllable that Cap Wurm s trour .

the preceding ended.
CADE [of cadus, L.) a fort of barrel or cask .

CACHE'CTUS [xoxextòs, Gr.] one having an ill CADELE'SHER ? ( among the Turks , a chief magiſtrate,

CACHECTICUS habit of body . CADELI'SHER S the one over leffer Afia, and the

CACHE'XY [xaxetía of naxós evil , and bus habit, Gr.] other over Greece.

an ill habit or diſpoſition of body, when the nutrition is CA'DENCE (cadentia, L.] the end or fall of a period or

depraved through the whole habit at once.
ſentence.

CACHINNATION , a great and unmeafurable laughter,L. CADE'NCES [in Singing] are the ſame with Points and

CA'CHRYS [xd'opus, Gr.] the catlin that growson nut- Virgula's in diſcourſe.

trees, gollins on willows, &c. maple-chats or ath- keys. CADE'NCE ( with Horſemen ] is an equal meaſure or pro

To C.1CK [ cacare, L.) to eaſe the body by going to portion obſerved by a horſe in all his motions, when he's

ftool. thoroughly managed, and works juftiy at galiop, terra a
CA'CKEREL [of Cacare, L.] a fiſh of a looſening terra, and the airs; ſo that his motions or times have an

quality.
equal regard to one another, that one does not errlısace or

To CACKLE (prob. of kaclclen , Du] to make a take in more ground than the other, and that the horle ob

noiſe or cry as a hen does when the has laid an egg . ſerves his ground regularly.

CA'CKLER , a prater, a tell -tale, a noiſy peifon ; alſo a CADENCE (in Dancing] is when the Ateps follow the

humorous word for
notes and meaſures of the muſick.

CACOCHY'LIA [of xax's bad, and xuais, Gr. chyle) CADENCE [with Orators] when the ſounds end agree

a bad chylification, when the humour called chyle is not
able to the ear.

duly made.
CADE'NCE, in verſe or proſe, is formed by the diffcrence

CACOCHY'MY [taxoxupice of xe nós bad , and xupós of time in pronouncing ; this is more diſtinguiſhable in the

humour, Gr.] abundance of corrupt humours in the body Greek and Latin tongues, than in the living ianguages; but

cauſed by bad nourishment or ill digeſtion.
there can be no verſe , where cadence does not thine, if

CACOD E'MON [κακοδαίμων οf κακός , aid δαίμων , there be any poetry without it.

Gr. a ſpirit] an evil ſpirit, a devil. CADENCE [with Poets ] a certain meaſure of verſe vary

CACODÆMON [Aſtrology) the 12th houſe of a ſcheme or ing as the verſe varies,

figme of the heavens , ſo termed on accountof the dread- CADENCE (in Mus.] is a kind of concluſion of the

ful ſignifications of it, as great loſſes, impriſonment, Egoce tune, which is made of all the parts together in ſeveral

CACOE'THES [xoexonghi, Gr. ] an evil custom or manner. placesof any key. See Cloſe.

CACOE'T HES [with Surgeons] a boil , botch or ſore , CA'DENT (cadens, L.] falling down.

hard to be cured ; a malignant diſeaſe.
CA'DENT houſes ( with Aftrologers) are the third , ſixth ,

Caco'LOGY (of xaxos and 1020 a word] an evil ſpeak- ninth and twelfth houſes of a ſcheme or figure of the hea

ing
vens ; they being thoſe that are next from the angles .

CA'COPHAGY [xoxocazia , Gr.] a devouring.
Cade'T ? a younger brother of a family, who ſerves in

CacophO'NY [xd noqorid of raxos and qur's , Gr.] a CADEE'S the army without being enter'd in the litt,

bad tone of the voice proceeding from the ill diſpoſition of
nor receives any pay .

the organs or infruments
Cadge, a round frame of wood, on which hawks are

CACOPHY'X Y [ cacophyxia , L. of xoxos and quantothe carried by the cadgers in order to be told .

pulfe , Gr . ] a bad pulfe. CA'Di [among the Turks, &c .] a magiſtrate, a ſort of

CACOPHRA'G Y [with Pkyſicians] an indiſpoſition of juſtice of the peace .
body , particularly in thoſe parts that convey the nouriſh- A Ca'dMA, the leaſt pig which a fow has at one fare.

CA'DMIA [x oldpic , Gr.) a mineral , whereof there are

CACORHYTHMUS [of xaxós bad, and puguis the pulfe, two forts, natural and artificial.

Gr.] an unequal pulle.
Natural CADMIA , is either that which contains metallick

CacosI'STATA [with Logicians] arguments propoſed parts and is called Cobalt, or that which contains none,

between two pcrfons , that will ſerve as well for the one Callid Lapis Calaminaris.

as the other; as , you ought to forgive him becauſe he is a Artificial CADMIA , is prepared from copper in furnaces,

child - No, for that reajon I will beat him, that he may
and is of five forts . The first is called Botrytis, being in

be better bereafter.
form of a bunch of grapes, the ſecond Oſtricitis, becaule

CACOSTOMACHUS [of xaxós and soudzos , Gr.] one it reſembles a ſea ſhell ; the third Flacetis, becauſe it refem

who has a bad ſtomach . bles a cruſt ; the fourth Caprillis ; and the fifth Calamites,

CAcoSYNTHETON [κακοσυνθεσία οf κακός and συνδεσις , which hangs round iron rods, with which they ſtir the cop

Gr.] a favity compoſition or joining together of words in per
in the furnace.

a ſentence .
CADMI'T ES , a precious ſtone having blew ſpecks in it.

CACOTROPHY [XOXOTetio of xoxos , and tegen nou- CA'DMUS [according to the Poetsj was the king of Thebes,

riſhment a bad nutriment proceeding from a depravation the fon of Agenor king of the Phoenicians, and grandton to

of the blood .
Epaphus. Jupiter having carried away Europe his filter, his

CACOTE'CH NY [ catotechnia, L. of xoxos and texts, father ſent him to many parts of the world to ſeek her out,

art, Gr.] a hurtful art or invention. with a command never to appear before him , till he had

CACOTY'CHE (with Aftrologers] i . e. bad fortune : the found her. Fut Cadnius having made many tedious voyages,

fixth houſe of an aſtrological figure .
and not being able to learn what was become of her,

CACOSPHY'XIA (Xoxoaçıžád , Gr . ] a bad pulſe. went to Deli hos to conſult the oracle of Apollo, to know

CACOZELIA [HemoSuaie and Shao , Gr. zeal] an evil what was beſt for him to do, and received his antxer, that,

zcalouſneſs.
as ſome ſay, an ox, and as others ſay , a cow ſhould meet

ment.

hin ,
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him, which he was to follow , and there he ſhould build a To CAJO'L E [cajoler Fr.] to flatter, to coaks, to footh ,

city, and ſettle an babitation . Accordingly an ox met him CA JO'LERIE [ cajolerie, F.] a fawning upon, vain praiſe,

in a province of Greece, which was for that reaſon called fartery.

Bæotia. Cadmus, in order to obtain the aſſiſtance of heaven CAI'MACAN [among the Turks] a great officer of that

in the affair of building the city , deſigned to ſacrifice the empire , a ſort of lieutenant.

ox to the goddeſs Minerva ; and in order thereto, he ſent CAI'NITES , ſo called of Cain becauſe they eſteemed

his followers to the next fountain , called Dirce, to fetch wa- him as their father.

ter, but a terrible dragon there ſurprizing them , devoured CAI'sson , a covered waggon or carriage for proviſio ·

them alive, ons and ammunition for an arny.

Upon this the Goddeſs Minerva adviſed Cadmus to ſlay CA'ISSON [Gunnery] a wooden

the dragon , and having gotten the teeth out of his head , to chelt, containing 4 or 6 bombs ; or

low them in the earth . He did ſo, and ſeveral companies filled only with powder, which

of armed men ſprung up, which fell a fighting, and de- the belieged bury under ground ,
ſtroyed one another , all but five , which being left alive, in order to blow up a work that

afliited Cadmus in building his city, and furnishing it with the beſiegers are like to be maſters
inhabitants. of. Thus after the bonnet has

The city they built , was in Baotia, and called Thebes, been blown up by the mine, they lodge a caiſſon un
where he reigned many years , and had ſeveral children by der the ruins of it, and when the enemy has made a lodg

his wife Harmonia, Polydorus, Ino, Semele, the mother of ment there, they fie the Chiffon by the help of a faucils,

Bacchus and Agave, who, being tranſported with fury in the and blow up that poft a ſecond time.

company of the Menades, killed her own ſon Pentheus, CAI'TIF [cattivo , Ital . chatif, F.) a miſerable ſlave, a

who had by his ſpeech diſcovered a diſlike of the ceremo- lewd wretch ; a pitiful, forry fellow .
nies of this God . CAKE [cacten , C. Brit. kag , Dan.] a kind of bread or

Cadmus is ſaid to have lived to ſee all his poſterity fall Aat loaf, made with fruit, ſpice, milk , & c.
into extreme miſery ; and himſelf and wife were banished CA'LABER , the fur of a finall creature in Germany,

into illyria or Sclavonia, where according as they deſired, called a Calaber.

they were transformed into ſerpents. CALA'DE (with Horſemen ] is the deſcent or ſloping de

ulpian ſays, that Cadmus was but the cook of Agenor king clivity of a riſing manage ground ; being a ſmall entrance

of Tyre or sidon, who ran away from his prince, on account upon which a horſe is rid leveral times down, being put to

of ſome ill deed , in company with one Harmonia, a noted a ſhort gallop, with his fore-nams in the air, to make him

firumpet ; but yet laid the foundation of Thebes. learn to ply or bend his haunches; and for his ſtop upon the

Herodotus ſays, that he brought 16 letters into Greece, and aids of the calves of the legs , the ſtay of the bridle and
taught the people the art of writing. caveffon ſeafonably .

CADU'CA Bona [ Civil Law ] Eicheats, goods fallen or CALA'En, an Eaft Indian mineral , lately found.

forfeited to the king , L. CALAMA'GROSTIS [xanaperçwsis , Gr.] the herb

CADU'CEUS, a ſtaff or white wand, which heralds or fheer- grafs. Gramen Tomentofum .

ambaffadors carried when they went to treat of peace , L. CALAME'LANOS , ſweet mercury.

CADUCEUS , the wand or rod that Apollo gave to Mer- CALAMIN A'RIS Lapis, the Calamine ſtone, which be

cury, in exchange for the 7 ftringed harp . The poets to this ing mixed with copper, changes it into a yellow metal cal
rod aſcribe the virtue of appealing differences ; and alſo lcd brafs.

two other properties, as conducting ſouls to hell , and de- CA'LAMINE , the ſame as Lapis Calaminaris,

livering themfrom thence,and to cauſe and diſturb Neep. CA'LAMINT [xanapogu, Gr.] the herb Mountain -rint.
But as to the firſt of its virtues or properties, Mythologiſts To CALAMI'STRATE (calamiftratum , L ] to curl or

ſay, that it means no more than thepower of eloquence,
frizzle the hair .

which ſatisfies the mind, compoſes the heart, and brings CALAʼMITUS ÇO. Law] a gag to be put into the mouth

men firſt to reaſon, and then to peace. of dogs to hinder them from barking.

CADU'CUS Morbus [with Phyſicians] the falling fickneſs, CALAMITOUS [ calamitofus, L.) miſerable, wretched .

a difeaſe ſo named, becauſe thote affe &ted with fall down CALA'MITOUSNE» s , fulneſs of calamity .

on a ſudden . CA'LAMUS Aromaticus, a kind of ruth growing in the

CÆ'cum Inteftinum (Anat.] the blind gut, ſo called be- Levant about the bigneſs of a goote-quill, calicd ufo acorns.

cauſe one end of it is ſhut up, ſo that the ordure and chyle CALAMITY [Calamitas, L.] milery, wretchedness, af

both paſs out and come into the ſame gut.
fiction .

CÆLI'COLIST [calicola , L ] a faint, an inhabitant of CALAMUS fcriptorius, a writing pen , L.

heaven,
CALAMUS for porius (with Anatomifts] a ſpace about

CÆLIFEROUS ? [cælifer, L.) bearing or upholding the 4th ventricle of the brain, ſo called becauſe the form of

CÆLI'GEROUS [ caliger, L.] heaven . it reſembles that of a quill.

CLI'POTENT ( calipstens, L.] an heavenly weight. CALA'NGIUM [ Art. Writ.] challenge, claim , or diſpute.

CÆLO'S TOMY [XOinosouia of x in hollow , and sóuct

the mouth , Gr.] is when the word is as it were obſcured or
Caloch ( Caleche, F.] a ſmall open chariot.

pentwithin the mouth , as in a cave, and is heard in the CALATHIA'NA ( Botany) a ſort of violet_flower, which

receſs. has no fcent, and ſpringing in autumn, L
To CÆ'MENT [with Paracelſians] is to calcine after a CALCA'N EU : 3 ( unnt. the heel-bone, it lies under the

peculiar manner with corroſive liquors ; but Van Helmont O: CALCIS Softragalus, to which it is articulated

more properly calls it luting. by the Ginglimus, and behind it is a large tuberance that
CEPA, An onion , L. makes the heel.

CERU'LEOUS [ caruleus, L.] of a blue azure colour, CALCA'NTHUN , vitriol rubcfied, L.

like the sky CA'LCAR, a fpur, I.

CÆSAR [of cæfura, L. a cutting ] a title or name given CALCAR (with Chymifts] a calcining furnace.

to the twelve emperors of Rome whoſucceeded Julius Cxfar, CALCAR [with Botan.] is when the bottom of a flower

CESA'RIAN Operation { [ in Surgery ] a cutting open the runs out into a point, as Delphinium , Larks-heel, &c.

CÆSAREAN Section CALCA'TRIPHA ( with Botan ] the herb Lark -Ipur,

to the taking out the child, becauſe Cafar was thus born. CALCE'A (Ant. Deeds] a road or high-way maintained
CESURA, a cut, a gafh , a notch , L. with ſtones and rubbiſh .

CÆSURA ' [in Greck and Latin poetry ) a figure when CALCEA'RUM Operatio [O Rec ] the work of repairing

there remains an odd ſyllable after a foot, and that fylla- high ways, done by fervile tenants.

ble ends the word. This figure is ſo neceflary , that few

verſes can be made to run ſmooth without it, and it is
CALCE TUM [Old Deeds] a caufey or cauſeway.

fourfold ; Triemimeris, Penthemimeris , Hephthemeris and Ca’LCEATED [calceatus , L.) ſhod , or fitted with ſhoos.

Ennemimeris.
CALCHOIDE'A [in Anat ] are three little bones in the

CAG (of Sturgeon ] a veſſel of wood containing about 4 foot, which with others, make up that part of the foot fuc

or 5 gallons. ceeding the ankle, the ſame that Fallopius calls Cuneiformia,

Cage (prob . of cavea , L. a pit] a device for keeping becauſe they are ſhaped like wedges.
birds in , F.

CalcifRA'GA [of calculus a ſtone, and frango, L. to

Cage -Work [in a ship] the uppermoſt carved work of break] a kindof herb, a ſort of laxitrage, 1.
the hull in it.

CALCINA'TION , is the ſolution of a mixt body into

CA'GIA (O. Rec] a bird cage or coop of hens. powder by the help of fire, or any corroding things , as
Mercury, Aqua fortis, &c, CALCI

belly routershe mother oneorder
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firſt year.

with cups .

CALCINATION Philoſopbical, is when horns, bones, red to them how they were to reckon the days until the

hoofs, Sc.are hanged over boiling water (or other liquor ) Nones, pronouncing the word xaric five times, if the Nores

till they have loſt their mucilage, and will eaſily be pow- happend onthe fifth day, or ſeven times if they happen'd
dered . on the ſeventh day of the month.

CALCINATION [of Flints, &c .] is performed by heat- CALE'NDULA (among Botanifs] Marygolds.

ing them red hot, and then cafting them whild ſo into cold CALENTU'RE (in Medicine ) an inflammatory fever, at

water or vinegar, which being done four or five times, tended with a delirium , in which the diteated perſons fancy

they will be very friable and eaſily powdered. the ſea to be green fields, and, if they are not hinder'd,

CALCINATION [of Lead) is performed by melting the will leap over board

Lead in an earthen pan unglazed, keeping it ſtirring over CALE'sh , ſee Calaß.

the fire with a Spatula , till itis reduced into a powder. Calf [caly, sax.) the young of a cow .

CALCINATION [of Tin ] is performed by putting the CALF [ Hurting Term] a male hart, or a hind of the

metal into a large earthen pan unglazed in a great fire,

ftirring it from time to time for 36 hours, then taking it off Sea -Calf, a large fiſh with a velvet ( potted , black skin,

and letting it cool. the fleſh of which is like that of a fucking pig.

CALCI'NATORY, a veſſel to calcine metals in . CA'LICE [ in Botanick Writers] with a cup; Calicibus,

To CALCI'NE ( calciner, F. of calx , L.) to burn to a
Calx or cinder. CA'LICO (of Calicut in the Eaſt Indies] a ſort of cotton)

To CALCINE [in Cbymical Writers] is expreſſed cloth brought from thence.
by this character. - CA'LID (calidus, L.] hot.

CALCITRA'PA (with Botanits] the Star - Thiſtle .
CALI'DITY

To CA'LCITRATE [ calcitratum , L.) to black.
} [caliditas, L.) heat.CA'LIDNESS S

CALCITRO'S E (calcitrofus, L.)kicking or ſpurning much. CA'LIDUCT calidu &tus, L.) pipes and canals to convey

CALCO'GRAPHIST [of xarxosopos, of xa'nxos brals , heat diſpoſed along the walls of houſes and rooms, to con

and recow to engrave, Gr.] an engraver in braſs. vey heat to ſeveral remote parts of the houſe from one

CALCO'GRAPHY [xarxorexpia, Gr.] engraving in braſs. common furnace .

To CALCULATE (calculare, L.) to caſt accounts, to CA'LIDUM inxatum (in the modern Pbilosopby ] or innate

compute or reckon ; alſo to model or framea diſcourſe. heat, is that attrition of the parts of the blood which is oc

CALCULATION, is cafting of accounts, reckoning, and caſioned by its circular mo:ion , and e - pecially in the arteries.

is either Algebraicalor Numerical, L. CALIG A'TION, dimneſs of light, blindneſs, L.

CA'LCULI [ Anatomy] little ſtones in the bladder and CALI'GINOUS ( caliginoſus, L. full of obſcuity or dark

kidneys, L. neſs, dim .

CALCULO'S E [ calculofus, L.) full of ſtones or gravel. CALIGINOUSNESS darkneſs, fullneſs of obſcurity.

CALCULA'TORY, pertaining to calculation . Cali'PER ? [with Gunners] the bigneſs, or rather the

CALCULO'SITY [calculofitas, L.) fulneſs of ſtones, & c. CALI'VER S diameter of a piece of ordnaiice, or any

CA'LCULUS , a ſmall pebble or gravel ſtone; alſo a other fire arms , at the bore or mouth.

counter to caſt account with ; alſo the ſtone in the bladder CAʼLIPERS (in Gauging ) an inſtrument like a ſliding

or kidneys of a human body, L. rule to embrace two heads of any cask to find the length.

CALCULUS Situs [with Mathematicians] a new kind of CA'LIPER Compaſſes (Gunnery , an inſtrument for finding

Calculus founded on the conſideration of the ſituation of the diameterof a bail, and boreof a gun.

quantities, and not of their magnitudes . CA'Liph , the firſt ecclefiaftical dignity among the Sara

CALCULUS Exponentialis Matbemat.] a method of dif- cens , or the name of a ſoveraign dignity among the Mabo

fering exponential qualities, and fumming up the differen- metans, veſted with abſolute power over every thing rela

tials or fluxions ofexponentials. ting both to religion and policy.

CALCULUS differentialis (with Mathemat ] is a method CALIPO'DIUM [ O. Rec.) a ſort of Galofhoes, or caſes to

of differencing quantities; or of finding an infinitely ſmall
wear over Thoes.

quantity , which being taken infinite times, Thall be equal CalI'ver , a ſmall gun uſed at ſea.

to a given quantity. CA'LIX (with Botanifts] the green cup out of which

CALCULUS Integralis [with Mathemat.] is a method of comes the flower, L.

integrating orſumming up fluxions or differential quantities, CALI'XTINS (among the Roman Catholicks] a name gi

2. e. froma differential quantity given to find the quantity en to ſuch of them as communicate of the facraments in

from whoſe differencing the given differential reſults. both kinds, and alſo to thoſe of the ſentiments of Calixtus.

CALCA'R IA (O. Rec.] a cauldron or copper. To CALK (with shipwrights] is to drive oakum or

CALEFA'CTION, a heating or warming, L. To CAUK S ſpun yarn into all the ſeams, rends, & c.
CALEFACTION [with Philofopbers] is the exciting or of a ſhip, to keep out the water.

producing heat in a mixt body . CA'LKING Irons (with Shipwrights ] a ſort of iron chiz

CALEFA'CTIVE , cauſing warmth . zels, which being well laid over with hot pitch , are uſed

CALEFA'CTORY [of calefa&tus, L.] warming, heating. to drive the oakum into the ſeams between the planks.

A CALEFACTORY [calefa &torium , L.) a room in a mo- To Call [kalder, Dan. prob. of xanéw, Gr.] to exhort

naſtery where the religious perſons warm themſelves. or require a perſon to come ; alſo to name.

CALEFA'CTORINESS [ of calefa &tio, L.) warmth, a CALL (among Foulers] aſort of artificial pipe made for
being made hot. catching quails, Esc.

CA'LENDAR [is derived of Calende, L. i. e, the firſt CALLAI's, a precious ſtone like a ſapphire, of a bright,

daysof every month) it is an annual book commonlycall'd green colour.
an Almanack , wherein the days of the month, the feſtivals, Ca'lLIBER ? [with Archite&ts] the bulk , thickneſs, vo

the ſign the ſun is in , the ſun's riſing and ſetting, the chan- CA'LLIBRES lume or diameter of any round thing.

ges of the moon, & c. are exhibited . CALLIBLE'PHARUM [of xa'no- beauty , and Brégaese

There liave been ſeveral corre&tions and reformations of the eye -brows, Gr.] a medicament with which women uſe to

the Calendar, the firſt was made by Numa Pompilius, and make their eye- brows black, to render them more beatiful,

this was afterwards much improv'd by Julius Cafar, and

thence was called the Julian account, which is ſtill retained CALLICRE'ON (xamixpér, Gr.] >[with Autobus dubaglandulous ſub

in England and ſome other places , and is called old Stile. ſtance in the Meſentery, lying near the bottom of the ſto

It was again reform'd by Pope Gregory XIII, which ac- mach : In a hog it is called the ſweetbread , in beaſts the

count he commanded to be received, and it is in moſt burr, L. ſee Pancreas.

Roman Catholick countries , and is called the Gregorian Ca- CA'llid [ callidus, L.] crafty , cunning.

lendar, and by us New Stile ; and it now begins eleven days CALLI'DITY 2 [ calliditas, ' L ] craftineſs, cunning .
before ours. CALLIDNESS S nefs.

TO CA'LENDER [calendrier, F.] to preſs, ſinooth , and CALLI'GONON (xaminóror, Gr.] the herb Knot-Graſs.

fet a gloſs upon linen , cc. alſo the engine itſelf. CALLIGRAPHY [xamiyegpia, of xamos fair, and rex

A CA'LENDRER, the perſon whoſe trade it is. or writing, Gr.] fair,handſome writing .

CALENDS (of xahiw, Gr. to call ] the firſt days of every CALLI'LOGY [callilogia, L. of xaminoyld, Gr.] an ele

month among the Romans, who anciently counting their gancy of diction ,.

months by the motion of the moon , had a Prieſt appointed, CALLI'OPE [Kamióny, of xanós good , and my vo ce,

whoſe buſineſs it was to obſerve the times of ihe new moon , Gr.] the mother of Orpheus, and one ofthe Mules, ſuppos'd

and when he had ſeen it, gave notice to the Preſident over to be the preſident of heroick verfe .

the facrifices, who called the people together, and decla
3
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CALLI'PPICK Period , a period or cycle of76 years, of all calumny] an Athenian Deity, in honour of whom
which was invented by Calippus to improve that of Meton. they built a temple. Lucian tells us, that Apelles, being ac

CALLO'SITY [callofitas, L.) callouſneſs, hardneſs and cuſed by a Painter for having conſpired againſt Ptolemy, ha

thickneſsof the skin , produced commonly,by much labour. ving cleared himſelfofthe accuſation, "Ptolemy, to make

CA'LLITHRIX Lamong Botaniſts] the herb Maiden -hair. him amends,gave him 100 talents, and delivered his accu

CA’LLOUSNESS[ callofitas, L.) hardineſs, brawnineſs. ſerinto his hands to do what he pleaſed with him : Upon

CA'LLOUS ( calloſus, L. ) hard, brawny, having a this, Apelles to be reveng'd on Calumsy , painted a prince

thick skin. with large cars ſitting upon a throne, with suspicion and Ig

CA'llow ,unfedgʻd, i.e. not covered with feathers; norance nearhim ;the prince ſitting thusin ftate, and reach
ſpoken of birds. ing forth his hand a great way off to Calumny, which hę

Ca’llus, hard fleſh ; alſo brawn or hardneſs of skin, repreſented having a face very bright and ſparkling, with

CALLUS (with Surgeons] a kind ofNodus or Ligature extraordinary charms and incitements, and advancing to
which joins the extremities of a fractur'a bone, a fort of wards the prince, holding a torch in her left hand , and by

glewy ſubſtance, which grows äbour broken bones, and her right, dragging an innocent young man by the hair , he
ſerves to folder them. bolding up his hands to heaven and imploring aid . Before
CALM [ calme, F.] quiet, ftill. Calumny was painted Envy, with a pale countenance and
A CALM 3 [sea Term ] uſed when there is not á ſquinting eyes , which ferv'd to ſet off Calumny, and make

A Stark CALMS breath of wind.
her appear the more acceptable. After her comes Repen

To CALM [calmer, F.] to appeaſe, to fill , to quiet, tance, repreſented by the figure of a lady in amourning
to pacify. habit, with her garments rent, and turning her head to

EA'LMNESS [calme, F.) Atilneſs, compoſure of mind. wards a figure reſembling Trutb, weeping for ſorrow and

CA'LOMEL , Mercurius dulcis , or ſweet fublimate. Thame.

CALORI'Fick (calorificus, L.) making hot. This pi&ure Apelles gave to Ptolemy, and it was eſteemed

Calo'tte, a cap or coif of hair , fatin or other ſtuff, the beſt piece in the whole world.
pow uſed as an ecclefiaftical ornament in France ; a red Ca- The moral of this picture is, that Calumny worries and

lotte is the badge of a Cardinal. affiets Innocence, which by means of a fooliſh or malicious

CALOTTE (with Arcb.tedts) a round cavity ordepreſſure Credulity, proceeding from Ignorance or Suſpicion is received .

in form of a cap, lathed and plaiſtered, to leſſen the riſing The Calumniator dreſſes up, and orders all things by the

of a moderate Chapel, & c. which elſe would be too high alliſtance of Impofture, and by flattery inſinuates himſelf in
for other pieces of the apartment. to the good opinion of the hearer ; but Truth appearing

CALO'Yers , Monks' or Religious in Greece, and elle- fooner or later, diſcovers the malice of the Falfood, and

where, who live a retired , auftere life, faft much, eat no ſo there is nothing left to Calumny for her labour, but a

bread 'till they have earn’d it, and ſpend moſt of the night bitter repentance.

in weeping Cals , chalk , burnt lime, mortar, L.

Ca'LSOUNDS, a ſort of linen -drawers worn by Turks. CALX VIVA [in Chymical Writers.]

CA'LTHA [xándi, Gr .] the plant called armarigold. CALX (in Chymical Writers] is expreffed by this cha

CA'LTROPS (coltjiæppe, Sax. Chauffe-trape, F. fee racter, C.
Chauffe-traps. CALX (in Chymifiry ] a kind of aſhes, or fine friable

CA'LTROPs, an herb powder, which remains of metals, minerals, Ec, after they

CA'LQUING (with Painters) is where the backſide of have undergone the violence of fire for a long time, and

Ca'lKING , any delign is covered with a black or have loft all their hụmid parts.

red colour, and the ſtrokes or lines are traced through on a Cals (with Anat.) the heel , or the ſecond bone in that

copper plate, wall, or any otherminner. part of the foot which fucceeds the ankle.

Ca'lva [with Anatom fits ) . the ſcarf or upper part of CA'LYCLE [calyculus, L.) with Botanifs, a ſmall bud of

the head ; ſo named becauſe it fult grows
bald. a plant.

CALVA'RIA , the fan.e asCalor. CA'LYX (with Botan] the cup of the flower of a plant;

CA'LVARY (in Heraldry] as a croſs Calvary, alſo the ſmall green leaves on the top of the ſtalks of herbs

is ſet on Iteps to repretent thc Croſs on which which firſt cover the bloſſom , and afterwards incloſe the

our Saviour fuffered on Mount Calvary, as here ſeed ; it is alſotaken forthe Aoweritſelf, when the ſhape
annexed . of it is like that of a roſe bud , before the leaves are

CALVES SNOUT , a kind of herb. ſpread out.

CA'LVINISM , the doctrine and ſentiments of Calvin and CAMAL'EU [of camecbuia, with the Aſians, who ſo call

his followers, as to matters of religion, the Onyx when they find it preparing another colour, 9. d.

CA'LVINIT, one who holds the tenets of gohn Calvin. a ſecond ſtone) a ſtone on which is found various figures

CA'LVITY [calvitas, L.) baldneſs of the head . andrepreſentation of landskips.

CALVI'TIES in Medicine] baldneſs , the falling off of CAMAL'EU (ſome derive it of xapai, Gr. low , becauſe

the hair, without being able to grow again . Baſſo Relievo's are commonly expreſſed by it] ſo Painters

CA'LUMET, or Pipe of Peace [ among the Virginian call ſuch paintings in which there is but one colour, and

Indians ] is a large tobacco pipe made of red, where the lights and ſhadows are made on a ground of
black , or while 'marble ; the head is finely gold or azure .

poliſhed, and the quill which is commonly CAMA'IL , a purple ornament, which a Bishop wears o

two foot and a half long, is made of a pretty ver his Rochet, F.

ſtrong reed or cane , adorn'd with feathers of CAMA'Rosis [in Archite&ture] a raiſing with an arch or

all colours, interlaid with locks of womens hair : vault, L.

They tye to it two wings of the moſt curious birds CAMA'ROSIS [with Surgeons ] a blow or fracture upon

theycan find , which makes their Calumet fome the fcull, whereby ſome part of the bone is left hanging up
thing reſemble Mercury's wand . This pipe is a paſs or ſtruck into the form of an arch.

and ſafe -conduct among the allies of the nation CAMARADE 2 [of camera, L. a chamber) a chamber

who has given it, and in all embaſſies the ambaſſa- CO'MRADE S fellow , a fellow - foldier , an intimate

dor carries it as the ſymbol of peace ; and they are generally companion, F.,

perſuaded that a great misfortune would befall them if they CA'mber Beam [with Archite& s] a piece of timber cut

violated the publick faith of the Calumet. arch - wiſe, or with an obtuſe angle in the middle, com

All their enterpriſes, declarations of war or concluſions monly uſed in platforms.
of peace , as well as all the reſt of their ceremonies, are CA'MBERING ? [ Sea Term ]uſed of a deck when it does

confirmed with this Calumet ; they fill that pipe with the CA'MBING S not lie level, but higher at the mid

beft tobacco they have, and then preſent it to thoſe with dle than at either end.

whomthey have concluded any great affair, and then ſmoke CA'MBIUM, the exchanging or bartering commodities ;

out of the fame after them. alſo an exchange place wheremerchants meet.
To CALU'MNIATE (calumniare, L.) to accuſe or CAMBIUM [in o . pbyfic. Writ.] one of the three hu

charge fallly, to alledge maliciouſly againſt a perſon, to mours which nouriſh the body, the other being called Glu
flander,

ten and Ros.

CALUMNIA'TOR , a ſlanderer, &c. CA'MBREL 2 [cambr, C. Brit.] a crooked ſtick with

CALU'MNIOUS [calumniofus, L.] full of cavils and ma- CAMBREN S notches in it, on which butchers hang

licious accuſations, falſe. carcaſſes of mutton , &c.

CA'LUMNY [ called by the Greeks Araboan, whence CAMBRIA [of Camber Son of Brutus ] Wales.

comes the Latin Diabolus,' and Devil in Engliſh, the father
HO CAMBRICK

1
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CA'MBRICK [of Cambray in the Low Countries] a ſort of CAMPA'NULAT E Flower, the ſame as Campiniformis.

fine linen cloth . CAMPA'RIUM [Old Law ) any part or portion of a lar

CA'MEL ( camelus, L. of xduno , Gr.] a beaſt of bur- ger piece of ground.

then , common in Afia, that is able to carry 1000 pound CAMPE'CHIO, a Weft Indian Wood, Logwood.
weight, and ſubliftten or twelve days without eating or CAMPE'STRAL [campeftris, L. ) belonging to a plain

drinking
CvmPE'STRIAN S field orchampion country.

CAMEL [ Hieroglyphically) was usd to intimate filial re- Ca'mphor [camphora, L.] the gum or roſin of a

verence, becauſe it has that reſpect for its parents, that it
CA'MPHIRE S tree called Capur, much like a walnut

refuſes copulation with them : It is alſo uſed to ſignify tree,that growson ſome mountains nearthe ſea in the Eaft

a rich man and a good ſubje& , that ſubmits to the command Indies, and alſo in the iſland Borneo, and to ſuch a degree
of his ſuperior, being ananimal veryſtrong, laborious and of largenels that an hundred men may ſtand under the
docile. ſhade of it. This gum after tempefts and earthquakes flows

CAME'LEON [of xarouniw, of xonoce on the ground, in great abundance.

and niwr a lion , Gr.] a little creature reſembling a lizard ; CAMPHORA'TA (with Botanifs) the herb lavender.cor

but that the head of it is bigger and broader , it is a qua- ton or garden -cypreſs.

drupede, having on each foot three roes, and a long tail, CAMPHORA'TED [ camphoratus, L.) mixed with cam

by which it will fuften itſelf upon trees, as well as by its phire,
féer. It frequents the rocks, " lives upon flies, gnats,Esc. Ca'mpions [ among Botanifts] an herb that bears a

and lays eggs; thecommon colour of it is a whitiſh grey, pretty flower,

but if it be expoſed to the ſun, or let upon other colours, ROSE CAMPION , a kind of Lychnis or Batchelor's

ſome parts of the skin change their colour after a pleaſant button.

manner.
CAMPULUM (of xduriw , Gr. to twiſt about] a diſtor

CAMELI'N E [ camelinus, L.] of or belonging to a camel . tion of the eye-lids.

CAMELI'NA (with Botan.) treacle or wormfeed , L. CAʼMPUS Martii [in Ancient Cuſtoms] an anniverſary

CAMEL'S HAY , a ſort of ſweet-ſmelling ruſh growing in

the Eaptern Countries. day, where they confederated together to defend the king

CAMELOPA'RDALIS 2 x de permet defans, of xd'una a dom againſt foreigners and all enemies.

CAMEOPARDUS 3 camel, and 3 opšanıs a panther, CA'mus, a perſon with a low flat noſe, hollowed or

Gr. ] a beaſt that has the Tape of a camel , and is ſpotted funk in themiddle.

like a panther, L. · CA'NAL [canalis, L.) an artificial river or long pond in

CAMELOPO'DIUM [of xoʻunn@ and mês a foot] a plant, a garden or park, Fr.
a ſort of hore -hound. CANAL (with Anat ) a conduct or paſſage thro ’ which

CAMERA [ in Archit.) a vault,roof, or upper gallery, L. any juices of the body flow .
CA'MERATED [ cameratus, L. ) vaulted , cieled , arched. CANAL of a Lamier (in Architecture )the hollow Platfond

CAME'RA OBSCURA [in Opticks) a room darken'd every or Soffit of a Cornice which makes the Pendant Mouchette .

· where, but only at one little hole , in which a glaſs is fixed Canal of the Volute [ Archit .] this is the face of the cir

to convey the rays of objects to a frame of paper or white cumvolutions incloſed bya lift in the lonic Capital.
cloth CANA'LES Semicirculares [ Anat.] three canals in the

Camera (in Old Rec.] any winding or crooked plat of Labyrinth of the ear.

ground . CANAI'LL E, the mob or rabble, the dregs of the

CAMERA [ in the title of Muſ. Books] ſignifies chamber- people, F.

muſick , or mufick for private conforts, in diſtinction to CANALI'CULATED [canaliculatus, L.] channelled,made

mufick us'd in chapels and publick conforts. like a pipe or gutter:

CAMERA'TION , a vaulting or arching. CANA'lis Arteriofus ? [ Anatomy] a veſſel obſerved in
CAMERATION (with Surgeons] is a term uſed when CANALI'CULUS Fætus's, but which after deli

of the bone of the ſcull is left ſuſpended like very, grows uſeleſs and diſappears. It is a ſmall tube,
an arch , by a blow upon it . which joining the pulmonary Artery and Aorta, ſerves to

CA'MERY , a diſeaſe in horſes call'd alſo the Frounce, convey the blood out of one into the other, without paſſing

when ſmall warts or pimples ariſe in the palate of thứ thro' the lungs.
mouth . CANA'R IA [with Botanifs) the herb called Hounds

CA'MICA (Old Law ] camelot, or a ſort of fine ftuff made graſs, with which Dogs provoke vomit.

of camel's hair. CANARIES, ſo called of Canes dogs, becauſe many dogs

CAMI'S ADO (prob. of camiſciata, Ital.] an attack made were found in it when firſt diſcovered. Illands in the Atlan

upon an enemy by night, the ſoldiers having their thirts tick ſea, anciently called the Fortunate Iſlands, from whence
over their apparel and arms. come the Canary wines.

CAMISA'RD, a French Calviniſt of the Cevennes . CANARY Bird, an excellent ſinging bird of a green co

CAMISA'T ED [camifatus, L.] cloathed with a linen gar- lour, formerly bred in the Canaries and no where elle.

ment, ſurplice or ſhirt. CANA'R Y Graſs, an herb.

CAMLET ( prob . of Zambelot, a term uſed in the Levant CA'NCAMUM , an Arabian gum much like Myrrh .

for ſtuff made of goat's hair] a ſort of ſtuff made of ca To CA'NCEL [of cancellare, L. of canceller, F.] to can

mel's hair, filk, c. mix'd .
cel is properly to bar an obligation by paſſing the pen acroſs

Ca'MMOCK ( cammoc, Sax.] an herb otherwiſe called it, or fidm top to bottom , which makes a kind of latrice or
Reft-harrow . chequer, which the Latins call cancelli ; to raze , croſs or

CA'MOMILE (camomila, L. of yamacépanor, Gr.] a fra- blot out ; to deface, to make void ; to ftint or ſet bounds to .

grant herb. C'ANCELIER (with Falconers ] is when a light flown

Camp (campe, Sax. of campus, L. a field] a ſpot of hawk in her ſtooping turns two or three times upon the

ground where an army, reſts, intrenches itſelf, or plants a wing to recover herſelf before the ſeizes.

piquet warch , that they may lodge ſecure in tents or barracks. CANCE'LLI, are lattices, windows made with croſs bars

Camp Volant, a flying camp, a ſtrong body of horſe or of wood or iron : ballifters or rails to compaſs in the bar

dragoons, and ſometimes foot, always in motion both to of a court for proceedings in law ; alſo the chancel of a

cover a garriſon, and keep the enemy in continual alarm . church,

It is commanded by a Lieutenant General. CA'NCELLING [ſome derive it from x17x115 ,Gr. to en

CAMPAIGN 3 ( campagne, F.] a plain, a champion or compaſs or pale a thing round) in the Civil Law , is an act
CAMPAI'N S open country . whereby a perſon conſents that ſome foriner a &t be render'd

CAMPAIN [in Military Affairs the ſpace of time during null and void.

which an armyis kept in the field ; a ſummer'swar. Ca'ncer , a crab - fiſh , L.

CAMPAIGN OVEN , a portable oven made of copper,of CANCER (with Aftronomers] one of the twelve ſigns of

a convenient length, and about 3 or 4 inches high, being the Zodiack, which the fun enters in the month of June ;

railed on feet, ſo that fire may be kindled underneath ; and the charakteriſtick of it with Aftrologers, &c . is this ( 3 )

on the cover or lid of it are ledges to hold fire alſo. and is repreſented on the celeſtial globe by the figure of a

CAMPANIFO'rmis (with Botanifs] ſhaped ſomething crab - fiſh .

like a bell , campanula, convulvulus, &c. CANCER , or Afelli and Preſepe, Cancer is ſaid to have

CAMPA'NULA ( Botany] the herb Rope-weed or Wood- been placed among the ſtars by the good offices of Juno,
bind , L. becauſe when Hercules had conquered the Hydra, and was

CAMPANULA Sylveftris [ Botany] the flower Blue-bell affifted by Iolaus, Cancer alone leaping out of the lake,

or Canterbury Bells, L. bit Hercules on the foot, as Panyafis relates in Heraclea. But

ſome part
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one

callid Procyon .

CANE'LLE [in Heraldry] ſee İnvekted.Imo doingCancer great honour, put him into the number

of the twelve ſigns. There are in this conitellation ſtars CANEPHO'RA [of xampáso , Gr.] a young maid who

which the Greeks call öron, i. e , aſſes, which Bacchus placed in the ancient ſacrifices bore a basket, wherein wascon
among the ſtars , they have alſo adjoined to them prejepe, tained all things neceſſary for the facrifice

i, e. the manger.
CanePHORIA [naruqueia, Gr. ) a ceremony among the

Tropick of CANCER [with Aſtronomers]an imaginary line Athenians which made part of a feſtival, which the maids
in the heavens, parallel to the Equinoctial, thro ' the be celebrated on the eve of their marriage day,

ginning of which line the fun palles in June, and makes CANESTE'LLUS [ Old Records] a basket.

ourdongeſtday ; it is called the Northern Tropick. CA'NIA [ Botany) a ſmall ſtinging vettle, L.

CANCER [fo called becauſe its puft d up veins reſemble CA'NIBALS , Men -caters, a people in the Weſt Indies an

the feet of a crab] a hard , painful and ulcerous ſwelling, ciently inhabiting the Caribbee iſlands who uſed to feedon
ſometimesfull of puffed up veins, and is of two forts, pri- man's fleſh .

mitive and degenerate.
CANICULA , a little dog or bitch ; alſo the dog - fiſh , L.

Primitive CANCER ,
is which comes of itſelf, appear CANICULAREs (withoftronomers) the Dog-days, com

ing firſt about the bigneſs of a pea , cauſing an inward, con- monly called Dies caniculares, L. are dayswherein the

ripual, pricking pain . Dog-ſtar riſes and ſets with the ſun ; during which time
Degenerate CANCER , a cancer which ſucceeds an im- the weather is very ſultry, and hot : Theſe Dog days begin

pofthume or ſwelling that is either obftinate or ill dreſs’d, about the 24th of July,and end the28th of Auguſt.
and has never beenan occult or blind one, CANICULA'ris ( with Botaniſts] the herb Henbane.

Cancer of the Bone (with Surgeons] a diſeaſe in a CA'NIFORM [ caniformis, L.] Thaped like a dog.

bone cauſed by a ſharp humour, and ſucceeded by an ulcer CANINA FAMES, a dog's appetite, a diſeaſe ; an in

of the fleſh and skin. ordinate hunger attended with looteneſs and vomiting, L.

Ulcerated Cancer (with Surgeons] is a cancer when it has CANINE (caninus, L.) belonging to or like a dog , F.

grown larger than a primitive one, and has been opened. CANINI DENTES (among Anatomifts] the dog-teeth,

Blind CANCER [with Surgeons) is a primitive cancer , two teeth in each jaw , one on each ſide the Inciſivi.

Latent CANCER before it is grown large and opened , CANINUS (among Anatomifts] a muſcle of the lip, fer

Occult CANCER S of ving to draw it upward.

and appears at firft about the bigneſs of a pea, cauſmg an Canis Major (with Aftronomers] a conſtellation callid

internal, continual and pricking pain . the Greater Dog, conſiſting of 18 ſtars, and is drawn on

To CA'NCERATE ( canceratum , L.) to ſpread abroad theglobe in the form of a Dog.

cancerouſly, L. Canis Minor (the Leſer Dog] a conſtellation painted

CANCERA'TION, a ſpreading abroad cancerouſly, I , in the form of a dog, in the mouth of the Greater " Dog ;

CA'NCEROUSNESS [of cancer, L.) the being cancerated. it has a bright ſtar in his neck , and another in his thigh,

CANCRI'NI Verſus [ with Gram .] Latin verſes which may

be read either backwards or forwards, and are the ſame as CA'NITUDE, hoarineſs, L.

Roma tibi ſubito, motibus ibit amor . CANK , dumb, C. B.

CANDELARIA , the plant called torch -herb or wood- CANK Heath, i. e. the heath of the people call'd Ceangi.

blade, long-wort or mullens, L. CANKDOR E , a woful caſe, o .

To CA'NDEFY [ candefacere, L.] to make white or CA'NKER [cancer , L.) an eating, ſpreading fore ; alſo

whiten . the ruſt of iron, braſs, Esc. alſo a diſeaſe in trees.

CA'NDENT [ candens, L.] waxing white, ſhining, clear ; CANKER- WORM , an inſect which deſtroys corn and herbs.

alſo glowing CA'NKER ED , eaten with ruft or the canker.

CĂ'NDICANCY [candicantia, L.] a whitening or making A CANKERED Fellow , croſs, ill -condition'd fellow , C.

fair, Sec. CANN (canne, Sax . perhaps of cantharis, L.] a kind of

CA'NDICANT [candicans, L ) waxing white. cup or veſſel to drink out of.

CA'NDID (candidus, L.] ſincere or upright, favourable, CANN -BUOY ( Sea Term ] a large buoy or barrel thrown

kind, courteous ; free, open. out upon the ſhoals for a ſea -mark .

CANDIDATE [candidatus, L. ſo called from their wear- CANN-HOOK , an iron hook made faſt to the end of a

ing a white habit at their aſſemblies] one who ſtands for rope, whereby weightythings are taken in and out ofa ſhip:

fome poſt or aſpires after an office , or to be a member CA'NNA MAJOR [in Anatomy] the greater bone of the

of any body or ſociety. leg , call'd alſo

] CANNA MINOR , the leſſer bone of the leg, the ſame
CA'NDIDUS , 4, um [in Botanick Writers ] white, L. with Focile minus and Fibula .

CA'NDISATION , the candying and chryftallizing of CANNABACEOUS ? [cannabaceus, L. S of xerra Cir @ ,

ſugar, after it has been diſſolved in water and purified
CANNABINE [ cannabinus, L. Gr.]ofhemp

CANDITEERS [in Fortification ) a ſort of frames to lay or hempen.

faggots and bruſh -wood upon, for covering the men while CANNINGTON in Somerſetfire, ſo called from the Can

gi, a ſmall people of the Belgick Britons, that came and

CANDLE [candela, L.) a long roll or cylinder made of dwelt there.

tallow, wax, Oc. for givinglight. CA'NNIONS [of canon, F.] boot-hoſe, an old -faſhioned

CANDLEMAS-day cancelmære tæy, Sax .) the feſti- garment for the legs.

val obſerved in commemoration of the Purification of the CA'NNISTER , an inſtrument uſed by coopers in racking

Virgin Mary, on the ſecond of February, ſo named on ac- off wines .

count of the candles conſecrated on that day to ſerve the CA'NNISTÉR ? of Tea [caniſtrum , L.) a quantity from

CA'NISTER S 75 to 100 Pound Weight.

CA'NDOUR [candor, L.] ſincerity, uprightneſs, plain- Tea CANNISTER, a ſmall veſſel of ſilver, tin , Spc. to

dealing ; alſo frankneſs; allo courteſy.
hold Tea.

To CANDY [candefacere, L.] properly ſignifies tò make CANNON [tanon , F.] a piece of Ordnance, or great

any thing white ; to thicken and chryſtallize ſugar on fruits gun, of which there are different ſizes ; as Demi-cannon ,

as Confe &tioners do ; alſo to grow mouldy, as Itale ſweet- Whole -cannon, Syc. The firſt that was uſed was on the

meats do . coaſt of Denmark, in the year 1304, and afterwards became

CANDY Alexander, a kind of herb . common in the wars ' between the Genoeſe and Venetians,

Cane (canna, L.] an Indian reed. in the year 1380 ; and in 1386 were uſed in England, the

ÇANE [of Genoa ] for filk is 9 palms, 100 of which firft being diſcharged at the ſiege of Barwick,
make 26 yards Engliß. CANNON Royal 3 a great gun 12 foot long, of 8000
CANE (of Genoa] for linen and woollen , is 1o palms, CANNON of EightS pound weight.

which make 2, 7-8 yards Engliſ . To CANNONADE (canonner, F.] to batter with cannon . "

CAN E [of Legborn] is 4 braces, which make 2 ells Eng CANNONA'DE [canonnade, F.] cannon Mot.

liſ , and 8 braces is 5 yards Engliß. A CANNONE E'R [canonnier, F.] a gunner who diſchar

CAN E [of Marſeilles] is 2 yards and half Englip . ges
the

CANE [of Melina ] is 2 yards and half Engliſh CANO'E, a little veſſel or boat uſed by the Indians made

CANE [of. Rome] contains- 8 palms, and 30 canes is 35 allof one piece of the trunk of a tree hollowed.
ells and half Engliſ .

CANON [in Mufick] is a ſhort compoſition of one or more

CA'Nel BONE (with Andt .] the neck or throat bone, ſo parts, in which one part leads and the other follows.

termed from its reſemblance to a canal or gutter: CANON [among Horſemen] is that part of the horſe-bit

CAN E'LLA, the ſpice called cinnamon , 1. which is let into the mouthi

CANON

atwork.

whole year.

cannon .
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out, Ital.

CANON [with Printers] a large fort of Printing Letter. CANTHA'RIDES [xQy3aeitus, Gr.] certain venomous

CANON (anong Surgeons] is an inſtrument uſed in low- green flies which breed on the tops of olive and aſh -trees,
ing up wounds.

and are us'd for raiſing bliſters, Spaniß Flies.

CANON , rule, ruling, Spencer. CA'NTHERUS (with Carpenters] a treflel or horſe to faw

CANON of the Scripture, is that body of books of the or cut timber on, I.

Holy Scripture, which ſerves for a rule of faith . CA'NTHERUS [in Archite&ture] a rafter or joift of a

CA'NON [in Trigonometry and Algebra] a general rule for houſe that reaches down from the ridge to the caves ; a

the ſolution of all caſes of a like nature with the preſent tranſum , a ſpar; alſo a leaver, L.
inquiry CA'NTHUS [ xavgós, Gr.] the angle or corner of the eye ,

PASCHAL CANON , a table of the moveable feaſts, and is either the externalor leſſer, or internal or greater.

ſhewing the day of Eaſter, and the other feaſts depending CA'NTHUS (with Chymifts] the lip, or that part of the

upon it for a cycle of nineteen years mouth of a veſſel which is a little hollowed or depreſsa

Natural Canon [ in Trigonom .] is the canon of ſines, tan- for the eaſy pouring out of a liquor.

gents and ſecants taken together. Ca'n Ticles (cantatiuncula, L.) the book of Solomon's
Artificial CANON , is the canon of artificial fines , tan- Songs.

gents , doc. i.e. colines, cotangents, Sc. CA'NTING Coins ( in a ship ] are ſmall ſhort pieces of
CANO'NICAL (canonicus, L. of xarruixos , Gr. ] belong- wood cut with a ſharp ridge to lie between the casks, and

ing or agreeable to the canons or church -laws. prevent them from rolling one againſt another.

CANONICAL Hours, times appointed by the canons of A CA'NTIE (probably of canton, F.] a piece of
any

the church for divine ſervice. thing, as a cantle of bread and cheeſe, oc, alſo an heap.
CANONICALNESS, agreeableneſs or conformity to the To CA'NTLE out, to divide or diſtribute into parts or

canons of the church parcels.

CA'NON ESS (canonicus, L. canonifte, F. ) a profeſſor or CA'NTO [in Mufick Books] a ſong or the treble part of
doctor of the canon law. it ; alſo a diviſion in any heroick poem ; as a chapter op

CANONESS (with the Romania's] a maid who enjoys a fe &tion in profe.

prebend, affe&ied by the foundation to maids, without be- CA'NTO concertante [in Mufick Books] ſignifies the tre

ing obliged to renounce the world , or make any vows. ble of the little chorus, or the part which lings through

CANONIZA'Tion, the act of canonization or ſainting.

To CA'NONIZE (canonizare, L.] to examine by rule ; Ca'nto Ripieno (in Mufick Books] is the treble of the

alſo to pronounce and declare one to be a faint . grand chorus, or that which ſings only now and then , in

CANONS Regular, are canons who ſtill live in community, lome particular places, Ital.

and who , to the practice of their rules, have added the CA'NTON , a diviſion or part of a country in form of a

profeffion of vows. province.

CANENS Secular, are lay canons, ſuch among the laity CA'NTON , a ſort of an additional curtain to a bed .

as out of honour and refpe &t have been admitted into ſome CANTON in Heraldry ] lgnifies a corner , F.

chapters of canonis. and is one of the nine ordinaries, and of great

CA'NONSHIP [canonicatus , L.] the title of a benefice eſteem , and is expreſſed as in the eſcutcheon
poilers’d by a canon. here annexed.

CA'NONRY, the benefice filled or ſupply'd by a canon. To Canton [ Se cantonner, F. in Military Affairs , isto

CANON LAW , a rule of ecclcnaftical diſcipline, and retire into a canion or quarter ; to fortify one's ſelf in a

particularly a decree of a council; or it is a collection of place,

ecclcfiaftical conſtitutions, definitions and rules taken from CA'NTONED [in Archite&ture ] is when the corner of a

the ancient councils, the writings of the fathers, the ordi- building is adorned with a pilifter, an angular column,

nances of the popes, âge. ruftick quoins, or any thing that projects beyond the naked

CANOPUS, a fabulous God of the Egyptians, much a- of a wall.

dored by the common people. CANTO'NE (in the Molucca iſlands) a meaſure of about

CA'NOPY [xavotcov, of xuvent , Gr. a gnat, & c. q. ſome five half pints Engliſh meaſure.

net or thin thing ſpread over the face to defend it from CANTONE'E (in Heraldry] is uſed by the French, to ex:

gnats or files] a cloth of ſtate borne over the headsof kings preſs the poſition of ſuch things as are borne with a croſs,
or great perfons; alſo a teſtern and curtains for a bed . doc. berween them .

CANO'ROUS [canorus, L.] Trill, loud ſinging, high To CA'NTONIZE , to divide into cantonsor quarters.

ſounding CA'NTRED ? [of bani any hundred and kreừ a town,

CANO'ROUSNESS [of canorus, L. ] loudneſs, Esc. CA'NTREFFS C. Brit.] is the fame in Wales that in

CANT, Gibberiſh, Pedlar's French . England is called an hundred, an hundred yillages.

To CANT, to talk obſcurely , after the manner of
gyp Ca'ntus , a ſong , L.

fies, rogues,etc. ſo as not tobe underſtoodby others ; CANTUS [ in Mufick Books] the mean or counter-tenor.

to uſe an affe & ted kind of ſpeech . CANVASS (cannabis, L.) a ſort of coarſe, linen cloth .

CANTA'BIL E (in Muſ, Books] is to play in a kind of a CA'NVASS [among the French ] is a word uſed to ſignify

chanting or ſinging manner. the model or firſt words whereon a piece of muſick or air is

CANTA'BRICA [of Cantabri in Spain , where it was firſt compoſed and given to a poet to regulate and compleat.

found the wild Gilliflower. CA'NVASS Bags (in Engineery] bags of earth for raiſing
CANTA'O [at Alicant, &c .] a meaſure containing three a parapet in hafte, or to repair one that has been beaten

gallons Engli wine meaſure. down .

CANTALI'VERS (in Archite&ture) pieces of wood framed To CA'NVASS [cannabaffer, F.] to beat hemp, which

into the front or other ſide of a houſe, to ſuſtain the moul- being very laborious, it is uſed to ſignify to ſearch dili

ding and eaves over it. gently into ; to ſcan , ſift or thoroughly examine a matter ;

CANTALIVER Cornice, is a cornice with cantalivers or alſo ſometimes is uſed for to put in , lue or ſtand for an

modilions under it . office.

CA'NTAR [in Arabia] is 15 Fracelloes, every Fracelloe · CA'NULA [with Surgeons] a little tube or pipe, which

being 25 pound 12 ounces. they leave in wounds or ulcers, that they either dare not,

CANTAR [ at Conftantinople] is 120 pound Englih. or chuſe not to heal up.

CANTAR [at Melina] about 127 pound Engliſh CA'NUM [in the Scotch Law] a duty paid to a ſuperi

CANTAR [in Spain ] wine meaſure, is about 2 gallons CA'NA or Lord of the land ; eſpecially to

CANTAR [in Turky in Afia] 100 rotelloes , about 418 biſhops and churchmen .

pounds averdupoize. CANZONE' [ in Mufick Books] a ſong or tune.

CA'NTAR (at Tunis) 114 pound. CANZONE , added to a piece of Inſtrumental muſick lig

· CANTA'T A [in Muf. Books, fignifies a piece of vocal nifies much the ſame as sonata.

muſick , for 1 , 2 , 3 , or more voices, and ſometimes with CANZONE, added to a piece of Vocal muſick fignifies

one or more muſical inftruments of any kindscompoſed af- much the ſame as Cantata.

ter the manner of Opera s , and conſiſting of grave parts CANZONE, added to any part of a Sonata, is much

and airs, intermixt with one another. the ſame as Allegro, and only denotes that the movement

CANTA'TION, a ſinging , L. of the part to which it is put, jould be after a gay,

CA'NTEL ( Law Term ] a lump or maſs. brisk, lively manner.

CA'NTERBURY Bells, a flower . CANZONE'T (Canzonetta, Ital .] a little ſong or tune,

CANTHA'RIUS [of op, Gr, a beetle ) a ſtone ha- one of the diviſions of Italian Lyrick poetry , in which

ving the figure of a beetle on it. every ſeveral ſtanza anſwers both as to the number and

3
mealur ;

1

sor
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man or

meaſure of the verſes, tho every Canzomet varies in both at Ca'perÁTED [ caperatus, L.) wrinkled like a goat's hoini:

pleaſure. CAPI AG A , the chief groom of the Grand Seignior's

CAP [cæppe, Sax. probably of caput, L.] a covering for bed -chamber; and introducer ofprivate addreiſes.
the head of various forts. CA'PIAS , a writ, of which there are two ſorts ; one
CAP of a gun , a piece of lead laid over the touch hole before judgment called Capias ad refpondendum in a perſonal

of a piece of ordnance to preſerve the prime from being a&tion ,where the ſhentt, upon the firſt writ of diftiels, re
ſpilt or wafted . turns Nihil babet in balliva noftra ; and the other a writ of

Cap of Maintenance, is one of the Regalia or ornaments execution after judginent.

of ſtate, carried before the king of Great Britain at the co- Capias condu & os ad proficiſcendum , a writ lying for the

ronation and other great folemnities ; alſo before Mayors taking up ſuch ſoldiers, as having received preſs’d money
of ſeveral cities in Britain .

to ſerve the King, flink away and do not come at the time,

Cap [in a ship] a ſquare piece of timberplaced over the CAPIAS pro fine, is where one being by judgment fined

head or upper end of a maſt ; in which is a round hole to tothe king upon ſome offence againſt a ſtatute, does not

receive the maſt or fag - ſtaff'; ſo that by theſe caps, the diſcharge it according to the judgment ; and by this writ
top -maft and top gallant-mafts are kept ſteady and firm in therefore his body is to be taken, and committed to priſoni

the treffel- trees. till he pay the fine.
To Cap (Sea Term ) uſed of a fhip, in the trials of the CAPIAS ad fatisfaciendum , is a writ of execution after

running or ſetting of currents. judgment; that lies where a man recovers in an action

Cap Merchant, the purſer of a ſhip who has the charge perſonal, as for debt, damage , Egoc, and he againſt whom
of allthe merchandiſe or cargo. the debt is recovered, has no lands or tenements, nor ſuffi

Cap Paper , a ſort of thick brown paper. cient goods, whereof the debt may be levied : in which

CA'PABLÉ [capax, L.] that is in a condition or quali. cafe this writ ifſues to the feriff, commanding him to

fied to do a thing : able, apt , fit. take the body of him againſt whom the debt is recover'd ,

CA'PABLENESS & [capacitas, L.] ability, ſufficiency, and to keep him in priſon till he make ſatisfaction.
Capa'CITY s skill, reach of wit : ( in a ogical CAPIAS Utlagatum , a writ lying againſt one outlaw'd

ſenſe ) an aptitude, faculty or diſpoſition to retain or hold upon any action, perſonal or criminal; by which the fhe

any thing. riff apprehends the party outlaw'd for not appearing on the

CAPACIOUS [ capax , L.] capable to receive or hold ; Exigent, and keeps him in ſafe cuſtody till the day of the

alſo ſpacious, vaft, large. return ; when he preſents him to the court to be there

CAPA'CIOUSNESS ( of capacitas, L.] largeneſs, ability further ordered for his contempt.
to receive. CAPIAS Utlagatum ego inquiras, & c. a writ the ſame

CAPACITY, Capableneſs. See above. with the former , but that it gives a farther power to the

CAPA'CITY ' [in a Logical ſenſe) an aptitude, faculty or Theriff, beſides the apprehenſion of the body of the of

difpofition to retain or hold any thing. fender, to enquire of his goods and chattels.

CAPACITY { [in a Law ſenſe ] is when a CAPIAS in Witbernam ,& c. a writ which lies for cattle

CAPABILITY S body politick is able or has a right in Witbernam .

to give or take lands or tenements, eg c. or to ſue actions ; CAPIAS in Withernamium , & c. homme, Bc. a writ

as an Alien born, has a ſufficient capacity to ſue in any per which lies for a ſervant in Witbernam .
fonal action ; but not in a real one. CAPILLA'CEOUS (capillaceus, L.) hairy , like hair.

CAPA'CITY (in Geometry) is the ſolid content of anybo- CAPILLA'CEUS, a , um [with Botanick Writers] is uſed

dy, and thence our hollow meaſures for beer, wine, Talt, of plants, when theleaf is cut into fine and ſmall threads

& c. are called meaſures of capacity . like hairs, as Fennel, Dill, doc.

CA'P A PEE' (9. d . a capite ad pedem , L.] from head CAPI'LLAMENT (capillamentum , L.] a buſh of hair, a

peruke.
CAPA'RISON 2 [caparaſjon, F.] a ſort of trappings or CAPI'LLAMENTS [ capillamenta, L.] with Botanifts the

CAPA'RASONS furniture for a horſe. Atrings or threads about the roots of herbs, or thoſe fine

To CAPA'RISON [caparasſonner, F.] to adorn or dreſs threads or hairs, called famina, which grow up in the mid
with trappings, doc. dle of a flower and are adorned with little knops at the top.

CAPE [ caput, L. cap, F.] a head land , any mountain, CAPILLAMENTS of the Nerves, are the fine filaments

point or tract of land, running out into the ſea ; a pro- or fibres, whereof the nervesare compoſed.

montory. CAPI'LLARIES , ſee Capillary Plants and Veſſels.

CAPE [i. e , take] a judicial writ relating to plea of CAPI'LLARINESS [ of capillaris, L, capillaire, F.] hai

lands or tenements, and is of two ſorts, viz. Grand- Cape rineſs, likeneſs to hairs.

and Petit- Cape, both which take hold of things immovea- CAPILLA'RIS [ with Bot.] Venus- hair, Maiden-hair, L.

ble, and differ chiefly in this , that Grand -Cape lies before CAPILLARIS [in Botanick Writers] that bears its feeds on

appearance , and Petit-Cape after it . the back - ſide of its leaves, but has no flowers.

Cape parvum , a writ lying where the tenant is ſummon- CA'PILLÁRY (Capillaris, L.] pertaining to, or like hair.

ed in plea of land, and comes at the ſummons and his CAPILLARY Plants (Botany ) are ſuch as have no princi

appearance is recorded ; and at the day given him prays pal ſtock or item with branches ; but grow to the ground

the view, and having it granted makes default. as hairs to the head ; and which bear their feeds in ſmall

Cape 'advalentiam , a kind of Grand -Cape, or a writ of tuftsandprotuberances, on the back -lide of their leaves.

execution that lies where one is impleaded of certain lands , CAPILLARY Tubes (in Phyficks) are little Pipes, whoſe

and he vouches to warrant another; but the vouchee does canals are the narroweſt that poſſibly can be, or ſuch whoſe

not come at the day given. Then if the demandant re- diameter does not exceed that of a common hair.

cover againſt the tenant, he ſhall have this writ againſt the CAPILLARY Veſels (with Anatomifs] are the leaſt, mis

vouchee. nuteft ramifications of the veins and arteries, like hairs,

CAPELE' , a diſeaſe in horſes when the tip of the neck which, when broken or cut, yield but very little blood.

is moveable, and more ſwelled than ordinary . CAPILLA'TION , hairineſs, a making a thing hairy, L.

CAPELI'NE , a woman's hat or cap adorn'd with feathers. CAPILLA'TION (with Surgeons] a fort of fracture or

Capeli'ne (with Surgeons] a kind of bandage uſed breaking of the ſculī, ſo ſmall that it can ſcarce be found,
in the operation of cutting off the leg. yet often occaſions death .

CAPE'LLA , a chapel or church , L. CAPI'LLATURE [ capillatura , L.] a bush of hair, alſo

CAPELLA (with Aftronomers) the little goat, a ſtar of a frizzling of the hair.

the firſt magnitude inthe ſhoulder of Auriga , L. Capillo's E [capillofus, L.) hairy, abounding with hair.

CAPELLA [in Mufick Books] either the muſick or muti- CAPI'LLUS , the hair of the head, a buſh of hair, L.

cian belonging to a chappel or church. CAPILLUS Veneris ( with Botanifs) the herb Maiden

Capella de floribus Cold Writings] a chaplet or gar- hair, L.

land of flowers for the head. A CAPIROTA'De [ in Cookery] a diſh made of ſeveral

Ca'pers [ capparis, L. Xattaeis, Gr.) are, the flowers remnants ofmeat,

or buds of a thrub growing in Spain, & c. pickled. CAPI'STRATED [capiftratus, L.) muzzled , bridled.

A CAPER [probably of caper, L.a goat , a miſchievous CAPI'STRUM , a sollar or halter for a horſe, L.

creature, or ofcapio, L. to take] a privateer or pirate- ſhip. CAPISTRUM (with Surg.] a ſort of bandage for the head.

A CAPER [of caper, L. a goar, a frisky creature] an CA'PITAL [capitalis, L. ] principal, chieforgreat ; alſo

agile or brisk andhigh leap in dancing. heinous, worthy of death.
To CAPER [of capriſfare, L.) to cut a caper, to leap Capital Lees (with Soap- boilers] the ſtrong lees made

briskly, high and wantonly. from pot-aſhes.
I i CAPITAL

to foot.
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great, chief.

Poll money.

CAPITAL [ Archite &ture) the uppermoſt partof a column CAPITAL Stock [in Trade, & c .] is the ſtock or fund of a

or pilaſter, ſerving for the head or crowning of it, placed Trading Company, or the ſumofmoney they jointly con
immediately over the ſhaft and under the entablature. tribute to be employ'd in trade.

Ca'pital Medicines, are the principal preparations of CAPITAL City, the principal city of a kingdom .

the Thops of Apothecaries, as Venice Treacle, byc. CA'PITALNESS [ of capitalis, L. capital, F.] the being

CAPITAL Line ( in Fortification ] is a line drawn from

the angle of the Polygon to the point of the Baftion, or CAPITATÆ Plante (with Botanifts) are ſuch plants whoſe

from the point of the Baſtion to the middle of the Gorge. flowers are compoſed ofmany edged and hollow little flow

Angular CAPITAL [ Archite ture] is that which bears the ers, and Mr. Ray calls them by this name, becauſe their

return of the Entablature at the corner of a Projecture of a ſcaly Calix moſt commonly ſwells out into a large and

frontiſpiece. round belly containing within it the pappous feed, as Car

CAPITAL of a Ballufter [ Archit.] that part that crowns duus, Centaury, &c.

theBalluſter, ſomething reſembling the ionick Capitals. CAPITA'TION, a tax or impoſition on cach perſon in

CAPITAL of á Triglyph [ Arcbit. ] a plat-band over the conſideration of his labour, induſtry, office, 'rank, & c,

Triglyph.

CAPITAL of a Niche [ Archit.) a ſort of ſmall canopy CAPITATUS , 4, um [with Botanick Writers ] is ufed of

over a ſhallow Niche, covering a ftatue. plants, whoſe flower is compoſed of like hollow flowers,

CAPITAL Letters (with Printers] are the initial letters, riſing out of a round ſcaly head or button, as jacea , Knap.

wherein titles, &c. are compoſed , and all periods, verſes, weed, Cyanus , & c. L.

& c. commence ; all proper names of perſons, places , terms Ca'rite [Bot.] with a round knob called Caput, L.

of Arts, Sciences and Dignities begin . Ca'pite (in Law ] a tenure by which a perſon held of

CAPITAL. (in Archite &ture] is a principal and eſſential the king immediately, as of his crown , cither by knight's
part of an Order of Column or Pilaſter; and is different ſervice or foccage ; and not of any honour, caſtle, or ma
in different Orders, and is that which chiefly diſtinguiſhes nour belonging to it . But by a ſtatute 12 Charles II. all
and characteriſes the Orders. ſuch tenures are aboliſhed .

The Corinthian CAPITAL , is much the richeſt , it has no CAPI'TIBUS, in or with ſuch knobs, L. See Caput.

Ovolo, and its Abacus is very different from thoſe of the CA'PITOL , the Capitol at Romewasconſecrated to fupi

Dorick, Ionick and Tuſcan. It has its faces circular hollow- ter Imperator, was built upon the Tarpeian mountain ; was a

ed inwards, having a roſe in the middle of each ſweep .' very famous ſtructure, the richeſt andmoſt noted in all Italy.

It has only a brim , and a vaſe inſtead of an Ovolo and An- It was beautified with the ſtatues and images of all the

nulets ; the neck being much lengthend and inrich'd with Gods, with the crowns of victory, and ſpoilsof the nations
a double row of eight leaves in each, bending their heads which the Romans had conquered .

downwards, ſmall Italks ariſing between , from whence the It was erected by Tarquinius Prifcus and Servius Tullius,

Volutes ſpring ; but they reſemble not thoſe of the Ionick two Kings of Rome, and afterwards enlarged by following

Capital, which are 16 in this inſtead of 4 in the Ionic, on generations.

each ſide 4 under the 4 horns of the Abacus, where the 4 CAPITOLA'DE [in Cookery] a particular way of dreſſing

Volutes meet in a ſmall leaf, which turns backwards to- capons, partridges and other forts of fowls.

wards the corner of the Abacus. Theſe leaves are divi- CAPITULA AGRI [Old Latin Writers] the Had - lands

ded each making three ranges of leſſer leaves, whereof or Head -lands, that lie at the upper ends of the grounds

they are compoſed ; again each leſſer leaf is sometimes or furrows.

parted into three called Laurel leaves, but generally into 5 CAPITULA Ruralia, chapters or aſſemblies held by the
called Olive leaves. The middle leaf, which bends down, rural dean and pariſh clergy, within the bounds or pre

is parted into eleven. In the middle over the leaves is a cines of every reſpective deanery,

flower, Tooting out between the Stems and Volures , like CAPI'TU L'Ars, ordinaries or injun &tions of either Kings

the role in the Abacus. The height of this Capital is 2 į or biſhops concerning eccleſiaſtical affairs.

modules, and its Proje &ture is To CAPI'TULATE [ capitulatum , L.) to treat upon

The Tuſcan Capital , is themoſtſimple and unadorned, terms, make articles of agreement, to parlcy or treat with

Its members or parts are no more than three ; an Abacus, a beſieger about the ſurrendry of a place upon conditions.

and under this an Ouolo or Quarter -round, and under that CAPITULA'TION , ſuch an agreement.

a Neck or Collarine. CAPI'TULUM [ Archite&t.] a little head, the chapter or

Compoſite Capital , take its name from its being com- top of a pillar.

poſed of members borrowed from the capitals of other CAPITULUM , a chapter or aſſembly of a dean and pre

columns. See Plate Architecture. bends, belonging to a cathedral or collegiate church.
From the Dorick, it takes a Quarter- round or Ovolo ; from CAPITULUM [with Floriſts] the flowering top of a plant,

the Ionick, an Aſtragal under this , together with Volutes which is compoſed of many flowers and threads cloſely

or ſcrolls ; from the Corinthian, a double row of leaves, joined together in a globular, circular or diſcous figure, as
and in moſt other things reſembles the Corinthian, generally the flowers of Blue-bottles, Carduus, Scabious, & c.
conſiſting of the ſame members and the ſame proportion . Capi'izil officers which guard the gate of the Grand

There is a flower in the middle of the Abacus, and leaves Capi'si 3 Seignior's palace.

which run upwards under the horns, as in the Corinthian . CAPNI'as [varvids, Gr.f a kind of Jaſper, ſo called

It has flowers inſtead of ſtalks inthe Corinthian, lying becauſe it ſeems as if it were blackened by ſmoke.
cloſe to the vaſe or bell , which twiſt themſelves round to- CAPNI'TIS [x & TVTIS,Gr.] a ſort of Cadmia or Braſs-ore.

wards the middle of the face of the Capital . The height CA'PNOMANCY [of x d'avo ſmoke and Marteia divina

of this Capital is ewo modules į , and its Proje &ture one mo- tion] a divining or foothſaying by ſmoke, ariſing from an

dule ž , as in the Corinthian. See Plate Archite &ture. altar, where incenſe and poppy ſeed is burnt , the rule

The Dorick CAPITAL , beſides an Abacus and an Ovolo, was, when the ſmoke was thin and light, and roſe ftrait up,
and a neck in common with the Tuſcan, has three annulers it wasa good omen ; when the contrary, an ill one.

or little ſquare members underneath the Ovolo , inſtead of CA'PNOS [XTO , Gr.] the herb Fumitory.

the Aſtragal in the Tuſcan, and over the Abacus, a Talon, Ca'po, the head, Ital.

Cima or Ogee with a fillet . The height of this Capital is CA'PON , a cock cut to brood, cover and lead chickens ;

onemodule,and its Proje & ure 37 minutes and halt. See ducklings; or elſe to be fatted for the ſpit. Whence
Plate Archite &ture. CAPON [in a Figurative ſenſe ] an effeminate fellow , fo

The Ionick CAPITAL , is compoſed of three parts, an called by way of deriſion .

Abacus which conſiſts of an Ogee and a Fillet ; and under CAPON faſhion (with Archers] See Bob -tail.

this a rind which produces the Volutes or Scrolls, which is CA'pon's Tail, an herb .

the moſt eſſential part of this Capital. The Aſtragal, CA'PONER , a young Capon.

which is under that Ovolo, belongs to the ſhaft, and the CAPONNI'ERE (in Fortification) a covered lodgment

middle part is called a rind or bark, becauſe of its bear- four or five broad , enfeompaſs’d with a ſmall parapet about

ing ſome reſemblance to the bark of a tree laid on a vaſe, two foot high , ſerving to ſupport ſeveral planks laden with

the brim of which is repreſented by the Ovolo, and ſeems earth : This lodgment is uſually placed at the end of the

to have been ſhrunk up in drying, and to have twiſted Counterſcarp, being wide enough to receive 20 or 30 muf

into the Volutes ; the Ovolo is adorned with eggs focall- keteers,whofire thro' loop holes madeon the ſides.

ed from their oval form . The height of this Capital ſome CAPO'T [at the Game of picket] is when all the tricks of

reckon 18 minutes, its Proje &ture one module io. cards are won.

CAPITAL Crime, is ſuch a crime as ſubjects the offender CAPOW'ch, a Monk's hood.

to the loſs of either head or life. САР.
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rugs is made

turning it about

CAPPADI'NE, a ſort of álk wherewith the thag of ſome CAPSTAŃ Bars, the bars or pieces of wood put in the
Capſtan holes.

CAPPARI'S (xantapis] the fhrib that bears the fruit Main CAPSTÁN, is the machine or Capſtan plaeed be

called capers, hind the main -maft.

CA'PRA, a The -goat ; alſo a conftellation, I. CAPSTAN Barrel, is the main poft of it.

CAPRÆSALTANTES (with MetereologiAs] a fiery me- geer CAPSTAN, is the machine placed between the

teor or exhalation , which ſometimes appears in the Atmo- main -maſt and the fore -maſt; it is made uſe of to heave

ſphere, andis not fired in a ſtrait line, but with windings upon the Jeer-rope or upon the Viol, and to hold offby
and infle & ions in and out, L. when the anchor is weighing.

CA'PREA , a Roe, Roe -buck or Deer, L. Come out CAPSTAN ? ( Sea Term] is uſed when the

CAPREOLA'RIA vafa (with Anatomifts] thoſe veſſels that Launce the CAPSTANS mariners would have the ca

twine about like the Capreoli, or tendrils of vines ; as the ble that they heave by Nacked.

blood - veſſels in the teſticles, L. Paul the CAPSTAN ( Sea Term ] ſignifies to ſtop it with

CAPREO'LATE Plants [in Botany) ſuch plants as turn , the pawl to keep it from recoiling or turning backwards.

wind and climb along the ſurface of the ground, by means Man theCAPSTAN ( Sea Term is to place ſo many men

of their tendrils ; as Cucumbers, Gourds, Melons, & c. at it , as can ſtand to heave and turn it about.

CAPREOʻLUS , a young Buck, a Chevrel, 1. Spindle of a CAPSTAN, is the main body of it.

CAPREOLUS ( with Botanilts] is the claſp or tendril , Whelps of a CAPStan , are fort pieces of wood made

by which vines and other creeping plants faften themſelves faft to it, to hinder the cable from coming too nigh in

to thoſe things which are intended for their ſupports.

CA'PRICE 3 [ caprice, F.] a fooliſh fancy, whimſey, Capsula , a little coffer or cheſt, a casket, L.

CAPRI'CHIO S freak, or maggot. CAPSULA communis ( Anatomy] a membrane or skin that

CA'PRICE 3 pieces of poetry , painting and muſick , comesfrom the Peritonaum , and inclofes both the Porusbia

CAPRI'CHIO S. where the force of imagination goes liarius and the Vena portæ in the liver, L.
beyond the rules of art. CA'PSULA CORDIS (with Anatomiſts] the skin that en

CAPRICIOUS [capricieux, F.] humourſome, fantaſtical, compaffes the heart, the ſameas Pericardium , L.
freakiſh , whimſical CAPSULA Seminalis [with Botanifs) that little cup ,

CAPRI'CIOUSNESS , fantaſticalneſs, c. caſe or husk, which contains the ſeed of any plant, L.
CAPRICORN (with Aftronomers] one of the ſigns of the CAPSULÆ Atrabiliariæ (with Anatomifts] certain glandu

Zodiack, marked thus w , repreſented on globcs in the lous bodies ſituated above the reins , for the reception of
form of a horned goat, the fun enters this ſign in the the juice callid Lympha, with which the blood in its re

midſt of winter about the with of December. turn from the reins, being too thick and deftitute ofSerum ,

CAPRIFICA'TION , a dreſſing of wild fig -trees, L. may be diluted , and circulate more Auidly.

CAPRI'FICUS (with Botanifs) a wild fig - tree, L. CAPSUL Æ Seminales [ Anatom .] the utmoſt cavities or

CAPRIFO'LIUM (with Botanifts] the ſhrub Wood -bind hollow parts ofthe veſſels which convey the Semer into the

or Hony -luckle, 1 . body of an animal.

CaprI'GENOUS [caprigenus, L.] born of a goat, or the CAPSULA (with Chymifs] an earthen vefſel in form of

goat-kind. a pan , wherein things, which are to undergo a violent ope

CAPRIO'L A (with BotaniAs] the herb Dog's -tooth , L. ration by fire , are put.

CAPRIO'LE , a caper or leap in dancing , a goatleap, F. CAPSULA (with Botanifts] a feed -veſſel, L.

CAPRIOLES (with Horſemen ] are leaps of firma a forma, CAPSULA [ in Botan. Writ.] in or with a feed -veffel, L. '

or ſuch as a horſe makes in one and the ſame place, with- CA'PSULAR [ capſularis, L.] pertaining to a coffer, cheſt

out advancing forwards, and that in fuch a manner, that or casket.

when he is in the air, and at the height of his leap, he CA'PSULATE Pods ( with HerbaliAs the little ſhort

yerks or ſtrikes out with his hinder legseven and near. ſeed -veſſels of plants.

CA'PRIPEDE [capripes, L.) having feet like a goat. CA'PSULATENESS [of capſulatus, L.) the being inclos

CAPRI'ZANT Pulse [ pulfus caprizans, L.) an uneven or ſed in any thing, as a walnut in its green husk .

leaping pulle. CAPSULIS , (with Ber. ] in or with feed -veſſels.

To CAPRI'ZATE [caprizatum , L.) to leap like a goat. CA'PTAIN [capitaine, F. probably of caput, L.) a head

CAPROTI'NA , a name given by the Romans to the officer, the commander in chief of a company of foot or

Goddeſs Juno, and the Nones of July, which they celebra- a troop of horſe or dragoons ; alſo of a hip of war at ſea.

ted as a feſtival upon the following occaſion. The Gauls CAPTAIN Reformed [Milit.Term] one who upon the re

having quittedRome, the neighbouring people, knowing du & tion of forces loſes his company; but yet iscontinued

the weakneſs of the city, took occaſion to make themſelves captain, either without poft, or as ſecond to another.

maſters of it. Lucius, dictator of the Fidenates, ſends a he- CAPTAIN Lieutenant ( Mil. Term ] the commanding offi

rald to the ſenators of Rome, to tell them that he would cer of the colonel's company , or troop in every regiment ;

preſerve the remains ofthe city of Rome, if they would and commands as youngeſt captain.
ſend him their wives and daughters. The fenators appre- Lieutenant CAPTAIN , the captain's ſecond, or the offi

hending their total ruin was at hand , were in great per, cer who commands the company under the captain, and in

plexity what courſe to take; upon this a The-Nave named his abſence .

pbelotes, propoſed an expedient, and aſſembling all her CAPTAIN General [Mil. Term ) is the general or com

fellow Thc-Naves, dreſſed in their miſtreſſes fine cloaths, mander in chief of an army:

went to the camp of the Fidenates, and being receivedby CAPTAIN [in a Gaming bouſe] one who is to fight any

the general, were diſtributed among his officers and fol- man who is out of humour, or peeviſh at the loſs of his

diers ; and they invited them to drink , and allured them money.

ſo to do till they were drunk ; which being effe &ted, upon CAPTAIN [ of a Merchant-Ship] the maſter of it , who

a ſignal given, the Romans fell upon the Fidenates, and put has the command or dire&tion of theſhip, crew, lading, Esc.

them all to the ſword ; and in commemoration of their de- CA'PTAINSHIP , the dignity or office of a captain .

liverance, called the day None Caprotin ..
Ca'ption , a taking, L. [in Law ) is when a commiſſion

CA'PSTAN [ prob, of cabeftan ,F. or coy and ytæng, is executed , and the commiſſioners names fubfcribed to a

CA'PSTERN S Sax, a Bar) a large piece of timber certificate declaring when and where the commiſſion was

inſtead of a windlaſs, placed next behind the main maſt ;
the uſe of which is to weigh anchors, to hoiſe up, or ſtrike CA'PTIOUS [captiofus, L. captieux, F.] apt to take ex

down top-mafts, to heave any thing that is weighty, or to ceptions, cenforious, quarrelſome; alſo full of craft or deceit.

ftrain a rope that requires great force. CA'PTIOUSNESS [of captioſus, L. captieux, F.] aptneſs

CAPS Qa'r us, a term in Gun- to take exception, or to find fault with.

nery given to that ſtrong plate To CA'PTIVATE [ captivatum , L.) to take captive, to

of iron which comes over the enſlave; a word uſually apply'd to the affections of the

trunnions of a gun, and keeps her mind , as captivated in love.
in her carriage ; it is faſtend by CA'PTIVE [ captivus, L.] one who is taken by an ene

a hinge to the prize -plate, that it my, a priſoner of war.
may lift up and down ; it forms a piece of an arch in the CAPTI'vity [captivitas, L. captivité, F.) the condition

middle to receive a third part of the trunnions, for two or ſtate of a captive , flavery.

thirds are let into the carriage, and the other end is fa- Ca'ptur E [captura, L.] a prize, a prey , a booty.
ften d by two iron wedges, which are called the Fore- CAPTURE ( in Law ) a taking, an arrelt, a feizuie.

locks and Keys.

CAPUCHE

executed .
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CAPU'CHE [capuce, F.] a Monk's hood or cowl. them of Egypt and the neighbourhood of Conftantinople,

Capu'ched, covered with a Monk's hood . goes from Grand Cairo. Another is that of the Magrebins
CAPUCHIN Capers, the plant, called alſo Nafturces . that ſerves thoſe of Barbary, Fez and Morocco ; another for

CA'PUCHINS [ fo called from their Capuch or Hood ſewed the pilgrims of Syria goes from Damaſcus, one from Perſia,

to their habits, and hanging down their backs] an order of and that of the indies: the caravans travel in the night,
Franciſcan Friers . The firſt conventof their order was built and reſt in the day , to avoid the exceſſive heats : the Emir

by the Ducheſs Catharino Cibo at Camerino ;they were re- of Adge is the commander of them , and has about 1500

ceived into France in the reign of Charles IX, and at that camels to his baggage , or to ſell or hire to thoſe that have

time had nine provinces in that kingdom, and a great num- occaſion for any, for many of them die in their journey.

ber of monaſteries. CARAVA'N [of Merchants] a great company of mer

CAPUCHO'N [in Heraldry] ſignifies a hood , and it differs chants that meet together at certain places, and at certain

from Chaperon, in that it is not open as the other is , but times to travel together for their greater ſafety ; becauſe of

all cloſed every way , F. robbers that infeſt thoſe countries through which they are to

Ca'put , the head , a part of the body; the ſum or prin- paſs, they have commonly about 1000 camels, and 7 of
cipal point ofa diſcounte ; an article or clauſe, a character,L. them are under the conduct of one camel-driver ; the tra

CAPUT anni [Old Law ] the head of the year, i.e. vellers or merchants habit themſelves agreeable to the coun

New years-day, L. tries into which they travel ; they have a captain that or

CAPUT A'RGOL ( Aftron .) amalignant planet of fortune. ders their marches, and decides controverſies if any dif

CAPUT BARO'NIÆ [Old Deeds the chief manfion- ferences ariſe in the journey.

houſe of a nobleman , I. CARAVA'NSERA, an inn or houſe of entertainment

CAPUT Draconis ( Aftro ] the Dragon's -head , the name among the Turks and Perfians,

of the Moon's afcending node, L. CARAVA'NSERASKIER , the director, ſteward or in
CA'PUT Gallinaginis [ in Surgery] i e, cock’s-head, a tendant of a caravanſera .

kind of ſeptum or ſpongious border at the extremities or CA'RAVEL 2 [ Caravella, Ital .] a light round ſhip with

apertures of each of the veficula ſeminales ; ſerving to hin- CA'R VEL S a ſquare poop, rigged like a gally, of
der the ſeed coming from one fide, from ruſhing upon and about 120 tuns burthen .

ſo ſtopping the diſcharge of the other. Cara'NNA, a hard , brittle, reſinous gum , of an aro
CA'PUT mort 3 (with Chym .) the faces of any body, matick flavour, brought from the Wef - Indies.

Caput mortuum s remaining afterall the volatile and CA'R AWAYS, a plant.

humid parts, viz. phlegm , 1pirit, ſalt, &c. have been ex- CARBONA'do , a ſteak broiled on the coals, F.

tracted from it by force of fire. CARBUNCLE [of carbunculus, L. of carbo, L. a live

Ca'put mortuum [in Chymical Writers] is expreſſed by coal] a precious ſtone of the colour of a burning coal, a
this character, C ). large ruby.

CAPUT PU'RGIA [in Medicine] purgers of the head , ČARBÚNCLE [in Heraldry] one of the pre
Lat, bar. cious ſtones. It was reprefented by the ancients

Car , a kind of rolling throne, uſed in triumphs, and in an eſcutcheon , as in this annexed , deſigning

the ſplendid entries of princes . thereby to expreſs the beams or bays, that iſſue

Car , is a contraction of kaer, Brit. and ſignifies a city from the center, which is the tranſcendent luftre of the

as Carliſle, Carleon , &c.
ſtone.

CAR ſignifies a low watery place , where elders grow ; CA'REUNCLE [with Surgeons] a fiery botch or plague

or a pool ; as Cardew . ſore, with a black cruſt or ſcab, which falling off leaves

CARABE', yellow amber reduced to powder. a deep and dangerous ulcer, called alſo Anthrax,

CARABI'NE. ( a fire arm or little harquebuſs, a ſort of CARBUNCULATION [ in Horticulture) the blaſting of

CARBI'NE S ſhort gun between a musket and a new ſproutedbuds of trees, proceeding either from exceffive
piftol, F. cold , or exceſſive heat, L.

CARABINE E'rs, horſemen who carry carabines .. CARBUNCULO'S E [carbunculofus, L.) full of ſores.

CA'RACK , a large Porturhize thip. CA'RCANET [of Carcan, F.] a chain for the neck.
CA'RACOL [with Architecis] a ſtair - caſe in a helix or CARCASE (carcafe, F. q. d. caro cala, vita, i.e.

ſpiral form. CA'RCASS S fileſ without life ] a dead body,

CARACOL (with Horſemen] is an oblique piſtle or CA'RCASSESS, a ſort of oval
tread , traced out in ſemi-rounds, changing from one hand form made with ribs of iron , and А.

to another, without obſerving a regular ground. Some. afterwards filled with a can, po
B

times in an army, when the horſe advance to charge the ſition of meal powder, falt-peter,

enemy, they ride up in Caracols, with a deſign to perplex broken glaſs, thavings of horn,

them and put them into doubt, whether they deſign to pitch , turpentine, tallow , linſeed

charge them in front or fank. oil , and afterwards coated over

CARACOL [with the Spaniards] ſignifies a motion , with a pitch cloth, and being prim

which a ſquadron of horſe makes, when in an engagę. ed with meal powder and quick match , is fired out of

ment, aſſoon as the firſt rank has fired their piftols, wheel- a mortar, in order to ſet houſes on fire : there is alſo

ing one to the right , and the other to the left, along the another ſort for ſea ſervice, which is the ſame as a bomb,
wings of the body to the rear to give place to the next rank only that it hath 5 holes in it all primed with powder
to fire, and ſo on . and quick match, and being diſcharged out of the mortar

To'CA'R ACOLE [with Horſemen ] is to go in the form burns violently out at the holes. See Bomb.

of half -rounds. Ca'RCELAGE [of Carcer, L.] a priſon ) priſon -fees.

CA'R AGE, of lime 64 buſhels. CA'RCHEDONY [of ra xudwv, Gr.] ſo called becauſe
CA'R AITES [of 87), Heb. he read ) a fe & t among the first brought out of the Indies toAfrica.

Jews, lo called from their ſtrait adherence to the letter of CARCHE SIUM [in a ship ] the tunnel on the top of

the 5 books of Moſes, reje &ting all interpretation, para- a maſt, above the fail yards.

phraſe and commentaries of the Rabins. Ca'RCHESSUM [with Surgeons] a ſort of bandage, con

CA'ramel (with Confectioners ) the ſixth and laſt de- fiſting of 2 reins that may be equally ſtretched out.

gree of boiling of ſugar, when , if a little of it be taken CARCI'NETHRON (xagxivstegvi Gr.] the herb Knot

with the tipof the finger and put between the teeth, it grafs, L.

will break and crackle without ſticking to it at all ; alſo a CARCINOMA [xapxivame , Gr.] the cancer a ſwelling,

curious fort of ſugar-work. ſo called before it comes to an ulcer : alſo a diſeaſe in the

CARAMOU'S EL, a large ſhip of burthen. horny coat of the eye.

Ca'rat of Gold, is properly the weight of 24 grains, CARD [kaerd, Du. Charta, L.] to play with .

or one fcruple 24 carats make one ounce. If the gold be CARD [ Charta, L.) a ſea chart .

ſo fine that in purifying it, it loſes nothing , or but very To CARD [Carder, F.] to tieze wool with cards.

little, it is ſaid to be gold of 24 carats ; if it loſes one CARDAMA'NTICA [Kassaportixu,Gr.] ſee Nafturtium ,L.

carat, it is ſaid to be gold of 23 Carats, Esc. CARDS [cartes, F.] inſtruments with wire, teeth to

CARAT ( in weighing of Diamonds, &c .] is a weight toze or work wool.

conſiſting of 4 grains. CARDAMI'NE , a plant, a kind of water -creſſes called

CARAVA'N , properly ſignifies the company of pilgrims alſo lady's-ſmock, L.

of Turky that travel to Mecha, of which there are 5 cara- CARDAMO'MUM [xapdapewpov, 9. d. xdeg dauã, taming

vans who go to viſit the, tomb of Mabomet at Medina and the head , Gr.] a ſpicy ſeed of a pleaſant hot taite, brought

the Moſque, at his birth-place Mecha ; one which ferves from the East Indies ; one kind of which is called grains of

paradiſe. CA'ROB

up
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ČA'RDAMON [with Botanifs) the herb garden- to a career, when the greateſt part of her lading being
CA'RDAMUMS creſles. taken out, ſhe is made fo light, that by means of another

CA'RDIA[xapsia, Gr.) the heart, one of the principal lower veſel laid near her, ſhe may be brought down on one
parts of an animal body appointed for the circulation of ſide, to the 3d, 4th or sth ſtrake, as low as occaſion re

the blood . quires, and there kept by ballaſt to be calked, trimmed, Foco
CARDIACA (with Anat.] the median or liver-vein, L. A balf CAREEN , is when they cannot come at the bot

CARDI'ACA [with Bot.) the herb mother-wort, good tom of the thip, and ſo can only careen half of it, F.

in hypocondriacal diteaſes, Coc. CAREE'NAGE, a careening place ; alſo the pay for

CARDIACA [with Phyfocians] a ſuffocation or ſtuffing of careening, F.
the heart by a Polypus or fome clotted blood . CARE E'R [carriere, F.] à courſe, à race, á running

CARDIACAL [cardiacus, L. of xagssaxos, Gr.) per
full ſpeed.

CA'RDIACK S taining to , or good for the heart; To CARE'ss (careſser, F.] to make much of, to treat
alſo cordial. very obligingly ; to court, to ſooth , to uſe endearing ex
CARDI'ACUM , a cordial medicine, that comforts or preſſions, 8c

Atrengthens the heart. CARÉSS Es [careffes, F.] endearing expreſſions of love

CARDI'ACK Line [in Palmiſtry] the line of the heart and friendſhip ; extraordinary complements.

which incircles the mountof the thumb ; which is alſo cal- Ca'RET (i. e . it wantetb], a character in printing or

led the line of life. writing in this form ( ^ ) which denotes there is ſomething

CARDI'ACUS dolor, a pain at the mouth of the ſtomach, inſerted or interlined , which ought to have come in where

which is alſo called the Heart-burn . the character is placed.

CARDI'acus plexus [with Anat.] a branch of the par CARFAR, a place where 4 ſeveral ſtreets or ways of

vagum or 8th pair of nerves, which about the firſt and ftreets meettogether, particularly the name of the market

ſecond rib is ſent from its deſcending trunk , and beſtowed place at Oxford.

upon the heart with its appendage. CARFE Husbandry] ground unbroken or untilled.

CARDIA'LGIA (xapšiandic of xapdía the heart, and CARGAISO'N , a cargo, F.

d'arº, Gr. pain ) a gnawing at the itomach, ſo that the CARGO, the lading or freight of a ſhip ; alſo an invoice

heart being ſtraitened byconſent with that part, ſome of the goods,
of the goods, where with a fhip is laden ; alſo the load

times occaſions a ſwooning ing of a horſe of 300 or 400 pounds.

CARDIO'G MUS, [xopdswyr G ,Gr.] a pain at the heart or CARIBBEE ISands, ſeveral iſlands in the WeA - Indies,

ftomach, the heart-burn . the chief of which are Barbadoes, St. Chriftopbers, Nevis,

CA'RDINAL (Cardinalis, of cardo, L. a hinge) princi- Egoc now in the poſt lion of the Engliß , called alſo
pal, chief, Canibal iſlands, from the ancient inhabitants feeding on

CARDINAL, a high dignity in the Romiß church, of man's feſh.

which there are 70 in number. Ca'RICA, a kind of dry fig , a Lenten fig, L.

CARDINAL Numbers, are ſuch as expreſs the numbers CARICOUS Tumour (with Surgeons] a ſwelling reſem

of things, as one, two, three, &c bling the figure of a fig.

CARDINAL Points (with Aftrologers ) are the firſt, fourth , CARIEs, rottenneſs ; properly in wood that is worm

ſeventh and tenth houſes, in a ſcheme or figure of the eaten , L.

heavens. Caries (with Surgeons] a kind of rottennefs peculiar

CARDINAL Points [of the Compaſs] are the Eaſt, Wet , to a bone,a gangreen or ulcer when the ſubſtance is putrified.

North and South ; alſo the equinoctial and ſolſtitial points of CARINA, the keel or long piece of timber that runs

the ecliptick . along the bottom of the ſhip from head to ſtern, L.

CARDINAL Points [ in Coſmograpby] are the 4 inter- CARI'NA [Anat .) the beginning of the entire vertebræ, or

re&tions of the horizon with the meridian and the prime turning joints ; the firſt rudiments or embryo of a chick,
vertical circle. when in the ſhell.

CARDINAL's Flower [with Floriſts] a flower that is CARINA [Bot .] the lower Petalum or leaf of a papilio

very red , like a cardinal's robe, a ſort of bell - flower or Dacious flower.

throat-wort. CARISTIA , ſee Chariftia .

CARDINAL winds, thoſe winds that blow from the 4 CARI'NATED (with Botanifts] bending or crooked like

cardinal points of the compaſs. the keel of a ſhip , carina, L. 1o the leaves of the Aſphodelus
CA'RDINAL Vertues [with MoraliAs] are Prudence, Tem- are ſaid to be.

perance, Juftice and Fortitude ; ſo called by Ethick writers CARK , a quantity of wool , 30 of which make a farplar.

from cardo, L. a hinge ; becauſe they conſider them as
Ca'RKANET } [ of carcan, F.] a bracelet or neck-lace.

hinges, upon which all other virtues turn.

CA'RDINALSHIP [Cardinalat, F.] the dignity of a CA'RKING , [ of carc, Sax, care] anxious.

cardinal. CA RKINGNESS , anxious care.

CARDINAL WINDS , the Eap, Weft, North and South . CARL (ceonl, Sax.] a churl , a clown.

CARDINAMENTUM , fee Ginglymus. An old CarLE [ either of cert, C. Brit. or ceonl, sax, a

CARDIOGNOSTICK (xasioprosixos of xassia the heart, churl] an old doting, coverous hunks, a ſurly niggard.
and Sivaoxw , Gr. to know ] knowing the heart. CA'RLISHNESS, churliſhneſs.

Cardiace [ Kaedíann , Gr.] a precious ſtone in the ſhape CAR LI'N E Thiffle, a plane ſo named by the Emperor
of a heart. Charles the Great,whoſe army was preſerved by the root of
CA'RDO, a hinge of a door, L. it from the plague, and is ſaid to have been diſcovered to

CARDO [with Anat.) the ſecond vertebra of the neck, himbyan angel.

ſo termed becauſe the head turns upon it. CA'RLINGS [in a ship ] timbers which lie along fore

CARDOO'N [cardon, F. of carduus, L.) a plant which and aft from one beam toanother, and bear up the ledges

ſomething reſembles an artichoke, the leaves ofwhich being on which the planks of the deck are faſtened.

whited, are eaten as a fallet. CA'RLING Knees [in a ship] are timbersgoing athwart

CA'RDOON Tbifle , an herb , the ſtalk of which is the ſhip , from the ſides to the hatch way, ſerving to ſuf
catable, tain the deck on both ſides.

CA'RDUUS [ Bot.] the thiſtle or of fuller's- thiſtle, L. Ca'rmel, a military order of knighthood, inſtituted

CARDUUS Benedi&tus [1. e. bleſſed or holy thiſtle) a by the Emperor Henry IV, under the title of our lady of

plant which bears yellow flowers, ſurrounded with red Carmel.

prickles. Ca'RMELITES, a certain order of monks founded by

CARE (caſe, Sax .] heed , warineſs, fc. Almericus, Biſhop of Antiocb, at mount Carmel in Syria,

To Care (carian , Sax.ſ to take heed, & c. An . 1122.

CAR E'FULNESS [capefulnýrre, Sax.] heedfulneſs, Ca'rmelus, the God of mount Carmel in Judea ;

warineſs, caution ; alſo anxiouſneſs Tacitus makes mention of him, and relates how his prieſt

CAREBARIA, a diſtemper, the heavineſs of the head. foretold Vefpafian that he ſhould be emperor.

CARECTA 3 [ old Rec.] a cart, or a cart load . CARMENTA'LIA, feaſt days in honour of Carmenta,

CARECTATA the mother of Evander.

Ca'RECTATA Plumbi [Old Rec.] a pig or maſs of CA'RMINE, a red colour, very vivid , made of the

lead, weighing 128 ftone , or 2100 pound . cochineal meſtique.

ToCaree'n a ship (of carina,L.a keel, cariner,F.] is to CARMINANTIA [with Phyſicians] carminative medi

fit or trim the ſides or bottom , to caulk her ſcams, or to mend cines, i. e. fiich as are efficacious in diſperſing and driving
any fault ſhe has under water ; a ſhip is ſaid to be brought out wind , L.

Kk CARMI'NATIVES
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to fift.

CARMI'NATIVES [ carminativa, L. of carmen a verſe, CARO'TA (with Bot. ] the plant called wild carot, L.

ſo termed becauſe ſome pretenders to phyſick pretended to CAROTE'el of mace, about 3 pound ; of nutmegs,

cure windy diſtempers by carmina, verſes, invocations or from 6 to 7 pound and a half ; of currants , from 5 to 9
inchantments, tho° others derive it from carmino, L. to pound weight.

card wool, and cleanſe it] medicines which diſperſe the CA ROTINESS [of Carot a red -root] being red - haired .
wind. CAROTIDES (Xapurides , Gr.] two arteries of the neck,

CARMO'USAL, a Turkif merchant-ſhip . one on each ſide, ſerving to convey the blood from the
CA'RNA S a Heathen deity, to whom they aſcribed the Aorta to the brain ; ſo called, becauſe when they are diopt,

CA'RNEAS preſervation of the inward parts ofmen. they prefently incline the perſon to ſleep.

CARNA'DOF, a Spaniſh coin , of which 6 make a mar- To Carou's E [carouſſer, F. or of garautz, Teut. to

veid, and st marveids a royal, equal in value to 6 d . fillit all out] to drink plentifully, to quatł, to drink hand

Englip .

CA'RNAGE [of caro , L. Fleſh ] a maſſacre or great A CA'ROUSE [carousse, F.] a drinking bout.

Naughter, F. CARP (carpio, L.] a freſh -water fish .

CARNAGE [with Hunters ] that Aeſh that is given dogs CARP Stone. a ſtone of a triangular form , found in the
after the chace , F. palate of a carp.

CA'RNAL (carnalis, L.) pertaining to the fleſh , fleſhy, To Carp [carpere, L.) to cenſure or blame ; to cavil,

ſenſual. to find fault with.

Ca'RNALIST, one given to carnality . CA'RPENTER [carpentier, F.] an artificer or worker in
CA'RNALNESS [carnalitas, L.) Heſhlineſs, a being wood , a builder of houſes, Esc.

CARNA’LITY S given to fleſhly lufts. CA'RPENTRY [charpenterie, F. prob.of carpentum , L.

CAP. NA'TION [of caro, L. Aleſh ] á fleſh colour, alſo a carved work] the trade or art of a carpenter.

flower of that colour, CARPE'NTUM , a chariot, a coach or waggon, 1.

CARNATION (among Painters] the naked Aeth ; and CARPENTUM (with Aftrol .] the throne or feat of a pla

when the bare Aeth is expreſſed to the life, and naturally net , when ſer in a place wnerc it has moft dgnities, L.

coloured , they fay, the Carnation is very good. CARPE'SIUM ( of xdepo, Gr, a beam] a kind of plant

C 'RNAVAL (Carnavale, Ital . either of carnis inter- called Cubebs.

vallum , Lor carn a-val, by reaſon that fleſh then is CARPHOS [xdro , Gr.] the herb fænugreek .

plentifully devoured to make amends for the abſtinence en- CA'RPET (carpetta, Ital . karpet, Dw .] a covering for

luing.) a ſeaſon of mirth and rejoicing obſerved with great a table.

ſolemnity by the Italians and Venetians, it commences from CA'RPMEALS , a kind of coarſe cloth .

XIIth day, and holds till Lent feaſts, balls, opera's, con- CARPI'NEOUŚ [ carpineus, L. ) made of horn - beam .

certs of muſick and intrigues, @goc. are held in that time, CAK'PINUS (with Bot.] hedge beech or horn - beam , a

CA'RNEL, a ſmall spaniß ihip, which goes with miffen kind of oak , plane-tree or maple, L.
inſtead of main fails. CARPOBA'LSAMUM xceptoboxcamoor, Gr.] che fruir of

Ca'rnel work [ with Ship-wrights] the building of ſhips Balm or Balfam tree, very much like that of the turpentine,

firſt with their timbers, and afterwards bringing on the in ſhape, ſize and colour.

planks, is ſo called in diftin &tion to clinch works. CARPOCRATIAN > [fo called of Carpocrates their ring

CA'RNEOL, a fort of precious ftone ; alſo a kind of leader, A. D. 120.] a fect of Hereticks, who owned oue
herb.

ſole principle and father of all things; held that the world

CA'RNEY [in bor ſes] a diſeaſe by which their mouths was created by angels, they denied the divinity of Chriſt,

become fo turred and clammy, that they cannot feed . but owned him aman poſſeſſed with uncommon gifts, which
To CARNI'FICATE carnificatum , L.] to quarter, to ſet him above other creatures ; taught a communityof wo

cut in pieces as a hangman. men ; and that the ſoul could not be purified till it had

CARNI'Vorous (carnivorus, L.] feeding upon or des committed all kinds of abominations.

CARPOPHY'LLON [Kagtocúmov, Gr.) a kind of laurel, L.

CARNO'S E [carnofus, L.) full of Aeſh, fleſhy CARPOPHO'Rous (Raptopópo , Gr.) fruit -bearing.

CARNO'SITY [carnofitas, L.] Aethlineſs ; alſo a piece of Ca'rpus (with Anat.] the wriſt conſiſting of 8 bones,

Aeſh growing in and obſtructing any part of the bodv. with which the cubit orelbow is joined to the hand , L.

CARNO'sus, a , um (with Boianick writers] fleſhy or CA'RPY [ Carpinus, L.] the horn beam-tree.

thick. CA'RRACK (carracco, carrico, Ital .] a vaſt large fhip , a

CA'R NOUSNESS Alehineſs, fulneſs of fleſh . CARRICK 3 fhip of burthen .
CARNOU'S E (with Gunners] the baſe ring about the CARRAT , carre &t, fee Carat.

breech of a gun. CARREE'R [Carriere, F.] a riding or driving a chariot,

CA'R NULENT [carnulentus, L.] Refhy, full of Aeſh. Egc. full ſpeed .

CA'RO (with Anat.] the Aeth of animals, which they CA'RBEL [ old Rec .] a cloſet or pew in a monaſtery.

define to be a ſimilar , fibrous, bloody, ſoft and thick part, CARRE'TTA

which togetherwith the bones is the main prop of the body. CARRE'CTAS
[old Law ] a cart or waggon load.

Caro mufculofa quadrata [ Anat.] the muſcle more CA'RRIAGE [chariage, F.] a vehicle for carrying of

commonly called Palmaris brevis. goods and merchandizes ; alſo a kind of covered waggon
Ca'ro (with Bot.] the ſubſtance under the pill or rind CARRIAGE, Mien , Behaviour.

of trees ; the pulp, or ſoft ſubſtance contained within any CARRIAGE [of a Cannon ] a ſort of a long narrow cart

plant or its fruit ; as thepulp of Callia , Tamarinds,Prunes,& c. for marching ofcannon,
CA'ROB , a ſmall weight the 24th part of a grain . Block CARRIAGES (with Gunners] a ſort of ſtrong

CAROB bean, a ſort of fruit whoſe taſte is like that of carts for carrying mortars, and their beds from one place to

cheſnuts . another.

CA'ROL ( Carolle, or of ceopl or canl, ruſtick, 9. d. a Truck CA'RRIAGES [with Gunners) are 2 ſhort planks of

rural ſong ; or, as others will have, of racce joy) a fortwood, borne by 2 axle-trees, having 4 wooden trucks or

of hymn, or ſong ſung at Cbriftmas in honour of the birth wheels about a foot and a half, or 2 foot diameter for car
of our bleſſed Saviour. rying mortars or guns upon a battery, where their own car
TO CAROL , to ſing Carols. riages can't go.

CAROLA [ old Rec.] a little pew or cloſet. CARRIAGE [in Husbandry] a furrow cyt for the cod

CAROLI ( Surgery] venereal excreſcencies in the private veyance of water, to overflow ground.

parts. CARRIER [ in the Manage] a place incloſed with a bar

CAROLI'Nes , the 4 books compoſed by the order of rier, wherein they run the ring.

Charlemaign to refute the ad council of Nice. CARRIER [in ' Falconry) a flight or tour of the bird 120

CA'ROLINA Hat, a ſort of felt or cloth hat, yards ; if it mount more, it is called a double carrier.

CAROLINE [of Naples] a coin equalto a fulio. CARRIER [ carriere, F.] one who conducts or drives

CAROLUS, a broad piece of gold made by king waggons from country to town, & c.
Charles I. for 20 ſhillings ; but is worth 23 ſhillings in pro- CARRION (carrona, Ital . charonge, F.] the ſtinking

portion to guineas at 21 s. Aleth or carcaſs of a dead beaſt.

Ca'ros(xas@ , Gr.] a lethargy or deep ſleep, in which CARROO'N , a rent received for the privilege of driving

the perſon affected, being pulled ,pinched , or called , ſcarce a car or cart in the city of London .

diſcovers any ſign of feeling or hearing : this diſtemper is CARROUSEL, a magnificent feſtival, made upon occa

without a fever, being in degree greater than alethargy, fion of ſome publick rejoycing, conſiſting of a cavalcade of
but leſs than an apoplexy. folemn riding on horſe-back of great perſonages, richly ar.

sayed,

Touring fleih .
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fayed , courſes of chariots and horſes, publick thews; Ca'rvër; a cutter or divider of food ; a maker alſo of

figures in wood, in ſtone, Soc.

To Ca'RRY [ cbarier, F.] to bear or remove. CA'R VIST ( with Falconers] a hawk in the beginning of

To CA'RRY [with Falconers] is laid of a hawk that Aies the year ; ſo termed from its being carried on the filt.

away with the quarry. CARU'NCE E [caruncula, L.) a little piece of fleſh ; it

To CA'RRY [with Hunters] a hate when ſhe runs on ror- is either preternatural, as thoſe ſmall excrefcencies in the

ten ground, or on froſt, and it ſticks to her feet, they ſay urinary paſſages in venerealcaſes ; or natural , as the

The carries. CARU'NCULÆ lacbrymales ( among Anat.] caruncles of

To CA'RRY a Bone ( Sea Term ) is ſaid of a ſhip, when the eye , certain glandules or kernels placed at each corner
The makes the water foam before her, of the eye ; which ſeparate moifture for moiſtening it ; the

To CA'RRY well (with Horſemen ] is a térm uſed of a ſame with tears. They are alſo called caruncule oculi.

horſe , whoſe neck is raiſed or arched , and who holds his CA'RUNCULÆ myrtiformes ( Anat.) a wrinkling of the

head high , without conſtraint, firm and well placed . orifice of the vagina or paſſage of the womb.

To CA'RRY low (with Horſemen ] is a term uſed of a CARUNCUL E papillares Anat.] ten ſmall bodies or lit

horſe, that has naturally a ſoft, ill -Ihaped neck , and low- tle protuberances on the inſide of the Pelvis of the kidneys,

èrs his head too much. made by the extremities of the tubes, which bring the

CART [ carrus, L. charette, F , chas , Sax.] a conveni- Serum from the glands in the exterior parts to the Pelvis;

ency of carriage well known, Ca'Rus [xceço , Gr.] a ſleep, in which, if the perſon
CART-JAKERS , officers of the king's houſhold, who CA'ros S affected be pulled, pinched , and called , he

when the court travels have charge to provide carts, wag- ſcarce fhews any ſign either of feeling or hearing.

Esc. for carrying the king'sbaggage. CARYA'TIDES (9.d . women of Carya in Peloponneſus,

Carte BLANCHE, a blank paper, teldom uſed but in who being taken captive by the Greeks, after all the male

this phraſe, to ſend one a carte blancbe, ſigned to fill up inhabitants had been put to the ſword, and the city burnt;

with whatconditions he pleaſes. were carried in triumph, for having treacherouſly jo ned

CARTEL ( chartello, Ital. chartel, F. of chartula, L.) a with the Perſians againſt their own country ) in architecture

challenge to aduel, a letter of defiance; alſoan agree they are an order of pillars haped like the bodies ofwo
ment between perſons at war for the exchange and re- men with their arms cut off, clothed in a robe reaching

demption of priſoners down to their feet, and ſet to ſupport the entablature.
CARTE' IAN , of or pertaining to Cartefius, a modern CAR Y OCASTI'NUM (with Apothecaries] an cleEtuary fo

famous French philofopher, who oppoſed Ariftotle. denominated from its ingredients, viz. Cloves and coftus ;.
CARTH AMUS [with Bot.) wild or baftard - Gaffron ,

which is chiefly uſed for the gout and pains in the limbs.

CARTHU'SIANS , an order of monks founded by Bruno, CARYOPHILLA'TA (with Bot .) the herb Agens, L.

a canon of Rheims, A. D. 1100 . CA'R YO'PHILLE'US, fles, a pink flower, 1 .

Ca'RTILAGE [ by Anat.] is defined to be a ſimilar, white CARYOPHI'I.LUM (with FloriAs] the clove gili-flower, L.

part of an animal body, which is harder and drier than a CARYOPHI'LLUM , aromaticum , the clove an Indian

ligament , but ſofter than a bone, the uſe of it is to render [pice, L.

the articulation or jointing of the bones more eaſie, and CARYPTIS [ Bot. ] a kind of fpurge.

defends leveral parts from outward injuries. CA'SCABEL, the puminel or hindermoſt round knob at

CARTILAGINO'S E 3 [cartilaginojus, L.) of, belonging the breech of a great gun, called the Caſcabel Deck.

CARTILA'GINOUS S to; alto full of; alſo likegrittles. Casca'de, a fallof waters from a rock into a lower

CARTILAGO enfiformis (with Anat.] the tip or extre- place, or an artificial water- fall ſuch as is made in gardens ,
mity of the Sternum , L. CASCA NES (in Fortification cavities in form of welis ,

CA'RTILAGO innominata [ Anat.] the ſecond cartilage made in the terreplein , hard by the rampart , whence a

of the Larynx, L. gallery dug under ground is conveyed to give air to the
CARTILAGO ſcutiformis [Anat.] a cartilage, the pro- mine of an enemy.

minences of which are diſcernible outwardly in the throat ; CASE (caufa, L Cas, F.] thing, matter, queſtion.

and take their name from their reſemblanceto an helmer. Case (care, F. Capja, L.) a little box, or covering of

CA'RTON ? [in Painting) a deſign made on ſtrong pa- any thing .

CARTOO'N S per , to be afterwards calked through ; CASE, a houſe where thieves, pick -pockets, whores,

and transferredon the freſh plaiſter of a wall to bepainted houſe-breakers, highway-men , and all the looſe, idle fu
in freſco , a pattern for working in tapeſtry, Mofaick, &c . racious crew meet and drink , ſing, dance, and revel.

the Cartoons of Raphael Urban at Hampton Court, are ſaid to CAS E- HA'RDENED , obdurate, hardened in impiety:

be for tapeſtry, but uncoloured. CASE-HARDENING ,a method of making the outſide of

CARTOO'S E ? [ Cartouche, Fr.] the charge or load of iron hard by a particular method of putting it into a caſe

Cartou'CHS a fire-arm , wrapped up in a thick pa- of loam , mixt with dried hoofs, falt, vinegar, &c. and

per, Sc. to be conveyed into the piece the more readily. heating it red hot in the forge, and afterwards quenching

CARTOU'SE [ Cartoccio, Ital.] an ornament in Arcbi- it in water.

CARTOUCH Stecture, Sculpture, & c. repreſenting a CASE-H A'RDENEDNESS , obduracy , impudence, Eco

ſcroll of paper ; it is moſt commonly a flat member with CASE of glaſs of Normandy] conſiſting of 120 foot.

wavings, on which is ſome inſcription or device , cypher, or- CASE of conſcience, a queſtion or ſcruple about ſome

nament of armory Bysc, matter of religion, which the perſon that is diſſatisfied , is

CARTOU'Z ES [with Arch .] much the ſame as modilions, deſirous to have reſolved.

except that theſe are ſet under the corniſh in wainſcotting, CASEs reſerved (with RomaniAs] ſins of conſequences

and thoſe under the corniſh at the eaves of a houſe, they the abſolution ofwhich are reſerved by the ſuperiors or their

are ſometimes called Dentiles or teeth. vicars

CA'RTULARIES , papers wherein the contra&s , fales, Casės [in Gram .) are the accidents of a Noun , that

exchanges, privileges, immunities, exemptions and other ſhew how it varies in declining. They are fix in number,

acts that belong to the churches and monafteries are col- viz. the Nominative, Genitive , Dative, Accufative, Vocative,

le &ted and preſerved. and Ablative, whichſee in their proper places alphabetically.
CARU'CA Cold Law ] a plough. CA'S E Shot, ſmall bullets , nails, pieces of lead , iron,

CARUCA'GE ? [in Horticulture ] the ploughing of land. & c. put into cafes to be ſhot off out of murdering pieces.

CARUAGES [In Law ] a certain tax laid on a Carve CA'SEMATE [in Fortification ) a kind of vault of ma

ofland ; alſo an exemption from that tribute. fon's -work, in that part of the Alank of a baſtion next the

CARUCA'T E ( of carue, Fr. a plough ] a plough land, or curtain , ſerving for a battery, to defend the face of the

ásmuch land as may be ploughed in ayear by one plough ; oppoſite baſtion , and the moat or ditch.
alſo 4 cart load. CA'SEMATE , is alſo a well with ſeveral ſubterraneous

CARUCAT A'RIUS ( old Law ] one who held lands by branches, dug in the paffage of a baſtion, till the miner is

carve or plough tenure. heard at work, and air given to the mine.

Ca'rve Cold Law ) carve land, the ſame with Ga- CA'SEMENT [caſamento, Ital.] a part of a window

CARVES Tucata . that opens upon hinges to let in air.

CARUCA'T A boum [old Law ] a team of oxen for plough- CA'S ERNS [cafernes, F.] little rooms, apartments or

ing or drawing CaʼZERNS S lodgments ere &ted between the ram
To CA'RVE [of ceon fan , Sax . or kerben , Text.] to parts and houſes of fortified towns, or on theramparts

cur up , to divide fowls or other meat into portions. themſelves, to ſerve aslodgings for the ſoldiers of thegar
To CARVE [of ceonyan , Sax , Soc .] to cut wood or riſon, to eaſe the garriſon

ftone into forms of animals, Aowers. CASH [ of caife, Fr. a chef] the ſtock of money which

* merchant2
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a merchant, & c. has in his cuſtody, or at his diſpoſal to ward in the fame; alſo the circuit itſelf inhabited by fucki
trade with . as are ſubje &t to this ſervice.

CASHI'ER [caifier , F.] a calh -keeper of a merchant or Caster [of caftrum a camp, or caftellal, L. a camp

ſociety . or caſtle] ſet at the end of a name of į lace , intimates there

TO CASHIRE ( caffer, F. caffure, L.) to disband or had in that place been a camp, caſtle, &c. of the Romans.

diſcharge ſoldiers ; to turn out of office, place or em- CASTI'FICK [ caftificus, L.) making chafte.

ployment. CA'STIGABLE caftig bolis, L.) worthy to be chaſtized .

CA'shoo , the juice or gum of an Eaſt Indian tree . To Ca'STIGATE (caftigatum . L.) to chaſtile.

CASK [ callis, L. calque, F.] an helmet . CASTIGA'TION , chastifenient, L.

CASK ( cadas, L. caſque, F.] a barrel or veſſel for con- CASTIGA'TORY, of or pertaining to chaſtiſement, of a

taining of liquor. chaftening quality.

CASKET (caſette, F.] a little cabinet or cheſt. CA'STING of Drapery (in Painting] ſignifies a free, eaſy,
BREAST CASKET is in a ship ] the longeſt of the negligent way of clothing any figure.

caskets, in the middle of the yard juſt between the ties. CASTING of Timber Work [with Builders) is when a

CA'SQUE [in Heraldry] ſignifies an helmet , Fr. houſe being plaiſter'd all over on the outúde with mortar,

? [ caffatum , L.] to render . it is ſtruck wer by a ruler , with a corner Esc

To CASS
to make it look like yoiurs of free ſtone.

CASSA'TION , a making null or void, F. of L. CASTING ( in Foundery, is the running of melted metal

CASSA'TUM Cold Law ] a houſe with land belonging into a mould prepared for that purpoſe.

CASSA'TA S to it, fufficient to maintain one family CASTING (in Falconry] is any thing given an hawk to

CASSA'V E , an American root, of which , though the purge and cleante his gove.

juice is rank poiſon , yet the ſubſtance being dried , is the CASTING [with goyners] wood is ſaid to caft or warp

common bread of the natives. when it ſhoors or farinks by moiſture , air , fun , doc.

CA'SS AWARE, a very large bird with feathers, like CA'STLE [caftellum , Lcbateau ,F.Ja ſtrong place fortified
the hairs of a camel.

by nature or art, or both, to keep the people in awe againſt

CASS -WEED (with BotaniAs] a kind of herb. an enemy:

CASSERULE, a copper ftew-pan , L. To CASTLE , a term uſed at Cheſs-play.

CASSEROLE [ Cookery ] a loaf ſtuffed with a farce prow CASTLE [in a ship ] is the riſe or elevation of
chickens or pullets, and drefled in a ſtew -paw , F. the Prow over the uppermoft deck towards the mizzen.

CA'ssia fiftula , 'Calia in the cane, a reed of a purg- Sterr: CASTLE [in a ship )the whole elevation that reigns

ing quality , L. on the ſtern over the laſt deck, where the officers cabins and

CASSIA lignea , the ſweet wood of a tree much like places of aſſembly are.

cinnamon, L. CA'STLING , the young of any beaſt brought forth un

CA'SSIDONY (with Botanifts] a plant called Caft -me- timely,
down and Levander, Sr. CA'STOR and Pollux (according to the Poets] were the

CASSIA'GO , the herb plantane, L. offspring of gupiter and Leda, queen of Tyndarus, king of

CASSI'N E , a farm -houſe, where a number of foldiers Oebalia , in the manner following. Jupiter having had an

have poſted themſelves, in order to make a ſtand againſt intimate familiarity with Leda, fe brought forth two large

the approachesof an enemy. eggs , of chat which was of Jupiter came l'ollux and Helena,

CASSIOPEI'A, Sophocles a writer of tragedies ſays in and from that which was of Tindarus proceeded Caſtor and

Andromeda, that Caliopeia vied in beauty with the Nereids, Clytemneſtra,

and on that account fell into a calamity : for Neptune The two brothers, Caftor and Pollux, had ſuch an entire

ſending a whale , laid the land waſte ; for which reaſon love one for the other , that they always perform'd their un

Calliopeia is juſtly placed before Cetus the whale, and dertakings together, and were, as it were, inſeparable ; tho'
Theis pi&tured fitting on a ſeat or chair . Pollux only was immortal by the privilege of his birth, as

CASSIQUE , a chief governour or foveraign lord of a proceedingfrom Jupiter : but Pollux having ſo intire a love

particular diftri&t or country in ſome parts of America,. for his brother Caftor, he prevailed upon fupiter to admit

CA'SSOCK (caſaque, F. prob. of cafa, L. an houfe, him into the number of his fons. And fupiter made Caftor

9.d. a long veſtment to be worn in caja within doors, partaker of immortality with Pollux, fo that they were both

or of cafula, L. of 10 ), Heb. he covered ] a certain fort to live fuccellively one after another, till the time that they

of gown commonly worn by clergymen . were both tranſlated to the ſigns of the Zodiack , where

CASSONA'De cask lugar, lugar putup into casks , they repreſent the conſtellation callid Gemini.
CA'STONADES or cheſts after the firſt purification . But they did not attain this honour before they had me

CASSU'TA [ Botany) the weed dodder, L. rited it by many glorious a &tions; for Theſeus having carried

To Cast (prob. of katter, Dan .) to fling or throw ; away their lifter Helena, they forced him to reſtore her, and

alſo to think or contrive, as to caft in mind . clear'd the coaſt of all the pirates that infefted the ſea :

A Cast , a throw . and for this reaſon they were accounted and adored among

A CAST ( Falconry] a couple or ſet of hawks. the deities of the ſea ; and the Heathens ſacrificed unto them

ToCast a Pointin Traverſe ( in Navigation) isto prick whitelambs.
down on a chart any point of the compaſs any land bears The Romans imagining that they received affiftance from

from you, or to find what way the ship has made, or on themin the battle againſt the Latins, near the lake Regillus,

whatpoint the ſhip bears at any inſtant. therefore built them a ſtately temple ; and commonlyſwore

Cast of the Country (with Miners] the colour of the by their names. The oath that women ſwore was Acapor,

carth. i.e. Ædes Caftoris, the teniple of Capor ; and the mens oath

To Cast a back to the Percb ( Fal.] to put her upon it. was Ædepol, i.e. Ædes Pollucis, the temple of Pollux.

CASTA'NEA , a cheſnut-tree or fruit, L. The Locrenſes affirm'd , that they ſaw them leading their

CASTANE'IS [caftagnettes, Fr.) a ſort of ſnappers which army againſt the Crotonians, riding upon white horſes, with

dancers of farabands tie about their fingers to keep time caps on their heads, and lances in their hands: and from
with when they dance, this they are thus repreſented in painting and ſculpture.

CASTELLAI'N [ chatellain, Fr.] a conſtable or keeper Homer relates that caftor and Pollux were companions with

of a caſtle.
Fafon, in fetching back the golden Acece, in which expen

CASTE'LLAMENT [ Confe&t.] a march -pane caſtle. dition they fhew'd their courage and skill in arms : and

CASTE'LLAN [in the Weſt Indies] a piece of money in that being overtaken by a violent tempeft in the voyage ,

value fomething more than a ducat .. they ſaw two flames of fire lighting on the heads of Caper

CASTE'LL ANY (châtellenie, F.] the manour appertain-, and Pollux , which proved to be happy omens or fore-tokens
ing toa caſtle , the extent of its land and juriſdiction . of their ſafety. And hence came the ancient cuſtom ofma

CA'STELLATED , incloſed within a building of ſtone, riners, that when meteors, or the dry exhalations of the

Esc. as a fountain conduit or ciſtern caſtellared . earth , being inflamed in the air , appeared about their ſhips

CASTELLA'T10 [Law Term ] the building of a caſtle in a ſtorm ,they callid them Caftor and Pollux when two

without the leave of the king . fires or lights appear ; and Helena, when but one ; and

CASTELLO'RUM Operatio [Old Rec.]ſervice of work and when there are two fires appear at ſea together , they pro

labour, to be done by inferior tenants for the repair or buil- gnoſticate and expect ſafety, and an enſuing calm ;but if

ding of caſtles . but one, they prepare themſelves for the Extremity of a

CASTLE Ward ? an impoſition or tax laid upon ſuch as violent ſtorm ; ſuppoſing Helena as dangerous to failors, as

CASTLE Guard ) dwell within a certain compaſs of lae was to Troy,

any caſtle towards the maintaining of thoſe who watch and
CASTOR ,
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CASTOR, a wild beaſt, a beaver ; alſo a fine hat made CATACHRE'STICAL (xarampesinos; Gr.] abuſive.

of the furt of a beaver, L. CATA'CLIDA [ in Anatomy] the rib , otherwiſe called the

CASTOR (in Aftronomy] a fixed ſtar of the ſecond mag- ſubclavian.
nitude in Gemini. CA'TACLYSM ( xaTaxavomos, Gr.] a deluge, an inunda

CASTO'R EUM [ in Pharmacy] a medicine made of the tion or overflowing with water.

liquor contained in the little bags that are next the beaver's CA'TACOMBS (of xata and xoklis, a hollow or recefs ;

groin ; good in convulſions. or of xara xospecôpas, Gr. to cauſe fleep ] certain Grottoes

CASTRAMETA'TION , a pitching of tents, or the art of about three leagues from Rome, where the primitive chri
encamping an army , L. ſtians are ſaid to have hid themſelves in time of perſecution ;

CASTRA'NGULA [with Botaniſs] the herb brown -wort and there alſo to have buried the martyrs ; and on that ac
or water-betony, L. count they are now viſited out of a principle of devotion.

TO CA'STRATE ( Caftratum , L.] to geld or cut out the CatacoU'STICKS [of xata'and 'a'xxsixa', of exe'er, Gr.

Atones of an animal ; alſo to take awaypart of an author's to hear] a ſcience which treats of reflected ſounds, orthat

work. explains the nature and properties of echoes.

CASTRA'TION, a gelding, a taking away the teſticles CATADIOPTRICAL Teleſcope (with Aftronomers) is the

of a living creature ; alſo thetaking away from an author's ſame as a reflecting teleſcope.

work . CA'TADROME (catadromus, L. of xara's popo , Gr.] a

CA'STRATURE [Caftratura , L.) a caſtration or gelding. tilt or place where horſes run for prizes ; alſo an engine like

CA'STREL ( [with Falconers) a kind of hawk, which in a crane, anciently uſed by builders in raiſing or letting down

KA'STREL Shape does very much reſemble a Lanner ; any great weight.

but as to lize is like the Hobby. Thegame proper to it is the CATADUPES [xata'fend, Gr.] places where the waters

Growſe, a Fowl common in the north of England, and elſe- of a river fall with a great noiſe.
where . CATA'GMA (with Surgeons] the breaking of bones, or å

CASTRE'NSIAN [caftrenfis, L.] belonging to a camp. ſeparation of continuity of the hard parts of the body,

CA'su confimili [in Lawa writ of entry granted where whichisperformedbymeans of ſomehard inftrument.

a tenant in courteſy, or tenant for term of life, or for the CATAGMA'TICKS [ xatayuatixa , Gr.] remedies proper

life of another, alienates or makes over land in fee, or in for the conſolidating and knitting brokenbones.

tail, or for the term of another's life, L. CA'TAGRAPH Exataypacy, Gr.] the firſt draught of a

ĆA'su matrimonii prælocuti [ in Law ) a writ which lies pi&ture.

againſt a man for refuſing in reaſonable time tomarry a
CATALE'CTICK Verſe, a Greek or Latin verk , wanting

woman, who hath given him lands upon
that condition . one ſyllable.

Ca'su proviſo, a writ of entry given by the ſtatute of CATALE'PSIS [xa taasiatis, Gr.] comprehenſion.

Glocefter, in caſe where a tenant in dower aliens in fee , or CATALEPSIS ( with Phyſicians ] a diſeaſe very much

for term of life, or in cail, and lies for him in reverſion like an apoplexy, by means of which, all the animal func

againſt the alien , L. tions are aboliſhed ; but yet ſo, thatthe faculty of breath

CA'SUAL [caſualis, L.) happening by chance, accidental. ing remains, and the patient returns to the ſame habit of
CA'SUALNESS [of caſualis, L) accidentalneſs. body that he had before hewas ſeized with the diſtemper,GT.

CA'SUALTY [of cafus, or caſualis, L.) an unforeſeen ac- CATA'LDA [ in Law ] chattels.

cident, that falls out merely by chance . Cata'llis captis nomine diftri&tionis, a writ lying for

CA'SUALTY (with Tinners] a ſtrong matter, which is ſe- rent due in a borough or houſe, and warrantsa man to

parated from tin oreby waſhing, take the gates, doors or windows by wayof diſtreſs, L.L.T.

Ca'SUIST [ cafuifle, F.] one skill'd in reſolving caſes of CATA’RRH (Catarrbus, L. of xarape of xarabpiw ,

conſcience , Gr. to flow down] a ſtux or defluxion of a Tharp, ferous

Casui'STICAL, of or pertaining to a Caluift, Syc. humour from theglands about the head and throat, upon

CA'SURE [cafura, L.] a falling. theparts adjacent.

CAT [catus, L. chat, É. kat3, Teut.] a domeſtick crea- CATARRH of the spinal Marroco , a falling out of the
ture that kills mice.

marrow of the back bone, happening when certain lym
Gib CAT, a boar cat. phatick veſſels are broken , which ſurround that bone.

CAT-HEAD [ in a ship ] a piece of timber with ſhivers CATA'RRHUS Suffocatorius, a fuffocating rheum , feated

at one end, with arope and iron hook, to triceup
the in the Larynx and Epiglottis, which it conftringes, ſo that

chor from the hawſe to the top of the fore -caſtle . the glandules aboutthe throat are ſwelled, whereupon a

CAT-MINT [with Botanifts] a plant which cats much de- difficulty of breathing enſues, and dangerofbeing ſtifled .

light to eat. CATASA'RCA [xataodgxa, Gr.] a kind of dropſy, the

CATS -FOOT [with Botanifs] an herb, otherwiſe called fame as Anafarca.

Aleboof. CATASCHA'smos [ of xata' and oxasw , Gr. to ſcarify ]
CAT-PEAR, a pear in ſhape like a hen's egg, which ri- a ſcarification.

pens in O &tober CATATA'SIS [in Anatomy] an extenfion or ſtretching

CATS-TAIL [with BotaniAs] a ſort of long, round ſub- out of an animal body towards the lower parts.
ſtance, which winter -time grows upon nut-trees , pine- CATA'STASIS [xata'saois, Gr.) the third part of the

trees, & c. alſo a kindof reed ,which bears a ſpike like the ancient Drama ; being that wherein the intrigue or a &tion
tail of a cat ; which ſome call reed mice. ſet on foot in the Epitafis is ſupported , carried on and ri

CATS , naturaliſts have made this obſervation , that cats pened till it be ripe for the unravelling in the cataſtrophe.

ſee beft as the fun approaches, and that then the eye-light CATA'STASIS [in a Phyſical Senſe] is applied by Galen to

decays as it goes down in the evening. With the ancient the ſeaſons of theyear, the diſpoſition of the body or of

Ægyptians, a cat was the hieroglyphick of the moon ; and time; but according to Hippocrates is the conſtitution of
on that account cats were ſo highly honoured among them , ftate of any thing ; or is an extenſion or ſtretching out of

as to receive their facrifices and devotions, and hadftarely an animal body towards the lower parts.

temples ere &ted in their honour. CATA'STEMA (xata'suma, Gr.) ſtate or condition , eſpe

CATABA'PTIST [ of xatá againſt, and Barlisus a bap- cially of the air.

tift, Gr .] one averfe from , or that refuſes baptifm . CATASTROPH e [xoto.spoon of xataspéconos, Gr.] the

CATABIBA'ZON [in Aftronomy]i.e.deſcending,the ſouth- change or revolution of a dramatick poem ,or the turn
node or dragon's-tail, fo callid, becauſe it goes down exact- which unravels the intrigue, and terminates the piece ; the

ly againſt thedragon's tail, end or iſſue of a buſineiš, the fatal or tragical concluſion

CATACATHA'RTICKS [ of xata and xafagtina , Gr.] of any action ; or of a man's life.
medicines which purge downwards. CATATYPO'sis [ ratatutMOIS, Gr.) a figure in Rhetorick,
CATACAU'STICK (of xata'and xausixa, Gr.] cauſticks when one thing is done by the example of another, L.

by reflection, CA'TACONUM [ in ancient Archite &ture] a term uſed

CATACAU'STICK Curve (in Catoptricks] a curve or crook. when the chapiter of a pillar is not of height proportiona

ed line, which isformed byjoining the points of concourſe ble to its breadth ,

of ſeveral refle &ted rays. To CA'TCH (prob. of captare, L. or of ketlen, Dut, to

CATA'CHRESIS (in Rhetorick] a figure, when for want purſue cloſely) to lay hold of, to ſnatch ; to overtake; to

of a proper word , the orator takes one that is near it ; as ſurprize or come upon unawares.

when one that kills the king is called a Parricide, which A Catch (prob. of captio, L.) a prize or booty ; alfo

properly fignifies one that kills his father ; or when one is a ſhort and wittyfong .

uſed of a quite contrary fignification, as when a perſon ſays A CATCH , a ſort of ſwift failing ſea veffel, leffer than

a ſilver ink -horn , a hoy, ſo built that it will ride in any ſea whatſoever.
LI CATCH

an
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make pure ]

CATCH - FLY , a flower, the ſtalks of which are ſo clam- CATHA'RTICKS [xa Juptixc'of xa gepeu'w , Gr. to purge]

my, that they are frequently a trap for flies, ſuch medicines as work downwards, and purge by ſtool only .

ĆATCH and HOLD [with Wreftlers] a running and CATHE'DRAL [of catbedra , L.] the epiicopal church of

Catching one another. any place, or a church wherein is a biſhop's fee or feat.

CATCH Land [in Norfolk ] ſome ground ſo called , be- CATHEDRAL adj. [ cathedralis of catbedra , L. a feat

cauſe it is not known to what pariſh it belongs ; and that or chair] of or pertaining to a cathedral.

miniſter that firſt gets the tithes of it, enjoys it for that CATHEDRA'TICK ( Law word] the ſum of 25. paid

year. by the inferior clergy to the biſhop, in token of ſubje&tion.

CATCH - Poll, a ſerjeant or bailiff. CATHE'R ETICK Medicines of xaJaspio , Gr. to deſtroy !

CATCHES [in a clock] thoſe parts that hold by hooking fuch as conſume carnoſities ariſing in wounds, as proud
and catching hold of. fleſh , & c.

CATECHE'TICAL , pertaining to catechiſing.
CATHEMERI'NA Febris [with Phyſicians] a quotidian

CATECH E'TICALLY [of catechiſme, F. of catechiſmus, br ague that comes every day.

L. ofxatuxloudí, Gr.] by way of queſtion and anſwer, & c. CATHERE'TICKS (of xa Jaleas, Gr. to

CATECHISM [ κατοχισμός οf κατηχίζω , Gr.] a hort medicines which take away fuperfluities.

ſyſtem of inſtructions of what is to be believed and practiſed CATHERPLUGS, the ſame as Catbarpings.

in religion . CATH E'TER [xoentethe, Gr.] a kind of probe or fiftulous

CATECHI'ST [xatuxusns, Gr.] one who catechiſes or in- inſtrument to thruſt up the yard to provohe urine, when

ftru ts in the Catechiſm. ſuppreſſed by the ſtone or gravel ; or for conveying another

To CA'TECHISE (xatugiterof xatc'and sxew, to echo inftrument, called Itinerarium, to find out the ſtone in the
or ſound to the found of another] to inſtruct youth in the bladder.

fundamental articles of faith . CATHETERISM , the operation of injecting or ſquirt

CA'T ECHU, ajuice preſſed out of ſeveral Eaft - Indian ing any medicinal liquor into the bladder by a catheter

fruits of an altringent quality ; called alſo Terra japonica ora fyringe.

CATECHU'MENS [xatan /perol, Gr.) in the ancient CATHE'TI [in Trigonometry ] are the 2 legs of a right

chriſtian church were Jews and Gentiles, who were inftru &t- angled triangle, including the right angle.
ed and prepared to receive the ordinance of baptiſm . CATHETUS (xajalo ,Gr.] a lide ; alſo a perpendicular.

Theſe perfons were inſtructed by perſons appointed by the CA'THETUS (in Architecture] is taken for a line, ſupposed

church for that ſervice ; and alſo a particular place in it cal- directly to traverſe the middle of a cylindrical body ; as
led the place of the Catechumens. When theſe had been in- of a bállufter or pillar.

ſtructed ſome time, they were admitted to hear ſermons, CATHE'Tus (of an Ionick Capital] a line falling per

and then were called Audientes ; and afterwards were al- pendicularly, and paſſingthrough the center of the voluta.
lowed to be preſent, and concerned in ſome parts of the CATHETUS of obliquation in Catoptricks] a right line

prayers,and thenwere called Orantes and Genu fiectentes; drawn perpendicular to the speculum in the point of inci
and there was alſo a fourth degree of Catechumens, who dence or reflection .

were ſuch as deſired baptiſm , and were called Competentes. CATHÉ'TUS (in Catoptricks] is a line drawn from the

CATE ; O'R EM [xaturósepa of xatugogéw, Gr.] the fame point of refie&tion perpendicular to the plane of the glaſs
as predicament. or poliſhed body .

CATEGOREMA'TICAL word [with Logicians) is a word CATH E'TUS (in Geometry ] a line of a triangle that falls

that ſignifies ſomething of itſelf; as a Man, a Horſe, an perpendicularly ; the bottom being called the baſe, and
Animal. the other leg the hypothenuſe, L.

CategO'RICAL Syllogiſm [with Logicians] is a ſyllogiſm CATH E'TUS of Incidence, is a right line drawn from a

wherein both propoſitions are categorical or poſitive; as point of the obje & perpendicular to the refle &ting line.
for example, Cathetus of refle&tion 3 is a right line drawn from

Every vice is odious. CATHETUS of the Eye S the eye perpendicular to

Drunkenneſs is a vice ; the reflecting line.

Therefore drunkenneſs is odious. CathIDRU'sis [of xandid guw , Gr. to place together]

CA'TEGORY [xatezopía, of xatazogéw ,Gr. to accuſe] an the redu &tion of a fra &ture.

accuſation ; a term in Logick for order or rank, predicament. CATHO'LICISM [catholiciſmus, of xo Fonixos, Gr.] uni

CA’TEGORIES [of xategógused, Gr.) are reckoned by verſalneſs ; the Roman Catholick profeſſion.
Logicians 10, ſubſtance, quantity, quality, relation, acting, CA'THOLICK (of xata' and or the whole, Gr.] uni

ſuffering, where, when, ſituation, having. verſal, general.

CATENA'R IA [ in mechanical Geometry ) is the curve or CATHOʻLICAL ? [ of catholicus, L. catholique, F. of

crooked line, which a rope, hanging freely between 2 points
CATHOLICK S xafonixos, Gr.] being of a catho.

of ſuſpenſion , forms it ſelf into. lick ſpirit, univerſal.

To CA'TENATE [ catenare, L.] to chain. CATHOLICK Furnace (with Chymifts] a little furnace ,

CATENA'TION , a chaining, L. ſo diſpoſed as to be fit for all operations, except ſuch as

To CA'TER [ prob.of acheter, F.) to provide vi& uals, & c. are doneby a violent fire.

CA’TER ER [ Minfew chuſes to derive it from cates, CATHOLICON [xcFoxixor, Gr.] an univerſal remedy ; as

Goth.dainties] a pourveyor or provider of vi&tuals or other a purging cle&tuary proper for diſperſing all ill humours.

neceffaries in a king's or nobleman's houſe. CATHY'PNIA (of xa Jutrów , Gr. to ſleep ſound) a deep

CA'TERPILLAR [ prob. of chair peleuſe, F.i.e. hairy or profound fleep , ſuch as perſons are in by taking opiate ,

fleſh , or of chatte peleuſe, F. hairy as a cat] an infe &t that or in a lethargy:

devours leaves and fruits of trees, flowers, & c. CA'TIAS (of xagh.21, Gr.] an inſtrument to pull a dead

CATERPILLER [in a figurative ſenſe) an envious perſon child out of the womb.

that does miſchief without provocation. CA'TKINS [with Bot.] a kind of ſubſtance that grows

CATERPILLER [with Botanifs] a kind of plant which on nut trees , pine-trees , birch -trees, & c. in winter-time,

is only eſteemed for its ſeed veſſels, which reſemble green and falls off when the trees begin to put forth their leaves.

worms or caterpillars. CA'TLING (with Surgeons] a ſort of diſmembering knife

Cates [cates, Goth.] delicacies, dainty vi & tuals, uſed in the cutting off any corrupted member or part of
niceties . the body.

CATHÆ'R ESIS [of xaJaipo , Gr. to purge] a kind of CA'TLINGS [ in Botany) the down or moſs growing about

conſumption of the body, which happens without any walnut-trees, reſembling the hair of a cat.
manifeſt evacuation . CA'TLINGS , ſmall cat-gut ftrings, for muſical inſtru

CATHA'RIANS , a feet of Hereticks that held themſelves

pure and free from ſin . Cat Mint, an herb.

St.CA'THARINE's Flower, a plant. CATOO AT HA'RTICKS 2 [of xd Tw downwards, and

CATHA'RISTS , a branch of the Manichees. CATORE'TICKS xa Faptixa , Gr.] medicines

CA'THARMA [xdJagua, Gr .] a ſacrifice to the gods which purge by ſtool.

to avert peftilence. CATO'NIAN [of Cato the Senator ] grave.

CATH A'RPINGS [in a Ship] ſmall ropes running in lit- CATO'PSIS [xc TÓT8:5, Gr.] the ſcience of reflex viſion ;

tle blocks or pulleys from one ſide of the ſhrowds to the that part of the ſcience of opticks, which ſhews after what

other near the deck '; the chief uſe of them is to ſet the manner obje &ts may be ſeen by reflection ; and explains the
Throwds taught or fuiff, for the caſting and ſecuring the reaſon of it.

maſts when the ſhip rolls. CA TO'PTRICAL ciftula , a machine or apparatus, where

CATH A'RTICAINESS [of catharticus, L. of xabaigw, by little bodies are repreſented large ; and near ones ex.
Gr. 10 purge] purging quality, 3 tremely

.

ments.

}
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tremely wide and diffus'd through a vaſt ſpace, and other CA'VEA [in Palmiftry] a hollow in the palm of the

agreeable phænomena, by means of mirrors diſpoſed by hand, in which 3, principal lines called the cardiack; cephaa

the lawsof catoptricks in the concavity of a kind of cheft. lick and hepatick make a triangle.

CATO'PTRICAL Dial, one which exhibits objects by CA'VEAT [i.e. let him beware) a caution or warning, L.

refle & ed rays .
CAV EAT (with Civilians] a bill entred into the eccle

CATO'PTRICAL Teleſcope, a teleſcope that exhibits ob- fiaftical court, to ftop the proceedings of ſuch , who would
jeets by reflection.

prove a will to the prejudice of another party, & c.
CATO'PTROMANCY ( of xoétonlegv, a ſpeculum or look- CA'Y EDOC [of Perfia] the longeſt is an inch longer than

ing glafs , and poteit , Gr . divination ] divination by look- the Engliſh yard ; the ſhorteſt is 3-4ths of the longer.

ing in a looking - glaſs. CA'vern [caverna, L.) a natural cave or hollow place
Cato'PTRON [xétonlog", Gr.] a kind of optick glaſs. in a rock or mountain ; a den or hole under ground.

CATOR E'TICKS , the ſame as Catharricks. CA'VERNATED [cavernatus, L.] made in caverns.

CATOTH E'RICA (in Phyfick ]medicines which purge the CAVERNO'S E (cavernofus, L.] full of caverns or holes .

reins and liver from vicious juices by urine. CAVERNO'S A corpora (with Anat.] two cavernous bo

Cart ? [in a ship]a large piece of tiinber faſtened dies of an undeterminate length and thickneſs, whereof the

Catr Head S aloft over the Hawſe, in which are 2 penis is principally compoſed.

Shivers at one end , which is pur through a rope with a CAVERNO'S A CORPORA clitoris [ Anat .] are 2 nervous

blockor pulley, having a great iron hook callid a cat-hook , or ſpongy bodies, like thoſe of the penis ; having their
the uſe of it is to hoiſe up the anchor from the hawſe to the origin from the lower part of the os pubis, on each ſide,
fore - caſtle.

and uniting together, conſtitute the body of the clitoris.

CAT'S HEAD , a large apple. CAVERNOSU M corpus urethra ( Anat.] a third ſpongious
CAT HOLES[ in a ship ] certain holes above the gun- body of the Penis ; ſo called because the Ureibra or urinary

room ports, through which,upon occaſion, a Ship is heav- pafluge of the Penis is incited therewith .

ed a- ſtern , by means of a ſtern -fatt, to which a cable or CAV E'R NOUS [cavernofus, L.] full of caverns.

hawler is brought for that purpole.
: CAV E'R NOUSNESS ( of cavernoſus, L.) fulnets ofholes.

CATT HOOK [in a Ship] a hook to raiſe or hoiſe
up the CA'V ESSON (with Horſemenj is a fort of nofc-band,

anchor from the top of the fore-caſtle.
ſometimes of iron , ſometimes of leather or wood, ſomet

CATT Rope, a rope uſed in haling up the catt. times flat, and ſometimes hollow or twiſted, which is clapr
CATTA'RIA (with Botanifs] the herb cat-mint, L. upon a horſe's nofe to wring it, to forward the fuppling

Catta [of Bantam ] thin plates of lead on a ſtring, 200 and breaking of the horſe.

of which make a fata, whichis in value 3 farthings Engliß . CAVE'ITO [wich Archite&ts] a moulding containing the

CATTEE [ of Bantam ] 200 7.8ths ounces Englijh. quadrant of a circle, the effect of which is juſt contrary

Cattee (of China ] 16 tail, about 20 ounces, 3-4ths to that of a quarter round .

averdupois. CA'VIAR Y [caviero, Ital .] a ſort of eatable made of
CATtee [of Japan] about 21 ounces averdupois. CAVE'ER S the roes of leveral ſorts of fiſh pickled ;
CAITE E (of Siam ] 26 tail, or I and 1-2 ouiice Lisbon. but eſpecially of the ſpawn of ſturgeons, taken in the river

CATTEE [of Sumatra ] 29 ounces averdupois.
Volga in Muſcový, which both in colour and ſubſtance looks

To CATTER -WAWL ( prob. of Gutter-wawl, i. e. to cry much like green foap.

among gutters] to cry or make a noiſe as cats do when CA'vERS (among Miners] thieves who ſteal oar out cf

they are proud. the minies.

CATULI'tion, a going a fault, or being proud as bitches. To Ca'vil [cavillari, L.) to argue captiouſly, to play

CATULO'TICA (of waterów , Gr. to skin over ]medicines the fophifter, to wrangle, to find fault with .
which cicatrize wounds.

A CA'vil [cavilla , L.) a captious argument, a quirk ,

CATZU'RUS [Old Records] a hunting horſe.

CAVÅ VENA [in Anatomy] i. e. the hollow vein, the CAVILLA'TION , a wrangling, I.

largeſt vein in the body, deſcending from the heart. " It is CAVILLATION (with School-men a fophiſtical and falſo

ſo named from its large cavity, and into it, as into a com- argument ; à particular manner of diſputing, grounded oli

mon Channel, all the leffer veins, except the Pulmonaris, nothing but quirks and contentious niceties.

empty themſelves. CA'vin , a hollow way, Fr.

CAVALCA'D È, a formal pompous march or proceſſion CAVIN [in the Military Art] a hollow place proper to

of horſemen , carriages, buc. by way of parade or ceremony. favour the approaches to a fortreſs, ſo that men may ad

To CAVALCADE, to skirmiſh as they march , and firing vance therein to the enemy under covert, as it were in a

at one another by wayof diverſion. trench.
CAVALCADO'UR [ at the court of France] the querry CA'VITY [cavitas, L.) hollowneſs.

that's maſter of the horſe.
CA'VITIES [with Anatomifs] great hollow places in

CAVALE E'R { [cavalier, F.of caballus, a horſe] a horſe- the body containing one or more principal parts.

CAVALIE'R S man, or perſon mounted on horſe - back . Greater CA'vities of the Body (with Anat.) the head

CAVALI'ER ( with Hor femen ] a term uſed in themanage for the brain , the cheſt for the lungs, bice the lower belly

for one who underſtands horſes, and is well pra&tiſed in the for the liver, ſpleen and other bowels.

art of riding them . Leffer Ca'vities of the Body (with Anat .) the ventricles
CAVALIER ( in Fortification ) a terrace or platform that of the heart and brain ; altothe hollow parts of bones.

commands all around the place, being a heap of earth raiſed Cau'KING [with Archite &ts] dove-tailing a -croſs.

in a fortrets to lodge the canon for Icouring a field , or op- CAUL [prob. of caul , Camb. Brit.] a membrane in the

poſing a commanding-work,
abdomen covering the greateſt part of the guts.

CAVALIERS [in the Civil Wars] a name by which the Cauff , a cheſt with holes at the top, to keep fiſh alive

party of king Charles I. was diſtinguiſhed from the parlia- in the water.

ment party. CA'ULDRON ( caudron , F.] a kind of large kettle, copper
CA'v ALRY [cavalerié, F.] ſoldiers that ſerve and fight or boiling veſſel.

on horſe- back ; a body of horſe in an army.
CAU'LEDON (with Surgeons] a term uſed for the break

To CA'VATE [cavatum , L.) to make hollow.
ing of a bone a croſs, when the parts of it are ſeparated

ſo , that they will not lie ftrait, L.CA'VOUSNES } [of cavalus, L ) hollowneſs.
CAULI'COLI (with Archite & s] little carved ſcrolls under

CAVAZI'on [with Architects] the hollowing or under- the Abacus of the Corinthian capital .

digging of the earth for cellerage ; allow'd to be the ſixth CAULI'COLES 2 [with Archite & s] are 8 leffer ſtalks or

part of the height of the whole building:
CAULI'CULI S branches ſpringing out from the 4

CAU'CALIS [ r.cuxaxis, Gr. ] the herb baftard -parſley , principal Caules or ftalks in the Corinthian capital.
or herb-parſley. L.

CAULI'FEROUS Plants [in Botany] are ſuch as have a
Caucon , the herb horſe-tail, L.

true caulis or ftalk , which agreat many have not.CAU'DA LU'CIDA (with Aftronomers] the lion's - tail, a CAU'LIS (with Botanifts thc ſtalk of a plant ; caule,

fixed ſtar of the firſt magnitude, L.
with a ſtalk ; caulibus, with ſtalks, L.

CAUDA Terræ [inncient Deeds] a land's end ; the bot- CAULO'DES (xavicdus, Gre] ' a kind of broad-leaved

comor outmoſt part of a ridge or furrow in plough’d lands. colewort.
CAU'DLE [ chadeau of chaud, F. hot] a drink made of CAU'PES2 (in the Scotch Law ] any gift that a man

ale, winc, eggs, ſugar, and ſpice boiled .
CA'LPES S gives in his own life-time to his patrons ;

Caye(cavea, L.] a den, or darkhollow place under eſpecially to the headof a clan ortribe for his maintenance
ground .

and protection.
To

a fhift.
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ver cup:

To CAU'PONATE [ cauponatum , L.) to ſell wine or of the thing cauſed , viz . Matter and Form .
vi &tuals. External Cause, is that which has an outward influ

CAU'S AL [ caufalis, L.) pertaining to a cauſe. ence , viz. Eficient and Final.

CAU'SAL Propofitions (with Logicians) are propoſitions The material CAUSE. [among Logicians] is that out of

containing two propoſitions joined together by a conjunction which things are formed , as ſilver is the matter of a fil

caufal [becauſe, or to the end that ]as bleſſed are the peace

makers, becauſe they fallfee God. The formalCAUSE [with Logicians) is that which makes

CAUSA'LITY (in Metapbyficks) is the action or power a thing what it is, and diſtinguiſhes it from others ; as a

of a cauſe in producing its effects. ſtool, a table, &c.

Cau's ALTY [with Tin -miners] the earth , a ſtony mat- Firf CAUSE, that which acts by it felf, and from its

ter, which is ſeparated from the tin ore in the ſtamping own proper force and virtue ; as God is the firft Cauſe.

mill , & c. by waſhing before it is dry'd and goes to the cra- Second Causes, are ſuch as derive the power or facul

zing mill. ty of acting from a firſt cauſe.

ČAUSAM nobis fignifices, a writ that lies to the mayor To CAUSE [ caufari, L. ) to be the cauſe of, to effe & t.

of a town or city, who beingformerly commanded by the CAU’s EY [probably of cauſie, O. F. trewed with

king's writ to give the King's grantee poſſeſſion of any CAU'SWAYS ' chalk or flint a high way , a bank rai

lands or tenements, forbears to do it, requiring him to Thew ſed in marſhy ground for foot paſſage.

cauſe, why he fo delays the performance ofthe command. CausI'DICKS [caufidici, L. ] lawyers or pleaders of caufes.

CAUSA Matrimonii prælocuti, a writ lying where a wo- CAUSO'D ES (navo á us,Gr.) a continual burning fever,L.

man gives lands to a man in fee -ſimple, to the intenthe CAU'SON (xauco ofxow, Gr. to burn] a burning

Tould marry her, and he refuſes fo to do in a reaſonable Cau'sus > fever, ove atrended with greater heat

time, the woman requiring him ſo to do, L. than other continued fevers, an intolerable thirft and other

CAU'SATIVE [caufatiuus, L.) that expreſſes a cauſe or fymptoms, which indicate an extraordinary accenſion of the
reaſon , blood .

CAUSE [in Term ) a trial or an action brought before a Cau'stick [xausixo , Gr.) burning or corroding.

judge to be examined and diſputed. Cau'stick Stone ( with Surgeons) a compoſition of ſeves

CAUSE [cauſa , L.] caule is that which produces an ef- ral ingredients for burning or cating holes in the part to

fe&t, or that by which a thing is. Cauſes are divided into which it is applied.
four kinds. CAUSTICK Curve [in the higher Geometry) a curve form

Efficient CAUSE , is that which produces another caufe ; edby the concourſe or co -incidence of the rays of light

alſo an external Cauſe from whichany thing derives its be- refle &ted or refracted from ſome other curve.

ing or eſſence by a real a & tion . There are of this ſeveral Cau'sTICKNESS [of caufticus, L. cauftique, F. of xcés

ſpecies. six of xaiw, Gr. to burn ] cauſtick quality.

A diftant CAUSE, fo is a grandfather in reſpect to his CaU'STICKS ( in Surgery] things which burn the skin

grandfon . and Aeth to an eſcar ; as burnt iron, braſs, c .

An equivocal CAUSE, is that which is of a different kind Cau'TELOUS ( cauteleux, F. cautus, L.) wary, cautious,

and denomination from its effect ; as God , with reſpect heedful.

to his creatures . CAUTERIZA'TION , an artificial buruing made by a

As inftrumental CAUSE, the inſtruments with which a cautery .

piece ofwork is done, TO CAUTERI'ZE [KAUTUOLLEY, Gr.]to apply a cautery .

An intellektual CAUSE, a man with reſpect to what he Cau'TERY [xavlnelor of xaw, Gr. to burn ) a burning

does with judgment. operation.

A free Cause, ſuch is a man who walks. A &tual Cau'TERY [ ſo called becauſe it has an a & ual

Anatural Cause, the ſun. power of burning any thing, and has an immediate opera

A neceffary CAUSE, the fire that bums wood . tion] fire , or an inftrument made of gold, silver, copper

A proper CAUSE, as the ſun of light : ſo alſo the ſun or iron heated in fire .

giving light toa chamber, the window isbut the conditio Potential Cau'TERY ( ſo called , becauſe it has a certain

nal Caule, without which the Effe &t would not have been ; power of burning, br. and produces the ſame effc& but

conditio fine quanon , in a longer time )a Cauſtick -ſtone, or compoſition made of

The pbyſicalCAUSE, is that which produces a ſenſible quick -lime, ſoap, calcined tartar, & C.

corporeal Effect ; as the ſun is the cauſe of heat ; alſo Silver CAUTERY [ſo called, becauſe made of filver,

the fire which burns a houſe. diffolved in three times the weight of ſpirit of nitre , and

The moral Cause, the man who ſets it on fire ; alſo prepared according to Art] this is accounted the beſt fort

that which produces a real Effe &t ; but in things immate- of Cautery, and will continuefor ever, if it be not expo

rial, as repentance is the Cauſe of forgiveneſs. ſed to the air , and is otherwiſe called the infernal ſtone.

A totalCause, is that which produces the whole Effe & , CAU'TING Iron (with Farriers] an iron to burn or fear

as God in creating Adam , becauſe nothing concurred with the parts of a horſe which require burning.

him in it. CAU'TION, heed, warineſs, heedfulneis ; alſo warning
Partial Cause, is that which concurs with ſome other or notice before-hand, F. of L.

in producing the Effect, the father and mother of a child ; CAU'TIONARY [of cautio, L.) given as pledge or pawn ,

becauſe both the one and the other were neceſſarily con- as cautionary towns.

cerned in thegeneration of it. CAUTIO'N E admittenda, a writ lying againſt a biſhop,

AccidentalCAUSE, as the ſun that kills a man by its holding an excommunicate perſon in priſon for contempt,

heat, becauſe he was ill diſpoſed before. notwithſtanding that he offers ſufficient caution or pledges

Produ &tive CAUSE, is the mother of her child . to obey the commands and orders of the church for the

A preſerving Cause , as the nurſe of her child . future .

An univerſal CAUSE, is that which by the extent of its To CAU'TION [cautionner, F.] to give notice of, to

power may produce all Effects, as a father in refpe &t to his adviſe.

children, becauſe they are like him in nature . CAU'TIOUS [cautus,L.cauteleux , F .] provident, heedful,

Univerſal CAUSE, the air that enters an organ , is ſo of
wary , well adviſed .

the harmony of that organ . CAU'TIOUSNESS [ofcautio , L.] warineſs, circumfpe& neſs.

Aparticular CAUSE, is that which can only produce a CAW'KING Time (with Falconers] the treading time of

ſingle Effe &t ; or a certain kind of Effe &ts. hawks.

The particular CAUSE of the barmony of an organ , is the CAWK Stone, a kind of mineral , a- kin to the white

diſpoſition of each pipe, and he who plays. milky mineral juices of lead mines.

Theſe are all diſtinctions that ſome Logicians make of . CÁYA (of cæ3, Sax.] a key or water-lock , Old Law .
the efficient Cauſe. CAYA'GIUM , a toll or duty paid for landing goods at

The finalCAUSE ( among Logicians] is the end for which ſome key or wharf.

a thing is, or the motive which induced a man to act. CAY'MAN , a kind of crocodile.

This again is diftinguiſhed into principal ends and acceſſo- CA'ZIMI ( with Aftrologers] the center of the fun . A

ry ends. The principal ends are thoſe that are principally planet is ſaid to be in Cazimi, when it is not above 70 de

regarded, and the acceſſory ends are conſidered only as grees diſtant from the body of the fun.

above To CEASE [ ceffare, L ] to Icave off or give over, to

Cause [in Metapbyfacks] is an active principle influen- forbear or diſcontinue; to be at an end .

cing the thing cauſed . CeA'SELESS , without cealing, Milton .

Internal CAUSE, is that which partakes of the eſſence Ce'ca [ at Corduba in Spain ) a religious houſe, from

whence
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whence the Spaniards have framed this proverb to go from CE'LLAR [ cellarium , L.) an appartment in the loweſt
Ceca to Meca , i.e. to turn Turk or Mahometan, part of a building under ground.

Ce'dar ( cedrus, L. of xédpa, Gr.] a large tree, ever CE'LLARAG E , cellar-room ; alſo the rent to be paid

green , delighting in cold and mountainousplaces, the wood for the uſe ofa cellar.

is of a very bitter tafte, and by reaſon of its bitterneſs is CE'LLARIST (cellarius, L.] one who keeps a cellar or

diftafteful to worms, and is by that means almoft incor- buttery ; the butler in a religious houſe or monaſtery.

ruptible. CELLS [with Anatomifts are little bags or bladders

CE'DMATA [xiduete , Gr.] humours that fall into the where fluids or matter of different forts are lodged ; common

joints, eſpecially about the hips, L. both in animals and vegetables.

Ce’DRATED (cedratás, L.) anointed with juice or oil Cells ( with Botanifs) are the partitions or hollow pla

of cedar - trees. ces inthe husks or pods of plants, in which the feed is con

CEDRELA'Te [KeSpeadty, Gr.] the large ſort of cedar, tained .

which grows as big as a fir -tree, and yields roſin or pitch Cells , [ cella , L.) the little diviſions or appartments in

as that does. honey -combs, where the young bees, &c. are diſtributed.

CE'DRIA [ K :Seia, Gr.] the roſin or pitch that runs out Cé'LLULA , a little cell or buttery, L.

of the great cedar. CE'LLULÆ adipof & [ Anatomy] the loculi or little cells

CEDRI'N E ( cedritus, L.] of or belonging to the cedar- wherein the fat of bodies that are in good habit is con

tree.
rained .

CE'orium , the oil or liquor that iſſues out of the ce- CELLULÆ inteftini coli ( with Anatomifs) the cavities

dar-tree, with which the ancients uſed to anoint books or hollow ſpaces in the gut colon, where the excrements

andother things to preſerve them from moths, worms and lodge for fome time, thattheymay cheriſh the neighbour

rottenneſs ;the Ægyptians uſed it for the embalming of ing parts with theirheat, and 'digert any crudities.

dead bodies. CELOTOMI'A [of xóan a rupture and young Gr. a cut

CE'DROSTIS [ Ridegsis, Gr.] the white vine which grows ting) the operation of the Hernia.

in hedges, briony, I. Ce'lsa [a barbarous term of Paracelſus] a ſmall collec

CE'DRUS , the cedar -tree, I. tionof vagrant ſpirits that endeavour to make their exit

Ce'GINA [ Aftronomy] a fixed ſtar in the left ſhoulder by their continual motion at any part of the body.

of Bootes. CE'LSITUDE (celfitudo, L.) height, highnefs, tallneſs.

Cei'LING ( with Archite &ts] the upper part or roof of a Ceme'nt [cementum ,L.] a ſtrong, cleaving fort of

lower room ; or a lay or covering of plaiſter over laths, nail- mortar or folder,

ed on the bottom of the joiſts thatbear the floor of an up- CEME'NT (commonly pronounced Simmon] a compound

per room , Sc. of pitch, brick -duft, plaifter of Paris, &c. uſed by chacers,

CE'LANDINE ( Chelidonia , L. Xenidóne of xexidoves, Gr. repairers and other artificers to be laid under their work to
ſwallows] the herb otherwiſe called ſwallow -worton ac- make it lie firm to receive impreſlions made by punches.

count of a tradition that ſwallows make uſe of it as a me- CEMENT (with Chymifts] any lute or loam , by which

dicine for the eye-light. veffels usd indiſtillation are joined or cemented together.

CELAR E'NT [with Logicians] a ſyllogiſm , whoſe ſecond Ce'ment Royal, a particular manner of purifying gold ,

propoſition is an univerſal affirmative, and the reſt univerſal by laying over it beds of hard paſte made of a compoſi

negatives. tion of onepart of Sal Armoniack, andtwo of common ſalt,

ČELA'STROS , the ſtaff-tree, a plant . and four of potters earth or brick -duft, the whole being

CelA'TURE (cælatara, L.) the art of engraving or cut- moiſten'd well with urine.

ring in metals. CEMENT [ in Chymical Writers] is expreſſed by this cha

CE'LEBRABLE [celebrabilis, L.) that may be or worthyracter Z.

to be performed with much folemnity. To CEME'NT [cementare, L.] to folder, to join , to fa

CELE' [ xuns, Gr.] a tumour or ſwelling in any part of ſten together ; to fill with cement or Simmon.

the body, eſpecially in the groin . CEMENTA’TION , a cementing or cloſe joining with

To C'E'LEBRATE [ celebratum , L.] to honour a perſon cement.

with praiſes, inſcriptions, monuments or trophies ; to keep CEMENTATION ( with Chymifts] the purifying of gold
an ordnance or feſtival.

made up into thin plates with layers of royal cement.

CE'LEBRATED (celebratus, L.) highly honoured ; re- Ce'nCHRIAS Enerxegv, Gr. millet) a ſpreading inflam

nowned famous ; alſo folemnized . mation, called ſhingles or wildfire, callid Cercbrias from its

CE'LEBRATEDNESS

CELEBRA'TENESS

[celebritas, L. celebrité, FJ fa- figure reſembling the feed of Millet or Hirſe, and is the

CELE'BRIOUSNESS
mouſneſs, renownedneſs.

fame with Herpes Miliaris.

CenchrI'TIS [xerxpias, Gr.] a precious ſtone, all

CELEBRATION , the act of celebrating, the doing a ſpeckled as it were with millet-leeds.

thing with ſolemnity and ceremony . CE'NCHROS (xirxer, Gr ] Millet or Hirſe, a ſmall

CELE'BRIOUS ( celebris, L. celebre, F.] famous , Soc. grain.

CELE'BRITY [celebritas, L.] famouſneſs, publick re- CE'NDULÆ [in Old Lat. Rec.] Shendles or Shingles,

pute ; magnificence, pomp. ſmall pieces of wood to cover the roof of an houſe, inſtead

Cele'rity [ celeritas, L.) ſwiftneſs, expedition, ſpeed. of tiles.

CELERITY [in Mathematicks] an affection of motion ; CENEANGI'A (nerea Syia , of xerów to empty and asso a

by which any moveable runs through a given ſpace in a veſſel, Gr.] an evacuation of veſſels by opening a vein ;

given time. letting blood.

CELE'RRIMI defcenfus linea [with Mathematicians] is Cene'LLÆ [Old Law ) acorns.

the curve of the ſwifteſt deſcent of any natural body ; or CENOBIT E. See Coinobite,

that curved or crooked line, in whichan heavy body, de- CE'NOSIS [xérwois,Gr.] an emptying or voiding.

ſcending by its own gravity or weight, would move from Cenosis [in Medicine] a diſcharging of humours out of

one given point to another, inthe ſhorteſt ſpace or time. the whole or ſome partof the body.

CE'LERY, an herb much uſed in winter fallets. ? xsvot d'oor, Gr.) an empty tomb ,

Celestial [cceleftis, L.) heavenly, divine, excellent. CenoTA'PHIUMS up in honour of the dead ; eſpe

CELE'STIALNESS [of căeleftis, L.) heavenlineſs. cially when the body is buried in another country .

CELESTI'NEs , an order of monks founded by one Pe- CENSARIA (Old Rec .] a farm or houſe let ad cenfum ,

ter aSamnite, who was afterwards Pope by the name of i. e . at a ſtanding rent.
Celeftin V. CENSA'R II (in Doomſday Book] ſuch perſons as may be

CE'Liac Palion [ of xoaia, Gr. the belly) a kind of Aux aſſeſſed or taxed.
of the belly, wherein the food does not indeed paſs perfe &t- ToCENSE [ 9. d . to incenſe, incendere, L. to burn ] to

ly crude, but half digeſted . perfume with incenſe.

CE'LIBACY [ ccelibatus, L.] the ſtate or condition of CE'NSER [9. d . incenſer] a perfuming -pan, a veſſel to

CE'LIBATE S unmarried perſons, a ſingle life. burn incenſe in .

Ce'LIBATENESS { [of colibatus, L. celibat, F.] bat- CE'NSOR [cenſeur, F.] a maſter of diſcipline, a judge or

CE'LIBAT ESHIP Š chelorſhip. reformer of manners , L.

Celi'cOLI [i. e . Heaven -worpippers] certain vagabonds Censor , a magiftrate among the Romans, who valu'd
condemned in the refcripts of the Emperor Honorius - and tax'd men's eſtates, L.

mongſt heathens and hereticks, 4.D.408. CENSO'RIOUS [cenſorius, L.] apt to cenſure, find fault

CE'LLA [ſomederive it of5 ) Heb. a priſon, or where with or reprove ; critical, nice.

any thing is ſhut up) a cell, a privy chamber, a partition CensoʻRIOUSNESS [of cenforins, L.] aptneſs to cenfure.

in a monaſtery, where a monk lies, 8c. L. M m CENSUS

a
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CE'NSURABLE , liable to be cenſured. CENTRATION [with Paracelſians] the principal root

CE'NSURABLENESS , liableneſs to be cenſured. or foundation of any thing ; as God is the center of the

CE'NSURAL , pertaining to aſſeſments or valuation , univerſe ; the brain the center of the ſpirits, and the heart

CE'NSURAL Book, a regiſter of taxations . the center of life .

CE'NSURE [cenſura , L.) reproof, corre &tion made by CE'NTRE (centrum , L.] the middle point of any thing,

a ſuperior; alto criticiſin, judgment, whereby any book or eſpecially of a circle or ſphere from whence all lines drawn
other thing is condemned . to the circumference are equal.

To CENSURE ( cenſurer, F.] to criticiſe or judge, to CENTRE of a sphere, is a point from which all the lines

find fault with. drawn to the ſurface are equal.

CENSURE [in ſome manors in Cornwal and Devonpire] CENTRE of a Deal, is that point where the axis of the

a custom whereby all the Refiants above the age of 16 are world interlects the plane of thedeal ; and fo in thoſe di

required to twear fealty to the Lord , to pay two pence als that have centres, it is that point, wherein all the hour

per Poll and one penny per annum. lines meet . If the deal plane be parallel to the axis of the

CENT (abbreviation of centum , L. an hundred) as Mo- earth , it will have no centre at all ; but all the hour lines

ney lent at 5 per Cent, i . e . 5 pounds for the uſe of 100 . will be parallel to the ſtile and to one another.

CE'NTAUR ( with Aftron.j a ſouthern conſtellation repre- CENTER of a Conick Section , is the point where all the

fented on a globe in that form , and confitting of 40 ſtars. diameters concur.

CENTAURS [x?rter Türaŭegr, becauſe Ixion begot them CENTRE of the Equant [ old Aftron .] is a point in the

on a cloud ; or, as others ſay, ofxerterto prick or pun , line of the Aphelion, being ſo far diſtant from the centre of

and taupo an ox] monſters, half men and half horses, the Eccentrick towards the Aphelion, as the ſun is from the

which, according to the poets, were the ſons of Ixion or centre of the Eccentrick towards the Peribelion.

the night. CE'NTRE of an Ellipfis (Geometry) a point in that fi

Pliny affirms, that he faw one of thoſe monſters embalm'd CENTRE of an Oval gure , where the two diame

at Rome, and Plutarch avers the ſame in his feaſt of the ters, called the Tranſverſe and the Corjugate, interfe &t mu

7 Sages ; tut Palæphatus is of opinion the fable was invent- tually one another.

ed upon this, that when Ixion reigned in Theffaly, a herd CE'NTRE of an Hyperbola, is a point in the middle of the

of bulls on mount Pelius ran mad, and render'd all the reſt Tranſverſe Axis, which is without the figure, and common

of the mountain inacceſſible ; the bulls alſo coming down to the oppoſite ſection .

on the cultivated lands, look down the trees and fruit, Centre common of the gravity of two bodies [Geometry]

and were very injurious to the labouring beaſts. Upon is a point in a right line which joins their centres together,

which , Ixion iſſued out a proclamation, that he would give and to placed in that line, thattheir diſtances from it Mall

a great reward to any one that Mhould rid the place of theſe be reciprocally as the weight of thoſe bodies is. And if

bulls. Upon which, certain young men dwelling at the another body Thall be ſet in the ſame right line , ſo that its

foot of the mountain in a village called Nephele, contrived diſtance from any point in it be reciprocally as the weight

to teach horſes. For before that time riding upon horſes of both the former bodies taken together, that point will

was unknown, and they were only uſed in chariots , & c. be the common centre of gravity of all three, doc.

Thele young men mounting the horſes, rode up towards CENTRE of Oſcillation , the centre of the ſwing of a

the bulls, and making an incurſion into the middle of the pendulum ; ſo that if the pin of the pendulum , faftened

herd , wounded them with darts, and when the bulls ran above, be taken for the center of the circle, whoſe circum

at them they fled from them , for the horſes were too ſwift ference divides the ball or bob into two equal parts, the

for the bulls. And when the bulls made a ſtand , they middle point of the arch, ſo dividing the ball , is the Cen
turn'd back and attack'd them again , and by this means tre of oſcillation.

kill’d them ; and thence they were called Centaurs, be- CENTRE (with Mafons] a wooden mould to turn an arch.

cauſe they attacked the bulls with ſharp -pointed inftru- CENTRE of the Body, the heart, from which, as from

ments. Upon this, thefe Centaurs having received their the middle point, the blood continually circulates round all

money of ' Ixion for the exploit they had done, and ſo be the other parts.

coming wealthy, they grew arrogant, boaſting and contu- CENTRE ofmagnitude of a Body [with Geomet.] a point

melious, and committed many diſorders. Palaphatus. aboutwhich a body being faftend , is as equally as poſſible
CENTAU'RY (Centauria, L.] an herb of great virtue from its extremities or ends.

for the spleen or liver, L. CENTRE of Gravity ( in Mechanicks] a point on which a

CENTE'NAR } a foreign weight of 100, 112 , 125 , 128 , body being ſuſpended or hung up from it, all its parts will
C: NIAR

S 132 , 140 pound weight. be in an equal ballance one tothe other.

CENTENA'RIOUS (centenarius, L.] belonging to 100 CENTRE of heavy Bodies, in our globe is the fame as

years. the centre of the earth, towards which all ſuch bodies na

CENTENARY [ centenarius, L.] of or pertaining to an turally endeavour to deſcend .

hundred . CENTRE of a regular Polygon, &c. is the ſame with

CE'NTESM , in the decimal diviſions of degrees, feet, the center of a circle or ſphere drawn within ſuch a body,

c. is che hundredth part of an integer. ſo as to touch all its ſides .

CENTICI'PITOUS [centiceps of centum and caput, L.] CENTRE of a Parallelogram , the point wherein its dia

CENTI'FIDOUS (centi fidus, L.) divided into 100 parts gonals interfe &t.

or ways . Centre of a Baption , a point in the middle of the gorge

CENTIFO'LIOUS [ centifolius, L.) having or producing of the baſtion , whence the capital line commences.
100 leaves. CE'NTRE of a Batalion , the middle of a batallion,

CE'NTINODY [centinodia, i . e . hundred knots] an herb. where there is uſually a ſquare ſpace left.
CE'NTIPEDE [ centipes, L.] a worm , dc . having 100 or CENTRE of Attraction in the New Afronomy] that poind

to which the revolving planet or comet is attracted or im

CE'NTNAR [at Lubeck] is 8 liſpounds, and a liſpound is pelled by the force or impetus of gravity.
28 pound. CENTRE of Percuſſion (with Philofopbers] is that point of

CE'NTO, a patch'd garment made up of divers ſhreds, I. a body in motion, wherein all the forces of that body are

CENTO, a poem compos'd of ſeveral pieces pick'd up conſidered as united in one.

anddown out of the works of other perſons. Centre of a Curve of the bighed kind , is the point.

CENTONA'LIS (with BotaniAs] wild -rue, I. where two diameters concur.

CENTONA'RIL ( among the Romans ) were officers, To CENTRE, to meer as it were in a point.
whoſe buſineſswas to provide tentsand other warlike fur- CENTRE- FISH , a kind of ſea- fiſh .

niture , called Centones ; or elſe officers whoſe buſineſs it CENTRIFU'G AL Force [ with Matbematicians] is the en

was to quench the fires that the enemies engines had kin- deavour of any thing to fly off from the center in the tan
gent. For all moving bodies endeavour after a re &tilincar

- CENTRAL (centralis, L.] of or pertaining to , or ſeat- motion, becauſe that is the eaſieſt, ſhorteſt and moſt fim
ed in the center or middle. ple. And if ever they move in any curve, there muſt be

CE'NTRAL Fire [with Chymifs] that fire which they ſomething that draws them from their rectilinear motion,
imagine to be in the center of the earth , the fumes and anddetainsthemin the orbit, wheneverthe centripetal

vapours of which make the metals and minerals, and ri- force ceaſes, the moving body would ſtrait go offin a tan ,

pens and brings them to perfe &tion . gent to the curve in that very point, and ſo would get
ſtill

CE'NTRAL Rule, a rule invented by Sir Thomas Baker, farther from the center or focus of the motion.

to find the center of a circle, deſign'd to cut the parabola CENTRIPE'TAL Force (with Pbiloſopbers] is that force

in as many points as an equation to be conſtructed has re- by which any body, moving round another, is drawn down

al roots, of

many feet.

dled in the camp.
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or tends towards the centre of its orbit ; and is much the virtues to plants from their ſignatures, apply'd to thoſe

fame with gravity. plants which bear any reſemblance to a head ; as the

CENTROSA'KICAL, of or pertaining to the center of Poppy, Piony, &c.

gravity.
Ce'PHALOMANCY [ cephalomantia, L. of repeaoparte dy

CENTRORA'RIC Method [ in Mechanicks) a certain method Gr. of xitar the head and norteia divination ) a divina

of determining the quantity ofa Surface or Solid by means tion by the head of an aſs, which they broiled on the coals,

of the centre of gravity of it. and after having muttered a few prayers, they repeated

CENTROPHAGI'A [with Botaniſts ] penny-royal, L. the perſons names or the crime, in caſe only one was ſu
CENTRO'S E [centrofus, L.] full of knots and knurs. fpe &ted, at which if the jaws made any motion and the

CE'NTRUM , a center, L. teeth chattered againſt one another, they thought the per

CE'NTRUM [with Botaniſts] the herb Clary, T. ſon that had done the ill deed ſufficiently diſcovered.

CENTRUM Phonicum (in Acouſticks) is the place where CE'PHALON (with Botanifts] the Date-tree, L.

the ſpeaker ſtandsin polyſyllabical echoes. CEPHALOPHARY'NGÆI ( with Anatomifs ) are the

ce'NTRUM Phonicampticum , is the place or obje &t that first pair of muſcles of the upper part of the gullet; they
returns the voice in an echo. proceed from beſide the head and neck, and are more libe

CENTRUM tendinoſum (with Anatomifts] a point or cen- rally beftow'd upon the coat of thegullet, L.
tre, wherein the tails of the muſcles of the diaphragm meer ; CE'PHALOPHARY'NGÆUM (with Anatomifts ] is a

this centre is perforated towards the right ſide for the muſcle ariſing from that part, where the headjoins to the

Vena cava , and towards the left backwards the fleſhy part firſt vertebra of the neck, from whence it deſcends down
of it gives way to the gula. Between it and its two infe- and ſpreads with a large plexus or fold of fibres about the

rior proceſſes the deſcending trunk of the great artery, tho- Pharynx, and ſeems to make its membrane, Gr.

racick du &t and vena Azygos do paſs. CEPHALOPO'NY [of xepan and Óvo pain, Gr.] a pain

CE'NTRY (probably contracted of Sanctuary] a centinel or heavineſs in the head.

or private ſoldier, pofted ſo as to prevent being ſurpriz'd Ceps corpus ( Law term] a return made by the ſheriff that

byan enemy; upon an exigent, or other proceſs, he has taken the body of
CENTRY ' (with Architects] a mold for an arch. the party fucd.

CE'NTRY Box, a wooden hutch , to ſcreen a centinel CEPIONIDES, certain precious ſtones as clear as cryſtal,

from the injuries of the weather. in which a perſon may feehis face.

CE'NTUM , an hundred, L. Cepi'tes, a precious ſtone of the agate kind.

CENTUMG E'MINOUS (centumgeminus, L. ] an hun- CERACHA’TES [xegexa'tus, Gr.] an agate- ftone of a

dred - fold . wax -colour.

CENTU'MVIRI (among the Romans] a court of 100 CERAMITES [xxeguitus, Gr.] a precious ſtone of the

judges, they were at their firſt inſtitution 105 in number, colour of a tile.

and this number was afterwards augmented to 180 ; but Cera'sum [reesocor, Gr.] a cherry, L.

yet always retained the ſame name. CE'R ASUS [xéeso , Gr.] a cherry -tree.

CentuʼM VIRAL , of or pertaining to the centumvirate. CeRATACHA'TES [of xiexs an horn, and oxatus at

CENTUNCULA'RIS ? [with Botanifts] the herb cud- agate , Gr.) a fort of agate ftone ,the veins ofwhich reſemble
CENTU'NCULUS Ś weed, chaff-weed, periwinkle the ſhape of an horn.

or cotton -weed , L. CERATAMA'LGAMA [of xree's wax and amalgama] a

CENTU'PLE [centuplex ] an hundred - fold . mollifying compoſition made of wax and other ingredients.

To CENTU'PLICATE (centuplicatum of centum and pli- CE'RATE (ceratum , L.] an external medicine of a mid

co , L. to fold ) to fold or double an hundred -fold . dle compoſition, between an ointment and a plaſter, a cere

CENTU'RIÆ [among the Roman people] certain parties cloth.

conſiſting each of 100 men . Thus divided by Servius Tul- CERATED (ceratus, L.) covered with wax.

lius thcfixth King of Rome, who divided the people into Cera'TIAS [xeed tias, Gr. ]the plant Capers.

fix claſſes. The firſt claſs had 30 centuries, and they were CERATI'NE ( ceratinus, L. of xieds, Gr . a horn ] horned,

the richeſt of all ; the ſecond , third and fourth confifted cornuted ; alſo fophiſtical.
each of 20 centuries, and the ſixth claſs was counted but CERATI'NE Arguments (with Logicians ] ſophiſtical, ſub

one century , and comprehended all the meaner fort of tile or intricate arguments, as what a man bas not loft bebas;

people. but be bas not loft borns, ergo be bas borns.

To CentU'RIATE [ centuriatum , L.) to divide into CERA'TION (with Chymifts) the rendering of a ſub
hundreds, or diſtribute into bands. Itance fit to be meited or diſſolved.

CENTURIA'TORS (of centuria , L.) four Proteſtant di- Cerati'TES [with Botanifts] the horned Poppy.

vines of Magdeburg in Germany, who divided the church- CERATOI'Des tunica (with Anatomifts] the horny coat

hiſtory into centuries of years.

CENTURION ( centurio, L.] a commander or captain CerátoGLO'SSUM [of xiegs an horn and racore the
over 100 ſoldiers. tongue, Gr.] the proper pair of muſcles which belong to

CE'NTURY [ centuria , L.) an age containing 100 years ; the tongue, proceeding from the horns of the bone calld

a band of 100 foot ſoldiers. Hyoides,and are join'd to the ſides of the tongue.

CE'PA { [with Botaniſs] an onion , L. CERA'TIUM (with Botanifts] the tree Caract or Carob,
or the Fruit of it, L.

CEPÆ'A [Kurdid, Gr.] fea -purſlain or brook -lime, L. CERATONI'A (with Botanifts] the Carob- tree , or Bean
CEPHALIA [xecardía , Gr ] an obftinate head -ach , L.

CEPHALA'LGIKA (xeqardagixce', Gr.] medicines good for CerA'TUM [with Surgeons] a cerate or cere - cloth .
the head-ach . CERA'TURE [ceratura, L ] a dreſſing .

Ce'PHALALGY [ cephalalgia, of xepananyíc of xepang CERAU'NIAS [ regaúrsor, Gr.] the thunder-ſtone.
the head and ënyo pain , Gr.] any pain in the head ; but CERAU'NIUM [xspæúrov, Gr.] a kind of puff or muſh .

ſome appropriate it chiefly toa freſh head -ach ; one that room , ſo calld, becauſeit grows plentifully after thunder,L.
proceeds from intemperance or an ill diſpoſitionof the parts. CER AU NOCHRYsos [ of κεραυνός thunder , aud χρυσός,

CEPHALA'RTICKS [of xepans the head, and x @ Jagtonós Gr. gold ) a ſort of chymicalpowder.

purging] medicines which purge the head . CE'RBERUS. The poets tell us that Cerberus was a dog

CEPHA'LICA (with Anatomifts] the cephalick vein , is that had three heads. It is plain , that he was of the city
the outermoſt vein that creeps along the arm , between the called Tricarenus, as well as Geryon. They alſo tell us, that

skin andthe muſcles, it is called the Cephalick Vein from Hercules dragged this dog out of hell. Ceryon had great

xeqaan, Gr. a head , becauſe the ancients uſed to open it ra- dogs to keep his cattle, one of which was Cerberus , the
ther than any other for diſeaſes of the head ; but ſince other Orus. • Hercules had flain Orus in the city of Tricaria,

the diſcovery of the circulation of the blood, it is account- [ i. e, three heads] before he drove away the oxen.
One

ed equal, whether the blood be taken from the Cepbalica, Molofus, a Mycenean, would have begg'd this of Euryfbeus ;
Mediana or Bafilica , L.

but he refuſing to let him have him , he prevails upon the

CE'PHALICK Line [ in Chiromancy] the line of the head herdſmen ; they ſhut up the dog in a cave in Laconica near

or brain. Tocnarus, and put to him ſome bitches in order for a breed .

Ce'PHALICK Medicines [with Surgeons] medicines ap- Euryftheus ſends Hercules to find outthis dog, and he hava

ply'd to fractures of the head . ing wanderd over all Peloponneſe, at laſt found out the cave

CE'PHALICKS , medicines good for diſtempers in the where the dog was hid , and going down into the cave,
bead . brought out the dog ; and thence they gave it out, that

CE'PHALOIDES ( in Botany) a term by ſome who aſcribe

of the eye .

tree , L.

Hercules
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gure annexed.
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Hercules went down into hell through the cave, and brought Eleuſis was a place where the uſe of barley was firſt

the dog from thence, Palapbatus. found out, and Ceres taking her name from the place, was

CERCELE' [ in Heraldry ) as a Croſs Cercele, is
called Eleufinia.

Pluto is laid to have ſtolen away Proferpina, the daughter
a croſs which opening at the end turns round

of Ceres. The foundation of this fi&tion is , that the leeds
both

ways,
like a ram’s horn, as in the fi

of bread -corn are for ſome time hid in the earth . In the

fpring time they facrifice to her a turf and the graſs, with
CE'RCHNOS [with Phyſicians) a roughneſs in the throat, much mirth and rejoycing, feeing all things to grow green,

when it feels as if there were berries ſticking in it, and occa- and to afford great hopes of fertility. Hence Pluto , i.e.
fions a little dry cough , L. Rickes, is ſuppoſed to he ihe son of Ceres,

Ce'rcis (with Anatomifts] the ſecond bone of the el- And they very properly otter to Ceres fows with pig , on .

bow , otherwiſe call'd Radius, and both from its ſhape re- account of the fertility of the earth , the eaſy conception

ſembling a weaver's huttle , or the ſpoke of a wheel. and perfect maturity.

CE'RCOSIS (of xipxos , Gr. a tail] a piece of fleſh grow CE'RIGON, a wild creature in America, having a skin un

ing out of the mouth of the womb. der the belly like a ſack , in which it carries its young ones

CEREA [of xipas, Gr. a horn reſembling a tail] 1 fort CERI'LLA (with Printers] a mark ſet under the letter c,

of itching ſcab, the ſame as Acbor ; alſo the hori's of the in French or Spaniſ ( ç ) to denote it be pronounced as an s.

womb in brutes, in which the Fætus, or young, is uſually CERI'NI HIANS, antient Hereticks, who took their name

formed . from Cerinthus, who was cotemporary with St. John.

Ce'r EAL [ cerealis, L.) pertaining to Ceres, or bread- CE'RINTHE [xxcogin of xvpis, Gr. wax.] an honey

corn ; to ſuſtenance, or food. fuckle that has the taſte of honey and wax, L.]

CEREA'LIA , folemn feaſts to Ceres. In the feſtival of CERNU'LIA, a feſtival of Bacchus, in which they

Ceres, her worſhippers ran up and down with lighted torches danced on one foot upon blown bladders , that by falling

in their hands, becauſe that he is related to have ran about down they might caute laughter, L.

the world in this manner to ſeek for her daughter Proſerpina . CERO'GRAPHY [cerographia , L. of xugorgeoict, Gr.] a

The inhabitants of Eleuſis in Greece appointed this ce.e- painting or writing in wax .

mony, which was to be acted only by women, who in the CE'KOMA [x -pared, Gr.] a compoſition of oil and wax,

temple of Ceres acted a thoufard ſhameful pranks : and be- with which wreſtlers anciently anointed their bodies, to

caule Ceres did not reveal her ſecrets , nor diſcover her de- make their limbs more ſleek , pliable and fit for exerciſe , L.

ſign , until the heard of the welfaie of her daughter, it CE'ROMANCY [ ceromantia, L. xupora"te z of xipo wax,

was not lawful to declare what was acted in her temple and norteia divination] divination by way. The manner was

during the feſtival. thus ; they melted wax over a veſlel of water, letting it

CEREB E'LLUM [ Anat .] the leffer brain , or the hirder- drop within three dcfinite ſpaces, and obſerved the figure,

part of the brain , which coul , in the brain it ſelf does) ſituation, distance and concretion of the drops.

of an afh -corner , hvis iubitance, and a white marrowy CEROMA'TICK (ceromaticus, L.) anointed with Ceroma,

one ; wherein the animal 1pirits are ſuppoſed !o be genera- CERO'STROTUM [xupóspetov, Gr.] a kind of inlaying,

ted , which perform involuntary ormere natural actions. when many pieces of horn , ivory, timber, @c. of divers

CE'REBRATED (cerebratus, L.) having his brains beat out. colours, are inlaid in cabinets, Chef -boards, fc.

CerebRO'S E [cerebroſus, L.] brain - lick, mad - brained, CERO'TUM [with Surgeons] a plaſter made moſtly with

wilful , ſtubborn . wax, a cerecloth , I.

CEREBRO'SITY , brain - ſickneſs. CERT Money [p. pro certo lete, i. e. for the certain keep

CE'REBRUM (with Anatom .) the brain properly ſo called, ing of the court-leet] a common fine paid yearly by the in
which takes up the fore - part of the cavity of the skull , and habitants of ſeveral manors to their lords.

is divided by the skin called Meninges, into right and left CE'RTAIN [ certus, L. ] ſure, undoubted ; alſo confident

parts. The ſubſtance of it is of a peculiar fort to itſelf, or affured ; alſo fixed or lettled ; regular.
and is wrought with many turnings and windings , in which CE'RTÁINNESS ? [certitudo, L.] full aſſurance, fure
thoſe animal ſpirits are ſuppoſed to be generated , on which CE'RTAINTY S ncís.

voluntary actions do chiefly depend. This is the feat of CERTATION , debate, ſtriving, contention, L.

imagination, judgment , memory and reminiſcence, and ſleep CERTIFICA'NDO de recognitione, &c, a writ dire &ted to

is alſo there managed . the mayor of the ſtaple, & c. requiring him to certify the

CE'R EBRUM Jovis (with Chymifts] burnt tartar, L. chancellor of a ſtatute of the ſtaple taken before him, be
CEREFA'CTION , making of wax , L. twcen ſuch and luch , in the caſe where the party himſelf

CEREFO'LIUM (with Botanifts] the high chervil, L detains and refuſes to bring it .

CereLÆ'UM [of cera wax,and oleum oil, L.) an oint- Certi'FICATE (certificat, F.] a teſtimony given in
ment made of wax and oil . writing of the truth of a thing.

CEREMO'NIAL [ceremonialis, L.] pertaining to, or con CERTIFICA’TION of Arize, or Novel Diffeifin , a writ

fiſting of ceremonies. granted forthe re- examining of a matter palled by allize

CEREMONIALNESS [ of ceremonialis, L. ceremoniel, F.] before any juſtices.
the being ceremonial. To Ce'RTiFy ( certificare, L.) to aſcertain , declare for

CeREMONIOUS (ceremoniofus, L.] full of, or fond of certain , or aſſure ; alſo'to acquaint with a thing .
ceremonies. CERTIORA'RI, a writ ifluing out of Chancery to an in

CEREMO'NIOUSNESS [ of ceremonieux , F.] fulneſs or ferior court, to call up the records of a cauſe depending
fondneſs of ceremonies.

there, upon complaint made by bill, that the party who
CE'REMONY ( ceremonie, F. ceremonia, L.) the outward ſeeks the ſame writ hath hard uſage in the ſaid Court.

part of religion or worſhip, a ſacred rite or ordinance. CE'RTITUDE [ certitudo, L.) is properly a quality of the

Ceres, according tothe poets,wasthe daughter of judgment of themind, importing an adheſionofthemind
Saturn and Ops,whose daughterPlutohaving ſtolen, The, de- to the propoſition we affirm ; or the Strength wherewith

firousto findher, lighted two torches at Mount Ætna, reſol- we adhere to it.

ving to ſeek her night and day throughout all the earth . CERTITUDE Metaphyſical, is that which ariſes from a

Ovid ſays, that Ceres was the firft that tilled the ground, metaphyſical evidence ; ſuch an one as a geometrician has of

and furniſhed mankind with corn for food , and by laws the truth of this propofition, that the 3 angles of a triangle

taught them juftice, and the manner of living in ſociety, are equal to two right ones .
which before they were ſtrangers to. CERTITUDE Moral, is ſuch a certitude as is founded on

Ceresand Vefta . They ſeem to be no other than the earth moral evidence, ſuch as that a criminal has , who hears his

itſelf; for the ancientscallid her ‘Esior, i.e. Vefta, dice to ſentence read.

ésd'vai, i, e. becauſe it ſtands ; or becauſe the univerſal CERTITUDE Phyſical, is that which ariſes from phyſical

world leans and bears upon it, as on a certain foundation. evidence, ſuch as a perſon that has fire on his hand, when
And in as much as the is ſaid to produce corn , ſhe very he feels it burn , or fees it blaze.

properly bears a garland, heavy with ears of corn. CE'RVELAS { [in Cookery] is a large ſort of ſauſage,
Triptolemus, of Eloufena, is storied 10 have fown bread- CE'RVELATS caten cold , or in ſlices.

corn all over the orb of the earth , at the time he was car- CERVICARIA [with Botanifts] the herb Throatwort, L.

ried in Ceres's chariot, which was drawn by flying dragons : CE'RVICAL , belonging to the neck .

for this man was the firſt of the ancients that took a lurvey CERVICAL Veſſels (in Anat.] are the arteries and veins

of all things ; and God having endowed him with a large which paſs thro’ the vertebræ and muſcles of the neck up
ſhare of knowledge, he came at laſt to underſtand how to the skull,

barley was to be managed, how feparated from the chaff Ce'rvix (with Anatomifs) the hinder-part of the necks

and to be beaten or ground. CERU
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CE'RUMEN , the wax or excreſcence of the ear, L. A CHACE [chaffe, F.) a ftation for the wild beaſts in a

CE'RURA , a mound or fence, old Law . foreſt, larger than a park, which yer may be poſſeſs a

CE'RUSS (ceruſſa, L.) a preparation of lead with vine- by a ſubject, which a foreſt cannot.
gar, commonly call'd white lead. CHAC E [with Gunners] is the whole bore or length of a

To Cess. [of ceffum , lup. of cenfere, L.) to aſſeſs or tax. piece of ordinance on the inſide.

A Cess [cenfus, L.] a tax. To giveCHACE to a Ship [ Sea Term ] is to follow , pur

CessA'Tion, a leaving or giving over ; a leaving off, fue, or ferch her up .

F. of L. CHAC E Guns thoſe
guns which lie either in the head

Cessation [ of Arnas] is when a governor of a place C : AC E Pieces or ftern of a ſhippt the one of uſe

beſieged , finding himſelf reduced to the laſt extremity , ſo when ſhe is purſued, and the other when the purſues.

that he muſt either ſurrender, or himſelf, garriſon , and in- To Chack [with Horſemen a term uſed of a horſe that

habitants would be facrificed, or at leaſt lie at the mercyof beatsupon the hand, when his head is not ſteady ; but

the enemy, ere &ts a white fag on the breach , or beats a he toffes up his noſe, and ſhakes it all of a ſudden , to a

Chamade fora capitulation , at which both parties ceaſe fi- void the ſubjection of the bridle.

ring, and all other a& ts of hoſtility ceaſe, till the propoſals CHACKSHIRES [among the Turks] a kind of breeches

made are heard , and either agreed to or reje&ted.
SHACKSHIRES that reach from the waiſt down to

A Cessa'vit, a writ lying againſt one who has neg- the heels.

le&ed to perform ſuch ſervice, or to pay ſuch rent as he CHACONDE ? [of ciacona, Ital .] a ſort of dance in the

is bound to by his tenure, and has not ſufficient goods or CHACOON S air of a ſaraband borrowed from the

chattels to be diſtrained . Moors.

Cesse } [Law Term ) an exa&ting proviſions at a cer- CHAD, a fiſh called a fhad .

CEASSES tain rate for the family of a deputy or ſol- CHÆREPHY'LLUM [ xcupópuaror, Gr. ] the herb
diersof a garriſon. chervil or ſweet cicely.

CESSIBI'LITY, a liableneſs or aptneſs to ceaſe. To CHAFE [of chauffer, F. and that probably of calfo

CE'ssion, a giving up, reſigning or yielding. cere, L.) to make hot with rubbing, to rub with one's hand;

CESSION [in Lawj is an aệt whereby a perſon ſurren- alſo to grow hot or angry ; alſo to gall, fume or fret.

ders up , and tranſmits to another perſon a right which be- TO CHAFB [among Mariners) a rope is faid to chafe,

longd to himſelf. when it galls or frets by rubbing againit any rough or hard

CESSION [ in the Ecclefiaßical Law ] is when an eccleli- thing ; as the cable is chafed in the bawſe, lignities it is frer

aftick takes abenefice without a diſpenſation, or otherwiſe ted, or begins to wearout there.

unqualified , in which caſe the benefice is ſaid to become CHAFE Wax, an officer in the court of Chancery , who

void by cefíion. prepares the wax for the ſealing of writs, and other inftru
Cession [in the Civil Law ] a voluntary and legal ſur- ments to be ſent out.

render of his effects to his crcditors, to avoid an impriſon- CHA'FER , an infeet, a kind ofbeetle.

ment. CHA'FERY [of an Iron -mill] a ſort of forge, where the

CE'SSMENT , an aſſeſſment, a tax. iron is wrought into compleat bars and brought to per

CE'SSIONARY Bankrupt [ Law Term ] one who has fe &tion .

yielded up his eſtare to be dividedamong his creditors. Chaff (ceay, Sax.] the refuſe of winnowed corn.

Ce'ssor , a cenſor or impoſer of taxes. CHAFF-WEED, a ſort of herb .

Cessor [in a Legal Senſe one who ceaſes or negle &ts Cha'ffers [ Old Law ] wares or merchandiſes.

too long to perform his duty , that by ceaſing he is become To Chaffer ( probably of kantter, Teut.] to buy and

liable to a fuit, and may have the writ Celavit brought fell, trade or traffick.

againſt him . CHA'FFERN [eſchaufferre, F.] a veſſel for heating wa

Ce'ssure [in Law ] a giving over, or giving up.

Ce'stron [ xispor,Gr.] the herb Betony, L. CHA'FFINCH , a bird ſo named for delighting to eat

CE'stui qui truft [ Com . Law ] one who has a truſt in chaff.

lands or tenements committed to him for the benefit of CHA'PING Diß [ of échauffer, F. to warm or heat] an

another. utenſil for warming meat, egoc.

CE'stui qui vie [ in Com . Law ) one for whoſe life any CHAGRI'N , commonly called Shaggreen, a ſort of grain

land or tenement is granted . ed leather chiefly uſed for the covers of pocket-books, let

CESTUI qui ufe [ Com . Law ] he to the uſe of whom ter- cafes, Soc.

another Perſon is infcoffed in , or admitted to , the poffeffion CHAGRIN , trouble, vexation, grief, melancholy, fad

of any lands or tenements. neſs, forrow , a being out of humour, F.

CE'STUS [xésos, Gr.] a marriage-girdle, that of old TO CHAGRIN a Perfon (chagriner, F. ] to vex, to put out

times the bride uſed to wear, and the bridegroom unlooſed of humour ; alſo to trouble, to grieve.

on the wedding-night; alſo a leathern gauntlet garniſhed CHAIN (chaine, F. and that of catena, L.] links of iron ,
with lead , uſed by combatants, or in the exerciſes of the br. for various uſes.
Athletæ ; alſo the girdle of Venus and Juno, according to CHAINS [in a Figurative ſenſe] ſignify bonds, bondage

or ſlavery.

Cetaceous [ cetaceus, L.] of or belonging to a whale, CHAINS of a ship , are ſtrong iron plates bolted into the

or of the whale kind.
ſides of a ſhip, bythe timbers called Chain -wales, to which

CE'TUS (with Aftronomers] a ſouthem conſtellation, con- the Throwds are faſtened .

fiſting of 23 ſtars. CHAIN Pumps [in a ship] a ſort of pumps made of

CEVADO , or Cobit [of India ] the ſhorter for ſilk and chains of burrsor Ipunges going in a wheel.

and linnen 27 inches Englih . CHAIN -Wales of a ship, broad timbers jutting out of

CEVADO leffer [ of Agra Delli) contains 32 inches, its fides, ſerving to ſpread the Throwds, that they may the

CEVADO leffer Cat Cambaia] 35 inches. better ſupport the maſts.

CEVADO leffer (at Surate ] 35 inches. CHAIR (chaire,F. probably from cathedra , L.) a ſeat
CH have a particular found in Engliſh words, as Arcb, with a back ; alſo a fort of open chaiſe ; alſo a ſedan .

Marcb, Rich, Roch, Tench, Perch, Ditch, Dutch, Change, CHAI'RMAN, a carrier of a ſedan ; alſo the preſident
Charge, &c. of a committee, ſociety , club, &c.

Ch , in ſome words of a Greek derivation , is founded as CHAISE [chaiſe, F.) a fort of light, open chariot, drawn

before, as Archbibop, Archite&ture, &c . In ſome others it is uſually by one horſe.

founded like K, as Archangel, &c. CHALA'STICKS [ xanasıxd, Gr.) ſuch medicines which

CH , in words of a Hebrew derivation ,is moſtcommonly by their temperate heat comfort and ſtrengthen the parts

ſounded as K, as Cham , Racbab, Michael, Nebuchadnezzar; they are apply'd to.

but in ſome itis founded as in Engliß, as Cbittim , Rachel, &c, CHALAZÁ [ xa'naša , Gr hail] the treadle of an egg,

CHACE, the gutter of a croſs-bow. which are ſomething longiſh bodies more concrete than the

A good CHACE [Sea Term ] a ſhip is ſaid to have a good white, knotty ; have ſome ſort of light, as hail , whence
chace, when ſhe is built fo forward on or a ſtern , as to car- they take their name ; becauſe the Chalaza ( for there are

ry many guns, to ſhoot right forward or backward . two of them ) conſiſt as it were of ſo many hail- ftones,

Foot in CHACE [ Sea Term ) to lie with a ſhip's fore- foot ſeparated from one another by that white . Every egg (as

in thechace, is to fail the neareſt courſe to meet her, and has been faid ) has two of them, one in the acute, and the

to croſs her in her other in the obtufe end ; one of them is bigger than

To Chace [chafer, F.] to follow ; to hunt, to give the other, and further from the yolk ; the other is leſs,
chace to . and extends itſelf from the yolk towards the acute end of
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the egg ; the greater is compoſed of 2 or 3 knots, like fo CHAMEBATOS (x and Bad TG ', Gr.] the heath -bramble.

manyhail ſtones, which are moderately diſtant from cach CHAMÆBU'XUS (with Botaniſs] baſtard dwarf-box, L.

other, the leſs in order to ſucceed the greater.
CHAMÆC E'DRYS, female fouthern -wood, Gr.

CHALAZA 3 [of dhasa , Gr.] a little ſwelling in the CHAMÆCISSUS (of xual, and xiosos, Gr.] ground

CHALAZIONS eye-lids like a hail tone. ivy , hare's -foot, periwinkle, Gr.

CH ALAZOPHYLACES [of χάλαζα hail, and φυλάσσω CHAMACY'PARISSUS [x de pealexUTIÓ CLUJOS, Gr.] the

to preſerve, Gr.] certain prieſts among the Grecians, who dwarf cypreſs-tree or heath.

pretended to divert hail and tempefts , by facrificing a lamb CHAMÆDA'PHNE [of xapai, and doorn the laurel,

or a chicken ; or if they had not there , by cutting their Gr.] a ſort of laurel or lowry .

finger, and appeaſing the anger of the godsby their blood. CHAMÆ'DRYS [of Koreai and dou's an oak, Gr.] the

CHA'LBOT [in Heraldry ) a kind of fiſh called a mil- herb germander or Englip heath, L.

CHA'BOT S ler's thumb or bull-head. CHAMÆFI'LIX, female -dwarf, ſtone-fern , L.

CHALCEDO'NICUS, a, um , [with Botanick writers] CHAMÆI'Ris, dwarf flower-de-luce.

from or of Conftantinople. CHAMÆI'TEA , dwarf-willow , L.

CHA'ICEDONY ( Chalcedo, L. of Xanxedwr, Gr.] a fort
CHAMÆ'LEON (Xaudimson of Xaus the ground, and

ofagate or onyx -ſtone. rewr a lion , Gr.] a little beaſt like a lizard , which for the

CH A'LCANTHUM (x d'xxov3G of xarxos copper or moſt part lives on the air or fies , Esc. L. ſee Chamelion ,

vitriol, and di30 the flower] vitriol or copperas. CHAM Æ'LEON (with Botanifts] a thiſtle which is ſaid

CHALCANTHUM rubefactum ( with Chymifts] vitriol to change colour with the earth it grows ill, like that ani

calcined to a redneſs . mal below mentioned , L.

CHALCI'IES [ Xarxétus, Gr.] a precious ſtone of the CHAMÆLE'UC E [of xapai and acúxn Gr.] the herb

colour of braſs. colt's -foot or aſſes-foot.

CHALCITIS [ zanxitis, Gr .] braſs , or the ſtone out of CHAMÆLI'NUM ,[of Xama !and aivov,Gr.]dwarf wild -flax.

which braſs is tried ; alſo red vitrol. CHAMÆM E'LON [ of xapes and ušaor an apple ,

CHALCIÒDICK [with ancient Archite &ts] a large ſtately ground -apple, Gr.] the herb chamomil, L.

hall belonging to a court of juſtice. CHAMÆME'S PILUS (with Botanifts] the dwarfmedlar,L.

CHALCO'GRAPHER [xánxozediq @ , of xenxos braſs, CHA'MÆMo'rus (with Bot.) the knot berry -buſh , L.

and reupeus an engraver ]an engraver in braſs. CHAMÆPERICLY'MENUM, the dwarf hony-ſucklé, L.
CHALCO'GRAPHY [zanxozexpia ,Gr. ] engraving in braſs. CHAMÆPI'TIS [ of xapai and mitis, Gr.] the herb

CHA'LDERN 3 a quantity ofcoals containing 36 buſhels ground - pine ; alſo the herb St. John's-wort, L.

CHA'LDRONS heaped meaſure ; alſo the entrails of CHAMÆPLA'TANUS (with Bet.]the dwarf roſe-bay, L.
a calf, CHAMÆRODE'NDROS (with Bot. ] the dwarf role

CHALCOLI'BANUM (Xanaxoa bavor, Gr .) a fort of fine bay, L.
braſs , L. CHAMÆSY'C E [ with Bot ] fpurge -time, L.

CHALEPE'NSIS, . [with Botanick writers ] growing CHA'MBER [chambre, F. of camera , L. of xaricher ,

about Aleppo. Gr.] an appartment or room in a houſe .

CHALCO'PHONUS [ xanxóquvo , Gr.] a black ſtone that CHAMBER (with Gunners] that part of a piece of ord

ſounds like braſs. nance , as far as the powder and ſhot reach when it is load

CHALCOS MA'R AG DUS [xanxoo pec'paydo , Gr .] the ed ; alſo a charge made of braſs or iron , to be put in at
baſtard emerald. thebreech of a ſing or murdering piece.

CHA'DRON , ſee chaldron . To CHAMBER a Gun, is to make a chamber in it.

CHA'LICE (Calice, Fr. of Calix , L.] a communion -cup Bottled CHAMBER (of a Mortar piece] that part where

uſed at the ſacrament of the euchariſt. the powder lies, being globical, with a neck for its com

CHAʼLLENGE [in common Law ] an exception againſt. munication with the cylinder.

A priſoner at the bar may except againft jurors or jury CHAMBER (of a Mine) the place where the powder is

men upon ſuppoſition of their being partial confined , and is generally of a cubical form .

Principal CHA’LLENGE is what is allowed by law, Powder CHAMBER [on a Battery] a place ſunk into the

Peremptory CHALLENGE S without cauſe alledged or ground, for holding the powder or bombs, Soc. where

further examination , and the priſoner may except againſt they may be out of danger, and preſerved from rain .

21 , and in caſes of high -treafon 35 . CHA'MBERDEKINS [ . e. chamber deacons, certain

CHALLENGE upon reaſon, is when the priſoner does Iriſh beggars, who being clothed in the habit of poorſcho

alledge ſome reaſon for his exception, and ſuch as is ſuf- lars in the univerſity of Oxford, frequently committed rob

ficient, if it be true . beries and murders in the night, and were baniſhed by
To Cha'LLENGE [challenger, Old Fr. ] to make or Stat. I Hen . V.

give a challenge or defiance ; to except againſt, to accuſe CHAMBERS of the King [ Old Rec .] the ports or havens

or claim. of England.

To CHALLENGE (with Hunters] a term uſed when CHA'MBERING , debauchery , rioting , effeminacy .

hounds or beagles at firſt finding the ſcent of their game, luxury.

preſently open or cry. CH A'MBERLAIN [cbambellan, F.] a name given to

CHA’LLENGED, Cock fighting, is when the ſport is ſeveral officers.

managed with 10 ſtaves of cocks, and to make out of Lord great CHAMBERLAIN of England, an officer

them21 battles, more or leſs, the odd battle to have the who has the government of the palace of Wefiminfter, and

maſtery. provides all things for the houſe of lords during the ſitting

CHALLENGE, a ſummons to fight a duel , a defiance ; of the houſe, with livery and lodging in the king's court.

alſo a claim. Lord CHAMBERLAIN of the king's boufhold an of

CHALK [chaux, F. of calx, L.] a kind of white foffil, ficer who looks to the king's chambers and wardrobe, and

of which lime is made. governs the under-officers, and has the overſight of the

CHALCEDONIUS [with Jewellers] a defe & in ſome phyſicians, furgeous, the ferjeants at arms , chaplains, apothe

precious ſtones, when they find white ſpots or ſtains in caries, egoc.

them like thoſe of the Chalcedony. CHA'MBERLAINS of the Exchequiet, two officers who

CHALY'BEATE [of chalybs, L. ſteel) of or pertaining formerly uſed to have the controlment of the pells of re

to ſteel, or that is of the temper or quality of ſteel. ceipts, and payments, and kept certain keys of the treaſury
CHALY'BEATE Cryſtals of Tartar (with Chymifts] ſee and records,

Cream of Tartar . CHAMBERLA'RIA ? [in Old Lat. Rec. ] chamber

CHALY'BEATES [in Medicine] preparations or medi- CHAMBERLANGE'RIAS lainſhip or office of a

cines prepared with ſteel. chamberlain.

Cham , the title of the emperor or ſoveraign prince of CHAMBRA'NLE [in Architecture) an order in maſonry

Tartary and joiners work, which borders the three ſides of doors,

CHAMA'DE (in Military Affairs] a beat of drum or windows and chimneys. It is different, according to the

found of trumpet, which is given the enemy as a kind of different orders of Architecture, and is compoſed of three

ſignal to inform them concerning ſome propoſition to be parts, viz. the top called Traverſe, and the two ſides cal

made to the commander, either to capitulate, to have led the Aſcendants.
leave to bury their dead, or make a truce , coc. CHA'MBREL [of a Horſe] the joint or bending of the

CHAMÆa'cte, [xamarca eTu, Gr ] : a kind of low elder- upper part of the hinder leg .
tree, the plant wall worr, or dame-wort, CHAMELEON, ſee Chamæleon.

CHAMÆ'BALANUS (of xamai the earth , and Barnard , CHAME'LEON [in Hieroglyphicks) represcuts an hypo

Gr.] peas or carth -nut. 2 crite ,
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crite and a time-ſerver, one that is of any religion , and CHA'NCELLOR [ cancellarias, L. whence cancelier, F1

takes any impreſſion that will ſerve his preſent iurn; for an officer ſnppoſed originally to have been a notary or

it is related of this creature, that it can change it felf into ſcribe under the emperor, and named cancellarius, 'be
any colour but white and red. cauſe he fat behind alettice, to avoid being prefied upon

CHAME'LOT [camelot, F.of camelusa camel , L. ] cam- by the people .

CA'MLET let , a ituff made of camel's hair. Lord High CHANCELLOR [of Great Britain ] the chief

To CHA'MFER ( cambrer, F.] to channel or make perton nextto the loveraign for the adminiftration of jultice

hollow. in civil affairs ; who has an abſolute power to moderate and

CHAMFER ? [with Architects] a ſmall furrow or gut- temperthe written law according to equity: he is coniti
CHAMFRET ter on a pillar , an ornament conlift- tuted by the king's delivering to him the great ſeal, and

Scotia. by taking an oath.

CHAM'FERED (with Botanifs) the ſtalks of ſomeplants CHANCELLOR [of the Exchequer] an officer conſti

are faid to be chamfered, when they have impreſſions upon tuted to qualify extremities, and order matters in that

them like furrows.
court ; he has alſo power with others to compound for for

CHAMFERING ? [in Carpentry, &c.] is the cutting feitures upon penal ſtatutes, bonds , and recognizances,

CHAMFRAINING S the edge or end of any thing acknowledged to the king,

allope or bevel. CHANCELLOR [of the Dutchy of Lancaſter] is the

CHAMOYS Leatber, commonly called ſhammy, the chief officer in that court , conſtituted a judge to try and

skin of a kind of a wild-goat. determine all cauſes and controverſies between the king and
CHAMOS ( wion , Heb .] an idol of the Moabites, the tenants of the dutchy land , and otherwiſe to direct ali

CHEMOSH which , according to the opinion of ſome, the king's affairs pertaining thereto.

was the ſame with Baal- Phegor or Priapus ; but others take CHANCELLOR'S , there are alſo a chancellor of the

it to be Bacchus. order ofthe garter, a chancellor ofan univerſity, a chan

To CHAMP [champayer, F ] to chew or bite upon , as cellor of thefirſt fruits, of a dioceſs, & c
a horſe does the bit.

A CHA'NCELLOR (of an Univerſity) ſeals the diploma's
CHA'MPAIN ? [of Champagne, F. ] a large plain , open or letters of decrees, proviſion , be given in the univerfity.

CHA'MPIONS down, or fields without any incloſure, CHANCELLOR [of Oxford] is their magiſtrate, whom

woods or hedges . the ſtudents themſelves elečt, his office is to govern the uni

A Point CHAMPAI'N [ in Heraldry) an abatement or mark verſity durante vitâ , to preſerve and defend the rights and

of diſhonour in the coatof one who inhumanly kills a pri- privileges of it, tó call together afiemblies, and to do
ſoner of war in field , after he has craved quarter. juſtice among the members under his jurifdi&tion.

CHAMPA'RTY ? [ prob. of Champ, a field and partir, F. Vice CHANCELLOR [ of Oxford] is nominated annually

CHAMPE'RTYS to divide] a term uſed in the com- by the chancellor, and ele &ted by the univerſity in convo

mon law for the maintenance of a perſon in a ſuit depend- cation to ſupply tbe abſence of the chancellor.

ing, upon condition to have part of the lands or goods Pro Vice CHANCELLORS , 4 perſons choſen out of the

when recovered . heads of colleges, by the vice-chancellor, to one of which

CHAMPE'RTORS [ in Common Law ] thoſe who move he deputes his power to in his abſence

law ſuits at their proper coſts, to have part of the lands or CHANCELLOR (of Cambridge] much the ſame with the

goods ſued for, or part of the gain . chancellor of Oxford, ſaving that hedoes not hold his of

CHA'MPIAN [ Champagne, F.] open , plain, even , not fice durante vita, but may be elected every 3 years.

encloſed ; as a champion country, Vice CHA'NCELLOR [of Cambridge] is annually choſen

CH A'MPIAN Lychnis [ Botany) a kind of roſe, in colour by the ſenate outof 2 perſons nominated by the heads of
either red or white. colleges and halls.

CHAMPIGNION , a red gilld , edible muſhroom , f . CHA'NCÉLLOR [of the Order of the Garter ] an officer

CH'AMPION (prob. of cempa, Sax, a ſoldier, of Cam- who ſeals the commiſſions of the chapter, and aſſembly of

pus, L. a field ] one who fightsa duel for another ; alſo the knights, keeps the regiſter, and delivers the a & ts under

onewho fights ftoutly in hisown cauſe, F. the ſeal of the order.

CHA'MPION of the King, an officer whoſe buſineſs it is CHA'NCELLORSHIP [of cancellarius, L. cancelier, F.]

atthe coronation of aking of England, to ride into Weft- theoffice or dignity of a cancellor.

minfter hall, armed cap-a -pe, while the king is at dinner, CHA'NCERY ( la chancelerie, F. of cancelli, L.] the

and to throw down his gauntlet by way of challenge ; grand court of equity and conſcience inſtituted to mode

proclaiming by a herald, that if any man fhall deny or rate the rigour of the courts, which are tyd down to the
gainſay the king's title to the crown , he is there ready to ftri &t letter of the law.

defend it in ſingle combat, 8c. which done, the king CHA'NCERY-Court, was firſt ordained by William the

drinks to him , ſending him a gilt cup, with a cover full Conqueror , who alſo appointed or inſtituted the courts of

of wine, which the champion drinks, and has the cup for juſtice, which always removed with his court.
his fee. CHA'NDELEER [Gunnery] a

CHANC E , hazard or fortune ; a term we apply to events, frame of wood of 2 large planks,

to denote that they happen without any neceſſary cauſe, P. 6 or 7 foot aſunder , but parallel , в А.
CHANCE [ in Metaphyficks) many thingshappen by chance on each of which is raiſed 2

in the world , with regard to ſecond cauſes ; but nothing pieces of wood perpendicularly,

at all happens by chance in reſpect to the firft cauſe (God ) between which faſcines are laid ,

who diſpoſes and pre-ordains all things from all eternity. which form a parapet ; they are
For chance and fortunc are only to be ſaid properly, in made moveable from place to

reſpect to him that is ignorant of the intention of the di- place, according as there ſhall be
rečtor. And inaſmuch as the divine intention is hid from occafion, in order to cover workmen.

man till the thing is done ; therefore the fame, with re- CHA'NDLER [of candela, L. a candle, whence chana

fpe &t to man, is faid to happen by chance ; but not in re- deliere, F.] a ſeller of candles ; as alſo of ſeveral ſorts of

ſpect to the firſt cauſe. ſmall wares, as a ſhip chandler.

CHANCE , is alſo uſed for the manner of deciding things, CHA'NDRY, an appartment in the houſe of a king or

the conduct or direction whereof is left at large, and not nobleman , where candles , Sc. are kept.

reducible to any determinate rules or meaſures, or where CHANFRAIN BLANC (with Horſemen ] is a white mark

there is no ground or pretence, as at cards, dice, & c. upon a horſe, deſcending from the fore -head almoſt to the

CHANCE MED ! EX [in Law ) the accidental killing of noſe, P.

a man, nor without fault of the killer ; but without any CHANFRIN (with Horſemen ] is the fore - part of a

evil intent. It is alſo termed manNaughter by miſaventure'; horſe's head , extending from under the cars along the

for which the offender ſhall have his pardonof courſe, in interval, between the eye- brows down to the noſe,

cafe he was doing a lawful act ; but if an unlawful one, it CHA'NG E , alteration, variety, turning, F.
is felony. To CHA'NGE [changer, F.] to alter, to transform , to

CHA'NCEL ( prob. of cancelli, L.] is properly an in- exchange or barter.

cloſed or ſeparated place , ſurrounded with bars to defend CHANGE (Hunting term ] is when a ftag , met by chance

judges and other officers from the preſs or crowd of the is taken for that which has been diſlodged and purſued
people. ſometime before.

CH A'NCEL [of a church] part of the choir between CHA'NG EABLE, apt to change or alter ; unconſtant,

the altar and communion -table, and the ballultrade or rails fickle, uncertain .

that incloſe it , where the miniſter is placed at the celebra- CHA'NGELING, a child changed ; a fool or filly

tion of the communion . fellow , Sale CHANGEABLE
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ceipt and

CHA'NGEABLENESS [of changeant, F.] liableneſs or CHAPELO'NIANS , the members or workmen pertaining

aptneſs to change. to a Printing-Office, whohave paid a certain fine, & c.
CHA'NGER , an officer of the mint, who changes money CH A'PELRY, the jurifdi tion or bounds of a chapel.

for gold or ſilver. CHAPERON, a hood or cap ; cfpecially that worn by
Money CHA'NGER , a banker, one who deals in the re- the knights of the garter, being part of the habit of that

payment
of

money.
Order.

CHA'NNEL [canalis, L. kennel, Teut.] the middle or CHA'PERON (of a Bit-mouth ] a name which horſemen

deepeſt part of any fea, harbour or river, alſo a ſtraight give to ſcatch -mouths, and all others that are not canon

between 2 lands, Esc, as that of St. George between Great- mouths, and ſignifies the end of the bit that joins to the

Britain and Ireland . branch, juft by the blanker.

CHA'NNEL (of a Horſe] is the hollow between the two CHA'FITEK Architecture] the head , crown, or uppes

burs or the nether jaw bones, in which the tongue is part of a pillar.

lodged. CHA'PITERS with Mouldings in Architecture are thoſe

CHANNEL (with Archite&ts] a gutter or furrow of a that have no ornaments, as the Tufian and Dorick.

pillar. CHA'PITERS with Sculptures ( in Architecture ) are thoſe

CHANNEL [in Archite&ture] a channel in the Ionick which are ſet off with leaves and carved works, the finett

chapiter, is a part that lies ſomewhat hollow under the of which is that of the Corinthian order

Abacus, and open upon the Echinus, and hath its contours CHAPITERS ( in Law ] certain articles, comprizing a

or turnings on each ſide to make the Voluta's or Scrolls. ſhort account of ſuch matters as are to be enquired into,

CHANNEL.of the Larmier, is the soffit. of a cornice , or preſented before the juſtices of the peace of afſıze, or
which makes the pendant mouchette. eyre, in their ſeſſions.

CHA'NNEL of the Volute [in the Ionick Capital] is the CHA'PLAIN ( chapelain , F.] he who performs divine

face of its circumvolution. ſervice in a chapel.

CHA'NT [ cantus, L.) the vocal muſick of churches. CHA'PLAINSHIP, the office of a chaplain,

To CHANT ( cbanter, F. of cantare, L.) to ſign. CHA'PLAIN [in a Law Senſej is one who at

CHA'NTER [ cantator, L. chanteur, F. ) the chief ſinger CHA'PELLAINES tendsupon the king or otherper

in a cathedral church or chapel, the maſter of a choir. ſon of quality, in order to inftru & him and his family in

CHA'NTICLEAR [of chanter and clair, F. clear or Thrill] matters of religion .

a name ſometimes given to a cock, on account of its clear CHA'PLET, a wreath or garland , or the tuft of fea

voice. thers on the head .

CHA'NTLATE [in Archite&ture) a piece of wood faftened CHAPLET [ Architecture] a kind of ornament, a fillet

near the ends of the rafters, and proje&ting beyond the CHAPLETS (with Roman Catholicks] a certain number

wall for ſupporting, 2 or 3 rows of tiles, to prevent the of beads threaded like a bracelet, by which they count

rain -water from trickling down the ſides of the wall. their daily Pater - Nofter and Ave-Maria's.

CHA'NTRY [chanterie, F. ] a chapel anciently joined to CHA'PMAN [of ceapan, Sax.) a buyer, Sc.

ſome cathedral or pariſh church, and endowed with annual CHA'P MANRY [of ceapman and pic, Sax, a kingdom)

revenues for the maintenance of one or more prieſts, to the employment or dealings of a chapman , or buyer or
ſing maſs daily for the ſouls of the founders and others. ſeller.

CHAO'LOGY [of xaos and xixw, Gr.] the hiſtory or CHA'PPE [in Heraldry] ſignifies cloaked ,

deſcription of the chaos. and is repreſented by dividing the chief by lines

CHA'OMANCY [of xais and hasleía , Gr. divination ] drawn from the center, at the upper edge to

the skillof prognoſticating by obfervations made on the air. angles below into 3 parts. The fe &tions on the

CHAOMA'NTICA Signa (with Paracelſians] ſuch pro- ſides being of a different metal or colour from the reſt, as

gnoſticks which were taken from obſervations made of the in the figure annexed . Some call it a Chief Party per Bend

Dexter or Sinifter, or both .

CH A'os [zaos, Gr .] a gap or hiatus ; according to the CHA'PPERONNE (in Heraldry ] ſignifies hood

heathen philoſophers, a dark and rude maſs of matter, or ed , of Chepperonne, an hood, which covers the

an irregular ſyſtem of the elements , and all ſorts of par- head , luch as fiiers wear , with as much hang

ticles mixt and jumbled together; out of which they lup- ing down as covers the ſhoulders, and part
of

poſe the world to have been formed at firſt ; alſo a con- the armscloſed every way, as in the figureannexed.

fuſed or diſorderly heap of things.
CHAPPERO'Ons are thofe little shields containing

To Chap [prob . a corruption of to gape] to gape or $ HAFFERO'ONS S death's-heads, and other funeral

open as the ground does in a great drought; alſo to chink, devices placed on the fore -heads of horſes that draw hearſes

crack or flaw . at funerals. The reaſon of their being ſo called , is becauſe

A CHAP , a chink , hiatus or opening. theſe devices were anciently faſtened to the Chapperonnes ,

A CHAP [of ceapan, Sax. ] a chapman. that thoſe horſes uſed to wear with their other coverings of

CHAPE [chapa, Span. chappe, F.] a feel or ſilver tip ftate.

or cafe that ſtrengthens the end of the fcabbard of a CHA'POURNET, a little hood, the figure of which is
ſword . uſed by hd ds for a bearing in a coat of arms.

CHAPE [with Hunters] the tip at the end of the tail of CHAPS [ prob. of gaping the mouth , lips, cheeks, &c

CHAPTER [Chapitre, F. of caput, L.] a diviſion or.

CHAPEAU , a cap or hat, F. part of a book.

CHAPEAU [with Heraldry ] a cap of ſtate of velvet,of a CHAPTER [in Law ] the whole body of the clergy

ſcarlet colour , lined with ermines, worn by dukes. The men appertaining to a cathedral, collegiate or conventual

creſt of nobleinens coats of arms is born on this cap as on a church ; or the place of their aſſembly .

wreath, and is parted by it from the helmet ; which no Chapter Houſe, a building contiguous to or near a

creſt muft immediately touch . cathedral or collegiate church where the chapter is held.

CHA'PELETS (with Horſemen) a couple of ſtirrup lea- CHA'ptrels (with Archite &ts) the ſame as impofts,

thers , each of them mounted with a firrup, and joining at i. e , thoſe parts on which the feet of arches ſtand.

top in a ſort of leather buckle, called the head of the Char ( in the Britiſ tongue] is uſed for Caer, which

chapelet, by which being adjuſted to the rider's length ſignifies a city, and being adjoined to the names of places,
and bore, they are made faſt to the ſaddle. fignifies thecity of that place,

CH A'PEL [ capella, L. prob. of name =ía, Gr. tents or To CHAR , to make charcoal of wood of oak , alder,

booths] a ſort of little church ſerved by an incumbent, lime - tree , egoci by cutting it into convenient lengths, and

under the denomination of a chaplain. piling it up in the form of a pyramid in a deep, pit, made

Cha'pel of Eaſe, is a chapel that ſtands at a diſtance in the ground for that purpoſe, having a little hole to put

from the pariſh church, where the pariſh is large ; being in the fire.

built for the eaſe of the pariſhioners that live at a great di- CH A'RACTER [ of xa @gxlug, Gr.] a certain manner of

ſtance from the mother-church, and is ſerved by a curate at air or aſſemblage of qualities, which reſult from ſeveral

their charge. particular marks, which diſtinguiſh a thing from any other,

Free CHAPEL, is a chapel of eaſe, which has a ſettled lo as it may bethereby known, as we lay the character

revenue for the perpetual maintenance of the curate, ſo as of Alexander, Cicero, & c.

notto be any charge either to the rector or the pariſhioners. CHARACTER [with Poets] is the reſult of the man

CHAPEL [with Printers] a work -room or Printing -Of- ners , or that which is proper to c.ch perſon , by which

fice, fo called becauſe Printing in England was firſt per- he is ſingular in his manners, and diſtinguiſhable from

formed in a chapel at Weftminfter -Abbey. others.

Су А.

air.

a fox.
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care .

CHARACTER [with Romiß Divines) a certain indelible CHARIENTISMUS [in Rbetorick] a figure in which ,

markor impreſſion, which is lett behind them by certain taunting expreſſion is ſoftened with a jeſt or pleaſant piece
(acraments in thoſe that receive them . of raillery

CHARACTER, is alſo uſed for certain viſible qualities CH A'RILY [ care, L.] with a great deal of regard and

which claim reverence or relpcer from thoſe that are vifted
with them, as the character of a biſhop, of in ambaſſador,& c. CH A'RIN ESS [of cher , F. carus, L.] choiceneſs, ſparing

Nominal CHARACTER », are thote properly called letters , nefs, tenderneſs.
which ſerve to expreſs the names of ihings. CHARIOCK , a kind of herb.

Real CHARACTERS,areſuch as expreſs things and idea's CHA'RIOT , a ſort of lightcoach , F.

inſtead of names . CHARIOT E E'R , a chariot- driver.

EmblematicalCHARACTERS,, are ſuch as not only ex- CHARI'STIA Camong theRomans] a feſtival folemniz'd

preſs the things themſelves ; but in ſome meaſure peifonate on the inth of the Calends of March.

them and exhibit their form ; ſuch as the Egyptian Hiero- CHARI'STICARY, commendatory or donatory, a perſonu

glyphicks.
to whom the enjoyment of the revenues of a monaftery ,

CHARA'CTERISM Txaparluelouos, Gr.] the deſcription benefice, & c. were given.
or ſetting out of a perſon by a character . CHARISTOLOCHi'a (with Botanifts] Mugwort, ..

CHARACTERISTICK ( of a Logarithm ] is the fame as CH A'RITABLE , loving, kind, bountiful, liberal, F.

the Index or Exponent of ir CHARITATIVE ( in Canon Law ] as charitative ſubſidy,

CHARACTERISTICK (characteriftique, F.] pertaining aid, & c. a moderate allowance granted by a council to a
to à character ; alſo a mark or ſign . biſhop to bear liis expences to a council.

CHARACTERISTICK Letter in a Greek verb ] that con- CHARITES [Xdqitis, i.e. the Graces ] Aglaia, Thalia

ſonant which immediately precedes the varying termination , and Euphroſyne, the daughters of Jupiter and Autonoe, or of

CHARACTERISTICALNESS [ of characteriſticus, L. Jupiter and Eurynone. One oftheſe was painted with her

characteriſtique, F. of xapartins, Gr.] having characteri- back towards us, and her face fromward as proceeding from

ſticks, or being characteriſtical. us ; and the other two with their faces towards us, to

To CHARACTERIZE ( chara &terizare, L.] to give a denote that for one benefit done we ſhould receive double

character or deſcription of,
thanks ; they were painted naked , to intimate that good

CHAR } [ probably of cæſe, Sax.care] a job orſmall offices ihould be done without diffembling and hypocriſy ;

CHARES piece of work ; alſo the name of a fiſh . they were repreſented young, to ſignify thatthe remem

CHA'RBON (with Hurſemen ] is that little black ſpot or brance of benefits ſhould never wax old ; and alſo laugh

mark which remains after a large ſpor in the cavity of the ing, to lignity that we ſhould do good to others with

corner teeth of a horſe, about the 7th or Sth year, when chearfulneſs and alacrity. They are repreſented linked to

the cavity fills, and the tooth being ſmooth and equal , is gether arm in arm to inſtruct us that one kindneſs ſhould
ſaid to be rated.

provoke another, ſothat the knotand bond of love ſhould

CHA'R COAL (of berkolen , Du. q. d . coals brought in be indiffoluble. The poets tell us, that they uſed to waſh

carts in diftin &tion to ſea-coals which are carried to the themſelves in the fountain Acid lius , becauſe benefits, gifts

Dutch in ſhips, Minßew ] coal made of wood burnt. and good turns, ought to be ſincere and pure, and not baſe,

CHARDS of Artichoaks (with Gardeners] the leaves of ſordid and counterteit.

fair artichoke plants, wrapt up and bound in ſtraw till they CHA'RITY [charitas, L. ) the ancients uſed to paint the
loſe ſome of their bitterneſs and grow white. virtue charity, as a goddeſs in yellow robes, fitting in an

CHARDS of Beets (with Gardeners) are white beets , being ivory chair, having on her head a tire of gold ſet with pre
tranſplanted into beds prepared for them , where they pro- cious ſtones.

duce large tops with a great, white, downy main ſhoot. CHARITY, is the love of our brethren , or a kind of

CHARE Woman, a woman hired by the day to do brotherly affeétion of one towards another. The rule and
houſhold work. ſtandard, that this habit is to be examined and regulated

CHARE'A [ Old Lat. Rec.] a charr, carr or cart. by among Chriſtians, is the love we bear to ourſelves, or

CHARGE[ charge, F.] a burden or load ;alſo management that Chrilt bore to us ; that is, it muſt be unfeigned , con

or care ; alſo office, employ or truſt ; alſo an accuſation , ſtant, and out of no other deſign but their happineſs.
impeachment ; alſo an engagement, fight or onſet. TO CHARK

CHARGE (with Painters an exaggerated repreſentation
to burn wood to make charcoal.

TO CHARR S

of a perſon, in which the likeneſs is preſerved , but at the CH A'R LATAN, a mountebank, or quack ; a coaxing
ſame time ridiculed, called alſo over- charge. cheat , F.

To Charge [charger, F ] to command or give orders ; CH A'RLATANRY, wheedling, cheating or cogging, fair

alſo to accuſe or lay to one's charge ; to load or burden . words ; alſo quirks, tricks.
To CHARGE an enemy, is to attack , encounter or fall CHA'R LOCK , a kind of herb .

To CHARM (charmer, F.] to be witch ; alſo to pleaſe or

CHARGE (in Gunnery) a certain meaſure of powder pro- delight extremely , to tickle the ear ; alſo to allay pain.

portionable to the ſize of the fire - arms for which it was al- CHARM [cbarme, F. of carmen , L. a verſe] an enchant
lotted . ment, ſpell , allurement, bait.

CHARGE [with Farriers] an external remedy apply'd to CHARMS [ charmes, F. ] certain verſes or expreſſions,

the body of an horſe or other beaſt. which by ſome are ſuppos’d to have a bewitching power ;

CHARGE [in Heraldry] is whatſoever is born in the field alſo certain particular graces in writing, as the charms of

of an eſcutcheon, whether it be an animal, a plant or any Eloquence, of Poetry, & c.

other repreſentation or figure ; but fome givethe name of CHA'R MER [charmeur, F.] a perſon who charms, in

charges to thoſe things that ſerve to expreſs rewards or ad- chants or bewitches.

ditions of honour in a coat of arms, as Cantons, Flasks, CHARMING [ofcharmant, F.] engaging, alluring, de

Gyrons, Quarters, & c. lighting;

CHARGE of Lead, 36 pigs, each containing 6 ſtone CH A'R MINGNESS, charming delighting quality,

wanting 2 pound. CHA'RNE L-boufe [of caro, filesh , L. whence charnier, F.]

CHARGE [ Sea Term] a veſſel is ſaid to be a ſhip of a place where the ſculls and bones of the dead are laid up.

Charge, when the draws much water or ſwims deep in the CHA'RON [according to the Poets] was the ſon of Eren
ſea ; fometimes it is uſed of an unwieldy ſhip , which will bus and the night ; and the ferry -man of Pluto, to convey
not ware or ſteer. the ſouls of the deceaſed to him.

CHA'RGEABLE , coftly ; alſo burdenſome. Charon is ſtoried to be covetous of money, and therefore

CHA'RGEABLENESS (of caritas, or cher dear, or char- would carry none over without a piece of lilver, which the

ger, F. ] coftlinefs, dearnefs. ghoſts were wont to carry between their lips. And altho

CHA'RGED [in Heraldry] ſignifies the figures repreſent- it was not granted , that any who were not dead or unbu

ed on an eſcutcheon, by which the bearers are diftnguiſh- ried, ſhould beadmitted into Cbaron's boat ; yet Æneas,
ed one from another. 'Íoo many charges in an eſcutcheon for his picty, and Hercules and Theſeus by their valour , and

are not accounted to honourable as fewer. Orpheus by his muſick, obtained the privilege to paſs to
CHA'RGED Cylinder (with Gunners] is that part of a and fro in ir.

cannon or piece of ordnance, which contains the powder The originalof this fable is ſuppoſed to be this ; Oſiris,
and ſhot ; and is the ſame as Chamber. king of Egypt, was one who took extraordinary care of the

CHA'RGER , a large fort of diſh . dead, cauſing them to be buried in ſeveral places, made

CHARIENTI'SMUS [XQolavtiguos, Gr .] gracefulneſs or on purpoſe near Memphis, to encourage virtue and a good

a good grace in ſpeaking ; pleafaveneſs of ſpeech, life'; for perſons were appointed to enquire into every

3 O

upon him.
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her way

ports are either

man's actions ; and if the deceaſed had not lived well; he CHA'RTULARY [cbartularius, L.] a keeper of a regi

was to be caſt into a place of ſhame and puniſhment ; but fter -roll, & c.

if he had liv'd virtuoully, he was to be interr’d in plea- CHA'RVIL . See Chervil, &c.

fant fields, beautified and Aouriſhing with all manner of CHA'R Y [of carus, L. dear] tender, ſparing of.

flowers. And by this means Oſiris did awe his fubje &ts into CHAR Y'BDIS, a rock in the ſtraits of Sicily. The poets

a ſubmiſſion and obedience to his laws . relate that this Charybdis was a woman of aſavage nature,

This place was near the city Memphis inEgypt, and en- who ſer upon all pallengers to rob them. AndThe having

compafied ſeveral times with theriver Nile : Hence the ſtole Hercules's oxen , Jupiter kill'd her with his thunder

poers take their four rivers of hell , Acberon , Styx, Cocytus bolts, and turn d her into a furious monſter, and caft her
and Phlegetbon. into a gulph that bears her name.

An old fellow ufed to convey the dead bodies over TO CHASE [ chaffer, F.] to hunt, to purſue, to drive

theſe four compaſſings of the Nile ; and hence comes the or fright away .

poets Charon. To CHASE [in Law ] to drive cattle to or from a place.

The heathens did believe that Charon would never ſuffer CHACE [Sea Term ) the thip chaſed .

the fouls whoſe bodies had lain long unburied, to paſs in To CHASE [with Goldſmiths, & c.] is to work plate after

his boat to reſt in the Elyſian Fields ; but that they were a particular manner, called Chafed work.

toſſed up and down during the ſpace of 100 years, upon Cha'sER [ Sea Term ] the ship in purſuit of the chaſe.

thebanks of the river Acheron. Stern CHASE Sea Term ] is when the chaſe is right a

Therefore it was looked upon a cruelty beyond expref- head with the chaler.

fion, to deny burial to the dead ; and therefore all great To lie with a pip's fore-foot in the Chase (Sea Term ] is

commanders were very careful after a battle to interr the to fail the neareſt way to meet her, and ſo to croſs her in

bodies of their ſoldiers that had been lain.

{ trout A ]

CHA'RE " } a breedsonly in Winnandermere' lake, and is lo built forward on a ftern, thatthe can carry manyguns,
ſome few other places in the north. to fhoor right forwards or backwards ; called alſo a hip

Charks of Lead, a quantity conſiſting of 30 pigs weigh of a good ſtern -chaſe.
ing 6 ſtone wanting 2 pound , and every ſtone weighing CHAS E Guns (of a sbip] are fuch whoſe

12 pound. in the head ( and then they are uſed in chaling of others)

CHARTS [charta, L. papers] deſcriptions or draughts of or in the ſtern, and are uſed only when they are chaſed or

any place, hydrographical maps, or projections of ſome purſued by others.

parts of the ſea in Piano. CHA'S E ABLE, that
may

be chaſed or hunted .

Chorographick CHARTS , are a deſcription of particular Chasm [ doka , Gr.] a wide gap or opening of the
countries. earth or of the firmament; an empty ſpace.

Geographick CHARTS , general draughts of the whole CHASMA'TICAL, of or belonging to a Chaſm .

globe of the earth upon a plain , commonly call d maps of CHA'SSERY , a kind of pear like the ambret, ripening
the world. in December .

Heliograpbick CHARTS, deſcriptions of the body of the CHAST Wood, a plant or herb .

fun, and of the Macule or ſpots obſerved in it. CHA'STE [caftus, L.] content, uncorrupted , undefiled ,
CHARTS Hydrograpbick are heets of large paper, on pure .

CHARTS Marine which ſeveral parts of the CHA'STISEMENTS [with Horſemen ] are corrections of

Sea CHARTS land and ſea are deſcribed, the ſevere and rigorous effe & s ofthe aids ; for when the

with their reſpective coaſts, harbours, founds, Alats, ſhelves, aids are given with ſeverity, they become puniſhments.

ſands, rocks, Sc. together with the longitude and lati- CHA'SINESS { [cafitas, L.) a Chriſtian moral virtue

tude of each place , and the points of the compaſs. CHA'STITY . S. in abſtaining from unlawful pleaſures

Selenographick CHARTS, particular deſcriptions of the of the fleſh , and uſing lawful ones with moderation.

parts, appearances and macula of the moon. CHASTELE'T , the common goal and ſeſſions -houſe of

Typographick CHARTS,are draughts of ſome ſmall parts Paris in France,
of the earth only , or of fome particular places without CHA'STELAIN , a governour of a caſtle, & c.

regard to its relative ſituation, as London , Tork, & c. To CHA'STEN ? [caßigare, L. cbátier, F.] to corre &

CHARTA, paper, L. [ in Old Records) a charter or deed To CHASTI'SES or puniſh ſuch as have committed

in writing ; alſo a ſignal or token by which an eſtate is held . a fault, Soc.

CHART A pardon ationis fe defendendo, the form of a par- CHASTI'SEMENT [ckdtiment, F.] puniſhment infli &t

don for killing another man in his own defence. ed upon an offender .

CHARTA pardonationis atlagaria, the form of a pardon CHA'SUBLI., a prieſt's cope uſed at mafs, F.

of an outlaw'd man. To CHAT [caquetter, F.] to chatter or chattle like a jay.

CHART A fimplex, a deed-poll, a ſimple or ſingle deed CHAT [caquet,F.] prating, childiſh idle talk.

or inſtrument, CHAT Wood, ſmall ſticks fit for fuel.

CH A'RT EL [ cartel, F.) a letter of defiance or challenge CHA'TTELS . (bathegls, Du.) all goods moveable and

to a duel , uſed in ancient times, when combats were al- immoveable, but ſuch as are in the natureof a freehold.

lowed for the determination of difficult controverſies in law. CHA'TTELS perfonal, are ſuch goods as being wrongful

CHARTER [cbartre, F. ] an inſtrument or written evi- ly with-held , cannot be recovered but by perſonal action ;

dence of things done between one party and another ; or ſuch as appertain immediately to a man's perſon, as a

but eſpecially a writing or Letters patents, whereby the King horfe, &sc.
grants privileges to towns, corporations, Sos. CHA'TTELS real, goods which do not belong to the

CHARTERS, were firft confirm’d by the broad ſeal in perſon , but depend upon ſome other thing, as apples upon

the time of King Edward the Confeſſor, who was the firſt a tree ; abox containing charters of land, Soc. or ſuch as

King of England that made uſe of thát large and ſtately iſſue out from ſome moveable thing pertaining to a perſon,

impreſſion . as a leaſe or rent for a term of years, sgc.

CHARTER [of the Fore ] an inſtrument in which the To Cha'tter (probably of caqueter, F.] to make a

foreſt laws are compris'd and expreſs’d particularly noiſe, as birds do ; to prate, to prattle.

CHARTER ( of Pardon] a deed or inſtrument by which Tó CHA'TTER [probably of citteren , Du .] to hit one
one is forgiven of a felony or other offence, committed a- againſt the other, as the teeth do when a perſon ſhivers

gainſt the King's crown and dignity.
with cold .

CHARTER -boufe ( Cbartreux, F.) a convent of Cartbufian CHATTER Pie, a mag-pie.

mouks ; now a college founded and nobly endowed by CHATS [with Botanias] the keys of treos , as ash -chats,
Tbomas Sutton , Erq; fycamore -chats, Soc.

CHA'RTER Party [q . charta partita ] an indenture be- CHA'VENDER

४ a fiſh called otherwiſe a chub.
tween merchants or owners and maſters of ſhips, contain- CHE'VIN

ing the particulars oftheir covenantsand agreements,
CHAU'NTRY. See Chantry.

CHARTER Land [in Law ] ſuch land as a man holds
CHAU'SSE TRAPS (in Mil. Affairs] ma

by charter, i.e. evidence in writing otherwiſe called chines of iron having four points of about

Freebold. three or four inches long , ſo made, that

CHA'RTE. ER , a freeholder. which ever way they fall, there is ſtill a

CHARTIS reddendis, a writ that lies againſt one who is point up, they are to be thrown upon brea
intruſted with the keeping of charters of Feoff, and reſuſes ches or in paſſes vihere the horſe are to

to deliver them .
march, to annoy them by running into their feet and la

CHA'RTREUX , Carthufian monks, ſee Gharter- boufe. ming them . CHAUSSE

1
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put in .

CHAUSSE trop haut (with Horſemen] a white- footed horſe, young fuckling -calfthat has never taſted any other food
when the white marks run too high upon his legs, F. but milk when the curd was indigefted.

CHAUSSE [ in Heraldry) fignifics pod, and in Blazon de- CHEF [in Heraldry] the ſame as chief, F.

notes a Section in Baſe, the line by which it is formed pro CHELIDO'NIA [Botany] Celandine or ſwallow -wort, L.

ceeding from the extremity of the baſe, and aſcending to Chei'LOCACE (ofxão a lip , and xoxòs evil] a can

the ſide of the eſcutcheon, which it meets about the Fere- ker in the mouth or lips.

point ; as it a chief lad Thoos, the ſame being CH E'lmer (corruptly for kill mar, Brit. i. e.] the res
a diviſion made in it by lines drawn from the Aux of the ſea.

center of the lower line of the chief, to the CHELO'NE [of xedaru, Gr. a tortoiſe) an inſtrument to

middle parts of the ſides thereof, and ſo is faid make a gradual extenſion in any fra & ured member, in

to repreſent ſhoos, as Emanche is ſaid to re- which motion it reſembles the ſlownofs of a tortoiſe.

prefent fleeves, as the figure annexed . CHELO'NION [of xedwri, Gr.] a hump-back, ſo called

CHAUSSE Lin Fortification ] the level of the field , the from its reſemblance to a tortoiſe.

plain ground. CHELONI'T ES [of Xeaidwr, Gr. a ſwallow ] a ſtone

CHEAP [of ceapan, Sax, to buy or ſell] denotes the pla- found in the bellies of young ſwallows, good againſt the

ce's name, to which it is added, to be or have been a mar- falling -ſickneſs.

ker-town orplace, as Cheapſide, Eaficheap. Weftcbeap, &c. CHEMA { [ xúpen , Gr.] a meaſure among the ancients ,

CHEAP (of ceapan , Sax.] ſold for aſmall price. CHEME S containing two ſmall ſpoonfuls.

CHEAP Gild (Old Law Term ] a reſtitution made by the CHEMI'A [ATÓ TÔ XUw , Gr.] the ſame as chymia.

hundred or county for any wrong done by one who was in CHE'MICE, the art of caſting figures in metals,

Plegio, or for the good behaviour of whom ſurecies were CHEMI'N , way or road , f.

Chemin des rondes [in Fortificat.] the way of the rounds,

To CH EA'PEN ( ceapan , Sax. koopen, Du] to ask or a ſpace between the rampart and the low parapet, for the

beat down the price of a commodity. rounds to go about. See Falſe Bray.

CH EAR [cbere, F.] gladneſs, joy, courage, heart. CHE'Mise, a ſhirt or Mhift, á lining or a caſing with

CHEA'R FUL, brisk , lively , pleaſant.

CHEA'R FULNESS Lofchere, F. of xaiļu, Gr.] light- Talous or hope tothe ſtone-row , p.
ſtone, f .

CHEMI'S E [with Mafons] the folidity of a wall from the
CHEA'RINESS Sheartedneſs.

A CHEAT (probably of cetta, Sax.) deceit, ſham , Fire CHE’MISE [of xúrua hiatus or gaping, Gr.]

knavery ; alſo a deceitful perſon who makes it hisbuſineſs CHEMISE ( in Fortification) a wall with which a baftion

to cheat, chowſe or cozen . or any work of earth is faced or lined for its greater ſup

CH E A'TINGNESS [ of cetta, sax .] defraud , or de- port or ſtrength.
frauding quality CHE'MOSIS a ſwelling of the white coat of the eyó
CHEATHI'NQUAMINS ) an Indian fruit reſembling a called albuginea tunica, that makes the black of it appear

CHECHI'NQUAMINS S cheſnut.
hollow , and is a violent inflammation with extremepain,

CHECK [ ecbec, F.) loſs, fatal blow, misfortune ; alſo the eye lids being turned inſide out.

cenſure or reproof, remorſe of conſcience ; alſo a term uſed Cheno'PUs (x10678s, G.) the herb Gooſe-foot.

at chefs-play. Che'riFF , a title of dignity among the Saracens and

To CHECK [of echec, F.] to reſtrain or curb, to inter- Moors, one who is to ſucceed the Califor ſoveraign Prince.

rupt ; alſo to chide or taunr. To CH E'RISH [cberir, F.] to make much of, to main

CHECK (with Faulconers) is when rooks , pies, or other tain ; alſo to nouriſh, to keep warm.
birds , come within view of the hawk, and the forfakes her CHE'RISHER [of cberir, F.] one who cheriſhes.

natural Hight to follow them . CHE'RMEs , a kind of berry. See Kermes,

Clerk of she Check , an officer of the court, ſo ftiled To Chern . See to churn.

becauſe he has thecheck and controlment of the yeomen CHERNI'TES [xeprít :'s, Gr.) a ſtone like ivory, uſed by

of the guard and all uhers belonging to the King, Queen, the ancients to preferve dead bodies in .

or Prince. CHE'RRY (cerafum , L. ceriſe, F. ] a berry or fruit well

CHECK MATE (at Cheſs Play] a term uſed when the

king is ſo cloſe ſhut up, that there is no way left for his CHERSE'TUM [Old Lat. Rec.] any cuſtomary offering

eſcape, by which means an end is put to the game. made to the pariſhprieſt, or to the appropriators of the
Check Roll ? a roll or book which contains the benefice.

CHECKER Roll S names of ſuch as are in attendance CHERSONE'Se [in Geograpby] a peninſula, a tract of

and pay to the king, doc. as their houſhold ſervants. land almoſt encompaſſed with the ſea .

CHECK [ecbec, F.] loſs, fatal blow, misfortune.
CHE'RUB 2 (217 , Heb. i.e. fulneſs of knowledge ]

CHECKY [in Heraldry ) is one of the moſt noble and CH E'RUBIM 3 the ſecond of the nine orders of angels.

moſt ancient figures that are uſed in armoury, CHERUBI'MICAL , of, pertaining to, or like a cherubim .

and a certain author ſays, ought to be given CHE'RVIL , an herb .

to none but valiant warriers, in token of their To Che'rWIT , to cry like a partridge.

nobility. For the cheſs - board repreſents a field CHE'S LIP , a ſmall vermin that lies under ſtones or tiles.

of battle, and the pawns and men on both CHE'sgut (cýstbean, Sax. caftanea, L. chaptaigne, F.]

fides repreſent the ſoldiers of the two armies , a nut well known.

which move, attack, advance or retire, according to the Chess , a game performed with little round pieces of

two gameſters that are their generals, ſee the figure an- wood , on a board divided into 64 ſquares, where art and

nexed. This figure is always compoſed of metal and co- fagacity are ſo indiſpenſablyrequiſite, thatchanceſeems
lour , and fome authors would have it reckoned among the to have no place ; and a perſon never loſes but by his own

ſeveral ſorts of furs. fault. Each ſide has 8 men and as many pawns, which

CHECKA'LATON, a ſort of checkered ſtuff. are to be moved and ſhifted according to certain laws and

CHE'CKER Work (of ecbequier, F.] work that is chec- rules of that game.

kered or ſet out with divers colours, Che'ss-trees [in a ship] two ſmall pieces of timber

CHECKERE'LLI panni [Old Law ] cloth checkered or on each ſide of it, a little before the loof ; having a hole in

diverſified in weaving.
them , through which the main tack runs, and to which it is

CHE'DDER Cheeſe, Cheddar Cheeſes [ſo called from the haled down.
place near Wells in Somerſetfire, wherethey are made) are CHEST (cært, probably of cifta, L.) a ſort of box,

lo large as ſometimes to require more than one man to ſet coffer or trunk.
them on the table ; it is faid that the whole town con- CHEST [in Anatomy] the breaſt, that hollow part of a

tribute their milk to make one or more of thoſe cheeſes. human body, which contains the heart and lungs.

CHEEK ( chece, Sax.] a part of the face and other things. CHEST rope (with Mariners] a rope added to the breaſt
CHEEKS [of a ship) are two pieces of timber on each rope ,when the boat is towd at the ſtern ofthe ſhip to keep

fide of the maſt to ſtrengthen it at the top. herfrom ſhearingor ſwinging to and again.
CHEER [chere, F. probably of xdegi, Gr. joy ] entertain- CHEST Traps, boxes or traps for catching pole-cats and

ment, good fare. other vermin in.

CHEESE [ccye,Sax . cafeus, L.] an eatable well known. CHEST foundering . See Foundering.

CHEESE Running, the herb Red -ſtraw. CH E'VAGE ( [of chef, F. the head ] a ſum of money

CHE E'SLIP, an infect, a fow or hog louſe. CHI'FAGE 3 paid by villains to their lords as an ac

CHE ESLIP (cýrlib , sax.) a bag in which renner for knowledgment of their fubje & ion, f. Law Term .
cheeſe is made and kept ; beingthe ſtomach - bag of a CHEVA'LER ( with Horſemen) is when a horſe in paf

ſaging

known.
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1 aging upon a walk or trot, his far fore -leg croſſes or over- To Chew [ceopian , sax . kawen, Tezut.] to grind or

laps the other fore -leg every time or motion, f. break the food between the teeth .

CU E'VALRY [of chevalier, F. ] knighthood CHEW'ING Balls [with Farriers] certain balls compoſed

CHEVA'NTIA Told Law a loan ofmoney upon credit. of ſeveral ſorts of drugs, to be chewed by hories for the
recovery of loft appetite.

CH EVAUX DE FRIZE Chia'v E (in Mufick Books ] is a cliff, a term or character

Mil.Af.) a fort of tum -pikes, of Mulick , Ital.

SLA THOR THEILE Uue being ſpars of wood, about Chiau's, an officer of the Turk:ß court, who does the

10 or 12 foot long, and a foot duty of an uſher; and alſo an ambaſſadour to foreign courts.
diameter cut into 6 faces, and CHI'BOL, a ſmall ſort of onion ,

bored through ; each hole is CHICA'NE 2 [of cicum the skin of a pomegranate, ac

arm'd with a fhort fpike, ſhod CHIC A'NRY S cording to mexage ;whence the Spa

with iron at each er. ] about an inch diameter, 6'foot long niards derive their chico, little, ſlender: chicane, being con
and 6 inches diſtant one from another ; ſo that it points out verfant about trifling things) in Law it is an abuſe of judi

every way, and is uſed in ſtopping ſmall overtures or open ciary proceedings , either with deſign to delay the cauſe, or
places, or placed in breaches, alſo as a defence againſt horſe. to impoſe on the judge or the contrary party ,

CHEV E'LLE in Heraldry) fignifies ſtream- gling , crafty manner of pleading a caule with tricks,

ming, i.e, a ſtream of light darting from a co- quirks and fetches, the perplexing or ſplitting a cauſe, pet

mer or blazing ſtar, vulgarly called the Beard , tifogging, F.

ting to the figure annexed .
CHICANE } [in the Schoolsj is uſed to import vain

Chevr E'TTE (in Mil. Af .) an engine CHICA'NERY S fophiin s, fubtleties and diftin&tions,

railing guns or mortars into their car- with deſign to obſcure tru:h and protra &t diſputes.

Triages ; it is made of 2 pieces of wood To CHICA'NE [chicaner, F. to perplex or puzzle a

about 4 foot long, ſtanding upright upon cauſe ; to ule quirks, tric's or fetches.

a third which is iquare ; they are about a CHICHAR 1722 , Heb a talent of ſilver worth 375

pot atinder and parallel, being pierced pound , of gold 45c3.
with holes exactly oppoſite to one another, CHI'CHLINGS, the pulſe called everlaſting peas.

vith a bolt of iron, which being put thro ' A CHICK [cicen, S.2x. bicken , Du ] the young

efe holes, higher or lower at pleaſure, A CHI'CKENS of a hen.

niih ferves, with a handſpike, which To CHIDE (citan, Sax .] to rebuke or taunt at ; alſo to

cakes its poiſc over this bolt, to raiſe the brawl or brangle.

gun or moitar . A CHIDER (ciejle, Sax . ] a reprehender, a rebuker .

CHEVELEU'R ES [with French Botan] CHIFF [chef, F.) fit , principal, foveraigu .

the fibies or strings of trees or plants.
Lands held in CHIFF. See Capite.

ChE'VERIL Leather , a fort of loft tender leather , made CHIEF ( in Mil. Afrirs] a commander in chief, a general,

of the skin of wild goats. C.I'DING [of cian , Sax .) rebuke, asco

CHEVER I'LLUS LOld Law ] a young cock or cockling. A CHEP (in Heraldry, chef, F.] is an honourable ordina

CH E'VILS (in a ship ] ſmall picces of timber nailed on ry , and that 1 lrich takes up the upper part of the eſcut

the inſide of it to fafion theropes called Meets or tacks. cheon, and iepreſents a man's head, and theOrnaments us'd

Che'vin [ cbevofre, F.] the Chul - fith . on it both by ancients and moderns.

CHEVISA'NC E (of chevir or viſier a chef, F ) a bargain The Chief, as all other honourable ordinaries do, muſt

or contra& ; alſo an unlawful contra & in pointof ufury, take up juſt one thud part of the eſcutcheon, eſpecially if

or a compoſition between debtor and creditor, F. L. Terni. they be alone in the field ; but if there be more of them

CHEVI'TIÆ } [ Old Law Records] heads of ploughed they muſt be leſened in proportion to their number, and
CHEVISĄ Ś lands. the time, when they are canton'd, attended and bordered

CHE'VRON } [in Heraldry! is an ordinary upon ſome other figures.

CHE'VERON S format of a twofold line,

ſpire-wife or pyramidical, the foundation being In Chief, fignifies any thing born in the
in the dexter and finifter bafe-points of the eſcut top of the cicurcheon.

cheon, and the acute point of the lpire near

to the top of the eſcucheon, as in the figure annexed. A CHIEF Chevrou'd, bended or paled, is when it has a

This ordinary reſembles a pair of barge-couples or rafters, Chevron, Pale or Bend contiguous to it, and of the ſame

ſuch as carpenters ſet on the higheſt part of a houſe for ſup- colour with ittelf.

porting the roof, and betokens the archieving ſome buſineſs A CHIEF ſupported, is when the two thirds at the top

of moment, or furniſhing fomrechargeable or memorable work . are of the colour of the field , and that at bottom of a dit

Some ſay it reprefents Protection , others ſay Conftancy ; fome ferent colour.

the ſpurs of knights, others the head -dreſs of prieſteſles, &c. CHI'EFLY [of chef, F.] principally.

Per CHEVRON [in Heraldry] or Party per Chevron , is CHIE'FTAIN , a captain or general.

when the field is divided only by two ſingle lines, riſing CHIE'go [among the Barbadians] a ſmall infect that

from the two baſe points and nfecting in a point above, as gets into the feet, and is very troubleſome.

the Chevron does. CHIE'R E [with Floriſts] the leucoium luteum , or wall

CH E'v Ron abaiſs'd (Heraldry] is when its point does
flower.

not approach the head of the chief, nor reach farther than Che's E ( in Mufick Books] is a mark ſet to muſick to

the middle of the coat . diſtinguiſh that deligned for churches , from that which

CHEVRON troke, is when one branch is ſeparated in- is deſigned for chambers or private conforts, as fonata di
to two pieces . chieſa, is a ſonata for the chapel , Ital.

CHEVRON cloven, is when the upper point is taken off CHI'LBLAIN [of chill and blain ) a ſort of ſwelling oc

ſo that the two pieces only touch at one of the angles. cafioned by cold .

CH E'VRON couched , is when the point is turned down- A Child (cilo, Sax.] a ſon or daughter.

wards on one ſide of the eſcurcheon. CHI'LDHOOD ( cilo-has, Sax. ] the Itate of a child.

CHEVRON divided, is when the branches are of ſeve- CHILDERMASS-day (of cils , a child, and mæll, Sax.

ral metals , or when metal is oppoſed to colour. the maſs] a feaſt obſerved on the 28th of December, in

CHEVRON inverted, is when the point is towards the commemoration of the children of Bethlehem , murthered

point of the coat,
and its branches towards the chief.

CHEVPON mutilated, is when it does not touch the ex- CHI'LDING , bringing forth children , child -bearing.
tremes of the coat. CHILDING (with Botaniftsja term uſed of plants, when

CHE'VRONED [in Heraldry] is when it is filled with an their offspring exceeds the number of their ordinary kind ,

equal number of Chevrons. as childing daiſies, ec.

Counter-CHEVRONED in Heraldry, is when a Chevron Chi'LDINGNESS [ cilo, Sax. a child] the frequent

is to divided , that colour is oppofedto meral . bearing children .

CHI'LDISH ( cildiyc, Sax.] like a child , imprident,
CHEVRONE'L [in Heraldry] is the diminu

lilly.
tive ofChevron , and as ſuch contains only one CHI'LDISHNESS [cildircney, Sax.] fimplicity, unexpe

half of the Chevron , as in the figure annexed. riencedneſs.

CHEVRONNE' } ſignifics the parting of be hieid fove- Chi'i DWIT [Sax. Law Term] a power to take a fine of

CHEVRONNY'S ral times Chevion -wile, as in the fi- one's bond woman, that has been gotten with child with

gue above.

part or

by Herod.

our
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out one's coriſent ; this was 3 s. and 4 d . in the mahour of
CHINTS , a fine Indian painted Calico,

Writtle in Ffex. A CHIP, a bit chipt off from wood.

CHI'LIAD [ xralce's, Gr.] the number of 1000 , whence CHIP [from cyppan , Sax. to buy and fell] Thews that

tables of Logarithms are alſo called chiliads. the place, to which it is added, either is or was a market

CHI'LIARCH [xınéapx O- of xonia's and a'pxºs, Gr, a town, as Chipnam , Chippenbam , & c.

governour] a commander of 1000men, a colonel. CHI'PPING [of cyppan or ceapan , Sax. to buy or ſell]
CHI'LIASTS [cbiliafte, L. of xonie's , Gr.] a feet of ſignifies the place, to the name of which it is added, to be

chriſtians called from the Latin Millenaries, who hold that or have been a market-town or place, as Chippin - Norton ,

afrer the laſt or general judgment, Chrift ſhall come and Chipping -Wicomb, &c.

reign perſonally 1000 years with his faints on the earth . CHIQUE' Cat Smyrna) a weight for weighing of goat's

Chilia'GON (xine's a thouſand, and ywria , Gr. a cor- wool , containing 500 drams or 2 okes, which is five pound

ner) a plain figure, having 1000 fides and angles. to ten ounces, ſeven drams.

CHILIODY'NAME [of xícas a thouſand , and dura pis CHIRA'GRA [ xsiegénea, of zełę a hand, and a'zga a

power or virtue, Gr.] an herb having 1000 virtues, a capture or ſeizing , the gout in the hands.

Tort of Gentian .
CHIRA'GRICAL, having the gout in the hands.

ChILIO'PHYLLON [xrasotumor, Gr. of xinas 2000 , CHIRCHEGEMO'Tel ( old Law ] a certain ecclefiafti

and Qumor, Gr. a leaf] the herb milfoil, yarrow or 1000 CIRCGEMO'TE cal court.

leaf, L. CHI'ROGRAPH
{ [ xsıpósgapor, of xsięa hand, and

CHILL 2 [of cele, Sax , cold] cold , or ſenſible of ChirO'GRAPHUM acdow to write, Gr.] a hand

CHI'LLYS cold . writing, a bond or bill of one's own hand .
CHI'LLINESS , coldneſs. CHIRO'GRAPHUM (with the Engliſ Saxons] a publick

CHILOCA'CE ( in Surgery] a canker in the mouth , fre conveyance or deed of gift.

quent in young children. Chir O'GRAPHER (in the Common Pleas] an officer

CHILONIAN [of Chilo,one of the 7 wiſe men of Greece, who engroſſes the fines acknowledged in that court.
CHILO'NICKS whoſe fentences were very ſhortja brief CHIRO'GRAPHY [xriegregeqia, Gr.] a writing under

compendious way of writing as a Chilonick ftile. one's own hand.

CHIMB , the end of a barrel, tub, dc. CHIRO'LOGY [χειρ9λογία, of χείρ a hand, and λόγος
CHIMÆRA ( xipales, Gr.) a monſter feigned to have a ſpeech , Gr.] a talking by ſigns made with the hands.

the head of a lion , the belly of a goat, and the tail of CHI'ROMANCER [ Chiromancier, F.] one who pretends

a ſerpent, alſo a mere whimley, a caſtle in the air, an to tell fortunes by the hand, or by that art which is common

idle fancy. ly called Palmiſtry.

CHIMÆ'RA (Xindlag , Gr.] a vulcano or mountain of CHIROMANCY [χειρομαντεία οf χείρ and μαντεία , Gr.]

Lycia, that vomited fire, the truth of the fable is , the top a ridiculous kind of divination , whereby they pretend to

of it being inhabited by lions, the middle abounding diſcover the conſtitution and tempers of perſons, and to

with paſtures for goats , and at the bottom by ſerpents : predi& future events by the lines, wrinkles and marks in
this gave place to the fable, that Chimæra was a monſter the hand.

that vomited Aames, had the head and breaſt of a lion, CHI'RON [of á sice twv Xespany geexatgids Tocor, 9 . d .

the belly of a goat, and the tail of a dragon ,and becauſe healing by the aſſittance of the hands] according to the
Belleropbon rendered this mountain habitable, he is ſaid to pocts was the son of Saturn and Phillyra, and they tell us,

have lain the Chimæra . Others ſay this Chimæra was a that he keeping company with Phillyra, his wife Opscame

mountain oppoſite to the fun, which cauſing reflections and ſurprized them , whereupon he transformed himſelf in

and fervid heads in the ſummer -time, being, diſperſed to a horſe ; and that Phillyra conceived hy him and brought
through the fields made the fruits wither, and that Bellero- forth a creature , whoſe upper part was a man, and the

pbon perceiving what was the cauſe of this miſchief cut lower part a horfe. This Chiron was an excellent phyſician,

away the partof the precipice that moſt of all reflected and taught Æfculapius phyfick, Apollo mufick, and Hercules

Pliny ſays the fire thereof would kindle with water, and be aſtronomy, This ſeems to be Chiron, that dwelling in

extinguiſhed by nothing but earth or dung. mount Pelius, is ſaid to have excelled all mortals in juſtice,

CHIM E'RICAL , pertaining to ſuch a chimera, imaginary, and to whom Hercules came for love's fake, and converſing

that has no ground of truth . in his cave, worshipped Pan ; and he was the only one of

CHIME'RIC ALNESS [of chimerique, F. of chimera, the Centaurs that he did not ſay, but heard with attention,

L. XIHOLOGI, Gr.] imaginarineſs, whimſicalneſs, as Antefthenes Socraticus writes in his Hercules : and when

CHIME (prob. of gamme, F] a tune ſet upon bells or theſe had lived together ſome time , an arrow falling out of

in a clock ; a kind of periodical muſick , producedat cer- Hercules's quiver upon the Centaur's foot wounded it, and

tain ſeaſons of the day, by a particular apparatus added to he afterwards died, and becauſe of his piery , and alſo this
a clock .

misfortune, by the beneficence of Jupiter, he was place

TOCHIME , to ring a tune by the ſpring of a mecha- amongthe gods. He has a little beaſt in his right hand,
nical clock. near the little altar, that he ſeems to have a mind to ſacrifice,
CHIMIN , ſee Chemin .

and this is a ſtrong argument of his piery,
CHI'MINAGE (of chemin, F. a way) a toll paid for paf- CHIRONES [of xupis, Gr. the hands] a ſort of wheals

ſage, through a foreſt, old law. ariſing in the palms of the hands, the ſame as Sirones.

ChI'MMAR / a kind of veſtment without ſleeves, worn CHIRONIA Vitis ( Botany] the wild or black vine briony,

SIMAR s by biſhops between their gown and their

rochet. CHIRONION , the herb centaury .

CHI'MNY [caminus, L. whence cheminée, F.] a fire- CHIRONIUM Ulcus, a boil or fore, which comes eſpe.

hearth , funnel, Sc. for the conveyance of ſmoak . cially on the thighs and feet, ſo named becauſe it has need

CHE'M NY-Money, an impoſition or tax of 2 s. per annum , of ſuch an one as Chiron to cure it

formerly laid upon every fire -hearth, ayoc. CHIRO'NOMY [cbitonomia, L.of Xtlegrouíd, of zeię the

CHIN (kinn, Teut. whence cinne, Sax.] the lower part hand, and vómos law , Gr.] a geſture with the hand either
of the face. in orators or dancers, &c.

CHIN Scab, a ſcabby diſeaſe in ſheep, the ſame that is by Chiro'THESY [ cbirotbeſia, L. of xsegi hold , Gr.] a

ſhepherds called the dartars. laying on of the hands.

China Ware, a ſort of fine earthen ware made in China , 'CHIROTONI'A ( xulegtoria, Gr.] the impoſition of hands

a part of the Eap - Indies. See Porcelain , in conferring any prieſtly orders.

CHINA Root, a medicinal root, brought to us from both To CHIRP (prob. formed from the likeneſs of the

the Indies. ſound ] to make a noiſe as birds do.

CHINCH , a ſort of infeet ; a bug. CHI'RPING Cup [i.e. acheering-cup] a cup of good liquor,
CHINE ( Echine] the back -bone or ridge of the back of CHIRRICHOTE, a word uſed by the Spaniards in deri

a horſe.
ſion of the French, who pronounce chirri for kyry.

To CHINE a beaf ( Echiner, F.] to cut him down quite CHIRURGEON [xeiçã7, Gr.] one who practiſes the

through the back -bone. art of chirurgery.

A CHINE of Pork, a certain joint. CHIRUR'GERY [ refifupid , of xeię a hand , and ögzor

CHINE-Couglo [prob. ofkin-khoet, Du .] a violent work, Gr.) is the third branch of the curative part

CHIN -Coughs § cough to which young children are dicine, and teaches how ſundry degrees ofthe body of
incident. man may be cured by manual operation. It is by fome

CHINK ( cinc, Sax ] a chink in a wall , board , & c. divided into 5 parts : 1. Synthefos, a ſetting together of

To CHINK , to make a noiſeasmoney or piecesof any things that are ſeparated. 2. Dixrefis, a ſeparating of things
metal do when taken . Рp

tha
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that were continued before. 3. Diortbefis, a corre&ting of CHO'LERA Morbus, a diſeaſe in the ſtomach and guts;

things ſqueezed together. 4. Exerefis, a taking away of whereby the dregs of that humour are voided in great
what is fuperfluous. 5. Anaplerofis a filling up that which abundance both upwards and downwards

was deficient ; it is vulgarly pronounced and writren Surgery. CHO'LERICK, abounding with choler ; alſo haſty,

CHIRU'RGICAL [cbirurgicus, L.] pertaining to the art paffionate, prone to anger.

of Surgery. CHO'LER!CKNESS (of cholericus, L. Konk@z; Gr.] pal

CHI'SEL 2 [ Ciſello, Ital . Ciſeau , F. prob . of ſcindere fionateneſs, being troubled with choler.

CHI'ZZELS to cut, q . fcifellum ] a tool uſed by car- CHO'LICK, fee cholick .

penters for cutting and ripping. CHO'MER ' 110117, Heb .] a meaſure containing 75

To Chit (with Husbandmen ) ſpoken of ſeed , which is CHO'RUS 3 wine gallons.

ſaid to chit, when it firſt of all ſhoots its ſmall root into CHONDRI'LLA [xandemy , Gr .] ruſh or gum fuccory ,

the earth .
wild endive ,

A Chit (prob. either of cito, Ital. a little boy, or of CHO'NDRIS [in Botang] the herb falſe or baſtard dittany.

kitten , a young cat] a little Iniveling boy or girl ; alſo CHONDROGLO'SSUM (with ſome Anatomifts] a very

a freckle. ſmall pair of mufcles of the tongue.

A CHIT Lark , a bird . CAO'NDROS [ códsos , Gr.] a grain , as of falt, fran

CHI'ITEFACE ( either of cbiche, F.meagre , or cbiche- kincenſe, & c.
face, Chaucer) a meagre, ftarveling child , a puny child CHONDROS (with Anatomis] a cartilage or griſtle, the
with a little face. moft earthy and folid part of the body, next to a bone.

CHI'TTERLINGS (prob. for Shitterlings, becauſe the CHONDROSY'NDESMOS [2.98 egguidnopos, Gr.] a carti

excrements are contained in them , or of kutteln , Teut. laginous ligament, orthe joining ofbonestogether by means

the inwards] hogs guts dieſted for eating ; alſo a ſort of of a cartilage or griſtle.

pudding or ſaulage. To CH00 F of choifir, F. or ceoyan, Sax.] to make

CHIVALRY ( Chevalierie, F.] knighthood, horſeman- choice of,to felečt, to pick out.
Mip, valour, as Deeds of Chivalry, e. mighty feats of To Chop comper, F. prob. of xóttw, Gr. to cut] to

arnis, norable exploits . cut , to cut ſmall or mince.

ChI'VALRY (in a Law Senſe] a particular tenure or To Chop ( prob. of koopen , Du. to buy] to make an

manner of holding lands, by which the tenant is obliged to exchange, barter or truck .

perform fome noble or military office to his lord ; a tenure A CHOP, a cut , alſo a cutting of a loin of mutton.

by knights ſervice. Chop-Church [Old Law term ) an exchanging of bene

Chi'y es ? [with Botanifts] the fine threads of flowers, fices or churches between 2 parfons.

CHEVESS or the little knobs, which grow on the A CH1o'pin , a meaſure that contains a pint Winchefter

tops of thoſe threads. meaſure.

CHI'VES (cives, F.] a ſort of ſmall onions, CHO'PPINGs , a ſort of Venetian ſoos with very high

Chi'v Es tipt with Pendants ( Botany is when the horn heels.

or thread of a Hower has a ſeed hanging and haking at A CHOPPING Boy (either q .a ſtout boy, 9.d. a boy fit

the point of it, as in tulips, C. to be ſold for ſervice) a luſty boy.

CHI'VETS (with Botaniſts the ſmall parts of the roots CHO'KAL choral.s , L.) pertaining to the choir of a

of plants , by which they are propagated. church ; as a chor al vicar, i. e. one who is admitted to fit

CHLEUASMUS [of Xayvosen Gr. to jeer) a laughing in the choir and ſerve God.

to fcorn , a mocking, a jeering or ſcoffing , a rhetorical Chord [cborda, L. of topdi, Gr ] a right

figure uſed to that purpoſe. line in Geometry, which joins the 2 ends of
CHLORI'TIS [xwgitis, Gr.] a precious ſtone green as any arch of a circle, otherwiſe called a ſub aα

graſs. tenſe, or it is one right line that cuts a circle

CHLORO'SIS [.wooths of xnweisw , to appear green] into 2 parts as in the figure.

the green-fickneſs, a difeaſe in young girls, which ſeems CHORDA [ Xópsu , G7.] a bowel, a gut; alſo the ſtring

to be a kind of phlegmatick dropſy , proceeding from a of a muſical inſtrument made of a gut.

ſtoppage of the Menſes, and a want of fermentation in the CH O'R DA (with Anat.) a tendon or nerve, alſo a pain

blood. ful extenſion of the Penis, when its head is drawn towards

CHOA'NE [of yodéru, Gr. a funnel] a kind of tunnel the Perinæum .
in the baſis of the brain , by which the ſerous excrements CHORDA membrane tympani (with Anat.] a nerve that

are brought down from the ventricles to the primary glan- comes from the third branch of the fifth pair, and is ex
dule ; alſo the pelvisor baſon of the reins. tended above the membrane of the Tympanum or drum of

CHOA'SPITES [of Lodon iTys , Gr.] a precious ſtone ofa the ear , L.

green colour, that glitters like gold. CHORDA'Psus [xoşdayos, Gr.) griping or wringing

To Chock to give a perfon a light touch with the pains of the ſmall guts ; ſo that they being twiſted, or

To CHUCKS fingers under the chin , as a token of their periſtaltick or worm-like motion being inverted , 'the
kindneſs ; alſo to play at pitching money, Sc. into a ordure is thrown up at the mouth only. This diſtemper is

hole. alſo called by the names of Ileus, Iliaca Pafio, Volvulus

Cho'COLATE , a drink made of the Indian Cocoa -nut. and Miſerere mei.

CHOE'R AS [of xoipo , Gr. a hog] the Struma, lo CHO'RDATA Gonorrhæa (with Surgeons) a malady, v hen,

named becauſe hogs are fubje &t to that diſtemper. together with the effuſion of the Semen , the Urethra or

Choe'nix (of zoiut, Gr.] a meafure in uſe among the urinary paſſage is bent like a bow with pain, L.

ancients , containing 2 fextaries or 3 Englip pints. CHORD E'E [in Surgery] an inflammation and contra &ti

Choice [choix , F.] ele&tion , the act of chooſing ; ' alfo on of the franum of the Penis or yard , that holds the

rare, choſen out from others.
glands downwards, and prevents erection without pain.

CHOI'CENESS [of choix, F.] rareneſs, excellency . CHOR E'A San &ti Viti [i . e. St. Vitus's dance] ſo called

Choi'r [ cborus, L. of zopos, Gr.] the quire of a church, becauſe this frenzy often ſeized on thoſe people that uſed

that place where divine ſervice is ſaid or ſung. annually to pay a viſit to the chapel of St. Vitus, near the

To CHOKE (ceocan, prob. of ceoca, Sax. the cheek- city of Ulm in Sweden ; a ſort of madneſs which anciently

bone, becauſe the halter is fixed under the cheek-bone of was very common among ſome people, thoſe who were af

criminals] to ſtop the breath , to ſtop up, to ftiflc or ſtrangle. fe &ted with it ran up and down dancing night and day till

CHOK E -Pear, a rough taſted pear ; allo [in a figurative they died , if they were not hindered hy torce.

Senſe] a ſhock or rub in ones way, CHOR EPI'scopi [of xác the country , and TÍOXOF

CHO'LAGOGUES [ cholagoga, L. Xonarenos of xoni, a biſhop] rural bifhops anciently appointed by the prime

choler and czw , Gr. to draw ) ſuch medicines as purge the dioceſan .

bile or choler, and diſcharge it downwards. CHOR E'US [zopka, Gr.] a foot in Greek or Latin verſe ,

CHOLE'DOCHUS Ductus [of Xoan bile , and sizonicu, conſiſting of 3 ſhort ſyllables, or elle of 2 Tyllables, the one

Gr. to receive] is the uniting of the du &tus bilarius with ſhort, the other long.

the ductus cyficus into one paffage ; this paffage goes ob- CHORIA'MBICK [of xopíauba , Gr. ] a foot in verſe

liquely to the lower end of the gut duodenum , and conveys conſiſting of 4 ſyllables, two long at each end, and two

the gall to thoſe parts. Short in the middle, as Ebrietas.

CHO'LER [ cholera, L. of xonécem, Gr ] a hot and dry , CH O'RION I hojov, Gr.] the outmoſt membrane or skin

yellow humour, contained in the gall bladder, which is that covers the fælus or child in the womb, being pretty

very uſeful in the fermentation of the juice called chyle, thick and ſmooth within , but rough on the outlide, where

and bringing it to perfection. the placenta ſticks.

CH ARISTER
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CHO'RISTER [chorifia, L.) a ſinging man ör boy in a CHRYSTI'COLİST [ chrifticola, L. ] a worſhipper of

cathedral , a querifter. Chri , a chriſtian .

Cho'ro ? Lin Mufick Books] is when all the ſeveral Chris'TOPHORI'ANA (with Botanifs] the herb Saint

CHO'RUS § parts of a piece of muſick are performed Christopher.

together, which is commonly at the concluſion. CHRISTO'LYTES [of xpiso and 2. to reſolve, Gr. ]

CHOROBATES [of Xoegßae'rsır, Gr. to over-run a coun. Hereticks, ſo called from their deſtroying Chriſt, by main

try ] a level uſed by the ancients with a double ſquare in taining that he defcended into hell body and ſoul, and
the form of a T. that he left both there, aſcending to heaven with his divi

CHORO'GRAPHER [ Chorographus, L. of x egrecoeus, nity alone.

Gr.] a deſcriber of countries. CHRO'MA [xpcôpid , Gr.] colour.

CHOROG RA'PHICAL [ Of Xpercupid, Gr.) according to CHROMA [in Mufick ] a graceful way of ſinging with
the art of chorography, i, e. the deſcription of countries. quavers and trilloes.

CHOROGRA'PHICALLY [of xópo, a country, and resou CHROMA (with Rhetoricians] a colour, ſet off or fair

to deſcribe according to the art of chorography. pretence.

CHORO'GRAPHY [X00972geçic ,Gr.) a part of geography CHROMA'TICK [of xew patixos,Gr.] whoſe colournever

which treatsof the description of particular countries, or alters, that never bluſhes ; alfo delightful, pleaſant. [In
of one country or province. Mufick] which conſiſts in keeping the intervals cloſe , ſo as

CHOKOIDES Plexus (of xbecoy, and a dos form , Gr .] to make the melody the ſofterand ſweeter.

the folding of the carotid artery in the brain, in which is CHROMA'TICK'S [chromatica, L.] a delightful and

the glandula pinealis ; alſo the sea tunica, which makes pleaſant ſort of muſick.

the apple of the eye. CHROMATISM [ Xewa'tioNG', Gr .] the natural colour

CHO'RUS [ xópos, Gr.] the company of ſingers and and tin &ture of any thing.

dancers in a ſtage-play , or of perſons ſinging together in CHROMATISM [with Phyſicians] the natural tin& ture
confort ; a choir or quire. or colour of the blood, ſpittle, urine , &c.

Chose in action [Law Term ] a thing that has not a CHRO'NICAL [chronicus, L. of Xeguixos, Gr . ] of or

body ; being only a right ; as an annuity, a covenant, a pertaining to time, or that is of long continuance.

bond, EC. Choſe in actionmay allo be called Choſe in ſuſpence, CHRO'NICAL Diſeaſes (with Phyſicians) are ſuch dif

as having no real exiſtence , and not being properly in pof- tempers as do not come prefently to a height; but come
feflion. at certain times by fits, but in which the patient lingers

CHOSE local [ Law Term] a thing fixed to a place, on and continues many years, as the Gout, Stone, Dropſy, &c.

as a mill , Esc. CHRO'NICALNBSS (of chronicus, L. chronique, F. of

Chos e tranſitory [Law Term , this is likewiſe called Xeyro , Gr. time] being of long continuance.
Choſe in ſuſpence, as having no real exiſtence, and not CHRO'NICLE [chronicon , L.of Xeguixor, Gr.] a hiſtory

being properly in poſſeſſion ] a thing that is moveable, or according to the order of times, or of things done from

be carriedfrom one place to another. time to time.

CHOUGH , a kind of crow or jack- daw. To CHRONICLE [chroniquer, F.] to write or enter down

To CHOUSE ? [ prob. of gaufter, F.to illude] to cheat, in ſuch an hiſtory.

To CHOWSE S "to cozen , to defraud, trick , & c. CHRO'NICLER, a writer of chronicles.
A CHOUSE ? a cheat, ſham or trick, alſo a filly fel- CHRONICLES (x povixa' of xpóvos, Gr. time) the name

A CHOWSE S low, who may eaſily be impoſed upon, of two books in theOld Teftament.
a mere bubble . CHRO'NODIX [xpáros and Seluruut, Gr. to fhew ] a

CHRISM [chriſma, L. of xeloud, Gr. an unguent] a ſort of dial or inſtrument to ſhew the paſſingaway of time.

compoſition of oil and balſam conſecrated by a popiſh bi- CHRO'NOGRAM [xpóros time, and ypaupe, Gr. a letter ]

ſhop, to be uſed in the ceremonies of baptiſm ,confirma- a ſort of verſe in which the figurative letters being joined

tiori, extreme unction , coronations, egoc. together, make up the year of our Lord.

CHRISMA'LE [ Old Rec.] a chriſom cloth laid over the CHRONOLOGER [chronologus, L. of porobyos, Gr. ]

face of a child at baptiſm . CHRONOLOGISTS one skilled in, or a writer ofchro

CHRI'SMATIS denarii, chriſom -pence , money paid to nology.
a biſhop by the pariſh clergy for their chriſm , which is con- CHRONOLO'GICAL [ chronologicus, L.] pertaining to

ſecrated at Eafter for the year enſuing, L:
chronology.

CHRI'S MATORY, a veſſel in which the chriſm is kept. CHRONOLO'GICALLY
[of Xpóros time, and aizw to fay]

Chri'som [of xeioped , Gr.] an un &tion of infants, an according to chronology.

ancient cuſtom of anointing children as ſoon as they were CHRONOLO'GICKS [ chronologica, L ] books which treat

born , with ſome aromatick unguents , and putting on their of chronology

heads a cloth daw bed with it , this was worn till they ac- CHRONOLOGY [ chronologia, L. of : P01caogid , of xpó

counted them ſtrong enough to endurebaptiſm ,which being Vos and rózos a word , & c.] the art of computing time

performed , it was left off. Hence in the Bills of Mortality from the creation of the world for hiſtorical ufes, and pre

ſuch infants who die before baptiſm are called chriſoms. ſerving an account of remarkable tranſactions, ſo as to dare

CHRI'SOM the face-cloth or piece of linen, truly the beginnings and ends of the reigns of princes, the

CHRYSOM CLOTHS laid upon the head of achild revolutions ofkingdoms andempires,ſignal bat:cls, Co.
that was newly baptized , which of old time was a cuſto- CHRONO'METRUM [xpotos and márpos, Gr.] the fame

mary due to the prieit of thepariſh. as a pendulum to meaſure time with.

Curi's Om Calf, a calf killed before it is a month old . CHRONO'SCOPE [of xpóros time, and oxózos a mark]

CH PIST (XPIETOs, Gr. i . e. anointed ] the proper name the ſame as a pendulum to meaſure time.

of the ever bleſſed Redeemer of the world. CHRY'SALIS (with Naturalifs] properly the ſame as

To CHRI'STEX (chiranian, Sax.] to baptize a perſon, Aurelia, the ſame as the Nympha of butterflies and moths.

to enter into the communion of the chriſtian church CHRYSA'R GYRUM [ of xuecos and a grupos, filver] a

CHRISTIAN (Chriſtianus, L. xeislaròs, Gr.] one who tribute anciently levied on courteſans, & c.

profeſſes the chriſtian religion. CHRYSANTHEMUM [ xpuodu Mov Gr .] a plant ha

A CHRIS'TIAN Name, the name which is given to a ving ſhining yellow flowers, crow -foot or gold knaps.

perſon in baptiſin.
CHRYSELE'CTRUM [of xpuo's and magnetpor, Gr. am

CHRISTIAN, adj. of or pertaining to chriſtianity. ber) amber of a goldenor yellow colour.

CHRISTIANISM [chriſtianiſme, F. cbriftianitas, L.] CHRY'SEUS xpuasi , Gr.] a ſort of comet.

CHRISTIA'NITYS the do & trine principles and religi- CHRY'SITIS (xsvoitis, Gr.] gold foam , the foam that

on of chriſtians. ariſes from refinedlead, being of a yellow colour like gold.
CHRISTIANITA'tis Curia [Old Law Term ] the court CHRYSITIS, the herb Milfoil or Yarrow, L.

chriſtian , or eccleſiaſtical menature, in oppoſition to the CHRYSOB ERI'LLUS [ xpucòs and Bupirao, Gr.) a fort

civil court or lay tribunal, alſo ſtiled Curia domini regis. of chryſtal ſtone that ſhines like gold.

CHRI'STENDOM [q. d . Chriſti Domini, L. i.e. the ChrysO'KARPUM [ xpvoóractor, Gr.] a kind of Ivy,

empire or dominion of Chrift]allthoſe countries through whoſe berries are of a golden colour.
out the world where the chriſtian religion is profeſſed . CHRYSOCERAU'Nius pulvis (with Chymifs] a pow

CHRIST's - Thorn a plant that flouriſhes about Chrift- der made of gold, the ſame as Pulvis fulminans.

CHRIST's- Wort 3 maſs. CHRYSoco'LLA [of χρυσοκόλλα, of χρυσός, and κόλλα;

CHRI'STMASS [ 9. d. cbrifti Miſa i. e. the maſs of Gr. ] gold folder, a mineral like a pumice ſtone, found in

Chrift] a feſtival celebrated on the 25th day of December, copper, gold and ſilver mines ; one fort of which is called

in commemoration of the birth of Chrift, Borax , and uſed for foldering gold.
CHARY
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court.

of topaz.

pana

CHRYSO'COME [of xsvoo; and xópu, Gr, the hair) the the parishioners, and to preſent ſuch perſons as coinmit of

herb Milfoil . fences, appertaining to the jurisdiction of the ccclcfiaitica!

CHRYSOLA'CHANUS [xpuoonc xavor, Gr.] a kind of

Orach . CHURL [capl or ceopl a clown , Sax.] an ill -natured,

CHR YSO'LAMPIS [ levoónapnis, Gr.] a precious ſtone, morote, filly, ſelfish perſon , a coverous perſon ; with
which ſhines by night like a fire, but looks pale by day. our Saxon anceſtors, a free tenant at will.

CHRYS O’LITHES [xsuoón .96 , Gr.] a precious ſtone CHU'RLISH [ceonliYc, Sax .] clowniſh , ill-natured ,

of a traniparentgold colour with green ; a chryſolite . ſurly

CHRYSOPOEIA [of χρυσός and ποιέω , Gr. to make] CHU'R LISHNESS (cypliycnerye, Sax.] furlineſs, ill

the art of making gold .
naturedness.

CHRYSO'PRASUS [ Xpvoor paoa , of xpuoos and apa- To CHURN (cennan, sax.] to agitate milk in a churn ,

oor, Gr. a leek ] a precious ſtone of a green colour, yield- in order to make butter.

ing a golden luſtre. A CHURN (cejiene , Sax.] a veſſel wherein butter is

CHRYSO'PTERUS [ of xpuoos and also, Gr .] a kind made.

Churr Worm, [of cýpran, Sax. to turn] an infe &t

CHRYSO'SPASTUS [xfvobota505,Gr.] a precious ſtone, that turns about nimbly.

ſprinkled as it were with gold land . CHYLE (with Naturalifts] is a white juice in the ſtomach

CHRY SO'SPERMON [xpuoóstagê xsusbotiquor, Gr.] and bowels,which proceeds from a light and eaſy ditlolu
the herb Semper vivum , L.

CHRYSO'spis [of ploos and 64, Gr.] a precious ſtone and fermenting with the gall and pancreatick juice, firſt

like gold. paſſesthe latteal Veins, & c. and at Taft is incorporated with

CHRYSOSPE'R ME [of xpuoós gold, and origuide, Gr, the blood.

the feed ] the feed of gold. CHYLIFA'CTOUS [of chyle and facio, L.] cauſing

CHRYSO'kchis (with Phyſicians] an abſconding of the chylification.
teſticles in the belly . CHYLIFICA'TION, the action or faculty of changing

CHRYSO'THALES [Botany] the leſſer ſort of wall pen- the food into chyle.

ny-royal , penny -wort, CHY Lo'sis ( in Phyfick] the action whereby the ali

CHRYSTAL"; fee cryſtal. ment is converted into chyle or chyme in the ſtomach.

CHRYSTAL (in Heraldry] is in blazonry by precious CHYME [xvui, Gr.] an annual piece , the fame as

ſtones fometimes allow'd a place among them , thoʻit is chyle, though ſome diftinguiſh between chyle and chyme,
not properly one ; and is uſed inſtead of argent or ſilver, and reſtrain chyme to the maſs of food while in the ftomach,

and moſt frequently pearl. before it is ſufficiently comminuted and liquefied to pals

Chrysu'ica (of xpuoós gold , and 'xxw to draw , Gr.] the Pylorus into the Duodenum, and from thence into the

a water with which refiners waſh gold off when mixed with lacteals to be further dilated and impregnated with the

other metals ; Aqua fortis; alſo a chymical liquor which creatick juice, where it becomes chyle.
diffolves gold . CHYME'R E, a kind of coat or jacket ; alſo a herald's

CHUB [cob, Sax.] a jolt - head, a great-headed , chub- coat of arms.
chcek'd fellow . CHY'MIA [of uw to melt , Gr.] is a reſolution of mixt

CHUB, a ſort of fiſh that has a great head . bodies into their elements ; and again ,when it can be done,
CHU'BBEDNESS [of cob, Sax.) the having full cheeks. coagulation or redintegration of the same elements into the

TO CHUCK [prob. of ceocan , Sax.] to ſtroke under the bodies, which they conſtituted before ; there are 2 parts
of

chin ; alſo to cry like a partridge . it, ſolution and coagulation ; by the addition of the Arabick

To Chuckle, to burſt out ſevery now and then into particle al, it is called Alchymy.

laughter , to laugh by turns. [of xúce of w , Gr ] medicines

Ĉuvekle bead a noiſy, rattling, empty fellow. CHYMICA’LIM S prepared by @ymas, to be taken
in a leſs or more grateful quantity:

A CHUFF, a clowniſh fellow . CHY'MICAL [chymicus, L.] of or pertaining to Chy

CHU'FFY, rough , clowniſh , rude. miſtry.

CHU'FFIN ESS, clowniſhneſs, Turlineſs. CHYMICAL Flowers, the ſubtiler parts of bodies fepa

CHUM , a chamber-fellow to a ſtudent at the univerſity. rated from the more grofs by ſublimation in a dry form .

CHUMP, a thick, Tort block or piece of wood. CHY'MIST [ chymicus, L. chemiſe, Fr.] one that practiſes

CHURCH [kerche, Teut, còpic , Sax. of nuplans , Gr. ſc. or is verſed in the art of Chymifiry.

oxic] a temple built and conſecrated to thehonour ofGod , CHY'MISTRY [xupia of Kumos, Gr . a juice or the purer

ſet apart for divineworſhip ; alſo a particular aſſembly , or ſubſtance of a mixed body, or, as ſome will have it, from

congregation ofchriſtian people under the care ofa minifter. xúeir, Gr. to melt) an art which teaches how to ſeparate

CHURCH Militant, the aſſemblies of the faithful through- the different ſubſtances that are found in mixt bodies ; as
out the earth . animals, plants, metals or minerals, and to reduce them to

CHURCH Triumphant, the church or company of the their fiſt principles.

faithful already in glory. CHY'MOSIS į [of xaivo , Gr. to gape) a diſtortion or

Greek CHURCHES ? the churches of all thoſe coun- CHE'MOSIS Š drawing awry of the eye- lidscauſed by

Eaftern CHURCHES S tries formerly ſubject to the inflammation ; alſo an inflammation in the tunica cornex

Greek or Eaflern empire.

Latin or Weftern CHURCHES, comprehends all the CHYMOSIS , the art of preparing or making Ckyme, or

churches of France, Spain, Italy, Africa , the North, and all the ſecond conco &tion made in the body:

other churches wherethe Latins carried their language. CHYMUS [xvuos, Gr. ] any kind of juice, but eſpecial

CHURCH [in Architecture] a large building, extended in ly that of meat, after the ſecond digeſtion, which, being

length with nave , choir , illes, ſteeple, belfroy, &c. mixed with the blood, runneth through the veins, and

Catbolick CHURCH , the whole body of the faithful repairs the waſte of every part.

throughout the whole world , of which Chriſt is head. Ciaco'n A (in Mufick Books ] a chacoon, a particular kind

Simple CHURCH, one which has only a nave and a choir, of air always in triple time, containing a great variety of
with iſles; that which has a row of porticoes in form , with humour, contrived to a baſs in 8 bars , play'd ſeveral times
vaulted galleries, and has a chapel in its pourtour. Over ; but not ſo confined as the baſs of a ground is allow

CHURCH in a Greek croſs, one the length of whoſe croſs ed to vary every time, to humour the triple, and ſometimes

is equal to that of the nave, in which form moſt of the to imitate it. Theſe airs are commonly play'd in a brisk,

Greek croſſes are built. lively manner.

CHURCHESSET ? [q. d. churches ſeed ] a certain mea- CIBA'RIOUS [cibarius, L.] pertaining to meet or food.

CHURCH - SCOT S fure, of which anciently every CiBo'l ( ciboule, F.] a kind of ſmall degenerate onion.

man ought to give to the church on St. Martin's day. CIBOULE'I , a young cibol.
CHURCH Service, the common -prayer, colle&ts, Bc. CICATRICE [cicatrix, L.) a ſcar, ſeam or mark , re

uſed in the church . maining after a great wound or ulcer is healed.

CHURCH Service, was firſt ſung in Engliſh in the time CICATRICO'S E cicatriceſus, L ] full of, or having many

of king Edw . VI. in the year 1548 , who purſuing the re- ſcars.

formation his father had begun, commanded it ſo to be. CICATRI'SIVE [with Phyſicians] deſiccative, and tend

CHURCH -Wardens, officers annually choſen by the mi- ing to form a cicatrix.
niſters and veftry , to take care of the church, church -yard, CICATRICULA [with Naturalifis] a little ſcar, a ſmall

parith accounts, Egc. to take notice of the behaviour of whitiſh ſpeck in the coat of a yolk
of ess where the
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to it.

firſt changes towards the formation of the chick appears in the figure of a femicircie drawn from a ſpace between the

a hatched egg, and is commonly called the treddle .
fore finger and middle finger to the ſpace between the

CI'CATRIX (with Surgeons] á ſcar of a wound, middle finger and ring finger.

CICATRISANTIA [with Surgeons] ſuch things as by CI'NNABAR , red lead , a kind of Mineral ; allo vermi

drying, binding and contra &ting, fill up ulcers with fleſh lion ; a mineral conſiſting of Mercury and Sulphur.
and cover them with a skin . CINNABAR (in Cbymical Writing;] is
To CICATRIZE [cicatricare, L. ciiatriſer, F.] to cloſe expreſſed by theſe characters.

up a wound , to bring it to an eſcar. CINNABAR Native, is a mineral, which , while it is in
Ci'cELY or ſweet Cicely [with Botaniøs] an herb. the lump, is of a brownish colour ; but when pulverized,

Ci'cer ? (in Botany) a ſort of pulle like chichlings ; is of a very high red colour, and called Vermilion.
CI'CERAS chiches or vetches, L. CINNABAKArtificial (with Chymifts] is a Compoſition
CICERA Tartari, pills made of turpentine and cream of of brimſtone and quick -lilver ſublimed together.

tartar , L. CINNABAR of Antimony, a mixture of equal parts of

CICERBI'TA , a plant, a ſort of low -thiſtle, L. powdered antimony and ſublimate corroſive chymically

CICERONIAN Stile, an eloquent, pure , rhetorical ftile prepared .

or manner of expreſſion, ſuch as Cicero the Roman ora- CI'NNAMON [ 1022 , Heb. xivxo'jwpor,Gr.cinnamomum ,L.]

tor uſed.
a ſpice, the ſecond bark of a tree growing in ſome iſlands

CICH , a ſort of pulſe called Cich - peas. near China .

CI'CHLINGS , little ciches. CINQUAI'N [Military Term ) is an ancient order of bat

CI'CHORY { [ sichorza , L. Xixucsov, Gr .] wild En- tle, by drawing up five battalionsſo as to make eight lines,
Su'ccORY S dive.

viz. van, main body and rear in manner following, the 2d
To CI'CURATE [cicuratum , L.] to make tame. and 4th battalions form the van , the iſt and sth the main

CICU'TA, an herb much like our hemlock . body, and the zd the rear guard or body of reſerve, F.
CICUTARIA, common hemlock, cow-weed or cicely , CI'NQUE , the number of 5 on dice, F.

Civ , a valiant man , a great captain . CINQUE foil, five-leaved graſs, F.

Ci'der [cidre, F.] a wine or diink made of apples. CINQUEFOILs ( in lleraldry] are five- leaved graſs, and

CI'DERIST , one who deals in or manages cider. ſignify Vert or Green.

CI'D ERKIN, a liquor made of the groſs matter or cores CINQUE PORT , a ſort of fiſhing net, ſo named from

of apples, after the cider is preſled out. the five entrances into it ; being very convenient to be us’d
Cida'r is , a cap of ſtate uſed among the ancient Perſians. in any river or pond of ſwift or ſtanding water.

CIL F'rie (with Archite &ts] drapery work on pillars like Cinque Ports, five remarkable havens lying on the eaſt

the tops of leaves.
parts of England and oppoſite to France, viz .Dover, Haptings,

C'LIA ( Anatomy] the eye -brows or eye- lids, L. Hitbe, Romney and Sandwich, to which are added as appen

CILIA'R E ligamentum { [with Anatomiſts] a colle&tion dages, Rye and Winchelſea. They are under the juriſdi&tion

CILIA'RIS Proceſus S of finall , ſlender filaments or ofthe conttable of Dover caſtle. William the Conqueror

threads, that take riſe from the inner part of the tunica uvea firſt eſtabliſhed theſe for the ſecurity of the coaſt, and the

ofthe eye, and run thence towards the bunching out part inhabitants of them have many immunities and privileges ;

of the cryſtalline humour, which they compaſs in and join as that they are exempted from paying ſubſidies ; law -luits

are try'd within their own liberties ; their mayors and ba

CILICIAN [of cilicium , L.] of or pertaining to hair- rons carry the canopy over a king , Esc. at coronations ;
cloth .

and are placed at a table on the King's right hand, for
CILIUM [in Anatomy] the eye-lid , properly the utmoſt the greater dignity .

edge of it, out of which the hairs grow.
Lord Warden of CinQUE PORTS , a governour of thoſe

CI'MA (with Architects]a moulding ſomething like an S , havens, who has the authority of an admiral among them,
what is now called an 0. G. and iſſues out writs in his own name.

CIMA'TIUM2 [with Architects] an O. G with the hol- Ci'on [ Scion, F.] the ſame as the Uvula or little fleſhy

CIMA'TUMS low downwards, part of the ornament cover of the orifice of the windpipe.

of the Dorick Capital ; it ſtands juſt above the ſquare, or Cion (with Gardeners ] a young ſprout, ſprig or ſucker.

hath a fillet over it.
CI'PEROUS, a kind of bulruth .

CIME’LIARCH [revennic'exus, Gr.] the chief keeper of Ci'PHER [cipbra, L. chifre, F. of 17703, Heb . a num

plate, veſtments, &c. belonging to a church ; a church- ber ] exprefs'd thus ( 0 ), a note or character which fig
warden.

nifies nothing of itſelf, yet being ſet afer any other figures
CIMELIA_RCHY [ cimeliarobium, L. xe Mata extoy, Gr.7 it increaſes their value by tens.

a jewel-houſe ; alſo a veftry in a church. To Ci'pher , to number or caſt up accounts.
CIMICA'RIA (with Botaniſts] the harb flee -bane, İ . Ciphers , flouriſhes of letters compriſinga perſon's name

Ci'meter , a crooked ſword in uſe among the Turks. or ſome ſhort ſentence ; alſo a ſecret character agreed on

CimmE'RIAN , obſcure, dark , that ſees no fun , ſo cal- between two perſons for the writing of letters to give in

led from the Cimmerii a people in Scythia, fo invironed telligence, ecc.

with hills and woods and thick clouds , that the fun never Cipher (with a ſingle Key ] is one in which the ſame

penetrated to them ; whence comes the proverb Cimmerian character is conſtantly uſed to expreſs the ſame word or
darkneſs, i. e . great obſcurity. letter.

CINA { the ſame as Quinquina or the Jeſuits bark. CIPHER [with a double Key] is one in which the alpha
CIN #

bet or key is changed in each line or each word , and

CARA } (xırácı,Gr.]the artichoke, I. wherein are inſerted characters of no ſignificancy to amuſe

or perplex the meaning.
CINCATER ? [quinquaginta, L.] a man Ci'ppus (with Architects] a pillar with an inſcription or
CINQUA'TerSofa grave- ſtone, L.
CI'NCTURE [cin &tura , L.) a girdle or girding.

Ci'ppus (with Antiquaries) a little, low column ere &ted
CINCTURE [in Architecture ] a ring , liſt or orlo at the in great roads or other places with an inſcription to direct

top and bottom of a column , dividing the haft at one end the way to travellers, or to preſerve the memory of fome
from the baſe , and at the bottom from the capital , thing remarkable.

CI'NDER [Singer, Sax. cineres, L.] embers or burnt CIPPUs [in Antiquity ] a wooden inftrument wherewith

coals. criminals and flaves were puniſhed.
CINEFA'CTION ? [with Chymifts] a reducing into , or Ci'rce [according to the Poets] the daughter of Sol and
CINERA'TION S burning to afhes.

Perſis, and very skilful in the nature of herbs. A famous
CINEREs claviculati [in Chemiſtry ] afhes made of tartar, wirch whom the poets often make mention of, who having

or the lees of wine burnt.
poiſoned her husband the King of Sarmate, was therefore

CINERI'TIA , the ſame as cineritious ſubſtance. baniſhed by her ſubjects , and in her exile, coming to Ita
CINERITIOUSNESS [of cineritius, L.) alhineſs, like- ly, ſhe turned Scylla into a ſea-monfter, and transformed

nefs to aſhes.

the companions of Ulyſes into divers forts of beaſts. My
CINERI'TIOUS Subftance [ in Anat.] the outward, foft, thologiAs fuppoſe Circe to be a lively repreſentation of fen

glandulous ſubſtance of the brain, ſo named from its afhý fual pleaſures, which turn men of the beſt accompliſhments
colour.

into beaſts,

CINE'RULENT ( cinerulentus, L.] full of adres:
Circ E'NSIAN Games, certain exerciſes or plays, exhi

CI'NGLE, a horſe-girth.
bited by the ancients in the Circus at Rome in imitation of

CI'NGULUM Veneris (in Chiromancy ] the girdle of Venus, the Olympick games in Greece.
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To CI'RCINATE [ circinatum , L.) to make a circle with CIRCUIT , the circuits of the judges were firſt appointed

a pair of compaſſes. by King Henry II , who in the21ſt year of his reign divi

Ci'rCINATED [ circinatus, L. ] turned or compaſſed ded the whole kingdom into fix circuits appointing three

round. judges to every ciicuit, who ſhould twice every year ride

CIRCINA'TION , a circling or turning round. together, and 'hear and determine cauſes; which cuſtom is

CI'RCLE ( circulus, L. cercle, F.] a compaſs or ring. ftill obſerved, tho' there is fome alteration in the number

Circle ( in Geometry] a plain figure bounded with one of the judges, and Mires of the circuits.

only line, and to which all the lines that can be drawn Circui'tion , a fetching a compaſs, or going about, L.

from a point in the middle of it are equal to one another. CIRCU'ITY of A &tion ( Law Term ] a longer courſe of

Circle of perpetual Apparition, one of the lefſer circles proceeding than is neceſſary to recover any thing ſued for.
parallel to the equator, being deſcribed by any point of CI'RCULAR (circularis, L.] round , that is in the form

the celeſtial ſphere, which toucheth the northern point of of a circle .

the horizon , and is carried about with the diurnal mo- CIRCULAR Letters, letters dire&ted to ſeveral perſons

tion ; all the ſtars included within this circle never ſet, who have the ſame intereſt in the ſame affair.

but are always viſible above the horizon. CI'RCULAR Sailing, is that which is performed in the

Circle of the Equant [in the Ptolemaick Syftem a cir- arch of a great circle .
cle deſcribed in the center of the Equant; the chief uſe CIRCULARITY, circularneſs.

of which is to find the variation of the firft inequality . CIRCULAR Lines, (with Matbematicians] are ſuch ftrait

Circles of Excurſion, are circles parallel to the eclip- lines as are divided in the diviſions made in the arch of a

tick , and at lúch a diſtance from it, that the excurſions of circle, ſuch as lines, tangents, ſecants, &c.

the planet towards the polesof the ecliptick may be inclu- CIRCULAR Numbers [ in Arithmetick ] are ſuch whoſe

ded within it ; which are fixed at 10 degrees. powers end in the roots themſelves, as 5 whoſe ſquare is 25

CIRCLES of Altitude, otherwiſe called Almicanters, are and cube 125 , and 6 whoſe ſquare is 36 and cube 216.

circles parallel to the horizon , having their common pole CIRCULAR Velocity ( in the New Afironomy] a term fig .

in the zenith , and ſtill diminiſhing as they approach the nifyingthat velocity of any planet, or revolving body, that
zenith . is meaſured by thearch of a circle.

CIRCLES of Latitude, are great circles parallel to the To CI'RCULATE (circulatum , L.) to go or move round.

plane of the ecliptick paſſing through the poles of it, and CIRCULA'TION , the motion of that which circulates.

through every ſtar and planet. CIRCULATION (with Chymifts] a particular motion

Circles of Longitude [ on Globes] are great circles paf- given to liquors; which is excited by fire , and cauſes
ſing through the ſtar and the pole of the ecliptick , where thevapours to riſe and fall to and fro.

they determine the longitude of the ſtar, reckoned from CIRCULATION of the Blood, a continual motion of it

the beginning of Aries. On theſe circles are reckoned the paſſing from the heart through the arteries, and returning
latitudes of the ſtars . back to the heart through the veins.

Horary CIRCLES (in Dialling] are the lines which ſhew CIRCULATO'RIUM (with Chymifts] a glaſs-veſſel where

the hours on dials, tho' theſe are not drawn circular, but in the liquor infuſed, by its aſcending and deſcending , rolls
nearly 1trait. about as were in a circle, L.

CIRCLES of Poſition, are circles paſſing through the com- CI'RCULATOR Y [circulatorius, L.] that circulates thro '

mon interfections of the borizon andmeridian, and through the veins.
any degree of the ecliptick, or the centre of any ſtar or CIRCULATORY Letters, the ſame as circular letters.

other point in the heavens, and are uſed for the finding CIRCULA'TUM Minus (with Chymifts] the ſpirit of wine.
out the situation and poſition of any ſtar, &c. CI'RCULARNESS (of circularis, L. circulaire, F. ] round

CIRCLE of perpetual Occultation (Afronomy] a circle of a neſs.
like diſtance from the equator, and contains all thoſe ſtars CI'RCULUS (with Chymiſts] a round inſtrument made

which never appear in our hemiſphere. of iron for the cutting of the neck of glaſs-veſſels. The

Diurnal CIRCLE, [ Aftronomy] are immoveable circles operation is performed thus. The inftrument being heat

ſuppoſed to be deſcribd by the ſeveral ſtars and other points ed , is applied to the glaſs -veffel, and is kept there" till it

ofthe heavens in their diurnal rotation round the earth. grows hot, and then with ſome drops of cold water, or a

Polar CIRCLES [ Aſtronomy] are immoveable circles pa- cold blaſt upon it, it Aies in pieces. And this is the way

rallel to the equator,and at a diſtance from the poles& they cut off thenecks of Retorts and Cucurbits.
qual to the greateſt declination of the ecliptick.

CIRCULUS decennovenalis (with Aftronomers ] the golden

Parallel CIRCLES, are ſuch as are deſcribed with the number, or a period or revolution of 19 years, invented

ſame point, as a pole in the ſuperficies of the ſphere, the to make the lunar year agree with the ſolar ; ſo that at the

greatest of all theſe parallels is a great circle, and the near- end of it the new moonshappen in the ſame months, and

er they are to one of their poles, the leſs they are. on the ſame days ofthe month, and the moon begins again

Vertical CIRCLES [ in Aftronomy] are great circles of her courſe with the ſun. This is called Circulus Metoni

theheavens, interſecting one another in the Zenith and cus, from Meton the inventor of it, and ſometimes Ennede
Nadir, and conſequently are at right angles with the ho- cateris,

rizon . CIR IMAGE'NTES Mufculi (with Anatomifts] certain

Circle ofthe Heavens ( Hieroglyphically] was adored by oblique muſcles of the eyes, ſo called from their helping to

the ancient Egyptians asan expreſſion ofthe Divine Majeſty. wind and turu the eyes round about.
The roundneſs ofthe elements being a reſemblance of his CIRCUMA'MBIENT (circumambiens, L.] encompaſſing

power and perfections; the light of his wiſdom , and the round, or flowing about, an epithet moſt commonly ap
celeſtial heat of the tenderneſs of his love . plied to the air and other Auids.

CIRCLE [in Phyficks] is underſtood among the Schoolmen CIRCUMA'MBIENTNESS , the encompaſſing round.

of viciflitude of generations ariſing one outof another. To CIRCUMA'MBULATE ( circumambulatum , L.] to

CIRCLE [ in Logick] the fault of an argument that ſup- walk round about.
poſes the principle it ſhould prove, and afterwards proves

CIRCUMCE'LLIO, a vagrant, z.

the principle by the thing it ſeem to have proved . CIRCUMCELLIO'Nos, a fee of mad Chriſtians in Afri

Circles of the Empire, are the provinces or diviſions of ca in St. Aufin's time, who ſtrolled about from placeto

the empire of Germany, of which there are 10 in number. place, and in order to gain repute would either lay vio

Formal CIRCLE [in Logick ] is that which in two reci- lent hands on themſelves, or get others to kill them.

procal fyllogiſms begs the medium , which is the next cauſe TO CIRCUMCI'SE ['circumcifum , L ] to cut round

of the greater extreme. about.

The material CIRCLE (in Logick ] conſiſts of two fyllo- CIRCUMCI'sion, a cutting round about, commonly

giſms, the former whereof proves the cauſe by the effect ; uſed for the cutting away a part of the prepuce or double

and the latter, the effect by the cauſe. skin, which covers the Penis, a ceremony in uſe among

Ci'RCLET , a kitchen utenſil to ſet a diſh on the table. Jews and Turks, F. of L.

CIRCOCE'LE (xipxoxíay, Gr.] a ſwelling of the feed- CIRCUMCLU'SION, a fhutting or encloſing all about, ..
veſſels in the ſcrotum . CIRCUMDU'CTILE [circumdu & ilis, L.] eaſy to be led

Ci'rcos [xiexo, Gr.] a dilatation or ſwelling of the about.

veins crooking or winding, and ariſing in one or more parts CIRCUMDU'CTION , a leading about.

of the body lo much that the veins threaten a rupture. Circumerra'tion, a wandering about, L.

CI'RCUIT ( circuitus, L.] a going about, a compaſs ; CIRCU'MFERENCE (circumferentia, L.] circuit or com

alſo the journies of the judges twice a yearto adminifter pals,

juſtice in ſeveral counties.
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CIRCUMFERENCE [ in Geom .] is the outermoft boutid CIRCUMSPÉ'ction, a looking round about, tariners,

ing line of any plain figure ; but it more properly belongs a marking and conſidering diligently.

to the perimeter of a circle . CIRCUMSP.EC'TNESS (circumſpection ,F.] circumfpe &tion :

The CIRCUMFERENCE of every Circle ( among Geometrici- CIRCUMSPE'CTIVELY, as a thing is ſaid to be in a

cians] is ſuppoſed to be divided into 360 equal parts call'd place circumfpe&tively, when it has a certain and determinate

degrees, fupposºd to be divided into 6o equal parts callid vbi, orPlace, withreſpect to the circumambient or encom

minutes. paling bodies.

CIRCUMFERE'NTOR, an inſtrument uſed in ſurveying CIRCUMSPICUOUS [ circumfpicuus, L.] to be ſeen on

of land . all ſides.

CIRCUMFLEX [ circumflexus, L. ] bowed or bended CI'RCUMSTANCE [circumftantia, L.) a particular that
about. accompanies any action, as time, place, Bysci

A CIRCUMFLEX (with Grammarians] an accent which CIRCUMSTANCED , that is under or attended with ciré

being placed over a fyllable makes it long, as ( “ ) in Greek , cumſtances.
and ( A ) in Latin . CIRCUMSTANCES , the incidents of an event, or the

CIRCUMFLU'ENT } [circumfluens or circumfluus, L.] particularities that accompany an a & ion.
CIRCUMFLU'OUS S flowing about CIRCUMSTANCES (with Moralifs] ſuch things, that

CIRCUMFLU'OUSNESS [ of circumfluus, L.] the flow- tho' they are not eſſential to any action, do yet ſome way
ing round about, affe & t it.

CIRCUMFORA'NEOUS (circumforaneus, of circum about CIRCUMSTANCES properly moral [in Erhicks ] are ſuch

and forum a market, & c. L.] thatwhich goes or is carried as do really influence our actions, and render them more

about markets , doc. good or evil than they would be without ſuch circum

CircumFÚ'S ED [circumfufus, L.) poured or ſhed round itances. Which writers of Ethicks fum up, in this verſe.
about.

Quis, quid, quibus auxiliis, cur, quomodo, quando.

CIRCUMFU'SION , a pouring round about. CIRCUMSTANCES purely phyſical [in Ethicki] ſuch as do

CIRCUMGYRA'TION, the wheeling motion of any bo- not conne &tany moral goodor evil with the action ; as, if

dy round a centre. a perſon kills another, whether he kill him with the right

CIRCUMJA'CENT [ circumjacens, L.] lying round about. hand or the left.

CIRCUMINCE'ssion (in Tbeology] a term uſed to ex- CIRCUMSTANTIA'LITY ? the quality of that which
preſs the reciprocal exiſtence of the three perſons of the CIRCUMSTANTIALNESS S is circumſtantial.

Trinity in each other. To CIRCUMSTA'NTIATE, to deſcribe a thing by of
CIRCUMJOVIA'LISTS (with Aftronomers] Jupiter's Sa- with its circumſtances.

tellites, certain ftars that attend on the planet fupiter. De circumftantibus [i. e . of thoſe ſtanding about] a term

CIRCUMI'TION, a going about, l . uſed for the ſupplying and makingup the number of ju

CIRCUMLIG A'TION, a binding or tying round about, L. rors , in caſe any of thoſe impannelled do not appear, or
CIRCUMOSSA'LIS , the ſame as Periofteum . thoſe who do appear are challenged by either proſecutor or
CIRCUMLOCU'TION, a circuit or tone of words, uſed priſoner. Law term .

either when a proper term is not at hand to expreſs a thing CIRCUMVA'GANT (circumvagant, L.] wandering about.

naturally and immediately by , or when a perſon chooſes To CIRCUMVA'LLATE, to intrench round about .

not to do it out of reſpect, Soc. CIRCUMVALLA'TION (in Førtification as the line of

CIRCUMPLICAʼtion, a folding, winding or rolling Circumvallation, is a line or trench uſually about 12 foot
sound about. wide and 7 foot deep, cut by the beliegers and bordered

CIRCUMPO'LAR Stars [with Aftronomers) are ſuch ſtars with a parapet or breaft-work, ſo as to encompaſs all their

as being pretty near our north pole, move around it, and camp, to defend it againſt any army that may attempt to
in our latitude do never fet or go below the horizon . relieve the place, and alſo to ſtop deferters.

CIRCUMPOSI'TION , a laying round about, L. CIRCUMVE'CTION , a earrying about, L.
CIRCUMPOSITION [in Gardening] a kind of laying To CIRCUMV E'NT (circumventum , Supine, L.] to come

when the mould is born up to the bough, which is to be about; alſo toover-reach, to deceive ; todiſappoint.
taken off by an old hat, root or ſtrong piece of old coarſe- CIRCUMV E'NTION , “ a diſappointing, over-reaching,
cloth ,

deceiving ; cheating, cozenage, deceit .

CircumPOTA'TION , a drinking round from one to an- TO CIRCUMVE'ST (circumueftire, L.] to clothe about.

other, L. CIRCUMUNDULA'TION , a flowing or rolling round

CIRCUMRA'SION (with Botanifts] a ſcraping or raking about after the manner of waves.
off the bark round about. CIRCUMVOLU'TION , a rolling , wheeling, or turning

CIRCUMPU'LSION, the thruſting forward of bodies ; about, L.

which are moved by thoſe that lie round them. CIRCUMVOLUTIONS [ in Architetture] the turns of the

CIRCUMRESISTENCY, around reſiſting, or a reſiſtance fpiral line of the Ionick volute.
about. Ci'rcus [ in Rome) a ſpacious place between the mounts

To CIRCUMSCARI'FICATE [ circumſcarificatum , L. ] Palatine and Aventine, invironed with buildingsin the form
to ſcarify round about. of a circle, for the exhibition of publick plays ; round it

To CIRCUMSCRI'BE [circum fcribere, L.] to bound, li- was the amphitheatre, in which were galleries and boxes

mit or ſtint. for the ſpectators to fit or ſtand in . Thiswas firſt begun to

CIRCUMSCRI'Bed [circumfcriptus, L.] written or drawn be built by Tarquinius Priſcus ; but was afterwards adorn'd
found about, and render'd more fately and beautiful by the emperors

CIRCUMSCRI'BED [with Geometricians] a figure is ſaid Claudius, Caligula and Heliogabalus.
to be circumſcribed , when either the angles, fides or planes Ci'RRI , curls or locks of hair curled or frizzled ; allo

of the outward figure touch allthe angles ofthe figure the creſt of feathers on the heads of ſome birds, L.

which is inſcribed . CIRRIGEROUS (cirriger, L.] bearing curled locks or

To beCIRCUMSCRIBED locally [with Philoſophers] is ſaid creſts of feathers.

of a body, when it has a certain and determinate Ubi, or CIRRI (with Botanifs] thoſe fine hairs or ſprigs by

Place, withreſpect to the circumambient or encompaſſing whichſome plants faften themſelves, in order to ſupport

bodies. It is the ſame as to be in place circumſcriptively. them in creeping along, as ivy, Soc.
CIRCUMSCRIBED Hyperbola ( vrith Matbematicians] an CIRSOCE'LE (xspooxían , of xipoc a dilatation of a

Hyperbola that cuts its own Afymptotes,and contains the vein, and xúan a rupture, Gr.] a dilatation of the ſper

parts cut off within its own proper ſpace. matick veins, or a ſwelling of the veſſelsabout the teſticles,

CIRCUMSCRIBEDNESS (of circum and fcriptus, L.] that
prepare

the Semen ; ſo that it ſometimes appears

the being circumſcribed . third teſticle.

Internal CIRCUMSCRIPTION, is that which appertains CrRsos [ xiegº, G ] a Crooked fwollen vein, a fort

to the eſſence and quality of every body, whereby it hath of ſwelling, when a vein by reaſon of the foftneſs of its

a determinate extenſion , bound and figure. coat , is itretched out with much thick blood , and ſeems

CIRCUMSCRIPTION, the act of circumſcribing, L. as if it would burſt.

CIRCUMSCRIPTION ( with Pbiloſopbers] is the termina- CISA'LPINE, on this fide of the Alps.

tion , certain limits or bounds of any natural body. CISSITES [xrasitus, Gr .] a white and thining precious

External CIRCUMSCRIPTION, is referred to the place ftone, having thefigure of ivy-leaves all overit.
in which any body is confined, and is otherwiſe termed CISSA'MĒThos (with Bot.] the herb called Helxine, L.

local. CISSA'NTHEMUS [xlasu , Gr.] the herb briony

Ci'RCUMSPECT (circumfpe &tus, L.) conſiderate, wary , or wild - yine, L.
vile, CissOID

like a
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CISSOI'D [in Geometry) an algebraick curve , peculiarly Civil Tear, is the legal year or that which is appointed

called the ciſoid of Diocles, its inventor. by every ſtate to be uſed within its dominions, fo termed

Ci'ssos (xioo, Gr.) the herb ivy ; eſpecially that
in contradiftin &tion to the natural year, which is exactly

which growswithout a ſupport, L. meaſured by the revolution of the heavenly bodies; and

CI'STA , a cheft or coffer, L. thus the year begins with us at the 25th of March , and al

CISTA 2 [with Surgeons) a tumour,where the obftru &t- ways contains 365 civil days , except in the Leap- year, which

Cost ed matter collects as in a bag, which may contains 366.

CI'STUS be all taken out at once. Civilian, a doctor, profeſſor or ſtudent of the civil

CISTA GRATIÆ [Old Law] i.e. the cheſt of grace,
law.

a church -coffer where the alms-money was kept. Civi'LITY 2

{ [civilité, F.civilitas, L.) civility.CISTE'RCIAN Monks, an order of monks founded in CIVILNESS S

the year 1098 . CIVILISATION ( Law Term ) a law, at of juſtice, or

Ci'st Ekn [ ciſterna, L.] a place under or in the ground judgment which renders a criminal proceſs, civil.
for the preſerving of rain-water ; alſo a veſſel of lead to To Ci'viLIZE [civiliſer, F.] to make civil, courteous

keep a ſtock of water for houſhold uſe, an utenſil to put or tractable ; to foften or poliſ manners.

bottles or glaſſes in . To CLACK [cleaian, C. Brit. claquer, F.] to rattle,

CISTERN ( with Confectioners) a portable inftrument in ſnap or make a thrill noite.

form of a box , into which creams or jeilies are put , in order CLACK GEES E , fee Barnacles.

to be iced over. A CLACK , a prattler, a talkative perſon.
CI'TADEL [ citadella , Ital . citadelle, F.] a ſort of 4, 5 TO CLACK Wool, is to cut off the ſheeps marks, by

or 6 baitions , ere&ted near a city on the moſt advantageous which it weighs lets , and yields lefs cuſtom.
ground, that it may command it , in caſe of a rebellion . CLA'DUS [Old Rec.] a wattle ot hurdle, L.

CITA'TION, a citing or quoting a paſſage out of a To CLAIM [clamer, L. clamare, F.] to lay claim to,
book , sc. to challenge or demand .

CITATION [ in Law ] a ſummons to appear before an A CLAIM , a challenge or demand .

ecclefiaftical judge, F. of L. A CLAIM [ in Law ] a challenge of intereſt to any thing ;

To CITE [citare, L. citer, F. ] to quote ; in Law, to that is in the poſſeſſion of another ; a claim made from

ſummons to appear at an eccleſiaſtical court . time to time within a year and a day to land or other

CITIZEN ( civis, L.citoyen, F.] an inhabitant of a city , or thing, which on ſome accounts cannot be recovered without

a freeman of it. danger.

Ci'TIZENSHIP , the dignity or privilege of a citizen . CLAI'MABLE , that may be claimed .

Citra'go, the herb balm . CLAIR OBSCURE (claroſcuro, Ital.]a term uſed in paint:

CITRI'N E [ of citrinus, L.] of or pertaining to, or of ing, for the art of diftributing to advantage the lights and
the colour of a Pome - citron . ſhadows of a picture, both to the caſting of the eye, and

CI'TRON [ citrum , L.) a large kind of lemon, the effect of the whole piece.

CI'TRUL [ citrulum , L.] a kind of pumkin , or cucum- To CLA'MBER (of clyman , Sax.] to climb or get up:

ber of a pumkin colour. CLAME'A admittenda in itinere, &c . a writ whereby the

CITRUS ( in Botany] the citron-tree. king commands the juſtices in Eyve to admit one's claim by

CI'ITERN (of cithara, L.] a kind of muſical inſtru- an attorney, who is employed in the king's ſervice, and

ment. cannot come in his ownperſon.

Ci'ty [ civitas, L. cité, F.] a great walled town , but CLA'MMY [of clamean, Sax. to dawb with clammy

it is more eſpecially applied to a corporate town , that has a matter] gluiſh , ſticking.

biſhop's fee and a cathedral church . CLA'MMINESS [of clamean , Sax.] a being clammy.

CI'ITA [with Phyſicians) a fault in the appetite , as CLAMOROUS [ clamofus, L.) noily , full of clamour,

when women long for things that are not fit to beeaten, as CLAMOROUSNESS , of clamor, L. 110iſineſs.

chalk, coals, Soc. the green - ſickneſs. To CLAMOUR [ clamare, L.] to make a noiſe , com

Ci'ves, a fort of wild -leeks. plain of, or cry out againſt.
CI'VET ( civette, F. of zibethum , L.] a perfume like A CLA'MOUR (clamor, L. clameur, F.] a noiſe, an out

musk , made of the excrements of the Civet-cat. cry , a bawling.

CIVET [with French Cooks] a particular way of dreſſing CLAMP [in a ship] is a piece of timber applied to a

chickens, hares, &c. firſt trying them brown in lard , and maſt or yard to ſtrengthen it, and hinder the wood from

then ſtewing them in broth . burſting

CI'vICK [civicus, L.] belonging to a city. CLAMP, a little piece of wood , in the faſhion of a

Civick Crown, a garland that was given by wheel, uſed inſtead of a pulley in a mortice.

the Romans to a brave ſoldier who had ſaved CLAMPING (with goiners] a particular manner of letting

the life of a fellow citizen , or reſcued him af- boards one into another to keep them from warping.

ter he had been taken priſoner. This crown CLAMPONI'ER [with Horſemen] a long jointed horſe,
was made of oaken leaves with the acorns on them, if they one whoſe pafterns are long, flender and over.pliant ,

could be had , becauſe that tree was dedicated to Jupiter, CLAN [ not improbably of liann, C. Brit . a plat of

who was eſteemed the protetor of cities and their inhabi- ground, i. e, thoſe that dwell upon the ſameſpor of ground]
tants. a family or tribe among the Scots.

Civil , a term oppoſite to criminal and eccleſiaſtical. CLA'NCULAR (clancularius, L.) ſecret, private.

Ci'vil (civilis , L.] courteous, kind , well - bred. CLANDESTINE (clandeftinus, L.) done in fecret, pri

Civil , in its general ſenſe is ſomething that reſpects vate, or hugger mugger, without theknowledge of parents
the policy , publick good or repoſe of the citizens, ciry or or ſuperiors, contrarytothe prohibitions of the law .

ſtate. A CLANG [clangor, L.] the ſound of a trumpet.

Civil Day [with Aftron .] is one that contains juſt 24 To CLANG [clangere, L.] to found like a trumpet.

hours, reckoned from iz a clock at noon or night to 12 To CLAP (clappan, Sax . klappen , Du. ] to beat with

a clock the next noon or night; in which ſpace of time the hand ; to make a noiſy found by hitting againſt any thing.

the equinoctial makes daily one revolution on the poles of To Clap one, to clap the hands by way of applauſe ;
the world . alſo to give one the venereal diſeaſe.

Civil Death, is when a perſon is cut off from civil A CLAP [clapoir, F.] a ſwelling in the groin and pri

ſociety by being ſentenced to perpetual baniſhment, to the vities .

gallies, or to working in the mines. A CLAP , a noiſe by hitting againſt.

Civil Law [in a proper Senſe] is the peculiar law of any A CLAP [with Falconers] the nether part of the beak

ſtate, country or city . of an hawk.

Civil Law [in its general Sense] is underſtood of a CLAP BOARD , a board ready cut for the cooper's uſe.

body of laws , compoſed out of the beſt of the Roman and CLAP net, &c . a device for catching of larks.

Grecian laws, which in the main was received throughout A Cl'AP Trap, a name givento the rantand rhimes that

allthe Roman dominions for upwards of 1200 years, and is dramatick poets, to pleaſe the actors, let them go off with ;

ftill obſerved in ſeveral parts of Europe. This body of the as much as to ſay,a trap to catch a clap by way of applauſe

Civil Law is divided into 3 volumes ; viz. the Pande& ts or from the fpe &tators at a play .

Digefts, the Code and the Inflitutes, to which the Authenticks CLA'PPERS of Coney, a place under ground, where rab

are added, theſe authenticks were the inſtitutions of the bets breed.

emperor Juftinian. CLAPPING [ of clappan, Sax.] a ſtriking together of

Civil War, a war carried on between 2 factions in the the hands, Soc.

ſame kingdom or ſtate, CLAT
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ſtrument.

or tear.

CLARENCIE'UX, the ſecond king at arms appointed CLAVIGEROUS (of clavis a key, and gero, L.) bear

by king Edw . IV . on the death of hisbrother the duke of ing a key .
Clarence, his office is to marſhal and difpofe the funerals of Cla'vis a key ; alſo the direction to the opening and

all knights and eſquires on the ſouth ofthe river Trent, decyphering a cypher , or any ſecret writing.

CLA’ret [ prob. of clarus, L. clear] a general name CLAVIS [with Phyſicians] a pain in a ſmall part of the
of the red wines in France. head, uſually a little above the eyes, which ſeems as if

CLAR E'TUM [ Old Law] a liquor made of wine and the part were bored with an augre.

honey, clarified by boiling. CLAVUS, a nail or ſpike, L.

CLA'RICORDS, a kind of muſical inſtrument. CLAU'S E [ claufa , Lj an article or conclufion, a pro

CLARIFICATION [in Pharmacy) is the making of li- viſo or condition made in a contract, or put into any in

quors or juices clearer.

To ClA'RIFY [ clarificare, L. clarifier, F.] to render CLAUS E Rolls, certain rolls or deeds laid up in the Tower

liquors, ſyrups, & c. clearer ; alto to grow clear, of London, and containing ſuch records as were committed

CLARIG A'TION [in the Roman Law ] a demand of fa- to cloſe writs.

tisfa&tion for an injury offered or done, and a proclaiming CLAU'SICK ?

of war thereupon ; alſo a letter of mart or repriſal, L.
the claw -ſickneſs or foot- rot in ſheep.CLAU'SIKES

CLARION (clario, L.) a fort of fhrill trumpet. CLAU'STRAL, pertaining to a cloiſter.

CLAUSTU'RA O.L.] bruth -wood for fences or hedges.

CLA'RION [in Heraldry] ſee the figure.
CLAU'SUM fregit [ Law Term] which fignifies as much

as an a &tion of treſpats, and ſo ftiled, becaufe in the writ

ſuch an one is ſummoned to anſwer, quare clauſum fregit,

CLARITY [ claritas, L.) clearneſs, brightneſs. why he committed ſuch a treſpaſs, as to break an incloſure.

CLARMA'RTHEN ( Scotch Law ] a term uſed for the CLAUSUM Pafiha [ Old Statutes) the utas , or 8th day

warranting ſtolen goods. after Eafter ; ſo called becauſe it finiſhes or clofes that
CLARO OBSCURO , the ſame as clair obfcure ; alſo a feítival.

deſign conſiſting of only 2 colours , black and white, or CLAU'SURE [clauſura, L.) an incloſure, & c.

black and yellow. CLA'vus [with Oculifts] a little hard ſwelling in the

TO CLASH [kleſten, Du ] not improbably of racew, corner of the eye.

Gr.] to make a confuſed noiſe, to beat againſt ; to wrangle, CLAVUS [with Phyſicians the ſame as clavis.

to diſagree. CLAVUS (among the Romans] a band or fillet of pur

Cla'sis [of xaé'w , Gr. to break] a fra &ture, Anat. ple , either broader or narrower, according to the dignity

CLA'SHING , a noiſe of 2 ſwords, &c. one hitting a- of the perſon .

gainſt another ; alſo a diſagreement. To ClAw [clapan , Sax. and klawen, Du .] to ſcratch

To CLASP [prob. of cleopan , Sax . or of ghelpen , Du .]
to buckle ; alſo to embrace. A Claw [clape, Sax . klab, Teut.] the nail of a

A Clasp [ghelpe, Du.) a ſort of faſtening for a gara fowl's-foot.

ment, a fleeve, pc as a buckle. CLA'WA (Old Rec.] a cloſe or ſmall encloſure.

Cl’A'SPERS [with Bot.) thoſe tendrels , ligaments or CLA'Y [üleye , Dw ] a ſort of fat clammy earth .

threads wherewith certain plants take hold of trees or other CLA'Y ES [in Fortification ] a ſort of wattles made of

things near them , for their ſupport. ſtakes interwoven with ofiers, &c. having earth heaped

Ciasp Nails, a ſort of nails whoſe heads are brought upon them to cover lodgments; they are alſo laid in
into a narrow compaſs, ſo that they will ſink into the ditches that have been drained, and on marſhy grounds to
wood. render them firm and paſtable.

CLASS [ claffis, L.) a form in a ſchool ; an order or rank ; TO CLEAN , fee to clearſe.

allo a diſtribution of perſons and things according to their CLEAN (clæne, Sax.] pure, free from filth.

ſeveral degrees and natures ; alſo an aſſembly of divines in CLEANNESS [clænneyye, Sax .] pureneſs, freeneſs from
the proteſtant church of France. filth.

Cia'ssick } [ claſicus, L.] of or pertaining to a de- CLEANLY [ clænlic , sax.] clean, pure.

CLA'SSICAL > gree or claſs. CLEANLINESS [clæanlicneyye, sax.] cleanneſs.

To Cla'TTER ( prob. of klatteren, Du.] to make a TO CLEANSE [ clænyian , Saxo] to make clean or free

rattling noiſe, from filth .

A CLA'TTER [of cleatur, Sax.] a rattling noiſe. To CLEAR [ofclarus, L. clair, F.] fair, fine, pure.

CLA'TTERING (clatrunze, Sax .] a clatter. CLEAR [with Architects) inſide work of a houſe.

CLARI'SONOUS (clarifonus, L.) ſounding loud or Thrill. To CLEAR [ Mil. Term] as, to clear the trenches, is to

CLA'RITUDE (claritudo, L. ] clearnels, ſplendour, beat out thoſe that guard them .
brightneſs. CLEAR ſighted, which has a quick ſight ; alſo that is

CLA'THRATED [ clatbratus, L.] croſs-barred, of a ſharp ready wit , or a piercing judgment .

CLAU'DENT ( claudens, L. ) ſhutting or cloſing. CLEAR - Viſion (in Opticks) is cauſed by a great quantity

CLAUDENT Muſcles ( Anat.] certain muſcles which ſhut of rays in the ſame pencil , inlightening the correſpondent

the eye- lids, being placed between the inner membrane points of the image ſtrongly and vigorouſly.
of that part, and the fleshy membrane. CLEA'RNESS (clarté, F.claritas, L.) a being clear.
CLAU'DERE (in Ancient Deeds] to turn open fields into CLE'AT [in a ship] a piece of wood faſtened on the

cloſes or incloſures. yard arm, to prevent the ropes from flipping off the yards.

CLAUDICATION , a halting or going lame, L. To CLEAVE [cleofan , Sax ] to ſtick faſt ; allo to

CLAVECY'MBAL [clavio cymbalo, Ital.] an harpſichord. ſplit in pieces.
CLAVELLA'TUS (with Botanifts] the herb trinity or CLE'AVER [of cleo Yan , Sax .] one who cleaves ; al

hearts- eaſe, L. ſo a butcher's chopping-knife .

ClA'vER Grass } [clærer -pynt, Sax.] a kind of 3 CLEA'VERS, an herb , called alſo clivers.

CLO'ver Grasss leaved grafs, that bears a flower. CLE'CHE ? [in Heraldry] as a Crofs Cletchee;

CLAVES Infule [ q. d. the keys of the Iſland ] a term CLETCHE'E ſome ſay it is an ordinary

uſed in the Iſle of Man, for 12 perſons to whom all doubr- pierced throughout, i, e.when the whole figure

ful and weighty caſes are referred. is ſo perforated, that the chief ſubſtance is loft,

Clavi'a, á Mace, as ferjentia clavia [Old Law ] the and nothing is viſible but the very edges : but Colombiere
ſergeancy of the mace . ſays, it is a croſs, ſpreading from the center towards the

ČLA'VICLES (with Anat. claviculi, L.) the 2 channel extremities, which are very wide, and then end in an

bones ; 2 ſmall bones which faſten the ſhoulder-bones,and angle, in the middle of the extremity, by lines drawn

breaſt- bone, and are as it were a key ſituated at the baſis or from the two points that make the breadth, till they come

bottom of the neck , above the breait. to join , as repreſented in the figure annexed.

CLAVICULA (with Botanifs] the tendre or young CL E'DONISM [ of xanda's a rumour, and avis a bird ]

ſhoot of a vine, which takes hold of any thing it can a ſort of divination among the ancients, ſuppoſed to be

reach , L. much the ſame as Ornitbomancy.

CLAVI'CULÆ (with Anat.] 2. little bones that are ſi- Clees, the 2 parts of the foot of beaſts, which are

tuated at the baſis of the neck above the breaſt, on each cloven -footed .
fide one.

A CLEFT, a cleaved place, an opening or chink.
ClavI'GEROUS [of clava a club, and gero, L.] bear- CLEFTS in Horſes] a diſeaſe in the heels,

CLEI'Des ( xarid Es, Gr.] keys.

3
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ing a club,
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CLEL'DES [in Anatomy] the clavicles or channel-bone, Clerk [in a Gaming-houſe] one who is a check upon

joined on each ſide to the top of the breaſt, and to the the puff, to take care that he tinks none of the money
Moulder-blade, the neck or throat-bone, given him to play with.

CLEIDION (xasidior, Gr.] the ſame as clavicula. CLERK [of the Aats belonging to the Navy ] an officer,

CL E'MA Ś [xazinc, Gr.] a [wig or ſpray of a who receives and enters the coinmiſſions and warrants of the

CLEMATI'TIS S tree, a young branch or ſhoot. lord admiral, and regiſters the acts and orders of the com

CLEMA'TITIS (with Botanifs) is more eſpecially ap- miſſioners of the navy.
plied to ſeveral plants thatare full of twigs as the vine, & c. CLERK (of Alize) an officer who writes all things ju

CLE'MATITIS Daphnoides [Botany) theherb periwinkle, dicially done by the juſtices of aſſize in their circuit.
CLEMATI'TIS para flora, the paſſion flower, L. Clerk of ibe Check [ in the King's- Court] an officer

CLEMATI'TIS [xanpalilus, Gr.] an herb, whoſe leaves who nas the check and controllment of the yeomen of the
are like ivy, a ſort of birthwort, L. guard , and all other ordinary yeomen or uthers belonging

CLEMENCY [clementia, L.] gentleneſs, graciouſneſs, to the king, Soe, either giving leave or allowing their ab
mercifulneſs. ſence or attendance, or diminiſhing their wages for the

CLE'MENT [clemens, L.] mild, gentle, courteous. fame.

Cle'MENINESS [clemence, F. clementia, L.] gentle- CLERK [ of the Crown ) an officer of the court of King's

neſs, courtciy Bench, who frames and records all indictments againſt

ÇLE'MENTINE, one who has been 9 years a ſuperior, traitors, felons and other offenders there arraigned upon
and afterwards ceaſes to be ſo, and becomes a private anypublick crime.
monk under a ſuperior, Clerk of the Crown [in the court of Chancery] an of

CLEMENTI'NES, a certain body of the canon-law , ficer who continually attends upon the Lord Chancellor, or

being certain decretals or conftitutions of pope Clement, en- Lord Keeper, either in his proper perſon or his deputy,

acted in the council of Vienna, and added to the end of upon ſpecial matters of ſtate : alſo all general pardons upon

the third volume called ſextum. grants of them at the king's coronation ; or at a parliament,

To CLENCH, to bend or faſten by beating down the the writs of parliament, pec. are returned into his office;
point of a nail , bolt, egoc. he alſo makes ſpecial pardons, and writs of execution up
CLENCH Bolts [in a ship ] iron pins clenched at the on bond of ſtatute ſtaple fortcited .

ends where they come through. CLERK of the Errors ( in the King's-Bench ] an officer

CLENCH Nails, a ſort of nails, that will drive without who tranſcribes and certifies the records of ſuch cauſes in

ſplitting the board, and alſo draw without breaking that court, into the Exchequer, if the cauſe or a&tion were

CLEO'M A (with Botanifts] the herb ſpear-wort or bane- by bill.
wort, L. CLERK of the Esoigns [in the court of Common - Pleas]

CEP ( Scotch Law Term] a form of claim, liber or an officer who keeps the Fjoign Roll, provides the parch

petition. ment, cuts it into rolls, delivers them to the proper officers,
CLE'PED [ of clepian , Sax , to call] called or named. and receives them again when written.

CLEPSY'DRA [xacyu'd ea , Gr.] an inſtrument ancient- CLERK of the Egreats [ in the office of the Exebequer ]
ly in uſe to meaſure time, by the gentle running of water an officer who receives the Eſtreats out of the Lord Trea

through a paſſage out of a veſſel into an hour-glaſs. ſurer's Remembrancer's Ofice, and writes them out to be

CLERGY [clerus, L. of xarça, Gr. lot or patrimony] levy'd for the king.

the whole body of the church -men, who take upon them CLERK of the Hamper ! [in the Chancery] an officer

the miniſterial function. CLERK of the Hanapers who receives all money due
CLERGY [in Law ] the appeal of a clerk or clergy, or to the king's majefty for the ſeals of charters, patents, com

his appeal to an indi&ment ; for in ancient times a clergy- miſſionsand writs ; and likewiſe fees due to the officers
manbeing convi& ed of felonybefore a ſecular judge, was for enrolling and examining the fame. He is obliged to

allowed the privilege to pray his clergy ; that is, topray attend on theLord Chancellor, or Lord Keeper, in term time
that he might be delivered to his ordinary to clear himfelt; daily, and at all times of fealing.

but this privilege afterwards was allowed to all perſons Clerk of the furies [in the court of Commons

convicted of ſuch felony, as this benefit was granted for. CLERK of the Carata Writs > Pleas] an officer who

This privilege was , that if the priſoner beingſet to read makes out the writs called Habeas Corpora, and Difringas

a verſe or two in a Latin book, in a Gotbick black charac- for the appearance of the jury either in court or at theaflizes,

ter, commonly called a neck -verſe, and the ordinary of after that the jury is impannelled or returned upon the
Newgate anſwered to the court, legit ut clericus, i.e. he venire facias.

reads like a clerk or ſcholar, he was only burnt in the CLERK or Marpal [of the King's Houſe) an officer who

hand and ſet free ;, but by a late act of parliament, the attends the marſhal in his court, and records all his pro
clergy, or benefit of the clergy, has been taken away in moſt ceedings.

caſes, except Bigamy and Manſlaughter. CLERK of the Market [of the King's Houſe] an officer

CLE'RICAL [ clericus, L.] of or pertaining to a clergy- whoſe duty is to take charge of the king's meaſures,and
to keep the ftandards of them ; that is, examples of all

CLE'Rico admittendo, a writ directed to the biſhop the meaſuresthat ought to be through the land .

for the admitting of a clerk to a benefice upon a re-admit- Clerk of the Nichils [in the Exchequer ] an officer who

tas, tried and found for the party who procured the writ. makes a roll of all ſuch ſums as are nichiled by the ſheriff,

CLE'Rico capto per ftatutum , & c. a writ dire &ted to the upon their ettreats of green-wax, and delivers them into
biſhop for the delivery of a clerk out of priſon, who is in the office of the Lord Treaſurer's Remembrancer, in order to

cuſtody upon the breach of a ſtatute merchant. have execution done uponthem for the king.
CLERICO convido commiſo, Sc. a writ for the deliver- CLERK (of the Parliament] one who records all things

ing a clerk to his ordinary, who was formerly convicted of done in the court of parliament, and engroſſes them fair
felony, by reaſon his ordinary did not challenge him ac- ly into parchment rolls, for the better preſerving them to

cording to the privileges of clerks, pofterity. There are 2 of theſe , one of the Houſe of Lords,

CLERICO infra facros ordines, & c. a writ directed to and the other of the Commons.

the bailiffs, & c. who have thruſt a bailiwick or beadleſhip CLERK of the Outlawries [ in the court of Commons

upon one in holy orders, charging them to releaſe him Pleas] an officer who is deputy to the king's artorney ge
again . neral, for making out the writs of Capias Utlegatum .

CL E'RICUS , a clerk or clergy -man. CLERK of the Peace [belonging to the Seffions of the

CLERICUS, ſometimes ſignified a ſecular prieſt, as dif- Peace) an officer who in the feflions reads the indi& ments,
tinguiſhed from a religious or regular one. enrolls the acts, draws the proceſs, & c.
CLERICUS Sacerdotis, a parish -clerk or inferior affiftant CLERK of the Pell [in the Exchequer] an officer who

to the prieſt ,who formerly uſed to take an oath of fidelity enters tellers bills into a parchment- roll called Pellis Recep
from ſuch a ſervant.

torum , and alſo makes another roll of payment called

CLERK [clericus, L.) a title appropriated firſt to the Pellis Exituum , in which he enters down by what warrant

clergy -men or miniſters of the church ;fecondly , to ſuch as the money was paid .

by their function or courſe of life uſe their pen in
any

CLERK of the Petty Bag [in Chancery] of theſe officers

courts or elſewhere. there are 3 , and the maſter of the rolls is their chief :

CLERKattaint [in Law ) a clerk who has his clergy their office is to record the return of allinquiſitions out ofallowed him, having prayed it after judgment. every Thie ; all liveries granted in the court of wards,

CLERK Convilt, is one who prays his clergy before all ouffer les mains, to make all patents for cuſtomers,

judgment. gaugers, controllers, cc. fummous of the nobility and

burgelles

man .
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burgeſſes to parliament; commiſſions to knights of the ſhire CLIENTE'LS , perſons who were under prote &tion and

for ſeizing of ſubſidies, &c. vaffalage.

CLERK of the Pipe [in the Exchequer ) an officer who re- CLIFF ] [clik, Sax, of clivus, L.] the ſide or pitch of

ceives all the accounts and debts due to the King, being
CLIFT S a hill , a cragged mountain or broken rocks

drawn out of the remembrancer's office, and enters them on the ſea. coaſts.

down into the great roll, and writes ſummons to Theriffs Cliff [in Mufick] a certain character or mark placed on
to levy the ſaid debts . one ſide of the lines, from the ſeat of which the proper

CLEKK of the pleas [in the Exchequer] is an officer in places of all other notes in anyrune or ſong are diſco

whoſeoffice the officers of the courtupon ſpecial privile- vered by proving the ſaid notes from thence, according to

ges belonging to them ought to ſue or be ſúed upon any the ſcale of the Gam -ut, in which are contained three ſep

action. tenaries of letters, G. A. B. C. DEF. Which letters fer

CLERK [of the Privy Seal] of theſe officers there are at the beginning of every rule and ſpace, ſerve to expreſs

four who attend the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, or the as many cliffs or keys ; but only four of theſe are uſed , and

principal ſecretary if there be no privy ſeal; and alſo placed at the beginning of theſtaves of every leſſon.

to makeoutprivy ſeals upon any ſpecial occaſionof his Ma- ' F Faut CLIFF [in Mufick] is the firſt cliff, and is mark

jeſty's affairs.

CLERK [ of the Sewers] an officer belonging to the com ed thus 2 , being only proper for the baſs or lower part.
miſſioners of ſewers, who is to write down all things that

C Sol Faut Cliff [in Mufick Books] is marked thusthey do by virtue of their commiſlion.

CLERK (of the Signet ] an officer who continually attends and is the ſecond cliff, and is peculiar to the inner or mid
upon the principal ſecretary of ſtate, and has thecuſtody dle

parts , as the tenor or counter -tenor.

of the privy, fignet, which is as well for ſealing his Maje- G Sol Reut Cliff [ in Mufick Books] is the third cliff,

fty'sprivate letters, and alſo fuch grants as pals his Maje- and is thus marked 95 on the loweſt line but one, which
fty's hand by bills ſigned ; of theſe there are four.

CLERK of the King's filver in the court of common belongs only to the treble or higheſt part.

Pleas] an officer who receives all the fines, after they have indiffe

been with the cuftos brevium , & c. B fa Bemi CLIEF } amentia, plis property? being only
CLERK of the Treaſury [in the court of Common Pleas] an to fhew when notes are tobe ſúng or play'd flat, or when

officer who has the charge of keeping the records of Nifi ſharp. The B -- fa or B -- flat is diſtinguiſhed by this cha
prius, has the fees due for all ſearches, the certifying of all racer ( b ), and the B --mi or B --ßarp is thus expreſſed #

records into the king's bench , when writs of error are CLIFT (with Horſemen ] is a deficiency in the new, ſoft

brought ; makes out writs of ſuperſedeas de non moleftando. and rough , uneven hoof, that grows on horſes feet upon

CLERK [of the King's great Wardrobe] an officer of the the hoof-caſt.

King's houſe that keeps an account in writing of all things CLIMACTE'RICAL [xaipaxtueixós, Gr.] aſcending like

belonging to the King's wardrobe. a ladder.

Clerk of the Warrants [in the court of Common Pleas ] CLIMACTE'RICAL Tear, are certain critical years,

an officer who enters all warrants of attorney for plaintiff wherein, according to Aſtrologers, there is ſome very nota
and defendant, and enrolls all deeds of indentures of bar- ble alteration in the body to ariſe, and a perſon ftands in

gain and ſale, acknowledged in court or before any judge great danger of death, as the 7th year, the zift (made up
of the court. of 3 times 7 ) the 27th (made up of 3 times 9) and the

CLERK of the Superſedeas, an officer of the court of com- 811t ( made up of 9 times 9. ) Thus every 7th or 9th year
mon Pleas, who makes out writs of Super fedeas ( upon the is ſaid to be climacterical.

defendant's appearing to the exigent) whereby the ſheriff Grand CLIMACT E'RICKS , are the 63d and 81ſt years,

is forbid to return the exigent. wherein, ifany ſickneſs happens, it is look'd upon to be
C : E'ROMANCY [of xwe and wartea divination ] a very dangerous.

ſoothſaying or fortune-telling by lots. CLIME 2 [clima, L. climat, F. of valids, Gr. ) a

CLERONOMY [cleronomia, L. of xanegoula , Gr.] an ClI'MATEŞ part or portion of the earth lying be

heritage. tween two circles parallel to the equator; and where there

Clėved at the beginning or end of the proper name is half an hour's difference in the longeſt day in ſummer.
Clif or of a place, denotes it to be a rock or ſide CLIME 3 [with Aftronomers] for the diſtin & tion of

CLIVES of a hill , as Cleveland, Clifton, Stancliff. CLIMATES places and different temperature of air,

CLEVER [ probably of leger, F.] 'who has the knack of according to their ſituation, the whole globe is divided

doing or deviſing a thing ; skilful, ingenious, neat-handed. into 48 climates, 24 northern, and 24 ſouthern , accord

CLEVER fellow , one that has a knack at doing or de- ing to the increaſe of half an hour in the longeſt day in

viſing any thing.

CLEW [clype, sax ] a bottom of yarn , thread , & c. CLIMA'TIAS [xxtuatias, Gr.] a kind of earthquake that

To have a great Clew ( Sea Term ) ſaid of a fail, when moves ſidelong, and lays all flat that is before it.

it comes goaring or ſloping off by degrees, and is broader CLIMAX (xxluces, Gr. a ladder] a Rhetorical figure callid

at the clew than at the caring, which is the end of the in Latin , Gradatio, i.e. a proceeding ſtep by ſtep or gradu

bolt-rope, in which the fail is ſow'd . ally from one thing to another, as that of Cicero to Catiline,

To ſpread a great Clew ( Sea Term ] is ſaid of a ſhip Nihil agis, nihil moliris, nibil cogitas ; quod ego non andiam ,

that has a very long yard , and ſo takes up much canvaſs in quod ego non videam planeque ſentiam .
her fails. To Climb [ clyman , Sax.] to creep up by little and lit

CLEW Garnet [in a ship] a rope which is made faft to tle , or ſtep by ſtep.

the clew of a fail, and from thence runs in a block or Virginian CLIMBER (with Botanifs] a ſhrub, the Virgi

pully faſtend to the middle of the main andfore yard ; the

uſe of it is to hale up the clew of the fail cloſe to the TO CLINCH (probably of clingere, L.] to gripe hard

middle of the yard in order to its being furled. with the fift.

Clew Line [ in a ship) is the fame to the top-fails and Clinch , a ſmart and witty expreſſion .

ſprit - ſails, thatthe clew -garnet is to the main and fore -fail. CLINCH [of a Cable] that part of a cable which is fei

Cley , a hurdle for penning and folding of ſheep. zed or made faſt to the ring of the anchor.

CLEY'ES [9. claws, or of xnnai, Gr. crabs claws] the CLI'NCHER , an ingenious witry perſon, who makes

claws of a lobſter. ſmart repartees.

To CLICK } [probably of clicken, Du .]to make CLINCHER [ Sea Term ] a ſmall fhip , bark or boat,

To go Click clack 5 a noiſe as a watch , Egoc. does. wloſe planks are laid one over another.

CLI'CKER , a ſervant to a ſaleſman, ſhoo-maker, Egoc. CLI'NCHING [ Sea Term ] the flight calking of a veſſel

who ſtands at the thop -door to invite cuſtomers. when foul weather is expe &ted about the harbour; which is

ClI'CKET [clicquet, F.] the knocker of a door ; alſo a by driving a little oakam into the ſeams to keep out the

lizard's clapper.

CLICKETING (with Hunters] a term us'd of a fox , who To CLING [of klinger, Dan, of clingere, L.] to ſtick

is faid to go a clicketing when he is deſirous of copu
lation . CLI'NGING

CLI'Ent [ cliens, L.] one that retains a lawyer or proc- CLING Y } [of clingens, L.] apt to cling ,clammy.
tor to plead his cauſe , F.

CLINIC [of xaéry a bed] it is now uſed for a quack or

CLIENT, a Roman citizen , who put himſelf under the nurſe who pretends to have learnt the method of curing diſ
protection of ſome great man, who was ftiled his patron. eaſes by attending on the ſick .

ſummer.

nian ivy.

water.

cloſe to.
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to ſhut

CLI'NICE [of xairu, Gr.] that part of phyſick that reſpeets A CLOSE [ clos, F.] a piece of ground fenced or hedged

bed -rid people .
about.

CLI'NICAL ? [xxnxos, Gr.] of or pertaining to bed-rid Close [in Mufick ] is either the end of an imperfect

CLI'NICK S people. ſtrain , which is called an imperfe & cloſe ; or the end of

CLINICUS [xanvixos, Gr.] a phyſician or nurſe who at- a leſſon or tune, called a perfe & clore .

tends bed-rid perſons ; alſo a bearer who carries the dead CLOS E Figbes [in a ship] are bulk heads put up foro

to the grave. and aft in a cloſe fight for the men to ſtand behind them

To CLINK , to ring or ſound like metal. ſecure.

CLINOI'DES Apopbyfes [of xné a bed , and so form ] To Close an account, is to make an end of it or ſhut

are four proceſſes on the middle of the os Spbenoides, form- it up , by drawing a line , & c. when no more is to be
ing a cavity, called Sella Turcica, in the middle of that bone added to ir .

in which the glandula pituitaria is ſeated, CLO'S ENESS [of clýyan , Sax. to cloſe] the being cloſe.

CLINOPO'DIUM [of xxivu a bed , and mês, Gr. the foot ] CLO'set (probably of close ] a ſmall appartment in , or

the herb Puliol . adjoining to aroom .

Cli'o (Xane, Gr.] one of the nine muſes, feigned to be Closet ( in Heraldry] is the half of the bar ; and the

the firft inventreſs of hiſtory and heroick poetry . bar Mhould contain the fifth part ofthe eſcutcheon.

To Clip (clippan , Sax. klippen ,Du.]to cut about or to CLO'SETTING , private conſultations or intrigues of the

cut ſmall. cabinet council ofa king, Sc.

CLI'PPINGS , ſmall pieces clipt off from any thing. CLOSH [ with Husbandmen ] a diſtemper in the feet of

CLITO'ris (with Anatomifts a part in the pudendum cattle : alſo called the Founder,

muliebre, about the ſize of the uvula, which is ſeated be- Closhe [ Old Statute] the game called nine- pins, for

fore, and whoſe ſubſtance conſiſts of two ſpongy bodies, bidden by a ſtature, anno 17 of King Edward IV .

like thoſe of the Penis ; the end of it being alſo called Pre CLOT (clud, Sax.] a clod or lump.

putium .
CLO'TTED , in clods or lumps.

CLI'VERS, an herb . CLOTH [clas, Sax] the material of which garments

CLIVO'S E [ clivoſus, L.) full of cliffs, ſteep and hang- are made.

ing downwards. Cloth ( Sea Term ] a ſhip is ſaid to spread much cloth,
CLIVUS, the ſteep deſcent of an hill ; a clift, L. when ſhe has broad fails.

CLOAK (Minßew derives it from xdatiw , Gr. to co
CLOT -BURR

CLOKES ver ; but skinner of Lach , Sax.] an upper
CLOTH - BURR } [with Botarifs] a kind of plant.

looſe garment worn over the clothes in rainy cold weather ; CLO'THIER [ of cla Sian, Sax . to clothe ] a cloth

alſo acolour, blind or pretence. worker,

10 CLOATU ? (of clad, Sax.] to furnish or cover with CLO'Tho [ofxn9w ,Gr. to ſpin one of the three defti

To CIOTHES cloaths. nies, who, as the poets feign, cuts the thread of man's life .

To be CLOATHED (ſpoken of a Maft] is when the ſail is CLO'TTERED [klotteren , Du.] concreted , as blood,

ſo long as to reach down to the gratings of the hatches, @sc. when cold .

ſo that no wind can blow below the fail. CLOUDS (whence they take their name is not certainly

Clock [clugga, Sax, klocke, Dan. cloche, F. glocke, determined ; Somnerus dérives them of club , Sax. a lump
Teut. a bell ] a machine for the meaſuring of time. or clod , q.d. clodded vapours ; but Minßew of claudere, L.

CLOCK - making [ clugga YmiEcrakt, Sax .) the art . up , becauſe they ſhut up the ſun from us .] It is

A CLOCK , an inſect, a cock - chafer, a beetle or dor. a queſtion among philoſophers, whether clouds or thick

A CLOD (club , Sax . blot, Du .] a lump. fogs are compound alike, or whether there is ſomething

CLO'DDINESS [cludziner rc, Sax.] being full of clods. more in the clouds than there is in the thick fogs : Some

Clop Salt (at the Salt Works] a cake that ſticks to the are of opinion , that the clouds are groffer than all fogs,

bottom of the pan, and is taken out once in 24 hours. and that they are compoſed of Aakes of ſnow, rather than

To CLOD , to gather into clods or lumps. particles of water, ſuch as fogs are made of. Others again

Clor [of clough ,Sax. a fiſſure or open paſſage in are of opinion, that the clouds are only a cloſer ſort of

CLOUGH the ſide of a mountain ] being added to fogs. And indeed thoſe fogs that hang upon the tops of

the name of a place, intimates it to have very high hills, appear to people that are on plains to be
been ſuch a ſort of a place , as Cloughton. all one with the clouds ; tho thoſe that are at them per
Clog [probably of log ] a piece of wood, Soc. faſten- ceive nothing but a thick fog. Clouds then are formed of

ed on the legs of beaſts to preventthem from running aſtray. vapours raiſed from water or moiſture, or thoſe exhalations

Clog [in a Figurative Senſe] a load , a let, a hindrance. that aſcend from the earth , and are no other than ſmall

To CLOG , to hinder, Soc. bubbles detachd from the waters by the power of the ſo
CLO'GG INESS lar or ſubterraneous heat, or both. And being lighter than
CLO'GGINGNESS S a being apt to clog or hinder.

the atmoſphere, are buoy'd up thereby till they become of

Clogs, a ſort of pattenswithout rings. an equal weight therewith in ſome of its regions alofi in

CLOI'STER (cloiſire, F. kloſter, Dan. of clauftrum , L.) the air, or nearer to the earth .

a place in amonaſtery with piazza's round it ; alſo themo- The clouds then are higher than fogs, and hang in the

paltery itſelf. air , and are carried about in it by the winds. They are

To Cloister up, to ſhut or pen up ; to confine in a alſo of various figures ; ſometimes ſo thin, that the fun's

place. rays paſs through them ; they alſo appear of ſeveral co
CLOKE. See Cloak.

lours, as white , acd , & c. and alſo fometimes of very dark

3 [of clyman, Sax.] climbed or got up. colours,

CLO'MBEN S Milton. As to their hanging in the air, it ſeems a matter of

CLOSE, thick, near, as houſes are ; dark, hidden , re- ſome difficulty to account for that ; becauſe all watery
ſerved .

particles, of which clouds conſift, are heavier than air, lo

To Close [clyyan, Sax.] to conclude of end ; to agree that were there nothing to hinder, they would fall to the

with ; alſo ſpoken of a wound, to tend to healing. earth. But there are twothings that are ſuppoſed to bear

CLOSE [in Heraldry ] ſignifies any thing cloſed or inclo- them up. The firſt is the winds, which blow from all

ſed, and is uſed to ſignify the clofé bearing of the wings parts under the region of the clouds, and do with them

of ſuch birds as are generally addicted to flight, as the ea- bear about many lighter forts of bodies ; eſpecially if

gle , falcon , & c. but it is not uſed of the peacock, dung- thoſe bodies contain but a ſmall quantity of ſolid matter

hil -cock , Ege It is alſo uſed of horſe-barnacles or bits , under a broad fuperficies. Thus it is commonly ſeen how

when they are not cxtended , as they are uſually born, eaſily boys paper-kites are kept up by the wind when they

as a barnacle - clofe ; and alſo of an helmet, as an belmet- are mounted pretty high, and in like mannerthe particles

cloſe, i. e. with the viſor down. of water very much_rarefied may eaſily be ſuſpended at

To Close a paſage juftly [with Horſemen ] is when a that height. zdly, There are new exhalations and vapours

horſe ends a paſſadewith a demivolt in good order, well perpetuallyfuming out of thecarth, and by their motion

narrowed and bounded , and terminates upon the ſame line , upwards hinder the clouds from falling or deſcending,

upon which he parted ; ſo that he is ſtill in a condition unleſs the denſity of the clouds preponderates. And ſo we

to part from the hand handſomly, at the very laſt time or ſee, that the vapour of the fire carries lighter bodies up
motion of his demivolt. the chimney ; nay, the ſmoke of a fire in a chimney is
A CLOF, conclufion , end or iſſue. able to turn a thin plate of iron , that is artfully placed in

CLO'sed behind (in Horſes] an imperfe &tion in the hind it, ſo Itrongly, as to turn about a ſpic and roatt a piece of
quarters. meat of a conſiderable weight.

As

Clow
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tree .

Ås to the colours of the clouds they are varied accord
CLUNCH ? [at Wednesberry in Staffordſbire] a ſub

ing to the ſituation of the fun ,and way of refle & ing its Blue CLUNCHS ſtance which is found next the coal

light in reſpect to us. The denſity of the clouds pro- in ſinking thecoal-pits.

ceeds from thecloſeneſsof the vaporousparticles one to an CLUNG[of clungan, Sax.] Ihrunk up with leanneſs,

other, and their thinneſs from the diftance of thoſe par- half ſtarved , ftuck cloſe together ; alſo withered as fruits.

ticles one from another, of which there are ſeveral cauſes. To CLUNG , to dry as wood does, when it is laid up

When they are very thin, they leave ſo many interſtices, after it is cut.

that the rays of the ſun dart thro' them in many places, CLU'NIACK Monks, an order of monks founded in the

but are intercepted in others. year 90o, by Berneabbot of Cluny in Burgundy.

As to the figures or forms of the clouds, all their varie- Clush and ſwollen neck ( in Čattle] a diſtemper, when

ty ariſes from their plenty of vapours, and the influence of their neck is ſwelled and raw.

the ſun and wind . "For it is impoſſible for them to be va- CLU'STER [ cluyter, Sax.] a bunch of grapes, figs, & c.

riouſly condenſed ,rarefied arid carried about in the air, alſoa heap of ſeveralthings.
and their figures not to be changed. CLU'STERING , producing cluſters, Milton.

Clouds are ſuſpended in the air, becauſe they confift of CLU'STERY [of cluytenicg, sax .] in cluſters.

water rarefied by the heat of the ſun into fteam , which Clu'ta [ Old Law ] clouted Thoos, or horſe-Shoos ; alſo

fteam being lighter than air is carried up by it into the ſtakes of iron with which cart wheels are ſhod.

colder regions, where it is again condenſed into water, and CLUTA'RIUM [Old Law ] a ſmithery or forge where

from that into ice and ſnow , which becoming too heavy for ſuch ſhoos are made.

the air to ſupport, breaks into pieces, and deſcends by their To CLUTCH [of clingere, L.) to gripe with the fift .

fuperior weight. Clu’TCHES , the hands clutched ; alſo ſafe poſſeſſion.

And clouds ſwim in the air as ſhips at ſea ; for the air CLUTCH fifted, having great clumſy hands.

being thicker near the earth, and the particles of a cloud TO CLU'TTER (Blattern , Dw.] to make a noiſe or

but thin , they are eaſily born up ; but, according to the rattling or hurly burly.
greater or leſſer weight of a cloud, and the ſetting of the A CLU'TTER [ cleadur, Sax.] a making a noiſe,

१wind, it ſinks or riſes , A CLU'TTERINGS buſtle or ftir.

When the particles of the clouds are ſo thick that they CLY'DON [xnu'd wr, Gr.] a floating in the ſtomach.

can no longer be kept up by the reſiſtance of the air, then CLY'MENOS ? [xxvuevor,Gr.] water-betony ; alſo ſoap

are they condenſed into water and fall down in rain. See CLY'MENONS wort , tutſan or park - leaves, L.

Condenſation and Vapour. CLYPEIFO'RMIS [with MeteorologiAts] a ſort of comet

CLOUDS-BERRY , a plant growing on Pendle-bill in Lan- reſembling a ſhield in form , L.
caſhire, ſo called as if it came out of the clouds. CLY'SMA ? [xavo uos, Gr.] a purgation or waſhing, a

Clou'dy, overcaſt with clouds ; alſo looking moroſely : CLY'SMUSS clyfter.

CLOVE [cluxe, Sax.] a head or partition of a head of CLY'SSUS (with Chymifts] one of the effe&ts or produce

garlick , lilly -roots, bgc. tions of that art, conſiſting of the moſt efficacious princi

Cloves ( clure, sax .) a ſpice, the fruit ofan Eaft Indian ples of any body extracted, purified, and then remix'd.
CLyssus, alſo a long digeſtion and union of oily ſpirits

CLOVE (in Effex the weight of eight pound of butter ( eſpecially mineral ones ) in order to make a compoſition

and cheeſe ; ofwool ſeven pound. of them ; alſo a medicine made of the moſt active parts

CLO'VEN (of clcofan, sax .] cleft, divided. ofany ingredient.

Clover Grafs ( of clayra, Sax. violets, becauſe of the Cír'sTER [cluftere, F. of xausis, Gr.] a fluid medicine
violent ſcent of its flower] a kind of graſs. or decoction to be inje&ted into the bowels by the fuu
CLOUGH , an allowance of two pound to every 300 dament.

weight for the turnof the ſcale, that the commodity may To CLYSTERI'ZE , to give a clyfter.
hold out weight when fold by retail. Cly'to, a title of honour, anciently given to the ſon of

CLOUGH (clough , sax.) a village between two ſteep hills. a king of England.

A CLOUT (clut, Sax.] a piece of cloth, a rag. CNEMODACTYLUS (with Anatomifs] a muſcle, other

Clou'TERLY (probably of klouter, Du . thick ] great, wife called Extenfor tertiiinternodii digitorum .

ill-Shapen ; alſo bungling. CNI'CUS [xvíxo , Gr.) the herb Caffron of the garden,
CLOUT Nails, ſuch nails as are uſed for the nailing on baſtard or mock ſaffron.

of clouts to the axle -trees of carriages. COACERVATION , a heaping up together , L.

CLOUTS [with Gunners] thin iron plates nailed on that COACH [coche, F.] a large ſort of chariot.

part of the axle -tree of a gun -carriage which comes thro ' COACH ( on board a Flag -pip] the council- chamber.
the nave.

Coa'ction, compulſion , conſtraint, force, L.

CLOUTS [in Husbandry] are iron plates naild on the COADJU'TOR , a fellow -helper, an affiftant, L.

axle -tree of a cart or a waggon to ſave it from wearing , COADJU'MENT [ coadjumentum , L.] a joint-help.

and the two croſs - trees whichhold the ſides of a cart, Soc. COADJU'TRIX, a The-helper with another, L.,

together. To COADJU'VATE [ coadjuvatum , L.) to help or aſſiſt

A CLOWN (probably of colonus, L. a husbandman ] a together.

country fellow ; alſo a clowniſh, unmannerly fellow . COADUNA’TION, an uniting or gathering together in

Clow'NISH , like a clown , unmannerly, rude.

CLOWNS Muſtard (with Botanifs) a fort of herb . COÆTA'N EUS [coutaneus, L.] which lives in the ſame
Clowns Treacle, garlick. agewith one.

CLow'NISH NEss COÆTE'RNAL [coæternus, L.) coeternal, equally eternal.
CLOW'NERY } [ of colonus, L.] ruſtick behaviour.

COÆVOUS [coavus, L ) of the ſame age with another.

To Cloy (probably of encloyer, F ] to give one his fill, COAGMENTA'TION, a cementing, joining, glewing

to glut, to ſatiate. together, L.

ČLOY'ED [with Farriers] is ſaid of a horſe when COAGMENTATION [ in Chymifry ] the melting down a

ACCLOY'ED Ş he is prick'd with a nail in Thooing. matter by cafting in certain powders,and afterwards redu

Cloved (with Gunners) is ſaid of a piece of ordnance, cing the whole into a concrete or folid.

when any thing is got into the touch - hole. To COAGULATE [ coagulatum , L.] to turn into curds.

A CLUB [club, Teut. clubbe, Sax.] a large or thick COAGULA'TION , is the condenſing or thickening of a

ſtick ; alſo a company or ſociety of perſons who meet to- Auid matrer, without its loſing anyof the ſenſibleparts ,

gether to drink , egc which caus’d its fluidity ; as in blood, milk, & c.

CLUB Law (probably of clubbe,Sax, or of cleofan, Sax . COAGULAʼTION (with Cbymifts] is a giving a conſi
to cleave] the payment of an equal ſhare of a reckoning ; ſtence to liquids, by drawing out ſome part of them in
alſo a fighting with clubs. vapours by the means of fire ; or elſe by mingling liquors
To Cluck ( cloccan, Sax .] to cry as an hen does in of a different nature together.

calling her chickens together. COAGULATION [in Chymical Writers] is expreſſed by
CLU'MPER [ prob. of clympre, Sax , metal] a clot or clod. theſe characters, H E.

CLU'MPERED , clotted together in little lumps. COA'GULUM whatever ſerves to join things together, L.

CLU'MPERTON , a clown, or clowniſh fellow . COAGULUM (with Surgeons) the thick part ofthe blood ,
CLU'MPS [ probably of clomp, Teut.] a numpskull, one that floats in the ſerum when it is cold.

void of common ſenſe . To Coaks , to fawn upon , to flatter, to ſooth .

CLU'MSINESS , ſhortneſs and thickneſs. COAL [col, Sax,and Teut.] a mineral'fuel, a black , ſul

CLU'MSY [Lomptſch, Dw. ſtupid ] ſhort and thick ; al- phureous, inflammable matter.

fo awkward, unhandy. SC COAS

to one.
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COAL fire, a heap or pile of fire-wood for ſale ; ſo much Coch [in Doctors Bill] ſtands for cochleare, i.e.a ſpoonful.

as will make a load of coals when burnt.
COCHINE'EL Worm , an infect engenderd in the fruit of

COAL Mouſe, a bird . a ſhrub five or fix foot high , called Tonna , there are whole

T. COALE'SCE [coaleſcere, L.] to grow together, to plantations in Guatimala and other parts of the Spaniß Weft

cloſe together again.
Indies ; on the top of the fruit grows a red flower, which ,

Coal E'scence ? (with Philoſophers] a cleaving or u- when mature, falls on the fruir, which opening diſcovers a
COALESCENCY S niting together of the ſmall, fine clift two or three inches diameter. The fruit then appears

particles of matter that compoſeany natural body. full of little red intets , having wings of a ſurprizing ſmall

COALE'SCENCE (with Surg.) the cloſing of a wound ; nels. The Indians ſpread a clo :h under the tree, and

the growing together again of any parts, which were be- ſhake it with poles, till the infe & s are forced to quit their

fore leparated . lodging, and Ny about the tree ; but not being able to do
COALITION, a re-union , or growing together of parts it long, they tumble down dead into the cloth.

before feparated . COCHINE EL Grain, is a red berry growing in America ,

COA'LTERN ( coalternus) reciprocal, mutual , by turns. found in a fruit, reſembling that of the cochineel-tree or

COALTERN Fevers, are ſuch as when two come togen . tonna, the firſt ſhoots produce a yello :« flower, the point

ther periodically, the one invades, as the other goes off al- whereof,when ripe, opens with a cleft of three or four in

ternately. ches. This fruit isfull ofkernels or grains, which fall on

CoaʼMINGS of the batches [in a ship] are the planks the leaſt agitation, and which the Indians carefully gather

or frame which raiſes the hatches above the decks. up eight or ten of theſe fruits yield about an ounce of grain .

Co'an [ofthe iſland Coos ] is often applied to Hippocra- This berry yields a dye alnioft as beautiful as that of the
tes, or any thing that relates to him or his writings, he infe &t, and is ſo like, that a perſon may eaſily be deceived

having been born in it.
in them.

COARCTA’TION, a ſtraitening or preſſing together, I. COCHLEA (with Anatomifs) the cavity or hollow part

COARCTICULATION , a jointing of bones , L. of the ear, reſembling the ſhell of a ſnail.

COAST ( cofle, F.] a country lying on the ſea-shore, the Co'CLEA ( in Mechanicks] a ſcrew ,

ſea - ſhore . one of the ſix mechanick powers ;

To Coast it, to fail along by the ſea-coaſt. it is a ſtrait cylinder furrowed fp ral

COA'STING , failing within ſight of land, or within wiſe ; if the furrowed ſurface be con

foundings between them . vex , the ſcrew is ſaid to be male :

COASTING [with Husbandmen ] is the tranſplanting trees if concave , it is called a female ſcrew .

and planting the ſame ſide to the ſouth, weſt, eaſt,
Esc. Where motion is to be generated ,

which ſtood that way where it grew before.
the male and female ſcrew are al

COAT (COTC, Sax) a fold for theep, alſo a hut for cattle. ways joined ; that is , whenever the

Coat (cota, Ital . cotte, F.] a garment worn commonly ſcrew is to be uſed as a ſimple engine

uppermoft ; alſo the outſide of fruit : allo a thin covering or mechanical power, when joined

laid or done over any thing, as a coat of fine mould , Soc. with an axis in Peritrochio. there is

COAT [of cot, Sax. an hut, a cottage, Bc.] denotes no occaſion fora female ; but in that

that the place, to which it is added, was denominated from cafe it becomes part of a compound

a cottage, Sc. in that place. engine.

COAT of Mail, a piece of armour made in the form of Co'CHLEA [in Architecture? a winding ſtair -caſe.

a fhirt, and wrought over with many iron rings. COCHLEARIA (with Botaniſts] the herb 1poun -wort or

COAT [in a ship] is pieces of canvas done over with tar, fcurvy - grafs, L.

put about the maſt at the partners ; and alſo about the CocHLE A'R E , a ſpoon (in Medicine) a ſpoonful, L.

pump at the decks , that no water may go down there. Cock [cocce, Sax. kock , Dan . coc, F.] à dunghil fowl

COAT (with Anatomifts] a membranous cover of any of the male kind ; alſo the pin of a fun - dial or gun ; alſo

of the body, as the coats of the eyes, arteries, veins the needle of a balance ; alſo the wrought piece that co

vers the balance in a watch .

COB , a rich miſer ; alſo a foreign coin . Cock (with Heralds; Guillim ſays of the cock, that as

CoB [ coppe, Sax .] a ſea- fowl. ſome account the queenand ſwallow or wagtail the Lady,

Cob, a forced harbour for ſhips, as the cob of Lime in ſo may I term this Knight among birds ; being both of

Dorſetfire.
noble courage, and alwaysprepared for the bartle, having

Cob , a foreign corn , the ſame as a Piafter. his comb for an helmet, his fharp and hooked bill for a

COBA'les , a ſort of Demons in human ſhape, who were faulcheon to ſlaſh and wound his enemy, and as a com

calrd Satyrs, and ſaid to be attendants of Bacchus. Some plere ſoldier, armed cap- a-pe, he has his legs armed with

relate, that there are at this day many of them in Sarmatia, ſpurs, giving an example to the valiant ſoldier to expel dan

who hide themſelves in Houſes, and are ready to do any ger_by fight and not by Aight.
offices, for the people that entertain them, that are to be The Cock , fay others, is the emblem of ſtrife, of quar

expe &ted from the beſt of fervants. rels, of haughtineſs and of victory, becauſe he rather choo

CoʻBALTUM [in Med.) a ſort of mineral of a blackiſh fes to die than yield , and therefore he is called the bird

colour, and a cauſtick quality ; it conſiſts of ſilver and arſe- ofMars.

nick, and is , as it were, the mother of it.
The Cock crows when he is conqueror, and gives notice

To.Cosble {prob. of kobbelen , Du. or kobler, Dan. of his conqueſt. If he be vanquiſh'd, he ſhuns the light

and that of copulare, L. to join together] to botch , or to and ſociety of men.

do work bunglingly.
The ancients dedicated the cock to Apollo, becauſe he

A CO'BBLER (Gobler, Dan. to mend ſhoos] a mender gives notice of his approach and of the break of day.

of old fhoos ; alſo a bungling workman .
They alſo dedicated him to Mercury , as being the emblem

CO'BBLINGNESS [of Kobler , Dan.] Bunglingneſs. of watchfulneſs, ſummoning men to their buſineſs by his

Cobs , balls or pellets with which fowls are crammed . crowing. The cock is generally placed on the tops of ſtee

CO'BW EB, a web made by ſpiders, very probably anci- ples, and called the weather-cock , to intimate to prelates,

ently callid Cobs.
that they are to watch over their flocks. The cock is the

Co'ca
herald of the day and the centinel of the night, and is

Co'QUIA [Old Law ]a cogge, or ſmall boat. born in coat-armour by many families. The Gauls took

Co'CACLE [about Shrewsbury ] a device for fiſhing, made the cock for their firſt ſtandard , and wore it on their hel

of fallow -twigs, ſplit and covered next the water with an
mets for a creſt.

ox-hide, in which the fiſherman firs , rows with one hand, A Cock ( Hieroglyphically] ſignified a noble diſpoſition

and manages his nct , or any other fiſhing tackle, with the of mind, there being no bird of aof mind, there beingno bird of a more generous and un

other. daunted courage at the ſight of imminent danger.

Co'CAO Nut ? an Indian nut of which chocolate is COCK -FIGHTING, the original of this ſport is ſaid to

CA CAO Nut 5 made.
have been derived from the Athenians, on the following

COCCI'FEROUS [of coccus, L. a grain or berry, and fe- occaſion : When Themiftocles was marching his army to
90, L. to bear] all ſuch plants or trees that bear berries. fight the Perfians, he by the way elpying two cocks fight

Cocci'ges Os 3 [in Anatomy] a cartilaginous kind of ing, cauſed his army to behold them , and made the fol

Co'ccyx bone joined to the extremity of the lowingſpeech to them : Behold , theſe do not fight for their

Os Sacrum , ſo named, becauſe in ſhape it is ſomething like howpold gods, for the monuments of their anceſtors, nor for glo

a Cuckow's bill.
ry , norfor liberty, nor ſafety of their children ; 'but only be

Co'ccism, the old , filly tune of a cuckow .
cauſe the one will not give way to the other. This ſo en

couraged

part

nerves, Sec.
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peas, c.

touraged the Grecians, that they fought ftrenuouſly and artichokes, and of the outward are made large cables.
obtained the vi&ory of the Perſians ; upon which cock- Co'CKQUEAN ? [ q. Cookquean, of coqua, L. or coquine,

fighting was by a particular law ordained to be annually COT QUEAN S F.] a man that cots or acts the pare

pra&tised by the Athenians ; and hence was the original of a cook among women, or concerns himſelf in kitchen
of this ſport in England derived. affairs.

Cock -HORSE (of coc, in the language of the Brigan- Co'cquet , a beau , a gallant, an amoroſo or general

tines, high) a high horſe . lover ; allo a wanton maiden , who kecps ſeveral lovers in

Cock of Hay 19. d. cop a heap] a large heap of hay. ſuſpence, F.

Cock a boop [ coque-a -bube, F. i.e. a cock with a cope- CoʻCTIBLE [coétibilis, L.) caſy to be boiled .

creſt or comb] ſtanding upon highterms all upon the ſpur. CO'CTILE [ co &tilis, L.) fodden or baked .

Cock on hoop [i. e . the cock or ſpiggor being laid upon COCTILLA'TION , a poaching, as eggs, & c. L.

the hoop, and the barrel of ale itunn’d , 1. e . drank out Co'CTION , a boiling ; alſo a digeſtion in the ſtomach , L.

without intermiſſion] at the height of mirth and jollity . Co'cyla [Old Law ] a ſmall drinking cup in the

Co'CKAL , a ſort of play. Co'CULUMS Shape of a boat.

CockAROUS E (among the Virginian Indians) is one that Co'culus Indicus, a poiſonous narcotick berry , made

has the honour to be of the King's council with relation to uſe of by poachers to intoxicate fiſh , ſo that they may be

the affairs of the government, and has a great ſhare in the taken out of the water with the hand ; called állo Bacca

adminiſtration, and muſt all paſs through the Huskanau piſcatoriæ , i.e. fifhers -berries.

before they can arrive at this honour or be of the number COD (coote, Sax. and Du .] a pillow , as a pin cod, a
of the great men. See Huskanau. pin -cuſhion.

Co'CKATRICE [coquetris, F.] a kind of ſerpent other- Cods , the teſticles of an animal.

wife called a baſilisk . COD WARE , grain or feed contained in cods, as beans,

Cocks- COMB (with Botanifts] the herb alſo called

yellow rattle -graſs. Co'ddy ( cobbig , Sax.] having pods or ſhales, as peas,

COCK -BRAINED, giddy -brained , hair -brained, rafh . beans, doc.

Cocx featber (in Archery] that feather of the ſhaft that Cove (of caudex, L. the trunk of a tree, becauſe anci

ſtands uprig in due notching, and if it be not obſerved , ently their books were made of bark or wood] a book
the other feathers running on thebow will ſpoil the ſhot. or roll. See Codex.

Cock - LOFT (probably of coc high, of 12 , Heb. a roof ] CODE [of codex a book of caudex the trunk or timber of

an upper loft or garret. a tree , becauſe the books of the ancients were made of

COCK - PIT , a place made for cocks to fight in . wood, and their leaves were ſomething like our table books)

COCK -PIT [in a ship of War) is a place on the lower a volume or book .

floor or deck behind the main capſtan, lying between the CODE (among Lawyers] a certain book or volume of

platform or orlope and the ſteward's room , where are ſub- the ancient Roman law. In old time, the pleas and an .

diviſions or partitions for the purſer, the furgeon and his ſwers of the lawyers were in looſe ſcrolls or lheets of parch
mates. ment or paper. Theſe the Emperour Juftinian having col

COCK - roads, a net for the catching of woodcocks. leted and compiled into a book, called it Codex, and

Cock -roaches, a ſort of inſects. ever ſince, this book by way ofeminence has been called

Cocks (with Mariners) are ſmall ſquare pieces of braſs the code, and is accounted the ſecond volume of the Ro

with holes in them , which are put into the middle of large man civil law, and contains 12 books.

wooden ſhivers, to prevent them from ſplitting and galling The matter of it, eſpecially as to the firſt 8 books, is

by the pin of the block or pulley on which they turn . pretty near the ſame with the Digefts ; but in theſe things

Cock Weed (with Botanifs] an herb. it differs, firſt, as to the ſtile, which is not ſo pure ; 2. Its

COCK-SWAIN [of a ship ) an officer, who has the method is not ſo accurate as that of the Digeft. 3dly , In
Coxon १ charge of the cock -boat, barge or that it diſcuſſes matters of more common uſe whereas the

Thallop, with all its furniture, and is in readineſs with his more abſtruſe and ſubtle queſtions ofthe law are diſcuſs’d

crew to man theboat upon all occaſions, in the Digefts, and there are the opinions of the ancient

Cock-throppled Horfe (with Farriers] a horſe whoſe throp- lawyers upon them, and ſo contains more polite, fine,

ple or windpipe is ſo long, that he cannot draw his breath witty arguing, than of uſe to the generality of mankind.

with that eaſe that others do which are looſe- throppled. And for this reaſon fuftinian compos'd the code, becauſe

Cock's Walk (with Cock -fighters] a place where a cock is he found the Digeft in many places too fine and ſubtle for

bred, and where commonly no other cock comes . common uſe, andalſo very defective and imperfect as nos

To Co'CKER, to make much of, to be over -fond of or deciding many caſes that did daily occur.

to dandle . This code was compiled from the anſwers and determina

Co'cket (probably of Cock ] brisk , malapert. tions of 56 Emperors and their councils, many of which

COCKET } a cuſtom -houſe ſealed bill ; alſo a parch- were learned and skilful lawyers, as the famous Papinianus
COKETS ment ſealed and delivered by the officers and ſome others, from the time of the Emperor Adrian

of the cuſtomsto merchants as a warrant that their goods to Juftinian's owntime. And in this code there are abun
are cuſtomed . dance of things fully and diſtinêtly determined which be

COCKET Bread, the fineſt fort of wheaten bread . : fore were either omitted or too briefly handled .

COCKETTATA Lana [ Old Law ] wooll duly entered at 'The Theodofran CODE, is of good uſe to explain the

the cuſtom -houſe,and cocketed or allowed to be exported. Other Code, which cannot well be underſtood ' without

Cock ETTUM ? the office at the cuſtom -houſe where it. This was held in great eſteem , and was uſed in the

COCKETUM S. the goods to be expoſed are enter'd. Weftern parts of Europe for ſeveral hundred years, as Mr. Sel

COCKING Cloth (with Fowlers] a frame made of coarſe den relates, after that law was in a manner diſuſed and for

canvas, about an ell ſquare, tanned, with two ſticks ſer a- gotten ; but now the Tbeodofian Code is alſo grown much

croſs to kecp, it out, having a hole to look out at, and to
out of uſe .

put the nofel of a ſhort gun through, for the ſhooting of Co'dia [withBotanifs)the top or head of any plant ;
pheaſants , Sc. ] but more eſpecially that of a poppy.

Cockle [coccle, Sax .] a weed that grows among corn , Codicii [codicillus, L.) a ſupplementto a will or other

otherwiſe called Cornrofe ; alſo a ſmall fell-fiſh . writing ; eſpecially an addition to a teftament, when any

COCKLE Stairs, a ſort of winding ſtairs. thing has been omitted which the teſtator would have add .

To COCKLE, to pucker, Shrink or wrinkle, as ſome ed , explained , altered, or recalled .
cloth does. CODI'NIAĆ [ Codignac, F. cydoniatum , L.] Quiddeny or

Co'cKNEY , a nick-name commonly given to one born marmalade of quinces.

and bred in the city of London ; fome derive it from the Co'dLin (of to coddle] an apple proper to be coddled

the tale of a citizen's ſon who kuew not the language of a or boiled.

cock, but called it neigbing ; others again of coquin, F. an CODOSC E'LÆ ( according to Fallopius] venereal buboes
idle perſon, citizens generally living a leſs active life than in the groin ,

country people ; others again , from to cocker or fondle. COE (with Miners) a little lodgment they make for them

COCKREL, a young cock bred for fighting. ſelves under ground as they work lower and lower.
Co'CKISH [of cock ] uppiſh . Coe'CUM [in Anatomy/ the blind gut, the firſt of the

Co'CKISHNESS , uppiſhneſs. thick inteſtines, ſo called becauſemade likea fack , having

Coco, an Indian tree reſembling a date- tree, the nut of but oneaperture, which ſerves it for both entrance and
which contains a ſweet liquor like milk or cream , and of a exit, ..
pleaſant tafte ; the inner rind of which may be caten like

Corra
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COEFFICIENT [ coefficiens, L.) that which makes, COESSE'NTIAL [of con and effentialis, L.] of the

cauſes or brings to paſs together with another. ſame eſſence.

CoeFFICIENT , of any generating Term [in Fluxions] is COESSE'NTIALNESS ? ( of con and effentia , L.] the

the quantity which ariſes by dividing that term by the ge- CoEssENTIALITY S being of the fame eſſence

nerating quantity with .

COEFFICIENT (with AlgebraiAs] the known quantity CoetA'NEOUS (of con and ætas, L.] of the ſame
age ;

that is multiplied into any of the unknown terms of an alſo living together at the ſame time.

equation CoerA'NEOUSNESS [ of con and was] the being of

COEFFICIENCY [ of coefisiens, L.) the cauſing or the ſame age with .

bringing to paſs together with another, COETE'RNAL [of con and aternus, L.] that is erernal

COEFFICIENTS [in Algebra ] are numbers prefix'd to to, with , or as well as another.

letters or ſpecies into whichthey are ſuppoſed tobe multi- COETE'RNALNESS ? [of coeternal, Fr.) the being e

plied ; and therefore with fuch letters , or with the quan
COETE'RNITY S} ternal with.

tities repreſented by them , they make a re &tangle or pro- COE'VAL [of con and avum , L. an age] of the ſame

duet, coefficient prodnation ; whence the name, thus 6ab'im age orduration .

pliesthatthe quantities repreſented by a b, are multiplied COEVA'LITY, the being of the ſame age or duration.

into the coefficient 6. and that out of theſe 2 the rectangle
Coeur (in Heraldry) as Party en caur, figuifies

or product 6ab is formed. a ſhort line of partition in pale in the center of

COE'LIA [xonia, Gr.] with Anat ſignifies any kind of the efcutcheon, which extends but a little way,
original cavity in an animal body ; and hence diſeaſes ſeat- much ſhort of top and bottom , and is there met

ed inthe cavities or venters of the body, are called Cæliack by other lines, which form an irregular partition of the
affections. eſcurcheon.

COELIACK ( of xornía, Gr. the belly) of or belonging CoExi'STENT [of con and exiftens, L.] having an

to the belly . exiſtence together at the ſame time.

COLLIAC Artery [with Anat.] is that which ariſes from COEXISTENCE (of con and exiftentia , L.] the exiſting

the trunk of the sorta after it enters the abdomen , and at the ſame time with .

ſpreads into 2 branches ; the firſt on the right-hand named CO'FFEE [Choava, Arab ) a drink well known, made

Gaftrica dextra , and the other on the left, called Splenica. ofa berry brought from Turkey and other places.

COELIAC Paffion, a kind of flux or looſeneſs, wherein Co'ffer cop fer , Sax.] a cheſt or trunk ; alſo a long

the chyle or nutritious part of the food paſſes off along ſquare box, or trough, in which tin oar is broken to pieces
with , or inſtead of urine. in a ftamping mill.

COETA Vein, that which runs into the inteftinum re&tum , Coffer in Fortification) a hollow trench or lodgment

or blind gut . cut in the bottom of a dry ditch .

COELIGENOUS [ Cæligeria, L.] heaven born . CO'FFER (with Archite& s] the lowermoſt part of a

Co E'LOMA [xolawua, Gr.] a hollow round ulcer in tornice, or a ſquare depreſſure or finking in each interval,
the lunica cornea , or horny coat of the eye, L. between the modillion of the Corinthian cornice , uſually

COE'LUM Heaven (with Anat .) the cavity of the eye filled with a roſe, pomegranate orother inrichment.
towards the corner, L. CO'FFERER [in the king's boubold] the ſecond officer

COE'LUS (according to the Pagan Tbeology) was the an- next under the comptroller, who has the overſight of the

cienteſt, the great grandfather (or firſt) of all the Gods other officers, andother officers, and pays them their wages.

[ in the Greek called ' Ouegros] he had 2 fons, Titan was the Co'ffin ( coke, Sax. a hole a coffer, a cheft] a caſe or

elder, and Saturn the younger; the laſt of which committed box, commonly of wood, to put a dead body in, in order

a moſt impious a &tion , by cutting off his privy parts with a to burial.

[cythe, to deprive him of the power of begetting, and CO'FFIN [of a Horſe] is the whole hoof of the foot

threw his genitals into the ſea, where by the continual above the coronet, including the coffin -bone, the ſole and

agitation of the waves, it finding a favourable womb among, the fruſh .

the froth , they ſay the goddeſs Venus was produced out of COFFIN-BONE [of a Horſe] is a ſmall ſpungy bone,

the bleeding genitals. incloſed in the middle of the hoof, and poſſeſſing the
Hefiod ſays, his wife Vefta brought forth many ſons and whole form of the foot.

daughters, the names of which were Codus, Fapetus, Theia , Coffin of Paper, a triangular piece, ſuch as grocers

Hyperion, Themis, Mnemoſyne, Phoebe, Tethys, Saturnus, put_up pepper, dc. in form of a cone.

Gigas, Titan, Brontes, & c . to the number of 45. Of theſe To CoG (coqueliner, F.] to footh up, coaks or flatter;

Apollodorus ſays, Calus married Terra (the earth ) and had alſoto cheat at dice- play.
y her 3 ſorts of children, i.e. the giants with an hundred Cogs, the teeth of a mill-wheel ; alſo a ſort of boat

ands and so heads, called Briarens, Gyan and Cocus ; 2. uſed on the river Humber.

lae Cyclops, and the Titans, of whom Saturn was the youngeſt. CO'GENT [cogens, L.] preſſing, inforcing, ſtrong.

COE'METERY ( xo pentheos, Gr.] of a burying place, a CO'GENCY [ of cogens, L.) the being cogent,

durch -yard. CO'GENTNESSS or compelling.

Coe'MPTION , a buying up of things, L. CO'GGA { [Old Law] a ſort of ſea -veſſel or ſhip, a

COE'NOBITES [of zorròs common, and bic life] a Co'GGOS cock - boat.

Set that had all things in common by way of religious con CoʻGITABLE [cogitabilis, L.) that may be thought on .
Terſation . COGI'TABUND ( cogitabundus, L.] full of thoughts,

CoENO'BIARCH [ of xorvoßraez's of xorvòs and äpxw , deeply thoughtful.

(Sr. ] a chief governour the prior of a monaſtery: COGITATION, the art of thinking, thought, the re
COENOBI'TICK (of or pertaining to Coenobites, or to flection of the mind .

the way of living in common. COGITATION (with the Carteſians] whatever a man

COE'NOBY (Cænobium , L. of xosvòs and bio, Gr.] a experiences in himſelf, and of which he is conſcious ; as all

living in common or like monks, c. the operations of the underſtanding, will, imagination and

Coeno'se [cænofus, L.] filthy , muddy. ſenſes.

COENO'SITY [cænofitas, L.) filthineſs, muddineſs. COGITA'TIVE [cogitativus , L.) thoughtful.

COENOTA'PHIUM (of xío empty , and tdq6 a fe- Co'sGL E Stone, ſuch as children play with .

CENOTAPHIUM S pulcher) an empty tomb or mo- COGNA'TION, kindred, affinity, alliance.

nument ere &ted in honour of ſome illuſtrious perſon decea- COGNATION [ in Cioil Law ) the line of parentage

ſed , who periſhing in thipwreck, battle or the like, his between males and females, both deſcended from the

body could not be found to be depoſited in it. fame father.

Co E'QUAL [ coaqualis, L.) equal to one another, as Co'C NISANCE ? [connoiſſance, F. cognitio, L.] know
fellows and

partners
COGNIZANCE S ledge.

CO EQUA’LITY 3 [of coaqualis, L.] a being equal COGNISANCE , a badge of arms on a ſerving man , or
COE'QUALNESS S with .

waterman's Neeve, Thewing that he belongs to a particular

Coe'RCIBLE [coercibilis, L.) that may be held in or mafter or ſociety.

reſtrained . COGNISANCE [in Heraldry] ſignifies the ſame as creſt,

COE'RCIVE , keeping in or reſtraining. which in any atcheivement helps to marshal and ſet off a

Co E'RCIVENESS [of coercere, L.) compulſiveneſs. coat of arms.

COE'RCION , a reſtraining, a keeping in good order or CO'G NISANCE ( in Law ) ſometimes is uſed to ſignify
docorum .

the confeffion of a thing done, an acknowledgement of a

COERU'L EUS , a, um [with Botanick writers] of a blue fine ; alſo an audience or hearing a matter judicially.
colour. CLA

3
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CO'GNISANCE of a Plea [in Law ) is a privilege grant Coins ? [with Archite&ts] the corners of walls; or

ed by the king to a cityor town corporate, to hold a plea Quiness a kind of dies cut diagona -wife, after

of all contracts and of land within the bounds of the the manner of the flight of a ſtair-cafe, ſerving at bottom

franchiſe ; ſo that if any perſon is impleaded upon ſuch an to ſupport columns on a level , and at top to correct the

account at the king's or inayor's court, or the court of the inclination of an entablature ſupporting a vault .

bailiff of ſuch franchiſe, he may ask Cogniſance of the Coins [in Gunnery) great wooden wedges with

plea, i.e. that the matter may be determined before them . QUINES S ſmall handles at the ends for the levelling,

COGNISE E ' [Law Term] the perion to whom a raiſing or lowering of a piece of ordinance at pleaſure.

CONNIS E E ' S fine is acknowledged. COINS [with Printers) certain ſmall wedges uſed to

COGNISO'R one who acknowledges or paſſes a fine QUINESS faften the whole compoſure of letters in
Connis O'R S of lands or tenements to anorher. the chaſe or frame.

COGNI'110 prejudicialis [ in Civil Law ) is a debating Coins 2 [in a ship ] are ſmall ſhort pieces of

of a point that happens accidentally before the principal Canting Coins Swood, cut with a ſharp ridge to

cauſe can have an end , L. lie between the casks to keep them from rolling one againſt

COGNITION , knowledge,. another.

COGNITIO'NIBUS admittendis, a writto a juſtice or Standing Coins , pipe-ſtaves, or billets to make casks
other perſon, who has power to take a fine, and having faft.

actually taken an acknowledgement of it, defers to certity CoI'NOBITE ? xorvobital, of xoir common and Blo,

it intothe court of Common -Pleas, requiring him to do it. CE'NOBITE S Gr. life] a religiousperſon who lives in

COGNO'SCENCE (of cognofcere, L.) knowledge. a convent , Eyoc under acertain rule, contrary to an hermit or

COGNO'SCITIVE, pertaining to knowledge. anchorite who lives in folitude,

CO'GKITAL Line ( in Portification] a line drawn from COI'STREL , a young lad.

the angle of the center to that of the baſtion. Coi'tion (of coitus, L.] an aſſembling or meeting to

Co., Men, dealers in Cog -ware. gether ; a mutual tendency of bodies towards one another,

Cog Ware, coarſe cloths, anciently uſed in the North of as of the iron and loadítone ; alſo carnal copulation or
England. intercourſe between male and female ,

To CoHA'BIT [ cohabitare, L.] to dwell together, COITion of the Moon (in Aftronomy] iswhen the moon

eſpecially as manand wite do is in the fame ſign and degree of the Zodiack with the ſun.

COHA'BITANT, one who inhabits with another. COITS sa ſort of broad ringsof iron or horſe Shoos

COHABITANCE [of cobabitare, L.] a cohabiting or Quoits to playwithal.

COHABITATIONS dwelling with . COKE , pit-coal, or ſeal -coal, burnt into a kind of ſea -coal.
CO'HEIR [ cobæres, L. coberitier, F.] a joint- heir with Coʻker, a boat - man or water -man .

another. CO'KERS, fishermens boats.

Conei'r Ess, a female joint - heir with another. A Cokes, a neer fool, a ninny .

To COHE'RE ( coberere, L.] to ſtick or cleave to , to To COLAPHI'Z E [ colaphizo, L. of xonapiśw, Gr.] to

hang together well ; to agree.
buffer.

COHERENCE ? [ cobarentia, L.) a ſticking, cleaving or COLA'PTICE [of Xonarlo, Gr. to carve] the art of

COH E'RENCY S hanging together ; an agreement. carving figures in ſtone.
CoH E'RENT coherens, L.] agreeing together. CO'LARIN [in Archite &ture] the little frize of the capital

COHERENT Diſcourſes, are luch diſcourſes in which of the Dorick and Tuſcan column, placed between the

there is a connexion and agreement between their parts. aftragal and the annulets ; alſo the ' orlo or ring on the

COHERENT propoſitions, fuch that have ſome rela- top of the ſhaft of the column, next to the capital.

tion or agreement the onewith another. COLAʼtion, a ſtraining, a paſſing through a lieve.
COHE'SION [ cobafio, L.) a ſticking or cleaving to- CO'LATURE (in Pharmacy ] the ſeparation of a liquor

gether. from ſome mixture or impurity, by ſtraining it throughthe

COHESION , of the parts of matter (with Philofopbers] is narrow pores of a cloth , paper, Soc. or that which is ſo

a certain quality, from whence ſoever it ariſes, by which ſtrained .

the parts of all ſolid bodies adhere or ſtick cloſe to one CO'LCOTAL [in Chymiftry the dry ſubſtance remaining

another. after the diſtillation of vitriol, which is commonly called

CoH E'SIVENESS[of coberere, L.) coheſive quality. caput mortuum .

To Cohibit [ cohibere, L.] to reſtrain or keep back . CO'LCHICUM (with BotaniAs] meadow -faffron , L.

COHOBA'TION (with Chymifts] a repeated diſtillation, Co'LCOTHAR (with Chymifts] vitriol burnt or calcin'd

by, pouring it on again upon the dregs remaining in the ver- COLCOTAL over a ſtrong fire for a good while ;

fel, commonly performed to open mixed bodies, or to ren- which is effe&tual in ftanching blood, alſo the dregs or

der ſpirits volatile. remains left at the bottom of the veſſel, after the diſtilla
CO'HORT (cohors, L.] a band of ſoldiers among the tion of vitriol .

Romans, ordinarily conſiſting of 500 men, or the 10th part COLD ( cealo, Sax. kold, Dan.) is one of the primary
of a legion . qualities of bodies, and is ſuch a ſtate of the minute (very
COHORTATION , an exhortation or encouraging, L. ſmall) parts of any body, in which they are more ſlowly or

Coif [ coiffe, F.] a ſort of hood or cap for the head . weakly agitated than thoſe of the organs of feeling; ſo

Serjeants of the Coir , a title of ferjeants at law , given that cold is only a relative term ; the very fame body being

themfrom the wearing a coif of lawn on their heads: liable to be pronounced either hot or cold, according as its

Coil , a noiſe, clutter, tumult ; alſo the breach of a particles are in a greater or leſſer motion than thoſe of the

great gun. Tenſitory organs.

To keep a Coil (prob. of kottern , Teut. to chide] to Co'ldnes ( cealoneyye, Sax ] the being cold , or qua

make a noiſe , diſturbance , bc. lity of cold .

To Coil a Cable ( Sea Term] is to wind it about in form CO'LDNESS Potential, is a relative quality , which

of a ring the ſeveral circles lying one upon another plants, @sc . are ſuppoſed to have. Thus a plant is ſaid to

COI'ling of the Stud, ſignifies the firſt making choice be cold in the ad or 3d degree ; not that it is actually cold

ofa colt or young horſe for ſervice. to the touch ; but in its effe & ts or operations, if taken in

COIN [ coin, F. perhaps of cureus a wedge , or as others wardly.
ſuppoſe of lixcivan image, Gr. ] becauſe it has commonly CU'LDSHIRE Irun, is ſuch as is brittle when it is cold.

the figure of the princes head upon it ; or prob. of Cunnar CO'LEN'S Earth, a ſort of colour uſed by painters.

Span . to coin ) any ſort of ſtamped money, or a piece of CO'LET , that part of the ring wherein the itone is ſet.

metal converted into money by impreſſing certain marks or CO'LIBERTS, perſons of a middle condition, between

figures on it. ſervants and freemen .

COINCIDENCE ? [coincidentia , L.) a falling or CO'LIBUS [xónulo', Gr.] the humming bird , which

CO'INCIDENTNESSS jumping together. makes a noiſe like a whirl-wind , though it be in fize

COINCIDENT [ coincidens, L.) a happening together, a no bigger than a fly ; it feeds on dew, has an admirable

falling in with ; happening at the ſame time.Thus, beauty of feathers, and a ſcent as ſweet as that of musk or

COINCIDENT Figures in Geometry) are ſuch which ambergreaſe.

being placed one upon another, do exa & ly agree or cover Coʻlic (colica, L. of xorixen, Gr.] a violent gnawing

one another. pain in the Abdomen, that takes its name from the gut Colon ,

COINDICA’TIONS [with Phyſicians] are ſigns that do which anciently was ſuppoſed the principal part affected.
not indicate or diſcover by themſelves, but together with Co'ling , a long , pale fort of apple that grows about
other things and circumſtances do aſſiſt the phyſician to Ludlow .

form a judgment of the diſeaſe . Tt Ta
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ing, L.

living.

ways.

To COLÉ [Accoller, F. of collum , L. the neck ] to em- ſuch as are appointed with the epiſtles and goſpels in the

brace about the neck . publick ſervice of the church of England.

CO'LL A [xómid, Gr.) glew, any glutinous matter, or of To COLLE'CT [ colle &tum , L. sup.] to gather, to pick

the nature of glew . up ; to levy or raiſe taxes,

COLLABEFACTION, a deſtroying, wafting or decayo COLLECTA'NEOUS [colle&tanews, L.) gathered and

ſcraped up together ; pickt up outofdivers works.

To COLLA'bery [ collabefacere, L.] to break, to de- COLLECTA'NEOUSNESS ( collettaneus, L.] the being

ſtroy , ro waſte. colle &ted out of ſeveral.

CollA'PSION , a falling down together, L. COLLE'CTION, a gathering together or picking up ;

CO'LLAR [collare, L. collier, F.] the upper part of a alſo the things gathered together or picked up ; as a col

doublet or band ; alſo a ring made of metal to put about
lection of books, papers, Sc. L.

theneckof a flave, dog, Tr. alſo harneſs for à cart or
COLLE'CTION (with Logicians] an inference or con

draught- horfe. cluſion ,

COLLAR ( in a Ship ) is a rope faftened about the beak- COLLE'CTION of Light [with Aftrologers] is when 4

head, unto which isfixed a pulley called the dead -man's- principal ſignificators behold not one the other ; but both

eye, that holds the main ſtay ; alſo another about the head of themcaft their ſeveral aſpects to a more momentary

of the main maſt, called the collar or garland, which is planet than themſelves, whom they each of them receive in

wound about there to prevent it from galling. ſome of their eſſential dignities : fo that the planet, which

COLLAR of SS's, an ornament of the knights of the does thus colle &t their lights, fignifies in their judgment

gárter,worn about their necks. the accompliſhing of a bulineſs in hand between2 perſons

To CoʻLLAR (with Wreftlers] is to lay hold on the by the mediation of a third .

collar of the antagoniſt, COLLECTITIOUS ( colle & itius, L ] pickt up of all

To COLLA'TE [ collatum , L.] to beſtow a ſpiritual ſorts.
COLLE'CTIVE [ colle & ious, L.) pertaining to gather

TO COLLA'TÉ Books, to examine them by the ſigna ing, boc:- comprehenſive, apt to gather.

tures , to ſee that they are perfe &t. COLLECTIVE Nouns ( in Gram .] are nouns or words

COLLA'T ERAL ( collateralis, L ] that hangs and de- which comprehend many perſons or things in the fingular

pends on the ſides, or that comes lide-ways, not directly, number ; as a people, a multitude, a company,Sr.
but on one ſide ; thus collateral preſſure is a preſſure fide- COLLEGE (collegium , L.) a name anciently given to

certain focieties, corporations or companies of workmen ,

COLLATÉRA L [ in Geograpby] any place, country , & c. tradeſmen, & c. a company or fociety of thoſe who are of
ſituate by the ſide of another. the ſame profeſſion who [among the Romans] had their

COLLATERAL Points [in Coſmograpby] are the inter- refpe &tive patron or governour ; but eſpecially ſtudents in an

mediate points, or thoſe between the cardinal points. univerſity, Syec. alſo the place or publick building in which

Primary COLLATERAL Points, are ſuch as are removed they dwell.
by an cqual angle on each ſide, from 2 cardinal points. COLLEGA'TARY [ Civil Law ] a perſon to whom a legacy

Secondary COLLATERAL Points, are either thoſe which is left in common with one ormore perſoas.
are equally diſtant from a cardinal and firſt primary ; or CO'LLEGER { [collegatus, L.) a fellow -member or

equally diſtant from ſome cardinal or primary, and firſt COLLEGIATES ſtudent of a college.

ſecondary COLLE'GIAL ( collegialis, L.] of or pertaining to a

COLLATERAL Defcent, is ſpringing out of the ſide of college.

the whole blood, as grandfather's brother, & c. COLLE'GIATE Cburcb, a church which is built and en

COLLATÉRALS in Genealogy) are ſuch relations as pro- dow'd for a ſociety, or body corporate ofa dean or other
cecd from the ſame ſtock but not in the ſame line of af- preſident, and ſeveral canons or prebendaries, as thoſe of

cendants or deſcendants ; but being as it were aſide of Weftminfter, Windfor, & c.

each other. Thus uncles, aunts, nieces, couſins, are col- Co'LL ERED ( in Heraldry] ſignifies wearing a collar, as
laterals, or in the collateral line. a dog collered , Soc.

COLLA'TERAL Aſurance, is a bond , which a man, that CO'LLERY , a ſtore - houſe for coals .

covenants with another, enters into for performance of the CO'LLET (of a Ring ] that part of it in which the

covenants. ſtone is ſet, the Bezil.

COLLATERAL Security [ in Law ) that which is given COLLE'TICKS [in Medicine] medicines which a

over and above the deed it felf, as if a man covenants with gluing or cloſing quality, which ſerve to faſten the parts,

another, and enters intoa bond for the performance of his andmakethem firm .

covenants, the bond is ſtiled a collateral aſſurance . COLLI'CIE (with Anat.) the joining of the pun & a lacry

COLLATERA'LIS Denis ( Apatomy] a muſcle, otherwiſe malia into one paſſage on both ſides, for conveying the

called Erector Penis. moiſture of the eyes into the cavity of the noftrils.
COLLATION , a handſome treat or entertainment, be- COLLICOLUM [ Anat.) the ſame as nympha, L.

tween dinner or fupper ; alſo among the Romaniſts a meal To COLLI'D E ( collidere, L.] to hit, Arike, daſh or

or repaſt on a faſt-day,in lieu of a ſupper. knock together, or one againſt another.
COLLATION [ in á Logical Senfe] a comparing one thing CO'LLIER , a dealer or worker in coals.

well with another. COLLIGA'TION , a gathering or tying up together, I.
COLLATION [in Common Law ) the compariſon or pre COLLIMATION , an aiming at .

Tentation of acopy to its original, fo fec whether they are COLLINEA'TION, a levelling at, or aiming to hit the

both alike ;alſothe report or a &t of the officers who made mark , L.

the compariſon. CO'LLINESS [ of Coal] a being blacked or dawbed

COLLATION Lof a Benefice] is the beſtowing of a with coals, foot, doc.

church -living by a biſhop, who has it in his own gift or COLLI'QUAMENT [ colliquamentum , L.) that which is

patronage.
melted .

COLLATION of Seals ( ancient Deeds] was when one CO'LLIQUANS Febris [with Phyſicians] is one of the

ſeal was ſet on the reverſc or back of another upon
the kinds of burning fevers, but ſuch a one as they ſay , by

ſame label or ribband . its exceſſive heat, ſuddenly melts the fat flefh and ſub

COLLATIO'NE fa&ta, &c. a writ dire &ted to the juſtices ftance of the folid parts of the body; nay, ſometimes

of the Common.Pleas, ejonining them to ſend out their writ even the very blood in the veins, and diſcharges it by in

to a bishop for theadmitting a clerk inthe place ofanother, fenfible tranſpiration, as ſweat, urine or ftool, z .

preſented by the king, who died during the ſuit between CO'LLIQUANT, (colliquans, L.) confuming, wafting.

the king and the biſhop's clerk, To CO'LLIQUATE [colliquatum , L.] to melt, to con

COLLATIO'NE Hermitagii, a writ by which the king ſume or waſte.

uſed to confer the keeping of an hermitage upon a clerk . COLLIQUA’TION [with Phyſicians] a kind of dangerous

COLLATI'TIOUS [ collatitius, L.) done by the con- flux or ſcouring.
ference or contribution of many. CO'LLIQUATIVE Rever , one which is attended with a

COLLA'TIVE [ collations, L ') conferred together. Diarrhea, or profuſe ſwcats, from too lax a contexture of

A COLLATIVE [collatiuum , L.) a benevolence of the the fluid . See Colliquans.

people to the king, @gc. COLLIQUAT I'VENESS [of colliquativus, L.) wafting
COLLEAGUE (collega, L. collegue, F.] a companion , nefs, conſumingneſs.

partier or aflóciate in the fame office or magiftracy. COLLIQUEFA'CTION, a melting down, L.

A CO'LLECT ( colle & um , L.) a ſhort prayer, particularly
COL

are of
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to her.

or footh up, to fawn

COLLIRI'DIANS , a feet of hereticks, who paid ado- COLORA'TION , a colouring, L.
ration to the virgin Mary as a goddeſs, and offered facrifice COLORI'FICK ( colorificus, L.] making colour, colour

ing

COLLI'SION, a daſhing or ſtriking of one body againſt COLORATION (with Cbym .) the brightening of gold

another, F. of L. or filver, when it isſullied by any fulphureous vapour.

COLLISTRI'GIUM (in the Pra &tick of Scotland] a pair COLORISA'TION ? [in Pharmacy] the changes of co

of ſtocks, COLORA'TION S lour which bodies undergo , by

To CoʻLLOCATE [ of collocatum , L.) to place, to ſet, the various operations either of nature or art, as by calçi

to appoint to a place. nations, coctions, c

COLLOCA'TION, a placing or ſetting in order, F. of L. Coloss . See Coloſſus.

COLLOCU'Tion , a talking together, l . COLOSSE'AN large like a Coloffus.

To COLLO'GUE ( of colloqui, L. to talk with ] to decoy COLOSSE'UM [at Rome) an amphitheatre built by the

with fair words ; to flatter upon . emperor Vefpafian , capacious enough to contain 100000

CoʻLLOP ( prob. of xonapos, Gr. a flat piece of Aeſh ] ſpectators to fit round the Area , i. e. the place where the
a cut or ſlice of meat, beafts were let looſe, and was the place where St. Ignatius

CO'LLOQU Y [ colloquium , L.] a diſcourſe, a feigned con- wasexpoſed to the lions,

ference or talking together of ſeveral perfons, as the col- COLOSTRA'TION, a diſeaſe happening to young ones

loquies of Eraſmus. fucking the milk of the dam within 2 daysafterthe birth.

COLLUCTA'TION a ſtruggling or wrefling toge- Colo's sus , a ftatue of prodigious ſize, as that of Apollo

COLLU'CTANCY ther. or the Sun in the harbour of the iſland Rhodes. That ac

TO COLLU'DR (colludere,L.) to play together ; (in Lax ] Rbodes was made by Chares of Aſia the Leffer, and was the
to plead by covin, with intent to deceive. work of 12 years, and was dedicated to the sun. It colt

CO'LLUM , a neck , L about 44000 pounds Engliſh money . It was placed at the

COLEUM 'minus uteri ( Anat.] the cavity of the womb entrance of the harbour of the city,with the right foot ſtand

next itsinternal orifice, where it is more contra &ted than ing on the one ſide of the land, and the left on the other.

it is at the bottom , L. The talleſt fhips with their maſts fail'd into the haven be

CoIlu'ston , a juggling or playing booty ; a hunting tween the legs of it , and when it was thrown down to the

with the hound and running with the hare, L. ground by an earthquake, few men were able to embrace

COLLUSION [in Law ] a fraudulent or deceitful com- the little finger of this prodigious ftatus , the braſs of which

pact or agreement between 2 or more parties to bring it wasmadeloaded 900 camels.

an a & tion one againſt the other for ſome deceitful end , or Coʻlour [color, L.) is a quality inherent to natural bo

to the prejudice of the right of a third perſon . dies, which are ſaid to be ſo and ſo coloured ; or as others

Collu's ORY [ colluforius, L.] done by covin and cols define colour, an accident that happens to them by the re
luſion. Ae &tion of light ; alſo complexion, looks ; alſo pretence of

COLLLU'THIANS, certain hereticks in the 4th century , thew.

who confounded the evil of puniſhment with the evil of CO'LOUR [ in Law ] is a plea that is probable, tho' in

fin , ſaying that the former proceeded not from God any reality falfe, put in with intent to draw the trial of the
more than the latter. cauſe from the jury to the judges.

To Co'lly (of cole, sax.] to dawb with foot or black COLOUR [in Heraldry] colours are generally red, black ,

proceeding from coals. blue and purple, which are called as follows: the red is

Co'lly, the black or foot on the outſide of a pot, called gules ; the blue, azure ; the black, fable ; the green ,

kettle, the chimney, Soc. vert orfinople ; and the purple, purpure, tenny or tawney, and

ToColly [ſpoken of a Hawk] a term uſed when the Sanguine ſometimes, butthis isnot common: and thele co

ſtretches out herneck ſtrait forward. lours are ſometimes otherwiſe expreſs'd ; gules is called

COLLY-FLOWER [caplpynt, Sax .) a ſort of finę Mars; azure, Jupiter ; , sable, Saturn ; veri, Venus ; pura

cabbage plant. pure, Mercury; tenny, the Dragon'sbead; and fanguine, the

COLLYRIUM [xonuecor, Gr.] any liquid medicinc decine de- Dragon's tail.

figned to cure diſeaſes in the eyes.' It was formerly uſed In precious ftones gules is called ruby ; azure,sapphire ;

fora tent to dreſs a fiftula with ; a peſſary or ſuppoſitory. fable, diamant ; vert, emeraud ; purpure, amethyf , tenny,

COLO'BOMA [xomóbwud, Gr.] a growing together of byacintb ; and fanguine, fardonix.

the lips, eye- lids or noſtrils '; or a preternatural cleaving of COLOUR (in pbiloſopby] a property inherent in light,

the ears tothe head.
whereby, according to the different ſizes or magnitudes

COLOCASI'A , ( xoxoxao la , Gr.] the Egyptian bean. of its parts, it excites different vibrations in the #bres of

COLOCY'NTHIS [xoxoxursis, Gr.] a kind of wild gourd the oprick nerve; which being propagated to the fenforium ,

whoſe apple is called coloquintida. affects the mind with differentſenſations.

COLOME'STRUM ( Botany] the herb dog -bane. COLOUR of office [Law Phraſe) an evil or unjuſt a

Co'lon (küor, Gr. a member) a member of the body, done by the countenance of office or authority
eſpecially a foot or arm . To COLOUR [ colorare, L.) to give a colour to ; to cloak ,

COLON [ in Gram . ] a point marked thus ( : ) being a to excuſe ; alſo to bluſh .

middle point of diſtinction between a Comma and a period To COLOUR frangers goods, is when a freeman al

in ſentences. lows a foreigner to enter goods at the cuſtom -houſe in his
COLON ( with Anat.) is one of the thick guts, and the name.

largest of all, being in length about 8 or 9 hands breadth , CO'LOURABLE, ſpecious, falſe, feigned.

and full of little cells, ſometimes ſtuffed with wind and CoʻLOURING (with Painters) the manner of app'ying

other matters, which cauſe pains of the colic. and conducting the colours of a picture ; or the mixture of

COLONA'DE, [Arcbite&ture] a range of pillars running lights andſhadows form’d by the various colours employd

quite round a building, and ſtanding within the walls of it, ina painting.
or a portico of pillars, ſuch as before St. Peter's church at COLOURS (in Military Affairs) the ſtandard , enſign or

Rome.
banner of a

company
of ſoldiers.

CO'LONEL [ Colonello , Ital. Colonel , Fr. ) the com- COLOURS [in a ship] the enſigns or flags, & c. place !

mander in chief of a regiment of horſe, dragoons or foot on the ſtern or poop, to ſhow of what part or country
Toldiers. they are.

CO'LONY [ Colonia, L.) a plantation , a company of Emphatical COLOURS ( according to the ancient Natural

people removedfrom one country or city to another , with Philoſophy) are ( as theyterm them ) thoſe apparent colours
anallowance of land for tillage ; alſo the place of their frequently ſeen in theclouds, before fun -riſing or after its
fettlement. ſetting ; or the colours that appear in the rain -bow , Sc

COLOPHO'NIA 3 [of Colopbon, a city of Ionia] the theſethey will not allow to betrue colours, becauſe they

COLOFONIA S herb ſcammony. arenot permanent or laſting:

COLOPHONI'A [with Chymifts, of xonopa's, Gr.] the top Field COLOURS , are ſmall flags of about a foot and half

of a thing, the chief, the end, L. the caput mortuum , or ſquare, carried along with the quarter-mafter general fos

froſs ſubſtance of turpentine, the more liquid part being marking out the ground of the ſquadrons and battalions.

diſtilled into oil . CO'LOURABLENESS, plauſibleneſs.

COLOPHONIA refina, a kind of roſin iſſuing out of COLFA'R e arbores [Old Law ] to lop or top trees.

the pine- tree , COLPATU'RA ? [Old Law ] the cutting or lopping of

COLOQUI'NTIDA, the fruit of a wild gourd of a bitter CULPATU'RA S trees; a treſpaſs within a foreſt.

taſte . Colpi'cia , ſamplars or young poles in the woods,

which
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event.

'which when they are cut down make Levers, which the in- Carolitick COLUMN , is one that is adorned with foliages

habitants of Warwickfire call colpices.
or leaves or branches turned ſpirally around the fafc ;or

CoʻLPINDACH < ( according to the practice of Scotland) in crowns and feſtoons.

Cow'DACH S a young cow or heifer, Diminifoed COLUMN, is one that begins to taper or di

Colt [colt, Sax .] a young horſe , mare or aſs.
miniſh from the baſe in imitation of trees.

CULTS-Foot (with Botanifs] an herb good in diſtem- Cantoned COLUMNS, are ſuch as are engaged in the

pers of the lungs,& c. four corners of a ſquare pillar, to ſupport fourſprings of

Colt Evil ( with Farriers] a preternatural ſwelling in the
an arch.

pizzle and cods of a horſe. Coupled COLUMNS , are ſuch as are diſpos’d by two and

COLTER [cultos, Sax .] a piece of iron belonging to a
two , ſo as almoſt to touch each other at their baſes and

plough that cuts the ground. capitals.
COLUBRI'NA (with BotaniAs] the herb briony or white, Cbronological COLUMNS, are ſuch as bear ſome hiſtorical

vine, L.
inſcription digeſted according to the order of time.

Colu'BRINE ( colubrinus, L.] of or belonging to a fer
Geminated CO'LUMN , a column whoſe ſhaft is formed

pent ; alſo wily, crafty.
of three ſimilar and equal ſides or ribs of ſtone , firted with

COLU’MBARY [columbarium , L.] a dove or pigeon- in one another, and taſtened at bottom with iron pins, and

houſe. at the top with cramp-irons.

COLUMBI'NA (with Botanifts ] the herb baſe or flat COLUMN of Masonry, is made of rough ſtone, well laid

vervain , L. and coloured with plaſter, or of bricks mouldeđ triangular

COLUMBI'N E [ columbinus, L.) of, like , or pertaining wife and covered with fluc.

to a pigeon.
COLUMN witb.Tambours, is one whoſe ſhaft is formed

COLUM E'LLA [with Surgeons ] an inflammation of the of ſeveral courſes of ſtone or blocks of marble leſs high
wuula, when it is extended in length, like a little column . than the diameter of the column.

CO'LUMN [columna, L.] a round pillar to bear up or COLUMN'in Truncheons, conſifts of 3, 4 or 5 pieces of

beautify a building ; or for a monum« nt of ſome notable ſtone or metal , differing from the tambours, being higher

than the diameter of the column.

COLUMN [ in Archite&ture) in a ſtrict ſenſe is that long, Fluted COLUMN, is one whoſe ſhaft is adorned with

round cylinder, or part of a pillar, which is called the past Autes or channelings, either from top to bottom , or only

or trunk, and contains the body of it from the ſpire to the . two thirds of its height.

baſe, or from the aftragal of the baſe to the chapiter. Cabled COLUMNS, are ſuch ashave proje &tures in form

Tufran COLUMN , is the ſhorteſt and moſt ſimple of all of cables in the naked of the ſhaft, each cable having an

the columns,its height according to Scamozzi is 15 modules, effe &t oppoſite to a futing, and accompany'd with a little

to Vitruvius, &c. 14.
liſt on each ſide.

Doric COLUMN , ' is ſomething more delicate, its height Cabled and fluted COLUMN, one whoſe flutes are filled

from 14 to 15 modules, and is adorned with Autings. up with cables, reeds or ſtaves, beginning from the bottom

Corinthian COLUMN , is the richeſt and moſt delicate of of the ſhaft and reaching onethird of its height.

all , its height is 19 modules, its capital is adorned with Fluted COLUMN enrich'd, a column whole Autings are

two rows of leaves and with caulicoles, from whence vo
filled up with ornaments of foliages, rinds, ribbands, & c.

Jutes do ſpring out.
inſtead of cables.

Ionick COLUMN , is more delicate than the Dorick, its Coloſsal COLUMN , a column of an enormous ſize, too

height is 17 or 18 "modules, it is diſtinguiſhed from the large to enter any ordonnance of architecture.

reſt bythe volutes in its capital, and by its baſe.
Gothick COLUMN , a round pillar that is either too ſhort

Compoſite COLUMN , its height is 19 and half or 20 mo . for its bulk , or too ſlender for its height.

dules, it has two rows of leaves in its capital like the Co- Hermetick'COLUMN, a ſort of pilaſter in manner of a

rinthian, and angular volutes like the Ionic.
terminus, having the head of a man inſtead of a capital.

COLUMN [Mil
. Art] is a long file or row of troops, orof Hiftorical COLUMN , is one whoſe haft is adorned with

the baggage of an army in its march.
a Baſo relieve, running in aſpiral line its whole length,

COLUMN (with Printers) is a part of a page divided by and containing the hiſtory of ſome great perfonage.
a linė , as the pages in this book are into two coluinns, Hollow COLUMN , is one that has a ſpiral ſtair-caſe on

and others into 3 , 4, Egsc. the inſide for the conveniency of aſcending to the top:

Cylindrical COLUMN, a column that has neither ſwel- Indicative COLUMN, one which ferves to ſhew the tides,

ling nor diminution . doc. along the fea- coaſts.

AtticColumn,a pilafter infulated , having four equal in large roads,havingſeveralfaces
,which by theinfcri

,
faces or fides and of the higheſt proportion.

Angular Column , is an inſulated column, placed in the prions ſerve to thew the different routs.

coin or corner of a portico, or inſerted into the corner of a La &tary COLUMN , a column in the herb -market at

building

DoubledColumn , is an aſſemblage of two columns, dren were put,being abandoned by their parents either

joined in ſuch a manner as that the two ſhafts penetrate
out of poverty or inhumanity.

cach other with a third of their diameter.
Limitropbous COLUMN , one that ſhews the bounds and

Fuſible COLUMN, is a column made of ſome metal or limits of a country conquered,

matter caſt .
Luminous Column, a kind of column formed on a cy

Hydraulick COLUMN , a column from the top ofwhich a lindrical frame, mounted and covered over with oiled pa

jet d'eau proceeds, to which the capitalſerves as a baſon , per, @c. ſo that lights being dilpoſed in ranks over each

whence the water deſcends by a little pipe , which turns other , the whole appears to be on fire.

ſpirally around the fhaft.
Manubiary COLUMN (of manubia, L. ſpoils of an ene

Moulded COLUMN, is one made by impaftation of gravel my] a column adorn'd with trophies in imitation of trees,

and flints of divers colours, bound together with a cement, on which the ancients hung the ſpoils of the enemy.

which grows perfe & ly hard and receives a poliſh like Median COLUMN , are two columns in the middle of a

marble
porch , whoſe intercolumnia'ions are larger than the reſt.

· Tranſparent COLUMN, a column made of ſome tranſpa- Maſive COLUMN , one that is too ſhort for the order

rent matter, as of cryſtal, tranſparent alabaster, Egoc. whoſe capital it bears.
Water COLUMN, one whoſe'fhaft is formid of a large Memorial COLUMNN, a column raiſed on account of

jet d'eau , which ſpouting out water forcibly from the bale any remarkable event.

drives it within the tambour of the capital, which is made Phospborical COLUMN , a hollow column , or a light-houſe

hollow, thence falling down again it has the effect of a built on a rock or the tip of a mole to ſerve as a lan

liquid cryſtal column.
thern to the port.

COLUMN of Joinery, is made of ſtrong timber boards, Roftral COLUMN , a column adorned with beaks or

joined, glued and pinned together, is hollow turned in the prows of ſhips, and galleys with anchors and grapnels

hath and uſually fluted.
ere &ted to preſerve the memory of tome notable ſea -fight.

Incruftated COLUMN , is made of ſeveral ribs or thin Sepulchral COLUMN, a column ere &ted on a tomb or

Thells of fine marble or other rare ſtone, cemented upon a ſepulchre, with an inſcription on its baſe.

mold of ſtone , brick or the like,
Statuary COLUMN , one which ſupports a ſtatue.

Afronomical COLUMN , a kind of obſervatory in form of Symbolical COLUMN, a column repreſenting ſome parti

an high tower, built hollow and with a ſpiral aſcent to an 'cular country by ſome attribute peculiar to it, asthe Fleur

armillary ſphere placed at the top for taking obſervations de- lis for France,

if the couries of the heavenly bodics.
3 Grouped
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man.

Frouped COLUMNS, are ſuch as are placed on the ſame with a fever, out of which when the patient is awaked, he
pedeſtal orfocle, either by 3 and 3 or by 4 and 4. anſwereth to any queſtions that are asked him , but preſently

Gnomonick COLUMN , a cylinder on which the hour of falls into adeep ſleep again , with his mouth open, and un

the day is repreſented by the Shadow of a ftyle, der jaw fallen , L.

Legal COLUMN , one on which the fundamental laws Coma vigil [i.e. a waking drowſineſs] a diſeaſe the pa

of the ſtate were engraved. tient that is affected with it has a continual indication to go

Nich'dCOLUMN, is one whoſe ſhaft enters with half its to fleep , but can ſcarcely fleep ; but nevertheleſs is troubled

diameter into a wall, which is hollowed for its reception. with a great heavineſs or drowſineſs ofhead, a ſtupidityof

Paftoral COLUMN , one the ſhaft ofwhich is formed in all his lenſes and faculties, and very frequently with a de

imitation of the trunk of a tree, with bark and knots. lirium or frenzy , L.

Polygonous COLUMN , one that has ſeveral ſides or faces. COMA'TUS ( Botany) a wilding, the crab - tree, L.

Oval COLUMN , one whoſe ſhaft has a flatneſs ; the plan COMB (kum, Dan .) an inſtrument for untangling and

of it being made oval to reducethe projecture. trimming locks of wool, the hair of the head, & c. alio the
Funeral COLUMN , one which bears an urn in which the creft of a cock .

afhes of fome deceaſed hero are ſuppoſed to be incloſed ; To Come [cæmban , Sax. kammer, Dan . of com are, L.]

and the ſhaft of which is ſometimes overſpread with tears to untangle wool, hair, doc.

or flames, which are fymbols of forrow and immortality. COMB [comb, sax.]" a valley between two hills, or a

Inſerted COLUMN, is one that is attach'd to a wall by a valley ſet with trees on both fides.

third or fourth part of its diameter. COMB [ in a ship] a ſmall piece of timber fet under the
Inſulated COLUẢN , one that ſtands free and detach'd lower part of the beak-head, near the middle, with two

on all ſides from any other body. holes in it, to bring theropes, called foretacks, aboard.
Serpentine COLUMN , a column formed of three ferpents CO'MBA terre Cold Charters] a low piece of ground.

twiſted together, the heads of which ſerve as a capital. COMBAR O'NES [ Old Law ] fellow -barons, or the com

Swelled COLUMN, is one which has a bulging or ſwel- monalty of the cinque -ports.

ling in proportion to the height of the ſhaft. CO'MBATANT ( combatant, F.] a champion , or fighting
Twifted COLUMN, is one whoſe Thaft is twiſted round

in manner of a ſcrew , with ſix circumvolutions, and is for COMBATANT [in Heraldry] a figure drawn like a ſword
the moſt part of the Corinthian order. player ſtanding upon his guard, or when two lions ram

Twiſted, fluted COLUMN, is a column whoſe Autes fol . pant are borne in a coat of arms, as it were in a fighting

low the contour of the ſhaft in a ſpiral line throughout the poſture, their faces being toward one another,
whole length, CO'MBAT E (combat, of combatre, F.] a battle or trial
COLUMN twiſted and inriched, is a column of which one of skill with arms.

third of its ſhaft is Alured , and the reſt adorned with bran COMBATE [iw Law ] is a formal trial of a doubtful caſe,

ches and other inrichments. bytwo champions with ſwords.

Triumphal COLUMN [among the Ancients] a column erect- To CoʻMBAT [combatre, F.] to fight, to oppoſe, to

ed in honour of an hero ; of which the joints of the ſtones withſtand, or reſiſt.

or courſes were adorn'd with as many crowns as he had CO'MBER ( komber, Du .] perplexity, incumbrance.

made military expeditions. COMBINA'TION , a joining together,a conſpiracy, L.
Zopborick COLUMN [of lovozbegs, Gr. bearing living crea COMBINATION of Quantities, the many ſeveral ways

tures], a ftatuary column, on which the figure of ſome that may be taken in any number of quantities, without

animal is placed. having any reſpect to their places.

COLU'MNA nafi [with Anatomiſts] the fleſhy part of the COMBINATION [in Arithmetick] is the art of finding

nofe, jutting out in the middle near the upper lip. how many different ways a certain given number of things

COLUMNA cordis [ in Anatomy] the muſcles and tendons, may be varied, or taken by 1 , and 1, 2, and 3 , Sec. And
bywhich the heart is contracted and dilated . thus the combinations of the 24 letters of the alphabet,

COLUMNA oris [with Anatomifts] the Uvula, or that firſt taken 2 by 2 , and 3 by 3 , and ſo on, has been calcu

little piece of fleſh that is in the palate of the mouth . lated to be 139,172,428,888,725,999,425,128,493,402,200

COLUMNÆ carnea [ Anatomy] ſeveral ſmall muſcles in 139 millions of millions of millions , and ſo on .

the ventricles of the heart, detach'd as it were from the COMBINATION ( with Rhetor .] a figure wheu the ſame

Parietes ofthe ventricles, and connected by tendinous extre- word is immediately repeated, as Ego,Ego adfum .

mities to the valves of the heart. COMBINATION [in Law ] is the entring of ſeveral per

COLUMNÆ Herculis, the pillars of Hercules, twomoun- ſons into a conſpiracy, to put in practice fome unlawful

tains oppoſite one to another at the mouth of the ſtreight deſign .

of Gibraltar ; one near Cadiz, anciently call’d Calpe ;and TO COMBINE [ combinare, L. combiner,F.] to join, or to

the other near Ceuta , called Abyla. Thoſe pillars are ſaid to be joined together, to plot together.

have been ſet up by Hercules, to ſerve for the limits of his COMBU'RGESS [of con , L. with , and Bourgeoiſe, F.] a

exploits, and the boundaries of the weftern world. fellow -citizen .

COLUMNA'RIOUS [columnarius L.) having many pillars. COMBU'ST [ with Aftronomers] ( i, e. burnt or

COLUMNI'FEROUS [columnifer, L.] bearing or ſupport- In COMBUSTIONS ſcorched ) a planer is ſaid to be

ing pillars. Combuft, when he is notabove eight degrees thirty minutes

CO'LURES [xóregoi , Gr. q .d. maimed in the tail] (with diſtant from the ſun, till he is removed 17 degrees : this,
Aftronomers) are twogreat imaginary circles which interfe & as they pretend, indicates that the party fignify'd thereby ,

one another at the poles of the world at right angles ; one is in great fear, and much over.powered by ſome great

ofwhich paſſes thro ' the two ſolſtitial points Cancer and Ca perſon ,

pricorn . COMBUST way [with Afrologers) is the ſpace ofthe half

COLURE [ of the Equinoxes, ſo called becauſe it marks ofLibra, and all Scorpio, lo called upon account of ſeveral

the equino &tialpoint on the ecliptick] is that which paſſes violent and ill-bodingſtars, that, as they pretend, are fixed

thro' the north and ſouth pole , with the firſt degrees of there ; ſo that they account it unfortunate, and weakening

Aries and Libra, making the ſeaſons Spring and Autumn. to any planer that happens to be in it.

COLUR E [of Solftices ] in like manner Thews the folftitial COMBU'STIBLE ( combuſtibilis, L.) apt to take fire, or

points, cutting the beginning of Cancer and Capricorn , in burn .

order to makeſummer and winter. COMBU'STIBLENESS [of combuftibilis, L.] aptneſs to
Co'lus ruftica [in Botany) white, baſtard faffron ,L. take fire or burn .

COLUTE'A , the hather or tree- foil tree ; alſo baſtard COMBU'STION , properly a burning ; with us a hurly,

Senna, L. burly, an uproar, F. ofL.

COLY'BA [xoxuba , Gr.) an offering of grains and boild COMBUSTION [of Money) a method among the anci

pulſe, made in honour of the ſaints, and for the ſake of the ents of trying baſe or mixt money, by melting it down.

dead . COME (with Malfters] the ſmall trings or tails of malt,

Com 7 [of the Britiſh word kum , which ſignifies low ] upon its firſt Shooting forth.
COMB ( timates that the place ſtands low as Comtonat the beginning of the name of a place, in- COME [in Botany ] the herb Goat's -beard .

CoMP To COME [ coman, Sax.] to draw nigh, to approach

or Compton . COME SOPRA [in Mufick- Books] fignifies as above, or

CO'MA [xóun, Gr.) the hair of the head, a buſh of hair, L. that part above over-again ; which words are uſed when

COMA [Kend , Gr .] deep ſleep, L. any foregoing part is to be repeated . Ital.

Coma Somnulentorum [i e. the deep ſleep of the drowſy] COME DIAN (comædus, L. comedien, F.) either a wri

a deep Sleep, not ſo great as a lethargy, and not attended ter or actor of comedies, a ſtage-player.

Uu COME
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COMEDIO'GRAPHER [of you.usid and secca , Gr. to COMITATU commiſo, a writ or commillion by which

write] a writer of comedies. the ſheriff is authorized to take upon him the charge of the

COMEDIOGRAPHY [of x pendice and speeon, Gr.] a de- county.

ſcription or writing] the writing of comedies. COMITATUS , a retinue, a train of atteadants or fol

CO'MEDY [of xóma village and out in a long ; becauſe lowers, L.

comedies were firſt acted in country villages) is an agree- COMITATUS [in Common Law ] a county or ſhire ; al

able repreſentation of the a & tions of human life. It is rec . ſo a roll or liſt of dead farms and deſperate debts, ancient

koned part of the great poetry on account of its end , ly made every year and read upon the account of Meriffs

which is inſtruction as well as pleaſure. For men will in their respective countics.

ſooner be laugh'd out of their follies than beat out of them ; Comi'tia [among the Romans) an aſſembly , either in

and thereforecomedy will arrive at the end of dramatick the comitium or campus Martius, for the election of magif
poetry ſooner than tragedy . The three unities of action , trates or conſulting of other important affairs of the ſtate.

time and place are requiſite in this, and therefore whatever COMI'TIAL ( comitialis, L.] pertaining to the aſſemblies

a &tion is compound, whatever time above what is neceſſary of the people ofRome.

for the repreſentation, whatever ſcene is removed from one Comitia'lis morbus ( ſo called becauſe if any man was

ſtreet to another, or one houſe to another, break the rules ſeized with it in the midſt of the publick aſſemblies , the

or are againſt nature. council was broke up for that time) the falling - ſickness .

That which diſtinguiſhes our comick poetry from all COMI'TIUM , a large hall in the Roman forum .

others, and gives it the advantage over both the ancients CO'MITY [comitas, L.] courtely.

and moderns, is humour, which Mr Dryden thus defines. Co'mma [xóulice, Gr.] one of the points or ſtops uſed

It is the ridiculous extravagance of converſation wherein in writing, thusmarked ( , ) implying only a ſmall reſt or

one man differs from all others . little pauſe, 1 .

Some havefancied that the excellence of comedy conſiſts COMMA [ in Muſick] is the ninth part of a tone, or the

in the wit of it ; others confine it to the intrigue, and turns interval whereby a ſemitone or a perfe &t tone exceeds the

of incidents ; and others to the humours. But indeed the imperfe &t.

excellence lies in the juſt mixture of the whole.
To COMMA'ND ( probably of con and mandare, L. or

CO'MELINESS , gracefulneſs, beauteouſneſs. commander, F.] to order, charge or bid ; to have the ma

CO'MELY (either of become , Engl. neat , or, as Caf. will, nagement or government of.

of xopepós, Gr.] handſome, beautiful, graceful. COMMAND , charge, government, management, rule.

CO'MET ( in Heraldry ] as Guillim ſays, is COMMA'NDER [ commandeur, F. ] one who has the

not of an orbicular form as other celeſtial na- command, a general or chief officer.

tures are ; but protracts its light at length like COMMANDER, a governour of a commandry, or order

a beard , or rather dilates it in length like an of religious knights.

hairy buſh , and thence grows taper-wiſe like COMMANDER [with Paviors] a beetle or rammer.

the tail of a fox. That it contracts its matter COMMA'NDING Ground [in Fortification ] is a riſing

orſubſtance from a ſlimy exhalation, and was not origi- ground that overlooks any poſt or ſtrong place.
nally in the creation ; nor is number'd among natural things, Front COMMANDING Ground [in Fortif.] is a heightor

mentioned in the hiſtory of Geneſis ; but is fomething pre- eminence oppoſite to the face of the poſt, and plays upon
ternatural, and is placed with heavenly 'bodies, becauſe the front of it.

they ſeem to be of their kind . Many are of opinion , that Reverſe COMMANDING Ground, is an eminence that can

they prognoſticate dreadful and horrible events of things play upon the back of any poft.

to come ; but others hold that they are as much ſtars as any Enfilade COMMANDING Ground ? is an eminence, which

other, and only draw nearer to usat the time they appear, Courtin COMMANDING Ground $ with its ſhot ſweeps

and do not fore bode any accidents whatſoever. Thefigure or ſcours all the length of a ſtrait line.

annexed is azure, a comet, or blazing -ſtar ſtreaming in COMMANDING Signs ( Aftrology) the firſt fix ſigns of the
bend Or .

zodiack, viz. Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo and Virgo.

COMETO'GRAPHER [of yourīns and respw , Gr . to COMMA'NDMENT [ commandement, F. probably of con

write] one who writes concerning comets. and mandatum , L ] a divine precept, ordinance or law .

COMETO'GRAPHY , a deſcription or treatiſe concerning COMMA'NDMENT [in Fortification) is the height of nine

comets . foot, which one place has above another.

CO'METS [ cometa, L. of xonimns, Gr. ſo called becauſe COMMANDMENT [in Law ] is when either the king or

of their figure which ſeems to be as it were hairy ] are an juftices commit a perſon to prifon upon their authority .

imperfect ſubſtance, which conſiſts of a thick fat vapour, COMMA'NDRY [commanderie, F.] a manour or chief

that is ſuppoſed to be enkindled in the upperregion of the meſſuage with lands and tenements belonging to the priory

air ; they ſeem hairy or to ſhed hairs, elpecially on that of St. John of Jeruſalem , now called St. Jones's near Cler

fide which is oppoſite to the ſun , but after a various man kenwell.

ner : ſome drag a tail after them, and are called Crinita ; COMMATE'RIAL [of con and materialis, L.] that which

others have a long beard , and are called Barbata ; others is made of the ſame matter or ſubſtance with another.

appear fomething in the ſhape of a roſe, having thoſe hairs COMMATERIA'LITY , the quality of being of the fame

ſcattered round them ; others are in the ſhape of a ſword , matter, & c. with another.
and are called enfiformes. Comets compaſs the whole earth COMMEATU'RA [Old Law ] a commandry, or portion

in the ſpace of 24 hours , and are never of very long ap- of houſe and land ſet apart for the uſe of ſome religious or

pearance. The comer ofthelongeſt continuance that ever der, eſpecially the knights templars.
was in the world , was in the timeof Nero, which was viſible COMME'MORABLE [commemorabilis, L.) worthy to be

for ſix months. mentioned or remembered .

CO'MFIT [ confe tio, L. confit, F.] ſweet-meats, fruits To COMME'MORATE [commemoratum , L.] to mention

and other things preſerved dry. or remember ; to celebrate the memory and acts of a worthy

To Co'MFORT [confortare, L.comforter, F.] to ſtrengthen perfon.
or inſtruct with advice or counſel. COMMEMORA'TION, a mention or remembering ; a

COMFORT , confolation, F. ſolemn remembrance of ſome remarkable action ; the re

Co'MFORTABLE , bringing or producing comfort, re- membrance of a perſon , or ſomething done in honour of

freſhing. his memory.

COMFORTABLENESS
(of comfort, F.] pleaſantneſs, To Comme'NCE [commencer, F.] to begin ; alſo to

refreſhing quality. proceed in a ſuit at law ; alſo to take a degree in an uni

CO'MFORTLESS , being without comfort. verſity.

Co'mfortlesness , the being without comfort. TO COMMENCE a horſe ( with Horſemen] is to initiate

Co'MFREY, a good herb for wounds. him in the manage, or to put him to the firſt leſſons in or

Co’MICAL [comicus, of xwlexos, Gr.] belonging to or fit der to break him .

for comedy ; pleaſant, merry, jocoſe ; alſo humorous. COMME'NCEMENT, the time when degrees are taken

CO'MICALLY [of comique, É. comice, L.] pleafantly, in the univerſity of Cambridge, and anſwering to the a&
with mirth , EC. at Oxford

CO'MICALNESS, pleaſantneſs. To COMME'ND [ commendare, L.) to praiſe or ſet forth ,

A CO'MING Wench [of cpeman ,Sax. to pleaſe] a maiden to ſet off with advantage ; to commit or give in charge ; to
of a free behaviour.

commit to one's protection , favour or care ; alſo to re

COMITATU & caftro, Ego, a writ whereby the charge commend .

of the county together with the keeping of a calle is con- Comme'NDABLE [commendabilis, L ] that is to be

mitted to the Terit,
commended, praiſe-worthy.
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COMME'NDABLENESS [of commendabilis, L.] worthy the place of a biſhop in the exerciſe of his eccleſiaſtical ju
to be commended. riſdi&tion in the out or remote parts of his dioceſe ; or elſe

COMME'NDAM [commende, F.] a void benefice com- in ſuch pariſhes as are peculiar to the biſhop, and exempt

mended to an able clerk , till it be otherwiſe diſpoſed of, ed from the viſitation of the arch-deacon ,
Law Term . COMMISSARY of ſtores (in Military Affairs ] an officer of

COMME'NDAM [in Law ] when a king makes a parſon the artillery who has the charge of all the ſtores.

a biſhop, his benefice is retigned by the promotion ; but COMMISSARY General (of the Muſters] an officer who

if he is impowered by the king to retain his benefice , then takes a particular account of the ſtrength of every regi

he ſtill continues to be parſon of it, and is ſaid to bold it in ment, and reviews them ; ſeeing that the horſe be well

Commendam . mounted and the men well armed and accoutered .

COMMENDAʼTION , a praiſing or ſetting one forth, L. CO'MMISSARY of borfes ( in Military Affairs] an officer

COMME'NDATORY [commendatorius, L.] one who has belonging to the artillery, who has the inſpection of the

a church living in Commendam . artillery horſes to ſee them muſtered , and to ſend ſuch 01

COMMENSURABI'LITY, an equal proportion or mea- ders as he receives from the commanding officer of the ar

ſure of one thing with another. tillery, by ſome of the conductors of horſes, of which he is

COMME'N SURABLE [of con and menfurabilis, L.] equal allowed a certain number for his aſſiſtants.

in meaſure and proportion. COMMI'SSION , a power given by one perſon to another

COMMENSURABLE Magnitudes [ in Geometry) are ſuch of doing any thing, F. of L.

as may be meaſured by one and the ſame common meaſure. COMMI'SSION, a warrant for an office or place ; a

COMMENSUR ABLE Numbers [ in Arithmetick] whether charge to buy or to do any act for another.

integers or fra &tions, are ſuch as have ſome other number COMMISSION [ in Law ] a delegation or warrant by

which will meaſure or divide them , without leaving any letters patents for the hearing or determining any cauſe or
remainder ; thus 6 and 8 1 and $ are reſpectively com- a £ tion .

menſurable numbers. COMMISSION [in Military Affairs) is the authority by

COMMENSURABLE Quantities [in Geometry] are ſuch virtue of which every officer acts in his poft figned by the

as have ſome common aliquot part , or which may be mea- king or his general.

ſured by ſome common meaſure, ſo as to leave no remain- COMMISSION [in Commerce or Traffick] the order by
der in either. which a factor or any perſon trades for another.

COMMENSURABLE Surds [in Algebra] are ſuch ſurds COMMISSION , commifſion -money, the wages or reward

as being reduced to their leaſt terms, become true figura- of afactor.

tive quantities, and are therefore as a rational quantity to a COMMISSION of Anticipation, a commiſſion under the

rational . great ſeal to collect a tax or ſubſidy before the time ap

COMMENSUR ABI E in power [with Geometricians] right pointed.

lines are faid to be commenſurable in power, when their COMMISSION of Affociation , is a commiſſion under the

ſquares are meaſured by one and the fame ſpace of ſuper- great ſeal to aſſociate two or more learned perſons with the
ficies.

leveral juſtices in the ſeveral circuits and counties in
COMME'NSURATE, of the fame or equal meaſure. Wales.

COMME'NSURATENESS, the quality of the being of To COMMISSION 2 [of committere or commiffum ,

the ſame or equal meaſure . To COMMI'SSIONATES L.] to give a commillion ,

COMMENSURATION, equality of meaſure, or the to appoint; to appoint or impower one to a &t for another.

meaſuring of one thing with another. COMMISSION of Bankruptcy, a commiſſion under the

To COMME'NT commentari, L. commenter, F.] to write great ſeal of England, directed to five or more commiſſion

notes upon , to expound or gloſs ; to criticiſe or find fault ers, to enquire into the particular circumſtances of a bank
with . rupt ; they are appointed to act for the benefit of the cre

CO'M MENT [commentum , L.) an expoſition of an au- ditors, according to ſeveral ſtatutes enacted for that pur

thor's text , an explanation or glofs.

Co’MMENTARY [ commentarium , L.] a continued in- COMMISSION of Rebellion, a writ ſent out againſt a man
COMMENT

Sterpretation or glofs on the obſcure thathasnot appeared after proclamation has been made by

and difficult paſſages in an author to render them more in- the ſheriff, upon an order of chancery, to preſent himſelf

telligible . at the court on a certain day, to cauſe the party to be ap

Co'MMENTARIES (with Hiftorians) are hiſtories written prehended as a rebel and deſpiſer of the king's laws where

by thoſe perſons who had the greateſt hand or ſhare in the ever he is found .

aštions there related , as Cæfar's Commentaries. COMMISSIONER , one who has received a commiffion ;

COMMENTA'RIES , alſo are ſuch as ſet forth a naked or a &ts by virtue of it.

continuance of the events and actions, without the motives COMMISSION ER [in the ſenſe of ibe Law ] one who has

and deſigns, the councils, ſpeeches, occaſions and pretexts , a commiſſion, as letters patents or any other legal warrant,

with other paffages. to execute eny publick office.
COMMENTA'TOR , a maker or writer of commenta- The King's High COMMISSIONER [in Scotland ] the ti

ries , L. tle of that nobleman who repreſents the king of England's

COMMENTITIOUS [commentitius, L.) deviſed at plea- perſon in the kingdom of Scotland , & c.
ſure, feigned , forged , counterfeit. COMMI'SSURE [commiffura, L ) a joint of any thing,

COMMENTI'TIOUSNESS [of commentitius, L.) coun- a joining cloſe or couching of things together ; a ſeam or

terfeitnets, forgedneſs. cloſure.

Co'MMERCE [commercium , L.) trade or traffick in buy- COMMISSUR E [with Anatomifts] the mold of the head .

ing and telling ; alſo intercourſe of ſociety, converſe or COMMISSUR E [ in Archite &turej a cloſe joining of planks,

correſpondence. ftones or any other materials.

COMME'TICKS (of soupów , Gr. to paint] ſuch things COMMISSURES (in Natural Philofopby] the ſmall porcs,

as give beauties not before in being ; as paints to the face ; meatus's or interftices of bodies , or thoſe little cavities, ſpa

they differ from Coſmeticks, in thatthey are only for the pre- ces or clefts, that are between the particles of any body ;

ſervation of beauties already in poſſeſſion. eſpecially when thoſe particles are broadiſh or flatiſh , and

COMMIGRA'TION , a going from one place to dwell in lie cloſe one to another like very thin plates.

another, L. T. COMMI'T [committere, L.) to act or do ; to put; to

COMMINA’TION, a ſevere threatening, F. of L. refer or leave the management of an affair to.
COMMINATO'R Y [of comminari, L.] of or pertaining to COMMI'TTEE, perſons to whom the examination or

threatening: ordering any affair is referred by ſome court or conſent of

A COMMINATORY, a clauſe in a law, &c . importing parties to whom itbelonged .
a puniſhment to delinquents, which however is not execu- COMMITTEE [of the King] the widow of the King's

ted in the rigor of it. tenant, anciently ſo called as being committed by the law

COMMINU'TION , a breaking or bruiſing, and by that of the landto the king's protection ,
means dividing any matter into very ſmall particles, L. COMMITMENT of commettre, F. committere, L. ) a

COMMINUTION [with Surgeons) is when a bone isbro- being committed or ordered to priſon ; alſo the doing an
ken into many ſmall parts. undecent or illegal action.

To CoMMI'S ERATE [of con and miſerere, L.] to pity, COMMI'XTION !

to have compaflion on.
a mingling together.

COMMI'XTURE S
COMMISERA'TION , compaſſion , pity , L. CO'MMODATE, is a kind of a loan, yer is different from

CO'M MISSARY [commiſſaire, F.]'an officer who ſupplies a loan in that things which conſume by uſe or time cannot
be

poſe.
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be the obje&ts of a commodate but of a loan, in that they COMMON Pleas, one of the courts now held in well
may be return'd in kind , tho ' nor in identity. minfter-ball, but in ancient times was moveable. It was
COMMODATE [ Civil Law ] the loan or free conceſſion appointed by King Henry III . for the trial of all civil cau

any thing moveable or immoveable for a limited time, ſes both real and perſonal.

on condition to reſtore the ſame individual at the expira- COMMON par cauſe de voiſinage [i.e. by reaſon of neigh

tion of that time bourhood, f.] a liberty that the tenants of one lord in one

COMMO'DE , a ſort of head -dreſs for women. town have to a common with the tenants of another lord in

COMMO'Dious [commodus, L.) fit, convenient, uſeful, another town ,

COMMO'VIOUSLY [commodement, F. com mode, L ] ad- COMMON Ray [in Opticks] is a right line drawn from

vantageouſly , conveniently. the point of concourſe of the two optical axes , thro ' the

COMMO'DIOUSNESS, convenientneſs,&c . middle of the right line, which pafles by the centre of the

COMMO'DITY [commoditas, L. commodité, F.] conyeni- apple of the eye.

ency, profit, advantage ; alſo wares or merchandize. COMMON Receptacle (with Anatomifts] a certain vefſel,

COMMODORE, a kind of admiral, or commander in ſo called becauſe it receives the juices , cbyle and lympba,

chief of a ſquadron of ſhips at ſea. promiſcuouſly.

COMMOI'GNE [ Old Law Term ] a brother monk , reſi- COMMON Senfory [with Naturalifs) the common per

ding in the fame convent. ception of all ſenſations; or that faculty that receives the

CO'MMON [ communis, L.] ordinary , uſual, publick. images of ſenſible things or the impreſſion made by the

CO'MMON [ communis, L.) that which belongs to all objects upon the nerves, ſo thataccording to theſe im

alike ; own’d or allow'd by all , and not affe &ted to this pulſes, it determines the will and performs other animal
more than that. actions.

COMMON (with Grammarians] that gender of nouns COMMON Signs (with Aftrologers] are Virgo, Gemini, sa

that is equally applicable to both texes, male and female. gittarius and Piſces, To called becauſe that being at the end

COMMON [in Geometry] is apply'd to an angle line or of each quarter of the year, they do more or leſs partake

the like, which belongs equally to two figures or makes a of both quarters, as the ſun in Piſces not only ends the win

neceſſary part of both . ter, but alſo begins the ſpring.

COMMON , common paſture ground. COMMON Time [in Mufick] is the ſame as double time.

COMMON [according to the Law Definition) that ſort of CO'M MONALTY in Law ) are the middle fort of the

water the uſe of which is common to a particular townof King's ſubje&ts, ſuch of the commons, as being raiſed above

lordſhip ; alſo as common of paſture for feeding of cattle ; the ordinary peaſants, arrive at havingthe management of

common of fißing, &c. common of turbary, i. e. a liberty of offices, and are one degree inferior to burgeſſes.

digging turf. COMMON -WEALTH [of communis, L.and pelan , Sax.]

COMMON [in groſs] a liberty to have commons alone , any ſtate or government in general , eſpecially as it is dif
that is without any land or tenement in another man's tinguthed from a monarchy .

land, to himſelf for life , or to him and his heirs. COMMON -WEALTHS man, a member of a common

COMMON Salt [in Clym . Writ.] wealth ; alſo a ſtickler fora government by a common

is express'd by thefe characters. wealth ; alſo one who acts for the good of the common

COMMON Bench, the court of Common Pleas, ſometimes wealth.

ſo called from the controverſies or pleas try'd there between CO'MMONER , a member of a college in an univerſity ,

common perſons.
or a ſtudent enter'd on the foundation and not a ſervitour.

Common Council (of London ] was firſt conſtituted in the COMMONER , a member of the houſe of commons in

reign of King Jobn ; who ordained that 35 of the moſt fub- parliament.

ftantial citizens ſhould be choſen , and he alſo gave
the ci- The COMMONS [of England] the knights, burgeſſes, &gc.

ty liberty to chuſe a new mayor and ſheriffs every year, in parliament ; one of the three eſtates of the realm , called

which before held their places during life. the Houſe of Commons.

COMMON appendant la liberty of common appertain- COMMONI'TION , an admonition or warning, an adver

COMMON appurtenantſ ing to or depending on ſuch tiſement, L.

a freehold , which common must be taken with beaſts com- COMMO'TE ? [in Wales ] a part of a thire, hundred

monable, as horſes, oxen , &c. and not ofgoats, geeſe and CommoI'TH S or cantred, containing . 50 villages ;

bogs.
alſo a great lordſhip or Signiory which mayinclude one or

COMMON Divifor (with Aritbmeticians] is that number

which divides exa &tly any other two numbers, and leaves COMMORA'TION, a tarrying, abiding or dwelling in a

not any remainder. place, L.

COMMON Fine [ in Law ] a certain ſum of money which COMMO'RIENT
S [commorientes, L.) perſons dying to

the inhabitants of a manour are obliged to pay to the lord, gether, at the ſame time.

towards the charge of maintaining thecourt-leet. COMMO'TION , tumult, uproar, hurly-burly ; an inte

COMMON Hunt [of the city of London ] the chief huntf- ftine motion or lu & ation in the parts of any thing, F. of L.

man to the lord mayor and city.
COMMU'NA , the common of paſture, Law Term .

COMMON Intendment [ in Law ] the common under- COMMUNAU'NCE ? a title anciently given to thecom
ſtanding, meaning or conſtruction of any thing, without COMMAU'NCE S moners or tenants, and inhabi

ſtraining it to any foreign , remote or particular ſenſe. tants that had the right of common or commoning in open
COMMON Law , 1. is uſually underſtood of ſuch laws as fields or woods.

were generally received as the laws of the realm before COMMUNA'R E [O. Law ] to enjoy the right of common .

any ſtatute was made to alter them ; 2. for the laws of To CommU'NE [ communicare, L.) to talk or diſcourfe

England ſimply conſider’d, without the addition of any together.
other law or cuſtomary whatſoever ; 3. it is taken for the COMMU'NIA cußodia, a writ for that lord whoſe tenant

King's courts , as the King's- bench and common pleas, in dies and leaves his ſon under age , againſt a ſtranger who

diftin &tion to baſe courts, as Courts Baron , Country -courts, entereth the land .

Gourts- leet, &c.
COMMUNIA placita non , &c. a writ dire &ted to the

COMMON Law [of England) had its original from Ed- treaſurer and barons of the Exchequer, forbidding them to

ward the Confeſſor, who out of the Daniſ, Saxon and hold plea between two common perſons in that court, where

Mercian laws, collected one univerſal and general law about neither of them belong to it.

the year 1045 ,
COMMU'NIBUS annis, ſignifies the ſame thing in regard

COMMON Places (among Rhetoricians) are general ad- to time as communibus locis does to places , taking the years

vertiſements, which help thoſe that conſult them to re- one with another.

member all the ways by which a ſubject may be conſi- COMMU'NIBUS locis [a term often uſed by Writers for

dered . Tho' there are many more ways by which a ſome medium or mean relation between ſeveral places, as

thing, may beconſidered ; yet the authors of topics have taking oneplace with another.
Tettled fixteen common places; which are, the Genus, the COMMU'NICABLE [ communicabilis, L.) that may be

Difference, the Definition , the Diviſion or Diſtribution , the communicated or imparted.
Etymology, the Conjugation, the similitude, the Dilimili- COMMU'NICABLENES

S
[of communicabilis, L. ) CRL

tuides, the Contraries, the oppoſites, the Compariſon, the neſs to be communicated or to communicate.

Antecedents, the Adjunéts, the Conſequents, the Effect and the COMMUNICABI’LITY [in Metaphyſicks] is when one

Cauſe. Theſe are ſufficient to furniſh with ample matter being may partake of another.
for a diſcourſe, and to make the invention of a barren un- COMMU’NICANT ( communicans, L.] one who receives

derſtanding fruitful.
the communion of the Lord's lupper.

more manours.
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To COMMU'NICATE [ communicatum , L.] to recċive COMPA'NAGE [ Old Records] any ſort of victuals eaten

the facrament ; alſo to impart to, to tell or ſhew , to dif- with bread .

cover or reveal to another. COMPA'NION [compagnon, F. probably of cox with, and

COMMUNICATION , the act of communicating, inter- pagus a village, c.] 9.d. one of the ſame town ; or ra

courſe, converſe , conference ; alſo the act of imparting a . ther of con and panis, L. bread , i. e. one who partakes of

thing to another, or making him a farer therein . the ſame bread, comes, L.] a fellow , a mate or partner.

COMMUNICATION [in Law] a diſcourſe between ſeve- COMPA'NION of the Garter, a knight of that noble

ral parties without coming to an agreement ; upon which order.

no action can be grounded . COMPANIONSHIP [of compagnon , F.] accompanying

COMMUNICATION (with Rhetoricians] is when the ora- with , the being of the ſamecompany.

for argues with his auditory , and demands their opinion , as Co'MPANY [compagnie, F.] leveral perſons aſſembled

Gentlemen, ſuppoſe your felves in the ſamecaſe, what meaſures together in the fame place or with the ſame deſign , an
crould you bave taken but thoſe that I took ; what would you allembly or meeting , a ſociety or body corporate.

have done upon the like occaſion ? COMPANY [in Com mierce ] is an affociation of ſeveral

COMMUNICATION of Idioms [with Divines] ſignifies merchants, @goc. who unite in one common intereft, and

the communication of the attributes of one nature in Chrift contribute by their counſel, Epe. to carry on ſome profita

Jeſus to that of another. ble trade.

COMMU'NICATIVE, ready to communicate or impart, COMPANY [in Military Affairs] a body of ſoldiers com

fociable, free. manded by a captain.

COMMUNICA'TIVENESS [of communicative, P. of L. ] Independent COMPANY, a company of foot or troop of

aptneſs to conmunicate . horſe not embodied in a regiment.

COMMU'NION, fellow hip , union ; alſo the facrament Co'MPARABLE [comparabilis, L.) that may be com

of the Lord's ſupper ; alſo an uniform belief in ſeveral pared , like.

perfons, whereby they are united under one head , in one Co'mPARABLENESS [of comparabilis, L. and neſs] the
church .

being comparable to.

COMMU'NITAS Regni(old Records] i.e. the community CO'MPARATES [with Lopic'ans] things compared one

ofthekingdom , and fignified the barons and tenants in capite, with another ; as the life of man is like a leaf.

or military men , who were anciently comprehended ſolely COMPA'R ATIVE [comparativus, L.) capable of or im

under that title , L. plying compariſon.

COMMU'NITY [communitas, L.) the having things in COMPA'RATIVE Degree [ in Gram . ] the middle degree

common , partnerſhip ; alſo a body of men united in ci- of compariſon , as better is the middle degree between good

vil ſociety for their mutual advantage ; as a corporation, and beli.

the inhabitants of a town, the companies of tradeſmen , @gci COMPARATIV E Anatomy, is that branch of it that con

COMMUNITY [in I aw ] ſometimes ſignifies the joint fiders the ſame parts of different animals with relation to
property - in effcets between a husband and wife. the different ſtru &ture and formation which is moſt ſuited to

Tacit'COMMU'NITY, a community contracted between the manner of living, and the neceſſives of every creature.

a man and a woman by the mere mingling of their effects, To COMPA'R e comparare, L.) to examine one thing by

provided they have lived together the ſpace of a year another, to liken .

and a day COMPARISON [comparatio, L.) comparing ; alſo
pro

COMMUNITY continued , is that which ſubſiſts between portion , reſemblance, agreeableneſs.
two perfons joined in marriage, and the minor children of COMPARISON of Ideas, is an act of the mind by which

that marriage, when the ſurvivor has not made any inven- it compares its ideas one with another, as to extent, de

tory of the effects in pofleffion during marriage. gree, time, place, and other circumſtances.

COMMU'TABLE ( commutabilis, L.) that may be ca- COMPARISON (with Rhetoricians] compariſons differ

fily altered or changed . from ſimilitudes only in this, that compariſons are the more
COMMUTA’TION , a changing of one thing for ano- warm ofthe two. Note, that in compariſons it is neceſſa

ther, a bartering, F. of I. ту. that there be an exact agreement between all the parts

COMMUTATION [ in Law ] a change of penalty or pu- of a compariſon and the ſubje &t that is treated of ; for

niſhment, of a greater for a leſs, as death for perpetual im- ſeveral things are taken in for no other reaſon but to ren

priſonment, Soc. der the compariſon more lively.

COMMUTATION [in Aftronomy] the angle of conimuta- COMPARISON [in Grammar) is the varying the ſenſe
tion is the diſtance between the ſun's true place, ſcen of an adjective, with reſpect to degree, thus, bigh, higher,

from the earth , and the place of a planet reduced to the higheft, which are the three degrees of compariſon of this
ecliptick. word.

COMMU'TATIVE [commutativus,L.)pertaining to com- COMPARISON parallel, the relation of two perſons or

mutation or exchanging things conſidered as oppoſed or ſer before each other in

COMMUTATIVE fuffice, is that juſtice that ought to order to find out wherein they agree or differ.

be obſerved and done in buying and ſelling, borrowing COMPARTIMENT 2 [with Architects] a proportiona

and lending , performing covenants, Sc. COMPA'RTMENT S ble diviſion in a building ; a

COMMU'TATIVELY [of conimutatif, F. of L.] by way particular ſquare or ſome device mark'd out in ſome orna

of exchange. mental part of a building.

To COMMU'T E [commutare, L. commuter, F.] to ex- COMPARTIMENT 2 Gardening) a bed , border or knot ;

change. COMPARTMENT S a delign compoſed of ſeveral dit

To COMMUTE ( Civil Law ] is to buy off a puniſh- ferent figures diſpos'd with ſymmetry to adorn a parterre,
ment by a pecuniary conſideration. plafond , c.

COMO'RTH [old Statutes ] a contribution anciently COMPAR'TMENTS [in Heraldry] are partitions, as alſo

made at marriages , and when young , prieſts ſaid their fuit quarterings of the eſcutcheon, according to the number
maſſes ; alſo fometimes to make farisfaction for murders of coats that are to be in it , or the ſeveral diviſions made

and felonies.
in it, when the arms of ſeveral families are born altoge

A CO'MPACT ( compactum , L.) an agreement or bargain , ther by one, either on account of marriages or otherwiſe.

an agreement or contract itipulated between ſeveral parties. See Party

COMPACT [ compa &tus, L.] denſe , having few pores, COMPARTIMENT
[with Painters] a regular, orderly

and they ſmall ones ; cloſe, well joined ; alio brief and diſpoſition of agreeable figures about any picture, map,
pithy. draught, Erc. alſo fine bindings of books are ſaid to be in

To CoMMPACT [ compa &tum , Sup. L.] to clap cloſe to- compartiment.

gether. COMPARTIMENT [in Joinery, & c.] a ſymmetrical dif

COMPA'ctile [ compattilis, L.] that may be ſet to- poſition of figures to adorn pannels, &c. the ſquares of a

gether. cieling, opc.

COMPA'CTION, a compa &ting or joining together. COMPARTIMENT of tiles, an arrangement of white and

COMPACTION [ in Philoſophy ) the contracting, drawing red tiles varniſhed for the decoration of the covering of

together or ſtraightening the fubftance of a body by its ha

ving lefs parts ; or by themore clofe ſtickingtogether of COMPARTITION [in Architecture] the uſeful and grace

theſe parts ; and it is uſually opposed to diftulion . ful diſtribution of the whole ground plot of a building, in

COMPA'CTNESS (of compadlé, F. comp. &tus, L.) cloſe- to rooms of reception or entertainment, office, Soc.

neſs together. Co'MPASS, the extent of a thing round about or on

COMPA'CTURE, a cloſe joining toge:her. all fides, F.

a roof.
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To COMPASS [ compaſser, F.] to ſurround, to go about; : To COMPENSATE [ compenfatum , L.) to recompenſe

to gain orbring about or to paſs ; alſo to contriveor plot. or make amends for.

Beam Co'MPASSES , a mathematical inſtrument made of COMPENSA'TION , a making amends for a good turn,

wood or braſs, with Niding ſockets, to carry ſeveral shift- a recompence, 1 .

ing points, in order to draw circles with very long radii, of COM'E'NSATIVE [ compenſativus, L.] pertaining to re

ule in large projections, and for drawing the furniture on compence or amends.

wall-dials. COMPE'NSATIVENESS [of compenſativus, L.] fitneſs

Compass Callipers (with Gunners] is an inſtrument for or readineſs to make amends, Soc.

the diſparting a piece of ordinance. It reſembles two ſe- To COMPER E'NDINATE comperendinatum , L.) to de

micircles, having a handle and a joint like a pair of com- lay, to put off from day to day , L.

palles ; , but the points are blunt and may be opened at COMPERENDINA'TION , a deferring, adjourning or

pleaſure. putting off from day to day.

COMPASS, or 2 is an inſtrument of great uſe in COMPERE'NDINOUS i compererdinus, L. ) prolonged ,

Mariners COMPASS S Dialling, Navigation, Surveying, deferred .

and ſeveral other parts of the mathematicks. It conſiſts COMPERTO'RIUM [ Civil Law] a judicialinqueſt made

of a circle drawn on a round piece of paſteboard , which is by the commiſſioners or delegates to find out or relate the

called the Fly ; this circle is divided into four quadrants, truth of a caute.

which repreſent the four principal points or cardinal winds , Co'MPETENCE ? [ competentia, L.) a ſufficient cftate ,

Eaſt, Weg, North and South, and cach of theſe quadrants or COMPETENCY S Atock of learning, doc.

quarters are again fubdivided into eight other equal parts, COMPETENCE (in Law ] the power or capacity of a

which in all make 32 points of the compaſs, called Rumbs. judge for taking cognizance of a matter.

This card or paſteboard hangs horizontally on a pin fer up Co'MPETENT competens, L.) convenient, fufficient,

right, and under it is fix'd a needle or iron wire, touch'd proper for the purpoſe, duly qualified.

with a loadſtone, which keeps the Fly or point of the CO'MPETENTNESS [of competentia,L.) fufficientneſs , c.

north-pole always towards the north , and by that means COMPE'TIBLE , fuirable, agreeable to.

directs the ſteerſman how to keep the hip in her courſe. COMPE'TIBLENESS (of competit, L.) ſuitableneſs, & c.

Meridional COMPASS , is the common compaſs before de- COMPETI'TION , a rivalſhip, a canvaſing or ſuing for

ſcribed. an office, &c . L.

Dark COMPASS , is the ſame as the other; but that the COMPE'TITOR [competiteur, F.] one who ſues for the

Ay has the points mark'd with black and white, without ſame thing that another does, 1 .

any other colours, and is ſo called becauſe moſt conveni- COMPILAʼTION, a robbing or plundering ; alſo a heap
ent for ſteering by candle light. ing up , L.

Hair COMPASSES, compalles ſo contrived on the inſide TO COMPI'L E [ compilare, L. compiler, F.] to colle &t or

as to take an extent to a hair's breadth. gather from ſeveral authors ; to amats or heap together,

Geman COMPASSES , thoſe whoſe legs are a little bent COMPITALI'TIA, feafts held among the ancients in ho

outwards towards the top, ſo that when ſhut the points nour of the Lares,

only meet. COMPLACENCY [ complacentia, L.) a taking delight

spring COMPASSEs, are dividers made of hardened in a thing.

ſteel, the head arched , which by its ſpring opens the COMPLA'CENTNESS (of complacentia, L.] a being plea ·

compaſſes, the opening being directed by a circular ſcrew , fed with .

faftened to one leg and let through the other, work'd To COMPLAI'N [complaindre, F.) to make complaint,

with a nut . to bewail , to make moan .

Triſfe &ting COMPASSES , compaſſes for the triſſe{ting of COMPLAI'NANT [complaignant, F.] one who makes or

angles geometrically. prefers a complaint ; a plaintiff at law .

COMPAss Dial, a ſmall pocket dial ſhewing the hour COMPLAISA'nce , a pleaſing behaviour or obliging

of the day by the dire&tion of a touch'd needle. carriage ; a courteous compliance or ſubmiſſion to the judg
Pair of Compasses, an inſtrument for drawing cir- ment or wit of another, F.

cles, doc. COMPLAISA'NT, of an obliging humour, civil , courteous,

Draught COMPASSES , a pair of compaſſes with ſeveral COMPLAISA'NTNESS , the fame as complaiſance,

moveable points uſed in making fine draughts or maps, Co’MPLEMENT [complementum , L.) a filling up or

charts, Ec. alfo in Archite &ture, Dialling ,Fortification , & c. perfe &ting that which wants; alſo a fupply, an accom

Fly of theCompass , is the round piece of paſteboard pliſhment ; the number of which the whole amounts to.
( call'd alſo the Card ) on which the points of the compaſs COMPLEMENT [in Heraldry] ſignifies the full moon.

are drawn . COMPLEMENT (with Aſtronomers] the diſtance of a ſtar

COMPASSES of proportion , an inſtrument for drawing lines from the zenith, or the arch that is comprehended between

and circles into proportional parts at the opening, uied in the place of a ſtar above the horizon and the zenich ,

the reducing or enlarging ofmaps. COMPLEMENT of an Angle [ in Geometry] is ſo much

Variation COMPASS , is a compaſsthe uſe of which is to COMPLEMENT of an Arch S६ as that angle or arch

Thew how much thecommon compaſs varies from the exact wants of 90 degrees to make up its quadrant.

points of nortb and fouth . COMPLEMENT of the Courſe [ in Navigation] is what the

COMPA'ssion , fellow -feeling, pity, mercy , F. of L. angle of the courſe wants of 90 degrecs , or 3 points

COMPA'SSIONATE, apt or inclined to compaffion. which are a quarter of the compaſs.

COMPASSIONATEN ESS [of compafion , E. of L.] fel- COMPLEMENT of the Courtin [in Fortification] is that

low -fecling, & c. part of the courtin, which being wanting is the demigorge,

COMPA'TIBLENESS ? [ compatibilité, F. ] agreeable- or the remainder of the courtin after the lank is taken
COMPATIBILITY Snels. away to the angle of this gorge.

COMPATIENT, [ compatiens, L.) ſuffering together. COMPLEMENT of the Line of defence, is the remainder

COMPA'TRIOT ( compatriota, L.] a fellow - citizen, or of the line of defence, after the angle of the flank is ta
one of the ſame country.

COMPEE'R [compar, L. compere, F.] a gollip, a godfa- COMPLEMENTs [in a Parallelo

ther, a companion, a fellow , an equal. gram ] are the 2 lefſer parallelo
Α .

TO COMPE'L [ compellere , L.) to force or conſtrain , grams A and B, which are made by
BCOMPE'LLABLE, that may be forced, drawing two right lines parallel to

COMPELLA'TION , a calling by name, a friendly falu- each ſide of the figure thro’a given
tation , L. point in the diagonal. See the figure.

COMPENDIA'RIOUS [compendiarius, L] brief, ſhort, COMPLEME'NTAL [of complementum , L.] of or per

abridged . taining to complement.

COMPENDIOSITY [compendiofitas, L.) compendiouſ- COMPLEA'T [completus, L.] perfect, full, accom
neſs. COMPLE'TE S pliſhed , alſo near, fine, ſpruce,
COMPE'NDIOUS [ compendiofus, L.] brief, hort, very COMPLE'TENESS [of completus, L.] finiſhedneſs, per

conciſe . feetneſs, fulneſs, Opc.

COMPE'NDIOUSNESS [compendiofitas, L.] a being brief COMPLE'TION , an accompliſhing, a fulfilling, a per
or ſhort. formance .

COMPENDIUM , an abridgment, L.
COMPLE'x [ complexus, L.] compound, gathered or join

COMPE'NSABLE, capable of being recompenſed or ed together,

made amends for. The COMPLEX [complexam , L.) the ſum or whole.

ken away.
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COMPLEX Diſeaſes, diſtempers that cannot be ſeparated COMPO'Situs , a, um [ in Botanick Writers] ſignifies

as a pleuriſy and fever. compounded, i.e. when a flower conſiſts of many ſmall
Complex Ideas ? [ with Logicians ) are ideas com- flowers contained in one common calyx, as dandelion,

COMPLEX Terms S pounded or conſiſting of ſeveral fun-flower, Soc.

ſimple or ſingle ones, which are called incomplex. COMPOSITION [in Metaphyficks] is an unity that is
À COMPLEX Propoſition (with Logicians] is that which diviſible.

has at leaſt one of its terms complex, or ſuch an one as COMPOSITE Number (with Arithmeticians] a compound

contains ſeveral members, as caulàl propoſitions.
number, or a number which maybe divided by ſomenum

COMPLE'XION , the colour of the face, the natural berleſsthanthecompoſite it felf, but greater than unity ;

confticution or temperature of the body, as fanguine, as 4 , 6, 8 , 9 , 10, & c.

phlegmatick or cholerick, F.of L. COMPOSITION of Proportion ( with Math .] is the com
COMPLE'XIONAL, of or pertaining to the complexion . paring the ſum of the antecedent and conſequent, with

COMPLE'XNESS (of complexus, L.] a being compound the conſequent in two equal ratio's , as if you ſuppoſe 4,

ed of divers things.
8 :: 3 , 6 , which is exprefled by compoſition of proportion

COMPLE'x10 ° 3 [with Rbetoricians] a rhetorical figure, 12. is to 8 : : as 9 to .

COMPLICA'TIOS which is the ſame as simploce, COMPOSITION [in Pharmacy] the art or a & t of mixing

which ſee , L.

many ingredients together into a medicine ; ſo as they
COMPLE'XURE , a joining together.

mayſupply each other's defcets, alliſt each others vertues,COMPLE'XUS (with Anatomilts] a muſcle of the head, or corre &t any ill qualities in them .
which ſerves to move it backwards, called alto Trigeminus. COMPOSITION Entitative (with Schoolmen ] is between

COMPLI'ANC E (complaiſance, F.) a complyingor yielding. things of the ſame nature , e. g. two or more drops of

COMPLI'ANT( complaiſant,F . a complying or yielding to . water.

To Co'MPLICATE [complicatum , L.] to fold or wrap COMPOSITION Eſſential [with Schoolmen ] is when things

up together. of different kinds are joined, and thus conſtitute new things
Co’MPLICATEDNESS (of complicatio, L.) a being fold- or effences, different from any of theparts; and thusthey

ed together.
ſay from the matter and the form of wood ariſes wood,

COMPLICA’TION, a mixture, collection or maſs of whoſe ellence is very different from either of theſe ingre

things joined together. dients taken ſeparately.
COMPLICATION of Diſeaſes ( with Phyſicians] a colle- COMPOSITION (with Orators] is the proper order of

&tion of ſeveral diſtempers that feize onthe body at the the parts of the diſcourſe adhering to each other.
ſame time, eſpecially if they depend one upon another. COMPOSITION with Logicians] is a method of rea

Co'MPLICE, a partner or aſſociats in an ill action , an ſoning, wherein a perſon proceeds from ſome general ſelf

accomplice, F.
evident truth to particular and fingular ones.

To CoʻMPLIMENT ( complimenter, F.] to uſe compli- COMPOSITION [in Painting ] includes the invention

ments to a perſon .
and diſpoſition of the figures, the choice of attitudes, dc.

COMPLIME'NTAL , given to or pertaining to compli- COMPOSITION [ in Commerce) a contract between an in

ments.

ſolvent debtor and his creditors, whereby they agree to

COMPLIMENTS, kind , obliging words and expreſſions, accept of the part of a debt in compenſation for the
with other civilities in behaviour.

whole, and give allowance accordingly .COMPLI'NES, the laſt or evening prayers, F.
COMPOSITION (with Matb.] or the Synthetical Method ,

To COMPLO'RE [complorare, L.) to bewail, to weep is the reverſe of the Analytical Method or reſolution . It

together.

proceeds upon principles that are in themſelves felf-evident,To CompLO'T [ comploter, F.] to plot, together, to on Definitions, Poftulates and Axioms, and previouſly de

confpire , to combine.

monſtrated Series of Propoſitions ſtep by ſtep, till it gives aA COMPLOT, a plot , conſpiracy or combination . clear knowledge of the thing to be demonſtrated.

To Comply ' (prob . either of complacare , L. to ap
COMPOSITION of Motion in Mechanicks) is an affem

peale or complaire, F. to pleaſe greatly ] to yield or tüb- blage of ſeveral dire &tions ofmotion, reſulting from pow

ers a &ting in different, though not oppoſite, lines.

COMPOSITION [with Grammarians] the joining of 2CO'MPONE [in Heraldry] ſignifies compound- wordstogether, or the prefixing a particle to another word,
ed , and is alſo called Gobone : See the to augment, diminiſh or change its ſignification .
eſcutcheon .

COMPOSSIBLES [ compoffibilia, L.) ſuch things as are
COMPO'NENT [componens, L.) compoſing, making up , compatible and capable of lùbfiſting together, Logick.

conftituting, as component parts, parts that make up or
COMPOSITIO '[in Mufick Books] compofition , Ital.

compoſe the whole .
CO'MPOST ? [compoftum , L.) a com pound or mixture

To CompO'R I [ comportare, L. to carry together, com
COMPASS of dung, earths, croc. applied by way

porter, F.] to agree, to demean or behave one's ſelf. of manurefor the meliorating and improving of ſoiis

.COMPO'RTMENT [ comportement, F. ] carriage , de- COMPO'SURE ( com poſitura , L.) any thing that is com

meanour , behaviour, dc.
poſed or made up ; allo compoſedneſsor calmneſs of mind.

To be CoʻMPOS Mentis, in a right mind, having a ſound
COMPOTA'Tion, a carouſing or drinking together, L.

mind, not delirious, L.
COMPO'TE (in Confe&tionary ] ftewed fruit, eſpecially

To Compo's E (compoſitum , L.) to make or frame ; to apples, pears , plumbs, Egoco

appeaſe or quiet ; to repoſe or refreſh ; to adjuſt or ſettle ; COMPO'Te [ in Cookery] a particular manner of itewing
to compound or make up .

mcat.
To COMPO's E (as Printers] to ſet the letters or cha- COMPO’UND [ compofitus, L.] that which is made up

ra &ters in order, according tothe original copy.
or compoſed of different parts .

To COMPO'S E [ in Mufick] to make or ſet tunes,
COMPOUND (with Gram .] a word made of two or

,
more words.

TO COMPO's E a Difference, is to make it up, to bring To COMPOUND [ componere, L.) to make up of ſeveral

to agreement.
ingredients.

To COMPOSE one's Manners, & c. is to regulate and
COMPOUND quantities [ in Algebra ] are ſuch as aremake them orderly.

joinedtogether by the ſigns -- and , and are either ex
COMPOSED Baption [in Fortification ] is when the two preſſed by the ſame letters unequally repeated, or bymore

ſides of the inner polygon are very unequad, which makes letters than one, asb dmb and abans are compound

the gorgesalſo very unequal.
quantities.COMPO'S EDNESS ( of com : poſer, Fr. ] quietneſs of A COPOUND Leaf (with Bot .] is one that is divided into

mind , &c.

ſeveral parts, each of which reſembles a ſingle leaf.COMPOSSIBI'LITY , capableneſs of exiſting together. A COMPOUND Flower (with Bot .] is one which is com

COMPO'SSIBLE [ of con and poſſibilis, L.) capable of poſed of ſeveral little parts, each of which reſembles a

exiſting together.
flower, as in the ſun - flower, dandelion , Soc. all whichCOMPO'SITE [compoſitus, L.] compounded , p.

meeting together, make up one whole one, each of whichCOMPOSITE Order ( in Architetture] the 5th order whoſe has its Stylus Stamina, and ſticking ſeed , all contained

capital is compoſed out of the other orders.
within one and the fame Calyx.COMPOSITES [in Pharmacy] medicines compounded of To COMPOUND [in Commerce] to come to an agree .

ſeveral ſimple ones ; as eleétuaries, ointments, opiates, ment, eſpecially with creditors for debts.
fyrups, & c.
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COMPOU'NDABLE, that may be compounded.
To Con [9. d. to ken] to know, to learn a leffon , Open

To COMPREHE'ND [comprehendere, L.] to contain or Con [in Mufick Books] wich Ital.

include ; to underſtand , perceive or have the knowledge Con affetto in Mufick Books] means that the muſick

of. muſt be performed in a very moving, tender and atfe&i

COMPREH E'NSIBLE [ comprehenſibilis, L.] that may ing manner, and for that reaſon not too fast, but rather

be comprehended.
flow .

COMPREH E'NSION , the comprehenſion or underſtand- CONA'RIUM (with Anat.] that part of the brain which

ing of a thing ; alſo compriſal , compaſs; as hangs in the ſmall cavity called the Anus, in the hinder part

A& of COMPREHENSION , an act of parliament, that of the third ventricle , and is alſo called glandula pinealis,

takes in all parties . from the reſemblance of its fhape to the cone of a pine.

COMPREHE'NSION of an idea [among Logicians is the
CONATUS, an endeavour, I.

comprehenſion of the attributes it coprains in itſelf, and
CONA'TUS recedendi ab axe motus [with Philoſophers) is

which cannot be taken away without deſtroying it, as the
a term in Mechanicks, which implies the endeavour which

comprehenſion of the idea of a triangle includes extenſion, any natural body that moves circularly, has to fly off or
figure, 3 lines and 3 angles, Esc. recede from the axis or center of its motion, L.

COMPREHENSION (in Mitaphyficks] is an act of the CONATUS ( in a Body of Motion ] is that difpofition or

mind, whereby it apprehends or knowsany object which aptitude to go on in a right line, it not prevented by other

ispreſented to it on all ſides, onwhich it is capable of cauſes; it isthe ſame as attraction or gravitation, in matter

being apprehended or known.
without motion ,

COMPREHENSION (with Rhetoricians) a trope or figure
CONCALEFA'CTORY [concalefa &torius, L.] heating

whereby the name of a whole is put for a part, or that of much.

a part for the whole ; or a definite number of a thing for CONCAMERA'TION , a vaulting or arching, L.

an indefinite. To Conca'T ENATE [concatenatum , L.] to chain or

COMPREH E'NSIBLE [of comprehenſibilis, L.] capable link together.

of being comprehended .
CONCATENA'TION of Cauſes [with Philoſophers) a

COMPREHE'NSIVE [comprehenfivus, L.) the containing term uſed to expreſs that an effect is the reſult of a long

much , large, very ſignificant, full to chain of cauſes linked to , or depending one upon another.

COMPREH E'NSIVENESS, aptneſs to comprehend, or CONCA'T ENAT EN ESS [ of concatenatio, L.] the being

be comprehended.
chained together .

Co'MPRESS [ with Surgeons] a bolſter made up of fold
CONCAVATION , a making hollow, L.

ed linen , to be laid on a wound, or on the orifice of a CO'NCAVE (concauus, L.) hollow on the inſide, or

vein. vaulted like an oven ; alſo hollowneſs ; i. e. the inſide of a

To COMPRE'ss [ comprefum , L. Sup.] to ſqueeze cloſe hollow body , eſpecially if it be circular.

together. CONCA'VE Lin Gunnery) the bore of a piece of ord

Compre'ssible, that may be compreſſed or ſqueezed nance .
upinto a narrow compaſs, as the air and moſt other fluids. Concave Glaſſes, are ſuch as are ground hollow , and

COMPRESSIBILITY [compreffibilité, F.] capable- are uſually of a sphericalare uſually of a 1pherical or round figure ; though they

COMPRE'SSIBLENESS S neſs to be preſſed cloſe. may be of any other , as parabolical, & c.

COMPR E'SSION , a ſqueezing or preſſing together, L. A CONCAVE [concavum , L.] a hollowneſs.

COMPRE'SSIVES ( with Surgeons] medicines which CONCA'VITY [ concavitas, L.] the hollowneſs of

cauſe a drineſs in an affected member. CONCA'V EN ESS Š the inſide of a round body.

To COMPRI'NT [comprimere, L.) is to print by ſtealth CONCA'VOUS [concavus, L.) hollow on the infide .

a copy or book belonging to another, to his prejudice, To CONCE'AL [concelare, L.) to keep clofe or fecret.

Law Term . CONCEALEDNESS [ of concelare, Lj hiddennefs.

To ComprI's [compris of comprendre, F. of compre- CONCEA'LERS [in Law ] a term uſed by way of An

bendere, L.] to contain , include or take in . tiphrafis, or ſpeaking by the way of contrariety , men who

COMPROBA'TION , a mutual allowing or approving. find out concealed lands, which are ſecretly kept from

COMPROMIS E [compromiſſum , L. compromis, F.) an the king or ſtate, by common perſons who can produce

arbitration , a treaty or contract , whereby 2 contending no title to them .

parties eſtabliſh one or more arbitrators to judge of and ter- CONCEA'LMENT, the act of concealing.

minate their differences . ToCONCE'DE [concedere, L.] to yield , grant or allow .

To COMPRO'MIS E [ compromiſum of compromittere, L.] To CONCEI'T [concipere, L. ] to imagine, to fancy.

to conſent to ſuch a reference. CONCEIT [conceptum , L.) imagination, fancy.

To COMPROMISSE (in a figurative ſenſe] to put to the CONCEI'TED , opinionated, affe &ted , proud, puffed up.

hazard of being cenfured. CONCEI'TEDNESS [of concipere, L.) a being ſelf-opi
COMPROMISSOʻRIAL, of or pertaining to ſuch a mutual nionated .

agreement. To CONCEI'VE [ concipere, L. concevoir, F.] to imagine

COMPT [comptus, L.) fine, neat, trim . or apprehend, to comprehend or underſtand ;to frame an

CO'MPTNESS , neatneſs, fineneſs , trimneſs. idea ; alſo to be with child , or to breed.

COMPU'LSION, a conſtraint or force , L. CONCEIVABLE [ concevable, F.] thatmay be conceived ,
COMPU'LSIVE, of a reſtraining nature. imagined, comprehended, Soc.

COMPU'LSIVENESS [of compulfio, L.) compelling Concei'VABLENESS, eaſineſs to be conceived.

quality. CONCEI'VING [with Logicians] is the ſimple view that

COMPU'LSORY , of a forcing conſtraining nature. we have of the things which preſent themſelves to the

COMPU'NCTION , a pricking; a remorſe of conſcience mind ; as if we image the ſun , a tree, a globe, a ſquare,
for ſome offence committed. a thought, a being, without forming any particular judg

COMPU'NCTIVE , promoting godly ſorrow . ment. This is the firſt of the four principal operations of

COMPURGA'TION [in Law ] a clearing or juftifying the mind.

another by oath , L. To CONCE'NTRE [of con and centrum , L. concentrer,

COMPURGATOR, one who juſtifies the innocence of F.] to meet in the fame centre.
another by oath , L. CONCE'NTRANT Medicines, are ſuch whoſe acids are

COMPU'TABLE [ computabilis, L ] that may be counted ſo moderated by Alkali, that neither of them predominates.

os reckoned . CONCENTRATION, a driving towards the centre, the

COMPU'TANT, an accountant. retiring or withdrawing of a thing inwards; alſo a crowd

COMPUTATION, a reckoning or caſting up accounts , L. ing together any Auid matter into as cloſe a form as it is

COMPUTA’TION [in Common Law ] lignifies the true capable of ; or bringing any ſeparate particles into as cloſe
and indifferent conſtruction of time, ſo that neither party a contact as is pollible.

Thall wrong the other, or that the determination of time CONCENTRATION (with Naturalifts] the higheſt de

referred to ſhall neither be taken the one way or the other ; gree of mixture , as when 2 or more particles or atoms of
but ſhall be computed according to the centure of the law. the mixture touch , by receiving and thruſting one into

To COMPU'TE ( computare, L.) to reckon or cal up: the other, or by Reception and Intruſion one into the other ;

COMPU'To reddendo, a writ lying againſt a bailift or and this Dr. Grew takes to be the caſe of all fixed bodies,

receiver, obliging him to give up his accounts ; and alſo which are without tafte or ſmell, whoſe conſtitution is ſo

againſt executors of executors, and a guardian in ſoccage firm , till that the particles are as it were unprimed from

for waſte made during the nonage of the heir. each other, they cannot affect either of thoſe tenſes.

Con
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CONCENTRICK [concentricus, L.) that has one ana Condi's e [coʻncifus, L.] ſhort, brief.

the ſame common center ; as concentrick circles or other CONCI'S ENESS [of concis, F. concifus, L.] Briefneſs. -

figures. Conci'sion , [9.d. a cutting] a word uſed by way of

CONCE'PT [conceptum , L.] a ſer form or term uſed in contempt, for Circumcifion, Phil. iii . 2 .

publick acts. CONCITA'TION, a provoking, ſtirring up or pricking

CONCE'PTACLE [ conceptaculum , L.) any hollow thing forward, L.
that is fitted to receive or contain another. CO'NCLAVE, a cloſetor inner

room, that Thuts up
un

CONCE'PT10 [with Gram .) a ligure, otherwiſe called der lock and key, L.

Syllepfis, L. CONCLAVE (in Rome] a room in the Vatican, wherb

CONCE'PTION [with Logicians) is an a &t of themind, the Roman cardinals meer to chooſe a pope ; alſo the aſſem

or the product of it , as thought, notion or principle ; the bly of the cardinals for the election of a pope, or the de

ſimple idea or apprehenſion that a perſon has of anything, cilion of any important affair in the church.

without proceeding to affirm or deny any matter or point CONCLAVIST [ conclavifte, F.] one who attends a car

relating to it. dinal during his abode in the conclave.

Immaculate CONCEPTION of the holy Virgin (with Ro- To CONCLU'De [concludere, L.) to finiſh , make an end

man Catholicks] a feaſt held on the 8th of December, in re- of or clofe ; alſo to infer, collect by reaſon, or draw a

gard to the Virgin Mary's being conceived and born imma- confequence ; to reſolve upon or determine,

culate. CONCLUSION , the end, cloſe or iſſue of a thing, a

To CONCE'R N [ concernere, L. concerner, F.] to re- confequence or inference, i.

gard , have repeat or regard to , to intereſt one's ſelf in CONCLUSION [in Law ] is when a man by his own act
or trouble one's ſelf with .

upon record has concluded or charged himſelf with a duty

CONCERN , affair, buſineſs or matter of importance ; or other thing : it is alſo uſed to ſignify the end or latter

alſo a being concerned or affected in mind . part of any declaration, bar , replication, Eyoc.

CONCE'RNED [ concerné, F.] intereſted , affected , alſo CONCLUSION (with Logicians] the laſt of the 3 propo

troubled . fitions of a ſyllogiſm .

CONCE'RNMENT, the ſame as concern . CONCLUSION [in Oratory) conſiſts of 2 parts, the Re

CONC'ERT, agreement between perſons in a &tion, & c. capitulation or Enumeration and the Paſions.

To CONCE'RT [concertare, L.) to contrive or debate CONCLU'SIV E [ of conclufivus, L.) ſerving to conclude,

together about a buſineſs ; to lay a deſign in order to bring as an argument is ſaid to be conclufive when the confe

an affair to paſs. quences are rightly and truly drawn .
CONCERT 2 [in Mufick] a confort, a company of CONCLU'SIV ENESS [of conclufivus, L.) the true draw

CONCERTO S muſicians playing or ſinging theſame ing of conſequences.

piece of muſick or ſong at the fame time. CONCOAGULA'TION (according to Mr. Boyle) ſignifics

CONCERTA'NTÉ ( in Mufick Books] ſignifies thoſe parts the cryſtallizing of ſalts of different kindstogether, where

of a piece of muſick that play throughout the whole, to they thoot into one maſs of various figures, ſuitable to their
diſtinguiſh them from thoſe that play only in ſome parts. reſpective kinds.

CONCERTA'TION , a ſtriving together, L. CONCO'CTION , a boiling, together, L.

CONC E'R TATIVE [concertativus, L.) contentious. CONCOCTION [ in Medicine ] is uſually taken for the

CONCERTO [in Yufick Books) a confort or a piece of ſame as digeftion, though digeſtion is generally confined

muſick of ſeveral parts for a confort, Ital. to what paſſes in the ſtomach ; but conco& tion is taken

Concerto groß [in Mufick Books] the grand chorus to fignify what alterations are made in the blood -veſſels,

of the confort, orthoſe places of the confort where all which may be called the ſecond concoétion, and that in the

the ſeveral parts perform or play together , Ital. nerves, fibres and minuteft vefſels, the thirdand laft concoction .

Conce'ssi , I have granted , L. CONCOMITANCE [concomitance of concomitari, L.]

CONCESSI ( Law word ] a formal word that implies a CONCOMITANCY S an accompanying together with .

CONCOMITANT (concomitans, L.) accompanying with,

Conce'ssio [with Rbe .] a figure the ſameas Synchoreſis,L. alſo a companion.

CONCE'ssIon , a granting or yielding ; an allowance, CONCOMITANTLY , in courſe along with another.

grant or permiſſion. CO'NCORD [concordia, L.] agreement, union , good uit

Conce'ssIONARY [of conceffion, F. of L.] by way derſtanding

of allowance. Co'NCORD [in Law ] an agreement between parties,

CO'NCHA [x07x ", Gr.] a ſhell- fish , with 2 ſhells, as a who intend the levying of a fine of lands one to another,

ſcallop, an oyſter, bgc. L. in what manner the land ſhall paſs. Alſo an agreemerit
CO'NCHA with Anat.] the winding of the cavity or made upon any treſpaſs committed between leveral parties.

hollow of the minor
parc

of the ear, L : Concord [ in Gram .] that part of Syntax or conſtructi

CONCHI’TES [of tóx", Gr. a ſhell- fiſh ] a ſtone re- on , whereby the words of a ſentence agree among them

ſembling thell- fith . ſelves, whereby verbs are put in the ſame number and per

CONCHOID [of xórxn , Gr, a ſhell-fish] is the name of fon with nouns, Esc.

á curve line invented by Nichomedes : It is a curve which al- CONCORDS [in Muſick ] are certain intervals between

ways approaches nearer to a ſtrait line, to which it inclines ; ſounds, which delight the ear when heard at the fametime.

but never meets it. It is deſcribed thus , Simple ConCORDS , are thoſe whoſe extremes are at

a diftance , leſs than the ſum of any other 2 concords.

M M Draw the right line QQ and an- Perfe&t Concords , are the 5th and the 8th, with all

other perpendicular to it in E ; draw their octaves.

the right lines GM, GM , cutting Compound CONCORDS , are equal to any 2 or more

Q OR
QQ, and make QMQN = A E concords.

= EE, the curves wherein the points Imperfe & CONCORDS , are the 3d and Sth , with all

N MM are, is the firſt conchoid , and
their octaves.

N
thoſe where the points N N are found, To Conco'rd [ concordare, L.] to agree together.
the ſecond conchoid . CONCORDANCE [concordantia, L.] a general alphabe.

Ġ tical index of all the words in the bible .

CONCILIARY, of or pertaining to a council.

To Conci'LIATE (conciliatum , L ] to get, to pro CONCORDANCE } [ concordantia, L.) agreement.
cure, to gain or win . CONCO'RDANT [concordans, L.] agreeing together.

CONCILIA'T10 , a figure in Rhetorick, the ſame as CONCO'RDANT Verſes, ſuch as have in them feveral
Synæceofis, L. words in common , but by the addition of other words
CONCILIATORY [ conciliatorius, L. ) of reconciliation. have a quite different meaning : as,

CONCILIA'TORS , a title which Romiß ecclefiaftical CONCORDAT [ in the Canon Law ] a covenant or agree

writers affect, who have put the faireſt varnish on the ment in ſome beneficiary matter ; as relating to a rcligna

doctrines of that church . tion , permtuation or other eccleſiaſtical cauſe .

CONCI'NNATENESS ? [ concinnitas, L.] decency, fit- CONCO'RDITY [ concorditas, L.) concord .
CONCI'NNITY S neſs, Sigace Venatur S Servat

CONCI'NNOUS (concinnus, L.) fit, agreeable, Sec. } vaftat.

CONCINNOUS Intervals (in Mufick] are ſuch as are fit CONCO'RDATES, publick acts of agreement between

for muſick , next to and in combinationwith concords. popes and princes.

ConciO'NAL [concionalis, L.] pertaining to a ſermon , CONCO'RPORAL [ comcorporalis, L.] of the fame body

oration or aſſembly or company.

TH

covenant.

grant or

L

Er{ Lampius } in sylva reiter

* Y
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be con

To CoNcO'RPORATE [concorporatum , L.) to incor- another , will exa& ly meet and cover one another, and ie

porate, to imbody ; to mix or mingle together in one is a received axiom , that thoſe figures which will 'exa& ly
body. cover one another are equal.

CONCORPORATION, a mixing or tempering into one CONCUSSION , a Making or jumbling together ; alſo a

body , an incorporation.
fhock of an earthquake, L.

CO'NCOURSĒ [concurſus, L. Concours, F.] a running Concu'ssion , a publick extortion, when any officer or

together or reſorting of people to a place ; a multi- magiſtrate pillages the people by threats, or pretence of

tude of people aſſembling together on ſome particular oc- authority .
caſion . Concu'SSIONARY [of concufio, L.] of or pertaining

CONCREMA'T10, a burning together, L. to ſhaking together.

CONCRE'TE [ concretum , of concrefcere, L. to grow to To COND? [in Sea Language) is to conduct or guide a

gether] a thing grown together, or madeup of leveral in To Conns ſhip in the right courſe ; for the conder

gredients. ftands aloft with the compars before him , and gives the

CONCRETE [with Philoſophers, & c. ] a body made up word of direction to the man at the helm how to ſteer.
ofdifferent principlesand is therefore much the ſame as mixt. To Conde'M N [condemnare, L.) to ſentence one to

CONCRETE (with Eogicians] is any quality conſidered death ; to blame, to diſapprove or diſlike.

with its fubje & s ; thus when we ſay frow is wbite, we ſpeak CONDI'MNABLE condamnable, F.] that
may

of wbiteneſs in the concrete; and in this reſpect it is con- demned or deſerving condemnation.

tradiſtinguiſhed from the abſtract, when the quality is con- CONDE'MNABLENESS , worthineſs to be condem

ſidered ſeparately, as wbiterefs, which may be in other ned .

things as well asſnow.
CONDEMNA'TION [condamnation, L.) the pronouncing

CONCRETE Numbers [with Arithmeticians)are num- ſentence or giving judgment againſt a perſon, whereby he

bers which expreſs or denote ſome particular ſubject ; as is ſubje &ted to ſome penalty, L.
2 men, 4 horſes, 6 pounds, & c. whereas if nothing were CONDE'M NATORY, pertaining to condemnation .
joined with the number, it is taken abſtractedly or univer- CONDENSA'NTIA (with Phyſicians] medicines that are

Tally ; thus 6 ſignifies an aggregate or ſum of 6 units, of a condenſing or thickening quality, I.
whether pounds , horſes , men, or any thing elſe . To CONDENSATE ? [condenſatum ,L.] to make or grow

Natural CONCRETE [with Philofopbers ) as antimony is To CONDE'NSE 3 thick .

a natural concrete , which has been compounded in the To CONDE'NSATE [with Pbiloſophers] is to bring the

bowels of the earth . parts of a natural body into leſs compaſs ; the term oppoſite

Faftitious CONCRETE [with Philoſophers] a concrete io condenſate, is to rarefy.

compounded by art, as ſoap is a faditious Concrete, or a CONDENSA'TION, a thickening, @c. L.

body mixed together by art. CONDENSATION (with Philoſophers] is when a natural

CONCRETENESS (of concrefcere, L.) being grown to . body takes up leſs ſpace,leſs ſpace, or is confined within leſs dimen
gether, dc. ſions than it had before .

CONCRE'TED [concretus, L.) congealed or clotted . CONDENSATION [in Chymiſtry ) a ſtoppage and col

CONCRE'TION (compounded of con and crefco] a le&tion of vapours made by the top of an alembick , where

growing or gathering together ; the compoſition or union by it is returned in the form of a liquid, or as it is raiſed
of ſeveral particles together into a viſible maſs, whereby it in the head or receiver, there to harden into a permanent

becomes of ſome particular figure or property. and ſolid ſubſtance, as in fublimations of all kinds.

CONCRETION [with Philoſophers) the uniting together CONDE'NSER, a pneumatick engine, whereby an

of ſeveral ſmall particles of a natural body into ſenſible unuſual quantity of air may be crowded into a given ſpace.

maſſes or concretes . CONDE'NSEN ESS ? ( of condenfitas, L.) thickedneſs,

CONCRETION [in Pharmacy] a thickening of any CONDENSITY S cloſeneſs, hardneſs.

boiled liquor or juice into a more ſolid maſs. CO'NDERS (of a ship] thoſe who cond or give dire &tion

ConcueA'RIA [Old Law ] a fold or pen where cattle to the ſteerſman for guiding or governing of a ſhip :

lie together. CONDERS [in Fiſhery] thoſe who ftand upon high places

CONCU'BINAG E (concubinatus, L.] the keeping a con- near the ſea- coaſts, with boughs, &gc. in their hands to

cubine or miſs, fornication ; alſo a marrying ofa woman of make ſigns to the men in the fiſhing -boats, which way

interior condition , and to whom the husband does not con- the Thoal of herrings paſſes, which they diſcover by a kind

vey his rank or quality. of blue colour the fiſh makes in the water.

CONCUBINAGE (in Law ] an exception againſt a wo- To CONDESCE'ND [ of con and defcendere, L. conde

man , who lues for her dower, whereby it is alledged a- ſcendre, F.] to comply, ſubmit or yield to ; to vonchlafe.
gainſt her, that ſhe is not a wife legally married to the CONDESC E'NDENCY 3 [condeſcendance, F.] the act of

party , in whoſe land ſhe ſeeks to be endowed ; but his CONDESCE'NSION S condeſcending or complying ;

concubine.
complaiſance or compliance.

CO'NCUBIN E [concubina, L.) a woman who lies and CONDI'GN [condignus, L.) worthy, according to merit.

lives with a man, as if ſhe was his lawful wife ; an harlot CONDI'GNESS (of condignus, L.) the being according

or ſtrumpet.
to merit.

CONCUBINE, ſometimes is uſed for a real legitimate and CONDI'GNIT
Y
, ftri &t, real or exalted merit.

only wife, and diſtinguiſhed by no other circumſtance but CON DILIGENZA [in Mufick Books] with diligence,

a diſparity of birth and condition to her husband . care and exa &tneſs, Ital.

CONCULCA'TION , a ſtamping upon, a treading or CO'NDIMENT ( condimentum , L.) ſauce, ſeaſoning.

trampling under foot. CONDISCI'PLE [ condifcipulus, L.) a ſchool-fellow , a

CONCU'MBENCE [ of concumbere, L.) a lying together. fellow - ſtudent.
CONCU'PISCENCE ( concupifcentia , L.] an over- eager CONDISCRE'TIONE (Mufick Books] with judgment and

or earneſt deſire of enjoying any thing, a covering, diſcretion, Ital.

eſpecially an inordinate deſire of the Aeth , the venereal CONDITA'NEOUS [conditaneus, L.) that may be or i
defire.

ſeaſoned, pickled or preſerved.
CONCUPISCIBLE (concupifcibilis, L.) that which deſires

carneſtly or naturally ; alſo that which is deſirable. CONDITED } [conditus, L. ) ſeaſoned, pickled .

ConcuPI'SCIBLE, appetite or faculty is the ſenſual or CONDI'TEMENT, a compoſition of conſerves , powders

unreaſonable part of the foul , which only ſeeks after the and ſpices, made up in the form of an ele&uary , with a

pleaſures of lenſe ; or that affe & ion of the mind which proper quantity of ſyrup.
excites to covet or deſire any thing. CONDITION, the nature, ſtate or circumſtances of a

CONCUPISCIBLENESS, fitneſs or readineſs to deſire or perſon or thing ; alſo quality or degree, alſo an article ,

be deſired earneſtly , Ego. claufe or provilo of a covenant , treaty, & c. F. of L.

To CONCU'R [concurrere, L.i. e, to run together or with ] CONDITION [in a Legal Senſe] a bridle or reſtraint an

to conſpire, to help , to agree with one in ſomething, to nexed to a thing, lo that by the non performance of it, the

give one's conlenr. party ſhall receive prejudice and loſs ; but by the perform

CONCU'RRENCE, meeting, approbation , agreement ance, benefic and advantage.

in judgment and opinions . To Condition with one [ conditionner, F.] to make a

CONCU'RRENT [concurrens, L.) jointly conſenting or condition or bargain with him.

agreeing to. CONDITION [in Deed ] is that which is knit and an

CONCU'RRENT Figures { [with Geometricians] are ſuch nexed by expreſs words to the feoffement, deed or granit

CO'NGRUENT Figures S as being laid one upon either in writing or without,
CON
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CONDITION implied, is when a man grants to another Right Cone ( with Geo .] a cone is ſaid fo to be, with re

an office of bailiff, fteward, & c. though there be no condi- fpectto the poſition of itsAxis, i. e . when it is not perpen

tion in the grant, yet the law makes one covertly. dicular to the horizon , it is called an oblique cone.

CONDITIO fine qua non [in Philofopby] a term uſed in

ſpeaking of ſome accident or circumſtance, which is not A Scalenous Cone, is when one fide

effential to the thing, but yet is neceſſary to the producti- of it is longer than the other, as in the

on of it.
figure.

CONDI'TIONAL [conditionalis, L.] implying conditions
or terms.

CONDITIONAL Propofitions (with Logicians], are pro- ticks) are all thoſe raysCOne of Rays [in Op
B

poſitionsthatconſiſt of twoparts joined togetherbythe par which fall from any point,
ticle if, of which the firſt propoſition, that includes the

condition, is called the antecedent, the other the conſequent.
asſuppoſe A in any ob- A

Thus ifthe Body ofa Man be material, itis mortal, which ject on the ſurfaceofany

is a continual propoſition,in which theclauſe, if the Body glaſs, as B , C, D, hav

of a Man be material, is the antecedent, and the other is
ing the vertex in A , and

mortal, is the conſequent.
the glaſs for its baſé, ſuch is the cone B, C , D, A.

CONDI'TIONALNESS [conditionalitas, L.] the being Cone (with Botaniſts] ſignifies not only ſuch dry , fquam

CONDITIONA'LITYS conditional. mous fruits as are properly of a conick figure, as the fir

CONDI'TIONED [ conditionné, F.] endued with certain
and pine -fruits ; but alſo any fruit compoſed of ſeveral

humours or qualities. parts of a lignous ſubſtance, adhering together, and fepa

Con dolce maniere [in Mufick Books ] after a ſweet and rating when ripe, as the cypreſs.
CONE

agreeable manner, Ital. Cone, Sax . 3 (an account or reckoning when

To CONDO'L E [condolere, L.) to expreſs one's ſorrow
COLNE Ś Colne , Sax. S a young woman ,at the age of

14 or 15 , is in law accounted to be of a competent age to
to another for ſome loſs or misfortune of his.

CONDO'LEANCE[condolence, F.) a fympathy in grief, keep Cone and key of the houſe, i e , to take upon her the

a fellow - feeling of another perſon's Torrow . management of houſhold attairs.

To CONFA'BULATE [ confabulatum , L.] to tell ſtories,
CONDO'LEMENT [of condolere, L.) an expreſſion of

to talk together.

feeling a ſympathy at the affliction of others.

CONDONA'Tion, a pardoning or forgiving, L.
CONFABULA'TION , a familiar talking or diſcourſing

CONDRI'LLÆ 2 together, L.

CONDRI'LLON Š [Botany] wild fuccory, dandelion . ConfA'BULATORY [of confabulare, L.] pertaining to

CONDORMA'NTES ( of con together and dormire, L. to
talking together .

ſleep] a religious te &t in Germany, ſo called of their lying Rome,called penitents
CONFALON, a confraternity of ſeculars in the church of

all together, men and women , young and old .
Co’NDOR (in Peru in America ) a ſtrange and mon CONFE'CTION [in Pharmacy] a kind of compound

CO'NTUR S ſtrous bird, ſome of which are ſaid to remedy of the conſiſtence of an electuary.

be 5 or 6 ells long, fromone end of the wing to theother,
CONFARREA'TION , a ceremony among the ancient

they have very hard and ſharp beaks, that will pierce a Romans, uſed in the marriage of a perſon, whoſe children

hide, and 2 of them will kill and devour a bull : their were deſtined to the honoursof the pricſthood.

feathers are black and white like a magpye, having a creſt CONFECTION , ſee Confe&ts.

on the head in the ſhape of a razor. CONFECTIONER ( Cunfiturier, F.] a maker or ſeller of
It is a very furious

bird, and ſeveral Spaniards have been killed by them , and
ſweet -meats.

the ancient natives are ſaid to have worſhipped this bird as CO'NFECTS ( confitures, F.] fruits, flowers, roots, & c.

one of their deities ; when theſe birds fly, they make a boiled and prepared with ſugar,& c.

terrible noiſe.
CONFE'DEKACY 3 [confederatio, L.] an alliance

To CONDU'CE (conducere, L.] to avail, to help, to CONFEDERACTIONS berween princes and ſtates, for

contribute to. their mutual defence againſt a common enemy .

CONDU'CIBLE ? [conducibilis, L.) that conduces, pro CONFEDERACY ( in Law ] the uniting of perſons to

CONDU'CIVES fitable , advantageous. any
unlawful act.

CO'NDUCT [ condu & us, L. ) management, the command To ConFE'DERATE [ confæderatum , L. confederer, F.]

of an army ; alſo forecaſt or diſcretion, alſo deportment or
to unite in a confederacy, to combine, to plot together.

behaviour, CO'NFEDERATES [ corfæderati, L.) allies, princes or

To CONDUCT ( condu & um , L.] to guide, lead, bring
ftates entered into an alliance for their common ſafety .

along or carry To CONFE'R [conferre, L.) to give or beſtow ; alſo to

Safe Conduct, a guard of ſoldiers who defend the compare ; alſo to diſcourse or talk together.

common people from the violence ofan enemy. CO'NFERENCE, a diſcourſe held between ſeveral per

CONDU'CTOR , a leader, guide, & c. L.
fons about a particular affair, a parley:

CONDUCTOR [in Surgery] an hollow inſtrument to CONFE'RVA, the herb ſpurge of the river , L.

thruſt into the bladder, to direct another inſtrument into it, allo to declare one's fins in order to abſolution.To CONFE'ss [confeſum , L.] to acknowledge or own ;

to extract the ſtone.

CONDU'CTRESS , a ſhe- guide, L. Confession, acknowledgement, declaration , F. of L.

CONDUCTI'Tious [ condu titius, L.) that may be hired , Auricular CONFESSION, a confeſſion of ſins to a prieſt.

led or gathered together. CONFESSION (with Rbetoricians] is a figure by which

CO'NDUIT [ conduite, F.] a pipe for the conveyance of he addreſſes to pardon him .the perſon acknowledges his fault, to engage him, whom

water ; a water -courſe .

CONDUPLICA'TION , a doubling, a folding together, L.
CONFESSION of Offence [ in Common Law ] an ancient

CO'NDY !![xóvSvxor, Gr.] thejoints orknuckles of the practice ofa felon'smaking a confeſſion beforea coronerin

fingers ; alſo that fmall knob of bones called productions.
a church or other privileged place ; upon which the offen

CONDY'LOMA [xovfúnwuid , Gr.] the knitting or join der wasby the law obliged to abjure the realm .

ingof the joints of an animal body; 1.
CONFESSIONARY [confeſional, Fr. ] the confeſſion

CONDYLOMA [with Phyſicians] a hard ſwelling in the chair or ſeat, in which a prieſt fits to hear confeſſions.

fundament, proceeding from black humours ſettling there,
A Father CONFE'ssor , a popiſh prieſt, who has the

which ſometimes cauſe an inflammation. power to hear confeſſions of penitents, and to give them

CONDY'LUS ( xovdur.6 , Gr .] a joint, a little round abfolution.

eminence , or protuberance at the extrcmity of a bone.
CONFESSORS , thoſe chriſtians who have adhered to

CONE [conus, L. of xova , Gr.] a geometrical
the faith , notwithſtanding cruel perſecutions and ſufferings

on that account.

folid figure, conſiſting of ſtraight lines that ariſe

from a circular baſe, and growing narrower by de
CONFICIENT [ conficiens, L.] which finiſheih, pro

cureth , or worketh with .
grees, endina point at the top , dire&tly over the

centerof the baſe. The manner of producing this
To CONFI'DE ( confidere, L.) to truſt in , or rely upon.

figure may be imagined by the turning the plane of a right fumption.
CO'NFIDENCE (confidentia,L.] boldneſs, aſſurance, pre

lined triangle, round the perpendicular leg or Axis, ſo that

if the leg be equal tothebale, the ſolid produced will be CO'NFIDENT [confidens, L.] bold, daring, preſumptum

a right Cone ; if it be leſs, it will be an acute-angled Cone ;
ous , poſitive.

and if greater , an obtufe -angled Cone ; as in the figure,
A CO'NEIDENT, an intimate, truſty , boſom friend, ufed

in matters of ſecrecy and truſt.
Co' .

do
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CO'NFIDENTNESS [ confidentia , L.) confidence . CONFO'R MIST; onewho conforms, eſpecially to the dif

CONFIGURATION, á forming, fashioning, or making cipline of the eſtabliſh'd church of England.

of a like figure ; alſo the exterior ſurface that bounds, bo
CONFORMITY [in the Schools] is the congruency , re

dies , and gives them their particular figure. lation or agreement between one thing and another, as be

CONFIGURATION (with Aftrologers) the conjunction or tween the meaſure of the thing, andthe thing meaſured, &c.

mutual afoet of planets.
CONFORTATI'va [ i. e. ftrengthening things) medicines

To CONFI'NĚ [ confiner, F of con and finire, L. to limit] that comfort and ſtrengthen the heart, L.

to tie to a certain place, to imprifon, to reftrain ; alſo to To CONFOU'ND [ confundere, L. confondre, F.) to mingle,

border upon, to abut upon. jumble, or huddletogether ; alſo to confure, puzzle , or per
CONFINEMENT, reftraint, impriſonment , ſlavery . plex ; alſo to abaſh or put out of countenance ; alto toglif

CO'NFINES (confinia, L.) the limits or borders of a field , may, or make afraid.

county , or country; frontiers. CONFOU'NDED [ comfordu, F.] put into confufion, & c.

CONFI'NITY [ confinitas, L.] nearneſs of place.
CONPOU'NDEDNESS, confuledneſs, the being in con

TO CONFI'R M [ confirmare, L.confirmer, F.) to ſtrengthen , fuſion.
or eſtabliſh ; allo to aſcertain or make good ; alſo to back CONFOU'NDEDLY , horribly , after a terrible manner.

with new proofs or reaſons ; alſo to adminiſter the church- CONFRAI'R Y [q . confratria, L.) a fraternity, brother

rite of confirmation. hood, or ſociety united together, eſpecially upon a religi

CONFIRMA'TION , the act of confirming, ſtrengthening, ous account.

making good, Ec, L. CONFRE'R ES [Old Statutes] brothers in a religious

CONFIRMATION (with Ecclefiafticks] a holy rite or ce- houſe ; fellows of one ſociety, F.

reniony by which baptized perfons are confirms in the ſtate CONFRICA'TRICES luftful women, who titulate one

of grace, by the laying on of hands. CONFRI'CTRICES S another in the Clitoris, in imi

CONFIRMATION Twith Rhetoricians) is the third part tation of venereal intercourſes with men.
of an oration , wherein the orator undertakes to prove by To CONFRONT [confronter , F. of con and frons, L. ] to

reaſons, authorities , laws, 5c, the truth of the propoſition bring face to face, to oppoſe, to compare face to face.
advanced in his oration . CONFRONTA'TION , the action of ſetting two people

CONFIRMATION [ in Law) a conveyance of an eſtate in oppoſition to each other, to diſcover the truth of ſome

or right, by which a voidable is made ſure or unavoidable, fact which they relate differently.

or whereby a particular eſt :re may be encreaſed. CONFU's E febres (with Fhyſicians] ſuch fevers as come

Confi'r MATOKY, ratifying or confirming. together alternately in the fame perſons, but keep not their

To Confiscate (confiſcatum , L.) to leize upon , or periods and alterations ſo exa&tly as to be eaſily diftinguiſh'd
take away goods, as forfeited to the king's exchequer, or from one another.

to the publick treaſury. To CONFU'S E [confufum , Sup. of confundere, L ] to

Confi'sCATE [confifcatus, L. becauſe among the Ro- mingle, perplex, or put out of order.
mans the emperor's treaſure was kept in baskets , callid Fiſci] CONFU'SEDNESS (confufion, F. of L.] a being in con

forfeited to the publick tre fury . fugon.

CONFISCA'Tion a forfeiting of, or a legal adjudica- CONFU'SION , a jumbling together; diſorder, hurly

tion , or taking the forfeitures of goods , &c. to the' fiſc or buily , or dillurbance ; alſo a being abaſhed or out of coun

treafury, or the king's ufe, L. tenance , L.

CONFLAGRANT confi grans, L, ] burning or being in CONFUSION [ in a Metapbyſical ſenſe] is oppoſed to or

a blaze together, Milton. der , in a perturbation of which confufion conſiſts, ex. gr.

CONFLAGRA’TION, a general burning or conſuming when things prior in nature do not precede, or pofterior
of houſes by fire, F. of L. do not follow.

CONFLATI'L E [ conflatilis, L.] caſt or molten . CONFUSION (with Chymifs] a mixture of liquors or

CONFLA'TION , a cafting or melting of metal , L. Auid things.

CONFLE'XURE [ conflexura, L.] a bending together. CONFUSION [with Logicians] is oppoſed to diftin & neſs

'To CONFLICT (con fi tare,L.]to encounter or fight with, or perfpicuity .

to ſtruggle with . Confusion (in a Phyſical ſenſe ] is a ſort of union or

A CO'NFLICT ( confliktus, L] a skirmiſh or combat ; a mixture by mere contiguity, as that between fluids of a

diſpute, a bickering, contrary nature, as oil, vinegar, Gr.

CONFLICTING, ſtruggling, engaging, fighting with , CONFUTA'T10 [with R betor.] a part of a narration ,

Milton . wherein the orator ſeconds his own arguments, and

CO'NFLUENCE ( confluentia, L.) a conco!ufe or reſort of ſtrengthens his cauſe by refelling and deſtroying the op
people ; alſo the mecting of two rivers, or the place where potite arguments of his antagoniſt.

they meet and mingle their waters. To CONFU'TE {confutare, L.] to convince in reaſon

CO'NFLUENT } confluens, L.3 flowing or running to- ing ; to diſprove, to anſwer obje &tions, to overthrow or
CO'NFLUOUS S confluus, L. Ś gether, as waters. baffle.

CONFLUENT Small Pox, i . e . one wherein the puſtules Coniz [in Phyſicians Bills is ſet for congius, L.] a gallon.

run into one another. Conge, licence, permiſſion, leave, F.

CO'NFLUX [confluxio, L.J'a flowing or running together , CO'NGE [with Arcbite&ts] a moulding either in form of

as of humours, alto the place where 2 rivers join together, a quarter round or of a cavetto, which ſerves to ſeparate
and mix their waters. two members from one another.

CONFLUXIBI'LITY CONG E ' d'accorder, leave to accord or agree, F.

CONFLU'XIBLENESS S
an aptneſs to flow together.

CONG E' d'eſlire (Common Law is the royal permiſſion

To Confo'r M [ conformare, L. conformer, F.] to make to a dean or chapter in a time of vacation to chooſe a bi

like to , to frame , famion , or ſuit to , to comply with .

CO'NFORM [conformis, L.] agreeable, conformable to. CONGES [with Archite& s] the rings or ferrels anciently

CONFO'RMABLE, agrecable, ſuitable, of the like na- uſed about the ends ofwooden pillars to keep them from

ture , form or faſhion . ſplitting, and afterwards imitated in ſtone-work.

CONFO'RMABLENESS ? [of conformité, F. conformitas,
s ह

CONG EA'BLE (of congé, F.] done with leave.

CONFO'RMNESS L.] agreeableneſs in form . To CONG EA'L [congelare, L.] to freeze or be frozen ,
CONFORMA'TIO Membrorum (with Rhetoricians is when to thicken or grow thick, as ice does.

things, to which nature has deny'd ſpeech, are brought in To CONGEAL [with Chymifts ] is to let ſome matter

ſpeaking, L. that is melted fix or grow into a conſiſtence , as when me

CONFORMA'TION, the ſhaping, faſhioning, or order- tal is Tuffered to cool after it has been melted in a cru

ing ofathing ,alſo the particular texture and conſiſtence of cible, & c.
the parts of a body, and their diſpoſition to make a whole. CONGEA'LABLE , that may be congealed.

CONFORMATION [ in the Art of Phyſick] an eſſential CON ; E , a low bow or reverence.

property of health or ſickneſs, CONGELA'TION , a congealing or freezing ; a thicken
CONFORMATION (with Anatomiftsi denotes the figure ing or ſettling, 1.

and diſpoſition of the parts of the body of a man : hence CONGE'NEROUS [ congener, L.] of the ſame kind or
male formation , a fault in the firſt rudiments, whereby a ſort

perfon comes into the world crooked , or with ſome of the CONGEN ER OUS Mufiles (with Anatomifts, ſuch as ſerve

viſcera, &c . not duly proportion'd ; or when perſons labour together to produce the famemotion
under incurable Aftoma's, from too ſmall a capacity of the CONG E'N EROUSNESS [of congener, L.) the being of
Thorax , or the like. the ſame kind ,

}

ſhop, Sec
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Conge'NERATED [congeneratus, L.) begotten together , CO'NGRESS [ congreffus, L.] a coming together , meet

CONG E'NIAL [ of con and genialis, L.] that is of the ing or rencounter ; alſo an encountering.

ſame ſtock or kind . CONGRESS , an affembly or the meeting together of the

CONGENIALITY 2 the likeneſs of one kind to deputies or plenipotentiaries of ſeveral princes to treat about

CONGENIALNESS or with another. a peace or any other affair of importance.

Cong e'NITURE [ congenitura, L.] the birth of things 'CONGRESS [ congreſſus, L.] an eſſay or trial made by

at the ſame time. appointment of a judge in the preſence of ſurgeons and

CO'NGEON, a perſon of low ftature, a dwarf. matrons, to prove whether a man be impotent or not, in

Co'nger ( conger or congrus, L.) a great kind of eel. order to diſſolve a marriage.

CONGER ? (of congrus, L.) a fociety of bookſellers to CO'NGRUENCE { congruentia , L. S agreeableneſs ,

CONGRES the number of 10 or more, who unite in- CONGRU'ITY S congruitas, L. conformity ,

to a sort of company, or contribute a joint ſtock for the ſuitableneſs.; it is properly ſaid of a theine or diſcourſe in

printingof books; ſo called, becauſe asa large conger eel is which there is no fault committed contrary to the rules of

faid to devour the ſmall fry, ſo this united body over- pow- grammar,
ers young and ſingle traders, who have neither ſo much CO'NGRUENT [ congruens, L.) agreeable, ſuitable.

money to ſupportthe charge, nor ſo united an intereſt to CONGRU'ITY [ in Natural Philofophy] is taken to be a

diſpoſe of books printed ; tho” ( according to tradition ) relative property of a Auid body, by which any part of it

the foregoing was the original of the name conger, yet to is readily united with any other part, either of it ſelf or of

be a little more complaiſant, you may derive it of congrue- any other ſimilar fluid. And on the contrary , Incongruity

re , L. i. e. to agree together ; or, fi licet in parvis magnis is a property by which it is hinder'd from uniting with

exemplis uti, of congreffus a congreſs. Utrum borum mavis any folid or fluid body that is diſſimilar to it.

accipe.
CONGRU'ITY (with Schoolmen ] is a ſuitableneſs or rela

CONG E'RIES, a heap, a pile, a hoard . tion between things whereby, we come to a knowledge of
CONGERIES [ in Natural ibiloſopby )a colle &tion or join- what is to come to paſs therein.

ing together of many bodies or particles into one maſs or CONGRUITY [with Geometricians] is a term apply'd to

lump
figures, lines, &c. which exactly correſpond when laid

TO CONGE'ST [congefum , L.] to heap up or gather over one another, as having the ſame terms or bounds.

together.
CO'NGRUOU'S {congruus, L.) convenient, meet, proper.

Conge'STIBLE [of congeſtio, L.) that may be heaped CON'G KUOUSNESS [ congruité, F. congruitas, L.] agree

upor gotten together. ableneſs , oc.

CONGE'STION, a heaping or gathering together, F. ofL.
CO'NIC } [ conicus, L.] of or pertaining to the figure

CONGESTION (with Surgeons ] a ſettling of humours CO'NICAL S of a cone.

in any part of the body, which produces a tumour or ſwel- Conic Section , is a figure which is made by the folidity

ling by little and little, and almoſt inſenſibly , by reaſon of a cone,being ſuppoſed to be cut by a plane.

of the flow progreſs and thickneſs ofthe matter.
If the ſection be made by the axis, or through the Dep

CONGIUS , a Roman meaſure containing about a gallon. tex , the figure ariſing is a Triangle. If the ſection be made

CO'NGLOBATED { [conglobatus, L. ] heaped or ga- by a plain parallel to the baſe of the corner, or ſuccen

CONGLO'BED thered round together. trarily poſited, the figure produced is a Circle.

CONGLOBATED Glands [in Anatomy] Tuch glands in an If the fe&tion be made parallel to one ſide of the cone,
animal body, as are ſmooth in their ſurface, and ſeem to it will be an Ellipfis.

be made up of one continued ſubſtance, as thoſe of the If the fe&tion be made through one ſide ofthe cone ,

meſentery are, and all thoſe which ſerve to ſeparate the through the baſe, and not parallel to the other ſide of the

juice called Lympha from the arterious blood, and to re- cone, it will be an Hyperbola.

turn it by proper channels.
CO'NICALNESS ( of conicus, L.] the being in form of

CONGLO'BATELY [ of conglobatio, L. ] in a round a cone.

mals or lump, & c
CONJE'CTURAL [ conje&turalis, L.] belonging to or

CONGLOBA'TION , a gathering together, a round made up of conje&tures; that is only grounded upon ap

lump, F. of L. pearances, or probable arguments.

To CONGLOMERATE [conglomeratum , L.) to wind To CONJECTURE ( conje&turer, F. of conje & ura, L.]

up or into a bottom , to heap upon one.
to judge or gueſs at random , without any demonſtration .

CONGLOMERATE 2 [conglomeratus, L.] heaped or A CONJECTURE ( conje & ura, L.] a gueſs, a probable

CONGLOMERATED S wound round together. opinion or fuppofition.

CONGLOMERATEL Glands [in Surgery ] are ſuch as CONI'FEROUS [ conifer, L.] bearing cones.

are uneven in their ſurface, and made up as it were of lef- CONI'FEROUS Plants (with Botaniqs] trees, Shrubs or

ſer glandsorkernels ; the uſe of which is to ſeparate feve- plants, that bear a ſcaly fruit of a woody ſubſtance, and a

ral ſorts of juices from the blood ; and alſo to work and kind of conical figure , containing many feeds, which be

alter them , and to convey them by proper channels to ing ripe drop out of the ſeveral cells or partitions of the

their peculiar receptacles.
cone, that then gape or open for that purpoſe ; as the

To CONG LUÔTINATE [ conglutinatum , L.] to glue, knit pine, the common alder , the Scotch fir, & c.

or join together.
CONI'FERUS , a, um [in Botanick Writers ] coniferous,

CONGLUTINA'Tion, a gluing together, Soc. L. i . e. which bears its feeds incloſed in a hard ſcaly fruit, of a

CONGLUTINATION [with Phyſicians ] a joining of bo- conical figure, that is broader at the bottom , and nar

dies bymeans of their oily, ſticky and clammy parts. rower at the top, as the pine-tree, the fir-tree, the alder

To 'CONGRATULATE (congratulatum, L.) to rejoice tree, &c. L.
with one on account of his good fortune ; alſo to bid 'him CONING E'RIA [ Old Records] a coney -borough or war

jog ; alſo to expreſs joy on his account. ren for rabbets, L.

CONGRA'TULANT [ congratulans, L.] congratulating, To CONJO'BBLE, to chat together.

Milton.
To CONJOI'N [ conjungeré, L. conjoindre, F.] to join or

CONGRATULATION, a congratulating, Sc. F. of L. put together.
CONGRATULA'TO

RY
[of congratulator, L.] of congra- CONJOI'nt [conjun &tus, L.) joined together, mutual , F.

tulation ,
CONJOINT Degrees [in Mufick ] are two notes which

CONGRE [of conger, L.] a large eel or ſnake that eats immediately follow each other in the order of the ſcale, as

upthe ſmaller fry , Ut and Re.

To Co'NGREGAT E [ congregatum , L.] to aſſemble or CONJOINT Tetrachords [ in Mufick] are two tetrachords,

gather together. where the fame chord is the higheit of the one, and the

CONGREGA'Tion, an aſſembly or gathering together ; loweſt of the other.
a ſociety or company of people meeting, more cfpecially Conjoi'ntiy [of conjoint,F. conjun &te, L.] unitedly.

for divine ſervice.
CO'NJUGAL [ conjugalis, L.] of or belonging to a mar

CONGREGA'TION [with ſome Philoſophers ] the leaſt ried couple.
degree ofmixture in which the parts of the mix'd body are CO'NJUGALLY [of conjugal,F. of con with and jugum a

inconſiſtent, or do not adhere toʻor touch each other but yoke, L.) after the manner of man and wife.
in a point ; which properly, they ſay, is peculiar to the Co’NJUGATED [ conjugatus, L.] coupled or yoked to

particles of water, and all other fluids. gether.
CONGREGA'TIONAL, of or pertaining to a congrega- CONJUGA'TUS, a, um [in Botànick Writers] growing

cion . by pairs, L.

CONGREGA'TIONALISTS, a feet of Independents, be

sween Presbyterians and Brosunifis.
Zt
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axes,

be con

CO'NJUGAT E Diameter [in Geometry) is the ſhorteſt the two large interſtices the jejunum and ilium .

axis or diameter in an Ellipfis or oval figure. CONNOIS EU'R [of connoitre, F. to know ] a perſon well

CONJUGAT E of an Hyperbola, is a line drawn parallel skilled in any thing.
to the ordinates, and through the center or middle point To CONNOTE , to make known together, L.

of the tranſverſe axis ; which is ſo.netimes called the ſecond A CONNOTATION, a making two things or perſons

axis or diameter. known from others by the ſame diſtinction, L.

To CO'NJUGATE A Verb (with Gram .] is to form or va- CONNUBIAL [connubialis, L.) belonging to wedlock.

ry it through its ſeveral moods , tenſes and perfous . CONNUTRITIOUS [in Natural Philofophy) is that which

CO'NJUGAT ES [with Logicians) is when from one word becomes habitual to a perſon from his particular nourish

we argue to another of the ſame origination , as if weeping ment, or what breaks out into a diſeaſe in proceſs of time,

is to forrow , then to weep is to forrow . which gradually had its firſt aliments from lucking a dif

CONJUGATES (with Rhetoricians] thoſe things that are tempered nurſe , Sysc.

derived from the ſaine original, as greatneſs, great, greatly. Conoi'd [wich Geomet .] a ſolid body reſembling a cone,

CONJUGA'TION , ayoking, a coupling together in pairs . excepting that inſtead of a perfe & circle, it has for its baſé

CONJUGATION (with Anat.] is underſtood of a pair of an ellipſis or ſome other curve approaching thereto ; or it

nerves , or two nerves ariſing together and ferving for the is a folid produced by the circumvolution or turning of any

ſame operation, ſenſation or motion , L.
fction of a cone about its axis,

CONJU'NCTION [with Grammarians] a particle or little Co'noid Elliptical ( in Geometry] is a ſolid figure, made

word, that ſerves to join other words or ſentences together, from the plain of a ſemi-ellipſis turned about one of its
as and, but, if,

CONJUNCTION [ in Aftronomy] the concourſe or coition Conoid Parabolical [in Geometry) is a ſolid made by

of two ſtars or planets in the fame optical point of the the turning of a parabola about its axis.
heavens. CONOIDES (with Anatomifs] a particular glard or ker

CONJUNCTION apparent [ in Aftronomy] is when the nel in the brain, the ſame with conarium or Glandula Pi.

right line is ſuppoſed to be drawn through the centers of mealis.

the two planets, does not paſs through the center of the To CON QUA'DRATE [ conquadratum , L.] to bring into
earth . a ſquare .

CONJUNCTION real or true [Aftron ] is when the right CONQUASSA'TION , a ſhaking as in an earthquake ; a

line being prolonged or lengthened, pailes alſo through the daſhing or breaking to pieces, L.

earth's center. CONQUA SA'TION [ in Pharmacy ] the pounding of
CONJUNCTI Morbi [in Medicine] two diſeaſes which things in a mortar.

come together, and are diſtinguiſhed into connexi and con- TO CON QUER [conquerir, F.] to bring under, to gain

Sequentes, the former ſubſiſting at the ſame time, and the or get by force of arms ; alſo to maſter, to gain or win
latter following one another. people's hearts or affections.

CONJUNCTI'VA Tunica , L. ( Anatomy] the firft coat or CO'NQUERABLE [of conquerant, F.] that may

membrane of the eye, to named because it incloſes all the quered .
reſt, or becauſe it faſtens the eye in its orbit. CO'NQUEROR , one who has conquered or obtained the

CONJU'NCTIVE [ conjunctivus, L.) joining, uniting. victory, a ſubduer.

CONJU'NCTIVENESS , the being of a joining quality CO'NQUEST [ conquête, F.) victory ; alſo the thing con

CONJU'NCTNESS [of conjonction, F. of L.) the being quered .

cloſe joined. CONREA'T A pellis[probably of corroyeur, F. a currier] a

CONJU'NCTURE [conjun &tura, L.] the ſtate or circum- hide or skin dreft, old Law.

ſtances of affairs, CONSANGUI'NITY [confanguinitas, L.] the relation or

CONJURA'TION, a plot or conſpiracy , ſecret cabal kinſhip between perſons ofthe ſameblood, or iſſued from
or league to do any publick harm , as to ſubvert the go- the ſame root.

vernment, attempt the life of the prince, Esc. CONSANGUI'NOUS [of confanguineus, L.] a -kin by
ConJur A'TION [ in Common Law) is in a more eſpecial blood .

manner taken to intend a perſonal conference with the devil CONSARCINA'TION , a patching together, L.

or evil ſpirits, either to compaſs fome deſign, or to attain CO'NSCIENCE (confcientia , L.) a ſecret teſtimony or

the knowledge of ſome ſecret ; magick words, characters judgment of the foul, whereby it gives approbation to

or ceremonies, whereby evil ſpirits, tempelts, óc. are ſup- things it does that are naturally good, and reproaches it

poſed to be rais'd and drivenaway. ſelffor thoſe that are cvil .

To CONJU'RE (conjurare, L.] to charge upon the ſa- CONSCIE'NTIOUS [confcientieux, F.] that has a good

credneſs of an oath ; to deſire earneſtly, to intreat with conſcience, juſt and upright in dealing.

the greateſt importunity ; alſo to conſpire or plot together. CONSCIE'NTIOUSNESS (of conſcientieux, F.] the ha

TO CO'NJURE ( conjurer, F. of L.] to practiſe conjura- ving a good conſcience.

tion , or the raiſing, Sjoc. of ſpirits. CO'NSCIONABLE, conſcientious ; alſo equitable, rea
To Conn (of connan , sax , to know ] to get or learn ſonable .

without book ; alſo to give, as I conn you thanks ; alſo to CO'NSCIONABLENESS [ of conſcientia, L.] knowing
ſtrike with the fitt. within one's felf.

A CONN , a blow with the fift clutched . CO'NSCIOUS [ confcius, L.) inwardly guilty , that knows

CONNA'SCENCE [of con and naſcens, L.) the being himfelf to be guilty of or privy to .

CONNA'SCENCY born together with another. CONSCRIBED' [in Geom.] is the ſame as circumſcribed .

CONNA'TE [connatus, L.] born together with a perſon. CONSCRI'PTION, an inrolling or regiſtering, L.

CONNATURAL [ of con and naturalis, L.] that is natu- 10 CO'NSECRATE [conſecratum , L.] to dedicate, to

ral to ſeveral things with others. devote, to hallow ; alſo to canoniſe.

CONNATUR AʼLITY ? a being of the ſame nature CONSECRATION, a hallowing, appointing or ſetting

Conna'TURALNESSS with ſome other. apart to an holy uſe, a dedicating or devoting ; alſo im

TO CONNECT ( conne&tere, L.] to join , knit, tie , or fa- mortalizing or giving everlaſting continuance to one's me
ften together.

CONNE'x [with Logicians] thoſe things are ſaid to be CONSECRATION of Emperors, took its original from the

connex, that are joined one to another without any de- Deification ofRomulus, which Herodian deſcribes as follows.

pendence or ſequence. The Emperors, who leave either fons or deſigned fuccef

Connexion, a joining thingstogether, a dependency fors at their death, are conſecrated after this manner, and
of one thing upon another, F.of L. are ſaid to be enrolld among the number of the gods. On
CONNE'XITY , that by which one thing is joined to this occaſion the whole citymaintains a publick grief mix

another.
ed as it were with the ſolemnity of a feſtival. The true

CONNICTA'TION , a twinkling or winking with the body is buried in a very ſumptuous tuneral according to the
ordinary method . But they take care to have an image of

CONNI'VANCE ? [conniventia , L.] a feigning not to the emperor made in wax done to the life, andthis they

Convi'vence s fee, a winking at a fault, a pafling expoſe to publick view , juſt at the entrance of the palace
it by without puniſhment. gate, on a ſtately bed of ivory, covered with rich gar

To CONNI'VE [ connivere, L.] to wink at, to take no ments of embroidered work and cloth of gold. The image
notice of.

lies there all pale, as if under a dangerous indiſpoſition,
CONNIVE'Ntes glandula or valvule [ in Anatomy) are the whole ſenate dreſs’d in black fit the greateſt part of

wrinkles or corrugationsin theinnercoator membraneof the dayroundthebedon theleft hand, and the aged
matrons ,

mory, F. of L.

eye, L.
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matrons, who either on account of their parents or hus- COŃSENT of Parts ( with Philoſophers] a certain agree .

bands are reputed noble, on the right hand. They wear ment or ſympathy in the animal occonomy, by means

no jewels, or gold, orother ornaments ; but are attired in whereof, when one part is immediately affected ,' another

cloſe white vefts. This ceremony continues ſeven days . to- at a diſtance becomes affected in like manner by means of

gether, the phyficians being admitted every day to the fome fibres and nerves, which are common to them both,

bed -lide, and declaring the patient continually to grow or communicated by other branches with one another.

worſe and worſe. At laſt, when they ſuppoſe him to be CONSENT [ with Phyſicians] is the depending of one

dead , a fele&t company of young gentle:nen of the ſenato- diftemper upon another, as a difficulty of breathing is

rian order take upthe bed upon their ſhoulders, and car- ſaid to proceed by conſent from a pleurity ; and when ſo ,

ry it through the via facta, or the holy way, into the old it ceafes immediately upon the removal of the diſeaſes on

Forum , the place where the Roman magiftrates are us’d to which it depends.

lay down their offices. On both ſides there are raiſed CONSENTA'NEOUS (confentaneus, L ) agreeable, ſuit

galleries, with ſeatsone above another, one ſide being fillid able with .

with boys nobly deſcended , and of the moſt eminent patri- CONSENTANEOUSNESS , agreeableneſs, ſuitableneſs .

cian families ; the other with a like ſet of ladies of quali- CO'NSEQUENCE (conſequentia, L.) an orderly following,

ty ; who both together fing hymus and Pæans compos'd concluſion , inference ; the reſult ofany action or thing;

in very mournful and paſſionate airs, to the praiſe of the alſoimportance, moment or weight.

deceaſed. When theſe are over, they take up the bed CONSEQUENCE (in Aftrology] is when a planet moves

again and carry it into the Campus Martius, where in the according to the natural fuccellion of the ſigns.

wideft part of the field is erected a four-ſquare pile , intire- CO'NSEQUENT [conſequens, L ] that which follows up

ly compos'dof large planks in ſhape of a pavilion , and on ſomething.

exactlyregular and equal in dimentions. This in the in- CONSEQUENT (with Logicians] the laſt part or propo

ſide is filled with dry chips, but without is adorned with ſition of an argument oppos’d to the antecedents being

coverlids of cloth of gold , and beautified with pi&tures ſomething deduced or gathered from a preceding argu
and curious figures in ivory. Abovethis is placed another ment.

frame of wood, leſs, but ſet off with the like ornaments CONSEQUENT of a Ratio [with Mathemat.] is the latter

with little portico's. Over this is placed a third and fourth of the two terms of proportion, or the term between which

pile, each leſs than that whereon it ſtands ; and ſo others and the antecedentthe compariſon is made, as in the rea

perhaps tilltheycometo the leaſt of all, which forms the ſonofproportionof the number4 to 6,6 is the conſequent

top. Thefigure ofthe ſtructure taken all together may with which the antecedent

be compar'd to thoſe watch-towers,which are to beſeen portion were a magnitude or quantity, as B to C , C is

in harbours ofnote, and by the fire on their top direct the faid to be the confequent.
courſe of ſhips into the haven. After this , hoiſting up the CO'NSEQUENTLY ? [ conſequemment, F. conſequen

body into the ſecond frame of building, they get toge- CONSEQUE'NTIALLY S ter, L.] by conſequence .

ther a vaſt quantity of all manner of ſweet odoursand per- CONSEQUE'NTIALNESS [ of confequentia, L.) the fol

fumes, whether of fruits, herbs or gums , and pour them lowing by way of conſequence, or the being of conſe

in heaps all about it : there being no nation, city, or in- quence.

deed any eminent men, who do not rival one another in Conse'RVABLE [ conſervabilis, L.] that may be kept.

paying theſelaftpreſents to their prince. When the place CONSERVA'TION, a keeping or preſerving, F. of l.

is quite filled with a huge pile of ſpices and drugs, the CONSERVATI'NA Medicina, that part of phyfick that

whole order of knights ridein a folemn proceſſion round contributes to the preſerving a perſon in health, in diſtin

the ſtructure, and imitate the motions of the Pyrrbic dance . { tion to the Pharmaceutick which applies remedies to the

Chariots too in a very regular and decent manner are diſeaſed , L.

drove round the pile , the drivers being clothed in purple, CONSERVATOR, a keeper or maintainer, a proteſt or

and bearing the images of all the illuftrious Romans, ' re- defender, an officer eſtabliſhed for the ſecurity and preſer

nowned either for their councils, oradminiftration at home, vation of the privileges granted fome cities, bodies, commu
or their memorable atchievements in war. The pompbe- nities, &c.

ing finiſhed , the ſucceſſor takes a torch in his hand and CONSERVATOR [of the Peace] one whoſe office is to

puts it tothe frame, and atthe ſame time the whole ſeethat the king's peace is kept.

company aſſiſt in lighting it in ſeveral places ; when on a CONSERVATOR [of the Truce and Safe-condu & ] an of

ſudden the chips and drugs catching fire, the whole pile ficer appointed in every fea- port, to enquire of offences

is quickly conſumed. At laſt fromthe higheſt and ſmall- committed on the main ſea out of the libertyof the Cinque

eſt frame of wood an eagle is let looſe, which, aſcending Ports, againſt the king's truce and ſafe-condu&t.
with the flames towards the sky , is ſuppoſed to carry the CONSERVA'TOR of the Peace [in Common Law ] a petty

prince's ſoul to heaven. conſtable.

CONSE'CTARY [ confe&tarium , L.] that which follows CONSERVATOR [ in Law ] an umpire choſen or ap

upon the demonftration of an argument; a conſequence pointed to compoſe differences between two parties.

drawn from a propoſition that went before ; alſo an addi- ConsE'RVATORY [of conſervator, L.] of a preſerving

tion , inference or deduction and is the ſame as corollary quality.

CONSECTARY (in Geometry ] is ſome confequent truth CONSERVATORY [conſervatorium , L.) a place to keep

which is gained from ſome demonſtration. or lay things up in ; a green -houſe for plants.

CONSECU'TIVE, following or ſucceeding immediately Tó Conse'rve [conſervare, L.] to preſerve or keep ,
one after another ; itis generally ſaid of things, not of per- to defend or maintain.

ſons. A Co'nserve [in Confe &tionary) a ſort of compofition

CONSECUTION Month ( Aſtronomy] the ſpace between made of ſugar and the paſte of flowers or herbs, ſo that

the conjunction of the moon with the ſun, being fome- it may be kept ſeveral years.

thing more than 29 days and a half. Conse'ssion , a fitting together, I.

CONSE'CUTIVELY [in School Philofopby ] is a term yfed CONSE'ssor, one that fits with others, L.

in oppoſition to antecedently, and ſometimes effettively or To Consi'der [ confiderare, L ] to mind, to think of,

cauſally. to meditate upon , to regard, to have a reſpe &t for.
To Conse'MINATE [ conſeminatum , L.] to ſow divers CONSI'D ERABLE, worthy of confideration or notice,

ſeeds together. remarkable, E.

To CONSE'NT [confentire, L.) to agree or accord, to CONSIDERABLENESS [ of confiderable, F.] the deſer

approve or allow of. ving notice, Sc.

A CONSENT [ confenfus, L. conſentement, F.] accord , CONSIDERATE, wiſe, circumfpe &t, adviſed , diſcreet.

agreement, approbation . CONSIDERATENESS (confideration , F.of L.] delibera

CO'NSENT (with Anatomifts] is the mutual fympathy tion, conſiderate temper.

or correſpondence between the feveral parts ofthe body; CONSIDERA'TION , a bethinking one's ſelf, a forcible

as when one nerve is affe &ted with the hurt that is received reaſon, reſpectreaſon , refpe &t or regard ; alſo a requiral.

by another ; as when the inflammation of the Pleura is CONSIDERATION [in a Legal Senſe] is the material

communicated to the lungs. cauſe of a bargain, or quid pro quo contract either expreſs’d

CONSE'NT [ among MoraliAs) is our ſimple approbation or imply'd, without which it would not be effe & ual or

of means, as we judge them proper for our work ; and thoſe binding ; exprefs’d, as whena man bargains to give a cer
means, when they are placed within our reach and power, tain ſome of money for any thing ; or elle imply'd, as when

employ the two acts of the will, called Eliciti and Impe- the law enforces a conſideration .
rati ; which fee,

CON
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e contra.

more parts .

CONSIDERATENESS, conſidering and deliberating fa- CONSONANCE (in Mufick] the agreement of 2 rounds,

culty . the one grave and the other acute, compoſed in ſuch a pro

TO CONSI'GN [confignare, L.] to appoint, to make portion of each , as hall be agreeable to the ear.

over , to deliver. CONSO'NANCE [of Words] is when 2 words found

To CONSIGN [in Traffick] goods are ſaid to be con much alike at the end , chiming or rhiming.

ſign’d to the correſpondent or fa &tor, which are ſent over CO'NSONANT [confonans, L.) agrecable, conformable.

to him by the merchant or employer, or CONSONANT [with Grammarians) a letter which pro

CONSIGNA'Tion, a fealing , the act of conſigning, duces no found alone, or without ſome other, either vowel
making over , Egoc. alſo the writing tealed , F. of L. or confonant.

CONSIGNA’TION [in a Legal Senſe ] is the putting a CONSONANT , ſignifies an agreeable interval in mu

CONSI'GNMENTS ſum of money, ésc. into fure ſick, Ital.

hands until the deciſion of a controverſy or law - luit that CO'NSONANTNESS [of confonnance, F , confonantia, L']

hinders the delivery of the ſaid truſt. conformity, agrecableneſs to or with.

CONSI'GNATURE [ conſignatura, L.] a ſealing together. CO'NSONOUS [ confonus, L.] of the ſame tune or ſound,

CONSIGNIFICA’TION, a ſignifying by tokens, or with agreeing in ſound ; alio agreeable, very like.

ſome other thing , L. To Conso'PIATE (conſopire, L.] to cart into a deep

CONSIGNIFICATIVE, that is of the ſame ſignification feep.
with another.

To Conso'rt [of confort, F. or of con and fortiri, L.]

CONSI'MILAR (of con and fimilis,L.) alike or agreeing. to keep company, or have ſociety with

CONSIMI’LITY [ confimilitas, L. ] likeneſs or reſem- CO'N ORT ( confors, L.] a companion , fellow or aſſociate ;

blance. a partaker of the ſame condition ; alſo the wife of a fo

To CONSI'ST [ confiftere, L.] to be made up of ; alſo veraign prince .
to agree or hang together. CONSORT [of Mufick] a piece that conſiſts of 3- or

CONSI'STENCE (confiftentia, L.) eſſence, the manner
of being ; the thickneſs of liquid things ; allo an agree- CO'NOUND , the herb comfrey.

ment or relation, F. CONSO'RTION , a fellow ſhip, aſſociation , ſociety, & c.L.

CONSISTENCE (in Phys.) is that ſtate of a body where- CONSPE'CTABLE (conſpicabilis, L.) eaſy to be ſeen.

in its component particles are to connected or entangled Co'nSPICABLE [ conſpicabilis, L.] evident, that may

among themſelves ſo as not to ſeparate or recede from eaſily be feen .

each other. Conspicuous [ confpicuus, clear, manifeſt, eaſy to be

CONSISTENT [ confiftens, L.] ſuitable or agrecable to ;
ſeen .

alſo that is not fluid , but has a conſiſtence.
CONSPICU'ITY ? [conſpicuitas, L.] plainneſs or

CONSISTENT Bodies [in Philofopby] are folid and firm
ConspI'CUOUSNESS S or eaſineſs to be ſeen.

bodies in oppoſition to thoſe that are Auid ; or ſuch bodies CONSPI'R ACY [conſpiratio, L.) a combination , a ſecret

aswillpreſerve theirform , without being confined by conſultation , a , plot, an agreement of parties to do any
any boundary, and has no degree of Auxility.

thing good or bad .

CONSI'STENTNESS ? [of confiftence, F. confiftentia , L.] CONSPIRACY [ Com . Law ] is univerſally taken in the

CONSISTENCY S agreeableneſs, &c . worft fente , and ſignifies an agreement of perſons binding

CONSISTORIAL, of or pertaining to a conſiſtory:
themſelvesby covenant, oath or otherwiſe, that every one

CONSI'STORY [confiftorium , L ) a ſolemn mecting of of them ſhall aſſiſt the other maliciouſly, to indi &t or cauſe

the
pope and cardinals ; alſo an affembly ofthe miniſters, fome perſon to be indicted of felony, &c.

&c. of the reformed church in France ; alſo the court CONSPITRA'IONE, a writ that lies againft confpirators.

Chriſtian or ſpiritual court, formerly held in the nave of
CON SPI'RATOR a plotter, one who has conſpired

the cathedral church , or ſome chapel or ifle belonging to CONSPI'R ER S for ſome ill deſign, or that has

it, in which the biſhop had preſided, and had ſome of his
had a hand in a plot.

clergy for his aſſiſtants. To Conspi'r E [ confpirare, L.] to ſuit or agree to

CONSISTORY [in Law ) the tribunal or place of juſtice gether ; alſo to complotor bandy together.

in the fpiritual court belonging to the archbiſhop or biſhops. CONSPI'RING Powers in Mechanicks] are all ſuch as

CONSOCIATED [confociatus L.) joined in mutualſociety. a& in dire &tion not oppoſite toone another.,
CONSO'LABLE (conſolabilis, L ] 'that may be comforted. CONSPURCA'TION , a defiling or polluting, L.

CONSO'LABLENESS [of confolabilis, L.] capableneſs Co’NSTABLE (coneflable, F. Verſtegan ſuppoſesit to be

of being comforted . derived of cynning, Sax. a king, and fable,9.d. king of

CONSOLA'TION, comfort, comforting, an caſing ofeaſing of the ſtable, or malter of the horſe, or as others of coning

grief, F. of L. and fable, q d . the prop of the king] a title which an

CONSOLATION [with Rhetor.] one of the places where- ciently did' belong to the lords of certain manours; after

by the orator endeavours to temper and afſwage the grief that high -conftables of hundreds were appointed, and un

or concern of another. der thoſe conftables of every pariſh.

CO'NSOLATORINESS, aptneſs to give comfort. Lord High CONSTABLE of England, an officer who an

CONSOLATORY [confolatorius, L.] confolating or com- ciently was of ſo great power, that it wasthought too great

forting nature or quality. for any fubjc &t ; his juriſdiction was the ſame with that of

Conso'l e (in Architecture) a ſort of bracket or ſhoul- the carl maríhal, and took place of him as chief judge in

dering piece, having a proje &ture and ſerving to ſupport the Marſhal's court.
a cornice and bear up figures, &c. CO'NSTABLE of the Tower, an officer who has the
CONSO'LIDA (with Botanifts] the herb confound or government of that fortreſs.

comfrey, L. CO'NSTANCE { [ conftantia, L. confiance, F.] firmneſs,

CONSO'LIDANTS [ conſolidantia, L ) conſolidating re- CONSTANCY Š reſolution , perſeverance , ſtedfaft

medics, i, e, ſuch as cleante and cloſe up wounds, pro neſs.

ducing new fleth . CO'NSTABLESHIP (of conètable, F.or conftabulus, L. and

To CoNsO'LIDATE [ conſolidatum , L.) to makewhole, bip Eng. office] the office,& c. of a conftable.

or to cloſe up, to be ſtrongly united to, or joined together. CO'NSTANT [conftans , L. ) ſteady, refolute, continu

To CONSO'S.IDATE [with Surgeons] a term uſed con- ing in one's purpoſe ; durable or laſting ; certain or ſure.

cerning broken bones, or wounds, as the Parts begin to cor- CO'NSTAT in Law] a certificate taken out of the Ex

folidate, i.e. to join together in one piece, as they were be- chequer court, of what is there upon record ,relating to any
fore thefra &ture, or the ſolution of the continuity. matter in queſtion ; alſo an exemplification or copy of the

CONSOLIDA'TION, a ſoldering ormaking ſolid ; alſo inrollement of letters patents, I.
an uniting or hardening of broken bones; or the cloſing the CONST E'LLATED [ of Conſtellatio, L.) formed into a

lips of wounds. conſtellation

CONSOLIDATION [in the Civil Law ] is Unity of Pof CONSTELLATION [Aftronomy] a company of ſtars,

Sellion, i. e. the joining or uniting the poſſeſſion, occupancy imaginedto repreſent the form of ſome animal, yc, and
or profits of certain lands with the property.; called by its name.

CONSOLIDATION [in Common Law ) is a joining 2 be- CONSTE'R NATED [confternatus, L ] put into ſudden

nefices or ſpiritual livings into one. fear.

ConsO'LIDATIVEs [with Surgeons] healing medicines CONSTERNA'TION , a great fear or aſtoniſhment, by

to cloſe up a ſcar. reaſon of ſome ſudden ' affliction or publick calamity.

CONSO'LIDATURE [ conſolidatura, L.] a conſolidation , To CO'NSTIPATE [conftipatum , L.] to thicken or

CO'NSONANCE [ confonantia, L.) conformity, agreca- make more compact ; alſo to cram or ram cloſe,
bleacfs or ſuitableneſs

To
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of its parts.

To CO'NSTIPATË (with Pbyſicians] to bind or make CONSÙETUDI'NIBUS & fervitiis,a writ of right, thar

coftive. lies againſt a tenant, who with -holds from his lord the rent

CONSTIPA'TION,a crowding or thruſting cloſe together. or ſervice due to him.

CONSTIPATION (with Philoſophers] is when the parts CO'NSUL ( among the old Romans] a chief or foveraign

of a natural body are more cloſely united than they were magiſtrate, annually choſen by the people, of which there

before. were 2 innumber, they commanded thearmies of the com

CONSTITUENCE [ of conftituens, L.) that of which a monwealth, and wereſupremejudges of the differences be

thing is composed. tween the citizens : This title'is now given to the chief

CONSTITUENT [conftituens, L.] which conſtitutes or governours of ſome cities ; but eſpecially to the chief ma
makes up nagers of trade or reſidents for merchants in foreign parts.

To CO'NSTITUTE [conftitutum , L. conftituer, fr.] CO'NSULAR [ confularis, L.) of or pertaining to a conful.

which conſtitutes or makes up one whole ; alſo to appoint. T. CONSU'LT ( conſultum , fup. L. confulter , F.) to ad

CONSTITUTION,the temper of thebody or a natural viſe with or take advice, to deliberate upon or debate a

diſpoſition, the temperament of the body , or that diſpoſi- marter ; alſo to take care of or provide for.

tioii of the whole ariſing from the quality and proportion A Co'nsult (confultus, L.) the ſame as conſultation ;

but is commonly taken with us in an ill ſenſe, for ſecret

CONSTITU'TION, an ordinance ordecree, alſo the form cabals of plotters againſt the ſtate.

of government uſed in any place, the laws of a king- A CONSULTATION , a conſulting or deliberating about

dom . matters ; eſpecially of phyſicians for the benefit of their

Apoftolical Co'NSTITUTIONS , are a colle &tion of re- patients.

gulations attributed to the apoſtles , andſuppoſed to have To CONSULT an Author, is to ſee what his opinion is

been colle &ted by St. Clement, whoſe name they bear. of the matter. )

CONSTITU'rive [conftitutivus, L.] that which is fit or CONSULTA'TION [in Law ] a writ, by virtue of which

proper to conſtitute, a cauſe removed by prohibition from the eccleſiaſtical court

CONSTITU'TIVENESS, conſtitutive quality. or chriſtian , to the king's court, is returned back again .

To CONSTRAI'N conftringere, L. whence contraindre, CONSU'LTER [qui confulte, F. confultor, L.] one who

F. ]to oblige by force, to keep in or reftrain.
asks counſel.

CONSTRAI'NINGNESS, compelling nature or quality. TO CONSU'M È [confumere, L.) to deſtroy, walte or

CONSTRAI'NT ( contrainte, F.] compulſion , force, vio- devour ; to ſpend or ſquander away ; alſo to waſte or pine
lence away ; to wear out, to decay or diminiſh .

CONSTRI'CTION, a binding faſt, or tying hard, draw- To Consu'MMATE [confummatum , L ) to make pera

ing the parts of a thing cloſertogether, 1, feet, accompliſh or finish to compleat or make an end of.

CONSTRICTION ( with Pbilosophers] is the crowding CONSUMMATE [conſummatus, L.j compleat, perfe & ,

the parts of any body cloſer together , in order to con- abſolute, accompliſhed.

denſation . ÇONSUMMATION, a fulfilling, finishing, perfe &ting,

CONSTRI'CTOR alarum nafi, & c. [ Anat.]muſcles ariſing compleating ; alſo an end.

from the 4th bone of the upper-jaw, and which are infert- CONSUMMA'TUM [in Pbarmacy the juice of a hen cut

ed to the roots of the alarum nafi, and ſuperior puts of in ſmall pieces, drawn out by diſtillation in Balneo Maria ;

the upper-lip ; ſerving to draw the upper lip and ala down- ſtrong broth .

wards, L. CONSUM'PTION , a conſuming or wafting, eſpecially of
CONSTRICTOR labiorum , &c. [in Anat .] a muſcle proviſions, commodities, do

encompalling the lips with round or orbicular fibres, which CONSUMPTION [with Phyficians] the waſting or decay
when it aas drawsthem up as a purſe . of the body, by reaſon of detect or nourishment; and par

To CONSTRU'CT [ confru tum , L.] to build, to frame; ticularly of themuſcular fleſh ; frequently attended with a
alſo to contrive.

fever, and diftinguiſhed into ſeveral kinds, according to its

CONSTRU'CTION of Equations, is the method of re- various cauſes and parts it effe &ts.

dacing a known equation into lines and figures; where- CONSU'MPTIVE,that eitheris a &tually in or inclined
by the truth of the rule, canon or equation may be de- to a conſumption

monſtrated geometrically . Consu'MPULV ENESS [of conſumptio, L.) wafting

CONSTRU'CTION ( in Geometry) is the drawing ſuch CONSU'MTIVENESS 3 condition or quality ,

lines of a figure, as are neceſſarybeforehand, in order to CONSURRE'CTION, a riſing up of many together for
render the demonſtration more plain and undeniable. the ſake of reverence .

CONSTRUCTION (with Gram .] the regular and due CONSU'TILE [confutilis, L.) that is ſowed together.

joining ofwords together, in a ſentence or diſcourſe ; allo CONSU'TURE [confutura , L.) a ſowing together.

interpretation, ſente ormeaning. To ContA'BULATE [ contabulatum , L.] to floor with

CONSTRU'CTIVENESS, the eſtate of a thing, as to its boards.

capacity of producing a conſtruction. CONTABULATION , a flooring, a faſtening of boards

CONSRTRU'CTIVE , that tends to conſtruction that and planks together, L.

may be framed or made. CONTACT (conta &tus, L.) touching or touch , the re

ÍO CO'NSTRUE ? [ conftruere, L.) to expound, to in- lative ſtate of 2things that touch each other.
To CO'NSTER Sterpret. CONTACT [with Matbematicians] is when one line,

To CO'NSTUPRATE [conftuprare, L.) to deflower a plane or body is made to touch another, the parts which

woman , do thus touch, are called the points of contact.

CONSTUPRA'TION , a debauching of women, or de- CONTA'CTION [ conta & us, L.) a touching.

flowering of maids. CONTAGION, the ſame with an infe &tion, the ſpread

CONSUA'LIA (among the Romans ] certain feaſts and ing or catching of a diſeaſe ; as when it is communicated
games appointed by Romulus, when he ſtole the Sabine or transferred from one body to another, by certain effluvia's

virgins in honour of Confus, the god of counſels. or ſteamsemitted or ſent forth from the body of the dif

CONSUBSTA'NTIAL [confubftantialis, L.] of the ſame eaſed perſon.

ſubſtance ; alſo coeſſential, denoting ſomething of the ſame CONTAGIO's E ? [ contagioſus, L.] full of contagion , in

ſubſtance with another. CONTAGIOUS 3 fe & ious, apt to infe&t.
CONSUBSTANTIALITY 2 [ confubftantialitas, L ] a CONTA'GIOUSNESS (of contagieux, F. contagioſus, L.)

CONSUBSTA'NTIALNESS S being of the ſame ſub- infe & iouſneſs.

ſtance.
To CONTAI'N [continere, L.] to hold , to keep in , to

To CONSUBSTA'NTIATE [of con and subftantia, L ) comprehend ; to refrain or keep back, to bridle or keep
to make of the ſame ſubſtance . within bounds; to curb or rule .

CONSUBSTANTIATION [i. e. the mixture or union of CONTA'MINATED [contaminatus, L.] defiled, polluted .

two ſubſtances] the doctrine of the Lutherans, with regard CONTAMINATION , defilement, pollution , and moſt

to the mannerof the change made in the bread and wine properly that of themarriage-bed .
in the euchariſt, who maintain that after confecration , the CONTE'MERATED [contemeratus, L ) violated,

body and blood of our Saviour are ſubſtantially preſent, To CONTE'M N [contemnere, L.] to deſpiſe, ſcom ór

together with the ſubſtance of the bread and wine. flight ; to ſet at nought, to make no account of

Consu'ETUDE [conſuetudo, L.] cuſtom or uſage. TO CONTE'MPLATÉ [contemplatum , L.] to behold or

CONSUETU'DO ( old Records] a cuſtomary ſervice, as a view , to take a full view of ; alſo to confider feriouſly, to

day's work, to be done by the tenant for the lord of the muſe or meditate upon.
manor ,

Aaa
Con
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CONTEMPLA'TION , an act of themind, whereby it cloſeneſs, as when the ſurface of one body touches another.
applies it felf to conſider, refle &t on , asc. any thing CONTIGUOUS [contiguus, L.) touching or that is next;

CONTEMPLATION [in Metaphyficks] is defined to be very near, cloſe , adjoining.

the preſerving of an idea or conception which is brought CONTIGUOUS Angles ; ſee angles.

into the mind , for ſome time actually in view . CO'NTINENCE [continentia , L.] the abſtaining from

CONTEMPLATIVE [contemplatiuus, L.] given to con- CO'NTINENCY S unlawful pleaſures ; alto chaltity,

templation. temperance, F.

CONTEMPLATIVES, friers of the order of St. Mary CONTINENT [continens , L.] abſtaining from unlawful

Magdalen, who wore black upper garments over white ones . pleafures, esc

CONTEMPORANY ? contemporaneus { that lives at one CO'NTINENTNESS [continence, F. continentia, L.) con

CONTE'MPORARY S contemporarius S and the ſame tinency.

time ; that is of the ſame age or ſtanding with another. CONTINENT [with Geographers) is a great extent of

CONTE'MPLABLE [contemplabilis, L.) that may be land, which comprehends leveral regions and kingdoms

meditated on ; openly to be feen. not ſeparated by the ſea .

CONTE'MPORARINESS [of contemporarius, L.] the CONTINENT Caufe [of a Diftemper) is that cauſe on

being at the ſame time. which the diteafe depends fo immediately, that it conti

Conte'MPLATIVENESS [of contemplativus, L.) ad- nues juſt as long as that remains : thus when a ſtone dicks in

diatedneſs to contemplation. the ureters, it is the continent cauſe of the ſtoppage of
CONTE'MPORAL [ contemporalis, L.] of the ſametime. urine .

CONTEMPORA'NEOUS
(contemporaneus, L.] living both CONTINENT Fever, is one which forms its courſe, or

at the ſame time , or in the ſame age. goes on to a criſis, without either intermitſion or abatement.

CONTEMPT [contemptus , L.) icorn , diſdain , deſpite. CONTI'NGENCE ? a caſualty, accident or uncertain

CONTE'MPTIBLE [contemptibilis , L.] that deſerves to be CONTI'NGENCY S event that comes by chance.

contemned , ſcorned or ſlighted, mean , baſe, vile.
CONTINGENT [ contingens, L.) that may or may not

ContempTIBI'LITY [ contemptibilitas, L.] contemp- happen.

tibleneſs.
CONTINGENTNESS [ contingence, F. contingentia , L.]

CONTE'METIBLENESS 2 [of contemptibilis, L.) de- contingency.

CONTE'MTIBLENESS S ſervingneſs to be deſpiſed, CONTINGENT [with Mathematicians] a tangent .

mcanneſs, vileneſs. CONTINGENT Line [in Dialling] is a line ſuppoſed

CONTEMPTUOUS [contemptuofus, L.) ſcornful, Sec. to ariſe from the interſection of the plane of the dial,

CONTE'MPTUOUSNESS 3 [ of contemptuofus, L.) ſcorn- with the place of the equino&tial , ſo that the hour lines of

Conte'MTUOUSNESS S fulneſs the dial, and the hour circles do mutually cut one another.

To Conte'ND [ contendere, L.) to ſtrive, to quarrel , CONTINGENT Uſe [ in Law] ſuch an uſe as by the

to diſpute. limitation may or may not happen to veft or put into pof

CONTE'NEMENT [Old Law Term] a freehold land Teflion of the lands or tenements.

that lies to a man's dwelling -houſe, that is in his own CONTINGENTS [contingentia, L ] caſualties, things

occupation . that happen by chance.

CONTE'NSION , great effort, united endeavour , L. Conting'ENTS [with Math.] the ſame as tangents.

Conte'nt [contentus, L.] ſatisfied, well pleaſed with CONTINGENT , the quota money, éc, that falls to

what one has. any perſon upon a divifion .

CONTENT [ contentatio, L.] contentedneſs, fatisfaction Future CONTINGENT [with Logicians] a conditional pro

of mind. poſition that may or may not happen according as circum
CONTENT [ contentum , L.] the compaſs or extent of a Itances fall.

thing. CONTI'NUAL [ continuus, L. continuel, F.] that is with
CONTENT (in Geometry] is the area or folidity of any out intermiſſion.

ſurface or body, meaſured or eſtimated in a ſquare or ſolid CONTINUAL Claim [in Common Law ] a claim made to

inches, feet or yards. land or any other thing from time to time, within every

CONTENT [in Traffick ]the wares contained in any veſſel, year and day ; when it cannot be attained by the party

cask , bale, &c. that has a right to it without apparent danger, as of being
CONTENTA'TION ? [contentatio, L.] contentedneſs, beaten or killed.

CONTE'NTMENT S ſatisfaction or eaſineſs of mind. CONTINUALNESS [of continuel, F. continuus, L.) the

CONTE'NTED [contentus , L.] ſatisfied. being continual.

CONTE'NTEDNESS [ contentement, F. contentatio, L.] CONTINUAL Fever, is a fever which ſometimes remits

ſatisfa &tion of mind . or abares , but never perfectly intermits ; that is to ſay , the

CONTE'NTFUL , full of content ; alſo appealing. patient is ſometimes better, but never abſolutely free from

CONTE'NTION , ftrite , debate, diſpute , quarrel, bgco the diſtemper.
F. of L. CONTINUANCE [continuatio, L.] laftingneſs, length or

CONTE'NTIOUS [contentiofus, L.] quarrelſom , liti- duration of time.

gious. CONTINUANCE (in the Civil Law ] a prorogation, i.e.

Conte'NTIOUSNESS [of contentieux, F. contentiofus, a putting off the trial.

L.] contentious humour. CONTINUANCE ( Common Law ] is the ſame as proroga

CONTE'NTLESS , diſcontented, unſatisfied . tion in the civil , as continuance till the next aſſizes.

CONTE'NTS [contenta , L.] the matters contained in a CONTINUANCE of a Writ or Adion, is from one

book , chapter , letter, cask , veſſel, cheſt, br. term to another , in a caſe where the ſheriff has not returned

CONTE'RMINAL [conterminalis, L.) near to thebounds. or executed a former writ , iſſued out in the ſaid a &tion.

CONTERRA'NEOUS [conterraneus, L.] of the ſame CONTINUA'NDO [in Law ] a term uſed when the plain

country. tiff would recover damages for ſeveral treſpaſſes in one and

CONTE'RMINOUS [conterminus, L.] bordering near or the fame a &tion, for damages may be recovered for divers

upon , treſpaſſes in one action of treſpaſs, by laying the firſt with
To CONTE'ST [conteftari, L.] to contend, quarrel for a continuando to the whole time.

or wrangle. CONTINUATIVE, cauſing continuance.

CO'NTEST ( contefte, F.] controverſy, diſpute. CONTINUA'TION, the laſting of any thing without

Conte'stable, that may be controverted or contend- intermiffion, F. of L.
ed for, diſputable, F. CONTINUA'TO [in Mufick Books] ſignifies to continue

CONTE'S TABLENESS, liableneſs to be conteſted . or hold on a ſound or note in an equal ſtrength ormanner;
CONTESTED [contefé, F. conteftatus, L.) diſputed . or to continue a movement in an equal degree of time all

CONTESTA'TION, conteſting, contention, ſtrife, F. of L. the way, Ital.

CONTEXT ( contextus, L.] a portion of holy writ, which CONTINUATOR, one who continues or carries on an

proceeds or follows the ſentence a miniſter takes for the affair.

ground of his fermon . TO CONTINUE [ continuare, L. continuer , F.] to pur

CONTE'XTURE ( contextura, L.) the joining together or fue or carry on ; to prolong, to preſerve or hold on ; to

framing of a diſcourſe, orany other thing:
abide or laſt.

CONTIGNA'TION [with Archite&ts] the laying rafters CONTINUED Bafis (in Mufick] the ſame as thorough

together, flooring, L. Bafis, ſo called becauſe it goes quite through the compo
CONTIGU'ITY ? [contiguitas, L.] the touch of 2 fition .

CONTIGUOUSNESS S diſtant bodies ; nearneſs or CONTINUED Tborough Baſs [in Mufick] is that which

continues2
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of a

wry, I.

part is cleft.

continues to play conſtantly, both during the recitatives and CONTRACTION [in Phys .] is the diminiſhing the extent

to ſuſtain the chorus. or dimenſions of a body ; or a bringing of its parts cloſer

CONTINUED proportion ( Ariebmetick] is that where the to each other ; upon which it becomes heavier, harder, Ec

conſequent of the firſt Ratio is the ſamewith the antecedent CONTRACTION [in Grammar] the reduction of two

of the ſecond, as 3 , 6, 4, 8 , vowels or ſyllables into one.

CONTINUED Body, a body whoſe parts are no ways CONTRACTION [ Anatomy] the ſhrinking up of a fibre

divided . or an aſſemblage of fibres, when extended.

CONTINUED Quantity [ continuum , L.) that whoſe parts CONTRACTURE (contractura, L. in Architecture ] is the

are ſo joined inſeparably or united together, that it cannot making of pillars ſmall about the top.

be diſtinguiſhed where one begins and the other ends. CONTRACTURE (wtih Surgeons] a contraction of the

CONTINU'ITAS, the connection of ſolid bodies, L. back hand, & c. made by degrees.

CONTINU'ITY ( continuitas, L.) the connexion or join- To CONTRADICT (contradicere, L.) to oppoſe the af

ing together of the ſeveral parts ofa thing. ſertion of another, to gainſay.

CONTINUITY [with Surgeons] is when the parts CONTRADICTION , a contrariety of words and ſenti

body are all whole and entire , without being divided. ments,a gainſaying, a ſpecies of direct oppoſition, wherein

CONTINU'ITY ( Mathematical) is merely imaginary and onethingis dire &tly oppoſed to another, F. of L.
fi &titious, in that it luppoſes real or phyſical parts where CONTRADICTIous, full of contradi&tions, apt to con

there are none. tradi & t.

CONTINUITY Phyſical, is ftri& ly that ſtate of 2 or CONTRADICTIOUSNESS 2 [of contradi&tio, L.) apr

more parts or particles, whereby they appear to adhere or CONTRADICTORINESS S nefs, cc. to contradi&t.

conſtitute one uninterrupted quantityor continuum . CONTRADICTOR [in Law ] one who has a right to

CONTI'NUO [in Mufick Books] ' ſignifies thorough, as contradict or gainſay.

Baſso continuo, thecontinual or thorough baſs. CONTRADICTORY, which contradi& s itſelf or implies

CONTINUOUS Body, a body whoſe parts are no ways a contradi &tion.

divided . CONTRADICTORY Propoſitions [in Logick ] are ſuch as

CONTINUUM . See continued quantity. conſiſt of an univerſal and a particular, of which one af

CONTOR E, a counting -table or fcriptore. firms and the other denies, ſo that if one of them be af

CONTO'RSION , a wrenching, wreſting or pulling a- firmative the other Thall be negative, if one be univerſal
the other ſhall be particular.

CONTORSION (with Surgeons] is when a bone is fome- CONTRADICTORY Oppoſition (with Logicians) is the

what disjointed though not intirely, a ſprain, or the wreſt- contrariety of two propoſitions both in quantity and quality.

ing a member of the body out of its natural ſituation, CONTRADISTI'NCTION [of contra and diAin &tio , L.] 'a

CONTO'RTED (contorius, L.) wreathed. diſtinguiſhing on the other ſide, or in oppoſition to.

CONTO'RTEOUSNESS, wreathedneſs. To CONTRADISTI'NGUISH [ of contra and diftinguere,

CONTOU'R , circumference or compaſs, F. L.] to diſtinguiſh on the other ſide, & c.

CONTOUR [in Painting, & c.] the outline or that which CONTRAFA'CTIO , a counterfeiting, L.

terminates and defines a figure, itmakes what we call the CONTRAFI'SSURE [with Surgeons] a fracture in the

draught or defign. skull, when the part ftruck remains whole, and the oppo

CONTOURNE' [in Heraldry] ſignifies a beaſt ſite

ſtanding or running with his face to the finifter CONTRA formam collationis, a writ lying where a man

ſide of theeſcutcheon ; being, always ſuppoſed has given perpetual alms to any religious houſe, hoſpital,

to look to the right ; if not otherwiſe expreſsd, & c. and the governour has alienated lands contrary to the

as in the eſcutchcon annexed. intent of the donor, L.

CONTOUR'NIATED (with Antiquaries ] a term uſed of Contra formam feoffamenti, a writ lying for the heir

a ſort of medallions ftruck with akind of hollowneſs all of a tenant infeoffed of certain lands or tenements, by char

round, leaving a circle on each ſide ; the figures having ter of feoffment of a lord , to make certain ſervices and ſuits
ſcarce any relievo , if compared with true medallions. to his court, and is afterwards diſtrained for more than is

CONTRA Antiſcion (with Afrologers] is the degree and in the ſaid charter, L.

minute in the ecliptick oppoſite to the Antiſcion, CONTRA Harmonical Proportion (in Mufick] that relation

CONTRABAND ED Goods act of parliament or delete cond isto the difference of the ſecond and third, as thethird
ſuch as by , the firft se

by proclamation to be brought into or conveyed out of this is to the firft.

into other nations. CONTRAINDICATIONS [with Phyſ.) divers fymptoms
To CONTRACT (contra &tum , L. fup. contra &ter, F.] to or ſigns in a diſeaſe, the conſideration of which diffuades

make a contract, to covenant, to article ; to abridge or them from uſing ſuch a particular remedy, when other

Thorten, to draw together ; to get or contra &t an ill habit or ſymptoms induce them to it.
diſeaſe .

CONTRAMANDA'TIO placiti, a term which ſeems to

A Co’NTRACT (contra &us, L.] a covenant, bargain or ſiguify a reſpiting or allowing the defendant further time

agreement, a mutual conſent of two or more parties who toanſwer ; an imparlance or countermanding what was

promiſe or oblige themſelves voluntarily to do ſomething , ordered before, L.

pay a ſum of money or the like ; a deed, inſtrument or CONTRAMU'RE [in Fortification ] a little out-wall built
articles in writing. before another partition -wall, or about the main wall of a

Good CONTRACT [ in Law ] a covenant or agreement city, & c. to ſtrengthen it, ſo that it may not receive any

with a lawful cauſe or conſideration, as when a ſum of damage from the adjacent buildings.

money is given for the leaſe of a manour, & c. or where one CONTRANI'TENCY [ of contra and nitens, L.] a reſift

thingis given for another, which iscalled Quid pro quo. ingagainſt oppoſition.

Bad or nudeCONTRACT [in Law] where a man promi- CONTRAPOSITION, a putting againſt, I.

ſes to pay 10 ſhillings and afterwards refuſes to do it, no CONTRAPOSITION [with Logicians] an altering ofthe

a &tion will be againft him to recover it, becauſe the pro- whole fubječt into the whole predicate ; and e contra, rc

miſe was no contract, but a bare promiſe; but if any thing, taining both the ſame quantity and the ſame quality ; but

tho'but the valueof two pence, had been given for the altering the terms from Finiteto Infinite ; as every man is
ten ſhillings, it had been a good contract . an animal ; therefore every thing that is an animal is not

CONTRACTA'TION Houſe, a place where contra &ts or A man.

agreements are made for the promotion of trade. CONTRARIENTS, barons who took part with Thomas

CONTRACTEDNESS, a being ſhortened, ſhortneſs. earl of Lancafter againſt King Edward II.

CONTRACTIBLE [in Anatomy] a term applied to ſuch CONTRARI'ETY [contrarietas, L.] oppoſition, diſagree

muſcles and parts of the body, asare or may becontracted. ment.

CONTRA'CTIBLENESS (of contra&ter, F. contra &tum , L.] CONTRA'RIES ( with Logicians] is when one thing is

capableneſs of being contracted. oppoſed to another, as light to darkneſs, Sight to blindneſs.

CONTRACTILE Force, is ſuch a body as when extend- CONTRA'RINESS [ contrarieté, F. contrarietas, L.] con

ed has a property of drawing it ſelf up again to the fame trariety.

dimenſion, that it was in before the extenſion. CONTRA'RY [ contrarius, L.] oppoſite things are ſaid to

CONTRACTION , a drawing together, a making ſhort ; be contrary, the natures or qualities of which are abſolutely

alſo a fhrinking up, L. different, and which deſtroy one another.
CONTRACTION [ with Logicians] a method by which CONTRARY legg'd Hyperbola, one whoſe legs are con

the thing reducing abridges that which is reduced , as the vex towards contrary parts, and run contrary ways.
argument of

poems, or the contents of chapters.
CONTRAST
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CONTRA'ST [contraſté, F.] a difference,an oppoſition , L.

CONTRAST [ in Painting, & c.] fignifas an oppoſition CONTREVAI'R e [ in Heraldry] is repreſent

or difference of poſition , attitude , Egoc. of two or more fi- ed as in the eſcutcheon annexed .

gures to make a variety in the deſign , as when in a group

of three figures one appears before, another behind, the CONTRECTA'Tion , a touching or handling, i .

other ſideways. CONTRI'BUTARY, that pays contribution, L

To CONTRAST (with Archite&ts] is the avoiding the To CONTRIBUTE [contribuere, L.] to give ſomething

repetition of the ſame thing in order to pleaſe by variety. with others ; to conduce, to avail, to help.

Well CONTRASTED Figures in Painting and Scripture] CONTRIBU'TION , a jointgiving of money or ſupply

are ſuch asare lively and expreſs the motion proper to
towards any buſineſs of importance.

the deſign of the whole piece or ofany particulargrouppe. Military CONTRIBUTION , an impoſition or tax paid by

CONTRAT Wheel [in Clockwork, @c.] that which is next frontier countries to ſave themſelvesfrom being plundered

to the crownwheel, the teeth and hoop of which lie con- by the enemy.

trary to thoſe of other wheels . CONTRIBUTIO'ne facienda, a writ lying where ſeveral

CONTRA Tenor (in Muſick ] is the counter - tenor, Ital. perſons are bound to one thing, yet the whole burden is

CONTRAVALLA'TION (in Fortification ) or line ofcon- put upon one : this writ is to oblige all to bear an equal

travallation is a trench guarded with a parapet, uſually cut
thare of the charge.

round about a place by the beſiegers to tecure themselves CONTRI'BUTOR [contribuant, F ] one that gives or does

on that ſide and to ſtop the fallies of the garriſon. towards the doing of ſomething, l.

To CONTRAV E'NE ( contravenire, L. ] to act contrary CONTRIBUTORY [ qui contribue, F. contributorius, L.]

to an agreement, to infringe or break an agreement or law. belonging to contribution .

CONTRAVE'NTION, a contravening, infringement, & c. CONTRISTA'TION , a making fad , L.

a failure in a man of performing or diſcharging his word, CONTRI'TE (contritus, L.[ properly worn , bruiſed .

obligation , duty or the laws and cuſtoms of the place ; CONTRITE in Theoloey) forrowful, very penitent for

ſometimes it is uſed to ſignify the non - execution of an ordi- ſins and tranſgreſſions againſt the law of God.

nance or edict, and ſuppoſed to be only the effect of neg
CONTRITION a true and ſincere ſorrow for ſin ,

}ligence or ignorance,
CONTRI'TENESS proceeding from love to God

CONTRAY E'R V A , a plant in the Weft Indies much uſed more than fear of puniſhment, F. of L.
with others in counterpoitons, and which diſtillers with us CONTRI'VANCE device, ingenuity in contri

uſe in ſtrong waters. CONTRI'VEMENTS ving, F.

Co'nIRECHANG
ED

[in Heraldry] or as it To CONTRI'VE [ controuver, F.] to invent , to deviſe or

is moſt commonly written counterchanged, is imagine, to plot,
uſed when any field or charge is divided or To Coniro'l ( controller , F. ] to examine an account,

parted by any line or lines of partition con- to overlook, to diſprove, to cenſure, to find fault with .

lifting all interchangeably of the ſame tin&tures , CONTROLL, check , cenſure, contradi&tion ; alſo a re

as in the eſcutcheon annexed. giſter or book wherein a roll is kept of orher registers,
CONTRE - BANDE' [in Heraldry] is in French , what we CONTROLLER [ controleur, Fj an officer who keeps a

call Bendy of ſix per Bend ſiniſter counter-changed . roll of the accounts of other inferior oíficers ; alſo an over

CONTRE-BARRE' [in Heraldry) is with the French the ſecr, a reformer of manners.
ſame as our Bendy ſiniſter per Bend counterchanged. CONTROLLER [of the King's Houſe) an officer at court

CONTRE-CHEVRONNE' [in Heraldry] ſignifies a ſhield who has power to allow or diſallow the charges of purſui

parted by ſome line of partition, F. vants, meſſengers, purveyors, egc. as alſo che controlling

of all defaults andmiſcarriages of the inferior officers.

CONTRE-COMPONE' [ in Heraldry ] or Coun- CONTROLLER [of the Hamper] an officer in Chancery,

ter - compone, is when the figure is compounded in who in term time attendsdailyon the Lord Chancellor or

two panes, as in the eſcutcheon annexed . Lord Keeper, takes all things ſealed from the clerk of the

Hamper in leathern bags, enters down the number and ef

CONTRE-ERMINE [ in Heraldry ] ſignifies fe&t of the things ſo received in a book with the duties

contrary to ermine, being ablack field withwhite belonging to the king, Sc.
ſpots, as ermine is a white field with black CONTROʻLLER [of the Mint] an officer whoſe buſineſs

ſpots ; and ſome writers call this ermines ; ſee is to ſee that the money be paid to the juſt aſlize, to over
eſcutcheon . look and controll the officersin caſe of any defaults.

CONTRE-ESCARTELE' [in Heraldry] ſignifies counter- CONTROLLERS [of the Navy ] an officer, whoſe buſi

quartered, and denotes the eſcutcheon after being quarter- neſs is to attend and controll all payments of wages, to

ed to have each quarter again divided into two , fo that know the market rates of all ſtores pertaining to ſhipping,

there may be ſaid ( tho' improperly) to be eight quarters, to examine and audit all treaſurers, vi&tuallers and ſtore

or divifions, F. keepers accounts.
CONTREFACE' [in Heraldry] ſignifies what we call Barry CONTROLLER [ of the Pell an officer in the Exche

per Pale counterchanged, F. quer, who keeps a controllment of the pell of receipts and

CONTRE-PALLE' [ in Heraldry] is when an eſcutcheon goings out.

is divided into 12 pales, parted per Fesle, the two colours CONTROLLER [of the Pipe] an officer of the Exche

being counterchanged to , that the upper are of one colour quer ,whowrites fummons to the ſheriff to gather the farms

or metal, and the lower of another, f . and debts of the pipe, and alſo keeps a controlment of the

CO'NTRE-POTENCE' [in Heraldry] or potent fame.
counter. Potent is counted a furr aswell as vare CONTROLLER General, an officer belonging to the ar

and ermine ; but compoſed of ſuch pieces as tillery .

repreſent the tops of crutches called in French CONTROLLERSHIP , the office of a controller,

potences, and in old Engliß potents, and ſome CONTRO'LMENT (of controler, F.] controlling.

have called it Vary Cuppe and Vary Tale, as in the eſcutcheon. CONTRO'VER , a forger of falſe news , P.

CO'NTR EPOINT'E' [in Heraldry] is when CONTROVE'RSIAL, of or pertaining to controverſy.

two chevrons in oue eſcutcheon meet in the CONTROVE'RSIALNESS , ' controverted nature or cir

points, the one riſing as uſual from the baſe, cumſtances.

and the other inverted ſetting from the chief, ſo CONTROVE'RSIOUS [controverfiofus, L.] full of con.

that they are counter or oppoſite one to the troverſy.

other in the points, as in the figure .“ They may alſo CO'NTROVERSY [ controverfia, L.) debate, diſpute,

be counterpointed the other way , i. e . when they are variance.

founded upon the ſides of the ſhield , and the points meet CONTUMA'CIOUS [contumax , L.] ſtubborn, ſelf-willed ,

that way, which we call counter-pointed in Fefte, and the obſtinate, rebellious.
French contrepointé in fafce, CONTUMA'CIOUSNESS [contumace, F. contumacia, L.]
CONTREQUE'U E d'bironde (in Fortification ] i. e . the ſtubbornneſs.

counter ſwallow - tail, is an outwork in the formof a ſingle CO'NTUMACY [ contumacia, L.] ſtubborneſs, obſtina

tenail, being wider next the place or at the gorge thanat cy, rebellion, particularly in refuſing to appear in a court

the head or towards the country ; and in this it is contrary of juſtice when ſummoned.
to the ſwallow -tail or queue d'hironde, this lait being wideft CONTUME'LIOUS [contumeliofus, L ] [ reproachful, af
at the head, F. frontive, abufive.

CON
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CONTUME'LIOUSNESS [of contumeliofus,L.) reproach- To Conve'rse [converſari, L.] to diſcourſe or talk

fulneſs. familiarly with ; to keep company and be familiar with .

CONTU'MELY [ contumelia, L.] abuſe, affront, reproach, CONVERSION, a turning, alteration or change ; eſpe

fcurrilous language. cially of manners from bad to good.

CONTU'SED(of contufus, L.) bruiſed. CONVERSION (withi Divines] is ſuch a turning to God

CONTU'sion, a beating or bruiſing; alſo a blunting, I. or change as is wrought in every true penitent.
CONTU'SION [of the Skull) is when the skull-bone is CONVERSION [ in Milit. Affairs] is when ſoldiers are

ſo hurt, that tho”no fra &ture appears outwardly, yet it is ordered to preſent their arms to the enemy, who attack
ſeparated from the whole on theinſide. them in flank , whereas they are ſuppoſed to be before in

CONTU'sion (with Chymifts] a pulverizing or reducing the front.
into powder by pounding in a mortar. CONVERSION of Propofitions [in Logick] is the changing

CONTU'SION (with Surgeons] a bruiſe which divides the fubject into the place of the predicate, and e contra,

the continuity of parts in boves orfleſh, or a bruiſe çi- ftill retaining the quality of the propoſition .
ther by a fall or blow , ſo that tho' the skin appears whole, CONVERSION of Equations (with AlgebraiAts] à particu

yet the fleſh is broken. lar manner of changing an equation, which is commonly

CONVALE'scence [of convalefcere, L.) a recovery done with the quantity ſought or any member or degree

CONVALE'scencesof health ; allo that ſpace of if it is a fraction ; the manner of doing it is by multi
time from the departureof a diſeaſe, to the recovery of plying the whole number by the denominator of the fra

ſtrength which was loft by it. & ional part, and then omitting the denominators, the e

CONVALE'S CÈNT ( convalefcens, L.] recovering, a- quation is continued in the numerators only , as ſuppoſe

mending aa+ cc

CONVE'NABLE [Law Term ] agreeable, convenient, +6+ b, then multiply all by d and it
d

To Conv E'N E (convenire, L.] to meer or come toge

ther, to aſſemble ; alſo to call together. will ſtand thus da -db = an tactdb+db.

CONVE'NIENCE } [ convenientia, L.) advantage, caſe ; CONVERSION of Ratio's (with Arithmeticians] is the

CONVE'NIENCY S fitneſs, agreeableneſs, ſuitableneſs. comparing the antecedent with the difference of the ante

CONVENIENCY [in Architexture is the diſpoſing the cedent and conſequent in two equal ratio's or proportions.

ſeveral parts of a building ſo , that they may noc obſtruct As if there be the ſame ratio of 3 to 4 as of 9 to 12, it is

one another. concluded , there is the ſame ratio of 3 to 2 , as of 9 to 6 .

CONVE'NIENT [conveniens, L.) fit, feaſonable, ſuitable. CONVERSION ( with Rhetoricians] a figure, the ſameas

CONV E'NIENTNESS [convenientia, L.] convenience. Apoftropbe or the changing the ſubject into theplace of the

A CO'NVENT , a monaſtery, or religious houſe , F. predicate, and e contra ; but always retaining the ſame

CO'NVENTICLE (conventiculum , L.) a little private af- quantity of propoſitions, as every lioing creature is an ani

ſembly for religious exerciſes, a name firſt given to the mal, every animal is a living creature.
meetings of gobn Wicliff more than 300 years ago, but CONVE'RSIVE, fociable, Soc

ſince to the meetings of the Nonconformiſts. CONVE'RSLY in Mathematicks] tranſlatively ; as when

CONVE'NTIO, an agreement or covenant, L. two right lines are ſuppoſed to be parallel and another crof

CONVENTION , an aſſembly of a kingdom , & c. alſo a ſes them , it may be demonftrated that the alternate an ;

treaty , contra &t or agreement between two or more parties. gles are equal; and ſo it is equally true converſely, that

CONVE'NTIONAL [ conventionalis, L.] pertaining to an if the alternate angles are equal, the lines which are croſ

aſſembly or convention ; alſo done by agreement or ac- ſed , muſt be parallel.
cording to ſeveral articles. To Convê'rt [converteré, L.] to turn or change ; al

- CONVENTIONE, a writ that lies for any covenant in ſo to employ money, & c. to one's own profit or uſe.

writing unperformed. To CONVERT ( with Divines] is to bring a perſon to
CONVE'NTIONER, a member of a convention : the profeſſion of the true religion.

Conve'NTUAL [of convent, F.] pertaining to a convent, A CO'NVERT [un converti, F.] à perſon who is turned

as a conventual church, to the true religion,

CONV E'NTUALS, friers or nuns who live in a convent. CONVE'RTIBLE [convertibilis, L.] changeable, that

CONV E'RGENT } [ convergens, L.) bowing or bending may be turned.
CONVE'RGING S together. CONVE'RTIBLENESS > [of convertible, F. convertibilis,

CONVERGENT Lines [ in Geometry) are ſuch as conti- CONVERTIBILITY Š L.] poſſibility, & c. of be

nually approximate, or whoſe diſtances become leſs and leſs. ing changed orturned.

A c
Conve'RGING Rays [ in Opt. ] Co'nvex [ convexus, L. ) bending down on every

CONVE'RGENT Rays are thoſe ſide, like the heavens or the outſide of a globe, or any

M rays that iſſue from divers points of an other round body ; or the external round part of any body

object and incline towards one ano- oppoſite to the hollow .

ther, till at laſt they meer and croſs, Convex Glaſſes, are ſuch as are oppoſite to Goncave,

and then become diverging rays, as thicker in the middlethan at the edges ; or properly ſpeak

B D the rays. A M BM are converging ing, when their furface riſes up regularly above the plane

rays, which converge to the point M , of the baſe, and contra. Thoſe glaſſes are ſaid to be

and then diverge and run off from each other in the concave, when the ſurface finks down regularly, or with
lines MC MD.

a regular crookedneſs below it ; fo that the ſame glaſs
CONVERGING Hyperbola (Matbemat .] is one whoſe con- or otherthing is oftentimes convex on the outſide andcon

cave legs bend in towards one another, and run both the cave within.

Convex Lens, is either convex on both ſides and calla

CONVERGING Series (with Mathem .] a method of ap- convexo convex, orit is plain on one ſide and convex on the

proximation ſtill nearer and nearer towards the true root of other, and is called Plano convex .

any number or equation , even tho' it be impoſſible to find CONVE'XITY [convexitas, L.) the exterior ſurface of a

any ſuch true roots in numbers. convex ; i. e. a gibbous and globular thing, in oppoſition to

CONVE'RSANT (converſans, L.] keeping company with ; concavity or the inner ſurface, which is hollow or depreſſed.
alſo well verſed or skilled in. CONVE'XNESS [convexité, F. convexitas, L.) convexity.

CONVE'R SABLE, ſociable, eaſy, free of acceſs or in To CONVEY' [convoyer, F.] to carry or ſend into ano
converſation. ther place ; alſo to makeover an eſtate, & c. to another.

CONV E'RSABLENESS [of converfer, F. converſari, L.] CONVEY'ANCE, carrying.

eaſineſs of being converſed with, ſociableneſs. Conver'ANCE [ in law ) an inftrument or deed , by

CONVERSA’TION, diſcourſe among perſons, intercourſe, which landsor tenements are convey'd or made over from

behaviour, ſociety, F. of 1 . one to another.

CO'NVERSE, familiar diſcourſe ; correſpondence, & c. CONVEY'ANCER, a maker of, or a perſon who is

CONVERSE [in Geometry ) a propoſition is ſaid to be the skilled in making ſuch writings.
converſe of another, whenafter drawing a concluſion from To Convi'ct [convi& um , L.) to prove a perſon guilty;

Tomething firſt fuppofed, we proceed to fuppofe what had A CO'NVICT [convi&tus,L.] a perſon legally proved

been before concluded, and to draw from it what had been guilty of an offence.
ſuppoſed .

Recufant CONVICT, one who has been legally preſented,
CONVERSE Dire&tion (in Aftrology] is when a significa- indicted and convi&ted for refuſing or notcoming to church ,

tor is brought to the place of Promittors, by the motion of to hear the common prayer, according to ſeveral ſtatutes,
the higheit ſphere, called Primum mobile, contrary to the
fucecllion of the ſigns,

a term generally apply'd to papiſts in England,
Bb b Con

ſame way.
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CONVICTION , full proof, F. of L. COOPERATION, a working together with, F. of I.

CONVICTION [in Theology] the firſt ſtep or degree of COOPER A'TOR , a fellow -worker, L.

repentance , whereby a penitent is convinced or made ap- COOPE'RTIO arborum [ Old Law ) the head or branches

prehenſive of the evil nature of ſin and of his own guilt. of a tree cut down, L.

CONVICTION [in Law] the proving of a perſon guilty COOPER TU'R A [ Old Law] a thicker or covert of wood,

of an offence by the verdict of a jury ; or when an COOPTA'TION , an election or chooſing by fuffrage.

law'd perfon appears and confelles. COO'RDINATE [of con and ordinatus of ordo, L.] of

CONVICTIVE, tending to convince. equal order, degree or rank.

To CONVI'NCE convincere, L.] to make a perſon fen- COORDINATION [in Phyficks] in reſpect of cauſes, is
ſible of the truth of a matter by reaſons and arguments, an order of cauſes, wherein leveral of the ſame kind, order

to perſuade thoroughly. and tendency concur to the production of the ſame effe &t.

CONVINCINGNESS ? [of convincere, L.) convincing CoO'RDINATELY (of con and ordinatus, L.) in equal

CONVI'CTIVENESS or condemning quality . order.

To CONVITIATE [ conviciari, L. ) to taunt or rail at , Coo'RDINATEN Ess , equality of order, rank ordegree.

to reproach or abuſe. Coot (koct , Du.] a moor-hen, a water- fowl.

CONVI'VAL [convivalis, L.] of or belonging to feaſts Cop (cop , Sax.] the top of any thing ; alſo a tuft on a

or banquets. bird's head .

To COʻNVOCATE ( coruscare, L.) to call together . Co'pal , a ſort of hard roſin or gum of a whitiſh or

CONVOCATION, a calling together, moſt commonly yellowiſh colour brought from America.

an affembling of the clergy to conſult about the affairs of Cop E'RCENERS ( in Common Law ] parceners or part

the church ; alſo the perſons ſo allembled are called a ners are fuch as have equal portions in the inheritance of
Convocation. their anceſtors.

CONVOCA'TION Houſe, the place where the clergy COPA'BCENY , an equal diviſion or ſhare of copar

meer for the purpoſe aforeſaid.

Lower Houſe of ConVOCA'TION , the place where the COPA'RTNER [of con and particeps, L.) one who is

body of the inferior clergy ſit. joined in partnerſhip with another.

Upper Houſe of CONVOCATION, the place where the Copa'RTNERSHIP [of con and particeps, L.] a being

archbiſhops, biſhops, &c. fit ſeverally by themſelves. partners together

To CONVO'K E convocare, L. convoquer, F.] to call toge- Cop į at the beginning of a mame ſignifies a top
ther. Copes of an hill , as Copeland.

To Convo'LVE [ convolvere, L ) to roll round about, CO'PAYVE Balſamum , a ſort of gum, which diſtils like

to roll round together. turpentine from a certain tree in Braſil.

CONVOLU'TION, a wrapping, rolling orwinding about . COPE (cæppe,Sax.] a ſort of prieſt's veſtment with a

CONVOLUTION [ with Botaniſts) a winding or turning claſp before, and hanging down from the ſhoulders to
motion, that is peculiar to the ſtems or trunks of fome the heels.

plants, as the clapers of vines, bindweed, & c . To COPE , to jut out as a wall does.

ToConvoy ' [convoyer, F. probably of convehere, L.] to To COPE [ in Falconry] to pare the beak or talons of an

guard , to conduct fafely.
hawk.

A Co'nvoy , a guide or condu&tor, F. COPE ( in Doomſday Book ] an hill.

A CONVOY , a ihip or ſhips of war , which go along COPE (cop , sax. ' a tribute paid to the king out of the

with merchants hips to defend them from enemies. lead mines in Wickſwort ) in Derbyßire.

Convoy [in Military Affairs men, & c. ammunition, Epc. To COPE with one, to ſtrive with, to make head againſt.

convey'd into a town. To COP E together (of copulare, L. to match with .)

CONU'NDRUM , a quaint, humorous expreſſion , phraſe The Copes of leaven, the arch or concavity of heaven.

or ſentence. COPE'RNICAN Syſtem ( ſo called of Nicholas Copernicus

Co'nus [vervo-, Gr. ] the fruit of the cypreſs-tree, a the inventor or rather reviver of it] is a ſyſtem of the

pine- apple, god . L. world , wherein the ſun is ſuppoſed at reſt, and the pla

CO'NUS [with Geometricians] a ſolid figure broad and nets with the earth to deſcribe ellipſes round him, The

round at bottom with a ſharp top like a ſugar- loaf, L. heavens and ſtars are here ſuppoſed at reft ; and that diur

CONU'SANCE, cogniſance , knowledge. nal motion they ſcem to us tohave from eaſt to weft is re

CONU'SANT (French Law Term ] knowing, underſtand- puted to be the carth's motion from weſt to eaft. It is deſcri

ing orbeing privy to , co

CONVU'LSED [convulſus, L .] drawn or pulled together.

CONVU'LSION , a pulling or drawing together ; alſo a

diſtortion, L.

CONVU'LSION [with Phyſicians] an involuntary contrac

tion or motion , whereby the nerves, muſcles and mem

bers are contracted and drawn together againſt or without

the will ; as in the cramp.

CONVU'LSIVE [convulfivus, L.) pertaining to convul

fions; a term applied by phyſicians to thoſe motions,

which naturally ſhould depend on the will ; but which

become unvolitary by ſome external cauſe.

CONVU'LSIVE Motions [with Phyſicians) are ſudden and

ſwift convulſions and ſhakings, that ceate and return again

by turns.

To Coo , to make a noiſe like turtles or pigeons.

To Cook [ofcoquere, L.] to dreſs meat.

Cook [coquus, L. cog, C, Brit, coc, Sax. kock, Dan ] a The fun being found to be a body more than 300 times

perſon who dreſſes meat. bigger than our earth , it ſeemed prepoſterous that fo

Coo'K ER Y , a cook's art or trade, the art of dreſſing mighty a body of fire, ſhould whirl round fo large a cir
food . cle as his ſphere, according to the Ptolemaick fyftem , in fo

Cook Room (in a Ship] is where the cook and his mate ſhort a time as 24 hours (when according to its computed

dreſſech the victuals and delivers it out. diſtance, he muſt move 7570 miles in a minute.) It was

COOL [ cole, Sax .] cooling, cold . therefore more reaſonable to believe that the earth was

Coo'LER , a brewer's vefſel, feated in the ſphere, that Ptolemy had placed the fun in,

Coo'lness [cealtney, Sax .] cool quality. and that the ſun was placed in the center ; for by that

COOMB (probably of cumulus, L. an heap] a mea- means, if the earth but turn round upon its own axis in

COMB S ſure of corn containing 4 buſhels. 24 hours, every ſide of it is turned to the ſun, and conſe .

A Coop [cofa, Sax.] a place where fowls are kept and quently a day and a night is afforded to all its inhabi

fattened , tants, without the neceflity of the fun's or earth's making ſo

To Coop up [ of cofa, Sax.] to put up in a pen . vaſt a journey as the circle of its ſphere requires. He there

COOPERATIVE [ of cooperari, Ll working together fore placed the fun in the centre, with no other motion

with. than turning round upon its own axis, which it performs

To Coo'PERATE [cooperatum , L.] to work together, in 27 days and a half. He alſo ſuppoſes the fun to be

to act with another in the producing fome effect.
ſurrounded with a vaſt ſpace of Æther of many millions of

bed thus,

miles
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court.

miles extent, which is called its vortex, which Æ:her is the original or manuſcript of a book before it has been

carried round with the fun ; and becauſe the planets foar printed ; alſo a printed book .

in it , they alſo are carried in a continual circuit tiom weft CUPY ( in aw ] is the duplicate or tranſcript of an ori

to eaft round the fun in certain periodical times, accord- ginal writing :

ing to their nearneſs or diſtance from the ſun. The earth Copy-kold , a tenure for which the tenant hath nothing

is one of theſe planets, and has another attending her, viz. to Thew , but the copy of the rolls made out of the Lord's

the moon ; for that planet belongs to us only, being in a
continual circuit round this earth , and with it carried on To Copy out [copier, F.] to tranſcribe or write after an

in the annual circuit that the earth makes round the ſun. original.

The uſe of it being to reflect the ſun -beams to us at Cog ad Med. confumpt. [in Phyſicians Bills] ſignifies, boil

ſuch times as he is gone from us. The other planets have it till half of it be conſumed .

the like concomitants. Jupiter has four, and Saturn five, Coq S.1. [in Phyſicians Bills] i,e , boil it according

as is ſuppoſed for the fame refon ; and becauſe thoſe pla- to art, L.

nets are ſo much farther diſtant from the ſun than we are, Cog in S. q . Aq. [in Phyſicians Bills] i.e. boil it in a ſuf

they have, of conſequence, occaſion for more moons than ficient quantity of water, L.

we have. It is certain , by ocular demonſtration , that there To COQU E'T [ coqueter, F.] to be a coquet or general

are four little planets called Satellites, which are in conci
lover.

nual circuit round about Jupiter, that are fo regular in their Coque't, an amorous courtier, one who by amorous

motions, that the eclipſes of them are calculated , and there- behaviour and diſcourſe endeavours to gain the love of

by a great help found out to the correcting of the maps. women .

See the above ſcheme. COQUE'TTE, an amorous, tartling, wanton wench, P.

COPES Mate, a partner in nierchandizing, a companion , COQUE'TRY [coquetterie, F.] an affe &ted carriage to

Daniel. gain the love eitherof men or women ; alſo an artfulma

COPE Sale and Pins (with Husbandmen ] are irons that nagement in carrying on an amorous intrigue ; alſo effemi

faften the chains with other oxen to the end of the cope nacy , wantotunes .

of a waggoni. Cor , the heart , L. See Heart.

CO'PHOSIS XMowols, Gr.] deafneſs in the ears , L. Cor [with Botanifts] the inward , ſoft, ſpungy pith

COPIA , plenty , abundance, L. of a tree or plant, I.

Co'pia libelli deliberanda, a writ that lies in caſe where Cor Caroli (in Aftronomy] i. e, the heart of Charles, a

a man cannot get
the

copy
of a libel out of the hands of an ſtar in the northern hemiſphere between Coma Berenices and

ecclefiaftical judge: urſa major, ſo called in honour of King Charles II, I.

Co'ping Lin Architecture) the top of a building or the Cor Hydræ ( in Aftronomy] a fixed far of the firſt mag

brow of a wall made ſloping. nitude in the conſtellation Hydra, 1 .

CO'PING Irons [ with Falconers] inſtruments uſed for co- CORA [xón, Gr.] the apple , fight or black of the eye.

ping or paring the beak of an hawk, his pounces or ta
CORABRACHIA'LIS of xóext and brachium , L. an

lons, when grown. COROBRACHI'US ६ arm) a muſcle ariſing from

Co'pious [copiofus, L.] plentiful, abounding. the end of the Proceſſus coracoides of the ſhoulder-blade, and

Copro'sity ( copiofitas, L ] plenty. is inſerted to the middle part of the Os humeri, This muf

CoʻPIOUSNESS [of copieux, F.copioſus, L.] plentifulneſs. cle moves the arm upwards and turns it ſomewhat obliquely
CO'PIST , a tranſcriber. outwards.

CO'PLAND, a piece of ground into which the reſt of CO'RACLE [on the river Severn ? a ſmall boat made of

the lands in a furlong do ſhoot, S.O.R. ſplit fallow twigs, covered with leather , in which the fi

Co'ppa , a cock of corn, hay or graſs, divided into por- therman fits, rows with one hand ſwiftly, and manages his
tions fit to be tithed. fishing-tackle with the other.

CO'PPED , ſharp at the top. CORACOB O'TANE [of xbert a raven , and foten , Gr.

Co'ppIL ? [ with Silverſmiths ] a pot in which they an herb ] the Thrub butcher's broom .

Cu'PPEL melt and refine their metal ; alſo a fort CORACOH Y OI'd es (with Anat. of xóext and iso, Gr.

of crucible for purifying gold or ſilver. form ] muicles which take their riſe from the proceſs of the

CO'PPER (cuprum , L. kopper, Du.] a red metal, the ſhoulder-blade, called Coracoides, and go as far as the bone

ſpecifick gravity of copper comes next to that of ſilver ; Hyoides, the uſe of them is to move obliquely downwards,

being to that of gold as 8 to 19, to that of water as 8 to 1 , CORACOI'Des of xóext and edo, Gr. ſo called from

and to that of lilver as 8 to 10. It is the moſt elaſtick its reſembling a crow's beak ] the Moulder-blade.

and ſonorous of all metals. CORA'GO, the herb Buglofs, z.

COPPER [in Chymical Writings] CO'RAL coralium , L. of xceárcov, Gr.] a ſhoot from a

is expreſsa hy this character. rock, that receives the form of a plant, it grows under

Burnt Copper ( in ChymicalWritings]

is expreſſed by theſe characters f요
deep hollow rocks in many places in the Mediterranean ſea

옹 and elſewhere, and is, while growing, of ſeveral colours, as

Roſe Copper , copper that has been melted ſeveral white , red , black and sky-blue ; and fome is of two co

times, and purified from its grofleft parts. lours, red and black.

CoʻPPERAS , a mineral well known . CO'RAL -WORT (of coralium , L.) an herb.

COPPICE ? (probably of couper, F. to cut] a ſmall CORALLI'Ne , a ſort of moſs that ſticks to the rocks.

COPSE SSwood, conſiſting of underwoods which CORALACHATES [ of xoegingor and axdtns, Gr. ] a

may be cut at 12 or 15 years growth. kind of agate- ſtone, the ſpots of which are like coral,
COPROCRI'TICA (of xómegs dung and ſecretus of ſe- CORALLIS, a precious ſtone like finoper or red lead.

cerno, L ) medicines which purge away the execrement of CO'RAM non judice [ in Common Law ] is when a cauſe is

brought into a court, of which the judges have not any ju

COPROPHORI'A [XOT 0940eic , Gr.] purgation or purging. rifdi&tion .

COPRO'STACY [xon eg savic , Gr.] coſtiveneſs or binding CO'RBAN [1277, Heb.] a gift or offering made on the

in the belly;
nouape

, the ancientlanguageof the Egyptians, the prieſts or temple at Jeruſalem .altar ; properly the treaſure that was kept for the uſe of

mixed with much Greek, and in the Greekcharacters . CO'R BEILS (in Fortification ] ſmall baskets filled with

CO'PULA , a coupling or joining together, L. earth ,, and placed upon the parapets, Sc. having port

CO'PULA [with Logicians ] is the verb which joins toge- holes left between to fire upon the enemy under covert.
ther any two terms in an affirmative or negative propoſi- Corbei't [in Archite&ture] a Shouldering piece or jut

tion ; as an borſe is an animal, where is is the copula. ting out in awall to bear up a poſt, fummer, & c.

To Co'PULATE [copulare, L.] to join together. ČOʻRBEL 2 [inArchitecture), a short pieceoftimber

COPULA'Tion, a coupling together ; alſo carnal cou CO'RBIT placed in a wall with its end ſticking out

pling between male and female. CO'RBETS 6 or 8 inches in manner of a ſhouldering

CO'PULATIVE ( in Gram .] that which ſerves to couple piece.

or join, as a conjunétion copulative.
CO'RBEL [in Archite &ture) a niche in the wall of

COPULATIVE Propofitions [with Logicians] ſuch as in- CO'RBETER S a church or other edifice in which an६
clude ſeveral fubje&ts or ſeveral attributes joined together image is placed.

by an affirmative or negative conjunction , viz. and, not, CORBEL Stones, ſmooth, polished ftones laid in the front

neither. and outſide of the corbels or niches.

CO'PULATIVENESS, coupling or joining quality. CO'RCHORUS ( in Botany] the herb Pimpernel or Chick

Co'px [ copie, F. of copia, L.) a pattern to write after ; weed .
CORD

the guts.
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put forth

CORD [ corde, F of chorda, L.) a rope or line. which proceeds from a membrane or skin in the brain cal

CORD [with Parriers [a ftrait finew ' in the fore-legs of led dura meninx, being tranſparent forward, in order to

an horſe, which comes from the ſhackle-vein to the griftle ſend forth the viſible Species, and containing the aqueous
of his noſe ; ora couple of ſtrings that lie about the knee, humour, L.
and run like ſmall cords, through the body to the noſtrils, CORNs (of cornu, L. a horn , kyron , C Brit.) a diftem

which cauſes a horſe to ſtumble and ſometimes to fall. - per in the toes, ſo called from their hardneſs or hornineſs.

CORDS (in Mufick and Geometry ] See Chords. To Corn , to ſeaſon with ſalt lightly.

CORD of Wood, a parcel of fire -wood, in breadth 4 foot, CO'RNED [ geconneo, Sax .] ſeaſoned with ſalt.

in length 8 foot, in height 4 foot. CO'RNEL Berry, the fruit of the cornel -tree

CO’RDAG E, all the ropes which belong to the rigging CORNELIAN ( cornaline, F. of carneolus, L. of card ,

and tackling of a fhip ; alſo all ſorts of ſtuff or matter for L. Aleſh , q. d . of a fleſh colour, or of cornus the haw -thorn ,

making ropes. whoſe berries are red] a precious ſtone, of which rings and

CORDEAU' [in Fortification] a line divided into fathoms; ſeals are made.

feet, & c. for marking of our-works upon the ground. CORNEOUS (corneus, L.) horny.

CO'RDED [ in Heraldry ) as a croſs - corded , is CO'RNEOL , the cornelian - ſtone.

a croſs wound about with cords, but yet ſo that CO'RNER (cornet, C. Brit. corniere, F.] an angle.

the cords do not hide all the croſs, as in the fi- CORNER Teetb [of a Horſe] are the 4 teeth which are

gure annexed , placed between the middling teeth and the tuſhes ; being

CORDELI'ER , a grey -frier of the order of St. Francis. 2 above and 2 below on each ſide the jaw , which

A CO'RDIAL [of cor , L. the heart] a medicinal drink when a horſe is 4 years and a half old.
to comfort the heart. CORNER -wiſe (of cornel, Brit.] by way of corners.

CORDIAL , good for the heart, hearty, ſincere. CO'RNET (Cornetto, Ital, of cornu, L. a horn ) a kind of

Cordia'LJA [with Phyficians] medicines which are muſical inſtrument made of a horn .

commonly lippoſed to ſtrengthen the heart ; though they CO'RNET [of Paper ] a piece of paper wound about in

only put theblood into a fine fermentation which corrobó- the Thape of a horn , ſuch as grocers, &c. wrap up ſmall

rates and facilitates the motion of the heart. quantities of wares in .

CORD ! A'LITY ? [ cordialité, F.] heartineſs, fincere CORNET [of Coronet, a linen or laced head - dreſs for

CO'RDIALENSS S or hearty friendſhip or affe &tion, women ; alſo a ſcarf of black taffery, anciently worn on

CO'RDON , the twift of a rope, F. the collar of their robes by doctors of law or phyfick .

Cordon (in Architecture] a plinth or edge of ſtone on CORNET [ of Cornette, F. of Coronet, becauſe in an

the outſide of a building. cient times they wore garlands, or a name by which black

CORDON [in Fortification] a row of ſtones made round taffaty ſilk was called ] he that bears the ſtandard or colours
on the outſide, and ſet between the wall of the fortreſs of a troop, of horſe, To called becauſe it was commonly

which lies aflope and the parapet, which ſtands upright ; made of that ſtuff.
which ſerves for an ornament in defences made of maſon's CORNEMUSE, a kind of bag -pipe , a muſical inſtrument:

work ,and ranging round about the place. Cornet , an inftrument uſed by farriers in letting horſes

CO'RDOVAN Leather [ ſo called of Cordova in Spain ] a blood .

fort of leather made of goat- skins. CORNETI'NO, a little cornet ; alſo an o & ave trum

CORDWAINERS Ward [q. Cordovaniers) of Cordwainers, pet, Ital.

1. e . fhoomakers, curriers and workers in leather, which CO'R NICE [corniche, F.] in joinery, is the higheſt

dwelt there anciently. CO'RNISH S part of the Entablature, or the upper

CORE [of cor, L. the heart ] the inward part of an moſt ornament of any
wainſcot.

apple, &c. becauſe it is the midit, like the heart in the CO'RNICE [with Archite & s] the creſt or flouriſhing

body. works at the upper end of a pillar, which differs accord

CORIA'NDER [xopícvSpór, Gr.] an herb ſomething ing to the ſeveral orders.

reſembling parſley. CO'RNICE (with Joyners] an ornament ſet round the

CORI'NTHIAN Braſs, gold , ſilver and copper, caſually top of a room , Soc.

mixt together at the burning the famous city of Corinth ; CORNICE Ring (in Gunnery] is that ring of a piece of

there being a great many ſtatues of theſe melted down ordnance that lies next the trunnion ring, or next from the
and imbodied together. muzzle ring backward.
CORINTNIAN Order [ in Archite & ure] ſo called becauſe Architrave CORNICE [in Archite &ture is that immediate

columns were firſt made of that proportion at Corinth. It is ly contiguous to the architrave, the frize being retrenched .
the nobleſt, moſt delicate and rich of all others. Its capi- Coving Cornice, one which has a great caſemate or

tal is adorned with 2 rows of leaves, betweenwhich ariſe hollow in it ; commonly lath'd and plaiſtered upon com
little ſtalks or caulicoles, whereof the volutes are formed that paſs ſprockets or brackets.

ſupport the abacus, and which are in number 16, the height Cantaliver CORNICE, one that has cantalivers unders

of the pillars contains9 of their diameters. neath it.

CO'RION ? [ xópes, Gr.] the herb St.Jobn’s -wort or ground- Modilion CO'RNICE, a cornice with modilions under it.

CORIS Spine. Mutilated CORNICE, is one whoſe proje &ture is cut or

Cork (korch, Dk. Cortex , L.) the bark of a tree cal- interrupted, to the right of the larmier , or reduced into a
led the cork -tree. platband with a cimaiſe.

Cork-TREE, is of 2 forts chiefly, one bearing a nar- CORNICULARIS proceffus [ in Anatomy] the proceſs or

row leſs jagged leaf and perpetual, the other broader and knob of the ſhoulder-bone, reſembling the figure of a
falling in winter ; oneof the firſt fort is to be ſeen in the crow's -beak, L.

phyſick garden at Cbelſea . CORNICULATE Plants [ in Botany) are ſuch as after the

CO'RMORANT, a water-fowl reſembling, a raven ; alſo decay of each Aower produce many diſtinct and horned
[in a figurative ſenſe] a glutton , that bird being very vo- ſeed -pods or filiquæ, as columbines, &c. and hence are cal

racious. led multifiliquous.

Corn [cojin, Sax. korn, Dan .) the grain of wheat, CORNI'CULATE [corniculatus, L.] horned or having

barley, rice , oats, Esc. horns.

Corn Flag, a plant fit for borders in gardens. CORNI'FICK [cornificus, L.] cauſing or making horns.
CORN Flower, the flower called blue-bottle, dowc. CORNI'G ENOUS (cornigenus, L.] of that kind that has

CORNACHI'NE Powder, a purging powder called alſo horns.
the Earl of Warwick's powder, and allo pulvis de tribus. CORNIGEROUS [corniger, L.) wearing horns, horned .
CO'RNAGE [ Common Law ] ſo called from cornu , a CORNICHONS [in French Heraldry] are the branches of

horn, L. a kind of grand ferjeanty, the ſervice of which ſtags horns, F.

tenure was to blowa horn when any invaſion was per- CORNOCE'R ASUM , a wild hard cherry, L.

ceived from a nothern enemy; many northward about the CORNU Ammonii, an extraordinary kind of ſtone which

Piets wall held their land by this tenure. in vinegar, juice of lemons, Syc. has a motion like that of

CORN Sallet, an herb. an animal , L.

Cornea Luna, a tough taſteleſs maſs, almoſt like CORNUCO'PIA [ i.e. the plentiful hom ] a horn our

horn, made by pouring fpirit of falt or ſtrong brine of of which ( as the poets feign) proceeded all things that

ſalt and water on cryſtals of ſilver prepared, or by dif- could be wiſhed for in abundance, by a privilege that gun
ſolving ſilver in aqua fortis or fpirit of nitre . piter granted his nurſe, who they ſuppoſed to be the goat

CORNEA Oculi tunica [with Anatomias] the ſecond Amalthea.
coat of the eye, otherwiſe called Sclerotes and Tunica dura , Some interpret the moral of the fable to be, a little ter

2 teritory
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ritory not unlike a bull's-horn, exceeding fruitful, which Coroner (of the Verge] an officer who has juriſdiction

king Ammon gave to his daughter Amalthea. within the verge or compaſs of the king's-court.

CORNUCO'Pia [in Painting, &c.] is repreſented by the CO'RON ET ( coronetta, Ital .] a little chaplet.

figure of a large horn , or a woman holding it, out of the CORONET of a horſe. See Cornet.

wide end of which iſſue out fowers, fruits, c . Cor O'NIS [in Architecture] the cornice or top ornament

CO'RNUA Cervi, hart's-horn ( with Cbymifs] the mouth of a pillar or other member of a building.
of an alembick or ftill. CORONO'PUS [xwogrómus , Gr.] the hierb buck's -horn ,

CORNUA uteri (with AnatomiAs] 2 ſide parts of the ma- dog's-tooth , or ſwine -creſles.

trix in ſome brutes, as cows, harts, Sheep, goats. Co'rPORA Cavernoſa Penis (with Anatomifs] are two

To CORNU'TE one, to cuckold him. capfulæ or little long bags in the yard, defended on all

CORNU'TE ( with Chymifs] a ftill or luted mattraſs, parts of the outſide with a thick skin . They ariſe with

having a crooked neck covered with earth or loam an inch two diftin &t originals from the lower lide of the Os pubis or

thick , to which is joineda receiver ,ſet in water, to draw hare -bone, andare goined one tothe other by a ſeptum
ſpirits or oils out of woods, minerals, and other things intermedium ,which, the nearer it approaches to the glands,

which require a ſtrong heat. grows the leſſer, L.

CORNU'TUM Argumentum [in Logick ] a ſophiſtical or CORPORA Glanduloſa [with AnatomiAs) are two glan

ſubtil argument, as it were horned. dules or kernels, which lie under the ſeminal bladders,

CO'RODIES, allowances from ſome monaſteries to bi- near to the common paſſage of the ſemen and urine,

ſhops. Their uſe is to lubricate and make them llippery, and af

Coro'pio babendo, a writ for exa &ting a corrody out ford a kind of vehicle to the ſeminal matter.

of an abbey or religious houſe. CO'RPORA Olivaria [ Anat.] 2 prominences, one on each

CO'RODY (Common Law ] a ſum of money or an al- fide tire corpora pyramidalia, L.

lowance of meat and drinkand clothing in ancient times CORPORA Pyramidalia [ Anat. ] 2 prominences in the

due to the king from an abbey or monaſtery, of which cerebellum about an inch in length, L.

he was the founder, towards the maintenance of any one of CORPORA Striata [Anat.] protuberances upon the crura

his ſervants on whom he thought fit to beſtow it.
medulle oblongat.e.

CO'ROLLARY [with Mathematicians] is an uſeful con- Co'r POR AL [corporalis, L.] of or pertaining to the body,

ſequence drawn from ſomething that has been advanced bodily.
before; as viz. that a triangle that bas 3 fides equal, bas alſo A CORPORAL, an inferior officer of a company of foot

2 angles equal; and this conſequence ſhould be inferred ,that ſoldiers ; who has the charge of one of the diviſions of a

A triangle, all whoſe 3 fides are equal, bas alſo its 3 angles company, places and relieves ſentinels, ero.
equal. CO'RPORAL of a ship, an officer whoſe buſineſs it is

Co'ron (719 ), Heb.] a Jewiſh liquid meaſure, con- to look to all the ſmall ſhot and arms , to keep them

taining about 75 gallons. clean with due proportions of match, & c. and to exerciſe

CoŘO'NA, acrown ; a circle appearing about the ſun themusketeers on thip -board.
or moon called Halo, L. A CO'RPORAL Oath, a folemn oath before a magiſtrate ,

CORONA , or the fiat crown [ in Archite &ture ] a member is fo termed becauſe the perſon is obliged to lay his hand

in a Dorick gate, made by ſo extraordinary an enlargement upon the bible .

ofthe drip or larmier, that it has 6 times more breadth than CORPORA'LE [in the church of Rome] a communion

the proje &ture. cloth , a ſquare piece of linen, on which the chalice and

CORO'NA Borealis [with Aftronomers] a northern con- hoft are placed by the prieſt, who officiates at mals.

ftellation conſiſtingof about 20 ftars, L. CORPORA’LITY

CORONA Meridionalis ( with Aftronomers ] a ſouthern con- CO'RPORALNESS [ corporalitas, L.] bodilineſs, bo

ſtellation of 13 ſtars. CO'RPORATENESS dily ſubſtance.

CORONA (on Globes] this is ſaid to be Ariadne's crown, CORPOREALNESS

which Bacchus placed among the ſtars, when the gods ce CO'RPORATE, united into one body, as a body corpo

lebrated his marriage in the iſland Dia. For the new bride rate, i.e. the community of the inhabitants of a town,
was crowned withthis firſt, having been preſented by the a company of tradeſmen , Soc.

Hours and Venus. It was the work of Vulcan, made of CORPORA'TION [Common Law ] a company of men

moft fine gold, and jewels of India , and had ſo great a united and joined together into one fellowſhip, of which

luftre, that by the help of it Theſeus is ſaid to have been de- one is the head, and the reſt are the body, having a char

livered out of the labyrinth : this crown has 9 ſtars in the ter from the king, empowering them to have acommon

circuit, of which 3 are bright, placed at the ſerpent's ſeal, and to be ableby theircommon conſent to grant or re

head near the bears. ceive in law any thing within the compaſs of their charter.

CORONA'RE Filios [the ancient villains were forbidden CORPORATION Spiritual, and of dead Perſons in Law,

Coronare filios, i . e, to let their ſons receive the firſt prepa- a corporation eſtabliſhed by the king and pope,

ratory tonſure, or to begin to be ordained prieſts ;) becauſe conſiſting of an abbot and convent.
that afterwards they were freemen, and could not any CORPORATION Spiritual, and of able per fons in law ,

longer be claimed by their lords, as ſervants in villenage. is where it conſiſts of a dean and chapter, a mafter of a

CORO'NAL, belonging to a crown. college or hoſpital.

CORONAL Suture " [in Anatomy] a cleft in the head CORPORATION Temporal, by the King, is where there

made like a comb, and joins as if the teeth of 2 combs is a mayor and commonalty .

were compact cloſe into one another, and reaches from CorPORATION Temporal, by the common law is the

one bone of the temples to another. parliament, which conſiſts of the king the head , with the

CORONA'LE [with Anatomifs] the corronal bone or fords fpiritual and temporal, and the commonsthe body .

forehead -bone, I. CO'RPORATURE (corporatura , L.) the form and bulk

CORONA'RIA Vaſa (with Anatomifts] thoſe veins and and conſtitution of the body.
arteries which ſurrounded the heart to nouriſh it ; or the CORPOREAL [corporeus, L. corporel, F.] that is of

two branches which the great artery ſpreadsover the out- CORPO'R EOUS S or belonging to a bodily ſubſtance.

fide of the heart, for its fupply , and with blood and nou- Corpore'ity [with Schoolmen ) the quality of that

riſhment before it pierces the pericardium . which is corporeal, the nature of a body ; or being of

CoʻRONAR Y [coronarius, L.] by way of, or inſtead of fuch or ſuch a ſubſtance.
a crown .

CORPORIFICA’TION, amaking into a body.
CORONA'TION , the crowning of a king, L. CORPORIFICATION (with Chymifs] the operation of

CORONATO'r e eligendo, a writ directed to the ſheriff, recovering ſpirits into the ſame body, or at leaſt nearly the

to call together the freeholders of the country to chooſe a ſame with that they had before their ſpiritualization .

new coroner, and to certify him into Chancery, &c. Corps [corpus, L.] a dead body orcarcaſe, F.

CORO'Ne [ Anat .) an acute proceſs of the lower jaw in Corps (with Archite&ts] a term ſigrrifying any part that

the form of a beak. proje &ts or advances beyond the naked of a wall, and

CO'RONER [of corona, L. a crown, ſo called becauſe which ſerves as a ground for fome decoration.

he makes inquiſition into the caſual and unnatural death Corps de Battail [ Military term] the main body of an

of perſons in the king's name ) an officer who, affifted by a army drawn up for battle, E.

jury of 12 men , inquires into all untimely deaths, in be- Corps de garde [ Military term ] ſoldiers entruſted with

half of the crown . the guard of a poft under the command of one or more

CORON EO'LA, the musk roſe , or canker roſe that flow- officers.

ers in Autumn.
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grees of heat.

Corps politick, are bishops , deans, parſons of churches CORRESPONDENTNESS , ſuitable quality.

and ſuch - like, who have ſucceſſion in one perſon only. CORRIDO'R [in Fortification ) a ſort of gallery, or the

CO'RPULENCY } [corpulentia, L.]bigneſs , bulki- covert way lying round about the whole compaſs of the

CoʻRPULENTNESS Sneſs or groſſneſs of body. fortification of a place between the outſide of the moat and

CO'RPULENT [corpulentus, L.) big -bodied, fat, grofs. palliſadoes.

Corpus [q. d. corruptus, becauſe it is lubject to corrup- CoʻRkIGIBLE [ corrigibilis, L.) that may be corre &ted

tion ] the bulk or material part of animals , vegetables, o c. or amended, F.

Corpus cum caufa , a writ iſſuing out of the Chancery Corri'vAL [ corrivalis, L.) a rival , a competitor either

to remove both the body and the record, relating to the in love or buſineſs, or one who courts the same miſtreſs,
cauſe of any man lying in execution upon a judgment for or makes fuit for the ſame buſineſs.

debt , into the King's Bench, and there to lie till he has ſa- CORRIVA'LITY , rivalſhip.

tisfied the debr. CORROBORA'NTIA ( with Phyſicians) medicines which

Corpus calloſum [ in Anatomy] tle upper part or cover- ſtrengthen and comfort the parts , L.
ing of a ſpace made by the joinipg together of the left and To Corro'BORATE [corroboratum , L.] to ſtrengthen

right fide of the inward ſubitance of the brain . a feeble or weak part ; to confirm or make good an evi

Corpus Chrifti [ i. e . the body of Chriſt] a college in
dence or argument.

Oxford ſo named, built by Richard Fox, biſhop of Wincheſter. CORROBOR A'TION , a ſtrengthening or confirming, a

Corpus Chrifi day, a feſtival appointed in honour of giving a new force, I.

the holy facrament of the Lord's Supper. CORR O'BORATIVE, ſtrengthening, &c.
CORPU'SCLES (with Natural Philoſophers] thoſe minute To Corro'd e corrodere, L. ] to gnaw or fret.

parts or particles, or phyſical atoms of a body, by which it CORRODE'NTIA, medicines that eat away or conſume

is not meant the elementary parts, nor thoſe principles, proud fleſh , L.

which chymiſts call bypoftatica ; but ſuch particles, whether CORRO'SIBLE, that may be corroded , L.
of a ſimple or compounded nature , the parts of which will CORROSIBI'LITY į (in Chymifry] the faculty or

not be diffolyed, disjoined or diſſipated by ordinary de- CORRO'SIBLENESSS liableneſs of being corroded.

CORRO'sion , gnawing, fretting, L.

CORPU'SCULAR Philoſophy, a method of philoſophi- CORROSION [in Med.] an eating away by any falt hu

zing , that claims the greateſt antiquity, which attempts to mour or corroſive medicine.

explain things, and give an account of the Phenomena and CORROSION (with Chymifs] a diffolution of mixt

appearances of nature by the figure, fituation , motion , reſt, bodies by corroſive menftruums.
&c . of the corpuſcles or very ſmall particles of matter, ac- Corro'sIVE [ corroſivus, L.] which has a gnawing or

cording to the principles of the philoſophers, Leticippus, fretting quality.

Epicurus, Democritus, &c . CorrO'SIVENESS, a quality that ſome liquors, called

CORPU'SCULAR, belonging to corpuſcles or atoms. menftruums, have of diffolving bodies.

CORPUSCULA'RIAN , one who holds the corpuſcular CORRU'DA, the herb wild fperage, L.

principles. CORRU'GANT [ corrugans, L.) wrinkling.

CORPUSCULA'RITY [ of corpufculum , L.] corpuſcular CORRUGANT Muſcles (with Anatomifts] thoſe which

quality . help to knit the brows when one frowns.

CORR (193), Heb.] a meaſure containing 2 quarts. CO'RRUGATED [ corrugatus, L.) wrinkled ,

To Corra'DE (corradere, L.] to ſcrape or rake together. CORRUGA'Tion, a contra&ing, wrinkling or drawing

CORRAGO, the herb corage or bugloſs, L. into wrinkles , L.

To Corre'ct [ corre&tum , fup. L.] to amend or mend CORRUGA'TOR Supercilii [with Anatomy] a muſcle
the faults, to reclaim or reform , to reprove or check, to which ferves to wrinkle or draw up the eye-brow.

chaſtiſe or puniſh ; to temper or allay , To CORRU'PT ( correptum , Sup. L.) to mar or ſpoil, to

CORR E'CT ( corre &tus, L.] without faults. deſtroy or waſte ; to debauch or defile ; to infect or taint ;

CORRE'CTIO [with Rhetoricians] is a figure, when the to pervert or bribe ; alſo to become corrupt, to putrefry.

orator unfays v hat he has already ſaid , and ſays ſomething Corru'pt [corruptus, L.] naught, rotten , tainted ,

more fit in the fead of it. The ſame as Epanorthoſis. vicious ; alſo bribed .

CORRE'CTION, correcting, amending, amendment, CORRUPTIBI’LITY [ corruptibilité, F.] aptneſs to be

puniſhment , reproof. corrupted , or the ſtate of that which is corruptible.
CORRE'CTION [in Pharmacy) is the adding falt or ſome CORRUPTIBI'LITY [ in Metaphyficks] a liableneſs to

other thing to a medicine to quicken ir , or to mend it , or CORRU'PTIBLENESS Sbe corrupted,a power not to be.

make it better, that ſome of the ingredients may not be CORRUPTIBILITY from within , is when a thing con

injurious. tains within itſelf, the principles of its own deſtruction.

'CORRE'CTIVE, which ferves to corrc&, allay or tem- CORRUPTIBILITY from without, is when a thing is

per. liable to be deſtroyed by ſome external principle.

CORRE'CTNESS [of corre &tus, L.) the being correct. Corru'PTIBLENESS [corruptibilité , F. corrupt.litas ,

CORRE'CTOR [of a Printing -houſe] a perſon of learn- L.] corruptibility.

ing, who reads over the proofs from the compoſitor, and CORRU'Ptible ( corruptibilis, L.] ſubject or liable to

marks the errors in order to their being corrested before the corruption, or that

Sheet be wrought off at the preſs. CORRUPTI'COLÆ , a feet of hereticks, who hold that

CORRECTOR , one who corrects or amends, L. the body of Jeſus Chriſt was corruptible .

CORRECTOR (of the Staple ) an officer of the ſtaple, Corru'PTION, a corrupting, 'marring, & c. of morals

who recorded the bargains of the merchants made there . ot manners ; alſo the ſophiſticating a book, F. of L.
CORKECTO'RIUM [ in the Medicinal Art] any thing CORRUPTION (with Surgeonsj is the corruption or rot

that ſerves to correct or improve medicines.
ten matter of a ſore .

CORRE'LATIVES [ correlativa, L.] that have a mu- CORRUPTION [in Philofopby] is the deſtruction of the

tual relation one to another, thus father and ſon, busband form or proper mode of exiſtence of any natural body, or

and wife, are by Logicians ſaid to be correlatives, at leaſt the ceſſation of it for a time.

CORRELATIVENESS [of correlativa, L.] the having CORRUPTION of Blood [in Law] is an infection that

a mutual relation one to another. happens to the blood, iſſue and eſtare of a man attainted

CORRE'PT10 [in Gram .) a figure, the ſame as Syllepfis,L. of treaſon or felony, whereby he forfeits all to the king or

CORRE'PTION, a ſnatching away, alſo a correction in other lord of the fee, and both heand his children are

words, a rebuking or checking ; reproof, puniſhment. rendered ignoble ; and beſides, his iſſue cannot be heir to

To CORRESPO'ND [ of con and reſpondere, L.) to an- him , or to any other anceſtor of whom he might have

ſwer or agree, to make ſuitable returns to one's friend- claimed by him .

fhip and good offices. CORRU'PTIVE , apt to corrupt.

CORRESPO'NDENCE } [correſpondence, F.] a holding CORRU'PTNESS , badneſs, naughtineſs.

CORRESPO'NDENCY S a mutual intelligence, com- Corsai'r [corſaire, F.] a robber by ſea, a privateer,

merce and familiarity with ; alſo an anſwering, fitting, eſpecially in the Mediterranean fea.

agreeing, or the proportion of one thingwith another. A CO'RSELET, armour for a pike-man, to cover either

CORRESPONDENT correſpondant, F.] agreeable , ſuit- his whole body, or the trunk of it.

able ; alſo one who holds a correſpondence with another, CORSE-PRESENT [Old Rec .] a mortuary , an offering of

either perſonal or at a diſtance by letters; as in trade , when the beft beaſt, which did belong to a perſondeceaſed, an
2 perſons have intercourſe by letters, they are ſaid to be ciently made to the pariſh prieſt,
correspondents.

CO'R SNED,

.
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CO'RSNED , ordeal bread, a piece of bread conſecrated COR:Y'MBUS [xópupé G , Gr. ] properly ſignifies the top

by a prieſt and eaten by our Saxon anceſtors, when they of any thing.

would clear themſelves of a crime they were charged with , CORYMBUS [with Botanifs) is the extremity of a ſtalk

withing if they were guilty it might be their poiſon or laſt or branch , divided into ſeveral pedicles, in lüch manner

morfel. as to form a ſpherical figure, asin the garden Angelica ; or

Corsol'd es [xoproeiSas, Gr.] a certain ſtone in colour it is uſed to ſignify a compounded diſcous flower, the ſeeds

the whiteneſs of an old man's hair. of which are not pappous, or do not fly away in down, as

CoʻRTES , the ſtates or the aſſembly of the ſtates in Corn, Marigold, Daiſies, &c.
Madrid .

Cory'MBUS [ in ancient Botanick Writers] was uſed for

Co'rt ex , the bark or rind of a tree, L. cluſters of ivy -berries.

CORTEX Peruvianus, the bark of Peru , the Jeſuits- CORYMBUS (with ſome Botanick Writers] is a name given

bark , l . to the top of the Italk of a plant, when it is ſo ſubdivi

CÓRTEX Winterianus, a kind of cinnamon firſt brought ded that it makes a round ſpherical figure, as the tops

from the Indies by one captain Winter, of onions , leeks, &c.

CoʻRTICAL part of the brain (with Anatomijlts] the ex- Cory'MBUS [by others] is uſed for umbella, which is

ternal barky ſubſtance of the brain full of turnings and the name for the top of ſuch plants whoſe branches and

windings on the outſide, it is covered with a thin skin of flowers ſpread round in the form of an umbrella worn by
an afh and grilly colour. The uſe of it is thought to be women .

to breed the animal ſpirits, and many Anatomiſts do there CORYPHÆ'us [ropuscio , Gr.] the chief leader of the

place the ſeat of memory and ſleep. company or chorus in the ancient tragedy.

CO'RTICATED [corticatus, L ] having thebark pulled off. CORYPH E ' [xopuça , Gr.] the very top of the head where

CORTICO'S E (corticoſus, L.] full or thick of bark. the hair turns.

CO'RTICOUSNESS
[of corticoſus, L.] fulneſs of, or Cory'z a [xópuśce, Gr. ] a defluxion of a ſharp humour

likeneſs to bark . into the mouth , noſtrils and lungs from the brain, a poſe,

CORTULA'RIUM [Old Law Records] a court or yard a rheum or running at the noſe.
Corta'KIUM S adjoining to a country farm . COCINOMA'NCY ( [nog xbyOuerteid , Gr. of xboxlvov a

CO'RVETS [in Horſemanſip] are leaps of an indifferent COSKINOMA'NCY S ſieve and sicer tris divination ] di

height , made by a horſe in raiſing firſt his two fore legs in vinationby a ſieve, to find out perſons unknown, and al
the air, and making the two hinder feet follow with an e- ſo to diſcover the ſecrets of thoſe who were known. The

qual cadency, ſo that his haunches go down together, after manner of performing it was as follows. The fieve being

the fore-feet have touched the earth in continual and regu- ſuſpended, the diviner rehearſed a formula of words , and

lar reprizes. taking it between two fingers only, repeated the name of

CO'Rus ( 712 , Heb . ] an Hebrew meaſure of 30 buſhels. the parties fufpected , and when at the mention of any

CorU'SCANT [ corufcans, L. ] gliſtering, Shining or name the fieve turns, trembles or ſhakes, that perſon is

lightening ſuſpected as guilty of the evil , concerning which the en

CORUSCA'TIONS [ corufcationes, of coruſcare, L. to ligh- quiry is made. The fieve was alſo ſometimes ſuſpended

ten , & c.] Aashes that may be cauſed by an exhalation by a thread , or fixed to the points of a pair of ſhears, ha

ſpread under one cloudonly, which by, motion, running ving room left to turn, and then the names of perſons fu

downwards, is ſet on fire,' and Aaſherh much after the ſpe &ted were rehearſed. After this manner it is ftill pra & i

fame manner as a torch newly put out, and yet ſmoak- ſed in ſome parts of England.

ing , which is by ſome violence and ſudden motion again Co- ECANT [ in Mathematicks] is the ſecant of an ark

enkindled . which is the complement of another to 90 degrees,

The CORYBA'NTES [ of xogumelv, Gr. to wag the head To Co's En , io defraud, to cheat.

in dancing, or q. xpulantes of xrumlw , Gr. to hide, of the CO'S ENAGE (in Law ] a writ for the right heir againſt

ſoundingthe tympana to drown the noiſe of Jupiter's cry- an intruder.

ing being heard by his father Saturn } the prieſts of Cybele COSENAGE, cheating, defrauding.

were Phrygians, and being moſt of them cunuchs, were CoSHE'RIN ; [ in the Feudal Lawj a prerogative which

therefore called Semiviri : Phryges their chief prieſt was ſome lords of manours anciently had to lie and feaſt them

called Archi- gallus, who was likewiſe an eunuch. ſelves at their tenants houſes.

They performed their folemnities with a furious noiſe CO'SIN [confanguineus, L.] a kinſman or woman

of drums, trumpets, beating on braſs, and mufical inſtru- Cou's ENS by blood or marriage.

ments. CO -SINE (in Geometry) is the right line of an arch

They were called Jupiter's life -guard ; becauſe they which is alſo the complement of another to 90 degrees.

brought him up. For Titan the eldeſt ſon of Cælus, having Co'sMETICKS [roquetiae of koopia , Gr. to beautify

reſigned the kingdom of the world to Saturn his younger medicaments that whiten and ſoften the skin, or in general

brother, to hold the ſcepter for life, upon condition that any thing helping to promote the comelineſs or good ap

he ſhould never ſuffer any male children to live, that the pearance of the perſon who uſes it , as waſhes, waters, po

empire ſhould after his deceaſe return to Titan's poſterity, matums, paſtes, Egoc.

Saturn was uſed to devour all his male children as ſoon as Co's MICAL [xOpuixàs , Gr. pertaining to the world ) a

they were born ; but his wife Cybele being brought to bed term uſed by Aſtronomers to ſignify one of the poetical ri

of twins, Jupiter and Juno, lhe cauſed little Jupiter to be ſings or ſettings of a ſtar; and thus a ſtar is ſaid to riſe cof

conveyed away and put into the hands of the Corybantes to mically, when it riſes with the fun ; and to ſet coſmically,

be brought up, and let Saturn herhusband know of none when it ſets at the ſame inſtant that the ſun riſes : but , ac

but Juno. The Corybantes, to prevent the diſcovery of cording to Kepler,to riſe and ſet coſmically is to aſcend

Jupiter by his crying, invented a new ſport, which was above or deſcend below the horizon .

to leap and beat the ground in a certain meaſure called CosMO'GRAPHER [xco Moyespo , of xóou the world

da&tyle. And holding in their hands little brafs bucklers, and redor , Gr to deſcribe] one skilled in Coſmography.

and in their dancing, when they met one another, they COSMOGR A'PHICAL, pertaining to Coſmography.

ftruck on them in a certain order ; the noiſe of which CosMO'GRAPHY [XO Moreacia , Gr.) a deſcription of the

drowned the crying of Jupiter, ſo that it could not be heard viſible world ; alſo a ſcience Thewing the frame of the uni
by Saturn . Poetical. verſe, deſcribing the ſeveral parts of it, delineating them

TO CORY BA'NTIATE ( corybantiatum , L. ] to ſleep according to their number, poſitions, motions, magnitudes,
with one's eyes open , or be troubled with viſions that one figures, &c . of which Aſtronomy and Geography are parts.

cannot ſleep. COSMOLA'B E [ofxboul and nabav, Gr to take ) an an

CO'RYLUS, the hazel-tree, L. cient mathematical inftrument for meaſuring diſtances both

CORY'MBIA, climbing ivy, L. in heaven and on earth.

Cory'MBIATED (corymbiatus, L.] ſer about with berries. CosMOLOGY [κοσμολογία, οf κόσμG and λόγ © a word

CORY'MBIFER , a, um [with Botanick Writers] corymbi- or ſpeech ] a ſpeaking of, diſcourſe or treatiſe concerning
ferous, is applied to ſuch diſcoid plants, whoſe ſeeds are the world .

not downed , as the ſun flower, Chryſanthemus, Corn -mary- CosMOMETRY [κοσμομετρία , οf κόσμο and μέτρων,

gold, & c. L. Gr. meaſure ] the menſuration of the world by degrees and

CORYMBI'FEROUS (corymbifer, L.) that bearech ber- minutes.
ries like ivy . CosMO'POLITE 3 [ of xbou and monitns, Gr. a citi

CORYMBIFEROUS Plants [Botany] ſuch as have a com- CosmopO'LITANS zen ) a citizen of the world.

pound of diſcous fowers, but the ſeeds have no down CoʻssACKS , a militia or body of Poliſh ſoldiers,

ficking to them , as chamomile, daiſy, & c.
Cosse
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Cosse ? as Coffick Numbers. This was the old name ſay it cottons well when the wool or other materials work
COSSICK ) oi the art of Algebra, and is derived from well and unbody together.

Caſa , Ital. for res or the root, for the Italians called Alge. CO'TTUM [Ancient Deeds] cot-wool or dag -wool, of

bra , Regula Rei ago Cenſus, i, e, the rule of the root and the which were made cotta's or a ſort of blankers.

ſquare. COTU'CHAN [in Doomſday-book] boors or husbandmen .

Cossick Numbers (with ſome Algebraifts] are the pow- CO'TYLA (with Botanifts] an herb , otherwiſe called

ers of numbers, as he roots, the ſquare, the cube, & c. Penny-wort, Mother-wort , Dog -kennel, May-weed and

CO'sset, a lamb, colt, calf, Spic, fallen and brought Coverfew , L.

up by hand withour the dam. Cory'LLE 3 [ in Anatomy] the cavity of the huckle

Co'ssi's, worms that lie between the body and bark Cory'LEDON 3 bone, that is appointed to receive

of trees . the head ofthe thigh -bone.

Cost (koſt , Du. ] charge , price, expence. COTYLE'DONES [ Anatomy] certain glandules that are

Cost [in Heraldry) is the fourth part of a bend, or in ſome creatures , but not in women ; they are diſpoſed

half of a gartier. up and down the chorion or outermoſt membranes which

To Cost [ conftare, L.] to be purchaſed for a price . cover the fætus ; their uſe is to ſeparate the nutricious juice ,
Co'st E, the ribs, or thoſe bones which with other bones from the womb for the nourishment of the fætus. They

make the thorax or cheſt , being joined backwards with the are called Cotyledones from the reſemblance they bear to

vertebra's of the back, and forward with the cartilages or the leaves of the herb called Cotyla or Penny-wort ; allo

griſtles of the ſternum ; they are 12 in number on each ſide. the gaping meetings ofthe veins in the womb.

Vere COST Æ [ in Anatomy] the ſeven uppermost ribs, ſo COTY'ITIA [XOTUT ]1:, Gr.1 a no &turnal feſtival celebra

called becauſe their cartilaginous ends are received into ted in honour of Cotytto the goddeſs of wantonneſs. It was

the finus of the fternum . celebrated by the Grecians with ſuch rites as were moſt ac

False Cost Æ , are the five lowermoſt ribs, ſo called be- ceptable to the goddeſs, who was thought to be delighted
cauſe they are ſhorter and ſofter, and are not joined to with nothing ſo much aslewdneſs and debauchery.

the extremity of the fternum . To COUCH [coucher, F. ) to lie down, to bend or bow

CO'STAL [of cofte] belonging to the coft.e.
down .

CO'STARD, a ſort of apple . To Couch (with Oculifs] to take a cataract or web off

COSTARD-monger (ofmanger a trader] an apple-monger, from the eye.
a dealer in fruit. To Couch (with Writers, &c .] to comprehend or com

COSTE'RA (Old Records] a coaſt or fea - coaſt . priſe.

CO'STIVE incert, elym . unleſs you pleafe to take it with To Couch [in Chivalry] is to ſet a lance upon the reſt.

ſome from coſt meat and (tut , Du. q. d . one who has his Couch (with Painters ] a lay or impreflion of colour,

excrements dry'd within him ] bound in the belly. whether in oil or water, wherewith the painter covers his

CO'STIVENESS , a being bound in the belly. canvas ; or it is the ground - bed or baſis on which any co

Co'stly , of great price . lour lies.

CO'STLINESS, coſting a great price. A Couch [ couche, F.] a fort of fear or moveable bed

CO'STMARY , an herb . to lie down on.

CO'STONS , chards of artichokes. COUCHANT ( Heraldry] ſignifies lying down,

Co'stus, a certain thrub, whoſe roothas a very plea- couching, or along ; but with the head lifted
ſant, ſpicy ſmell , growing ia Syria and Arabia, L. up ; ſpoken of a beaſt ſo born in an eſcutcheon ,

Costus [ with Botanifts the herb Coſtmary, L. and the holding up the head diſtinguiſhes a

Costus [with Phyſicians] an Indian drug, of which beaft couchant from dormant, as in the eſcut

there are two forts, the ſweet and the bitter, L. cheon annexed , F.

Cot 3 [of cot, Sax. a little houſe, cottage or hur] COUCHE' (in Heraldry ] denotes any thing, lying along,

COTES added to the name of a place , intimates that as a Chevron couché ſignifies a Chevron lying ſideways, with

the place was denominated from ſuch a thing as Cote -bil, the twoends on one ſide of the ſhield which ſhould pro

Cotſwold in Glouceftarpire, &c. perly reft on the baſe.

CO'TAGE . See Cottage. Cou'chED (of coucher, F.] compriſed or concealed in.

COTE'MPORARY [of con and temporarius, L.] of, be- COUCHER [Old Word ]a factor reſiding in ſome foreign

longing to , or being at the ſame tine, country for traffick.

Co'T GAKE, refuſe wool, ſo clotted together that it COUCHER (Old Stat.] a book in which a corporation,
cannot be pulled funder. @c. regiſter their acts.

Co- TANGENT (Math.] is the tangent of any comple- COUCHER (with Hunters] a ſetting dog.

mental arch , or what that ark wants of a quadrant or 90 Cou'CHING [ Hunting Term ] the lodging ofa boar.

degrees. COUDEE's (in fortification] are lines that return back

COTA'RIUS [ Old Law ] a tenant who held by a free from the end ofthe trenches, and run almoſt parallel with

ſoccage tenure , and paid a ſtated rent in money or provi- the place attacked, P.
fions , and ſome occafional cuſtomary ſervices. Cove , a ſmall creek.

COTER E'LLUS [Old Law] a ſervile tenant, that held Co'vENABLE ? [ Old Law ] convenient, ſuitable or

his land in meer villenage; his perſon , iſſue and goods
Co'NVENABLES fir.

being to be diſpoſed of at the pleaſure of his lord . CO'VENANT [of conventum ,L.] a bargain or agreement.

COTER E'LLI [ Old Records] Itraggling thieves and plun- COVENANT (with Divines) a particular diſpenſation,

derers, like the moſs troopers on the borders of Scotland. whereby God deals with mankind, as the covenant of works
COTE'RIA , a cottage or homeſtall. under the Levitical law , and that of Grace under the goſpel.

CO'TLAND [cotelang, Sax.] land held by a COVENANT [ in Common Law ] is the conſent of ſeveral

CotsE'THLANDS cofager. parties to one thing, as to do or give ſomewhat.

COTO'NEA (with Botaniſts] the quince-tree, COVENANT [ in Law ] is that the law intends to be

COTOY E (in Heraldry] lignifies cottiſed, F. made tho' it be not expreſſed in words.

COTS E'THLA [old Records] a cotſettle, i, e, a little COVENANT [in Fadj is that which is expreſsly agreed

mantion, to which a ſmall farm belongs. on between the parties.

COTSE'THLUS [Old Records] a cottager, one who holds COVENANT, ' the name of a writ that lies for the breach

acottage, who was bound to work for his lord by a fer- of covenants .

yile tenure. The COVENANT, a particular agreement of the peo

COTTAGE [of cote, Sax. ] a little houſe in the country. ple of England ,made in the time of King Charles I, which

CO'TTAGER , one who dwellsin a cottage. was voted illegal and irreligious, An. 1671 .

CO'TIEREL ( in Doomſday Book] a cottage. COVENANT perſonal, is where a man agrees
with ano

CO'TICE { [in Heraldry ) is the fourth part of a bend, ther to do him ſome work or ſervice, doc.

COTISES and with us is ſeldom , if ever, born but Co'venANT real, is that by which a man obliges or ries

in couples, with a bend between them . This ſeems to himſelf to paſsa thing that is real, as lands or tenements,

have taken its name from cofle, F. a fide, being as it to levy a fine, & c.

were a bend upon the ſides of the bend . To Co'VENANT (covenancer, F.] to make a covenant or

COTTON ( cotown, C. Br. coton, F. cottona, L.] agreement.

woolly ſtuff contained in the fruit of the cotton -tree ; al- Co'vENANTER , one who took the Presbyterian cove

to a ſort of cloth . nant during the time of the civil wars.
To CO'TTON (probably of coadunare, L. or cotonner , F.] Co'vent ? [ cur.ventus, L.] a onaſtery or religious

to agree with another ; alſo to ſucceed , to hit. Hat-makers CO'NVENTS houſe, F,

a
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COVENT [ in Law ] the ſociety or members of an ab- COUNT Wheel [of a Clock] a wheel which in the ſtri

bey or priory. king part moves round - in 12 or 24 hours, and is alſo

Co'vENTRY Bells (with Florifts] a kind of Power. called the locking wheel, becauſe it has commonly two

Co'vERLET } [ couverliet, F. ] a covering for a notches in it fer at unequal diſtances one from another, in

Co'vERLID S hed. order to make the clock ſtrike 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , epoc.

Cove'RSEV Sine (in Geometry) is the remaining part of COUNTE E ' (Old Law] a count or earl, which before

the diameter of a circle after the verſed ſine is taken the time of William the Conqueror was the higheſt title next

from it. to a duke, the countee had the charge ofthe county, and

Co'vERT [ couvert, F.] an umbrage or ſhady place. is now ſucceeded in that office by the theriff.

COVERT Baron (in Law ) the ftate of a woman, who is Cou'NTENANCE (contenance, F.] viſage , face, looks ;

under the power and protection of a husband. alſo encouragement, protection or ſupport.

Co'veRT , as a femme couverte, F. a married woman un- COUNTENANCE ( in Law ] eſtimation, credit .
der the covert of her husband. • To Cou'NTENANCE { contenancer, F. ] to favour, to en

Co'vert [among Hunters] a thicket or ſhady place for courage, to abet,

deer or other beaſts ; a ſhelter or hiding-place. COU'NT ER [ contoir, F.] a counting -board in a hop ;

COVERT Way Lin Fortification) a ſpace of ground level alſo a piece of round ſtampt braſs to account with ; alio
with the field, on the edge of the ditch, having a parapet thename of two priſonsin the city of London .

i

or breaſt -work with its banquet and glacis ranging quite Cou'NTERS in a ship ] is either upper or lower. The

round the half-moonsand other works towardsthe country. Upper is that which reaches from the gallery to the lower

Co'vERTNESS (of couvert, F.] hiddenneſs . part of the ſtrait piece of the ſtern. • The Lower is that
Co'vERTURE [couverture, F.] a cover, covering or co- hollow part of the ſhip'sfter which reſembles an arch , and

verler, or any thing that covers. lies between the trantuin and the lower part of the gal

CO'VERTURE Įin Law ] the ſtate and condition of a lery. ***

married woman , who by the laws of England is under co- COUNTER (of a Horſe ] is that part of the fore -hand

vert Baron , i e. under the power and prote &tion of her of a horſe , that lies between the moulder and under

husband, and therefore is diſabled to act or make any theneck . :

bargain without his conſent and privity: COUNTER Time ( with Horſemen ] is the defence or relie

To Cover (cupere, L. hence probably convoiter, F.] to ſtance of a horſe, that interrupts his cadence and the mea

defire earneſtly, to luit atter. ſure of his manage.

Co'vETABLE, that which is to be or may be covered ." COUNTER marked- (with Horſemen] is when the teeth

! . Co'verous (convoiteux , F.cupidus, L.] very deſirous ; of a horſe are made hollow artificially by a graver in imi
alſo ſtingy, niggardly, cloſe-fifted, griping. tation of the eye of a bean, in order to make the horſe ap.

Co'verousness [convoitiſe, F.] an eager deſire of mo- pear not to be above fix years old.

ney, doc. avarice. COU'NTERS { anciently called Serjeant Counters; ſuch

Co'vin ? (in Law ] is a deceitful agreement between COU'NTORSS ferjeants ar law as were retained to det

Covi'nes two or more perſons to the prejudice of feud the cauſe of their clients, as advocates:
another. COUNTER [contra, L.) a particle fignifying oppoſition

Co'ving Cormiſ ( Architecture) à cornith which has a or contrariety , frequently uſed in compoſition of Eng H

great caſemate or hollow in it. words.

To Cough (kuchen , Du.] to make a certain noiſe by Cou'nter Approaches [Mil. Affairs} are certain lines of

reaſon of the obſtruction of the lungs. trenches carried on by the beſiegers when they come out

A COUGH , a diſeaſe, an obftruction of the lungs. to hinder the approaches of the enemy, and to attack

Coul (probably of cole, Sax.] a tub or veſſel with ears them in form .

to be carried on a ſtick between two perſons. COUNTER Baltery, a battery raiſed to play upon ano

To Coul (with Archers] is to cut the feather of a ſhaft ther battery.
high or low . COUNTER Breaft work, is the ſame with Falfe-bray.
Cou'lTER [culter, L.] a ploughſhare. . To COUNTER -balance; to weigh one thing againſt an

COU'NCIL [concilium , L.) a general aſſembly of the other ; alſo to make an equal amends for.

chiefperſons of a nation met together to confer about af. COUNTER mark of a Medal; is a mark added to it a

fairs of Atare ; alſo a general aſtembly of the clergy of a conſiderable time after it had been ſtruck .

nation or a particular province ; alſo an aſſembly of the To COUNTER -DRAW (with Painters] is to copy a de

members of Gray's- Inn . ſign by the help of an oiled paper , or any tranſparent

Common Council , an affembly of a fele &t number of matter, by tracing the ſtrokes appearing through with a
principal citizens, choſen out of every ward to managemanage the pencil.

publick affairs of the city within their ſeveral precincts, COUNTER Proof (with Rolling Preſs Printers] a print ta

and to act in concert with the lord mayor and court of al- ken from another juſt printed , which pals’d through the
dermen

preſs and gives the figure inverted.

Common -COUNCIL -man, a member of the aforeſaid ar- To Cou'NTER Prove [ar the Rolling - Preſs] is to paſs a

ſembly. deſign in black lead or red chalk through the preſs after they

COUNCIL [in Law ] a counſellor or advocate , one have been firſt moiſtened with a ſpunge, both that and

COUNSEL S who pleads for his client at the bar of a the paper on which the counter- proof is to be taken .

court of juſtice. COUNTER Bond, a bond to ſave a perſon harmleſs,

COUNSEL [confilium , L. confeil, F.] advice. who has given a bond to another .

COUNSEL (among Moralifts] is when a man endea- COUNTER Change, a mutual exchange between two

vours by reaſons taken from the nature of a thing to in parties by agreement or contra&t.

duce another perſon to ſome performance or omiſſion, ha- Counter changed [in Heraldry) is when there is mutual

ving, at leaſt as to the prefent buſineſs, no power over that changing of the colours of the field and charge in an ef

perton, ſo that he can lay no direct obligation on him ; cutcheon , by one or more lines of partition.

but muſt leave it to his pleaſure and choice, whether he COUNTER Charge, is a charge brought againſt an ac

will do it or not. cuſer.

To COUNSEL [ confulere, L. conſeiller, F.] to give ad- COUNTER Charm , a Charm to hinder the force of an

vice or counſel. other.

Cou'NSELLOR [confiliarius, L. conſeiller, F.] an advi- COUNTER Check, is a cenſure made upon a reprover .

ſer, eſpecially a perſon well skilled in the law , who is con- Counter Cunning, ſubtlety uſed by the adverſe party .

ſulted in weighty matters, or takes upon him to plead the COUNTER Light (with Architects] a light oppoſite to

cauſe of his client. any thing which makes it appear to a diſadvantage.

Privy COUNSELLOR, a counſellor of ſtate , one of his COUNTER Diſtinction , a diftin &tion with reſpeět to the

Majeſty's moſt honourable privy council. oppoſite lid

COUNT (comes , L. whence probably conte or compte, F.] COUNTER Chevroned [in Heraldry] a ſhield Chevronny,

a foreign earl. 'or parted by ſome line of partition

COUNT [ in Law ] the original declaration in a proceſs, COUNTER Componed [ in Heraldry ] is when

chiefly in real actions ; as declaration is more properly ap
COUNTER Compone a border is com

plied to perſonal ones. COUNTER Compony pounded of 2 ranks

To Count [conter, F. probably of computare, L.) to of panes ; or rows of checkers of different co

Teckon, to account or eſteem , lours ſec checkerwiſc.

Dd d COUN
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To Cor'NTERPLIT [ contrefaire, F.] to imitate , to TO COUNTER - POIS E [contrepeſer, F.] to weigh one

forge, to feign or diffemble,. to disguiſe. thing againſt another.

COU'NTERFEIT (contrefait, F , of contra and fa&tus, L.] COUNTER - POIS E [contrepoids, F.) an equal ballance,

imitated , frigned , diſſembled, falle, as when one thing is weighed againſt another.

A COUNTERFEIT, a cheater or deceitful perſon ; a COUNTERPOIS F. (with Horſemen ) is the ballance of

perſon or thing that repreſents another. the body or the liberty of the aciion and ſeat of a horſe

COUNTER foils that part of a tally that is ſtruck in man , acquired by practiſing in the manage, ſo that in all

COUNTER flock the Exchequer which is kept in the the motions the horſe makes, the horſeman does not incline

cuſtody of an officer of that court ; the other being deli- his body more to one ſide than the other, but continues in

vered to the perſon who has lent the king money upon the middle of the ſaddle, bearing equally on the ſtirrups,

the account, and is called the Stock. in order to give the horſe the leaſonable and proper aids.

COUNTER Forts [in Fortification ) are certain pillars and COUNTER-Poiſon , an aniidiose to ſtop or prevent the ef

parts of the walls of a place, piltant by 15 or 20 toor one
fe &ts of poiſon .

from another, which advance as much as poſſible in the COUNTER -Roll (in Law ] a counter-part of the copy

ground, and arejoined by vaults tº theheight of the Cor- of the rolls , relating to appeals, inqueſts, Sec.

don . Their uſe is to ſupport the way of the rounds and COUNTER -round (Military Term ) a certain number of

part oftherampart ; and alſo to fortifythe wall and officers, going to viſit the roundsor the ſentinels.
#rengthen the ground.

COUNTER -fuge [ in Mufick] is when the fugues pro- COUNTER Salient [ in Heraldry] is when two

ceed contrary to one another, ' beafts are borne in a coat of arms in a poſture

Counter Barry [in Heraldry] is uſed by the French for leaping from each other directly the contrary way.

what we call Bendy finifter per berd countercharged .

COUNTER -pointed in Heraldry] is when two Chevrons in COUNTERSCARP [ in Fortification ] is properly that out

oneeſcutcheon meet in the points. ward fide or ſlope of the moat which is next the campaign,

COUNTER quartered in Heraldry] denotes the efcut- and faces thebody ofthe place ; alſo the covert way with

cheon being quartered, to have each quarter again divided its glacis or ſlope and parapet.

COUNTER - Seufle, a falling out of friends one with an

COUNTER Guards [ in Fortification] large heaps of earth other; allo a ſcuffle among priſoners in the counter.

in form of parapets raiſed above the moat , before the faces COUNTER Security [in Law ] fecurity given to a party ,

and points of a baſtion , to preſerve them or to cover ſonie who has entered intobonds or other obligations for another.

other body of the place. T. COUNTER -fign, to ſign an order of a ſuperior in

COUNTER -LATH (with Builders ) a lath that is laid in quality of a ſecretary.
length between the rafters. COUNTER Sophifter, a difputant in an univerſity who

To COUNTERMA’ND [ costremander, F. of contra and maintains an argument againſt another fophifter.

mandare, L.] to forbid, to contradi & former orders. COUNTER Swallow tail ( in fortification) is an outwork

A COUNTERMAND [contremandement, F. of contra and in the form of a ſingle tenail , wider at the gorge than at

mandatum , L.) a recalling a former command.
the head.

COUNTERMAND [ in Law ) is where a thing formerly COUNTER Tally, one of the two rallies or pieces ofwood

executed is afterwards by ſome act, & c. made void by whereon any thing is ſcored .
the party that firſt did it. COUNTER Tenor (in Mufick] one of the parts ſo called

COUNTER March ( Military Diſcipline) a manner of draw- as oppoſite to the tenor.

ing up ſoldiers ſo as to change the face or the wings of COUNTER Tripping (in Heraldry] is when two ſtags or

a battalion ; thus files countermarch to bring thoſe that are other beaſts arerepreſented in a coat of arms tripping, i. e .

in the front to the rear. in a light walking pofture, and the head of one is to the

Counter Mine [ in Fortification )a well or paſſage under tail of another.

ground, which is made by the beſieged in ſearch of the To Cou'NTERVAIL [of contra and valere, L.] to be

beſiegers mine, to give it air, to take away the powder, or of an equal value to another thing ; alſo to be a fufficient

to hinder the effe & t of it by any other means. recompence for.

To COUNTER -mine [ contreminer, F. ] to link fuch mines ; To COUNTER-work ( Fortif.] to raiſe works in order to

alſo to prevent or hinder the deſign of another perſon from oppoſe and ruin the works of the enemy:
taking effe &t. Cou'NTESS Frontefe, F.] the wife of a count or earl.

COUNTER Mure [ contre-mute, F.] a wall or bank rai- COU'NTING-houſe , an appartment or cloſer where mer

fed oppoſite to the town -wall, chants enter down and keep their accounts.

COUNTER.pain [ contrepointe, F. ] a coverlet for a COU'NTLESS , numberleſs, innumerable.

COUNTER - point S bed . COU'NTRY [contrée, F. of coxterrata , L. one land ad

COUNTER- part ( in Law) the duplicate or copy of any joining to another) an empire ,kingdom or province ; it is

inſtrument, deed or indenture, that one copy maybe kept generally underſtood in diſtin &tion to a city.

byone party, and the other by the other. COUNTRY -man (of contrée, F. and man] one of the

COUNTER Pani (in Muſick ] ſignifies only that one part ſame country.

is oppoſite to another, as the baſe is ſaid to be the counter- COU'NTY [ comitatus, L.campté, F.] one of the parts or

circuits into which the whole kingdom is divided, for the /

COUNTERPA'SSANT [in Heraldry] is faid better government of it, and themore eaſy adminiftration

when there are two lions or other beaſts on the of juſtice.

fame eſcutcheon , the one paſſing or walking COUNTY [in a Legal fenfe] the county court .

one way, and the other another , ſo that they COUNTY Court, a court held every month by the the

look the dire & oppoſite ways. -riff or his deputy ; alſo another called a Turn that is held

COUNTER Trench in Fortification) a trenchị made againſt, twice a year.

the beſiegers and which of confequence has its parapet COUNTIES Corporate, are either citics or ancient be

turned towards them. roughs, upon which the kings of England have beftowed

COUNTER - gage [in Carpentry] a method uſed in mea- great liberties or privileges.

ſuring the joints, by transferring the breadth ofa mortoiſe Counties Palatine, are in England 4 in number, viz .

to the place in the timber, where the tenon is to be , in or Chefter, Durban , Lancafter and Ely, the juriſdi&ion of

der to make them fit together. which was anciently verygreat, but now their power is ve

COUNTER -Qallation, (in Fortification ) a counter-line or ry much abridged .

ditch, made round a placebeſieged, to prevent the fallies Cou'PEV ? [in Heraldry] is that honourable partition

and excurſions of the garriſon COUPEE'S which we call Party per fese, óf a line

COUNTER Plex (Common Law ] a croſs or contrary plea, drawn acroſs the eſeutcheon from fide to ſide at right an

particularly ſuch as the demandant alledges againſt atenan gles ; by ſome ſupposed to dendte a belt ; by others a cut

in courtefie or dower, who prays the King's aid , & c. for receiv'd'in battle acroſs the ihield , F.

his defence, & c. COUPE (in Heraldry ] from the French coape
COUNTER - Plot, a plot contrived to overthrow another cur, fignifies the head or any limb of an ani

plor , a fham -plot, a ferch or wile againſt another. mal cut off from the trunk, ſmooth, diſtinguiſh

COUNTER - Point [in Mufack] is the old way of compoſing ing it from that which is called eraſed, that is,

parts by ſetting points or pricks one against another to exo forcibly torn off, and therefore is ragged and un

preſs the ſeveral concords, the length or meaſure of which even, as in the figure.

was according to the words or fyllables to which iney are

applied.
COUPE

part oftreble.
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Couped , alſo denotes croffes, bars, bends , chevrons , land are made to copy-holders and ſurrenders are accept

Xoc. as do not touch the ſides of the eſcutcheon , but aré ed , EC.

as it were cut off from them . COURT of Chivalry, culled alſo the Marzbal's coriti, a

COUPE E' ( in Dancing] a motion wherein one leg is a lit- court which is the fountain of marſhal law, where the

tle bent , and ſuspended from the ground, and the other lord high conſtable of England and the earl marhal fit as
makes a motion forwards. judges,

Couple Cloſe [in Heraldry ] contains the fourth part of Courts Chriftian, fpiritual conrts in which matters re

the Chevron , and is not borne but by pairs, except there be lating to Chriftianity are more eſpecially managed ,and
a Chevron between them. ſuch as cannot well be derermined without good skill in

To Cou'ple [copulare, L. compler, F.] to join together ; divinity : and therefore thejudges are divines, archbiſhops,

alſo to copulate as in the act of generation . bishops, archdeacons, c.

A COUPLE [rouple, F.) two things of the ſame kind ſet COURT of Delegates, a court where delegates or commif

together ; alſo a fort of band to tie dogs with . ſioners are appointed by the king's commiſlion to fit in the

Cou'PLET , a diviſion of an hymn, ode, ſong, & c. court of Chancery or elsewhere, upon an appeal made to

wherein an equal number or an equal meaſure of verſes are him. This is granted in three cales ; firf , when a ſen
found in cach part. tence is given by the archbiſhop or his official in an eccle

Cou'rage, valour, ftoutneſs, mettle, boldneſs, F. ſiaſtical cauſe ; fecondly, when a ſentence is given in an ec

· COUR A'GEOUS ( courageux, F.] full of courage, ſtout, clefiaftical cauſe in places exempt ; thirdly, wiren ſentence

bold , reſolute , is given in the admiralty court, in fuits civil or marine, by

CóURA'GEOUSNESS (of courageux ,F.] courage, bold order of the civil law.
neſs. Court of Peculiars, a ſpiritual court held in pariſhes

COURANT ( in Heraldry] runnning, as a buck free from the jurisdiâion of the biſhops, which peculiarly

courant fignifies a buck in a running poſture, as belong to the archbiſhop of Canterbury, in whoſe province

in the figure annexed ; and the like of any there are 57 ſuch peculiars.

other animal. Court of Requeſts, a court of equity of the ſame nature

Coura'nt , a ſort of dance ; alſo a title of a news- with the court of Chancery, bur inferior to it, being prin
paper. cipally inftituted for the help of ſuch petitioners as in con

COURANT, a term uſed to expreſs the preſent time, as ſcionable caſes deal with the king by ſupplication. But

the year 1730 is the courant year, the 20th courant is the 20th this court was ſupprefied by Stat 16 and 17 ofCharles I.

day of tbe morib nowrunning. Court Bouillon [ in Cookery) a particular method of boil

Price COURANT of any merchandiſe, is the known and ing fiſh in wine, verjuice and vinegar, and ſeaſoned with

common price given for it. all forts of ſpice.

COURANT Coin, common and paſſable money, Court Days, days when the courts of judicature are

COUR A'P, the Indian itch ; à diſeaſe fomething like open and pleas held

* tetter or sing -worm , Court Lands, are ſuch lands as the lord of the manour

Couri'er, a meffenger who rides poft to bring or car- keeps in his own hands for the uſe of his family and for
ry expreffes. hoſpitality

COURONE' [in Heraldry] crowned , F. COURT Roll, a roll that contains an account of the

A COURSE ( curſus, L.] running, race, order, turn , cu number and nature of the ſeveral lands which depend on

Atom , way, means. the juriſdi&tion of the lord of the manour, with the names

COURSE ( probably of groſs ] thick, rough, homely ; of the tenants or copy -holders, that are admitted to any
clowniſh , rude, ſorry , mean. parcel of lands, Soc.

COURSE [in Navigation ] is a ſhip's way , i.e. that point To Court (courtiſer, F.] to make love to , to woo ;

of the compaſs, or coaſt of the horizon on which the ship alſo to deſire earneſtly, to importune, to fue, to ſtand for.
is to be ſteered from place to place. COURT A'U'D , a ſhort, thick -fet man , a dargeon, a

COURSE, a ſervice ofmeat to be ſet on the table at one thort-afs, P.
time. COURTAUD (with Horſemen] a crop or cropped horfe ;

COURSE (with Husbandmen ] every fleece, turn of parcel a bob -tail.
of hay laid on a cart at once, COUNTAUD (with Muſicians a ſhort baftoon .

COURSE ( with Archite&ts] a continued range of bricks COURTAUD (with Gunners ] a Mort kind of Ordirance

or ſtones of the ſame height throughout the length of the uſed at fea.
work. COU'RTEOUS [ courtois, F. ] civil , affable, gettle, kind !

COURSE of Plintbs ( in Maſonry] is the continuity of a Cou'rTEOUSNESS [ ccuridifie, F.] courteous beliaviour.

plinthof itone, & c. in the face ofa building. COU'RTESAN ? a lady or gentlewoman belonging to

CiuilCourse, the colle &tion of the Roman laws com- Cou'rTEZANS the French court, alſo a profetied

piled by order of Juſtinian. Atrumpet or whore, P.

Canonical Course, the colle &tion of the Canon law Cou'RTESY [courtoiſie, F.] civility, kindneſs, a good

made by Gratianus, turn ; alſo a curteſy or reverence done by a woman .

COURSE, is often uſed for the time ordinarily ſpent in COU'RTESY of England ( in Law ] a tenure by which

learning a ſcience , as a courſe of Studies, Anatomy, a man who marries an heireſs,who is poſſeſſed of lands in

Philoſophy, &c. fee -fimple, or fee-rail general, pc. and have a child
Courses (with Sailors] the main - fail and fore -fail. by her which comes alive into the world ; although the

To go under a pair of COURSES [ Sea Phraſe] is when a mother and the child both die immediately, yet if he were

Thip fails under the main - fail and fore-fail, without lacing in poffeffion, he ſhall hold the land during his life, under

onany bonnets or tops.
thetitle of tenant per legem Angliæ, this is called in Scotland,

COURSES [of Women ] their terms or flowers. curialitas Scotia, where , as well as in England, it is allowed ,

COURSER, a running or hunting horſe. and in no country beſides.

COURS ER [in the schools] a diſputant.
Cou'RTAIN [in fortification ] the front of the wall or

A COURSER [with Racers] a horſe for running or for COUR'rin S rampart lying between 2 baftious.

ſervice, COU'RTLASS, a hanger, a ſort of ſhort ſword , that has

Cou'RSEY [in a Galley! a ſpace or paffage about a but one edge.

foot and a half broad , onboth fides of which flaves are COURTH EUTLAU'ghe [Old Law ) one who knowingly

placed . cheriſhes, entertains or hides any perſon that isour-law'd .

COURT ( corte, F. probably of cors, L. and that of xós- Cou'rtly [9.d. Court -like) airy, gallant, fpruce.

TO , Gr . ] a yard belonging to a houſe or houſes.
COU'RTLINESS ( of cour, F. curia, L. a Court] court

COURT ,the palace ofa king, Sec. like behaviour.

Court, the prince with his retinue of courtiers, or the Cou'rTSHIP , courteſy, civility ; fine amorous ſpeech

attendance that is paid to aprince or great man. or carriage.
COURT [erria, L ] a hall or place where juſtice is ad- To Cousen [coufiner, F.] to defraud, to cheat.

minifter'd ; alſo the judges themfelves who fit there.
Cou'sin [confanguineus, L.) a kinſman or kintwoman

COURT [ of Admiralty ] x court firſt eftablifhed by by blood or marriage, F.
King Eduvard III, for the deciſion of caufes relating to ſea COUSSINET (with Archite & s] a cuſhion , is the ſtone

affairs. which crowns a piedroit or pier, or that ties immediately

COURT Baron , the court of a ford of a manour ( which over the capital of the import, and under the fweep ; alfo

in ancient times were ſtiled Barons) which he holds within the ornament in the Ionic capital between the Abacus and

his own precinets, in which admittances and grants of Echinus or quarter-round , ſerving to form the volutes,
Cou
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awe.

Cou'sin , a title of honour which the king beſtows on To CRACK (craquer,F.kraecken , Dut.] to make a noiſe ;

peers and nobles , foreign princes of the blood, @goc. to crack as wood does for drineſs.

Paternal COUSINS , are ſuch as iſſued from relations on A CRACK [crac, F. brack , Dut.] a craſhing noiſe ; alſo

the father's fide.
a whore.

Maternal COUSINS , thoſe on the mother's ſide. CRA'CKER, a ſquib , a kind of fire - work.

Cousu [in Heraldry] is the ſame as Rempli, and ſignifies CRACK - BRAI'NED (of craquer , F. to crack , and

a piece of another colour or metal placed on the ordinary , Brain ] diſordered in the head.

as it were fewed on. This is generally of colour upon co- To Cra'cKLE [of craquer , F. of kraecken , Dwt.]

lour, or metal upon metal, contrary to the general ruleof to make a crackling noiſe.

heraldry ; and thereforethis word is uſed, according to the CRACK't boiling of sugar (with Confectioners) a boiling

ſignification of the French word , to diſtinguiſh, that the of ſugar to ſuch a degree, that if you dip the tip ofyour

piece is not properly upon the field, but in the nature ofa finger intocold water, and thruſt it into the boiling ſugar,
thing ſewed on , F. and then immediately into the water again , rubbing the

COU'VEKT ( in Heraldry) denotes fomething like a piece ſugar off with the other fingers, it will break , making a
of hanging, or a pavilion falling over the top of a chief or crackling noiſe.

other ordinary, ſo as not to hide, but only to be a cover- CRA'CKNELS [craquelins, F.] a ſort of cakes baked

ing to it . hard , ſo as to crackle under the teeth.

Covy of Partridges [ couveé, F ) a flock of theſe fowls. CRA'DLE (crud , C. Brit. chasel , Sax .] a conveniency

A Cow [cu , Sax, ko , Dan] a beaſt well known. for a bed for a young child ; alſo that place in a croſs

To Cow one, to put one out of heart, or keep one in
bow where the buller lies.

CRADLE [of a lobſter] the belly.

Cow Blakes, cow dung dried for fuel. Crapie Scythe with Husbandmen ) a ſcythe with a

Cow Wheat, a weed that grows among corn . wooden frame fixi to it for mowing corn , and the better

Cow - QUARE (of coul, Flex, a tub ) a fort of brewing- laying it in order.

veſſel ; a cooler, 0. CRADLE (with Surgeons] a wooden contrivance or de

A Cow'ARD [ couard, F. or , as ſome will , of cow and vice to lay a broken leg in after it has been ſet, to prevent

aerd, Teut. nature] of the nature of a cow, cow -hearted its being preſſed by the bed ciothes.

one who has no courage . CRADLE [with shipurights] a frame of timber raiſed

Coward [in Heralır;} is repreſented in an eſcutcheon all along each ſide of a ſhip , by the bilge , for the greater

by a lion , with his tail doubled or turned in between his caſe in Ianching her.

legs, and is called a lion coward . CRAFT ( chakt, Sax. crelft, C. Brit ] craftineſs, cun

Cow'arDLINESS ( of cow and aerd, nature , Teut, ning, ſubtilty, a wile, a trick .

or Couardiſe, F.] want of courage. CRAFT (with Filtermen ] all ſorts of lines, hooks, ners,

COW A'RDOUS, cowardiy. Enc. for fiſhing

Cow Herd ( cv-hejia, sax ) a keeper, or one who looks Small CRAFT , ſmall ſhips uſed in the fiſhing trade,
after kine. Sec. alſo hoys, catches , ſmacks, lighters, c.

COWL , [ cuculla , L.) a hood , ſuch as monks wear. Handy CRAFT , any mechanical art or trade.

COW NE'er [of a ship; the hollow or arched part of CRAFTS Maſter, one who is skilful in any liandy- craft

its ſtern . or working trade.

To Cowr , to ſquat down ; alſo to kneel. CRA'FTINESS [crefft, Brit. chart, Sax .] cunningneſs.

Cow'RING (with Falconer's] the quivering of young CRAG [Braeghe, Dut the throat] 'the neck, the ,nape

hawks, who ſhake their wings in ſign of obedience to of the neck,

the old one. Crag (craig, C. Brit.] the top of a rock .

Cow'sLIP [cuylippe, Sax.) a flower. CR A'GGED { rough, uneven , broken.
Co'x # os (with Anat ) the hip -bone, L.
Cox -comb , a conceited fool, a ſilly fellow . CRAIERA [Old R. ] a veffel of burden , a hoy or ſmack .

CRA'GGEDNESS ? (probably of bratg , Brit. the topCos Roots} a vulgar and odd unintclligible oath .
CRA'GGINESS S of a rock ] fulneſs of crags.

COX ENDICIS ILIUM [with Anatomiſts] the ſame as To CRAM [chamman, Sax.] to ftuff, to thruft cloſe..

Coxe as, ſo called , becauſe it contains the gut ilium , L. CRAMA

( with Phyſicians) a mixture of any thing,
Cox -co'MICAL (probably of the Comb or Creft of a CHRAMA

Cock ) conceited. Croma S whether medicines or elements.

COSE'NDIX [with Anatomiſs] is the ſame with Coxa CRA'MB E [xpcélebu, Gr .] a kind of colewort.

and Os Iſcbium , and is the third and lower of the name- CRA'MBO [among School Boys] a term uſed , when in

leſs bones called offa innominata , and has a large cavity rhiming he is to forfeit, who repeats a word that was ſaid
or hollow called Acetobulum Coxerdicis, that receives the before .

head of the thigh bone : The circumference of this hollow Cramp [krampe, Dan .) a diſtemper cauſed by a violeut

being tipped with a griſtle calied its ſupercilium , L. wreſting or ſtretching of the nerves, muſcles , Soc.

Cox (prob. of Quoi, F. why] one who pretends to Cramp [with Falconers] a diſeaſe happening to hawks

much modefty, Thy . in their ſoarage, it lies in their wings, and proceeds from

COYNESS" (not improbably of quoi, F. why) ſhyneſs, cold.

ſeeming modeſty . Cramp [of krampe, Dan. the cramp) puzzling.
To Čo'z En , [ coufiner, F.] to bubble, cheat or chouſe. CR'AMMED [of chiamman , Sax.] ſtutted .

CO'ZENAGE , cozening or cheating. CRAMBLING Rocket (with Gardeners) a fort of herb.

Cras (chiabba, Sax, krabbe, Dan.) a ſea ſhell- fifh ; al- CRAMPON E E '[ in Heraldry) as a croſs Cram

ſo a wild apple. ponneé ſo called , has a cramp at each end , or
TA

A CRAB Fij} [in Hieroglypbicks] was uſed by the Egyp- ſquare piece coming from it ; that from the arm

tians , to ſignify holy myfteries that were brought to light, in chief towards the finiſter angle , that from

becauſe it lives in holes under the rocks ; and alſo it was the the arm onthat ſide downwards, that from the

ſymbol of an unconſtant perſon, becauſe it does not always arm in baſe towards the dexter ſide, and that from the

go in the fame manner, but ſometimes forwards , and dexter arm upwards, as in the eſcutcheon.

ſometimes backwards. CRAMP-Fifs, the ſame as torpedo.

To be CRAB , to be croſs -grained, four or furly. CRA'MPERN 2 ironswhich faften ſtones in a building ;

CRAB (with Shipwrights] an engine with 3 claws for CRAMP. Irons s alſo grappling -irons, to grapple or lay
launching of thips, or heaving them into the dock. hold of an enemy's ſhip:

CRA'BAT [fome derive it from one Crabat a Croatian CRA'MP-IRONS (with Printers] irons nailed to the cars

who firſt wore it] a ſort of neck - cloch . riage of the preſs to run in and out.

CRABBED ( of craube , Dan ] four or unripc as fruit ; CRAMPOO'NS ( crompons, F. ] pieces of iron hooked at

rough, ſurly. the end for the drawing or putting up of timber, ſtones, & c.

CRA'SBEDNESS ( probably of crabba, Sax a wild Cra'nage, liberty to uſe a crane, for the drawing up

apple] Tourneſs either of taſte or countenance ; alſo diff- wares at a creek or wharf, alſo money taken and paid for it.
cultneſs. CRANE (kran , Teut. cjlæn, Sax ) a fowl with a long

CR A'BBING (with Falconers] is when hawks ſtand too near neck, bill and legs, alſo a machine for drawing up heavy

and fight one another. weights ; alſo a crooked pipe for drawing liquors out of

CraB's Eyes, a ſtone in a crab fiſh , reſe:nbling an

eye. A CRANE (in Hieroglypbięks) repreſents democracy. It

a cask.

3 is
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crop of a

go wringing her ſides.

As faid of them , that when any of their company fall up CRA'VAT [ faid to be fo.called by the Croats or Croatians,

on him, as themobare apt to do in nations, Soc. for they a fort of troops in the German army] a ſort of neckcloth

will ſtrive toinjure him that has the unhappineſs to have an firſt worn by the Croats.

!Il report. It is ſaid, that when cranes fly together , they To CRAVE [chakian, Sax.] to deſire carneſtly, to be

represent the Greek 4 ; and from this their form ot flight in feech, to demand.

company , Palamedes took the letter a . Cra'ven ? acoward . In old cime , ſuch as were over,

CRANE (in America ) a foul of an hideous form , having

a bag under theneck ,which will contain 2 gallons of warer. when they yielded, and thence the word became a term of

CRANE's- Bill, an herb ; allo pincers uſed by furgeons. diſgrace ; alto a trial by a battle upon a writ of right.

CRANE- Lines [ in a Sbip) are lines which go from the CRA'VINGNESS, an earnett or eager deſire after.

upper end of the ſprit- tail, top -malt, to the middle of the Craw (broe, Dan.) the bird .

fore -ftays. To CRAWL, to creep along ſlowly.

CRA'NIUM (with Anatomiſts] the skull comprehending Cray , a diſeaſe in hawks much like tlie paritals, that

all the bones of the head, which, as it were a helmet, de- hinders their muting

fends it from external injuries, the upper part of it is dou- CRAY Fiß , or Crevice , a ſmall river fiſh .

ble, and is by ſome called calva aud calvaria, L. Ck Aſziness (prob. of xgésis , Gr.] weakırſs, indiſpo

CRANK , luſty, brisk , jolly. ſition of body or mind.

A CRANK (prob.of cjanc, Sax .] the draw -beam of a well. CAY'er, a ſmall ſort of fea veſel.

A CRANK (in Mechanicks) a machine reſembling an CR AY'on , a ſmall pencil of any ſort of colcuring ſtuff

elbow , excepting that it is in a ſquare form , projecting out made up into paſte and dried , to be uf : d for drawing and

ofanaxis or ſpindle ,which by its rotation lerves to raiſe painting in drycolours, eitherupon paper or parchment.

or lower the piltons of engines for raiſing water. CRAZE Mill [ [ in Tin Works] a mill to grind the tint

CRANK - sided Sea Termja ſhip is ſaid to be crank -ſided , CkAZING Mills that is too great after trambling.

when ſhe cannot bear her fails, or can bear but a ſmall CRA'zy [of xpéris, Gr .] diſtempered , fickly , weak .

fail, for fear of being over 1er . CkE'ABLE ( creabilis, L. ) that may be created.

CRANK by the Ground (Sea Term] uſed of a ſhip when CREAM [cremor, L. creme, F.] the thicker and more

her floor is lo narrow that the cannot be brought by the ſubſtantial part of milk ; alſo the prime and beſt partof a

ground without danger of being overthrown, or at leaſt thing

CREAM of Tartar, a preparation made of the lees of
CRA'NKNESS, briskneſs, livelineſs. wine.

To CRA'NKLE (9. d . to wrinkle] to go in and out, or CREAM W.iter, water having a kind of oil upon it , or

winding about. fat fcum , which being boiled is ufed in ſeveral medicaments.

CRA'NNOCK 2
an ancient meaſure of corn.

To C& eam , to skim off cream.

CR E'NNOCK S CREAMY [of cremor, L.7 having or full of cream .
CRA'NNY [of crena , L. cren , Fr.] a chink or little CREANCE, confidence, truſt, credit, belief, F.

crack , a crevice . CREANCE (in Falconry, a fine ſmall long line faſtened

CRAPAU'DINE [in Horſes) an ulcer on the coronet ; allo to a hawk's leath , when the is fiift lured .

a tread upon the coronet. CR EA'NSOUR, a Creditor, one wlio truſts another, either

CRAPE, a ſort of thin worſted ſtuff. with money or wares , 0.1.
CRA'PULA, a ſurfeit by over- eating or drinking ; crop- CRE'AT ( with Her men an ulher to a riding-maſter, or

Sickneſs, drunkennets. a gentleman educated in an academy of horſ. manſip, with
CRAPULENCE (crapula, L.) ſurfeiting by over-eating intent to qualify himſelf for teaching the art of riding the

CRA'PULENT ( crapulentus, L.] upprefréd, türfeited , horſe.

crop -fick . To CREA'Te [ creatum , L ] to make out of nothing ;

CRA'PULOUS ( crapulofus, L ] given to gluttony, over- to form , frame or fathion , alſo to ordain or appoint ; allo

to procure or cauſe.

To Crash [prob. of ecraffer , F.] to break with the teeth CREATE ? [creatus, L.] created , made, framed ,

with a noiſe, as in cating green fruit. CREATED S formed

CRASH , a great noiſe ; alſo a quarrel, a ſcuffle. CREATED, a created thing is one which has its depen

Cra'sis Lxpécois, Gr.] a mixture, eſpecially of wine dence upon another, as all finite beings have.

and water. CK EA'TION, is the production of ſomething out of no

CRASIS [with Grammarians) a contra &tion of 2 ſylla- thing, or out of matterthat is indispoſed or unqualified, by
bles into one, the ſame as Synerefis, as vebmert for vebement. the influence of an almighty power.

CRASIS [with Phyſicians] a proper conftitution, tempe- CREA'ror , he that creates, as God is the creator of all

Tature or mixtureof humours in an animal body, ſuch as things, L.

conſtitutes a ſtate of health. CREA'TUR E (creatura , L.] a created being ; alſo orie

CRASIS in Pharmacy] a convenient mixture of quali- who owes his rite and fortune to the favour of a great

ties, cither femple or compound ; fimple when one quality man ; alſo one at the dire &tion or under the influence of

exceeds the reſt, as hot , cold, moiſ, dry , &c .
another.

Crass [craffus, L.] Aat, groſs, thick. CRE'BER , a , um [with Botanick Writers] ſet thick upon
A CRASSA ME'NTUM [with ſome Anatomiſts] the cruor the ſtalk .

or blood, or that part which upon itanding to cool and ſe- CR E'BRITUDE (crelritudo, L.) frequency, ofrenncfs.

parate , forms the coagulum , in oppoſition to the ſerum in CRE'BROUS (creber, L ] frequent.

which it ſwims. To CREA'TURIZE , tomake or render one his creature .

CRA'SSITY 3 [ crafitas, L.) fatneſs, thiekueſs, groff- CR EA'UNCE [ creance, F.] faith , credit, confidence,

CRA'SSITUDES nefs, L. CRE'DENCE ( credentia, L ) belief.

CRASSUS , 4 , um [with Botanick Writers] thick. CREDE'NTIALS, letters of credit or recommendation ;

CRA'ssu LA 'major [Botany) the herb lib-long, or orpine, eſpecially for the authorizing or giving power to an am

or love long, L. baffador, plenipotentiary, & c.

Cra's SULA minor (Botany] the herb prick-madam, CREDIBI'LITY 3 [ credibilité, F.] probableneſs, like

worm - graſs or ſtone crop, L. CREDIBLENESS3 lihood, alſo reputableneſs .

CRASTINA'TiON , a deferring or delaying, Esc. L. CRE'dible [ credibilis, L.] that which is to be believed ;

CRASÆ'GONON (xex tairovov, Gr.] the herb arſe worthy of credit, that which although it is not apparent

ſmart, culerage or wild cow -wheat. ſenſe, nor certainly to be colle &ted, either antecedently

CRATÆO'NUM ( Botany) the herb ftitch -wort. from its cauſe, or reverfly by its effect, yet has the attefta
CRATCH ( crates, L. crefcbe, F.] a rack for hay or ſtraw . tion of truth .

CRATCHES [with Farriers ) a ſtinking fore in the Cre'dit [creditum , L.] belief, eſteem , reputation ;

SCRATCHES S heels of horſes. alſo truft ; alſo authority, intereſt, power.

CRATER, a cup or bowl, a goblet ; alſo a ſouthern To CREDIT [creditum , fup. of credere, L.] to give cre

conſtellation conſiſting of 11 ſtars. dit ortruſt to ; to grace, to ſet off.
CRATER ( in Falconry) the line on which hawks are Cre'DITABLE ( croyable, F.) true ; alto reputable.

faſtened , when reclaimed . CRE'DITABLENESS [of credit, F ] reputableneſs, L.

CkATE'RITES [of xestieg , Gr.] a precious ſtone be- CR E'Dit [in Traffick ] a mutual loan of merchandizes,

tween the chryſolite and the amber. doc. on the reputation of the honeſty and ſolvability of the

CRATI'CULA (with Chymifts] an iron inſtrument uſed in perſon negociating ; alſo the courſewhich papers or bills ,& c.

making fires to keep up the coals. of commerce have in negociating the actions of a company,

Eee

cating, Soc .

to

as
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or arms

as of the Bank, Souib-Sea , & c. which is ſaid to riſe when Cre'pitus Lupi, [ Botany) a kind of fungus, common

they are received and fold at prices above par, or the ſtan- ly called puff-ball.
dard of their firſt appointment. CREPITA'TION , a cracking, L.

Credit [in Ant. Writers] a right which lords had over CREPU'SCLE (crepufculum , L.) the twilight in the

their vaſſals , to oblige them to lend money for a cer- evening after the letting of the ſun , or in the morning be

tain time. fore its riſing

Letters of CREDIT [in Commerce) are letters given by a CREPU'SCULOUS , pertaining to the twilight.

merchant, & c. to ſuch perſons as he can truſt to take money CRE'SCENT (crefcens, L ) increaſing or growing.

of his correſpondent. CRESCENT [with Farriers] a horſe is faid to have

Cre'ditor , one who is of fair credit ; which brings creſcents, when the point of the coffin-bone , which is moft

credit or reputation, who gives credit ; one who lends or advanced, falls down and preſſes the fole outwards.

truſts another with money ,goods, ogac .
CRE'SCENT (in Heraldry is the half moon ,

CRE'DULOUS ( credulus, L.] eaſy, light or raſh of with the horns tuined upwards. It is uſedeither

belief. as an honourable bearing, or as the difference

CREDU'LITY [ credulitas, L.] aptneſs, eaſineſs or to diſtinguiſh between elder and younger fami

CRE'DULOUSNESS > readineſs to believe. lies ; this being generally afligned to the ſecond fon, and

Creed (of credo, L.) a ſhort or ſummary account of the to thoſe that deſcend from him . See the Figure.

chief articles of the chriſtian faith , ſo called from the firſt CRE'SSAN, a kind of pear called the Bergamot creffan.

beginning in Latin, Credo in Deum , i.e. I believe in God. Crest ( with Florifts] the upper part of a labiated Power.

CREEK (crecca, Sax. crique, F.] a little bay, a nook Crest-MA'RINE ( with Botanifes] the herb rock

in a harbour, 'where any thing is landed. ſamphire.

A CREEK } [in the Neck] a ſmall pain there, occaſioned Cre'set, an herb.

A Crick S by cold . Cresser Light, a large lanthorn fixed to a pole ; alſo

To CREEK (prob. of chryger, Dan .] to make a noiſe as a burning beacon .

a door does , when its hinges are ruſty. CREST ? [crifta, L. creſte, F.] the tuft on the head of

To Creep ( croppan, C. Brit. creopan , Sax.] to crawl CRIST S a bird.

upon all fours ; alſo to come ſoftly, or privately. Crest (with Carvers] a carved work to adorn the head

CRE E'PER ,-, any animal that creeps ; alſo an andiron. or top of any thing not unlike our modern corniſh .

CREE'PER [with Gardeners] a tree whoſe branches trail Crest (with Heralds] a device repreſenting a living,

on the ground. creature, plant or other artificial thing, ſet over a coat of

Cr E e'pers , a ſort of galothes or low pattens, on the wreath in the uppermoſt part of the ef

rather between partens or clogs, with bits of iron inſtead of cutcheon,
rings for women . CREST fallen (with Farriers) a term uſed of a horſe,

CREMA'STER [xpenasip, a hook of sepenew, Gr. to hold when the upper partof the neck on which the mane grows,

up]a muſcle otherwiſe called fufpenfor tefticuli, both the docs not stand upright, but hangs either on the one lide
names being taken from the uſe of it, which is too much, or the other.

and ſerves to draw them up and raiſe them in coitu . Crest Fallen ( ſpoken of Men ] fignifies diſpirited ,

CREMA'TION , a burning, L. put out of heart , caft down, c.

CREME'NTUM comitatus [ Law Term ) the improve CRET Tile, a ridge tile.

ment of the king's rents, above the vicontiel rents ; for Cre'sTED (criftatus, L.) having a creſt.

which improvements the ſheriff anſwered by crementum Cre's Well , the broad edge or verge of the ſole of a

comitatus, Thoo, round about.

CREMESI'NUS , a, um [in Botanick Writers] of a crim- CRETA'CEOUS { cretaceus, L ) of or belonging to chalk .

ſon colour. CRETATED (cretatus, L.] chalked .

CR E'na , a notch or dent, L. CRE'TICISM } [ ſo called from the inhabitants of Crete,

CR E'NATED or notched Leaf (with BotaniAs) is that CRE'TISMSs who were famous for lying] a forging

which is cut about the edges into ſeveral obtufe ſegments, oflies, falfeueſs, perfidiouſneſs.
as in the oak-leaves. CRETO'se [cretofus, L.) full of chalk, chalky.

CR E'NCLES s [in a ship) ſmall ropes ſpliced or let in- CreTO'Sitx [cretofitas, L.) chalkineſs.
CRE'NGLES S to the bolt ropes of the tails that belong CRE'VET

to the main and fore-maſts, they are faſtened to the bow- CRU'S ET
' } a melting pot ufed by goldſmiths.

ling bridles, and are to hold by, when the bonnet fail is CRE'VICE (crevare, F.] a chink or cleft ; alſo a cray

taken off.
fith .

Cre'M NOS [xpéuvo , Gr, a precipice or ſhelving place ] CR EW'EL , two threaded worſted .

it is uſedby Anatomifts for the lip ofthepudendum muliebre ; Crew'er ( prob. of cruche, F. an earthern pot] a

alſo the lip of an ulcer. CREUET S phial or narrow -mouth'd glaſs, to hold

CREN ELLE' [in Heraldry] or embattled in oil or vinegar,

Engliß , from the French word Cren, ſignifying CREUX ( in Sculpture] a hollow cavity, out of which

a notch or interval, ſignifies when any honour- ſomething has been fcooped or digged.
able ordinary is drawn like the battlements on a CRIANCE { [with Falconers] a line of fine ſtrong even

wall to defend men from the enemies ſhot; that is, the CRIATS S pack -thread faſtened to the leash of a

Wall riſing at ſmall intervals, ſo as to cover them , and hawk when ſhe is firſt lured, F.

lower at thoſe intervals ; and the uſe of it is taken from CRIB [cribbe , Sax . kribbe , Dan.) a cratch or manger

ſuch walls, either for having been the firſt at for cattle .

ting them , or the chiefeſt in defending them ; as in the CRIBBAGE, a game at cards .

figure. Cri'BBLE [of cribellum , L.) a corn -ſieve, P.

CR E A'NCE [with Farriers) an ulcer in the fore-part of CRIBRATION, the fifting of powder through a fine

the foot of an horſe, about an inch above the cronet.
fieve , L.

CR E'PATURE [in Pharmacy] the boiling of barley or CRIBRUM Os Anat.) a bone of the noſe reſembling a

any other thing till it cracks. fieve, L.

CREPHAGE'NETUS [xpuçã or xpupurivetos, Gr. fecret- CRIBRUM Benedi&tum (with Anat] i . e, the blesſed fieve ;

ly born] was a god of Thebes in Phrygia, whom they ac- a membrane or certain thick skin full of ſmall holes like a

counted immorral. Herodotus relates, that the Thebans were fieve, which (as the ancients had a notion ) was in the

the only peoplein all Egypt that refuſed to admit the ex- reins, and through which they fancied the ſerum was ſtrain

travagant ſuperſtitions of other cities, and that they wculd ed into the ureter ; leaving the good blood behind for the

never give divine honour to mortal gods. It is probable, nouriſhment of the reins.
that this fingularity might proceed from fome impreſſions Crick , a ſort of cramp or pain in the neck .

the Iſraeliteshad left amongthem for the city of Thebes CRICKET (of krekel, Du, to chirp! a little infect

was nextneighbour to the land of Goßen. haunting ovens, chimneys, & c. alſo a low ſtoolfor a child ;

CrePI'N ES [ in Cookery) fringes ; a ſort of farce or ſtuffed alſo a play with bats and ball.

meat wrapped up in a veal- caul, p . CRICOARYTÆNOI'DES [of xpireou a ring, opúc to

To CR E PITATE (crepitatum , L.) to make a noiſe of- drink, or apuràs a ſort of cup to drink out of, and

form ) certain muſcles which ariſe from the cartilage called

CRE'Pitus, a Fart, L. alſo a certain deity worſhipped cricoides, and are inſerted into the Arytænoides, which while

by the Egyptians under an obſcene figure, which is to be they draw fideways and outwardly, the Rimula of the

Teen in ſome curious collections of antiquity. Larynx is widened .

moun

ten, to crack .

CRI
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Cricoi'des [of xeixo , Gr. a ring] the griſtle of the Cri'sTÆ [with Phyſicians] excrefcences of Aeſh grow

larynx or top of thewind-pipe, which is in the formof a ring. ing about the fundament, theroots of which arc often chapt
CRI'COTHYREOIDES (of xpire , Supeós an helmet, and cleft.

and io8G Thape, Gr.] a pair of muſcles which take their CRITE'RIUM ? [xerthelov, Gr .] a judgment made of

riſe from the fore part of the cricoides, and end in that CRITE'RION S the truth or falſity of a propofition,

which is called frutiformis. or about the nature or qualities of any effect.

CRIME ( crimen , L.) a fault, a foul deed, an offence, a Cri'the [with Phyſicians] a little oblong push or ſwel

fin , L. ling growing to the eye-brows where the hairs are, ſo cal
CRIMINAL [criminalis, L.] of or belonging to , or ledtrom its reſembling a barley corn .

guilty of a crime.

CRIPTIMUM } [upíšuov, Gr.] fea-fennel or famphire.A CRIMINAL, [ Un criminel, Fr.) an offender.

CRIMINALNESS [ of criminel, F. criminalis, L.] guil- CRI'THOMANCV (of neigh barley , and Marteic, Gr .

tineſs of a crime. divination] a kind of divination performed by conſidering
CRIMINATION, a blaming or accuſing, L. the dough or matter of the cakes offered in ſacrifice, and

CRI'MINATORY [ criminatorius, L ] full of accuſations the meal ſtrewed over the victims that were to be killed .

or crimes, CRITICAL [criticus, of xeitonds, Gr. ] of a nice judg
CRIMINO'SITY ( criminofitas, L.) reproach, ill report. ment ; that judges or gives ſigns to judge by ; alſo cento

CRIMINO's e [ criminoſus, L.) ready to blame or accuſe. rious or aptto find fault with .

CRIMNOI'DES 3 [with Phyſicians] urine with thick ſe- CRI'TICAL Days (with Phyſicians] are thoſe days where
CRIMNODES 3 diments at the bottom like bran . on there happens a ſudden change of the diſeaſe, or on
CRI'MPLING (prob. q. crippling) as to go crimpling, i.e. which it comes to its criſis.

as if the feet were tender.
CRITICAL Signs [with Phyſicians) are ſigus taken from

CRIMP , a dealer in coals. a criſis, either towards a recovery or death.

CRIMSON ( cramoifin, F.] of a fine deep red colour. CRITICALLY [en critiquant, F. critico more, L.] like

CRINANTHEMUM [xewevdepov, Gr.) the wild lily. a critick ; alſo in the very nick of time.

CRI'NATED [crinatus, L.) having long locks. CRITICALNESS nice judgment, critical diſcourſe or

CRI'NATED Roots [in Botany) are ſuch as ſhoot into CRI'TICISM S reflection, or the art of judging

the ground inmany ſmall fibres or hairs. and cenſuring mens a &tions, words or writings.

CRI'NED (in Heraldry) having hairs. To CRITICI'Z E upon (critiquer, F.) to play the critick,
CRI'NELS 2 [with Falconers] {mail black feathers in a to examine nicely ; to judgeand cenſure a man's actions,

CRI'NETS > hawk, likehair about the fere. words or writings; alſo to find faule with .
CRINIGEROUS (criniger, L.) wearing hair or long locks. A CRI'TICK ( criticus, of xestexos, Gr.) one skilled in

CRINO'S E ( crinofus , L.] having much or long hair. criticiſm , a profound ſcholar, a nice cenſurer.

CRINO'SITY [crinofitas, L. ) hairineſs . CRITICIKS [ critica, L. xeitia, Gr.] the art of cri

To CRINGE [perhaps of Brechen, Du. to creep] to ticizing ; a skill conſiſting in a nice and curious examination
make low bows or congees ; to Thew great ſubmiſſion . of authors.

Cri'nis , hair, L. Cro’ats [ becauſe originally they were from Croatia ]
CRINI'TA ftella, a comet or blazing ftar, L. a regiment of horſe in France.

To CRI'NKLE [bronckelen , Du.] to go in and out, to Cx O'CARDS, a ſort of money which with pollards,

sun into folds and wrinkles . faldings, Soc. were anciently current in England.

CRINO'NES [ of crinis, L. bair ) a ſort of worms fome- CKO'CEOUS ( croceus, L. xpóxel , Gr.] of or like faffron.

times found under the skin in children, reſembling ſhort CROC EUS, a, um , ( with Botanick Writers] of a faftion

thick hairs or briſtles. colour, L.

CRIPPLE (crupl, C. Brit. kreple, Du .] a perſon that is CROCITA'TION ,thecroaking or kawing of crows,&c.L .

lame, the uſe of ſome limb being wanting or defe&tive. Cao'ches (with Hunters] the little burs that grow about

Cri'PPLINGS [with Architexts) ſhort ſpars or piles of thetop of a deer's or hart's-horn.

wood againſt the ſide of an houſe. CRO'Ci [in Botany ] the apices or ſmall knobs on the

CRI'SIMA [xplorua, Gr.] ſigns by which perſons may tops of horns.

judge with reſpect to a diſeaſe. CROCI'A [ old Rec.] the croſier or paſtoral ftaff, which

Cri'sis [xpices, Gr.] judgment, ſentence or verdict, biſhops, and abbots had the privilege to bear, as the com

judgment indiſcerning anything. mon enſigns of their religious office, and were commonly

ČR ISIS [with Pbyſicians] a judgment paſs’d on a diſtem- inveſted in their prelacies by the delivery of it.

alſo the conflict between nature and the diſeaſe, or the CROCIA'RIUS, the officer who bears the croſier ſtaff be

ſudden change of it tending either to a recovery or death . fore a bifhop.

Perfe & Crisis , is that which intirely frees the patient To Crock,to black one with foot.

from the difteniper, and is either falutary or deadly. A CROCK , [crocca, Sax .] a coarſe earthenpot.

Imperfe & Crisis , is that which does not clearly de- Croʻcium ? the collation or diſpoſal of bishopricks and

termine the tendency of the diſeate, but leaves room for CRO'CIÆ Sabbiesby the giving of a ſtaff.

another Criſis, and this is twofold, either for the better CROCODILE [x @gxód No , Gr.] a ravenous beaft ſhap'd

or the worſe. like a lizard , being an amphibiouscreature, living bothon

Imperfe &t Crisis for the better [with Phyſicians) is a land and in the water, very frequent in the river Nile and

criſis which does not quite take away the diſeaſe, but en- elſe where, which grows to a prodigious ſize, ſometimes to

ables the patient to bear it better. the length of 20 or 30 foot.

Imperfe &t CRISIS for the worſe [ with Phyſicians ] is CROCODILE [of xogxodtir @ , of regnor faffron , and

when the diſeaſe becomes more violent and dangerous. Sumör fearing] the Egyptians worſhipped God under the

Cri'som 3 [of xplouch, Gr.] an un &tion anciently uſed form of a crocodile, becauſe it is a creature which is ſaid

CHRI'SOMS in chriſtening children] an infant who to be the only one without a tongue ; and ſo they imagined

dies before baptiſm . ir hieroglyphically to repreſent God, beholding all things
To Crisp criſpare, L.) to frizzle or curl . both inheaven and earth with a profound ſilence.

CRISP [ criſpatus, L.) friable, dry'd by frying, 5c. till CROCODILE, bearing on the bead the featber of an Ibis

it is frizzled or apt to crumble. (hieroglypbically ] repreſented a Rothful man ; becauſe the

St. Cri'sPIN's Lance [of Criſpin the famous patron of bird ibis is ſaid to have a ſecret power on the crocodile, ſo
the Thoomakers an awl . that if the body of this ſerpent be ſtroaked with it , tho

CRI'SPED (criſpatus, L.] curled ; alſo made friable or it be in its nature cruel and rapacious, it loſeth its former
brittle .

diſpoſitions and becomes extreme Nothful and idle for a

CRI'SPNESS , brittleneſs, aptneſs to crumble or break. time.

CRISPI'NA (with Botanifs ) the raſpis tree, L. CROCODLLI'T ES [with Rhetor .] a captious and fophif

CRISPISU'LCANT, (criſpiſulcans, L.) coming down tical kind of argumentation , ſo ordered as to ſeduce the

wrinkled ; ſpoken of lightening unwary, and draw them fpeciouſly into a ſnare.

CRI'SPITUDE (criſpitudo, L.] curledneſs , CROCOMA'GMA [of xpóxos.and neeyum, Gr.] a phyſi

CRISTA ( Anatomy) a crooked , twiſted, ſpiral eminence cal compoſition, the chief ingredient of which was fastron ;

in the middle of the ſpine of the ornoplate. alſo dregsoftheoil of laffron and other ſpices, pnciently
CRI'STA galli [ Anatomy] a ſmall proceſs in the middle made up into balls.

of the os ethmoides advancing within the cavity of the CROCODILI'Ne ( crocodilinus, L. of Xegxod einavos, Gr. ]

cranium , L. like a crocodile ; alſo ſophiſtical.

CRI'STATED [criftatus, L.) having a creſt or comb. CROCOME'RION [x @ xouicior, Gr ] the herb great
ſanicle or lion's paw , L. CRO

per ;
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Cro'cus , faffron , L. CRO'sier ( of crore, F.] a biſhop's faf made in the

CROCUS (with Cbymifts] a powder of a ſaffron colour. form of a thepherd's crook, to intimate that they are ipi

CROCUS Martis ( with Chymifts ] ſaffron of ſteel, a me ritual ſhepherds.

dicine ſo called from its reddiſh or Saffron colour. COSTERS (with Aſtronomers] 4 ſtars in the form of a'

Crocus Martis aperiens [ Chymiftry) i. e. opening faf- croſs, which ſhew the antartick pole to those whofail
fron of Mars, which is made by wathing iron -plares, and in the ſou.hern hemiſphere.

then expoſing them to the dew till they ruft, then ſcrap-. Cao's LET [cro felet, F.) a little chois .

ing off the ruft. Crosler, a frontiei or head clow .

CROCUS Martis [ in Chymical Writers] is
Croset ( in Heraldry] as a Croſs Coaſt, is

expreſſed by theſe characters.
a ciofs colied again at a tinill dittance from

Crocus of Copper ( in Chymical Writers) is ex
E each of the endi, as in the figure:

preſs'd by this character.

Crocus Metallorum (Chymifry] a kind of impure and Cross [crux , L. croix , F.] a gibbet on which the an

dark glafs of antimony , ofa liver-colour, called alto liver cients uſed in hung their faves and maletactors, who were

of antimony either tied the ero with ropes or nuded with nails, who

Cro'e ' ? [brom , Du .] an iron -bar or lever ; alſo a having their bones broken co dip.ich them the tooner, al

Cro'MES notch in the ſide- boards or itaves of a ways died upon it.

cask, where the head- pieces come in . A Cross Luith Heralds is au ordinary como

CROFT ( choyt, sax. ] a little clofe. poſed of 4 lines, two of which are perpenci
: -

Croft, a lip of ground adjoining to an houſe, which cular, and the other two tranſverſe, that mee

is called toft ; fo formerly they used this ſaying of a very by coupies in 4 right angles, and consains one

poor man, he bad ne toje ne croft, i . e. ke bad neither bouje fifth of the field , as in the figure. Cioffis are oi vulous
nor land. forts.

CROISAD E , a name given to a Chriſtian expedition Cross Avelline, a croſs, the ends of which ſhoot forth

againſt Infidels, for conquering the Holy Land, 'becaule like the husk of a filherd .

thoſe that engaged in the expedition wore a croſs on their
Cross fitched

boſoms, and bore a croſs in their ſtandards. There were Crossfitclees
a croſs pointed at the bottom ,

at ſeveral times 8 croiſades , the firſt was begun at the ſo- Ckoos Fleury, a croſs with a flower de lis at each end :

licitation of the patriarch of Jeruſalem , in the year 1095 ; Cross Fourchet, a forked croſs.

the 2d in 1144. under Lewis VII. the 3d in 1188. by Cross Milrine, a croſs, the ends of which are clomped

Henry II ; of Englard, and Philip Auguftus of France ; the and turned again like a milrine, which carries the milftone.

4th in 1195 by pope Celeftin III. and the emperor Cross-voided, is when a line is drawn parallel to the

Henry VI ; the sth and 6th was publiſhed in 1998.'and our linesofa croſs, and then the field is ſuppoſed to ap
1213. by pope Innocent III ; the 7th was undertaken pear through.
by St. Louis about the year 1245 ; and the laſt was in the Cross -bar.fot (with Gunnets] a round 1 : or, having a

long iron ſpike Caft with it , as if it were let quite through

Cro'I IERS , a religious order, or a congregation of re
the middle.

gular canons. Cross Beam ( in Arbite &ture) one beam laid acroſs

CROISIER } [ of Croix, F. ) a Mepherd's - crook, a Cross Pieces another .

CRO'IZIER S fymbol of paftoral authority ; being a Cross Beam (in a ship a large piece of timber, which

ſtaff of gold or ſilver, crooked at the top , carried betore goesacroſs two of her pieces, called Bites, to which the ca
bishops and abbots, and held in the hand when they give ble is fastened , when the ſhip rides at anchor,

benedi&tions. A CROSS - BITE, a diſappointment.

CROISSANTE [in Heraldry ] as la croix croiſſante, F. is A Cross Caper, a kind of leap, with croſſing the legs ;

a croſs creſcented, i. e. having a creſcent or half-moon alſo an unlucky accident or misfortune.

fixt at either end, To make a Cross in Corvers < (with Horſemen is to

Croi's Es [ croiſez , F.] pilgrims; alſo knights of the To make a Cross in Balotades s make a fort of leap

order of St. John of Jeruſalem , ſo called from the badge or air with one breath , forwards and backwards, as in the

ofthe croſs , alſo of pilgrimswho were bound for the figure of a crots.

holy land , or who had been there, they wore the croſs Cross-grained , that goes againſt the grain, peeviſh ,

on their upper garments. ſtubborn , humourſome,

To Croke (croefler, F. crocare, Ital .] to make a noiſe Cross-fack yard (in a ship] a ſmall yard , fung at the
like a frog or raven ; or as the guts do with wind. end of the miſien -maft, under the top.

CRONEL
is the iron at the end of a tilting ſpear, Cross Matches, croſs -marriages, as when a brother and

CRONET
having a ſocket for the end of the ſtaff ſiſter intermarry with two perſons who have the fame re

CORONET to go into, and terminating in three lation one to the other ; alio when a widower and widow

points. having children, unite themſelves and their children by
CRONE (crone, Sax.] an old ewe or female. matrimony

CRO'NET, the hair which grows over the top of an Cross Purpoſes, contrary devices or deſigns ; alſo a kind

horſe's hoof, of ſport.

CR o'ny (prob . of congerrone, L. a merry companion , Cross Staff, a mathematical inftrument uſed by mari

or of xpóros, Gr. time, q. d. a good old friend ) an in- ners for taking the meridian altitude of the ſun or ftárs.

timatecompanion or contemporary diſciple.
Cross Trees in a ship ) four pieces of timber, bolted and

To Croo } to make a noiſe like a dove or pi- let one into another, at the head of the maſts ; ſo that

To CROO'KELS geon . they ſerve to keep and bear the top maſts up.

A CROOK [croc, F. an Hook] a fhepherd's hook or ftaff. Cross Trip (with Wreftlers] is when the legs are crofled

CROOKED (kroget, Dan .] not ſtraight, ſome derive it one within another.

of krok, the turning up the hair in curls] bowed , bent, Cross Wort, a plant whoſe leaves and flowers both
grow

turning in and out.
in the Shape of croſſes.

CROOKEDNESS [of broek, a curl of the hair] ben- Cross -TREE yard (in a ship] is a yard ſtanding ſquare

dingneſs. juſt under themizzen -top, and is faſtened below to fit the

Croo'tes [in Lead Mines] a ſubſtance found about mizzen -top-ſail.

the oar. CROT A'PHICK Artery [ ofXestezite the muſcles of the

CROP (croppay, Sax.] the gathering of corn or hay, temples, of xogte the temples] a name given to the

or the old ſtock that the ground affords; alſo the handle tendon of the muſcle Crotaphites.

of a coachman's whip. CRO'TAPHITES [ in Anatomy] a muſcle of the lower

To Crop, (prob. of croppan, Sax .] to cut or pinch off, jaw , whoſe fibres ſpring.

to gather.
CrotA'PHIUM ( with Phyſicians] a pain in that part of

the head,Crop (croppa, C. Brit. a krop, Du .] a bird's -craw .

CKO'PPA ( probably of croppar, Sas. Old Law ] a crop Crotch , the forked part

of corn , or the product in harveſt.
CRO'ICHET (crotchet, F.of croc an hook] a note in mu.

CROP SICK, fick at the ſtoniach . fick which is half a minim.

CRO'QUETS [in Cookery! certain compounds made of CRO'TCHET, a fancy, a whimſey.

delicious ſtuffed meat, ſome of the bigneſs of an egg CROCHET (with Printers) an incloſure for words in this

ſerving for a ſide diſh ; others the size of a walnut for form [ ]

garnishing

CROTELS

0

of a tree,
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CRO'TELS ? (with Hunters] the ordure or dung of pearled

Cro'TEYING a hare. Flowered CROWNS crowns with pearls or leaves

CROUCH ( crochu, F.] crooked ; alſo acroſs Parſley, & c.
of ſmallage, Sac.

CROUCH Maſs 3 [among the Roman Catholicks] á Crown [with Geometricians] a plane included between

CROU'ch Majs-day S feſtival obſerved in honour of two parallel or excentrick perimeters of circles that are une,
the holy croſs. qual, generated by the motion of ſomepart of a right line

To CROUCH [ croucher, F.] to bow down, to ſquat or lie tound å centre, the moving part not being contiguous to
down. the centre.

CROU'CHED Friers. See Crutched Friers. Crown'd (in Horſemanſhip) a horſe is ſaid to be crownd,

CroU'CHING [of crocher, F.] bowing down, ſtooping. when he is ſo hurt or wounded in the knee by a fall or

CxoUPA'D Es (with Horſemen ] are leaps of a horse that any other accident, that the hair ſheds and falls off with

are higher than corvets, which keep the fore and hind out growing again.

quarters of an horſe in an equal height, ſo that he truſſes CROWNED Horn -work, a horn -work with a crown -work

his hind legs under his belly, without yerking or ſhewing before it :
his ſhoos, CROWNED Top (with Hunters) the firſt head of a deer,

CROUPE' [of a Horſe] is the extremity of the reins above the crotchets or buids being raised in form of a crown.

the hips. CROW'NING (withi Archite&ts] any thing that terminates

To gain the CROUPE (in Horſemanſhip) is one horſeman's or finiſhes a decoration .

making a demi-tour upon another, in order to take him Crowns of Colours (with Meteorologiſti] certain coloured

upon
the croupe. rings which appear like Halo's, but of the colours of the

Without hipping the CROUPE [in Horſemanſip] a term rainbow, and at a leſs diſtance than the common Halo's

which ſignifies without traverfing, without lettingthe croupe about the bodies of the ſun and moon.

go out of the volte or the tread of the gallop .
Croy (in the Scotcb Law ; the ſatisfaction that is to

CroU'PER (in a Gaming - houſe] one who watches the be paid by a judge who does not adminiſter juſtice
card and gathers money for the bank. as he ought, to the neareſt of kin to the man thát was
Crouia'de [in Cookery, a particular way of dreſſing a kull. d.

loin of mutton , F. To CROYn (with Hunters] to cry as fallow - deer do ai

A Crow (crare, Sax ) a bird well known. rüt.ing time.

A Cxow (Hieroglypo.cally repreſents a foo hlayer, be- CRU'CIAL , in the form of a croſs

cauſe it is dedicated to Apollo the God of foothſaying and CAUCIA'T A Glabra, Bot.) [month Croſs - wort, L.

prophecy. When crows are put together, they ſign:fy'd CRUCIA'TA Hirſuta, rough or hairy Croſs -wort, L.

diſcord and war. To Cru'CIATE (cruciatum , L.; 10 torment.

Two CR .ws [Hieroglypbically] being put together, ſigni- CRUCIA'TU , (with Anatomiftsj a muſcle of the thighi

fied discord and war, and were generally accounted un- lying under the vafti, L.

happy birds , and the foretellers of misfortunes This bid CRU'CIBLÈ, a veſſel made of earth , and ſo tem

was dedicated to Apollo, the God of prophecy and footh- pered and baked as to endure the greateſt fire for melting
ſaying, and ſo it was the ſymbol of a ſoothſayer, and as oars, metals, minerals , Coc.

ſome ſay in later times of an impoftor ; because thoſe that CRUCIBLE in Chym fry ] is

pretend to foreiel future events by luch means, muſt play expressd by theſe chara &ters.
the impoſtor . CrucI'FEROU , [crucifer, L.] bearing a crols, L.

A Crow , an iron inſtrument for moving of heavy Cru'CiF Eks , the ſame as Cruched Friers.

CRU'CIFIX [9 cruci eff us, i.e. affixed to the croſs] a

To Crow (crapan , Sex .] to cry as a dunghill-cock ; al figure repreſenting our Sa noui on the croſs.

ſo to brag , to vapour . CRUCIFIXION, the a &t or luttering of crucifying or be .
Crow Net, a ner for be catching wild fowl in winter. ing crucified .

Crows Bill [ with Surgeons) au inſtrument for drawing To Cku'cify (crucifigere, L. crucifirr, F.! to faften ,

bullers, broken bones, Segoc. outof the body. bind or nail to a croſs ; alſo to mortify lults, @soc.

Crows Feet (in a Shp : ſmall ropes divided by the holes CRUCI'GEROUS [rruciger, L.] bearing a croſs.

of a little block or pulley , call’d the Dead Man's Eye, in- CRUDE (crudus, L.] raw , indigeſted, that has not had

to 6 , io or more parts, the degree of co &tion, i. e , heat requiſite to prepare it for

Crows Feet (in Military Affairs) irons with four points eating or for ſome other purpoſe.
of three or fourinches long, ſo that which way foever CRUDE Humours [in pbyfick] are ſuch humours as want

they fall, one point will be uppermoft. that preparation and elaboration which they ordinarily to

CROWD (cruth , C. Br.] a throng, a preſs ; alſo an old ceive from digeſtion .

name for a fiddle. Crude'lity (crudelitas, L.] cruelty.

CROWLING (in Caitle] the crying or rumbling noiſe; CkU'DENESS

and fretting of the
{ [crudité, F. cruditas, L.] rawneſs.

guts. CRU'DITY

Crow N [ corona, L. couronne, F.] a ſort of cap of ſtate CRUDITY [with Phyſicians] is when the blood is not

or ornamentmaleof gold and adorned with jewels, worn duly fermented, and broughtto a right conſiſtence ; or it
on the heads of kings and loveraign princes. may be defined to be hat eſtate of a diſeaſe, in which

Crown , a coin or piece of money, the Engliſ worth the morbifick matter is ofſuchbulk , figure, cohefion,mo

55. the French crown 4's. 6 d . their gold crowns8 s. 6 d . bility or inactivity, which create or increaſe the diſeaſe.

To Crown [coronare, L. couronner, F.] to ſet a crown Crudity [in the Stomach) is an ill digestion, when the

on the head ; alſo to reward ; alſo to make perfe & , to fi- aliment or meat is not duly fermented, and regularly turn

niſh honourably : cd into chyle.

Crown Glaſs, the fineſt ſort of window -glaſs. Cru'el (crudelis, L.) fierce, hard -hearted , barbarous ;

Crown Imperial, the moſt beautiful and largeſt kind grievous, hard , painful, . F.

of Daffodil Aower. CRU'ELNESS [ crudelitas, L. cruanté, F.] barbaroul

CROWN [in a Figurative ſenſe] ſignifies kingdom , em- CRU'ELTY neſs, fiercenefs, hard -heartedneſs, ill

pire or dominion. uſage, rigour, unmerciful temper.

CROWN POST [with Archite& s] a poſt which in ſome CRUENTA'TĖD (cruentatus, L.) embrued , or beſprin

buildings ſtands upright in the middle between two princi- kled , or bedawbed with blood .

pal rafters. CRU'ENTOUS [ cruentus, L.] bloody, ſtained, oi, withi

CROWN Scab [ in Horfes] a mealy, white ſcurf, growing blood.

on the legs. To Crui's ė [of kruis , Du a croſs, 1.e. to croſs to and

Crown Tbifte [with Botaniſts] a plant called Frier's fro ] to lail up and down the feas for a defence to mer
Crown - thiftle. chants fhips.

Crown Works [in F rtification ] an outwork conſiſting of CRUI's er , a ſhip of war appointed to fail to and fro

a ſpacious gorgeand two wings, advanced towards the field, as before.

to guin ſome hill or riſing ground, theſe fall on the coun- Crum ( cruma, Sax .) a ſmall particle of, or the ſoft

tericarp near the faces of the baſtion. part of bread.

CROWN WHEEL [in a Watch] is the upper part next To CRUM 2 [acchúmian , Sax . krugmelen ,Dx ] to

the ballance, which by itsmotion drives it, the fame which To CRU'MBLES break ſmall by rubbing.

in royal pendulums is called the ſwing wheel. CRU'MBLINGNESS [of acchumian, Sax .] aptneſs to

Radiated crumble.

Pointed
C : own oneone which had 12 points.

Fff CRU
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CRU'MMY [of chruma, Sax.] ſoft as bread ; alſo full CR y'pte, grotto's, caves or hollow places underground ;

of crumbs. vaults ſet apart for the burial of particular families : the

Crump (crwinm , C Br. chump, Sax.] crooked or graves of the martyrs were more clpecially . called crypta ,

çrook -back'd where the primitive Chriftians uſed to meet for the per

To Cru'mple (crompeht, sax. krumpen, Du.] to forming divine tervice ; alto a church under ground like
that of St. Faith's under St. Paul's.

put a garment out of the folds or plairs ; to ruffle or touze.
CkU'MPLED (of chlump, sax .] full of crumples or Cry'prical ? [crypticus,L.of xpualuxos, Gr.] hidden ,

¿reales: CRY'PTICK S fecret, hid under ground.

To CRUNK, to cry like a crane.
CRYPTO'GRAPHY [of xpua'ls fecret, and respo to

: Cku'or (crpur; L] blood dropping out of a wound , write] the art of fecrer wiiting, as by characters or cy

gore.
phers.

Cku'PPER [croupiere, F.] the buttocks of a horſe, the CRYPTO'LOGY [of uputrds and nézw, Gr.] a ſpeaking
rump ; alſo a roll of leather under the tail of a horſe. or diſcourfing in fecrct ; a whilpering privately .

CRU'PPER Buckles , large ſquare buckles fitted to the CRYPTOPORTICUS [of xfum 1 , Gr. to hide, and porti

ſaddle tree behind to fåſten the c:upper. cus, L. porch, &c.] a [ cret walk orvault under ground of

" CRU'R A [with Anatomifs) the two heads or beginnings in ſomelow place ; a gallery cloſed on all parts to be cool

of the marrowy ſubſtance of the brain , 1 .. in fummer; a giot , a cloister, L.

CkU'RA Medulli oblongate ( with Anatomifts the inter- CRY'STAL Lxpuseme , Gr.] a very brightand tranſpa

nal ſubstance of the two ſides of the cerebrum , gathered to- rent ſtone that looks like ice , or the clearest fori of glaſs.

gether as it were into two bundics, L. CRYSTAL (with Chymifs) that part of a lixio:um or lic;

Cru'r a Clitoridis [in Anatomy] a membranous partition that is made ofany metal or mineral, which remains con

that runs down between the corpora nervoſa of it , from the gealed afier fome part of the moiſture is evaporated .

glunds to its divarication at the Os pubis, dividing the CRY'STAL Lin Chymical Writings] is exprented by this

Clitoris in : o two parts . character, Y.

CRU'R AL [cruralis , L.] of or pertaining to the leg. Cry.TAL mineral, is falt petre prepared with ſulphur;

CRU'R AL Artery [with Anatomijs, is a continuation of the tali petre being put in a crucible and ter in a furace,
rhe Iliack Artery, which p : ies out ofthe lower heily , and and when it is in tulion a ſmall quantity of Aoner of ful

enters into the thighs, where it loſes its former name, and phur is added at leveral times, the quantity of two drams
is called Cruralis , of lulphur ro eight ounces of ſalt petre.

CRU'R AL Vein (in Anatomy) a vein whoſe trunk receives CRY: TALLI'NE or icy humour (with Oculiſts] a white

the greater and Imaller llibia, the Nuſula, the Poplitea Mining humour of the eye, which is thicker thin the reft,
and the Saphana, and goes up to the groin and ends in the and is the firſt inſtrument of ſight.

Iliaca . CRYSTALLI'NE [xsusdémone , Gr.] of, like or pertain

CRUR ÆUS (in Anatomy] a muſcle of the leg, ſituate ing to cryftal.
on the bone of the thigh , is con nued from berweco the CRYSTALLIN E Heavens (io Afronomy] two ſpheres ſupu

greater and lelş tuo hantir forwards to its loweſt part , and poſed by the ancient Aſtronomers, who followed thepia
is inſerted to a prominence at the upper and forc-part of lenaick iyſtem , one of which lerved them to explain the
the bone - Tibia, L. flow motion of the fixed ſtars, cauſing them ( as they ima

Crus , or magnus pes ſin Aratomy] all that part of the gined) to move one degree eaſtwards in 70 years ; and the
body reaching from the but.ocks to the roes, vihich is di- other helped to ſolve a motion , which they termed the

vided into the thich, leg and foot, L. motion of trepidation or libration, by which they ſuppoſed

CRUSE (crube, F. kelio, D * . a phial for oil or vinegar. the fphere to ſwag from pole to pole.

To CRUSH ( probably of cruciare, L. or efiraſer, F.] to CRYSTALLOIDE (with Oculifts] the cryſtalline coat

break , to ſqueeze ; to oppreſs , to ruin.

CRUST (crufta, L.) the outward part of bread or Melly
CRYSTA'LLOMANCY [of xousera and kerté 2, Gr .]

part of any thing, a ſort of divination or foretelling future events by medus

CRUSI CLUNG [in Husbandry) ſpoken of ground, thaç of a mirrour or looking glaſs.
is ciuſted over and ſticks ſo hard together that nothing Cry's TALS of Copper ( with Chemifs] is a folution of

will grow on it , called alſo joil bound. copper in fpirit of nitre , evaporated and cryitallized to gain
CRU'STA lactea ( in Surgery ] a ſcurf or cruſty ſcab that the falt; thoſe cryHals are uſed as cauſticks, but will disa

ſpreads over the head, face andother parts of an infant at folve if expoſed to the air.

the time of its firft fucking, L. CRY'STALS of Venus. [ v:ich Chymifts ] common verdea

CRU's TA Vermicularis, zwith Anatomifs] the velvet co- greafe diffolved in diſtilled vinegar, and let in a cool place
vering or skin of the gurs, L. to cryftallize.

CRU'STA Villoſa (with anatomifts] the fourth tunic or Cá Y'STALS of Allum , is allum purified and reduced

coat of the ſtomach , L. into cryſtals in the ſame manner as tactar; the cryſtals are

CRUSTACEOUS Shell fiſhes, are fiſhes covered with quadrangular and brilliant like diamonds.

ſhells, which are made up of ſeveral pieces and joints , luch CRYSTALS of Tartar, is tartar purified and diſſolved ,

as lobſters, crabs, cray -tih, & C.. and again coagulared in form of cryſtals. To do this, they

CRUSTACEOUS Shells, are generally ſofter than tefta- boil the tartar in water, skim it and ſtrain it , and when it

ceous ones, which are intirely of one piece, and are much is cool, little white , ſhining cryſtals are formed at the

harder, thicker and ſtronger than cruſtaceous ones, as ſcal- edges, and alſo a pellicle or cream iwimming at the top..

lops, oyſters, cockies, Ec. CRYSTALS of Tartar chalybeated , is when the tarrar is

CRUST A'CEOUSNESS ( crufia , L , a fhell, crouteux, F.] impregnated with the moft ad foluble parts of iron .
hardneſs, like , or being covered with a fhell, as ſhell fiſh . CRYSTALS of Tartar emetrek is when it is charged :

CRUSTI'FICK [cruftificus, L.] that bringeth a cruſt or with the fulphurcous parts of antimony to make it vomitive.

skin .
CRYSTALS of Mars, is 1109 reduced into falts by an acid

CRU'STINESS [of crouteux, F. cruſtofus, L.) hardneſs liquor.

ofbread ; alſo petrifhneſs of temper. CRYSTALLIZATION [ with : Chymifs an operation ,

Cru'sTULA (with Surgeons] a ſmall ſcab or ſcar of a whereby the tales of metals or o her mix'd bodies , diffolvd

fore ; , alfo a blood -Motin the cye occaſioned by a blow, in any liquor, and made to hoot into pretty little figured
wound, &c. being a falling of blood into the Tunica con- lumps or pieces, called cryſtals from their being transparent
junctiv . and clear like cryſtals.

CRUTCHED Friers [ freres croiſ- z , F.) friers who wear To Cry's'TALLIZE (cryft.dlifer, F.] to reduce to or to

the ſign of the croſs on their grow into ſuch cryſtals.

CRU'TCHES ( probably of krucac, Teut. chicce , Sax ] CRYSTALLI (in Medicine] puſtles difperfed all over the

wooden supporters for lame perſons body, white and of the bignets of a lupine.

CRUSADO CUB (according to Minfow.comes from cubare; L. to

ferling lie downj a bear's whelp ; ailo a fox ormartern of the first

CRUZADO, a croitude , an expedition to the holy land , year.

" To Cry [ crier, F.] to weep ; alſo to make proclamation. CUBA'Tion , a lying down, a reſting or repoſing, 'L..

CRYMO'DES [ with Płyſicians), a cold ſhivering fever, CU'AATORY [cubatorium , L.] a dormiter or dormitory .

but frequently accompanied with an inflammation of the CU'BATUR E [with Geometricians) is the finding exa &tly

the ſolid content of any body propoſed in folid inches,
Cryp so'rchis (of y ': ?e to hide, and öexis the te , feet, yards, Esco

ſticle] a ditcaſe when the teſticles are hid in the belly.

CUBE ,

of the eye .

garinents.

inner parts.

1
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CU'CKOLD ( cocu , F.] one whoſe wife's lewd pranks are

CUBE, is a figure comprehended under fix vulgarly ſaid to gratt horns on his head.

cqual fides, each being a geometrical square, Cu'ckoo ? [gacc , Sax. cog , C. Br, coucou , F. cuculus,

the lame as a die , as in the figure. CU'ckow S ... probably of xórxos, Gr.] a bird weil
known.

CU'BBRIDGE Head ( in á Ship) a partition made ofboards, CU'ckoo Pintle, an herb.

et. acroſs the 'fore -caſtle and half deck of the ſhip, Cu'ckoo Flower, the plant Ladies -ſmock.

the one being called the cubbridge-bead before, and the CUCK - QUEAN , a wench or whore.

other the cubbridge- bead bebind. Cucu'LLAT E Flower (with Botanifts ] one that reſem

CUBE (with Algebraif's] the third power in a ſeries or bles the figure of an helmet or monk's-hood, and is alſo

änk of geometrical proportionals continued, as a is the called a Galeate or Galericulate flower.
root, a a the ſquare, ad a the cube . CUCULA'ris , alſo called Trapezius (with AnatomiAs] is

CUBÊ (with Arithmeticians] the cubick number, a number a muſcle of the ſhoulder-blade or ſcapula, which ariſes

which ariſes from the multiplication of any number, fiift from the os capitis, the ligamentum colli, andthe top of the

by itſelf, and then by the product ; 1o. 125 is a cubick ſpine of the laft vertebra of the neck ; and alſo from the

hamber produced by's, fiift multiplied by 5 , and then by eight upper ones of the cheſt, and is inſerted to the cla

25 the produ &t. vicula and the Spina fiapule ; it is called cucullaris of cú

Cube Roop (in Geometry) is the ſide of a cube number ; culla a monk's-hood or cowl, becauſe this together with its

fo 3 is the root or ſide of the cube 27 , and s is the ſide or fellow bears a reſemblance to it , covering the back, L.

root of 25. Cucu'LLATED cucullatus, L. hooded .

CUBE Square [in Geometry ] is the biquadrate or 4th CU'CULUS [with Botanifts] the herb Night-ſhade, L.

power , which is produced by the root or fide being thrice CU'CUMER ?

multiplied into it felf; thus taking 3 for the fide, 9 is the CU'CUMBER
] .

ſquare, 27 the cube -ſquare, or biquadrate Cucu'PHA (with Anatomiſts] a cover for the head made

Cu’BEBs , are an aromatick fruit, brought from the Weft of ſweet-ſcented cephalick ſpices reduced to powder and
Indies.

ſewed berween two pieces of ſilk or quilted in a cap,

Cu'bic
? [xubirós, Gr.] of or pertaining to or ha- good againft diſeaſes of the head.

Cu'BICALS. ving the figure of a cube. CUCU'RBITA, a gourd , L.

Cu'Bical Artery (with Anatomiftsj a branch of the axil- Cucu'KBITA a cupping -glaſs or hollow veſſel made

Pary artery. CUCURBI'TULAS of tin ,Egoc. uted commonly in ba

CUBICAL Foot, a meaſure of ſolid bodies which are a gnio's, they apply it to the body either with or without ſca

foot every way rification, to divert or drive the blood into ſome other part ;
CUBIC Equations ( with Algebraifts] are ſuch where the or if it be corrupt, to evacuare it or let it out.

higheft power of the unknown body is a cube. CUCURBITA cæca Ś a cupping veſſel uſed without

CUBICAL Parabolois, a parabola of the higher kind , as CUCURBITA ventosa Ś ſcarification, and is commonly

2 * = y : Soc. applied or ſet on to the moſt Meſhy parts, where there is

CU'BICALNESS [of cubique, F. cubicus, L.] like a cube. no danger of hurtingthe large veſſels and nerves, L.

CUBI'CULAR [cubicularis, L.] of orpertaining to a bed- CUCU'RBIT in Chymical Writings]

chamber. is expreſſed by theſe characters .

Cu'BIFORM [ cubiformis, L) of the form or ſhape of a

cube. CUCURBITE [with ChymiAs] a veſſel of

COBED CUBE [with Mathematicians] is the 6th power glaſs, & c. for diftillations and rectifications,

of any number or quantity,ſo 729 is a cubed cube raiſed uſually by them called a body , in this form .

from the root 3 times 5 multiplied into it ſelf,

CU'Bit [cubitus,L.) the length of the arm from the el- CUCURBITA'Ceous Plants, ſuch as reſemble a gourd.

bow to the middle finger ; or, according to others, the mid- CUCURBITI'NE ( Cucurbitinus, L ) of or like gourds.

dle part between the moulders and the wriſt. CUCURBITI'NI lumbrici, certain broad worms reſem

CUBIT (among the Ancients] was of 3 kinds, viz. the bling gourd ſeeds in ſhape, which breed in the entrails of

gteai cubit, which was 9 foot long; the middle cubic z foot human kind .

long ; the little cubit a foot and half long. Cucuy'os, a fly in America, which fines in the night

The CUBIT (with Anatomifts] is a long hard bone, ha- fo brighily that travellers are ſaid to be able to travel , read

ving a hollow in the middle which lies in the inſide of the or write by its light.

arm , and reaches from the elbow to the wriſt; others make Cud [cud, Sax] the inner part of the throat of beaſts,

ir conſiſt of twobones, the one called ulna or radius. or the food which is there repoſited after grazing, and

CUBIT Æ'us externus [in Anatomy] a muſcle ariſing from chew'd over again by cows , @c.

theoutward knob of the os bumeri, and is inſerted to the CUD -WEED ? (with Botanis] a plant whoſe leaves are

upper and ontwaid part of the os metacarpi of the little Cud -wORTS made uſe of initead of cotton , and

finger; its uſe is to extend the wriſt, thence it is called corton -weed .

CUBIT ÆUS internus [in Anatomy) a muſcle ſpringing • Cup loft, a difiemper or infirmity in both great and ſmall

from the inward knob of the ſhoulder bone, whence it cattle.

paffes along the ulna and comes to its implantation in the To chew the Cup [ccopan and cus, sax] to chew again

fourth boneof the carpus, and the os metacarpi of the little as a cow does ; alſo to muſe upon , to think upon or reflect.

finger. It helps to bend the wriſt,
CuppeN }'a changeling, a nizey, or filly fellow.CU'BED CUBE 2 ( with Mathematicians] the 6th power

Cu'BO CUBE S of any number or quantity ; thus 64 CUDDY [in a ship of war of the firſt rate) a place which

is a cubed cube, raiſed from the root 2 , multiplied 5 times lies between the captain's andlieutenants cabins under the

into itfelt. poop, which is divided into partitions for the maſter's and

CU'BUS CUBI, the 9th power, or a number multiplied ſecretary's office.

8 times into itſelf. CUDE-CLOTH , a face-cloth for a young child, which in

CueoI'DES ( with Anatomifts] the 7th bone of the tar- ancient times was uſed at baptiſm , and was the prieſt's fee.
Sus of the foot ; which is joined behind to the os calcis ; Cu'dGEL (probably of cudle, Du , a knotted ſtick ] a

before, to the outer bones of the metatarſus ; and on the ſtick to fight with.

infide, to the os cuneiforme. To Cu'dG EL ,, to beat or bang with a ſtick .
CUCHE'RUS [Old Law Records] a coucher, fetter or ſet- Cu E , an item given to a &tors on the ſtage , what or when

ting dog they are to ſpeak ; alſo a mood or humour, as in a merry ché.

CU'CKING Stool ( probably q . d. a choaking-ſtool ; be- Curʻrpo, as to walk in Cuerpo, is to go without a

cauſe ſcolds being thus puniſhed are almoſt choaked ; the cloak and all the formalities of a compiere dreſs.
Saxons called it ycealking rtole, Sax, and Dr. T. H. de- Cui ante divortium [i. e. to whom before divorce] a

rives it from coquine, F. a beggar-woman , becauſe Iturdy writ impowering a divorced womanwrit impowering a divorced woman to recover her lands

beggar-women were duckd in it] a fort of chair hung from him to whom they were alienated by her husband

on a poſt or tree over a water, it was let down and drawn during marriage ; becauſe ſhe could not gainſay it, l .

up by a rope and pulley, a puniſhment formerly infli& ted Cui in vita [i . e, to whom in his life time] a writ of en

on ſcolding women, and bakers and brewers who trans- try which a widow has againſt himto whom her husband

greſs'd the law , who being faſtened in this chair are duck'di did alienate or make over lands, Egoer in his life time;

or immerged in ftercore, i. e, in ſome muddy or ſtinking which muſt contain this claule , that during bis life time

poud. fue could not withſtand it, L.
CuI'NAGE

☺
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it up:

CUI'NAGE, the making up of pigs, &c. for carriage. to a perſon indi&ted for a criminal matter, when he has

Cuira'ss, an armour of ſteel or iron plates, & c. regiſter'd the priſoner's plea, and proceeds to demand of
beaten thin , which covers the body from the neck to the him ( culprit ) bow wilt thou be tried.

waiſt, both behind and before. CU'LPON tbat Trost [ a Term in carving Meat] i.e. cut

CUIRASSI'ERS , are cavalry or horſemen armed with
back, breaſt and head-piece ; as moſt the Germans are. CULRA'CH ? [in the practick of Scotland ) one left as a

Cúi'sses ( cuiffart, F.] a ſort of armour for the thighs. CORLACHS pledge for the appearance of a man from

CUL DE LAMP [ Architecture] ſeveral decorations in ma- one court to another.

ſonry, Sc. in vaults and cielings to finiſh the bottom of CULRA'G E , the herb arſe-ſmart.

works, and ſomewhat wreathed in the manner of a CULTch, the bottom of the ſea where oifters ſpawn.

teſtudo, F. To Cu'LTIVATE [ cultiver, F. of cultus, L.] to til or

CUL DE FOUR [Maſonry] a fort of low ſpherical vault husband the ground ; to improve or manage.
like an oven, F. CULTIVA’TION , the act of tillage or improvement, L.

CUL DE FOUR of a Niche (Maſonry] the arched roof CU'LTURE ( cultura, L.) husbandry, tillage, improve

of a niche on a plan that is circular.
ment, good education .

CU'LAG E [Old Rec .] the laying up a ſhip in the dock
Cu'lveRIN [ coulewurine, F. of coluber, L. a ſnake ]

to be repaired. a piece of ordnance of ſeveral fizes.

Culdee's , a feet of religious people, anciently, in CU'LVERIN of the leaft fize (with Gunners) a piece of

Scene in Scotland, & c . ſo called a colendo Deum , i . e . from ordnance of 5 inches diameter at the bore, weight about

their worſhippingGod. 4000 pound , carries a ball of 4 inches 3 quarters diameter,

CU'LINARY [culinarius , L.] of or pertaining to a and 14 pound weight, and requires a charge of 10

kitchen . pound weight, and requires a charge of 10 pound of

CULINARY Pire [ according to Boorhave) a portion of powder.

pure elementary or ſolar fire, attracted by oily or ſulphu- CU'LVERIN Ordinary [with Gunners) is a larger gun of

reous parts of the fuel, with ſuch velocity that it moves about 45000 pound weight, is 5 inches i quarter diameter

the fame, agitates and whirls them violently about, and at the bore, carries a ball of 17 pounds ounces weight,

by degrees breaks and attenuates them , renders them vo- and 5 inches diameter, and requires a charge of il pound

latile, and diſperſes them into air . 6 ounces of powder.

To CULL (colligere, L. cueillir, F ] to pick and chuſe, CULVERIN Extraordinary [with Gunners] a large piece

to pick out . of ordnance in length about 13 foot, weighing 4Coo

CU'ILENDER , ſee colander. pound, the diameter at the bore beings inches and a

CU'LLIAGE? 'a cuſtom of the lords lying the firſt night half, carries a ſhot of 5 inches i quarter diameer, and 20

CU'LLAGE S with their vaflal's brides . pound weight, and requires a charge of 12 pounds and a

CU'LLER ", the worſt or refuſe fort of ſheep, which half of powder.

are left of a flock , afier the beit have been picked out. CU'LVER -TAILING (with shipwrights is the faſtening

CU'LLIONS , the ſtones or teſticles. or letting one timber into another, ſo that they cannot Nip

CU'LLIONS [ Botany] are called alſo ſtone roots or the out, as the carlings into the beams of a hip.

round roots of plants , whether ſingle, double or triple. CU'LV ENAG E, faint- heartedneſs ; turning tail to run

CU'llion Head ( in Fortification ] the ſame as a baſtion , away.

a ſconce or block- houſe. CU'LVER [ culrre, Sax ] a dove or pigeon.

CU'LLIS (with Cooks] a ſtrained liquor made of any fort CU'LVERTAILING (with Carpenters] a particular way

of dreſſed meat or other things pounded in a mortar, and of faſtening boards, by letting one piece into another.
preſſed through an hair fieve ; uſually poured into hot pies, CU'LVERTAGE (in the Norman Law the eſchear or for

melles, Syc. before they are ſerved upat table.
feiture of the lands of a valfal to the lord of the fee.

CU'ILOT, a cuſhion for riding poſt . CULVERTAGE, a being branded for cowardice,

CU'LLY ( prob. of Coglione, Ital, a teſticle, becauſe fools To Cu’MBER (kummern, Teut. ingombrare, Ital.]

are faid to be generally well hung) a fool, a ſoft headed to incumber, to ſtop, to crowd, to trouble, the meatur

fellow , one who may be eaſily led by the noſe or put up- ing of heights and diſtances by piecemeal, 'ie by ſuch

on ; alſo a lecher whom a whore, courtefan or jilt calls her inſtruments as give the heights and diſtances by parts, and

cully
not all at oneoperation .

To Cully one, to make a fool of, impoſe upon or CU MBROU , cumberfom , Milton .

jilt him . CU'MBERSOME troubleſome, inconvenient, unweil

CU'LMEN , the top, peak or height of any thing.
CU'MBEROUS S dy.

CULMEN Cacli (in Afrology) the higheſt pointofheaven CU'MBERSOMNESS ( prob . of cumulus, L. an heap or

that a ſtar can riſe to in any latitude ; and uſually by kuminern, Teut.] unweildineſs.

them underſtood of the tenth houſe. CU'MBLE , full heaped meaſure.

CULMI'FEROUS Plants [in Botany] ſuch as have a CU'MMIN [xúpivov, Gr.] an herb like fennel, but leſs ;

ſmooth jointedhollow ſtalk , which is wrapt about at each the feed of which is good in colicks, & c.

joint, with a ſingle, long, narrow and ſharp -pointed leaf, To Cu'MULATE (cumulatum , L.] to heap up.

and their ſeeds are contained in chaffy husks; as wheat, CUMULA'TION, a heaping up, L.

barley, @pc, and moſt kinds of graſs. CUMULO'S E cumulofus, L.) full of heaps.

CULMINANT [culminans, L.] riling to the top or To CUN [ Sea Term ) is to direct the perſon at helm

height, culmination . how to ſteer.

CULMINA'Tion, an aſcending or coming to the top. Cuncta'tion , a delaying or prolonging of time, L.

To CU'LMINATE [of culmen , L.] to riſe to the top or CUNCTI'POTENT [ cunétipotens, L.) all powerful.

utmoſt height. CUNCTITE'NENT [ cunditenens, L.] holding or poſſef

To CULMINATE ( in Aftronomy] ſignifies to come to fing all things.

the meridian ; thus the ſun or a ſtar is ſaid to culminate, CU'NEAL [ cunealis, L.) in the form of a wedge.

when it is in the higheſt point in the heavens, that it por- CU'NEATED [ cuneatus, L. ] made in form of a

ſible can be , i. e. when it is upon the meridian.
wedge.

CU'LMUS [with Botanifts ] properly the item or ſtalk CUNEIFO'RMIA offa [ in Anatomy] certain bones of

of corn or graſs , diftinguiſhed from that of all other the rarſus of the foot, which are counted the fourth , fifth

plants, which is termed caulis, 1 . and fixth , which take their name for their ſhape, as being

CU'LPABLE ( culpabilis, ' L.] guilty, faulty, blame- large above, and narrow below , reſembling wedges.

worthy. CUNEIFO'RME Os [with Anatomifts ] a wedge-like

CU'LPABLENESS ? [ culpabilitas, L.] blame- worthi- bone in the head , firuated in the bottom or baſis of the

CULPABI'LITY Snels, guiltineſs, faultineſs. brain, ſo called from its ſhape reſembling a wedge, L

CULPA’TION, a blaming,a finding fault, L. CUNETTE (in Fortification a deep trench about 3

CU'LPRIT [it is ſuppoſed to be compounded of 2 words, or 4 fathom wide, ſunk along the middle of a dry moat,

1. e. cul and prit, viz . cul of culpabilis, L. blameable or to lade out the wacer, or torender the paſſage more dif

guilty, and pritor preft, F. i. e.ready, and is the reply ficult to the enemy.

of a proper officer on the behalf of the king, affirming the CU'NEUS , a wedge, one of the 6 principles in mecha
party to be guilty, after he hath pleaded not guilty , is ready nicks, L.

to prove the party guilty ; others derive it of culpa, a CÚNEUS (in Ant. Deeds] a mint or place where money

fault, and prebenſus taken] i. e. a criminal or malefactor, is coined .

a formal word uſed by the clerk of the arraigns in tryals 2
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black ſpots.

ĈUNICULO'S É ? [ cúniculofus, L.) full of coneys or is uſually rung towards bed-time; they ſay if rings the

CUNICULOUS coney -burroughs. cur -few , the 8 a clock bell.

CONILA [ Bof.] ſavourġ , marjoram with the ſmall leaf, Cưʻkra , a court of judicature ; ſometimes it was for
and penny - royal with the broad leaf, L. merly taken for the company of tenants who did their fuit
CUNILA'Go ( Botany ) the herb flea-bane of moth -mul- and ſervice at the court of their lord .

lain , or a kind of favouryor origanum , L CURIA aviſere vult [ Law Phraſe] uſed to expreſs a de
CU'NNER , a kind of'fifh . liberation that the court intends to take upon a point or

CU'NNING [Sea Term ] directing, as the cunning of points of a cauſe before they proceed to pals judgment;
CO'NDING S a Thip is the directing the perſon at

F. and L ;

helm how to ſteer her. CUʻria claudenda, a writ that lies againft him, who

CU'NNING (cunning, Sax .] ingenuity, skilfulneſs, ſub- Mould fence and incloſe ground , but refufes or defers to

tilty, craftinefs. do it, L.

CU'NNINGNESS ( cunnin neyre, Sax ] craftineſs, bc . CURIA Canonicorum , the court-lodge or manour-houſe in

CUNNING Man , a name given to an aſtrologer or for- a lordſhip, pertaining to ſome religious order, L.

tune- teller. CURIA Domini, the houſe, hall or court of the lord ,

CUNNUS [ of xúc , Gr. to bring forth) the pudendum where all the tenants are bound to give their attendance if
muliebre. need require, every 3 weeks, but more efpecially on Lady

CUNT [ cunnus, L. cpis, sáx. kutte , Belg , con , F.] day and Michaelmas-day ; a court anciently held at Caris

pudendum muliebre, L.. brook- caſtle, in the ifte of Wight , L.

CU'NTEY Cuntey [Old Law ) a ſort of trial which ſeems Curia Perſonæ , the parſonage or parſon's manſion
to be the fame with that of our common jury or trial by houſe, L.

the country CuriÆ Generales [in Common Law ] thoſe general and

Cup [xUTY, Gr. cupa , L. cboppan , C. Brit. coppe, folemn courts, which was held by the lord of themanour

Sax .) a veſſel to drink our of. twicea year, viz. on the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary

Cu'pid [cupido, L.) the fabulous god of love ; painters, and St. Michael's day .

& c. repreſent him like a boy naked, and having wings CURIA Adventus, the duty of coming to pay ſuit and

carrying a quiver on his ſhoulder, and holding a torch in ſervice to fuch a lord, L.

one land , and a bow with darts in the other, to give de- CURIO's It Y 3 [curiofitas, L.] over much caré' ; a

fperare wounds to the hearts of lovers ; but with a veil caft CU'RIOUSNESS S paſſion or defire of ſeeing or know

over his eyes to intimate that love is blind. ing ; alſo delicateneſs or niceneſs; a rarity or curious thing.

Cupi'vity ( cupiditas, L.) concupiſcence, inordinate Cù'RIOUS [curiofus, L ] deſirous to ſee and know

defire, ſenſuality, luft. every thing ; inquiſitive prying ; allo rare, excellent ; allo

CU'POLA ( prob, of cupo, Ital.] an arched tower of a neat or fine ; delicate or nice, exact, wary :

building in the form of a bowl turned upſide down . CURE [with Falconers] a remedy which they give their
Cups [with Botanifs) thoſe ſhort husks wherein flow- hawks in formof little balls or pellets of hemp, cotton or

ers grow ;Tome being pointed into 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , or 6 leaves. feathers, to imbibe and dry up the phlegm .
To Cup , to apply a cupping - glaſs to ſome part of the A CURL ( prob. of syrulus, L.) a twirle or ringler of hair.

body. To CURL [ prob. of cyplan , Sax . or gyrulare, L or

CUP SHOT ? onewho is in his cups , overcharged cuirlare, Ital.] to twirl or turnup.

Cup SHOʻTTEN with liquor, drunken . URLEW ', a water fowl, of a gray colour with red and

Cu'pel ? [in Chymiſtryja furnace made of afhes and
Coʻpel burnt bones, for trying and purifying CU'RLINGS (with Hunters] the finall ſpotted curls with

CU'PPEL
S gold and filver. which the bur of a deer's head is powdered.

Cupping Glaſs, a ſort of glaſs-phial applied to the CURMU'DGEON , a cove tous hunks, a niggard , a pi

fleſhy parts of the body, to draw forth corrupt blood and tiful, cloſe- fifted fellow .

windy matter. CU'R NOOK , a meaſure of half a quarter or 4 buſhels of
CÚ'PULO [ Archite&ture) an arched room or turret, ſtand

ing on the very top of a dome or great building, inform A CURR ( prob. of korre, Du. or kirren, Teut to

cither of a circle or polygon ; otherwiſe called a lanthorn . grin ) a mongrel dog.

CU'R ABLE (curabilis, L.) that may be cured. CU'RRENT Money [of currens, L. and courant, F.

CU'RABLENESS [of curare, L. to heal, and neſs ] ca- CU'RRANTS running] good money that paſſes in com

pableneſs of cure. merce from one to another.

CU'RACY 3 [of cura , L. Care] the office of a CURRA'NTO 2 a running French dance ; alſo a muſical

CU'RATESHIP S curate. COURANT $ air, conliſting of triple time , called im

CU'RATE (curator,L.) properly a parfon or vicarof a perfect of the more.
pariſh, who has the charge of the ſouls of his pariſhioners ; CU'RRANTS [ q. Corinths from Corinth, the place wherice

but isnow more generally uſed for a deputy or ſubſtitute, they firſt came]a fort of dried fruit uſed in puddings,& c.
onewho officiates in the place of the incumbent: CU'RRENCY [ of currens, L.) currentners, courſe.

CURA'TION [in Medicine) a right method of finding CU'RRENT [currens, L.) a running ſtream or Aux of

out by tymptoms remedies proper for any difcafe. water in any certain dire &tion.

CU'RATIV E Indication (with Phyſicians] a ſign that has CU'RRENTNESS (of currens, L.) currency, having a

relation to the diſeaſe that is to be cured.
free courſe.

CURA'TOR [Civil Law ] a perſon regularly appointed to CU'RRENTS (with Navigators) are impetuous motions

take care of another, L. of the waters, which in certain latitudes run and fet

CU'RATURE ( curatura , L.] care in ordering or mana- on particular points of the compaſs: and uſually their

ging any thing force is conformable to the courſe of the moon, ſo as to be

A CÚRB (of a Bridle ] is a chain of iron made faſt to the more rapid or ſtrong when ſhe is at the change or füll, and

upper part of the branches of the bridle, in holes called weaker when ſhe is in the wane.

the eyes, and running over the horſe's beard . CU'RRIER [ coriarius, L. courrier , F.] a dreſſer, liquorer

To give a leap upon ibe Curs (with Horſemen ) is to ſhort- and colourer of tanned leather, to make it pliable, soc.
en the curb , by laying one of the mails or S like joints of CU'RRISH [of kirren , Teut, to grin cur-like, doggiſh ,

the chain over the reſt. churliſh , ſurly, ill -natured.

A CURB [with Farriers] is a hard and callous tumour CU'RRISHNESS [ probably of Cúr, a mongril-dog ]

running on the inſide of a horſe's-hoof, i. e. on that part doggiſhneſs, ſnarling
of the hoof that is oppoſite to the leg ofthe fame ſide. To CU'RRY [ of corium , à bide of coriarius, L. a

To CURB [courber, F.] to give a check to , to reſtrain dreſſer of hides } to dreſs leather.

or keep under. To CURRY (prob. of curate, L. to take care of] to

CU'RCUMA , the Indian - root called Turmerick rub down, comb and dreſs a horſe, Etc.

To CU'RDLE ( prob.9. d . to crowdle, i.e. to crowd To Curry Favour (prob. of quæro, L. or querió, .

cloſe together ] to turn to curds. to ſeek ] to make luie to one to get into, or inGnuate one's

To Cure (of curare, L.) to heal. ſelf into one's favour.

CURE (cura, L ) the healing of a diſtemper or wound ; CU'RRY Comb, an iron -tool for dreſſing of horſes.

alſo abenefice or ſpiritual living with the charge of fouls. A CORSE (curre, Sax.] an ill with ; alio a puniſhment.

CU'RFEW [conore-feu , Fr. i. e. covered fire) a law To CURSE [cunrian, Sax.] to wiſh ill to , to imprecate .

made by King William the Corqueror, that all people CU'RseDNESS ( of cunye, Sax.) the being deferving of

Thould putout their fire and lights at the ringing of the 8 a curſe, vilencfs, & c.

# clock bell ; whence ftill in leveral places, where a bell CUR'sor, a courier, an expreſs, a mellénger ofKaſte, É.

CU'RS FTOR

corn.
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CU'RSITOR [in the court of Chancery] an officer who CU'SPATED (with Botanifts] is when the leaves of a

CU'RSITERS makes outoriginal writs for that county flower end in a point.
or ſhire that is allotted to him . To Cu'sPIDAT E (cuſpidatum , L.) to ſharpen at the

CU'Rsor , a little braſs ruler , repreſenting the horizon ; point, to bring to a point.

or a ruler or label , L. CU'SFIDATED Hyberbola (with Math.] a kind of Hy-

Cu'rSORY [curſorius, L. running] Night, haſty, running perbola, whoſe 2. parts concurand terminate in the angle of
over negligently . contact.

CURSORILÝ, fightly , careleſly . CU'STARD (prob . q. d . Guftard of guftando, L. i. e .

CURSO'RINÉSS Cof ' curforius, L.] haſtineſs, running taſting) a food made of eggs, milk, & c.
over ſlightly CustO'DE admittendo { writs that lie for the admit

CURST, (of curre, Sax. ] fierce, ſhrewd ; alſo curſed . CUSTOD E amovendo ting or removing of guardians.

CU'RSTNESS, fierceneſs, a dogged , crabbed , ſurly hu- CUSTODES libertatis Anglia authoritate parliamenti, was

mour or behaviour. the ftile wherein the writs and other judicial proceedings

To Cu'KTAIL [of curtus, L. fhort tail , or kertelen, Du . did run during the time from the beheading king Charles I.

to cut ſhort] to dock or cut off a horſe's - tail. till Cromwel took upon him to be prote&tor, L.

CU'RTAIL, a drab or nafty flut. CU'STODY [cuftodia , L.] ward or keeping, ſafe hold or

Double CURTAIL , a muſical inftrument that plays the priſon,
baſs. CU's TOM ( coûtume, F.] habit , way or faſhion ; uſage

CU'RTAIN (cortina , L. courtine, F.] a hanging about a or ute ; alto the practice of a tradeſman's ſhop:

bed or window , &c. CUSTOM [in Traffick] a certain dury paid by the ſub

CURTAIN ( in Fortification ] the front of a wall or for. ject to the king or itate, upon the bunging in or carrying

tified place, between 2 baſtions. out of commodities, for prote &ting them in their trade, Soc.

CURTA'NA ( the ſword of king Edward the confeſſor Cusiom , was firſt paid in England in the reign of king

CURTEY'N S having no point ( as an emblem of Mercy ) Henry VI. when the parliament ſettled a duty in the year
which is uſually carried before the kings or queens of Eng . 1425. of 12 d. in the pound upon all merchandizes import
land at their coronation . ed or exported , this cuſtom was ſettled but for 3 years,

CURTATE Difance (with Aftronomers) is the diſtance and in the act was a proviſo, that the king Thould not make

of a planet's place from the fun reduced to the ecliptick. a grant to any perſon, nor that it ſhould be any preſident

Curta'tion, a hortening, L. for the like to be done ; but yet all the kings ſince his time

CURTATION of a Planet ( fronomy] is a ſmall part of have had it for life.

a line cut off from its diſtance from the ſun . CUSTOM [in Law either common or civil) is accounted

CU'RTESY of England. See Courteſy. part of the law or right not wricten , which being eltabliſh

Cu'rTI-CONE [ in Geometry ) a cone whoſe top is cut ed by long uſe andthe conſent ofanceſtors, has been and

offby a planc parallel to its baſis. is daily practiſed, for the proof of which the continuance

Cu’RTILAGE (in Law a piece of garden plat or of an 100 years is at leaſt requifite , and is of 2 forts.
ground , &c. or yard pertaining to or lying near an houſe. General Cu'STOM [in aw is a cuſtom , which is al

Cu'rTiles Terrx (with Feudifts, court lands, or lands lowed throughout the whole kingdom of England.
properly pertaining to the court or houſe of the lord of Particular CUSTOM [in Law] is that which belongs to

a manour. this or that particular county , as gravel-kind to Kent , or

CU'RILASS [9. d . curtled or curt axe] a ſhort ſword , ſuch as that of a lordſhip, city , or town .

a kind of a hanger. CU'S TOM (with Tradeſmen, the pra &tice or buſineſs of

CU'RVATED curvatus, L.] bended. a ſhop

CURVA'TION , a bending, l . Cu'stoms and Services, the name of a writ of right ;

Cy'R VATURE ( curvatura, L.] bowing or bending, fee before, conſuetudinibus Emſervitiis.
crookedneſs. CU'STOMABLE, which is according to cuſtom , or liable

A CURVE [curva linea, L.) a crooked line .

CURVILI'NEAL Figures Geometry) are thoſe that are CU'S TOMASLENESS ? [of coutume, F.] cuſtomarineſs,

bounded by curved or crooked lines : as circles, ovals , CU'STOMAKINESS 3 liableneſs to pay cuſtom .

conick ſections, ſpherical triangles , Ego divided like a CU'S TOMARY , accuſtomed, common , uſual, ordinary .

line of fines, and Niding in a groove or notch along a- CUSTOMARY Tenants [in Law ) are ſuch as hold by

nother label or ruler ; exprefling the horizon ; alto a the cuſtom of the manour ; as when a tenant dies and his

point ſcrewed on the beam compaſs, for the ſtriking of hold becomes void, the next of kin is admitted upon pay

circles either greater or leſler. ment of the cuſtomary fine of 2 s . per acre.

CURVE Lines (Geometry] crooked lines, as the peri- CU'STOMER, one who buys any thing of another ;

phery of a circle, Egoc. alſo a cuſtom -houſe officer.

Re &tification of a Curve , is the finding of a right line Cu'stos, a keeper, a guardian, 1.

equal to a curve. Custos Brevium , the principal clerk belonging to the

Quadrature of a Curve, is the finding out of the area court of Common Pleas, whoſe office is to keep and receive

or ſpace included by a curve ; or the afligning of a qua- all the writs, and to file up every return by it felf, and to
drangle equal to a curvilineal ſpace. receive all the records of the Poftea's, called Nifi Prius, at

Regular Curves [Geometry ) are ſuch curves as the peri- the end of every term , L.
meters of the conick ſections, which are always bent or CU'stos oculi [in Surgery] an inſtrument to preſerve

curved after the fame regular geometrical mauner. the eye from being hurt in ſome operations, L.

Irregular CURVES [Geom .] are ſuch curves as have a Custos Rotulorum , an officer who has the keeping ofthe

point of inflection, and which being continued do turn records of the feffions of peace ; he is always a juſtice of

themſelves a contrary way, as the conchoid and ſolid parabola. peace and of Quorum in the county where his office

Family of Curves , an aſſemblage or colle&tion of fe- is, & c. L.

veral curves of different kinds, all which are defined by Custos Placitorum Corone ( Old Rec.] ſeems to be the

the ſame equation of an indererminate degree ; but diffe- fame with Cuftos Rotulorum , L.

rently according to the diverſity of their kind. CUSTOs ſpiritualium , one who exerciſes fpiritual or

Curves (in the Manage] a certain motion , gate or pran- eccleſiaſtical juriſdi&tion during the vacancy of a biſhop's
cing of a managed horſe. ſee, L.

CURVILI'NEAL ? ( of curous and linea, L.] crooked Custos temporalium , one to whoſe cuſtody a vacant

CURVILI'NEAR S lined, or pertaining to curves. ſee was committed by the king, whoas a ſteward was to

" CU'RVITY [ curvitas, L ] crookedneſs. give an account of the goods and profits into the Eſcbeater,

CURU'LE Chair, a ſort of chair, ſedan or chariot, in and he into the Exchequer, L.

which the Roman ædiles curules were carried . CUSTOMA'RIUS [ Old Rec .] an inferior tenant in foc

Cu'ry favel (prob. q. curare favorem , L.] flattery. cage or villenage, who by cuſtom is obliged to pay ſuch

CUSCU'TA and ſuch ſervice of work for his lord .

Cassu'TA } [Botany] the herb dodder or withwind, L. To Cut ( prob. of couteau , F. culter, L. a knife] to di

CU'SHION ET [ coulinet, F.] a lit: le cuſhion . vide or part with a knife, axe, faw , doc.

CU'SHION [cou fin , F.kullen , Dut. and Teut.] a ſort of To Cut a Feather ( Sea Term] is when a well bowed

bolfter or pillow , to ſit or lean on . ſhip ſo ſwiftly preſſes the water, that it foarns before her,

CU'skin , a ſort of ivory cup. and in a dark nightſparkles like fire.

Cusp cuſpis, L.) the point of a Ipear, doc. To Cut the Sail ( Sea Term ] is to unfurl it, and let

Cusp (with Aftrologers] the firſt of the 12 houſes in a it fall down.

figure or ſcheme of the heavens . Cut

to pay cuſtom
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and upon

Cut water, that ſharpneſsofa Thip that is under the waſhed their bodies and wounds in ſome river dedicated 18
beak -head ; ſo called , becauſe it cuts and divides the wa this goddeſs.

ter before it comes to the bow .
Cybele was the daughter of Menoe , a king of Phrygia,

CU'TLETS [cotelettes, F. ſmall ribs] Thort ribs of a ſome diſtalte that her father had taken againſt

neck of veal or mutton her mother, was thrown into a wood to be devoured by

To Cut the Round [in Horſemanſip] is to change the the wild beaſts. But being happily found by a ſhepherd;

To Cut the Volte hand, when a horſe works upon he brought her home, and bred her up as his own .
volts of one tread ; ſo that dividing the volt in two, he She was extraordinary beautiful, and as the grew to

turns and parts upon a right line to recommence another volt. years bi underſtanding,became very famousfor her skill

CUTANEOUS ( cutaneus, L.] belonging to the skin . in muſick, and curing the diſeaſes of infants ; ſo that the

CU'ITER [ of couteau a knife , or couper, Fr. ] one king acknowledged her for his daughter, and granted her

who cuts. a train according to her quality .

CUT-THROAT, a murderer, a villain . She afterwards fell in love with a young man named

Cut and LONG - TAIL , all together univerſally. Atys ; but he not obtaining liberty to marry her, the

A Cut Throat-place, a place where travellers are exa &ted was got with child by him , for which Atys was con

upon at inns, taverns, & c. demned to die , whichcauted her to run mad for grief,

CUTE (acutus, L.) ſharp, quick-witted ; alſo new and leaving her father's court, the ran up and down the

wine unworked. country with a pipe and drum in her hand.

CU'TICLE [cuticula , L.) the outward thin skin that After her death the Phrygians being afflicted with ſcar

covers the whole body ; the ſcarf skin , which is full city of corn and divers diſeaſes, upon conſulting the oracle,

of innumerable pores for the paſſage of vapours, ſweat, & c. they were adviſed to worſhip Cybele as a goddeſs, in or
Curis [in Anatomy] the inner skin , which lies under der to get themſelves extricated out of thoſe calamities.

the cuticleor ſcarf skin, is thickiſh , alſo full of pores. It The Romans had no great knowledge of this goddefs

conſifts of ſeveral filaments of the veins, arteries, nerves till Hannibal with his army was in the bowels of Italy, and

and fibres interwoven one with another, and full of glan- the ſenate of Rome being terrified with ſeveral prodigious

dules, lympheduets, c. accidents that happened at that time, they ſent to con

Cu’rler [coutellier, F.) a maker and ſeller of knives, fult the books of the Sybils, and being informed that

ſciſſars, ſwords and various other hard wares the Carthaginiars might be expelled Italy, if the Mater

CU'TTER of Tallies (in the Exchequer) an officer, that Id xa came to Rome, they fent emballadors to Attalus king

provides wood for the rallies, and leaving, cut notches up- of Phrygia , to entreat him to ſend them the ſtone ftatue of

on them for the ſum payable, caſts them into the court to this goddeſs, which was in the town Pelinunte. It being

be written upon, brought to Rome, all the dames in thecicy went out to

CU'TTING the Neck , a cuſtom among reapers, in cut- meet and welcome it as far as the mouth of the river

ting the laft handful of ſtanding corn , which whenthey Tiber : and the next year they erected a temple for her.

have done, they give a four, and go to merry -making, The pine-tree and the box were coniecrated to this

it being the finiſhing of ſuch a farmer's harveſt. goddeſs.

CUTTING (with Painters) is the laying one ſtrong CYCLAMEN [-exad'uovo , Gr.] low -bread , a plant.

lively colour on another without any Thade or ſoftening. CYCLE, (cyclus, L. , of xúxno, Gr. i . c. a circle or

CUTTING (with Horſemen ] is when the feet of a round] a name Apronomers give to a certain revolution or

horſe interfere ; or when he beats off the skin of the rolling about of certain numbers, which go on ſucceſſive

paftern joint of one foot with another. ly without interruption , from the firſt to the laſt, and

CU'TTINGS [with Gardeners] branches or ſprigs of trees then return again to the firſt ; theſe are three.

and plants cut to ſet again . The Solar CYCLE (in Aftronomy the cycle of the ſun,

Cu'TTLE Fiß , a ſca fish , which throwing out a black is a revolution of 28 years for finding our the dominical

juice like ink, lies hid in the water in that obſcurity , or funday letters ; which when expired, they all return in

and ſo eſcapes the fiſher. the ſame order as before.

CUTTS, a ſort of flat- bottomed boats, formerly uſed Lunar Cycie [i.e. cycle of the Moon called alſo the

for the tranſportation of horſes, Golden Number, is a period or revolution of 19 years, in

Cuv E'Tre [in Fortification ) a trench funk in the mid- vented to make the lunar year agree with the ſolar ; af

dle of a great dry ditch . ter the expiration of which, all the lanations return to the

CU Y'Nage, the making up of tin in order to the former place in the calendar ; that is, the new moons hap
carriage of it. pen in the ſame months,and on the ſame days of the month.

Cuz, a name or title among Printers, given to one Cycle of Indi &tion [ Chronology) a revolution of three

who ſubmits to the performanceof ſome jocular ceremo- Lufrums or 15 years, after which thoſe who uſed it,

nies ; after which , and a drinking bout, he is intituled to began it again : the emperor Conftantine the Greateſta

ſome peculiar privileges in the chapel or printing-houſe. bliſhed this cycle inſtead of the Olympiads, 4.C 312 .

CYAMUS [xúa pa , Gr.] the bean, a ſort of pulſe. Cycli'scus (of xuxaboro , Gr.] a little circle or round

CYANUS (xuário , Gr. ] a kind of jaſper-Itone, of an ball , L.

azure colour. CYCLISCUS ( with Surgeons] an inſtrument made in

CYANUS [with Botanifts] a flower called blue-bottle. form of a halfmoon for ſcraping away corrupt deſh , &c.
CYATHI'Scus ( of xúcha , Gr. a cup] an inſtrument CycloI'd ( in Geo

cto pour any thing into a wound . metry ) is a curve as

Cy'Belé [according to the Pagan Theology] was the wife BCD deſcribed by a

of Saturn. She was alſo called Dyndimene, Berecynthia and the point a in thea

the grand -mother ; not onlybecauſe ſhe was the motherof periphery of a circle, B )
the gods, but becauſe ſhe was the goddeſs of the earth. while the circle rolls

And for that reaſon the Latins called her Ops, and the along a right line ; as B D from the point B where the
Greeks Rhea, ſhe was alſo called vefta. She is ſometimes curve begins, to the point D where it ends : this is alſo

taken for fire, and ſometimes for the earth. called a trochloid .

She was alſo called Syria Dea, becauſe ſhe was born in Syria. CycloI'DAL Space (with Geometricians) is the ſpace

She was repreſented with towers on her head , fitting in contained between the curve or crooked line, and the ſub

a chariot drawn by lions, and a great number of trees tenſe of the figure.
and animals round about her. Her folemn feſtivals were Cyclo'METRY [of xúxa and pétrov, meaſure, Gr.]

called Megaléfia, and were held every fourth month . Her the art of meaſuring cycles.
prieſts were called Gallantes or Galli, and the chief of 'em CYCLOPE'AN [of Cyclops] pertaining to the Cyclops.

Arcbigallus, becauſe they were choſen out of Gallo Græcia, CYCLOPEDIA [κυκλοπαιδία οf κύκλG and παιδία,

a province of Aſia Minor, joining to Phrygia ; they were diſcipline, inſtitution ] the circle or compaſs of arts and

allo called Corybantes, and in their celebration of her ſciences.

rites a &ted the part of madmen with their drums, trumpets, CYCLOPHORI'A fanguinis [with Phyſicians] the circu

and ſuch other inſtruments, ſingings, howlings, curting lation of the blood , L.

themſelves deſperately, and all that they met.
CYCLO'PION [ of xuxaéw to ſurround, and at the

Thoſe Gauls that had planted themſelves in Phrygia , in eye) the white of the eye.

there Megalefia raiſed themſelves to ſuch a pitch of fury Cyclops [xúrawiti a.d. having a round eye , Gr.] thë

by the forementioned inftruments , fc . that they became firſt inhabitants of Sicily , meu of a gigantick ſize, as ap

really mad, and in wantonneſs often wounded one another peared by bones found in ſeveraltombs, they were very

with ſwords and other weapons, and at the concluſion lavage, and frequented chiefly the neighbourhood of mount

SD
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Etna , whence the poets took occaſion to repreſent them CY'NCHRAMUS [nusxexpor,Gr.] a bird ſomething lar

as Pulcan's workmen, whom he employ'd to make thunder- ger than a creſted lark, and accounted a great delicacy in
bolts for Jupiter. Italy, L.

Cy'clus [xúxa G , Gr.] a circle or round ; a cycle , as CYNEG E'TICKS [xivezetexa', of xúwv a dog, and drão

of the ſun , moon, @c. L. to lead , Gr.] books which treat of hunting.

Cyclus Pafchalis, a cycle to find out the feſtival of Cy'NICAL [xuvenos; Gr.] dogged , churliſh, moroſe.

Eafter, L. CY'NICALNESS [of cynique, E. cynicus,L.of xúvos, Gr.

Cyno'NIA Mala, quinces, L. a dog ) churliſhneſs, morofeneſs.

CYDO'NIUM , quiddany, conſerve or marmalade of CY'NICKS [of xúves, Gr. dogs, ſo called on account of

quinces , L. their chuirliſhneſs] a ſea of philoſophers that contemned all

Cy'GNET (of cygnus, L.) a young ſwan. things , eſpecially grandeur and riches , and all arts and ſci
Cy'GNUS , a [wan. The Poers tell us, that Jupiter ences, except Eibicks or Morality.

lov'd Nemeſis under that form ( for the turn'd herſelf into Cy'nICUS SPASMUS (with Phyſicians ] the dog-cramp ;

all forms that ſhe might preſerve her virginity ) and laſt of is a convulfion of the muſcles of the mouth , which draws

all into the form of a lwan. Whereupon Jupiter took the face ſo awry , that it reſembles the grinningof a dog.
upon him the form of this bird , and flew to Rhamnus in CynoBO'TANE [of xúvos and fordyn, Gr.] the herb

Artica, and there trod Nemeſis. Shelaid an egg, from ſtinking May -weed .
whence Helena was produced , as the Poet relates. More- CYNOCE'PHAL E [ of xúvos and report the head, Gr.]

over Jupiter becauſe he did not put off the form of the an herb bearing a flower reſembling a dog's head

ſwan , but flew back to Heaven under that form , made the CynOC E'PHALIS 3 [vuronépeãos, Gr.] a kind of ape

form of a ſwan among the ſtars, that he had aſſumed CYNOC E'PHALUSŞ with an head like a dog ; the dog
when he flew . headed baboon or monkey, 2,

Cy'LINDER [cylindrus, L. xúrydpo , of Xuandéw, Gr. CYNOC E'FHALUS [ xuvoxiqanos, Gr.] the dog -headed

to roll , a rolling ſtone, ape or monkey.

CYLINDER (with Geometricians] a ſolid body formed A CynoC'E'PHALUS ( Hieroplyphically) was by the an

by the Revolution or turning of a re &tangled Parallelogram cient Egyptians uſed to repreſentthemoon , and ſignify'd
about one of its ſides, ſo that it is extended in length e- the different motions of that planer by the different por

qually round, and its extremiticsor ends are equal circles. tures of that animal To fignify the riſing and increaſe

CYLINDER (with Surgeons, & c.] a roll of plaiſter. of the moon, they painted it ſtanding upright upon its hin

Charged CYLINDER ( in Gunnery ] is the chamber of a dermoſt feer, and to thew the decreaſe of it, it was repre

piece of Ordnance, which receives the charge of powder ſented lying upon its back as dead : And Naturaliſts

and hot. have made this Obſervation , that apes do ſympathize with

CYLINDER Concave, is all the hollow length of a piece the moon ,and on this account ſome of them were nouriſh

of ordnance. ed by the learned Egyptians, in order to discover more ca

CYLINDER Vacant [in Gunnery) is that part of the hol- lily and fully the myſteries relating to the moon at the

low of a piece of ordnance which remains empty, when time of its conjun &tion with and oppoſition to thefun,

the gun is charged ; or that part of it which is etween A CYNOCEPHALUS riding upon a fiſh in a River, did

themiddle or mouth , and the trunnion. Hieroglyphically repreſent a Prieſt, or a man whole office

CYLINDRICAL( cylindraceus, L. of xuddyd egadins, Gr.] obliged him to attendance on the ſervice of the gods. The

pertaining to , or in form of a cylinder. Egyptian prieſts abftain'd from eating all kinds of fiſh , and

CXLI'NDRICALNESS [ of cylindre, F. cylindrus, L. of thence lomeare of opinion that this Hieroglyphick intima

xunívdp , Gr.) the being of a cylindrical form . ted abſtinence, which is therefore recommended to prieſts,

CYLINDROI'D (of xuarvsegadus, Gr.] a ſolid body ap- & c. but others rather that the river is a ſymbol of the un

proaching the figure of a cylinder, having the baſes ellip- conftant world ; the fifhes, of the paſſions of the foul and

tical, parallel and equal. pleaſures of the body, which ought to be oppos'd and o

CviI'NDRUS [with Phyſicians) a plaifter made oblong, vercome by thoſe who would offer acceptable facrifice to

which fome phyſicians call Magdaleo. Almighty God, and be worthy of that divine office of the

Cy'LLUM [ of xumów, Gr.] to make lame, a laxation of prieſthood.

CYNODE'CTOS (xuródNXTOS, Gr.] a perſon bit by a mad

CY'LLOSIS 2 [with Surgeons] a leg put out of joynt; dog, Diofcor.

CY'LLUM S alſo one lame and crooked , F. CYNOCRA'MBE, the herb Dog's Mercury, L. of Gr.

CY'MA (xünet, Gr .) a furge or wave. CYNODE'NTES [ of xúwy a dog, and odi's, Gr. a tooth ]

Cy MA[with Botanifs) the top of a plant, L.
dog's teeth .

CYMA'TIUM [muudlov, Gr. a little wave. CYNO'D Es Orexis ( with Pbyficians] a dog like appetite

CYMATIUM (with Archite &ts) a member or moulding of or extreme hunger, attended with a vomiting or a looleneſs.
the cornice , whoſe profile is waved, i. e. concave at the CYNODE'SMUS [of xúve the virile member, and siw to

top, and convex at the bottom . bind, Gr.] the band or ligament which ties the prepuce of

Doric CYMATIUM [ Arcbit .] is a cavetto, or a cavity leſs the yard to the glands or not.

than a ſemicircle, having its proje &ture ſubduple its height. CYNOGLOSSUS ( xurózawooov, Gr.) the herb Hounds

Lesbian CyMÁTIUM , is a concave, convex member, tongue, L.

having its proje &ture ſubduple its height. CYNOMO'RION Exuvonóerov, Gr. ] Choke-weed .

Tuſcan CYMATIUM, conſiſts of an ovolo or quarter- CYNOREXIA (xuvopečía, Gr. ] a greedy unſatiable ap

round . petite like a dog

CY'MBAL [xúplano , Gr.] a muſical inftrument uſed CYNO'R RHODON Exuvóſposos, Gr.] the wild roſe, or

among the ancients, ſweet -briar roſe.

CYMBALA'RIA , the herb Penny -royal, z . Cyno'sBATOS [xvvóoßator, Gr.] Eglantine or ſweet

CY'MBALIST [xvu.Banssos, Gr.] a player on a cymbal. briar; alſo the caper-buſh.

CY'MBIFORME OS [of cymba, L. a boat ] the ſame as
CYNO'SURA Kupóoxes , of xúsy a dog, and ex, Gr.

Os Naviculare, i.c. the third bone in each foot, in that the tail] a conſtellation of feven ſtars near the north pole ;
part of it which immediately ſucceeds thc leg, L. alſo called Urſa minor, i, e, the leder bear, or the polar ftar

CY_MINUM [x optvov, G.] the herb Cummin. in the tail of it.

CYMRAE'CAN Language, the Welp or Old Britiſ tongue. Cy'on [ cion , F] a graft, ſprig or ſucker of a tree ,

CYNA'NCHE (xurorxn , of xúw a dog , and är n pain , ſpringing from an old one.
Gr.] a ſquinance or quinſey, an inflammation of the inner CYPARI'SS Æ [xuta eiwal, Gr.] certain fiery meteors or
muſcles of the throat, attended with a difficulty of breath- vapours that appear in the air at night.

ing and a continual fever ; a diſeaſe that dogs are frequently CYPARISSI'As (xurderwias, Gr.] the largeſt kind of
troubled with. ſpurge.

Cyna'NTHEMIS [ of xúvo and év gos, Gr. a Alower] CYPA'RISSUS (xutalwos, Gr.) the cypreſs -tree, L.

May - weed or Stinking chamomile. CY_PERUs [xixaegs, Gr.] Galingal.

CYNANTHROPI'A [xuveySenia , of xúwr a dog, and Cy'PHER or Nought ( o) which being ſet before a figure

ävs eget os a man, Gr.] madneſs, or a kind of frenzy cauſed ſignifies nothing ( unleſs in decimals , where it augments,

by thevenomous bite of a mad dog, wolf, & c. fo that being put before in the ſame proportion, as when put

the patient ſhuns the light , and every thing that is bright, integers)but after a figure it increaſes it by tens, and ſo

is very fearful of water, and trembles at the remembrance on ad infinitum .

or fightof it. Cy'puOMA [xúcoud, Gr.] a crookedneſs of the back.

Cyna'r A (nur dépa , Gr.) the ar ; ich le, a plant, L.
C: 'PHOMA

the lez:

afcer
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ty clout.

Cy'PHOMA ? ( of xúriw, Gr. to incline of lean ] a bend DAB , a lea -fith .

CY'PHOSIS Sing backwards of the Vertebra's, or turn- DAB , a llap on the face ; box on the ear, Eyec, allo a dira

ing joints of the back ; a being hunch -back'd.

Cy'PHONISM , a ſort of torture or puniſhment uſed by To DAB (prob. of dauber, F.] to flap or ſtrike.

the ancients, which ſome ſuppote to be the ſmearing the DAB Chick , a ſort of water- fowl.

body over with hony, and expofing the perſon bound to DA'Bitis [with Logicians] one of the moods of Syl
flies, wafps, Esc

logilms.
Cy'PRESS [ cupreffus, L xutdeloos, Gr.] a tree which To Da'bble ( prob. of Dabberen , Du.] to ſplaſh , to

the ancients accounting an emblem of death , uſed to adorn ftir about in water, dirt, Egoc.

their ſepulchres with it. DA'BBLER Lof Dabberen, Du.] one that ſplaſhes or
CYPRESS [ ſo called from the iſlands of Cyprus, from ftirs water abour; alſo one ſlightly furniſhed with an art,

whence they were firſt brought] a ſort of ſtuff, partly filk, Sc. as a Dabbler in Politicks , &c .

and partly hair, with which formerly hoods and other veſt- DABU'Z F , a weapon , a ſort of mace borne before the
ments for women were made. Grand Seignior.

Cy'PRUS (with Botani fis] a ſhrub or buſh much like pri DACE, a ſmall river -fiſh .

vet with the flowers of which the inhabitants of the iſle DACRYOI'DES da pvoerd is, of dáxpuov a tear, and todos

of Cyprus uſed to make ſweet oil ; alſo the drug called ſhape, Gr.] a kind of weeping ulcer,
Camphire, L. DACRYONO E'us (of daxprov and Tobic to make, Gr.]

Cyreni'acı ( from Ariftippus of Cyrene) a feet of phi- things which by their acrimony excite tears, as onions, & c.

lofophers who held that man was born for pleaſures, and DACTYLE [ doxTvion, Gr.j a dactyl; a toor or mea.

that virtue was only fo far laudable as it conduced thereto. ſure in a Latin verſe confifting of one long lyllable and

Cy'RICKSCEAT [Old Sax. Cuftom ] a tribute or duty two ſhort, as (Scribere ).

anciently paid to the church. DACTY'LIO [d xnúarov, Gr. the herb Scammony, L.

CY'RTOMA ? [xúc twois, Gr.] a tumor in any part of DACTY'LOGY [of datino: id finger, and rózos speech,

CY'RTOSIS S the body. Gr.] a diſcourſing by ſigns made with the fingers.

Cy'sSAROS (xúasagos , of xúoos, Gr. the breech] the DACTY'LIOMANCY (of daxitroos a ring , and perted ,

gut called Reftum , the lowermoſt of all ; alſo the funda- Gr. divinarion ) they hold a ring ſuſpended by a fine thread

ment. over a round table on the edge of which was made divers

CYSTEPA'TICK Artery (with Anatomifts] a branch of marks with the twenty four letters of the alphabet. The

theCeliack Artery which paſſes to the liver and gall, fo ring in its vibration itopping at certain lerrers, they joining
callid of núsos , Gr. the bladder theſe together , compoſed the anſwer of what they fought

CYSTEPA'Ticus du & us (with Anat.] is that duet which for. But the operation was preceded by a great many lu

is implanted in the Hepatick du &t, and the gali-bladder , Gr. perftitious ceremonies.

CY'STICA (with Pbyſicians] medicines good for diſeaſes DACTYLO'NOMY [ of Δάκτυλος a finger and νόμος law,

in the bladder. Gr.] the art of numbering on the fingers; the rule is this ;

Cy'STICÆ Gemelli [ with Anat. ) are two very ſmall the left thumb is reckoned 1 , the index 2 , and ſo on to

branches of the Cæliac Artery, thro' the gall-bladder. the right thumb which is the both, and denored by the

CY'STICK Vein (with Anat.] a branch of the Pena Porta cypher o.

that goes up to the gall-bladder.
DAD 2 [tad, C Br. Dadda, Ital.] a name by which

CY'S TICK [xx'ses, Gr.] a bladder, eſpecially that out of DA'DDA young children call their fathers.

which the urine and gall comes . DA'DDOCK [9. Dend Oak; the heart or body of a tree

Cy'stis (with Surgeons] a bag or skin which contains that is thoroughly rotten ,

the matter of an impofthume. Da'vo (with Archite& s ] is uſed by ſome writers for the

CY'STICKS [xv Ixce', of xuses, Gr .] medicines againſt die, which is the part in the middle of the pedcítal of a
diſtempers of the bladder . column, between its baſe and cornice, and is of a cubick

Cy'stis xusis, Gr.] a bladder form .

CystO'TOMY [of xusis , Gr. the bladder, and touin , DA'Duchi [ of da's an unetuous and reſinous wood of

Gr. a cutting) the operation of cutting for the ſtone. which the ancients made corches, and éxw to hold or have]

Cyzic E'NES [of the iſland Cyzico) magnificent ban- torch - bearers ; prieſts of Cybele, who ran about the temple

queting houſes among the Greeks, always expoſed to the with lighted torches in their hands.

north , and commonly opening upon gardens. DÆ'DALUS (Aaid axos, i. e. artificial, of tā stddrawy

CZAR [an abbreviation of Cæfar] the title of the em- to do artificially, or of saíw to knowjan Athenian artificer,

peror of Mufcovy and Ruſſia. the ſon of Micion ſaid to have lived A M. 2874 , about the

time that Gideon judged Ifrael. To him is attributed the

invention of the law and ax, the plummet, augre , glue, and

D
cement; and he is ſaid to have made ftatues with machinery

that the eyes would move as tho' living . Being accuſed for

d Roman, D d Italick, D d Englijh, DS Saxon,

the death of Perdix, his nephew , he Aed into Crete, and

D there made a labyrinth for Minos, into which Minos put

Af Greek, 7 Hebrew , are the fourth letters of their him and his ſon Icarus, as the Poets ſay, for making a cow

refpe &tive alphabets.

D, is pronounced in moſt or all Engliſh words except

of wood, into which Pafiphae being put, was lain with by

Wedneſday:

a bull ; ſee Paſiphae. The grounds of which fable is , De

D in Latin numbers fignifies soo, and a daſh over it as

dalus was privy to the adultery of Paſiphae the wife of

Minos with his ſervant Taurus. They tell us likewiſe, that

being priſoner in the labyrinth, he deſired to have feathers

D , is often in titles of books , ſet after the name of an and wax, in order to makea curious preſent for the king ;

author,as D.T. Doctor Theologie, i.e.Do &tor of Divinity, but with them made wingsfor himſelf and his ſon Icarus,
M. D. Medicina Doctor , Doctor of Phyfick , L. and flew away out of priſon , and got away by ſhip from

D.D. [in Inſcriptions] frequently ſtands for Dedicavit, Crete to Sardinia, and from thence to Cuma , where he

i.e. he has dedicated to God, or for Dono Dedit, i. e. he built a temple for Apolo; but his fon Icarus ſoared ſo high;
preſented , L. that the beams of the ſun melted the wax, and ſo he fell

D.D.D. [in Inſcriptions ] ſtands often for Dignum Deo into the Icarian Sea. The moral of which is , that he eſca

Donum dedit, i. e. he offered an acceptable preſent to ped with ſome diſcontented perſons from Crete in Thips, and

God , L. Minos purſuing them hard, Icarus's Haip was ſplit upon a

D.D.D.Q. [in Inſcriptions] ſtandsfor Dat, dicat, dedi- rock, but Dedalus overfailed the king, and arrived ſafe in
catque , i.e. he gives, fets apart, and dedicates, L. Sicily, failing ſwifter becauſe he had then invented fail

D.D.Q. S. (in Inſcriptions, ſtands for Dias Deabuſque sa- clochs, whereas none before him knew any ſpeedier way

crum , i.e. confecrated to the gods and goddefies , L. failing than by the help of oars.

D.D.N.N [ in Inſcriptions] ſtands for Domini Noftri, The Poets tell us, that Dadalus made walking ſtatues ;

i.e. of our Lord , L. but the truth of the fable is , the carvers and ſtatuaries of

DA [ in Mufick Books] fignifies for or by that time made their ſtatues with their feet in a ſtanding

DC[ in Mufick Books] an abbreviation of Da Capo, Ital . poſture ; but Dedalusmade his ſtatues withone of the
i , e, at the head or beginning. This is commonly met with feet extended and before the other, as in a walking poſture.
at the end of Rondeaus or ſuch airs or tunes as end with the DDA'LEAN ( Dædalcus, L. of Gaid anos, of daiddmw ,

firſt part, andintimates that the long or air is to bebegun I do artificially , Gr.] cunning, witty , artificial, ingenious.

again, and ended with the firſt part.
H h h DÆMON

D, 5000

of
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care

DE'MON [ adiuwv, either of Saital to adminiſter ; To Dam [oemman , Sax . dammen , DW ] to ſtop or ſhut

becauſe ſuppoſed to arrend on , and to miniſter to men ; or , up,to pen in.

as others ſay, of Salery, i.e. valeir, becauſe of an æthereal DAMAGE ( Dommage, F. of Damnum , L.) any hurt or

ſubſtance ; or of daréw to know , Gr.] a devil, a fpirit ei- hindrance that a man taketh in his eſtate .

ther good or bad ; ſome Heathen writers uſe it to ſignify DAMAGES [ in Common law] the hindrances that the

God ; but Chriftian writers generally uſe it to fignify the plaintiff or demandant hath ſuffered by means of the
devil or an evil ipirit. wrong done to him by the defendant.

A DÆMO'NIACK damoniacus, L. of Salworlaxos , Gr .] TÖ DAMAGE (dommager, F.j to do hurt , to pre

one pollefled with a devil , furious, mad . judice.

DE'MONES [according to fone Phyſical Writers ) are DAMAGE clear (Law Term] a duty formerly paid to

ſuch diſtempers for which no natural caule can be aſſign- the prothonotaries and other clerks , being a third , fixth
ed ; and are ſuppoſed to proceed from the influence and or tenth part of the damage recovered , upon a trial in

pofleflion of the devil. any court of Juſtice ; but this was dilannulled the 17th of
DAFFCDIL [’Aszód en , Gr . ) a flower commonly called Cbarles II .

a daffy -down - dily . DAMAGE Feaſant [ 9. d . doing hurt or miſchief ] a term

DAG, dew upon the graſs uſed when the beaſts of a ftranger get into another man's

To DAG pap, to cut off the skirts of the fleece. ground and feed there, ſpoiling graſs or coru , in which

DAG -LOCKS ( of bag , Sax ] the wool ſo cur oft. caſe the owner of the ground may diftrain or impound

DA'GGER , a weapon or fhort fword . them , as well in the night as in the day.

DIGGER Piß , a ſort of ſea fish . DA'MASK [damaſquine, F. of Damaſcus] fine ſilk ,

To DA'GGLE[ reagan, Sax.] to dawb the skirts of one's linen, Sc. in flowers os figures.
clothes with dirt. Tó DAMASK [darı aſquiner, F.] to work ſilk, linen,

DAG- WAIN , a rough coarſe mantle. enc in flowers or figures ; alio to draw draughts on paper.

Di'gon [ 117 of 17, Heb. a fiſh ] an idol of the To Da'mask potable L quors, is to warm them a little ,

Philiftines that upwards was of a human thape , but down to take off the tharpneſs of the cold , to make them

wards relembled that of a fiſh , having ſcales and a tinny mantle.

tail turning upwards. Some imagine it to have been the DAMASKEE'NING [ ſo called of Damaſcus in Syria ]

image of Neptune or a Triton . the art of adorning ſteel, iron, & c. by making inciſions

DAGUS of Dais a cloth wherewith the tables of kings in them , and filling them up with wire of gold or ſilver,
were anciently cover’d ; the chiefor upper table in a Monaſtery. as in ſword - blades, locks of piftols , Esc.

DAI'DALA [of scisard, Gr . ] certain ftatues, made as DAMAJK Rose, a ſweet- ſcented flower.

follows: the Plateans , & c. having allembled in a grove , DAME , a lady, among country people, miſtreſs, goody , F.

expoſed pieces of fodden fleſh to the open air,
and DAME Simone [ Cookery) a particular way of farcing cab

fully obſerving whether the crows that preyed upon them bage lettice.

directed their fight, hewed down all thoſe trees, and DAMES Violet, a plant.

formed then into ftatues. DAMISE'LLA , (Demoiſelle, F.] a little damſel ; a lady
DAI'DALA , a feſtival of the Grecians, wherein a ſtatue of pleaſure, a miſtreſs.

adorned in woman's apparel was accompanied by a woman To DAMN [damnare, L damner] to condemn or ad

in habit of a bride-maid , followed by a long, train of judge to hell torments ; to curſe, to cry down ; alſo to hiſs
Bæotians to the top of mount Citburon, upon which was a out the ſtage.

wooden alrar ereéted, furniſhed with a great ſtore of com DAMNABLE [damnab: lis, L ] tending to damnation ,

buſtible matter, they offered on it a bull to Jupiter, and an deftru & tive wicked , miſchievous.

heifer to Juno , with wine and incenſe , and all the DAMNABILITY [ damnabilitas, L. ) damnableneſs,

Daidırla's were thrown into it and conſumed together. capableneſs of condemnation.

The original of this cuſtom was this, fupiter and guno DAMNA'TA Terra [ Chymiſtry] the ſame as the caput

having had a quarrel, the parted from him into Eulæa, mortuum ; being only the maſs of earth , or groſs ſubſtance

whence Jupiter by all his arts and perſuaſions not being able that remains in the retort, Sc. after all the other princi

to engage her to return to him , he dreſſed up a ſtatue in ples have been forced out by fire.

woman's apparel, and placing it in a chariot, gave it out DAMNATION , the puniſhment of the damned , a fen

that it was Platea, to whom he was contracted in order to tencing to everlaſting pains in hell, L.

marriage. Juno hcaring this , pofted in all hafte to meet DA MNATORY [damnatorius, L.) condemning, or that

the chariot, and being well pleaſed at the contrivance, is condemned.

became reconciled to her husband. DAMNI'FICK [damnificus, L.) that bringeth damage

DAIL (with sailorsj a trough in which the water runs or hurt, endamaging.

from the pumps over the decks. T.DA'MNIFY[ damnificare, L.] to do damage to ; to
To DAIN [ Deigner, Fr.] to vouchſafe, to condef- hurt or prejudice,
To DEIGNS cend .

DAMNO'SITY [ damnofitas, L.) hurtfulneſs.

DAILY [tæglice , Sax.] every day , day by day. DAMNO'S E [ damnoſus, L ) hurtful, harmful.

DAI'NTINESS [of Dain, Obſ. F.j delicacy , niceneſs in DA'MAGEABLE ( dommageable, F.j prejudicial, hurtful.

eating, Esc DA'MNABLENESS [damnable, F. damnabilis, L.] dam

DAI'NTIES [of Dain, 0.Fr.] delicacies, niceties . ning impiety , horribleneſs.

DAI'NTY , delicate , coſtly, fine , nice, curious. ĎA'MPISH [of damp, Dan.] ſomething damp or moiſt

DAIRR [of Dayeria of day, or dæz, Sax , which at

fiſt ſignified the daily yield of milch -cows, or profit made
DA'MPISHNESS

DA'MPNESSof them , or others of derriere, F. behind q. a houſe back
moiſtnefs, wetneſs.

wards] a place where milk and milk meats are made Damp [damp, Dan ] moiſture, wetneſs ; alſo a va

and kept . pour that frequently ariſes in mines under ground, and

DAI ' Y , a flower well known. ſometimes choaks the workmen, unleſs they get away

Daiz , a canopy , Fr. quickly :

Da'kir, a number of ten hides , as a laſ is of 20. ToDAMP [damper, Dan .Ito make damp or moiſt ; al.

DA'KER Hen, a fowl. foto put a damp upon or diſhearten ; alſo to allay , to chill.

Dal ( in Mufick Books] for or by , Ital DAMPS in Mines] are noxious exhalations, which

DALE ( Dal, Don ] a little valley ; a bottom between 2 fometimes ſuffocate thoſe that work in them , and are

hills . otherwiſe prejudicial, they are diſtinguiſhed into 4 forts.

DALI PRATI [ Old Law) certain bulk , or narrow ſlips 1. The Deas-Bl.om Damp [at the mines at the Peak in

of paſture ground , left between the furrows in ploughed Derlybire this damp is fuppoſed to proceed from the mur
lands, titude of the red rrefoil Howers , called hony-ſuckles, with

DALLIANCE, toying , wantonneſs. which the lime- ſtone meadows there do abound. It takes

To Da'lly (perhaps of dollen , Dø. to play the its name from the likeneſs to the ſmell of peas-bloſſoms.

fool to toy , to play with amorouſly, to be full of wan- It is ſaid always to come in the ſummer-time, but is not

ton ricks , alſo to delay, to trifle. mortal .

DALMATIAN Cap, a tulip. 2. The fulminating DAMPS , theſe are found frequently

DALMA'TICK [ of Dalmatia in Greece where firſt uſed ) a in coal-mines, but very feldom , if at all , in lead -mines.

kind of veſtment having large open Neeves, worn by prieſts. If the vapour of theſe ſortof damps is touched by the

Dam [perhaps of Dame, F. a Miſtreſs] a female of flame ofa candle, it immediately catches fire, and has all.

beaſts, which has had young. the effects of lightening or fired gun -powder.

DAM ( Dam , Du. 'a Auod -gate or ſtoppage in a river.

or wet.

}

2 3. The
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3. The Common DAMPS,affe&t perſons with ſhortneſs DA'NKISH ; a little moist or wet:

of breath and d fficulty of breathing ; but are ſeldom in- DA'NKISHNess, moiſtneſs.

jurious any faith :r, if the perſons affected with it do not DAPA'TICAL [dapaticus, L.] ſumptuous.

lwoon , which if they do , though they are not quite ſuf- DAPHNËPHORI'A (Acounpoeic , Gr.] a feſtival obſerved

focated, are yet tormented with very violent convulſions every 9 years by the Bacotians, on account of a victory ob

on their recovery. The coming of theſe ſort of damps are tain'd by the aid of Apollo : the manner of the feſtival was

known by the fame of thecandles becoming round, and thus, a beautiful boy having a crown of gold on his head ,

growing leſſer and leſſer till it go quite out. The me- Egc, fumptuouſly apparelled, carried an olive bough ad

thod of curing thoſe that ſwoon, is by laying them on orned with garlands of laurel and variousforts of Howers,

their bellies with their mouth to a hole dug in the ground , top of which was a globe of braſs, from which hung

and if that does not recover them , they fill them full of other lefſer globes ; about the middle was a purple crown,

ale, and if that fails , they look upon their caſe desperate and a ſmaller globe and other ornaments .. The
upper globe

4. The Globe DAMP , this by miners is fuppoted to gather was an emblem of the ſun, by whom theymeant Apollo ;

from the ſtream of their bodies and the candles, which af- the leſſer globe under it, the moon ; the leſſer globes, the

cending up into the higheſt part of the vault , does there ſtars ; and 365crowns in number repreſented the days in

condenſe, and in time, a film grows over it, which cor- a year. This boy was followed by a choir of virgins with

rupts and becomes peftilential . It appears of a round form branches in their hands to Apollo's temple, where they ſung
about the bigneſs of a font-ball, hanging in the higheſt hymns to the god .

part of the roof, of ſuch paſſages of themine, as branch DAPHNO'PHAGI [of saprítis the laurel, and carer, Gr.

out from the main grove. It is covered with a skin about to eat] certain prophets or diviners in ancient times, that

the thickneſs of a cobweb. If this skin be broken by pretended to be intpired after the eating of bay -leaves.

a fplinter or any other accident, the damp preſently DAPHNITIS []cpritis, Gr.] the laurel of Alexandria or

flies out and fuffocates all that are near it , the workmen tongue laurel .

have a way of breaking it at a diſtance by the help of a ĎAPHNOI'DES [dapronssis, Gr.] the herb Loril or Lau

ſtick and a long rope, which being done, they after- ril ; alſo the herb periwinkle.

wards purify the place with fire. DA'PIFER , a ſteward at a feaſt ; alſo the head bailiff of

DA'MSEL [ Demoiſelle, F. ] a young maiden . a manour , .

Damsel , a ſort of utenſil put into beds to warm the DAPIFER Regis [Old Law Lat.] the ſteward of the king's

feet of old men houſhold .

DA'MSIN ( Damaifine, F. q . of Damaſcus] a fort of DA'PING , a method of angling upon the top of the

DA'MsOnS ſmall plum like a damask - prune . water.

To DANCE (Dancer, F.] to move the body in mea- DA'pper , low of ſtature, clever, neat, ſpruce, light,

ſure and time, according to the tune or air that is play'd Dutch

or ſung Da'pple (probably of dapffer, Teut. an apple, q. full

M DANCE'ITE [in Heraldry ), a term uſed, plied to horfes, as a dappled gray is a light gray ſhadedof divers ſpots like a pippin ] a colour peculiarly
ap

when the out-line of any bordure or ordinary with a deeper.

is notched in and out very largely , and is the

ſame as indented ; only that is deeper and wider. DA'ppled bay Horſe, is a bay -horſe that has marks of a
dark bay.

There is alſo a bend called a double dancette, as

hebears azure, a bend , double dancette. See the eſcutcheon.
DAPPLED black Horſe, is a black horſe that in his black

DA'NCHE [in Heraldry] the ſame as indented. skin or hair has ſpots or marks, which are yet blacker and

DANDELI'ON [9. dens leonis, L. i.e. Lion's- tooth] an more Shining than the reſt of the skin .
Darherb well known .

a fiſh found in the river Severn.

DA'NDEPRAT [ ſome derive it of danten to play the

fool, and pract, Du a trifle ; others of dandiner, F. to DARA'PTI (in Logick ] an artificial word expreſſing the

play the fool ; others again of dandle Engliſh and preft, fitions are univerſal affirmatives and the laſt a particular
firſt mood of the third figure , where the two firſt propor

F. ready, fit ; q. d . one fit to be dandled as a Baby]a
dwarf, little fellow or woman ; alſo a ſmall coin, made

negative.

To Dare (Dean ran, býſnan, Sax.] to hazard or venbyking. Hen. VII.

T. BA'NDLE [dandiner, F.] to fondle or make much ture ; alſo to challenge or provoke.

of . Da'rick , an ancient coin in value 2 s.

DA'NDRIFF 3 [of tan a ſcab , and broş, Sax. dirty] larks.DARING Glass (with Fowlers] a device for catching

DA'NDRUFF S a ſcurt that ſticks to the skin of the

DA'RINGNESS [ yearycíppe of bearran , sax .] adhead,

venturouſneſs, boldneſs.DANE GELD a tax impoſed on our Saxon anceſtors

DANE GELTS by king Etheldred, of is , and after DARK (Georc, Sax. which Mer. Caf. derives of aSepxinsj
Gr.] without light, obſcure, myſterious.

wards of 2 s, on every hide of land in the realm , for

clearing, the ſeas of Daniß pirates, which very much DARK Tent, a portable camera obſcura , made not un

like to a desk, and fitted with optick glaſſes, to take pro
annoyed our coafts, this was given to the Danes on the

terms ofpeace and departure, who received at firft 10000l. ſpects of landskips, buildings, fortifications, doc.

then 16000l. then 240col. then 34000l. and at laſt DA'RKNESS ( beofcnere, Sax .] want of light, obſcu

48000l. Henry I. and king Stepben releaſed them finally
rity , hiddenneſs.

from paying this tax. DA'R KLING , obſcuring, making dark , 'Milton.

DANE-LAGE ! Dane -leag, sax .) the laws that were DA'RKSOMNESS , obfcureneſs, darkiſhneſs.

in force in England, during the time of the Daniß go DARLING [ i.e. dearling of derling, Sax.) a favourite

vernment, which took place chicfly in 15 counties, Tork,
To Darn (probably of dýſnan , Sax. to hide] to few

croſs -wiſe in imitation of what is woven.Derby, Nottingham , Middleſex, Norfolk, Cambridge and
DA'RNEL , theweed called Cockle.

Huntington, Leicefter, Lincoln, Northampton, Hartford, Elex,

Suffolk , Cambridgefire and Huntingdon DA'R NIX , a ſort of ſtuff.

DARREIN (of dernier, F. laſt ] a Law Term .
DAN EWort, the plant, otherwiſe called Wall-wort or

Dwarf- elder.
DARREIN Continuance [Law Term ] is when after the

DA'NGER, hazard, jeopardy, F
continuance of the plea, the defendant pleads new matter.

DARREIN Pr. Sentment [Law Term ] a writ againſt aDANGER
DANGERIUM " Payment of money anciently made ftranger who prefers to a church , the advowſon of which?

S

that they mighthave leaveto plowandfow inthe time of belongs to another.
DA'RSIS [Sápois, Gr. of diem to excoriate] a rubbingpannage or maft -feeding, it is otherwiſe called lief or

lef- filver. off or fretting of the skin .

DA'NGEROUS [ dangereux, F. ] full of danger, hazar
DART [ dart, B. Brit.] an arrow .

dous. To DART (probably of darder, F.) to caft or throw a

dart ; alſo burtt out like a flaſh of lightening.DA'NGEROUSNESS [of dangereux, F.) hazardouſneſs.

To DANGLE [q. to hangle of hang, Eng.] to hang and DA'RTON ? [ Saptos, of deegs, Gr. a skin ] the ſecond

ſwing to and fro. DA'RTUS 3 or inner of the common coats , which im

DA'NGLING[ 9. d . down and hanging] hanging down, mediatelycover the tefticles. This ariſes from themembra
pendulous. carnofa, and adheres to the tunica vaginalis by many mem

branous fibres.
DANK ( probably of tunken, Text.] ſomewhat moiſt of

Wet.

DART Ś

TO
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TO DASH [fome derive it of dalk, Dan. a blow or ĝin the natural day at 12 a clock at night, which cuſtom
Itroke , others of U17, Heb. he hath threſhed ] to ſtrike we ſeem to have borrowed from the Egyptians, or Romans,

with the hand ; alſo to make a ſtroke or line with a pen . who began it at that time. The Jews begin their religious

To DASH ( ſome derive it as before, others of gaſquer , natural day at ſun - fet, and thus do the ltal ans, Bohemians

F. to beſpatter with dirt] to wet by dalhing. and Polanders. The Jews, Chaldeans and Babylonians be

T. DASH ffomederive it of bræp, saz. able to ſay gan their day at fun -rifing, and ſo do the Perſians ; but

nothing for himſelf ; others from durielen , Du . to be the Arabians from noon .

greatly afraid ] to put out of countenance, to terrify. Natural Day , is the ſpace of 24 hours taken up by the

DA'STARD [ of Djær, Sax. abalhed , and aerd nature] ſun in going round the earth, or by the earth in going

a coward or faint- hearted fellow. ' round the lun .

DA'STARDLY, cowardly, faint-heartedly . Artificial Day, is the ſpace of time from the riſing to the

DA'STARDY , cowardlineſs. ſetting of the fun, in oppoſition to niglir, which is the

DASY'MMA [deo unna of Seous rough, Gr .] ſuperficial 1pace of time that the fun is under the horizon
inequality of the inward part of the eye-lids accompanied Civil Day , differs from the natural only in its beginning,
with a redneſs,

which is various according to the cuſtom of nations. The

DA'T A [with Mathematicians] things given , a term im- gews and Athenians begin their day at ſun - ſetting, and the

plying certain things or quantities ſuppoſed to be given or Italians begin their firſt hour at fun fet , the Babylonians

known in order from them to find outother things or quan- at ſun -rifing, the Umbri at noon , and the Eeyptians at mid

tities which are unknown or fought for. night.

DA'TARY [of the Chancery of Rome] a chief officer Day Civil or Political, is divided into the following

thro' whoſe hands moſt benefices paſs. parts ; 1. After midnight. 2. The cock's crow .

DATE ( datum, L. given] that part of a writing which ipace between the fistă cock's crow and break of day.
expreſſes the day of the month and year, when 4. The dawn of the morning. 5. Morning. 6. Noon or

ting, coin, egoc. was made.
mid -day 7. The afternoon. 8. Sun-ſet. 9. Twilight.

TO DATE [datare, L. dater, F.] to ſet a date to a wri- 10. The evening. 11. Candle - time. 12. Bed -time. 13.

The dead of the night.

DATED [daté, F. datus, L. given or ſent] having the DAY Lin Law fignifies fometimes the day of appear

day of the month and year , &c . ance in court, and ſometimes the return of writs .

DATES (dactyli, L.) the fruit of the date- tree , F. DAY -NET [with Fowlers] a net for taking larks , bun

DA'TIVE Cafe (with Grammarians) the third of the fix tings, martins, hobbies, or any other birds that play in the

cafes, uſed in actions of giving and reſtoring. • air, and will ſtoop, either to itale , prey , glaſs, Sc.

DA'TIVE Tutelage ( Civil Law ] a tutelage of a minor To be diſmiſſed without DAY [ Law Term ] is to be abſo .

appointed by a magiſtrate. lutely diſcharged the court.

DATIVE [Old Law ] that may be given or diſpoſed of To have a Day by the Roll (Law Term] to have a day of

at pleaſure. appearance aſſigned.

A la Daube' ( Cookery] a particular way of dreſſing a leg Days - MAN, a labourer that works by the day ; alſo

of veal, F. an arbitrator , mediator, umpire or judge.

DAU'GHTER [Dohtou , Sax. daater, Dan.) a female Day Werg of Land [among the Ancients ) as much land

as could be plough'd up in one day's work ; or , as it is

St. DAVID's Day, the firſt day of Marcb, obſerved by ftill called by the farmers, one journey .
the Welſ in honour of St. David, anciently biſhop of Mi- Days [in Bank] are days ſet apart by ſtatute or order

nevy in Wales, who obtained a ſignal victory over the sa- of the court , when writs are to be returned , or when the

xons, they then wearing leeks in their hats as a mark of dif party
ſhall

appear upon
the writ ferved.

tinction and colours, obſerved in memory of that vi&tory. A DAYS Journey (in Scripture] is accounted 33 miles ,
David's-flaf (with Navigators] an inſtrument conſiſting 172 paces and 4 feer.

of two triangles joined together, each having its bale arch’d, A Sabbath Day's Journey [ in Scripture] is 600 paces.

and containing a quadrant of go degrees between them in DAZE , a fort of glittering ſtones found in the tin or

the circle of their baſes. lead mines.

DAVIDISTS [ ſo called of one David Gorge, a glaſier or A DAʼZ ED Look, an affrighted look .

painter of Ghent) an heretical feet about the year 1525, DAZED Palled, as dazed bread, i. e dough baked.

who were his adherents. He declared that he himſelf was DAZED Meat, palled by roaſting at a flack fire.

the true Mefiab, and that he was ſent to earth to fill hea- To Da'zzle ( probably of duiſelen , Du.] to offend the

ven, which was quite empty for want of people. He re- fight with too much light.

jeeted marriage, denied the refurrection, and laugh’d at DeA'CINATED [deacinatus, L.) cleanſed from the ker

ſelf-denial, and held divers other errors.
nels.

Davis's Quadrant (with Navigators] an inſtrument to DEA'CON ( Diaconus, L. of Sicéxova of Sleexovéw , Gr. 10

take the height of the ſun at noon, ſtanding with their backs miniſter or ſerve) a miniſter or ſervant in the church, whoſe

towards it, to avoid its glaring in their eyes. office is to aſſiſt the pricht in divine ſervice, and the diſtri
DA'VIT [in a Sbip ] a ſhort piece of timber , having a bution of the holy facrament; to inſtruct youth in the ca

norch at one end , in which by a ſtrap is hung a pulley to techiſm .

hale up the look of an anchor, and faſten it to the bow DeA'CONSHIP [of diaconus, L. and pip, an Engli ter

of a hip ; alſo another belonging to a boat, to which the mination for office ] the office or dignity of a deacon.

buoyrope is brought in order to weigh the anchor. DeA CONESSES [ in the Primitive Church] women of

To DAUNT (perhaps of domitare, L. to make tame] to probity, gravity and piety, who were choſen to aſſiſt thoſe

frighten , to put out ofheart. of their own ſex in religious concerns.

DAU'NTED (domi, F. domitus, L. tamed] diſheartened. DEAD [read, Sax .] without life ; alſo flat, as liquors.

DAU'NTLESS , undaunted. DEAD mens eges [in a ship ) ſmall blocks orpulleys, ha

DAU'NTIESNESS , a being without fear or diſcourage. ving many holes, but no ſhivers, on which the launcers sun.
ment. DEAD Heap (with Mariners] a low tide.

DAU'Phin , the next heir to the crown of France, which DEAD Nettle, the herb Archangel .

is ſuppos'd to have proceeded from the name, the Dauphins To DEA'DEN (of deas, Sax.] to take away from the

of Viennois, who were foveraigns of the province of Dau- force of a weight, blow , Egoc.

phine in France, having taken the Dolpbin for their arms ; DEAD water (with Mariners] is the eddy water that is

the laſt of thoſe princes having no iſſue, gave his domini- next behind the ſtern of the ſhip, which is ſo termed , be

ons to the crown of France, upon condition that the heir cauſe it does not paſs away ſo ſwiftly, as that water does

of the crown ſhould be called Daupbin, and ever bear a that runs by her ſides ; ſo thatwhen a hip has a great

dolphin for his arms. eddy following her ftern, they ſay, the makes much dead

DAW , a bird called a jack -daw .

TO DAWB (dauber , Fj to foul, to beſmear ; alſo to DEAD Pledge, a mortgage, or pawning things for ever ,

bribe, to fatter. if the money borrowed be not paid at the time agreed on.
To Dawn (perhaps of'cuzian , Sax. ) to begin to grow DEAD Reckoning (with Navigators) is that eltimation ,

light as the day does. judgment or reckoning that they make where the ſhip is ,
DAW'NING , the beginning of the day. by keeping an account of her way by the log , by know

DAY [ D ] , Sax. ] 24 hours ; alſo the light part of ing the courſe they have ſteered by the compaſs, by recti
them . fying all with allowance for drift, lee -way , Sr. according

Day , as to the beginning of the day, we in England be- to the ſhip’s trim .
DEAD

water.
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Dead rifing (with Sailors] that part of the ſhip that DEBA'TABLE (of debatě,F.] thắtmay be diſputed:
lies aft, between her keel and her floor-timber. DEBA'T E [debate, F.) diſpute ; alſo quarrel , ftrife.

Dead ropes (of a ship] thoſe ropes which do not run To DEBATE [debatre, F.] to diſpute, to argue delibe

blocks or pulleys . rately on a matter .

Dead tops [in Husbandry ] a diſeaſe in trees. DEBA'TEFUL, contentious, &c.

Dead Water [ Sea Term ] the eddy water juſt behind Debau'ch [debauché,F.] riotouſneſs, banquetting, drun

the ſtern of the hip, fo called becauſe it does not paſs kennefs.

away ſo ſwiftly as thewater by the ſides of it does. To Debau'ch [ debaucher, F.] to corrupt a perſon's

DEADLY (of deatlic , Sax .) cauſing death . manners ; alſo to mar or ſpoil; alſo to ſeduce and vitiate
Deadly Feud [in Law) is an unappealable hatred, a woman.

which proceeds ſo far as to ſeek revenge, even by the DEBAU'CHERY [debauche, F. ] diſorder, incontinen

death of the adverſary . cy , revelling , drunkennefs, licentioufuets.

DEADS [in the Tin mines] ſuch parcels of common DEBAU'CHED [debauché, F. ] lewd , incontinent.

earth as lie above the ſhelves, which uſually contain the A DEBAUCH E'E (un debauché, F. ) a riotous perſon.

Thoad . DeBeLLA'TION , an overcoming or bringing under by

Dear [beay, Sax.] not having the ſenſe of hearing.

To DEA'FEN [bea nian , Sax .) to make deaf. DE BENE ESSE [Law Phraſe ] as to take a thing de

Dea'rish , ſomething hard of hearing. bene eſe, i.e . take it or allow of it for the preſent, till

Dea'fness [ deakneyre, Sax.] hardneſs or want of the attair fhall come to be more fully debated and exa

the ſenſe of hearing. mined , and then to ſtand or fall according to the merit of

DeAFFO'KESTED [in Law Books] the being diſchar- the thing in its own nature.

ged from being foreſt, or freed and exempted from foreſt DEBE'NTURE, a bill drawn upon the publick ,' or a

laws. kind of writing in the nature of a bond, io charge the

To DEAL [oälan , Sax.] to trade ; alſo to divide or por- common wealth to ſecure the ſoldier , ſeaman , creditor or
tion out. his aſſigns, the lum due, upon auditing the accounts of

DEA'LING [cæling , sax.] trading'; alſo diſtributing.
To DEA'LBATE [dealbatum , L.] to whiten , to make DEE'NTURE [in the Exchequer and King's houſe] a

white. writing given to the ſervants for the payment of their wa

DEALBA'TION, a whitening or making white , L.

DEA'LER [of dælan , Sax . to divide] a trader, buyer or DEBENTUR E (in Traffik] is the allowance of cuſtom

ſeller. paid inward , which a merchant draws back upon the ex

A DEA'MBULATORY [deambulatorium , L.] a gallerygallery portation of the goods which were before imported .

or place to walk in . DE'ber (be owetb ] a cerm uſed of that which remains

DEA'MBULATORY [deambulatorius, L.] changeable or unpaid, after an account has been ſtated .

moveable. DEBET and SOLET , a writ of righr , as if a man ſue

DeAME'NA (with the Romans] a goddeſs ſuppoſed to for any thing, which is now denied , and hath been en

preſide over menſtruous women . joyed by himſelf and his anceſtor, before him , I.

Dean [ decanus, L. Stolxovo , Gr.] a dignified clergy- DEI'LE (debilis, L.) weak , feeble.

man, who is next under the biſhop and chief of the chap- To DEBILITATE debilitatum , L. ) to weaken.

ter in a cathedral or collegiate church ; as dean of Tork, Efential Debi'LITIES of a Planet ( with ftrologers] is

of Lincoln, of St. Paul's, of Weſtminfter. when a planer is in its detriment, fali or peregrine.

DEAN and CHAPTER , a ſpiritual body corporate, con
Accidental DEBILITIES of a Planet (with Aftrologers] is

lifting of many able perſons, as the dean and his preben- whena planet is in the 6th, 8 h or 12th houtes ; or com

daries. buft, Ec ſo that by each of theſe circumſtances it is ſaid to

Rural Dean , a curate appointed by the biſhop and be more or leſs afflicted, and to have ſo many, or ſo few

archdeacon to have juriſdi&tion over other miniſters and debilities,

pariſhes adjoining to his own. DEBI'LITUDE [debilitudo, L.) debility, weakneſs.

Dea'nRY (Diaconfic, Sax.) the juriſdi&tion of a dean. DEBI'LITY (debilitas, L ] feebleneſs, infirmity, weak

DEA'NSHIP ( diaconatus, L) the office or dignity of a neſs.

dean. Devi'lity ( with Phyſicians] a weakneſs that proceeds

Dean's Apple, a fruit much eſteemed in Devonpire. from ſwooning , fainring , hunger, or ſome other indiſpoli

Dean's Pear, the Michael Pear. tion ; or it is a relaxation of the holids , which induces

Dear (of dýran , Sax , to account dear to himſelf ] va- weakneſs and fainting .

luable, precious . DE'BITO, a writ where a man owes another a ſum of

Dear [beon, Sax ] coſting a great price ; alſo indeared. money for goods told , L.

DEA'R NESS ( of teojinerye, Sax.] collineſs,& c. DEBOI'st (probably of debaucbé, F. ] debauched, lewd,
DEARTH [of peon , Sax .] great ſcarcity of food. riotous .

DEARTICULATION. fee Diarthroſis. DEBOI'STNESS , debauchedneſs , Ga.

To DEA'RTUATE [deartuatum , L] to disjoint, quar- DEBONNAI'R (debonnaire, F.] courteous, affable, good

ter or cut in pieces ; to diſmember. natured , of a ſprightly air .
DEATH (tead, sax ] a privation of life, which is con- DEBONNAI'RITY ' [debonnaireté, F.] good humour,

fidered in the ſeparation of the ſoul from the body. DEBONNAIRNESS S courteouſneſs, affability, Esc.

DEATH (with Pbyſicians] is defined a total ſtoppage of DEBOSHE'E [ un or une debauché, F.] a debauched ,

the circulation of the blood, and the ceſſation of the diffolute perfon , a lewd wretclı, a loote liver.

animal and vital functions , which follow thereupon , as DeBrUI'SED [in Heraldry] imports the grievous re

reſpiration, ſenſation, &c. ſtraint of any animal, who is debarred of its natural free

DEATH WATCH, a ſmall infe &t noted for making a dom by any of the ordinaries being laid over it.

ticking noiſe like the beats of a watch, which the common DEBT [dette, F. of debitum , L ] that which is due from

people take to be the prefage of death . one man to another.

DEATHLESS [ Tea Šlear, sax ] inmortal. DEBT in Law] is a writ that lies upon default of pay

DEATHLESNESS (tea Slcaynery, Sax.) immortality. ment of a ſum of money due.

To DEAU'RAT E [deauratum, L.] to gild or lay cver De'Btor ( debitor, L.) one who is indebted to another.
with gold. DEBULLI'TION , a bubbling or boiling over, L.

De AURA'TION (with Apotbecaries] the gilding of pills DECACU'MINATED [ decacuminatus, L.) having the

to prevent ill taſtes. tops lopped off

DEBACCHA'TION , a raging or madneſs, L. DECADE [ Sexceda!, Gr ] the number of ren , as the

To DEBA'R [ probably of debarrer, F. ] to ſhut out , to Decades of Livy, i. e the ten books of his hiſtory, L.
keep from , to hinder. DECADENCY [decadence, F. decidentia, of decidere, L.

DEBA'RBED ( debarbatus, L.] having his beard cut or to fall down) a falling down, decay, ruin .
pulled off DE'CAGON [dendroros, of dixa ten, and ywria , Gr. a

To DEBA'RK [of debarquer, F.] to diſembark. corner.]

DEBA'R RED [ofdebarré, F.] hindered or kept from . DE'CAGON (with Geometricians) a figure of ten ſides or

To DEBA'S E (debaiſer, F.] to bring down, to humble ; polygons , forming ten angles.

alſo to diſparage ; alſo to make coin of a metal mix'd Regular De'CAGON in Fortification] a fortified town

with a baler or too much alloy. that has ten ſides and as many angles, or ten baſtions ; the

DEBA'S EMENT (abaiſſement, F.] a being brought low . angles of which are all equal one to another.
H h h Deck
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DECALOGUE (dexcén.0705, of dixs ten , and názos a DECEPTIBLE [deceptilis, L.) eaſy to be deceived .

word] the ten commandments. DEC E'PTION , beguiling, deceiving, deceit , fraud, I.

DECAMERON [sexiuzteer, of sixaand uicos a part] fully comes anything in the name of another,"for one whoDECEPTIO'NE, a writ lying againſt a man , who deceit

a volume of writing divided into ten books,

To DECAʼMP (decamper, F. ] to go from , to break up receives damage or Irurt thereby.

to march off from an en
encampment.

Dec E'PTIVE [deceptivus, L.) deceiving, deceitful .

DECA'MPMENT [decan pement, F.] à marching from
DECE'PTOR Y [decepturius, L.) deceitful.

or breaking up a camp. DECE'PTUK E deceptura, L., fraud , deceit.

DE'CANATE { [in Afirology] is ten degrees attributed DEC E'RPT (decerpius, L.] cropped off,

DECU'RY S to fone planet, in which, when it is, Dece'kPTIBLE Lot decerpere, L ) that may be crop

it is ſaid to have one dignity .

To DECA'NT [decantare, L.) to pour liquor off from
DECE'RPTION, a plucking or cropping off, L.

the lees or dregs.
DECERTA'TION , a contending or ftriving for, L.

DECANTA'TION (with Clymifs)the pouring the clcar
DECE'SSION deceffo, L.) a departing or going away.

part of any liquor by gentle inclination, to that it may be To DECI'D E [decidere, L. ] to conclude an affair or bu

without ſediment or dregs. fineſs, to bring it to flue ; to agree or make up a ditte
any

DECANTER, a fint bottle to hold wine, beer, &c .

to be poured out into a drinking -glats.
DE'CIDENCE [decidentia , L.) a fulling down, off, or

DECA'PILLATED (decapillatus, L.) having the hair away ; alſo a tendency to any diſtemper.

pulled or fallen off. DECIDUOUS ideciduus, L.j apr or ready to fall ;

To DECAPITATE [decapitatum , L.) to take off the term uſed of Mowers and feeds in plants,

head . DECI'DUOU NESs (of deciduus, L.) aptneſs to fall.

DeCAPITE' [in Heraldry] ſignifies that the beaſt has
DECIEs tantum [ in Law ] i . e . ten times as much. A

the head cut off ſmooth , and is different tiom erazed, writ lying againſt a juror (who has been bribed to give

which is when the head is as it were toru off, Icaving the his verdict) for the recovery of ten times as much as

neck ragged, F.
he took .

To DECAPULATE [decapulatum , L. ] to empty or Deci ' E [with Aftronomers] a new afpe &t invented by

pour out of one thing into another. Kepler, when two planets are diſtant 36 degrees.

DECA'STICK [of dexa ten , and sizo a verſe] an epi
DE'CIMAL [of decimx, L , tenth ] of or conſiſting of ten

gram or ſtanza conſiſting of ten verſes.
or tenth parts.

DECA'STYLE (decaflylus, L. of Sex.csva G-, Gr.] that
DECIMAL Arithmetick, an art treating of fra &tions,

has ten pillars.
whoſe denominators are in a decuple, continued geometrical

DECATO'R THOMA [with Phyſicians) a medicine made progreſſion, as 10, 100 , 1000, &c.

of ten ingredients. DECIMAL Fraction, is a fraction which has for its de

DECA'Y (decadence, F.] wafting , ruinous ftate.
nominator i with a cypher, or cyphers annexed, as

To DECAY ( decadere, Ital . of decidere, L.) to fail, to 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 6

fall to ruin , to grow worfe , to wither . І оооо

To DECEA'S E [decedere, L.] to die a natural death. DECIMAL Chain for Surveying] a chain divided deci

A DECEAS E [decefis, L.) a natural death . mally, or into an hundred equal Parts, marks being put at

DECEA'S ED (decedé, F. deceſus, L. ] dead. every ten , for me.luring of lands.

DECE'DENT ( decedens, L.) departing, going away: DECIMAL Scales, flat rules or ſcales divided decimally .

Decel'T (deceprio, L. ) a dec.it , a lubrie, wily ſhift. DECIMA'TION (among the Romans] a taking every

DECEI'I FUL ( ot' decipere, L. and full ] ' not according tenth ſoldier by lot,and punishing him with death , Ege.

to appearance. for an example to the reſt'; alſo a gathering of tithes.
DECEI'TFULNESS (of deceptio, L.] falſe dealing , de- DECIMATION [ in the time of the civil wars in England]

ceiving , 8c
the fequeftring the tenth part of a man's eſtimation.

DECEIVABLE [deceptilis, L.] eaſy to be, or that may DE'CIMIS Solvendis, & c. a writ that lay againſt thoſe

be deceived . who had farmed the priors aliens lands of the king, for the

DECEI'VABLENESS (of deceptilis,L.] deceitful quality. rector of the pariſh to recover tithes by them .
To Decei've decipere, L. decevoir, F.] to beguile, to DECE'NNIER2 thoſe who had the jurisdi&tion over

impoſe upon , to cheat or cozen . DE'CINERS s ten triburghs, for keeping the king's

DECEIVED (with Horſemen ] a horſe is ſaid to be de- peace.

ceived upon a demivolt of one or two treads ; when work- To DECIPHER [dechiffrer, F. ] to find out the mean

ing, as for inftance , to the right, and not having yet fur . ing of a letter, &c. written in cyphers or private'charac

nished above half the demivolt, he's preſs'd one time or ters; alſo to penetrate into the bottom of a difficult affair.

motion forwards with the inner leg, and then is put to a DECIRCINATION (of decircinere, L.) a drawing a

repriſe upon the left, in the ſame cadence. circle with a pair of compafles.

DECEMBER (of decem , L. ten ] ſo called becauſe it is Deci'sion , a determining or deciding an Affair in de

the tenth month from March, when the Romans began bate, F. of L.

Decisive } (deciſoire, F.] deciding, determining ;
DECE'MSER (Hieroglyphically ] was repreſented by a DECI'SORY S fit or able to determine a controverty or

man with a horrid aſpect, clad in a fagged rug ; with any thing in debate.

three or four night-caps upon his head, and over them a DecīSIVENESS [of deciſif, F.] deciſive property.

Turkiſ turbart ; his note red, and beard hung with icicles ; DECKS [in a ship ] are either firſt, ſecond or third , be

at his back a bundle of holly and ivy , holding in fur- ginning from the loweſt upwards.
red mittins a goat. Half Deck [in a great ship) a deck which reaches from

DECEMPEDAL [decempedalis, L.] ten feet long. the main maſt to the ſtern .

DECEM TALES [ Law Term ] a ſupply of ten men Quarter DECK, reaches from the ſteerage aloft to the
impannelled upon a jury, in the room of others, who did malter's round -houſe.

not appear, or who were challenged as not indifferent Spare Deck ( in a ship] is the uppermoſt deck of all

perſons, L. the lies between the main maſt and the miſlen ; and is

DECEMVIRAL Laws, the laws of the 12 tables, alſo called the Orlope.

DEC E'MVIRATE , the office of the Decemviri. To raiſe a DECK [Sea Term ] is to put it up higher.

DECE'MVIRI (among the Romans ten magiſtrates To fink a DECK [Sea Term | is to lay it lower

ele &ted to govern the common -wealth , inſtead of confuls ; A Cambering DECK [in a Sh.p] a deck riſing higher in

theſe had an abſolute power ; but abuſing it, they were the middle than at each end.
baniſhed , and their eftates confiſcated , L. A Fluß Deck, fore and aft, a deck that lies upon a right

DECE'NNIAL decennalis, L.] belonging to, or that line without any táll.

To Deck (decuen , Du .] to adorn , trim , or ſet off.

DECENNA'LIA Fefita , feſtivals which the Roman em- To Declai'M (declamare, L.) to make publick ſpeeches

perors held every tenth year of their eign , with facrifices, as an orator; to inveigh againſt.

games, largefles to the people, & c. DECLAMATION, a feigned diſcourſe or ſpeech made

DECENNOVA'lis circulus. See Cycle. in publick, and in the tone and manner of an orator. De

DECENT [decens, L.) becoming, beteeming, F. clamation among the Greeks was become the art of ſpeaking

DE'CENTNESS ' [ decence, F. decentia , L.) comeli- indifferently upon all ſubjects, and all ſides of a queſtion ;
DE'CENCY S nefs, teemlinets. a ma

their year.

lafts ten years.
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amaking a thing appear juſt that was unjuſt, and trium- DE'COROUS ? (decoroſus, L.] fair and lovely, beauti

phing over the best and foundeft reaſons, L. Decoro'ses ful, graceful, comely .

DecLA'MATORY [ declamatorius, L.] pertaining to a Decor'TIC A'TION , the pulling off the outward bark

declamation . of trees ; alſo the pulling or unhusking of roots, &c. L.
DECLARA'TION , a declaring, ſetting forth or ſhew- Deco'RUM , that decency, good order, good grace,

ing ; alio a publick order or proclamation , F. of L. which it becomes every man to obſerve in all his actions.

DECLARA'TION [in Law is a fhewing in writing the DECORUM [in Architecture] is the ſuiting and propor

complaint or grief of the plaintiff againſt the defendant. tioning all the parts of a building, fo as will beſt become

DECLA'RATIVE } declarativus, L.] ferving or tend- the fituation and deſign, i.e. different profpe ts are to be

DECLARATORY Ś ing to declare, z. chofen for ſeveral parts of a building, according to the

DECLA'RABLE declarabilis, L.) that may be declared. nature of the place , ' & c. and there muſt be different dif

To DECLARE declarare , L.] to maniicit, publish , or pofitions and proportions for a palace to that of a church .

thew ; to make plain or known ; alſo to denounce or pro- DECOUPLE ' (in Heraldry) fignifies uncoupled, i.e. part

claim ; alſo to open one's mind or thoughts, to tell . ed or fevered , as a Chevron decouple, is a chevron that

DECI E'NSION (declinatio, L. declinaiſon, F.] the va- wants ſo much of it toward the point, that the two ends

rying of nouns according to Grammar. ftand at a diſtance one from another, being parted and un

DECLENSION (of a Diſeaſe is when the diſtemper be. coupled, F.

ing come to its height, fenfibly abates .

DECLENSION (in Manners] a growing looſer in man
DECREASANT } [ in Heraldry] ſee Decrement,.

ners, a corruption of morals. To Decor' ( prob. of koy; Dut.] to allure, entice or

DECLINATION, a bowing downa; a decaying ; a de
draw in .

clining, L. A Decoy, a place made fit for catching of wild - fowl;
North or South DECLINATION of any Star or part of alſo a lure, allurement or wheedle.

Heaven (with Aftronomers] is the diſtance of the frar, dc. A DECOY DUCK , a duck which flies abroad, and de

from the Equator, accordingly as it declines Northwards or coys others into the place where they become aprey .

Southwards. To DECREA'S E (decreſcere, L.) to grow leſs, to decay.

True or Real DECLINATION of a Planet (with Aftron .] A DECREASE [decrementum , L. decroiſement, F.]

is the diſtance of its true place from the Equator. a growing leis ; alſo the wane of the moon .

DECLINATION apparent [ Aſtronomy) is the diſtance of To DECREE (decretum , Sup of decernere, L.] to ap

the apparent place of a planet from the Equator. point or ordain ; alſo to determine or r ſolve.

DECLINATION [of the Sun) is the diſtance of the pa- A DECREE (decretum , L. decret, F.] an order or fta

rallel to the Equator, which the fun runs any day from tute, a purpoſe or reſolution .
the Equator, and on a globe this diſtance is marked DECREE's { a volume of the Canon Law , collected

on the meridian. DECR E'T ALS S by Gratian, a monk of the order of

DECLINATION of the Mariners Compaſs, is the varia- St. Benedi &t.

tion of it from the true meridian of any place. DE'CREMENT [decrementum , L.] decreaſe or waſte .

DECLINATION of a Wall or Plane ( in Dialling] is an DE'CREMENT [in Blazonry) is uled to ſignify the wane

arch of the horizon , comprehended either between the of the moon , from the full to the new, and then faces to

plane and the true vertical circle, if it be accounted from the left ſide of the eſcutcheon.

Eaft to Weft ; or elſe between the meridian of the plane DE'CREMENT [in the Univerſities ] fees paid by the
ifit be accounted from North to South. ſcholars for damaging or ſpoiling any thing uſed by them .

DECLINA'TOR , a mathematical inſtrument for taking DECRE'PID decrepitus, L. decrepit, F.] worn out with

the declination of the ſtars, age , ſo as to walk ſtooping, & c.

DECLI'NATORY, a box fill'd with a compaſs and nee- To DECRE'PITATE (of de and crepitatum , L.] to re

dle for taking the declination of walls, &c . for placing of duce to powder,tomake a crackling noiſe .
fun dials . DECREPITA'TION [with Chymifs) the crackling noiſe

To DECLI'NE (declinare, L. decliner, F.] to bow which ariſes from falt being thrown into an enlarged earth

duwn, to avoid or fun, to refule, to decay or abate. en pot, when it has been heated red hot over the fire.

DECLI'NING [ declinans, L.) leaning or bowing down- DecRE'SCENT ( decreſcens, L.] decreaſing, growing

wards, or moving from . leſs, wearing away ,

DÉCLI'NING Dial, one whoſe plane does not fall di- DecrE'SSANT 2 [in Hereldry] the wane or decreaſe

re &tly under any of the four cardinal.points of the heaven . DE'CREMENT 3 of the moon.

DECLI'vis Muſculus (with Anatonifis] a large muſcle DECREʼTAL (decretalis, L.] of or pertaining to de

of the belly, which takes its riſe from the lower edge of crees.

the 6th , 7th, and 8th ribs, & c. and deſcends obliquely DECRETAL, a reſcript or letter of a pope, whereby

from the ſerratus inferior pofticus, and is inſerted into the ſome point or queſtion in the eccleſiaſtical law, is ſolved

Linea alba, and the Os Pubis, or Share Bone, L. or determined , F.

DECLI'VITY [declivitas, L.) ſtecpneſs downwards. DECRE'TALS, the ſecond of the three volumes of the

Decli'vous (declivis, L.) ſteep downwards. canon law ; which contains the decretal epiſtles of popes,

Deco'c'r ( decoétum , L.) to ſeeth or boil well . from Alexander III. to Gregory IX ; alſo a ſtile given to the

DECO'CTIBLE [deco&tibilis, L.) ealy to be ſodden.

DECO'CTION , a boiling or feething , alſo a medicinal DECRETORY [decretorius, L ] ſerving to decree , or

liquor or dier-drink made of herbs, roots, Egoc. boiled . abſolutely to decide.

Deco'CTIVE [deco &tivus, L.) eaſily ſodden, ADE'CRETOR Y [ decretorium , L. ) a definitive ſentence.

DECO'CTURE [decoétura , L.] a decoction, a broth or DECRUSTATION , an uncruſting or taking away the

liquor wherein things have been boiled. uppermoſt cruft of any thing, L.

DECOLLATION, a cutting off the head, a behead- To Decry ' [ decrier, F.] to cry down, to ſpeak ill of.

ing, L.
DECU'MBITURE Fof decumbere, L. to lie down] a

DECOLORATION, a ſtaining or marring the colour , L. lying down ; a being ſeized with a diſeaſe, ſo as to be for

DECOMPOSITE [decompofitum , L. un decompoſé, F.] ced to take to the bed .

DECOMPOUND S a word compoſed of more than DECUMBITURE ( with Aftrologers ) a ſcheme of the

two words , as Indifpofition. heavens created for the moment the diſeaſe invades, or

DECOMPOSITE [ in Pharmacy ] is when a phyſical confines a perſon to his bed -chamber, &c. by which figure

compoſition is increaſed or augmented in the number of they pretend to find out the nature of the diſeaſe, the

ingredients. parts affli&ted, the prognoſticks of recovery or death.

DECOMPOSITION [with Apothecaries] is the reduction DECUMBITURE (with Phyſicians] is when a dileaſe has

of a body into the parts or principles that it is compoſed or ſeized a man ſo violently that he is conſtrained to take
conſists of. his bed.

DECO'RAMENT [decoramentum , L.) an ornament, an DecupeLA'TiON , a decanting or pouring off the clear

adorning part of any liquor, by inclination or ftooping the vellel to

Dr.'CORATED [ decoratus, L. decoré, F. ] beautified , one ſide, ſo that the liquor may not have any dregs or fero
adorned . tlement.

DECOR A'TION , an adorning, ornament or imbelliſh- Decu'PLE [ decuplex, L.) ten - fold .

ment, F. of L. DECU'R 10 (among the Romans] the chief or comman

DECORA'TIONS [with Archite&ts) ornaments in churches der of a decury, both in the army and in the college, or

es or other publick edifices, or thoſe things that inrich a allembly of the people, L

building, triumphant arch , Spar Decu's 10

letters of popes.
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Decurio Municipalis, a ſenator in the Roman colonies. to fink it down ; at the bottom of which is a coat of white

DECU'RSION , a running down ) , a courſe, 1. tallow , to bring up gravel-ihells, fand, & c. to know the

DECURTATION, the cutting or making ſhort, L. difference of the ground.

De'cury [decuria, L.] ten perſons under one com- DEEP Sea Line (with Sailors] a ſmall line, with which

mander or chief. they found , to find ground in deep waters, that they may

DECUSSA'TION , a cutting a -croſs, or in the form of a know the coaſt they approach without the light of land.

letter X or ftar -wiſe. DEE'PNESS [ scopneyye, Sax. depth .

DECUSSA'TION [in Opticks] the croſſing of any two A DEER [ deon, Sax.] a wild beaſt of the chace.

lines, rays , &c. when they meer in a point , and then DEER -Fold , a fold or park for deer.

proceed apart from one another. DEER - Hays , machines for catching deer.

DECUSSO'RIUM (with Surgeons] an inſtrument with DE E'sts (dinois, Gr.) a beſeeching or entreating.

which the skin callid Dura Mater being preſs'd upwards is DEESIS ( with Rbetoricians) a figure frequently uſed in

joined to the skull , ſo that the corrupt matter gathered oratory or poetry , on occaſion either of earneft intreaty or
Þetween the ſcull and the Dura Mater may be let out by calling to witneſs; as Lydia, dic , per omnes te Deos ori .

a hole made with a trepan, L. De ESSE'NDO quietum de telonia, &c. a writ lying for

DEDALE'AN (of Dedalus, L.] perplexed , intricate ; alſo thoſe that are by privilege treed from the payn;ent of toll.
artificial.

DE EXPENSIS Militum , a wrii that requires the ſheriffs

DEDBA'NNA [tæ'obanna, of so an act, and banna, to levy ſo much per diem for the expences of the knight of

Sax. murder] an actual committing of murder or man- the thire, during the time he ſervesin parliament, t .

Slaughter. DE EXPENSIS Civium , & c. a writ to levy two ſhillings
DEDE'CORATED [dedecoratus, L.) diſhonoured , dif- a day for every citizen and burgers , L.

graced. To Defa'ce ( defacer, Fito marror ſpoil; to blot out.
DEDECORATION, a diſgracing, & c. L. DE FACTO , actually , really , in very deed , L.

DEDECOR O'SE [dedecoroſus, L.] full of ſhame and DEFAI'T in Heraldry] a beaſt whoſe head is cut off

dishoneſty. ſmooth , F.

DEDE'COROUS [ dedecorus, L.) uncomely , unfeemly , DEFA'LLIANCE, a defe &t or failing, F.

diſhoneſt. DEFALCATION [ in Gardening ] a pruning or cutting of

De'di [ie. I have given] a warranty in law to the vines or other trees, L.

feoffee and his heirs . DEFALCA'Tion, a dedu &tion or abating in accounts.

To DE'DICATE (dedicatum , L.) to confecrate , devote , To DEFA'LK [ defalcare, L ] to cut off, to debate or

or ſet apart for holy uſe ; alſo to addreſs a book to lomé deduct.

perſon of worth or merit . DEFAMATORx (defamatoire, F. ] ſanderous, abuſive .

Dedication, the act of dedicating, L. To DEFA'ME [defamare L. ) to backble or fpeak

DEDICATION Day, the feftival of the dedication of a evil of, to flander, to difcredir.

church, anciently obſerved in every pariſh with folemnity DEFA'TIGABLE [defatigabilis, L.] that may be tired

and good cheer, moſt of the ancient annual fairs were
or made weary .

kept on that day, and firſt aroſe from the concourſe of DEFA'TIGABLENESS
[of defatigabilis, L.] aptneſs to

people on the forementioned
occaſions. be tired .

DEDICA'TORY [deaicatorius, L.] of or pertaining to T. DEFA'TIGATE [defatigatum , L. ) to weary, to tire.

a dedication.
DEFATIGA'TION , fatigue , wcarinets, L.

DEDIG NA'TION , a diſdaining or contemning, L. DEFAU'LT [defaute, F.j defect, want, a flaw , an im

DE'DIMUS Poteftatem [i . e. we have given power ] a perfection.

writ by which commiſſion is given to a private man for To DEFAULT [defaute, of faute, F. ] to render a per

ſpeeding of fome act before a judge or in court, which ſon liable to ſome forfeit, fire, amercement or puniſhment,

is uſually granted when the party concerned is ſo weak by omitting to do ſomething enjoyn'd , or committing

that he cannot travel , and is the ſame the civilians call fomething forbid.

delegatio, L. DEFAULT [ in Common Law] an offence in omitting to

DE DEONERANDO pro rata portione, a writ lying where do what ought to be done.

a man has been diſtrained for rent, which ought to have DEFEA'SANCE ? [ in Law ] is a condition which relates

been paid by others proportionably.
DEFEI'SANCES to a deed, as an obligation , recog .

DEDITION, a ſurrendring or delivering up a place nizance or ſtatute , which when it has been performed by
beſieged, I. the obligator or recogniſer, the act is diſabled and made

Deviti'lious (dedititius, L.] yielding or delivering void, as if it had never been done.
himſelf up into the power of another. There is this difference between a provifo or a condition

To DEDU'C E (deducere, L.] to draw or lead away one in deed , and a defeafance, that the former is annexed or

thing from another, to infer. inſerted in the deed or grant ; but a defeaſance is com

DEDU'CIBLE [ deducibilis, L.] that may be deduced monly a deed by itſelf
or inferred from . To Defea'ſ [defaire, F.] to beat, to rout an army ;

DEDUCIBLENESS [of deducibilis, L.) capableneſs of alſo to diſappoint a perfon .

being deduced A DEFEAT [defaite, F.] an entire overthrow or Naugh

TO DEDU'CT [dedu & um , Sup .] to fubtract or take away ter of ſoldiers.

from , to leflen. DeFeCA'TION [ defacatio, L.] a purging from dregs,

DEDU'CTILE [ dedu & ilis, L.) eaſy to be deducted . a refining.

DEDU'CTION , a deducting ; alſo a concluſion, conſe- To DE'FECAT E [defacatum , L.] to clear from dregs.

quence or inference, L. DEFE'ct [ defe&tus, L.) blemiſh , failing, imperfection ,

Deed [ vzet , Sax.] an a &tion or thing.

DEEDS [ in Com . Law] writings which contain the effe & DEFE'CTION , a failing ; alſo a revolving or falling
of a contract or agreement madebetween man and man. off from either the ſtate or church.

DEED Indented [in Law] an indenture, a writing cut DEFECTIVE [ defe&tious, L. ) full of defects, faults ,

into dents or notches on the top or ſide, which confits of imperfect.

two or more parts ; and in which it is expreſſed that the DEFE'CTIVENESS [of defe&tivus, L. defe&tuofite, F.]

parties concerned have interchangeably or ſeverally ſet faultineſs, imperfe&ion .
their hands and ſeals to every partof it. DEFE'CTIVE Nouns [ with Grammar. ] are ſuch

DEED Poll is a ſingle, plain deed unindented , ſhew- want either a number, a particular cafe , or are indeclinable.

Polled Deed ) ing that only one of the parties has DEFECTIVE Verb (with Grammar.] a verb which has
put his hand and ſeal to it, for the purpoſes therein men- not all its tenſes.

iione . DEFE'NCE [ defenfio, L.) guard or prote &tion, ſupport

To DELM ' [teman, Sax.] to judge , to think , to ſup- or prop ; a maintaining, upholding, juttifying, F.
poſe. DEFENCE (in Milit. Affairs ] oppoſition, reſiſtance.

DEE'MSTERS ? a ſort of judges in the Iſle of Man, Line of DEFENCE Fichant [in Fortif.] is a right line

DE'MSTERS Selected from among the inhabitants, drawn from the point or vertex of the baſtion to the con
who decide all controverſies, without any proceſs, writing courſe of the oppoſite flank with the Courtine.
or charge. Line of DEFENCE Raſant (in Fortif.) is the face of the

DEEP [væop, Sax.) that has depth ; alſo high , great ; baſtion continued to the Courtine.
alſo cunning, ſecret, difficult. DEFENCE [in Law ) that reply which the defendant

DEEP Sea Lead, the lead which is hung at a deep ſea line ought to make immediately after the count or declaration

want.

as
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is produced, and then to proceed either in his plea or to rupt ; alſo to dawb orſtaini, to deflower or raviſh .
imparle. To Defi'le (defiler, F.] to file off, to march file by

DEFE'NCE, protection, coutitenance , vindication, p. file,

Dere'NCELESS , not having any defence. DEFI'LE 2 (in Military Affairs] a ſtraight, narrow
DEFE'nces [in Heraldry ) are the weapons of

DEFILEES lane or paffage, through which a com

beaſt, as the horns of a ſtag , the paws of a lion, the rusks pany of horſe or foot can paſs only in file, by making a
of a wild boar , Besc. imail front.

DEFENCES (in Fortification ) are all thoſe works of what To Defile, is to reduce an army to a ſmall front, to

fort foever, which cover and defend the oppoſite poſts, as march thro’a narrow place.

Flanks, Farapets, &c. DEFI'EMENT, a defiling or polluting , alſo pollution .

To be in a poffure of DEFENCE, is to be provided and To DEFI'NE (definire, L.] to declare or explain , to

in readineſs to oppoſe an enemy, determine or decide ; alſo to appoint.

To DEPE'ND defendere, L.) to ſtand in defence of, to DE'FINITE (definitus, L.) certain, limited or bounded.

protect or ſupport, to uphold or bear out , to affert or main- De'FINITENESS [of definitus, L. defini, F.] certainty ,

tain ; alſo to juſtify.
limitedneſs.

To DEFEND (Ant. Stat. ] to prohibit or forbid . DEFINITION, a ſhort and plain deſcription of a thing,

DEFE'NDABLE [of defendere, L. defendre, F.] that with its nature and principal properties; alſo a deciſion or
may be defended . determination of an affair ; or it is an exact deſcription ,

DEFE'NDANI ( Com . Law [is he that is ſued in an ac- explaining a thing by fpiritual attributes.

tion perſonal; as tenant is one who is ſued in an a&tion Three things are neceſſary to make a definition good

real. 1. It muſt be univerſal, 2. e , it muſt contain the whole

DEFENDE'MUS ( Law Word ) uſed in feoffments, which thing deſired.

bindeth the dower and his heirs to defend the douce, if 2. It muſt be proper, it muſt agree with the thing defined.

any one goes about to lay any ſervitude on the thing given , 3. It muſt be clearer than the thing defined, i. e. ir
other than is contained in the donation . ought to render the idea of it more plain and diſtinet,

Se DEFENDE'NDO [i . e, in defending himſelf ) a term and make as (as much as can be ) to underſtand the nature

uſed when one kills another in his own defence, which jul- of it, and be ſerviceable to us to give a reaſon of its

tifies the fact. principal properties.

Def E'NDER of the Faith , a title given by pope leo Definition (with Logicians] an unfolding the eſſence

X. to our K. Henry VIII. on account of his writing againſt or being of a thing, by its kind and difference.

Martin Luther. DEFINITION [with Mathemat.] is an explanation of

DEFE'NDERE Se Doomſday Book] to be taxed for a the terms or wordsuſed for explaining the thing treated of.

certain quantity of land, L. DEFINITIVE [definitivus, L.] that ſerves to define or

DEFENDER E Se per Corpus, &c. cold Law ] to offer decide ; alſo deciſive, poſitive, expreſs.

combat or duel, as an appeal or trial at law . Defi'nitiveness [of definitif, F. definitivus, L.]

DEFE'NDERS , in ancient times, dignitaries in church decitiveneſs, Soc.

and ſtate to take care of the preſervation of the publick To DEFLA'GRATE (deflagratum , L.] to inkindle and

weal, to protect the poor and helpleſs, and maintain the burn off in a crucible, a mixture of falt or ſome mineral

intereft and cauſes of the church . body with a fulphureous one, in order to purify the ſalt,

DEFE'NSA , a park or place fenced in for deer. or to make a Regulus of a mineral.

DEFE'NSIBLE, that niay be defended . DEFLAGRATION , a burning or confuming with fire.
DEFE'NSIBLENESS [of defenfus, L.] capableneſs of DEFLECTION , a bending or bowing down ; alſo a

being defended turning aſide or outof the way, L
DEFE'NSITIVES [with Surgeons] bandages, plaſters, DEFLECTION [in Navigation ] the tending of a fhip

or the like, uſed in curingof wounds, to moderate the from her true courſe, by reaſon ofcurrents, ecc. which di

violence of the pain, impreſſion of the external air, loc. vert or turn her out of the right way:

DEFE'NSIV Æ, the lords or earls of the marſhes, the DEFLE'NUR E [ deflexura, L.) a bending down, a turn

defenders or wards of the country . ing aſide or out of the way.

Der E'NSIVE s [ defenſif, F.] that which ſerves to DefLE'CTION [ of the Rays of Light] a bending down

DeFE'NSITIVEs defend, proper for defence. wards, a turning aſide, a property different both from Re

DEFE'NSIVES 3 [with Phyficians, &c.] medicines fle&tion and Refration , the fame which is called Infle &tiori

DEFE'NSATIV ES S outwardly applied to prevent an by Sir Iſaac Newton.

inflammation. DeFLORA'TION ? raviſhing; the taking away a wc

In DeFE'NSO [ Old Law Term] any meadow ground DeFLO'W ERINGS man's virginity ; alio taking away
laid in for hay ; or any part of a wood, where cattle were the beauty or luſtre of a thing.

not ſuffered to run, but were encloſed and fenced up, to To DEFLO'wer [ deflorare, L.) to ravish , Eco

ſecure the growth of the underwood. DE'FLUOUS [defluus, L.] flowing down, falling, ſhed

DEFE'NSUM [ Old Law ] any encloſure or fenced ding.

ground. Berlu'vlum , a flowing downl ; a falling off as hair,

To Defe'r [ deferre, L.) to delay or put off. a moulting, L.

DE'FERENCE, ſubmiſſion , reſpex , regard ; alſo conde- DEFLUVIUM ( among Botanifts ] a diſeaſe in trees,

ſcenſion , compliance. whereby they loſe their bark . This diſtemper proceeds

De'FERENT [with Aftronomers] an imaginary orb or from a ſharp humour that diffolves the glue, by means of

circle in the Ptolemaick ſyſtem , which is ſuppoſed as it which the bark is faſtened to the wood ; and ſometimes it

were to carry about the body of the planet. It is the ſame is occaſioned by too great drought, L.

with Eccentrick. Deflu'XIÓN [with Phyſicians) a flowing down of hu

DE'FFRENTS [with Anatomifts] thoſe veſſels of the mours to any inferior part of the body.

body appointed for the conveyance of humours from one DEFO'RCEMENT [in Law) a withhol-ding lands or te

part to another. nements by force from the right owner.
DeFerVE'SCENCE [of deferveſcentia, L.] a growing DEFO'RCEUR [Law I'erm ] one who overcomes and

cool, an abating. DEFO'RCIANT caſts another out of poſſeſſion by

DeFFAI'T (in Blazonry] is uſed to ſignify the head of a DEFO'R SOUR force, in which reſpect it differs from
beaſt cut off ſmooth, the ſame as Decapite, which fee, F. diſſeiſor, who does it without force.

Defi'ANCE (defi of defier, F.] a challenge. To DEFO'RM ( deformare, L.] to ſpoil the form of, to
DEFICIENCY

slof deficientia , L.] defe & , co- disfigure, to deface.
DEFICIENTNESSS ming ſhort, want, failing. DEFORMA’TION , a defacing, ſpoiling the form of,

Defi'ciENT ( deficiens, L.] failing, wanting. & c. L.

DEFICIENT Hyperbola , a curve of that denomination, DEFO'RMITY ? [deformitas, L.] uglineſs, ill-fa

having only one aſymptore andtwo hyperbolical legs , run- DEFO'R MEDNESS vouredneſs; a diſpleaſing or pain

ning our infinitely towards the ſides of the aſymprote, but ful idea, which is excited in the mind on account of ſome

thecontrary ways obje&t that wants that uniformity which conſtitutes beauty.

Defi'cient Numbers in Arithmetick ] are numbers, all TO DEFRAU'D [ defraudare, L ] to rob or deprive by a

whoſe parts added together, amount to leſs than the inte wile or trick, to cozen or cheat ; alſo to deceiveor beguile

ger, whoſe parts they are, as 8, whoſe parts 1 , 2 and 4 TO DEFRAY ' [defrayer, F.] to diſcharge expences, to

make bu: 7, and to the parts of 16 make but 15, Sc. bear the charges

To DEFI'le (of de and yalan , sax .] to pollute or cors
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any other.

DEFRAY'MENT [of defrayer, F.] the payment of ex- To Déje'ct [deje&tum , Sup. 1.] to caſt down, to af

pences. fli&t, to ſink the ſpirits.

DEFRICA'TION , a rubbing, L. DejE'CTEDNESS 3 ( deje&tio, L.) a caſting down, à

DE'FUNCT [defun &tus, L.) deceaſed , dead . DEJECTION S lowneſs of ſpirits.

Defy ' [ defier, F.] to out-brave, to challenge. DejECTION (with Aftrol.] faid of the planets , when
Dege'NERACY (degeneratio, L.) a being in a degene- in their detriment, i . e. when they have loft their force or

rate ſtate and condition . influence by reaſon of being in oppoſition to ſome other,
To DEG E'N ERAT E [degeneratum , L.) to fall from a which check and contract them .

more noble to a baſer kind ; to grow worſe, to corrupt . DEJECTION [with Pbyficians] the art of ejecting or
DEG E'NERATED [fpoken of plants ] grown wild . evacuating the excrements by means of the periſtalticks

DEG E'NERATENESS [degeneratio, L.] degeneracy, a motion of the guts.

being grown wild , out of kind, Ego. DEJERA'TION , a taking a ſolemn oath, 1 .

DEGENERATION, the a &t of failing or declining DEL -JUDICIUM [i.e. the judgment of God, ſo called ,

from a more perfe&t or valuable kind or condition to a leſs ; becauſe it was accounted an appeal to God for the juſtice

to deviate from the virtue of anceſtors. of a cauſe ; and that the deciſion was according to the ap

Deg E'NEROUS [ degener, L.) degenerated, baſe, vile. pointment of divine promile] the old Saxon manner of

Deglu'TINATED [deglutinatus, L.) unglued . trial by Ordeal.

DEGLUTI'TION , a ſwallowing down ; that action in To 'DEIGN [daigner, F.] to vouchſafe kindly, to grant

living creatures, by which that which is chewd in the graciouſly or mercifully.
mouth , or any liquor, deſcends into the ſtomach by the DEINCLI'NERS ( in Dialling ! ſuch dials as both de

motion and contra &tion of the fibres of the guller. cline and incline, or recline at the ſame time

De'gmos ( of dcxvw , Gr, to bite] that gnawing at the T. DEI'NTEGRATE [ deintegratum , L.] to ſpoil, to

upper orifice of the ſtomach, generally called the heart- take from the whole , to diminiſh .

burn . DEI'PAROUS [deiparus, L. of deus a God, and pario,

To DEGRA'D E [ degrader, F. of de and gradus, L.] to bring forth, 1.] that beareth or bringeth fortha god.

toput a perſon from his dignity, to deprive him of his DeipnosO'PHISTS [of deitvov a fupper, and oopsis

office or title. a ſophiſter, Gr.] a company of wiſe men or philoſophers

DEGRADAʼTION, a degrading, the act of depriving. whouſed to hold diſcourſes at eating.

or ſtripping a perſon for ever of a dignity or degree of Deis (in ſome Englijß Monafteries] a name anciently

honour , & c. given to the upper table.

DEGRADA'TION ( among Painters ) is the leſſening and De'ism [ deiſme, F. of Deus God, L.] the belief of

rendering confuſed the appearance of diftant obje&s in a deifts.

landskip, ſo that they appear there as they would do to an Del'sTICAL [ of deifte, F. of deus, L.] of deiſm of

eye placed at a diſtance from them. deifts.

Dei'STICAINESS [of deifte, F. deus, L.] deiftical

DEGRADED [ in Heraldry, of gradus, L. a principles.

ſtep ] as a croſs degraded is one that has ſteps De'ists [of Deus, L. God] a fe&t anong the chriſtians

at each end , as in the figure. of moſt or all denominations, who believe there is one

God, a providence, the immortali:y of the ſoul, virtue and

To De'GRAVATE [degravatum , L.) to make heavy, vice, rewards and puniſhmencs; bur rejett revelation, and

to burden. believe no more than what natural light diſcovers to them ,

DEGREE' [ degré, F. ] ſtep ; alſo any ſtate or condition , and believe no other article of the chriſtian religion or

that is as it were aſcending and deſcending.

DEGREE (with Afron.) is the 36th part of the cir- De'ITIES deitas, L. Otótns, Gr.) of theſe the Greeks

cumference of any circle ; a degree is divided into 60 had a great number, and alſo the Romans of gods, goddeſſes,

parts called Minules, and each Mixute into 60 parts and demi-gods , even to the number of ſeveral thouſands

called Seconds, and ſo into Tbirds, &c. The ſpace of one having a deity for every thing. This multiplicity of deities

degree in the heavens is accounted to anſwer to 60 miles on was for the fatisfa &tion of the ignorant people, who could

Carth . not comprehend how one andthe ſame deity could be dif

Degree [in Fortif.) is a ſmall part of an arch of a fuſed through all the partsof the univerſe ; and therefore

circle ( the circle containing 360 degrees) which ſerves for many gods were deviſed. The chief of theſe were fupiter
the meaſuring the content of the angle, fo an angle is ſaid the god of thunder, Juno of riches, Venus of beauty,

to be of 10 , 20 , 30, 40, 50 or 60 degrees, doc. Mars of war, Minerva of wiſdom , Apollo of phyſick, Mer .

DEGREE [with Pbyſicians, &c.] is the intenſeneſs or cury of cloquence , Neptune of the fea, Saturn of time,

remiſieſs of any quality hot or cold , in any plant, drug, Baccbus of wine, Diana of hunting , Vefta of earth , Vi&toria

mineral , or mixt body. of vi&tory , Cupid of love, Nemesof revenge, the Furies of

Parodick DEGREE [in Algebra ] is the index or expo- puniſhment, the Parca of deſtiny, Fortuna of fortune,

nent of any power ; fo in numbers, 1 is the parodick de- the Indigetes, the Virtues, to whom were created temples,

gree, or exponent of the root or lide; 2. of the ſquare, as Peace, Concord, &c. the Semones or half men , Sgoc and

3. of the cube, Doc.
each god had his particular ſacrifice ; as the bull to one,

Degrees of Fire [with Chymißo ) are accounted four. the ram to another, &c . to cach of theſe was aſſigned his

The firſt is the moſt gentle heat of all, made only by particular bird ; as the eagle to fupiter, the raven to

two or three coals; the zd a degree of heat juſt to warm Apollo, &c.

the veſſel fenſibly, made by four or five coals, and ſo that They had alſo their particular trees, Jupiter had the

a man may endure his hand upon it for ſome time ; the oak , and Apollo the laurel, Egoc.

3d is when there is heat ſufficient to make a vellel con- They had alſo proper creatures to draw their chariots ; as

taining five or fix quarts of water boil ; the 4th deo Jupiter, sol, & c. horſes , Funo peacocks, Esc.

gree is as great a heat as can poſſibly be made in a fur- They had alſo their particular arms; as Gupiter had a

nace : But all theſe degrees of heat admit of ſome varia- thunder-bolt, Mars a ſword, Saturn a ſcythe, Minerva

tions , according to the particular circumſtances of the ope- her lance, Mercury his caduceus, Bacchus his chyrſus, Her

rations, furnace, veſſels, quantity of matter to be heated, cules his club, and Vulcan his tongs.

& C.
DEIVIR I'L E (among School Divines) is a term uſed to

DegustA'TION , a taſting, a touching with the lips. ſignify ſomething both divine and human, of Deus God ;

DEH O'Rs, the outſide of a thing, F. and Virilis pertaining to man.

DEHORS ( in Fortif.] all ſorts of leparate out-works, as DEJUGA'TION, an unyoaking, L.

crown -works, half-moons, horn -works, ravelins, made for DELACERA'TION , a tearing in pieces, ..

the ſecurity of a place. DeLACRYMA'TION , falling down of the humours,

To DBHO'RT [ debortari, L ] to diffuade, to adviſe to the waterilhneſs of the eyes, or a weeping much , L.

DELACTA'TICN , a weauing from the breaſt, L.

DEHORTATION , a diſfuafion, L. DeLa'PSED (delapſus, L.) Diding or ſlidden down, L.
Deicides [i.e. God -killers, of Deus and cædes, L.] DELA'psion , a ſliding , Nipping or falling down.

a title given to the Jews upon account of their killing our DELAPSION ( with Fhyſicians į a bearing or falling
Saviour, L. down of the womb, of the fundament, guts , Sc.

DEIFICA'TION, a making a God of a perſon. DELA'SSIBLE (dela ſibilis, L.) that may be tired ,

To De'ify ? [deifier, F. of Deus, L. a god, and fa- DELASSA'TION , a tiring or wearying, L.

To Dz'FIRS cere, to make, L.) to make a god of DELA'TION , a private accuſation, L.
DELA'TOR

1

the contrary
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digged up:

Dela'tor, an informer or accufer, 1. of fire; or a diffolving any calcined matter, by hanging it
.To DeLay ' [delayer, F.] to defer or put off from day up in moiſt cellars, into a lixivious humour. Thus falt of

to day, or time to time. tartar being ſet in a cellar, or ſome cool place, and open ,till
A DELAY [delai, F.] a put off, a ſtop or ſtay . it run into a kind of water, is by Chymifts called oil of

DeLA'TED Wine, wine mingled with water. Tartar per deliquium .
DELE'CTABLE (delactabilis, L.) delightful, pleaſant, DELIQUIUM animi, a fainting away or ſwooning, L.

DeLE'CTABLENESS , delightfulneſs, pleaſantneſs. DELI'RAMENT [ deliramentum , L.) a dotage or doting

DELECTA'NEOUS [ dele taneus, L.] delightſome, DELI'RIOUS (of delirium , L. delite, Fr. ] doting of

pleaſant. being light- headed.
DelectA'TION, delight or pleaſure, É. of L. DELIRIUM, a depraved a&ion, as well in regard to
To De'LEGATE [ delegare, L.) to depute or appoint by the imagination and thoughts, as to the memory .

extraordinary commiſſion, certain judges to hearand de- DELIRIUM [with Phyſicians] the frantick or idle talk of

termine a particular cauſe. perſons in a fever, being a failure in the imagination and
De'LEGATE [ delegatus, L.] one appointed, as a Judgeas a fudge judgment cauſed by a tumultuary and diſorderly motion of

Delegate, or one that is commiſſioned to execute judge the animal ſpirits .

ment in the place of an ecclefiaftical or civil judge. To Deli'VER [delivrer, F.) to give or give out, or

De'LEGATES, are commiſſioners of appeal, appointed put into one's hands ; to ſet free or at liberty ; to ſave

by the king under the great ſeal in caſes of appeals from or reſcue ; to releaſe, to rid of ; alſo to lay a woman in

the eccleſiaſtical court .
child - birth .

DELEGA'TION , an appointment of delegates or com- DELIVERANCE [delivrance, F.) a ſetting free ; a re

miſſioners to take cognizance of particular cauſes
leaſe, the delivering up or ſurrendering of a thing,

DELEGATION ( Civil Law ] is when a debtor appoints To wage DELIVERANCE (Law Phraſe] is to give the

one who is a debtor to him , to anſwer a creditor in his place. ſecurity that a thing ſhall be delivered up.
To De'L É Deliverer of delivrer , F, liberator, L ) one who
To Delete ſ [ of delere, L.) to blot out.

frees from

DELETE'RIOUS Medicines, are ſuch as are of a poi- Delivery [delivre, F.] a delivering or giving ; the
ſonous quality laying of a woman in child -birth ; alſo the utterance ini
DELĖ'TERY [deleterius, L.] deadly , deſtructive. ſpeaking

DEL E'TION , a blotting out ; alſo a deſtroying, L. Clerk of the Deli'veries, an officer who draws up

DELETE'RIUM , ( prob. of Sexbw, Gr. to hurt ) any thing orders for the delivering ſtores or proviſions.

that is of a deadly poiſonous or miſchievous quality. DELITIGA'TION , a Itriving, a chiding, a contending, L.

Delf ( of reljan ,Sax. to delve or dig) a mine or quarry. DELPHI'NIUM [ dispívior, Gr.] the herb lark -ſpur, L.

De'LPHIN [in Aftronomy] a northern conſtellation, con

DELTE S "middle of an eleutcheon," fup- fiſting of ten fars.
poſed to repreſent a ſquare fod or turf ; an abate- DELTOIDES (of a the Greek diata , and is thape]

ment of honour belonging to one that has re- a triangular muſcleariſing from the clavicula, from the up

voked his challenge or eaten his words. See the eſcutcheon. per proceſs of the ſhoulder blade ; as alſo from the pro

Delf of Coals, coals lying in veins before they are ceſs of the ſame called Spiniforme, and is faſten'd to the

middle of the ſhoulder-bone, which it lifts dire& ly up

DELI'ACAL Problem , a famous problem among the an wards , goc

cient mathematicians about doubling the cube. DELTOTO'N ( 892TvTÒy, Gr.] a conſtellation or cluſter

DELIBATED [ delibatus, L.) tafted. of fix ſtars, in form reſembling the letter a , called other

DELI'BERATIVE [deliberativus, L.] belonging to de- wiſe Triangulus ſeptentrionalis,

liberation . To DELU'DE deludere, L.] to mock, to beguile, to

Deli'BERATIVE Rhetorick, is that which is employed play the fool with , to choufe, cheat , deceive or beguile.

in proving a thing, or convincing an aſſembly of it, in To Delve [del pan , Sax ] to dig.

order to induce them to put it in execution. A Delve of Coals, i, e, a certain quantity of coals dig

TO DELIBERATE (deliberatum , L. ) to weigh in mind, ged in the mine or pit.

to ponder upon ; alſo to confult , to debate. De'LUGE ( diluvium , L.) an inundation or overflowing

DELIBERATION of the earth either in part or the whole by water.

Deli'BERATENESS ^ a confuling , P. L. De'LUGED , drowned, as deluged in tears.

DELIBRA'TION , a pilling or taking off the bark, I. DeLUMBA'TION, a beating, a breaking of the loins, L.

De'LICACY 3 [deliciz, delicateſe, F.] dain- Delu'sION , impofture, deceit, cheat, L.

De'LICATENESS tineſs , nicenets, tenderneſs. DELU'SIVE ? (of delufor, L ) apt to delude, to de

DE'LICAT E [delicatus, L.] dainty, neat, nice, tender. DELU'SORY S ceive or beguile.

DEʻLICATUDE [delicatudo , L .) deliciouſneſs. DE'MAGOGUE [deklarwzós, of déneas the body, and

DELICIOUSNESS [ of delicioſus, L. ] ſweetneſs in dywós, Gr.] a leader of the people, a ring -leader of the

tafte , Soc. rabble, the head of a faction ; alſo a popular and factious
Delicio'sity [ deliciofitas, L.) deliciouſneſs.

Delicio's E ? [delicioſus, L.] very delicious DEMAI'N / that land which a man holds originally

DelI'CIOUS S ſweet. DEMEAN of himſelf, which the Civilians call Do

Deli'GHT [deli & um , L.) an offence . DEMESN minicum , and is oppoſed to Feodum or

DELIA’TION, a ſwathing, a bandage of any kind , 1. fee, which ſignifies land held of a ſuperior lord . Indeed
DELIGATION [ in Surgery ) that part of the art (the land of the crown only excepted) there is no land

that concerns binding upof wounds, ulcers, broken that is not held of ſome ſuperior; becauſe all , either me

bones, Uc. diately or immediately, do depend on the crown ; ſo that
To Deli'GHT [ dele &tare, L.) to afford delight ; alſo to when a man , in pleading, would intimate that his land is

take pleaſure in his own , he pleads that he was ſeized or portefed thereof in

DELIGHT [dele & atio, L. deleite, Span . delice, F.] dele ta- bis demain as of fee ; and by this he means, that tho' his
tion , pleaſure, joy. land be to him and his heirs for ever ; yet it is not true

Deli'GHTFULNESS [ of delicie , L. delice, F. and demain, but depends upon a ſuperior lord .

Deli'GHTSOmness ſ kulnesre, Sax.] very pleaſant. Ancient DemAIN [in Civil Law ] a tenure, by which

DELI'NEATED [delineatus, L.) drawn as with the out- crown lands were held in the time of William the Conqueror,

lines, pourtray'd, repreſented by draught or picture. and alſo ſome time before.

DELINEA'TION, the making of a rude draughr, P. To DEMA'ND [demander, F.] to ask, to require , to lay

claim to.

DELI'NIMENT [ delinimentum , L.] a mitigating or DEMAND [demande, F.] an asking any thing of an

affwaging ther with a ſort of authority ; a claim .
DELI'NQUENCY (delinquentia, L.) a failing in one's DEMAND [in Law ] a claim or calling upon a perſon

duty, an offending, faultineſs. for any thing due

DELI'NQUENT [delinquens, L.) a criminal , an offender. DEMANDATION , a commiſſion or committing unto , L.

DELIQUA'TION (with Chymifts] the preparing ofthings DeMA'NDANT [in Law ) the proſecutor in a real action ;

melted upon the fire . ſo termed becauſe he demands lands, G. and is the

DELI'QUIUM , a draining or pouring out ; alſo defe& , fame as a plaintiff in a perſonal a & tion .
lofs, want ; ſwooning away, L. To DeMEAN one's self [ Se demener, F.] to carry of bea

Deli'QUIUM (with Chymifts] a diſtillation by the force have himſelf ; to ad well or ill.

DÉMÉA'NOUS
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orator.

or

of L.
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DemeA'NOUR, (of je demener, F. } carriage , behavidur. DEMI-Semi- Quiver [in Mufick ] the leaſt note, 2 of

DEMEMBREE (in Heraldry] is when an animal is dif which make a temi- quaver, 4 a quaver, 8 a crotchet.

membered, i . e. his limbs torn off from his body . DEMI-Sextile ( with Aftronomers] one of the new aſpeEts

DHMENTA’TION, a making mad , L. when 2.planets or ſtars are diſtant 30 degrees from one

DEMEMBR E' [ in Blazonry) is uſed to ſignify that the another,

limbs are cut off from the body, F. Demi'se [Law Term ] a letting or making over of

DEME'RIT (of demereor, L.) ill deſerving lands or tenemenrs, Egc. by leale or will ; ' allo she

To DEMERIT (demeriter, F.] to do a thing worthy of death of a king.
blame or puniſhment. To DEMI's ē (prob . of demittere, L.) to farm or let.

DEM E'RSED [demerſus, L.) plunged , drowned . Demi'ssion , a letting or caſting down, an abate
DEMERSION (with Chymiſts] the putting any medi- ment, F. of L.

cine into a diffolving liquor, L. DE'MIVOLT [in the Manage] one of the 7 artificial

DEMI [demi, F. dimid. um , L.) a half ; a word uſed in motions of a horſe, when his fore -parts are more raiſed

compoſition . than in the terra a terra ; but the motion of his legs is

DEMI Bafion ( in Fortification ] a baſtion that has only not ſo quick as in the terra a terra.

one face and one Aank. DEMIU'RGICAL [demiurgicus, doleprinos of since

DEMI } [ at Magdalen college in Oxford ) a half- the publick , and égor work, Gr.] of or pertaining to a
DEMES fellow . creator.

Demi-air. See Demi volt. DEMOCRACY (Democratia, L. of Snusxextía of dire

Demi Cannon, a fort of piece of ordnance or great the people,and vestiw to exerciſe powerover, Gr.ja
gun. form of government where the ſupreme or legillative pow

Demi Canon of the leaſt foze ( with Gunners) a great gun, er is lodged in the common people, or perſons chofon our

carrying a ball of 6 inches diameter, and 30 pound weight, from them .

requires a charge of 24 pound of powder, and will carry DEMOCRA"TICAL [democraticus, L. of Gr.] pertaining

a ball point blank 156 places. This gun weighs 5400 to a democracy .

pounds; is in length from 10 to 11 feet, and the diame- DEMOCRI'TICK [of Democritus the philoſopher, who
ter at the bore is 6 inches one fourth . laughed at all the world] of, or like Democritus.

Demi Cannon Ordinary [ with Gunners] carries a ball 6 To DEMO'LISH [ demoliri, L.) to pull or throw down

inches 1-6th diameter, and 32 pound weight; requires a any thing built ; to ruin or raze buildings.

charge of 17 pound and half of powder, weighs 5600 DEMOLI'TION, a throwing, pulling down, &c. L.

pound ; is in length 12 foor ; the diameter at ihe bore, DE'MON [ dainwr, Gr. ] a ſpirit good or evil, the

6 inches cind a half, and carries a ball 162 paces.
deyil.

Demi Cannon cötraordinary with Gunners carries a ball DEMONIACK [of damoniacus, L. of Salpovlands of

of 6 inches 5 -Sths dineei, and 36 pounds weiht; re- Serpwr, Gr. a ſpirit good or evil] a perſon poſſeſſed with

quires a charge of 18 round of powder ; weighs 6000 a ſpirit or deyil.

pound ; is in length 13 foot; the diameter at the bore is DEMONO'CRACY [of Saluw , and xestea power ,

7 inches 3-4ths, and carries a ball upon a point blank 180 Gr.] the government of devils.

paces . DEMONO'LOGY [of daiucer, and dózos a word or

DEMI-CHAS E Boote, a ſort of riding boots for ſummer. ſpeech ) a treatiſe of devils or evil ſpirits.

DEMI-CROSS (with Navigators) an inftrument to take DEMO'NSTRABLE (demonftrabilis, L.] that may
be

the height of the ſun or ſtars. demonſtraied.

DEMI-CULVERINE (of demi and couleurine, F.] a DEMO’NSTRABLENESS , plainneſs or eaſineſs to be

piece of ordnance of ſeveral ſorts. demonſtrated, capableneſs of demonſtration,

DEMI -CULVERINE . Ordinary[with Gunners] is in weight T. DEMO'NSTRATE [demonftrare, L.) to Thew plain

2700 pound, is 10 foot long; diameter at the bore 4 in- ly, to prove evidently or un anſwerably .

ches and half ; requires a charge of 7 pound, 4 ounces of DEMONSTRA'Tion, a ſhewing or making plain, a

powder ; the ball is 4 inches 1-4th diameter, and in weight clear proof, F. of L.

10 pound 11 ounces ; and ſhoots upon a point blank 175 DEMONSTRATION (with Philoſophers ] a fyllogiſm in

paces. form , containing a clear and invincible truth of a pro

DEMI-CULVERIN E of the leaſt ſize, is a piece of ord poſition.
nance , in weight 3000 pound ; in length ,from 9 to 10 foot, DEMONSTRA'TION ( with Logicians] an argument fo

the dianeter at the bore 4 inches 1-4th ; requires a charge convincing, that the concluſion muſt neceſſarily be inz

of 6 pound 1-4th powder; carries a bail of 9 pound weight, fallible.
and 4 inches 1-4th diameter, will foot upon a point blank DEMONSTRATIONS (with Algebraifs are evident un

174 paces. doubted proofs, in order for the manifeftation of ſuch

DEMI-CULVERINE Extraordinary, a piece of ordnance theorems and canons as are analytically found out.

of 3000 pound weight, is 10 foot 1-3d long, 4 3-4ths dia- DEMONSTRATION, is one which proceeding by affir

meter ar the bore, requires a charge of pound and a half mative and evident propoſitions, dependent on each other,
of powder, ' and a ball of 4 inches and a half diameter, and ends in the thing to be demonſtrated .

12 pound u ounces weight, and will ſhoot upon a point A Negative DEMONSTRATION , is one whereby a

blank, 178 paces. thing is ſhewn to be ſuch from ſome abſurdity that would

DEMI- Diſtance of Polygons (in Fortif.) is the diſtance be- follow, if it were otherwiſe.

tween the outward polygons and the flank. A DEMONSTRATION a Priore, one whereby an effe &

DEMI-GANTLET (with Surgeons] a bandage uſed in is proved from a cauſe ; or a concluſion by ſomething pre
ſerting disjointed fingers. vious , either a cauſe or an antecedent.

DEMI-DITONE [ with Muſ.] the ſame as Tierce Minor. A DEMONSTRATION a pofteriore, is one whereby

DEMI Gods (among the Heathens] thoſe heroes that were either a cauſe is proved from aneffect, or a conclufion by

of a human nature,and by them accounted among the fomething poſterior, either an effect or a conſequent.
gods, as Hercules, & c. A Geometrical DEMONSTRATION , one framed from

DEMI-GORGE [ in Fortif .) is half the gorge or entrance reaſoning, drawn from the elements of Euclid.

into the baſtion , but not taken from angle to angle where A Mechanical DEMONSTRATION , is one whoſe reaſon

the baltion joins the courrin , but from the angle at the ings are drawn from rules of mechanicks.
frank to the center of the baſtion , or the anglc that the DEMONSTRATION (with Mathematicks) a chain of

courtins would make, if they were thus lengthened to meet arguments depending one upon another, and originally

in the baſtion. founded on firſt and ſelf-evident principles, or plain pro

DEM I Haque, a ſort of gun . poſitions raiſed and proved from them ; to that in the con

DEMI Lune, a balf-moon, F cluſion, it ends in the invincible proof of the thing to be
DEMI Sang (Law Term ] of the half blood ; as when demonſtrated .

a man has iſſue by bis wife, either a ton or daughter, and DEMO'NSTRATIVE [demonftrativus, L.] that proves

upon the death of his wife he marries another, and has beyond contradiction.

alſo a ſon or daughter by her; theſe fons or daughters are DEMONSTRATIVE (with Rhetoricians] one of the

commonly called half-brothers, or half lifters, or of the genera or kinds of eloquence, uſed in the compoſing
half-blood, F. panegyricks, invectives , &c.

DemigrA'TiON, a removing or ſhifting of quarters or DEMO'NSTRATIVENESS, aptneſs for demonſtration .

dwellings, L. DEMONSTRATORY (demonftratorius, L.) belonging

DEMI Quaver (in Mufick] the half of a ſemi-quaver. to demonftration

See Haque.
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TO DEMU'LGĖ (demulgere, L.) to affuage. DENIGRATURE ( denigratura, L ] a making black:

Demu'r E (prob. of des meurs, F.over-mannerly or DE'NISON ! [ of dinalwr or diendid, C. Br. ac

demuth, Teut. gravity ] affectedly grave, reſerved' or DE'NIZEN Ścording, M. Davis, but of dinaiſon, f.
balhful. a donation according to Minjbew ] a foreigner enfranchiſed

Demu'r eness, reſervedneſs, affe &ted gravity. by the king's charter, and made capable of bearing any

To Demu're (demeurer, F.' of demorari, L.] to put office, purchaſing and enjoying all privileges except in

in doubts or objections in a ſuit ; to delay or put bit a heriting lands by deſcent.

further hearing. In Chancery, a defendant demurs to a To DENOMINATE (denominatum , L.) to give a name

plantiff's bill , by affirming that it is defe&tive in ſuch or to .

ſuch a point, and demands the judgment of the court DENOMINA'TION, a na ming or giving a name ; alſo

upon it, if he ſhall be obliged to make any farther or the name ir ſelf, F. of L.

other anſwer to it, DENOMINATIVES [with Logicians] are terms which

DEMU'RRER [ Law Term ] a pauſe upon a point of take their original and name from others .
difficulty in an ačtion, which requires ſome time to be DENOMINA'tor of a Fra &tion [in Arithmetick ] is that

taken for the court or judges to take the matter into part of the fraction that ſtands below the line of ſepará

farther confideration , tion which always ſignifies into how many parts the integer

Demu'RRAGE [in Commerce] is an allowance made 5

by the merchants, to the maſter of a fhip, for ſtaying is divided , as

longer in the port than the time at first appointed for DENOMINATOR [of any proportion ) is the quotient
his departure.

ariſing from the diviſion of the antecedent of ſuch a satio

by its conſequent.

Demy [in Blażonry] is uſed to ſignify one DENOMINA’TRIX , The that denominates or names, L.

half as demy-lion. See the Figure. DENOTATION , a marking or roting , L.

To DENO'I E (denotare] to ſhew by a mark , to ſignify.
Den ( ten , sax .] a nave ; or a lodging place for wild To DeNOU'NCE [ denunciatum , L. denoncer, F.) to

beaſts.
proclaim publickly , and commonly uſed of threatnings.

DEN [in Old Records] a low place , and is added to the DENS 'CANINUS (with Botanijis) the herb dog's-tooth ;

names of ſeveral towns and villages in the fame ſenſe, as ſo called , becauſe the leaves of its flowers reſemble a dog's

Tenderden in Kent, &c . tooth , L.

Den and STROUD ( Old Law Term ] liberty for ſhips DENS LEONIS ( with Botanifs) the herb dandelion , or
to run aground or come on Thore.

lion's- tooth , L..

DENA TERRÆ ( in Doomſday -Book ] a hollow place be- DENSE [denfus, L.) thick , oppoſed in philoſophy to

tween two hills, L. the term ilin

DENARIATA TERRÆ [Old Records ] the fourth part DeNSA'TION , a making thick.

of an acre of land , L. DENSITY s [denfitas, L.] a quality belonging to
DENARII DE CHARITATE , Whitfun -farthings, an DE'NSENESS S compa &t bodies ; thickneſs, a proper

ancient cuſtomary oblation to the cathedral about Whit
ty of bodies whereby they contain ſuch a quantity of mar

funtide, when the prieſt of the pariſh , and many of the ter under ſuch a bulk .

pariſhioners went to viſit mother- church. DENT (of dens, L. a tooth ] a notch in or about the

DENARIUS, a Roman ſilver coin, marked with the edges of a thing.

letter X , it being in value 10 Affes, or about 7 pence Dent (in Heraldry] a bordure dent, is when the out- line

half-penny Engliß , L. of it is notched in and out.

DENARIUS DEI [i. e. God's Penny] earneft money ; DENTA'GRA [ of dens, L. a tooth , and a'r ga a capture
ſo termed, becauſein ancient times, the money that was or ſeizure) the tooth -ache.

laid down to bind any bargain or agreement, was given DE'NTAL , a ſmall ſhell - fith .

to God , i.e. either to the church or poor, L. DENTA'KPAGA (of dens, L. a tooth, and égtása, Gr.]
DENARIUS Tertius Comitatus [Law Lerm] a third a furgeon's inſtrument for drawing teeth .

part of the profits, which ariſe from the country courts , DENTA'T ED [dentatus, L.) having teeth

which were paid to the earl of the country ; the other two DenTICULATÉD (denticulatus, L.] having teeth, or

parts being reſerved for the king, L. jagged.

DENARIUS San & i Petri, Rome - ſcot or Peter - pence, DENTA'TUS , a , um, 2 [in Botanick Writers] fig .

which fee, L. DENTICULA'Tus, a, um . § nifies indented in the

DENA'R RABLE [denarrabilis, L ) that may be related edges with fmall teeth , L.
DenARRA'TION , a narration , L. DE'NTED ( of dentatus, L.) having notches like teeth.

DE'NARY [denarius, L. ] of or pertaining to ten. DENTED Verge (with Botanifts] leaves of plants notched

DENA'T ES the ſame as Penates,which ſee. about the edges.

DENBE'RA , a place for the running of hogs, a low DE'NTES fapientia [i. e. the teeth of wiſdom , ſo called

valley for the pannage or feeding of ſwine, Old Rec. becauſe perſons are cometo years of diſcretion at the time

DENCHEE' s [in Heraldry) a term applied to the or- of their growth] 2 double teeth behind the reſt, which

De'NCHEDS dinaries in a Thield when they are ſpring up about the 20th year or upwards, having lain hid

cdged with teeth or indented . in their fockers.

DENDRITES [of dáyd for, Gr. ) a ſort of whitish DE'NTICLES 2 [with Archite &ts ) a member of the Ionic

or alh -coloured ſtones, which are ſeen on trees, Trubs, DE'NTILS S Cornice, ſquare, and cut out at con

pc. venicne diſtances, which gives it the form of a ſet of

DENDRO'CISSON [SevSpóxico , Gr ] a ſort of ivy that teeth.

grows without tree or wall ; tree or ſtandard ivy , L. DENTI'LOQUIST [ dentiloquus, L.] one that ſpeaketh

DENDROIDES [Sevd20 : 18 üs , Gr.] a kind of lpurge full through the teeth.

of branches ; tree- ſpurge, L. DentI'LOQUY ( dentiloquium , L. ] a ſpeaking through
DendrO'LOGY [of divspqv a tree , and nigw, Gr. the teeth .

to ſtay or treat] a treatiſe or diſcourſe of trees. DENTISCA'Lpium ,an inſtrument for cleaning the teeth.
DENDROLIBA'NUS , the herb roſe-mary , Gt. of L. DENTITION, the time when children breed their teeth ,

DENDROMALACHE [dEvd pop.caaxii, Gr.] the herb wliich is about the ſeventh month , L.

tree mallows , L. DE'NTIFICE [ dentificium , L. ] a medicine for the

DE'NDRON [ Sév spov, Gr.] a tree . ſcouring, cleanſing and whitening of teeth .

DENDROPHORIA ( A :v popoeia , Gr.) a ceremony per- DENTITION , a breeding of the teeth , L.

formed in the facrifices of Bacchus, Cybele, &c. of carry- DENCUATED [denudatus, L.] made naked or bare.

ing trees through a city . DENUDA'TION a making bare or naked , L.
DENEB (with Aftronomers) a ſtar called otherwiſe Cauda DENUMER'ATION , a preſent paying down of money,

lucida, or the lion's-tail . DENU'NTIATED (denunciatus, L.] denounced.

DENEGA'TiON, a denial, or denying, L. DENUNCIATION , a denouncing or giving warning , a

DENELAGE , the laws which the Danes enacted while proclaiming, 1 .

they had the dominion hert in England. To Deny' [ denegare, L. denier, F.] not to grant or ad

DENI'AL (deni, F.] a denying or refuſing . mitof, to refuſe, to gainſay or diſown,
DENI'er , a French braſs coin, in value 3 tenths of a To DEOBSTRUC'T [with Phyſicians] is to remove ob

farthing Engliß . fructions or ſtoppages ; to open the pores of the body .
To ĎE'NIGRATE [ denigratum , L.] made black.
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Plea } threads in bar of anastion,

DEO'BSTRUENTS [deobftruentia, L.) ſuch medicines Depopula'tion , an unpeopling, a laying a country

as are good to open obftru &tions. waſte, @c

DE'ODAND ( deodandum , qu . Dandum Deo , i . e. to be de- DÉPOPULATO'R es agrorum (Law Term] great of

voted to God] a thing as it were forfeited to God , to at- fenders, fo ftiled becauſe they unpeopled and laid waſte

tone for the violent death of a man by miſadventure ; as whole towns, L.

if a man were killed by the accidental fall of a tree , or Depo'rt, deportment, behaviour. Nilton .

run over by a cart- wheel ; then the tree or cart -wheel , To Depo'rt deportare, L. ] to carry away ; alſo to

or cart and horſes is to be ſold, and the money to be demean or behave one's felf.

given to the poor. DEPORTATION, a conveying or carrying away, L.

DEONER A’NDO pro rata portione, a writ that lies for DEPORTATION (among the Romans) à fort of banish

one that is diftrained for a rent that ought to be paid by ment, by which ſome iſland or other was aligned for

others, proportionably with him , L. the baniſhed perſon to abide in , with a prohibition not to

To DEO'PPILATE [of de and oppilare, L.) to open ftirout upon pain of death, L.
obſtructions. Deposi'sion, a depoſing from , or depriving of ſome

DEO'PPALATIVE 2 (of de and oppilatum , L.] ſerving dignity .
DEO'PPILATORY S to remove obſtructions or ſtop- DEPO'RTMENT ( deportement, F. ] carriage, behaviour.

pages . To DEPO's E [depofitum , L. depoſer, F.] to give teſtimony

DEO'PPILATIVES [in Pharmacy ] medicines which about any matter ; alſo to put down, to dethrone a loveraign
Toften , reſolve and remove obſtructions. prince.

DEOSCULA'TLON an eager killing, L. DEPO'SITARY [depofitarius, L.) the truſtee or perſon

To DEPAI'NT depingere L. depeindre Fr. ] to make into whoſe hands a pledge or thing is lodged

the repreſentation , paffage or thing with a pen . DEPOST [depofitum , L.) the thing put into the hands

To DePAINT (in a figurative Senſe] 'to ſet forth the of another to keep

noble actions or vices of anyPerſon in words. Deposit (depofitum , L. depot, F.] a pledge .

To DEPA'RT [departir F.] to go away from a place. DEPOSI'Tio Iwith Grammarians] the ending of the

A DEPA'RT (with Chymifts an operation, fo named dimenſions of a Latin or Greek verſe ; ſo as to find out,

becauſe the particles of Silver are made to depart from gold whether it be perfect, redundant or deficient, L.

or fome other metal , when they were before melted toge- To Depo'sIT E [depoſitum , L.) to lay down or truſt a

ther in the fame mals, and could not be separated any other thing, with any one ; alio to lay in a place.

way. DEPOSI'TION, that which is laid down, L.

DEPART from the Plea ? [Law Term] is when a man DEPOSITION [in Law] a teſtimony given in a court
DEPA'RTURE

or before a magiſtrate in writing , of what a man has ſeen

and a reply being made to his plea in the rejoinder, he or heard .

hews another marter contrary to his firſt plea. DEPOSITUM, a pledge left in the hands of another,

DEPA'RTERS [of Geld , & c.] artiſts who purify and or in a place ; alſo a wager, L,

ſeparate thoſe metals from the coarſer fort. Simple DEPOSITUM (in Law ) is cither neceffary or
DEPARTURE in deſpight of the Court (Law Phraſe] is voluntary ; neceſſary as in caſe of Fire, shipwreck, &c.

when the defendant appears to the a &tion which has been Voluntary DEPOSITUM , that which is committed by
brought againſt him , and makes default afterwards.

choice.

DEPA'SCENT ( depafcens, L.) feeding greedily . Judiciary DEPOSITUN , is when a thing , the right of

To DEPAU'PERATE (depauperatum , L.) to impoveriſh which is conteſted between 2 or more perſons, is depoſited
or make poor. in the hands of a third perſon , by the decree of the

DEPAUPER A'TION , a making poor, 1. judge.

DEPECULA'TION , a robbing the prince or common PePRAVA’TION , a depraving , marring, corrupting, a

wealth ; an imbezzling the publick treaſure, L. ſpoiling or making bad , i .
DEPECULA'TOR , one that robs the common -wealth ; To DEPRA'VE [depravare, L.] to corrupt, marr or

or imbezzles the publick treaſure, I. ſpoil.

To DEPE'ND [dependere, L.] to hang on ; to rely DE PRA'VEDNESS, a radicated or rooted habit of

upon ; to proceed from . naughtineſs.

DEPENDENCE ? [of dependens, L. ) a reſting, ſtay- DE'PRECABLE [deprecabilis, L.) that may be intreated.

DEPE'NDENCYSing or relying upon ; alſo fub- To De'PRECATE [deprecari, L.] to pray againſt any

je &tion , inferiority or relation to diſtreſs or calamity .

A DEPE'NDANT [dependens, L.] one who depends on DEPRECA'Tion , a praying againſt, as when perſons

or is ſuſtained by another. endeavour by prayer to divert thejudgments of God, or

DEPE'NDENT [dependens, L ] depending. ſome calamities that threaten them, l.

To DEPHIE'G MATE (in Cbymiſtry] is to clear any DEPRECATION [in Rhetorick ] a figure whereby the

thing from phlegm or water : asa ſpirit is ſaid to be well orator invokes the aid of ſome perſon or thing ; or prays

dephlegmated, when it is made pure by being rectified for ſome evil or puniſhment to befall him, who ſpeaks
and diſtilled over again, and either wholly, or as much as falſely , either himlelf or his adverſary.

may be cleared of all water and phlegm. DEPRECATIVE, ſerving to deprecate.

DEPHLEGMATION, the ſeparating the phlegm or ſu- T. DEPRECIATE (depreciatum , L.) to run down the

perfluous water from a ſpirit by repeated diſtillations. price of, to undervalue.

DEPILA'TION , a pulling off the hair, F. of L. DEPRECIATED [ depreciatus, L.) cried down in price,
DEPILATORY, a medicine to cauſe the hair to come under valued.

off DEPREDA’TION , [depredatio, L.) a preying upon, a
DePLANTA'TION , a taking up of plants, L. robbing or ſpoiling.

DEPLO'RABLE (deplorabilis, L.] to be deplored or To DEPREHE'ND [ deprehendere, L.) to catch or ſeize

lamented . unawares.

DEPLO'RABLENESS , lamentableneſs. DEPREH E'NSIBLE , that may be caught ; alſo that
DNPLORA'TION , a lamenting or bewailing , L. may be conceived or underſtood .

To DePLORE [deplorare, L.] to lament or bewail DEPREH E'NSIBLENESS , capableneſs of being caught
one's misfortunes. or underſtood .

DEPLU'MATED [deplumatus, L.) having the feathers DEPREHE'NSION , a catching or taking at unawares.

taken off. To DEPRE'ss [ depreffum , L. ) to deprets or weigh

DEPLUMA'TION, a plucking off feathers, L. down ; to abaſe, bring down) , or humble.

DEPLUMATION (with Surgeons ] a ſwelling of the To Depress the Poie (with Aftron ] a perſon is ſaid to

eye lids when the hairs fall off from the eye- brows, L. deprefs the pole ſo many degrees as he fails or travels

Deplu'MED ( deplumé, F.] deplumated . from either pole towards the equinoctial.

To DEPLUME (deplumare, L.j to pluck off the fea- DepRE'ssion , a preſſing or forcing down, an hum
thers, to unfeather bling, L.

DEPO'NENT [deponens, L.] a perſon who gives infor- DEPRESSION of an Equation (with Algebraifts] is the
mation upon oath before a magiſtrate. bringing it into lower and more ſimple terms, by diviſion.

DEPONENT Verb (with Grammarians] a verb which DEPRESSION of a Planet (with Aftrologers] is when a

has a politive form , but an a & tive fignification. planet is in a lign which is oppolire to that of its exal
ToʻDEPO'PULATE [depopulatum , L.] 10 unpeople , to tation.

ſpoil or lay a country , & c. walte.
DEPRESSION
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ed at .

that part

DEPRESSION of a ftar below the Horizon (with Aſtron ] Dertli'CTION ; än utter leaving ôr forſaking ; alfd

is the diftance of a ſtar fiom the horizon below , and is being left or forſaken utterly, L.

meaſured by the ark of the vertical circle or nzimuth, paſs- DERELICTs (in Civil Law ] ſuch goods as are wilfully

ing through the ſtar, intercepted between the ſtar and the thrown away or relinquiſhed by the owner.

horizon . To DERI'dě (deridere, L.] to laugh a perſon to ſcorit,

Depre'ssor , one who preſies or keeps down), L. to mock, to Hout or fleer at .

DEPRESSOR Auricularum ( with Anat.] a muſcle of the DERISION , deriding , laughing or mocking, L.
ear in bealts, which ferves to depreſs or let fall the ear, Deri'sort' (deriforius, L.) ridiculous ; alſo to be laugh

calld alſo deprimens, &c. L.

DEPRESSOR Labii Inferioris [ Anatomy] a muſcle lying
DERIVA'TION [of de and rious, a river or ſtream ; L.]

between the dépreſſores labiorum communes, and poſtelling properly a draining of water or turning its courte .
of the jaw, callid the chin , and is inſerted into DERIVATION (with Rhetoricians] a figure which joins

the nether lip, and in preſſing it down, it turns it our- words together, which are derived one from another, as

wards.
difcreet, difcretion

DEPRESSOR Labiorum [in Arat.) a muſcle ariſing from
DERIVATION (with Grammar .] is the tracing a word

the inferior edge of the jaw -bene ſide-ways, and then af- from its original, L

cends directly to the corner of the lips; this and its part- DÉRIVATION [with Phyſicians] is the drawing of a

ner acting with the Quadrati, expreſs a forrowful counte- humour from one part of thebody to another.

nance, in drawing down the corners of the mouth and DERIVATIVE [derivativus, L.] deriving, drawing or

cheeks, L. taking from another.

DEPRESSOR Oculi [Anat.] a pair of muſcles ſpringing To DERI'VE (derivare, L.] to draw or fetch from ano

from each corner of the eye, and anſwered by anorher of ther, or from the original.

the like figure and ftru & ure in the lower cyc-líd , L. DE'RMA [ dépka , Gr.) the skin of an animal covering

Depress o'kes Nafi [with Avat.] a pair of muſcles the whole body, immediately under the cuticle or ſcart

that ariſe from the Os maxillare, and are inſerted into the
skin .

extremities of the Ale, which they pull downwards.
DERMATO'D ES[of Siquce the skin, Gr.] an epithet gi

DE'PRIMEN'S (with Anat.] one of the ſtrait muſcles , ven to the exterior membrane that inveſts the brain , skin

which moves the globe or ball of the eye, which ſerves to
like ...

pull it downwards; it is alſo called Humilis , L. To DE'ROGATE (derogatum , L.] to leffen, to take off

Depre'TIATED( depretiatus,L.] letſened in the price, fromthe worth of a thing or perſon ; to diſparage ; alſo to
undervalued , vilify'd . Twerve from .

DÈPRETIA'TION , an undervaluing, a leſening the ef- DerogA'TION, a detra &ting from the worth of, & c

teem or value , & c. L. DERO'GATIVE (derogations, L.] derogatory , detract

To DePri ' ' E [ deprivare, L. ) to bercave or rob of ing fiom the worth of.

a thing
DerO'GATORINESS, tendency to derogate.

Deprivation, a bereaving or taking away ; as when
DERO'GATORY [derogatorius, L.] the ſame as Dero

any perſon is deprived of any thing, or depoſed from his gative.
Dervi'c ES 2 (01177 , a beggar, Heb.] among thepreferment, L.

DEPRIVA'TION [in the Canon Law] the act of diveft. Dervi's Es Turks a Tort of monks who profets

ing or taking away a ſpiritual promotion or dignity. extreme poverty , and lead a very auſtere life. The Dera

Depriva’TION a beneficio, is when for lome great viſes, called allo Mevelavites, of one Mevelava their foun

crime a miniſter is wholly and for ever deprived of his be- der, atteet a great deal of modeſty, humility , patience

nefice or living and charity ; they always go bare-legg'd and open - breaſt

DePRIVATION ab officio, is when a miniſter is for ever ed , and the better to inure themſelves to patienice, fre

deprived of his orders , L. quently burn themſelves with a red hot iron. They have

Depth of a Squadron or Battalion (in the Military Art] meetings on Tueſdays and Fridays, at which the ſuperior of
is the number of men there is in the file; that of the their houſe is preſent ; at which meetings one of them

battalion being generally fix, and that of the ſquadron plays allthe whileon afute (which inftrument they highly

three . eſteem as conſecrated by Jacob' and the Old Teſtainent

To Depu'celate [deputeler, F.] to deflower, to be- Thepherds that ſung the praiſes of God upon it) the reſt
seave of virginity . dance, turning their bodies round with anincredible ſwift

Depu'lsion, a driving, thruſting or beating away, L. neſs, having inured themſelves to this exerciſe from their

Depu'LSOR Y (depulforius, L ) putting away , averting . youth : this they do in memory of their patriarch Meve

To De'puraTE (depuratum , L.) to purify, to fepa- lava, who, they ſay, turned 'round continually for the

rate the pure from the impure part of any thing. 1pace of four days, without any food or refrethment, after

DEPUR A'TION [with Surgeons] the cleanſing of any which he fell into an extaſy, and received wonderful reve

body from its excrementitious dregs, filth , or more gruís lations for the eſtabliſhment of their order. Thegreateſt
part of theſe Derviſes are Chaldeans, who apply themselves

DepU'RED , purified , defecated , cleared from dregs . to legerdemain poftures, 8c . to amuſe the people ; others

DEPUTATION, an appointing with a ſpecial com- pra &tile forcery and magick, and all of them drink wine,

miſſion ; alfo the inſtrument, commiſſion or warrant that brandy , and other ſtrong liquors, contrary to the principles
ſome officers of the cuſtoms, & c. act by . of Mabomet ; and this they do to make them gay, as their

To Depu'te [in a . Body Politick] is to find ſome of the order requires.

members to a prince or ſtate, either to pay homage, to DERUNCIA’TION, a cutting off buſhes of trees, or any

make remonftrance, to be preſent at debates, &c. thing that incumbers the ground, L.

To Depu're (deputare, L.] to appoint , to act in the
DESARCINA'TION, a taking of baggage, an unload

ſtead of another.

DE'PUTY, a lieutenant or perſon appointed to govern
To DESCA'NT (in Mufick] is to run a diviſion of va

or a &t in the place of another. ricry , with the inſtrument or voice.

De'PUTY [in the tenſe of the Law ] one who executes TO DESCANT [in a Metaphorical Senſe] is to paraphraſe

any office, & c. in the right of another man ; for whoſe ingenuouſly on any pleaſing fubje t; alſo to render a thing
miſdemeanour or forfeiture, the perſon for whom he acts more plain by enlarging the diſcourſe.

Thall lofe his office. DESCANT [in Mufick] the art of compoſing in ſeveral

To DERAIGN [Old Law , of derationare, Lat. Barbar.] parts.

to prove or juſtify. Plain DESCANT, is the ground or foundation of muſi

Der Al’GNMENT [in Law ] a deraigning or proving. cal compoſitions, conſiſting entirely in the orderly placing

DERAIGNMENT [with civilians] a diſcharge of a pro of many concords.

feffion ; a term fometimes apply'd to ſuch religious perlons, Figurate DesCANT is that part in the air of muſick ,
who forſook their orders. Florid DESCANTS wherein ſome diſcords are in

DE'RAS [deas, Gr.] the skin . termixt with the concords, and may well be termed the

DER EIGNE [in Law ] the proof of a thing that a ornamental and rhetorical part of mulick , in regard that

Der ei'ne 3 perſon denies to be done by himſelf. liere are introduced all the varieties of points, fyncopes,

DerelI'CT ( dereli& us, L.) utterly forſaken , ' left del diverſities of meaſures, and whatſoever elſe is capable of
titure. adorning the compoſition ..

Dereli'ct Lands, ſuch lands as are forſaken by DESCANT Domble, is when the parts are fo contriv’d
the ſea. that

parts, L.

ing, L.
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for, L.

that the treble may be made the baſs, and e contra, the confe & ionary or courſe of ſweet-meats.

Baſs thè treble. ADE'SERT [defertum , L. ) a wilderneſs, a large wild

DESCANT [in a Metaphorical Senſe] a continued dir- A DE'sARTS part of a country, a ſolitary loneſome

courſe or comment, or large paraphraſe on any ſubjc &t. place.

To Desce'ND [deſcendere, L.) to go, come , Itep, or DESERTER [ deferteur, F.] a ſoldier who runs away

be carried down ; to draw or derive one's original from , from his colours , or goes over to the enemy ; allo one who

or come of a family ; alſo to condeſcend orſtoop to . forſakes his prince, his religion, & c.

Desce'NDANTS (of defcendens, L.] offspring, poſte- DES E'R TION, a deſerting, running from the colours,

rity , progeny , F. drc. F. of L.

DESCE'NDABLE , which may deſcend or be deſcend- DESE'RTLESS, without merit, undeſerving .

cd , or gone down. To DESERVE deferuire, Lj to be worthy of either

DESCE'NDING [ deſcendens, L. ] falling or moving reward or punithinent.
from below downwards. DESHACHE' [ iu Blazonry) is a term uſed by French he

DeSCINDING I atitude [ Aftron .] is the latitude of ralds, to fignify that the beaſt has limbs ſeparated from

planet in its return from the nodes to the equator. his body, in ſuch manner that they remain unon the ef

Desce'NSION , a deſcending or going down, L. cutcheon, with only a ſmall teparation from their natural

DESCENSION ( with Chymifts] the falling downwards places, F.

of the eſſential juice, diſſolved from the diſtilled matter. TO DESI'CCATE [deficcatum , L.] to dry up .

DESCENSION of Sign (with Afron .] is an arch of DESICCA'TION , a drying up , L.

the
equator, which ſers with ſuch a ſign or part of the DESI'CCATIVE Medicines, thoſe that are of a drying

zodiack, or any planet therein , being either direct or ob- quality.

lique. A ÞESI'CCATIVE (with Pbyſicians] a drying plaſter or

Desc E'NSION Oblique [with Afronomers) is a part of ointment.

the equator which deſcends or ſets with the ſun or ſtar, or DESID È RA'TA , things wanted, required or fought

any point of the heavens in an oblique ſphere.

DESCENSION Right [ Aftron .) is an arch of the equator
TO DESI'D E [ defidere, L.) to ſink or fall down.

which deſcends withthe ſign or ſtar that is in it, below the DESI'viOS E } [ defidiofus, L.] idle, ſlothful, lazy,

horizon of a right ſphere. DESIDIOUS S Nuggiſh.

DESCE'NSIONAL Difference [ Aftron .] is the difference DESIGN , reſpecting arts and Sciences, denotes the

between the right and oblique alcenſion of the ſame ſtar. thought, plein , geometrical repreſentation, doc.

DEscENSO'RIUM (with Chymiſts ) is a furnace to diſtil DESIGN [deſignatio, L ] intention or intent ; mind ,

with per defcenfum , i.e. by cauſing the vapours to deſcend or purpoſe, refolut on , enterprize or attempt ; contrivance,

fall downwards. project.

DESCE'NT [defcenfus, L. deſcente, F.) the coming or DESIGN [in Painting] the firſt draught or sketch of a

going down of any thing from above ; alſo the ſteep ſide of pi&ture or in general, is the thought that the artift had

a hill ; alſo a birth or extra &tion. about any great piece ; whether the contours or out-lines
Lineal DESCENT , is that which is convey'd down in a be only drawn), or whether the piece has the Shadows of

right line from the grandfather to the father, and from the the colours ; ſo that if there appears much skill or judg

father to the ſon , from the fon to the grandſon. ment, it is common to ſay, the Deſign is great and
Collateral DESCENT, is that which ſprings out of the noble.

ſide of the line or blood, as from a man to his brother, DESIGN [in Painting] is alſo uſed to ſignify the juſt

nephew , @goo. meaſures, the proportions and outward forms, which thoſe
DESCENT [in Mechanicks) is the motion ortendency of objects ought to have, which are drawn in imitation of

a body towards the center of the earth , either dire&ly or nature, and may be called a juft imitation of nature .
obliquely. DESIGNATION , an appointment, deſignment, nomi.

DESCENT into a Moat or Ditch [ in Fortif.) is a deep nation ; alſo the marking the abutments and boundings of

digging into the earth of the cover'd way, in the form of
an eſtate.

a trench ; the top of which is covered with planks or wat- DESI'GNMENT, deſigning, intendment.

tles bound cloſe together , and well loaded with earth , to DESI'PIENO E [defipientia, L.) indiſcretion, fooliſhneſs.

fecure the ſoldiers againſt fire, in their paſſage into the Desi'PIENCE [ with Pbyficians] the dotage or raving of

moat or ditch . a fick perſon

Descent (in Blazonry! is a term uſed to ſignify coming DESI'PIENT [ defipiens, L.] fooliſh , doating.

down ; as a lion in deſcent, is a lion coming down, i. e , with DESI'RABLE [defirable, F.] that is to be deſired or

his heels up towards one of the baſe points, as tho he wiſhed for,

were leaping down from ſome high place. DESI'R ABLENESS, worthy to be deſired .

To make a DESCENT upon a Country, is to land on it DESI'RE defir, F. defiderium , L.) uncalineſs of mind

with invading forces. on account of the abſence of any thing, the preſent en

Desce'NTS [ in Fortif.] the hole,vauks, and hollow joyment of which would afford pleaſure and delight ;
places which are made by undermining the ground. longing, withing ; alſo entreaty or requeſt,

To DESCRIBE in Geometry) is to draw a line, to form To DESIRE [ defiderare, L. definer, F.] to covet, wiſh

a circle, ellipſis or parabola, Soc . with rule and compaſſes. or long for ; alſo to entreat or pray.

To DescRIBE [ defcribere, L.] to write our or fer down Desi'rous ( defireux, F.] paſſionately defiring or wiſh

in writing

To DESCRIBE ( in Language] is to explain. DESI'ROUSNESS , earneſt deſire.

To DESCRIBE [in Drawing, Painting, &c .] is to draw To Desi'st [defiftere, L ] to ceaſe or leave off, to give

the form of a thing, to repreſent. oyer.

A DESCRIBENT (with Geometricians] a term uſed to DE'S MOS [of dew , Gr. to bind ] any bandage.

expreſs ſomeline or ſurface, which by its motion expreſſes DESOLATE [defolatus, L.) left alone, forlorn ; alſo

a plain or ſolid figure. affli&ted, grieved ; alſo folitary, uninhabited , ruined, laid
DesckI'PTION, as to its outward appearance, reſem- waſte.

bles a definition, it is a ſuperficial, inaccurate definition of DE'SOLATENESS, ſolitarineſs, uncomfortableneſs, a

a thing, giving a ſort of knowledge daercof, from tome ac- lying waſte.

cidents and circumſtances peculiar to it , which determine Desolaʼtion, a making deſolate, & c.

it enough to give an idea, which may diſtinguiſh it from DE'SOLAT ENESS { amaking deſolate, a laying waſte,

other things, but without explaining its nature or eflence. DESOLA'TION a deſtroying whole countries

To DescRY' [ of difcretum , Sup. of difcernere, L.] to with fire and ſword ; utter ruin and deftru &tion , L.

ſpy out or diſcern afar of DESO'LATORY [defolatorius, L.) belonging to defo

To De's ECRATE (deſecrari, L. ) to unhallow, to pro- lation ; comfortless.

phane. DE SON TORT de meme [ Law Phraſe] are words of

DESECR A'TION, an unhallowing, a prophaning; form in an action of treſpaſs, uſed by way of reply to the

To Dese'RT [defertum, Sup. of deferere, L. deferter plea of the defendant ; as when the defendant pleads he
F.) to forſake, to leave alone; alſo to run away from his did what he was charg'd with by his maſter's order, and

colours. the plaintiff replies, he did it of his own proper motion, F.

De'sERT (prob. of deferuire, L. or defervir, F.] merit DESPAI'R ( defperatio, L. deſeſpoir, F.] the refle &tion of
or worth .

the mind upon the unattainableneſs of ſome good, which

A DES B'RT (deferte, F.] the laſt courſe of a feaſt, a is the cauſe of different citeas in the minds of men , fome

ing for,

lines
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times cauſing pain or uneaſineſs, and ſometimes unconcer- draws out the thread of man's life, and Atropos, who curs

nedneſs . it off at death.

To Despair [defperare, L. deſperer, F.] to be paſt Destiny Readers, fortune - tellers, aſtrologers, gypſies.

hopes, to have no hope, to give over for loſt or as unat- DE'STITUTE [deftitutus, L. whence deftituté, F.] left,

tainable. forſaken , deprived, hereft of, forlorn.

DESPAIRINGNESS [deſperatio, L.) a being without DE'STITUTENESS , a being forſaken or left without.

hopes. DestiTU'TION, a leaving or forſaking, an utter a.

be'sPERATE [ desperatus, L ] mad , rash , furious , anc. bandoning ; alſo a being left, forfaken , Ec, L.

alſo that is delpaired of. DESRRI'CTION , a binding, L.

De'sPERATENESS [ of desperare, L.) hopeleſneſs ; DESTRI'GMENT ( defrigmentum , L.) that which is

alſo daringneſs, furiouſneſs. ſcraped or pulled off any thing.

DESPERA'TION, a deſpairing or falling into deſpair, l . To DesTRO'Y deftruere, L. whence deftruire, F.) to

Despe'ction , a looking downwards, L. throw down, overthiow or raze ; alſo to marr or ſpoil ;

DE'SPICABLE ( deſpicabilis, L.] defpiſable, contempti- alſo to lay waſte or ruin ; alſo to deface; alſo to kill.

ble ; alſo baſe, ſorry, vile , mean . DESTRU'CTION, deſtroying, overthrow, ruin , waſte,

DE'SPICABLENESS , contemptibleneſs, & c. marring; alſo death , L.

DESPICIENT [deſpiciens, L.) looking down upon. DESTRUCTIBILITY, a capableneſs of being deſtroyed .

DespI'CIENCE [defpicientia, L.] a defpiſing or con- Destru'CTIVE [of deftruétus, L.) apt to deſtroy,

temning marr, ſpoil, ruin , overthrow ; miſchievous,' hurtful ; alſo

DESPI'SABLE [deſpicabilis, L.) the ſame as Deſpicable. deadly. ·

DESPI'S A BLENESS [of deſpicere, L. to look down up- DESTRU'CTIVENESS, deſtroying nature, & c.

on ] deſervingneſs to be deſpiſed. DESUDA'TION , a profuſe and moderate ſwearing, L.

To Despi's E [defpicere, L.) to look upon with dif- DESU'DATORY [ defudatorium , L.] an hot houle or

dain , to flight, to ſer at nought, to make no account of. bagnio.

Despi'r e [ deſpit, F.] hatred, malice , ſcorn , grudge, DESU'ETUDE [defuetudo of deſueſco, L.) a deſiſting

ſpite, from any uſe or cuſtom ; lack of cultom , difute.

To Despoi't [ defpoliare, L.] to rob or bereave of, to DesÚ E'T E [defuetus, L.) out of ute.

ftrip one of his goods. DESULTO'R ES perſons of agility of body, who uſed

DESPOLIATION , a robbing or ſpoiling, L. DESULTO'RIIS to leap from one horfe to another

To DespO'ND [deſpondere, L.] to deſpair, to loſe cou at the horſe races in the Circenſian games,

sage, to be out of heart. DESC'LTORINESs, the skipping from one thing to

DespO'NDENCE / a failing of courage , a being quite another.
DespO'NDENCY ) diſhearten'd . DE U'LTORY [defultorius, L. leaping or skipping from

DespO'NDENT ( deſpondens, L.] deſponding, deſpairing. one thing to another ; fickle -minded , wavering, unſtable,

DESPO'NSATED ( defponfatus, L.) affianced, eſpouſed, inconftint, mutable.
betrothed. DFU'LTURE [ defultura , L.) a vaulting from one

DesPONSA'TION , a betrothing or giving in marriage. horſe to another.

DE'SPOT E [despota, L. of 880t.Órns, Gr. a great tirle DESU'MPTION , a chuſing or taking from or out of, L.

anciently given by the Grecians to a lord or governour of T. DITA'ch [ detacher, F.] to tend away a party of

country: the title is ſtill uſed in the Turkiß empire, for a ſoldiers upon fome expedition

prince or governour, as the deſpote of Valachia . DETACHIA'RE [Law Word ) to ſeize or take into cuſto

DESPOTICAL ? [ SSOTOTAXOS, of Statótus a lord , Gr .] dy a man's goods or perſon.

DespO'TICK S arbitrary , abſolute, fupreme. DEIA'CHMENT [in Law ] a ſort of writ .

A Despo'tical Government, a government when the DETACHMENT ( in Military Affairs) a party of ſoldiers

prince having gain’d an abſolute power over his people, is drawn out upon aparticular expedition , or from a greater

no longer guided or controlla by the laws of his country, to ſtrengthen a leffer party

but governs ſolely by his will and pleafure. DETACHED Pieces (in Fortification) are demi-lunes,

DESPO'TICALNESS , arbitrarineſs. horn -works or cro'vn works , and even baſtions, when ſepa

DE'SPOTISM , deſpotick government. rated , and at a diſtance from the body of the place.

Despou'llLÉ [in Blazonry] is uſed to ſignify the whole DETAI'l , the particulars or particular circumſtances of

caſe or skin of a beaſt, with the head , feet, tail , and all an affair, F.

appurtenances ; ſo as being filled up, it looks like the To DETAI'N [ detinere, L .) to keep or with -hold ; to hin

whole creature, F. der , ſtop or let.

To De'sPUMATE [ deſpumatum , L.) to ſcum or clarify To Dete'ct [ dete&tum , Sup. of detegere, L.) to dif

liquor. cloſe, to diſcover or lay open.

DeSPUMA'TION [of de privative , and ſpuma, L. froth ] Detection, a diſcovering or laying open , L.

a foaming or frothing. DETENTION, a detaining or keeping from ; a con

DESPUMATION [in Pharmacy) the clearing and clean- finement, impriſonment, @gsc.

fing any liquor by letting it boil, ſo as to take off the DETE'NT Wheel (of a Clock] is that which is alſo called

the Hoop, having a hoop, almoſt round it, in which is a

Des QUA'MATED [ deſquamatus, L.] ſcaled, having vacancy, at which the clock locks.
the ſcales taken off. DETE'NTS of a Clock, are thoſe ftops, which being

DESQUAMA'TION , a ſcaling of fish , L. lifred up or let fall down, do lock or unlock the clock in

DESQUAMATION [with Surgeons] a ſcaling of foul ſtriking.
bones, i . ToDete'r [deterrer, L.] to affright or diſcourage one

DESSERT [defferté, F.) the laſt courſe at table ; a from a thing ; to take him off from it, by the terrour of

ſervice of fruits and ſweet-meats. threats.

DESTILLA'TION, an extraction of the moſt unctuous To DETERGE [ detergere, L.) to wipe or rub off.

which are rarified into vapour or fioke , as it were by fire. Det e'RGENT [detergens, L.] wiping off, cleanſing ,

To De'STIN 3 [deftinare, L.] to deſign, appoint, ſcowring.

To DESTINATE or order. DETERIORA’tion, a making worſe, L.

DESTINATED [deftinatus, L. deftiné, F.] appoint- DETERGENTS (in pbyfick] ſuch medicines, which mun

DE'STINATE S ed, determined, ordained , con- dify, cleanſe and carry otf viſcid and glutinous humours
demned to. that adhere to the body.

DE'STINY ( deftin, F. deftinatio, L.) according to the DETE'RMINABLENESS, capableneſs of being deter

Stoicks, the diſpoſal of things ordained by divine provi- mined or decided .

dence, or theenchainment of ſecond cauſes, ordained by To DetE'RMINE [determinare of de and terminus,

providence , which carries with it the neceſſity of the event'; properly to ſet or appoint bounds] to judge or decide a

alſo fate ; death either natural or violent. matter in controverfy or queſtion ; to put an end to a

DESTINY (with Pagan Pbiloſopbers] was a ſecret or in- matter ; to incline, ' to diſpoſe, to reſolve, purpoſe or

viſible power or virtue, which with incomprehenſible wif- deſign .
dom conduets, what to mankind appears irregular and DETERMINABLE [of determinare, L] that may be

fortuitous, this comes much to the ſame, that with us is determined, decided or judged .
called God, DET E'RMINATE [determinatus, L.] that is deter

Tbe De'STINIES [ according to the Poets), 3 deities, mined, limited or defined ; alſo poſitive.

Clotbo, who, as they feign, holds the diſtaff ; Lacheſis, which
Mmm DETERS

ſcum .
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DETERMINATENESS , definiteneſs, poſitiveneſs. that which is derived from the Peritoneum . Its Acthy

DETERMINATION
, determining, deciſion, reſolution , fibres do cmbrace the whole bladder, as if it were a

appointment, F. of I.
hand, and preſs it in the diſcharging of the urine. It is by

DETEP.MINATION , a final reſolution, upon doing or ſome accounted the firſt proper membrane of the bladder.

not doing any action ; alſo an appointment, a deciſion of, DETUP. BA'TION , a caiting or throwing down from ou

F. of L.
high ; alfo a troubling or disturbing, L.

DETERMINATION [in Phyficks] the diſpoſition or ten- DETURPA'TION, à making filthy, a polluting , L.

dency of a body towards one way.
DevADIA'TUS (in Doomſday-book] one who has no

DETERMINATION (with Philoſophers] the action by fureties or pledges.

which a cauſe is limited or reſtrained to act, or not to
DEVASTA'TION , a laying waſte , L.

act, this or that , or in this or that manner. HEVASTAV E'RUNT bona teftatoris, L. a writ lying

TO DETE'R MINE [determinare, L.) properly to ſet againſt executors for paying of debts and legacies with

or appoint bounds ; to judge or decide, to put an end to, our ſpecialties or bonds, to theprejudice of the creditors ,

to incline or difpofe , to defign, retolve or purpoſe. who have ſpecialties or bonds before the debts upon the

DETE'RMINED Problem [ with Geometricians ] is ſaid bonds become due.

DET E'R MINATES that which has but one, or DEUCA'LION, the fon of Prometheus, who married

leaſt a determinate number of ſolutions, in contradiſtinction Pyrrha , the daughter of Epimetheus : The poets tell us that

to an indeterminate problem which admits of infinite folu- while he reigned in Then ady, there happened an universal

tions.
flood that drowned all the world , but only he and his

DETERRA’TION [ of de fron , and terra, L. the earth ] wife who got into a fhip, and were carried to the top of

a removal of earth , & c. from mountains or higher grounds mount Parnaſſus, and ftay'd there till the dry land ap

down into vallies or lower grounds ; this by philosophers peared ; and when the flood was gone, he conſulted the

is underſtood of ſuch earth , 8c. as is waſhed down from oracle of Themis, how mankind might be repaired, and

mountains, &c. gradually by rains.
was anſwered, it he caſt his great mother's bones behind

DET E'RSIVE deterjiſ, F. of deterfus, L.) of a ſcour- his back , whereupon he took ſtones, the bones of his

ing or cleanſing quality.
grear mother the earth, and threw them over his ſhoul

DETE'RSION , a cleanſing, wiping or rubbing off, I. ders , and they became men , and Pyrrha , the cast lones

DETERSIVE Medicines, are medicines ſuch as cleanſe over her ſhoulders backu ards, and they became women .

the body from fluggith and viſcous humours. The truth is , this deluge came only in Greece and Italy,

DETE'R SIVENESS, cleanfing quality.
but the poets feigned all things to have happened after

To DETE'ST [deteftare, L.) to abhor or loath.
Deucalion's flood , as they did atier the inundation in the

DETE'STABLENESS, deſervingneſs to be abhorred. days of Noah . And asto their being laved onmount !.ro

DETESTA'TION, a dereſting, abhorrence, F. of L. najfus, they only climbed to the top of it, and were there

DETE'STABLE deteftabilis , L.) to be abhorred or ſafe above the waters, and after the food Mught the

loarhed ; alſo vile , wretched. people more civility than they had before ; this deluge

To DETHRO'N E detroner, Fr.] to depoſe a foverign happened A. N. 24.0, and 784 years after that in Noub's

prince, or drive him from his throne.
time.

DE'TINET [ Law Term ] ¿ . e , he detains againſt aper
DEV E'LOPED developé, Fr.] unwrapped, unfolded,

fon , who owes either annuity or a quantity of corn , & c. to opened.

another, and refuſes to pay it.
DEVENE'RUNT, a writ to the efheator of the king ,

DETI'NUE , a writ which lies againſt a perſon who when any one of the tenants oi tio king, who noki:

refuſes to deliver back goods or chattels , which have been capite dies, commarding him to enquire what lands us

delivered to him to keep.
tenements came to him ,

A &tion of DetI'NU E '[in Law] is when a man is ſued to
DEV E'RGENCE [devergentia, L.] a devexity or de

deliver up his truſt. clivity , by which any thing tends or declines down
DETONA'TION [of detonare, L.) a mighty thunder- ward .

ing To DEVE'ST [ deveſtire, L.) properly to unclothe, to

DETONATION (with Chymifts] a ſort of thundering ſtrip, diſpoſſeſs or deprive of.

noiſe that is frequently made by a mixture being inkindled To DEVEST [in Lacv] ſignifies to turn out of poſſef

in a crucible or other veſſel, ſo that the volatile parts of it fion.
ruſh forth with great ſwiftneſs and violence ; the ſame as DEVE'XION , devexity, bendingneſs or ſhelvingneſs, I.

Fulmination . Dev e'x ( devexus, L.] hollow like a valley ; bowed

DETO'RTED [ detorfus, L.] turned awry , or away, down, bending,

writhen. DEV E'XNESS devexitas, L.) bendingneſs, ſhelving

DETO'RSION , a turning or bending awry or aſide, L.
DEVE'XITY Sneſs downwards.

To DETRA'CT [detraétum , L.) to take from , to abate To DEVIAT E (deviatum , L.] 10 go from , or out of

or leſſen ; alſo to ſlander or ſpeak ill of.
the way, to ſwerve.

DETRACTION, properly a drawing from ; alſo a To De'vIATE (with Grammarians] is when a word

flandering or backbiting , L. varies from the ſenſe of its primitive or original.

DETRAC'TIVE , apt to detra &t. DEVIATION , a going out of the way, a ſwerving.

DETRACTIVENESS, detracting quality or humour, DEVISE (of dividere, L. becauſe it divides ordi

DETRANCHEE [in Blazonry] is uſed to ſignify a line DEVICES ftinguiſhes perſons, Eyoc.) is either a repre

bend-wiſe, that comes not from the very angle, bút either ſentation, an emblem or an hieroglyphick, expreſſing ſome

from fome part of the upper edge, and falling from thence thing that is to be kept in mind , ſuch as the Egyptians

diagonally or athwart, or in the fame manner from part of uſed inſtead of writing, which of late have a mottoadded

the ſide ; but always from the right-ſide, F. to them , to explain the ſignification , which otherwiſe

DetReCTA'Tion, a thifting off, a drawing back , L. would be dark or unintelligible ; as king Lewis XIV.

DETRIMENT [detrimentum , L ] damage, hurt, lofs, F. of France, had for his device, the ſun in his glory, with

DETRIMENT (with Aftrologers ) is the greateſt of he this motio, Nec pluribus impar, intimating, that he was

eſſential debilities or weakneſſes of a planet, viz. the fig. able to cope with many enemies.
dire &tly oppoſite to that which is its houſe, as the detri- DEVICE ) in a reſtrained ſenſe, is underſtood to ſignify

ment of the ſun is Aquarius, becauſe it is oppolite to Leo. Devises an emblem or a repreſentation of ſome na

DETRIMENT [in Lincoln's Inn ] a duty of is 6d. paid tural body, with a morto or fentence applied in a figura

each term , by every member of the ſociety to the house, tive fente, to the advantage of fome perfon.

for defrayingits charges, and repairing loſſes. DE'VIL [Diaful , c. Br . deokl , Sax. duybel, Dut.

DETRIME'NTAL, hurtful, that brings damage, hurt Diabolus, L. Diable, F. Diablo, Span . Diavolo, Ital.] the

or prejudice.
enemy of mankind, a fallen angel

DETRIME'NTALNESS, prejudicialneſs. DEVIL on tbe Neck, a kind of rack or torturing engine ,

DETRIMENTO'S E [detrimentoſus, L.) cauſing da- anciently in uſe among the Papifs, to extort a confebion

DETRIME'NTOUS S mage or loſs ; hurtful . from Proteftants or Lollards. This Machine was made of a

DETRITION, the wearing orrubbing off particles from ſeveral irons which applied to the neck and legs wrung

any thing, L. or wrenched them together in ſo violent a manner, that

DETRU'NCATED [detruncatus, L.] cut or chopped the more the perſon itirred, the ſtraiter he was preſſed by

of'; beheaded . them , and in the space of ; or 4 hours his back and body

DETRU'SION, a thruſting down , L. would be broken in pieces.

DETRU'sOr Urinz ( Anatomy] a muſcle lying under
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Sea Devil ,a monſtrous creature on the coaſt of America, DEUTE'R !ON [of Seutep- , Gr. the ſecond] the ro

having black horns like a ram, a terrible aſpect, a bunch cundine or after -birth .

on the head, reſembling a hedge-hog, tuſhes like a boar, DEUTERO'G AMY ( Alutepozaníce of deutsp ſecond, and

and a forked rail ; and the Acth of a poiſonous quality. 70.uri', Gr. marriage] a ſecond marriage .

Devil's Bit, a plant that has ſeveral roots that are DEU'TERONOMY [AUTecovéploy of deutep , and

black , notched, as it were gnaw'd, from whence it took vóuos, Law , Gr.] i. e, the ſecond 'Law, the 4th book of

its name ; as if the devil envying the virtues of it , did Moſes, ſo called, becauſe the law is therein repeated.
gnaw them , &c. DEUTEROCANO'NICAL [of SEÚTypos and valovinos, Gr.]

Devil's Milk,an herb , a ſort of ſpurge. a name that ſchool divines give to certain books of the

De'vILISH , of or pertaining to the devil, like or of facred ſcripture that were added after the reſt, as the

the nature of the devil, wicked. book of Efber, & c.

DE'VILISHNESS, devilish nature. DEUTER OPATHY [ Δευτεροπαθεία οf δεύτερος , and

DE'VILSHIP , the devil's dignity. ndédos, Gr. pallion, & c.] a diſeaſe that proceeds from

DE'VIOUS [devius, L.] going out of the way, ſwerv- another difcate .
ing from DEVUIDER [ in Riding Academies] is a term that is

De'vIOUSNESS [of devius, L.] ſwervingneſs, aptneſs applied to a horſe, that working upon vaults, makes his

to go out of the way. ſhoulders go too faſt for the croup to follow ; ſo that in

Dev I'RGINATED [devirginatus, L.] deflowered. ttead of going upon 2 treads, as he ought, he endea

Devi'sCERATED [devifceratus , L.] imbowelled . vours to go only upon one.

To DEVI'S E [Law Term] to give or make over lands, ? [ capian , Sax.] to ſprinkle , moiſten or

To BeDew'}tenements or goods, @pc, by one's laſt will or tettament in wet with dew .

writing Dew [deape, Sax.] is certain vapours, which have by

To Devi's E (prob. of deviſer, F. ] to invent, to imagine heat been lifted up or exalted in the day time, and which
or fancy ; to feign or forge; to contrive or plot '; to fashion when the fun deſcends below our horizon, leaving the air
or frame ; to deliberate or conſult. cold , are thereby condenſed , and fall down in ſmall infen

A DEVISE [in Law is whatſoever is deviſed or be- fible drops, upon the leaves of plants, where many of

queathed by will , a legacy. them joining together, they become fenuble,

Devi's E ? [in Heraldry] any figure, cypher, character, Dew of vitriol ( in Chymiftry) a kind of phlegm or

DE'VICES rebus, motto ſentence, & c. which by water drawn from the mineral falt by diſtillation in Balneo

alluſion to the name of a perſon or family denotes its no- Maria, or with a gentle heat.

bility or quality DEW-BORN , a diftemper in cattle.

DEVISEE' [in Law ] the perſon to whom any thing is DEW - CLAWS [Hunting Term ] the bones or little claws

deviſed or bequeathed by will . behind the foot.

DEVI'sor, he who bequeaths lands or goods to DEW -LAP (beop -læppe, sax .) the looſe skin that hangs

another by will. down under the throat of an ox , cow , Ec .

DEVI'TABLE (devitabilis, L.) eaſy to be ſhunned or DEwx [ dve's, Gr . ) the number 2 at cards or dice.

avoided . DE'wy , having dew on it , wer with dew.

DEVITA'TION , an eſcape, hunning, eſchewing or a- DE'XTANS (with the Romans? ten ounces or ten parts

voiding, L. of any intire thing that is divided into twelve.

T. DEVI'TIATE [devitiatum , L.) to corrupt or marr ; Desier , right , on the right hand or right ſide, L ,

to deflower. DEXTER Aſpect with Aftrologers) an afpe t contrary to

Devoca'tion , a calling down, L. the natural order and ſucceſſion of the ſigns, as Mars in

DevOCA'TIONE, Parliamenti, a writ for recalling a Gemini, and Saturn in the ſame degree of Aries, where
parliament, L. Mars is ſaid to behold Saturn in

Devoi'o [ of de and vride, F.] empty of DEXTRA, the right hand, L.

Devoi'r , duty, parts, that which every one ought

to do, according to juſtice, reaſon and civility , F. Dexter Baſe [ in Heraldry) is the right ſide

Devoirs (of Calais] the cuſtoms anciently due to the of the baſe, as letter G in the figure. G

king for merchandize, brought or carried out from Calais,

when our ſtaple was there.

To Devo'ke (dewocare, L.] to call down.

To DevO'LVE [devolvere, L.) to roll or tumble down ; DEXTER Chief [in Heraldry] is the angle on A

to fall or come from one to another as an eſtate does ; the right hand of the chief, as letter A in the

alſo to lay a truſt or charge upon one. figure.

To DE'VOLAT E [devolatum , L.) to fly away or down .

DEVOLU'TARY [deuclutaire, F.] one that claims a DEXTER Epiploick Vein (with Anatomifs] the ſecond

benefice that has become void . branch of the Splenica, which paſſes to the Epiploon , and

Devolu’TION , a rolling or tumbling down ; alſo a the gut colon .

paſſing from one to another, as an eſtate, & c. does. DEXTER Point (with Heralds] the right ſide point in

DE'VONSHIRING of land [in Husbandry) is the im- an eſcutcheon.

proving it by ſpreading on it the aſhes of burnt turfs. DEXTE'RITY (dexteritas, L.] right-handedneſs ; apt

Devora'tion , a devouring or conſuming, I. neſs, readineſs; alto induſtry , skill, addreſs.
DEVORATO'RIOUS [ devoratorius, L.) devouring or De'XTEROUS [dexter, L.) handy, ready at ; alſo

confuming. DE'STROUS S skilful , cunnning.

DEVOT E E ' ? [ devot, F.] a religious perſon , a bigot, DEXTRA'RIUS [Old Records] a light horſe or horſe for
DEVOTO'S a ſuperſtitious perſon. the great ſaddle.

To DEVO'T E [devotum , Sup . of devovere, L.) to vow DEXTROCHERE 2 [by Heralds] a term applied to the

or give up by vow, to ſet apart to holy uſe, to confecrate DESIROCHERES. right arm painted on a ſhield .

to God . Dey , the title of the fupreme governour of Tunis in

DEV O'TION , religious zeal, godlineſs , allo vowed fer- Barbary.

vice , diſpoſal, command, F. of L. Di'a [ dic, Gr .] a prepoſition that ſignifies with, through ,

DEVOTED [devolus, L.) ſet apart for holy uſe ; at- in , of or between, and is frequently joined to the names of

tached, ſtrongly inclined to . phyſical compoſitions, with that of the principal ingredi
DEVOTO'RIOUS [ deuotorius, L.) pertaining to a vow . ent in them .

DEVO'TIONIST, one much given to devotion. DIABE'IES [S1661795, Gr.] a diſeaſe when a perſon
To DEVOU'R [devorare,L.) to eat or ſwallow down gree- cannot hold his water.

dily ; alſo to conſume, ſpend or waſte ; metaphorically to DIAB E'TICAL , troubled with or pertaining to a Dia

sead over haſtily , to ſtudy eagerly. betes.

DEVOU'RING (in Blazonry ] is a term uſed of all fiſhes DIA BO'LICAL (diabolicus, L ) pertaining to the devil ,

which are born in a coat feeding ; and the reaſon is , they deviliſh, very wicked .

ſwallow all whole without chewing ; and it is requiſite DIABO'LICALNESS (of diabclicus, L. diabolique, F. of

alſo to tell whereon they feed. did bono- of diabéna , Gr. to deſtroy) deviliſh nature,

Devou'RINGNESS (of devoratio, L.) devouring na- DIABO'TANUM (of doce and Batcévn] a plaiſter made of

herbs .

DEVOU'T [devot, F.] full of devotion, godly. DIABRO'SIS [814 lipa'ois,Gr. ] a ſolution of the continu

DEVOU'TNESS , fulneſs of devotion . wom by corroſion of the parts .

4

a dexter aſpect.

ture, Soc.

Dias
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DIACALAMI'NTHes, compound medicine, whoſe
DIÆRESIS [with Anatomifs] is a conſuming or eating

principal ingredient is Calaminth , L. our the veſſels, fo that ſome certain paſſages are made by

DIACALCI'TEOS [in Surgery] a plaſter applied after the ſome ſharp fretting matter, which naturally mould not

amputation of a cancer. have been ; alſo when ſome real ones are widen'd more

DIACA'PPARIS , a medicine , whoſe principal ingredi- than ordinary, ſo that the humours run out vihich ought

ent is capers , L.
to be contained in the veſſels .

DIACAPRE'GIAS, a medicine made of goats dung, L. DIÆRE'TICA (with Phyſicians] eating corroding medi

DIACA'RTHA MUM , a medicine ſo called, one of whoſe cines, L.

principal ingredients is Carthamum , L. DiÆTA [Sianto. of s10769 , Gr . to make uſe of a cer

Diac A'R YON, a medicine made of the juice of green tain order of food ) diet, food, a particular way or man

walnuts and honey, L. ner of life, L.

DIACA'SSIA , a medicine made of Callia, L. DIÆ'TÁ [with Phyſicians) refpe ting healthy perfons, a

DIACAST O'RIUM , a medicine made of Caftor, L. method of living moderately ; refpreting fick perſons, a re

DIACATHO'LICON [of Srce and xazonixòs , Gr. univer- medy conſiſting in the right uſe of things neccſſary for life.

fal] an univerſal medicine . DIÆT E'TICK [ diateticus, L. of dialTylereós, Gr. Diete

DIACATO'THIA [ in the Civil Law] a tenure or hold- ticks] that part of phyfick that cures diſeaſes by a mo

ng of lands by fee -farm . derate and regular dict .

DIACE'NTROS [of Sla'and xévtpov, Gr .] the ſhorteſt DIAGALA'NGA , a medicine made of galangal.

diameter of the elliptical orbit of a planet. DIAGLAU'CION [ 107 a auxior, Gr. ] a medicine for the

DIACH O'R ES IS [flax cópuols, Gr .] the act or faculty of eyes made of the herb Glaucium , L.

avoiding excrements.
DIAGLYPHICE [ 8187AupXÓ, Gr.) the art of cutting or

DIA'CHYLUM, a kind of plaſtermade of the mucila- making hollow or concave figures in metal.

ges or pappy juice of certain fruits, ſeeds or roots. DIAGNO'sis (of doctylusoxw , Gr. to know ] a difcern

DIACHY'lon , a kind ofmuft or ſweet wine . ing or knowing one from another, a judging of, L.
DIACINE'MA [of sbarevéw , Gr. to move from ] is the DIAGNO's is (with Pbyſicians] a knowledge or judge

receding of a bone a little from its place . ment of the apparent ſignsof a diftemper, or a skill by
DIACINNAMOMUM , a medicine made of Cinnamon. which the preſent condition of a diftemper is perceived,

DIACITO'NIUM ; a medicine made ofCitonia. and this is three-fold , viz. a right judgment of the part

DIA'CLASIS [of slaxnow, to break off, Gr.] a fracture. affe &ted ; 2. of the diſeaſe it felf; 3. of its cauſe.

DIACLY'SMA, a rinſing, waſhing or ſcowring, or any DIAGNO'STICK (of Slayevaoxw , Gr. to know belongo

medicament uſed for that purpoſe, 1. of Gr. ing to the skill called Diagnoſis, a thoroughly knowing or

DiACO'dium [of doce and twdia , Gr. the top of a plant] difcerning.

a ſyrup made of the tops of poppies. DIAGNO'STIC Signs (with Pbyficians] thoſe ſigns of a
DACO'NICON [ ofSaxove , Gr . ) the facrifty, the place diſeaſe which are apparent.

in or near ancient churches, where the veſtments and church DIAGNO'stic Signs [ in Botany ) are particular figns,

plate were repoſited. whereby one plant may be known or diftinguifhed from

Diaco'pė (diacopus, L. of S1'XOTO , Gr .] a cutting or another .

dividing afunder. DIAGONAL ? [with Geometricians] a

DIACOPE [ with Surgeons] a deep wound ; eſpecially DIA'GONAL Line S line drawn acroſs any

one made in the ſcull with a large inſtrument. figure from angle to angle ; tometimes called

Diacope (with Rhetoricians] the fameas Diaſtole. the diameter diagonal ; and ſometimes it ſigni

DIACOPR ÆGIA, a medicine made of goats dung, L. fies a particular parallelogram , or long ſquare

Diacor A’LLION , a medicine made chiefly of Coral. that has one common angle and diagonal line,

DIACO'RUM , a medicine made of acorns, L. with the principal parallelogram .

DIACO'STUM , a medicine made of Coftus, L. DIA'GONAL Scale, and the plain Scale , ſerve to re

DIACOUSTICKS, a ſcience that explains the properties preſent any numbers and meaſures whatever, the parts of

of refra &ted ſound , as it paſſes through different mediums. which are equal to one another ; thus gunners make uſe

Dia'CRISIS [diéxeris, Gr.] a leparating, ſevering or of a ſcale or take the dimenſion of a piece of ordnance.

dividing Engravers have a ſcale or rule to make a draught of a

DIACRISIS [with Phyſicians ] a judging of, and diſtin- fortification on paper, & c.

guiſhing diſeaſes, with their reſpective ſymptoms, L. Di'AGRAM (diagramma, L. (of fuayeduud, Gr.] a fen

DIACRO'CUMA , a medicine made chiefly of faffron, L. tence , a decrce ; alſo a ſhort draught of a thing.

DIACRO'M MYON [of soaland xcompvor, Gr.] a medi- DIAGRAM (in Geometry ) a ſcheme or figure made with

cine made of onions. lines or circles, for the laying down, explanation or de

DIACU'MINUM , a compoſition made of cummin , L: monſtration of any propoſition or figure or properties be

DIACYDO'NITES [of side tar xud wvíwv, Gr.] luch me- longing thereto.

dicines in which quinces are an ingredient. DIAGRAM (in Mufick ] a proportion of meaſures, diftin .

DIACYDO'NIUM [Sla'TV xudwiwv,Gr .] a confe&tion guiſhed by certain notes.

made of the pulp of quinces and ſugar, commonly called Di'AGRAPH ( diagraphe, L. of Staregon, Gr.] defcri

marmalade, L. ption .

DJADAMASCE'NUM , a compoſition of damaſcens, L. DIAGRAPHICE [dlay expıxò, Gr. ] the art of painting

Di'ADEM [doc'dmuce, Gr.] a kind of linen -wreath or or carving on box, L.

fillet for the head, anciently worn by emperors and kings DIAGRA'PHICAL , of or belonging to the skill of paine

inſtead of a crown . ing, graving, carving, & c.

DIADE'MATED (diadematus, L.) wearing a diadem, DIAGRAPHICK Art. See Diagraphice.

crown or turbant. DIAGRY'DIUM [81c7pustov, Gr.] a gum diſtilling out of

DIADO'CHE [with Phyficians) the ſucceſſion or progreſs the herb.

of a diſeaſe to its change called Criſis, L. DIAGRYDIUM Scammony, or, the plant or root of

Dia'DOCHUS [docédox, Gr.] a precious ſtone like a ſcammony prepared by boiling it in a hollowed quince,
beril. or with the juice of quince, or lemon , or pale roſes.

DIA'DOSIS [ S16-80515, Gr.] a delivering by hand, tra- DIAH EXA'PLA a medicine which takes its name

dition , diſtribution . DIAHEXA'PLES from the fix ingredients, roots of

DIA'Dosis (with Phyſicians] a diſtribution of nouriſh- round Birthwort, Gentian , Juniper-berries, Myrrh, and

ment through allparts of the body. Ivory Shavings

DIÆ'R ESIS [ sraigeois of slapéw , Gr. to divide) a di- DIA HY'SSOPUM , a medicine made of hyſſop.

viding or diviſion ; a poetical figure, when one figure is di- D'AIRIS , a medicine made of the plant Iris , L.

vided into two , as evoluiße for evolviſſe. DIAL ( of dialis, L. of the day] an inftrument for few

DIÆ'RESIS [in Printing] is a vowel mark'd with two ing the hour of the day ; and are of ſeveral forts and

tittles or points , as on ë, ï or ü , to ſignify that it is found . forms.

ed by it ſelf, and not joined to another ſo as to make a DIAL PLANES , are plain boards , plates or ſurfaces on

diphthong ; as aëra by the points over the ë is diſtinguiſh- which hour- lines are drawn in any latitude, and are diftin

ed from ara . guiſhed according to the reſpect they bear to the Horizon

DIÆRESIS [with Surgeons) is a method of dividing and of the place where they are made, and are according to

ſeparating thoſe parts, which, by their being united, retard their poſition or ſituation, parallel , perpendicular or oblique,
or hinder the cure of diſeaſes ; as the continuity of the Parallel DiAls, are ſuch as lie level with the horizon ,

fleſh or skin in impoſthumes, which muſt be opened to let and are thence called horizontal dials ,

ou the corrupt matter. Perpes
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Þorpendicular Dials , or Érezi Dials, are ſuch as ſtand DIA'LYSIS ( Sea'xols, & r .] a figure in Rhetorick when

ere & to the horizon, as all are which are ſet againſt an two points placed by Grammarians over two vowels in one

upright wall or building. word, which would otherwiſe make a diphthong ; but are

Ere & DIALs Direct, are ſuch as face any one of the four by this character ( - ) pointed into two.

cardinal points, eaſt, weſt, north or ſouth . DIA'LYTON (soavtoy, Gr.] a figure in Rhetorick when

Ered Declining DiALs, are ſuch whoſe plancs lie open ſeveral words are put together without a conjun & tion copu
to any two of the cardinal points, to the ſouth -eaſt or lative .

north - eaſt, & c. DIAMARGARI'TON [of side and icapacitns, Gr. a

Inclining DIALs , are ſuch as lean forwards towards the pearl) a reſtorative powder the chief ingredient in which
horizon .

is pearl, and is of two forts, hot and cold .

Reclining DIALs , are ſuch as lean back towards the ho- DIAMAS TIGO's is [diapasiruois, of vasiyev, i.e.

rizon . whipping, Gr.] a ſolemnity in honour of Diana, as fol

Primary Dials, are either horizontal dials or vertical lows. Certain boys were carried to the altar of the god
dials.

deſs, and there ſeverely whipp'd, and left the officer ſhould

Moon DIALS, ſuch as ſhew the hour of the night by out of compaſſion remit any thing of the rigour of it, the

the means of the light or ſhadow of the moon projected prieſteſs of Diana ſtood by all the time, holding in her

thereon by an index. hand the image of the goddeſs, which was of ittelf very
Mural Dials , ſuch as are placed againſt walls. light ; but as they relate ) if the boys were ſpared, grew

Equino&tial Dial, isone deſcribed on the equino & ial ſo weighty, that the prieſteſs was ſcarce able to ſupport it ;
plane , or a plane repreſenting that of the equinoctial. and left the boys ſhould faint under the correction, or do

Horizontal Dial, is one deſcribed on the horizontal any thing unworthy of the Laconian education , their parents

plane, or a plane parallel to the horizon . were preſent to exhort them to undergo ir patiently, and

Vertical Dial, is one drawn on the plane of a vertical with great conſtancy ; and ſo great was the bravery and
circle . reſolution of the boys, that tho ' they were laſh'd till the

Polar Diar , is one deſcribed on a plane paſſing through blood guſhed out, and ſometimes to death , yet a cry or

the poles of the world and the eaſt and weſt points of the groan was ſeldom or never heard to proceed from any of

horizon. them . Thoſe that dy'd under the ceremony were buried

Di'ALECT [diale &tica, L. of SeanEXTIX of Siancyloger, with garlands on their heads, in token of joy or victory ,
Gr. to diſcourſe) is a propriety or manner of ſpeech , pro- and had the honour of a publick funeral.
nunciation , Esc. in any language peculiar to each ſeveral DIAME'RDES [ of sea and merda, dung or ordure] a

province or country, formedbythe corruption of the gene- confection of pilgrim's ſalve ; alſo a ſhitten fellow .

ral or national language, as the Attic, ionic, Æolic, Doric, Diameter [of Sicuerpos, Gr.] a right line palling

and the common language of the Greeks; ſo the Bolonneſe, through the centre of a circle, and terminating on each
Bergamas and Tuſcan, are diale &ts of the Italick. ſide at the circumference thereof, and ſo dividing the cir

DIALE'CTICA [ S1Q2extixà, of $ 147eyic9ds to reaſon, cle into two equal parts.
· DiALE'CTICKS Gr.] diale&ticks, or the art of logick , DIA'METER [of a Conick Section is a right line drawn

which teaches the true method ofarguing or reaſoning. through the middle of the figure, and cutting all the ordi
DIALE'CTICAL ? (Slo2extixos , Gr.] of or pertaining nates into two equal parts.

DIALECTICK S to Logick . DIAMETER of Gravity (Mechanicks] is that right line in

DIALE'CTICAL Arguments, are ſuch arguments as are which the centre of gravity is placed.

but barely probable ; but do not convince or determine the DIAMETER [of an Hyperbola] is any right line which

mind to either ſide of the queſtion. paſſes through the middle of the tranſverſe axis, which

DIALE'MMA [with Phyſicians] a ſpace between two fe- is the centre of the figure, and is always a middle pro

portional berween thelatus re &tum and the latus tranfuer

DIALE'PSIS [ Slanétes, Gr.] a ſpace between, an inter- Jum .

ception, a prevention ; alſo a debating or reaſoning ; a re- DIAMETER [of the Parabola ] ' is a line drawn parallel
folution or purpoſe. to the axis , and which may be ſuppoſed to meet at any

DIALE'PSIS ( with Surgeons] that middle ſpace in infinite diſtance, or in the centre of the figure.
wounds and ulcers that is left open for a cure. DIAMETER of a Column ( in Architecture, is that taken

Dialeu'con (56cmsūkov, Gr.] a kind of ſaffron, that juſt above the baſes.

is white through the middle. Diameter of the swelling [ in Architecture is that ta

Dia'l exis [ Sla'arges, Gr.] a difputation . ken at the height of one third from the baſe.

DIA'LLAGE [ Siamann, Gr.] a rhetorical figure when DIA'METER of the Diminution [ Archite &t.] is that ta

many arguments are produced but to no effe &t. ken from the top of the ſhafts.

Di'ALLEL Lines [with Geometricians ] ſuch as run acroſs DIAME'TRICAL, pertaining to, or of the nature, or

or cut one another. in the form of a diameter.

Di'ALLING , the art of drawing lines truly on any given DIAME'TRICALLY [diametriquement, F. of stolpetpos ,

plane, ſo as thereby to ſhew the hour of the day, when Gr. ] dire &tly ; as

the ſun ſhines. DIÁMETRICALLY oppoſite, directly over againſt; as

Di'ALLING Globe, an inſtrument contriv'd for drawing when two things are oppoſed one to the other right acroſs,

all ſorts of dials, and to give a clear demonſtration of or directly contrary,

Di'AMOND [adamas, L, of i'd spar, Gr, diamant, F.]

DIALLING Sphere, an inſtrument for the demonſtration the hardeſt, moſt ſparkling, and moſt valuable of all pre

of ſpherical triangles, and alſo to give a true idea of the cious ſtones. The goodneſs of a diamond conſiſts in three

ratio of drawing of dials on all manner of planes. things : 1. Its luſtre or water. 2. Its weight or bigneſs:

DIALLING (with Miners) is the ufing a compaſs and 3. Its hardneſs. The Great Mogul of India has a diamond

long line to know which way the load or vein of oar in- that weighs 269. 3-4ths carats, valued at 11 millions, 723

clines, or where to ſink an air- ſhaft. thouſand, 278 pounds, 14 ſhillings and 9 pence.

DIALLING Line 2 graduated lines placed on rulers, Di'AMOND [ in Heraldry] the black colour in the coats

DIALLING Scales Soc. to expedite the making of of noblemen.

fun -dials. Facet DIAMOND , is one cut in faces both at top and
DIALACCA , a medicine made of Lacca , or Gum -lac. bottom , and whoſe table or principal place at top is flat.

DIALOGI'S MUS [dvanoylonos,Gr.] a rhetorical figure, Roſe DIAMOND , is one that is quite Hat underneath ;

when a man reaſons and diſcourſes with himſelf, as it were but whoſe upper part is cut in diverslittle facęs, uſually tri

with another, both putting the queſtions and giving the angles, the uppermoſt of which terminates in a point.
anſwers. A rough DiAMOND , is one juſt as ir comes out of the

DIALO'GO (in Mus. Books) ſignifies a piece of muſick mines that has not yet been cut.

for two or more voices or inftruments, which anſwer one A Table DIAMOND, is one which has a large ſquare

to the other face at the top , encompaſſed with 4 leſſer.

Di'ALOGUE [ dialogus, L. of Sid207 , Gr.) a confe DIAMOND (with Printers] the name of a ſmall ſort of

rence or diſcourſe between two ormore parties ; or a dif- letter or character.

courfe in writing berween two or more parties wherein they Temple DIAMONDS [ fo called of the temple in Paris in

are repreſented as talking together. France, where they are made) are a ſort of factitious dia

DIALTHE'A [sial Jaia, Gr.] an unguent, the chief in monds, of no great value, but us'd much in the habits of

gredient of which is Altbæa, L. the actors upon the ſtage.

Nnn DIA

vers, L.

the art .
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at first

DIAMO'RON , a confection made of mulberries. DIAPENTE [in Mufick] the ſecond of the concords ; the

Simple DIAMO'RUM [of sice and morum , L. a mul- terms of which are as 3 to 2 , otherwiſe called a perfe &

berry ] a medicinal compoſition made of mulberry -juice fifth, and makes up an o & ave with the Diatefiron.

and ſugar. Di'aper [of diaprer, F. to interweave with flowers] a

Compound DI AMORUM [in Pharmacy] is made of mul- fort of linen cloth wrought with flowers and other figures.

berry -juice, fapa, verjuice, myrrh and ſaffron . Di'aper'd [ in Heraldry) as a bordure diaper'd , is one

DIA MO'SCHUM, a medicinal powder, whoſe chief in- that is fretted all over with ſuch things as bordures uſed to

gredient is musk. be charged , appearing between the frets. Sce Diapre .

DIAMOTO'S IS [of sia and póto ſcraped lint, Gr.] Di'APERING (in Painting ] is when the piece after it is
the filling an ulcer with lint. quite finiſh'd , is over-run with branches or other work.

DIA'NA, or the Moon, was repreſented with three heads, Di'APR e ' { [in Heraldry] a dividing of a field

the one ofa dog, the ſecond of a horſe, and the third of Dı’APER S into planes or compartments af

a man, to thew the different effets of the moon, in hea- ter the manner of fret-work, and filling them

ven , on earth , and in hell , or in the botom of the earth . with figures of various forms, as in the figure

Diana had three names, as Luna the moon in heaven , annexed .

Diana on earth, and Proferpina in hell ; as Diana The was
DIAPHANE'ITY 2 (diaphaneté, F. of deares, Gr.)

accounted the goddeſs of woods and mountains, and of DiaphA'NOUSNESS S the property of a di.phanous

huntſmen, and therefore was painted armed with bows and body, i e. one that is tranſparent like glaſs; the humours

arrows, attended with ſixty maids or nymplis ; ſhe was ac- of the eye ; the Tunica Cornea , & c. The pores of dia

counted alſo the goddeſs of child -bearing, virginity and phanous bodies are ſo ranged and diſposed , that the beams

dancing. She was alſo painted with yellow hair, a grafs- of light can paſs thro' them freely every way.

green mantle trimmed with filver, buskins of ſilver, with DIAPHO E'NICON , an electuary , whoic chict ingre

å golden bow and quiver of painted colours, with a cref- dient is Dates, I.

cent or new moon on her head . She is ſometimes drawn DIAPHONIA [ lapovic , Gr.) a harsh found in muſick ;

hunting a ſtag, and at other times fitting croſs- legg’d, de- a ſound that makes a difcord.
noting her virginity; ſometimes with her bow and arrows DIAPHO'NICKS [ of dogové , Gr ] a ſcience that ex

in a quiver of painted colours, in a ſilver chariot, drawn plains the properties of refra&ted ſounds , as they paſs thro '

by two white ſtags, and ſometimes by two horſes, one
different mediums.

black the other white. On her moulders were two wings, DIAPH A'NOUS , tranſparent like glaſs, or that may be
to expreſs her ſwiftneſs, and in her hands were a lion ſeen thro'.

and a leopard . The ancient Britains ador'd Diana, who is DIAPHONI'A [deepweich, Gr .] difference, diverſity.

ſaid to have had a temple in the place where St Paul's DIAPHONIA [with Rbetor.] a figure, when a word re

church uow ſtands. She had various temples ; but that at peated is uſed in a ſignification different from what it was

Epheſus was accounted one of the wonders of the world,
it was 2.00 years in building, being 425 foot long, and D ! A'PHORA [ Scaçoes, Gr.] difference, diverſity , Atrife,
220 broad , Tupported with 127 pillars of marble 70 foot contention, L.

high , 27 of which were curioully engraven , and all the DIAPHORESIS ( fiecópngis, Gr.) a fending forth all

relt were of poliſhed marble. manner of humours thro' the pores of the body.

DIANA'S- Tree (with Chymifts]callid alſo the philoſophical DIAPHOR E'TICK [Slapopitixos, Gr.) diſcullive , that

tree ; a very curious phænomenon, produced by a compo- diffolves or purges by ſweat, & c.

fition of ſilver, mercury, and ſpirit of nitre , which are DIAPHOR E'TICÁLNESS, property to cauſe ſweat.

cryſtalliz'd into the form of a tree, with branches, leaves, DIAPHOR E'TICKS , medicines proper to cauſe ſuch eva

fruit, éoc cuations .

DIANA'TICK Argumentation ( with Logicians] a particu- DIAPHRAGM diaphragma, L. of slateazma , of die

lar method of reaſoning, which carries on a diſcourle from fedttu to inclofe, Gr.] a fence or hedge fer between .
one thing to another . DIAPHRAGM (with Anat.] the midriff ; a large dou

DIANI'sUm , a medicine made of anniſeeds, L. ble muſcle paſſing acrofs the body, and ſeparating the cheſt

DIANO E'A [Staroa, Gr.) a figure in rhetorick, import- or middle cavity from the belly or lower one.

inga ſerious conſideration of the matter in hand . DIAPHRAGMA'TICK Artery [Anatom .] one that inues

DIA'NTHUS, a compoſition of Arthur. from the trunk of the Aorta, and goes from thence to the

DIANU'CUM [ Pharniacy ] a kind of Roi, made of the Diaphragma.

juice of grecn walnuts and ſugar boiled to the conſiſtence DIAPHRATT O'NTES [ Anatomy] certain membranes,
of honey . theſame as the Pleura, which cover the inſide of the Thorax,

DIAOLIBA'NUM , a medicine made of Olibanum . DIAPLA'sis [siaain's, of 10d7w to put together,

DIAPALMA, a kind of filve, L Gr.] the forming, framing , or fa hioning, L.
DIAPAPA'VEK , a medicine m.de of poppies, L. DIAPLA'SMA [ diceanaoue , of sandoow to ſmear
DIAPA's MA [ S19. domce, of Isa . ÁTow ; Gr.] a poman- over , Gr. ] an ointment or fomentation.

deror perfume, a compoſition of powders, with which the DIAPLA'STICKS, medicines proper for a limb out of

ancients usd to dry their bodies from tweat at their coming joynt.

out of the baths; allo a competition made of dry pow DIAPNO'e (8 la vón, of Sree and vw to breathe, Gr.]

ders to be ſprinkled upon cloaths to perfume them , or, upon a ſendirg forth all manner of humours thro ' the pores of

wounds or ulcers, &c . the body.

DIAPA'S ON [of Sid and or, i.e. all , Gr. ) a DIA POMPHO'Lygos [of dra' and ovçónić, Gr. ] the

chord in muſick including all tones , and is the ſame with recrement of braſs] an unguent of which that is an in

what is commonly called an o& ave or cighth ; becauſe gredient.

there is bur feven tone noces , and then the eighth is the Diapore'sis (diz olmurs, G ..] a doubting or being

fame again with the fuft. It is the moit perfect concord, at a ſtand about a thing,

and the terms of it are as two to orie .
DIAPORESIS (with Rhetoric.] is a figure when the ſub

DIAPASONDIA EX {wich Marficians )a fort of compound jefts to be handled being of equal worth , the orator frems
concord , either as 10 10 3 , or as 16 to 5 . to be in doubt which he ſhouid begin with .

DIAPASONDLA PENTE, a compounded conſonance in DIAPRU'NUM , in eleétuury made of damask prunes, & c.

the triple ratio, or as 3 to 9. DIA'Y E'TICKs, medicines promoting the iuppuration

DIAPASONDATE'ssaron , 3 compounded concord , of ſwellings, and cauſing them to run with matici, or si
founded on the proportion of 8 10 3 . pening and breaking foies, oc,

DIAPASONDITONE , a concord , the terns of which DIAP SALMA 147 b cinnea , Gr. ) a pauſe or change of

are in the proportion of 5 to 2 . note in ſinging;

DIAPA'SON SEMIDITO'NE, a concord, the terms of DIAPHTHO'RA [5177395 Gr.] a coruption of any part,

which are in proportion of 12 to 5. DIARRHO'DON (in Pharmacy! a name given to leveral
DIAPE'Desis [8147 ésrois, Gr. a leaping over, L. compositions wherein red roles are an ingredient

DIAPED ESIS (with inaton , a breaking of the blood ARRHOEA [deo bpoio , Grj a geo te fax or looſeneſs

veiſels ; a ſweating or buriting ont of the blood tlıro' the in the belly without inflammation or ulceration of the en

veins, vinch is cauſed by their chinefi. trails.

DIAPE'NSIA , thc herb Sanicle, 1 . DIARRHOE'TICK , having a lask or looſeneſs in the

DAPE'NIT Suce Fives, i.e of five, Gr.7 a phyſical belly , without an intlammation
compoſition made up of five ingredients, viz. myuh, gen- Dia'RTHROSIS [diop?pidis, Gr ) a kind of looſe

tian , Listhwori, havings of ivory and bay -berics ; alio jointing of bones, which ferve for ſenſible motions.

the liquo, cuiled Punch . DIARY

2
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Diary [ diarium , L.) an account enter'd in a book in DIÁ XTİLALOES , a medicine made of the wood of

writing what paſſes every day ; a journal or day - book . aloes, L.

DIARY [of dies, L.] of or pertaining to a day. Dia ZI'NZIBER, a medicine madeof ginger.

DIA SATY'RION , an electuary whercof the chief ingre- DIAZ EU'TICK Tone [in the Ancient Greek Mufick] that

dient is Satyrion or Rag -wort. which disjoined two fourths on each ſide of it, and which

DIASCO'RDIUM, an electuary of which the chief in- being joyned to either make a fifth .
gredient is the herb Scordium , DIA'zoma ( Seascaped, Gr.] a girdle ; alſo the ſame as

DIA SEBESTEN [in Pharmacy) an ele& uary wherein the Diaphragma.
Sebeftes are the baſis. Di'BBLE [with Gardiners] a a tool for ſetting of herbs.
DIASE'NNA , a compoſition made of fenna. Di'ca , a proceſs or action at law, L.

DIASPOL E'TICUM , a medicine made of cummin. Dica [Old Rec .] a tally for accounts.

DIASTE'M [in Ancient Mufick] a name given to a fim- Dica'CITY 2 (dicacitas, L.) talkativeneſs ; alſo

ple interval, in contradiftin &tion to a compound interval, DICA'CIOUSNESSS buffoonery , drollery.

which they call a Syſtem , DICÆOLOGY [ in Rhetorick] a figure, whereby the juf

DIA'STOLE [ diasonin, Gr.] a diſtin& tion, a dividing, tice of a cauſe is ſet forth in as few words as may be.
ſeparating, or pulling alunder ; alſo a widening or ſtretch- DICHOPHY A [of dixa double, and quw , Gr. to grow ]

ing out. a fault in the hairs when they ſplit.

DIASTOLE ( Anatomy] Dilatation or Diftenfion , a term DICH OR Æ'US (srcópecs, Gr. i. e. compounded of two
uſed to expreſs that motion of the heart and arteries, where- choreus's) a foot in verſe, either Greek or Latin, which con
by thoſe

parts dilate and diſtend themſelves, the contrary fifts of four ſyllables, of which the firſt and third are long,

of which is Syftole. and the ſecond and fourth ſhort, as Comprobare.

DIASTOLE (with Grammarians) a figure, whereby a To DiCHO'TOMIZE [ SaxoTour, Gr.] to cut or di

word that is naturally ſhort is made long. vide into two parts.

DIASTOLE (with Rhetoricians) a figure when between DichoʻTOMUS [in Botanick Writers) is uſed of ſuch

two words, ſome other word, and ſometimes two words, plants, whoſe ſtalk divides into two parts, as Valerinelle,

are put between two words of the ſame kind; as, Dii Corn -fallet, Egec

mea vota, dii audiere Lyce, Horace. Duc age, duc ad nos, Dicho'TOMY [with Rhetoricians] a dividing a ſpeech
& c. This figure is by the Latins called Separatio. or diſcourſe into twoparts, Gr.

DIASTRE'MMA (of soaspépw , Gr. to turn aſide] a dif- Dich O'TOMIST (of sexotomia , Gr.] one who divides a
tortion or laxation. thing into two parts.

DIA'STYLE [ in Archite &ture ] a building where the DICKENS ( prob. a contraction of Devilkins, i.e. little

pillars ſtand at the diſtance of three of their diameters. devils] a ſort of an oath, as Odz Dickens.

DIA'SYRMOS [Slaouiuis, Gr.] a drawing or pulling Dicker of Leatber, a quantity containing ten hides.

aſunder ; alſo a reproaching or taunting ; a handſome and DIC # O'LOGY [ dixclosozia , 'Gr.] a pleading one's

ſmart manner of jeering. cauſe, and advocating for.

A DIASY'RTÍCK (diafyrticum , L ] a biting or reproach- DICOTYLEDON (with BotaniAs] a term uſed of plants,

ful tauntupon the equivocation of aword. which ſpring withtwo feed leavesoppoſite to eachother,

DIATA'SIS [of deathvw , Gr. to ſtretch out] a diſtenſion as the generality of plants have.

of any fort, particularly of a limb, in caſe of fracture. DI'CRA Ferri (in Dcomſday Book] a quantity of iron ,

DIATER E'TICA ( Stathenols, Gr. ] the art of preſerving confifting of ren bars.
health. Di'cROTUS [dixcotos, Gr.] a pulſe that beats twice.

DIATE'RESIS [of slathpois, a good conſtitution of DICTA'MEN [of di& are, L.] a preſcript or rule ; but

thebones, when they are apt to move eaſily and ftrong- moſt properly a leffon or ſhort diſcourſe which a ſchool

ly , ſuch as is in the arms , hands, Sc. maſter di &tates to bis ſcholars, L.

DIATE'SSARON [ of Srce and Te95pwr, Gr, four] a mu- DICTA'MNUM ? Sixtapvov, Gr. dittander-dittany ,

ſical word intimating that an interval is compoſed of a DICTA'MNUS S SixTauros, Gr. or gardcn -ginger.

greater and a leſſer tone, the ratio of which is as 4 to 3 . an herb of ſingular virtue for expelling poiſon .
DIATESSARON , any compoſition that conſiſts of four To Di'CTATE [di&tatum , L.) to tell another what to

ingredients. write, to indite, to teach or thew ; alſo to inſpire with .

DIATHA'MERON , a compoſition of Dates. DICTATES [ di &tata, L.) precepts, inftru &tions, rules.

DIA'THESIS (S03Eols, Gr.] diſpoſition or conſtitution. DICTA’TION , a pronouncing or di&tating of any thing

DIATHESIS (with Phyſicians) the natural or preterna- to another man to be written by him .
tural diſpoſition of the body, that inclines us to the per- DICTA'TOR , one who tells another whatto ſpeak or write.

formance of all natural actions. DICTATOR [among the Ancient Romans; a ſovereign

· DIATHY'R UM [Sic Juegv, Gr.) a skreen or fence of commander, from whom no appeal was allow'd; who was
boards, &c. to keep out the wind ; an incloſure before a never choſen but when the common-wealth was in ſome

door, as in churches, Spec. eminent danger or trouble ; had the command both of war

DIA’TONI [ diátoros, Gr.] corner -ſtones, band or pre- and peace, and the power of life and death. His com
pend ftones, L. mand was to laſt but half a year ; but the ſenate had pow

DIATO'NICK ( of side and too , Gr.) as er to continue it, otherwiſe he was obliged to ſurrender up

DIATONICK Mufack, one of the three methods of ſing- his office upon pain of treaſon.
ing uſed by the ancients, and the moſt natural of them , in DICTATORSHIP [didatura, L ) the office and dignity

refpeét that it makes eaſy intervals, by which it is rendered ofa di&tator.

more plain and eaſy than the other two which are chroma- DICTA'TORY [ di &tatorius, L.) pertaining to a di &ta

tiek and enbarmonick. tor , or di&tating

DIATO'NUS Hypaton , the muſical note called D -fol-re. DICTA'TRIX , a ſhe-di&tator or indicator, & c. L.

DIATONUS Mefon, the note callid G.fol.re-ut.
DI'CTIOS E di&tiofus, L.] full of words.

DIATO'NICUM ? a kind of ſong proceeding by different DI'CTIONARY [di&tionarium , L.) a collection of all

DIATO'NUM : Stones and femi -tones , either in aſcen- the words in a language, orof the terms ofartin any ſcience

ding or deſcending, more natural and leſs forced than o- explained and commonly digeſted in an alphabetical order.

ther forts of muſick, Plain Song. To Di'ctITATE [dictitatum , L.] to ſpeak often.

DIATRA'GACANTH , a compoſition in which gum tra- Dictyoides [of sixtyov a net, and didos tape, Gr.]

gacanth is the chief ingredient. a muicle, Qoc. in form reſembling a net .

DIA'TRIBA ? [doctpien, Gr. ] a continued diſcourſe or DIDACTICK of sodantixòs, Gr.] ſerving to teach

DIA'TRIBES diſputation ; alſo the place where diſ- DIDACTICAL S or explain the nature of things; doc

putations, doc. are held . trinal , inſtructive.

DIA TRIBUS [of soce and tribus, L. three] a com- DIDACTICALLY (of dida &tique, F. didatticus, L. of Soe

poſition made up of three forts of Saunders. Sax tixòs of Siddoxw , Gr. to teach] inftru &tively:

DIATRI'TOS 2 thres days fafting, abſtinence for three DIDASCA'LICK (818ATXANXOS, Gr.] pertaining to a ma

DIATRI'TONS days , L. of Gr. fter or teacher.

DIATU'R BITH , an eleétuary of Turbith .
DI'DAPPER [Duck - dapper, Du .] the name of bird

DIATY'POSIS ( STATÚTWOIS , Gr.] an information or in- Di'dymoi (didumor, Gr.] twins or any thing that is

fru & ion ; alſo a deſcription , L. double ; in Anatomy, the teſticles.

DIATYPOSIS [in Rhetorick] a figure, by which a thing Die (with Archite&ts] the middle of a pedeſtal, vizi

is ſo lively deſcribed , that it ſeems to be ſet as it were bea that partthat lies between the baſes and the cornish.

fore our eyes.
DIBM
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DIEM claufit extremum , a writ lying for one who holds DIEU ET MON DROIT [ . e. God and my right) the

lands of the King, either by knights ſervice or ſoccage, motto of the arms of England,this king Edward I. took

and dies under or at full age : this writ is dire &ted to the to ſignify that he held not his kingdom of any mortal in

elcheator of the county, to enquire of what ettate he was vafalage, F.

pofſefsd, who is the next heir, and of what value the DIEU fon AZ ( Law Phraſe] i. e. the act of God , it

being a maxim in law, that the act of God ſhall not be

DIE'NNIAL [diennis, L.] of or pertaining to 2 years. a prejudice to any man ; as for inſtance, if a houſe be

De DIE IN DIEM , from day to day , L. thrown down by a tempeſt, the leſſee Thall be free from

Dies , a day, L. an a &tion of waſte, and ſhall alſo have the liberty to take

Dies comitales ( among the Romans] days of meeting timber to build it again.
the people, marked in the almanack or calendar with the DIEZ E'UGMENON [ Ala sevarevov, Gr.] a figure in
letter C.

Rhetorick, in which ſeveral clauſes of a ſentence have re

Dies comperendini [among the Romans] days of ad- lation to one verb , as wbofe low condition , mean fortune,

journment, being in number 20, which were granted filtby nature is obnoxious to reaſon.

by the prætor or judge to the parties, after a hearing on DIEZEUGMENON Nete [ Mufick ]the note called E -la -mi.

both ſides, either to inform more fully, or to clear them- DIEZ EUGMENON Paranete [in Mufick ] the note called

ſelves. d'la -fol-re.

Dies datus [in Law ] a reſpite given by the court to DifFA'NABLE [ diffamabilis, L.] that is capable or

the defendant, L. may be defamed or ſlandered.

Dies fafti (among the Romans] pleading days, during DIFFAMA'TION , a taking away a perſon's good name.

which the prætor might hold a court, and adminiſter DirFA'MATORY, flanderous.

juſtice, z. To DIFFA'ME [diffamare, L. ) to flander , to ſcandalize.

Dies fefti (among the Romans) holy days, upon which DIFFARREA'TION , the parting of a cake ; a folem

the people were either employed in offering facrifices, or nity uſed among the ancient Romans, at the divorcement

elſe following their diverſions. of a man and his wife, L.

Dies interciſi 3 Camong the Romans) part of which To Di'FFER [differre, L.) to vary, to be unlike, to
Dies enterocifis was 1pent in the performance of diſagree.

ſacred rites , and the other part in the adminiſtration of Di'FFERENCE [differentia, L.) a diverſity, a varia
juſtice, and were marked in their calendar with the let- tion ; alſo a controverſy, variance , a quarrel , F.
ters E. N.

DIFFERENCE [with Logicians ] is an eſſential attribute,

Des Jufti [among the Romans] 30 days, commonly which belongs to any ſpecies, which is not found in the

granted to enenjies , after the proclamation of war againſt Genus, and is the univerſal idea of that ſpecies. As for

them ; before the expiration of which time, they did not example, body and Spirit, or ſoul in human nature , are

enter their territories, or procced to any a & t of hoftility: two ſpecies of ſubſtance, which in their ideas do contain

Dies Nefafti [among the Romans days counted unlucky, foinething more than is in that ſubſtance ; for in a body

on which they heard no law -matters, nor called any af- is found impenetrability and extenſion, in a foul or ſpirit

ſemblies of the people. the power of cogitation , of thinking and reaſoning ; and
Dies Przliares (among the Romans] certain days, du- thence the difference of a body is impenetrable exten

sing which it was permitted to engage an enemy , L. tion , and the difference of a ſpirit is cogitation.

Dies nun praliares e fortunate days, on which they der, when one number or quantity has been ſubtracted} [among the Romans] unlucky or un- DIFFERENCE (with Mathematicians] is the remain
Dies atri

avoided fighting a battle, on account of ſome loſs they had from another.

ſuffered on thoſe days, L. DifFERENCE of Longitude of two places on the Earth

Dies Senatorii (among the Romans) days on which [Geography) is an arch of the equator, comprehended be
the fenate aflembled about the affairs of the common-wealth. tween the meridians of thoſe places.

Dies Stati [ Law Term ] the lat days of adjournment DIFFERENCE of the Sun, @goc. [ Aſtronomy] is the dif

in law - ſuits, L. ference between the right and oblique aſcenſion of the

Dies Juridici (in Law ) legal days , are all days in bank , fun or planet.

continuance, eſloin days and others, which are given to the Di'FFERENCES [in Heraldry] are certain additaments

parties in court during the term , L. to coats of armour, whereby ſomething is added or al

Dies non juridici ( in Law ] illegal days ; ſuchon which tered to diſtinguiſh the younger families from the elder ;

no pleas are held in any court of juſtice, viz. all ſundays, or to Thew how far they remove from the principal houſe.

and certain particular days in the terms, as Aſcenſion day in Theſe differences are 9 , viz . the Label, the Creſcent, the

Eafter-term ; that of John the Baptiſt in Trinity -term ; thoſe Mullet, the Martlet,the Annulet, the Flower -de -lis, the Roſe,

of All Saints ' and All- Souls in Michaelmas-term ; the Pu- the Eight-foil, and the Croſs-moline ; all which lee in

rification of the Virgin Mary in Hilary -term . their places.

Di'es Marchia [i. e . the day of the Marcbes] the day Ancient Dı'FFERENCES
[in Coat Armour] were bor

of meeting or congreſs between the Engliß and Scotcb '; dures of all kinds.

formerly appointed to beheld annually on the borders or Modern Di'FFERENCES
[in Coat Armour ] are the

marches, for adjuſting all differences, and preſerving the creſcent , file or label, mulet, martlet, & c .

articles of peace. To Di'FFERENCE [differencier, F.) to make a difference

DI ESIS in Printing ] this mark ( 1 ) called alſo a double between , to diſtinguiſh .

dagger. DIFFERE'NTIAL , of any quantity, is the fluxion

Di'esis Sievis , Gr.) a tranſmiſlion or ſending over , L. of that quantity

DIESIS [in Mufick] is the diviſion of a tone below a Differe'NTIAL Quantity (in the higher Geometry) an

ſemi-tone, or an interval, conſiſting of a lower or imperfect infinitely ſmall quantity , or particle of a quantity, ſo finall

ſemi-tone, i.e. the placing of ſemi-tones where there as to be incommenſurable thereto , or leſs than any aſſign

onght to be tones ; or the placing of a tone where there able one .

ought to be only a ſemi-tone .
DIFFERENTIAL calculus [Geo.] a method of diffe

Diesis enharmonical [ in Mufick] the difference be- rencing quantities, that is, of finding a differential or that

tween the grearer and the lefſer ſemi-tone. Dieſiſes are intinitely ſmall quantity, which taken an infinite num
the leaſt fenſible diviſions of a tone , and are marked on ber of times is equal to a given quantity .

the ſcore in the form of St. Andrew's -croſs. DIFFERENTIAL [in the do-trine of Logarithms] the

DIESPITER [as ſome think of diei pater, L. i. e , the doctrine of tangents.

father of the day ; or as others of siós the Gen. of Zeus DIFFERENTIO -DIFFERENTIAL Calculus , is a me

or acus, i . e. father Jupiter] a name given to Jupiter. thod of differencing differential quantities, as the ſign of

- , Di'et [ dieta, L. of Sicita, Gr.] food, nourishment, a differential is the letter d, that of a differential of dx,

a particular way of living is d dx, and the differential of adx, d d dx or d ' x*,

--Diet, a general meeting of the eſtates of Germany, dux, &c

To DIET one, to keep a perſon to a peculiar, regular or A DIFFERENTIAL [ of the firſt power or degree ] is

ſtrict diet. that of an ordinary quantity , as d x.

DIE'TA (Old Rec.] a days work . A DIFFERENTIAL [of the ſecond power ]is an in

Dieta rationabilis, a reaſonable days journey, L. finiteſimal of a differential quantity of the firſt degree, as

:- DIETARY, treating of or pertaining to a regular pre- d d x or dx dx, or dx ?, &c.

fcribed dier . A DIFFERENTIAL [ of the third power, Esc.] is an
DIETE'TICK 3 pertaining to a regular or preſcribedor preſcribed infiniteſimal of a differential quantity of the ſecond pow

DIET E'TICAL S diet. er, as dddx, or dx ' , &c. Di'FFE

/
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parts unlike.

D'EFERENTNESS [of differentia, L.) difference. Dig e'STIVE [ digeftiuus, L.) helping to digeſt or con

Dı'FFICULT [difficile, Fr. of difficilis, L.] uneaſy, co &t ; alſo ripening.

troubleſome, crabbeü , hard to be performed , underſtood Dig E'STIVES (in phyfick ] are ſuch medicines as caule

or pleaſed. digeſtion, by ftrengthening and increaſing the tone of the
Di'FFICULTY 3 [ diffi:ulté, Fr. of difficultas, L.] ſtomach .

Dı'FFICULTNESS S hardneſs to be performed, trou- External DIGESTIVES [in Surgery] are medicaments

ble, a difficult cafe, point or queſtion . that diffolve ſwellipgs , or breed laudable matter in a wound,

To DIFFI'DE (diffidere, L.) to miftruft, to doubt, to DIGES'Ts (digefta, L ) a collection of the Roman laws,

deſpair. digeſted under proper titles by the order of the emperor

Di'FFIDENT [ difidens, L.] diſtruſtful, ſuſpicious, jea- fuftinian.

lous, fearful. To DIGHT [ dihtan , Sax .] to deck , fet off or adorn .

Di'FFIDENCE 3 [of diffidentia, L.] diſtruſt, ſuſpi- Di'git [digitus, L. ) the quantity of an inch in meaſure,

Di'FFIDENTNESS S ciouſneſs.
or properly 3 fourths of an inch ; or 4 grains of barley laid

To DIFFI'ND [diffindere, L.] to cut or cleave afunder. breadth -wife.

DIFFI'ssIon , a cleaving afunder. Digit [in Arithmetick] a chara &ter which denotes a

DIFFLA'TION , a blowing or puffing away. figure, as I for one , V for five, X for 10, Sgc.

DIFFLATION [in Chymiſtry] is when fpirits raiſed by Diğit (with Aftronomers] is the 12th part of the dia

heat are blownby a ſort of bellows in the oppoſite Camera meter of the ſun or moon, and is uſed to denote the

or arch of the furnace, and there found congealed . quantity of an eclipſe.

Di'FFLUENCE , [ diffluentia, L.] a flowing abroad , or Digital [ digiialis, L.) pertaining to a finger.

DIFFLU'ENCY S divers ways. DIGITA'TION , a pointing with the finger; alſo the

DIFFLU'ENT [difluens, L. ] looſe and ready to fall form of the fingers of both hands joined together, or the
afuuder : mani. I of their joining

DIFFlu'Ous [diſuus, L.] flowing forth , abroad or DigitA'TUM folium [in Botang] a term uſed con
ſeveral ways. cerning the leaf of a plant , which is either compoſed of

DIFFLU'vium , a falling off, a flowing down, L. many ſingle leaves ſet together upon one foot ſtalk , as in

DIFFLUVIUM (in Botany) a diftemper in trees whereby the cingfoil, &c . or elſe where there are many deep galhes

they looſe their bark , L. or cuts in the leaf, as in thoſe of ſtrawberries, &c . L.

ÞA'FFORM [difformis, L.) a word uſed in oppoſition DIGITA'TUS , a, um [ with Botanifs] fingered, & c.

to uniform , and ſignifies that there is no manner of regu See digitatum .

larity in the form or appearance of a thing. Di'gits [in Arithmetick] are any whole number under

DIFFO'RM Flowers |with Floriſts ]. ſuch flowers as are ten , as 1 , 2 , 3, 4, 5 , 6, 7 , 8, 9 , are called digits, L.

not of the ſame figure all round, or have their fore and DI'GLADIA’TION, a ſword -playing, or fighting with

back parts, as alſo their right and left ſwords, L.

DIFFU'GOUS [diffugus, L.) that flieth divers ways. DIGLYPH ( Architecture] a kind of imperfe&t triglyph,

To DIFFU'ND [[difundere, L.) to pour out, to ſcatter conſole or the like , with only 2 channels or engravings.

abroad ; alſo to diffuſe or ſpread abroad. To Di'GNIFY [of dignus worthy, and fio, L.) to be

Diffu's EDNESS [of diffufus, L.) the being poured made] to advance to a dignity, eſpecially to fome eccleſi
forth . ftical one.

Diffu'sIL E [diffufilis, L.) ſpreading: DI'GNIFIEDNESS [ of dignus worthy, and fio, L. to

To DIFFU'S E [diffufum , L.)to ſpread here and there. make] dignity.

DIFFUSE [diffufus, L.) diffuſive. • DIGNITARY (dignitarius, Lat. Barb .] an ecclefiaftical

DIFFU'sion , a pouring out ; a ſpreading abroad , L. officer, who hath not the care of ſouls, as a Dean, Pre

DIFFU'SION [with Philoſophers) is the diſperſing the bend, &c.
fubtile effluvia's of bodies into a kind of atmoſphere quite DIGNITY [ dignitas, L.] advancement , honour, repu

round them ; as for example, the magnetical particles are tation , ſome conſiderable preferment, office or employ

diffuſed every where round aboutthe earth in parts adjacent ment in church or ſtate .

to it. And the light is diffuſed by the rays of the ſun , Ecclefiaftical DIGNITY [by the CanoniAs] is defined to

iſſuing all round from that wonderful body of fire. be adminiſtration joined with ſome power and juriſ

DIFFU'SIVE [diffufus, L.) apt to ſpread or extend . diction .

DIFFU'SIVENESS, extenſiveneſs, aptneſs to ſpread Di'GNITIEs (in Afrology) are the advantages aplanet

here and there.
has the account of its being in a particular place of

To Dig [prob. of dician , Sax. to make a trench about] the Zodiack, or ſuch a ſtation with other planets.
to break or open the ground with a ſpade, pick-ax , & c. DIPOLIA ( Διιπολεία οf Δ / t gupiter, and πολεϊ , pro

To Dig & Badger (with Hunters to raiſe or diſcharge te &tor of the city, Gr.] an Athenian feſtival, on which is

him . was cuſtomary to place facrifice -cakes on a brazen table ,
DI'GAMMA [Disa pepoe, Gr.] the letter F, ſo called by and to drive a number of oxen round them, of which if

Grammarians, becauſe it ſeems to repreſent a double ſ or any eat of the cakes he was flaughtered ; and thence
ſometimes the feaſt was called Byporld, i, e. ox -Slaughter,

Di'GAMY [ Arquid , Gr.] a being married twice. The original of this cuſtom was, that on one of Jupiter's

DIGA'STRICK [onyaspirds of dis and sasvis , Gr. the feſtivals , a hungry ox happened to eat one of the conſe

belly] that has a double belly. crated cakes, whereupon the prieſt killed the prophane

DIGA'STRICUS (with Anatomifs] a muſcle ſo called beaſt. On the days of this feſtival, it was accounted a ca

from its double belly ; it ariſes from the proceſs called pital crime to kill an ox, and therefore the prieſt that

mammiformis, and is inſerted at the inferior part of the killed the ox , was forced to ſave himſelf by a timely flight,
and the Athenians in his ſtead, took the bloody axe and

DIG ERE'NTIA [with Phyſicians] digeſtives, medicines arraigned it, and ( as Paufanias relates) brought it in nor

which digeft or ripen , L. guilty ; but Ælian ſays, that both prieſt and people who

To Dige'st ['with Chymifts] is to fet a ſoaking over were preſent at the ſolemnity, were accuſed as being ac

a gentle fire, I. ceſſory to the fa &t ; but were acquitted, and the axe

To Dig e'st [ digerer, F. of digeftum , L.) to diſſolve in condemned .

the ſtomach ; alſo to diſpoſe or put together ; alſo to exa- To Digre'ss [ digreffum , fup. of digredere, L.] to go

mine, ſcan or fift a buſineſs, L. from , 8c.

To Dig e'st [with Surgeons] to bring to maturity , to Digre'ssion , a ſtraying or wandering out of the

ripen.
way ; a going from the matter in hand ; alſo that part

DIG ESTA'TION , a digeſting, ordering or diſpoſing, L. of a treatife or diſcourſe which does not relate to its main

DIG E'STIBLE (digeftibilis, L.] capable of being di- deſign.

gefted.
Din e'lios (with Aftron ] is that ordinate in an Ellipfis

Dig e'sTIBLENESS , eaſineſs to be digeſted.
which paſſes through that focus, in which the ſun is fup

DIGE'STIVENESS ( of digeſtivus, L.) digeſtive faculty. poſed to be placed
Dige'sTION (with Chymifés] is the intuling or ſteep- DIJA'Mou's of sis, and " Iaulo , Gr.] a foot in verre

ing a mixt body in ſome proper Menftruum , or liquor that that conſiſts of four fyllables ; the firſt and third fhost,

is fit to diſſolve it : So that as near as poſſible, it may have the ſecond and laſt long, as amänitas .

the ſame effect as a natural heat.
DIKE GRAVE [9. dike, i, e . ditch -grave] an officer

Animal DIGESTION , is the decoction of the aliment or whoſe buſineſs is to take care of ditches and banks.

food , & c. in the ſtomach, or the diffolution of it, by

which it is turned into chyle.
Ooo
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pairs, L.

To DIJU'DICATE [dijudicatum , L.) to judge between Dim ['eim , S.1x .] obſcure, darkiſh .

two parties ; alſo to difcern or diſtinguish . To make Dim Lacimmian , Sax.] to render darkish or ob

DIJUDIC A'TION , a judging between or deciding a dif- ſcure.

ference between two parties. DIME'NSION , the juſt meaſure or compaſs of a thing, L.

DIKE [ bice, Sax. ] a ditch or furrow . DIME'NSION (by Algebraifts ] is applied to the powers

DIKE REEVE (in Lincolnpire] an officer who takes of any root in an equation, which are called the diment

care of the dikes and ditches. ſions of that root, as in abiquadratick equation, the high

DILACER A'TION, a tearing and rending aſunder, L. eftpower has 4 dimenſions, or its index is 4 .

DILANIA'TION , a butchering, a cutting or tearing in DIMENSION [in Geometry] fignifies either length and

pieces, L. breadtb, as of a plane fuperficies ; or length, breadth and

To DILA'PIDAT E dilapidare, L.] to rid or clear a thickneſs, as in a ſolid ; thus a line has one dimenſion , i , e .

place of ſtones; alſo to pull or throw down a building. length ; a furface two, viz. length and breadtb ; a ſolid has

DILAPIDA'TION [ in Law ] a waſteful deftroying, a 3 , length, breadth and thickneſs.

letting a building run to decay or ruin for want of re- DIME'NSIONLESs , having no bounds or meaſures,

unmeaſurableneſs.

DILA'TABLE , that may be widened. DIME'TÆ , the name of the ancient inhabitants of Caer .

DILA'TABLENESS, capableneſs ot being widened . martbenpire, Pembrokeſire, Cardiganpire.

DILATA'TION , a making wide, an inlarging in breadth, DIME'TIENT [dimetiens, L.) the ſame as diameter.

F. of L. DIMICA'TION , a fighting or skirmiſhing, L.

DILATA'TION [ in Anatomy] is when any paſſages or DIMIDI'ETAS (Old Lat. Rec.] the moiety or one half

veſſels of the body are diftended or ſtretched out too of a thing

much ; as veins which ſwell with melancholy corrupt To DIMI'NISH ( diminuere, L.) to leſſen , to impair , to

blood in the temples , legs, c. abate ; to grow leſs ; alſo to decreaſe ; to fall or link in

DILATA’TION (with Philoſophers] a motion ofthe parts value.

of a body, whereby it expands or opens itſelf to a greater DIMI'NISHED Interval ( in Mufick] a deficient interval,

Трасе.. or one which is ſhort of its juſt quantity by a lefſer ſes
DILATATO'RIUM [with Surgeonsjan inſtrument to open mitone.

any pa't, as the mouth, womb or fundament, L. DIMINU'TION , a diminiſhing, a leſſening ; an abate

To DiLa't E (dilatare, L. ] to widen or grow wide , to ment , a decreaſe, L.

Atretch ; alſo to rarify or grow thin as the air does ; allo DIMINUTION [ in Heraldry] a defaming or blemishing

to enlarge upon a ſubje & . ſome particular point of the efcutcheon , by the laying on
DILATO’R ES alarum nafi (in Anatomy) a pair of muf- of ſome ſtain or colour.

cles common to the ale naſi and upper lip, which pull up DIMINUTION (with Archite &ts] a contraction of theup
the ale and dilate the noſtrils. per part of a column, whereby its diameter is made hels

DILA'TER ? [with Surgeons] an inſtrument hollow than that of the lower part.

DILA'TORY S on the intide to extra& a barbed iron, DIMINU'TIONS (with Heralds] a Latin term for what

Doc. of a wound ; and for other uſes. we commonly call differences and the French brifures.

DILATORY [dilatorius, L.) making delays , full of ſhifts DIMINUTION (with Muſicians is when there are a

and put- offs, tedious. number of words which are to make tones, and ſeveral

Di'LATCRINESS, a delaying or a faculty of being quick motions in the ſpace of a cadence ; ſeveral quavers
long or tedious in doing any thing. and ſemiquaverscorreſponding to a crotchet or minim .

Ďi'ldo [a contra &tion of diletto, Ital. 9. d . a woman's DIMINUTION [with Rhetoricians] is the augmenting

delight ; or of the Engliſh Dally, q.d a thing to play with- and exaggerating what they are about to ſay, by an ex

al] Penis ſuccedaneus, called by the Italians Paſatempo. preſſion that ſeems to weaken and diminiſh it.

DILE'CTION , affe &tion, love, L. DIMINUTIVE [ diminutious, L.] diminiſhing ; little,

DILE'MMA [sinéppea, Gr.) an argument in Logick con- ſmall.

fiſting of two or four propoſitions, ſo diſpoſed that deny A DIMINUTIVE (with Grammarians] a word formed

which you will of them you will be preſs'd, and grant from ſome other to ſoften or diminish the force or effect

which you will of them the concluſion will involveyou of it ; or to ſignify a thing that is little in its kind, as

in difficulties not eaſily to be got over. of liber a book , libellus a little book.

DILIGENCE [diligentia, L.] great care , care- DIMI'NUTIVENESS, littleneſs.

Di'LIGENTNESS ६ fulneſs. DIMI'SSORY [dimifforius, L.) fent, as dimiſſory letters ,

Di'LIGENT [diligens, L.] careful, watchful, laborious, are letters ſent from one biſhop to another in favour of

pains-taking ſome perſon who ftands candidate for holy orders in ano

DILL , an herb like fennel, ther dioceſe.

DI'LLIGROUT, a ſort of pottage, anciently made for Di'mNESS ( of Simnerye,Sax.] a defe&t in the ſight,dr.

the king's table on a coronation-day. Di'MITTY , a fine ſort of fuſtian cloth.

Dı'LLING (as tho' of Dallying ] a child born when the Di'mple ( probably of dint or dent, whence a dentle] a

parents are old . little dent in the bottom of the chin or middle of the

DI'LOGY [S120zia, Gr.] a figure uſed by Rhetoricians, cheeks.

wherein a doubtful word ſignifies two things. A Din ( probably of dýn, Sax. a noiſe, and that of tin .

Dilu'CID [ dilucidus, L.] clear, light, manifeft, evi- nitus, L.) a loud noiſe.

dent. To make a Din (probably of dýnan, Sax. to ſound, and

To Dilu'CIDATE [dilucidatum , L.) to make manifeſt, that of tinnio, L. to tinglej to make a loud noiſe.

clear or plain. DI'NARCHY [Sivaexia , of dis and asx ", Gr. dominion )

Dilu'CIDATEN ESS , clearneſs, plainneſs. a government by two perſons.
DILUCIDA'TION , a making clear, plain or manifeft. To DINE [ dîner, F.] to eat at noon -time.

Di'lVING (with Tinners] is the ſhaking the tin ore in DI'N GLE, a narrow valley between two hills.
a canvaſs fieve in a tub of water, ſo that the filth goes over DI'NICKS [ Swixa, Gr.] medicines good againſt dizzineſs ,

the rim of the Geve, leaving the tin behind. vertigoes, or ſwimmings in the head .

DILUE'NTS (diluentia, L.) medicines proper for thin- DI'NNER [ dîner, F.] a mealat noon.

ning the blood. DINT (bint, Sax, a ſtroke or blow ] an impreſſion or
ĎILUE'NTIA [with Phyſicians] medicines, &c. good to mark ; alſo force.

dilute and thin the blood , L. Di'nus [with Phyſicians] a giddineſs or ſwimming in
To DILU'TE ( dilutum , Sup. of diluere, L.) to make a the head , L.

Auid thin , by the addition of a thinner to it ; alſo to al- DINUMERATION, au accounting or numbering.
lay , temper or mingle with water ; as to dilute wine is to Dioce's AN [ dioceſain , F.] a bishop, to whom the care

mingle it with water. of a dioceſs is committed ; alſo a perſon who inhabits

To DILUTE (with Chymifts] is to diſſolve the parts of within the bounds of a dioceſs.
a dry body in a moift or liquid one. Dioc E's A N Synod , an aſſembly of the clergy of a dio

DilU'IE ( in Botanick Writers] faintly, dilutius, more ceſs.

faintly, L. Di'ocess [dioceſe, F.] the circuit, extent or bounds of

DILU'TED (dilutus, L.] tempered with water, made a biſhop's fpiritual jurisdi& ion, of theſe we have in Eng

thin , c . land 22, and in Wales 4 , and in Scotland

DILU'TION , tempering, diffolving, L. DIONYSIA [Anovuoia , Gr. of slóvuo.G ', Bacchus feſti

DILU'VIAN (diluvianus, L.] pertaining to the flood. vals in honour of Bacchus, in ſome of which it was culte
2
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mary for the worſhippers in garments and actions to imi- DI'RE (according to the Poets] the furies of hell , las
tate the poetical fictious concerning Baccbus. They drets'd ving fiery eyes, a fierce countenance, their head dressid

themſelves in fawn's skins , fine linen , and mitres ; carried with fakes , holding in their hands iron chains, fcourges

thyrſi, pipes, Autes , drums and rattles ; and crowned them and burning torches, to puniſh the guilty.

with garlands of trees ſacred to Bacchus, as ivy , vine, & c. DIRADIA'Tion, a ſpreading forth beams of light, L :

Some imitated silenus, Pan, and the fatyrs , expoſing them- DIRADIATION [in Medicine) an invigoration of the
ſelves in comical drelles, and uſed antick motions ; fome muſcles by the animal ſpirits.

rode upon alles, others drove goats to the ſlaughter. And DIRE { [dirus, L.) curſed, damnable, fierce, cru

thus both ſexes ran about hills, deferts, and other places, DI'R EFULSel, hideous, deadly.

wagging their heads, dancing in ridiculous poſtures, filling Di'r EFULNESS [ of dirus, L. and fulneyye, Sax.]

the airwith hideous noiſes and yelling, perſonating dil
dreadfulneſs .

tracted perſons, and calling out upon Bacchus, DI'R EN ESS [of dirus, and neyye, Sax.] dreadfulneſs.

On one of theſe folemnities, fome carried facred veſſels ; DIRE'CT [ dire&tus, L.) ſtraight, right, F.

after which a number of honourable virgins followed , car- DIRECT [with Aftronomers, & c.1 a planet is ſaid to be

rying golden baskets filled with all manner of fruit ; which dire &t, when by its proper motion it goes forwards in the

was the myſterious part of the folemnity . zodiack, according to the ſucceſſion of the ſigns, as from

DIONY'SIAS ( dlovúrias, Gr.) a precious ſtone having ten degrees of Taurus to twenty, and thence into Gemini.

red ſpots, accounted efficacious for preventing drunkennels. DIRECT Ray [in Opticks] is that ray which is carried

DIONYSIONYMPH AS [ of Διονύσια and νυμφη, Gr.] a from a point of the viſible object directly to the eye, thro °

certain herb ſuppos’d to reſiſt drunkennels.
one and the ſame medium .

D10'PTRA (0:07 trie, Gr.] the index or ruler of an Aſtro- DIRECT Sphere, is the ſame as Right Spbere.

labe, or ſuch kind of inſtrument, or a quadrant to take the To DIRECT [dire&tum , Sup . of dirigere, L.] to rule;

diſtance and height of a place, by looking through little guide, govern , or manage; alto to level or aim at , to bend
holes in it. to turn , to ſteer ; alſo to ſhew or give inſtructions.

Dio'PTRA (of stó ?oual, Gr.] a ſurgeon's inftrument, DIRE'CTION, a direčting or overteeing ; alto manage

with which the inſide of awomb may be inlarged , for the ment, inſtruction or order , F. of L.

taking out of a dead child, or the viewing any ulcers that DIRECTION (with Arologers) is a real motion per •

are in it ; called allo Speculum matricis and dilatorium . formed by that of the fphere, which is called the primum

DIO'PTRICAL [deogrennis, Gr.] pertaining to dio; tricks. mobile, whereby the ſun , moon, or any ftar, or part of
Dio'PTRICKS [S10a Teixin of stórzona , Gr.] the heaven , which was a man's fignificator at his birth , or is

D10'PTICKS S doctrine of refia &ted viſion , or that ſaid to effect any thing concerning him, is carried to ano

part of opticks which treats of refiacted rays, and their ther part of heaven, lignifying alſo ſomething referring

union with one another , according as they are received by thereto, and as it were expecting the ſame to compleat an

glaſſes, of this or that figure. etteet

DIO'RTHOSIS [ drop3wols, Gr.) a corre ing or amend- Angle of DIRECTION ( Mechanicks) is that compre

ing, 1 hended between the lines of direction of two conſpiring

DIORTHOSIS [in Surgery] an operation whereby crook povers.

ed and diſtorted members are made even or ſtrait , and re- Direc'rion Line (in Mechanicks] a line paſſing from

ſtored to their due ſhupe. the centie of the earth thro' the centre of gravity of a bo

Dio'sPYRO , the herb Stone -crop, L. of Gr. dy, and the fupport or fulcrum that bears or fupports the

Dio'TA [Chymiſtry] a circulating or double veſſel. body.

To Die Loippan, Sax. dypper, Dun ! to put into wa- Number of DIRECTION (with Chronologers] is the num

ter ; alſo to look atadventure and caſually into a book. ber 35 , which contains the term of years between the

Dipe'T ALOUs Flower (with Botanifts] is that which has higheſt and loweſt falling of any moveable feaſts.

two flower leaves , as Inchanters NightShade. DIRECTION (of the Loadſtone) is that property where

Di'PHTHONG (diphtkongus, L. of diq.307 76-, Gr .) two by the magnet always pretents one of its fides towards one

vowels founded together, as e, ai, a, oi. of the poles of the world, and the oppoſite ſide to the oc

DIAPLASIA'S MUS [Saloolaguas, Gr.) a doubling.

Phyſical Writers understand it of a doubl. of diſeaſes. DIRECTION Word (with Printers] the word which be

DIPLASIA S MUS [ in Anatomy] a pair of muſcles in the gins the next page, which is fèt at the bottom of every pre

arm which ſerve to turn it about, L ceding page.

Diple, a mark in the margin of a book , Thewing where MagneticalDIRECTION , the tendency or turning of the

a fault or double is to be corre & ed . earth, and all magnetical bodies, to certain points.
DIPLOE' (Sondón, Gr. ] the lower thin place or ſhell of DIR E'CTOR , a guider, overſeer or manager, L.

the ſcull ; alſo a cluſter of ſmall vefſels that nouriſh the DIR E'CTNESS (of directus, L.] Atraitneſs of way .
ſcull bones. DIRECTOR (with Surgeons] a hollow inſtrument uſed
Diplo'MA [Siriwud , of satrów to double, Gr.] a to guide the inciſion knife .

royal charter or princes letters patents ; alſo an inſtrument DIR e'ctory , ſerving to direct or guide.

given by ſome colleges and ſocieties on commencement of DIRECTORY, a form of publick prayer, &c. ſet forth

any degrees ; alſo a licence for a clergyman to exerciſe the by an aſſembly of divines , and uſed by order of the long

miniſterial fun &tion, or alſo to a phyſician, &c. to practiſe parliament inſtead of the Common-Prayer book of the
his art. church of England ; this, after a continuance of only two

Dı'PPING Needle, a device or contrivance, ſhewing a years, was voted down Anno 1644.

particular property of the magnetick needle. Dir E'PTION , a robbing, ſpoiling or ranſacking of pla

Di'PSACUS [with Phyſicians] the ſame as Diabetes. ces or perſons for riches, L.

Di'psas, a ſerpent ſo named [Hieroglyphically) was put Di'rgE (prob. of Dirige nos , Domine, the Latin -be

to ſignify an unſatiable deſire and greedineſs after any Di'RIGÉ S ginning of a pſalm , as Dr. Henfam thinks ;

thing ; becauſe 'tis related , that its bite cauſeth ſuch a but of od upra, Gr. a lamentation , according to Caſaubon

thirſt, that nothing is able to allay it. certain prayers, or a ſervice for the dead, uied by Roman

Di'PTERON [din TeQgv, of dis and Tiga a wing, Gr.] Catholicks.

a building which hasa double wing or ifle. DiRG E (prob. of dprken , Tent, to command or praiſe ]

Di'PTOTES [of dialwtor, Gr.] words which in gram- a ſong of lamentation ſung at funerals.
mar have two caſes. Di'RIGENT (with Geometricians) a term expreſſing the

DIPHRY ' Es [in Pharmacy] the ſcoria, ſediment, or lineof motion , along which the deſcribent line or ſurface is

calx of melted copper, gathered in the furnace when the carried in the geneſisof any plane or ſolid figure.
metal is run out.

Di'rity (diritas, L.) direneſs, terribleneſs.

Di'PtychS (Síttuna, certain tables in which the Greek DIRU'PTION, a burſting afunder, L.

church inrolled the namesof perſons, both dead and alive ; Dis [ dis, Gr.] an inſeparable propoſition in compoſitiot

the dead on one ſide, and the living on the other ; a re- of Engliſh words, and for the moſt part denotes a nega

giſter out of which the names of famous men were rehear- tion or privation of the noun or verb ſimply taken ; as

led at the altar, Diſability, to diſable.

DIPYRE'NOS [with Botanifs) which has two feeds or To Disa'BLE [of dis negat. and able, of babilis, L.]

kernels, as liguftrum , privet . to render unable.

Dipu'RENON , of bis double, and touprin a kernel, Gr.] DISABI'LITY ( of dis and babilitas, L.] a being inable;

a double -headed probe, with a kuob at each end , relem- uncapable or unfar:

bling the kernel of a nur.

ther pole.

ng .

Dissa
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DISASILITY (in Law ] is where a man is diſabled , i.e. believe or give credit to, to diſtruſt or doubt of.
rendered uncapable to inherit, or take the benefit which DISBELIE'F [of dis and gelea ka , Sax.] miſtruſt, doubt.

otherwiſe he might do , and this may happen four ways , DisBOSC A'110 [Old Law] a turning wood land to

viz . by the act of the Anceftor, by the act of the Party, plough'd ground or palture.

by the act of Law , and by the a &t of God . To DisBRA'NCH [of des and brancher, F.] to cut off

DisABILITY, by the act of the Anceſtor, is if a man be branches.

attainted of treaſon or felony, by this attainder his blood DISBU'DDING of Trees (with Gardeners] is the taking

is corrupted , and thereby himſelf and his children are dif. away the branches or ſprigs that are newly put forth, that

abled to inherit. are ill-placed , &c.

DISABILITY by the act of the party bimſelf, as if one To DisBU'RTHEN ( of dis and bynten , Sax . ) to take

man make a feoffiment to another, who then is ſole, upon off the burden , to unload or eaſe.

condition that he hall inteoff a third before M , and DisBU'RTHENING Fruit- Trees , is the taking off the

when ſuch feoffment is made, the feoffee takes a wife, he too great number of leaves and fruit, that thoſe which

has by that diſabled himſelf to perform the condition , and remain may grow the larger.

therefore the feoffee may enter and out him. To DISBU'RSE [dasbourſer, F. q. d. to unpurſe] to

DISABILITY by ad of Law , is properly when a man ſpend or lay out mony.

by the ſole act of law is diſabled ;thus is an alien boin ; Disbu'R SEMENT, a disburfing or laying out.

and therefore if a man born out of the king's ligeance will DISCA'LCEATED [difcalceatus, L.] unthod, wearing

ſue an action , the tenant or defendant may lay he was born no ſhoos,

in ſuch a country out of the king's ligeance, and de- DISCA'LENDRED [of dis and calendarium , L.) put
mand judgment, if he be anſwer'd ; for the law is our out of the calendar.

birth -right, to whichı an alien is a ſtranger, and therefore DISCARCA'TIO [Old Law) the unloading of a ſhip.

diſabled from taking any benefit thereby. To DISCA'RD [deſcartar, Span. ) to lay out cards at

DISABILITY by the act of God, as when the party is play ; alſo to turn or diſcharge from ſervice.
non compos mentis, or non ſane memoria, which diſables DISCE'NT See Defcent.

him that in all caſes where he gives or pafles any eſtare DISCEPTATION , a difputing , debating or arguing, L.

out of him , after his death it may be dilannulled and To Disc E'RN (diſcernere, L. ) to put a difference be

voided . tween ; to diſtinguish , to perceive.

To Dis A BU'S E [ deſabufer, F. prob . of dis and abuſum , DISCE'R NIBLE, that may be diſcerned or perceived .

L.) to undeceive. DISCE'RNIBLENESS, viſibleneſs .

To DISACCO'RD [ defaccorder, F.] to diſagree. DISCE'RNING , an act of the mind, whereby it diſtin

DISADVA'NTAGE (of des and avantage, F.] prejudice, guiſhes between ideas .
lors, damage, hinderance. DISCE'RNMENT [ diſcernement, F.] the diſcerning fa

DisADVANTA'G EOUS [ des avantageux, F. ] which culty , diſcretion , judgment.

turns to diſadvantage, prejudicial. DISCE'RPIBLE ( of diſcerpere, L.) that may be torn in

DISADVANTAGEOU NESS, prejudicialneſs, c. pieces or ſeparated.

DISAFFE'CTED [ of dis and affectus, L.] bearing no DISCE'RPIBLEŅEss, capableneſs or aptneſs to be

good will to ; diffatisfied with . pulled in pieces.

DISAFFE'CTEDNESS , dilaffe &tion. Disce'RPTION , a rending or tearing in pieces, L.

To DISAGREE' [deſagreer, F.] not to agree, to fall DISCE'SSION , a departing or going away, I.
out, to be at variance or ſtrife . To DISCHARGE (decbarger, F.] to eafe, free or re

DISAGREE'ABLE [deſagreable, F. ] that does not leaſe ; to diſmiſs from ſervice ; to clear or acquit ; alſo to

pleaſe or is offenfive ; unſuitable, unpleatant, pay ormake payment of money ; alſo to disburthen or emp
DISAGRE E'ABLENESS , diſagreeable quality . ty itſelf as a river does into the ſea .

DISAGREEMENT [ defagrement, F.] a difference , a A DISCHA'RGE, a releaſe, an acquittance for money

not agreeing with paid ; a diſmiſſing or ſending away ; alío a driving out or

To DISALLO'w [of des and allouer, F.] not to allow purging of humours; alſo a volley of ſhot.

of, to diſcountenance or dillike. TO DISCI'ND [diſcindere, L.] to cut off, or into pieces.

DISSALLO'WABLENESS, the not being allowable. Disci'PLE [diſcipulus, L.] a learner or ſcholar, F.

To Disa'lT [ Old Law Term } to diſable . DISCIPLI'NABLE [ diſciplinabilis, L.] capableneſs of

To DISANNU’L [of des and annuller, F.] to annul ab- diſcipline or inſtruction , teachable.

folutely ; to repeal ; to aboliſh or make void . DISCIPLI'NANTS, a religious order or feet who ſcourge

To DISAPPEA'r [of dis and apparere, L.] to appear themſelves.

no longer, to vaniſh away, to go out of ſight. DISCIPLINARIANS, a ſort of fe &taries who pretend

To DISAPPOI'NT ( of des and appointer, F.] to deceive, to a ſtricter diſcipline than that of the eſtabliſh'd church .
to fail or break one's word ; to overthrow or ſpoil a deſign. To Di'scipline [diſciplinari, L.] to bring under a

DISAPPOI'NTMENT , a diſappointing or failing ; a diſcipline, to inſtruct, to rule or order ; alſo to corrree ,

being diſappointed ; a croſs accident, trouble or miſchance. fcourge or whip.
TO DISAPPROVE [des-approuver , F. ] not to approve , DI'SCIPLINE [ diſciplina, L ) inſtruction , learning,

to diſallow of, to diflike; allo to condemn, to blame or education, ftri &t order, management ; alſo corre &tion or
find fault with. ſcourging , eſpecially ſuch as is uſed in monaſteries, Fr.

Di'sARD [dwaes aerd , C. Br. an ideot, or of Gizi , To DISCLAI'M [of dis and clamer, F. prob. of cla

Sax, vertiginous, amazed , or of difard, F. a pratler] an mare, L.] to quit claim to ; to refuſe utterly, to renounce

ideot or filly fellow . or diſown the having any concern or intereſt in a thing.

To Disa'R M [defarmer, F.] to take away arms from DISCLAI'MER (in Law ] a plea containing an expr is

one. denial , renouncing or diſclaiming a thing alledy'd ; fo

To DISARM (with Horſemen] as to diſarm the lips of a tenant denying that he holds of ſuch a lord , isſaid

a horſe, is to keep them ſubject, and out from above the to diſclaim ; alſo if a man ſin his plea denies' himſelf

bars, when they are ſo large as to cover the bars, and pre to be of the kindred of another, he is ſaid to diſclaim
vent the preffure or Appui of the mouth, by bearing up bis blood.

the bit , and to hindering the horſe from feeling the effects To Disclo's [difcludere, L. or of dis and clorre, F.]

of it upon the bars . to diſcover, reveal or open ; alſo to put forth as a hen

-- DisA'R MED ( with Hunters] ſpoken of a deer when the does her chickens,

horns are fallen, To DISCLOSE [with Gardeners] to bud , blow, or put

DISARRAY'ED [of des and arroyé, F.] put into con
out leaves .

fuſion or diſorder. DISCLO'S ED (with Falconers] a term commonly apply'd

DisA'STER [ deſaftre, F. of aftrum , L. a ftar, q. d . to hawks that are newly hatch'd , and as it were put forth

a malignant ſtar] ill luck , great misfortune, eſpecially luch from the ſhells.

as proceeds from the malignant influence of the ſtars. DISCOIDES (of shoxe a quoit , and is ſhape, Gr.]

DISA'STROUS , unfortunate, unlucky, prejudicial, fatal. an epithet given to the chryſtalline humour of the eye.

Disa'STROUSNESS [of deſaftre, F.] unluckineſs, un- DISCOIDES (with Botaniſis] a term uſed when the

fortunateneſs. middle part of the flower is compounded of ſmall hollow

To DISA VO'w [des-avouer, F.] to diſown, to deny. flowers, and the whole formed into a ſort of fattiſh knob,

To DISBA'ND (disbander, F.] to put out of the band a little riſing in the middle, like a diſcus or quoit of the

or company ; to turn out of ſervice. ancients. Of theſe fome have downy leed , as Star- wort,

To DisbelIE'VE [ of dis and gelcokan, Sax .] not to Groundſel, Lielychryſum , & c .

To Dis .

2
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propora

To Disco'louk ( diſcolovare, L.] to alter or ſpoil the To DISCOURSE [ difrourir, F.] to talk with, to teacon

colour of a thing ; to tarniſh . or argue.

To Disco'MFIT (of difconft, Fr.) to defeat intirely , Discou'rTeoU s [ diſcogrtois, F.] unkind, uncivil.

to rout or overthrow in battle. DISCOURSIVE, diſcurſive, Milton.

Disco'MFITURE (diſconfiture, F.] rout, intire defeat, DISCOU'RTEOU SY 2

overthrow , ſlaughter..
Dis COU'RTEOUSNESS SSess uncivility, unkindneſs.

To Disco'MFORT [of dis and comfortari, L.) to afford DiscoI'DAL [of difcus, L.) in the form of a disk,

nocomfort, to afflict or calt down, to diſhearten . DISCOUS Flower [ with Florifts] is a compound flower,

To DisCOMM E'ND [of dis and commendare, L.] to having a disk of florets.

difpraiſe, to blame. A naked Discous Flower [with Florifs) is that which

DiscoMME'NDABLENESS [of dis, neg. and commer- has a disk without any rays, as in Tanſy, Egc.

dabilis, L.) undeſervingneſs. A Radiate Discous Flower [with Flori Ats] is that which

DISCOMMENDA'TION , blame, difpraiſe, diſgrace, has its disk encompaſſed with a ray, as is in the Sun
Thame. flower.

To DISCOMMO'de ( of dis and commodare, L.] to in- To DISCREDIT [decrediter, F.] to makeone loſe his

commode. credit, to diſgrace.

DISCOMMODITY [of dis and commoditas, L.) an in- DISCREDIT [of dis and credit, F.] diſgrace, reproach,

conveniency. diſrepute.

TO DISCOMPO's e [ of dis and compofitum , L.] to dif- Discree's ( prob. of difcretus, L. Barb. difcret, F.]

order, to diſquiet, to trouble, to put out of humour, wife , ſober, conſiderate, wary.

DiscoMPO'S EDNESS (of decompoſé, F. of dis neg. DISCREE'TNESS [ difcretio, L.] diſcretion.

and compofitus, L.] diſquiet of mind . Di'SCREPANCE [ diſcrepantia, L.) diſagreement.

DISCOMPO'SURE (of dis and compofitura, L.) confu- DI'SCREPANT [diſcrepans, L. ] diſagreeing, varyings

fion , diſorder , trouble of mind. or different in form

To DISCONCERT [ decor.certer, F.] to diſturb, to dif- DISCRE'TE [ diſcretus, L. ) parted, fevered.

order, to put our of countenance,to break the meaſures. Dis CRETE Proportions [in Ar tbmetick ] is when the

Disco'NSOLATE [of dis and confolatus, L.] deprived ratio or reaſon between two pairs of numbers is the lame,

of confolation , comfortleſs , melancholy. but there is not the ſame proportion between all the four

Disco'NSOLATENESS (of dis and confolatio, L.] being numbers ; thus if the numbers 6 , 8 , :: 3 , 4 , be con

without confolation .
ſidered, the ratio between the firſt pair 6 and 8, is the

DISCONTE'NT [of dis and contentus, L.] not being ſame as that between 3 and 4, and therefore theſe num

content, forrow , trouble of mind. bers are proportional ; but it is only difcretely or dif

DISCONTE’NTEDNESS [of dis and contentatio, L.] dif- jun&tly , for 6 is not to 8 as S is to 3 , i, e, the

contentedneſs of mind , unſatisfiedneſs. tion is broken off between 8 and 3 , and is not conti

DISCONTE'NTMENT (of dis and contentement, F.] dif- nued all along, as in theſe following which are conti

contentedneſs. nued proportionals, viz. 3, 6 , 12, 24 .

DISCONTI'NUANCE (of dis and continuatio, L.) an in- DISCRETE Quantity , is ſuch as is not cortinued and

terruption or breaking off
joined together as Number, whoſe parts being diſtin &t can

DISCONTINUANCE [of a Plea or Proceſs in Law ) is not be united into one continuum ; for in a continuum

when the opportunity ofproſecution is lost and not reco- there are no actual determinate parts before diviſion , but

verable, but by beginning the fuit afreſh . they are potentially infinite.

DISCONTINUA'LION [ of Pofeſion] is when a man Discretion , judgment, diſcreet management, wifi

may not enter upon his own land and tenement alienated , dom, warineſs ; alſo pleaſure orwill.

whatſoever is his right, but mult bring this writ , and ſeek To live at DISCRETION [Military Phraſe ] is to have

to recover poſſeſſion bylaw . free quarters, to take what they find without paying

To DISCONTI'NUE ( diſcontinuer, F.] to leave or break for it.

off for a time. To ſurrender at DISCRETION [ Milit. Terms] is to

To be DISCONTINUED [Law Term] is to be finally yield or ſurrender to an enemy without terms or con

diſmiſs'd the court. ditions .

DISCONTI'NU EDNESS [of dis and continuatio, L.] an Discr e'tive (of diſcretus, L.] ferying to ſeparate

interruption or breaking off. as a Difcretive Conjunction .

DISCONTINU'ITY, a diſcontinuance. DisCRETIVE Propofitions (with Logicians] are thoſe
DISCONTINUOUS [of dis and continuus, L ] not conti- where various judgments are made and denoted by the

nued, parted or left off in the middle or elſewhere. particles, But, Notwithſtanding, or words of the like na

To Disco'RD (diſcordare, L.) to diſagree. ture, either expreſs or underſtood ; thus fortune may

Di'sCORD [difcordia, L. diſagreement, variance, ftrife. deprive me of my wealth, but not of my virtue, & c.
DisCO'RDANT [diſcordans, L.) diſagreeing.

DISCRE'To (in Mufick Books) fignifies to play or fing
DISCO'RDANCY

with care, moderately ,and with judgment and diſcretion .
Disco'KDANTNESS} diſagreeableneſs, jarring.

DISCRETO'RIUM (Anat.] the diaphragm .
Di'scords (in Mufick] are certain intervals of ſounds , DISCRI'MÉN , diverſity, difference ; danger or hazard;

which being heard at the ſame :time offend the ear ; yer debate or doubt.

when orderly intermix'd with concords, make the beſt of To DiscRI'MINATE [ diſcriminatum , L.] to put a dif
muſick .

ference between , to diſtinguiſh .

To Disco'ver [decouvrir, F.] to reveal , to make ma- DISCRIMINATENESS , diſtinguiſhingneſs, diſtin & neſs.

nifeft or known, to lay open , to find out, to elpy. DISCRIMINA'TION , the a &t of diftinguiſhing, L.
Disco'Y ERABLE (of decouvrir, F.] that may be dif- DISCRIMINA'TION [ in Rhetoricians] the ſame as Pa

covered.
radiaftole.

Disco'very (decouverte, F.] diſcovering, finding out, Discri'MINOUS [ diſcriminojus, L.] full of jeopardy

laying open , Soc. or hazard.

TO DISCOU'NI (of dis and computare, L or conter, F.] Discu'RSION , a running to and fro , L.

to deduét, abate or ſet off from an account or reckoning. DISCU'RSIVE diſcurſorius, L.] given to ramble up

DISCOUNT [of dis and conte, F.] abatement. S down.

DISCOUNT [in Traffick] is the ſetting off or abatement Di'scus , a platter, L. alſo a quoit to play with .

of what the intereſt comes to at the time when the money DISCUS [ with the Ancients ) a round ſhield confecra

beconies due on conſideration of preſent payment.
ted to the memory of ſome famous hero, and ſuſpended in

To Discou'NTENANCE ( decontenancer, F.] to put the temple of ſome deity , as a trophy of ſome great

out of countenance , to give a checkor put a ſtop to. action .

To DiscOU'RAGE (decourager, F.] to bring down one's Discus [in Botany) the middle, plain and flat part of

courage, to diſhearten, to put out of conceit. ſome flowers, ſuch as the marigold, chamomil, Soc.
Discou'RAGEMENT (decouragement, F.] a diſcoura Discus [with Aftronomers) the round face of the

ging or putting out of heart. Disk fun ormoon, which being really ſpherical

A Discou'RS E [difcurfus, L. diſcours, F.) ſpeech, or in the fhape of a ball ; nevertheleſs by reaſon of its

talk, converſation, reaſoning:
great diſtance from the earth, appears to us plain or like

DISCOURSE [with Logicians] that rational a &tion of a dish .

the mind, by which we form any new judgment from Discus 3 ( Old Records] a desk of reading ſhelf in a

others before made, or whereby we can Infer or conclude Descuss church,

one thing from another. To DisPPP
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TO DISCUSS [difcuffum , fup. of difcutere, L.] to exa- To DISGUST [diſguftare, Ital.] to diftafte or diſlike ;

mine , to ſcan , to ſift ; alſo to ſtrike off ihoſe difficulties to diſpleaſe or be averte to.

wherewith a matter is perplexed. DISGUST (of dis and guftus, L. taſte ] a diſtaſte or
Discu'ssION [9. d. a ſhaking off the difficulties with diſlike.

which it was embarraſſed ] a ſtrict examination or enquiry ; Disgu'STFUL [of dégoist, F. and full] unreliable,

the clear treating orhandling of any particular problem or cauſing diſpleaſure.
point; a clearing of it up. DISHABI'LLE { [deshabillé, F.) an undreſs or home

DISCUSSION [with Surgeons] a diſperſion of the mat- DISHABI'LLY S dreſs.

ter in any tumour or ſwelling, i. e , a diſcharge of ſome DISH -MEAT, ſpoon -meat.

thin matter gathered together in any part by inſenſible eva- Dish [tic or byxay,sax,of diſcus,L.) a kitchen utenſit.

poration.
To DISHEARTEN of dis and heonie, Sax .) to put

Discu'ssIVE [of difcuffus, L.] that can diſcuſs or dif- out of heart, to diſcourage,
perſe humours. DISHERI'SON (O. LAW term] a dificheriting

Discu'SSIVENESS, diſolving or diſperſing quality. Dish E'RITOR, one who puts another out of his inhe

DISCU'TIENT Medicines, ſuch as diſſolve impacted'hu- ritance,
mours. DISH EV E'LLED [ diſevellé, F. ] as with diſhevelled

T. DISDAI'N [of dis and daigner, F. ] to defpife, fcorn , hair, 1. e. having the hair hanging looſe or dangling about

or fet light by .
the ſhoulders.

DISDAI'N [ dedain , F. ] ſcorn proceeding from averfion Dish O'NEST [desbonnête, O. F. or of dis neg. and hone

or pride. fus, L ] void of honeſty, knavilh ; alſo unchalte, lewd.

DISDAI'NFUL [of dedain and rull, Sax. ] ſcornful, Sc. DISH O'NESTY [ desbonnête, O. F. or of dis neg . and bo

DisdaI'NFULNESS, ſcornfulneſs . neftas, L.] unfair dealing, knavery ; alſo debauchery,
DISDIAPA'SON [ Muſ ] a double eighth or fifteenth . lewdneſs.

DISDIAPASON Diapente, a concord in a ſextuple ratio To Dish O'NOUR [deponorer, F.] to render infamous,

of 1 to 6. to diſparage, to diſgrace.

DISDIAPASON Diateſaron, a compound concord in the Dish o'nour [defbonneur, F.) diſgrace , infamy.

proportion of 16 to 3 . DISH O'NOURABLE (defponorable, Fr.) diſparaging, dif

DisdiaPASON Ditone, a compound conſonance in the graceful.

proportion of 10 to 2 . DISH O'NOURABLENESS, diſhonourable quality.

DISDIAPASON Semi-ditons, a compound concord in the To DISINCHA'NT [of dis and enchanter , F. or incan

proportion of 24 to 5 . tare , L.] to ſet free from inchantment,

Á DISEA'S E [ deſaiſe, F.] diſtemper, fickneſs ; that DisinCO'RPORATE [of dis and incorporare, L.] to

ftate of a living body,wherein it is prevented of the exerciſe difunite or ſeparate from being one body or corporation.

of any of its functions, whether vital , natural or animal. To DISENGA'GE [of des and engager, F.] to revoke

DISEA'S EDNESS ( of des-aiſé, F. and negre, Sax.] the an engagement.

having a diſeaſe. DISINGENUITY 2 [of dis and ingenuitas, L.]

To DISEMBA'RK [deſembarquer, F.] to go off from on DISING E'NUOUSNESS S want of ingenuity, diſlio

board of ſhip ; alſo to landgoods out of the Thip . mulation , unſincerity .

To DISEMBO'GUE [ Se deſemboucher, O. F. of des and DISING E'NUOUS [of dis and ingenuus, L.] unſincere,

bouche, F. a mouth ] to roll or diſcharge itſelf into the ſea, falſe-hearted, unfair.

as a large river does ; alſo a fhip is ſaid to diſembogue, DISINHA'BITED [of dis and inbabitatus, L.] void or

when it paſſeth out of the ſtreight mouth of ſome gulph empty of inhabitants,defolate.
into the lea . To Disinhe'rit [of des and inheriter, F.] to deprive

To DISENGA'G E [of dis and engager, F.) to ſet free of, orput one out of inheritance.

from an engagement; to fetch, get or take off. To DISINTA'NGLE, to diſengage or free from an in
DISENGAGEDNESS, a freedom from engagements or tanglement.

obligations; alſo a free and eaſy temper of mind. DISINTERESSED 2 [definterefé, F.) void or free from

To DISENFRA'NCHIS E [definfrancher, F.] the con- DISINTERE'ST EDS felf- intereft, impartial , unby

trary of enfranchize, to exclude out of the number of aſſed.

free denizens or citizens.
DISINTERESSEDNESS, a being free from ſelf -inteſt

DIS ESPOU's ED [of dis and eſpouſe, F.] diſcharged from edneſs .

cfpoufals, divorced . To DISINTE'RR [of dis and enterrer , F.] to take a

"To DISESTEE'M [of dis and aftimare, L.] to have no dead body out of the grave.

eſteem or regard for, to flight. To DISINTHRONE of dis and enthronizer, F.] to put

DISFA'vour [ of dis neg: and favor, L.) a being out out ofor depoſefrom the throne.

of favour, diſcourteſy, an ill turn , disfigurement. To DISINVI'TE [of dis and invitare, L.) to recall an

To DiSFI'GURE ( desfigurer, F.] to 1poil the figure or invitation, to forbid a perſon to come who was before in

ſhape of, to make ugly or deformed. vited

TO DISFIGURE a Peacock [ Carving Term] i.e. to cut To Disjoi'N [dejoindre, F. disjungere, L.] to ſeparate,

part aſunder or looſen .

A DISFI'GUREMENT , a having the form or ſhape mar- To Dispoi'nt (of desand joint, F.] to put out of joint;

red , a blemish . to divide or ſeparate joints.

To DisFO'R EST [of dis and forêt, F.] to diſplant or DISJU'NCTION, the act of disjoining, ſeparation or

cut down the trees of a foreft. divihon , L.

To DISFU'RNISH [of dis and fournir, F.] to unfurniſh . DisjU'NCTIVE [disjunctivus, L.) ſeparating.

To DisGA'R NISH [ of dis and garrir, F.] , to take a- DISJU'NCTIVE Propofitions (with Logicians are thoſe

way the garniture. wherein the particle or is found ; as men are guided either

To DisGARNISH a fortification (Military Phraſe] is to by intereſt or fear.

take away great part ofits garriſon and ammunition. Disk [with Florifs) is a body of florets colle &ted toge

To DiSCO'RGE [deſgorger, F. ] to throw up by vomit- ther, and forming as it were a plain furface.

ing ; alſo to empty itſelf into the ſea, as a river does. DISLIKE [of dis and like ] diſtaſte, diſpleaſure, & c.

To DisGO'RGÉ ( with Farriers] is to diſcuſs or difperfe DISLOCA'TION , the putting out of place or joint, as a

an inflammation or ſwelling. bone out of its right place.

To Disgra'C E [disgracier, F. ] to turn out of favour, To Di's LOCATE (of dis and locare, L. ] to put out of

to put to ſhame.
place or joint.

DISGRACE , disfavour, dishonour, reproach , F. To DisLO'DGE , [deſloger , F.] to put or turn out of

DISGRACEFUL, bringing diſgrace, fcandalous, re- lodging, houſe, poft, c.

proachful. TO DISLODGE (with Hunters] is to raiſe or rouze beaſts

DISGRACEFULNESS [of diſgrace, F. and fulnerre, of the game from their lodging or harbour .

Sax.) reproach , dishonourableneſs. DISLOY'AL [deſlogal, F.] unfaithful to a foveraign

Disgra'DING [ in Law) the depoſing a clergyman prince or to an husband ; treacherous, traiterous.

from holy orders ; alſo a lord , knight, ác, from his ti- DISLOY'ALNESS { [deloyauté, F.] an act committed a
tles of honour. DisloY'ALTY S gainſt fidelity and law ; unfaith

A Disgui's E (of dis and guiſe, F.] a counterfeit habit, fulneſs, perfidiouſneſs ; commonly uſed with reſpect to

a pretence, colour or cloak. one's ſoveraign prince ; falte dealing, villany.

To DisgUISE [deguiſer, F.] to put into another guiſe,

dreſs or fashion ; alſo to diffembleor cloak. Di's MAL

it up.
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DI'SMA L [ prob.q. of dies malus, L. an unlucky day DISPATCH ( depèché, F.] the quick doing of a thing;
or prob . of sim , Sax. dark , ſpoken in reference to hell, riddance.

which is called utter darkneſs] terrible, dreadful, hideous, To DiSPA'TCH [ deſpêcher, F.] to haften , to ſpend or

lamentable. rid off ; alſo to ſend away in haſte ; alſo to kill with 1peed

or quickly.
DisMALNES} hideouſneſs, terriblenes, Esc.

DISPA'ICH Es , letters ſent abroad concerning publick

DISMA'NTLED ( demantelé, F.) having the walls pul- affairs.
led down . DISPA'SSIONATE [of dis and pafionné, L.] free from

To DISMAN'ILE [demanteler, F. to take off a mantle , paſſion , Milton.

dc.] to beator pull down the walls or fortification of a DISPA'TCHFUL, quick, making diſpatch.
city, town, & c. DISPAU'PERED (of dis and pauperatus, L.] put out

TO DISMAY ' ( s'eſmayer, F. or of deſmayar, Span .) to of a capacity of fuing in forma pauperis, i. e. without

aftoniſh , terrify , or put into a fright. paying fees.

DISMAY , terror, amazement, aſtonishment, fright . To Dispe'l [difpellere, L.] to drive away.

To Disme'MBER [of dis and membrum , L, demembrer, To DISPE'ND (diſpendere, L.] to ſpend or lay out

F.] to cut off the members or limbs ; to disjoint, to divide money .

orcantle out. DISPE'NDIOUS [ diſpendioſus, L.) ſumptuous, coſtly.

To DISMEMBER a Hern [ in Carving ] is to cut it up. DISPENSABLE (of difpenfare, L.) capable of, or that

DISORI E'NTATED [of dis, neg. and Oriens the Eaft] may be diſpenſed with.

turned from the Eaſt. Dispe'NSARY "[diſpenſaire, Fr. difpenfarium , L.) a

DISME'MBRING Knife, a ſurgeon's inſtrument forcutting treatiſe of medicines, alſo a place where they are made of
off limbs. kept

Di'sM ES (decime, L. Tentbs] tithes or the tenth part of DISPENSATION, the charge of laying out money for

fruits, cattle, Sc. allotted to minifters; alſo the tenths of another, diftribution , management, 4.
fpiritual livings, yearly given to the prince; alſo a tribute DISPENSATION ' in Law] a ſuffering, or permitting a

levied of the temporality. man to do a thing contrary to law ; alſo a licenceor

To Dismi'ss (dimifum , Sup . of dimittere, L.] to ſend permiſſion ; alſo an indulgence from the pope.

or put away, to diſcharge. DI PENSATION by non obftante. If any ſtatute tends

to Dismiss a Cauſe in the Court of Chancery ] is to to reſtrain ſome prerogative incident to the perſon of the

put it quite out of the court , without any further hear- king, as to the right of pardoning, Sg c. which are inſepa

ing. rable from the king ; by a clause of non obftante, he may

Dismi'siON, a ſending away, L. diſpenſe with it, was difánnulled by Star. I w . & M.

To DISMOU'NT [deſmonter, Fr.] to unhorfe ; as to DISPENSATION [in pharmacy] is when the ſimples of

difmount the Cavalry; alſo to alight from on horſe back ; a compoſition are ſer or placed in order, left any of the

to take away or remove ingredients ſhould beforgotten .

To DISMOUNT a piece of Ordinance (in Gunnery] is to DISPENSATION [ot a Law ) is that which ſuſpends the

take or throw it down from the carriage ; alſo to break or obligation of a law it ſelf, and is diſtinct from the equiry
render it unfit for ſervice, of it , and from the inequitable conſtruction of it ; for equity

Disob E'DIENCE (dis, and obedientia, L. deſobeiſance, is only the correction of a law , that is too general or uni
F ) undutifulneſs, frowardneſs. verſal.

DISOBE'DIENT [diſobediens, L.) undutiful, froward, DISPENSATION [with Divines] is the giving the Le
ftubborn . vitical Law to the Jews, tbe Goſpel to the Gentiles, and

To DISOBEY ' [of dis, and obedire, L. deſobeir, F.] to God's fending his Son for the redemption of mankind, &c.

withdraw one's obedience to act contrary to order. DISPE'NSARY ? [ diſpenſatorium , L.) a book which

To DisoblI'G e [deſobliger, F.] to do an ill office to, DISPE'NSATORY S gives dire &tion to apothecaries ini
to difpleaſe or affront. the ordering every ingredient as to the quantity and man

DISOBLIGA'TION [ diſobligatio , L.) a diſobliging , ner of making up their compoſitions.

diſpleaſure, offence. ' Io DispE'NSE [ diſpenſare, L.] to diſtribute or dir

DisoblI'GINGNESS [ A &tion deſobligeante, F.] diſplea- poſe of, to adminiſter, to beſtow , to manage.
fing behaviour, &c. To DISPE'NSE with, to exempt or exerciſe from ; to

To Diso'rDER (of defordre, F.] to put out of order, free from the obligation of a law.

to confound ; to vex , to ditcompoſe. TO DISPEOPLE [ depopulari, L. depeupler, F.] to un

Diso'RDER [deſordre, Fr.] confuſion, trouble or dif- people or deſtroy the people of a country.
compoſure of mind ; alſo riot, lewdneſs, exceſs. Dispe'rmos [with Botanifts] is a term uſed of plants ,

DISO'RDERLY ( avec defordre, Fr. ) without order . which bear two feeds after cach flower, as Rubia, Madder,

To Diso'wn [of dis and own] not to acknowledge Paftina, a Parſnip, &c.
for or not to own, to deny. To Dispe’RSE (diſperfum , L. diſperfer, F.] to ſpread

To DISPA'ND [ diſpandere, L.] to ſpread abroad , to abroad, to ſcatter.

ſtretch out. Dispe'r sedness [ difperfio, L.) diſperſion, being in
DISPA'NSION , a ſpreading abroad , Cgc, L. a diſperſed ſtate.

To DispA'RAG E [diſparager, F ] to decry or ſpeak Disp B'RSION , a ſcattering into ſeveral parts, F.of i .
ill of ; to ſet at nought or flight. DispE'RSION [ in Dioptricks] the point of difperfion, is a

Disp A'R AGEMENT, an undervaluing, a ſpeaking ill point from which refracted rays begin to diverge, wheri
of, coc. their refraction renders them divergent.

DISPARAGEMENT [in Law] the watching or diſpo- DisPH ENDONO'MENA ? [of sieloperfordeguoi] a pu
fing of an heir or heireſs in marriage under hisor her de- DIASPHENDONOMENA lotishment ancierily in puste
gree, or againſt decency . among the Perfians, in which they drew down the tops of

Di'sPARATES [diſparata, L. ) with Logicians a ſort of 2 trees together, and bound the offender to each of them

oppoſites, that are together unlike one another, as a man by the legs, the trees being unbound, by their force vio

and a ſtone, & c. lently tore the offender in pieces.

DispARI’LITY } [diſparilitas, diſparitas, L.] inequality, Despi'CIENCE [ deſpicientia, L.] good conſideration .

DISPA'RITYS unlikeneſs, difference. To Dispi'rit [of dis privative and ſpirit] to bring

To DISPA'R k [of dis neg. and Park] to take away the down one's ſpirit, to cow down, to diſcourage.
pales or incloſure of a park. Displ'tous (of dis and ſpite] full of ſpire, angry.

DISPA'RPLED ? (Heraldry] looſely ſcattered , or ſhoot- To Displa'ce [diſplacer, Fr.] to put out of place, to

DispE'RPLED Sing it ſelf into ſeveral parts. remove.

Dispa'rt (with Gunners] is the thickneſs of the metal To DISPLA'NT [deplantare, L. deplanter, F.] to pluck

at the mouth and breech of a piece of ordinance. or dig up that which was planted.
To DISPA'rt a Canon (Gunnery] is to ſet a mark at of DISPLA'NTING Scoop, an inſtrument to take up plants

near the muzzle -ring of it, to be of an equal height or level with earth about them .

with the top of the baſe ring, that a fight line taken upon To Display ' [ deployer, F. ] to ſpread wide, te un

the top of the baſe ring againſt the touch -hole, will be fold, to ſet forth to advantage ; to make a ſhew of, to le
parallel to the axis of the concave cylinder, or hollow clare or explain at large.
length of the piece, for the gunner to take aim by it , at A Display , [deploye, F.] an unfolding , an opening
themark he is to ſhoot.

wide ; alto a particutar explication.

DISPA'RTED ( diſpartitus, L.) divided into 2 or more

parts. Die
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in learners.

per order.

per order.

DISPLAY'EV [in platonry] is a term uſed of contend for it , to quarrel about it ; to fight for its
birds , and respects the poſition of their bodies, A DISPU'T E difputatio, L.) debate, diſcourſe, con

as an eagle diſplay'd , is an eagle diſpanded or teſt, quarrel or wrangling.

ſpread out as in the figure. DISQUAMMATION, åtıking off the ſcales of fiſhes, L.

DISPLEASANT [ deplaiſant, F.] unpleaſant, diſpleaſing. To DI: QUI'ET [of dis, and quietare, L.) to difturb

To Disple a's e [deplaire, Fr. of dis and placere, L.] one's quiet or reſt, tụ render uneafy, to trouble, to perplex .
not to pleaſe, to offend, trouble or vex ; to be unaccep DISQUIET [of des or dis, and quiet, Fr.) unquietneſs,

table or diſagreeable to.
trouble , perplexity .

DISPLEA'SEDNESS ? ( Deplaiſir, Fr.) affront, diſcour- DiscuI'ETNESS, unquietneſs.

DispleA'SURE S tely, Threwd turn ; diſcontent, DISQUISI'TION, a diligent ſearch or inquiry into a

diffatisfa & ion , anger. thing, or the examination of a matter ; a particular en

To Displo'de [diſplodere, L.] to diſcharge with a quiry into the nature , kind and circumſtances of any

loud noile, as a gun. problem , queſtion or topick ,

Displo'sion, a breaking or burſting aſunder with a Disk A'NKED [of dis and rarg, Fr.] put out of the

great noiſe or found ; alſo the letting off a gun .
ranks, diſordered .

To Dispoi't [diſpoliare, L.] to rob , rifle or ſpoil. DISRATION A'R E ! Old Law ) to juſtify or ſtand by

DISPOLIA'TION, a robbing, rifling or diſpoiling, L. DIRATIONA'RE S the denial of a fact ; to clear one's

DISPONDÆ'us (in Grammar) the foot of a Latin verſe ſelf of a crime ; to traverſe an indi&tment.

conſiſting of 4 ſyllables, and thoſe all long , as concludentes ; To Disk EG A'RD (of des and regarder, F.] to have

it beinga compoſition of 2 fpondees. no regard to or for, to flight, not tu mind.

To Dispo'rt one's self [prob. of diportare, Ital .] to DISREGARD [of des and regard, F.) a Nighting, neg

divert one's felf wiih mirth or play. le &ting, a taking no notice of.

Di's PORT [ diſporto, Ital . ] divertiſement, paſtime. Disk EG A'R DFUL, negligent, heedleſs, careleſs.
DISPO'RTING , ſporting, diverting, playing, Milton . To D ! SR E'LISH [of des and relecker, F. to lick again ]

DISPO'SAL Ž the power of diſpoſing, command, not to reliſh well , to diſapprove or diſlike .
Dispo's e S management. Disr E'PUTABLE [of dis and reputatio, L.] not re

To Dispo's e diſponere, L. difpofer, Fr.] to order or ſet putable.

in order, to prepare, to fit or make ready. Disk EPUTA’TION ? [of dis and reputatio, L.] ill

DispO'S EDNESS [ difpofition, F. of L.] diſpoſition .' DISREPU'IE name or fame, diſcredit.

DISPOSI'TION , the act of diſpoſing, order, ſituation, To DISR ESPE'CT [of dis, neg . and reſpectare, L.) to

ftate; inclination or aptneſs ; habit or temper of mind or Thew no respect, to he unkind or uncivil to.

body, F. of l. DiSR ESPSE'CT [ dis and reſpectus, L. refpe & ] want of

DisposITION [ in Ethicks] is an imperfe & habit, reſpect or kindneſs, Nigh:.

where the perſon operates ; but with ſome difficulty , as Disk ESP E'CTFUL Lof dis, refped and xull] not ſhew

ing reſpect

DISPOSITION [in Architecture) is the juſt placing of Disk ESP E'CTFUL N Ess, propenſity, & c. to few dir

all the ſeveral parts of an edifice, according to their pro- reſpect.

To Disro'b E [derober, F.or of dis and robe F.] to pull
DISPOSITION [in Rhetorick] is the diſtribution of off a robe , to ſtrip one of his garments.

things or arguments invented or found out in their pro- DISSATISFACTION [ of dis and fatisfa tio, L.] dif

content , difguft, difpleaſure.

Dispositor , a difpofer or ſetter in order, L. DISSATISFA'CTORY (dis and ſatisfactoire, Fr.] that

DISPOSITOR (with Aftrologers] that planet, which is gives no fatisfaction, offenſive, diſpleaſing.

lord of the ſign where another planet happens to be ; Diss A TISFACTORIN Ess, unſatisfyingneſs, & c.

which it is therefore faid to diſpoſe of. To DiSSA'TISFY [of dis and ſatisfacere, L. or ſatis

To DisposSE'ss [of dis privative and poteßum , L.] faire, F.] to diſpleaſe, to diſcontent.

to turn out, put out or deprive of poſſeſſion . To Disse'ct [diffeétum , L. difequer , F. ] to cut open

DISPOSSE'SSION [of depoffeder, Fr. dis and polidere, a dead body, to anatomize.

L.) a being put out of poffeflion . Diss E'CTION, a cutting alunder or in pieces, F of L.

Dispo'sUR E, a diſpoſing, a diſpoſal. DISSECTION (with Anatomifts] the cutting up or ana

DISPRAI'S E [prob. of dis, neg . and praiſe] blame, tomizing the bodies of animals.

cenſure, reproach . Disse'ctus, a, um (with Botanifs] jagged.
To Dispraise [of dis and priſer, Fr.) to diſparage, To DissEI'S E (of dis and ſaiſir, F.] in Law fignifies

to find fault with , to blame. to diſpoſſeſs, to turn out of poffeffion .

DISPROFIT [of dis, neg , and profit, F.] damage, loſs, DISSEIS EE ' , he who is put out of poſſeſſion of his

prejudice.
lands or tenements.

To DISPROFIT , [of dis and profiter, F.] to prejudice, Dissei'sIN [in Law ) an unlawful diſpoſeſſing a per

endamage, &c. ſon of his lands and tenements or other immoveable or

DisprO'FITABLE [of dis and profitable, F.] unprofitable, incorporeal right .
DisproO'F, a difproving. Dissei'sinupon difeifen (Law Term] is where a dif

DISPROPO'rtion (of dis and proportio, L ) a not an- ſeiſor is put out of his poffeffion by another.

Twering or holding proportion with ; inequality. Dissei'sor , he who puts another out of poſſeſſion.

TO DISPROPO'rtion [diſproportionner, Fr.] to render Dissei'sor Ess, a woman who puts another perſon
or make unequal. out of poſſeſſion .

DISPROPORTIONABLE [of dis, and proportionatus, Disse'MBLABLE, unlike, bearing no reſemblance to.

DISPROPORTIONAL L. and proportionel, Fr.] To Disse’MBLE [diſimulare, L.] to pretend or feign ;
DISPROPO'RTIONATE S bearingno proportion to, to conceal or cloak ; to diſguiſe or counterfeit.

unequal. To Disse'MINATE [diſeminatum , L.] to low , to

DISPROPORTION ABIENESs [ of diſproportionné, F. ſcatter or ſpread abroad.
DISPROPO'RTIONALNESS

nefs, DISSEMINA'TION , a fowing or ſcattering here and
DISPROPO'RTIONATENESS S ' 'being not proportio there ; a ſpreading abroad, L.

nable. DISSE'NSION, diſagreement, ſtrife, quarrelling, L.
To DISPRO'N E [of dis, and prouver, F.] to prove the DISSE'NT (difenfus, L.) contrariety of opinion.

contrary : To DISSENT [ difsentire, L.] to diſagree or differ in

Dispu'TABLE (diſputabilis, L. diſputable, F.] that opinion.

which may be diſputed , liable to diſpute. DISSENTA'NEOUS [difentaneus , L. ] diſagreeing ,

Dispu'TABLENESS, liableneſs to be diſputed. contrary.

Di's PUTANT [diſputans, L.] a diſputer, one who holds DISSENTANEOUS (with Logicians) thoſe things are ſaid

a diſputation. ſo to be which are equally manifeſt among themſelves, yet
DISPUTA'TION , diſputing, arguing or reaſoning, L. appear more clearly when taken ſeparately.

DISPUTA'TIOUS , prone to diſpute. DISSENTA'NEOUSNESS, diſagreeableneſs.
DISPU'TATIVE, apt to difpute. DIS SE'NTER (of diffentiens, L. diſagreeing ] one of

To Dispu't E (diſputare, L.) to hold a diſputation ; an opinion different or contrary to another ; commonly ap

to debate , diſcourſe or treat of, to reaſon ; ſometimes to ply'd to thoſe Nonconformiſts who diſſent from the church of
quarrel or wrangle . England,

To DISPUTĖ a matter with another, is to ſtrive or Disse'PIMENT [with Botanifts] a middle partition,

whereby
2
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thereby the cavity of the fruit is divided into ſorts of ca- DISSONÁNCE [in Muſick] a diſagreeable interval be

les or boxes.
tween two ſounds, which being continued together offend

DISSE'PTUM (with Anatom . ] the diaphragm ; L. the ear ; a difcord in tunes or voices.

DISSERTATION , a diſcourſe, debate or treatiſe upon DI'SSONANT [diffonans, L.) untunable, jarring, difa

any fubje &t.
greeing

To DissE'RVE (differuir, F. of dis and fervire, L.] DISSONA'NTE (in Alu fick Books] ſignifies all diſagree

to do one a prejudice. able intervals.

DissE'RVICE [of dis neg. and ſervice, F. of ſervitium , To Dissua'DE ? [ diffuadere, L. ) to adviſe to the

L.) an ill office or turn , prejudice, injury .
To DisswA'Des contrary, to divert or put one off

DissE'RVICEABLENESS, unſerviceableneſs, preju- from a deſign, & c.

dice, injuriouſneſs, & c. DISSUA'SION , a perſuading one to the contrary of 4
DissE'VERED [of dis and ſeparatus, L. or of ſeverer, reſolution taken , ' i

B. to wean) ſeparated, divided , parted in twain. A Dissua'sivē, an argument or diſcourſe tending to
Dissh E'V ELLED decbevelé, F.] having the hair hang diſſuade.

ing looſe about the ſhoulders, DISSUASIVE [diſuaſif, F. of L.] apt or proper to

DI'SIDENCE [ diffidentia, L.) a diſagreeing or falling diffuade.

out; diſagreement, diſcord .
Dissu A'SIV ENESS [ of diffuaff, F.] diſſuaſive qua

DISSIGNIFICATIVE [of dis, neg. and fignificativus, lity, efficacy, & c.

L.) ſerving to fignify ſomething different from . Di'staff [vistay, Sax.] an inftrument or tool uſed
DissI'LIENCE (dililientia, L. ) a leaping down from in ſpinning.

off a place, or from one place to another ; a leaping a- To DiSTAI'N [ deftaindre, F.] to ftain, to defile of

funder.
pollute.

Dissi'LIENT [diſiliens, L.) leaping aſunder. DISTANCE [ diftantia, L. ) the ſpace between one

DissI'MILAR [diſimilaris, L.] unlike, that is of a thing and another, either in point of time, place or quality:

different kind or nature.
DISTANCE [in Navigation ) is the number of degrees,

DissIMILAR Parts ( with Anatomifs) are ſuch as may leagues , & c. that a Ihip has failed from any propoſed

be divided into various parts of different ſtructure, or parts point ; or the ſpace in degrees, leagues, & c. between any
differing from one another as to their nature ; as the hand two places.

is diviſible iuto veins, muſcles, bones, & c. whoſe divi- DISTANCE [ of Baſtions) is the ſide of the exterior or

fions are neither of the ſame nature nor denomination . outward polygon of a fortified place.

DissIMILAR Leaves [ in Botang ] are the two firſt leaves DISTANCE of Polygons (in Fortification) is the line made

of any plant at its firft ſhooting out of the ground, ſo na- from the Aank and its prolongation to the exterior polygon.

med becauſe they are uſually in form different from the Point of DISTANCE in Proſpective] is a right line drawn

common leaves of the plant when grown. from the eye to the principal point.
DISSIMILITUDE (difimilitudo, L.) unlikelineſs. Curtate DISEANCE ( Aftronomy] is the diſtance of the

Dissi'MULABLE [ diffimulabilis, L.) that may be dif- planet's place from the fun, reduced to the ecliptick.
ſembled .

DISTANCE of the Eye [ in Profpe &tive ] is a line drawnDISSIMULA'TION , a diſſembling, diſguiſing or coun- from the foot of the line of altitude of the eye, to the

terfeiting ; a concealing what a man has in his heart, by point where a line drawn at right angles to it will inter
makinga fhew of one thing, and being another. lect the object.

DISSIMULATION [Hieroglyphically) was painted like DI'STANCED, ſet at convenient diſtance ; left behind in

a lady, wearing a vizard of two faces, in a long robe of a a race, Egoc. out- ſtript.

changeable colour, and in her right hand a magpye. DI'STANT ( diftans, L.] being far afunder, differing.

DissI'MULANCE (difimulantia, L.] diffembling. Di'st ANINESS, diſtance ,a being diſtant from .

Di'ssIPABLE (diſſipabilis, L.] that may be diffipated, TO DISTA'STE (of dis and tafej to diſpleaſe, to cauſe

ſcattered or diſperſed .
diſlike.

To Di'ssipate (diffipare, L.) to diſperſe or ſcatter, Dist A'sT E PUL [ of dis, taſte and full] diſagreeable to

to drive away, to remove, to diſſolve ; alſo to conſume, the taſte, ege.
wale or ſpend. Dista'sTEFULNESS, diſagreableneſs to the taſte.
DISSIPA'TION , a conſuming, fcattering, bbc. F. of L. Disse'mper [ of dis and temperies,L.) indifpofition of

DISSIPATION (with Phyſicians) an inſenlible loſs or con body, fickneiš, diſeaſe.
fumption of the minute parts of a body.

TO DIST EMPER [difemperire, L.] to render diſeaſed ;
DISSOCIA'TION , a leparating of company, L. alſo to put out of temper or humour.

DI's SOLUBLE [diffolubilis, L.] that is capable or may DIST EMPER ( with Painters] a pi&ture is ſaid to be

be diffolved .

done in diftemper, when the colours are not mix'd either
To Disso'LVE [ diffolvere, L.] to loofen , to unbind ; with oil or water ; but with fize , whites of eggs, or fuch

alſo to melt, to pierce thro ' a ſolid body and divide its like glutinous matter.

parts.
DIST EMPER, a redneſs, Milton.

To Dissolve [ Chymically] is to reduce ſome hard Dist EʻMPEREDNESS ( of dis, temperies, L. and nef ]

ſubſtance into a liquid form , by fome liquor for that pur a being difeafed .

poſe.
DISTEMPERATU'RE [ diftemperamen , L.] a being out

A DissoʻLVENT [ diffolvens, L.) a medicine to diſſolve of order or temper.
humours.

To DISTE'ND [ diftendere, L.) to ſtretch or ſtuff out.
A DISSOLVENT (with Chymifts) any liquor that is i

DISTE'NTION, a ſtretching or ſtuffing our, L.
per for diffolving a mix'd body, commonly termed a DISTENTION [with Phyſicians] is when any parts of

Menftruum . the body are puffed up , looſened or widened .
Di'sSOLUTE [diffolutus, L.] looſe, wanton , given to TO DIST E'RMINAT E (difterminare, L.] to bound one

pleaſure, debauched.
place from another ; to divide, feparate or part.

Di'ssOLUTENESS, loofeneſs of manners, debauchery, To DistHRO'NE [detroner, Fj to dethrone.

lewdnefs, 8c. DI'stich [difichon, L. of disexovs of dis cwice, and

Dissolu'110 [in Rhetorick] the ſame as the figure six @ , a verſe, Gr.] a couple of verſes in poetry , making

Dialyton , L. a compleat fenfe.

Dissolu'TiON , a diffolving or ſeparation of parts ; DISTICHT'A } [sustizia Gr.) a double row of hairó
alſo an aboliſhing or breaking off, L.

DISSOLUTION (in Pharmacy] the mingling and diffol- To Disti'l [ diftillare, L.) to drop or fall down drop

ving of ele &tuaries or powders in a deco &tion , or in ſimple by drop.

water. To DISTIL (with Chymifts ] is to draw off fome of the

DISSOLUTION [in Phyficks) a diſcontinuation or ána- principles of a mixt body, as the water, oil, fpirit, fals
lyſis of the ſtructure of a mix'd body ; whereby what was or earth , into proper veſſels, by the means of fire.

one and contiguous is divided into little parts, either ho- To Distil per afcenfum , is when the marrer to be di

mogeneous or heterogencous. ftilled is placed above the fire, or the fire is under the

DISSOLUTION [ in Chymiftry) the reduction of a com- veſſel that contains the matter.

pact, hard or folid body into a fluid ftare , by the action To DISTIL per defcenfum , is when matter to be diſtillede

of ſome fluid Menftruum or Diffolvent. is below the fire, or when the fire is placed over the veifel

Di'sSONANCE (difonantia ; L ] diſagreement, diſcord that containsthe matter, ſo that themoiſt parts being made
or difference in opinion . thin, and the vapour which riſes from them not being

able
Q.99
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able to fly away upwards; it finks down, and diſtils at DISTRIBUTION [with Architects ] is diviting and dif

the bottom of the veſſel. penſing the ſeveral parts and picces, which compoſe the
DISTI'LLABLE , that may be diſtilled. plan of the building.

DISTILLA'TION, a diſtilling or dropping down ; alſo Manual DISTRIBU'TIONS ? certain ſmall ſumsof mo

a falling down or flowing of humours from the brain, L. Quotidian DISTRIBUTIONS S vey appointed by the

DISTILLATION [ Chymiſtry) a drawing out of the hu- donors, Ec. to be diſtributed to ſuch of the canons of a

mid or moiſt fpirituous, oleaginous or faline mixt bodies chapter as are a &tually preſent and allitting at certain obits

by virtue of heat, which parts are firſt reſolved into a and offices.

vapour, and then condenſed again by cold . DISTRI'BUTIVE (diftibutive, Fr.) ſerving to diſtribute .

DISTILLATIONS [in Natural Philofopby] thoſe wateriſh DISTRIBUTIVE Nouns (with Grammarians) are such

vapours drawn up by the ſun into the air, which fall as betoken reducing into tevcral orders and diſtinctions, as

down to the earth again , when the ſun is ſer. finguli, bini, terni, &c.

DISTINCT ( diftin & us, L ] different , feparate from DISTRIBUTIVE Juftice, is that whereby we give to e

another ; alſo clear, plain. very perſon what belongs to him ; allo that juſtice admini

DISTINCT Baſe (in Opticks) is that preciſe diſtance ftered by a judge, Esc. who in executing his office may be

from the pole of a convex- glaſs, which objects, beheld ſaid to give every man his due .

through it, appear difind , and well defined '; and is the Distki'BUTIVELY [ of diftributive, L. ] by way of

ſame as focus.
diſtribution .

DISTINCT Notion or idea (according to Mr. Leibnitz] Districh I'ASIS [ Sospexiaois, Gr. ] a double row of

is when a perſon can enumerate marks and characters hair on the cye-lids.

enough , whereby to recollect a thing. DISTRICT diftri&tus L.) a particular territory or extent

DISTI'NCTNESS [of difin &tus, L. and nefs] the being of jurisdi&tion .
diftin &t. Di'sTRICT [in Law ] that circuit in which a man may
DISTI'NCTION , a noting the difference of things, an be forced to make his appearance .

aſſigning or putting a difference between one thing and DISTRICTIO'NES [Old Writers diſtraints or diſtreſſes,

another; a ſeparation , a diſtinguiſhing or marking by points, i.e. goods ſeiz'd and topt till payment and full ſatisfa &tion
alſo the difference it ſelf, f . of 1 .

be made.

DISTINCTIVE, ferving to diſtinguiſh. DisTRI'NGAS, a writ directed to the ſheriff or any other

To DISTINGUISH [diflinguere, L.) to diſcern , to note officer commanding him to diftrain one for a debt to the

ormark ; to put a difference between, to divide or part. king , or for his appearance at a day.
To DISTINGUISH one's ſelf, to raiſe himſelf above the TO DISTRI'ST [of dis, neg . and Encopan , Sax . to

common level by valour, prudence, wit, &c. to make one's ſuggeſt] to ſuſpect, to be jealous of.
ſelf eminent. DISTRUST L of dis neg. and truſt, of Encope, sax.
Disti'NGUISHABLE, capable of being diſtinguiſhed . true, faithful ) ſuſpicion , jealouſy, milgiving:

DISTINGUISHABLENESS, capablencis of being dif- DistRU'ST FULN Ess , aptneſs to be diſtruſtful.

tinguiſhed . To DistU'R B [difturbare L.] to interrupt, to hinder or

To DisTO'RT [ diftortum , Sup. of diftorquere, L ] to let ; to croſs, trouble or vex , to diſorder or put into con

wreſt aſide, to pull awry. filion .

DistO'RSION } a pulling awry , a wreſting or wring- DISTU'RBANCE (difturbatio, L.) trouble, vexation ; dif

DISTORTION ing ſeveral ways , L. order, tumult, uproar.

DISTORTION (with Surgeons]is when the parts of an To DISV E'LOP (developer, F.) to open , unwrap or unfold .

animal Body are ill plac'd, or ill figured . Disv E'LOPED [ in Blazonry) is a term uſed to ſignify

To Distra'ct [diftra &tum L.) properly to pull or diſplay'd ; and ſo with heralds, thoſe colours that in an ar

draw aſunder ; alſo to perplex, interrupt or trouble ; alſo my are called Aying colours or diſplay'd , are ſaid to be dif
to make a perſon diſtracted or mad. velloped.

DISTRACTIBLE [ in Surgery] capable of diſtraction, To DISINITE ( with Horſemen ] a horſe is ſaid to dif

DISTRACTEDNESS [diftraction, F. of L.) diftra &tion . unite, that drags his haunches, that gallops falſe.

DISTRA'CTION [ in Surgery) the act of pulling a fibre, To DISUNITE [of dis and unire, L.] to divide or ſet at

membrance, & c. beyond its natural extent, and what is fó variance, to ſeparate or disjoin.

pulled or extended is ſaid to be diſtracted . Disu'nion (of dis and unio, L.) diviſion , diſagreement,
DISTRACTION , frenzy, madneſs, perplexity, L. odds.

To DISTRAIN ( deftraindre, F.] to ſeize upon a per DISU'SAGE 2 [of dis and uſage, F. and ufus, L.] a dif

ſon's goods for rent, parıth duties, yc. Disu'sE S uſing , a being out of uſe.

DistrAI'NI, ſeizure . To Disu'sE [ of dis neg. and uſer, F.] to forbear the

DISTRE'ss [ Difreſe, F.] the a & of diſtraining goods. uſe of, to leave off, to breakone's ſelf of a uſe or cuſtom .

DISTRESS [ in Law) a compulſion in certain real a &ti- A Dissy'LLABLE [difyllabus L. of Griek ] a word con

ons, &c. and to pay rent or pariſh duties. fiſting of two fyllables, as goodneſs.

DISTRESS (prob. of difri&tus, of difringere, L.] a great A Ditch ( bice, Sax. diib , Du .] a trench about a

ſtraight, adverſity or preſſing calamity. field ,

Real DISTRESS , is made on immoveable goods. To Ditch [ sician, Sax .] to dig a ditch or trench , c.

Perſonal DISTRESS , is upon moveable goods. alſo to cleanſe it .

Finite DISTRESS , is that limited by law . DITH YR A'MBICK pertaining to ſuch compofutes.

Infinite DISTRESS, is without limitation . DITH Y'R AMBUS [Sogvegubos, Gr. ] a ſort of hymn

Grand DISTRESS, is that made on all the goods and anciently ſung in honour of Bacchus, the god of wine' ; a
chattels of a man within the county . jovial ſong full of tranſport and poetical fury.

DISTRE'SSEDNESS (probably of dis twice, and Arin- DI'TION , dominion , government, L.

gere, L. to bind cloſe, @pc.] being in Diſtreſs. Dito'NE [ dotorns, Gr.] a double tone in muſick o:

TO DISTRIBUTE [diAributum , L. diftribuer, Fr.] to the greater
third .

divide, part or ſhare, to beſtow or deal among perſons; alſo D'ITRIGLYPH [ Architect.] the ſpace between two

to diſpoſe or ſet in order. triglyphs .

TO DISTRIBUTE [ in Printing ] is to take a form aſun- DI'ITANDER ? the herb pepper-wort.

der , to ſeparate the letters and to diſpoſe them in the caſes DI'ITANY S

again , each in its proper cell. Di'tto the aforeſaid or the ſame, Ital.

DISTRIBU'TIO (with logicians) a reſolving the whole DITTO'LOGY ( 8177onozíce, Gr . ] a double reading, as in

into parts, L. ſeveral ſcriptural texts .

Dis TRIBU'T10 [ in Rhetorick] a figure, when its peculiar Di'tty (probably of di& um , L. faid ) a fong , the

property is applied to every thing; as robbery to the words of which are ſet to mufick.

hands; wantonneſs to the eyes ,
Soc. L. DI'val [ in Heraldry) a term uſed by thoſe who bla

DISTRIBU'TION a dividing or ſharing amongſt many . zon by herbs and flowers ( inſtead of colours and metals) for

· DISTRIBUTION of the Chyle in an animal Tody, ' is Nighthade.

when that juice after a due working in the ſtomach and DIVA'LIA , a feaſt held by the Romans in honour of the

guts, ſoaks into and thro' the glandulous coat of the inte- goddeſs Angerona. On this feſtival the pontifices performed

tines , paſſes thro' the la &teal veins and its proper channel, facrifices in the temple of volupia or the goddeſs of joy and
and at laſt falls into the ſubclavian vcin, that it may circu- pleaſure, the ſame as Argerona, and which was ſuppoled to

late with the blood and receive its colour,
drive away all ſorrows and chagrins of life .

ſuch a

2

DI'VAN
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matter .

is

Divan, a great council or court of juſtice among the Divi'neNESS [of divinitas, L. divinité, F.] divine

Turks and Perſians ; alſo a hall in the private houſes of quality.

the Orientals . DIVINI'POTENT [ divinipotens, L.) powerful in divine
DiVAPOR A'TION ; an evaporating or exhaling, L. things.

DIVAPORATION (with Chymifts] a driving out of va- DIVI'NITY [divinitas, L.) the divine nature, the God

pours by fire. head ; alſo that ſcience, the object of which is God and
DIVARICA'TION, a ſpreading or ſtriding wide, L. the revelation he has made to man .

To Dive ( probably of tippan , Sax.] to duck or go un- Divi'sa ( ancient Deeds] a deviſe or bequeathment of

der water ; alſo to enquire or pry narrowly into a goodsby laſt will and teſtament; alſo a device, ſentence of
decree.

Di'ver , one who dives under water ; alſo a water- Divisi [in Muf. Books] ſignifies divided into two parts,

fowl called a didapper,
Ital.

DIVERBERA'Tion
, a ſtriking or beating through , L. DIVISĖ , the bounds, borders, limits of diviſion be

DIV E'RGENT [divergens, L.] going farther and far- tween countries, pariſhes, Esc.

ther aſunder; thus any two lines formig an angle, if they DIVISIBI'LITY (diviſibilité, F. of L.) a being divi

be continued will be divergent, 1. c. will go farther and far- DIVISIBLENESS S lible or capable of being divided
ther aſunder . into ſeveral parts, either a &tually, or mentally ; a paſſive

DIVERGENT Rays [in Opticks] are ſuch as ariſing from power or property in quantity whereby it becomes ſepa
a radiant point, or in their paſſagehaving undergone a re- rable.

fraction or reflection do continually recede farther from DIVISIBLE [diviſibilis, L.) that may be divided.

Cach other. DIVI'sion , a ſevering of any thing into its parts ; re

Di'vers [ diverfus, L.) ſundry , ſeveral, many. paration ; alſo variance, diſcord , dilagreement, a going

DIVERS [ diverſi, L. ) unlike in circumſtances, va- into parties , L.

Dive'rse S rious, different , contrary, Division (in Arithmetick] is that rule by which we

T. DIV E'RSIFY [ diverſifier, F.] to make diverſe, to diſcover how often one number is contained in another ;

vary , to alter. or it fhews how to divide a number propoſed into as ma

"BiversI'LOQUENT [ diverfiloquens, L ] ſpeaking di- ny equal parts as you pleaſe.
verſly or differently. Division (in Geom .) changes the ſpecies or kind of a

Div E'RSION , a turning aſide ; alſo a recreation or quantity , as a ſurface divided by a line gives a line, a fo

paftime. lid by a line produces a ſurface .

DIVERSION [with Fbyſicians] the turning of the courſe Dív I'sion (in Muſ] is the dividing a tune into many

or flux of humours from one part to another by ſuch ap- ſmall notes, as quavers, ſemiquavers, asoc.
plications as are proper. To run a Division ( in Mus.] is to play on an inſtru

DIVERSION ( in the Art of War] is when an enemy ment, or ting after the manner before mentioned.

attacked in any one place where he is weak and unprovi- DIVISION [ in Algebra or species] is the reducing the

ded , with deſign to make him call his forces from ano- dividend or the diviſor into the form of a fraction, whichi

ther place where he was going to make an irruption. fraction is the quotient ; thus if a were to be divided by

Dive'rsity(diverſitas, L.) variety, a being diverſe b, it muſt be placed thus
or different, unlikeneſs. b, it muſt be placed thus , and that fra & tion is the
To Dive'RT [divertere, L. to turn aſide] to take off quotient.

from a thing ; alſo to delight or make chearful"; alſo to Phyſical Division , is a ſeparation ofthe parts of quan
miſapply orimbezzle. tity ; ſo that what was before one continued body, is ſe

DivÉ'RTING, pleaſant, delightful, agreeable.
vered into many parts.

Div E'RTINGNESS [qualité divertiſanie, F.] diverting Div ISION (with Printers] is a ſhort line ſet between

quality two words, as a horſe -mill, &c.

To Dive'RTISE, to afford diverſion, to recreate ,. Division (in the Art of War] a certain body of men in

Div E'RTISEMENT [divertiſſement, F.] diverſion , par- a company of horſe or foot , led by a particular officer.

time, ſport, pleaſure. DIVISION [in Marit. Affairs] the third part of a naval

Dive'st [of di priv. and veſtire, L. to clothe] to ſtrip army or fleet, or of one of the fquadrons thereof under a

off, to unclothe a perſon, to deprive or take away dig- general officer.
nity, office , Bc. Divisor (in Arithmetick] is the number that divides ,

DivI'DABLE, diviſible, capable of being divided . and thews into how many equal parts the dividend muſt
To Divi'de [dividere, L.] to ſever, part or put aſun- be divided .

der ; to diſunite, to ſet at variance or at odds ; to dif- Common DIVISOR . See Common.

tribute, to ſhare. Juf DIVISOK [ in Arithmetick and Geometry) ſuch num

Di'VIDEND [ dividendum , L.] a number in Arithmetick ber or quantity as will divide a given number or quantity ,
given to be divided by another. ſo as to leave no remainder ; ſo if the number 6 be given,

DIVIDEND [in the Univerſity! a ſhare of the yearly 1 , 2, and 3 will be the juſt divifros of it.
ſalary, equally and juftly divided among the fellows of a DivisiO'SITY [divitiofitas, L.) a being very rich.

college. Divi'sUR E [diviſura , L.) a diviſion, or dividing.

DIVIDEND [ of a Company] an equal ſhare of thejoint Divo'rce [divortium , of divertere, L. a turning away1

ftock. is a ſeparation of two perſons, who have been a &tually

DIVIDEND [in Law Proceedings] a dividing of fees and married together, one from the other, not only with re

perquiſites between officers, ariſing by writs, c. ſpect to bed and board, but alſo all other conditions per

DIVIDE'NDA [ Old Law Rec. ] an indenture, and thence taining to the band of wedlock.

Dividend in the Excbequer ſeemsto be one partof an inden- A Bill of Divorce, á writing, which , according to the

ture . Levitical law , a woman that was divorced was to receive

Divı'ders, a pair of fine mathematical compaſſes, of her husband upon that occaſion .

confined by a skrew to be more ſteady in ſmall ope DivO'RCEMENT , the act of divorcing.

rations. Divo'ro [in Muf. Books] denotes a grave, ſerious way
DIVIDUALS (in Arithmetick] numbers in the rule call- or manner of playing or ſinging, proper to inſpire devos

ed Diviſion , containing part of the dividend , diſtinguiſh'd tion , Ital.

by points, of which the queſtion muſt be asked how of- Diu'r esis [of Stone and spuols, of epov , Gr. urine]

tenthe diviſor is contained in them . a fepiration of the urine by the reins, or a voiding of it

DIVIDU'ITY [dividuitas, L.] a diviſion or dividend . thro' the bladder, & c.

DIVINA'TION, a divining ,a preſaging or foretelling DIURE'TICALNESS, diuretick quality.

things to come, F. of L. DIURE'TICAL [ diureticus, L. of diepstixos, Gr ) per

Div I'N E [divinus, L.] of or pertaining to God, go, DIURE'TICK S taining to, or that provokes urine.
heavenly, F. DIURE'TICKS [ Sixpurixd, Gr.] medicines which by

A DIVINE, a clergyman or miniſter of the goſpel. parting, diſſolving and fufing the blood, do precipitaté

To DIVINE ( divinare, L.) to foretel, to foothſay, to down the Serum by the reins into the bladder.

gurs DIU'RNA ( diurnus, L.] of or pertaining to the day,

A DIVINER [ divinator , L.) a conjurer, a foothſayer. daily .

Divi'n ELY [divinement, F. divinitus, L ] after a di- DIU'RNALNESS [of diwnalis, L.) the happening daily.
yine manner. DiU'RNAL Arch [ Aftron .] is the arch or number of de

grees

or

carry
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twelfth part

grees deſcribed either by the ſun , moon or ſtars, between Doctors Commons, is ſo called , becauſe the doctors

their riſing and ſetting. of the Civil Law live there in the manner of a college,
DIURNAL Circle, is an immoveable circle , in which commoning together.

any ſtar or point in the lurface of the mundane ſphere D CTRESS doctrix , L.) a woman doctor or practitioner

moves by a diurnal motion . in phyfick.

DIURNAL [with Aftrol.] thoſe planets or ſigns are ſaid Do'CTRINAL [ doctrinalis, L ) relating to a point of

to be diurnal , which contain more active qualities than doctrine, inſtructive.

they do pallive ones ; and on the contrary , thoſe are call- DO'CTRINE (do& rina, L.) learning, knowledge, max

ed 'Nocturnal ones , that abound with paſſive qualities. ims, tenets .

DIURNAL Motion of a Planet [Aron ] is to many de- DOCUMENT [in Law ] a proof given of any fa &t afe

grees and minutes, & c. as any planet moves by its mo- ſerted ; but chiefly with regard to ancient matters.

tion in 24 hours. Do'CUMENT (documentum , L. ) an instruction or leſſon ;

DIURNAL Motion of the Earth [ Aftron.] is the motion alſo an admonition or warning ; alſo an example or in

of the earth, whereby it turns round about its own axis,
Itance .

which cauſes the interchangeable fucceffion of day and DOCUME'NTAL, of or pertaining to inftru&ion , arc.

night . To Do'CUMENTIZE (documentari, L ] to inttru &t or

A DIURNAL [diurnum , L.) a book for writing down teach ; allo to admoniſh
the things done every day ; a journal, a day -book , F. Do'cus [doxos , Gr. ) a kind of fiery meteor reſembling

DIURNA'LIS (in Law ] as much land as can be plough'd a beam .

in a day with one ox. DU'DDER , a weed which winds itfelt about other herbs,

DIUTU'RNITY (diuturnitas, L.] laſtingneſs or long DODECADACTYLUM [ of dodáxator und dartua ,

continuance. Gr . ) the firſt of the ſmall
guts.

To Divu'LG E [ divulgare, L.] to publiſh , to ſet of DODE'CAGON [of do Sexo and ywvía, Gr. a

ſpread abroad. corner ) in Geometry, a figure with twelve fides

Div U'LSION , a pulling away or aſunder, L. and as many angles, as in the figure.

Di'vus names attributed by the Romans to men and

Di'va S women , who had been deified or placed in LODECAGON [in Fortif.] a place fortified with twelve

the number of the gods. baſtions .

A Di'zzard [prob. of vizi , Sax . a fool) a filly, ſtupid DODECAH E'DRON (fwSexdudegv, Gr.] a geometrical

fellow . ſolid , bounded by twelve equal and equilateral Pentagons.

Dizzin Ess, a giddineſs or ſwimming in the head . It is one of the five Platonick regular bodies.

Di'zzy , giddy. DODECAPH A'R MACUM [of dwbexde tuclve, and capa

D -LA -SOL-RE' [ in the Scale of Muſick] the fifth note Maxoy an ingredient, Gr. a medicinal compoſition con

in each of the threc feptenaries or combinations of ſeven lifting of twelve ingredients.

in the Gamut, only re is wanting in the uppermoſt, and la DODECAT E'MORY [of dwdexe and folga , Gr. a dia

in the lowermoſt. vilion ] the twelfth part of a circle, the twelve ſigns of

D. L. S. [ with Confe&tioners ] an abbreviation of the the zodiack, ſo called , becauſe every one of them is a

words, Double refind Loaf Sugar. of the zodiack

DOʻBELER or Dou'Bler, a great diſh or platter , O. To Dodge (prob. of Dog , becauſe he runs this way

Do'c ED { a muſical inftrument commonly called a and that in hunting, unlefs you will have it of dodzick ,

Dou'ced S Dulcimer. Du. wavering] torun from lide to ſide or placeto place,

DO'CHMIUS ? [dóxulo Gr.] a foot in verſe or proſe, to avoid one; alſo to prevaricate , to play thifting tricks.

Docmi'us S Greek or Latin, which conſiſts of five DO'DKIN [duitkini , Dv .] a Imall coin in value about

ſyllables, one ſhort and two long, or a ſhort and a long, a farthing

as amícos , těnés. Do'do, the monk-ſwan of St. Maurice's iſland ; a bird

Do'chBie docibilis, L. docile, F. ] teachable, apt to having a great head, covered with a skin reſembling a

DO'CILE S learn . monk's cowl .

DO'CIGLENESS 3 [ docibilitas, L docilité, F. ) teachable- Doe [5a , Sax .] a female deer, rabbet, & c.

Docibi’LITY S neſs. To Dorf, to put oil, as to dof and don one's cloaths,
Dock { [in Law ] a means or expedient for cutting W. Country.

DO'CKING S. off an eſtate tail , in lands or tenements ; A Dog (dock , Teut. toc , Sax, dogge , Du.] an ani

that the owner may be able to tell , give, or bequeath mal well known ; alſo an andiron.

them . DOG DAYS, certain days cailed in Latin, Dies Canicula .

Dock [bocca, Sax.] a plant; alſo the tail ofan horſe. res , becauſe the dog -ſtar, called Canis , theu riſes and ſets

Dock ( Hunting Term ] the fleſhy part of the chine of a with the ſun . They are certain days in the months of

boar, between the middle and the buttock. July and Auguft, commonly from the twenty fourth of the

Dock [of doxtir of dexonicek, Gr to receive] as ſome firſt to the twenty eighth of the latter, which are ulually

imagine, a place for the taking in of ſhipping to be repair- very hot , the forementioned ftar increaſing the heat

ed or to lay them up. A Dog with a Diadem on bis Head ( Hieroglypbically )

Dry Dock , is a pit , a great pond or creek, by the ſide represented a law-giver and a diligent prince ; becauſe the
of an harbour, made convenient to work in with flood- nature of a dog teacheth us watchfulneſs, diligence and

gates , to keep it dry while a fhip is built or repaired, care in our employments, obedience and love to our fupe

but are opened to let in the water to float and launch her. riors, and faithtulneſs to our truſt. A manwith a dog's

Wet Dock , a place in the Oufe, out of the way of the head, is the repreſentation of an impudent fellow.

tide, into which a hip may be haled in , and ſo dock her- A Dog (Hieroglyphically with the Egyptians, having his
ſelf, or ſink herſelf a place to lie in. tail lifted up,lignity'd victory and courage ; and on the
Dock Oxylapathuni (with Betanifts] the Sharp -pointed contrary, holding the tail between his legs, ſignify'd fight

dock . and fear.

To Dock a Horſe, is to cut off his tail . A Dog beld in a siip, is the emblem of a ſoldier ; the

70 Dock berſelf [fpoken of a ship] is to make or fink ſlip denoting the oath and obligation foldiers are under
herſelf a place , to lie down in an owzy ground, to obey.

Dock -Creſes, an herb. Dogs , are the moſt tame, familiar, loving and grateful

Do’CKED, as ſtrong-docked [ {poken of a Horſe] that has to their maſters of all irrational creatures, and have all

ſtrong reins and linews, the good qualities that belong to a fervant, as fidelity, af

"DO'CKET [with Tradeſmen ] a bill ty'd to goods, with fe &tion, and obedience ; and therefore the ancient Romans

direction to the perſon and place theyare to be ſent to . repreſented their Lares or houſhold gods by dogs.

Docket [ in Law ] a ſmall piece of parchmentor paper, To Dog one, is to follow him cloſe at his heels ( as a .

containing the head of a large writing ; allo a fubierip- dog does his matter) in order to know where he is going.
tion at the foot of letters patent by the clerk of the DOG DRAW [in Freft -Law ] a term uſed when a man
docket.

is found drawing after a deer by the fuent of a hound,

DoctI'LOQUOUS [ dottiloquus, L.) ſpeaking learnedly . which he leads in his hand, it is one of the 4 circumſtances

Do'ctor, a teacher; allo one who has taken the high- for which a man may be aueſted as an oftender againſt

eft degree at an univerſity, in any art or ſcience, L. vert or veniſon.

DOCTORAL, of or pertaining to a doctor. D'GGED of Dog ) fullen , furly , crabbed .

DO'CTORATE [d Eforintus, L. Barb .] a doctorship D'GGEDNESS, churlithneſs, crabbed temper.

DO'CTORSHIP (of doftor , L. and bip, of ycip , Sax.] Do'GGISH , crabbed, currih , ſurly, etc.

the office or dignity of a doctor.
2 DOGE,
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tory furnace.

Doge, the chief magiſtrate of the republicks of Venice Neptune, who having received her, granted thegreateſt ho
or Genoa, nours in the ſea to Delpbinus [the Dolpbin ] and devoted

Do'GGER , a ſhip in burthen about eighty tons, having him to himſelf, and placed his effigies among the ſtars ;

a well in the middle to bring fiſh alive to the ſhore. and they that have a mind to oblige Neptune, repreſent

DOGGER- Fiſo, fith brought in ſuch veſſels. him in effigy holding a dolphin in his hand, ' as a teſti

DOGGER -Men, fiſhermen who belong to dogger-ſhips. mony of his gratitude and benevolence.

Do'GGREL Rhyme, pitiful poetry , ſong, paultry vertes. DoʻLPHIN ? [delphinus, L. dendive , Gr.) a title given

DO'GMA [Sópia, Gr.] a decree, a received opinion, a DAU'PHINS to the king of France's eldeſt ſon , whofe

maxim or tener. coat of arms is ſet out with Dolphins and Flowers de Lis.

DOGMA'TICAL 2 [Soypatinos, Gr.) originally ſignified Do'LPHINS [with Gunners] handles made in the form

DOGMA'TICK S inſtructive, ſcientifick, or ſomething of dolphins to pieces of ordnance.

relating to an opinion or ſcience; now commonly uſed for Dolphins (with Gardeners] ſmall black infe & ts that in

poſitive, wedded to , or impoſing his own opinions. feſt beans, Soc.

DOGMA'TICA Medicina , the rational method of pra&ti- A DOLT ( prob . of dell, Teut, imprudent) a blockhead ,

ſing phyſick, ſuch as Hippocrates and Galen uſed . And a ſtupid fellow .

thence all thoſe phyſicians who upon the principles of DO'LTISH , dull, heavy , ſtupid.

ſchool-philoſophy reje &t all medicinal virtues , which they DO'LTISHNESS , fortiſhneſs, ſtupidity.

think not reducible to manifeft qualities, are called dogma- DO'MABLE ( domabilis, L.) tameable, that may be tamed .

tical phyſicians, L. DO'MABLENESS , tameableneſs.

DOGMA’TICALNESS [of dozmatičev, Gr. ] peremptori- DOMAI'N , the inheritance, eſtate, habitation or pof

neſs, poſitiveneſs. ſeſſion of any one.

DOGMA'TICALLY
, poſitively, affirmatively. Doma'tion, a taming, L.

DOGMA'TICI , thoſe phyſicians that confirm their ex- DO'MBOC [ tomboc, Sax .] a ſtatute of the Engliſ sax

perience by reaſon, ons, containing the laws of the preceding kings.

DOGMA’TICK [Pbiloſopby] is a philoſophy which being DOME [of domus, L. an houſe] a vaulted roof or

grounded upon ſolid principles, allures a thing poſitively, tower of a church , a cupola .

and is oppoſed to ſceptick philoſophy . DOME [with Chymifs] an arched cover for a reverbera

A DO'GMATIST [8 07 pictisins, Gr.] a perſon who is o

pinionative, or bigotted to his own opinions ; alſo an au- Dome's Man a judge appointed to hear and deter

thor of any new feet or opinion. Doom's Man S mine law - ſuits; alſo a prieſt or con

TO DOGMATIZE [dogmatizare, L. 8o9Matičev , Gr.] feffor who hears confeffions,

to ſpeak peremptorily or poſitively ; alſo to give inſtructions DOMESTI'CITY [domefticité, F.] ' the being a ſervant,

of precepts; alſo to teach new opinions.
ſervile condition .

Do'GMES (of sorrice, Gr.] opinions. DOME'STICK (domefticus, L.] of or pertaining to a

Doa's Bane, Stones, Grajs, Mercury, Toob and violet, houſhold, or to one's own country, in oppoſition to what

ſeveral ſorts of herbs. is foreign.

Knights of the Dog and Cock , a French order of knight- DOMESTICK Navigation , is coafting or falling along
hood founded by K. Philip I , upon the occaſion of the the ſhore, in which the lead and compaſs are the chief in
duke of Montmorency's coming to court with a collar full

ftruments.

of ſtags heads, and having the image of a dog, as the Dome'STICKNESS
( of domefticus, L. domeſtique, F.]

emblem of Fidelity, hanging at it . domeſtick quality, or pertaining to the houſe or home.

Doi ( in Mufick Books] two, Ital. Do'micil domicilium , L.) a dwelling-houſe, habi.
DOIT (of duit and bin , Du ) a ſmall Dutch tation or abode.

Doi'TKINS coin, in value leſs than our farthing. 3 [with Aſtrologers] the dividing or

Do'lce (in Muf.Books] ſoft and ſweet, Ital.

Con Dolce Maniera ( in Muf. Books] ſignifies to play or houſes, in order to erect an horoſcope.

ſing in a ſoft, ſweet, pleaſant, and agreeable manner, Ital. DOMIG E'RIUM , damage, danger .

DOLCEME'NTO, the ſame as Dolce. DO'MINA , a title given to honourable women who
DOLE [ dal, cola, Sax.] a part or pittance, a diſtribu- anciently held a barony in their own right ; Ant. Writ. Do

tion, a gift of a nobleman to the people, mina, a lady, a miſtreſs, L.

To Dole (Tælan , Sax.] to deal out , to diſtribute to ſe- DOMINA’TIONS, one of the nine orders of angels.

veral perſons. DOMI'NATIVE, of or pertaining to rule or government.

DOL Es } balks or flips of paſture left between the fur- To DOMINEE'R [dominari, L. dominer, F.] to go

Dools rows of plough'd lands. vern, to bear rule or ſway, to be lord and maſter, to lord

DOL E - fil , a fiſh which the fiſhermen in the north ſeas it over, to inſult, to vapour.

ufually receive for their allowance. DOMINE E'RING , lordly behaviour or ſpeech .

DUL E -meadow , one in which divers perſons have a fhare. DO'MINI [i. e. of the lord) as Anno Domini, in the

Do'LEFULNESS ? ( of doloroſus , L. ) forrowfulneſs, year of our lord .

Do'LOR OUSNESS S mournfulneſs, grief. DOMI'NICA in Ramis Palmarum , Palm -funday, ſo

DOLE-BOTE [ colz -bote, Sax .] a recompence for a called from the palm -branches and green boughs formerly

wound or ſcar. diſtributed on that day in commemoration of our lord's

Do’LIMAN , a long ſetanne worn by the Turks, hanging riding to Jeruſalem .
down to the feet, with narrow ſleeves buttoned at the wriſt. DOMINICAL [ i. e . dies ] the lord's day or ſunday.

DO'LLAR , a Dutch coin in value about 45. 6 d. the DOMI'NICAL Letter, one of the firſt ſeven letters of

Zeland dollar zs, the fpccie dollar 55. the alphabet with which the fundays throughout the whole

DolichU'RUS Verſus, a long -tailed verſe, that has a year are marked in the almanack , and after the term of

foot or fyllable too much, L. twenty years the ſame letters come in uſe again.

Do'Lour [dolor, L.] pain, grief, forrow , affli & ion , DOMI'NICANS, an order of friers founded by one

torment, anguiſh. Dominick a Spaniard.

DoʻLOROUS ( doloroſus, L.) grievous, painful , ſad . DOMI'NICUM , the facrament of the lord's ſupper, L.

DOLO'sity (dolofitas, L ) hidden malice. DOMINICUM , or Terræ Dominicalis ( in Law ] demain or

Do'LPHIN [delphinus, L. of dengivG-, Gr. dauphin, F.] demeſne, are lands not rented to tenants, but held in de

a Tea - fish with a round arch'd back, whoſe Aeſh is like that meln, or in the lord's uſe and occupation .

of an ox. DOMINICUM Antiquum Regis [in Law ) the king's an

The Dolphin ( Hieroglyphically) has been uſed to ſig- tient demeln ; or royal manours nor diſpoſed of to barons

nify a king or emperor of the ſea, becauſe they ſay this or knights, to be held by any feudatory or military ſer

fiſh is kind to men, ſwift in ſwimming, and grateful to be- vice, but reſerved to the crown.

nefa & tors. DOMI'NION [ dominium , L.) government, authority ,

The DOLPHIN [in Aftronomy] is ſaid to be placed a- rule, juriſdi&tion ; the extent of a kingdom or ſtate.

mong the ſtars for this cauſe ; Neptune had a mind to have Do'mino, a ſort of hood worn by the canons of a

Ampbitrite for his wife ; lhe for modeſty fled to Atlas, be- cathedral church .

ing deſirous to preſerve her virginity, and , as others had Do'MINUS , this word prefix'd to a man's name, in

done, hid herſelf. Neptu ne fent a great many to her thi- old time, uſually denoted him a clergyman, and ſome

ther to court her for him, and among others; Delphinus ; times a gentleman or lord of a manour, L.

and he loirering about the Atlantick iſlands, happened to DOMITE'LLUS;a title anciently given to the natural

meet with her, and by his perſuaſions brought her to ſons of the king of France.
R Í DO'M

DOMIFICAPTION } Twiftributing the heavens into 12
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DO'MITURE [domitura , L.) a taming. length' to 8. Its frize is inriched with triglyphs, drops

Do'mo Reparanda, a writ lying for oneagainſt his neigh- and metopes, its capital has no volutes, but admits of

bour, who fears ſome damage may come to his own houſe cymatium .cymatium . The moderns uſe this order in ftrong buildings,
by the fall of his neighbour's, which is going to decay. as in the gates of cities and citadels, the outſides of

Dome's Converſorum , the ancient name of the houſe churches and other matly works , where delicacy of orna

where the Rolls are kept in Chancery-lane, L.
ment would not be ſuitable.

Don , a lord or maſter, Spaniſh.
DO'RMANT (dormiens, L.) ſleeping.

DON ? DORMANT Tree (with Cerpenters] a beam that lies a

DAUNS in the ancient Brit, ſignified a river. croſs an houſe, and is by ſomecalled a Summer.
DORMANT Writing, a deed having a blank to put in

Don, ben } in ancientBritiſ alſo ſignificd a cafle .. the name of any perſon .

DO'NABLE ( donabilis, L. ] that may be given . DO'RMANT [in Heraldry ſiguifies fleeping ;

A DO'NARY ( donarium , L. ] a thing which is given to thus a lion , or any other beaſt lying along in a

facred uſe . sleeping poſture, with the head ' retting on the

DONA'TION , a grant, a beſtowment, a deed of gift, fore- paws, is ſaid to be dormant, and is diſtin

F. of I. guiſhed from Couskant, which though the beaſt lies along,

DO'NATISTS [ſo called of Donatus, a bishop of Car- yet holds up his head. See the figure .

thage, A. C. 258 ] a ſeat of hereticks of two ſorts, Circum- To lie DORMANT , not to be in uſe.

cellians and Rogatifs ; they held that the true church was
DO'RMAN 2 Window [ Architecture) a window made in

in Africa, that the son in the Trinity was leſs than the Fa- DO'RMERS the roof of an houſe.

ther, and the Holy Ghoft leſs than the Son. DO'RMITORY (dormitorium , L.) a dorter ; a fleeping

A DO'NATIVE ( donativum , L. ] a benevolence or place or bed - chamber, eſpecially in a monaſtery.

Jargefs beſtow'd upon the foldiers by the Roman emperors ;
DO'RMOUSE ( 9. dormiens mas , i c. a fleeping or ſleepy

it is now uſed for a dole , gift or preſent made by a moufe] a field moule, or a kind of wild rat , that is nou

prince or nobleman. riſhed in a tree , and ſleeps all the winter.

A DONATIVE ( in Lczu) is a benefice given to a clerk DO'R NICK [of Deorrick or Tournay in Flanders,

by the patron , without preſentation by the biſhop , or infti- Do'r NIX Śwhere firſt made] a ſort of ſtuff uted

cution or indu& tion by his order . for curtains, hangings and carpets.

DO'NATIVE [doriativus, L. ] of or pertaining to a dona- Dorr , a kind of beetle that lives on trees.

tion or gift.
DO'RSER dojier, Fr. of dorfum , L. the back] a

DO'NDON , a fat old woman .
Do'sSER S pannier or great basket to carry things on

DONEE ' [Law Terrr) the perfon to whom lands of te
horſeback .

nements are given . Dorsa'LE [with Phyſicians] a terin ufed of thoſe

DO'NG EON3 a tower or platform in the middle of diſeaſes, the ſeat of which is ſuppoſed to be in the back.

'DO'NJON S a caſtle ; alſo a turret or cloſet raiſed Dorsi Longiſſimus (with Anatomif's) a muſcle ariſing

on the top and middle of a houſe. from the ſpine of the Os Ilium , and the upper part of the

DO'NJON [ in Fortification ) a large tower or redoubt of a Sacrum , as alſo from all the ſpine of the Vertebrz of the

fortreſs, into which the garriſon may retreat in caſe of ne loins, and in its aſcent is inſerted to the tranſverſe proceſſes

ceſſicy , in order to capitulate upon the better terms.
of the ſame Vertebræ.

DONI'FEROUS [ donifer, L.] bringing gifts. Dorsi'PAROU S of dorſum , and pario and fero, L. to

DO'NOR , a giver or beſtower, L. DoRsI'FEROUS S bring forth on the back , alſo to bear

DONOR (in Law ] one who gives lands, &c . to another. on the back] are ſuch plants asare of the capillary kind
Doom /

[tome, sax.] judgment, fentence.
wichout ſtalks, which bear their feeds on the backſide of

DOME their leaves ; called by ſome Epiphyllosperma and Hypophyl

Dooms -Day, the day of general judgment in a future loſperma.

ſtate. DoʻRTER ( of dormitorium , L.) the common room ,

DOOMS-DAY -BOOK [tom-boc , Sax. i.e. the judgment DORTOI'R where all the friers of a convent ſleep

or ſentence -book ) an ancient record or book of the ſurvey
DOʻRTURES at nights.

of England made in the time of William the conqueror, DOS E [doors Gr .] the fet quantity of a potion or other

which is ſtill preſerv'd in the exchequer, and is fair and le- medicine given or preſcribed by a phyſician to be taken

gible ; it was made upon a ſurvey or inquiſition of the ſe- at one time by the patient.

veral counties, hundreds, tithings, &c . It conſiſts of two Do's Els

{ a ſort of woollen cloth made in Devonſhire.volumes, a greater or leſs. The larger contains all the Do'rs EL

counties of England, except Northumberland, Cumberland,
Doso'LOGY (of doors and abro, Gr.] a diſcourſe or

Weftmoreland, Durham,andpart of Lancaſhire, which were treatiſe concerning the doſe or quantity of herbs or drugs

never ſurvey'd, and alſo what are contained in the lefſer, which ought to be taken at one time.
which are the counties of Ffex, Suffolk, and Norfolk. Do'sil , a ſort of tent for wounds.

It is a regiſter dcfign'd for giving ſentence as to the te DO'SSA'LE { with ancient Writers ) hangings or ta

nure of eitares, and to decide the queſtion, Whether
DO'RSALE S peſtry.

lands be ancient demeſn , or not ? Do'sSER [ dorfarius, L.] ſee Dorfer,

There were ſeveral other books of the ſame name, DO'TAG E (of doting and age] a doting , a being dull

which our anceſtors had , as that regiſter of the diſtricts of or ſtupid , the time when perfons dote, by reaſon of age.

lands, Go. made by order of king Alfred , when he divi- DO'TAL [dotalis, L.] belonging to a dowry.

ded his kingdom into counties, hundreds and tithings, DO'TARD (of doten, Du . and aerd nature] a perſon
which was repoſited in the church of Winchefter, and is who dotes.

called the Winchefter Book, upon the model of which William
Do'r A'TION , an endowing , L.

the conqueror formed his. To Dote ( prob. of dotcnl, Dit.] to grow dull, ſtupid

Doo'r [ topa or dulle, Sax. dor, Dan. ] the entrance or ſenſeleſs.

into an houſe. To Dote upon, to be very fond of.

Dor , the drone -bee. Dou'BLER , See dobler.

Dor [ in Weftminfter- School leave to ſleep a while . Dote alignando, a writ dire & ed to the eſcheator, and

DORE E', a ſea-fish , called alſo St. Peter's fiſh . lying for the widow of the king's tenant in chief, who

Do'r Es, a kind of infects called black -clocks. makes oath in Chancery that ſhe will not marry without

Do'rick dialedt, one of the 5 dialects of the Greek the king's leave , L.

tongue uſed by the Dorians. DOTE unde nihil balet, a writ of dower lying for a wi

... DO'RICK Mood [ in Mufick] a kind of grave and ſolid dow againſt a tenant, who bought land of her husband in

muſick , conſiſting of flow , fpondaick time. his life -time, of which he was poſſeſſed only in fee-ſimple

Doria's Wound's wort, an herb ſo named from one or fee-tail, and of which ſhe is dowable, or in ſuch ſort as

captain Doria , who uſed it in curing his wounded ſoldiers, the iſſue of them both might have,

or as others ſay, of Dorus, king of Achaia , who firſt built Do'THIEN (with Surgeons] a felon , whitlow or boil ,

a temple of this order, and dedicated to Juno. This order, an hard ſubſtance as big as a pigeon's egg, attended with a

after its invention, was reduced to the proportion and grievous pain , and proceeding from thick blood.

beauty of a man ; and hence as the length of the foot of DO'TING Tree (with Husbandmen ] an old tree almoſt

a man , may be judged to be a 6th part of h's height, worn out with age

they made the Dorick column including the capital, 6 DO'TINGNESS ( of Dotcn , Dw.] folly, childiſhneſs by

diameters high , and afterwards augmented it to 7, and at reaſon of age.

4 DO'TKIN
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DoʻTKIN ? ( duitkin, Dutch ) a ſmall Dutch coin, the To Douk , to duck or immerge under water.
Do'DKINS 8th

part
of ſtiver . DoU'ILLET, foſt , tender, nice, whence [in Cookery] ro

DO'TTEREL [in Lincolnſhire] a filly bird, who imitates drets a pig, au pere douillet, F.
the fowler till he is caught. DOUSET, a ſort of apple.

Dou'ble [double, F of duplex, L.] twofold , twice as To Dow [Lav Term ) to endow .

much , or twice the value; alſo deceitful, diffembling Do'wABLE ( in Law ] having a right to be, or capable

A DOUBLE [with Printers] a miſtakeor overſight of the of being endow'd .

compoſitor, in ſetting the fame words twice over. Do'WAGER ( douairiere, of douaire , F. a dowry !

Double [in Law ] the duplicates of letters patents. a widow endow'd , or who enjoys her dower ; a ritie chic
Douele Pellitory, a ſort of herb. ly applied to the widows of kings, princes and noble

DOUBLE Founted, having two ſprings. men .

Double Plea, a plea in which the defendant alledges A Dow'dy , a ſwarthy groſs woman ,

for himſelf two ſeveral matters againſt the plaintiff, in bar of Dow'ER { [dov aire, F in Common Law ) ſignifies two

the a&tion, either of which is ſufficient for that purpoſe. Dow'rys things, viz. I , that portion which a wife

DOUBLE Quarrel [in Law ] is fo termed becaule it is brings to her husband ; 2. that which Die has of her huf

moſt commonly made both againſt the judge, and the band after marriage is ended, if the out-lives him .

party , at whoſe petition juſtice is delay'd , is a complaint DowRY B:ll ( among the Jews ] the bridegroom at

inade to the archbiſhop ofthe province against an interior the timeof marriage gave his wife a dowry bill.
ordinary, for delaying juſtice in ſome eccleſiaſtical cauſe, Dow'las, a fort of linnen cloth for thirts, Esc.

as to give ſentence ; to inſtitute a clerk preſented , pc. Down (June, Sax .] downwards.

DOUBLE vefſel (with Chymifts] is when the neck of DOWN (0all, Dan ] the fineſt, lofteſt part of the fea

one Matraſs, is put and well luted into the neck of thers of a goofe, &c.

another. Down, a fofc woolly ſubſtance growing on the tops of
To DOUBLE [doubler, F. of duplicaré, L.] to make or thiſtles, etc.

render double ; alſo to fold up. Downs (of suno , Sax. an hill]billy plains, or hills

To Double [Hunting Term ) is ſaid of a hare when conſiſting of lands,an elevationofſtone or land ,which
the winds about to deceive hounds. the fea gathers and forms along its banks.

To DOUBLE the Reins (with Horſemen ] a horſe is ſaid Do'w NWARD [Fune-peajid, Sax.] towards the lower

ſo to do, when he leaps ſeveral times together to throw pait:
his rider. DOWNY (of dun ] full of, or of the nature of down . ,

Doubles , the ſame as letters patents. To Dow's E [ Douren , Du ] to give one a fap on the

Dou'BLINGS [in Heraldry ] fignifies the doublings or face.

linings of robes or mantles of' ftare, or of the mantlings of To Doxo'LOGIZĚ [of sólos Glory, and azev, to say,
átchievements. Gr. ) to ſay the hymn called Gloria Patri, &c .

DO'UBLE Fitchée ( in Heraldry] as a croſs dou- Doxo'LOGY (doxologia , L , doxologie, Fr. of dooxogía

ble Fitchée, is when the extremities are pointed of 9620 Glory, and aézdiv, i to say, Gr.] a verſe or ſhort

at each angle, i, e , each extremity having two hymn of praiſe appointed anciently in the church to be faid

points, in diſtin &tion from the croſs Fitchée, after the prayers and plalms in divine ſervice, as the Gloria

which is Tharpened away only at one point, Sce the Figure. Patri, &c. Alſo the concluſion of the Lord's Prayer, viz .

DOUBLE Horizontal 'Dial, a dial having a double ſtile , For thine is the Kingdom , the Power and Glory, &c. The

one to thew the hour on the outward circle, and the other Gloria Patri is ſaid to have been compoſed by the firſt

to ſhew the ſame in the ſtereographick projection, drawn council of Nice, in acknowledgment of the Trinity, in op

on the ſame plate. poſition to the hereſies of thole times, and that Si . Jerom

Dou'BLER . See Doubeler. added, as it was in the Beginning, &c .
Dou'BLET [doubletto, Ital . ] an old faſhion'd garment Do'xx [prob. of docken , Dw] to yield , willing , a

for men ; much the ſame as a waiſtcoat, P. The-beggar, a trull.

DOUBLET ( with Lapidaries ] a falſe jewel or ſtone, To Doze (prob. of træ Sax , a block -head , or duy

being two pieces joined together. ſelen , Du, to be vertiginous] to ſleep unſoundly, to te
Dou'BLETS [at Dice] are throws of the fame fort, as 2 ſleepy, or inclining to Deep .

Aces, 2 Deuces, 2 Trays, &c . Do'z EL 3 [of doufil or do fil, Fr. a faucet] a tent with

DOUBLETS (with Antiquaries] two medals of the ſame Do'ss ELS our a head , to be put into a wound .

fort ; alſo 2 books, opc. of the ſame fort. A DO'ZEN [douzaine, F.] twelve.

Dou'BLING (in Military Affairs] is the putting 2 files DRAB (of spabbe, Sax. coarſe, or drap, F.] a ſort of
of ſoldiers into one. thick ſtrong cloth .

Dou'BLINGS (with Hunters] the windings and turnings DRAB (orabbe, Sax. common ,or the refuſe of any thing ]

of a hare to avoid the dogs. a dirty ſlut, a whore.

To DOUBT [ douter, F. of debitare, L.] to be at an DRAB (with Mariners] a ſmall top -fail..

uncertainty, not to know on which ſide to determine DRA'BA [Scaßn , Gr.] the herb Yellow - creft.

any matter. A DR A'BLER [in a ship ] a ſmall fail ſet on the bon

Dou'BTING , is the art of with- holding a full aſſent net, as the bonnet is on the courle, and only uſed when

from any propoſition, on fufpicion that we are not fully the courſe and bonnet are not deep enough to clothe the

apprized of the merits thereof ; or from our not being malt.

able peremptorily to decide between the reaſons for and DRACHM [Sporxun, Gr, with Pbyſicians] the 8th part of

againſt it. an ounce, containing 3 ſcruples, or 60 grains.

Doub'TFUL [douteux, F.] dubious . DRACHMA [Spax rum , Gr .] a coin among the Grecians, in

Dou'BTFULNESS [of doute, F. full and nejs] dubi- value about 7d. 3 gr. our money ; alſo a weight contain

ouſneſs. ing 2d. wcight, 6 or y 24ths gr.

Dou'bTLESS [ Sans doute, F. ) without doubt. DRA'CHMON ? [Torin7, Heb. ] an bebrew coin , in va

Dou'CET , a ſort of cuſtard . DRA'CON Slue about 15 s, Engliß .

Dou'C ETS 2 [with ' Hunters] the teſticles or ſtones of a DRA'co, a dragon , L.

DOULCETS S deer or ftag. DRA'co regius , a ſtandard, having the picture of a

Douci'ne [in Architecture an ornament of the higheſt dragon upon it, anciently borne by our kings, L.
part of a cornice or a moulding cut in form of a wave, Draco's Laws, certain ſevere laws made by Draco, a

half concave, and half convex, F. governour of the Athenians ; whence a ſevere puniſhment

Dove, is an emblem of fimplicity, innocence, purity , for a flight offence is termed Draco's law .

goodneſs, peace , and divine love. DRACO Volans (in Metereology ) a meteor appearing in

DOVE (ouka, Sax.? a female pigeon. the form of a flying dragon, L.

Dov E's foot, an herb . DRACONITES [Scgemovitnis, Gr.] a precious ſtone, faid

Dove's Tail Joint [in Joinery] a certain joint made by to be taken outof the brain of a dragon .
dove-tailing DRACONITAS [dexxortids, Gr. ] the dragon's ſtone.

Dove Tailing (in Joinery) a method of faſtening boards DRACO'NTIA

òr timber together, by letting one piece into another in $

dentedly, with a joint in the form of a dove- tail , DRACO'NTICK Montb ( with Aftronomers) the ſpace of

Dough (sah ,ofteagan , to kncad, Sax.] bread unbaked . time in which the moon going from her aſcending node

Dou'GHTY (of yohaiz, valiant, or tugu, sax , va called caput draconis, i , c. the dragon's-hcad, returns to

lour) valiant, ftoat, undaunted,, the fame,

DRA :
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DRACU'NCULUS Hortenfis [ with Botanifs) the herb DRA'STICK [of Sesésixo , Gr. ađive, brisk] a purge

Dragon -wort or Tarragon, I. that operates quickly and briskly.

DRACUNCULUS (with Surgeons] a kind of ulcer which Draught (broht, Sax.) the reſemblance of a thing

eats even througha nerve itſelf, L. drawn with a pencil , pen, & c. the copy of a writing.

DRAFF ( draf, Du . Lees, brabbe, Sax . ] waſh for DRAUGHT [of sjagan, Sax .) pertaining to drawing, as

hogs. draught-horſes.

DRAG (with Hunters] the tail of a fox. DRAUGHT [ in Navigation] the quantity of water which

A DRAG [trag, sax.) a ſort of hook . a ſhip draws when he is afloat, or the number of feet and

To Drag [oragan, Sax.] to draw , hale or trail along inches under the water, whenladen.

on the ground, sc. DRAUGHT [in milit. Affairs] a derachment of ſoldiers.

DRAG - Net [onæg -net, sax. ] a draw or ſweep fiſhing- DRAUGHT (oroze, Sax.) a houſe of office, bog

ict. houfe, neceffary houſe .

DRA'GANT -Gum (corrupted of Tragacantha ] Gum - dra- DRAUGHT, a potion , or what a perſon drinks at once.

gonvulgarly.
DRAUGHT in Trade ) an allowance in weighing com

Dra'GOMAN [ 1027in , Chaldee] an interpreter in modities.

the eaſtern countries , whoſe office is to facilitate commerce DRAUGHTS, a game called Tables ; alſo harneſs for

between the Orientals and Occidentals, drawing -horſes.

Drags , wood or timber to joined together, that as DRAUGHT- Hooks ( with Gunners] large iron hooks fixed

they ſwim they can bear a burden or load of ſome ſorts of on the cheeks ofa cannon- carriage on each ſide.

ware down a river. To DRAUL ?

Draggs [ Sea Term ] whatſoever hangs over a thip, or
To DRAWL ह to ſpeak Nowly or dreamingly.

hinders her failing. To Draw [ Sea Term] a ſhip is ſaid to draw muchwa

To Dr A'GGLE (of spagan , Sax.] to drag, draw , or ter, according to the number of feet The ſinks into it, as
trail in the dirt . he draws 12 or 15 foot of water.

DRA'Gium (Old Rec.] drag, a coarſer ſort of bread-corn . DRAW - BRIDGE , a bridge made to be drawn up or ler

DRAGMA [deserua , Gr.j a handful, a gripe. down, uſually before the gate of a town or caſtle.

Dra'g mis [degrzeds, Gr. ] as much as can be taken up DRAW -BACK (in Traffick] a rebate or diſcount allowed .

with two fingers. the merchant on exportation of goods which paid duty in

DRA'GON (5raca , Sax.] a kind of ſerpent that with wards.

age grows to a monſtrous bigneſs. Draw Gear, an harneſs or furniture for draught- horſes

DRAGON -Wort, the herb Serpentary or Viper's Buglofs. for cart, waggon, Sc.

DRAGONNE' (in Heraldry ] lignifies the lower part of DRAw Latches [ Old Stat.] night-thieves, Robert's men .

the beaſt to be a dragon, as a Lion Dragonné ſignifies the Draw Net, a ner for carching the larger fort of fowl.

upper half of a lion , and the other half going off like
DRAW'ING [with Painters) the repreſentation or ſhape

the hinder part of a dragon
of

any body, ſubſtance, drawn with a pencil.
DRAGON'S Beams ( with Architects] two ſtrong braces DRAWING [Hunting Term ) is the beating the buſhes ,

which ſtand under a breaſt ſummer, and meer in an angle Sc. after a fox.

on the ſhoulder of the king's piece. DRAWING amiſs (with Hunters ] is when hounds hit the

Dragon's Blood [bjacan -bloo, Sax ] the gum or roſin ſcent of their chace contrary , i, e. up the wind inſtead of

of the tree called Draco arbor,
down..

Dragon's Head (with Aftronomers] a node or point in DRAWING on the flot ( Hunting Term] is when the

which the orbit of the moon interfe &ts the orbit of the ſun hounds touch the ſcent and draw on till they hit on the

and the ecliptick , as ſhe is aſcending from the ſouth to fame ſcent.

the north. DRAWING Table, an inſtrument with a frame to hold a

DRAGON'S Tail ( with Aftronomers] a point in the ec- ſheet of royal paper for drawing draughts of fortifica

liptick oppolite to the dragon's head , which interfe & ts tions , & c.

the moon in deſcending from north to ſouth . TO DRAW L out one's words, to ſpeak leiſurely and lazily.

DRAGON's Stone, a precious ſtone. DREAD (bred, Sax .] great fear.

DRA'GN's Head [in Heraldry) is the tawny colour in DR EA'DFUL [orædful, Sax.] cauſing dread.

the eſcutcheons of ſovereign princes. DREA'DFULNESS, a quality, & c. to be dreaded.

Dragon's Tail (in Heraldry] is the murrey colous in DREAM [ traum , Teut. droom , Du. but Caſaubon des

the eſcutcheons of ſovereign princes . rives it of deduw , Gr. or of bream , Sax . melody or joy] the

Knights of the Order of the DRAGON , an order of knight- acting of the imagination in ſleep
hood founded by Sigiſmund emperor of Germany, an . 1417 . To Dr EAM (drommer, Dan, droomen, Dw .] an action

upon the condemnation of John Hus and Jerome of Prague. better known than deſcribed .

DRAGOO'N (probably of dragon, becauſe at firſt they Drea'MER [of drommer , Dan.] one who dreams.

were as deftru & tive to the enemy as dragons] a ſoldier DREA'MINGNESS, Nothfulnets, a &ting as if in a dream .

who fights ſometimes on horſeback and ſometimes on foot. To DR EDG E Meat, to fcatter flower on it while it is

DRAIN [q. train of trainer, F. to draw] a water-courſe, roaſting

Dr E'dgers , fiſhermen who dredge or fish for oifters.

To DRAIN [of trainer, F.] to draw off waters by fur- DREAR [bryrig, Sax.] dreary .

rows, ditches, Corc DREE'RINESS (býrigneyye, Sax.] diſmalneſs.

DRAI'NABLE, that may be drained . DRE E'R Y (of snýſmian, Sax. to make ſorrowful] fo

DRAKE [ of draco, L.) a ſort of gun ; alſo a male-duck. litary, diſmal.

DRAM
3 [ degexpen, Gr. ] an apothecary's weight, DREGS [breyten, Sax. or dreck , Du.] droſs, filth ,

DRACHMS the Sth part of an ounce, in Avoirdupoiſe lees.
weight one 16th. DRE'GGY [of sperten, Sax.) full of dregs.

DRA'MA [Sezua , Gr.) a play , either comedy or tragedy. DR E'GGINESS [ Speytennel'je, Sax. ] full of dregs.

DRAMA'TICK [SEQ Motixos, Gr.] of or pertaining to DREIT DROIT ( F. Law Term ] a double right, i, e. of

ats, eſpecially to thoſe of a ſtage play. poſſeſſion and dominion .

DRAMA'TICALLY , after themanner of ſtage -plays. DR E'NAGE, the tenure by which the Drenches held

DRAMA'TICK Poem , a poem or compoſure deligna to their lands.

be acted on the ſtage. To DRENCH [ oræncan , Sax. to drink ] to give a phyſi

Attive D: AMATICK Poetry, is when the perſons are e- cal potion to a horſe.

very whereadorned and brought upon the theatre to ſpeak A DRENCH , ſuch a phyſical potion,

and ałt their own part. DR E'NCHES? (prob. of træn, Sax , a drone) a fort
DRA'NA ( Old Deeds) a drain or water -courſe. DR E'NGES S ‘of ancient tenants in chief, ſuch asha

DRAP
DRAR } [drap, F.) cloth , woollen cloth . | ving been diſpofleſs'd of their cſtates at the conqueft, had

them reſtor'd again , becauſe they did not oppole William

DRAP DE BERRY , a fort of frize or thick cloth first the Conqueror, either by their perſons or counſels; the free

made in the county of Berry in France. tenants of a manour.

DRA'PER [drapier, F.] a ſeller of cloth , as a Woollen- DRENGA'G E [in Law ) the tenure by which Drenges

Draper, a Linnen -Draper. held their lands.

DRAPERY [draperie, F.) the cloth trade. To Dress ( prob. of trwlio, C. Br. to adorn or deck,
DRAPERY (in Painting, Sculpture, & c.] a work in or of drefer, F.to direct or ſhape, or of betreſcher, F. to

which the clothi ng of anyhuman figure is repreſented. adorn] to cloath ; alſo to cook meat, &c.

To DRIBBLE

gutter or ſink.
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To Dri'BÁLE , to ſlabber or let orie's ſpittle fall out of DR O'PSICAL [uSportixòs Gr.] fubje & to, or troubled
the mouth . with che dropſy.

Del'BBLEts, ſmall portions, ſmall fums of money of Dr O'PSICALNÈSS [of hydropicas, L. bydropique, F. of

a large debt paid at times, Spotixos, Gr.) having a dropſy.

DRIFT ( prob, of drift , Dú, the impulſe of the mind ] DropsY [üd górbois, Gr.j the ſettlement of a watry

aim , ſcope, purpoſe. humour, either throughout the whole body or in ſome part

DRIFT (in Sea Langiage] any thing that floats upon of it, as the ſtomach, legs, Etc.

the water, as drifts of ice, weeds, @goo. DROSO'MELI [degrouens, Gr.] Honey -dew of Manna.

To go a DRIFT , a boat is ſaid fo to do, when it is car- DROSS (broy, Sax.] the ſcum of metals.

ried by the ſtream , and has no body,in it to row or ſteer it. DRO'SSINESS (of joy, Sax.] fulneſs of droſs.

DRIFT- sail, a tail which is only uſed under water, and DRO'ssy (troyig, Sax.] full of, or pertaining to droſs,

veered or let out right a head by ſheet-ropes, to keep the -Dro'va [Old Rec.] a common way or road for driving

head of the ſhip right upon the ſea in a ſtorm , or when of cattle.
The drives too faſt in a current. A DROVE [ brak, Sax .] a herd of cattle.

· Drift Way [ of a ship] is the ſame as Lee way. Dro'ver , one who drives cattle for hire or ſale.

DRIFT [ot the Foref ] is an exact view or examination DROUGHT [drugog Sax.] excellive thirſt or drinels of

of what cattle are in the foreſt, to know whether it be o- the earth , air, & c. or the thirſt of animal bodies.

vercharged or not, and whoſe the beaſts are. Drou'GHTINĖSS ( of brugobig and neyyė) thirſtinefs.

· TO DRILL [ Sýplian , Sax.] to bore holes with a drill DROU'GHTY [of tjugos, Sax.) thirſty.

A DRILL [Bypel , Sax .) a tool for drilling or boring ; To DROuse , to be drouſy or ſleepy .

alſo an overgrown ape . DROUTH [dpuzos, Sax .] thirſt, Milton

To Drill one on, to draw on or entice ; allo to protract Dro'wsy (prob . of droolen, Duito flumber always]

the time. ſleepy, ſluggith

DRINK [brinc, Sax .] any thing potable. DrO'W SINESS, fleepineſs; doc.
TO DRINK [brincan ; or brencan, Sax ] to ſup liquor, To DROWN (prob. of drundent, Teut. below or under ;

DRI'NKHAM } (oninclean, Sax .) a certain quantity of according to Skinner) to plunge or overwhelm .
DRI'NKLEAN S drink provided by tenants for the lord A DROWNING , plunging or ſinking over head and ears

and his ſteward, called Scot' Ale. in water.

DRip with Architects) the moft advanc'd part of a DRU (in Doomſday - Book] a thicker of wood .

cornice, the caves . To DRUB [ q . d. to Dub, i.e. to beatupon a drum , or

TO DRIP (Dripper, Dan. triiopan or trýpan, Sax .] druben , Teut.] to cudgelor bang foundly.

to drop ſlowly DRU'BBING (in Barbary, & c.] a bearing witi a bull's

DRI'PPING, a Now dropping ; alſo the fat which drops pizzle or tane on the bum , belly, or ſoles of the feet.

from mear while it is roafting. A DRUDGE; one who does all mean ſervices ; that la

DRI'PPING ? [with Falconers] is when a hawk mutes di- bours very hard.

DROPPINGS rectly downwards in ſeveral drops. To DŘUDGE [prob. of speccan , Sax. to vex or op

· Dri'ps ( with Builders] a ſort of ſteps on flat roofs to preſs, or of tragan, Teut. draghen, Du. but Mer. Caf. de

walk upon , the roof is not quite Aat , but a little raiſed in rives it of aguontós, Gr. a vintage, q . d. to labour hard as

the middle, and thoſe ſteps or drips lie each a little incli- thoſe in a vineyard) to toil or moil; alloto fiſh for oyſters.

ning to the horizon, a way of building much uſed in Italy. A DRU'DCER, one who fiſhes for oyſters.

To DRIVE [origan, Sax ] to put on, impel, or force. DRU'DGEKY, dirty laborious work , flavery,

To DRIVE ( Sea Term )a ship is ſaid to drive when an DRU'GGERMAN [degrónavêr, Gr. prob . of it,

anchor let fall will not hoid her fast. DRA'GOMAN S Chald .] an interpreter made uſe

To Dri'vel (prob .of triefien , Teut.] to let the ſpittle of in the eaſtern countries.
fall or run down the chin . DRU'GGET, a ſort of woollen ſtuff.

DRI'VER [of thiyan, Sax.] one that drives. DRU'GGIST 3 [ordeghiú , Du.j one who deals in , and
To DR I'Z Z -LE (prob. of rileien , Teut.) to fall in ſmall DRU'GSTERS fells drugs.

drops like the rain . DRUGS [ drogues , F.] all kinds of ſimples for the uſe of

DRIZZLY , raining in very ſmall drops. phyſick, painting, Sec. alſo pitiful, ſorry commodities that

DrO'FDENNE (bjordenne, Sax.) a thicket of wood fick a hand with the tradeſman ; old ſhop-keepers.
in a valley, a grove or woody place where cattle were DRU'Ips [Derhuipen , Brit. i. e. very wiſe men , or of

kept. Apuedes, of spus, Gr. an oak] certain Magi,or prieſts in

Dro'FLAND } [of oriyan, Sax. to drive , and land, France, that built in the city of Orleans a college in the
DRY'FLANDS 9. d. droveland , Sax.] a quit- rent or year 1140. Theſe were of old one of the two eltates of

yearly payment anciently made to the king or to their land, France, to whom was committed the care of providing fa

lords, by fome tenants for driving their cattle thorough the crifices, of preſcribing laws for their worſhip, of the deci

manour to the fairs and markets.
ding the controverſies amongſt the people, concerning the

A Droil , a drudge or flave. bounds of their grounds, and ſuch like.

DROIT, right, juſtice, equity , F. They had alſo the tutoring of young children , who com

A DROLL ( drole, F.) a good certy fellow ; a boon monly remained under their tuition for 20 years. They

companion ; a buffoon ; alſo a farce or mock play. taught them many verſes which they cauſed them to learn

To Droll (of drole, F.] to play the droll , to be wag- by heart, without the aſſiſtance of any writing , and thoſe

gith , to joke or jeft. who had not been inſtructed by theſe Druids, were not ef

Dr O'LLERY drolerie, F ] a merry and facetious way of teem'd fufficiently qualify'd to manage the affairs of ſtate.

ſpeaking or writing, full of merry and waggiſh wit. At the end of the year, their cuſtom was to go withgreat
DROMEDARY [dromedarius,L.) a ſort of camel ha- reverence, and gather branches and leaves of oak and miſ

ving two bunches on the back, ſaid to be very lwift, and letoe, to make a preſent to Jupiter, inviting all people to
able to travel more than 100 miles a day, and to go three this ceremony by theſe words, which they cauſed to be

days without drink, proclaimed, Come to the oak branches the new year.
Dro'mo (degaw, Gr. ] a caravel or ſwift bark that They had oaks in great eſtimation , and all that grew

ſcowers the ſeas . on them, eſpecially Mifletoe, which they worſhipped as a

DROMO'NES 3 [Old Writers] high or tall fhips ; alſo thing fent unto them from heaven. The manner of their
Dro'mo's S men of war. ſacrifices is related as follows. They cauſed meat to be

DRONE [onæn and oran , Sax.) a ſort of flothful bee prepared under an oak where Milletoe grew , and two

or waſp without a ſting ; alſo a ſlothful perſon. white bulls to be brought out, having their horns bound ,

DRONE, a muficalinſtrument, called alſo a baſſoon . 1. e, firſt ſet to the plough ; then the prieſt arrayed in white,

To Droop( prob of droebigb, Du. ſorrowful] to hang .climbed up a tree, and having a bill of gold in his hand ,

down the head, to languiſh . threſhed off the Mifletoc ; then offered the facrifice, pray

ADrop (orop, sax.] the ſmalleſt common quantity of ing that the gift might be profperous to the receivers ; lup
any liquid .

poling the beaſt that was barren, if it drank of the Mille

To Drop (oroppan, Sax .) to fall by drops. toe, would be very fruitful, and that it was a remedy a

Drop (with Architects] is an ornament in the Dorick gainſt all poiſon.

entablature, repreſenting drops or little bells, immediately In their general aſſemblies they are ſaid to have prati

under the triglyphs. ſed that which Pliny relates of the ſtorks, which uſually

DROP-WORT , an herb. tear in pieces the laſt that comes to their meeting, to ob

DRO'PACISM (dropaciſmus, L. of Spazzi, Gr ) a me- lige the reſt to be more diligent. They are reported to
dicine for the colick , bigc. Sff hiavi
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the ear .

empty, flat.

have been very cruel, and ordinarily murdered men upon of Holland woith 6 s, and 8 d. 3 5ths ſterling, and thatof
the altars of their gods ; and alſo in their ſchools, for it is Lucca in Italy, 45, 6 d .

related of one of their doctors named Herophilus, that he A Duce (un deux, F. of duo, L.] the number 2 of

taught anatomy over the bodies of living men at times, to cards or dice .

the number of 700. Duc E take you [as ſome think from cuer , Sax, a ſpectre]
It is ſuppoſed the French borrowed this ſuperſtition from the devil or an evil ſpirit take you.

Britain ; and Tacitus ſays, that they were firſtin Britain . Du'ces Tecum , a writ commanding one to appear in

Suetonius ſays, their worſhip was prohibited by Auguftus, chancery, and to bring fome evidence with him , or ſome
and the profeſſion quite abolished under Claudius Cæfar. other matter which that court would view.

To Drum (troinmelen, Du. ] to beat upon a drum,
A DUÇK [of duckcu , Du, to dive] a water- fowl.

A DRUM (tromme, Dan .) a warlike muſical inſtrument. To Duck ( of ducken , Teut, beyoc. or of getuxian ,

Drum of the Ear ( Anat.] a membrane of the cavity of Sax] to dive or put under water; alto to ſtoop, to bow
Du'ch ESS (ducheſſe, F. ] a duke's wife. i '

DRUM -Major, the chief drummer of a regiment. DU'CHY [ ducbé, F. ] a dukedom.

D. R. W. [with Perfumers, &c . ] Damask Roſe-Water. DU'CKER (with Cock -fighters] a cock that in fighting

DRUNK [ puncen, Sax. ) fuddled, intoxicated with runs about the pit almoſt at every ſtroke he ſtrikes.

drink. DU'CKING at the Main Tard (with Sailors ] is when at

DRU'NKEnness of oruncennýrye, Sax .] exceſſive ſea a malefactor having a rope faltened under his arms,

drinking.
about his walte, and under his breech, is hoiſed up to

DRU'NKARD [vpincone, of spincan and aerd, nature , the end of the yard , and let fall from thence violently two

or of truncen - geojin, Sax .) a drinker to exceſs. or three times into the ſea .

To DRU'NKEN (onuncnian, sax.] to drink to exceſs. Dry DUCKING , is a puniſhment by hanging the offen

DRU'NKENNESS, conſidered phyſically , is a preter der by a cord a few yards above the ſurface of the water,

natural compreſſion of the brain, and a diſcompoſure of and publiſhing the punishment by the diſcharge of a canon.
its fibres, occafioned by the fumesor ſpirituous parts of DUCK's-Meat, a fort of herb that grows on ponds and

liquors. ſtanding waters.

De x (trigge, Sax .] having no juice or moiſture ; alſo Duck Up [ Sea Phraſe) is a word which the Ateerſman

or he at the helm uſes when his light is hindered by any

DRY [ipoken of Wine) a wine that by reaſon of age is fail, ſo that he cannot ſee to fail.by a land -mark, Sc. then
pretty well dephlegmated , or has loft much of its waterih he cries, Duck up the clew lines of luch a fail.

quality. Duct (du & us, L.) a canal, a tube, Sc.

Dry Excbange, uſury, a name given it to mollify it , DUCTABILITY [ du &tabilitas, L.) eaſineſs of belief,

when fomething is pretended to be exchanged on both DU'CTILNESS [ of ductilis, L.) ductility , eaſineſs to

Gdes, but nothing really paſſes but on one ſide. be drawn out in length .

DRY [origge, Sax. I reſerved ; alfo ftingy. Du'CTILE [du &tilis, L.] that may eaſily be drawn out

. Dry Bodies (with Philoſophers) are ſuch whoſe pores into wires, or hammered out into thin plates,
contained between their confirmed parts, are not filled with DUCTI'LITY [ in pbyficks] a property of certain bodies

any viſible liquor. which renders them capable of being beaten, drawn or

To Dry (abnišan , Sax .] to make dry. ſtretch'd out without breaking, as in wire of metals.

Dry Rent [ in Law ] a rent reſerved without clauſe of DU'ctus , a guiding, leading or drawing ; alſo a con

diſtreſs . duit- pipe for conveying water , Z.

To Dry Shave, to cheat, to gull, to chouſe notoriouſly, Dictus Adipoſi (with Anat ) are little vaſcules in the

Dry stitch [with Surgeons) is when the lips of a wound Omentum , which either receive the far ſeparated from the

are drawn together, by means of a pieceof linen cloth Adipofi loculi, or cells, or elſe bring it to them , L.
with ſtrong glew ſtuck on each ſide. DucTUs Alimentalis ( Anat.) the gullet, ftomach and

De Y'ADES [ asvades, of spus an.oak or any tree, Gr.} bowels, all which make up but one continued canal or

were nymphs of the woods, which the ancients imagined due, L.

to inhabit the woods and groves, and to hide themtelves DUCTUS Aquofa ( Anat.) the channels of the veins that

under the bark of the oak ; they were uſually painted of carry the humour called Lympha, L.

a brown or tawny complexion, hair thick like mors, and Ductus Bilarius Anatomy) a canal, which with the

their garments of a dark green. Du & us Cyfticus, makes the Du&tus communis Choledocbus,

: Dry'Ness ( of briggeneyye, Sax. or of droogh. Dn.] which paffes obliquely to the lower end of the gut Duos
want of moiſture. denum , or beginning of the Jejunum , L.

DRYO'PTERIS [Spuottee's, Gr.] the herb Oſmund- Ductus Chyliferus, the ſame as Du &tus Thoracicus.

royal, Oak - fern or Petty -fern . Ductus Communis Choledochus ( Anat.] a large canal

DU'AL (dualis, L.] of or belonging to two, as the formed by the union of theDuctus Cyfticus and Hepaticus, L.
dual number. Ductus Cyfticus ( Anat.] a canal aboutthe bigneſs of a

DUAL [with Gram .) when thenumber ſignifies two per- gooſe-quill, that goes from the neck of the gall-bladder,
Tons or things, and nomore. to that part where the Porus Bilarius joins it, L.

DU A'LITY [of dualitas, L.] a being two, Ductus Lachrymales ( Anat.] the excretory veffels of the

DUA'RIUM [in Ancient Deeds] the jointure of a wife Glandula Lachrymales, ſerving for the effufion of tears, L.
DOA'RIUM S fettled on her at marriage, to be enjoy'd Ductus Pancreaticus [ Anat.] a little canal ariſing from

by her after her husband's deceaſe. the Pancreas, running along the middle of it, and isinfert

DU'ARCHY [ Suapxia , of dúo and dexri, Gr. ) a form of ed to the gut Duodenum , ferving to diſcharge the Pancrea

government wheretwo governconjointly . tick juice into the inteſtines, L.

To Dub a Knight ( prob. of dubban , Sax . to gird ] to Ductus Roriferus, the ſame as Du &tus Thoracicus, L.

confer the honour ofknighthood upon him . Ductus Salivares (Anat.] the excretory tubes of the

DU'BBING of Cocks (with Cock-Fighters] the cutting off falival glands, procee-ling from the Maxillary Glandules,
their combs and wartles. and paſſing as far asthejaws and ſides of the tongue, ferving

Du'BITABLE (dubitabilis, L ] doubtful. to diſcharge the ſecreted ſaliva into the mouth, L.
DU'BIOS E ? Ductus Thoracicus [Anat.) a veſſel ariſing about the

( dubius, L.) doubtful, uncertain .Du'BIOUS S
kidney on the left ſide, and afcending along the cheft near

DU'BIOUSNESS ( of dubius, L.) doubtfulneſs. the great artery, ends at the fubclavian vein on the left ſide,

DU'CAL [ducalis, L.] of or pertaining to a duke, ſerving to convey the juices called Chyle and Lympha from

DUCAL Coronet, has only flowers raiſed above the lower parts totheheart, L.
the circle, which none of an inferior rank can Ductus Umbilicalis [ Anat.] the naval paffage pestain

have, nor may they mix flowers with the crofles, ing to a child in the womb, L.
which only belongs to the prince. See the Fig. Ductus Urinarius [ Anat.] the urinary paſſage, L.

Duca'PE , a ſort of filk uſed for womens garments. Ductus Wirtſungianus, the du &tus pancreaticus, fo cal

DU'CAT { [ proh, ſo called becauſecoined in the terri- led becauſe firſt found out by Wirtſungius.

DU'CKET Stories of a duke) a foreign coin both of DU'DGEON, ftomachfulneſs, grudge, diſdain .

gold and ſilver, different in value , according to the places To take in Du’DGEON (lome ſuppoſe it to be taken

where they are current, ordinarily 45. 6 d. when lilver, from Dudgeon, a dagger, thence to reſent a thing ſo ill as
and 9 s. 8 d. when gold. to draw the dagger or others from Tolg, sax, a wound ] to
DUCATOO'N a foreign coin, much the ſame as the take in ill part, to be diſpleaſed at.

DUCKATOO'N S ducat, of different values, as that DU'DMAN, a malin , a icarc crow , a hobgoblin,

ſpright. DUEL
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Duel (duellum, L.) a ſingle combat between 2 perſons DUMB [ bumb; Sax.] not having the uſe of ſpeech ;

at a certain place and hour appointed , according to a alſo filent.

challenge. DU'MENES (rumbnýyre, Sax.] a want of the uſe of

Duel [ in Law ] a fight between 2 men for the trial of ſpeech.

the truth , the truth of which was commonly adjudged to DU'METORU
M

[with Botanick Writers) of the thickets,

be on the ſide of the conqueror. or which grow among buſhes, L.

Du e [deu of devoir, F.] to be owing or unpaid. Dumo's E [dumoſus, L.] full of briars, & c.

DU'ELLER [duellife, Fr.] a perſon who fights a DUMO'SITY [dumofitas, L.) fulneſs of briars, 8c.

DU'ELLISTS duel. DUMP [ prob. q. d. dumb ) a ſudden aſtoniſhment, a

DUELLA, the third part of an ounce, containing 8 melancholy fit.

ſcruples or 2 drams and 2 ſeruples. Dumps, a melancholy fit.

DU ELLISTS ( according to Mr. Boyle) the 2 principles Dun 2 (ouna, Sax.] a mountain or high open place ; fo

of thoſe chymical philofophers, who pretend to explicate Dons that the names of thoſe towns which end in dun

all the phænomena in nature, from the do&trine of alkali or don ,were either built on hills or open places , as Aſhdon,& c.

and acid. DUN [Dun , Sax.] a colour ſomething reſembling a

DU'ENESS ( of due] a being due. brown .

DU E'ITI ? Lin Mufick Books] little ſongs or airs in 2 To DUN (prob, of dýnan, Sax . to make a great noiſe]

DU E'ITOS parts. to demand a debt clamorouſly and preflingly ; to impor

A DUG ( prob, of 777, Heb. a pap or teat ; bur others tune frequently

derive it of duyght, Du . a faucet, ' becauſe the milk is A DUNCE (fome derive it of dumb, Eng. others of at

fuck'd out of as liquor out of a faucet] the teat of a tonitus, L. aſtoniſhed ] a ſtupid dull perſon to apprehend

cow or other beaft. any thing

Dug Tree, a kind of Thrub . Dunmow , there was an ancient cuftom in the priory ,
Dukes [duces, L. of ducendo, leading] are ſo called that if any perſon from any part of England would come

of being leaders of armies , and generals to kings and thither, and humbly kneel at the church -door before the

emperors, and anciently enjoyed the title no longer than convent, and folemnly take the enſuing oath , he might

they had the command : But in proceſs of time grear eſtates demand a fitch or gammon of bacon, which ſhould be

were annexed tothe titles, and to the dignity became he- freely given him .

reditary. But this was earlier in other nations than in Youmall ſwear by the cuſtom of our confeſſion

England. And the firft duke creared in England was Edward, That you never made any nuptial tranfgreffion,

called the Black Prince, who was eldeſt ſon to king Edw. Since you were married man and wife,

III. and was created duke of Cornwal, which gives the By houſhold brawls or a contentious ftrife ;

title of prince of Wales. Or otherwiſe, in bed or at board,

DUKE - DUKE , a grandee of the houſe of Sylua, who Offended each other in deed or in word ;

has that cirle on account of his having several duke- Or ſince the pariſh clerk ſaid amen ,

doms. Wiſhed your felves unmarried again ;

DU'KEDOM [ducatus, L.) the dominion and territories Or in a twelvemonth and a day

of a duke. Repented not in thought any way ;
DULCAMA'RA [ of dulcis fweet , and amarus, L. bitter Bur continued true and in defire ,

the herb windy night-ſhade. Aswhen you joined hands in holy quire.

DULCA'RNÓN , a certain propoſition found out by Py- If to theſe conditions, without all fear,

thagoras, upon which account he offered an ox in facrifice Of your own accord you will freely ſwear ;

to the Gods, and called it Dulcarnon . Whence the word A gammon of bacon you Thall receive,

has been taken by Chaucer and others for any hard , knotty And hear it hence with love and good leave ;

queſtion or point. For this is our cuſtom at Dunmow well known,

To be at DULCARNON, to be non -pluſſed, to be at Though the ſport be ours, the bacon's your own.

one's wits end , DU'NSICAL, block -headed, dull , ſtupid .

DU'LCET ſweet, Milton . Dun Neck, a certain bird.

DULCIFICA'TION , a making ſweet, L. DUNA (bune, Sax.] a bank of earth , caft up on the
Dulci'FLUOUS [dulcifluus, L.] Howing ſweetly . ſide of a ditch , Ant. Deeds.

TO DU'LCIFY [with Chymiſts] is to waſh the ſalt off DUNG [dung, Teut. Sincz , Sax .] ordure, foil, filth .

from any mixt body , which was calcined with it . To DUNG [ dungen, Teut. Singan, Sax.] to manure or

DulĆI'LOQUY (of dulcis ſweet, and loquium , L. dif- inrich land with dung .

courſe ] a ſoft and ſweet manner of ſpeaking. Dung meers, pits in which dung , ſoil, weeds, Ego.

DU'LCIMER [dolcimella, Ital . ] a mulical initrument . are thrown together, to lie and rot for a time, for ma

DU'LCINISTS ( ſo called from one Dulcin their ring- nuring, land,
leader] a feet of Hereticks, who held that the father having DU'NGEON [ fome derive it of Dung , Engl. becauſe of

reigned from the beginning of the world till the coming of its naftineſs, Dongeon, Fr. a dark ſtrong fenced placed ]

Chriſt, then the reign of the fon began and laſted till the moſt cloſe, dark and loathſome place of a priſon ; a

the year 1300, and then began the reign of the Holy condemned hold , where malefactors are put from the time

Ghoft. of their receiving fentence , to that of execution.

DULCI'NO , a ſmall baſſoon , Ital. DU'Nio [Old Writers] a double, a fort of baſe coin ,

Du'lcis , é, [ in Botanick Writers] ſweet to the taſte. leſs than a farthing:

Du'LCITY (dulcitas, L.) fweerneſs.
DU'NNY , deatiſh , ſomewhat hard of hearing

DU'LCITUDE [dulcitudo, L.) ſweetneſs. DU'NNINESS, hardneſs of hearing.

DULCOR AʼTION , a making ſweet, L.
DU'NUM [ in Doomſday - Book ] a down or hilly

DU'LEDGE, a wooden peg, which joins the ends of DU'NA S place.
the 6 fellows, which form the round of a wheel of a gun- DU'NSETS [Old Rec.] thoſe who dwell on hills or

carriage. mountains.

DuLL [owl , C. Br. a block -head , sole, Sax , dull , Du'o [in Mufick Books) a ſong or compoſition to be per

Du.] heavy , ſluggiſh , ſtupid.
formed in 2 parts only ; the one lung, and the other plaid

DU'LNESS [of owl, ‘ Brit. a block-head , bole, Sax.] on an inſtrument; or by 2 voices alone.

heavineſs, ſluggiſhneſs.
DUODECE'NNIAL (of vuodecennir, L.] of twelve years

DULO'CRAGY [dshoxogezsía of denou a ſervant and ſpace or time .
Xper power, Gr.] agovernment in which ſervants and DUODE'CIMO [i. e , in the 12th of Duodecimus, L.]

Naves have ſo much liberty and privilege, that they do- as a book in duodecimo, is one in which a ſheet makes 12

mineer. leaves.

DU'MAL [ dumalis, L.) pertaining to briars, @sc. DUOD E'NA [Old Rec.) a jury of 12 men.

Dum fuit intra ætatem , a writ of one, who before he DUODENA Arteria @go Vena [ Anat.] a branch of an

came to his full age, made an infeoffment or donation artery which the Duodenum receives from the cæliac, to

of his lands in fee, or for term of life or entail, to re- which anſwers a vein of the fame name returning the

cover them again , from him to whom he conveyed them. blood to the Aorta, L.
Dum non fuit compos mentis, a writ lying againſtthe DUODE'NUM ( with Anatomias] the firſt of the inteſtina

alienee or lefee, for one who not being ofſound mind, tenwia, or thin guts, in length about 12 fingers breadth ,

did alien or makeover any lands or tenements in fee- lim- which is continued to the Pylorus and ends at the firſt of

ple, fee-tail, or for term of life or years, L.
the windings under the colon .

Á DUPLO
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trates, L.

À Dupe, a cully, a fool, a ninny, p. Dust [burt, sax .) earth by drineſs reduced to a

To Dupe one (of duper, F.] to bubble; to cheat, to powder.

gull, to impoſe upon , to put upon, &c. Do'stineSS (duytiney Ye, Sax.) the condition of a

DU'PLICATE (duplicatum , L.) any copy or tranſcriptof thing covered or loiled with or conſiſting of duft.

a writing; alſo a ſecond letrer patent granted by a lord DU'STY [Duytig, Sax .) covered or fowled with duft,& c.

chancellor of the ſame contents with the former, Dusty poot (Old Law Term ] a foreign trader or ped

Duplicate Proportion } [ in Arithmetick] ought to be lar, who has no ſettled habitation .

DUPLICATE Ratio Swell diſtinguished from double. Dutch , the Dutch are thus fatyrized .

In a ſeries of geometrical proportions, the firſt term to the 1. They rob God of his honour.

third , is ſaid to be in a duplicate ratio of the firſt to the 2. The king of his due.

ſecond ; or as its ſquare is to the ſquare of the ſecond : 3. The fiſh of their quarters.

thus in 2, 4 , 9 , 16, the ratio of 2 to 8 is duplicate of 4. And burn up the earth before the day of judgment.

that; 2 to 4 ; or as the ſquare of 2 to the ſquare of 4 : The ground of theſe are,

wherefore duplicate ratio is the proportion of Iquares, as İ . Becauſe they tolerate all religions,
triplicate is of cubes ; and the ratio of 2 to 8 is ſaid to be 2. Becauſe they revolted from the king of Spain ,

compounded of that 2 to 4 , and of 4 to 8 . when he was about to ſet up an inquiſition among

Duplica’T10 [in the Civil Law ] a term anſwering to them,

rejoinder in the common, L. 3. Becauſe they have taken in part of the ſea in making

DUPLICA'TION [in Arithmetick] the multiplying by 2 . their towns, by ftrong banks, piles, ago.

DUPLICATION, a doubling, the folding of any thing 4. Becauſe they burn much turf, peet, & c.

back on it felf. DU'TCHESS (ducbefe, F.) the wife of a duke.

DUPLICATION [ in Law] an allegation brought in to Du'ICHY [ducatus, L. duché, F.] the territory of a

weaken the pleader's reply . duke : In England it ſignifies a ſeigniory or lordſhip efta

DUPLICATION [in Rhetorick ] the ſame as Anadiplofis. bliſhed by the king under that title, with honours, privi

DUPLICATION of the cube, is when the ſide of a cube leges, & c.

is found, which ſhall bedouble to a cube given. Du'TCHY Cotert [of the county palatine of Lancaſter]

DU'PLICATURE (duplicatura, L.) a doubling a court wherein all mattersrelating to the dutchy are deci

DUPLICATURE (with Anatomifts ] a doubling or fold- ded by the decree of the chancellor of that court.

ing of the membranes or other like parts . Du'TEOUS , dutiful , Milton.

DUPCI'CITY ( duplicité, F.] doubleneſs. Du'ry (deu, F. of devoir, F. or of debitum officium of

DU'RABLENESS , laſtingneſs, debere, L.) any thing that one ought or is obligea to do.

DU'RABLE [ durabilis, L.] which is of long conti- Du´TY [in Traffick ] money paid to the king for the cu

nuance, laſting ftom of goods imported or exported, as tunnage, poun

Dura Mater, 9. d. the hard mother, I. dage, egoc. alſo a publick tax .

Dura Mater Lin Anatomy] a ſtrong thick membrane Duty (in Military Affairs) the exerciſe of thofe fun &ti

which lies or covers all the inner cavity of the Cranium , ons that belong to a ſoldier , eſpecially when they are not

and includes the whole brain, being it ſelf lined on its going to engage an enemy.

inner or concave ſide, with the Pia Mater or Meninx Tenuis. Duu'MVIRATE (duumviratus, L.] the office of the

DU'RANCE [of durus, L. hard , or durare, L.) im- Duumviri or two men in equal authority ; Roman magif
pironment, confinement.

DURA'Tion , an idea that we get by attending to the DUUMVIRI Sacrorum ( among the Romans] cwo magiſ

flecting , and perpetually periſhingparts of ſuccellion, L. trates instituted by Tarquinius Superbus. They were a lort

DURATION [in Philoſophy] is twofold, imaginary or of prieſts appointed to take care of and conſult ſome books

real . he found, that he thought were written by the libyl of

Imaginary DURATION , is that which is only framed Cume, L.

by the working of fancy, when there is not any ſuch DUUMVIRI Municipales (among the Romans) were the

thing in nature , as when the Romanifts imagine that the ſame magiſtrates in free towns, that the conſuls were in

continuance of ſome in purgatory is long, and that of Rome ; who were ſworn to ſerve the city faithfully, and
others ſhort. were allowed to wear the robe called Prætexta, L.

Real DURATION , is alſo diſtinguiſhed into extrinſical DUUMVIR i Navales (among the Romans] were the

permanent, & c. magiftrates appointed to take care of their ficer ; to fit out

Extrinfical DURATION, is the making a compariſon be- ſhips and pay the failors , L.

tween duration and ſomething elſe, making thatthing to be DUUMVIRI Capitales [ among the Romans) were the

themeaſure of it . So time is divided into years, months judges in criminal cauſes ; but it was lawful to appeal

and days, this is called duration , though improperly . from them to the people, L.

Permanent DURATION [in Metapbyficks] is ſuch , the DWALE, the herb Sleeping or Deadly Nighthade.

parts of whoſe eſſence are not in Aux, as eternity . DWARF (peophy, or spcorg, Sax .] a person of a very

Succeſive DURATION, is a duration , the parts of whoſe low ftature.

eilence are in a continual Aux, as time. DWARF Trees [with Gardeners) certain trees ſo called by

DURATION of an Eclipſe ( Afronomy] is the time the ſun reaſon of the lowneſs of their ſtature, which produce good

or mcon remains eclipſed or darkned in any part, table fruit.

DU'RDEN [Ant. Deeds] a copfe or thicket of a wood , To DWELL ( probably of spelian , Sax , duelger, Dan ]
to abide] to abide in, to inhabit.

Dure'ss (prob. of durities, hardneſs or hardſhip, L.] Dw i'NED [of spinan, Sax .] conſumed . O ,

hardſhip, confinement, impriſonment, ſeverity. To DW I'NDLE (of dpinan , Sax.] to decreaſe, to decay ,

DURESS ? [ in Lawj a plea made by way of exception , to waſte.

DURESSES for one who being caſt into priſon at DY E (in Architecture ] is the middle of the pedeſtal, or

the ſuit of the plaintiff, or who is otherwiſe hardly uſed that part which lies between the baſe and the cornice, fre

by either threats, beating, Sc. is forced to feal a bond quently made in the form of acube or dye ; alſo acube
to him during his reſtraint; the law holding all ſuch efpe- of ſtone placed under the feet of a ftatue, and under its pe

cially to be avoided, and dureffe being pleaded, ſhall de- ' deftal to raiſe it and ſew it the more.

feat the action . To DY E (teagan, Sax . to tinge] to give things a colour

DU'RGEN (prob. of tpeong, Sax.) a dwarf, a thick by tin &ture.
and ſhort perſon. To Dy E (bývan ; Dr. T. H. derives it of de vie, F. q .
DURIOR, us [in Botanick Writers] harder. Duriori, with out of life ; Minpew from Sedw, Gr. to terrify, whence

a harder. Durioribus, with harder, L. death is called the king of terrors ; but Mer . Caf. of duw

DURISSIMUS, a, um, hardeſt. Duriflimo, a, with or dúvw , Gr. to interr] ro depart this life, to give up the

hardeſt. Duriſimis, with ' hardeſt. ghoft.

DURUS , a, um (with Botanick Writers] hard. DY'ERS WEED , an herb usd in dying yellow .

DURST [byrgtig, of bypan , Sax . ] did dare. DY'NASTY [ duvaseid , Gr. ] a ſupreme government or au

DURSLEY (Old Records] blows without wounding or thority ; alſo a catalogue or liſt of the names of ſeveral kinge

bloodſhed , dry blows. who have reigned ſucceſſively in a particular kingdom .
Dusk , darkiſh DYNASTIES, ſuperiors, the ancient Romans madetwo

DU'SKISH ? (probably of dyrere, Sex. ) ſomewhat orders of Gods. The firſt were Dii majorum gentium ,

DUSKY § dark, obſcure, inclining to darkneſs, as which they called the Gods of the firſt order. The re

time between day and night. cond were the Dii minorum gentium , or Demi-gods. The

in a valley.

Dii
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pii majorum gentium were 12 in number, and to them ap- Ramſey, &c. or trom Ea , Sax. water , or from leag, S.xx
plication was made only on extraordinary occaſions : and a field.

che Dii minorum gentium were invoked in the affairs of Each [elc , Sax .] every one.

Imaller moment. EAD [a contradiction of Eati3, Sax . happy) at the be

DYNA'sties [with ancient Egyptians] were a race of ginning of many names, is now contracted toEd, as Id

demi-gods, heroes or kings, who governed ſucceſſively in ward, Edmund, Edwin, &c.

Egypt from Menes the firſt, that had the name of Pharaoh; EADE'LMAN

which name was continued to his ſucceſſors and ended in ADE'LMANS{ [Ærelman , Sax.] a nobleman .

the zoth dynaſty under Ne&tanebo, who was vanquiſhed by EA'Dem , the ſame, of the feminine gender, as femper

Artaxerxes Occbu's king of Perfia, A. M. 3704. and driven eadem , always the ſame , L,

into Esbiopia . EA GER [ear, C.Br. eagon , Sax. acer, L. aigre, F. ]
Dy'rge [ as ſome ſay, of dyrben, Teut, to praiſe) a ſharp, four, tart ; alſo carneft, vehement, Tharp fer.

Di'RGE S mournful ditty or long over the dead, a The EA'GER , the current, tide, or ſwift courſe of a

laudatory fong.
river.

Dy sÆSTHESI'A [Suonio Oncide, of dus difficule and aro- EA'GERNESS [ Eazoſney ye, Sax. ) tartneſs, ſharp

Inois, Gr. ſenſe ) a defe&t or difficulty in fenfation , or the neſs in taſte ; alſo earneftneſs, vehemence, being ſharp

faculty of perceiving things by the ſenſes. fer, ec.

DYSCINES I'A ( dv.xmuvid , of dus and xivyois, Gr. mo- EAGLE ( aigle, F. of aquila, L. ) is ſaid to be the

tion ] an inability or difficulty in moving. moſt ſwift, molt ' ſtrong, moft laborious, moſt generous,

DY'SCRASY [svoreggia , of dws and xegois, Fr. conſti- moſt bold , and more able to endure the moft harp cold

rucion) an unequal mixture of elements in the blood or ner- than any other bird ; and for theſe reaſons, both the

vous juice, or an intemperature when ſome humour or qua- ancients and moderns have made it the emblem , of

lity abounds in the body. Majefly

DysecoY'A [duouxoid , of su's and ixori, Gr. hearing] And being accounted one of the moſt noble bearings in

hardneſs or dulneſsof hearing. armory , is not to be given by kings of arms to any, but
DY E'NTERY [d UGenteid , of dus and topgy a bowel thoſe who far exceed others in bravery , gencrofity, and o

and piw, Gr. to flow] the blood - flux, a looſenets with gri- ther good qualities,

pings in the belly, voiding bloody, corrupt matter ; and An EAGLE diſplay'd [in Heraldry] fignifies an eagle with

even skinny pieces of the bowels, often accompanied with two heads, and the Imperial Eagle has been ſo repreſented

a continual fever and drought.. ever ſince the Roman empire was divided into the eaſtern
Dys EPOLO'TICA [δυσεπελότικα οf δυς and 'επιλοτι- and weſtern .

xos, Gr. cicatrizing great incurable ulcers. An EAGLE Expanded [in Heraldry ] i e. with its wings

Dy'sis (dúois of dúvw, Gr . to ſet ] the ſeventh houſe in and cail ſpread abroad, commonly called a ſpread eagle, is

an Aſtrological ſcheme of the heavens. fo represented , becauſe that is the natural pofture of the

DY'SNOMY [dvorovice , of dus and róu, Gr. a law] an bird, when it faces the ſun to recover its vigour.

ill ordering or conftituting of laws. An EAGLE diſplay'd, denotes her induſtrious exerciſe , and

Dyso'oes (dvoodia , of duc and orusl, Gr. odour] ſend- [ Hieroglyphically) fignifies a man of a &tion , who is always

ing forth an ill or unfavoury ſmell ; ſtinking. employ'd in ſome important affair.

Dysor EXI'A S voopegia, of du's and optis, Gr. the ap- The EAGLE is a noble bird, and (Hieroglyphically) re

petite ) a decay or want of appetite, proceeding from an ill preſented a brave diſpoſition that contemnedthe difficul

difpolition or diminished a &tion of the ſtomach . ties of the world, and the diſgraces of fortune, and alſo
DyspaTHI'A ( dvonald , of dus and 1d96 , Gr. paffion , an underſtanding employ'd in the ſearch of ſublime my

temper) an impatient temper; alſo a languiſhing under Iteries.

ſome trouble of mind or grievousdiſeaſe. An EAGLE (Hieroglyphically) alſo repreſented proſperity ,

Dyspepsi'A ( duotetta, of dus and trites of Titlá to majeſty , and liberality. Munfter ſays, that the eagle freely

conco & , Gr.] a difficulty of digeſtion or fermentation in the gives of its prey to the birds that come round about it,
ftomach or guts. when it has caught any thing, L.

Dy'sPHONY [durowia, of dus and own , Gr. a voice] EAGLE's Stone, a ſtone ſaid to be found in an eagle's

a difficulty in ſpeaking occaſioned by an ill diſpoſition of neft.

theorgans. EAGLET ( aiglette, F.] a young or ſmall eagle.

DYSPHORI'A [ Svoqoeia, of dus and cew , Gr. to bear]

an impatience in bearing or ſuffering affli &tions. ERE } ,[Æak , Sax.] eternity, for ever.

DY'SPNOE'A [Surnvoid ,of dus and you of yw , Gr. to EA'LDERMAN ( calderman, Sax.] the ſame among the

breathe] difficulty of breathing, hardneſs or ſtraitneſs of Saxons as earl was with the Danes,

breath ; purſineſs. EALHO'RDA [ alhonda, Sax.) the privilege of afli
DysTHERAPEUTA [dvoBeeg mguta , of dus and 9 :00- zing and ſelling beer.

tów, Gr. to heal] diſeaſes hard to be cured. ToEan (eacnian, Sar.] to bring forth young, fpo
DÝSTHYMI'A [Svo gunia , of dus and Súp, Gr. the ken of an ewe or female Icep.

mind ) an indiſpoſition in the mind. EAR [ean , Sax.ore, Dan.) the inftrument or organof
DYSTOCHI'A [Susoxía, of dus and toxéw , Gr.] a diffi- an animal body, alſo the handle of ſeveral forts of veſſels

culty of bringing forth or a preternatural birth. for liquors, @goc. alſo an car or blade of corn .

DYSTRICHI'ASIS [of dus and Teixidors, Gr . ] a conti- To Ear, to ſhoot out ears, ſpoken of corn.

nual defluxion of tears from the pricking of hairs in the Ear Brisk [ſpoken of a Horſe] is when he carries his

cya lidswhich grow under the natural hairs. cars pointed forward.

Dysuri'a ( dvoreid, of dus and i eg the urine and pics TO EAR 7 (of eaſian , Sax, probably of arare, L. ] to

to flow ] a difficulty of making water attended with a ſcald- To ARES till , plough, or fallow the ground .

ing heat. EA'RABLE ? [ arabilis , L. ] fit to be ploughed ,

DY'PTYCHA } [dímluxo, Gr.] a ſort of publick regiſter A'RABLE 3 c.

Di'ptucha 3 among the ancients of the names of EA'RING [in a ship] is that part of the bolt- rope which

magiſtrates amongthebeathens, and of biſhops and defunét, is left open in the form of a ring at the four corners
Soc. among the Chriftians, of the ſail.

EARING Time, the time of harveſt .

E
EARING [of Earian, Sax.] a gathering of cars of corn ,

EARL [Eorl, coria , Dan . of tor honour, and Exel

noble, Sax .] a title of nobility between a marquis and a

e Roman ; E e Italick ; E c Engliſ ; E e Saxon ; Ee viſcount, and is a title more ancient with us than thoſe ei

E Greek, are the fifth letters in order oftheir reſpective ther ofdukes or marqueſſes, and the firſt earl created in

alphabets. England, was Hugb de Pufaz , earl of Northumberland, by

E called e final, ferves to lengthen the foregoing vowel, K. Ricbard I.

and diſtinguiſh ſeveral Engliſh words, as fire, fir, fire, fr, Earl's Coronet, has no flowers raiſed above

&c. but in foreign words it makes a ſyllable, as epi- the circle like that of a duke or marquis, but
tome, &c.

only points riſing, and a pearl on each of them ;
E is frequently ſet for eft, L. as i, e , for id eft, that is. ſee the figure.
E numerically ſignifies 250. EA'RLDOM [Eorloom Sax .] the dignity and juriſ

EA { ar the end of names, either of perſons or pla- di &tion of an earl.

EAE ) ces, is either from the Saxop iz an iſland , as

Tio EARLY

EAK
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EARLY [of æn , Sax. before] ſoon, betimes. EA'RTHQUAKE [of Eon earth , and cPacian , Sax. to

EA'RLINESS(of æj, Sax. before now ] loonneſs in quake) a violent ſhock or concuſſion of the earth , or ſome

time. parts of it , cauted by fire or hot vapours pent up in the

TO EARN [Cannian, sax.] to get or obtain by labour, bowels or hollow parts of it, which torco a paſſage, and
as hire. frequently produce dreadful effects, as the deftru &tion of

EA'RNESI , money advanc'd to compleat or aſſure a whole cities, the ſwallowing up, or overturning moun

verbal bargain , and bind the parties to the performance tains, &c .

thereof. Naturalifts, ſome of them , aſcribe Earthquakes to wa

EARNEST [ Eornere, Sax ] eager , vehement, indur- ter, others to fire, and all of them with ſome reaſoni,

trious , diligent; alſo important, weighty . Nay,

EA'R NESTNESS [Eorneytneyre, sax.] vehement or 1. The earth itſelf may be the cauſe of its own ſhaking ,

ſtrong delive or endeavour. when the roots or baſis of ſome large maſs being diſſolved

EA'RNING , rennet to turn milk into cheeſe-curds . or worn away by a Muid underneath, it finks intothe fame,
EARST , formerly, Milton . and by its weight caufes a ticmour, produces a noiſe, and

EARTH [Eon , Sax . Terre , Fr. Terra, Lat. In , Gr. frequently an inundation of water .

$ 78 , Heb.) the opinion of the ancients concerning the fi- 2. The ſubterraneous waters may occaſion earthquakes by

gure of the earth , was very different from what isnowbe- their cutting out new courſes, Goc' or the water being heat

lieved ; ſome held it to be a large hollow veſſel; others ed or rarify'd by the fubterraneous fires, may emit fumes,

that it was an immenſe plain , ſupported with pillars like a blafts, Ego, and may cauſe great concuſſions.

table . And theſe opinionswere lo ſtiffy maintain’d by ſome 3. The air may be the cauſe of earthquakes ; for the air

of the fathers ( particularly La &tantius and Auguftin) and io being a colle &tion of fumes and vapours raiſed from the

firmly believed , even for more than 600 years after Chrift, earth and water, if it be pent up in too narrow viſcera of

that 'pope Gregory excommunicated and depoſed Vigilius, the earth , either the ſubtertaneous heat, or its own native

biſhop of Strasburg, for afferting the Antipodes. And many one rarifying and expanding it, the force wherewith ic en

of the philofopheis believ'd it to be a cone or high moun- deavours to eſcape, may cause a ſhaking of the earth .

tain , by which they accounted for the diſappearance of the 4. Fire is a principal cauſe of earthquakes ; both as it pro

fun at night. But the moderns have diſcovered the body duces the ſubterraneous air or vapours before mentioned ;

of the earth and water to be a globe , which may be prov'd and as this aura , air or ſpirit, from the different matter and

by theſe plain and undeniable arguments. compoſition of which , ſulphur, bitumen , and other inflam

1. It plainly appears that the earth is globular from the mable matters do ariſe, takes fire , by either fome other fire

cliples of the moon ; for the ſhadow of the earth being it meets withal , or from its collision againft bard bodies,

always round, the earth that is the body that intercepts or by its being intermixed with other Auids ; by which

the beims of the lun , and is the undiſputed cauſe of ſuch means burſting out into a larger compaſs, the ſpace be

eclipſe, muft of neceffity be of a round form. comes too narow for it, and ſo preſling againſt it on all

2. The nearer any perſon approaches to either of the ſides, it cauſes a Thaking of the contiguous parts, till

poles, the stars neareſt to the pole are the more elevated from having made itſelf a paſſage, it ſpreads itſelf in a volcano,

the horizon towards the zenith ; and on the contrary , the There being much ſulphur and bitumen , and ſuch like

farther a perfon moves from the poles , the fame ftars ſeem combuſtible matter in many places of the bowels of the

to withdraw from him till they quite diſappear. Again , earth , it is no hard matter to imagine how it fhould in

they riſe and ſet ſooner to one that travels to the Eaft, kindle, which tho' it may be done ſeveral wavs, I ſhall

than they doto one that travels to the Weft ; infomuch that inſtance but in one . Since the earth contains fuch diffe

if a perſon ſhould ſpend a whole year in going round the rent matters in it, it may be eaſily imagined that there are

carth to the Eaſt, he would gain a day ; whereas on the caverns in ſome places, which are filled a ith no other mat

contrary in journeying the ſame weſtward, he would loſe ter but grofs airs, and fulphureous or bituminous vapours,

a day. And this is actually ſeen berween the Portugueſe in and it may ſo happen that a flint ſhall drop from the arch

Macao an iſland of the ſouth of China, and the Spaniards of the cavern to another fline hclow, and ſtrike fire our of

in the Pbilippine iſlands ; the funday of the Portugueſe being it , which ſhall either enflame the vapour, or the fulphu

the laturday of the Spaniards; occaſioned by the one's reous and bituminous matterthereabouts, which whenthey

failing thither eaſtward , and the other weſtward ; for the have once taken fire, keep it in very long, and communi

Portugueſe failing from Europe to the Eaft-Indies, and thence care it to other bodies of a like nature, and when theſe

to Macao ; andthe Spaniards palling weſtward from Eu get vent, they burſt out invery violent eruptions, as has

rope to America , and thence to the Philippine iſlands, be- been ſeen in Ætna, Veſuvius, and other places.

iween them both , they have travelled round the earth. But when it ſo happens that in vaft caverns the vapours

3. That the world is round , is demonſtrated by the and thicker matter take fire all at once, the air in ſuch a

voyages that have been made quite round it ; for if a ſhip motion cannot rarify and diſperſe, but it muſt give a fad

ſetting out from England and failing continually weſtward, den concuſſion to the upper part of the caverns, and make

Thall at lalt come to the Eaf -Indies , and ſo home to Eng- all the ground above it co tremble, and cauſe an earth

land again, it is a plain demonftration it is a globe and quake ; and the deeper the mine lies, and the larger the

vota flat, a cube, a cone, or ony other form . And theſe quantity of matter is , which takes fire at one time, the

navigations have of Jareyears been frequently made, which more violent and extenfive is the earthquake.

puts the matter out of all doubt . But if the cavern happens to be nearthe ſurface of the

EARTH (with Chymifs) is the laft of the five chymical earth, there are many times eruptions of fire that conſume

principles, or that part of bodies that moſt anſwers to the bowels of it, ſo that the ground finks in ; and where

what they call Caput mort or mortuum that remains behind the opening is wide enough, trees and horſes are ſwallow'd

in the furnace, and is neither capable of being raiſed by up in it, as it happened in Jamaica in the year 1692.
diſtillation, nor diſſolved by ſolution. And this is not bare conjecture, but is confirmed by ex

New EARTH (with Gardeners) that which never ſerved perience, for the great eruptions of the famous burning

to the nourishment of any plant lying three foot deep, or mountains are always attended with an earthquake in the

as far as there is any real earth ; or elfe earth which has neighbourhood, asthey in Naples and the places therea

been of a long time built upon, tho' it had borne before ; bours, have experienced .

or earth of a fandy, loamy nature, where cattle have been EARTHY (ean dig , Sax.] confifting or made of earth ,

fed for a long time. of the nature of earth .

Fallow EARTH [of con and Keals , Sax , a field ] EARTH Y Triplicity [with Aftrol.] the ſigns Taurus, Virgo,

earth left unplough'd to recover and gain heart. and Capricorn.

To EARTH [Eoni dizan , Sax.] to go into a hole as a EARTHLY [ean Slic, Sax.] of or pertaining to the

badger or fox doch carth .

EARTH -Nut [cond-hnu2, sax.] a certain root both in EA'RWIG [ean Pigga, Sax .] an infe &t.

ſhape and taſte like a nut. Ease ( aiſe, Ea8 caly, Sax. of otium , L. Menag.) reft,

Ea'r Then [of Eon Sen , Sax.] made of earth . freedom from pain, etc. labour of body or trouble of

EARTHLINESS [ of Eon Szelicneye, Sax.] earthly mind .

quality. TO EASE [of aiſe, F.] . to give or cauſe eaſe or reft ;

EARTHLY minded [of Eors and geminde, Sax.] the allo to ſlacken or let looſe.

mind , minding earthly things . TO EASE the Helm (Sen Phraſe] is to let the ſhip bear

EARTHING (with Gardeners) is the covering the roots to fall to the leeward .

oftrees , plants , eg c. with earth. TO EASE a ship, " is to ſlacken the Throwds when they

EARTHING (with Hunters] is the lodging of a badger. are too ftiff.
EASE
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Ease the Bow -line ? [ Sea Terms] fignify let them be E'BULUM 2 (with Bolanifts] the herb Wall-wort, Dane

EASE the Sheet $ more ſlack . E'BULUS S wort or Dwarf-elder, L.

EA'SEL ( with Painters] a wooden frame on which they E'BUR , ivory, L.

place their cloth to be painted. EBU'RN EAN ( eburneus, L.) of ivory .

EASEL PIECES [with Painters] are ſuch ſmall pieces EBRI'LLADE (in Horſemanßip] is a check of a bridle,

either portraits or landskips, as are paintedon the painters which is given to the horſe bya jerk of one rein , when

cafel (which is a frame on which the ſtrained canvaſs is he refuſes to turn , f.

placed) fo called in diſtinction from thoſe larger pictures ECARTELE' (in Heraldry] ſignifies quarterly, F.

that are drawn on the walls or cielings of rooms, &c. ECAVESSA'DE (with Horſemen ſignifies a jerk of the

EASEMENT [ of aiſe, F.] an eaſing; alſo a refreſh- caveſſon, f.
ment. E'CBASIS [oxBrons, Gr.] a going out, an event.
EASEMENT [in Law) a ſervice which one neighbour ECBASIS (with Rbetoricians] is a figure, called Di

has of another by charter or preſcription, without profit, grellion,

as a ſink, a paſſage thro' his ground or the like.
ECBOLI'A

2 [ofixpeéme to caſt out, Gr.] medicines
EASEMENT |aiſement, F.] a privy or houſe of office, ECBOLI'NA that facilitate delivery to women in

EAINESS (of aiſe, F. eaſe, and the term nefs ] faci- ESBOLA'DesS hard labour ; alſo thoſe that cauſe

lity ; allo ſoft or mild quality or temper. abortion , I.

EAST [cart, Sax .) thar quarter of the earth where the
EccATH ARTIcκs [εκκαθαρτικά, of 'εκκαθαίρω to purge

ſun riſes. out, Gr. ] purging medicines.
EA'STER [Easten, of Eartpe or Ortre, Sax , a god ECCACHI'SMA, a bath of hot water, in which the pa

worſhipped by the S.zxons, and in honour of whom facri- tient fits .

fices were offered about that time of the year] among chriſ- Ecce'NTRICK 2 [ ixxevteixos, Gr.] that has not the

tians it is a ſolemn feſtival appointedto be obſerved in ECC E'NTRICAL S ſame centre.

commemoration of the death and ſufferings of our Lord ECCENTRICK Circles (with Aftronomers] are ſuch cir
and Saviour Chrift . cles that have not the ſame centre , of which kind ſeveral

EASTER Offerings, money paid to the parish prieſt at orbits were invented by the ancients to ſolve the appearan

Eafter. ces of the heavenly bodies.

EA'STERLINGS, people who liv'd eaſterly of England, ECCENTRICK Equation [in the old Aftronomy] is the

cſpecially merchants of the Hans towns of Germany, whencé ſame with the Profthapherefis, and is equal io the difference

Eafterling money , that which we commonly call Sterling or of the ſun's or planet's real or apparent places, counted on

current money, from a certain coin K. Richard I. cauſed an arch of the ecliptick.

to be ſtamped in thoſe parts, and which was in great eſteem ECCENTRICITY [of ix and xévtp @ , Gr.] the diſtance

for its purity. of the centres of eccentrick circles from one another.

EA'sy [of aiſe, F.] at eaſe, contented ; alſo ready, ECCENTRI'CITY [in the Ptolemaiik Aftronomy] is that
mild, Eric

part of the Linea apfidum , which lies between the centre

To Eat [of earan , atan, Sax.] to feed. of the carth, and the eccentrick , i, e, that circle whichi

An EAT-BEE , a ſmall infect that feedson bees. the ſun is ſuppoted to move in about our earth , and which

EA'TABLE [of eatan , Sax, to eat, and able] that may hath not the earth exactly for its centre.
be eaten. ECCENTRICITY Simple or Single in the New Elliptical

EAVES [ eaux, F. of of ea, Sax, water] the edges of Aftronomy] is the diſtance between the centre of the Ellipſis

the tiling of an houſe, and the Focus, or between the ſun and the centre of the
EAVE. ( with Archite& s] a flat, fquare member of a eccentrick .

cornice. ECCENTRICITY Double, is the diſtance betweeen the

EAVEs Dropper, one who clandeſtinely liſtens under Foci or naval points in the Ellipfis, and is equal to twice
the caves, at the windows, doors, @goc. of a houſe, to hear the ſingle clectriciry.

the private affairs of a family, in order to cauſe animofi- ECCENTRICK Equation (in the old Aftronomy] is an
ties among neighbours ; a tale-bearer, a pick - thank . angle made by a line drawn from the centre of the earth ,

EAVE Catch in Architecture] a thick, feather-edgid and another drawn from the centre of the Eccentrick, tó

board , nailed round the edge of a houfe, for the lower- the body or place of any planet.

moft tiles, flates, Sc, to rent upon . ECCENTRICK Place of a planet [ Aftron ] is that very

EBB (ebba, Sax. eobe, Dan.] the going out of the point of the orbit where the circle of inclination coming

tide, which is diftinguiſhed into ſeveral degrees, as quar- from the place of a planet in his orbit, falls with right

ter Ebb, half Ebb, ibree quarters Ebb, and low or dead angles,

water. Eccho, fee Echo.

EBB [in a figurative Senſe] is uſed to ſignify the loweſt ECCHY'MOMA ['exxukarra, Gr.) a chymical extract.

pitch of fortune or condition in the world . ECCHY'MOMA ? ['exxumwois; of 'ex and xumoi juices,

To EBB [cbber, Dan .] to flow back as the ſea does. ECCHY'MOSIS S Gr.) an appearance of marks or ſpots

EBDOMA'RIUS ( of Edolas, Gr.) a week's man, an offi- in the skin, proceeding from extravaſated blood .

cer in cathedral churches, appointed to over ce the per- Eccle'sia [ Exxanoia, Gr.) a church or aſſembly of

formance of divine ſervice for his week . people met together to worfhip God ; alſo the place fet

E'BEN - Tree, an Indian tree that has neither leaves nor apart for that uſe.

fruit.
ECCLE'SIÈ ſculptura [in ſome Old Records] ſignified a

E'BENUS D12 , Heb.] the eben -tree, an Indian ſculpture or image of a church made of metal, and kept

and Æthiopian tree that bears neither leaves nor fruit ; the as facred as a relique ,L.

wood of which (callid Ebony ) is as black as jet, and ve- EccLE'SIARCH [Ecclefiaroba, L. 'Exxanalapxris, Gr.]
ry hard , and ſo heavy, that the leaſt flip of 'it will fink the ruler or head of a church .

in water, ECCLESIA'STICAL ['Exxanglasus, Gr.i.e. the preach

EBEREMO'TH 3 [ ebene-mone, Sáx . ] downrighter] the title of one of the books in holy ſcripture, written

EBEREMU'RDERS murder. by Solomon ,

EBI'ONITES [ fo called of one Ebion their ring-leader] ECCLESIA'STICAL [ Ecclefiafticus, L. {XnAXOlesixós,

herericks who deny'd the divinity of our Saviour,and re- Gr.) of or pertaining to the church .

je &ted all the goſpels, but that of St. Mark. ECCLÉSIA'STICALLY [ Ecclefiaftiquement,F.) according

EBI'S CUS,the herb Marth -mallows. to the manner of the church,

E'BONIST [ebenifte, F.] a worker in Ebony wood . An ECCLESIA'STICK, a church-man , or clergy -man.

E'BONY Ebene, F. of Hebenum , L. of 1127, Heb .] EccLESIA'STICUS, an apocryphal ſcripture, written

a ſort of black wood of the Ebony-tree. by gefus the ſon of Sirack.

EBRI'ETY [ebrietas, L.] drunkennefs. E'cco (in Mufick Books] the repetition of ſome part of

Ebrio'sity [ebriofitas, L.] drunkenneſs. a ſong or tune a very low or foft manner, in imitation of

To EBU'LLIATE ( ebulliare, L.) to bubble out. a real or natural eccho.

EBU'LLIENCY , an ebullition , a boiling or bubbling up. Eccope' ['exxom vi of 'exxóalw , to cut off, Gr.] a cutting

EBULLITION , any inward violent motion of the parts off.

of a fuid , cauſed by the ſtruggling of particles of different ECCOPE ( withi Surgeons] a cutting off any member or

qualities, F. of L. part of the body

EBULLITION [with Chymifs) the great ftruggling or ECCOPRO'TICKS [ eccoprotica , L. XXOA egtic; Gr.]
efferveſcence, which ariſes from the mixture of an acid medicines of a lenitive or affwaging quality.

and alkalizate liquor: ECCRIMOCRI'TICKS [ Eccrimócritica; L. ] ligns for
inakinig
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making a judgment of diſtempers, from particular excretions the ſhadow ; but alſo the center of the moon paſſes through

or diſcharges of humours. the centre of that circle, which is made by a plane cutting

E'crisis [ "Explois, Gr . ] a ſecretion of the excre- the cone of the earth’s madow at right angles, with the

ments in an animal body. axis, or with that line, which joins the centres of the

E'CDICUS ( "ExdexG", Gr .) an attorney or proctor of a fun and the earth .

corporation ; a recorder, Civil Law . A Partial Eclipse, is when either of thoſe noble lights,
ÉCHAPE' [with Horſemen) a borfe gotten between a ſtal- the ſun or moon , are darkned only in part.

lion and a mare of a different breed , and different coun- Total Eclipse, is when they are eclipſed or darkned

tries, F. wholly ; although the ecliple of the ſun is not properly
ECHARPE' [in Gunnery] as to batter en echarpe, fignifies univerſal, but is varied ſo as to be either greater or leffer,

to batter obliquely or ſideways, F. according to the diverſity of the climate.

ECHI'DNION (with Botaniſts] the lierb vipers-graſs, L. Lunar ECLIPSE,is the taking of the ſun's light from the

To E'che, to encreaſe, add or help out. moon , occaſioned by the interpoſition of the body of the

ECHI'NATE Seeds ( with Botaniſs] are ſuch feeds of earth between the moon and the ſun.

plants as are prickly and rough. Solar ECLIPSE, is when it happens , that we are depriv'd

ECHINA'TUS (with Botanifts] prickly , as when the of light by the interpofition or coming in of the moon's
ſeed veſſel is ſet round with prickles, like a hedge -hog, body between it and our light.

as the ſeeds of a ſort of medica are ,
which are therefore TO ECLIPSE [ eclipticare, L. eclipser, Fr.] to darken ,

by feeds-men called hedge -hogs. to obſcure .

ECHINA'TUM [with BotaniAts] prickly trefoil, that is , Eclipsis [ with Phyſicians] a failing of the ſpirits, a

the trefoil with prickly ſeed, L. fainting or ſwooning away, a qualm , 1 .
ECHINOMELOCA'CIAS (with Botanijfs) the Indian ECLIPSIS [ oxasryes, Gr. ] a figure in grammar when a

plane called Melocarducus, L. word is wanting in a ſentence.

ECHINOPHTHALMI'A (of 'Exira a ſea hedge -hog, ECLIPTICK [ Eclipticus, L. 'Exaltxor, of ixxmw ,

and èq Jaapia a diſeaſe in the eyes ]an imperfe &tion of the Gr. to leave ] a great circle of the ſphere ſuppoſed to
eyes , when the eye - lids are ſet with hairs, as the Ecbinus be drawn through the middle of the Zodiack, and ſo

is with prickles. called becauſe the eclipſes of the ſun and moon always

ECHI'NUS , an hedge-hog or urchin , L. happen under it. For the ſun in his yearly courſe vever

ECHINUS (in Botany] the prickly head or cover of departs from this line, as all the other planets do more or

the feed , on the
top

of any plant, ſo called of its likeneſs leſs.

to a hedge-hog 'The ECLIPTICK (in the New Aftronomy] is that path or

ECHI'NUS [in Architecture] a member or ornament way amidſt the fixt ftars, that the carth appears to deſcribe

taking its name from the roughneſs of its carving, reſem- to an eye , ſuppoſed to be placed in the ſun , as in its

bling the prickly rind of a chefnur] fift placed on the yearly motion it runs round the ſun from Weft to Eaſt, and

top of the Ionick capital ; but now uſed in cornices of the if this circle be divided into 12 equal parts, they will be the

Ionick, Corinthian nd Compofit Orders , confifting of an- 12 ſigns , each of which is diſtinguished by ſome conſtellation

chors, darts, and ovals or eggs, carved. The lame that or cluſter of ſtars.

the Engliſh call quarter round,the French ove, and the Ita- ECLOGA'Rius, a learned ' man , who has made abun

lians ovolo. dance of extracts from authors.

E'CHION [with Botanifs) the plant called viper's E'CLOGUE [ Ecloga, L. ixnoni, Gr.i.e. a choice piece]

ECHIUM S bugloſs, viper's -herb or wild borage, L. a kind of paſtoral compoſition, wherein ſhepherds are in
ECHIQUETTE' (in Heraldry] checky , which fee, L. troduced converting together.

Echites [of exis, a viper, Gr. ] a precious ſtone, of E'CLYSIS [ixavors, Gr.ja loofing, releaſing, diſſolving.

a darkiſh green colour, ſomewhat reſembling a viper ; alſo ECLYSIS [with Pbyficians] is when the ſtrength of the

an herb , a kind of clivers . patient is a little decayed, proceeding from a want of ſuf

ECHO (' < , Gr. i. e . the reſounding of the voice.] ficient warmthand ſpirits in bodies.

Echo (with Archite & s] is applied to certain kinds of ECOUTE' (with Horſemen ] liſtening, a pace or motion.

vaults and arches moſt commonly of elliptical or parabo- A horſe is ſaid to be ecoute, when he rideswell upon the

lical figures, uſed to redouble ſounds, and produce anti- hand and heels, compa &tly put upon his haunches, and

ficial echoes. hears and liſtens to the heels or fpurs, and continues duly

single Echo, is that which returns the voice but once. balanced , between the heels without throwing to either

Tonical Echo, an echo which will not return the voice, ſide, F.

but when modulated into ſome peculiar muſical note. ECPHA'SIS [ 'Exod'ois , Gr. ] a plain declaration or in

Polyſyllabical Echo, an echo that returns many fyllables, terpretation of a thing.
words and ſentences. ÈCPHO'NEMA ('Exqurupa, Gr.] a rhetorical figure, a

Echo, a nymph (according to the poets) who was breaking out of the voice, with ſome interjectional particle.
never ſeen by any eye, whom Pan the god of ſhepherds EcPho'nesis ['Exqcórnois, Gr.] an exclamation.

fell in love with , and who (as Ovid feigns) pined away · ECPHONESIS [in Rbetorick] a figure by which the
with grief, by reaſon that Narciſſus, with whom ſhe was orator expreſſes the vehement tranſport of his own mind,
deeply in love , contemned her; and was afterwards turned and excites the affe&tions of thoſe to whom he ſpeaks.

into a power, retaining nothing, except only her voice. EcPHO'RA (with Archite &ts ] the line or diſtance be

Manifold Echo { an Echo which returns ſyllables tween the extremity of a niember or moulding, and the

Tautological Echo S and words, the fame oftentimes naked of a column or other part it proje &ts from .

repeated . ECPHRACTICKS [ 'Exopextince of 'exepxoow , Gr. to

ECHO (in Poetry ] a kind of compoſition wherein the open ] medicines proper for opening obftructions and ſtop
laſt words or ſyllables of each verſe contain ſome meaning, pages.

which being repeated apart, anſwers to ſome queſtion or É'CPIRAXIS ( "Exqexžis, Gr.) a removing or taking

other matter contained in the verſe , as in Legendo Cicerone away of obſtructions.

-one ovi, Afs.
ECPHY'SESIS C'Exquonois, Gr.) a breathing thick, or

ECHO'ICUS Verſus, a verſe which returns the laſt fyl- fetching the breath thick.

lable like an echo, as grata malis lis, L. ECPH Y SE'sis (with Surgeons] auy proceſs or knob that is

ECHO'METRE [of "HxG ſound, and uitpor, meaſure] joined with, or adheres to a bone.

a ſcale or rule divided on it, which ſerves to meaſure the ECPHY'SIS ( "Exquels of ixeuw , to grow out, Gr.]

duration or length of ſounds, and to find their intervals a riſing or ſpringing up ; a budding or ſprouting forth.

and ratio's. EcPhysis ( in Anatomy] that part where the guts take

ECHUS in Mufick Books] the ſame as echo. riſe from the lower orifice of the ſtomach or pylorus.

ECLAIRCI'SSEMENT, amaking clear, an explanation ECPI'ESMA ['Extistha, Gr .] a juice preſied out, or

or unfolding, F. the remaining dregsof any thing that is ſqueezed.

ECLE'GMA [ixeneizuc of ex and acixw, Gr. to lick] ECPIESMA in Surgery ) a fra &ture of the ſcull, where

ECLI'GMA Š a tincture or lohock, a kind of medi- in the broken parts preſs upon the meninges or skin of

cine to be licked or ſucked in ; being a liquid compoſition , the brain .

thicker than a lyrup, but thinner than an cle &tuary, L. Epi'esMUS [ixt verpós, Gr.] a ftraining, wringing

ECLIPSE [ Eclpis, L. Exentos of ixreitav, Gr, to fail] or ſqueezing out, L.

a failing of_light in the fun or moon , F. ECPIESMUS (with Oculifs] a very great protuberance or

Central Eclipse of the Moon (with Aftronomers] is bunching out of the eyes.

volien not only the intire body of the moon is covered by ECPLEXIS ['Exaanges, Gr.] aſtoniſhment, conſterna
4 tion
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out.

ners, doc.

tion, great fright; a diftra &tion of mind proceeding from of virtùcs, the four rivers ligirifying the four cardinal vir
Come outward diſturbance.

. the moon ,

ECPN EU MA'TOSIS C'ExTverpoTools, Gr .] the faculty of . and tell us the four rivers fall down from thience, and run[ ,
breathing out. ing all under the ocean , riſe up in thoſe places, where

Ecpnoe [ ExTvol, of ix and méc ; Gr. to breathe] they are now found. Some place it in Meſopotamia, and

a difficulty of breathing. others elſewhere, and conceive the four rivers to be Tigris,

E'CPTOMA [" ext1wud, Gr .] a being out of joynt as Eupbrates, Nilus and Ganges, but neither geographers nor

the bones. travellers could ever yet find it out.

E'CPTOSIS [ XTTOPIS, of ix and title to fall, Gr.] EDE'NTATED [ edentatus, L.) made or become tooth

a falling or flipping down leſs.

EcPY'CTICA ['ExTukluxce', Gr.) medicines of a thick- E'Der [ Ecer, Sax .] an hedge.

ening quality. EDER-BRECHE [ Eben -brieche, Sax.] the treſpaſs of

ECPY'ESMA [ 'EXTUEOPL, . Gr. ] the ſame as Empy- hedge-breaking.

efma. EDGE ( Eez, Sax . acies, L.] the ſharp cutting part of
ECRI'TH MUS [of iť and ééiBuós, Gr. number) a pulſe any weapon.

that obſerves no method or order. To EDGE, to make an edge or border to any thing.

ECSARCOMA ['Exodpxwe, of 'ex from , and oaps, ToEDGE in with a ship [ Sea Term ] is ſaid of a chale

fleth, Gr.] the growing of Aeſh in any part. that is making up to it.

E'CSTACY [fxsaoks, Gr. ] properly fignifies the remo- E'dgless (Eeglæ , Sax.) without an edge.

E'XTACY Ś val of a thing from the ſtate in which E'DIBLENESS Lof edibilis and meſs] capableneſs of be

it was to another; a ſwoon or tranſport of mind, L. ing eaten.

ECSTA'TICAL ? [ Exsetixòs, Gr.] of or pertaining to E'DIBLE [ edibilis, L.] eatable, that may be eaten ,

ECSTATICK Sextafy. good to eat .

ECTA'SIS [ " EXTROIs, Gr.] an extenſion or ftretching E'dict [edi&tum , L.] a proclamation , a publick ordi

nance or decree ; alſo a letter of command from a prince

Ectasis (with Grammarians] a figure whereby a ſhort or ſtate .

fyllable is extended or made long. EDIFICATION , an edifying, building up or improving
ETHLI'MMA [ 'Exsainpa , Gr.) an ulceration that in faith ; alſo inftru &tion .

proceeds from a violent preſſure on the ſurface of the skin E'DIFICE [edificium , L.) a building or houſe..

Ec'T HLIPSIS ( "Exbarys, Gr.] a preſſing, ſqueezing To E'dify ( edifier, F. of ædificare, L.) to build up in

or daſhing out.
02'un

faith, to inftrua , to improve in godlineſs, good man

ETHLY'PSII (with Grammarians] the cutting off a

vowel or conſonant, eſpecially the letter (m) in Latin or Edile [among the Romans ] an officer appointed to

Greek verte , at the end of a word, when the next word overſee the buidings publick and private.

begins with a vowel, or (b) as diu incido for diuum incido, EDITION , a fetting forth or publiſhing ; alſo the print

βελομ εγώ for . βέλομαι εγω . ing, publication or putting forth a book,

EcTHY'MATA [ex Dúkata, Gr.] certain pimples or EDITOR , the publiſher of a book, dc. L.

breakings out in the skin ; as the ſmall pox, meaſles, & c. TO EDUCATE ( educare, L.] to bring or train up, to

EcTHY'MOSIS [ex Ju'uwois, Gr.] a diſturbance and inftruet.

ſwelling of the blood ; alſo ſprightlineſs or chearfulneſs EDUCATION , inftri&tion, nurture, the bringing up

of mind. and breeding of children and youth.

ECTILLO'rica [ 'extinétixa, Gr.] medicines which EDULCORA'TION, the waſhing of things that are cal

conſume callous parts and proud fleſh , pull out hairs, & c. cined or burnt to powder from their falts to make them

ECTOME ['cx toringGr. the cutting off any thing, limb ſweet, L.

or part of the body EDULCOP.ATION (with Apothecaries] the ſweetening

EcTRAPELOGA'STROS [ixtexteloydsegs of 'exteTe- medicinal compoſitions with ſugar, honey and ſyrups, L.

2G monſtrous and gasie, Gr. the belly] one who has a Eel [El, Sax .] a fiſh well known.

monſtrous prominent belly. Eel back'd [ fpoken of Horfes] ſuch as have black liſts

ECTRO'PIUM [oxTefilov of ixtpéww, Gr. to turn down along their backs.

a diſeaſe of the eyes confifting in a ſort ofinverfion of the EEL-FARES

[ Old Stat.] a fiy or brood of eels.
lower eye-lid , that hinders it from covering that part of EeL-VARES

: Eel-POUT, a young cel.

E'CTROSIS [írt egois of ixtiTeXw, Gr. to render ab- E'FFABLE [effabilis, L.) that may be expreſſed or ut

ortive ) an abortion . tered .

E'CTYPE (TXTUTOV, Gr.] an image or pi&ture made ac- E'FFABLENESS Ceffabilis, L. and nefs] capableneſs of

cording to the pattern ; a copy taken from the original. being ſpoken .

EcZE'MATA [ sxbinata , Gr.] fiery , red and burning TO EFFA'ce ( effacer, F.] to deface, to raze out, to

pimples, which are painful, but do notrun with matter, L. deſtroy.

Ecu're, a covert place for the lodging or houſing of EFFARE' 3 [in Heraldryl a beaſt reared on its hiuder

horſes , F. EFFRAYE'S legs, as tho it were frighted or irri

Ecu'sson (in Heraldry] a little or an ineſcutcheon , L. tated, F.

EDACIOUSNESS, great eating. To Effe'ct [ effe & um , L. offe & er, F.] to perform , to

ED A'CIOUS [ edax, L.) given to eat much, ravenous. bring to paſs, to put in execution .

EDACITY ſedacitas, L ) much or greedy cating. EFFECT (effe&tum , L.) any thing made, procured or

E'DDISH [Edirc, Sax.) the latter paſture or grals which brought to paſs ; alſo intent, deſign, performance, fuc

comes after mowing or reaping ceſs ; alſo the conſequence, end, iſſue ; alſo the chief

E'DDY [of ed again, and ca , sax . water] is the running point of a matter.

back of the water at any place, contrary to the tide or Effe'ct [ Hieroglyphically) to repreſent an evil effect

ſtream , and ſo falling back into the ride or current again ; out of a good cauſe well deſigned , the Egyptians uſed to

occafioned by ſome head land , or point jutting out , put a bird called ibis, and a baſilisk together ; becauſe they

Eddy Tide, the ſame as eddy ; ' a turning round in a were of opinion , that a baſilisk often proceeded from the
ſtream . egg of an ibis. And therefore they were wont to break

Eddy Water ( Sea Term ] is that water that falls back as all thoſe eggs, wherever they found them , left they ſhould

it were on the rudder of a ſhip under fail ; the dead encreaſe the number of thoſe venomous ſerpents.

water. EFFE'cts , the goods of a merchant, tradeſman, sc.

EDDY Wind ( Sea Term ] is a wind check d by the fail, EFFECTS of the Hand (in Horſemanſhip] are the aids or

by a mountain , reach, or any other thing that makes it motions of the hand, which ſerve to conduct the horſe;

recoil or turn back again . which are 4 , i. t. four ways of uſing the bridle, viz. to

E'DEN [177 1d ,Heb. the garden ofEden, i, e. the gar- puſh a horſe forwards, or givehim head, or hold him in,

den of pleaſure] this terreſtrial paradiſe miniſters perpe- andto turn the hand either to theright or left.

tual buſineſs to all interpreters of Geneſis. Elias Tisbites EFFE'CTIONS (with Geometricians] ſometimes ſignifies

was ſo bold as to ſay the garden of pleaſure was ſtill in conſtructions or the forming of propoſitions ; and ſometimes

being, and that doubtleſs many went thither, and the paf- the problems orpra &tices ; which when they may bede

fage lay open , but that being charmed with the beauties duced from or founded onſome geometrical propoſitions

and contentments of the place , they never returned. Pſele are called the Geometrical Effe &tions thereto pertaining.

Ins ſays the Chaldean paradiſe was nothing elfe but a choir EFFE'CTIVE [ effe &tions, L.] bringing to effe &t, real, F.

U ay EFFEC :

the eye.
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重

EFFECTIVENESS [of effe&tivus, L.and nefs] effective dies; the number of which is vaſtly great, theſe are call

quality. ed Corpuſcular Effluvia's,and in many bodiesin the extreme

EFFE'CTless, of no effect. ſubtilty andfineneſs of them are tranſcendently remarkable ;

EFFE'CTOR , the author, contriver or performer of a as being able for a long time together to produce ſenſible

thing, L effects ; without any apparent or the leaſt conſiderable di

EFFE'CTRIX, She that effc &s or does a thing, L. minution of the bulk or weighi ot the body , which ſends

EFFE'CTUAL [effe& ualis, L .],which neceſſarily produces them forth.

its effe &tº; forcible, powerful. EFFLU'VIUMS [ with Phyſicians ] are in an eſpecial

EFFE'CTUALNESS (of effe& ualis, L. and meſs] effici. manner taken for vapours which paſs through the pores or

ency , the being thoroughly accompliſhed. inviſible holes of the skin , L.

Ío EFFECTUATE, to accompliſh , to do a thing EFFLU'x [ effluxus, L.) the ſame as effluence.

thoroughly . EFFLU'XION , a flowing out, the fame as effluxus, and

EFFE'MINACY [ effæminatio of fæmina, L. a is moſt commonly applied to women when they bring forth

EFFE'MINA TENESS S woman ) a womanith ſoft- an imperfect birth .

neſs, tenderneſs, niceneſs, egoc. E'FFORT, a frong endeavour, a great ftraining, a for

EFFE'MINATE [ effæminatus, L.) womanlike, tender, cible attempt.

delicate, nice. EFFRACTOR (Common Law ) a burglar, a houſe-break

To EFFEMINATE [effæminatum , L.) to make or ren- er, who breaks open doors or walls to Heal, L ..

der womaniſh or wanton ;to ſoften by voluptuouſneſs, Į EFFRONTERY effronterie, F. of effrons, L.] impu

EFFERA'110N , a making wild , L. dence, brazen -facedneſs, faucinels, boldneſs.

EFFERVESCENCE ? Ceffervefcentia,L.) a boiling over, EFFU'LENCE fulgensia, L.) a ſhining out.

EFFERV B'sę ENCYS a growing very hot ; alſo a EFFU'LGENT [ effulgens, L.) Mining out.

ſudden tranſport of anger or rage. EFFU'LGID [ effulgidus. L.) bright ſhining, cleas.

EFFERVESCENCE } [with Pbyficians ) an inward mo- To EFFU'ND effundere, L. ) to pour out.

EFFERVESCENCY S tion of particles of different EFFU'sED [effuſus. L ) poured out.

natures and qualities tending to ſudden deftru &tion . EFFU'SION ,a pouring out, ſpilling or thedding, L.
EFFERVESCENCE [with Cymißs) a greater degree of EFFU'sion (with Cbymifts} the pouring out a liquor

motion and ſtruggling of the ſmall parts of a liquor, than by inclination or ftooping the veſſel on one ſide . " when

is meant by fermentation, ſo that it implies a violent fer- thematter or ſettlingsby its weight is fallen to the bottom

mentation of bubbling up with ſome degree of heat, and of it. "

is uſually the term for the effect , of pouring an acid liquor
EFFU'SIO SANGUINIS [ i. e ſhedding of blood , a

upon an alkalizate one. fine or penalty im poled by the ancient Engliſh laws for

EFFBRV.E'SCENOB (in Phyſicka] is not applied to any bloodſhed and murder, which the king granted to many

ebullitions or motions produced by fire ; but only to thole lords of manours, L.

that relult fiom the mixture of bodies of different natures , EFFUTI'Trous ( effugitius, L.) that which hath no fig

or at leaſt an agitation of parts reſembling an ebullition nification, but only ſerves to fill up room .

or boiling produced by fire. Eri [evert, Sax ] , a little venomous creature reſembling

EFFERVESCENT [ effervefcens, L.] growing very hot , a lizard in Thape.

boiling over, bgco EFTSOONS (extYona, Sax .) ever and anon , often ,

EFFICA'CIOUS [effacax, L.] that can do or prevail prefently.
much . E.G. abbreviations of the Latin words exempli gratia ,

EFFICA'CITY [efficacitas, L.) ability , opera- i e . for example.
EFFICACIOUSNESS tion , force, virtue , trength. EGERMINATION , a budding orfpringing forth, L.

E'GERS [with Florifts] ſpring -tulips, or thoſe which
EFFICIENCE [ efficientia, L.] the power or fa- blow firſt.

EFFICIENCY culty to do a thing To EGEST [egeftum , L.] to difcharge, thrust or throw
EFFICIENINESS

EFFICIENT [efficiens, L.) producing its effe &t, accom- EGESTION , an evacuation ofthe excrements or going

pliſhing, cauſing, bringing to paſs. to ftool ; alſo the diſcharging of meat digeſted through

EFFICIENT Cauſe in Logick ] is the cauſe that imme- the Pylorses into the reſt of the entrails, L.

diately produces the effcat Eğe's TUOUS? [egeftuofus, L ] very poor and nce

Equivocal EFFICIENT Cauſe, as the ſun producing a . EGESTUOSES dy .

frogol EGESTUOSITY [ egeftuofitas, L.) extremepoverty .

Moral EFFICIENT Cauſe as the adviſer is the cauſe An Egg [æg. Sax. eg, Dan .] the fetus ar production of

of a war, a murder, &c. fowls, inſects, so

Natural EFFICIENT Cauſe, is that which not only Cox's EGG , a kind of Bezoar; frequently found in thic

a&s without precept in oppoſition to artificial ; but alſo ftomach of a cow .

from within and according to its own inclination , in op To EGG one on ( egger, Dan ] to provoke, ftir upſet

poſitionto violent, as fire acts when it warms. onor (purforwards.
Phyfical EFFICIENT Cause, as a horſe which produces EGI'STMENTS [in Law ] cattle taken in to graze, or

a horte. to be fed at ſo much per week or month.

Spontaneous. EFFICIENT Cauſe, as a dog eating. E'GLANTINE (aiglantier, F. a wild rofe ] ſweet briar, a

Univerſal EFFICIENT Cauſe, which in various circum- Thrub.

ſtances produces various effe&ts, as God, and the sun Ego'ITY [of ego, L. I ] the being or eſſence of I or

Univocal EFFICIENT Causes, which produces an effe &t my ſelf.
like itſelf, as a horſe begers a horſe. EGRE'gious [egregius, L. i, e choſen out of the flock ]

EFFICIENTS [ in Arithmetick] the numbers given for choice, excellent, rare; ſingular ; alſo notorious or manifeft.
an operation of multiplication i.e , multiplicand and the mul- EGR E'GIOUSNESS, choiceneſs, rareneſs, remarkable

tiplier. neſs.

Effi'ction, an expreſſing or repreſenting , a fa- E'GRESS ? [ egreffus and egreffio, L.) a going forth ,

ſhioning, L. EGRESSIONS as to have egreſs and regrefs.

To ĚFPIGIATE [effigiare, L.) to draw.one's picture. EGR e'ss 10 [ with Rbetoricians) a figure, when the ſame

EFFIGIA'TION , a falhioning, L. found or words is twice repeated in ſeveral or in the ſame

Effigies, a portrait, figure or repreſentation of a ſentence , in an inverted order ; as,

perſon to the life, L. Nec fine fole fuo lux , nec fine luce ſuâ fol.

E'Frigy, the ſtamp or impreſſion of a coin repre- E'GRET, a fowlwith red legs of the heron kind.

ſenting the prince's lead who cauſed it to be ftruck. E'GRITUDE (xgritudo, L.] ſicknefs.

FPFLAGITATION, an earneſt defining , L. E'GUISCE (in Heraldry] as a Croſs Eguifce, is a croſs that

EFFLATION , a belching or breaking wind, is like two angles ao the ends cut off, ſo as to terminare

EFFLORESCENCE ? Lof efflorefceres L. ) a , blowing in points, yet not like the Croſs Firchée ; fee Aiguiſce.
EFFLORE'SCENCES out as a flower ; a ſpringing EGY'PTIAN, a native or inhabitant of Egypt ; alſo a

greatly ; with Phyſicians, the increaſe of a diſeaſe
gypſy.

E'FFLUENCE ? [effluentia, L.] an cflux, a blowe EGY'PTIAN Thorn , a Thrub the ſame as Acacia .

EFFLU'ENINESSsing or running out. EGY'PTIANS [in our Statates ) a counterfeit kind of

EFFLU'VIUMS Сeffluvia, L.) are ſuch ſmall particles rogues, and their doxies or whores, being Engliß or Well

as are continually flowing, out of almoft: all, mixed bo- people, who diſguiſe themſelves in odd and uncouth habits

imcaring

E'FFICACY

out.
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linearing their faces and bodies, and framing to themſelves fered to her. The inſtituțion of thefeſtival was upon this

an unknown canting language, wander up and down the occaſion. The Theffalians having reduc'd the inhabitants of
country ; and under the presence of telling fortunes and Phocis to the laſt extremity, and the diſdaining to ſubmit to
curing diſeaſes, Eyoc. abuſe the ignorant common people, them , Daiphantus propoſed that a vaft pile of combuſtible

tticking them of their money, and live by that together, matter ſhould be erected , upon which they ſhould place
with fiichug, pilfering, ftealing, you their wives , children , and all their riches; and in caſe

EI'A ciu , Six.] an iſland, eit or ait. they were defeated, ſet all on fire together, that_hothing

EJACULA'TION [a cafting forth or darting afar off ] a might come into the hands of their enemies. The wo

ſhort prayer poured forth from the bottom of the heart, men being ſummoned to a publick aſſembly, this was pre

with fervenc devotion, L. pos'd to them , at which being met in a full body, they
EJACULA'TION [in Phyfick] the act of emitting the immediately gave their unanimous conſent, applauding

femen. Daiphantus, and decreeing him a crown for his noble

EJA'CULATORY [ ejaculatorius, L.) ejaculative or per- contrivance. They afterwards engaged their enemy

taining to ejaculation . with great fury and reſolution , and intirely defeated
EJACULÁTORY Veſſels [ Anatomy] certain vefſels which them .

ſerve to diſcharge the ſemen in the act of copulation. ELA'PIDATED [ elapidatus, L.) cleared of ſtones.

To Eje'ct [ ejectum , fup. of ejicere, L.] to caft or To ELAPSE [elapſum , L ] to ſlide away eafily.

throw out. ELAPIDA'TION , a clearing a place from ftones, E.
EJE'CTA [Old Records] a woman taviſhed or deflower- ELARGI'TION , a free beſtowing, L,

ed ; or caſt forth from the virtuous, ELA'FSION , a ſliding outor away, L.
EJECTATION, a caſting or throwing out, L. To ELA'QUEATE (elaqueatum , £ .) to diſintangle, to
EJE'CTION , a cafting or throwing out, L. fet free from a fnare.

EJEGÍION [in a MedicinalSenfe] the ſame as egeſtion ELAQUEA'TION, a difentangling, diſentanglement.

of the diſcharging digefted meat into the entrails. ELASTICITY ? [of’enasis of inasów ,Gr.) the elafti

EJECTIO'N E cuftodiæ ( in Law ] a writ lying properly ELA'STICKNESS S city, the fpringineſs of bodies, a

againſt one that caſts a guardian out from any lands, power to return to its fruit place or condition , as a ſtick
whilft the heir is underage, L.

that is forcibly bent. This quality is very remarkable in
EJECTIONE forme fin Lawja writ which lies for the the air,when it is comprefled , it endeavours with a very great

leffee for a term of years, who is caft out before his term force to recover or reſtore it ſelf to its former ftate.

is expired, either by the leffor of a ftranger, L. ELA'STICK [elafticus, L. ' No Soxos, Gr.] that pera

EJECTITIOUS ( eje&titius, L.) caft out. ELA'STICAL S tains to elaſticity, or that recoils with

· EJECTUM [ Old Rec.] jerfon or wreck of goods thrown a kind of ſpring or force.

out of a ſhip. ELA'STICK Body, is one, which being preffed, yields

EIGHT (eiht, såx.] a little iſland in a river. for a while to the force, yet can afterwards recover its

EIGHT (calita, sax. buit, F. o &to, L. of oxTW, Gr.] former ſtare by its own natural power.
VIII . 8. Perfe&tly ELA'STICAL, a body is ſaid to be ſo, wher
EIGHTEEN [ cahta'týne, sax ) XVII. 18. with the ſame force as that which preſs’d upon it ( though

ETH [cahto , Sax . ] VIIIth , 8th . for a while it yielded to the ſtroke) it afterwards recovers

EI'GHTY [ catatiz , $ ax .) LXXX 80. its former place. And in this ſenſe, an elaſtick body is dif

Eigat Fort Ein Heraldrg) grafs bearing 8 leaves. tinguiſhed from a ſoft body; i.e. one that being preſs':

EIGNE [Fr. Law ] the eldeſt or firſt born . yields to the ſtroke , loſes its former figure, and cannot re

EINECIA, [Fr. Ladj elderſhip, cover it again.

E'RENARCHY ['Esquascia of ergaiin peace, and dex" ELASTICK Force (with Philofopbers] is the force of a

dominion ] a peaceable government. ſpring when bent, and endeavouring to unbend it felf

BISPNOR ['ENOTVO of 'convéw , Gr. to breathe in ] again .

reſpiration the oppoſite to ecpmoe. ELA'STICK Force [with Phyſicians] is underſtood to be

ELAMI ' [in Mufick] the ſixth afcending note of each the endeavour of elaftick or ſpringing particles, when

feptenary in the toale, compreſs'd or crowded into a little room , to fpread and roll

EITHER [ay dep , Sax .] or, alſo , any one. themſelves out again. And thence they frequently uſe the

EJULA'TION, a yelling, a howling, a wailing, L. term to ſignifie ſuch an explofiori of the animal ſpirits, as is

· EJULA'Tor, a certain wild beaſt called a crier, which frequent in cramps or convulſions.

makes a noiſe like the crying of a young child . ÉLA'TÉ [ixátu, Gr.] a kind of fir-tree ; alſo a date

EJURA'TION , a renouncing or reſignation, L.

EKE [cac, Sax. ok, Din.] alſo , likewiſe , beſides. ELATE ? [elatus, L.) puffed up , tranſported , lof

To EKE [prob. of wacan , which yunius derives of ELATED S ty, proud, haughty.

åt otewo, Gr.) to make larger, by adding another piece. To ELA'TE [datam of efferre, L. ] to lift up , tó
ELA ( prob. of Eleva , L. lift up ] the higheſt note in cxalt.

the ſcale of muſick , ELA'TERISTS, a name which Mr. Boyke gives to thoſe

To ELABORATE (elaboratuni, L.) to take pains, to perſons, who hold the doctrine of Blaterum .

work exquiſitely. ELATE'RIUM [ Enalúpiov, Gr.] the elaſticity or fpringy

. EL A'BORATE [elaboratus, L.) done with pains and faculty of the air.

exa & neſs ; wroughtand compoſed perfe &tly and curiouſly. ELATERIUM [in Medicine ) the juice of wild cucum

ELABORATION , the working or performing any thing bers made up into a thick conſiſtence ; alſo any medicine

with pains and exactnes , L. that purges and looſens the belly.

ELA'BORATORY (elaboratorium , L.Ja laboratory, a chy- ELATION, a lifting up, haughtineſs, pride, L.

milt's work -houſe. ELATI'NE ['earinn ,Gr. ] female fluellin, running buck

ELÆ'A [ 'enaia, Gr.] the olive, the fruit, L. wheat, an herb, L.

1 EL ÆO'MELI ['emarspens, Gr.] a kind of fat gum that ELATI'Tes ['snations, Gr.] a kind of blood - ſtone, L.

drops from olive trees, L. ELATRATION , a barking out, L.

EL# O'PHYLLON l'enciópurxov, Gr.) the herb mércury. ELAXA'TION, an unloofing, L.

ELROSACCHAROM [of " enamor, oil, and Edxxaegu, EL'BOICK (of Elbow Elboga, šax .) a ſentence or verſe

Gy. fugar) an oil , whoſe parts are ſeparated by fugar em- of a rude or ruffling quality, as itwere hunthing or puſhing
bodied with ſome drops of diſtilled oil , to renderit more with the elbow .

cafy to be ſwallowed , L. E'LBOW [ elboza, Sax.] a part or joint in the iniddle

ÉLA'NGUID [elanguidus, L.] faint, weak. of the arm.

ELAPHABO'LIMUM [with Botanifts] wild or moun- ELCESA'CITÆ , a feet of Hereticks in the third century ,

tain parſley. who reje &ted all the epiftles of St. Paul, and held that

:: ELAPH EBO'LIUM ['endomboriche Gr. ſo called from Chrift had appeared from time to timeunder divers bodies,

the facrifices rheni offered to the goddeſs Diana, ftiled that there were 2 Chriſts, the one in heaven , and the

exibe ambióros, i, e , ftag -shooter) a month of the Grecians an other on the earth , and that the holy ſpirit was his

ſwering to our February, L. fifter.

ELAPHOBO'SCÓN [encecolóxov, Gr.] the plant wild ELADAR

parfuip or carrot , L.
É'LDERS} [cllarh, šax.) the elder-tree.

ELAPH EBO’LTA ( of 'enamn @óros, Gt. i. e, the hurtreſs] ELDERSHIP (ælcon, Sax .] more aged , or farther in

feafts confecrated to Diana, in the month Elaphebolion or years.

February, wherein a cake made in form of a deer wasof ELDER Battalion, that battalion which was firft raifed
ans

tree, L.
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and has the poſt of honour according to its ſtanding.
ELEGIA'MBICK Verſe, a kind of verſe aſed in Horace's

Elder Officers, thoſe whoſe commiſſions bear the ear- poems, called Epodes,

lieft dare.
ELEGIO'GRapher [elegiograpbus, L. 'EncycloręcoG ,

Eldership (of ælter , Sex. and rcip] the dignity of of 'enercia and redépw , Gr. to writej a writer of clegies.

an elder. ELE'GIT , a writ lying for him, who hath recovered

ELECAMPA'Ne, [enula campana, L.) the herb other- debts or damages in the king's court, againlt onewho is

wiſe called horſe-heal, good for the lungs.
not able to fatisty, L.

Elect [ ele &tus, L.) choſen, appointed.
E'LEGY [elegie, Fr. elegia, L. 'enezesc , Gr. of 'entor

Ele'ct [with Calviniſtical Divines] the elected faints, commiſeration , and dezelv to ſay a kind of poem invent

the faithful, ſuch as are choſen and appointed by God to ed to complain of misfortunes of any kind whatſoever ;

inherit everlaſting glory .
but eſpecially to mourn the death of friends , or ine cruelty

T. EL E'CT (ele &tum , ſup. of eligere, L.] to chooſe. of a miftrefs. In an elegy the pallions of grief , det air,

Election , a choice made of any thing or perſon, & c.ought to predominate ; the meaſure oughtto be heroick

whereby it is preferred to ſome other , L. verſe, as the moft ſolemn. The numbers and fen zirrents

EECTION [in Law ] is when a perſon is left to his hould be ſoft and ſweet. Point ſhould be intirely difcard

own free-will , to take or do either one thing or another ed,as being contrary to paſſion.

which he pleaſes.ELECTION [in Theology) the choice which God of his EleLispha'cum { ['enentopánov,Gr.] the herb fage,L.

good pleafure makes of angels or men for the deſigns of ELEME'NTARY [elementarius, L ) of or pertaining to

mercy and grace.
the elements.

ELECTION [in Pbarmacy) is that part of it, that teaches ELEMENTARIES [ as ſome Writers pretend ) a kind of

how to chuſe ſimple medicaments, drugs, &c. and to perfe&t beings which inhabit the elements, and are only

diftinguiſh the good from the bad . known by what they call the philoſophers and fages, and

ELECTIONS ( in Aftrology) are certain times or oppor- according to theſe people'snotion, theelement of fre muft

tunities pitch'd upon , according to aſtrological obſervations, be inhabited by Salamanders, water by Nymphs and Oridi

as the moft fit for the undertaking any particular buſineſs ans, earth by Gnomes and Gnomonides, and the air by Sylpbs

or enterprize.
and Sylphides.

ELECTION de Clerk, a writ granted out of Chancery, ELEMENTARINESS [of elementarius, L. elementaire,

for the choice of a clerk , appointed to take and draw up F.j elementary quality.

ftatures merchant. ELEMENTARY Principles ( with Naturalifs are the fim
ELE'CTIVE [ele &tions, L.] that is done by or depends ple particles of a natural or mix'd body, or thoſe very

upon ele&tion or choice. îmall parts out of which ſuch a body is made up , and into

ELECTOR , a chuſer, L. which it may be reſolved

ELE'CTORS [of the Empire of Germany) certain princes E'LEMENTS elementa, L.) are various, as follows.

who have a right to chuſe the emperor, according to the ELEMENTS, are the firft principles of things, and are
ordinance or decree made for that purpose by the emperor reckoned four ; Fire , Air, Eirth and Water, the fimpleſt

Charlos IV. bodies that can be, neither made of one another, or of

ELECTORAL, of or pertaining to ele&ors. any thing elſe, but of which all things are made, and
EL E'CTORAL Crown [in Heraldry] the electors of the into which they are at laſt relolv'd .

Empire of Germany wear a ſcarlet cap turn'd up with cr- ELEMENT of Language [ with Grammarians] the let

mine; cloſed with a demicircle of gold, all covered with ters of the alphabet.

pearls ; on the top is a globe with a croſs all of gold. ELEMENTS ( in Divinity ! the bread and wine prepared

Electorate (ele& oratus] the dignity or territories for the facrament of the Lord's fupper

of an elector in the Empire of Germany. ELEMENTS, the agreement of the the elements in ge

EL E'CTORESS [ Ele & rice, F.] an eleétor's wife. neration of creatures ( Hieroglyphically) was repreſented by

ELE'CTRICA [with Pbyſicians) drawing medicines, L. the Egyptians by an otter or an oftrich, becauſe they lub

EL E'CTRICK , pertaining to electricity. fift in and by two elements.

ELECTRICALNES (ofmixtpov, Gr.amber) attractive The four É , EMENTS ſuſpended in the air, were repre

quality .
ſented [Hieroglypbically] by Junohang'd up by Jupiter in the

ELECTRICITY [ of "Enexipov, Gr. amber ) elc &tric sky with weights at her feet.

force , is that power or property, whereby amber, jet, ſeal- ELEMENTS, the firſt principles or grounds of any art ot

ing wax, agate and moſt kinds of precious ſtones, attract ſcience, as Euclid's elements, which contain the principles
ſtraws, paper and other light bodies to themſelves. of

geometry.

ELECTRI'FEROUS (ele& rifer, L ] bearing or producing ELEMENTS (in Geometry) a point, line, ſurface, and

amber, • ſolid, are termed the firſt elements.

ELECTUA'RIUM Theriacum , a ſort of cordial for weak E'LEMI , a pellucid rofin of a whitiſh colour, inter

and conſumptive horſes, L. mixed with ſome yellowiſh , called Gum Elemi, brought

ELE'CTUARY ( Ele& uarium , L.) a medicinal compo- from Etbiopia, Arabia Felix , & c.

ſition made of ſeveral ingredients, with ſyrup or honey , to ELE'NCHUS ( ěxe7X @ , Gr.) a ſophiſtical argument; al

the conſiſtence of a conſerve. ſo a confutation ; alſo an index in a book.

ELECTUARY of Kermes, a compoſition made of the ELE'NCTICAL [elenéticus, L. of ' &nbyxTexàs, of 'enérxw ,

grains of kermes, juniper-berries, bay -berries, and other Gr. to refute] convi&tive, that ſerves to convince or con

ingredients.
fute,

ELEEMOS Y'N Æ [Old Rec.] poſſeſſions belonging to ELEGIBILITY 2 as a Bull of Engibility, a bull granted

churches. E'LIGIBLENESS by the pope to certain perſons to
ELEEMO'S Y NARY [of eleemofynarius, L. of 'Exinuo qualify them to be choſen or inveſted with an office or

oúrn , Gr. alms] ofor pertaining to alms ; alſo freely given dignity.

by way of alms . E'LEOT [in Cyder Countries] an apple much in eſteem

ELEEMO'SYNARY[elesmofynaria, L.) the place in a for its excellent uſe.

monaſtery where the alms were laid up ; alſo the office of ELEOS A'CHARUM ( of endlov oil, and faccharum , L.

the almoner. ſugar) a mixture of oil and ſugar, which is uſed with the

ELEEMOSYNARIUS, the almoner or officer , who re- diſtilled oils, to make them mix with aqueous Auids for

ceived the eleemofynary gifts and rents, and diſpoſed of preſent uſc.

them to charitable and pious uſes, L. E'LEPHANT [elepbas, L. 'exépas, Gr.] the largeſt,

E'LEGANTNESS [elegantia, L.) elegancy. ſtrongeſt, and ſaidto be the moſt intelligent of all four
E'LEGANCE ? (with Rhetoricians ) is the choice of rich footed beaſts.

E'LEGANCY S and happy expreſſions, which alſo An ELEPHANT was [by the Ancients) made an em

Thewan ealincfs, which eaſineſs confifts in making uſe of blem of a king, becauſe they were of opinion that he

natural expreſſions, and avoiding ſuch as ſeem affected, and could not bow his knee , and alſo becauſe his long teeth ,

diſcover the pains the oratorwas at to find them . being accounted his horns, betokened ſovereignty and do
E'LEGANT ( elegans, L.) eloquent, handtome, neat, minion .

fine, ſpruce, gay, curious, delicate. An ELEPHANT ( Hieroglyphically] by the Egyptians, was

ELE'GIACK [elegiacus, L. of 'Easylaxos, Gr.] of or alſo uſed to denote a wealthy man , who can live of him

pertaining to an elegy. ſelf without being beholden to his neighbours.

ELEGIACK Verſe, a ſort of verſe in Latin or Greek called Knights of the ELEPHANT, an order of knighthood in

Denmark,

Knights

>

1

pentameter
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nate, L.

Knights DE L'EPI, i, e, of the Ear of Corn, or of the ELHUSI'NIA ['raevorvid, Gr.) the myſteries of the god

Ermine, an order of knighthood in Armorica or Bretagne in deſs Ceres, or the religious ceremonies performed in honour
France , establish'd by K.Francis I. of her ; ſo named from Eleufis a maritime town of the

Knights de l'ETOILE, or of the Star, an order of Athenians, in which was a temple of that goddeſs ; no

French knighthood ; the companions of this order have this men were admitted to theſe myſteries, but only women ,

motro, Monftrant regibus aftra viam , i.e. the ſtars ſhew the who among themſelves took all immodeft liberties.

way to kings. ELEUTH E'RIA [ 'emeubiera , Gr.] certain feſtivals folem

ELEPHA'NTIA 3 [ 'enspevtisois, Gr.] a leproſy nized every fifth year in honour of Jupiter Eleutberius ( i. e.

ELEPHANTI'ASIS S which renders the skin rough like the protector of liberty) theſe feſtivals were inſtituted by

thatof an elephant, with red ſpors gradually changed into the Greeks after the ſignal defeat of 300000 Perfians, un
black , and dry parched ſcales and fcurf. der Mardonius, Xerxes's general .

ELEPHANTIASIS Arabum (with Phyſicians) a ſwelling ELF [Æly, or Elfenne, Sax .] a fairy , an hobgoblin,
in the legs and feet, a - kin to the varix, proceeding from a dwarf.

phlegmatick andmelancholy blood, ſo that the feet reſem- ELF Arrows, flint- ſtones ſharpened and jagged like ar
ble thoſe of an elephant in ſhape and thickneſs . row heads, which the ancient Britains uſed in war ; many

ELEPHA'NTINE [ elephantinius, L.] of or pertaining of which being found both in Scotland and England, the

to , or like an elephant. people give them the name of elf-arrows, fancying that

ELEPHANTI'NI Libri (with the Romans] the actions of they dropt from the clouds.
the princes, and the proceedings, acts, Cgc, of the ſe- ÉLICITA'TION , a drawing out or alluring, L.

ELICITI (in Ethicks] fignify acts immediately produced

TO E'Levate [elevatum , L ] to lift up ; to make by thewill, and terminated by the ſame power,
cheerful or merry , L. To ELI'DE [elidere, L.] to ſtrike or daſh out.

ELEVATED [with Aftrologers] a planet is ſaid to be ELIGIBLE [of eligibilis, L ] fit or deterying to be

elevated above another planet, when being ſtronger it choſen.

weakens the influence of the other. ELIGIBI'LITY ? [of eligibilis, L.] liableneſs to be

ELEVATEDNESS [of elevatio, L.) exaltedneſs, a be- ELIGIBLENESSS chofen, preferrableneſs.

ing lift up, c. ELIGURI'TION , an hafty eating or devouring, L.

ELEVATION [in Archite&ture] a draught or deſcription To EʼLIMÁTE (elimatum , L.] to file, to poliſh, to
of the face or principal ſide of a building, called alſo the ſmooth.

Upright or ELIMINATION , a turning out of houſe and home, I,

ELEVATION , a lifting up, an exalting, F. of L. ELINGU A'TION , a cutting out the tongue, L.

ELEVATION [ in Gunnery] is the anglewhich the chace EliptoI'DES (Mathemat.] an infinite ellipſis.

of the piece or axis of the cylinder makes with the plain ELI'QUAMENT (eliquamen, L.) a fat juice ſqueezed

of the horizon . out of Aeſh or fish .

ELEVATION [with Chymifts] is the cauſing any matter ELI'sion , a ſtriking or daſhing out, L.

to riſe in fume or vapours, by means of hear. ELISION (with Gram .] a cutting off a vowel after the
ELEVATION [in the Romiflh Church] is apply'd to that end of a word in verſe .

part of the maſs where the prieſt hoiſts or raiſes the hoſt ELIXA'TiON, a ſeething or boiling, L.

above his head for the people ro adore it. ELIXÀTION (in Pharmacy , the boiling or feething gent

ELEVATION of the Pole [ in Aftronomy] is the height or ly any medicament for a conſiderable time in a proper

number of degices, that the pole is raiſed in any latitude, liquor
or appears above the horizon . ELI'XIR [ i. é. Strength ] a name given by Chymifts to

ELEVATION of the Pole [ in Dialling) is the angle which many infuſions or tin &tures of mixed bodies, prepared in

the upper end of the cock or ſtyle, that caſts the ñadow on ſpirituous Menftruums; by which they mean a very precious

the dial plane , makes with the ſubſtilar line. liquor, or a quinteſſence, as Elixir Salutis, &c .

ELEVATOR , a lifter or raiſer up, L. ELIXIR [with Alchymifts] the powder of proje&tion or

ELEVATORY [in Anatomy) thoſe muſcles that ſerve to philoſopher'sſtone.

draw the parts of the body upwards. Grand ELIXIR , an univerſal medicine that will cure all

ELEVATOR Labii Infe riuris [ Anatomy] a muſcle ariſing diſeaſes.

from the ſecond bone of the under jaw, and with its part- Elc [elc, Sax. alce, L. of caxxis Gr. Strength ] a ſtrong,

ner deſcending dire &tly to their implantations in the lower ſwift beaſt, as tall as a horſe, and in ſhape like an hart,

part of the skin of the chin ; they draw the lip upwards, L. bearing two very large horns bending towards the back,
ELEVATOR Labii Superioris (Anat.] a muſcle that ariſes and , as the elephant, having no joints in his fore- legs, with

from the ſecond boneof the upper jaw, or, as ſome, from which he fights, and not with his horns, they ſleep lean

the fore-part of the fourth bone , immediately above the ing againſt trees ; theſe are found in the foreſts of Pruſia,

elevator labiorum , and deſcending obliquely under the skin and elſewhere.

of the upper lip, with its partner joins in a middle line ELK (Old Records] a kind of yew to make boughs of.

from the Septum narium to its end, in the Sphincter labiorum . Ell [ eln, Sax. aulne, F. ulna, L.] a mealure con

ELEVATOR Ala Nafi [Anat.] a muſcle or pair of muf- taining the Engliſ ell , z foot 9 inches ; the Flemiß , 2 foot
cles of the noſe , of a pyramidital figure, very narrow, 5 inches.

tho’Aeſhy at its origination on the fourth bone of the upper ELLEBORINE, the herb Neefewort, Sanicle, L. Plin .

jaw ; its action is to pull the Ale upwards, and turn it ELLÉCOR I'tis, Centaury the leſs, 1 .
outwards . Elli'psis [ ömeites, Gr.] an omiſſion, leaving out or

ELEVATOR L.zbiorum [ Anat.) a mufcle which lies be- paſſing by, L.

tween the Zygomaticus and the Elevator labii ſuperioris pro
ELLIPsts (with Grammarians] a figure where ſome part

prins, and takes riſe from the fourth bone of the upper
of a diſcourſe is left out.

ELLIPSIS [in Geometry) is a plain figure commonly call

ÉLEVATOR Oculi [Anat. ) a muſcle of the eyć ariſing ed an oval, or a crooked line including a ſpace longer on

near the place where the optick nerve enters the orbit, and , one ſide than the other, and drawn from two center points;
is inſerted to the Tunica Scler tis on the upper and fore- each called the focus or Navel, and is one of the ſections

part of thebulb of the eye under the Adnata.
of a cone.

This muſcle is named fuperbus muf ulus, or proud , be ELLIPSIS [with Rhetoricians] a figure uſed by a perſon

cauſe it raiſes the eye ; it being one of the common marks who is in fo violent a paſſion that he cannot ſpeak all that

of a haughty diſpoſition to look high ; its oppoſite muſcle he would ſay, his tongue being too ſlow to keep pace with

is termed bumilis or humble, L. his paſſion .

ELEVA'TOR [elevatorium , L.) an inſtrument uſed by ELLIPTOI'Des [in Geometry ] an infinite ellipſis, i.e.

ſurgeons for raiſing the bone of the ſcull when it is funk . an ellipſis defined by the equation a ym + n = bx mi

An ELEVE' (of elever, F. to raiſe] a pupil or ſcholar (å ~ * ) wherein in > I and > I.
educated under any one.

ELLIPTICAL Compaſſes, a pair of braſs compaſſes for

ELE'VEN Entliara, of Ene one, end lýxan , Sax, to making any ellipſis or oval figure, by drawing the index

leave, i.e, one remaining after the computation of 10] once round

XI, 11 . ELLIPTICAL Dial, a dial of metal with a folding joint,

ELEVEN , the number u has this property , that be . and the gnomon or cocks to fall flat ; fitted ſo as to be

ing multiplied by 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , it will always end and carried in the pocket.

begin with like numbers, as II multiplied by 2 , makes 22, ELLIPTICAL Space, is the area contain'd within the cir

by 4 , 41, by 5 , 55 , by 6, 66, by 7 , 77, by 8 , 88 . cumference or curven

X * * ELLIPTICAL

jaw , L.
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ELLIPTICAL Conoid, is the ſame with the Spheroid. that had the virtue to cauſe them to forget ail things. part
.

ELMI'NIHES ( un 395, Gr.] little wormsbreeding in ELY ":IUM ['Ercolo", Gr. or of 13, Heb to rejoice ]

the guts, eſpecially that calla Re &tum , or lowermott or the paradiſe above-mentioned .

ELYTHROI'Des (of 'e .ut @gildis, of 'eartej a ſheath,

ELM [elm , Sar, eline, Dan .] a kind of tree , or the aud sida , Gr. form ] the ſecond proper coat, which im

wood of it. mediately wraps up or covers the tetticles, and is called va

ELOCU’TION , the cauſing and adapting words and girolis, or the vaginal cunicle.
ſentences to the things or ſentiments to be expreſſed , TO EMA'CERATE [emaceratum, L.] to waſte or make
Cicero, lean .

ELOCUTION [with Rhetoricians) conſiſts in apt expref EMACERA'Iron , a making lean , &c. alſo a ſoaking

ſions, and a beautiful order of placing of words, to which
or fowling, L.

may be added an harmonious car to form a muſical ca- EMA'CIATED [emaciatus , L.) made lean, worn away.

dence, which has no fmall effect upon the operations of EMACIA'TION , a making or becoming lean , L.

the mind. EMA'NANT [emanans , L.) iffuing or flowing from .

ELO'D Es ['excé£ 115 , Gr.) a ſort of fever, attended with EMANA'TION , a flowing or ifluing from , i .

a violent and perperual ſweating.
EMANATION [ in Theology, the proceeding of the Holy

Ghoft from the Father and Son.E'LOG E elogium , L. of 'eviobor, Gr.] a teſtimonial tp

one's praiſe or commendation..
TO EMANCIPATE (emancipare, L.) to ſet at liberty.

To ELOI'N [eloigner, F. ] to remove, put or ſend a great
EMANCIPAʼTION , a ſetting at liberty, F. of L.

way off ; as to be eloined, is to be at a great diſtance EMANCIPA'TION [ in the Roman Law ] the ſetting of a

from. ſon free from the ſubječtion of his father, which was to dif

ELONGA'TA [in Law] a return of the Sheriff, that ficult a matter, that "(they tell us) before a ſon could

Cattle are not to be found or are removed ſo far that he be ſet free from ſuch ſubječiion, he ſhould be ſold (imagi

cannot make deliverance , Soc. narily ) three times by his natural father to another man ,

ELONGA'TION , a prolonging or lengthening, 1 . which man the lawyers call Pater fiduciarius, i . e. a father

ELONGATION (with Surgeons] a kind of imperfe&t dif- in truſt , and afier this he was tobe bought again by the
jointing, when the ligament of a joint is ſtretched and ex- natural father, and on his manumitting of him he became

tended , but not ſo that the bone goes quite out of its free; and this imaginary fale was callca Mancipatio.

place.
To EMA'RG INATE [emarginatum, L.] to take away

ELONGATION (with Aftronomers, &c . ) the removal of the borders and margin.

a planet to the fartheſt diſtance it can be from the Tun, as it EM ARGINATION ( with S :ergeons) a taking away the

ſcurf thar lies about the edgesof wounds, fores, &c.
appears to an eye placed in the earth.
To ELO'PE (prob. of elabor, L. to ſlip away from ) a EMA'RGINATED (with Botaniſts] cut in or indented af

term uſed of a woman's leaving her husband , and ter a manner in the form of a heart, or having the margin

hollowed inwards.
and dwelling with an adulterer.

ELOPEMENT, the act of eloping, the penalty of which TO EMA'SCULATE [ emafculare, L.) to geld ; alſo to

is, the woman ſhall loſe her dower or marriage portion, un make etteminate ; alſo to weaken or enfceble.

leſs the ſhall be voluntarily reconciled to her hushand ; EMASCUL A'TION , a taking away the form of man

nor ſhall the husband be obliged to allow her alimony or hood, a gelding, L.

maintenance. EMAUX de l'Efcu [in Heraldry] the metal and colour

E'LOQUENCE [ eloquentia, L.) the art of ſpeaking of a ſhield or eſcutcheon, F.

well ; a rhetorical utterance which delivers things proper to To EMBALE, to make up into bales or packs.

perſuade. To EMBA'IM [ embaumer, F.] to dreſs a dead body

E'LOQUENT [ eloquens, L.] that has athat has a gift or good with balm , ſpices, gums and other things, in order to be

grace in ſpeaking : well ſpoken , F. preferved a conſiderable time from putrefaction .

An ElOQUENT Man ( Hieroglypbically] was repreſented
EMBARCADE'RE ( on the coaſts of America ] a place

by a parror, becauſe no other bird can better exprefs that ſerves ſome inland city for a port or place of ſhipping.
itſelf. To EMBA'RK [imbarcare, Ital. embarquer, F.] to go

E'LOQUENTNESS [eloquentia, L.) eloquence. on Ship -board ; alſo to enter upon a delign.

ELSE (eller, Sax.] otherwiſe.
EMBARKA'Tion, a going or putting on board a ſhip.

T. ELUCIDATE [elucidare, L. ] to make clear or EMBA'RGO, a ſtop or arreſt of ſhips, a reſtraint or pro

plain. hibition impoſed by a ſovereign on merchant-hips, to pre

ELUCIDA'TION , a making clear or plain , I. vent their going out of port for a time limited, and ſome

ELUCUBRA'TION, a writing or ftudying by candle
times their coming in .

light.
EMBA'RRASMENT [ embarras, F.] crowd, confuſion ,

To Elu'de [ eludere, L.] to ſhift off, to wave, to get diſorder, incumbrance, perplexity.
clear of. TO EMBARRASS [embarrafer, F.) to pefter or trouble ,

E'LVERs , a kind of grigs or ſmall eels that at certain to encumber, to clog.

times of the year ſwim on the top of the water about
To EMBA's E. See To Imbaſe.

Briſtol, and are skimmed up in ſmall nets , and are bak'd E'MBASIS (of 'fußairw , Gr.] a going in , an en

in cakes, fryd and ſerved up at table.

ELVES [elyenne, Sax.] ſcare-crows or bug bears to
EMBASIS [in a Medicinal Senſe ) a ſort of bath .

frighten children with EMBASSADOR [embaſſadeur, F.] one appointed to act

E'L VI$ 11, froward , morofe ; alſo wicked . for, and repreſent the perfon of a prince or ſtate in a fo

Elu’MBATED [ elumbatus, L. ] made lanie in his reign country.
loins. EMBA'ssadress , the wife of an embaſſador.

ELUSCA'TION , blear-eyedneſs or purblindneſs, L. EMBA'SSAGE (ambaſage, F. ] the commiſſion given

ELU'SION , a mocking or coffing, L.
EMBA'ssy 3 by a prince or ſtate to fome perion of

ElU'SOR IN ESS [ ofºeluforius, L.] aptneſs to elude, eminent accompliſhment, to treat with another prince or
ſhuffling quality. ftate, about matters of importance.

Elu'sory [eluforias, L.] that ſerves to wave, elude or EMBA'TER, the hole or look-through to take aim with

Thift off ; cheating, deceitful . a croſs - bow.

ELU'TRIATED (elutriatus, L.) poured out of one veſſel EMATEU'TICON Jus [ Civil Law ] a kind of law by

into another. which people might keep things pawned to them in their

ELU'NATED [eluxatus, L.] wrenched, ſprained , put own poilellion.

Out of joint. EMBA'TTELLED [of em and bataille, F.] put or ſet in

ELYSIAN, belonging to the Elyſian fields .
ELY'SIAN Fields of Tyis nuocus, Gr. i. e. folution, i.e. EMBATT ELED [in Heral

the putting off the chains of thebody ]a certain paradiſe dry) is when the out-line of a

of delightful groves and ſmiling meadows, into which, the ny ordinary reſembles the bat
heathens held, that the ſoulsof good men paſſed after tlements of a wall , as in this figure.

death ; but at the end of a certain uumber of years did To EMB E'LLISH [embellir, F.] to beautify, adorn or

return into the world again to live in other bodies, and grace , to ſet off or ſet out.

that the fouls might not retain any remembrance oftheſe EMBE'LLISHMENT [embell sement, F.] an adornment,

E- lyfian fields , they drank of the river Lethe ( i. e . oblivion ) a ſet off or beautifying.

E'MBER

trance ,

battle array :
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E'MBER (of emmer , Dan , a ſpark ] a coal of fire, or EMBROCH E' [ eMbOOX" , Gr.] akind of decoction or lo

cinder. tion , wherewith the part affected having been firft bathed

Ember Days ( ſo named from an ancient cuſtom of pur- is afterwards bound up within linen clothes dipt in it, L.

ting alhes on their heads in token of humiliation on thoſe To EMBROI'DER [of em and broder, F.] to work em

days) are the Wedneſdays, Fridays and Saturdays in the broidery.

Ember-weeks. EMBROIDERER [ofem and brodeter, F. ] ſuch a worker.

Ember Weeks, are four ſeaſons in the year, fet apart Embroidery ( broderie, F.] the working flowers, Bosco

more particularly for prayer and faſting, viz . the firſt week with a needle on cloth, Soc.

in Lent, the next after Whitſunday, the 14th of September, To EMBROI'L [embrouiller, F.] to diſturb , confound or

and 12th of December. ſet together by the ears.

EMBRING Days, the ſame as Ember-days. An EMBROIL [embrouillement, F.] an embarraſſment,

To EMBE'ZZLE (probably of imbecillis, L. weak, 9. d. perplexity, trouble.

to weaken] to ſpoil or waſte ; alſo to pilfer or purloin. É'merYO Céu @fvorof 'eubouw , Gr. to ſprout out] the fæ -

EMBEʻZZLEMENT, a ſpoiling or wafting.
tus or child in the womb, after its members come

E'MBLEM [é pecarpet of " Crimey, Gr. to caſt in ] a formed ; but before it has its perfe &t ſhape.

painted enigma or repreſentation of ſome moral notion by EMBRYO (with Botaniſts] the moſt tender fætus or bud

way of device or picture ; as an ant is an emblem of in- of a plant, whoſe parts are forcibly diſpos’d to diſplay .

duſtry, an afs of fluggiſhneſs, a ball of inconftancy, a lion EMBRYO [ Hieroglyphically] was by the ancients repre

ofgeneroſity, & c. ſented by a frog

EMBLEM A'TICALNESS [of épebanged , Gr.] emblemati- EMERYOR ES’T ES ? [of éu @puov and púorw , Gr. to
cal quality , enigmatical repreſentation.

EMBLEMA'TICAL [emblematique, F.] pertaining to
EmbryothLa'stess (of'tubovo hnésns of épilprov

EMBLEMA'TICK S or partaking of the nature of and 911w , Gr. to break] a ſurgeon's inſtrument , with

emblems . which they break the bones of a dead child, that it may

EMBLE'MATIST, a contriver or maker of emblems. themore eaſily be extracted out of the womb.

EMBLEMENTS (of emblavence de bled, F.] i. e. ' corn EMBRYOTOMY [εμβρυοτομία , οf έμβρυον and τομή , Gr.

ſprung or putoutabove ground, fignifies properly the pro- a cutting an anatomical deſcription of an embryo or
fits of landsfown ; alto the products that ariſe naturally from young child that is newly formed.

the ground, as grafs , fruit, & c. EMBRY U'LCUS [ofém @prov and exxw , Gr . to draw] a

EMBOLISM ['eu concouds, Gr.] the putting in or adding furgeon's inſtrument to extract a child out of the womb.

a day to leap year. To EMBU'RSE [ embourſer, F.] to reſtore or refund mo

EMBOLI'SMIC , intercalary. ney owing

EMBOLI'SMICAL

Montb }
} [with Aftronom .]is when EMBUSCATUM Marmor [i e. boſcage or buſhy marble ]

EMBOLISMA'TICAL S the lunations that hap a ſort of marble digged out of mount Sinai in Jeruſalem ,

pen every ſucceſſive year 11 days ſooner than in the forego- of colour white, inclining to yellow , which has this ſurpri

ing amount to 30 days, and make a new additional month, zing property, that which way foever it be cut, it repre
to render the common lunar year equal to the folar. ſents ihrubs and buſhes curiouſly wrought by nature and of

E'MBOLUS (with Natural Pbiloſophers ] the fucker of the a blackiſh colour, which , if the ſtone be ſet over the fire ,

pump or a ſyringe , which when the ſucker of the pipe of foon diſappears.

the ſyringe is cloſe ſtopt cannot be drawn up without the T. EMEDU'LLATE (emedullare, L.] to take out the

greateſt difficulty, and having been forced up by main marrow or pith,

Itrength and being let go, will return again with great To Em E'MBRAT E [emembraré, L.] to geld.

violence. EME'NDABLE [emendabilis, L.) that may be mended :

To EMBOSS [imbofcare, Ital.] to adorn with emboſſed EME'NDALS [in the inner temple) remainders, i. e. fo

work. much in bank of the ſtock of the houſe for the ſupply of

To EMBOSS a Deer, [of imboſcare, Ital. or emboſquer, F. extraordinary occaſions.

of bois , F. a wood ] to chace her into a thicket. EMENDA'R E [ Old Law Term ] to make amends for any

EMBO'SSED (with Architetts] raiſed with bunches or crime or treſpaſs ; and thence a capital crime , which was

knobs. not to be atoned for by a pecuniary mulet, was ſaid to

EMBOSSING (in Architecture) a kind of ſculpture or en- be inemendable .

graving, wherein the figure ſticks out from the plain where- EMENDA'TIO [in Old Records] ſignified the power of

in it is engraven ,and according as it is more or leſs protu- correcting abuſes, according to fer rules or meaſures, as

berant, is called by the Italians Balo mezzo, or Brlo relievo, emendatio panni, emendatio panis & cerevifiz, & c. L.

and by the Engliſ Bafs relief. EMENDA'TIO Panni [ Law Term ] the power of looking

EM3O'SSING , the art of forming or faſhionin ; works in to the aſſize of cloth , that it be of the juſt ell or due

relievo, whether they be caſt or moulded or cut with the meaſure, L.

chiffel. EMENDA'T10 panis ego cerviſiæ [in Law] che aſſizing

EMBO'ST [with Hunters] a foaming at the mouth, fpo- of bread and bear,c. L.

ken of a deer that has been ſo hard chaced that he foams ÉMENDATION , a corre &ting or amending ; alſo a

at the mouth . mendment, L.

To EMBOW'el (of boyau , F. ] to take out the bowels. EMENDA'TOR , a corre &tor or amender, L

To EMBRACE [imbracciare, Ital . embraſer, F. ] to en- EMERALD [eſmeralda, Span . Ouderdo , Gr .] a pre .

compaſs, hug or take in one's arms. cious ſtone of a fine green colour.

TO EMBRACE A volt [in Horſemanſip ] a horſe is ſaid EMERALD [in Heraldry ] an emerald ,, a precious ſtone

ſo to do , when in working upon volts he makes a good way of a beautiful green, and therefore ſubſtituted inſtead of
every time with his fore - legs. Vert, by thoſe that blazon the arms of dukes, carls, Oc.

EMBRACEOU'R ? [in Law ] he who when a matter is To ÉME'RGE [emergere, L.] to riſe up out of the wa

EMBRA'SOUR S in trial between party and party , ter, & c. to come out, to appear.

comes to the bar with one of the parties ( having received To EMERGE [ in Phyficks] is when a natural body in

ſome reward fo to do) and ſpeaks in the caſe or privately ſpecie lighter than waterbeing violently thruſt down 'into

labours the jury , or ſtands there to overlook , awe or put it, riſes again.

them in fear, the penalty of which is 20h. and impriſon- EME'RGENTNESS [ of emergens, L.] emergency , ca

ment at the juſtice's diſcretion . ſualneſs .

EMBRA'SURE [in Archite &ture] the enlargement made EMERGENCY [of emergere, L.) a thing that happers

of the gap or inſide of a door , wicket, calement, & c. or in ſuddenly ; an unexpected circumſtance of affairs.

the opening of a wall to give more light, @gc. EM E'RGENT [emergens, L. ) riſing up above water ;

EMBRA'SURES [in Fortification ] are the holes or a per- alſo that appears or conies out as as an emergent, i.e. a

tures, or loop holes left open in a parapet, caſemate, Sc. buſineſs of conſequence happening on a ſudden .

through which the cannons are pointed , in order to fire into EMERGENT (with Aftronomers] is ſaid of a fear when

the moat or field . it is getting outof the ſun beams , and is ready to be
EmerOC A'TION (of 'eubegxn of'em opéya', Gr . to ſoak come viſible.

in] a ſoaking or ſteeping. E'MERIL2 a fort of metallick ſtone, found in moſt

EMBROCATION [in Pbarmacy? a kind of fomentation E'MERY or all mines of metals , but chiefly thoſe

in which the warm liquor is let diſtil drop by drop or very of iron, copper and gold , uſed in burniſhing vetléis and

flowly upon the part of the body to be fomented ; alſo an utenſils of metals , alſo a glaziers diamond .

applying of cloaths dipt in oil or any other allwaging liquor EMERS'D [emerfus, L) rifen up or out of .

to the 'part aftceted . EME'RSION

)
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En e'RSION , properly ani iſſuing or coming out from Emo'tion , a ſtirring ot moving forth ; alſo diſturbance,

under water. diſorder of the mind, L.

EMERSION [in Aſtronomy) ſaid of a ſtar which has EMPAʼLEMENT [with Florifs] or flower-cup , is choke

lain hid for fone time under the ſun -beams, when it begins to green leaves , which cover the petals or theutmoſt part of

appear again ; alſo the coming of the ſun or moon our of the flower of a plant, which encompafles the foliation of

an eclipte. the attire : being deligned to be a guard and band to the

EMERSION [with Philoſopbers] the riſing of any ſolid fower, where it is weak and tender; and for that reaſon

above the fufice of a Auid ſpecifically lighter than it felf, thoſe plants , which have flowers, with a firm and trong

into which it had been violently immerged or thruft. baſis, as tulips, &c. have no empalement.

EM E'TICAL ? [ emeticus, L.’emelinos,Gr.]that provokes To EMPA'NNEL ( of em and pannel] to fer down the

EM E'TICKS or cauſes to vomir . names of the jury -men, in a ſchedule of parchmentor roll
EMETICK Tartar, cream of Tartar powdered , and mixt of paper by the Theriff, after he has fummoned them to

with crocus metalloruni , according to art. appear for the performance of the ſervice required of them .

EM E'TICKS [’Eucjenci ot inéw , Gr. to vomit] vomit- EMPA'RLANCE of ( parler, F. to ſpeak ] a petition or

ing medicines. motion made in court for a pauſe or day of refpite, to con

EMICA’TION , a ſining forth , a ſpringing or riſing ſider what is beſt to be done; or for the defendant to put

in his anſwer to the plaintiff's declaration.
EMIGRANT ( emigrans, L.) departing from a place . E'M PASMS [ ' tunaoua, Gr . ] medicines compoſed of

To EMIGRATE (emigratum , L '] to go out or depart ſweet powders, to take away ſweat and allay inflamma
from a place. tions.

EMIGR A'TION, a departing or going from one place, EMPA'STING [ in Painting] the laying ou of colour
to live in another, L.

.thick and bold.

E'MINENCE ? [eminentia , L.) paffing or ftanding EMPA'ITEMENT [in Fortification the ſame as Talus.

E'MINENCY Ś above others ; alſo excellency , high To EMPEA'CH [empeſcher, F. ] to hinder .

degree or quality ; allo a title uſually given to cardinals. E'MPEROR [imperator, L. empereur, Fr.) an abſolute

An EMINENCE, a little hill or riling ground, an af- fovereign prince, who bears rule over ſeveral large countries.

cent above the champaign. E'MPER Ess, the royal contort or wife of an emperor.

An EMINENCE (in Fortification ) an height that over- E'MPETRON [" SY.At@gv,Gr.] the herb ſamphireorfaxi

looks and commands the place about it. frage , L.

E'MINENT Leminens, L.) high , over-topping, great, E'MPHASIS ( "Eucaois , Gr . ) a force, ſtreſs or energy ,

renowned . in expreſſion , a &tion , geſture a ſtrong or vigorous pronuncia

EMIN E'NTIAL Equation in Algebra ] a term uſed in tion of a word ; earneſtneſs or an expreis fignification of

inveftigation of the area's of curvilineal figures, ſo called one's intention .

becauſe it is an artificial equation, which contains another EMPHASIS [in Rhetorick] a figure, when a tacit ſignifi

cquation eminently. cation isgiven to words, or when more is ſignified than
EMINE'NTER [Academical Term ] is uſed in the ſame expreffed .

ſenfe with virtualiter, in contradiftin &tion to formaliter, i e. EMPHA'TICAL 2 ( emphaticus, L. of inoatixis, Gr.]

when a thing poflefles any thing in a higher manner than a EMPILA'TICK S Gignificant, forcible, uttered with a

formal poflethon . grace.

E'MINENTLY [eminenter, L. ) excellently , above all . EMPHA'TICAL Colours, ſuch colours as appear in the

E'MINENTNESS Ceminentia , L. ) eminency. rainbow, Soc. which , becauſe they are not permanent, na

E'mir of Ox, to ſay or command) a title of dignity turaliſts donot allow to be true colours.

or quality among the Saracens and Turks. EMPHA'TICALNESS [of 'cuzatixos, Gr. ] emphatical

Emission , a fending out , a caſting out , a hurling or quality.

Thooting forth , F. of L. EMPHRA'CTICKS [of fugeržus, Gr .] medicines that

To ÉMI'T [emittere, L.) to ſend forth, to caſt out. by their clammineſs ſtop the pores of the skin.

· EMME'NAGOGUES l'Euusyayogd of iv , unu amonth , EMPHRAGMA (of 'euzen71 , Gr ] a wringing orgrind

and seir, Gr.to lead ) medicines which excite the courſes ing pain in the guts, as that of thewind -colick, L.

in women . EMPHRA'XTS [ " expertis, Gr . ] an obftruction in any

EMMENALÜGIA [of ['Ep.ponvice and 267 , Gr.] a part.

treatiſe of the emmenicia. EMPHY'SEMA ['ENQuoeud, Gr.] a blowing into, or

EM ME'NIA [E'pipovic ,Gr.]womens monthly courſes. that which is brought in by blowing, a windy Twelling or
EMISSA'R Y of a Gland [ Anatomy] is the common con- bloating of the whole babit, L.

duct, canal or Pelvis, in which all the little ſecretory canals Emph Y'SODES Febris (with Phyficians] a vehement
of a gland do terminate. heat in fevers, which cauſes puftules and inflammation in

E'MISSARY Cemiſarius, L. emiſaire, Fr.] a ſcout, the mouth ,L.

EMPHY'STEMA (with Surgeons) a kind of ſwelling,

ÉMISSARY, a truſty , able , dextrous perſon , ſent under- wherein wind is contained , with a little skinny phlegm .

hand to found the ſentiments and deligns of another ; EMPHY'TEUSIS ['em útivois, Gr. ] a planting, grafting

to make ſome propoſals to him, or to warch a &tions and or implanting , L.

motions, to ſpread reports , to favour a contrary party in EMPHY'TEUSIS [Roman Law ] a renting of land on

order to make advantages of all . condition to plant it , L. ſee emphyteufis.

EMI'ssion, the a &t of throwing or driving a thing out, EMPHY'TENTA ? a tenant chat rents land on condi

or fending forth, particularly a Muid from within our wards. EMPHYTENTESSS tion to plant it.

EMI'SSILE [emiſilis, L.] that may be caſt or ſent our. EMPHY'TETA , the tenant that holds ſuch lands , & c.

EmissI'TIOUS Cemifſitius, L.] caſt out. before mentioned , ſo called becauſe of his being under an

E'MMET [æmet, Sax .] an ant or piſmire. obligation to plant and improve the land .

E'MMET, an ant or piſmire, by reaſon of its great EMPHYTEUSIS [in the Civil Law ) a contra& made by

pains , it takes to lay up its winter - ſtores of proviſion in the confent, bur created by the Rcman Law, and not the law of

ſummer-time, makes it generally taken for the emblem of nations ; by which houſes or lands are given to be poſſeſſed

induſtry. for ever, uponcondition that the lands ſhall be improved,

E'M MOTON [iu polov, Gr.) a liquid medicine to be ſquirt- and that a ſmall yearly rentſhall be paid to the proprietor.
ed into ulcers . EMPHYTEUTICK (of 'suçÚT:VOIS , Gr. ] let out to farm .

EMMUS ELL E ' [ in Heraldry] muzzled . EMPHY'TON Thermon (with NaturaliAts the calor innatus

EMODULA'TION,a finging in mcafure and proportion, L. or innate heat , which they ſuppoſe to be produced in a

EMO'LLID ( emollidus, L.] loft, tender. Fætus in the womb from the ſemen of the parents, which

EMO'LLIENT (emolliens, L.] affwaging, making ſoft, afterwards decays and ceaſes by degrees, when reſpiration is
pliant, loose. begun , and the Fatus ſnbſiſts of it ſelf. This heat is by

EMOLLIENTS (emollientia L.) ſoftening medicines, ſome naturaliſts ftiled an innate and natural ſpirit, which

i, e . ſuch as by a moderate heat and moiſture, diffolve or they ſuppoſe to conſiſt of 3 parts, viz. of a primogenial

loofen thote parts which before ftuck together, & c. moiſture, an innate ſpirit and heat, L.

EMO'LLIMENT (emollimentum , L.] an aſſuaging or É'MPIRE [imperium , L.] the doninion or juriſdi&tion of
ſoftening an emperor ; alſo power or authority.

EMOLLI'TION, the ſame as emolliment, L. EMPI'RICA Medicina , quacking or pretending to the

EMO'LUMENT [emolument, L.) properly gain ariſing cure of diſeaſes by gueſs, without contidering the nature

from the grift of a corn -mill ; alſo profic gotten by labour of the diſeaſe, or of the medicines made ute of for its
and coit. cure ,

fpy, & c.
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alſo emery :

envy, L.

} Temploy,Ft.]buſineſs,occupation,& c.

cure ; but depending intirely on the authority of experienc'd Špirits and waters from their being drawn off by too great
medicines. a degree of heat, L. of Gr .

: EMPI'RICAL , pertaining to an emperick. EMPYR EU'MATA [ 'futureúnecelo, Gr. ) reliques of a

EMPIRICALNESS, quackiſhneſs. fever after the critical time of the diſeaſe ; alſo a ſettlement

E'MPIRICK [empiricus, L. ' thirds of 'emtheow to in diſtillations.

try practices] a phyſician by bare practice , who applies ge- EMPYREUMA'TICAL,of or pertaining to an empyreuma,

neral medicines at all adventures, a mountebank, a quack- E'MEROD , a glazier's diamond for cutting glais, called

ſalver, a poſt-doctor.

EMPI'RICE [ 'Eunclern Gr.] the profeſſion or practice E'MRODS, the ſame as Hemorrhoids, which ſee.

of a quack or empirick . E'MROS E, a flower.

EMPIRICISM , quackery, the profeſſion or practice of To EMULATE (æmulatum , L. ) to vie with one, and

'an empirick . ſtrive to march or maſter him ; alſo to envy the excellency

EMPLAGI'A [' finazíc , Gr.] a palſey, L. and worth of another.

• EMPLA'STICK ( emplafticus, L. of 'Entida sıxós, Gr.] EMULA'TION, imitating with a deire to excell ; a

clammy, ſticking , cloſing, healing. noble jealouſy, between perions of virtue or learning, con

EMPLA'STICKS ['una sued , Gr.) medicines which tending for a fuperiority therein ; alſo contention ; alſo
conſtipate and ſhut up the pores of the body, that the

ſulphurcous vapours cannot paſs our. EMULA'TOR , one that ſtrives to equal or excel another ;

EMPLA'STRUM [suonaser, Gr.] a plaſter or falve, alſo one that envies another's excellence.

a medicine of a ſtiff glutinous conſiſtence, compoſed of To EMU'LCE ( emulcere, L.) to ſtroke gently.

divers ſimple ingredients ſpread on leather, linnen, br. To EMU'LGE ( emulgere, L] to milk or prets forth by

and applied externally. ſtroaking

EMPLATTOMENA. See Emplafticks. EMU'LGENT Arteries (with Anatomias] two large ar

To Emple’AD (implaider, F.] to plead at the bar, or teries, which ariſe from the deſcending trunk of the Aorta ,

one againſt another as counſellors do . and are inſerted to the kidneys, and carry the blood with

E'MPLECTON opus [in Architecture) a work knit and the humour called ſerum to them .

couched together ; properly when the ſtones of a building EMU'LGENT Veins (with Anatomifts] two veins ariſing

are ſo laid, that their front and back- part are ſmooth , but from the vena cava, and inſerted to the kidneys, which

their inſide rough or unhewn, that they may take the ber- bring back the blood, &c. after the ſerum is ſeparated
ter hold one of another, L. of Gr. from it by the kidneys.

To EMPLOY ' [employer, F.] to ſet one at work , or up- EMU'lsion , a ſort of phyſick -drink inade of ſeeds,

on ſome buſinets ; alſo to uſe or make uſe of; alſo to be- fruits, & c. of the colour and fora of milk, an affwaging

How time orpains.
medicine.

EMPLOY! E'MULOUS [ emulus, L.) ſtriving to excel ; alſo envious.

EMPLOY'MENT E'MULOUSNESS [æmulatio, L.] emulation.

EMPNEUMA'TOSIS ['entreures Iwols, Gr. ] an alternate EMUNDATION , a cleanſing, L.

widening of the chelt ; whereby the external air is con- EMU'NCTORIES [ emun &toriæ of emungere, L. to wipe

tinually breathed in , and communicated to the blood by off ] certain kernelly places in an animal body, by which
thewind -pipe and lungs, L. the principal parts diſcharge their excrements or fuperflui

EMPONE'MA ( of 'em Tovéw , Gr. to labour] the better- ties as the glandules, which lie under the cars for the brain ,

ing and inriching a ground by labour, L. under the arm-pits for the heart, and under the groin for

EMPORE'TICAL [emporeticus, L. of 'emetroperinos, the liver, @pc.

EmporE'TICK S Gr.] of or pertaining to markets, EMUSCA'TION , a clearing a tree from mofs, L.

fairs or merchandize. To ENABLE [of en and habiliter, F.] to make or ren

EMPO'RIUM (with Anat.] the common ſenſory of the der able or capable.

brain , L. E'NACH in the practick of Scotland) fatisfaction for

E'MPORY ['eutóprov, Gr.] a market -town, alſo a place any crime or fault.

where a general market or fair is kept. To ENACT [of en and actum , of agere, ſup. L. to do

EMPRIMED (with Hunters] a term uſed wiien a deer or perform ] to eſtabliſh an a &t; to ordain or decree.

has left the herd. ENÆMON [ vaimor, Gr. ) a medicine for ſtopping
To Emprison (empriſonner, F.] to caſt into priſon. blood .

E'MPRESS, the wife of an emperor. ENÆO'R EMA (with Phyſicians) a little hanging cloud

EMPRI'S É, an enterprize, Milton, ( as it were) in the middle of urine ; eſpecially when the

EMPROSTHO'TONOS ['utegogororo, Gr.] a ſtiffneſs diſeaſe is breaking away.

ofthe back bone, when it is bent forwards, as opiftbotonos, ENA'LLAGE l'Eanair of 'evannetlev, Gr. to change ]

when it is bent backwards. a changing

EMPTIO venditio [in Civil Law] that contract by con- ENA'LLAGE (with Rhetoriciass] a figure whereby we

Sent only, which we call buying and ſelling, whereby the change and invert the order of the terms in a diſcourſe a

· feller is bound to deliver thegoods, and the buyer to pay gainſt the common rules of language.

the price for them according to the bargain. ENA'LLAGE (with Grammarians] a change either of a

Emption , a buying, L. pronoun or a verb, as when a poſſeſſive is put for a relative,

EMPROSTHOTONI'A ['ellea Poo gotovíce of fute909 er be- fuus for ejus, or when one mood or tenſe is put for

fore, and Tyivw to ſtretch, Gr.) a convulſion of the neck , another.
which draws the head forwards. ENALU'R ON [ in Heraldry ] a bordure charged with mart

EMPTINESS (æmtinerye, Sax .) vacuity , being void. lers, or any other kind of birds.

E'MPTIONAL [ emptionalis, L.) belonging to buying. EN A'MEL , a compoſition uſed by goldſmiths, Soc. to

EMPTITIOUS [emptitius, L.] that which may be inlay flowers, Soc.

bought, ſaleable. To Ena'mel [emailler, F.] to vary with little ſpots;

E'MPTIVE [emptious, L ) bought or hired . to paint with mineral colours, or enamel.

E'MPTY ( æmri , sax .] void , doc To ENA'mour [of en and amor, L.] to engage the

TO EMPTY æmtian, Sax. to make void . love and affections of a perſon.

EMPY E'M A L'Eutung.de of in within , and ríov, Gr. ENAMOURED , engaged in love.

matter] a colle &ting or gathering together of corrupt mat- ENATA’TION , a ſwimming out, L.

ter about the breatt and Jungs or tborax ; alſo an operation ENAVIGATION, a failing by or over, L.

to diſcharge all ſorts of matter with which the midriff is ENCAU'STES [i'yxausas, Gr.] an enameller, that en

loaded by making aperforation in the breaſt. graves with fire , L.

EMPYRE'AL ( of ' n uparov, Gr. ] of or pertaining to To Enca'mp [of in and camper, F.] to form a camp.

EMPYRE'ANS the higheſt heavens. ENANTI'OSIS 3 ['eravtímois, Gr. contrariety, of

EMPYREAL Substance [in Pbiloſopby] the fiery element A'NTENANTI'OSIS sertior'evartija rhetorical figure,

above the etherial. when that is ſpoken by a contrary , which is intended ſhould

Empyre'um Calum (of 'em tvegi , Gr . fiery, fo be underſtood , as it were by affirmation , as there was rage

called from its fiery brightnets] the higheſt heaven , or the againft reſolution, pride againſt nobleneſs, Soc.
11th ſphere above the primum mobile, wherein is the ENARGI'A [ 'vopzela, Gr.] evidence or clearnefs of ex

throne of God, refidence of angels, Etc.

EMPYR EU'MA (with Chymifs] that taſte and ſmell of ENARRATION , a plain declaration ; alſo a recital of

the fire, which after diſtillations, happens to ſome oils, rehearſal, L.
ENÁRTHROSIS

preſſion .

YYY
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or ſtir

.

ENA'RTHROSIS ['evap:3 egois of 's and op.300w , Gr.

to joint] a kind of jointing when the cavity or hollow,
ENCOMIASTICK. } [ of or pertaining to encomiums.

which receives it is deep, and the head of the bone that is An ENCOMIA'STICK , a copy of verſes in praiſe of a

let in, is fomewhat long ; as in the jointing of the thigh- perfon .

bone with the Iſchion or huckle-bone. To ENCOMPASS (of en and compaffer, F.) to furround

ENCÆ'NIA ['erkaina, Gr. ] certain annual feſtivals, or ſtand about.

anciently held on the days that cities were built ; alſo the ENCOPE ' ( éyxorting Gr. ] an inciſion, cut or gaſh.

confecration or week days of our churches. To ENCOUNTER [ encontrer, F.] to meet to en gage in

ENCA'NTHIS[' margis,Gr.)the Caruncula lacrymalis,L , fighting.

ENCA'NTHUS ( in Surgery] a tumour of the Caruncula An ENCOU'NTER [encontrer, Fr. ) a meeting , a fight ;

lacrymalis, in the great canthus or angle of the eye. alſo carnal copulation .

ÉNCARDI'A ['eixapdía, Gr.) a precious ſtone, bearing To ENCOURAGE [ encourager, F.] to animate , incite

the figure of an heart. up.

ENCA'RPA ( " EYXLp7a, Gr.] flowers or fruit -work , cut ENJOU'R AGEMENT, an incitement, a gift, recom

out on the chapiters of pillars. pence or reward.

ENCA'Thisma [ 'excesiou.c , Gr.] a kind of bath for ENCRAIN ( with Horſemen ] a horſe wither wrung, or ,

the belly , the ſame as inſefus. ſpoiled in the withers, o . F.

E'NCAUMA [ėvu avma, Gr.) a brand or mark made by ENCRA'NIUM Cirxegertor, Gr.] the hinder part of the

burning ; alſo a wheal on puſ cauſed by a burn. brain , the ſame as cerebellum , L.

ENCAUMA (with Surgeons) an ulcer in the eye with a ENCRATHI # (of 'covatsia , Gr . continence] a feet

filthy ſeab , which frequently follows a fever. ſo called from their making a profeflion of continence,

ENCAU'STIC [ivxausixri, Gr.] the art of enameling or and abſolutely rejecting marriage.
painting with fire. T. ENCRFA's E. See increaſe.

ENCA'USTUM [èvxausov, Gr] enamel . To ExcRO'ACH [ encrocber, Fr.] to intrench upon or

ENCE'INTE [in Fortification ] the whole compaſs of a ulurp ; alto to invade; alſo to abuſe.

place , either lined and compoſed of baſtions, courtins, 86. ENCRO ACHMENT , an encroaching, Coc.

or otherwiſe.
ENCROACHMENT [in Law ) is an unlawful gaining

ENCELA'DUS [ 87xends G , Gr.i. e. tumultuous) a huge upon the rights and poſſeſſions of another.

giant, who (as the poets feign) was the largeſt of thoſe To ENCU'MBER Lencombrer, F. ] to embarraſs, to per

that conſpired againit Jupiter, who ftruck him down with plex, to trouble.

thunder, and threw mount Ætna upon him , where he ENCU'MBRANCE , embarralment, Soc.

breathes out flames, and (as they ſay ) by his turning him- ENCY'CLICAL [exuxenxos. Gr.j circular.

ſelf or ſhifting fides cauſes earthquakes. ENCYCLOPÆDI'A encyclopædia, L. of ' yxUrher auf dia

ENCE'PHALI [of 'ev in, and xepansi, Gr. the head] of 'ev in , xúexos a circle, and maldeíd, Gr. leaning) a

worms generated in the head. circle or chain of all ſciences and arts.

ENCE'PPE ( in Heraldry] ſignifies fettered, chained or END [end, Sax.] the laſt part of a thing, the concluſion .

girt about the middle, as is uſual with monkeys, F. To End (endian , Sax .] to conclude, to defit or leave

ENC E'PHALOS [ erxícaros, Gr.] whatſoever is con- off, to finiſh.

tained within the compaſs of the ſcull. END for end (Sea Phraſe ] when a rope runs all out

To ENCHANT . See Inchant. of the pully, or off the block , or what it is wound

ENCHARAXIS ['erx.c'exğus of xaecos, Gr.] an in- upon.

graving or cutting into . E'NDABLE [of cno, Sax, and able) that may be ended .

ENCHARAXIS (with Surgeons] a ſcarifying or lancing To ENDA'MMAGE [endommager, Fr.] to do damage,

the flesh . to hurt.

To ENCHA'S E [ench fer, F. ) to ſet any precious ſtone, To ENDEA'R [ en and prob. výnan, Sax, to account

etc. in gold , ſilver or any other metal. dear to himſelf ] to engagea perſon's affe & ions to one.

ENCHE'SON (F. Law Term ] occaſion , cauſe or reaſon , TO ENDEA'vour (prob. of en and devoir, F.] to at

why any thing is done. tempt to do a thing according to one's ability.

ÉNCHIRE'SIS ['erapious Gr.] the a &t of undertaking, An ENDEA'RMENT, a gaining the affections of.

a ſetting about any thing, L. ENDE'CAGON Cév &excé'ywvos of evdexel and 7wvia, Gr.

ENCHIR ESIS anatomica, a readineſs or dexterity at a corner] a plain figure, having eleven fides and angles.

dille &tions, L. E'NDEXIS [ évdetis, Gr.] a fhewing or declaring.

ENCHIRIDION ['excipiscor of 'sv and xus, Gr. the ENDEIXIS (with ( Phyſicians] an indication of diſeaſes,

hand) a manual or ſmall volume that may be carried about Thewing what is to be done.

in one's hand ; a pocket-book. ENDEMICAL Diftempers (of 'ey and Spos, Gr. the

ENCHRISTA [évxeisa , Gr.) thin ointment.. Ende'MIAL S body] are fuch as affe&t a great many

ENCHY'MOMA [ 87 Xumora,Gr.) a ſudden and quick in the ſame country, the cauſe being peculiar to the coun
motion of the blood, as in anger, joy, ſorrow , Egpc. alſo try where it reigns.

a flowing of the blood, whereby the outward parts become To ENDEW ' [ in Falconry] is ſaid of a hawk, when ſhe

black and blue ; as in the ſcurvy, blood-ſhot eyes, bc. L. fo digeſts her meat, that the not only diſcharges her gorge
E'NCIENTE (in Fortification ) a wall or rampart, ſur- of it ;but alſo cleanſes her pannel.

rounding a place ſometimes compoſed of baſtions and curtains T. ENDI'TE [ enditer, F.] to compoſe, pen or deliver

either faced or lined with brick or ftone, or only made of the matter of a letter or any other writing.
carth . ENDI'TEMENT, much the ſame in common law , as

E'NCHYTA [" svxulor, Gr.] an inſtrument with which accufatio is in the civil. See Indictment.

liquors are drop into the cyes, noftrils, cars, & c. ENDORSE' [in Heraldry ] is an ordinary ,

To ENCI'RCLE ; ſee to incircle. containing an eighth part of a pale ; fome

ENCLAVE' ( with Heralds] where one thing is let into ſay that it ſhews, that the ſame coat has been

another ; eſpecially where the juncture is ſquare. ſometimes 400 coars, and atterwards joined

ENCLI'TICKS (with Grammarians] conjunctions, so together in one eſcutcheon, for ſome myſtery of

called becauſe they incline or caſt back the accent to thelyl- arms, as in the eſcurcheon he bears azure en endorſe argent.
lable before going, as que, ne, ve, in Latin , which are To ENDORSE [endoffer, Fr. of en and dorfum , L.

joined to the end of other words, as inco&túſque pila , dif- the back ] to write on the backſide of a bill , &c.

cive, trochíve, quieſcit, Hor. ENDIVE ( indivia, L. ) an herb.

To ENCLO's E [ includere, L. enclorre, F.] to include. E'NDLESS [ of endleyye, Sax .) without end.

ENCLO'sure [ clotare, F. ] a place encloſed or encom- ENDO'CTRINATED [ endo&triné, F.] inftruded .

paſſed with a ditch, hedge, Soc.
E'NDMOST, with the end foremoſt.

ENCLY'SMA ['eyxavou , Gr.] a clyfter or gliſter.

ENCOLA'PTICE ['evxonamien, Gr.ſ the art of making ENDORSED [ in Heraldry ] is when 2 lions

brats-plates, and cutting in the figures or letters for in- are born in an elcutcheon rampant, and turn
ſcriptions, laws, @pc. ing their backs to cach other.

ENCOLI'A (of 'ey and xonía , Gr, the belly) the in

teſtines and whatſoever is contained in the Abdomen . ENDORSEMENT [ endoflement, F. ] a writing on the

ENCO'MIUMS ['eyxapeld, Gr . ] ſpeeches or poems in backſide of a bill .

commendation of aperſon. To ENDOW ' [ endouairer, F. ] to beſtow a dower or mar

ENCO'MIAST [ eyxwlasnis, Gr .] a maker of encomiums. riage-portion ; alſo to ſettle rents or revenues for themain .
te nance of a college, alms-houſes, com EN

!
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a part

ENDOWMENT, a natural gift or quality . it is moſt commonly applied to animals, not to human na

ENDOWMENT [in Law ] the giving or taking a dower ture ; which yer are produced by the ordinary methods of
to a woman ; alſo the ſetting forth or ſevering of a ſuf- generation .

ficient portion for a vicar, when the benefice is appropriated. ENGI'NE , any mechanick inſtrument to produce any
ENDOWMENT, de la plus belle parte, a law phrate uſed conſiderable effect which cannot be ſo eaſily and expediti

when a man dying poflefied of fome lands held in knight's ouſly performed by the bare uſe of mens hands, as raiſing
ſervice, and others in foccage, the widow has her dower heavy weights, water, quenching fires, & c.

out of the ſoccage lands, as being la plus belle parte, i. e . ENGI'NE (in a Figurative ſente ) an artifice, contrivance

the beft. or device, F.

To ENDUE [ endouaiter, F.) to qualify, ſupply or fur- ENGINE E'R , a perſon well skilled in the contrivance,

nish with. building and repairing of forts, & c. alſo in the method of

To ENDU'R E [ endurer, F. of durare, L.) to ſuffer or attacking and defending all ſorts of fortified places.

undergo. ENGINE E'Ry , the art of an engineer.

ENDY'MION, a certain fhepherd, whom ( as the poets Engi'soma [ yvíow use of 'eyriss to approach, Gr ]

feign Diana or the Moon being enamoured with) ſhe caſt a fracture of the ſcull, whereby the bone links to the in

into a deep ſleep in mount i atmus in Anatolia, that ſhe ner membrane or skin of the brain , and preſles upon it ;

might kiſs him . The moral of this fable ſeems to be , that allo the name of an inſtrument uſed by ſurgeons in opera
Endymion very much ſtudied the motions of the moon ,and tions in ſuch caſes,

and for that end was wont to paſs the nights in retired places E'NGLAND [Engelony or Engelenlons, Sax .] before

in mount Latmus, that he might behold her with leſs in- called Eritain, took its name of the Angels, Angli or Angeli

terruption. To him is attributed the finding out of the ( as they were called by Tacitus) who were of the

courie of the moon . Suevi, a branch of the Cimbri; and ſo of the ſame original

ENE'MA [ ëveua of 'svinge!, Gr. to ſend in] a dyſter. with the Saxons. Goropius Becanus derives their name from

E'NEMY [ ennemi, F. of inimicus, L.) an advertäry, Angelen or Anglen, fifh -hooks, becauſe they inhabited near

or one who is againſt one. the ſea-ſhore ; but this ſecms both forced and tritling. Others,

ENE'NTHIUS 3

ENENTHEIR}
as Camden, Verftegan , &c . derive it from Angulus an angle ,

a certain deity of the Phoenicians.
corner or narrow neck of land , their ancient country near

ENEO'R EM A [ iveópe pece of evapie ,Gr. to lift up] thoſe Sleſwick. Mr. Sammes deduces it from ANG or ENG ,

contents of the urine which float about in the middle, re- which in the Teut. ſignifies a narrow or ſtreight place, and
ſembling a cloud . hereupon concludes that the Angeli or Angli were ſo called ,

ENERG E'TICAL (energeticus, L. 'srepzetixos , Gr . ] for- becaule they inhabited the ſtreight paſſages in themountain
cible, efficacious, emphatical . ous parts of Germany, and to confirm it, alledges that An

ENERG E'TICAL Particles (with Philoſophers) i . e . ſuch gleven in Pomerania was fo named from ihe angles that are

particles or bodies which are eminently active, and pro- fituated in ſuch narrow paſſes. Others derive the name

duce manifeſt operations of different natures, according to from Ingo or Engº, a ſon of Woden, the great progenitor of

the various circumſtances or motions of thoſe bodies or the Englip Saxon kings. The poſterity of which ingo were

particles. called Inglingar or Inglings, who ſeems to have been made

ENERGETICALNESS (of 'repych , Gr.] cnergy . by his father king of that part of the Suevi, which after

ENERGU'MENI Demoniaci, men pofſeffed with un- wards from their firſt king called themſelves Ingliſch or In

clean ſpirits, Gr. of L. glings ; and it is certain , that the Byzantine hiſtorians, Nicetas

ENERGUMENUS ( with Divines] a term uſed to ſignify and Codinus, call the Angli 'Iryalvos, i . e. Inglini or Inglins.

a perſon poffeffed with the devil or an evil ſpirit. E'NGLAND , is by fome thus characterized, viz. a pa

Energy [ iveszía, Gr .] effetual working, efficacy, radife to women, a purgatory for men , bur a hell for
force. horſes.

ENERGY [with Phyſicians], a ſtirring about, or opera- ENGLANTE ' [in Heraldry] bearing acorns, F.

tion of the animal ſpirits. ENGLECERIE [Old i nw Term ) the being an En

ENERGY [with Rhetoricians] a figure wherein great ENGLICH E'RIE glißman, and anciently uſed in

force of expreſſion is uſed . ENGLESCY'RE oppoſition to Francigena, which

To E'NERVATE [ enervatum , L.) to ſpoil the force was ufed to fignifie any foreigner.

of the nerves and finews; to make feeble, to take away E'NGLISH , of or pertaining to England.

vigour of body or mind, ENGO'NASI ? ( 177ovaois, Gr. a bowing of the knee)

E'NERVATEDNESS (of enervatus, L.) enfeebleneſs. ENGO'NASIS S a northern conſtellation, consiſting of

ENERVATION, a weakening or enfeebling, L. about 48 ſtars, ſo called from the figure (repreſented on

ENERVATION (with Surgeons] a weakneſs about the the celeſtial globe ) of Hercules bearing upon his right knce,

nerves and tendons . and endeavouring to bruiſe a dragon's head with his left

E'NEYA [in the pra &tick of Scotland] the principal part foot,

of an inheritance, which deſcends to the eldeſt ſon. ENGO'rged, ſticking in the throat.

ENFANS Perdues [q.d. Jest children ] the ſoldiers who ENGO'NIOS (with Anatomifts] the bending of the arm

march at the head of a body of forces, appointed to ſuſtain or leg

them , in order to make an attack , begin an aſſault, egoce To ENGRA'FF [ en and greffer, F.] to put grafts into
TO ENFEE'BLE [of en and feeble, F.] to make weak . To ENGRA FT S trees , to inoculate.

ENFILA'de, a ribble - row of rooms, doors, c, alſo a ENGRAI'LD { [ in Heraldry) is derived from greſle, F.

train of diſcourſe. ENGRESLE'S hail, and ſignifies that the hail has

ENFILADE ( Military Art] the ſituation of a poſt that fallen upon and broken off the edges, leaving

can diſcover and ſcour all the length of a ſtrait line ; which them ragged , or with half rounds Atruck out of

by that means is rendered almoſt defenceleſs. them , and differs from indented , which are

ENFI'LE [ in Fortif.) the curtain or rampart that is to ſtraight lines , whereas in theſe the breaches are

ſweep the whole length of it with the cannon.
circular. See the eſcutcheon .

TO ENT'ORCE (enforcer, F. ] to conftrain or force to do To ENGRA'VE [ engraver, F.] to cut any figure either

a thing in metal or wood .

To ENFRA'NCHISE (of affranchir , F.] to make a per- TO ENGRO'ss [of en and groſſoyer, F.] to write the rude

ſon a free-man or a free deniſon ; to incorporate him draught of a thing fair over,

into a fociety or body politick . TO ENGROSS (in Traffick] is to buy up all, or a great

ENFRA'NCHISEMent , ſuch a making free or incore quantity of a commodity, to enhance or raiſe the price
porating of it .

ToĚNGA'G E [ engager, Fr.] to perſuade or draw in ; ENGUICH E ' [ in Heraldry] ſignifies the great mouth of

to oblige or bind, to mortgageor pawn ; to take upon an hunting horn, having a rim of a different colour from

one's ſelf or paſs one's word , alſo to encounter or fight. the horn itſelf, F.

ENGA'GEMENT , a promiſe, obligation or tie ; alſo a . E'NGYSCOPE [engyfcopium , L. of irri's near , and oxos

fight or combat. Tidsw to behold , Gr. ] an inſtrument for the viewing of

ENGASTRIMY'Thos [of in in , zasie the belly, and ſmall bodies the more diftinét ; ſo called , becauſe it brings

pūgos a word , Gr.) one who emits ſounds like the voice of the eye much nearer to them , ſo as to cauſe them to ap

one ſpeaking out of the ſtomach or belly , without uſing the pear, as having larger parts and dimenſions ; the ſame as å

organs of ſpeech ; ſuch as authors relate was the manner of microſcope.

the Pythian propheteſs. T. ENHANCE 2 [enbauffer, F.) to advance or raiſe

TÓ ENGE'NDER [engendrer, F.] to beget, to breed ; ToTO ENHA'UNCES the price.

ËN
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ENHARMONICAL } of mulick!

ENHA'NCEMENT, an advancing or raiſing the price of. ENO'R MOUSNESS [enormitas, L.] heinouſneſs .

ENHARMONICAL ) of or pertaining to enharmonick ENO'RMITY [enormitas, L.) heinoufieis, a high mir

demeanour .

ENHARMONIC Mufick, a particular manner of tuning ENO'RTHROSIS (of 'evog3pwols, or rather rep pools,

the voice , and diſpoſing the intervals with ſuch art, that Gr. ] a kind of loole jointing of the bones.

the melody becomes more moving. The laſt of the three E'NOVATED [enovatus, L.) become or madenew .

kinds of muſick uſed by the ancients, and abounding in Eno'ugh [gcnoh , Sax .] lufficient.

Dieſes or Sbarps. See Cromatick and Diatorick. EN PASSANT, by the by, futficiently.

ENHARMONICAL Diefis [in Mufick ] is the difference To ENBLEE'T [ Old Law Term ) to implead.

between the greater and lefſer ſemi-tone.
To ENQUI'R E (enquerir, F. of inquirere, L.] to ask ,

ENIGMA ("Antypx, Gr. ) an obſcure allegory, in which to ſeek after or ſearch diligently.

the natural ſenſe cannot be immediately perceived ; a rid
TO ENRA'Ge ( enrager, F.j to put into a rage, to pro

dle, L.
yoke or make mad.

ENIGMA'TICAL } [ ænigmaticus, L. of exiquatixos, ENRAGEDNESS, great rage.

ENIGMA'TICKS Gr.] of or pertaining to Enigma's.
ENRI'CHMENT ( ot enrichir, F. ] the being made rich.

ENIGMA'TICALLY [ of a'eviyatixos, Gr.] by way of
ENROLMENT (of' s'enroller, F ) an inrolling, ec.

riddle.
ENS [in a Philoſophical Senſe] a being, whatever has any

EN I'GMATIST [ a'lviy patisas, Gr.] a maker or propoſer kind of exiſtence.

of Enigma's or riddles. Ens [in Metaphyſicks] is apply'd in its moſt general

TO ENJOI'N [enjoindre, F. injungere, L.) to bid , order , ſenſe to every thing that the mind any way apprehends ;

charge or command .
and whereof it affirms or denies , proves or dilproves ally

TO ENJOY ' [of en and jouir, F.] to have the uſe, be- thing.

nefir or profit of, to take plealure in.
ENS Rationis [ with Schoolmen] an imaginary thing or

ENJO'YMENT [ jouiſſance, F. ] enjoying, poſſeſſing, pof
creature of the brain , which exiſts no where but in the un

feflion; alſo joy, pleaſure.
derſtanding or imagination, L.

ENI'NUM Śal (with Chymifs] that which partakes both EN) Primum (the firſt or chief eſſence according to the

of the nature ofan acid and an alkali, as common falt, Paracelfans] the moſt efficacious part of any natural mixt

nitre , allum , c. which alſo they otherwiſe call a neutral body, either animal, mineral or vegetable, which they pie

falt. tend to be able to ſeparate from them , and by them to pero

TO ENLARGE A Horſe (with Horſemen is to make him form wonderful things for the venewing and reltoring of

go large ; that is , to embrace more ground thanhe covered . youth, L.

This is done when a horſe works upon a round, or upon EN; Veneris (the being or eſſence of terus, 2. e. copper)

volts, and approaches too near the centre. a ſublimation of equal parts of Cyprus Vitriol, calcined ro

ENLARGEMENT, a making larger, amplification, Egon a dark colour , and Sal Armoniack into a yellow flower, L.

alſo a being ſet free from impriſonment. Ens (in Phyficks] in a leſs general fente , fignities fome

To ENLIGHTEN [of en and lihtan , Sax.) to put thing that exists fome way farther than in being conceiv'd

light into, to give light to , to make clear or evident. or being capable of being perccived in the mind, which is

°T. ENLI'VEN of en and libban , Sax .] to put life into , called Ens Poſitivum , or deale.

to make lively or brisk . EN [in Pharmacy, & c .] a term uſed of ſome things

ENMANCHE' [in Heraldry] is derived from that are pretended to contain all the qualities or virtues of

manche, F. a ſleeve, and is when the chief has the ingredient they are drawnfromin a little soom .

lines drawn from the upper edge of the chief Ens, in its proper or reſtrained ſenſe, is that to which

on the ſides, to about half the breadth of the there are real attributes belonging, or that which has a rea

chief, ſignifying, as if it had Neeves on it. lity not only out of the intellect , but in itſelf,

E'nmity ( inimitié, F. inimicitia , L.] hatred, grudge, TO ENSAI'N ? [ with Falconers] to purge a hawk or

variance, ſtrife, falling out.
s falcon from her glur and grcale.

ENNEA'D [ 'evrea's, Gr.] the number Nine. ENSA'MPLE , an example or pattern.

ENNEADECATE'RIDES [ of ëvvsa and denetico apos, ENSE E'LED (with Falconers] is laid of a hawk when a

Gr.] a revolution of nineteen years, otherwiſe called the thread is drawn thro ' his upper eye-lids, and fastened un

Lunar Cycle or Golden Number, Aftron.
der the beak to take away the light.

ENNE'AGON [of "erved nine, and ywria, Gr. an an- ENSE'MBLE , together, or with one another, F.

gle) a regular geometrical figure, of equal lídes and nine Tout ENSEMBLE (in Archite &ture ] of a building, the

angles.
whole work and compoſition confidered together, and nor

ENNEA'TICAL } [of 'evvee'xis, Gr.] of or pertaining in parts .

Ennea'TICK to the number nine, as Enneatical Enshri'NED [ of en and Scrin, Sax. eferin, F. feri.

Days, every ninth day of ſickneſs. nium , L. a desk or coffer] preferved in a fhrine or cotter,

ENNEA'TICAL Tear, every ninth year of a man's as a holy or facred thing .

life . ENSIFO'RM (enfiformis, L.] in the ſhape of a ſword.

ENNE E'MERIS [’ervenpepis, Gr.] a grammatical figure ENFO'RMIS Cartilago (with Anatomiſts .] the lowel

in Latin and Greek verſe, which is a Cafura after the fourth part of the sternum , called allo Macronata, L .....

foot in the ninth fyllable of the verſe , which odd ſyllable ENSI'FEROUS (enfifer, L.] bearing a ſword .

ending the word , helps to make the next foot with the fol- E'NSIGN (enſeigne, F.j an officer in a company of foot

lowing word, as in this verſe, ſoldiers who carries the flag or colours.

Ille latus niveum molli fultus byacintho. ENSIGN [in Heraldry) an eſcutcheon on which are paint

In which all the four branches of the Caſura are found, as ed the trophies of honour of a particular family.

Triememeris, Pentbememeris, Hepthimemeris and Eneeme- ENSI'GNE [ French Law Termj bleeding or blood- let

meris.
ting ; alſo let-blood.

ENNEA'LOGY [ennealogia, L. of 'evvennoyda, Gr.) a TO ENSTA'L [of en and rtyllan, or real , Sax.] to

ſpeaking, or treating of nine points ; alſo an oration or enter into the number, or create a knight of the garter.

treatiſe divided into nine parts or chapters,
ENSTA'LMENT , ſuch a creation, or the ceremony

ENNEAPHY'LLON ['evveacúmor, Gr .] the plant Dog's- of it.

tooth violet, L.
TO ENSU'E [enfuyuer, F. infequere, L.] to follow , to

TO ENNO'BLE [ennoblir, F.] to make noble, to ren- come afrer.

der more renowned. ENTA'BLAMENT ? [in Architecture] Vitruvius and Fi

ENNO'BLEMENT , amaking noble ; alſo a being enno- ENTA'BLATURE S gnola call it Ornament; it ſignifies

bled or inade noble. the Architrave, Freeze and Cornice together . Others call it
E'Noch's Pillars, two pillars ſaid to have been ereeted Trabeation, and it is different in different orders. The

by Enoch the ſon of Seth, the one of brick , and the other words areborrowed from Tabulatum in Latin , i , e. a cieling ,

of ſtone, upon which the whole art of aſtronomy is laid becauſe the freeze is ſuppoſed to be formed by the ends of

to be engraven . the Joifts, which bear upon the Architrave.

ENODA'Tion , an untying a knot; a making any diffi- E'NTABLER in Horſemanſip ) a word uſed in the aca

culty plain.
demies, @gc, apply'd toa horſe whoſe coup goes before his

ENODA'TION [in Husbandry] the cutting away the ſhoulders in working upon vaults ; for in regular manage one

knots of trees, L. half of the ſhoulders ought to go before the croup.

ENO'R MOus (enormis, L.] out of rule or ſquare, ex- TO ENTAI'L [entailler, F.] to make over an eſtate by

wayceeding great, heinous.
of Entail.

ENTAL
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hawk's age .

point, F.

counts , oc,

ENTAIL [entaille, F.] a fee-tail or fee entailed, ſcant- TO ENTERTAI'N [ entretenir, F.] to lodge, to keep, to

ed or ſhortened, by which means the heir is limited or tied maintain ; alſo to acceptof or receive ; allo to treat of

up to certain conditions. ENTERTAI'NING , diverting, pleaſing:

TO ENTA'NGLE [ ſome derive it of en and tangle, Sax. ENTERTAI'NMENT [ entretenement, F.] an entertain

a twig ; becauſe birds are entangled with twigs dawbed with ing, receiving, lodging , harbouring, &c. alſo treatment,

bird -Jime ; others of en and tendicula, L. a inare) to catch hearty welcome.

in 1 fnare. E'NTERVIEW (with Falconers] the ſecond year of a

ENTE' [ in Heraldry] grafted or ingrafted , this is , ſays a

certain author, the fourth grand quarter of his majeſty
To ENTHA'LAMIZE ( enthalamizare, L. ] to bring a

K. George's royal eoſign , which he thus blazóns , Brunſwick bridegroom and bride to their bed -chamber.

and Lunenburgh , impaled with ancient Saxony enté en ENTH E'ATED [ entheatus, L. v3 :6 , Gr.] inſpired by
God.

ENTE en Rond [in Heraldry] fignifies indented round , E'NTHEMA Cv3fpa , Gr. ] a medicine to ſtop bleeding

with this difference , that indented is formed of Atrait lines ENTH E'MATA , graſs ſtuck into the clefts of trees.
in and out , but this is made of rounds in and out after the To ENTHRA'L. See to Intbral.

ſame manner. To ENTHRO'N E [entbroner, F.) to place on the throne.

ENTELECHI'A ['evTarxía , of 'ertern's and xa , Gr. See to Intbrone.

to have] the human mind or ſoul ſo called by Ariſtotle, as ENTHUSIASM [ enthufiaſmus, L. of Suoideuds, of

being the perfe& tion of nature, and principle of motion . évJuola'çw , Gr. to inſpire ] a prophetick or poetick rage or

The ancient commentators on Ariſtotle interpreted 'extras fury, which tranſports the mind, raiſes and enflames the i

zice by aftus, L. meaning by that a kind of lubftantialform , magination , andmakes it think and expreſs things extraor
by which action is produced in the body. But the moderns dinary and ſurpriſing.

underftand by 'Putenezia a ſort of continued and perpetual ENTHU'SIAST LirQuolasvis, Gr.] one who pretends to

motion and fit modification of matter, which qualities the be inſpired by the divine Spirit, and to have a true fighe

whole to be able to perform ſuch acts asare proper to it. and knowledge of things ; one who is tranſported with ima

ENTE'NDEMENT (entendement, F.] the true fenſe and ginary revelations.

meaning of a word ,or ſentence ; thus a thing that is in ENTHUSIA'STICAL ? [ enthufiafticus, L. vuolasixos,

doubr ihall ſometimes be made by intendment. ENTHUSIA'STICK S Gr.] of or pertaining to en

To E'NTER ( intrare, L. entrer, F.] to go into ; alſo thuliaſm .

to ſet down in writing ; to note down in a book of ac- ENTHUSIA'STICALLY [of iv voldsoxos, Gr.] in an en
thuſiaſtical manner.

To Enter [in-Carpentry? is to let the tenon of a piece E'NTHYMEM (entbymema, L. 'Endurance, of ' Er gumic
of timber into the mortiſe of another.

wal, Gr. to conceive in the mind] a conception or idea of

To Enter of a Hawk ( Falconry] a term uſed when the the mind.

firſt begins to kill. ENTHYMEM (with Rhetoricians] is when the concluding

TO ENTER a ship [ Sea Term] to board her. ſentence conſiſts of contraries.

E'NTERA ['evrees, Gr.) the bowels or entrails, L. ENTHYMEM (in Logick ] an argument conſiſting of on

TO ENTERCHA'NGE [enterchanger, F.] to change mu- ly two propoſitions, an Antecedent and a Conſequent, de

tually or reciprocally.
duced from it.

E'NTERCOURSE [ entrecours, F.] commerce or freedom TO ENTI'ce (prob. of en and tihtan , Sax . to over

of diſcourſe of one perſon to or with another. perfuade, or attirer, F.] to draw in cunningly, to tempt.

ENTERFE'Re. 'Sce Interfere. ENTI'CINs , alluring, drawing in.

ENTERFE'RING [Spoken of Horſes an imperfe &tion EnticeMENT, an enticing, an allurement, ec,

which cauſes them to go narrow behind with the hinder feet, E'NTIER ( with Horſemen ] a ſort of reſty horſe that re

fothattheyfret one foot againſt another, whence a hard, fuſes to turn, and is ſofar from following or obſerving the

mattery ſcab ariſes which makes them go lame. hand, that he reſiſts it, F.

To ÉNTERLA'CE (entrelafer, F. ] to lace between . E'NTIERTY [entierité, F.] ( Law Word ) intireneſs or the

ENTER -MEW'er [ with Falconers) a hawk who changes whole, as diſtinguiſhed from moiety or half, f .

the colour of her wings by degrees. ENTI'R E Pertingents ( Heraldry] are lines which run the

ENTEROCE'L E [ Evropix n114, ot "Errepov a gut, and xvan longeſt way of the partition of the ſhield , without touching

Gr. a rupture) a falling of the entrails, cſpecially of the the centre.

gut called Ilesom , through the widened procetres of the ENTIRE Pertranſient ( Heraldry ] a line which croſſes the

Peritor zum , into the groin or Scrotum . middle of the Thield or eſcutchcon, and runs diametrically
ENTEROCE'LICK (eriterocelicus, L.) troubled with the the longeſt way of its poſition,

rupture called Enterocele. ENTIR E Tenancy ( in com . Law] is contra-diſtinguiſhed
TO ENTER-LINE [ entreligner, F.] to write between to leveral tenancy ; and ſignifies a ſole poſſeſſion in one

the lines . man , whereas the other denotes a joint or common one in

ENTERO'LOGY ['evt econo, íc , of " Evtepov and xí; w, Gr. ſeveral.

to ſay ] a diſcourſe or treatiſe of the entrails . E'NTITATIVE [entitatiuus, L.) when a thing is taken

ENTERO'MPHALOS [ :ytseguparos, of "tyte @gv and open according to its eſſence, form or being.

prais, Gr. the navel] a rupture, when the entrails burſt our ENTITATIVE , implies an abſtraction or retrenchment

at the navel . ofall the circumſtances from a thing under conſideration.
ENTEROEPIPLOCE'LE ( VT POSTITXox han, of évtipov, E'NTITY [ iu the School. Philoſophy) a phyſical Ens or be

izitapoy the caul , and xiau, Gr.] a kind of rupture, when ing, conſidered according to what it is in its phyſical ca

the caul and gurs fall down together into the Scrorum pacity.
or cod. E'NTOYER 3 (in Heraldry] is uſed by ſome ' to ſignify

E'NTERO EPIPLO'MPHALOS [of evte@gy and opçados, E'NTOIR E S a bordure charged intirely with things

Gr. the navel] a kind of Exemphales, the ſame as Eterom- without life , F.

pbalos.
ENTO'RSES , wrenches of the paſterns in horſes, F.

ENTERO Hydromphalos [of vte@ gv, 15wp, and ouoanos , E'NTRAILS (entrailles, F.] the inward bowels or guts ,

Gr.] a kind of Exomphalos, wherein , beſides a diſplacing generally underſtood to include the contents of the three

and bunching out of the inteſtine, there is a deal of wa- cavities, the head, breaſt and belly.

tery humours collected along with it. ENTRANCE (of intrare, L.] entry or going in, ad

To ENTERPEN ( with Falconers] a term uſed of a mittance ; alſo a door, paſſage, & c.

hawk, who is ſaid to enterpen, i.e. to have his feathers To ENTRA's ( entraper, F.] to catch in a trap , to in

Inarled or entangled.
ſnare.

To EnterPLEA'D ( enterplaider, F.) to diſcuſs a point ENTRANCE [of intrare, L.) entry or going in , admit

at Common Law , which falls out incidentally, before the tance ; allo a door, paſſage, Soc.

principal cauſe can have an end . E'NTRANS'D , being in a trance .

ENTERPLEADER [ in Civil Law ) is called Cognitio pre- ENTRA'ves, two entravons joined by an iron chain ,

judicialis. 7 or 8 inches long , F.

TO ENTERPRIZE [of enterprendre, F. of inter and pre- E'NTRAVONS, locks for horſes pafterns, being pieces

bendere, L.) to undertake , to take in hand, to attempt. of leathertwo fingers broad, turned up and ſtuff'don the

An ENTERPRIZE (enterpriſe, F. ) an undertaking, at- inſide, to prevent hurting the paſtern , F.

tempt or deſign ; and eſpecially in military affairs. ENTRĖ ad communem legem , a writ that lies where a

TO ENTE'RE (caterrer, F.] to interr, to bury. tenant for term of his own, or another's life , or a tenant

Z z z
by

1
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by courteſy, or in dowet, aliens or makes over lands, and T. ENVE'NOM [ enuenomer , F.] to infe &t with poiſon ,

dies, then the party in reverſion ſhall have this writ againſt to corrupt, &c.

whomſoever is in poffeffion. To ENVIRON [ environner, F.] to encompaſs, ſurround

ENTRE' ? [ in Mufick Books ] a particular fort of or ftand about.

ENTREE'S air. ENVIRONNE' [in Heraldry] ſignifies a figure, a lion or

T. ENTREA'T [of en and traiter, F. of tra &tare, L.) any other thing , encompaſſed about with other things, É.

to beg earneſtly or befeech ; to court with fair words ; alſo An ENVIRONMENT, an encompafing round.

to treat of, or handle a matter. E'NVIOUSNESS (of invidiofus, or invidia, L.) envy, en

ENTRENCHYTA [ of értepov a bowel, and 'srxów , Gr . vious nature.

to pour in] a clyfter-pipe, called alſo Siphon and Syringa. E'NULA , the herb Elecampane, L.

ENTREA'TY , requeſt , fupplication, @goo. E'NULON [ punor, of 'ev in , and 2.0V a gum ] the in

E'NTREPAS (with Horſemen] a broken pace or going of terior part of the gum.
a horfe, and properly a broken amble, that is neither walk ENUMERABLE enumerabilis, L ) numcrable .

nor trot, but has ſomething of an amble, F. TO ENU'MERATE [enumeratum , L.] to number or

ENTRES O'LE in Architecture] a kind of little ftory, reckon up.

contrived occaſionally at the top of the firſt ſtory, for the ENUM ER A'Tion , a numbering, reckoning, oi lum

conveniency of a wardrobe , coc. It is alſo called Me- ning up.

zanzine. TO ENU'NCIATE [ enunciatum , L. ] to Litter o pro

ENTRING a Ship [in a Fight] is the boarding or getting nounce.
into her. ENU'NCIATIVE enunciativus, L.) that may be ihew

ENTRING Ladder [of a Sbip] a ladder to go in and out cd , uttered or pronounced.

of a ſhip . ENUNCIATI'VELY [ enunciative, L7 decoratively.

ENTRING Rope [ in a Ship] a rope tied by the ſide of E'nvoy [ envoi, F. an accompiad parten, in degree

it to hold by, as a perſon goes up the entring ladder or
lower than anembaſſador, fent froin one tovereign prince

walls. or ſtate to another, upon tome publick atfairs .
ENTRU'SION , a forcible , or violent and unlawful en- TO ENU'R E (of 'en and uti, L. to uſe] to accuſtom

tering into lands or tenements, void of a poſſeflor by one
one's felf to.

who has no right to thera . TO ENURE [in Law] to take place or effcet, to be a

ENTRUSION de Garde, a writ Tying where an infant vailable or of force.

within age enters into lands , and holds his lord our. E'NURN Y [in Heraldry] ſignifies a bordure charged with

To ENTRU'ST . See Intruf. beats, oc,

E'NTRY [entrée, F ) entering or coming in, a paſſage. To E'NVY [ invidere, L.) to grudge or be uneay at

ENTRY [ in Law ) is the taking pofleffion of lands. the good fortune of others.

ENTRY [with Merchants ) the letting down the particu- ENVY [inuidia, L. envie, F. ) an uneaſineſs or grief,
lars of trade in the books of accounts. ariſing from beholding the good qualities or proſperity of

To make an ENTRY of Goods (at the Cuftom -Houſe] is the others.

paſſing the bills through the hands of the proper officers, ENVY (Hieroglyphically) an envious perſon was repreſent

ENTRY ad communem legem . See Entre, &c . ed by the water- ferpent Hydra, becauſe of its proceeding

ENTRY , a ſolemn reception or ceremony performed by from corruption and mud ; intimating, thit perions that
kings, princes or amballadors, upon their fiift entering a entertain this ungrateful paſſion in their breaſts, are of ſuch
city, or upon their return from ſome fucceſsful expedition , a ſordid diſpoſition, that they ſeem to be made up

of mud

by way of triumph and baleneſs.

ENTRY ad terminum qui preteriit, a writ which lies for Envywas painted by the ancients in a garment of a dif

a leſfor, in caſe land being to a man for the lifeof ano- coloured green colour, full of eyes.

ther , and he for whoſe life the lands are leaſed dies, and To EnW O'RTH Y [of en and pynte, Sax.j to render

and the leſſee or tenant holds over his term . one's ſelf worthy of, illuſtrious or noble.
ENTRY Caufa Matrimonii prelocuti, or entry for marriage To ENWRA's (of en and hpeoji fian, Sax.] to wrap

promiſed , a writ lying where lands or tenements are given up in ,
to a man, upon condition that he take the donor to wife ENY'STRON [of drum , Gr..to perfe & ] the laſt or 4th

within a certain time, and he either does not marry her ventricle in animals that chew the cud, which compleats
within the time appointed, or elpouſes another, or other- the digeſtion.

wife diſables himſelf from performing the condition. EOD E'R BRICE [of Eotoji a hedge, and bjlice, Sax. a

ENTRY in cafu proviſo, a writ lying for one in reverſion, breaking] a hedge -breaking.

when a tenant in dower aliens in fee, or for term of life , EO'LIAN, of or belonging to Æolus,

or for the life of another. EOLI'PYLE (of alone, of Æolus and Thadi, Gr. gates]

ENTRy in cafu confimili, a writ which he in reverfion an inſtrument in hydraulicks, being a round ball of iron

ſhall have against a tenant for life or in courteſy, who a- or copper, with a tail to it , and a hole to it , which being

liens in fee .
filled with water, and thus expoſed to the fire, produces

ENTRY fine afcenfu capituli, is a writ lying when an a vehement blaſt of wind .

abbat, prior, or ſuch as has a convent or common ſeal, a- EPACMASTICA (of 's axuasixos, Gr.] a fever which

liens lands or tenements which are the church's right, with- grows continually ſtronger,

out the aſſent of the convent or chapter, and dies,Egoc. E'PACT [ Eto'nta, Gr. i . e. additional ſupply ) is a num

Entry per le cui ego poft, a writwhich lies for a man ber whereby is noted the exceſs of the Solar ycar above the

diſſeized or turned out of his freehold , when the diſſeizor Lunar, whereby the age of the moon every year may be

aliens and dies in poſſeſſion, and his heir enters. found out ; for the Solar year conſiſting of 365 days, and

ENTRIES (with Hunters] places or thickets through the Lunar but of 354 , the lunations every year gei eleven
which deer are diſcovered lately to have paſſed, days before the Solar year ; but thereby in 19 years the

ENTY'POSIS [of 'srTUTÓW , Gr. to make an impreſſion ] moon finiſhes twenty times twelve lunations, gets up one
the Acetabulum or ſocket .

whole Solar year ; and having finished that circuit , begins

To ENTWI'N E [of en and tpinan, Sax .] to twiſt or wind again with the ſun, and fo from 19 to 19 years ; for the
round about. firſt year afterwards the moon will go before the fun but

ENTY'POSIS ['evTÚTwois,Gr.] the jointing ofthe ſhoul- 1 days, which is called the Epact of that year ; the third
der with the arm. year 33 days ; but 30 being an intire lunation, caſt that

To Equ'BILATE [ enubilatum , L.] to make clear. away , and three ſhall be the Epact of that year, and ſo on .

ENU'BILOUS Cenubilus, L. ) fair, without clouds. Epact of the Tear , ( with Aftronomers) is the age of the

To ENU'CLEATE [enucleatum , L.] to take out the moon at the beginning of every year ; i. e, the time be

kernel. tween the firſt minute of the firſt day of January and the
ENUCLEATION, a taking out the kernel, doc. laft new moon of the foregoing year.

ENUDA'TION , a making naked or plain , laying open, EPAGO'Ge ['en czwon' of 'stayw, Gr. to introduce] an
c. L. importing or bringing in ; alſo an examining of or diſcour

ENVE'lop [in Fortification] a work of earth fometimes fing with one by croſs queſtions or interrogatories, L.

in form of a parapet or breaſt-work, and ſometimes like EPAGO'GIUM , the foreskin of the Penis, L.

rampart with a breaſt -work to it , called alſo a Conſervé, Epain E'TICK Poem (of 'Taiyos, Gr. praile] compre

a Countergard, a Lunette, a Sillon , &c . hends the Hymn, the Epithalamium , the Genethliacon , or

TO ENVELOP [enveloper, F.] to cover, wrap or fold what elfe tends to the praiſe or congratulation of the Di

up in any thing ; alſo to ſurround them in , to beſet ; allo vine perſons and perfonis eminent upon earth.

to muffie up: EPANA
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a return

again , L.

EPANADIPI Osis [ 'επαναδίπλωσις of 'επαναδιπλόω , EPHELIS [’ Esnais , Gr . ] a ſpot or freckle which proceeds
Gr.] a redoubling, L. from fun -burn.

EPANADI'PLOSIS (with Rhetoricians] is a figure , when EPH E'MERA (of 'ezi and spieg , Gr. a day] a conti

they begin and end a ſentence with the ſame words, as nual fever that laſts but one day.

Kind to his friends, and to bis enemies kind. In Latin this fi- EPH E'MERES, birds or creatures that live but one day ,

gure is called Inclufio. and therefore hieroglyphically repreſented the thortnefs of
EPANA DIPLOSIS (with Pbyficians] the frequent redou- man's life.

blings or returns of fevers. EPHEME'RIDES ['equnietes, Gr. ] certain regiſters or

EPANA'L EPSIS ['επανάληψις of'επαναλαμβάνω, Gr . to Aftronomical tables calculated to Thew the daily motions

repeat] a repetition. of the planets, with their afpe&ts, places and other cir

EPANALEPSIS (with Rhetoricians] a figure, in which cumſtances throughout the year. Aſtrologers generally uſe

the fame word is repeated for enforcement-fake, eſpecially thoſe journals in drawing horoſcopes and ſchemes of the
after a long parentheſis ; as , it is manifeft they bave erred, heavens.

It is manife EPHEMERI'DIAN , of or pertaining to an ephemeris.

EPANA'PHORA ( 'stars.coeg of ' sterapépes, Gr. I refer] EPHE'MERINE ? [ ephemerinus, L. 'equus elos, Gr. ]

i. e, a reference. EPHEME'RIAN S belonging to a journal, regiſter or

EPANAPHORA (with Rhetoricians] a figure , when the day-book.

ſame word begins ſeveral ſentences or clauſes ; as , hic ge- EPHE'MERIS [ 'equusers , Gr.] a regiſter or day -book;

lidi fontes, bic mollie prata , hic nemus. a journal.

EPA'NODOS [ 'endvodos, of 'sti and d'vodos, Gr. afcent] EPHEMERIS (with Aftrologers, &c.] a journal contain

ing obſervations relating to the heavenly bodies, eſpecially

EPANODOS (in Rheturick] a figure,when the ſame found fhewing their places at noon .

or word is twice.repeated in ſeveral ſentences, or in the EPHE'MERON 3 ['epauser, of 'eziand hiese, Gr ) a

ſame ſentence, as EPHEME'RIUM S kind of plant that dies the ſame

Neither the Light witbout its Sun ,
day it ſprings, a may- lily , meadow -faffron, a liricon

Nor yet the Sun without its Light. fancy, i .

EPANO'RTHOSIS ['emai6pJwois of i**:99.36w; Gr. to EPH E'MERIST [ 'equpeeesis, Gr.] a maker of ephe

corre &t] correction or amendment, a reſtoring to the for- merides.

mer ftare. EPHESTI'A [ 'Eçaiseid , Gr.) feſtivals held in the city of

EPANORTHOSIS (with Rhetoricians) is when a perſon Thebes in honour of Tirefias, who is faid to have had a

in a paſſion ſeems never to be ſatisfied with what he has ſucceſſive mixture of man and woman ; and therefore at

ſaid . The warmth of his paſſion puſhing him on till to that time they attired one firſt in a maſculine, and then

go farther. Thinking the words he has made uſe of al- in a feminine habit.

ready will not be ſtrong enough, he finds fault with his Ephe'TÆ , certain judges at Athens, who try'd cauſes of

former exprellions as too faint and weak , and corrects his manſlaughter, who were 50 in number, and were to be as

diſcourſe by adding others that are more ſtrong, as many years old

O clementia, feu patientia mira ! EPHIA'LTES [ 'Epiánons, Gr.] a diſeaſe called the

EPAPHÆ'RESIS ['enaçaiensis, of 'stlover and above , night-mare, chiefly atte &ting perfons aſleep, and lying on
and e çarpiw , Gr. to take away] a cutting or clipping over their backs , who fancy their wind- pipe and bre:t is op

preſsd by ſome weight, and imagine that some 1pe &tre or
EPAPHÆRESIS [with Phyſicians) a repeated blood -let- demon ſtops their breath .

ting or any repeated evacuation , EPHIDROSIS ['exis porais, Gr.] a ſweating or diſchar

EPAPHA'LESIS [with Surgeons] an irritated or repeat- ging of humours through the pores of the skin.

edphlebotomy EPHIPPIUM (of 'epimaid , Gr.] a ſaddle or other har

E'PARCH ('straçxos, G.] the preſident of a province. neſs for a horſe.

EPARMATA [' επάρματα of 'επαίρου, Gr. to lift up EPHI'PPIUM (with Anatomifts ] part of the os Sphe

ſwellings of the glandules, or keinels behind the ears cal- noides or wedge like bone in which the pituary glandule

led Parotides. is placed .

E'PARER [in Horſeman pip ] a word uſed in the manage Ephop (7108 , Heb . ] a garment worn by the prieſts
to ſignify the flinging of a horſe, or his yerking and ftri- of the Jews, which were of two forts ; the firſt was made

king out with his hind legs, F. of gold and twiſted filk of purple ſcarlet, and fine linen
ÉPAU'LE, a ſhoulder , F. with broiderd work, Ego, this only was worn by the high

EPAULE ( in Fort .] is the ſhoulder or baſtion of an an- prieſt, when he officiated ; it covered the back and the

gle of the epaule. breaſt, and on the ſhoulders were ſet two onyx -ſtones, in

EPAU'LEMENT, a ſhouldering- piece, F. which were engraven the names of the 12 fons of facob,

EPAU'LEMENT [in Fortif.] is a demi-baſtion or ſquare the 6 eldeſt on the right, aud the youngeſt on the

Orillon, a maſs of earth , of near a ſquare figure, faced left, that when he went into the Sanétum Sanctorum he

with a wall to cover the cannon of a caſemate, might be put in remembrance to pray for the 12 tribes .
EPAULMENT , is alſo a ſide -work made either of earth There were others of linen for the inferior prieſts, Egs.

thrown up , of bags or baskets full of earth, or with fag- EPIA'LA ? [ 'etian ', Gr.] a continued fever pro

gots loaded with earth . EPIA'LUSS ceeding from cold phlegm , wherein
EPAULMENTS [of Places of Arms] for the cavalry , at heatand coldis felt at the ſame time in every part of the

the entering of the trenches , are made of fafcines mixed body.

with earth . ÉPIBAT E'Rion ('eqrBetheson of 'st Ilziva I return) a

Epau'resis [ et welnous, Gr.] an increaſe, a rhetorical ſpeech or a copy of verſes, returning thanks to the gods
figure. for a ſafe return from a long journey or voyage, made by

EPE'NTHESIS [in Grammar ] the putting of a letter fome perſon of figure at an entertainment made for his

or fyllable in the middle of a word, as Relligio for Religio, friends.

Induperator for Imperator. EPI'BOLE [ ' 71621, Gr. ) a caſting or putting in.

EPEXEGE'Sis l'on ethanois, Gr.] a plainer interpreta- EPIBOI . E ( with Rhetoricians] a figure wherein the re

tion of that, which was mentioned before. petition of the fame word at the beginning of ſeveral fen

E'PHA [179 18 , Heb .] a meaſure among the Hebrews con- tences has refpe &t to the matter ; whereas in thefigure Epa

taining dry, 3 pecks, 3 pints, 12 ſolid inches, and 4 decimal nalepſis it has regard chiefly to the ſtile.

parts ; and in liquid things, 4 gallons, 4 pints and 15 ſo

4
EPICA'RPIUM [ 'siraptoor, Gr. of 'età upon and repa

lidinches, wine meaſure. Tos , Gr. the wriſt] a medicine outwardly applied to the

EPHE'BEUM (with Anatomiſts] the ſpace from the wriſt like a plaſter or pultice, to drive away intermitting

EPH E'BIUM S hypogaftriam or lower part of the bel- fevers.

ly to the privy parts , L. EPI'CAUMA [ ' tisauna , Gr . ) a foul fore or cruſty ul

EPHEBI'A ' } ['equcra ,Gr.] the age of a ſtripling at the cer , that ſometimes happens to the black of the eye .

EPHE'BITYS entrance of the 15th year . EPICE'DIUM ['six " 8103, Gr.) a funeral ſong or copy

'EPHE'DRA ['épésege, Gr.] the herb horte-tail, L. of verſes in praiſe of the dead.

Ephe'lcis [ 'qeaxis , Gr. ] a bloody fubftance brought E'PICEN E [ 'sríxosvo- , Gr.] common to both ſexes.

up in ſpirting ofblood ; alſo a ſhell or cruſt that is brought EPICENE Gender [ in Grammar ] a gender whichi

over ulcers. contains both ſexes under one termination, whether mata

EBHELÆ'UM ( with Anatomifts] the place from the hy- culine or feminine,

pogaftrium or part of the abdomen to the ſecrets.
EPI
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EPICERA'STICKS [ 'fardeeasixa, of 'ezi and meegenomen EPIDEMICAL ? Cepidemicus, L. 'EA of wpinxos , Gr. ] com

Gr.) medicines which by their emplaftick virtue , & c. take EPIDE'MICK S mon among all the people, uni

away the force of, and moderate the acrimonious humours, verfal.

and aſſuage the painful tentation of the parts affected
EPIDEMICAL Diſeaſe, a general or ſpreading diſorder,

EPICHI'R EM A ['eixeizmus,Gr.] an attempt or endea- as a plague proceeding from lone corruption or malignity

vour. in the air, which feizes great numbers of people in a lit

EPICH I'R EMA [with Logicians) an argument for pro tle time.

ving or clearing of any matter , eſpecially ſuch an one as EPIDE'MIUM (of 'eni' upon and shuns the people] the

conſiſts of many propoſitions, depending one upon another; ſame as Erdemius, but is fiequently uſed in a more ex

whereby at laſt lome particular point is made out. tended ſignification, to expreis an infe&tion which Ipreads

EPICHI'R ESIS [ 'emocrignois , ' Gr ) an attempting, ſet- it ſelf over ſeveral countries or a large ſpace in a little

ting about, Eyoc. L. time.

ÈPICHIR ESIS [with Surgeons] a dexterity or readineſs EPIDE'MICALNESS CST ide pinxos, Gr ] univerfality of

in diffe&ting animal bodies . infection , G.

EPICHO'RDIS (of't'ni and Kopfri, Gr. a ſtring or inte- EPIDE'RMIS [ 'etidiguis , Gr.) the ſcarf- skin of a man's
ſtine] the meſentery . body, L

EPICK ['eixòs of inos, Gr.] a verſe pertaining to ot EPI'DESIS [ 'trid 4015, Gr .] the binding of a wound

conſiſting of liexameter or heroick verſe. to ſtop blood .

E'Pick Poem , is a diſcourſe invented with art , to form EPIDE's MUS (with Surgeons] a ligature, bandage or
the manners of men by inſtruction, deſigned uoder the al- ſwathe for a wound or fore , L.

legories of ſome important action , which is related in EPIDI'DYMIS Ś [' id nguss, Gr.] a body of veſſels,

verſe, after a probable , diverting and wonderful manner. EPILIDYMI've the figure of which reſembles

Boffa thus dennes it ;and it agrecs very well with our idea crooked veins, ſwollen with ill blood ; the greater globe

of an Epick poem . Tho' Ariſtotle ſays Epick poetry makes or bunch of which is faſtened to the back of the teſticles,

uſe of diſcourſes in verſe and profe, and m. Dacier and the leſſer to the vellel that carries the femen , L.

agrees with him ; but we in England have all our poetry EPIGÆ'UM ['etirašo ", of 'exi and 7 , Gr. the earth] the

in verſe at lealt, if not in Rhime. And we rank diſcours lower part of a circle in' which a planer moves, next to

ſes in proſe, altho' there may be the texture of a fi& tion the earth .

in them , among what we call fables, and allow nothing EPIGA'S TRISK Artery (with Anatomifts] a branch of

to be Epick poetry, but what is in verſe. See Heroick the Iliack Artery diſtributing itſelf among the muſcles of
Poem . the epigaftrium .

Epick poeſy is not confined to obſerve unities of time EPIGA'STRICK Veins, the Aank veins.

and place. Ariſtotle ſays it has no fertled time, and in that EPIGA'STRION [ 'enryscior, Gr.] the fore-part of the

it differs from the Dramatick, And as to unity of place , abdomen or lower belly; The upper part of which is call
that need not be obſerved, becauſe the poem is read as an ed the bypochondrium , the middle umbilicalis, and the low

hiſtory, which may be left off by the reader at pleaſure. er bypogaftrium , L.

EPICK Poet, one who writes ſuch verſes . EPIGE'NEMA ['minus , Gr . ] that which is added

EPICKS , Epick poetry : to any thing over and above.

Epico'LICK Regions (of'ezi and noing hollow , whence EPIGENEMA [in a Phyſical ſenſe] that which happens

the word colon is derived ] that ſpace on both ſides over to a diſeaſe like a ſymptom .

the gut colon . EPIGLU'Tis (of 'em i above and 74:Tos , Gr. the buttock )

EPICLI'NT A [ 'etiravte of 'stlabvw , Gr. to incline] the upper part of the buttocks .

carthquakes that move fidelong. EPIGLOTTIS ( ' 7167115, of 'eri and 7057ld , Gr.

Epico'PHOSIS (of 'oni and xwoórns, Gr.] deafneſs. the aperture of the Larynx ] the fifth cartilage or griſtle

EPI'CRASIS ['emixexols, Gr.) a mingling together or of the Larynx, the cover of the flap of the windpipe ; a

tempering, L. thin moveable cartilage in form of a leaf of ivy or little

EPI'CRASIS [in Phyfick] the making a judgment of a tongue.

difeafe. ÉPIGO'NATIS ['emigóvatis, of ' Ti and yovu the knee,

EPI'CRISIS [ 'czixeris , Gr.j approbation, eſtimation , Gr.] the pattle - pan, or whirlbone of the knee.
judgment, L. E'PIERAM Cepigramma, I. of ' Triyogjence of 'er , and

EPICTE'NION (of 'oni and xteis, Gr. the pubes] the reauna, Gr.] a ſhort poem or compoſition in verſe, treat

part upon the pubes. ing of one only thing, and ending in ſome point or live

An E'PICURE, one given to exceſs of gluttony and ly, ingenious thought.

voluptuoufiiefs. Epigra'MMATIST ('8771789.pepeo tisols, Gr.] a maker of

EPICURE'AN (of Epicures] a follower of the fe & of epigrams.

Epicurus. ÉPIGRA'MME ( in French Cookery] a particular way of
EPICUREAN Pbiloſopby, in this atoms, ſpace and gra- dreſſing meat.

vity are laid down as the principles of all things. Epicurus EPIGRA'PHE [' atyegepul, Gr ] an inſcription or title
held that the univerſe conliſted of atoms or corpuſcles of ona ſtatue, & c.

various forms, magnitudes and weights, which having been EPILEPSy [επιληψία of'επιλαμβάνο», to invade or feize

diſperſed at random through the immenſe inane or ſpace, upon , Gr. ] thisdiſeaſe is a convulſion of the whole body,

fortuitouſly concurred into innumerable ſyſtems or worlds which hinders or puts a ſtop to all animal actions, and pro
which were thus formed, and afterwards from time to time ceeds from a diſorder in the brain .

increaſed, and diſſolved again without any certain cauſe EPILEPSI'A Inteſtinalis [with Phyfacians] a convulſion

or deſign ; without the intervention of any deity , or the which ariſes from things that fret thebowels, a diſeaſe that
intendance ofany providence, frequently happens to children, L.

EPICURE'ANISM { the do&trine or philoſophy of Epi EPILEPSI'A Puerorum [with Phyſicians) convulſions with

EPICURISM } CUTUS ; alſo the practice of an which infants are frequently ſeized , 1 .

cpicure or voluptuous perſon; gluttony . EPILE'PTICAL 2 Epilepticus, of ' Alanaluxos, Gr. ]

To Epicu'RI2 E, to live voluptuouſly. EPILE'PTICK S affected or troubled with an epileply.

E'Picycle ['trixvxrő-, Gr.] a little circle whoſe cen- EPILE'PTICKS L'Erbanalia, Gr.] medicines good a

tre is in the circumference of a greater ; or it is a ſmall gainſt epilepſies.

orb which being fixed in the deferent of a planet, is car- Epilor'MICA ['crinoluira, Gr.] medicines good againſt

ried along with its proper motion , and nevertheleſs carries the plague or peſtilence, L.

the body of the planer faſtened to it , round about its pro- EPILO'GISMA (of epilogiſmus, L. of 'etiróz,tuos,Gr.]

per centre by its own peculiar motion . a computation or reckoning; alſo the opinion of Phyficians,
Epicy'ct.oid [in Geometry ) a curve generated by the when conſulted concerning the cure of a diſeaſe.

revolution of a point of the periphery of a circle along the E'PILOGUE (epilogus, L. of ' 7120705 of ' n and

convex or concave part of another circle. názos , Gr. ] in Dramatick' Poetry, a ſpeech addreſſed to the

Epice'em A ['emexunpa ,Gr.] the fameas Superfetation , audience when the play is ended ; ulually containing ſome

or the conceiving again before the first young is brought reflections on ſome incidents in the play, and particularly
forth .

thoſe of the part in the play acted by the actor who
EPIDEMI'A [ 'emisvud, Gr.] a catching or contagious ſpeaks it.

diſeaſe communicable from one to another, as the plague,
EPILOGUE (in Rhetorick] is the concluſion of an ora

рох,, tion or recapitulation, wherein the orator ſums up or reca

pitulates

ع.
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pitulares the ſubſtance of his diſcourſe, that it may be out of the lower end of the Splenica , and runs to the

kept freſh in the minds of the auditors, who are frequently, hinder leaf of the caul, and the Colon joined to it, L.

confuſed in their thoughts by the number and variety of Epiplois poftica (Anat.] a branch of the ſplenick artery ,

the things they hear. ſpringing out of the lower end of theſplenica , and run

To EPI'LOGIZE [ 71107 Somas, Gr.] to recite an epi- ning to the hinder leaf of the caul.

logue, &c. EPIPLooCE'LE [ επιπλοοκήλη ofεπίπλοον the caul, and

EpilOIMICA ['stirolheexce', of 'ezi and nonos, Gr. a xhau, Gr. a tumour] a kind of Hernia, tumour or rupture ;

peftilence) medicines good againſt a peftilence or plague. when the caul falls into the outward skin of the ſcrotum.

EPI'MELES ['eni'mnads, Gr.] che medlar, a fruit, i . EPIPLOOCOMI'STES [of it it door and xomisw , Gr. to

Epime'NIA [ Law Word ) expences or gifts . carry ) a fat, big -bellied man , that has a very great caul.

EPIMENI'DIUM , a kind of bolus, L. EPIPLOOMPHALUM (with Surgeons] a rupture, when

Epimon E' [ eqimori, Gr.] continuance, ſtay, perſe. the navel ſtarts by reaſon of a caul that is ſwollen and fallen
verance . down, or the entrails bearing too hard upon it, L.

EPIMONE (with Rhetoricians] a figure by which the EPI'PLOON [inin200v, Gr.] the caul , a cover ſpread

ſame cauſe is continued and perſiſted in, much in one form over the bowels in the shape of a net, and abounding with
of ſpeech ; alſo a reputation of the ſame word to move blood -veſſels, whoſe uſe is to cherith the ſtomach and

affe & ion, as thus, thus it pleaſed bim , &c. guts with its far.

EPIMY'THIUM ['eipusior, Gr.) the moral of a fable. EPIPLOSARCO’MPHALOS [ of ÉTIT100V, odpf fleſh ,

EPINICION [itwixcov, Gr.) a triumphal ſong, or ſong and õuqaro the navel, Gr.] a fort of tumour of the ex
for vi&tory, alſo a feat or rejoycing on that account. omphalos kind.

EPINY'CTIDES [ TovuxtId =5, Gr.] pimples that are EPIPOR O'M A [επιπωρώμα οf έπιπωρόω to harden, Gr .]

painful in the night, and ſend forth matter ; alſo a fore in a kind of hard brawn in the joints.

the eye, that renders the fight dim, and makes the corners E'PIRES, the great interpreter of the gods among the

of the eye water: Egyptians. He was painted with the head of a hawk.

EPIPAROXI'S MUS [of iniand #doggiouis, Gr. a fit] EPISARCI'DIUM (of 'eti,and odpxe'door,Gr a carbuncle ]
a term which phyſicians uſe when a patient is ſeized with a kind of droply.

more fits in a fever than are uſual. EPISCHI'UN ['ermisgiòv, Gr.] the ſhare bone.

EPIPEDOMETRY (of ini , pedis, L. of a foot, and malegr, Epi'sCOPACY (of 'emioko of 'estioxOTÓW , Gr . to take

Gr . Meaſure] the menſuration of figures that itand upon the care of or overlook ] church-government by biſhops, or the

ſame baſe. ftare or quality of epiſcopal government.

EPIPHÆNO'MENA [of ini and powópeva, Gr. ] ſigns Epi'sCOPAL [epiſcopalis, L.] of or pertaining to

in diſeaſes, which appear afterwards . ſhop or epiſcopacy.

EPIPHANY L'itiganeid, of 'sti and pzive , Gr. to ap- EPISCOPA'L Es vuluulæ ( with Anatomifts] two thin
pear, an appearing of a light, a manifeſtation. skins or membranes in the pulmonary vein, which hinder

EPIPHANY, a church feſtival celebrated on the 12th the blood from flowing back to the heart.

day after Chriftmas, or the nativity of our Saviour, in com- EPISCOPA'LIA [old Records) the ſynodals, pentecoſtals,

men.oration of his being manifeſted to the Gentiles, by the and other cuſtomary dues , which uſed anciently to be paid

appearance of a miraculous blazing ſtar, which conducted by the clergy to the biſhop of their diocefs.

the Magi to the place where he was. EPISCOPA'LIANS ( thoſe of the epiſcopal party, and
EPIPHO'NEMA [ 'etic pick of 'stlpovo , Gr , to call EPI COPA'RIANS S are retainers to the church of

upon , is an exclamation containing ſome ſentence of more
England,

than ordinary fente, which is placed at the end of a dir- EPI'sCOPATE [epifcopatus, L. of ' TOX07 , Gr. ] the

courſe. It is like the laſt bow , where 2 perſons have office of a biſhop .

been fighting , and gives the auditory a cloſe and lively re- EPISCO'picide [of epiſcopus a biſhop, and cædere, L

flexion on the ſubject that has been treated on. Virgil gives to kill] a killer, or the killing of a biſhop.

us an cxample of an Epphonema. EPISEM ASI'A ['sonkari's, Gr.) the very inftant of

Tantæne animis cæleftibus iræ !
time when a diſeaſe firſt ſeizes of a perſon.

What ſo great Wrath in heavenly Minds !
EPISODE ( im Hood bov, Gr.] an entrance or coming in .

E'PISODE (with Poets, &c.] a ſeparate action or relation

EPI'PHORA [ '$Tutoes , Gr.] an attack and onſer. tack to the principal ſubject to furnith thework with a

EPIPHORA (with Rhetoricians) a figure in which a word variety of events, or to give a pleaſing diverſity

is repeated at the end of ſeveral ſentences ; but it differs Episo'DICAL, of or belonging to an epiſode.

from Epifrophe, in that it has reſpect chiefly to the matter. EPISO'dic, ſaid of a poctical fable when it is ſwelled

EPIPHOP.A [with Logicians] a conclufion or conſequence with unneceſſary incidents; and its epiſodes are not necef
drawn from the aſſumption in a fyllogiſm . ſarily nor properly connected with each other.
EPIPHORA (with Phyſicians] a violent flowing of hu- EPISPA'STICKS [ e 110tasıxd of imowaw , Gr. to at

mours into any part, eſpecially the watering or dropping of tra &t) medicines which draw bliſters, or attract humours
the eyes ; occaſioned by a thin rheum , which is commonly to the part.

called involuntary weeping, and continually flows from the EPISPHÆ'RIA
[ iwaspía , of above and o alexa

corners of the eyes ; alſo the fall of water into the cods , as ſphere, Gr.] certain windings and turnings in the outward

in ſome kind of ruptures. ſubſtance of the brain ; that the fanguiferous vefſels may

EPIPHYLOSPHE'RMOUS Plants [in Botany] ſuch as paſs more freely.

bear their ſeed on theback of their leaves ; and are the Epis'TLE [epiftola, L ) a letter.

fame that are called Capillaries. EPISTEMONARCH [ of 'επισήμα Tcience and αρχή

Epi'PHYSIS ['taiquors of 'emituw , Gr. to grow ] one dominion ] a dignitary in the Greek church, whoſe office

bone which grows to another by a ſimple and immediate was to watch over the do & rines of the church , in every

joining ; but with ſome kind of entrance of one bone into thing relating to the faith, and to inſpect and ſurvey

the cavity or hollow of another. them as a cenſor.

EPA'PLASMA, a pultice , the fame as Cataplaſma, L. Epi'stler , one who reads the epiſtles in a cathedral

EPI'PLEXIS [ -Tinaukis, Gr.] an upbraiding or taunt- or collegiate church.

ing , chiding or rebuking, reproof, rebuke, L.
EPISTOLAR [epißolaris, L.] of or pertaining to

EPIPLEXIS (with Rhetoricians) a figure which by an EPISTOLARY S epiftles or letters.}

elegant kind of upbraiding, endeavours to convince. EPISTOMI'A ['tmisopi'd, Gr .] the utmoſt gapings and

EPIPLOC E' l'eritroxin, Gr ] a folding in , a platting or meetings of veſſels.

interweaving EPISTO'MIUM [ ' &tusóulov, Gr.] in Hydraulicks, a plug

EPIPLOC E ' ( with Rhetoricians] a figure expreſſing a gra- or inftrument, by the application whereot' an aperture may

dual riſing of one clauſe of a ſentence out of another, much be opened and ſhut again at pleaſure.

after the manner of a climax, as be baving taken bis bouſe, he EPISTROPHÆ'us (of 'etiscopu , of 'sti upon , and spécow

brought out his family, and having brought them out, flew tbem . to turn , Gr.] the firſt Vertebra of the neck, that turns

EPIPLOICK , of or belonging to the Epiploon. round upon the axis or ſecond .

Epiploi's dextra [with Anatomijls) a branch of the EPI'STROPH É ['emisegon, Gr.] a turning or alteration,
celiack artery , which runs through the right ſide of the a going back , L.

inner or hinder leaf of the omentum or caul, and the gut EPISTROPHÉ (with Rhetoricians] a figure, wherein

Colon that is next to it , I. ſeveral ſentences end in the ſame word, as ambition ſeeks to

EPIPLOIS finiftra ( Anat.) a branch of the celiack artery be next to the beſt, after that to be equal with ibè befi, theri

that is beſtowed on the left ſide of the caul, It Springs to be chief and above the beft.
Аааа EPISTY'LIUM
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EPISTY'LIUM ['emisiacov; Gr.] that which is now cal ſolemn date of time counted from ſome memorable action ,
led an Architrave, which is the firſt member of the Enta- as the creation of the world , Sec.

blature, and is uſually broken into 2 or 3 diviſions termed Julian EPOCHA , takes its name from the emperor

Fafcie, i.e. ſwathes , fillets , bands or lifts. Julius Cafar's reformarion of the Roman Calendar ; which

E'PITAPH [ ' altótrou of 'sti TÔ Tapio, i.e. upon a was done 45 years before the birth of Chriſt, in the year

tomb or monument] which, ſays a certain author, ſhould re- 708, from the building of Rome , and in the 73 ift Olympiad.

member the name of the deceaſed and his progeny truly ; EPOCH A of Chrift, is the common epocha throughout

his country and quality briefly ; his life and virtues modeft- Europe, commencing from the nativity of our Saviour De

ly , and his end chriſtianly, exhorting rather to examplescember 25 , or rather according to the vulgar account from

than vain glory. his Circumciſion the iſt of January ; but in England from

Epi'tasis'lsnitaois of 'Time'ouw , Gr. to ſtretch out] the incarnation or annunciation of the Virgin Mary on the

à ſtretching or ſtraining ; vehemence, intenſeneſs ; alſo 25th of March

an amplifying or enlarging on a fubje & , L. EPOCHA of the Creation, according to the computation

EPITASIS [in Comedy , &c.] the buſieſt part of that or of the Jews, is the year of the Julian period, 953 ; an

any other play before things are brought to the full ftate ſwering to the year before Chriſt, 3761 , and commences on

and vigour.
the 7th of October.

EPIASIS [in Phyfick] the increaſe or growth and heigh- Dioclefian EPOCHA , or the Epocha of Martyrs, is the

tening of a diſeaſe, or a paroxiſm of a diſeaſe, eſpecially year of the Julian period 4997 , anſwering to the year of
of a fever. Chriſt_283. It is ſo called from the great number of

EPITHALA'MIUM ['tri Fordulov , Gr.] a nuptial ſong Chriſtians who fuffered martyrdom under the reign of that

or poem , which was uſed anciently to be rehearted at wed- emperor.

dings, in commendation of the bridegroom and bride ; Arabick EPOCHA ? takes its beginning from the flight

wishing them a fruitful iflue, and all things conducing to a Turkiß EPOCHAS of the impoſtor Mahonnet, from

happy life ; with every now and then wanton glances on Mecca in Arabia , July the 16th , An. Ch. 622 .

the pleafures of the marriage bed Abaline EPOCHA , began much about the ſame time as

EPI'THEMA ['exigimce , Gr.) a medicine applied to the Dioclefian epocha began .

the more noble parts of the body ; alſo any outward ap- Perſian EPOCHA, called alſo the Jefdegerdick Epocha,
plication generallyof a liquid form like a fomentation. took its dare from the coronation of Jefdegerdis the latt

EPITHY'ME ( Tupia, Gr . ) a medicinal plant of a Perſian king , or , as others ſay , from the Terfians being

very extraordinary nature and figure. Its feed is very conquered by the Ottomans and Saracens, An. Ch.632.
ſmall, from which ariſe long threads like hairs , which E'PODE ('Endos, of 'exi after and dai, Gr. ſongs]

ſoon periſh as well as the root, unleſs they meet with ſome one of the numbers of that ſort of Lyrick poetry, of which

neighbouring plant both to ſuſtain and feed them. It the odes of Pindar confift. The other two being Strophe

grows inditlerently on all kinds of herbs, and writers at- and Antiftrophe, which anſwer each other in every ode,

tribute to them the virtues of the plants they grow on , whereas one epode anſwers to another in ſeveral odes.

but thoſe moſt uted in medicine are ſuch as grow on thyme. The epode was ſung by the prieſts ſtanding till before

E'PITHET [e19:7ov, Gr.) a thing put or added to. the altar, after all the turns and returns of the Strophe and

E'PITHETS (with Grammarians ) are adje &tives or words Antifiropbe.

put to fubftantives, expreſſing their natures or qualities, as É pomis [ 'Erwuis, of ini and Eu , Gr. a ſhoulder]

a generous spirit, a violent rage, where the words generous an hood, ſuch as univerſity -ſtudents and livery-men wear

and violent are the epithets expreſſing the qualities of the EPOMIS (with Anat. the upper part of the Shoulder,

mind and paſſion . otherwiſe called Acromium.

EPITI'MESIS ('Eritiunaus, Gr .] a rebuke or check ; EPO'MPHALUM [ Embutaxor, of 'exi and organov, Gv.

the ſame in Rhetorick that is called the epitafis. a navel] a plafter or other medicine apply d to the navel
EPI'TOME [ 'ETITWur of indenver, Gr. to retrench ] an when it ſtarts.

abridgment or reduétion of the principal matters of a large Epope'a [ in Poetry) is ftri&tly the hiſtory, action or fa
book into a lefler compaſs. ble, which makes the fubje&t of an Epick poem .

T. EPI'TOMIZ E , to make an abridgment , or to É PULARY [epularis, L.] of or pertaining to a feaſt or

duce into a lefler compaſs. banquet.

EPI'IOMIZER [of initou ", Gr.] an abridger. EPULATION, a feaſting or banqueting, L.
EPI'TRITUS Citileno ) a foot of a Latin verſe, con- E'PULIS (" Emonds, of 'inland 220v, Gr. a gum] an ex

fiſting of 4 ſyllables , where the firſt fyllable is ſhort, and creſcence in the gums, lo large as ſometimes to hinder the

all the relt long, as Salutantes ; the 2d is made out of a opening of the mouth.

Trochuus and a spondius, where the firſt fyllable is long, Epulo'sity (epulofitas, L.] great banqueting:

and the ad ſhort, and the 2 laſt as long as concitati ; the 3d Epulo's e ſepuloſus, L.) feaſting often , liberal in feaſts.

is compounded of a Spondeus and an Iambus, where the EPULO'TICKS [epulotica , L.of endoron ', of 'smenów,

2 first iyllables are long, the 3d ſhort, and the laft long, Gr. to cicatrize] medicines that ſerve to bring fores or ulcers

Communicans ; the 4th conſiſts of a Spor.deus and a to an eſcar, L.

Trochaus, where the 3 fiift ſyllables are long, and the laſt EQUABI'LITY [aquabilitas, Gr .] equality, evenneſs,

Short, as incantare. ſteadineſs ; alſo the exact agreement of ſome things in re
EPITRO'CHASMUS [irpwkaouds, Gr.) a running over ſpect to quantity .

things with a great ſwiftneſs, L. E'QUABLE (æquabilis, L.] equal , alike, or of the ſame

EPITRO'CH ASME'S [with Rhetoricians] a figure, where- proportion ; ſteady,

in the orator runs haſtily over ſeveral things, either for bre- EQUABL E Acceleration, is when the ſwiftneſs of any

vity-fake, as Cafar invaded the borders, took the city and body in motion increaſes equally in equal time.

purſued Pornpey ; or elſe to amaze thoſe he ſpeaks to ; as EQUABLE Motion [in Ph:loſophy ) is ſuch a motion as al

Itand ſtill firs ; what brought you this way ? who are you ways continues in the ſame degree of velocity or ſwiſs

that appear in arms ? whither are you marching ?
neſs.

Epi'Trope [ t lregt of earlgéww, Gr. to grant] per- EQUABLE Retardation [ in Philos.] is when the ſwiftneſs

million , a committing of an affair to one'smanagement. of ſeveral bodies is promoted or hindered, and is exa&tly

EPITROPE (with Rhetoricians) is a figure, when the and uniformly the ſame in all

orator grants, what he may freely deny, in order to obtain E'QUABLENESS [æquabilitas, L.] capableneſs of being

what he demands. This figure is ſometimes uſed to move made equal.

an enemy, and ſer before his view, the horror of his cruel- E'QUABLY , equally.

ty . To this end he is invited to do all the miſchief he . E'QUAL [aqualis, L.] like , even , juſt.

An EQUAL [aqualis, L.] one who is upon the ſame
EPIZELIG MENON . Sce Diezeugmenon , level with another.

Epiz eu'xis (ieves, Gr.) a joining together. To E'QUAL (aquare, L.] to make equal, to anſwer, to

EPLOY E ' in Heraldry] diſplay’d, as Aigle Eploye, is an be agreeable to

eagle diſplay'd , which is not always to have 2 heads. But EQUAL Angles (Geometry) are thoſe whoſe fides incline

as in the eſcutcheon . See Diſplayed in D. alike to each other , or that are meaſured by ſimilar parts

EPNEUMATOSIS [ laveridiouds, Gr. ) expiration , the of their circles .

a &t or faculty of breathingout, L. EQUAL Circles, are ſuch whoſe diameters are equal .
Epo'ch l'ewoxh of 'enoxuir, Gr. to ſuſtain or ſtop ] EQUAL Figures, are thoſe whoſe area's are equal , whe

E'POCHA S a chronological term for a fixt point of ther the figures be ſimilar ornot.

cime, whence the years are numbred or accounted ; or a EQUAL Hyperbola's, are thoſe whofe ordinates to their

determinate

re
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determinate axes are equal to each other, taken at equal Eque'STRIAN [equeftris, L ) of or pertaining to a, ]
diſtances from their vertices. horſeman or knight.

EQUAL Solids, are thoſe which comprehend and contain EQUIA'NGULAR (of æquus and angulus, L.] that has

each as much as the other, or whoſe folidities and capaci- equal angles or corners.

ties are equal. EQUICRU'RAL [of aquus and cruralis, L ] that has

-EQUAL Arithmetical Ratio's, are ſuch wherein the diffe- equal legs or ſides.

rence of the cwo leis terms is equal to the difference of the EQUI'CULUS ? [with Aftronomers] 1. e.the little horſe,

two greater. E ' uusminor > a northern conſtellation conſiſting of

Equaʼlity ? [xqualitas , L.] a being equal or like , four ftars, L.
E'QUALNELS S a likeneſs, agreeableneſs. EQUIDI'FFERENT [Arithmetick ] if in a ſeries of three

Circle of EQUALITY (with Aftron .) a circle uſed in the quantities there be the ſame difference between the fuft

Ptolemaick ſyſtem , to account for the eccentricity of the and ſecond as between the ſecond and third , they are

planers, and reduce them to a Calculus with the greater ſaid to be continually equidifferent ; thus 3 , 6 , 9 are

eaſe ; this is called alſo the Circle of the Equant, continually equidittereni.

Proportion of EQUALITY evenly ranged, is ſuch wherein Diſcretely EQUIDIFFERENT, is if in a ſeries of four

two terms in a rank or ſeries are proportional to as many quantities there is the ſame difference between the firſt

terms of another rank , compared to each other in the ſame and ſecond as between the third and fourth ; thus 3 , 6 ,

order, i, e. the firſt of one rank to the firſt of another, 7 and 10 are diſcrerely equidifferent.

the ſecond to the ſecond, and ſo on , called in Latin, Pro- EQUIDI'STANT of aquus and diftans, L.) that is, of

portio ex quo ordinata. an equal diſtance ; equally diſtant from another thing.

Proportion of EQUALITY evenly difturbed, is ſuch wherein EQUIDI'STANTNESS ( of æquus and diftantia , L.) be

more than two termsof a rank are proportional to as many ing equidiltant.

teim , of another rank, compared to each other in a diffe- EQUIF O'R MITY ( of aquus and forma, L.) likeneſs in

rent, interrupted or diſturbed order, viz. the firſt of one
form .

rank to the fecond of another, the ſecond to the third , EQUILA'TERAL [ æquilaterus, L. ] equal-ſided , or
pe called in Latin , Proportio ex æquo perturbata, whofe ſides are all equal.

EQUA'LIT Y {emblematically] was repreſented by a EQUIL'ATERAL Hyperbola, one whoſe aſymptotes do al

lady lighting 2 torches at once.
ways interfe &t each other atright angles in the centre. If

· EQU A'LITY {with Mathematicians] the exact agree- the tranſvesſe diameter of anyhyperbola be equal to its Pa

ment of 2 things in reſpect to quantity. rameter, then all the other diameters will alſo be equal

EQUALITY (with Algebraifts] is a compariſon of 2 to their Parameters.

quantities which are equal both really and repreſentative- EQUILIBRITY [ aquilibritas, L. ) equal weight or

ly, i. e. equal in both effe &ts and letters. poiſe.

To E'QUALIZE, to make Thares equal , to compare. In EQUILIBRIO [in Mechaniſm ] when the two ends

E'QUALNESS [æqualitas, L.) equality. of a ballance hang exactly even and level , ſo that they
EQUANIMITY ļ (aquanimitas, L.) evennefs of neither can aſcend or deſcend, they are ſaid to be in æqui

EQUA'NIMOUSNESS S mind , contentedneſs; a calm librio.

and quiet temper upon all events of fortune , either good EQUILI'ERIUM (æquilibrium , L.) equality of weighe

or bad . and poiſe, equal ballance,

EQUA'NIMOUS (aquanimis, L.) endowed with equa- EQUIMU'LTIPLES [in Arithmetick and Geometry ] are

nimity . numbers and quantities multiplied by one and the ſame

E'QUANT [in Aftronomy] a circle imagined by Aftrono number and quantity ; or ſuch numbers or quantities as

mers in the plane of the deferent or eccentrick, for the re- contain their fubmultiples an equal number of times ; as

gulating and adjuſting certain motions of the planets. 12 and 6 are equal multiples of their fubmultiples 4 and

EQUA'PIUM ( with Lotanifts] the herb alifander or 2 , inaſmuch as each of them contains its ſubmultiple three

lovage, L. times.

EQUATION (aquatio, L.) a making equal , an equal EQUINO'CTIAL [ quino&tialis, of aquus equal and nox ,

diviſion . L , night , ſo called becauſe when the fun paſſes through it ,

EQUATION [in Algebra ) an expreſſion of the fame the day and night are of an equal length over all parts of

quantity in 2 different that is diffimilar, but equal terms the earth ] a great and immoveable circle of the ſphere

or denominations, as 3 s= to 36 d. under which the equator moves in its diurnal motion .

EQUATION (with Aftronomers) is taken from the pro- 'The equino& tial is commonly confounded with the equa
portion or regulation oftime, or the difference between the tor ; but there is a difference ; the equator being movea

time marked out by the fun's apparent motion, and the ble, and the equinoctial immoveable, and the equator being

time that is meaſured by its real or middle motion ; ac- drawn about the convex ſurface of the ſphere ; but the

cording to which clocks and watches ought to be adjuſted. equinoctial on the concave ſurface of the magnus orbis .

EQUA'TION or Optical Proftbaphereſis ( in the Ptolemaick EQUINOCTIAL Dial, is that whole pain lies parallel

theory of the planets) is the angle made by two lines to the equinoctial.

drawn from the centre of the epicycle to the centres of the EQUINOCTIAL Points ( Aſtron.) are thetwo points where
world and of the eccentrick. the equator and ecliptick interſect each other.

· EQUATION or Phyſical Profthaphærefis, is the difference EQUINOCTIAL Colure, is that paſſing through the equi

between the motions of the centre of the epicycle in the noctial points.

equant and in the eccentrick. E'QUINOXES [ofaquus and nox, L.] the preciſe times

EQUATION or Total Profthaph crefis, is the difference in which the fun enters the firſt points of Aries and Libra ,

between the planets mean and true motion, or the angle when the day and night are of equal length.

made by the lines of the true and mean motion of the The Autumnal Equinox, is on the 12th of September.

centre . The Vernal EQUINOX, is on the roth of March.

EQUATION of Time, is the difference between the ſun's To Equi'p [equipper, F. ] to provide neceſſaries, to fur

true longitude and his right aſcenſion, or the difference niſh ; to ſet forth, to let or fit out for a voyage , etc.

berween mean and apparent time. E'QUIPAG E, the proviſion of all things neceſſary for a

EQUA'TOR [-quator, L. ) the equino&tial line, and the voyage or journey ; as avoyage or journey ; as a ſhip's crew , furniture, attire, at

fame that by mariners is called the line by way of excel tendance, c.

lency, a great movable circle of the ſphere equally di- EQUIPARABLE [of aquus and comparabilis, L.] com

ſtant from the two poles of the world , or that divides the parable.

heaven or globe of the univerſe into two equal parts EQUI'PARATES [aquiparata , L.) things compared or

north and ſouth . made equal.

EQUE'R Y [ ecuyer, F.) an officer who has the care Equipoi's [equipoids, F ] an equal weight.

EQUE'RRY ļ and management of the horſes of a EQUI'POLLENCE 2 [ aquipollertia , L.) a logical

king or prince ; alſo a grand ſtable for horſes furniſhed EQUIPO’LLENTNESS S term uſed when leveral pro

with all conveniencies ; alſo the lodgings or apartments poſitions fignify one and the ſame thing, tho ' it be expref
of the equerries or grooms. ſed after different manners, as not every man is learned, some

EQUES, a horſeman , a man of arms ; a Roman knight man is learned

of a middle order between the commonalty and peerage. EQUIP O'LLENT [æquipollens, L.] being of equalforce

EQUES Auratus [i.e. a giided knight] the Latin term or ſignification.

for an Engliß knight, becauſe in ancient times none but EQUIPO'NDERANCY [of equipondium , L.) an equal

knights were allowed to gild their armour and other mili- weighing or poiſing:
tary furniture, EQUI
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up , to build

EQUIPO'NDERANT [ of aqué and ponderans, L.) e

qually ballancing or poiſing.

EQUIPO'NDEROUs (of æquè and ponderofus, L.) that is

of equal weight. ,

EQUIPO'NDEROUSNESS [aquipondium , L.) the being

of equal weight.

EQUIPPE (in Heraldry] ſignifies a knight equipped , i.e.

armed at all points.

EQUI'PPED [equippé, F.] furniſhed, accouter'd, & c.

EQUI'RIA , certain games celebrated at Rome in the

month of March with horſe -races, like our jufts and tour .
naments in honour of Mars in Mars's field .

E'QUITABLE, juft, righteous, reaſonable, F.

E'QUITABLENESS (of equitable, F.] righteouſneſs,

juſtneſs, reaſonableneſs.

EQUITATU'R A [Old Lat. Rec.] a liberty of riding or

carrying griſt and meal from a mill on horſe -back.

E'QUITY (aquitas, L. ) the virtue of treating all men

according to the rules of right reaſon and juſtice.

Equity and Juſtice (Hieroglyphically] was repreſented

by a ſwallow , becauſe that bird diftributes its meat equally

to its young ones.

EQUITY ( Hieroglypbically] is alſo repreſented by a pair

of ſcales or ballance.

EQUITY [ in a Las fenfe ] has a double and contrary

meaning, for one enlarges and adds to the letter of the

law , extending the words of it to cafes unexpreſſed , yet

having the ſame reaſon ; whereas the other abridges and

takes from it ; ſo that the latter is defined to be a

rection of the law , generally made in that part wherein

it fails.

Court of EQUITY , is the court of Chancery, in which the

rigour of the common law and the ſeverity of other courts

is moderated ; and where controverſies are ſuppoſed to be

determined according to the exact rules of equity and
conſcience.

EQUI'VALENCE [equivalentia, L ] the agreement in

nature, quality or circumſtances between ſeveral things

propoſed.

È QUI'VALENT [ zquivalens, L.] of equal worth or
value .

Equi'vOCA Equivocantia, words common to ſeveral
things in a very ditterent ſignification, i . e. to ſeveral

things which have a fimilar effence, correſponding to the

fimilar denomination ; as taurus a bull , and taurus the

conſtellation , and mount T.surus.

EQUIVOCAL [ equivocus, L. ) having a double or

doubtful ſignification ; or that the ſenſe ofwhich

taken ſeveral ways .

EQUIVOCALS [.equivoca, L.) equivocal terms (with

Logicians) are ſuch terms whoſe names are the ſame, but
their natures very different.

Equi'vocal Generatiox [with Philoſophers] is the pro

du &tion of plants without feeds ; infects or animals with

our parents in the natural way of copulation between male

and female, which is now believed never to happen ; bur

that all bodies are produced univocally.

EQUI'VOCAL signs (with Surgeons) are certain accidents

or ſigns of the fracture of the ſcull, which confirm other

ſigns called Univocal.

EQUIVOCAL lt ord (with Grammarians] a word that

comprchends more ſignifications than one, or which ſerves
for different notions.

EQUI'VOCALLY aquivoce , L.) dubiouſly , ambiguouf

ly ; alſo with a mental reſervation.

EQUI'VOCALNESS [ of aquiuocus, L.) equivocal qua

lity , orbeing of the fanie name butdifferent quality.

To Equi'VOCATE (equivoquer, F. ) to ſpeak doubt

fully or ambiguouſly ; allo to ſay one thing and mean

another.

EQUIVOCATION , a double meaning, L.

EQUUS alatus [ in Aftronomy the fabulous winged horſe,

calledPegaſus, one of the northern conſtellations, conſiſting

of 20 ftars.

EQUUS (with Aftronomers] a conſtellation, the former

part of the horſe as far as the navel, is the only part to be

teen . Aratus writes that he was the ſame that opened the

fountain in Helicon with his hoof, which is called Hippo

crene. But fome will have him to be Pegaſus, who flew

to the ſtars before the fall of Bellerophon. Which ſeems

to others to be incredible, becauſe he has no wings ; there

fore Euripides will have him to be Menalippe, the daughter

of Chiron, who was debauched by Æolus ; and being with

child Aed into the mountains ; and being about to be de

livered there , her father came in ſearch after her. She

being taken, that ſhe might not be known, pray'd that ſhe

might be transformed ; upon which ſhe was turned into a

mare. And upon the account of her own piety' and her

father's, Diana placed her among the ſtars ; and for that

reaſon he remains inviſible to the centaur ( for he is believ'd

to be Chiron ) the poſterior [ lower] parts of the body of

this figure, becauſe of the modeſty of the womaniſh ſex,

are not ſeen .

EQUUS coopertus [ Old Records] a horſe ſet out with a

ſaddle and other furniture, L.

To ERA'DICATE (eradicatum , L.) to pluck up by the

roots, to deſtroy utterly.

ERADICA'Tion , a plucking up by the roots ; alſo a

deſtroying utterly.

ERA'DICATIVES [in Medicine] ſuch medicaments as

work powerfully and do as it were root out the diſtemper,

they are oppoſed to Minoratives which operate but gently.
ERA'NTHEMUM (with Bot.] the herb chamomil, L.

ERA'SED ( eraſus, L.) ſcraped out.

ERASED [in Heraldry ] ſignifies any thing

plucked or torn off from that part , to which it

was fixed by nature , as a boar's head eraſed ;

ſee the eſcutcheon .

ERA'SEMENT, a blotting or daſhing out.

ERA'STIANISM , the principles or doctrine of the

ERA'STIANS ( ſo called from one Eraftus a phyſician in

Switzerland ) among other tenets they held that excommu

nication in a Chriſtian ſtate was lodged in the civil magif
trate .

ERA'to [’EXTw 'of 'eegw, Gr to love] one of the nine

muſes, that had the rule of lovers.

ERE [æpe, Sax.] before that , rather than

EREBUS ( EP66 , Gr.) an infernal, poetical deity ,

ſaid to be father of night and hell .

EREBI'NTHUS [ in Botany ) chich-peas, a ſort of

pulſe .

To Ere'ct [ere&tum , ſup. of erigere,L.] to raiſe, to ſet

70 ER E'CT a Figure [in Aftrology] is to divide the 12

houſes of the heavens aright, putting down the figus, de

gree, & c. in their right place according to the poſition of

heavenly bodies, at that moment of time the ſcheme is

ere &ted .

Ere'ct Flowers (with Florifts] are thoſe that grow up

right without hanging the head , as tulips , Esc.

ERE'CTION , a railing or cauſing to ſtand upright, F.of L.

ERECTORES, lifters up , railers, L.

ERECTORES Clitoridis (in Anatomy] muſcles inſerted

into the fpongious bodies of the Clitoris, which they creat

in coition.

ER ECTORES Penis [ in Anatomy) a pair of muſcles

that cauſe the erection of the yard ; ariſing from the out

ward knob of the Os Iſchium ,

ER E'CTUS , a, um (in Botanick Writers] upright.

EREMI'TA (of epamos, Gr. a wilderneſs] an hermit, a

dweller in the wilderneſs, L.

EREMI'TICALNESS, the leading the life of an hermit.

ER EMI'TICAL [eremiticus, L. of 'Eenultixos, Gr.] pero

taining to a deſart or living the life ofan hermit.

EREMITO'RIUM [Old Writings] an hermitage or de

fart place for retirement of hermits.

E'REMITE [eremita, L. of 'epunétus, Gr.] an hermit.

ER E'PT [ ereptus, L.) ſnatched away .

EREPTA'TION , a creeping forth , L.

ERE'PTION , a ſnatching or taking away by violence

or force, L.

ERESSES ? Canary -birds abovetwo years old .

EREWHILE, lately , not long ance.

EʻRGO, therefore, L.

E'RGOT (with Horſemen ] a ſtub like a piece of fofi

horn , aboutthe ſize of a cheſnut, placed behind and be

low the pattern joint of a horſe, and is commonly hid un

der the tuft of the feclock. See D fergof.

E'RICA [ Bot.] fweer-broom , heath or ling, L.

ERIC ET O'RUM [with Botaniſts] of heaths or which

grow on heaths, L.

ERIDA'NUS [AR.] a fouthern conſtellation conſiſting of 28

ſtars. This ariſes from Orion's left foot. It is called Eridanus

from Aratus Eratofthenes, but he has produced no reaſons

why. Others, and with greater probability, take it to be

the Nile, which only fows from the fouth. It is illuf

trated with many ſtars ; there is under it a ſtar called

Canohus, which reaches pretty near to Argus's coach - pole,

and indeed no ſtar is lower than this, for which reaſon it is

called Perig {um .

may be

ERIN
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ERING E'RON [ Botany) the herb groundrei. ERRA'TICK Stars [ Aftronomy] the planets to called it

Eri'ngo , a plant, called allo Sea-holly. diftin & ion to the fixedſtars on accountof their having each

ERIO'xulon (of enor and tuner, Gr. wood) a fort of a peculiar motion

wool that comes of trees. ERRA'TICALNESS [of erraticus, L.) wandering fa

Eriphi'a ['respíc , Gr .) the herb Holy-wort. culty
ERI'SMA [in Architecture] an arch , buttreſs, fhore, poft ERRA'TICUM [Old Records] a waif or ſtray , an erran

or prop to ſupport a building that is likely to fall. or wandering beaſt

ERITHA'lEs l'endeans, Gr.] the herb Prick- madam, ERRA'TION, a ſtraying , a wandering out of the way, L.
Sengreen, or Houſe - leck, L. E'RRHINA , medicines that purge the brain and head ,

E'RMENS EW L [Ermenyepl, Sax .] an idol of the Ger- by bringing down the fuperfluous pituit or philegm lying

mans, Saxons and Britons, accounced a favourer of the poor ; about the Meninges of the brain .

he was repreſented as a great man, among heaps of flow- ERRO'NEOUS [ erroneus, L.) ſubje &t to error, falſe,

ers ; upon his head he ſupported a cock, upon his breaſt a ERRO'NEOUSNESS [of erroneus, L.) error or fulneſs of

bear, and in his right hand he held a banner diſplay'd.

E'RMINE ( probably ſo called of Armenia as having ER RO'NEs , the Erratick ſtars, L.

been brought from thence) a very rich furr of a weefel or E'RROR [ error, L.) miſtake of the mind in giving

field -mouſe, worn by princes or perſons of quality. E'RROUR } allent to a propoſition that is not true,

ERMINE [in Heraldry] is white furs with overſight, folly.

black ſpots, or , as the heralds term it, argent ERROUR (in Law ] a fault in pleading or in the pro

and Sable, which is made by ſewing bits of the ceſs ; whence the remedy brought for remedy of this

black tails of theſe creatures upon the white skins overſight, is called a

to add to the beauty. Ermine is uſed for the Writ of ERROUR , and is a writ which lies to redreſs a

lining the garments of great perfons. full judgment in any court of record .

Clerk of the ERROURS , a clerk whoſe buſineſs is to

ERMINE E ' [in Heraldry] as a croſs erminee copy outthe tenor of the records of a cauſe upon which

is a croſs compoſed of 4 ermine fpots pla- a writ of error is brought.

ced in the form of a croſs. See the eſcutcheon. Ers, a ſort of pulfe, the bitter-vetch .

ERTHMIO'TUM [Old Law ] a meeting of the neigh

E'Rmines [in Meraldry ] or rather contre- bourhood to compromiſe differences.
Ermine, the counter or reverſe of ermine, which ERVA'NGINA (with Botanifs] the herb Bindweed , L.

is black powdered with white , as in the eſcut- ERUBE'SCENCE [erubefcentia, L.) a bluſhing for
cheon . ERUBESCENCY Ihame ; an uneaſineſs of mind

ERMINI'T ES (with Heralds] little ermines, or rather by which it is hinderd from doing ill or fear of loſs of re

a white field powder'd with black, every ſpot having a putation,

little red oar on it. But others ſay it ſignifies a yellow Erube'SCENT [erubefcens, L.) waxing red , bluſhing.

field powdered with black. To ERU'CT [ eru &tatum , L.] to belch or break

E'RMINOIS (with Heralds] yellow powdered with TO ERU'STATES wind upwards,

black . ERUCTA'TION , a belching forth , a breaking wind off

Ern (of Ern, Sax . a ſolitary place] places names which the ſtomach, L:

end in ere, ſignify a melancholy ſituation . ERUDITION, inſtruction in good literature, learning;

ERNES [of ernde, Teut, harveſt, or ernden to cut or ſcholarſhip , P. of L.

mow corn] the loose ſcattered ears of corn that are left on ERUDI'TELY [eruditi, L.] learnedly.

the ground after the binding or cocking it. Hence ERUGA'TION , a taking away of wrinkles, L.

To Ern, is to glean. ERVI'LIA [with Botanifis] a ſort of the leſſer pulſe
To ERO'DE [erodere, L.] to gnaw off or eat out or ERVI'LIUMS like vetches or tares, L.

about. To ERU'NCATE [ eruncatum , L.) to pull up weeds. ,

ERODE'NTIA (with Surgeons] medicines that by their
Tarp particles gnaw and prey upon the fleſh , L. ERUPTED } [ eruptus, L.) broken or built out.

EROGA'TION, a liberal diſtribution or beftowing free- ERU'PTION , an ifluing or breaking forth with vio

lence, L.

'EROG E'NNETON [of épws love and gervow to beget, ERUPTURIENT [erupturiens, L.] apt or ready to break

Gr.] an herb cauſing love.
forth .

E'RoS and ANTEROS (among the Romans] two Cu- ERY NGIUM [ 'egússion, Gr.] the herb Esingo, Sear

pids being an emblem of mutual love they being repreſent- holm or Sea -holly, L.
ed ſtriving one with another, which ſhould have the branch ERY'NNES , were called 'Eperrutapes, i.e, the ſearch

of a palm -tree that was between them ; thereby intima- ers into thoſe men who have committed the moſt heinous

ting that contention ſhould be between friends to deſerve offences. Their names are Megara, Tiſopbone and Ale&to.

thepalm or the honour of excelling in love and friendſhip. Megæra is ſo called, as tho' MercegyTOS , I.& having in ha

ERO'SION , a gnawing, eating away or conſumption, L. tred , tippunévs, i.e. avenging, or Touwpemirs, . e. punish

ERO'TEMÁ { [ 'escórnois of 'regutów Gr. to interrogate] ment of men becauſe of themurders ;and this aanstwy
Ero'TESIS S an interrogation. without delay and inceſſantly . TheſeGoddeſſes altogether

EROTEMA Š [with Rbetoricians] a figure when by ask- venerable, a notable benevolence to human kind , in cau

EROTESIS 3 ing queſtions, the matter is aggravated, ſing a mutual good -will between man and man. But

as were you not there ? did you not fay you had lo done ? they are horrible in their aſpect, and chaſtiſe the impi
EROTE'MATICK [erotematicus, L.] demanding, que- ous with ſcourges and faming torches ; their hair is wrea

ftioning. thed with ſerpents, that they may ſtrike terror to murder

EROTICK (of"Epws,Gr. Cupid) a term applied to any ers , who ſuffer the puniſhments due to their impiouscrimes;

thing that has relation to love. they are ſtoried to have their reſidence in [infernum ] hell ,

To ERR [ errare, L.] to go out of the way, to ſtray ; becauſe the cauſes of thoſe evils that invade them

alfo to miſtake. are in obfcurity : nor can the wicked provide againſt

E'RRABLE [errabilis, L.) that may err. them , ſo as to guard againſt falling into thoſe dangers.

E'RRAND (æpans, Sax.] a meſſage. Pburnutius.

E'RRANTNESS ( of errans, L.) wandering faculty. ERYSIMUM C'Equorpor, Gr. ] bank -creſſes, hedge

E'RRANT [errans, L.] wandering or ſtraying out of muftard.
ERYS1PEL AS [ Έρυσίπελας , οf το ερύες'εαι το σέλας ,

ERRANT [in Law ] is applied to ſuch juſtices or judges becauſe it drawsthe neighbouring parts to it felf ; or, as
who go the circuit; and to bailiffs travelling at large . others, of 'equ.SEUTE SAOS, of équ 3pos red and wiros black,

Knights ERRANT, a fort of romantick knights, which from the variety of colours) a ſwelling of a brightyellow

according to old romances have wandered about the world colour, inclining to red, uſually attended with a pricking

inſearch of adventures,to reſcue ladies from violence, pain , but not beating, and a fymptomatical fever.

and to perform great fears of arms with unaccountable ha- ERYSIPELA'TODES ( 'Eguziwenatódus, Gr. ] a fwel

zard oftheir perſons. ling like the Eryſopelas, but the skin being of a darker

ERRA'TA, faults or omiſſions which eſcape correction colour, L.

in printing Erysipe'TALOUS, of op Dartaking of the nature of

ERR A'TICAL } [ erraticus, L.] wandering or ſtraying an Eryſipelas.

ERR A'TICK S out of the way.

Bbbb ERY

ly, L.

the way
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ESCARROLEKS} place to rearing-irons, actual Hare divided inheritance, which belongs to the eldestcopartner

ERYTHA'C E [ 'EpuSexy, Gr.] the Honey- fuckle flow- pany, fo divided for the more convenient mounting of
er. L. guards , Esc. F.

ERYTHRE'MMAT
A

[ of 'spus eas red and spiuna , Gr. ] E'SCRIPT > [ofe and fcriptam , L.) a thing written

red ſpots like flea-bites, common in peftilential fevers. E'SCRIT

ERYTHRO'DANUM [ ipuSegdavos , Gr. ] the plant E'SCRITOIR . See Scrutoire.

madder. Escrol (with Heralds] a long Nip as it were of parch

ERYTHROI'Des Membrana (of 'egu.3895 and isos ap- ment or paper, on which there is generally a motto .

pearance)a red skin of the teſticles, the firſt of the proper E'scu, a French crown of 60 fols or 3 livres.

coats of the teſticles adjoining to the Elytbroides. ESCUA GE, a kind of knight's ſervice called a holding

ERYTHRUS [ Epused's, Gr.] the ſhrub called Sumach. of the ſhield ; a tenure of land obliging a tenant to tol

ESBRANCATU'R A [of esbrancher, F.] the cutting off low his lord to the wars ar his own charge.

of branches or boughs in a foreſt. Old Records. ESCU'LENT [ efculentus, L.) that may be eaten .

ESCALA'DE , a furious attack made upon a wall or ESCULENTS [of oſculentus, L. that may be eaten ]

rampart, carried on with ladders to mount up upon : Plants and roots for food ; as carrots, turnips, & c.

without beſieging the place in form , breaking ground or ESCU'TCHEON (of fcutum ,L.a Thield , efcu ,

carrying on of works, F. F.) and we from them taking away the E and

ESCALDA'RE [Old Records) to ſcald . putting to it an Engliß termination eon , and

ESCA'L OP shells (with Heralds] are frequent in coat- the letters cb by Epenibefis make eſcutcheon.

armour , and ſome are of opinion that Mells are a proper The Latins derived their ſcutum from the Greek

bearing for thoſe who have made long voyages at ſea, or Oxuròs leather, becauſe their ſhields commonly were cover

have born conſiderable commands there, and obtained vic- ed with leather. So that eſcutcheon ſignifies as much as

tory over enemies. Thield , which tho' they were anciently of ſeveral forms,

ÉSCA'MBIC ( with Merchants ) a licence granted for yet now thoſe in coat-armour are generally repreſented

the making over a bill of exchange to a perſon beyond ſquare, only rounded off at bottom as in the figure.
ſea. Ital. E CU'ICHEON , heralds give names to ſeve

TO ESCA'PE [eſcapar, Span . ſcappare Ital . eſchapper, F.) ral points or places ; thus the point D they DES
H

to get away from call the dexter chief, C is the middle chief,

An Escape, a getting away , a fight. S the ſiniſter chief point, H is called the Ho- N

An ESCA'PE (in Law ] is when one who is arreſted nour point, F the Feſs point, N is called the
ор

gets his liberty before he is delivered by order of law ; or Nombril point, A the dexter Baſe, and the middle, and

a violent or privy getting out from ſome legal reſtraint. P the Baſe point. See the eſcurcheon.

Esca'pio quieto [ Old Records] is an eſcape of beaſts in
ESCUTCH EON of Pretence, ſuch an one on which a man

a foreſt, carries the coat of his wife being an heireſs, and having

ESCA'PIUM [Old Records] what comes by accident isſue by her.
chance , hap . E'SCULUS (with Botanifs] the beech or maſt tree , L.

ESCA'R ? ['sordeg , or 'exdex ,Gr.a crut, efchara, L.] ESKEK TO'R ES [of eſober, F.] robbers or deftroyers of

Escha'r S a cruſt, ſhell or ſcab brought over an ul- other mens lands and eitates, Ö. Stat.

čeror raiſed with a ſearing iron . E KIPPESON [O. Law ] ſhipping or paſſage by ſea.

O'TICKS [of ' to cruft over] of in a

Segoc . which bring a ſore to an eſcar or cruſt. ESOCH ['eswx , of tow within and you to have an in

ESCARTELE [ in Heraldry ] quartered. ternal tumour in the anus.

ESCHANDE'R IA (Old Lat. Records ] the chandry or of- ESPALIE'Rs [eſpaliers, F.) a row of trees, planted in

fice where candles were repoſited and delivered out for a curious order againſt a frame for fruit trees ; alſo for

family uſe. boundings of walks or borders in plantations, for the ſecu

EscheA'T [eſchaete, F.] any lands or profits that fall rity of orange-trees, &c.

to a lord within his manour ; either by forfeiture or the ESPARE'CT , a kind of St Foin - graſs.

death of a tenant without heirs, ESPEALTA'R E (Old Lat. Rec.] to expeditate or law

ESCHEAT, the name of a writ for recovery of eſcheats. dogs, i, e." to cut off the three fore claws of their right
To ESCHEAT [eſcheoir, F.] to fall after ſuch a manner foot ; or to cut out the ball of the foot, that they may be

to the chief owner. diſabled from hunting or running hard in the foreit.

ESCHEA'T, the place or circuit within which either the Espe’CIAL [ Specialis, L. Speciel, F.] chief, ſingular,

king or other lord has eſcheats of his tenants. particular.

An EscHEA'TOR, an officer who look d after the king's ESPECIALLY [ Specialement, F. Specialiter, L.] in an

eſcheats in the county , and certified them into the exche- eſpecial manuer.

quer. EsperVA'RIUS_ [ Foreſt Law ] a hawk.
EscHE'VIN [in France and Holland) a magiſtrate in EspI'ED [ efpié, F.] diſcovered by the ſight.

Ech E'vin S a city to take care of their common EspI'AL , a watch or guard .

concerns, the good order, decoration and conveniency of ESPIGUR NA'NTIA , the office of ſpigurnel or ſealer of

the city the king's writs.

To Eschew ' [ efcbever, F.] to avoid or fhun.' ] . ESPLANA'DE (in Fortification] a part ſerving the coun

ESCHYNO'M ENOUS Plants (of aicx úvouou , Gr. I am terſcarp or covered way for a parapet ; being a declivity

alhamed ] ſenſitive plants, ſuch as fhrink in and contract or ſlope of earth commencingfrom the top of the coun

their leaves upon touching them . terſcarp and loſing it ſelfinfenfibly in the level of the cam

ESCLAIRCI'S MENT (of Cefclaircir, F.] the clearing a paign . It is now chiefly taken for the void ſpace between

thing, the rendering it more evident or clear, F. the glacis of a citadel and the firſt houſes ofa town .

ESCLAME, a light-bellied horſe, o, F. EsPLE E's (in Law ] the full profit that the ground

ESCLATTE' [ in Heraldry] ſignifies a thing forcibly yields ; as the feeding of paſtures, the hay of meadows,

blown away, and therefore a bend or other partition eſlatte, the corn of plough'd lands, Egc.
repreſents it tornor broken likea piece of a ruinated wall, EspOU's ALS | Sponfalia, L. eſpouſailles, F. ] betrothing,

irregular or not levelled ; or elſe it may repreſent a Thield wedding, marriage, the ceremonies uſed upon that occaſion.
that has been ſhattered with the ſtroke of a battle - axe or To Espou's E [eſpouſer, F. ] to betroth , to take in mar

ſome weapon of a like fort, but not cut with a ſword , F. riage ; to wed ; alſo to adhere to or embrace a cauſe, opi

EscLOPPE ' [ in Heraldry] ſignifies a ſort of indenture nion or party :

or cut made in upon a bend , ſo that the colours counter- ESPRI'NGOLD, a warlike engine , anciently uſed for

change, by running one into another, in only one point caſting of great ſtones ,
of each , F. To Espy' [ efpier, F.] to perceive or diſcover, to watch

Esco'rt , a convoy or company of armed men attend- or obſerve.

ing ſome perſon or thing in a journey or voyage to defend ESQUIAVINE [with Herſemen ] a long and ſevere cha

or ſecure it from inſults, F. ftiſement of a horſe in the manage, O. F.

To Esco'rt , to convoy, &c. EsQui'r E [efcuyer, F. eſcudero, Span, armiger, L. q . d .
ESCORTA'T10 more, the parting of the turf of moor- an armour-bearer ſo that the title Eſquire imports a per

ish , ſedgy groundfor burning, L. ſon who carried the arms of ſome great man. Some now
Esco's E [ eſcofus, L.] full of meat. reckon fix forts of Eſquires.

E'SCOUADE (mil. Term ] the third part of a foot-com
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come, L.

1. The eldeſt ſons of viſcounts and lords. 2. The juice being gotten by pounding the plant in a mortar, being
younger fons of all noblemen. 3. The efquires ofthe king's trained, it is ſet in a cellar, and the fult will ſhoot into

body . 4. The eldeſt tons of knights. 5. Thoſe to whom cryſtals every way .

the king hi mtelf gives arms , and makes eſquires by giving The ESSENTIALS of Religion , are the fundamental ar

them arms (which anciently was done by putting a collar ticles or points of it.

of SS about their neck , and a pair of white ſpursontheir ESSENTIAL Oils (with Coymias] are ſuch as are really

heels.) 6. Thoſe whobear any publick office in the king- in a plant, and drawnfrom it by diſtillation in an alembick

dom , as high -lheriffs, juflices ofthe peace , & c. in water ; in contradiftinction to thoſe made by Infolation.

Esquires of the king's body, are certain officers be- ESSENTIAL , eſſence, eſſentiality , eſſentialneſs , Milton

longing to the court. E'ssers [in Medicine, &c.] ſmall puſhes or wheals,

ÉSQUI'sse [of ſchizzo, Ital. a ſplaſh, and ſo an eſquiſſe reddiſh and ſomewhat hard , which foon cauſe a violent itch

of a painting only fignifies ſplaſhes or dabs of colours in ing through the whole body, as if it were ftung with bees,

painting] aterm in painting which fignifies the firſt flight nettles, & c.

sketch or draught of a picture ; the firſt thought of a de- Essli'sors [Old Law] perſons appointed by a court,

ſign drawn haltily with a crayon , or in colours on paper, to whom a writ of Venire Facias, is directed to impannel a

canvaſs or the like ; in order to be finiſhed and painted jury on challenge to a theriff and Coroner, who return the

or engraven afterwards . writ in their own names with a pannel of the jurors

To Essa'RT , to extirpate or clear the ground of names.

Thrubs. Essoi'n (of effoing] an excuſe for him , that is ſum

To Essay [ efTayer, F.] to make an eſſay, to try, to
moned to appear and anſwer to an action real , or to per

attempt. form ſuit to a courtbaron ; upon ſome juſt cauſe of abſence,

ESSAY [eſai, F.) a trial or experiment to prove, whe- as fickneſs , c

ther a thing be of requiſite quality or goodneſs. 'To Essoi'N [ in Law ] is to excuſe a perſon thus
ESSAY ( in Coinage, & c.] is a proof or trial made abſent.

ASSAY by thecuppel or teſt of the fineneſs or pu- Clerk of the Essoins , an officer in the court of Common

YSSAY rity of the gold or ſilver to be uſed in Pleas, who keeps the eſfoin rolls , delivers them to every

coining mony . officer, and receives them again , when they are written.

ESSAY of a Deer (with Hunters ] is the breaſt or brisket Essoin de malo le &ti, a writ directed to the ſheriff for

of a deer. ſending 4 lawfulknights, for viewing one that has effoined

ESSAY , a ſhort diſcourſe or treatiſe on ſome ſubject. or excuſed himfelt, de malo le &ti, i . e . as being fick a bed.

Ess E [in School Philoſophy] is uſed in the ſame ſenſé with Essoin de malo villæ (in Law] is when the defendant is

eſſence, principally for that which is really or actually ex- in court the firſt day ; but going away without pleading

ifting. falls ſick , and ſends two Eſoiners, who proteſt that he is

E'SSENCE [ effentia, L. ] the nature, ſubſtance or being detained by ſickneſs in ſuch a Village, that he cannot

of a thing, that which conſtitutes or determines the nature

of a thing ; or which is abſolutely neceſſary for its being E'SSOR ANT [in Heraldry] a term uſed of a bird , ſtand

what it is. ing on the ground with the wings expanded, as though

ESSENCE of a Circle [with Geometricians] the eſſence of it had been wet, and were drying it felf, F.

a circle is , that the radii or ſemidiameters of it be all equal ; To ESTABLISH [ftabilire, L. établir, F.) to make

' the eſſence of a ſquare is , that it have 4 right angles, and ſtable, firmi or ſure ; to ſettle or fix ; alſo to ſet, appoint,

as many equal right- lined lides. ordain or make.

ESSENCE [ in Metaphyſicks] ſignifies the ſame as being. EsTA'BLISHMENT [ftabilimentum , L. eftabliſſement,

Some diſtinguiſh between them , in that being has the ſame F.] eſtabliſhing , fettiement or ſertling.
reſpect to eſence, that the concrete has to its abftract. But ESTABLISHMENT of Dower [in Law ] the aſſurance

as it is taken by Metapbyficians in its moft abftraéted nature, of a dower or portion made to the wife by the husband

it muft of neceſity be the ſame as being. or his friends about the time of marriage.

ESSENCE [with Clymifs] the pureſt and moſt ſubtile ESTACH E (of eftacher, F. to faſten) a bridge or bank
part of a body , a fpirit drawn out of certain ſubſtances ; of ſtone and timber.

the balſamick part of any thing ſeparate from the thicker ESTANDARD ( eftandart, F.] the ſtanding meaſure of
matter.

the king or common- wealth, to the ſcantling of which all

Essence of Ambergreaſe, an extract of the more oily meaſures throughout the land are to be framed ; alto a
parts of ambergreaſe, musk and civer in fpirit of wine. banner or enfign .

ESSE'NDI quietum de telonio, a writ which lies for the Esta'TE TRatus, L. état, F.] the poſture or condition

citizens and burgeffes of any city or town that has a char- of things or affairs ; alſo degree, rank, or order of men ;

ter or preſcription to free them from toll throughout the alſo means, revenues.

whole kingdom , if the toll be any where demanded of ESTATE [in Law ] is that title or intereſt a man hath

them , L. in lands or tenements.

Esse'nes, a feat among the ancient Jews, who fepa- The Three ESTATES of the Realm [ of England ) are

rated themſelves from the reſt of the people, and led a the 3 diftin &t orders of the kingdom, viz. King, Lords

kind of monaftical life . and Commons.

ESSE'NTIA , eſſence, L. ESTATE Conditional [ in Law] is one that has a con

ESSE'NTIA [ Quinta with Chymiſts ] quinteſſence, i.e. dition annexed to it ; although it be not ſpecified in

the 5th eſſence, a medicine made of the moſtpowerfully writing,

working and active particles of its ingredients, L. To ESTE'EM [xfimare, L. effimer, F.] to value, to

EssE'NTIAL [ejjentialis, L.] ſomething that is neceſſary have an eſteem for ; alſo to believe, to think , to judge, to

to conſtitute a thing , or that has ſuch a connexion with the look upon ;
alſo to ſuppoſe, reckon or account.

nature and reaſon of a thing that it is found or ſuppoſed ESTEEM (aftimatio, L. eftime, F ] value , reſpekt, ac

where ever the thing it ſelf is. count , regard , reputation .

ESSENTIAL Debilities of a Planet (with Aftrologers ) are Esteem [in Ethicks] fimply ſo called , is the bare

when the planets are in their detriment, fall or peregrine. good opinionof good men, which flows from the obfervance

ESSENTIAL Properties, are ſuch as neceſſarily depend of the law of nature and our duty ; and the Moralifts ſay,

on , and are conneaed with the nature and eſſence of any that we ought as far as in us lies to endeavour to procure

thing, ſo as to be inſeparable from it ; in diſtinction from and preſerve it , becauſe the want of it may lay open an
accidental.

occaſion to a 1000 miſchiefs and inconveniences.

ESSE'NTIAL Property [of every right-lin'd triangle] E'STERLING, the fame as ſterling.

is to have the ſum of its 3 angles equal to 2 right angles. ESTETE'[ in Heraldry) is uſed by the French to fignify

ESSE'NTIALLY [effentialiter, L. eſſentiellement, Fr.) in a beaſt, whoſe head has been as it were torn off by force,
an eſſential manner. and conſequently the neck left rough and rugged, in con

ESSE'NTIALNESS [ efTentia, L. effence, Fr.] eſſential tradiſtinction to diffait and decapité,where theneck is left

quality. ſmooth , as if the head had been cut off.

ESSENTIAL Dignities of a Planet [ Aftrology) are cer- ESTHIO'MENOS DOUBT of io9iw , to eat, Gr.)

tain real advantages by which they are fortified or ſtrength- an inflammation which grows and conſumes the parts ; a

ened, as when they are in their proper houſes, or in their gangrene or diſpoſition to mortification.
exaltation , ESTIMABLE [æftimabilis, L ] worthy to be efteemed ,

ESSENTIAL . Salts of a Plant [in Chymifry] are ſuch valuable.

as will cryftallize, and are the juices of plants ; this

ESTIMA'

1
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E'STIMABLENESS ( of æftimabilis, L. eftimable, F.] An E'STUARY [uftuarium , L.) any place where the

worthineſs of value. cidecomes into a pool, ditch , Egic, or that is overflowed

E'STIMATED [aftimatus, L. eftimé, Fr.] valued ,L. (Aimé, Fr.] valued, at high -water.
rated. E'SULA [with Botanifts ] the herb ſpurge, L.

ESTIMA'TION [ aftimatio, L.] the fer price or value ; Esu'RIENT [efuriens, L.) hungring, being hungry.

eſteem , prizing or rating, F.
Esur I'N E Sales [in Medicine] Iuch as are of a fretting

ESTIMATION of the Judgment (with Divines) conſiſts or eating quality ; which abound in the air of places

in a due valuation of thoſe excellencies that are in the divine near the ſea-coafts, and where great quantities of coals are

hature, whereby God is accounted the ſupreme being in burnt.

Genere Boni ; from whom all created goodneſs is derived , ETAPE', or publick ſtore-houſe for goods, a ſtaple

and in conformity to whom it is to be meaſured. town , F.

To E’STIMATE [æftimatum ; L ] to value, prize ; alſo
ETAPE' [ Military Affairs) an allowance of proviſions

to appraiſe or ſet a price upon. and forage for ſoldiers, during the time of their march

ESTIVAL [aftivalis, L.) belonging to ſummer-time. through a country, to or from winter- quarters, F.

E'STIVAL occident (with Aftronomers ] the ſummer-welt ETA'pier, one who contracts with a country or territory

or north -weſt ; that point of the horizon , where the fun for furniſhing troops with proviſions and forage in their
lets, when he is in the tropick of cancer and the days are march through a country.

longeſt. ETA'I E Probanda. See late probanda.

ESTIVAL orient (with Aſtronomers] the ſummer - eaſt or E'TCHING , a particular way of engraving with a fine

north-eaſt ; that point of thehorizonwhere the ſun riſes, pointed ſteel or needle on a 'copper-plate, covered over
when it is in the tropick of Cancer. with a ground of wax , Aqua Fortis, being afterward pour

E'STIVAL Solſtice ( with Aftronomers) the ſummer -fol- ed on to eat into the freaks that have been ſo traced in the

ftice, when the fun entring the tropick of Cancer on the ground of wax,

with of June, makes the longeſt day and ſhorteſt night . ET E'RNAL [æternus, L. eternel, F.] that is without

ESTOILLE E' [in Heraldry as a Croſs Eftoilleé fignifies beginning or end ; or that which , though it had a begin

å ſtar with only 4 long rays in form of a croſs, and fo broad ning, yet is to lait for ever ; everlaſting, endleſs.

in the centre, and ending in Tharp points.
T. Ere'RNIZE 3 [aternare, L. eterniſer, Fr.] to

Es TO'PEL ? (of exouper, F.] an impediment or bar
TO ETERNALIZES make eternal ; as to eternalize

EsTo'preis of action growing from a man's own a perſon's name by memorable and worthy actions.

a &t, who hath or otherwiſe might have had his action . ETERNITY ( eternitas, L. eternité, F ] an infinite du

ESTOUFADE ( in French Cookery] a particular way of ration without either beginning or end , everlastingneſs.
ftewing meat. Ere'RNALNESS [of eternité, Fr. Atermitas, L.) the

ESTO'VERS [of cfoffe or eftouver, F. ] that ſuſtenance being eternal .

which a man , committed for felony, is to have out of his ET E'RNITY (Hieroglyphically) was by the ancients re

lands or goods, for himſelf and his family, during impri- preſented by a cedar-tree. Eternity as a goddeſs was paint
fonment. ed or carved like a fair lady, having 3 heads; fignifying

E'STRAC (with Horſemen ] a horſe that is light bodied, time paſt, preſent and to come, in her left hand a circle,

lank-bellied , thin -flanked, and narrow -cheſted . fignifying that ſhe hath neither beginning nor end, and

ESTŘAD Ê , a publick high-way or road, P. pointing with the fore-finger of her right-hand to heaven.
Batteurs d'ÉSTRADE ( Milit .' Term] ſcouts of horſe E'THELING (noble or excellent] a title peculiar to the

ſent out to get intelligence of thediſpoſitionsof the enemy, prince, or next heir to the crown among the Engliß Saxons.
and what is like to fall out in the way . ETHE'REAL [ethereus, L.] of or pertaining to the air

Battre d'ESTRADË, to go out upon ſuch an expedition , . or æther.

ESTŘA'DE , the one half of an alcove or bed-chamber, ETHEREAL Air (with Chymifs) a very fine re &tified

rais’d with a floor, and richly furniſhed and adorned for or exalted oil , or rather a ſpirit which foon catches fire.

the reception of perſons of diftin & ion . ETH E'R EALNESS [ of athercus, L.] of an ethereal

TO ESTRA'NGE [ eftranger, F.] to draw away the af- quality.
fe &tions, to take off from , to alicnate, to become ftrange. ETHICKS [ Erbica, L 13ind of1995, Gr.] books that

ESTRA'NGEL, the Eſtrangelus character, a particular treat of ethicks or moral philoſophy, a ſcience which thews
ſpecies or form of Syriack letter ſerving as capitals. thoſe rules and meaſures of human actions, which lead

ESTRA'NGEMENT, a drawing away the affe &tions, &c. to true happineſs ; and that acquaints us with the means

ESTRA'NGERS (in Law ] foreigners, perſons born be- to practiſe them

yond ſea ; alſo thoſe who are not privies or parties to
ETHMOI'd es [of fuos a fieve, and 956-, Gr. form ]

fevying a fine, or making of a deed , if c. a bone in the inner part of the noſe, full of little holes to

ESTRAPA'DE [in Horſemanſip ] is the defence of a receive the ſerous humours that fall from the brain , called

horſe that will not obey, who , to rid himſelf of his rider, Os cribrofum , L.

riſes mightily before, and while his fore -hand is yet in the ETHMOIDA'LIS [in Anatomy] one of the futures of

air, furioufly yerks out his hind-legs , ſtriking higher than thehuman Craniumor ſcull.

his head was before ; and during the counter -time rather E'THNARCHY ['t Frasxía, Gr.) principality or rule.

goes back than forward , F. ETHNA'Rches ['tSvapxus, Gr.] a ruler of a nation or

ESTRAY' [ of effrayeur, 0, F.] any tame beaſt found people , L.

within any lordſhip, and not owned by any man , which ETHOLOGICAL [of 302 ogía , Gr.] pertaining to dir

being cry'd according to law in the market adjoining, if it courſes and treatiſes of Etbicks or Morality.

be not claimed by the owner in a year and a day, it is ETHO'LOGIST [etbologus, L. ' Sóxoz os, Gr ] a mi

then the lord's of the ſoil where found. mick, one who expreſſes other people's manner by voice

ESTREA'T [extractum , L. drawn out] is ufed for the or gefture.

true copy or duplicate of an original writing ; as for exam- ÈTH O'LOGY ['{ Sorogía of Jos cuftom , and airw, Gr.

ple, ofamercements or penalties,ſet on the rolls of a court to deſcribe] a diſcourſe or treatiſe of manners.

to be levied by a bailiff or other officer, of every man for ETHOLOGY [with Rbetoricians] the art of thewing the

his offence.
manners of others.

Clerk of the ESTREA'TS , a clerk who receives the cítreats ETHOPOEI'A [ 1907081d, Gr.] a figure in Rhetorick, in

out of the office of the lord treaſurer's remembrancer, and which thereis a repreſentation of the manners and paſſions

writes them out to be levied for the king. of men,either to their praiſe or difpraiſe, L.
EstRecia’TUS [ Old Law ] {traitend orblock'd

up. ET TO'LOGY [citlaozia , Gr.] a giving the reaſon of.

E'STREG -BOARDS, boards either of deal, fir, Soc. ETO'ILE [ in Fortification ) a ſmall ſort of work of 4 , 5 ,

brought out of the eaſtern countries. , or more points, a ſtar redoubt.

ESTRE'PAMENT (Old Law ] ſpoil made by a tenant ETYMOLO'GICAL ( etymologicus) L. of 'stupoozixos ,

for term of life upon lands or woods, to the damage of the Gr.] of or pertaining to etymology.
perſon, who is to have them in reverſion ; an impoveriſh- ETYMOLO'GICALLY [of 'stuxo7ixos, Gr .] by way

ing ormakingof lands barren , bycontinualploughingand of etymology.
Towing without due manuring, reſt andother husbandry. ETYMOʻLOGIST [ of i'rrucabros, Gr.) one skilled in

ESTR E'PAMENT ( a writ to forbid the making ſuch the original , and true meaning of words.

ESTRE'PEMENT S walte, during a law - fuit between TO ETYMO'LOGIZE [etymologizare, L.) to ſearch af

2 parties.
ter , or give an account of the original and derivation of

TO ESTR E'PE [ eftropier, F.] to make ſpoil in lands words, and alſo their true meaning.

and woods.
-4
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ETYMO'LOGY CiTupomogla , Gr.] that part of grammar EvĚ (contraécd for Evening] the day before a feſtival

that ſhews the original of words, for the better diſtingui- or holiday

Thing and eſtabliſhing of their true ſignification. EV E'ck , a beaſt like a wild goat.

E’TYMON ["stupor,Gr.)the original of a word . Eve and TREVE (in the practice of Scotland) ſervants

Eva'CUANTS (in Phyſick ] medicines proper to expel or whoſe predeceffors have been ſervants to any perſon and his

carry
off any ill, peccant or redundant humours iu the ani- predeceſſors.

mal body , by the proper way of emunctories. EV E- CHIER , an infe &t, a Chier-worm .

TO EVACUATE (evacuare, L.] to empty, to leave EVE'CTICA , that part of phyfick that teaches how to

empty, to diſcharge or void . acquire a good habit of body, i.

EVACUA'TION , an emptying or voiding, L. Ev E'CTION of the Moon (with Afronomers] is an iné

EVACUATION [in Medicinej a diſcharging and evacua- quality in hermotion, by which , at or near her quarters The

cing ſuperfluous humours and excrements out of the body. is not in that line, which palles through the centre of the
To Eva'u E [evadere, L.] to eſcape, to thift off ; to earth to the fun ; as ſhe is at her conjunction, oppofition,

avoid the force of an argument. or lyzygies.

EVAGA'TION , a roving or wandering out, L. EVECTION , a lifting up , a carrying forth ; alſo a prai

EVAGINA'TION , an unſheathing a ſword, 1, fing and extolling, L.

EVANESCENT (evaneſcens, L.j vaniſhing or periſhing. EU E'MBOLOS [of u well, 'ex in , and bene , Gr . to

EVANGELIC [evangelicus, L. 'Evayzeninos, Gr.] caſt] an expert bone-ſerter.

EVANGELICK goſpel-like, pertaining to the gof E'VEN [æfen , Sax .) the clofe of a day , thaſ

EVANGELICALS per E'VENING S pürt after the ſetting of the fun till

EVANGE'LICALNESS (of 'Evdyenxos, Gr.] the having twilight or dark .

an evangelical quality . E'VENTIDE [ä j'enzis , Sax .] the evening.

EVANG E'LICA (among the Ancients ) proceſſions and E'V ENN ESS [æfenes Ye, Sux .] plaiuneſs, ſmooth

prayers made for glad tidings receiv'd, L. neſs , goo.

ÉVA'NGELIST evangelifta, L. iv477215ris , Gr . ) a mef- EVEN Number [in Arithmetick ] a number which may.
be

ſenger or bringer of good tidings ; alſo a penman of a gof- divided into even or equal numbers, without any fraction,

pel, as St. Matthew , &c. as 6 and 8 into 3 and 4 .

ÉVANG E'LIUM ['Eudypiacor, Gr.) a goſpel. EVENLY EV EN Number [in Arithmet.] a number which

ToEVA'NG ELIZE (evangelizare,L. of eve779315€ Iz1, is exa &tly divifible by an even number taken, an even num

of ſ well and c'zzáanw , Gr. to bring good tidings] to ber of times , as the number 32, which is diviſible by the

preach the goſpel. number S taken 4 times.

Eva'nid (evanidus, L.] ſoon decaying, fading, frail , EVENLY ODD Number [iu Arithm .] is that which an

EVANID Colours (with Philoſophers ] ſuch colours as are even number meaſures by an odd one, as 30, which 2 or 6

not of a very long continuance, as thoſe of clouds before being even numbers, meaſure by 15 or 5 , which are odd

and after ſun -ſer, the rainbow , doc, which are called em- numbers.

phatical and fantaſtical colours EV E'NT ( euentus, L ] adventure, chance, hap, end of
EVA'NIDNESS ( of evanidus, L.] fading quality : fuccefs .

To Eva'PORATE (evaporatum , L.) to diffolve into va- To Ev E'NTILATE [in Law ] is to eſtimate, prize or

pours, to ſteam out. value an eſtate or inheritance.

TO EVAPORATE to a Pellicle (with Chymifts] a phraſe EvE'NTILATED [eventilatus, L.) winnowed ; alla

uſed to ſignify the conſuming a liquor by gentle hear, throughly examined or lifted .

till a thin skin is perceived to iwim on the top of it . EVENTILA'TION, a winnowing or fanning ; alſo a
EVAPORA'TION , a breathing or ſteaming forth in va- ftrict examination , or canvaſſing or fifting a buſineſs or

queſtion,

EVAPORATION [with Phyſicians) the diſcharging of Ev E'NTUAL (of eventus, L ] a&tually coming to paſs.
humours thro'the pores of the body. EvE'NTUALLY , caſually, by chance.

EVAPORATION [in Chymiſtry ] the diſſolving ſome parts E'VER [xfre, Sax .] without end, at any time , as

of juices, byc. till they become of a better conhſtence ; or if ever.

the diſperſing the fuperfluous moiſture of any liquid ſub- T. Ev E'RBERATE [everberatum , L.] to beat.

ſtance, by means of a gentle fire, ſo as to leave ſome part EV ERLA'STING (of eyre and läytung, Sax.] endu
ſtronger than before. ring for ever.

EVA'SION , an eſcape or flight ; alſo a ſhift or trick , EVERLASTINGNESS, durable nature .

F. of L. Eve'RSION , an overthrowing, overturning ; overthrow;
EVA'SIVE [ evaſious, L. ) ſhifting; alſo crafty, de- deftru tion , L.

ceitful. EVËRSION [in Rhetorick] the ſame figure, as "Epano

EVASIVENESS [of evafivus, L.) evading quality. des, L.

Eva'tes , a branch or diviſion of our old philoſophers to Ev E'RT [evortere, L. ] to turn upſide down, to o

the Druids. verthrow , Soc.

EU'CHARIST ( euchariftia, L. of ivxaeisie, of ev well EVE'STIGATED [ eveftigatus, L.] ſearched out by the

and xapes, Gr. grace or thanks) a thankſgiving, and footſteps.

thence the facrament of the Lord's ſupper is to called. EVESTIG A'TIJ N, a ſeeking for, ſearching after, tra

EUCHARI'STICAL [ eucharifticus, L. of 'tvxap15vxós cing or finding out, I.

Gr.) of or pertaining to the euchariſt. E'UGENY ['sugeveic , Gr. ] nobleneſs of birth or blood:

EU'CHORA [of Pev and yega ,Gr.] a good colour and EU EXI'A [ivalia , Gr ] a good ſound habit of body, I.

EU'CROA S temper of theskin . EUGA'LADON [of sů and 764 , Gr. milk] the herb

EU'CHRASY ['eux poche, of 'çu and Xedors , Gr, rempe- Milk-wort , L.

rature] a good temperature and condition or ſtate of the EUGE'ÓS { ['curciov, of cū and said, Gr. the earth]

body. FUGE'UMS the womb, lo termed by way of alluſion

EU'CHYLOS ['evXuros, Gr.] one who abounds with good to fruitful ground, I.

juices or humours. EVIBRATION, a haking, brandiſhing or darting, L

EU'CHYMY ['cuxuuia , of "ev and xúpos juice, Gr.] a To Evi'ct [evincere, evictum , L.] to convince by force

good tem.per of blood or other juices and Auids in an of argument, doc.

animal body. EvI'CTION, thorcugh convi &tion or proof, L.

EU'DÆMON [ 'evdaipwe , Gr.] a good genius or ſpirit. E'VIDENCE ( evidentia, L. ) clearneſs, perfpicuity,

EUDÆMON ( with Aftrologers] the fourth houſe of a plainneſs, demonftration ; a quality of things wherebythey

figure of the heavens , ſo called on account of its good and become viſible or apparent to the eyes, either of the body

proſperous fignifications, as attainment of hopes, ſtore of or the mind. Evidence is the eſſential and infallible cha

, racter or criterion of truth, and is that in effcêt which with

EUDÆ'MONY [eud.emonia, L. of 'eus especívice, Gr.] hap- us conſtitutes the truth .

pineſs. Formal EVIDENCE , is the act of the intellect as conſi

EUDIAPNEU'ST ES [' euflanversns, of 'ev and Sianviw , dered as clear and diſtinct.

Gr. to perfpirc] one who ſweats kindly. Objective EvIDENCE , conſiſts in the clearneſs and per

EUDO'XIANS [ſo named from Eudoxus their ring-lead- fpicuity of the object ; or it is the object itself ſo conſtitu

er] they held that the Son was differently affeEted in his ted , as that it may be clearly and diftin &tly known.
will from the Father, and made of nothing. Phyſical EVIDENCE, is lo far as natural ſenſe and rea
EUDO'XTA (eudoxia, L. of 'tudobía, Gr.] good wane ſon, pointing out any thing, convinces one thereof.

of fame. Сccc Metaphys

pours, L.
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tage, & c.

Metaphyſical EVIDENCE, is when we enter ſo fully and EVOLU'TE , the firſt curve fuppofed to be opened or

clearly into the effence of any thing that nothing can be evolved .

clearer. EVOLU'TION (Geometry] the unfolding or opening of

Moral EVIDENCE, a thing is ſaid to be morally evi- a curve, and making it form an Evolute.

dent, ſo far as we have a diſtin &t notion and knowledge Evolu'rion , an unrolling ; a rolling or tumbling

thereof by unexceptionable witneſſes. Over, I.

E'vIDENCES [ in Law ] any proof by the teſtimony of EVOLUTION [with Algebraifs) the extraction of roots

men, records or writings, that are fealed and delivered ; out of any powers, dire& tly the oppcate of involution .

alſo a witneſs or proof againſt a malefactor or priſoner at EVOLUTION ( in Military Afirsj is the motion made

the bar of a court of juſtice. by a body of troops, when they are obliged to change

EVIDENT [evidens, L.) manifeft, apparent, clear, their form and difpofition, in order to preſerve a poit, or

plain. occupy another to attack the enemy with more advan

E'VIDENINESS ( evidentia, L. and nejs] plainneſs to be

ſeen. EvOMI'TION , a vomiting out or up, L.

To Evi'GILATE [ evigilatum , L.] to watch diligently , Ευ'PATHY [ευπαθεία , of ευ and παθώ, of πάκω,

to ſtu ly hard . Gr. to ſuffer] aneaſineſs or patience in bearing of lufierings

E'vil [Erel, Sax . ] ill , miſchief ; alſo a diſtemper called or affli &tions.

the King's - evil . EUPATO'RIUM [iutatócior, Gr .] the herb Agrimony

Evil Deed [ ý řel- cæb, Sax.] an ill turn , treſpaſs, hurt- or Liver - wort , L.

ful , miſchievous act. EUP E'psy ['evnetid , of ū and ni77 , Gr. to conceit]

Natural Evil, is the want of ſomething to the bene ese, a good and eaſy concoction or digeſtion,

or perfection of a thing, or to its antwering all its purpo- EUPE'TALUS ['eumiten 6- , Gr.) a precious ſtone of four

fes, ſuch are the defects of the body, blindneſs, lameneſs, colours , viz . fiery, blue, vermilion and green ; alſo a kind

Ec. hunger, diſeaſes, &c. of laurel,

Moral Evil, a deviation from right reaſon , and confe- EUPHEMISM ['evalu !Tu B , of lu and ouki, Gr. to fay ,

quently from the will and intendment of God the legiſlator, & c.] good name, reputation , an honourable ſerting forth
who gave the rule . one's praiſe.

E'VILNESS [Eyelney Ye, Sax.] evil nature or quality . EUPHEMISM (with Rhetoricians] a figure where a foul,

To Evi'NCE [evincere, L.] to overcome, bear down or harſh word or ſpeech is changed into another that may

prove by argument. give no offence.

To ÉVINCE [ Civil Law ] is to convi &t and recover by EUPHO'NICAL [of 'eupwria , Gr .] having a graceful

law. ſound.

Evi'RATED [ eviratus, L.) gelded . EUPHO'NIA ['supuvic , of " ev and quarsi, Gr, the voice]

EVIRA'TION , a gelding, unmanning ; alſo a making ef- a graceful ſound, a ſmooth running of words.

feminate , L. EUPHORBIUM ['supaporov, Gr ] the Lybian Ferula , a

Evi'sCERATED [ eviſceratus, L.] embowelled , bowel- tree or ſhrub first found by king Juba, and ſo called after

led, having the bowels taken out. Euphorbus his phyſician, L.
E'VITABLE ( evitabilis, L.) that may be avoided or Euphori'a ( with Phyſicians] the good operations of a

Thunned . medicine, when the patient finds himielf better hy it , L.

E'VITABleness [of evitabilis, L.] poſſibleneſs of EePHRAGI'A l'entenria , Gr. ] the herb Eye

being avoided. EU'PHRASIS S bright , L.

EVITATION , an avoiding or ſhunning, L. EuphrOSY'MUM ['suqegotior, Gr.] the herb Borage or

Evit E'RNITY [of aviternus, L.) everlaſtingneſs. Buglofs, L.

EU'LOGY ['eurozíx, of sū well, and aizw I lay, Gr.] an ÉUPNOE'A ['evAvoia , of ĉu and tvées , Gr. to breathe)

clogy, a praiſing or ſpeaking well of. a right and natural faculty of fetching one's breath .

EU'LOGIES [in the Greek Churcb ] little bits of bread ÉUPORI'A [' unoeia , Gr. ! a readineſs in preparing me

conſecrated, i.e. che eucharift ſent to perſons who were not dicines ; alſo the eaſineſs of their operation.

preſent at the communion. Eupori's TA [źv well, and mopísa, Gr. to procure] re

EUME'NIDES ( 'Eupevifts, Gr. ] the daughters of Ache- medies which may be eaſily had.

ron and Nox (as the poets feign) Tifiphone, Megæra and A- EUPRE'PIA ['evapeteid , Gr.] comelineſs.

le &to, the furies of hell , who were, by the ancient hea- Eu'RIPUS (of 'ev eaſily , and piatgal to be precipi.

thens, accounted the executioners of the vengeance of the tated, Gr.] the word originally is the name of a certain

gods on wicked men ; they had their abode in ſubterra- ſtreight in the ſea between Bæotia and the Negropont, where

neous places ; they are repreſented as armed with faming the currents are ſo ſtrong, that the fea is faid to ebb and

torches in their hands, a filthy froth iſſuing out of their fow ſeven times in a day; but it is now, by Hydrographers
mouths, as a ſign of their outrageous nature, with eyes uſed for any ſtreight where the water is in great morion

ſparkling like the lightening, and their heads adorned with andagitation.

vipers inſtead of hair. EUROPA ['Eupucéan , Gr. i.e. having broad eyes, or

EU'NOMY [ eunomia, L. 'suropía , Gr .) a conſtitution or of the Chaldeek 82771, i. e . fair face ; or of 8998 ,

ordination of good laws. ſignifying both a bull and a ſhip ) the daughter of Agenor,
EUNO'MIANS [ of and rówos, Gr, the law] hereticks king of Phænicia, whom ( as the poets feign ) Jupiter in the

in the fourth century, who held that faith alone without ſhape of a bull raviſhed and carried over on his back thro'

good works was acceptable. the ſea to Crete ; ſome think that the truth of this fi & iour

EUNOMIO EUTY'CHIANS[of furopía , Gr. and Euty- is, that the ſhip wherein the was carried , was Tauri formis,
chus] a feet of hereticks ſaid to be the ſame with the i. e, like a bull ; others, that the name of the maſter of

Eutychians. the ſhip was Taurus, and others, that Taurus or a bull was

ÉU'NUCH [of " Evvxxos, of 'evroi a bed or couch , and the ſign of the ſhip; others , that the was itolen away by a

KW, Gr. to keep or guard) a chamberlain or great officer company of men, who carried the picture of a ball in their

in a king, or queen's court , which were commonly gelt . flag.

To EU'NUCHATE ( eunuchare, L.] to make a perſon EU'RITHMY [ in Painting, Sculpture, &c.] a certain ma:

an eunuch ; to geld. jeſty, elegance and eafineſs appearing in the compoſition of
EU'NUCHISM , the ſtate or condition of an eunuch . 'divers members of a body or painting, reſulting from the

Evoca'TION , a calling our or upon , L. fine proportion thereof.

EvOCATION [with Grammarians] a figure of con- EURITH MY [with Architects ] an exa&t proportion be

ftru tion , a reducing of the third perſon to the firſt or fe . tween all parts of a building, as to length, breadth and

cond , as Ego tuæ delicia iftuc veniam . height of each room in a fabrick .

Evo'des 2 [of so well, and odun, Gr. odour] a fra- EURITH MY [ with Phyſicians] an excellent natural dif

Evo'sMAS grancy or ſweet ſmeli. poſition of the pulſe.

EVODES [ with Phyſicians] is when the ordure or EURITH MY [eurithmia , L. 'lverJuice, Gr .] a graceful

EVOMIA S excrements have a ſweet ſmell. proportion and geſture of the body.

EVOLA'TICK [evolaticus, L.) flying abroad . EURO'CLYDON ['suppoxaudwr, Gr.7 a violent and tem

EVOLA'TiON, a fying abroad , 1 . peſtuous north - eaſt wind , which ufually happens about the

To Evo'lV E [evolvere, L.) to turn over or unfold . beginning of winter, called by fome The ſeaman's plague.

EvO'LVENT with Geometricians] a curve reſulting EU'R OPE l'Eufemu, 9. d . barefaced , of furu's broad,

from the evolution of a curve, in contradiftin &tion to the and 44 an eye or countenance) one fourth part
of the ter

Evolute. reftrial globe, which is generally peopled by chriſtians.

EURO .
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EUROPEAN , of or pertaining to Europe. Secular EXACTION, a tax or impoſition arıciently paid
EUROPEANS, inhabitants of Europe. by fervile and fendatory tenants.

EUSA'RCHOS ['evodpxos, of j well, and one fleſh, ExA'CTNESS (of exa &tum , L. a perfe&tthing , exacti

Gr.) a term uſed by the Galenifts, to ſignify ſuch a propor- tude, F.) a care, diligence, carefulneſs, nicety , a punctual

tion of Aesh as is not too lean or too corpulent, but gives obſervation of the ſmalleſt circumſtances,

due ſymmetry and itrength to all the parts.
EXACTITUDE , exa &tneſs, nicety , F.

EÚS E BI'A ' Utila , Gr.) gojineſs, devotion, piety. ERACTOR Regis, the king's tax- gatherer, L.

EUS E BIANS, a fear of Arians, ſo called on account of EXACTUR, a gatherer of taxes and tolls ; one who

the favour ſhewn them by Eufebius, biſhop of Caſarea. takes more than is due, L.

EU's Edes of ' vorcine, Gr.] religious, godly ; alſo a EXACUATION , the making of a thing ſharp or pointed .

ftone on which , on the temple of Hercules at Tyre, a fear EXÆQUA'TION, the making a thing even, L.
was made where Dæmons uſed to

appear. EX Æ'R ESIS ['eſaspesis of eaipiw, to take away, Gr .]

EUSEMI'A {with Phyſicians) a criſis or judgment of a a taking way or drawing out, L.

diteaſe excellently well made. EXÆSTU A'TION , a boiling or ſecthing, fury or rage,L.

EU'S PLANCNOS of ' zu and on nézve, Gr.] one whoſe To ExÆSTUATE (exaftuatum , L.] to boil or caſt up

entrails or bowels are found and in good temper. waves,Sec. or as a pordoes .
EUSTA'THIANS, a ſeat of Chriſtians in the 4th century TO EXAGGERAT E [ exaggeratum , L.) to heap up to

who diſapproved of the worſhipping of ſaints. gether, to amplify or enlarge in words.

EUSTO’MACHUS [' susbuzz is of "eu and sónaxos, Gr ] EXAGGERATION [ in Rhetorick] a figure whereby the

a good ſtomach . orator enlarges or heightens things , making themappear
EU'sTÝ LOS ? ( with Architetts] a building, where the more than they really are, whether as to goodneſs, bad

EU'STYLES intercolumniations or ſpaces between nefs or other qualities.

cach pillar are juſt 2 diameters and a quarter of the pillar, EXAGGERATION [in Painting] a method of
repre

except thoſe in the middle of the face before and behind , ſenting things, wherein they are charged toomuch, or
which are 3 diameters diftant one from the other. marked roo Itrong ; whether in reſpect of deſign or co

EUTAXI'A Leichla of-J and Tohtus, Gr. order ] a hand- louring

ſome ordering and diſpoſing of things. ExAGITA'TION, a ſtirring up, a difquieting, a vexing.

EU'TERPE (of " well and Tipner , Gr to delight, EXAGO'NIAL [ exagonius, L. of Baronios, Gr. ] of,

becauſe ſhe invented the pipe] the inventreſs of the ma- like, or belonging to an Exagon. See Hexagon.

thematicks and playing on the pipe. The ancients painted To Exa'lT (exaltare, L.] to raiſe or lift up ; alſo to

or carved Euterpe crowned with a garland of Powers , hold praiſe highly, to extol.

ing in each hand fundry wind inftruments. To EXALT a mineral (with Chamifts] is to refine and
EUTHA'NASY [ ugavasid of j and Savar , Gr. increaſe its ſtrength.

death ] an ealy quiet death ; an eaſy patlage out of the EXALTA'TION, a raiſing or lifting up ; alſo a praiſing,

world .. EXALTATION (with Aſtrologers ] an eſſential dignity of

EUTROPHI'A ['<VT800éo. of "ev, and spoon, Gr. nou- a planet, the next in virtue to its being in its proper houſe.

riſhment] a due nouriſhment of the body. EXALTATION (with Chymifs] an operation by which

EU'THYMY [euthymia, L. of 'tv3upid , Gr . ] quietneſs a thing being changed in its natural quality, is raiſed to a

of mind , tranquillity , heart's eaſe. higher degree of virtue.

EUTONOS [ edlovos of i'u and tort, Gr.] ſtrong and ExA'LTEDNESS, a being exalted, high or lifted up ;

lufty . height of promotion .

ÉUTRAPE'LIA [ iutegemenía , Gr.] good bchaviour, gen- ÈXA'MBLOSIS ( with Surgeons) an abortion or miſcar

tleneſs . riage , L. of Gr.

EUTYCHIANS [ fo called from Eutychus] a feet of he- EXA'MEN , a trial or proof, particularly of one to be

reticks. admitted in holy orders, or ſome employment, F. of L.

Evy'LSION, a plucking, pulling or drawing out of or EXAMINATION , an examining, a trial, L.

To Exa'MINE [examinaré, L. examiner, F.) to ſearch

EO'ZIMUS [ " USimos, Gr ] the herb rochet. or enquire into ; to weigh and confider ; alſo to canvaſs,

EVULGATION, a publiſhing abroad, L. ſcan or fift.

EvU'LSED [evulfus, L.) plucked or pulled away from . EXAMINERS [in Chancery] two officers who examine

EU'SINE [ évekrvov, Gr. hoſpitable] as the Euxine Sea, witneſſes upon oath , which are produced on each ſide in
now commonly called the Black- Sea. that court.

EwA'GIUM [Old Lat. Rec.] toll paid for paſſage by Exa'mple ( exemplum , L.] a pattern, model or copy ;

the making good of any rule by a proof; alſo any thing

Ew'éric e [of #P marriage , and brice , sax, breaking] propoſed to be imitated or avoided .
adultery EXAMPLE (with Logicians] the concluſion of one fin

Éwé [Eopu, Sax. of ovis,a ſheep) a female ſheep. gular point from another.

The Ew E is Bliſſom , i . e. fhelhas taken tup or ram . Example (with Rhetoricians] is defined to be an imper

The Ewe is riding, i . e. ſhe is tupping. fe t kind of induction or argumentation, whereby it is

Ewe Hog, a female lamb of the firſt year. proved, thata thing which has happened on ſome other

E'wer (aiguiere, F.) a water -veſſel to pour water into occaſions, will happen again on the preſent one ; from the

a bafon . fimilitude of the caſes.

Ew'ry, an office in the king's houſhold , where they EXANAS'TO'MOSIS [of 'eş and evaswubois, Gr.] ani

take care of the linen for the king's own table, lay the opening the mouthsof veſſels; as arteries, veins, doc.

cloth, and ſerve up water in ſilver ewers after dinner. ExA'NGULOUS 3 ( exangilus, L.] without or having no
ESACERATED [exaceratus, L.] winnowed, cleanſed Exa'NGUOUS S

from chaff, ExA'NIMAL [exanimalis, L.) without life or foul,
EXACERBATED [exacerbatus , L.) provoked or vexed breathleſs.

afreſh . ExA'NIMATED [ exanimatus, L.) diſmay'd, diſhearten

EXACERBA'TION , a making four , or bitter, alſo a ed ,deprived of life.

provoking, galling or frerting. EXANIMA'TION [a &tively) a depriving of life, aſtoniſh
EXACERBATION (with Rhetoricians) the ſame as Sar . ing , diſpiriting, diſmaying.

cafmus. EXANIMATION ( paſively] a ſwooning or ſuch a link

EXACERVATION , a heaping up together, L. ing of ſpirits, as is attended with the loſs of ſenſe for a

EXACERVATION [in Phyfick the ſame as Paroxiſm . time.

EXACINA'TION, a taking the kernels out of grapes EXANINITION, an emptying , L,

and other fruit, L. EXANTH E'MATA [igavSipata , Gr.] certain wheals,
Exa'ct [exa &tus, L.] preciſe, perfe&t, pun &tual at an puſhes or breakings out in the skin of the head like thore

exact tinie , F. that appear on thebody.

To Exact [ exiger, Fr. exaflum of exigere, L.] to ask ExA'NNUAL Roll, a roll in which fines which could

above the juſt value of a thing ; alſo to require rigorouſly . not be leived, and deſperate debts , were formerly entered ,
Exa'CTION , a requiring more than is juſt or reaſonable, in order to be read annually to the ſheriff, to ſee what of

$. of L. them might be got in .

EXACTION [ in Law ] wrong doneby an officer, or one EXANTLA'TION [ of antlia, L. a bucket) an emptying
pretending to have authority that takes reward or fce for or drawing out as with a bucket, alſo an enquiry and fift

what the law does not allow .
ing into a matter; L.

EXARA'TION

away, L.

water,

+

corners.
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food, & c.

very hot.

rance .

meet, L.

EXAR A'TION , a writing or engraving, L. ons , founded on ſome preſcription that ſtands for the de

EXARCH [ "Esapxo , Gr.) an officer anciently under the fendant, as want of age or other quality in the perſon, sc.

Roman Emperors , reſiding at Conftantinople, who managed Declinatory EXCEPTION , whereby the authority of the

the attairs of Italy.
judge or court is diſallowed.

ExA'KCHATE the office, dignity or juriſdi&tion of an Exceptions [ in Grammar ] are certain diſtinctions

EXA'RCHY S Exarch . of words which differ in the manner of their declining

EXA'RTHREMA ['Edpretid, Gr.] a disjointing, as from ſome general rule .

when a bone is put out of its proper place. Exce'PTIONABLE , that which may be or is liable

EXARTICULATION, a disjointing or putting a bone to be excepted againſt.

out of joint.
EXCEPTATION , an cfren receiving, L

To ExA'SPERATE ( exafperatum , L.] to incenſe or pro- ExC E'PTIONABLENESS (of exceptio, L. able and nejs]

voke, to anger or vex.
liableneſs to be excepted againſt

EXASPERA'TION an exafperating, a vexing or provo- Excepti'TIOUs [exceptitius, L.] that is taken or

cation , L.

received .

Exas'PERATEDNESS [of exafperatus, L.] incenſed- ExcE'PTIOus , captious, prone to be offended .

neſs , the being exafperated. Exce'PTIVE , ſerving to except ; of or belonging to

EXA'TURATED (exaturatus, L.] ſatisfied, filled with exceptions .

EXCE'PTIVE Propofitions with Logicians) are where the

EXAUCTO'R AMENT [exau &toramentum , L.] a dif- thing is affirmed of the whole lubjeâ, except fome one

charge or diſcharging:
of the interiors of the ſubject, by adding a particular of

EXAU'CTORATED ( exauctoratus, L.) diſcharged or exception ; as the covetous man does nothing well but when he

dies.
put out of office or ſervice,

ESAUCTOR A'TION, a diſcharging or putting out of ExcEPTO'RIOUS [ exceptorius, L.] that receives or con

office or ſervice, a caſhiering or diſcarding, L. tains .

EXAUGURATION, an unhailowing or making pro- EXCEREBRATION , a beating out the brains, L.

phane, L.
EXCEREBRO'S E [ excerebroſus, L.) brain -ſick , wanting

EXAUSPICA’TION, an unlucky beginning of a thing, L. brains.

· EXC # CATION , a blinding or making blind, L. Exc E'R EBRATED [excerebratus, L.) having his brains

EXCA'LCEATED [excalceatus, L.) having the Moos beat our ; wanting brains, witleſs.

taken off, bare- footed , L.
To EXC E'RN (excernere, L.) to ſearch or Gift out.

EXCALFA'CTION , a heating or making very hot, L. Exc E'R PT [excerptus, L.] cropt off ; alſo choſen, pick

EXCALFACTORY [excalfactorius, L. heating, making ed or pulled out.

Exce'ss (exceſus, L.) that which exceeds or is ſuper

EXCA'MBIUM , an exchange , a place where merchants fluous in any thing ; alſo looſeneſs of manners, intempe

EXCAMBIATOR ( Old Records] an exchanger of land , Exce'SSIVE [excelif, F. ] that goes beyond the due

perhaps ſuch as is now called a broker, whodeals upon bounds of meaſure , immoderate.

the Exchange between merchants. Exce'SSIVENESS [of excelif, F. and neſs] exceeding

EXCANDE'SCENCE / [excandeſcentia , L.) great heat nefs, the going beyond bounds.

EXCANDESCENCY S or wrath, violent heat of dif TO EXCHANGE [ecbanger, Fr. of excambire, L.] to

tempers.

barter or truck one thing for another.

EXCANTA'TION, an enchanting , L. EXCHA'NG E in Traffick] commonly ſignifies coin given

Exc A'RNATED (excarnatus, L.] become lean, nothing for coin, i.e. the giving a ſum of money in one place for

but skin and bone.
a bill ordering the payment of it in another place.

EXCARNIFICATION , a cutting or pulling the flesh EXCHANGE [in t'aw ) is the exchanging, bartering or

from the bones , L.
trucking one commodity for another ; ſo that exchange in

To Exca'VATE [excavatun , L.) to make hollow. the Common Law is much the ſame as Permutation in the

EXCAVA'TION , a making hollow , L.
Civil Law.

EXC ECA'TION [ of ex and cæcatum , L. ) to make King's ExcHANGE, is the place appointed for the ex

blind.

change of the king's bullion, gold , ſilver or plate for the

To Excee'd [ excedere, L.] to go beyond, to ſurpaſs. king's coin, which is now the mint at the tower.

EXCEE'DING [excedens, L.] that goes beyond or ex- EXCHANG E Brokers, men who give information to mere

ceeds ; alſo extravagant, immoderate. chants, c. how theexchange goes, and who are fit per

To Exc e'l [ excellere, L.] to our-do, to be eminent or fons to exchange with .

ſingular in any reſpect.
EXCHANGE [in a Law ſenſe] is when one man being

E'XCELLENCE ? [excellentia, L. ] eminency, pre- e- ſeiz'd or poflefs d of certain land, and another being ſeized

E'XCELLENCY S minence ; ſingular advantage ; al- of other land , they exchange theirlandsby, deed indent

lo excellency is a titleofhonourgivento amballadors, & c. ed , or otherwiſe , ſo that each of them thall have other

Exce'LLENT [ excellens, L.] excelling, notable, ſingular, lands to exchanged, in fee, fee -tail, or for term of life :

luch exchange is good without livery or ſeiſin.

Exce'LLENTNESS [excellentia, L.) excellency. ExchANGE (in a Law ſenſe] is alſo uſed to ſignify

ExcE'LCISMUS [išsakuokos , Gr. ] a breaking of bones the compenſation or fatisfaction which muſt be made by

from the ſurface downwards, L.
the warrantor to the warrantee, value for value, if the land

Exce’LSITY [excelfitas, L.] altitude, haughtineſs. warranted be recovered from the warrantee.

Exce'LSITUDE [excelfitudo, L.] highneſs.
ExcHA'NGERS, they who return beyond ſea by bills of

ExcE'LSE [ excelfus, L.) high, lofty, & c. exchange,c.

Exce'NTRICAL ? [ excentrique , Fr. of ex and cen- ExCH E'QUER [l'Echiquier, F. ] the place or office where

EXCE'NTRICK Strum, L. ) moving in a different the king's caſh is kept and paid , properly called Tbe Re

centre.

ceipt of the Exchequer.

ExC E'NTRICALNESS 2 [ excentricité, Fr. encentricitas, ExCHEQUER Court, a court of Record in which all cau

EXCENTRICITY S L.) the quality of eccentrick ſes relating to the crown- revenues are liandled ; alſo the

pofition.

prerogative-court of the archbiſhop of Tork, where all laſt

To Exce'pt [exceptum , Sup. ot excipere, L. excepter, wills and teltaments made in that province are to be

F.] to take out of the number of others, to put out of the proved.

ordinary rule , to obje &t againſt.
Black Book of EXCHEQUER , a book compoſed in the

Exc'e'prio in Pharmacy] the imbodying or mixing of reign of king Henry II. A.D. 1175 , which is in the cuſtody

dry powders, with ſome fort of moifture ; as eleétuaries, of the two chamberlains of the Exchequer.

Bc. are , L.

This book contains a deſcription of the Engliß court at

Exce'ption , an exempting , a clauſe in ſome point re- that time, its officers, ranks, privileges, power, juriſdi& ion ,

ftraining a generality, F. of .
wages, perquiſites, alſo the revenues of the crown in mo

EXCEPTION [in Law] a bar or ſtop to an action , and
ney, grain and cattle .

is either dilatory , peremptory or declinatory.
By this book it appears that as much bread might be

To takeExCEPTION at, i.e. to be displeaſed at. bought for a fhilling as would ſerve 100 men a whole

Dilatory ExcePTION , is one intended to defer or pre- day ; that the price of a far bullock was but about 12

vent the thing from coming to an iſſue.
Thillings , a Meep 4 íhillings , & c.

Peremptory ExCEPTION, proper and pertinent allegati
EXCHE'

rare .

3
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kenaway.

१

Exch E'QUER ED [of l'excbequiere, F.] put into, or ĉi- off the outward bark of trees, roots, & c. L.

ted to anſwer to an accuſation exhibited in the Exchequer- To Excre'ate [excreare, L.] to ſtrain in ſpitting, to

court, bc.
hawk.

To Exci'de ( excidere, L.) to fall or flip out of. EXCREA'TION , a ſpitting out with retching or hawk

ExcI'NERATED [excineratus, L.) having the aſhes ta . ing, L.

E'XCREMENT [excrementum , L.] dreg, ordure.
Exci'sAble, liable to pay exciſe . EXCREMENTS of the Body [excrementa, L.] whatſoever

Exci's E, an impoſition or charge laid by act of parlia- is evacuated out of an animal body after digeſtion, being

ment, upon beer, ale, cider, diſtilled ſpirits, c. what in other refpects is fuperfluous and prejudicial thereto ,

Exci'sION [with Surgeons] a cutting off any member, as ordure, urine , ſpittle, înot, Egoco

or part of the body, F. of L. EXCREMENTITIOUS [excrementitius,L.] of, pertain

ExcitA'TION , an exciting, ſtirring up, &c. L. ing to or of the nature of excrements.

Exci'te [excitare, L.) to provoke, ſtir up or egg on ; EXCREMENTI'TIOUSNESS [ of excrementitius, L.) the

to quicken, to encourage or to abet, being full of, or of the nature of excrements.

Exci'ted [excitatus, L. excité, F.] ſtirred up, egged ExcRE'SCENCE [excroiſance, F. of excrefcere, L.]
on, encouraged , quickened. EXCRE'SCENCY } thatwhich ficks toorgrows up
Exci'TEMENT , a ſtirring up. onanother thing , as cat's tails upon a nut-tree, &c.
TO EXCLAI'M [exclamare, L.] to cry out, to call EXCRESCENCE ? (in Surgery] fuperfluous fleth , & c.

aloud . EXCRESCENCY S that grows on any part of the bo

ExclaMA'TION [with Rhet.) a figure wherein by rai- dy , as a wart, wen, & c.

fing the voice and uſing an interjection either expreſsly, or EXCRESCENT [ excreſcens, L.) growing out ofanother.

underſtood , an uncommon warmth and paſſion of mind is EXCRE'TION (with Pbyſicians ] a ſeparating and voiding

expreſsid ; as O heavens ! O carth ! to you O men I call ! either excrements or excrementitious humours from the ali

EXCLAʼMATORY [exclamatorius, L.) pertaining to ex- ments and the maſs of blood, L.

clamation. ExcRE'TION BONY (with Farriers ] a diſeaſe in horſes

To ExclU'DE ( excludere, L.] to ſhut out, debar or when a ſort of ſubſtance grows in the bone of the leg, & c.

keep from . EscRE'TORY ( in Anatomy] certain ſmall duets or vef
EXCLU'SA 2 [ Old Lat. Rec.] a ſluice for water ſels makingpart of the compoſition or ſtructure of the glands

EXCLUSA'GIUM damm'd or pent up. are called Excretory Duets, & c.
EXCLU'SION , an excluding , barring or ſhutting out, L. EXCRU'CIABLE [ excruciabilis, L.) worthy to be tor

Exclu'sive, pertaining to or having the force of ex- mented .

éluding. ExĆRU'CIATED [excruciatus, L.) tormented or put to

ExclU'SIONERS ( in the time of king Charles II.] a pain.

name given to thoſe membersof parliament that were EXCRUCIA'TION , a tormenting or putting to pain , L.

for excluding the duke of Tork from the crown . EXCUBA'TION , a keeping watch and ward, L.

Exclu'SIONS (with Mathematicians a method of co- ExculcA'TION, a trampling under foot, L.

ming at the folution of problems (in Numerical caſes) by EXCU'LPATED [ exculpatus, L} carved or engraved.

previouſly eje &ting or excluding out of our conſideration EXCU'RSION, a digreſſion in ſpeech, or going from the

Tuch numbers, which are of uſe in ſolving the queſtion, matter in hand, L.

and whereby of confequence the proceſs may be regularly Excu'RSION , a running out, an invaſion or inroad.

and judiciouſly abbreviated . EXCU'SABLE [excufabilis, L.) that may be excuſed .

Exclu'sive Propofitions (with Rbet.) are ſuch propofi- EXCU'SABLENĖSS (of excufabilis, L.] that whereby a

tions which fignify that a predicare does ſo agree with its thing is excuſable, or meritoriouſneſs of being excuſed .

ſubje &t as that it agrees with that alone, andno other ; as Excu's ATORY [ excufatorius, L.) ſerving to excuſe.

' tis virtue only which makes nobility, nothing elſe can render a To Excu'se [excufare, L.) to admit an excuſe ; alſo

man truly noble. to juſtify ; to bear or diſpenſe with ; alſo to make an ex

ExcLU'SIVELY [exclufouė, L.) in a manner excluſive cuſe .

of, or not taking in . Excu'se ( excufatio, L.] a reaſon by which we endea

: ExclU'SIVENESS (of exclufious, L.) excluſive quality. vour to juſtify ſome offence or fault committed ; a cloak

ExclU'SORY [ excluforius, L.) having power to exclude. or pretence.

To Exco'GITATE [excogitatum , L.] to invent, or find Excu'SSABLE [ excuffabilis, L.) that may be ſhaken

out by thinking.
or thrown off,

EXCOGITATION , an invention by means of thinking, Excu'ssion , a ſhaking off ; alſo a diligent inquiſition

a device. or examination, L.

To EXCOMMU'NICATE [excommunicatum , L.) to put EXCU'TIENT [excutiens, L.) ſhaking off.

out or exclude from the communion of the church. E'XEAT [ i. e. let him go out] a term uſed in church

EXCOMMUNICA'TION (among the ancient Pagans]among the ancient Pagans] diſcipline for a permiſſion, which a biſhop granis to a

was an excluding or debarring men from the participation prieft to go out of his dioceſe, L.

of the facred myfterics of their worſhip and a curring them E'X ECRABLENESS (of execrabilis, L ] a curſedneſs, im

off from communicating with men of the ſame religion. piouſneſs.

EXCOMMUNICATION (with Chriſtians of the church E'XECRATED [ execratus, L.) accurſed .

of England, & c.] is a ſentence pronounced by an ecclefi- EXECRATION , a curſing or banning, a wishing mil

fiaftical judge againſt an obftinate offender, debarring him chief toone'; a dreadful oath , imprecation or curſe, Ě of L.

or her from the ſacraments, as alſo ſometimes from the To E'XECUTE [ executum , L. executer, F.] to do , ef

communion ofthe faithful and all civil privileges. fe &t, or perform ; alſo to put to death by authority.

EXCOMMUNICA'TO capiendo, a writ directed to the EXECU'TION , the executing or doing a thing ; hang

heriff for the apprehenſion of one who ftandethobſtinately ing , beheading or burning of a malefa&tor, F. of L.

excommunicated 40 days ; for ſuch an one nor having ab- Ex ECU'TION [in Law ) the laſt performance of an a &t ;

ſolution hath or may have his contempt certified into the as of a fine, a judgment , Soc.

chancery ; whence this writ iſſues for laying him up with- Pinal Execu’TION [in Law ] is that which makes mo

our bail or mainpriſe, until he conforms himſelf. ney of the defendant's goods, and extendeth his lands and

EXCOMMUNICA'To deliberando, a writ to the under- delivers them to the plaintiff.

Theriff for the deliveryof the excommunicate perſon out of Military EXECUTION , is the pillage or plundering of a

priſon, upon the certificate of the ordinary of his confor- country by the enemy's army.

mity to the ecclefiaftical jutiſdiction EXECUTIONE facienda, a writ commanding the execu

ÉXCOMMUNICATO recipiendo, a writ whereby perſons tion of a judgment, L.

excommunicated being for their obftinacy committed to EXECUTIONE facienda in Witbernam , a writ which lies

priſon, and lawfully let at liberty before they have given for the taking of his cattle, that had before convey'd ano
caution to obey the authority of the church, are command- ther man's cattle out ofthe county.

ed to be fought for and laid up again. EXECU'TIONER , the hang-man or finiſher of the law .

To ExcO'RIATE [excoriare, L.] to pay off the skin. EXECU'TIVE ? that which may be done or is able

EXCORIA'TION (with Surgeons] is when the skin is Execu'TORY S to do, or pertaining to executing:

subbed or torn off ; or elſe caten and frected away from Exe'CUTOR, one who does or performs any thing, L.

any part of the body. EXECUTOR [ in Law ] a perſon nominated by a reſta

ESCORtica'TION, a barking, or taking, or pulling tor to take care to ſee his will and teſtament execured ,
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gine.

and his ſubſtance diſpoſed of according to the tenure of To Exe'rt [of exerere, L.] to thruſt out or put forth ;

the will . as to exert one's ſelf is to uſe one's utmoft endeavour.

EXECUTOR de fon tort [Law phraſe) i.e. of or to his ExE'RTION, the act of exerting , operation , produce

own wrong ; an executor who takes upon him the office of tion, L.

an executor by intruſion, not being conſtituted thereto
EXFOLIATED [s'exfolie, F. ofex and folium , L, a leaf

by the teſtator, nor authorized by the ordinary to admi- ſcaled, riſen up as leaves, ſcales, or ſplinters of a brokea
nifter. bone does.

Exe'G ESIS [ ’Ebouels of' Encépesu , Gr. to explain, Gr.] EXFOLIA'TION [ Surgery] a riſing up in leaves and

an explication. ſplinters as a broken bone does, L.

EXEGESIS numeroſ a or linealis ( in Algebra) is the nu- ExfO'LIATIVE Trepan, one proper to ſcrape, and at

meral or lineal folution or extraction of roots out of ad- the ſame time to pierce a bone, and ſo to exfoliate of

feated equations. raile ſeveral leaves or flakes one after another. 1

EXEGESIS (with Rhetoricians] a figure wherein that EXFREDIA'R E [Old Law ] to break the peace, to

which the orator has delivered darkly, he afterwards ren- comniic open violence.

ders more clear and intelligible in the ſame ſentence, as Ex GRAVI QUERELA , a writ which lies for one who

Time at the ſame inſtant ſeemed both long and fort; long in is kept from the poſſeſſion of his lands or tenements bythe
the protraction of his defires, and fort in the pleaſure of calling devilor's heir, which were deviſed to him by will .
to mind. ExGURGITA'TION , a cafting or voiding up, F. of L.

EXEG E'TICAL [ exegeticus, L. 'enantixos, Gr. ] that EXHEREDA'TION , a diſinheriting, L.

ſerves to explain or unfold . ExH A'LANT [exbalans, L.] ſending out an exhalation .

EXEGETICALNESS, explanatorineſs. EXHALA'TION , a fume or vapour which is raiſed up

EXELCI'SMUS (with Surgeons) a breaking of bones from from the ſurface of the earth , either by the heat of the

the ſurface downwards . fun, or fubterraneous fire, of which meteors, as miſts, fogs,

ExE'MPLABLE [exemplabilis, L.] that may be imi- rain, ſnow , hail, Orc. are produced, B. of L.
tated. Exhala'TION (with Chymifts] an operation, by means

Ex E'MPLAR [ exemplaire, F.] a perſon or thing con of which the more airy, volatile parts of things are rai

taining an example to follow or eſchew a ſamplar , L. ſed and diſperſed byhear.

Ex E'MPLARINESS[ exemplarius, L. exemplaire, F.] fit- EXHALA'TION [in Phyfick] a ſubtil, fpirituous air,

nefs or worthineſs to be an example . which breathes forth of the bodies of animals.

EXE'MPLARY, which ferves for a pattern to follow. To Exha'le (exbalare, L ] to breathe or ſteam out ;

EXEMPLIFICATION , a demonftrating a thing by an to fend forth a fume, lteam or vapour.

example ; alſo a copy of an original writing, L. To EXHAU'ST (exbauftum , fup. of exhaurire, L ] to

EXEMPLIFICATION [of Letters Patents] a duplicate or draw quire out , drain or empty ; alſo to waſte, ſpend or

copy of them , drawn from the inrolled originals, and confume.

ſealed with the great ſeal of England.
EXHAU'STED Receiver [in Chymiſtry] ' a glaſs or other

EXE'MPLIFIED [exemplificatus, L.) cleared , proved or veſlel applied on the plate of the air.pump, and the air

confirmed by an example or inſtance ; alſo copied out extracted out of the fame; by the working of the en

from a deed or writing .

To Exe'mplify (of exemplum and facere, L.) to prove EXHAU'STIONS [in Mathematicks) a way of proving

or confirm by an example ; allo to copy out a deed or wri- the equality of two magnitudes by a reductio ad abſurdum ;
ting ſhewing that if one be ſuppoſed either greater or leſs than

To Ex E'MPT (exemptum , L. exemter, F.] to free or dif- the other, there will ariſe a contradiction.

charge from. ExH E'benus [1666svos] a kind of white ſtone with

which goldſmiths poliſh gold.EXEMPTED } [exemptus, L.).ficc from , privileged.
| ExH E'NIUM ? [Old Lat. Records] a new-year's gift, a

An EXEMPT, a life-guard man free from duty, F. Exe'NNIUM ) preſent, a token .

An ExĘMPT [in France ) an officer in the guards, who To ExH E'REDATE (exbaredare, L.) to diſinherit, to

commands in the abſence of the captain and lieutenant. ſet alide the right heir.

Exe'MPTION , immunity , a being frced from , ' F. of L. EXHER EDATION ( Civil Law ] a father's excluding a

EXE'MPTION [in Lawj a privilege to be free from fon from inheriting his eſtate.

appearance or ſervice. EXHIBENT ( exbibens, L.) exhibiting.

TO EXE'NTERATE [ exenterare, L.] to take out the To Exhi'BIT [ exbibere, L.) to produce, to thew , to

bowels. preſent or offer.

EXENTERA'TION , an embowelling , L. To Exhi'bit [in Law] is when a deed , acquittance

Exe'QUIAL [ exequialis, L.] pertaining to exequies. or other writing, is in a Chancery fuit exhibited to be
pro

E'XEQUIES (exequie, L.) funeral rites or folennities. ved by witneſs, and the examiner writes on the back , that

EXE'RCENT [exercens, L. ) that exerciſes or practiles. it was ſhewed to ſuch a one at the ſame time of his exami

To EXERCISE [exercere, L.) to inure or train up to ; nation,

to employ or uſe , to practife ; to bear an office. EXHIBITED [exbibitus, L.) preſented or offered .

E'XERCISE [exercitium , L.] application to any particu- EXHIBI'TiON , a producing or Thewing of titles, autho

lar ſtudy, profeſſion or calling ; labour, pains, practice ; rities and other proofs of a matter in conteſt.

the function or performance of an office ; allo the mo- EXHIBITIONS [in the Univerſities] the ſettlements of

tion or ſtirring of the body. benefactors for the maintenance of ſcholars at the univer

To EXERCISÉ [ exercere, L.] to harraſs or tire . fity, not depending upon the foundation.

EXERCISE (in Military Affairs ] is the practice of all To Exhi'LERATE ( exbilarare, L.] to cheer

the motions, actions and management of arms, by which a make merry , to delight.

ſoldier is inftru &ted in the different poſtures he is to be in EXHILERATION , a cheering up or making merry , L.

under arms , and the different motions he is to make to op- To Exh o'rt [exhortare, L.) to encourage, to incite or

porean enemy
ftir up ; to adviſe, counſel or perſwade.

EXERCISES [exercitia, L.] the task of a ſcholar at EXHORTA’TION , an encouragement, advice, & c.

'ſchool, or of a young ſtudent at the univerſity. EXHORTATIVE ? (exbortatious, L ] ferying to exhort,

EXERCITATION, an ingenious diſcourſe upon any ExhO'RTATORY S encourage, loc.

* Tubject ; allo a critical comment. EXHUMA'TION , the act of digging up a body interred

ÉXERCITA'TION [with Phyſicians] exerciſe, a vehe. in holy ground, by the authority of the judge.
ment and voluntary motion of the body for the ſake of To Éxi'CCATE (exiccare, L.] to dry up.

health , F. of L. E'XIGENCE, need , occaſion ; that which a thing re
EXERCASI'A [with Rhetoricians] a figure, when one quires or is ſuitable thereto.

thing is often repeated in different terms, as the object of E'XIGENCY / a pinch or ſtrait ; an expedient or occa

thoughts , the entertainment of bis diſcourſe, and the content- E'XIGENT S fion.

- ment of his heart. E'XIGENT , a writ lying where the defendant in a per

EXE'RGASY [exergafix, L. čepresia, Gr .] poliſhing. fonal action cannot be found, nor any thing of his with

EXE'RGUE ? [of ið and épzov, Gr. the work] a term in the county whereby to be attach'd or diſtrain'd . It is

ExE'RGUMS among Medallifts uſed to ſignify the directed to the ſheriff to call the party
five county days fuc

little ſpace around or without thework or figures ofa me- ceffively to appear under pain of outlawry ; if he appear

dal, fór au inſcription , cypher, device , date, Egt, to be not, he is faid to be quinquies exadus, and is outlaked.
placed there, The

!

up, to
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the party

3

out.

Tlie fame writ alſo lies in an indi&tment of felony, where ExO'PTABLE [ exoptabilis, L.) deſirable.

indi&ted cannot be found. Exopta'TION , an earneſt wiſhing, L.

E'XIGENTER an officer of the court of common Exo'ptATED [exoptatus, L.] withed for, earneſtly de

ExIG E'NDARY S Pleas, who makes out exigents and fired.

proclamations in all actions in which proceſs of outlawry E'XORABLE [exorabilis, L.] that may be prevailed up

lies. onby reaſon, prayers or cutreaties.

EXIGUOUSNESS E'XORABLENEss , eaſineſs to be entreated.
} [exiguitas,L.) littleneſs, ſmallneſs.ExigU'ITY ExoʻRBITANCE { [of ex and orbita , L. a path] a thing

ExI'GUUS, a , um [with Botanick Writers ] ſmall or nar- ExoʻRBITANCY S done out of meaſure, ſquare of

tow in compaſs. rule, an irregularity ,an unreaſonableneſs.

Exi'GUOUS [exiguus, L.] little , ſmall, arc.
ExO'RBITANT , irregular, exceſſive, extravagant, im

E'XILE [exilis , L.] fine, thin , ſubtil. moderate, F.

Exi'le [ exul, L.] a perſon ſent into ſome place far di- ExO'RCISM (of isopxiou , Gr.] a laying or caſting out

ftant from his native country, under a penalty not to re- ſpirits ; prayers or conjurations, wherewith io exorcite, i.e.
turn for a term of years, or life, Sc. F. to drive out devils from perfons poflefled , to purify uncleari

Exil e [ exilium , L.] the place, or ſuffering of baniſh- creatures, or preſerve from danger.

ment. Exo'RCIST [of exopxesins, Gr.] one who pretends to lay

To Exil e [exulare, L.) to ſend into baniſhment.
or caſt our evil ſpirits.

EXILIUM (Old I aw ] a waſte or deftru &tion of lands, To Exo'rcise [iSogniśw ,Gr .] to caſt out evil ſpirits.

houſes, woods, Egoc. alſo a prejudice done to an eftare, EXO'RDIUM, a beginning, a preface or preamble, L.

by alcering the condition or tenure of it, either by eject- EXORDIUM (with Rhetoricians] a ſpeech by which the

ing, advancing, & c. orator prepares the minds of the auditors for what is to
follow .

EXILITY [exilitas, L.) ſlenderneſs, ſmallneſs ..

ExI'M LOU's [ eximius, L.) choice, rare , famous.
EXORNA'TION , an adorning, L.

Exi'MIOUSNESS { [eximietas , L.] excellency, nota
Exo'rtive [exortious, L.) pertaining to the riſing of

EXIMI'ETY Sbleneſs, @pc. excellentneſs. the fun , or the eaſt.

EXINANI'TION , an emptying , an evacuation , a bring- ExóssATED [ exoffatus, L.] having the bones pulled

ingto nothing

Exi'sCHIUS [ 'EX/q195,Gr.) a term uſed by Surgeons, Exoss A'TION, a boning or taking out the bones, I.

when the Ifubium or thigh -bone is disjointed. Exo'stosis [içoswois, of iš and stor , Gr. a bone ) the

To Exi's T [ exiftere, L.] to be or have abeing.
bunching or ſwelling of a bone out of its natural place,

EXISTENO [exiftence, F. of exiftentia, L.] that where- occaſioned by the ſettling of a corrupt humour in its proper
by a thing has an actual eſſence, or that whereby a thing ſubſtance, L. of Gr.

is ſaid to be defined by Naturalifts to be that which any Exo’TICALNESS , outlandiſhneſs.

thing is formally and intrinſically, altho' ſeparated from its
Exo'ticus, exotica, exoticum [with Botaniſts] which

cauſes ; ſo that the difference between exiſtence and ef. grows originally foreign.

lence is, that exiſtence is the manner of the thing, and ef ExoʻTICAL [exoticus, L.] brought out of another

fence is the thing itfelf.
EXO'TICK S country.

EXISTIMA'TION, a thinking or judging an opinion, L.
ExoʻTICKS [ exoticæ, L.] foreign plants.

EXIT texikus,L.) a going forth, a departure, the going fotkeuponrhetorick,which anyone had the liberty to
EXOTERICKS [isoteeixa , Gr ] the le & ures of Ari

of an a&or off from the ſtage.

To make bis Exit , to go off the ſtage as an actor ; alſo
alſo hear.

to die . To EXPA'ND [ expandere, L.] to ſtretch out, to operi

Exi'TIABLE [ exitiabilis, L.) hurtful, deſtructive. wide.

ExiTiOʻS E ? [exitioſus, L.) miſchievous, dangerous,
EXPA'NSE [expanſum , L. ] the firmamerit.

ExI'TIOUS deitructive . EXPA'NSED [in Heraldry] ditplay'd or ſet out.

Ex MERO MOTU [i. e , of my own proper motion ]
EXPANSION , a diſplaying, opening or ſpreading a

words of form uſed in a charter, intimating that the
broad .

prince granted it of his own will and motion and not by EXPANSION [in a Metapbyſical Senſe ] the idea we frame

follicitation in our minds of lafting diſtance, whoſe parts exiſt together,

EXODIUM [ ités lor , Gr. ] an interlude or farce at the
EXPANSION [in pbyficks) is the dilating, ſpreading or

end of a tragedy; alfoa ſong fung at the concluſion of a ſtretching out of a body ; whether from any external cauſe,
mcal. as the cauſe of rarefa&tion ; or from an internal cauſe, as

E'XODUS [ ižodos, of iç and ósos , Gr. a way ) a going elaſticity.

or departing out ; the title of the ſecond of the five books Ex PARTE, i.e. partly, or of one part, as a commiſſion

ex parte in Chapcery.

Exo'piaRY [in the Roman Tragedy] a droll or mime, EX PARTE Talis, a writ which lies for a bailiff or re

who appearedon the ſtage when the tragedy was ended, ceiver, who havingauditors aſſign'd to take his account,
and performed the Exodium . cannot obtain a reaſonable allowance.

Ex OFFICIO ( from office or duty, officiouſly) an oath
To ExPATIATE [expatiare, L.] to enlarge upon a fub

whereby one who wasſuppoſed to be an offender, was for- jéct.
ced to confeſs, accuſe or clear himſelf of, any criminal EXPA'TIATING [ expatians, L.] running abroad , launch
matier.

ing out in diſcourſe, ſpreading far and wide.

Exol E'TE [exoletus, L ] faded or withered, as flow To Expe'ct [ expe &tare, L.) to wait for, to hope for,

or fear what may happen.

Exolere , [ exoletus] grown out of uſe, L. ExpE'CTABLE ( expe&tabilis, L.] to be wiſhed or look

To ExO'LVE [ exolvere, L.] to unbind, allo to pay clear ed for.

EXPE'CTANCE 2 an expecting, a looking or longing

Exo'MPHALOS [ ixómpra , of 5 and organ , Gr.] EXPECTATIONS for ; alſo hope or fear of things

a protuberance of the navel; alſo a dropfy or rupture in the to come, L.

navel, L. EXPE'CTANT Fee [in Com . Law ] land given to a man,

EXOMOLOG E'sis [ičombanghais, Gr.] confeflion in an and to the heirs of his body, the remainder to him and

eccleſiaſtical ſenſe . his heirs , in which caſe there is a fee ſimple expe &tant af

ExO'NCHOMA [of out, and orxos a ſwelling, Gr.] ter the fee -tail.

any large prominent tumour. EXPECTATIVE , as Gratic Expectativa, are certain bulls

To ExO'NERATE [exonerare, L. ) to unburthen, to frequently given by popes or kings for future benefices, be

unload ; to eate, to diſcharge. fore theybecome void.

EXONERATIO'N E Se&ta , a writ which lay for the ward TO EXPE'CTORAT E [ expe & orare, L.] to diſcharge or ſpit

or heir of the king's tenant under age , to be disburdened phlegm out of the ſtomach.
of all ſuit, &c. to the county , hundred , leet or court- ExpéctorA'TION ; the raiſing and ſpitting fortli

baron, &c. during the time of his wardſhip phlegm , dr.

EXONEI'ROSIS ( Sovepadors , of lovuedów,Gr.] a ſpecies EXPE'DIENCE, fitneſs, neceffarinefs to be done.

ofa Gonorrhæ4, commonly called Pollutio Nocturna, when the ExpE'DIENT ( expediens, L.] needful, or fit to be

Semen flows involuntarily in ſleep. done.

ExOPHTHALMI'A citopsaanid , Gr .] a protuberance of An Exp EDIENT, a method, way or means.

the eye out of its natural poſition

EXPRESS

of Moſes.

ers, Coc.

off, L.
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war, F. of L.

ment, L.

Exp E'DIENTNESS [ of expediens, L.] fitneſs, conve- ExplI'CITE [ explicitus, L.) unfolded, plain , clear, dif

nientnefs.
tint

EXPEDITA'TION [in Foreſt Law ] the cutting out the Expli'citness [of explicitus, L.] expreſueſs, plain

ball of a dog's fore-feet, for the preſervation of the game. neſs..

E'XPEDITE [ expeditus, L.] ready, being in readineſs; Expli'cia 7 [Old Records) the rents or mean profits of
EXPLE'ΤΙΑ

quick, nimble. an eftate, in cuſtody or truft.

TO EXPEDITE [ expeditum , L.] to diſpatch or rid , to ExPLE'IAS

do a thing quickly. EXPLICA'TOR , an expounder, L.

EXPEDI'Tion , diſpatch or quickneſs in diſpatch of To Explode (of explodere, L.) to drive out with

buſineſs ; alſo a ſetting forth upon a journey, voyage or noiſe, as with clapping of the hands, ac, to hiſs out, to
diſlike abſolutely

EXPEDI'TIONARY [in the pope's court ] an officer who EXPLOI'T [ exploit, F.j a great action or performance .

takes care of diſpatches.
EXPLORATED [exploratus, L.) thoroughly viewed .

EXPEDITIOUS [ expeditus, L.] quick, nimble, making To Exploi't [exploiter, F.] to do ſome great action . :

diſpatch. EXPLORA'TION, a ſpying, a diligent ſearching out.

EXPEDI'TIOUSNESS [of expeditio, L.] quickneſs of EXPLORA'TOR , a ſcout or (py, L.

diſpatch . EXPLO'RATORY [exploratorius, L.] pertaining to ſearch

To Expe'l [ expellere, L.) to drive out or chace forth , io ing or eſpying.

thruſt or turn out . EXPLORATO'RIUM , a ſurgeon's inſtrument called a

EXPE'NCE [expenſa , L.] coft, charges.
Probe.

TO EXPE'ND [expendere, L.) to ſpend or lay out mo- ExPLO'SION , an exploding, caſting off, the aftion of

ney . a thing that drives another out of its place, that before it

EXPE'NDITOR , a ſteward or officer, who looks after poflets d .

the repairs of the banks of Romney-marſ .
EXPLOSION (with NaturaliAs an action of the animal

EXPENSIS militum levandis, a writ directed to the ſpirits, whereby the nerves are ſuddenly drawn together,

Sheriff for levying the allowance for knights in parlia- whenſome particlesof a different kind are mixed with the
fpirits, by which they are violently expanded or ſpread

Expe NSIS militum non levandis, a writ forbidding the forth, or driven into confuſion , like the parts of fired gun

Sheriff from levying any allowance for knight of the hire, powder; alſo a violentexpanſion of the parts of air, gun
upon thoſe whohold inancient demeſne, L. powder, or any Auid that occaſions a crackling ſound

ExpE'NSIVE, cauſing expence , chargeable, coſtly. EXPLOSION (with Cbymifs) that violent heat and bub

ExpE'NSIVENESS (of expendere, L.] coftlineſs, free- bling up,, ariſing from the mixture of ſome contrary liquors,
neſs in ſpending as that when ſpirit of nitre and that of wine, oil of vitriol

EXPERIENCE [ experience, F. experientia , L.) long and oil of turpentine, doc. are mingled together.

proof or trial upon ſight or obſervation ; knowledge or skill To ExpO'NE [ exponere, L.] to ſet forth , to lay open , to

gotten by uſe or practice, without a teacher. expound.

To Expe'RIENCE [experire, L.) to try or know by ex E'XPO'NENT [ Algebra ) is a number, which being pla

perience. ced over any power, Thews how many multiplications are

EXPE'RIENCED [ expertus, L.) eſſay'd , try'd , vers’d neceſſary to produce that power ; thus X 3 , the figure is
in , well skill'd . its exponent, and ſhews it is produced by three continued

EXPERIMENT [experimentum , L.) eſlay, trial, proof; multiplications of x from unity.

a trial of the effe &t or reſult of certain applications and EXPONENT of the Ratio [ Algebra ] or of the proportion

motions of natural bodies, in order to diſcover ſomething between two numbers or quantities, is the quotient ariſing

of the laws and natures thereof, Sc.
when the antecedent is divided by the confequent.

To Expe'RIMENT [experimenter, F.] to make an ex- EXPONE'NTIAL [of exponens, L.) expounding, laying

periment, to try.

EXPERIME'NTAL, grounded upon experience. EXPONENTIAL Curves [with Mathematicians] are ſuch

EXPERIMENTUM Crucis [a metaphor taken from the curves as partake both of the nature of Algebraickand tranf

ſetting of croſſes where divers ways meet, to direct travel- cendent ones. They partake of the Algebraick, becauſe
lersin their right courſe] ſich an experiment as leads men they conſiſt of a finite number of terms, tho' thoſe terms
to the true knowledge of the thing they inquire after.

themafelves are in themſelves indeterminate, and they are in

EXPE'RT [expertus, L.) that has much experience , ſome ſort tranſcendental, becauſe they cannot be constructed

Expe'RTNESS [of expertus, L.] readineſs, skilful. Algebraically.
neſs, Soc. EXPONENTIAL Equations (with Matbemat.) are the ſame

ExpE'TIBLE [ expetibilis, L.) dcſireable , worth ſeeking that are called Geometrick Irrationals, by Sir Iſaac Newton ,
after. and ſometimes are called Tranſcendentals.

EXPE'TIBLEN ÉSS [of expetibilis, L.) deſireableneſs. EXPONENTIAL Quantities in Mathem .) are fuch
quan

To E'XPIATE [expiatum , L.] to atone or make fatiſ- tities whoſe exponents are indeterminate, variable or How

fa &tion for. ing, and are of ſeveraldegrees and orders ; as when the

EXPIA'TION , a ſatisfaction or atonement, F. of L. Exponent isa fimple indeterminare quantity, it is called an

Expia’TORIN ESS (of expiatorius, L.) expiating qua- Exponential of the firſt or loweſt degree. When the Expo
nent itſelf is an Eſſential of the firſt degree, then the quan

ExplA'TORY [expiatorius, L.] that makes an atone- tity is an Exponential of the ſecond degree.

ment. To ExpO'RT [ exportare, L.] to bear, carry or convey

EXPIRA'TION , an expiring or breathing out ; alſo the out ; to ſend abroad over fea.

end of an appointedtime; alto the giving up the ghoſt. EXPORTATION , a ſending abroad .

EXPIRATION [in a Medicinal Senjej is an alternate ExpO'RTER [exportator, L.) a merchant, doc., that ſends

contra&tion of the cheſt, whereby the air, together with goods into other countries.

fuliginous vapours , are expellid or driven out by the wind- To Expo's E [expofitum , fup. of exponere, L.] to ſet

pipe, or lay abroad in publick view ; to venture or hazard ; to
' To Expi'r e [ expirare, L.] to breathe one's laſt, to give render ridiculous, by laying open one's failings to others.

up the ghoſt, to die ; alſo to be out or come to an end, as EXPOSITION , an expounding , an interpretation.
time does. EXPOSITION [in Rbetorick] a figure, whereby the ſame
TO EXPLA'IN [explanare, L.) to make plain or clear. thing is explained , and different phraſes or expreſſions, in

EXPLANA'TION , an explaining or making plain. order to Thew more clearly.

EXPLA'NATORIN ESS , explicative quality , ExpO'SITOR , an expounder, interpreter, ds. L.

EXPLA'NATORY , ſerving to explain or give light to . Ex POST [ Law ] a term uſed of a thing done after the

Expl E'TIVE [expletivus, L.] that which fills up a time.

place. TO EXPO'STULATE [ expoftulare, L.) to argue the caſe

ExPLE'TIVENESS [of expletivus, L.) expletive or by way of complaint about an injury received.

filling up quality. EXPOSTULATION, an arguing the matter, or a quar

EXPLICABLE [explicabilis, L.) thatmay be explained. relling for an injury done , L.

E'XPLICABLENESS (of explicabilis, L.]' capableneſs of EXPOSTULA'Tor, one who reaſons by, way of com

being explained. plaint of wrong done, L.

To E'XPLICATE ( explicare, L.) to unfold or explain. EXPOSTULATORY [ expoftulatorius, L.] ferying to ex

EXPLICA’TION , an unfolding or explaining; an expoſi- poftulation , or by way of complaint.
tion or interpretation. EXPO

open to view,

lityexpia’TOR

1
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ing, L.

Expo'sUR Ė 3 [in Gardening) the aſpect or ſituation of EXTE'MPORAL 2 [ extemporalis, and extemporarises,

EXPOSI'TIONS a garden wall, building, or the like, EXTE'MPORARY S L.] done or ſpoke in the very

with reſpect to the fun, winds, @goo. inſtant of time, without ſtudying or thinking before-liand.
TO EXPOU'ND [exponere, L ] to explain or unfold . EXTEMPORANEOUS (extemporaneus, L.) extemporal,

- To EXPRE'ss [expreſſuni, ſup. of exprimere, L.] to de- ſudden.

clare by word or writing ; to pronounce or utter ; alto to Exte’MPORINESS, the being extempory or ſudden ,

pourtray or repreſent, without premeditation.

Expre'ss įexpreffus, L.] plain , clear, manifeft. ExTE'MPOR E [ex tempore, L. out of time] all on a

An Express , a meilenger tent on purpoſe about a par- ſudden, immediately without premeditation.

ticular errand ; a courier who carries Tercers of advice a- To EXTE'ND (extendere, L.) to ſtretch out, to make

bout news, bigc. alſo the tidings thus brought. longer, to reach or go far.
Expressed expreffus, L., repreſented or pourtrayed ; TO EXTE'ND [ in a Legal Senſe ) is the valuing of

alſo preſſed out ; allo uttered in words. lands and tenements of one bound by ſtatute, Coc. and

EXPRE'ssion, the manner of delivering or conveying hath forfeited his bond, to ſuch an indifferent rate, thar
one's idea to another, L. by the yearly rent, the obligator may in time be fully

EXPRESSION , a thing uttered or ſpoken, L. paid his debt.

EXPRESSION, a way or manner of pronouncing or ut- TO EXTE'ND [ a Horſe] ſignifies to make him go large.

tering ; alſo the thing exprefled or uttered ; a phraſe or EXTE'NDED [of extendere, L.) ſtretched out.

word . EXTENSIBLE, that may be extended .
EXPRESSION [in Phyfick, &c .] a preſſing or ſqueezing ExT E'NSIBLENESS [of extenfibilis, L. ] capableneſs

out the juices or oils of plants , either by the hand or ofbeing extended or carried on to the utmoſt height.

a preſs, ſ . Exte'ndi facias, a writ comnionly called a writ of,

EXPRESSION [in Painting ] the natural and lively re- extent ; a writ whereby the value of land, Signc. is commande,

preſentation of the ſubject or of the feveral objects intend- ed to be made and levied in divers caſes , L.

ed to be thewn. EXTE'NSION, an extending, reaching out in length , or

EXPRESSED Oils (with Chymifts) thoſe that are prepared far and wide, F. 'of L.

only by ſqueezing out the juice of fruits or leeds. EXTENSION [in Phyficks] that by which a thing is con

ÉxPkE'SSIVE, proper to expreſs. ftituted long, broad or deep, Ege.

EXPROBRA'TION , a reproach, a twitting or upbraid, EXTE'NSIVENESS, largeneſs , ſtretching out wide.

EXTE'NSOR [i. e. a ſtretcher our ] a name common to

ExpU'GNABLE [expugnabilis, L ] that may be over- divers mufcles, which ſerve to extend or ſtretch out the

come, or won by aſſault . parts ; and particularly the hands and feet, L.

EXPUGNA'TION , a conquering by force, a taking a EXTENSOR carpi ulnaris Anatomy] a muſcle coming

town by ſtorm , L. from the internal protuberance of the bumerus, and pal

ExpU'LSION , a thruſting or driving out, F of L. ſing tendinous under the ligamentum annulare, is inſerted

EXPULSION [in Medicine the act of driving a thing into the upper part of the bone metacarpium ; this and the .

out by violence from the place it was in . ulnaris flexor moving together draw the hand ſide -wife

EXPU'LSIVE (expulfuus, L.) having a power to expel toward the ulna, L.

or drive out. EXTENSOR carpi radialis ( Anatomy] a muſcle of the

EXPULSIVE Faculty [iu Phyfick] that by which the ex- wriſt, or rather 2 diſtinct muſcles, which lie along the ex

crements are forced out and voided ; being performed by ternal
part of the radius, and are inſerted into the bone of

the animal ſpirits, which cauſe that motion of the guts
cal the metacarpus, they extend the wriſt, L.

led Periſtaltick. EXTENSOR digitorum manus communis [ Anat.] a mur

TO EXPU'NGE [ expungere, L.] to blot, croſs or wipe cle of the fingers, which ariſes from the external protube
out ; to aboliſh or deface. rance of the humerus, and is divided into 3 portions that

EXPURGATION, a purging out , or making clean , L. are let into the upper parts of the firſt, ſecond and third

EXPURGATION [in Alironomy] is a term uted by fome bones of the fore , middle and third fingers, L.

authors for the ſtate and action of the ſun, wherein , hav- Ex : ENSOR indicis [ Anat.] a muſcle which ariſes from

ing been eclipted and hidden by the interpofition of the the middle of the external part of the ulna, and joins

moon, it begins to appear again ; others call it emerfion . with the tendon of the extenſor communis, and is inſerted

ExpU'RGATORY [expurgatorius, L.] of a cleanſing with it to the upper part of the third bone of the fore .

quality, that has the virtue to purge, cleanſe or ſcour, L. finger ; this muſcle ſtretches out the fore - finger, L.

ExpU'RGATORY Index, a book ſet forth and publiſhed EXTENSOR primi internodii ofis pollicis Anat.) ariſes

by the Pope, containing a catalogue of thoſe authors and from the upper and external part ofthe ulna, and paſſing

writings, thathe thinks fit to cenſure and forbid to be read obliquely over the tendon of the radius externus, is inſerted
by Roman Catholicks. near the ſecond joint of the thumb, L.

E'XQUISITE [exquifitus, L. much fought after] choice, EXTENSOR fecundi internodii ofis pollicis [ Anat ) a mur.

curious, artificial, exact ; fine, rare. cle ariſing from the upper and external part of the radius,

E'XQUISITENESS, fitneſs, excellentneſs, curiouſneſs, and is inierted into the upper part of the ſecond bone of
exactncts, artificialnels. the thumb, L.

Exquisiti'TIOUS [exquiſititius,L.] not natural, but pro- EXTENSOR tertii internodii, &c. [ Anat.] a muſcle of

cuied by art . the thumb ariſing from the ulna, a little below the firſt

Exs A'NGUINOUS (of exanguis, L.) void or empty of extenfor, and is let into the upper part of the third bone
blood. of the thumb, L.

ExA'NGUINOUSNESS (of ex and fanguineus, L. ] the EXTENSOR minimi digiti Anat.] a muſcle ariſing from

quality of being without blood. the external protuberance of thehumerus, and from the

E'XSCRIPT [exfcriptum , L.] a copy , an extract or upper part of the ulna, and paſſing under another li

draught. gament, is inſerted into the third bone of the little

EXSIBILA'TION , a hiſfing out or off the ſtage, L. finger, L.

Exs1CCA'TION , a drying up , L. ĚXTENSOR Pollicis [ Anatomy] a muſcle ariſing near
EXSUDA'TION , a ſweatingout, L. of the Perone forwards, and paſſing under

Exsu'ccous [ exfuccus, L.) dry, without moiſture. the annular ligament, is inſerted into the third bone of the

E'XTA , the bowels or entrails of an animal body. little finger, L.

E'XTANT [ extans , L.) ſtanding out, now in being. ESTENSOR pollicis pedis brevis [ .Anat.) a muſcle of the

Ex'T ASY ? [ extaſis, L. of öxsaois, Gr.] a rapture or great toe, ariſing from the fore part of the os calcis, and

Exracy S removal of the mind out of its natural ſtate is let into the upper part of the ſecond bone of the great

and firuation ; a depravation or defect of the judgment toe , and ſtretches or pulls it upwards, L.

and imagination , common to melancholy and diſtracted EXTENSOR pollicis pedis longus [ Anat.] a muſcle derived

perſons, or a tranſport whereby a perſon is hurried out of from the fore part of the upper epiphyſis of the tibia , and

himſelf, and his fenfes ſuſpended ; a trance, a ſwoon . growing tendinous about themiddle of it, runs in 4 tendons

EXTATICAL ? [exsaTixos, Gr.) of or pertaining to an under the annular ligament, to the third bone of every

EXTA'TICK S extacy . toe , except the pollex , L.

ExtA'TICALNESS ( of 'ix seloxos, Gr.] extatical quality ; EXTE'NSIBLE, that may be ſtretched out large and

orthe being in extaſy . wide.

EXTEMPOR A'LITY [extemporalitas, L.] a promptneſs EXTENT [extentus, L.) extended.

or readineſs to ſpeak without premeditation or ſtudy.
Ееее Tbo
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' The EXTENT of a thing [ extentum , L.] the extenſion , E'XTISPICE [ extiſpicium , L.) divination by conſulting
or reach of a thing in length , breadth , depth , compaſs, or viewing the entrails of bearts offered in facrifice.

Грасе, с. E'XTISPICES (of exta entrails, and inſpicere, L. to in

EXTENT [in Law ) the eſtimate or valuation of lands, fpe &t the ſame as aruſpices, which fee.

tenements, c. by the ſheriff, by virtue of a writ called EXTOGA'RE (Old Records] to grub up wood -land, and

the Extent.
reduce it to arable or meadow.

EXTENT of an Idea [among Logicians] is the ſubject To Exto'l [extollere, L ] to praiſe greatly, to raiſe or

to which that idea agrees ; which is alſo called the in- advance by commendation ; to cry up.

feriors of a general term , which with reſpect to them is TO EXTO'RT [ex tortum , fup. of extorquere, L ) to wreit,

called fuperior,as the idea of a triangle in general extends wring or get out of one by force, threat or authority .
to all the divers kinds of triangles. ExtO'RSION ? an unlawful and violent wringing out

To EXTENUATE [extenuare, L.] to lefſen , to miti- EXTORTIONS of money or money's worth from any

gate, to take off from the heinouſneſs of a crime or fault. perſon , an exa &ting more than is due ; the taking moie

EXTENUATION , a leflening ; alſo an undervaluing, L. for the intereſt ofmoney than the law allows.

EXTENUATION [in Rhetorick] a figure whereby things EXTO'RTIONER [extertor, L.) a practifer of extortion ,

are extenuated and made leſs than they really are. It is a griping uſurer.

the oppolite to an hyperbola. TO EXTRACT [ extraétum , fup. of extrahere, L.) to

EXTENUATION ( with phyficians] a leanneſs of the draw or pull out ; alſo to copy out.

body. TO EXTRACT [with Chymifts) to ſeparate the purer

EXTE'RIOR , more outward, L. parts from the grofer .

EXTE'RMINATED [exterminatus, L.] driven or caft EXTRACT (extra&tum , L.] a draught or copy of a wri

put of the bounds ; utterly deſtroyed, rooted out or ting ; alſo fome matter , doctrine, pallage, &c. taken from

cut off, a book or regiſter ; alſo birth , pedigree.

EXTERMINATION , the art of extirpating or deſtroy- EXTRACT ( with Chymifts] is that pure , unmix'd , ef

ing a people, race or family , &C. L. ficacious ſubstance, which ' by the help of fome liquor is

To EXTE'REBRATE [exterebratum , L. ] to picrce or ſeparated from the grofier and more unactive earthy parts

make a hole through. of plants , de,

EXTE'RGENT [extergens, L.) wiping away, cleanſing. EXTRA'CTA Curiæ [ Old Rec.] the iſſues or profits of

ESTE'RIOR [exterieur, F.] more ontward , L. holding a court, which ariſe from the cuſtomary fines,

EXTERIOR Polygon ( in Fortification the out- lines of fees and dues, L.

the works, drawn from one ourmoſt angle to another ; EXTRACTION, an extracting or drawing out ; alſo the

or the diſtance of one outward baſtion to the point of being deſcended of ſuch and ſuch a family.
another, reckoned quite round the work . EXTRACTION (with Chymifts the drawing forth of an
EXTERIOR Talus ( in Fortification ) is the ſlope allow'd ellence or tincture from a mix'd body by means of ſome

the work on the outſide from the place, and towards the proper liquor, as (pirit of wine , &c .

campaign and field . EXTRACTION [in Genealogy) is the line, ftem , branch

EXTE'RNAL (externus , L.) outward . or family that one is deſcended from .

EXTERNAL Angles [ in Geometry are the angles of EXTRACTION of the Roots [ Matbem ] the method of

any right-lin'd figure, without it , when all the tides are finding out the true root of any number or quantity given .

feverally produced , and they are, all taken together, EXTRACTION of the Roots ' [in Arithmeticki the unra

equal to 4 right angles. velling of a number (which being multiplied once or

EXTERNAL Digeftives (withi Surgeons) are ſuch as ripen more times by itſelf is called a power) in order to find out

a ſwelling, and breed good and laudable matter in a
its ſide or root.

wound, and prepare it for mundification. EXTRACTION of the ſquare or quadrate Root [in Arith

Exte'R NALNESS ( of externus, L.) the being with- metick ] is when having a number given another is found

out, or the property of being outward . out, which being multiply'd by itſelf produces the number

EXTERNUS suris [ Anat.) a muſcle of the car, ariſing given .

from the upper and outward edge of the auditory paſſage, EXTRA'CTION of the Cube Root [in Arithmetick ] is that

and is inſerted to the long proceſs of the membrane called by which out of anumber given , another number is found

malleus, L. out, which being firſt multiplied by itſelf and then by the

EXTERRA'NEOUS [ exterraneus, L.] foreign , or of product, becomes equal to the number given.
another country. EXTRACTION of the biquadrate Root [in i'rithmetick] is

EXTE'RSORY [ exterſorius, L ) rubbing, cleanſing. the untwiſting or opening of a given number to find ano .

EXTE'RSION , a wiping or rubbing out, L. ther number, which being multiplied by itſelf, and the

EXTIMULA'TION , a pricking forward , a ftirring up or product alſo being multiplied by itſelf, may produce the

egging on , L. number firſt given.

EXTINCT [ extin &tus, L.] quenched , put out, cealing Extra'CTOR [with Surgeons) an inſtrument to lay hold

to be dead ; the art of putting out, or deſtroying fire or of the ſtone in the operation of cutting forthe ſtone.

light. Extra'CTORY [ extra &torius, L.] that hath the nature
ExTI'NCTION (with Chymifts) is the quenching of red or power to draw out.

hot minerals in fome liquor, to abate their ſharpnets, or to EXTRAGEN E'ITY [of extrageneus, L.) the being of a

impart their virtue to that liquor, F. of L. foreign kind .

EXTI'NCTNESS (of extinétus, L.] the being extinguiſh- EXTRACTUM Panchymagogum (in Medicine] a collec

ed or exsinet . tion of the pureft fubſtances of ſeveral purgative and cor

TO EXTINGUISH [ extinguere, L ) to quench , ſmother dial medicines, to purge out all humours, L.

or put out anything that burns ; alſo to appeaſe or ftint, EXTRAG E'NEOUS (of extra without or beyond and

to deſtroy or abolih. genus, L. kind ) alien or of a foreign kind .

• Extı'NGUISHMENT, a quenching, a putting out ; an EXTRAJUDICIAL [of extra and judicialis, L.) done

extinguiſhing out of the ordinary courſe of law, as when judgment is

EXTINGUISHMENT [in Law ] is an effect of conſolida- given in a court, in which the cauſe is not depending, or

tion ; as when a man has a yearly rent out ofany lands, where the judge has no jurifdi & tion .
and afterwards purchaſes the ſame lands, both the property EXTRAMU'NDANE Space (of extra and mundanus, L.

and rent are conſolidated, and united in one poffeffor, and i. e. without the world] a rerm in Philosophy for the infinite,

the rent is therefore ſaid to be extinguiſhed . empty, void ſpace, which ( by Tome) is ſuppoſed to reach

To ExtI'R PATE [extirpare, L.] to pluck up by the beyond the bounds of the univerſe, and in which there is

roots, to root out or deſtroy. really nothing at all .

EXTIRPA'TION, an extirpating, plucking up by the EXTRA'NEOUS [extraneus,L.] that is of another coun
roots or urter deftroying , L. try , foreign, ſtrange.

EXTIRPATION [with Surgeons) a cutting off a part of EXTRANEOUS (in Surgery] is a term uſed to expreſs

the body by reaſon of a cancer, mortification. the ſame as excreſcence ; i.e. that is not natural to the

EXTIRPATIO'NE , a writ that lies againlt one,who af- fubſtance it grows out of, or that does not properly be
• ter a verdiêt found againſt him for lands, Soc. fpitefully long to the part to which it adheres.
overthrows any houſe upon it. EXTRAORDINARY (of extraordinarius, L. ) that is be

EXTIRPA'TOR, one who extirpates, roots out or de- yond or contrary to the common order and fashion, unu

ftroys, L. Tual, uncommon .

2 EXTRA
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cers,

creatures .

EXTRAORDINARINESS [of extraordinarius, L.) extra- Exu'ccOUS [exuccus, L.) without moiſture or juice.

ordinary quality. EXUDA'TION , a ſweating out, L.

EXTRAPARO'CHIAL [of extra out of, and parocbia, L- EXU'LCERATED [exulceratus, L.] grown to an ulcer.

the pariſh ] out of the bounds of a pariſh ; alſo freed EXULCERA'TION (with Surgeons] a ſolution of con

from parith -duties. tinuity, which proceeds from ſome gnawing matter , and

EXTRAPAROCHIAL Lands, ſuch lands as having been in thoſe parts of the body that are iofr, is attended withi

newly left by the ſea, have not been taken into any a loſs of their quantity, L.

pariſh .
ExU'LCERATOR Y ' exulceratorius, L.) that cauſeth ul

EXTRAPARO'CHIALNESS [of extra and parocbia , L.]

the being out of the pariſh. To Exu'lt [ exultare, L.] to leap and skip for joy ; to

EXTRA Tempora in the Roman Catholick chancery ] a rejoice exceedingly .

licence or leavefrom the pope to take holy orders at any EXULTATION } a rejoicing or triumphing , L;
time beſides the canonical leafons, L.

EXTRAVAGANCE [of extravagare, L.) laviſhneſs, EXUMBILICA'TION , a ſtarting out of the navel, L.

EXTRAVAGANCY S prodigality , impertinence, folly. To EXU'NDATE [exundare, L.) to flow out of.

EXTRA'VAGANT [extravagans, L.] exceflive, expen- EXUNDATION, a flowing out of, an inundation , L.

five, prodigal ; abſurd, fooliſh, idle. TO EXU'NGULÁTe [exungulatum , L.) to pull off the

EXTRA'VAGANTNESS [of extravagans, L. extrava- hoofs ; alſo to cut off the wide part from roſe-leaves.

gance, F.] extravagancy .
EXU'PERABLE [ exuperabilis, L.) thatmay be got over,

EXTRAVAGA'NTES, a part of the canon law contain- exceeded or furpaſſed .
ing divers conſtitutions of the popes not contained in the ExU'PERABLENESS (of exuperabilis, L.) liableneſs, or

body of the canon law ; alſo certain conſtitutions and or- poſſibility of being overcome.

dinances of princes not contained in the body of the ci- EXU'PERANT [exuperans, L.) exceeding.

vil law . EXU'PERANCE ? [ exuperantia, L.) excelling, pre
TO EXTRAVAGATE ( extra -vagare, L. extravaguer , F.] EXUPERATIONS eminence.

to ramble up and down ; alſo to talk idly or imperti- To Exu'sCITATE [ exſuſcitare, L.) to awake or raiſe

nently . one up from ſleep.

'To EXTRAVA'SATE [of extravafer, F. of extra and ESUSCITA’TION , a raiſing up from fleep, L.

vas, L. a veſſel] to get out of its proper veſſels, as the EXU'STION , a burning, i.

blood and humours fomerimes do . Exu'vix , cloaths left cff ; the fough or old caſt skin

ExTRAVA'SATED (of extra and vafa, L. extravaſé, F.] of a ſnake; alſo the skin or hide of a beaft ; allo ſpoils

got out of the proper veſſels. taken in war, 1. Hence

EXTRAVASA'TION (with Anatomifs, &c.] a getting Exu'vie (with Natural Philoſophers) ſignify thoſe ſhells

out of its proper veſſels, as the blood and humours , when and other foſſils that are frequently found in the bowels of

byſome accident they flow beſides the veins and arteries , L. the earth, fuppofed to have been left there at the univer

ExTR E'Me [extremus, L.) laſt or utmoſt, exceeding, fal deluge ; becauſe they are the real ſpoils of once living

very great.

An ExtR E'ME [extremum , L.] the utmoſt bound of a Eve [Eag, Sax.] the wonderful inſtrument or organ of

thing , that which finiſhes or terminates it ; an exceſs. fight, accounted the ſeat of contempt and of the paſſions

EXTREME Unction [ in the Romiß church ) one of the of the ſoul.

ſeven ſacraments ; a ſolemn anointing of a ſick perſon at Eye (with Arcbitects] the middie of the ſcroll of the

the point of death. Ionic capital, cut in the form of a little roſe ; alſo any

EXTREME and mean Froportion (with Geometricians] is sound window made in a pediment, an Attic, the reins

when a line is ſo divided , that the whole line is to the of a vault, & goo.

greater ſegment as that fegment is to the other. EYE [in Botany) that part of a plant where the bud
EXTREMES (in Logickſ are the two extreme terms of puts forth; alſo the bud'itteif.

the concluſion of a propoſition, viz, the Predicare and the Eye (with Phyſicians] a hole or aperture.
Subje &t.

EYE [with Printers] is ſometimes uſed for the thick

EXTREMELY [extremement, F.) very greatly, Eysc. neſs of the types or characters uſed in Printing ; or more

ExTR E'MENESS [ extremitas, L.) extremity; alſo great- ftri&tly the graving in relievo on the top or face of the
neſs, Sec. lerrer.

EXTRE'MITY [extremitas, L. extremité , F. ] the edge, Eye of a Bean (with Horſemen ] a black ſpeck or mark

hem , skirt, edge, brink or border of a thing ; alſo receili- in the cavity of the corner-teeth of a horſe, when he is

ty , great diſtreſs , miſery ; alſo the utmoſt rigour ; alſo about the
age

of 5 and a half , and remains till 7 or 8.

the worft or loweſt condition . An Ey e wide open ( Hieroglyphically) repreſented wiſdom

TO E'XTRICATE [extricare, L.] to diſentangle or dif- and juſtice.
engage ; to deliver or rid out of. EYE (withJewellers] the luſtre and brilliant of pearls

EXTRICA'TION, a diſentanglement, L. and precious ſtones more uſually call’d the water.

EXTRI'NSICK 3 [extrinfecus L.) that is on the outſide, Bull's Eye [ in Aftronomy] 'a ſtar of the firſt magni

EXTRI'NSICALS outward , or from withour. tude in the conſtellation Taurus,

EXTRINSECALNESS [of extrinfecus, L.] the being on Cat's Eye, a precious ſtone, call d alſo Oculus solis or
the outſide. the ſun's eye.

To Extru'ct [ extructum , L.] to build or fer uf: Hare's Eye (with Phyſicians] a diſeaſe ariſing from the

EXTRU'ctor, a 'raiſer, builder, Soc. L. contra &tion of the upper eye- lid , which hinders it from

EXTRU'CTION , a building or raiſing up, L. covering its part of the eye.

Extu'BERANCE [extuberantia, L.] a fwelling or bun- Goat'sEve (with Caulifts] a white ſpeck onthecorrea:

ching out. Bullock's Eye [ Archite & .] a little sky-light in the co

TO EXTRU'DE [extrudere, L.) to thruſt or drive out . vering or roof, intended to illuminate a granary or the like.

ExtU'BERATED [extuberalus, L.] ſwelling into knobs To Ex e bite, [ of Eag and bihtan, Sax .] to bewitch by

or knots. a certain evil influence of the eye.

ExTU'BEROUS [of ex and tuber, L. a ſwelling] ſwelling EYE BRIGHT , an herb.

or bunching out. Ev E-PROW (eagan -brezh, Sax.) the upper part of the

ExtU'BEROUSNESS ( of extuberatus, L.] the ſwelling eye- lid .

or bunching out in the body. Ey E- BROW [ Archite&t.] the ſame as lift or fillet.

EXTUBERA'TION [in Surgery) a ſwelling or riſing Eye of the Volute Archite&t.] the centre of the volute,

up in the flesh ; alſo the ſtarting out of a bone, L. or that point where the Helix or ſpiral, of which it is form

E'XTUM Æ [Old Records) the reliques of ſaints ed , commences ; or elſe it is the little circle in the middle

ESTUME'SCENCE (of extumefcere, L. to ſwell or riſe of the volutes, wherein are found the 13 centres for de

up] a ſwelling or riſing up in the body. ſcribing the circumvolutions thereof.

ExU'B ERANCE ? exuberantia, L.) an over-Anwing, EY E of an Anchor, a hole wherein the ring is put into

EXU'S ERANCY S over-abounding ; a ſuperabundance, the fhank.

great plenty. Eye of the Strap [with Sailors] the compaſs or ring

Exu'BERANTNESS [exuberantia, L.] an over- abound- which isleft of the Itrap -rope, to which any block or pul

ing , fuperabundance, great plenty. ley is faſtened.

ExU'B ERANT ( exuberans, Loverflowing, Tuper

abounding EX ESS
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Face [ in Archite &ture the ſame as facade; allo ofËY Ess (with Falconers] a young hawk newly taken out

of the neſt, and not yet able to prey for her ſelf. facia or faſcia, L.] a flat member, having but a ſmall'
EYRAR [ Old Rec .] an eyrie, neft or brood of young breadth , and a conſiderable projecture, ſuch are the bands

birds .
of architraves, larmiers , Cc.

Face of a Baſtion ( in Fortification ] is the ſtreight lineEYRE ? (of erre, F. a journey) the court of juſtices iti

EIRE S nerant or going their circuit. comprehended between the angle of the ſhoulder and the
EYRE of the Forefts, the court that was wont to be held Aanked angle, which is compos'd of the meeting of the

two faces, and is the moſt advanced part of a baltion tothere every 3 years, by the juſtices of the foreſt, journey

ing up and down for that purpoſe.
ward the campaign.

FACE of a place in Fortification ) is the front, that isEY'RIE, a brood or neit; a place where hawks build

comprehended between theflanked angles of two neighand hatch their
young.

EZE'KIEL's Reed , a meaſure of 6 cubits or 16 foot 11 bouring baſtions compofed of a curtain, 2 Aanks and 2 faces.

inches ; others ſay, i Engliſh foot 11 inches one third of an The ſame that is called the Tenaille of a place.

FACE prolongued (in Fortification is that part of theinch.

line of defence razant, which is betwixt the angle of the

ſhoulder and the curtain ; or the line of defence razant, di

F
miniſhed by the length of a face.

FACE of a Gun , is the ſuperficies of the metal, at the

extremity of the muzzle.

FACE in Aftrology ] the 3d part of a fign, each ſide

letters of their refpe &tive alphabets. The Greeks being ſuppoſed to be divided into 4 faces; each confift

and Hebrews have no letter that anſwers exa&tly to letter F ; ing of10 degrees.

but thoſe that come the neareſt to it , are the$ , q, phi, Gr.
TO FACE ( in Military Affairs) is to turn the face and

and 2 , phe, Hebrew . whole body according to the word of command.

Face of a Stone , is the ſurface or plane of a ſtone,F, f, ftill keeps its force, and when it is the laſt letter of

a word is always doubled , as ſtaff, ftiff, mutl, &c. which is to lie in the front of the work.

F [ in Old Latin numbers] ſignified 40.
FACET ( with Jewellers, &c . ] a little fide of a body

F with a daſh at top , ſignified 40000 . of a diamond , & c. cut into agreat number of angles.
FACELESS [ of face, F. facies, L. and leſs] without a

F [ in Mufick Books) is an abbreviation of the word forte,
face,

Ital .

FACE'Tious [ facetus, L. ] witty, merry , pleaſant,
F [in Phyſical Freſcriptions] ſtands for fiat, i . e. let it be

jovial , comical .
done.

FACE'TIOUSNESS [of facetieux, F. facetus or facetiæ,
F [ in Muſick] is one of the ſigned clefs or keys placed

L.] merry diſcourſe or pleaſantneſs and wittinets in words.at the beginning of one of the lines of a piece of muſick .
FACEA's [in Architecture] corruptly pronounced by

Fa , one of the notes in muſick .
workmen for fafcia's, the broad liits or fillers commonlyF.S. A. in Phyſical Preſcriptions] ſtands for fiat fecun
made in architraves , and in the corners of pedeſtals.

dum artem , ' ,, i.e. let it be done according to art. FA'cie [in Botanick Writers] with the appearance or re
FABA'CEOUS ( fabaceus, L.] of or belonging to a bean .

FABA'RIA (with Botaniſts] orpine or live long, L.
ſemblance, L.

Fa'cies [ in Botanick Writers] a face, L:
To Fa'ble [dire des fables, ' F. fabulare, L ] to tell

FACIES Hippocratica [ i , e . Hippocrates's face) is when the
ſtories or fables .

Fable [ fabula, L.) a tale , or feigned narration, de
noſtrils are ſharp, the eyes hollow, the temples low, the

tips of the ears contracted, the fore-head dry and wrin
ſigned either to inſtruct or divert.

FA'BLE [of an Epick Poem] is the principal part or ſoul
kled, and the complexion pale or livid , L.,

FACI'Le ( facilis, L.) ealy to be done ; alſo eafy of

-of it . · The firſt thing a good poet ought to think on in belief or addreſs.

forming a fable, is the instruction he would give by the
To FACI'LITATE [ faciliter, Fr. ] to make or render

moral . This moral is to be afterwards reduced into a ion :
eaſy .

and this action , which is preſented by the recital, must be
ÉACI'LITY [ facilitas, L.) eaſineſs, readineſs, courteſy,

univerſal, imitated , feigned, and the allegory of a moral
gentleneſs.

truth . See a tion .

FACI'L ENESS [ facilitas, L.) eaſineſs, readineſs to
Rational Fables, are relations of things ſuppoſed to

have been ſaid and doneby men, andwhich might poſli- grant or do ; alſo courteouſneſs, & c.

bly have been ſaid and done by men, though really they
FACI'NOROUS [ facinoroſus, L. ) villainous, wicked.

FACI'NOROUSNESS [ of facincrojus , L. ] villanywere not the ſame as parables, ſuch as that of Dives and
wickedneſs.

Lazarus, &c.
Fac ? [with Seamen ] a round of a cable quoiled up

Moral FABLES , are thoſe wherein beaſts are intro
FAKE S out of the ſea.

duced as ſpeakers or actors ; allo trees , pc, theſe are the
FACT [ fa & um , L. ) action or deed.

ſameas apologues.
Fact [ in Arithm .) the product.

Mixt FABLES, are thoſe which are compoſed of both
FACTA armorum , feats of arms, juſts or tournaments, L.

ſorts, rational and moral , wherein men and brutes are in

troduced converſing together.
FA'CTION , a party, a company or band of men, a

Fa'bler [ fabulator,L. ] an inventor or maker of life ; a cabalorparty, formed in aſtate to diſturb the pub
fables.

FACTION (the thing] is the withdrawing a party or
FABRIC ( fabrica, L.] a building or any thing that is

numbers of perſons from the main body, either of church
framed .

or ſtate ; who govern themſelves by their own counſels,
To FABRICATE [ fabricare, L.] to build , to frame,

and oppoſing the eſtabliſhed government,
to invent.

FA'CTIOUS [ factieux, F. fa &tiofus, L.) given or in
FABRICK ( fabrica, L ) a building, a ſtructure or con

clinable to fa &tion , feditious.
ſtruction of any thing ; but particularly of a building: FACTI'tious ( factitius, L. ) artificial, any thing made
FA'BRICK Lands (in Law ] lands given for the rebuild

ing, repairing or maintaining ofcathedrals or other by art in oppoſition to the productof nature ; counter
.

churches.
FACTIOUSNESS [ esprit fa &tieux, Fr. of fa & tiofus, L.]

FABULA'TION , the moralizing of fables, L. fattious humour, inclinableneſs to be fa &tious or feditious .
FABULI'NUS , a deity, who as the Romans imagined FACTI'TIOUSNESS [la qualité artificiel, Fr. of fa &ti

preſided over infants at their firſt beginning to ſpeak .
FABULO'SE } [ fabuleux, Fr. fabulofus, L.) feigned , tius, „ .] counterfeitneſs.

Fa'ctor ( fa &teur, F.] one who is an agent for a mer

FA'BULOUS S full of fables.
chant beyond" ſea, one that buys and fells goods as a

FA'BULOUSNESS [ fabulofitas, L. ] fulneſs of fables, truſtee for other perſons.
feignedneſs, falteneſs.

FA'CTORS [ in Arithmetick] are both the numbers that
Faca'de , the outſide or fore -front of a great build

are given to be multiplied, which are ſo called , becauſe

they conftitute or make the produ &t.
FACE , viſage, countenance, preſence, appearance,

ÉACTORAGE, proviſion or commiſion -money, the
Thew ; ſtate of affairs, condition , sc. L.

To Face, to look towardſuch a ſide, or to turn to it ; pound value of theproceedof goodsboughtor foidby
wages allowed to a factor, i.e. ſo much for every hundred

alſo to line , as to face a pair of ſleeves, Soc. alſo to look him.

one in the face,

ing, f .

FAC
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FACTORSHIP , the office or employment of a fa &tor, FAGUS [with Botanits] the beech-tree.

FA'CTORY [ fa torerie, Fr ] a place, where a conſider- To FAIGN ( feindre, Fr. of fingere, L.] to make a

able number of factors relide for the conveniency of trade.
To Feign S Thew of, to pretend .

FAC TOTUM [i. e , do all] one who manages all affairs
To FAIL ( faillir, F. fallere, L. ) to do amifs, to come

in a family. Mort of, to diſappoint, to break as a tradeſman .
FAC TOTUM , a thing to play withal ; alſo a border To Fall in the world, to break , to turn bankrupt.

which Printers uſeto put a letter in . FA'ILING [ of faillant, F. fallens, L.] diſappointing,

FACTUM ( Arithmetick] the product of 2 quantities mul- fruſtrating ; doing amifs, offending.

uplied by each other, L. FAI’LING of Record [in Law ) is when the defendant

FACTURE ( factura, L.] the making or doing of a having a day to prove a matter by record , he fails or elle
thing. brings in ſuch an one, which is no bar to the action.

FACULA (with Aftronomers] a name given to certain FAIN [regen, sax.] earneſtnefs of defire ,

ſpots on the diskof the ſun, that appear brighter and more To FAINT (prob. of faner, F. to cauſe to decay] to

lucid than the reſt of his body. grow low -ſpirited, to fwoon .

FA'CULENCE [ faculentia, L.) brightneſs, clearneſs. FAINT Pleader ( Law Term] falſe and deceitful.

FACULTies (of faculté, F. facultas, L.) powers, abi- FAINT (prob. of faner, Fr. to fade, wither or decay,

lities, talents, virtues, doc. or of vain , F. vanus, L.] to fink , languish or grow low

FACULTÝ (facultas, L.) the power or ability of per- in ſpirits, to fwoon .

forming any action ; virtue, talent ; alſo aptneſs, readineſs. FAINT A &tion [in Laco ] is ſuch an one , as that though

Animal FACULTY , is that whereby an aninial perceives the words of the writ are true, yet for certain cauſes, there

and moves ; or is that whereby the ſoul executes the offices is no title to recover thereby ; whereas in a falſe action the

of imagination, reaſoning, ſenſe and motion. words of the writ are falſe .

Court of the FACULTIES, a court under the archbiſhop FA'INT-HEARTED (of faner or vain , F. of vanus, L.

of Canterbury for diſpenſations.
and heont, Sax . ] void of courage , cowardly.

Maſter of ike FACULTIES , the officer of the court of FAINT-H E'ARTEDNE s,want of courage,cowardlineſs.

faculries. FA'INTNESS, weakneſs, low nets or linking of the
Natural FACULTY , is that by which the body is nou- animal ſpirits ; feebleneſs ; ( Spoken of colours) not deep or

rihed and increaſed , or another ingendred like it , and is ſtrong

diſtinguished into 3 parts ; nutrition, growth and generation . FAINT VISION [ in Opticks] is when a few rays make

vital FACULTY, is that which preferves life in the body, up one pencil ; and though this may be difinat, yet it is
and performs the fun gions of the pulſe and reſpiration. obſcure and dark , at leait not ſo bright and ſtrong, as if a

FACULTY [in a Civil Senſe] a privilege or ſpecial great number of rays met together.
power granted to a man, by favour" indulgence or dif FAIR [ kæren , Sax .) clear skinned ; alſo fair as water,

penſation, to do that which by the commonlaw he cannot beautiful ; 1o upright, honeſt, juft in dealing.

do , as to marry without banes, to eat fleſh in Leni, & c . A FAIR ( foire, F. ferix, L. holidays on which fairs

FACULTY , a body of doctors in any ſcience , as the were utually kept, or of forum , L. a market] an annual

faculties of Divinity and Phyſick , Humanity or Philoſophy or general market for a city or town.

and Juriſprudence. FAI'RING [of une foire, F.] a gift or preſent bought

FACU'ND [ facundus, L.) eloquent. at a fair or annual market.

FACU'NDIOUS [ facundiofus, L. ) full of eloquence. FA'IRIES [ſome derive the name of verh8, Sax, a

To FADDLE , to dandle or make much of, to cheriſh . ſpirit, and others from Fée or Fhée, F.] a terrible elf ; but

Fiddle FADDLE, trilling, trifles. Skinner of rapan, Sax . to go or gad about ; and Mirfew

To Fade [prob. of fade, F. impotent, fat , unfavoury, from daerlick, Eu, terrible] a kind of Genii or ima
or of vadere, L. to go, i.e. to decay, or of baddeii, ginary deities, a ſort of little diminutive elves or ſpirits in

Dr.] to decay as a flower or colour does . human hape, fabled to haunt houſes in companies to dance

To FADGE (of Leyegan , Sax ] to agree, to ſucceed ; and revel in the night-time ; and according to the tales of
to fit or ſuit with.

old women , in old time, play 1000 freakiſh pranks ; ſome
FA'DING [of undens, L.or ſe vadant, F.] decaying as ſuppofe them to be an intermediate kind of beings, neither

a power ,loſing its colour, beauty , 6 c.periſhing, languiſhing gods nor angels, nor men nor devils.

FA'DOM [ kæ m , Sax.) a meaſure of 6 foot. See Fatbom . Fairy Circle an appearance pretty frequently ſeen in

FE'CAL Matter ( in Medicine] the feces or great excre FAIRY Ring the fields, Bico being a kind of round,

ments of a man voided by ſtool, L. ſuppoſed by the vulgarto be traced by fairies in their dances.

FÆ'ces, the grounds or ſettlement of any liquor or me- There are 2 ſorts of theſe rings or circles ; one of them

tal; dregs, drofs , & c. L. is about 7 or 8 yards in diameter , being a round bare path

Fæces (with Chymifts ]the groſs ſubſtance, dregs, fer- about a foot in breadth , having green graſs in the middle ;
tlement or impurities which ſettles after fermentation, or the other is of different ſizes , being encompafled with a

remains after the purer, more volatile and fluid parts have circumference of grafs, much freſher and greener than that

been ſeparated after diſtillation, evaporation, decantation, in the middle.
L, doc. The philoſophers ſuppoſed theſe rings to be made by

F#'CULÆ, ſmall dregs or flying lees ; alſo the duſt lightening, and this opinion ſeems to be confirmed , in that

that ſinks in the preſſing of ſome plants, as in Arum , Briony, theyare moſt frequenily found after forms, and the colour

&c. alſo a ſort of white powder made of certain green and brittleneſs ofthe graſs roots is a further confirmation.

roots, valh'd and prepared, which , if beaten together with The ſecond kind of circle they ſuppoſe to ariſe originally

a little water and ſtrained, will ſink to the bottom of the from the firſt, in that the graſs that had been burnt up by

veſſel, and is to be afterwards lightly dried. lightening, uſually grows more plentifully afterwards ;
FAGONA (in Anatomy] a conglomerand gland, called fome authors ſay, that theſe fairy rings are formed by ants ;

alſo Thymus. theſe infe &ts being ſometimes 'found travelling in troops
FAG End [of yegan, Sax . to join together] the latter therein .

end of cloth , Sc. Fa'irness [of Fægernerre, Sax. ] beautifulneſs ;

FA'GOT ( Fagot, F ] a bundle of ſticks or wood for fuel. clearneſs of complexion , in oppoſition to ſwarthineſs.

FA'GGOT , a badge which in times of popery was worn FA'IRNESS , juftneſs, equity in dealing.

on the fleeve of the upper garments, by ſuch perſons who FAIR -PLEADING, a writ upon the ſtatute of Marlbo
had recanted and abjured hereſy . rough, whereby it is provided , that no fines ſhall be taken

FAGGOTS [with Military Men] are ineffektive perſons, of any, man for not pleading fairly, or to the purpoſe .
who receive no regular pay , nor do any regular duty ; Fairy Sparks, an appearance often ſeen on clothes in
but are hired occaſionally to appear at a muſter, and fill the night, ſhell- fire.

up the companies, and hide the real deficiences thereof. FAIT, a fact, deed or action , F.

Faggot of ftecl, 120 pound weight. FAIT [in Common Law ] a dced or writing ſealed and

To FAGGOT a Perfon , is to bind him hand and foot. delivered , to teſtifie and prove the agreement of the par,

FAGOTTI'NO in Mufick Bocks) a fingle curtail, amulical ties , whoſe deed it is , and conſiſts of 3 principal
inſtrument, ſomewhur like a baſſoon, Ital. points, writing, tealing and delivery , F.

FAGO'TTO, a double or large baſs curtail, Ital. FAITH [fides, L. foy, F.) belief, an affent of the mind

FAGOPY'KUM 3 [of qinis and a vegi,Gr.] a kind to ſuch matters, the reality of which depends upon

FAGOTRITICUM S of grain , buck- wheat, L. teftimony.

FAGOʻITED [of Fagot, F.] tied up in a bundle ; allo FAITH [in Sculpture, Painting, & c.] is repreſented as
bound hand and foot. a woman clad in white rayment, holding a cup of gold.

Ffff FAITH1
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or ſome

or err.

or err.

Faith (with Fhilofopbers] is that allent we give to a FALAFE,a compoſition paid anciently by tenants for this

propoſition advanced by another, the truth of which pro- priyilege.
polition we don't immediately perceive, from our own FALDING , a ſort of coarſe clorh .

reaſon or experience, but believe it difcovered and known FALDISDORY [of galda an hedge, and ytop, sax, a

by the other ; orfaith is a judgment or aſſent of the mind, place) the throne or feat of the biſhop within the chappel.

the motive whereof is not any intrinfick evidence, but FALDSTOOL, a kind of ſtool placed at the ſouth side of

the authority or teſtimony of ſome other perfon, who the altar, at which kings of England kneel at their coro
reveals or relates it. nation.

Human Faith (with MoraliAs} is an aſſent to every FALERA , à certain diſeaſe in hawks.

thing that is credible merely upon the teſtimony ofmen . FALL (with Aftrologers) an eſſential debility in a planet,

Chriftian iaith , may be reduced to this one article , a when it is oppoſiteto the place of its exaltation.

believing in God, in the unity of whoſe eſſence there is a To FALL ( keallan, sax.] to tumble dowli, to defcend

trinity of pe fons. downwards, Senica

Divine FAITH ( according to the Theologiſts] is an affent FALL [ with Sailors) is that part of a rope of a tackle,
,

to ſomething, as credible upon the teſtimony of God.
which is haled upon.

Implicit Faith, is that whereby we give our aſſent to FALL [with shipwrights] a ſhip is ſaid to have a fall or

a propoſition, advanced byanother, of whoſe knowledge ſeveral falls, whenonepart ofthe deck is railed higher,
and veracity we have no certain and evident reaſon or proof, parts have riſings more than others.

this is called a blind faith. To Fall off ( sea Term) is when a fhip, under fail,

Scientifical FAITH is that by which wegive our affent keeps not ſo near the wind as ſhe ſhould do , they fay,
Seeing FAITH 3 to a propoſition, advanced by Be falls off.

one who can neither deceive or be deceived . FALL not off ( Sea Phrafe) a word of command from

Ecclefiaftical Faith , the affent that orthodox perſons him that cons the hip and ſignifies as much as keep the pip
give to certain events , decided by the church , and propo- near the wind.

led to be believed of all . Land Fall [ Sea Term] as a good landfall, is when a

Confeffion of FAITH , a Creed or Formula, containing all ſhip makes or fees the land he expected , or according to
thoſe articles, the belief whereof is accounted neceſſary to her reckoning
Talvation. FALLACILOQUENT [of fallaciloquentia, L.) Ipeak

Faith FUL , [ fidelis, L.)honeſt, ſincere, truſty . ing deceitfully.

FAITHFULNESS [ fidelitas, L. fidelité, F.] truftineſs, FALLA'CIOUS [ fallax ) deceitful.

fincerity, honeſty.
FALLACIOUSNESS fallacia, L.) deceitfulneſs ; de .

FA'ITHFULNESS (in God ) is a communicable attribute , ceiving quality , & c.

and means an exa &t correſpondence between his word and Fa’liacy [ fallacia , L.) deceit, craft, a deception or

his mind, and of conſequence between his word and the falſe appearance.

truth and reality of things ; eſpecially in regard to any.
FALLACY [with Logicians) a propoſition framed with

promiſes he has made, in which there is an obligațion of an intention todeceive,and otherwiſe termed a sophiſm .
juſtice added to his word . FA'lĻIBLE ( fallibilis, L.) that may

fail

FA'ITHLESS , unbelieving, incredulous ; alſo not to be FALLIBILITY 2 [of fallibilis, L] liableneſs to fail

truſted , inſincere, Fa'lLIBLENESS S

FA'ITHLESNESS, unbelievingneſs ; alſo inſincerity .
FA'LLING Evil fin Horſes] a diſtemper,

The FAITHFUL (with Diviner believers endued with FALLING Sickneſs. See Epilepſy.

fa ving faith. FALLO'PIAN Tubes [ Ar atomy)two duets ariſing from

FAKIR 3 a kind of dervice or Mahometan religious the womb, one on cach ſide of the fundus thereof, and
FAQUIRS perſon , who rambles about the country, then extended to the ovaries ; having a conſiderable ſhare

and lives on alms. in the affair of conception ; ſo named fiom Fallopius, their
FAKE S [ Sea Term] ope circle or roll of a cable or rope firſt diſcoverer,

FACE À quoiled up round . Fallow ( zalepe, Sax.) of a paliſh red colour, like

FALA'NG LÒSIS, (with Oculifs] a certain diſeaſe abouç that of aburnt brick , a deer-colour.
A Fallow Field ( of realga, Sax . an harrow ] a

FAĻA'SIA [ Old Rec.] a ſteep bank, hill or Shore by field that has lain long untilled .
FALA'ZIAS the fea - fide. To Fallow [of yealizian, Stx, to harrow ] to prepare

FALCA'De ( in Horſemanſip] a horſe is faid to make land by plowing, bc, loog before it is plough'd for lowing:

falcades, when he throws himlelt upon his haunches iwo Fallow Smiter, a bird.

or three times, as in very quick corvers , which is done in
FALMOTUM Urolcmoze, S.x.] either the coun

forming a ſtop, and half ſtop ; ſo that a falcade is the a &tion FA'LCHESMOTUM S ty court or ſherifs turn ; alſo a

of thehaunches, and of the legs , which bend very low , general meeting of the people, to confult about andorder
as in corvers, when a ſtop or half ſtop is made. itate affairs. Old Records.

FA'LCATED ( falcatus, L.) hooked , crooked , bow- False [ falfus, L.) untrue, counterfeit, forged ; alſo

ed or bended like a hook : the moon is ſaid to be falcated treacherous, ac unfaithful.

when in the firft or laſt quarter. FALSE Alarum [with Military Men ] is ſometimes occa

FALCA'TION , a mowing or cutting with a bill or fioned by a fearful or negligent centinel, and fometimes

hook , I. deſignedly to try the readmes of the guards.
FALCATU'RA [ Old Rec.] one day's moving performed FALSĖ Arms [in Heraldry) are thoſe wherein the funda

by an inferior tenant, as a cuſtomary ſervice to his lord . mental rules of the art are not obſerved, as if metal be

FA'LCHION ( fauchon , F.) a kind of ſhort ſword , turn- put on metal , and colour upon colour.

ing up ſomething like an hook. FALS Ę Attack in the Art of War) a feigned attack defign

FA'LCON, falco, L.) a large ſort of hawk ; alſo a ed to cauſe the enemy to draw all their forces to one ſide, in

piece of ordnance . order to favour them in making a real attack upon the other.

FALCON gentle, a kind of hawk ſo called from its FAL . E Bray (in Fortific ] a ſmall mount of earth & fa

gentle diſpoſition. thom wide , ereated on a level round the foot of the ram

FA'LCON [in Gunnery ] a ſmall piece of cannon, whoſe part on that ſide towards the field , bordcred with a pa

diameter at the bore is 2 inches and a quarter, is in length rapet to defend the moat.

6 foot, and in weight 400 pound. Its charge of powder is FALSE Claim (in Lacu] is when a man claims

a pound and a quarter, the ball 2 inches and 1.8th dia- than his due.

meter, and in weight i pound 5 ounces, and its point FALSE Conception, a lump of Papeleſs Ach , Soc. bred
blank - ſhot yo paces: in the womb.

FALCONER [ falconarius, L.) one who looks after and FALSE Flower [ in Botary) a flower which does not ſeem
manages hawks.

to produce any fruit, as thoſe of the hazel, mulberry, & c.

FALCON EʼTTE (with Gunners] is a ſinall gun, about alſo a flower that does not riſe from any embryo, or that
2 inches dianieter at the bore. does not knit as thoſe of the melon , cucumber, fc.

FA'LCONRY [ fauconnerie, F. of Falconarius of falco, FALSE Diamond, one that is counterfeited with glaſs.

L ] the art of keeping, training and managing hawks , FALSE Impriſonment, a treſpats by impriloning a man

and training up birds of prey . without lawful caule ; alſo the name of a writ brought upon
FALDA Cold Roc ) a sheep -fold . the commiſſion of ſuch a treſpaſs.

FALDAGE ( faldagium , Lat, Barb. ] the privilege of FALSE Keel (with shipwrights a ſecond keel, ſometimes

ſetting up folds for ſheep in any field within the manour, put under the firſt to make itdeeper, when the ſhip rolis,

for the better manuring of them . too much by re ſon of the Mallownels of her keel.

FALSE

the eyes.

more
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FALSE Mufter [in Military Affairs) is when in the re- FAMILY of Losis, a fe & that fprung up about the year
view of a troop of horſe or company of foot, ſuch men 155€ , whoſe chief tenet was, that Chriſt was already come

pals, who are not a & ually liſted among the ſoldiers. in his glory to judge the world .

FALSE Quanter (with Farriers] a rift or crack in the Family' (old Records ] a hide of plough'd land.

hoof of a horte, which is an unfound quarter , ſeeming as Family of Curves [ Algebra) a congeries of ſeveral curves

if it were a piece put in, and not all intire, of different orders or kinds, all which are defin'd by the

False Roof (with Carpenters] is that part of a houre fame indeterminate equation , but in a different manner,

which is between the upper rooms and the covering. according to their different orders.

FALSĘ Stem (of a Ship ] is when the item being too FA'MINE ( fames, L. whence famine, F.] a general

Aat, another is faſtened to it , which makes her bear more ſcarcity of corn, and other food or provifions.

fail, and rid more way. To FA'MISH [ fameſcere, L.] to ftarve or cauſe to be

Crimen FALSI [ Civil Law ) a fraudulent ſubordination ſtarved, to periſh with hunger.

or concealment, with deſign to darken or hide the truth , FA'MISHMENT [ famine, F. fames, L.] famine, a being

and make the things appear otherwiſe than they are. I.. hunger ſtarved .

FALSIFIABLE , that may be falſified . Famo'se [famoſus, L.) grearly renowned.

FALSIFICA'TION, a making falſe or counterfeiting, a Famo'sity [ famofitas, L.) famoufueſs, renown.

forging ; a not ſtanding to one's word . FAMOUS [ famofus, L '] renowned, celebrated by fame

To FA'lsify [ falſificare, L. falſifier, F. ] to forge or or common report.

counterfeit; to break one's word. FA'MOUSNESS [ famofitas, L.] renownedneſs, great se

TO FALSIFX [ in Law] is to prove a thing to be falſe. putation.

TO FALSIFY A Thruf (with Fencers] is to make a feign- A Fan [uannus, L. war , F. Fan , Sax .] an inſtrument to

ed país. fift corn, 85c. alſo a woman's utenſil for raiſing wind, and

KA'LSEHOOD [in Philoſophy) an act of the underſtand for cooling her felf.

ing, repreſenting a thing otherwiſe than it is as to its To FAN (vaner, F. vanngre, L.) to winnow corn ;
alſo

accidents ; a talle judgment of any thing. to cool witha fan , as women, & c. do.

FALSEHOOD ( falfitas, L. farſeté, F. and the Engliß FANA'TICAL í fanatique, F. fanaticus, L.] fanatick ;

term . Hood) falſity ; falfe neis ; faiſe quality. alſo atter the manner of fanaricks.

FALSI'NIC ? ( falfificus, L.) making falſe, fallifying, FANA'TICKS ( fanatiques, F. fanatici, L.] wild, ex

FALSI'FICK Ŝ desing fáliely , & c. travagant, viſionary , enthuriattical pretenders to inſpiration.

FA'LSIFYING ( falſificans, L. falſificant, F.] rendring FANATICK ( fanaticus, L.) inſpired, poffeffed, fran

or proving falſe, adulterating; counterfeiting. tick, mad .

FALSI LOQUENCE (falliloquentia , L.) deceitful ſpeech. FanaʻTICISM , pretended infpiration ; the opinions or

FA'LSIMONY ( falfimonia , L. fallity , falſenels. teners of fanaticks.

FALSITY { ( falfitas, L. farfſeté , F.] falfhood, un- FANA'TIO ( Old Cuſtoms] the fawning time of deer, or

FALSENESS S trueneſs ; counterfeitnels, c. fence month

FALSO Judicio, a writ which lies for falſe judgment FA'NCIFUL [ fantafque, F.phantafticus, L. of partasi

given in the county, hundred , court baron), or ochers that xis , Gr.] imaginary , conceited .

areno courts of record , L. FANCIFUiNE s lof faptafie, F. phantafia, L.partaoid,

Falso retorno Brevium , a writ which lies againſt the Gr. the fancy] aptneſs to be fanciful or imaginative with

Beriff for making falfe returns of writs, L. out 1ufficient ground or reaſon, capriciouſneſs.

To FALTER faltar, Span . folteren , Du .] to ftammer FA'ncy (pbantafa, L. of cartasia, Gr. fantafe, F.]
in one's ſpeech ; to ſtumble ; to fail in one's delign ; to the imagination.

deſilt, or not to proceed in a buſineſs with reſolution. FANE [Fana , Sax.] a weather-cock which turns about

FA'LTERING [ of falteren , Du.] ſtumbling in going ; as the wind changes, and Thews from what quarter it
Atammering in ſpecch ; flackening or failing in the perfor blows.

mance of any thing FANG [of fengen, Sax. to faften upon) a large exerted

Falx (with Anatomias] one of the proceſſes made by topth , like that of a boar's tuſh.

thedoubling of the membrane of the ſcull, call'd dura Mater, FA'NGLED, as new -fangled (probably of evangelia of

which divides the brain into right and left parts , and ſe- vapins, Gr. goſpels, 9 d . new goſpels) novel, upſtart, doc.

parates it from the Cerebellum . It is ſo call'd from its re- FA'NGLES [prob.9.d. evangelia , L. goſpels, Henſb. q. d .

ſemblance to a ſickie or reaping -hook . L. new goſpels) new whimſics, devices , Sc.

To FA'MBLE (Camber, Dan] to falter or ftammer in FA'NGOT, a quantity of wares ; as raw filk , 6c. con

the speech taining from one to 2 hundred weight 3 quarters.

FAMACI'DE [of fama and cedo, L. to kill] a flanderer. FA'NION , a banner borne by a ſoldier of each brigade

Fame [fama, L.) report, relation ; renown, glory, of horſe or foot at thehead of the baggage. Ital.

reputation . Moralifts ſay fame is to be purſued as far as it FANNA'T10 3 [Foreſt Law ] a fawning, calving or bring,

sedaunds from worthy actions, that are agreeable to reaſon FAONA'TIO Sing forth young, as does or hinds do.

and promoting the good of human ſociety, and as it operis FA'NNEL, a ſort of ornament like a ſcarf, worn about

a wider field to fuch generous undertakings. che left arm of a mals- prieſt, when he officiates.

FAME (in Painting, &c.] is repreſented in the figure FANTA'SIA (in Muſ. Books] a kind of air in which the

of a lady or angel blowing a trumpet, clothed in a thin compoſer is not tied up to fuch Atrict rules as in moſt other

and light garment imbroidered with eyes and ears, airs ; but is allow'd all'the freedom of fancy and invention ,

FAMELICO'S E [ famelicofus, L.] ofien or very hungry. that can reaſonably be defired. Ital.

Fa'mEs Caninus [with Phyficians] a canine appetite, or FA'NTASM [phantaſma, L. córraona, Gr. fantome, F.]

extreme hunger. avain apparition, a fpirit ; an idle conceit, an hobgoblin,

FAMI'GEROUS [-famiger, L.]carrying news-tales, & c. dc.

FAMILIAR ( familiaris, L.)intimately acquainted with, FANTA'STICAL ? [ fantaftique, F. of phantaficus, L.

free, common or uſual ; alſo plain, eafy or natural . FANTA'STICK S of Ģr. ] conceited , humourſome,
A FAMI'LIAR , an intimate acquaintance; alto a Dæ- whimſical.

mon , ſpirit or devil, fuppoſed to attend upon ſorcerers, Fanta'STICALNESS (humeur fantafque, F.mores phan

witches, Bc. to execute their commands. taftici, L.) fantaftical, fanciful or whimſical humour or dif

FAMILIA'RITY } [ familiaritas, L. familiarité, F. ] polition .
FAMILIARNESS S familiar way or friendſhip ; intimate FANTA'STICAL Colours. See Empbatical colours.

correſpondence, FA'NTASY [ fantaſie, F. phantafia, L. of partasia;

Fami'LIARIZING [ of fe familiarifer, F.] making fa- Gr.) imagination, humour,crotchet, maggot, whim .
miliar . FA'NTOME ( fantome, F. pártatud , Gr.] an hobgob

FAMILIAR LY [ familierement, F. familiariter, L.) af- lin , a ſpright, a { pe& re; alſo a chimera , an idle conceit,
stes a familiar manner. a vain apparition which we imagine we ſee, tho' it exiſts

To FAMILIARIZe one's self ( se familiariſer, F.] to no where bur in our diſturbed imagination .

make one's ſelf familiar with. FANTOME Corn , lank or light corn .

FA'Milsts (of familia, L familie, F.] a fcet calla FAONA'TIO (of faonner, F ] the ſame as farpatio.

the family of love FAPESMO' [with Logicians] is the fourth imperfe &
FAMÍLY [ familia , L.) a particular corporation , con- mood of the firft figure ofa categorical fyllogiſm ,inwhich

lifting of a husband, wife, children and ſervants ; a houſe- the firſt propoſition is an univerfal affirmative, the ſecond
hald ; alſo ahouſe, tock of kindred , lineage, or paren- an univerlal negative, and the third a particular negative .

tage.

+
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FA'QUES, certain counterfeit devoto's or hermits in the FA'RON , a ſort of game .

Eaft- Indies, who voluntarily undergo moft levere and al- FARRA'CEOUS [ farraceus, L.) made of wheat.

moſt incredible penances. FARRA'go, a mixture of leveral ſorts of grains ſown itt

FAR ( xeon , Sax .) diftant ; alſo exceeding. the ſameplat of ground ; or afterwards mingled together ;

A FA'RANDMAN (of ſapan , Sax. to travel and man ] Bollimong, Mollin, Meſcelin.

a merchantſtranger, to whom, according to the pra&tick of FAKRAGINOUS, of or pertaining to a farrago or ſuch

Scotland, juſtice ought to be done with all expedition, that a mixture.

his buſineſs and journey be not hinder’d . FA'RRIER [ ferraro, Ital. ferrier, F. of ferrum , L. iron ]

FA'RCE , a mock -comedy or droll. F.urce deſcends to one whoſe trade is to ſhoo horſes , and to cure thoſe that

Grimace and Buffoonry of the moſt ordinary fort, and being are diſeaſed or lame.

wholly compoſed of ridicule and the like, never exceeds To FA'RRow of rajin , Sax. verres, L. a boar-pig ] to

her ſtint of 3 acts ; whereas comedy and tragedy contain 5. bring forth pigs, apply'd to a low .

For comedy being generally expreſs'd in a common and FARSANG (parafanga, L.] a Perſian league or the

fleeting manner , is allow'd 2500 lines , i.e. 500 to each act ; ſpace of 3 miles.
and tragedy, becauſe of its heroicks , is allow'd 2000 lines. To Fart ( prob . of fejlten, Sax, or varten , Du. ] to

The difterence between Farce and Comedy is, that Farce dif- break wind backwards.

allows of all laws , or rather ſets them alide upon occaſion, A FART [ repit, Sax.] an eruption or breaking forth of

the end of it being only to pleaſe and make merry , and the wind out of the body by the fundament.

ſticks at nothing that may contribute thereto , however wild To FA'RTHEL (of fardeler, F.] to furl thence.

and extravagant; whereas Comedy keeps to nature and pro- FA'RTHELING Lines [ in a ship] are ſmall lives made

bability, and in order to that, 'is confined to certain laws, faſt to all the top- lails, top- gallant fails, and the miffen

unities , Gr. preſcribed by the ancient criticks . yard -arm .

To FARCE [ farcir, F. farcire, L ) to ſtuff or cram. FAR THER (kuntor, Sax .] a greater way off, at great

FA'RCES ( in Cookery, fignify force- meat, Fr.] meat, er diſtance,

fpice, herbs, bc, chopped imall for ſtuffing either fleſh ,
FA'rtkest ( runtert, Sax. ] moſt remore , at the

foul or fiſh . greateſt diſtance.

FARCIMINA'lis Tunica (with Anatomifts] a coat per FA'RTHING (xeon Eling, Sax. q.d. a fourthling ) the

taining to a child in the womb, which receives the vine fourth part of a Saxon penny, a copper coin , the leaſt

from the bladder ; ſo named, becauſe in many beaſts it is piece of Engliſh money.
in the Phape of a gut-pudding; but in ſome others, as well FARTHING of Gold [ 9. fourthling ] a coin in ancient

as in men, it is round. · times the fourth part
of a noble , i.e. 2.0 pence .

FA'rcÝ ( in Horſes] is a diſeaſe, or a poiſon or corrupti FARTHING of Land, a certain confiderable quantity of

on, that infects their blood, and appears in ſwellings like land, different from a farundel .

ſtrings along the veins in knots, and even in ulcers . FASCE ' ( faſcia, L.) a felle, F.

FARD , a fort of paint uſed by women for beautifying FA'sces , bundles of rods, &c. carried before the Ro

their faces; alſo diſguiſe, pretence or diſſimulation, F. man magiftrates. Theſe faſces were bundles of rods bound

FA'RDEL, of land , is the fourth part of a yard land . round on the helve of an hatchet, the head of the hat

FA'RDINGALE (tertugado, Span . which Dr. Th . H. de- chet appearing at the top of them ; these intimated that
rives from vertu garde, i. e , the guard of virtue ; becauſe ſome offenders were to be chaſtited with milder puniſh

young women preſerve the reputation of their chaſtity by ments, i.e. with rods ; and that others, when there was
hiding their great bellies. The French call it verdugalle] no remedy, were to be cut off with the hatchct. Theſe

a kind of hoop- petticoat, or whale-bone circle which ladies
were carried before the conſuls and other ſuprenie magif

formerly wore upon their hips to make their petticoats ſtand trates .

out . FASCIA , a ſwathe or ſwaddling band ; alſo a ſwathe

FA'RDING deal [ of reolo and bæle, Sax .] the 4th or long bandage uſed by Surgeons.

FA'RUNDEL FA'SCIA ( in Architecture one of the bands that make

To FARE [of yapan , Sax. to journey, whence raj a up the architrave , being 3 in number; alto a range of

journey] money paid for paſſage in a hackncy coach or ſtones to divide the ſtories in a building, L.

by water. FASCIA lata ? (with Anatomifsj a muſcle which

FARE [of Waeren, Du.] cheer, diet, vi &tuals, Soc.
FASCIALIS latuss moves the leg, the fame as muf

FARE (Pharos, L. qders , Gr.] a watch -tower at tea, as culus membranofus, L.

the Fare of Melina. FA'scie (in Aftronomy] certain rows of ſpots in the

FA'R FARA [ with Botanifs) the herb colts-foot, L. planet Mars, which appear like ſwathes or fillets round

FARFA'KIA , the herb Betony , L. about his body .

FA'RFARUS (with Botanif's) the white poplar-tree ; FASCIA'LIS Anatomy] a muſcle of the leg, the ſame

FA'R FARUMS alſo the herb Colts- foot, L. that is called Saitorius..

FARI'NA , the flower or powder of ſome grain or pulſe, FA'SCIATED [ fafiatus, L.) bound with ſwaddling
ſifred from the bran . L. bands.

FARINA faccurdans ( with Botanifts] a fine duft prepa- FASCIA'TION (with Surgeons] a binding of ſwathes

red in the male-flouer of plants, which being afterwards about a limb in order to its cure , L.
Thed on the female , does the office ofSperm or femen by FASCI'CULAR [ faſcicularis, L.) of or belonging to a

impregnating it , L. bundle .

FARINA'CEOUS [ farinaceus, L.] made of corn TO FASCINATE [ fafcinatum , L.] to bewitch .

meal . FASCINATION, a bewitching, charming or inchant

FA'RING [of yapan , Sax . to travel] as way- faring , tra- ing ; alſo witchcraft, charms or spells, which alter theap

velling pearance of things, and repreſent them quite different

FA'RING [of Alacren , Du. to be well] living , enjoin . from what they are , F. of 2 .
ing, eating, oc. FASCINE (of faſcis, L. ) a faggot or bavin , F.

FA'RINGDON Ward [in the city of London ] took its FASCINES [in Fortification ] are branches of trees or

name of William Faringdon Goldſmith, who purchaſed the ſmall wood , bound about at the ends andmiddle,which
aldermanry of this ward in the year 1281 ; it was after- are laid together with earth in ditches to fill them up ; al

wards divided into two wards in the 17th of Richard JI, fo to make parapets, trenches, Esc. alſo being first dipt in

before which it had but one alderman ; it is now called pitch or tar are uſed to ſer on fire and burn the enemies

Farringdon within and Farringdon without.
lodgments or other works.

FA'RLEU a duty of 6 pence paid to the lord of the FA'shion [ fasor, F.] mode , dreſs.

FA'RLEY S manour of Weft- Slapton in Devonpire in Fashion Pieces (with Shipwrights] two pieces of tim

the weſtern parts, Farleu being diſtinguiſhed as the beſt ber which make up the breadth of the ſtern , and are the
good from heriot the beſt beaſt. outermoſt timbers on each ſide of it, excepting aloft
A FARM ( Xeorm food , of reoſimian, Sax. to afford a where the counters are.

livelihood] a houſe to which an eſtate in land is apper FA's HIONABLE (of façon, F.) according to the mode.

taining to be employ'd in husbandry. FA'SHIONABLENESS (of façon, F.] modifhneſs .

To FARM ( yeojmian, Sax to afford a livelihood , FASHION È D [ façonné, F ] formed , framed, figured .
prendre à ferme, F.] to cultivate land , to hire a farm , & c. FA'SHIONER one that makes or invents now

FA'RMABLE , that
may

let out to farm . FA'SHIONIST modes ; alſo that forms, frames

A FA'R MER (fermier , F.] one who occupies and culti
FASHION -mionger or gives the figure or ſhape ; alſo

vates a farm . one who affects following the faſhions.

Farness ( xeopneyye, Sax.] diſtance, length of way . Fa .

} spark olan ance

or
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meat, L

the top

FASHIONS [in Horfes] a diſeaſe the ſame as farcin . Adoptive FATHER , is one who takes the children of

To FAST (Hæl Tan , Sax.] to abitain froni food . ſome other perſon andowns them for his own .

Fast . [ fayt of kay Tnian , Sax .] firm , fecure ; alſo Natural FATHER , is one who has illegitimate children.
Swift. Putative FATHER , is he who is only the reputed or

Fast [ rætten, Sax.] a forbearance or abſtinence from fuppoſed father.

food ; alſo the time of it. TO FATHER a thing upon a perſon, is to impute it to
To FA'SIEN [ raytnian , Sax .] to make faſt. him.

To FA -TEN upon (probably of anfailen , Teut.] to ſeize FATHER -LASHER , a kind of fiſh .

and lay hold upon . FA'THERLESS [of fæ Serleay, Sax .] the ſtate or con

FAST (with sailors] a rope to faften a ſhip or boat. dition of being without a father.

FAST country [with Tin miners) a fhelf. FATHERLINESS [Fæ Seplicneyye,Sax.] the difpofi

FA'sTEN's Een or Even , Sbrove-Tueſday, ſo called as be- tion of a father ; fatherly affe &tion.

ing the Eve of Aß -Wedneſday, the firſt day of the fact of FA'THERS ( by way of emphafis ] the biſhops of the
Lent. primitive church ;alſo archbiſhops and biſhops of the pre

A FA'STENING ( Kertnung , Sax. ) that which makes ſent church ; alio perſons venerable for their age ; alſo ſu :

anything faft; alſo making a thing faſt. periors of convents or monaſteries.

FA'STERMANSS men of repute and ſubſtance, or ra- FA'THOM [ ¥ æ Sm , Sax.] a meaſure of 6 feet ; the

FASTING men S. ther bonds -men, pledges, fureties, FA'DUMS Helrew fathom contained 7 feet z inches
who in the time of the Saxons were to anſwer for one an- and a little more.

other's peaceable behaviour. FATHOM of Wood, the 6th part of that quantity com

Fa'sti, the Roman Calendar, in which were ſet down monly called a coal-fire.
alldays of feaſts, pleadings, games, ceremonies and other Tó FA'THOM [ Kædinian , Sax.] to ſound the depth of

publick buſineſs throughout the year, L water ; alſo to dive into or diſcover a perſon's deſigns.

Fasti Dies, the days on which the lawyers might plead FATI'DIC ( fatidicus, L. fatidique, F.j foretelling or de

in , like our term -time, L. claring - fate or deſtiny, or what has been decreed by the

Fastidio's e { [ faftidiofus, L. faftidieux, F.] diſdain- fates, or has been pre-ordained.
FASTIDIOUS S ful, proud , haughty, ſcornful. FATI'dics ( fatidici of fatum dicere, L.] deſtiny

FASTIDIOUSNESS [of faftidieux, F. faftidioſus, L.] dif- FATI'DICKSS readers, fortune-tellers.

dainfulneſs. Fati'FEROUS [ fatifer, L.] bringing on fate, bringing

FASTI'DIUM Cibi [ with Phyſicians ] a loathing of deftru &tion.

FA'TIGABLE , thatmay be tired .

FASTIGI
A , the tops of any thing , L. FA'TIGABLENESS [of fatigare, L.] liableneſs or ca

FASTIGIATED [ faftigiatus, L.] made ſharp towards pableneſs of being wearied , fatigued or tired .

FATIGUE, hardſhip, toil, weariſome labour , P.

FASTIGIUM , the top or height of any thing, L ,, , TO FATIGUE (fatigare, L. fatiguer, F.] to weary, to

FASTIGIUM (in Archite&ture) the ridge of a houſe, the tire, to haraſs.

higheſt pitch of a building ; alſo a kind of Ornamental FATI'LOQUIST [ fatiloquus, L.] a deſtiny-reader ; a

member. ſooth -ſayer,

Fa'sTNESS [keytinýrye of Kaytnian, Sax.] firmneſs ; FA'TNESS [ Katnegye, sax.] fat, a being fat ; groſſ

alſo a ſtrong hold or caſtle, fortification, entrenchment, neſs in body, br.
c. alſo ſwiftneſs. Fau'cer [ fauſet, F.] a part of a tap to put in a

FASTUO's e [ faftuofus, L. faftueux, F.] diſdainful, cask, 8c.

proud, haughty. FAU'CEUS ( with Anatomifts] the upper part of the

FASTUO'SITY 3 [ faftuofitas, L. ] diſdainfulneſs, gullet.

FA'STUOUSNESS S pride. Fau'CHION ( faucbon , F.] a ſort of thort, broad

Fat (xat, sax.] groſs, full, or abounding with fat. wooden ſword or weapon to fight with.

Fat ( Sea Term ] broad ; as they fay a šip bas a fat Faugh Ground, ground that has lain a year or more

quarter, when the tuck of her quarter is deep . unploughed.

FAT ( with Anatomifts] a grealy ſubſtance which is bred A FAULT ( faute, faulte, F.] a crime, an error.

of the oily part of the aliment and blood. To FAU LTER : [ probably of faltar, span . or falteren ,

FAT ( rat, Sax. bat, Du. of vas,L.] a large wooden Du ) to ſtammer or heſitate in one's ſpeech , alſo to pro

VAT S veſſel containing 8 buſhels ; alſo å brewing ceed but coolly in a 'deſign.
vefſel FAU'LTINESS ( plein des fautes, F.] badneſs, the being

Fat } [ of Merchandiſe) an uncertain quantity, as of yarn, faulry or blameable.
VAT S from 210 to 211 bundles ; of wire , from 20 FÁU'ITLESS ( Sans faute, F.] without fault ; not de

to25 poundweight, coc. ſerving blame.

FA'TAL ( fatalis, L.] of or pertaining to fate ; unlucky, FAU'LTLESNESS, a being free from faults.

unhappy; alſo deadly. FAU'LTY [plein de fautes, F.] that is bad, or has a fault

FATA'LITY ( fatalité, F. of fatalis, L.) a being liable or full of faults.

to fate, the neceſſity of an event, the cauſe of which is un- FAU'NA , a certain goddeſs of the Romans , to whom

known, and which the ancients uſually attributed to de. the matrons ſacrificed in the night-time and very private

ftiny, ly ; and it was not lawful for any man ſo much as to look

FA'TALNESS ( fatalitas, L. fatalité, F.] unavoidable- into her temple upon pain of death , becauſe that Fauna,
neſs, diſaſterouſneſs. when ſhe lived , was fo chafte, that the always kept her

FATE ( fatum , of fando, L. ſpeaking) it primarily im. ſelf in her chamber, and never would look upon any man

plies the ſame with effatum , a word or decree pronounced but her husband .
by God, or a fixa ſentence whereby the Deity has pre- FAUNA'LIA (among the Romans] fcafts held in De

fcribed the order of things, and allotted every perſon what cember in honour of Faunus, during which the country

Shall befall him. The Greeks call it Eiude and Eipapárn, people leaving work, diverted themſelves with dancing and
as tho' Fipuds a chain or neceſſary ſeries of things indiſfo- other merriments.

lubly linked together ; and the moderns call it Providence. FAU'NUS , was the ſon of Picus a king of the Latins,

Afdrological FÅTE, a neceſſity of things and events ari- whom they made the god of the fields ; becauſe he

fing from the influence and poſition of the heavenly bo- was the inventor of many things neceſſary for husbandry ,

dies, which give laws (as they ſay) both to the elements they accounted him the father of the other Fauni, and of

and mix'd bodies, and to the wills of men. the ſatyrs, who all are ſaid to have worn horns on their

Stoical Fate, is by Cicero defined to be an order or fe- heads, and to have had goats- feet. This Fannus reigned

ries of cauſes, wherein caufe being linked to cauſe, each in Italy , Anno Mundi 2691, in the laſt year of Gideon the

produces other ; and thus all things flow from one prime judge of Iſrael.

cauſe. Chryfippus callsitanatural, invariable fucceffion FA'vour [ favor, L. faveur, F.) favourable carriage,

of all things ab æterno, each involving other. kindneſs ; a good office or turn ; alfo a knot of ribbons

FA'Ted, ordered , decreed or appointed by fate. given at a wedding.

The FATES [ fata, L.] the deftinies according to the To Fa'vour [ favere, L. favorifer, F.] to Thew favour,

poers, the three fatal- lifters, Clotho, Lachefis and Atropos , to aſſiſt or countenance ; alſo to be like in countenance of
which ſee. reſemble another perſon .

FATHER ( rater of Fedan, Sax. to feed, fader , Dan . Tbe FAVOUR of God's Providence [ in Hieroglyphicks] was

pater, L. Futis, Gr.] he who has begotten a child. repreſented by the ancients by a great ſtar in the air ;
becaursG g 85
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footh up.

fitft year,

becauſe it is ofien clouded with adverfiry, and 'never ral frizzling of the hair in horſes, which in fome places
ſhines long upon us without interruption .

rifes above the lying hair, and there repreſents the figure

FA'vour; is oppoſed to rigour, eſpecially in matters of of the top of an ear of corn .

juſtice.
To FEATHER (of yea der , Sax ] to ſcrape together, to

FA'VOURABLE [ favorabilis, L.) apt to favour, afſift furnish , as to feather one's neſt.

or promote, good, gracious, kind, obliging To cut a Feather [ Sea Term ) laid of a fhip when

FA'VOURABLENESS (of favorabilis, L.) eaſineſs, mo- The makes the water foam before her.

derateneſs, temperateneſs, goodneſs. FEATHER - edg'd boards [ in Carpentry] boards that are

FA'VOURER ( fauteur, F. fautor, L.] one who coun- thicker on one edge than on the other .

tenances or encourages, &c. Feather-top graſs, an herb.

FA'VOURITE (un favori, une favorie, F. Ille or illa qui FEATHER- boiling with Confe& ioners] is the boiling of

favetur, L.) a darling,a minion , one who enjoys the good ſugarlo often or lo long, that blowing thro 'theholes of
will or kindneſs of another. the skimmer, or ſhaking a ſpatula with a back ſtroke,

FAU'SSEBRAY ( in Fortification) a ſmall rampart about thick and large bubbles Ay up on high , it is become feas

3 or 4 fathom wide bordered with aparapet and banquette, ther'd ; and when after frequent trials thoſe bubbles are
the uſe of which is to defend the fols. perceived to be thicker and in greater quantiry , ſo thac

FAU'STITAS , the goddeſs of good luck, which was they ſtick together and form as it were a flying flake, then

worſhipped for the encreaſe of cattle, L. they ſay the ſugar is greatlyfeather’d.

FAU'TOR , a favourer, an abertor, l. A Roman FEATHER (with Horſemen ] a feather upon

Faux eurgh , the ſuburbs of a city , the buildings the neck of a horſe, which is a row of hair curnd back
without the walls .

and rais'd, which juſt by the mane forms a mark like the

To Fawn (faonner, F.] to bring forth young , ſpoken blade of a ſword.
of a doe or hind. FEATHERLESNESS (reatenleaynery, Sax.] the be

TO FAWN upors (of kandian, sax.] to coaks, Alatter or ing without feathers or unfledg’d .

Fea'tly , oddiy, after an unuſual or uncouth manner .

A Fawn ( faon , F.] a young deer, buck or doc of the FEA'TNESS , odneſs , unicouchnels.

FEA'TURE ( faiture, F.) a lineament of the face.

FAW'NING [of Kantian , Sax.] Aartering, ſoothing be- FEA'ZING (with Sailors) the ravelling out any great

haviour. rope or cable at the ends.

Fay , faith , as by my fay. FEBRICITATION, an inclining to an ague, L.

Fax'TOURS cold star.) idle fellows, vagabonds. FEBRICULO'SITY ( febriculofitas, L.) the ſame as fc

FAY'LING of Records ( Law Term] is when an action bricitacion .

is brought againſt one who pleads any matter or record , FEBRICULO'se ( febriculofus, L.) that hath or is ſubo

and avers to prove it by record and fails to bring it into je&t to a high fever.
court, or brings ſuch an one as is no bar to the action, FE'BRIFUGE ( febrifuga , L.) a medicine which drives

FAYnt Pleader (Law Term) is a falſe, covinous or away or cures a fever.

colluſory manner of pleading, to the deceit of a third Fe'bris , a fever or ague, L.

perſon . Febris Ungarica, a peſtilential fever common in Hungan
FE , as Auto de Fé [i . e. the act of faith ] the trial or ſen- ry , call d Lues Pannonica.

tence of the inquiſition in Spain, or their execution of FE'BRUARY ( Fevrier, F. Februarius, L. of Oelpuder ,
burning of hereticks, Span. Gr. or febrnando or februis,L. the expiatory-facrifices, thus

FF (in Mufick Books) ſtands for forte forte, and denotes the Romans uſed to offer this month for the purifying the

people) anciently the 12th month of the year, butnow

FEABS , fea -berries, gooſe- berries. the 2d . This month is repreſented in painting and ſcul

Fea'ged [of feagen, Du .] beaten , whipped , doc. pture, by the image of a man clad in a dark sky -colour,

whence probably comes our word fagging. carrying in his right hand the Aftronomical ſign Pifces.

Feal [i , e, truſty) the tenants by knights ſervice uſed FECTA'Les among the Romans] certain itate -prieſts,

anciently to be feal and leal, i. c. faithful and loyal to who were to affift in treaties of peace. It was not lawful

their lord . to conclude any buſineſs of peace or war, until they had
FEA'LTY [ fidelitas, L. fidelité, F.) fidelity, loyalty. pronounced it juſt : and when they intended to go to

FEALTY [in Law ] an oath taken at the admitting a war with any nation , the Pater Patratus, wbo was the

tenant, to be true to the lord, of whom he holds his land. chief of them , was ſent to declare it ; and when they

FEAR ( kerho, Sax .] apprehenſion of evil, dread or concluded a peace, they carried with them ſome grals out
fright

of Rome, and when they met the other parties, the paper

To Fear [Fepan , Sax .) to terrify or put into fear; al- Patratuscauſed a hog to be placed at his fect, and with

fo to be affrighted ; alſo to be apprehenſive of, to a great ſtone knock'd it on the head , ſwearing and with

dread. ing thatJupiter would thuspunish him , or thatpeople, that

FEA'R FUL [kerhtxul, Sax .) apprehenſive of evil. intended any miſchief or deceit by the treaty, or that

A FEARFUL and timorous man ( Hieroglypbically ) was fhould firſt violate their oaths, and break the agreement

repreſented by the ancients by a wolf ; becauſe it is re- byany publick a &ts of hoftility

ported that this beaſt will ſtartle at the leaft thing, and FE'CULA [in Pharmacy] a white, mealy fubftance or

altho ' it does not want courage to encounter an enemy, yet powder, which ſubſides and gathers at the bottom of the

it is afraid of a ſtone. juices or liquors of divers roots.

FEA'R FULLY [ rephtpullic, Sax.] after a terrifying FE'CULENCE [ fæculentia, L.] dreggineſs, or being

manner. FE'CULENCY full of dregs and lees.

FEA'RFULNESS (kerhekulneyy, Sax.] apprehenſive FE'CULENT [ fæculens, L.) full of dregs, dreggy.
of evil . FECU'ND [ fæcundus, L.) fruitful , plealant.

FEARLESS ( Xerhtlear, Sax.] void of fear or appre- FECU'NDNESS { [ fecunditas, F.] fertility, fruitful

henſion of evil , bold daring. FECU'NDITY Sneſs.

FEARLESLY Kephtleaslic, Sax.) without fear, un- FE'DERAL (of fædus,, L. a covenanc] of or pertaining

dauntedly, courageouſly. to a covenant or agreement.

FRA'RLESNESS [Kephtlearneyye, Sax.] unapprehen- FEDERAL Holineſs (with Divines ] i. e. covenanted ho

Gveneſs of danger or death. lineſs, ſuch as is attributed to young children born of

Fea'sible ( faifible, F.) that may be done, eaſy to be Chriftian parents and newly baptized , as being included

donc. within the covenant ofgrace.

FEA'SIB L'EN ESS (of faiſible, F. and nefs ] eaſineſs to FE'DERALNE
SS [of fæderalis, L.) the appertaining to

be done or performed . a covenant.

To FEAST [ feftum adornare, L.) to make a feaſt ; to To Fee ( of yeah , Sax, a fief ) a reward ; wages, re.
çat át a feaſt or feftival. Fee (as Spelman defines it ) is a right which the vala

FEA'STING , cating or drinking ator entertaining with has in land , or ſome immoveable things of his lord's, to
a feaſt. uſe the ſame, and take the profits of it hereditarily, ren

FEAT [ fait, F. faštum , L.) an action, a great and no- dering to his lord ſuch feudal duties and ſervices as be

table deed . long to military tenure ; the meer propriety of the fost

Fua'ther ( ¥æfer, Sax .) a plume ofa fowl. always remaining to the lord.

FEATHER (with Horfemen ) is a certain ſort of natu

Ees

very loud.
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Ous manner.

Fee abſolute ? in an eſtare, & c. of which a perſon is Fell Monger [of yelle ,Sax. a skin, and mangore, sax.

Fee fimple S poffefſed in thoſe general words to us amonger) one who deals in skins of cattle, parts the wool

and our heirs for ever. from the pelos in order to be droſsid for leather or parch

Fee Conditional is that whereof a perſon is pofſefs'd ment.
Fee Tail s in theſe words, to us and our beirs. FELL Wort, an herb .

Fee Farm (Law Term land held of another in fee, Fella'blē, that may be felled , or fit to fell.

that is, for ever to himſelf and his heirs, paying a certain Felili'FLUOBS ( fellifluus, L.) flowing of abounding

annual rent out of it with gall.

FEE'ble [ foible, F.) weak, languid . FE'LLNESS [of yellnýyre, Sax .] fierceneſs.

Fee'BLENESS [ foiblefe, F.] weakneſs, languidneſs. FE'LLOW (prob . of to follow ] a companion, an equal.

To Feed (of keban, Sax .] to furnish or ſupply with FE'LLOWSHIP , fociety , company, partnerſhip ; alſo the

food ; alſo to eat. place of a member of a college in theuniverſity.
FEED, pafture. Milton . FE'LLOWs [ in Fortification) are 6 pieces of wood, each

To Feel [ yelan, Sax.] to touch, handle, to uſe the of which form an arch of a circle, and thoſe joined all to
ſenſe of feeling gether by duledges, make an intire circle with 12 ſpokes,

To Feel & Horſe in the Hand (with Horſemen ] is to ob- which make the wheel of a gun caruiage.

ferye that she will of the horſe is in their hand ; that he Rule of FE'LLOWSHIP ( with Arisbmeticians] a rule of

taftes the bridle, and has a good Appui in obeying che great uſe in ballancing accounts among merchants, Sc.

bir. where a number of perſons putting together a general ſtock,

To Feela Horſe upon the Hauncbes ( in Horſemanßip] is it is required to give every one his proportional thare of the

to obſerve that he plies or bendsthem , which is contrary
loſs or gain.

to leaning or throwingupon the Moulders. FE'LO DE SE [in Law ] one who commits felony by

FEE’LINGLY [of yelan, Sax.] ſenſibly , after a feeling laying vidtent hands upon himſelf ; a ſelf-murderer, ſuch

manner. an one is to be interr'd without Chriſtian burial, with a

FEE'LING, or, touching, is one of the external ſenſes, ſtake driven thro' his corps, and to forfeit his goods.

whereby we get the ideas of folid , hard , ſoft, rough, Fe'lon , a malefactor who commies felony, F.

{mooth, hot, cold , wet, dry , or other tangible qualities ; FELO'NIOUS ( en felon , F. of felonia , L.) after a feloni

as alſo ofdiſtance itching, titillation, pain , & c.

Feet [rotar, Sax.) parts of ananimal body ; allo a FELO'NIOUSNESS, felonious quality or circumſtances.

meaſure, in length 12 inches. FE'LONY _ felonie, F. prob. of ¢ úrwois or qá wwa , Gr.

Feet [in Poetry) the French and Italian poets are unac- a capital crimej an orence that is next in degree to perty

quainted with feet and quantity ; and ſome have weakly treaſon, and comprehends divers particulars , as murder,

imagined that the Engliß have none ; but we find by a very ſodomy, rape, firing of houſes wilfully , & c. the puniſh
little alteration, that the harmony of the ſweeteſt verſe is ment of allwhich is death , except Petty Larceny.

Spoild ; and that plainly thews, that the meaſure of feet Felt [ Xelt, Sax .) a fort of coarſe wool, or wool and

and quantity, being truly obſerv'd, makes the muſick , as hair for making of hats,

may be perceived in what follows, FELT , i. e. felt hats were firft made in England by

When man on many multiply'd bis kind. Spaniards and Dutchmen in the beginning of thereign of

Wben man multiply'd bis kind on many. king Henry VI 1.

FEGA'RY [ 9. vagary of vagando, L. wandering] a ro- Felu'ca , a ſort of ſmall fhip, or fea -veſſel.

ving, rambling or soaming about. FE'MALE ( femelle, F. fæmina, L.] the the kind of all
To Feign ( fingere, L. feindre, F.] to pretend , to diſ- animals, Soc.

femble, to make a fhew of ; to counterfeit ; to contrive, FEME Covert [ Fr. Law Torm ] a married woman .

devile or force. FE'MININE ( femininus, L.) of the female kind.

Fei'gning ( feinant, F. fingens, L.] making a fhew of, FEMININE Gender in Gram .) a term apply'd to ſuch

counterfeiting, & c. nouns as are declined with the feminine article bæc.

A FEINT (une feinte, F.] a counterfeit offer, a fhew or FEMININE Planets [ Aftrology , are ſuch as ſurpaſs in

pretence, a falſe fhew, a diſguiſe. paffive qualities, i.e. moiſture and drinefs.

A Feint (in Fencing) a falſe attack , a fhew of giving FEMO'RIUS [Anatomy) a muſcle of the leg, called

& ftroke, or making a puſh in one part , with a deſign to alſo Coureus, L.

bring a perſon to guard that part, and to leave ſome other FE'MUR, the thigh, the part from the buttock to thic

part unguarded where the froke is really intended. knee, L.

A FEINI ( in Mufick] a ſemi-tone, the ſame that is callid fen ( yenne, Sax .) a marſh or mooriſh ground.

Diefis, FIN Cricket, an infe & t.

A Feint (in Ribetorick] a figure whereby the orator Fence [ofdefendere, of fendere, L.) an hedge or inclo
touches on ſomething, in making a fhew of palling it over ſure.

in filence.
* To FENCE [of fendu , F. of defendere, L.) to inclofe with

To Feist to let a fart without a noiſe. a ferice.

A Feist ( feif , Text. Fiyt, Sax.] a fart without noiſe. To Fence [of defendere , L.) to fight with ſwords.

Fe'lsus ( Old Records] a ſmall bundle or armful. Fence Montb ( Foref Law ] a month in which it is un
FE'LTRING , entangling. lawful to hunt in the foreſt, becauſe in that month the fe

Fel , the gall, one of the humours of the body. L. male deer fawn ; it is 15 days before midſummer,

Fel terra " [in Botany] the leſſer or common cemaury. L. FE'NCER (of defenderé, F.j a {word - player, &c.

Fel vitri, the drols or feum of melted glaſs, call'd Simple FE'NCING, is what is performed dire& ly and
Sandever. L. fimplyon the ſame line.

FELAPTO'N [ in Logick ] a techninal name of the fecond Compound FENCING, includes all the poſſible arts and

mood of the third figure of a categorical ſyllogiſm , wherein inventions to deceive the enemy, and caufe him to leave

the firſt propoſition is an univerfal negative, the ſecond an unguarded the place that is intended to be atrack d .

univerſal affirmative, and the thrid a particular negative. TO FEND (with Sailors] as tò fend the boat, is to ſave it

To FeliciTATE [ felicitare, L.] ' to make or render from being dath'd to pieces againft the rocks, hore, or

happy. fides of the ſhip
FELICITOUS [ felix , L.) happy: To Fend [defendere, L.] to defend or ward off.

Feli'CITOUSNESS ( felicitas, L.] happineſs, happý FENDER [of defendere, L.] an iron to keep up cinders,

circumſtances. aſhes, Sc.

FELI'CITY ( felicitas, L.) happineſs, bleſſedneſs. FE'NDERS ( with Sailors] pieces of old cables, ropes,

FELICITY , the Goddeſs [in painting , & c.] was repré- or wooden billets hung over the ſides of a fhip; to keep

ſepted as a lady fitting on an imperial throne, holding in other ſhips from rubbing againſt her ; alſo the fame as are
one hand a Caduceus, and in the other a Cornucopia, clad in uſed for boars.

a purple veſtment trimmed with ſilver. FENDER Bolts [in a ship] iron pins, having long and

A FE'LDFARE [ yeal for, of real a field , and yapan , thick heads fuck into the outermolt bends or wales of a

Sax. to go far, prob. becauſe of Aying far before it alights) thip, to ſaveher fides from bruiſes or hurts.
a bird . FENDU'EN Pal [ in Heraldry] fignifies a croſs cloveri

Fall [relle, Sax .] cruel, outrageous; alſo the skin of down from top to bottom , and the parts fer at fome diſtance
a beaft.

from one anothet.

To Fall [ Kcallan, sax.) to frike of cut down.

3
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FENE'STRA , a window , L. Fe'rity [ feritas, L. ferocité, Fr.] fierceneſs, cruelty,

FENESTRA (with Anatomifts] two holes in the bar- ſavageneſs, brutality.

vel of the ear next the drum , the one called Ovalis, and FERI'NE [ ferinus, L.) of or like wild beaſts.

the other Rotunda, L. FERI'O [with Logicians) a mood , when the firſt propo

FENESTRA Ovalis [Anatomy) a hole in the barrel of the lition of a categorical ſyllogiſm is an univerſal negative,
ear , where the baſis of the papes stands, L. the ſecond a particular negative .

FENESTRA Rotunda ( Anat.) a hole in the barrel of the FeriSO'N [with Logicians) a term when the propofi

car that leadsto the cochlea, and is covered by a fine mem- tions are anſwerable to ferio, as no ſeverity is pleaſant, some

brane incloſed in the rift of the hole, L. Severity is neceſſary, therefore fometbing ihat is neceſſary is
FENNEL ( fenouil, F. fæniculum , L.) an herb. not pleaſant.

FE'NNISH ( [ rennig , sax .] full of,or abounding with FE'RLING [Old Rec.] the fourth of
part

FENNY { " fens.
penny ; allo

the quarter of a ward in a borough .

FENNY Stones, a plant ſomewhat of the ſame quality as FERLINGA'TA ! [ old Rec. ] the fourth a yard

the plant dogs-ſtones. FERLI'NGUS Š land.

FE'NNIGREEK FERM [yeojim , Sax.] a houſe, or land , or both, taken

FENUGREEK S} [9 fænum græcum , L.]an herb. byindenture of leaſe, or leaſe parole.

FERME a ferme [in Riding Academies) a term uſed to

FEOD } , sax.)[ yeot, Sax ] the ſame as fee.
ſignify in the ſame place, without ſtirring or parting.

FEODAL , of or pertaining to fee. TERMENT [in pbyficks) any kind of body,which being

Feoda’lit AS (Old Rec .] fealty or homage paid by a applied to another, produces a fermentation therein, as the
feodal tenant to his lord. acid in leaven, bc. See Fermentation :

FEO'DARY 7 an officer formerly belonging to the T. FERMENT ( fermentare, L.) to riſe or puff up as
FE'UDARY court of wards and liveries, whoſe leaven or yeaſt does ;to work as beer and other liquors do,
FEUDATORY

to ſurvey and value the ſo as to clear it ſelf from dregs and impurities.

land of the ward , &c. FERMENTA'TION, an inteſtine motion or commotion

FEUDATORY , a tenant who holds his land by feodal of the ſmall inſenſible particles of a mixt body, ariſing

ſervice. without any apparent mechanical cauſe, as when leaven or

Feo'dum ( feudum , Goth .) any fee, benefit or profit. ycaft ferments.

FEODUM laicum [Old Rec. ] a lay- fee, or land held in Fermenta'tion (with Phyſicians] any gentle mo

fee from a lay-lord , by common ſervices, in oppoſition to tion of the parts of the blood or juice in the body occa
the ecclefiaftical holding in frank almoine, L. fioned by ſomethingthat helps to clarify, exalt and render

FEODUM militis [ Old Rec.] or them more lubril ; ſo as to reduce them to a healthful and

FEODUM militare, knight's fee, which by the uſual natural ſtate.

computation is 480 acres ; 24 acres makinga virgate, 4 vir- FERMENTATION (with Cbymifts] a kind of ebullition

gates a hide, and 5 hides a knight's fee, L. or bubbling up, raiſed by the ſpirits that endeavour to get

FeOFFEE [law Term ] he that is infeoffed, or to out of a mixt body ; ſo that meeting with grofs carthy

whom a feoffment is made. parts, which oppoſe their paſſage, they ( well and render

To Feoff [ fieffer, F.] to enfeoff. the liquor thin, till they find their way.

FeO'FFMENT (common Law ] the gift or grant of FERMISO'NA (ancients Deeds] the winter ſeaſon of
honours, caſtles, manours , meſſuages, lands or other cor deer.

poreal or immoveable things of the like nature to another FERN (reann, Sax.] a plant growing on heaths, & c.

in fee-ſimple ; i. e . to him and luis heirs for ever, by the FFRNI'Go (Old Rec .] a heath or waſte place, where

delivery of ſeiſin , and the poſleſſion of the thing given , fern grows.

whether the gift be made by deed or writing: FERO'CITY [ ferocitas, L. ferocité , F.] fierceneſs, cruel

FEO'FFment in Truf [common Law ) is the deviſing ' ty, favageneſs.

or making over lands, & c. by will to truſtees for the pay- FERO'NIA (among the Romans] a goddeſs of the woods,

ment of debts, legacies, Sgc. of whom it is fabled , that when her grove, upon thewoun

FeOFFE'r, he who makes a feoffment to another. tain Soradte, was burnt down, the people carried thither

FEORM [ reorme of yeojimian, sax.) a certain por- her pi&ture, and the wood preſently iprang up again afreſh .
tion of vi &tuals and other neceffaries, which the tenants of AFE'RRET ( ferret, Du. furetta, Ital . furet, Fr. ) a

out lands anciently gave to the Tbane or Lord ; hence ſmall creature like a weeſel, uſed in catching of rabbits ;
comes our name of Farm and Farmer. alſo a fort of ordinary ſilk ribband .

FER de Fourcbette [in Heraldry] or Croix a fer FE'RRIAGE (of 'Kane, Sax ] the hire of a ferry -boat ;

de Fourchette, i . e. a croſs with forked irons at money paid for paſſage over a river.

each end , repreſenting a ſort of iron firmer FERRUGI'Neus a , um [ in Botanick Writers ] of the

uſed by musketeers, to reft their muskets on ; colour of ruſty iron .
and in this it differs from the croſs Fourcbée, that the ends FERRUGINOS E

of that turn forked , but this has that ſort of fork fixed FERRU'GIN OUS } [ferruginosus,L.] like ruſty iron.
upon the ſquare end. See the figure. Ferru'GINOUSNESS [ of ferrugineus, L.) being like,

FER de Mouline [in Heraldry) is the ſame as or of the nature of ruſty iron.

the Croſs Milrine, or Ink Milrine, and is as much FERRU'go, the ruit of iron, or a kind of calx found

as to ſay, the iron of a mill , i, e . the piece of on the ſurface of it, L.

iron that upholds the mill, as in the figure FERRUM , the metal called iron , L.

annexed. FE'RRUMEN , ſteel or iron hardened ; alſo folder, L.

FERA'CITY ( feracitas, L.] fertility, fruitfulneſs. FERUMINATION , a ſoldering , a faftening together ,

FE'R AL [ feralis, L.] mortal, deadly, diſmal. properly in iron ; in Chymifry, a foldering together of me

FERAL Signs (with Aftrologers) are Leo, and the laſt tals.

part of Sagittarius, which are ſo called , not only on ac- FERRURE, a Thooing of horſes, F.

count of their repreſenting wild beaſts in figure , but be- To Fe'rry ( probably of fallan , Sax . to paſs over ,

cauſe they imagine them to have ſome kind of lavage in- or of ferri, L. to be carried ] a place in a river where per

fluence, and give fierce and cruel diſpoſitions to thoſe that fons, horſes, coaches, & c. are carried over.

are born under them. FE'RSCHET ( rare-ycot, Sax .) the ferriage or cuſtoma

- FerdelIA Terra [Old Rec.] a fardel, 10 acres of land. sy payment for ferryingover,and croſſing a river.
FERA'lia [ of ferendis epulis, L. i. e . of carrying FE'RTILE [ fertilis, L.) fruitful, plentiful.

vi&tuals] feſtivals held in February, and dedicated to the FERTILITY 2 ( fertilitas, L.] ' fruitfulneſs, plenti

Manes, in which they carried vi &tuals to the urns and FE'RTILNESS S fulneſs.

ſepulchers of their deceaſed relations. To FE'RTILIZE [ fertiliſer, F.] to make fertile, fruit

FERD-FARE [Fend-Fape, Sax. ] an immunity from ful or plentiful.

going to the wars.
FE'R v ENCY ! [ fervor, L.] earneſtneſs, heat or great

FERD-WIT ( yero - pite Sax , of rens an army , FE'R VOUR S zeal,

and pite a compoſition ) a formulary in ancient times , by FE'RVENT [ feruens, L.] hot, vehement, eager, zea

which the king pardoned man - flaughter committed in the lous .

army. FE'RVID ( fervidus, L.) hot, full of heat or fervour,
FPRE' [in Botanick Writings) almoft, commonly, L. vehement, eager.

FERIA (in Old Rec. ) a fair. FERVIDITY

FE'RIF , holy - days, or days on which the ancient Ro FE'KVIDNESS S
[ feruiditas, L.] fervency:

mans abſtained from work. FE'RVOUR

} , ]
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kle-joint.

again , L.

FE'Rvour [ feroor, L. ferveur, Fr. ] great warmth , FETLOCK Joint, the joint at a horſe's fetlock; his ati

heat, vehemence, great zeal.

FE'RULA (with Botanifts ] the herb fennel-giant, L. ToFe'tter [gereterian, Sax.] to put chains or fer

FERULA'CLOUS Plants, plants which grow like the ters on the feet.

herb fennel- giant. FE'TTERS [ yettepey, Sax .] irons to be put upon

FE'RULÆ [with Surgeons) ſplents or light chips made the legs either of malefactors or cattle ; figuratively bou.

of fir, paper glued together, or leather, Ego, for binding dage.

up loolened or disjointed bones, after they have been ſet FEUD (feude, Teut. yah , Sax . ] an inveterate or

old grudge , enmity , deadly hatred, malice .

Fervor of the Matrix , a diſeaſe when the intire fub- FEUDS (with Civilians] a volume of the civil law, ſo

ſtance of the womb is extream hot ; attended with a pain called, becauſe it contains the cuſtoms and ſervices which

and heavineſs of the loins , a loathing, fuppreſſion of urine a vallal does to his foveraign prince or lord , for the lands

and the like ; at the ſame timethe patient being very deſi- or fees that he holds of him.

rous of copulation, though by reaſon of pain at the ſame FEUD [in the North of England) a combination of kir

time ſhe fears it. dred to revenge the death of any of their blood upon
the

Fesce'NNINE Verſes [by ſome derived of faſcinum , L. killer, and all his race.

a charm , they taking luch fongs to be proper to drive away FEUD BOTE (fæh 8-bote, Sux . ] a recompence for en

witches, or prevent their inchantments) a fort of ſatyrical gaging in ſuch a feud or fa& tion , and the damages that

verſes full of open , wanton and obicene expreſſions, ſung happen thereupon.

or rehears’d by thecompany at marriages. FEUDE (of keoh, Sax. a reward , and Doo, Sax. a

Fe'scue ( feftuca, Lj a ſmall thing to point to let- condition] with Civilians, a grant of lands, honours or

ters in reading fees madeto a man upon condition, that he and his heirs do

A FE'sse [in Heraldry] is one of the nine acknowledge the donor and his heirsto be their lord and

honourable ordinaries, and conſiſts of lines foveraigų , and ſhall do ſuch ſervice for the ſaid tenure , to
drawn directly croſs the eſcutcheon, from ſide him and his, as is covenanted between them , or is

proper

to ſide, and takes up the third part of it between to the nature of the feud.

the honour point and the nombril. It repreſents FEVER ( febris, L. fieure, F. fever, Dan.) a diſorder

a waift belt, or girdleof honour. See the Figure. very differently defined by phyſicians; as a ſtrenuous en

Party per Fe'sse, ſignifies parted acroſs the middle of deavour or effort of nature to throw off ſome morbifick
the ſhield from ſide to lide, through thefeſs -point. matter that incommodesthe body, Sydenbam ; alſo a velocity

Fess - Point. [in Heraldry ] is the exact centre of the oftheblood ; a fermentation or great motion of it, with heat

eſcutcheon , and is ſo called becauſe the point through and thirft. Quinſey.
which the feſs -line is drawn from the two ſides, and ac- Continual FEVER , is one whoſe fit continues for many

cordingly divides it into two equal parts, when the eſcutche- days, having its times of abatement or more fiercencís
on is parted per fefs, as is repreſented by letter E, in the though it never intermits or leaves off.

eſcutcheon . See Eſcutcheon. Intermitting FEVER, has certain times of intermiſſion

FESSE-Ways (with Heralds] or in feſſe , ſignifies thoſe or cealing ; begins for the moſt part with cold and ſhiver

things that are borne after the manner ofa felle, that is, ing; ends in heat, and returns exactly at the ſame

in a rank a - croſs the middle of the ſhield . periods.

To Fe'sTeR [ feftrir, F.] to putrify or wrankle as a in Eſſential Fever, is one , the primary cauſe of which

ſore ſometimes does. is in the blood it ſelf, and does not ariſe as an effect or

FESTINA’TION, a haſtening or making ſpeed, L. ſymptom from any other diſeaſe in the ſolids or other

FESTING -Men [of yeytnian , Sax. to faften] with the parts.

Ancient Saxons, ſuch as were pledges for others, and bound A Symptomatical Fever , is one which ariſes as ani

for their forth - coming, who ſhould tranſgreſs the laws. accident or ſymptom of ſome diſorder that is antecedent
FE'STING -Fenny, earneſt given to ſervants when hired. to it .

FESTINANCE ( feftinantia, L ] a haſtening. A Diary FEVER, is that which ordinarily, does not laſt

Festi'no (with logicians) a technical word, usd when longer than 24 hours.

the firſt propoſition of a ſyllogiſm is an univerſal negative, Å Hectick FEVER [ of " ExtIXOS of Els, Gr. habitude]

the ſecond a particular negative, and the third a particular is one that is now and durable, extenuating and ema

affirmative, as no vice is excuſable ; fome errors are not ciating thebody by inſenſible degrees.

vices ; therefore fome errors are excuſable. Putrid FEVER , one ariſing from the diſchargeof putrid

Fe'sTIVAL I feftivus, L. ) merry, jocund, pleaſant, purulent matter from ſome morbid part, as an ulcer in the
diverting ; alſo pertaining to an holy day or feſtival. lungs.

A FESTIVAL [dies feftus or feſtivus, L.] a folemnity Burning

Fever }
? a very acute fever, attended with a

or day of rejoicing
Ardent

vehement heat , intolerable thirſt,

Festi'vity | feftivitas, L. ),mirth , rejoicing, plea: a dry cough , a delirium and other violent ſymptoms.

fantnefs ; alſo a feſtival time. Å Colliquative FEVER, one wherein the whole body is

FESTI'vous [ feftivus, L. ) jocund, jovial, merry. conſumed and emaciated in a ſhort time , the folid parts

FestUCA'GO [ in Botany) wild oats, L. and the fat, &c, are melted down, and carried off by a

FESTIVOUSNESS [of feftivus L.) pleaſantneſs, wit- Diarrhea, Sweat, Urine, & c.

tineſs , ocularneſs... A Quotidian Fever, is one where the paroxiſm returns

FESTOONS (in Architecture) the every day.

French call them Feftoons, prob. of A double Quotidian Fever, is one the paroxiſm of which

Feftus, L. merry , jovial, being comes twice in 24 hours.

uſually applied on feſtival occaſions, Tertian Fever, one which returns every other day,
an ornament of carved work in and is of 2 kinds, legitimate and Spurious,

ner of wreaths or garlands hanging A legitimate Tertian Fever , is one that lafts only

down of Aowers or leaves twiſted together, thickeſt at the twelve hours, and is followed by an abſolute inter

middle, and ſuſpended by the two extremes, whence it million .

hangs down perpendiculated as in the figure. A Spurious Tertian Fever , holds longer than 12 hours
FESTU'Cous. [ of feftuca , L.] of or pertaining to a and ſometimes 18 or 20 hours.

ſhoot or Atalk of a tree or herb ; alſo having a tender A double Tertian FEVER, is one that returns twice every
branch or ſprig other day

To FETCH [ reccean , Sax . to go to bring a thing. A Quartan Fever , is one which returns only every

A FETCH , a ſubtilty ; a lly pretence to deceive a 4th day.

perſon. A double Quartan Fever , is one which has 2 paroxiſms
FETCH him ' up [ Sed Phrafe] fignifies give chaſe, or every 4th day

purſue a fhip A Triple Quartan Fever, is one that has 3 paroxiſms

FE'TIDNESS . [ of fætidus, L..] ſtinkingneſs, ill favour. every 4th day.

Fe'TiD [ fatidus, L.) ſtinking or ſmelling ill. Eruptive Fevers , are fuch as beſides the ſymptoms

FETI'FEROU's ( of færifer, L.) bringing forth fruit or common to other fevers, have their criſis attended with

young: cutaneous eruptions.
FE'TLOCK [9. d. feetlock ] of a horſe, is a tufc of Peſtilential Fevers, are ſuch as are acute, contagieus

hair, as large as the hair of the main, that grows be- and mortal.
hind the partern joint of many horſes.

Hh hh Peteobia !
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in the gun.

Petecbial FEVERS , is a malignant kind of fevers , Fictitious ( fi&titius, L.] diffembled, feigned , fa

wherein beſides the other fevers on the 4th day,or ofiner bulous, counterfeit.

on the 7th day, there appear Petechiz or red ſpots like FICTI'TIOUSNES [of fi &titius, L.] feignedneſs, coun

flea - bites on the breaſt, ſhoulders and abdomen . terfeitneſs, fabulouſneſs.

FE'VERISH , having the lymptoms of a fever ; or in- Fi'cus [in Surgery] are the external protuberances of

clinable to a fever. the Anus, commonly called the piles.

FE'VERISHNESS , feveriſh fymptoms ; or inclinable- FIDD (with Mariners, an iron or wooder çin, made

neſs to a fever. tapering and ſharp at the end, to open we 'ft:ands of

FE'VILLANTINES [in Cookery] ſmall tarts filled with ropes when they are to be ſpliced or fuitened together ; al

ſweet-meats, F. ſo the heel of the top -maſt that bears in upon the chefs
Fe'uille Mort [ 9. d . dead Leaf ] the colour called fille- trees.

mot. FIDD Hammer, a mariner's hammer, being a fid at one

FE'UTERER ? a dog -keeper, he who lets them looſe end, having a head and claw, to drive in, or draw out a

FEw'Terers in a chace . nail.

A Few [facr, G. Br. reape, Sax.] a ſmall number. FIDD (with Gunners] or fuſe, a little Oakam Thaped

FE'wness [ yeapney, Sax .] Imallneſs of number. like a nail , to put into the touch-hole of a gun, which

FEWEL [ of fen , Fr. fire, and alere, L. to feed or being covered with a plate of lead, keeps the powder dry
FUEL S nourish ] coals, wood, turf or any thing to

be burned . FI'DDLE ( fidicula, L. fidel , Teut. yiele, Sax. ]

Few [in Scotland) a tenure, called alſo fewv-ferm , by muſical inſtrument well known.
which lands are held , paying a kind of duty called feuda TO FIDDLE, to play upon the fiddle.

firma. Fi'ddler (of ji&cle, Sax.] one who plays upon a
FE'WMETS 2 [of fimaiſon, 0. Fr, of fimus, L. fiddle.

FEW'MISHING S dung] the dung of a deer. FI'DDLING [of fidlen , Teut.] playing upon a fiddle ;

F'FAUT [in the ſcale of Muſick] the ſeventh or laſt note alſo doing or ačting trillingly.

of the 3 ſep.cnaries of the Gamut. FIDEJU'SSOR in Civil Law ] a furety, one who is a

Fi'ANI'S & [ fients , Fr. ] the dung of a fox , bad- pledge and ſurety for another, eſpecially in a pecuniary

FU'ANTS S ger, Syec. affair.

FIAU'TO , a flute, L. FIDE'LITY [ fidelitas, L. fidelité, F.) faithfulneſs, inte

FIAUTO tranſverſo, a german flute, Ital. grity, honeſty.

To F18 ( prob of fable, 9. d. to tell a fable or ro- FIDELITY (Hieroglyphically) was repreſented by an

mantick ſtory ) to ſay falfe, to lie. elephant.

A FIB , a lofter expreſſion for a lie. To Fidge ( 9. d . fudge of fugere, L.] to move up and

Fi'BRA, a fiber a ſimilar part of the animal body called down from place to place .

alſo a filament. FIDICINAʼLES [with Anatomias] the muſcles of the

Fi'rre } [ in Anatomy ] are long ſlender threads, fingers call'd Lumbricales from the uſe they are put to by

Fi'BERS S sihich being variouſly interwoven or wound Muſicians in playing upon ſome inſtruments.

up , form the various folid parts of an animal body , or FIDU'CIAL ( fiducialis, L.] truſty, ſure,

they are round oblong veſſels in an animal, by which the FIDUCIA'LITY [ fiducialitas, L ] truſtineſs.

ſpirits are coneyed to all parts of the body, ſo that the FIDU'CIARY [ fiduciarius, L.] a truſtee , one who is

fibres are the ftamen or matter of an animal. entruſted by another.

FIBEKS [in Botany] threads or hair like ſtrings in FIDUCIARY [ fiduciarius, L. ] truſty, ſure ; alſo taken

plan's , roos, &c. upon truſt , ſo as to be reſtored again.

The IBKE are by Anatomifs diſtinguiſhed into 4 kinds, Fie [ fi ! F. vab ! L.) an interje& ion denoting diſap

as carrous or frißy, nervous ; tendinous, and offeous or bony; probation on account ofabſurdity, obſcenity, @goc.

which ag an are divided, according as they are ſituated , into Fier [ fief, F. a fee or feodal tenure or lands held by

Direct longitudinal FiBkEs , thoſe are ſuch as proceed fealty ] lands or tenements which a vaſſal holds of his
in right-lines. lord by fealty and homage, and for which he owes ſer

Tranſverſe Fibres , are ſuch as go a -croſs the longitu- vice or pays rent ; alſo a manour or noble inheritance,
dinal ones . Field [xels, Sax.] either paſture or arable land .

Oblique Fibres , are ſuch as croſs or interſect them at FÉLD (with Heralds] in an cſcutcheon ſignifies the

unequal angles. whole ſurface of the ſhield, and takes its name probably

Muſcular Fibres,are ſuch whereof the muſcles or fleſhy of thoſe archievements which were acquired in the field .

parts of the body are compoſed, theſe are called motive Field Officers [in an Army] are ſuch as have the pow

fibres. er and command over a whole regiment, viz . Colonel, Lieu

Nervous FIBREs , are thoſe minute threads whereof the tenant Colonel and Major ; but thole whoſe commands reach

nerves are compoſed, there are alſo called ſenſitive fibres. nofarther than a troop, are nor field officers.

FIBRI'LL E in Anatomy] the fibrils or ſmallett threads Field Colours, ſmall flags about a foot and a half

of which the fibers confift. ſquare, carried along with the quarter-maſter-general in

FIBROUS [ fibrofus, L.] conſiſting of or full of fibres, marking out the ground for the squadrons and battalions

FI'BULA, a button , L.

FIBULÆ'ús [Anatomy] a muſcle of the leg called Pe- Field Pieces [ in the Art of War] ſmall cannon carried

ros.cus primus, L. along with an army in the field , as 3 pounders, minions,

FIBULA [with ancient Surgeons] a fort of material or ſakers, 6 pounders, &c.

bandage for the cloſing up wounds, concerning which au- Field Staff ( in Gunnery] a ſtaff carried by the gunners

thors differ. Guido fays, that theſe fibula's were made ofſe fibula's were made of with lighted match skrew'd into it.

iron circles, as it were femicircles crooked backwards on Field of a Painting, the ground of it.

both ſides, the hooks whereof being faſtened on both ſides FIELD Works [in Fortif.) are works thrown up by an

to the gaping wound , anſwered exa & ly one another. Celfus army in the beſieging of a fortreſs ; or by the beſieged in

ſays, that fibula’s were made of a needle full of ſoft un- defence of the place.

twiſted filk or thread , wherewith they fewed the lips of FIEND [fiende , Sax .] an evil ſpirit, a devil.

the gaping wound together, Fiera'BRAS [i. e. fierce ar arms) an hector or bully, F.

FIBULA [with AnatomiAs] the leſſer and outer bone of FIERCE [ ferox, L. fier, F.] curft, cruel, ſteri .

the leg , the focile mirus. FIE'RCENESS [ ferocitas, L. ferocité, F.] curftneſs, ftern

FICARIA [ with Botanifs) the herb fig -wort, L. nefs , beftial fury.

FI'CKLE ( xicol, sax. of facilis, L. as though eaſily FI'ERINESS [kýricgneyY ; Sax.] fiery or furious nature

perſuaded to change his mind, others fetch it frons toxíno ', or quality

Gr. various ] inconitant, variable , light. Fieri facias, a writ which lies for him who has re

FI'CKLENESS, inconſtancy , variableneſs, wavering in covered in an a &tion of debc or damages againſt whom

mind, changeable humour , the recovery was had , L. commanding the ſheriff to levy

FI'CTILE [ fi & ilis, L.) earthen or made of carth . the debt or damages of his goods.

FI'CTILENESS [of fiilis, L.) carthineſs, or the being FI'ERY [ kypicz, Sax.] hot, furious, hafty, & c.

made of earth, as earthen veſſels, of the quality of ear- FIERY Triplicity Lin Afrology] are thoſe ſigns of thezo

then . diack which ſurpaſs the reſt in fiery qualities, viz. hear

FI'CTION, an inyention or device ; a lie or feign'd and drinels, as Leo, Aries and Sagittarius,

ſtory .

of an army.

FIFE
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Free [ fifre, F.] a fort of wind -mufick, a ſmall pipe. Regular Figure, is one which is équilateral and equi

Fıf E -rails in a ship] are ſuch as are placed on the angular.

baniſters, on each ſide the top of the poop, br.
Irregular FIGURE , is that which is not both .

FIFFA'ro, a ſmall pipe, flute or Hagelet, uſed by Figure [ in Conicks] is the re &tangle made under the la

Germans together with a drum in the army , Ital. tus re &tum and tranfuerfum in the Hyperbola.

FIFTEE'N [kiften, Sax.] XV, 15. FIGURE [of the Diameter] the rectangle under any

FIFTEENTH , an ancient tribute or impoſition of mo- diameter and its proper perimeter, in the Ellipfis and Hy

ncy, laid upon any city , town , &c. through the realm , perbola.

ſuch a ſum upon the whole town. Figure [in Archite &ture] ſculpture, repreſentation of
FIFTH (Fikt , Sax.) Vth , 5th . things made on ſolid matter.

Fifth [in Mus:] the ſame as diapente. FIGURE [in Painting, Drawing, & c. ] the lines and

FIFTHLY (¥ ixelic, Sax.] Vthly, sthly. colours which form therepreſentation of a man or any

FI'FTIETH [of piktig , Sax.] Lth, soth . thing elſe.

Fi'fty (riftig, sax.] L, 50. FIGURE [ in Heraldry ] a bearing in a ſhield repre

Fia [in a Horſe] is a kind of wart on the fruſh , and ſenting or reſembling an human face, as the fun, an

ſometimes all over his body ; it makes an evacuation of angel.

ftinking nafty humours that are hard to cure. Figure [in Aſtrology] a deſcription or draught of the

FIGA'R Y [9. d . vagary, of vagare to rove and ramble ſtate and diſpoſition of the heavens, at a certain hour con

upand down) a roving or roaming about ; alſo a ca- taining the places of the planers and ſtars, mark'd down
price or whimſey. in a figure of 12 triangles.

Fig -pecker, a bird that feeds on figs. FIGURE (in Geomancy] is applied to the extremes of
Fig -wort, an herb .

points, lines or numbers thrown or caſt at random ; on the

FIGE'NTIA (with Chymifts] things which ſerve to fix combinations or variations whereof the pretenders to this

yolatile ſubſtances, L. art found their divinations,

A Fight [ ryho, Sax .] a combat, duel , engagement. FIGURE (in Dar.cing) the ſeveral ſteps which the dan

To Fight (keohtan, Sax.] to combat, to oppoſe with cers make in order and cadence, which mark divers figures

or without weapons on the floor.

Fights [in a ship waſte cloaths which hang round a FIGURE [in Logick ] is the due diſpoſing of the mid

fhip in a fight, to prevent the men from being ſeen by dle term in a fyllogiſm with the two extremes.

the enemy Fi'GURE [in Rhetorick ] is when a word is uſed to ſigni

Close Fights (in a ship ] bulk- heads , ſet up for men to fy a thing, which is not proper to it, and which uſe has

ftand ſecure behinda ſhip, and thence to fire on the ene- apply'd to ſomething elle ; ' then that manner of expref
my in caſe of boarding. fion is figurative ; or figures are manners of expreſſion

Fi'ghter (of kýht , Sax.] one who fights. diſtinct from thoſe that are natural and common .

Running Fights [ạt Sea ] are where the enemies ſhip Fı'GUR ES [in Rhetorick ] are not to be looked upon on
does not ſtand the battle, but is continually chas'd . ly as certain terms invented by Rhetoricians for the orna

FIGHT -WITE [ kýht-pite, Sax.) a fine impoſed upon ment of their diſcourſe . God has nor denied to the ſoul,

a man for cauſing a quarrel . what he has granted to the body ; as the body knows

Fi'GMENT (figmentum , L.] a fi &tion , a ſtory, a lye. how to repel injuries, ſo the ſoul can defend itſelf as well,

FI'GULATE [figulatus, Lj made of earth or potters and it is not by nature immovevable , when it is attack'd

clay . all the figures which the foul makes uſe of in diſcourſe ,
Fi'GURAL Numbers are ſuch numbers as do or- when it is moved, have the ſame effect as the poſtures of

FIGURATIVE Numbers dinarily repreſent ſome ge- the body. Figures in diſcourſe are as proper to defend

ometrical figure, and are always conſidered in relation the mind, as poſtures are to defend the body in corporeal

thereto , being either lineary, ſuperficial or ſolid. attacks.

FI'GURANCE ( figurantia, L. ] an expreſſing, figuring, Tbeatrical FIGURES [ among Rbetoricians) are ſuch as

or drawing forms or ſhapes, Esc. bad orators affe &t when they meaſure their words, and give

FIGURAT E Deſcant (with Muf.) is that wherein ſome them a cadence to tickle their ears ; tho ' they figure their

difcords are intermix'd with the concords, call'd alſo florid diſcourſes , yet it is with ſuch figures, which being com

Deſcant, and may aptly be termed the rhetorical part of pared to thoſe that are ſtrong and perſuaſive, are like the

muſick, inaſmuch as here are brought iu all the variety poſtures in a dance to thoſe in a battle. The art and affe

of points, fyncope's, figures, and whatever elſe is capa- &ation that appears in a painted diſcourſe, ſays a certain

ble of affording an ornamentto the compoſition . aurhor, are not the character of a ſoul truly touch'd with

FIGURAT E Counterpoint [in Muf } that wherein there is the things it ſpeaks of, but under no concern at all .

a mixture of diſcords along with the concords. FIGURES of Diſcourſe, are extraordinary ways of ſpeak

FI'GURATED [ figuratus, L.) formed. ing very different from the common and natural .

FIGUR A'TION , a faſhioning, a reſemblance, a ſhape ; Figures of Words (among Rhetoricians] are quite dif

alſo a chimerical viſion, L. ferent from figures of diſcourſe ; for figures of diſcourſe

FIGURATION (with Rhetoricians ) a figure in which are produced chiefly by the agitations of the foul ; figures

there is a repreſentation of the manners and paſſions of of words are the effe &t of the calmneſs and ſtudy of the

men , either to their praiſe or reproach . mind. A figure of words conſiſts fometimes in the repeti

FIGURATIVE [ figurativus, L.) of or pertaining to, tion of the ſame word , the ſame letter, and the ſame

or ſpoken by way of figure, or that teaches under Tome found, which tho'it is often diſagreeable, yet never ſhocks
obſcure reſemblance. when the repetition is made with art. This repetition is

FIGURATIVE Speeches, are ways of expreſſing our made ſometimes in the beginning of fentences, ſometimes

felves whereby we make uſe of an improper word , which in the middle, and ſometimes in the end of ſentences,

cuſtom has applied to another ſubject: FIGURED ( figuré, F. figuratus, L.] repreſented having

FIGURATIVE Stile, is one which abounds in figures. figures or formsdrawn upon us.

FI'GURATIVELY ( figurement, F. figurative, L.] after To Fi'GURE [ figurare, L.] to repreſent or draw ( fia

a figurative manner, or ſpoken by way of figure. gures upon .

FIGURE ( figura, L.) faſhion, form , ſhape, repreſen- FIGURE'TTO [ſo called from the figures or flowers of

tation , it] a ſort of Aower'd ſtuff.

Figure [in Aritbmet.] is one of the 9 digits or nume- FILA'CEOUS [of filum , L, a thread, & c.] full of fila

tical characters, as 1 , 2 , 3 ,4, 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9. ments , 1.e, of ſmall threads or ſtrings about the roots of

FIGURE [in Theology] the myſteries repreſented or de plants.

livered obſcurely to us under certain types in the Old Te- FI'LACER [in the court of Common Pleas] an officer,

fament. who files thoſe writs on which hemakes proceſs.
FIGURE [with Grammar.] an expreſſion which devi- FiLa'cium , a file, a thread or wire on which writs

ates from the common and natural rules of grammar ; ei and other deeds are filed up in courts.
ther for the ſake of elegancy or brevity, as when any FILA'Go [with Botanifs) a ſort of Cud -wort or Cottons

word is left to be fupplied by the reader, &c. weed.

Figure (in Geom .] is a ſpace terminated on all parts FI'LAMENTS [ filamenta, L.] threads, fibres, &c.

by lines either ſtreightor crooked. FILAMENTS [with Botanifts] thoſe Imall threads which

Rectilinear FIGURE, is one all whoſe extremities are compofe the beards of roots .

right lines.

FILA;
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1 er points .

to one.
water, L.

FILAMENTS [with Phyſicians] little fiender rays , like FILM [yilm , Sax. velamen, L.) askin or pellicle, divi

threads , that appear in urine. ding feveral parts of the feſh ; alſo a fine skin inwrapping
FILAMENTS (with Anatomifs) are the ſmall fibres or thebrain ; alio a thin skin or fcum upon mineral waters.

threads which compoſe the texture of the muſcles, FILM (with Botanifts] that thin , woody skin, that fe

FILA'NDERS ( filandres, F.] a kind of worms, ſniall as parates the feed in the pods.

thre.ds, which lic in the reins of a hawk . FI'LMINESS (of xilm , Sax.] filmy quality, or abound

FI'LBERDS [ probably 9. Fallbeards] a ſort of large nuts. ing with films or thin skins.

To Filch (prob . of filouter, F. ) to ſteal privately or
Fi'lmy [yilmic, Sax . probably of velamen, L.) having

Sily.
or being full of films .

Fi'lcher [un filon , F. ] a private thief.
A FILTER (of filtrum , L.) a charm , an allurement,

FI'LCHING [of filouterie, F.) ſtealing ſily .
a love - potion ; alfo a ſtrainer, F.

A FILE [ yeol , Sux.j a tool of ſteel to work or poliſh
FILTERED [ filtre, F. of filtrum , a ſtrainer, L.]

iron or other metal with .
FILTRATED S ſtrained through a paper, cloth, or.

A FILE [of filum , L. a thread ] a wire or thread on Filth (zils , Sax.] dirt, foil, c.

which looſe papers are filed up together. FILTHILX (of yilgilic, Sax.) after a filthy manner.

A FILE (in Military Diſcipline is the ſtrait line or row
FI'LTHINESS [ fil Sinerye, Sax . ] dirtinets, impurity,

made by foldiers ſtanding one behind or below another ; obſceneneſs, naftinefs, & c.

whichis the depth of the battalion or ſquadron . FI'LTHY [ xilžic, Sax .) dirty , baſe, impure , naſty ,

A FILE [ in Fencing) a ſword without edges with a but- obſcene.

ton at the point.
FILTRATION [in ChymicalWriters] is expreſſed

TO FILE off [Milit. Term) to fall off from marching in by this character.

a large front, and to march in length by files. FiltrA'TION [ in Pharmacy) a ſtraining of liquor thro'
FILE inHeraldry) is repreſented in the form annexed, paper , which by reaton of the imallnets of the pores, ad

tho’ſometimes of more, and ſometimes of few- mits only the finer parts through, and keeps the reſt

It is ſometimes borne as a charge
behind.

in coat armour ; but it is uſually the mark or Fi'lTRUM { a ſtrainer, thro' which liquors are paſſed

diſtinction which the elder brother bears in his
FE'LTRUMS to clarify them, L.

coat, during his father's life. FILTRUM ( in Old Records] a covering for the head ,

Fil E - Leaders, the fift men of every file which compoſe
FELTRUMS made of coarſe wool cottoned together;

the front of a battalion .
a felt hat.

Double the Files [ Milit. Phraſe ) is to put two files in
FI'LUM Aque Ancient Deeds a ſtream or courſe of

FILET [ Anatomy, Sex Filet.
Fı'MASHING (with Hunters] the dunging of any ſort

FI'LET Architecture] a little ſquare member or or
of wild beaſts.

FI'LLET S nament, uſed in divers places , and upon
FIMBRIA, a skirt or edge of any thing, L.

divers occaſions, but generally as a ſort of Corona over a FIMBRIATED [fimbriatus, L.] bordered, edged round,

large moulding;
laced , fringed on the edges .

Filet (with Botanifts] is ufed to ſignify thoſe threads Fi'MBRIATED (with Botaniſts ] the leaves of plants are

that are uſually found in the middle of Aowers, as the ſaid to be ſo , when they are jäsged , and have a kind of

Lily , Tulip , & c.
a fringe about them .

FILETS Minions [in Cookery ] large ſlices of beef, v eal, FIMBRIATED in Heraldryl ſignifies that an

Etc. ſpread over with a rich farce , rolled up and covered ordinary is edged round with another of a dif

with bards or thin ſlices of bacon , then dreſs'd in a ſtew- ferent colour, as thus ; He beareth Or, a Croſs,

pan between two fires, and ſerv'd up with a tullis or ra- Patce-Gules, finibriacdable.

FIMBRIA’TUS, a, um in Botanick Writers ] fringed,

FI'LIAL ( filialis, L.] of or pertaining to a ,ſon.
whoſe edges are ſet with ſmall threads, as the flowers of

FI'LIALNESS [of filiatio, L. ) ſonſhip.
Menianthus, Marſb- trefoil, Buck -beans.

FILIA'TION , ſonſhip or deſcent from father to ſon . FI'MBRIÆ (with Anatomiſts] the extremities or borders

Fi'lius ante patrem ( with Botaniſts] i.e. the ſon be of the Tube Fall pianx, formerly fo termed , becauſe they

fore the father, a term appply'd to plants, whoſe flowers reſemble a fringe or border.

come out before their leaves, A FIN [ xin, or xinna, Sax . pinna, L.) a fin of a fish ;

Filio'lus , a little ſon , L. In our writers it is ſome- alſo a quill or wing .

times uſed for a grandſon , and ſometimes for a nephew .
To Fix a Chevin [in Carving] is to carve or cut up a

FilipE'NDULA (with Botanifts Dropwort , L.
chub - fiſh or chevin .

FI'LIS ( with Botanifts] fern , L.
FIN [inMufick Bcoks] the end or laſt note of a

FI'LCALE ? ( prob. q . Field Ale a cuſtom of drinking FINALES piece of muſick .

FI'CJALES ' in the fields by bailiffs of hundreds, for FI'NABLE , liable to be fined .

which they gathered money of the inhabitants.
FI'NABLENESS [of finis , L , an end ) liableneſs to be

TO FILL [xyllan , Sax.] to make full , to ſatiate, to fined, or to pay a fine or amercement.

ſaturate. FINAL [ finalis, L.) laft, that concludes or makes an
FILLEMO'T [ Feuille mort, F. i.e. dead leaf) a colour end .

like that of a faded leaf. FINAL Cauſe, is the end for which any thing is done ;

Fi'llet ( filum , L. fillet, F ] an hair- lace or ribbon or that cauſe for which a thing is what it is .

to tye up womens hair ; alſo the Aeſhy part of the leg of FINAL Cauſes in Theology) are thoſe great, wiſe, and

calt- ſheep, oc, adjoining to the loin. good ends, which Almighty God, the author of nature ,

FILLET [in Heraldry, a kind of orle or bordure , con had in creating and proportioning, in fitting and diſpoſing

taining only a third or fourth part of the breadth of the in continuingand preferving all the ſeveral parts of the

common bordure .
univerſe .

FILLET [in Anat.] the extremity of the membranous Final Letters (in the Hebrew tongue] 7 DIA P'
ligament under the congue , more commonly called the Capb, Mem , Nun, Pb , 7zade, which every where but at the

Frænum or bridle. ends of words, are written 3 Q33 :

FILLETS [of a Horſe] are the fore -parts of the ſhoulder FI'NALLY ( finalement, F. finaliter, L.] in the laſt

next the breaſt
place , in the end.

Fi'llers (with Painters] a little rule or riglet of leaf- FINANCES, a fine, a certain lum of money paid to

gold drawn over certain mouldings, or on the edge of the French king for the enjoyment of ſome privilege or

frames, pannels , &c.
other, F.

FI'LLETED (of filet, F. of filum , L. a thread ] ha- FINANCES [in France ] the treaſures or revenues of the

ving a fillet or fillets.
king

FI'LLIGRANE [ of filum and granum , L.) a kind of FINANCI'ER , an officer belonging to the finances.

FILLIGRAM inrichment on gold and ſilver , de FI'NARY 2 in the Iron Works] the ſecond forge at the

FILLEGREAN licately wrought in mannerof lit- FI'NERYS iron mill.

tle threadsor grains, or both intermix'd.
A FINCH ( yinc, S.ax. ] a bird of ſeveral forts, as Bull

To Fi'lli' (probably 9. fly up] to throw up a piece finch, Chafinch, Goldfinch.

of money with one's finger and nail; alſo to hit with the TO FIND [ yincan , Sax.] to recover a thing loft ; to

ſame method . diſcover ſomething which before lay hid ; to know expe

Filly Foal (of fille , F. filia , L. a daughter, and Foal] rimentally.

a young mare.

goo, F.

}
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arms.

upon pure force,

were .

To Find the ship's Trim (Sea Phraſe) is to find out how is done ; fo is man of phyſick, becauſe it is deſigned to
ſhe will fail beſt, cure him, &c.

FI'NDERS (Old Statutes] the ſame officers as thoſe now To Fi'nish { finire, L.) to end , to conclude or make
called Searchers, employed about diſcovering uncultomed an end of.

or prohibited goods. FI'NISHER [celui, F. qui finit, finitor, L.] one who

FI'NDIBLE ( findibilis, L ) thatmay be cleft. finiſhes, ends, or makes compleat .

FI'NDIBLENESS (of findibilis, L.) capableneſs of be- FI'NISHING (with Architects) is frequently applied to

ing clefr. a Crowning, croter, & c . raiſed over a piece of building

Fine ( fin , f. fein, Teut.] ſpruce , neat, gay, hand- to terminate, compleat or finiſh it.

fome ; alto fiender, pure, without mixture , dregs, bo. Fi'nita [ finitus, L.] is that which has terms or bounds

FINEN ESS (finese, L.) ſpruceneſs, gayneſs in cloaths ; to its ellence, fomething bounded or limited in oppofitiori

alſo thinneſs and ſmallneſs of threads in cloth , @c. to Infinite ; having fixed and determinate bounds ſet to its

Fi'NERY [of finesse, F.] gaiery in attire, c. power, extent and duration .

A FINE (prob. of finis, L. an end , 9. a final conclufion ] FINI'T ENESS [of finitus, L.) boundedneſs, determi

a penalty or amends made in money for an offence againſt nateneſs.

the king and his laws, or againſt a lord of a manour. FINITEUR [ in Italian Riding Academies ] a term ufed

A Fine [ in Lawj is allo a covenant made before jufti- importing the end of a career or couiſe.

ces , and enter'd of record, for conveyance of lands, tene- FI'NITIVE [ finitivus, L. ) defining.

menţs, or any thing inheritable ; being in File tempore FINI'TOR , the ſame as Horizon , L.

Finis, to cut off all controverſies, to cut off entails, @gc. FI'NOURS ? of metal, ſuch as purify gold , ſilver, Ec.

alſo a ſum of money paid for entrance upon lands or tene- Fi'ners 3 from droſs.

ments let by leafe. Fir (fir , Dan. junh-pudu, Sax .] the firwood or tree .
FINES for Alienation (Law Term ] were certain fines See Firr.

paid to the king by his tenants in chief, for licence to a- FIRDEFA'R E [ ¥ind- rane, Sax.) a going into the ar
lien or make over their lands to others. my, or taking arms.

FINE Force ( in Law ) fignifies an abſolute, unavoidable Fi'RDWRITH [xino.pris, Sax.] men worthy to bear

neceflity or conſtraint ; as when a man is forced to do what

he can no way avoid, he is ſaid to do it , de fine force, i. c . FIRE ( Fyre , Sax . Tüp, Gr.]

. FIRE ( with Naturalia's is by fome defined to be a

FINE adnullando, c. a writ to the juſtice, for the diſe company of particles of the third element, moved with the

annulling or making void a fine levied on lands holden in moft rapid motion imaginable ; or a lucid and Huid body,

ancient demeſi, tothe prejudice of the lord, L. conſiſting of earthy particles, moſt ſwiftly moved by the

FINE levando, & c. a wiit directed to the juſtices of matter of the firſt element, upon which they ſwim , as it

the common pleas, and in powering them to admit of a

fine for ſale of lands holden in capit?, L. Fire is not only propagated ſeveral ways, where there

Fine non capiendo pro terris , & c. a writ which lies for is none. 1. By collecting thefun's rays in a convex - glaſs,

one, who upon conviction by a jury , having his lands and which will ſet fire to that point, on which the rays fall,

goods feized for the king's uſe , and his body impriſoned, provided it be a combuſtible matter, i. e . ſuch as wilí

obtains favour for a ſum ofmoney, &c. to beſet at liberty, burn . 2. By ſtriking flints one againſt the other or againſt

and recover his eltate, L. ſteel. 3. By rubbing wood or iron or any other ſolid body

Fine pro diſeiſina, &c. a writ lying for the releaſe of a great while together and very hard , at laſt it will take

one laid in priſon ,for a rediffeifin , upon a reaſonable fine, L. fire ; alſo by winding cords about a ſtick and ſwiftly

FINEnon capiendo pro pulchre, &c. a writ forbidding twitching them , this way and that way, will ſet them on

officers of court to take fines for fair pleading, L. fire. Some hard canes ſtruck with a tobacco- pipe, will
A FINE Executed [in Law ] is ſuch, which of its own force our fire.

force gives a preſent poſieflion (at leaſt in Law ) to a Cog- As to the effets of fire, they are various as the mat

nisee, To that he needs no writ of babere facias ſeiſinam , ter that feeds it. If fire be ſer to woodor looſer materials,

for execution of the ſame but may enter. they begin to flame; but to excite a flame, both the fire

A FINE Executory [in Law ] is ſuch as of its own force and combuſtible matter muſt have the advantage of a reaſo

does not execute the pofleſſion in the Cognizee. nable free air, or elſe the fire is choaked andgoes out.

A Single FINE ( in Law ) one by which nothing is And tho' a place is not wholly without air, yet if that air

granted or rendered back again by the cognizees to the cog- have no communication with theopen air, ſo as to go back

nizors or any of them . ward and forward thro' ſome paffage, the materials ſet on
A Double FINE, contains a grant and render back either fire will go out; whereas fire in an open place will con

of ſome rent, common , or other thing out of the land , tinue to burn till all the fewel is ſpent. A lighted candle

Bc. to all or ſome of the cognizors for fome eſtate, limit- quickly goes out in a glaſs ſo well ſtopt that no air can
ing thereby remainders to ſtrangers , not named in the writ come into it

of covenant. FIRE of London , a dreadful conflagration in the year

FIN E Drawing, a rentering, a fine and imperceptible 1666, which began the ſecond of September, in Pudding

ſewing up the parts of a cloth, 6c. torn or rent in the lane, and in three days ſpace conſumed 78 pariſh-churches,

dreſling, wearing, doc. 5 chapels, and beſides halls and the Exchange, 13200 hou

FI'NERY , fine attire ; alſo gallantry. ſes ; the whole loſs valued at 990Cooo pounds ſterling .

Fine'sse, Fineneſs, that peculiar delicacy perceived in Fire, as to give the Fire to a Horſe, is to apply the fi

works of the mind ; alſo the niceſt, moſt ſecret or ſublime ring-iron red hot to ſome preternatural ſwelling, in order

parts of any art or ſcience, F. to diſcuſs it.

FINE'w , mouldineſs or hoarineſs, dirtineſs or naſtineſs. Fire [in Coat Armour] may ſignify perſons, who being

FI'NGER [kinger, Sax . finger , Dan .] a part of the ambitious of honour, have performed brave actions with an
hand.

ardent courage, and their thoughts aſpiring as the fire con

To FINE [ finire, L to finiſh] to ſet a fine upon ; alſo tinually aſcend upwards: tho' there are but few . coats in

to pay a fine ; alſo to purge and clear from dregs. England that bear fire ; yet there are many in France and

To FI'NGER [of kenzan, Sax .] to handle , to take Germany that do.

hold of with the fingers. FIR E Ships, are ſhips charged with artificial fire-works,
FINGER -Fern , a plant. who having the wind of an enemy's ſhip , grapple her and

FINGER's.Breadtb, a meaſure of two barley-corns in ſet_her on fire .

length, or four laid Gide to ſide. FIR E- POTS (with Engineers) are ſmall earthen pots,

FI'NICAL , ſpruce, neat ; alſo affe &ted , conceited. into which is put a granade filled with powder, and covered

FI'NICALNESS (prob. of fin or fineſe, F.] affectedneſs with a piece of parchment and 2matches laid a croſs light
in dreſs. ed , which is to be thrown by a handle of match, to burn

FINI'R E (Old Records] to fine, or to pay a fine upon what they deſign to ſet fire to.

compoſition. To Fir E (of kỳne or kýran , Sax .] to ſet on fire, to

FI'NIS [ in Mufick Books) the ſame as Fin or Finale. diſcharge fire arms, alſo togrow hot and fiery.

FINIS , an end or concluſion , L. A Running Fire [in Military Art] a term uſed when fol

FINIS cujus gratia [ with Logicians] is what we pretend dieis, beingdrawn up for that purpoſe , fire one after ano

to do or obtain . Thus health is the end of phyſick, be. ther , ſo that it run the whole length of the line or round

cauſe it pretends to procure it , L. a town , tower, & c.

Fi'nis Cui (with Logicians] is the perſon for whom work
Iiii FIRE
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matter.

FIRE BARE ? of rýre beaſan, Sax.] a fort of bea- FI'RMED ? [with Falconers] well fledg'd ; a hawk

FIRE BOOTS con to be let on the higheſt hill in every FULL FIRMED S is laid to be ſo, when all the fca

hundred, throughout the kingdom of England, thers of his wings are intire.

FIR E-BOOT? [xype . bote, Sax.) fuel for neceſſary oc- FIRME [Old Rec.] a farm or land and tenements, hired

FIRE - BOTE S caſions ; an allowance of wood to main- at a certain rate.

tain competent firing for the uſe of the tenant, and which FIRMNESS { firmitas, L. fermeté, Fr.] feddineſs,

he may take out of the lands granted to him . conftancy , reſolution ; hardneſs , folidity .

Circulatory FIRE ? (with Chymifts] a furnace, the Fı'RMNESS [in a Philoſophical senſe according to Mr.

Reverberatory Fires heat of which goes not our by a Boyle, conſiſts, in that the particles which compofe ſuch

direct funnel ; but is returned upon theveſſel or matter to bodies as are commonly called firm or ſolid, are pretty

be managed by ir. groſs, and are either ſo much at reft, or ſo entangled one

Elementary Fire is ſuch as it exiſts in it ſelf, and with another, that there is a mutual coheſion or ſticking to

Pure FIRE Ŝ which we properly call fire, of it gether of their parts , ſo that they cannot flow from , ſlide

ſelf it is imperceptible,and only diſcovers it ſelf by cer- over, or ſpread themselves everyway from one another, as

tain effects which it produces in bodies. the parts of fluid bodies can , or it is defin'd to be a con

Common Fire ? is that which exiſts in ignited bodies, fiſtence or that ſtate of a body , wherein its ſenſible parts

Culinary FIRES or excited by the former in combuſtible are ſo united together, that a motion of one part induces a

motion of the reft .

Potential FIRE , is that contained in cauſtick medicines. FIRR [yun-pudu , Sax.] a firr-tree or wood, deal .

FIRE (in Chymical Writers] is expreſſed by this cha- First irinjt, Sax.] prime, chief, original.

ra &ter .. Fi'RSTLING ( ringtling , Sax.] the first brought forth

FIRE CROSS , two fire-brands faſtened croſs-ways on the young of ſheep, cc.

top of a ſpear, anciently ufed as a fignal in Scotland, to FIRST Fruits, the profits of ſpiritual livings for one

give notice of a ſudden invation. year, which in old time were given to the Pope throughout

FIRE-DRAKE ( in Meteorology] a fiery meteor, ſometimes Chriſtendom , but here in England, tranſlated to the king,
Aying in the night, bearing ſome reſemblance to a dragon ; by Stat. 26 of Hen. VIII.
alſo a kind of artificial fire -work . FIRTH [of kynhto , Sax , i . e . terrour or aſtoniſhment ,

FIRE-Shovel ( kin -ycokl, Sax .] an utenſil well known. Somner} a bug-bear or frightful apparition.

FIRE- li orkers, labourers or under -officers to the fire- Fisk ( Teut. pirc, Sax, fill), Teut . ] water - animals.

maſter. To Fish [ xiycian, Sax. fisker , Dan .) to catch fish .

Wheel Fir e [with Chymifts] one that is lighted all round Fish [Hieroglyphically] was by the ancient Egyptians

a crucible or other veſel to heat it all alike. painted to represent any thing that was abominable to the

Olympick Fır E, is that of the ſun, colle &ted in the focus gods; becauſe their prieſts never uſed them in their
of a burning mirrour. facrifices.

Attual FIRE [with Surgeons] is a hot iron . FISCAL [of fifcus, L.] relating to tie pecuniary intereſts

FIR E Mafter [in our Train of Artillery) an officer who of the king, the publick treaſure or revenue of the Exchequer
gives dire &tions, and the proportions of the ingredients for of a prince or ſtate.

all the compoſitions of fire -works. TO Fish the Maft (Sea Phraſe ] is to ſtrengthen it againſt

Fir e Stone, a ſtone uſed about chimneys or fire -hearths ſtreſs of weather.

which receives, retains, and allo emits heat. Fish (with Mariners] any timber made faſt to the

FIR E -Eater, a fort of charlatan, or one who pretends mafts or yards to ſtrengthen them, when there is danger of
to eat fire before fpe &tators at ſhe ws. their breaking

FIR E -Works, are preparations made of gun-powder , ful- Fishes ( emblematically) repreſent filence , becauſe

phur and other inflammable ingredients on occaſion ofpub- they having no tongues can't' form any voice; and
lick rejoicings, dc. thence proceeds the old proverb , as mute as a fiß. They

Wild FIRE, a ſort of artificial or faétitious fire, which are alſo an emblem of watchfulneſs ; becauſe they either

will burn even under water ; and alſo with greater vio- fleep not at all, or but very little .

lence than out of it . Fishes in Blazonry, according to their different pof

Walking Fire , a Jack in a Lantborn, or Will in a Wifp. tures are to be expreſs'd as follows: all fiſhes that are

St. Anthony's FIRE, a certain diſeaſe. borne in an eſcutcheon -traverſe, inblazoning muſt be rerm

Degrees of FIRE (with Chymifts) are 5 , the firft degree ed Naiant, i.e. ſwimming, becauſe that is their poſture

is equal to the natural heat of the human body, or rather when they ſwim .

that of a hen hatching her eggs. Fiſhes that are repreſented dire &tly upright in an

The ſecond Degree , is ſuch as gives a perſon pain , but eſcutcheon, muſt be blazoned Hauriant, i.e. drawing or

does not deſtroy or conſume the parts, as that of a ſcorch- fucking; becauſe they frequently put their heads above wa
ter to take in the air .

The third Degree, is that of boiling water which ſepa- Fiſhes that are borne feeding, are in blazonry to be

o rates and deſtroys the parts of bodies. termed devouring ; becauſe they ſwallow all whole without

The fourth Degree, is that which meits metals and deſtroys chewing.

every thing elſe . Green Fish , is what has been lately falted and ſtill re
The fifth Degree, is that whereby gold is made to mains moiſt.

eniit funies and evaporate. Red Fish , is ſome fresh fiſh broiled on a gridiron , then

To Firk [ prob . of ferire, L. to ſtrike ] to beat or fryd in oil, and afterwards barrelled up in ſome proper

whip: liquor.

FI'RKIN [ 4. d . fourth kin of geopen , Sax. four and kin , Fishery (of fircian, Sax , to catch fiſh ] the trade or

a dimin .) the fourth part of a barrelor9 gallons. employment of fiſhing.

FIRKIN - Man, one who buys ſmall beer of the brewer, Oviparous Fishes , ſuch as produce their kind by eggs

and ſells it againto his cuſtomers. or ſpawn.

FIRM [ firmus, L. ] faſt, hard, folid ; alſo conftant , Viviparous Fishes , ſuch as produce their kind alive.

fixed , ſteady. Fluviatile FISHEs, river filh .

FIRMA (in the Pra &tick of Scotland) a duty which the Cetaceous Fishes , thoſe of the whale- kind.

tenant pays to his landlord . Cartilaginous Fishes , ſuch as have many cartilages or

Firma [in Doom's day book] a tribute anciently paid griftles, as thornbacks , c.
towards the entertainment of the king of England for one Spinous FISHEs, ſuch as haveprickles, as thornbacks, Egc.

night. FI'SSILE (flilis, L.) that may be cleft.

Fi'RMAMENT ( firmamentum , L.] the Sth heaven or FISSI'LITY [of fifilis, L.) aptneſs to be cleav

ſphere, being that wherein the fixed ſtars are ſuppoſed to FI'SSILENESS S ed .

be placed . Fi'sKING , running about here and there, flirting from
Fi'RMAN [in India, or the Mogul's country) a paſſport place to place.

or permit granted to foreign veſſels to trade within their Fi'sSÜRE [ figura, L.] a cleft or opening.

jurifdi&tion. FI'SSURES (with Surgeons] the breaking of a bone,

FI'RMARY, a farmer's right to the lands, tenements, which happen length-ways.

let to him , ad firman , Law Term. FISSURES (with Naturalifts] are certain interruptions,

FIRMA'Tion , a ſtrengthening , L. ſerving to diſtinguiſh the ſeveral Strata or layers, of which
FIRMAR A'TI0 [ old Records ] farming or holding to the body of the earth is compoſed.

farm .

Perpen

ing ſun.
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Perpendicular FISSURES , ſuch interruptions as are inter- Fixed Stars [Afron .) the ſtars of the ſeveral conſtella

feated or cut through again by others. tions, ſuch as conſtantly retain the ſame poſition and di

FIST [ KÝje, Sax.] the hand clinched. ftance with reſpect to each other, by which they are con

FISTULA, a pipe, a muſical inſtrument ; alſo a convey- tradiſtinguiſhed from erratick or wandering ſtars, which
ance for water, &C.L. are continually ſhifting their ſituation and diſtance.

FISTULA ( with Surgeons] a narrow callous ulcer, hard FIXEDNESS to a Thing, cloſe application attachment,& c.

to cure. FI'xEDNESS [with Chym .] a quality oppoſite to vola

FI'STULA lacrymalis [with Surgeons] is when the Punc- tility.

tum lacrymale or hole in the boneof the noſe , is grown Fixt Bodies [in the general] are ſuch as neither fire nor

hard and callous, by means of which there is a continual any corroſive has ſuch effect on as to reduce or reſolve

defluction of tears. them into their component elements, i, e. abſolutely to

FI'STULA Pulmonis, the wind - pipe, I. deſtroy them .

FISTULA facra, that part of the back -bone which is Fixt Bodies (with Chymifs] ſuch as bear the violence

perforated , L.
of the fire without evaporating.

FISTULA urinaria, the urinary paſſage of the Penis, L.
FI'XITY

3 a quality oppoſite to volatility ; alſo that
FI'STULAR

Fi'xTNESS S enables it to endure the fire and other

FISTULARY STfiftularis,L.]of or pertaining to a fiftula. violent agents.
Fi'STULOUS Fi'zgig , a kind of dart or inſtrument with which they

FISTULAR Flowers (Botany)ſuch as are compounded of ſtrike fiſh while they ſwim.

many long hollow ſmall flowers like pipes, all divided into To Fi'zZLE [ Offer, Fr. ] to break wind backwards

many, jags at the end .
without noiſe.

Fi's TULATED [ fiftulatus, L.) having a fiſtula . Fi'zZLING [ velles, F.] a breaking wind backwards with
FISTULO'sus, a , um [ in Botanick Writers] having long out noiſe.

and hollow pipes like the leaf of an onion , L. FLA'BBINESS (probably of labilis, L. wet things being

Fi'sty cuffs, blows with the fift. commonly ſo] limberneſs, ſoftnets and moiſtneſs ; oppoſite

Fit (xit, Sax.] apt, meet. to ſtiffneſs.

A FIT[q. d. a Fightſ it being a conflict between nature FLABELLA'TION , a fanning or airing .

and the diſeaſe. FLA'BILE ( flabilis, L.) eaſily blown.

To Fit [befittan, sax.] to agree with , be ſizeable to, FLACCE'SCENCY (of flaccefcere, L.] limberneſs, flag

to beſeem . ging quality

A Fitch , a pulſe, a vetch . FLA'CCID [ faccidus, L.] drooping, flagging, withering.
FITCH [prob. of fide, Du , filan, Fr.) a pole- FLACCIDITY ] [of flaccidus, L. flaſque, F.) Alag

FITCHOW S cat, or ſtrong-ſcented ferret, FLA'CCIDNESS S gingneſs, limberneſs ; weakneſs,

FITCHEE' [in Heraldry) a croſs-fitchee ſignifiesa aptneſs to hang down .

croſs that ends in a ſharp point, fit to be fixed FLACCI'DITY [in Phyfick ] a diſorder of the fibres or

in the ground , and is fuppoſed to have taken ſolid parts of the body, oppoſite to rigidity or ftiffneſs.
its uſe from the chriſtians in ancient times car- To FLAG (probably of flaccere, L. or flaggeren , DN ]

rying croſſes with them , which they fixed in the to hang down, to wither, to languiſh, to grow weak or

ground whenever they ſettled any where. See the fi- feeble.

gure. A Flag (probably of yleogan, Sax. or blaght, Dw.]

FI'THWITE [of rýht and pite, Sax.] a fine impos’d a banner ; allo a ſort of river-graſs or reed.

upon one for fighting and breaking the peace. FLAG ship, a ſhip commanded by one of the general

Fi'TTERS [prob. of fetta, Ital. or of fendre, F.] ſmall officers whohas a right to carry a flag.
pieces of a thing FLAG Royal ( of England ] or ſtandard royal ought to be

Fits of eaſy Reflection of the Rays of Light [in Opticks] yellow ( viz. or ) as ſome fay ; or, as others, argentor white.

the diſpolition of the rays to bereflected at any time, It is charged with a quarteredeſcutcheon of England, Scot
Sir Iſaac Newton. land , France and Ireland. This is never carried but by

Fits of eaſy Tranſmiſſion [in Opricks] the diſpoſition of the ſoveraign prince himſelf, his high admiral or com

the raysof rightto be tranſmitted , Sir Iſaac Newton . miſſion

Fitz [ fils, F. a fon ] a word commonly added to fir- Another Flag Royal [of England ] is quarterly, the

names of perſons deſcended of the Norman race, as Fitz- firſt and fourth quarter counter-quartered. In which the

roy , Fitz -Williams. firſt and fourth azure, 3 flower de luces or. The royal arms

FIVE [ rik, Sax ] V, or 5 . of France, quartered with the imperial enſigns of England,

Five, the number or figure 5 is call'd Hermaphrodite, which are in the ſecond and third gules, 8 lions p.:Sant, gare

becauſe it is compoſed of 2 the female and 3 the male ; dant in Pale; or in the ſecond place within a double Tref

it isalſo called the firſt of all numbers. It is alſo calld ſure Counter - Flower de Luce Or, à Lion rampant Gules, for

a circular number, becauſe the circle turns to the point the royal arms of Scotland. In the ſecond place, Azure

from whence it begins ; for 5 multiplied by it ſelf, ends an Iriſ Harp.Or, ftringed Argent for the royal enligns of

always in 5 , as 5 times 5 makes 25 , and that again by s Ireland.

makes 125 , Bc. But ſometimes there is an alteration , as in ſetting the

FIVE- FOLD (Kik-Keald , Sax.] five times as much. Englijf arms before the French and the like.

FIVE -FOOT, a ſort of ſea -inſeet, call's alſo a ſtar - fiſh . Union FLAG [of England ] is Gules charged with theſe

To Fix [ fixum , fup. of figere, L. fixer, F.] to faften ; words.

to ſet, to appoint. FOR THE PROTESTANT RELIGION , AND

FOR THE LIBERTY OF ENGLAND,
To Fix, in Chymical Writings] is expreſſed by

FLAG [ of the admiral of England) is red, charged with

the character annexed .

an anchor Argent , fet in Pale, entangled in , and wound

Fı'xa [with Chymifs] ſuch things as cannot be exalt- about with a cable of the ſame.

ed or raiſed up by fire. Jack FLAG [ of England) is blue, charged with a faltire

FIXA'TION , a fíxing, L. Ergent, and a croſs Gules , bordered Argent.

FIXA'TION (with Chymifts) a making any volatile ſub- FLAG [of an Engliſ Merchantfip ] is red, with a Franc

ftances capable to endure the fire and not to fly away quarter Argent, charged with
croſs Gules.

either by repeated diftillations or ſublimations, or by add- FLAGS , are the colours that the admirals of a fleet carry

ingſomething to it ofa fixing quality.
on their tops , and are marks of diftin &tion, both of officers

Fi'xed [ fixus, L. fixé,F.) faftened, fertled ; fet, ap- and nations. The admiral in chief carries the flag on his

pointed. main -top, the vice-admiral on the fore- top, and the rear

Fixed line of Defence [ in Fortif.) a line that is drawn admiralon themiſen -top, when they are to hold a coun

along the face of a baſtion, and ends in the courtin. cil of war at ſea ; if it be to be held on board the ad

FIXED Nitre ( with Cbym .] is ſalt -petre mixed in a cru- miral , the flag hangs in the main-frowds ; if on board

cible, and then made to fame by throwing in burning the vice-admiral, in the fore.forogvds; and if on board the

soals, and afterwards cooled, powdered, and diſſolved in rear-admiral, in the mifen-browds.

water, and then evaporated into a fine white falt. To lower a Flag ? is to take it in or pull it down upon

Fixed Signs (with Aftrol.] are Taurus, Leo , Scorpio and To ftrike a FLAGS the cap. And this is a reſpect due

Aquarius ; ſo called becauſe the fun paſſes them refpec- from all ſhips or fleets, that are inferior, either in reſpect

tively in the middle of each quarter,when that particular ofright of ſoveraignty, place, & c. and ſignifies an acknow

-- feaſon is more fixed and ſettled , than under the ſign ledgment and ſubmiſſion, when they happen to meet with

that begins or ends it. any

a
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any that are juſtly their ſuperiors ; it is alſo a ſignal of that it is difficult to be ſhot ; ſo that the fowlers are forced

yielding: to get the wind of them , and to creep along covered with

And in the caſe of foveraignty in the narrow feas of an ox-hide till they come within gun-Mor.

Britain , it has been long claim and made good by our FLA’MIN (ſo called of filmen , a woollen thread that

kings , that if any hip of any nation , meeting with an was uſually tied about their remples] a ſort of prieſts so

admiral of England, Thall not acknowledge his foveraignty, mong the Romans inſtituted by Numa Pompilius, who fear

by this ſignal of taking in her flags, ſhe may and is to bc ing that in proceſsof time, kings, who alſo did exerciſe
treated as an enemy. the office of prieſts, might in timecome to negle&t the

To heave out a FLAG , is to put it abroad . 1ervice of the gods, by redion of the weight of affairs of

FLAG Officers, are thoſe who command the ſeveral ſqua- ftate, he eſtabliſhed to every god one, to lupply the king's

drons of a Acer , as admirals, vice-admirals, and rear- place. And theſe Flamins bore the name of the gods to

admirals . whom they were conſecrated, Jupiter's was calld Flamen

Flag llorm , an infe& , ſo called becauſe it is found Dialis, and the chief of Mars was plamen Martialis, & c.

and bred in faggy pondsor ſedgy places, hanging to the Jupiter's was the moſt honourable, therefore he was per

fibres or ſmall itrings, that grow to the roots of the flags, mitted to wear a white bat, and a purple gown called
and are uſually found in a yellow or reddiſh husk or Trabea , which was the clothing onlyofkings and augurs

cafe . in performing their office.

FLAG faves [in a ship] the ſtaves which are ſet upon FLA'MING [ qui eft en flammes, F. fiammans, L.] bla

the head of the top-gallant maſt, and ſerve to ſet, i . c. to zing ; alſo notorious.

New abroad the flag. FLAMINGLY, notoriouſly, egregiouſly.
FLAGS [with Falconers the feathers in the wings of an FLAMMABI'LITY ( Flammabilitas, L.j aptneſs to fame.

hawk, next to the principal ones. FL A'M MEOUS [fiammeus, L.) like or partaking of the

FLAGELET ( frageolet, F.] a muſical pipe. nature of fame.

FLAG E'LLANTS T flagellantes, L.] a leet of hereticks FLAMMATION , a Alaming or blazing out , L.

who chaſtized and diſciplined themſelves with whips in FLA’MMI'FEROUS [ flammifer, L.] bringing out,

publick. caufing flames.

FLA'GELLATED [ flagellatus, L ] ſcourged, whipt. FLAMMI'GEROUS [ femmigerus, L.] bearing or pro

FLAGELLA'TION, a whipping, a laſhing, a ' ſcour- curing flames.
ging, F. of L. FLAMMI'UOMOUS [ flammivomus, L.) that vomits or

FLAGGING [of yleogan , Sax, or flaggeten, Du. ] hang- throws our flames, F.
ing down, growing limber, weak or feeble. FLA’MMULA vitalis [i.e. the ſmall vital Aame] that

FLA'GGY [of yleogan, Sax.] limber, age. alſo full of natural warmth that is the effect of the circulating blood, L.

flags or river- grafs FLAMMULA, a little fiame, L.

FLAGI'Tious [ flagitiofus, L.] very wicked , lewd , vil- FLAMMULA [orcémonov, Gr.] a mark or badge worn by

lainous. the Greek militia on either the cask, cuiraſs or tip of the

FLAGITIOSITYFLAGITIOUSNESE I flagitiofitas, L.] outrageous pike, doc, to diſtinguiſh the ſeveralcompanies, battalionis,

wickedneſs! regiments, c.

FLA'GON [ xlaxa , Sax , un flacon, F. probably of aczka FLANCH 2 [in Heraldry ] is an ordinary ,

vlov , Gr.] a large drinking-pot. FLA'NKQU S which is a ſegment of a circular

FLA'GRANCY ( fragrantia, L.) properly a being all in ſuperficies, which are ever born double , as in
a flame; ardent delire ; alſo earneftneſs. the eſcutcheon annexed .

FLAGRANT ( fragrans, L.] very hot , eager or ear- FLANCONA'DE [i fencing] a puſh or thruft

neft ; alſo notorious, infamous; allo evident, manifeſt.
in the flank.

FLAGRANTLY flagranter, L.) earneſtly ardently ; FLANK (in Military Affairs) the ſide of an army, bat

alſo notoriouſly , maniteſtly, doc. talion or body of toldiers from the front to the rear,

FLA'GRANTNESS [ flagrantia, L.) flamingneſs, glitte- FLANK franc, F.) a fide.

ringneſs, ardentneſs of delire, earneſtnets ; alſo notori- TO FLANK [ flanquer, F. ] to ſtrengthen or defend a

oulneſs. ſide ; alſo to attack an army on the flank or ſide.

A FLAIL [feau, F. flagellum , L. or degel , Teut.] an FLANK [ in Fortification ) is that part of the rampart that

inſtrument for threſhing of corn . joins the face and the courtin , comprehended berween the

To Flair ? [with shipwrights] is when a ſhip being angle of the courtin , and the angle of the ſhoulder, & c.
TO FLARRE } houſed in near the water, and a little and is the principal defence of a place.

above that the work hangs over a little too much, and is FLANK oblique [ in Fortification that part of the cour

laid out broader aloft than the due proportion will allow, Second FLANK S tin , where the men can fee to ſcowr the

they ſay , foe flairs over. face of the oppofite baſtion ; being the diſtance between

TO FLARE (probably offlare, L. to blow] to ſweal or
the lines fichant and razant.

melt away as a candle does. FLANK retired } [in Fortification ) is one of the plat

A FLAKE (probably of floccus, L. i. e, a lock of wool, Low FLANK S forms of the Caferate, and is ſome

a lock of ſnow , white and ſoft as wool] a ſmall flock of times called the covered flank. This is generally called the

ſnow ; alſo a thin plate of ice or other thing. Cafemate, when there is only one plat-form retired towards

FLA'KIN ESS , the having fakes ; Aaky quality . the capital of the baition , and covered by the Orillon .

FLA'KY (probably of floccus, L. a lock of wool] in FLANK of the Courtin ( Fortification is that part of the

Aakes or thin ſlices. Courtin between the flank and the point, where the ſaliano

A FLAM ( Skinner derives it of ylýma , Sax. a vagrant or line of defence terminates.

Klean, sax, to flea ] a ſham or put-off, an idle ſtory, a FLANK Covert [in Fortification ) is that the outward part

fable, a put-off with ſham pretences, evaſions, idle excu- of which advances to ſecure the innermoſt, which advanced

ſes, c. part if it be rounded is called au Orillon ; it is the ſame as

FLAMBEAU , a torch made of wax , F. Tower or retired flank .

FLAME (fiamma, L. flamme, F.] the blaze of fire. FLANK Ficbant ( Fortification ) is that from whence a

FLAME [in a Figurative Senſe ] an ardent affe &tion or cannon playing, fireth its bullets direaly in the face of the

paſſion ; alſo a raging anger ; confuſion. oppoſite baſtion.

FLAME (according to Sir Iſaac Newton ) a fume, vapour FLANK Raſant ( Fortification] is the point from whence

or exhalation, heated red hot, ſo as to ſhine ; becauſe bo- the line of defence begins, from the conjun &tion of which

dies do not flame without emitting a copious fume , and with the courtin the ſhot only razeth the face of the next

the fume burns in the fame. baſtion, which happens when the face cannot be diſco

Vital FLAME [with Philoſophers ] a fine, warm, kin vered .

dled , but mild ſubſtance, ſuppoſed by many both of the Second FLANK ? (Fortification ) are lines which go from

ancients and moderns, to reſide in the hearts of animals as simple FLANK S the angle of the ſhoulder to the

neceſſary to life, or rather as that which conſtitutes life it courtin , whoſe chief office is for defence of the moat and

felf and is nourish'd by the air, we take in by refpira- place.

tion. To FLANK [in Fortification ) is to diſcover and fire upon

TO BLAME ( fiammare, L.) to blaze out in a flame. the ſide of any place, alſo to tortify it with flanks.

FLAMET ? a large wild fowl of the ſize of a wild FLANKED Flank [ in Heraldry] the ſame as Party per

FLA’MMANTS. gooſe, the legs and wings of which Saltire, that is, when ibe fieid is divided into 4 parts after

are very long, and its igent ſo exquiſite and light ſo yuick, the manner of an X.
FLANKED

1
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FLANKED Angle ( in Fortification] the angle formed by FLAVOUR [prob . of flatus, L.) a certain pleaſant of

the 2 faces of the baſtion , and ſo forms the point of it. agreeable reliſh ; commonly applied to wine or other liquids:

To FLA'NKER [ flanquer, F. ] to fortify the walls of a FLAVOURY (probably of Savour, & mutato in Fl] pa

citywith bulwarks or countermures. latable, having a good reliſh, ſpoken of wine, Soc

FLANKS ( with Farriers) a wrench, crick , ſtroke or other FLA'vus, a, um [in Botanick Writers] of a deep yel

grief in the back of a horſe ; alſo a kind of pleu ely pro- low, L.
ceeding from too much blood. FLAUTO, a flute, Ital.

FLANKS [ in the Manage ) the ſides of a horſe's bukocks. FLAUTI'NO , a ſmall Aute , like a 6th flute, or an otave

FLA'NKARDS ( Hunting Term ] the knots or nuts in the Aure, Ital.

Aank of a deer. Fiaw (probably of xlo, Sax. fragment or ilaw , Brit. a

FLA'NNEL (of lana or lanella , L. ſoft wool] a ſort ſegment or ylean , sax. the white of the eye ] a defe & in

of thin , fofi, woollen cloth . precious ſtones , metal , Sec. alſo a little skin that grows at

To FLAP (of læppe, Sax , or of flabellum , L.] the edge the root of one's nails.

ofathing hanging down. FLA’wy, having flaws.
To FLAP ( probably of flabbe, Du. or fabella, L.] to FLAW [Sea Word ] a blaſt of wind .

flap or ſtrike with the hand, or a fly.flap as butcher's do. FLAWN (un Flan, F.] a ſort of cuſtard, pie, & c. baked
FLA'PPING ( probably of flacceſcens, L.]hanging down in a dith .

with limberneſs.
Flax ( kleax, Sax.] a plant, or the matter for ſpinning

FLA'RING, ſtaring in the face ; alſo open, expoſed ,&c. made of it.

alſo wafting or conſuming waftfully, as a candie. FLAXEN [of kleax, sax .] made of fax.

AFLAP, a blow or ſtroke with the open hand , or ſome FLAX Weed , an herb.
broad thing. To FLAY . See to flea .

To FLARE ( prob. of leveren , Du.] to ſtare one full in FLE'A [xlea , Sax.] a little animal well known.
the face.

FLEA- BANE, an herb.

A FLASH ( skinner derives it of blæye , Sax, or blaze, Flea -bitten colour (in Horſes] white, ſpotted over with

Eng. but Minßew of gaiz, Gr.] a ſudden blaze as of light- ſpots of a darkiſh red .

ning, a ſpurt ; alſo the laving or daſhing of water . FLEA Wort, an herb .

To FLASH ,to blaze out on a ſudden, To Flea (Flean, Sax.] to flay or ftrip off the skin .
A FLASH of Flames, a fheaf of arrows. FLE'Am . See pblegm .

A FLA'sher (at a Gaming -Table] one who ſits by to FLE'AM [ flammette, F.) a ſurgeon's and farrier's in

ſwear how often he has ſeen the bank ſtript. ſtrument for lancing, letting blood ,Ege.

Fla'sh Y (of flaccidus, L.] having loſt its favour ; alſo FLE'CKED [of acck, Teut. ſpotted ] ſpeckled or
vain , frothy FLECKT ६

ſpotted.

FLA'shiness (not improbably of flaccidus, L.] un- FLECKED [in Heraldry) arched like the firmament.

ſavourineſs in tafte ; alſo want of ſolidity or ſubſtance in FLE'CTA , a feathered arrow.
diſcourſe.

FLEDG'D (prob. of ulegger, Du. to fly] to be well

A FLASK ( fafque, F.] a caſe of gun -powder. covered with feathers, as young birds are when they be

A FLASK [ Klaxa, Sax .] a ſort of bottle wrought over gin first to fly.

with wicker. Fel'DwIT [of ylýht, Sax. flight, and pite , Sax . a

FLA'SKET [of cadoxwao , Gr. according to Meric fine] diſcharge or freedom from fines, when an outlaw'd
Cafaubon] a large long basket. fugitive comes tothe peace of his own accord .
A FLASK [ in Gunnery] a bed in the carriage of a piece A FLEECE ( rlýye, Sax , vellus, L.) a flock of wool,

of ordnance.
or ſo much as comes off from one ſheep at once , alſo a

FLASK [in Heraldry] a bearing, more proper

ly called Aaunch , it is an ordinary made by an To FLEECE, to ſtrip a perſon or deſpoil him of all,

arched line drawn downwards to the baſe point ; even to the bare skin .

and is always borne double. To FLÉER [prob. of leer , Dan. to laugh ] to caſt a

FLAT, inſipid , unfavoury, having loſt its brisk, pungent diſdainful or faucy look at one.

taſte. FLEE'RINJ ( of leering, Dan .] looking diſdainfully

FLAT in the Fore -fail ( Sea Term ] means, hale in the or faucily .

fore- rail by the theat, as near the ſhip's fide as poſſible; FLEET [of ylota, Sáx. F.) a company of ſhips..

this is done when a Mhip will not fall off from the wind. Fleet ſwift [of ylean, sax. to Ay] wift.

FLAT (Plat, F. prob. of patulus, L.] broad, ſpread- FLE ET Priſon, a priſon in London , into which perſons

ing . are commitred for contempt of the king and his laws ;

FLATI'LE ( flatilis, L. ) unconſtant. alſo a priſon of eaſe for debtors.

FLATI'LITY [ flatilitas, L.) unconftancy. FLEET ( kleot, Sax.] a place where the tide comes up.

FLA’TLY, plainly, poſitively. FLE E'TING [of flean , Sax. to fly or ulieten, Du. or

Flats , Thallows in the ſea, fand -banks, Shelves. flietten, Teut.] paſſing away continually as time, Eyoc.

FLATS [in Mufick] a kind of additional notes, as ( h ) moving continually from place to place.
contrived together with ſharps ( # ) to remedy the defects FLEE'T NESS, Alecting quality ; alſo ſwiftneſs.

of muſical inſtrumen s. To FLEET Milk (ulieten, Duj to skim it, to take off

FLATNESS [of plat, F. according to Menagius of pa- the củeam .

tulus, open , ſpreading] broadneſs, spreadingnels. FLEGMA'TICKNESS [ of flegmatique, F. pblegmaticus,

To FLA'TTEN (patulum reddere, L.) to make broader L. of gasypatinos, Gr.] being troubled with Alegm , fleg

and thinner with a plain ſurface. marick quality

To Fla'tter Ċ flater, F.] to praiſe exceſlively, to FLE'MAFARE [ of flýma an out- law and clean ,

coaks, to footh up ; to careſs or fawn upon . Sax. to fay] a claim of the felon's goods.

FLATTERER (un fiateur, F. adulator, L.) one that FLE'MENES firinth ( of glyma, and girmean , Sax. to

praiſes more than is deſerved,a cajoler, & c. offer vi&tuals] the relieving of a fugitive.

FLA'TTERY ( flaterie, Fr. ] fawning, praiſing exceſſi- FLE'Menes freme (of ylýma and greme, Sax .] chat

vely, doc. tels or goods of a fugitive .
FLA’TULENT [ flatulens, L.] windy, ingendring or FLEMES WITE of flyma and pite, Sax.] a liberty

breeding wind. to challenge the chattels or ' fines of one's ſervant who is a

FLA’TULENTNESS [ of flatulentus, L. ] windineſs, fugitive.
flatulency. FLE'MINGS [ of ylýming or Klýma, Sax. a baniſhed

FLATUO'S E ? (flatuofus, L. Ratueux, Fr.] windy or man , becauſe they were frequently forced to change their

FLA'TUOUS S full of wind. habitations, and go into neighbouring countries, becauſe

FlatUO'SITY ? [ flatuofité, Fr. of fratuofus, L.] of the inundationsof the fea ) the natives or inhabitants of

FLA'TOUSNESS S windineſs, windy quality . the Low Countries,

FLAVI'Comous I flavicomus, L.) having yellow hair. Fle'MISH [ of ylýma, Sax .] belonging to the Flemings

FLATUS [with Pbxficians] diſorderly motions ſtirred up or Dutch

in the body by wind or windy meats, L. FLESH [ xlerc, Sax .) a ſimilar, fibrous part of an ani

To FLAUNT (prob. of vaunt ]to give one's ſelf airs, to mal body ; foft, thick and bloody ; being that whereof

ſtrut or look big, to take ſtate upon one's ſelf. moſt of the other parts are compoſed, and whereby they

FLA'UNTING ( probably of Vaunt, v mut. in Fl ] are connected together, of which there are reckoned five

giving one's ſelt airs, taking ikate upon one, gawdy and kinds.

Atarely in apparel.
K k k k MNS
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Muſculous FLESH
ſuch as is the ſubſtance of the heart

PLE'SURE ( flexura, L.] a crooking, bending or bowing.

Fibrous FLESH FLICKERING (of klikcepian , Sax.] Auctering with theFiftularFlesh S and otherparts.
wings, as a bird ; alſo fleeting and laughing ſcornfully.

Parenchymous FLESH , ſuch as that of the lungs, li- To FLICKER [ cliccejian , Sax . ] to Autter as a bird.

ver and 1pleen , was thought to be by the ancients ; but FLIDE THRIFT , or slide thrift, the game called Novel
this has been found to be erroneous. board .

Viſcerous Flesh , ſuch as that of the ſtomach and guts . FLIE [of a Mariner's Compaſs that part on which the

Glandulous FLESH, ſuch as that of the tonfils, the pan- 32 winds are drawn , and to which the needle is faſtened

creas, the breaſts , ác. underneath .

Spurious Flesh , as that of the lips , gums, the glans Flight ( klýht, Sax. ] an eſcape ; a Aying away of

of the Penis , Ege. ſo called becauſe it is of a conſtitution a fugitive, criminal or vanquished perfon ; allo a number

different from all the reſt. or company flying ; as of birds , arrows, Sc. alſo a wit

FLESH [ Botany ] the ſoft, pulpy ſubſtance of any fruit, ticifm , a ſprightly, lofty expreſſion .

incloſed between the outer rind or skin and the ſtone ; or FLIGHT [in melting lead ore] a ſubſtance which flies

that part of a root, fruit, &c. that is fit to be eaten.
away in the ſmoak.

FL'E'SHY [ xlæclic, Sax .] carnal , given to the fleſh . Flight of a Stair -caſe, the ſtairs from one landing

FLE'SHINESS [ of kleys, Sax .] ' fulneſs of or having place to another.
much fleſh . Capon's Flight, a compaſs of ground, ſuch as a ca

FLE'SHLESS [ xlcycleay, Sax.] having no feſh. pon might fly over, due to the eldeſt of ſeveral brothers

FLE'S HLINESS [ YlæYclicney Ye, sax.]carnal diſpoſition, in dividing the father's effects, when there is no principal
addictednefs to the pleatures of the fleth . manour in a lordſhip.

FLE'SHY [ Klæyicg, Sax .] having much flesh . FlI'MSY , limber, thin, Night.
Fle'TA (kleot , Sax.] a place where the tide comes up. FLI'MSINESS, limbernets , thinneſs without fufficient

FLE’TCHER (of fleche, F. an arrow] a maker of arrow's ſtiifneſs or ſubſtance.
and bows. TO FLINCH (probably of kliccerian , Sax , or of fling,

TO ELETE [yleotan , Sax.] to ſwim , to float. Eng.) to ſtart, draw back, give over or deſiſt.

FLETI'FEROUS [ fietifer, L.] cauſing weeping. FLI'NCHING, drawing back from , by reaſon of appre

FLEURE'ITE ?

FLEURONNEE S} .
henſion of danger ; alſo a flirting the nail of the middle

finger flapped from the thumb

FLEURO'NS [in Cookery] fine tarts or puffs of paſtry- FLI'NDERS, ſmall and thin pieces, ſhivers , Soc.

work , for garniſhing diſhes. To FLING ( probably of flean, Sax. to fly , or findet ,

FLEU'RY. Sce Flory. Goth, to caſt , Minſew ] to throw or hurl.

Elew } a ſmall fort of fiſhing -net.
To FLING like a Cow ( 1poken of Horſes] is to raiſe on

FLUES
ly one leg, and to give a blow with it .

FLEXA'NIMOUS [ fiexanimus, L.] of a flexible mind, FLI'NGING [with Horſemen ] is the fiery action of an
cafy to be overcome by perſuaſion or entreaty, unruly horſe, or a kicking with the hind legs.

FLEXA'NIMOUSNESS (of flexanimus, L.] Aexibleneſs FLINT (ylint, Sax.] a hard , livid or biack pebble.

of mind or difpofition. FLINT [Flint, sax.) a certain idol of the ancient Bri

FLEXIBLE ( flexibilis, L.) eaſy to bend , pliant; a tons, ſo called becauſe he ſtood in a Minty place.

term applied to bodies that are capable of being bent, or FLI'NTY [of klintic3 , Sax.] full of Aints, or of the na

changed from their natural form and dire& tion . ture of Aint.

FLEXIBI'LITY [ flexibilitas , L. flexibilité, F.] pli- Flip, a ſort of drink among failors made of beer,

FLE'XIBLENESS Santneſs, aprneis to bend or yield . brandy or rum , and ſugar.
FLR'XION , a bowing or bending, L. Fli'PPANT, nimble-tongu'd, brisk , airy, jocund.

Flexor carpi radialis [ in Anatomy] a muſcle of the FLI'PPANTNESS, nimble-tonguedneſs, briskneſs, jo

wriſt, which ariſes from the inward protuberance of the cundness.
fboulder-bone , and is inſerted to the upper part of the os To Flirt at , to throw out banters or jeer's.

metacarpi, L. A FLIRT, as a jill-Airt, a forry baggage, a light houſe

FLEXOR carpi ulnaris [ Anatomy] a muſcle of the wriſt wife.

ariſing tendinous from the inner protuberance of the bu- FLI'RTING , throwing out ever and anon ; alſo banter

merus, with the fiexor radialis, and alſo from the uppering or jeering by flirts.

and outward part of the ulna , and running along under " To Flit (@ytter, Dan.) to remove from place to place.

the ligamentum annulare, it is inſerted into the fourth bone FLITCH [ klicce, Sax. flêche, F.] the ſide of or half of

of the firſt row of the carpus, L. a hog

FIE'XOR pollicis pedis longus [ Anat ] a muſcle of the FLI'TIER , a rag or tatter.

great toe, which is a direct antagoniſt to the extenfor lon- FLITTER Mouſe, a bat , Du .

gus ; it ariſes oppoſite to it from the back part of the fibu- FLITTING [of flitter, Dan] removing from place

la, and is inſerted to the upper end of the ſecond bone FLITTERINGS to place, a term properly applied

of the great toe on the under ſide, L. to a horfe,who being ty'd up to a Itake, eats up all the

Flexor primi co ſecundi olis pollicis [Anat.] a large , graſs that is round about him within the compaſs of his
fleſhy muſcle ,which ariſes from the bones of the carpus and rope.

os metacarpi of the middle finger : whence it paſſes to its Flix TV'eed, an herb .

inſertion partly to the offa ſeſamoidea of the ſecond inter- TO FLOAT [ floter, F. of fluctuare, L.) to ſwim to

node, and partly to the firſt bone of the thumb, L. and again upon thewater.

Flexor tertii internodii pollicis [Anat . ] a muſcle of the A Float of a fiſhing-line, the quill or cork which

thumb having a twofold beginning , viz . the upper fromviz. the upper from ſwims above the water.

the outward knob of the ſhoulder-bone , and the lower FLOATS, pieces of timber made faſt together with raf

from below the upper part of the radius, and thence it ters, for conveying burdens down a river with a ſtream .

proceeds till it is implanted in the upper part of the third FLOATAGES, thoſe things which float on the fea or

bone of the thumb, L.

FLEXOR pollicis brevis [ Anat.] a muſcle of the great FLOATING [ flotant, F. fu&uans , L.] ſwimming to
toe, ariſing from the middle of the cuneiform bone, it is and fro upon the water.

Thort, thick and Achy, ſeemingly 2 , and running over the
FLOATING [in Husbandry] the watering or overflow

termination of the Peronaus, has a double inſertion in the ing ofmeadows.

oft fefamoidea, L. FLOATING [of Cheeſe] is the ſeparating the whey from

FLEXOR. fecundiinternodii digitorum pedis, a muſcle of the milk .

the leſſer toes that ſprings from the lower and inner part FLOA'TING Bridge, a bridge inade in the form of a re

of the os calcis, and has its 4 tendons implanted at the doubt, with two boats covered with planks.

upper part of the ſecond bone of each leſer toe , L. Flock [ klocca, Sax. fiocon, F. of floccus, L.] a compa

FLE'SOR tertio internodii digitorum pedis, a muſcle of the ny of theep

leſſer toes that áprings from the back part of the tibia, TO FLOCK , to aſſemble together, to come in flocks;

and is inſerted into 4 tendons, which march thro' the greatgreat numbers or companies.
holes of the tendons of the perforatus pedis, aird are ler FLOCK Bed, a bed filled with flocks.

into the third bone of each leſſer toe , L. To Flog , to whip or ſcourge.

FLEXUO'S e ' flexuoſus, L.) winding in and out, crooked. FLOOD ( 800D, Dan flos , Sax ) an inundation ; alfo

FLEXU O'SITY Ijlexuofitas, L.) crookedneſs.
the firſt coming in of the tide.

FLOOD

great rivers.
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Floon ( with Watermen] is when the tide begins to come Palermo and sicily 2 s. 6 d . that of France 1s. 6 d . that of

up, or the water to riſe , which they call young -food ; the Holland 2 s .

next quarter-1--flood, the next half-food, and the next full- FLO'RIST ( fleuriſte, F.] one who delighrs in and is

tide or ſtill or high water.
skilled in flowers,

Toung FLOOD , the time when the water begins to riſe FLO'KOUNS [ fleuron, F. ] a border of Power work .

in the river. FLO'RULENT [ florulentus, L. ) flowery or blofioming,

Flook of an Anchor, that part that takes hold of the full of flowers.

ground.
FLO'RULENTNESS [ of florulentus, L.] flowering of

Floor (Flojie and kleping, Sax .] the area or ſurface bloſſoming quality.

of a room . FLO'R Ý (in Heraldry) or Fleure de lire, or

To Floor (Aloeren , Du.or of klope , Sax.] to lay a floor. as it is commonly written Flower de Luce, as a

Floor [in a Ship ) ſo much of her bottom as ſhe reſts crofs flory , is a croſs with flower de luces at

on when ſhe lies on ground. the ends , as in the figure.

Flo'ra [of flores, L. flowers ] a notable harlot, who Flos , a flower, L.

having amaſſed together great wealth, gave all her eſtate Flos Æris (with Clymifts] braſs-flower ; a compoſition

to the people ofRome,upon condition that they would that conſiſts of ſmall grains of braſs like millet- feed , which

honour her birth -day with plays. The ſenate, to wipe off are ſeparated from its body , when hot braís is quenched

the infamy of her life , created her the goddeſs of flow- in water, L.

ers, and did ſacrifice to her, that ſhe might bleſs the Flos frumentorum [with Botaniſts] a flower called Blue

hopeful increaſe of flowers and fruits ; and the Floralia bottle , L

were inſtituted in honour of her. Flos [in Botanick Writings] a flower as to the different
Flora is painted in a mantle of divers colours with kinds .

a garland of flowers . Flos amentaceus , fee Amentaceous flower.

FLORA'LIA , a feaſt and ſports in honour of Flora, who Flos apetalus, ſee A petalous-flower.

having left a certain ſum of money for the celebration Flos campaniformis, lee Campaniform -flower.

of her birth-day, it was obſerved with all manner of laſci- Flos caryophyllæns, fee Caryophylleous -flower .

viouſneſs, and whores and common ſtrumpets went up and Flos compoſius, ſee Compoſit- Hower.

down and danced naked . Flos corniculatus, fee Corniculate flower.

The Romans being aſhamed of their original gave her Flos cruciformis, ſee Cruciformfower,

the name of Chloris of % 100 , Gr. greenneſs, and gave it out Flos fiftularis, lee Fiftular flower.

that ſhe was married to the wind Zephyrus, from whom Flos floſculus, ſee I lofculous Hower.

by way of dowry ſhe received power over the flowers, Flos fæcundus , fee Fecun-1 Aower.

and therefore the muſt be firſt appeas'd with ſports and Flos galeatus, ſee Galeated flower.

plays performed in honour of her, before the fruits of the Flos galericulatus , fee Galericulated -flower,

earth would proſper Hence ſome ſuppoſe our dancing on Flos labiatus, fee Labiated -flower.

May day to have had its original. Flos monopetalus, ſee Monopetalous-flower.

FLO'R AMOUR [9. fios amoris, i. e. the flower of love) Flos papilionaceus , ſee Papilionaceous-flower.

a kind of flower. Flos polypetalus , Tee Polypetalous-flower.

FLO'R E [in Botanick Writers] with a flower, L. Flos perfonatus, ſee Perfonared -Hower.

ELOR E Radiato (in Botanick Writers] with a radiated Flos planifolius, feelanifolious - flower.

Aower, or ſuch as is like rays. Flos radiatus , fee Radiated-flower.

FLO'Reus [ in Botanick Writers] Aowering, L. Flos rotatus, ſee Rorated - flower.

FLOREE the ſcum of boiled glaſtum or woad , dry'd Flos roſaceus , ſee Rofaceous- flower.

Florey ſ and beaten to powder ; a blue colour Flos ſemififtularis, ſee Semitiſtular-flower.

uſed in painting. Flos ſpicatus , ſee Spicated - Hlower.

Floʻren, a gold coin made in the time of King Ed- Flos ſtamineus, fee Stamineous- flower.

ward ( II , in value 6 s . Flos ſterilis, fee Sterile - flower.

FLO'R ENCES [of Florence in Italy] a ſort of cloth . FLO'TA (with the Spaniards) the plate - feet, which they

A FLO'R ENTINE (in Paforyj a fort of tart or pudding ſend every year to ſome part of the weſt-Indies.
baked in a dith . FLO' AG ES are ſuch things as are foating on the

FLORENTIN E Marble, a fort of marble , the figures in ſurface of the fea or great rivers .

which repreſent buildings naturally, cali'd alſo landskip FLO'TSON ? [ xleotean, $ax.) any goods loft by ship
marble. FLO'TZAMS u reck , which lie floating on the top of

FLORENTINES, natives of Florence . the water , theſe with Jetſon and Lagan , which ſee, are

FLO'REs, Howers , L. given to the lord admiral by his letters patent.

FLORES (with Chymifts] are the moſt ſubtil parts of a FLO'TTEN Milk , Aeet or skimmed milk.

ſubſtance ſeparated from the groffer by ſublimation. FLOUK { of an Anchor ( klooc, Sax.] that part of it that

Flore'i ? [with Botanias ] is a little tube expand- FLOOK 3 is barbed and taketh hold of the ground .

FLOU'RISH S ed at the top, uſually into 5 ſegments, To FLOUNCE [probably of plouten, Du.] to jump
and fitting upon the embryon of a fingle ſced. From in , to roll about in the water ; to be in a toſs or fume

the inner part of the Floret ariſe fine chieves, which uni- with anger.

ting to the inner part of the foret together form a ſheath ; FLOU'NDER [ Flynder, Dan . ) a flat fiſh well known,

from theembryon of the Sheath ariſes a bifid , reflexed ftile , FLOU'NDRING, ruſtling or making a noile with its fall.

which paſſes through the theath . Flour ( fleur de farine, F.flos farine, L] the fine part

FLO'RIBUS [in Botanick Writers] with flowers. of ground- corn.
FLORI'COMOUS [ floricomus, L ] having the top full TO FLOUR, to ſprinkle with flower.

of or adorned with flowers. FLOU'RISHING [ fleurant , F. Horens, L.] being in the

Florid [ floridus, L. ] Aouriſhing or adorned with prime, proſpering, being in vogue or eſteem .
flowers. To Flou'RISH ( florere, L ] to be at the prime or

Florid Deſcant [in Mufick.] See Figurative Deſcant. height ; alſo to profper ; to be in repute, vogue or elteem .

FLO'RID Diſcourſe, a diſcourſe full of rhetorical flowers, TO FLOURISH in Writing) is to adorn writing with or

in which a great deal of eloquence is diſplay'd . Longinu's namental ſtrokes, & c. performed volante manu .

uſes the terms florid and affected file indifferently, and To FLOURISH Colours ( in Military Afairs] is to dif

lays them down as quite contrary to the true ſublime. play them

Flo'rid Saile. See Florid diſcourſe. A FLOURISH , an ornament , either in diſcourſe, wri

FLO'RIDNESS, [ of floridus, L. ] fulneſs of rhetorical ting or muſick.
flowers ; great eloquence. A FLOU'RISH [in Arcbitecture a flower -work .

O'RIFER [in Botanick Writings] producing flowers. A FLOURISH in Diſcourſe ] a boalt, a brag, a vaunt.

FLORI'FEROUS [ fiorifer, L. ) Power-bringing or To FLOUT [ skinner derives ir of blutten , Du, a fool,
bearing. as if to mock at for a fool, Mer . Caf. of cauricev, Gr .

FLORI'FEROUSNESS , flower -bringing or bearing qua- to contemn or ſcorn] to mock or jeer.

lity . FLO'UTING, mocking, jeering , with ſcorn or diſdain .

FLORI'G EROUS [ floriger, L.] carrying or bearing flow- To Flow ( gleopan , sax . fiuere, L.] to pour in as wa
ers. ter from the ſea into a river .

Flo'rin , a coin firſt made by the Florentines, that of It Flows South [with Water-men ) it is high water when

Germany in value 3 s. 4 d. that of Spain 45. 4 d. is that of the ſun is at that point at new or full-moon .
tt
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It Flows tide and half -tide, i.e. it will be half- food Verticulate FLOWERS , are ſuch as are ranged in ſtories,

by the ſhore, before it begins to How in the chanel. rings or rays along the ſtems, ſuch as thoſe of hoar-hound ,

Frown Sheets (Sea Term ] a ship is laid to fail with clary, & c.
flown peets, when they are not haled home or cloſe to the Flowers (with Chymifts] are the fineſt and moſt ſub

block .
til parts or fine mealymatter of dry bodies, raiſed byfire

FLOWER de Luce [ Fleur de Lis, F.] i.e. the flower of into thehead and aludels ; and adhering to them in the form

light, it is lupposed tobe the lily , the lys is an emblemof ofa fine powder or dust,

the Trinity, by reaſon of its 3 branches , which alſo ſignify Perfect FLOWERS [ Flores perfeéti, L.) are ſuch as have

wildom , faith and proweſs. a Pesala, Stamen , Apex and Stylus ; and whatever flower

FLOW'ER ( among Botaniſts ] is variouſly underſtood. of theſe is accounted imperfe &t.

Some mean by it thote fine -coloured leaves, which are called divided into femple or compound, which are not compoſed

the petals , others rettrain it to fignify the organs of gene- of other ſmaller ones, and which uſually have but one

ration, the proper ſignification of it ſeems to be the organs fingle ſtyle ; and compounded, which conſiſt of many
of generation with their coverings. Flofculi, allmaking but one flower.

To Flow'er [florere, L. fieurir, F.] to produce or bear Perfonated FLOWER ( Flos perfonatus, L.) a flower that

flowers ; alſo to mantle, as drink, &c. ſomewhat reſembles a mouth, as the Snap-Dragon, Toad

FLOWERS [with Chymifts] are the moſt ſubtile parts Flax, & c.
of dry bodies, which rife by fire to the top of veffels made Planifolious FLOWER (Flos planifolius, L.) ſuch as is

on purpoſe to receive them , as the Howers of Benjamin, compoſed of plain flowers ſet together in circular rows
Sulpkur, &c . round the centre, and whoſe face is uſually indented ,

Amentaceous Flower ( Flos amentaceus , L.) ſuch as notched, uneven and jagged, asthe Hierarchia, Soncbia, & c.

hang pendulous like the Juli or Catkins, Tournefort. Polypetalous FLOWER ( Flos polypetalus, L.) ſuch as has

Apetalous FLOWER ( Flos apetalus, L ] is ſuch as want diſtinct Petala, and thoſe falling off ſingly and not alto

the fine-coloured leaves called Petala. gether, as the ſecming Petala of the monopetalous always

Campaniform FLOWER (Flos campaniformis, L.] ſuch do : both monopetalous and polypetalous are either uni

flower as is in the ſhape of a bell . form or difform ; the former have their right and left-hand

Caryophyllcous Flow ER ( Flos Caryophylleus, L.) a flower parts, and the forward and backward parts unlike ; but the

in the ſhape of a gillifloweror carnation, dittorin have no ſuch regularity.

Compofit Flower ( Flos compofitus] a compound -flower, Polypetalous anomalous FLOWER ( Flos polypetalus ano

which conſiſts of many Flofculi, all making butone flower, malus, L.) an irregular polypetalous-flower.

is either diſcous or diſcoidal, that is , whoſe flofculi are ſet to- Leguminous Flower , the flower of leguminous plants

gether ſo cloſe, thick and even, as to make the ſurface of which bear ſome reſemblance to a flying butterfly,and

the flower plain and flat, which therefore becauſe of its thence are called Papilionaceous.

compound form , will be like a difcus ; which disk is fomc Radiated FLOWER ( Flos radiatus, L.) a flower whoſe

times radiated, when there are a row of Petalz ſtanding leaves grow in the manner of rays, as thc Heliotropium or
round in the disk like the points of a ſtar, as in the Matri- Sunflower.

caria , Chamamelum , &c. and ſometimes naked, having 10 Spicated FLOWER (Flos ſpicatus, L.] when the flowers

ſuch radiating leaves round the limb of its disk, as in the grow thick together length - ways at the top of the ſtalk , as

Tanacetum . an ear of corn .

Corniculated FLOWERS ( Flores corniculati, L.) are ſuch Stamineous FLOWER [ Flos ftamineus, L.) a flower

hollow flowers, as have on their upper part a kind of lpur that only conſiſts of the Calix with ſmall threads, &c.
or little horn , as the Linaria, Delphinium , egoc, and the Sterile FLOWER ( Flos fterilis, L.] i,e,barren Aower.

Corniculum or Calcar is always impervious at the top or Rotated FLOWER [Flos rotatus, L.] luch whoſe flow

point. er- leaves grow like the ſpokes of a wheel.

Cucurbitaceous Flower , is one that reſembles the flow- Rofaceous FLOWER Flos rofaceus, L.) a flower whoſe

er of the gourd, or have the ſame conformation with it. leaves grow in the form of a 10e, as the Ranunculus, &c.

Cruciform FLOWER ( Flos cruciformis, L.) a flower that Semififtular Flow ER [ Flos femififtularis, L.] is ſuch

repreſents the form of a croſs. an one whoſeupper part reſembles a pipe cut off obliquely,
Diſcous FLOWERS ! are thoſe whoſe Flofculi or little as in the Ariſtolochia , &c.

Diſcodial Flowers Aowers are ſet together ſo cloſe, Galeated ( Flos

thick and even , as to make the ſurface of the flowerplain S reſembles an helmet or hat. In

and flat ; which therefore becauſe of its round form will be this flower the upper top is turned upwards , and ſo turns

like a diſcus or quoit . the convex part downwards as in the Chamaciſus, Egc. bur

Pifular Flower (Flos fiftularis,L.)a flower compound- moſt uſually the upper lip is convex above and rurns the

ed of many long hollow little flowers like pipes, all divid- hollow part down to its fellow below , and ſo repreſents a

ed into laige jags at the ends. monk's hood, and thence is called cucullate, as the flowers

Fecund FLOWER Flos fæcundus, L.] a fruitful flower. of the Lamium and moſt l'erticiliate plants.

Flofculous FLOWER ( Flos flofculofus, L.] a flower com Flow'ERAGE, the ſetting of ſeveral forts of flowers

poſed of many little flowers. together in husks, and hanging them up with ſtrings .

Imperfe & FLOWERS ( Flores imperfe &ti, L.) ſuch as want FLOW'ERED, Wrought with flowers.

ſome of the parts as compoſe a perfeit flower, either Petala, Flow'ERINESS, fulneſs or plenteouſneſs of flowers.

Stamina, Apex or Stylus, Flowering [ fleurant, F. fiores producers , L.] pro

Infundibuliform Flower ( Flos infundibuliformis) a flow- ducing or opening into Aowers; alſo mantling as drink .

er that reſembles a funnel in ſhape. Flow'ery , of or pertaining to , or full of powers ;

Labiated FLOWER [ Flos labiatus, L.] is ſuch as either alſo of the nature of Howers.

has but one lip only, as in the far greater part of labiated Flow'ers in Arcbitecture] representations of ſome

flowers, and are called allo Galeated, Galericulate and Cu imaginary flowers, by way of crowning or finiſhing on the

cullate, which fee above. top of a dome.

Liliaceous FLOWER (Flos liliaceus, L.) a flower of the FLOWERS [in Rhetorick] are figures and ornaments of

lily form . diſcourſe .

Umbelliferous FLOWER , is one which has ſeveral leaves FLOWERS [ in the Animal Oeconomy ] are women's

doubled , and diſpoſed after the manner of a roſe, and . Menſes.

calix becomes a fruit of 2 leeds. FLOWK wort, an herb.

Monopetalous FLOWER ( Flos monopetalus, L.] is ſuch as FLO'WING [ of kleopan , Sax. fluens, L. ) running in

has the body of the flower all of one intire leaf , though ſtream as water ; abounding.

ſometimes cut or divided a little way into ſeeming Petala or FLUCTI'FEROUS [ fiucifer, L.] raiſing or bringing

leaves , as in borage , buglofs , &c.

Monopetalous anomalous Flower ( Flos monopetalus ano . FLUCTI'FRAGOUS [ fluxifragus, L.) wave-breaking.

malus, L.) an irregular monoperalous- flower. FLUCTI'G EROUS [ fiuftiger, L.] born by the waves.

Papilionaceous FLOWER [ Flos papilionaceus, L.] is a FLUCTI'SONOUS [ fiu &tifonus, L.] founding or roaring

flower that repreſents fomething of the Papilio or butterfly, with wavesor billows.

with its wings diſplay'd. In theſe the flower-leaves or FLUCTI'VAGOUs ( fiutivagus, L.) floating or toſſed on

Petala are always of a difform figure being 4 in number, the waves.
and joined together at the extremities ; ſuch are the flowers To FLU'CTUATE ( flu &tuatum , to be carried, float or

of thoſe plants that are of the leguminous kinds, Peas, toſſed to and fro in the water , to be wavering and unconſtant

Vetches , &c. or uncertain in mind, to be in lulpence.
FLU'c

Galericulate Flower } Teles galeatus, L.) a flower that

waves.
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of ways.

men , L.

FLUCTUATING ( fiu & wans, L.) floating ; alſo waver- To FLU'TT ER [zlozepani, Sax .] to try to fly as a bird ;

ing in mind. alſo to fly about

FLUCTUO'S E [fuftueux, F troubled, unquiet, reft- FLU'TTERING [of floteran , Sax.] making a quick

FLU'CTUOUS lets like the waves . motion with the wings, in trying to fly, as young birds.

FLUF, the down or fofi hair of a Tabber ; alſo little fea- FLUVIA'TICK Tjuviaticus, L.] that is in or of the

thers or Aucks which ſtick to cloachs. river.

FLUE , a ſmall winding chimney of a furnace, oc, car- FLUVIA'TILE ( fluviatilis, L. belonging to a river,

ried up into a main chimney.
FLUVIA'TILIS ( with Botanick Writers] growing in or

FLO E'LLIN , an herb, called allo Specdvcil. near a river, L.

FLU'ENCY fiuentia, L.) readinets of speech, volubility FLUVIO'S E [ fiuvioſus, L.) flowing much.

of tongue. Flux [ fiuxus, L. fiux, F.] a Howing:

FLUENT [ fiuens, L.) flowing, voluble in ſpeech. Flux [in Phyſiik] an extraordinary iſſue or evacuation

FLU'ENINESS [Auentia or puiditas, L. puidité, F.] of ſome humour.

flowingnels, fluency in diſcourſe , or volubility of ſpeech . Flux Powders [ in Chymiſtry] are certain powders uſed

FLUID fiuidus, L.of fiuo, L. to flow , fluide, F. flow- for diffolving of the harder metals and melting oars , in or

ing eaſily. der to diſcover what proportion of metal they contain .

FLUID Bodies [ with Naturalifts ] bodies whoſe parts Flux and Reux (of the Tide] the flowing and ebbing

eaſily give place , and move out of the way, on any force ofit, occaſioned by the univerſal law of gravitation.

put upon them ; by which means they eaſily move over Flux ( in Hydrography] a regular periodical motion of

one another. the ſea, happening twice in 24 hours, wherein the water is

FLU'IDITY ? fiuiditas, L. fiuidité, F.] a flowing eaſi- raiſed, and driven violently againſt the hores.

FLU'IDNESS S ly , or aptueſs to flow . FLUXIBILITY capableneſs of being made to flow ,

FLUIDITY , is when the parts of any body being very FLU'XIBLENESS ) or rendered Auid .

fine and ſmall are ſo diſpoſed by motion and figure, that Flu'xing , a method of curing the venereal diſafe by

they can eaſily ſlide over one another's ſurfaces, all manner raiſing a falivation in the patient.

FLUXION , a Howing, F.of L.

FLUIDITY, ſtands in direct oppoſition to firmneſs or FLUXION [in Chymiſtry) the running of metals or any

folidity; and is diſtinguiſhed from liquidity and bumidity, other bodies into a fluid, either by fire or otherwiſe.

in that humidity implies wetting and adhering ; thus melt- FLUXION [ in Medicine) a flowing of humours or rheum.

ed metals, air , æther, and even ſmoak and Aame it felf are FLUXION [in Surgery! that which raiſes a humour all at

fluid bodies, but not liquidones, their parts being actually once, or in a very little time, by the fluidity of the matter.

dry, and not leaving any ſenſe of moilture. FLUXIONS (with Mathematicians] is the arithmetick or

FLUKE, a part of an anchor that pecks into the ground ; analyſis of infinitely ſmall, variable quantities ; or the me
alſo an infe &t. thod of finding an infiniteſimal or infinitely ſmall quantity,
FLUMINO'S E [ fuminoſus, L.] full of rivers. which being taken an infinite number of times, becomes

Flu'MMERY , a wholetome jelly made of oatmeal . equal to a givenquantity.

Flu'or uterinus (with Phyſicians] the whites in wo- FLU'XUS, a flux or fowing, L.

Fluxus Chilofus (with Pbyſicians] a purging, when the
FLUOR , a flux , courſe or ſtream , L. meat is thrown out , and does not produce any of that hu

FLUOR albus [in Medicine] the whites in women, L. mour called chyle, L.

FLUOR [in Płyficks, &c .] a fluid, or more properly the FLUXUS Hepaticus [with Phyſicians) a flux , in which

ſtate of a body ; which was before hard and folid ; but is black ſhining blood , and as it were parch’d , is driven out

now by fufion or fire reduced into a ſtate of fluidity. of the guts through the fundament. “ It is alſo ſometimes

FLUORES , women's monthly courſes, L. taken for a flux, wherein ſerous ſharp blood is voided.

FLUORES [ with Naturaliſt's ] ſpars, a ſort of ſtones To Fly (Flean, S.lx.] to move to and fro with wings ;

found in mines and quarries , which at first ſight reſemble to move as clouds ; to run away haſtily or ſwitfly.'

gems, being of divers colours and ſhapes, L. Fly [of Mariner's Compaſs) is that part on which the

To Flurt, to throw out , as ſpittle out of the mouth. 32 winds are deſcribed .

A FLURT (prob. of flore , Du. a fool] a ſorry wench or FLY BOAT, a large veſſel with a broad bow uſed by
woman, as a jill- flurt. merchants in the coafting trade .

FLUSH ( probably of fiuxus, L flux, F. at flood, & c. A FLY (Flege, Sax .] an infe &t.

or as Meric Caufabon will , of packi , Gr.] a red colour in FLY -Catcher, a ſmall crenure in America which clears a

the face, Bc. place of Aies and other vermine.

Flush of Money [prob. of fluere, L. to Aow ] to be To Fly on the Head [ Falconry ] is when the hawk mil

full of or abound with money. ſing her quarry , betakes her ſelf to the next chick, as
FLUSH Fore and Aft (Sea Phraſe ] a term uſed of a

Thip, when her decks are laid level from head to ſtern . To Fly Groſs (in Falconry] is ſaid of a hawk when ſhe

Flush at Cards, a ſer or hand of cards, of all one ſort, Aies at the great birds, as cranes, geefe, herons , Coc.

as all diamonds, doc. To Fly the Heels' (with Horſemen ] a term uſed of a

FLUSHED, encouraged , put into heart, clated or lifted horſe, when he obeys theſpur.
up with good fuccefs. Let Fly the sheets ( Sea Phraſe ] a word of command in

FLU'SHING , a reddening in the face, cauſed by ſome caſe of a guſt of wind, left a ſhip ſhould overſer, or ſpend
ſudden apprehenſion or trintport of the mind. her top fails and maſts, to have the ſheet go again , and
Flu'sTERED (Skinver derives it of yluropian , Sax. to then the fail will hold no wind .

weave, it being cuſtomary in the ſame ſenſe to lay his cap FLYERS [in Architecture] ſuch ſtairs as go ſtrait, but are

is well thrumba, others from qau'oow , Gr. to belch, whence of an oblong ſquare, and do not wind round, and whoſe

orvopacity drunken] ſomewhai diſordered in drink . ſteps are not made tapering; but the fore and the back

A FLUTE ( flente, F.] an inſtrument of wind-muſick ; part of cach ſtair, and the ends refpe& ively parallel one to
alſo a fort of fea-veífel. the other, the ſecond of theſe Ayers ſtands parallel behind

FLUTE de Allemanda, a German Alute , Ital. the firſt, and the third behind the ſecond, and ſo of the

FLUTE a bec, a commou Aute, Ital. reſt, if one Right carry them not to the intended height ;
FLUTED [with Architects] channelled or wrought in then there is abroad half pace, whence they begin to fly

the form of a gutter. again as at the firſt.

FLUTES ? [ in Botany) uſed in deſcribing the items FLY'ing army, is a ſmall body under a Lieutenant or

FLUTINGSS and fruits of certain plants, which have Major General, ſent out to harraſs the country, intercept

furrows analogous to thoſe of columns. convoys, prevent the enemies incurſions, cover its own gar

FLUTES (in Archite &ture ] hollows made in the body of riſons, and keep the enemy in continual arms.

a column or pillar . FLYING tridge, is made of two ſmall bridges laid one
FLUTES [ in Pillars of the Corintbian , Compoſite, Dorick upon another, ſo that the uppermoſt, by the help of ropes

and Ionic Orders) are commonly made all along the body and pullies, is forced forward till the end of it points to

of the pillars, from 20 to 2.4. flutes in cach column, each the place deſigned .

Aute being hollowed in exactly a quarter of a circle. Flying camp, the ſame as a flying army.

Flutes in the Dorick Order] join together without any FLYING fim , a fiſh like a herring, that has wings like

interipace. a bat, which, to avoid being made a prey by the greater

FLUTES [ in the compoſite, Corinthian and Jonic columns) fith, will riſe 20 foot above water, and Ay an 100 paces,

have a lift running between every 2 of them . and then drop into the ſea.

Lill FLYING

Crows, etc.
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FLYING tiger, an infe &t in America, ſpotted like a tiger, FOE'Tus, the child while yet contained in the womb

that has fix wings, and as many feet ; it feeds on flies, and of the mother, but particularly after it is perfe&tly forned,

a-nights ſits on trees and ſings. till which time it is properly called embryo ; alſo the young

FLYING Finion, a part of a clock , having a fy or fan , of other animals in general ; but in the ſame ſtate.

whereby to gather air, and ſoto bridle the rapidity of the Fog (of 108 , Sax.) a miſt.

motion of the clock , when the weight deicends in the Fogs (with Naturalifts are ſaid to conſiſt of aqueous

1triking part. particles rarefied ; as is plain , in that they mighily bedew

FLYING Worms (in Horſes) a tetter or ring-worm . every thing that lies open to them. It may be obſerved in

To FOAM See FOME . a hot day , when there is vo wind ſtirring, that ſuch a

FOB (probably of Huppe , Teut .] a ſmall pocket for a company of vaponrs rite out of mo ft ground as make thick

watch , as fogs, which are ſometimes higher and ſometimes lower ,

To Fob off, 10 put off with fhams, and trifling excuſes as the multitude and motion of the vapours happens to be.

or pretences. Theſe fogs rite out of all placesmountainous or campain,

FO'CAGE (focarium , L.) hearth -money.. and continue till they be diſpelled by wind or heat ; ' but

FOCA'LE ( Old Rec.] fire-wood or fuel. they continue longer in loweſt grounds , becauſe thoſe pla

FocI'llE minus [ Anat ] the lefler bone of the arm cal- ces are fulleſt of moiſture, and are not ſo much expos d to

led radius, or the leſer bone of th leg called fibula. the winds : but when the wind riſes upon them , wherever

FociLLA'TION , a comforting, cherithing or nouriſh- they be, they are diſſipated and driven away till we ſee

ing, .L. no more of them. So likewite the heat of the ſun, purcing

Focus , a fire-hearth , L. them into a brisker motion, either diſſipates them by ra

Fo'cus [with inatomiſts) a certain place in the meſen- refa&tion , or raiſes them higher, and forms them into
tery and other parts , trom whence the original of fevers clouds.

were derived by the ancients. And whereas ſometimes fogs ſtink, it is not becauſe they

Focus [ in Geometry and Conick Se &tions] is applied to come from ſtinking water, but becauſe the vapours are mixt

certain points in the Parabola, Ellipfis and Hyperbola , with fulphureous exhalations which finell fo .

wherein the rays refle ted from all parts of the curve do FO'G'GINESS (F08gicney y ,sax ] foggy quality, or being

concur or ineet . foggy.

Foci of an Ellipfis [ in Geometry) are the 2 navel points Fo'rgy [of foggic3, Sax.) miſty, & c.

of an ellipſis or oval, which ſerve for the drawing of that FO'GAGE (Foreff Law ] rank graſs not eaten in ſum

figure, and from whence if 2 right lines be drawn to any Fogge 3

point of the circumference, the tum of them is equal to the Fon ! [ fi! F. vab ! L.) an interjection , of diſlike, fcorn

tranſverſe or longer axis. diſdain , doc.
Focus ( of a Parabola) is ſo called by Geometricians, as Foi'ble [ foible, F.] a weakneſs of judgment, or blind

being the point on which the fun's rays will be united, lide.

when reflected froin a parabolick curve, ſo as to ſet fire on Foil [of folium , L.] a ſheet of thin tin on the back

natural bodies; and thence ſome call it theburning point. ſide of a looking-glaſs; alſo an ornament or ſet - off for
It isthe point in the Axis within the figure, diſtant from a jewel .

the Vertex, or top , one 4th part of the Perimeter or latus To Foil ( probably of fouler or affoler, F. to fuppreſs
re &tum , or keep under] to overthrow , & c.

Focus of a Glaſs in Opticks] is the point of conve- A Foil , an inſtrument without a point to fence with .

rance or concourſe, where the rays meer and croſs the axis A Foil (with Wreplers] a fall not compleat, nor cle

after their refra &tion by the glats . verly given.

Foil [ fouille, F.] an ornament or ſet-off.

Virtual Focus , is the FUI'LING (Hunting Term ] the fooring and treading

fame as point of divergence of deer that is on the graſs and ſcarce viſible.

in a concave-glaſs , as the Foin , a paſs in fencing.

point A in the following fi- To Foin (probably of poindre, F. to prick ] to make a

gure . paſs in fencing.

Foins, a kind of fur, black at the top, upon a whitiſh

Fo'dder [ Yoore, Sax .] food for cattle of any kind. ground, and taken from a little animal' like a weefel, or
To Fo’DDER [ roepian, Sax .] to give food, Ec. to ferret, called a foine.

cattle. To Forst ( probably of fauffer, F. falfificare, L.) to in

FO'DDER [ Civil Law) a prerogative that the king has ſert ſome paſſages into a book that are not genuine.

to be provided of corn , egc.by his ſubjects, for his horſes Foi'sty , muſty, fuſty.

in any warlike expedition.
FOLCLAND ( yolc-lang, sax.] the land of the com

Fo'ddER / [prob. of feeder , Teut. a burden ) a weight FOLKLAND mon people in the time of the sa

FO'THER S of lead containing 8 pigs , every pig FOKLAND Xons.

weighing 3 ſtone and a half, reckoned at 2600 pound' in FO'LCMOTE ? [ yolc -gemot, sax .] a general meeting

the book of rates, 2 : 2 hundred and a half at the mines, 19 FO'LKMOTES of the people, to conſult of ſtate

hundred and a half by the London plummers. affairs.

FODERTO'RIUM (Old Rec.] proviſion of fodder or A Fold (Fealoc, Sax.] a doubling or plait in a gar

forrage, made by cuſtom to the king's furveyors . ment, cloth , c.

FODI'NA, amine or quarry, L. FOLD (xalde, Sax .) a ſheep - fold .

Fodina (with Anatomifts] the labyrinth , or leſſer pit To Fold ( Kaldian, Sax .] to put Teep into a ſheep
in the bone of the ear . fold .

FOE [kalı , Sax.] an enemy. To Ford ( realdan , Sax .] to double up or plait a
FOECU'NDITY ( facunditas, L ) fruitfulneſs .

FOE'DERAL [ fæderalis, L.] belonging to a cove- FO'LDING, doubling up , soc. alſo including in a Sheep
fold .

FOE'NERATED [ fæneratus, L.] put out to uſury. A FOLD-NET , a ſort of net for catching ſmall birds in
FOENERATION , ufury , L. the night.

FO E'MINA, a female in beaſts, plants, doc. L. A FOLE? [ xola, Sax. 7 , Gr. pullus equinus , L.) a

FOEMINA (with Cliymiſts, ſulphur. A FOALS

FOENICULUM , fennel, L. FO'LIA [in Botanył the leaves of plants and flowers,
FOE'NUM , hay, L. but more properly of plants.

FOENUM Græcum , the herb fenigreek , L. FOLIA'CEUM expanſum ( Anat.] that extreme of the

FOE'S A Old Records herbage, grafs. Fallopian tube next the ovary, and which is expanded like

Foeti'FEROUS (fætifer, L.] fruitful, or bringing the mouth of a trumpet , and invironed with a fort of
fruit. fringe, L.

FOETIFICA'T1
0N

, a bringing forth fruit, L. FOLIACEOUS ( foliaceus, L.) the bearing a reſemblance

FOETI'FICK ( fætificus, L.) making fruitful. to leaves ; alſo leafineſs.

FOETOR , a ſtink or ill Imeil, L. FO'LIAGE [of folia , L. leaves] branched work in paine

FoeTOR [with Phyſicians] ſtinking or fætid effluvia ing, Carving, tapeitry, & c.

proceeding from the body or any parts of it, as a ſtink- FOLIAGE, a cluſter or aſſemblage of leaves , brauches,

ing breath, proceeding from filthineſs about the teeth and flowers, Egic.

gums.

FOLIAGE

garment, & c.

nant.

young colt.
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13 9 rochis.

FO'LIAGE (in Architecture] an ornament uſed in cor- To Fool [of fol, F. ] to make a fool of, to dećcive,

nices, frizes, chapiters of pillars and other members ; fome bubble, play upon, & c.

of which repreſent the leaves of brank urſin, and others A Fool (Hieroglyphically) was repreſented by a ſheeps

thoſe of ſeveral ſorts of trees, as the oak , laurel, Soc. becauſe 110 beaſt is accounted more ſimple.

To FoʻLIATE Looking -glaſſes, is to lay on a foil or thin Foo'LERY [ folie, F. ] fooliſh or filly actions or ſayings.

broad leaf of lead or tin , and then to make it ſtick to the Fool-hardiness of fol and bardiere, F.] rafhnels, teme

glaſs by laying quickſilver on the back -ſide, which eating rity, a thoughtleſs ventureſomneſs.

through it makes it reflect the image. Fool -hardy [of fel and hardi, F.] rah, temerarious,
FOLIATE 2 unthoughtfully daring or venturelome.

( foliatus, L.] leaved or having leaves.
FO'LIATED S FoO'LISH [ fou, t ] filly , wanting reaſon, impertinent ,
FOLIA'TION (with Botanifts one of the parts of the trifling .

flower of a plant, which is a collection of thoſe fine - co- Foo'LISHNESS ( folie, F.] ignorance , lillineſs, want of

loured leaves which make the compaſs of the Power. reaſon, diſcretion , experience, Bc.

Fo'lio, a book is ſaid to be in folio, when a ſheet of Foot ( Fot, Sax. foed , Dan.) a member of an animal

paper makes but two leaves. body ; alſo the bottom of a pillar , wall , hill , Soc.

FoʻL10 [ in Books of Accounts] a leaf or two pages of the Foo't ( Fortif.) the ſixth part of a fathon, and the fifth
ledger- book . of a geometrical pace.

Folio (with Botanick Writers) with a leaf, L. Foot of Verſe' (with Grammarians) a certain number of

FOLIO [in Printing] the figure fet at the top of every fyllables, 2 , 3 or more , which ſerve for the meafuring of
page in a book. ſuch a verſe. Among the Greeks and Latins, thoſe of 2

Folio's E ( folioſus, L.) full of leaves . ſyllables are the spondee, Trocbee, lambus, @c. thofe of

FOʻLIUM (with Botanick Writers] a leaf, L. 3 , the Dafty !, Anapeſt, Moliſs, Tribrach, & c. thote of 4,

FOLKS ( kolc, Sax , vulgus, L ) people . the Choryambus, Metritus, Ego co

FoʻLLIA (in Mus Books] a particular air commonly cal- A Foor (in Meaſurej in Eng land the length of 12 in

led Fardinal's ground. ches , in Spain the fame , at Paris 12 4-5ths, ar Amſterdam

FOLLICULUS fellis [ Anat.) the gall -bladder, L. 11 3-4ths, at Copenhagen 11 3 5ths, the ſame at Bremen, at

FOLLICULUS [with Botanilts] the feed veſſel, caſe, Cologne i 2- gths, at Dantzick ' 11 3-10ths, at Venice
coat, husk or cover , that ſome fruits and ſeeds have over

then , L. A Foot bank ? [in Fortification ] a ſtep about a foot and

To Fo'llow ( rolzian, Sax.] to come after. A Foot Step S half high and 3 foot wide, raiſed of

Fo’LLOWER [of yolzian,Sax. to follow ] one who fol- earth under a breaft-work, upon which the men get up to
lows or waitsupon . fire over it .

Fo'lly [ folie, F.] fooliſhneſs, ſimplicity ; defe & of Foot -GeLD [of yot and geloan, Sax . to pay] an a

underſtanding ; a drawing falſe conclufions from juft prin- merciament or fine for not cutting out the balls of the
ciples, by which it is diſtinguiſhed from madneſs, which is feet of the great dogs in a foreſt.

a drawing juſt concluſions from falle principles. Mr. Iock. Foot Pace (in Archite& ure ] is a part of a pair of ſtairs,

FOMAHA'NT [ Aftron .) a ſtar of the firſt magnitude in on which after four or fix ſteps, you arrive to a broad

Aquarius, place, where you may take two or three paces before you

Fome [gæm , Sax.] froth . aſcend another ſtep, thereby to eaſe the legs in aſcending

To Fome (keman , Sax.) to froth at the mouth , or the reſt of the ſteps. Some call it a half-pace.

as waters do upon a great and violent motion. Foot pace, a cloth , mat, Seco ſpread about a chait of

To FOME'NT [ fomentare, L. fomenter, F.) to cheriſh ftate, bed, Esc.

or comfort by applying warm and liquid remedies; alſo Fit-Foot (with Horſemen ] a term uſed of a horſe, whoſe

to nouriſh ; alſo to aber or encourage. hoof is ſo thin and weak, that unleſs the nails be drivers

FOMENTATION, a fomenting, a bathing any part of very ſhort, he is in danger of being pricka in the ſhooing.

the body with a medicinal liquor, uſually a decoétion of Foot-books ? [in a ship] the compaſſing timbers,

herbs, or FU'TTOCKS S which give the breadth and bearing to
Simple FOMENTATION , one made with lukewarm the ſhip.

milk, water , oil , oxicrate or fome other like liquor. Foot-busks (in Botany] are fhort heads out of which
Compound ' FOMENTATIONS, are decoctions of herbs,

roots , flowers, feeds in water or other proper liquor and To put a borſe upon a good Foot . See to Gallop.

with other ingredients . To Foot it, to walk or travel on foot.

Dry FOMENTATION, is the applying bags ſtuffed with Foo'IMAN [ Fotman , Sax.] one who travels on foot ;

herbs and other ingredients to any part of a body ag- a lackey or page.

grieved. Foo'I MANSHIP, the performance, quality or capacity

FOME'NTED ( fomentatus, L. fomenté, F.] aberted , en- of a footman .

couraged , nouriſhed, fet on foot, broached, cheriſhed . FOO'TSTEPS ( rot.reapay, Sax .] the marks or impref

FOME'NTUM [with Phyſicians] any thing that is laid to ſions of a foot.

the body to cheriſh it , L. To be on the same Foot with another , is to be under the

FONCEAU, is the bottom or end of a cannon bit.mouth , ſame circumſtances.

i. e. the part of the bit that pins it to the banquet. To gain gronnd Foot by Foot , is to do it gradually,

FOND (probably of Fundian, Sax.] paſſionately deſirous by forcing the way with reſolution and bravery.

of, over-loving , kind, indulgent, vainly affe &tionate ; alſo Fop Skinner derives it of fobis , Teut. vain , empry) a

foolish . vain, fantaſtical fellow , that is over-nice, curious and af

A FOND , to the bottom , F. fe &ted in dreſs, behaviour and ſpeech , Sc .

FONDA'NT [in Heraldry] ſignifies ſtooping for a prey, F. Fop doodle, a fop, a lilly, vain, empry perſon.

FO'NDNESS (probably of fundian , sax. to endeavour Fo'ppery , fantaſticalneſs ; alſo ſuperſtitious, vain ce

or gape afrer) over-great affe & ionateneſs, love, indulgence ; remonies in religious worſhip:

alſo foolishneſs. FO'PPISH , vainly affe&téd, fantaſtical in dreſs, ſpeech,

To FO'NDLE , to make much of, to cocker. behaviour, Epc.

FONT [ fonts, F. of fons, L. a fountain] a baptiſtery or FO'PPIshness , vain affe &tation , over-nicety and ſtarch

large baſon of ſtone for baptizing infants in. neſs in apparel, demeanour ,language, egoc.
FONT [with Printers] a caſting or compleat ſer of letters. For [yor, Sax.] a cauſal particle.

FONTA'LIS , belonging to a ſpring, L. FO'R ABLENESS [of forabilis, L.] capableneſs of being
FONTA'LIS (with Botani !r] the herb Pond -weed , L. bored .

FONTANA'LIA ? (among the Romans ) the feaſt of FO'RAGE ( fourrage, F.] food, & c. for horſes ; proviſi

FONTINALIA S fountains, which they celebrated by onof hay, ſtraw , oats, & c.

crowning the fountains with garlands of flowers, lamps, To FO'RAGE [ fourrager, F. ] to go out a foraging, or

bc. L. to get forage.

FONTANE'LLA ( a little fountain, L. FO'RAGER ( fourrageur, F.] one that goes to get pro
FONTICULUS 3 (with Surgeons] an iſſue or little ul- viſion for horſes.

cer made in ſound parts of the body, to let out bad hu- FORA'GIUM [ Old Records] ſtraw or ſtubble after the

mours, and to prevent or cure diſeaſes. corn is threſhed out.

FONTIGENOUS ( fontigena, L.] growing or breeding FORA'MEN , a hole, L.

about wells. FORAMEN arteria dura matris [ in Anatomy] a hole in

Food [ fwyd, Brit. fode, Dan. koda, Sax ] vi &tuals. the

flowers grow .

I
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the cranium which allows a paſſage for the artery belong- tus, L.) ready armed or prepared againſt beforehand.

ing to the Dura mater, L TO FORE-BODE [ roje bodian , Sax . ] to guifie or

FORAMEN Lacerum Anat.) the third hole in the Os portend beforehand, to pretage.

Sphenoides, by which the third pair of nerves parts out of To FOR E -CAST ( prob. of rope, Sax , and kader, Dan .]

the cranium , L. to conſider or contrive beforehand.

FORAMEN Iſchium (with Anat.] a large hole in the Fore-CAST [of rope, sax , and kaſter, Dan .] con

hip bone , about whoſe circumference the muſcles called trivance beforehand .

Obturator externus and internus take their riſc, L. FOR E-BOLTS [ in a ship] iron . pins made like locks

FORAM EN ovale [Anat.] an oval aperture or paſſage with an eye at each end , into which a forelock of iron is

through the heart of a fætus, which cloſes after birth. driven , to prevent itarting out.

FORA'MINATED [ foraminatus, L.) bored full of holes. FORE - CASTLE (in a ship ] that part where the fore

FORAMINO'S E maft ſtands, which is ſeparated from the rest of the floor

FORA'MINOUS »

[ foraminoſus, L.] full of holes.
by a bulk -head .

FORBA'ECA [Old Rec ] a balk lying forwards or next To Fo'r E -CLOSE [ of yope and clyyan , Sax. or for

the highway.
clorve, E.) to ſhut beforehand , Soc. [ in Law, to bar, to

To FORBEA'R [ Yonbeajian , Sax.) to deſiſt from or let exclude.

alone. FOR E -CLO'SED [Old Law) barred , excluded or ſhut

FORBEA'R [Sea Term] a word of command in a ſhip's
our for ever.

boat, to hold Itill any.oar, either on the broad or whole FOR E - COURSE, is the fore -fail of a ſhip.

ſide. To FO'KEDO , to be the occaſion of his own death.

ForBea'RANCE [ of yorbchan, Sax.] a letting alone ; To FO'R E -DEEM of yojle -teman , Sax .] to think,

purring off for a tine , giving over, leaving out, c. judge or determine before .

To FORBI'D ( korbcovan, Sax.] to bid not to do or fay FO'R E -100R [ yojle - colla, Sax.] a door in the fore

a thing, to prohibir.
part of a houſe.

FORBI'VDANCE , a forbidding . Milton . FO'R E -FATHERS ( kons repay, Sax.] predeceſſors,

ForBO'RN [of yojibæjian, Sax.j let alone for a time, & c progenitors.

Force, constraint, violence, mighi, ſtrength , F. FOR E -LEET (gore-yota), Sax .] the foremoſt feet of

To FORCE ( forcer, F. ] to oblige or conttrain ; alſo to a 4 foored animal.

take by force ; alſo to raviſh. FO'R E - FINGER [ Kollekinge) , Sax. ] the foremoſt or

FORCE in Law ] an offence by which violence is uſed firſt finger.

to perfons.
TO FOR E -FEND [of fore and fendre, Fr ] to hinder

FORCE (with Gram .] fomething that ſtands in lieu of, or To FO'R E -END S or keep off.

has the ſame effect of another. FORE-FOOT (Sea Term ] uſed wheu one thip lies or

Simple Force [in Lav ] is that which hath no other ſails acroſs the way of another’s fhip.

crime adjoined to it ; as if one enters another man's poi- FORE-GOERS, purveyors who go before the king,

ſeſſion, but does no other unlawful act. when he goes a progreſs, to make proviſion for him .

Mixed Force { is that violence committed with ſuch FO'R EIGN (forain , Fr. ] outlandish , ftrange ; not a

Compound Forces a fact as of it ſelf only is criminal; greeable to the matter in hand or purpoſe,

as if one enters by force into the pofleffion of another, and FO'R EIGNER , an outlandish perlon ; alſo one that is
there kills a manor raviſhes a woman . not free of a city , corporation , &c.

FORCE [in Mechanicks) is that which is alſo called pow- Foreign Anſwer [Law Term ] an anſwer which is

er, and is the original cauſe of any motion of bodies ; as uot triable in the county where it is made.

weight, men , horſes, water, wind, br. with reſpect to Foreign Attackment, an attachment of a foreigner's

the body or weight to be moved . goods found within a liberty or city .

To Force Wool, is to cut off the upper and moſt hairy FOREIGN Matter [ in Law ] a marter triable in another

county

FO'RCED [ forcé, F.] conſtrained , obliged by force ; ra- FOREIGN Oppoſer, an officer in the Exchequer, to whom

viſhed ; alſo taken as a city , Bc. by force, ftorm , & c. all ſheritts after they are oppoſed of their ſums out of the

Forcene ' [in Heraldry, fignifies reared or ſtanding upon Pipe. Office, do repair to be oppoſed by him of the Green

his hind legs , F.
Wax .

FOʻRCEPS [with Surgeons] a pair of tongs, pincers, boc. FOREIGN Plex [in Law] a reje &ting the judge as in

to lay hold of dead and corrupt Aeſh . competent, becauſe matter in hand was not within his

FO'RCERS , an inſtrument uſed with tooth -drawers. precinet.

Fo'rces, an army or conſiderable body of ſoldiers. FO'REIGN Service ( in Law ] is ſuch ſervice, whereby a

FO'RCIBLE, ſtrong, prevailing , violent. mean lord holderh of another without the compaſs of his

FORCIBLE detaining a poſeſion (in a law Senſe] is a own fee ; or that which a tenant performs ei her to his

violent act of reſiſtance, by which the lawful entry of own lord, or to the lord paramount, out of his own fee.

juſtices is barred and hindered. To FOREJUDGE (of poje, Sax, and juger, F. of judi

FO'RCIBLE Entry in Law ] a violent a &tual entry
into care, L.] to judge beforehand.

land , houſe, &c. ſo as to offer violence to any there, FOR EJU'Do'd the Court, is when the officer of any

and to put them in fear of being hurt, or to drive any
fu

court is baniſhed or expelled the ſame for ſome offence,

riouſly out of poffefion . or for not appearing to an action per bill filed againſt him .

FO'RCIBLENESS ( force, F.] violence ; forcible or for- Foreju’DGER (in Law] a judgmentwhereby a man is

cing quality deprived or put by the thing in queſtion.

FoRci'er , a water-mill ; an engine to convey water FORFEITED [ forfait, Fr. ] luft by fome default or

from one place to another, as thoſe at London -bridge, is omiſſion.

lington , & c. FO'RFEITURE ( forfaiture, F.) a treſpaſs ; the penalty

FO'RCELESS , without force, week , feeble. of the trangreſſion ofa law.

FORD ( ronda, sez. 1 ſhallow place in a river , that FO'R E -FRONT (of yojle , Sax , and frons, L.] a fore

may be waded through , or palled in a ferry-boat by puſhing head.

it along with a pole ſtuck in the ground To FO'R E -GO (of korsan , Sax .] to our-go, out-do,

FO'RDA , a cow with cait or a milch cow. out- ſtrip ; alſo to give up or delift from right or claim to.

FO'RDABLE ( of yont, Sax .] as a ſhallow place in a FOREHEAD Dore heakor, Sax ] the upper part of

river, that may be paired or waded through on foot or the face.

without oars in a boat is ſaid to be fordable.
FOR E-KNIGHT (of a skip ] a piece of wood in the

FORDABLENESS, capableneſs of being forded or figure of a man's head , and taſt bolted to the beams up

paſſed over, as above on the ſecond deck .

FordicI'Dia (of forda a cow with calf, and cadere to To FORE - KNOW [of yone cnapan , sax.] to know be

Nay] a Roman feſtival celebrated to the god Tellus. fore hand.

FORDI'KA [ Old Rec .] herbage or graſs that grows on the FOR E.“ NOWLEDGE, a knowing before.

edges of dikes or ditches. FORE.IAND [Fore •lans, sax .] a point of land jutting
FO'RDOL { a but or liead -land that ſhoots upon out into the ſea.

FORDO'LIO 5 other ground. ForeLOCKS [in a ship] are little fat wedges like

To ForE -appoint [ of yoje, Sax . before and appoin- pieces of iron ; uſed at the ends of bolts to keep them
ter, F ] to appoint before -hand. from flying out of the holes.

FORE -armed [ of yojle , Sax, and armé, F. of arma

part of it.
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FOR E-LAND [in Fortification) a ſmall ſpace of ground divide it into 4 fpecies, viz . Magnanimity, Magnificence, Cowa
between the wall of a place and the moar. fancy and Patience, as to private evils, ſuch as impriſon

FOR E- LOCKS [ yore-loccar, sax ] the locks of hair of ment, poverty , Gr.

the head , which grow on the fore part of the forehead. TO FORE-TOKEN [ Fore -Tacnian, Sax.] to fignify be

FO'R E- LOIN of pople and lung , Sax , of longes, F.) forehand by ſome figns or tokens.

FOR E -LOIN [Hunting Term is when a hound going FO'R E-TOP [yojle cop , Sax.] the uppermoſt or higheſt

before the reſt of the cry meets chace and goes away with forepart of any thing.

it . TO FORE - WA'RN Crore-pæpnian, Sax .] to give warn

FOR E -MAN ( roſe-nan, Sax .] the preſident or chief- ing of beforehand.

man of a company, & c. A FO'R E -WIND [Fone-pino, Sax.] a wind that blows

FO'R E-MAST ( Folie-nayt, Sax.] the firſt maft of a right forward .

fhip toward the head . To FoʻRFEIT [ forfaire, F. ] to loſe eſtates , goods,

FOR E Maft-men (on Ship board) are thoſe that take in employment, &c. for neglecting to do one's duty, or for

the top - fails, ning the yards, furl the fails, bend, trice, fome crinie committed .

and take their turn at the heim . A FO'R FEIT [ forfait, F. ] a'default, a penalty, a fine.

FO'R E- MOST [yojlemæyt, Sax.] the firſt. FO'RFEITABLE, liable to be forfeited .

FO'R ENESS (of fore and Neſus, L.) a promontory. FO'R FEITABLENESS [ of forfait, F. ] liableneſs or

FOR E- NO'on [ yone-non, Sax.] that part of the day capableneſs of being forfeited .

betwixt morning and noon . FO'RFEITURE [ forfaiture, F.] that which is forfeited .

To FO'R E -URDAIN [of yone and ordonner, Fr. or FO'RFEITUR E of Marriage, a writ lying for the lord

ordinare, L.] to ordain before, to predeſtinate. againſt his ward , or tenant, under age by knight's ſervice,

FO'R E -PART [of yone, Sax . and part , F.] the firſt or who refuſes a convenient marriage offered him by his lord ,

preceding part . and marries another without the ſaid lord's content.

FOR E -PRIZED, a term uſed in conveyances, and ſig- For'FANG [of kope, and Kangen , Sax.) a taking be.

nifies excepted . forehand , the taking up of proviſions in fairs or markets

To FOR E -REACH ( Sea Language) is when 2 ſhips fail before the king's furveyors are ſerved .

together, or one after the other, the ſhip which fails ' faſteſt FORGA'BULUM [in Law ] forgavel, a ſmall reſerved

is ſaid to fore- reach upon the other. rent in money ; a quic -rent.

FOR E -SAIL , the fail belonging to the fore -maſt. A FORGE ( forge, F. ] a little furnace wherein finiths

To FOR E -sa'y [ yohlyægeir, Sax.] to ſpeak or ſay and other artificers in iron or ſteel, &c. heat their metals
before. red hot to foften them , and render them more malleable

To FOR ESE E (Fonyeon, Sax.] to perceive before and pliable.

hand . TO FORGE [ forger, Fr.] to heat and hammer as a

-T . FOR E-SH E'w [ fone- yccaſian , Sax.] to ſhew , lig ſmith does; alſo to contrive or frame, to counterfeit.

nify or betoken beforehand. A FO'RGER [ forgeur, F.] a worker at a forge, a coun

To FOR E- SHORTEN (with Painters] is when a head or terfeit, a contriver.

face in a draught is made to appear Thorter before. Forger of falſe Deeds, one who makes and publiſhes

To FOR E -SHO'RTEN [ yore-ayceontian, Sax.] to
falſe writings .

Thorten at the fore -end, FO'RGERY [of forger, F.] a counterfeiting, a cheat, a

FO'R E -SIGHT (Kone-geyih e, Sax . geücht, Teut.] falfhood.

ſeeing beforehand. To Forge't [Fongýtan, sax .] to let ſlip out of me
FO'R ESKIN , the

prepuce
skin that covers the nut of mory.

a man's Denis or yard . FORGE'TFUL [Kojisje kull, Sax.? apt to forget.

To FOR E-slow , to loiter , O. FORGE'TFULNESS [rongyt kuinerre, Sax.] aptneſs

To FOR E -SPEAK [ Fore -ypäcan , Sax.] to beſpeak , to or readineſs to forget , deficiency of memory .
bewitch , to enchant. FO'RGIA

FOR E -STAFF, an inſtrument uſed by mariners for tak- Forgia ferraria Cold Rec.] a ſmithy or ſmith's forge.

ing obſervations of the ſun , moon andſtars, with the face To Forgiv'E [jongika1, S.ix.] to paſs by an offence

towards the object. or fault ; to quit a perſon of a debt.

To FOR E-STALL [of fore and real, Sax. ' a ftall, or FORGIVENESS [ rogiFenerye, Sax.] the pardon

fore and (tallen , Du. ] to buy or bargain for corn , cattle , or reniſſion of a fault , lego c.

dc, as it is coming to any market or fair to be ſold, in To FOREGO' [ kongan , Sax.] to forfake, give up,

order to ſell the fame at a higher price ; alſo to prevent, quit, &c. a pretence, Soc.

to anticipate . FOREHE'RDA [ nophenoa, Sax .] a herd land , fore

FORE-STALLER, one who buys proviſions coming to land or head-land .

the marker or fair, in order to ſell them at a higher price. ForI'CULUS ( among the Romans) a deity, who, as they

FO'R EST [ forêt, F. forefta, L. Barb. ] a large ſpace fancied , had the guardianſhip or tuition of their doors, as

of ground or wood -land, left uncultivated , for breeding Cardinia had of the hinges, and Limentius of the threſ
and hunting beaſts of chaſe, Sc. holds.

FORESTA'GIUM , a duty anciently paid by a forefter to ForI'NSECUM manerium , a manour which lies with

the king. out the town or bars, and is not included within the liber

FORESTER [ foretier, F. ] a foreſt-keeper, an officer ties of it .

who is ſworn and appointed by the king'sletters parents to FORINSECUM ſervitium [in old Rer. ] the payment

walk the foreſt and to watch the vert and verifon; and to of aid , fcutage and other extraordinary impoſitions of

attain and preſent all offences againſt both , within his own knight's ſervice, in oppoſition to intrinfecum fervitium ,

bailiwick or walk. which fignified the common and uſual duties within the

FO'R ESTER in Fee, one who enjoys that office to him lord's court and liberties .

and his heirs . A Fork [ fojic , Sax. furca, L.] an inſtrument for

For E - TA'STE [of fore, Sax, and tater, F. or taſten, various uſes.

Teut. or prob, of tartan, Sax .] a taſte beforehand . Fork Fiſh, a kind of thornback .

FOR E -TEE'TH [rope-to gay , Sax .] the teeth which Foʻrk ED [ of forc, Sax .] having ſharp points like a

fork .

To FOR ETE'LL ( rone -Eællan , Sax.] to tell of a mat- FO'RKED Heads (with Hunters ] a term uſed for all the

ter before it happens , to predict. heads of deer, that bear 2 croches on the top, or which

TO FOR E -THI'NK [ Kore- Sinkan, Sax.] to think be- have their croches doubled.
forehand. FO'RKET , a little fork , O.

FOR E - THOUGHT ( Kone - soht, Sax.] a thinking before- FO'RKEDNESS, the being pointed as a forko

hand. FORIA'NA , a ſlow kind of jig, the ſame as Starella,
FO'RTITUDE [ fortitudo , L.] is one of the 4 cardinal Ital .

virtues, and which by Moralifts is defined to be a conſtant FO'RLET Land, ſuch land in the biſhoprick of Hereford,

purpoſe of mind to undergo dangers, pain, labour, Etc. which was granted upon leafe, for the term , dum epiſcopus
whenever we think them to be beſt ; and its chief rules are in epiſcopatu fteterit, that the fucceffor might have it for his
to undertake and to endure. Yet by undertaking is not

preſent income.
meant fool-hardinels, running rafhly into dangers , butthe ForLO'RN [ xonloren, Sax.] forſaken, left comforta

knowlege of undergoing anaction to overcome a danger, leſs, afflicted , miſerable, loft, diſpairing:
weighing it well before it be undertaken. Moralifts alſo
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" Ebe FO'R LORN Hope of an Army [ fo called from the ſembles to the external form of muſcles, cockles and other

greatneſs of their danger ) men detached from ſeveral re. ſhells, @mc.
giments, or otherwiſe appointed to give the firſt onfer in FORME'DON [ in the Defcender a writ that lies for the

battle, or to begin the attack of a belieged place. recovery of lands, & c. given to one and the heirs of his

FORLO'RNLY [goplojienlic, Sax.] after a forſaken , body, or to a man and his wife, being Confin to the donor
comfortleſs manner. in frank Marriage, and afterwards alienated by the donee :

FORLO'RNNESS [ rorlofoney re , Sax.] deftitution, for after his deceaſe, his heirs may have this writ againſt the

defolateneſs , comfortletnets, c. tenant or alliance,

Form[ forma,L.forme, F.] faſhion , figure, ſhape, donor Borhis heirs,where land intailed to certain perſonsandFORMEDON [ in the Reverter ) a writ which lies for the

manner.

FORM [ Hunting Term) the ſeat of an hare, their iſſue, with condition that for want of ſuch iſſue, it

Form (with Philosophers) is the manner of being pecu. hall revert to the donor and his heirs, againſt him to

liar to each body , orthat which conſtitutes it ſuch a par. whom the donee alienateth after the illue extinct, to which
ricular body , and diftinguiſhes it from every other body ; or it was entailed.

it is the ſecond principle in philoſophy, which being joined FORMEDON [in the Remainder] a wric which lies

to matter, compotes all natural bodies. where a man gives lands in tail , the remainder to another

Form ( in Metaphyficks] fignifies the ſame as Being, and in tail ;and afterwards the former tenant in tail dieth without

is by its form as wellas its Elence, whatit is;yerthereis iſſue of his body, and a ſtranger abateth ; then he in the

in this term this reſpect involved, that philoſophers do remainder may bave this writ.

more generally apply it to particular and determinate FORMEE' (in Heraldry ] the ſame as Croſs -Patée.

Beings . Fo'rmer (of formæyt, Sax.] the preceding.

Form and FI'GURE [with logicians] is the exterior FO'RMERLY , in fore - time , in ancient times.

determination of qualities, as being round , ſpherical, FO'RMERS (on Ship board ] round pieces of wood ficted

ſquare , cubical , doc. to the bore of a great gun to hold the cartridges, which

ToForm {formare , L. former, F.] to ſhape, to faſhi- contain the due chargeof powder ; alſo hollow caſes of
on ; alſo to frame, deviſe orcontrive. tin or latten, in which the cartridges are carried about in

FORM , is an interal cauſe, by which a material being the time of an engagement.

is conſtituted what it is . FO'RMETH (in Hunting ] i.e. ſcateth , a term uſed of a

Fssential forms, are thoſe forms whereby the feveral hare, when it ſquats in any place.
fpecies of bodies become each what they are, and are dif. FormI'CA , the ant, emmet or piſmire, an inſect, L.

tinguiſhed from all others, as a hammer, a knife, &c. FORMICA [ in Falconry ] a diſtemper that commonly

Accidental FORMS, are ſuch as are really inherent in ſeizes on the beak of a hawk oftentimes, and if not

bodies ; but in ſuch manner that the bodý may exiſt in timely, prevented , will eat it away, L.
all its perfections without them , as whiteneſs in a wall. FÓ'RMIDABLE [ formidabilis, L.] to be feared, dread

Syllogiftick Form , is the juſt ditpoſition both of the ful, terrible.
terms in reſpe &t both of predicate and ſubject, and of the FORMING [formans, L.] the art of giving being, or
propofitions in rcfpe &t to quantity and quality,

birth to any thing.

Simple Forms, are thoſe of ſimple bodies, i, e , of FO'RMIDABLY [of formidabilis, L.) dreadfully , terri
ſuch as have but few properties. bly.

Natural Forms, are thoſe which are inherent in bodies, FO'RMIDABLENESS [ qualité formidable, F.] terrible

without any thing contributed thereto on the part of man,

as the form of marble . FORMIDOLO'se [ formidolofus, L.] fearful, dreading

Ariificial Forms, are thoſe which ariſe from human very greatly .

induſtry, as a ſtatue FORMIDOLO'SITY [ formido logfitas, L. ] fearfulneſs,

Form of Corporiety (according to the Scotifs] is that very great dread.

which conſtitutes body in the general eſſence of body. FORMLESS (of fans forme, Fr.) having no form ,

Form [in Theology) is one of the effential parts of the ſhapeles .

facraments, being that which gives them their facramental FO'RMLESNESS , the having no form , ſhapeleſnefs.

effe. Formo's e [ formofus, L.) handſome, beautiful, comely.

FORM [in Mechanicks] a kind of mould , whercon a FO'RMOST [ yormort, Sex .] the firſt, going in the

thing is faſtened or wrought.
front.

Printer's Form , a frame compoſed of divers pages of FORMO'sus, 4, um [in Botanick Writers ] beautiful, L.

compoſed letters , to be printed off by the preſs-men. FO'RMULA ( with Pbyſicians] a little form or preſcrip

Form [in a moral senſe) a manner of being or doing tion uted in extemporaneous pra &tice, in diſtinction from

a thing according to rule . the great forms which are the officinal medicines, L.
FORM [in Law ) certain eſtabliſhed rules to be obſerved FORMULA [in Law ] a rule or model, an ordinance or

in proceſſes or judiciary proceedings. certain terms preſcribed and decreed by authority for the

FORMS , long ſeats or benches to ſit on . form or manner of an act or inſtrument, doc.

Fo'rma parperis (Law Phrafe ) is when any perſon has FORMULA (in Tbeology, &c.] a profeſſion of faith ; a

taufe of ſuit, and is ſo poor that he cannot diſpend the formulary.

uſual charges of luing atlawor equity. FORMULARY [ formularium , L.] a book of forms or

FO'R MABLE , capable of being formed. precedents for law matters; alſo the manner or ſtyle in

FO'RMAL [ formalis, L.] of or pertaining to form or proceeding in the law ; alſo a writing which contains the

faſhion,'according to form ; alſo pun &tual, preciſe,afflicted. form of an oath tobe taken upon fome occaſions.

FORMAL Cauſe [with Logicians] is that which gives FORNACA'LIA ( among the Romans ] the feaſt of ovens,

an inward eſſence or being to ſubſtance and accidents. kept in commemoration of thoſe ancient ovens, in which

FO'RMALIST ( formalifte, F.) a follower of forms and wheat was baked before the way of grinding corn , and

modes ; a perſon of ceremony and complement. making bread was found out.

FO'RMALLY [ avec formalité, Fr. formaliter, L.] in FORNAGIUM ( fournage, F. of fornax, L. a furnace, or

form , according to form ; with formality or ceremony . furnus an oven ) a fee taken by a lord of his tenant, bound

FO'RMAMENT [ formamentum , L. ) a mould , form or to bake in his oven ; or for liberty to uſe his own ; hearth

ſhape. money , chimney -money.

FO'RMALNESS [ formalitas, L. formalité, Fr. ] cere- To FO'RNICATE í fornicari, L. ] to commit fornica .

mony , affectation. tion.

FORMA'LITIES, robes worn by the magiſtrates of a city FORNICATION, the act of unchaſtity between ſingle

or corporation, Egoc. on publick occaſions or folemnities . perſons.

FORMA'LITY ( formalitas, L.) a form in law, ceremo- FORNICATION [ in Archite &ture ] an arching or vaulting ,

ny or outward thew ; alſo preciſeneſs, affe &tation.
ſo called of Fornix , L.

To FO'RMALIZE, to a &t or play the formaliſt, L. FORNICATOR , a whoremonger, L.

FORMA'TION , a faſhioning or framing, L. FO'RNIX, an arch or vault , L.

FormA'TRIX ? [with the Ancientsj virtus or facul- FO'RNIX (with Surgeons) the brawny ſubſtance of the

FORMA'TRICE 3 tas formatrix, that whereby all brain , L
bodies had their forins given them, L. ForprI's E [in Law] an exa &tion .

Formed Stones (with Naturalifts] are ſuch bodies, FORRAGE ( fourrage, Fr. ] proviſion of hay, cats,

which being either pure ftone or ipars, are found in the Araw, & c, eſpecially in a time of war,
earth 10 formed, that their outward'ſhape very nearly re
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To FO'RRAGE [ fourrager, F.] to ride about FORTIFI'ED [ fortifié, F.] made ſtrong, ſtrengthened
To go a FO'RRAGINGS the country to get forage . with fortifications.

To FORSA'KE ( xorrecan , Sax .] to leave, to go away Durable FORTIFICATION , is one that is built with a

from , to quit. deſign that itMall remain a ſtanding ſhelter for ages.

FO'R scher , the outer or fore- part of a furlong, skirt or Temporary FORTIFICATION, is one that is erected

flip_of ground that liesnext the high way, Old Sax,Rec. upon fome emergent occafion , and deſigned to laft only a

Forsecho'ke (Old Law] land or tenements ſeized by little time.
the law for want of the performance of ſervices due from To FO'RTIFY fortificare, L. fortifier, F.) to ſtrengthen

the tenant. or make ſtrong, to fence ; to ſecure a place after a regu

FORSES , water-falls. lar manner with ramparts , ditches and other bulwarks.

FO'RSET , a ſmall trunk or coffin. FORTI'LITY Cold Stat ] a fortified place, a caſtle or

Forsoo'th [xoniyo, Sax.] a title of reverence uſed bulwark.

to a miſtriſs ; alto an interje Erion of contempt. FOʻRTIN , a little fort or ſconce built in haſte for the

FO'RSTAL [kope-ytal, sax.] a being quit of fines for defence of a poſt or paſs, dc. called a field -fort.

cattle arreſted within one's land. FO'RTINSS are field -forts or 1mall fortreiles or ſconces;

To ForsW EA'R [ kojiy peanian , Sax.] to take a falſe FO'RLINS Š the flanked angles of which are gene

oath , to be perjured , rally diſtant 120 fathom one from another ; they are dif

FORSWORN [ofronyPenian, Sax .] one that hath taken ferent in their extent and figure according to the nature
a falſe oath , perjured. and ſituation of the ground ; fome of them having whole

Fort [ probably of fortis, L. ſtrong] a little caſtle or baſtions, and others only demi baſtions ; the uſe of them
fortrets ; aplace ofſmall extent, fortified either by art or is only temporary , and are either to defend the line of

nature , or both ; being encompaſſed round with a moat, circumvallation, or to guard ſome paſſage or dangerous

rampart and parapet to ſecure ſome high ground or paſſage poſt.

of a river, and for other advantages. FO'RTINGLES , the ſame as a farundel.

Fort Royal, a fort which has 26 fathoms for the line FORTISSIMO [in Mufick Books] denotes extreme loud,

of defence. Ital.

A star Fort, a kind of redoubt, compoſed of re-en- FO'RTITUDE ( fortitudo, L.] valour, courage or ſtout
tering and ſaliant angles, which commonly have from 5 neſs of mind ; one of the cardinal virtues by which a

to 8 points. man acts according to the rules of reaſon, even in the

FORTE [ fortis, L.) ſtrong. midſt of the greateſt misfortunes or adverſity.

FORTE [ in Muf. Books] dire &ts to play or ſing loud and FO'RTITUDES (with Afrologers] are certain advantages

ftrong, Ital. which planets have to make their influences more Atrong

FORTE FORTE or FF. [in Mus. Books] ſignifies a degree by being ſo or ſo placed , qualified or affected .
louder than forte only , Ital. A FORTLET (Old Law ] a little fort.

FO'RTEMENT , the ſame as forte, Ital. Foʻrtress [ forferefe, F.] a place fortified either by

Piu Forte or P.F. [in Mufick Books] ſignifies a degree art or narure.

louder than only forte, Ital. Fortu'ITOUS [ fortuitus, L.) happening by chance, ca

Forth [ fond, Sax.] out of doors, abroad. ſual, accidental.

FO'RTH-COMING [ of kons and coman, Sax.] ready FO'RTUITOUSNESS [of fortuitus, L. fortuit, F.] caſu

to be produced or brought forth.
alneſs, accidentalneſs.

FO'RTLET , a little fort. 0. FORTUNA [in Ancient Law Books] the ſame that we

FO'RTH WITH (kon 8-pi , Sax.] preſently, immediate- call Treaſure- troue.

ly , out of hand . FORTUNATE ( fortunatus, L. fortuné, F.] happy , luc

FO'RTIFIABLE, capable of being fortified. ky, ſucceſsful.

FORTIFICA'TION ( or Military Archite&ture ] is the art FORTUNATE INands, a place famous among the all

of fortifying or ſtrengthening a place, by making works cients, on account of golden apples, fancied to grow in

around theſame, in order to render itcapableof being de- thein ; or, as Varro ſays, for Theep with golden Aleeces.

fended by a ſmall force againſt the attacks of a more nu- Ancientgeographers deſcribe them as ſituate without the

merous enemy. ſtraits ofGibraliar in the Mlantick ocean ; but the moderns

Ancient FortiFICATION , was walls of defence made take them to be the Canary Iſlands on account of their

of trunks of trees, 80. mix'd with earth to ſecure them great temperature and fertility.

againſt the aſſaults of an enemy. There in time were al- FO'RTUNATELY ( fortunaie, L.) happily, proſperouſly,

ter'd for walls of ſtone, with little walls or parapets rai- ſucceſsfully.

ſed on the top of the other, behind which they made uſe FO'RTUNATeness [ fortunatio, L.) luckineſs, fuccefs

oftheir darts in ſecurity, the parapets being cut into loop- fulneſs, proſperouſneſs.
holes, and theſe walls are Aanked by round or ſquare FO'RTUNE, is fabled to be the daughter of Oceanus,

and the ſervant of the gods. They fancied ſhe had in

Artificial FORTIFICATION , is works raiſed by the en- her poffeffion and at her diſpoſal the honours , riches and

gineers, to ſtrengthen the natural fituation of a place by happineſs of life ; that ſhe gave them and took them away
repairing it and ſupplying its defe &ts; ſuch as ravelins, at her pleaſure: but that The was blind and very uncon
horn -works, half-moons, redoubts, Erc. ftant ; that ſhe held a wheel in her hand , that the turned

Natural FORTIFICATION, conſiſts in a place being without ceaſing, raiſing men ſometimes to the top of the

Atrong by nature, as being ſituated on a hill or in a marth, wheel, and ſometimes cafting them down, ſo that there

or any other way, that makes it of difficult acceſs ; whe- was nothing ſettled or ſecure, that did concern her ; The

ther by rivers, marſhes, ftrong defiles or the like. was univerſally adored, and great princes had her image

Offen five FORTIFICATION , has regard to the ſeveral in gold kept ſafe with them in their dwelling , that the
ways of annoying an enemy, and is the particular con- might be always favourable to them.

cern of the general of an army, who deſigns to lay liege She was repreſented in a chariot dragged by four blind

to fome town; it conſiſts in knowing how to take all horſes; under her feet was a globe, and in her right hand
advantages in the manner of carrying on a ſiege, br. The held the helm of a Thip, and in the left a cornucopia

Defenſive FORTIFICATION , has reſpect to the precau- or horn of plenty. She had many images, ftatues and

tion and industry by which a weak party oppoſes a temples ere &ted to her, and the Romans adored no deity

ſtronger, and particularly concerns governours of places, more than Fortuna. At her right hand a youth named

whoknowing the ſtrength and weakneſsof the place favor, play'd upon awheel, io intimate how ſoon her
intruſted to them, ought to endeavour to ſecure it from favours might fly away from us : there were at Rome two

ſurprizes, fc. images of her that were remarkable, Fortuna calua and

Regular FORTIFICATION , is one whoſe baftions are Fortuna vitrea, which were both very ſignificant.

all equal , or that are built in a regular polygon ; the She had alſo ſeveral temples ereated to her honour. One

ſides and angles whereof are generally about a musket- to Fortuna primigenia , the other to Fortuna mafcula which

Thot from each other. was near to thetemple of Venus and alſo Fortuna mulie

Irregular FORTIFICATION, is when a town has ſuch bris. There was alſo Fortuna privata and Fortuna obfequens,

an irregular form or ſituation, as to render it uncapable of and allo Fortuna barbata ; there were ſeveral other Fortunes,

being fortified regularly, either becauſe of the difference of who had temples.

its fides ; ſome being too long , and others too ſhort ; or When Fortune was not favourable to them , they were

by its being ſurrounded with precipices, valleys, ditches, wont to load her with curſes and imprecations.

rivers, hills, rocks or mountains, c.
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Fortune was alſo pointed as a naked lady ſtanding upon a Foul (Kaul , Sax ] unclean , filthy ; alſo unfair, baſe.

globe or ball, having an enſign or foil over Shadowing her. · To FOUL Laulan, Sax .] to make filthy .

FO'RTUNES (with Aftrologers] the two benevolent pla- Foul [ Sea Termj intangled as a rope.

nets , upiter and Venus, 10 termed on account of their The Anchor is Foul (Sea Term] ſignifies the cable is got

kind and benevolent nature .
about the flook.

FO'RTUNY ( Ancient Writings] a kind of tournament or The pip makes Foul Water [ sea Term] is when a Mip

running a tiit on horſeback with lances. under fail comes into Thole water, ſo as to raiſe the ſand .

FOKU'RTU ( Ancient Deeds a long flip of ground. To be Foul on each other, is when Mhips come to cloſe,

FORWARD ( 70 ) peano, Sax. ) ready , prompr, caineſt, as to entangle their rigging, and do one another damage.

eager ; alío Itrait on bcfore. The rope is Foul [Seu Termj fignifies the rope is entan

FO'R WARDNESS (koj peaptney re, Sax ] promptneſs, gled in ittelf, or hinder'd by anoincr, 1o that it cannot
readines, cagernes, etc. run or be haled,

Foss Ifore, L.) a trench , moat, ditch or pit . Foul ship, is one that has been long untrimmed, ſo

Foss (with Anatomifts a kind of cavity in a bone, that graſs, weeds, periwinkles or barnacies ſtick or grow
with a large aperture, but no exic or perforation.

to her fides under water.

Fo'ssa , a ditch in which in ancient times women com- FOULDs, folds. Milton.

mitting felony were drowned. Fou'llÝ ( Kaulice , Sax.] filthily ; alſo unfairly , frau

Fossa [in Anatomy] the middle part of the cervix , or dulently, baſely.

of the human neck . FOU'LNES: ( xylnerye, Sax.] filthineſs, uncleanneſs ;

Fossa magna in Anatomy] an oblong cavity , forming alſo unfairneis, unjuftnets .

the inlide of the pudendum muliebre, and which pretencs ic To FOUND [ fundare, L. finder, F ] to build , fettle ,

pipon opening the labia, and in the middle of which eſtablish or ground .

are the carunculemyrtifornies. TO SOUND [ fundere, L. fondre, F. ) to melt and caſt

FOSS -WAY , one of the four principal high ways of Eng- metals .

land made by the komans , and 10 called on account of its FOUND [of gindan, Sax.) did find, was found .

being ditch'd in on both ſides ; or becauſe in fome places FOUNDATION , the loweſt part of a building ; or the

it was never perfected ; but left as a great ditch . It leads maſs of ſtone, bricks, &c . which iupports a building ; al

from Cornwall through Devenfoire, by Coventry, Leicester, to the ground-work of any thing.

Newark, dr. and to Lincoln. FOUNDATION , a donation or legacy either of money
Foss AT O'RUM Operatio [Old Rec. ] foſs -work, or the or lands for the maintenance or ſupport of ſome commu

labour formerly performed by the inhabitants and neigh- nity, hospital, ſchool , le &tire or other work of picry.
bouring tenants for repairing and maintaining the ditches FOU'NDAY [ in the Iron Works , the ſpace of fix days.

round a town . FOU'NDER [ fundator, L. fondateur, F.] one who lays

Fossa'GIUM , the duty paid for ſuch ſervice. the foundation of ; alſo a meiter or catter of metals.

FOSSA'TUM , a trench, a place intrenched. To FOU'NDER [ad fundum ſubmergere, L. couler à fond,
FOSSATUM [Old Rec. ] a place fenced with a ditch , or L. ) fce Foundering.

the trench of a cut river .
TO SOUNDER a Herſe, is to over-ride him , or to ride

him out of his breath or beyond his ftrength :
a ſmall cheſt or cabinet.

FORSETS FOU'NDERING , ſinking, a fhip is laid to founder when

FO'ssILE ( follilis, L.] that which may be digged out by a great leak or a great 1ca-breaking in uponher, ſhe takes

of the carth , in ſo much water, that ſhe cannot be freed from it ; ſo that

Fo'ssils [ foffilia, of federe, L. to dig ] all manner of The will neither veer nor ſteer ; but lies like a log, and

things that are dug out of the ear :h . not being able to ſwim long, will at laſt fink .

FossiL - WOOD, trees dug deep out of the ground , fup- FOU'NDLING [of xindan , Sax . to find) a child left in

pos’d to have lain there ever fince the univerſal deluge. a place or dropt, and found there .

Native Fossils [ by Mineralifs] are ftri&tly defined to FOU'NDRING [in Horſes) is an univerſal rheumatiſm ,

be fenable bodies , generated and growing in and of the or a defluxion of humours upon the finews of the legs,

earth , whoſe conſtituent parts are to ſimple and homoge- which cauſes ſo great a ſtiffneſs in them, that they lofé

neous, that there is no apparent diſtinction of veſſels and their wonted motion .

juices between the part and the whole. Chef FOUNDRING [in Horſes] a diſeaſe in a horſe dif

Compound Fossils (with Miners ] are ſuch as may be cover'd by his often covering to lie down and ſtanding

divided into different and diffimilar parts . ſtraddling with his fore - legs.

Adventitious Fossils ? (in Mineralogy) are the ſubter- Fou'NDERING [ in the Body] befals a horſe by eating

Foreign FOSSILS raneous exuvia of ſea and land too much provender ſuddenly , when too hot ; as alſo by

animals; and even vegetables, as fhells, bones, teeth, drinking too much upon travelling when hot , and riding

leaves, which are found in plenty in divers parts of the him after it .

earth . FOU'NDRY ? the art of melting and caſting all ſorts
Simple Fossils , are all mctals , falts, both common FOU'NDERY S of metals , particularly brals, iron ,Egic,

and precious ; alſo earths . Fount (of fons, L.) a fountain, Milton.

To Fo'ster ( kortpian, Sax , foſterer , Dan ] to nou- FOUNT (of fundere, L.] a ſet of printing letters or

riſh , cheriſh or bring up. types.

A FOSTER child iyoyten -cilo, Sax ] a child bronght up Arcb'd FOUNTAIN , one whoſe balon and jet are placed

by thoſe that are not his natural parents. perpendicularly under an arch .

A Foster -father [ kortep- ædel?, Sax . ] one who Bafun FOU'NTAIN , a baſon having a jet, ſprut or per

brings up another man's child. haps a ſtatue, oc, in the middic.

FOSTER land, land allotted for the ſuſtenance of any Cover'd FOUNTAIN , a kind of pavilion built of ſtone ,

perſon . incloſing a reſervoir, and ſpouring foreia the water at a pipe

FOSTER -lean [ Hoy tej -lean , Sax.] the jointure of a

wife or nuptial gifts. Cup FOU'NTAIN , one which beſides a baſon has a cup

FO'THER [ of fo@je, sax. ] any ſort of meat for ſupported on a pedeſtal, Cc, and receiving a jer or ſpour
cattle. of water riſing out of the middi. of it .

Fo'tus , the ſame as fomentation, L. Marine FOUNTAIN , a fountain corpored of aquatick

Fo'y EA, a pit or deep hole in the ground to catch wild figures, as ſea divinities, naiades , tritons, dolphins, C.

beaſts, L. Naval FOUNTAIN , one made in the forri of a ſhip or

FO'N EA [Old Rec.] a grave, L. galley.

FO'VE A (with Aftrol.] the fourth houſe of the figure of Open FOUNTAIN, is any ſpouting fountain , with a ba

the heavens, the ſame as Imum cæli. fon, cup or orher ornaments.

Fo'vEA Cordis [ Anat.] a hollowneſs in the breaſt above Rufick FOUNTIN , a fountain adorned or inriched

the pit of the ſtomach , L. with rock -work , ſheil - work , petrifa& tions , cc.

FOUGA'DE (in Military Art] a ſort of little mine in the Satyrical FOUNTAIN , a ruſtick fountain in manner of

manner of a well , ſcarce more than 10 foot wide and 12 a grotto adorned with fatyrs, lyivans, fauns, &c.

deep , dug under fome work or fortification, and charged Statuary FOUNTAIN , one which being open and inſu

with barrels or facks of gun - powder, to blow it up. lated is adorned with one or more ſtitucs.

FOUGHT [of peotan, Sax.] did fight . Symbolical FOUNTAIN , one whofe principal ornaments

Fou'GHTEN,'that had been fought. Milton. are the attributes, arms or cognitances of the owner or

erector. Pyramidal

}

or cock.
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Pyramidal FOUNTAIN , one that is compoſed of feveral To Fowl [ Angelan, Sax ] to go a fowling.

baſons or ciips raiſed in Itones over each other, each lefs Fow'LER [ ugcler , Sax . ) a bird catcher, 60

than the other to the top, fupported by a hollow fhaft A FOWLER , a piece of artillery fo called.

or ſtem . Fox (Fox, Sax. fucks, Dan .] a crafty animal ; a beaſt

Spouting FOUNTAIN , any fountain whore water is dart- of chace.

cd forth impetuouſly through oneor more jers or ajutages, A Fox (Emblematically] may very properly denote å

and returns in rains, net-folds or the like . prudent commander, who , to gain victories with leſs ex

Spring FOUNTAIN, a kind of plain ſpout or ſtream of pence of blood, rather chooſes to prevail in his enterpria
water, iſſuing out of a ſtone or hole in the wall , without zes by conduct and ſtratagem , than by downright dint of

any decoration. the foldier's couragę.

FOU'NTAINS [ fortes, L. fontaines, F. ] are of 2 forts, A Fox (Hieroglyphically ) was uſed to repreſent a ſubtil

ſuch as dry up in the winter, and ſuch as How always. fellow , full of wicked intentions ; becauſe that animal is
Moſt areof opinion, that the former are produced by the notable on account of its craftineſs.

rain. Thoſe perpetual ſprings may be defin'd to be collec- A Fox [in Coat Armour] may repreſent thoſe , that have

tions of waters running down from the higher to the lower done ſignal ſervice to their prince and country by the

parts of the earth . Out of a great number of ſuch foun- adminiſtration of juſtice . ; or upon embaſſies or ſuch like

tains, rivers are gathered which carry the waters into the negotiations , where wit and dexterity is of more uſe than
ſea . ſtrength or valour.

Some have imagined, that the perpetual ones are derived Fox -GLOVES [ yolcs-zlokar, Sax. i. e. folks- gloves,

from the ſea, and that there are fubterraneous tubes in the Baxter] the herb call'd by Botanifts Digitalis, L.

earth , through which the lea-water is conveyed to the Fox -TAIL , an herb.

fountains.: · But this opinion is liable to theſe two difficul- Fo'xes Evil [with Phyſicians] a diſeaſe when the hair

ties, how it is poſſible for the ſea- water to be carried to falls off from the head, by the roots ; a Thedding of the

the tops of the higheſt mountains, fince by all experiments hair, caus'd by the Lues Venerea or otherwiſe.

in Hydroſtaticks it appears, that the ſurface of any water To Fox one, to make him fuddled .

contained in any vellel always lies even , ſo that it is im- To ſet the Fox to keep tht Geefe.

poſſible for any one part of theſurface to be higher than Foy ( voye, F. a way, foy, Du.] a treat given to friends

another ;. except it be made to by ſome external force , by thoſe who are going a journey.
2. How it comes to paſs that fountain -water is not falt. To Foyl (with Husbandmen ] to follow land in the ſum

Others again difike this hypotheſis, and that for feve- mer or autumn.

ral reaſons, and aſſign rain as the cauſe of fountains ; but Foy'LING ( Hunting Term ] the footſteps of a ſtag upon

if rain were the only cauſe, whence can it be, that thoſe the graſs .

fountains are never dry in the time of the greateſt drought, FRA'CID ( fracidus, L.] rotten ripe , hoáry and putre
when there has been no rain for a long time? and there- fied .

fore others to rain add vapours ; which being by the heat FRA'CTION, a broken piece of any thing ; alſo a quar

of the fun exhaled in vaſt quantities (as the learned Mr. relor miſunderſtanding, F. of L.
Edmund Halley has proved ) and they being carried over the FRACTION [in ritbmetick] a broken number, being a

low -land by the wind to the ridges of mountains, where proportionable part of any integer or whole thing.

they preſently precipitate, and gliding down by the cran- Preper FRACTION , is one whoſe numerator is leſs than

nies of ſtone, and part of the vapour entering into the the denominator, as .

caverns of the hills, the water thereof gathers as in an Improper FRACTION , is when the numerator is either

alembick in the baſons of ſtone it finds ; which being once equal to or bigger than the denominator, asa and

filled, all the overplus of water runs over by the loweſt
Vulgar FRACTION, is one always expreſſed by 2 num

place, and breaking our by the fides of the hills,forms bers, the one written over the other with a line between,
ſingle ſprings, and many of theſe running down the valleys

between the ridges of the hills, and coming to unite, form

little rivulets or brooks ; and many of theſe meetingagain tor 1. with cypher or cyphers , as
Decimal FRACTION , is one that has for its denomina

com

in one common valley , and gaining the plain ground ,
tores

being grown leſs rapid , become a river; and many of theſe monly for brevity fake is ſet down thus, -5 ° .10

being united in one common channel, make the largeſt
A simple FRACTION , is ſuch as conſiſts of one an

rivers, as the Thames, the Rhine , the Danube, Gr.
numerator, and one denominator, as į .

Four [qwatuor, L. quatre; F.) IV . 4. the figure is cal
A Compound FRACTION, is one that conſiſts of ſeveral

led the cube's bale, a cube or ſquare having a foot or baſe numerators and denominators, as į of of $.

of 4 angles ; and the cube among ſolid bodies is account
FRACTIOUS (of fra &tus or fradio, L.) quarrelſome,

ed the moſt excellent and perfect, repreſenting firmneſs, peeviſh.

continuance and virtue. The figure in its parts makes up FRA'CTIOUSNESS, quarrelſome temper, aptneſs to

10, being conſidered two times and a half, and alſo in
take offence, peevithneſs.

this manner, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, make 10 . It is the number of FRACTURE ( fractura , L.) the breach or rupture of a

letters in the Hebrew name 1717 , and thence by divines bone , Egpc.

called Tetragrammaton , or name of lerrers ; and FKA'CTURED [of fra &ura, L. fratture, F. of fractus,
many

other nations have given to God a name of 4 letters, L. broken ] crackt, broken.

as the lyrians Adad, the Egyptians Amun , the Perſians FRE'NULUM A little Bridle , L [with Anatomifs] a

Syre, the Greek Oos, the latins Deus, and thence the skinny ftring under the tongue.

French Dieu. FRE'NUM a Bridle, L. ( in Anatomy] a ſlender ligament,

Four Corners (with Horſemen] to work a horſe upon 4 whereby the precipice is ty'd to the lower part of the

corners , is in imagination to divide the volt or round into Glans, or to the nut of the Penis.

4 quarters ; and when he has done ſo upon each of thete FRAGA’RIA (with Botanick Writers]a ſtrawberry buſh ,L.

quarters the herle makes a round or two at trot or gallop, FRAGILIS, . [ in Botanick Writers] brittle, calie to be

and when he has done ſo upon each quarter, he is ſaid to
broken .

have made the four quarters. Fragi’LITY ? [ fragilitas, L. fragilité, Fr.] brit

Fourch [in Law ) a delay or putting off or prolong
FRAGILENESS tleneſs.

ing an action .
FRA'GMENT ( fragmentum , L.) a broken piece of

any

FOURCHE E ' [ in Heraldry ] as a Crofs Four- thing.

chée, is one that is forked at the ends , that has
FRAGRANCE 2

( fragrantia, L.] ſweetneſs of ſmell.

its forks compos'd of ſtrait lines , and blunt ends,
FRAGRANCY S

as if cut off, as in the figure, F. FRAGRANINESS [ fragrantia, L.) fragrancy.

FOURI'er , an under-harbinger or meſſenger.
FREIGHT [ fracht, Teut. Fret, F. ) the cargo, lading

Fou'RNEAU , a powder-chamber, or chamber of a FRAIGHT S or merchandize of a ſhip ; alſo the money

mine ; a hole or cavity made under a work . The top of paid for the carriage of it.

which is ſometimes cut into ſeveral points like chimneys, To FRAIGHT, °to hire or furniſh the cargo of a ſhip.

to make more paffages for the powder, that it may have FRAIL , a basket of raiſons, & c. about 75 pound weight.

irs effects on ſeveral ſides at the ſame time, f .
FRAIL [ fragilis, L. ] weak of nature, ' feeble ; allo

FOUT -GELD , an amercement for not cutting out the brittle.

balls of great dogs feets in the forcft. FRAI'LTY ? [ fragilitas, L.fragilité,F.] weaknefs of

Fowl (rugel, Sax . ffuyl, Dan.) a bird . FRAI'LNESS Š nature, brittleneſs, frailty.

Nnnn Praiſes
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FRA'ISES [in Military FRANK fold, is where the lord liath the benefit of

Affairs] are pieces of wood folding his tenants Theep.

of 6 or 7 foot long planted FRANK Law, is the benefit of the free and commoni

under the Cordon , in places law of the land

which are not faced with FRANK Marriage, a tenure in tail ſpecial, whereby

ſtone or brick , they are lands or tenements are held , to a man and his wife, and

planted at the baſe of a the heirs of their bodies, on condition of doing no ſervice

Parapet , being let about to the donnor, but fealty to the fourth degree .

half way into the Ram- FRANK Pledge , a pledge or furety for a frce-man, an

part ; they are not laid pa- ancient cultom in England for the preſervation of the pub.

rallel to the baſe of the lick peace, whereby a certain number of neighbours were

Rampart, but a little Noping bound one for another to ſee everyman of their pledge
downward's with their points, that men cannot ſtand on forth -coming, to anſwer for any tranſgreſſion with which

them ; their chiefeſt uſe is to hinder the garriſon from de
he should be charged.

ſerting, which would be eaſy without them , eſpecially in FRA'NKINCENSE [q.d. free incenſe) an cdoriferous gum.

places with dry moats . They likewiſe prevent furprizes and FRA'NKLY ( franchement, F.) freely , plainly , lincerely.

eſcalades . See A in the figure. FRA'NKNESS ( franchiſe, Fr. ] freenels, open -hearted .

TO FRATZE a Battalion , is to line it every way round
neſs, fincerity

with pikes, that if they hould be charged with a body of FRA'NTICK ( frenetique, Fr. phreneticus, L. opevetoxės;

horſe, the pikesbeing preſented may cover the musketeers Gr.) maddith , diſtracted , nad.

from the ſhock of the horſe, and ſerve as a barricade, FRA'NTICKLY (avec frenefie, Fr. more phrenetico, L.)

FRA'M E ( ypome, Sax.] a form , figure, make, Emc.
after a fienzical manner .

alſo the ſupporters of a table , & c. FRANTICKNESS (phreneſis, L freneſie, F. of gerooks,
To FRAME (fremman, Sax.] to form or faſhion ; allo Gr. ] frenzinets, crazineis, madneſs.

to fquare, to contrive. FRATE'RIA ( Old Rec . ) a fraternity or brotherhood, or

To be out of FRAME, i.e. to be diſordered or diſcom- ſociety of religious perſons who were mutually bound to

pored in body or mind. pray for the health , &c . of their living brethren, and alſo

FRA'MPOLE Fence [in the manor of Writtle in Efex] the ſouls of thoſe who were deact.

à privilege bélonging to the inhabitants, to have the wood FRATERNAL [ fraternalis, L. fraternel, Fr.] of or

that grows on the fence , and as many trees or poles as a belonging to or like a brother. i

man can reach from the top of the ditch with the helye of FRATERNALITY [ fraternalitas, L .] brotherhood ; brc

an axe, for the repairing of his fence. therlinets, brotherly affe &tion,

FRANC , a French Livre, in value is . 6 d . FRATERNALLY ( fraternaliter, L. fraternellement, F.]

FRA'NCHISE (of franc, Fr. free) liberty , freedom ; a after the manner of or like a brother.

particular immunity or privilege pertaining to a city or FRATERNITY [ fraternitas, L.) a brotherhood, the

corporation. relation of one brother to another ; alſo a company of

FRANCHISE [in Common Law ] a privilege or exemp- men entered into a firm bond of ſociety.

tion from the ordinary juriſdiction, or an aſylum or fanctua- FRATERNITY of Arms , an alliance or aſſociation in

ry where people are ſecure of their perfons, &c. arms, in ancient times concluded between 2 kn ghts,

FRANCHIS E. Royal, is when the king grants to a man who thereby agreed to go together, thare their fortune,

and his heirs, that they ſhall be free from toll , and ſuch and mutually aſſiſt each other againſt all the world .

like impofitions; alſo a place where the king's writ runs not, FRA'TRAG E , the partition among brothers or coheirs,

as Chefter and Durham . coming to the fame inheritance or lucceſſion :alſo that part

FRANCHISE of Quarters [at Rome) a certain ſpace or of the inheritance that comes to the youngeſt brothers.

diftri &t wherein the houſes of embaſſadors of the European FRATRES conjurati [ in Ant. L. ] fworn brothers or

princes are, and where they retire, when they cannot be ar- companions.

refted , nor proſecuted at law . FRA'TRICIDE [ fratricida, L.] a killer or the killing

To FRA'NCHISE (affranchir] to grant liberty , privi- of a brother.

leges, freedoms, immunities, & c. Fraud [ fraus, L. fraude, F.] deceit, guile, a ſecret,

FRANCI'G ENA a Frenchman, in our ancient cuſtoms, under-hand deceit or injury done to any one.

was a general name for all foreigners. FRAU'DULENT [ fraudulentus, L. deceitful, cheat

FRANCI'SCANS , an order of friars founded by fainting, knaviſh , &c.
Francis ; they are enjoyn'd chaſtity, poverty and obedience, FRAU'DULENCY 2 fraude, F. of fraudulentus, L.]

and obſerve leveral other ſtrict rules of life and converſation. FRAUDULENTNESS 3 deceitfulneſs , guiletulneſs ,

FRA'NCLING, an old law word for a free -hold . knavilhneſs.

FRA'NCOLIN , a fort of red - leg'd bird , fit for hawk- , Fray (of affray, F.) a ſcuffle, a fight.

ing ; a heath- cock, Inice or rail . To FRAY (prob. of frayer, F.] to fret as muſlin , &c.

FRA'NGIBLE ( frangibilis, L.) that may be broken . alſo to ſcare away .

FRA'NGIBLENESS ( frangibilitas , L. of frangere to FRAY [Hunting Term ) a deer is ſaid to fray her head ,

break] capableneſs or calineſs to be broken . when Mhe rubs it againſt a tree to renew it , or cauſe the pills

FrA'NGIPANE, an exquiſite kind of perfume, frequent- of her new horns to come off.
ly given to the leather wherewith gloves, Esc. is made. FRAYGHT [of fracit, Teut .] fraighted , i. e , full laden .

FRA'NGULA ( with Botanifts) the black alder-tree, L. FRAXIN E’LLA (with Botaniſts] baſtard dittany, L.

FRANK [ franc, F.] tree, open in fpecch and dealing , FREAK [ yræc, Sax. frech , Teut.) a mad action, a

fincere ; alſo liberal. caprice, a whimſy , a maggot ; an idle conceit , Oc.

To FRANK Letters, to order them to be carried with- FREA'KISH, maggotty, whimſical, & c.

out paying the poſtage. Fr E'AKISHNESS, capriciouſneſs, maggottineſs, doc.

FRANK Almoin ( Law Term] a ſort of tenure, hold- Fream (with Husbandmen ] arable or ploughed land

ing ſuch lands or tenements, as are beſtow'd upon people, worn out of heart , and laid fallow till it recovers.

who wholly give themſelves up to the fervice of God, for To FREAM (Hunting Term uſed of a boar that makes

pure and perpetual alms. a noiſe at rutring time, of fremere, L.

Frank Bank, that eſtate in copy-hold lands, which FR E'CKLEV? [ 9. d. ſpeckled ] having many ſmall red

the wife being eſpouſed a virgin , has after her husband's FRE'CKIY S diſh ſpots in the skin .
deceaſe as a dower. FRE'CKLES , a ſort of ſmall, hard , dusky buboes or

FRANK Fee [Law Term} a tenure in fee-ſimple, which puftles ariſing on the skin of the face or hands, and moſt

a man holds at the common law , to him and his heirs, and ly in perſons of the faireft and fineft skins.

not by ſuch ſervice as is required in ancient demeſn. FREE' [ xreah , Sax . ] not in bondage or ſervitude, at

Tó FRANK, to feed , ro farten , O. liberty.

Frank ferme [ Law Term ) is land or tenement, FREE, to ſer or make free, to deliver up.

wherein the nature of the fee is changed by feoffment, or FREE Bench, is that eſtate in copy -hold lands, which

grant in fce-ſimple, out of knight's ſervice for certain an- the wife hath after the death of her husband, for her dower,

anal ſervices, fo as to be freed from homage, worſhip , re- according to the cuſtom of the manour : different manours

lief and all other ſervices, not contained in the feoffment. have different cuſtoms , as in the manours of Eaſt and Weſt

FRANK Chaſe, a liberty of free chace in a circuit, which Embourn, in the county of Berks, it a cuſtomary tenant die,

adjoins to a foreſt, by which all men , though they have his wife ſhall have for her free bench all his copy

land of their own within that compaſs , are forbidden to hold lands, dum ſola eo cafia fuerit ; but if the commit

cut down wood , &c. without the leave of the foreſter. inconſtancy ,
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inconſtancy, the forfeits her eſtate ; but if ſhe will coine Derick Freez , both Vitruvint and tignola make this

into courr nding backwards on a black ram , with his tail freez flar, only carved with triglyphs and metopes , and the
in her hand , and ſay the following words, the fteward is' height of it 30 or 45 minutes, and Scammozzi and pal

bound by the cuſtom to reftore her to her free -bench . ladio 45 minutes.

Ionick FREEZ, Vitruvius makes this freez flat, but com
Here I am, monly carved with acanthus leaves, liohs and men , dec.

Riding upon a Black Ram, and in height 30 minutes, Vignola 45 , Scammozzi 28,

Like a whore as I am ; and Palladio convex or ſwelling, but 27 minutes .

And for my Crincum Crancum , Corinthian Freez , Vitruvius makes this like the Ionick ,

Have loft my Bincum Bancum , and in height 30 minutes 2 thirds ; Vignola the ſame but
And for my tail's -game, 45 minutes, Scammozzi and Palladio the fame ; but the

Have donethis worldly pame ; former 31 and 3 fourths, and the latter 23 minutes in

Therefore I pray you , Mr. Steward, height.

Let me bave my land agaim . Compoſit Freez , Vitruvius makes that freez fat ; but

beter with cartouſes and carved between every cartouſe, and

Free Booter, a ſoldier who makes inroads into an ene- in height 52 minutes and a half ; Vignola the ſame ; but 45

my's country to drive away cattle ; alſo a pirate or ſea . minutes, Scammozzi but 32 minutes, Palladio convex or

rover; alſo a ſoldier who ſerves for plunder without pay. ſwelling, but in height 32 minutes .
FREE-BORN [ of yeah -beoppe, Sax.] born in free- A Convex FR ERZ { are thoſe whoſe profile is á

dom, with a right to privileges and immunities. A Pulvinated Freez ) curve:

To FREE ( Sea Term] when a ſhip's pump throws out Flouriſed F. EEZ , is one inriched with rinds of imagi .
more water than he leaks into her, it is ſaid to free her, nary foliages.

To FREE [a Boat, is to bale or lade out the water. Hiftorical FREEZ , is one adorned with baſs relievo's,

Free Bord, a certain quantity of ground , beyond or repretenting hiſtories, facrifices, & c.
without the fence ;, as of 2 foot and a half, which is claim - Marine FREEZE, one repelenting fea-horſes, Tritons,

ed in fome places. and other things pertaining to the ſea, as ſhells of fiſhes,

Free Chapel, one that is of the king's foundation, ex- baths, grotto's, &c.

empted or freed from the juriſdiction of the ordinary ; or Ruftick Freez , is one whoſe courſes are ruſticated or
a chapel founded within a pariſh over and above the mo- imbofled.

ther church, to which it was free for all the parishioners Symbolical FREEZ , one 'adorned with things pertain

to come. ing to religion , as the Apparatus of ſacrifices, 8c

FREE'Domyneanom , sax.] liberty , eaſineſs of doing FREEZING Mixture ( in Chymiary 7 a compoſition of

a ching, immunity, exemption from . ingredients, which we call, or fome ſimple ones which

FREEDOM of the Will, a ſtate or faculty of the mind, mixed with other bodies will cauſe them to congcal into

wherein all themotions of the will are in our power ; and ice.

We are enabled to determine on this or that ; to do good or FREEZLAND Horſe, the ſame as Chevaux de friez .

cvił without any fouce or conſtraint from any foreign cauſe FRE'NCH [François, F.] of or belonging to the French

whatſoever. nation.

FREEDOM of Contradi &tion (with Schoolmen] is that FRENCH Marigold, a plant.

whereby we are at our choice to will or nill ; to love or FR E'NCHIFIED, addicted to the french faſhions, cuf

not love, buc. toms or intereſt.

FREEDOM of contrariety [with Schoolmen) is that wbere- : FRE'NDENT [ frendens, L.) gnaſhing the teeth.

by we are at our own choice to do good or evil ; to be uir- Fr E'ndless Man (with the Engliſ Saxons] an out

tuous or vicious, to take a horſe or a lion . law'd man .

FREEDOM of a City, &c . a right of exerciſing a trade FRE'NSY [ pbronitis, L. of cavites,Gr. freneſie, F.]

or employment, & c.in a city ortown corporate, and a being FRENZY a ſort of madneſs or dotage.

cle &ted to the dignities and offices of it. FREQUENCY ? [ frequentia , L. ] oftennefs ; uſual

FREE'DSTOLL { [ of ynis peace, and peole, Sax. a FR E'QUENTNESS S neis ; commonnus.

FRI'DSTOLL feat) a ſtone chair in a church near Fre'QUENT [ frequens, L.] often, ordinary , common .

the altar granted by king Athelftan to fobn de Beverly, arch- To FreQUE'NT [ frequentare, L. frequenter, F.] to go

biſhop of Tork , towhich offenders uſed to fly for fan &tuary. often to a place, to haunt, to reſort to .

FREE-HO'Lv [of fheah and healsan , sax .) a fee eftare. FREQUE'NTATIVE ( frequentations, L. ) a term ap

FREE -HOLD in deed, (in Law) the actual poſſeſſion of or ply'd by Grammarians to ſuch verbs, as denote the repe
right a man has to hold lands or tenements in fee, fee- tail, tition or ofren doing of an action.

or for term of life. FRE'sca [Old Rec.] freſh water, rain, alſo a land

FREE-HOLD (in Law ) is the right that a man has to
flood .

ſuch lands or tenements before hc ſeizes or enters upon them . FRESCA'Des, coolwalks , tady retiring places , Ital:

FREE -HOLDERS, are thoſe perſons who poſtels a tree- Fre'sco, freſh, cool , Ital. to drink in freſco, to drink

hold, ſo called becauſe they hold lands or tenements in- cool liquors ; to walk in freſco, to walk in the cool; to paint

heritable by a perpetual right to them and their heirs for ever. in freſco, to paint upon green walls, that the colours may

FREE-STONE, a ſort of ſtone that works up like ala . the better ſink in .

bafter; uſed in building, and dug up in many parts of Fresco, a way of painting or plaiſtering (or rather

England. both, upon walls to endure the weather, and repreſenting
Fre'ely [ xneolice, Sax. ] with freedom and cafe ; al- birds, beafts, herbs, fruit, & c. in relief. It is done

ſo liberally . with a compoſt of the powderof old rubbiſh ſtones, mixt

FREE -MAN (Krea -man, Sax.] one intitled to particu- with burnt Aint( or lime) and water , with which the
lar_privileges and immunities ; one free from fervitude. wall is plaiſtered a good thickneſs, and painted with co

FREE'NESS [ xpehuey re, Sax .] a being free ; alſo li- lours ground with lime-water, milk or whey , and laid on

beralicy the plaiſter while it is wet , by which means they incor

FREE Warren , the power of granting or denying li- porate with the plaiſter ſo as never to waſh out.
cence to any to hunt or chace inany ſuch lands. This was the ancient Grecian way of painting, and af

FREėz [ſo called probably becaule firſt made by the terwards uſed by the Romans ; there have been ſeveral

Friſons or in Friezland ) a fort of coarſe woollen cloth . whole towns of this work in Germany, and excellently

Freezing ( in Phyſiology ) congelation , is the fixing of well done, but now they are ruin'd by the wars.

a fluid ; or the depriving itof its natural mobility, by the There are 3 chambers in the Pope's palace at Rome , done

a & tion of cold ; or the act of converting a fluid ſubſtance in freſco by Raphael Urbin , and Julio Romano , and likewife

into a firm , coherent, rigid one , called ice. a moſt excellent freſco work at Fontan be l'eau in France,

To FREEZ (xryYan, Sax.) to congeal into ice. which was the work of Bollameo, Martin Rouſe a Floren '

Freez (with Gunners] the ſame as the muzzle -ring of tire and others, containing the continued travels of Ulyfes,

a cannon . in 60 pieces.

FREEZ [in Archite&ture] is that part of the entabla- FRESH [ xreych , Sax frais, F ) new , not ftale ; refreth

ture of columns between the Architrave and Corniche. ed ; alſo unſalted ; alto cool ( ſpoken of the air. )

Tuſcan FREEZ , Vitruvius maks it Aar and plain , the Fresh Diſſeiſin [Law Term ] that diffeilin that a man

higheſt 30 minutes, the leſſer 35 Scamozzi makes it plain, may ſeek to defear of his own power, without the help of
and 42, and Palladio convex or ſwelling , and in height the king or the judges.

but 26 minutes.

3
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Fresh Fine (Law Term] that which was levicd within Fri’DAY [Fhigay-tæ5, Sax.] the ſixth day of the

a year patt. week

Fresh Force [ in Law] a force done within 40 days. Good FRIDAY , the Friday next before Eafter.

FRESH Gale (Sea Term ] is when a wind blows imme- FRI'D EGAST , a certain idol of the ancient Britons,

diately after a calm.
FRIEND ( Peons, Saxlafamiliar or kind peifon.

FRESH Man, a novice or young ſtudent in an univerſi. FRIENDLESS [Xpeon - leay , Sax. ] who has no friends,

ty , college, & c. FRIE'NDLINESS (Freonlicneyjs, Sax.] friendly or
FRESH sbot (with Mariners] the falling of a large river kind behaviour.

into the ſea , ſo that it will make the water freſh for a FRIENDLY , friendlike, kind.

mile or two at the mouth of the river. FRIE'NDSHIP (of freon'o and ßip, Sax. ] the quality
Fresh the Houſe ( Sen Phraſe ]or veer out more cable, is or kindneſs of a friend.

when part of a cable that lies in the hau fe, is fretred or Fri'er [ frater , L. frere,F.] a brother of a religious

chaſed, and it is required that more cable be veered out, ſociety, a monk, égc.
that fo another

part
of it

may reſt in the hawte. Frier (with Printers] a page or ſheet To ill wrought
Fresh Spell (sea Term ] a freſh gang to relieve the off at the preſs, that it can ſcarce be read .

rowers in the long boat . FRI'ERS [ fratres, L. freres, F.] i , e . brethren] monks

Fresh Suit , ſuch a following of an offender as never or religious perſons of which there are 4 principal orders,

ceaſes from the time of the ottence committed or diſco- 1. the Friers' Minors or Franciſcans, or Grey Friers, 2. the

vered till he be apprehended or ſeized . Auguſtins, 3. the Dominicans or Black-Friers, 4. the Car

Fresh Suit within the view , impowers the officers who melites or l'hite Friers,

purtue treſpaffers in the foreſt, to leize them even without Fri'ers , the ſeveral places of the city of London , that

the bounds of it .
are called by the name of Friers, as White- Friers took their

FRESH Water Soldier, a raw and unexperienced one. name originally from houſes or cloiſters of friers there for

To FRE'SH EN [rendre frais, f ] to make freſh that merly ſituate.

which has been falted ; or that which is grown faint or FRI'ERY 2 [contraire, F.) a fociety of friers ; allo their

difcoloured .
FRIARY clofter or habitation.

FRE'SHNESS [of fraicheur, F. ] newneſs ; a not being Fri'GA [ Friga, Sax .] a goddeſs of the ancient Bri

fulted ; alſo the being refreſhed from tiredneſs ; alſo cool- tons , Saxons, Germans, &c. whom they adored to obtain
neſs of air.

plenty and earthly bleflings and proſperity in their affairs.To Frer [of prettan , Sax, to gnaw, according to a certain author writes that ſhe ſtood on the right hand of

Meric Caſaubon ) to be Chated or fretted in mind.
great god Theramis, and Woden the god of war on the

FRE'TFUL (probably of keyful, Sax. ] peeviſh. letc. She was pictured with a ſword in one hand , and a
FRE'IFULNESS , peevifanefs.

bow in the other; from this goddeſs our Friday is ſuppoſed

FRE'T WORK , a ſort of plaiſterer's work ſo called . to have taken its name

To Fr Et as cloth [ Fheo ta!, Sax.] to wear out.
FRIGAT ( fregate, F.] a ſort of ſhip, a ſmall man of

A FRET , a fume or heat of paſſion. war built ſomewhat lower and longer than others for ſwift
A FRET [ Muf .) a particular itop on a muſical inſtrument. failing, and having no more than two decks.

Fret or FRETT E ' [in Heraldry] is ſuppo- FRIGATOO'N , a Venetian vefſel built with a ſquare ſtern

fed by fome to be called fo, becauſe its pieces without any foremalt ; having only a main matt , a mizzen

ſeem to fret one another by their alternate ſu- maſt and bolt- ſprit, ufed in the Adriatick fea.

perpoſition. Some are of opinion ir repreſents FRIGEFA'CTION , a making cold, L.

a true lover's knot. It is repreſented as in the FRIGEFIED [ frigefactus, L.] made cold, L.

figure . FRIGERATORY [ frigeratorium , L.] a place either to
FRET 2 [in Archite &t.] make or keep things coni in .

FRETTE S is a knot or Fri'gid [ frigidus, L.) cold, impotent, ſlight.

ornament that conſiſts oftwo A Frigid Stile, is a low , jejune manner of di&tion,

lifts, or ſmall fillers, vari- wanting force, warmth of imagination, figures of ſpeech, 5ć.

qully interlaced or interwo- Frigi'dITY ? [ frigiditas, L.] coldneſs, impoten

yen , and running at paral- FRIGIDNESS S
cy.

lel diſtances equal to their To FRIGHT 2 rrihtan , Sax.friået, Dan.) to put

breadth, every turn of which and interſection muſt be at TO FRIGHTENS into a fright, to terrify:

right angles , they were uſed by the ancients on flat mem- Fri'GHTFUL [ XMihtyul, Sax.] cauſing fright or ter

bers, as the faces of the corona or eaves of cornices, under our ; alſo apt to be put into a fright.

the roofs, ſoffits, Segoo. FRI'GHTFULNESS [Fnih kulncyye , Sax .] aptneſs to
FRET WORK [ ſo called of frette ] it ſignified the be attrighted ; alſo terribleness of aſpect.

timber-work of a roof, is an inſtrument of frets uſed to FRIGORI'FIC [ frigorificus,L.] making or producing cold.

fill up and inrich flat empty ſpaces ; principally uſed in FRIGORI'FICK Particles ( with Philoſophers] ſuch parti

roofs which are fretted over with plaifter work.
cles as are in themſelves eſſentially cold , and by entering

Frets (with Miners] openings made in the banks of and piercing other bodies, produce in them that quality
rivers made by land - floods.

which is called cold.
Fri'ABLE ( friabilis, L.) that may be crumbled or rub- To Frill ( of friller, F.] to quake or fhiver with

bed into ſmall particles.
cold ; uted of a hawk , as the hawk trills.FRI'ABLENESS { [ friabilitas, L.) brittleneſs, aptneſs FRI'NG E ( frange, F. ] a ſort of ornament.

FRIABILITY to crumble into ſmall particles. To FRINGE [ franger, F. ] to garniſh with fringes.

Friability is ſuppoſed to ariſe from that friable bodies FRI'PER ER [un fripier, F.) a broker that new cleans,
· do confift' wholly of dry parts, irregularly combined and trims and fells old clothes.

which are readily ſeparated, as having nothing glutinous, FRI'PERY [ friperie, F. ] old clothes.

Soc. to bind them together.

To Frisk (probably of frizzare, Ital . or of friſque, F.
FRIATION , a crumbling, L.

freſh and brisk ] to leap or skip up and down nimbly or
Fri'BBLING, captious, impertinent, trifling ; as a frib- wantonly.

bling queſtion. FRISKINESS, skittiſh wantonneſs in skipping and flit
FRIBURGH 3 [of yris peace, and bonge, Sax , a ting to and fro, soc.

FRITHBURGH S ſurety ] a ſurety for thea furety for the peace and FRI'SKY ( probably of friſque, F. brisk , or frizzare, Ital.]
good behaviour.

Icaping and jumping up and down .FRICA'NDOES [in Cookery ] a ſort of Scotch - collops, lard- To Frist (probably of kynian, Sax . to give refpite, or

ei , farced and ſtewed .
friſten , Du ] to ſell goods on truſt or on

FRICASEY ' (Cookery] a diſh of fry'd meat ; as rab- Frit (with Chymiſts] alhes or falt bak’d or fryd to

bets, chickens , Soc.
gether with fand.

FRICA'TION } a rubbing or chafing or grating the Frith (probably of fretum , L. the fea ] it is now uſed

FRI'CTION 3 ſurface of one body againſt that of in Scotland for an arm of the ſea or the mouth of a river.
another,

Frith ( Nis, Sax. peace] among the Engliſ SaxonsFrica'TION ? [with Phyſicians] a rubbing or chafing ſignified a word ; for they accounted ſeveral woods fa
FRI'CTION any part of the body, either dry, with cred , and made them finduaries,

the hand or linen - clotlis , or moift with oils , ointments, FRITH -BREACH [of gris and buice, Sax ] the break

ing of the peace.
Friction [in Mechanicks] is the reſiſtance that a mo- FRI'THGAR [rrid - gear , Sax .] the year of jubilce.

ving.body meets withal from the ſurface whereon it moves.
FRITHGILD

ne .

waters, Esc.
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FRITHGILD [in ancient Records] the ſame as is now tal- title or firſt page of a book done in pi&ture ; alſo the forė :
ſed a gild, fraternity or company. front of a building

FRITHSOKEN (kni -Yocn, Sax. afylum ] a liberty , FRONTLET L frontale, L, un franteau, F.] forehead ata

privilege or power of having frankpledge.
tire.

FRITILLARY (with Botanifts ] a flower that is very FRO'NTON [in Archite&ture] an ornament with us more

finely chequered and reſembles the ſhape of a dice-box, uſually callid pediment.

from whence it has its name, L. FRO'PPISH, fretful, froward, peeviſh.

FRITTER [of frit or frité, F. fry’d , of frigere, L.] a FRORE, frozen.

ſort ofſmall pancake. FROST [ yjoys, Sax, and Dan.) an exceffive cold ftate

Fri’volous [of frivolus, L. frivolé, F ] vain , trifling, of the weather, whereby the motion and fluidity of liquors

inſignificant. is fufpended ; or that ſtate of the air, & c. whereby fluids

FRI'VOLOUSNESS (of frivolus, L. frivolé, F.] trifling- are converted into ice . A hoar-froſt is generated, when

nefs, infignificantneſs, vainnets. the vapours near the earth are congealed by the coldneſs
FRIZE. See Freeze. of the night, which only happensin winter , when coid

Fri'ZZLED ( friſé, F.] curled or crifped predominates, ſo that the difference between dew and

A FRI'ZZLING I friſure, F.] a curling or criſping, pro- hoar-froſt is, that miſts do turn to dew , if they conſiſt
perly of the hair.

of drops of water ; but into hoar-froſt, when they conliſt
Fro' ( xram , Sax .] from . of vapours that are congealed in their paflage down to

Frock (probably of froc,F. a monk's habit] a garment the earth .

worn over other apparel. Froſt contracts metals, or rather the cold effects it ;

FRODMO'RTELS [ Freo mojip -beas, Sax.] an immu- but on the contrary it dilates fluids ; for a 12 foot tube

FREOMO'RTELS nity or free pardon granted for of iron loft 2 lines in length being expoſed to the air in

murder or manin -ſlaughter. a froſty night ; but liquids are ſwelled and dilated by
FRO E'NULUM Penis 2 [ in Anatomy ] membrane froſt nearly one tenth of their bulk , and by that means
FROE'NUM Penis S which ties the præputium to burſts not only veſels of glaſs and earth ; but even of

the glands of the Peris, L. wood or iron or other metals , as has been found by many

Frog [ fpozza, Sax.] a creature that lives both on experiments.

land and in the water. FRO'STED , done or made in imitation of froſt.

FROG - BIT , grafs, bettice, ſeveral ſorts ofherbs. FRO'STINESS [fportighnerre, Sax.]froſty quality.

FROISE (probably of frying, Eng.) a fort of pancake Fro'sty (kpoytigh , Sax.] as a froſty ſeaſon .
with bacon . FROTH (probably of coos, Gr.] the ſpume of ferment

FRO'LICK [urolick ,Teut.]jocund, gay, merry,full of play. ed liquors or liquid things.
A FROLICK [urolick , Du.] a merry prank. FRO'THINESS, fulneſs of froth, frothy quality ; the

To be FROLICK [urolecken , Du .] to be in a merry hu- want of folidity and ſubſtance ; lightneſs , emptinels, win

mour, merrily diſpoſed. dineſs.

FRO'LICK SOME, diſpoſed to play , or full of merry FRO'THY , having or full of froth , empty, vain, tri

pranks, whimſies, Soc. fling ; not ſubſtantial, nor ſolid , light, Bosco

FROLICKSOMENESS, the playing of merry pranks, The FROUNCE [with Falconers] a diſeaſe in the mouth

whimſies, or. of an hawk ,

FRO'NDATED ( frondatus, L.) leaved , having leaves. FROUNCE (with Farriers] pimples or warts in the pa

FRO'NDENT ( frondens, L.) bringing forth leaves . late of an horſe.

FRONDI'FEROUS ( frondifer, L.) bearing leaves. Frow , a Dutch woman.

FRO'WARD ( frampeano, Sax.] peeviſh , croſs, ſuriy,FRONDO'SIRLESS [ frondofitas, L.) leafinels.
ſtubborn .

FRONT [ frons, L.) the forehead, the upper part of the FRO'WARDLY [fPampeanolice, sax .] in a froward

face ; alſo the face of a work or building, manner.

Front [ in Proſpective] the orthographical proje &tion of FRO'WARDNESS (krampearoneyYe, Sax.] peeviſhneſs,

an obje &t upon a parallelplane. fretfulneſs, ſurlineſs.

FRONT of a Battalion, is the firſt rank of file -leaders ; FRO'WEY [with Carpenters] timber is ſaid to be frowey,
it is alſo called the face or head of a battalion. when it is evenly tempered all the way , and works freely

FRONT of a Squadron, is the first rank of troopers. without tearing.

FRONT of an Army, is the firſt row of tents in the firſt To FROWN [ fronfer le fourcil,F.] to knit the brows,

line, which [in the Horſe] are the quarter-maſters tents , wrinkle the forehead, Esc.

[and in the Foat] thoſe of ſerjeants. FROW'NING [ sourcils froncez, F.] knitting the brows,

FRONT [ of a place] is the face of a place , or the Te- wrinkling the forehead .

naille, i.e. all that is contained between the flanked an- FROWNINGLY, with an air of diſpleaſure, &c. .

gles of two neighbouring baſtions, viz . the two faces, the Fro'wy, without knots .

two flanks and the curtain . Froyse , a pancake with bacon in the middle of it .

TO FRONT every way ( Military Phraſe] is when men are FRO'ZEN [of yport, Sax, froſt , Dan.] congealed with

faced to all ſides. froſt.

FRO'NTAL [ in Archite &ure] a little fronton or pediment FROʻZENNESS , congealedneſs by froſt or cold air.

ſometimes placed over a little door or window. FRUCTI'FEROUS ( frugifer, L.) fruit -bearing ; alſo

FRONTAL Bone, the bone of the forehead. producing gain or profit.
FRONTALE [ with Phyſicians) an external medicine ap- To FRUCTIFY [ fru & ificare, L. ] to bring forth fruit.

plied to the forehead , i. FRUCTUO'SITY ( fructuofitas, L.) fruitfulneſs.

FRONTAL , a part of the bridle of an horſe. FRUCTUO'S E [ fru &tuofus, L.) fruitful, commodious,

FRONTA'LES (in Anatomy] two muſcles, one on each beneficial .

ſide of the forehead ; commonly ſuppoſed to ſpring from FRU'GAL [ frugalis, L.] thrifty , ſparing.

the ſcull; but now known to ariſe from the occipital muſ. FRUGA’LITY } [ frugalitas, L. frugalité , F. ] thrifti
cles ; or the frontales and occipitales are rather one conti. FRU'GALNELS nels, ſparingneſs in expences.
nued digattrick muſcle on each moving the ſcalp and skin FRU'GGIN , a fork or pole to ſtir the fire about in an

of the forehead and eye-brows.

FRO'NTATED [in Botany) fignifies that the petalum or FRUGI'FERENT [ frugiferens, L.] bearing or producing

leaf of a flower grows broader and broader, and at laſt fruit.

perhaps terminatesin a right line FRUGIFEROUSNESS, fruit -bearingneſs, fertility.

FRONTI'ER, the border, confine or loundary of FRUGIFEROUS [ frugifer, L.) fruit-bearing.

kingdom or province, which the enemies find in the front FRUGI'vorous [ frugivorus, L.) devouring fruit.

when they are about to enter the ſame. FRUGI'VOROUSNESS [of frugivorus, L.) fruit-devour

FRONTI'NIACK , a ſort of rich, luſcious Frencb wine , ſo ing quality or faculty .

called from the place where made. FRUIT [ fructus, L.) in its general ſenſe includes what.

Frontis Os (with Anatomifts] a bone of the ſcull, in ſoever the earth produces for the nouriſhment and ſupport

figure almoſt round , which joins the bones of the Anci- of human kind and animals,

pux and the temples by the Coronal Suture, and the bones FRUIT (with Botaniſts] is defined to be that, which ſuc

of the upper jaw by the tranſverſe ſuture, and the Os ceeds to each flower, whether it conſiſts of one or more

Spbamoides by the sphenoidal future. ſeeds ; ſome reſtrain the word fruit, to ſignify only that

Fro'NTISPIESE ( frontiſpicium, L. frontiſpice, F.] the which is cſculent.
оооо Natural

oven .
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From which juta

Natural FRUIT's , are ſuch as the earth produces of its FUCA'TION, a diſguifing, a cloaking.

own accord , without any culture. Fuco'se [ fucoſus, L.] painted , feigned , counterfeited.

FRUITS of Induftry, are fuch as tho they are natural re- To Fuck ( probably of tuycken , Dú, to thruft or knock ,

quire ſome culture to bring them to perfeétion . Dr. T. H. others of foder, Du, to beget ; others of futico,

Civil Fruits [in Lawj are rents, falaries , wages. L. of cutew , Gr. to plant] a term uſed of a goat ; alſo

FRUITS (in the Canon Law] denotes every thing , where- ſubapitare fæminam .
of the revenue of a benefice conſiſts, as glebe, rithes, To Fu'PPLE fome derive it of a puddle, g . d. to drown

Tents, offerings , too. in a puddle of drink , wine , Soc . others of the word jull,
FRUI'TAGE (of fruit, F. ] all kinds of edible fruits.

sax . full, by inſerting d , and the Scots ule the word fall

FRUITAGE [with Painters, Carvers, &c . ] the repre- to ſignify being in liquor or drunk.

ſentation of fruits or branched works,
FU'DDIE -CAP

FRUI'TERER [ fruitier, F. ) a feller of fruit.
FU'UPLER } a tippler, a drunken fellow.

FRUI'TERY , a place for laying up and keeping fruits. To Fu'dGEL, to make a few of doing or .Zing ;

Frui'TFUL (of fruit,F. and full, Sax . & c.j fertile. but making no riddance.

FRUITFUL Signs ( with Aftrologers) are Gemini, Cancer FU'ER ( Law Term ] eſcaping by fight, F.

and Piſces, ſo called, becauſeif the moon and principal Fuer en fait [Law Term] is when a man does a al

ſignificators be in any of thoſe ſigns and ſtrong, they doubtly run away, F.

not but the enquiring party will have children. FUER en Lay [ Law Term] is when a perſon being

FRUI'TFULNESS of fruit, F. and xulnere, Sax .] fer- called in the county, he appears not till he is oitlaud.
tility . FUGACIOUSNESS ? ( fugacitas, L.) aptneſs to Ay

FRUITFULNESS [in Hieroglyphicks] is repreſented by " }FUGA'CITY away .

an olive - tree . FU'G 4 Demonum [i. e. the flight of the Devils] the herb

FRUITFULNESS [in Sculpture, & c.] was repreſented by St. Jobn’s- wort.

a lady fitting upon a bed, with two little infants hanging fuga'li , feſtivals obſerv'd by the ancient Románs on

about her neck. account of the expulſion of their kings

FRUITION fruitio , L.) enjoyment. tern the Engliſ ſeem to have taken their Hock Tide, and ha

FRUITION [by Moralifsj is defined to be the reſt or ving cleated the lands of their infolent rieighbours the

delight of the will in the end obtained . Danes, inftitured the annual ſports of rock - Tide, conſisting

FRUI'TLESS (of fruit and leay , Sax. ) unprofitable- of ſuch paſtimes, as throwing at cocks.
neſs. FUGATION, a putring to flight , L.

FRUM , luxuriant, o . Fu'gua [ in Mufick Dooks ] ſignifies a particular way or
FRUMENTACEOUS [ frumentaceus, L.] pertaining to manner, according to which ſome muſick is compoſed, of

bread corn which there are ſeveral forts.

FRUMENTA'ceous Plants, are ſuch as have a confor- FU'SILE, an impofthumc in the cars .

mity with frun.entum , L. wheat, either in refpe &t to their A FU'GITIVE [ Fugit:vus , L. ] one who dies out of his

leaves, fruit, ears or the like ; or ſuch as have their country ; a deſerter, a run -away , a renegade, a wanderer,
culm pointed, and their leaves like reeds ; bearing their FUGITIVE Goods [Law Term ] the proper goods of

ſeeds in ears , like common corn . him that lies upon having committed a felony; which be

FRUMENTATION, a general dole of corn , L. ing lawfully found after the flight, belong either to the king

FRUMENTO'S E frumentofus, L ) full of corn . or lord of the manour.

FRU'MENTY [ of frumentum , L.] furmety , a pottage FU'LCIMENT [fulcimentum , L.) a prop or underſer.

made of wheat, milk, ſugar , c. FULCIMENT [in Mechanicks) is the fame .as point of

Fru'MGILD with the Engliß Saxons) a payment or ſuſpenſion or that point on which a libra or veetis plays,
recompence to the kindred of a perſon ſain or murdered . or is fufpended.

FRUMSTOLE [fjumyTole, Sax .) a chief ſeat or man- TO FULFI'l (xulvýllan , Sax .] to accompliſh or perform .

fion -houſe. FU'LGENCY [offulgentia, L.) ſhiningneſs, bright

To Frump (probably of frumpelen,Teut. i.e. to friz- FU'LGENTNESS neſs, fulgidity

zle up the note as in deriſion] to flour, jeer or mock ; to FU'LGENT [ fulgens, L.) ſhining, gliſtering.

FU'lgID [ fulgidus, L.) bright, hining.

FUSCA Terræ fold Rec. ] untilled , waſte ground . FULGI'DITY [ fulgiditas, L.] brightneſs, ſhiningneſs,

FRUSH ! [in Horſes) a ſort of tender horn, ariſing in glory.
FRUGS the middle of the fole, and at ſome di- FULGURATION , a lightening or flaſhing of fire in

ſtance from the toe, dividing into two branches , runuing the clouds, which tho’ to us it ſeems to precede thunder,

towards the heel in the form of a fork . yet in reality they are both together.

FRUSSA'R E ferram (Ancient Deeds] to break up new FULI'GINATED ( fuliginatus, L.) beſmeared with foot.

ground.

FRUSSU'R A domorum [ Old Rec.] burglary , the break
Fuliginose } [ fuliginofus, L.) full of foot.

ing of houſes by thieves, FU'LIMART , a pole- cat, a kind ofwild cat.

FRUSSU'R A terre Old Rec ] land newly broken or late- Full [ full , sax .) filled with.

ly plough'd up . Full nigb [Kulluch, Sax.] very nigh.

FRUSTRA'NEOUS [of fruftra , L. in vain ] in vain , to Full oft ( full oxt, Sax .] very often ,

ño purpoſe. To Full Cloth [ fullare, L. fouler, F.] to mill it in order

To FRU'STRATE [ fruftrare, L.) to make void , to de- to thicken it .

ceive, to diſappoint. FU'LLAGE, the money paid for fulling cloth .

FRUSTRA'TION , a rendering void, a diſappointing. FU'LLER ( fullo, L. jullere, Sax . un foulon, F.] one

FRUSTRATION (with Aftrologers] a debility or weak- who fulls or thickens cloth .

neſs that happens to a planet, when it proceeds towards a Fullers-earth, a ſort of nitrous earth which ſcours like

conjun &tion with another, but before they are joined one foap.

ofthem becoming retrograde, the deſign is fruſtrated. FU'LLERS Weed ?

} an herb.FRU'STRATIVE { of or belonging to fruſtration ; alſo FU'LLERS Thifles

FRU'STRATORY S apt to fruſtrate, FU'LLERY , a work -houſe or place where cloth is fulled .
FRU'STUM, a fragment, a broken piece ; a piece cut FULLO'NICAL [ fullonicus,L.)ofor pertaining to a fuller.

off or ſeparated from a body. FU'LLY [ kullice, Sax.] to the full.
FRUSTUM of a Pyramid or Cone, is a part or piece there- FU'LNESS (kýlinerye, Sax.] plenty.

of, cut off uſually by a plane parallel to the baſe. F'ULMINANT [ fulminans, L.) thundering,

Fru'TEX (in Botanick Writings] a Thrub , L. TO FU'LMINATE [ fulminare, L. fulminer, F.] to thun

FRUTICAPTION [with Botaniſts] a ſprouting forth of der, to hit with a thunder bolt.

young fprigs. FU'LMINATING Legion, a legion in the Roman army

FRUTICO'S e Stalks [in Botany] thoſe ſtalks of plants of Marcus Aurelius who were ° Chriſtian ſoldiers, who
that are of a hard, woody ſubſtance. in the war againſt the Sarmatæ, Marcomanni, & c. ſaved

To Fry [ frigere, L. frire, F. qpúzery, Gr.] to dreſs vic- the whole army, ready to perish with thirſt by their

tuals in a frying -pan .,

Fry, the spawn of fim , young fiſhes ; a multitude, a lightening and haii.
prayers, procuring a very plentiful ſhower, with thunder,

company. FULMINA'TION , a thundering, I.

FU'Age [ fouage, F. ) chimney- money, hearth -money. FULMINATION (with Clymiſis) is the great and crac

FUB , as a fat fub or fubs, a plump young child. kling noite made by metals or minerals heated in a crucible ,

FU'CATED [ fucatus, L.) painted , coloured . FUL

{

taunt , to ſnub .
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FULMINATION [in the Romiß Canon Law ] is the fene FUNDAME'NTALLY, according to fundamental prin

tence of a biſhop or other eccleſiaſtick appointed by the ciples.

pope, whereby it is decreed that ſome bull' ſent from the FUNDAME'NTAL Diagram , the projeЕtion of a ſphere

pope Thall be executed ; it is alſo the execution or denun- upon a plane.

ciation of a ſentence of anathema made in publick with FUNDAME'NTALNESS , fundamental quality ; chief

due folemnity. hefs, principalueſs.

FULMI'NEOUS ( fulmineus,L. ] of or belonging to thun
FU'Ndu's uteri [ Anat.] is the body or principal part of

der. the womb, in contradiction to the Cervix or neck .

FULMINEUM telur 2 the thunder- ſtone, a ſort of hard FUNDUS veficæ Anat.) is the cavity of the bladder,

Fulmineus lapis 3 ſtone that is ſuppoſed to fall wherein the urine is contained , L.

out of the clouds with a clap of thunder, L. FUNDUS cæli [ Aftronomy] is the point oppoſite to the

Fu'lsom ( probably 9. foulfom ] noiſom, diſtaſteful, na- point of culmination ; or the point of the ecliptick, where

fty , loathſom , luſcious. in it is interſected by the meridian , beneath the horizon , L.

FU'LSOMNESS [9. d! foulfomnefs, i.e. ſomewhat foul PUNDUS Plante' ( Botany) that part of a plant, where

and neyye, Sax .] loathfomneſs, naſtinefs, Esc. the Italk meets and joins the root, L.

Fu'lviD [ fulvidus, L.) of a deep , yellow colour. FUNE'BREOUS í funebris, L. funebre, Fr. ] belonging

FUMA'GIUM , ſmoak -farthing , fire-money , or a cur- to a funeral, doleful, mournful .

tomary payment for the hearths. FU'NERAL [ funeralis, L ) of or pertaining to a burial .

FUMA'Does { our pilchards, garbaged , ſalted , and FU'NERAL [ funerale, L. funerailles, F. ] a burial.

FUMA'THOES S dried in the ſmoak , Ital, and Span. FUNERAL Oration, a lermon or diſcourſe pronounced

FUMARIA Ś [ with Botanifts ] fumitory , earth. in praife of a perſon deceaſed, at the ceremony of his

FU'MUs Terre ſmoak, L. funeral.

Fu'MATED [ fumatus, L.) ſmoaked, fumed , FU'NERARY ( funerarius, L.] pertaining to funerals.

TO FU'MBLE ( fambler, Dan.) to handle a thing Fune'st [ funeftus, L.] deadly, mortal .

clumſily or awkwardly.
FUNGO'SITY

TOFU'ME [ fumare, L. famer, F.) to ſmoak or ſteam . FU'NGOUSNESS { {pungineſs.

A FU'M E ( prob. of faum , Teut, froth , 9. d . frothing FU'NGOUS [ fungofus, L. ) [ pungy or full of holes

in the mouth by reaſon of paffion ) a rage, a fret.
like a inuſhroom .

To fume ( prob. of faum , Teut, froth , q. to foam or FU'NGOUS Fleſ?, a ſpongious excreſcence, called proud

froth at the mouth for anger or rage ]to chafe,to be in a fret. fieff, frequently growing on the lips of wounds, & c

' FU'METS (with Hunters] the ordure or dung of a hare, FU'NGUS, a Heſhy tunour or excreſcence, very fpongi

hart, Ec. ous, ſoft and pale , ariſing on the membranes, tendons and

FU'METORY, an herb. other nervous parts in confequence of ulcers, wounds, &c.

? FU'NICLE [ funiculus, L.) a little rope ; alſo the navel.

FU'MIDNESS

FUMI'FBROUS ( fumifer, L.] bringing ſmoak.
FUNICULAR [ funicularis, L.] belonging to a rope of

FUMI'FICK [ fumificus, L.] making Imoak, perfuming.

FU'MIGANT ( fuñigans, L. ) ſmoaking, fuming . FUNICULAR Hypothefis (in Mechanicks] an hypotheſis

TO FU'MIGATE fumigare, L.) to perfume a place ; produced by one Francis Linus againſt the ſpring and weight
alſo to raiſe a ſalivation by the fumes of Mercury. of the air, To as to explain the riſing and fallingof quick

To FUMIGATE ( with Chgmifts] is to make one mixt ſilver in a weather- glaſs or barometer, by means of a funicu

body receive the ſmoak of another ; to impregnate it with lus or little ftring at the top , or a very fine thin ſubſtance,

the volatile parts of the burnt body. which is continually drawing it ſelf up, or is ſtretched out

FUMIGATION , a perfuming with the ſmoke of ſweet- more or leſs, according to the different temperature of

wood or other matter, either for qualifying the air, or
the outward air.

fumes of Mercury. FUNICULUS, a ſmall rope, L.

FUMIGATION ( with Surgeons] a falivation raifed by FUNICULUS [with Anatomifts] the navel-ſtring of a

FUMIGATION (with Cbymiffs) a fumigating or ſmoak- young child , a skinny channel thatreaches from the navel
ing, an eroſion or eating away of metals by ſmoke or vapour. of the child to the placenta of the womb. The uſe of

for helping fome kind of diſtempers. which is to convey the blood of the mother by the veins to

the child , for its nouriſhment, Soc. L.
kumous } [ fumofus, L.fumeur, F.]ſmoaky.

FUNK , a ſtrong rank ſmell ; alſo touchwood ; alſo a ſuf

FumO'SITY [ fumofitas, L. ] ſmoakineſs. focating ſmoke, c.

FU'My [of famas, L.) ſmoaky, or full of fume. FU'NNEL , 9.d. tunnel of tun or contract of infundibus

FUN , ſport, game, bạuter, Sec. lum , L.] a veſel for pouring liquor into a bottle, bc.

To Fun one ; to footh, cajole, coaks , wheedle. FURA'CIOUS [ furax, L.) thievith , inclined to ſteal.

FUN AMBULA'TION , a walking , or dancing on a FURA'CIOUSNESS [ furacitas, L.) thievilhneſs, 5c.

Fura'city [ furacitas, L.) thievith inclination, thie

FUNCTION [ fun &tio, L.fon &tion , F. ] the performance viſhneſs .

or exerciſe of any office or duty ; a particular calling or Fu'rBeloe, a ſort of plaited or ruffled trimming for

employment. womens ſcarves, petticoats, &c.

Animal FUNCTION , is that without which we cannot To FU'RBISH ( fourbir, F.] to make arms bright, by

perceive , will , remember, & c. ſuch are feeling, ſeeing, imagi- ſcouring, cleanſing and poliſhing.

ping, judging, paſions, voluntary motions, & c. FU'RBISHER [ fourbiſſeur, Fr.] one who brightens of
FUNCTION [ in a Phyſical Senſe] is the ſame as a &tion ; gives a luftre to arms, & c.

an effe &tive motion produced in any part of ananimal by FURCA and FOSSA [Old Rec.] 9. d. the forked gibber

the proper aptitude or fitneſs of ſuch a part for the uſes ap- and ditch , an ancient juriſdi&tion of puniſhing felons

pointed by the author of nature, the men by hanging, and the women by drowning, L.
Natural FUNCTIONS , are thoſe which change the food , Ad FURCAMS flagellum [Old Law ] the meaneft

&c. ſo as to aſſimilate it to our own nature ; ſuch are the ſervile tenure or manner of holding land , when the bondf

vifcera or bovels, and the veſſels that receive, retain, ſecern , man was at his lord's diſpoſal, either for life or death , L.
&c. the humours. FURCA'L E OS (with Anatomifs) the upper bone

Vital FUNCTIONS , are thoſe neceſſary to life ; and FU'RCULA Superior of the flernum , otherwife called

without which it cannot ſublift, as the action of the heart, FURCE'LLA jugulum , L.

brain , lungs, doc. Furche' ( fourchée, F.] a kind of croſs in a coat of

FUND ( fundus, L.land or a bottom , or of fond, Fr. ] a arms , forked at each end , as in the eſcutcheon .
bank or repoſitory of publick money, the capital or flock FURENDAL ; See Farding deal.

of a company or corporation. FURFURA'C EOUS (furfuraceus L.) branny ,made ofbran :

FUND of the Eye ( Anatomy] the part poſſeſſed by the FURFURA'T10N , the falling of ſcurf from the head ,
Choroeides and Retina . in combining, Soc. L.

FU'NDAMENT (of fundamentum , L : a foundation, fon- FU'RFURES , thote ſcales which fall from thehead , or

dament, F. ] the breech or buttocks, which are as it were from any other parts of the body, which often happens

the ſeat and foundation of the body . when the cuticulaor ſcarf skin is ſeparated from the cutis or

FUNDAME'NTAL [ fondamental, Fr.] pertaining to a real skin , L.

foundation ; principal, chief, ſerving for a baſe, reft or FURIA [in Mufick Books] ſignifies with fury and

ſupport of any thing. Con FURIA S violence ; but not ſo much in reſpect to

the

rope, L.

}
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or

the loudneſs of ſound , as the quickneſs of time and move- FU'RROW [ Kurh, Sax. ] a trench caſt up by a

men ., Ital. plough , doc.

FU'RIBUND [ furibundus, L.) full of madneſs, or like FURTHER [ron 801 , Sax .] beyond.

a madman, raging FU'R THERANCE, a promotion and help, doc.

The Fu'RIES ( furie, L.] according to the poets are FU'RTHERMORE ( xondon.mape, Sax .] and beſides

the daughters of Nox (night) and Acheron one of the what has been ſaid , c.

rivers of Hell. Their names are Alecto, Megera, and Tiſiphone, FU'RTHERMOST [run for -mæy't,Sax.]themoſt diſtant.

who live in Pluto's dominions, and are his rods to Icourge FU'RTHEST [ kuntayt, Sax .) the moſt diftant.

guilty and finful ſouls. Some interpret them to be the FU'RTIVE [ furtivus, L. furtif, Fr. ] ſtolen , private ,

pricking and gripings of guilty contcicoc . Euripides calls by ſtealth .

them the z evils of the mind , Anger, Avarice and Concupif- FURU'NCULUS (with Surgeons) a ſwelling as big as a

And thence, pigeon's egg puffed up and painful, eſpecially when it

Aletto has her name from " A texte ", Gr. never ceaſing begins to ripen and putrifie.

from the titillation or pleaſures , of which ſhe is the FU'RY ( furor, L. furie, F. ] rage , madneſs , frenzy.

avenger. Furz [ kyjy, Sax.)a pickly ſort of plant, uſed for fewel.

MEG ÆRA (of peyaipa, Gr. I hate or envy] being the FUSAR O'LE ( with Architeás) a moulding or ornament

puniſher ofthe envious, &c. placed immediately under the echinum in the Dorick, Ionick

7 fiphone has her name of this revenge, and covo", Gr. and Con pofite capitals.

murder ; becauſe the avenges this wickedneſs that is com- FUSCA TION , a darkwing or clouding, L.

mitted by anger. FU'scus, a, um , [ in Boianick Writers] of a brown

Theyare termed the daugliters of night, on account of colour, L.
the ignorance of mortals, who prefer thort pleafures to eter- Fu'se is a pipe of wood filled with meal-powder,

nalpains. FUSEE' S falt.perre and ſulphur, having ſome threads

FU'Rious [ furiofus, L.] fierce, mad, raging of quick-match fixed in the top of it . When it is uſed ,

FURIO'SITY ( furiofit.is, L. ] furious mood it is driven into the bomb, being cut to a length propor

FURIOUSNESS S quality. tional to the diſtance , the bomb is to be thrown, that it

To Furl [ freſler, tr . ] to wrap up and bind a fhip’s- may be spent , and the bomb break when it falls,
fail cloſe to the yard . FUSE'E fufil, F.] a kind of light musket.

FU'RLED [ freſlé, F. ] tied up as fails . FUSE E (of a Watch] that part about which the chain or

FU'RLING Lives ( in a ship] ſmall lines made faſt to ſtring is wound.

the top-fails, top -gallant fails, and miſlen -yard arms, to FÜSIBILITY ? [nf fuſibilité, F. of fufilis, L ) apt

furl up thoſe fails. FC'SIBLENESS S nefs or readineſs to How or melt,

FU'RLONG [xuplang, Sax .) an acre in length, er 8th that quality in metals or minerals that diſpoſes them for
part of a mile. fuſion .

FU'RLOUjH , a leave granted to a ſoldier to be abſent
Fu'SIBLE

a while from his company.
Fu'sile [ fufilis, L.) that may be melted, F.

FU'RMETY ( frumentum , L. fourmentée, F.] a ſort of Fu'sil { [in Coat Armour] is a ſpindle, and

portage made of hulled wheat. FUS E'E S differs from the lozenge , in that

FU'RNACE ( fornax, L. un fourneau, F.) a kiln or fire- it is donger , and the lower part more acute and

place for melting, brewing, diftilling, &c. Tarp than the other, i , e, the collateralor middle

Moveable FURNACE, one uſed by Chymifts in ſhape parts ; See the figure.
like a reverberatory furnace. FUSILE'Er i fufelier, F.) a ſoldier that carries a fuſee

Wind FURNACE, a furnace ſo built as to draw the air or light gun.

ſtrongly ; to make the fire burn vehement, to fuſe and FU'SILLIS { [in Heraldry] ſignifies a field or

melt the matter in the veſels called coppels or crucibles, FUSILE ' an ordinary intirely covered

FU'R NAG E ( fournage, F.] a fee paid by tenants of a over with fufils : See the Figure,

lord of a manour for baking bread in his oven .

To FU'RNISH [ fournir, F.] to find , provide or ſupply; FU'sion, a founding or melting, or running metals into

alſo to give or afford . Auids, F. ofL.

FU'RNITURE [ fourniture, F.] the utenſils requiſite for Fúst ( with Archite #ts] the ſhaft of a column from the

an houſe or any other thing. aftragal to the capital , or that part comprehended between

FU'RNITURE (in Dialling] lines drawn on dials for or. the baſe and the capital, called alſo the naked.

nament, as the parallels of declination, length of the day, FU'STIGATED I fuftigatus, L.] beaten with a cudgel.
azimuth, almacintars, Esc. FU'STIAN [of fuftaine, F. a place in Egypt, where it
Fu'ro , the fitchet or fitchow . was made, or , as Menagius ſays, of fauftanum in corrupt

FUROLE' (prob. of feu fire and rouler, F. to roll a Latin Writers, and ſuppoſes it to be derived of Fuftis on

little blaze of fire , which ſometimes appears by night on account of the tree on which cotton grows] a ſort of nap

the tops of foldiers lances, or on the fail-yards of a ſhippy cotton -cloth.

at fea, which whirls and leaps in a moment from place to FU'STICK , a ſort of wood brought from the Weft- Indies

place. It is at ſea ſometimes the fore-runner of a ſtorm . uſed in dying cloth.

If there were 2 of theſe, the ancients called them Cafor Fu'sti - LUGS , a dirty drab, a fluttiſh woman , that

and Pollux, and they were accounted to forbode fafery ; ſmells rank.

but if one, Helena, and was thought to forebode ship-wreck . FU'STINESS , rankneſs in ſmell, muſtineſs.

FU'ROR , fury , madneſs, rage, L. FU'sty , rank in ſmell, ſtinking, mufty.

Furor uterinus [ with Phyſicians] i.e. the fury of the FU'SUR E [ fuſura, L.) a flowing or melting of metals.

womb, a fpecies of madneſs peculiar to women , exciting FU'TILE filis, Lj babbling , foolish , lliy.

them to avehement deſire of venery, and rendering them FUTI'LENESS & ( futilitas, L. futilité, F .; ' blabbing,
infatiate there with, L. FUTILITY Shillineſs, lightneſs, vanity.

Furr [ fourrure, F.] the skin of ſome ſorts of wild FU'TURE [ futurus , L. futur, f. ] that is to come
beaſts dreſſed with the hair on , worn both for warmth and hereafter.

ornament ; alſo a ſort of hoarineſs, upon a chamber.pot, FUTURI'TION , the act of generation , L.

@c. alſo upon the tongue in a fever. FUTURI'TION [with Philoſophers] a future being or

To FURR [fourrer, F.] to adorn or line a garment with exiſting.

furrs ; alſo to grow hoary or foul as the tongue ; or as an FUTTOCKS [in a Sbip] the compaſſing timbers, which
urine- vetleh, & c. make the breadth of it, and arc ſcarfed upon the ground

· Furk in Heraldry] is the repreſentation of the skins timbers .

of certain wild beaſts, ſeen in the doubling of mantlings FUTU'RITY [of futurus, L. futur, F. ] the time to come.

in coat armour, and is ſometimes uſed in the bearing. FUTY [ fuzilis , L.) fooliſh, filly.

FU'RRIER [ fourreur, F.) one who deals in furrs, wc. FUTY ( futé, F. ] crafty, cunning .

FURRING (with Architetts] is the making good the FUZEE in Horſes) two dangerous ſplents, joining above

rafrers feet in the cornice. and downwards.

FU'RRING a ship, a laying on double planks on the To Fuzz , to ravel or run out.

Tides of a ſhip , after the is built , called Plink
upon Fy [ f, Fr. foy , Du ] an interjection of abhor

Plank ; or more properly the ripping off the planks, and Fie S rence.

putting new timbers on the former uimbers , and alſo other FYRDERONG A [ výnterung, Sax.]a fault for not going

planks upon them , to make a ſhip bear the better fail. wpon a warlike expedition after a fummons.

G , an
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To Gage ( jauger, F. ] to meaſure with a Gage, to

To Gauge find out how much any liquid Veſſel con

G. tains.

To GAGE Deliverance ( Law Term ] to give Security

g, Roman ; Gg, Italick: 6 $ , Englif , are the 7th that a Thing ſhall be delivered ; the ſame as to Wage

Letters of the Alphabet; 5 %, Gamma, Greek, and J,
Deliverance.

Gimel, Hebrew , are the 3d Letters of their Alphabets. Weather Gage, when one Ship is to the Wind, or is to

G, in Latin Numbers, figuified 400. the Weather of another, ſhe is ſaid to have the Weather

G, with a Daſh at Top, lignified 40000. Gage.

The Letter G in Engliſh has a double Sound, a hard, as
A Gace (with Joiners) is an Inſtrument made to ſtrike a

Gold , Gorge, Gore, & c. and a hard and ſoft Sound in Gorge Line truly parallel to the ſtrait Side of any Board, C.

0:ls, as if it were written Gorjeous; but when a , e, i, o or u
GA'GER( jauger, F.) a Meaſurer of Casks or Veſſels.

follow the latter Sound, inſtead of g muſt be j Conſonant; as GA'GGED (prob. of geagl, Sax. the Cheek -bone) having

James, Jane, Jem , Jewel, Jill , John, Jude. an Inſtrument or Piece of Wood put into the Mouthto keep

G is not heard in Phlegm , Sign , Campaign, Reign, Deſign,
it from fhutting.

Feign. GA'GGLING, thc Noiſe made by a Gooſe.

Gh ſounds like ff in Laugh, Cough ; nor is it founded in Gal'anites [of Gaian , Bishop of Alexandria ) a Sect,

migh, night, inight, caught, bought, fought, thought, & c . who deny'd that Jeſus Chriſt, after the hypoftatical Union,

GABA'RACE, Wrappers in which Iriſh Goods are wrap
was ſubject to any of the Infirmities ofhuman Nature.

ped.
GAL'ENESS [ gaieté, F. ) chearfulneſs of Temper ; alſo

GABBA'ra (of 71, Heb. Syr. and Arab . a Man) a Name GAIETY gallantry or fineriefs in Apparel.

by which the Egyptians called the dead Bodies, which they
GAILLARD, brisk, merry, blithe, jolly , pleaſant, light

kept by them inſtead of buryingthem .
hearted , chearful, F.

GA'BBERIES, Mockeries, Gibes. GAIN ( rain, F.] Profit, Lucre a Perſon reaps from his

GABBERDINE ( galverdine, F. ) a Shepherds coarſe Frock
Trade, Employment, Induſtry.

or Coat. TO GAIN ( gagner, F.] to get , to win, to obtain ; to car

ToGA'BBLE [ prob. of gabbelen , to Chirp as Birds do, rya point,
or of Javioler orbabler, F. to prate ] to talk faſt to prate or

GAIN (with Architects, the bevelling Shoulder of a Joiſt

or other Timber.
prattle, to chat or chatter.

GABEL ( gabelle, F., ga xel, Sax , which ſome derive of
GA'INAGE ( gaignage, F.] all Plough Tackle and Inftru

427, he received, or 7932, a Receipt, Heb .) an Exciſe in
ments for Husbandry -Work , carried on by the baſer ſort of

France upon Salt, which Writers ſay, raiſes the King as
Sokemen and Villains.

much Money as all the Mines ofChili,Peru, Potoſi, and all
GAINAGE [in Law] Land held of the meaner Sort or Vil

the reſt of America yields to theKing of Spain. The whole
lains; alſo the Profit ariſing from the Cultivation of ſuch

Commerce of Salt for the Inland Conſumption lying wholly
Lands.

in the King's Hands, who ſells and diſtributes all of it to his
GAINERY ? Cold Rec. ) Tillage or Husbandry ; alſo the

Farmers and Officers appointed for that purpoſe. In our
GAI'NURE S Profits ariſing thence, or of the Beaſts uſed

Antient Records, & c. it is taken to ſignify a Řent, Cuſtom ,
in that Employ

Duty or Service yielded or done to the King or to ſome other
GAINFUL (of gain , F. and full, Sax,] profitable, advan

Lord . tageous.

GABIONA'DO, a Bulwark made with Gabions.
GAINFULNESS, profitableneſs, advantageouſneſs.

GABIONS, are Baskets of five or fix
GAI'NLY, cleverly, handily, dexterouſly.

Foot high, and four or five broad . equally
GAI'Nness, handineſs, dexterity.

wide at Top and Bottom ; they are made
To GAINSAY' (gean-Yecgan, Sax.) to ſpeak againſt, to

of Pieces ofWillow of about fix Foot long,
deny or contradi&t.

ſtuck in the Ground in a Circle, which they ĠAIN-STA'NDING (of gean -ytandan, Sax .] reſiſting, op

work, round with ſmall Branches, Leaves poſing; reſiſtance, oppoſition.

and all , and afterwards fill them with Earth, GAITRE (Zet noop, Sax .) the Dog Berry - Tree.

to mak a Cover or Parapet betwixt them
GALACTITES ( Calaxtims, Gr.) a precious Stone ſo called ,

and the Enemy ; they are ſometimes uſed in
becauſe it is as white as Milk ; alſo a ſort of Earth called

making Batteries.
Milk Marle.

GA'BLE End of an Houſe, is the upright and triangular GALACTOPOTE ( galactopota, L. of garaxtomórns, Gr.) a

End , from the Cornice or Eavestothe Top of the Houſe.
Milk Drinker.

GA'BLOCKS (with Sportſmen ] falſe Spurs for Fighting
GALACTO'PHAGIST ( gala &tophagus, L. of ganarna76 ,

Cocks.
Gr.] a Milk.eater, a Milk -ſop.

Gao, a Meaſure of nine or ten Feet, a geometrical Perch.
GALACTO/PHORUS (J&Aautorój , Gr.] carrying or con

GADof Strel (gab, Sax.] a ſmall Bar to be heated in the veying Milk .

Fire in order to quench in Liquor.
GALACTOʻPHORI Du &tus [in Anatomy] certain Vefſels

which ſerve to conveythe Milk and Humour, callid Chyle,

To GAD (prob. of gaen , Du. or Zangan , Sax . to go ] from the Guts to the Glandules or Kernels of the Breaſt.

to ramble, rove, range or ftraggle about.
GALAʼCTOPLE'TICK Faculty [of zaraxtos of sand, Milk,

GA'DDING ( prob. of gaen , Di. to go, or ganging, and mic , Gr. to fill] an aptitude to ſequefter Milk in the

Scotch ) rambling, roving, ranging, ftraggling about. Breaſts.

GAD FLY (prob. as tho' Goad-fly, becauſe it pricks like a
GALA'CTOSIS (201dxtuoi, Gr. ) the changing into Milk,

Goad ; or of gadding, becauſe it makes Cattle to go aftray ] or the production ofMilk in the Breaſts.

an Inſect, calld alſo the Gad -bee.
GA'LANGAL, an Indian aromatick Plant.

GAFF, an Iron Hook to pull great Fiſhes into a Ship ; al- GALANTI'NE ( in Cookery) a particular way of dreſling a

fo a falſe Spur for a Fighting Cock . Pig, F.

GAFFER ( of god,good, and ja Sen, a Father, Sax.] a
GALATE'A ( the Sea Nymph ]wasby the Antients painted as

Country Appellation for a Man .
a beautifulyoung Virgin, with her Hair careleſlyfalling a

GA'FFLE, a part of a Croſs.
bout her Shoulders like Silver Threads, and a fair Pearl hang

GA'FFOLD-Gild, the payment of Cuſtom or Tribute. ingat each Ear, holding in her Hand, and viewing a Spunge
GAFFOLD -Land, Land that pays a certain Custom or Tri- made of Sea Froth .

bute, called Gaffold -Gild. GALAXY ( zehabías, Gr.) that long, white, luminous Tract
GAGA'TES ( ſo called of Gagas a City of Lyfia in Afia, which ſeems to encompaſs the Heavens like a Swathe or

where it was in Plenty) a ſort of Stone , which , when rub- Girdle, and which is perceivable in a clear Night, eſpecially

bed. ſmells like Brimſtone, and that will take Fire imme- when the Moon does not appear.

diately
GALBANE'TUM (with Phyſicians) a medicinal Compoſition

Gace [ gauge or jauge, F.] a Rod to Meaſure Casks with. made of Galbanum , L.

GAGE, a Pledge or Surety , F.
GALBA‘NUM, a Gum iſſuing from the Inciſion in the

Mort Gage, is that whichis left in the Hands, of the Pro Root of a ferulaceous Plant, called ferula Galbanifora,

prietor, ſo that he reapsthe Fruits of it ; in oppoſition to growing in Arabia, & c.

vif.gage, where the Fruits or Revenues are reaped by the GALE (prob. of awel, Brit . ) a Blaſt or Stream of Wind.
Creditor, and reckoned as part of the Debt paid .

GAGB of a ship, is ſo many Feet of Water as the fo that the Ship may bear her Top-fails a Trip.
Loom GALE ( Sea Pkraſe) is when the Wind blows gently ,

draws.
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Afrejs GALE [ Sua Pbraſi] is uſed of the Wind When it of the Beſieged. The Galleryought
AdifGALE

Strong GALE

to be very ſtrong, of double Planks
is very high.

on that ſide towards the Flank, to

To ĜALE away [Sea Phraſe) is ſaid of a Ship that fails make it Muſquet -Proof. It is made

Safter than another, finding more Wind than the other in in the Camp, and brought along the

fair Weather, when there is but little Wind.
Trencbes in Pieces , to be joind toge

GA'LEA, an Helmet, L. ther in the Foſs ; it ought to be eight

GALEA ( with Botaniſts ) the upper Part of a Flower, L. Foot high, and ten or twelve wide;

GALEA ( with Phyſicians) a Pain in the Head ; ſo called, the Beams ought to be halt a Foot

becauſe it takes in the wholeHead like an Helmet. thick , and two or three Foot aſun

GALEA (with Anatomiſts] a Term uſed of the Headof an der ; the Planks or Boards nailed on each ſide, and filled with

Infant that is newly Born, when it is covered with Part of Earth or Planks in the middle ; the covering to riſe with a

the Membrane or Skin called Arneos. Ridge, that what is thrown upon it by the Beſiegers with a

GALE'As, a heavy, low built Veſſel, with both Sails and deſign to burn it, may roll off. See the Figure.

Oars ; it carries three Maſts ; but they cannot be lowered as GALLERY [in a Ship) is a kind of Balcony made upon the

in a Galley, viz . a Main -Mall, Fore-Maft and Milen -Maft. Stern without Board , in which there is a Paſſage out of the

It has 32 Seats for Rowers, and 6 or 7 Slaves to each. Captain's Cabin, call'd the great Cah: n .

They carry 3 Tire of Guns at the Head ; the lowermoſt has GALLERY (with Architects] a covered Place in a Houſe,

2 Pieces of 36 Pounders each ; the ſecond 2 Pieces of 24 much longer than broad, and which is uſually on the Wings

Pounders each ; and the third 2 Pieces of 18 Pounders each. of the Building, ſerving to Wall in ; alco a little Ife or

At the Stern there are 2 Tire of Guns, each of 3 Pieces, Walk, ſerving as a common Pliage to ſeveral Rooms placed

and each Piece 18 Pounders. in a Line or Row .

GALEA'Te Flowers, the ſame as Galeatus. GA’LLEY [ galeré, F ] a Ship that has both Sails and Oars.

Galeaʼted ( galeatus, L.) wearing an Helmet. GALLEY, is a low cuit Vefiel, that has both Sails and

GALEA'Tus, a, um [in Botan. Writ.] hooded ; whoſe up- Oars, and commonly carries two Maits, viz . a Main -Maft

per Part reſembles a kind of Helmet or Hood, as in the and a Fore -Malt, thit may be truck or lo:vered at Pleaſure .

Flower of Sage, & c. They are generally about 130 Foot long, and 18 Foot broad

Gale'ga (with Botan ] Goat's Rue, L. in the middle.

GALENA (of janeir, Gr. to ſhine) a ſort of Oar in Mines, GALLEY-Mn, Merchants of Genoa , which antiently ar
that affords both Silver and Lead. rived in England in Galleys, landing their Goods at a Key

GALE’NICAL of or pertaining to Galen the Phyſician , near the Cuſto n . 1'orſe ; thence called Galley -Key.

GALE'NICK as Galenick Phyfick, that which is found- GALLEY (with Printers] a wooden Frame into which the

ed upon the Practice of Galen . Compoſitor empties his Compoſing Stick as often as it is
GA'LENIST, one who practiſes Phyſick according to the fillcd .

Principles of Galen . GALLEY - Slave, a Perſon condemned to Row in the

: GA’LEONS ? thoſe Spaniſh Ships that are ſent to Vera Galleys.

• GA'LLIONS } Crux in New Spain , and if they are employ'd GALLEY-Worn, an hairy Inſect, whoſe Legs on each
to any other Part, they are not called by that Name. ſide reſemble the Oars of a Galley .

GALE'opsis (with Botan.] Water Betony, or ſtinking Condemnation to the GALLEYS (in France) a Penalty im

dead Nettle, L.of Gr. poſed on Criminals and Delinquents , whereby they are ad .

Galeri'culate Flowers (Botany) the ſame as Cucullate. judgʻd to ſerve the King or State as Slaves on board the

GALERI'CULATED ( galericulatus, L.) having Brims like, Galleys ; either for their Life Time, or for a limited Time.

or reſembling an Hat. GALLI'US . See Galliambick .

GALI'UM [with Botanifts] the Herb Cheeſe -Rennet, GALLIA'MBICK Verſes, Verſes ſo named of the Galli or

GALLI/UM or our Lady's Bed - ſtraw , L. Prieſts of the Goddeſs Cybele, and Jambus, a Verſe confift

GALL (gal, Teut. Gealla, Sax. the Bile] one of the ing of an Anapaftus andTribrachus.
Humours of the Body , a yellow bitter Juice, ſecreted from GALLIARD ( gaillard, F. ) gay, brisk , merry , jocund .

the Blood in the Glands of the Liver ; a Fret or Sore. GALLIARD , a ſort of Dance , conſiſting of very different

Gall Bladder, a membranous Receptacle, in Figure re- Motions and Actions, ſometimes gliding ſmoothly, ſometimes

ſembling a Pear, ſituate at the lower Margin of the Liver, in capering, and ſometimes acroſs.

which the Humour callid Gall'is contain'd. GALLIA'RDA [in Mufick Books] the Name of the Tune

To GALL [Beallan, Sax. galler, F. ] to fret or rub off the that belongs to the Dance callid a Galliard, and is common

Skin ; alſo to teaze or vex. ly in Tripple Time, of a brisk lively Humour, ſomething

Gall Nut, a ſort of round Nut or Fruit, that grows on like a Jigg , Ital.

an Oak, uſed in making of Ink. GALLICAN [ gallicanus, L.) of or pertaining to France

GA'lla , the Gall Nut or Oak -Apple, L. or the French Nation .

GALLA Mojcbata ( with Apothecaries] a certain fragrant GALLICENTRUM ( with Botan.] Sage of Rome, L.

Confection, L. GALLICHRI'STA [with Botan.) the Herb yellow or white

GA'LLANT ( galant, F. ] civil, polite, accompliſhd ; alſo Rattle.

fine, ſpruce; allo courageous, brave. GALLICISM , a French Idiom , or ſpeaking after the man
A GALLANT (un galant, F. ] a Lover, a Beau, a Spark ; ner of the French .

eſpecially one who keeps Company with a married Woman . GALLIGA'SKINS [of Caliga -gallo-vaſconicæ , L. i.e.

A GALLANT Man , one ſomewhat gayer, brighter, and Stockings of the Gallowaſcone, or the French Vajcones, a

more agreeable than Men in common are. People of Gaſcoin in France, who uſed them) a ſort of wide

To GALLANT [ galantiſer, F.] to court , to act the Breeches.

To GALLA'NTISE Gallant; to lead or conduct a Lady Gallima'tias, a dark perplexed Diſcourſe, where feve

with an air of Gallantry. ral Things are huddled together, ſo as to make an incon

To Gallant a Woman, to court her in the way of a ceivable Jargon.

Gallant GALLIMA'WFREY [ gallimafreé, F.] an Hotch -pot of ſe
GA'LLANTNESS 2 [ galanterie, F.) amorous Intrigue ; veral ſorts of Meat drekled together.

GA'LLANTRY genteelneſs; Valour, Bravery. Gaʼllion, a ſort of Ship or large Galley, having four

GA'LLE'AS ( galleaje, F.) a great double Galley. Ga’li Eon, Decks, and only uſing Sails ; in which the

GA’LLEYHALPENS, a ſort of Coin brought into England Spaniards in War Time, convey their Bullion and Plate from

by the Genoeſe Merchants. the Weft - Indies.

GA’LLERY [ gallerie, F.) a fort of Baleony that ſurrounds GA'L110T ( gallioté, F.] a ſmall Ship or Galley , fit for

a Building
the Chaſe.

GALLERY, a Paſſage leading to ſeveral Apartments in a Galliot, is a little Galley, or a ſort of Brigantine, built

very ſlight and fit for Chaſe. It carries but one Mast, and

GALLERY of a Mine, a narrow Paffage under Ground, two or three Pattereroes : It can both Sail andRow , and has

leadingto the Mine that is carried on under any Work that is fixteen or twenty Seats for the Rowers, with one Man to

deſigned to be blown up. each Oar. All the Seamen on Board it are alſo Soldiers ,

GALLERYfor paffing a Moat, is a covered Walk made of and each has a Musket lying hy him ready when he quits his
ftrongBeams, and cover'd over-head with Planks, and load- Dar.

ed with Earth ; 'twas formerly uſed for putting the Miner to GALLOGLA'SSES, wild Iriſh Soldiers, that Fight on Horſe

the foot of the Rampart : fometimes the Gallery is covered back .

over with Raw :Hides, ta defend it from the artificial Fires Ga'ulon, a Meaſure containing four Quarts.

GAL

T. GALLANTISE }

great Houſe.
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GALLÓN Wine-Meaſure) contains eight Pints or 231 ſo- GANG -Week [ Jangan.peoc, Sax . ] i.e. Walking-week,

lid Inches ; Wincheſter-Meaſure contains 272 folid Inches. Rogation -Week, when Proceſſions are made to luſtrate the

GALLON (Corn -Meaſure] contains 272 • ſolid Inches. Bounds of Pariſhes, &c.

GalloO'N [Galon, É. q . Gallicafimbria, a French Lace ] GANGS ( with Seamen ) are the ſeveral Companies belong.

a kind of narrow Ribon orTape ofSilk, &c. ing to a Ship, and employ'd in executing their feveral

To Gallop (Galloper, F ) to ride faſt, the ſwifteſt Pace Watches, Works, & c. as the Bont-Szó ain's-Gang, & c.

of a Horſe. GANG-Way ( of a Ship ] all the ſeveral Ways or Paſſages

A GA'LLOP [Galop, F.) the ſwifteſt Pace of a Horſe. from one part of it to the other .

GALO'SHES (Galloches, F.] Leather - Caſes, a ſort of Clogs GANGES (Hieroglyphically) a famous River in India, is re

to be worn over Shoes. preſented in Painting in the Shape of a rude and barbarous Sa

GA'llows ( Zakla y or galga, Sax . Gallre, Dan . ) a vage, with bended Brows, of a fierce and cruel Countenance ,

Frame of Wood upon which Malefactors are hanged ; alſo a
crowned with a Palm , and having a Pitcher, as is uſual to 0

part of a Printing -Preſs. ther Floods, and a Rhinoceros by his Side.

Gallowses, contrivances made of Cloch, and Hooks and GANGIATORS (in the Practick of Scotland ] Officers whoſe

Eyes, worn over the Shoulders by Men to keep their Breeches buſineſs is to examine Meaſures, Weights, &c.

up . GANGLIO [ 7a7ginior, Gr.] a ſmall, hard, knotty Tumour,

GA'LLOWAY ( prob. of Gallopade, F. a ſmall gallop,] an formed on the nervous and tendinous parts, without any
diſ

eaſy gentle Pad -Nag. colouring of the Skin or ſenſe of Pain .

GA'LLOW -Graſs, an Herb .
GA'NGREL (of gangene a gocr, and ellen ,Sax.ſtrong,q . il.

Gaʼllow -Clappers [galga, a gallows, and clappan, Sax .] a ſtout walker) a tall, ill íhapen Fellow or Woman .

Thieves. To GA'NGRENE[le gangrener, F. gangrænum corripere,L.

Galls, a ſort of hard Fruit like a Nut, which grows on ofgaylegs inde yayf .,Gr] to contract a cadaverous Corrup

the Gall - Tree. tion, attended with a ſtench , blackneſs and mortification .

Ga'lnes [in the Scotch Law) any kind of Satisfaction for A GANGRE'NB (gangrena, L. garagáve, Gr. ]

Murder or Manfaughter. a Mortification in its firit or beginning State ; while yet the

GALRE'DA, a thick viſcous Juice extracted from the griftly Part retains ſome Senſe of Pain , and a Share of natural Heat,

Parts of Animals by boiling to a Jelly . by which it is dtinguiſhed from a Mortification, where there

Gam is no ſenſe nor warinth .

GAMA
the firſt or graveſt Note in the modern Scale

GA'NtLET [ gantelet, F.] a ſort of Glove or Armour

GAMMOT
ofMufick .

GAUNTLET} for the Hand or Arm , made of Iron,. &C.

GAMBA'CES [Gamaches, F.] Gambadoes, Splatterdaſhes. GANTLET (with Surgeons) a fort of Bandage for the Hand.

GAMBADOES [ of Gamba, Ital.] a ſort of Leather-Caſes for GANYMEDE, a Catamite or Bardachio, the Name takes its

the Legs, affixed to a Horle -Saddle, to preſerve the Legs riſe from what the Poets tell us of a beautiful young Trojan

from Dirt in Riding. Shepherd, whom Jupiter raviſh'd or carried off by his Eagle,
! GAMBEZO'N, a kind of Coat or Doublet of Canvas, an or rather by himſelf under the figure of an Eagle, as hewas

ciently worn by military Men undertheir Cuiraſs, to make Hunting on Mount Ida near Troy, and made himhis Cup
it fit eaſy and hinder it from hurting the Body. bearer in the room of Hebe, whom he diſplacd, for having

GAMBALOOK, a ſort of Riding-gown worn in the Eaſtern made a falſe Step and ſpilling his Nectar.

Parts . GAOL (prob. of Gayol, F.] a Priſon .

GAMBE'RIA, [ old Writ. Ja ſort of military Boot or de . GAOLER , the Keeper of a Jail , a Priſon -keeper.

GAMBIA ,I fence for the Legs. Gaol- Delivery, is the clearing of a Priſon of Priſoners,

GAMBOIDEA , Gamboge. by ſetting at Liberty ſuch whoſe Proſecutors do not appear

GA'MBB [ in Heraldry) a Leg, for Jambe, F. againſt them .

To GA'MBOL [Gambader, F.) to ſhew Tricks by Tumb GAP [of zeapan, Sax . to gape ] an open Place in a

ling , and ſuch like Exerciſes, wantonly. Hedge, &c.

GA'MBOLS (Gambade, F.] Games or tumbling Tricks

plaid with the Legs; certain Sports uſed about Chriſtmas & c wide.

To GAPE (scopan, Sax . ) to open the Mouth, Lips, Stdes,

Time. GA'PING ( gapeung, Sax. opening wide,
To GAME [ zamenian, Sax .] to Play, Sport, & c. alfo to GAPE-Seed , ſtaring, gaping,loitering, idling in going on

play upon , or deride a Perſon. an Errand.

Á GAMB ( gaming and zamene, Sax .) a Play, Sport, or GARANTRO'NIUM -Marmor, a ſort of Marble -ſtone of a

Divertiſement. gold Colour on a purple Ground , with Lines reſembling A

GAMESOM (of zamian and yom , Sax.] full of play,wan rabick Letters.

ton , frolickſome, & c.

GAME'LIA ( raponse of råvG-, Gr. Marriage ] Feſtivals Attire, Dreſs.

GARB (prob. of geäppian, Sax . to trim up, or garbe, F. ]

celebrated to Juno, as the Protectreſs of Marriage, in the

Month Gamelion or January.

GARB [of Liquor] à ſharp and piquant Taſte.

GARBAGE ( prob. of garbolare, Ital. or of garbler , O.P.

GAMĖSOM NESS ( of Zamenung, yom and nerye, Sax.] or cribler, F. to cleanſeDrugs ] the Entrails, & c. or Offal

Wantonneſs, Frolicklomneſs, for of Cattle.

GA'MESTER ( Cramertjie, Sax .) one that plays at Games. GA'RBA Sagittarum [old Rec.) a Sheaf of 24
Arrows.

GAMMER, (of zoo good, and Morer, Sax.a Mother, or GAREE [ in Heraldry] a Sheaf, of Gerbe, F. a

ofgrand and mere, F.) a Country Appellation for a Woman . Sheaf of any kind of Grain. The Garbe repre

GA'MMON (of un jambon, F. a Leg) a Thigh, a Ham , as ſents Summer, as the Bunch of Grapes does Ax

The Gammon ofBacon. tumn : Flowers the Spring, and a Tree withered

GA'mmon Eſence [ in Cookery] a Difh made of thin slices and without Leaves, Winter.

of Gammon of Bacon, dreſs’d with a Ragoo. GA'RBEL, a Plank next the Keel of a Ship, called alſo a

GA'MMOT, gamefomneſs, banter. Garboard.

GAMMOT, a ſort of Incition- knife . GA'RBLING ( prob. of garbolare, Ital. or garbeller, O. F.]

GANCH, a ſort of Puniſhment with the Turks, of throw
ing a Malefactor froma highPlace, ſo as to becatchedby cleanſing of Spices from Droſs, & c.

GARBLER of Spices, an Officer in the City of London who

Hooks or Spikes, and to hang on them . was impowered to enter into any City or Warehouſe to view

To GANCH , to Execute after the foregoing man and ſearch Drugs, Spices,& c. and to garble or cleanſe them .

GA'R BLES, the Duſt, Filth, &c. feparated by Garbling.
GA'NDER [Zandra, Sax ] 2 Male Gooſe . GA'RBLING of Bow - Staves [ old Stat. ] the ſorting or cul

To go a GA'NDERING (of zandpa, Sax .) to go a Who ling out the good from the bad .

zing in the Month that the Wife lies - in . GA'RBOARD Plank ( of a Ship ] the firſt Plank of a Ship

GA'NEFISH , a ſort of Fiſh . faſtned on her Keel on the outſide .

GA'NDER Goffes, an Herb . GA'RBOARD Strike, is the firſt ſeam in a ſhip next to her

GA'Net (Canet, F.] a wild Duck. Keel.

GANG [Gange, Sax. a walk ) a company of Perſons of the Ga'rBoil ( of garbouil, O. F. ) trouble, diſturbance, up

ſame Function, or thatgo together, as a Ship's-gang, a Preſs

gang, agang of Porters, & c. GARCE )
TO GANG [ gangan, Sax.] to go . GA'rcio vant.

GANG - Flower [ gang , Sax, and Fleur, F.] a Flower that GA'RCON, aBoy or Male Child any timebefore Marriage, F.

floariſhes in Gang -Wosk. Writ of GARD, a Writ in relation to Guardianſhip.

GARD

To Gaveten, } ner.

roar, diſorder,

3 fait. Rec.} a poor fervile Lad, a Boy-fer
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GARD GA'RNISHER (celui qui garnit, F.] he that adorns, ſets
GUARD the Life -guard , orYeomen of the Guard to a off ,&c.

Prince ; alſo theHilt of the Sword or Hem of a Garment. GA'RNISNMENT (of gean pian , Sax. to prepare) a warn

GARD [in a Law Senſe. guardianſhip or management of ing or notice given to one for his Appearance, for the better

Children under Age ; allo of Idiots. furniſhing of the Cauſe and Court.

GARD -du-Cord that which ſtops the Fufee of a Watch GA'RNITURE ( of garnir, F.) Furniture of a Chamber or

GARD-du -Gxt when wound up, called alſo the Guard- Dwelling Houſe ; trimming of Garments , & c.

Cock. GA'RRET (prob. of garite, O. F. a Turret] the upper

GARD Manger, a Store-Houſe for Viąuals. moſt Floor in a Houſe.

GA'RDANT, keeping guard, watching, F. Garrete'er , one who lives in a Gartet or upper Room

GARDANT (in Heraldry]denotes any Beaſt full of a Houſe.

fac'd , looking right forward . See the Efcutcheon. GARRISON ( garnijon , F. ) a Place of Defence , into which

Garde Robe, a Wardrobe or Place to keep Soldiers are put; alſo a Body of Forces diſpoſed in a Fortrefs,
Clothes in . to defend it againſt an Enemy, or to keep the Inhabitants

GA'RDEN [gacdel, Brit.jardin, F. ) a Plot of Ground
in Subjection, or to be ſubliited during the Winter Seaſon .

furnithed with Plants, Flowers, &c. To GA'RRISON [mettre garnijon , F.] to furniſh a Gariſon

To GARDEN & Hawk[ Falconry )isto put her on a 'Turf of with Soldiers.

Graſs to chear her ; alſo to give her an airing, or to let her GA'RRULOUS [ garrulofus, L.) full of ; Talk , always

fly at large.
prating.

GA'RDENER ( jardinier, F.) a dreſſer of a Garden . GA'RRULOUSNESS? [of garrulitas, L.) talkativeneſs,

GARDEVISU'RE, a Safe-guard and Defence, a Vizor, F.
GARRU'LITY Spratingneſs.

GARDEY'NI, a Guardian or Warden , O. F.
GARSU'M ME ( old Rec.] a Fine or Amerciament.

GARDEYNE de l'Eſtenery, Warden ofthe Stanneries, O.
GARTER ( jartiere, F.] a Bandage for the Leg.

F. Law . Garter, the moft Noble Order of the Garter was in

GARDEYNE del'Egliſe, a Church -Warden , O. F. Law . fituted in the Year 1350, by King Edward the ill, as ſome

GA'RDIAN ( gardien of garder, F. to keep, take care of, fay, on Account of his many ſignal Victories, particularly

& c.) one that has the Cuſtody or Charge of any Perſon or
one, wherein it is ſaid the King's Garter was uſed for the

Thing; eſpecially of the bringing up ſuch as are not of Age Token. But others ſay on the following Account, that the

and Diſcretion to manage their ownAffairs ; Children of King dancing one Night with his Queen and other Ladies,

Idiots. took up a Garter which one of them had dropc ; whereat

GARDIAN of tbe Spiritualities, he to whom the ſpiritual ſome of the Lord's Preſent ſmiling, the King ſaid, that be

Juriſdiction of Government of any Dioceſs is committed, would make that Garter of high Reputation; and ſoon after

during the vacancy of a Biſhop's See . erected the Order of the Blue Garter, with this Motto, Honi

GARDIAN of the Cinque Ports, a principal Magiſtrate in ſoit qui malypenle, i.e. Evil to him that Evil thinks. The

the Havens in the Eaſt Part of England, i. e. of thefive latter oftheſe Motives is moſt generally believed to have been

Ports or Harbourg. See Cinque Ports.
the Ground of the Inſtitution of this Order ofKnighthood.

GARE, a ſort of coarſe Wool, ſuch as grows about the However, both theſe Motives might concur to thefame End;

Shanks of Sheep. and it has ever ſince been eſteemed a great Addition of Ho-'

GARCA'NTUA (of gargantun, Span . a Throat] the Name
nour beſtow'd on the nobleſt Perſon of the Engliſh Nation,

of a great Giant or Monſter, a Bugbear.
and many foreign Princes have thought themſelves honoured

GARGA'REON (xargapimo,Gr.) the cover of the Wind Pipe . in being admitted into it . The Number ofthe Knights is 26,

GA'RGARIZED (gargarizatus, L. gargariſi, F.geprestais, including the King, and that is one Thing that enhances the

Gr.) gargled, rinſed or waſhed ; ſpoken of the Throat or Value of it, that never any more are admitted, whereas all

Mouth. or moſt other Orders have been ſo freely beſtow'd, that they

GA'RGARISM [gapgaciovo , Gr.) a liquid Medicine to waſh
have loſt much of their Eſteem by it . The famous Warrior

or cleanſe the Throat or Mouth . St. Georgeof Cappadocia, is made the Patron of this Order ;

GA'RGET, a Diſtemper in Cattle, cauſing their Eyes and
and every Knight of it is to wear as his Badge, the Image of

Lips to ſwell, & c. St. George on Horſe -back, trampling on a Dragon, with his

GA'RGIL, a Diftemper in Geeſe .
Spear ready to pierce him, the whole garniſhed with precious

GARGILLON ( Hunting Term ] the principal Part of the
Siones appendant to a blue Ribbon about their Necks ; be

Heart of a Deer. cauſe that Saint is ſaid to have Nain ſuch a Monſter, that in

To Ga'rcle ( gargarizare, L. gargogliare, Ital. gar
his Days ravaged the Country.

gouiller, F.) to waſh the Mouth and Throat, by garglingthe They are allo obliged to wear a Garter on the left Leg,

Liquor to and fro in the Mouth and Throat without ſwal Set with Pearls and precious Stones, having this Motto, Honi

lowing it.
ſoit qui mal y penje, i . e . Shame to him that Evil thinks ;

The GARGLE ( gargouille, F. gargel, Teut. gurgulio, L. ] broad; andalſo King Charlesthe Ift ordained, that every
without which two Ornaments they are never to appear A

the Gullet of the Throat.

A GARGLE, a waſh for the Mouth , &C.
Knight ſhould alwayswear a Star of Silver, embroidered on

Ga'rish (of gearpian, Sax . to make preparation ]gawdy, his Cloak or Coat , with the Eſcutcheon of St.George within

the Garter , in the Centre of it . See St. George.

gorgeouſly apparelled.

GA'RISHNESS, gayneſs, glaringneſs, gorgeouſneſs in At To GARTER [attacher les Jartieres, F. ] to tie or bind

tire, ſhowineſs.
with a Garter .

GA'RLAND ( garlande, F.] a Coronet or Ornament of GARTER King at Arms, the Chief of the three Kings at

Flowers made for the Head . Arms,the other two being named Clarencieux and Norroy;

alſo a Bend in Heraldry.
GARLAND ( of a Ship) a Collar of Rope wound about the

Head of a Main Maft, to keep the Shrouds from galling.
A Fiſh Garth, a Dam in a River for catching of Fiſh .

GA'RLICK (Ga pileae, Sax .] a Plant well known.
GARTHMAN , the Owner of an open Wear, where Fiſh

GARMENT (prob. of garnir, F. to garniſh or adorn, q .
are kept.

GARYOPHY'LLUM ( tū vaspi's cumor, Gr. in e. the Leaf of
garniſhment or garniture ,F.) any Veſtment or wearing Ap

a Nut] the Clove -GilliHower.
parel

GA'RNER ( granarium , L. grenier, F. ] a Store -houſe for
GAS ( according to Van Helmont) a Spirit not capable of be

Corn, a Granary.
ing coagulated, or the moſt ſubtileand volatile Parts of any

GARNESTU'RA (in Ant. Writ.) Furniture or Implements Thing.

ofWar.
GASCONA'DE , a boaſting or vaunting ofſomething very

GA'rnet ( of granata, Span. granatus, L. ) a Granate improbable ; fo termed from the Gaſcoons, a People of Gaſco

Stone, a ſort of Carbuncle, ſo called from its red Colour, ny in France, ſaid to be much addicted to Bragging and Rho

domontade.
like that of the Seed of a Pomegranate.

GASCO'YNS, the inward Parts of a Horſe's Thighs.
GARNIAME'NTUM ( old Rec.) any manner of garniſhing or

trimming of Clothes, & r.
GA'SE -HOUND [ agaſæus, L.) a Dogthat huntsby Sight,

ſo as to make excellent Sport with the Fox and Hare.
To GA'RNISH ( ofgeappian, Sax. to prepare, or garnir,

F.] to adorn, ſet off ortrim ; alſo to furnish .
To GASH ( hacher, F. ] to cut.

A GASH , a deep cut.GA'RNISH, a Priſon Fee paid to the Fellow Priſoners, &c.

at the firſt entrance into a Priſon . A GASP (prob . of gape, L.) to gape for Breath .

To GARNISH [ in Cookery) the adorning of Diſhes.
To Gasp[q. d. gape by an Epentheſis of Letter S ) to open

GARNISHEE' in the Court of Guild-Hall] the Party in
the Mouth wide, to pant for Breath .

whoſe Hands the Money of another Perſon isattachd.
GASTER
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GA'STER (naskip, Gr.) the whole lower Bellow , the Womb Lands in Wales, are made deſcendable to the Heirs according
for the Stomach . to the Courſe of the Common Law . In Gavel-kind, tho

GASTER Epiploica (Anatomy) a Vein which opens into the the Fatherbehang'd, the Son ſhall inherit; for their Cuſtom

Trunk of theVena Porta, form’d of ſeveral Branches deriv'd is, the Father to the Bough, the Son to the Plough .
from the Stomach and Epiploon. Gavel Bread , Corn Rent, Proviſions of Bread or Corn

GA'STLINESS (Zaragelicnegre of Zayt , a Ghoſt] ghoſt- reſerved as a Rent to be paid in kind by the Tenant.
likeneſs, frightfulneſs, terribleneſs of Aſpect. GA'VELCESTER, a Meaſure of Ále, antiently paid by

GA'STLY ( zartgelic, Sax .) like a Ghoft, frightful, ter- GA'velsesTER, way of Rent, by the Stewards and

rible .
Bailiffs of Manours belonging to the Church of Canterbury.

GA'STRICA ( Anat.) the upper Branch of the ſplenick Vein Gavelgør [in Kent) a ſpecial and antient kind of Ceſavit

beſtow'd on the stomach . or Cuſtom , whereby the Tenant fall forfeit his Landsand

GA'STRICK ( of göynnie, Gr.) pertaining to the Belly . Tenements to the Lord of whom he holds, if he withdraw

GASTRICK Juice, the Juice of the Stomach. from his due Rents and Services .

GASTROCNE'MIUS [ -seykinpis, Gr.) the Calf of the Leg. Gavel Gida [gayel Zilda, Sax . ) that pays Tribute or
GASTROCNEMIUS Extèrnus ( Anat.) a Muſcle of the Tar- GAVEL Gilda Toll, 0.

fus, which with the Ga/trocnemius internus, makes up the Calf GA'VEL -Rep [gakelgrep, Sax .) the Duty of reaping for

of the Leg ; when this Muſcle acts, the Foot is laid to be the Lord of the Manour,

extended or pulled backwards.

GAVELERTH, 3 [ga yelbep Je,Sax. the Duty on Work
GASTROCNEMIUS Internus [ Anat.) called allo Soleus from Gavelhe'rTe of ploughing fo much Ground, done by

its Figure reſembling a Sule Fish, is placed under the Ga . the Tenant for his Lord !

Arocnemius externus. Theſe Muſcles are serviceable in Walk- GAVÉL -LING-Men (girel-man , Sax ] Tenants who paid

ing, Running, Leaping, &c. a reſerved Rent, beſidesfome cuſtomary Duties to be done

GASTRI'LOQUUS (of 24: ?, Gr. the Belly , and loqui, L. by them .

to ſpeak] one who tpeaks out of the Belly . Gavel -Med [ga fel-med, Sax .) the Duty of mowing
GA'STROMANCY (205cougsteia of goisup, the Belly , and Meadow Land, required by the Lord of his cuſtomary Tenant.

procesteis , Gr. divination) the manner of this was thus, they Ga'VELOCK, a Pick or Bar of Iron to enter Stakes into

filled certain round Glatles with fair Water, about which they the Ground.

placed lighted Torches, and then invoked a Dæmon, praying GAVELOCKS (3agelucar, Sax .) Shafts, Javelins, warlike

in a low murmuring Voice, and propoſed the Question to be Engines, &c.

folved ; a chatte, unpolluted Boy, or a Woman big with Gauce Point, a Point of ſolid Meaſure, is the diameter of

Child , was appointed to obterve with the greateſt Care and a Circle whoſe Area is equal to the ſolid Content of the ſame

Exactneſs all the Alterations of the Glaſſes ; at the ſame Meaſure.

Time deſiring , beſeeching, and alſo commanding an Anſwer, GAU'GER ( jangeur, F. ) a Meaſurer of Casks and Veſſels

which at length the Dæmon ufed to return by Images in the containing liquid Things .

Glaffes, which by reflection from the Water repreſented what GAU'GING ( of jaugeur, F. ) the Art of meaſuring of liquip

Ahould come to paſs.
Veſſels, and finding their Capacities or Contents.

GASTROMARGY ( gaffromargia, L. of 205esmapie, Gr.] GAUNT (of gepanian, Sax . to decreaſe ] Lean , having loft

gluttony, ravening his Fleſh and Fat.

GASTROTOMY ( 70914in of gasvip and Tour , Gr. to cut) GAU'NTNESS, Leanneſs, the having ſoft Fleſh .

a cutting open the Belly or Womb. GAVO'TTA [in Mufick Books] an Air of a brisk and lively

GASTROMY‘TH ['Eyraselwo of zagrip and wo9G , Gr. Nature, and always in Common Time; divided into two

Speech ] one who ſpeaks inwardly , as out of the Belly . Parts, each to be play'd twice over ; the firſt Pare uſually in

GASTRORHAPHI' A (with Anat.) a ſewing up of Wounds four or eight Bars, and the ſecond in four, eight, twelve or

of the Belly.

GATE( zate, Šax.]anEntrance into a City,Palace; &c. Gawz , a ſort of very thin Silk for Hoods, Neckcloths, & c.

GATE, a Motion or Potture of the Body in Walking . Gay or Gayment [in Muſick Books) gay, brisk , lively, Ital.

GATE (with Hunters) a Term uſed, when they endeavour GAY ( gai, F. prob. of gaudens , L. rejoicing] merry,

to find a Hart by his Slot, & c. pleaſant of Temper, alſo fine,ſpruce in Attire.
GATE ofthe Seat (with Sailors] is when tivo Ships lie GA'YAC. See Guayacum .

Sea GÁTE aboard one another in á Wave or Bil- GAY'NAGE (in Husbandry] Plough -tackle and ſuch like

low , and by that means ſometimes become Rib broken. Inſtruments ; alſo the Profit proceediug from Tillage of Land,

To GATHER (ga Gepian, Sax. ] to collect, to pick up ; held by the baſer kind of Sokemen.

alſo to crop , as Herbs, Flowers, & c. GAYNA'RIUM [ old Lat . Rec.] Wainage, Ploughi-tackle or
A GATHER (9. a gathering or collection of the Inwards Inftruments of Husbandry .

ofa Calf, &c.] the Heart, Liver and Lights. GAY'Ness, airineſs , briskneſs, merrineſs, & c.

GATHER -Bag (with Hunters ] the Bag or Skin incloſing a Gayter Tree, the Tree call d Prickwood.

sed Deer in the Hind's-belly .. To Gaze ( prob. of gey.ean, Sax. but Minſbew will have

A GA'T HEŘING [ga dejungé, Sax .] a Collection ; alſo it from, azazapai, Gr. to admire] to ſtare, to look about, or

what is collected atone Time. earneſtly upon .

GAU'DIES [of gaudia,L. Joys) double Commons, ſuch Gaze Hound ? [agaſæus, L.) a Dog which hunts by
as are allow'd in Inns of Conrt onGaudy Days . Gast Hound light, and makes goud Sport with a Fox

GAUDI'LOQUOUS ( gaudilequus, L.] ſpeaking gladſom or Hare.

Things. GA'ZING (of zerean, Sax. or agáéówheel, Gr. to admire,

GAU'diness (of gaudium ;L.) affected gayneſs in Apparel; according to Minſhew ] ſtaring, looking about, or earneſtly.
thewineſs. Gazel, a kind of Arabian Deer; alſo an Antelope of

GAU'DY [of gaudium , L. ) affected, gay or fine. Barbary.

GAUDY Days (of gaudium; L. Joy) certain Feſtival Days GAZETTE (ſome derive it of Gazetta , a Coin antiently

obſerved in Inns of Court and Colleges. Current at Venice, the common Price of the firſt News

GAVEL (za fel, Sax ] Tribute, Toll or Cuſtom ; yearly Papers printed there ; others from 778 , Izgad , Heb. a

Rent, Payment or Revenue. Meſſenger) a News-Paper or Book.

Gavel -kind [of Zure eal cyn , Sax. i.e. given to all the GA'Zettier [ gazetier , F.] a Writer or Publiſher of

Kin ] William the Conqueror, after paſſing thro' Kent towards Gazettes.

Dover, was ſuddenly ſurrounded by the Kentiſh Men, each GAZONS, are Sods or Pieces of freſh Earth covered with

ofthem bearing a Bough in his Hand ; but ſoon, throwing
Graſs , about a Foot long, and half a

down their Branches, they diſcovered their Arms, proferring Foot broad, cut in form of a Wedgeto

to give him Battle, if he would not let them enjoy their an line the Paraper; if the Earth be fat

tient Liberties and Cuſtoms of Gavel-kind , &c. which he WHITE and full of Her
bs

, it is the bett
er

; they

then , comp
elle

d
by his ill Circ

umſt
ance

s

, ſwor
e

to do ; and are made ſo , that their Solidity makes a

now they only of áll England, enjoy the antient Engliſh Li Triangle ; to the end, that being mixt

berties. and beat with the reſt of the Earth of the Rompart, they

Gavel-kind, ſignifies in Law a Cuſtom , whereby the Land may eaſily ſettle together, andincorporate in a Maſs with the

of the Father wasequally divided at his Death among all his reſt of the Rampart. The firſt Bed of Gazons is fixed with

Sons, of the Land of the Brother at his Death, equally di- Pegs of Wood; the ſecond Bed ought to be laid to bind the
vided among all his Brethern , if he have no Iſſue of his own . former, that is , over the Joints of it, and ſo continued till

This Cuſtom , with ſome difference , is ſtill obſerved in Ur. the Rampart is finiſhed ; betwixt theſe Beds there is uſually

cbenfield in Herefordſhire, and elſewhere ; and all Gavel - kind ſown all ſorts of binding Herbs to ſtrengthen the Rampart.
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} [geliditas, L. ) Coldneſs, Frozenneſs.

Gozul, a Weed growing in Egypt, of which the fineſt GE'MMË Sal, a ſort of common Salt which is taken out

Gailes are made. of Pits and ſhines like Cryſtal, L.

Gear ( of geappian, Sax. to make ready] Harneſs for GE'MMARY (of gemma) a Jewel -Houſe.

GEER Draught-Horſes, Attire, Furniture, Stuff, dr. Gemina'tus, a, um [in Botan. Writ.] divided into two

Geat gagates, L.) a kind of precious Stone or folid Bi- by a Partition, as the Seed-pods of Tragacantba, Goat's
tumen, commonly call d Black -Amber or Jett. Beard, &c.

GE'BURSCRIP ( geburycrip, Sax . ] Neighbourhood, an GEMMI'FEROUS (of gemmifer, L.) producing Gems or

adjoining Town or Territory. Jewels .

Ge'BURUS (Zebar, Sax.ja Country Neighbour. GEMMO'sity ( gemmoſitas, L.) abundance of Pearls .

In his Geers (of geancunge, Sax. preparation ) in order, Ge'mmow Ring ( of geminus , L. double) a double Ring

furniſhed , dreſſed, ready prepared to act . in Links.

Geese [of zoy, Sax .) Fowls well known. GemO'NIÆ Scala , a Place in Rome, to which the Bodies

GEHE'NNA (J139 22, Heb. i . e . the Valley of Hinnom , of Malefactors that were executed, were dragged and thrown

probably the Ponteſſor of it) a Valley near Jerxſalem , where down. It was in the Aventine, near the Temple ofyuno Argiga .

there was a Place calld Tophet, where the Iſraelites facrificed GE'MOTE [gemot, Sax .) a Court holden on any occaſion.

their Children to Moloch ; wherefore, to pat a ſtop to thoſe GE'Na Mala (with Anatomifs) the Part of the Face from

cruel and abominable Practices, King Joſias gave Order for the Noſe to the Ears ; alſo the Chin and the Jaw -bone, either

all the Filth and Carcaſſes to be carried thither, and a Fire upper or under, L.

to be kept continually burning to conſume them . And hence, GENDARMERIE, the Cavalry of the Houſhold to the

by a Metaphor, it is taken to ſignify Hell. French King.

GE'LABLE [ getabilis, L.) capable of being frozen or con- GENDA'RMES, Horſemen who formerly ſerved in compleat

gealed. Arms, now a particular Body of Cavalry in France.

Ge'latina (in Pharmacy ] any ſort of clear, guminy GENDER of Nouns (among Grammarians] is founded on

Juice. the difference of two Sexes Male and Female, and they are

GB'LATINOUS, approaching or coming near to the Con- callid from the Latins Maſculine and Feminine, and few Lan
ſiſtence of a Jelly.

guages have any more Genders but theſe two ; but the Greeks

GELD 2 [gild of Gildan, Sax. to pay] Money, Tribute, and Latins have another Gender, which the Latins call Neu

GILD or Tax ; alſo an amends or ſatisfaction made for ter, that is as much as to ſay Neither (maſculine or feminine)

GYLD a Crime.
as Homo a Man, is maſculine, and Mülier a Woman, is femi

GE'LID ( gelidus, L.] Cold . nine, and Saxum a Stone , is neuter .

Geli'dITY This Gender is in Latin distinguiſhed by the Articles bit,

GE'L IDNESS hæc and hoc ; but it is a difficult Thing to diſtinguiſh the

To Geld [ gaelder, Dan . ) to cut out the Stones of a Gender in the Engliſh Tongue ; and there is ſcarce any Lan
Male Animal.

guage in the World, but the Engliſh Tongue, that does not

GE'LDABLE (of Zilan, Sax. to pay ) liable to pay Taxes .. admit of a difference of Gender in its Articles and Nouns ;

GELDABLE (of gaelder, Dan .) capable of being gelded. all the Diſtinctions that it has confifts in the Pronouns, he ,

Gelded (Gylte, Sax. or gaelder, Dan.) having the fire , & c. The Adjectives of either Genderin the Englij
Teſticles or Stones cut out. Tongue have no difference in their Termination. As for In

ſtance, as the Adjectives good and white have no difference in
GE'LDING (of gylte, Sax . or gaeldet, Dan.) a gelded

the Termination, whereas the Latins, have bonus, bona,Horſe.

bonum , and the French have ben maſculine, and belle femi
Ge’lder Roje, a Flower.

GE'LLY [of gelando, L. geléc, F.) the Liquor of Meat
nine for good, and the Latins have albus, alba, album for

white, and the French blane and blanche.boild to a thick Conſiſtence .

Gelse'MINUM (with Botaniſts) Jeſſamin.
GENDER (with Geometricians] geometrical Lines are diftin

GEʼLOSCOPY [ofgires, Laughter, and oxonio, Gr. to view
guiſh'd into Genders, Claſſes or Onders, according to the

Number of the Dimenſions of an Equation expreſſing the reor conſider) a ſort of Divination performed by means of
lation between the Ordinates and the Abſciſſæ .

Laughter ; or a divining any Perſons, Qualities or Character,
GENEALOGIST ( genealogus, L. of 2018016, Q , Gr.] one

by obſervation of the manner of his Laughing. skilled in deſcribing Pedigrees.
Gem ( gemma, L. ) a Jewel.

GENEALO'GICAL ( genealogicus, L. gehogaris, Gr.) of or

GE'MARA, the ſecond Part of the Babyloniſh Talmud of

the Jews.
pertaining to Genealogies or Pedigrees.

GEMA'TRIA (NIO , Heb.) the firſt kind of Arithmetical GENEALOGY ( genealogia, L. of gevordegis of gó , a De

ſcent, and abg , a Word or Diſcourſe) a ſeries or ſucceſſion
Cabala, in uſe among the Cabaliſtical Jews.

of Anceſtors or Progenitors ; alſo a ſummary Account of the
GEMELLI'PAROUS [ gemellipara, L. ) bearing Twins.

GE MELLES (Heral ] the bearing Barrs by Pairs or Couples
Relations and Alliances of a Perſon or Family, both in the

direct or collateral Lines.
in a Coat of Arms.

GEME'LLUS (with Anatomift ) a Muſcle of the Elbow, fo GE'NEARCH ( genearcha, L. goriapro , Gr. ) the chief of a

called from its double riſe, viz. from the upper Part of the
Ştock or Family .

Shoulder Blade inwardly , and from the upper back Part of
GENERABLE ( generabilis, L.) that may be engendered or

begotten.the Shoulder Bone.

To GEMINATE ( geminare, L.) to double.
GENERABLENESS, capableneſs of being generated.

GemiNA'TION , a doubling; L.
GE'NERAL ( generalis, L.) pertaining to all kinds, com

Gemini, Twins, two Children or Young born at one mon,. that extends to a whole Genus.

A GENERAL, the chief Commander of an Army; alſo the
Birth, L.

GEMINI (with Anat.] a Pair of Muſcles ſerving to move
principal Governour of a religious Order among the Catholicks.

A GENERAL ( in Military Affairs] a particular Beat of
the Thigh outward .

GEMINI (with Aſtrol.] one of the twelve Signs of the Drum early in the Morning, togive notice for the Foot to

be in readineſs to March.
Zodiack .

Gemini (with Aſtronomers) Twins, one of the Signs of GENERAL Synod , a Council held in which Biſhops, Prieſts,

Ec. of all Nations are aſſembled together.
the Zodiack, Caſtor and Pollux , the Sons of Yupiter and

GENERAʼLE, the ſingle Commons, or the ordinary orLeda. Theſe are callid Dioſcuri, for they were born and
uſual Provifion of the Religious in Convents .

brought up in the Land of Laconia, where they chiefly
ſhew'd themſelves, and outdid all Men in brotherly Love. GENERAʼLITY ( generalitas, L. generalité, F.) the whole

For they neither contended for Command norany thing,
or greateſt Part.

elfe. Jupiter therefore , that he might make the Memory of
GENERALNESS, the generality, or being general.

GENERALI'SSIMO ( generaliffimus, L. ] fupreme General,their Unanimity immortal, called them Gemini, i . e . Twins,
one that commands Gencrals : Commander in Chief, L.

and aſſign'd them the ſame Place among the Stars.
GENBRANT ( generans, L.) begetting, a generating,

GE'MINOUS Arteries [ Anatomy] two ſmall Arteries paſſing
down the Joint of the Knee, between the Proceffes ofthe begetting or bringing forth.

To GENERATE ( generare, L.) to beget or produce.
Thigh-Bone.
GEMITES, a precious Stone in which one may ſee two GE'NERATED Quantity ? (with Mathemat.] whatſoever

whiteHands holding together.
GENITED Quantity is produced in Arithmetick ,

ToGemm (of gemma, L.) to put forth Buds .
either by the Multiplication, Diviſion, Extraction of Roots ;

GE'MMA(with Botanijt ) the turgid Bud of any Tree, or in Geometry, by the Invention or finding out theContents,

when it is beginning to bear, L.
Area, and Sides ; or ofextreme and mean Proportionals, with

GEMMA , a Jewel, L.
out Arithmetical Addition and Subſtra &tion ,
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GENERATING Line (in Geometry) is that which by fram'd of an aerial Matter, inhabited the vaſt Region of the

GB'NERATING Figure its Motion or Revolutions pro- Air, and acted as Mediators bedwcen God and Men, and

duces any other Figure plain or ſolid . were theInterpreters and Agents of the Gods, communica

GENERATION (in Phyficks) is the Act of procreating or ted the Wills of the Gods to Men, and carried the Prayers

producing a Thing, which before was not in being. and Vows of Men to them , they believed that the good Genii

GeneraʼTION(with Schoolmen ) a total change or conver- rejoic'd atthe good, and were afflicted at the ill Fortune of

fion of a Body into a new one, which contains no ſenſible their Wards; that the evil Genii took a pleaſure in perſecuting

Part or Mark of its former State . Men and bringing them evil Tidings, which laſt were called

· GENERATION, Lineage, Race or Deſcent, Ł . Larva and Lemures. That they very rarely appear'd to

GENERATION [with Philoſophers] is defined to be a real Men, and wherever the former did it was in favour of ſome

Action, whereby a living Creature begets another like it of extraordinary Virtue, &c.

che ſame kind. And they alſo imagined, that Kingdoms, Cities and Places

GENERATIVE, ſerving to generate, beget or produce. had their peculiar Genius's. The Genius of the Roman State

GenerA'TIVENESS [of generatif, F. generativus, L.] ge- was painted with a Cornucopia in one Hand , and a Difh full

nerative or begetting Quality or Faculty in the other, which was ſtretched forth on an Altar. The

Gene'r KCAL [ genericus, ' L.] of or pertaining to a Genus Heathens thought the Genii to be of a middle Nature between
or Kind . God and Man, and therefore imagined them to be the Sons

GENEROUSA (Law Term ) a Gentlewoman , ſo that if a of Jupiter and Terra.

Gentlewoman te termed Spinfter in any original Writ, Ap- They reckoned alſo all the Stars into the Number of the

peal or Indictment, the may abate and quaſh the ſame, L. Genii, and therefore worſhipped them , as the Jews did, in

GE'NEROUS ( generoſis, L.) noble , free, bountiful. the Quality of Angels. They painted them in a different
GENERO'sity ? [ generohtas, L. generoſité, F.] gene- manner ; ſometimes as a Serpent, ſometimes as Boys and
GEʻNEROUSNESS rous Diſpoſition, Bountifulneſs. Girls , or as old Men, but always with a Garland of Palm

GE'Nesis [zérenos , Gr. ) the firit of the five Books of Mofes, Tree on their Heads, whence this Tree was call’d Arbor

ſo called by the Greeks, on account of its beginning with the Genialis .

Hiſtory ofthe Generation or Production of all Things. In ſome antient Medals, the Genius of the Emperor of

GENESIS, Generation , Original , Rite . Rome, was painted as a Man with a large Difh of all ſorts of

Ge'nesis ( with Geometricians) the forming ofany plain or Flowers in one Hand, and a Scourge in the other, to expreſs

folid Figure by the Motion of ſome Line or Surface is called both Rewards and Puniſhments.
the Deſcribent, and that according to which the Motion is They eſteemed it unlawful to kill any Creature to their

made is callid the Dirigent. Thus a right Line moved Pa- Genius on their Birth -day , becauſe theythought it undecent

tallel to its ſelf, is ſaid to generate a Parallelogram , and a to take away Lives of Creatures on the ſameDay that they

Parallelogram turned about one of its Sides as an Axis, ge- received their own.

nerates a Cylinder. The uſual Offerings to the Genii were Wine and Flowers.

GE'NET, a ſmall fiz’d, well proportioned Spaniſh Horſe. As Men had their Genii, the Women had their Junones,

Genet (with Horſemen ) a Turkiſh Bit, the Curb of which Goddeſſeſs, that they imagined watch'd over and protected
is all of one Piece, and made like a large Ring, and made a- them .

bove the Liberty of the Tongue . GE'NIOGLOSSI [in Anatomy) a pair of Muſcles proceeding

To ride with the Legs á Genette, i. e . in the Gener inwardly from the Fore-part of the lower Jaw , under an

Spaniſh Faſhion, that is, ſo fort that the Spurs Bear upon other called Genishyoides, and which, enlarging themſelves;
the Horſe's Flank . are faſtened into the Baſis of the Tongue.

Genet, a little Creature, whoſe fine Furr is called by Ge’NIOHYOIDÆUS ( Anat.) a Muſcle of the Hyoides;

that Name. which with its Partner, ariſing from the internal Parts of the

GenetHLIACAL [7ort Saimnés, Gr. ) of or pertaining to lower Jaw Bone, are inſerted into the ſuperior Part of the

Caſters of Nativities , Aſtrologers, Fortune - Tellers ; alſo to Fore - Bone of the Os Hyoides.

Books which treat of the Calculation of Nativities . Genio'GRAPHY, conſiders or treats of the Nature ofAn.

Genethli'Acı (7486 Straxi, Gr. ] Aſtrologers, Perſons gels and Intelligences.
who ereat Horoſcopes, or pretend to tell Perſons what ſhall GENISTE'LLA (with Botan ] Dier's -Weed , Bafe - Broom , L.

befal Men, by means of the Planet which preſided at their Geni'sTA, the Shrub called Broom , L.

Nativity , L. GENITAL ( genitalis, L.) generative, begetting.

Generali'Acum Carmen, a Poem or Compofition in GenIT AL Bodies, the beginning of all things, the Elements.

Verſe upon the Birth of a Prince or other illuſtrious Perſon , GENITAL (in Medicine) ſomething relating to generals.

in which the Poet, by a kind of Predi&tion , promiſes him GENITA’lis (with Botanifts] Glader, Sword -graſs, L.

Honours, Succeflies, & c. GENI TALS ( genitalia , L.] the Privy Parts of a

GENE'THEIALOGY ( genethlialogia, L. 300:01szhozin, Gr.] GENITO'Res Male ; viz . the ſpermatick Vefſels, the

a caſting of Nativities. Teftes, and the Penis.

: GENE'va (geneore, F.] a diſtillid Water produc'd from the Geni'tes ? ſuch Perſons among the Jews, who de

Berries of theJuniper Tree. GENI'TEIS ſcended from Abraham , without any mix

Ge'nial ( genialis, L.) Feſtival, Joyful, Merry ; alſo ture of foreign Blood ; or ſuch who iſſued from Parents,

pertainingto Marriage; allo a term apply'd bythe Antients who, during the Babyloniſh Captivity, had not married with
to certain Deities , who ( as they imagined) preſided over the any gentile Family

Affairs of Generation . GENITIN (9. Junetin of June) a kind of Apple that is

Genia'lesDii,the four Elements, the twelve Signs, the earlieſt Ripe of any others.
and the Sun and Moon, ſo called by the Antients . GENITIVE Cafe (in Grammar.) one of the fix Caſes of

Genia'LITY Nouns, by whichProperty or Poſſeſſion is chiefly imply'd ,

GENIALNESS
} fellivalneſs, merrineſs at Meat. as Filii, of a Son , from Filius, L. a Son.

GENICULARIS (with Botan .] Garden -Valerian , L. GENITU'RA, a Name by ſome given to the Semen, both

: GENICULA'TION , a bowing of the Knee, L. of the Male and the Female.

GENICULATUS, a, um [in Botan .Writ.} jointed, L. GE'NIUS (among the Antients] was uſed to ſignify a

GENICULUM (with Botaniſts] the Joint or Knot in the Spirit either good or evil; which they ſuppoſed did attend

Stalk of a Plant ; hence thoſe Plants which have Knots upon every Perſon ; they alſo allow'd Genii to each Province,

Joints are called geniculate Plants. And hence Geniculo with Country,Town, & c. állo a Man's natural Diſpoſition , In
a Joint, Geniculis with Joints , L. clination , Gr.

Ge’niculo ( in Botan. Writ.] ſignifies with a Knot; &c. Ge'nius, the Force or Faculty of the Soul, conſidered as

and geniculis with Knots, & c. L. it thinks or judges ; alſo a natural Talent or Diſpoſition

Genul(ofgignendo or generando,begetting, i.e. ſuggeſting one thing more than toanother.
unto us Thoughts] the Heathens imagined that everyPerſon Ge'nnet, an Animal not much unlike a Cat, as well for

was Born with two Genii, proper to him orher ; theſe were bigneſs as ſhape; but the Noſe or Snout is long and ſlender

alſo named Dæmones ; the onewas good and favourable, and like a Weefel ; it is extraordinary light and ſwift, and the

perſuaded to Honeſty and Virtue, and in Recompence of it Skin as fine and ſoft as Down. There are two ſorts ofthem ,

procured to him all manner of good Things proper to his the moſt common is grey ; mottled or full of black Spots ,
Eſtate ; and the other was the Evil Genius, who was the the other as black as Jet,and as gloſſy as the fineſt Velvet;
Cauſe of all Wickedneſs and Miſhap. That theſe Geniiwere but ſpeckled with red, and their Smell is much like that of a

born and dy'd with them ; that they were of a middle Nature Çivet - Cat.

between Gods and Men ; that they partook of Immortality Gent ( Abbrev. of Genial] in a good garb, fine, ſpruce,
from the one , and Paſſions from the other ; and having Bodies Deat.

G ENT:

or
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GE'NTNESS (of gentilis, L.) neatneſs, ſpruceneſs, finenefs GE'NTLEWOMANSHIP, the Dignity ofa Gengewomari.

in Dreſs. GENTRY [ gentilhommerie, F. of gens, L. ) the loweſt

GE'NTEEL [of gentilis, L.) having the Air, Behaviour or Degree of Nobleneſs, ſuch as have deſcended of antient Fa

Carriage of a Gentleman ; alſo handſomly drefled , neat, milies, and always borne a Coat of Arms.

gallant.
GENUFLE'xion, a bending of the Knee, or kneeling

GENTE'Elness (of gentilitas, L. gentilifi, F.] genteel down.

Carriage; alſo genteel Dreſs. GE'NUIN Teeth , the Dentes Sapientice ; which ſee.

GENTIA‘NA (with Botan .) the Herb Gentian, L. GE'NUINNESS [of genuinus, L. and neyre , Sax .) natural

Gentian EʻLLA, the Herb Baſtard Felwort, L. neſs, trueneſs, realnels, as to what it is ſaid or taken to be ,

GENTIL , a ſort of Maggot or Worm that is a Bait to fiſh or appears to be.

with . GENUS, Kindred , Stock or Lineage; allo manner, fort,

The GENTILES ( gentes, L. Nations) among the Jews all faſhion .

were called Gentiles, who were not of the twelves Tribes ; GENUS (with Grammarians) ſignifies the kind of the Noun ,

but now thoſe are called Gentiles by the Chrijlians, who do Maſculine, Feminine or Neuter.

not profeſs the Cbriſtian Faith . Genus (among Logicians] is the firſt of the univerſal Ideas.
Gentiles (with Grammarians) Nouns which betoken a And is when the Idea is to common , that it extends to other

Perſon's being luch a Country. Ideas , which are alſo univerſal, as the Quadrilater is Genus

GENTILISM, Heatheniſm , i.e. the Opinions or Practiſes with reſpect to the Parallelogram and Trpezia ; Subſtance is

of Heathens. Genus with Reſpect to Subſtance extended, which is called

Gentili'TIOUS [ gentilitius, L.) pertaining to a Stock, Body, and the Subſtance which thinks, which is called Mind.

Kindred or Anceſtors . Ġenus Summum (with Logicians) is that which holds the

GENTILITY ( gentilhommerie, F. of gentilis, L.) the uppermoſt claſs in its predicament; or it is that which may

Quality of a Gentleman . be divided into ſeveral species, each whereof is a Genus in

GE'NTLE [ gentil, F. of gentilis, L.) meek, mild, tame, reſpect to other Species placed below , L.

moderate, civil , obliging. Subaltern Genus (with Logicians ) is that, which being a

GE'NTLENESS, meekneſs, mildneſs, tameneſs, civility, &c. Medium between thehighest Genus and the loweſt Species, is

GE'ntly, ſoftly, mildly, tamely , meekly , tenderly . ſometimes conſidered as a Genus and ſometimes as a Species , L.

GENTLEMAN [gentilhomme, F. generofus, L. ) is proper Genus Remotum ( with Logicians] is where there is anothes

ly , according to the antient Notion, one of perfect Blood,
Genus between it and its Species, L.

who had four Deſcents of Gentility both by his Father and Genus Proximum [ in Logick] the next or neareſt Genus ;

Mother, viz . whoſe Father's Grandfather, his great Grandfa- is where the Species is immediately under it, as Man under

ther, his Grandfather, and his Father on both sides were all Animal, L.

Gentlemen. GENUS [ in Botany) is a Syitem or Allemblage of Plants

Gentlemen have their beginning either from Blood, as be- agreeing in lome one common Character, in reípect to the

fore,asthey are born of Parents of Worth ; or for having Structure of certain Parts, whereby they are ditinguish'd

done ſomething in Peace or War , for which they are worthy from all other Plants .

to bear Arms, and be accounted Gentlemen . GENUS (in Mufick ] a certain manner of ſub -dividing the

Formerly ſuch Gentlenen had many Privileges,as firſt, Principles ofMelody,i.e. the confonant Intervals into their

that if one Gentleman detracted from another, Combat was
concinnous Parts .

allow'd ; but if a Peaſant or mean Perſon did ſo, he had a Re- GENUS (with Rhetoricians] is diſtributed into demonſtrative,

medy in Law. deliberative and judiciary .

2. In Crimes of an equal Nature a Gentleman was puniſh- Genus [in Algebra ] this Art by the Antients was diſtri

cd more favourably than a Peaſant, & c. buted into iwo Genera Logiſtick and Specious.

3. Gentlemen might expect a peculiar Honour and Reſpect Genus (with Anaton .) an Aſſemblage or Syſtem of ſimilar

to be paid them hy mean Perſons. Parts, diftributed throughout the Body, as the Genus Nersin

4. The Evidence of a Gentleman was accounted more au- jum , the Nerves ſo conlidered.

thentick than that of a Peaſant. GEOCE'NTRICK (of zú , the Earth , and rivoper, Gr. a

5. In chuſing of Magiſtrates, &c. the Vote of a Gentle- Centre) the Earth being ſuppoſed to be the Centre.

man was preferr'd before that of an ignoble Perſon . GEOCENTRICK (with Ajlronomers) is apply'd to a Planet

6. A Gentleman was to be excuſed from Services, Impo- or its Orbit, to denote its being concentrick with the Earth ,

fitions and Duties, or as having the Earth for its Centre.

7. A Gentleman condemned to Death, was not to be GEOCENTRICK Latitude of a Planet ( Aſtron. ) is the Laci

hanged but beheaded ; nor was his Examination to be taken tude of the Planet beheld from the Earth ; or the Inclination

with Torture. of a Line connecting the Planet and the Earth to the Plane

8. It was a puniſhable Crime to take down the Coat Ar- of the Earth or true Ecliptick .

mour of a Gentleman, to deface his Monument, or to offer GEOCENTRICK Place of a Planet ( Ajlron .] is the Place in

Violence to the Enſign of any noble Perſon deceaſed. which it appears to us from the Earth ; ſuppoling the Eyefix

9. A Gentleman was not to accept a Challenge from ed there ; or it is a Point in the Ecliptick to which a Plancı

Peaſant; becauſe there was not a Parity in their Conditions. ſeen from the Earth is referred .

The antient Saxons admitted none to the Degree of Gen- GEOCENTRICALLY, according to that Syſter of the

tlemen that liv'd by Trades or buying or ſelling ; except World, that ſupposes the Earth to be the Centre of the

Merchants and thoſethat follow'd Husbandry ; which was al- Univerle.

ways eſteem'd a creditable Way of Livelihood, and preferable GEODA'SIA (gedrengit of gñ and jaio , Gr. to know) the

to trading to Sea. Art of meaſuring and ſurveying of Land or Surfaces, and

The Reaſon why thoſe that are Students in the Inns of finding the Contents of all plain Figures .

Court are eſteem'd Gentlemen is, becauſe antiently none but GEODÆ'TICAL, pertaining to Surveying,

the Sons of Gentlemen were admitted into them . GeoDÆTICAL Numbers, luch as are conſidered according

But the Students of Law, Grooms of his Majeſty's Palace, to the vulgar Names or Denominations ; by which Money,

Sonsof Peaſants made Prieſts or Canons ; or thoſe that have Weights, Meaſures, &c. are generally known or particular

receiv'd Dignityinthe Schools, or borne Offices in the City, ly divided by the Laws or Cuſtomsofſeveral Nations.

tho they are ſtiled Gentlemen , yet they have no Right to GeoDÆ'TICALLY, by way of Survey of the Earth .

Coat Armour. Geo'GRAPHER (7047 expo , Gr. ) a Perſon skill'd in Geo

If a Man be a Gentleman by Office only, and loſes that graphy .

Office, then he alſo loſes his Gentility. ĠEOGRA'PHICAL? (ouagececnós, Gr.] of or pertaining to

In our Days all are accounted Gentlemen that have Money, GEOGRAPHICKS Geography .

and if he has no Coats of Arms, the King of Arms can ſell GEOGRAPHICAL Mile, is the both Part of a Degrce of a

him one. great Circle , the fame as a Sea Mile .

GE'NTLEMANLY
like a Gentleman, after the manner GEOGRAPHICALLY, according to the Art of Geography.

GENTLEMANLIKE of a Gentleman. Geo'GRAPHY [347expire ofzā ,the Earth, and reziew, Gr.

GE'NTLEMEN of the Chapel, Officers in Number thirty to deſcribe) the Doctrine or Knowledge of the Earth as to its

two,whoſe Duty and Attendence is in the Royal Chapel ; of ſelf, and as to its affections; or it is a Deſcription of the

which twelve are Prieſts, and the other twelve are callid Clerks whole Globe of the Earth or known habitable World ; toge

of the Chapel, who allift inthe performance of Divine Service. ther with all Parts, Limits, Situations, and other remarka

GENTLEMANRY 2 (of gentilitas,(of gentilitas, q . d. bona gente, L. bles pertaining to it.

GE'NTLEMANSHIP } ndar , Sax . and skip of ſcip, Sax . GE'OMANCER (70mertus, Gr ) a Pretender to skill in

termination, the Dignity of a Gentleman . Geomancy .

Gion
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GE'OMANCY (700Marnix of qñ and Martíz, Gr . Divination) Elementary GEOMETRY, is that which is employd in the

a kind of Divination performed by a Number of little Points Conſideration of right Lines, and plain Surfaces and Solids

or Dots made on Paper at random ; and conſidering the vari generated from them .

ous Figures and Lines, which thoſe Points preſent , and Sublimer GeoMETRY, is employd in the Confideration

thence forming a Judginent of Futurity , and deciding any of curve Lines, conick Sections, and Bodies form'd from

Queſtion propoſed. them .

GEOMA'NTICALLY, according to the Science of Geo- GEOPO'NICAL ( *** povinos of qñ and C , Labour) of or

mancy. pertaining to the Tilling or Manuring of Land.

GEOME'TRICALT ( geometricus, L. of goo utterris, Gr. ] GEORGE [of Teapzes, Gr. an Husbandman ) a proper Name

GEOMETRICK of or pertaining to Geometry. of Men ; the moſt noted of that Name was George of Cappa

GEOME'TRICALLY [of geometrice, L. geometriquement, docia, a Tribune or Colonel under the Emperor Diocleſian,

F. 7euttennis, Gr.) according to the geometrical Art. who is ſaid to have kill'd a huge Serpent in Africa, to whom

GEOMETRI'CIAN [7erpatins, Gr . ] one skilled in the Science a Virgin was exposid to be devoured. This Champion by

of Geometry . ſome is taken for our St. George, the Patron Saint of Eng

GEOMETRICAL Place, is a certain Bound or Extent, where- land, of whoſe Chivalry and Exploits ſo many romantick
in any Point

may
ſerve for the Solution of a local or undeter- Stories are told .

mined Problein . St. Geo'rge , the Patron of England, ſome fay, was a

GEOMETRICAL Line, is that wherein the relation of the famous Warrior of Cappadocia, who after he had exercisid

Abſciſlæ to the Semi-ordinates may be expreſſed by an Al- his Valour in the Wars, laid down his Life for the Chriſtian

gebraick Equation . Faith , on which Account he was honoured of all the Chri

GEOMETRICAL Proportion, is a Similitude or Identity of ſtian World , and many Churches were erected in Honour

Ratio's, as 8 , 4 , 30 and 15 are in geometrical Proportion. of him , and he became at length to be the Patron Saint of

GEOMETRICAL Progreſſion , a Series of Quantities in England. This St. George, according to the Legend, did

continned geometrical Proportion, i.e. increaſing in the many brave Exploits in his Life-time, and after his Death

ſame Ratio , as 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 , 16, 32 and ſo on . is ſaid to have appeared ſeveral Times in the Wars under

GEOMETRICAL Place, a Line whereby an indeterminate taken againſt the Infidels in the Holy Land, and to have

Problem is conſtructed. Fought on the side of the Chriſtians. And the Devotion of

GEOMETRICAL Conſtruction of an Equation, is the con- Juſtinian , introduc'd him into the Calendar ; and that of

triving and drawing Lines and Figures, whereby to demon- Robert de Oily, built hima Church in the Caſtleat Oxford ;

ſtrate the Equation, Theorem or Canon to be geometrically and King Edzard III. built him a Chapel at Windſor. Hową
true. ever , Gelaſius, Biſhop of Rome, condemnd the Legend of

GEOMETRICAL Solution of a Problem , is when the Pro- St. George as heretical and ridiculous; and the Synod of

blem is folved according to the Rules of Geometry ; and by Ariminum declared the Sufferings of George Apocryphal, in

ſuch Lines as are truly geometrical or agreeable to the Na- that it was ſet forth by Hereticks.

ture of the Problem . Neither the Time or Place of his Martyrdom are agreed

GEOMETRY [70pxTpéz of gas, the Earth, and uitpico, Gr. on by Writers. Venerable Bede ſays, that the gth of the

to meaſure ) Geometry originally ſignified the Art of Mea- Calends of May or 23d of April was the Birth Day of George

furing the Earth, or any Diſtances or Dimenſions on or the Martyr, who was eminent for Miracles, and ſuffered un

within it; but it is now uſed for the Science of Quantity, der Dacianus, a PotentKing of Perſia , that reigned over

Extenſion or Magnitude abſtractedly conſidered, without any feventy Kings ; but no fuch a Perſon as this Dacianus is to

regard to Matter . be found in Hiſtory. But Bede adds, that his Sufferings are

It it very probable, that it had its firſt Riſe in Egypt, reckoned among the Apocryphal Writings.

where the River Nile, every Year overflowing the Country, Asfor theArianMartyr, thePerſecutor of $i.Atbaralius,

and leaving it covered with Mud, laid Men under a Necelli- and Ufurper of the Alexandrian See, Pope Zachary built á
ty to diſtinguiſh their Lands one from another by the Con- Church for him , and plac'd the Head of George there, tho'

fideration of their Figure ; and to be able alſo to meaſure the the Body had been intirely burnt to Aſhes 400
Years before.

Quantity of it, ſo that each Man after the fall of the Waters And it ſeems as if this eminent Martyr was not known in the

might have his Portion of Ground allotted and laid out to World till 300 Years after his Death . William of Malmf

him . After which, it is very likely,a farther Contemplation bury makes the Place of his Martyrdom at Rama, if (as he

of thoſe Draughts and Figures helpd them to diſcovermany ſays) we may give Credit to Fame; and William of Tyre

excellent and wonderful Properties belonging to them , fays, he found a Reſting- Place at Lydda, ſo that nothing of

which Speculation continually was improving and ſtill is to certainty is to be come at concerning this renowned Saint;
this Day. and eſpecially his Story of killing the Dragon, which fome

Out of Egypt Thales brought it into Greece, and there it underſtand allegorically, to mean Fighting againſt the Dra
received its chiefeſt Perfection. For the Geometry of the gon- of Herely , & c. And indeed this Allegory of Fighting

Antients was contained within narrow Bounds, and extend- with and killing the Dragon hath been taken up by other

ed only to right Lines and Curves of the firit Kind or Order; Nations, which had no particular Relation to any George,

whereas new Lines of infinite Orders are receiv'd into Geo- as the Order of the Dragon, inſtituted by the Emperor Sigif

metry, which Orders are defined by Equations , involving mund, among the Hungarians, on Account of his Succelles

the Ordinates and Abſciſles of Curves. in Battles againſt the Turks, the Dragons of Schiſm and He

The Subject of Geometry is the Length , Breadth and refy that devoured Religion . And lince we cannot find our

Height of all Things . It is divided into Speculative and Patron St. George, I fall conclude the Enquiry with the

Pračtical. The former treats of the Properties of Lines and following Lines:

Figures, ſuch as Euclid's Elements, Apollonius's Conicks, &c. St. George toſave a Maid the Dragon ſlecu,

and the latter ſhews how to apply theſe Speculations to uſe Apretty Tale, ifall that's told be true ?

in Life. Someſay there are no Dragons, and 'ris faid ,

Geometry may alſo be divided into theſe three ſubordinate There was no George, I wiſh there was aMaià.

Parts. Altimetry, which is the Art of meaſuring ſtrait Lines . George Noble, a gold Coin in the Time of King Henry
Planimetry, or the Art of meaſuring of Surfaces. Stereome- VIII. in Value or Current at 6 s. 82.

try, the Art of meaſuring Solids or Bodies. GEORGIANS (ſo called from one David George, a Hollan

Geometry is painted asa Ladywith a ſallow Face, clad in der] who held thatthe Law and Goſpel were unproftable for

a green Mantle fringed with Silver, and holding a ſilver che attaining Heaven, and thathimſelf was the true Meſſias.

Wand in her right Hand . Geo'rgicks ( reapgiri, Gr. ] Books treating of Husbandry,

GEOMETRY, is the Science or Doctrine of Extention or Tillage , breeding Cartle , &c.

extended Things, viz. Lines , Surfaces and Solids , which Geo'scopy [of zô and OneTow, Gr. to view] a Knowledge

diſcovers the magnitudes or greatneſs of Things preciſely, of the Nature and Qualities of the Eartli of Soil, obtained
with their Capacitics , . by viewing and confidering it .

TheoreticalGeoMETRY is a Science which treats of GeoTick (of zã, the Earth, Gr. ) a ſort of Magick perform

Speculative GEOMETRYMagnitude or continued Quan- ed by the Abſtance of a Dæmon, the ſame as Geomancy.

tity, with its Properties conſidered abſtractedly, without any GERAH [1791, Heb.) a ſilver Coin, in Value 7 d . Half-'

relation to material Beings; it contemplates the Property of peny Engliſh; but others ſay, * ? ofa Peny.

Continuity, and demonftrates the trnth of general Propofi- Gera'níum (zoezésion, Gr.] the Herb eall'd Stork's - bill , L.

tions, callid Theorems. Gera'ntes ( of gresiva, Gr. a Crane) a precious Stone in

Practical GEOMETRY , is the Method of applying Specu- Colour like a Crane’s Neck.

lative to Practice; as the meaſuring of Land or ſolid Bodies, Ge'rent ( gerens, L. )bearing, carrying or behaving .

Navigation , Fortification , Dialling GE'R ESOL( in Mafick ] oneof the Cliffs.

GER:
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GE'RFALCONT (Gelfalcore,Ital. prob. of gyrare,L. to turn GHASTLY, [ gaytle, Sax .) like a ghoit.
GYRFALCON round, and falco, L. from its turning GHErkins, à fort of foreign Cucumbers pickled .

Tound in the fight], a Bird of Prey in Size between a Vul- Gheux (Gueux, F. a Beggar ] a Name they gave to the

ture and a Hawk ; and of the greateſt Strength next the Eagle. Proteſtants in the time of the Civil Cominotions in the Lost

GERMA’NDER (Germandréé, F. ] the Herb called Engliſh Countries, becauſe the Proteſtant Perſons of Quality, habitud
Treacle. likeBeggars, aſſembled together to a Banquet in the Houte

A GERMAIN, a kind of long and pretty large Pear. of Florentius Pallan, Count of Gulemburgh ; and there, while

German (Germanus, L.) come of the ſame Stock . they were merry over their Cups , laid the Scheme of a Cori

A Brother-GERMAN, a Brother both by the Father and ſpiracy for the Liberty of their Country.

Mother's Side, in diſtinction to an uterine Brother, which is Ghittar [Guitern, F. prob. of Cithara, L.) a muſical

only ſo by the Mother's Side . Ghi’TTERN } Inſtrument formerly in much use with the
Couſin -GERMANs are Couſins in the firſt or neareſt De- Italians, &c.

gree , being the Children of Brother or Sifter. GHIZZARD ( gigerium , L. or of ghizzern, Lincoln ) the

GERMA’NICUS, a , um, [with Botan. Writ . ] of the growth Bag under the Throat or Craw of a Fowl.

of Germany. Ghost [ gayt, Sax . ) the Spirit of a Perſon deceaſed.

GERMA’NITY ( Germanitas, L.) Brotherlineís ; the Re- GHO'STLINESS ( 3a) Egelig and neyre, Sax . ) Likeneſs to

lation of a Brother ; alſo brotherly Behaviour. a ghoſt; alſo Spiritualnels, in oppoſition to Carnalneſs.

Ge'rMINATE ( germinare, L. ] to branch , ſprout out, bud, A GIANT ( 5igant, Sax. Gigas, L. of Tízes, Gr. Geant,

bloſſom . F. ] a Perſon of a large and uncommon Size and Stature.

GE'RMINANT ( germinans, L.) ſprouting, budding, blof Of the Giants that were Sown.

foming, & c. It is related that Cadmus, after he had ſain the Dragon in

GERMINA'T 10 N, a ſpringing, ſprouting, or buddingforthi Lerna, taking away his Teeth, ſow'd them in his own Land,
GERMINS [Germina, L.) young ſhoots of Trees. and that from them armed Men ſprung up. But the truth is,

GEROCOMICA , Phyſick preſcribing Diet for old Men . Cadmus, by Birth a Phænician, had , ainong other things,

GERONTES ( of rupy, Gr. an old Man ) Magiſtrates in ( as Kings are wont to have ) many Elephants Teeth ; and

Greece, the ſame at Sparta that the Aroopagites were at being about to undertake an Expedition with his Brother
Athens. Phanix, to fight for the Kingdom : Now Dracon was a King

GERONTOCOMI'A ( reportsxepia Gr . ) a part of Phyſick of Thebes, and the Son of Mars, who being Nain, Cadmus

which ſhews the wayof Living for old Men, in order to ſeiz'd on the Kingdom. Dracon's Friends made War againſt

preſerve their Health . him , and his Children alſo roſe up againſt him ; who being

GERONTOCOMI'UM [rnegu rondution of gepcov , an old Man , and inferior, having made Spoil of Cadmus's Wealth and his Ele

routing to take careof) an Hoſpital or Alms-houſe for poor phants Teeth , returned home, and one was diſpers'd one
old People. way, and another another ; ſome to Attica, ſome to Pelops.

GE'RSA (with Apothecaries ] a fine Powder made of ſome nejus, ſome to Phocis. and others to Locris : From which

foxs of Roots, as Snake - weed, Wake-Robin , &c. Places they iſſuing out, made War againſt Thebes, and were

GE'rsa Serpentaria ( with Apothecaries] a kind of Ceruſs Itout Warriours, after they had carried off Cadmus's Elephants

made of the Roots of the Herb Aron òr Cuckorvpintle. L. Teeth , and fed away , the Thebans ſaid that Caumus had

GE'RSUMA [ ganyuma, Sax . ) a Fine or In- brought this Calamity upon them , by ſaying Dracon, from

GE'RSUME come . whole Teeth being ſown, many ſtout and brave Warriours

Gersum A'RIUS,finable, liable to be Amerced, or Fined ſprung up againſt them . And this was the original of that

at the diſcretion of the Lord of the Manour. Fiction. · Palaphatus.

GE'RUNDS, ( of gerere, to adminiſter or govern ) it is a Giantess (une Geante, F. ] a gigantick Woman .

part of a Verb that admits no Variation, and governs the GiBBERISH ( probably q . d . Jabberiſh of Jabber, or

fame as the Verb ; but has neither Tenſe, Number, or Per- gabberen , Du. or of gabbe pe, Sax. an Inchanter) Pediars,
ſon .. French Jargon , nonſenſical unintelligible Talk .

In the Engliſh Tongue Gerunds and Participles are the GIBBERO'SITY ( gibberoſitas, L. ) Crump- houlderneſs,

fame in Termination, and have no other diſtinčtion but the crookedneſs in the Back.

Particle and the Noun -Subſtantive, which always follow and G'BBET ( Gibet, F. ] a gallows with one Poft upright,

precede the one the other : Aslovingis both a Participle and and anotherat the top in the form of the Letter T, for the
a Gerund , as a loving Man, loving is here a Participle ; in hanging Malefactors on.

loving him , loving is a Gerund . GIBBLE, Gabble, Prating , nonſenſical foolith Talk .

GERYON [ impuner, Gr. i.e. the Bawler,] as the Poets tell Gibberus, ( Anatomy] the backward and larger Proceſs
us, this Geryon was a monſtrous Giant that had three Heads . of the Ulna, which enters the hinder cavity of the Shoulder.

But the truth of the Matter is, There was a City in the GIBO'SITY 2 ( gibboſtas, L. ) the Bunchingneſs or

Euxine Sea, callid, Tricarenia, [ T povsepovic , Gr. i.e. three GIBBO'SENESS ſticking out moſt commonly on the

Heads] where Geryon dwelt in great Reputation , and aboun- GI'BBOUSNESS Back

ding inWealth, and, among the reſt, had an admirable Herd Gi'BBOUS (Gibbojus, L.] Hump-backed.

of Oxen : Hercules coming to drive them away flew Geryox GIBBOUS (with Aſtronomers) a Wordapply'd to the en

who oppos'd him ; and they that ſaw him drive away the lightened Parts of the Moon during her Courle from Full to

Oxen admired at it , and to thoſe that enquired concerning New, when the dark Part appears falcated or horned ; and

the Matter, they anſwered , that Hercules had driven away the light One gibbous and bunched out.

the Oxen of Tricarenian Geryon ; from which ſome imagined Gibbous jolid ( with Mathematicians ) is that which is

that Geryon had three Heads : And this gave birth to the comprehended of gibbous Superficies, and is either a Sphere
Fiction. Palæphatus. or Various. A Sphere is a gibbous Body abſolutely round

GESSAMPI'NI (in Botany) Cotton - Trees. and globular.

Ge'ssant [in Heraldry ) a Term uſed when the Head of a A Various gibbous Body , is a Body which is comprehended

Lion is borne over a Chief. by various Superficies, and a circular Baſe, and is either a

Gesses, the Furniture pertaining to an Hawk . Cone or a Cylinder.

Gesta'tion, a carrying or bearing ; alſo the time or con- To Gibe [ of gabber, F. or gabberen, Du . ] to ſeer,
tinuance of a Child in the Womb of the Mother, L. Mock, Flour.

Gesti'cuLATION , a repreſenting a Perſon by geſtures, GIBBLETS (of gobeaux , F. Mouthfuls, q.d. gobbelets ]

and poſtures ; alſo the uſing too much geſture in ſpeaking, L. the Neck, Legs, Pinions, Ghizzard, and Liver of a Gooſe,

GESTICULO'SE [ geſticulofus, L.) full of geſtures or moti C.

ons of the Body. Gibelot ( in Cookery ) a particular Way of dreſing
Gests ( gefta, L. geftés, F.] noble Feats , noble Ex- Chickens .

ploits, & C. GIDDY (gibicz , prob. of gissan , Sax. to play ] Verti

GestuosITY ( geftuofitas, L.) Apiſhneſs in geſtures, ginous, untettled in Mind, raih , inconliderate .

Gestu'r es ( gefius, L. geſtes, F.) Motions of the Body, GI'DDINESS, Inconfiderateneſs , Rashneſs ; ailo Vertigi.

to ſignify ſome Idea or Paſſion of the Mind, Behaviour. nouſneſs.

GESTUOSE [ geftuofus, L.) full of geſture. GI'FTED ( of gift, Sax .] endowed, qualified, furniſhed

To Get, [getan , Sax. to obtain , to acquire. with Gifts or Endowments, as a gifted Brother.

GE'TTINGS ( of getan, Sax. to get) Acquiſitions ; Things A Gift, a Donation, Gratuity, Preſent ; Endowment,

gotten by Labour, Traffick , &c. Qualification .

Geuiles (in Heraldry ] aRed or Vermilion Colour. Gift-Rope [ Sea Term ] a Boat-Rope, a Rope with which

Gewgaws (gegar, Trifles, or Heapgay, Sax. Images] the Boat is faſtened to the Bow , when ſhe is Swifted, in or

Play -things for Children, Toys, Triffes. der to her being towed at the Stern of rhe Ship.

}
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up cloſe.

A Gig, a wanton Woman ; alſo a Horn - Top for Boys to Effect makes the whole Materia Medica for People of Con
Whip. dition , being too dear for the Common People.

GIGA [in Mufick Books) a Jigg, ſome of which are To GIP , to take out the Guts of Herrings.

GI'GUE to be play'd now , and others brisk and live- Gipe , a Coat full of Plaits .

GI'GQUE ly , but always in Triple Time of one kind Gipsies (of Ægyptii, i . e . Egyptians) pilfering Strag
or another, Ital. glers , who under pretence of being Egyptians, pretend to

GIGA'NTICK (giganteus, L. Tezértelor of zizas, a Giant, tell People their fortunes.

Gr.] Giant like, of or pertaining to Giants, big -bodied. GIRAFFA, an Afiatick Beaſt, called in Latin Camelopar

GIGANTICKNESS, Giant-like Size. dalus.

GIGANTOM A'CHY ( gigantomachia , L. of [rartiue xix of GIRASOL [of girare and fol, L. ) the Sun - Stone, a preci

Sizes andvoxò, Gr. a Fight] the War, the Poets tell us, ous Stone of a whitiſh, ſhining Colour, which when placed

that the Giants made againit Heaven . towards the Sun , fends forth a golden Luftre.

Gig Mill, a Fulling Mill for Woollen Cloth . To GIRD (Gyndan, Sax .) to bind round about, to tye

To GUGGLE [prob . ofgichelen, Du. or of geagle, Sax .

wanton ] to laugh wantonly or fillily. Gird Brew, the Dregs or coarſer Subſtance of ſmall Oat

GI'GGLING ( prob. of geaglisc, Sax. gichelen, Du.] meal, boil'd to a Confiftence in Water, and eaten withSalt
and Butter.

laughing out, wantonly , childiſhly or fillily,

GUGOT, a Leg of a Sheep or Calf, or the Knuckle part
Girders [in Architecture) the largeſt pieces of Timber

after the Fillet has been cut off. in a Floor, whoſe Ends are uſually faſtened into the Sum

Gigs [in Hurles) a Diſeaſe, when Swellings grow on the mers or breaſt Summers, and the Joiſts are uſually framed

into the Girdles.
Inſide of their Lips.

GILBERTINES, a religious Order of 700 Friars and 1100 GI'RDLE (gyndel, Sax.) a Belt, or Band of Leather or

Nuns, founded by one Gilbert in Lincolnſhire in the Year
other Matter to gird up the Loins.

1145 . Girle (Hunting Term ] a Roe-buck of two Years Old .

GILD [of gilgan. 61x. to pay) a Tribute, a Tax, a Con GIRDLER [of gynole, Sax . a Girdle ] a Maker of Girdles ;

tribution ; allo a Society or Fraternity, a Company of Per but now chiefly a Maker of Bridles for Horſes, & c.

fons united, jointly to carry on ſomeAffair, either religious
Girding Girt Sea Term ] uſed of a Ship when the

or civil . In Popiſh Times there were many Gifts in moſt
To be Girt Cable is ſo taught, i.e. ftrained, that

Pariſh Churches, by the Contributions ofſeveralPerſons, upon the turningof the Tide they cannot get it over the

who contributed ſo much annually for the Maintenance of a
Stern Poſt, but itlies acroſs it.

Prieſt to ſay ſo many Maſſes , &c. on ſuch certain Days,
Gire'LLA , a Vane or Weather Cock .

and for themſelves particularly, and alſo for Wax - Tapers and
A GIRLE [ceo pla , Sax . which Minberu ſuppoſes to be

other Neceſſaries in that Service. derived of garrula, L. prating, becauſe they are uſually

Gi’LDABLE, liable to pay a Gild .
talkative ; or of girella, a Weather Cock; becauſe of their

GILD - Ale [gilbæle, Sax .) a drinking Match, where every
fickleneſs) a young Maid .

one paid his Club or Share.
GIRLISH , like a Girl , after the manner of a Girl.

Gild Merchant, a Privilege by which Merchants may hold Gi'rlisHNESS , girlith Diſpoſition or Behaviour.

Pleas of Land among themſelves.
GU'RNING, grinning.

Gild Rents, certain Rents payable to the Crown by any
Gi'RON [in Heraldry] a Gore or triangular Figure,

Gild or Fraternity . GU'IRON having a long, ſharp Point like the Step of a

Gild - Hall [Gilla- Aula, L.) the chief Hall of the Stair - Caſe, and ending in the Centre of the Eſcutcheon.

Guild - Hall > City of London .
GIRONNE ' (ofgiran, F. a Lap ) as if you

GILDHALDA Teutonicorum , the Fraternity of Eaſterly Mer GIRONNY Tuppoſe one fitting, his Knces

chants, held at a Place in London callid the Still-Yard . being poſited ſomewhat aſunder, and a traverſe

To Gild (of gyldan, Sax .] to waſh , plait or do over
Line being imagined drawn from one to the

with Gold, GC.
other, that with the two Thighs make a Giron , as in the

GILDER , one who does over with Gold, &C.
Figure.

A Gill, a Meaſure containing a Quarter of a Pint. GIRTH [of syndel, Sax.) a Girdle for a Horſe, which

Gill Hooter, an Owl. comes under his Belly and is buckled on his Side.

Gill creep by the Ground, the Herb Ale -hoof. Girth (with Cock Fighters] the Compaſs of the Body of
GILL ( Juliana, L.) the Nick -name of a Woman, a Miſs , a Cock.

as every Jack muſt have his Gill ; a mean, ſorry Wench or GIRTH Web, the Tape or Ribbon of which Horſe Girths

Woman.
are made .

GI'lla Vitrioli [ Cbymiſtry) vomitive Vitriol, or white
GI'RTHOL [ in the Practick of Scotland ] a Sanctuary or

Vitriol purified.
Place of Refuge.

GI'SARMS
GI'LLI-FLOWER. See Juli-flower.

a kind of Halbert or Weapon with two

GILLS [ prob. of gula , L. or agallas, Span. gilt, gilded ]
GUI'SARMS > Spikes, which ſome call Bilarms.

openings on the sides of the Heads of Fiſhes. To Gise Ground, is when the Owner of it does not feed

it wi
GI'lvus, a, um [in Botan . Writ.] of a ftamel or brick

his own Stock, but takes in other Cattle to graze.

Colour. Gi'sement, Cattle fo taken in to be grazed or to feed at

Gilt Head, a Sea Fiſh .
ſo much per Week.

GI'MLET (un gibelet, F.] a Nail-piercer or Borer.
Girn, an Herb or Weed that grows among Corn.

Gi'MMAL Ring . See Geminow .
To Give [Z1Fan, Sax.) to beltow , afford , produce; alſo

GIMP, a ſort of Mohair - Thread covered with the ſame,
to begin to thaw .

or a Twiſt for ſeveral Works formerly in Uſe. Given (with Mathem .) ſignifies ſomething ſuppoſed to
be known.

Gin (prob. a Contraction of Engine) a Trap or Snare for

catchingwild Beaſts or Birds, &c. Given (of zican , Sax .] beſtowed, afforded , produced.

GIN[a Contraction of Genevre , F.) a Spirit made of Juni- Given to, propenſe or addicted to.

per-berries. Gives ( gebangs, Du.) Fetters, Shackles.

GI'NCRACKS, a contemptible Name for ſome Things, a
GIZZARD . See Ghizzard.

fort of Engine work or new Contrivance . GLA'BRITY ( glabritas, L.) ſmoothneſs, barenefs ofHair.

Ginger [Zingiber, L. of Zizzillers, Gr. ] an Indian Root GLACIAL (glacialis, L.) Icy, belonging to Ice .

of abiting, hot Tafte well known. GLACIA'LI8 Himour (with Oculiffs) the Icy Humour, one

GINGERNESS, tenderneſs, niceneſs. of the three Humours of the Eye, which is contained in the

GINGIBER Florens (with Botan.) Dittany or Dittander, L.
Uveous Coat, and is thicker than the reft.

To GI'NGLE (prob . of jangle] to make a tinkling Noiſe, GLACIALNESS, Iceineſs.

or like little Bells; alſo to uſe Words which have a chiming GLACIATED ( glaciatus, L.) frozen, tutned to Ice.

and affected Sound.
GLACIATION, the freezing or turning any Liquid into

GI'NGLING (9.d . tingling, prob. of tinnire; L.) a Noiſe Ice , L.

like that of Bells, &c. alſo chiming in Sound. Gla'cis (in Fortification) a gentle Steepneſs, or an eaſy

Gi'nGLYMUS [rozjaunos, Gr. ] a joining of Bones , when floping Bank; bac eſpecially that which ranges from the

theHead of oneis received into the Cavity of another; and Parapet of the covered Way to the level on the side of the
again, the Cavity of the latter into the Head of the former, Field.

as that of the Thigh Bone with the Tibia, &c. Glaces of a Corniſh [ in Architect.] an eaſy, imperceptible

To GI'NGREAT, to Chirp as a Bird does . Slope in the Cymaiſe ofa Corniſh , to promote the deſcent

GIN SENG (in Tartary ] a wonderful Plant ; which in and draining off theWater.

GLAD

5다.

Today

Cio
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Glaowen } an Herb, alſo calla Spurge-Wort.

GLADIglad, Sax.) joyful, merry. nus, fo called from a great Scent their ſeparated Liquor

To Gia'dden ( Gladian, Sax .] to make glad. emits, L.

GLA'DDON GLANDULÆ Sebacece ( Anat.) a large Number of Glands

lying under the Skin of the Auricula of the Ear, and which be

GLA'DE (prob. of xodG , Gr. a Branch, or of glade, cauſe they ſeparate a greaſy Matter, are ſo called by Valjaloa, .

Sax. the ſetting of the Sun) a View or Pallage made thro’ á the firit diſcoverer, L.

Wood by Lopping the Branches of Trees ; alſo a breaking in GLANDULA Myrtiformes ( Anat.) the contracting of the

of Light. Fibres of the broken Hymen upon the firſt Coition, L.

GLADNESS (Gladneyye, Sax. ] Joy , Mirth, GLANDULÆ renales [ Anat.] ewo Glands lying wrapt up

GLA'DOM [ğladyome, Sax .) merry, joyous. in Fat, between the Aurta and the Kidney, a little above the

GLADIATORS (among the Romans]Sword -players, who emulgent Veſſels.
fought in the Circenfian Games, and at the Funerals of great GLANDULE ( glandula , L.) a Kernel in the Fleſh.

Men, one againſt another, even to the loſs of their Lives ; GLANDULES Adventitiouswith Surgeons) are thoſe Ker

either to divert the People, or to pacify the ghoſts of their nels, which are ſometimes under the Arm -holes, in the

Kindred. Theſe Exerciſes in the Amphitheatres were very Neck, as the King's-Evil, Sr.

extravagant, for according to the greatneſs of him that gave Perpetual GLANDULES? (with Surgeons, &c.] are the

theſe Paltimes to the People, there were to be ſeen many Natural GLANDULES } Pancreas or Sweet-Bread, the

hundred Combatants appearing upon the Sand one after ano- Glandula pinealis, &c.

ther. And ſome Emperors gave 1000, others 10000 Fencers . GLANDULO'SA Tunica Inteftinorum (with Anat.] ſmall

Theſe Fencers were for the moſt part Slaves, who were Glandules or Kernels, of which the innermoit Coat of the

ſent to the Fencing-maſters to be inſtiucted and prepared for Inteſtines or Guts is full ; whoſe Uſe is to ſoak in the ſtrained

this Exerciſe. Juice callid Chyle, and to diftribute it to the aiteal Veins, L.

Some of them fought only with a naked Sword in the right GLANDULOSA Corpora [wich Anat.) two Glandules or

Hand and a Buckler in the left , others appeared compleatly Kernels, lying under the ſeminal Bladders, near the common

armed ; ſomemarch'd to the Encounter blindfold, others Paſſage of the Semen and Urine, which they ſerve to lubricate
fought with a Trident and a Net to entangle their Adverſary , ormakeNippery ; alſo affording a kind of Vehicle to the le

and ifany was caught in the Net, it was not poſſible to eſcape minal Matter, ź .

Death. GLANDU LOSE [ slandulofus, L.) full of Glandules or

He that overcame was wont to kill his Adverſary, if the GLANDU'LOUS Kernels .

Spectators did not ſave his Life with a bended Thumb lifted GLANDU LOUSNESS , fulneſs of Glandules .

up, by which they made known their Pleaſure ; and when GLA'NDU LOUS[ glandulous, L.] full of Kernels ; alſo full

they opened the Thumb Itrait, it was a Sign of Condemna of Mait.

tion. GLANDULOUS Rects (with Betan.) thoſe Roots that grow

GLADIATURE (Gladiatura, L.) the feat of Fighting Kernel-wiſe, and are faitened together with ſmall Glandules ,

with Swords. Fibres or Threads.

Jus GLADII ( ant. Writ.] the Right of the Sword is uſed GLANDULOUS Fleſh ( with Anat.] is fach Fleſh as that of

for a ſupreme Juriſdiction. the Almonds of the Ears, Breaſts, Sweet-breads, &c.

GLAIR ( glaire, F.) the White of an Egg. GLANS, an Acorn ; alſo the Tip or Button of the Penis ;

To GLAIR , to rub over with Glair. alſo the Tip or Extremity of the Clitoris.

Glaive, a ſort of Weapon like an Halbard, F. GLANSunguentaria (with Anat.) the Fruit of a Tree like

To GLANCE (prob. of glantz, Teut, or Ejlancer, F. or Tamarisk, about the lize of an Halle -Nut, with a Kernel

of lancea, L. a Spear] to give a glance or calt of the Eye ; like an Almond, L.

alſo to reflect upon curſorily ; alſo to allude to ; alſo to glitter To GLARE ( prob. of efclaircr, F. ] to over-blaze, to daz

like a Lance. zle , to ſtare intently upon.

GLA'NDAGE Maſtage, the Seaſon of turning Hogs into GLAREO'SE ( glareons, L.) full of Gravel and Sand.

the Woods ; alſo the feeding Hogs with Maft. GLA'RING (prob. of ejclairant, F.] dazzling, blazing

GLA'NDERS, a Diſeaſe in a Horſe, a thick, skinny and out ; apparent.

bloody Humour proceeding from a Defect in the Lungs and To GLASE [of Zlær, Sax , Glaſs} to do over with Glaſs ;

voided by the Noſtrils.
alſo to ſet a gloſs upon Linen, Silk, & c. alſo to make Glaſs

GLANDIFEROUS, a, um (in Botan. Writ.] that bears A- Lights for Windows .

corns , as the Ilex, the Holm -oak, Suber, the Cork - tree, GLASS (glær, Sax .) an artificial tranſparent Subſtance laid

Caftanea, the Cheſnut-tree, L. to have been firſt invented by the Inhabitants of Sidon ; the

GLANDIFEROUS (of glandifer, L.) bearing Maft. firſt Maker of it in Rome, was in Tiberius's Time, whom he

GLANDINO'SE [glandinojus, L.) full of Malt. put to Death for Fear it ſhould detract from Gold and Silver ;

GLANDS ( glandes, L. and F.] Fleſh -Kernels, a ſort of and they loſe their Repute. It was firſt brought to England

Subſtance in an animal Body of a peculiar Nature, the Uſe of in the Year 662 , by Renault, a foreign Biſhop.

which is to ſeparate the Fluids . In Anno 1610. the Sophy Emperor of Perlin , ſent to the

Conglomerate Gland an irregular Aſſemblage of ſeveral King of Spain fix Glafles that were Malleable, i.e. did not

Compound GLAND $ fimple Glands , tyd together and break by being hanımered .

wrapt up
under one common Membrane. An Artiſt inRome, in the Time of Tiberius, made Veſſels

Vaſcular GLANDS , are only cluſters of little Veſſels, which of Glaſs of ſuch a Temper, that being thrown on the

uniting together form the Canal or excretory Duct through Ground, they did not break but only bruiſe, which the Au

which their ſecreted Juice is diſcharged. thor with a Hammer ſmoothed and ſtraitened again before

Veicular GLANDS, are Aſſemblages of Veſiculæ , commu the Emperor.

nicating with each other, and all terminating in two or three Glass, is made of fine Sand and the Aſhes of Kaly or

larger Veſſels by the Prolongation of which the excretory Fern ; the Aſhes of which Herbs are moſt proper, becauſe

Duct is form’d . they abound with abundance of fixt Salts, which are very

GLANDULA , a little Acorn , L. porous or ipungy ; theſe Ames being put into a violent

GLANDULA (with Anatomi/ s) a Kernel in the Fleſh, Fire, their Corners are conſumied by it, and by this means

GLA'NDULE } a ſoft, fat, fpungy Subſtance of a peculiar the Surface of their Parts are made ſo ſmooth and even , that

Nature, ſerving to ſtrengthen the Veſſels, to ſuck up ſuper- they touch in more Points than they did before, and afford 2

fluous Humours, and to moiſten other Parts . free Paffage to the Beams of Light, and cannot be rendered

GLANDULA Pinealis ( with Anatomiſts] a Glandule or dark and opaque without the mixture of ſome foreign Matter.

Kernel in the folding of the Brain callid Choroides, called al- Glass is alſo made of Flints and other ſuch like Materials.

ſo Coronarium, on account of its reſembling a Cone or Pine- Glass Drops or Bubbles, are ſmall Parcels of coarſe

apple in Shape .
green Graſs, taken out of a Pot in Fuſion at the End of an

GLANDULA Guidonis (with Anatomiſs] a kind of Swel- Iron Pipe, and being exceeding hot are dropt into a Vettel

ling like a Glandula, ſoft, moveable without Roots, and ſe- of cold Water, and let to lie there till they are cold. Theſe

parate from the Parts about it . are call's Prince Rubert's -Drups, and do exhihit this ſurpri

GLANDULA pituitaria ( Anatomy)a ſmall Glandule in the zing Phænomenon, that as ſoon as you break off the leaſt Bit

Sella equina of the Brain , which Kernel is covered over with from the Ştem or picked End of them, the whole bulk of the

the rete Mirabile in many Brutes , but not in Men. Drop, or great part of it, flies into ſmall Atoms or Duft wich

GLANDULA lumbares ( Anat.) three Glands ſo termed on a brisk Noiſe.

account of their lying upon the Loins. GLASS of Antimony (with Chymits) the moſt fixed and

GLANDULA odoriferæ [ Anat.] certain ſmall Glands in that hardeſt Matter of that Mineral, that is found at the Bottom

part of the Penis where the Præputium is joined to the Bala- of the Crucible, cleared from the Fæces or Droge.

Jealous
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Jealous Glass, a ſort of wrinkled Window Glaſs, of ſuch middle kind, that is, neither the deepeſt nor ſhallowėlt, but

a Quality, that a Perſon cannot diſtinctly ſee what is done in amean between.

on the otherſide of it, but yet admits the Light to paſs throiº GLENOIDES (of rahim and iidG , Gr. form ) are two Cavi:

it. It is caſt in a Mould, and is compos'd all over its Sur- ties in the lowerpart of the firſt Vertebra or turning Joint of

face with oblong circular Figures, in the form of a Weaver's the Neck .

Shuttle, concave on one ſide and convex on the other. GLIB (prob. of glidan,Sax .) Nippery, ſmooth asGlaſs,& c.
Hour Gla'ss es were firſt made by the Sicilians. Gli'bNESS (prob. of Flidend and neyse, Sax .] ſlipperineſs.

GLA'ssy [glæssicg, Sax .] of the Nature of or like Glaſs. GLICY'RRHIZA. SeeGlycyrrhiza.

GLASTUM, the Herb Woad, wherewith Cloth is dyed To GLIDE ( Glidan, Sax .) to ſlide of paſs along eaſily and

blue ; with which the antient Britains painted themſelves; to gently , as Water in a Brook, 6.

make themſelves look terrible to their Enemies.
To Gli'mmer (glimmer, Dan.) to begin to appear by

GLA'VERING, fawning, flattering.
Degrees, as the Light does by break of Day , & c.

GLAUCIA [with Botanifs) the Herb Celandine, L.

Glau'com^2 (Tourous , Gr. ]a fault in the Eye when třembling Light.
Glr'mmering ( glimmer, Dan.] caſting a glancing or

GLAU'COSIS the Cryſtalline Humour is changed into a
Glimpse, a ſudden and tranſient Beam or Flaſh of Light;grey or Sky -Colour.

a ſudden and ſhort View .

ĠLAUCO'NIUM (with Botanifts] Penny -Royal, L.
GLI'SCERE, to kindle or grow light as Fire does, L.

GLA'ucus, a, um (with Botan. Writ.) ofa whitiſh , green

Colour, with ſomething of a blueiſh Caft, as the Leaves of Increaſe of Spirits; or the Excerbation of Fevers which re
GLIŠCERE[ in a Medicinal Senlē] is the natural Heat and

the Perfian Lily, French Sorrel-Tree , Sedums, &c. turn periodically .

: GLAUCUS ( according to the Poets ] was a Fiſherman, who
Gliss (with Botaniſts]a Thiſtle or Piony Root, L.

being a fiſhing, as he caught the Fiſh, he threw them on the

Bank, and they had no ſooner taſted of an Herb but they
To Gli'stent [ glidecen , Du.) to line, to be bright

leap'd into the Sea again ; which Glaucus perceiving, tafted
To GLI'STER or ſparkling.

of the Herb himſelf, and preſently leapt into the Sea, and
A GLISTER . See Clyſter.

To GLITTER ( Llitinian, Sax .) to ſhine, & c.
became one of the Godsofthe Sea: Palaphatus tells us, that

the reality of the Fiction is, Glaucus was a Fiſherman of
GLITT [with Surgeons] a thin Matter iſſuing out of
GLEET Wounds and Ulcers; eſpecially when the Ner

Antbedon , and an excellent Swimmer, whom the Inhabi

tants of the City , ſeeing him plunge himſelf (dive) under
vous or Sinewy Parts are bruiſed and hurt.

GLITTERING ( Clitenung , Sax .] ſhining bright, ſpark
Water, and by and by to riſe in another Place, and not ha

ling.
ving ſeen him for ſome Days afterwards , till at length ' he

ſhow'd himſelf to them , and ſome of his Domeſticks asking
To Gloar ( gloeren , Du.] to look askew .

him where hehad been all that Time, he inventing a Lye, Gloar (prob. of gloriofus, L.) as gloar Fat, fulſomly
Fat .

reply'd he had been in the Sea. And at the ſame Time ha

vingcaught Fiſhes and put them in a certain Place, when
GLOA'RINESS, fulneſsof gloar Fat:

the Citizens wanted Fiſh and no other Fiſherman durft ven GLOARY, fulſomly Fat.

ture to go a fiſhing on Account of the Tempeſt that then
GLO'BATED ( globatus, L.) made round or like a Ball.

rag'd, he bid the Citizens ask for whatFilh they pleas'd and
GLOBE (with Mathematicians) is a ſolid Body exactly

hewould procure them for them , which hedoing, they gave isa Point, from whenceallright Lines drawn to the Surface
round, contained under one Surface, in the middle of which

it out thatGlaucus was a Sea God. But at length in Swim

ming he was kill'd by a Sea Monſter, whereupon he never
areequal one to another.

being ſeen to come out of the Sea again, they gave it out of theEarth and Sea, drawn or delirieated on its Surface,
GLOBE artificial Terreftial, a Globe that has all the Parts

that hedw elt in it, and had his Reſidence there.

GLAVEA Cold Rec .] a Glave, Javelin or Hand Dart.
like as on a Map, and placed in their natural Order and si

tuation .

To Gla'ver, to ſmooth up or fawn tpon .

GLAY'MOUS, muddy, clammy. Globeartificial Celeſtial, is a Globeupon whoſe Supera

GLAY'MOUSNESS, muddineſs , clammineſs. ficies is painted the Images of the Conſtellations, and thefix

To GLAZE ( glæren, Sax .] to do over with Glaſs; alſo
ed Stars, with the Circlesofthe Sphere .

Oni
to ſet a gloſs upon Linen , &c.

GLOBE ( Hieroglyphically) repreſented the World.

GLAʼZED (of Zlayen,Sax.] done with Glaſs ; alſo having Signs,and a tultitude of Stars,andwas ſupported on the
this Globe "weredelineated the Circles of the Zodiack, the

upon it.

Back of a Man upon his Knees, which were covered with
GLA'ZIER, one who works or makes Glaſs Windows.

his long Gartent; initimating that the World was upheld by

GLEAD (3liba, Sax .) aKite .
the Power of God, who ſeems to be covered to the lower

GLEAM (leoma, Sax. a Light) a Ray or Beam of Light.
Ranks of Creatures, with divers Emblems and dark Shadows.

To Gleam (with Falconars] is ſaid of a Hawk, when the GLOBO'SE?

cafts or throws up Filth from her Gorge. GLOʻsous > [ globofus, L.] round as a Globe or Bowl.

GLE'AMING (of icomian , Sax .) ſhining or caſting forth

Beams of Light
GLO'Bosus, a, um ( in Botan. Writ.] iswhen the Flowers

TO GLEAN (glaner, F.) to pick up the ſcattered Ears of grow round together at the Top of the Stalk like aBall,as

in the Globe Thiſtle, L.

Corn after Reaping.

GLE'ANING (prob. of glanant, F.) gathering Ears after
GLOBO SENESS ( globofitas, L.) roundneſs in Forin , globu

lar Form .

Reaping
GLO'MERATED ( glomeratus, L.) wound round in a Bot.GLEAR . See Glair.

ton, as Yarn, c.
GLEBA'RIR ( old Rec.] Turf, Pete or Earth fit to burn.

GLO'BULAR (globularis, L.) round like Globe.
GLEBE ( gleba, L.) a Turfor Clod of Earth .

GLEBE Land , Church Land, moſt commonly taken for
GLOBULAR Chart,is the repreſentation ofthe Surface;

or ſome part of the Surface of the terraqueous Globe upon a
Land belonging to a Pariſh Church or Parſonage beſides the

Plain , wherein the Parallels of Laticude arc Circles neatly
Tithe.

concentrick ; the Meridians Curves bending towards the Poles,

GLEBOT} [ glebofus, L. of gleba ]full of Clodo. and the Rbumb Lines alſo Curves.

GLO'BULARNESS ( of globularis, L.) the ſame as Gle
GL E/BOUSNESS

GLEBOʻSITY
boleneſs.[ glebofitas, L.] fulneſs of Clods.

GLE'BULENT [ glebulentus, L.) cloddy, abounding with
GLO'SULES ( globuli, L.) ſuch Particles of Matter as are

Clods, & c. of a globular or Ipherical Figure.

GLOBULOUS (globulofus, L.) being round in Form of a
GLEDE (Elisa, Sax .) a Kite.

Globe.

A Glede ( gleb, Sax ) a hot Ember or live Coal.
GLOBULUS Nafi ( Anat.) the lower Cartilaginous movea

Glee ( gle. Glic, Sax .) gladneſs, Mirth , Joy.
ble Part of the Noſe , L.

Glee'FUL [glcxul, Sax .] full of gladneſs.
GLOMERATION, a winding round in a Bottom or Ball,GLEE'FULNESS, fulneſs of Joy, Mirth, & c.

as Yarn , & c. is wound, L.
GLEEK, a Game at Cards.

GLO'MEROUS [ glomerofus, L.) round like a Bottom ofGLEET (prob. of Zliban , Sax. to glide) a venereal Dir.
Thread, Yarn , & c.

eaſe, a Fluxof thin Humour from the Urethra ; alſo a thin
GLO'Ominess, duskinefs, darkneſs, cloudineſs.

Matter iſſuing out of Ulcers.

Gle'ne (ramn, Gr. an Eye-lid ) the Ball or Apple of
Glo'omy (Llomung, Sax.) dusky, dark or cloudy.

GLENA } the Eye ; allo the hollowneſs of a Bone which GLO'rta Patrici. e. Glory to the Father) a Formula of

receives another into it ; thoſe Cavities of Bones that are of a Verſe in the Liturgy, repeated at the End ofeach Pfalm , and

4 H. upon

a glofs ſet
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upon other Occcafions to give Glory to the Holy Trinity, GLUTÆUS Minor (with Anatomifs) the leffer Muſcle of

called callo Doxology, L.
the Thigh, lying wholly under the Gluteus Medius, taking

Gloria in Excellis [ i.e. Glory in the Higheſ] a kind of its Riſe from the Dorfus llei, and having its Inſertion at the

Hymn alſo rehearſed in the Divine Office , L.
upper Part of the Root of the great Trochanter, ſo that its

GLORIFICA'Tion, a glorifying, an admitting to the State Fibres running parallel with thoſe of the Medius, afiiit it in

ofGlory; alſo a giving Glory , L :
all its Actions.

To GLOʻRIFY ( glorificare, L. glorifier, F.] to give GLU'TEN (with the Antient Phyſicians] a kind of dewy

Glory to, to Praiſe ; alſo to place amongthe Blefied . Humour, that ſticks cloſe to the Parts, otherwiſe called Ros

GLO'R 10USNESS [ l'eſtat glorieus, F.] glorious Eſtate, Glutæa.

Quality, &C .
GLUTIA ( 1487x, Gr.] two Prominences of the Brain called

GLORY [in a Stage Play) is a repreſentation of Heaven . Nates.

To GLORY [ gloriari, L. Je glorifier, F. ] to boalt, brag GLUTI'NAMENT, Paſte or gluiſh Matter, L.

or vaunt ; to pride ones ſelf in .
GLUTI'NATIVENESS (of glutinatio, L, or glutineux, F.]

GLORY [in Painting) thoſe Beams of Light commonly gluey Quality.

drawn round the Head ofour Saviour, Saints , c.. GLUTINOUSNESS (of glutineus, L.] gluiſh or ſticking Qua

GLORY [ gloria, L.] Honour, Renown, Reputation, lity .

Fame. GLU'TØS [ taxtd's, Gr. ] one of the Proceſſes in the upper

GLORY (with Divines] the Majeſty of God conſidered with Part ofthe Thigh Bone, otherwiſe called the greater Rotator.

infinite Power, and all other divine Perfections. GLU'TTON [a certain Animal ſaid to be found in Lithuania,

To GLOSE [of Lleyan, Sax .) to flatter, footh , collogue Muſcovy, and other Northern Countries) this glattenous Beaft

with .
ſtuffs it ſelf with Carrion , till its Paunch ſticks out like a

A Gloss ( gloja, L. gacoing, Gr.] a Comment, Expo- Drum , and then getting in between twoTrees, & c. it prel

ſition or Interpretation ; alſo a Shiningneſs or Luſtre ſet upon ſes out the Ordure backwards and forwards, and afterwards

Silk , Cloth, Stuff, EC .
returns to the Carcaſs to gorge it ſelfagain .

A Gloss, alſo is a literal Tranſlation or Interpretation of GLU'TTON [ glouton, F.) a greedy devourer.

an Author in another Language Word for Word. ,
GLU'TTONY, eating exceſſively .

To GLOSS [ glofari, L.) to Comment or make Notes GLU ' ( glutinojus, L. ) ſticking, or like Glue .

upon.
GLY CONIAN Verſe, a Verſe conſiſting of two Feet and a

GLO'SSARY ( gloffarium , L.Ja Dictionary explaining the Syllable ; or as others ſay , of three Feet, a ſpondee and two

hard , obſcure or barbarous Words of a Language.
Dactyls, or rather a Spondee, Choriambus and a Pyrrhic. ?

GLO'ssing upon [ of gloffure, L. gloffer, F.] commenting Glyche [in Architect.) a general Name for any Cavity

briefly upon.
or Canal used as an Ornament.

Gloʻssiness [of glellen , Teut . ] ſhiningneſs; thewineſs.
Glycipi'eris (with Botaniſis] the Plant Bitter -Sweet, or

GLOSSOCO'MIUM ( with Surgeons] an Initramentfor ſetting windyNight-Shade, L. of Gr. -

broken Limbs , L.
GLYCYRRHIZA [Cnuruppa, Gr.) the Plant called Li

GLOSSOGO'MON [in Mechanicks] a Machine compoſed of quorice, L.

divers dented Pinions , for railing huge Weights or Burthens. GLYCYSIDE (with Botanifts] the Piony, L. of Gr.

GLOSSO'GRAPHER [rAydobypia o of grasou, the Tongue, GLYN (Dooms-Day Book] a Valley or Dale .

and region , G;. ) a Writer of a Gloſſary,
GLYPHICE (Faupirn of zupa, Gr. to carve or ingrave]

GlossoʻGRAPHY [11200907 expice, Gr.) the Skill of Writing the Art of Carving, Cutting or Caſting the Images or Re

a Gloſſary .
ſemblances of natural Things in Metal.

GLOSSOGR A'PHICAL , according to the Art ofGloffography. GNAPHA'LIUM ( with Botaniſts] the Plant Cud -Weed, L.

GLOSSOPET.RB (ofIcazeand Times, Gr. ) a preciousStone
ofGr.

reſembling the Tongue of a Man ; alſo a stone call’d the GNAR, a hard Knot in Wood.

Tongue Stone.
To Gna'sH (prob. of gnægan, Sax. to gnaw ] to grate or

Glo'ttis [Taettir, Gr. ) one of the five Griſtles of the make a grating Noiſe with the Teeth.

Larynx or Head of the Wind Pipe; the Chink of the Wind GNAT (znæt, Sax .) a ſmall Inſect or Fly that ſtings.

Pipe.
GnAt Snapper, a Bird .

A Glove [Lloy, Sax.).a 'covering for the Hand.
GnathO'NICAL , playing or acting the Part of Gnatka, a

GEOVE Silver (old Rec ) Money given to Seryantsto buy Paraſite, flattering, deceitful in Words, foothing Pertans

them Gloves.

Humours for ſelf Ends.

To throw the Glove, a Practice or Ceremony antiently GNATHONIZING [of Gratbe, a Flatterer in Terence) flat

uſed, being aChallenge to a ſingle Combat
tering, ſoothing the Humour of a Perſon .

GLOVER ( Gloxere, Sax .) a maker of Gloves. To GNAW (of glægan , Sax . or knawen , Teut.] to

GLO'Vers Stitch (with Surgeons] is when the Lipsof a bite off...

Wound are few'd upwards after the manner ofGloves. Gno'ma ( rreum, Gr. ) a Sentence.

To Glow ( Zlopan, Sax .) to grow Hot or Red , as the Gnome, a Name which the Cabalifts give to a ſort of in

Cheeks or Ears do.
viſible People, who, as they fancy inhabit the inward Parts

To GLOUT of the Earth and fill it to its Centre .

to look furlily , doggedly, & c.
To GLOWT GNOʻMON ( Tpcélor, Gr. ) an Index.

GLOW -WORM (glep-pyrim , Sax.) a ſort of Infelt that А.
GNOMON [ in Parallelograms] a Fi

N

ſhines in the dark .
BI gure made of the two Complements,

GLO'ZING (of gleyung , Sax .) flattering, colloguing, & c.
G

together with either of the Parallelo

GLUE ( gluten , L.) a ticky ,clammy Compoſition to join grams about the Figure ; as in this

Boards together. Parallelogram , the Gnomon is N added

GLU'INESS (of glutinoſus, L.) ſticky Quality. to A, A added to B, or N added to G, added to D, added

GLU'ISH ( glutinojus, L.) ſticking, clammy, glucy Nature

of Quality .
GNOMON [in Dialling ) is the Stile, Pin or Cock of a Dial,

GLU'M NESS (of Zlomunz, Sax.] ſullenneſs in Looks . theShadow of which pointeth out the Hours.
To Glur ( glutire , L.) to over-charge, to over ſtock. GNOMO'NICK [of Irer ovakis of Irawr, Gr. the file

A Glut, an over-charge or over-ſtock . GNOMO'NICAL Pin or Cock of a Dial] belonging to a

GLUTÆI ( rašna, Gr.) the Name of ſeveral Muſcles Dial , or the Art of Dialling or Gnomonicks .

which move the Buttocks.
GNOMO'NICKS (of repovakú, Gr. ) the Art of Dialling.

GLU'TÆvs Major (with Anatomiſts ] the largeſt Muſcleof GNOMONOLOʻGICAL, of or pertaining to the Art of Dial

the Thigh, that makes up the Buttocks, which takes its Riſe ling.
from the outward Part of the Spine of the Os ileum , as alſo GNOSI'MACHI (TworMagos, Gr. 4. d . Enemies of Wiſdom

from the hindermoft Parts of the Sacrum and Os coccygis, and or Knowledge) a Sect of Heretickswho were profelled Ene

is let into the Linea Ajpera, on the back of the Thigh Bone; mies to all ſtudied Knowledge in Divinity,

ſo that when this Muſcle acts, it puts the Thigh directly Gno'sticks ( Treesixei, Gr.] a Sect of Hereticks, An. Ch.

backwards:
125, who arrogated to themſelves a high Degree of Know

GLUTÆUS Medius (with Anatomifs) the middle Muſcle of ledge, and looked uponall other Chriſtians as fimple and ig .

the Thigh, lying chiefly under the tendinous beginning of norant, who interpreted the ſacred Writings in a coo low.and
the Glutaus Major, ariſing from the outward Part of the literal Senſe in all Things ; they held that the Soul of Man

Os ileum , and having its Inſcrtion to the upper and outward was of the fame Subſtance with God ; that there were two

Part of the Root of the great Trochanter. This Muſcle is Gods, the one good and the other bad ; they alſo deny'd the

employ'd in turning the Thigh inwards. future Judgment .
Go
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To Go (gan and gangan , Sax .) to walk , move, & r.' nina, Goddeffes that lookd to the Child in the Cradle ; Run

Go to Bed at Noon , the Name of an Herb . mina, that aſſiſted it in Sucking.
To Go to God

Porina, Educo, Ofilago, Fabulinus, Carnen, Juventus, Or.

} the Couft. bona, Volupia, Libentina, Anculi dii, were honoured by

Goa , the arched Fig-Tree ; a Tree in ſome parts of Servants:-1

- Ana, of one of which comes a whole Wood ; for the Boughs New married couples had feveral Deities, as Yugatinus,

reaching to the Ground take Root. that joined them together; Domiducus, he that led the Bride

To Goad [ ofZoad, Sax.] to prick with a Goad. home; Manturna Dea, Virginenfis, Cinxia, Mutinus, Deus.

A GOAD [ goad, Sax .] a Staff pointed with ſharp Iron , pater, Subigus, Dea-mater , Prema, Viriplaca Dea , who all

to drive Cattle with . had their ſeveral Offices appointed them in Marriages.

GOAD, an Engliſh Ell, by which Welsh Frize is meaſured. The Women had alſo the following Goddeſſes of Child

: GOAL (25 fome imagiue of goel, Du. or gaule, a Pole, bearing, viz . Mena Dea, Juno, Fluonia and Lucina, Pat

whichbeing ſet in the Groundwasthe Place to run to ] the tunda, Latona, Egeria, Bona Dea , Magna Genata, & c.

end of a Race . They had alſo Muria, the Goddeſs of Lazineſs.

GOAL [ geole, F. ) a Priſon or Jail . Strenua Dea, the Goddeſs of Strength and Valour.

GOA'LER [ geolier, F.) the Keeper of a Jail or Priſon. Stimula Dea, the Goddeſs that prompts Men to Labour.

To GOAR ( prob . of gebopian ,Sax. ferare, L.] to bore Agonius Deus, a God who bleſs'd their Undertakings.

or pierce witha Horn, as a Bull , Egr. Dea Horta, a Goddeſs that perſuaded them to any Buſineſs.
GOA RING ( Ser Term ) a Saile is faid to be cut goaring, Catius Deus, a God that made them careful.

when it is gradually cut ſloping, and is broader at the Clew Volumnas Deus, the God of their Wills .

than at the Earing. Adeona and Abeona, Goddeſſes of their coming in and go

Goat [gæte, Sax. ) an Animalwell known. ing out

Goat Hart, a ſtone Buck . Viftoria , the Goddeſs of Victory .

A wild Goat (Hieroglyphically ) was uſed to repreſent a Pellonia, ' a Goddeſs that was very active in driving away

very ſober Man, becauſe this Animal lives in Deſart Places Enemies. i

not frequented. drinks ſeldom , and will fabfiſt a long Time Fefonia Dea, a Goddeſs who helped thoſe that were weary.

without Water. Averruncuś Deus, the God that averted all Evil.

Goat's - Brend, Goat's - Beard, Goat's-Marjoram , Goat's. Angeronia, the Goddeſs of Silence.

Rue ; ſeveral ſorts of Herbs. Laverna, a Goddeſs who gave Thieves fucceſs in their

Goat-Chafer, an Inſect ; a kind of Beetle . Robberies, and unto whom they offered Sacrifices. Thieves

Goat's- Thorn, a Shrub. were under her Protection, divided their Spoil in her Wood,

GOA'TISH [of gæticg, Sax .] of the Nature of or like a · where ſhe had a Temple erected.

Goat. Nenia Dea, Libitina, &c. the Goddeſs of Funerals.

A GOA'THERD (gæte-hiepoe, Sax.) a Keeper or Feeder The Romans alſo had Gods and Goddeſſes of the Fields,

of Goats. beſides a multiplicity of Nymphs and Satyrs; as Jugaticus;

Goat Milker [of gæte and melcan , Sax.] a kind of the God of the Mountains; Pan, was a God of the Field ;

GOATSycker Owl. Sylvanus, the God of Cattle ; Priapus, of the Gardens; Fero
GOB

[ goheau , F.] . a mouthful, a great bit of nia, of the Woods.

Go'BBET Meat. Pales, was the Goddeſs of Fodder and of Shepherds.

To Go'BBLE [ gober, F.] to eat voraciouſly, or ſwallow Flora, the Goddeſs of Flowers.

down without Chewing, as Ducks, &c. Pomona, the Goddeſs of Apples and ſuch like Fruit.

GOBELINS, a celebrated Manufactory at Paris and elſe- Tutullina, a Goddeſs whohad an Eye over Corn.

where, for the making of Tapeſtry, c. for the Uſe of the Robigus, a God that preſerved their Cornfrom Mildew.
Crown. Populonial Godddeſſes that defended their Corn from

Go'BLET ( gobelet, F. as ſome will have it of Cupa, Lat. Fulgura Thunder.

Barb . but Budæus of wrimor, Gr. ] a large drinking Veſſel, Pilumnus, a God of Bakers.

commonly of a round Form , and without eitherfoot or Picumnus, a God that taught Men to improve the Ground

Handle. with Dung:

GO'BBLING (ofgobant,F.] eating voraciouſly, ſwallowing Bubona , the Goddeſs of Oxen.

down haſtily. Hippona, the Goddeſs of Horſes.

GOBLIN ( gobelin , F. ] a Spirit, a Bugbear, a Hobgoblin. Mellona, the Goddeſs of Bees.

Rufina, a Goddeſs of the Country.
GO'BONATED } [ in Heraldry.] Sce Compone.

Terminus, a God of Limits.

GOD ( 300, Sax .) the Divine Being. The Romans had increaſed the Number of their Deities to

God (Hieroglyphically ) was by the ancient Egyptians re- ſeveral Thouſands, every Affection of the Mind and Diſeaſe

preſented by the Body of a Man , covered with a long gar- of the Body was honoured as a Deity, viz. Pavor and Pal

ment, bearing on the top of the Head an Hawk ; By the Ex- lor, Cloacina, Rediculus, Tempeſias, Febris, Fugia, Fornax ,

cellency, Courage, Nimbleneſs and good Qualities of this Caca, Vicepota , Volturnus, & c.

Bird, ſhadowing out the incomparable Perfections of its And as the Romans enlarged their Dominions, they admit

Creator. ted all the Gods and Goddeſſes of other Nations into their

The Egyptian Prieſts did alſo repreſent God, by a Man City, as Sanetus or Deus Fidius, the God of the Sabines ;

ſitting upon his Heels, with all his lower Parts covered, to Jo or Jus and Ofris, Goddeſſes of the Egyptians; all the

intimate, that he hath hid the Sccret of his Divine Nature, in other Gods ofthe Grecians, Illyrians, Gauls, Spaniards,
his Works thatappear to ourEyes. Germans and Afiatick People were brought to Rome, and

Goddess Lodeyye, Sax .] a She-Deity. there worſhipped.

Gods and Goddeſſes of the Romans were many ; the mul- When Tiberius heard of the Miracles of our Saviour, by

tiplication of Deities isſuppos’d to be for the ſatisfying the the Information of Pilate, he deſired the Senate, that Jeſus

Minds of the ignorant People, who could not comprehend Chrift might be introduced amongſt the Number of their

· how one and theſame Deity could be diffus'd throughout all Deities; but they did not conſent to it ; either becauſe the

the Parts of the Univerſe. Place of his Nativity was generally hated by all Nations ; or

The chief of the Gods of the Romans were Jupiter , the ratherbecauſe he could not be rightly worſhipped there where

God of Thunder , his Wife Juno, the Goddeſs of Riches ; there was ſuch a multiplicity of idleGods.

Minerva, the Goddeſs of Wiſdom ; Venus, the Goddeſs of Go‘dbote ( go'obote, Sax ) an Eccleſiaſtical Fine or A

Beauty ; Mars of War ; Mercury of Eloquence ; Apollo of mercement antiently paid for Offences againſt God .

Phyfick ; Neptune of the Sea ; Veſta of the Earth ; Ceres Gopi'vo (in Cookery) a delicious kind of Farce.

of Bread -Corn ; Diana of Hunting ; Saturn of Time ; Go'dLess(Godleay, Sax . ) without God, impious , wicked .

Janus of Husbandry ; Sol, the Sun ; Luna, the Moon ; GO'DLINESS (Goblicnegye, Sax .) pious or religious Qua

Bacebus of Wine ; Vittoria of Vi&tory ; Cupid of Love; lity or Diſpoſition.

Nemehs of Revenge, & c. God-Father (706.jca Ser, Sax . ) a Man that is Surety to

Beſides their many other Deities, all the Perfections and a Child in Baptiſm .

Virtues of the Soul were adored as ſo many Deities, viz . God - Father's [of Duels] in antient Times were a kind of

Mens, the Mind ; Virtus, Virtue.; Horos, Honour'; Pietas, Advocates choſen by the two Parties, to repreſent the Rea

Piety, &c. And they had particular Divinities over every fons of their Combat tothe Judge.
Part of a Man's Life. God-Mother ( 808 moden , Sax .) a Woman that is Surety

The young Babes were under the Protection of the fol- for a - Child at Baptiſm .

lowing Deities, viz . Opis, Nafcio, Vaticanus, Levanas Casa
God
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God -Child (806-cjio, Sax .) the Child for whom Sureties GOLDENÝ, the Fiſh alſo call'd a Gill-bead.

undertake. Burni/b Gold is Gold ſmooth'd and poliſh'd with a

GOD - Son (306 - Yuna, Sax .) a Man -Child, for whom Sure- Steel Inſtrument call'd a Burniſher.

ties have undertaken . Million if Gold, a Phraſe uſed to ſignify a million of
God -Daughter ( 706-Dohton , Sax .) a Woman -Child, for Crowns.

whom Sponſors have anſwered in Baptiſm . Mofaick GOLD, Gold applied in Pannels on a proper
Godwit, a kind of Quail. ground, diſtributed intoSquares, Lozenges , and otherCom

GOGMAOGG, a Britiſo Giant, ſaid to have been twelve partments, part whereof is Shadowed to raiſe or heighten the

Cubits high ; an Image ofwhich ſtands in the Guild -Hall reſt.
of London . Fine Gold is that which is refined and purged by Fire, of

To bea Goc (prob. of goques, F. merry Mood, Pin or all its Impurities and all Alloys.

Cue) to be eagerly deſirousof. Shell Gold is that uſed by the Illuminers, and with which

GO'GGLE Eyed, having full, rolling Eyes. Perſons may write in Gold with a common Pen. It is made

Go'GING Stool, a ducking Stool. of'Leaves of Gold reduced to an impalpable Powder, by

GoPING ( of gan , Sax . to go ) walking, moving. grinding on a Marble,

GOING to the Vault ( with Hunters] uſed of a Hare, when Virgin Gold is Gold juſt taken outof the Mines, before

The takes to the Ground like a Coney. it hath paſſed under any action of Fire, or other Preparation .

Go'la (with Architects) an Ornament, an Ogee or Wave. A Tun of Gold, with the Dutch, is in value 100000

GOLD (301b, Sax . ) is the richeſt and heavieit Metal, and Florins ; à Tun of Gold , at 41. the Ounce, amounts to

the moſt ſolid or leaſt porous; it is ſuppoſed to be compoſed 96000 l.

of a more pure and red ſubtile Sulphur, and pure Mercury, Gold - Foil, (of Feuille, a Leaf, ) Leaf -Gold .

red and not burning, conſiſting of Particles ſo thin , and ſo GoʻLDING 1 Buldelin , Du.] a ſort of Apple.,

firmly interwoven ,that it is ſcarce pofſible toſeparate them GOLDLING , a Fiſh .

one from another. The Parts being ſo cloſely connected, GO'LDSMITH [ gold ymis, Sax . ) a worker or ſeller of

that it will not ſuffer any Diminution or Loſs by Fire. Itis Gold or Silver Veffels.

not ſubject to Ruſt, and being heated or melted, preſerves its GOLLS prob. of galyy of geal gian, to weild ) becauſe the

Heat longer than any other Metal, and in Weight is ten Hands handle and manage Affairs.

times heavier than Earth, and there is ſeven times as much Go'LOPS 2 [ in Heraldry ) little Balls or Roundelets of a

Matter in a Piece of Gold , as in one of Glaſs of the ſame GoʻLPES ) purple Colour.

Magnitude. GOʻMAN 2 [prob. q. Goodman ) a Husband or Maſter of

It is of ſo durable a Nature, that no Body can be extended GoʻMMANS a Family:

Yo much as Gold , one Ounce of it being (as is reported) ca- GOME, the black and oily greaſe of a Cart-Wheel, & c.

pable of being beat out into 750 Leaves , each four Fingers GO'MPHÆNE ( with Botanifts ] the Herb Jealouſy or

breadth ſquare; nay, fome affirm , that one Ounce of it may Popinſay.

be beaten out ſo, asto cover ten Acres of Ground ; and by Gomphi'ASIS [ rouebmas, Gr.) a Diſtemper of the Teeth ,

Wire -drawers it is extended to that Length, that one Ounce when they are looſe and ready to drop out.

will afford a Thread of 230400 Foot long. Go'MPHOMAZ ( rópans, Gr.) the faſtening of one Bone

The antient Phænicians ,who were famous Merchants, GOMPHOSIS into another like a Nail, as of the Teeth

and ſcarce knew any other God beſides their Gold, painted in the Jaws.

their Idols with large Purſes at their Sides full of Money. Go‘NAMBUSH ( in Brafil ) a Bird not much bigger than a

G'OLDEN (Golden, Sax .) of Gold. Fly, with ſhining Wings, that ſings fo ſweetly, that it is not

Golden Fleece, the Figure of a Ram gilt with Gold ; alſo much inferior to a Nightingale.

ſmall Grains of Gold found in Rivers , and gathered in GoʻMPHOS( rówoor , Gr.] a kind of Swelling in the Eye,

Sheep's Skins with the Wool on . when the Ball of it goes beyond theSkin call d Uvea Tunice .
GO'LDILOCKS ( Zolbi-loccay , Sax .) a Flower. GONA'GRA ( Tovarex of gin, the Knee, and ares , a Cap

GOʻLD-FINDER ( of gold and zinda. , Sax .) one who emp- ture, Gr.) the Gout in theKnee.

ties Privies or Houſes of Eaſement. GONA'RCHA (of gów, a Knee, or gris, Gr. an Angle )

GOLD-FINCH (7018-yinc, Sax.) a Bird. GONO'RCHA 3 Tome take it to be a Dial drawn on divers
GO'LD-HAMMER [gold Damer , Sax .) a Bird . Surfaces or Planes, ſome of which being horizontal, others

GOʻLD-PLEASURE, the Name of an Herb. vertical, others oblique, &c. are formed diversAngles.

GO'LDEN -RING , a Worm that gnaws the Vine, and wraps GONE [of Zan, Sax . to go ] departed, paſſed away, taken

it ſelf up in its Leaves. away .

GoʻLDEN-ROD, the Name of an Herb. Goneout a Head (Sea Phraſe] a Term uſed when a Ship
GO'LDEN -RULE [ is ſo called by way of Excellency) which under Sail has paffed before the Head of another.

is either'ſingle or compound, direct or inverſe. The ſingle GO'NDOLA [ſome derive it of Toutonas, a Bark or little
Golden- Ryle, is when three Numbers or Terms are propoſed, Ship ; others of goods, a little Vaſe, Gr.] a fat, long Boat

and a fourth proportional to them is demanded ; as the Que- uſed by the Venetians.

ition following; if four Horſes eat eighteen Buſhels of Corn GONFA'LON the Church Banner carried in the Pope's

in a certain Number of Days, what will eight Horſes require GONFA'NON Army; alſo a kind of round Tent, borne

in the fame Time, viz. thirty fix Buſhels. asa Canopy at the Head of the Proceſſions of the principal

The compound Golden -Rule, is when five Terms are pro- Churches in Rome, in caſe of Rain , its Verge or Banner ſer •

pounded , in order to find out a ſixth, as if four Horſes eat ving for a Shelter.

cight Buſhels of Corn in three Months, how much will ſerve GONFALONI'ER , thePope's Standard Bearer.

eight for nine Months. GONORRHOE'A ( Torcijonaof 266 , Seed , and piw, Gr. to
The Golden -Rule direet, is when the Senſe or Tenour of flow ) a Diſeaſe when there is a frequent diſcharge, or an in

the Queſtion requires the fourth Number fought, to bear voluntary dripping ofthe Seed without erection of the Penis ;

ſuchproportion to the ſecond, as the third Number has to called alſo a Clap orrunning of the Reins,
the firſt : So in the firſt Queſtion , as eight is the double of GONORRHOEA Cordata (with Surgeons ) a Diftemper ,

four, ſo ought the fourth Number to be the double of when, together with theEffufion of theSemen, the Urethra

cighteen, i.e. thirty fix. is bent like a Bow with Pain .

The Golden -Rule inverſe, is when the fourth Term re- GO'NGRONA ( with Surgeons] every Swelling that happens

quired ought to proceed from the ſecond Term , according to in the finewy Parts, with hardneſs and roundneſs.

the fame Rate or Proportion , that the firſt proceeds from the GOOD (706. Sax .) beneficial, & c.

third ; as for Example, if four Horſes do require a certain GOODNESS, good Quality, & c.

Quantity of Corn fix Days, howmany Days will the ſame GOOD a bearing in Law ) is an exact Carriage of 2

Quantity ſerve eight Horſes : Here four is half eight, ſo Good Bebaviour S Subject towards the King and his

ought the fourth Term requiredto be half fix. This is cal Liege People, to which ſome Perſons upon their diſſolute

led alſo the Rule of Three indirect orbackwards. Courſe of Life are bound.

GOLDEN Number [ in Aſtronomy] a Number beginning GOOD Country, an Aflize or Jury of Country -Men or

with one, and encreaſing one every Year, till it comes to good Neighbonrs.

nineteen , and there begins again, the Uſe ofwhich is to find GOOD Eſcheat ( in Law forfeited .

the Change, Full and Quarters of the Moon . GO'ODLINESS ( LloSlicney yc, Sax .] goodly Appearance,

GOLDEN Sulphur ofAntimony ( with Chymifts ]Regulus of Quality , Nature, & c.

Antimony boild in Water and ſtrained, havingVinegar af- GO'OD-LACK ! an Interjection or Admiration .

terwards poured on it, ſo that a reddiſh or gold coloured Pow . GO'ODMAN ( Godman, Sax.) a Country Appellation for a

der will fink to the Bottom of the Veſſel. Maſter of a Family:

Goop.
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Natural Good } things neceſſary to its bene ellerformance

Goodness, is whatever tends or conduces to preſerve or which bounds the Diſtance comprehended between the two

improve Nature or Society ; in oppofition to Evil, which Flanks.
tends to deſtroy or impair it. GORGB of a Ravelin , is the Space contained between the

Good [in Metaphyſicks)is the eſſential Perfection and In- two Ends of their Faces next the Place.

tegrity ofa Thing, whereby it has every thing that belongs GORGE [in Architecture) a kind of Moulding hollow on

to itsNature. the inſide, which is larger, butnot ſo deep as theScoria,

Natural Good? Is that whereby a Thing poſſeſſes all and ſerves for Compartments, Chambranles, & c. alſo the

. narroweſt Part oftheDorickand Tuſcan Capitals, lying be

itswell being or ſecondperfections andto the performance tween theAftragal, the Shaft ofthePillar, and the Annulus.

of its Functions and Ules. GORGE of a Chimney, is that Part between the Cham

Moral Good is the Agreement of a thinking reaſonable branle and the Crowning of the Mantle,

" Ethick Good Being, and of the Habits, Acts and In- Gorge of the half Moon, is the ſpace contained between

clinations ofit, with the Dictates of right Reaſon, and the thetwo Ends of the Faces next the Place; called alſo Gorge

Will of the Creator, as diſcovered by natural Right . ofthe Ravelin .

Relative Good, ſuch as is in Foods, which may be good GORGE of the Out-works, is the ſpace between their Wings
for one and bad in another. or Sides next to the great Ditch,

Goody [?. d. goa pige, Sax. i. e . Good -wife] a com- To Gorge (gorger, F. ) to fill, to glut, to cram .

mon Country Appellation of a Woman . GO'RCED ( gorge, F.] filled, glutted, crammed , & r.

Adventitious Goods [ in Law) are ſuch as ariſe otherwiſe GORGED (with Farriers) ſwelled.

than by Succeſſion from Father or Mother, or from Anceſtor GORGED in Heraldry ) is when a Crown, Coronet, or the

to Deſcendant. like, is repreſented about the Neck of a Lion or Swan.

Dotal Goods, are ſuch as accrue from a Dowry, and GoʻRGEREN, a part of the ancient Armour, being that

which the Husband is not allowed to alienate. which covered the Throat.

Paraphernal Goods (in Laco) are thoſe which the Wife Goʻrgeous, fine, coſtly, 'rich, gallant, magnificent,

gives the Husband to Enjoy, on Condition of withdrawing ſtately.

them when the pleaſes. GO'RGEOUSNESS, ſumptuouſneſs, coftlineſs, ſplendidneſs.

Provestitious Goods (in Law ) are ſuch as ariſe by direct Go'rget (une gorgette, F. gorgietta, Ital.] a Woman's

Succeſſion . Neck -dreſs ; allo a ſort ofBreaft -Plate worn by Soldiers.

Receptitions Goods [in Law) are ſuch as the Wife might GO'RSTY

reſerve a full or intire Property of to her ſelf, and enjoy them Go‘ssY

independant of her Husband, in diſtinction from doial and To GO'RMANDIZE ( gourmander, F.) to eat gluttonouſly.

paraphernal Go's-HAWK (goy- Da poc, Sax .] a Bird of Prey .

Vacant Goods [ in Larv) are thoſe abandoned and left at Go'slin [ a diminutive of yos , a Gooſe, q. d . Gooſeling]

large, either becauſe the Heir renounces them , or becauſe a young Gooſes alſo a ſort of Subſtance that grows on Nut

the deceaſed has no Heir. Trees.

Googe, a Tool for boring Holes. GOʻSPEL (gobypell of Lob, God or Good, and Ypellián,

GOOLE (prob. of gepaiian, Sax.] a Ditch, a Trench , a Sax. to tellor relate , q . d . God's Relation of good Saying]
Puddle. the Books of the New Teſtament, Matthew , Mark, Luke

Goose ( goj, Sax .) a Fowl well known. and John ; alſo the Principles and Doctrines of Chriſtianity

A GOOSE ( Hieroglyphically] was by the Egyptians pour- in them revealed.

tray'd, to fignify a vain Babbler, or a filly Poet. GO'SPELLER, he that reads the Goſpel in a Cathedral

Wild Goosé ( Hieroglyphically) was by the Egyptians Church.

pictured, to fignify a ſeaſonable filence , becauſe it is reported Gossip ( of god, Sax . God, and rýb , a Kinſmanor Wo

of that Fowl, that when it fliesover Mountains where Eagles man, god . Relation in God , a Sponſor in Baptiſm ) hence,

reſort, knowing their natural Inability to keep Silence, they aprating, talkativeWoman, that goes about from Houſe to

take aStone into their Bill, whichhinders them from making Honſe, telling or hearing goſliping Stories.

a Noiſe, and when theyare out of Danger they let it fall. A Go'ssIPING, a merryMeeting of Goſſips at aWoman's

Goos e Berries, a well known Fruit. Lying -in ; a ſpending the Time idly , in gadding from Place

Wincbejher Goose, a Swelling in the Thigh. to Place to hear or tell News or Tales concerning Perſons or

Goose Bill, an Inſtrument uſed by Surgeons. Things.

Goose Intentos (Lancaſhire ]aCuſtom by whichthe Huſ- GOUSSOMER, a thin , Cobweb -like, or downy Subſtance

bandmen claim a Gooſe on the fixteenth Sunday after Pente- that flies about in ſunny Weather, and which is ſuppoſed to
coſt, at which Time the old Church Prayers ended thus ; ac rot Sheep.

bonis operibusjugiter præftat effe intentos. GO'THICK Building, a manner of Building brought into

Goose Wing (Sea Term ) a particular way of fitting up the Uſe after thoſe barbarous People, the Goths and Vandals

Sail on the Miſſen Yard, in order that the Shipmay Sailmore made their Irruptions into Italy; who demoliſhed the great

ſwiftly before a Wind or Quarter Wind, with a fair, freſh eſt part of the antient Roman Architecture, as alſo the Moors

Gale ; it it ſometimes call’d aſudding Sail. and Arabs did the Grecian ; and inſtead of theſe admirable

GO'R - BELLIED (of gon , Filth , and bælig , Sax .) one and regular Orders and Modes of Building, introduc'd a li

ahat hath a great Belly ; alſo a Gormandizer, a Glutton, centious and fantaſtical Mode, wild and chimerical, whoſe

& C. Profiles are incorrect, which altho' it was ſometimes adorn'd

GORCE with expenſive and coftly Carvings; but lamentable Imagery ,

GORZE has not that Auguftneſs, Beauty and juſt Symmetry, which
Gorce, a Pool of Water to keep Fiſh in ; a Stop in a the antient Greek and Roman Fabricks had : However, it is

River, as Mills, Stakes, & c. oftentimes found very ſtrong, and appears rich and pompous,
GO'RDIA N-KNOT, an Intricacy, ſo called in Alluſion to as particulaaly in ſeveral Englif Cathedrals.

one Gordius, a Phrygian, who being exalted from a Huf Antient GOTHICK Architecture, is that which the Gorbs

bandman to be a King, hunghis Plough and Husbandry U. brought with them from the North in the fixth Century.

tenfils in the Temple, tydup in ſuch an intricate Knot, that Thoſe Edifices built after this manner are exceeding mallive,

theMonarchy of the World was promiſed to him thathould heavy and coarſe.
untie it ; which Alexander the Great, after ſeveral Efſays, Modern GOTHICK Architexture, is light, delicateand rich

not being able to do, cut it with his Sword. to anextreme, full of whimſical and impertinent Ornaments,

GORE (Zone, Sax .] corrupt or clotted Blood . as Weſtminſter -Abby, Coventry -Croſs, &c.

Gore [in Heraldry) is one of the Abatements Goths, an antient People of Gothia, an Inand in the Bale

of Honour, and is a Figure conſiſting of two sick -Sea, eighteen Miles in length, fituated by Denmarkang

Lines drawn, one from the finiſter Chief, and not far from Norway, ſubject to the Crown of Sweden . The

the other in the finiſter Baſe, both meeting in an firſt of them cameout of Scythia, in the Northern Part of

acute Angle in the middle of the Feſſe Point ; and Guillim Europe. From Gothia or Gothland they rambled into Gero

ſays, denotes a Coward. many, where an hundred Thouſand of thein were ſlain before

TO GORE (Zebopian , Sax .) to Wound with a Horn , as a the Yearof Chrif 314. But not long after they brought in .

Bull , "r. docs. to Subjection and Barbariſm a great Part of the Chriſtian

Gore (old Rec.] a ſmall, narrow Nip of Ground. World, and poſſeſs’d themſelves ofa Part of Italy, now call ? a

GORGE [in Fortification )the Entrance of a Baſtion, or of a Lombardy, whence they were called Lombards,

Ravelin, or of other Out- work. GOʻTTEN ( of gepan, Şax. to get) procured, poſſeſſed

GORGR of fat Balion (in fortification ) is a right Line, of, & c.

41
Gous

.

} [ gcoris, Sax.)Furz, a Shrub.
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Goud 7 the Plantcalled Woad, uſed by Diers in making a kindneſs done, ought not to leave off doing good Offices,
GAUD a yellow Colour. but it is his Duty to be doing again, and continually doing

ToGovern ( gouverner, F.] to rule, to manage, to good Offices.
fook tó , to take care of; alſo to carry or behave ones felf, The Graces are called seiertos of this reses, Joy; becauſe

GO'VE'R NABLE, that may be governed. thoſe who are beneficent are of a cheerful Countenance, and

GoʻVERNABLENESS (of gouverner, F.) capableneſs, alſo their beneficence makes them that receive it chcerful .

Difpofition to be governed or ruled. They are repreſented handſome, both becauſe they are

GovÆrna'nt ( gouvernante, F.] a governeſs, one whº beautiful themſelves , and in that they add a Luſtre to the
has the bringing up ofa Child ofa Perſon of Quality, Beauty of thoſe that exerciſe Liberality, and are prone to do

GoʻVERNING ( gouvernant, F. gubernans, L.) exerciſing good Offices.
Rule , & c. GRACEFUL [ of gratia, L. grace, F. full] handſome,

· GO'VERNMENT, a Rule, Dominion, either Supreme or by comely, &c.

Deputation ; alſo the Place governed ; alſo the form or man- GRACEFULNESS Tof grace,F . and yulnegye, Sax. ) come

derof governing , F. lineſs, decency, becomingneſs.

Go'VERNOUR ( gouverneur. F.] a Ruler or Commander. GRACELESS ( of grace, F. and Icay , Sax .) void of grace,

Gouge, an Inſtrument uſed by divers Artificers; a ſort wicked,

of round , hollow , Chilſel for boring Holes, Channels, GRA'CELESNESS, graceleſs or wicked Nature or Diſpoſi

Grooves , &C. tion.

GOU'RDY Legs, a Diftemper in Horſes. GRACI'LE [ gracilis, L. Nender, lean. ,

GOU'RNET, a ſmall Bird . GRA'CILENEss, ſlenderneſs, leanneſs.

Gourds fcucurbita, L.gobourdes, F.) a Plant, ſomething Gra'cilent ( gracilentus, L.) ſender,

reſembling a Melon . GRACILIS, e [in Botan. Writers] Nender.

GoUst [goûte, F. gufto, Ital. guftus, L.) taſte. GRACILIS Mufculus (with Anatomijls] ie. the Nender

Gout i'lagoute, F. prob. of gutta,L. aDrop, q.d .a Muſcle; a Muſcle oftheLeg, ariſingfrom the inwardjoint
Humour that deſcends as itwere by Drops into the Joints, ing of the Os Pubis, and interted to the Tibia, ſo as to affift

rónes , Gr.] a painful Diſeaſe, occaſioned by the falling down in bending the Leg and Thigh inwards, L.

of a ſharp Humour upon the Nerves and Tendons. GRASCIOUSNESS [of grariojus, L. gracieux , F.) gracious
Gou'ty ( gouteux, F. ) afflicted with the Gout. Difpofition.

GOUT-WORT, the Herb Gerard , Ah -weed and Jump- GRADATED ( gradatus, L.) having, or made with De
about. grees or Steps .

Go'UTINESS (of la goute, F. ar gouteur ) the State or Con- GRADA'T10 (with Rhetoricians) the ſame Figure that is

dition of a gouty Perſon .
called Climax, Gr.

Gown [ goon, C. Br. gonnelle, F. gonna , Ital.] a long Grada'tion [in Architect.] an artful Diſpoſition of ſe

veral Parts , as it were by Steps or Degrees, after the man

Gow'NMAN , ono who wears a Gown. ner of an Amphitheatre.

Gowns, Canals or Pipes under Ground. GRADATION, a going Step by Step, L.

GRA'BATARII (of rezbatos, Gr. a hanging Bed or Couch] GRADATION (with Chymilts] a kind of Procefs belonging

fuch Perſons which antiently deferr'd thereceiving Baptiim to Metals , &c. and is the raiſing or exaiting them to a higher

till they came to be on their Death Bed . degree of Purity and Goodneſs , ſo as both to increaſe their

To GR A'BBLE ( grabbelen , Teut.) to handle untowardly. Weight, Colour, Conſillence, & c.

Grace ( gratia, L. ) favour, good -will, agrecableneſs, a GRADATION (with Logicians] an Argumentation, conſiſt

genteel Air ,Esc. F. ing of four or more Propofitions, fo difpofed, as that the At

Grace (with Divines] a gift which God gives to Man of tribute is the Subject of the ſecond, and the Attribute of the

his own free Liberality , and without his having deferved it ſecond the Subječt of the third , and ſo on .

at his Hands; whether this gift reſpect the preſent or the
GRADA'TORY, a Piace which is aſcended by Steps ; the

future Life. Aſcent out of a Cloiſter into a Choir of a Church.

Natural GRACE, the gift of Being, of Life, of ſuch and GRA'DUAL ( gradalis, L. graduel, F.) done by Degrees.

fuch Faculties, of Preſervation , Egc. The GRADUAL [le' graduel, F.) that Part of the Maſs,
Supernatural Grace , a gift from Above, conferr'd on in- which is Sung between the Epiſtle and the Goſpel.

telligent Beings in order to Salvation. GRADUAL Pſalms, are 15 Píalms from the18th or the

ActualGRACE, is that grace which is given to usby God, 119th to 134th, which were antiently Sung by the Levites,

for the ſpecial performance of ſome particular good Thing, as they went up the 15 Steps of Solomon's Temple, a Pſalm

as to enable us to reſiſt a Temptation.
on each Step

Habitual Grace, is that which refides ſtatedly in us, is GRADUALITY [ofgraduel, F. gradualis, L.) gradual

fixed in the Soul, and remains till fomeegregious wilful Sin
GRA'DUALNESS? Procedure ; going on Step by Step

eraſes it.
To GRADUATE ( graduere, F. of gradus, L.) to give

Efficacious GRACE, is fuch as has the Effect Degrees in an University.

Sufficient Grace, is ſuch , as tho' it has not the Effect, yet A GRADUATE ( gradué, F. ) one who has taken a Degree

in the Univerſity
might have had it.

A # of Grace, is an Ad of Parliament for the Relief of GRADUA'TED ( graduatus, L. ) having taken , or on whom

Inſolvent Debtors in Priſon , & c. is conferred a Degree in the Univerſity.

Days ofGrace (in Commerce) a certain Number of Days GRADUATION (with Mathematicians) the Art of gradua

allowd for the Payment of a Bill of Exchange after it becomes ting or dividing anything into Degrecs.

due ; which in England are three.
GRAFF ? [ greffe, F.) a Scion of a Tree, & c. to be in

To Grace, ( faire grace, F.) to do honour to, to adorn. Graf'r ? graffed into another Stock .

ExpectativeGRACES, are a ſort of reverfionary Benefices, To GRAFF [ groffer, F. ) to inoculate or graft a Scion

diſpoſed of before they become vacant.
To GRAFT} of one Tree into the Stock of another.

Graces [in the Heathen Theology) were a ſet of fabulous GRA'FFER Cold Stat.] a Scrivener or Notary.

Deities, three in Number, who attended on Venus, fuppo- GRA'FFIUM (old Roc.) a Writing Book of Regifer of

ſed to be the Daughters of Jupiter, their Names Aglain, Deeds and Evidences.

Thalia and Euphroſyne.
GRAIN ( granum , L. graine, f . ] any Fruit or Seed

The Graces are ſaid to be the beneficent Daughters of growing in a Spica or Ear, as Wheat, Gr. alto a minute

Jupiter; and they will have them to have been Born of Body or parcel of a Body pulverized, asa Grain of Salt ,

Eurydomene, who poſſeſſed ample Fortunes. And ſome fay Sand, &ci
GRAIN , the ſmalleſt Weight uſed in England, taken fromthat JurowasMother of the Graces. For the Grases are the

moſt Noble and Illuſtrious of all the Goddeſſes. the Weight of a Grain of Wheat taken out of the middle of

The nakedneſs of them intimates, that even poor Perſons, the Ear of Corn dry'd ; 24 Grains male a Penny Weight,

who have no Wealth at all, may be able by their Services to 20 Penny Weights an Ounce, 12 Ounces a Pound Troy

gratify Perſons in ſome Things. Some think that by their Weight.

GRAIN , of Gold is in value two Pence, of Silver half abeing repreſented Naked is intimated, that we ought to be

Farthing
ready to do good Offices.

Some will have the Graces to be but two ; others three. GRAIN of Wood, the way the Fibres run.

They that make them two, do it becauſe ſome ought to do GRAIN Colour ( prob. of grani, Span. and Ital ] Reds or
good offices, and others ought to be grateful tothem of Purples dyed with the Graincalled Corrineal.

whom they receive them . They are feigned to be three, Grain, the Figure or Repreſentation cf Grains on Lea

becauſe he that has had experience of being made amends for ther, Stones, as Murocco Leather, Egs.

1

.
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GRAIN (with Aporberaries) 20 Grains make a Scruple Lance, or leading his Horſe ; or being his Champion, Car

3 , 3 Scruples a Dram 3, 8 Drams an Ounce }. vet, Butler , & t. at his Coronation.

Grain Staff, a Quarter Staff with ſhort Lines at theEnd GRANDSIRE ( or Grandis, L. and yo, Brit.) a Grand
tallid Grains.

father . F...

Grains of Paradiſe, the Plant or Seeds of Cardamum . GRANDI'LOQUENCE [ Grandiloquentia, L. j fofineſs of
Againſt the Grain , againſt the Inclination of the Mind. Speech ; a highStyle ormanner of Expreſſion .

GRAI'NING -Board ( with Curriers) a Board made with
GRANDI /FICK ( granaificus, L.) doing great things. '

Nicks or Teeth like a Saw , uſed in graining Leather."
GRANDÍMONTE'NSERS, a certain Order ofMonks.

GRAIN CRIFF, Sorrow , Miſhap , O.
GRANDI'NOSE ( grandinojus, L.) plenteous in Hail.

GRAMIA , a certain Rheum in the Eyes.
GRANDISONOU9 [grandifonus, L. } that maketh a great

GRAMINO'SE ? [ graminus, L. ) full of, or abounding Sound...

GRAMINEOUS} With Gerais GRANDO, Hail, L.

GRAMI'NEOUSNESS (ofgramineus, L.) graffineſs, or being
GRANDINO'SUM Os, į Anatomy ) the fourth Bone in the

full of Graſs. Foot, otherwiſe called Cuboides:

GRAME'RCY [ prob. q. d. Grant-Mercy, of Grandem GRANGE , large Farm furniſhed with Barns, Granaries,

GRAMMERCY mercedem det tibi Deus, i.e. God give Stables, and all Conveniencies for Husbandiy ; alſo a Parm
Houſe.

you a great Reward] I thank you .

GRAMMA [fee mug . Gr. a Letter ) hence comes Grammar,
GRANIFICE ( granificiut , L.) Malt-making.

becauſe it thews in the firſt place how to form articulate
GRANGE'RUS a certain Officer belonging to a Religi

Sounds, which are repreſented by Letters .
GRANGIÁRIUS } ous Houſe, whoſe Butineſs it wasto

GRAMMAR ( grammaire, f. grammatica, L. of rem me pesto look after their Grange or Farm .

mora , Gr.) the Art of Speaking and Writing truly ; eſtabliſhed
GRANI Cold Wrir.) Mustachoes, or Whiskeřs of Beard.

by Cuſtom , Reaſon and Authority; allo a Book that contains
GRANYFEROUS Seed Pods [ in Botány ] fuch Pods as

the Rules of any Language .
bear ſmall Seeds like Grains .

GRAMMA'Rían ( grammaticas, L. of reports tomor, Gr. : Grani'VOROUS (Granigorus, of grana and vorare,. L.

grammarien , F.) one who is skilled in Grammar Learning. to devour,] devouring or feeding on Grains.

GRAMMA'Tias, a kind of Jaſper Stone; with white GRANITE ( granito, Ital .) a ſort of ſpeekled Marble re

Strokes or Lines overthwart. fembling grains of Sand,

GRAMMATICA'STER, a Smátterer in Grammar ; a paltry
GRANOMÁŠTIX, the Maſtick - Tree. L.

School-Mafter. L. Grano'se ( granofus, L.) full of Grains.

GRAMMA'TICAL [gramiraticalis, L.) of or pertaining to
Grant, a Conceſſion of a thing deſired or begged of

the Art of Grammar .
one, a Gift, an Allowance .

GRA'MMICK ( grammicus, L. of regimur, Gr. a Line)
GRANT [in Law ) a Gift in Writing of ſuch a Thing as

made by Lines ; demonſtrated by Lines.
cannot well be paſſed or conveyed by Word of Mouth , as

GRAʼMPLE, a kind of Sea Fiſh . Rents, Reverſions, &c.

GRAMPUS, à Fish of the Whale kind ; but that does not To GRANT (Minſbew derives it of gratuitò, L. freely :

grow ſo large. others of garentir, F.) to allow , to givě, to beltow ; Gri

GRANADI'ER ( grenadier, F.] a Soldier that throws Gra
To lie inGrant [Law Phraſe) uſed of a thing that cannot

nadocs.. be aſſigned without Deed.

GRBNA'Do, an Iron Globe filled with combuſtible Matter,
Grantee'. the Perſon to whom a Grant is made.

having a Fuzee at the touch Hole, to be fired and thrown
GRANTOR, the Perſon who makes a Grant.

among Enemies in a Battle. GRANULATED ( of granuns L.) made into Graing of
Corns.

GRA'NARY ( granarium , L. grenier, F. ] a Store-houſe
for Corn.

GRANULATION ( with Chymifts] an Operation performed

GRA'NATE, a precious Stone of a ſhining, tranſparent, on Metals, by dropping them melted thro' an Iron Colander,

yellowiſh red. & c. into cold Water, that it may congeal or harden into

GRA'NATUM, a Pomegranate. L.
Grains.

GRANATA'RIUS fold Rec.Jan Officer in a Religious Houſe,
GRA'NULÉ ( granulum, L.) a ſmall Grain .

who kept the Corn.
GRA'NU LOUS Root (with Botanis) is a kind of grumous

GRANATE ( granatus, L.) that has many Grains or Ker
Root with ſmall Knobs, each reſembling a grain of Wheat,

nels.
as in white Saxifrage.

GRAND ( grandis, L.) great, vaſt, chief. GRA‘NUM, a grain of any Corn, a Kernel or Fruit ; alſo

Grandame, CorGrand and dame) a Grandmother.
the leaſt Weight now in Uſe, the 20th Part of a Scruple.

Grand Cape ( in Com . Laco ) a Writ which lies when any GRAPES (grapes, F.) the Fruit of the Vine.

real Action is brought, and the Tenant does not appear ; but GRAPES ( in a Horſe ] Arreſts or mangy Tumours in his

makes default upon the first Summons.
Legs.

GRANDCHILD, the Child of ones Child, either Son or GRAPHICAL (of rex ponde, Gr. ) curioufy deſcribed , or af

Daughter.
ter the Life, exact.

GRADE'VOUSNESS ( grandavitas, L.] greatneſs of Age.
GRAPHICE ( F expoxni, Gr.] the Art of Painting, Limning

GRAND-DAUGHTER (ofGrand and Dahton, Sax. ) a Son
or Drawing.

or Daughter's Daughter. Graphoi'des ( Anatomy) a Proceſs of the Scull-bone, a

GRAND Diſtreſs ( in Lav ) a Diftreſs taken of all Lands or bout the Bafis of the Brair, ſhaped like a Pen for a Table

Goods that a Man has within the County or Bailiwick.
Book.

Grand Days [ at the Inns of Court) certain Days folemnly
GRAPHO'METER , a mathematical Inſtrument, being half a

obſerv'd in every Court,as Aſcenſion -Day, St. fohn Baptiſt, Circle divided into 180Degrees, having a Ruler, Sights and

All- Saints, All-Souls, and Candlemas-Day.
a Compaſs in the middle, to meaſure Heights, & c.

GRANDEE', a Nobleman of Spain, one of the prime Rank GRAPNEL Anchor ( grapin , F. ) a ſmall Anchor for a Boar

and Quality, &C. or ſmall Ship, or Galley, being without Stocks, and having
four Flooks.

GRANDE E [in Muf. Books) grand or great, and is uſed to

diſtinguiſh the grand or great Chorus from the reſt of the Gra'pnels ( in Ships of War) Iron Inſtruments to be

Mufick. Ital. thrown into an Enemies Ship to take hold of her.

GRAND Guſto [ with Painters.) a Term uſed to ſignify, To GRA'PPLE [grabelen, Teut.) to graſp or lay hold of,

that there is ſomething in the Picture that is very great and to contend or ſtrive earneſtly for.

extraordinary, calculated to ſurprize, pleaſe, and inſtruct. To GRAPPLE [with Horſemen] is when a Horſe lifts up

GRA'NDEUR, greatneſs, dignity, nobleneſs, ſtate -magníf- one or both his Legs at once, and raiſes them with Precipi
cence , excellence . tation , as if he were a curveting.

GRANDE'VIY ( grandævitas, L.] very great Age. To Grasp to incloſe in the Hand, to take hold on with

GRANDE'vous grandeuus, L. ) very old. che Hand, to fieze on.

GRAND Seignior ( a great Lord ] the Title given to the To Grasp at, to endeavour ftrenuouſly to obtain a

Emperor of the Turks. Thing.

GRANDFATHER ( grand, F. of L. and fa Per, Sax . Ja Fa- Gra'sier 3 (of graſs, or as ſome will have it, of gras,

ther's Father.
GRAZIBR F. Fat) one who grazes, feeds and factens

GRANDMOTHER [ Grand andnoBen , Sax . ) a Mother's Cattle for Sale.

Mother. GRASS [græs, Sax .] Herbage for Cattle .

Grand Sergeantry, is where a Man holds certain Lands GRASS Cocks ( Husbandry) ſmall heaps of Mown Graſs,

of the King by the Perſonal Service of carrying a Banner or lying the firſt Dayto dry ,

GRASS
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known.

GRÁsa Hearth ? an antient Cuſtom in fome Places, for To GRAVE (3 hafan , Sax. graver , F, prob. of venou

Grass Hurt $ Tenants to bring their Ploughs, and to Gr. to write) to engrave.

do one Day's Work for their Lord . To Grave a Ship, is to bring her to lie dry a Ground ,

GRA'SSHOPPER [græy and hoppan , Sax .] an Infect well and then to burn off all the old Filth that ſticks to her Sides

without Board .

GRASS - WEEK (in the Inns of Court] Rogation Week. GRAVE'DINOUS ( gravedixoſus, L. ) drowſy, heavy

Grass Plantane, an Herb . headed.

GRASSA'TION, a robbing, a killing ; alſo a ſpoiling, a GRAVE'DINOUSNESS , drowſinefs ; heavy -headedneſs.

laying waſte.
GRAVEDO ( in Phyfick) a heavineſs or liſtleſneſs which

GRA'SSATURE (graffatura, L.) a robbing and killing. accompanies a lellened Tranſpiration or taking Cold , L.

GRA'SSINESS (of gray and nerve, Sax . ) the having or GRAVEL ( gravelle, F.) the larger and ſtony PartofSand ;

fulneſs of Graſs. alſo Sand in the Bladder and Kidneys of human Bodies.

GRA'ssy g ræyicz ,Sax .) full of, or having Graſs . T. GRAVEL, to lay Walks with Gravel; alſo to puzzle,

GRATE ( crates, L.) part ofChimney Furniture, Conve- perplex or non -plus.

niency for a Fire ; alſo a ſort of Iron, Lattice Work, &c. GRAVELLED Alpes (with Chymiſs} the Lees of Wine

To GRATE ( grater, F.) to ſcrape or reduce into a coarſe dry'd and bumt to Alhes.

Powder by rubbing on a Grater; to offend, to vex, to fret, GRA'VELLINESS (of gravier or la gravelle, F.] fulneſs of

to gall ; alſo to incloſe or furniſh a Place with Grate -work . Gravel.

GRATED ( grate, F.) fretted or made ſmall by rubbing on GRAVELLING (with Farriers ) a diſorder incident to Tra .

a Grater; alſovexed, galled , fretted , done with Grate-work. velling Horſes, occafioned by litde gravel Stones getting in

GRA'TEFUL [of gratus, L. and fall, Sax .) willing or between the Hoof and the Shoe.

propenſe to Reward ,or make Amends for Service done ; or GRAVEMENT [in Mufick Books] a very flow Movement,

ready to acknowledge a Favour receiv'd ; alſo agreeable , ac- the ſame as Grave, Ital .

ceptable, pleaſant. GRAVEN (of g hafan , Sax. gravé, F. ) engraven .

GRATEFULNESS ( gratitude, F. of gratitudo, L.) grateful GRAVENESS ( gravitas, L. gravité, F.) a ſevere, com
Diſpoſition or Temper. poſed, quiet Countenance; ſoberneſs.

GRATES (crates, L.) Iron Lattices ; alſo Iron Bars in a GRAVEO'LENCE ( graveolentia, L.) a ſtinking, rank

Frame on a Fire Hearth to make a Fire in. GRAVEOʻLENCY Smell.

Gratia Dei [i.e. the Grace of God ] a Plaſter made of GRAVEO'LENT ( graveolens, L.) ſmelling rank, ſtinking.

Wax, Roſin, Suet, Turpentinc, Maſtick and Frankin- GRAVER (of jiaycan, Sax. to engrave, un graveur, F.]
cenſe , L. an Engraver.

Gratia Dei (with Botaniſts] the Plant leſſer Centaury, L. GRAVER ( graveur, F.) an Engraver ; alſo an Engraver's

GRATIÆ Expectative , expectative Benefices or Favours, Working Tool.

Bulls by which the Pope grants Mandates for Church GRAVER (with Surgeons) an Inſtrument for taking the

Livings before they become void . Scales off from Teeth , &c.

GRATICULA'TION, the dividing a Draught or Deſign GRA'VID ( gravidus, L.] big with Child .

into Squares, in order to reduce it. GRAVIDITY ( graviditas, L ) a being big with Child.

GRĀTIEU'SEMENT ( in Muf. Books) the ſame as Gratioſe. Gravisonous ( gravifonus, L.) ſounding greatly, highly .

GRATIFICA'TION , à rewarding or making amends for GRAVITAS Acceleratrix [in Mechanicks) the ſame as vis

rome Service, &c. alſo a Preſent, a free Gift. centripeta, or that Quality by which all heavy Bodies tend

GRATI'FICK ( gratificus , L.) grateful, thankful. towards the Centre of the Earth , accelerating their Motion

GRATIFIED (gratifié, F. gratificatus, L.) recompenſed, as they come nearer towards it, L.

requited with one good turn for another. To GRA'VITATE to weigh or preſs downwards.

GRATING ( gratant,F.] rough , harſh, diſagreeable. GRAVITATING, weighing or preſling downwards.

GRATINGS (of Ships] wooden Grate -work, which lics on GRAVITATION (with Philoſophers) is the Exerciſe of

the upper Deck, between the Main and Fore -Mafts, to let Gravity, or a Preſſure that a Body, bythe Force of its Gra

in Air and Light to the Part underneath. vity, exerts on another Body under it .

GRATIOʻLA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Hiſlop, L. Gravity ( gravitas, L. gravite, F.) is that Force by

GRATIOUS[ gratiofus,L. gracieux, F.] kind, favourable , which Bodies are carried or tend towards the Centre of the
courteous, civil. Earth, or the natural tendency of one Body towards another ;

GRATI'OUSNESS ( gratiofitas, L. gracieuſeté, F.) grace, alſo the mutualtendency of each Body and each Particle of a

favour, civility, kindneſs. Body towards all others.

GRATIO SO [in Mufick Books) an agreeable manner of GRAVITY (Mechanicks]the Conatus or tendency of Bodies

Playing, Ital. towards the Centre of the Earth.

GRATIS, freely, for nothing, without reward, L. Abſolute GRAVITY (with Philoſophers) is the whole

GRATITUDE ( gratitudo, L.) thankfulneſs, grateful Dir- Force, by which any Body tends towards the Centre of the
poſition or Carriage. It isa Virtue in the Receiver of a Be- Earth.

nefit, by which he demonſtrates, that the kindneſs was ac- Accelerate GRAVITY , is the Force of Gravity conſidered

ceptable to him, and upon that Score entertains a hearty Re- as growing greater, the nearer it is to the attracting Body or

ſpect for the Author of it, ſeeking all Occaſions to requite Point.

him , F Relative Gravity, is the Exceſs of the Gravity in any

GRATUITOUS ( gratuitus, L.) done voluntarily, with- Body above the ſpecifick Gravity of a Fluid it is in.

out any regard to Intereſt or Recompence, freely beſtow'd . GRAVITY [ in Hydroſtaticks ] the Laws of Bodies gravi

GRATUITOUSNESS, free beſtowment, without Expecta- tating in Fluids.

tion of Reward or Recompence. Specifick GRAVITY } is the exceſs of Gravity in any
GRATUITY ( gratuité, F.) a free Gift or Reward . Apparent GRAVITY Body, above that of an equal

GRA’TULATED ( gratulatus, L.) ſaluted with Congratu- quantity and bulk of another.

lations or Expreſſions of Pleaſure ongood ſucceſs, &c. GRAVITY (in Mufick] an Affection of Sound, whereby ic
GRATULA'TION, a rejoicing on the behalf of another ; becomes denominated grave, low or flat.

a wiſhing ofJoy, L. Gravy, the Juice of Meat.

GRATULATORY, pertaining to gratulation or wiſhing an- GRAY ( nag , Sax .] a mixed Colour partaking of Black

other Joy ofgood Succeffes. or White.

GRAVA Cold Rec. ] a Grove, a ſmall Wood, Copſe or Gray of theMorning, the break of Day.

Thicket.
GRAY -Hound [of nig -Hunde, znaz Dunde, Sax . of

GRAVE ( 3 naye, Sax .) a Hole in the Ground, dug for grad, Dan. hunbe, Sax.]Hunting-Dog.
Burial of a dead Perſon . GRA'YNESS (of g hag , Sax. graa, Dar. gris, F.] Ath
Grave ( gravis, L.) that is of a compoſed Countenance, colourednels.

ſerious, ſober, ſedate. GRAY'LING, a Fiſh .

GRAVE (ſpoken of Sounds] low or deep. To GRAZI ( cfcrajer, F. ] to glance , paſs lightly on the

Grave (in Mufick Books] a very grave or ſlow Motion, Ground, as a Bulletdoes.

ſomewhat faſter than Adagio, but ſlower than Largo, Ital. To GRAZE [ of gray , Sax .) to feed on Graſs ; alſo to

Grave (genere, Sax. a Governor , grave, grebe, keep Cattle at Grais.

GREVE Du. a Vicount) a German Title , fignityinga ĠRA'ZING (of 3 ray, Sax. Graſs] feeding on Graſs.

Count , a Governor, &r. GRAZING (of efcrafer, or elirajant, or razer, F. ) glance

GRAVE (in Grammar) an Accent oppos'd to Acute, ing, palling lightly over a Thing.

thus ( ).

GRA
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GRAZIER ( either of Inay, Sax .or graifer, or engraiffér, always to Days before ours ; as for Inſtance, their 11th Day

F. to fatten] one whofattens Cattle for Sale. is our firſt. Which new Stile or Account is uſed in moſt

GREASE (graiſi, F. ) Fat of Beaſts. Parts of Europe.

GREASE [with Farriers)a ſwellingand gourdineſs of Legs. GREMIAL ( gremialis, L.) belonging to the Lap.

To GREASE (graiſſer, F.) to dawb or imear with Greale, Gre'mil, the Herb Pearl-Plant.

GREASE Molton , a Diftemper in a Horſe, when his Fat is GRENADE (in Cookery ] Veal Collops larded , Pigeons and

melted by over hard Riding or Labour.
a Ragoo bak'd in a Stew Pan, being covered underneath and

GRE'ASED ( grafi, F.] dawbed with Greaſe. on the Top with thin Slices of Bacon.
GREASINESS [of graife, F.) greaty Condition , GRENADI'NS [Cookery) a particular way of dreſing Fowls
GRE'ASY (covert de graiſli, F.] dawbed with Greaſe. with a Godivoe.

GREAT (great, Sax.) large, big, huge, mighty , noble. GREVA Cold Writ.] the Sea Shore .

Great Circles of the Globe or Sphere (with Ajironomers] GREVE (3 reeka , Sax .) a Denomination of Power and

are thoſe, whoſe Plants paſſing thro' the Centre of the Authority, fignifying as much as Count.

Sphere divides it into two equal Parts or Hemiſpheres, of Greut [in Mines) the earthy Part of what is dug up, ha

which there are fix drawn on the Globe, viz. the Meridian, ving no Oar in it .

Horizon, Equator, Ecliptick and the two Coloures.
Grew (of 3 ropan , Sax .) did grow.

GREATCircular-Jailing (with Navigators) is the manner GREY -Hound ( 3 riz -hund, Sax. which Minhero will

of conducting a Ship in , or rather pretty near the Arch of a have of Grecus, q.Greek -Hound, ſuch Dogs having been

great Circle, that paſſes thro' the Zenith of the two Places, firſt uſed in Hunting ; but others of Grey, a Badger, a

from whence and to which ſhe is bound.
Hound, ge a Dog that hunts the Badger) a ſwift, ilender

Great Hare (with Hunters] a Hare in the third Year of Hunting Dog

her Age.
Grice, a young wild Boar .

Great Men [old Stat.) the Laity of the higher Houſe of GRI'DELIN Colour, a changeable Colour of White and Red .

Parliament; alſo the Knights of the lower Houſe.
GRID-IRON (probably of Grate and Iron , q. d . a grated

To Gre’Aten, to make great, to amplify, to enlarge, to Iron ] a Kitchen Utenfil for broiling Meat.

augment.
Grief ( grief, F. of grave, L. heavy ) Sorrow of Heart,

GRE'ATNESS , largeneſs, mightineſs, nobleneſs . Trouble ofMind .

Gre'aves [ greves, F.] Armour antiently worn on the Gri'EVANCE (of grief, F. or gravis, L.) an Injury, Loſs,

Legs.
or any thing that cauſes grief.

GRE'CIAN, a Native of Greece ; alſo one learned in the
To Grieve ( prob. of grever, F. gradari, L.) to be for

Greek Tongue.
rowful.

Gre'cism [ græciſmus, L.) che Idiom or Propriety of the GRIEVOUS ( of grief or grever, F.] cauſing grief, burden

Greek Language.
ſom , hard to bear , ģt.

GREE [gré, F.] Contentment, Satisfaction. Gri'EVOUSNESS ( grief, F. ) heavineſs, burdenſomneſs,

GREE (in Law ) will, allowance, liking . afflictedneſs.

GREE (in Heraldry] Degree or Step .
Gri'FFIN 2 [ griffon, f .) a fabulous Creature, half an

To make Gree to Parties ( in Law) is to give them Satiſ- GRIFFON Eagle, and half a Lion, to expreſs Strength

faction for an Injury done. and Swiftneſs joined together, extraordinary Vigilancy to

GRE'EDINESS, a greedy, covetous, eager Appetite or De- preſerve things , with which they are intruſted. They real

fire after.
ly exilt no where but in Painting or Sculpture, tho' che

GRE'EDY ( I rædig , Sax .) covetous or eager after, de- Poets feign, that Apollo had his Chariot drawn by them .

firing more than enough.
GRIG (prob. of crecca, Sax . the Brink of a River, under

GREEK, oforpertaining to Greece; alſo the Greek Language, which they chiefly lie ) the ſmalleſt fort of Ecl.

GREEN ( Isnene, Sax. ) the Colour of Glaſs, Herbs, & r, Grill . a ſort of ſmall Fiſh .

GREEN Chaffer, a kind of Beetle. To GRILL Oifters, the ſame as ſcolloping them .

Green-Cloth, a Board or Court of Juſtice held in the A GRILLA'DE, a Dirh of broiled Meat, Ě.

Compting-Houſe of the King's Houſhold, for the taking GrI'LLUS (with Chymiſts] Salt of Vitriol, that provokes

Cognizance of all Matters ofGovernment and Juſtice with Vomiting,

in the King's Court Royal ; and for correcting all the Ser GRIM (grim , Sax . ) fierce and crabbed of Countenance,
vants that ſhall offend .

ſour and angry look'd.
GREEN - Finch, a Bird .

GRIMACE (of g him , Sax. and acles, L. prob .) a Diſtor
Green -Houſe, a Conſervatory for tender Plants. tion of the Viſage or Countenance, either by Way of Con
Green Hué [in Foreſt Law ) every thing that grows green tempt, Diffimulation , Egr.

within the Foreſt.
GRI'M NESS, ſeverity or crabbedneſs of Countenance.

Mountain Green, a ſort of greeniſh Powder, found in
To GRIME [ begrimen, Du.] to beſmut of daub with

little Grains like Sand in ſome Mountains in Hungary , & c.
Soot, GC.

Green Hide, is one not yet Curried ; but as it is juſt taken
TO GRIN (3 hinian , Sax .) to thew the Teeth, to Laugh

off from the Carcaſſes of Beaſts .

contemptuouſly.
GREE'NISH, inclinable to, or of a faint green.

To GRIND (7 rindan , Sax.] to break ſmall with a Mill.

GREE'NISHNESS, a faint greenneſs. GRI'NDER ( 8 hinde pc, Sax .) one who grinds .
GREE'Nness, green Colour or Quality.

GRI'NDERS ( 3 hind robar, Sax. ] the great Teeth of an
Green Silver(in Writtle in Eſex] the Duty of an Half- Animal, thatgrindandbreak theMeat in Chewing.

peny paid yearlyto the Lord of the Manour.
GRI'NDING (of g hindan , Sax .) ſharpening by grinding on

GREEN Wax (Stat. Law ) a Term uſed for the Eftreats, a Grindſtone; alſo breaking ſmallwitha Mill
.

Iſſues and Fines in the Exchequer, delivered to the Sheriffs GRIND-STONE [grind stan, Sax .] a round Stone for grind .
under the Seal of that Court ; made in Green Wax, to be ing or ſharpening iron Tools.
levyd in the County.

GRINGOLE'E [ in Heraldry ) as a Croſs GrinTo Greet (3 pctan, Sax .) to falute, to wiſh to or for a
gollée, is a Croſs made in the ſame manner as the

Perſon ſome Felicity or other.
Croſs Ancree or Anchored , with this difference,

GREE'TING (of gretan, Sax .) faluting; Salutation .
that thoſe that ſhould repreſentthe Flooks of the

GRI'GAL [ gregalis, L.] of or pertaining to a Flock.
GREGA'RIOUS [gregarius, L.) of or pertaining toFlocks, Anchors attheEnd,arethe Heads of the Stakes, which turn

both ways as the Flooks do. See the Eſcutcheon.
Herds or Companies.

GREGARIOUS Birds, ſuch as do not live Solitary ; but aſ- GRiP3 [grip,Sax.) a ſmall Ditch cut acroſs a Meadow
GRIPES or plowd Land, in order to drain it,

fociate in Flights or Coveys, a great many together in Com
To GRIPE ( ripan, Sax. griper , F.] to hold faltin the

pany.

GREGO'R IAN [of oneGregory, a Barber in the Strand , the Fift;toſicze or lay faſt hold of; alſo to ſqueeze hard with
the Hand ; alſo to twinge or wring the Guts.

firft Inventer) a Cap of Hair.
AGRIPB ( C pipe, Sax.) a covetous, tenacious, oppreſſiveGREGORIAN Year, a new Account of Time or Year, the

Uſurer.
new Account or new Style, eſtabliſhed upon the Reforma

tion of the Calendar, byPope Gregory XII.4. D. 1582. Stern , under Water, eſpecially towardstheBottom of theGRIPE ( of a Ship ) is the compaſs or ſharpneſs of her

according to which the Year conſiſts of 365 Days, 5 Hours,
Stern .

49 Minutes and 12 Seconds; whereas, accordingto the old
GRIPE (Gripe, Sax .] as an old GRIPE, an old Ufurer.Style, or Julian Account by Julius Cæfar, the Year did
To Gripe ( with Sailors] a Ship is laid ſo to do, when the

conſiſt of 365 Days, 6 Hours, whereby 10 Days being taken
keeps a good Wind.

out of the Month of Oktober, the Days of their Months go

GRIPE4 K
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Gri'PE -STICK (with Surgetns] a Stick uſed in cutting off Gross-Bois, great Wood, properly ſuch as is accounted

an Arm . Timber, eitherby the common Law or Cuſtom of the

The GRIPES [of Gjipe, Sax .) a wringing or twiſting of Country, F.
the Bowels. Groʻssom E [old Law) an Amercement or Finc. See Ger

GRI'PINGNESS [of 3 ripan, Sax .) griping Quality . fuma.

Grippe . See Grip. Groʻssus ( in Medicine) the ſame as Craffus, L. groſs or

Gri'sLED , hoary, grey -headed. coarfly powdered.

GRI'sle (gpiylic, Sax .] hideous, frightful to behold : GROSITY [ groffitas, L.) groſſneſs.

rough , fqualid , ugly . Grossness (ofgroffierete, F. groffitas, L. ) thickneſs, fat

Grisly Seeds, skinny, thin , Aat Seeds . neſs, dulneſs, baſenels, &c.

GRI'SLINEss, hideouſneſs, frightful Aſpect, uglineſs. GROSSULAʻria, the Gooſeberry -buſh, L.

Gri'ssel, a light Rount, or a light Fleſh -colour. Grot 2 [ grotte, F.) a Cave or Den, a Hole in the

Grist (grist, Sax.] Corn ground at a Mill . Gro'tto Ground, a Cavern or Den in a Mountain or

GRI'STLE [grijtle, Sax .) a Cartilage . Rock ; alſo a little artificial Edifice made in a Garden, in

Gri'STLINESS [of griytle, Sax .) fulneſs of Griſtles. imitation of a natural Grotto.

GRIT, a Fiſh call'd alſo a Grample. Grote'sque Work ? [in Painting and Sculpture] a Work

Grit ( gret, grwt, Brit. Gjetta, Sax .] the Duſt of
GROTE'sco or Compolition in the groteſque

Stones, & c. Manner or Taſte, conſiſting either of things which are in

GRITTINESS, fulneſs of Grit or Duft of Stones, &c. tirely imaginary and have no Exiſtence in Nature , or of

GRITN (ghi , Sax .) Peace, Agreement. things diſtorted out of the way of Nature, ſo as to ſurprize

GRI'TH-BRECH (z nif-bnýce, şax .) the Breach of the and raiſe ridicule.
Peace. Grote'sK [ groteſca, Ital . groteſque, F. ] Figures in

Gri'żLED (prob. of gris, f . grey ) variegated with Painting or Carving, repreſenting odd or prepoſterous
Strakes, &c. of different colours, as black and white inter- Things; a ſort of antique Work .

mixt, &c. GROTE'sks , little fanciful Ornaments of Animals com

GRIZLINESS, grizly Colour, or being grizly . pounded of Fishes, Foliages , Fruits , & c.

GROʻAN (prob. of grwn, Brit. or 3 Jan ,Sax . ) a deep Sigh
Gro've ( 3 hove, Sax .] a ſmall Wood or Place fet with

either from Sorrow or Pain .
Trees.

To Groan (granian, Sax .) to fetch deep, hard and loud The Grove of Dodona, which ſome place in Theſſaly, and

Sighs. others in Epirus, was conſtituted by Dodonim theSon of Ja
To Groan (with Hunters] who ſay a Buck groans when van, Captain of a Colony ſent to inhabit thoſe Parts. Here

he makes a Noiſe at Rutting Time. was a Temple erected to Yupiter, thence call'd Dodonæus,

GRO'ANING [of Iranian, Sax.] fetching deep or bitter
near which Temple was a ſacred Grove full of Oaks or

Sighs, &c. Beeches, in which the Dryades, Fauni and Satyrs were

Groats, hull'd great Oatmeal. thought to inhabit; and as is ſaid, were frequently ſeen

Groʻat ( grot, F.] a ſilver Coin of four Pence Value . dancing under the Shade of the Trees. Thele Oaks or

GROCERS (of groſſa , F. probably ſo called, becauſe an
Beeches are ſtoried to have been endued with a human Voice

tiently they ſold all by the Groſs or Wholeſale; or as others and prophetical Spirit. The Reaſon of which Fiction ſome

of grolus, L. a green Fig , inwhich they traded) one of the think was this , That the Prophets, when they gave Anſwers,

twelve chief Companies of London. placed themſelves in one of theſe Trees; and ſo the Oracle

Gro'cery, Plums , Sugar, Spices, &c. ſold by Grocers'; was thought to be uttered by the Oak , which was only pro

alſo Half-pence and Farthings.
nounced from its hollow Stock , or from among its Branches.

GRO'GRAM (prob. q . grofs -grain, i . e. coarſe Grain or
And whereas mention is made of the brazen Kettles of this

Thread) a ſort of Stuff. Oracle, Damon in Suidas reports, they were ſo artificially

Groin (prob . of gropen, Sax. to grow , on account of plac'd about the Temple, that one being ſtruck , the Sound

the Increaſe of Nature] the Part of the Body between the
was communicated to all the reſt. Others deſcribe the mat

Belly and the Thighs. ter thus: That there were two Pillars, on one of which was

GROMEL, the Herb Gromwell. placed a Kettle , upon the other a Boy holding a Whip in his

Gro'mets [in a Ship ) ſmall Rings faſtened with Staples Hand with Laſhes of Braſs, which being ſtruck againſt the

on the upper side of the Yard, to which the Lines called Kettle by the Violence of the Wind cauſed a continual Sound.

Laskets and Caskets are tyd and made fait GRO'VELING (prob. q . d . groundling of grund, Sax .) ly

GRO'Mwels, moſt ſervile Perſons on Ship -board.
ing with the Face towards the Ground.

Gron [3 Non, Sax.) a Bog or Quagmire. To feed GROVELING ( Hunting Term ] uſed of a Deer when

GRO'NNA ( 3 ronno, Sax .] a deep hollow Pit, a Bog or
ſhe feeds lying on her Belly.

Gru'nna Quagmire. To GROUL ( prob. of grollen , Teut. to be angry ] to

Groom ( of grom, Du. a Boy, &c.] formerly a Servant
make a Noiſe as a Dog, beginning to be angry ; to grumble

in ſome mean Station, Lads ſent on Errants or Laqueys; but
or mutter.

now it is uſually taken for one who looks after Horſes . Gro'uling (of grollen, Teut.) grumbling, muttering.

GROOM -Porter, an Officer belonging to the King's Court, GROUND (grund, Sax. Dan. and Teut.) the Earth, a

who has the direction of Games. Pavement, the Bottom , the foundation or original Cauſe.

Groom of the Stole (of tonn , Gr. a Robe) an Officer of GROUND (of g hindan, Sax .) made or broken ſmall in a

the Court, who has the Charge of the King's Wardrobe. Mill , &c. alſo ſharpened on a Stone, &c.

Groove ( prob. of 3 yaran , Sax. to engrave) a hollow Ground Ivy [grund-Iyig, Sax .] an Herb .
Channel cut in Stone, Wood, &c. GROUND Pine, the Name of a Plant.

Groove (with Miners] a deep Hole or Pit ſunk in the Ground Plates (with Architeets] the outermoft Pieces of

Ground to ſearch for Minerals . Timber lying on or near the Ground, and framed into one

To GROPE (Grapian, Sax.] to feel with the Hands, as another with Mortiſes and Tenons of the Joiſts, the Sum

Perſons in the Dark . mer and Girders ; and ſometimes the Trimmers for the

Groʻping [a Method of Fiſing ) by putting ones Hands Stair -caſe and Chimney-way , and the binding Joifts.

into Water Holes, and tickling them about the Gills, which To GROUND, to ſet or lay a thing on the Ground ; to

renders them to Tame, that they may be caught with the lay a Ground -work ; to take for a Foundation ; to raiſe an
Hand. Argument upon.

Gross ( gro[ 3, Teut. craſſus, L. gros, F.) thick , fat ; GROUND Angling, a fiſhing under Water without a Float .

alſo dull ; alſo foul, notorious.
GROUND Plumbing (withAnglers) is the finding the depth

Gross (in the senſeofthe Law ) abſolute or independant ;
of the Water with a leaden Plummet on the Line.

as Advowjon in Groſs, is diſtinguiſhed from Advowjon Appen- GROUND Tackle ( in a Ship ] Anchors, Cables, &c. and

dant. all thoſe things requilite to make her ride ſafe at Anchor in a

Gross Weight, the Weight of Goods together with the convenient Road.

Cask or Vefiel containing, &c. out of which Tare and Tret GRO'UNDED( of g rung, Sax .) founded, built or reſting

is to be allowed. upon, ſuſtained by.

A Gross, twelve Dozen . GRO'UNDLESS [ fundleay , Sax.] without Ground,

Gross, as a Villain in Groſs, a ſervile Tenant, who was
Foundation or Reaſon.

not appendant or annexed to the Land or Manour, and to go GROUNDLING [grundling, Teut.) a Fith ſo call'd.

along with the Tenure, as an Appurtenance of it ; but was
GRO'UNDSEL [of 3 pund, Sax. and prob. of fueil, F. ]

like the other perſonal Goods and Chattles of his Lord ; ' at the Ground Timber or Threſhold of a Door.

bis Lord's freePleaſure and Diſpoſal.

GROUND
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ment.

GROUND Timbers [in a Ship) are the Timbers which lie GRUMOUS Root ( with Botan .) that which is compoſed o

on her Keel, and are faſtened to it with Bolts thro' the ſeveral Knobs, as the Afphodel and Pilewort.

Keelion.
GRU'MOUSNESS, fulneſs of Clods or Lumps, grumofity.

GROUND [in Painting) is the Surface, upon which the To Grunt [ grunnire, L. grynter, Dan . ] to make a

Figures and other objects are raiſed or repreſented.
Noiſe like a Hog.

To Ground a Ship [ Sea Phraje] is to bring her on the GRU'NTING ( grunniens, L. gruntzen , Teut.] making a
Gound to be trimmed, i.e. to be made clean or ſcrubbed ; Noiſe like a Hog.

to have ſome Leak ſtopt, or the like.

GROUNDS [3 Nuno, Sax. the bottom ] the Ground-work, ing of a Line, a Line being i of anInch, and an Inch
Gry [Tou , Gr. according to Mr. Lock ) a Meaſure contain

the Principles of any Art or Science ; the Settlings or Dregs of a philoſophical Foot.

of Drink ; Reaſons.

Gryphites, one who has a crooked Noſe like a Hawk'sGROUP (in Painting and Sculpture] an Affemblage or Knot Bill: Gr.

of two or more Figures of Men, Beaſts, Fruits , or the like, GUA'CATAN, İndian Pilewort.

which haveſome apparent relation one to the other.

Gua l'Acum , the Wood of a Tree in the West Indies,
Group (in regard to the Deſign ) are combinations of divers

very much uſed in Phyſick, called alſo lignum fan &tum .
Figures , which have relation to each other ; either onac- GUAIANVAS, a ſort of Indian Apple.

count of the Action , or of their Proximity, or of the Effect GUARANTE'8 [garant of garder, F. to keep, &c. } a

they have.

Prince or Power appointed by treating Parties, to ſee that
Group (in Mufick] is one of the kinds of Diminutions of

Articles of Agreement are performed on each ſide.
long Notes, which in the working forms a ſort of Group, GUARANTEE (in Lawſ he whom the Warranter under

Knot, Buſh , &c. a Group commonly conſiſts of four Crot- takes to Indemnify or ſecure from Damage.

chets, Quavers, E. tied together .

GUARANTY, the Office or Duty of a Guarantee.
GROUP (in Architecture) a term usd of Columns, as they

GUARD [ garde ofgarentir, F.] Defence, Protection .ſay a group of Columns, when there are three or four Co.
GUARD (in Military Art) the Duty performed by a Body

lumns joind together on the fame Pedeſtal.
of Soldiers, to ſecure all by watchfulneſs againſtthe AttemptsGroups (in regardto the clair obſcure] are Bodies of Fi. ofthe Enemy .

gures, wherein the Lights and Shadows are diffuſed in ſuch
AdvanceGUARD, a Party of Horſe or Foot, which marches

manner, that they ſtrike the Eye together, and naturally lead
before aBody when an Army is upon the March, to give no

it to conſider them in one view .

tice of the approaching Danger.
To Group ( grouper, F.] to make an Aſſemblage or Com

plication of Figures. Main GUARD (in a Garriſon ) a Guard from whence all
the other Guards are detach'd: as in the Field ) itis a conGRO'UPADES (with Horſemen ] ſee Croupades.
fiderable Body of Horſe, ſent out to the Head of the Camp,

Grout ( 8 jut, Sax .] a ſort of large Oatmeal, or the to ſecure the Army.

larger or hully Part of Oatmeal.
Piquet GUARDS, ſmall Guards at the head of every RegiGROUT- HEAD (3 put-hea Foo, Sax .] a great Head.

To Grow (3 nopan , Sax .] to thrive, to encreaſe, to flou
Royal GUARDS, are ſuch as guard the King's Perſon .rish .

Quarter GUARD ( in a Camp] a ſmall Guard, commanded
GRO'WING [of ropa , Sax .] encreaſing, thriving, wax- byaſubaltern Officer, and polted about an hundred Yards

ing larger, & c
before every Batallion .

To Growl [ grollen , Text .] to make a Noiſe, as a Dog Grand GUARD [in a Camp) conſiſts in three or four Squa

when irritated :
drons of Horſe, commanded by a FieldOfficer, and poſted

GRO'WLING (prob. of grollen , Teut.) ſnarling, making before the Camp on the right and left Wing, towards the

a Noiſe like a Dog.
Enemy, for the Security of the Camp.

Grown, an Engine to ſtretch woollen Cloth upon after it GUARDS du Corps, the ſame as Royal Guards.
has been woven.

Regiment of GUARDS, certain Regiments which do Duty
Growse, a kind of Fowl in the Northern Parts of Eng- whereſoever the King's Perſon is .

land.
Standard GUARD, a ſmall Guard of Foot, which a Regi

GROWTH ( 8 hop Se, Sax .] Increaſe, Progreſsi ment of Horſe mounts in their Front, under a Corporal.
Growth Halfpeny,a Rate paid in ſome places, as a Tithe To GUARD (garder, F.) to defend or keep from , to ward

for every fat Beatt. off danger

GRUA'R 11 ( in Foreſt Records) the principal Officers of the GUARD [in Fencing) an A &tion or Poſture proper to de

Forcit.
fend or ſcreen the Body from the Efforts or Attacks of an

GRUB, a ſort of Maggot.
Enemies Sword.

To GRUB up [gcoben, Teut.) to delve or dig up the GUA'RDANT ( in Heraldry] a term uſed of a Lion borne in

Roots of Trees, Gr. a Coat of Arms,when his Face is turned towards the Specta
GRUB'BBAGE

tor , and heappears in a Poſture of defence of it ſelf.
GRUB-AX

GUARD -Cock. See Gardecaut.

GRU'BBING a Cock, is the cutting off his Feather under GUARDED ( garde, F. defended with a Guard.
the Wings.

GUARDS (with Aſtronomers) a Name fometimes apply'd to

GRUBBS(with Phyſicians) a kind of white, unctuous, little the two Stars neareſt the Pole, being in the hind part of the
Pimples or 'Tumours,riſingon the Face, chiefly on the Ale Chariot at the Tail of the little Bear.

ofthe Noſe.
GUA'RDIAN, he to whom the Charge or Cuſtody of any

To GRU'BBLE[grubelen , Teur.) to grobble, to ſearch Perſon or Thing is committed.

or feel all over.
GUARDIAN [in Law ) one who is intruſted with the Edu

To GRUDGE [ gruger, F.) to think much of, to envy one cation, Tuition, &r. of ſuch as are not of ſufficient Diſcre

a thing . tion to guide themſelves and their own Affairs, as Children
GRU'DGING, thinking much, envying. and Idiots.

Gru'el ( gruau, F.)a ſort of Pottage made of Oatmeal. GUARDIAN of the Spiritualities, a Perſon to whom the

Gruff, churliſh , dogged. Juriſdiction or Collation of a Biſhoprick is committed during
GRU'FNESS, furlineſs, churliſhneſs, four Looks, & *c. the Vacancy of the See .

GRUM [g pim, Sax .] grim - faced, four-looked. GUA'RDIANSHIP (of garder, F. to defend, &c. ] the Of
fice of a Guardian .To Gru'mble ( grommeler, F. grommelen, Du.) to

mutter between theTeeth. GUA'Stald, a Perſon who has the cuſtody or keeping of

GRU'MBLING [ grommelant, F.] muttering between the the King's Manſion Houſes.

Teeth, fignifyingDiſpleaſure, tho' unwilling to declare the GU'BBINS [ gobeau , F. a Gobbet) Fragments, Parings of

Caufe . Haberdine, Cod -fiſh , &c.

Grume ( in Medicine] a Particle of Blood , Milk or other GU'DGEON [ gobio , L. goujon , F. ] a River Fiſh well
known.Fluid, which is coagulated, thickened, hardened ; or not

fufficiently thin and diluted . To ſwallow a GUDGEON, to bear, put up or paſs by an

GRUʻMMEL, an Herb. Affront.

GAU'MNESS, crabbedneſs, fierceneſs of Countenance. GU'DGEONS, a ſort of Rudder - Irons, being the Eyes drovt

GRU'MOUS ( grumofus, L.] full of Grumes, little Clods or into the Stern Poſt, into which the Hooks called Pintles go

Lumps. to hang on the Rudder.

GRUMOUs Blood in Medicine) that which is too thick for Gu'elphs, a noted Faſtion in Italy, Antagoniſts to the

Circulation. Gibellines.

GUE'RDON, a Reward, a Recompence, F.

GUER

** } [in Husbandry] a grubbing Tool.
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GUERDONABLI, that may be fit to be rewarded. GARUISMS, a Weapon having two Points or Pikes.

Gue'RDONNLESS, unrewarded .
Chaucer.

Gue'rite, is a ſort of ſmall Guise , Mode, Faſhion, Cuſtom , F.

Tower of Stone or Wood , gene- Gu'la , the upper Part of the Throat.

rally on the Point of a Baſtion, or GULE 2 ( in Architecture ) the Neck or narroweſt Part

on the Angles of the Shoulder, to GU'la Š of the loweſt Capital of a Pillar ; or a wavy

hold a Centinel, who to take Member, whoſe contour reſembles the Letter S, called an

care of the Fors , and to watch to Ogee.

hinder Surprizes ; ſome call Echau- GULCH z (probably of gula, L. Gluttony ) a great

gette thoſe which are made ofWood GU'LCHIN Š Eater, or a ſhort tun -bellied Man, Boy, & c.

and are of a ſquare Form, for the Gu'lbum [old Records] a taxing or impoſing of a Fine to

Guerites of Stone are roundiſh , and be paid in Mony.
are built half without the Wall, GU'Les (either of 7511, Heb. a piece of red Cloth, Ma

and terminate at a Point below , which ought to be at the chenzi or 110, Arabick , a red Roſe. Meneſtrier.)

Cordon, that the Centinel may diſcover along the Faces. Gu'les (in Heraldry ] fignifies the red Colour , in Engra

Flanks and Curtins, and all along the Foſs; they ought to be ving it is made by perpendicular Lines from the

about fix Foot high, and their breadth three and a half. top of the Eſcutcheon to the bottom . It is ſaid

GUERKINS , a ſort of pickled Cucumbers. to repreſent Fire, which is the chiefeſt, light

A GUESS Shi' l, Du .] to Conjecture.
ſomelt, and cleareſt of the Elements. Morgan

Gu'est (zieýt or gert, Sax. and Dan.) a Perſon invited fays,it denotes the Power of the Almighty ; and of Virtues,

to an Entertainment.
Martial Proweſs, Boldneſs and Hardineſs; with Or (Gold )

Guest Rope ( with Marinersja Rope by which the Boat is a deſire of Conqueft, and with Argent ( Silver ) a depreſling

kept from ſteeving or going too much in and out, as the the envious and revenging the Innocent. Seeihe Figure.

towed after a Ship.
Of ſpiritual Virtues Gules denotes Jupice, Charity, and an

Guer, a Watch, a Perſon poſted as a Spy in any Place, F. ardent Love ofGod and our Neighbour. Of worldly Virtues,

GU'GGLING (prob. of gorgogliare, Ital.] making a Noiſe, Valour , Nobility, Hardineſs, and Magnanimity. Of Vices,
as Liquor pouring out of a Bottle that has a narrow Neck . Cruelty, Cboler, Murder, Slaugbter. Of the Planets Mars.

Guidance ( of guider, F. ] Conduct, Leading, & c. Of precious Stones,theRuby. of Metals, Copper. Of

Gui'DAGE , Money paid for a ſafe Conduct thro’a ſtrange Trees, the Cedar. Of Flowers, the Piony, the Close Gil

or foreign Territory. liflower and the Pink. Of Birds, the Pelican. Of the Ages
To GUIDE ( guider, F. ) to direct or conduct in a way or of Men, the Manly.of Men , the Manly. Of the Months of the Year, Marco

Journey,
and July ; of the Days of theWeek, Tueſday.

A Guide , a Director or Conductor, F. Gule of Auguſt, ſo called, as ſome ſay , from Gula , L.

Guidon , akind of Flag or Standard borne by the King's the Throat, on account of a Cure performed on a certain
Life - guard ; being broad at one extreme and almoſt pointed Woman of a Diſeaſe in her Throat, by kiſſing the Chains
at the other, and flit or divided into two. Alſo the Officer St. Peter was bound with at Romo, thence in antient Alma

who bears it . nacks, call'd San &ti Petri ad Vincula] the firſt Day of Auguſt,

Guild igilo, Sax. ) a Tax, Tribute or Fine ; alſo a or Lammas- Day.

Company or incorporated Society. Hence cornes Guild- GULF ( golfe, F. ) a part of the Sea running between two

Hall, q. d. the Hallof the Guildsor Companies of the City. Landscall a Streights; beingembracedand almolt ſurrounded ;
Guild -Hall [gild of Gildan, Sax , to pay, becauſe a com- alſo a Depth in the Sea that cannot be fathomed, a Whirlpool.

mon Contribution, and Peaj, an Hall, i.e. the common GULD, a Weed that grows among Corn.

Hall of the Gilds, or Companies, or incorporated Citizens To Gull ( guiller, F. ] to deceive, cheat, to couſen ,

of London) this Hall was firſt built in the Year 1411, by chouſe, or defraud .

Thomas Knolls, then Mayor, the Aldermen and Citizens; GU'LLING, deceiving, cheating, defrauding, duping.

but being deſtroy'd by the great Fire in 1666, it was rebuilt GULLERIES, cheating Tricks .

more ſpacious, being in Length from Eaſt to Weſt 170 Fect, GU'LLET ( gula, L.goulet, F.) the Windpipe.
and in Breadth 68. It coſt the City 40000 Pounds; the GU'LLISHNESS, Sottiſhneſs, Stupidity.
two Giants of terrible Aſpect and monſtrous Height, that GU'LLY-Gut, a Punch -belly.

ſtand facing the Entrance of the Hall, the one holding a A GULL, a Sea Fowl .

Pole -ax, the other a Halbert, are ſuppos’d, the former to Gu'lling ( a Ser Term ] is when the Pin of a Block or

repreſent an antient Britain , and the other a Saxon. Pully eats intothe Shiver, orthe Yard into the Maft.

Guildha'lda Teutonicorum , a Title of the Fraternity or To Gu'lly (prob. of goulet, F. the Throat ) to make a

Society of Eaſterling Merchants in London , commonly Noiſe in drinking.

call'd jhe Steel- Yard in Thames- Street. GU'LLY - Hole, a place at the Grate, or entrance of the

Gui'LD -Mercbant, a certain Liberty or Privilege, where- Street-Chanels for a Paſſage into the Common -lhore.

by Merchants are enabled to hold certain Pleas of Land with- T. GU'LLY ? [Gorgogliare, Ital. ) to make a Noiſe, as

in their own Precincts. To GO'GLE Liquor poured outof a Bottle.

To GUILD. See To Gild . Guloʻsity | geloſitas, L. ) Gluttony.

GUI'LDER [ gulden , Du.) a Dutch Coin in Value about A GULP, as much Liquor asgoes down the Throat at one

Swallow.
2 s . or I so 10 d. Sterling: That of Germany 3 s . 8 d. 4.

Guile (prob. of guiller, O. F. or bežalian, Sax . to be- To GULP ( golpen , Dutch ] to ſwallow down with a

witch] fraud, deceit.
Noiſe.

Gui'LEFULNESS, fraudulentneſs, deceitfulneſs, craftineſs, GU'LTWIT ( Law - Term ) a Satisfaction or Amends made

wilineſs.
for a Treſpaſs.

Gui'leless , free from guile or deceit. To Gum ( gommer, F.] to dawb with gum .

GUI'LELESNESS, clearneſs of, or the being intirely free Gum (Gummi, L. ) a Vegetable Juice ifſuing through

from guile or deceit .
thePores of certain Plants, and there hardening into a tena

GUILT, guiltineſs, conſciouſneſs of having committed a cious tranſparent Maſs.

Fault, Crime, ci
GUm Anima a reſinous Juice oozing from a Tree in Ame

GUI'LTINESS (prob. of Zils, a Tax, &c. of gildan, Sax . rica .

to pay a Tax, Gr. q. d . liable to make an Amends or pay Gum - Arabick, a gum ſo called brought from Arabia, & c.

fora Fault committed ) culpableneſs, liableneſs to ſuffer for a Gum -Ciſtus, the name of an Herb .

Crime proved to have been committed. Gum -Cotta, a congealed Juice of a yellow Colour brought

Gui'ltless, free from Crime, Innocent . from the Indies.

Gui'llLESNESS, Innocency.
Gum -Olibanum , Frankincenfe.

Gui'lty, culpable, in Fault, deſervingſto be condemned Gum -Tachamachaca, a gum much uſed by the Indians in

all Swellings in the Body.

GUI'LLAM , a kind of Bird . Gum Ammoniacum , a gum of a bitteriſh Taſte, that burns

GOI'M AD, a Filh peculiar to the River Dee in Cheſhire, clear when ſet on Fire.

and the Lake Pemble-meer. Gum Caranna, a gum uſed by the Indians for Swellings.

GUI'NE A [ofGuinea in Africa ) a gold Coin current at Gum Copal, a gum which will ſerve for a Perfume in

GUI'NEY $ 21 s .
ſtead of Frankincenſe.

GUINEA'NUS, a, um, [ in Botan. Writers ) of the growth Gum Elemi, a gum ſmelling like Fennel; but of a bitter

or product of Guinea in Africa.
Tarte.

Gum Lar, the Juice of an Indian Trec.

& c

or blamed .

Gux
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Gum Opopanax, the Juice of the Herb or Root of Panax ſcending diagonally to the Chief Point, and from thence an

Herculis.
other Line falls perpendicularly upon the Baſe. Mr. Guillim

Gum Sagaperum , good for Pains in the Side . calls it one of the whimſical Abatements of Honour, for a

Gum Sarcocolla, good for glueing Fleſh together . Perſon who is either Laſcivious, Effeminate, or a Sot, or

Gum Tragacantb(teros and circonda , Gr.] i. 6. Goat's all of them .

Horn . Gust ( gists, Sax .) a ſudden puff or blaft of Wind .

GU'MMATA [in Medicine) ftrumous Tumours. Gust [ guftus, L. goute, F. ] the Taſte.

GU'MMATED (gummatus, L.) done over with gum . GUST ( old Writ.] a Stranger or Gueſt who lodges with a

GU'MMINESS ( of gummofus,L. gommeux, F. gummi, L. Perfon the ſecond Night .

gomme, F. ) gummy Natureor Quality. GU'STABLE [ guftabilis, L.) that may be taſted ; agrecable

GU'MMOSE ( gummofus, L.) that hath much gum . to the Taſte.

GUMMO'SITY, gummy Quality. Gu'sto, a reliſh , favour or Taſte, Ital.

GU'MMY [ gummolus, L. goinmeux, F. ) full of gum . Guts [prob. of kutteln, Teut.] the Bowels .

Gums (gomar, Sax .) the Fleth that covers the Jaw -bones, To Gut, to take out the guts, to empty .

into which the Teeth are ſet . GU'TLING (of Guts] ſtuffing the guts, eating much or

Gun [Somner derives Gun of Mangon, a warlike Machine often .

uſed before the Invention of Guns] a Fire Arm or Weapon of GU/TTA , a Drop of any Liquor.

ſeveral ſorts and ſizes. Gutta Gamandra, a kind of Gum or hardened Juice

GUN-POWDER , a Compoſition of Salt Petre, Sulphur, brought from the Eaſt Indies, L.

and Charcoal mixed together, and uſually granulated, GUTTA Roſacea [with Phyſicians] a redneſs with Pimples,

which eaſily takes Fire, and rarifies or expands with great in the Noſe, Cheeks, or over the whole Face, as if they

Vehemence, by means of its Elaſtick Force. were ſprinkled with roſe coloured Drops.

GUN-POWDER- Treaſon, a Feſtival Day obſerved on the Gutta Serena (with Oculiſis] a Diſeaſe in the Eye , con

5th of November, in Commemoration of the happy deli- fiſting in an intire prevention ofSight, without any apparent

verance of King James I. and the Houſe of Lords and Com- Defect of the Eyes ; excepting that the Pupil ſeems ſome

mons, by the diſcovery of the Gun - Powder -Plot. thing larger and blacker than before.

GU'NNEL [of a Ship] the Gun -Wale. GU'TTAI. Cartilage (with Anatomiſts] is that which in
GU'NNERY, the Gunner's Art. cludes the third and fourth Griſtle of the Larynx.

GU'NSTER, one who goes a ſhooting with a Gun or Fowl- GU'TTATED ( guttatus, L.) ſpotted with Spots or Speckles

ing- Piece. like Drops.

Gu'nter's Line ( ſo calld of Mr. Gunter, formerly Geo- GU'TTÆ , Drops.

metry Profeſſor of Greſham College] call'd alſo the Line of Gu'tte [in Architecture )are certain Parts inFigure like

Numbers, is the Logarithms laid off upon ſtraight Lines ; little Bells, in Number fix , placed below the Triglyphs in

the Uſe of which is for performing Arithmetical Operations, an Architrave of the Dorick Order. They are ſocalled of

by means of a pairof Compafles,or even without, by ſlid- Gutta, L. a Drop, from their Shape, reſembling the Drops

ing two of thele Lines of Numbers by each other. of Water that have run along the Triglyph, and ſtill hang

Gunter's Quadrant, a Quadrant of Wood, Braſs, & c. under the Cloſure betwixt the Pillars.

being partly of a Stereographical Projection uponthe plain Gutte de l'Eau , a Drop ofWater, F.

of the Equinoctial, the Eye being in one of the Poles where Gutte de l'Eau (in Heral.) arepainted Argent or White , F.

the Tropick, Ecliptick and Horizon are Arches of Circles ; Gutte de larmes [in Heraldry] is where Drops of Tear

but the Hour Circles are all Curves, drawn by means of the are repreſented in a Coat of Arms of a Blue colour, F.

ſeveral Altitudes of the Sun, for ſome particular Latitude, Gutte de Sang [in Heraldry] Drops of Blood, F.

every Day in the Year. The Uſe of it is to find the Hour Gutte de l' Or [in Heraldry] Drops of melted Gold,

of the Day, Sun's Azimuth, Gr. borne in a Coat of Arms of Or or of Gold colour.

Gunter's Scale, that which Sailors commonly call the Gu'tter ( goutiere, F. ] a Canal or Spoue for carrying

Gunter, is a large plain Scale, with the Lines of artificial Water.

Sines and Tangents upon it, lid off by itrait Lines, and ſo GUTTER Tile, a three cornered Tile laid in Gutters .

contriv'd to a Line of Numbers , that is on it , that by the To Gutter , to ſweal or run as a Candle .

help of this Scale and a pair of Compaſſes , all the caſes of GUʻttera Cold Rec ) a Gutter or Spout to convey Water

Trigonometry, both plain and ſpherical, may , to a tolerable from Leads or Roofs of Buildings.

exactneſs, be ſolvd, and of conſequence all Queſtions in To GU'TTLE [of gut,F.) to eat much.

Navigation , Dialling, &c. may be wrought by it.
Gu'ttose ( guttoſus, L.) full of Drops.

Guns and Powder , were invented or found out by Bar- GU'TTURAL ( gutturalis, I .. ] of or pertaining to the

tboldus Swartz , a Franciſcan Fryar, about the Year 1380. Throat.

temp. K. Richard II. by his mixing Sålt Petre and ſome GUTTURAL Letters, ſuch as are pronounced in the

other Ingredients in a Mortar, on which he had placed a Throat.

Stone, and having occafion to light a Candle in ſtriking Fire, GU'TTURALNESS [of guttur, L. the Throat] the being .

a Spark fell into the Mortar, and the Compoſition blew up pronounced in the Throat; ſpoken of Letters.
with great Violence and Noiſe. This gave a Handle for the GU'TTURIS OS [ Anatomy] the ſame that is called Hyoides
Invention of Guns , and the firſt that uſed them were the Os, L.

Venetians againſt the Inhabitants of Geneva. i Gu'rrus (with Antiquaries] a ſort of Vaſe uſed in the

Gun- Powder was had from foreign Parts, and at dear rates, Romans Sacrifices, to take Wine and ſprinkle it Guttatim ,

till Queen Elizabeth order'd it to be made in England. i. e. Drop by Drop upon the Victim , L.

GU'NWALE [of a Ship) is that piece of Timber which on Gu’rty (in Heraldry] ſignifies Drops, and they being

either ſide reaches from the half Deck to the Fore- Caſtle ; al repreſented in Coat Armour of ſeveral Colours, the Colour
ſo the lower part of the Port, where any Ordnance are . : ſhould be mentioned in Blazon .

GURGE ( gurges, L.) a Whirl - Pool . Gu'r Wort, an Herb ,

GU'R GIANS, a ſort of coarſe Meal. Guve de ronde (in Fortific.) is the ſame as lingle Tenaille.

Gu'rgeon
the Chaff of Wheat or Barley.

}GU'RGINS

Guy Rope [in a Ship ] a Rope made fait to the Fore -Mait

at one End, and is received thro'a Single Block fiezed to the

GURGYʻPTING (with Falcon .) a Term uſed when a Hawk Pennant of the winding Tackle, and then again reev'd thro':

is ſtiff -neck'd and choak'd. another, ſiez'd to the Fore-Maſt. The Uſe of which is to

GURGU'L10 (with Anat.] the Cover of the Wind -pipe; hale forward the Pennant of the winding Tackle.

the ſame as Cion and Epiglottis. Gu'zes (in Heraldry) with the Engliſh, are Roundles of

GU'RNARD, a Fiſh . a ſanguine or murrey Colour; but the French call them Tor

To Gush igeotan, Sax.goffeten, Du .] to pour or run teux . Guzes being of a bloody Hue, are ſuppos'd by ſome

out ſuddenly and with Force. to repreſent Wounds.

· GU'SHING (of geotung, Sax.] pouring or running out TO GUZZLE, to drink greedily or much ; to Tipple.

ſuddenly and with Force. GWARB Mercbed (among the well ] a Payment or Fine

Gu'sset ( goufet, F :] å triangalar, ſmall Piece of Cloth , to the Lords of ſomeManours, upon the Marriage of the

uſed in Shirts, Smocks, E. Tenants Daughters, or upon the committing the Act of In

Gusset [in Heraldry] is formed by a Line drawn either continency.

from the Dexter or Siniſter Chief Points, and Gwaʻlstow (of gpal, a Gallows , and ytop, Sax.1

falling perpendicularly down to the extreme Bafe, Place ) a Place for the Exccution of Malefactors.

as in the Eſcutcheon: Or thus, it proceeds from GWAYF, Goods that Felons , when purſued, threw down

the Dexter or Siniſter Angle of the Chief, den and left in the High-Way, which were forfeited to the King

4 L
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or Lord of the Manour , unleſs lawfully claimed by the right to hold ; a Word of Form . All Deeds or Conveyances con

Owner within a Year and a Day. ſiſts of two Parts, the Preiniles and the Habendrım ; the for

Ta GYBE , to joke upon , banter, jeer, flout, &c . mer conſiſts of the Names of the Granter and Grantee, and

GYLT -WITE. See Gultwit. the thing granted ; the latter limits and qualifies the Eſtate .

GYLT-WIVE ( Gyld-pite, Sax. ) a Satisfaction or Amends HA'BERDASHER [Minhecev derives it ofhabt das ? Text,

for a Treſpaſs. will you have this ? as Shop -keepers fay) a dealer in ſmall
GYMNASIARCH ( gymnaharcha, L. .of fuprastirmms of Wares, as Tape, Thread , Pins, Needles, Gr. alſo of Hats .

gu.uvaorov, a Place of Exerciſe, and opxo , a Ruler, Gr. ] a HA'Berdine Cabberdaen, Du. hulordenu, F.) a ſort of
chief or head Maſter of a School, the Governor of a College. Salt - Fiſh .

GYMNASIUM [ fupevésor, Gr. ) a Place of Exerciſe in any HABEʻRGION [ haubergeon, F.} a Coat of Mail.
Art or Science, aSchool. Habeʻre Facias Seiſinam , a judicial Writ, which lies

GYMNA'STICK (ofgymnaſticus, L. yupvasores of yours ? " , where a Man has recovered Lands in the King's Court, di

Gr. to exerciſeſ ofor pertaining to Exerciſe. rečied to the Sheriff commanding him to give him the Sieſin

Gymna'sticks [zuper agiri , Gr.] that part of Phyfick thereof, L.

which teaches how to preſerve Healthby Exerciſe. Habere Facias Viſum , a Writ which lies in divers Caſes ,

GYMNICI ludi (among the Greeks) certain Exerciſes, as as in Dower, Formedon , co where a View is to be taken

running, leaping, throwing of Quoits, wreſtling, boxing, of the Land or Tenements in Qucttion.

fencing , &c. HABERJECTS, a ſort of Cloth of a mixt Colour.

ToGYMNO'LOGIZE (querorogi , Gr.] to diſpute naked , HABE'RGEON {baubergrou , F. ] a ſhort Coat ofMail, co

or like an Indian Philofopher. vering the Head and Shoulders .

GYMNOPÆDI'A (zuuromaisia, Gr . ) a kind of Dance in uſe HABILE [habilis, L.) active, nimble.

among the Lacedamonians, performed by young Perſons HABI'LIMENT (babiliments, F. ] Apparel, clothing Attire.

dancing naked, during the Time of the Sacrifices, and ſing- HABI'LIMENTS ofWar [unt. Stat . ] Armour, Harneſs, U

inga Song in honour of Apollo. tenſils and other Proviſions for War.

GYMNOSO'PHISTS (of juurde, naked, and ozoosis, a So- НА'віт [habitus, L. ) an Aptitude or Diſpoſition

phiſter) certain Indian Philoſopherswho went naked, and HA'eitude either of Mind or Body, acquired by 2

lived folitary in Woods and Defarts , feeding on Herbs : frequent Repetition of the ſame Act.

GYMNOSPE'RMOUs Plants (of gouerós, naked, and ontpps, HABIT (habitus, L. ) the Conſtitution or Temper of the

Seed, Gr. ] ſuch Fruits as bear a naked Seed incloſed by the Mind or Body; Uſe, Cuſtom , Attire, Dreſs.

Calix only, without any Seed Vefſel. Habit [in Metaphyſicks) is a Quality that is fuperadded
GYNÆCI'A (puexia, Gr . ) fuch Accidents in general as to a natural Power, that makes it very readily and eaſily per

happen to Women ; alſo Womens Monthly Courſes, L. form its Operations.

GYNÆCI'UM (zuvareios, Gr. ) the Womens Apartment, or HABIT (with Logicians) one ofthe ten Predicaments.

a ſeparate Place where the Women kept themſelves retired HA'BITABLE (habitabili , L. ) that may be inhabited or

and out of the fight of Men.
dwelt in .

GYNÆCO'CRACY [Justinoxegria of gun, a Woman, and The HABITABLE, the Earth . Milton .

xestos, Power] Petticoat Government, Feminine Rule . HABITA'BLENESS, a being capable ofbeing inhabited.

GYNÆ'COCRA'TUMENIANS [of jurn and x za topanos, over- HABITED (labelk , F. ] attired, dreifed ; allo accultom

come) an antient People of Sarmatia Europæn, ſaid to be To ed.

called, becauſe after they had been overcome by the Ama- HABI'TUAL [habituel, F ] grown to a Habit by long

zons, they were obliged to have venereal Commerce with Uſe, Cuſtomary.

them . To Habitu'ATE [ s ' habiteur, F. of habitus, L. ) to ac

GYNÆCOMASTON [Zuteureugs '", Gr . ) a Tumor or cuſtom to.

GYNÆCOMASTOS Swelling in the Fleſh or Breaſts of HABI'TUATED (of habitus, L. ) that which has gotten a

Women. habit of, accuſtomed to.

GYPSUM Parget, white Lime, Plaiſter; alſo a ſort of HABITUDE (with Logicians, Moralift, &c. ] is the Dif

Plaiſter Stone, white and ſoft like Alabaſter, which being poſition of Mind and Body, acquired by repeated Acts ; as

lightly burnt, ſerves to make the Chalk called Plaiſter of the Funcy, Virtues, Vices, Adureſs in the Arts of Dancing ,
Paris. Painting, Writing, & c .

GY'Psy (q. Ægyptii, L. Egyptians] ſtroling Beggars, Habi'tus [ in Metapbficks) is the Application of a Body
who pretend to tell Fortunes. to that which is near it .

GY'ROMANCY (of gyrare, L. and ugentía, Gr. Divina- HA'BLE,' a Sea Port or Haven .

tion) a kind of Divination, by walking round in a Circle. HAB - NAB [a Contraction ofhabban , to have, and nabban ,

GYRATION, a turning round ; allo a giddineſs, L. Sax. not to have ; or, if you had rather, of happen bap, ie.

GYRFALCON , a Bird of Prey . See Gerfalcon. whether it happen or not) raſhly, ata venture.
GYRO'NĘ (in Heraldry) an Ordinary which confiſts of A HẠCHE [ hachis, , F. ] a DiMh of minced Meat, a :

iwo ſtrait Lines, drawn from ſeveral Parts of the Eſcutcheon , A HASH ? Hai .

and meeting in an acute Angle in the Feſſe -Point of the fame. To Hack [hacken, Teut. ) to hew or cut.

GYROSE ( gyroſis, L.] full of Turnings . An HẠCK, a common, hackney Horſe.

T. HA'CKLE [ hackelen , Dc. ) to cut finall.

Had -bore [Had-bote, Sax ,) a Recompente made for Of.

H. fences againſt the holy Order, or Violence offered to Clergy
men .

HН
h , Roman ; Hb, Italick ; u h, Englih ; -7, Nebrarul,

HADDOCK, a ſort of Cod.Fish .

HADER'NGA (of Hab, a Perſon , and rung, Sax . Reis cxprefled only by ( * ) a Note of Aſpiration in Greek.
H, isnot accountedproperlya Letter, but Note ofAfpi- fpect} Partiality, reſpect of Perſons, OldLazo.

HAD I WIST [ i. e. I wiſt or thought I had it] an uncer .
ration before a Vowel, and among the Poets it ſometimes ob

tains the Power of a Conſonant. In Latin it never comes
tainty, a doubtful Matter.

before a Conſonant; but always before one of the five
HADRO'BULUM [ Adeluder. Gr. ] a certain ſweet.Scented

Gum , in Media.
Vowels and y ; as Habeo, Hebes, Hiatus, Homo, Humus,

Hydra , & c . but in Engliſh it does , as bought, taught, & c.
HACCA'SITY (with Chymiſts] the ſame ſpecifick Effence

or active Principle by which a Medicine operates.
Ħ with a Dalh at the Top (with the Antients] fignificd

HÆLO'SIS (with Oculijs) a reflected Inverſion of the Eye
200000 .

Lid.

Haak or Hake, a ſort of dryd Fiſh .

HA'beas Corpora, a Writ lying for the bringing in a
HADRO'SPHÆRUM [ 'Aotes =72 €?", Gr. ) a kind of Spike

nard with a broad Leaf.
Jury, or ſo many of them as refuſe to appear upon the Sum

HÆMACH A TES ( Huszárne, Gr . ) a fort of Blood colour
mons callid Venire Facias, for the Trial of a Cauſe; L.

ed Agate.
HABEAS Corpus, a Writwhich a Man , indicted of a Tref

paſs before Juftices of the Peace, or otherwiſe, and laid in
HÆMALOPS [ Arusnet of zove, Blood , and a4, the Sight,

Priſon, may have out of the King's-Bench, to remove him Gr.) a redneſs of the Eyes, proceeding froman Inilamnation;

or a ſtretching of the Blood Veliels, commonly called BloodIclf thither, and to anſwer the Cauſe there, L.

Thotten Eyes.HAEE'Na , the Reins of a Bridle, L.

HABENA (with Surgeons] a Bandage for the drawing toge
HÆMATITES ('Axugtits, Gr.] the Blood -Stone, a Stone

uſed in ſtopping of Blood.
ther the Lips of Wounds, inſtead of ſtitching them .

HÆMATO'DES [ Arrigidis, Gr [ the Herb Cranes - Bill.
HABENDUM [in a Deed or Conveyance] i.e. to have and

HÆVA
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HÆMATOCHY'SIS ['AIMS TOXUTTE , Gr.) any preternatural who held Lands for the repairing of defending ſome Church
flowing ofBlood, whether critical or fymptomatical; the ſame or Sepulcher.

as Hæmorrhage.
HAIMHA'LDATIO Cattallorum [in the Practick of Scota

HÆMATOCE'LE [Arugtornada Gr. ] a Tumor turgid with land] a ſeeking Reſtitution for Goods and Chattels wrongful
Blood . ly taken away .

HÆMATOSIS [ Aque. , Gr. ] the Art or Faculty of HAI'NOUS [baineux, F.] odious, hateful, horrid, outra

making Blood . gious .

HÆMA'PHOBUN (of 'Asuse, Blood, and eólos, Fear, Gr.] HAI'NOU SNESS , [of haineux, F. ) outragiouſneſs, Gr.

one that is afraid to be let Blood .
HAIR (hea je, sax .) a flexible Subſtance growing out of

HÆMODI'A ('Aruosia, Gr. ] a painful numbneſs of the the Skin of Animals.

Teeth.
HAIRS- Breadth (among the Jews] was accounted the 48th

HÆMO'PTICA ['Aquo lunge, Gr . ] Remedies which Cure Part of an Inch .

Spitting of Blood HAIRINESS (hea Nicgnerre , Sax .) being hairy .

HÆMOPTY'SIS ( A.UOTTUTIS of aqua , Blood, and 7, Gr. Har'ry (hea nicg , Sax.] having, or covered with Hair.
to 1pit) a ſpitting of Blood . HAKE, a Pot-hook .

HÆMORRHAGI'A ( 'Aruebpages of ilue , Blood , and in grupu , HA’keds, a ſort of large Pike Fit , caught in Ramſey

to burits Gr.) a burſting forth of Blood out of the Noftrils, Meer.

Mouth, Eyes, or other Parts of the Body. HA'LBARD

HÆMORRHOI'DAL Veins internal (with Anatomis) are
HA'LBERD > Chalabarde, F.) a Weapon wellknown.

[ ,

Branches of the meſenterick Vein, which pats to theGut HALBE'RD (among Farriers] an Iron foldered to the Toe

Re &tum , and thence to the Fundament. of a Horſes Shoe, that fets out before to prevent a lame

HÆMORRHOIDAL Veins external, ariſe from the hypo- Horſe from treading on his Toe.
gaftrick Vein , and ſometimes from a double Branch of it, Halbe'rdier [haleberdier, F.) an Halbert -bearer.
ſpreading about the Sphincter of the Anus. Halcio'nes [of " Als, the Sea, and xeitas, to lay, Gr.] a

HÆMO'RROUS ('Aleppois, Gr . ] the hemorrhoid Serpent; kind of Sea Birds, of whom it is related, that they build their

ſo called, becauſe thoſe that are bitten by it , Blood iſſues out Neſts on the Waves of the Sea , in the midit of the moſt

of all the Paſſages of their Body.
ſtormy Winters; but when the young ones , being hatcht,

HÆMORRHOI'DES [ 'Aspeppeés of since and pfw , to flow , peep out of the Shell, the Sea round about them appears

Gr. ] ſwelling Inflammations in the Fundament, the Emerods calm, and if it be rough , it never hurts them .

or Piles, a Diſtemper proceeding from abundance of melan- HA'lcyon Days, a Time of Peace and Tranquillity.

choly Blood, by which the Veins of the Fundament being TO HALE (baler, F.) to pull or drag along.

ſtretcht often ſend forth Blood or Matter. HALE [of heal, Sax. healthful, i.

HÆMOST A'TICKS [ of Abuse, Blood , and satinès, Gr. HALF (halk, Sax.] the equal Part of any thing divided

cauſing to ſtop ] Medicines which ſtanch Blood.
into two.

HÆREDE Abduéti, a Writ which lay for the Lord, who Front Half Files (with Military Men ] the three foremoſt

having by Right the Wardſhip of his Tenant under Age, Men of a Battalion .

could not come at his Body , he being convey'd away by Rear HALF Files, the three hindermoft Men of a Batta

fome Perfon. lion .

HÆREDE Deliberando, &c. a Writ directed to the Sheriff, HALF Mark, a Noble, fix Shillings and eight Pence .

willing him to command one who had the Bodyof him who HALE -Pence, Half-pence and Farthings were firft ordered

was Ward to another, to deliver him to the Party whoſe to be made round by King Edward 1. in the Year 1 280, for

Ward he was by reaſon of his Land . before that Time, the Penny had a double Croſs, with a

HÆRE'SIARCH (Hærefiarcha, L. " A !8774pqns of ipers, He- Creaſe, ſo that it might be eaſily broken in the middle to

reſy, and oppos, Ruler, Gr. ) an Arch or Chief Heretick.. make Half-pence, or into four Quarters to make Farthings.

HÆRETA'RE [Law Term ] to give a Right of Inheritance; Half Bloom [in the Iron Works] a round Maſs of Metal

to make Donation, Feoffment or Gift hereditary to the that comes out of the finery :
Grantee and his Heirs . HALF Moon [in Fortification] an Outwork that hath only

HÆRETICO Combærendo, a Writ which lay againſt one two Faces, forming together a taliant Angle, which is flank'd

who was an Heretick, viz . who having once been convict- by ſomepart of the Place, and of the other Baftions.

ed of Herely by his Biſhop , and having abjured it, afterwards Knights of the Half Moon or Creſcent, an Order of
falling into it again , or ſome other, is thereupon committed Knighthood, created by Renė, Duke of Anjou , when he
to the ſecular Power. conquered Sicily, with this Motto, Los, i . e . Praiſe.

HAFT [Hart, Sax .) the handle of a Knife. Half Tongue, à Jury impannelled in a Cauſe where the

An HAG Daggerye, Sax . ) a Witch . Party to be tryd is a Foreigner.

HA'GA (haga, Sax . ) a Manlion or Dwelling -houſe. HALF Seal ( in Chancery] the Sealing of Commiſſions to

HA'GARD , having a fierce or wild Look . Delegates appointed upon any Appeal in Cales Ecclefiaftical

HAGARD Hawk, a wild Hawk who prey'd for her felf or Marine.

ſome time before ſhe was taken . HALICA CABUS ('Aloncellazo , Gr ) the red Winter-Cher

HA'Gress (prob . of hecken, Du. to cut ſmall] a ſort of ry or red Night-Shade.

Pudding made of Liver, Lights, Egco a Sheep's Maw fillid HA’LÌDOM (halig'am , $ 1x . i. e. holy Judgment) whence,

with minced Meat. in antient Times, by my Halidem , was a ſolemn Oath among

To HA'GGLE , to ſtand hard in Buying.
Country People .

To Haggle (q. to hackle , ofhackelen, Du .) to cut un HALIEU'TICKS( 'Alacsnius, Gr . ) Books treating of Fiſhes ,

handſomly.
or the Art of Fiſhing.

HAGS, a kind of fiery Meteor which appears on Mens
HA'LIMASS (9.d. Holy Maſs ] the Feaſt of All Saints,

Hair, or on the Manes of Horſes.
Nou . 1. ,

HAGIOGRAPHA
[ A7700 ¢ d of agros, holy , and reaped, to

HA’LIMOTE , a Court Baron.

Write , Gr . ) the canonical Books of holy Scripture. Halı'mus ("Aha, Gr . ] Sea PurNain.

HAGLOSI'DERE ('Agro , holy, and aduers, Iron , Gr . ] a
HALINI'TRON, Salt-Nitre or Salt - Petre . ,

Plate of Iron about three Inches broad , and ſixteen long,
HA110'GRAPHER [ of ‘Ans, the Sea, and resow, to de

which the Greeks under the Dominion of the Turks (being ſcribe) a Deſcriber of the Sea, an Hydrographer.

prohibited the Uſe of Bells) ſtrike one with a Hammer to Hallo'graphy , the Deſcription of the Sea.

call the People to Church .
HALI'TUOUS (balituojus, L. ) paffimg thro ' the Pores, va

HAGIO'GRARHER [ '170026300 , Gr . ] a Writer of holy porous, thin.

Things .
Hall (of heal , Sax . aula, L. ] a publick Edifice, a Place

HAIL [of hæzelc, Sax .) a Meteor formed of Flocks of of Juſtice, &c. alſo a great Room where the Servants of a

Snow , which being melted by warm Air, and afterwards Noble Family Dine, &c. alſo a Place or Noble Houſe for

meeting with cold Air, is congealed and turns to Hail , whoſe
the Aſſemblies of Companies of Tradeſmen; in antient Time,

Stones are of a different Figure , according to the Solution of
Manſion Houſes were called Halls ; and hence at this Day,

the Flocks, and fall rudely by Reaſon of their Weight.
the Seats of Gentlemen are ſtill called Halls.

HAIL (hæl , Sax .) all Health.
HALL [with Architects ) a large Room at the entrance of

To Hall a Ship ( Sea Phraſe] to call to the Men on Board,
a fine Houle , c .

to falute them and inquire whither ſhe is Bound .
HA'LLAGE , a Fee due for Clothes brougit for Sale to

HAIL-Stone [hægolytan, Sax .) a ſmall Globule of the
Blackwell -Hall in London ; alſo a Toll paid to the Lord of a

Meteor Hail.
Fair or Market, for Commodities ſold in the common Hall of

HAIL Work Folks [9. d . holy Work Folks) thoſe Perſons
the Place.
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HALLILUJAH (Aushom i. e. Praiſe ye the Lord,] a HA'NCES [in Architetture] the Ends of elliptical Arches,

Term of Rejoicing ; ſometimes repeated at the end of Verſes which are Areas of a ſmaller Circle than the Scheme.

on that occaſion . HA'NCES ? (in a Ship] falls ordeſcents of the Fife-Rails;

HA'LLIARDS { in a Ship ) are Ropes which ſerve for hoi- HA'NSES placed on Banisters in the Poop, ,and down

fing up all the Yards, except the croſs Jack] and the Sprit- the Gang-way .

Sail Yard . Hanch (henche, F. hanke, Du.] the Hip, a part of the

HALLIBOT, a Filh ſomething like a Plaice. Body.

HA'LLIER, a Net for catching Birds. HAND [hano, Sax.] a Member of the Body.

To Haʼllow ( halzian , Sax. ] to make holy, to conſe- Hand (in Falconry] is used for the foot of an Hawk.

crate, to ſet apart for divine Service. Hand (in the Manage] is uſed in diviſion of theHorſe in

To Halloo', to ſet on or incite a Dog to fallon Cattle , &c. to two Parts, in reſpect to the Rider's Hand, as

HALLUCINA'Tion, a Blunder or Overſight, an error of Spear Hand, the right Hand .

Opinion. Bridle Hand, the left Hand.

Halm [ healm , Sax. ) the Stem or Stalk of To keep a Horje upon the HAND [ in Horſeman hip ] is to feel

HaUlm Corn. him in the Stay upon the hand , and to be always prepared to

HALMYRODES ( Arrepardos, Gr. ] a Fever attended with avoid any Surprize or Diſappointment from the Horſe.

ſharp, brackiſh Sweats. To reſt well upon the Hand ( with Horſemen ] is ſaid of a
HALO ( with Aſtronomers ] a Ring or Circle round the Horſe that never refuses, but atuvays obeys and anſwers the

Moon, which ſometimes appears coloured like the Rainbow . effects of the hand.

Halo ( 'Anar, Gr. an Area ) a certain Meteor in form of To yield theHAND ( with Horſemen ) fignifies to flacken

a bright Circle of various Colours, that ſurrounds the Sun, the Bridle.

Moon, or Stars, L. HAND (with Horſemen ] the Meaſure of the Fift clinchd,
Halo [ with Phyſicians ) the red Circle round the Breaſts i. e. four Inches .

of Women. ToJuftain the HAND ( with Horſemen ] is to pull a Bridle

HaʻLSER (of halye, the neck and yeel a Rope ) a

HAW'SER Cable to hale a Barge, &6. along a River. To force the HAND (with Horſemen ] is ſaid of a Horſe when

HA'LSER he does not fear the Bridle, but runs away in fpite of the

HA'LSTER
one who hales a Barge or Ship along.

Horſeman .

Halt [heale, Sax .) Lame, Crippled. To make a Horſe part from the Hand is to put on at

To HALT [healtan , Sax .) to goLame. To ſuffer a Horje toflip from the full ſpeed.

To HALT | faire balte, F.] to ſtand ſtill, to diſcontinue Fore-Hand (of a Horji) is the Fore-parts of him , as Head,

the March, a Phraſe moſt properly uſed to Soldiers. Neck , and Fore - Quarters.

An HA'LTER ( healt pe, Sax.) a Rope to tie about the Hind -Hand [Of A Horſe ] all the Parts except thoſe before
Neck of a Horſe ; or of a Malefactor, in order to hanging. mentioned.

To HA'LTER (of ņæaltne, Sax .) to put a Rope, &c. HAND ( Hieroglypbically ) denotes Power, Equity , Fide

about the Neck . lity , Juſtice.

HALTER - Caft [ with Farriers ) an Excoriation of the HA'NDED-Root (with Botanijis] is a kind of tuberousRoot,

Paſtern, cauſed by the halter of an Horſe being intangled divided as it were into ſeveral Fingers, as in ſome Species of

about the Foot, upon the Horſe's endeavouring to rub his Orchis.

Neck with his hinder Foot.
Hand'sBreadth , a Meaſure of three Inches .

HA'LYMOTE Chaliz -zemote, Sax.) the Meeting of the HAND [ in Painting , &c . ) the Manner or Style of this or

Tenants of one Hall or Manour ; a Court Baron ; alſo an that Maſter.

Aſſembly of Citizens in their publick Hall, ſo termed in ſome HAND of Juſtice, a Scepter or Battoon about a Cubit long,

Places in Herefordſhire; it may alſo ſignify an ecclefiaftical or having an Ivory Hand at the Extremity of it , uled as an

holy Court. Attribute of Kings , with which they are painted in their

HALY -WORK-FOLKS (haliz -pork-yolc, Sax .) anțiently Royal Robes, as on their Coronation Day .

fignified ſuch Perſons of the Province of Durham, as held HAND -GRITH (hand grid, Sax.) Peace or Protection

Lands on Condition of defending the Corps of St. Cuthbert, given by the King with his own Hand.

and thereupon claimed the Privilege not to be forced to go T. HAND, is to paſs a thing from one to another by the

out of the Biſhoprick, either by the King or the Biſhop. Hand .

Ham ( hamme, Teut.) the Leg and Thigh of a Hog, HA'NDFUL [hanbyulle, Sax ) as much as can be graſped is

EC,
the Hand .

Ham (ham, Sax.j either at the beginning or end of a HA'NDICRAFT (of handichægt, Sax. } a working Trade.

Name of Place is derived from a Houſe, Farm or Village. HA'NDKERCHIEF [of hand, Sax, the Hand, and couvrer,

HAMADRY'ADES ('Apudpuedes of eug and dpos, Gr. an F. to cover, and chief, the Head) a Garment for the Neck

Oak] Nymphs feigned to have inhabited the Woods and Mea- or the Pocket

dows, among the Flowers and green Paſtures, and were Hand Habend, a Thief taken in the very fact, having the

thought to be born and die with the Trees, over which they ſtolen Goods in his Hand.

had the Charge.
HAND hoven Bread, Bread made but with little Leaven ,

HA'MAXOBIANS ( of ' Avata , a Car, and kios , Gr. Life) ftiff.

a Nation or People wholived wholly in Chariots. HAND Speck a ſort of wooden Leaver for moving heavy

HA'MBLING of Dogs ( Foreſt Law) is the ſame as Expe- HAND Spike } Bodies .

HAMELING
ditating or Lawing, but moſt pro- A HA'NDLE (handle , Sax ) that part of

any
Infirument or

perly Ham -Iringing.
Veffel that is to be held in the Hand.

HA`MKIN , a Pudding made in a Shoulder of Mutton . To Ha'ndle (either of hanblian , Sax.or handler, Dan .]

HAMLET (probably of ham , Sax . and ler, Teut, a Mem- to feel with the Hand, thence Metap horically, to treat of.

ber, or of hameau , F. a Village) a Diviſion of a Manour, HA'NDSOM , comely , beautiful; alſo decent, becoming.

&c. divided into Precincts, having Pariſh -Officers diſtinct HA'NDSOMNESS, comlineſs, beauty .

from the other parts or Diviſions; alſo a few ftraggling HA'NDY [ handigó), D ..] ready with the Hand .

Houſes that dependuponanother Pariſh or Village. HA'NDINESS, readineſs or aptneſs for Buſineſs.

HA'MMA [ant . Writ.] a home Cloſe, a ſmall Croft or Handy Warp, a fort of Cloth .

little Meadow . Handy Work (hand peopic, Sax. ) work done by the Hand .
Το HAMMEL to cut the Ham or Nerve of the

HANE'GA (at Billea in Spain] a Corn Meaſure containing

To Ham-STRING 1 of a Buthel Engliſh.

HA'MMER (hamer , Sax. hammar, Dan.] a Tool uſed To Hang [hangan, Sax. langer, Dan . ] to ſuſpend or

by various ſorts of Artificers.

To HAMMER [ofhamey , Sax. ) to knock with a Hammer. HANGER [of hangan , Sax. to hang] a broad, crouked ,

HA'MMOCK (of hammaca, Sax) a hanging Bed for Sailors ſhort Sword.

on Ship-board. HA'Ngers , Irons for hanging a Pot over the Fire.

To HA'MPER , to entangle, to perplex, to confound. HA'NGINGS , Lining for Rooins, &c. of Arras, Tapeſtry.

Ha'MPER Hanging Pear, a Pear that hangs on the Tree till Sop

HA'NAPER } fort of large Basket with Handles, for put- tember .

ting up Bottlesof Liquor. HA'NGLING (with Cock Fighters] is the meaſuring the

Clerk of the HANAPER (in Chancery ) an Officer who re- Girth of a Fighting Cock's Body, by the graſp of the Hand

ceives allMoney due to the King for the Seal of Charters,Pa- and Fingers .

tents, &c. and the Fees due to the Officers for inrolling, & c.

Hang

} Thigh, to hough

hang upon.

hi
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HANG -Man ( of hangan and Man , Sax . hanger, Dan .) HARD Horſe, is one that is inſenſible of Whip or Spur .

an Executioner
HA'RDNESS (heaponerye, Sax .) hard Quality ; that Qua

HA'NGING, Drawing and Quartering, is not found in lity whereby the Parts cohere firmly together, ſo as to refift

Hiſtory till the 26th Year of the Reign of King Henry III, the Touch .

whenone William Mariſe, Son of an Iriſh Nobleman , was

HA'RDINESS [of hardiele, F.] boldneſs, ftoutneſs.

hang'd, beheaded and quartered for high Treaſon .
Hard Meat, Hay and Dats.

Antiently the Bodies ofFelons, who were executed , were Hards of Flax, &c. [heo ndes; Sax .) the coarſer part ſe .

not allowed to be Buried, but hung on the Gallows, till the parated from the finer.

Parliament in the Time of King Edward II, ordered that HARD-SHREW , a kind ofMouſe .

they ſhould be Buried.
HA're (haha, Sax .) a wild Creature, Dan.

As to hanging in Chains, this Practice does not ſeem to be A Hare [Emblematically) denotes vigilancy, quick hear

uſed in England, till the Time of King Richard II, when ing, wantonneſs, fear, fruitfulneſs and ſolitude.

ſome of the Rebels, in Wat Tyler's Riot, having been taken
Hare's -Foot, Hare's- Ear, Herbs.

down from the Gallows at St. Albans, he commanded the Hare - Brained, heedleſs, giddy -headed .

Bailiffs to cauſe Chains to be made, and hang the Bodies in Hare-Lip, a Lip cloven or parted like that of a Hare.

them on the ſame Gallows, there to remain as long as one HAR E-Pipe, a Snare for catching Hares.

Piece would ſtick by another.

To Hare( harier, F.] to hurry , to put into Confuſion .
HA'NGWITE (of hangan 2nd pite, Sax. à Fine] a Liberty HA'RICOT ( Cookery] Mutton Cutlets, with ſeveral ſorts of

to be quit of a Felon, who had been hanged without a Triaſ, Fiſh and Fowl in a Ragoo, & c

or eſcaped out of Cuſtody.
HARIER , a ſort of hunting Dog.

Hank, a Tie, Obligation , &c.
HARIOLA'TION, a Soothſaying, L.

A HANK, a Skain of Thread, Silk , &c.

Ha'r1077 [henegat , according to Sir Edward Coke, of

A HANK, a Habit, Cuſtom or Propenſity of Mind.
HE'R 10T here, an Army, and Zat, Sax . a Beaſt) the

To Haʼnker, to covet after, to be earneſtly deſirous of. belt Beaft that a Tenant has at the hour of his Death , which

HA‘NOCK (at Malaga in Spain) a Corn Meaſure, in Weight by Cuſtom is the due of the Lord of the Manour.

20 lb. or heaped 144 Pound.

HARIOTABLE (of ha pegat, Sax .) liable to pay Hariots .

HANSE [an antient Gothick Word) a Society of Merchants, HA'RI0T- Service [Law Term ) is when a Man holds Land

or a Corporation united together for the good Uſage andſafe by paying Hariots at theTime of his Death .

Paſſage of Merchandize from Kingdom to Kingdom ; or for HARLEQUIN, a Buffoon, a Merry -Andrew , a Jack-Pud

the better carrying on of Commerce.
ding

HANSE Towns in Germany) the Germans bordering on the HA'rlor (a diminutive of Whore, q. Whorelet, i, e. a

Sea, being antiently infeſted with Barbarians, for their better little Whore , or of Arlotta ) a Whore, a Concubine, a

defence entred into a mutual League, and gave themſelves
Miſs.

that Name, either from the Sea on which they bordered, or HA'R LOTRY [either of Arletta , Concubine of Robert,

from their Faith , which to one ancther they had plighted Father to William the Conqueror; or Arlotta, Ital. a proud
(with their Hand hanſa) or from the ſame Word, which in Whore, q. d . W boreletry, or little Whoredom ] the Practice of

their old Language, ſignified a League, Society or Affociation .
Whores or Harlots .

HANSEATICK, belonging to Hanſe.

Harm ( heahm , Sax .) hurt, damage.

HA'NSEL [ 9. d. handſale, prob ., of handlet, a New

To HARM [heaſmian , Sax .) to prejudice, to hurt, to do

Years Gift] the firſt Money taken for the sale of
damage to, C,

any
Com

modity, or taken the firſt in the Morning.

HARMFUL [hea fim ful, Sax .) hurtful, miſchievous.

Hans in Kelder [i. e. Jack in the Cellar) a Child in the

HA'RMLESS (hea jimley ye, Sax.] innocent, not apt to do

Belly of the Mother.

harm .

HANS- GRAVE , the chief of a Company or Society .

HA'RMLESNESS , harmleſs Diſpoſition or Quality.

Hap, Fortune, Chance.

Harmonia [in Mufick Books] harmony, the reſult or a

To HAP

3 [of happer, F. happen, Du. to ſnatch greement ofſeveral different Notes or Sounds joined toge

To HA'PPEN ſ up] to fall out.

ther in accord, Ital.

To Hap [in Law] to catch or ſnatch .

HARMONIA [in Anatomy) a joining of Bones by a plain

HA'PLESS (ofhappy and leſs, neg.) unhappy, unfortunate.

Line, as is viſible in the Bones of the Noſe and Palate .

Ha'ppy Chappus, C. Brit.] proſperous, felicitous,

HA'RMONICA ( in Muſick) a term given by the Antients

bleſſed .

to that part which conſiders the difference and proportion of

Sounds, with reſpect to acute and grave .
Ha'ppinESS ( probably of happus, Brit .) felicity, bleſſed- HARMONICAL (harmonicus, L. spevonós, Gr. ] of or per

neſs. taining to harmony; muſical.

HA'PPERLET , a ſort of coarſe Coverlet for a Bed .

HA'QUE, a ſort of hand-Gun.

HARMONICAL Diviſion of a Line (with Geometricians) is a
Diviſion of a Line in ſuch manner, that the whole Line is to

HA'Quelin, a certain ancient Piece of Armour.
one of the Extremes, as the other Extreme is to the inter

HA'QUEBUT, a ſort of Gun , call'd alſo a Harqué-buſe. mediate Part .

HA'QUENY, an ambling Horſe, O. F. a hackney Horſe. HARMONICAL Proportion (in Mufick) three or four Quan

HARANGUE [harangue , F. derived, as ſome think, of tities are ſaid to be in an harmonical Proportion ; when in the

ara , L. an Altar] becauſe Harangues are made before Altars . former Caſe , the difference of the firſt and ſecond ſhall be to

An Hara'NGUE , a publick Oration or Speech , a tedious the difference of the ſecond and third , as the firſt is to the

or troubleſome Diſcourſe, a too pompous, prolix or unſeaſon
third ; and in the latter, the difference of the firlt and ſecond

able Diſcourſe or Declamation .

To HARANGUE ( baranguer, F. ) to make ſuch a publick fourth .

to the difference of the third and fourth , as the firſt is to the

Speech or Oration. If there are three Quantities in an harmonical Proportion,

To Ha'r Ass [haraſſer, F. ] to tire , to wear out, to diſ
the difference between the ſecond and twice the firſt, is to

quiet; alſo to lay waſte a Country by continual Inroads.
the firſt as the ſecond is to the third ; alſo the firſt and laſt

HARATIUM (old Writ.) a Race or Stud of Horſes kept to is to twice the firſt, as the laſt is to the middle one.

breed .
If there are four Quantities in an harmonical Proportion,

HA'RBINGER [herberger , Teut.) an Officer of the Court the difference between the ſecond and twice the firit, is to

who goes a Day before and provides Lodgings for a King in his the firſt as the third to the fourth .

Progreſs.

HARMONICAL Arithmetick, is ſo much of the Theory

HARBOUR (herebenga, Sax.) a Station where Ships and Doctrine ofNumbers, as relates to the making the Com

mayride ſafely at Anchor ; alſo a Lodging , Shelter or Place pariſons, Reductions , &c . of muſical Intervals, which are

of Refuge.

expreſs'd by Numbers, in order to the finding out the mu

To HARBOUR , to receive, entertain or lodge. tual Relations, Compoſitions and Reſolutions.
To HARBOUR (Hunt. Term ) is (aid of a Deer, when it HARMONICAL Series, is a Series of many Numbers in

Lodges or goes to Reft. continued harmonical Proportion.

HA'RBOURLESS , without, or having no Harbour. HARMONICAL Compoſition, in a general Senſe, includes

Hard (hans, Sax .) clofe, compacted ; alſo difficult. the Compoſition both of harmony and melody.

To HA'RDEN [heapdian , Sax .) to grow or make hard .
HARMONICAL Intervals, is an interval or difference of

HARDI'MENT (in Mufick Books) with Life and Spirit,Ital. two Sounds which are agreeable to the Ear, whether in Con

HA'RDISH (of heapoicz , Sax ſomething hard, fonance or Succeſſion .

HA'RDSHIP ( of heard, Sax . and Shipſ hard Caſe, Cir- HARMONICAL Sounds, ſuch Sounds as ' always make a

oumſtances and Sufferings,
certain determinate Number of Vibrations in the time that

ſome
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ſome other fundamental Sound, to which they aře referred, HARPNee'ks, Petrons' who catch Fith by friking them
makes one Vibration .

with harping Irons .

HARMO'N IOUS [harmonicus, .. " full of harmony or mé- HARPINGIrons [barpagines, L.) a fort of Darts or Spears

lody ; agreeable. faſtened to Lines, wherewith they ſtrike and catch Whales
HARMO'NIOUSNESS ( of aniovia, Gr. barmonia, L.)agree- andother largeFiſh,as Sturgeons, &c.

ableneſs in Sound; or muſical Proportion. HARPING (with Marineri ] is properly the breadth of 2

HA'RMONY (harmonia, L. apuovts of apuikev, to agree to- Ship at the Bow ; tho' fome call the Ends of the Benids,

gether, Gr.] Melody; amuſical Conſort; a due Proportion ; which are faftened into the Stern , ſo.
an Agreement or pleaſing Union between ſeveral Sounds HARPSICORDI ( barpficorde, F. ) a kind of muſical ftring

continuing at the ſame Time; either of Voices or muſical HA'R PSICOL Înſtrument wellknown .

Inſtruments. HA'R QUE BUSS [arquebuſe, F. ] a ſort of hand Gun .

HARMONY (in a lower Senſe] ſignifies agreeableneſs, ſuít . HARRECTI Canes fold Records] Hounds for hunting the

ableneſs, the due proportion of any thing. Hart, L.

Simple HARMONY, is that, where there is no concord to HA'RRIER [of barier, F. to hurry ) a Hound of an admi

the Fundamental, above an Odave. rable Scent, and excellent to hold the purſuit of his Game.

Compound HARMONY, is that, which to the ſimple har- TO HA'RROW (of hengian, Sax. berſer, F. ] to break the

mony of one Octave, adds that of another Ostave. Clods of Ground with an Harrow.

HARMONY of theSpheres ( with the Philoſophers) a kind A HA'rrow , a Drag with Iron Teeth, to break the Clods

HARMONY Celeſtial ofMufick, ſuppoſed to be pro- of Earth after Ploughing.

duced by the ſweetly tuned Motionsof the Stars and Planets . HARSH (herbiſch, Teut.) ſharp, tart, fevere.
They attribute this harmony to the various and propor

HA'Rshness, Marpneſs in taſte ; ſeverity:

tionate Impreſſions of the heavenly Globes upon one another, HA'rslet ? [prob. of haftilles, F. of ' haſte, a Spit; be
which, by acting under properIntervals, form a harmony.

HAÍslet ſ cauſe roaſted on a Spit] the Entrails ofa Hog.
For, as they thought it not poſſible that fuch large Bodies, Hart (hennie, Sax .) a Stag.

moving with great rapidity , ſhould be filent, and that the
HART Evil (with Farriers) the Stag-evil , a Rheum or

Atmoſphere continually impelled by them muſt yield a ſet of Defluxion, that falls upon the Jaws and other Parts of the

Sounds proportionate to the impulfions it receives, and they Fore-handof a Horſe, which hinders him from cating.

not running all in the ſame Circuit, nor with the fame Ve.
HART Wort, Hart's- Fodder, Hart's- Trefoil, Hart's - Tongue,

locity, different Tones muſt ariſe from this diverſity of Mo- ſeveral Herbs.

tions,which being all directed by the Hand of the Almighty,
HART Rogal, one that has been hunted by the King of

do form an admirable Symphony or Concert. Queen and has eſcaped alive.

To HairNESS (hornacher, F. ] to accouter or dreſs with HART Royalproclaimed , is a Hart, who having been hant
harneſs. ed by the King or Quecn , eſcapes alive ; and if it be chaſed
Harness [yarmche, Teut. harnois, F. ] all the Accou out of the Foreſt, ſo that it is unlikely he will ever return

trements of an Horſe; the Furniture of Horſes, either for thither of his own accord, they cauſe Proclamation to be

Coach or Waggon ; alſo the Accoutrements of an armed made, that none ſhall hurtor motelt hin, or hinder himfrom
Horſeman .

returning thither if he liſt , is called a Hart Royal proclaim
HA'STING Harrieſs, a ſort of harneſs, the where- ed .

of has but ſingle allowance. HA'RVEST-Work (hæfi reyd- pore, Sax.} the gathering

Ha'ro a Cuſtom among the Normans, much the ſame, in the Fruits of Härvelt.

HA'ROL} if not the Original of the Hue and Cry after A HASH [hachi, F.] a Diſh of Meat ftewed, &c.
Offenders. The Reaſon of the Name and Practice is ſaid to

Ha'ste [hæji, 3nx.] à fort of Wood .

be this : There was once a Duke of Normandy, call ?d Rollo, HASLE-IV ort, an Herb.

a Man of great Juſtice and Severity againſt Offenders ; and TO HASP (hæpſian, Sax.) to faſten with a halp.

thereupon, .when they follow'd any one upon the Purſuit, An Hasp, a Reel to wind Yarn on .

they cry'd Ha-Roll, q. d . Ah -Rollo, where art thou that art An Hasp [hærre, Sax.) a faſtening for a Door.

wont to redreſs theſe Grievances . Upon this Occaſion,
HA'ssock (ſome derive it of hale, Teut. an Hare, and

thoſe that were within hearing, were obliged either to make Socks, Hare -skins, being ſometimes worn inſtead of Socks on

Purſuit or Pay a Fine .
the Feet in Winter] a Baſs or Cuſhion made of Rulhes to

HA'RPAR , a fort of Amber, that draws Straws .
kneel upon in Churches.

HARP (hea ſpe, Sax .) a muſical Inſtrument of a triangular HA'St A Porcifold Rec.) a Shield of Land .
Form , having 72 Strings, F. and Du.

HASTA'Tus, a, um (in Botan . Writ .] ſhaped like the

ToHarpCheappian, Sax. harper, F.) to play upon an head of a Spear.

Harp.
To make HASTI ? ( baelien , Dx. bater, F. ) to be expe

TO HARP on the fame String, i . c . to infift pertinaciouſly
To HA'STEN ditious ; to quicken, preſs or urge on.

on any particular matter ; to mention the ſame thing over
HASTE [of halte, Dr. haté, F. ] quickneſs, ur

and over.
'
STINFSgency:

HA'RPER (haſpere, Sax.]onewhoplays on an Harp .

HARPEGGIO [in Mufack Books] ſignifies to caule the
HAISTINGS (prob. of halej Fruit early Ripe ; alſo green

Pea's, C.

HARPEGGIATO leveralNotesor Sounds of one accord

to be heard not together, but one after another, beginning
HA'STIVE, haſty , forward , as haſtive Fruits .

HA'sty (batif, F. ) done in hafte, ſudden, quick, hurryalways with the loweſt.

HA'RPYES ('Aprice ofepiso, Gr. to fieze violently three ing ; alſo foon angry , paſſionate.

fabulous Moniters, callid Aello, Orypete and Celano , who, HASTULA Regia (with Botaniſts] the Herb yellow Af

according to the Fictions of thePoets, have the facesof phodil, L

Virgins, the Ears of Bears, the Bodies of Vultures, crooked Hat ( hett, Brit. hæt, Sax. ] a Covering for the Head .

Hands and Feet, with ſharp Talons . They are put, hiero
HATCH [hæca , Sax.] a ſort of half Door, frequently made

of wooden Grate-work .
glyphically , to figuify Extortioners, griping Ulurers, and

To Hatch [beckett, Teut.] to produce Young from

They tell us that the Harpyeswere wont to ſpoil Phineus's Eggs, as Birds do ; alſo có plot or contrive Miſchief.

Victuals. And ſome have the Notion that they were certain A HATCH, a Brood of young Birds, a Vefſèl or Place to

wild monſtrous Fowls, which were wont to carry away
lay Grain in ; alfo a Trap to catch Weeſels.

Phinens's Dinner off from the Table . But the matter was To HATCH . See Hatching.

thus, Phinexs was a King of Pæonia , who grew blind in his HA'TCHEL [ hatchel, Du ) an Inſtrument for dreifing

old Age, and after the Deathof all his Sons, his Daughters , HITCHEL Flax .

Pyria and Eralia, waſted and made away with all their Fa
To Hatchel [yatcheien , Du .] to dreſs Flax with an

ther's Subſtance ; and hence the Poets tell us that Phincus Hatchel .

was miſerable, who was thus perplexed by Harpyes; but HA'Tches [in a Ship ] a ſort of Trap Doors of the Deck in
Tetbus and Calais, two famous Men, and Sons of Bereas, the middle of the Ship, between the Main and Fore-maft,

his Neighbours, were helpful to him , drove his Daughters for lettingdown Goods of bulk into the Hold .

away, gathered his Subſtance together again, and appointed HA'TCHES , Flood -gates ſet in a River, to ſtop the Cur
à certain Thracian to be his Steward. ' rent of the Water.

HAR POʻCRATES (among the Egyptians) was eſteemed the HATCH -Way [in a Ship] that Place directly over the

God of Silence and the Son of Ilis, and his Statute ſtood Hatches .

near the Image of Serapis, with a Finger on his Lips, and a A HA'TCHET (bachette, F.] a little Ax.

Wolf's -skin full of Eyes about his Shoulders. HA'TCH

À

covetouš Mifers.
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HATCHINC, the Act whereby. Recundated Eggs, after Clearing the Hawse ( SRA. Term ) is the untwiſting of two
feaſonable Incubation , excluda their Young. Cables, which being let outat different Hawſes are twiſteda

HATCHING [ in . Drawing ), as Method of ſhadowing by a bout one another,

continued Series ofmany Lines, ſhorter or longer , To freſh the Hawse (Sea Term ) i. e . to lay new Pieces

HATCHMENT, an Atchievement.. upon theCable in the Hawſe, to preſerve it from fretting.

HA'TCHMENT (in Herd day) the marſhalling of ſeveral Thwart the HAWSE ( Sea Term ] the ſame as rides upon the

Coats of Arms.in an . Eicutcheon; alſo an Elcutcheon, fixed Hawſe, iné. , when a Ship lies athwart with her Stern juſt

on the ſide of an Houſe where a Perſon died. before the Hawſe of another Ship.

To Hata [hatian , Sax .].to bear ill-will to , to have an Riding upon -tbe. Hawse (Sea Term ) is when any heavy

ayerfion to. thing lies acroſs or falls directly before the Hawle.

HAtlets (Cookerv] Veal Sweeebreads, Capon's Livers, HAY (of bæz , Sax .] Graſsmowed and dried in the Sun ,

Slices of Bacan breaded, 1pitted on Skewers,and fryd, &gt. Dr.

HA'TRED [of hatian , Sax. to hate, and yes, Counſel, HAY 3 [old Rec.) a Fence or Incloſure formd with
Esc.) ill -will. HAYA. Rails,, wherewith ſome. Foreſts, Parks, Gi

HATEFUL.Chateful, Sax .) deſerving, hate,, odious. were incloſed in antient Times.

HA'TEFULNEES, odious Quality: Hay -Monds, the Herb Ale -hoof.

HA'UBERGETES [old Records.], a ſort ofCloth . HAY- [hæz, Sax.] a Net to catch Coneysin.
To Have ( habban, Sax .) to poffefs, to hold, to enjoy. To dance theHẠy, to dance in a Ring.

HÄven (jafn , Brit. bafen , Dan.), a Harbour for HẠY-BOOT [hæg -bote,, Sax . ) a Mulet or Recompence

Ship, Du. for Hedge-breaking ; but rather , a Right to take Wood ne

HAUGH [ according to Cambden ) a litde. Meadow.lying ceſſary for repairing Hedges
HAWGH in a Valley. HAY'WARD, a Keeeperof the common Herd of Cattle of

HAMUGHTINESS [ of hauteur, hautefo,F. loftineſs ofMind. a Town ;, whoſe buſineſs was to look to them that they did

HAU'GHTY (hautain , F.) proud, lofty , elated . not break or crop Hedges of Incloſures.

HAUNCH [ofa Horfe, & c.) is the hip, or that part of the HAYZ (with Aftrologers ] a certain Dignity or Strengthen

hind -quarter, that extends from the Reins or Back to the ing of a Planet, by being in a Sign of its own Sex ; and a

hough or ham part of theWorldagreeable to its own Nature ; as when a

To draw the HAUNCHES [with Herfemen ) is to change the maſculine and diurnal Planet is in the maſculine Sign in the

Leading foot in Galloping. Day Time, and above the Earth ; or a feminine nocturnal

To Haunt [banter, F.) to frequent troubleſomly , 25 Planet in the Night Time in a feminine Sign, and under the

Spirits are ſaid to do. Earth

HAUNT [with Hunters) the Walk of a Deer, or the Place HAIZARD, chances, fokume, peril, danger; alſo a Game
of her uſualPaſſage. at Dice ; alfo a Term uſed at Tennis, when a Ball does not

W A HAU'NTER (of hanteur , F.] one that goes often to or rebound asuſual, ſo that no Judgment can be made of it.

frequents a Place, To HAʼZARD (hazarder, "F.] to run the hazard or risk of;

HA'vocx ( of hajoc, Sax. an Hawk] waſte, fpoil, de to venture, to lay at ſtake.

Atruction HAZARDS, the Holes in the sides of a Biliard Table, in

Ta make Havock ( of ha log, Sax . an Hawk, being a Bird to which the Gamefters endeavour to ſtrike their Adverſaries

of Prey ) to make waite, deftroy , &c. Ball.

HAVRE, the fame in French, as Haven in Engliſh. HAZARDOUS ( hazardeux, F.] full of hazard, dangerous.

HAU'RIANT ( haurians, drawing in. HA'ZARDOUSNEss, dangerouſneſs.

HAURIANT ( in Heraldry ] is a Term pecu- A Haze (prob . of hay, Sax.) a thick Fog or Rime.

liarly applied to Fiſhes; anddenotes their being Hazy, thick, foggy , rimy.

rais'd directly upright, as in the Figure. HE [ hype, Şax .) a Pronoun of the third Perſon ſingular
Haut Delfus [in Mufick] the firt Treble. maſculine

Haur Contre [in Mufick ] counter Tenor, Itel. & F. HEAD (peakod, Sax .) the uppermoſt or chief Part of the

HA'UTBOIS, a Hoboy, a muſical Inſturment.
Body.

Haw [hazan, Sax .) 2 Berry, the Fruit of the white Head of a Man Hieroglyphically] ſignified found Judg .

Thorn. ment and Wiſdom ; having the Hair cut off, violent Grief

Haw [of hæg, Sax ) a Cloſe or ſmall Piece of Land near or Bondage ; if growing, Liberty.

The Head of an Infant, an old Man , a Hawk, a Fiſh and

Haw (with Farriers) a Griſtle growing between the ne- a River-horſe, all together ( Hieroglyphically) intimated the

ther Eye-lid and the Eye of a Horſe. Condition of Man in this world . The Indiants ſignifies his

HAWS [in Doom's Day Book ] Manſions or Dwelling-houſes. Birth ; that with grey Hairs, his Death ; that of a Hawk,

Hawk (ha xoc, Sax.] a Bird of Prey , of a bold and gene- God's Love to Man ; the Filh, Death and Burial ; and the

River-borfe, the irreſiſtible Power of Death , that ſpares no

To HAWK, to go a fowling with Hawks. Body.

Hawk of the forf Coat, a Hawk in the fourth Year of her HEAD (with Anat.) the extremity of a Bone ; alſo the ex

Age.
treme of a Muſcle that is inſerted into the Staple Bone ; alſo

HAWK (Hieroglyphically ) was by the Antients put to fig- the head of a Muſcle which is a Tendon.

nify the Sun, being an Emblem of its powerful Influences in HEAD [in Mechanick Arts] the upper Parts of inanimate

the World . Some have obſerved of this Bird , that it can and artificial Bodies, as thç Head of a Nail, &c.

ſtedfaſtly behold the Sun, and that its Bones will attract Gold HEAD [in Painting, Carving, &c.] the Picture or Repre

(the Métal of the San ) as the Loadłone does Iron. They ſentation ofthat part of a human Body.
alſo repreſented almighty God by the Body of a Man cover- HEAD (with Architects] an Ornament of Sculpture or

ed with a long Garment, bearing on the Top of the Head a carved Work, often ſerving as the Key of an Arch, Plat

Hawk ; becaufe the Excellence , Courage, Nimbleneſs and , .

good Qualities ofthis Bird , did ſhadow out the incomparable Head of a Work (in Fortification ] the Front of it neareſt

Perfe £tions of its great Creator. And becauſe the Hawk is a to the Enemy, and farthest from the Body of the Place,

Bird of a long Life, it was an Emblem of Natural Life ; it Moor's HEAD [ſpoken of a Horſe] who has a black Head

was alſo put to fignify a prudent, valorous , juft and brave and Feet, and his Body of a Roan Colour.

Man . Moor's HEAD [in Engineery] a kind of Bomb or Grenado
HAWKERS, were antiently fraudulent Perſons, who went fhot out of a Cannon .

about from Place to Place , buying Braſs, Pewter, & c. Moor's HEAD (with Chymifts] a Cover or Capital of ant

which ought to be uttered in open Market; now Pedlars Alembick , having a long Neck for the conveyance of the

who go about the Town or Country felling Wares. Vapours into a Vefſel that ſerves as a Refrigeratory.

HAWM (healm, Sax .] the lower part of the Straw , after A Head of Earth was made at Oxford , A.D. 1387. in

the Ears of Corn have been cut off. the Reign of King Richard II . which at aTime appointed

HAWSER (hauffer,F.) a three ſtrond Rope , or ſmall Cable. ſpoke theſe Words, Caput defecetur, the Head ſhall be cut

Hawses [ in a Ship) are two round Holes under her Head, off
. Caput elevabitur, the Head lhallbe lifted up. Pedes

thro ' which the Cables paſs when ſhe is at Anchor. elevabuntur fuper Caput, the Feet ſhall be lifted upabove the

Bold HAWSE [Sea Term ] is when the Hole is high above Head.

the Water. Head of an Anchor, is the Shank or longeſt Part of it.

Burning in theHAWSE [Sea Term] is when the Cable en- Head of a Camp, is the Ground before which an Army

dures an extraordinary ſtrels.
is drawn out.

HEAD

an Houſe.

rous Nature.
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met.

HEADBOROUGH [of hea zoo and borge, Sax.) he who an- Heart'S -BASE, a Plant:

tiently was the chief Officer of the Frank.Pledge ; now an HEART-STRUCK, ſmitten to the heart.

Officer ſubordinate to the Conſtable ; or the ſame as Con- Hearty [of heoſta , Sax. ) healthy, lufty, lively ; allò

ſtable. cordial, ſincere.

Head of Flax, twelve Sticks of Flax tied up to make a To HEARTEN [ of hy ntan , Sax . ) to put into heart, to

Bunch . encourage, to ſtrengthen, to make lively.

Head Land [in Husbandry] that part ploughd acroſs at HEA'RTINESS, heartfulneſs, ſoundneſs of Conſtitution ,

the Ends of other Lands . Sincerity , Cordialneſs.

HEAD Land (with Navigators) a Point of Land lying far HEARTLESS, (heartleyye, Sax . ) wanting Courage or

ther out at Seathan the reit. Hope, Deſpairing.

Head -Lines ( in a Ship ) the Ropes of the Sails that are Hearth (heo , Sax.) a Chimney -floor.

uppermoſt and next to the Yards, and which ſerve to make Hearth -Money, a Tax upon Fire-hearths, Chimney
fast all the Sails to the Yards . Mony,

Head-mould-ſpot [Anatomy ] is when the Sutures of the Tico HEARTS ( with Horſemen ] a Horſe is ſaid to have

• Skull , generally the Coronal, ride, i.e. have their Edges fhot trvo Hearts that works in the Manage with conſtraint, and Ir

over one another. reſolution, and can't be brought to conſent to it .

HEAD-Pence, the Sum of 511. that the Sheriff of Nor
HEAT, one of the four primary Qualities, which ( accor

thumberland antiently exacted of the Inhabitants of that ding to the new Philoſophy) conſiſts very much in the rapidity

County every third or fourth Year, without any Account of Motion , in the ſmaller Particles of Bodies, and that every
made to the King. way ; or in the Parts being rapidlyagitatedall ways.

HEAD - Piece, Arinour of Defence for the Head , an Hel- Heat [ in a bot Body] is the agitation of the Parts of that

Body, and the Fire contained in it ; by which agitation a

Head- Sail ( of a Ship ) thoſe Sails belonging to the Fore- Motion is produced in our Bodies, exciting the Idea of heat

Muit and Boltſprit, whichgovern the Ships head. in our Minds ; and heat in reſpect of us is only that Idea or

IIEAD- Sea, a great Wave coming right a - head of the Ship Senſation in our Mind ; and in the hot Dody is nothing but
in her courſe . Motion that occaſions it : And Heat (fay our Philoſophers)

HEADS -Man, an Executioner who beheads Malefactors. is no more in the Fire that burns our Finger , than Pain in

HEADS , Tiles that are laid at the Eaves of an houſe. Needle that pricks it . No heat is ſenſible to us, unleſs the

HEADY ( of Head ] headitrong, obſtinate, ſtubborn . Body , that acts upon our Organs of Senſe, has a greater de

HEADY-Liquors, ſtrong Liquors that affect the head. gree of heat than that of our Organs ; for if it be faint and

HE'ADINESS (of hea roig ,Sax.) ſtrong quality in Liquors ; weak it is ſaid to be cold.

alſo Obſtinacy, Stubbornneſs, Raſhneſs. Aktual Hear ( in Phyſick ) is that which is an effe &t of

HEA'D -STRONGNESS, Obitinacy, Stubbornneſs. real elementary Fire.

To Heal (hælan , Sax. ) to cure a Wound, Sore, &c. HEAT ( in Geography ] is diverſified according to the diffe
HEAL -FANG ( hal yang , Sax .) a Pillory . rent Climes , Seaſons, & c. and ariſes from the different An

HEA'LING [of hælan , Sax .) Sanative, making Sound. gles under which the lame Rays itrike upon the ſurface of

Health ( of kwyl, Brit. hæl, Sax. ] ſoundneſs in Body the Earth: For it is ſhewn by Mechanicks, that a moving

a due Temperamentor Conſtitution of the ſeveral Parts Body Itriking perpendicularly uponanother, acts with its
whereof an animal Body is compoſed , both in reſpectof whole force ; and that a Body that ſtrikes directly, by how

Quantity and Quality, or Mind. much more it deviates from the perpendicular acts with the

HE'ALTHFULNESS, aſ heal gulneyye, Sax . ] foundneſs of leſs force,

Conſtitution , Sr. To Heat (harian , Sax .] to make hot.

HE'ALTHINESS [of hwyl, Brit. hæl 818 , Sax. ) Health
Potential HEAT is that which is found in Wine, Pepper,

fulneſs, the ſame as Health and ſeveral chymical Preparations ; as Brandy, Oil of Turbe defined to be that
may

ftate of the Body whereby it is fitted to diſcharge the natural pentine ,&c.
Functions eafily, perfectly, and durably . Heats [of Race-Horjes ] the Exerciſes that are given them

HE'ALTHLESS, [hæl-lear, Sax .] wanting Health.
by way of Preparation.

Healthy [hæl Sig , Sax.] having Health .
HEATH ( hæð, Sax. ) a kind of Plant or wild Shrub ;

alſo the Place or Land where it grows plentifully.
Heam , the ſame in Beaſts as the after-burthen in Women.

HEATH -Cock

An Heap [ heape, Sax. ) a pile of things laid one upon
Heath -Pocut

a Bird of the Game.

another .

T. HEAP up ( of behypan , Sax .) to lay up in heaps .
HEATH -Peaje, a kind of wild Peaſe.

HEATH -Roje, a Flower.
To Hear [hynan , Sax .) to receive a Voice or Sound by the

Ear ; alſo to examine a Cauſe as a Judge or Arbitrator does.
He'ATHY [ of hæficz, Sax . ] being full of (the Shrub

call'd Heath .

HEARING ( hyſung, Sax , ) isthat Senſation whereby

froin a due motion of the ſmall Fibres of the Auditory-nerves
HEATAEN ( hæfen, Sax. ] Pagans , Idolaters .

HE'ATHENISH , after the manner of heathens.impreít upon the Ears , and convey'd to theBrain or common
Hea'THENISHNESS, heatheniſh manner , nature or diſpo

Senſory, the Soul perceives Sounds and judges of them .
ſition .

TO HEA'RKEN (heo pcnian, Sax . ) to listen, to give ear to .
HEATHENISM [ Of hæ Sen , Sax. ] the Principles or Pra

HE'ARKENER ( of héojicnian, Sax. to hearken ) a hearer Etices of Heathens.

or liſtener.

HEARSE, a covered or cloſe Waggon for carrying dead
TO HEAVE [ hærian , Sax .) to flit, alſo to ſwell or riſe,

as the Breaſt, or as Dough does ; alſo to fling or throw .Corps's to burial.
To Heave and Set [ Sea Phraje] uſed of a Ship when at

HEARSE ( Hunt. Term ) a Hind in the ſecond Year of her
Anchor, the riſes and fails by force of the Waves .

Age.
Te Heave at the Capſian , is to turn it about.Heart [heo nt, Sax. ) the Seat of Life in an Animal
To Heave a Flag abroad, is to hang it out.

Body, &c.
To Heave overboard , is to fling or throw over-board.

HEARTS ( in Coat Armour ] did antiently denote the Va
To Heave orit the Top-jail, is to put it abroad .lour or Sincerity of the Bearer, when Arms were the Reward

of Virtue ; but ſince they are become common to all Perſons
HEAVE-Offerings [ among the Jeevs) the Firſt -Fruits given

to the Prieſts.
that have Wealth inſtead of Worth .

A HEART placed on a Chafing diſh of burning Coals , there HE'Aven (heo yen , prob . of hea pian , Sax . 'to elevate , be

cauſe we muſt lift up our Heads to behold it ] the Throne of

remaining without receiving any Prejudice, was by the E
God, and Seat of the Bleſſed ; alſo the Firmament.

gyptians put hieroglyphically to repreſent the Perpetuity and
HEAVEN ( with Aſtron. call’d alſo the ethereal or karry

Duration of the Heavens, thereby intimating, how the World
Heaven ] is that immenſe Region wherein the Stars, Planets,

and Heavens fubfilt intire ,notwithſtanding that thoſe pow

erfulElements and Beings do ſtruggle together, and diſpute and Comets are difpoled.
HEAVEN ( Hieroglyphically ) was painted as a beautiful

the Place one with another.

young Man with a Sceptre in his right -hand, the Sun and
Heart of the Sun, (with Afiral.] the ſame as Cazimi.

A HEART upon the Lips of a Man ( Hieroglyphically ] was
the Moon on his Breait, a Crown upon his Head, in a Gar

ment adorned with innumerable Staro, trailing on the Ground,
by the Antients put to repreſent the Truth.

Three Hearts concentred [ Hieroglyphically ) repreſent Flame with a burning Heart in the middle
and an Urn full of Fire in his left - hand, ſending up a great

.
Confcderacy and Courage .

HEART of a Tree, the middle part of it longitudinally.
The youthful Face of the Heavens intimates their Immu

Heart-burning, a Pain in the Stomach ; alſo a Spleen decay.' The Scepter and Crown imply the Dominion and
tability , Constancy and Incorruptibility, that never falls to

or Grudge againſt a Perſon.

Power,

i or it

}
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:

Power, that the celeſtial Globes exerciſe upon the inferior HEDA'GIUM , Toll or Cuſtom paid at an Hythe or Wharf

Beings . The Sun and Moon in the Breaſt point at the two for Landing Goods.

beautiful Luminaries that ſhine in the Firmament, and are HEDERA (with Botanifs) the Ivy - Tree, L.

the iinmediate Cauſes under God of Life and Motion , and Hederaceous (hederaseus, Lj of or belonging to Ivy.

the Means by which he produces ſo many Wonders in the He'deRAL Crown ( among the Romans] a Crown of Ivy,

World . The Pot full of Flames with a burning Heart , that worn in publick Feaſting and Rejoycings.

never conſumes, intimates that the almighty Power of God HE'DERA Terreſtris ( with Botaniſts the Herb Ground - Ivy.

reitrains the Enmity and ſeeming Diſcord of the Elements, Heder'FEROUS ( hederifer, L. ) bearing Ivy.

from producing a Confuſion , c. HEDERIFO'RMIS, of the Form of Ivy.

The Relation between Heaven and Earth ( Hieroglyphi- HEDEROSE (bederoſus, L.) full of Ivy.

cally ) was expreſsd by a Man with his Hands tied with a To Hedge (cgian, Sax.] to inclofe or encompaſs with

Chain , that was let down from the Clouds , bocauſe there is an Hedge.

nothing here below , tho' never ſo great and powerful, but A HEDGE (Hegge, Sax. ] a Fence of Thorns or ſome

is held by a ſecret Chain , by which the Divine Providence Shrubs about a picce ofLand.

can turn and wind it at Pleaſure, HEDGE - HOG, Trefoil, an Herb.

HEDGE - HOG ( Hieroglypbically) was pictured to repreſentHEAUME } [in Heraldry] an Helmet or Head -piece.
a cunning Time-Server , becauſe this Creature has always

HE'AVY (hea kig , Sax ,] weighty ; alſo ſad , melancholy. two or three Holes, whither it retreats ; and when the Wind

HE'AVINESS , weightineſs; ladneſs of Mind. is cold and boiſterons at one Hole, it creeps to the other .

HE BBERMAN (prob. ſo calld of Ebb] one that filles be- HEDGE - HOG (hegge -hoz, Sax .) a Quadrupede all over

low Bridge for Whitings, Smelts, 686. and commonly at defended with Tharp Thorns.

Ebbing Water. ini

HEBBERTHEF ( ebben sey , S.ax.) a Privilege of having HEDYO MUN } ['
fiome , Gr.) the Herb Mint.

the Goods of a Thief, and the Trial of him within a parti- HEDY PNOIS ['Heroncis; Gr. ) the Herb Prieſt's - Crown, a

cular Liberty ſort of Succorv .

He'BBING IVcors, Devices or Nets laid for Fiſh at Ebbing HeDY'SMATA , ſweet Oils or Sauces.

Vater.
HEDYSMATA (with Pbyſicians) any thing that gives Medi

FCEEDOMADAL [Of Lebedema, L. a Weel) pertaining to cines a good Scent.

a Weck, weekly HEED [of hedan , Sax. to beware) warineſs, carefulneſs.

HEBDOʻMADE [of ' E,2 Soues, Gr . the Number ſeven ) as T. HEED [ hewan , Sax .) to beware , to mind , to obſerve .

ſeven Years, Weeks , Diys, Egc. HE'EDFUL [heoyull, Sax. ) careful, wary , & c.

HEBDO'MADARY? [oi "Eediues, Gr. a Weck) the Heb- HE'EDFULNESS, warineſs, watchfulneſs, &c.

HEBDOMADEE'R} domary or Week’s-Man, a Canon or HE'EDLESS [of heblea ) , Sax.] careleſs, &r

Prebendary in a Cathedral Church, who took Care of the He'edLesness, want of heed.

Choir and Offices of it for his Week .
AHEEL [hele, Sax . ) the back part of the Foot.

HE'Be (fen, Gr ) the Goddels of Youth, (according to the Heel of a Maſt, that part, at the foot of the Maft of a

Poets) was the Daughter of June, without a Father, for Ship, that is pared away flanting, that it may be ſtay'd aft
Yung being invited to a Banquet by Apollo, eat Lettices, ward on .

and ſo conceived and bare Hebe, who being beautiful, Jupi- To Heel Sea Language) a Ship is ſaid to heel when ſhe

ter made her his Cup-bearer ; but in waiting on him at a Ban- lies down on her Side.

quet, Hebe happened to fall down, and herGarmentsfalling He'eler ( with Cock- Fighters] a Cock who ſtrikes much

abroad , she was ſeen uncovered , for which he was put out with his Spurs .

of her Office, and Ganymedes was put in her room . This Heft (heye, Sax . ) the weight or heavineſs of any thing.

Allegory is thus expounded ; When Uno (i. e . the Air ) is HEGE'MONICÆ [with Phyſicians] a Term uſed for the

warmed with the hot Rays of Apollo ( i.e. the Sun) ſhe that principal Actions ofa human Body, called Vital and Animal.

before was barren, begins to conceive and bring forth Hebe He'GIRA ( with Chronologers] the Epocha or Account of

(i.e. the Spring ) and Herbs and Men : She miniſters duly Time uſed by the Turks and Arabians, who begin their Ac
to Jupiter, till at the End of SummerJupiter calts her out and counts from the Day that Mahomet was forced to make his

takes in Ganymedes, or the Winter and Watry Sign Aquarius. Eſcapefrom the City of Mecca, which was on Friday July
HEBE'NUS (with Botaniſts] the Ebony Tree, L. 16 A. C. 622 .

HEBEʻTATION, a making dull or blunt. L. HEGLER, a Foreſtaller, a Huckſter, one who buys up
HEB E'TUDE ( bebetudo , L.) bluntneſs, dulneſs. Proviſions in the Country to ſell them again by retail.

HEBISCUS (with Betanijls Marth - Mallois, L. He'ifer [hea yope, Sax . ) a young Cow .
HE'B RAISM , an Idiom of the Hebrew Language. Height [of hart, F. or heah , Sax. high) talneſs. The

HEBREW [ 177] y , Heb .] of or pertaining to the Hebrecv height of a well proportioned Man, is equal to the Diſtance
Language. from one End of the Finger of one Hand to the other, when

HECATE, a Goddeſs of the Heatbens, to whom the his Arms are extended as wide as may be.

Poets give three Names, as Luna in Heaven, Diana on Height (in Rhetorick ] an excellency in Speaking or

Earth, and Proſerpina in Hell.
Writing

HE'CATOMB (of 'Eusetiv Ros, i.e. an hundred Oxen ; or, Height (with Geometricians] the third Dimenſion of a

as others , of 'Ergtor Bisers, i . 2. nódze, i.e. an hundred Feet] Body, conſidered with regard to its Elevation above the .
Erfathius ſays, an Hecacomb ſignifies a Sacrifice of an hun- Ground.

dred Oxen ; but it is generally taken for an hundred Animals Height of a Figure [Geometry] is a perpendicular Line

of any ſort. Thoſe that derive it from 'Ersetiv Bérets, make drawn from the Top to the Baſe.
it conlist of 25 Animals . Others are of Opinion, that He- Heights (in Military Art] the Eminences round a forti

catomb is only a finite Number put for an indefinite, and ſo fied Place on which the Beſiegers uſually poſt themſelves.

fignifies no more than a great many. HEʻINUSE [ Hunt. Term ) a Roebuck of the fourth Year.

HECATOMBÆ'ON ('Frgrou3:1600 of ' Erotiv, an hundred, and Heir [ hæres, L. heretier, F.] one who ſucceeds to an

Bis , an Ox, Gr. becauſe a hundred Oxen were then offered Inheritance, & c.

in Sacrifice to Jupiter) the Month of June. Heir of Blood [ Law Term ] one that ſucceeds by right of

HFCA TOMPHONIA (of ' Evasiv, an hundred, and twriva , Blood to any Man's Lands.

Gr. to flay ) a Sacrifice offered by the Meffenians, by ſuch as Heir of Inheritance, an Heir that cannot be defeated of

had Nain an hundred Enemies in Battle. his Inheritance upon any Displeaſure.

HECATONTAPHY'LLUM [of 'Eratov, a hundred, and Weir Loom [Law Term ) Houthold Goods, Furniture, ſuch

Ginov, a Leaf, Gr. ) the hundred leafed Roſe . as having for ſeveral Descents belongd to a Houſe, are

HECK , a Rack at which Horſes are fed with Hay. never inventoried, but neceſſarily come to the Heir along

To He'ckle Flax Chackelen , Du . ] to break it with a with the Houſe .

wooden Inſtrument call'd Heir Apparent, is he on whom the Succefion is ſo ſettled

A Heckle , an Inſtrument for dreſſing Flax or Hemp. that it cannot be ſet aſide, without altering the Laws of Suc

He cTICA , an hectick Fever, L. ceflion.

A HE'CTOR , a vapouring Fellow , a Bully; prob. from Heir Preſumptive, the next Relation or Heir at Law to

Heitor , the valiant Son of Priamus King of Troy. a Perſon ; who is to inherit from him ab inteſtato, and who

To Hector, to play the hector, to infult, to bully, to ' tis preſumed will be Heir, nothing but a contrary Ditpofi

vapour, to vaunt. tion in the Teſtator being able to prevent him .

He'da [ old Rec . ] a Haven , a Port, a Landing Place, a Heir (in Corn. Law] one who ſucceeds by right of Blood

Wharf. to any Man's Lands or Tenements in Fee.
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HE'IRDOM , Heirſhip , or the Right and Title ofan Heir Hell-Becks [ in Richmond hire) little Brooks, which are ſo
or Heireſs. called from the Gaftlineſs and Depth .

He ir ess ( heretiere, F.} a female Heir. HE'LLENISM [ m.sviouds, Gr.) an imitation of the Greek

Herce'saites, a Sect in the ſecond Century, who con- Tongue or any other Language, the proper Idiom or pecu

demned Virginity, and held it a Duty of Religion to Marry. liar Phraſes in the Greek Tongue.

HELCOMA (with Surgeons] an Uleeration ; a turning to HELLENISTICAL [ smestres, Gr . ] pertaining to Greeks or

Heucosi's } an Ulcer, L. the Hellenifts.

HELCY'DRIA [of sinxel , Gr. to draw) certain ſmall Ulcers HE'LLENISTS [um suigris, Gr.] Grecians; alſo Grecifing

in the Skin of the Head, thick and red like the Nipples of Jews, who uſed the Septuagint Tranſlation of the Bible.

Brcaits , and that run with Matter. HELDESPONT (imoo nurtue, Gr. ) the narrow Sea or Strait

HELEAGNUS (with Botanias] the herb Elecampane, L. of Conftantinople, ſo call'd of Helle, who was drowned there .

HELEPOLIS, an antient military Machine for the battering Helm [helm, Sax .) the handle of the Rudder of a Ship.

down the Walls of belieged Places. HELM of the State, the chief Place of Government in a
HE’LIACA (of sino, Gr. the Sun ] Sacrifices and other Nation , C.

Solemnities performed in Honour of the Sun. Helm (with Chymiſts] the Head of a Still or Alembick ,

HelI'ACAL [mmande, Gr. ] of or pertaining to the Sun. ſo callid for its bearing ſome reſemblance to an Helmet.

HELIACAL riſing of a Star ( with Aftronomers ) isits iffu- To a lee the Helm (Sea Phraſe ) is to put the Helm to the

ing or energing out of the Rays and Luiter of the Sun , Lee Side of the Ship.

wherein it was before hidden . To bear up the HELM Sea Phraſe) is to let the Ship go

HELIACAL ſetting of a Star, & c. is its entring or immerg- more large before the Wind.

ing into the Rays of the Sun , and ſo becoming inconſpicuous Port the Helm [Sea Phraſe] put the helm over to the left

by the ſuperior Light of that Luminary . hand or left ſide of the Ship.

HELIA NTHÉ 2 fiscais Sauer, Gr . ) the herb Hedge Starboard the Helm ( Sea Phraſe] i. e . put it to the right

HELIANTHEMUM ſide of the Ship

HELTA'NTHON
Hyffop or wild Ruth , L.

HE'LICE Major and Minor (with Aftronomers) two Con- HELM a Midhin Sea Phraſe ) i. l. keep it even with

? the middle of the Ship.

ſtellations, thefame as Urſa Major and Minor , L. To bring a thing over the HELM (with Chymifs) is to
Helicoid Parabola (with Mathematicians) is a parabolick force it by Fire up tothe Top of the Veffel, ſo that it may

Spiral or a Curve, that ariſes from the Suppofition of the diſtil down by the Beak of the Head into the Receiver.

Axis of the common Apollonian Parabola ; being bent round Heilmet (of helm , Sax. or beaume, F.] Armour for the

into the Periphery of a Circle ; and is a Line then paſſing
Head .

thro' the Extremities of the Ordinates, which do now con- HELMET (with Heralds] is accounted the nobleſt Part of a

verge towards the Centre of the faid Circle. Coat Armour, for which there were antiently eſtabliſhed

HelicoMETRY [of * » and péter, Gr . ) an Art which Rules ; but, at preſent , many wear rather what they fancy ,

HelicoʻSOPHY teaches how to draw or meaſure Spiral than what they have a Right to.

Lines upon a Plain , and thew their reſpective Properties. The Helmet of a Knight (ſay fome) is to ſtand right for

HeliCo'metes (of inds, the Sun, and no pen'ins, Gr. a ward, and the Beaver a little open .

Comet) a Phenomenon ſometimes ſeen at the ſetting of the The Helmets of Eſquires and Gentlemen, are to be in pro

Sun. file and cloſe .

HELICO'NIAN, of or pertaining to Mount Helicon, a Noblemen, under the Degree of a Duke, have their Hel

Hill of Phocis, facred to the Muſes. pret in Profile, and open with Bars.

Helico'SOPHY (of 15, the Sun , and cocin , Wiſdom , Monarchs, Princes and Dukes, have the Helmet right for

Gr.] is the Art ut delineating all forts of Spiral Lines in ward, and open , with many Bars .

Plano. Helmets turned right forward, are ſuppoſed to denote

HELIOCE'NTRICK Place of a Planet [ in Aſtronomy] is that giving Orders with ablolute Authority.

Point of the Ecliptick, to which the Planet, ſuppoſed to be Helmets turned ſide-ways, are ſuppoſed to intimate hearken

feen from the Sun , is referred, and is the ſame as the Longi- ing to the Commands of Superiors.
tude of the Planet ſeen from the Sun. Helminth ACO'Gick (offgeros, a Worm , and agwpós of

HELIOCH RY'SUS [ rá XA0C , Gr . ) the Flower Golden- azon, to draw or lead out] expelling Worms.

Locks or Golden - Tufts. HELMI'NTHAGOGUES, Medicines which expel Worms by

HELIOGRA'PHICK (of ing , the Sun, and 7ex0.xér, Gr.
Stool.

deſcriptive) belonging to the Deſcription of the Sun. Heloíses [inats, Gr. ) a particular kind of Fever, accom

Hello'GRAPHY (orgerein of sator and yezięce, Gr. to de- panied with colliquative Sweats, the Tongue being dry and

fcribe) a Defcription of the Sun. hard .

Helio'sCÓPÉ [ A10tri730V of ölvot, the Sun , and oneteir, to He'los (no , Gr [ a round , white , callous Swelling of

view, Gr.) is a ſort of Teleſcope, fitted ſo as to look on the the Foot, like the head of a Nail, and fixed in the Roots of

Body of the Sun without offending the Eye, which is done the hard Skin of the Foot.

by making the Object and Eye glaſſes of it, of either red or HELO'SIS (with Surgeons] a turning back of the Eyelid ,
L. of Gr..

Helio'sTROPHON (mbos estos, Gr.] the great Marygold or To Help (helpan , Sax .) to aid , to affift, &c.

Turnſole Flower. Help (help , sax . ) aid, affiftance.

HeliotroʻPE [na.co teamov of örcos and spémw, Gr. to turn ) a He'PPFUL [of help rul, Sax .) affifting.

Plant callid Turnſole , which is ſaid always to follow the HE'LPFULNESS, aiding or aſſiſting Quality.

Courſe of the Sun. The Sun - Flower. He'LPLESS [of helpleay, Sax .) deftitute of help.

HelisPHERICAL Line [in Navigation ) is the Rhumb Line HE'LPLESNESS , deſtituteneſs of help.

ſo called, becauſe on the Globe, it winds round the Pole HELPs ( in the Manage] are ſeven, the Voice, Rod, Bit or

ſpirally, and ſtill comes nearer and nearer to it . Snafie, the Calves of the Legs, the Stirrups, the Spur and

He'LIX [ fixus, Gr. ) the outward Brim of the Ear, or the
the Ground .

outward Circle of the Auricle . He'lter - Skelter [ prob. of heole ten -yceaoc, Sax. i.e.

HELIX [with Geometricians) a Spiral Line or Figure. chaos of darkneſs] confuſedly, diſorderly.

HELIX (in Archite&ture] the Caulicoles or little Volutes HELVE [helye, Sax .) the handle of an Ax, &c.

under the Capital of the Corinthim Order. HeLxI'NE (ánžin , Gr.) Pellitory of the Wall.

Hell (helle, Sax. enfer, F. infernum , L. ridns, Gr.
HELVE'TICK , of or pertaining to the Helvetii, i.e. the

SINU, Heb.] the Reſidence of damned Spirits ; the State of Switzers or Swiſs Cantons.

the Dead . Hem, an Interjection ofCalling!

HELLEBORA'STRUM [with Botan ) the wild black Helle- HEM (hem , Sax .) the Edge part of Cloth ; alſo the Edge
bore, L. turned down and lowed .

HELLEBORA'STER (with Botan] the great Ox-heel, L. Hem , an Oven in which Lapis Calaminaris is baked.

HE'LLEBOR E Cinélopot , Gr.] a Plant. To Hem in [ hemmen , Teut.] to incloſe, to encompaſs,

HELLEBORINE, wild white Hellebore. to ſurround .

HELLEBORO'S e ( helleboroſus, L.) full of Hellebore, L. To Hem a Perſon [ hummen , Du.] to call a Perſon at a

He'llISH, of the Nature of Hell, egregiouſly wicked . Diſtance by crying hem .

Hell Kettles (in the County of Durham ] certain Pits full HEMEROBA'ptists (of sures, a Day, and Bapti ,ns, Gr.]

of Water .
daily Baptifts, a Seet who baptiz'd themſelves every Day.

Hell -Hound , a Fiend or outrageous Devil; alſo a very HEMERA LOPI'A [newegicmix of ipiese and wt, Gr . an Eye)

impious and flagitious Perſon. a Diſtemper when a Perſon can only ſee by Day Light .

HE
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row,

HEMERORIOUS [ of huies , a Day , and lio , Life, Gr . ] HEPATOSCOPIA [of man and aroma's , Gr. to view ) a

that lives but one Day.
ſort of Divination by inſpecting the Entrails of Bealts .

HEMEROCA’LLIS (neresveens, Gr.) a ſort of Lily that HEPS

the Fruit of the black Thorn Shurb.
opens it ſelf in a very clear Day, and Muts it ſelf up at Night. HIPS

HemeroLO'GIUM (neegrégion, Gr. ) a Diary ; a Book in HE'PTACHORD Verſes of inta , feven , and zeesch , String]

which the Actions of every Day are entred down. Verſes ſung or play'd on ſeven Chords, i . e. in ſeven diffe

HEMICER A U'NLUS [of 'w and exexuríses or muereespor, Gr.] rent Tones or Notes, and probably on an Inſtrument of ſeven

a Surgeon's Bandage for Back and Breait. Strings .

HEMICRA'NION (uxexter, Gr . ) a Pain in either half part Heptaf'DRON ( uztaideer Gr.] a geometrical Figure ha

of the Head, ving ſeven Sides .

Hemi [nmeru, Gr. ] half a Word uſed only in Compoſition. He'PT AGON ('Em7a7ave of 77 and gavía, Gr . an Angle) a

HE'MICYCLE MUTUA.201, Gr. ] an half Cycle. Figure of ſeven Sides and Angles.

HEMIDRACHMON (of ideo and decixri, Gr.) half a Dram. HeptaGON [in Fortification ) a Place that has ſeven

HEMIO'NITIS Carīts, Gr. ] the herb Moon -Fern or Baſtions for its Defence,

Mules-Fern , L. Hepta'GON AL, of or pertaining to an Heptagon.
HEMONIUM [MU369 , Gr . ) the herb Hart's- Tongue. HEPTAGONAL Numbers, a fort of Polygonal Numbers,

HEMIPLEGI'A [nfestlins.cz , Gr. ] a Pally on one side ofthe wherein the difference of the Terms of the correſponding

Head only Arithmetical Progreſſion is five.

HEMISPHER E (Welscalegen of ks, and oprios , a Sphere, Gr. ] HePTA'MERIS ( of ivic and piers , Gr. Part] a ſeventh Part .

is the half of the Globe or Sphere, ſuppoſed to be cut thro' HEPTA'MERON ( of $ 77k' and noosa, Gr. a Day ] a Book or

the Centre, in the Plane of one of its greateſt Circles . Thus Treatiſe of the Tranſactions of ſeven Days.

the Equator divides the terreſtrial Globe into Northern HEPTATEUCH [slimaux - ofizia and neuro ', a Work or

and Soutbern Hemiſpheres; and the Equinoctial of the Heavens Book ] a Volume confifting of ſeven Parts .

after the fame Manner. The Horizon allo divides the Earth HEPTANGULAR (of exta , feven , and angularis, L. ba

into two Hemiſpheres, the one lighệ and the other dark , ac- ving Angles] conſiſting of ſeven Angles.

cording as the Sun is above or below that Circle. HEPTAʼPHYLLUM [irteoumor, Gr.] the herb Setfoil, i.e.

N. B. Maps or Prints of the Heavens , Conſtellations, &c. ſeven Leaves, or Tormentil, L.

pafted on Boards, are ſometimes called Hemiſpheres, but HEPTA'PHONY [ irraparie, Gr.) the having ſeven Sounds .

more commonly Planiſpheres. HEPTA'PLEURON [ in toplovogo, Gr . ] the greateſt fort of

HEMISPHEROIDAL (Geometry) ſomething approaching the Plantain .

Figure of an Hemiſphere; but is uot juſtly fo. Heptaʻrchy ['Hoppe of ' emix, ſeven , and dpXÌ , Gr.

He'Mistich mussizew, Gr.) half a Verſe. Dominion ] a Government of feven Kings or Sovereigns, as

He'MITONE [in Mufick ] hall a Tone. that of the Saxor Kings here in England.

HEMITRITÆ'UŞ [ mphi Feitei , Gr .] an irregular, inter- He'PHTHEMIMER IS [op.gpuanpafns of ind, ſeven , and hasrüs,

mitting Fever, which returns twice every Day. a half, and @r, Gr. a Part) a Verſe in Greek and Latin,

HEMITRITÆUS ( with Pbyfacians) a Semi-tertian Fever or Poetry, confiſting of three feet and a Syllable, i. l. of ſeven
Ague, that returns every Day, and in which the Patient has half Feet.

two Fits every ſecond Day, one of the Quotidian, and the HERACLE'ON C'exalcãoy, Gr.) the herb Milfoil or Yar

other of the Tertian ,

HE'MLOCK (heamleac, Sax .) a narcotick Plant uſed in Phy- HERACLEONITES [fo call'd of Heracleon their Leader] Here,

fick. ticks of the Sect of the Gnofticks.

HEMMED'D in (of hemmen , Teut.) incloſed , ſurrounded . HERACLEOTI'CUM [ of Hegancier, Gr.] wild Marjoram ,

He'MORRHOIDS [spaspordis of wise, Blood, and pice, Gr. to HE'RALD [of Dene, an Army, and healo, a Champion ]

flow ) a Diſeaſe in the Fundament, commonly called the Piles. becauſe it was his Office to Charge or Challenge unto Battle

Hemp Champ, Du .) a ſort of coarſe Flax.
or Combat.

He'MUSE (Hunt. Term .] a Roe in the third Year. HERALDRY [ " art beraldique, F. ars beraldica , L.) 4

Hen[henne or hen - cuget, Sax.] a Fowl of any Species Science which confifts in the Knowledge of whatrelates to

of the female Sex. Royal Solemnities, Cavalcades and Ceremonies, at Corona

HENCEFO'R TH [heonion kons, Sax.] from this Time.
tions, Inſtalments, Creation of Peers, Funerals, Marriages,

Hen -HEAʻrted, timorous, cowardly .
and oll other publick Solemnities; and alſo all that appertains

Hen -Pe’CKED, cowed, kept under by a Woman.
to the bearing of Coat Armour, afſigning thoſe that belong

Hen -Ba'ne [ hen -bana, Sax. ] an herb .
to all Perſons, regulating their Right and Precedency in

HenceFoRWARD (heonon foro,Sax.) after this Time, for Point of Honour, reftrainingthoſe from bearing Coat Ar

Time to come. mour that have not a juſt Claim to them, & c.

Hende'CAGON [ ordereceyero of frders, eleven, and govía , HERALDS College, a Corporation eſtabliſhed by King

Gr. a Corner) a geometrical Figure, having eleven Sides Richard III. confitting of Kings at Arms, Heralds and Pựr

and as many Angles. ſuivants; who are employ'd to be Meſſengers of War and

HendecASY'LL A BUM Carmen, a Greek or Latin Verſe . Peace; to martial and order Coronations. Funerals, Inter

confifting of eleven Syllables , and comprehending a Dactyle, views, & c. of Kings, &c. Cavalcades ; alſo to takecare of

a Spondee and three T rochees. the Coats of Arms and Genealogies of the Nobility and

HENDI'ADIS ( nodradís, Gr. ) a Rhetorical Figure, when Gentry.

two Noun Subſtantives are uſed inſtead of a Subſtantive and Herb (with Botaniſts) is defined to be a Plant that is not

woody, and loſes that
Adjective.

part
which

appears
above Ground e

HE'NFARE [Doom's Day Book] a Fine for fight upon the very Year, as Parſley , &c.

account of Murther.
HERB Chriſtopber, Paris, Robert, two Pence, ſeveral forts

HE'Nghen [old Lar] a Priſon or Houſe of Correction .
of herbs.

HeniochUS (in Aftronomy] one of the northern Conſtella
HE'RBA Beneditta [ Botany] Avens, L.

tions of fixed Stars. See Auriga. HERBA Sacra ( Botany] Vervain , L.

HenophY'LLUM [of ivds of sis, one, and púries, a Leaf, Herba Stella ( Botany] Buck's -horn or Dog's- tooth, L.

Gr.) the herb One-Blade. HERBA Turea ( Botany]Rupture -wort or Knot-graſs, L.

He'par Cumap, Gr. ] the Liver.
HERBA , an Herb, a Plant leſs than a Shrub , that has

Leaves from the Root.
HEPA'TICA [*En Tuni , Gr. ) the herb Liver -Wort.

Hepatica Vena ( Anatomy] the Liyer Vein, the inner HERBACEOUS (berbaceus, L.) belonging to herbs or

Vein of the Arm . graſs.

HepA'TICAL [hepaticus, L. imatirós, Gr.) of or per HE'RBAGE, the Fruit of the Earth provided by Nature for

HEPA'TICK } taining to the Liver. Cattle ; alſo the grazing or feeding upon Land ; alſo the

Hepatick Aloes, the fineſt ſort of Aloes, ſo called of its Mowing of it .

being in Colour ſomething like that of the Liver. HERBAGE [in Law ) the Liberty that one has to feed his
Cattle in another Man'sGround or in the Foreſt.

HEPA'TIÇUS Duetus ( with Anatomiſts ] a Paffage in the

Liver, otherwiſe called Porus Biliarius, L.
HERBA'GIUM Anterius [in antient Writers) the firſt Crop

HEPATICUS Morbus [with Phyſicians] the hepatic Flux; a
of Graſs or Hay, in Oppoſition to the ſecond cutting , or

Diſeaſe, when a thin ſharp Blood like Water, in which raw
aftermath , L.

Fleſh has been waſhid, is voided by Stool, L.
HERBA Capitata [in Botany) ſuch Herbs as have their

HEPATOʻRIUM (with Botanifs) the herb Liver-wort, L. Flowers made up of many ſmall, long, fillulous or hollow

HEPATITIS [in Phyfick] an Inflammation of the Liver Flowers gathered together in a round Button, Knob or Head,

with an Abſceſsor Impoſthume. as the Thiſtle.

HERBA
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TIerba Salutaris ( in Botany] the white Thorn, ſo called Family to Family, or from Perſon to Perſon , by right of a

upon ſuppoſition that our Saviour Chriſt was crowned with natural Succeſſion.

it in Derifion , when he ſuffered on the Croſs. HEREDITAR Y Diſeaſes, ſuch as Children derive from their

HE'R BAL (of herba, L.) a Book which gives an account of Parents in the firſt Rudiments of the Fætus.

the Name, Genus, Species, Nature and Uſe of Herbs or HerefAre [hepe, an Army, and xafan , to go, Sax .) a

Plants ; alſo a Set or Collection of Specimens of the ſeveral going on a military Expedition.

kinds of Plants , dried and preſerved in the Leaves of a Book. HEREDITARY Right, is a Right or Privilege by virtue

HE'REALIST ? [herbarius, L. herboriſte, F.) a Perſon whereof a Perſon ſucceeds to the Eſtate or Effects of his An

Hs'r borist skill'd in diſtinguiſhing the Forms, Viro celtors.

tues and Nature of all ſorts of herbs. HE'REGATE [of hepe, War, and gate, Sax. a Beaft] a

HE'BALISM , skill in herbs. Tribute paid in antient Times towards carrying on a War.

HERBA'RIOUS ( berbarius, L ] pertaining to herbs cr HEREGELD (of hehe and gels, Sax . a Payment) a Tax

grafs. raiſed for maintaining an Army.

HERBAYTICK (berhaticus , L.) belonging to herlys. HERE'SIARCH [ A10007 ápyes of iofiors, an hereſy, and 2px,

He'rbe (in French Academies] a Reward, or ſome good Gr. a chief) an Arch or Chief of Hercticks, or the Author

Stuff given to a Horſe that has work'd well in the Manage . of an Herely.

HERBE'SCENT ( berbeſcens, L.) growing to be herbs .
HerESLI'TA

HERE'STIAHE'R BEROW , an Harbour.
Ś a Soldier who deſerts from the Army.

HERBIFEROUS (herbifer , L.) bearing or producing herbs . HERE'SY ( hæreas , L. áspinas, Gr. ) an Error in ſome fun

Herbi'vorous [berbivorus, L.] eating or devouring damental Point of Chriſtian Faith ; and an Obſtinacy in de

herbs or grafs. fending it .

HerbiD [berbidus, L.) fullof graſs or herbs . He’reteG ? [ of he ple and togen, Sax. to lead) a Leader

HERBILE [berbilis, L.) of herbs, or fed with herbs. HE'RETOG of an Army, a Duke.

Herbo'se ( berbaſus, L.) grafly, full of Graſs. Here'TICAL (hæreticus, L. supermót, Gr ] of or pertain
HE'RBULENCY [of berbulentus, L.] fulneſs of graſs or ing to hereticks or hereſy.

herbs . HE'RETICK [hæreticus, L. sufitinis, Gr . ) onewho holds

HE'RBULENT (berbulentus, L. ] plentiful in Grafs. herctical Opinions.

HERCU'LEAN , of or pertaining to Hercules, an antient fa- HERETICKS [ Hieroglyphically) were repreſented by Ser

mous Hero. pents.

HERCULEAN Labours, great and dangerous Exploits, ſuch HERE'TUM (ant. Writ . ] a Court to draw up the Guard or

as thoſe thit were performed by Hercules. military Rctinue in , which uſually attended our Nobility and

HE'RCULES, according to the Poets, was the Son of Jul- Biſhops.

piter and Alimena, the moſt illustrious and glorious of all the HERILITY [ herilitas , L. Mafterſhip.

Heroes of Antiquity. Dion Halicar. ſays, he was a Prince He'riot Cuſtom , was when the Tenant for Life was by

of Greece, that travelled with his Army as far as the Straits Cuſtom obliged to the Payment of the beſt Horſe, &c. at his

of Gibraltar, and deſtroyed all the Tyrants of his Time. Death ;which Payment is to be made, not only by the next

They aſcribe to him twelve notable Labours or Atchieve- heir in Blood, but by any the next Succeſlor.

ments; 1. The killing a Lion in the Nemæan Wood. He'risse [ in Heraldry] of beriſſon, an hedge-hog, figni
The Serpent Hydra in the Fens of Lerna . 3. The wild fies ſet with long ſharp Points.

Boar of Arimanthus, that waſted Arcadia. . 4. He ſlew the HE'R ISSON , is a Barriere made of one ſtrong Beam or

Centaurs . 5. He took a Stag running on Foot. 6. He Plank of Wood, ſtuck full

flew the Birds Stymphalides. 7. He cleanſed the Augean of Iron Spikes ; it is ſup

Stables . 8. He drewa Bull along the Sea , from Crete into ported in the middle , and

Greece. 9. He took the Tyrant Diomedes, and gave him to turns upon a Pirot or

his Man - eating Horſes. 10. He took the Giant Geryon. Axis; it is uſed in ſtop

11. He went down to Hell, and broughtthence Theſeus, Pi ping a Paſſagc, in nature

rithous , and the Dog Cerberus. 12. He flew the Dragon of a Turn - ſtile, for it is

that guarded . the Heſperian Gardens, and took the golden equally balanced upon the

Apples. Pivot, which fiands upright in the middle of the Paſſage,

Some by Hercules underſtand the Sun , and by his twelve upon which it turns round, as there is Ocuafion to open or

Labours, the twelve Signs of the Zodiack. By his beloved thut the Paſſage.

Hebe, the Goddeſs of Youth, the Spring Time, wherein the HP'RITAGE, Inheritance by Lot or Succeſſion , F.

Youth of Earth is renewed. By his overcoming Geryon, and HERMA’PHRODITE ['Epus tiédrinus of 'Haplos, Mercury, and

reſcuing his Cattle, that the Sun by deſtroying Winter pre- Açejdrin, Venus] one that hath the Genital Parts of both Sexes.

ſerves Beaſts . HE'RMATRENA , a Figure or Statue repreſenting Hermes

Suidas interprets the Club of Hercules to be Philoſophy , or Mercury, and Athena or Minerva both in one.

by which he ſlew the Dragon, i.e. natural Concupifcence HERMAR A'Cles, a Figure compounded of Mercury and
and her three Evils or Furies, viz . Anger, Covetouſneſs and Hercules. ..

Pleaſure. He'rmes [ 'Fouis, Gr. ] Mircury , the God of Eloquence.

Hercules's Pillars, two Pillars , which Hercules is ſaid Se . Hermes's Fire, ' a fort of Meteor that appears in the

to have erected , the one at Cadiz in Spain, and the other at Night, on the Shrouds, & c.of Ships

Ceuta in Africa.
HERME'TICK Art, Chymiltry:

HERCU'Leus Morbus [with Phyſicians) the Epilepſy or HERME'TICAL ? of or pertaining to Hermes or Mercury,

falling Sickneſs ; lo termed from the Terror of its Attacks HER :1E / TICK or to Hermes Triſmegiftrs, the famous

and the difficulty of Cure. Egyptian

Herd (heo jio , Sax . ] a Company of Cattle or of wild HERMETICAL Philoſophy, is that which pretends to ſolve,
Beaits . and explain all the Phænomena of Nature, from the three

HE'RDSMAN , a Kecper of Cattle . chymical Principles, Salt , Sulphur and Mercury.
To Herd together [of heops, Sax. an herd ] to live or HERMETICAL Phylick, is that Syſtem or Hypothefis in

keep together in herds. the Art of Healing, which explains the Cauſes of Diſeaſes

He'rdeLENGE ( Hunt. Term ) the dreſſing of a Roe. and the Operation of Medicines , on the Principles of herme

He'rdweRCH (Beoglo pejic, Sax.) Labours or Ser tical Philofophy.

HeO'RDWERCH vices of Herdſmen , formerly denc at HERMETICAL Seal. See Hermetically ,

the will of their Lord .
HERME'TICALLY (with Chymiſts] as a Glaſs fealed herme

HERE (here, Sax .) in this place, & c. tically , is one, that having its Neck heated, till it is juſt

HEREAFTER [hypeertej, Sax .] after this Time. ready to melt , is cloſed together with a pair of red hot Pincers.

Here de Cajar, an Account of Time or Epocha, from HERME'TICK Science ( ſo called of Hermes, i.e. Merixry,

which the Saracens and Arabians reckoned their number of whom the Chymiits affert to have been the firſt Inventer of

Years ; it took Date 38 Years before Chriſt, it the Art of Chymiſtry .

HEREDITAMENTS [in Law] are ſuch things unmoveable HERMH A PO'CR Ates, a Figure or Statue of a Deity, com

as a Man may haveto himſelf and his heirsby way of Inhe- poſed of Mercury and Harpocrates.
ritance ; or ſuch things as deſcend to a Man and his heirs by HE'RMIANS, a Sect of Hereticks in the ſecond Century ,
way of Inheritance, and fall not within the compaſs of an who held that God was Corporal.

Executor or Adminiſtrator , as Chattels do . He'kmit (Eremita , L. 'Eppians of "Epnp.c , Gr . a Wil

HerEDITARY [hæreditarius, L. heredetaire, F.) per- derneſs) a devout Perſon retired into Solitude, to be more at
raining to Inheritance or Succeſiion , that which paſſes from leiſure for Contemplation.

I1 £ e .
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HERMITAGE, the Place of Retirement or Dwelling of an
Herse , is likewiſe ată

Hermit.
MULLA Enginc like a Harrow ,

He'RMITAN , a dry North and North Eaſterly Wind, that ſtuck full of Iron -ſpikes ;

blows on the Coaſts ofGuinea ; a hurricane .
it is uſed in place of the

HE'RMITESS, a female hermit. Chevaux de Friſe, to
HERMITICAL C'Empennes, Gr . ] of or pertaining to an throw in the ways

hermit. ΛΛΑΛΛΗΛΟΣ
He'RMITORY ( bermitorium , old Rec.] a Chapel, Oratory

AN where Horſe or Foot are

to paſs, to hinder their
or Place of Prayers belonging to an hermitage.

March , and
upon

HERMODA'CTYL [ Epuodextunc , Gr. i. c. Mercury's Fin- Breaches to ſtop the Foot. Common Harrows are ſometimes

ger) a round headed Root brought from Syria, that gently made uſe of, and are turned with their Points upwards. See

purges Phlegm .
the Figure .

HERMOGENIANS ( ſo called of Hermogenes their Leader] HERSI'LLON , is for the
a Seat of Hereticks inthe ſecond Century, who held that

ſame uſe as the Herſe, and is
Matter was the firſt Principle, and Idea the Mother of all the made of one ſtrong Plank ofElements.

Wood about ten or twelve

Hern [heron, F.) a kind of large Fowl .
Foot long, ſtuck full of Points

Hern at Siege, a hern ſtanding at the Water Side and or Spikes on both sides, as

watching for Prey .
the Figure Thews.

HE'RNERY

a Place to which herns reſort, Herst ( hynyt, Sax.) in
HE'RNSHAW

the Names of Places, inti

HERNE'sIUM Cold Writ.] any ſort of houſhold Furniture, mates, that the Places took

Implements of Trade, & i.
their Name from a Wood or Foreſt,

He'rnia (with Phyſicians) a Rupture ; alſo a Swelling 2- HE'SITANCY (hæfitantia, L. ) heſitation ; a being in doubt

bout the Navel , L.
or uncertainty.

HERNIA Aquoſa, a watery Rupture, L.
To Hesitate (hæfitatum , L.) to doubt, to be uncertain

Hernia Carnoſa, a feMy Rupture, L.
what to do or ſay ; alſo to ſtammer or faulter in the Speech .

HERNIA Humoralis, is when the Teſticles are filled with He'sitarion, a doubting, an uncertainty ; alſo a faulter
unnatural Humours, L.

ing in the Speech

HERNIA Scrotalin a Diftemper, when the Teſticles
Hests [heye, Sax.) Commands or Decrees.

HERNIA Veneris grow too big by reaſon of immode
He'sPerian Gardens, the Gardens of the Heſperides.

rate Venery .

HERNIA Ventoſa, a windy Rupture, L.
Hespe'RIDES, the Daughters of Heſperus, Ægle, Are

thula and Aesperetbufa, who, according to the Poets, had
HERNIA Uteri, the ſame as Procedentia Uteri ; which

Gardens and Orchards that bore golden Fruit, which were
fee, L.

guarded by a vigilant Dragon. Varro is of Opinion, thoſe

HERNIAKIA, Rupture-wort, Burſt -wort or Knot-graſs, L. golden Apples were Sheep (which might be ſo called, be

HERNIOUS (of hernia, L.) burſten belly'd .
cauſe their Fleeces were of the Colour of Gold, or that the

He'ro (beros, L. of "Hpas, prob. of to seſs the 'Apoths, Gr.
Word uñdor, in Greek , fignifies both a Sheep and an Apple)

i.e. from the love of Virtue) antiently ſignifieda great and and that the Dragon was the Shepherd.
illuſtrious Perſon , who tho ' he was of mortal Race, yet was HESPERIUM Malum , an Orange or Lemon, L.

eſteemedby the People a Participant of Immortality, and after HE'SPERIS [Ermeis, Gr.) a kind of Wall-Flower, Dame

his Death , was numbred among the Gods ; now it is uſed for Violet or Rocket, L.

a PerſonofMagnanimity and Virtue. He'sPERUS ( EOMAC , Gr.) the Evening Star or Evening
HERO'DIANS, Jewiſh Hereticks, who took Herod for the Tide, L.

Meſſiah .
Hesycha'st es [of 'Hougaisu, Gr. to be quiet) a Perſon

Hero'ck [ bersicus, L. heroique, F. "Hpernic, Gr.] be- who keeps himſelf at leiſure to attend on the Contemplation

coming an hero, brave , noble, ffately , excellent. of divine Things.

HERO'ICALNESS heroical Nature, Quality, Diſpoſition, HETÆRI'ARCHA ( "Etenercéexas, Gr. ) an Abbot or Prior :

HERO'ICKNESS &C.
the head of a College or Hall ; the Warden of a Corporation

Heroick Age, that Age or Period of the World wherein or Company, L.
the heroes lived .

HETEROCLY'TES ( with Grammar.) Nounswhich vary in
An HEROICK Poem , may be divided into theſe fix Parts : their Gender or Declenſion, being either defective or redun

1. The Fable . 2. The A & tion . 3. The Narration . 4. dant, c.

The Characters. 5. The Machines. 6. The Thoughts and HeteroCRANY (heterocrania, L. ' Etretxegiis, Gr. ) 2

Expreſſions. Diſeaſe, a Pain or Swelling on one ſide of the Head.

HEROICK Verſe, is the ſame with Hexameter, and conſiſts HETERODOX (heterodox us, L. 'EnedEG , Gr. ) contrary

of fix Feet of Dactyls or Spondees, without any certain Order, to the Faith or Doctrine eſtabliſhed in the true Church .

fave that a Dactyl is commonly in the fifth Place, tho it is HC'TERODOXY (of 'Enodotia, Gr.) the being diffe

not always ſo, for ſometimes a Spondee is found in the fifth He'TERODOXNESS , rent in Opinion, from the generality
Place.

of People, or the eſtabliſhed Principles .

HE/ROIN (heroina, L. 'Hprora, Gr.] a female hero. HETERO'DROMUS Vestis (in Mechanicks) is a Leaver, or
HE'ROISM , the Actions or Principles of hero's . that where the hypomoclion is placed, between the Power
HEʻron , a large kind of water Fowl, F. and the Weight; and where the weight is elevated by the
HERON's . Bill, an herb. Deſcent of the Power, and e contra .

He'r pes ["Epms of ip74V, Gr. i. e. creeping) a kind of HeteroʻDROMUS (of" Espot and segue , Gr.) is a ſtatical

St. Anthony's Fire , which ſome call the Shingles, ſome the Term for the common Ve&tis or Leaver, which has the Hy

running Worm, others Wild Fire, L. pomoclion placed below the Power and Weight. Of this kind
Herpes Puſtularis2 (with Phyſicians ] a ſort of yellow of Leavers are the Prong and Dung Fork, whoſe Hypomo

Herpes Miliaris S Bladders or Wheals like Millet Seed , clion is the Labourer's Knee. And all Pincérs, Sheers, cut

that ſieze the Skin, cauſe much itching, and turn to eating ting Knives, & c. faſtened to Blocks are double.

Ulcers.
Perpetual HETERODROMOUS Leavers [in Staticks) are the

Herpes Exedens, a cutaneous Inflammation, more corro- Wheel, Windlaſs, Capſtan, Crane , &c. and alſo the outer

five and penetrating as to form , L. moſt Wheels of all Wind and Water Mills, and all Log

He'RRING [hæping, Sax.) a Fiſh well known. Wheels.

Herring Buſs, a Veſſel or Ship uſed in the herring HETEROGENEAL (heterogeneus, L. 'Etipogins, Gr.) of
Fiſhery .

HETEROGENEOUS a different Nature, Kind or Quality.

HERRING Cob, a young Herring. HeteroTE'NEAL Bodies (in Mechanicks] thoſe Bodies

HERRING Silver , Money antiently paid in Lieu ofa cer- HETEROGENEOUS} whoſe denſity is unequal in different
tain Quantity of Herrings for the Proviſion of a religious Partsof their bulk .
Houſe.

HETEROGE'NEAL Light (according to Sir Iſaac Newton ]

Crux HERRINGB, ſuch as are caught after the fourteenth is Light that conſiſts of Rays of differing Degrees of Refran
of September.

gibility : Thus the common Light of the Sun or Clouds is

Córred Herrings, ſuch as are caught in the middle of heterogeneal, being a mixture of all ſorts of Rays.

Yarmouth Seas, from the end of Auguſt to the middle of HETEROGENEAL Nouns (in Grammar.) are ſuch as have

October, and ſerve to make red Herrings.
one Gendet in the ſinglular Number, and another in the

Herse, a Carriage for dead Corps. See Hearſe. plural.

}
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HETEROGENEAL Numbers, are thoſe referred to different more than the figure, except it be nine; and then you are

Unites of Integers.
always to count the firſt Square or Letter of the Table one)

HETEROGENEAL Quantities, are thoſe which are of ſuch at which ninth Square or Letter , you muſt make a Stop (for

different kind and conliderations, as that one of them , taken in the whole Operation you muſt never count paſt nine) and

any number of Times , never equals or exceeds the other. write that Letter down on a Paper, and that is to be the

HETEROGENE AL Surds ( Algebra] are ſuch as have different firſt Letter of the Latin Word . From thence proceed, till

radical Signs .
you cometo the ninth Square or Letter beyond, and ſet that

HETEROGENEITY (in Phyfick) the Quality or Diſpoſition down, and ſo on , till the Word is wrought out by the Table,

that renders a thing heterogeneous.
which you will know by this, that when the Word is ended,

HETEROGʻEN'EITIES (with Chymiſts) the Parts and Prin- if you number on till the ninth Square, you will find it a

ciples of different Natures ( ſuch as Oil, Salt , Spirit, Water Blánk . As for Example : Having choſen theNumber follow

and Earth ) that can be ſeparated from any Body, being ana- ing , 1 3 2 4 3 6.

liz'd by Fire, are ſo called, becauſe they are all of very
diffe- Thefirst Figure towards the left Hand being ( 1 ) belongs to

rent Naturcs and Kinds from one another . the firft' Table, and therefore I call the firft Square or Letter

HETEROGENIUM [in Phyfick ) is uſed when any thing that of that Table 2 , the ſecond Square 3 , the third 4, and la

is diſproportionate is mingled with the Blood and Spirits. on , till I come to 9 , at which I ſtop, and the Letter being

HETEROGENEOUs Particles (with Philoſophers) are ſuch ( 1) I ſet it down ; and becauſe it is to be the firſt Letter of

as are of different kinds, Natures and Qualities , of which the firft Word,Iſet it down in a great Letter ; as follows.

generally all Bodies are compoſed. Lurida Siſtra, puto producunt fædera quedam .

HETEROGE'NEOUSNESS [of ' Enapozávne of info and góra , Then the next Square, wherein I found that Letter (1) I

Gr. kind) heterogeneity ; the being of a different Nature, reckon 1, and count till I come to the 9th Square, again

Kind or Quality. from the ſaid ( 1) wherein I find the Letter ( v ) ivhich I put

HETERORHYTHMUS [of Emp ,another, and Sub, Gr. down next to (1) as above, from thence I count to the 9th

the Pulſe) a Word uſed of Pulſes, when they beat different- Square further, and find the Letter ( r) which having ſet

ly or irregularly in Diſeaſes ; ſome uſe it for a courſe of Life ' down, I count on to the oth Square beyond, and find the

unſuitable to the Age of thoſe who live in it ; as if a young Letter ( i) which having ſet down,' I count on again to the

Man ſhould uſe the way of living of an old Man . 9th Square farther, and find the Letter (d) which having

Heteroscur ['Enestruti of "Enp, another, and oxit , ſet down, I count on again to the 9th Square, and there find

Shadow ] the People who inhabit between the Equator and the Letter (a) which having ſet down, I count onto the 9th
the two Tropicks, in either of the temperate Zones; who Square further, and there find a Blank , by which I know the

have their Shadow , at Noon, caſt on a contrary Side towards
Word is ended. Which is Lurida, as in the Verſe.

one of the Poles, viz . that which is above their horizon . To work the ſecond Word out of the ſecond Table.

To Hew [hea pian , Sax . ) to cut Stones or Timber with The ſecond Figure being 3 , I apply it to the ſecond Table,

Iron Tools. and call the firſt Square thereof 4 , the ſecond 5 ; the third 6,

HETEROU'S 11 (of " ETO , another , and sha, Gr. Sub- and ſo reckon the Squares in Order, as in the firſt Table ;

ſtance] ſuch as held that the Son of God was not of a Sub- and finding therein the Letter ( /) which having written down

ſtance like and ſimilar to that of the Father. on the Paper in the fameLine with Lurida at a convenient

Diſtance, becauſe it is to begin another Word, and beginning

Hur'} [hype, Sax .) form , colour, appearance. from the Square, in which I found (5 ) I count the Squares

He'wer [ of h eaian , Sax.] a Cutter of Timber or Stones. onward, till I come to the 9th, and there finding the Letter

HE'XACHORD ['Eta zapoor, Gr.] a Chord in Mufick, com- ( 1) I write down , and then proceed to count on, till I come

monly callid by the Moderns a ſixth. to the oth Square, and finding the Letter (1) having ſet it

HEXA E/DRON ( Etuid or, Gr.] one of the five regular down, I count on to the gth Square, and finding the Letter ·

Bodies, having fix Sides , a Cube. ( r) which I fet down , I count to the 9th Square, and finding

HE'XAGON (Euro, Gr . ) a folid Figure having fix the Letter (a) and counting on to the 9th Square, I find it 2 .

equal Sides, and as many Angles , a Cabe, a Parallelopepid Blank, by which I find the Word is ended, which is Sijtra.

bounded by fix equal Squares.
To work the third Word out of the third Table.

Hexa'GONALLY [of* 'beč a zaseof Eſ, and zarea, Gr. a I apply to it the ' 3d Figure in Order, which iś 2, and

Corner) after the manner of an hexagon or a geometrical therefore call the firit Square of that Table 3, the ſecond
Figure that has ſix equal Sides, and as many Angles. Square 4, the third 5, and ſo orderly, till I number to the

HEXA'MERON [ EEP pigo of ‘Eţ, ix, and imprese, a Day, 9th Square, in which finding the Letter (P ) having ſet it

Gr. ] a Name given to Diſcourſes or Commentaries on the down in the ſame Line at a convenient Diſtance ; becauſe it

firſt fix Days of the World , according to the firſt Chapter of is to begin another Word, I count from that Square, till I

Geneſis.
come to the gth , and finding the Letter (*) I ſet that down,

HEXA'METER ['Edwerp of , fix . and péter , Gr. and proceed to the next gth Square, and finding the Letter

meaſure ) conſiſting of fix Feet . ( t] which having ſet down, I count from that Square to the

The following Tables being a curious and admirable Con- next gth, and finding the Letter (0) I ſet that down, and

trivance , not doubting but that they will be acceptable to the proceedingthence to the next 9th find a Blank, by which I

curious Reader, I preſent them .
know the Word is finiſhed ; and is Puto.

The Uſe of the Tables for making hexameter Latin Verfes, To work out the fourth Word of the Verſe out of the

and the manner of the Operation .
fourrb Table.

Obſerve theſe ſeveral Directions following ; I apply the 4th Figure in Order, which is 4 to the 4th

1. Every Verſe made by theſe Tables, will be in hexame- Table, and count the firſt Square of it 5 , the ſecond 6, and

ter Verſe, and will be made up of juſt fix Latin Words. fo proceeding to the 9th Square, where finding the Letter

2. Every one of theſe fix Words are to be produc'd out of ) I write itdown inthe ſame Line at a convenient Diſtance,

theſe fix Tables reſpeâively, viz. the first Word out of the becauſe it is the firſt Letter of a Word, and proceeding to the

firſt Table, the ſecond Word out of the ſecond Table, the third next 9th Square , I find the Letter(r) which having written

out of the third Table ; and ſo of the fourth, fifth and fixth . down, I proceed to the next gth Square, and find the Letter

4

When you are about tomake any Verſe by theſe ( ), and in thenext 9th Square the Letter ( d ), in the next

Tables, you muſt on a piece of paper write down any Tix of oththe Letter (u) , in the next gth (C), in the next gth ( u),

the nine Figures at pleaſure. in the next gth (n ) , in the next 9th (1), and in the next gth

4. That theſe fix Figuresare as ſo many reſpective Keys a Blank, by which I find the Word is ended, and is Producunt,

to the fix Tables . The firſt Figure towards the left Hand is To work the fifth Word of the Verſe out of the fifth
always to be applied to the firſtTable, the ſecond Figure to- Table .

wards the rightHand to the ſecond Table, and ſo every one The fifth Figare 3 I apply to the firſt Square of the 5th

of the ſix Tables . Table , calling it 4, and counting to the gth Square, as be

So that the first Figure produces out of the firſt Table the fore I find ( f) , and thence to the gth (c ), and thence to the

firft Word of the Verſe, the ſecond Figure by the fecond 9th (d), and thence to the oth (é ), and thence to the gth

Table the ſecond Word of the Verſe ; and ſo every Figure of (r ), and thence to the 9th (a ), and thence to the oth finding

the fix, their reſpective Words out of their reſpective Tables. à Blank , I perceive the Word is finiſhed , which is Fadera.

5. When youhave pitched upon fix Figures to make your To work the ſixth Word of the Verſe out of the fixth
Setof; and written them down on a Paper, the Rule for the Table.

Operation is this : With the figure that belongs to its pro- The fixth and laſt Figure of the ſet being 6 , 1 apply it

per Table, you muſt number on with the Squares onthe to the firſt Square of the oth Table, and counting it 7 , count

faid Table, till you come to nine in counting upon the to the 9th Square , I find (9 ) which being let down as be

Squares (always reckoning the firſt Square of the Table one fore, I procced to the next gth and find ( is ), and in the next
gih
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gth (<), in the next ( d ), in the next ( a ), in the next (m) , Accordingly theſe fallowing Numbers made choice of, and

and in the next a Blank, by which I know the Word is end- wroughtout by the Tables , according to the foregoingMe

ed , and is quædam , and the whole Line is : thod, will produce the following Verles.

Lurida Sifra, puto, producuntfædera quædam . The Number 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , will produce.

Lurida Scorta palam prænarrant crimina nigra,

The Verfifying Tables for HEXAMETERS. The Number 2, 2 , 2, 2, 2, 2.

Barbara caftra, puto, canfabunt agmina dira.
I. The Number 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 3.,

Martia Sijira, patet, monftrabunt fædera multæ .

The Number 4, 4, 4, 4 , 4; 4,
р

Ajpera vincla domi producunt lumina prava.
g

f

The Number 5 , 5 , 5 , 5 , 5 , 5 ,

Pr fb
Horrida bella tuis portendunt verbera acerba .

bi i The Number 6, 6, 6 , 6 , 6, 6,

Peffima damna patipromittunt prælia quædart.d d

The Number 7 , 7, 7 , 7, 7, 7,

Izneafignafortis proritant pocula ſape.
The Number 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 , 8 ,

Turbidafata ſequi præmonftrant tempara durá .

II.
The Number 9, 9 , 9, 9, 9,

Effera tela , ferunt, promulgaztfidera ſæva.

The Number 1 , 3, 2 , 4 , 3, 6,
b

Lurida Siſira, pati producuntfædera quædan .

8 The Number 2 , 4 , 5 , 6, 7 , 9,

1 1 Martia vincla tuis promittunt pocula ſæva.

1 And after the fame Method , by transpoſing the Figures,

may be wroughtout of theſe Tables, as many different Verſes;
I

- to the Number of 300000, and upwards.

Hexa'NGULAR ( of 'E5, Gr. and nngulus, L.) the ſame as
hexagonal.

Hexa petalous (of ' , lix, and weredov, Gr . a Leaf]

compoſed of fix Leaves , as the Felix , Pulſatilla, & c .
III .

HEXA'PLA [F&x74d, Gr. ] a Work of Origens, a Bible

diſpo ed in fix Columns, containing the four fitit Greek
stipe р P р Tranſlations of the Bible, together with the Hebrew Text

and the Hebrew written in Greeek Characters.
9

HEXA'PTOTON [of E , fix, and plans, Gr. Cafej a Noun
1

declined with ſix Cafes.

HEXA'STICK ['EFásinn, Gr.) an Epigram or Stanza con

fiſting of fix Verſes.

Hexarstyle [ ' FE450dn of 'Eß. fis, and suro , a Column,

Gr.) an antient Building which had fix Columns in the Front.

He'xis [ 'Egés , Gr.] a Habit or Conſtitution .

HEY'BOT E (old Rec.] the Liberty granted to a Tenant for

IV. cutting ſo much Underwood, Buſhes, &c . as were neceſſary

for mending or maintaining the Hedges or Fences belonging

ppppp
p1p to the Land .

Heyrs [in Husban .) young Timber - Trees uſually left for

Standers, in felling of Woods or Coples .

HIA'Tus, a Chalm or Gap, a defeat in a manuſcript Copy
d i where ſome of it is loft, L.

HIACI'NTH (in Heraldry] in blazoning by precious Stones,u

ſignifies blue. See Hyacintb.

1 d

HIBE'RNIAN (of Hibernia, Ireland, L. ] of or belonging
to Ireland .

Hill'scus } [with Botan .] the herb Marſh - mallows , L.

Hi'bris, a Mongrel; alſo one born of Parents of diffe

rent Countries .

Hiccius Doftius, an unintelligible Term , ſometimes uſed

by Jugglers, C.

Hiccough [ ſo called by Way of Similitude to they.

Hi'cКЕТ catching Motion, or of hicken, Dan. ) a

HI'CKUP convullive Motion of the Breaft, proceed

PIP
f

ing from tough and irregular Particles, twitching and forcing

g
i it to this diſordination and motion.

d i d
P

1

Hickwa}}a Bird called otherwiſe a Wood-pecker,
b i

Hı'dage, a Royal Aid or Tribute raiſed on every Hide
of Land ,

Hide(nyo or hide, Sax .) the Skin of a Beaſt.

Raw Hide, a hide just taken off the Beast, before it has

undergone any preparation .

Salted Hide, a green hide ſeaſoned with Salt , Allom or

Salt Petre, to prevent it from corrupting by lying long .

VI. Tanned Hide , a hide having the hair taken off, and ſteep

ed in Tan -Pits.

d Curried Hide, one which after tanning has paſſed thro'
9 р

the hands of the Currier, and is fited for Uſe in making

р
Shoes, &C.

g To Hide ( hydan, Sax.] to lay or put in a private

b Place ; alſo to abſcond or lurk.

Hide- Bound (with Farriers) a diſorder in a Horſe or other

Beaft, when his Skin ſticks lo tight to his Ribs and Back ,

that it cannot be loofened from it with the hand .
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HIDE- Bound [in Husbandry) a Term uſed of Trees when HI'LLOCK ( hilloc, Sax .) a little hill.

the Bark ſticks too cloſe. Hillo'cky, full of hillocks or little hills.

HIDE- Bound, ſtingy , cloſe- fifted , niggardly . Hilt (helt , Sax . ) the handle of a Sword, Edie

Hide of Land, a Meafure or Quantity of Land , as much Him [him , Sax.] an oblique Caſe of the Pronoun he.

as one Plough could cultivate in a Year. Hin 1777, Heb.) a Jewiſ liquid Meaſure, containing one
Hide Lands, appertaining to a hide or manſion Houſe. Gallon , iwo Pints, two Inches, a half ſolid Meaſure.

Hide and Gain Cold Law ) arable or plough'd Lands. Hind ( hino, Sax .) a Doe of the third Year.

Hidel, a Sanctuary or Place of Protection . Hind ( hine or hineman, Sax .) a Husbandry - Servant,

HIDEOUS (bideux, F.] dreadful, frightful, terrible to look Hine or Husband -Man.

Hind- Berries (hind bepian , Sax .) Raſpberries.at .

HIDEOUSNESS, frightfulneſs. Hind Calf, a hart of the firſt Year.

Hidegild [of hide and zile, Sax.] the price by which a To HI'NDER [ prob. of hönbrian, Sax . ] to prevent, to let,

Perſon redeemed his hide from being Whipt, or bought off a to put a ſtop to .

Whipping . HI'NDRANCE [of hindryan, Sax . ) a Stop, Let, Impedi
HIDROTICKS. See Hydroticks. ment, C

HIERA cum hgarico ( with Phyſicians) a purging Pill made HINDERLING (hynderling, Sax.) an unthriving Child ,
of Agarick, L. Beaft , Fruit, &c.

HIERA CUM Agarico [with Botanifts] a Muſhroom that HINDFARE (of hynd, a Servant, and yaran , Sax . to go ]
grows on the Larch -Tree. the running away of a Servant from his Malter.

Hi'era Picra, a purging Electuary made of Aloes, lig- A Hinge [hinge, Dr.] a Device of Iron, on which a

num Aloes, Spikenard, Saffron , Maſtick , Honey, &C . Gate or Door turns ,

HIERA'NTHEMIS (with Botaniſs) the herb Camomil , L. To Hint (enter, F. ) to give a brief, ſhort or partial No
HIERARCHICAL [ivegezexós, Gr.] of or pertaining to tice of a thing.

hierarchy; Church Government . A Hint [ente, F. ) a brief Notice, &c.
HIERARCHY [ irecegáce of irog's, ſacred, and apX", Gr. Do- Hip (hipe, Sax .) the uppermoſt Part of the Thigh.

mination ) Sacred or Church Government, the Subordination Hi'pshot ( with Horſemen ) is ſaid ofa Horſe , when he has
between Prelates and other Eccleſiaſticks.

wrung or ſpraind his haunches or hips, ſo as to relax the

HIERARCHY (in Theology) the Order or Subordination a- Ligaments that keep the Bone in its due Place.

mong the ſeveral Choirs or Ranks of Angels. Hip -Wort, an herb.

Hier artick Paper (among the Antients] the fineſt ſort of Hip Roof Architecture ) ſuch a Roof as hath neither Gable

Paper, which was fetapart only for ſacred or religious Ufes . beads, Shred- bead, nor Jerkin -beads.

HIEROBOT A'NE [iepelotain, Gr. ) the herb Vervain . Hips (in Architecture] thoſe pieces of Timber that are at

HIEROGLYPHICKs (ie poga upandeof sp@, ſacred , and zaizo , the Corners of the Roof .

to carve or engrave, Gr. ) certain Characters or Pourtraitures Hips [ hcopey, Sax .) the Fruit or Berries of the large

of ſeveral ſorts of Creatures, inſtead of Letters, under which Bramble.

Forms they expreſs'd their Conceptions : Or Hieroglyphicks Hippe'LAPRUS [imas , Gr . ) a Beaſt part Horſe and

are certain facred or myſterious Characters, Figures or Images part Stag, L.

of Creatures, under which the antient Egyptians couched Hi'ppeus [izmus, Gr. ] a Comet or blazing Star reſem

theirPrinciples of Philoſophy, Hiſtory and Policy ; whence bling with Beams, like a Horſe'sMane.
the Word is now taken for any Symbol, Emblem or myſti Hippia Major ( with Botaniſts] Chickweed , L.

cal Figure. Hippl'ades [itzad?s, Gr.) Images repreſenting Women

HIEROGLY'PHICAL [ bieroglyphicus, L. irpogaupuxóc, on Horſe -back.

HIEROGLY'PHICK Gr. ) pertaining to hieroglyphicks, Hippia'trice (of 77 ro , a Horſe, and iappoio , Gr. to

ſymbolical. Cure] the Art of curing the Diſeaſes of Horſes and other

HIEROGLYPHICK Marks [in Palmiſtry) are thoſe crooked Beaſts .

or winding Lines or Wrinkles in the Hand, by which the Hip Contractions of bypochondra of uwezérdecer, Gr.

pretenders to that Art, pretend to tell Perſons their Fortunes .

HIEROGRAMMATE'I (of isporeduustos, Gr. ] Prieſts, a Spleen lie) a Diſeaſe callid Hypochondriacus Affectus, L. a

mong theantient Egyptians, appointed to explain the Myſte kind of convulſive Paſſion or Affection ariſing from the flatu

ries of Religion, and to direct the performance of the Cere lent and pungent Humours in the Spleen , Melancholy.

monies thereof. They invented and wrote the hierogly. Hi'pping HOLD a Place where people ſtay to chat or

phicks and hieroglyphical Books, and explained them and Hi'PPING HAWD} goſlip when they are ſent on an Er

other religious Matters. rand.

HI'EROGRAMS ( isporeneta , Gr. ) ſacred Writings. HippocA'MELUS, a Monſter, part Horſe and part Camel

Hiero'GRAPHER (of inegrexpos, Gr. ) a Writer of Divine HIPPOCAMPA (ifToraPa , Gr.) a Sea- horſe.

Things . Hippoca MPA ( with Anatomiſts] the Proceſſes or Chana

HierO'GRAPHY (of itex , holy, and meats , Gr. to write ] nels of the foremoſt Ventricles of the Brain , L. of Gr.

ſacred Writings, or the writing of ſacred Things. Hippoc E'NTAURS [ of ITTOKAY THUpos, Gr.] fabulous Mon

HI'EROM [ isporo G , Gr. i. e. ſacred Law] Jerome one of fters repreſented by Painters as half Men halt Horſes.

the Fathers of the Church . HiPPOCRAS, an artificial ſort of Wine, made of Claret

HieronO'MIANS , an Order of Monks ſaid to have been or white Wine and Spices, and ſtrained thro'a Flanel Bag,

eſtabliſhed by St. Jerome ; alſo another order of Hermites
called

founded A.Č. 1365. by one Granel of Florence. HIPPOCRATES's Sleeve ( in Pharmacy ] a woollen Bag of a

HIEROPHA'NTA (at Athens in Greece] Prieſts who were ſquare piece of Flanel, having the oppoſite Corners joined,
Overſeers of Sacrifices and holy Things. ſo as to make it triangular, for Itraining Syrups and De

HIERO'Scopy (isporu mix of iepa , ſacred things, and or Tea , coctions, for Clarification.

Gr. to view) a kind of Divination , performed by viewing HiPPocRA'Tica Facies (with Phyſicians) i . e. Hippocrati

and conſidering the Victim , and every circumſtance that oc cal or Hippocrates's Countenance, a Diſtemper, when the

curs during the courſe of the Sacrifice.
Noftrils are fharp, the Eyes hollow , the Temples low , the

HIG -TAPER, a ſort of herb. Laps of the Ears drawn together, the Skin about the Fore

Hich (heah , Sax. bey, Dan. ) tall, lofty.
head high and dry ; the Complexion pale, of a leaden Colour

High bearing Cock, a large Fighting Cock .
or black , L.

Hich crefted ( with Archers] the ſame as ſhouldered.
HI'PPOCRATIA [of intra and xentes, Gr. ] a Feſtival

High rigged ? obſerved in honour of Neptune, during which Horſes were

HIGHNESS (hcahney, Sax .] elevation , talneſs. led along the Streets richly harneſſed and deck'd with Flowers.

A Hı'GLER, one who buys Poultry, Eggs, Butter, &c.
HIPPOMACHY (17 touage'a , Gr. ) a Fighting or Jufting on

in the Country Markets and brings it to Town to ſell.
Horſe- back.

HIPPODROʻME (1770dpón or irre, ' an Horſe, andHilaʼria ( among the Romans] Feafts celebrated annually
with great gaiety in honour of the Mother of the Gods. spéreOr , Gr. a Race) a Place for the courſing and running of

HILARODI'A [ofnaper, cheerful, and adh, Gr. a Song] a Horſes,

Poem or Compolition in Verſe, ſung by a ſort of Rhaplodills
HIPPOGLO'ssa (ixtiyacetoon, Gr. ) the herb Horſe

called Hilarodes. HIPPOGLO'SSUM tongue, Blade or Tongue-wort, L.

Hilafro-TRAGEDIA, a dramatick Performance, partly HIPPOGLO TTION [[coTognóttior, Gr.] Laurel of Alex

tragick or ſerious, and partly comickor merry . andria, or Tongue- Laurel.

HILA'RITY (hilaritas, L.) cheerfulneſs.
HIPPOLA'PATHUM (with Botanijfs) the herb Patience or

Hili [hill, Sax . ] a riſing or high Ground .
Monks-Rhubarb , L. ofGr.

Hippo }

Hip
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mong Heirs.

HIPPO MANES (iztowaràc q. ñirms Migvia, Grj a black, Singular HISTORY , is one which deſcribes a ſingle Action;

Reſhy Kernel in the Fore-head of a young Colt, which the as an Expedition, Battle, Siege, Gr.

Mare bites off as ſoon as the has foaled ; allo a noted Poifon Simple History,one delivered without any Art or foreign

among the Antients , one of the chief Ingredients in Love Ornament ; being only a juſt and bare relation ofMattersjuil
Potions, L. in the manner and order wherein they were tranſacted.

HIPPO'MANES ( with Botanilts] the Thorn-Apple, a kind Perſonal History, is one that gives the Life of ſome

of herb, which, if eaten by Hories, it makes them Mad . fingle Perſon .

Hippom A'RATHRUM [iraouege Sesr; Gr. ] wild or great Figurate History, is one that is inrich'd with the Orna

Fennel , L. ments of Wit, Ingenuity and Addreſs of the Hiſtorian .

Hippo'phaes [ ignorais, Gr.] a kind of Bur or Teaſel, History (in Painting] is a Pieture composid of divers

with which Shear-men dreſs their Cloth, L. Figures or Perſons, and repreſents fome Tranſaction either

HIPPO'PHÆSTON [is répz50v, Gr.] a ſort of herb growing real or feigned.
on the Fuller's Thorn, L. HISTRIO'NICAL 2 [biſtrionicus of hiſtrio, L. a Buffoon )

HIPPOPOʻTAMUS [17707ótapeo of inno; a Horſe, and HISTRIOʻNICK S of orpertaining to an Actor or a Stage

TO TEMOS, Gr. a River) an amphibious Creature, that lives Player.

both on Land and in the Water, a River horſe . To Hit (Minſeru derives it of iftus, L. a blow) to ftrike.

HIPPOPOTAMUS [Hieroglyphically ) was pictured to repre- To HITCH [perhaps of hiczan, Sax .) to wriggle or move

ſens an impious Wretch ; becauſe it is related of it, that it by degrees.

will kill its Father and Mother, and tear them in pieces with To Hitch ( ſpoken of Horſes) to hit the Legs together in

its Teeth . going

HIPPUR IS [ irtxes, Gr. ] the herb Horſe-tail or Shave- TO HITCH [Sea Term ] to catch hold of any thing with a

graſs, L. Hook or Rope.

HiPPUS (of irro , Gr. a horſe) an affection of the Eyes, Hithe (hy Sc, Sax.) a ſmall Port for landing Goods, & c.

wherein they continually ſhake and tremble, and thereby re- HITHERMOST [ot hidey -mært , Sax .) the neareſt.

preſent Objects as continually fluctuating, or in the like kind Hi'rher [hideji, Sax .] to this place.

ofMotion ,as if they were on Horſeback . HI'THERWARD [hide -pea jio , Sux .] towards this Place.

Hi'rcı Barba (with Botaniſts ] the herb Goat's - beard, L. Hive [ hive, Sax ) a conveniency for keeping Bees.

HIRCISUNDA [ old Law Term ] the Diviſion of an Eſtate a- Hive Droſs, a ſort of Wax which Bees make at the Mouth

of their Hives to expel the Cold.

Hirco'se [hircojus, L.) goatiſh, ſmelling like a Goat, Horar -Fraft (hoapiz - nort, Sax . ) is generated when

mammifh . the Vapours near the Earth are congealed by theColdneſs of

HIRCULA'TION (with Gardeners] a Diſeaſe in Vines , the Night, which is only in Winter-time, when theCold is

when they run out into Branches and Wood, and bear no predominant; the difference between Dew and hoar-Froſt, is

Fruit. that Mills turn to Dew, if they conſiſt of Drops of Water ; but

Hi'RCULUS (with Botaniſts) a kind of Spikenard, L. into hoar Froſt, when they conſilt of Vapours, that are

Hircus ( with Metereologiſts ] a Goat , a ſort of Comet, frozen belore, or are congealed in their Paſſage down to the
encompaſſedwith a kind of Mane, ſeeming to be rough and Earth.

hairy, L. HOA'RINESS [of hoa piz , Sax.] Whiteneſs by reaſon of

Hircus (with Anatomiſts] the Corner of the Eye, other- Age, Mould, &c .

wiſe called Cantbus ; alſo a Knob in the hollow of the Ear. Ho'ary (of hoa piz or ha pian , Sax.) white with Age,

To Hi'RE [hypan, Sax.) to take a thing for uſe at a Price . Froſt, Mouldineſs, c.

Hire [hy pe. Sax.]Wages,Price. To grow HOARY (ha pian , Sax .] to grow grey headed ;

Hirelin [hyplinga, Sax .) one who works for hire . alſo to grow white with Froſt, mouldineſs, & c.

HIRST Chiprt , Sax .) a little Wood. Hoarse (prob. of beerſco, Du . or hay, Sax .) having a

HIRSU'TE [hirfutus, L.) rough, briſtly, full of hair . rough Voice.

HIRSU'TENESS [hirſutia, L.) briſtlinels. HOA'RSNESS (hayneyye, Sax.) a roughneſs of Voice .

Hirsu'Tus, a , um [in Botan. Writ. ] hairy . Hoast Men Cat Newcaſile] an antient Company of Traders

HIRUNDIMA'RIA (with Bot.] Celandine, or Swallow -wort. in Coals.

HIRU'NDO (with Anatomiſts] i . e . a Swallow , the hollow- Hob, a Contraction of Robin ; alſo a Clown .

neſs in bending the Arm, L.
To Ho'bble (of hobben or hubbelen, Du.] to limp, to

His Chiy, Sax .] of or pertaining to him .

HISPANICUM Õlus (with Botaniſts) the herb Spinage, L.

golame or unevenly , leaning now to this fide, and then to that

HispA'NICUS , um [in Botan. Writ. ] of the growth of Tenure,were obliged to keep a little ,light Nag or Horſefor
HoʻBBLERS (in our antient Cuſtoms] Men who, by their

Spain. certifying of any Invaſion towards the Sea fide ; alſo certain

HISPIDO'SE (biſpidofus, L.) full of Briftles. Iriſh Knights, who rode on Hobbies, ſerving as light Horſe

Hi'spidus, a, um [ in Botan. Writ . ] which has ſtiff hairs,

very rough. Hoʻbbler (prob. of bubbelin , Du. ] one who limps or

To Hiss ( hiſcean, Sax .) to imitate the hilling of a Ser

pent, by way of contempt or loathing .

Hissing (of hiycean, Sax. to hiſs] a Noiſe or Cry of
HoʻBBY (yobbie, Du.] a ſort of Hawk.

Serpents.
HOBBY Choppe , Dan .) a Mare, a little Iriſh Nag.

Histr 10DROMI'A ? [of isior, a Sail , and demo, a courſe]
HOB-GOB’LIN (as ſome think of Rob -goblings, a Corruption

HYSTIODROMI'A S Navigation, the Art of failing or con
of Robin Goodfellow ) imaginary Apparitions, Spirits, Fairies .

ducting Ships .
Ho'bits (Gunners] a ſort of ſmall Mortars, of uſe for an

Historian [ bifloricus, L. of isseerd:, Gr. biſtorien, F.] noying an Enemy at a Diſtance with ſmall Bombs.

one well verſed in , or a Writer of hiſtories .
Ho'ccus Salis (in Doom's- Day Book] a hoke or ſmall Pit of

HISTO'RICAL (hiſtoricus, L. isteixós, Gr. ) of or pertain
Salt.

ing to hiſtory.
Hock - Tide [of heah - tid, Sax. poog han-tide, Du. q . d.

HistO'RICALLY ( hiſtoriquement, F. of hiftoricus, L. of a Time or Scorning and Triumphing] the Danes having

isoeiros, Gr,] by way of hiſtory. reigned in England 26 Years, andtyrannized 255 , the Eng
HISTORICE [ isoexis Gr. ] part of Grammar, that ex- liſh enraged at their Oppreſſors, flew moſt ofthe Danes in

plains the meaning of Authors one Night, c. by way of Surprize ; arid ſo got rid of their

HISTORIOʻGRAPHER [ isopor exeos, Gr ) a writer of hiſto- troubleſome Maſters. It conſiſted of ſuch Paltimes in the

ry , an hiſtorian. Streets as are now uſed at Șhrovetide.

HISTORIO GRAPHY [ iso eseg papic of isceia and region, Gr Hock Tueſday Money, a Tribute antiently paid to the Land

to write] the writing of hiſtory ,
lord for giving his Tenants and Bondmen leave to celebrate

HISTORIO'LOGY [iccesenogla, Gr . ] the knowledge of, or Hock Tueſday or Hoke-Day, in Commemoration of the Expul

a being well verſed in hiſtory.
ſion of the Danes .

HISTORY [iscesa, Gr. ] á Recital , Narration or Relation of Hock (hoh, Sax ] the ſmall end or knuckle of a Gammon

things as theyhave been in a continued Series of the princi- of Bacon.

pal Facts and Circumſtances of it . To Hock, to cut Beasts in the hock or hough .

Natural H13TOR Y , a deſcription of natural Bodies ; either To Hoʻckle (of hoh , Sax . q . d. to boughgle] to ham

Terreſtrial, as Animals, Vegetables , Foflils , Fire, Water, ftring or cut the Joints near the hough..

Air, Meteors ; or Celeſtial, as Planets, Stars, Comets, & c. Hocus Pocus [a humorous Term ] a Jugler, one who ſhews

Civil HISTORY, is that of People, States, Republicks, Tricks by Leger de main, or flight of hand ; alſo the Practice

Cities, Communities, Sc.
it ſelf.

HOD

men.

goes lame.
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Hod, a ſort of Tray with a long handle, for carrying HOLLAND, Sir William Temple ſays, Holland is a Country

Mortar, Esc. where the Earth is better than the Air, and Profit more in

HO'DMAN (at the Univerſity] a young Scholar admitted requeſt than Honour ; where there is more Senſe than Wit,

from Weſtminſter School to be a Student in Chrift -Church more good Nature than good Humour, and more Wealth

College at Oxford. than Pleaſure ; where a Man would rather chule to Travel

HODMAN , a Labourer who carries a hod . than to Live, and will find more things to obſerve than defire;

HoʻDDY (Scotch] well-diſpos'd, pleaſant, jocund, in good and more Perſons to Efteem than Love.

humour. Ho'llow (of holian , Sax . ) having a Cavity , not folid.

Ho ! [Ebo ! L.) an Interjection of Calling . HO'LLOWNESS, the having a Cavity.

Ho'degos (of ošngés, Gr. ) a Guide. Hoʻllow [in Aritbmet . ) a Concave moulding about a

Hodge Podge, a Difh of Meat cut in Pieces and ſtew'd Quadrant of a Circle.

together with ſeveral ſorts of other Things . Hollow Square (in the Military Art] is a Body of Foot

Hodge Pot [in Law) a mixture or putting ſeveral Tenures drawn up with an empty Space in the Middle for the Colours,

together, for the more equal dividingthem . Drums and Baggage, fácing every way, and covered by the

HODIE'RNAL [ hodiernus, L.] of or pertaining to the pre- Pikes to oppole the horſe.

ſent Day or Time. Hollow Tower ( Fortification) is a rounding made of the

Hodome'TRICAL (of idos, a Way, and usteexàs, pertaining remainder of two Briſures, to join the Curtain to the Orillon ;

to meaſure, Gr. ] finding the longitude at Sea , is the method where the ſmall Shot are play'd, that they may not be ſo

of Computation of the Meaſure of the Way of a Ship between much expos'd to the View of the Enemy .

Place and Place, i.e. of obſerving the Rumbs and Lines on Ho'lly [holeyn , Sax .) a fort of Tree .

which the Ship fails, and what way ſhe has made. Holm [holm , Sax .] either ſingle or joined to other Words,

Hoe, a Husbandman's Tool for cutting up Weeds. fignifies a River, Inand, or a Place furrounded with Water.

Hoc ( prob. of Yuge, Sax. foegh, Du. a Sow , Skinner ] But if this fignification be not applicable to fome Places, then

a Swine, a wild Boar in the ſecond Year. it may probably fignify a Hill or any riſing Ground or plain

Hoc -Grubber, a hoggiſh , niggardly Fellow. graſly Ground by the Water fide.

HOG - Louſe, an Inſect . HOLOCAUST [bolocauftum, L. of inbreusov, Gr.) a Sacri
Hog-Steer, a wild Boar three Years Old . fice, where the whole is burnt on the Altar or conſumed by
Hog [ Hieroglyphically) was pictured to expreſs an Enemy Fire.

to good Manners, and a prophane Perſon . For the Eaſtern Holo'GRAMMON (of • 07 , and regune, Gr. a Letter] a

Nations did fo hate an Hog for its filthy Diſpoſition, that it Will written all with the Teſtators own hand .

was a Crime for ſome of their Prieſts, who waited on the Ho LOGRAPH (6,67 Exezer, Gr . ] a Will all written with the

Altars of their Gods to touch it . It was alſo uſed to ſignify Tettators own hand .

a voluptuousMan, living in Eate . nd Careleſneſs. Holo'sTEON [onéssy, Gr. ) the herb Stitchwort.

HO'GAN Mogan, High and Mighty , a Title given to the Hoʻlpen (of helpan, Sax.] helped.

States of Holland, or the united Provinces of the Netherlands. HO'LSOM [in Sea Language) is uſed uſed of a Ship, which

HoʻGENHINE, one who comes to an Inn or Houſe as a when ſhe will hull , try and ride well without labouring, is

Gueſt, and lies there the third Night ; after which Time the then ſaid to be haljom .

Hoit or Landlord was to be anſwerable , it he committed any HoʻLSTERS [9. holders , fullter, Teat.] Leather Caſe: for

breach of the King's Peace, while he continued there. Pistols to be carried on horſeback.

Hoca'cius ( old Rec.) a young Sheep of the ſecond Holt (hole, Sax . ] either at the beginning of the Name

HoʻGGASTER Year. of a Place, as Holton, or at the End denotes, the Place did

Hoggishness (of yuğu and ney ke, Sax . ] ſwiniſh Nature, antiently abound with Wood.

ſelfiſhneſs, greedineſs. Hoʻly (haliz, Sax .) facred, divine.

Ho'coo (haut gout or guſt, F. ) a high Savour or Relish ; HOʻLIBUT, á Filh .

alſo a ſtink or noilom offenſive Smell.
HoʻLYHOCK [holihoc, Sax.] a Flower, a kind of Gar

Ho'coe (in Cookery) a Mels fo called from its high favour HoʻLIHOCK den Mallows.

or relinh .
HOLY-Rood Day, a Feſtival obſerved ten Day before

HO'GSHEAD [ hogſhede, C. Br . ] a Cask or Vefiel con- Whitſuntide, upon the Account of our Saviour's Aſcenfion.

taining fixty three Gallons. Holy Ghost [ in Heraldry ) as a Crofs of the Holy Ghoft,

Hoi'den [fprob. of herbe, Teat. ) a ramping, ill -bred, has a Circle in the middle, and on it the Holy

clowniſh Wench . Ghoſt in figure of a Dove ; the four Armý are

T. Ho'ise up drzivn narrow from the Centre, and widening to

To Ho'Ist up
[hauſer, F.) to lift up by Strength , &c.

wards the End ; and there the returning Lines

HOKE - Day, the Tueſday fortnight after Eaſter -Dxy, which divide each of them into two larp Points, upon each ofwhich
in old Times was celebrated with Rejoicings and Sports in is a Pearl ; and four Flowers de Lis iſſue from the Intervals

Commemoration of the Slaughter of the Danes on that Day , of the Circle , between the Arms, as in the Figure.

and the expelling the reſt the Kingdom in the Reign of King Holy Myſteries that were brought to Light (Hieroglypbi

Ethelred, A. D.1002. cally ) were by the Egyptians reprelented hy a Crab fith ; be

To Hold [healdan , Sax . bolden , Dan. ] to lay hold of, caule it lives in holes under the Rocks.

to keep or retain . HOLY Week , the laſt Week in Lent.

To Hold his own (Sia Pbraſe] is ſaid of a Ship under Sail, HOLY Year, the Year of Jubilee.

when it keeps its courſe right forwards. HOLY Water ſprinkle (with Hunters] the Tail of a Fox.

Hold ( Hunt. Term ) a Cover or Shelter for Deer, &c. Knights of the HolySepulchre, an Order of Knighthood

Hold of a Ship, that part between the Keelſon and the founded by a Britiſh Lady St. Helena, after The had viſited

lower Deck , where the Goods , Stores, &c . are laid up. Jeruſalem and found the Croſs of our Bleſſed Saviour.

Hold-faft, an Iron Hook in the ſhape of the Letter S, HOʻMAGE (of homo, L. a Man, becauſe when the Tenant

fixed in a Wall to ſupport it ; alſo a Joiners Tool. takes the Oath he ſays, Ego devenio homo vefter, i . e . I become

To clear the Hold of a Ship, is to lay it handſome. your Man) in the general and literal Senſe, denotes the reve

To rummage the Hold, is to look what is in it . rence, reſpect and ſubmiſſion which a Perſon yields his Ma

To ſtow Goods in the Hold, is to lay and diſpoſe them con- fter, Lord , Prince, C.

veniently in the hold . HOMAGE Anceſtrel, is where a Man and his Anceſtors

To Hold Water, is to ſtop a Boat by a particular way of have held Land of the Lord and his Anceſtors, time out of

turning the Oar . mind by homage .

To Hold off [ in Sia Language] is to hold the Cable faſt HOMAGE of the Plain , is where no Oath is taken .

with Nippers, of elſe to bring it to the Jeer - Capſtan, when HOMAGE Liege, a more extenſive kind of homage, where

in heaving it is ſtiff and apt to ſlip back. the Vaſſal held of the Lord , not only for his Land, but for

HOLE (hole, Sax .] a Cavity.
his Perſon .

Holi'NESS (of haligneyYe, Sax .) ſacredneſs, divineneſs. HOMAGE [in Law) is an Engagement or Promiſe of Fi

HO'LIDOM 2 (of haligdom , Sax. Sanctity or holy Judg- delity, which is rendred to the Lord by the Vallal or Tenant

HA’LIDOM) ment, or of Holy Dame, i . e. the Virgin who holds a Fee , when he is admitted to it.

Mary) an antient Oath. HOMAGE of Devotion, is a Donation made the Church ,

Holi'PPA (with Phyſicians] ſmall Cakes or Wafersmade and imports not any Duty or Service at all.

of Wheat-power and Sugar tempered with a medicinal Liquor. HOMAGE of Peace, is that which a Perſon makes to an

HoʻLLAND (prob. q . d . hollow Land , becauſe it abounds other, after a Reconciliation .

with Ditches full of Water] a Placc in Lincolnſhire. HO'MAGER (hommagir, F. ] cne who pays homage, or is

bound ſo to do.

Но.
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HOMA'CIO reſpectuando, a Writ directed to the Eſcheatoř, HOMOIMORY (bundia of botos, like, anid niet, Gr. à

requiring him to deliver Poſſeſſion of Lands to the Heir who Part] a likeneſs of Parts .

is of full Age, tho' his homage be not done, L. HOMO'LOGAL [ sueróro , Gr. ] agreeable or like one an

HOMA'cium reddere, was renouncing homage , wlien a other.

Vaffal made a ſolemn declaration of diſowning and denying HOMO'LOCATION Affent [of overgik, Gr . confent) or ( in

his Lord . the Civil Law) itis the Act of confirming a thing or tendring

HO'MBRE [i. e. a Mar ) a Spaniſh Game at Cards, ſo it more valid and folemn by a Publication, Repetition or

calid, becauſe whoever has the better in it fays, Io Soyl Recognition of it.

Hombre, i. e . I am the Man, Span. HomO'LOGOUs ( imatóza , Gr.] having the fante Ratio or

HoʻME [ham, Sax.) a Houſe or Place of Abode. Proportion , agreeable or like to one another.

HOMELY 19.d . ſuch as is commonly worn at home) una- HOMOLOGOUS Quantities, &c. [ in Geometry) thoſe which

dorned, not handſom , mean , coarſe. are proportionate and like to one another in Ratio.

HO'MELINESS ( prob . of ham, Sax. home, q . d . ſuch as is HOMOLOGOUs Sides or Angles of two Figures, are ſuch as

ufed at home) plainnefs , unadornedneſs, want of Beauty, keep the fame Order from the beginning in each Figure, as

&r.. in two fimilar Triangles.

HOME-Spun, unpoliſhed , clowniſh . HomO'LOGOUSNESS [of ouro , Gr. ] agreeablenefs of

Home'riCAL, of or pertaining to the Poet Homer . likeneſs in Reaſon or Proportion to one another .

Ho‘MESTAL, a Manſion Houle or Seat in the Country: Homologous Things (in Logick] are ſuch as agree only in

HoʻMESOKEN [ ham - rocn, Sax.) freedom from an A.nerce- Name; but are of different Natures.
ment or Fine for entring Houſes violently and without Li- HOMO'LOGY [ sweagen , Gr . ) proportion , agreeableneſs .

cence ; or rather a power granted by the King to fome Perſon HOMONI MITY (of honenymia, L. of omov poid, Gr.] the

for the Puniſhment of fuch an Offence. fignifying divers things by one Word.

HOMEWARD : (ham - pea jio , Sax .) towards home. HOMONYMI'A [ ..ciupis, Gr. ) is when divers things are

HO'MICIDE [ homicisa, L.) a Man -layer. ſignified by one Word.

HOMICIE homicidium , L ] Man -flaughter. HOMO'N MOUS[bomonymus, L. of overrues, Gr. ] com

Caſual HOMICIDE, when the flayer kills a Man, & co by prehending divers Significations under the ſame Word .
meer Miſchance.

HOMCOUSLINS, a Name by which the Arians called the

Voluntary HOMICIDE , is when it is deliberate, and com- Orthodox , becauſe they held that God the Son is Homooufios,

mitted deſignedly on purpoſe to kill , either with procedeut i . e . Conſubstantial with the Father,

Malice or without; the former is Murther, the latter only Homopla’TĄ [wpoléon, Gr.) the Shoulder blade .

Man -Naughter. Homo TONA [of ouétora , Gr.) a continued Fever that al
HomilgʻTICAL Virtues, virtuous habits required in all ways acts alike .

Men of all Conditions for the regulating their mutual Con- HOMOʻronos (spétores, Gr.) a Term which Phyficians uſe

verſation . of luch Diſtempers as keep a conſtant Tenor of Riſe, State
HO'MILIST , a Writer of Homilies. and Declenſion ; Galen applies it to ſuch continued Fevers,

Ho'mily [ of pense of spuitã, Gr. to make a Speech ) a as otherwiſe are called Acmaftic.

plain Diſcourie made to the People, inſtructing them in mat- HOMOU SIOS (6-087705 of opstor, like, and soia, Gr. Eſſence ]

ters of Religion . a Term in Theology, which fignifies a Being of the fame Sub

Ho'mine Eligendo, & c. a Writ directed to a Corporation ſtance or Effence.

for the choice of a new Man, to keep one part of the Seal, HOMU'NCIONITES, Hereticks who deny'd the Godhead of

appointed for Statutes Merchant, when another Perſon is Chrit, or ſuch as held that the Image of God was impreſs'd

dead. on the Body, but not on the Mind.

HOMINE replegiando, a Writ to bail a Man out of Priſon . HOMU'NCULUS's Chomunculi; L. i. e. littleMen ] Monkeys.

HOMINE enpto, & c . a Writ to take him , who has con- HONE [ hæn, Six . a Stone ; or of anévn, Gr.] a fine fort

vey'd any Bond-Man or Woman out of the County , ſo that of Whetitone for Razors.

he or ſhe cannot be replevy'd according to Law. HO'NEST [boneftus, L. ) good, juft, virtuous .

HOMINI'COLÆ [of bomo,a Man , and colo, L. to Wor- An Honest Man ( Hieroglyphically) was repreſented by a

ſhip ) a Name which the Apollinarians gave to the Orthodox, Man with his Hearthanging by a Chain upon his Breaſt .

toupbraid them as Worshippers of a Man , becauſe they HO'NESTNESS (honcſtas, L. bonnêtéte, F. ] honeſty, à

maintained that Jeſus Chriſtwas God -Man, L.
HONESTY ? Principle of Juftice between Man and Man.

HOMOCE'NTRICK (of oudeG-, like, and xártev, Gr. a Cen- HONEY [huniy, Sax.ja tweet Juice made by Bees .
tre) having the ſame Centre, concentrical .

Honey-Comb, that Repoſitory the Bees make to reccive
HOMO'DROMUS Ve& tis (in Mechanicks] is ſuch a Leaver, their honey.

where the Weight is in the Middle between the Power and HONEY -Comb (with Gunners) a flaw in the Metal of a

the Fulcrum, or the Power in the Middle between the Piece of Ordnance, when it is ill Caft.

Weight and the Fulerum . HONEY -Moor, the firit Month of Matrimony after Mar

HomoloʻProton [bución tutor, Gr. ) a Rhetorical Figure, riage .

where ſeveral Members of a Sentence end in like Caſes. HONEY Suckle; l'or & c . ſeveral kinds of Plants .

HomoloTELEUTON [Spoes túasu 10W; Gr. ) a Rhetorical Figure, Honey Dew, a ſweet tiited Dew , found early in a Morn

where ſeveral Members of a Sentence end alike. ing on the Leaves of divers kinds of Plants .

HOMOGO'NEAL [ bomogeneus, L. of oncogerá Honi ſoit qui maly penſe, i . e . Evil to him that evil thinks,
HOMOGENEOUS ſimilar Parts of the ſame Kind and the Motto of the moft Noble Order of the Knights of the

Nature. Garter, F.

Homogeneous Light [in Opticks ) that whoſe Rays are all HONO'RABLE See Honourable, tho' Honorable is the

of one and the ſame Colour, degree of refrangibility and re- HONORARY S trueſt Spelling.

flexibility. HONO'R AR Y Counſellors, ſuch as have a Rignt to ſet in

HOMOGENEOUS Particles (with Philoſophers) Particles that Aſſemblies, Courts, ecc.
are altogether like one another; being all of the fame Kind, HONORIFICABILITUDE [bonorificabilitudo, L. ) honour

Nature and Properties, as the ſmall Parts of pure Water, & C. ableneſs.

HOMOGE'NEAL Surds [in Algebra] are ſuch as have one HONORIFICK ( bonorificus, L.] bringing honour .

common, radical Sign. HONOR I'FIC ABILINITUDINITY [ bonorificatilinitudinitas,
Homogeneity, the fameneſs of Nature, Property, &c. L.) honourablenef's

HOMOGE'NEOUSNESS [of öveg éret, Gr . ] ſameneſs of Nature. HONORIFICENCY . [ bonorificentin ,, L. ] Worship

HOMOGE'NEUM Comparationis (with Algebraiſts] is the HoʻNOU'R ( honor, L. bonneur, F. ] respect or reverence

abfolute Number or Quantity in a quadratick or cubick Equa- paid to a Perlon; alſo eiteem , reputation, glory ; alſo

tion , and which always pofteffes one ſide of the Equation. honeſty, vertue, chaſtity , modeity .

HOMOIME'RICAL Principles, the Principles of Anaxagoras HONOUR, is or ſhould be the Reward of Virtue, and he,

tvere ſo call'd, which were as follows, he held that therewere that aſpires after it, ought to arrive at it in the Patlis of Vir

in all mixt Bodies ( ſuch as Fleſh , Fruits , &c. ) determinate tue ; this the Romans intimated very ſignificantly by building

Numbersof ſuchsimilar Principles, that when they came to the Temple of Honour in ſuch a manner, thatthere was no

become Parts ( exempli gratia) of an Animal Body, would coming at it, without pafling thro '-the Temple of Virtue .

thore make ſuch Maffes and Combinations as the Nature of Kings are callid Fountains of Honour, becauſe it is in their
them did require, viz . the Sanguinary Particles, would Power to beſtow Titles and Dignities.

then meet all together and make Blood, the Urineus Par- To Honour (honorare, L.) to reſpect or reverence , to

ticles, would make Urine ; the Carneous, Fleſh ; and the Of- value or eiteem , to favour.

HONOURS ( honores, L. ) Dignities , Preferments.
HONOURS

Jsous Bones .
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HONOURS [in a Law Senſe ) the nobler ſort of Lordſhips or ing, &c. as a beautiful Child in a long blue Robe, hanging

Şigņiories, upon which other inferior Lordſhips and Manours looſe, ſtanding on Tiptoes, holding a Trefoil in its Right
do depend . hand, and a ſilver Anchor in its Lett .

To Honour a Bill of Exchange, is to pay it in due time.! Hopeful [hopefull, Sax .] affording ground of hopes.

HONOUR -Courts, are Courts held within the Bounds of an HoʻPEFULNESS, à Quality that affords grounds to hope

Honour. for ſome Benefit.

Honour- Point [ in Heraldry ] is that which is next above HOPELESS (hopeleay, Sax ,] not affording ground to hope.

the exact.Centre of the Eſcutcheon, and divides HO PLOMACHI (with the Antients ) a fort of Gladiator's

H that upper Part into two equal Portions , ſo that who fought in Armour, either Cap -n -Pee, or only with a

the firſt upwards from the Centre is the Honour- Cask and Cuiraſs, Gr.

Point, and the next above that is the preciſe Ho'plochRISM [of onion, a Weapon, and xrisus , Salve ,

Middle-chief. Gr . ) Weapon- Salve.

Maids of Honour, are young Ladies in the Queen or Hoʻpper, a wooden Trough of a Corn -Mill.

Princeſs's Houſhold, whoſe Office is to attend the Queen, & c. HOPPER - Ars'd, having the Buttocks or Hips ſtanding out

more than is common .
Honours [ of a City ) are the publick Offices or Employ

ments of it. To Ho'pfle an Horſe (prob, of copulare, to couple] to tie

Honours [ of a Church ) are the Rights belonging to the
his Feet with a Rope.

Patron, & c. Hoʻrary [ Horarius; L.) pertaining to hours.

Funeral Honours, are the Ceremonies performed at the
Hora'riNESS [ of horarius, L. horaire, F. ] horary , or

Interments of great Men . hourly quality.

Honours [ of the Houſe ] certain Ceremonies obſerv'd in re- Hord, a company or body of wandring People ( as the

ceiving Viſits, making Entertainments, & c. Tartars ) who have no ſettled abode or habitation ; alſo a ſort

HONOURABLE (honorabilis, L.] worthy or poffefred of ho- of Village of 50 or 60 Tents, with an open Place in the
nour ; noble. middle.

HONOUR A'BLENESS , honourable Quality, etc. To Horv [horoan, Sax .) to lay up Mony, &r.

HONOURABLE Amends, an infamous or diſgraceful kind of A Hord [Þors , Sax . ] a Hord, a Storehouſe, a Treaſury ;

Puniſhment, the Offender is delivered up to the common alſo what is laid up there.

hangman, who having ſtript him to his Shirt, puts a Rope HORDE A'CEOUS [bordeaceus, L.) made of Barley.

about his Neck, and a waxTaper in his hand, and leadshim
HORDEA'TUM ( with Phyſicians) a liquid Medicine made

to the Court, there to beg Pardon of God , the King and the of Barley, beaten and boiled, &c . L.

Court . HORDEOʻTUM [ with Surgeons ] a ſmall Puth or Swelling

Ho'xoURARY? (bonorarius, L.] pertaining to honour , growing in the Eyebrows, to named from its reſemblance to
HO'NORARY done or conferred upon any one, upon Barley. Corns, L.

account of honour. HORDE'RIUM ( old Rec . ) a Hord , Treaſury, or Storehouſe.

HONOURA RY (honorarium, L. ) a Lawyers Fee, a Salary Hordica‘lia [of horda, L. a Cow with Calf ] a Roman

given to publick Profeſſors of any Art or Science .
Feſtival wherein they facrificed Cattle big with Young.

HONOURARY Services (in Larv] are ſuch as relate to the
HOREHOUND , an herb .

Tenure of grand Serjeanty, and are commonly joined with Hori zon [ ieito. or é picar of ipi ? " , Gr . to terminate, limit,

ſome honour. or bound ) is that great Circle that divides the Heavens and

HONOURARY Tutor, a Perſon of Quality appointed to have Earth into two parts or hemiſpheres, diſtinguiſhing the up

an Eye over the Adminiſtration of theAffairs of a Minor , per from the lower. It is either ſenſible or apparent, or the
rational and true.

while the Onerary Tutors have the real , effective, manage
ment of them . The ſenſible or true Horizon (with Aſtronomers ) is that

HO'NTFANGTHEF, a Thief taken, having the thing ſtolen Circle which limits our Sight , and may be conceived to be

in his hand. made by ſome great Plain , or the ſurface of the Sea.

Hood [ho'o , Sax .] a Garment for the head.
It divides the Heavens and Earth into two parts, the one

To Hood Wink , to keep a Perſonin Ignorance or blind- light and the other dark, which are ſometimes greater or leſſer,

folded. according to the condition of the Place, & c .

Hoop in Compoſition, ſignifies State or Condition, as Man- Right Horizon , is that which cuts the Equator at Right

bood , Livelihood , Priethood, Widowhood . Angles.

Hoop (with Falconers] a piece of Leather, wherewith the Oblique Horizon, is that which cuts the Equator ob
head of a hawk, Sc . is covered. liquely.

Hoof (hop, Sax .) the horny Part of the Foot of a Horſe, Parallel Horizon, is that where the Pole of the World

&c. is the Zenith, or that which either is in the Equator, or pa

Hoof Bony (with Farriers) a round , bony Swelling,

growing on a Horſes Hoof. Rational 2 Hoʻrizon (with Aſtronomers] is a Circle which

Hoof Bound, a fhrinking of the Top of a Horſes Hoof.
Real encompaſies the Earth exactly in the middle,

True
Hoof Cali, is when the Coffin or Horn of the Hoof falls

and whoſe Poles are the Zenith and Nadir ,

clean away from it . which are the two Points, the one exactly over our head , and

Hoor looſened, is a looſening of the Coffin from the Fleſh .
the other under our feet.

Hook (hoce , Sax.) a bending Iron to hang things on . Apparent HORIZON (Airon . ) is that circle of the heavens

Hook Land (in Hasbandry] Land plough'd and fown every
which bounds the sight of any Perſon ; who being placed

Year, called alio Ope Land. either in a large Plain , or in the Sea , looks round about, and

Hook -Pins (with Architeets) taper Iron Pins , only with a by which the Earth and Heavens ſeem to be joined, as it

hooked head to pin the Frame of a Roof or Floor together . were with a kind of Incloſure, the ſame as ſenſible or viſible

Hooks [in a Ship) thoſe forked Timbers placed upright Horizon.
upon thc Keel, both in her rake and run . Horizon on a Globe, &c. a broad wooden Circle encom

HOOKED [of hoce, Sax. hoeck, Du. a hook] crooked , paſſing it about, and repreſenting the natural Horizon.
bending

HORIZONTAL ( Horizontalis, L.) of or pertaining to the

Horizon .
A Hoop, a Bird ; alſo call’d a Lapwing.

To Hoop. See Whoop . Horizontal Dial, is one drawn on a Plane parallel to

the Horizon .

A Hoop [nop, Sax .] a circle to bind a Barrel, &c.
HORIZONTAL Line, any Line drawn upon a plain parallel

Hooper , a wild Swan.

To Hoot ( Huer, F.) to make a noiſe like an Owl.
to the Horizon.

An Hop, a leap with one Leg.
HORIZONTAL Superficies ( in Fortification ) the plain Field

which lies upon a level, without anyriſing or ſinking.To Hop (hoppan, Snx . hopper, Dan.) to leap with one
Horizontal Projection, a Projection of the Sphere in

Leg.
Arches of Circles, wherein the Sphere is preſsid into the

Hops [ Houblon, F. kores, Du .] an Ingredient put into Plane of the Horizon , and the Meridians and Parallels of the

Beer to keep it from ſowring.
Sphere deſcribed on it .

Hope Chopa, Sax .] Expectation , Affiance, Truft.
HORIZONTAL Range ( with Gunners ) is the level Range

Hope is an affection ofthe Mind that keeps it ſtedfaſt, and of a piece of Ordnance ; being the Line it deſcribes parallel to

from being born away or hurried into Deſpair by the violence the Horizon , or the Horizontal Line .
of preſent Evils, by a well grounded Expectation of being HORIZONTALLY ( horizontalement, F. ] according to , at,
extricated out of them in time, and thence it is called the an or near the horizon.

chor of the Soul. The Antients repreſented Hopi, in Paint

Ho
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HORIZONTAL Plane is that which is parallel to the hori- Án Horse cwered with barneſs (Hieroglyphically] repies
zon of the Place. fented War and Speed .

Horizontal Plane [ in Perſpettive) is a Plane parallel to HORSE [in a Ship] a Rope made faſt to one of the Shrowds,

the Horizon , paſſing thro' the Eye and cutting the perſpe- having a dead Man's Eye at the End , thro ' which the Pen

etive Plane at Right- Angles. dant of the ſprit -fail Sheet is reev'd .

HORIZONTAL Shelters [ in Gardening ) are Defences over HORSE - Shove, there is a ſuperſtitious Cuſtom among ſome

Fruits parallel to the horizon , as Tiles, Boards, &c. fixed People, of nailing Horſe- lhooes on the Threſhold to keep

to Walls over tender Fruits, to preſerve them from Blatts, out Witches; whence it ſhould ariſe I cannot learn , unlels

Frofts, &C. from the like Cuſtom practifed in Rutlandſhire at Burgley

Horn, [ Bonn, Sax . Forn, Da. and Teut. of Cornu, L. Houſe, the antient Seat of the Harringtons, near Oakhan ;

of 79 Heb . ] the defenſive Weapon of a Beaſt. which Lordſhip the Lord Harrington enjoy'd with this Pri

HORNAGIUM, the fame as Horn -Geld . vilege, that if any of noble Birth came within the Precinct

Horn Beam, a ſort of Tree. of that Lordfhip, they ſhould forfeit, as an homage, a Shooe

Horn Beam Pollengers, ' Trees which have been lopp'd, of from the Horſe whereon they rode ; or elſe to redeem it

about twcnty Years growth . with a Sum ofMoney :Accordingly there are many Horſe

Horn Beaſt, a Filh . Shooes nailed upon the Shire-Hall Door, ſome of large Size

Hornet ( Dynnet, Sax. 9.d. horned )'an Infect or Fly . and antient Faſhion , others new and of our preſent Nobility.

Horn with Horn [ old Law ] the feeding together of horn- Horse Knobs, heads of Knap-weed.

ed Beaſts that are allowed to run upon the ſame Common. Horse Leechery , the Art of curing horſes of Diſcaſes.

Horn -Fly , an American Infect . HO'RSEMANSHIP, the Art of riding or managing horſes.

Horn -Owl, a Bird . Horse Meaſure, a meaſuring Rod, divided into hands and

Horn -Werk [in Fortification ] an Outwork which advan- inches, for meaſuring the height of horſes.

ces towards the Field, carrying two Demi-baltions in the form HORSE -Shooe [ in Fortification ) a Work ſometimes of a

of Horns in the fore- part. round, ſometimes of an oval Figure, raiſed in the Ditch of

Horn -Geld, a Tax for all manner of horned Beaſts feed- a marſhy Place, or in low Grounds, and bordered with a

ing within the Bounds of a Forelt. Breaſtwork .

Hoʻrodix ( of wex, an hour, and diges, a Shew ) an In- HORSE -Shooe- head, a Diſeaſe in Infants, wherein the Su

ftrument or Machine to indicate the paſſing away of Time, Gr. tures of the head are too open.

HORO'GRAPHY (of i pn and peepa Gr. to write, &c. ] the Horse Twitchers (among Farriers) an Inſtrument to hold

Art of making andconſtructing Dials . anunruly horſe by the Noftrils .

HO'ROLOGE ( Horologium , L. of ' gogan, Gr. ] a Dial, Horse (with Carpenters] a piece of Wood jointed acroſs

Clock , or Watch, two other perpendicular ones, to ſupport the Boards, Planks ,

HOROLOGIO'GRAHER (of 'negro)biov, an Inſtrument or Ma- &c. which make Bridges over ſmall Rivers.

chine that ſhews the hours or time of the Day, and yellow to HORSE [in the Language of Exchange- Alley ) the chance

deſcribe) a maker of Dials, Clocks, or Inſtruments to thew of the Benefit of a Lottery Ticket, for one or any certain

the Time of the Day . number of Days, if it be drawn a Prize,

HOROLOʻGICAL (of horologicus, L. of weghogeris ofsex and HORTATION , an exhorting, L.

zágo, Gr. to tell] of or pertaining to a Dial, Clock, &c. HO'RTATIVE [bortativus, L.] of or pertaining to Ex

HOROLOGIO'GRAPHY( of negaozcãoy and recipu, Gr. to de- HO'RTATORY hortation.

ſcribe] the Art of Clockmaking , or any other Machine or In- Hort- Yard, an Orchard.

ftrument to ſew the Time ; alſo a Treatiſe about it. Horte'NSIS, 1 , [ in Botanick Writers] growing only in

HORO'METRY [of weg and destrpía , Gr. to meaſure) the Art
Gardens.

of meaſuring Time by Hours, EC. HO'RTICULTURE (of hortus, L. a Garden , and cultura ,

HOROʻPTER [ in Opticks ) is a right -line drawn thro' the Tillage, L. ) the Art of Gardening.
Point, where the two optick -axes meet, parallel to that HORTUS (in fome Writers) the Privy Parts of a Woman .

which joins the two Eyes, or the two Pupils. HosA'NNA ( N ) yW17, Heb . i . e . Save we befeech thee) a

Horoscopan, pertaining to an Horoſcope. ſolemn Acclamation uſed by the Jerus, and eſpecially at the

HOROSCOPE ( Herofiopus, L. 'Negaróra of weg and onomi, Feaſt of Tabernacles.

Gr. to view ] is the degree of the Aſcendant or Star riſing Hosanna Rabbi, a Name the Jewsgive to theſeventh Day

above the Horizon, at any certain time when a Prediction is of the Feaſt of Tabernacles, in which the Word Hoſanna is

to be made concerning a future Event ; as the Fortune of a often repeated in their Prayers, &c .

Perſon then born , c. A Hoge ( hoya, Sax .) a Stocking.

Lunar Horoscope ( Affronomy] is the point which the Hose -busk [with Botaniſts) a long, round husk within an

Moon iſſues out of when the Sun is in the aſcending Point .
other.

HOROSCOPIST [ of Horoſcopus, L. of 'Ressucar o of wes , · Ho'sPITABLE (hospitalis, L.) uſing hoſpitality, friendly,
an hour, and cronice, to view, &c. Gr. ] one who obſerves courteous.

Horoſcopes, or the Degree of the Aſcendant, or the Star Ho'spitableness [hoſpitalitas, L. hoſpitalité, F. of

aſcending above the Horizon, at the Moment an aſtrological hoſpitium, an Inn ) hoſpitality, hoſpitableDiſpoſition.
Figure or Scheme is made ; an Aſtrologer. Hospi'r AL [hoſpitium , L. bôpital, F.) an houſe, & c. for

HORRENDOUS [horrendus, L. ) horrible. the Entertainment, &c. of the Poor, Sick , Lame, &c.

HORRIBLE [horribilis, F.] hideous, ghaſtly, frightful. HoʻSPITALER , one who entertains and provides for poor

HORRIBLENESS ( of horribilis, L. and nejs ) dreadfulneſs, People, Travellers, &c.
terribleneſs. HO'SPITALERS, an Order of Knights ſo calld, becauſe

HORRIBILITY , [borribilitas, L.) great Terror or Fear. they built an hoſpital at Jeruſalem , in which the Pilgrims

Horrid [ horridus, L. ] dreadful, terrible , grievous, hei- were received .

nous. HOSPITA'LITY [bofpitalitas, L. ) the entertaining and re

Horridness [horriditas, L. ) horribleneſs, heinouſneſs ; lieving Strangers .
alſo trembling for Fear. HOSPITICIDE (bofpiticida, L ] one who Murthers his

HORRI'FEROUS (borrifer, L. ) bringing horror . hoſt or entertainer ; alſo the killing of a Gueſt.

HORRI'Fica Febris {with Phyſicians) a Fever that cauſes HO/SPODAR , a Title of the Princes of Moldavia and W'a

the Patient to fall into Thaking Fits , and an horrible Agony ; lachias
the ſame as Pbricodes. Host [ hospes, L. hôte, hôtelier, F.] an Inn -keeper.

HORRIFICK [horrificus, L. ] cauſing dread, fear, tremb- Host [of hoſtin, L. a Sacrifice, hoſtie, F. ) the conſecrated

ling, &c. Wafer in the Roman Catholick Communion .

HoR RI'SONOUS [ barri 45, L ] fourling dreadfully. Host ( hoſtia, L.) a Vi &tim or Sacrifice to the Deity.

HO'RROUR (in Medicine ] a fhivering and trembling of the Hoʻstages (of hospites, L.) Perſons left as Sureties for the

Skin over the whole Body, with a Chilneſs after it . performance of the Articles of a Treaty.

HO'RROR ſuch an exceſs of Fear as makes a Perſon HOSTELA'GIUM ( ant. Deeds) a Right which Lords had to

Hoʻrrour' tremble. take Lodging and Entertainment in their Tenants Houles..

HORROR ( with Phyſicians ] the fhuddering or quivering Hosteler [ hotelier, F. ) an Inn- keeper.

which preceeds the Fit of an Ague . Hosters, ſuch who take in Lodgers .

Hors de ſon fee [in Lare] an Exception to qualh an Action Hostess [hoſpita, I. hôtelje, F. ] the Miſtreſs of an Inn,
brought for Rent illuing out of certain Lands, by one Esc.

whopretends to be the Lord ; or for ſome Cuſtom or Services. Ho'stia (among the Romans] a Sacrifice for having ob

Horse (hors, Sax .) a Beait well known. An horſe is an tained Victory over Enemies, L.

Emblem of War, Strength , Swiftncfs.
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Hosticide [bofiicida, L. ] one who kills or beats his House -Bote (huyebote, Sax .] an allowance of Timber ont
Enemy. of the Lord's Wood, to repair, & c. a Tenant's houſe.

HO'STILE [loftilis, L. ) Enemy like, of or pertaining to an House -Leek, an herb growing on the Tilings of houſes,

Enemy.

HO'STILENESS ( hoſtilitas, L. boftilité, F. ) hoſtility , the Houswi'rry, good Occonomy in managing the Affairs of
State or Practice of Enemies. an houſe . This , bieroglyphically, was by the Antients re

HOSTI'LITY (boilitas , L.) enmity, hatred, the State or preſented by the induftrious Tortoiſe.
Practices of Enemies. Ho'USHOLD [of huy and healdan , Sax .] a Family.

HostiLLA'RIA [old Rec.] a Room or Place in religious Houshold Days, four folemn Feſtivals in the Year,

houtes, where Gucīts and Strangers were received. when the King after divine Service offers a Bezant of Gold

Ho'sting , in a hoſtile manner, fighting, warring, Milton. on the Altar to God. Theſe Days are Chriſtmaſs, Eaſter ,

Ho'stler (of hotelier, F. ] one who looks after the Whitſunday and All Saints,
Stables . HoʻUSHOLDER , a Master of a houſe.

Ho'stRY [ hotelerié, F. ) the Place where horſes are kept. Ho'Used -in (with Sbiprurights] is when a Ship, after the

Hot [ hot, Sax .] contrary to cold ; alfo paſionately hot. breadth of her bearing, is brought in too narrow to her up

Hoʻrness, heat ; alſo paſſion.

To Ho'T A GOE , a term uſed of the Tongue, ſignifying to Hou'3EL [huyel, Sax.) the Euchariſt or Sacrament.

move nimbly. HOUSING [bonde, F. ] a horſe Cloth , a piece of Cloth

Hot -Beds [in Gardening) wooden Frames filled with freſh worn about and behind the Saddle.

horle-Dung, with a good Coat of Mould covered with Glaſs To Houst (h peoytan, Sax .] to cough.

Doors, for raiſing tender Plants early in the Spring. How [hu , Sax ,) after what manner ? Or by what means ?

Hot-Shoots, a compound of one third part of the ſmalleſt A How

[with Gardeners) a Tool for cutting up Weeds.Pit Coal, Charcoal, & c. and mixing them together with A Hoe

Loam to be made into Balls with Urine , and dry'd for firing. Ho'wker, a Veſel built like a Pink, but maſted and rig

HOTCH - POT, Fleſh cut into ſmall Pieces and ſtewed with gid like a Hoy.
Herbs and Roots. And hence, by way of Metaphor, it To How [ heulen, Du. bouler, F. ] to cry like a Wolf,

fignifies the putting together of Lands for the equal Diſtribu- Dog, &c.
tion of them.

To Howl (with Shipwrights] when the foot- hooks of a

HoʻTEL -DIEU, the chief hoſpital of any City in France Ship are ſcarfed into the ground Timbers and bolted, and

for fick Perſons , F.
then the Plank laid on up to the Orlop, they ſay , they begin

Horts 2 (with Cockers) round Balls of Leather faſtened to make her howl.

Hurts to the ſharp ends of the Spurs of fighting Cocks, Ho'wlet (of howling] a Night Bird .

to prevent them from hurting one another in ſparring or Hoy (prob. of yoog ', Du, high, or hue, F.) a ſmall
breathing themſelves.

Bark .

Hot-Cockles [bautes coquilles, F.] a Play .
To Hoze Dogs, to cut off the Claws or Balls of their

Ho've [hoy, Sax . ] a covering or helter of hurdles, &c . Feet.

for Cattle ;alio any mean Building for ordinary Uſe.
A HU'BBLE -Bubbie, a Device for Smoking Tobacco thro '

To Hover (prob. of hea kian, Sax. to heave up) to flut- Water, which makes a bubbling Noiſe ; allo a Perſon who

ter or fly over with ſpread Wings, to hang over.
ſpeaks ſo quick as to be ſcarce intelligible, a talkative Perſon ,

Hough at the beginning of a Name, is an Intimation a rattle.

How that the Place is of low Situation, as Holland HU/BBUB , a Tumult or Uproar.

în Lincolnſhire, which is the ſame as Howland.
Hu'CKA BACK, a ſort of linen Cloth that is woven ſo as to

Houch- Bonny [in Horſes] a hard , round Swelling or Tu- lie partly raiſed.

mour, growing upon the tip of the hough or hoof. HU'ckle - Bone (prob. of hucken , Teut. to fink down ) the

Hough (hoh, Sax.] the Joint of the hinder Leg of a Beaſt. hip bone

To Hough [howen, Teut.] to cut the hough, to ham- Huckle -back’t Chuckend of hock, Teut. bent] crump
ftring ; alſo to break Clods of Earth .

ſhouldered, having a bunch on the back .Hou'ler ( boulette, F.) a little Owl .

HUʻckster (prob. of bucker , Du .] one who ſells Provi
A HOUND [hunde, Sax .] a Dog for hunting.

fions by retale .

To Hound a Stag [Hunt . Term ) to cart the Dogs at him .
To Hu'ndle, to put or lay things up after a rough , con

Hound's- Tongue, an herb.
fuſed manner.

HOUNDS [ in a Ship] are holes in the Cheeks at the Top of
A HUDDLE, a confuſion , a buſtle, a diſorder.

theMait, to which the tyes run to hoiſe the Yards.
HUE [heye , Sax ] Complexion, Colour, Countenance,

An Hour [bora, L. heure, F. ] the 24th part of a natural
.

Day.

Hue and Cry (huer and crier, F. i. e. to fout or cry aHou r Lines [on a Dial] are Lines which ariſe from the
loud) in antient Times, if a Perſon who had been robbed ,

Interſection of the Dial Plane, with the ſeveral Planes of the

or any one in the Company had been murthered, came tohour Circles.

the next Conſtable, ordering him to raiſe hue and cry , and
Hour Circles ( with Airon . ) great Circles meeting in the

Poles of the World, and crofling the Equinoctial at right wayhewas gone, the Conſtable was obliged tocall uponhis
make purſuit of the Offender, deſcribing the Perſon, and the

Angles, dividing it into 24 equal Parts.
Pariſhioners to aid and aſſiſt him in ſeeking him ; and not find

Aftronomical Hour [bara, L. beur, F. rex of épiſer, Gr .

to bound, limit or divide, becauſe it divides the Day) is the
ing him , to give Notice to the next Conſtable, and he to

24th Part of a natural Day, and contains 60 Minutes, and
the next, and ſo from one to another till he was apprehend

cach Minute 60 Seconds, Gr. which hours always begin at
ed , or to the Sea - ſide. In Scotland this was performed by

blowing an horn , and making an out-cry after the Offender.
the Meridian , and are reckoned from Noon to Noon .

Babyloniſh Hours, are begun to be accounted from the
To HUFF (prob . of heogan, Sax .) to puff or blow ; alſo

to ſwagger, rant or vapour; alſo to give angry Words to a
Horizon at the Sun's riſing , and are reckoned on for 24

Perſon,to chide.
hours, till his riſing again.

A HUFF, a ſwaggering Fellow, a Bully ; alſo an Affront,
Jezuih Hours, are one twelfth Part of the Day or Night,

or Treatment with angry Words .
reckoned from the Sun riſing to the Sun ſetting (whether

HU'FFING [of heogan, Sax .) vapouring, ranting, & c.
the Days or Nights be longer or ſhorter) which are called in

HUGE [Minſhew derives it of augere, L. to increaſe ; o
Scripture the firit, fecond or third hours, 3 c. of the Day or

thers of heyiz , weighty, Sax .] very large, vaft.
Night .

HU'GENESS , vaſtneſs, largeneſs,
Italian Hours, are reckoned after the manner of the

HU'geous, very large.
Babyloniſh hours, only they begin at the Sun's ſetting in
Atead of its riſing. A Hu'GC ( prob. of hogan, Sax . or huggben, Du. ] an

Embrace.
HOUR -Grunters, old Watchmen .

Hour (in Chymical Writers] is expreſs'd To Hugo [bugshen , Due to be tender of, hozan, Sax.]

by one of theſe Characters . to embrace, cloſe in the Arms.

Hou'SAGE, Money paid by Carriers, &c. A Corniſh Hugo (with Wreſlers] is when one has his

for laying up Goods in a houſe. Adverſary on his Breaſt and holds him faft there .

House [hur, Sax .) a Place to dwell in . Huʼgger -mugger ( prob of hozan , Sax . or hugghen ,

House Wife Chur- pix, Sax .] a Woman of good Oecono- Du . and morker, Dan. darkneſs) privately, clandeftinely.

my in houthold Affairs . HU'GU ENOTE , a kind of Kettle for a Stove ; or an earthen

HOUSE [with Ajirol .] a 12th Part of the heavens, Stove for a Pot to boil on , F.
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À la HUGUENOTE [in Cookery) a particular Way of dref- of Blood,which is the common Promptuary from whence
fing Eggs with Gravy , F. all other Fluids in a human Body are derived; or the pureſt

HU'GUENOTS (this Name is variouſly deriv'd by Authors : and moſt defecate Part of the nutritious Matter, in a condi .

Some derive it from huc nos venimus, the beginning of the tion ready to be aſſimilated .

firſt Proteſtation of the Apologetical Oration, made before HUMILIA'Tes, a religious Order, who lived very Itrict and

Cardinal Lotharingius, in the Time of Francis the Second of mortified Lives.

France. Dil Verdier derives it of John Huſs, whoſe Opi- HUMILIA'TION, a being humbled, abaſed, or brought

nions they embraced, andguenon, anApe, 9.d . John Huſs's down, or low ; alſo a bringing down, abating a Perſon's Pride
Apes. Others from Hugh Capet, whole Right of Succeſſion or Self- conceit.

to the Crown, the Calviniſts maintain'd againſt the houſe of HUMILIS Muſculus (with Anatomis] a Muſcle which

Guiſe. Othersof Huguenot, a Piece of Money, a Farthing in draws the Eye down towards the Cheek , L.
the Time of Hugh Capet, q . not worth a Farthing; others HUMILITY [ bumilitas, L.) humbleneis , lowlineſs of

ofHugon, a Gate in the City of Tours, where they allembled Mind, meekneſs, ſubmiſſion .

when they firſt ſtirred. Palquer derives it of Hugon, an ima - To Hum Chummen ; Teut.] to make a Noiſe like a Bee.
ginary Spright that the Populace fancied (troled about in the HU'MMUMS, the Name of a Sweating -houſe.

Night; and becaule they generally in the Night went to Aqueous Hu'mor (with Oculists) or waterijh humour, is

Pray, they called them Huguenots, i . e . Diſciples of King contained between the Tunica Cornen and the Uvea, and

Hugon) a nick Name the Papiſts give to the Proteſtants in ſerves to moiſten and levigate the two other denſer humours,
France. and alſo the Tunica Uvea and Retina.

Hu'GUENOTISM , the Profeſſion or Principles of the Hu- Cryſtalline HUMOR (with Oculifts ) or Icy bumor, which is

guenots. contained in the Tunica Uvea , and is thicker than the reſt.

To HULK (with Hunters] to take out the Garbage of a This is by ſome call'd glacialis ,and is the primary Inſtrument

Hare or Coney : of Viſion, in reſpect of its collecting and reception of the Rays ;

Hulk [ huicke, Du .] a broad Veffel or fort of Ship for which coming thither, dilated by the aqueous humor , are
ſetting in of Maits; alſo a great lazy Fellow . collected and convey'd to the Retina.

Hull, the Body of a Ship without Rigging. Vitreous HUMOR [with Oculifs] or glaſly humor, is bigger

HULL [huif, Text] the Cod of Pulſe,Chaff, & c. than of the relt, fills the backward Cavity of the Eye.

HU'LLY ( prob. of hulet , Sax. a Bed] full of hulls . This , ſome ſay, ſerves to dilate the Rays that it receives from

To HULL (Sea Language) to float, to ride to and fro upon the Cryſtalline, and to bring them to the Retina; or as others

the Water. are of Opinion, it helps to collect the Rays refracted by the

To lie a Hull ( Sea Longiuage) a Term uſed of a Ship Cryſtalline into one Point, that the Viſion may be the more

when ſhe takes all her Sails in , lo that nothing is abroad but
diftinct and vivid.

her Maſts, Yards and Rigging ; and this is done either in a Humo'r es ( with Phyſical Authors] the humours of the

dead Calm (that the may not beat them againſt the Maſts) or Body, of which , three that are called general , waſh the

in a Storm, when ſhe cannot carry them . whole Body, viz . the Blood, the Lympha , and the nerveuils

To ftrike a HULL [ Sea Language] is to lie cloſely or ob- Juice, L.

ſcurely in the Sea in a Storm , or tarry for ſome Conſort, HUMOR ES Oculares, the humours of the Eye, which are

bearing no Sail , with the helm laſh'd a lée . three, viz . the Aqueous or Watery , the Cryſtalline or Icy ,

HU'LLOCK [ Sea Word) a Piece of the miſſen Sail cut and
and the Vitreous or Glaſſy, L.

let looſe, to keep the Ship’s head to Sea in a Storm . Humores in fecundinis (with Phyſicians) are the humours

HU'MAN [bumanus, L.) of or pertaining to Mankind or
in the three Membranes or Skins , that cover a Child in the

the Nature of Man ; alſo a ffable, courteous, mild, gentle. Womb, L.

Human Signs ( with Ajirologers) thote Signs of the Zo- Hu'morist (humoriſta, Ital . ) one full of humours, whim

diack , which have a human Shape , as Virgo, Aquarius, and ſeys or conceits; a fantaſtical or whimſical Perſon.

half Sagittarius. Humorists, the Title of the Members of a celebrated

HUMANIST (humaniſte, F.] one who is skilled in human Academy oflearned Men at Rome.

Learning or humanity Studies. Hu'mour ( humor , L. hume:lr, F.] Moiſture, Juice ; alſo

HUMA'Nities ( humaniores litera , L.) the Study of the temper ofMind ; alſo Fancy, Whim .

Greek and Latin Tongue, Grammar, Rhetorick, Poetry, Humour (in Comedy) is defined to be a fainter or weaker

and the ancient Poets, Orators and Hiſtorians . Paſſion , peculiar to comick Characters, as being found in

HUMA’NITY ( humanitas, L.) the Nature of Man , or that
Perſons of a lower degree than thoſe proper for Tragedy ; or

which denotes him buman ; alto gentleneſs, courteſy, affa- it is that which is low, ridiculous, & c.

bility, mildneſs, & . Humour (in Medicine] the particular Temperament or

To HUʻMANIZE [humaniſer, F. ] to civilize, to make tract- Conſtitution of a Perſon , conſidered as ariſing from the Pre

able, gentle or mild .
valence of this or that Humour or Juice of the Body ; as a

HU'MANLY ( humaniter, L. bumaniment, F. ] after a hu- cholerick Humour, a melancholy Humour, a ſprightly Humour.

Hu’MOURIST . See Humoriſt.

HU'M ANNESS (humanitas , L. humanité, F. ] humanity . Hu’mourous, of or pertaining to humours , conceits or

HUʻMANIZED (humaniſë, F.) rendred human.
whimſies, fantaſtical ; allo wedded to his own humours or

To HUMBLE [humiliare, L.) to lower, to bring down. conceits .

HU'MBLE [humilis, L.] lowly -minded, lowly, mean . Hn'MOUROUSNESs, comicalneſs, fulneſs of pleaſantry, fan

HU'MBLENESS (bumilitas, L. humilité, F. ] humility .
tafticalneſs.

HUMECTA'NTIA [with Pbyſicians) moiſtening Remedies, HU'MOURSOM , peevith , fretfal, hard to pleaſe .

ſuch asare capable of inſinuating themſelves into the Pores of Hu'MOURSOM NESS, hardneſs to be pleaſed , peeviſhneſs.

the Body, L. To HUNCH (prob. of hulch , Teut.a blow ] to give a thruſt

HUME'CTATED [ humeétatus, L.) made moiſt. with the Elbow .

HUMECTA'TION [in Pharmacy) a moiſtening, a preparing Hunch - back'd [q. bunched -back'/] crooked - back’d , hump

of a Medicine, by ſteeping it in Water, to moiſten and ſoften ſhouldered .

it when too dry ; or to cleanſe it , or to hinder its fubtil Parts HU'NDRED (hundpeo, Sax . hondert, Di. ] in Figures

from being difiipated in grinding, or the like.

HU'MID [ bumidus, L.) damp, moiſt , wet. Hundred (hundjes , Sax . ] a particular Part of a Shire or

HU'MIDNESS (bumiditas, L. humidité , F. ] moiture. County, becauſe it conſiſted of ten Tithings, and each Tith

Feſs Humid [ in Heraldry) a ſort ofFeſſe in an Eſcutcheon. ing often Houſholds, and ſo conſiſted of an hundred Fami

HUMI'FICK [humificus, L.) moiſtening: milies, and thence cajled Hundred ; or becauſe it furniſh'd the

HU'MERAL [bumeralis, L. ] of or pertaining to the Shoulder. King with a hundred Men for his Wars .

HUMERAL Muſcle [Anatomy] a Muſcle which moves the Hundred - Lagh, the hundred Court , from which all the

Arm at the upper End . Officers of the King's Foreſt are freed.

HUMIDITY [humiditas, L.) dampneſs, moiſtreſs, or the HU'NDREDERS ; Men impannelled or fit to be impannelled

Power of wetting others . It differs from Fluidity, in that on a Jury , upon any Controverſy , dwelling within the

fome Fluids will .not wet or adhere to all they touch , as hundred where the Land in Queſtion lies ; allo Bailiffs of

Quickſilver will not wet or adhere to Hands or Clothes ; tho' hundreds.

it will to Gold and other Metals . Hundred Seeta ( oli Law) the payment of perſonal Atten
HU'MIDUM primogenium (in Medicine, the Blood which is dance, ordering Suit and Service at the hundred Court.

to be ſeen in Generation before any thing elſe. Hundred Law. See Hundred Lagh.

HUMIDUM radicale ( in Medicine] the radical moiſture of Hu'ndredus affirmatus [ cld Rec. the Profits of an hun .

Man's Body ; which is underſtood, by fome, to be the Maſs dred Court, farmed out for a ſtanding Rent.
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Hunger (hungoj , Sax . ] a craving of the Appetite after Huse , a Fish , of which the white Glue called Ifing -glass

Food , Dan . is made .

Natural Hunger , is an irritation of the Stomach , occa- HU'SEANS ( Huſeaux, F. ] a ſort of Boots or Spatter

fioned by Falting. daſhes,

Animal Hunger, is the ſenſation or perception of that Ir- HUSEPA'STNE [ of huy and yæyt , Sax .) one who holds
ritation, and the appetite or deſire of food, that is the con- Houſe and Land .

ſequence of it . Hush (prob. of 770 Heb .] be fill .

T. HUNGER [hunggian , Sax . hungrer, Dan . ) to crate HUSKANAWING, à Solemnity practiſed by the Virginian

after Food . Indians, once every fourteen or ſixteen Years. It is an In

Hu’rgry, (hung nie , Sax.] craving after Food . flitution or Diſcipline that all young Men muſt país under

HU'NGRIYess, craving Appetite.
before they can be admitted to be of the number of Great

Hungry Evil [ in Horjes ) an unnatural and over-harry Men, Oficers, or Cockarouſes of the Nation .

Grecuiners to devour their Meat before they can chew it . The choiceit and briskeit young Men of the Town, and

Hunks, a Miler, a covetous niggardly Wretch. fach only as have acquired fome Treaſure by their Travels

ToHunt ( huntian, S.1x . ] to chaſewild Beasts ; alio io and Hunting, are chofen out by the Rulers to beHuskanaw'd,
ſearch after. and who ever refuſes to undergo this Proceſs, dares not re

A HU'NTER [ ņunta, Sax . ] a chaſer ofwild Beaſts. main among them .

To Hunt change, is when the Hounds take freſh Scent , The Ceremony is performed after the manner following :

hunting another Chace, till they ſtick and hit it again. After this performance of ſeveral odd preparatory Ceremonies,

T. HUNT counter, ſignifies that the Hounds hunt by the the principal part of the Buſineſs is to carry them into the

heel . Woods , and there to keep them under Confinement, and de

HU'Nting, chaſing of wild Beaſts ; alſo a ſearching after.
ftituie of all Society for ſeveral Months , giving them no o

HUNTING the Foil, is when the Chace falls off and comes ther Sattenance but the Infuſion or Decoction of ſome poi

on again. fonous intoxicating Roots; by vertue of which Phyſick, and

HU'RDIES [ of pupils, Sax . ) halle Rods waitied toge- the foverity of the Diſcipline which they undergo, they be

ther. come ſtark mad : In which raving Condition they are kept

Hurdles, orClares, 18 or 20 Days. Daring theſe Extremities they are ſhut up

are made of Branches Night and Day in a ſtrong Incloſure, made on purpoſe, in

or Twigs interwoven mape like a Sugar-loaf, and every way open like a Lattice,

together in thic figure for the Air to paſs through . In this Cage, after they have
of a long Square, a been thut up till the Doctors find they have drank ſufficiently

bout five or ſix Foot of the Wy/occan ( as they call this mad Potion ) they gradu

long, and three, or ally reſtore them to their Senſes, by leſſening the Intoxicati

three and a half broad ; on of their Diet, they bring them back into the Town, v.hile

the cloſer they are ſtill wild and crazy, through the violence of the Medicine.

woven they are the It is pretended that they in this time drink ſo much of the

better. They are for Water of Lethe, that they perfectly loſe all remembrance of

ſeveral uſes, as for co- former things, even of their Relations, Parents, and Lan

vering Traverſes and guage ; and after this they are very fearful of diſcovering any

Lodgments, Caponeers, thing of their former remembrance; for it ſucha thingſhould

Coffers, & c. and are covered over with Earth to ſecure them happen to any ofthem , they muſt immediately be Huskanazo'd

froin the artificial Fireworks of the Enemy, and from the again : And the ſecond time the Uſage is ſo ſevere, that fels

Stoneswhich might be thrown upon them, and likewiſe to dom any one eſcapes with his Life. Thus they muſt pretend

lay upon marſhy Ground, or to paſs the Foſs, eſpecially when to hive forgot the very uſe of their Tongues, ſo as not to be

it is full of Mud or Slime. See their form in the Figure . able to ſpeak , nor underitand any thing that is ſpoken , till

Hurdles [ in Husbandry ) are Frames made either of ſplit they learn it again. And they arc for ſome time under the

Sticks , or hazle Rods platted together to make Sheepfolds, guard of their Keepers, who conſtantly wait uponthem
every where, till they have learnt all things perfectly over

C.

HURE ( in Heraldry) the head of a Wild-Boar, a Bear, a again .

Wolf, or ſome ſuch fierce Creature ; but not of Lions, or o- The undergoing this Diſcipline, is , with them , the rroft

ther ſuch noble Creature. F. meritorious thing in the World, in order to Preferments to

Hurl -Bone [ of an Horſe ] a Bone near the middle of the the greateſt Poſts in the Nation, which they claim as their

Buttocks, very apt to go out of its Socket by a Slip or undoubted Right at the next Promotion .

Strain . The Indians pretend that this violent Method of taking

Hu'rling [ 9.d. whirling] throwing Stones , &c . with a away their Memory , is to releaſe the Youth from all their

whirling motion of the hand. childiſh Impreſions , and from that ſtrong Partiality to Per

Hurle , the hair of Flax, which is either fine or wound . fons and Things which is contracted before Reaſon takes place .

A HURRY (of harier, F.] great halte. They hope by this Proceeding to root out all the Prepoſ

To Hurry į harier, F. ] to hare, to haften too much , to feſtions and unreaſonable Prejudices which are fixt in the

make great haite .
Minds of Children ; ſo that the young Men , when they

· Hu'RLY -BURLY [ of Whirle and Bu117h, Sax. ) a Tu- come to themſelves again, their Reaſon may act freely, with

mult, Uproar, or Crowd of People . out being biaſſed by Cuſtom and Education.

HU'RRICAN (of huracan, Span .) a violent Storm of Wind , Thus alſo they become diſcharged from the Remembrance

which often happens in the well- Indies in September and of any ties of Blood, and are eſtabliſhed in a ſtate of equality

Oktober, overthrowing Trees , Houſes, and whatſoever ſtands and perfect freedom to order their A &tions and diſpoſe of their

Perſons, without any other controul than that of the Law

HURST [ of hyjyt, Sax .] joined with the Names of of Nature.

Places , denotes that they took their Name from a Wood or HUSSARS, Hungarian Horſemen , ſaid to be ſo called from

Foreit. the Huzun, or Shout they give at the firſt Charge.

HURTS [ in Heraldry ) are Roundles Azure. &c. the HUSGABLE [old Rec. ] Houſe-Rent.

Huerts
iame the French call Torteaux d'Azure : Some Hu'sseling People, People who received the Sacrament.

HEURTS imagine they ſignify Bruiles or Contuſions in A Husk, the outſide Coats of Corn , Egr.

the Fleſh ; but others Hurtle-Berries. HU'SKY ( prob . of Euſche, Du . ] full of Husks, or the

Hurt [hyjit, Sax.) a Wound,an Injury,a Damage. Coats of Corn , Seed, &c.

7. Hurt, hyntan, Sax .) to do Injury , to Wound, & c. HUSSY [ corrupt . of Houſe-wife, huy pik , Sax . ) a Name

HU'RTFUL, Injurious, Prejudicial . given to a Girl , Maid or Woman, in Contempt or Anger.

HU'RTFULNESS, Prejudicialncſs , & i. HU'STINGS (this ſome derive of huy an Houſe, and sing

HUʻrtless, (hypticay, Sax.) harmleſs. ' a Trial , Sax. q . the Houſe of or for trying Cauſes ] a

HURT-Sickle, an herb . Court held before the Lord-Mayor and Aldermen of the City

HU'SBAND (huſband, Sax . ] the Conſort of a Wife. of London.

HU'SBANDMAN ( Hieroglyphically ) was repreſented by a HUʻswife [huy- pix, Sax . ) the Miſtreſs ofa Houſe; alſo

labouring Ox . a good Manager of houſhold Affairs.

HU'S BANDRY, tillage of Land, &c.; alſo the manage- Hur [ hutte , Sax . ) a ſmall Cottage or Hovel ; alſo a

ment of Expences , Frugality. Lodge for Soldiers in the Field .

HU'SCARLE [huy-capl, Sax.] an houthold Servant.
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An Hutch [ hutche, F. bucha, Span hutri , Sax.) a HYBERNAGIUM Coll Rec . ) the Seaſon for fowing Winter

Place or Veſſel to lay Corn in; alſo a wooden Cage, &c.to Corn .

keep Rabbits in ; alſo a Trap for catching Vermin . HYBE'RNAL [bybernus, L. ] of or pertaining to Winter.

Hure'sIUM [oid Rec.] a hue and cry , elpecially in Scot- HYBERNAL Occident, the Winter , Weft or South Weſt.

land ; where, when a Robbery had been committed, theỹ That Point where the Sun fets at its Entrance into the Tro

blew in horn , and made an outcry ; after whiclt, if the pick of Capricorn, i . e. on the ſhorteſt Day ..

Thief ran away and did not ſurrender himſelf, he might be HYBERNAL Orient, the Winter, Ent or South Ent.

lawfully killd or hang'd upon the next Gallows. Point of the horizon where the Sun riſes at its Entrance into

Hu'xing a Pike (with Anglers] a particular and diverting the Tropick of Capricorn .

Mlethod of catching that Fith . HYBI'STRICA, a Feſtival with Sacrifices and other Cere

To Hu z2, to hum as Bees do . monies celebrated by the Greeks, at which the Men wore the

Huʻzza , a loud Acclamation or Shout for Joy . Apparel of Women, and the Women of Men, in honour of

To HY [of higan , Sax ] to make hatte . Venus, either as a God or a Goddeſs, or both ; or, as others

IIYACINTH[*uzx|v9G , Gr.) precious Stone, ſo called ſay, a Feſtival held at Argos, where the Women habited like

JACINTH } from its reſemblance of the purple Flower Men inſulted their Husbands with all Tokens of Superiority,

named Hyacinth ; of which there are four forts, thoſe that in Memory of the Argian Dames having defended their Coun

are interinixed with a Vermilion colour ; thoſe of a Saffron try with notable Courage againſt Cleomenes and Demaratus.

colour ; thoſe of an Amber colour ; and thoſe of a White in- HY'BOMA [°rbaue ,Gr. ] a bending in of all the Vertebra's

termixt with a faint Red ; and are either oriental or occiden- or turning Joints .

Theſe Stones either engrave or cut fine, and were it HY BRIDA, a mongrel Creature, whoſe Sire is of one

not that the graving oftentimes cofts more than the Stone, kind , and Dam of another, L.

they would be more us'd for Seals , &c. HYDA'TIDES ('T Daenidis, Gr.] watery Bliſters on the Liver

Theſe Stones were us’d by the Antients for Amulets and or Bowels ofdropſical Perfons, fuppos'd to proceed from a

Taliſmans, who wore them about their Necks, or in Rings , Diſtention andRupture of theLymphsælucis.
&c. and imagined they had in them a vertue to ſecure them HYDATOIDES (fresca Todes of udamp, water, and iido, Gr.

from the Plague, QC. form ) the watery humour of the Eye.

Confection of Hyacinth , in Medicine, is a thin Electuary HYDA TIS [sen , Gr .) a Diſeaſe in the Eyes , conſiſting

of a Cordial quality, compos’d of divers precious Stones , the of a fatty Subſtance or Excreſcence growing under the Skin

Hyacinth Stone being one ofthe principal Ingredients, and of the upper Eye-lid.
allo Coral , Hartihorn, Seeds, Roots, and divers Other Ingredi- HYDATOSCOPI'Aſof i Satos, of Water, and ouma, Gr.

ents pulveriz'd , or ground, and mixt together. to view] a divination or foretelling future Events by means

HYACINTH [bxacinthus, L. ofreuvsc , Gr . ) a Flower ofWater

of a purple Colour ; alſo a precious Stone. HYDE -GILD [hyd-gild, Sax.) a Ranſom paid to ſave a
HYACINTH (in Heraldry] the Tenne or tawny Colour in Perſons hidefrom being beaten.

the Coats of Noblemen . HY'DRA ( rder, Gr.) the Poets tell us, that Hydra was a

HYA'CINTHIA, Feſtivals held at Sparta in honour of Lernæan Serpent, having an hundred Heads , but one Body,

Apollo, and remembrance of his favourite Hyacinth. and that when one Head was cut off, two ſprang up in its

HYACI'NTHINE (lyacinthinus, L. "Taxivino, Gr . ] per- place ; and that Carcinus cameand aſſiſted the Hydra. The
taining to or like the Hyacinth. ground of the Story is this ; Lernus was a King at that Time

HYACINTHI ZO'NTES' [of 2 *1315a, Gr .] a kind of when Men univerſally dwelt in Towns or Villages, and e

Emeralds inclining to a Violet Colour . very Town had its King ; among which Sthenelus, the Son

HYACINTHUS. Apollo and Zephyrus (as the Poets tell us ) of Perſeus, governed Mycene, the largeſt and moſt populous
both were enamoured with Hyacinthus, a Youth of excellent Place . Lernusnot bearing to be ſubject to him , it was the

Beauty, and had a mind to obtain him by ſome trial of Skill . occaſion of a War between them. Lernus's Town was a

Apollo he ſhot Arrows , and Zephyrus he blew . Apollo ſang little well fortified Place, defended by fifty ficut Archers ,

and cauſed Pleaſure, but Zephyrus’s Blaſts were troubleſome, which Day and Night were ſhootingtheir Arrows fromthe

and therefore Hyacinthus choſe to betake himſelf to Apollo. Tower. The Name of this litttle Town was Hydra. Up

Zephyrus, upon his being rivald, prepares for Revenge, and on which Euryſtheus ſent Hercules thither; but they who

Apollo throwing a Quoit, it was repuls'd by Zephyrus, and were beneath threw Fire, and aimed at the defenders of the

falling on the head of Hyacinthus,kill'd him : And it ſeeming Tower ; and if any one was hit with it and fell, immediately
unbecoming the Earth , that the Memory of ſuch a Calamity two ſtout Archers roſe up in his Place. But Hercules at

fhould be quite eras'd, it cauſed a Flower to ſpring up of the length took the Town, burnt the Tower, and deſtroy'd the

fame Name ; the beginning of which , as the Poets tell us, Town; and this gave birth to this Fable. Palaphatus.

was inſcribed on it . HYDRA ( TSE , Gr.] a Water Serpent ; eſpecially that

Hya'des (ſo called of amo to üesy, i . e . to rain ] a Con- monſtrous one , ſaid by the Poets to have had an hundred

ftellation call'd the ſeven Stars . The Poets feign them to be Heads, and bred in the Lake Lerna, and to have been killed

the Daughters of Atlas and Æthra, whence they are alſo by Hercules, and plac'd among the Stars .
called Atlantiades. Their Names are Ambrosa , Eudora , HYDYAGO'GICAL [of ud pabege of udw , Water, and we

Paffihoe, Coronis, Plexauris, Pytho and Tyche. They are Gr. to lead ) pertaining to the Conveyance ofWater.

famous among the Poets for bringing Rain, they are placed HYDRA'GOGA ( of idup and 47 , Gr.] Medicines that drive

im the Bull's -head, and the chief of them in the left Eye, out or purge watery humours.

aud is by the Arabs called Aidebaran. HYDRAGO'GY [ud exgogia , Gr.) a conveying of Water by

The Poets feign, that Hyas their Brother having been torn Furrows and Trenches from one Place to another.

to pieces by a Lionnels, they wept fo vehemently for his HYDRA'RGIRAL, pertaining to, or of the nature of Quick
Desth, that the Gods , in compaſſion to them , tranſlated ſilver .

them to Heaven , and placed them in the Forehead of the HYDRA’RGIRUM [if edipguest, Gr. i. e . Water Silver]

Bull , where they fill continue to weep : And hence the Quickſilver.

Confellation is ſuppos’d, by ſome , to prefuge Rain. HYDRAULICK (of uid egunorés of "uderen- , founding Wa

Hyali'ne (byalinus, L. of Tensvós, Gr.) pertaining to ter, of "udap, Water, and unds, Gr. a Pipe) pertaining to a

Glaſs, glaſſy , Milton. Water Organ.

HY'ÆNA [ Tine, Gr. ] a kind of Beaſt much like a Wolf, HYDRA’ULICKS [ oud equnézni, Gr. ) the Art of Engineery ,

very ravenous and fubtil ; of which it is related by ſome or making Engines for carrying and railing Water, and all

Writers, that he will come in the Night Time to Shepherds forts of Water-works ; alſo that part of Staticks that confiders
hoaſcs, and learning their Names, by counterfeiting a Man's the motion of Fluids , and particularly Water.

Voice, call them out and devour them. HYDRAU'LO PNEUMA'TICK Engine, one that raiſes Wa

HYANA (Hieroglyphically ) was uſed by the Antients to ter by means of the Spring of the Air.

expreſs an unconſtant Perſon ; becauſe it is related of it , that HYDRO'A (with Surgeons) certain little moiſt Pimples ,
it is one Year Male, and the next becomes a Female. It like Millet Seeds, which make the Skin ulcerous and rough,

was likewiſe uſed as an Emblem of a brave Courage, that can L. of Gr.

defy all difficulties, and look upon the frowns of Fortune HYDROCARDIA (idegreepdis, Gr.] a Dropſy of the Peri

with a generous Contempt; becauſe the Naturaliſts ſay, that cardium , ſo that the Heart ſwims in Water.

the skin of this Animal will procure to us this Privilege of HYDROCANISTEÓRIUM, a Machine which ſpouts Water
palling thro' the greateſt Dangers without harm . plentifully, and for extinguiſhing Fires and Conflagrations.

Hyaloides [*Tangendes, Gr . ) the vitreous or glaſfy hu- HYDROCE’le [ videgunni, Gr.] a kind of Swelling of the

tour of the Eye . outermoft Skin of the Cods, called hernia aquoſa.

14. R) Hy
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HYDROCEPHALOS [u'd eg xásaho , Gr . ] a Dropſy or HYDRO'PICKS Codpomaga, Gr. ) Medicines good to expel

Sivelling of the Head, cauſed by a watery humour ; and watery humours in the Dropſy .

ſomeumes a burſting of the Lymphatick Veſſels. HY'DROPOTE (of idpezónus, Gr.] a Water -drinker.

HYDROCRI'TICKS (of uplop and xentina, Gr ) a critical HYDROʻPs ad matulam (in Medicine.) the Diſeaſe otherwiſe

Judgment taken from Sweating. called Diabetes.

HY'DRODES (with Phyſicians) a continual burning Fever, HY'DROSCOPE [odporxonéior ofidup and Gremi, Gr. to view ]
as it were from an Inflammation of the Bowels. an Inſtrument for diſcovering the watery Steams of the Air.

HYDROENTEROCE'LE [of üdrop ivrope , the Entrails , and HYDROSELI'NUM ( witla Botanifts] Water Parſley, L.

xuan , a buritneſs , Gr . ) a falling of the Guts , together with HYDROSTA'TICKS [ ud posaning of üdwp and sanix , Gr.) the

Water, into the Scrotum, L. or a Swelling and Bloating of Doctrine of Gravitation in Fluids ; or that partof Mechanicks

the outward Integument or Skin of the Serotum , cauſed by that conſiders the Weight or Gravity of fluid Bodies, eſpe

watery Humours caſt or detained therein. cially of Water ; and alſo of ſolid Bodies immerged therein.

HYDROGRAPHER (of üdhip and sexow , to deſcribe, Gr.] HYDROST A'TICAL, of or pertaining to the Doctrine of
one skild in hydrography, Hydroſtaticks.

HYDROGRAPHICAL, of or pertaining to hydrography , HY DROSTA'T.CAL Ballanca, an Inſtrument contriv'd for

HYDROGRAPHICAL Charts, certain SeaMaps delineated the eary and exact finding the ſpecifick gravities of Bodies,

for the Uſe of Pilots, &c. in which are marked the Points of either liquid or folid. It eſtimatesthe degrees of the purity of

the Compaſs, the Rocks, Shelves , Sands, Capes, &c. boules of all kinds, the Quality and richneſs of Metals, Oars

HYDROGRAPHY [usega pazia, Gr . ) the Art of making Sca or Minerals, the proportions in any mixture, adulterations,

Charts : It teaches how to deſcribe and meaſure the Sea , ac- &c. of which the only adequate Judge is the ſpecifick Weight.

counting for its Tides, Counter tides, Currents, Bays, Soun- HYDROʻTICKS [ widja insi, Gr . ) Medicines which provoke

dings, Gulphs; alſo its Sands, Shallows, Shelves, Rocks, Sweating.

Promontories, Diſtances, &c. from Port to Port, with what- HYE MAL ( byemalis, L.) of or pertaining to Winter .

ſoever is remarkable, either out at Sea or on the Coaſt. HYE MALIS, e [in Botanick Writers) of or belonging to

HYDROLAPATHUM (with Botaniſts ) the herb Water- Winter.

Dock , L. HYEMA'TION, a wintering in a Place, L.

HY DROMANCY (hydromantia, L. of vdesmerní, of ölep, HYGIA STICK (cfog int, Gr. ) tending to preſerve health .

Water, and ugría, Divination, Gr.] a manner of divining Hygi’EIA 076a, Gr. ) health, which conſiſts in agood

or making Conjectures by Water, in which the Victims had temperature and right diſpoſition ofthe Parts of the Body.

been walhd, and ſome Parts of them boiled ; alſo a Divina- Hygiei'na (uzreivn, Gr. health ) that part of Phyfick that

tion by common Water, in which they obſerved the various teaches the way of preſerving health, which ſome divide into

Impreſſions, Changes , Fluxes, ReAuxes, Swellings , Dimi- three Parts .

nutioris, Colours, Images, & c. of the Water : Sometimes HygieiNA Prophylaetica Cigoeim megpudextroza, Gr.) that

they dipt a Looking -Glaſs into the Water,when they deſired part of Phyſick which has regard to future imminent , Dir

to know what would become of a ſick Perſon ; for as he caſes .

look'd well or ill in the Glaſs, accordingly they conje &tured Hygiena Synteretica Cugseim aviupitian, Gr. ] which pre

as to his future Condition ; Sometimes they fillid a Bowl ſerves preſent health.

with Water, and let down into it a Ring, equally poiſed on Hygieina Analeptica (uzreim aveantTix , Gr.) that part of

both Sides, and hanging by a Thread tied to one of their Phyſick that recovers health .

Fingers ; and then in a Form of Prayer, requeſted the Gods HYGIE'A [cgur , Gr.) health , which conſiſts in a good

to declare or confirm the Queſtion in Diſpute; whereupon, Temperature and right Conformation of Parts. Health is a

if the Thing were true , the Ring of its own accord would Diſpoſition of the Parts of an human Body, fit for the Per

ſtrike againit the ſide of the Bowl a ſet Number of Times : formance of the Actions of that Body. The Signs of Health

Sometimes they threw Stones into the Water, and obſerved are three, due Action, ſuitable Qualities, and when things

the turns they made in ſinking. taken in and let out are proportionable.

HYDROMETER [of idup and piteor, Gr. meaſure ) an In- HYGE‘MPLASTRUM [irpimpiaspor, Gr. ) a moiſt Plafter, L.

ſtrument to meaſure the gravity , denſity , velocity, force or HYGROCIR SOCE'LE [uponu sooraan of wype and reporuna, Gr .)

other property belonging to Water. a branch of a Vein ſwell'd with ill Blood or other humours.

HY'DROMEL (odpouins, Gr.) Mead, a Decoction of Water HYGROCOLLYRIUM [wypoxen.der, Gr . ) a liquid Medicine

and Honey. for curing Diſtempers in the Eyes..

HYDROMETRIA [udpoleteia, Gr . ) the menſuration of Wa HYGROMETER

ters and other fluid Bodies ; their gravity, force, velocity, HY'GROSCOPE Şor US Porrómo of ropia , Gr. to view ]

quantity , &c. a Machine or Inſtrument for meaſuring the degrees of drineſs

HYDROMPHA'LUM [udeboador of video and mpaner, Gr. or moiſture of the Air.

the Navel] a Protuberance of the Navel, proceeding from Statical HYGROSCOPE , an Inſtrument or Machine for dif

watery humours in the Abdomen covering the drineſs and moiſture of the Air by a Ballance or
HYDRO‘NOSUS (with Phyſicians] a Fever, in which the Pair of Scales .

Patient ſweats extremely ; the ſweating Sickneſs, L. HYLA'RCHICAL Principle ( according to Dr. Henry More]

HYDROPARA'STATES (of ideap, Water, and rasismui, I the univerſal Spirit of the World .

offer, Gr.) a Sect, a branch of the Manichees, whoſe diſtin- Hyle's } [i. e. the giver of Life) an Arabick Term ,

guiſhing Tenet was, that Water ſhould be uſed in the Sacra- HYleich} which Aſtrologers apply to a Planet or Part

ment in'tead of Wine. of Heaven, which in a Man's Nativity becomes the Modera

HYDROʻPEGE [of uelup and mugi Gr. a Fountain] Spring- tor and Significator of Life.

Water. HY'LE } [with Alchymiſts) is their firſt Matter; or it is
HYDROPHORI'A [ofEdwo and ther , Gr. to bear) a Feſtival HY'LEC Matter conſidered as produced by Nature her

or Funeral Ceremony, performed by the Arbenians, & c. in ſelf; alſo callid Chaos .

Memory of them that periſhed in the deluge . HyLEGIACal Places (with Aſtrologers) are ſuch , in which

HYDROPHOBI'A [uspokoBir of üdwp, Water, and pólo, when a Planet happens to be, it may be laid to be fit to have

Fear , Gr . ) a Ditemper ſometimes accompanied with a Fever, the Government of Life attributed to it.

Phrenzy, and other Symptoms proceeding from the Bite of HYLOBI ( of uw , Wood , and BIG , Life, Gr. ] ſuch Phi

a mad Dog, in w the Patient dreads Water, & c. the Pa- loſophers who retired to Woods and Forests to be more at

thognomick Sign that the Diſeaſe is come to its height, and leiſure for Contemplation .

rarely happens till within thrce or four Days of the Patient's Hy'men (in Poetry) a Term of Invocation , as Hymen,

death, the Diſeaſe being then unanimouſly allow'd to be In- Hymenæe.

curable by Phyſicians both Antient and Modern L. Hymen [vpivenes, Gr.) ſomeſay Hymen was an Atheniar ,

HYDROPHTH A'LMION [of üdp and opstaan uiu, Gr . ) that who recovered back Virgins that had been carried away by

Part under the Eye, which uſually ſwells in thoſe who have Robbers, and reſtored them again unmeddled with to their

the Droply.
Parents ; and therefore his Name was called upon at Nuptials

HYDROPHTHA'LMY, a Diſeaſe in the Eye , when it grows as a defender of Virginity . Others ſay, that Hymen was a

ſo big , as almoſt to ſtart out of its Orbit. young Man,who on his Wedding-Day was killed by the fall
HYDRO'PICA (of id pomanes, Gr . ] Medicines that drive out of the Houſe, whence it was afterwards inſtituted, that by

the watery humours in a Dropſy, L. Way of Expiation , he ſhould be named at Nuptials the God

HYDROPIPER [udperime, Gr. ) the herb Water-Pepper or of Marriage. The Antients repreſented Hymen with a Chap

Arſemart, L. let of Roſes, and as it were diſſolved and enervated with

HYDROPICAL [ hydropicus , L. ofvidpcmones, Gr. ) of or per- Pleaſures, with long yellow Hair, in a Mantle of Purple or
taining to one troubled with the Dropſy. Saffron Colour, bearing a Torch in his hand.

HYMEN

to ;
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} event of the retulificationof the Virgin Husband to the wiScaithis breath above herh Dosiy

HYMEN [in Anat.) a thin Membrane or Skin , reſembling HYPERDULI'A ( urip sa dia ; cf rep above, and wild wors

a piece of fine Parchment, ſuppoſed to be ſtretched in the ſhip, Gr.) the Worſhip paid to the Virgin Mary, ſo called,

Neck of the Womb of Virgins, below the Nymphæ, and as being ſuperior to Dulia , the Worſhip
paid to the Saints.

that is broke at their Defloration, being followed with an Ef- HYPEREPARI'DOSIS (with Phyſicians) a too great Sweat

fuſion of Blood. ing,

Hymen (in Botany) a fine delicate Skin, wherewith Hype'r icon (umerràr, Gr . ] St. John's -wort, L.

Flowers are incloſed while in the Bud , and which burſts as HyperO'A [imiejõe, Gr. ) the Roof of the Mouth .

the Flower blows or opens. HYPERPHY'SICAL (of utrip and pusrade, Gr.] that which is

A Hymn [üren of ierodia, Gr. to celebrate) a Song or Ode ſuperior to Phyſicks or natural Philoſophy, Metaphyſical.

in honour of God ; or a Poem proper to be ſung in honour HYPERSARCOSIS (of (uzzi and ocept, Gr . Fleſh) an Exceſs

of fome Deity . of Fleſh , or rather a fleſhy Excreſcence, ſuch as ariſes on the

HYMNI'GRAPHER [of ouros and reason, Gr. to write) a Lips of Wounds .

Writer of hymns. Hype'RTHYRON (umip Supor, Gr. ] with antient Architects, a

HYMNOLOGY [wpromoziz , Gr.] a finging of hymns or ſort of Table uſed after the manner of a Frieze over the

pſalms. Jambs of the Doors, and Gates, and Lintels of Windows of

HYMNO'POLIST ( currunur, Gr . ) a ſeller ofhymns. the Dorick Order.

Hyoides [conds of r or u, Upſilon, the Greek Letter, and HYPethre [ in Architect.) is two Ranks of Pillars all about,

ido , form , Gr.) a Bone at the Root of the Tongue, ha- andten at eachFace of anyTemple, with a Periſtyle within

ving two Muſcleswhich keep it in its place . of fix Columns ,

HY/OTHYROIDES (of Hyoides and Thyroides] two Muſcles HYPHEN [upur, Gr . ] a ſmall or ſhort Line ſec between

of the Larynx, which proceed from the lower part of the two Words, to ſhew that they are to be joined togethers, as

Bone Hyoides, and ſerve to draw the Larynx upwards. Loving-kindneſs

Hyoscy'amos [coon'up, Gr. ) henbane. HY'PO ( ono, under, Gr. ] a Particle uſed in the Compoſition

HYO'S ER IS [ vooreis, Gr . ) yellow Succory, L. of many Words.

HYPÆ'THRON (of taró, under, and astmp, Gr. the HYPOTHENAR [ordo and Strap , Gr. the hollow of the

HYPÆ'THROS > Air) a kind of Temple expoſed to the hand] the ſpace from the fore to the little Finger.

Air, being open at the Top. HYPNO'TICKS [ unnnnd of FGF, Gr . Sleep ] Medicines
HYPALLAGE [ varoM47 , Gr.] a changing or altering a which cauſe Sleep.

rhetorical Figure, wherein the order of Words is contrary to HYPO/BOLE Concßonin, ſurpaſſing Exceſs, oro and Bence,

the meaning of them, in Conſtruction, as bang the Nail on Gr. to caſt] a rhetorical Figure, whereby an Anſwer is made

the Hat, for hang the Hat on the Nail. to what the Adverſary was prevented of objecting.

HYPA'NTE ( Civil Law is given by the

HYPA'PANTL

Mary, or the Preſentation of Jeſus in the Temple. HYPOCA'THARSIS [omov iscepois, Gr . ] a too faint or feeble

HYPE'RBATON [Liputu of Caspalva, Gr. to tranſcend] Purgation .

this is ſometimes treated on as a Figure in Grammar; but HYPOCAU'Stria (of üzórausor of 'uzokatiw , Gr. to ſet on

always rather to be taken Notice of, as bearing the Character Fire ) were Feaſts contecrated to Minerva, for reſcuing Per

of a ſtrong and violent Paſſion , and ſo a Figure in Rhetorick . ſons from the Injuries of caſual Fire.

It is nothing but a Tranſpoſition of Thoughts and Words, HYPOCAU/STUM ( imorgusor, Gr. ) a ſubterraneous Funnel

from the natural order of Diſcourſe. or Stove under Ground, uſed by the Antients to heat the
HYPEʻRBOLA [ in Geometry) is one of the curve Lines, Baths,

formed by the Section of a Cone. HYPOCHÆ'RIS (with Botaniſts] the herb Sow -thiſtle.

Apollonian HYPERBOLA , is the common Hyperbola, in HYPO'CHONDRES. See Hypocondria.

contradiſtinction to Hyperbolas of the higher kind . HYPOCHONDRIA (utro zord eie of inip and górspo , a Carti

HYPE'RBOLE [ompBond,Gr.) i. e. a ſurpaſling, a Figure lage, Gr.) the Sides of the upper part of the Belly about the

in Rhetorick , wherein an Expreſſion goes beyond Truth; ſo ſhort Ribs, under which the Liver, Stomach and Spleen

as to repreſent Things much greater or leſſer than they are ; lie .

as a Horſe runs ſwifter than the Wind ; be moves ſlower than HYPOCHO'NDRIACALI (bypochondriacus, L. o'zoxordermenée,

a Snail, &c . HYPOCHONDRIACKS Gr] of or pertaining to the Hy

HYPERBOLOʻides, hyperboliform Figures , or Hyperbola's pochondria; alſo afflicted with the Spleen, or a windy Melan
of the higher kind. choly in thoſe Parts .

HYPER BO'LICAL? (byperbolicus, L. omapBoronos, Gr.) of HYPOCHONDRIACUS Affe&tus[with Phyſicians] hypochon

HYPER BOʻLICK } or pertaining to an Hyperbola. driacal Melancholy, a Diſeaſe proceeding from windy Hu

HYPERBOLICK Space (in Geometry) is the Area, Space or mours, bred in the Hypochondres; from whence a black

Content which is comprehended between the Curve of an Phlegm ariſes, infeſts the animal Spirits , and diſturbs the

Hyperbola and the whole Ordinate. Mind, L.

HYPER BO'LICUM Acutum (in Geometry) a Solid, made by HYPO'CHYMA [uróxuus , Gr . ] a Suffuſion, a Fault in the

the Revolution of the infinite Area of the Space made be- Sight, when Gnats, Cobwebs, little Clouds, &c. ſeem to

tween the Curve and its Aſſymptote, in the Apollonian Hyper- fly before the Eyes, L.

bola, turning round that Alfymptote, which produces a Solid HYPOCHY'sis, the ſame as Hypochyma.

infinitely long, which is nevertheleſs Cubable. HYPOCLE'PTICUM Vitrum (with Chymiſts) a Glafs-funnel

HYPERBOʻLIFORM Figures [Mathemat.] ſuch Curves as to ſeparate Oils from Water, L.

approach in their Properties to the Nature of the Hyperbola, HyPo'cr ISY ( hypocriſis, L. (uzróxeno6, Gr.] diſſimulation,

the ſame that are called Hvperboloids. counterfeit goodneſs or holineſs; Knavery cloakd with a veil

HYPERBOREʻans , thote People who inhabit very far North . of Religion or Honeſty.

HYPERCATALE'Ctick Verſe (u'Prepleta Anxnxór of omp and HY'POCRITE [ Hieroglyphically) was repreſented by a Leo

Kated 630w , I put to the Number, Gr.] a Verſe that has one or pard ; becauſe it is reported of this Beaſt, that it craftily diſ

two Syllables too much, or beyond the meaſure of regular ſembles and hides its head from being ſeen , by covering it
Verſe . with its Paws, that it may more eaſily catch its Prey, for that

HyperCATHA'RTICKS ( of top and refreespimo, Gr. to the Beaſts , tho’they are much delighted with the Scent of its

purge] Purges which worktoo long and too violently . Body, are as much frighted at his head .

Hype'r CR 1919 [imépx@ laris, Gr. ) an immoderate, critical Ex- HYPOCRI're (hypocrita, L. intoxestris, Gr. ) a Diffem

cretion ; or a Voiding any thing above meaſure in the turn bler, one who makes a falſe ſhe: v of Virtue or Piety.

of a Diſeaſe ; as when a Fever terminates in a Looſeneſs, and HYPOCRITICAL (u tokentonos. Gr . ) diffembling, making

the humours ſometimes flow off faſter than the Strength can a falſe ſhew of Virtue and Piety.

bear. HYPOCRI's18 Cüzórene, Gr. ) a rhetorical Figure, which the
HYPER CRI'TICKS [17 ?p * p19Ixi, Gr . ] over rigid Cenſurers Latins call Pronuntiatio.

or Criticks, who let nothing paſs; but animadvert ſeverely Hypo'desis [wridhors, Gr. ] a Bandage uſed by Surgeons

on the flighteſt Fault . before the Bolſter is laid on ; alſo called Epideſmus,

HYPERCRITICISM, a too ſevere Cenſure; an over- nice HYPOGASTRICK Artery (Anatomy] an Artery that ariſes

Criticiſm . from the Iliaca interna , and is diſtributed to the Bladder, the

HYPERDISSY'LLABLE (of upeo and dooúmalov. Gr. ] a Re&tum and the Genital Parts, eſpecially in Women .

Word conſiſting of more than two Syllables. HYPOGASTRICK Vein [Anat.] a Vein ariſing in the ſame

· Hype'rMETER [imepustpo , Gr. ] the ſame as Hyper. Parts with the hypogaftrick Artery, and diſcharging itſelf

ratinleEtick . into the Ilinca interna.

Hy .
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HYPOCA'STRIUM [ ope's enor, Gr. ] the lower part of the HYPOTHESIS [ with Aſtronomers ) ſignifies a Syſtem , and

Belly , or the lower Belly; beginning from two or three is uſually uſed and underſtood in reſpect to the Univerſe, and

Inches below the Navel, and extending to the Os Pubis. in relation to the diſpoſitions of the Heavens, and the moti

HYPOG Æ’UM (U7D výbor , Gr. a place under Ground] the ons of the Stars : Concerning which an Hypothohs that is

fourth houſe of the heavens, by Aſtrologers call d alio imam elaborately contrivd is callid a Syſtem ; as the Ptolemaick ,
coeli. Copernican, or Tychonian .

HYPOGEUM [in antient Artbite) a Name commonly uſed HYPOTHE'TICAL ( Hypotheticus, L. vm Seninos,Gr.) per

of all theParts of a Building that are under Ground, as Cel- taining to an Hypothetis or Suppoſition .

Jars , Vaults, @r. HYPOTH E'TICAL Syllogiſm ( with Lagicians ) is one which

HyPo‘GESUM (1.6Jasty, Gr. ) the herb Sengreen or Hou- begins with a conditional Conjunction, as, If he be a Mar ,

fleek , L. he is an Animal.

HYPOGLO'SSIS ( T207 orris, Gr . ) an Inflammation or HYPOTRACHE'L10N ( voerteg xóalor, of to and Teszárov,

HYPOGLO'TTIS Ulceration underthe Tongue ; alſo in the Neck , Gr. ] the top or neck of a Column, the moſt

Anatomy, two Glands of the Tongue,or a pice of Fleſ that ſlender part of it which is next to the Capital ; or a little

joins the Tongue to the nether part of the Nouth. Freeze in the Tuſcan and Dorick Capital , between the Aſtra

HYPOGLOSSUM [o zozna sor,Gr.) the herb Horſe-tongue. gal and the Annulets .

HYPOGLO'TTIDES Pillula ( with Phyſicians) Pills to be HYPOTRACH E'Lion [ in Anat. ] the lower part of the

put under the Tongue, for affuaging a Cough . Neck .

HYPOMO‘CLION [ itegórnsey, Gr. in Mechanicks ] is a HYPOTY POSIS [ Lan Tím7 of ro and Tur , Gr, a

Fulcrum or Prop, or any Roller, which is uſually ſet under Type or Form] this Figure is thus denominated ; becauſe it

the Lever, or under Stones or pieces of Timber, that they paints Things and forms Images, that ſtand inſtead of the

may be more eaſily moved . Things. It is a kind of Enthutialın , which cauſes a Perſon

HYPOPHA'ULUM (with Phyſicians) an ordinary Diet, ob- to fancy he ſees Things that are abſent, and to repreſent

ſerving a mean between a plain and exquiſite Diet, L. them fo fenſibly to the Sight of them that hear it , that they

HYPOPHORA ( with Surgeons ) deep -saping and fiftulous fancy they ſee them too . It is frequently usd in Dramatick
Ulcers . Poetry, and expreſſes a Paſſion very lively , when the Object

HypophO'RA [ mogues, Gr . ] a rhetorical Figure, which of our Paſſion is before our Eyes , and we hear and ſee it tho'

produces the Objection, as Anthepophora anſwers ic. abſent ; as ,

HYPOFHTALMI'A [ 'uzoçfancia, Gr. ] a Pain in the Eye Illum ablens abſentum a ::ditque videtque.

under the horny Coat. HY/POZEUGMA (with Grammarian:] a part of the Figure

HYPOPHILOSPE'RMOUs Plants, are ſuch as bear their Seeds called Zeugma.
on the backſides of their Leaves . HYPOZOMA ( with Anatomilts ] a Membrane or Skin that

HYPOPhysis, a Fault in the Eye, the ſame as Hypochy- parts two Cavities or hollow places in the Body, as that cal

ma, L. led Mediaſtinum in the Cheit , L.

HY PO PO'DIUM ( 'upomedier, Gr. ) a Plaſter to be laid to the HY PSIOLOGLO'ssum ( with Anat.) a Pair of Muſcles that

Feet. draw the Tongue downwards ; call d alſo Ballrogloffum .

HyPO/PION [ *uzimov, Gr.) a Collection or gathering to- HYRST ( hy prt, Sax.) in the Names of Places denotes,
gether of Matter under the Tunica cornea of the Eye. that they took their Names from a Wood or Foreſt.

HYPORCHE'M A [ in Greek Poetry ) a Poem compoſed in HYSSOPUS [Goor, Gr . ] an Herb.

divers kinds of Verſes, and of different lengths ; but always Hysteira (usies, Gr.) the Mother or Womb.

Mhort, and full of Pyrrhic Feet. HYSTER ALGIA [of osies the Womb and ingo , Pain] 2

HYPOSPATHI'smus [ 'uoomalooués, Gr. ] an Inciſion Pain in the Matrix or Womb, cauſed by an Inflammation or

made by three Lines or Diviſions on the Forehead, to the otherwiſe.

Pericranium , ſo as a Spatula may be thruſt in between it . HYSTE'RICA [ us'exo , Gr.] Medicines againſt the Dif

HyPOS A'R CA a kind of Dropſy callèd allo Ana- eaſe of the Womb, L.

HYPOSARCI'DIUM ſarca, L. HYSTERICA Pallio (with Phyſicians] a Diſeaſe in Women

HYPO'SPHAGMA ['upósqayne, Gr. ] Blood - ſhottenneſs of called Fits of the Mother ; allo ä Suffocation of the Womb.

the Eye proceeding from a Blow. HYSTERICAL ( Hyflericus, L. of osteurós, Gr . ) of or

HYPO's Tasis (umani, Gr. ) in Theology, it it uſed to ſig. Hyste'ricks pertaining to the Womb.

nify a Subſiſtence or Perſon of the Trinity. HY'STERICKS (ist exci, Gr. ] Remedies againſt hyſterick

HYPOST ASIS Urina (in Medicine] is that thick Subſtance Affection .

that ſubſides at the bottom of Urine. HyssoʻPICK Art, a Name given to Chymiſtry by Para

HYPOSTATICAL ( bypoſtaticus, L. Ómçutxés, Gr.] of or celfus ; in alluſion to that Text in the Pſalms. Purge me with

pertaining to an Hypoſtaſs or perſonal Subſiſtence. Hyllop ; becauſe that Art purifies Metals, Minerals, &r.

HYPOST ATICAL Principles (with Chymifts] are the three HYSTEROCE'LE soporna, Gr . ) a Rupture, or falling

chymical Elements, Salt, Sulphur and Mercury. down of the Womb.

HYPOSTATICAL Union (in Tbeology (the Union of the hu- HYSTEROLOGY [ osplozia, Gr. ) the ſame as Hyſteron

man Nature with the divine. Proteron.

HYPOTHECA ( Civil Law ) an Obligation whereby the HYSTEROLY'THOS (of 'upies and 2696 , Gr.) a Stone ſo

Effects of a Debtor are made over to his Creditor, to ſecure called becauſe of the reſemblance of a Woman's Privities.

a Debt due to him . HYSTERO'POTMOI [ 'usies ar tuos, Gr. ] ſuch as had been

HypotheʼNAR [6 708ticap, Gr . ) a Muſcle ſerving to draw thought Dead , and after a long Abſence in foreign Countries

the little Finger from the rest ; alſo the ſpace from the fore returned ſafe Home ; or ſuch as had been thoughi Dead in

Finger to the little Finger. Battle , and after unexpectedly eſcaped from their Enemies,

HYPOTHENU'SAL Line, the ſame as Hypothenuſe. and return'd Home. Theſe ( among the Romans ) were not

HYPOTHENU'S E [umo Serxos , Gr. ] is the longeſt ſide of a permitted to enter their own Hauſes at the Door, but were

right angled Triangle, or that Side which ſubtends or is op- received at a Paſlage opened in the Roof.

poſite to the right Angle. Hy'steron Priteron ['useran reštapov, Gr. i . e . the laſt fift]

HYPOTHESIS ['770 Sins, Gr . ) ſuppoſition of that which is a prepoſterous manner of Speaking, putting that which
not, for that which inay hould be the laſt, firit ; or, as we ſay, the Cart before the

HY PO'THESIS (with Philoſophers ] Principles ſuppoſed, as
Horſe.

granted for the Solution of any Phænomena, that from thence HYSTERTOMI'A [usipoteuis of usie , and ridere, Gr. to

an intelligible and plauſible account may be given of the cut) the cutting of a Child out of the Womb.

Cauſes and Effects of the Phænomena propoſed . The laying HYSTEROTOMATOCI'A [ of usipe , moun , a cutting, and

down or ſuppoſing ſuch Principles to be granted, is called an six @ , Gr. Birth ) an Operationmore uſually call'd the Ce

Hypotheſis. It is not abſolutely neceſſary that what is fup- jarian Operation , thefaine as Hyſterotomy.
pos'd be true , but it muſt be poſſible, and ought alſo to be [hy Se, Sax. ) a little Haven or Port where

probable. HyThe } Imall Ships load and unload Goods, as Queen

Hythe

}

be .

HYTH
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1 are polfeller in Spain,

1. JACOB's Staff ( with Pilgrims ) a Staff which they carry

in their Handsingoing a Pilgrimage to St. James of Corsa
in

5 Letters of their reſpective Alphabets, and ', Hebrew , is JACTI'vus, [ in Law ]that loſes by default, L.

the tenth in order of that Alphabet . JACULATION, a Shooting or Darting, L.

I, the Vowel is not founded in Parliament, Suit, Fruit, JACULATORY [ jaculatorius, L. ] ſuddenly caſt like a

Height, &c. and tho' it very often ends foreign Words, it Dart.

never ends Engliſh ones : before r, it has the ſound of u, as A JADE , a ſorry Horſe ; alſo a lewd Wench, a Strumpet.

Bird, third, fort , &c. JA'DISH [ of gaas. Sax. a Goad or Spur, 9.d. one that

I [ Ic Sax. Ich Teut. Ego Lat. 'E 700 Gr. ] the Pronoun will not go without the Spur] lazy , apt to be tired ; (ſpoken
of the firſt Perſon ſingular of a Horle ).

TO JA'BBER (gabbecen Du . Gaber , F.) to ſpeak much ; JADE, a greeniſh Stone, bordering on the colour of Olive,

alſo to ſpeak haſtily and indiſtinctly, to talk Gibberiſh, eſteemed for its Hardneſs , and Virtues, by the Turks and

JA'CINTH (Hyacinthus, L. VnivIG , Gr.) a precious Poles, who adorn their fine Sabres with it; and ſaid to be a

Stone of a bluiſh Colour ; allo a kind of Flower. preſervative againſt the nephritick Colick .

Jack , a Nick-name for John. JA'GGED ( jagen, Teut. to ſaw ] ragged or notched like

JACK [ Jack being a common Name given to Boys em
the Teeth of a Saw .

ploy'd in mean Offices, and ſuch being uſed in great Houſes JA'GGING - Irox, an Inſtrument uſed by Paſtry -Cooks.

as Turnſpits, before the Invention of Machinesfor that uſe , JA'Il -Bird. a Priſoner. See Goal.

they afterwards were call'd by the fame Name) an Engine or JA'KES [prob . of jacere, L. to lie along, or jacere, L. to

Machine for roaſting Meat ; alio for pulling oft Boots; allo a caſt] a Lay-ſtall ; alſo an Houſe of Oflice.
Horſe or wooden Frame to ſaw Timber upon . JA'LAP, the Root of a ſort of West Indian Solanum , or

JACK [ in a Ship ] a Flag uſually hoitted at the Sprit- ſail, Night-Made of a black Colour on the out- ſide, and reddiſh

top-mart Head. within , with reſinous Veins .

JACK (with Falconers] the Malekind of Birds of Sport. Magiltery of JA'LAP, a Diffolution of the oily and reſinous

Jack ( at Bowls ] a little Bowl which is the Mark to be Parts of Jalap, made in Spirit of Wine, and precipitated in

bowled at. common Water.

Jack , is an Engine much uſed a- JAM 2 [with Miners) a thick Bed of Stone which hinders

bout Guns or Mortars, and is always JAMBS them from purſuing the Vein of Oar.

carried along with the Artillery, for JAMA'ICA Wood, a ſort of ſpeckled Wood , of which Ca

railing up the Carriages, or ſupport- binets, &c. are made.

ing the Axletrre, if a Wheel chance JA'MBIER , an Armour for the Legs a Grave or Leg

to be broke ; it is likewiſe uſed for piece, F.

traverſing large Mortars, ſuch as thoſe JA'MBICK Verſe, is ſo call d of the Jambick Feet, ofwhich

of 18 Inches diameter, which are up it chiefly conſiſts, which are one ſhort and one long Syllable,

on Low Dutch Carriages, and for as měās. It is the moſt various of all other ſorts of Verſe, be

elevating them ; for traverſing the ing ofthree Sorts; Diameter, Trimeter, or Senarie : the laſt

Sea Moriars, and many other uſes, of which is moſt in uſe ; this conſiſts chiefly in Jambick Feet;

too tedious to be named : with this but has now and then a Spondee and Trochee , as fuis & ipſa

Engine, one Man is able to raiſe more Roma viribus ruit .

than ſix could do without it . See the JA MBUS [iduco, Gr. which fome derive of laucila ,

Figure. Gr. to revile) à Jambick -foot in Verſe, conſiſting oftwo Syl:

JACKS ( of Virginals ) linall bits of Wood fixt to the Keys, lables, the firit mort and the other long.

of either thoſe, or Harpſicord or Spinet.

Jack, a Pike - Fiſh.
JAUMES } [ Jambs, F.] the fide Poſts of a Door,

Jack , a fort of Coat of Mail , anciently worn by Horſemen St. JA'MES -Wort, an Herb .

in the Wars, not made of folid Iron, but of many Plates of St. Jaʼmes's Croſs [ in Heraldry ] is one whoſe Head or

Iron faftned together ; theſe Jacks ſome ſort of Tenants, who Top terminates in the Form of a Heart, and the

held Lands, were obliged to provide upon any Invaſion made two Arms bearing fome Reſemblance to the Cross

upon the Country. Patonce, ſo callid , becauſe worn by the Spaniſh

Jack by the Hedge, an Herb. Knights of Santiago or St. James. See the Fi

Jack in a Lanthorn, a certain Meteor, or clammy Vapour

in the Air, which reflects Light in the Dark, commonly JA'MOGLAW, a certain Officer among the Turks.

haunting Churchyards , Fens , Marſhes and Privies, as ſteam- JA MPNUM [ Law word ] Furz or Gorſe ; alſo gorſy

ing out of a fat Soil and there hovering about where there is Ground .

a continual flux of Air : it appears like a Candle and Lanthorn, To JA'NGLE [ jangler, F. ] to differ or be at varience; to
and ſometimes leads Travellers out of their way . contend in Words; alſo to make a noiſe, as Bells when rung

JACK Pan, a Device uſed by Barbers to heat Water, &c. in no ſet Tune.

JA'CKAL. a wild Beaſt about the bigneſs of a Spaniel-Dog, JANGLERE'SSES, Brabblers.

with black ſhagged Hair, who in the Evening hunts for Prey JANITOR, a Porter or Door-keeper, L.

for the Lion, and follows it with open Cry ; to whom the JA'NITOR ( Anatomy] the lower Orifice of the Stomach ,

Lion liſtens, and follows to ſeize it : For the Jackal will not the ſame as Pylorus.

eat of it till the Lion is ſatisfied, and afterwards feeds on what JA'NIZARY [ in the Court of Chancery at Rome) an Of

he leaves. ficer of the third Bench in that Court, ofwhich there are ſe .

JA'CKET, ( Jacquetté, F. ] a ſort Coat anciently worn by veral who are Reviſors and Correctors of the Pope's Bulls.

Horſemen, over their Armour and Cuiraſſes ; it was made of JA'NIZARIES , the grand Signior's Guard, or the Soldiers

Cotton or Silk ſtitch'd between two light Stuffs, and ſome- of the Turkijh Infantry .

times of Cloth of Gold . JA'NNOCK , Oateri Bread:

JACOBÆ'a (with Botaxiſts] the Herb St. James-wort, or JA'NSENISM , ihe Principles and Tenets of Janſenias, Bi

Rag -wort, ſhop of Ypres, who held Aug:4jtin's Opinion concerning Grace;

Jacobins (ſo call'd becauſe their principal Conventſtands and oppoſed the Jefuits.
near the Gate of St. James in the City of Paris in France] JA'NSENIST, a follower of Janſenius.

Monks and Nuns of the Order of St. Dominick . JA'NTY fee aunty.

JA'COBITISH [ of Jacobus, James ] inclined to the Princi- JA'NUARY [ is ſuppoſed to take its Name of Janus, an an

ples of Jacobites, or attached to the Intereit of King James II . cient King of Italy, whom they eſtabliſhed to bear Rule at all

JA'COBITES , a Sect of Hereticks , anciently a branch of the Beginnings : and by others, of Janua, L. a Gate, it being ,

Eutychians, followers of one Jacoba Syrian , who owned but as it were, the entrance to the rest of the Months.] January

one Nature in Jeſus Chriſt, aſed Circumciſion in both Sexes , the firſt Month in the Year, is repreſented in Painting all in

fignd their Children with the Sign of the Croſs, imprinted White, like Snow or Hoar-Froſt, blowing his Fingers ; hold

with a burning Iron . ing in the left Arm a Billet , and Aquarius itanding by his side .

JACO'Bus , a Gold Coin of K. James I. of two forts, the one JA'NUS [ is fuppoled by ſome to be ſo called of ", Heb.

weighing 5 Peny Weight 18 Grains, now current at 23 Shil . Wine, of which he is faid to have been the firſt Inventor ;

the other weighing 6 Peny Weight 6 Grains , now current at others derive the Name of Janua, L. a Gate, q. the Gate of

25 Shillings. the World, of Heaven, or of Months) the moſt ancient King

Jacob's Staff, a Mathematical Inſtrument for taking of Italy among the Aborigines, about the Year of the World

Heights and Distances. 2629, and 1319 before the Birth of Chriff, who entertained
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Saturn when he was baniſhed by his Son Jupiter. It is re- Jay, a Bin , F.

lated of him ; that he was the wiſeft of all Kings, and knew JA'ZEL, a precious Stone of an azure or blue Colour.

Things pait and to come ; and therefore they pictured him IBERIS

with twoFaces, and Deified him after his Death; and Numa } [with Botaxiſts] a fort of Water-creſſes, L.I'BERUS

built him a Temple, which was kept ſhut in a Time of Peace, IBERNA'GIUM (Old Rec .] the ſeaſon for fowing Winter
and open in Time of War. Some are of the Opinion, that Corn.

Janus was the ſame as Ogyges, or Noah, or Japhet; and IBIBO'CA , a kind of Serpent in Braſil, whoſe Bite, tho '

thence ſaid to have two Faces, the one looking backwards and venomous, does not preſently prey upon the Vitals, but pro

the other forwards ; i. e. the one on the World before the ceeds by degrees ; the principal Remedy for the Cure is a

Flood, and the other on the World after the Flood ; and he Plailtermade of the Serpent's Head.

is ſaid to have come into Italy in the golden Age of theWorld IBI'scus (with Botaniſts) the Herb Marſh -mallows, L.

(when there was no Gold Coined when Men were Juft) and I'Bis , a tall Bird in Egypt, which is ſaid to have eaten up

to have taught Men to plant Vines , & c. to offer Sacrifice, the Serpents which annoy'd the Country, and was therefore

and to live temperately.
worſhipped antiently by the Inhabitants : Langini writes that

TO JAPA'N, to varniſh and draw Figures, &c. on Uten- they learned the uſe of Clyfters from this Bird, who when

fils of Wood, Metal, 65c. after the manner of Artificers of it was Sick uſed to inject the Water of the River Nile into

Japan.
its Fundament; a kind of Snipe or Stork.

JAPONNE'se Language, the Language of Japan is ſaid to Ica'deS [of love's, of jrxoor twenty , Gr. ) an antient Feſti

be very Curious, they having ſeveral Words to expreſs one val, celebrated Monthly on the twentieth Day , (hehaving
thing, ſome in Honour, others in Deriſion ; ſome for the been Born on the twentieth ) by the Epicurean Philoſophers,

Prince, others for the People ; as alſo for the Quality , Age in memory of their Maſter Epicurus. They bore his Images

and Sex of the Speaker and Perſon ſpoken to.
about their Houſes in State and made Sacrifices.

JA'RDEES 2 (with Horſemen ) are callous and hard Swel- I'CARUS, the Son of Dedalus, who (according to the

JA'RDONS } lings in the hinder Legs of an Horſe, feated Poets) with his father flying from Crete, thro' youthful

on the out-ſide of the Hough, as the Spavin is on the in -ſide. wilfulneſs defpiled his Father's Counſel, and flew higher

JA'RGON (ſome ſuppoſeit to be derived of Chiereco, Ital . than he ſhould , and ſo melted the Wax, which held his

Clericus, L. a Clergyman ,whence Chierecon, and with us Jar. winged Feathers together, and fell into the Sea and was

gon , for upon the firit appointment of the Liturgies and Prayers drowned.

of the Church to be perform'd in Latin, being to them an un- Ice [3is, Dan . Iy, Sax . ] Water congealed into a glaſſy

known Tongue, they call'd it Chierecon or Clergy-talk] con- Subſtance by a cold Air or freezing Wind. It is thecom

fuſed and unintelligible Talk . mon Opinion of Philoſophers, that Ice is made by certain

JARR, a difference, a contention , a quarrel.
Spirits of Nitre, which in the Winter mix with the Parts of

To JARR (in Mufick] to diſagree in Sound, or to go out of the Water, and being of themſelves improper for Motion ,

Tune. because of their Figure and Inflexibility, infeeble and deſtroy

A -JARR , half open, as the Door ſtands a-jarr. gradually, that of the Parts to which they are joined .

A JARR [of yarra Span .) an earthen Veilel, well known Ice- Birds, a ſort of Greenland Birds .

of Oil, it contains from 18 to 36 Gallons . ICE'NI, the Name of the People who antiently inhabited

Jarre'Tier (with Horſemen ) a Horſe, whoſe Houghs are the Counties of Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgebire, and Hur

too cloſe together, now , by the French callid Crouchou, i . e . tingdonſhire.

crooked, O. F. Ich Dien [ich and deinnen , Teut.to ſerve) a Motto

JA'R RING (probably either ofgarriens, L. prating as Mine which Edward the black Prince took for his, and ever ſince
joezo ſuppoſes, or of Guerroyant, F. brawling according to has been the Motto of the Arms of the Princes of Wales.

Skinner) diſagreement between Perſons, falling out, quarel- The Prince obſerv'd it on the Shield of John King of Bobe
ling. mia, who ſerved in the French Wars, at the Battle of Crelli,

JA'RROCK, a ſort of Cork . where he was kill'd , and therefore took it as his Motto , in

JASlO'ne [Botany ) an Herb, a ſort of With- wind. Token of Subjection to his Father, under whom he ſerved

JA'sper ( jaſpis, L. idoms, Gr . ) a precious Stone of a in that War againſt France.

green Colour, and ſome of them with Veins of Red and o- ICHNEU'MON [ixreu rws of Frixosuery, Gr. inveſtigating,

ther Colours ; and ſome of them repreſenting Trees, Land- becauſe it ſearches after the Eggs of the Crocodile ) an

skips, Etc. Egyptian Rat, an Animal about the bigneſs of a Cat, a bitter

JA'SMIN ( Jaſminum , L.) a certain Shrub bearing very fra . Enemy to the Crocodile, whoſe Eggs it breaks, and ſome

grant Flowers. times kills them , by ſtealing unawares into their Mouths

JASPO'NYX ( 'IQShÓVug, Gr . ] a kind of Jaſper of a white when they gape, and eating out their Bowels .

Colour with red Streaks. The ICHNEU'MON ( Hieroglyphically) was ufed to reprefent

Jass-Hawk, a young Hawk, newly taken out of the Neſt. Safety and Preſervation.

JATRALI'PT ES ['laternenlns, Gr. of" Iar a Phyſi- ICHNOGR A'PHICAL [of eixovoyeupexds, of sixay and yet

cian, and encoln's an Ănointer, Gr.] a Phyſician who un. Qoxò's, Gr.) deſcribing by Images , Pictures, &r, Hierogly

dertakes to Cure Diſeaſes by externalUnctions. phical.

JATRALI'PTICK , that part of Phyfick that Cures by Fricti- ICHNO'CRAPHY[ ofixroyercie, of 1xVG a Draught,
on, the application of Fomentations and Plaſters. and gempo a Delineation , Gr. ) is threefold , Geometrical, in

JATROCHY'MIST ( atrochymicus, L. of ieteis, a Phyſi- Fortification, or Perſpective.

cian , and gouc , Chymiſtry) a chymical Phyſician, or one IchnO'GRAPHY (in Fortification) is the Plane or Repre

who uſes or preſcribes chiefly chymical Preparations. ſentation of the Length and Breadth of a Fortreſs; the diſting

JA'TROMATHEMATICIAN [ of lateis a Phyſician , andfee- Parts of which are mark'd either upon Paper or upon the

Suatixòs, Gr . a Mathematician ) a Phyfician , who confiders Ground itſelf,

Diſeaſes, and their Cauſes mathematically, and preſcribes ac- ICHNO'GRAPHY ( with Architects ] is a Plane or Platform

cording to mathematical Proportions. of an Edifice, or the Ground -plot of an Houſe or Building,

JA'varis , a fort of Swine in America, that has its Navel delineated upon Paper, deſcribing the forms of the ſeveral

on the Back , difficult to be taken, becauſe it is fcarcely to be Apartments, Windows, Chimneys, &c. the fame that is

tired in running, and ſo furious, that it rends every thing to called a Plan ; ſo that the Ichnography of a Church is the
pieces with its Tuſhes. Mark left by it , if it were razed ; or the firſt appearance of it

JA'velin ( ) avelina, Span. ) a ſort of half Pike or Spear, in Building, when the Foundation is ready to appear above
long Dart. Ground.

JAUMBS ( Jambes, F. ] the ſide Poſts of a Door. ICHNO/GRAPHY [ in Perſpective ) is the View of any thing

JAU'NDICE ( Jauniſſe of Jaune, F. yellow ) a Diſeaſe pro- cut off by a plane Parallel to the Horizon , juſt at the Baſe or

ceeding from the overflowing of the Gall, which turns the Bottom of it.

Complexion yellow. ICHOCLANS, the Grand Signior's Pages or white Eu

A JAUNT (not improbably of Jancer, O. F. to drive a nuchs, who serve in the Seraglio.

Horſe about, till he ſweat] a tedious, fatiguing Walk . I'CHOR [ixwp ] in ſtrictneſs, a thin watery Humour;

JAU'NTINESS (of an uncertain derivation ; unleſs of Jancer but is uſed for a thick Matter of ſeveral Colours, that iſſues
before mentioned) Wantonneſs, hoidening, ramping Humour. out of Ulcers or Sores .

JAUNTS (Jauntes, F. ) the Fellows of a Wheel . ICHOROI'DES [of iwe, Gr. and kido, form ]

A JAW ( Dr. Th. Hen ham fuppoſed it to be derived of ICHORONDES [with Phyſicians) a Moiſture like Corrup

Chawing, and that it was anciently written Charu ; but Skin- tion , Gr.

per rather of Zeagle, Sax . the Check -bone) a Bone, in which ICHTHYOCOʻLIA [ ix Ivoxóana, Gr . ] Fiſh Glue ; Glue
the Teeth are ſet. made of the Skins of Fishes.

Icң .
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ICHTHYOLOGIST [ix Sueréjos, Gr.) a Writer of De. IDENTICALNESS ( of identitas, L. of idem the fame)the
fcriber of Fiſhes. fameneſs of a Thing in Nature or Properties ; the being

ICHTHYO'LOGY [cxQuorózia, of ix.sos a Fith, and nogo, the very fame Thing.

Gr.) a Treatiſe or Deſcription of Fiſhes. IDENTITA'TE nominis, a Writ lying for one, who upon

ICHTHYOMANCY [ix Juquartha , Gr. ) Divmation by a Capias or Exigent, is taken and committedto Priſon for
the Entrails of Fiſhes, for which Tireſias is laid to have been one of the ſame Name.

famous. IDENTITY ( identitas, L. ) is defined by Metapbyſicians,

ICHTHYO'PH A GIST [ ix guapéy , Gr.)a Fiſh-Eater. to be the Agreement of two or more Things in another.

ICHTHYOʻPHAGY [ éx.suomezia, Gr. ] Eating of Fiſh . IDEOT . See Idiot.

I'CINESS [of Jis, Dan. Iy , Sax . ] icy nature or qualities; Ides [ ſo called of Iduo, in the old Tufian Language, to

alſo plenty or abundance of Ice. divide, becauſe they divided the Months as it were into two

I'CON [ erxwv, Gr . ] a Cut or Picture, the Image or Re- Parts ) were the Days of the Month, among the Romans, af

preſentation of any thing. ter the Nones were out, and they commonly fell out on the

ICONOGRAPHI'A [ of erxcèv an Image, and y paqw, Gr. to 13th of all the Months, except March, May, July, and

deſcribe ) a Defcription of Images or antient Statues of Marble October, in which they fell on the 15th, becauſe in thoſe
and Copper, of Buſts and Semibuſts, of Penates, Paintings in Months the Nones were on the 7th .

Freſco , Moſaick Work ; and antient Pieces of Mignature. IDIOCRA'TICAL, of, or pertaining to Idiocraſy.

IcoʻNISM ( irxoviouds, Gr. ] an expreſion or faſhioning ; IDIOCRA'S Y (of 'idoxseedid of ides the proper, and

a true and lively Deſcription. L. xedous Temperature, Gr. ) the proper Temperament or

ICONOCLASTS ( érXovoka Csns of tray an Image , and Dilpoſition ofa Thing or Body.

naúw to break, Gr. ] demolishers or deſtroyers of Images and IDIOM [ Idioma, L. 'ISiwa of id proper, Gr. ) the
Statues. peculiar Phraſe or Manner of Expreſion in any Languages

ICONO'LATER [ of fixedy and natgeúas to Worſhip ) a Wor- a Propriety in ſpeaking.

Thipper of Images. IDIOM A'TICAL, according to the Idiom , i . e . the pecu

Icono'logy [ of erscòr and dog G , Gr. ] Interpretation liar Phraſe orManner of Expreſſion in a Language, or the
of antient Images, Monuments , and Emblems. Propriety of Speech .

Icos A E'DRON 2 [ erxosásd egy of lixon twenty , and Ideg , IDIOMATICALLY, by the Idiom , or after the manner of

Icosih E'DRONS G ] is a regular Body, conſiſting of

twenty triangular Pyramids, IDIOPATHETICAL, of, or pertaining to Idiopatby.

the Vertexes of which meet IDIOPATHY ( 'Idiomastia of"In proper, and are so

in the Center of a Sphere, Affection, Gr.] that proper or peculiar Affection that Per

ſuppoſed to circumſcribe it, fons naturally have to any peculiar Thing.

and have their Height and Baſes equal. This Figure, drawn IDIOSY'NCRACY ( of 'If noo'rxesosof" Ilios proper, co'y

on Paſtboard, cut half thro ', and then folded upswill repre- with, and gegoss Temperament, Gr. ) a Temperainent of
ſent an Icoſihedron. Body peculiar to any living Creature, not common to ano

ICTE'xias ( of Ixtep, Gr. ) a precious Stone, good for ther, by which the Creature hath either in Health or Sick

the yellow Jaundice. neſs, a peculiar Inclination to, or Averſion for ſome Things.

ICTERICAL [ [[tericus, L. intepisòs, Gr.) troubled with, IDIOSYNCRA'TICAL, of, or pertaining to Idioſyncraſy.

or ſubject to the Jaundice. Idio't ( idiot, F. of idiota, L. of Inatis ofde proper,

ICT E'RICALNESS [ of ikterus, L. ixness, Gr. the Jaun- Gr.) a private Perſon, one ofnone or little Literature ; allo a
dice ] a being troubled with the Diſeaſe called the Jaundice. Changeling, a natural Fool.

I'CTERUS [ oxtregs, Gr. ) the Jaundice. Idio'r A inquirenda,&c. a Writ iſſued out to the Eſchea

ICT E /RUS Albus [with Phyſicians) the Green -Sickneſs, a tor or Sheriffof any County where the King has notice that

Diſeaſein young Virgins, which ſeems to be akind of phleg- there is an Idiot naturally born, ſo weak of underſtanding that

matick Dropſy, proceeding from a ſtoppage of the Courles, he cannot manage his Inheritance or Eſtate; to examine the

want of Fermentation in the Blood, GC . Party, and to certify the Matter into Chancery.

I'ctus, a ſtroke or blow ; alſo a biting or ſtinging; alſo a IDIO'TICAL (of idioticus, L.] of, or pertaining to , the man .

blaft or puff, L. ner of an Idiot, i . e, a private Perſon ; alſo of anatural Fool.

Ictus cæcus 2 ( old-Writ. ) a Bruiſe or Swelling ; any ſort Idio'tism Cidlig uds, Gr.] a propriety of Speech be

Ictus orbuss of Maim or Hurt without breaking the Skin, I'DIOCY Š longing to any Language ; allo the condition
as diſtinguiſhed from a Wound. of an Idiot ; natural Folly or Simplicity .

I'cy ( of Iyicg , Sax. ) having or abounding in Ice. I'DLE [ iyle, Sax . ] Nothful, lazy ; alſo unimployd.

I'DE A ['Ira of "E.NO Form , or of Eidw to ſee, Gr. ) I'DLENESS [Idelnerre, Sax.) lazineſs, flothfulneſs.

the Form or Repreſentation of any ſenſible Object, tranſmit- I'DLY [Idelichg, Sax. ) after a lazy, Nothful manner.

ted into the Brain, thro ' the Organs of Sight, of the Eye ; Ip'ol Eddwrot, Gr.] ſome define an Idol to be not añ

butin a more general Senſe, it is taken for the immediate Image of a realThing; but of ſomething that is falſe and ima

Object of Underſtanding, whatever it be ; or as others define ginary, that is adored or worſhippeds ſuch asthat of a Sphinx,

it thus ; lien is whatever the Mind perceives in itſelf, or a Dragon , a Griffin, a Satyr, Chimæra, & c. and they urge

ſtands there for the immediate Object of any Phantaſm , No- this of St. Paul for it , an Idol is nothing.

tion, Species , Thought, or Underſtanding Ideas are either IDO'LATER [ Idolatra, L. ederordtems, Gr .] a worſhip

fimple or complex .

Idea [ with Logicians) is not to be underſtood only of thoſe IDO'LATRess , a female Image worſhipper.

Images that are painted by the Fancy ; but all that is within IDO'LATRY [ 1.dololatria of "Eidwordleria , Gr . ] Idol

our Underſtanding, when we can truly ſay we conceive a worſhip

Thing, after what Manner foever we conceive it. IDO'LATRIZING [of 'Eidwodaleia , of dwa, Idols,

Simple Ideas, are thoſe Ideas that come into our and nalguéry , to worſhip, Gr.] committing Idolatry, wor

Mind by Senſation , as Colours by the Eye, Sounds by the ſhippingof Idols.

Ear, Heat, Cold and Solidity by the Touch , which come into İDO'LATROUSLY, after an idolatrous manner.

the Mind by only one Senſe; allo Space, Extenſion, Figure, I'DOLIZING [idolatrant, F. of eidwaov, Gr. ) making an I.

Reff and Motion, which we gain by more than one Senſe; dol of, being extremelyfond of, doting upon.

allo Pleaſure, Pain, Power, Exiſtence, Urity and Succeſſion , IDOLOTHY'Sy [idoro fudia , Gr.) a lacrificing to Idols.

which convey themjelves into the Mind by all the ways of Sen- Idols of the Antients, were at firit nothing but a rude Stock

ſation . or Stone, and ſuch a one was that of Juno Samia, which af

Complex IDEAS, or compounded Ideas, are formed by terwards, in the Magiftracy of Procles, was turned into a

che Power which the Mind hath of comparing; Jeparating Statue. Paufanias relates, that in Achnia there were kept

or extracting its fimple Ideas, which come into it by Senja- very religiouſly 30 ſquare Stones, on which were engraven
tion and Reflexion. the Names of ſo many Gods. And in another place he tells

IDEA morbi ( in Medicine ] the propriety or quality of a us of a very antient Statue of Venus at Delos, which inſtead

Diſeaſe ; or a complex perception of ſuch a Colleĉtion of Ac- of Feet had only a ſquare Stone. And ſome imagine the

cidents as concur to any Diltemper, expreſſed by ſome par- foundation of Adoration being paid to Stones, was from the

ticular Term . Stone that Saturn is fabled to have ſwallowed .

IDEAL, of, or pertaining to an Idea . One thing is remarkable in theſe Stones, as particularly in

IDENTICAL } [ of idem , L. ] the ſame.
the ſquare Stone that repreſented the God Mars at Petra in

Arabià, that their colour was commonlyblack, by which it

IDENTICALLY ( of identique, F. ] by, or according to ſhould ſeem , that that Colour, in thoſe "Times, was thought
the ſame, molt folcmn, and becoming things dedicated to facred Uſes.

They

per of Idols.
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Theywere called in Greek Bartória, which ſeeins to be quered by the Ottoman Saracen, July 16th , An . Chr. 632 .
derived from the Planician Language, wherein han . Be- JE'SSAMIN ( jajminum , L. jaſemin, F. ] a Shrub bearing

thel ſignifies the Houſe of God ; and thence ſome think that flagrant Flowers.

their true Original is to be derived from the Pillar of Stone JE'SSAMIN [in Heraldry ] by thoſe that blazon by Flowers

that the Patriarch Jacob erected at Bethel. instead of Metals and Colours, is uſed for Argent, on Ac

IDO'NEOUSNESS (of idoneus, L. and mieſs, Eng . ) fitneſs, count of the whiteneſs of the Flowers.

meetneſs. JESSANT [in Heraldry ] ſignifies ſhooting forth

A Je ne ſcay quoi, an I know not what. F. as Vegetables do, and frequently occurs in Flogver
IDYL ( E.Mancov of and figure or repreſentati de- Luces, as in the Eſcutcheon ; a Leopard's Head

IDY'LLION on , Gr. ] a little gay Poern , containing a De Heliant, Flower- de-Luce, Or.

ſcription or Narration of ſome agreeable Adventures. JE SSES (with Falconers] Leather Straps fafened to a

JE AʼLOUS ( jaloux, F.) afraid of having a Rival, tender Hawk's Legs, and ſo to the Varvels.

or chary of TO JEST ( prob. ofgoſire or geftus, L. ] to ſpeak jocoſely

JEALOUSLY [avec jealouſie, F. ] with jealouſy. and wittily ; allo falſely .

JEALOUSY ( jealouſie , F. zelotvia ,L. of Innoturid, JE'STER ( prob. of gefticulator, L. a Mimick, for in an

JEALOUSNESS ? Gr . ) fupifcion, miftruft, &r . tient Times the Mimicks uſed Gelticulations or Geſtures in

JE AR -Rope [ in a Ship) a piece ofa Hawſer fattened to the breaking their Jelts on the Company ) a witty jocoſe Perſon ,

Main and Fore-Yard,tohelp to hoile up the Yard, and to keep formerly kept by Princes, & c. to break Jelts for their Di

the Yard from falling, if the Ties ſhould break . verſion.

Jeat, is a mineral or foflil Stone , extremely black , form- JESU ATI, an Order of Monks, ſo called from their ha

ed of a lapidifick or bituminous Juice in the Earth, in the ving the Name of Jefusoften in their Mouth.

manner of Coal ; call'd alſo black Amber . JE SUITED , which has embraced the Principles of the

JECOR A'RIA ( in Botany ) Liver-wort, or Wood-row, or Jeluits .

Agrimony as ſome take it . JESUI'TICAL, of pertaining to, or like the Jeſuits ; alſo

JECTIGATION (with Phyſicians] a trembling or palpitation equivocating.
felt in the Pulſe of a ſick Perſon , which indicates that the JESUʻITICALLY [ of de jeſuite, F. a religious Order, fo

Erain, which is the Origin of the Nerves , is attacked and denominated from Jeſus ] after the manner of the Jeſuits ;

threatned with Convulſions. equivocatingly .
JECU'R , the Liver , L. Jesuits, certain religious Men of the Society of Jeſus,
Jecu'r uterinum { with Anatomiſts] a Part which in colour firit founded by Ignatius Loyola, a Spanish Soldier .

and ſubſtance ſomewhat reſembles the Liver: its Fleſh is foft Jesuſits Powder, the Drug Qilinquina or Cortex Peru
and full of Glandules or Kernels, having many Fibres or viana.

ſmall Veſſels. Its Uſe is to convey Nouriſhment to the Child JE SUS [ '18585 , Gr . ] fome have fubtilized upon the
in the Womb, and is taken out after the Birth ; it is alſo cal- Numbers of the Greek Leiters, which being applied together

led Placenta Uterina.
make 888 , i, e. 8 Unites , 8 Eights, and 8 Hundreds, and

To Jeer [perhaps of ( cheeren , Teut. Skinner ] to laugh apply them to certain Predictions of the Gumæ an Sybil.
at, flout or ridicule. Jrr . See Jeat.

JEER -Rope, fee year -Rope. Jet d'eau,the Pipe of a Fountain , which throws up the
JEe'rct , a ſort of running Baſe on Horſeback ; the com- Water into the Air.

batants darting Lances one at another ; an Excerciſe among Jett ( gagates, L. javet, F.) a black kind of brittle Stone .

the Turks. TO JET ( jetter, F. ] to calt, toſs, or to carry the Body

JE /JUNE ( jejunus, L.) empty, barren, dry , mean, as a in a ſtately Manner ; allo to move up and down in a jetting

jejune Stile . or frisky Manner.

JEJU'NENESS [of jejunus, L. and neſs, or jejunitas, L.] JE'TTY , of, or like Jet, of the Colourof Jet .

barrenneſs, emptineſs of Stile, dryneſs. JE'TSAM? [ prob. of jetter, F. to throw up] Goods,

JEJU NUM inteftinum (with Anatomijts] the 2d of the ſmall Je’TSON Merchandiſes, or other things, which having

Gúts ; ſo called , becauſe it is often found empty ; it is about been caſt over board in a Storm , or after Shipwreck, are

eight Foot long in Men , L. thrown upon the Shoar, and belong to the Lord Admiral.

JELLY (Gelée, F. of Gelande, L. freezing ] Broth , which
JE'WEL [ Juweel, Du. joyau, F. joyet, Span . ) a wear

having ſtood till it is cold grows into a thick Conſiſtence. ing Ornament made of a precious Stone ; a precious Stone.
JE'MAN [ old Rec . ] a Yeoman .

Jewel Office, an Office where care is taken of faſhioning
JE /MMARD, creaſed and ſcalloped ; alſo the peculiar Affceti

and weighing the King's Plate, and delivering it out by ſuch

on that we naturally have to any particular things Dr. More. Warrants as the Maſters receive from the Lord Chamberlain .

JENNets , ſee Gennets. A JE/Weller [jouelier, F. ] a dealer in, or worker of

JeOfFAIL ( in Com . Law] is when a Cauſe or Iſſue is.fo Jewels.

badly pleaded or joined, that it would be error if they did Jews Ears, a Plant, of a kind of Muſhroom or ſpungy

proceed ; an overſight in Pleading . fubftince.

JEOPARDED ( prob. of the French Words j' a perdu, F. i.e. Jew's Stone, a Stone, otherwiſe called a Marchaſite.

I have loſt ] brought into danger, hazard, Gr. JEWs Trump, a muſical Inſtrument.

JEOPARDOUS , hazardous. JEWISH, pertaining to the Teros.

JEOPARDY ( prob. of jeu perdu , F. i.e. a loft Game] dan- IF (31 }, Sax ) a conditional Conjunction.
ger, hazard, risk. IGNARO , a fooliſh , ignorant Fellow.

JE'RGUER , an Officer belonging to the Cuſtoms, who over- IGNA'VUS , a wild Beaſt , called the Sluggard, L.

ſees the Actions and Accounts of the Waiters. IGNIFEROUS [ of ignifer, L. ] bearing or producing
JERK (either of Gyns, Sax. a Rod, or gercken , Goth . Fire .

according to Minſaw ] a Laſh of a Whip, a hafty pull or ICNIGENOUS [ignigena, L. ) ingendred in or by Fire.
twitch . IGNI'POTENCE [of ignipotens, L.] efficacy, prevalency

To Jerk (Bercken, Goth. to beat] to laſh ; alſo to pull or againit, or power over Fire .

twitch ſuddenly. IGNI VOMOUS (Ignisomes, L.) vomiting out Fire.

JE/RKING [of Cyntel, a Coat and Kin , Sax. a diminutive] IGNI VOMOUSNESS (of ignivomus, L, and nets, Eng.) Fire

a ſort upperCoat; alſo a Male -Hawk. vomitting Quality , iuch as that of Vulcario's or burning

IE'ROMANCY ( 'Iseguartéd, Gr. ) Divination by Sacri- Mountains

fices ; it made Conjectures from the external Parts and Mo- IGNIS , Fire , L.

tions of the Victim, then from its Entrails, the Flame in Igni's fatuus [? . d . a fooliſh Fire) a certain Meteor which

which it was conſumed , from the Cakes and Flower, from appears chiefly in Summer Nights, and for the moſt part fre

the Wind and Water, and ſeveral other Things. quents Church -Yards, Mendows, and Bogs, conhiting of a

JEROSCOPISTS [ 'Icego xóm ,Gr. ] Perſons , who when ſomewhat viſcous Subſtance , or a fat Exhalation, which be

they elpy'd any thing in the Victim (at offering Sacrifice) img kindled, reflects a kind of thin Flame in the dark, but

that ſeemed to portend any Misfortune to theinſelves or theit having no ſenſible Heat ; often flying about Rivers, Hedges,

Country, uſed to pray that it might be turned on the Victim's &c. becauſe it meets with a Flux of Air in thoſe Places,

and it frequently cauies People to wander out of the Way .

JERU'SALEM Artichokes, a Root reſembling Artichokes in The Country People know this Meteor by the Name of

Täfte. Jack with a Lantiurn, and Pill of the :ſp.

JE SDEGERDICK Epocha ( with Chronologers] a Perh ar E- IGNIS attualis [ : coh Surgeon actual Fire , that which

pocha , which takes its Date from the Coronation of jelle- burns at firit touch, as Fire itielf, or heated tearing Irons, L.

gerdis, the laſt King of Perſia; or rather from it being con

own Head .

IGNIS
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İGNIS Perficus (with Surgeons) a Gangrerie, a Carbuncle brought forth ewo Twins, Ron'w and Reinus, forwhich Fact

or fiery Plague Sore. ſhe was let alive in the Ground, and her Children expoſed

IGNIS Judicium [Old Law] Purgation, or clearing a Per- hard by the fame River ; but being found by Faufalus, the

fons felf by Fire, or the old way of fiery ordeal, L. King's Shepherd, he brought them up.

IGNIS potentialis [in Surgery] potential Fire, a cauſtick or ILIACK - Paflion (with Phyſicians] a painful wringing or

burning Compoſition, which being laid on a part of the twiſting of the Guts, when they are ſtopped up, or full of
Body for ſome Time, produces the ſame effect asFire, L. Wind,or troubled with ſharp Humours, or when the upper

IGNIS reverberii [with Chymiſts] a reverberatory Fire, Part of any Entrail links or falls into the lower, the ſame

the Flame of which beats back upon the Veſſel, and is that is called Chordapſus and Volvulus; L.

heightened by Bellows, L. Ill'ACAL

IGNIS rote (with Chymifts] a Wheel-Fire, is when the I'LIACK } [iliacus, L.) of, or pertaining to the Ília.
Flame in the Furnace runs round like a Wheel, covering ILIack Vejel [ Anat.) the double forked Vellels of the

the Crucible, &a intirely over both at the Top and round Trunks of the great Artery, and the great Vein of the Belly;
the Sides.

about the place where the Bladder and Womb are ſituated.

IONIS Sacer, the Diſtemper called St. Anthony's Fire, or ILIA'CUS Externus [with Anatomiſts] a Muſcle of the

the Shingles . L. Thigh that takes its Names from its Situation, ariſing from

IGNIS Suppreffionis (with Cbymits) a Fire above the the lower and inner Part of the Os Sacrum , and is inſerted

Sand, L. by a round Tendonto the upper Part of the Root of the

Ignis Sylveſtris (with Surgeons) a ſort of Pimple, other- great Trochanter : The uſe of it is to move the Thigh Bone

wiſe called PhlyEtana, L. ſomewhat upwards, and turn it outwards. L.

IGNITE'GIUM, the covering of Fire ; the Eight a Clock Iliacus Internus [with Anatomiſts) a Muſcle of the Thigh

Bell, ſo termed from the Injunction that King William the ariſing from the inward hollow Part ofthe Ilium , and join

Conqueror laid upon his Subjects, to put out their Fires and ing with the Pſoasmagnus, is inſerted with it under the Pesti

Lights at that Hour, upon the ſignal of a Bell . neus, ſo that they both ſerve to move the Thigh forward in

IGNITION (with Chymiſts] the application of Fire to walking. L.

Metals till they become red Hot, without melting . I'LIA DS ( Iarcédes, Gr.) the Title of Homer's Poem , con

IGNI'vOMOUS ( Ignivomus, L.] Vomiting out Fire . taining the Hiſtory of the deſtruction of Troy, which was

IGNOBLE ( Ignobilis , L.) of mean Birth, vile, baſe ; be- named Ilium .

ing of no Repute or Eiteem . Ile'um [ 'Ergos, Gr . ) the third of the ſmall Guts, ſo

IGNOBLENESS [ ignobilitas, L.) baſeneſs or meanneſs of ILIU • M called by reaſon of its turnings and windings ;

Birth. ILIO'N and being in Length about 20 Hands Breadth :

IGNOMI'NIOUS [ignominiofus, L.) Diſhonourable, full of It begins where the Gut Fejunum ends, and ends itſelf at

Shame or Reproach, Diſgraceful. the Cacum .

IGNOMINIOUSNESS [of ignominia, L. ignominie, Fo and

neſs, Eng.) Diſgracefulneſs, Shamefulneſs, Diſhonourable Ilios
( with Anatomijs) the ſmall or thin Gut .

nels, Reproachfulneſs. ILIUM [with Phyſicians) the twiſting of the ſmall Guts

IGNOMINY [ignominia, L.) Diſcredit, Diſhonour, Dir ILIOS when their Coats are doubled inward, and there

grace , Reproach , Shame is ſuch a itoppage that nothing can paſs downward. L.

IGNORA'MUS (1. c. we know not] a term uſed by the ILIUM Os ( with Anatomifts] the upper Part of the Bone

Grand- Jury , which they write upon a Bill of Information called Oſa innominata, ſo called becauſe it contains the Gut
for the Inquiſition of criminal Cauſes ; when they approve Ilium , which lies between it and its Fellow. It is a large

not the Evidence, as defective, or too weak to makea true Bone, and connected to the Sides of the 3 ſuperior Vertebræ
preſentation, and then all further inquiry upon the Party is of the Os Sacrum .

topped. ILLÁ'BORATENESS (of illaboratus, L.) the Quality of be

IGNORAʼMUS, hence an Ignoramus, an ignorant or fillying effected without Labour and Pains.
Fellow . ILLA'CERABLE (of illacerabilis, L.] whole, or uncapable

An I'GNORANT Fellow ( Hieroglyphically) and ſuch an one of being torn .

as was unacquainted with the World , was painted with an ILLA'CRYMABLE (illacrymabilis, L.) uncapable of weep

Afles Head and Affes Ears. ing

I'GNORANTNESS [ Ignorantia, L. Ignorance, F.) unknow- ILLAPSED ( illapſus, L.) fallen of ſlid gently in or upon:
IGNORANCE ingneſs, unskilfulneſs, ignorance. ILLA'QUEATED ( illaqueatus, L.) intangled or in nared.

IGNORANT ( Ignorans, L.)that knows nothing of a Matter ; ILLATION , an Inference or Concluſion . L.

anacquainted with it ; alſo illiterate or unlearned. I'LLATIVELY (of illatio, L.) by way of Inference.

IGNO'SCIBLE (Ignoſcibilis, L.) fit to be, or that may be par- ILLANUDABLE Įillaudabilis, L.) unworthy of Praiſe.
don'd or forgiven. ILLECE'BRA (with Botaniſts ] the Herb Wall-pepper of

IGNO'SCIBLENESS ( of Ignofcibilis, L. ] fitneſs to be par- Stone - crop, L.

doned or forgiven. ILLECEBROʻse [ illecebrofus, L.) full of allurements, very

I. H.S.are a contraction of the Words Jeſus bominum ſal- inticing.

vator, L. i . e. Jeſus the Saviour of Men, a Motto which the ILLEGAL [of in , neg. and legalis, L.] contrary to Law.

Jeſuits commonly make uſe of. It is ſometimes alſo taken to ILLEGALLY [of illegitime, L.) not according to Law .

lignify Jeſus hominum ſanctiſſimus, i. e. Jeſus the moſt holy ILLE'GALNESS [of in neg . and legalitas, L.) contrarineſs

of Men : But moſt commonly it fignifies the former, the

middle Letter H being taken for H the Greek long E. IlLEGI'TIMATE ( illegitimus, L.] unlawful; alſo unlaw .

JIG (of gige, Dan . a Fiddle, according to Skinner, or of fully or baſely Born ,a Baſtard .
sigue, F.] an airy brisk kindof Dance. ILLEGITIMATeness [of illegitimus, L. illegitime, F.]

Jill, half a quarter of a Pint. unlawfulneſs, baſeneſs of Birth , ſpuriouſneſs.

JILL [of Julia, or "Juliana, L.) a Doxy, an Harlot, ILLE'Vialle ( Law Term ] that cannot, or may not be

Jilt, a lewd Woman who cheats or diſappoints a Perſon. levied or recovered.

Jill Flirt, a ſorry Wench, an idle Baggage. İLLIBERAL ( Illiberalis, L.) ungenteel, baſe, niggardly .

J I'LTING, deceiving, tricking, cheating, & c. uſed by ILLI'BERALNESS [illiberalitas, L.) Niggardlineſs, Un

Strumpets and lewd Women , eſpecially in the point of A- ILLIBERAʼLITY bountifulneſs, Meanneſs of Spirit.

mours . Illi'cir ( illicitus, L. illicité, F. ) unlawful.

JIPPO , a Mabby Fellow , a poor Scrub . ILLINCTUS [in Medicine] Broth, or Liquor that may be

İLE [ 'Erneos, Gr. ) in Anatomy the cavity or hollowneſs ſupped ; as an Electuary or Lohoch.

from the Cheſt to theThigh Bones ; the Flank that contains ILLI QUATED ( illiquatus, L.) melted down.

the ſmall Gut, &c. ILLIQU Aʻtion, a melting down of onething in another. L.

İlet ( Iſette, F.] a little Iſand. ILLITERATE [ illiteratus, L.) not learned .

I'LET - Hole. See Oylet. ILLITERATENESS (of illiteratus, L.) unlearnedneſs.

I'LIA [with Anatomiſts) the Flanks, the fide Parts of the ILL -naturedneſs [ of ill a Contr. of Efel.Sax. natura , L.

lower Belly between the last Rib and the Privities, the ſmall and nejs) unkind Diſpoſition , Moroſeneſs, Croſs -grainedneſs,

Guts. L. ៤ .

Iles or Oils, the Spires or Beards of Corn. ILL -naturedly, with ill Nature.

IL ex [with Botaniſts] the Holm-Oak, L. ILLO'GICAL [of in and logicus, L.) not agreeable to the

I'LIA "Laid, Gr.] the Daughter of Numitor King of the Rules of Logick ; unreaſonable.

Albanes, who beinga veltal Virgin (as it is ſaid) was gotten To ILLU'DE (illudere, L.) to mock, to jeer, to play upon .

with Child by Mars on the Bank of the River Tiber, and To ILLU'MINATE [illuminatum , L.) to enlighten.

4S то
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To ILLU'MINATE[with Painters) to beautify or ſet off, in wooden Caſes; which were carried about at their funeral
alſo to lay Gold or Colours on initial capital Letters and Pomps or triumphal Entries.

other Ornaments, as was antiently done in Manuſcript IMAGINOʻSE [imaginofus, L.) full of ſtrange fancies.

Books ; alſo to giid and colour Maps and Prints, ſo as to TOIMBA'LM (embaumer, F.] to anoint a dead Body with cer

give them , as it were, the greater Light and Beauty tain Unguents, Drugs or Spices, &c. in order to preſerve it.
ILLUMINATION, an enlightening, & L. To IMBA'N % (of in and banc Sax .] to incloſe, bound of

ILLU'MINATIVE ( of illuminare, L. illuminér , F. ) tend- keep up within Banks.

ing to enlighten. IMBA'RGO (imbargo, Span . And Portug .) a ſtop or ſtay up

ILLUMINA-TORS, Gilders, Colourers, & c. of Writing, on Shipping by publick Authority ; ſometimes that none ſhall
២ . go outof the Port or Harbour, and ſometimes that none ſhall

ILLUMINATIVE Month ( in Aſtronomy] that ſpace of either come in or go out.
Time, duringwhichthe Moon gives Light, or is to be ſeen To IMBA'RK (of embarquer, F. ] To Ship, to get or put on
betwixt one Conjunction and another. Ship-board; alſo to engage in a Buſineſs, to undertake it, to

TO ILLUMINE ( illuminor, L.) to illuminate, Milton. be in with it.

ILLU’MINED, a term us'd antiently of ſuch as had been An IMBA'RKMENT ( embarquement, F.) an Entring or being

baptized, and ſprang from a Cuſtom of putting a lighted entred on Ship-board ."

Taper in the Hand of the baptized , as a Symbol of the IMBA'SED [of im and bas, F.] made lower in Value; mixt

Faith and Grace received thereby. with a baſer Metal.

ILLU'MINERS ? Painters and Gilders of Manuſcript To IMBA'TTLE ( of im and batailler, F.) to draw an Ar

ILLUMINATORS 3 capital Letters. See to Illuminate. my up in Battalia, or diſpoſe it in Order of Battle.

ILLU'SION, a Mocking, a falſe Repreſentation or Fancy ; IMBA'TTLED (of im and bataillé, F. ) ranged in Battle As.
alſo a Sham or Cheat.

ILLU'SIVE

} [ILLU'SORYS

IMBE'cilness 2 [ imbecillitas, L. imbecillité, F. ) weak
(of illufus, L.) deceitful, & c.

IMBECILITY Š neſs, feebleneſs.

ILLU/SIVENESS 2 [of illaſor, of illudere, L.) mocking To IMBE /LLISH [embellir, F.) to adorn, beautify, ſet off

ILLU'SORINESS 3 Nature ; alſo deceitfulneſs. or grace.

To ILLU'STRATE ( illuſtratum , L.) to make clear and evi- Ăn IMB E'LLISHING [ embelli ſement, F. ] an ornament

dent, to explain. Imbe'LLISHMENT or Beautifying.

ILLUSTRA'TION, a making clear , evident, or plain. L. TO IMBEʻZZLE [ prob. of imbecillis, L. weak, q. d . to

ILLU'STRIOUS [illuftris, L.) eminent, famous, renowned, weaken . )

noted, noble, excellent. To IMBEʻZZLE, to make away with, waſte or purloin ;

ILLU'STRIOUSNESS ( of illuftris, L. illufire qualité, F.] ſpoken of Things committed to ones Truft.

illuſtrious Quality, Famoufners, Nobleneſs, Renownedneſs. IMBE'ZZZLEMENT, waſte, conſumption, ſpoil.

ILLYRICUS,a , um, (in Botar. Writ.) growing in Dal- IMBIBI'TION (with Chymifts] an eager receiving or drink
matia , in the Countries to the North -East of the Gulf of ing in any liquid Thing.

Venice. L. TOIMBIBE [ of in and bibere, L. to drink ] to fuck or drink
I'MAGE [ imago, L.) a natural lively Repreſentation of an in ; alſo to receive by Education.

Object, oppoſed to a ſmooth well poliſhed Surface; but is IMBI'BEMENT, the Ad of Imbibing, as the Imbibement of

generally uſed for a Repreſentation or Likeneſs of a Thing, Principles.
either natural or artificial ; a Statuc or Picture. ToIMBUTTER (of im and bitter, Sax .) to make bitter ;

To I'MAGE, to repreſent. exaſperate or provoke.

IMA'GERY_ [images, F. imagines, L.) painted or carved IMBLA'Z'D [of in and blage, Sax .) made to blaze, ſhining.
Work ; alſo Tapeſtry with Figures.

IMBLA'ZONARY [of blaſon, F.] Shield and Colours with

IMAGES, Themiftius relates, that all the Grecian Images Coat -Armour, & c. Milton ..

till the Time of Dedalus were unformed , and that he was TO IMBO/DY [of im and bodige,Sax .) to make up into one

the firſt Perſon that made two ſeparate Feet, whereas before Body; to join to a Body ; alſo to mingle together, as ſeveral

they were but one Piece, being only ſhaved out of Wood or Ingredients.

Stone. But in after Ages, when graving and carvingwas in- To IM BO'LDEN (of im and balo , Sax .) to make bold , ta

vented , they changed the rude Lumps into Figures reſembling encourage.

living Creatures, nevertheleſs in more refined Ages ſuch of the TO IMBO /SS [of imboſare, Ital.] to raiſe with Boffes.

unformed Images as were preſerved, were reverenced for To Imboss a Deer ( with Hunters] is to chaſe her into a

their Antiquity and preferred before the moſt curious Pieces Thicket.

of the modern Art. IM BO'SSMENT, 2 imboſſed Work, a ſort of carving or en

I'MAGES [in Rhetorick ] the uſe of them is to paint things IMBOSSING, } graving, on which the Figures itand out

naturally , and to ſhew them clearly . above the Plane, onwhich they are made.

I'MAGES [in Poetry ) their end is to cauſe Aſtoniſhment and IMBO'RDERED ( of im and bordure, F. ] bordered having

Surprize. borders. Milton .

I'MAGE (in Phyficks) is the trace or mark which outward IMBO /SOM'D [of in and boyom , Sax .) incloſed in the Bo

Objects impreſs upon the Mind, by means of the Organ of ſom. Milton.
Senſe. IMBOW'elled ( of im , negat. and Boyau , F.) a Bowel, ha

I'MAGE (in Opticks) is an Object projected on the Baſe of ving the Bowels taken out.

a convex Mirrour. IMBRA'CERY [ Law Term ] tampering with a Jury , the Pe

IMAGES [in Diſcourſe) any thoughts proper to produce Ex nalty of which is 20 Pounds and Impriſonment at the plea
preſſions, and which preſent a kind of Picture to the Mind; fure of the Judge.

or in a more limited Senſe, ſuch Diſcourſes as ſome Perſons, I'MBRICATED (with Botaniſts] is apply'd to the Leaves of

when by a kind of Enthuſiaſm or extraordinary Emotion of ſome Plants, which are hollowed in like an Imbrex or Gutter

the Soul, they ſeem to ſee things whereof they ſpeak. tile.

IMAGINABLE (of imaginabilis, L. ) that may be ima- IMBRICATION (with Architeets) a making crooked like a

gined gutter or roof Tile.

IMAGINABLENESS, capableneſs of being imagined. IMBROCADO , Cloth of Gold or Silver, Span.

IMAGINARY [imaginarius, L.) fanciful, fantaſtick. IMBRO'CUS [old Rec.) a Brook, Drain or Water-Courſe.

IMA CINARINESS ( of imaginarius, L. and neſs] fantaſtick- TO IMBROIDER (of in and broder, F.) to make Flowers or

neſs, the not having a real Exiſtence ;but only in theFancy. Other Figures witha Needle on Silk, Cloth, & c.

IMAGINA'Tion, is an application of the Mind to the Phan- IMBROIDERER (of im and brodeur, F.] a Worker of Im

taſm or Image of ſome corporeal Thing impreſſed in the Brain : broidery

or, it is a power or faculty of the Soul, by which it conceives IMBROIDERY (of im and broderie, F.) imbroidered Work .

and forms Ideas of Things, by means of certain Traces and To IMBROIL (of im and brouiller, F.) to cauſe broils, ftirs

Impreſſions that had been before made on the Brain by Sen- or quarrels; to put into confuſion or diſorder, to set together
ſation . by the Ears.

IMAGINATIVE, apt to imagine, pertaining to imagination. IMBROWN'D , rendered Opaque, ſhady. Milton .

IM A'GINATIVENESS ( of imaginativas, L. and neſs) fantaſti- TOIMBRU'E [imbuere, L.] tomoiſten or wet, to ſoak orſteep ,

calneſs ; alſo ſuſpiciouſneſs, jealouſy, thoughtfulneſs. as to imbrue the Hands in Blood, i.e. to commit Murder.

T. IM A'GINE [imaginare, L.] to conceive or fancy, to TOIMBRU'TE, ( of im and brutus, L.) to render brutal or
think or ſuppoſe. like a brute Beaft.

IMA'GINES (among the Romans certain Images of Anceſtors, TO IMBU'E (imbuere, L.) to ſeaſon ones Mind with good

which the Noblemen kept under the Porches oftheir Houſes Principles, Virtue, Learning, 'c.
Ta
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TO IMBU'RSE [embourfer, F.] to put into Stock of Money. IMMERSION (with Aſtronomers] fignifies, that any Planet

IMBURSEMENTS, disburſements, expences. isbeginning to come within the ſhadow ofanother,as inE.

I'MITABLE [ imitabilis, L.) that is ormay be imitated . clipſes, and whenever the ſhadow ofthe eclipfing Body begins

I'MITABLENESS [ of imitabilis, L. imitable, F. and nefs] tofall on the Body eclipſed, they ſay thatis the time of the
a capableneſs of being imitated . Immerſion, and when it goes out of the fhadow , that is the

TO IMITATE (imitare, L.) to follow the Example of ano- time of the Emerſion.

ther ; to do the like, according to a Pattern. IMMERSus Muſculus (with Anatomiſts) a Muſcle of the

IMITATION , an imitating, & c. L. Arm , which ariſes from its whole Bafis in the upper and lower

IMITATIONE 2 [in Muſ.Books) a particular way of Com- Rib , and is inſerted in a ſemicircular Manner, to the Neck

IMITAZZIONE S poſition, wherein each part is made to of the Os Humeris, L.

imitate the other. IMMÉTHODICAL [of im and methodus, L.) without due

I'MITATIVE ( imitatious, L.) done by imitation. Method of Order, confuſed .

I'MITATIVES [with Grammarians] Verbs that expreſs any IMMETHODICALNESS [of im for in , negat. and methodus,

kind of imitation , as patriſfare, to take after the Father ; as L.) the being out of Method, or contrary to Method ; Irre

to imitate his Actions, Humour, & c. gularity .

IMITA’T.OR, he who imitates, L. IMMETHO'DICALLY, after an immethodical or irregular

IMITA'Trix, the who imitates, L.
Manner.

IMMACULATE ( Immaculatus, L.) unſpotted, ſpotleſs, un- I'MMINENT [ imminens, L.) approaching, at hand, ready

defiled. to come upon a Perſon , hangingover the Head.

IMMA'CULÁTeness (of immaculatus, L. immaculé, F. and I'MMINENTNESS [of imminens, L. and nefs] readineſs to

m ] ſpotleſneſs, undefiledneſs. come upon us, & c . being as it were hanging juſt over our
InmaʼNENT (of in and manens , L.] abiding, inherent. Heads.

IMMA'NENESS 2 [immanitas , L.] cruelty , outrageouſneſs, IMMINU'Tion , a diminiſhing or leſſening. L.

IM MA'NITY Š fierceneſs; allo valtneſs, ſuch hugeneſs, as IMMOBILITY [immobilitas, L.) Unmoveableneſs; Sted

renders a thing unmanageable. faſtneſs.

Immarce'ssible [immarceſibilis, L.) never fading, that IM MODERATE [ immoderatus, L.) beyond the Bounds of

cannot wither or decay. Moderation , exceſſive, diſorderly.

IM MARCESSIBLENESS (of immarceſſibilis, L. and neſs) ne- Immo'derateNESS (of immoderatio, L. and neſs) Immo
ver fading Nature, &c. deration.

IMMATE'RIAL [immateriel, F. ) not conſiſting of Matter ; IM MODERATION, Intemperance, Exceſs. L.

aco of littie or no Conſequence. IMMO'DERATELY [ immoderate , L. immodéremnent, É. ]
I MATE'RIALNESS ? ( immaterialité, F.) a not being made without Moderation , exceſſively,

IMMATERIA’LITY up of Matter ; allo a not being to IMMO'DEST [immodeftus, L. ) that has no Modeſty, Wan

the matter or purpoſe . ton, Bold, Laicivious.

IMMATU'RE maturus, L. ) unripe, not come to perfecti- IMMO/DESTLY [ immodeſte, L. immodeftement, F.) without

on ; haſty, done before its Tiine. Modeſty:

IMMATU'RENESS IMMO'DESTNESS 2 [ immodeſtia, L. immodytié, F.] want

İMMATU'Rity
[immaturus, L. ) unripeneſs. IMMODESTY S of Modeſty or Shamefacedneſs.

IMMATU'RELY immature, L.] before the Time or Seaſon ; IMMOLATION, a facrificing or offering, F. of L.

out of Seaſon . IMMO'RAL (of im neg. and moralis, L.) of depraved Mo

IMME'DIATE [ immediatus, L.] that Aētswithoutmeans; alſo rals, contrary to good Manners.
that follows or happens preſently, without any thingbetween. IMMO'RALLY (of im negat. and moraliter, L.) contrary

IMME'DIATENESS (of immediate,L. immediat, F.) preſent- to Morality.

neſs, a following anotherthing without any thing coming be- IMMO'RALNESS ( of im and moralitas, L.) want of Mo

tween ; alſo the acting without Means. IMMORALITY 3 rality, or contrariñeſs to Morality : cor .

Imme’DIATELY (immediate, L. immediatement, F.) preſent. ruption of Manners, Lewdneſs, & c.
ly. IMMORI'GEROUS [immoriger, L.) diſobedient.

IMME'DICABLE ( immedicabilis, L.) incurable. IMMOʻRTAL [ immortalis, L.] neverdying, everlaſting.

IMME'DICABLENESS (of immedicabilis, L. and nef ] incura- IMMORTALIZED [immortaliſé, F.) rendred immortal .
bleneſs. İMMOʻRTALLY [immortaliter, L.) never dying, perpea

IMME'MORABLE [ immemorabilis, L.) not worthy of remem- tually .

brance, not remarkable. IMMO'RTALNESS [ immortalitas, L. immortaliti, F.) the

IMME'MORABLENESS (of immemorabilis, L. and nefs] un- IMMORTALITY itate of that which is immortal, a

worthineſs to be remembrcd . never dying.

IMMEMO'RIAL [in a LawSenſe) as time immemorial, that IMMOʻVEABLE [ immobilis, L.) which cannot be moved;

was before the reign of our KingEdward, II . unmoveable.

IMMEMOʻRIAL (immemoriel,F. ] that is out of Mind or be- ImmoʻVEABLE Feafts, ſuch Feſtivals as conſtantly are upon

yond the Memory ofMan ; being of ſo long continuance that the fame Day of the Month , tho' they vary as to the Day of

its beginning cannot be known. the Week .

IMMEMORIALNESS (of immemorial, F. and nejs) the being IMMO'VE ADLY (of immobiliter, L. ) in an immoveable Man

out of Mind or beyond the Memory of Man .

Imme'nse [immenjies, L.] being of ſo great or large an Ex- IMMO'VEABLENESS [ immobilitas; L. immobilité, F.] un

tent, that it cannot be meaſured of equalled by any finite moveableneſs.
Meaſure ; unmeaſurable, huge, vaft, prodigious. IMMU'NITIES (of immunitas, L. immunité, F.] Privileges

IMME'NSENESS ? of immenfitas, L. immenſité, F. ) vaftneſs, or Exemptions from Offices, Charges, Duties, & c.

INME'NSITY ? unmcarorabieneſs, greatneſs, hugeneſs. To IMMU'RE [of in and murus, L. a Wall] to ſhut up or

An Amplitude or Extenſion , that cannot be equalled by any incloſe between two Walls.

finite Meaſure whatſoever, or how oft ſocver repeated . IMMU'TABLE ( immutabilis, L.) unchangeable, conſtant.

IMME'NSUR ABLE [of in, neg. and menfurabilis, L.) unca- IMMU'TABLE Circles ( Aſtronomy] are the Ecliptick and E

pable of being meaſured. quator, ſocalled becauſethey never change, but are the ſame
IMME'NSURABLENESS (ofin, negat. menſurabilis, L and to all the Inhabitants of the Earth .

IMME'NSURABILITY } nef ] incapablenels of being mea- IMMU'TABLENESS ( immutabilitas, L. immutabilité, F.]

[ured. IMMUTABILITY unchangeableneſs.

TO IMME'RSE [immerjum , fup. of immergere, L.) to dip or IMMUT ABILITY (in God) is an incommunicable Attri

plunge over Head and Ears. bute, and is a freedom from all kind of change or uncona

IMME'RSABLE [immerfabilis, L.) that cannot be dipped, ftancy ; both as to his Nature and Purpoſes.

&c.. Moral IMMUTABILITY (in God confifts in his notbeing

IMMERSED (immerfus, L.)plunged or dipped into, over liable to any change in his Thoughts or Deſigns; but that

IMMERGED Head and Ears . what he wills he has willed from all Eternity.

IMMEʻrsion , a dipping , plunging, &c. L. IMMUTATION ( with Rhetoricians ] the ſame as Hypal

IMME'rsion (with Phyſicians ) a Method of preparing a lage.

Medicine by ſteeping it in Water, to take away ſome Quality To IMP a Feather into the Wing ofan Hawk, ( in Falcon
or ill Tafte. ry ]is toadd a new piece to an old broken Stump.

IMME'Rsion (with Chymiſts] is the putting Metals or Mi- IMP (not improbably of impius, L.wicked) a familiar

nerals into ſome corroſive Matter to reduce them to Powder. Spirit, a Dæmon ſaid to attend upon Witches , & c. alſo a

kind of Graff to be ſet in a Tree ,

To

ner .
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Cattle .

To INP the Wings of one's Fame, to tarniſh or fully his IMPEA'CHMENT [ impeſchement, F.] an Accuſation or Iti
Reputation. formation againſt one.

TO IMP the Feathers of Time with pleaſure, & c. to divert IMPEACHMENT of Waſte [ Com . Law] a reſtraint from
one's ſelf with Recreation. committing Waſte upon Lands or Tenements.

IMPACTED [impastus, L.) driven in . To IMPEARL [ ofin and perliè, F.] to form into Pearles

TO IMPAI'R ( impairér, O. F. or of im neg. and pejorare, of Dew . Milton.

L. to make worle ) to weaken, make worſe, & c. Impe'CCABLE (impeccabilis, L.) that cannot fin or offend.
An IMPAIRING (prob. of im and pejorare, L.) a dimi- IMPE'CCABLENESS (of impeccalis, L. impeccabilité,

An IMPAIRMENT | niſhing, leflening, making worſe,&c. IMPECCABILITY F.) an incapacity or uncapableneſs to

TO IMPA'LE [impalare, Ital. impaler, F. of in and palus, IMPECCANCE commit Sin.

L. a Stake ) toincloſe or fence about with Stakes; alſo a way I'MPED (with Gardeners)inoculated or grafted .

of puniſhing Malefactors by driving a Stake through their To IMPE'DE ( impedire, L.) to hinder, ſtay, lett, &c.

Bodies. IMPEDIMENTS ( impedimenta, L.) Hindrances, Obttracti

IMPALED , undaunted . Milton. ons, Obſtacles, & c.

IMPALED [in Heraldry] is when the Coats of a Man and IMPEDIA'tı Canes (Law Rec.] Dogs that are law'd or dif

his Wife, who is not an Heireſs, are borne in the ſame El- abled from doing Miſchief in a Foreſt,

cutcheon , and are marſhalled in Pale ; the Husband's on the To Impe'l [ impellere, L.) to drive or thruſt forward ; alſo

right ſide, and the Wife's on the left ; callid alſo Baron and to force.

Femme, two Coats impaled. To IMPE'ND [ impendere, L.) to hang over one's Head as

IMPA'LEMENT, an Execution by driving a Stake, & c. Dangers or Judgments.

IMPA'LPABLE (of im and palpabilis, L.)that whoſe Parts IMPE'NDING ( impendens, L.) hanging over the Head,

are ſo extremely minute, that they cannot be diſtinguiſhed being at Hand.

by the feeling IMPE'NDIOUS ( impendiofus, L.) liberal, that ſpends more
IMPANATION (of im and panis, L. Bread ) a term applied than is needful.

to the Lutheran Doctrine of the Lord's Supper, on account IMPE’NDIOUSNESS (of impendiofus, L. and reſs] liberality ,

of their principle that the Body of Chrift, fubfifts with the extravagant ſpending,

Species of Bread in the Sacrament. IMPENETRABLE (impenetrabilis, L.) that cannot be pe
IMPA'NNELLED (prob. of in and paneau, F. a ſquare netrated or pierced through, that cannot be dived into.

piece) inrolled, or put into the Roll; containing the Nanies IMPENETRABILITY [impenetrabilité, F. of impenetrabilis,

of Jury -men . L.) an uncapableneſs of being pierced thro ' or dived into .

IMPANNULA'RE ( Old Law ] to impannel a Jury. IMPENETRABILITY (with Philoſophers) is the diſtinction

IMPARADIS'D (of in and paradiſus, L. Naeedo, Gr. of one extended Subſtance from another, by which the Ex

of ons, Heb.] enjoying a Paradiſe, delighted. Milton . tenſion of one Thing is different from that of another ; ſo

IMPARASYLLA'BICK(of impar, unequal, andſyllabus, L. that two Things extended, cannot be in the ſame Place, but

2 Syllable ) having unequal Syllables. mult of neceſſity exclude each other.

IMPARCAME'NTUM [Old Law) the right of pounding of IMPENETRABLENESS [impenetrabilité, F. of impenetrabi.

lis, L.) uncapableneſs ofbeing penetrated, pierced, or dived

IMPARI’LITY ( imparilitas, L. ] inequality, unequalneſs, into ; impenetrability .

unlikeneſs.
IMPE'NITENCE

[ impænitentia, L.) impenitence, un

IMPA'RITY [imparitas, L.] inequality, unlikeneſs, un
IMPE'NITENCY relentingneſs, a hardneſs of Heart,

evenneſs.
IMPE'NITENTNESS which cauſes a Man to continue in

IMPA'RKED (of in and park ofPea joc, Sax. or imparca- Sin, and hinders him from repenting.

tus, L. incloſed in a Park] cloſed or fenced in for a Park . IMPENITENT, without Repentance, unrelenting.

IMPA'R LANCE (of im and parlant, F. ſpeaking ) a Motion IMPERATO'RÍA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Maſter-Wort. L.

made in Court upon Account of the Demandant, by the IMPERATO'RIUS, or Emperor's Piece, a Roman Gold
Tenant ; on the Declaration of the Plaintiff, by the Defen- Coin, in Value 15 Shillings Sterling.

dant , whereby he craveth Reſpit, or another Day to put in IMPERATIVE (imperativus, L.] commanding.

his Anſwer. L. T. IMPERCEPTIBLE ( of imperceptus, L.] that cannot be
General İMPARLANCE, is when it is ſet down and entered perceived.

in general terms, without any ſpecial Clauſe. IMPERCEPTIBLENESS (qualité imperceptible, F. of imper

Špecial IMPARLANCE , iswhenthe Partydeſires a farther ceptus, L ) unperceivable Quality, or uncapableneſs of being

Day to anſwer, adding alſo theſe Words, Salvis omnibus Ad- perceived .

vantagiis, & c . IMPE'RFECT ( imperfe&tus, L.) not perfect or compleat,

IMPARSONNE (Law Term ) inducted, as á Parfon impar- unfiniſhed, faulty.

Jonne, i. e . one inducted or put into Poſſeſſion of a Benefice. IMPERFECT Flowers (in Botany) are ſuch as want the Pe

TO IMPA'rt [ impartire, L. ] to give part to another, to tala, orthoſe fine coloured Leavesthat ſtand round and com

communicate, to deliver ones Mind. poſe a Flower.

IMPA'RTIAL ( impartial, F.] void of partiality, juſt, Imperfect Plants (in Botany) are ſuch as either really

upright. want Flowers or Seeds , or ſeem to want them .

IMPARTIALNESS [of im negat. and partialité, F.) dif- IMPERFECT Tenſe ( in Grammar.] a Time between the

IMPARTIA'LITY intereſtedneſs, not favouring or in- preſent and the paſt.

clining to one Party, & c. more than to another. IMPERFECT Numbers [ Arithmetick] are ſuch whoſe ali
IMPA'SSIBLE ( impafſibilis, L.) that cannot be paſſed or quot Parts taken together, do either exceed or fall ſhort of

gone through ; allo uncapable of ſuffering. that whole Number of which they are Parts.

IMPA'SSIBLENESS (of impaſibilitas, L. impaffibilité, F.] IMPERFECTION , unperfectneſs, defect, the want of ſome

uncapableneſs of Suffering. thing that is requiſite or ſuitable to the Nature of the Thing,

IMPA'SSIONED [ of in and pafiorné, F.] wrought up to a F. of L.

Paſſion. Milton. IMPE'R FECTNÉss, want of Perfection .

IMPASTATION [ in Maſonry ] a Work made of Stuck or An Impe'rfection [with Printers] one or more Sheets

Stone, beaten to Powder and wrought up in manner of a that are wanting to make a compleat or perfect Book.

Paſte. SomePerſons areof Opinionthat the huge Obelisks, IMPE'RFECTLY [ imperfaitement, F. of imperfe &tus, L.]

and antique Columns, fill remaining, were made either by after an imperfect Manner.
Impaſtation or Fuſion. IMPERFO'R ABLE (of in neg. and perforare, L.) not to be

IMPATIENCE ( impatientia , L.) uneaſineſs of Mind under bored through .
Sufferings; alſo Aaltineſs or Paſſion. IMPERIAL ( imperialis, L.) of, or pertaining to an Em

IMPATIENTNESS (ofimpatientia, L. impatience, F.) Im- peror or Empire.

patience, impatient Temper , &c. Impe'riai Lilly, a Flower.

IMPAʼtient [ impatiens, L.) haſty, unquiet, cholerick. IMPERIAL Table, a Mathematical Inſtrument for meaſure

IMPATRONIZA'Tion, a putting into full Poffeffion of a

Benefice. IMPEʻRIA LISTS ( of imperialis, L.) the Partizans of an

IMPATRONI'ZED [ s'impatroniſé, F.) having taken , or be- Emperor, Subjects, & c.

ing put into the Pollefſion of a Benefice. IMPERIA'LI (with Moralifts) are Acts injoined , performed

IMPEACHABLE, capable or liable to be impeached. by other human Faculties on the Motion and Appointinent

TO IMPEACH ( probably of empecher, F. to hinder, or of of the Will.

im and peccare, to offend ,&c.] to accuſe of a Crime , as Fe. IMPERIOUS ( imperiofus, L. ) commanding, lordly, haughty.

lony, Treaſon, &c. Im

ing Land.
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IMPE'R IOUSNESS [imperioſitas, L.) imperious, lordly, do- the Patient uſed to wah himſelf, by which means they pre

mineering, &c. humour or acting. tend that the Diſeaſe is tranſlated into the Plant.

IMPE'RISHABLE (of in and periſable, F.) uncapable of To IMPLEA'D [of im and plaider, F.] to fue or proſecute

periſhing. Milton. by courſe of Law .

IMPERSONAL [imperfonalis, L.) that hath no Perſon. I'MPLEMENTS ( prob . of implementum , L. a filling up, or

IMPEʻRSONAL Verbs [with Grammarians) are generally of employer, F. q. d . Employments) neceffaries of handy

ſuch as have no other Sign but that of the third Perſon ſingu- craft Trade, as Tools, & c. alſo of a Houſe, as Furniture,

lar(it) as it rains, it ſnows, &c. C,

IMPERSU A'SIBLE (imperſuafibilis, L.) that cannot be per- To I'MPLICATE (implicatum , L.) to infold , wrap up in,

ſuaded . Esa

Impe'rtineNCE, Extravagance, Sillineſs, Foolery, Non- IMPLICATED [in Medicine) is apply'd to thoſe Fevers,
fenſe. F. when the Patient is affiliated by two at a time; either of the

· IMPERTINENT (of in and pertinens, L.] not to the pur- fame kind or a different ; as a double Tertian, or an intermite

poſe, abſurd, filly. tent Tertian and a Quartan.

An IMPE'RTINENT, a troubleſome or foolish Perſon . IMPLICA'TION, a folding of wrapping up within another

IMPERTINENTLY [impertinement, F.] after a filly, abſurd thing ; an intricating or intangling,an incumberance.

Manntr, &c . İmplrcit [ implicitus, L.) tacitly underſtood ; that is not

IM PERTINENTNESS (of impertinence, F. of in negat. and expreſs’d in plain terms, but only follows by conſequence;

pertinens, L.. belonging to] Extravagance, Nonſente, Ab- obicure.

ſurdneſs; alſo unrcalonable or ill- timed troubleſomneſs. Impli'cit Faith (with Divines) is ſuch a belief, as is

IMPE'R VIOUS[impervius, L.) that does not afford any grounded upon, and altogether upheld by the Judgment and

Paffage through it ; it conſiſts of ſuch a cloſeneſs of Pores, Authority of others.

or particular configuration of Parts, as will not admit another IMPLICITNESS [ of implicatus or implicitus, L.) a being

thro' . folded or inveloped in another, the not being exprefled in

Impe'r vious Bodies ( with Philoſophers] Bodies are ſaid to plain Terms, but only following by Conſequence ; a tacit

be impervious to others, when they will neither admit the Underſtanding.

Rays of Light, &c. nor the Efiuvia of other Bodies to paſs To IMPLOʻRE ( implorare, L.] to beg earneſtly with

thro ' them. Tears and Prayers, to beſeech .

IMPE'R VIOUSNESS [of impervius, L. and nels] the being TO IMPLO'Y [ employer, F.) to mind one Buſineſs ; to keep

impracticable to be paiſed, impaſſableneſs; or the having no
in action .

Way. İMPLO'Y [employ, F. ] Occupation, Buſineſs,
ImpeʼTIBLE ( impetibilis, L.) that cannot be come at or IMPLOYMENT Trade, &c.

hurt.
IMPLU'MED ( implumis, L.) unfledged , not feathered.

IMPETI'GINOUS [ impetiginofus, L.) troubled with the Inn- IMPLU /VIOUS ( of impluvius, L.] wet with Rain.

petigo, Scabbineſs. To IMPLY' ( implicare, L.) to unfold or contain ; to de

IMPEŠTICO ( in Medicine) a cutaneous foulneſs, as the Itch, note , to fignify ; to infer or gather from .

a Ring-Worm , or Tetter . L. IMPOLI'TE ( impolitus, L.) unpoliſhed, rude, coarſe,

IMPE'TIGO Celli, a ſort of Leproſy or Scabbineſs. rough .

IMPE'TIGO Plinii (with Phyſicians] a Diſeaſe called Lichen IMPO'LITICK (of in neg.and politicus, L.) diſagreeable or
Græcorum . contrary to the Rules of Policy ; imprudent, unwiie.

IMPETRABLE ( impetrabilis, L.) eaſy to be, or that may IMPO-LITICKNESS [of in ' neg. politicus,L. 7 / 8TIXÒS,

be attined by entreaty; Gr. and neſs ] contrarineſs to the Rules of Policy; impru

I'MPETRABLENESS (of impetrabilis, L. and nes] capable dence, & c.

neſsof being gotten or obtained by entreaty , Sc. IMPORCA'TION, a making a Balk or Ridge in the plough

TO I'MPETRATE ( impetrare, L.) to get or obtain by ear- ing of Land. L.

neit requeſt or entreaty . ÎMPO'ROUS (of in neg. and poroſus, L.) having no Pores

IMPETRATION, an obtaining by requeſt, Er. L. or little Holes for the Paſſage of Sweat, Vapours, & c.

IMPETRA'TION [ in Old Statutes] the getting of Benefices IMPOʻROUSNESS, a being free from , or the want of Pores

and Church Offices beforehand from the Church of Rome, for the Paſſage of Sweat, Vapours, & c.

which belonged to the King, or other Lay Patron . IMPO'RT , Senſe or Meaning; alſo a bringing of foreign

IMPEʻTUOUS [impetuoſus, L.) violent, vehement, raging, Goods into a Nation . F.
boiſterous, hafty. To IMPO'RT [ importare, L.) to mean, to ſignify ; _alſo

(impetuofitas, L.) a violent motion or to concern ; alſo to bring in foreign Commodities into a Port.

IMPE'TUOUSNESS driving on ; vehemency, furiouſneſs. IMPORTING (importans, Ļ. important, F. ] bringing

IMPE'TUS [ in Mechaniſm ) the blow or force with which commodities into a Port; alſo concerning, fignifying.

one Body ſtrikes againſt another. IMPORTANCE ( importance, F. ) moment, conſequence,

I'MPIERMENT ( Old Stat .] an impairing or prejudicing . weight ; alſo meaning.

IMPI'ETY [impietas, L. impieté, F.] Irreligion, IMPORTANT [important, F. ) of moment, conſequence,

I'MPIOUSNESS Ungodlineſs. weight.

I'MPING . See To Imp. IMPO'RTUNATE ( importunus, L.] troubleſome, wearying

I'MPIOUS [ impius, L.] ungodly , wicked, profane, lewd. with repeated Requeits, or unſeaſonable ones; very urgent.

IMPI'ETY( Hierog?yphically) was by the Egyptians repre- IMPORTƯ NACY [ importunitas, L. ] an eager

ſented by a Quail; becauſe they ſay, that thisBird doth fu- IMPORTU'NITY urging or preſſing, troubleſome

riouſly chatter, as if ſhe were offended , when the Creſcent of IMPOʻRTUNAT
ENESS neſs, a wearying with too fre

the Moon firſt appears. quent or unreaſonable Requeſts, hard dunning.

An I'MPIOUS Wretch ( Hieroglyphically) was repreſented IMPORTU NE [ importunus, L.) unfeaſonable. Milton.

by the Hippopotamus or River-Horſe, a Creature that lives in TO IMPORTUNE ( importuner, F.] to preſs or fue to a

the Water as well as in the Air ; becauſe it is ſaid to kill Perſon with great preſlingneſs, to requeſt earneſtly and often.

both its Father and Mother, tearing them in Pieces with its IMPORTUOUS ( importuojus, L.) withour Port or Har

Teeth . bours,

IMPIGNORA'TION , a putting to Pawn. L. TO IMPO SE ( impofitum , L. impoſer, F.) to put, ſet, or

IMPI'GRITY [impigritas, L.) diligence, Induſtry, quick- lay upon ; to lay or ſet a Tax upon ; alſo to enjoin .
neſs of diſpatch . TO IMPOSE upon, to put upon one, to defraud, deceive,
IMPINGUA'TION, a fattening. L. &c.

IMPLACABLE ( implacabilis , L.) not to be appeaſed or TO IMPO'SE (with Printers) is to ſet the Pages in their

pacified. proper order ina Form or Chace, in order to be readyfor

IMPLACABILITY [implacabilitas, L.)implacable, un- the Preſs.

INPLA'CABLENESS} appeaſable, or irreconcilable Hatred. IMPOʻSITION, a laying on an Injunction; alſo an Aſſeſ

TO IMPLA'NT ( of in and plantare, L. ] to fix or faften in ment ; alſo a deceiving.
the Mind. IMPOSITION, a peculiar way of curing certain Diſeaſes,

IMPLANTA’TION, a ſetting or fixing into . being a kind of Tranſplantation , which is thus performed.

IMPLANTATION, is one of the fix kinds of Tranſplanta- They take ſome of the implanted Spirit, or Excrement of the
tion .

Partof the Patient's Body, or of both together, and place it

IMPLANTATION (with ſomepretenders to Phyſick) a Me- between the Bark and the Wood of a Tree or Plant, and

thod of curing by placing Plants , or at leaſt their Roots, in a then cover it with Mud. Or others bore a Hole in the

Ground prepared for that purpoſe, and water'd with what Tree, & c. with an Augur, and put in the Matter beforemen

tioned,4 T
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tioned, and then ſtop the Hole with a Tampion of the ſame IMPRESSED Species (with the Peripateticks) Species which
Wood, and cover it with Mud. And when the effect has ( they fay) Bodies emit reſembling them , which are convey'd

followed they take the Matter out of theTree. If they would by the exterior Senſes to the common Senſory , thereimpres
havethe Effect ſhould be ſpeedy, they make choice of a Tree ſed Species or Impreſſions, being material and ſenſible are

that is a quick grower ; if they would have the Effect laſting, rendred intelligible by the active Intellect, and being thus
they chute a Tree of long continuance, as the Oak . ſpiritualiz’d they are thus termed as expreſſed from others.

İMPOSSIBLĖ ( impoſibilis, L.) that is not poſſible, or IMPRE'ssion , a Print, Stamp, Mark, & c. F. of L.

cannot be done. IMPRESSION (with Philoſophers] is a Term apply'd to the

IMPOSSIBI'LITY ( impoſſibilitas, L. impoſſibilité, F.] Species of Objects, which are ſuppoſed to make ſome Mark

IMPOʻSSIBLENESS or that which cannotbe done. or Impreſſion on the Senſes , the Mind and the llemory.

IMPO'ST [impoſta , L.) Impofition, Cuftoni, Tribute, IMPRESSION of Books , is that Number which is printed

and more particularly the Tax received by the Prince for off at the ſame time.

ſuch Merchandizes, as are brought into any Haven from IMPRE'st Money, Money given to Soldiers, & c. compel
other Nations . lcd into the publick Service,

IMPO'ST [in Architecture] is a Plinth or little Cornice, IMPRI'MERY [ l'imprimerie, F.] a Printing -houſe ; alſo the

that crowns a Piedroit or Pier, and ſupports the Couſſinet, Art of Printing ; alſo a Print or Impreſlion.
which is the firſt Stone, that a Vault or Arch commences, or, IMPRI'MING (with Hunters) is the rouſing, unharbouring

IMPOSTS [in Architecture] are ſometimes calla Chaptrels, or diſlodging a wild Beaſt; alſo a cauſing her to forſake the
they being the Parts on which the Feet of Arches Aand, or Herd .

the Capitals of Pilaiters, that ſupport Arches . Theſe Im- IMPRI'MINGS, frit Eſays, Beginnings.

poſts are conformable to their proper Orders. The Tuſcan • I'M PRIMIS , in the firſt Place, firſt of all, L.

has a Plinth only ; the Dorick two Faces crowned ; the Ionicle To IMPRINT [ imprimere, L. empreindre , F. ] to impreſsor

a Larmier or Crown over the two Faces ; the Corinthian and fix a thing, or make an Impreſſion upon the Mind, Sc.

Compoſite have a Larmier, Freeze , and other Mouldings. To IMERI'SON (empriſonner, F.] to put into Priſon or Jail.

IMPO'STOR [ impoſteur, F.] a falſe Pretender, a De- luprISONMENT ( empriſonnement, F.] a being impriſoned,
ceiver, a Cheat. L. confinement, the reſtraint of a Perſon's liberty, whether in his

IMPO'STUMATED ( apoſtumé, F.) grown to an Impoftu- own Houſe, the Cage or the Stocks.

mation, i.e. a gathering or Collection of corrupt Matter in IM PROBABLE [ improbabilis, L.) unlikely , that has not any

the Body . likelihood of being true.

IMPOSTUMATION, the act of Inpoſtumating. IM PRO'BABLENESS ? [of improbabilis, L. and nejs) unlike

Peſtilential IMPO'STUME [ with Phyſicians ] a ſwelling ac- IMPROBABI'LITY neſs to be true .

companied with a Fever, a ſwooning and faintneſs. IMPROBA'TION , a diſallowing or diſapproving of, diſlike .

IMPO'STURE [of impoſtura, L.) Deceit, Couſenage, Fraud, IMPROBITY [improbitas, L.) knavery , diſhonefly.

Cheat. IMPROCREATED ( improcreatus, L.) not begotten .

I'MPOTENCE ? [ impotentia, L.) weakneſs, want of power, IMPROPER (improprius, L.) inconvenient, unfit, unſeaſon

I'MPOTENCY S or ſtrength ,ormeans to perform any things able; thus an improper Word, is a Word that does not agree

allo a natural defect which hinders Generation . with the Thing, nor expreffes it ſufficiently .

IMPOTENT [impotens, L.] unable, weak, maimed, lame ;
IMPROPER Fraction . See Fražtion .

allo vain , fruitleſs. IMPROPRIATION, is when a Layman is pofTeffed of a

I'MPOTENTNESS [impotentia, L.] want ofpoweror ſtrength , Church-living, and Converts the profits of it to his own pri
weakneſs, vate, uſe only maintaining a Vicar to ſerve the Cure .

TO IMPOʻVERISH [appauvrir, F. depauperare, L.) to make IMPROPRIA'TOR, a Lay-man that has a Parſonage or Ec .

Poor. clefiaftical Living at his own diſpoſal.

IMPO /VERISHMENT [depauperatio, L.) a being made poor. IMPROPRIE'TY ( improprieté, F. of improprietas, L.] Qua

TO IMPOU'ND Cattle, to put them in a Pound, upon ac- lity of ſomething that is fit or proper ; theUſe of improper

count of ſome treſpaſs done by them . and inſignificant Words by a Speaker orWriter.

TO IMPO'WER (of in and Power of pouvoir ,F. or poteftas, IMPRO'VABLE, that may be improved or made better.

L.] to put into Power, to authorize, to furniſh withPower. IMPRO'VABLENESS (prob. of im and prouer, F. to eſſay or

IMPRA'CTICABLE, that cannot be done, F. try, 9. d. to make better by Eſſays or Trials, and neſs, unleſs

IMPR A'CTICABLENESS ( of impraticable, F. and nefi] im- you had rather from in and probus, L. good) capableneſs of
poſſibleneſs to be done or effected. being improved or made better.

To I'MPRECATE [ imprecare, L.] to wiſh evil, to curſe, to TO IMPRO'VE [of im and prouver, F.) to better, or make

call down miſchief upon. the beſt of ; to promote or advance; to bring to greater Per

IMPRECA'TORY, that contains or implies Imprecation or fection ; to make a conſiderable Progreſs in Aris and Sciences ;

Curſing alſo to grow more refined .

IMPRECATION, a Curſing, calling or wiſhing for miſchief IMPROVEMENT, bettering, progrefs, an advancing of Pro

upon another. fits ; a thriving, a benefiting in any kind of Profeſſion .

IMPRECATIONS (with the Antients) a kind of Goddeſſes Impro'vident ( improvidus, L.] not ſeeing before, not

which the Latins alio called Dire, who they imagined to be forecaſting ; unheediul
the Executioners of evil Conſciences ; who were called Eu IMPROVIDENCE ( improvidentia, L.) want of fore

menides in Hell, Furies onEarth , and Imprecations in Heaven .
IMPRO/VIDENTNESS caft, or taking thought beforehand.

They invoked theſe Deities with Prayers and pieces of Verſes IMPRU'DENT ( imprudens, L.) inconſiderate, unwiſe, un

to deſtroy their Enemies. adviſed.

· INPRE/GNABLE that cannot be taken by Force, F. IMPRUDENCE 3 [ imprudentia, L.) indiſcretion, un

IMPREGNABLENESS (of impregnable, P. and neſs) uncapa IMPRUDENTNESS S adviſedneſs, want of diliberation ,

bleneſs of being taken by force. forethought, precaution, &c. F.

TO IMPREGNATE ( impregnare, L.) to get with Child . IMPUBE'Scent [impubeſcens, L.] beginning to have a Beard.

IMPRE'GNATED (impregnatus, L.] great with Child.
I'MPUDENCE [ impudentia, L. ) ſhameleſncfs, a being

IMPREGNATED ( s'impregné, F.) imbodied, imbibed , ſoak- IMPUDENTNESS
void of modeſty or civility ; alſo ſauci.

ed in . neſs, F.

IMPREGNATION, is the immiſion of the male Seed in Coi- I'MPUDENT ( impudens, L.) ſhameleſs, brazen - faced, grace

fion , by which the Female Conceives, or becomes with leſs, mal-apert, Laucy .

Young ; alfo Conception . IMPRU'ViaMentum (old Rec .] the improvement ofLand

IMPREGNATION (in Chymiſtry) is when any Body hath im- Husbandry, & c.
bib'd ſo much Moiſture, that it will admit no more. To IMPU'GN ( impugnare, L. ) to endeavour to Confute a

IMPRE'GN'D ( impregneé, F. ] impregnated . Milton . Doctrine, &c. by Argument.

IM'PRESE , an Emblem or Device with a Motto , Ital. INPUISSANCE, want of Power, Strength or Ability, F.

IMPRE'SS [ impreſſio, L. ] a Stamp, Mark or Print . IMPU'LSE [ impulfus, L.] a puſhing or driving forward ; an

TO IMPRESS ( impreffum , L.) to Print, Stamp or make an inforcement,motion , perfuafion .

Impreffion on the Mind, or upon the narural Faculties of the INPU'LSED [ impuljus, L.] driven forward, forced on, & c.
Body.

IMPULSION, a driving forward, a thruſting or puſhing on ;

To Impre'ss Soldiers or Seamen, is to compel them into alſo a conſtraining.
the pnblick Service.

IMPU'LSIVENESS, impelling, forcing or driving in Quality.

IMPRESSED [ot imprejus, L.) printed , ſtamped, having an IMPU'NITY ( impunitas, L.) a freedom of an exemption

Impreflion on it ; alio compelled into the publick Service. from Puniſhment,

}
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IMPU'RE ( impurns, L.) unclean , foul, filthy; alſo lewd, Inartificialness [of inartificialis, L. and neji)ariket
dishoneſt. neſs, unlikeneſs to having been performed by a Workman .

IMPU'RENESS2 ( impuritas, L. ) filthineſs, uncleanneſs, INAU'DIBLE [inaudibilis, L .; not to be heard . L.

Impu'RITY S lewdneſs. INAUDIBLENESS [of inaudibilis, L. and nejs) uncapable

IMPU'R PLED (of in and pourpree, F. purpuratus, L. ] ren- neſs of being heard .

dred of a purple Colour. INAU'GURATED [ inauguratus, L.) a being admitted into

IMPUTATION, an imputing or laying to ones Charge. the College of Augurs among the Romans] inſtalled, inveſted

IMPU'TATIVE [of imputatus, L.] that is imputed. with an Office or Dignity .

TO IMPUʻTE [imputatum , L.) to attribute, account, reckon INAUGURATION, an Inſtallment, the Ceremony per

or aſcribe to. formed at the Coronation of a King, or making a Knight of

IMPUTRESCIBILITY [of imputreſcibilis, L.) incorruptible- the Garter, & c.

neſs. To INAU'RATE ( inauratum , L.] to gild or cover with
IMUM Cæli- [i. e. the lower part of the Heavens) a Term Gold.

that Aſtrologers uſe for the fourth Houſe in a Figure of the INAURA'TION, a covering or gilding with Gold . L.

Heavens. IN AUSPICIOUS ( inauſpicatus, L.) unlucky, ill-boding.

In , a Latin Propoſition, as in a Place, & c . IN AUSPICIOUSNESS (of inauſpicatus, L. and nejs) unpromi

In, as to put a Horſe In (with Horſemen ] is to breed or ſingnels; alſo unluckineſs, unfortunateneſs.

dreſs him, by which Expreſſion is underſtood, the putting INBLAU'RA [old Rec.] the product or profit of Land.

him right upon the Hand, and upon the Heels . I'NBOROW and Out-borow , an Office in antient Times of

INABILITY (of in neg. and habilis, L. inhabilité, F. ] un- obſerving the Ingreſs and Egreſs of thoſe who travelled be

ableneſs or incapacity to do or act. tween the two Kingdomsof England and Scotland.

INA'BSTINENCE ( of in, neg. and abſtinentia, L. ) intem- I'NBRED [of in , i. e . within , and Bredan, Sax . to breed)

perance. natural , bred within a Perſon, or born with him .

IN ACCE'SSIBLE [of in and acceſibilis, L.) unapproachable, INCA aName or Title given by the Peruvians to their

that no Perſon can approach , not to be come at. YNCA Kings and Princes of the Blood.

IN ACCESSIBLE height or diſtance ( with Surveyors ] that INCALE'SCENCY [ofincalejcere, L. ) growing hot by fome

which cannot be meatured by reaſon of ſome obitacle in the internal Motion andFermentation, or by Friction.

way, as a River, Ditch , Ei. INCALESCENT [incaleſcens, L. ] a growing hot by ſome in

INACCESSIBLENESS ( of in, neg . acceffible, F. of L. and ternal Motion or Fermentation.

neſs] unapproachablenets, un -come- at -ableneſs. INCALE'SCENT Mercury ( with Chymilts ] a Name which

INACTiON, inactivity, a Privation of Motion, or ah An- Mr. Boyle gives to Mercury or Quickſilver, prepared aftera
nihilation of all the Faculties.

particular Manner, ſo that being mingled witha due proporti

Ina’DEQUATE (of in , neg . and adæquatus, L.) diſpropor- on of leaf Gold or Filings , would amalgamate or turn to a Paſte
tionate,

and grow hot with the Gold, even inthe palm of the Hand.

INADEQUATE Ideas [in Philojophy) is a partial or incom- INCAME'RATION [in the apoitolick Chancery at Rome] the

pleat reprefentation of any thingto the Mind. Union of ſome Land , Right or Revenue to the Dominion of

INADEQUATeness [ of in neg. aiæquatus, L. and nefs ) the Pope.
diſproportionateneſs. To INCA'MP [of in and camper, F. ) to pitch Tents, or

INADVERTANCE 3 [ of inadvertance, F. and neſs] in- build Huts on a Place appointed for that purpoſe.

INADVERTANTNESS $ advertancy ; a want of heed or care ; An INCA'MPING [campement, F.) an Incampment.

a not minding ſufficiently. INCAʼMPMENT, the lying of an Army in the Field.

INADVE'RTANT, not ſufficiently heeding. INCANTA'TION, Enchantment, a Charm or Spell ; Words

INA'FFABLE [ of in neg. and affabilis, L. ) unpleaſant in or Ceremonies uſed by Magicians to raiſe Devils; or to abuſe

Converſation, uncourteous. the fimplicity of the People.

IN AFFECTA'TION , unaffectedneſs, a being free from pre- INCA'PABLE [incapax , L.) not capable, unable, unfit.

cifenels, or formality. INCA‘PABLENESS2 (of incapacité; F.] the vant of Quali

INA'LIENABLE , that which cannot validly be alienated or INCAPA'city S ties, Power or Parts ſufficient or neceſ

made over to another. ſary to do or receive a thing.

INALIENA'BLENESS ( inalienable F. of alienare, L and INCAPACITY in matters of Benefices (with the Roman Cat

nefs] incapableneſs of being alienated, or transferred to ano. tholicks] is of two kinds, the one renders the Proviſion ofa
ther by Law . Benefice null in its original ; as want of a Diſpenſation for

INALIME'NTAL [ of in and alimentum , L. ] that does not Age in a Minor, Legitimation in a Baſtard , Naturalization

nourish . in a Foreigner, & c. the other is acceſſionary , and annuls the

INA'NIABLE ( inamabilis, L.) unlovely, not worthy to be Proviſions, which at firſt were valid, as grievous Offences
loved. and Crimes, &c. which vacate the Benefice to all intents,

INA'MIABLENESS (ofinamabilis, L. and neſs ] unlovelineſs, and render the holding it itregular.

undeſervingneſs of love. INCAPACITATE, to render uncapable, to put out of a Ca

INAMI'SSIBLE [of amiſſibilis, L.] that can never be loft. pacity.

INAMISSIBILITY ? [of inamiſibilis, L. and nejs] unca- IncaPA'Crousness of incapax, L. and nefs) the wanting

INAMI'SSIBLENESS pableneſs of being loft. capacity , room or ſpace.

INAMORA'TO, a Lover, a Sweetheart, Ital. INCARCERATION, an impriſoning or putting into Priſon.

TO IN A'MOUR ( of in and amor, L.) to engage in Love, to INCA'RNADINE , a bright Carnation or Aeſh Colour, F.

indear in Affection. INCARNA’NTIA (in Surgery) ſuch Medicaments as bring on

INANB [ inanis, L.) empty , vain . Fleſh .

INA NILOQUENT [inaniloquus, L.) talking or babbling vain- INCA'RNATE Devil, a deviliſh Perſon , a Devil in the ſhape

ly.
of a Man.

INA'NIMATE ( inanimatus, L. ] a Body that has loft its Soul , INCA'RNATED [ incarnatus, L. ) having brought or taken

or that is not of a nature capable of having any : Fleſh upon him ; alſo ſupplied or filled up with new Fleſh ,

INA'NIMATED inanimatus, L.) Lifeleſs, Dead, without INCARNATION, aſſuming or taking of Fleſh ; L.

Life or Soul. INCAR NA'T108 [in Theology) is the union of the Son of
INANI'TION [in Medicine) emptineſs, or the State of the God with human Nature.

Stomach when itis empty and needs Food . INCARNATION ( with Surgeons) a making of Fleſh grow in

INA'NITY [inanitas, L.) emptineſs, or abſolute vacuity ; Wounds, &c.
implying abſence of all Body and Matter whatſoever. Inca'rnative Bandage (with Surgeons) is a Filet with a

ÎNA'PPLTENCY (of in and appetentia, L.) a want of Ap- Nooze or Eye at one End of it , ſo that the other may be put

petite for Vi&tuals. through it.

INA'PPLICATION, heedleſneſs, L. INCA'RNATIVES, Medicines that produce or cauſe Fleſh to

INA'PPLICABLENESS (of in and applicabilis, L. and nejs] grow .

uncapableneſs of being applied tó. INCARTA'TION ( with Chymiſis) a purifying of Gold, by

INA'RABLE [ inarabilis , L.) not to be Ploughed . means of Silver and Aqua Fortis.

INARGENTA'TION [of in and argentum , L. Silver) a gilding INCASTELLED (of in and caftellum , L. a Caſtle] incloſed

vering a Thing with Silver. within a ſort of a round Caſtle of Stone or Brick, as Con

INARTICULATE ( of in and articulatus, L.) not articulate, duits are.
indiftinct , confuſed. INCA'STELLED (of encaflellé, F.) Hoof-bound or narrow

INARTIFICIAL (of inartifirialis, L. ) artleſs, unwork heeled, ſpoken of Beaſts.
manlike. INCA'VATED [ incasatys, Lj made hollow ,

IV
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INCE'NDIARY [ incendiarius, L. ) one who fet Houſes on INCIDENTAL, happening or falling out occafionally.

Fire ; alſo one who fows Strife and Diviſion . INCIDENTALNESS, the quality of happening or falling out

I'NCENSE [incenfum , L.) a rich Perfume, uſed in Sacrifices occaſionally.
and ſacred Uies .

I'NCIDENTNESS ( of incidens, L. and nef;} liableneſs.
INCENSE -Wort, an Herb . INCIDING Medicines, cutting ones, which conſiit of point

INCE'NSED [ incenſus of incendere, L. to burn ) perfumed or ed and ſharp Particles , as Acids and moſt Salts do ; by the

fumed with Incenſe. infinuation or force ofwhich they divide the Particles of other

INCE'NSED (of incenſus of incendere, L. to kindle ) provoked Bodies, that before cohered one with another.

to Anger, ſet in a Flame. INCI'NERATED [ incineratus, L.) reduced to Aſhes by a vio

I'NCENSING, the burning Perfumes to the honour of ſome lent Fire.

Deity. INCINERA'TION ( with Chymiſts] the reducing the Bodies of

INCE'NSORY [ incenſorium , L.) a Cenſer or perfuming Pan . Plants, Minerals, & c. to Aſhes by means of a Itrong Fire.
Ince'ntor , the ſame as an Incendiary. INCIRCLED [ encirclé, F. of in and circalus, L.] incompaſ

An INCE'NTIVE [incentivum , L. )an incitement or Motive . ſed or ſurrounded with a Circle.

INCENTIVE [ incentivus, L.] inciting or ſtirring up. INCISION, a Cut , a Galh ; a cutting or lancing, F. of L.

Ince'ption, a beginning or enterprize. L. Inci'sion (with Surgeons] the cutting the Skin or Fleſh to

INCE'PTIVES (with Grammarians] as Verbs Inceptives, are open a Tumour, or widen the Orifice of a Wound ; alſo a Fra

ſuch as expreſsa proceeding by degrees in any action. cture or Wound of the Scull, made by a cutting Inſtrument.

INCE'PTIVE (inceptivus, L.) of, or pertaining to a beginning. Crucial INCI'SION [in Surgery) the cutting or lancing of an

INCEPTIVE Magnitude[in Geometry ] a term uſed to ſigni- Impoſthume or Swelling croſswite.
fy fuch Moments or firſt Principles, as tho' of no Magnitude INCISI'VI 3 (with Anatomiſts] the foremoſt Teeth in each

themſelves, are yet capable of producing ſuch ; as for Inttance; INCISORES > Jaw.

a Point has no Magnitude of itſelf, but is inceptive ofit. A INCISI'vus muſculus [in Anatomy] a Muſcle which draws

Line conſidered one way has no Magnitudes as to Breadth ; theupper Lip upwards.

but by its Motion is capable of producing a Surface, which INCISORY [ inciſorius, L.] that cutteth .
hath Breadth . INCISORES (with Anatomias] i . e . the Cutters ; the fore :

Ince'ptor, a beginner ; [in the Univerſity ) it fignifies one molt Teeth, moſt commonly four in each Jaw, which have

who has newly taken the Degree of Maſter ofArts, &c. but one Root or Fang.

I'NCERATED [ inceratus, L.) covered with Wax, feared. Inct'sus , a , um [in Botan. Writ.] cut in.

INCERA'TION [ in Pharmacy) is a mixing of moiſture with INCI/SURE ( inciſura, L.) a Cut or Gaſh , a lancing.

ſomething that is dry, till the ſubſtance is brought to the TO INCITE [incitare, L.) to ſtir up or move; to egg, fet

conſiſtence of ſoft Wax. or ſpur on.

INCE'RTITUDE (incertitudo, L.) uncertainty, doubtfulneſs.

INCE'SSANT [inceſſans, L.) without ceaſing.
INCIENTENN } [ incitamentum , L.] inducement, motive.

INCE'SSANTNESS, continualneſs, unceaſingneſs. INCI'vil [ incivilis, L.) unmannerly, clowniſh , rude, ill

I'NCEST (inceftus, L.) carnal Copulation or Marriage with bred.
one who is of too near a kin. INCIVILNESS [ incivilité, F. incivilis, L. and nejs] in

Spiritual INCEST, is whan a Vicar, or ſpiritual Perſon , INCIVILITY
civility , rudeneſs, unmannerlineſs.

enjoys both the Mother and the Daughter, i. e . holds two INCLAU'S A [old Rec.] a home Cloſe or incloſure near an

Benefices, the one of which depends upon the Collation of Houſe.
the other. I'NCLE , a ſort of Tape.

INCE/STUOUS [ inceſtuoſus, L.) guilty of, or given to com- INCLE'MENT [inclemens, L.) unkind, unmerciful, rigorous.
mit Inceſt. Milton .

Ince's TUOUSNESS (of inceſtuolus, L. and neſs] Marriage or INCLEME'NCY

carnal Copulation with one that is too near ofKin .
INCLEMENTNESS ouſneſs, ſharpneſs, unmercifulneſs.

INCH (Ince , Sax.) the twelfth part of a Foot. INCLI'NABLE [of inclinare, L.) inclining to , bent, prone,

Inch by Inch, gradually. apt.

To Inch out, to lengthen out to the utmoſt. INCLI'NABLENESS proneneſs to, aptneſs, affection, na
Inch of Candle, or Sale, is when a large parcel of Mer- INCLI'NATION ştural diſpoſition.

chandizes are divided into ſeveral Parcels, called Lots, and INCLI'NATION (with Mathematicans] fignifies a mutual ap

according to the Propoſals of Sale, the Buyers bid, while about proach, tendency or leaning of two Lines or two Planes to

an Inchof Wax Candle is burning, the laſt Bidder, before wards each other, ſo as to make an Angle .

thegoing out of the Candle ,has the Lot. The INCLINATION of two Planes [in Geometry) is the

TO INCHA I'N [ enchainer, F.) to put into Chains. acute Angle, made by two Lines drawn one in cach Plane,

TO INCHA'NT [incantare, L. enchanter , F.) to bewitch or and perpendicular to their common Section.

charm , to uſe magick or ſome diabolical Art, for the working INCLINA'TION ofMeridians[in Dialling] is the Angle that

of ſomething wonderful, and not agreeable to the courſe of that Hour- line on the Globe, which is perpendicular to the

Nature. Dial-Plane, makes with the Meridian .

INCHA'NTMENT ( enchantement, F. of incantamentum , L.) INCLI'NATION of aPlane (in Dialling ] is the Arch of aver

2 Spell or Charm . tical Circle, perpendicular to both the Plane and the Hori
INCHA'NTER [onchanteur, F. incantator, L.) a Magician. zon, and intercepted between them.

INCHA'NTRESS [ incbanterelle, F. of incantatrix , L.) a INCLI'NATION of the Planes of the Orbits of the Planets to

Sorcereſs, a Witch. the Plane of the Ecliptick are by Aſtronomers accounted as fol

To INCHA'SE (encbaffer, F.] to ſet or work in Gold, Silver, lows : the Orbit of Saturn makes an Angle of 2 Degrees 30

C. Minutes ; that of Jupiter 1 Degree and Third ; that of

I'NCHIPIN (with Hunters ) the loweſt Gut of a Deer. Mars is a ſmall matter leſs than 2 Degrees; that of Venus is

I'NCHOATED ( inchoatus, L.) begun. 3 Degrees and one Third ; that of Mercury is almoſt 7 Degrees.

INCHOA'Tive, a term fignifying the beginning of a thing INCLINA'TION of a right Light to a Plane, is the acute An

or action . gle, which this right Line makes with another right Line

INCHO'ATIVES (in Gram ] See Inceptives. drawn in the Plane through the Point, where it is alſo cut by

To Incide [incidere, L.) to cut into . a Perpendicular, drawn from any Point of the inclined Line.

I'NCIDENCE (of incidens, L.) a falling in with , or meeting INCLINA'Tion of the Axis of the Earth, is the Angle that

together. it makes with the Angle of the Ecliptick.

I'NCIDENCE (in Geometry) the direction by which one Body INCLINAʼtion of a Ray (in Dioptricks) is the Angle made

ſtrikes upon another. by that Ray with the Axis of Incidence in the firſt Medium at

Angle of INCIDENCE, the Angle made by that Line of the Point, where it meets or enters the ſecond Medium , i.e.

Direction, and the Angle ſtruck upon. at the Point of Incidence.

I'NCIDENCE Point in Opticks ] is that Point, in which a INCLINATION [in Pharmacy ) is the pouring any Liquor

Ray of Light is ſuppoled to fall on a Piece of Glaſs. from its Settlement or Dregs by cauſing the Vellel to lean on

I'NCIDENT [ incidens, L. une incident, F. ) a thing that hap

pens or falls out occaſionally. To INCLI'NE ( inclinare, L.) to bow or bend to or towards,

I'NCIDENT [ in Com . Law ) a thing neceſſary, and depending to lean towards.

on another as more principal, as a Court Baron is incident to INCLI'NING [ inclinatus, L. inclinant, F. ) bowing or bend

a Mannor, &c. ing to, leaning forwards.

I'NCIDENT [in a Poem ] is an Epiſode or particular Adion , INCLI'NING Planes (in Dielling) are thoſe that lean or bend

tackd to the principal Action or depending on it. to the Horizon .

} om

one ſide.
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INCLOʻISTERED [ofin and cloitrér, F.] ſhut up in a Cloiſter INCOMMUNICABLE ( incommunicabilis, L.) that cannot bis

or Monaſtery. made common or imparted to others.

TO INCLOSE [ includere, L. enclorre, F.] to ſhut in, to fence INCOMMU'NICABLEness, incommunicable Quality.

about, to ſurround with a Wall , Bank, C. INCOMMU'TABLE (incommutabilis, L.) not liable to , or

INCLO'SURE [encloſs or cloture, F. or of in and claufara, L.) that cannot change.

a Place incloſed or fenced in. INCOMPACT ( incompaétus, L.) not well jointed.

INCLUDE [includere, L.) to take in, comprehend, contain. INCOMPA'CTNESS (of incompa&tus, L.) the being not com

Inclu'sio, a Figure in Rhetorick called Epanadiplofis, L. pact, or cloſe joined together.

INCLUSION, an including, incloſing or comprehending, L. INCOʻMPArable ( incomparabilis, L.) without compare ,

INCLU'SIVE , that comprehends or takes in . not having its like, matchleſs, peerleſs.

INCOA'GULABLE (of in neg .and coagulare, L.) that can- INCOMPARABLENESS, incomparable Nature or Quality.

not be curdled or congealed together. To INCOMPASS. See to Encompaſs.

INCO'GIncognito } [of incognitus, L. ] privately, unknown. INCOMPA'SSIONATE [of in and compaffio, L.] void of Com
pafſion or Pity.

INCO'GITANCY [ incogitantia, L.) a not thinking INCOMPA'TIBLE ( ofincompatibilis, L.] that cannot ſubfift,

INCO'CITANTNESS orminding,thoughtleſneſs, heed , fuit, or agree together, without deſtroying one another.
INCOGITA'TIVENESS leſneſs.

INCOMPATIBLENESS2 ( incompatibilité, F.] a being in

INCOGNO'SIBLE [ incognoſcibilis, L.) that cannot be known. INCOMPATIBI'LITY S compatible; Antipathy, Contra

INCOHERENT [ incohærens, L.] that does not hang, agree, riety .

or fuit well together. INCOMPE'NSABLE [of in and compenſare, L.) uncapable
INCOHE/RENCE (of in , cohærens, L.) diſagreeinent, of being compenſated, or that cannot be recompenſed.

INCOHE'RENTNESS or not ſuiting well together. INCOMPETENT (of in and competens, L.) uncapable, not

INCOLU'MITY (incolumitas, L.) ſafety, freedom from all duly qualified , improper, unfit,

Danger. INCOMPETENCY [ incomperance, F. of incompetens,

INCOMBU'STIBLE, that cannot be burned or conſumed by INCOMPETENTNESS L.) Inſufficiency, Inability

Fire. INCOMPE'TIBLE, unſuitable, that does not agree with,

INCOMBU'STIBLENESS (qualité incombuſtible, F. of in neg. INCOMPE/TIBLENESS [of in negat. and competible, F.]

and combuſtibilis, L. ) a Quality that will not burn . the Condition of a Thing,that will not ſquare or agree with

INCOMBUSTIBLE Cloth , a fort of Linen Cloth, made another.

from a Stone in the Form of Talk, which Stone is callid INCOMPLE'TE (of in and completus, L.) not complete,

Lapis Amianthus and Asbeſtos. This Cloth is ſaid to be of not brought to perfection, unfiniſhed.
that Nature, that it will not be conſumed , tho' thrown and INCOMPLE'TENESS, incomplete, unfiniſhed Quality:

let to lie never ſo long in a violent hot Fire ; and therefore in INCOMPLI ANCE, a not conſenting, or a not being diſ

antient Times ( as Pliny relates) Shrowds were made of it, poſed to comply with.
and uſed at Royal Obſequies to wrap up the Corps, that the INCOMPO'SED [of in and compofitus, L.) uncouth, ill fa

Aſhesof the Body might be preſerved diſtin £t from thoſeof voured , diſorderly.
the Wood of the funeral Pile. And Writers relate, that the INCOMPOSEDNESS, Diſorderedneſs, the being out of

Princes of Tartary uſe it forthe ſame Purpoſe at this Day. Frame, or diſturbed in Mird.
And it is the Matter of Wicks the perpetual Lamps were INCOMPOSITE Numbers [in Arithmetick ) are thoſe Num
made. The Stone, which is the Matter of it, is found in bers made only by Addition, or the Collection of Units,

feveral Places, as in China, Italy, and Wales; and ſome alſo and not by Multiplication ; fo an Unit only can meaſure it;

in Scotland. Pliny relates, that he was himſelf at a great as 2, 3 , 4, 5 , &c. call'd alſo prime Numbers.

Entertainment, where the Napkins of this Cloth being taken INCOMPO'SSIBLe Propoſition (in Logick ] that which affirms

foul from the Table, were thrown into the Fire, and by that what another denies.

meanswere takenout fairer and whiter than if they had been INCOMPREHENsible ( incomprehenfibilis, L.) that cannot
waſhed. As to the manner of making this Cloth, Paulus be comprehended or conceived in Mind,

Venetus relates , that he was informed by an Intendant of the INCOMPREHE'NSIBLENESS [of incomprehenfibilité, F. of

Mines in Tartary, that this Mineral ( that is found in a cer- INCOMPREHENSIBI'LIYY } incomprehenfibilis, L. ] Quality

tain Mountain there) is firſt pounded ina Braſs Mortar, to that cannot be comprehended or conceived in the Mind.

ſeparate the earthy Part from it, and that it is afterwards Inconcei'VABLE [ inconcevable, F. ] not to be conceived or

waſhed, and then ſpun into Threads like Wooll , and aftera imagined

wards woven into Cloth. And that, when it is foul, they Inconceivableness, Quality, Nature or Property, that

throw it into the Fire for an Hour's Time, from whence it cannot be conceived.

comes out unhurt, and as white as Snow . INCONCINNITY [ inconcinnitas, L.) ill- faſhionedneſs, unfit

But in two Trials that weremade before the Royal So- neſs, &c.

ciety in London , a piece of this Cloth , of twelve Inches long INCONCEA'LABLE [of in and congelabilis, L.) that cannot

and fix broad , which weigh'd twenty four Drams, being put be frozen .

into a ſtrong Fire for ſome Minutes, it loſt one Drameach INCONGEALA'Bleness, Nature or Quality that cannot be

Time. congealed or frozen.

I'NCOME [q.d. Comings in] Revenue, Rent, Profit, Gain. INCO'NGRUOUS ( incongruus, L.) improper, unſeemly, un

INCOMME'NSURABLE ( of in neg: con with, and menfura fit, diſagreeable.

bilis, L. ) that cannot be meaſured, that has not an equal INCONGRUOUSNESS [ incongruitas, L.) diſagreeableneſs,

Meaſureor Proportion . INCO'NGRU'ITY unfitneſs, irregularity, &c.

INCOMMENSURABLE Numbers (with Arithmeticians) are INCONGRUVITY (with Gram .) an impropriety of Speech.
ſuch as have no common Diviſor, that can divide them both

INCONGRU'ITY (in Phyſicks) a property by which a fluid
equally. Body is hindered from uniting with another fluid or ſolid

INCOMME'NSURABLE Quantities (with Mathematicians] Body, that is diffimilar to, or different from .

are ſuch, which have no aliquot Part, or any common Mea- INCONNE'xion [of in neg. and connexio, L.] a defect in

ſure, that may meaſure thein ; as the Diagonal and Side of a joining things together, want of coherence, or the quality of

Square ; for altho ', that each of thoſe Lines have infinite ali- things that are not hanged, linked, or joined together.

quot Parts, as the Half, the Third,&c. yet not any Part INCONNEX10 [in Rhet.) the ſame as Afyndeton .

of the one , be it never ſo finall, can poſſibly meaſure the other. INCO'NSE QU ENCY 2 [ inconſequentia; L.) weakneſs of

INCOMME'NSURABLE Quantities ( in Power ] is when, be- INCO'NSEQUENTNESS S arguing, when the Concluſion

tween the Squares of twoQuantities, there canno Area or does not follow , or cannot be fairly drawn from the Premiſes.

Content be found, that may terve for a common Meaſure to INCONSIDERABLE, not worthy of confideration , regard ,

Meaſure both exactly. or notice ; alſo of little or no account or worth .

INCOM M'ENSURA BLENESS (of incommenſurabilité, F.] un- INCONSIDER ABLENESS, worthleſneſs, &c. not worthy of

capableneſs of being mcafuredby any other equal Quantity: regard or notice .

INCOMME'NSURATENESS (of in neg. and con, menfuratus,L. INCONSIDERANCY [ inconfiderantia, L.) inconſiderateneſs,

and nej ,] incommenſurable Qualitity . unadviſedneſs, raſhneſs.

To INCOMMO'DE ( incommodare, L. ] to cauſe Inconve- INCONSI'DERATE [ inconfideratus, L.) unadviſed, rafh .

nience, Prejudice, or Hurt. INCONSIDERATENESS [ inconfiderantia , L. ] want of

INCOMMO'DIOUS [ incommodus, L.) inconvenient, unpro- INCONSIDERATION 3 Thought, thoughtleſneſs.

fotable , unfit ; alſo troubleſome, offenſive. INCONSISTENCE (of in neg. confiftentia, L. and meſs ]

INCOMMOʻDIOUSNESS [incommoditas, L. incommodité, F.] IncoNsI'ST ENCY à not agreeing, ſuiting, orconſiſting

INCOMMO'DITY inconvenientneſs, inconveniency. INCONSISTENTNESS with ; a being incompatible,
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INCONSISTENT [of in and conſiſtens, L.) that is not con- INCRASSA'Tion , a making thick or grofs, a rendring fluids

ſiſtent, ſuitable, or agreeable to; that does not comport thicker than before by the mixture of leſs fluid Particles .

with . TO INCREASE [ increſcere, L. ) to grow , or cauſe to grow ,

INCON SO'L A BLE [inconſolabilis, L.) that cannot be com- to add , to enlarge, to advance or improve; alſo to be ad

forted or cheered . vanced

INCONSO'LABLENESS , a State of uncomfortableneſs, or that INCREASED in Number ( Afirol.] a Planet is ſaid to be ſo,

will not admit of Comfort. when by its proper Motion it excceds the mean Motion.

INCONSONANCY [ inconfonantia, L. ] diſagreeableneſs in INCREA'TE(of in neg. and creatus, L.] is that which does

found. not depend upon another by Creation, uncreated.

INCONSTANT [inconftans, L.) fickle, light, wavering, un- INCRE'DIBLE [incredibilis, L.) that is not to be believed,
certain . ſurpaſſing belief ; exceſſive, vaft, huge .

Inco'NSTANCY [ inconftantia , L. ] unſteadineſs; INCREDIBI’LITY ? [ incredibilitas, L. ) unbelief,unapt.
INCOINSTANTNESS changeableneſs, ficklenels. INCRE'Dibleness neſs or backwardnets of belief ; alſo

INCONTE'STIBLE [ inconteftible, F. ) indiſputable. the being pait belief.

INCONTE/STIBLENESS, indiſputableneſs. INCRE'DULOUS ( incredulus, L.) hard of belief, who will

INCONTINENT, unchafte, Gr. F. not believe.

INCO'NTINENTNESS 2 (of incontinentia, L.) incontinence, [ incredulitas, L. incredulité, F.)

INCONTINENCY ā not abſtaining from unlawful de- INCREDULOUSNESS} Unbelieving Temper," .
fires, lack of moderation in Luſts and Affections, unchaſtity. INCREMENT [ incrementum , L.) an increaſe, a waxing

INCONTINENCY (with Phyfic .] is a Term uſed of ſuch na- bigger.

tural Diſcharges as are involuntary through Weakneſs ; as an I'NCREMENT (with Algebraifts] is uſed to ſignify the in

involuntary Diſcharge of Urine, &c. finitely ſmall increaſe of aLine in Fluxions, growing bigger

Inconvenience® [of inconveniens, L.) croſs Accident, by Motion.

Diſturbance, Trouble, Difficulty. INCREMENTUM [with Rhetoricians) a Figure wherein a

INCONVEʻNIENTness , inconvenience. Speech riſes up bydegrees, from the loweſt to the higheſt

INCONVE'Rsable (of in and converſable, F.] unſociable, Pitch ; as, neither Silver, Gold, nor precious Stones are worthy

unfit for Converſation . to be compared with Virtue.
INCONVE RSABLENESS, unſociableneſs. INCREMENTUM (old Rec . ) the advance in Rent or other

INCONVE'RTIBLE [of in and convertibilis, L.) that cannot Payments, in oppoſition to Decrementum , L.

be tranſpoſed, changed or altered . INCREMENTUM, improvement of Land ; alſo a Plot of
INCONVERTIBELNESS, incapableneſs of being converted or Land encloſed out of common or waſte Ground.

turned, unalterableneſs. INCREPA'TION, a rebukingor chiding; a rebuke, a check, L.

I'NCORDING (with Farriers] a diſeaſe when a Horſes Guts INCRE'SSANT? [in Heraldry ) ſignifies the Moon

fall down into his Cods. INCR E'SCANT! in the encreaſe , from the new

INCOʻR POR ALNESS

INCORPOREŠITY [of incorporalitas,' L.] the being
to the full. See the Ejcutcheon.

without a Body
To Incroa'ch (of acchroacher, F. to hook in]

INCORPORA'LITY to gain upon or hook in, to catch.

INCO'RPORATED [ incorporatus, L. incorpore, F.] imbodied, ÎNCROA'CHMENT, an entring upon, gaining, hooking in

formed or admitted into a Corporation or Society. or uſurping.

INCORPORATED (with Cbymiſts] mixed well or united , as INCROACHINGNESS, incroaching Diſpofition or Quality .

the Particles of one Body with thole of another, ſo as to ap- INCRU'sted [ incruſtatus, L.]made into a hard Cruſt.

pear an uniform Subſtance. INCRUSTED Column (in Architeature ] is a Column conſiſt

INCO'R PORATEDNESS,the State or Condition of being in ing of ſeveral pieces or ſender Branches of ſome precious

corporated, or the unitedneſs of one Thing with another. Marble, Agate, Jaſper, &c. maſticated or cemented around

INCORPORATION, an incorporating, uniting or joining of a Mould of Brick, or any other Matter ; which is dore for

one Body or Subſtance with another. two Reaſons, the one is to ſave the precious Stones , or to

INCORPORATION (with Chymiſts] the mixing of dry and make them appear of an uncommon largeneſs, by the near

moiſt Bodies together, ſo as to make one uniformMaſs, with- neſs and cloſeneſs of the Incruſtation , when the Maſtick is of

out leaving a poſſibility of diſtinguiſhing the Ingredients or Bo. the ſame Colour.

dics mixt. INCRUSTATION [ Architecture ) is a Column which confifts

INCORPOʻREAL [ incorporeus, L. incorporel, F.) having no of ſeveral pieces of hard polith d Stones, or other brilliant

Body, Bodileſs. Matter, diſpoſed in Compartiments in the Body of a Build

INCORPOREI'Ty, the State or Condition of that which has ing ; alſo a Plaiſter, withwhich a Wall is lived .
no body ; as the incorporeity of the Soul ofMan. INCRUSTATION, a making or becoming hard on the outſide

INCORRE'CTNESS (of incorrectus, L.) faultineſs. like a Cruft ; alſo a rough caiting or pargetting.

INCORRIGIBLE [ incorrigibilis, L.) paft Correction, not to INCUBAPTION 3 a fitting abrood , ahatching, as a Hen,
be amended or reclaimed, obſtinate. INCU'BITURE &c. L.

An INCORRIGIBLE Perſon (in Hieroglyphicks] was by the I'NCUBATED [incubatus, L.) brooded or hovered over as by

Antients repreſented by a Leopard's Skin, becauſe there are a Bird on her Eggs or Neft.

such ſpots in it , that no Art can remove or whiten. I'NCUBUS, a Dæmon, who in the chape of a Man , has car

INCO'RRIGIBLENESS (of incorrigible, F. of in, neg. and nal Knowledge of a Woman.

corrigibilis, L.] Quality or Temper, & c. that will not be INCUBUS (with Phyſicians) a Diſeaſe called the Night Mare,

amended. proceeding from raw Humours aſcending into the Brain, and

INCORRUPT ( incorruptus, L.) incorrupted, untaint- ſtopping the Courſe of the animal Spirits, which oppreſſes

INCORRU'PTED ed, whole and ſound. Peoplein their Sleep, and ſeems as if a great Weight were
INCORRUPTA Virgo, a Virgin who hath had no venereal In- lying upon them , L.

tercourſe with a Man , L. TO INCU /LCATE [inculcatum , L.) to repeat and infilt upon

INCORRUPTIBI‘LITY ( with Metaphyſicians] is an inabili- often ; as it were to beat a thing into a Perſon's Brains.

ty not to be. INCU'LPABLE [ inculpabilis, L.) unreproveable, unblamc

INCORRUPTIBLE ( incorruptibilis, L.) not ſubject to cor- able, blameleſs.

ruption or decay ; alſo that cannot or will not be bribed. INCU'LPABLENESS , unblameableneſs.

INCORRUPTIBLES, a Sect of the Eutychians, who held INCUMBENCY ( of incumbens, L. ] a plying, performing, oc

that the Body of Jeſus Chriſt was incorruptible; i. e. not cupying

ſuſceptible of any change or alteration from his formation in INCUMBENT (incumbens, L.} lying or leaning upon .

the Womb of his Mother, nor of natural Paſſions, as Hunger, An INCUMBENT ( of incumbere, L. to labour ítrenuouſly ;

Thirſt, Esc. becauſe he ought to bend his whole Study to diſcharge his

INCORRU'PTIBLeness (incorruptibilitas, L.] the State or Function ] a Perſonwho has the Care or Čure of Souls, one

Condition of that which is incorruptible. that enjoys a Benefice.

To INCOU'NTER [ rencontrér, F.] to fight with, to join TO INCU'MBER ( encombrer, F.) to crowd or Stop , to trou .

in Battle. ble or peſter ; to clog, to hinder .

To INCOURAGE, & C. See Encourage. INCU'MBRANCE (encombre, F. ) hinderance, ſtoppage, clog.

INCRASSA'NTIA (with Phyſicians) incraffating or thicken- To INCU'R [incurrere, L.] to runupon or into, to fall un

ing things, ſuch as being indued with thick ropy Parts , are der, to expoſe or render ones ſelf liable to.

mixed with thin liquid Juices to bring them to a due Con- INCURABLE, that cannot be cured, healed or remedied . E.

fiſtence. INCU'R ABLENESS , incapableneſs of being cured.

INCRA'SSATED ( incraffatus, L.) thickened . INCURI'OUS [incuriofus, L.] careleſs, negligent.

}

}
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INCU'R IOUSNES3 , careleſneſs, heedlefsneſs. INDE'NTURE [ indentura , L.) an Agreement or Contra &t

INCURSIONS, inroads made by Soldiers into an Enemy's between two or more Perſons in Writing, indented at the
Country. F. of L. Top, and anſwering to another Copy, which contains the

INCURVA’Tion , a bending, a bowing, amaking crooked, L. ſame Covenants and Articles to be kept by the other Party ..

INCURVATION of the Rays of Light [ in Dioptricks) is the INDEPE'NDENT (with Metaphyſicians ] is when one Thing

variation of a Ray of Light, from that right Line in which its does not depend on another as its Caule.

Motion would have continued , were it not for the reflftances INDEPE'NDENCE ( independance, F.] abſoluteneſs, a ha

made by the thickneſs of the Medium thro 'which it paſſes, ſo INDEPENDENCYving no dependence on another.

as to hinder its ſtrait Courſe, and turn it aſide. INDEPE'NDENT (independant, F.] that has no dependency

INCURVATION (with Surgeons) a bunch or ſwelling on the upon any one.

Back ; alſo the bending ofa Bone, &c. from its natural Shape. INDEPE'NDENTISM, the State or Condition of being inde
I'NCUS, a Smith's Anvil, L. pendent; alſo the Principles of

I'NCUS (with Ananomis) a Bone of the inner Part of the INDEPE'NDENTS, Diflenters, who manage all things re

Ear, reſembling a grinder Tooth, and lying under the Bone latingto Church Diſcipline within their own Congregations,
called Malleus, L. and allow not of any dependance on any other Church or

I'NCU'SSION, a violent ſhaking againſt or into, L.
Churches .

INDAGAʻTOR , a ſearcher or inquirer into Matters. INDE'PRECABLE, that will not be entreated.

INDACATION, a diligent ſearching or inquiring into, L. INDETERMINATE [ indeterminatus, L.] not preciſe.

To DA'MMAGE[of endommager,F. ] to bring dammage, to INDETERMINED Problem (with Mathematicians] is one

hurt or prejudice. which is capable of an infinite Number of Anſwers ; as to

INDA'MMAGEMENT, dammage, hurt, prejudice. find out two Numbers, whoſe Sum, together with their

To INDA'NGER [of in and danger, F.] to expoſe to danger Product, ſhall be equal to a given Number; or to make a
or hazard. Rhomboides, ſuch that the Rectangle under the sides be

TO IRDEAR [of in, intenſive, and dýpan, Sax .) to render equal to a given Square; both of which Problems will have

dear to , to gain the Affection of. infinite Solutions .

INDEA'RMENT, a rendring dear, an engaging Carriage. INDE VOTION , want of Devotion, Irreligion . F.

INDEAVOUR . See Endeavour. I'ndex, a Token or Mark to fhew or direct to, as the

INDE'BTED [ erdetté, F.) in the Debt of, that owes to ano- Hand of a Clock , Gr.

ther. I'ndex, a Table of the Contents of a Book, a Token or

Indecent (indecens, L.) unbecoming, unſeemly . Mark to thew or direct to any Thing, &c. L. and F.

INDE'CENTNESS [indecentia, L. indecence, F. ) unbe- I'NDEX (in Muf. Books] a little Mark at the End of each

INDECENCY } comingneſs, unfeemlineſs , unhandfon- Line of a Tune, ſhewing the Note the next Line beginswith .

neſs. I'NDEX (of a Logarithm ] is the Character or Exponent of

INDECIMABLE [of in and decimæ , L.) not tithable, not it, and is that Figure, which ſhews of how many places the

liable to pay Tithes. abſolute Number belonging to the Logarithm does conſiſt;

INDECLI'NABLE [ indeclinabilis, L.) as indeclinable Nouns, and of what Nature it is, whether it be an Integer or Fracti

are ſuch as do not vary the caſes; alſo not to be declined or Thus in this Logarithm 2.-562293, the Number ſtand
ſhunned . ing on the left Hand of the Point is call'd the Index , and

INDE'COROUS ( indecorus, L.) unhandſome, unſeemly. ſhews that the abſolute Number anſwering to it conſiſts of

INDE/COROUSNESS (of indecorus, L. and nejs] unhandſom- three Places ; for it is always one more than the Index . A

nels, indecency. gain , if the abſolute Number be a Fraction, then the Index

Indecoʻrum, unhandſome Behaviour, unſeemlineſs. L. of the Logarithm hath a negative Sign , and is marked thus,

INDEPA'TIGABLE [indefatigabilis, L.) unwearied . 2. 562293 .

INDEPA'TIGABLENESS, unwearied diligence or application. I'ndex of a Quantity (with Algebraiſts] is that Quantity

INDEFEA'SIBLE [of in neg. and defaire, F.) that which ſhewing to whatPower it is to be involved, as a 3 Mews
cannot be defeated or made void , as an indefeaſible Right to that a is to be involved to the third Power, E9C.

an Eſtate, &c. I'NDEXES of Powers ( in Algebra] are the Exponents of

INDEFE'CTIBLE [ of indefe &tus, L.) that cannot or will not Powers, and are ſo named, becauſe they ſhew the Order,

fail. Seat, or Place of each Power; as alſo its Number of Dimen

INDEFECTIBILITY, the quality of being never liable to fail. ſions or Degrees, i . e. how many times the Root is multi

INDEPE'Nsus [old Rec.] one who is impleaded and refuſes plied in reſpectively producing each Power : Thus 2 is the

to anſwer . Index or Exponent of the ſecond Power or Square, 3 of the

INDEʻFINITE ( indefinitus, L.) that has no bounds or limits third Power or Cube, 4 ofthe fourth Power or Biquadrate, &c.

fet, unlimited , undefined ; which has no certain bounds, or I'NDIAN, beloning to India.

to which the human Mind cannot conceive any . I'NDIAN Crelles, an Herb.

INDEʻFINITE Pronouns (with Grammarians) are ſuch that I'NDIAN Moule, an Ichneumon, a little Creature that creeps

have a looſe and undetermined Signification, and are called , into the Mouths of Crocodiles, and gnaws their Entrails and

either indefinite Pronouns, Perſonal, as whoſoever, whatſoever, ſo kills them.

each, other : Or, Pronouns indefinite, which relate both to I'NDICANT ( indicans, L.) indicating, ſhewing, pointing

Perſon and Thing ; as, any, one, none, and the other. to as it were with the Finger.

INDEFINITENESS, uncapableneſs of bounds or limits, un- INDICANT Days ( withPhyſicians) thoſe Days which fig
limitedneſs. nify that a Criſis or Change ina Diſeaſe will happen on ſuch

INDELIBLE [ indelililis, L.) that cannot be cancelled or

blotted out. To I'NDICATE [ indicare, L.) to ſhew or diſcover.

INDEʻLIBLENESS , uncapableneſs of being blotted out or de- INDICATION, a fhewing, a Sign or Symptom .

ftroy'd . INDICA TION [in Medicine) a diſcovering what is to be

TO INDEMNIFY [of fio and indemnis, L. or indemniſer, done in order to recover the Patient's health.

F.) to ſave or bear harmleſs. INDICATION Curative [with Phyſicians) thoſe Indications

ÍNDEMNITY [indemnitas, L. ) a being ſcreened or exempted that ſhew how the Diſeaſe is to be removed that a Patient la
from harm , dammage, lofs. bours under at the preſent time.

INDE'MNITY, [old Law ) an annual Penſion of one or two INDICATIONS Preſervatory, are thoſe that ſhew what is

Shillings, paid to the Archdeacon, whenaChurch was ap- to be done for the preſervation and continuance of health.

propriate to an Abby or College, inſtead ofInduction Money. INDICAPTIONSVital, are ſuch as reſpect the Life of the

INDEMO'NSTRABLE [ indemonſtrabilis, L. ) that cannot be Patient, his Strength and way of living .

proved or demonſrated . INDICATIONS, Signs, Marks, Tokens, pointing out

INDEMONSTRABLENESS, incapableneſs of being demon- ſomething to be done, F. of L.

Vitrated. INDICATIVE [of indications, L.) ſhewing or declaring.

TO INDENT Lendenter, F. ) to jag or notch . INDICATIVE Mood (in Gram .] a Mood which barelyaf

INDE'NTED [in Heraldry) needs no Explanation ; firms and denies, and no more.

but it ought to be obſerved , that there are in He- INDICATOR ( Anat.] one of the Muſcles which extends

raldry two Sorts ofit, which are only diſtinguiſh- the Forefinger, io called becauſe it ſerves to point at any

able by the largeneſs of the Teeth, the ſmaller be thing, L.

ing commoniy called Indented, and the larger by the French , INDICATO'RIUS Mufculus ( Anat.) a Muſcle which turns

Dancette or Dantelé. F. the Eye afide, L.

INDE'NTED Line [in Fertification) is a Line made like the INDICATUM [in Medicine) is that which is fignified to be

Teeth of a Saw . done in order to recover the Patient's health,

a Day .
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INDICA'VIT [in Law] the nameof a Writ by which the INDISCER PIBILITY ? ( of in neg. and diferptus, Lj .

Patron of a Church may remove a Writ commenced againſt INDISCE'RPIBLENESS } Term uſed by Philoſophers, to fig .

the Clerk upon account of Tithes, from the Court Chriſtian a being inſeperable.

to the King's Court. INDISCREET (of in and diſcretus, L. indiſcret, F.] unwiſe,

I'NDICES Dies (with Phyſicians) the ſame as critical Days . unadviſed, unwary.

To Indi'ct [indi&tum, L.] to impeach, accuſe or prefer a INDISCRETION want of diſcretion orjudgment; im
Bill againſt an Offender in due Courſe of Law. INDISCRE'Etness prudence, inconfideration .

INDI'CTABLE, that may or is liable to be indicted or pro- INDISCRIMINATE (indiſcriminatus, L.] not ſevered or diffe
fecuted . renced, where no ſeparation, diſtinction or difference is made.

INDICTED [of indi &tus, L.) told, ſhew'd , declared ; alſo INDISPE'NSABLE not to be diſpenſed with or avoided ;

accuſed or impeached in a Court of Judicature . INDISPE'NSIBLE } that is of abſolute neceſſity.

INDI CTMENT [ indi tamentum , L. of indicare, L. to fhew , TO INDISPO'SE ( indiſpoſer, F. ] to render unfit or uncapable.

& c.] an Accuſation or Impeachment for ſome Crime preſent- INDISPO'SED [of in , neg. and diſpoſitus, L.) diſordered in

ed in a Court of Juſtice. Body or Mind, Sick .

Indictive [among the Romans] an Epithet given to cer- INDISPOSITION, a diſorder, an alteration of Health for the

tain Feaſt Days appointed by the Magiſtrates, as Conjul, Worle , F. of L.

Pretor, &c. INDISPUTABLE (of in, neg. and diſputabilis, L.) that is
INDICTION (with Chronologers] the ſpace of 15 Years, a not to be diſputed or queſtioned .

way of reckoning appointed by the Emperor Conſtantine the INDISPU'TABLENESS, unqueſtionableneſs, ſo great certain

Great, in the place of the Olympiads: this Account began at ty , as not to be argued againſt.

the diſmiſſion of the Council of Nice, A. C. 312 . Indition INDISSOʻLVABLE ( indiſolubilis, L. ] that cannot be

alſo ſignifies the Convocation of an ecclefiaftical Aſſembly, as Indi'sso'LUBLE looſened , broken or undone.

of a Synod or Council , and even a Diet. INDISSO'LVABLENESS uncapableneſs of being diffolved ,

I'NDICUS , a , um, [with Botan . Writ .] of the growth of INDISSOʻLUBLENESS & c.

India, L. INDISTI'Nct ( indiſtinetus, L. ) not diſtinct, confuſed, diſ
IND'IFFERENT (indifferens, L.) that is of little or no Con- ordered.

cern , not material, that has no affection or love, cold ; alſo INDIST I'NGUISHABLE [ indiſtinguibilis, L.) that cannot be

pretty good or paffable, common or ordinary. diltinguiſhed .

INDI'FFERENCY 3 [ indifferentia, L. indifference, F.] TO INDI'TE (prob . of inditum , L. to put in) to compoſe or

INDI'FFERENTNESSS the having little or no Concern of dictate the matter of a Letter or other Writing.

Affection for ; alſo middle Nature orQuality neither beſt or worſt. INDIVIDUAL ( individuus, L.) of or pertaining to an Indi

I'NDIGENCY ? [indigentia, L. indigence, F.] needineſs, siduum .
I'NDIGENTNESS ſ poverty: An INDIVIDUAL, the ſame as

INDIGESTED (indigeftus, L.] not digeſted, confuſed, out INDIVI'DIUM , a Body or Particle ſo ſmall, that it cannot

of order ; alſo crude or raw . be divided, an Atom, L.

INDIGE'SIEDNESS (of indigeftus, L. indigeflé, F. and nejs] INDIVIDIUM (with Logicians) is what denotes one only

the not being digeſted ; confuſedneſs, want of Order. Perſon or Thing , or it is a particular being of any Species, or

INDICE'STIBLE [indigeſtibilis, L.) that cannot be digeſted that which can't be divided into two or more Beings equal or

INDIGE'STIBLENESS, uncapableneſs of being digeſted. alike, and is four -fold , L.

INDIGE'ST LON, want of digeſtion or rawneſs of the Stomach , INDIVI'dium determinatum , is when the thing is named

To INDIGITATE ( indigitatum , L.) to thew or point at as anddetermined, as Alexander, the River Thames, &c. L.

it were with a Finger. Individuum demonſtrativum , is when a demonſtrative

INDICITATION, a fhewing as it were with a Finger, a Pronoun is uſed in the Expreſſion, as this Man, or that Woman .

plain Proof, a convincing Demonſtration. INDIVIDUUM ex Hypothefi, or by ſuppoſition, is when an

INDIGITES [according to ſome ſo called of indigere, L. to univerſal Name or Term is reſtrained by the ſuppoſition, to

want, q . thoſethat wanted nothing; but others ofin loco ge- a particular thing, as the Son of ſuch an one, and it is known

niti, born in the Place] Demi-Gods, or certain eminent Per- that he had but one Son . L.

ſons or Heroes, for their noble Atchievements enrolled among INDIVIDUUM Vagum , is that , which tho' it ſignifies but

the Gods.
one thing, yet may be of any of that kind ; as when we ſay

INDIGNABU'NDUS (with Anatomiſts] a Muſcle of the Eye, a Man, a certain Person, one ſaid ſo or ſo ; but one Perſon is

which drawsoff the Eye from the Noſe, ſo callid , becauſe it meant ; but that one Perſon , may be any body, for what ap

is made uſe of in ſcornful Looks. pears to the contrary .

INDIGNAʼtion, Anger, Wrath, Wrathfulneſs, &c. L. INDIVI'SIBLE ( indivifibilis, L.] which cannot be divided .

INDIGNATO'rius Muſculus (with Anatomiſts] a Muſcle of INDIVISIBI'LITY ? indiviſibilité, F. indiviſibilis, L. and

the Eye, the fourth ſtraight one; ſo named becauſe in draw- INDIVI'SIBLENESS 3 neſs ) uncapableneſs of being divided.

ing the Eye outward , it cauſes that Caft or Motion, that is INDIVISIBLES (indivifibilia, L.) Things that cannot be

peculiar to Perſons in Anger, L. divided.

INDIGNITY ( indignitas, L. ) affront, unworthy Uſage or INDIVI'SIBLES ( with Geometricians) are ſuch Principles or

Treatment of a Perſon beneath his Merit or Character. Elements, that any Body or Figure may ultimately be re

In'dico a kind of ſtony Subſtance, brought fron the ſolved into; and theſe are ſuppoſed to be infinitely ſmall in

I'NDIGO Eaſtward , uſed in dying Blue . It is a Fecula cach peculiar Figure . As for Example, a Line may be ſaid

procured from the Leaves of a Shrub, frequent in the Eaſt to conſiſt of an infinite Number of Points ; a Surface ofan in

and Weft- Indies, where they plant and cultivate it with great finite Number of parallel Lines ; and a ſolid of infinite pa

care ; when it is ripe, i. e. when the Leaves are brittle, and rallel Surfaces. This Doctrine of Indiviſibles, the Ancients

break by only touching, they cut them , tie them up in callid by the Name of the Method of Exhauſtions, and is

bundles, and lay them to Rot in large Vats of River or Spring ſuppoſed to have been invented by Archimedes.

Water. In 3 or 4 Days the Water boils by mere force of the INDIVI'SUM [in Law) that which two Perſons hold in com

Plantheating it, &c. upon this they ſtir it up with large Poles, mon , without Partition .

and then letting it ſtand to ſettle again, take out the Wood, INDO,CILE [indocilis, L.) unteachable, that cannot be

which is now void both of Leaves and Bark . Afterwards they INDO,CIBLE? taught; ſtupid, dull , blockiſh .

continue to ſtir what remains at bottom divers times ; after it INDOCIBLENESS [ indocilitas, L, indocilité, F.) unapt

has ſettled for good, they let out the Water, take the Scdi- Indo'cilness ļ neſs to learn or be tought.

ment which remains at bottom , put it into Forms or Moulds, TO INDO'CTRINATE , to inſtruct or teach .

and expoſe it in the Air to dry ; and this is Indigo .
INDOLENCY 3 [ indolentia, L. indolence, F.} unſenfi

INDIRE'CT ( indireétus, L.j not direct, not upright, unfair, INDOʻLENTNESS Š bleneſs of Pain or Grief; alſo an uncon

unhandſome, foul, baſe. cernedneſs, regardleſneſs.

INDIRECT Modes of Syllogiſm (in Logick ] are the 5 laſt Modes I'NDOLENT [ indolens, L. ) inſenſible , careleſs, ſupine.

of the firſt Figure expreſſed by the barbarous Words Baralip- INDO'M ABLENESS (of indomabilis, L.) untameableneſs.

ton , Celantis , Dabitis, Friſefomorum . To INDOʻRSE [endoſjer, F.] to write on the back of an Inftru

INDIRE'CTNESS (of indireétus, L.] unfair Dealing or Ma- mentorDeed, ſomething that relates to the Matter therein con

nagement. tained; alſo to write ones Name on the back of a Money Bill .

INDISCE'RNIBLE (of in , neg. and difcernere, L.] not to be INDOʻRSED [in Heraldry] Fiſhes are ſaid to be borne in

diſcerned . dorſed , when they are repreſented with their Backs to each

Indisce'RNIBLENEss, uncapableneſs of being diſcerned . other.

INDISCE'RPIBLE [of in and difcerpere, L.] that cannot be INDO'RSEMENT (endoJement, F. of in and dorfum , L. the

rents divided, or ſeparated, Back ) a writing cn the backſide of a Bond, Deed, Notex Esra
Τα
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even .

To INDO/W [ indotare, L. indouairer , F.] to beſtow a INEFFABLE Numbers ( with Algebraiffs) the ſame as Surd

Dower, to ſettle Rents or Revenues upon. Numbers ; which ſee.

Indowment [of in and douaire, F. a Dowry ] a beſtow
INEFFABLENESS ,

ment ; a Gift of Nature, an Accompliſhment, as to natural
Ineffability,'} unſpeakableneſs, & c.

Gifts or Parts. Ineffica'cious [ ineficax, L.) ineffectual.
I'NDRAUGHT [of in and bront , Sax .) a Gulph or Bay Ineffe'ctive , that has no effect, vain, fruitleſs.

running in between two Lands. IneFFE'CTUAL (of in and efficax , L. ) fruitleſs, to no pur

INDU'BIT ABLE ( indubitabilis, L.) not to be queſtion'd, poſe.

paft all doubt. INE'FFICACY [ inefficacité, F. of inefficax , L.) in

INDU'BITABLEness, undoubtedneſs, &c. IneFFE'CTUALNESS } efficacy, fruitleſneſs.

INDUBITATE [indubitatus, L.) undoubted. INELABORATE [ inelaboratus, L.] unlaboured , not well

TO INDU'CE ( inducere, L.) to lead, to perſuade. wrought or compoſed.

INDUCEMENTS [of inducere, L.) Motives, Reaſons for do- INE'LEGANT (inelegans, L.] uneloquent; alſo not having

ing a Thing. any Gracefulneſs or Beauty, &c.

INDUCIARY (induciarius, L. ) pertaining to a Truce. INE'LEGANTNESS [ inelegantia, L ] want of Elegancy ,

INDU'CIATE (of induciatus, L.) immediate, next, pre- Ine'LEGANCY Beauty, Grace, & c.

ſumptive, as induciate Heir, &c. INELU'CTABLE Cineluttabilis, L.) that cannot be overcome

INDUCTED [indu tus, L.) introduced ; put into the Poſſeſ- with any Pains or Labour, &c.

fion of. INEMENDABLE [itemendabilis, L.. ) that cannot be amend

INDUCTION , a bringing or leading into ; an inducement ed ; in antient Times a Crime was ſaid to be inamendable ,

or perſuaſion. which could not be atoned for by Fine.

ÎNDUỘCTION (with Logicians] an Inference or Conſequence INEMENDABLENESs, uncapableneſs of being amended.

drawn in reaſoning from ſeveral eſtabliſhed Principles ; a kind INENARRABLE [ inenarrabilis. L.) that cannot be related.

of imperfect Syllogiſm , when the Species is gathered out of INENA'RRABLENEss, unſpeakableneſs.

the Individuals, the Genus out of the Species, and the whole INENO'DABLE [ inenodabilis, L.) not to be untied or ex

out of the Parts. plained.

INDUCTION [in a Law Senſe) aTerm uſed forthe giving įnenOʻDABLeness, uncapableneſs of being unlooſed, un

Poffeflion to an incumbent of his Church, by leading him in tied, or explicated.

to it , and delivering him the Keys by the Commiſſary or INE'PT Cineptus, L.) unfit, uncapable.

Deputy of the Biſhop; and by his ringing one of the Bells. INEPTITUDE [ineptitudo, L.] unaptneſs, incapacitys alſo

INDU'CTIVE [of inductus, L.) apt to induce or lead into . weakneſs, fillinels.
Milton . INE'QUABLE (of in neg. and æquabilis, L.) unequal, un

To INDU'E [of in and douaire, F. or induere, L.) to qualify,

ſupply, or furniſh with. INE'QUABLENESS, uncapableneſs of being made equal or

To INDUe [of in and deuwen, Du .] fignifies ſpeaking of even.

a Hawk, to digeſt or concoct her Meat. Ine'QUALNESS ? [of in neg. æqualitas, L. inegalité, F.

TO INDU'LGE [ indulgere, L.) to cocker, make much of, INEQUA'LITY } and neſs] inequality ,

to be fond of ; alſo to gratify ; alſo to give leave. INEQUALITY of natural Days, tho the Sun is ſuppoſed,

INDU'LGENCE ( indulgentia, L.] fondneſs, favour, gentle- vulgarly, to meaſure our Time equally, yet itis very far from

neſs, aptneſs to bear with or tolerate ; alſo pardon and for doing ſo: and as it is impoſſible for a good Clock or Move

giveneſs of Sins. ment to keep timewith the Sun ; ſo one that is truly ſuch,

İNDUʻLGENCE (with Romanias) the remiſſion of a Puniſh- will meaſure Time much more truly , and go exacter than any,

ment due to a Sin , granted by the Pope, & c. and ſuppoſed Sun -dial.

to ſave the Sinner from Purgatory. The reaſon of the inequality of natural Days, is , that the

İNDU'LGENT ( indulgens, L.) favourable, tender -hearted, Motion of the Earth it ſelf, round its Axis , is not exactly equa

gentle, mild , kind, fond of. ble or regular, but is ſometimes ſwifter and ſometimes flower.

INDULGENTNESS (indulgentià, L.] Indulgence; indulgent INERGETICAL (of in neg. and energia, L. of (veszia , Gr.)

Nature. nuggiſh , unactive.

INDU'LT [of indulgeo, L.) a ſpecial Grant of the INERGETICAL Bodies (with Naturaliſs] are ſuch as are

INDU'LTO Pope, to any Society, Corporation, or pri

vate Perion, to do or obtain ſomething contrary to the Canon INERGETICALLY [of in neg. energia, L. of erspzíc, Gr.]
Law . Ital. ſluggiſhlý, unactively.

INDULTO [in Commerce] a Duty or Impoſt laid by the King IN E'RRABLE [of in neg. and errare , L.) that cannot err,

of Spain, to be paid for the Commodities imported in the infallible.

Galeons, &c . from the Spaniſh Weft - Indies.
IN E'RRABLENESS,

INDULT of Kings, a Power granted by the Pope to nomi
INERRABILITY , Infallibility

nate to confitorial Benefices, either by Treaty or Agreement; INERTE [ inertus, L.] Nuggiſh, unfit for action .

or otherwiſe. INE'RTITUDE (inertitudo, L.]Nothfulneſs,Nuggiſhneſs, & ci

INDU'RABLE (of in and durare, L. ) that may be endured INESCA'TION, an inveigling,alluring, catching with abait,L.

or born. INESCATION (with ſome pretenders to Phyfick] a kind of

INDU'RABLENESS , capableneſs of being born or ſuffered ; tranſplantation uſed in curing ſome Diſeaſes . It is done by

alſo laſtingneſs.
impregnating a proper Medium or Vehicle with ſome of the

INDURANCE, bearing, ſuffering , holding out. Mumia or vital Spirit of the Patient, and giving it to ſome

INDUR A'NTIA (with Phyſicians) hardening Medicines. L.
Animal to eat. It is pretended that the Animal unites and

TO INDU'RATE [ induratum , L.) to harden.
aſſimilates that Mumia with it ſelf,imbibing its vicious quality,

INDU'RATION , a giving a harder conſiſtenceto the other by by which means the Perſon to whoin the Mumia belonged is

a greater ſolidity of their Particles; or a diſſipation of the thin- reſtored to Health .

ner Parts of any Matter, ſo that the remainder is left harder. INESCU'TCHEON [ in Heraldry) is a ſmall Eſcut

To INDU'RE [ endurer, F. ) to laſt or continue ; alſo to bear cheon born within the Shield, with ſome other

or ſuffer. Coat, and is generally the ſame as ſcutcheon of

INDU/SIUM , a Shirt or Shift. L. Pretence, as the Arms of a Wife, who was an

INDUSIUM (with Anatomiſts] the innermoſt Coat, which Heireſs, andby that means has brought the Arms and Eſtate
covers a Child in the Womb ; alſo call'd Amnion . into her Husband's, which he bears within his own : It con

INDU'STRIOUS [ induſtrioſis, L.) labourious, pains- taking, tains one fifth of the Field, is born as as Ordinary thus ; Ere

diligent. min an Ineſcutcheon Gules,

INDUÓSTR10USNESS2 (induſtria , L.) Pains -taking, Dili- In Ege (i . e . in being ] ſignifies a thing that is apparent and

INDUSTRY S gence,
Labour. viſible ,having a real being, oppoſed to a thing in posle or pa

To INE'BRIATE [ inebriare, L.) to make drunk ; alſo to tentia, which is not, but may be .

beſot, to fuddle. INE'STIMABLE [of inaftimabilis, L.] which cannot be fuf

To INEBRIATE [in a Metaphorical Senſe] to make proud ficiently eſteemed or valued.
or conceited . Ine'stimableness, uncapableneſs of being juſtly valued ,

INEBRIA’TION, a making drunk, &C. L. eſteemed , &c .

INEDIA, want of Food or Drink. L. Ine'VITABLE [ inevitable, F. ) unavoidable.

INEDIA [in Med.] Abſtinence, an eating leſs than is uſual. Ine'VITABLENESS , unavoidableneſs.

Ine'FFABLE [ ineffabilis, L.] unſpeakable, not to be utter- InExcO'GITABLE [ inexcogitabilis, L.] that cannot be

ed or exprefied . found out or thought of,
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INEXCU'S ABLB [ inexcufabilis, L.) that will admit of no INFAU'S'TOUS [ infauftus, L. ) unhappy:

excuſe or that cannot be excuſed. To INFE'CT (infestum , fup. of inficere, L.] to communicate to

Inexcu's ABLENESS, uncapableneſs or undeſervingneſs to another Corruption, Poiton or Peſtilence, to corrupt or taint.

be excuſed. INFECTED [ infeftus, L. infefté, F. ] corrupted or tainted ,

INEXHAU'STED [ inexhauftus, L.) that cannot be exhauſted, ſeized with a noxious Diftemper by another.

drawn out or emptied. INFE'CTION [ in Medicine) that way or mannerofcommu

Inexhau'stible , that cannot be drawn out or emptied. nicating a Diſeaſe by ſome Efluvia or Particles which fly off

INEXHAU'STIBLENESS, uncapableneſs of being emptied or from diftempered Bodies, and mixing with the Juices of others

drawn dry. occaſion theſame Diſorder as in the Bodies they came from ; a

Ine'xor ABLE [ inexorabilis, L.] that is not to be entreated or Plague, a Peſtilence .

perſwaded; not to be prevailed upon with prayers or entreaties. INFECTIOUS (of infertio, L.) apt to infect or taint, taint

INE'XORABLENESS, temper or humour not to be intreated. ing, infection.

IN EXPA'NSUS, a, um, [in Botan. Writ.) that does not blow INFE'CTIOusness, infectious Nature, &c.

open . INFECTIVE, apt, or tending to infect, or Infection .

Inexpe'CTABLE (inexpe&tabilis, L.) not be looked for. INFECU'ND [ infecundus, L.) barren , unfruitful.

INEXPE'DIBLE [inexpedibilis, L.) cumberſome, that one INFECUNDITY [of infacunditas, L. ) unfruitfulneſs, bar
cannot rid himſelf of.

INFECUNDNESS rennels.

INEX PEŠDIENCY [of in , neg. and expediens, L. ) inconve- To INFEE'BLE (of in and foibler, F.) to make feeble, to

niency, unfitneſs. weaken .

Inexpe'dient, that is not expedient, convenient or fit. INFELICITOUS ( infelix , L.] unhappy.

INEXPERIENCE (of in and experientia, L.] want of expe- INFELICTY [infelicitas, L.) unhappineſs, unfortunateneſs.
rience or skill . TO IN FEO'FF ( of infroder, F.) to unite or join to the Fee.

Inexpe'RIENCEDNESS, want ofexperience. INFEO'FFMENT [ feoffamentum , L. Barb. ] a ſettlement in

INEXPIABLE ( inexpiabilis, L.] not to be expiated or fee. See Feoffment.

atoned for.
To INFE'R [ inferre, L.) to conclude or gather, to draw a

INE'XPIABLENESS uncapableneſs of being expiated. Conſequence.

INEXPLA'NABLE [ inexplanabilis, L.) that cannot be ex- I'NFERENCE [of inferendo, L.) a conſequence, a conclufion.

plained. INFERIOR, ins [in Botan. Writ.] lower, L.

INE'XPLICABLE ( inexplicabilis, L.) that cannot be un- INFERIOR Planets (with Affronomers) ſuch as are placed be
folded or explained. neath the Orbit of the Sun.

INE'XPLICABLENEss , uncapableneſs of being explained. INFERIOURS ( inferiores, L ) thoſe who are of a lower De

INEXPRESSIBLE, ineffable , unutterable . gree or Merit, Perſons of a meaner Quality or lower Rank .

INEXPRESSIBLENESS [of in, neg. and expreffus, L. and INFE'RIORITY 3 [ inferiorité, F. or ofinferior, L. and nej ]

nejs) uncapableneſs of being expreſſed. INFERIORNESS lower Rank or Degree.

INEX PU'ONABLE [ inexpugnabilis, L. ) not to be taken or INFE'RNAL [infernalis, L.] of or pertaining to Hell , low,
won by force ; impregnable. nethermoft.

INEXPU'GNABLENESS, uncapableneſs of being conquered INFE'RNAL Stone (with Surgeons] a perpetual Cauſtick or

or overcome by fight, invincibleneſs. burning Compoſition ; ſo called on account of the exquiſite

INEXTI'NGUISHABLE [ inextinguibilis, L.) unquenchable, Pain it cauſes in the Operation ; it is the ſame with the Silver

not to be quenched or put out. Cautery.

InextI'NGUISHABLeness, unquenchableneſs. INFERNA'LNESS , the being of the Nature, Temper or Dil

INEXTIRPABLE [inextirpabilis, L.) that cannot be extir- poſition of Hell; helliſh Quality.
pated ; rooted out ; pulled up or utterly deſtroyed . INFE'RTILE [ infertilis, L. ] unfruitful, barren .

INEXTI'RPABLENESS, uncapableneſs of being rooted out. INFE'rtileness ? (of in, neg . and fertilitas, L.) unfruit

INE'XTRICABLE [inextricabilis, L.] that a Perſon cannot INFERTI’LITY fulneſs, barrenneſs.

rid himſelf or get out of. To Inre'st [ infejtare, L.] to annoy or trouble ; to do da

INE'XTRICABLENESS, uncapableneſs of being diſentangled mage or hurt.

or extricated .
INFESTIVITY [ infeftivitas, L ,) unpleaſantneſs.

IN EXU'PER ABLE [ inexuperabilis, L.) not to be overcome INFIBULATION, a buttoning or buckling in, L.

or ſurpaſſed. I'NFIDEL [ infidelis, L. un infidellé, F. ) un Unbeliever,

INFA'LLIBLE [ infallibilis, L.) that cannot err, deceive or onewho doesnot profeſs or believe the truths of the Chriſtian

be deceived ; alſo never failing. Religion as Turk or Pagan ; but not a Jew .

INFA’LLIBLENESS , unerring quality, impoſſibility of de- INFIDEʼLITY [ infidelitas, L. infidelité, F.) unbelief, the

INFALLIBILITY Š ceiving or being deceived. State of Unbelief or of an Unbeliever.

INFALLIBI'LITISHIP, the gift ofbeing infallible ; a ſarcaſtical INFIDE’LITY , unfaithfulneſs, diſloyalty, treachery.

Title given to the Pope or any other Pretender to infallibility. INFIMUS Venter (with Anatomils) the lowermoſt of the 3

INFAME' [in Heraldry] fignifies diſgraced, ſpoken of a Lion Venters in a human Body.

or ſome other Beaſt that hath loſt his Tail, as if by that it Infinitely INFINITE Fractions (in Arithm .) are thoſe whoſe

were made infamous or diſgraced. numerator being one, are together equalto an unite ; from

INFAMOUS [ infamia , L.) ſcandalous, notoriouſly contrary whence it is deduced that there are Progreſſions infinitely far

to Virtue or Honour. ther than one kind of Infinity .

2 infamy, infamous Quality, Condition, INFINITE Line (in Geometry ) an indefinite or undeterminate
I'NFAMOUSNESS 3 Bc. Line to which no certain bounds or limits are preſcribed.

INFANCY [ infantin, L. enfancé, F. ] the firſt State of hu- INFINITE [infinitus, L. infini, F. ] boundleſs, endleſs, that

man Life, reckoned from the firſt to the ſeventh Year. has no bounds, terms or limits : Infinite implies a Contradicti

INFANGTHEFE [In Kang Seoy, Sax.] a privilege allow'd, on, to have terms or bounds to its eſſence, and in this ſenſe

in the time of our Saxon Anceſtors, to the Lordsof certain God only is infinite. The Word is alſo uſed to ſignify that

Manours, of paſſing Judgment upon any Theft committed by which had a beginning ; but ſhall have no end, as Angels and
their own Servants . human Souls.

In'FANT ( infans, L. enfans, F. of in , neg. and fando, L. I'NFINITE in it felf [in Metapbyficks] is not that which is

ſpeaking) a Child under the Age of 7 Years . only ſo in reference to us , as the Sand, Stars, &c. becauſe

I'NFANT [in Law) all Perſons are ſo reputed who are under their number cannot be diſcovered by any Man ; but as God.

the Age of 21 Years. I'NFINITE , in reſpect to us, as the Sand, Stars, &c. be
INFA'NTA, a Daughter of the King of Spain or Portugal. cauſe their number cannot be diſcovered by any Man .

INFANTE, a Son of the King of Spain or Portugal. INFI'NITENESS [in God ) is an incommunicable Attribute ; by

INFA'NTICIDE (infanticida or infanticidum , L.) a Killer of which is meant, that he is not bounded by place , ſpace or du

Infants ; alſo a killing of Infants. ration ; but is without limits or bounds, without beginning or

I'NFANTRY [ l'Infanterié, F. ) the Foot-Soldiers in an Army. end .

INPA'TIGABLE [ infatigabilis, L. ] not to be tired or wearied . INFINITE'SIMALS (with Mathematicians] ſuch quantities as

INPA'TUATED (infatuatus, L. infatué, F. ] made or become are ſuppoſed to be infinitely ſmall.

fooliſh , beſotted, prepoſſeſſed in favour of a Perſon or Thing, INFINITIVE Mood (with Gramon. )a Mood ſo termed becauſe

which does not deſerve it ; ſo far that he can't eaſily be diſ- not limited by Number or Perſon, as the other Moods are .

abuſed . [ infinitas, L.] endleſneſs, boundleſneſs,
INFATUATION , a belotting, a ſtrong prejudice, a conceit- I'NFINITENESS unmeaſurableneſs.

ed Opinion
INFINITUDE [of infinitus, L.) infiniteneſs, boundleſneſs.

INFAVO'URABLE [ infavorabilis, L ) not to be favoured ; Milton.

alſo ſevere. IN

INFAMY
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ÎNFIRM , ( Infirmus, L.] weak, feeble, crazy, fickly. ving Council or an Attorney afligned to manage his Buſineſs

INFI'RMARY ( Infirmarium, L. Infirmarie, F.] an Apart without any Fees . L.

ment, or Lodgings, for fick People . INFORMATION, an informing relation, advice ; alſo in

INFIRMNESS [ Infirmitas, L.] Weakneſs, feebleneſs of ſtruction, a making known; alſo an accuſation broughtagainſt

INFIRMITY > Body, Sickneſs . onebefore a Magiſtrate. F. of L.

Infi'sTULATED [in and fiftulatus, L. ) turned to or become INFORMATUS non fum [i. e. I am not informed ] a formal

fiſtulous ; alſo full of Fiſtula's. anſwer made in Court, byan Attorney who has no more to

To Infi'x, [ infixum , ſup. of infigere. L, ] to fix or faſten ſay in the defence of his Client.
into, INFORMED Stars (with Afirologers) are ſuch fixed Stars as

To INFLAME, [ Inflammare, L. ) to ſet ones Heart on fire, are not ranged under any form or particnlar conſtellation .

to heat, to inrage or incenſe ; alſo to provoke, to put into a INFO'RMER , one who in any Court of Judicature informs
Paſſion .

againſt, or proſecutes any Perſons who tranſgreſs any Law

INFLAMMABLENESS [of inflammable, F; inflammare, L.] or penal Statute.

capableneſs of being inflamed or ſet on fire. INFOʻRMOUS ( informis, L.) that is without form , faſhion

INFLAMM A’TION [ in Medicine) a bliſtering heat, a Tumor or ſhape.

occaſioned by an obſtruction, by means whereof the Blood in INFOʻRTUNATE [infortunatus, L.] unfortunate, unlucky,

the Fleſh and Muſcles, flowing into ſome part faſter than it unhappy.

can run off again, ſwells up and cauſes a Tenſion with an un- INFORTUNATENESS, unhappineſs, unluckineſs.

uſual ſoreneſs, redneſs and heat . INFORTUNES (with Aſtrologers] the Planets Saturn and
INFLAMMATive, of an inflaming Nature or Quality. Mars, ſo called by reaſon of their ill -diſpoſed Natures and un

INFLA'Te Espreſſion, an Expresiion ſwelling with big fortunate Influences.

Words; but to rio great purpoſe. INFRA Scupularis Muſculus (with Anatomiſts] a broad or
TO INFLATE [ inflatus, L. ) to blow , ſwell, or puff up fleſhy Muſcle of the Arm , ariſing from the lower fide of the

with Wind.
Scapula, and ending in the third Ligament of the Shoulder. L.

INFLATION [in Medicine] a puffing up , a windy Swelling, İNFRA Spinatus Muſculus (with Anat ) a Muſcle of the

the extenſion of a part occaſioned by windy Humours. Arm , ſo termed from the being placed below the Spine, un

To INFLECT [ inflettere; L.) to bend or bow . der which it ariſes from the Scapula, and is inſerted to the
INFLECTION

INFLEXION
a bending or bowing.

Shoulder Bone. This Muſcle moves the Arm directly back

wards .

INFLE'CTION (with Grammar.] is the variation of Nouns INFRACTION, a breaking in, a rupture or violation of a

and Verbs in their ſeveral Cafes, Tenſes and Declenſions. Treaty , a Law, Ordinance, & c.

INFLE'CTION [in Opticks] a multiplex Refraction of the To INFRA'NCHISE (of affranchir, F. ) to ſet free, to give

Rays of Light, cauſed by the unequal thickneſs of any Medi- one his Liberty ; to make a Freeman or Denizon ; to incor

um ; ſo that the Motion or Progreſs of the Ray is hindred porate into a Society or Body politick .

from going on in a right Line, and is in flected or bent back INTRANCHISEMENT (affranchiſement, F ] a making free ,

on theinſide by a Curve.
& c. alſo delivery, diſcharge, releaſe.

INFLECTION Point ofany Curve INFRALAPSA’RIANS, a Sect who hold that God has crea

[Geometry) is that Point or Place, ted a certain number of Men, before the fall of Adam , only

where the Curve begins to bend to be damned, without allowing them the means neceſſary for

A
back again a contrary way. As for their Salvation , if they would labour never ſo much after it .

inſtance, when a Curve Line as A, INFRA'NGIBLE [ of infrangibilis, L.] not to be broken ;

F, K, is partly concave and partly durable, ſtrong.
F

convex towards any right Line, as INFRA'NGIBLENESS, uncapableneſs of being broken .

BВ
K A, B, or towards a fixt point, as INFREQUENCY (of infrequentia, L.) ſeldomneſs.

then the Point F, which divides INFREQUENT (of infrequens, L.) ſeldom happening,

the concave from the convex part, rare , uncommon.

and conſequently is at the beginning of the one, and the end

of the other, is called the Point of Inflection , as long as the INFRUCTION
a .

Curve being continued in towards F , keeps its courſe the ſame; To Infringe [ infringere, L.] to break a Law , Cuſtom
but the Point K is called the Point of Retrogreſſion, where it or Privilege.

-begins to reflect back again towards that part or ſide where it INFRINGEMENT, ſuch violation or breach.

took its original .
INFRUCTUOSE [ infructuoſus, L.) unfruitful.

INFLEXIBLENESSz [ inflexibilitas, L. inflexibilité, F.] INFRUGIFEROUS ( infrugiferus, L.] bearing no Fruit.

INFLEXIBI'LITY Š that which cannot be bowed or bend- INFU'cated [ infucatus, L.) painted over.

ed ; alſo an inflexible Temper, obſtinateneſs, ſtiffneſs. IN FUCA'T10N, a painting of the Face, a colouring or diſ

TO INFLICT [ inflictum , fup . ) to laya Puniſhment upon . guiſing. L.

INFLI'CTION, a ſmiting, a laying a Puniſhment upon . L. I'NFULA, a Name antiently given to ſome of the pontifical

I'NFLUENCE ( influentia, L.) an Emiſſion of a Power or Ornaments, which are ſaid to be Filaments or FringesofWool,

Virtue; alſo the working or prevailing upon ; power over, & c. with which Prieſts, Victims and even Temples were adorned .

INFLUENCE [in Aſtrology) aquality ſuppoſed to flow from To INFU'MATE ( infumare, L.) to Smoke or dry in the
the Bodies of the Stars, or the Effect of their Heat and Light, Smoke.

to which, the pretenders to that Art, attribute all the Events INFUM A'TION , a drying in the Smoke. L.

that happen onthe Earth. INFU'NDIÓBULIFO'RMES (with Botaniſts] a term applied to

I’NFLUENCED (of influentia, L. ) ſwayed, biaſſed, inclined ſuch Flowers , as are ſhaped like a Funnel.

towards, wrought upon . INFUNDI'BULUM , a Tunnel or Funnel for the pouring of

To I'NFLUENCE [of influentia, of influere, L.] to flow into a Veſel. L.

into, to have an influence upon, to produce or cauſe ; to INFUNDIBULUM Cerebri ( Anatomy] the Brain Tunnel, a

ſway or have power over. hollow place in the Root of the Brain , through which lerous

I'NFLUENT [ influens, L.) flowing into. Humours are diſcharged. L.

INFLUENT Juices [ in Medicine) ſuch juices of a human INFUNDIBULUM Renum ( Anatomy] the Pelvis or Baſin of

Body, that by the contrivance of Nature and laws of Circula- the Reins, thro ' which the Urine palles to the Ureters and

tion, fall into another Current or Receptacle ; as the Bile in- Bladder. L.

to the Gall- Bladder, &c. INFURI'ATE [of in and furiatus, L. ) ſtark Mad ; alſo reco

INFLUENTIAL, influencing or bearing ſway. vered from Madneſs.

INFLUX (influxus, L.] a flowing or running into, eſpe- INFUSCA'TION, a making dark or dusky . L.

cially of one River into another. To INFU'se [ Infufum, fup. of infundere, L.) to pour in,

TO INFOLD (of in and peoldan, Sax .) to fold or wrap up. or into ; to ſteep or ſoak; alſo to inſpire or endue with .

T. INFORCE ( enforcir, F. ] to prevail upon by force of INFUSION, a pouring in, & c. L.

Argument, to conſtrain or oblige. INFUSION ( in Pharmacy) is a ſteeping of any kinds of

INFO'RCEMENT , ſuch a compulſion or reſtraint. Drugs, Roots, Leaves, & c. in ſome Liquor proper to draw

INFO'RM [ informare, L ) to give notice, to tell , to in- out their Virtues.

ſtruct, to teach , tomake acquainted with . TO INCA'GE . See To Engage.

INFORM ( informis, L.) unſhapen, without form ; alſo ugly . To Ince'MINATE [ ingeminare, L.) to double or repeat

IN FORMA Pauperis [ i.e. under the form of a poor Perlon) often .

is when a Perſon having made Oath before a Judge, that he INGE'MINATED Flowers ( with Botaniſts ) are ſuch when

is not worth 5 Pound, his Debts paid, is admitted to ſue, ha- one Flower fands on, or grows out, of another.

INFRICA’TION } a rubbing or chafing. L.

Liquors
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ÎNCEMINATION, à doubling or repeating, L. INGRESSU dum non fuit compos mentis in Laru] a Writ iy

To INGENDER ( ingenerare , L. engendrer, F.] to beget; ing where a Man ſells Lands or Tenements, when he is not

to produce or cauſe to breed . compos mentis, i . e. while he is Mad. L.

ÎNGE'NERABLE [ ingenerabilis, L.) that cannot be engen- Ingressu in le per [in Law) a Writ lying where one Man
dred . demands Lands or Tenements , let by another after the term

INCE'NERABLENESS, uncapableneſs of being generated ; al- is expired.

ſo uncapableneſs of being Born, Ingressu fine affenfu Capituli (in Law] a Writ given by

INGENERATED (ingeneratus, L.) unbegotton , coming by Common Law to the Succeffor of him that alienated, fine

Nature, not produced by Generation; naturally inbred in a aſenſu Capituli.

Perſon or Thing: INGRESSU Juper deffeifina ( in Law) a Writ lying where a

INGENIER. See Engineer. Man is diffeiſed and dies, for his Heir againſtthe Diſleifor. L.

INGENIO, a Sugar Mill or Workhouſe. INGRESSU ſur cui in vita [in Law] a Writ lying where one

INGE'Nious [ ingeniofus, L.) quick, full of wit, cunning, demands Lands or Tenements of that Tenant that had entry
fhrewd ; alſo excellent, exquiſite. by one to whom it was let, by ſome Anceſtor of the Plaintiff,

INGE'NIOUSNESS ? [ ingeniofitas, L. ingenié, F.) wittineſs, for a term now expired .

Inge'NUITY S ingenious Nature or Diſpoſition . Ingre'ssus ad communem legem , a Writ that lies where a

INGE'NITE (ingenitus, L.) inborn, inbred , bred by Nature, Tenant for term of Life makes a Feoffmentand dies; ſo that he

natural . in reverſion ſhall have the ſaid Writ againſt any Perſon , who

INGENITE Diſeaſe ( in Med .) a Diſeaſe that a Perſon brings is in the Land.

into the World with him ; much the ſame as Hereditary. IN GROSS ( Law Term ) that which appertains to the Perſon

INGE'NIUM , natural Quality or Difpofition, Fancy, Ca- of the Lord, and not toany Manour, Lands, &c.

pacity, Judgment. L. To INGROSS ( of in and grofoyer, F. ] to write over the

INGE'NIUM (old Ree.Jan Engine, Inſtrument or Device. L. Draughtof a Deed in fair and large Characters ; alſo to buy

INGENU'ITAS Regni (in old Rec. ] the Free -holders or Com- up any Commodities in the Groſs , to foreſtal, to enhance the

monalty of the Kingdom ; and ſometimes it was uſed to ſig . Price of the Market.

nify the chief Barons, i.e. the great Lords, and the King's INGRO'SSATOR magni Rotuli (in Law) the Clerk of the

Common -Council. Pipe. L.
INGE'NUOUS [ingenuus, L.) frank, fincere, without diſguiſe INGROSSER , a Clerk that writes Deeds, Conveyances, Re

or double- meaning. cords, or any Law Writings.

INGE'NUOUSNESS 2 [ingenuitas, L. ingenuité, F.) frank- INGRO'sser, onewho buys up Corn, while it is growing, or

INGENUITY S neſs; freeneſs in Diſcourſe or Dealing, other'Proviſions before the Market,in order to ſell them again.

Sincerity . INGRO‘38ING of a Fine ( in Law ) is when the Indentures

I'NGENY ( ingenium , L. ] Genius, natural Diſpoſition , being drawn up by the Chirographer, are delivered to the
Parts, Humour, &c. Party to whom the Cognizance ismade.

To Inge'st ( ingeſtum , L.) to put or thruſt in . INGRO'SSMENT, an Ingroſſing.

INGINIE'R [ of engin, F. of ingenium , L.) Enginier an INGUEN ( Anatomy] the upper part of theThigh, the Groin ,

Artiſt in either fortifying or attacking fortified Places. the Share, the ſpace from the bending of the Thigh to the

I'NGLE, a Boy hired to be abuſed contrary to Nature. Privities.

INGLO‘RIOUS [inglorius, L.) that is of no renown or re- INGUINA'LIA (in Medicine, &c . ] any ſubdiviſion made of

pute , diſonourable , baſe, mean. that part, or anything therein contained, or applied thereto ,

INGLO'R IOUSNESS, diſhonourableneſs, &c. as a Medicine.

INGLU'VIES [in Medicine] a ravenous Appetite. To INGU'LF [of in and gouffree, F. or golpe, Dutch ] to
To INGO'RGE [of in and gorger, F.] to cram , glut or ſtuff ſwallow down, to devour, as a Gulph.

the Stomach. To INGU'R GITATE [ingurgitatum , L.) to ſwill, to ſwallow

INGOT (un lingot, F.Ja wedge ofmetal,either Gold or Silver greedily ; to devour gluttonouſly.

To INGRA'FT (ofin and greffér, F.) to ſet in as a Shoot in INGURGITATION, fwilling, ſwallowing greedily, L.

the Stock of a Tree ; alſo to implant, imprint or fix in the Mind. INGU'STABLE [ inguſabilis, L.) that may not or cannot be

INGRAI'LED ( ingrelé, F.] notched about, as a bordure in- taſted .

grailed in Heraldryis, when the line of which it is made bends INHABI'LE [ inhabilis, L.] unmeet, unfit, unwieldly, not

towards the end. nimble.

An INGRA'TB ( ingratus, L.) an ungrateful an unthankful INHABI'LITY [ inhabilitas, L.) diſability.

Perſon.
To Inha'BIT [ inhabitare, L.) to dwell in .

T. INGRA'TIATE ( prob . of in and gratia , L.) to endea- INHA/BITABLE ( inhabitabilis, L.] not habitable ; alfo that

vour to gain the good will or favour of another. may be inhabited.

INGRATITUDE ( ingratitudo, L.] unthankfulneſs, ungrate- INHABITABLENES
S

, fitneſs or commodiouſneſs to be in

fulneſs. habited .

INGRAVI'DATION (of in and gravidatio, L.) the ſame as INHA'BITANT [ inhabitans , L.) one who dwells in. F.

impregnation or a being young with Child. To INHE'RE ( inbærere, L.) to ſtick or cleave faſt to.

INGKA'VIDATED (of in and gravidatus, L.) impregnated, INHE'RENCE inhærentia, L.) inherent quality or that

great with Child. InHE'RENCY which inheres.

INGRE'DIENTS ( ingredientia, L.) the Simples in a com- INHE'RENCE (with Philoſophers) a term apply'd to the jun

pound Medicine ; alſo the reſpective parts or principles that ¿ture and connexion of an accident with its ſubitance.

go to the making up of a mixtBody. To INHERIT ( beriter , F. of bares, L. an heir ]to enjoy or

IN GREE, in good part. Old Word. poſſeſs by inheritance or ſucceſfion ; to be heir to a Perion.

INGRE'ss (ingreffus, L.) an entrance. INHERITANCE ( jus hæreditarium , L. beritage, F.] a per

Ingress (with Aſtronomers ]ſignifies the Suns entring the petual deſcendanceof Lands and Tenements to a Man and his

firft Scruple of one of the 4 cardinal Signs; eſpecially Aries. Heirs ; alſo an Eſtate , whether it come by ſucceſſion or pur

INGRESSUin caſu confimili, a Writ of Entry granted where chaſe ; as every Fee Simple and Fee Tail .

a Tenant in Courteſy, or Tenant for Termof Life, or for the INHERITOR ( beritier, F. beres, L.) one who holds Lands,

Life of another, alienates or makes over Land in Fee or in & c. by inheritance.

Tail, or for the Term of another's Life. INHE'RITRIX ( beritiere , F.) a ſhe inheritor, an heireſs.

INGRESSU in cafu proviſo, a Writ of Entry given by the INHE'SION [inbæfio, L.) a ſticking or cleaving to.

Statute of Gloceſter, where a Tenant in Dowry aliens in Fee, To INHIBIT [inhibere, L.) to hold in, to prohibit, to forbid .

or for Term of Life, or in Tail ; and it lies for the Party in INHIBI'TION , a holding in, & c. L.

reverſion againſt the Alienee. INHIBITION [in Law ] a Writ forbidding a Judge from pro

Ingressu ad Terminum qui præteriit [ in Law] a Writ lying ceeding farther in the Cauſe before him ; but Inhibition is

where the Lands or Tenements are let for a term of Years, moſt uſually a Writ iſſuing out of a higher Court to a lower

and the Tenant holdeth over his term . and inferior.

INGRESSU caufa Matrimonii prelocuti (in Law ) a Writ ly- Inho'c Cold Rec.] a Corner or out- part of a common

ing in caſe, where a Woman gives Lands to a Man in Fee InHo'keſ Field, plough'd up and Sown, and ſometimes

Simple, to the intent he lhall Marry her, and he refuſes to enclosd, whilft the other Partof the Field lies Fallow .

do ſo in a reaſonable Time, the Woman having required him INNHOLDER (of Inne and Healdın, Sax . to hold or keep)

ſo to do . L. an Inn-keeper ; alſo a Maſter of a Houſe.

INGRESSU dum fuit infra etatem [in Law ] a Writ lying INHO'SPITABLE ( inboſpitalis, L.) not given to Hoſpitality i

where one under Age ſells his Land, Er. L. alſo uncourteous, uncivil.

IN
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İNHO'SPITABLENESS [of inkofpitalitas, L.) inhoſpitable IN'LAND (of in, within , and Lang, Sax.) ſituate upon the
INHOSPITA'LITY Teniper or Behaviour; diſcourte- main Land, or in the heart of the Country,

ouſneſs to Strangers or Gueſts. I'NLAND ( Saxon Law ] that inner Land, or part of aMa

INHUMAN [ inbumanns, L.] void of Humanity, Barba- nour, which lay next or molt convenient for a Lord's Man

rous, Savage, Cruel. fion Houſe, for the maintenance of his family , &c.

INHUMANNESS 2 [ inhumanitas, L. inhumanité, F.] is as I'NLAND- Bills [ in Commerce ] Bills for Money payable in

INHUMANITY Š it were a putting off, or ſtripping ones the ſame Lands in which they are drawn.

ſelf ofhuman Nature ; lavage Nature, Cruelty, Barbarity. I'NLAND Towns, Towns ſituated far in the Land, to which

To INHUỘMAT E Ships, &c. cannot come up .

To InHu'ME
[ inhumatum , L. ) to bury, to interr.

I'NLAND - Trade, a Trade carried on wholly within one

INHUMA'TION, a burying or interring. Country.

INHUMATION (with Chymiſts ] is when 2 Pots, the lower- INLANTAL [ old Ric. ] Inland, or Démeſi, oppoſed to

moſt of which is full of little Holes, are covered with Earth , Delantal, or Out-Land, or Land Tenanted .

and a Wheel Fire made, cauſing thc Vapours to Sweat thro' To Inlarge ( of in and largus, L. or large, F. ] to makë

in the diſtillation ; also a Digeſtion made by burying the Ma- large ; to diſcourſe largely upon a Subject.

terials in Dung or in the Earth . ÎNLA'RGEMENT [ elargiſement, F. ) an enlarging or ma

To INJECT [injcEtum , L. ) to caſt or ſquirt in . king more large ; an exſpatiating or treating more largely .

INJE'CTIO Inte/tinalis [with Phvicians) a Clyſter. L. An INLAY, an inlaid Work ,or what is inlaid . Milton .

INJECTION, a cating or ſquirting in . L. To INLAY [in and lepden , Du. ) to make Inlaid Work .

INJECTION [in Surgery) the injecting or caſting in any liquid INLA'YD - Work (of in and leagan, Sax . ] worked in Wood
Medicine intu Wounds or the Cavities of the Body, by or Metal, with ſeveral pieces of different Colours curiouſly

Syringe, Clyfter, er,
ſettogether. See Marquettry.

INJECTION (with Anatomifts] is the filling the Veffels of a INLEA'SED [ inlacé, F.] catch'd in a leaſe or ſnare, entangled .
buman or animal Body with Wax, or any other proper Mat

I'NLET ( of in into, and levan, Sax. to let ) an entrance or
ter , to fhew their Ramifications .

paſlage into.

INILUM (with Anatomills) the beginning of the oblon . TO INLI'GHTEN , ( of in and lihtan, Sux .] to give light to.

INI'UM } gated Marrow . INLIGHTENED [of in and lihtan, Sax. to make light] ha

INIMA'GINABLE, not to be imagined. ving received, or being made light ; being made to know
INIMITABLE [ inimitabilis, L. ) that cannot be imitated. what was before unknown .

INI'MIT ABLENESS, Quality, & c. that cannot be imitated . Inlisted [of in and liſte, F. and lifta, Ital . a Roll] entred

To INJOIN [ injungere, L. enjoindre, F.] to require, to as a Soldier into the Service of a Prince, &c.

lay upon. INMA'TE ( of in and mata , Sax. a Mate) a Lodger in the

To INJOY [of in and jouir, F.] to take pleaſure in ; alſo to ſame Houſe with the Poffeffor or Owner of it .

pofleſs. IN - MATES [ in Law are ſuch as for Money dwell jointly in

IN JO'YMENT ( of in and jouiſſance, F. ] Pleaſure, Poſſeſſion. the ſame Houle with another Man, but in different Rooms,

Ini'QUITY [ iniquitas, L. iniquité, F.] Injuſtice, Sin, pafling in and out at the ſame Door, and not being able to
Wickedneſs. maintain themſelves,

INITIAL [initialis, L.) of or pertaining to beginning. INMOST [of inmært, Sax . ) the moſt inward .

To INITIATE (initiatum , L. initier, F.] to enter in ; to I'NLY, inwardly. Milton .

inſtruct in the firſt Principlesof any Art or Science ; to admit InN [Inne, Sax. ) a Houſe of Entertainment for Travellers.

into any Society, Order or Faculty . TO INN, to lodge at a publick Inn.

INITIAMENTS [ initiamenta, L.) the firſt Inſtructions in To Inn -Corn , to get it into Barns, & c. at Harveſt-time.
any kind of Knowledge, Science , &r. INNS of Court, are four particular Houſes or Colleges for

INITIATION, the entring or admitting one into any Order the Entertainment of Students in the Law, viz .

or Faculty. Gray's Inn, antiently the Manour Houſe of Baron Gray in

INJUCU'ND [ injucundus, L.) unpleaſant. the Reign of King Edward III.

INJUCU'NDITY [ injucunditas, L.) unpleaſantneſs. Lincoln's Inn, firſt built, for his own dwelling Houſe, by

INJU’DICABLE [injudicabilis, L. ] that cannot be judged. Henry Lary, Earl of Lincoln .

INJUDICIAL [ of in and judicialis, L.] not agreeable to The two Temples , the Inner and the Middle, which were

Judgment , injudicious. antiently the Habitation of the Knights Templars; to which

InJudicious [of in , neg. and judicieux, F.) void of the outward Temple was added afterwards, called Ellex - Houſe.
Judgment or Diſcretion . Inns of Chancery are eight , appointed for young Students

INJUDICIOUSNESS, want of Judgment, Difcretion, &c. in the Law.

INJUNCTION, a command or requirement, F. of L. 1. Bernard's Inn , which once belonged to Dr. Macworth,

INJUNCTION [in Law) a Writ grounded upon an Order in Dean of Lincoln ; and in the Poſſeſſion of one Lionel Bernard.

Chancery, to give Poſſeſſion to the Plaintiff, for want of the 2. Clement's Inn , once a Meſſuage belonging to the Pariſh

Defendants appearance ; or to ſtay proceedings in another of St. Clement's Danes.

Court . 3. Clifford's Inn , ſometime the dwelling Houſe of Mala

To l'nsure [ injuriari, L. injurier, F.] to wrong or a- colm de Herſey, and afterwards of the Cliffords, Earls of Cum

buſe, to prejudice or endammage. berland, of whom it was rented .

INJU'RIOUS [ injurioſas, L. ] unjuſt, wrongful, hurtful, of 4. Furnival's Inn , once the Manſion of Sir Richard Fur

fenfive, outragious, abuſive, againſt Right and Law. nival, and afterwards of the Talbots, Earls of Shrewsbury.
INJU'R 10USNESS, hurtful Quality , Injury, Wrong, &C. 5. Lion's Inn, once a private Houſe, known by the Name

I'NJURY [injuria, L.) Abule , Offence, Wrong, Outrage; of the Black-Lion .

any thing contrary to Jultice and Equity . 6. Neco Inn , once the dwelling Houſe of Sir J. Tyncaulx ;

INJURY (with 'Civilians ]a private Offence committed de which has been alſo callid Our Lady's Inn.

fignedly, and with an evil intention to any Man's Prejudice. 7. Staple's Inn, ſo called, becauſe it formerly belonged to

InJu'st [ injuftus, L.) wrongful, offenſive. the Merchants of the Staple.

INJUSTICE injuftitia, L.) unfair dealing, diſhoneſty, &c. 8. Thavy's Inn , antiently the dwelling Houſe of Yobne

any Vice contrary to Juſtice. Thavy, Armourer of London.

INK [ Jnck, Du.] a black or red Liquor for Writing. And alſo Serjeants Inns, two Houſes of a higher Rank,

INK (with Falconers) the Neck of any Bird which a Hawk ſet apart for the Judges and Serjeants at Law.

preys upon.
INNA'Te [innatus, L. ) born with a Perſon , inbred, natural.

I'NK -Horn (of Inck, Du. and Bonn, Sax.] a Veſſel to Innate Principles or Ideas (with Moraliſts) certain ori

hold Ink. ginal Notions or Characters , which ſome hold to be ſtamped
I'NKINESS [of Inck , Du .] inky nature ; alſo ſmearedneſs on the Mind ofMan,when it firſt receives its Being, and which

or being blotted with Ink . it brings into the World with it ; but this Doctrine has been

TO INKI'NDLE [prob. of in and Eyndelan, Sax.] to Light; fufficiently confuted by Mr. Lock.

to ſet on Fire, to catch Fire, to break out into a flame. INNA'Teness [of innatus, L. and neſs ] inbornñeſs, inbred

An I'NKLING ( ſome derive it of in and kalen , Du . to
neſs, naturalneſs .

tell , or of munkelen, Teut. a ſmall Rumour. But Min
INNA'VIGABLE ( innavigabilis, L.) that cannotbe ſail'd in .

INNA'VIGABLENESS, unfitneſs to be fail'd in .

Jew , of inclinando, L.) a hint, an intimation.

INLA'Gu [Law Word] a Perſon ſubject to the Law, one
I'NNER [innoḥ, Sax. ] inward.

who was included in ſome Frank- pledge , and not out -lawed.
I'NNERMOST [ innemert, Sax. ) the inmoft, or moft inward .

INLA'GARY, a reſtoring of an outlawed Perſon to the King's
I'NNINGS, Lands recovered from the Sea by draining and

bawking.

Protection, and to the Eitate or Benefit of a Subject. INXO
YA

I



IN IN

I'NNOCENCE

I'NNOCENCY

INNO (in Mus. Books) a Hymn or ſpiritual Song. IN PO'SSE

IN POTE'NTIA

[ innocentia, L.) inoffenſiveneſs, guilt

I'NNOCENTNESS
lefneſs, harmleſneſs; alſo fimpleneſs.

IN PROCINCT (in procinctu, L.] in readineſs, ready . Milton.

IN PROMPTO ( readily) a term ſometimes uſed to ſignify

I'NNOCENT [innocens, L.) inoffenſive, guiltleſs, harmleſs ; ſome Piece made offhand, extemporary, without any previa

alſo filly, ſimple. bus Meditation , merely by the vivacity of Imagination , L.

An I'NNOCENT, a Ninny, a filly or half -witted Perſon. I'NQUEST ( enquefté, F.) a ſearch, eſpecially made by a Jury ;

I'NNOCENTS Day, a Feſtival held the 28th of December, in alſo the Jury it ſelf.

Memory of the innocent Children , whom Herod New upon The Court of INQUEST ( at Guild -hall, London ) a Court held

the Birth of our Saviour. for determining all complaints preferred for Debt, by one Free

INNO'CUOUS (innocuus, L.) harmleſs, doing no hurt. man againſt another, under 40s. called alſo the Court of Con

INNO'CUOUSNESS, harmleſneſs. frience.

INNO'MINABI & [ innominabilis, L.) not fit, or that cannot INQUIETUDE [inquietudo,L.] reſtleſneſs, diſquiet,uneaſineſs.
be named.

INQUIETUDE (with Phyſicians) a convulſive Motion of the

INNO'MINATA Ofa ( Anar.] the nameleſs Bones, two large Muſcles in the Limbs, which cauſes the fick Patient to throws
Bones ſituate on the sides of the Os Sacrum ; each of which, himſelf from one ſide to the other.

in young Children, may be ſeparated into three Bones ; but INQUINA'TION, a defiling or fouling, L.

in thoſe of riper Years, grow all into one Bone. L. INQUI'R ABLE (of inquirere, L.) that may be inquired about
INNOMINATA tunica oculi (with Oculifts] a certain Coat of or ſearched into.

the Eye which wants a Name. L. To INQUI'R E , to ask ordemand ; to examine or ſearch into.

INNOMINATUS Humour (in Med.) one of the 4 ſecondary INQUIRE'NDO [in Law) an authority given to a Perſon or

Humours, with which the Antients thought the Body to be Perſons to inquire into ſomething for the King's advantage.

nourished , the other 3 being Ros, Gluten and Cambium . L. INQUIRY, an asking after.

INNOTESCIMUS (of innotefcimusper præſentes, L. i. e. we INQUISITION , a ſtrict inquiry, ſearch or examination. L.

make known by theſe Preſents) Letters Patents ſo called, INQUISITION [in a legal Senſe] is a manner of proceeding in

which are always of a Charter of Feoffment, or ſome other matters Criminal by the Office of the Judge ; or by the great

Deed not of Record . L. Inqueſt before Juſtices in Eyre.

To I'NNOVATE [ innovare, L.) to lay afide old Cuſtoms and Spaniſh INQUISITION, a ſort of Council ( ſo called becauſe

bring up new ones. the Judges of this Office take cognizance of Crimes by com

INNOVA'TION, a bringing in of new Cuſtoms or Opinions, mon report without any legal Evidence) firſt appointed by

change, alteration . Ferdinand King of Spain, who having ſubdued the Moors, of

INNOVATOR [novateur, F. ) one who lays aſide old Cu- dered that no Moors nor Jews ſhould ſtay there but ſuch as

ſtoms and brings up new ones. L. were baptized. But cho ' the occaſion of this Court has long

INNOXIOUS [innoxius, L.) not hurtful, harmleſs. fince ceaſed, yet the Power of it is ſtill continued, and exerciſed

INNO'XIOUSNESS harmleſneſs. with barbarous cruelty againſt Chriſtians themſelves, under the

INNU E’NDO [of innuo to beckon or nod with the Head) a notion of Hereticks,and even againſt all that are not ſtanch

Wordfrequently uſed in Writs, Declarations and Pleadings, Roman Chatholicks.

to declare a Perſon or Thing that was mentioned before but INQUISITIve , deſirous to know every thing, curious, prying.

obſcurely, or left doubtful. INQUI'SITIVENESS (of inquifitus, L. and ne ) inquiſitive

INNUMERABLE [ innumerabilis, L.) that cannot be num- humour, &c. a deſire to know every thing.

bered, numberleſs. INQUI'SITOR [ inquifiteur, F.] a Judge of the Spaniſh Inqui

INNU MERABLENESS, uncapableneſs of being numbered . ſition ; alſo a Coroner, or any Perſon that makes ſearch after.

INNUMEROUS [ innumerus, L. innumerable. Milton . INQUISITORS (in Law ] Sheriffs, Coroners, & c. who have

INOBE'DIENCE ( inobedientia, L.) diſobedience. Power to enquire in certain Caſes.
INOCULA'TION [inoculatio, L. a kind of grafting in the To INRAGE [enrager, F. ) to put into a rage to make mad .

bud ; as when the bud of the Fruit-tree is ſet in the ſtock or TO INRI'CH (enricher, F.) to make rich, to imbelliſh, to adorn .

branch ofanother, ſo as to make ſeveral ſorts of fruits grow INRI'CHMENT, an inriching or being inriched , imbelliſh
on the lame tree. ment, & c.

INO'DORUS, a, um [in Botan . Writ.] that has no ſmell. INROAD (prob. of in and rode did ride, of niðan , Sax .) an

INO'DOROUS (inodorus, L.) without ſcent, unperfumed. Invaſion or entring a Country in a hoſtile manner.

INOFFE'NSIVE ( of in and offenſive, F. ) that gives no offence, TOINROʻL [of enroler, F.) to enter or write down in a Roll,
harmleſs. to regiſter.

INOFFE'NSIVENEss, innocentneſs, harmleſneſs. IN RO'LMENT [enrolement, F.) a regiſtring, recording or ep
INOFFICIOUS (inofficiofus, L.) backward in doing any good tring of any Act, as a Recognizance, Statute, Fine,6c in

officeor turn, dilcourteous, diſobliging. the Rolls of Chancery, or in thoſe of the Exchequer, King's
InoFPICIOUSNESS, backwardneſs in doing any good office. Bench , Common Pleas, &c.

INOPERATIO (in Law ] one of the legal Excuſes to exempt INSA'NABLE [ infanabilis, L. ) not to be cured .

a Man from appearing in Court. INSA'NABLENESS, incurableneſs.

INO'RDINATE ( inordinatus, L.) out of order, extravagant, INSA'NE [ infanus, L.) out of order as to health ; alſo mad .

immoderate. INSA'NENESS, unhealthfulneſs ; alſo madneſs .

INOPI'NABLE ( inopinabilis, L.) that could not be thought. INSANGUIN'D (of in and ſanguinatus, L.) rendred bloody,

INO'PPORTUNE (inopportunus, L.) unſeaſonable. drench'd with Blood .

INO'RDINATE Proportion (in Geometry] is where the order INSA'nia , Madneſs, Frenzy, Dotage, which happens

of the terms is diſturbed . when the Faculties of Imagination and Judgment are damaged

INORDINATE Proportion (in Numbers] is as follows, ſuppoſe or quite deſtroyed .

3 magnitudes in onerank and 3 others proportionate to them To INSA'NIATE [of inſanire, L.) to render or make Mad.

in another, then compare them in a different order ; as theſe INSA'TIABLE [ injariabilis, L.) that cannot be ſatisfied with

three numbers 2 3 9 being in one rank and theſe three other Meat, Drink , & c.

3.24 36 in another rank proportional to the precedent in a INSATIABLE (in a metaphorical Senſe] is apply'd to the

different order, ſo that a ſhallbe to 3 as 24 to36. and 3 to Paffions, as inſatiable Ambition, inſatiable Avarice, & c.
9 as 8 to 24 ; then caſt away the mean terms in each rank, INSATIABLENESS, unſatisfiedneſs; uncapablenets of being

conclude the firſt 2 in the firſt rank is to the laſt 9, as 8 the ſatisfied .

firſt of the other rank to the laſt 36. INSA'TIATED [inſatiatus, L.] not ſatisfied or filled.

INOʻRDINATEness, immoderateneſs, extravagantneſs.
INSA'TIATENESS

INORDINATUS, [old Rec.) one who died inteſtate.
INSATIETY

[ inſatietas, L.) unſatisfiedneſs.

INORGANICAL ( of in , neg. and organicus, L. of oszavixos, I'NSCIENCE [ inſcientia, L. ] Ignorance .

Gr.) without proper Organs or Inſtruments, INSCO'NCED (of in and Skatir3e, Dan .] (poken of part of

INORGA'NITY (of in, neg. and organon , L. ofõgjavov, Gr.] an Army, encompaſſed with aSconce or little Fort, in order
a deprivation of Organs or Inſtruments. to defend fome País .

INOSCULATION, the joining of the Mouths of the capulary INSCRI'BABLE, that may be inſcribed or contained in other
Veins and Arteries. Figures, as a Triangle, Square, Esc. in a Circle .

IN PACE (i.c. in peace ) a term uſed by the Monks for a TO INSCRI'Be [inſcribere, L. ) to write within or upon.
Priſon whereluch ofthem are ſhut up as have committed any INSCRIBED [ inferiptus, L.] written in or upon .
grievous fault, L.

INSCRIBED (in Geom .) a Figure is faid to be inſcribed in a

INPENY and OUTPENY (olu Rec.) Money paid by the nother, when all the Angles of the Figure inſcribed touch

Cuſtom of ſome Manours upon the alienation of Tenants, &c. either the Angles, Sides or Planes of the other Figure .

IN



IN IN

OS cut .

ÎNSCRIBED Bodies (in Geom .) the ſame as regular Bodies. İNSI'PID ( infipidus, L.] having no taſte or reliſh, unſaveury
INSCRIBED Hyperbola (with Geometricians.] is ſuch an one alſo flat or dry

as liesentirely within the Angle of its Aſymptotes, as the Co- INSI'PIDNESS

nical Hyperbola doth. INSIPIDITY
unfavorineſs, the want of tafe or reliſh .

INSCRI'PTION , a Title, Name or Character, written or INSIPIDUS, a, um , (in Botan.Writ.] that has no taſte.

engraven on any thing, as Marble, Braſs, 6. L. [inipientia, L.] fillineſs, want of know

Insi Pienc }INSRIPTIONS [old Rec.] written Inſtruments, by which any INSIPIENCY Iedge or diſcretion.

thing was granted. To Insist inſiſtere, L.) to ſtand much upon , to urge, to

INSCRU'T ABLE [ inſcrutabilis, L.] unſearchable, unfa- preſs hard upon; alſo to perſiſt or hold on in ones deſigns of
thomable. pretenſions.

İNSCRUTABI ENESS, unſearchableneſs. INSISTING ( with Geometricians) the Angles in any Segment
Inscu'LPED [ infculptus, L. inſculpé, F.] engraven , carved are ſaidto be Infiſting, when they ſtand upon the Archof an .

other Segment below.

Inse'ct ( infeftum of infecare, L. to cut in, un infefté, F.] INSITION [with Garden .) the letting or grafting any Scion

a Worm , Flie, &c. any ſmall Creature that creeps or fies, or Bud into the ſtock of a Tree .

either not divided into Limbs and Joints, as other Creatures INSITIVE [ inhtivus, L.) grafted or put in, not natural.

are ; but encompaſſed with Rings or Diviſions , capable of be- To INSLA've (of in and dabe, Du.] to make a Slave or

ing parted without de troying Life, as Worms, & c. or elſe ' Drudge of.

divided between the Head and Body, as Bees, Flies, Pif- TO INSNA'RE [ prob. of beſnaerery Du.] to draw into a

mires, & c.
ſnare, to ſurprize or catch.

INSECTA'TION , a railing or inveighing againſt one, g. d .
Inso’CIABLE [ infociabilis, L.) not ſociable, unfit for So

a following or perſecuting a Perſon with foulLanguage. ciety or Converſation.

INSECTA'TOR, a Railer, Slanderer, or Backbiter ; alſo a
InsO'CI A BLENESS, unfitneſs for Society, unſociable Tem

Proſecutor at Law. L.
per.

INSECTATOR , a Proſecutor or Adverſary at Law. I'NSOLATED [ infolatus, L.) laid in the Sun, bleached .
Inse'ction , a cutting into , L.

INSOL A'TION, a laying in the Sun, a bleaching. L.
INSECTIVOROUS ( of infeftum and vorax, L.) that feeds INSOLATION [in Pharmacy ] the digeſtion of any Ingredi

upon Inſects.
ents or mixt Bodies, by expoſing them to the Sun-beams.

INSECU'R E (of in and ſecurus, L.] not ſecure, unſafe . I'NSOLENT [ infolens, L.) ſaucy, bold ; alſo proud, lifted up
INSECU'RENESS } [of in and ſecuritas, L.) unſafety. in Mind .

INSECU'RITY I'NSOLENCE

INSEMINA'TION (with pretenders to Phyfick] one of the I'NSOLENTNESS Taucineſs.

four kinds of Tranſplantion of Diſeaſes ; the Method of per InsO'LITE [infolitus, L.) unuſual, unaccuſtomed.

forming it is by mixing the impregnated Medium with the INSOʻLVABLE, not able to pay.

Mumia taken from the Patient, with fat Earth , where has IN SO'LUBLE [ inſolubilis, L.)that cannot be ſolved or looſed.

been fown the Seed of a Plant appropriate to that Diſeaſe, INSOLUBLENESS uncapableneſs of being looſed or re
and by ſprinkling it with Water wherein the Patient has INSO'LVABLENESS felved.
waſhed ; and they imagine the Diſeaſe will decline in propor- INSO'lvent (inſolvens, L.] not able to pay.
tion as the Plant grows.

INSO'LVENTNESS ( of in neg . and folvere, L. to pay ) in
INSE'NSATE [inten atus, L.) ſenſeleſs ; alſo mad, furious.

InsO'LVENCY } capacity of paying Debts, & c.

INSE'NSIBLE [ inſenſibilis, L.) void of Senſe. INSO'MNIOUS (inſomniofus or inſomnis, L.) troubled with
INSE'NSIBLENESS

voidneſs of Senſe ; fenfeleſneſs. Dreams, not ſleeping ſoundly .
INSENSIBI'LITY

To Inspe'ct (inſpectum , L.] to look narrowly into , to
Ins e'PARABLE [ inſeparabilis, L.) that cannot be ſeparated, overſee.

fevered , or parted.
INSPE’CTION , an overſeeing, an infight, a cloſe viewing,

INS E'PARABLENESS, inſeparable Quality or Condition . a looking on or into. L.

TO INSE'RT [ inſerere, L.) to put or bring in or between. Inspe'ctor, an Overſeer, one to whom the care and con
Inse'rtion, an inſerting or putting in or between ; alſo a duct of any Work is committed. L.

grafting
TO INSPEʻRSE ( infperfum. L.) to ſprinkle upon.

INSERTION [in Phyfick] the implication of one part with- INSPE'RSION, a ſprinkling upon. L.

in another.
INSPE'XIMUS ( ſo called , becauſe they begin with the Word

To Inse’rve [ infervire, L.) to bear a part in or promote. inſpeximus, i. e.we have looked upon or conſuered] Letters

InsE'R VICEABLE, unſerviceable. Patents. L.

INSERVIRE [old Rec.] to reduce Perſons to Servitude. INSPIRATION [ in Phyck] an inſpiring or breathing in ,
INSESSUS (in Med.) a Bath , or half Bath , prepared of a alſo a taking in Air or Breath by the alternate Dilatation of the

Decoction of ſeveral kinds of Herbs, properforthe lower Cheft.

Parts, in which the Patient fits down to the Navel. INSPIRATION (with Divines) the conveying of certain ex

INSETE'NA [inyetena , Sax .) an Inditch . traordinary or ſupernatural Notices or Motions into the Soul;

INSIDIA'TOR , a lier in wait. L. alſo a being moved by the Spirit of God to ſpeak arid act in

INSIDIA TO'RES Viarum [ old Stat .] way-layers, or liers in anextraordinary Manner.
wait to inſnare or deceive. L.

To INSPI'RÉ [ infpirare, L.] to breathe in or upon ; to
INSIDIOUS [ infidiofus, L.) inſnaring, treacherous, deceitful. prompt, to put intoones Head, to endue or fill with.

INSIDIOUSNESS, fullneſs ofwiles, deceitfulneſs, craftineſs. INSPI'RITRD [ of inspiré, F. or in and ſpirit, Eng.) having

Insight (Jnacht, Du .] Light into, or Knowledge of a Life and Spirit put into.

Matter. INSPI'SSATE ( infpiflatus, L.) thickened .

INSIGNIA , Enſigns or Arms. L. INSPISSA'TION , a thickening or rendering thick $ as when

INSIGNIFICANT (or in and fignificans, L.] fignifying no- a Liquid is brought to a thicker Conſiſtence, by evaporating

thing, inconſiderable. the thinner Parts. L.

INSIGNIFICANTNESS { [ of in negat.and ſignificantia, L.) INSTA'BLB [ inftabilis, L.) unſtable, inconftant, uncertain ,

Insi'GNIFICANCY inconſiderableneſs, worthleſneſs. changeable.

INSI'LIUM (old Rec.] deſtructive Counſel, ill Advice. INSTA'BLENESS [ inſtabilitas, L. inftabilité, F.) unfted

I'NSIMUL tenuit, one ſpecies of the Writ called Formedon. INSTABILITY Faſtneſs, ba unconitancy, fickleneſs,

TO INSINUATE[infinuare, L.) to wind or ſcrew ones ſelf uncertainty.

into favour, cunningly or craftily ; alſo to intimate or give a TO INSTA'LL [of in and ytal, Sax . or inſtaller, F.) to put
hint of. into poſſeſſion ofan Office , Order, or Benefice ; properly the

Insinua'tion, a cunning and covert way of creeping into placing of a Clergyman in aCathedral Church,or á Knight
favour ; alſo a giving a hint, L.

of the Garter in his Stall, where every one has his particular
INSINUATION (with Rhetoricians) is a crafty addreſs or be- Stall or Seat.

ginning of an Oration, whereby the Orator lily creeps into INSTALLATION [ inſtallation, F.) the act of inſtallingINSTALLATION }
or

initiating into an Order , as that of

the favour of the Audience.

INSINUATION of a Will [in Civil Law ) the firſt production the Garter; Office, & c.

of it ; or the leaving it to the regiſter in order to its probate. INSTANCE [inftantia, L.) eager ſuit,earneſtnefs,entreaty , &

Insi’NUATIVE (infinuativus, L.] apt to infinuate, engage I'NSTANCE Model, example, proof, doc.
ing. To I'NSTANCE, to bring or produce an Inſtance.

INSI'NU ATINGNESS infinuating nature , engagingneſs, An I'nstant ( with Philos.] is defined to be an indiviſible
INSI'NUATIVENESS, winningneſs. in Tiine, that is neither Time nor a Part of it ; whereto ne

vertheleſs
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vertheleſs all the Parts of Time are joined ; a portion of Time TO INSU'LT ( infultare, L.) to aſſault, to affront, to abuſe.

ſo ſmall, that it can't be divided ; or, as others define it, an TO INSULT ( in a Military Senſe] to attack a Poft hy open

İnſtant is an inſtantly ſmall Part of Duration, that takes up force, falling to handy ftrokes withoutmaking uſe of Trenches,

the Time of only one Ide: in our Minds, without the ſuccei- Saps or other Methods to gain Ground Foot by root.

ſion of another, wherein we perceive no ſucceſſion at all . An I'NSULT ( infultus, L. ) outrage, aſſault, onſet, abuſe,
A temporary INSTANT, is a part of Time that immediately affront.

precedes another; and thus the laſt Inſtant of a Day really I'NSUPER [i. e. over and above) a term uſed by the Audi

and immediately precedes the firſt Inſtant of the following Day. tor of Accounts in the Exchequer, who ſay ſo much reinains

A natural INSTANT, is what we otherwiſe call the priority Infuper to ſuch an one .

of Nature, which isobſerved in things that are ſubordinated in INSU'PERABLE [ inſuperabilis, L.] not to be overcome, in
acting ; as firſt and ſecond Cauſes ; Cauſes and their Effects . vincible .

A rationalINSTANT, is not any real Inftant, but a Point INSUPERABI'LITY invincibleneſs, uncapableneſs, or

which the Underſtanding conceives to have been before ſome INSU'PERABLENESS a not being liable to be overcome.'

other Inſtant ; founded on the nature of the things which oc- INSUPPOʻRTABLENESS (of in , neg. and ſupportable, F.

caſion it to be conceived. and ne!s] intolerableneſs, unbearableneſs.

I'NSTANTNESS (of inſtans, L. and meſs] the immediateneſs. INSURANCE (of aleurance, F. ) fecurity given tomake good

INSTANTANEOUSNESS [ of inſtantaneus, L. and neſs] Mo- any loſs that ſhall happen of Ships or Merchandize at Sea, or

mentaneouſneſs, or happening in the nick of Time. Houſes and Goodson Land, for a certain Premium paid.

INSTAURA'T A Terra [in antient Deeds] Land ready ſtocked TO INSU'RE afleurir, F.) to ſecure by making Inſurance.

or furniſhed with all Things neceſſary to carry on the Em- INSU'RER [aſſeurer , F.) one who for a certain Premium

ployment of a Farmer . of Sum of Money, undertakes to make good any loſs that may

INSTAURA'TION , the re-eſtabliſhment of a Religion, a happen , or has happened unknown, to Goods, Ships, Houſes,

Church , &c. L. a reſtoring to the former ſtate ; a repairing &c. by Caſualties of Pirates , the Seas, Fire, & c.

or renewing. INSURMOU NTABLE (of in and ſurmontable, F. ) that can

INSTAU RUM [in ant. Deeds] the whole ſtock upon a Farm , not be overcome by Labour or Induſtry.

as Cattel , Waggons, Ploughs, and all other Implements of INSURMOU'NTABLENESS, uncapabler.eſs of being over

Husbandry. ccme, by Labour , Induſtry, &c .

· INSTAU/RUM Ecclelia , the Veſtments, Plate, Books, and INSURRE'CTION, a riſing againſt, a revolt, a popular tu

other Utenſils belonging to a Church . mult or uproar, F. of L.

To I'NSTIGATE , [ inftigare, L. ) to ſpur, to egg or ſet on ; INT A'BULATED Cintabulatus, L. written on Tables.

to provoke to, to encourage or abet . INTACTA Virgo, a pure Virgin, L.

INSTIGA'T ION, an inſtigation, egging on, &c. alſo Mo- INTACTÆ [with Geometricians) are right lines to which

tion , Sollicitation . L. Curvesdo continually approach, and yet can never meet with

INSTIGA'TOR , an encourager or abetter. L. or touch them , which are moſt uſually called aſymptotes.

To Inst’il [ inſillare, L.) to pour in by Drops ; alſo to INTA'CTILE [ intaktilis, L.] that cannot or will not be

infuſe Principles or Notions, ſo that they may glide inſen- touched.

ſibly into theMind.
INTACTUS, untouched, as Virgo intatta, a pure Virgin .

INSTILLA'TION , a dropping into, &c. INTACTIBLE } [of intaktus, L. ) that cannot be touched.INSTIMULA'TION, a pricking forward, an egging on . L.

I'NSTINCT [inſtinktus, L. ) a natural bent or inclination ; INTA'GLIOs, precious Stones, having the Heads of great

that Aptitude, Diſpoſition, or natural Sagacity in any Crea- Men or Inſcriptions, &c. engraven on them, ſuch as we fre

ture, which by its peculiar formation it is naturally endowed quently ſee ſet in Rings, Seals, &C.

with , by virtue whereof, they are enabled to provide for I'NTAKERS , Perſons on the borders of Scotland, who

themſelves, know what is goodforthem , and are determined were the receivers of the Booty that their Accomplices,

to preſerve and propagate the Species. called the Out parters, uſed to bring in.

INSTINCTIVE [ of inſtinctus, L.] belonging to, or cauſing TO INTANGLE [ prob. of in and Tangle, Sax. a little twig ,

inſtinct. Milton . of which they made Snares for Birds, unleſsyou had rather

INSTIRPARE [old Rec.] to plant or eſtabliſh . derive it from Tendicula, L. a Snare or Trap ) to intricate, to

To I'NSTITUTE ( inftituere, L.) to enact, ordain , or ap- twiſt together, to perplex, to confound or engage ones felf.

point ; alſo to eſtabliłh'or found. INTA'NGLEMENT, an intrication, perplexity, &c.

I'NSTITUTES, Principles, Ordinances, Precepts, or Com- I'NTEGER [with Arithmeticians ] a whole Number , as di
mandments.

ftinguiſhed from a Fraction or any thing intire, as one Pound ,
INSTITUTES, the firſt part of the four Volumes of the Civil one Yard, one Ounce, E8 °C.

Law, made by the order of Juſtinian the Emperor, for young I'NTEGRAL (of Integer, L.] whole, intire.

Students . INTEGRAL Numbers, are whole Numbers in oppoſition to

INSTITU'TION, eſtabliſhment, appointment; alſo inftru- broken Numbers or Fractions.

&tion , education, or training up, F. of L. INTEGRAL Parts ( with Philosophers) thoſe Parts that make

INSTITUTION to a Benefice, is the Biſhop's putting a Clerk up the whole.

into poffeffion of the Spiritualities of a Benefice ; a Rectory or I'NTEGRATED [ integratus, L.) renewed, reſtored, brought

Parſonage for the Cure of Souls . into the former ſtate, made whole.

TO INSTRUCT ( inſtructum , ſup. of inſtruere, L ) to teach , INTEGRATION, a making whole, a renewing , a reſtoring, L.

to train or bring up; to prepare one who is to ſpeak. INTEGRITY [integritas, L. integrite, F.] ſincerity , up

INSTRU'CTION, Teaching, Education, Precept, F. of L. rightneſs , honeſty, & r.
INSTRUCTIONS, Directions in an Affair of Moment and Inte'GUMENT (integumentum , L.) a covering.

Conſequence. INTEGUMENTS [ Anat.] the common coverings of the Body,

INSTRUCTIVE [inſructive, F. ) apt to inſtruct. whether the Cuticula, Cutis or Membranes of any particular
INSTRUCTIVeness, inſtructive or teaching Quality. Parts .

I'NSTRUMENT [ inſtrumentum, L.) a Tool to do anything INTELLECT [ intellectus, L. l'intelle 7, F.] that faculty of

with ; alſo a publick Act, Deed or Writing drawn up between the Soul commonly call'd the Underſtanding,Judgment , &c.

two or more Parties, and containing ſeveral Covenants agreed INTELLE'CTUAL ( intelle &tualis, L.] of or pertaining to un

upon between them , F. derſtanding.

INSTRUME'NTAL [ inſtrumentalis, L.] of or pertaining to INTELLECTUALS [ l'intelle £t, F. of L.] the Power, Facul

an Inſtrument ; alſo ſerviceable or contributing to as ameans.
ties , &c . of the Underſtanding.

INSUCCA'TION [ in Pharmacy] the moiſtening of Drugs INTELLIGENCE (intelligentia, L.) knowledge, underſtand

with the Juice of Roſes, Violets ; &c. ing, judgment or skill ; alſo the Correſpondence that States

INSUCCE'SSFUL [of in neg. and ſucceſus, L.) that has no men and Merchants hold in foreign Countries ; alſo advice or

good ſucceſs, unfortunate.

INSUFFICIENT (of in and ſufficiens, L.] not ſufficient, in- INTEʻLLIGENCER, one who gives intelligence, i.e . notice,

capable . knowledge or advice of what happens ; one who makes it his

INSUFFICIENINESS buſineſs to inqiure into and ſpread News ; a News-monger, a

inability, incapacity.
INSUFFICIENCY

News-writer.

INSULATA Columna [in Architect.) a Pillar which ſtands Inte'LLIGENCES , Angels or other ſpiritual Beings.

alone or free from any contiguous Wall . INTELLIGENT [intelligens, L.) underſtanding, perceiving or

INSU'LATED [ infulatus, L. ) made an Inand. knowing well .

INSULO'se ſinjúlofus, L.) full of Inands. INTE’LLIGENTJAL, intellectual, underſtanding. Milton .

INSU'LSE [ inuljus, L.] unſavoury ; alſo filly, fooliſh . Inte'LLIGENTNESS, underſtanding faculty .

İNTĖL

news.
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ÎNTE'LLIGIBLE [ intelligibilis, L.] capable of being under- INTERCEPTED (with Mathemat.] taken between, compres
ftood, apprehended or conceived in the Mind . hended , or contained .

INTELLIGIBLENESS, capableneſs of being underſtood , ap- Intercepted Axes [in Conick Sections the ſame

prehended or conceived hy the underſtanding. INTERCEPTED Diameters as Abfiile.

Sub INTELLE/GITUR [1. e.'underſtood] ſignifies that ſome- Inter CEʻPTION, an intercepting. L.

thing is to be underſtood . L. INTERCE'SSION, as it were a ſtepping in between to keep
INTEʻMPERANCE ( intemperantia L.) a Vice the con- off harm or danger; intreaty in behalf of another; mediation.

INTE'MPERATENESS trary to temperance, uncapableneſs É . of L.

to rule and moderate ones Appetite's lults; inordinateneſs of INTERCE'ssor ( interceſſeur, F.] a Mediator. L.

life or deſires, exceſs as to Appetites, Luits , &c. TO INTERCHANGE [of entre and changer, F.) to exchange

INTE'MPERATE [intemperatus, L.] immoderate in Appetite between Parties, or reciprocally, as Complement, Writ

as to Food , Drink, Egr. ing, &c.

Inte'MPERATURE ( intemperie , F. of L. ) a diſorder in the INTERCISSION, a cutting off between. L.

Air ; alſo in the Humours of the Body. INTERCLUSION, a ſhutting up between, or a ſtopping up

INTE'MPERATURE (with Plyicians) a Dillemper or Indiſ- the Paſſage between one thing and another.

poſition that confilts in inconvenient Qualities of the Body, as INTERCOLUMNIATION (withi_Architeets] the ſpace or

an hot, thin , or falt Diſpoſition . diſtance between the Pillars ofa Building.

INTEMPERIES [in Medicine] a diſcrazy or ill habit. INTERCOʻM MONING [ in Law] is when the Commons of

INTEMPEÄSTIVE ( intempeſtivis, L. ] unſeaſonable, out of two Manours lie together, and the Inhabitants of both have

Time or due Seaſon . Time out of mind cauſed their Cattle to feed promiſcuouſly

To INTEND [ intendere, L. ) to deſign or purpoſe , to mean. in each .

INTE'NDANCY [ intendance, F.) the Office or Management TO INTERCOMMU’NICATE [of inter and communicare, L. ]

of an Intendant, i. e. one who has the inſpection, conduct to communicate mutually or one with another .

ofa Juriſdiction . &c. INTERCO'STAL Vellels (with Anatomiſts] Veſſels that lie

INTE'NDANT, one who has the inſpection , conduct and between the Ribs, i.e. the Veins and Arteries that run along

management of certain Affairs ; the Governor of a Province through the Parts .

in France. INTERCO'STAL Nerve (with Anatom .] a Nerve proceeding

INTE'NDMENT (of intendere and mens , L.) true meaning,he meaning, from the ſpinal Marrow , and ſpreading it ſelf in the Belly

purpoſe, intention, ſenſe, &c. through all the Bowels .

INTENERA'TION (of in and tener, L.] a making tender. INTERCOST AʼLes externi ? (with Anatom .] certain Muſcles

INTE'NSE [ intenſus, L. ] very great or extenſive. INTERCOstales interni } lodging in the intervals or

INTE'NS ENESS, greatneſs, extremeneſs. ſpaces of the Ribs, their Number on each ſide being 22 ; be

INTENT meaning, purpoſe, deſign, drift, mind. ing 11 outward , and as many inward.

INTENTION ? F. of L. I'NTERCOURSE [intercurſus, L. a running amongſt, or of

INTE'NT [intentus, L.) fixed or cloſe bent upon a inter, L. and cours, F. ] mutual Correſpondence, &c.

INTENTIVE Buſineſs. INTERCURRENT [ intercurrens, L.) running between two
INTENTION, the end propoſed in any Action, the deter- Lands as a River.

mination of the Will in reſpect to any thing. F. of L. I'nTercus , a kind of Dropſy. L.

INTE'NTION [in Natural Philoſopby] is the increaſe of the INTERCUTA'NEOUS (of intercutaneus, L.) lying between
Power orEfficacy of any Quality, as Heat, Cold, &c . and is the Fleſh and Skin .

the oppoſite to Remiſſion; all Qualities being ſaid to be interd- TO INTERDI'ct [ interdi£tum , L.) to prohibit or forbid ;

ed and remitted, as intenſely Cold , i. e. Cold in a high de- to exclude from partaking of the Sacraments.

gree ; remilly Cold , i.e. Cold in a low degree . INTERDICT ( interdictio, L.] a popiſh Cenſure ,formerly in

INTENTION [with Pbyſicians) a particular Method of Cure, fli &ted by Biſhops or Ordinaries, forbidding all Sacrifices and

that a Phyſician forms in hisMind from a due Examination of divine Offices (except Baptiſm to Children, the Sacrament of

the Symptoms of the Diſeaſe. the Euchariſt, and extreme Unction at the Point of Death)

INTENTIOX [ in Larv] a Writ which lies againſt one who to be performed within any Pariſh, Town, Country, or Na

enters after the Death of a Tenant in Dower, or other Te- tion . This was commonly inflicted on a pretence that the

nant for Life, and holds him out in the reverſion or remainder. Privileges of the Church had been violated, by the Lords,

INTENTION [ in Metaphyſicks] ſignifies the exertion of the Magiſtrates, or Princes of any Nation ; and England wholly

intellectual Faculties with more than ordinary vigour. layunder an interdict from the Pope for fix Years in the

INTENTION [of Study] is when the Mind fixesits View on Reign of King Yobn.

an Iden with great earneitneſs, ſo as to conſider it on all Sides, INTERDICTED [ interdictus, L. interdit, F.) prohibited,

and will not be called off by the crowding of other Ideas. forbidden , excluded from .

INTENTION (with Rhetoricians) is the Repetition of the INTERDI'cted [of Water and Fire) a Sentence antiently

ſame Word in a contrary Senſe ; as, una ſalus vietis nullam pronounced againſt ſuch as for ſome Time were to be baniſh

perare falutem . ed, which tho' it was not pronounced, yet was with an Or

INTE'NTIONAL [ of intentio, L.) belonging to the intention . der that no Man Mould receive them into his Houſe, or af

INTER Canem et Lapum , an Expreſion antiently uſed for ford them the uſe of Water or Fire, which are two Elements

the Twilight, which is called Day Lights gate in ſome Places very neceſſary for Life.

in the North of England, and in others, betwixt Hawk and ÍNTER DI'ction, a forbidding or debarring from the uſe of
Buzzard. any Thing . F. of L.

Intera'nea , the Entrails or Bowels. INTERDICTION [in Laco] is an Ecclefiaftical Cenſure, for

INTERCA'LATED (intercalatys, L.) put between ; as the bidding the Exercile of theminiſterial Function, or the per

putting in a Day in the Month of February, in Leap Year. formance of ſacred Rights.

INTERCA'LARY Day, the odd Day added in Leap Year. INTERDU'CTUS, a ſpace left between Periods or Sentences;

INTERCA'LARY Day [ with Phyſicians) thoſe Days during in Writing or Printing ; alſo a ſtop or fetching ones Breath in

the courſe of a Diſtemper, in which Nature is excited to throw Reading or Writing .

off her Load unſeaſonably by the vehemency of the fit, or INTERE'MPTION, a killing or ſlaying . L.

ſome external Cauſe. Theſe are the 3d, 5th, 9th, 13th, To I'NTERESS2 (intereſſer; F. of inter and effe, L.] to

and 19th, called alſo Dies Intercidentės and Provocatorii. , to concern

INTERCALAʼTION, an inſerting or putting in a Day in the I'NTEREST [ interet, F. of inter, L. among, and effe , infiri.

Month of February every 4th Year, which is called the Leap . for edere, L. to Eat) Uſe, Money paid for the Uſe, Loan,

Year or Biſextile. or Forbearance of Money lent.

To Interce'de [intercedere, L.] ſignifies properly to come Simple INTEREST, is that which ariſes from the principal only.

in between ; alſo to perform the Office of a Mediator : alſo to Compound INTEREST, is that which ariſes from the prin

intreat or pray in the behalf of another. cipal and the intereſt forborn .

INTERCE'DENT [ intercedens, L.) coming in between. INTEREST [of interet, L. it concerneth ] Concernment,

Intercepe'NTAL Day [with Phyſicians) an extraordinary Right, Advantage or Benefit, Power, &c.

critical Day, which being occaſioned by the violence of the INTERFE'CTION, a killing or ſlaying. L.

Diſeaſe, falls between the ordinary critical Days . INTERFECTOR , a killer or ſlayer. L.

TO INTERCE/PT [ interceptum , ſup. of intercipere, L. inter- INTERFECTOR (with Ajirol .] a deſtroying Planet placed in

cepter, F. ] to take up by the way or in the mean while, to the 8th Houſe of a Figure, either 5 degrees before the Cuſp,

prevent ; alſo to ſurprize. or25 after it.

INTERCEʻPTED [interceptus, L. intercepté, F. ] catched up To INTERFE're (of inter, among, & c. and ferire, L. to

by the way , prevented. Atrike) ſpoken of Horſes, to ſtrike orhit one Heel againſt the

other ;

ej
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bther ; alſo to claſh or diſagree with, or to fall foul upon one
another .

INTERMINATE } [ interminatus, L.] boundleſs, endleſs.

INTERFÆMI/NEUM (with Anatom .] a Part of the Body be- To INTERMI'NGLE [ intermiſcere , L. entremiler, F.) to min .

twixt the Thighs and the Groin. L. gle among or with .

INTERFLU'EN'T ? [ interfluens, interfluus. L.] flowing be- INTERMINA'TION, a threatning, L.

INTERFLU'ous 5 tween . INTERMISSION , a diſcontinuance, a breaking or leaving for

INTERFU's'D [ interfufus, L.) poured forth , in , or among. a while, ceaſing. L.

Milton . INTERMISSIONS (with Architeets) the ſpaces between a Wall

INTERGA'PING Vowels (with Gram .] is when two Vowels and the Pillars , or between one pillar and another.

meet together, one at the end of a Word, and the other at To Intermit [intermittere, L.) to leave off for a while.

the beginning of the next, ſo as to make an uncouth Sound. INTERMITTENT [intermittens, L.] leaving off for a

INTERJACENT [ interjacens, L.) lying between . INTERMITTING } while.

TO INTERJE'CT ( interjectum , L.) to throw in between . INTERMITTENT Diſeaje, ſuch as comes at certain Times

INTERJE'CTION (with Gram .]is an Expreſſion which ſerves and then abates a little.

to Thew a ludden Motion of the Soul, either of Grief, Joy, INTERMITTENT Stitch [in Surgery] a ſort of Stitch made at

Defire, Fear, Averſion, Admiration , Surprize, & c. And certain ſeparate Points, in the ſewing up of croſs or traverſe

as the greateſt part of thoſe Expreſlions are taken from Nature Wounds.

only in all Languages : True Interjections conſiſt generally of INTERMITTENT Pulje (with Phyſicians) a Pulſe which is

one Syllable . The Latins borrowed moſt of their Interjecti- held up by the Fit for a while , and then beats again.
ons from the Greeks, and we, and the reſt of the Moderns, TO INTERMI'X ( intermixtum , L. ) to mingle between or a

borrowed them from the Latins ; tho' the Engliſh have ſome mong.

few of their own ; but they are but few. INTERMI'xture [of inter and mixtura , 'L. ) a mingling be

San &tius, and other modern Grammarians, do not allow it tween or among others.

à Place in the Parts of Speech, but account it among the Ad INTERMU'NDATE [of intermundium , L.) relating or pertain

verbs; but Julius Cæjar Scaliger, reckons it the first and ing to the ſpace between Worlds, according to the Suppofiti
principal Part of Speech , becauſe it is that which inoſt ſhews on of Epicurus.

the Pations; in reſpect to Nature itmay probably be the firſt INTERMU'R AL Space (of intermuralis, L.) a ſpace betwixt
articulate Voice that Man made uſe of ; but as to Grammar, two Walls .

there is ſo few of them , it is hardly worth while to ſeparate INTERNAL (of internus, L ] inward.

them from Adverbs ; and as to the Connection of a Diſcourſe, INTERNAL Angles [Geometry) are all Angles

they ſerve for fo little by themſelves, that they may be taken A / B made by the ſides ofany right lined figure with

away and the Senſe not ſuffer by it.
EF

in ; alſo the two Angles between the parallel

I'NTERIM , a certain Inſtrument containing a mixed form of
CD

Lines on each ſide the croſſingLine , as D and F,

Doctrine, tendered by the Emperor Charles V. at Augsburgh, and C and e , in the Figure, are called the two

to be ſubſcribed both by Papiſts and Proteſtants, and to be ob- Internal Angles and are always equal to two right Angles .

ſerved tilla general Council ſhould be called. INTERNAL Digeſtives (with Phyſicians] ſuch as are pre
In the I'NTERIM , in the mean time or while. ſcribed to prepare the Body ‘by Purgation, by rendring the

INTE'Rior [ interieur, F.) more inward, or the inſide. L. Humours fluid, thinning , & c. clammy or rough Subſtances,

TO INTERLACE [ entrelaſér, F.) to twiſt one with another ; and tempering ſuch as are Marp.

alſo to inſert or put in among .. INTERNALNESS, inwardneſs.

To Interla’rd [entrelarder, F.] to lard between ; or as INTERNO'DII [ Anatomy) the Extenſores Pollicis, L.

the Lean of well fed Meat is with Streaks of Fat ; to ſtuff in INTERNODIUM (with Anatomiſts] the ſpace betwixt the

between. joining together of the Bones of the Fingers and Toes, L.

INTERLEAVED [of inter, L. and leay, Sax. ] putbetween INTERNU'NT 10 (of inter and nuntius , L.) an Agent for the

Leaves of a Book, as blank Paper. Court of Rome, inthe Courts of foreign Princes, where there

INTERLI'NEARY [ interlinearis, L.) interlined. is not an expreſs Nuntio.

INTERLI'NEARY Bible, a Bible that has one Line of a INTE'RNUS Maſculus Auris, (with Anatomi/s) a Muſcle of

Latin Tranſlation, printed between every two Lines of the the Ear which lies in a bony Channel cavated in the Bone
Hebrew and Greek Originals. called Os Petrofum .

INTERLOCUTION, a ſpeaking while another is ſpeaking ; an Interoʻssei Muſculi [ Anatomy ]the Muſcles of the Hands

interpoſition ofſpeaking ; an interrupting of another'sDiſcourſe. between the Boneswhich move the Fingers.

INTERLOCUTION [in Larv ) an intermedial Sentence before INTERossei Pedis [in Anatomy] ſeven Muſcles of the Toes

a final Deciſion ; or a determining ſome ſmall matters in a ariſing from the Oſſa Metatarſi of the leſſer Toes and falling

Trial, till ſuch time as the principal Cauſe be fully known . down into the firſt internode of each Toe ſide-ways.

INTERLOCUTORY [interlocutorius, L.] of or pertaining to INTERPA'SSATION [in Pharmacy] the ſtitching of Bags at

Interlocution, certain diſtances , to prevent the Drugs contained in them from

INTERLOCU'TORY Order [in Low ] is that which does not falling together into a lump .

decide the Cauſe, but only ſettle ſome intervening matters INTERPELLA'TION, interruption or diſturbance.

relating to it . To InterPLEA'D (of entre and plaider, F. ) to diſcuſs or try

TO INTERLO'PE [of inter, L. between , and loopen , D:. a Point which accidentally falls out, before the determination

to run, 9 d. to run in between, and intercept the Commerce ofthe main Cauſe : as when two ſeveral Perſons are found

of others] to trade without proper Authority, or interfere Heirs to Land by two ſeveral Offices, and the thing is brought
with a Company in Commerce. in doubt to which of them Poſſeſſion ought to be given ; ' o

INTERLOPERS [in Law ) are thoſe who without legal Au- that they muſt Interplead, i . e . formally try between them .

thority intercept or hinder the Trade of a Company or Cor- ſelves who is the right Heir.

poration legally eſtabliſhed, by trading the ſame way. To Inter PO'LATE [interpolatus, L.) to alter from the ori.

INTERLUCA'TION [in Agriculture] the lopping off Branches ginal Copy, to falſify, to inſert ſomething not genuine or
to let in Light between. written by the original Author.

INTERLU'CENT [ interlucens, L.) ſhining between . INTERPOLA'TION , a furbiſhing up, a new vamping ; a fal

I'NTERLUDE ( interludium , L.) that partof a Play, that is fifying an Original by putting in ſomething which was not

repreſented or ſung betweenthe ſeveral Acts. in the Author's Copy ; alſo that which is ſo inſerted .

INTERLU'NARY [of inter and lunaris, L.) pertaining to the INTERPOLA'TOR, a falſifier of original Writings by Inter

ſpace between the old Moon and the New . polations.

INTERLU'NIUM [with Aſtronom .) the Time in which the TO INTERPO'SE [ interpoftum of interponere, L.) to put in

Moon has no Pbaſis or Appearance. L. or between ; to intermeddle in an Affair .

INTERMEA'TION, a flowing betwcen, or paſſing thro ' L. INTER POSITION, a ſtepping in or concerning one's ſelf in

To Interme'ddle [entremeſter, F.) to concern ones ſelf a buſinels, or difference between two Parties . L.

in the Buſineſs of another. T. INTERPRET [interpretari, L. ) to expound or explain ;

INTERMEDIATE [intermediatus, L.] lying between. alſo to tranſlate.

Interme'sses (of intremets, F. ] Courſes ſet on a Table INTERPRETABLE [ interpretabilis, L. ) that may be, or
between other Diſhes. eaſy to be expounded.

INTERME'wing (with Falconers] a Hawk's Mewing from İNTERPRETABLENESS , eaſineſs to be interpreted.

the firſt Change of her Coat till ſhe turn white . INTERPRETATION, an expoſition, explanation or tranſli
INTERMICA’TION, a ſhining amidſt or among. L. tion , a commentary L.

INTERMINATED [ interminatus, L. ) unbounded having no Inte'RPRETER ( interpretator, L. ) a Perſon who explains
Limits.

the Thoughts, Words or Writings of another Perſon .

INTER
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INTERPU'NCTION, a diſtinction , by Pricks or Points , ſet fomehabitable Orbs moving roundſome habitable Orbs moving round it, the Interſtellar World

between, a pointing. L. will be infinitely the greater Part of the Univerſe.

TO INTE'RR [of in and terra, L. interrer, F. ) to bury.or INTE'R STICEs ( interſtitia, L.) diſtances or ſpaces between

lay under Ground. INTERSTITIAL, having a ſpace between.

INTERMENT [ enterrement, F.] a burial , a putting under INTERTEXT [intertextus, L.) interwoven.

Ground . INTERTEXTURE, a weaving between.

INTE'RREGNUM [ interregne, F. ) the vacancy of a Throne; INTERTIES (Architetture] ſmall pieces of Timber that

or the ſpace between the Death or Depoſition of one King, INTERDUCES lie horizontally between the Sommers, or .
and the Succeſſion or Reſtoration of another. betwixt them and the Cell or Reaſon.

I'NTER - Rex the Perſon who governs during an Interreg . INTERTRANSVERSALES Colli (Anatomy]certain Muſcles be

num , or while there is no King. tween the tranſverſe proceſſes of the Vertebra of the Neck,

TO INTE'RROGATE [ interrogari, L. ) to ask a queſtion, to of the ſame ſize and figure with the Interſpinales.

demand ; alſo to examine. INTERTRIGO , a fretting off the skin of the Parts near the

INTERROGA’TION, a queſtion, an examining, F. of L. Fundament or between the Thighs, a Gall or Chafe. L.

Note of INTERROGA'Tion, a Point of diſtinction, marked I'NTERVAL ( intervallum , L.) the diſtance or ſpace between

thus ( ? ) . two extremnes either of time or place ; a paute , a reſpit .

INTERROGATION [with Rhetoricians) is a figure that is very INTERVAL (in Mufick ] the differencebetween two Sounds

common. In a figurative Encourſe, Paſſion continually car- in reſpect of graveoracute, or that imaginary ſpace terminated

ries an Orator towards thole that he would perſuade, and cau- bytwo Sounds differing in gravity or acuteneſs.

ſes him to addrefs what he ſays to them by Way of Queſtion. INTERVAL of the Fitsof caly Reflection, oforealy Tranſmiſſion

An Interrogation has a wonderful Eficacy in making the Au- of the Rays of Light [in Opticks) is the space betireen every
dience liften to what is ſaid . return of the Fit, and the next return.

INTERROGATIVE [interrogatious, L.) that interrogates, TO INTERVE'NE [ intervenire, L.] to come between, to
asks or demands . come in unexſpected .

INTERROGATIVES (with Grammarians) certain Pronouns,
INTERVENIENT [ interveniens, L.] intervening or coining

&c. uſed in asking questions .
in accidentally.

INTERROGATORIES [ interrogatoria, L.) queſtions. F. INTERVENTION, an Interpofition, L.

INTERROGATORIES (in Law) are queſtions put to witneſſes INTERVO/LV'D (of inter and volvere, L.] rolled one within

at their examination before a Magiitrate. another. Milton.

INTERRO'GATORY [ interrogatorius, L.) of, or pertaining to INTERVIEW [entreveue, F. ) a Sight of one another ; alſo

an interrogation or examination. a meeting of great Perſons.

TO INTERRU'PT [interruptum , L.) to break or take off ; to I'NTERVIGILATION, a watching or waking between

diſturb or hinder , toſtop.
whiles. L.

An INTERRU'PT, an interruption. Milton.
TO INTERWEA've (of inter and pea yan, Sax] to weave

INTERRU'PTION, a troubling one in the midſt of Buſineſs; in, with , or among

a putting in in the middle of a diſcourſe ; alſo a diſcontinuance INTERWOVEN (of inter , L. between, and pea kan , Sax .]

or breaking off to weave] weaved or woven with or among.

INTERRUPTION (with Geometricians) is the ſame as Disjun INTE'STABLENESS (of inteſtabilis, L, )uncapableneſs in

Sion of Proportion, and is marked thus; to ſignifie the break Law ) of making a Wilī.

ing off the Ratio in the Middle of 4 ſeperate Proportionals, as INTE'STATE [inteftatus, L. inteſtat, F.] dead, or a Per

B : C :: D : E , i.e. as B is to C, ſo is D to E. ſon who dies without making a Will.

INTERSCA'PULAR ( Anatomy] a proceſs or knob of the Sca- INTESTI'NA Gracilia ( with Anatom . ) the ſmall Guts. L.

pula or Shoulder-blade, in that part of it which riſes, and is
INTESTI'NA Terre , Earth -worms. L.

commonly called the Spine.: INTESTI'NE (inteſtinus, L. inteftin, F.) inward, within .
INTERSCAPULA'RIA (with Anatomiſts] the cavities or hol- INTEÄSTINE War, a civil War, as it were within the

low places between the Shoulder-blades, and the Vertebras or Bowels of a State or Kingdom .

turning Joints, L. INTE'STINE Motion of the Parts of Fluids, where the at

ToINTERSCI’ND [ interſcindere, L.) to cut in two in the tracting Corpuſcles of any Fluid are elaſtick, they muſt of
midit. neceflity produce an inteftine Motion ; and this greater or leffer

TO INTERSCRI'BE ( interfcribere, L.) to write between , to according to the degrees of their elaſticity and attractive Force.

interline. INTESTINES [ inteſtina, L. ) the Entrails, the Bowels, the
INTERSCRIPTION, an interlineation or writing between. L. inward Parts of any living Creature.

INTERSECANT [interſecans, L.] cutting in two in the middle. INTE'STINES (with Ănatom .) long and large Pipes, which

INTERSECANTS [ in Heraldryl pertranſient Lines, which by ſeveral circumvolutions and turnings, reach from the Py
croſs one another. lorus to the Anus, and are accounted to be fix times as long

TO INTERSE/CT [ inter feftum , L.) to cut off in the middle. as the Body that contains them.

Intersection, a cutting off in the middle, F. of L. INTE'STINENESS, the being within or inward.

INTERSE'CTION (with Mathematicians) fignifies the cutting INTESTI'NULUM [ Anat .) the Navel String . L.

off one Line or Plane by another : and thus they ſay the mu INTE'STINUM, a Bowel or Gut. L.

tual Interſectionof two Planes is a right Line. INTESTINUM reiturk : the ſtrait Gut. L.

To INTERSE'MINATE ( interſeminatum , L.) to ſow among TO INTHRA'L( of in and Snæl, Sax . a Slave) to enſlave,

or between to bring into Bondage.

I'ETERSHOCK, a claſhing or hitting of one thing againſt INTHRA'LMENT[of in, Snæl, Sax . and ment] Slavery, or

another. bringing into Bondage.

INTERSOILING (with Husband -men ] the laying of one kind TO INTHRO'NE [ intbronizatum, L. inthroniſer, F.]
of Earth upon another. INTHRONI'Ze to ſeat orplace on a Throne .

TO INTERSPE'RSE (of inter and ſparſum , L.] to ſcatter or INTHRONIZATION, an Inſtalment, the placing on the

ſprinkle here and there or among. Throne or Seat of Majeſty. L.

INTERSPE'rsion , a ſcattering or ſprinkling about, L. TO INTI'CE (prob . of in and tihtan, Sax. to over-per

INTERSPERSUM Vacuum . See Vacuum . ſuade, or attijer, F.) to allure or draw in by fair Words, &C.

INTERSPI/NALES Colli (with Anatomifs) the Name of five INTICEMENT, an alluring, a drawing in , &c.
Pair of ſmall Muſcles of the Neck , ariſing from the upper parts An I'NTIMATE [ intimus, L. ami intimé, F. properly moſt

of each double Spinal, proceſsof the Neck, except ofthe ſe. inward ) an intimate Friend, one very familiar, dear, or in

cond Vertebra, and end in the lower part of all the ſaid double tirely beloved.
Spines. To I'NTIMATE [ intimare, L.] to give to underſtand , to

INTERSPIRATION , a breathing between , a fetching breath . hint , to ſhew .
INTERSTELLAR (of inter and fellaris , L. pertaining to a I'NTIMATÉNESS

Star) between or among the Stars, and are ſuppoſed to be pla- I'NTIMACY
f} great Familiarity ; Nria Friendſhip.

netary Syſtems, having each a a fixed Star for the Center of INTIMATION, a ſecret declaring, an hint. L.

their Motion, as the Sun is of ours . TOINTI MIDATE [ intimider, F. of in and timidus, L.) to
INTERSTELLAR Parts of the Univerſe [ Aron ] thoſe Parts put in fear , to frighten, to diſhearten .

which are without and beyond our ſolar Syſtem ; in which INTIMIDATION, an affrighting or putting in fear.

there are ſuppoſed to be ſeveral other Syſtems of Planets, mo- INTI'RE ( integer, L. entier, F.] whole, compleat.

ving round the fixed Stars , as the Centers of their reſpective INTI'RENESS [ integritas, L. enticreté, F. wholeneſs;

Motions, as the Sun is of ours ; and ſo, if it be true, as it is compleatneſs, &c.

not improbable; that every ſuch Star may thus be a Sun to
INTE
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INTITLED (intitulatus, L. intitulé, F. ] having a Title , INTRUSION [in Law ] a violent or unlawful feizing upori

Name or Subſcription ; alſo having a Right to claim , &c. Lands or Tenements, void of a Polieſſor, by one who has no

I'NTO [into, Sax ) a Prepoſition. right to them.

INTOL [of in and tol , Sax .] Cuſtom paid for Commodi- Intrusio'ne, the Name of a Writ which lies againſt an

tie's imported .
intruder.

INTO'LERABLE [intolerabilis, L. unbcarable, unſufferable, To INTRU'ST ( of in and truſf ] to put in truſt with.
not to be borne with . I'NTUBUS ( with Botan .] Endive or Succory. L.

INTO'LERABLENESS, unbearableneſs, &c. INTUI'TION [of intuitus, L. ) a clear or diſtinct View, or

TO IM TOʻMB[entomber, F. ] to put into a Tomb, to bury. looking into a Matter, ſpeculation , conſideration, examination.
To INTO’NATE [ intonare, L.) to Thunder or make a INTUITION [in Metaphyficks] a perception of the certain

rumbling Noiſe. agreement or diſagreement of any two Ideas, immediately

INTONATION [in Mufick] is the giving the Tone or Key, compared together. Lock.
by the Chanter in a Cathedral , to the reſt of the Choir . INTUITI'VE ( intuitive, F. ] fpeculative.

INTOʻrtus, a, um [in Botan. Writ . ] writhed or wreſted INTUME'SCENCE [intumeſcentia, L.) a ſwelling, a puſing,

like Biſtort. L. or rifing up .

To INTOXICATE [ intoxicare, L.) to make drunk or giddy ; INRU'R N [with Wreſtlers] is when the one puts his Thigh,

to poiſon , &c . between his Adverſaries Thighs , and litts him up .

INTOXICA'TION , a making drunk, a fuddling, an inve- To INVA'DE [invadere, L.) to attack or ſet upon, to ſeize

noming, a poiſoning, a bewitching.
violently , to uſurp.

INTRA'CTABLE [ intra £tabilis, L. ] not to be managed, un
TO INVA'DIATE Cold Rec.] to engage or mortgage Lands.

governable , unruly INVADIATIONS (old Rec .]Mortgages or Pledges.

Intra'cTableness, ungovernableneſs, unmanageableneſs. INVADIA'TUS [in Law) is when one has been accuſed of

INTRA'DA [in Muf. Books] an Entry , much the ſame as fome crime, which not being fully proved, he is obliged to

Prelude or Overture . Ital . find good Sureties .

INTRA'DO, an entrance into a Place . Span. INVALESCENCE [invalefcentia, L ] want of health.

INTRA'NEOUS [ intraneus, L. ) that is within, inward. An Inva'lid , a Perſon or Soldier, wounded , maimed , or

Intra'ns'd [ of in and tranje, F. ] caſt into a Tranſe.
diſabled from Action by Age.

Milton . INVALID [ invalidus, L.) infirm , weak , crazy ; alſo that is

INTRA'NSITIVE [intranſitivus, L.] not paſſing into another. of no force or ſtrength, that does not ſtand good in Law.

To INTRA'P [attraper, F.) to catch in a Trap, to inſnare. To INVA'LIDATE, to weaken , to make void.

INTRA're Mariſcum [old Rec.] to drain a Marſh or Bog, INVALIDITY [invalidité, F.) the nullity of an Ad or

and reduce it to paſture Ground, by Dikes, :Walls, & c. INVALIDNESS Agreement.

To Intrea't [of in and traiter, F. ] to ask humbly, to INVALIDS (invalidi, L. les invalides, F.] fick Perſons, or

fupplicate. Perſons diſabled from Service by Sickneſs.

INTREA'T Y , a ſubmiſſive asking, a ſupplication . INVA'R IABLE [invariabilis, L.) unchangeable, conſtant,

To Intre'nch (of in and trenehée, F.] to fortify with a firm , ſtedfart.

Trench or Rampart; alſo to encroach upon , to uſurp .. INVA'RIABLENESS , unchangeableneſs.

INTRE'NCHMENT, an intrenching with a Breaft -work ; an INVA'sion , a deſcent upon a Country , an enchroachment,

encroachment. &c. F. of L.

INTRE'NCHMENT [in the Art of War) any Work that de INVE'CTED [ in Heraldry] is fluted or furrowed ,

fends a Poft againſt the Attacks of an Enemy, and is general and is the reverſe ofIngrailed, in

ly taken for a Trench or Ditch . that Ingrailed has the Points outwards toward the

INTRE'PID [ intrepidus L.) fearleſs, undaunted, reſolute. Field ; whereas Invetted has them inwards, the or

INTRE'PIDNESS,} undauntedneſs, fearleſneſs. dinary and ſmall Semi-circles outwards toward the Field, as

Intrepi'dity, S in the Figure.

To INTRICATE [ intricatum , L.) to intangle, perlex, &c. INVE'CTIVE (inveétus, L. ) railing, reproachful , virulent.

I'NTRICATENESS;} perplexity, intanglement, difficulty,
An INVE'CTIVE ( invettiva, L. ) railing, ſharp, virulent

Words or Expreſſions.

INTRI/GUE[ intrigue, F. derived, as ſomeſay ,of įy and atgog , INVE'CTIVENESS, reproachfulneſs, virulence in Words, & c.

Gr. Hair] and is properly underſtood of Chickens that have To Inveigh ( invehere, L.] to rail , to declaim , to ſpeak

their Feet intangled in Hair; a ſecret Contrivance, cunning bitterly againſt one.

Deſign or Plot;an aſſemblage of Events or Circumſtances oc- ToInveigle (prob. of vagolare, Ital. or avengler, F. to

curring in an Affair, and perplexing the Perſons concerned in it. make blind) to allure, entice or deceive with fair Words.

TO INTRIGUE ( intriguer, F.) to plot, to cabal , to carry To Inveʼlop [inveloper, F.) to wrap up , to infold.

on an Intrigue . INVE'NDIBLE [invendibilis, L.) un aleable, that cannot be .
INTRINSICAL 2 (of intrinſicus, L.) inward, real, genuine fold .

INTRI'NSICK S value of things ; alſo occult, ſecret: in TO INVE'NOM (envenomer, F. ] to poiſon, to infect.

oppoſition to extrinſick, outwardor apparent value of things . To INVE'NT [ inventer, F.] to find out, to contrive or deviſe ;

INTRI'NSICALNess, inwardneſs. alſo to forge or teign.

INTRINSICUM Servitium, that which is owing to the chief INVENTION, a finding out ; alſo a contrivance or device ;

Lord of the Manour. a ſubtlety of mind or ſomewhat peculiar in a Man's Genius,

TO INTRODU'ce [ introducere, L.] to bring or lead in ; alſo which leads him to the diſcoveryof things that are new.

to broach. INVENTION [with Logicians] is that part of Logick that ſup

INTRODUCTION, a leading in or introducing; alſo a Pre- plies Argument for Demonſtration.

face to a Book , Diſcourſe, &C . F. of L. INVENTION [ in Rhetorick] is reckoned the firſt part of that

INTRODU'CTIVE , ſerving to bring in . Art . For by the help of Invention in oratory Rhetoricians

INTRODUʻCTOR, an introducer of Ambaſſadors, & c. L. have found out certain ſhort and eaſy Methods to ſupply them

Introdu'CTORY [ introduEtorius, L.) ſerving to introduce. withArguments to diſcourſe properly on all Subjects, theſe are

INTROGRE'ssion , a going into. L.
diſtributed into certain Claſſes call'd Common Places.

INTROMI'ssion , a letting or ſending in . L. INVENTION (with Painters, &c . ] is the Art of finding out

TO INTROSPE'ct [ introſpeetum , L.) to look into, to view, proper Objects for a Picture, by the help of History or antient

to conſider. Fables.

INTROSPE'ction, a looking narrowly into . L. INVENTION ( with Poets] every thing that the Poet adds to

INTROSU´MPTION [with Philoſop.] the taking of Nouriſh- the Hiſtory of the Subject he has choien, and of the turn he

ment, whereby animal Bodies are increaſed. gives it .

To Intru'De ( intrudere, L.) to thruſt ones ſelf rudely INVENTIONES [old Law] Treaſure-trove, Money or Goods

into Company or Buſineſs; to intermeddle ; to uſurp or get found, and not challenged by any Owner, which properly be

poffeffion of a thing unjuſtly. longed to the King, unleſs by him granted to ſome other.

INTRUDER [ intruſor, L.) hewho intrudes , an Ulurper. INVE'NTIVE, apt to invent, ingenious, ſharp -witted

INTRUDER (in Common Law] one who gets poſſeſſion of INVE'NTIVENESS (of insentif, F. and ne/ ] aptnels to invent.

Lands that are void by the Death of a Tenant for Life or I'NVENTORY [ inventaire, F.] a Catalogue of Goods and

Years ; and differs from an Abator, in that an Abator enters Chattels found in the pofleflion of a Party deceased , and ap

upan Lands void by the Death of a Tenant in Fce . praiſed, which every Executor or Adminiſtrator is bound to

INTRUSION, an unmannerly thruſting ones felf rudely into deliver to the Ordinary, whenever it ſhall be required.

Company, where one is not acceptable ; or into Buſineſs, re- INVENTORY [in Commerce] a Liſt or particular Valuation

lying upon a Perſon's Patience, &c. of Goods.

INVEN
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INVENTORY'D [ inventorić, F. ] written down in an Inven- INVOICE Tare, the Weight of the Cask , Bag, & c, in

tory which Goods mentioned in the Invoice are contained.

ÍNVE'NTRESS [ inventrix ,L. inventrice, F. ) a female Inventer. INVOLUCRUM , any covering of particular Parts of the Body .

Inverse [inverſus, L. ) turned in and out, upſide down, INVOLUCRUM Cordis (with Anatom .] a Membrane which
backward or the contrary way. ſurrounds the Heart, the ſame as Pericardium .

INVERSE Rule of Three }a Méthod of working the To Invo'lve [ involveri, L.] to wrap or fold in ; alſo to

Inverse Rule of Proportion Rule of Three, which ſeems engage or entangle.

to be inverted or turned backwards.
To Involve( with Algebraifts] is to multiply a Number

INVERSE Method of Fluxions (with Mathematicians) is the by it felf.

Method of finding the flowing Quantity of the Fluxion given , INVO'LUNTARY [ involuntarius, L.) not voluntary, con

and is the ſame that Foreigners call Calculus Integralis. trary to ones will, forced.

INVERSE Method of Tangents, is the Method of finding an INVOLUNTARY [in Med.] any natural Excretion , which

Equation to expreſs the Nature of a Curve in an Equation ex- happens thro’ weakneſs, or want of Power to reſtrain it ; all

preſſed in the neareſt Terms. convulſive Motions, where the Muſcles are invigorated to

INVERSE Ratio (with Mathematicians) is the Aſſumptom of A & tion , without the conſent of the Mind .

the Conſequent to the Antecedent; like as the Antecedent to INVOLUNTARINESS, unwillingneſs, or the not being done

the Conſequent, as if B : C :: D : E, then by Inverſion of Ra- with the free Will .

tio's C : B::E : D. INVOLU / TION , a wrapping or rolling up in . L.

INVERSION , a turning the inade out ; a change in the or- INVOLU'TION(with Algebraifts] is the raiſing up any quan

der of Words or Things . L. tity aſſigned, confidered as a Root to any power aſſigned; ſo

INVERSION (with Geometricians] is when , in any propor- that if the Root be multiplied into it ſelf, it will produce the

tion, the conſequents are turned into antecedents, & e contra. Square the ſecond Power, and if the Square be multiplied by

INVERSION (with Rhetoric. ) a Figure whereby the Orator the Root, it will produce the Cube the third Power, and ſo on.

makes that to be for his advantage, which was alledged a- INURBA'NE ( inurbanus, L. ) uncivil, clowniſh .

gainſt him .

To INVE'RT [ invertere, L.] to turn upſide down or inſide
INURBA NETE;S;} clowniſhneſs, incivility.

out, to turn backward or the contrary way. To INU'RE [of in and uti, L.] to uſe, to accuftom .

INVERTED [in Heraldry) as Wings inverted, is when the To INURE (in a Law Senſe] to be of effect, to be available.

Points of them are down. INUSITATE (inufitatus, L.] not in uſe.

To INVE'ST [inveſtire, L.) is to confer on any one the Inu'stion ( in Med .] a term ſometimes uſed for hot and

Title of a Fee, Dignity , or Office, or to ratify and confirm dry Seaſons.
what has been obtained elſewhere. INUSTION (with Surg.] the operation of Cauterizing.

TO INVEST [in Law] to put into Poſſeſſion of Lands, Te- INUTILITY [ inutilitas, L. inutilité, F. ) unprofitableneſs.

nements, &c. alſo to inſtal with any Dignity or Honour. INVU'LNERABLE [ invulnerabilis, L. ] that cannot be

To Invest a Place [ in the Art of War] is to beſiege a wounded.

Place ſo cloſely, as to ſtop up all its Avenues, and to cut off INVU'LNERABLEness, uncapableneſs ofbeing wounded .

all communication with any other place. I'NWARD (inpeano, Sax .] on the inſide.

To Inve'stigate [ inveſtigare, L.) to trace or find out by I'NWARDness, the being on the inſide.

Steps , to ſearch or inquire diligently . InWoven (of in and pea kaa, Sax .) weaved in . Milton .

Învestigation, à traceing, óc. a ſearching or finding Io, being transformed into a Cow , is a Fable of the Poets,

any thing out by the tracks or prints of the Feet. taking its riſe from this, that lo, beinggot with Child by a

INVESTIGATION (with Gram .] is the Art, Method or Man- Phænician Mariner, Aed away in a Ship that had a Cow

ner of finding the Theme in Verbs, the Mood, Tenſe, & C. painted on it . See lſis.

Inve'stitute [ inveſtitura, L.) a giving of, or putting Io Caccording to the Poets] was the Daughter of Inachus,

into the Poſſeſſion of. with whom Jupiter being enamoured, and yuno being Jea

INVE'TERATE [inveteratus, L.) grown, rooted in , or ſet- lous of her, Jupiter transform'd her into a Heifer; Juno ſu

tled by long continuance. ſpecting the Fallacy, begged this Heifer of her Husband, and

INVE'TERATENESS,

INVETERACY, }
inveterate Malice, or the quality of committed her to the keeping of Argus; (who is ſaid to have

an old Grudge. had an hundred Eyes) butJupiter fent Mercury to lay Argus,

Invetera'tion, a growing into Uſe by long Cuſtom . L. which he did ; and Juno, in revenge, ſent a Gadbeeto Sting

Invi’DIOUS [ invidiofus, L.) hated, odious, envied or en- her and made her Mad, ſo that ſhe ran into Egypt, where her
vious. old form came to her again , and ſhe was married to Oſiris ;

INVIDIOUSNESS [ invidia, L. invidié, F.) Envy. and after her Death ſhewas deified and worſhipped under the

INVIGILANCY, want of watchfulneſs, carefulneſs. L.
Name of lfis. Others ſay that Io was the Daughter of

TO INVIGORATE [of in and vigoratum , L.) to inſpire with Arejtor, King of the Argives, who being gotten with Child

Vigour, Life and Spirit. before her Father had given her in Marraige, and he find

INVINCIBLE [invincibilis, L.] not to be overcome or con- ing it out and incens'd, confin'd her, and committed her to

quered. the keeping of Argus her Mother's Brother ; but he being

INVINCIBLENESS, unconquerableneſs. Slain, and the making her Eſcape, got away to avoid her

INVIOLABLE (inviolabilis, L.] not tobeviolated or broken . Father's Diſpleaſure, and went by a Ship intoEgypt.
INVIOLABLENESS, uncapableneſs of being violated . JOACHIMITES [of Joachim , an Abbot of Flora in Calabria ]

INVI'OLATED [inviolatus, L.) not violated or broke. a Sect who eſteemed Joachim a Prophet, and who left at his

To INVI'RON [Environner, F.; to compaſs or ſurround . Death ſeveral Books of Prophecies.

INVI'SIBLE [ invifibilis, L.) that cannot be ſeen.
JOANNI'TICKS, a certain Order of Monks, who wear the

INVISIBLENESS, 2 inviſible quality, uncapableneſs of being Figure of the Chalice upon their Breaft.

INVISIBILITY, S ſeen . A JOBB, a ſmall Piece of Work to be done.

INVITATORY [invitatoire, F. ] of an inviting quality. JO'BBER , one that undertakes Jobbs .

INVITATORY Verje [in the Roman Catholick Service) a JO'BBERNOWL [of Jobbe, ſtupid, and now , the Crown

Verſe that ſtirsup to praiſe and glorify God . of the Head ) a ſtupid Fellow, a Blockhead.

To Invi'te [invitare, L.) to bid, call or deſire one to come; To JoBe (at the Univerſity) to rebuke, to reprimand, to

eſpecially to a Feaſt or Solemnity ; alſo to incite or allure. chide .

I'NULA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Enulacampane. L. Jo'bent Nails, a ſmaller ſort of Nails, commonly uſed to

INU'MBRATED [inumbratus, L.) ſhadowed. Nail thin Plates of Iron to Wood.

INUNDA'TION, an overflowing of Water, a Flood. L. Jockey, one who trims up and rides about with Horſes

TO INVO'CAT & T [ invocare, L.) to call upon for aid , help for Sale.

To Invoʻke or relief. Jo'ckler Yoclet, Sax . ) a little Farm , requiring as it

INVOCAʼtion , a calling upon , a crying to one for help, Yocker were but one Yoke of Oxen to Till it. Kentiſh .

aid oraſſiſtance ; a calling upon God for aid or aſſiſtance. Joco'se ( jocofus, L.] given to jefting, merry, pleaſant.

Invocation (in an Epick Poem ] is accounted the third Joco'sENESS ( jocoſitas, L.] merrineſs in jefting, drollery.

Part of the Narration ; and moſt Poets, in imitation of Homer, (O'CULAR ( jocularis, L.) jeſting.

have begun their Poems with an Invocation ; who, nodoubt, JO'CULARNESS, jocoſenels, jeftingneſs, c.

thought the Invocation would give a Sanction to what he JO'CUND ( jocundus, L.] full of joy, blithe, ſportful, merry ,

ſhould ſay, as coming from divine inſpiration. pleaſant,

Invoice [in Traffick] a particular account of Merchants JO'CUNDNESS, merrineſs, pleaſantry, ſportfulneſs.

Goods, Cuftom, Proviſion, Charges, &c. fent by a Mer

chant to his Factor or Correſpondent in another Country. ſhake,
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Jovenc} : ,that ofthe Tooth-ach

(prob. of fhockeleri, Teut.) a puth or Journal (in Merchants Accounts] a Book into which every

A JOGGLE 1hove. particular Article is poited out of the waſte Book and made

St. John's Bread, a kind of Shrub. Debtor, clearly expreſſed and fairly written .

St. John's Wort, an Herb. JOU'RNAL (with Navigators) a Book wherein is kept an ac

To Join [ jungere, L. joindre, F.) to knit or unite toge- count of the Ships way at Sea, the changes of the Wind, and

ther ; to add to .
other Occurrences .

Jor'NDER [in Law ] twojoined in an Action againſt another. Journal, a common Name of ſeveralNews- Papers who

Joiner (of joindre, F.] one who makes wooden Furni- detail the particular Tranſactions of Europe.

ture, &c. JOU'RNEY ( journeé of jour,F. a Day) a travel; alſo a Day's

JOINERY, the Art ofworking in Wood, and of fitting or Work in Husbandry, properly as much Ground as may be

affembling various PartsorMembersof ittogether; it is em- paſſed over in a Day.

ploy'd chiefly in ſmall Work, and in that differs from Carpen- To JoʻURNEY , to travel.

try, which is converſant about larger Work . Journey [ in Husbandry) a Day's Work in Ploughing,

JOI'NING ( jungens, L. joinant, F.] uniting, &C . Sowing, Reaping, & c.

JOINT ( junctura, L. jointure, F. ) a Place where any Thing JOURNEY Choppers, ſellers of Yarn by retail.

or Member is added to another ; alſo the juncture, articula- JOURNEY Accounts [Law Term ) is when a Writ is abated or

tion or aſſemblage of two or more things.
overthrown with the default of the Plaintiff or Demandant,

Joint (with Architects] the ſeparation between the Stones, and a new one purchaſed by Journey Accounts, i . 2. 19 foon as

which is filled with Mortar, Plaiſter or Cement. poſſibly it can be done, after the abatement of the firit Writ.

Joint [in Carpentry) the ſeveral manners of affembling or JOU'RNEY -Man ( journalier, F. ] one who works under a

fitting Pieces of Wood together.
Mafter.

Joint Tenants [in Law ) are ſuch as come to and hold Lands Journey Work, Day-Work ; but properly working for a

or Tenements by one Title, or without Partition . Maſter of the ſame Trade , &c.

JOINTER (with Joiners] a ſort of Plane . Joust, juſting . Milton .

JOINTURE ( junctura, L.) a Maintenance allotted or join- Jowl[Ceole, Sax. theJaw] the Head,Neck ,& c ofa Salmon .

ed, or made over by the Husband to the Wife, in conſidera- Jow'ler (prob. from having a great Jowl or Head ) a Dog's

tionof her Dowry ſhe brought to her Husband .
Name.

To Jointure a Wife, is to make over a Jointure or Set as a jowring Pain , a conſtant grumbling Pain,
tlement to her.

JOE'NTURED ( ſpoken ofa Wife) having a Dowry ſettled on JOY ( joye, F.] gladneſs, mirth.

her. Joy, is of all the Paſſions the moſt agreeable to Nature ;

Joists [prob. of joindre, F. to join] Timbers framed into but Moralifts ſay, care muſt be taken that it break not out on

the Girders or Sommers of a Building . improper Occaſions, ason other Mens Misfortunes.

To Joke ( jocari, L.) to jeſt, to ſpeak merrily, to droll. To Joy [ rejcuir, F. ] to rejoice.

JOKE [ jocus, L.) a jeſt, a merry drolling Speech .

JO'LLINESS [ 9. d. jovialitas, L. of Jovis, Jupiter ) gaie
joyous} [ofjoyeux of joye, F. and ful ]merry , glad .

JO'LLITY ; ty, mirth , good humour. JoY'FULNESS, gladneſs.

TO JOLT ( prob. of jouſter, F.) toſhake or joſtle to and fro, Joy'less , deftitute of Joy . Milton .

as a Coach , Waggon, or trotting Horſe, & C. Joys of the Planets [in Aſtrology) are certain Dignities that

Jolt-Head ( prob. of Ceole, Sax. the Cheek or Jaws] one happen to them either by their being in the placeof a Planet

who has a great Head ; a Block-head . of like Quality or Condition, or when they are in a Houſe of

IoʻNick Dialett, a manner of ſpeaking peculiar to the Peo- the Figure agreeable to their own Nature .

ple of Ionia. JOY NDER [in Common Law] the joining or coupling of two

IONICK Mood [ in Mufick ) a light and airy ſort of ſoft and Perſons in a Suit or A &tion againtt another.

melting Strains. JOY'NING of Ifue [Law Term ] is when the Parties agree to

Ionick Order (in Architekture) an Order ſo call'd from join, and refer their Čauſe to the Trial of the Jury.

Jonia in leſſer Aſia, the body of the Pillar is uſually channel- Joynt Tenants [in Law) are ſuch Tenantsas come to , or

led or furrowedwith 24 Gutters, and its length with the Ca- bold Lands or Tenements by one Title, and pro indiviſo, or

pital and Baſe is 29 Modules, the Chapiter being chiefly com . without Partition .

pos'd of Volutas or Scrolls.
JOY'NTER (with Joyners) a kind of Plane to ſmooth Boards.

Virtruvius ſays the People of Ionia formed it on the Model JOY'NTURE [in Law] a Covenant, whereby the Husband

of a young Woman dreſs'd in her Hair, and of an eaſy, ele- aſſures to his Wife upon account of Marriage, Lands or Te

gant Shape; whereas the Dorick had been formed on the Mo- nements for term of Life or otherwiſe .

del of a Robuft, ſtrong Man. · See the Plate Archite &ture. JOY'TNURE, the State or Condition of joint Tenants, alſo

JON'QUIL ( jonquille,F.] a Flower. the joining of one Bargain to another.

JO'NTHUS Clovio , Gr.j a little hard , callus, in the Skin IPECACUA NHA , a medicinal Weft- Indian Root.

ofthe Face. IR A'SCIBLE Appetite, a Pallion of the Soul, to which Phi

Joʻssing Block, a Block for getting on Horſe -back. loſophers aſcribe wrath, boldneſs, fear, hope and deſpair.

To Jostle ( prob. of jouter, F.] to thruſt, lake or puſh IR A'SCIBLE [ of irafci, L.] capable ofAnger, alſo apt to be

with the Elbow , & c. angry .

Jo'stum (old Rec.] Agiſtment, the paſturing or feeding of IR A'SCIBLEness capableneſs of being angry , angrineſs, apt

Cattle. neſs or readineſs to be angry .

A Jot (jota, L. and F. of iãte , Gr.) a Point or Tittle. Ire ad largum [i.e. to go at large) an Expreſion frequently

IOTACISM[ iotaciſmus, L. of iwranou , Gr.) a running uſed in Law .
much upon the letter Iota or I. IRE [ira,L. Inne or Inſung, Sax.) anger.

Jove [Zeus,Gr . ) the Soul of the World is called Zeus, i.e. I'REFUL (T ji pe ful or Irrung kul, Sox.] very angry .

Jupiter, of Zad , to live ;and it takes its name from this, to I'REFULNESS, wrathfulneſs, angrineſs.

wit, that the health (well being) of all things depends on him I'R E L'AND , i.e. the Land of the People called Brii. Baxter .

alone, and becauſe he is the cauſe of life to all things that do IRENA'RCH [ ’Eignvesams, Gr.) a Juſtice of the Peace.

live , therefore he is called the King of the Univerſe. IRIS [Iniy, Sax) the Rain -bow , L.

Or the Soul of the World is called Jupiter, becauſe as the I'r is (with Anat.ſ the Black about the Nipples of aWoman's

Soul preſides over us, ſo Nature rules far and wide over all Breaft .

things. They call the Soul of the World Aia, i. e. Jove: Iris ( with Botan .) the Flower -de-Luce, Creſſes, Rocket

and for this Reaſon , that all things were made and are preſery- gentle or Rocket- gallant.

ed in their Being by him . Iris [in Painting, &c. ] was repreſented as a Nymph with

Some call the Soul of the World dus of duw to water, large . Wings extended in the formof a Semicirle, the Plumes

becauſe he Waters the Earth , or becauſe he adminiſters vital being ſet in rows of divers Colours, with her Hair hanging

Moiſture to all living Things. before her Eyes, her Breaſts like Clouds, and Drops of Water

Jovi'AL (of jovialis, L.) jolly , merry, & C. falling from her Body, holding in her Hand a Rain -bow or a

Jo'vialness. See Jollineſs. Flower -de- Luce.

JOVIALIST (9. d . one born Jove lato, under the jovial Pla- IRIS [in Opticks) thoſe changeable Colours that ſometimes

net Jupiter ] apleaſant, jolly , merry Fellow . appear in the Glafres of Teleſcopes, Microſcopes, &c. alſo

Jouk [with Falconers] a Hawk is ſaid to Jouk when he that coloured Figure which a triangular Glaſs will caſt on a
falls aſleep. Wall, when plac'd at a due Angle in the Sun-beams .

A JOURNAL ( of jour, F. a Day) a Day -book, Diary or I'rish Tongile, is accounted to have been of Britiſh Extra
Regilter of what paſſes daily. ction, but is of great Antiquity ; and the Letters of it bear

fcmne
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fome Reſemblance to the Hebreco , Saxon , and other Characters; IRRATIONAL Quantities (with Mathematicians) ate fuchs

but the old Iriſh is now become almoſt unintelligible ; very between which there is no expreſſible Reaſon or Proportions

few Perſons being able to read or underſtand it. all ſuch as are in no wiſe commenſurable to a given Quantity:

To Irk , to be troubleſome or uneaſy to the Mind .
IRRATIONALITY

I'RKSOM (j jih Se , Sax .) uneaſy, tedious.
IRRA'TIONALNESS

defectiveneſs of Reaſon .

I'RKSOMNESS, troublelomneſs, tediouſneſs, &c. IRRECONCILABLE ( irreconciliable, F.) that cannot be re

I'RON [Iron, Sax .] a hard, fufible, malleable Metal. Iron conciled .

is accounted the hardeit of all other Metals, as being the moſt IRRECONCI'LABLENESS, Eftate, Quality, & c. that cannot

difficult to melt ; and yet it is one ofthe lighteſt Metals , and or will not be reconciled.

caſieſt to be deſtroy'd by ruſt, by reaſon of the Steams which IRRECO'VERABLE [of in, neg. and recoverable, F. ] that

proceed from it :it is engendered of a molt impure Quickſilver, is not to be recovered or gotten again.
mixed with a thick Sulphur, filthy and burning. IRRECOVERABLENESS, impoflibleneſs of being recovered

IRON (with Chymils] is called Mars and repreſented by or gotten again.

this Character 8 whichis an Hieroglyphick and denotes Gold Ir refr A'GABLE ( irrefragabilis, L.] undeniable, not to be
at the Bottom ; only its upper Part, too ſharp , volatile and baffled or withſtood .

half corroſive, which being taken away the Iron would become IRREFRAGABILITY ? undeniableneſs, uncapableneſs of
Gold. IRREFRA'GABLENESS S being baffled, &c.

The firſt Character of Iron is , That it is the heavieſt of all IRREFU'TABLE ( irrefutabilis, L.) not to be refuted .

Bodies after Copper . Its ſecond, That it is the leaſt ductile, IRREFU'T ABLENESS (of irrefutabilis, L. and neſs] unlia

the hardett and moſt brittle ofallMetals. Third, That it is bleneſs or impoſſibleneſs of being refuted or diſproved .

very fixed , as to its metaline Part , not ſulphurous one . Iron IRREGULAR ( irregularis, L.) after an irregular manner.

being well purged of its Sulphur by a vehement Fire, be- IRREGULAR Column (with Architeets) is ſuch an one as

comes harder, compacter, and ſomewhat lighter, and is called not only deviates from the Proportions of any of the five Or

Steel . Fourth, It ignites before it fuíes, and fuſes with much ders ; but whole Ornaments either in the Shaft or Capital are

dificulty ; and contrary to the Nature of all other Metals , the abſurd and ill chofen .

more it is ignited, the ſofter and more ductile it becomes : be- IRREGULAR Bodies (with Mathemat.] are Solids not termi

ing ſcarce flexible or malleable at all before ignition . Fifth , nated by equal and like Surfaces.

It is diffoluble by almoſt all Bodies in Nature, i . e. that have IRREGULARITY [in Common Law) an incapacity of taking

any degree of Aétivity, as Salt , Dew, the Breath , Fire, Wa- holy Orders, viz . being Bafe born , notoriouſly guilty of a

ter, Air, Gr. Sixth , It is very Sonorous and Elaſtick, tho' Crime, maimed or much deformed, &c.

the Sound it yields is leſs ſweet than that of Copper. Seventh, IRREGULARITY ? ( irregularité, F. of L.] going out of

Of all Bodies it is the only one that is attracted by the Load- IRRE'GULARNESS S Rule.

ftone.
Irreligion, want of Religion, ungodlineſs.

Iron Oar, is found in the Mines, in Grains and Lumps, IRRELIGIOUS [irreligiofus, L.) ungodly, Et.

and being melted and burned in Forges, is brought into Forms Irreligiousness, irreligion, ungodlineſs.

by main force of Fire . Iron being heated red hot, and then IRREME'DÍABLE [ irremediabilis; L.) that cannot be reme.

put into Water hardens it ; and by the often doing ſo, it be. died, deſperate, helpleſs.

comes Steel, which is more ftiff and hard ; but yet more brit- Irreme'DIABLENESS, quality or circumſtance that cannot

tle ; but has more of a ſpringy Nature to leap back, than any o be remedied .

ther Metal ; for both Steel and Iron have abundance of Pores, IRREMI'SSIBLE [ irremiſſibilis; L.) not to be remitted of for

which go turning and winding like Screws, by means of which given, unpardonable.

it approaches to the Load- ſtone, and is ſaid to be a -kin to the IRREMISSIBLENESS, uncapableneſs of being remitted, un
Load -ſtone, being dug outof the fame Mines . If a Plate of pardonableneſs.

Iron be put in the Fire, and made red hot, it is ſaid ) will Irre'PARABLE [irreparabilis, L.] not to be repaired.

come outlonger than it was when it was put in. IRRE'PARABLENESS, uncapableneſs of being repaired or res

To Iron, to put into Irons, i.e. Chains or Fetters ; alſo ſtored to its firſt State.

to ſmooth Linen, &c. with a heated Iron . IRREPLE’VIABLE, that cannot be réplevy'd.

Iron -Monger of ( Ipon -Mangere, Sax.Ja Dealer in Iron . IRREPRE'HENSIBLE [itreprehenfibilis, L ] not to be repre

Iron Moulds, certain yellow Lumps of Earth or Stone
hended or blamed .

found in Chalk Pits ; alſo certain Spots in Linen. IRREPREHENSIBLENESS, undeſervingneſs or uncapableneſs

IRON Sick [Sea Phraſe] a Ship is ſaid to be fo when her of being blamed or reprehended.

Spikes, Bolts , Nails, & c. are ſo eaten away with ruft and IRRESISTIBLE [of irrefiftible, F.] that cannot be reſifted .

worn out, that they ſtand hollow in the Planks and ſo cauſe IRRE'SOLUTE ( irreſolute, F.] without reſolution , & c.

the Ship to leak .
IRRE'SOLUTENESS uncertainty, unreſolvedneſs ofmind ;

IRON -Wort, an Herb . IR RESOLU'TION } ſuſpence, want of Courage.

Clerk of the Irons, an Officer in the Mint, whoſe Buſineſs IRRETRIL'VABLE, not to be retrieved .

is to take care that the Irons be clean and fit to work with. IRRetrievableness [of in retrouver , F. and nejs) irreco

IR O'NICAL (ironicus, L. of ésgwrisòs, Gr . ] of or pertaining verable or irretrievable State or Quality.
to an Irony or Raillery . IRREVE'RENCE [ irreverentia, L.)irreverent behaviour, &

I'RONY [igwria, Gr ) is a manner of ſpeaking quite contrary, IR REʻverent (irreverens, L.) without reverence.

to what we think , as when we call a lewd Woman chaſte, and Irreverentness, irreverence, want of reſpect or regard

a known Rogue an honeſt Man. The chief Sign of this Trope to ſacred things .

is generally the Tone of the Voice in pronouncing Ironies. Irreversible (of in,rec'erſus and able] that cannot be re
Ï'RONY (with Rethoricians) a Figureuſed by Orators, when voked, recalled , irrevocable.

they ſpeak contrary to what they mean , ſo as to make a ſhew IRREVO'CABLE (irrevocabilis, L.) not to be recalled

of praiſing an Adverſary, and at the ſame time to ſcoff and Irrevo'caBLENESS, Condition, &c. that cannot be called

depiſe him , and é contra. back, or revoked to its former State.

To IRRA’DIATE ( irradiare, L.) to dart or caſt forth beams. To I'RRIGATE ( irrigare, L.) to water.

IRRADIATION, a caſting forth beams, an enlightening, a IRRIGUOUS [irriguus, L.) moiſt, wet, plaſhy.

luftre or brightning. L. IRRIGUOUSNESS , well watered State or Condition .

IRR A'DIATING [in Chymiflry) is the operating of ſome mi. IRR I'ston , a laughing to ſcorn, a fouting or mocking, F. of L.
heral Ingredients, by imparting their Vertue, without ſending I'RRITABLE (irritabilis, L. ] quickly made angry

forth any thing material out of them or loſing any thing of To I'RRITATE ( irritare, L. Injian, Sax .) to provoke to

their own Subſtance or Weight. anger, to incenfe,to urge.

IRRATIONABLE [ irrationabilis, L.) unreaſonable. IRRITA'TION (Inre , Sax .) a provoking or ſtirring up ,

IRR A'TIONABLEness, unreaſonableneſs, irrationality. eſpecially of theHantours of the Body. L.

IRRATIONAL [irrationalis, L.] void of reaſon ,unreaſonable. IRRITATION [with Phyſicians) a Species of Stimulus, ex

IRR A'TIONAL Lines(with Geometricians) are ſuch as are in- preſſing a lefſer degree of it than Vellification or Corrugation.
commenfurable to racional ones ; and ſo Figures incommen- IRRORATION, a bedewing, a ſprinkling, L.

ſurable to a rational Square may be called Irrationals or Surds. IRRORA'TION (with ſome pretenders to Phyfick) a kind of

IRRA’TIONAL Root (with:Mathematicians) is a ſurd Root, Tranſplantion , uted for the curing ſome Diſeaſes. It is thus

i.e . that ſquare Root, or any other Root,which cannot be performed ,they ſprinkle Trees, or other proper Plants, daily

perfectly extracted out of a rational Number, and is uſually with the Urine or Sweat of the Patient, or with Water in

expreſſed by ſome Character called the radical Sign: thus v 5 , whichhis whole Body, or at leaſt the Part affected, has been

or V (2) 5 , ſignifies the Square Root of 5 ; and V ( 3 ) 16, the waſhed, till ſuch time as the Diſeaſe is removed .

Cube Root of 16, &c. IRRU'PTION , a breaking into by Violence, an Inroad , F. of L.

Is
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Is [il, Teut.eſi, L. ést , Gr.) as he or Me is . fame is related of the God Apis; and lſis is alſo taken to be

ISAGOGICAL [ of ifagogicus , L. of bloupraxos, of food theſame that is called Anubis.
gwzó , to introduce, Gr.] pertaining to an Introduction; In- I'sis [ in Pourtraiture ) was repreſented full of Dugs, to fig
troductory.

nify (Hieroglyphically) the Benefits that Men receive from

I'S AGON [ico za veos of yoos, equal, andgaria,Gr. a Cor- the happy InAuences of the Moon, which was worſhipped by

ner) a Figure in Geometry that conſiſts of equal Angles, L.
the Statue of 16s in Egypt,

Isa to'DES (with Surgeons) a Boil or Sore, whoſe Colour ISL A‘NDER [ infularis, L. inſulaire, F.] an Inhabitant of

reſembles that of Wood. an Iſland .

Is a't is , the Herb Woad ; alſo a kindofwild Lettice, L. ofGr. Isle Life, F.inſula, L.) a Country ſurrounded with

IschÆ'MA [iguiuwe, Gr.) Medicines for ſtopping Blood. I'SLAND? the Sea .

ISCHIA’DICK , a term apply'd to the two Veins of the Foot, An Isle (of aile, F. ala, L. a Wing) the Paſſages on the
which terminate in the Crural. Sides of a Church within , between the Pews.

Isch & MON [igdelewe, Gr. ] Cock's Foot- Graſs, L.
I'slet , a little Ine.

Isch A's (igues, Grj Sow -thiſtle, L. IsO'CHRONAL [icóxpor o of 160, equal, and XPóvo ,

IsCHAL Altera (with Botan . ) long knotty rooted Spurge, L. Gr. Time] being of equal Time.

Ischi'as [iggi's, Gr.) the Hip Gout. Iso'chrone ['lcóxpovo , Gr.) equal in Time, as the Iſo

Ischias major (with Anat.] a Branch of the Crural , which
chronal Vibrations of a Pendulum, are ſuch as are made in

goes to the Muſcle and the Calf of the Leg, and then is di- equal Time.

vided into ſeveral Branches, which are ſpread out to the Toes . Iso'colon (of log and xóno , Gr. ) a Term uſed by

Ischias minor ( Anat.) a ſmall Branch of the Crural Vein, Grammarians, when two Sentences are alike in length .

which is wholly ſpent on the Muſcles and Skin , which are Isomeri'A [ ' loomoogía, Gr .) a diſtribution into equal

about the upper Joint of the Thigh .
Parts .

Ischia'TICK (of igéas, Gr. ] troubled with, or ſubject to a Isomeria [in Algebra) the Method of freeing an equation
Pain in the Hip. from Fragments.

Ischi'um [igáov of ig@, Strength, Gr.) the hip or huckle
ISO NOMI'A [' Ironouía , Gr. ) an equality in Diſtribution , L.

Bone. ISO PER I'METERS (with Geometricians] ſuch Figures as

Ischophoni'a ligepavíc of igrós, ſhrill, and pavid, Voice, have equalPerimeters or Circumferences.
Gr.] a ſhrilneſs of Voice, L. 13oscE'LES [of picos, equal, and oréa O , Gr. the

Ischnoʻres [igrótus, Gr.) a fault in Speech , being a pro Leg) a Triangle that has two Legs equal ; as in the

nouncing of Words with a mincing and ſlender Tone. Figure .

Iscure'tic (of ioxxpía, Gr. a ſtoppage, & c. of Urine) a I'ssuant [in Heraldry] ſignifies coming up or out, inti

Medicine to force Urine when ſuppreſſed. mating that the Thing is half come out, as if the other half

I'scury [ igwpíce of gw, to fuppreſs, and spov, the Urine, were about to follow ; but is uſed chiefly of thoſe Beaſts, & c.

Gr.] a ſuppreilon or ſtoppage of Urine. that come out of the Bottom of a Chief. See Naiſſant.

Ise'LASTIC, a kind of Combat, celebrated in the Cities of Issue , a Paſſage, Outlet, going out, ſucceſs ; an End or

Greece and Aſia, in the Time of the Roman Empire ; the
Event ; alſo Off -ſpring. F.

Victors at theſe Games were crowned onthe ſpot, immediate- Issue [in Com.Law ) are Children begotten between Man

ly after the Victory , had Penſions allow'd them , were carried and Wife; alſo Profits from Fines, or of Lands and Tene

in Triumph into their Country, and were furniſhed with Pro- ments ; alſo that point of matter depending in Suit, upon

viſions at the publick Coft. which the Parties join and put their Cauſe to the Trial of the

I'sia , Feaſts and Sacrifices antiently folemnized in Honour Jury.
of the Goddeſs lis. General Issue [in Law ] that whereby it is referred to the

Isia'ci, Prieſts of the GoddeſsIfis; they wore Shoes made Jury to bring in their Verdict, whether the Defendant hath

ofthethin Bark of the Tree calldPapyrus, and were clothed done anyſuch thing as the Plaintiff laysto his Charge.

with Linen Garments, becauſe Iſis was held to be the firſt Special Issue [ in Law ] is that when ſpecial Matters being

that taught the culture of Linen to Mankind; they bore in alledg’d by theDefendant in his Defence, both Parties join

their Hands a: Branch of the Marine Abfynthium , ſung the thereupon, and ſo grow rather to a Demurrer, if it be Quæſtio

Praiſes of the Goddeſs twice a Day, viz. at the riſing and Juris, or to the Trial by a Jury, if itbe Quæſtio Fałti.

ſetting of the Sun ; at the firſt of which they opened their Issue [ in Surgery ) is aſmall artificial Aperture, made in

Temple , and went about begging Alms the reſt of the Day; ſome feſhy Part of the Body, to drain off ſuperAuousMoi

and at Night, they returning, repeated their Oriſons and ſhut fture, or give vent to ſome noxious Humour; alſo a Flux of

their Temple Blood .

I'sicle (of Ice, Sax.) a Drop, & c. of Water frozen , that To I'ssue (of iſſue, F.) to proceed or come out of ; alſo to

hangs on Eaves of Houſes, or ſuch like Places . putforth or publiſh .

Isidos Phocanios, a Sea Shrub like Coral, Gr. I'ssues , Expences , Disburſements. F.

I'SING -GLASS, a kind of Fifh -Glue, brought from Iſlandia I'ssueLEss, without Offſpring.

and thoſe Parts, uſed in Phyſick, and for adulterating Wines, & r. I'STHMUS ['Ifpós, Gr.) a narrow Part or Neck of Land,

Isi's (or lo, L." Iw, Ġr.]was a Goddeſs oftheEgyptians, that lies between two Seas and joins a Peninſula to the Con

and acording to the Poets, was the Daughter of Inachus, the
tinent.

Prieſt of Juno; who perſuading Jupiter to ſatisfy her Luft; I'STHMUS [in Anatomy) are ſuch Parts, as in the Situation

Juno being Jealous, and going in quelt of her Husband, found have ſome reſemblance to an Iſthmus of Land ; as that Part

them together, Jupiter in the form of a Cloud, and Ifis in which lies between the Mouth and the Gullet ; the ridge

the Form of awhite Cow ; for Jupiter had ſo transformed that ſeparates the Noſtrils , &c.

her that his Wife Juno might not ſuſpect her ; but ſhe under- I'STHMIAN Games [among the antient Greeks) certain Games

ſtanding his ſubtilty, begged the Cow of him ; and he being appointed by Theſexs in Honourof Neptune, and celebrated

afraid , by a refuſal, to diſcover her and his own Diſhoneſty, every fifth Year in the Iſthmus of Corinth.

gave her to Juno, and ſhe preſently put her into the Cuſtody
ITA'LIAN ?

of Argus, with a hundred Eyes , where ſhe continued till Ju
ITA’lick } [ Italicus, L.) of, or pertaining to Italy.

piter ſent Mercury to deliver her ; who having play'd Argus
ITA'LICK Architexture, the compoſite Order.

to Sleep with his Muſick, flew Argus; upon which Juno I'TCHING [ incertæ Etymologia ) a certain Motion in the

cauſed 'llis to run Mad ; ſo that the ran up and down the Blood, Bc. better known by the Senſe of feeling, than by a
World in a frantick Condition, and ſwam over the Seas into Deſcription in Words.

Ionia , unto which ſhe left her Name, and alſo to the Sea that ITEM, an Article of an Account ; alſo a warning or Cau

bounds that Country. Atlaft, returning back to Egypt, ſhe tion, L. and F.

was married to Oſiris; and after her Death, was adored by
I'TERATED [iteratus, L.) repeated, done over again.

the Egyptians, and her Hair was preſerved as a ſacred Relick ITINERANT [itinerans, L.) travelling or journeying ; as

at Memphis : She washonoured as the Goddeſs of Naviga- itinerant Judges.
tion , and of the Weather. Her Statue was a Cow with Juſtices ITINERANT, ſuch Juſtices as were formerly ſent

Horns . At the Entry of her Temple was the Statue of a into divers Countries to hear and determine ſuch Cauſes eſpe

Sphinx , to intimate that ſhe was a myſterious Goddeſs. The cially as were Pleas of theCrown.

Goddeſs had a famous Temple in the City of Sai, where was ITINERA'RIUM (with Surgeons) an Inſtrument, which be

to be ſeen this Inſcription ; I am all that was, that is, and ing fixed in the urinary Pafiage shews the Sphincter or Neck of

that ſhall be; my Veil no Mortal hath yet uncovered. Forher the Bladder,in Order to a more fure making an Inciſion to

ſake the Egyptians keptin a Corner of her Temple a white find out the Stone, L.

Cow , which when it died, they all mourned as for a Prince, ITINERARY [ itinerarium , L. itineraire, F. ) a Journal or

until another was put in the Place of the dead Beaſt. The Diary of the occurrences in a Journey , & c.

ITI
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Wind -pipe.

ITINERARY ( itinerarius, L.]of,or pertarning to a Journey. JU GGLING (of jongler, F.] ſhewing Tricks with ſlight of

JU'BARB [q . d. Jovis Barba, i. e. Jupiter's Beard ] the Hand ; alſo acting clandeſtinely ; cheating, t.

Plant Houlleek. JU'GLANS, a Walnut Tree or Walnut, L.

JU'BEBs . See Jujubes. JU'GULAR [ jugularis, L.) pertaining to the Throat or
JUʻBILANT [ jubilans, I..] Singing for Joy. Milton.

JU'BILATE ( in the Romijn Church) a term uſed of a Monk, JUGULAR Veins [ Anat.) thoſe Veins that go along the

Canon or Doctor ,whohas been fifty Years a Profeſſor. Side of the Neck, and terminate in the Subclavian.

JU‘BILEE [of ha '', Heb. rejoicing) a Year of rejoicing or a JU GULATED ( jugulatus, L.) having the Throat cut.

Feſtival Year aniong the Jews, which was celebrated every JU'GUM Terra [old Rec . ] is half an Arpent, or 50 Perches,

goth Year, at which Time thoſe who were Bond-ſervants orhalf a plough'd Land.

were made free ; and Poffeflions, that had been alienated or JU'GULUM (in Anat.] the fore -part of the Neck, where

fold, returned to the firſt Owners . the Wind -pipe lies ; allo the Neck -bone or Channel-bone 3

JU'BILE E Camong Chriſtians]was a Solemnity firſt inſtitu- alſo the upper Breaſt-bone.

ted A. C. 1300.by Pope Boniface VIII. to be obſerved once Juice (jus, L. and F.] Moiſture, Gravy.

every hundred Years; and afterwards, in the Year 1350. Pope Juice (with Naturalijis] a liquid Subſtance, which makes

ClementVI. ordered it to be obſerved every 50th Year; and part of the Compoſition of Plants, which communicates its

in the Year 1475. Pope Sixtus IV . enjoined it to be obſerved ſelf to all the other Parts, and ſerves to feed and increaſe them ;

every 25th Year, which Cuſtom has continued ever ſince, alſo the Vapours and Humidities incloſed in the Earth.

and is obſerved not on ſccular Accounts, as the Jewiſh was, JUICE [with Phyſicians] a kind of Fluid in an animal Body,

but in the performance of ſeveral pompous Ceremonies, in as nervous Juice, that which is found in the Nerves .

order to obtain Pardons, Remiſſions from Sins, Indulgences , Pancreatick Juice (with Phyſi.] a Liquor ſeparated in the

Egr.. Glands of the Pancreas .

Ju'cca Peruana, a Plant, the Root of which makes that JUICELESS [ Sans jus, F.) having no Juice.

Bread, called Caſſava in the Wift- Indies. JUICINESS, the abounding in, or abundance of Juice.

Ju'cking Time ( with Fowlers) the Seaſon of going to the Ju'icy ( plein de jus, F. ] full of Juice .

Haunts of Partridges to liſten for the calling of the Cock- JUJUBES ( jujuba , L.) a ſort of Italian Prunes.

Partridges. TOJUKE ( joucher, F. of jugum , L.] to perch or rooſt as
Jucu’ND [ jucundus, L.] pleaſant, merry: a Hawk does.

JUCU'NDNESS ( jucunditas, L.) pleaſantnefs, &C.. JUKE [ with Falconers] the Neck of any Bird that a Hawk

JUDA'ICAL [of judaicus, L.] of, or pertaining to the Jews, preys upon .

ewijb. JU'KING (of jouchant, F.] perching as a Hawk does.

JUDA'Icus Lapis (with Apothecaries] a Stone found in JU'LAP ? [ julapium , L. of julep , a ſweet PotionPerſi

Juden, often uſed in Diftempers of the Reins. JUʻLEP Lang:) a liquid Medicine of an agreeable Taſte.

JUDAICUM Bitumen. See Aſphaltos. Jule (with the Greeks and Romans] a Hymn ſung in Ho

JUDAI'ZING ( judaizans, L. judaizant, F. ) imitating the nour of Ceres and Bacchus, in the Time of Harveſt, to engage
Jews, practiſing Judaiſm , i . e. the Religion , Cuſtoms, or thoſe Deities to be propitious.

religious Ceremonies of the Jews. [

JU /DAS- True, a Tree with broad Leaves , ſomething re

JUʻL
IUS

Š in Botan. Writ. ] a Catki
n

or Catki
ns

, i. ed .

JU'LIUS Bunches of ſmall dufty Flowers growing on

ſembling thoſe of the Apricock, growing in the Hedges of ſome Trees, as Pines, Poplars, Haſels, Walnuts, &c. Julo

Italy and Spain . with a Catkin , Yulis with Catkins , L.

fu'DGE ( Judex, L. Juge, F. ) a Magiſtrate well known. Mr. Ray ſuppoſes them to be a kind of Collection of the Sta

TO JUDGE ( judicare,L. juger, F.] to think, believe, or mina of the Flowers of the Tree ; becauſe in fertile Trees and

ſuppoſe; to conceive or imagine ; alſo to hear and determine Plants they have abundance of SeminalVeſſels and Seed Pods.
a Cauſe. JU'LIAN Period [ fo call'd of Julius Cæfar Scaliger the In

JU/DGING (with Logicians) is defined to be that Action of venter of it] is a Cycle of 7980Years ſucceſlively following

the Mind, by which joining ſeveral ideas together, it affirms one another ; by the continual Multiplication of the 3 Cycles,

from one what the other is , as when having an Idea of Earth, viz. that of the Sun of 28 Years, and that of theMoon of

and an Idea ofRound, we either affirm or deny that the Earth 19 Years, and that of the Indiction of 15 Years ; which Epoo.

is round. It is call'd the ſecond of the four principal Opera - cha, although but feigned, is yet of very good uſe in Calcu

tions of the Mind. lations, in that every Year, within the Period, is diſtinguiſh

JU'DGMENT Cjudicium , L. jugement, F. ] the diſcerning able by a certain peculiar Character; for the Year of the Sun ,

Faculty, Reaſon ; allo Opinion ; alſo a Deciſion or the Sen- Moon, and the Indiction will not be the ſame again, till the

tence of a Judge. whole 7980 Years be revolved . He fixed the beginning of

JUDGMENT (in Phyficks] a Faculty of the Soul , by which this Period 764 Years before the Creation .

it perceives the relation that is between two or more Ideas. JU'LIAN Year, is the old Account of the Year (or a ſpace

Ju'dGMENTS of God , are the remarkable Puniſhments, of Time conſiſting of 365 Days and 6 Hours, inſtituted by

whichhe inflicts upon Nations , Families, and private Per- Julius Cæſar, who cauſed the Roman Calendar to be reform
fons, for their Sins and Tranſgreſſions. ed) which to this Day we uſe in England, and call it the old

JU'DICABLE ( judicabilis, L) that may be judged. Stile in contradiſtinction to the new Account, framed by Pope

JU'DICATOR Y [of judicatorius, L.] belonging to Judgment. Gregory, which is 11 Days before ours, and is called the

JU'DICATURE (of judicatorium , L. ] Judgment or trying New Stile.

Cauſes; a term apply'd either to the Court wherein the Judge JU LIAN [in Cookery] Pottage made of a Leg of Mutton

fits, or the extentof his Juriſdiction ; alſo the Profeſlion of roaſted, and put into aPotwith Beef, a Fillet of Veal, &c.

thoſe who adminiſter Juſtice, F. JU'LIFER, era , um [in Botan. Writ :] that bears Catkins ,

Court of JUDICATURE, an Aſſembly of competent Judges or long ſlenderBunches of ſtamineous Flowers.

and other Officers, for the hearing, trying, and determining JU'Lio, a piece of Italian or Spaniſh Coin, in value about
of Cauſes.

6 d . Sterling

Judicia. 3 [ judicialis, L. ) done in due form of JU'LY (was ſo called of Julius Cæſar, whoregulated the

JUDICIARY Juſtice, or according to the Courſe of Law . Year, for before that Time that Month was call'dQuintilis]

JUDICIAL Aſtrology, a Science or Art that pretends the 7th Month in the Year:

Judiciary } to judge of and fortel future Events, by JU LY [in Painting, &c. ] is repreſented in a Jacket of a

conſidering the Poſitions and Influences of the Stars , &c. light Yellow , eating Cherries ; his Face and Boſom Sun

Judici'Alness, judicial Quality, State or Condition. burnt; having his Head adorned with a Garland of Centaury

Judi'cious ( judicieux, F.) of, or pertaining to ; alſo cn- and Thyme, bearing a Scythe on his Shoulder, and having a

dowed with much Judgment and Reaſon ; rational , diſcreet, Bottle hanging at his Girdle, and by him a Lion .

prudent, adviſed . JU /MBALS (in Confectionary) a ſort of ſugared Paſte.

JUDICIOUSNESS, diſcerning Faculty ,& c. To JU‘MBLE , to iningle, to confound, to ſhake.

JUDI'cium Deiſi.e. the Judgment of God) a Name given JUMENT (jumentum , L.) a labouring Beaſt, any ſort of

by ourAnceſtors to the Trials called Ordeal. Beaſt uſed in tilling Land , or in drawing Carriages .

Jug (not improbably of Jug a Nick -name for Joan] a fort TOJUMP ( prob. of gumpen , Du. ] to Leap.

of Pitcher or earthen' Potwith a Handle, for Drink ; alſo a A JUMP, a Leap; alſo a ſhort Coat.

common Paſture or Meadow . JUMPS, a ſort of Bodice for Women .

JU'GAL [ j galis, L.]pertaining to a Yoke or to Matrimony. JU'NAMES [in Agriculture) a Land fown with the ſame

JU'CALE Os [ Anat. ] the jugal Bone about the Temples ; Grain that it was ſown with the Year before.
the ſame as Zygoma. JUNCARE ( old Rec . ] to ſtrew or ſpread with Rulhes, ac

JU'GATED ( jugatus, L ) yoked or coupled together. cordingto the old Cuſtom of adorning Churches,

5 B JUN .
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JUNCO'SE ( juncojus, L.) full of Bull -ruſhes. handle the Thunderbolts, and to hold the World in Sub

JU'NCTO, aCabal,a factious Aſſembly , a meeting of jećtion . He had a great many Names, as Jupiter Capito
JU'NTO, Men to fit in Council, Span. linus, Jupiter Inventor, Jupiter Feretrius, &c . and as many

JU'NCTUM, a Soil or Place where Ruſhes grow . L. Statues, and many Temples erected to him .

JU'NCTURE [with Surgeons] the reducing ofcrooked Mem- The Heathens painted him like an old Man ſitting upon a

bers to their due ſtate : the ſameas Diorthroſis, L. Throne with a Crown upon his Head, clothed with a rich

JUNCTURE ( junctura, L.) a joining or coupling together ; Garment ſparkling with Stars, holding in his Hand two
alſo the preſent Poſture of Affairs; an Inſtantor Moment of Globes , whichrepreſented Heaven and Earth , and Neptune's
Time, F. Trident under him , and a Carpet repreſenting the Táil and

JUNE (takes its Name, either of Juniores,L.the Youngers, Feathers of a Peacock. Sometimes they pictured him with

becauſe that young People had an Aſſemblyin that Month for Thunderbolts in his Hand, in the Form ofcrooked Iron Bars,

their Recreation ; or of Junius Brutus (as others ſay) who ſharp at the End, joined together in the Middle.
drove out the King of the Romans in that Month) it is the The Egyptians worſhipped him in the Figure of a Ram ,
ſixth Month of our Year. and repreſented his Providence by a Scepter, with a great

JUNE [in Painting, &c . ] was repreſented in a Mantle of Eye upon the Top of it.

dark Graſs-green, having his Head adorned with a Coronet Jupiter [by modern Painters] is repreſented with long

of Bents , King -cobs and Maiden - hair ; holding in his left black curled Hair, in a purple Robe trimm'd with Gold , and

Hand anAngle, and in his right Cancer, and on his Arm a ſitting on a golden Throne, or the Back of an Eagle (which

Basket of Summer - Fruits. he choſe for his Bird , becauſe when he went to deliver his

JU'NETIN (9.d. An Apple of June ] a ſmall Apple that Father out of his Confinement, an Eagle gave him an Omen

ripens early, commonly called a Gerniting. of happy Victory) encompaſſed with bright yellow Clouds,

JUNIOR, a younger in Age; alſo a younger in ſtanding and holding in his Hand 'Thunderbolts,

in any Art, Profeſſion or Faculty. JU'Piter [Hieroglyphically) was by the Antients repreſent

JUNIPER, a ſort of Tree or Shrub, L. ed without Ears, to intimate that God ſeems not to liften or

JUNK, Pieces of old Cable ; alſo an Indian Sea - Veſſel or tahe notice of the profaneneſs of Men, nor of their impious

Ship Diſcourſes: And ſometimes with one hundred Hands, and as

JU NKETING [ſome derive it of Joncades, O. F. Sweet- many Feet, to intimate the multiplicity of Effects, which

meats) Feaſting or making Merry. proceed from his Agency, and that he ſuſtains all Things from

JU NO [ fo called of Yuvande, L. helping) according to the falling into confuſion.

Poets, was the Siſter and Wife of Jupiter, the Queen of the Ju'piter (with Heralds] who blazon the Arms

Gods, and the Goddeſs of Kingdoms and Riches ; ſhe had of Princes by Planets, inſtead of Metals and Co

alſo a Juriſdiction and Command over Marriages and Child lours, is uſed for Azure or Blue, as in the Fi

bearing; and on theſe Accounts had many fair Temples and gure.

Altars erected in Honour of her. As to her marrying with Juʼpiter ( with Affron .] is accounted the biggeſt of all the

her Brother Jupiter, they tell us, that ſhe was not willing to Planets , being computed to be 2460 times bigger than our

conſent to it ; hut Jupiter effected it by the following Strata- Earth . Its periodical Time is 43332 Days 12 Hours, and

gem . He took upon him the ſhape of a Cuckow, and in a revolves about its Axis in 9 Hours56 Minutes.

Storm lighted upon her Lap, and Juno out of Pity, to Ihelter JU'Piter ( with Aſtrologers) ſignifies Judges, Divines, Se

it from the Weather, put it into her Boſom ; but when the nators, Riches, Law, Religion , and its Characteriſtick is 4

ſubtil Bird felt the warmth of her Body, it took again the JU'Piter's Diſtaff, an Herb, otherwiſe called Mullein .

Form of Jupiter, and obtain'd his deſire by a promiſe ofMar- JU'R AMENT ( juramentum , L.) an Oath.

riage; and on this Account, at Argos, a Cuckow was adored Ju'r AT (of juratus and jurator, L.) a Magiſtrate in ſome

for Jupiter. Corporations in the Quality of an Alderman for govering the

Ju'ro was repreſented upon a Throne, fitting adorn'd Corporation.

with a Crown on her Head that touch'd the Clouds, and a
JU'RDEN [prob. of zon,filth and ben, Sax.alodging ,q.d.

Scepter in her Hand, and round about her the fair and beau JU'R DON the filth of the Chamber) a large Chamber- Pot.

tiful Iris ( the Rainbow ) and attended by Peacocks (her be- JURIDICAL ( juridicus, L.] of or pertaining to the law :
loved Bird) on both sides. alſo actionable ; alſo juſt, judicial, orderly .

JU NO is ſometimes taken for theMoon, and as ſuch, is JURIDICAL Days, Court Days on which the Law is admi

painted fitting upon Lions holding a Scepter and a Spindle in niftred .

her Hands, with Beams of Light about her Face. Jurisdi'ction , a Power or Authority which a Man has to
She was ſometimes painted with a pair of Sheers and a Plat do juſtice in caſe of complaint made before him ; alſo a Court

ter in her Hand, clothed in the Skin of a Goat, and girded of judicature ; alſo the verge or extent of it.

with Vine-branches , and a Lioneſs under her Feet. Some- Juris-PRUDENCE ( jurisprudentia, L.) the skill or know

times ſhe was painted with a Scepter, on the top of which ledge of the Law , Rights, Cuſtoms, Statutes, &c. of what

was the Image of a Cuckow, and the two Meteors Caſtor and is juſt and unjuſt.

Pollux waiting on her . Canonical Juris -PRUDENCE , is that of the Canon Law.
JU'NO [by modern Painters) is alſo repreſented with black Feodal Juris - Prudence, is that of the Fees .

Hair and bright Eyes, clothed in a sky-colourd Mantle, Civil Juris-PRUDENCE, is that of the Roman Law .

wrought with Gold and Peacock's-Eyes, like the Circles in Ju'r ist, a Civilian, a Lawyer, one who treats of Law
a Peacock's Train . Matters.

JU'NO's Roſe, the Lily .
Ju'ris Utrum , a Writ that lies for the Poffeffor of a Bene

Ju'no's Tears, the Herb Vervain . fice, whoſe Predeceſſor has alienated his Lands or Tenements,

JUNO'NIA , a yearly Solemnity performed in Commemora JUʻror [ jurator, L.) a Jury-man, whº has been Sworn .
tion of her Marriage, at which Time the Maids of all Ages JURY -MAST (with Mariners) is when the Fore-Maft or

ran Races in Honour of Juno, petitioning her for Husbands, Main Maſt is broken down by a Storm , or loft in a Fight,

calling her Juno Pronuba and Fugalis; and at Rome an Altar they put ſome great Yard that is ſaved into the Step of the
was erected to Juno Juga, where the new married couple broken Maſt, and faſten it into the Partners;fitting itwith
appeared to offer Sacrifice, which was either a white Cow , Sails and Ropes , ſo as to make a ſhift to ſail and ſteer the Ship.

Geeſe or Ravens ; and they took the Gall from the ſacrificed Jury [in Common Law] ſignifies either 24 or 12 Men ſworn

Beaſt, and caſt it behind the Altar, to intimate that all bitter- to inquire of the Matter of fact, and to declare the truth upon

neſs of Spirit ſhould be baniſhed from married Perſons. ſuch evidence as ſhall be delivered them, touching the Matter

Juno'nes, were the Genii Damones, or Goddeſſes that in queſtion .

waited upon Women, watching over and protecting them . Grand - Jury, conſiſts of 24 grave and ſubſtantial Perſons,

I'vory [Ebur, L. Yvoire, F.) the Tooth of an Elephant. either Gentlemen or ſome of the better Sort of Yeomen, cho

JU'PITER (was ſo called of Juvando, and alſo Dieſpiter, q . ſen indifferently by the Sheriff out of the whole County , to

the Father of the Day; and by the Greeks Zeus of Tð liv, conſider of all Bills of Indictment preferred to the Court,which

to live] according to the Poets, was the Son of Saturn and they do approve by writing upon them Billa vera , or elſe diſ

Cybele , who having expelled his Father his Kingdom, di- allow by indorſing on them Ignoramus.

vided the Empire of the Worldbetween himſelf and his Bro- Petty Jury, conſiſts of 12 Men at the leaſt, and are empan

thers ; he took to his Share the Command of Heaven , and led as well upon criminal as upon civil Cauſes. Thoſe that

alſigned the Waters to his Brother Neptune, and ſent Pluto to país upon Offences of Lifeand Death, do bring in their Ver

command in Hell.
dict eitherguilty or not guilty ; whereupon the Priſoner, if he

He was callid the Father of the Gods, and the King of be found guilty, receives Judgment and Condemnation ; or

Men , becauſe Nature is the Cauſe of the Eſſence of Things, otherwiſe is Acquitted and ſet free . In Civil caſes the Jury,

as Parents are of Children ; and he only had the Power to after due Conſideration , bring in their Verdict either for the

Plaintiff

}
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meet, fit.

Plaintiff or Defendant, and in real Actions either for the De- the Crown, Dignity and Peace of the King; as Treaſons,

mandant or Tenant. Felonies, Mayhems, &c .

Clerk of the Juries, an Officer in the Court of Common- JUSTICES of Alize, are ſuch as were wont by ſpecial Com

Plens , who makes out the Writs call’d Habeas Corpora and miſſion to be ſent into this or that Country to take Aflizes for

Diſtringas, for the Appearance of the Jury, after they have the eaſe of the Subjects . Theſe Commiſſions of late Years

been returned upon the Venire Facias. have been ſettled and executed only in Lent and thelong Va

Jus, Law, Right, Equity , L. cation, when the Juſtices of both Benches go on their Circuit

Jus Corone , the Right of the Crown, which differs in ma- by 2 and 2 through all England, and diſpatch their Buſineſs by

ny Things from the general Law relating to the Subject, L. ſeveral Commiſſions.

Jus Curialitatis Angliæ , the Law called the Courteſie of Justices in Eyre, theſe in antient Times , were ſent with

England, L. Commiſſion unto divers Counties to hear ſuch Cauſes, eſpeci

Jus Hæreditatis, the Right of Inheritance, L. ally as were termed Pleas of the Crown; and that for the eaſe

Jus Patronatus [in Canon Law ) the Right of preſenting a of the Subject, who muſt elſe have been hurried to the Courts

Clerk to a Benefice, the ſame that is calld Advowſon in the of Weſtminſter ifthe Caule were too high for the County Court.

Common Law. Justices ofGoal Delivery, are ſuch as are commiſſioned to

Jus retractus [In the Civil Law] is an agreement hear and determine Cauſes appertaining to thoſe, who for any

Jus retrovendendi 5 between Buyer and Seller, that the Offence are caft into Goals. Their Commiſfion is now turn

latter and his Heirs, may buy back the Goods or Wares again ed over to the Juſtices of Aſize.
before

any
other. Justices of Labourers,were Juſtices formerly appointed to

JUSQUIA MUS [with Botan.) the Herb Henbane or Hogbane. curb the frowardneſs of labouring Men, who would either be
Jussel, a Diſ made of ſeveral Meats minced together. idle or exact unreaſonable Wages.

Just ( juſtus, L.] right, reaſonable, righteous, upright, Justices of Nifi Prius, are now all one with Juftices of

Aſſize, for it is a common adjournment of a Cauſe in the Com

Just Divifors [in Mathemat.] ſuch Numbers or Quantities mon -Pleas to put it off to ſuch a Day, Nil prius juſticiarii ve

which will divide a given Number or Quantity ſo as to leave nerint ad eas partes, i.e. unleſs the Juſtices come before into

no Remainder. thoſe Parts to take Alize ; and from that Clauſe of the ad

To Just . See Jufting. journment they are alſo called Juftices of Nifi Prius.

Justice [ juftitia, L.] juſtneſs, equity, reaſonableneſs, Justices of Oyer and Terminer, were Juſtices that were de.

right Law . puted on ſome ſpecial Occaſions to hear and determine ſome

Ju'stice ( juffitia , L. q. juris ſtatio, the Station or Boun- particular Cauſes .

dary of Right) tho' accounted the Splendor of all Vertues, JUSTIces of the Pavilion, were certain Judges of a Pie

yetderives its Excellencyonly from the Corruption of Men, PowderCourt, of a fingular Juriſdiction, which were antient

taking its Riſe from their Vices ; and as the uſe of Mercy is for ly authorized by the Biſhop of Wincheſter, at a Fair kept at

the leaft offending, ſo the uſe of Juſtice is for the greater of- Śt. Giles's -Hill near that City.

fending, and is either in Action or Puniſhment, and is either JUSTICES of the Peace, are Perſons of Intereſt and Credit,

commutativeor diſtributive. appointed by the King's Commiſſion to maintain the Peace in

Justice [in God ] is a communicable Attribute, by which is the County where they dwell .

intended not only the Rectitude of his Nature in General ; Ju'stices (of the Quorum ) are fuch of thoſe Juſtices be

but more eſpecially his dealing with his Creatures according to forementioned, whoſe Commiffion has this Clauſe, Quorum

the Deſert of their Deeds. vosunum effe Volumus.

JUSTICE (in Men ] is a Propenſion and Cuſtom to give every Justices of the Peace (within the Liberties) are ſuch , in

Man is Due. Cities and Towns corporate, as the former are in any Coun

JUSTICE (with Moralis) is not to injure or wrong any one. ty; and their Authority and Power is altogether the ſame,

Poſitive Justice (with Moralifts] is to do Right to all , to within their ſeveral Precincts.

yield them whatſoever belongs to them . The Juffice of 780- Ju'stices of Trial Baſton or Trayl Baſton (of trailer, F. to

ral Actions differs from Goodneſs in this, that Juſtice denotes draw , and baſton, F. a Staff; becauſe they had a Staff deli

barely a Conſormity to the Law ; but Goodneſs further includes a vered to them as a Badge of their Office] were certain Juſtices

reſpect to thoſe Perſons, towards whom the Action is performed. appointed by King Edward I. to make Inquiſition thro ' the

Commutative Justice , is that which concerns all Perſons Realm upon all Officers, touching Bribery or Extortion, and

one with another, in relation to dealings, as buying, ſelling, Intruſion; as alſo upon Barretors, breakers of the Peace, and

exchanging, lending, borrowing , & c. other Offenders.

Diſributive Justice, is that which concerns Princes, Ma- Lords Ju'stices (of the Kingdom ) are Noble Perſons de

giſtrates and Officers, c. puted to be Regents or Chief Governors of the Realm, du

Justice and Equity ( Hieroglyphically) were ſometimes re- ring the Abſence of the King.

preſented by a Swallow, becauſe it diſtributes its Meat equal- JU'STICEMENTS (Law Word ] importing all things belong

ly to its young Ones . ing to Juſtice.

JUSTICE (in Painting, &c. ] was repreſented in a crimſon Juste a Corps, a Garment that reaches down to the Knees,

Mantle trimmed with Silver, and was called the Goddeſs A- fits cloſe to the Body, and ſhews the Shape of it .

Aræa ; ſhe held a Pair of Scales in one Hand, and a Sword JusticiARY, one that adminifters Juſtice.

in the other. Just i'cies ( in Law] a Writ directed to the Sheriff for the

General Ju'stice, 2 is a conſtant giving to every one his diſpatch of Juſtice in ſome ſpiritual Cauſe, wherewith, of his
Univerſal Ju'stice , due, and this hath for its Object all own Authority , he cannot deal in the CountyCourt. This

Laws Divine and Human. Writ particularly enables him to hold Plea of a great Sum ;

Particular Ju'stice, is a conſtant Will and Deſire of giving whereas, by his ordiuary Power, he can hold no Pleas but of
to every one his due, according toa particuar Agreement, or Sums under forty Shillings .

the Laws of Civil Society ; and this is alſo call'd commutative JUSTIFIABLE [of juftus and fio, L.) that may be juſtified.

or explctory Justice. JU'STIFIABLENESS, capableneſs of being juffified, war

Justice Seat, the higheſt Foreſt Court, always held before rantableneſs.

the Lord Chief Juſtice in Eyre of the Foreſt ; upon warning Ju'stified ( juftificatus, L.] cleared or proved innocent of

forty Days before ; where Judgments are given , and Fines ſet any Crime, Charge or Accuſation ; alſo verified, maintained

for Offences. for good, proved.

Justice 2 an Officer appointed by the King or Com- JU'STIFYING ( juftificans, L.) rendring ordeclaring innocent.

Justicer non -wealth to do Right by way of Judgment. To Justify ( juſtificare, L ) to clear ones felf, to make

Justice orLord Chief Juſtice (of the Common -Pleas] is one his innocency appear, to verify , to fhew or prove, to main
who, with his Aſiſtants, hears and determines all Cauſes at tain or make good.

the common Law ; that is to ſay all civil Cauſes between com- To Ju's TIFY (with Divines) to declare innocent ; to bring

mon Perſons, as well perſonal as real. into a State of Grace.

JUSTICE of the Foreſt, is alſo a Lord by Office, and the on- To Ju'stIFY [in Lacv] is to give a Reaſon why ſuch an

ly Juſtice that can appoint a Deputy: He is alſo called Ju- Act was done.
ftice in Eyre of the Foreſt. He has the hearing and determin- To Ju'stify [with Printers] is to make the Lines they

ing of all Offences, within the King's Foreſts, committed a- compofe even .

gainſt Veniſon or Vert. JUSTIFICA’TION, the Act of juſtifying, clearing, or ma
JUSTICE or Chief Jallice [of the King's Bench ) is the ca- king good .

pital or chief Juſtice of England, and alſo a Lord by his Orlice . JUSTIFICA’TION (with Divines) a juſtifying or clearing of

Which is more eſpecially to hear and determine all Pleas of Tranſgreſſors of the Divine Laws , by the imputation of

the Crown, i.e. ſuch as concern Offences committed againſt Chriſt's Righteouſneſs.

}
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Justiti'CATION [ in Com . Law] a fewing in Court a Ju'stNiss of Thought, conſiſts in a certain accuracy or pre

good Reaſon , why a Perſon did ſuch a thing, for which he is ciſeneſs , by which every Part of it is perfectly true and per

called to anſwer. tinent to the Subject.

JUSTIFICATORS (in Law) are Compurgators, ſuch Perſons To Jut-out [ of jetter, F. ] to ſtand out beyond the reſt of

who upon Oath juſtify the Innocence, Report, or Oath of a Building, EC

another. Allo Jurymen, becauſe they juſtify that Party for Ju'rer (with Chymiſts] the fertile, congcaling, ſaltijh Qua

whom they give their Verdict. lity of the Earth .

JU'STINGS [joutes of jouter, F. to run at Tilts] were Ju'tty, that Part of an Edifice or Building Wall, c.

Justs that ſtands or juts out farther than the reſt .

fons, who delir'd to gain Reputation in Feats of Arms, of JUVENA'LIA (among the Romans) certain Games or Feats

whatſoever Degree orQuality, from the King to the private of Activity, inſtituted by Nero the firſt time his Beard was

Gentleman ; they were uſually performed at great Solemni. Maved, celebrated for the Health of Youth, L.

ties, as Marriages of Princes ; and alſo on other Occaſions. JUVENILE ( juvenilis, L. ) a youthful manner.

The Time and Place being appointed , Challenges were ſent JUVENI’LENESS ] [ juvenilitas, L.) youthfulneſs, youthful

abroad into other Nations to all that deſir'd to ſignalize them- Juvent’lity > Heat or Temper.

ſelves. And Rewards were appointed by the Prince for thoſe JU'XTA Poſition (with Philo .] a contiguity or nearneſs ; a

that came off Conquerors. As for the Place it was various; ranging the ſmall Parts of any mixt Body into ſuch a Poſition ,

in the Year 1395 there was great Juſting on London - Bridge, Order or Situation, that the Parts being contiguous, ſhall de

between David , Earl of Craford in Scotland, and the Lord termine or ſhew a Body to be of ſuch a Figure or Quality ;

Wells of England, Ør. In the Time of King Edward the or to be endued with ſuch Properties , as are the naturalreſult

III. Juſtings were frequent in Cheap- ſide, and on the North- of ſuch a configuration or diſpoſition of Parts .

fide of Bow -Church , there was a Building of Stone erected, I've [ Iyiz, Sax .] a twining Plant, that runs about Trees,

callid Sildam or Grownfild, to ſee the Juítings that were fre- Walls , & c.

quently perform d there, between the End of Soper - Lane and Ixia ['1gía, Gr . ] a ſwelling of the Veins; the ſame as

the Croſs. It was built on this Occaſion , in the Year 1330 Cirfos and Varix.

there was a great Juſting of all the ſtout Earls, Barons and LXIA ? [ ' itic or PIEV), Gr .] a fort of Carduus, called

Nobles of the Realm , which laſted three Days , whereQueen IXINE Cameleon .

Philippa, with many Ladies, fell from a Scaffold of Timber, Ixi'on (according to the Poets) was the Son of Phlegias,

but received no Harm ; after which the King built it ſtrong- who murdered his Father, by caſting him into a Pit of burn

ly of Stone for himſelf, the Queen and Perſons of high Rank, ing Coals; and afterwards, being troubled with remorſe of

to behold the Juliings. This Sildam remained till the Time Conſcience, wandered up and down the Earth till Jupiter

of Henry VIII, as it appears in that he came thither, dreſs’d out of Pity made ſatisfaction for his Crime, and received him

in the Habit of a Yeoman of the Guard, with a Patiſon on
into Heaven ; where Eaſe and Pleaſure made him become

his Shoulder, and having taken a Vicw of the Watches of the wanton and ungrateful , and growing enamoured with Juno,

City, went away undiſcovered. fought to defile Jupiter's Bed ; upon which Jupiter preſent

Smithfield alſo was a Place for performing theſe Exerciſes ; ed to him a Servant Maid , call d Nephele (a Cloud) in the

in the Year 357 great and royal Jults were held in Smithfield, Habit and Form of Juno, upon which he begot the Lecherous

there being preſent the Kings of England, France and Scot- Centaurs : Yupiter upon this ſent him back again to Earth,

land, and their Nobility . And in the time of Richard II . where he making boaits of his familiarity with Juno, Jupiter

royal Juits and Tournaments were proclaimed by Heralds in condemned him to Hell, to be tormented by being conti

ſeveral Courts in Europe to be performed in Smithfield, to be- nually carried about upon a Wheel, which never ſtood ſtill

gin on Sunday next after the Feaſt of St. Michael. At the but when Orpheus was there playing upon his Harp.

Day appointed there iſſued out of the Tower, about 3 in the

Afternoon, 60 Courſers apparelled for the Juits, upon every
K.

one an Eſquire of Honour, riding a ſoft Pace, then came forth

60 Ladies of Honour mounted upon Palfreys riding on the

Greek, are the 10th Letters in
a Chain of Gold.

Thoſe Knights that were of the King's bets , ? , the 19th of the Hebrew .
Party had their Armour and Apparel adorn'd with white Harts, K, 'is a Numeral Letter ſignifying 250.

and Crowns of Gold about the Harts Necks, and ſo they rode k, with a Daſh over it ſtood for 150000.

thro' the Streets of London to Smithfield , with a great num- The Letter K, tho' moſt commonly written , is not pro

ber of Trumpets and other Inſtruments of Muſick before them . nounced, but is loſt after C , as in Arithmetick, Logick, Ma.

Wherethe Ladies that led the Knights, were taken down from gick, Phyſick, &c. Pick,Prickle, Stick, Stickle, &c.

their Palfreys and went up to their Seats prepared for them . The Letter K [in old Charters and Diploma's)had various

The Eſquires of Honour alighted from their Courſers, and the ſignifications, as K. R. was ſet for Chorus, K. B. C. for
Knights mounted. And after the Helmets were ſet on their Cara Civitas, i . e . the dear City, K. R. M. for Carmen , i.e.

Heads, and they were ready at all Points, Proclamation was a Verſe, K. R. A. M. N. for Charus Amicus Nofler, i. e . our

made by the Heralds, and then the Juſts began. Theſe Juſts dear Friend, &c.

laſted many Days with great Feaſting. Themanner of it was A KAARL -Cat [of Ka ple, Sax. a Male] a boar Cat.

thus , the Ground being railed about , in which the Juſters KAB [37 , Hcb.] an Hebrew Meaſure, containing three

were to exerciſe, the Contenders were let in at ſeveral Bar- Engsih Pints .

riers, being compleatly armed from Head to Foot, and mount- KABIN ? (among the Perſians and Turks] a temporary

ed on the ſtouteit Horſes ; who after they had pay'd their re- KE'BIN Marriage for a Time, upon condition that the

{pects to the King, the Judges and Ladies, they took their ſe- Husband ſhall allow the Wife a certain Sum of Money if he

veral Stations, and then the Trumpets founded and they ha- repudiates or quits her.

ving couched their Lances, that is, having ſet the But-end

againit their Breaſt , the Point toward their Adverſary, ſpurred

KA'DARITA } Lamong theMahometans] a Sect who deny

the generally received Tenet among the

their Horſes, and ran furiouſly one againit another, ſo that Muſelmen Predeſtination, and maintain the Doctrine of

the Points of their Spears lighting upon the Arinour of each Free-will, and the Liberty of it in its full extent.

other, gave a terrible Mock, and generally flew to pieces . KALENDER [ calendarium of calenda , L. the firſt Days of e

If neither Party received any injury , they wheeld about, very Month among the Romans) an Ephemeris or Almanack,
took freſh Lances , and ran a 2d time, and ſo a third, and if to thew the Days of the Month.

neither ſuffered any diſgrace in 3 Encounters, they both came Ka'li , the Sea -herb Glaſs-wort , which growson the Sands,

off with Honour. on the Sea ſhore in Egypt, Syria , and other Places, uſed in

There were many Circumſtances relating to theſePerforman- making Glaſs , Soap, & c.

ces ; as ifa Man was unhorſed, he was quite diſgraced, or if he KAN [in Perfia ) a Magiſtrate, the fame as a Governor in

tras ſhaken in the Saddle, or let his Lance fall, or loſt any Europe.

Piece of his Armour, or wounded his Antagoniſt's Horſe, KANTREF [kant, kref, C. Br. ] a Diviſion ofa County

&c. all which were accounted diſreputable. And there were in Wales, containing an hundred Towns.

alſo certain Rules for diſtributing the Prizes to them that be- KA'RATA , a kind ofAloes, which grow in America, the

haved themſelves with the greateſt Gallantry . Leaves ofwhich being boi are made into Thread, of which

To Justle, to joisle, thake or jogg. fiſhing Nets, Cloth , &c. are made. The Root or Leaves

Ju's'r ness ( juftitia, F.) a being juſt, juſt Quality ; the being thrown into a River, ſtupifies the Filh , ſo that they

cxactneſs or regularity of any Thing. may be eaſily taken with thc Hand ; and the Stalk being dried
Ju'stness of Language, conſiſts in uſing proper and well- and burned, burns like a Match ; and if it be rubbed briskly

cholen Terms, and in ſpeaking neither too much nor too little . on a harder Wood, takes fire and conſumes it felf .
KA

onefide richly
apparelled, and every Lady led a Knight with KeyRomance Khes Teal Dek,Englik ,K k,Saxon .Kx;
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KARI'NA (with Chymifs) the 20th Part of a Drop. A Keep, a ſtrong Tower in the middle of a Caſtle, the

Karite, a Namewhich the Monks gave to the beſt Drink laſt reſort of the beſieged ; as the Keep of Windſor-Caſtle, &c .

or ſtrong Beer, that was kept in theMonaſtery.
KEEP ber to [Sea Phraſe) a term uſed when the

KARL [ Ceonl, Sax .) a Man, a Servant, as Huycaple, a Keep your loof Steerſman is directed to keep the Ship

Houphold-jervant, Buſca ple, a Seaman. near the Wind.

KARLHemp, the latter green Hemp. Kee'per of the Exchange and Mint, the ſame as Warden
KA'ROB, a ſmallWeight uſed by Goldſmiths, being the of the Mint.

24th Part of a Grain . Keeper , one who preſerves, retains, nouriſhes ; an Ob

KARRA'TA fæni [ old Rec.) a Cart Load of Hay. ſerver, C.

Kasi, the fourth Pontiff of Perſia, who is the ſecond Civil Keeper of the Great Seal of England, is a Lord by his

Lieutenant and Judge of Temporal as well as Spiritual Affairs. Office, and one of the King's Privy -Council, whoſe Authority

Kartzen Silver , a fort of Stone, which, it is ſaid , cannot and Juriſdiction is much the ſame in Effect, with that of the

be conſumed either by Fire or Water. Lord Chancellor, thro’ whoſe Hands paſs all Charters, Com

To Kaw [of kaw, DH . ] to cry as a Jack-Daw does . millions, and Grants from the King, Itrengthened by the

ToKaw [of kauchen, Du . ] to fetch the Breath with great or broad Seal , without which they are of no force at all .

difficulty ; to gape for Breath , KEEPER of the Privy -Senl, a Member of the Privy-Coun

A KAY [kaepe, Du. kay , Teut.] a Place to land or
cil , thro’ whole Hands paſs all Charters ſign'd by the King,

A KEY îhip off Goods at, a Wharf. before they come to the Broad - Seal ; and alſo fome Deeds

KEY'AGE, Money paid for Wharfage.
which do not paſs the Great-Seal at all . He alſo is a Lord by

KE'BBARs, refuſe Sheep taken out of the Flock , Cullers.
Office.

KE/BER ( among the Perſians] a Seet who are generally
Keeper [of the Foref] is an Officer who has the principal

rich Merchants. They are diſtinguiſhed from the reit of the
Government of all things belonging to the Foreſt, and the

Perfians by their Beards and Dreſs, and are had in great E
Check of all the other Officers ; called allo the Warden of

the Foreſt
ſteem for the regularity of their Lives . They believe the

immortality of the Soul, and hold ſome Notions like thoſe of KEEPER ( of the Touch) an Officer of the Mint, who is now
called the Master of Allay.

the Antients , concerning Hell and the Elyſian Fields. When

any of them die, they let looſe a Cock in his Houſe, and Kee'pers of the Liberties of England, by the Authority of

drive it into a Field ; if a Fox fiezes it and carries it away ,
Parliament, &c. Cuftodes Libertatis Anglia Autoritate Par

they take it for a Pro that the Soul of the dead Perſon is liamenti; the Style in which Writs and other Proceedings

ſaved. If this Experiment does not anſwer their ex at Law ran during the Uſurpation of Oliver Cromwel.

pectations, they prop the Carcaſs up with a Fork againſt a
KEE'ver, a brewing Veflel to cooi in before it is work d.

Wall in the Church - Yard, and if the Birds firſt pick out the
A Keg? [caque, F.] a Veſſel for Sturgeon, Salmon, and

right Eye, they take it for granted that he is one of the Pre A KEG} other pickled Fiſh .

deſtinated, and bury itwith great Ceremony ; but if the Birds
Chei'ri

[with Botan. ] the Wall -Aower.

firſt pick out the left Eye, they look upon him a Reprobate,

and throw the Carcaſs into a Ditch .
Ke‘lder . See Hans in Kelder.

• KEB'LEH [ among the Turks] the Point or Quarter to
Kell, a Kiln , which ſee ; alſo the Caul or Skin that co

KIBLEH } which they turn themſelves when they make
vers the Bowels.

their Prayers, which is towards the Temple at Mecca ; alſo
KE'LLUS (in the Tin Mines in Cornwall] a ſubſtance like

an Altar or Nich in all their Moſques, which is placed ex
a ſoft white Stone.

actly on the ſide next to the Temple at Mecca,
Kelp, a ſubſtance made of Sea Weed dry'd and burnt,

Ke‘BLEH-NOMA , a Pocket Compaſs which the Turks al- which being ſtirred with an iron Rake cakes together.

ways carry about them, to direct them how to place them
Kelter [prob. of cultura, L. trimming Cultivation, & c.

ſelves exactly when they go to Prayers. but Skinner chuſes to derive it of Dpkiltet, Dan. to gird ]

To KECK (prob, of kuchen or kuch, Du. a Cough] order, fitneſs , preparedneſs, as inKelter,&c.

To Keckle $ to make a Noiſe in the Throat, by reaſon
To KEMB ( Camban, Sax .) to Comb.

of difficulty of fetching Breath .
KEN -BOW ( fome derive it of reinola , Gr. to bow or bend ;

To KE'CKLE (prob . of kuckle, Teut. a Globe ) to wind
others of alrembo, Ital . ] as, the Armsfet a kembo, i. e. each

Hand upon each Hip .
or twine ſome ſmall Ropes about the Cable or Bolt Rope, to

prevent them from galling in the Hawſe or in the Ship’s diſtance.
To Ken (Cennan, Sax.] to know, to ſpy out at ſome

Quarter.

Kecks, the dry hollow Stalks of ſome Plants.
Within Ken, within Sight or View.

Kenks (Sea Term ] doublings in a Cable or Rope, when it
KE'DGER , a ſmall Anchor.

does not run ſmooth, as it is handed in or out ; alſo when any
KE'DGING (with Mariners) ſetting up the Foreſail or Fore

top- fail and Mifen, and ſoletting a Ship drive with the Tide; Ropemakes turns, and does not run clever in the Blocks or

letting fall and lifting up the Kedg-anchor, as oft as occaſion
Pullies, they ſay it makes Kenks.

To make Kenks (Sea Phraſe ] is ſaid of a Rope that makes
ſerves; when in a narrow River they would bring the Ship turns, and does not run clever in the Blocks and Pullies.

up or down, the Wind being contrary to the Tide.
Ke'nnel [of canile, L. chenil, F.) a Dog's Hut, or Earth ,

KE EL [lger , Teut, Celan, Sax. prob. of x 7AW , Gr. 1 or Hole of a Fox.

Hollow, or theBelly) the lowelt Timber in a Ship at the Ke'nnel of Hound's (with Sportſmen] a pack of Hounds.
Bottom of her Hull .

KE'NNEL [canalis , L. kennel , Teut.] a Courſe in a Street
Keel , a Veſſel for Liquors to ſtand and cool in .

for Water.

Keeʻlson (of a Ship ) the Piece of Timber near to her Keel.

Keel -HALING a Puniſhment at Sea inflicted on a Male
To Ke'nnel a Fox , a Fox is ſaid to Kennel when he lies

cloſe in his Hole.
Keel-RAKING factor, by putting a Rope under his

Arms, about his Waſte, and under hisBreech, and hoiſting
Ke'nnets, a ſort of coarſe Welſh Cloth .

him up to the End of the Yard, and thence letting him down
KE'Nnets [in a Ship) ſmall pieces of Timber nailed to the

intothe Sea, and drawing him underneath the Ship’s Keel.
Inſide, to which the Tacks or Sheets are belayedor faſtened.

A Falſe Keel (of a Sbip] a ſecond Keel, which is ſome
Ke'nning (cennung, Sax . ) knowing, ' deſcrying at a

diſtance.

times put under the firſt.

A Rank Keel (of a Ship ] is a deep Keel, which is good to
Ke'NoDOXY ( novodobia of wv, empty, vain , and sing

keep the Ship from rolling.
glory, Gr.) vain - glory .

Keel Rope [of a Ship) a Hair Rope, running between the
KERANA (among the Perſians ), a long Trumpet, in the

form of a ſpeaking Trumpet .
Keel and the Keelſon , to clear the Timber Holes when they

are choked with Ballaſt,
KERB Stone, aStone laid round the Brim of a Well.

KEE'LAGE (at Hartle-pool in Durbam ] a Duty paid by e
KE'RCHIEF [ couvre-chef, F. q . d . a covering for the Head)

a ſort of Garment of Linen , Silk, &c. as Handkerchief,
very Ship coming into that Port.

Neckerchief
Keeʻling, a ſort of Fiſh .

KEELS [ Cæly, Sax .) a ſort of long Boats, in which the
Ke'rmes, a kind of Husk, or Excreſcence, or Berry,

Saxons invaded England.
round, ſmooth and ſhining, ofa beautiful Red, and of a mu

Keen (Cene, Sax .] ſharp, that cuts well ; alſo cunning Scarlet Oak , uſed in the Confection Alkermes.
cilaginous Juice of the ſame Colour ; or the Grain of the

ſubtil ..

Kee'nness Cof Ceneney ye, Sax .) ſharpneſs.
KERN [in Old Britiſh prob. of Cornu, L.) an Horn.

Kern, an Iriſh Foot Soldier, lightly armed with a Dart

To Keep [ keepen , Du.) to retain, preſerve, nouriſh, to

look to, & 6.
or Skene ; alfo á Vagabond or Stroling Fellow ; a Country

Bumpkin .
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or Blood .

ToKern, to falt Meat, to powder Beef, Pork, & c. KIND ( prob. of cýn , Sax . an agreer with others) thewing

KE'RNEL (Cirnel, Sax .) the eatable part ofa Nut, or the good Will, & c.

Stone of anyFruit . KIND (cynne, Sax Species or Sort.

KE'RNEL Water (in Confeftionary) a Liquor made of the KI'NDNESS, benevolence, friendly diſpoſition, treatment, & C.

Kernels of Apricocks, Peaches, Cherries, &c. Iteeped in To KINDLE (prob. of cennan, Sax , ] ſpoken of Rabbets,

Brandy &c. to bring forth Young.

KE'RNELLARE ( old Rec.] to build a Houſe with kernelled To Ki'ndle [tyngelan, Sax .) to cauſe to grow Light, or

Walls. burn as Fire .

KERNELLATUS Cold Rec. ) embattled, crenelled. KI'NDER , a Company of Cats .

KE'RNELLED Walls, Walls built with Notches or Cran- KI'NDRED [of cynNene, Sax . ) thoſe of the ſame Deſcent

nies, for the better conveniency of Shooting with Bows, &c.

KERNE'LLINESS , fulneſs of Kernels. King (konig , Teut. cynge, Sax. of konnen , Teut. to
Ke'rsey (9. d . coarſe Say] a ſort of Woolen Cloth. know , on account of the great Knowledge and Prudence

KE'SHITAH (170'07. Heb. i . e. a Lamb) a Hebrew Coin , wherewith ſuch Perſons ought to be endud; or of konnen ,

ſo called from its having the Figure of a Lamb upon it. to have Power, becauſe of their Power over the People) a

KE'strel, a kind of Hawk. chief Ruler of a Kingdom .

A Ketch , a Veſſel like a Hoy, but ſomething leſs. A KING (hieroglyphically) was repreſented by an Elephant,

KE'TTLE, a large boiling Veſſel of Braſs or other Metal . becauſe it is a Beaft verynoble in its Carriage, and ſaid not

Ke'vils [in a Ship ) finall wooden Pins, upon which the to be able to bow the Knec ; and is a great Enemy of Ser
Tackle and Sails are hung to dry ; called alſo Chevils. pents, as Kings ought to be to Thieves and Robbers.

KEY [Cægan, Sax . Clavis ,' L . Cliff, F. xdes, Gr . ) an KING Apple, a Fruit.

Inſtrument for opening a Lock. KING of the Sacrifices (among the Antient Romans) a Prieft

KEY (with Muſicians] is a certain Tone, whereto every ſuperior to the Flamen Diales, but inferior to the Pontifex

Compofition, whether it be long or ſhort, ought to be fitted : Maximus.

And this Key is ſaid either to be fat or ſharp, notin reſpect of KINGDOM (cynegom , Sax .) the Dominion of a King.

its own Nature, but with relation to the fat or ſharp Third, KI'NGDOMS (with Chymiſis) are the three Orders of natu

which is joined with it . ral Bodies, viz . Animal, Vegetable and Mineral.

Ker (in Polygraphy and Stenography) is the Alphabet of the Kings at Arms, Officers of great Antiquity, and antiently

Writing in Cypher, which is a ſecret known only to the Per- of great Authority; they direct the Heralds, preſide at their

ſon who writes the Letter and he to whom it is ſent. Chapters, and have the Juriſdiction of Armory . There are

KEY [of an Author or Book] an explication that lets into three in Number, Garter, Norroy, and Clarencieux.

ſome Secrets in reſpect to Perſons, Places, and Times, &c. KING's- Bench, a Court or Judgment Seat, ſo called in re

which don't appear without it . gard the King is ſuppoſed to fit in Perſon, as Judge of the

Key of a River (kay, Teut. kaye, Du.Ja Wharf, a Place Court , and may doſo whenever he pleaſes, as Kings antient

onthe Side of a River for ſhipping off and landing Goods. ly havedone. This Court is more eſpecially exerciſed about

KeyStone ( with Architects) the middle Stone of an Arch, criminal Matters and Pleas of the Crown, The Lord Chief

for binding the Sweeps of theArch together. Juſtice of England is Preſident of it.

The Power of the Keys ( with the Romaniſts] is uſed to fig- King's Evil, a diſeaſe, the gift of curing of which has been

nify Ecclefiaftical Juriſdiction, or Power of Excommunicating attributed to the Kings and Queensof England, ever ſince the
or Abſolving. Thus the Papiſts ſay, the Pope has the Power time ofEdward the Confeffor.

of the Keys, and can open and ſhut Paradiſe as he pleaſes. King's Fiſher, a Bird ſo called becauſe it feeds on Fiſh , and

KEYS (of Spinets, Organs, &c . ] little bits, by means of has blue Feathers reſembling a King's purple Robe.

which the Jacks play, ſo as to ſtrike the Strings of the Inſtru- King's Silver, that Mony due to the King in the Court of

ment ; and Wind 'is given to the Pipes of an Organ , by Common Pleas, pro licentia concordandi, in reſpect to a Licenſe

raiſing and finking the Sucker of the Sound board. there granted to any Man of levying a Fine.

KING-GELD, Eſcuage or royal Aid.KEY'us 3 in Antient Deeds] a Guardian , Warden or

Ś Keeper, whence King Piece, ( Archite &ture) a piece of Timber ſtanding up

Keys of the Iſland (in the Iſle of Man) are the 24. Chief right in the middle between 2 Rafters.

Commoners, who are as it were the Keepers of the Liberties King's Spear, an Herb, the Flower ofwhich is good againſt

of the People. the Poiſon of Alps.

Ki'bes (kibws, C. Br.] a Chilblain, with Inflammation King's Widdocu, a Widdow of the King's Tenant in Chief,

on the Heels , often occaſioned by Cold.
who to keep the Land after her Husband's deceaſe was oblig.

KlBed Heels ( in Horſes ] Scabs breeding about the nether ed to make Oath in Chancery that ſhe would not marry with

Joint, and overthwart the Fetlock. out the King's leave.

Kibrit ( Chymical Term ] Sulphur,
Clerk of the King's Silver, an Officer of the Court of Com

Kı'BSEY, a kind of Wicker Basket . mon Pleas , to whom every Fine is brought after it has been

To Kick [calcare, L.) to ſtrike with the Foot. with the Cuſtos Brevium .

Ki'ckie Tuncertain, doubtful, as when a Man knows KINNER Nut, an Earth -Nut, a Cheſnut.

Kı'TTLE } not his own Mind. Ki'ns-Man [of kind, Teut, or cynne and Man, Sax .) a he

Ki'ckshaw (prob . of quelques choſes, F. any things or Couſin, &c.

ſome things] Tarts, Cheele -cakes, or ſuch like things . KINS -Woman (of cynne and piman , Sax .] a fhe Couſin , & c.

Kid ( hadus, L. of ' 9), Heb .) a young Goat, Dan. alſo a A KiNtal [ quintal, F. ) a weight of one hundred Pounds

young Perſon trepanned by a Kidnapper. more or leſs, according to the different Cuſtom of Nations.

KIDDER a Huckſter who carries Corn , Viêtuals, &r. Kipe , a Basket of Ofiers broad at bottom and brought nar

Kı'dyer up and down to ſell. rower to the Top for taking of Fiſh.

KIDDLEKi'del Ś Cold Rec .] a Damn in a River to catch Fiſh . Kı'pper Time, a ſpace of time between the 3d ofMay and

the 12th Day, during which , Salmon fiſhing in the River

KIDDLES, a ſort of unlawful fiſhing Nets. Thames is forbidden .

To Kidna '', to trapan Children, & c. Kıra't, a weight of 3 Grains.

KIDNAPPER, a Trepanner of Children and young Perſons, Kirk, a Church.

to ſell them for the Plantations. A KIRK Mote, a meeting ofPariſhoncrsupon Church Affairs.

KI'DNEY-VETCH , an Herb. Kı'rtle [cyntel, Sax .) a ſort of ſhort Jacket

Kı'dneys (ſome derive it of cennan , Sax . to beget, or Kirtle of Flax, a bunch containing 22 heads, in weight

Cynne, Sax .) the Genitals and Nigh. about an 100 Pounds.

Kidney Beans, a well known Pulſe. A Kiss [ kitis, Teut. coyre, Sax .) a loving or friendly

Kidney Wort, an Herb. lalute with a Kiſs.

KI'LDERKIN (kindekin, Dan.) a Veffel containing two To Kiss [ ky Tran, Sax.) to falute with a kiſs.

Firkins or eighteen Gallons. Kıssi'ng , faluting with a kiſs.

KILN } [ cyln, Sax.] a ſort of Furnace .
Kit, an abbreviation of Chriſtopher ; alſo a ſmall Tub with

a Cover ; alſo a ſmall Violin for the Pocket ; alſo a milking Pail.

To Kill [cpellan, Sax .) to deprive of Life. Kit Floor (at Wednesbury in Staffordſhire ) a particular Bed

Ki'llow, a mineral Stone, uſed in drawing Lines . The

Ceruleus Lapis.

or lay in a Coal Mine, the 4th parting in the body of the Coal,

which is one Foot thick is called theKit- floor.

KILN (cyln , Sax.) a Place where Chalk is burnt for Lime; Kır Keys, the Fruit ofthe Aſh-tree.

alſo for drying Malt, Hops, & c. KitchIn (cycene, Sax . coquina, L.] the Room or Apart

A Kin (prob. of kind, Teut, a Child) related to ment where Victuals are drett . Text.

Clerk
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Clerk of the Kitchin [in a King's Houfe, &c .] one whoſe Badge of Knighthood put upon him. And, 6thly; That he

buſineſs is to buy in Proviſions, c. ſhould be enrolled in the King's Books. It was alſo required,

KITCHEN -Stuff [of kitchen , cycene, Sax. and etoffe, F. ] that Knights ſhould be brave, undaunted , expert, provident

Greale, &c. the Refuſe of a kitchen or Cookery. and well behaved . Chriſtian Kings appointedmanyreligious

KITE [cyta, Sax .] a Bird of Prey. Ceremonies to be obſerved at the Creation of Knights , and

KI'TLING 2 none were admitted to the Order of Knights, but ſuch as had
Ki'rTex } [ prob. of Cat and ling, dimin.) a young Cat.

merited the Honour by ſome commendable and extraordinary

To KLICK (prob. of cliquet, F. a Mill-clapper) to make a Exploits. They were antiently diſtinguiſhed by a Belt, a Tar

clicking noiſe . get , a Sword, or ſome martial ' Token . But now the Honour

Klicker ( with Saleſmen, &c. ] one who ſtands at a ſhop being grown cheap, theſe Ceremonies have been laid aſide,

Door to invite Cuſtomers in . and there goes nothing now to the making a Knight in En

KLICKETTING . See Clicker. gland, but the King's touching him with a Sword as he kneels;

To KNACK [knacken, Du .] to Snap with the Fingers . and ſaying, Riſe up Sir R. N.

KNACK (of knapinge, Sax .] knowledge] a particular skill or KNIGHTS Bannerets, the Ceremony of their Creation is thus .

faculty. The King, or his General , at the head of his Army, drawn

KiAG [cnæp. Sax .) the Top of an hill or any thing that up in order of Battle after a Victory , under the royal Stan

KNAPitands out.
dard diſplay'd, attended by all the Officers and the Nobility

KNAG [cnæp, Sax . ) a knot in wood ; alſo a ſtump that of the Court, receives the Knight, led by two Knights of

KNAP> grows out of the Horns of an Hart, near the Note or other Men renowned in Arms, carrying his Pennon

Forehead . or Guidon of Armsin his Hand ; being preceeded by the He

KNAGGY, full of knags or knots . ralds, who proclaim his valiant Atchievements, for which he

KNAGGINESS [of cnæp and ney re, Sax.] fulneſs of knots, has merited to be made a Knight Banneret, and to diſplay his

as wood . Banner in the Field ; then the King or the General ſays, Ad

A KNAP (cnæp, Sax .) the top of an hill or any thing that vances toy Banneret, and cauſes the point of his Pennon to be

ſticks out. rent off , and the new Kinght is ſent back to his Tent; the

TO KNAP (knappen, Du. ) to ſnap or break in funder .
Trumpets founding before him , and the Nobility and Officers

To KNAP (Hunt. Term ] to brouze or feed upon the tops of attending him , where they are nobly entertained. This Or

Leaves, Shrubs, &c. der is certainly moſt Honourable, becauſe never conferr'd but

KNAP-fack (prob . of knab, Teut. cnapa , Sax. a Boy , and
upon the performance of ſome heroick Action in the Field ;

whereas all other Orders are beſtow'd by Favour, or other

Tack, a Bag,9. d . Boys- Bag, from being uſed tobe carried
byBoys) a Leather Bag, in which a Soldier carries his Necef meaner Motives. But there have been none of theſe Knights

made for many Years paſt.

faries upon a March .

KNAP Weed, an Herb .
KNIGHTS Baronets, is a modern degree of Honour; and

next to a Baron ; they havepreceedency before all Knights,
TO KNAPPLE [of knappen , Du . ) to knaw off.

A KNAVE Child ( cnapa cildo, Sax ) a male Child ; after
except thoſe of the Garter, Bannerets andPrivy -Counſellors,

and the Honour is hereditary in the Male Line. This Order
wards it was uſed to fignify a ſervant Boy, and afterwards a was firſt inſtituted in the Year 1611 by King James I. they

ſerving Man : now uſed to ſignify a fraudulent Perſon in deal
are created by Patent, the Proem whereof ſignifies, that it

ing.

for propagating a Plantation in the Province of Ulſter in Ire
KNAVE Line (in a Ship] a Rope which ſerves to keep the

Ties and Halliards from turning one upon another.
land, for which purpoſe each of them was to maintain thirty

Soldiers in Ireland for three Years, allowing each Soldier 8 d .

KnAVERY [of knab, Teut.cnapa, Sax. a Boy or Servant] per Diem , the whole Sum of which was paid into the Ex

in antient times , had no worſe Senle than a ſervileneſs, ſcylo- chequer upon palling the Patent. They are to bear in a Can ;

chapa, Shield-bearer; but now it is gnerally uſed in an oppro- ton, or in an Eſcutcheon, the Arms of Ulſter, viz : a Field

bious Senſe, for craft, deceit, cheating, fraud, &c. Argent, a ſiniſter Hand couped at the Wriſt Gules,
KNA'VISH ,deceitful,fraudulent, diſhoneft, &c. alſo waggiſh . BARONS ( prob. of Barones, L. Men of Valour) are Peers

KNA'VISHNESS, diſhoneſty , fraudulentneſs, &c . alſo wag- of England , but of the loweſt Dignity, and as ſuch fit in Par

giſhneſs.
liament, as all the Peers of England do by their Baronies, thoʻ

To Knead (cnæyın , Sax . ) to work Meal mixed with Wa- they be Dukes, Marqueſſes, or Earls beſides, and likewiſe

ter and Yeaſt into Dough .
Archbiſhops and Biſhops have Baronies annexed to them.

Kveck (with Sailors) the twiſting of a Rope or Cable as it Barons are of three ſorts.

is veering out. BARONS ( by Tenure) are Biſhops, who hold their Baronies

Knel [knie, Teut. cneo, Sax.) that Part that joins the by vertue of their being choſen to their Sees .
Leg and Thigh together. BARONS [by Writ) are ſuch as are called to fit in Parlia

KNEE Timber (with Ship-Wrights] Timberproper for mak- ment by their Sovereign, without any precedent Title .

ing the Knees of a Ship: Barons (by Patent] their Title is, Right Noble Lord; King

Knee Graſs, an Herb. Charles II. gave the Barons a Circle of Gold , with fix Pearls

Knee Holm , a Shrub. ſet cloſe to the Rim . He is likewiſe allowed to have the

KNEES [in Botan.] thoſe parts in ſome Plants , which re- cover of his Cup held underneath while he is drinking ; and

ſemble the Knees and Joints. a Baroneſs mayhave her Train held up in the Preſence of a

Knees of a Ship, are pieces of Timber, bowed like a Knee, Viſcounteſs. The manner of erecting a Baron by Patent is

which Bind the Beams and Futtocks together. as follows, he appears in Court in his long Robe and Hood,

Kneel (knielen , Du . ) to ſtand or bear ones felf upon the attended by ſeveral Perſons of Quality; two Heralds walk
Knees . before him , followed by Garter King at Arms, holding the

Knee'ling, a ſort of ſmall Cod - fiſh of which Stock - fiſh is King's Writ ; a Baron, ſupported by two Gentlemen of di

made ; called alſo Menwell or Melwell. ftinčtion, brings the Robe or Mantle, and ſo they enter the

Knell [of Cnyllan, Sax. to knock or ſtrike) a Paſſing -Bell, King's Preſence, kneeling three times ; then Garter delivers

antiently rung at the Departure of 3 Perſon just readyto ex- the Writ to the Lord Chamberlain, and when in reading

pire ; but now when dead. they come to the Word Inveſtivimus, the King puts on his

Kne’TTLES (with Sailors) 2 Pieces of ſpun Yarn, put toge: Mantle, and the Writ being read, declares him and his Heirs

gether untwiſted into a Block or Pully .
Barons.

Knick -knacks, fine Things to play withal , Gew -gaws ; KNIGHTS Batchelors (either of Bas Chevaliers, pie

alſo Curioſities valued more for fancy than real Uſe . low Knights, or of Baccalaria, a kind of Fees or Farm , con

KNICK - Knacketary Man , one that makes a Collection of fiſting of ſeveral Pieces of Ground, each of which contained

Knick-knacks or Curioſities, things uncommon in Nature or twelve Acres , or as much as two Oxen would Pough ; the

Art, a Vertuoſo. Poffeffors of which Baccalaria were called Batchelors; others

KNIFE [ cniy, Sax .] a cutting Inſtrument for various uſes. derive the Name of Baytaillcr, F. to Combat or Fight) they

Knight (knecht, Teut. cniht, Sax ) a Perſon whom the were antiently called, as being the loweſt Order ofKnights,

King has fingled out from the common Claſs of Gentlemen, or inferior to Bannerets. They were obliged to ſerve the

and dignifiedwith the honour of Knighthood. In antient King in his Wars at their own Expence , for the ſpace of
Times there were 6 Particulars required in him that was to forty Days . They are now called Equites Aurati in Latin ;

be made a Knight. 1. That he was no Trader. 2. That Equites, i. e . Horſemen, becauſe they were to ſerve on

beſides other things he were not ofſervile Condition. 3. That Horſeback ; and Aurati, golden or gilded , becauſe they had
he ſhould take an Oath that he would not refuſe to die for the gilt Spurs given them at their Creation. This Dignity was at

ſake of the Goſpel and his Country. 4. His Sword was to firſt confind to military Men, but afterwards it was conferr'd

be girt on by ſome Nobleman. si That he should have the on Men of the Robe. It was an antient Ceremony at the

Creation
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Creation, to honour the Knights with the Girdle of Knight to the end, after whichhe drank a Draught of Wine. Upon
hood ; which he who received was to go to Church and his going out of the Chapel, the King's Maſter Cook itood

folemnly to offer his Sword upon the Altar, and to vow ready totake off his Spurs for his Fce, ſaying to him , I the

himſelf to the Service of God. In proceſs of Time, beſides King's Maſter Cook, am come to receive your Spurs for my Fee ;

the Girdle and Sword, gilt Spurs were added for the greater and if you do any thing contrary to the Order of Kinghthood

Ornament. The Ceremony of the Creation is very ſimple, (which God forbid) I jhall back your Spurs from your Heels.

theCandidatekneels down, and the Kingtouches him lightly This being done, he was conducted again to the Hall by the

with a naked Sword, ſaying, Sois Chevalier au nom de Dien, Knights, where he ſat the firſt at the Knight's Table, the

F. i . e. Be a Knight in the Nameof God ; and afterwards Knightsbeing about him , to be ſerved asthe other were ; but
Avance Chevalier A. B. Theſe may be ſaid to be the only wasneither to Eat nor Drink at the Table, nor ſpit, nor look

Knights in England, beſides thoſe of the Garter and of the about him upwards or downwards any more than a Bride.
Bath, who are of a much higher Sphere ; for Bannerets have But one of his Governors was to hold a Handkerchief before

been longdiſuſed, and Baronets are not properly Knights. him when he was to ſpit, and when the King was departed,
When a Knight had committed a capital Offence, it was uſual he was to be attended to his Chamber by Knights, Mufick,

publickly to degrade and deprive him of his honour of Knight- & 'c. who taking their leave of him went to Dinner. When

hood, whichwas done by ungirding his military Belt, taking the Company were retired, he was diſrobed and his Attire

off his Sword and breaking it, and hewing off his Spurs with was to be given to the King at Arms or that Herald that at

a Hatchet, plucking his Gauntlet from him , and reverſing tended, or to the Minſtrels, with a Mark of Silver, if he were

his Eſcutcheon of Arms. a Knight Batchelor ; two Marks , if a Baron , and four, if an

KNIGHTS of the BATH , this Order of Knighthood is of no Earl or ſuperior Rank; and his Ruſſet Night - Cap or a Noble

leſs Antiquity than the Times of our Saxon Anceſtors, and was given to the Watch . After this he was clothed with a

tho' the Original of it cannot be exactly determined, yet it blue Robe, with ſtrait Sleeves in the faſhion of a Prieſts , ha
appears that Geoffrey of Anjou , before his Marriage to Maud ving a white Silk Lace hanging on his left Shoulder, which
the Empreſs, Daughter to our King Henry I. wasthus made Lace he wore upon all hisGarments, till he had gained ſome
a Knight at Rome, An. 1227. tho' Cambden and others write Honour and Renown in Arms, and was regiſtred as of high

that it was inſtituted by Richard II. and Henry IV . An. 1339 . Record , as the Nobles, Knights, &c. or till ſome great

upon this occaſion , King Henry being in the Bath , and being Prince or noble Lady did cut the Lace off, ſaying to him ,

inform'd by fome Knightthat two Widows were come to de- Sir, we have heard ſo much of your true Renown concerning

mand Juſtice of him, he immediately leap'd out of the Bath, your Honour, which you have done in divers Parts, to the

ſaying, be ought to prefer doing Juſtice to his Subjects before great Fame of Chivalry, as to your self and him that made you
the Pleaſure of the Bath ; and thereupon created Knights of a Knight, that it is meet this Lace be takenfrom you. After

the Bath. Some ſay theſe Knights were made within the Dinner the Knights and Gentlemen conduct him to the

Liſts of the Bath, and that King Richard ordain'd that there King's Prelence, where he ſays, Right noble and renowned
ſhould be no more than four of them ; but King Henry IV . Sir, I do in all that I cangive you tharks for theſe Honours,

encreaſed them to forty fix: their Motto was Tres in uno, L. Courteſies and Bowity which you have vouchſafed me : and then

i.e. Three in one, ſignifying the three theological Virtues. takes his leave of the King ; and then the Eſquires Governors

At the Creation of theſe Knights there were ſeveral religious take their leave of their Maiter, withmuch Complaiſance de

Rites and Ceremonies performed, which uſually belonged to manding their Robes and Fees according to the Cuſtom .

Hermits and other holy Orders. Firſt, When the Eſquire to Knights of the Shire, two Knights or Gentlemen of

be knighted came to the Court, he wasto be receivedby the worth, choſen to ſerve in Parliament by the King's Writ in

King's Officers, and to have two Eſquires of note to attend pleno Comitatu, by ſuch of the Free-holders as can expend 40 s.
him ; and if he came before Dinner, he was to carry up one a Year.

Diſh to the King's Table, after whichthoſe Eſquires were to Knights (in à Ship) are 2 pieces of Timber, to each of

oonduct him to his Chamber, and at Night he had his Beard which go 4 Shivers, 3 for the Halliards andone for the top

Thav'd and his Hair cut round. Then the King commandedThen the King commanded Ropes, they are uſually in the figure of ſome Head.

his Chamberlain to go to the Chamberof thisintended Knight, Knights Errant, a pretended Order of Knights mentioned
attended by ſeveral Knights and Eſquires, with Muſick, Sing- in Romances. A ſortof Heroes who travelled the World in

ing Dancing, and there to inform him of Feats of Chivalry. ſearch of Adventures, redreſſing Wrongs, reſcuing Damſels ,

Then the Eſquire was put into the Bath , and when taken out and taking all opportunities of ſignalizing their Proweſs.

put into a Bed without Curtains, there to lie till he was KNIGHTS Fee [ant. Law Term ] ſignifying ſo much inheri

dry, and afterwards cloth'd with a Robe of Ruſſet with long tance as was ſufficient to maintain a Knight and a ſuitable Re

Sleeves, having a Hood to it, like that of an Hermit ; then tinue ; which in Henry III. time was reckoned at 15 l. per an .

the old Knights conducted him to the Chapel , being accon- others ſay 40. All who had 20 l. a Year in Fee or for term of

panied withMuſick,and other Eſquires, Dancing and Sport- Life, might be compelled to be Knights .
ing before him , where being entertain'd with Wine and Knights Service , a Tenure whereby ſeveral Lands in this

Spices, they were diſmiſs'd with Thanks ; the new Knight Nation were antiently held of theKing, which drew after it

was to ſtay in the Chapel all Night, and ſpend it in Prayer, Homage, Eſcuage, Wardſhip, Marriage, C.

and the next Morning to confeſs his Sins to the Prieſt ; and KNIGHTs of the Poſt, Perſons who for hire will ſwear before

while Maſs was ſaying, a Taper was burning before him , a Magiſtrate or in a Court of Judicature, whatſoever you would

which he held in his Hand during the Goſpel ; at the Eleva- have them .

tionan Eſquire took off his Hood from his Head, and held KNIGHT Marſbal, an Oficer of the King's Houſe, having

it till the laſt Goſpel. And Maſs being ended, the ſame Juriſdiction and Cognizance of any Tranſgreſſion within the

Eſquire offered the Candle at the Altar and a Penny or more. King's Houſe andVerge ; as alſo of Contracts made there,

After this the new Knight was put to Bed, and lay there till when one of the King'sHoule is a Party .

day Light. Then the Chamberlain and other Company went Knights Spurr, an Herb.

tohis Chamber and ſaid, Sir good Morrow to you, it is Time KxIGHTEN Court, a Court Baron or honour Court, held

to get up and make your ſelf ready: and having dreſsd him, twice a Year by the Biſhop of Hereford, at his Palace, where the

they mounted on Horſeback, they conducted him to the Hall Lords of the Manours and their Tenants, holding by Knights

with Muſick, a young Eſquire carrying his Sword before him, Service of the honour of that Biſhoprick, are Suitors.

holding it by the Point. Being come to the Hall Door, he KNIGHTEN Guild, an anticnt Guild or Society conſiſting of

was received by the Marſhals and UI rs, who deſired him 13 Knights, founded by King Edgar, and he gave them a

to alight, and the Marſhal was either to have his Horſe or an portion of ground lying without the City now called Port-fo

hundred Shillings for his Fee ; and being conducted up the
ken Ward .

Hall , there he ſtay'd while the King came,the young Eſquire KNIPPERDOLINGS (of one Knipperdoling their ring -leader

ſtill holding his Sword. The King being come, he took one a Sect of German Hereticks, An. Chri. 1535. about the

of the Spurs from the Chamberlain, and delivering it to ſome Time of John of Leyden.

Perſon of Note, commanded him to put it on his right Heel, TO KNIT (Cnyttin , Sax . tnitter, Du . ] to make knots.

which was done kneeling, and the other Spur was put on by KNIT Stockings were firſt brought into England, by the

another Knight ; which being done, the Knight holding up means of one William Ryder, an Apprentice to Thomas Bur

his Hands together, the King girt on his Sword, and em- det againit St. Magnus Church London, in the Year 1564.

bracing him about the Neck, laid to him, Be thou a good who happening to fee a pair of Knit Stockings in the Lodge

Knight, kifling him . This being done, the Knights con- ings of an Italian Merchant that came from Mantua, borrow

ducting him to the High Altar in the Chapel, he there pro- ed them and cau.ed others io be made by them ; and theſe were

miſed to maintain the Rights of the Holy Church during his the firſt Worſted Stockings made in England ; but within a few

whole Life, and then ungirt his Sword and offered it to God, Years the making Jercy and Woollen Stockings began to grow

praying to God and the Saints that he might keep that Order common .

Frame
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Frame Work KNITTING or Stocking Weaving was firſt de- tell, fill, ru, Bull; and if a Confonant be next before

viſed , as it is ſaid , by William Lee, Maſter of Arts of St. John's joined with a Vowel at the end of a Word , they muſt not be

College Cambridge, 1599 . parted, as Bi-ble, Ca - ble, Affa -ble, &c.

Knives, one Richard Mattheros was the firſt Engliſ. Man L , in Latin Numbers ſtands for 50.

that attained the Perfection of making fine Knives and Knife 1, with a Daſh over it denotes 50000.

Hafts and obtain'd a prohibition againſt all Foreigners bring- LA'BANT ( labans, L. ) ſliding, falling down, wavering.

ing Knives into England, the 5thof Queen Elizabeth. LA'BARUM, a Royal Standard which the Roman Emperors

KNOB [knoppe, Dan. cnæp. Sax . ) a riſing, &c. upon a had born before them in the Wars. It was a long Pike or

a Trée , an extuberance or bunching out on any Thing. Spear, with a Staff going croſs way at the Top, from which

KNO'BBY , full of, or having knobs. hung down a long purple Standard or Streamer, embroidered

To KNOCK [of cnoccio , Brit. cnucian , Sax. ) to beat, hit with Gold, fringed on the Edges , and adorned with precious
or ſtrike upon. Stones.

KNOP [ cnzep, Sat. knoppe, Dan.) a knob . LA'Bel ( labellum , L. ) a long thin brafs Ruler, with a

KNOPH, a Divinity of the Egyptians, whom they repreſent ſmall Sight at one end, and a center Hole at the other, com

ed as a beautifulMan with Feathers upon hisHead, a Girdle, monly uſed with a tangentLine on the edge of a Circumfe

and a Scepter in his Hand ; and an Egg proceeding out ofhis renter, to take Altitudes , &c.

Mouth ; the Egg was the Hieroglyphick of the World , the LA BEL [ in Law] a narrow Nip of Paper or Parchment, af

Shell ſignified theHeavens, that ſhut in all viſible Things on
fixed to a Deed or Writing in order to hold the appending Seal.

every Side, the White the Air and Water, and the Yolk the LA BEL [in Heraldry ] is generally allowed to be the diffe

Earth, that contains in it a ſecret Virtue , that cauſeth it to renceof the ſecond Son, and his family , and of
2

produce living Creatures by the Alliſtance of a natural Heat : ſuch Dignity, that the Son of an Emperor cannot

The Egz proceeding out of the Mouth, beſpeaks the Image,
bear a difference of higher Eſteem . And Morgan

and repreſentation of the Creator of the Univerſe . conjectures, that it may repreſent in the one La

KNOT (cnutta of cnyttin, Sax . ) a line, ſtring, &c. im bel , the Banner of Love from all Eternity, or that of the three

plicated. Lambeaux, is the Symbol of three divine Vertues, Faith ,

KNOT Graſs, an Herb. Hope and Charity, united in one Being. See the Figure.

• Knot or Nodus (of a Romance or dramatick Piece] is uſed for
LABELS, Ribbands hanging down on each ſide of a Miter,

that part where the Perſons are the moſt embarraſs’d bya con Crown, or Garment of Flowers.

juncture of Affairs, the end of which it is not eaſy to foreſee. LABENT ( labens, L. ) falling, fliding, fleeting , running

Knights of the Knot, an Order of fixty Knights inſtituted or paſſing away.

by Jane I. Queen of Naples on occaſion of the Peace eſta- LABES, a Spot, Blemiſh or Stain. L.

bliſh'd by her and the King of Hungary, by means of her LA'bes (with Sur. ) a ſtanding or bunching out of the Lips .

Marriage with Lewis Prince of Tarentum . LABIA , the Lips of the Mouth , the Womb, a Wound ,

KNOTS (ſo called from King Canutus, who eſteemed them Ec. L.

very highly) a kind of delicious ſmall Birds, well known in LA'BIA leporina (with Surgeons ] ſuch Lips as , by reaſon

fome Parts of England. of their ill make, will not come together, L.

Knors ( cnottay, Sax .) are with Sailors of two forts . LABIAL ( labialis, L.] of, or pertaining to the Lips, as

BowlingKnots, a very faſt Knot, that will not flip ;fo Labial Letters, ſuch as require the uſe of the Lips in pro
called, becauſe the bowling Bridles are faſtened to the Crengles nouncing them.

by this Knot. LA'BIATE [ of labium , L. a Lip ) having Lips.

Wale Knots, are round Knobs or Knots . LB'BIATE Flowers (with Florills) are difform monopetalous

Knots (wi h Phyſicians] Tuberoſitiesform'd in the Joints Flowers, divided uſually into two Lips,asin Sage, Roſemarys
of old gouty People, conſiſting of a thick , viſcous, crude, &c. of which ſome repreſent a Monk's Hood , or a ſort of

indigeſted Pítuita,accompanied with a bilious Humour, hot Helmet.
and acrimonious. LA'BIATUS, a, um [ in Botan. Writ .] which has an under

KNOTTINESS, fulneſs of Knots, intricateneſs, perplexed- Lip hanging down, as have moſt of the hooded Flowers; tho

neſs, difficultneſs. ſome have a Lip and no Hood, as Germander, Scordium , &c.

To Know [cnapan, Sax. prob. of ypów , Gr.) to underſtand .
LA'BIS (of hambura , Gr. to lay hold of ] any forceps, or

KNO'WINGNESS, knowledge. ſuch like Inſtrument.

KNO'WLEDGE, underſtanding or acquaintance with Things LABO'RANT (with Chymiſts] an Aſſiſtant, or one who até
or Perſors. tends upon them, whilethey are about any Proceſs or Expe

KNOWLEDGE (according to Mr. Lock] conſiſts in the per
riment.

ception of the connection and agreement or diſagreement,and LABORA'r iis , a Writ which lies againſt ſuch as refuſe to

repugnancy of our Ideas. Thus we know that White is not ſerve, altho' they have not whereon to live; or who refuſe to

Black, by perceiving that theſe two Ideas do not agree. ſerve in Summer, where they ſerved in Winter.

KNO'WMEN, a Name formerly given to the Lollards, or
LABORATION ( laboratio, L.) a labouring.

religious Chriftians in England before the Reformation . LA'BORATORY (laboratoire, F. laboratorium of laborare,

TO KNU'BBLE [ofknipler, Dan. to beat, or knubble, L.) any ſort of Work -houſe.

Teut. a knuckle) to beat with the Knuckles or Fift. LABORATORY (with Gunners] a Place or Work -houſe,

KNU'CKLE [knogle, Dan.cous, Sax .] the external mid
where the Fire-workers and Bombardiers prepare their Stores ;

dle Joint of a Finger.
as driving Fuzees, fixing Shells, making Quick-match, fixing

KNUR Carcaſſes, and all other Fire-works belonging to War, &c.

KNURL LABORATORY Tent [in an Army)a large Tent, carried a

long with the Artillery into the Field, furniſhed with all ſorts
KYPHOʻNISM [of nipwr, Gr. a piece of Wood whereon Cri

of Tools and Materials for the Fire-workers, for the Uſes a

minals were ſtretch'd and tormented ] it was thus, the Body bovementioned

of the Perſon to be tormented was anointed with Honey, and
LABORATORY, a place where Chymiſts perform their

expoſed to the Sun , in order toattract the Flies and Waſps,
. it was for a certain number ofDays, and ſome Authors ſay, Operations, where their Furnaces are built, their Veſſels

kept, &c .
ſometines for twenty. Sometimes the Perſon was ſtretched

LABORIFEROUS ( laborifer, L. ] bearing or enduring La
on the Ground, with his Arms ty'd behind him ; ſometimes

bour ; alſo bringing or cauſing Labour. .
only ty'd to a Stake ; ſometimes hung up in the Air in a

LA BO'R 10US (laboriofus, L.) Pains -taking ; alſo requiring
Basket. This Puniſhment has been frequently inflicted on much Labour.

the Martyrs in the Primitive Times.

KYRK (of supiexóv, Gr. ) a Church .
LABO'RIOUSNESS , Pains - taking, Labourſomneſs.

Kystus [ músis, Gr.) a Bag or Membrane in form of a
ToLa'bour ( laborare, L.] to take Pains, to endeavour

Bladder full of unnaturalHumours.
earneſtly.

To LABOUR (Sea Phraſe) is ſaid of a Ship, when ſhe rolls,

tumbles, and is very unſteady, either a Hull or under Sail.

L La'bour (labor, L. ] pains, work , toil , drudgery, diffi

culty ; alſo travel in Child-birth .

LA'BOURER ( laborator, L. ) one who does drudgery work.

Greek, are the eleventh Lettersof the Alphabet, and LA'BOURSOME, ( laboriofus, L. ) laborious, toilfom .
Hebrew , the 12th. L, if it be the laſt Letter of a Word LA'BRING ( prob. of laborare, L. ) eſſaying or ſtriving to

of two ormore Syllables, is generally ſingle, as evil, civil, raiſe it ſelf with Wings, labouring. Milton.
&c. eſpecially ſuch as are derived from the Latins; but in LABROSU'LCIUM (of labrum and ulcus, L.) a Swelling in

Wordsof one Syllable, it is for the moſt Part double, asfall, the Lips, the ſame as Cheilocace.

} [thnož, Tent.] a knot in Wood.
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Laero'se [ labroſus of labrum , L. a Brim ) that has a Brim , and drops outnaturally , or is let outby Inciſion, from any

Border or Brink .
part of a Plant , whether Gum , Oil , Roſin, & c.

LA'BRUM , the Brim or Brink ; alſo a Lip, L. LACHRYMA [in Anat.) a Moiſture which is ſeparated by the

LABRUM Veneris (with Botan.) Fullers -weed or Texzel. Glandules orKernels of the Eyes to moiſten them ; which,

LABRU'SCA (with Botanijts] the wild Vinc, black when it falls in Drops in Weeping, is called Tears.

LABRU'SCUM Briony. LACHRYMA Chrifi [i.e. the Tears of Chriſ ] a pleaſant

LABRUSCO'se ſlabruſcofus, L. ) full of, or abounding with fort of Wine, made of Grapes growing in Terra di Lavoro in

wild Vine or Briony. the Province of Naples. L.

LABU'RNUM [ Bot.) a kind of Shrub of which Bees will not LACHRYMA Jobi [i.e. the Tears of yob) the Herb Grom

tafte. L.
wel, L.

LA'BYRINTH of Egypt (ArBuper Io ,Gr. ] built by Pſamni- LA'CHRYMABLE ( lachrymabilis, L. ] to be lamented or

ticus , on the Banks of theRiver Nile, ſituate on the South of wept for.

the Pyramids, and North of Arlinge : It contained within the LA'CHRYMAL Point ( with Anatom .) a Hole in the Bone

Compaſs of one continued Wall, 1000 Houſes, and 12 Royal of the Noſe, by which the Matter that makes Tears paſſes to

Palaces, all covered with Marble ; and had only one Entrance ; the Noſtrils.

but innumerable turnings and returnings, ſometimes one over Lachrymaʼlis Glandula (with Anatom .) the Name of a

another ; and all in a manner ſcarce to be found , but by ſuch ſmall oblong Gland, ſituate above the Eye, whence proceed

as were acquainted with them ; the Building being more un- two or three ſmall Ducts, which filtrate a Seroſity to moiſten

der Ground than above ; the Marble Stones were laid with the Ball of the Eye and facilitate its Motion . L.

ſuch Art, that neither Wood nor Cement was uſed in any Fiſtula LACHRYMALIS (with Diuliſts] a Fipula in the

Part of the Fabrick ; the Chambers were ſo diſpoſed, that the larger Angle of the Eye , L.

Doors at their opening gave a Report as terrible asa Crack of LACHRYMA'Lia Pun &ta ( with Anatom .) two ſmall Aper

Thunder. The main Entrance of all was white Marble, a- tures in the extreme Angles of each Eye-lid, by which an

dorn'd with ftately Columns, and curious Imagery . Being Aquco-laline pellucid Humour is convey'd to the Nole. L.

arrived at the End, a Pair of Stairs of 90 Steps, conducted to LACHRYMA'TION, a weeping or ſheding of Tears ; alſo a

a ſtately Portico, ſupported with Pillars of Theban Stone, dropping of Moiſture. L.

which was the Entrance into a ſtately and ſpacious Hall ( the
LACHRY'MATORIES, finall earthen Veſſels, in which , .in

Place of their general Conventions) áll of poliſhed Marble, a- antient Times, theTears of ſurviving Relations and Friends

dornd with the Statnes of their Gods. This Labyrinth was were put and buried with the Urns and Ames of the Dead .

accounted one of the ſeven Wonders of the World. This LACI'NIATED [ laciniatus, L.] notched, jagged on the

Work was afterwards imitated by Dædalus, in the Cretan Edges.

Labyrinth , tho'it fell as fhort of the glories of this , as Minos LACINIATED Leaf (with Botan ) a jagged Leaf.

was inferior to Pſamniticus in Power and Riches . There To Lack (laecken , Du. to decreaſe] to be in want of,

was alſo a third at Lemnos, famous for its ſumptuous Pillars ; to be deficient in .

and a fourth, that of Italy, which Porſenna, King of Hetruria, LA'cker ( ſo called of Gum Lar, of which it is made) a

deſigned for a Sepulchre for him and his Succeflors. There Varniſh uſed over Leaf Silver, in gilding Picture -Frames, & c.

was alſo one at Woodſtock in Oxfordſhire, made by King Lacker Hat, a ſort of Hat made without ſtiffening.

Henry II . for Fair Roſamund. A LACKEY [un laquais, F. ) a Page, a Footman or Boy .

LABYRINTH (in a figurative Senſe] is uſed to ſignify any LACONICK (of Acxevizos, Gr. ) conciſe, brief, according to

kind of intanglement or intricate Buſineſs.
the Cuſtom of the Lacedæmonians.

LABYRINTH (with Anatom .) the Name of the ſecond Ca- LACO'NICUM [fo called, becauſe much in uſe in Laconia )

vity of the internal Ear, whichis hollowed out of the Os pe- a dry Stove to Sweat in , a Stew or hot Houſe, L.

trofum , and ſo called on account of its having ſeveral wind- LA'CONISM ( 1 semanouis, Gr. ) a ſhort, brisk and pithy way

ings in it. of ſpeaking , ſuch as the Lacedemonians uſed.

LABYRI'NTHIAN ( labyrinthæus, L.) of, or pertaining to Lacryma, a Tear ſhed in weeping. See Lachryma.

a Labyrinth. LACTANT ( lattans, L.] fuckling, giving Milk.

LAC, Milk , L. Lacta'ria [with Botan . ] the Herb Spurge orMilk-weed .

Lac Luna (in Cbym .) a kind of white Earth , which being LACTATION, a ſuckling a Child ; alſo a ſucking of Milk

diſſolved in Water, will tinge it of a milky Colour , or a fat , from the Breaſts, L.

porous, friable Earth infipid, but diffolvable in Water. LACTEA febris [ine a Latteal Fever ] the Milk Fever,

Lac Sulphuris ( with Chym .] a white Liquor, made of which happens to Women in Child -bed .

Brimſtone diſſolved and diſtilled in Vinegar . L.
LACTEA via , the milky way. L. See Galaxy.

LA'CCA , a Gum, or rather Wax (made, as ſome ſay, by LACTEAL 2 [lacteus, L. ) milky, of, pertaining to , os

a kind of winged Ants ) hard, brittle, clear, and tranſparent,
La'cteoUSS like Milk .

brought from India, & c. and used in Painting, Varniſhing, LACTEAL Veins [ in Anat.] certain Veins which ſpread

&c. alſo a certain red Gum iſſuing from certain Trees in d- themfelves all over the Meſentery, and take their Name from

rabia, of which the beſt hard Sealing Wax is made. their milky Subſtance.

Lace , a line of Silk, Thread , Sr. alſo an Edging, of LA'CTES [Anat.] the ſmall Guts; alſo the Sweet-bread, L.

fine white Thread wrought in Figures, for Womens Head LACTE'SCENS [ in Botan . Writ.] having a milky Juice.

Clothes ; alſo of Gold , Silver, &c. for other uſes. LACTIFICAL
To LACE (lacer, F. ) to brace, to tye, faften or join with LACTIFICK Ś [lactificus, L.] that make or breed Milk.

a Lace ; allo to adorn with Lace. LACTU'CA (with Botan . ) the Herb Lettice, L.

LA'CER ABLE [ lacerabilis, L ) that may be rent or torn . LACTUCA Sylvatica (with Botan ] wild Lettice or Hawk

LACERA/TION, a tearing or rending in Pieces, L. weed, L.

LACER TO'se lacertojus, L.) having great Brawns, brawny , LACTUCE'LLA (with Botan . ) the Herb Sow-Thiſtle, L.

muſculous, finewy . LACTU'MINA ( with Phyſicians] Wheals or Pimples about

LACE'R TUS (with Anatomifs) the Arm from the Elbow to the internal Parts of the Mouth ; as alſo about the Ventricle

the Wriſt; alſo the battard Mackerel ſpotted like a Lizard ; in Infants; the Thruth , fo called, becauſe they happen chicfly

alſo a Lizard. L. to ſucking Children . L.

LACHANO'POLIST [ lachanopoles, L. of 1« Xavoston.ds ofaxaver, Lactu'MNIA 2 [with Surg.] a cruſted Scab on the Head ,
Pot Herbs , and zonów , to ſell, Gr. ] a Seller of Herbs . LACTUMIA S L. the ſame as Achor .

LA CHANUM ( 12x+ rev, Gr. ) all kind of Pot -Herbs. L. LACU'NA , a Ditch in which Water ſtands, a Dike or

LA'CHES of Entry (in Com . Law ] a neglect of the Heir to Puddle ; alſo a Gap or empty Place where any thing is

F. wanting, L.

LA'Chesis (of nazeir, Gr. to apportion by Lot) one of the LACU'NAR [ Archite&ture] the flooring or planking above

3 Deſtinies, the other being Clotho and Atropos. The 3 fa- the Porticos ; a cieled Roof , arched or fretted .

tal Goddeſſes, who, according to the Poets, reſide in the Pa- LACU'NÆ (with Anatom .] ſmall Pores or Paſſages in the

lace of Pluto ; or the Deſtinies , who did appoint to every one Urethra or Pallage of the Yard and Vagini Uteri, eſpecially in

the ſeveral Adventures of his Life ; what they had decreed, ac- the lower Part of the urinary Ducts, they pour a viſcous Li

cording to the Judgment of the Gods , could not be altered : quor into the Paſſage that lubricates and defends it from the

they were more eſpecially occupied in handling the Thread of Salts of the Urine , of

Man's Life: the youngeſt held the Diſtaff and did draw the LA'cus, a ſtanding Pool, L.

Thread ; the next in age wound it about the Spindle or Reel ; Lad [ prob. of 771, Jeled , Heb .a Child ) a Boy .

and the third being old and decrepid cut it off : and this was LA'DA [old Rec . ] a Lathe or Court of Juſtice; alſo a lade,

followed by the immediate Deathof the Perſon living . or water Courie ; alſo purgation or acquitment by a lawful

LA'CHRYMA ( with Natur. ) whatloever is ſtrained through Trial

LADA

enter.
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LADANUM a gummous or reſinous Matter, oozing LAIRWITË 3 (of lægın,toliewith, andpice

, Sax
LABDA'NUM > out of the Leaves of a Shrub called Ciſtus

LECHE RWITE a Fine] a Fine laid on thoſe who com

Ladanifere , uſed in Medicine . mitted Adultery and Fornication .

LADDER (hlædre, Sax .) a Machine for aſcending to high LAIR (laier, F. ) a Place where Cattel uſually reſt

Places . LAY'ER} under ſome Shelter.

Bolt -Sprit LADDER [in a Ship ) is a Ladder at the Beak LA'ITY [of 24ós, Gr. the People) the State or Condition

Head , made faſt over the Bolt-Sprit, to get upon it when of Laymen ; alſo the Body of lay Perſons, as diſtinguiſhed
there is occaſion . from the Clergy .

Entring LADDER (in a Ship) is a wooden Ladder placed in LAKE, a fine crimſon ſort of Paint.

the Waſte of the Ship. LAKE [ lacus, L. ] a Place of large extent full of Water,

Gallery LADDER (in a Ship) is a Ladder of Ropes hung encompas'd with dry Land, and not having any Communi
over theGallery and Stern of Ships, to come out of, or go cation with the Sea, unleſs it be through ſome great Riverse
into a Boat in foul Weather, and a high Sea. ( , , ,
LADESlage, Sax. 2 uſually ſignifies the Mouth of a thou forſaken me, Syr.] why haſt thou forſaken me?

LODE Llobe, Sax . River; ſometimes a Ford, and is LAMB [lamb, Sax .] a Sheep under a Year Old .

part of the proper Names of Places ; as , Crecklade, Fromlade, LAMB skin it, a Game at Cards.

Lechlade, &c. LAMY'S Lettice (with Herbalifs] an Herb ſo called .

T. LADE ( lhadan , Sax. to dip ) to empty Liquors out of a LAMB's Tongue (with Herbal.) an Herb.

Veffel with a Ladle or other ſmall Vefſel. A LAMBATIVE [of lambere, L. to lick ]a Medicine to be

LA'Dies Bed Straw , an Herb. licked off the End of a liquorice Stick.

Ladies Cuſhion, a ſort of Flower . LAMBEAUX [in Heral.] Morgan ſays it is a croſs Patee at

Ladies Laces, a kind of ſtriped Graſs . the Top, and isſuing out at the Foot into three Labels, ha

LADIES Mantle, an Herb. ving a great deal of Myſtery in Relation to the Top, where

Ladies Smock, an Herb, otherwiſe called Cuckoo Flower, on the firſt born Son of God did ſuffer : ſending out three

Ladies Bower, a Plant fit for making Bowers or Arbours . Streams from his Hands, Feet, and Side, F.

Ladies Seal, the Herb black Briony or wild Vine . LAMBDO'IDAL Suture ? ( among Anatomiſts ) the hinder

LADING [of hlasian, Sax. to load ) the Burden or Cargo of LAMDOIDES moſt Seam of the Scull, ſo named,

a Ship . becauſe in ſhape it reſembles the Greek Capital Lambda ( 1 ) or

LADLE ( lhædle , Sax . ) a Kitchin Utenfil. a pair of Compafies.

LA'DY ( of lhækbig of lhaſ, a Loaf or Bread, and LAMBENT lambens, L. ) licking .

diennen , Teut. to adminiſter, on account of their diſtribu- LAMBENT Medicines [with Phyſicians) ſuch Medicines at

ting the Proviſions to the Family and the Poor) the Wife or are taken by licking them off a Stick of Liquorice , &c.

Daughter of a Perſon of Quality. LA'MBITIVE, licking or lapping. L.

LADY Traces, a ſort of Satyrion or Ragwort. LAMBKIN, a little or young Lamb.

LÆTIFICA'NTIA (in Med ] Compoſitions in the Inten LAMDACI'SMUS (lamdaciſmus, L. ) a fault in ſpeaking when

tions of Cordials, or luch as chear theHeart. L. a Perſon inſiſts too long on the Letter Lamda (a) inGreek,

LÆ'vis, e, [ in Botan. Writ.] ſmooth , not rough . or (L 1 ) in Engliſh, &c.

LA'FORDSWICK ( hla konorpic, Sax.] a betraying ones LAME [laam, Sax.) maimed or infeebled in the limbs.

Lord and Maſter ; Treaſon, O. R. To Lame (prob. of lamen, Du. to make Lame] to ſmite

LAG (1poken of Perfons] the laſt, the hindmoſt. or beat.

To LAG ( prob of lan, Sax. long ; but Mer. Caf. derives LA'MENESS (laamney Ye, Sax.] a defect, or weakneſs, or

it of aciyou , Gr. to decay ) to loiter, to ſtay behind. hurt in the Legs, Arms, & c.

LA'GA

[laz, Sax.] the Law.
LAME'LLA, a little thin plate of Metal. L.

LAGHS LAME'LLÆ , (with Naturaliſts] little thin Plates whereof

LA'GAN [of 113gan, Sax. tolie] ſuch Goods as Mari- the Scales and Shells of Fiſhes are compoſed, as it were by a
LA'GON ners in danger of Shipwreck, caſt overboard ; ſort of Net-work of very fine Fibres .

to which aCork or Buoy is uſually faſtened , that they may A LAMENT , a lamentation . Milton .

find them again. To LAMENT ( lamentare, L. ] to bewail, weep or mourn

LAGEDAY'UM ( old Rec.) a law Day or open Day in Court. for; to bemoan, to take on grieviouſly.

LA'gen (of lagena , L. ) a Meaſure containing60 Sextarii. LA'MENTABLE ( lamentabilis, L. ] to be lamented, mourn :

LA'GEMEN ( laðaman, Sax. ) legal Men , ſuch as we call ful, woeful.

good Men of the Jury: LAMENTABLEness, woefulneſs, pitiableneſs.

LA'GHSLITE [lazhylite, Sax . ) a breach of the Law ; LAMENTA tion, a bemoaning or bewailing; a mournful

LA GSLITE
alſo the Puniſhment or Fine impoſed for complaint. L.

breaking of the Law. LAMENTATIONE [in Muf. Books] ſignifies to play or ſing in

LAGMAN, a loiterer ; alſo one that is the laſt of a Line or a lamenting, mournful, doleful manner, and therefore pretty

Family ; alſo one that degeneratesfrom the Virtues of his An- flow . Ital.

celtors, a diſgrace to his family .
LAʼMENTINE, a Fiſh called a Sea - Cow or Manatet, ſome

LAGOCHI LUS (1199xeitos, Gr . ) one who has cloven Lips ofwhich are near 20 Foot long, the Head reſembling that of

like an Hare . a Cow , and two ſhort Feet, with which it creeps on the Shal

LA'GON (old Law) a Parcel ofGoods caſt overboard in a lows and Rocks to get Food ; but has no Fins. The Fleſh

Storm , with a Buoy or Cork faſtened to them , in order to of them is commonly eaten , and is delicious Meat.

find them again. LA'MIA , as the Poets feign , being beloved by Jupiter,

· LAGOPHTHA'LMUS (ne za o9z2uos of 270's, an Hare, and Juno, out of Jealouſy, deſtroy'd all the Children The had as
Loganpós, the Eye, Gr.] one who has Eyes like a Hare. ſoon as ſhe bare them, which ſo enraged her, that like a cruel

LAGOPHTHA'LMY (12360truiu, Gr . ) a Diſeaſe in the Monſter, ſhe devoured all the Children ſhe found .

Eyes or the upper Eye-lids, when they are ſo contracted or LAMIÆ , (among the Romans Hags, Witches, She -Devils,

maimed that they cannot cover the Eyes, which is common which the Vulgar fancied had Eyes that they could take out

to Hares, and put in attheir Pleaſure, who, under the Mape of fair Wo

LAGOPONOS [qu. Trov nagéra nord , Gr. ) a Diſeaſe, a men, enticed Youth to devour them : or, as others ſay , the

fretting in the Guts. Lamiæ were the 3 Harpies, called Aello, Ocypite and Celeno,

LAGO'PUS (A xgwars of 1990s and 8s, a Foot, Gr . ] the a ſtrange ſort of Birds with Womens Faces, Dragons Tails

Herb Hare's Cummin or Hare's Foot. and Eagles Talons ; who are faid to ſuck in the Night the

LAGOTROPHY [lagotrophin, L. of na gotpopíc of 123ms and Blood of Infants, and were very troubleſome at publick Feaſts

Tposéw, to feed, Grja Warren of Hares .
in the Night. They are alſo called Furiæ and Striges.

LA'ICAL [laicus, 2. of Aain , Gr.) of, or pertaining to LAMIERS . See Lanniers.

the Laity or Lay -men. LAʼMINA , a Plate or thin Piece of Metal, a Slate ; alſo a

LAICA'LITY [laicalitas, L. of 100 G ofases, the People , thin Piece of Board .

Gr.) the property by which any one is ſaid to be a Lay -man. LA'MINÆ (with Anatomiſts] two Plates of the Skull , the

LAICK[neirosof hetos, Gr. the People) one not engaged in outmoſt of which is ſomething thick and ſmooth , and the in

the Miniſtry, or who has not taken holy Orders.
nermoſt hard and furrowed,

LAINES [ lanieres, F. ] Thongs, Straps of Leather.
LA'MINATED, Plated over. A term uſed of ſuch Bodies,

LAINES (with Archit.j Courſes or Ranks laid in the Build- the contexture of which diſcovers ſuch a diſpoſition as that of

ing of Walls. Plates lying over one another.

LAIR ( with Hunters ] the Place where Deer harbour by LAMINATION, a beating into thin Plates, L.

LA'MIUM [with Boron ] Archangel or Dead -nettle, L.

To

}
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TO LAMM (prob. of lamen , Du .] to bafte ones ſides, to
Land in a ſhort Time, and they happen to ſee it accordingly,

Grub or bang him . they ſay , they have made a good Land -fall.

LAMMAS Day ( ſo called as ſome ſay from the Saxon Layx- LAND Loper,a Vagrant, one that ſtroles about the Country.
meyye, i . e. Bread Maſs, it being obſerved as a Feſtival of To ſet LAND (among Sailors ) is to ſee by the Compaſs how

Thankſgiving for the fruits of the Corn ) the firſt of Auguft.
it bears.

A LAMP (lampas, L. of aduetas, Gr.) a light well known.
Head LAND , a Point of Land, or that which lies farther

PerpetualLamp, the antient Romans are ſaid to preſerve
out into the Sea than the reſt.

lights in their Sepulchres many Ages, by the oilineſs of Gold LAND (lano, Sax . ) in a general Senſe includes not only all

reſolved by Art into a liquid Subttance. And it is reported, kinds of Grounds, as Meadows, Paſture, Arable, Wood, '& c.

thatatthe Diffolution ofMonaſteries, in the TimeofKing but alſo Houſes and all manner of Buildings; but in a res

Henry VIII. there was a Lamp found that had then burnt in ſtrained Senſe it ſignifies only ſuch Ground as is plough d .

a Tomb from about 300 Years after Chriſt, which was near To LAND [gelangian, Şax. lander, Dan .) to come or

1200 Years. Two of theſe ſubterranean Lamps are to be ſeen ſet on Land, from on board of Ship or Boat.

in the Mulæum of Rarities at Leyden in Holland. One oftheſe LAND Boc [land-boc, Sax. ) a Charter or Deed, by which

Lamps, in the Papacyof Paul III. was found in the Tomb of Lands or Tenementswere made over or held .

Tullia Cicero's Daughter, which had been ſhut up 1550 Years. Land Cape (Sen Phraſe ) an End or Point of Land that

LAMPADARY, anOfficer in the Church of Contantinople, ſtretches it ſelf out into the Sea.

whoſe Office was to ſee the Church well illuminated, and to LAND layed (with Mariners) the Land is ſaid to be laid,

bear a Taper before the Emperor, Empreſs and Patriarch when when a Ship is juſt got out of ſight of the Land.

they went in Procellion or to Church . LAND Gabel [ Doom's-Day Book] a Tax or Rent iſſuing

LAMPADIAS (of numas, Gr . ) a bearded Comet or blazing LandGavels out of Land ; a quit Rent for the Soil of

Star, that reſembles a Lamp or burning Torch . an Houſe or the Land on which it ſtood.

LA'MPAS (with Farriers) a kind of ſwelling in a Horſe's LAND Lock'd ( Sea Phraſe] a Ship is ſaid to ride Land- lockid ,

LA'MPERS Mouth or Palate, i . e . an Inflammation in when ſhe is ſhut in between Land, i . e. when in a Road or

LA'MPRAS the Roof of his Mouth , behind the Nippers Harbour the Land lies ſo round a Ship at Anchor, that no one

of the upper Jaw ; ſo called, becauſe it is cured by a burning Point appears upon the Sea .

Lamp or hot Iron LAND leapers Spurge, an Herb.

LAMPASSE' [in Heraldry ) is what isby the Engliſh Heralds LAND Mark ,a Boundary ſet up between Lands and Pari

called Langued , i . e . the Tongue of a Beaſt appearing out of ſhes, in Roads, & c.

hisMouth, being of a Colour different from the Body. F. Land Mark (Sea Language ) any Mountain , Rock, Church,

LAMPETIANS, a Sect of Hereticks , ſo called of Lampetius Windmil, &c. by which the Pilot knows how they bear by
one of their Ring-leaders , who held ſome of the Doctrines of the Compaſs.

the Arians, and condemned all kinds of Vows, particularly LAND Mate (with Husbandmen ] one who reaps with ano

that of Obedience, as inconſiſtent with the liberty of the Sons ther in the ſame ridge of ground.

of God. Land Pike, an American Animal like the Pike Fiſh, hav

LAMPOO'N, a drolling Poem or Pamphlet , in which ſome ing Legs inſtead of Fins, by which it crawls, tho' awkward

Perſon is treated with reproach or abufetul Language. ly , on the Ground ; theſe Creatures lurk about the Rocks and

To LAMPOO'n one (prob .of lampon, F. a drunken Song] are rarely ſeen hut towards Night, at which time they make a

is to treat him with ridicule in a Lampoon, Libel or Satyr. noiſe more Thrilland grating to the Ear than Toads.

LA'MPRAY with an Eel (Hieroglyphically) repreſented LAND fout in ( Sea Pbrale) uſed when another Point of Land

LA'MPREY Adulterers ; for the Lamprey is ſaid to ſeek hinders the fight ofthat which a Ship came from .

the Company ofother Fiſhes of the fame Shape ; and for that LAND Tenant ( Statute Law )a Perſon who actually poſſeſſes

Reaſon, ſome ſay, they are venomous, becauſe they join
Land.

themſelves with Snakes, and other water Serpents. LAND 80 [ Sea Phraſe) uſed when a Ship is ſo far off from

LA'MPREY (lampetra, L.) a Filh ſhaped like an Eel ; called theShore, that they can butjuſt diſcern land, then ſhe is ſaid

alſo a Suckſtone. to lie land te .

LAMPROʻPHORI (1a pemegtoegd of Azpreds, white, and pips, Land turn (in Sea Language) a Gale of Wind, which is the

Gr. to bear) the Neophytes or New Converts, ſo called, during fame off the Land by Night, as a Sea turn or breeze is off the

the ſeven Days after they had been Baptized , on account of Sea by Day.

of their being clothed with a white Robe. LA'NDA ( old Rec. ) an open Field without Wood.

LAMPSA NA (1x8 ta'rn, Gr. ] Corn -Sallet. L. LANDIMERS, Meaſures of Land.

LAMPSU CA (with Botan. ) the Herb Hawkweed, L. LANDING [of Zelandian , Sax .) to go or put out of a Ship

LAN AR (with Falconers ) a ſort of Hawk, a Bird of Prey.

LANARIA ( with Botan .) the Herb Mullein, Long -wort, LANDIRECT A [ old Law ] certain Services and Duties as were

or Hare's -beard. laid upon all who held Land in the Saxon times ; theſe were

LANA'RIOUS [ lanarius, L. ] of, or pertaining to Wool . Expedition, Burghbote and Brigbote.

LANARY (lanarium , L. ) a Wool-Houſe, a Ware-Houſe LAND Gate, a long and narrow Slip of Land.

or Store -Houſe for Wool .
LAN'DGRAVE [lantgrave, Du. ] one who has the govern

To LANCE , to cut with a Lancet , to ſcarify. ment of a Tract of Land or Province in Germany; a Count or

A LANCE [ lancea, L. ] a Javelin , Pike or Spear ; an offen- Earl .

five Weapon much in ule with the Antients ; being a long LANDGRAVIATE , the Juriſdiction or Territory of a Land

Staff like a Pike , pointed at the End , and armed with Iron . grave.

LANCEPE Sade, an Officer under a Corporal , who aſſiſts LA'NDRESS (of lauandreſe, F. ] a Waſher-Woman .

him in his Duty, and performs it forhim in his Abſence. LA'NDRY [oflavare, L. to wath ) a Place or Office where

They teach the new raiſed Men their Exerciſe, and poſt the Linen is waſhed.

Centries . They are generally accounted the moſt vigilant LANDSCAPE (lanycip , Sax . ] a Landskip. Milton .

and brave of theCompany: And on a March , their Place is LANDSKIP (lans rcip,Sax. ] a repreſentation of Part of a

onthe Right -hand of the ſecond Rank . Country , hoth Place and Perions; the Landskip being called

LANCET [lancette, F. ) a Surgeon's Inſtrument, uſed in the Parergon or By-work, and the Perſons the Argument: Os

letting Blood, opening Tumors, & c. a Landskip is a deſcription of theLand, as far as it can be ſeen
ToLANCH [prob. of lancer, F. to ſhoot out) to put above our Horizon , by Hills , Valleys , Cities , Woods, Ri

To LAUNCH a Ship or Boat a float out of a Dock, or vers, &c. all that in a Picture which is not of the Body or
from the Stocks or Place where it is built . Argument (which denote the Perſons) is called by this Name

To Lanch out [s' elanchant, F.) to put a Ship orBoat a- of Landskip.

float out of a Dock; alſo to expatiate in Words ; alſo to be A Lane [laen , Du . ) a narrow Street .

extravagant in Expences.
To make a Lane [Military Term ) is to draw up Soldiers in

LANCIFEROUS (lancifer, L.) bearing a Lance or Spear. 2 Ranks for any great Perſon to paſs through.

LANCINA'TION ( lancinatio, L. ) a lancing . LA'NGATE (with Surgens] a Linen Roller for a Wound .
LANDE'GANDMAN (O. R. ) a ſort of cuſtomary inferior Te

LA'NGREL (with Gunners] a Shot uſed at Sea to cutthe E
nants of a Manour.

nemies Rigging ; a ſort of Shot that runs looſe with a Shackle

LA'NEOUS [ laneous, L. ] woolly, made of Wool .
or Joint in the middle, having half a Bullet at each end,

LAND Cheap [ at Malden in Ellex, &c . ] an antient Fine ftill
which is to be ſhortned when put into the Piece ; but ſpreads

paid, of 13 Pence in every Mark of the purchate Money for it ſelf when diſcharged.

certain Lands and Houſes fold in that Town.
LA'NGUAGE[langage, F.ofLingua, L. ] Tongue or Speech,

LAND Fall (among Sailors] ſignifies to fall in with Land : a ſet of Words upon which a particular Nation or People are

Thus, when Mariners have been in expectation of ſeeing agreed, to makeuſe of to expreſs their thoughts.

LAN

1.

upon Land.
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LANGUED (of langue, F. the Tongue) having a Tongue . LAPIDE'SCENT (lapideſcens, L. ) having a property of turn

LA'NGUED (in Heraldry] ſignifics the Tongue of any Ani- ing Bodies into a ftony Nature.
mal hanging out, of a different Colour from the Body, as Lan- LAPIDESCENT Waters (with Natural.) ſuch Waters, which

gued, Azure, Gules, &c. i . e . having the Tongue of a blue being full of ſtony Matter diſſolved in them , and covering

or red Colour. Graſs, Leaves , Rules, and Sticks that lie in them all over,

LANGUENT ( languens, L.) languiſhing
cover them with a ſort ofſtony Coal, ſo that they ſeem to be

LANGUE'NTE (in Muf. Books] the ſame as Lamentatione, changed into a perfect Stone.
Ital . LAPIDIFICATION (with Chymifts) is the Art of turning

LANGU/ ID (languides, L.) languiſhing, weak faint. any Metal into Stone; which Operation is performed by dif

LA'NGUIDNESS, languiſhingneſs, faintneſs. ſolving the Metal in ſome corroſive Spirit, and afterwards

LANGUI'DO (in Muſ. Books) the ſame as Lamentatione, İtal. boiling the Diſſolution to the conſiſtence of a Stone.
LANGU'FICK [languificus, L.) making faint and feeble . LAPIDILIUM (with Surgeons) an Inſtrument for extracting

To LA’NGUISH [ languere, L. languir, F.]to live in a daily Stones outof the Bladder.
decay ofHealth. LAPIDO's E [ lapidojus, L. ) ſtony, full of Stones or Gravel.

LANGU ISHMENT, a decaying or drooping. LAPILLA'TION (with Paracelfians ) that faculty in a human

LANGUISSA'NT (in Muf. Books] languiſhing, and much the Body of turning things to a ftony Subſtance.
fame as Lamentatione, Ital. LA'pis , a Stone , L.

LANGUOR ( langueur, F. ) want of ſtrength or ſpirit. L. Lapis admirabilis (in Medic.] an artificial Śtone, ſo called

To LA'NIATE (laniare, L.) to butcher, to cut in pieces , to on account of its great Virtues ; it is compounded of Vitriol,

rend, to tear. Salt Petre, Allum , and ſeveral other Ingredients, L.

LA'NIFICE (of lanificium , L. of Lana, Wool, and facio to Lapis Armenus (of Armenia , where firſt found ) a light,

make, &c.] ſpinning, carding or working Wool . L. brittle Stone, of a blue Colour inclining to green , of uſe in

LANI'GEROUS Trees (with Botan. ] ſuch Trees which bear Phyſick.

a woolly , downy Subſtance . Lapis Cæruleus Anglicus, a Mineral found in Lancaſhire,

LA'NIs de creſcentia Walliæ , &c . a Writ that lies to the there call’d Killow , uſed for drawing Lines .

Cuſtomer of the Port ; for permitting one to paſs over Wool Lapis Calaminaris. See Cadmia.

without Cuſtom , becauſe he has paid Cuſtom in Wales before. Lapis Crucis (i . so the Croſs Stone) is of two ſorts the one

LANK ( prob. of dank, Du.] flender, lim ; allo limber, news awhite Croſs on an Aih coloured ground; and the o

that hangs flat down. ther a Purple or Black oñe, L.

LA'NKNESS, limberneſs, ſimneſs, flenderneſs. LAPIs Hematites [of ding, Gr. Blood ) the Blood Stone

LA'NNIERS a certain red Stone good for ſtopping of Blood, L.

LA'NNIARDS} Stoppers of the Halliards to them . Lanniers Lapis infernalis [i.e. the infernal Stone] a ſort of cauſtick

are alſoſmall Ropes let into the Blocks or Pullies, called dead Compoſition ; called alſo the Silver Cautery.

Mens Eyes , which ſerve to ſtiffen or flacken the Shrowds, LAPIS Judaicus [ ſo called , becauſe found in Judæa ] å

Chains and Stays . little Stone in the ſhape of an Olive, with lines or ſtreaks ſo

LA'NO-NIGER, a fort of baſe Coin in uſe about the Time equally diftant, as if they were artificially made by a Turner.
ofKing Edward I. Lapis lazuli, a Stone of an azure or blue Colour, of

LANSQU E'NET, a German Foot Soldier ; alſo a Game at which the Paint calld Ultramarine is made, L.

Cards, called Lamb-skin - it. Lapis limacis, the Snail -ſtone; a ſmall white Stone of an

LANTE'RIUM Cold Law) the Lanthorn, Cupulo or Top of Oval figure, found in the Head of ſuch Snails as are without
a Steeple. Shells, and wander about in Fields and Places under Ground, L.

LA'NTHORN (lanterna, L. ) a Device for carrying a Candle Lapis lipis, a Stone of a ſapphire blue Colour like Indigo,
in , commonly called a Lantern. but ſomething tranſparent.

Magical LANTHORN (in Opticks) an Inſtrument that by Lapis medicamentojus, an artificial Stone, made of Colco

means whereof, little painted Images are repreſented on an thar or calcined Vitriol, Litharge, Allum , &c. efficacious in

oppoſite Wall of a dark Room , magnified to anybigneſsat ſtopping the running of the Reins, & c.

pleaſure. Lapis nephriticus, a Stone of a green and milk white Co

LANU'GINOUS [lanuginoſus, L. ) downy, or covered with a lour mixed, of great efficacy againſt the Stone in the Kid

ſort of Down.

LANU'GINOUSNESs, downineſs, &c. LAPIS Opprobrii. See Opprobrii.

LANU'GINOSUS , a, um ( Botan. Writ.] downy, L. Lapis Percarum . See Percarun .

LANU'Go (with Botaniſis] a ſort of ſoft Down or Cotton Lapis Prunellæ . See Prunella .

on ſome Fruits, as Peaches, Quinces, & c. On ſome Herbs, Lapis Tutiæ . See Tutty.

as Mullein, Clary, & c. L. LA/PPA (with Botan .) the PlantBur or Clot-Bür.
Lanugo (with Anatom .] the ſoft tender Hairs that firſt LAPPA GO [with Botan .) the Herb Maiden- Lips, Shep

appear on the Faces of young Men, L. herd's-Rod Teazle. L.

LAP ( prob. of læppe, Sax .) the Knees, &c. of a Perſon LA'Price? [ Hunt. Term ] uſed when Greyhounds open

fitting La'rice Their Mouths in the Courſe ; or Hounds in

To LaP (lappen , Sax .] to lick up with the Tongue, as
the Leaſh or String.

Dogs do. LA/PPET (of læppe, Sax.) the hanging part ofa Garment.

LAPA'RA (of 1100s , Gr to empty) the fleſhy Part be- LA PSA'na ( with Botan . ] wild Cole-wort or Dock -creſs.

tween the Ribs and the Hips , ſo called , it falls in as if it were A Plant, on the Root of which Cæſar's Army liv'd a long

empty. Time at Dyrrachium . L.

LA'PATHUM (Az a sor, Gr.) a general Name, with Bo- Lapse (lapſus, L. ) a ſlip or fall.

tanists, for all kind of Docks, L. LAPSE Õin Law] a Benefice is ſaid to be in Lapſe, when the

LAPATHUM Rubrum [with Botanifs) the red Dock or Patron, who ought to preſent thereto in fix Month after it is

LAPATHUM Sativure Blood-wort, L. voidable, has omitted to do it ; upon which default the Ordi

- LAPARI'A [1c9pía , Gr. ) an anniverſary Feſtival held in nary
has a right to collate to the ſaid Benefice.

Achaia, in honour of Diana . At the approach of the Feſti- To LaPse [of lapſum of labi, L.) to fall froin.

val they made an aſcent to the Altar, heaping up Earth in the LAPSED [in Theology) fallen from the ſtate of Innocency:

manner of Stairs; round the Altar they placed in order Pieces LA'Pwing (hleap pince, Sax.q. Clapwing) a Bird ſo called

of greenWood, all of 16 Cubits long, and upon that they from its often clapping its Wings:
laid the drieſt Wood that could be gotten. On the firſt Day LAQUEAR ( Architeft.) a vaulted Roof, the inward Roof of

of the Solemnity, the Prieſteſs of Diana, who was a Virgin , an Houte; the Roof of a Chamber, bowed, channelled and

sode in a Chariotdrawn by Bucks: On the ſecond they offer done with fretwork.

ed Sacrifice of Birds, Bears, Bucks, Lions, Wolves, and all LA QUEUS, a Halter, a Gin , a Snare, L.

ſorts of Animals and Garden - Fruits. LA'QUEUS (with Anatom .) the Navel String, L.

La'Picide (lapicida, L.) an Hewer'of Stones, a Stone- LAQUEUS (with Surgeons) a ſort of Bandage for ſtretching

Cutter or Maſon . out broken or disjointed Bones, to keep them in their places

La'PIDABLE, that may be ſtoned ; alſo marriageable or fit when they have been ſet; ſo tied, that if it be drawn together

for a Husband. or preſſed with weight it ſhuts up, cloſe.

LA'PIDARY ( lapidarius, L.) one who cuts, poliſhes, &c. , LARA or LARANDA, one of the Naiades, a Nymph, on

precious Stones; a Jeweller. whom Mercury is ſaid to have begotten the Houſhold Gods

LAPIDARY Verſes, Epitaphs of a middle nature, between called Lares. They were diſtinguished into publick and pri

Profe and Verſe. vate ; the publick Lares were eſteemed Protectors of Cities,

LA'PIDATED (lapidates, L. ) ſtoned , battered with Stones. People and High-ways, and the private Lares of Families.

neys, L.

or
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LXKARIUM, a private Chapel in a Honfe, for the loa LARVÆ, the Ghoſts or Spirits of wicked Men, which af

Thold Gods of the Romans, calied Larès, L. ter Death , were believed to wander up and down the Earth :

LA'RBOARD [9. lever-board of lævus, L. the left ſide) the Phantoms or Apparitions that torment the wicked and affright

left hand ſide ofa Ship or Boat, whería Perfon ſtands with good Men.

his Face towards the Stern . LARVATED (larvatus, L.} wearing a Mask ; alſo frighted

LARBOARD Watch ( Sea Term )one half ofa Ship's Crew , with Spirits.
under the direction of the chief Mate , which watches in its LA'RYNX (with Anatomifts) the Top of the Wind-Pipe, by
turn with the Starboard Watch, which the Breath is drawn, and the Voice formed.

LARBOARD the Helm (Sea Phraſe]is to put the Helm on La'r Yx (with Botaniſts] the Larinch Tree or Larcb Trie
the Larboard or left side of the Ship. that yields Turpentine . L.

LA'RCENY ( latrocinium , L. larrin, F.] theft, ſtealing, a LASCIVIENT [lafciviens, L.) playing, wantoning.

wrongful taking away of another Perſons Goods. LACIVIOʻSITY (laſciviofitas, L.] laſciviouſneſs.

Grand LARCENY (in Law ] is where the Goods cxceed the LASCI'vious [laſcivius, L. ) wanton in behaviour, luftful.

value of one Shilling from a Perſon , five Shillings in a Shop , LASCI'vy (laſcivia, L.) laſciviouſneſs.

forty Shillings in a Dwelling-Houſe. LA'SER (with Botaniſts) the Herb Benjamin. L.

Petit LARCENY, is when the Goods ſtolen exceed not the LASERPITIUM [q. lac. ſerpitium , L.) the Plant Laſer wort.

value of a Shilling . A Lash , a blow with a Whip, Rod , &c.

LARCH Tree [to called of Lariſa, a City of Theſſaly, where To Lash ( ſome derive it of laqueus, L. an Halter, q.d. to

itwas firſt known] a lofty Tree, bearing Leaves like thoſe of lafh one with a Rope's end) to whip , to ſcourge.

a Pine - Tree, and a ſort of Muſhroom or Fruit called Agarick. LA'SHERS [in a Ship) the Ropes which bind faſt the Tackles

The Gum of this Tree is called Venice Turpentine. and Breechings of the Ordnance, when they are made faſt

To Lard Meat(Cookery] is to draw thin ſlips of fat Bacon
with boards.

thro ' the outſides of it. La'SHING ( among Sailors) is the making faft, or tying any

LARD [of lardum , L. Bacon) the Fat of a Hog's Belly thing to the ship's Sides, Mafts, &c. as Pikes, Muskets,
melted or try'd up. Boards, Casks, &c.

LARDA'RIUM Cold Rec.] the Larder in a noble Houſe, the
LA'SHITE

Place where the Victuals is kept . L.

in the Daniſh times,a common forfeiture of

LA'SHLITE 12 Ores, each Ore being in Value 6d. or}

LARDER A'RIUS Regis, the King's Larderer or Clerk of the
as others 16 d . Sterling.

Kitchin . L. A LASK [laxitas, L.) an immoderate looſeneſs of the Belly.

LA'RDING Money (in the Manour of Bradford in Wiltſhire] LA'SKETS (in a Ship] thoſe ſmall lines like loops, faltned

a ſmall annual Rent paid to the Marquis the Lord of it. It is by ſewing into the Bonnets and Drabblers.

a ſort of Commutation or Exchange for ſome cuſtomary Ser LA'SKING ( Sea Term ] the ſame as veering or failing with

vice of carrying Salt or Meat, &c. to his Larder. quarterWinds, or going roomer, or going large, i . e. when

LARDO'ON [in Cook.Ja ſmall flip of Bacon,proper for larding . a Shipfails neither by a Wind, nor directly before the Wind ,

LARE , a Turner's Bench , Bow, String, Seat, 8C where- but as it were quartering between both .

to he fits to turn things . LASSITUDE (laffitudo, L.] a wearineſs, a heavineſs in the
LARENTINALIA. See Laurentalin. limbs,

LARES, certain domeſtick Gods of the Romans, called alſo LASSITUDE (with Phyficians) a ſtoppage of the animal Spi

Petates, Thaped like Monkeys, or as others ſay Dogs, placed rits in the Nerves and Muſcles, which forebodes fome Sick

in ſome private Place of the Houſe, or in the Chimney Cor nefs approaching. L.

ner, which the Family honoured as their Protectors, and there- LASSITUDO Ulceroſa (with Pby .) a Symptom uſually attend
fore offered to them Wine and Frankincenſe. Plutarch tells ing the cold Fit of an intcrmitting Fever, being a foreneſs

us , that they were covered with Dog's Skin, and a Dog pla- and wearineſs of all the Joints and Bones.
ced next to them, to expreſs the Care they had of the Houſe, Last ( latest, Sax .] the lateſt, the hindmoft.

and their Friendſhip to thoſe that did belong to it . The Poets Last [ læyte, Sax. ) a Mould or wooden Foot to make

feign that Lara being ſentenced to loſe her Tongue for reveal
Shoes on.

ing to Juno, Jupiter's intention of deflowring Juturna, ſhe To Last [læytan, Sax.) to abide, to continue, to endure.

was ſent to Hell under the Conduct of Mercury, who lying Last (læst of hlæytan, S.1x. to load) a Burthen, Mea

with her by the Way, begat two Sons, named Lares, from ſure, as of Pitch Tar, or Ales ; 1 2 Barrels, of Corn 10 Quar
whence there Gods are derived. ters , of Cod-fith 12 Barrels, of Hides 12 Dozen, ofred Her

LARGE (largus, L. ) broad, great, wide, extenſive. rings 20 Lades, of Stock - fiſh a 1000, of Gun-Powder 24

LARGENESS, greatneſs, width, breadth, &c.
Barrels.

To LARGE ( ſpoken of a Ship) when ſhe goes neither before Last Heir [ in Law] he to whom lands fall by Eſcheat for

the Wind, nor upon the Wind ; but as it were quartered be- want of a lawful Heir, as the King, Lord of the Manour, &c.
tween both . LAST (in the Marfhes of Kent) a Court held by 24 Jurats

TO LARGE ( Sea Phraſe) the Wind is ſaid to large , when it fummoned by the Bailiff.
blows a freſh Gale.

LASTAGE 2 a Cuſtom challenged in fome Markets or Fairs

LARGE, as to go Large [in Horſemanſhip] is when a Horſe I.ESTAGE S for carrying Goods to them to be fold, &c.

gains or takes in more Ground in going wider of the Center LA'STINGNESS, continuance, durance, wearing a long time .

ofthe Volt, and deſcribing a greater Circumference.' LATCH (prob. of loquent, F. a String of a Latch ) a faltning

LARGE [in Mulick] the greateſt meaſure of muſical quantity, for a Door.
one large containing two longs, one long two briefs, and one LA'TCHES of a Clock , thoſe Parts which wind up and un
brief two ſemibriefs. lock the Work .

LA'rgess (largitio, L. largile, F ) a free Gift beſtowed LA'TCHET [lacet, F.] that part on each ſide a Shoe, by

upon any one, a Dole or Preſent. which it is faſtned .

LARGE'TTO (in Muf. Books] fignifies a Movement a little LAPTCHETS 2 [ in a Ship] are ſmall lines ſewn into the Top

quicker than Largo. LA'SKETS Š Sails called Bonnets and Drablers, in the

LARGi'fick [largificus, L.) that gives liberally , frankly form of loops, by which the Bonnets are laid to the Courſes

and freely. or plain Sails, and the Drablers to the Bonnets.

LARCIFLUOUS ( largifluus, L.) Aowing abundantly, Late [late , Sax. ) behind in time

LARGE'TION (largitio, 1 ] largeneſs, bountiful giving . LA'Test lateyt , Sax .] hindmoſt in time.

Largo (in Muf. Books]ſignifies a low Movement, yet one LATEBRO'SE [ latebrofus, L. ) full of Dens, hiding or lurk .

degree quicker than Grave, and two than Adagio. ing Places .

LARICINA, the Gum called Turpentine. LATENT [ Intens, L. ) lying hid .

LaringO'TOMY [of nepuz & and soul, Gr. a cutting) a cut- LATERAL [ lateralis, L.] of or pertaining to the ſides of

ting or opening of the Wind-Pipe, to prevent the Perions be- any thing ; fideways.

ing choaked by aQuinſey. LATERAL Judge, an Affeffor, one that fits on the Bench

La'rix, the Larch- Tree that yields Turpentine, L. with , and affifts another Judge.

A LARK (la fepic, Sax. ] a ſinging Bird.
LATERAL Diſeaſe, the Pleuriſy.

LARMIER [of larme, F. a Tear] becauſe it cauſes the Wa- LATERAL Equation (in Algebra ]an Equation that has only

ter to fall by Drops or Tears at a Diſtance fromthe Wall ; the one Root, whereas a Quadratick has 2, a Cubick 3 Roots, &c.

Eaves or Drip of a Houſe ; a flat ſquare Member placed on A LATERE, on the ſide. 'L.

the Cornice, below the Cymatium and juts out the fartheft. A LATERE, as a legate a laters [ q . a Counſellor always by
Architect. one's Side or at his Elbow ] a Title given to thoſe Cardinals
LARRONS

who are ſent by the Pope to the Courts of foreign Princes .

LA RO'NS
[ Fr. Law] Thieves, Robbers.

LATH (lætt., Sax )a thin piece of cleft Wood ; alſo a Tur

Petty LARRONS, ſuch as ftcal Geeſe, Hens, & ' . ner's Inſtrument. LaTui

!
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ty of it.

LATHE ( læpe, Sax. ] a great part or diviſion in a Country, Latus tranſverſum [of the Hyperbala] is a right line inter

containing 3 or more Hundreds. cepted between the Vertices of the two oppoſite Sections .

A LA'THER [of laver, F. to waſh ) the Froth of Water and LAVAME'NTUM, a Fomentation , L.

Soap. LAVANDULA (with Botan ] Lavender , Lavender Spike. L

LATHREVE 2 [in the Saxon Government) an Officer who LAVATO'RIUM [ old Rec.] a Laundry, L.

Leidgreves had. Authority over the third part of a Lavatory in Chili in America) certain Places where

Country, whoſe Territory was called a Tithing . LAVADERO Gold is got out of the Earth by waſhing:

LATHY'R 18 [Ace Dupis,Gr.] the Herb called Garden -ſparge. L. Lavation, a waſhing, eſpecially of Metals and Minerals,

LATHYRUS (Memor, Gr . ] Chichelings, Peale -Everlalt- a cleanſing them from their Filth, by waſhing them in Water

ing. L. or ſome other Liquor.

LATIAR, a Feat inſtituted in Honour of Jupiter, Latialis. LAUD (of laus, L.) Praiſe, Commendation .

LẠTICLA'VIUM [among the Romans] a Tunick or Coat LAU'DABLE ( laudabilis, L.] worthy of Praiſe, commen

trimined with broad Studs or Buttons like the head of a Nail. dable.

It was a Garment of diftin &tion and of the ſenatorial Order. LAUDABLE Matter (with Surg .) ſuch Matter of a Wound

LATIFOLIUS, a, um, [in Botan. Writ.) broad -leafed . as is natural and has no bad quality,

LA'T IN (lingua latina, L.) the Tongue antiently ſpoken in LAU/DANUM (with Phyſicians] the finer and purer Part of

Rome. Opium , drawn in Water and Spirit of Wine, and then re

LATINÆ ferie , certain Feaſts appointedby Tarquinius su- duced to its due Conſiſtence , uſed to compoſe to Reſt,

perbus, King of Rome, and celebrated 4 Days fucceffively , LAUDATIVE [laudatious, L ) of, or pertaining to Praiſe

during which they offered Sacrifices to Bupiter Latialis, for or Commendation .

preſerving the Union between the Latins and Romans. LAUDI’mium [in the Civil Law] the fiftieth Part of the

LA'TINISM, a ſpeaking or writing according to the proprie- Value of the Land or Houſes, which in antient Times the
ty of the Latin Tongue. Proprietor paid to the new Tenant, as an acknowledgment

LAPTINIST, one well Verſed in Latin. upon Inveſtiture, or for being put into Poſſeſſion.

LA'TUNITY ( latinitas, L ] the Latin Tongue, the proprie . LAU'DUM , a deciſive Sentence or Award of an Arbitrator.

LAUDS laudes, L. ) Praiſes ſaid or fung laſt at Morning or

To LATINIZE, to expreſs onęs ſelf after the manner of the Evening Service.

Latins; alſo to give Latin Terminations to Words. To LAVE [of lavare, L. to wath) to ſcoop or throw Wa.

LA'TION (with Philoj:] the tranſlating or moving of a na- ter out of a Veflel, Boat, &c .

tural Body from one place to another in a right line ; and is To Lave a Deſign (with Painters] is to do a Picture over

much the ſame as local Motion. with waſh ; to cleanſe, freſhen or touch it up.

LA'Tissimus Dorfi (with Anat.) a Muſcle of the Arm which LA'VEDAN, a Gennet of an Iron Gray .

ariſes chiefly from the ſeven lower Spires of the Vertebræ , or To Lave'er [ lavecen, Du . ] to fleer a Ship ſometimes
turning Joints of the Cheſt, and all thoſe of the Loins, and is one way, and ſometimes another.

inſerted to the Shoulder Bone, by a ſhort, flat, ſtrong Ten- LAVENDER ( lavendula, L.) a well known fragrant Herb.

don . It is alſo called Aniſialptor and Terſor. LAVENDER Cotton, an Herb .

LATITANCY LA'ver ( lavoir, F. kabrium , L.) a Veſel to waſh in.LATITATION} [latitatio, L.) a lurking or lying hid.
LAVER , Brook-lime, Water-creſſes or Water-parſley.

LA'TITAT, a Writ whereby all Men in perſonal Actions Laver Bread (uſed in Glamorganſhire, &c .) a ſort of Food

are called originally to the King's Bench. Latitat ſignifies he made of a Sea Plant, that ſeem tobę Oifter Green or Sia

lies hid , ſo that being ſerved with this Writ, he muſt put in Liver -wort.

fecurity for his appearance at the Day appointed. Lave'rna , the Goddeſs of Thieves.

L A'TITUDE [latitudo, L. ] width , wideneſs, Compaſs , & c. Lau'GĦING [Þlapande and Hlea gog , Sax .) the Act of

LATITUDEOf a Place [ in Geograpby) is the diſtance of that LAU'GHTER laughing.

Place either North or South , from the Equinoctial , and is LAU'ghter, the Antients uſed to paint Laughter, or the

meaſured by that Ark of the Meridian of the Place which is in- Genius or Deity of it, in a Garment of various Colours.

tercepted between the Place and the Equinoctial.
TO LAUGH (lhapan, Sax. ) to do the Action of laughing.

Difference of LATITUDE (in Navigation] is theNorthing or LA'vish (of lavare, L. to waſh, Skinner ; or of namedzu, to

Southing of a Ship or theway gained, to the Northward or deſtroy or empty, or napuose , Gr. to gorge, Minjew ] to be

Southward. layith of, to waſte or ſquander away.

LATITUDE of a Star (with Affronomers) is the ſpace that LAVISH , prodigal, waftful, extravagant.

any Star or Planet goes any time from the Ecliptick . LA'VISHNESS

Apparent LATITUDE ( Airon .] is the diſtance of its appa LA'VISHMENT
profuſeneſs, waitfulneſs.

rent Blace from the Ecliptick. To LAUNCE ? ( Sea Phraſe] to put out ; thus they ſay,

Northern LATITUDE of a Star ( Aſtron .] is its diſtance from To LAUNCH launce outthis Davit, &c.

the Ecliptick towards the North Pole. To LAUNCEaft 1 [SeaTerm ) in ftowing Things in

Southern LATITUDE of a Star [ Aſtron .)is its diſtance from To LAUNCHforward the Hold, fignifies ſtow it aft, or

the Ecliptick towards theSouth Pole. ſtow it forward .

LATITUDE of Health (with Phyſicians) that deviation from Launce ho [Sea Phraſe] uſed when the Yard is hoiſed high

a certain Standard of Weight and Bulk , which a Perſon can- enough, or the Pump ſucks.

not admit of without falling into a Diſeaſe. To LAUNCH [ of lancir, F. ) a Ship or Boat, is to put it a
LATITUDINA'R IAN (of latitudo, L.] Perſons who take too float out ofa Dock .

great a liberty in matters of Religion . LAUND ( laund, Sax .] ſignifies a Plain among Trees .

LA'TOMY [latomia, L. of herus, Gr .] a Quarry of Stones. LAU'NDER( in the Tin -works] a Trench in a Floor cut eight

LaʼtomiSF [latomus, L. ditemos of res, a Stone, and Foot long and ten Foot over, with a Turf at one End for a

mauva, to cut, Gr.) a Stone - Cutter, a Maſon . Stopper, to let the Water ( that comes along with the bruiſed

LATO'NA (according to the Poets) the Mother of Apollo Ore from the Coffer of a ſtamping Mill) run away while the

and Diana by Jupiter. Ore finks to the Bottom .

LA'TRANT (latrans, L.] Barking, as a Latrant Writer, an LAURA'GO (with Botaniſts ] a ſort of Laurel, or the Herb

Author who fnarls at others, Ground Pine, L.

LATRI'A [ nampsix , Gr. ) the Worſhip of God, L. LAU'REA (with Botan .) the Bay -Tree or Laurel , L.

LATROCINATION, a robbing, plundering or pillaging , Poet LAU'REAT, a Title commonly given to the King's

LATROCINIUM , Larceny, Tbeft, Robbery. L. , .

LATROCINIUM (in Ant. Charters] the liberty and privilege LAUREAT [ laureatus, L.) crowned with Laurel .

of adjudging and executing Thieves, Malefactors. LAU'REATED The antient Conquerors uſed to wear

LA'TROCINY. See Latrocinium . Crowns of Laurel, in token of Victory.

LA'TTEN [lattoen , Du . ] Iron tinned over . LAUʻREATED Letters, Letters bound up in Laurel , ſuch

LA'TTER Math (latten Mas, Sax .) a fecond Mowing: as the Roman Generals were uſed to ſend to the Senate, wher

LA'TTICE (of latta, Sax . a Lathe) a Window inade of the Contents of them were Victory and Conqueſt.

Lathe-work. LAUREL ( figuratively ) is the Emblem of Victory and

Laʼtus, n, um [ in Botan. Writ.) broad . Triumph.
LATus primarium [in Conick Sections) a right line drawn LAUREL (hieroglyphically) repreſents Favout and Preſerva

thro' the Vertex of the Section, parallel to the baſe of the tion, becauſeLightening never blafts it as it does other Trees ;

triangular Section of the Cone, and within it . and upon that account it is dedicated to Jupiter andApollo.

Latus, a Side, L. LAUREA'TION [in the Univerſities in Scotland),the Action

Latus reétum ( in Conicd Sections) the ſame as Parameter . of taking up the Degrees of a Maſter of Arts .'

LAU
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you can ſee it.

LAU'RENTALIA (among the Romans) Feſtivals or Holy- Lawn Dooms-Day Book) a Plain between two Woods.
Days dedicated to Laurentia, who was the Nurſe to Romulus Lax, a kind of Fish .

and Remus , L. Lax ( laxus, L.] looſe, Nack .

LAUR BOʻLA (with Botan. ) the common laurel Shrub LA'YAMENT ( laxamentum , L.) releaſe, Refreſhment, te

alſo the Spurge or laurel Wreath, L. laxation .

LAUREOCE'R A SUS ( with Botan . ]the Cherry-bay Tree. LAXANTIA (with Phyfic.) looſening Medicines, which

LAU'RETS , certain Pieces of Gold, coined A. D. 1619 . ſoften , ſcour, and cleanſe the Bowels, L.

with the Head of K. James I. laureated . The 20 Shilling LAXATED [ laxatus, L.) looſened, &c.

piece was marked with XX, the 10 Shilling piece with X , LAXATIVE [laxativus,L.] that is of a looſening or open

the 5 Shilling piece with V. ing Quality

LAURI'COMOUS ( lauricomus, L. ) full of Bay at Top ; hav- LAXATIVES ( laxantia, L.) looſening Medicines. L.

ing Hair like Bays. LAXATION , a Nackening, eaſing ; alſo a looſening. L.

LAURIGEROUS ( lauriger , L. ) wearing a Garland of Bays. LA'XITY [ laxitas, L.) looſeneſs , Nackneſs.

LAU'R US, the Bay Tree, L. LAY, a Word fignifying moan or complaint [old French) a

LAURUSTINUS (with Botan .) the wild Bay. kind of antient Poetry conſiſting of very ſhort Verſes.

LAW [lage, Sax .] LAY [ley , Sax .) a Song or Poem .

LAW (among Moralifts) is a Decree by which a Sovereign LAY, of a Bed of Mortar.

obliges a Subject to conform his Actions to what he pre- To LAY [licgean , Sax .) to put or place.

ſcribes, or a Rule of acting or not acting, ſet down by ſome To LAY [with Gardners] is to bend down the Branches of

intelligent Being ;or Perſons having Authority for ſo doing. a Tree, and to cover themthat they may take Root.

Politive Law (in Ethichs] is that which proceeds from the To Lay an evil Spirit, to confine it that it do not infeft

fole Pleaſure of the Law - giver. Houſes.

The natural Law (in Ethicks) is one which is exactly fit- To Lay Land (Sea Phraſe) is to Sail from it juſt as far as

ted to ſuit with the rational and ſocial Nature of Man ; ſo

that human Kind cannot maintain an honeſt and peaceful Fel- Lay Brother Camong the Romanilts] an illiterate Perſon,

lowſhip without it . who does the ſervile Offices in a Convent or Monaſtery ;

Law. of Merchants,a ſpecial Law peculiar to Merchants, and but is not in any Oders, nor makesany Vows, enters not in

different froin the common Law of England ; which is, if to the Choir, and wears a Habit different from the Monks,

there be two joint Merchants , and one of them dies , his Exe- c.

cutor Mall have the Moiery. It is alſo called the Law of the LAY Man (of laicus, L. of airbs, Gr . ] one who follows a

Staple . ſecular Employment, or has not entered into Holy Orders.

Law of Mark is alſo called Repriſal, is that whereby LAY Stall [of lay and ytal, Sax .] a Place to lay Dung,

Law of Mart> Men take the Goods of thoſe by whom Soil or Rubbiſh in .

they have received wrong, and cannot get ordinary Juſtice, Lay Man, a Statue of Wood, whoſe Joints are ſo made,

when ever they find them within their own Bounds or Pre that they may be put
into

any Poſture.

cincts.
Lax ( of leaz , Sax. ]whether it ſtand at the beginning or

LAW - Day [ lage-dez, Sax .) any Day of open Court ; but end of a Name, fignifies a Field or Pasture ; but ſuch a Field

was antiently uſed of the moreſolemn Courts of a County or as is not often ploughed.

Hundred LAY'er , a Place in a Creek , where ſmall Oiſters are

Laws (of Nations) are of two forts, either Primary or Se- thrown , which, by the Laws ofthe Admiralty, are to lie

cundary ; the Primary Laws are ſuch as concern Embaſſies, there till a broad Shilling, put in between both Shells, may

and the Entertainment of Strangers ; and ſuch as concern be heard to rattle when it is ſhut.

Traffick, and the like ; the Secundary Laws are ſuch as con- Layer (with Gardeners) a young Sprout covered with

cern Arms. Mould in order to raiſe its kind.

LAW, was painted by the Antients in purple Robes, feed- LAZAR (of lazarus] a Leper or leprous Perſon .

ed with Stars, in a Mantle of Carnation Colour fringed with LAZARETTO [lazuret, F. lazaretto, Ital . ] a Lazar-houſe,

Gold . a Peſt- houſe, an Hoſpital for Lepers.

Law (lap, Sax .] ſignifies a Hill among Borderers, La'ziness, Nothfulneſs, Nuggiſhneſs, idleneſs.

Law (of Arms] the allowed Rules and Precepts of War, as Laʼzy [longh, Du . ) Nothful, Nuggiſh , idle .

to make and obſerve Leagues and Truces ; to puniſh ſuch as LEA [at Kederminiſter) a Quantity of Yarn , containing

offend in a Camp, & c. 200 Threads, reeled on Reel four Yards about.

Laws fof Molmutius) the Laws of Dunmallo Molmutius,
LEACH (as tho' le ache, which it cauſes in Workmens

the 16th King of the Britains, who began his Reign 444 Joints] hard Work, a term very common with the Miners in

Years before the Birth of our Saviour. the North .

Laws of Oleron (ſo called , becauſe made at Oleron , an To Leach, to cut up [a Term in Carving ) as leach that

Inand of France, when King Richard was there] certain Laws Brawn, i . e . cut it up.

belonging to Sea Affairs. LEACH Troughs (in the Salt Works] Veſſels in which the

Laws Spiritual, the Eccleſiaſtical or Civil Laws, accord- Salt is ſet to drain.

ing to which the Ordinary and Eccleſiaſtical Judges act in Leacher (prob. of legen, Sax . ] a luſtful Perſon , a

thoſe Cauſes that come under their Cognizance. Whore-monger.

Laws of the twelve Tables ( among the Romans] certain LEACHEROUS, luſtful.

Laws compos'd from thoſe of Solon, and other Conītitutions LEA'CHERY (prob of legeprcipe or legep -team , Sax ]

of Greece, by order of the Roman Senate ; which were en- luftfulneſs, luſt.

graved on twelve Tables of Braſs, and committed to the Cu- LEAD [ lcade, Sax . ) a Metal compoſed of an earthy Salt

ftody of the Magiſtrates, called Decemviri. and Sulphur, impure and ill digeſted with imperfect Mercury,

LAWES [ in the Borders between England and Scotland] coming near to the Nature of Antimony. It is the heavieſt

certain round Heaps of Stones . of all Bodies after Mercury; it has the greateſt affinity with

La'wing of Dogs, is cutting off three Claws of the Fore- Gold of any Metals in point of Weight. Some Authors af.

foot by the Skin , or the Ball of the Fore-foot. firm , that if a Perſon Thall dip his Hand in the Juice of Water

LA'wless Court ( ſo called, becauſe held at an unlawful Mallows, Purfain and Mercury, he may put it into melted

Hour) a Court held at King's Hall at Rochford in Eſſex, on Lead without harm ; the natural Coldneſs of theſe Juices, and

the Wedneſday next after every Michaelmas Day, at the Cock their Thickneſs, covering the Hand as it were with a Skin.

crowing, by the Lord of the Manour of Raleigh. The It is eaſily bent, and as readily melted, and differs only from

Steward and Suiters whiſper to each other, and have no Can- Iron , in that the Parts lie more cloſe together, and more

dles, or any Pen and Ink,but ſupply that Office with a Coal . ſmooth, which makes it ſo pliable and heavier than Iron .

And he that owes Suit and Service to this Court, and appears LEAD Wort, a kind of Herb.

not, forſeits to the Lord double his Rent, every Hourhe is LEAD [among Sailors] See Sounding Lead.

abfent.
Sounding LEAD ? is a Lead of about fix or ſeven Pound

LAWLESS Man , one who has no Benefit of the Law, an Dead Sea LEAD Weight, ten or twelve Inches long, and

Outlaw. faſtened at the end of the ſounding Line or deep Sea Line.

LA'WLESS [ lagheley Ye, Sax .) that is without Law ; irre- To heavethe LEAD [Sea Phraje] is to ſtand by the Ship’s

gular , diſorderly. Horſe, or in the Chains, and to throw out the Lead, and

LAW'Lesness, illegality , diſorderlineſs; alſo the Condi . found the Depth of the Waters, to know where the Ship

tion of an outlaw'd Perſon. may ſail; and he that heaves the Lead, ſings the Depth hefinds.

LAWN [lande, F. ] a great Plain in a Park. To LEAD [ læðin , Sax. ) to conduct.

Lawn (of divor, Gr.] a ſort of fine Linen Cloath . LEAF [lea xe, Sax .) a Part of a Tree or Plant well known.

A LEAF
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A LEAF (with Botan.) is defined to be a Part of a Plant LEAVEN of Sin [ Theology] an inclination to do Evil, pro

extended into length and breadth , in ſuch a manner, as to ceeding from the corruptnels of human Nature .

have one fide diſtinguiſhable from the other. LEA'ver [levier, F. of levator, L. ) a Bar for raiſing à

A ſimple Leaf, is that which is not divided to the middle heavy Weight.

in ſeveral Parts, each reſembling a Leaf it ſelf, as in a Dock. Leaver [in Mechanicks] one of the 6 Principles, is a
LEA'FDIAN [lea xoian , Sax. ) a Lady. Balance reſting on a determinate Point, called ite Hypomoclion

LEAGUE (leuca, L. ligue, F. ] the length of 3 Miles. or Fulcrum, the Centre not being in the middle, as in the

LEAGUE , in France, contains 2282 Fathoms or Toiſes , in common Ballance, but near to one End ; by which means it

Spain 3400 geometrical Paces, in Sweden 5000, and in will raiſe a great Weight.

Hungary6000 LEAVES (of lea ye,Sax .) of a Tree, Plant , &c.

LEAGUE [ ligue, F. q . ligatio, L. a binding) a Covenant, LECA'NOMANCY [ nenavouarteia, Gr.) Divination by Water

&c. but eſpecially a Treaty of Alliance between Nations, in a Baſon.

Princes, States , Esc. LeccA'TOR Cold Rec.] a Leacher, a Debauchee, a Tavern

LEA GUER [leyger, Dan. ) a Siege laid to the Town ;
haunter .

hence to beleaguer. LE'CTIONARY, a Service Book or Mital.

LEAK [in aShip) a Hole in it, by which the Water comes in. Lectiste'rnia (among the Romans] a religious Ceremo

Toſtopa LEAK ( Sea Term ) is to put into it a Plug wrapt in ny , Beds being placed in the Adytum of the Temples, to ſet
Oakum and well tarred, or in a Tarpawlin Clout, to keep the Statues of their Gods on round the Tables , and for People

out the Water,or to nail a piece of Sheet Lead upon the Place. to lye on , and eat the Feſtival Cheer, which was there dedi

To LEAK ( ſpoken of Vefels] is when the Liquor contain
cated to the Gods, L.

ed in them , runs out at ſome Hole or Chink . Lectiste'RNIUM (with Phyſicians) that Apparatuswhich

To ſpring a LEAK (Sea Phraſe) is when a Ship , by opening is neceſſary for the Cure of a fick Perſon in Bed.

ſome Chink, takes in more Water than ordinary . LECTUA’lis (with Phyſicians] a Name which they give to

LEA KAGE (in Traffick ] an allowance made. to a Merchant
a fick Perſon confined in his Bed.

of 12 per cent in liquid Things. LECTURE, a reprimand or chiding Speech , as a Curtain

LEAKAGE (with Brewers] an allowance of 3 in 23 Barrels
Lecture.

of Beer, and 2 in 22 of Ale. LECTURE [ leEtura, L. ] a reading ; alſo an Inſtruction given

LEA KING [of leken , Du. ] running out of a Veſſel, thro' by a Maſter to his Scholars; alſo a Diſcourſe made upon a

ſome Hole or Chink . Text of Scripture, Art or Science, a Sermon.

LEAKY, full of Leaks. LE'CTURER [ leftor, L. ) a Reader of Lectures, i.e. certain

LEAM [lcoma, Sax. ) a Flaſh of Fire or Lightening .
Portions of any Art or Science, read in publick Schools.

LEAM Lecturer [of a Church) a Miniſter who preaches in the
Liam » [Hunt. Term ) a line to hold a Dog in ; a Leaſh. Afternoon, having no Beneht , beſides the free Gift of the

LEAN [læne, Sax. ) poor in Fleſh .
People.

To LEAN [hlynian, Sax.] to reſt againſt, to ſtay upon ; LectU'RNIUM Cold Rec .] a reading Desk or Pew in a

alſo to incline or bend . Church.

LEA'NNESS (læneneyſe, Sax . ) poorneſs in Fleſho
Le/DA , Daughter of Theftius, and Mother of Caſtor and

To LEAP( hlepan, Sax.) to jump. Clytemneſtra, byher Husband Tyndarus, King of Oebalia, and

A LEAP [hleap, Sax .) a jump. of Pollux and Helena by Jupiter, who in the ſhape of a Swan

A LEAP [ leap, Sax. ) a Meaſure of half a Buſhel; alſo a enjoyed her, as ſhe was bathing herſelf in the River Eurotas;

A LIB S a Corn Basket. and ſhe was afterwards delivered of an Egg, of which they

A LEAP, a Wheel or Device to catch Fish in . both proceeded.

LEAP Year [ ſo called of leaping a Day) conſiſts of 366 Le'dger (prob. of legere, L. to gather together] the chief

Days, and returns every 4th Year, the other 3 containing but
of a Merchants Books, in which every Man's particular Ac

365 Days each. The Reaſon of it is, the Sun not making count, and alſo all the Goods bought and ſold , are diſtinctly

his annualRevolution in exactly 365 Days, but in 365 Days, placed, each by themſelves ; as Debtor on the left Page and

5 Hours, 49 Minutes and 16 Seconds, á Day is added to e
Creditor on the right .

very 4th Year, to make amends for the 5 Hours , 49
Minutes, Ledges [in a Ship ] ſmall pieces of Timber lying acroſs

19 Seconds, which yet is too much. from the Waſte-trees to the Roof - trees; which ſerve to bear
To LEARN [leo ſnian , Sax .] to receive Inſtruction in up the nettings or the grating over the half Deck .

Letters, Arts , Sciences, &c. alſo to get Intelligence, &c. Lee [of leag ]whether it ſtand at the beginning or end

TO LEARN [læſan, Sax.) to inſtruct or inform .
LEG of a Name ſignifies a Field or Paſture ; but fuch a

LEARNING (of leo rneyye, Sax . ) Erudition .
LEY Field as is not often plou ghed .

LEA'RNER [lconnepe, Sax.) one who learns. Lee ( Sea Language ) thatpartwhich the Wind blows upon,

LEASF ( prob. of laiſſer, F. to leave] a Deed or Writing, or is oppoſite to the Wind, as the Lee -fhore.

relating thedemiſe orletting of Lands or Tenements for a Lee Fangs [in a Ship] a Rope reev'd or let into Crengles of

certain Rent. the Courſes, when theMariners would hale to the bottom of

LEASE [by Indenture] is letting Land or Tenement, right the Sail, either to lace on a Bonnet or to take in the Sail .

of Common, Rent or any Inheritance, to another for Term To be under the Lee Shore (Sea Term ] is to be cloſe under

of Years or Life, for a Rent reſerved in , Writing indented. the Wind, or under the Weather Shore.

LEASE Parole, is a Leaſe as above mentioned ; but by To come by the Lee

Word of Mouth. that all her Sails may be flat a

LEASH [ leſſé, F.C a leather Thong, with which a Fal- gainſt the Mafts and Shrouds, and ſo that the Windmay come

LEASE } coner holds a Hawk.
right on her Broad -ſide. Hence

A LEASH ofGreyhounds, three in Number. To come by the LEE [Proverb) is tocome offwith loſs.

Leash Laws (with Hunters] certain Laws or Rules to be To have acare of the Lee Latch [Sea Phraſe ] a Word of

obſerved in Hunting orCourſing. Command given to the Steers-Man , requiring him to keep the

LEA'SING (prob .ofleſen, Dx. or of liKan, Sax .) glean
Ship near the Wind .

ing, picking up ſcattered Corn after reaping. Lee Watch (Sea Term ) a Word of Command to a Man at

LEASING [learunge, Sax.) lying, telling lies .
the Helm, and is as much as to ſay, take care that the Ship •

LEASSEE don't go to the Leeward of her Courſe.

Lessee ' } the Party to whom a Leaſe is granted. LEECH (læce of lacnian , Sax. to heal) a Phyſician, as a

LEASSO'R
Horſe-leach, i. e. a Horſe Doctor.

LessoʻR * } the Perſon who lets or grants a Leaſe. LEECH Worm
a kind of Infect.

LEASURE [ loiſir , F.] opportunity , convenient or va- Horſe LEECH

Ler'suré Š cant Time.
LEED Month [2. Loud Month , of Biyo, Sax. a noiſe or

LEAST (leayt, Sax .) the ſmalleſt. Leid Months uproar] the Month of March, ſo called on

LEAT, a Trench for theconveyance of Water to or from account of the Winds being then high and boiſterous.

Leek ( leac, Sax . ) a Pot-Herb.

LEATH (leaf, Tax.) a Barn . N. C. To Leer (prob. of hlear, Sax . the Fore -head, of leer ,

Lea'ther (le ter ,Sax .] the Skin or Hide of a Beaſt tanned . Dan. to laugh) to caſt a lly or wiſhful look .

LEAVE (lea fe, Sax .] liberty, permiſſion, licence. Leer [ of layer , Teut. to lodge] the Place where he

To Leave [of beliyan , Sax.] to forſake, to depart from . Lair lies to dry himſelf after he hath been wet by the

To give LEAVE ( prob. of lifan, Sax.) to permit. Dew.

LEAVEN [ levain, F. ] a piece of Dough falted and fowred , Leero Viol (q . Lyra Viol] a kind ofmuſicalInſtrument.

to ferment and reliſh a Maſs of Dough for Bread . LEES [ lies, F.] the Dregs of any Liquid,

5F
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both one

Lees (of Wine) the Dregs of it, of which the Diſtillers LEGITIMA'TION, a rending natural Children legitimate.

make ſtrong Waters. LEGRUITA [ Dooms-day Book ] a Fine or Puniſhment for

LEET ( of litibus, L. Law Suits, or of lite , Šax. little, criminal Converſation with a Woman.

9.1. a little Court ; or (as others) of laer, Ger. a County LEGUMEN [in Botany, of lego, L. to gather , becauſe they

Judge, or of lætan , Sax . to centure] a kind of Court held by may be gathered with the Hand without cutting] all manner

Lords of Manours , as Court Leet, Leet Jury, &c. or Pulſe, as Peas, Beans, Tares, &c.

LEETS [old Rec.)Meetings appointed for the Nomina- LEGU'MINOUS, of or pertaining to Pulſe.

Leitsſtion or Election of Officers. LEI'ry Places, cavernous, full of Caverns .

LeeTCH [of a Sail] the outward Edge or Skirt of it , from LEMA ( with Oculifts] a white Humour or Matter, con

the earing to the Clew ; or rather the Middle of the Sails be- gealed in the Eyes .

tween theſe two . LE'MAN [ l'aimante, F. a Sweetheart) a Concubine, a Har

LEETCH Lines [in a Ship] Lines to hale in the top Sails, lot; alſo a Gallant.

when they were to be taken in . LE/MMA [ upt, Gr . ] an Argument or Subject of what is

LEE'WARD Ship (Sea Term ) a Ship which is not faft by the to be treated of.

Wind, or that does not fail ſo near the Wind, or maké her Lemma (with Geom. ) an aſſumption or preparatory Propo

way ſo well as ſhe might . fition, laid down to clear theway for ſome following Demon

Leeward Tide, is when the Wind and Tide
go ſtration: often prefix'd to Theorems to render their Demon

way .
ftration leſs perplext and intricate ; and to Problems in order

Tofall to the LEEWARD ( Sea Phraſe] is to loſe the advan- to make their Reſolution more ealy and ſhort .

tage of the Wind . Le'Mnian Earth (of the Inand of Lemnos, whence it is

LEEWARD Way [with Mariners) ſomewhat allow'd for the brought) a medicinal Aftringent uſed in the fame Caſes as Bole.

driving of a Ship to the Leeward, from that Point which the LEMONA'de, a Drink made of Water, Lemons and Sugar.

ſeemsto go by theCompaſs. LE/MPET, a ſort of Fiſh , a Limpin.

LEAF Silver, a Fine antiently paid by a Tenant to his LEMU'R ES [9. Remures of Remus, whoſe Ghoſt is ſaid to

Lord for leave to Plough and Sow . have appeareddto his Brother Romulus, after he was ſlain by

LEG ( leck of lecken , Teut. to kick) a Limb or part of him ) reſtleſs Ghoſts of departed Perſons, who returned to tor

an animal Body. ment the living The Spirits of dead Perſons, whom the

Legs (in a Ship) ſmall Ropes of the Martnets that go thro ' Romans thought haunted Houſes in the Night, and were diſ

the bolt Ropes of the Main and Fore Sail .
pos’d to be miſchievous. L.

Lecs [in Trigonometry)the two Sides of a right angled inßituted byRomulus
, to the Ghoſts and Phantoms ; which

LEMU’ria (among the Romans) the Feſtival of the Lemures,

Triangle , whenthe third is taken for the Baſe.

LEGA (old Rec.] the allay ofMony. was obſerved the 9th Day ofMay, every other Night for 3

LE'gabile [legabilis, 1. ) not intailed as Hereditary, but times, to pacify the Ghoits of theDead ;they threw Beanson

may be bequeathed as Legacy.
the Fire of the Altar to drive them out of their Houſes : the

LE'GACY [ legatum , L.ja Gift bequeathed by a Teftator in Temples were all ſhut up ; and to Marry in this time, was

his Will .
accounted unlucky .

LEGAL [ legalis, L.) lawful, according to law ; alſo pertain
TO LEND [lænan , Sax .) to grant the uſe of, to another.

ing to the Jewiſh Law. To LENEFIE [lenefier, F.] to ſoften, afſwage, &c.

LEGALIS Homo, one who ſtands rextus in Curiâ, not Out
LENGTH [lengs, Sax . ) the Extent or Meaſure from End

law'd or Excommunicated.
to End .

LEGA'LITY LENGTH (with Geometricians the firſt dimenſion ofBodies,
lawfulneſs.

LEGALNESS conſidered in their utmoſt extent .

LEGATARY ( legatarius, L.) a Perſon to whom a Le- LENGTH (in Horſemanſhip) as to Pallage a Horſe upon his

LEGATEE'S gacy is bequeathed. own Length , is to make him go round in 2 Treads, as a Walk

LE'GATE ( legatus, L.) is properly an Envoy or Ambaſſa- or Trot, upon a Spot ofGround ſo narrow, that the Haunches

dor, ſent by one Prince or State to another, to treat on ſome
of the Horſe being in the Center of the Vault, his own length

Affair : but now the Title of Legate is given particularly to
is much about the Semi-diameter of the Volt, the Horſe ſtill

one that is ſent by the Pope to a Prince or State, and is e
working between the 2 Heels , without putting out his Croup,

ſteemed equal in Dignity to the extraordinary Ambaſſador of or going at laſt faſter or Nower than at firſt.

any other Prince. TO LENGTHEN (prob. leng Sen of leng, Sax. long] to

LEGATI'NE 3 of or pertaining to a Legate.
make longer.

LEGA'NTINES
LENIENTIA (with Phyſicians] Medicines that are ſoftening

LEGA'TION and loofening . L.

LE'GATESHIP } the Office or Function of a Legate. ALenitive (of lenire, F. lenitif, F. ] a Medicine gooš to

LEGA'TUM, a Legacy or Bequeſt. L.
allay or eaſe Pain.

LEGATUM Cold Rec.) a Soul Sceat or Legacy given to the
LENITIVENESS, ſoftening or aſſuaging Quality .

Church ; an accuſtomed Mortuary.
LE'NIMENT [lenimentum , L. ) a moderating, or that which

LEGEND (of legendo, L. reading) a Book uſed in the an takes atvay uneaſineſs, harſhneſs, &c.

tient Roman Churches , containing the Leſſons that were to
LE'NITY (lenitas, L.) meekneſs . mildneſs, gentleneſs.

be read in the holy Office ; an Accuont ofthe lives of Saints ;

a fabulous Tale or Relation .

· LI'NON Ś {with Anatomiſts] a partof the Brain ; alſo cal.

led Torcular.

LEGEND, the words that are about the edge of piece of
LENO'CINY ( lenocinium , L ) the practice of Bawdery.

Coin or Medal, ſerving to explain the Figure or Device. LENS (in Dioptricks] a Glaſs which either collects the Rays

LE'GENDARY, of or pertaining to a Legend, fabulous. into a Point in their Paſſage thro'it, or diſperſes them farther

LE'ger ( leggiero, Ital . to run over] a Merchant's Book . apart, according to the Refraction.

See Ledger. LENS (with Oculis) the crystalline Humour of the Eye, ſo

LE'GERDEMAIN [of legerete de main, F.) flight of Hand, called from its performing the ſame Ofice.

Juggling
Lens (with Botan. ) a Lentil , a kind of round and fat Pulſe.

LEGERMENT [in Muf. Books) ſignifies lightly, gently, and
LENS Paluſtris ( with Botan.] a water Vegetable called

with eaſe .
Duck's -Meat, L.

LE'gible [ legibilis, L.) that may be read, eaſy to be read . Lens Marina ( with Botan . ) Sea or Water Lentils. L.

LE'GIBLENESS, capableneſs of being read. Lent ( lencuen , Sax . lents , Teut. the Spring of the

LEGION [in the Roman Army] a Regiment or Body of Sol- Year. ] a Time of Faſting and Abſtinence for forty Days next

dier3, commonly conſiſting of 6000 Men ; but ſometimes leſs. before Eaſter.

LE'GIONARY [ legionarius, L ) of or pertaining to a Legion . Lent was firſt ordered to obſerved in England, An. Dom .

LEGISLATIVE (of legis and latus, L.) having the Authori- 640. or, as Baker in his Chron . relates, that Ercombert, the

ty of making Laws. 7th King of Kent (who reigned about the Year 650) com

LEGISLATOR , a Law-maker. L.
manded it.

Legisla'ture [of latura legis, L.) the Power or Autho- Lent [in Mufick Books] ſignifies a ſlow movement, and

rity of making Laws. much the lame as Largo,Ital.

LEGI'TIMATE [ legitimus, L.) lawful, rightful . LENTEME'nt [in Maf. Boks ) the ſame as Lent.

To Leci'TIMATE [ legitimatum, L.) to make or declare le- Tres Lentement [in Muf. Books] ſignifies very ſlow , or a
gitimate ; to qualify with ſuch Conditions as are according to movement that is between Large and Grave, and the ſame as

Law . Largo, Ital .

LEGI'TIMACY lawfulneſs, rightfulneſs, legalneſs ; LENTEN, of or pertaining to Lent .

LEGITIMATEN
ESS

alſo a being born in a lawful Wedlock LENTI'CULA [ in Opricks ) a ſmall concave or convex Glaſs.

LEN
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LENTICULA [with Pby2.) a kind of Fever, the ſame as Pe- LEPIDOE'Des [of somas, a Scale, and so, Form , Gr. 1

techialis, which throws upon the Skin little Spots like Flea- the ſcaly Suture of the Skull .

bites ; alſo the ſame as Lentigo. LEPIDOSARCOMA [of non's, a Scale , and caps, Fleſh , Gr. ]

LENTICULARE Inſtrumentum [with Surgeons] an Inftru- a certain Tumor or Swelling ſo called .

ment to make Bones (mooth . Leis (nemis, Gr. ) the Scum or Drofs of Silver, the Scales

LE'NTIFORM Prominences [in Anat.] Protuberances on the of Braſs, & c.

Crura medulla oblongate, i. e. the two heads or beginnings LEPORARIA [with Phys .] a Diftemper, when Perſons

of the marrowy Subſtance of the Brain, gathered together as fleep with their Eyes open.

it were into two Bundles . LEPORI'NA Labin, i . e . Hare's Lips , uſed of ſuch Perſons

LENTI'GINOUS , full of Freckles . whoſe upper Lip has a natural defect like a flic towards the

LENTI'Go, a Freckle, a ſmall red Spot in the Face or other Noſe, reſembling that of an Hare. L.

Part of the Body, reſembling a Lentil. LEPORINE [leparinus, L. ) of or pertaining to an Hare .

LE'NTILS [ lentilles, F. ] a ſort of Pulſe. Lepra , a Icurvy Eruption upon the Skin, that makes it

LE'NTITUDE, flowneſs, negligence. Scaly ; the Leproſy, L. See Elephantiafis.

LENTI'SCUS vulgaris (with Botan. ) the lentiſc or maſtick Lepro'so amovendo, a Writ that lies for a Pariſh to remove

Tree , L. a leprous Perſon . L.

LENTUS, a, um [in Botan . Writ.) tough or hard to break . Le'PROSY [..uzes , Gr.] a dry white Scab or Scurf, by

LE'NTO [in Muſi Books) a ſlow movement, the ſame as which the Skin becomes ſcaly like a Fiſh .

Lent or Lentement. LE'PROUS [leproſus, L.) troubled with a Leproſy.

LENTOR ( in Med.] that ſizy, viſcid, coagulated Part of LEPTOCARY'ON [ 57702.ppvor. Gr.) the Filberd -Nut, L.

the Blood, which obftructs the Capillary Veſſels in malignant LEPTOCENTAU,RIUM [revTivelov 25770v, Gr . ] the Herb leſſer
Fevers. Centaury .

LE'O [inPhyſi. Writ. ] a Species of Leproſy. LEPTO'LOGY ( 4$7? 01.gía, Gr. ) a rhetorical Deſcription of

LEO , a Lion , a wild Beaſt, L. very minute and trifling Things .

Leo (wish Aſtrol.] the 5th in order of the 12 Signs of the LEPTO'PHYLLON (1sxlóoumon, Gr.] a ſort of Spurge, the

Zodiack, whoſe Character is (12 ) . This is a noble and illu- Herb Tithymal .

fitrious Conſtellation. It is itoried that Jupiter beltowed this LEPTU'NTICA [with Phyli.] attenuating, thinning Medi

Honour on this Animal , becauſe he was accounted the Prince cines , which, by their acid Particles, ſeparate thick and

of four footed Beaſts . Some ſay that this was the firſt Com- clammy Humours, L.

bat of Hercules that is worthy of Commemoration ; for Her- Le'pus ( with Aliron.) the Hare, a Conſtellation . They

cules, ambitious of Glory, did not only overcome him with- tell us Mercury placed this Animal among the Stars on ac

out Weapons , but choked him in a naked Embrace. Pijan- count of its ſwiftneſs. It ſeems to breed the moſt Young of

der of Rhodes writes of him , that he wore the Lion's Skin as any four footed Beaſt; of which , ſome it brings forth , and

a Trophy of his great Atchievement. This is that Lion that ſome it has in its Womb, as Anſtelle ſays in his Book of

he kill'd in Nemen . Animals.

LEONARD Hawk, a Lanner Hawk. LERE [yenay , Sax .] void, empty, ſpare , as a leer Horſe's

LEONINE [ leoninus, L.] of or pertaining to a Lion, of a a ſpare Horſe.

Lion like Nature, ſavage, cruel.
Le'RIPOOPS, old faſhioned Shoes.

LEONI'NE Verſes, a ſort of Latin Verſes that Rhime in the LE Roy savijera [i. e. the King will conſider] by the

Middle and End, imitating as it were a Lion's Tail ; as, Words, written on a Bill preſented to the King by thé Par

Brixia veſiratis Merdoſa volumina vatis, liament, is underſtood his abſolute denial of that Bill in civil

Non ſunt noftrates tergere digna nates. Terms, and it is thereby wholly made null and void , E.

LEO'NTICA (with the Antients] a Feſtival and Sacrifice, Le Roy ſe veut [ i . e. the King is willing] a Term in which

celebrated in honour of the Sun. It was ſo called of Leo , a the RoyalAflent is ſignified by the Clerk of the Parliament

Lion, becauſe they repreſented the Sun in the Form of a to publick Bills ; giving authority to them , which before were

Lion radiant, bearing a Tiara, and griping the Horns of a Bull of na force nor virtue.

in his fore Paws, who in vain ſtruggled to diſingage himſelf. Le sia [old Rec .] a Leaſh of Greyhounds.

Leo'ntice ( neornixa, Gr. ) the Herb wild Chervil, L. LE'SION [læfio, L.] hurt .

LEONTOPE'TALON [ Asornai Todow of afwr, a Lion, and site- Lessee', the Perſon to whom a Leaſe is granted .

2or, a Leat, Gr. ) the Herb Lion's -blade, Lion's-leafor Lion's- Le'ssel, a ſhady Buſh or Hovel .

turnep , L. Less

į [læy, Sax .] not ſo much, not ſo great.LeontopO'DIUM ( Acortozódher of vav and rös, a Foot, Gr.] LE'SSER

theHerb called Lion's -foot, L. Lesser Circles ( with Aftron .) thoſe which divide the Globe

LEONTO'STOMUM (with Botan.) the Herb Columbine, L. into two unequal Parts , as the polar Circles, Tropicks, and

LEOPARD (leopardus, L. 200-apokass of ear, a Lion , and Parallels of Declination and Altitude.

LIBBARD tepdanos, a Panther, Gr. ) a wild Beaſt that is LE/sses [ laifles, F. ] the Dung of a Wolf, Bear or wild

all over full of Spots or Streaks, ingendred by a Male Panther Boar.

and a Lioneſs. Le'ssian Diet [of Lelius, a Phyſician who preſcribed Rules

for Diet] a ſpare, moderate Diet .
LIBBARD'SDame } [with Botan.) a ſort of Herb.

LE'SSON leitio, L. leçon , F. ] a portion of any Thing to

LEOPARD (in Heral.) repreſents thoſe brave and generous be heard , recited , &c. at one Time.

Warriors, who have performed ſome bold Enterprize, with Lessoʻr , the Perſon who grants a Leaſe.

Force, Courage, Promptneſs and Activity. Lest [lært, Sax. ) leſt that .

A LEOPARD [hieroglyphically ) ſignified a great Hypocrite, Lest A GEFRY (jestage- xhéoh, Sax . ] an exemption from

or a notable Diffembler ; becauſe this Beaſt is ſaid craftily to the Duty of paying Ballaſt Money.

diffemble, and hide its Head from being ſeen, that it might Lesves 3 [old Deeds] Conveyances, &c. for Paſture

with leſs difficultly catch its filly Prey ; for the Beaſts are ſaid Leswes S Ground.

to be as much frighted at that , as they are taken with the To Let (lætan, Sax .] to hinder ; alſo to permit ; alſo to

pleaſant Scent of his Body ; when therefore they come to- lend out to hire, as to leta Houſe, Horſe, C.

wards it , to delight themſelves with the Perfume that it yields, Letcher, a luſtful Perſon .

it is ſaid to cover its Head with its Paws, until they come LEʻTCHEROUS, luftful.

within its reach . It alſo repreſented an incorrigible Perſon, LE'TCHEROUSNESS

because the Spots of it no Art can whiten or remove. LE/TCHERY
} luftfulneſs, proneneſs to Luft.

LEO'RNING Knight [ leo fining -cnihtay, Sax .) Diſciples, A Letch, a Veſſel to put Aſhes in to run Water through
Scholars. to make Lye.

LEP and Lace [in the Manour of Whittle in Eſſex ] a Cuſtom LE'TFALL ( Sea Term ] uſed for the putting aboard the

that every Cart that comes over a Part of it, call'd Greenbury, Main - lail, Fore-fail, and Sprit-ſailwhen their Yards are aloft.
pays 4 d .to the Lord of the Manour, except the Owner of LE'THAL (lethalis, L.) deadly, mortal.

it be a Noblemau. LETHA'RGICK ( lethargicus, L. of angezogiro of anon, Ob

LE'Per [ leprofus, L.) one who has the Leproſy. livion , and apy, ſwift , Gr.) of or pertaining to , alſo afflict

LE'PID ( lepidus, L ] jocund, pleaſant in Speech and Be- ed with a Lethargy.

haviour. LETHA'RGICKNESS, the being afflicted with a Lethargy.
LEPIDITY ( lepiditas, L. ) pleaſantneſs in Speech. LE'THARGY [lethargia, L. of andeepgia, Gr.] a Diſeaſe

Lepidium [ascidov of neris, a Scale, becauſe itis believed that cauſes an heavy neepineſs, attended with a Fever, and

to take off Spots and Scurf from the Face, Gr. ] the Herb in a manner a loſs of Reaſon and all the Senſes.

Pepper- wort or Dittander, L. LE'THE. See Lathe.

le .
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LETHE [1.3, Gr. ise. Oblivion or Forgetfulneſs] a River Levi're fænum (old Rec.] to make H ay properly to caft

En Hell, which , according to the Poets , had the Virtue of it in Wind-rows.

making all that drank of it forget all Things paſt. LEVA'ri facias, a Writ directed to the Sheriff, for levy

LETHI'Ferous [ lethifer, L. ) bringing Death . ing a Suin of Money on the Lands and Tenements of a Per

Lethi'FEROUSNESS, Death bringing Quality . ſon who has forfeited a Recognizance, L.

LE'TTER ( littera, L.] a Character, ſuch as the Alphabets LEVari facias damra, & c. a Writ to the Sheriff, for the le

of all Languages are compoſed. vying Damages, in which the Diſſeizor has been formerly

LETTERS [by whom invented the firſt Letters are ſaid to condemned to the Diſfeilee, L.

be the Chaldæan , which Philo afirms were invented by A- Levari facias quando, &c. a Writ directed to the Sheriff,

braham , and uſed by the Chaldæans, Alyrians and Phæni- for ſelling the Goods of the Debtor, which he has already

cians : Tho' there are ſome that attribute the Invention of taken and returnd that he could not ſell them, with as much

Letters , among the Aſſyrians, to Badamanth ; but whether more of the ſaid Debtor's Goods, as will ſatisfy the whole

thele were thefame that Moſes wrote in, is a difficultMatter Debt, L.

to determine. Thoſe Characters, that Mofes delivered to the Levari faciasreſiduum , &c. a Writ directed to the She

Jews, are by ſome thought not to be the ſame now uſed by riff, for levying the Remnant of a Debt upon Lands and Tea

the Jews; but that Ezra was the Author of them ; but o- nements or Chattels of the Debtor, that has in part given Sa

thers are of Opinion, that the Law was written in the He- tisfaction before .

bregu Character now uſed . Leva’tor , a lifter up , L.

Greek LETTERS, Linus, a Calcidian, is ſaid to have Levator Ani (with Anatom .] a Pair of Muſcles ariſing

brought Letters out of Phænicia into Greece, which were Aeſhy from each ſide of the ſhare Bone, &c . and are implant

the Phænician Characters, which were usd in Greece, till ed in the lower end of the ſtrait Gut in the Anus, their Uſe

Cadmus, the Son of Agenor, brought 16 new Letters thither, is to draw the Anus upwards, L.

to which 16, Pala, in the Time of the Trojan War, added LEVATOR fcapula (with Anatom .] a Muſcle of the Shoul
4 more, to which, Simonides, the Milenian , added the other der Blade, taking its riſe from the ſecond, third , fourth and

4 , making 24. fifth tranſverſe Proceſſes of the Vertebra's of the Neck, and

Latin LETTERS, Nicoftrata Carmenta, is reported firſt to is inſerted at the upper Corner of the Scapula , which it draws

have taught the Uſe of them to the Latins, which Characters upwards, L.

have been altered ſince their firſt Invention ; and ſuppoſing LEVATORY [ levatorium , L. ) an Inſtrument uſed by Sur

that thoſe Latin Letters were uſed in the moſt flouriſhing geons to raiſe up the Skull when it is ſunk.

T'imes by the Romans, yet the Roman Letters were corrupted Leu'ca a League, i.e. three Miles; but in Doom's Day
by the Goths, Lombards, Franks, & c . Leu'Ga Book, one Mile.

Letter, an Epiltle ſent by one Perſon to another. LEUCACHA'Tes' Creunexatus, Gr.] a kind of Agate Stone

Letter of Advice (among Merchants] a Letter from one with white Veins.

Correlpondent to another, giving him advice or notice of LEUCACAINTHA (AsurorgvJer, Gr.) the White -Thorn , L.

what Bills he hath drawn onhim . LEUCA'NTHEMIS [nounser Asuis, Gr.) the Herb Camos

Letter of Attorney, a writing whereby a Perſon con- LEUCA'NTHEMIUM mile, L.

Aitutes a Friend to do a lawful Act in his ſtead, as to receive Leu'cas (with Botan.) the Herb Poley, L.

Debts, give poſſeſſion of Land, &c. Leu'ce [ asúrn, Gr. ] a white Poplar-Tree.

Letters Clauſe, i . e . cloſe Letters, ſuch as are uſually Leuce (with Phyli.] a Diſeaſe, when the Hair, Skin, and

ſealed up with the King's Signet or Privy Seal ; and are di- ſometimes the Fleſh underneath turns white ; and the latter,

ſtinguiſhed from Letters Patent, are ſealed with the Broad- being prick'd with a Needle , is inſenſible, and ſends not forth
Sealand left open. Blood but a milky Humour.

LETTERS of Credit, [with Merchants] Letters given by a LEUCO CHRYSOS (Aouré xpuso , Gr. ) a ſort of Jacinth Stone

Merchant, or Bankers to a Perſon in whom they confide, of a golden Colour, with a Streak ofWhite .

to take up Money of his Correſpondents in Foreign Parts. LevcO'GÆA ( neuroza.Gº, Gr. ] a precious Stone of a white

Dominical Letters (with Aſtron.) are the firſt ſeven Let- Colour ; called allo Galactites.

ters of the Alphabet, which ſerve each in their turns to mark Leuco'GRAPHIS (with Botan .) the Herb Ladies - Thiſtle.

out the ſeven Days of the Week ; ſo that one of them al- LEUCOI'ON [2surilor, Gr. ] the white or bulbous Violet ; al

ways ſtands for Sunday or Lord's Day, and thence they take ſo the Wall Flower, L.

their Name. LEUCOL A'CHANON [of reunds and adgarov, Gr.] Lamb's

Letters Patents [are ſo called from their being open ) are Lettice ; or the white Valerian, Gr.

Writings ſealed with the Great Seal of England ; whereby a LEU'COMA [Atu'swyg, Gr . ] a white Scar in the horny Coac

Man is authorized to do or enjoy any Thing, that otherwiſe
of the Eye .

of himſelf he could not do. LEU'copale'GMATICK (neurem pasyug.Times, Gr. ] troubled

Letters of Mart, are Letters under the Privy Seal , with the Leucophlegmacy.

granted to the King's Subjects , impowering them to take by Leu'coPHLE'GMACY (Asura Ploy Mata's of rounév,white, and

force of Arms,what was formerly taken from them contrary easyua , Gr. Phlegm ) a Dropſy conſiſting in a Tumour or

to the Laws of Mart. Bloating of the whole outer Surface of the Body, or ſome of

Letter of Licence, an Inſtrument or Writing granted by its Parts, white and ſoft, eaſily giving way to the Touch,

his Creditor, to a Man who has failed or broke, to give him and keeping the impreſſion of the Finger for ſome time.

a longer Time of payment . LEUCOPHO'RUM ( neuropóegy, Gr. ] Borax, with which Gold

Letter of Reſpite, a Letter iſſued out by the King in fa- is ſoldered .

vour of honeſt and unfortunate Debtors, againſt too rigorous Leu'COPHTHA'LMOS ( 189Roplanmès, Gr .] a precious Stone,

Creditors, whereby payment is delay'd for a certain Time. reſembling the White ofan Eye.

LETTER - Founder, one who caſts Letters or Characters for LEUCOPIPER [of suxós, Gr. and piper, L.] white Pepper.

Printers . LEUCORRHÆA [ofAturo's, white, and pów, Gr. to how ]

LETTE'RED (litterati, L.) skill'd in Letters , learned ; alſo the Fluor Albus or Whites in Women .

having Letters mark'd or impreſs’d, as Books lettered on the LEUCO'STICTOS [nourésixto , Gr . ] a kind of Marble, with

Back . white Strakes.

LE'TTICE [ lastucn, L. ) a Garden Herb. Levee', the Time of a Prince or noble Perſons riſing ; al

Leva'na, a Goddeſs that had an Altar, and was worſhip- ſo a Ladies Toilet or dreſſing Cloth , F.

ped at Rome ; ſhe was thought to lift up young Children from Le'vel ( lægel, Sax .] even, plain , flat.

the Ground. As ſoon as the Infant was Born, the Midwife Level, an Inſtrument us'd by Artificers, to try whether a

laid it on the Floor ; then the Father took it up in his Arms plain Floor, & c. lies parallel to the Horizon.

and embraced it ; and without this Ceremony was performed, Level, Mhews the horizontal Line, by means of a Sur

the Children were ſcarce thought legitimate. face of Water, &c. founded on this Principle, that Water

LEVA'nt (in Geography] fignifies any Country on the Eaſt always places it ſelf level. This Inſtrument is uſed to find

of us, on the Eaſtern Sideof
any Continent orCountry. the true level for conveying of Water to Towns, making

LEVANT (with Merchants, & c.] is underſtood of the Mi- Rivers, &c.

diterranean Sea, or the Countries on the Eaſt Side of it. To Level ( either of læket, Sax. or librare, L.) to make

Levant and Couchant [in Law] is when Cattle have been level, even or plain ; alſo to aim or take aim at.

ſo long in another Man's Ground, that they have lain down Level Coil (of lever le cul, F. i.e. to lift up the Buttock )

and riſen again to feed, F. hitch Buttock ; a term uſed at Play, when one who has loſt

LEVA‘NTINE, that belongs to , or comes from the Le- the Game fits out, and gives another his Place.

D'ARE. Level Range (with Gun.) the diſtance that a Piece ofOrd

LEVANTINES, Eaſtern People, Natives of the Levant. nance does carry a Ball in a direct line ; the ſame as point blank.

LE
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LEVELLERS, People in Oliver Cromwel's Army, who were LIBANO'TIS ( ré avan's, Gr . ) an Herb that has the ſmell of

for having an equal ſharein the Adminiſtration of the Govern- Frankincenie.

ment between the Nobility and Commonality. LIBA'Nus(nikovo , Gr. 77123h, Heb. of Mount Libanus,

Lever (of levare, L.) to lift up . a Hill in Syria, 125 Miles in length ] the Frankincenſe Tree

Lever (in Mechanicks} isone of the 6 Powers; the Lever which grows plentifully on that greatMountain.

differs from the commonBallance in this , that the Center of LIBA'TION (with the Remans) a Ceremony performed by

Motion is in the middle of a common Ballance ; but may be the Prieſts in their Sacrifices,'who poured down Wine, Milk

any where in the Lever. or otherLiquors in honour of that Deity to whom he Sacrificed,

Le'verer [levraut, F.] a young Hare. having firſt talted a little of it ; whence the Word is uſed to

Levet, a leſſon on the Trumpet. ſignify the firſt taſte or ſmatch of a thing.

LEVI'ATHAN (71774, Heb.) a Whale, or as ſome ſuppoſe a L'BBARD ( libaerd , Du .) a Leopard .

Water-Serpent of a vaſt bigncis. LIBBARD3 bane, an Herb.

LEVI'ATHAN [in a Metaphorical Senſe ] the Devil. Li'bel , a little Book , a Petition or Bill of Requeſt.

LevigaʼTION, a making ſmooth, L. LIBEL (in Civil Lawjan original Declaration of an Action.

LEVIGATION (with Chymifts) the reduction of any hard, Libel, a writing containing Injuries, Reproaches or Ac

ponderous Bodies into a light, ſubtile powder, by grinding on cuſations againſt the Honour and Reputation of any Perſon.

a Marble Stone. A Libel in a ſtrict Senſe, is a malicious defamationand aſpers

LEVISO'MNOUS [ levifomnis, L. watchful, wakeful. fion of another, expreſſed either in printing or writing, and

Levi'sticum [with Botaniſts ) the Herb Lovage. L. tending either to blacken the Memory of one that is dead, or

LEVITE, one of the Tribe of Levi among the Jews. the Reputation of one that is alive ; and in a larger Senſe

LEVI'TICAL ( Leviticus, L. ] belonging to the Tribe of Levi, Defamation whatſoever.

or to the Prieſts Office, which was the peculiar Inheritance To Libel, to ſet forth or publiſh Libels againſt one, to

ofthat Tribe, under the Mofaical Diſpenſation. defame or ſlander in Writing.

. Leviticus, oneof the 5 Books of Moſes, ſo called becauſe LIBELLA'Tici , Primitive Chriſtians in the Perſecution of

it treats of the Office and Duties of the levitical Order. Decius, who obtained . Certificates called Libelli, either by

LE'VITY [ levitas, L. ) lightneſs, inconſtancy , fickleneſs. Money or Conformity in private, by which they avoided Per

LEVITY (with Philoſophers) is oppos'd to Gravity, or is ſecution,

the leſſening or want of weight in a Body, when compared Libello habendo (Law Term ) a Writ that lies, in Caſe
with another that is heavier . where a Man cannot procure the Copy of a Libel from the

Abſolute LevitraQuality which ſome ſuppoſe to be Hands of an Eccleſiaſtical Judge. L.

Poſitive Levity } the Cauſe, why Bodies that are lighter Li'ber [in Botany) the inner Parts of Plants or Herbs.

in Specie than Water, do ſwim up to the ſurface of it ; but it LI'BER ( of liberando, L. delivering] a Name of Bacchus.

appears by Experiments, that Gravity and Levity are only Li'BERA ( old Rec.] a livery or delivery of ſo much Graſs

relative, and not comparative Things . or Corn to a Tenant, who cuts down or prepares the ſaid

LEVITA'TION , the Property directly oppoſite to Gravita- Graſs or Corn , and receives a ſmall Portionofit as a reward

tion. L. or gratuity.

Leu'ro (Muf. Books) a Lute, a muſical Inſtrument. Ital. LIBERA chacea babenda, a Writ granted to a Man for a free

To Le've [ levare, L.) to raiſe, gather or collect. Chace pertaining to his Manour, after he has proved his right

To LEʻvy ( in a Law Senſe] is to ſet up or erect, as to levy to it.
a Mill.

LIBERAL ( liberalis, L.] free, bountiful, generous ; alſo
To Levy , is alſo to caſt up or cleanſe, as to levy a Ditch. Gentleman -like, c.

Lewd [ Etymologiſts differ as to the Original of this Word ; Liberal Arts, ſuch as are fit for Gentlemen and Scholars ;

fome derive it of læpede, Sax. one of theLaity, who were in oppoſition to Mechanical Arts; ſuch as depend more on

accounted lewd in compariſon to the religious Clergy ; or elſe the Mind than that of the Hand ; that conſiſt more in Specula

of leoy, Sax. the common People, who are prone to lewdneſs ; tion than Operation, as Grammar, Rhetorick, Painting, Scuba

others from leidig, Teut. wicked; others of ausis, Gr. a dif- puture, Architecture, Mufick.

ſolute Man) wicked, debauched, wanton , riotous.
L'IBERALNESS

Lew'dness, wickedneſs, debauchedneſs.

LIBERALITY } generoſity, bountifulneſs.

Le'wis de or, a golden French Coin in Value 12 Livers, LIBERALIA , Feſtivals in Honour of Bacchus. L.

now ſettled at 17 s . Sterling. LIBERATE, a Warrantiſſued out of Chancery to the Trea

Lex, a Law . L. ſurer, & c. for Payment of an annual Penſion under the great

LEX Brebonia , an Iriſh Law called the Brebon - Law . Seal ;and alſo to a Jailor for the delivery of a Priſoner ; alſo

Lex Bretoiſe, the Britiſh Law , orfor the Marches ofWales. to aSheriff for the delivery of Lands or Goods taken upon

Lex de raiſnia [old Law) the Proof of a Thing which one
Forfeitures.

denies to be done by him , and his Adverſary affirms it. LIBERA'T10 [old Rec .] Money, Meat, Drink, Clothes , & c.

Lex Terræ, the Law and Cuſtom of the Land in diſtincti- annually given and delivered by the Lord to his domeſtick

on from the Civil Law . L. Servants.

Lex Talionis (the Law of retaliation or like for like) a Law LIBERIA (among the Romans) a Feaft heldon the Day

that renders one good or ill turn for another; orthe requital wherein their Children laid aſide their juvenile Habit and took

ofan injury in the ſame kind, as an Eye for an Eye, a Teoth upon them the Garment called Toga Libera. L.

for a Tooth, & c . LIBE'rtas, liberty , freedom , leave ; a Privilege by Grant

Lexico'GRAPHER [ regorigesoo , of mežu a Word, and resow or Preſcription to enjoy ſome extraordinary Beneñt. L.

to write, Gr.) a Writer or Compiler of a Lexicon or Dicti- LIBE'RTAS (among the Romans] the Goddeſs of Liberty)

onary . L. who had a Temple at Rome, in which ſhe was worſhipped by

LEXICON [ Albiondo of aius, Gr. Words ] a Dictionary, a ge- the Romans, as The was alſo by the Greeks, under theName

neral Collection of the Words of any Language. of Eleutheria ; ſhe was repreſented in the form of a Virgin ,

Ley, Law . F. clothed in white, holding in her right Hand a Sceptre, and

LEY Gager, a Wager of Law . F. in her left a Hat, with a Cat before her.

LEY'ERWIT (of legen, Sax .] a privilege of taking an a- LIBERTAS Ecclefiaftica (old Rec] Church Liberty and Ec

LOTHERWIT mends ofonewho lies with a Bondſwoman. clefiaftical Immunities. This at firſt was no more than the

Leys ( in Dooms- day Book ) a Paſture Ground, Right of Inveſtiturc ; but in proceſs of Time it grew very

Liar (leo gone, Sax .) a teller of untruths. great, and under ſome weak Governments extended ſo far,

LIAR [ on Ship-board ] he who is firſt catch'd in a lie on a as to exempt the Perſonsand Poſſeſſions of the Clergy from

Monday Morning, who is proclaimed at the Main -maft, liar, the civil Power and juriſdiction.

liar, liar; whoſe puniſhment is to ſerve the under Swabber LIBERTA'Te probanda, a Writ for ſuch as were challenged

for a Week, to keep clean the Beak -head and Chains. for Villains and offered to prove themſelves free, directing the

LIARD, a French Farthing. Sheriff to take ſecurity of them to prove the ſame before the Ju
LIBA'DIUM (A.Cadhor, Gr.) the leffer Centaury. L. ſtices of the Allize.

LIBANO'CHRUS ( neßaréxerc , Gr.) a precious Stone of the LIBERTA'TIBUS allocandis, a Writ lying for a Citizen or

Colour of Frankincenſe. Burgeſs of any City , & r. who contrary to the Liberties of

LIBA'NOMANCY [narocarreia, Gr.] a divination by Frank- that City, &c. is impleaded by the King's Juſtices, in order

incenſe, which if it preſently catchd Fire, and ſent forth a to have his Privilege allow'd. L.

grateful Odour, was eſteemed an happy Omen ; but if the Libertatibus exigendis, & c. a Writ whereby the King

Fire would not touch it, or any naſty Śmell, contrary to the requires the Juſtices in Eyre to admit of an Attorney for the

nature of Frankincenſe proceeded from it, it was thought to defence of another Man's Liberty.
forbode ill.
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LIBERTINE ( libertinus, L. ) one of a looſe, debauched Life LICENTIA ' Surgendi, the Writ by which the Tenant

and Principles ; a diffolute and lewd Liver. eſfoin'd, de malo le &ti, i . e. on account of his being fick in

LIBERTINE [with the Romans) a Perſon legally ſet free from Bed, obtains time or liberty to ariſe .

Servitude. LICENTIA transfretandi, a Warrant directed to the Keep

LIBERTINE [in the Civil Law ) a Perſon who is manumiſed ers of the Sea Ports, requiring them to let fome, who have

and ſet free from Bondage, to which he was Born . obtain'd the King's Licence fo to do, to país quietly beyond

LI/BERTINISM , the State of him that of a Slave is made free. the Seas .

LIBERTINISM (with Divines) is a falfe Liberty ofBelief and Lice'NTIATE ( licentiatus, L. ) in Foreign Countries, one

Manners, which will have no other dependence but on parti- who has licence and authority to Practice in any Art or Fa

cular fancy and paflion ; a living at large , or according to a culty ; as a Batchelor of Divinity, Civil Law or Phyfick ; al

Perſon's Inclination , without regard to the divine Laws. ſo a Barriſter in Common Law .

LIBERTY (libertas, L.] a being free from obligation, fer- LICENTIATE, with us is generally uſed of a Phyſician ,

vitude or contraint. who has a Licence to Practice granted him by the College or

LIBERTY [of Conſcience ) a Right or Power ofmaking Pro- Bishop of the Dioceſs.

feffion of any Religion a Man fincerely believes . Lice'ntious, (licentioſus, L.] looſe, lewd, diſorderly.
LIBERTY to hold Pleas, ſignifies to have a Court of ones Lice'NTIOUSNESS, looſeneſs, lewdneſs, diſorderliners.

own and to hold it before a Mayor, Bailiff, &c. Lich Fowl ( ca ſcayy binos, Sax .) certain Birds accounted

LIBERTY [ in Ethicks) is a Faculty of the Will , by which unlucky or ill boding; as the Night Raven, Screech Owl, & r .

all Requiſites of Actions being given , it may chuſe one or Lich Wake (of lice, Sax. a dead Corps, and pacian. Sax .

imore outof many Objects propos’d, and reject the reſt : or if to watch the Cuſtom of watching the Dead every Night till
one Object only be propoſed, it may admit that, or not admit they are buricd .

it ; may do it, or not do it. Lich Gate, a Church -yard Gate, thro' which dead Corps

LIBERTY [in Speaking) a free or eaſy way ofExpreſſion. are carried .

LIBERTY [ in á Law Senſe] a privilege held by Grant or Lichen, a ſort of Tetter or Ring -Worm ; a Roughneſs

Preſcription, by which Men enjoy ſome Benefit beyond the and Tumour in the Skin, that itches very much, and diſ

ordinary Subjeći. charges Matter, L.

Liberty of theTongue [in Horſemanſhip) is a void Space left Lichen (with Botan ) the Herb Liverwort, L.

in the middleof the Bit,, to give Place tothe Tongue of a LI/CHWALE, an Herb.

Horſe, made by the Bits arching inthe middle, and riſing to- LICITATION, a ſetting out to be ſold to the higheſt biddet .

wards the Roof of the Mouth. The various Form of this To Lick [lecken, Teut. liccian , Sax.) to take up with

Liberty of the Bit, gives Name to the Bit. the Tongue .

LIBI'DINIST [of libidinojus, L.) a Senſualiſt, one who Li'cKORISH [ liquoritia , L.) a Shrub , the Rootwhere
gives himſelf up to his Luits . of is ſweet.

LIBI'DINOUS ( libidinoſus, L.] luftful, leacherous. LICKORISH (prob. of licepa, Sax .) loving ſweet Things,
Libidinousness, luſtfulneſs. Dainties or tid Bits .

Libido, Venereal Appetite or Deſire. L. Li'ckor ISHNESS, aptneſs to lick, taſte, or eat tid Bits ; or

LIBIDO [with Pbyſ .) any ſtrong Inclination ; as to forward the love of Dainties , &c.

the natural Excretionsby Stool or Urine ; to ſcratch in thoſe Li'ctors, Roman Officers, who carried the Axes and

Distempers that cauſe itching. bundles of Rods before the Magiſtrates.

LIBITI'NA [ of libendo, L.) ſome ſay was Proſerpina, o- LI'DFORD Law, a proverbial Expreſſion uſed to ſignify the

thers will haveher to be Venus ; ſhe had a Temple in Rome, hanging a Perſon firſt and trying of him afterwards; from

in which the Funeral Pomp was kept, and Sacrifices were Lidford in Cornwall.

there offered to her for the Dead : The Furniture for Fune- Lie' [ in French Heraldry] is uſed to expreſs the Strings

rals was laid up there, to put Perſons in mind of Mortality : that are to any Thing, which the Engliſh expreſs by Stringed.

She alſo preſided over Birth as well as Death ; the Birth be- To Lie [leogan, Sax . ) to ſpeak an uutruth .

ing the firſt step to Death . A Lie [liga, Sax ) a falſity , an untruth.

LIBitina'r 11 ( among the Romans] Perſons who furnifhed To Lie along Clicgean, Sax . ] to lie proftrate.

Funerals , ſuch aswe now call Undertakers. To Lie under the Sea [with Mariners) is ſaid of a Ship,
LI'BITUM

at your pleaſure [ in Muf. Books] you may when her Helm being made faſt a Lee, ſhe lies ſo a Hull

Ad Li'BITUM if you pleaſe, L. that the Sea breaks upon her Bow or Broad - ſide.

LiBlo'ng , a ſort of Herb. LIEGE [ ligio , Ital. lige, F. of ligando , L. binding ] pro

Li'bra (with Aftron .] one of the 12 Signs of the Zodiack, perly figniñes a Vallal , who holds a fort of Fee which binds
whoſe Characteriſtick is (7) him in a cloſer obligation than other People.

LIBRA Medica, the Phyſician's Pound, which contains Liege Man , one who owes Allegiance or Homage to the

12 Ounces. L. liege Lord .

LIBRARIAN, a Perſon who looks after a Library. Liege Homage, a Vallal was obliged to ſerve his Lord to

LIBRA'RII, thoſe Perſons who tranſcribed in legible and wards all , and againſt all but his own Father.

beautiful Characters, what had been written by the Notarii, Liege Lord, one who acknowledges no Superior, a So
in Notes and Abbreviations . vereign Prince ; alſo the chief Lord of the Fee .

Li'BRARY [ libraria, L ) a Study or Place where Books Liege People, are the Subjects of a King, Queen or State .

are kept ; alſo the Books themſelves, lodg'd in that Appartment. LIE'GANCY [ ligence, F.] ſuch a Duty or Fealty as no

LIBRA'TA Terræ, a ſpace of Ground containing 4 Ox-- LIGEANCY S Man may owe to more than one Lord ; and

gangs . and each Oxgang 13 Acres .. therefore moſt commonly taken for a true andfaithful Obe

LIBRA'TION, a weighing or ballancing; but it is uſually dience of a Subject to a Sovereign Prince ; alſo the engage
us’d of the motion or ſwinging of a Pendulum or Weight ment of the Sovereign to protect his Subjects; ſometimes it

hanging on a String. is uſed to ſignify the Dominion or Territory of the liege Lord .

LIBRATION of the Moon [ Affron.) an apparent irregularity LIEN Perſonal (in Law] a Bond, Covenant or Contract.

or trepidation of the Moon, by which me ſeems to librate or Lien Real [ in Larv ) a Judgment, Statute, Recognizance ,

fhake about her own Axis, ſometimes from Eaſt to Weft, and Esc. which oblige and affect the Land .

ſometimes on the contrary. Lien (with Anatom .] the Spleen or Milt, L.

LIBRATION of the Earth? [ Aſtron ] is thatMotion,where- LIENTE'R ICK ( lientericus, L.] one that is ſick ofa Lientery .

Motion of LIBRATION by the Earth is ſo retained in LIE'NTERY (^ Ievropic , Gr. ] a kind of Looſeneſs, wherein

its Orbit, as that the Axis of it continues conſtantly parallel the Food paſſes ſo ſuddenly through the Stomach and Guts,

to the Axis of the World. as to be thrown out by Stool with little Alteration.

Libro, a Book , Ital. Li'Erwite (of licgean , Sax . to lie, and pite, a Fine) a
LICE . See Louſe. liberty whereby a Lord challenges a Penalty from one whe

Lice Bane, an Herb . lieth with his Bond Woman .

LICENCE [licentia, L.] permiſſion, leave, power. In Lieu , in the place, room or ſtead of, F.

To Licence , to give licence, leave or liberty ; to permit. Lieu CO‘NUS [ old Law) a Caſtle, Manour or other noto

Licences [in Painting) are the Liberties which the Artiſt rious Place , well known by thoſe who dwell about it , F.

takes in diſpenſing with the Rules of Perſpecttive, and the LIEUTE'NANCY ( lieutenance, F. ) the Office of a

other Lawsof his Art. }

Poetical LICENCE , is a liberty which Poets take, of diſpen- LIEUTENANCY (of the City of London ) a ſelect Council of

fing with the ordinary Rules of Grammat ; which Licences the Officers of the Artillery Company, and of the trained

were antiently greater to the Greek Poets than are now Bands, who govern and order Matters relating to the Militia
allow'd .

Lieute'NANTSHIP Š Lieutenant.

of it .

Liet
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LIEUTENANT (of lieu , F. a Place, and tenens, L. hold- Couple together ; and that it may be diffolved by the Spouſes

ing , or q. locum tenens , L. ] one who ſupplies the Place oí a- urining thro' a Ring.

nother; a Deputy or Officer who holds the Place of a Supe- LIGATURES [with Mathem ) are compendious Notes or

rior, and does his Office when ablent , Characters , by which are repreſented the ſums , differences
LIEUTENANT General [in an Army] a great Commander, or rectangles of ſeveral Quantities.

next in Place to the General, who commands one of the Ligatures (with Printers ] types conſiſting of two Let

Wings or Lines in a Battle ; alſo a Detachment or flying ters, as ff, fi, ft, & c.

Camp upon a March ; and a particular Quarter at a Siege. Lige [in Horſes) a Diſtemper, being littie Bladders or

LIEUTENANT General (of Artillery )is an Officer who is Puſtules under the Lips .

next to the General of the Artillery or Ordnance, and in his Licht [leoht, Sax ] is either the Senſation that ariſes
Abſence has the whole Charge of all that belongs to it. from beholding any bright Object, as the Sun , a Lamp,

LIEUTENANT Colonel of Foot, is the ſecond Officer in the & c. called primary Light; or elſe it is the Cauſe of that Sen

Regiment; he commands in the Abſence of the Colonel, fation .

and in a Battle takes poſt on the left of his Colonel . as it is an Action or Property of that luminous or light Body.
LIEUTENANT of Horſe, is the firſt Captain of the Regi- Light [ lævis, L.] not heavy ; alſo quick, nimble ; alía

ment ; he commands in the Abſence of the Colonel, taking trifling.

place of all the other Captains . LICHT (with Aftrol.] a Planet is ſaid to be light, i.e.
LIEUTENANT of a Ship, the Officer next in place to the nimble, compared with thoſe that move flower.

Captain or Chief Commander of the Ship.
Homogenial Light [in Opticks] that Light , whoſe Rays

LIEUTENANT of the Tower of London, one who is to act are equally refrangible ;called alſo ſimilar or uniform Lights .

under the Contable for the time being, and to perforin all Heterogeneal Light [in Opticks] is that whole Rays are

his Offices ; he is a Juſtice of the Peace for the Counties of unequally refrangible.

Middleſex, Kent and Surry . Light of Time (with Alrol.] the Sun by Day and the

LIFE [liff, Dan, lijk, S.x.} living, manner of living ; Moon by Night.

alſo livelineſs, & c. the duration of Animal being, or the Light Horſe Military Affairs] Horſemen not in Armour ;

ſpace ofTime that paſſes between their Birth and Death ; al. all are ſo called, except the Life -Guards.

ſo the Conſtitution , or the Principle of Heat and Motion that To Light, i.e. to alight [of alihtan , Sax .] to get off

animates Bodies, and makes them perceive,act and grow . Horſe -back .

Life, a Hiſtory or Relation of what a Man has done in To Light [of alihtan, Sax . ) to fall or ſettle upon , as a

his Life Time. Bird upon a Tree, &c . alſo to meet by chance, to happen.

Animal Life, the Life of living Creatures, conſiſting Light upon the Hand in Horſemanſhip) is ſaid of a Horſe
Senſitive Life, in the Exerciſe of the Senſes . that has a good tractable Mouth, anddoes not reſt too heavy

Vegetative Lipe, the Life of Trecs or Plants; or that Fa upon the Bit.

culty by which they grow . Light Bellied ( ſpoken of a Horſe) is one that has flat, nar

· Life everlaſting, an Herb. row and contracted Sides; which make his Flank turn up,

Life Guards, Soldiers who are the Body Guard of the like that of a Grey-hound.
King or Prince. Secondary Light , a certain A &tion of the luminous Body
Life Rent, a Rent or Salary which a Man receives for on the Medium between that and the Eye by means where

TermofLife, or for the maintenance of Life. of one is ſuppoſed to act on the other.

Li'reless (li Felea ) , Sax .) without Life, Dead ; alſo dull, Light [by fome) is underſtood to mean that Action of the
ftupid , c. Medium , that is interpoſed between us and the luminous Ob

LIFELESNESS, deadneſs, dullneſs; & c. ject; but others underſtand it of that train of Rays , which

LIFELIKINS, a kind of Oath, as Adzlifelikins, upon or coming forth from thence pervades the Medium before it can

by my Life. come to affect the Eyes.

To Lift (prob. from levare, L.) to raiſe or heave up. T. LIGHTEN Horſe [in Horſemanhip ) is to make a Horſe

A Lift, a raiſe, a hoiſt, a lifting up. light in the Fore-hand, i... to makehimfreer and lighter in
LIFTING ( levans, L. levnnt, F.) raiſing or heaving up. the Fore -hand than behind .

Lifting Pieces [ in a Clock] certain Parts of it, which lift T. LIGHTEN (Zlitenan, Sax .) to fend forth fathes out of

up and unlock the Stops called Detents. the Clouds.

Lifts [in a Ship] Ropes pertaining to the Yard Arms of all Li'GHTENING [litung, Sax .) a flashing of Light or Fire

Yards; the uſe is to make the Yards hang higher or lower. out of the Clouds.

To Lic [ ligan, Sax , ligger, Dan . ) to lie in a Bed or on A LIGHTER [lichter, Du .] a large Veſſel to carry

any Place, C. Goods in by Water.

LIGAMENTS ligamenta, L. ) thoſe things that tie or bind Lightness [levitas, L. lihtingneyye, Sax .) the want of

one part to another. Weight, which cauſes the hafting of a Body upwards, by

LIGAMENTS (with Anatom ) are Parts of an animal Body reaſon of its rarity and ſpirituality , &c.

of a middle Subitance, between a Cartilage and a Membrane, Li'GHTNESS [of leohtneyye, Sax.] the oppoſite ofdarkneſs.

being harder than a Membrane, but ſofter than a Cartilage ; Lights ( to named prob. as being the figheſt Parts of an

whoſe Uſe is to gird and ſtrengthen the Jointure, eſpecially of animal Body) the Lungs.

Bones, to prevent their Diſlocation, eſpecially where they Lights (in Ships ofWar) are of uſe by way ofdiſtinction .

have no Articulation ; thoſe which tie the Bones are void of The Admiral of a Fleet carries 3 Lights on the Poop and i

Senſe ; but thofe which knit other parts are ſenſible. on the Main -top ; the Vice Admiral carries 2 on his Poop and

LIGAME'NTA Uteri ( Anat.) the Ligaments of the Womb, L. i on his Main -top ; the Rear Admiral carries i on his Poop

LIGAME'NTUM Ciliare ( Anat.) the Ligament of the Eye- and on his Main -top . The Vice Admiral of each particular

lid . Squadron carries only 2 on his Poop, but none on hisMain

LIGATION , a binding or tying, L. top ; the Rear Admiral of each Squadron carries only 1 on his

LIGATUR ES (in the Greek Tongue] Characters made to Poop. When the whole Fleet carry their Lights, the Rear

expreſs two or more Greek Letters together . Admiral carries 2 Lights the one hoiſted a Yard above the o

LIGATURES (with Surgeons) Bandage, or fillets of Cloth ther on the Enſign Staff ; and if it be foul Weather and dark

or Linen, for binding the Arm and facilitating the Operation Night, every Ship carries a Light.
of Bleeding, Lights ( in Architecture ) the openings of Doors, Windows,

LIGATURE , the art and manner of diſpoſing and applying and other places through which the Light have Paffage.

Bandages for cloting Wounds and performing other Opera- Lights [in Painting ) thoſe Parts of a piece that are illu

tions in Surgery
mined, or that lie open or expoſed to the Luminary, by

LIGATURE (with Myſtick Divines] a total Suſpenſion of the which the Piece is ſuppoſed to be enlightened, and which,

fuperior Faculties or intellectual Powers of the Soul. for that reaſon , are painted in light, vivid Colours .

LIGATURE (with the Natives of Marcaſar, Siam , &c. ) a LIGIUS [old Rec . ) pure, perfect, intire ; as ligia viduitas,

kind of Bondage or Chain for curing Diſeaſes ; alſo a Chain pure Widowhood.
for binding up aWoman to a Man, or Man to a Woman, ſo LIGNA/GIUM Cold Reco) the right of cutting Fuel in Woods ;

as to put it out of her power to have to do with anyother Man, alſo a Tribute or Payment due for the fame.
and out of the power ofthe Man to have to do with any other LIGNA’T 10 N , a hewing or purveying of Wood. '

Woman, he being thereby rendred impotent to all other Wo- Lign.Alaes , the Wood of Aloes, a valuable Drug.

men, and all other Men impotent to that Woman . Some of Li'GNEOUS (lignens, L. ] of or pertaining to Wood, woody,
their Philofophers pretend that this Ligature may be effected Li'GNUM Wood, Timber, L.

by the drawing of a knot, the ſticking of a Knife in the Wall, Lignum Nephriticum in Medicine) a Wood of great Egi.

or the ſhutting of a Lock at the Time the Prieſt is joining the cacy againit the Stone in the Kidneys, L.
LC.
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LIGNUM Rhodium , a ſweet Wood, of which the Oil of Lime [ liim , Du.] Stone, of which (being burnt) Mortar

Rhodium is made , L. is made.

LIGNUM Sanctum the Wood commonly called Guaiacum , LIME Tree (with Betan .) a Tree bearing ſweet Flowers ;
LIGNUM Vite L. the Linden or Teyl-Tree .

Ligs [in Horſes] a Diſeaſe, little Bladders or Pulhes with LIME, a ſort of Limon.

in the Lips. To Lime (getiman, Sax .) to daub with Lime.

LIGULA ( old Rec.] an Exemplification of a Copy or Court TO LIME? [prob.of ligner, F. Minſhew ] to couple as

Roll. To LINES Dogs do.

LIGURE ( ſo called from its likeneſs to Ligurian Amber) a LIME Buſh or Tevig , a Device for catching of Birds, by a

precious Stone, mentioned Exodusxviii . 19. Twig daubed with Bird -lime.

Liguri/TION , liquoriſhneſs; alſo greedineſs, L. Lime -Wort, an Herb.

LIGUSTICUM [in Botany) the Herb Lovage of Lumbardy, L. LIMENA'RCH [prepxms of ma, a Lake or Port, and 2pzà,

LIGU'STRUM ( with Botaniſts] Privet, Prick - Timber or Government, Gr .] a Warden of a Sea Port.

Prime- Privet ; alio the Plant white Withy or With-bind . LIME'NTIUS [of limen , L. a Threſhold ) the God of Thre

Like [of Gelic, Sax .) in the likeneſs of, reſembling. Tholds
among

the Romans .

To Liken , to make like ; alſo to compare with or to . LIMER [limier, F. a blood Hound) a large Dog for the

LIKENESS (geticne Y re, Sax.) reſemblance. Hunting of a Boar.

To Like [of Zelican or licean , Sax.) to approve of. Li'mit [ limes, L.) a Bound, Boundary or Border ; to ap

LIKELINESS, worthineſs to be liked ,comelineſs; alſo pro- point or fix ; to confine, to ſhut.

bability. To Limit ( limitare, L. ) to ſet Limits or Bounds.

LIKELIHOOD ( of Želic-heo yas , Sax .) probability , Limit of a Plane: [with Apron.) the greateſt Heliocentrick

Like Arches [in Proje&tions of the Sphere] are Parts of Latitude.

Like Arks Teſſer Circles, which contain an equal num- LIMITA'NEOUS [ limitaneus, L.) of orpertaining to Bounds

ber of Degrees with the correſponding Arches of great ones . or Frontiers .

LIKE Figures (in Geometry] are ſuch as have their Angles LIMITARY [of limes, L.] belonging to the Limits or

equal, and the Sides about thoſe Angles proportional . Bounds .

Like ſolid Figures (in Geometry) are ſuch as are contained LIMITATION, a limiting, ſetting Bounds to a ſtinting, L.

under the like Planes equal in Number. LIMITATION of Alize [Law Term ) a certain Time ſet
Like Quantities [in Algebra) are ſuch as are expreſſed by down by the Statute, wherein a Man muſt alledge bimſelf or

the ſame Letters equally repeated in each Quantity, thus, 2 . his Anceſtors to have been ſeized of Lands, ſued for by Writ

and 39 and 4 di and 6 dd, are like Quantities, but 2 b and of Allize.

3 bb, are unlike Quantities. Li'MITED Problem (Geom. ] ſuch a one which has but one

Like Signs [in Algebra) are when both are Affirmative or only Solution , or which can be done only one way.

both Negative, thus 16 d and + d have like Signs, but + LIMITS of a Planet ( Aſtron.) the greateſt Excurſion or

12 d and 2d have unlike . Diſtance from the Ecliptick .

LILACH Tree ,' a Tree bearing blue, white or purple LIMMER , a mongrel Dog, engendered between a Hound

Flowers . and a Maltiff.

Lilith ( 6797h, prob. of 904, Night, Heb.) the Jews To LIẢN (of enluminer, F.] to paint in water Colours ;

have a Notion that ſhe was Adam's firſt Wife, and by pro- alſo to paint to the Life in Creons, oil Colours, &c.

nouncing the Name of God Aew away into the Air. This
LIMNER ( enlumineur, F. ) one who draws and paints as

Lilith they imagine to bea Spectre, that kills or carries away aforeſaid,

young Children in the Night; and therefore, as a Charm a- L'MON [limone, Ital.] a Fruit well known.

gainſt her, it is a Cuſtom to throw into the four Corners of a LIMO'NADE, a potable Liquor, made of Limons, Water

Chamber, where a Jewiſh Womanlies in , a Paper with theſe

Words in it, or 316.77 IN , &c. i.e . Adam and Li'MONIA [ nespravos, Gr. ] the Anemony, Emony or Wind

Eve, Lilith , get thee out. Flower, L.

LI'LIUM, the Lily, a Flower well known, L. LIMONIA mala (with Botan.] Lemons or Limons, L.
LILIUM Convallium ( with Botan .) Lilly of the Vallies. LIMONIA'TES ( Huelven tur , Gr . ) a precious Stone, the

LILIUM Paraceli (with Cby.] a Tincture of Antimony , L: Emerald .

LIM A'CEOUS ( of limax, L. a Snail ] of or pertaining to LIMONIUM (1Huwver, Gr.] the Herb Winter- green or

Snails. - wild Beets, Sea Lavender, Water Plantain , L.

LIMA'TION (with Surg.) the filing of Bones, &c. L. LIMO'SITY (of limoſitas, L.) fulneſs of Mud.

LI'MATURE (limatura ,L. ) Powder or Dult which comes LIMO'SUM Saxum , the Mud Stone, a Stone ſo named ,

of filing. becauſe foon diffolved into Dirt or Mud, L.

LIMATU'RA Martis (with Cby,] the filings of Steel , uſed Li'MOUS ( limojus, L.) full of Mud.

in making of Crocus Martis. LIMP , limber, ſupple.

LIMB [of lem, Dan. lim , Sax .) a Member or Part of To LIMP (of limp-heale, Sax . Lame) to halt or go Lame.

the Body LIMPNESS, limberneſs.

LIMB (with Mathem .) is the utmoſt End or Border of an Li'MPID ( limpidus, L. ) pure, clear, tranſparent.

Infrument, as an Aſtrolabe, Egr. alſo the Circumference of LI'MPITUDE ( limpitudo, L.) clearneſs, pureneſs.

the original Circle in any Projection of any Sphere upon the LIMPHÆDUCTS . See Lymphæducts.

Plane. LI'NAMENT (with Surg.] á Tent or Lint for a Wound .L

LIMB (with Aftron .) the utmoſt EdgeorBorder of theBody, LINA'NGINA (with Botan.) Dodder or Withy -Wind. L.

or Disk of the Sun and Moon, when either is in an Eclipſe. LINARIA (with Botan . ) the Herb Toad -Flax, L.

To Limb (of lim , Sax .) to pull Limb from Limb. LINARIUM, a Flax Plat, where Flax is ſown. L.

LI'MBECK [alembicus, L. Barb. alembie, F. ) a Veffel or LINCH Pin [of a Cart, Waggon , &c. ) an Iron Pin

Furnace uſed in Diſtillation . LINS Pin that keeps the Wheel on the Axle - tree.

LIMBER ( prob. either of lencken , Du . to bow or bend, LI'NCTUS, a licking or ſucking, L.

or of linder, F. ſoft] pliable, ſupple, apt tobend or Aag. LINCTUS [in Phar. ) a Medicine to be licked or ſucked , L.

Li’mberness, pliableneſs, aptneſs to be bowed or bent. LI'NDEN Tree, the Teyl Tree, a Tree bearing ſweet

Limber Holes (in a Ship] little ſquare Holes cut out in Flowers .

all the ground Timbers, next to the Keel, to let Water paſs Line ( linea, L. ) a row of Words in Writing or Printing.

to the Well of the Pump.
Line ( French Meaſure) the 12th Part of an Inch, or 144th

In Li'MBO , in Priſon , L.
Part of a Foot.

LIMBUS (with Mathem . ) the Limb or outmoſt Edge of an LINE [in Geometry] Quantity extended in length only,

Aftrolabe, or other Mathematical Inſtrument, L. without either breadth or thickneſs, and is formed by the Mo

LIMBUS Patrum [is ſo called, becauſe it is Limnbus infero- tion of a Point.

rum ) the Edge, Brink or Border of Hell.
Right LINE [Geometry) a Line whoſe Points are equally

LIMBus Patrum (according to the Notion of the Roman Strait Line placed between the two Extremes or Ends.

Catholicks) the Place where the deceaſed Patriarchs reſided Curved Line [Geometry) a Line whoſe Points are not

while the coming of our Saviour ;and alſo the Place where Crooked LINE equally placed between the two Ex

our Saviour continued, from the Time of his Death to his tremes.

Reſurrection ; and where the Souls of Infants who die with- LINE of Numbers, a Line uſually placed on Carpenters,
out Baptiſm are received ; who have not deſerved Hell, as &C. Rules or Sectors, which running parallel with it, ſhews

dying in Innocence ; nor are fit for Heaven, becaufe of the the artificial Line, and is called Gunter's Line, he being the

imputation of original Sin .
Inventor .

LINES
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the Eye .

Lines (in Military Art] fignify the Poſture of an Ariny the Place beſieged, to ſecure themſelves againſt the Sallies of

drawn up for Battle ; the Front being extended as far as the the Gariſon ; ſo that an Army forming a Siege, lies between
Ground will allow , to prevent its being flanked. Theſe the lines of Circumvallation and Contravallation.

Lines are 1. the Van ; 2. the main Body ; 3. the Rear. Line of Defence [ Fortific.] a ſtraight line ſhewing the

Line of the Anomaly of a Planet (in Atron . ) according to Courſe of a Bullet , according to the Situation it ought to

the Ptolemaick Syſtem , is a right Line, drawn from the Cen- have to defend the Face of the Baſtion .

tre of the Excentrick to the Centre of the Planet , Line of defence fichant [in Fortific .) a line drawn from the

Line of the Aples [ Aſtron .] is a right line paffing from the Angle of the Courtin to the flanked Angle of the oppoſite

Centre of the World, and that of the Excentrick ; the two Baſtion , nevertheleſs without touching the Face of the Baſtion .

Ends of which , are the one the Apogee, and the other the Pe- LINE of defence razant [ in Fertific. ) is a line drawn from

rigee of the Planet. the Point of the Baſtion along the Face, till it comes to the

LINE of the Apogee of a Planet [ Aſtron. ) a line drawn Courtin, and this ſhews how much of the Courtin will fcour

from the Centre of the World, through the Point of the A the Face .

pogee, as far as the Zodiack of the primum mobile. LINE forming the Flank ( Fortific.] one drawn from the
Horizontal LINE [in Geography) a line parallel to the Ho- Angle, madeby the two Demi-gorges of the Baltion to the

rizon. Angle at the Flank.

Line of Longitude, of a Planet, either greateſt or leaſt Lines within fide [in Fortific .] are Trenches or Moats, or

[in Aſtron.] is that Part of the Line of the Apſes, which Trenches cut towards the Place beſieged, to hinder Sallies .

reaches from the Centre of the World, to either the Apogee Lines without ſide [ in the Art of War) are Trenches to

or Perigee of the Planet. wards the field, to hinder any Succours from being brought

Line of mean Longitude [ Aſtron .) is a line drawn thro’ the to the beſieged .

Centre of the World, at right Angles to the line of theAples, LINE of the Front in Perſpective) is any right line parallel

- and the extreme Points of it are termed the mean Longitudes . to a terreitrial line.

Line of mean Motion of the Sun ( Aſtron .] is a right line Geometrical Line, is a line drawn on a geometrical Plane
drawn from the Centre of the World, as far as to the Zodiack after any manner.

of the primum mobile. Horizontal LINE (Perſpect .) is the common Section of the
Line of mean Motion of the Sun in the Excentrick [in horizontal Plane, and that of the repreſentation or draught;

Allron ,) is a right line drawn from the Centre of the Excen- which alſo paſſes thro' the principal Point.

trick to the Centre of the Sun; and parallel to the former. Line of Incidence [in Catoptricks] a Ray ſtarting from ſome

Line of real Motion of the Sun ( Aſtron .) a line drawn from luminous Body, and terminating in aPoint of ſome Surface.

the Centre of the World to the Centre of the Sun , and pro- Objective LINE [in Perſpect.] the line of an Object, froin

tracted as far as the Zodiack of the primum mobile. whence the appearance is ſought for in the Draught or Picture :

Line of the Nodes of a Planet ( Aſtron.) is a right line from Station LINE[ Perſpect.] is the common Section of the ver

the Planet to the Sun, being the common Place of interſection tical geometrical Planc; or the perpendicular Height of the

of the Plane of the Orbit of the Planet, with that of the E- Eye above the geometrical Plane ; or a line drawn on that

cliptick . Plane, and perpendicular to the line expreſſing the Height of

Synodical Line [ Aſtron. ] (in reſpect to ſome Phaſes of the

Moon) is a right line, ſuppoſed to be drawn thro ' the Cen- Terreſtrial Line (in Perſpect.] a right line, in which the

tres of the Earth and Sun. Geometrical Place and that of the Draught or Picture inter

LINE of the mean Sy/ygies [ Affron .] is a right line , ima- ſect each other.

gined to paſs through theCentreof the Earth and the mean Vertical LINE [in Perſpect.) is the common interſection of

Place of the Sun. the vertical Planeand the Picture or Draught.

LINE of the true Sy/ygies [ Aſtron .) a right line, ſuppoſed to LINE of Direction (in Philoſophy ] is that according to which
be drawn thro' the Centre of the Earth and the real Place of a Body endeavours to move .

the Sun.
LINE of Gravitation of an heavy Body ( Philo.] a line drawn

Equinoctial Line [in Dialling) is the common Place, where through its Centre of Gravity, and according to which it

the Equinoctial and the Plane of the Dial do mutually inter- tends downwards.

feet one another. To LINE , to put a thing into the inſide of another.

Horary LINES (Diall. ] are the common Interſections of the To Line [in Fortif.] is to ſurround and ſtrengthen a Work,

Hour, Circles ofthe Sphere, with the Dial Plane . with a Wall, Turf, c.

Horizontal Line ( Diall.] is a common Interſection of the To Line Hedges [ in Military Art] is to plant Musketeers

Horizon , and the Dial Plane. along them under their Covert, to fire upon an Enemy that

Subtilar LINE [Diall.] is that line on which the Style of comes open , or to defend themſelves againſt the Horſe.

the Dial is erected, and repreſents fuch an Hour Circle, as is Line of Meaſures [ in Geometry] that Line in which the Di

perpendicular to the Plane of the Dial . aineter of any Circle to be projected does fall.

LINE [ in Fortification ) is what is drawn from one point to LINEA Alba [in Anatomy] a Concourſe of Tendons of

another, in making a Plan on Paper. On the Ground in the the oblique Muſcles of the lower Belly , which meet on both
Field, it is ſometimes taken for a Trench with a Parapet ; at Sides, and ſo form a kind of Coat that covers the Belly, as if
other Times, for a row of Bags of Earth or Gabions ſet in a they were all but one Tendon . L.

line to cover the Men from the Fire of the Enemy. LINEA celerrmii defcenfus [Mathemat.] that Curve which a

Line [ in Fencing) is that directly oppoſite to the Adverſary, Body would deſcribe in its deſcent, if it moved with the

wherein the Shoulders, the right Arm and the Sword fhould ſwifteſt Motion poſſible.
always be found, and wherein alſo the 2 Feet are to be placed, LINEAGE [linage, F. Race, Stock , Pedigree.

at a Foot and an half diſtance from each other ; and in this Li'NEAL (linealis, L.j of or pertaining to a line ; that is,

Poſition he is ſaid to be in line . or goes in a right line .

Lines of approach ? ( Fortific.) are the Ways of Trenches, LI'NEAMENTS [lineamenta, L. ] finc ſtrokes or lines obſerva

Lines of attack dug along the Earth , towards a Town ed in the Face, and forming the Delicacy thereof; or that

that is beſieged, in order to gain the Moat and the Body of whichpreſerves the reſemblance and occafions the relation of
the Place. likeneſs or unlikeneſs to any other Face, or the Features or

LINE of the Baſe (in Fortific .] a right line, joining the Proportion of the Face, drawn out as it were in Lines.

Points of the two neareſt Baſtions. LINEAR [ linearis, L ) of or pertaining to a line .

Capital Line [in Fortific.] a line drawn from the Angle at LINEAR Problem in Mathem .] a fingle Problem that is ca

the Gorge to theAngle of the Baſtion. pable of but one Solution , or that can be folved Geometrically

Line of Circumvaliation (in Milit. Art] a Trench with a by the interſection of 2 right lines.

Parapet, made by the Beliegers quite round their Camp, LINEAR Numbers, are ſuch as have relation to length only,

within Cannon Shot of the Place ; to oppoſe any Armythat as ſuch as repreſent one ſide of a plain Figure .

may come to the relief of the Place , and to ſtop Deſerters. LINEN Cloth ( linen cla8, Sax. ] Cloth made of Flax.

Cegrital Line [in Fortific .] one drawn from the Angle of LING , a ſort of salt Fiſh . Di.

the Cen're to the Angle of the Baſtion . LING Wort , the Herb Angelica .

Lines of Communication ( in Fortific.] ſuch lines as run from To LI'NGER (of langern , Teur.] to delay , to loiter ; alſo

one Work to another ; but more efpecially is a continued to pine away with a Diseaſe .

Trench , with which a Circumvallation or Contravaliation is LI'NGOTS (with Cbymils] Iron Moulds of ſeveral ſhapes,

encompaſſed, ſo as to maintain a Communication with all its in which melted Metals are uiually pourcd .

Forts, Redoubts, and other Works . LI'NGUA, the Tongue; alto a Language cr Speech . L.

LINE. of Contravallation (in Fortific .) a Trench with a LINGU A'CIOUS [linguax, L. ) long-tongued, blabbing ,
breaſt Work or Parapet, which the Betiegers make next to talkative .
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} talkative
LINGU A'CIOUSNESS LIQUABLE [ liquabilis, L. ) that may be melted or diffolved.

LINGUA'CITY LIQUA

LINGUALIS [in Anatomy] a Muſcle ſaid to paſs from the

Root of the Os Hyoides to the Tip of the Tongue.
LIQUA'TION [with Apothecaries] an Operation, by

LINGUIST , a Perſon well verſed in Tongues orLanguages. LIQUEFA'CTION ) which a ſolid Body is reduced a into li

LINGULACA (with Botanis] the Herb Adders or Serpents quid ; or the action of Fire or Heat on fat, fuſible Bodies, which

Tongue. L.
puts their Parts into motion .

LINGUO'SITY ( linguoſitas, L. ) talkativeneſs. LI'QUEPIED [ liquefaftus, L. ] melted .

LINIGEROUS ( liniger, L. ) that bears Flax or Linen . LIQUE SCENT [liquefcens, L.) melting, conſuming.

LI'NIMENT ( linimentum , L.) an external Medicine of a LIQUE'SCENCY

middle Confiitence between an Oil and an Ointment.
Lique'sCentres

s} aptneſs to melt.

LINK (prob. of ligamentum . L ) part of a Chain ; alſo a LIQUID ( liquidus, L. ) that has its Parts fluid and in moti

Sauſage .
on ; moiſt .

Link (prob . of róxro , Gr. a Candle, Caſaub.) a Torch of LIQUID (with Civilians ) apparently proved , as Goods that

Pitch. are clear and out of diſpute are faid to be Liquid.

To Link (prob. of lige, L.to bind) to join or tie together. Liquid Effeets and Debts, are ſuch as are not really Exiſt

LINO'SITY (linoſitas, L.) fulneſs of, or abounding with Flax . ing ; but ſuch as there can be no diſpute about.

LINO'STROPHON ( orsspoos , Gr. ) the Herb Hoar-hound. LIQUI'DITY liquid Quality ; the property of Fluidity or

LINOZOʻST ÉS [1.00% 0976, Gr. ) the Herb Mercury. LIQUIDNESS} Quality ofwetting other Bodies immerged

LI'NSBED (of linum , L. Flax ] the Seed of Hemp or Flax. in it .

LINSEY Woolley (of linum , L. and Wool] Cloth of Linen LIQUIDS [liquide literæ , of liquefio, L. to melt or diſ

and Woollen mixt together. ſolve) Letters Liquid , with Grammarians, are fo called, not

LIN STOCK (with Gunners] a ſhort Staff of Wood about 3 becauſe they are never ſolid , but becauſe they are ſometimes

Foot long, uſed in firing Canons. liquefied and diſſolved in their Sounds ; they are l, m, n , r.

Lint (of linen , Sax .or linteum , L. ] fine Linen ſcraped LIQUIDS (with Philofophers] fuch Bodies which have all the

to a fort ofTow . Properties of Fluidity ; the ſmall Parts of which are fo figured

LI'NTEL [linteau , F. ) the upper Poſt of a Door or Win- and diſpoſed, that they ſtick to the Surface of ſuch Bodies aś

dow -Frame. are dipt in them ; which is uſually called wetting.

LI'NTER (in Anatomy) the inner Rim of the Ear, the ſame LIQUIDATED ( liquidatus, L. ) made moiſt or clear ; alſo

as Scapha. L ſpoken of Bills made current or payable ; pay'd off, cleared .

LINUM Catharticum [in Pharmacy] Mountain Flax a LIQUIDATION, an Aſcertainment of ſome dubious or dig

powerful Detergent . putable Sum ; or of the reſpective Pretenſions which 2 Per

LINUM incombuſtibile, [ i.e. Flax that will not be conſumed fons may have to the ſame liquid or clear Sum .

by burning) a mineral Subſtance of a whitiſh Silver Colour LIQUIDATION [in Trade] the Order and Method which a
and of a woolly Texture ; conſiſting of ſmall Threads or lon- Trader endeavours to eſtablish in his Affairs.

gitudinal Fibres, endued with that admirable Property of reſilt- LIQUIRI'TIA (with Botaniſts] a Plant called Liquoriſh of
ing Fire, and remaining unconſumed in the moſt intenſe Licorith . L.

Heat. It is called alſo Amianthus and Asbeſtos. Which Sec. LI'QUOR 2 ( liqueur, F. ] any liquid Thing, Drink, Wa

Li'on [ leo, L. 280v, Gr.] the moſt courageous and gene- LI'QUOur ter, Wine, Juice, &c.

rous of all wild Beaſts, the Emblem of Strength and Valouf. LiriconFA'NCY, the Plant called Lily of the Valleys. F.

A Lion being looked upon as the King of Beaſts, is eſteem- Li'RIPOOP [of cleri, a Clergyman, and peplum, a Hood ,

ed the moſt magnanimous, the moſt generous, the moſt bold, L. ) a Livery hood.

and the moſt fierce of all four footed Beaſts ; and therefore has LisJe're ( in Fortification) the ſame as Berme or Foreland.

been choſen by Heralds, to repreſent the greateſt Heroes , who To Lisp ( lilpen , Du . ) to falter in the Speech, to clip

have been endued with theſe Qualities. Words in ſpeaking.

The Lion [ Emblematically) is uſed to repreſent vigilancy ; LI'SPOUND, a foreign Weight, containing ſometimes 15,
ſome being of Opinion , that he never ſleeps. And he alſo re- 16 or 20 Pounds .

preſents Command and monarchical Dominion : and alſo the List [liſte, F.] a Roll or Catalogue of the Names, &c. of

Magnanimity of Majeity , at once exerciſing Awe and Clemen- Perſons ; alſo the border or edge of woollen Cloth.

cy , ſubduing thoſe that reſiſt, and ſparing thoſe that ſubmit. To List, to enter Soldiers ; alſo to enter his Name as a

LION [in Blazonry) in blazoning a Lion , their Teeth and Soldier.

Talons muſt alwaysbe mentioned , they being their only Ar- List (with Architeets] a ſtraight, upright Ring, which

mour, and are in Coat Armour for the moſt part made of a runs round the lower Part of Pillars, juſt above the Torus, and

different Colour from the Body of a Beatt ; and therefore next to the Shaft or Body .

ſpeaking of their Teeth and Talons, you muſt ſay they are L15t [of lup ] defire, will .

armed fo and ſo. LI'stlesness [qu. Iuflejnels) want of Will or Inclination .

A LION ( Hieroglyphically] wiping out with his Tail the Listed (of lez or lefiere, F.] having, or being made of,

Impreſſions of his feet, was a Repreſentation of the great or reſembling the Liſt of Cloth . Milton .

Creator, covering over the Marks of his Divinity by the LISTEL (with Architects a ſmall Band or Rule in Mould

Works of Nature, and hiding his immediate Power, by the ing; alſo the ſpace between the Channelling of Pillars.

viſible Agency of inferiour Beings. To Listen [hlýrtan, Sax . ) to hearken .

Lion's Mouth, Tooth , Paw; ſeveral ſorts of Herbs . LISTENING, is said to be performed by extending or bra

Lio'ncel (with Heralds] a ſmall Lion; fo called , to diſtin- cing the Tympanum of the Ear, which puts it into ſuch a

guiſh it from one that is full grown ; for theremay be ſeveral Condition , as that it will be more effected by any tremulous

Lions in a Coat , or an Ordinary, and ſtill be of their full ſize; Motion of the external Air.

but the Lioncel is expreſsid to be but a little Lion . To enter the Lists (of lice, F. a Liſt] is to engage in a

Lionne ' ( in French Heraldry) fignifies Rampant , when they Fight or Diſpute .

ſpeak of a Leopard in that Poſture, which they ſay is peculiar Lists [ lice, F.) a Place incloſed with Bars or Rails for the
to the Lion.

performing therein Jufts or Tournaments, Wreſtling, Races
Lip labium, L. lippa , Sax. ) a Part of the Mouth . and other Exerciſes.

LIPODE'RMOS (1447o depuds , of acimato leave, and Spug, Ġr. LI'TANY [of neteisia, Gr.ja general Supplication or Prayer,

the Skin ] a diſeaſe of the Skin which covers the Glands of the ſung or ſaid in Churches ; eſpecially one in the Common

Yard , ſo that it cannot be drawn Back . Prayer Book of the Church of England ; appointed to be faid

LIPOPSYCHI'A (letme funzéde of newmw and Yox, Gr. the Soul] or fung on certain Days.

a little or ſhort Swoon or fainting Fit. LI'TANY ( litania, L. of 207 , Gr. Prayers) are Suppli

LIPOTHYMI'A [netto Jupice of reinw and Supo , Gr. the Mind ) cationsand publick Prayers, uſed in a ſolemn Manner, to in

à faintingor twooning away from tco great a decay of waſte of voke God and the Saints for Mercy ; uſed in Proceſſions in
the Spirits . Popiſh Countries, on Corpus Chriſti Day ; and in ſeveral

Li'PPITUDE (with Oculiſts) a dry foreneſs in the Eyes, Countries and Towns on various Days.

without running, when they feel rough, as if there were Sand LITÆ [ notei, Gr. Prayers] the Daughter of Jupiter, or

in them ; Blear-eyedneſs. Mediators betwixt Gods and Men, for obtaining what was de

LIPTOTES [2e77ons, Gr . ) a rhetorical Figure, when the fired either of Gods or Men ; they are repreſented lame,

force of Words is not anſwerable to the greatneſs of the Matter. wrinkled , and ſquint-eyed ; which is meant of Prayers ; Lame,

Liperi' [of Hrveias and auditus, Gr . ) a kind of continual as not immediately granted ; Squint -eyed , as looking to By

Fever, wherein the inward Parts burn, but the outward Parts Ends ; and Wrinkled, as requiring Labour and Aliiduity.

are cold . LITERAL (literalis, 1. ] according to the Letter.
L
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LI'TERALNESS, the being according to the Letter.,
borne by Horſes ; allo the Straw that is ſpread for Cattle to

LI'T ERAT E ( literatus, L. ] learned or skilled in Letters or lie down on .
Languages.

LITTERINGS (with Weavers] the Suicks that keep the Web
LUTERATI, learned Men, L. ſtretcht on the Loom .

LITERATURE [ literatura, L. ) knowledge of Letters, LITTLE [ livel, Sax ) ſmall.

Learning Li’TTELING [litling, Sax .) a little one .

LI'THANTHRAX [ of rise and ivert, Gr. ) ftony Coal, a LITU'RGICK (liturgicus, L.] of or pertaining to the Litur

kind of Jeat, Pit Coal or Sea Coal . gy ; miniſterial.

LI'THARGE (lithargyros, L. notesgup G of rása , a Stone, LITURGY ( liturgia, L. of Aet Teppic of 117xjer, Gr. to per

and apgupo , Silver, Gr.) the Scum or frothy Droſs that a- form a publick Service ) a general Word for all manner ofCe

siſes in purifying Silver with Lead ; Silver Glet. remonies belonging to divine Service ; with the Romaniſts the

LITHE (li S, Sax.] ſupple or limber. Maſs : with us the Common Prayer .

LI'THENESS (li Seney ye, Sax .) fuppleneſs, limberneſs. Liturgies are different, according to the different Nations

LITHVASIS ( Biasis, Gr. ) the breeding of the Stone in a and Religions in the World.
human Body

LI'TUUS (with Medaliſts] a Staff uſed by Augurs in form of
LITHIZO'NTES (10 3 3cutns, Gr . ) an ordinary Carbuncle. a Crofier.

LITHOʻCOLLA (113órcoma of 230, a Stone, and nóma To LIVE [libhan or leo pan , Sax ) to enjoy Life,

Glue, Gr. ] Stone Glue, a ſort of Cement, with which Stones To Live ( Sen Term ) is to endure the Sea .

are joined or faſtened together. Li'vELINESS (li gelicney y'e, Sax .) vivaciouſneſs , &c.

A LITHOGLYPHER (11Poglupo of night and gavow , to Live long, an Herb.

carve or engrave, Gr. ] a Stone -cutter or Maſon. Li'VELIHOOD (of life and hea Foo, Sax . the Head] a Way

LITHOʻGRAPHY [novo gegepiz, Gr ] the Art of cutting or of living .

engraving in Stone i alſo a Deſcription of Stones . Liver (liyere of lijs, Sax. the Life) the thickeſt of the

Lithoides (noSeid ós, Gr. ] the Bone of the Temples, Parts of all theBowels, whoſe Office is to purifie the Maſs of
which , in the upper Part, toward the Sagittal Suture, is e- Blood by ſtraining it.

qually circumſcribed with the ſcaly Agglutinations; but be- Livez of Antimony (with Chymilts] Antimony opened by

hind with the Parts or Additions of the Suture Lambdoides Salt Petre and Fire, ſo as to make it half Glaſs and of a liver

and the ſixth Seam , which ſevereth the lower Parts thereof Colour.

from the Sphenoides, and the fore-part from the upper Jaw . Liver -Wort, an Herb.

LITHOL A'BON [of nádo , a Stone, and asbitv, to take hold White Livered Fellozo (prob. for white-leathered , i. e,

of ) an Inſtrumentforextracting the Stoneout of theBladder. one , the Skin of whoſe Face turns white as Leather, with

LI'THOMANCY (16Someone's of ais G and varztíc, Gr. Di- Spite, &c. ) a ſpiteful, malicious Fellow , a deſigning Knave.

vination ] was a fort of Divination performed by a precious LI/VERINGS, a fort of Puddings or Haggers , made of the

Stone called Siderites, which they waſhed in Spring Water, Livers of Hogs and Calves.

in the Night by Candlelight; the Perſon that conſulted it , Li'veRY [livræ of livrer, F. to deliver or give] a Suit of

was to be puriñed from all manner of Pollution , and to have Clothes of different Colours and Trimming, given by a Gen

his Facecovered; this being done, he repeated divers Prayers, tleman to his Footman , Coachman, gr. to diſtinguiſh them

and placed certain Characters in an appointed Order, and from others.

then the Stone moved of it ſelf, and in a ſoft gentle murmur, Livery [in Law ) is the delivery of Poſſeſſion to thoſe Te

or (as fome ſay) in a Voice like that of a Child, returned an nants, which held of the King in Capite or Knight's Service.

Anſwer. LIVERY, a Writ which lies for the Heir to obtain the

LITHONTRIBON [of aisc , a Stone, and opálws to wear, Poſſeſſion or Seizin of his Lands at the King's Hands .

Gr.) a Confection of the Apothecaries, ſo called, becauſe it LIVERY of Seizin [ in Law a delivery of Poffeflion of

breaks and expels the Stone, L. Lands or Tenements or Things corporeal, ' to him who hath

LITHONTRIPTICK (11301 Teitting of noo ', a Stone, and Right or probability of Right to them .

Tpálo, tobreak, Gr. ] Medicines good to break the Stone in LIVERY [ of Hay, &c. ] the giving out a certain Quantity

the Bladder and Kidneys. for feeding Horſes.

Litho'sPermon [1036o neplov of 2630, a Stone, and anippe , Livery Stables, Publick Stables, where Horſes are taken

Seed, g . d . ftony Seed, Gr . ) the Herb Stone Crop, Grom- in to be kept or to be let out for Hire.

well orGraymill, L. LIVERY Men (in the Companies of Tradeſmen ] ſuch

LithO'STROTA [Argás potee of and sparrup , Gr. to Members of a Company or Corporation, as are advanced a

pave] Stone Pavements of Mofaick Work, ſuch as the An- bove the Yeomanry, and have a Right to wear a Livery
tients made of fine pieces of Marble and other Stones , curi- Gown upon folemn Occaſions.

oully joined together, and as it were inchaſed in the Cement, To Stand at Livery, is to be kept at Livery Stables .

repreſenting different Figures by the variety of their Colours LIVERY [in Deed] is when the Feoffer takes the ring of the
and Difpofitions. Door, or a Twig, or a Turf of Land, and delivers it to the

Lithotomi'A [nasopomíaof his and riure, to cut, Gr.] Feoffee, in the Name of the Seizin of the Land.

a Quarry of Stones; alſo a Maſon's Work -houſe . Livery (in Law] is when the Feoffer fays to the Feoffee,

LITHOʻTOMIST (105670,46 , Gr . ) an Operator, who cuts for being in view of the Houſe or Land, I giveyou yonder Houſe

the Stone ; alſo a Maſon . or Land , to you and to your Heirs, and therefore enter into the

LITHOSTOMY (nofotomío, Gr. ) the Operation of cutting the ſame and take poffeffion of it accordingly.
Stone, out of human Bodies . Li'vid [lividus, L.) black and blue .

To Li'tiGATE (litigare, L.) to contend, to wrangle, to Livid Muſcle [ Anat. ] one of the Muſcles that moves the

quarrel. Thigh, ſo called from its Colour.

Litiga'tion, a quarrelling or brawling ; a ſuit or plead- Li'vor (with Surgeons] a kind of leaden or dead bluiſh Cor

ing at Law, L. lour in any Part of the Body, caus'd by a Stroke or Blow , L.

LITIGIOUS [ litigiofus, L. ] that delights in going to Law , Livire , an imaginary French Coin of two kinds , of Tournois

quarrelſom , contentious, wrangling. and Paris. The Livre Tournois contains 20 Sols Tournois,

LITIGIOUSNESS, contentiouinels, delight in Law Suits . and each Sol 12 Deniers Tournois; the Livre Parifis is 20

LITISPE'NDENCE [of lis, litis and dependere, L. ] the Time Sols Pariſis, each Sol Pariſis worth 12 Deniers Pariſis, and

during which a LawSuit is depending , F. each Sol Parifis worth 15 Deniers Tournois.

LITMOSE , a ſort of blue Paint or Colour. LixIvIAL ? [lixivius, L.) of or pertaining to Lye, or

LITO'RAL Shells (with Naturalifts] ſuch Sea Shells which Lixi'vious S proceeding from Lye.

are always found near the Shore, and never far off in the Lixiviate Salts (with Chymiff's]the fixed Salts of Plants,

Deep. drawn by calcining the Plant, and then making a Lye of

LITOR AL (litoralis of litus, L. the Sea Shore] belonging Aſhes and Water.
to the Sea Shore, LixiviATED (of lixivino , L. ) pertaining to , or proceed

Lito’tes (among Rhetoricians] a Figure , when leſs is ing from Lye.

{poken than is intended, L. as, I do not deſpiſe , inſtead of Lixivium, a Lye made of Aſhes , L.

I take delight in. I cannotpraiſe yon, which implics, I have LIXIVIUM (with Chymifts] a fixed Alkali, as the Salts of

juſt grounds to diſpraiſe. I cannot praiſe you enough, I ſhall Tartar, Wormwood, c

never be able to make you amends. Lizard [ lizarde, F. lacerta , L.] a little creeping Crea

To Litter [of litiere, F.] to ſpread Straw for Beaſts to ture, of a green Colour, much like an Evet, but larger, very

lie down on ; alſo to throw Things about an Houſe. common in Italy, and other hot Countries.

A Litter (prob . ofliftiere of lit, F. a Bed)a Brood ofa Lo (la , Sax.bchold.

Beaſt brought forth at once ; alſo a ſort of Sedan or Chair LOACH [ loche, F. ) a ſmall fresh water Fish

To
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To LOAD [ lagin, Sax.) to lay on a Burden ; alſo to oppreſs. the pointwhich is to ſolve the Problem may be indifferently

LOAD [lade, Sax. ) a Burden or Weight. taken within a certain extent , i.e. any where, in ſuch a line,

LOAD of Hay, about 2000 l. or within ſuch a Plane or Figure, & c. which is termed å

LOAD (with Miners] a Vein of Oar. geometrical Locus, and the Problem is ſaid to be a local or in
LOAD (of læðin, Sax. to lead) a Trench to drain fenny determinate one .

Places .
LOCAL Cuſtoms, are thoſe peculiar to ſome Lordſhip or o

LOAD-MANACE, the Money or Hire paid to a Guide or ther Diſtrict, and not agreeable to the general Cuſtoms of the
Pilot . Country .

LOAD Star [ 9. leading Star] the North Star, which is a Loca’LITY ? the being of a Thing in a Place.
Guide to Mariners. LO'CALNESS S

LOADSMAN (of læban , Sax . ] a Guide, a Pilot. LO'CATION [ Civil Law] a letting out to rent .

LoaʼDSTONE (prob. of læsin, to lead , and ytan , Sax. a Loch nin, Arab . exagua , Gr. linetus, L. ) a thick

Stone, q . d. leading -ſtone) is digged out of Iron Mines ; the Ld'Hoch S Medicament, that is not to be ſwallowed at}

Virtues of it are,
once, but to be licked , or ſuffered to melt in the Mouth,

1. That when it is in a free poſition, without any thing that it may have more effect upon the Parts affected : as the

to hinder it , it will direct it ſelf to the Poles of the World. Breaſt, Lungs , &c.

2. It will draw another Loadſtone to itſelf, and ſometimes Lo'che Sanum (with Apothe.] a particular ſort of Linctus,

alſo will repel it. good for the Lungs.

3. By being touch'd with Iron , it communicates to it not Lo'chia [nogence of nixo , a Bed , Gr. ) the natural Evacua

only the Virtue, which it ſelf has of pointing to the Poles of tions of Women in Child-bed, after the birth of the Fætus

the World, but alſo that Virtue by which it attracts Iron ; ſo and the excluſion of the Membrane, called Secundina ,

that ten or a dozen Needles , or as many Buckles, may be Loʻci Chymici, Chymical Furnaces or Veſſels, L.

madeto hang together like a Chain . Loci Muliebres, Womens Privities, L.

A Loadſtone being made thoroughly hot in the Fire , loſes Lock of Hair [locca, Sax . )

its attractive Virtue. Lock of a Door (loc . Sax.] .

Some Authors write , that by the help of the Magnet or Lock of Wool ( floccus, L. ]

Loadſtone, Perſons may communicate their Minds to a Friend Lock [of a River) a Place where the Current or Stream of

at a great diſtiance ; as ſuppoſe one to be at London, and the
it is ſtopt.

other at Paris, if each of them have a circular Alphabet, like Lock , an Infirmary or Hoſpital for the Cure of pocky
the Dial -plate of a Clock, and a Needle touched with one Perſons.

Magnet, then at the ſame time that the Needle at London was To Lock [belucan , Sax .) to make faſt with a Lock and

moved, that at Paris would move in like manner, provided Key; alſo to move the Wheels of a Waggon to and fro.
each Party had ſecret Notes for dividing Words, and the Lock Spit (in Fortific .] a ſmall Trench opened with a

Obſervation was made at a ſet Hour, either of the Day or of Spade, to mark out the lines of any Work .

the Night ; and when one Party would inform the other of Lo'cker [ loculamentum , L. ) a Pigeon Hole.
any Matter, he is to move the Necdle to thoſe Letters that Locker ( in a Ship] a Cheſt or Box ranging along the

will form the Words, that will declare what he would have Sides to putThings in.

the other know, and the other Needle will move in the ſame Lo'cket [of loc, Sax. and et dimin .) a little Lock of a

manner. This
may be done reciprocally . Gold Chain , or a ſet of Diamonds, &c.

A LOAF (hlay, Sax . ] a portion or lump of Bread. Locking Wheel of a Clock, the fame with the Count
LAM ? [with Gardiners) grafting Clay, a ſort ofMortar Wheel.

LOMEI made of Clay and Straw . Lo'ckman (in the Inle of Man] an Officer, who executes

LOAM (with Chymiſts] a ſort of Plaiſter uſed by Chymiſts the Orders ofthe Governor or Deemſters, not much unlike
to cloſe

up
their Veffels. to our under Sheriff.

LOAMINESS, fulneſs of Loam, or loamy Nature. LO'CKRAM , a coarſe ſort of Linen Cloth.

Lo'amy, of the Nature of Loam. LO'CKRON , a ſort of Flower, called allo Locker. Goulons.

LOAN [læna, Sax .) a thing lent ; a lending of Money ; Locks (for Horſes) are Pieces of Leather about the breadth

alſo the Intereſt forMoney lent. of two Fingers, turned round and ſtuffed on the inſide, to

To LOATH [la San , Sax .) to Nauſeate. prevent their hurting the Paſterns, about which they are

Lob, a large North Sea Fish ; whence, perhaps, clapp'd .

LOB [9. d. Lap- cock] a great, heavy , fuggiſh Lo'co Ciffon in Law] a yielding or giving Place.

LO'BCOCK Fellow. Loco motive Faculty [with Philojop.) that Faculty which

Los Worm , a Worm uſed in fiſhing for Trouts . cauſes moving from one place to another.

Lo'bey (prob. of laube, Teut. the Porch of an Houſe) a LOCULAME'NTA (with Botan . ] little diſtant Cells or Parti

kind of Paſſage -room or Gallery . tions within the cominon Secd -bag of a Plant or Flower, as

LOBE [ lobus, L.) any Body turned of a roundiſh Shape . the Poppies, &c. L.

Lobes (1 Boí Gr.] 'the ſeveral Diviſions of the Lungs, LOCULAME'NTUM, an Apartment or Partition ; a Box or

Liver, & c. alſo the Tip of the Ear, which is more fat and
Drawer to put any thing in, L.

other part of it . Lo'cus , a Place , L.
any

LOBES (with Botan.) the Diviſions of the Bulk of Seeds, Locus apparens (with Afron ]in which any Planet or Star

which uſually conſiſts of twoParts, as is plainly ſeen in Beans, appears, when view'd from an Eye at the ſenlible Horizon.

Peas, &C. Locus Primariusz i.e. the primary Place [with Philol.]

LoBloʻLLY, a ſort of Nuttiſh out of the way Pottage . Locus Abfolutus S is that Part of the abſolute or immove

Whole Groots or Oatmeal , boiled till they burſt, and then able Space of extended Capacity, to receive all Bodies, which

buttered . Burgos. a particular individual Body takes up.

Lo'rster [ loppeytne, Sax. ] a Fill well known. Locus Secundarius2 i. e. the ſecondary Place (with Phil.) .

LOBSTERS (Hicroglyphically] two Lobſters , fighting one Locus Relatious S is that apparent and ſenſible Place, in

with another, repreſented Sedition in a Common -wealth ; whichwe determine a Body to be placed, with reſpect to o

and becauſe Land Lobſters are ſaid to be great Enemies to ther adjoining or neighbouring Bodics.

Snakes and Serpents, therefore the Egyptians put them to ſig , Locus in quo [in Law ) the Place, where any thing is ſaid

nify a Man of Temperance, who ſuppreſſes his Luſts and
to be done, in Pleading, L.

wicked Affections, that are moſt dangerous Serpents to his Locus partitus, [in Law]ja Diviſion made between two

Soul .
Towns or Counties, to make trial in which the Land or

LO'BULE ( Anat. ] a little Lobe . Place in queſtion lies .

LO'BULI adipoli [in Anat.] certain Bladders of Fat about Locus Geometricus, a line by which an indeterminate Pro

the Skin , and in the Spaces between the Muſcles, L. blem is ſolved. Thus, if a right line ſuffice for the Con

Lo'bus auris [ Anat.] the lower Part or Tip of the Ear. ſtruction of the Equation, it is called Locis ad reétum ; if a

LO'CAL [ localis, L of or pertaining to Place . Circle, Locus ad circulum ; if an Ellipſis, Locus ad Ellipſin ,

' LOCAL [ in Law ] tied or joined to a Place .
&c.

Local Colours (in Painting ) are ſuch as are natural and Locus ad lineam ( Matbematicks) is when a Point that ſa

proper for each particular Object in a Picture . tisfies the Problem is found in a line, whether Right or Curve,

Local Medicaments [in Surgery] ſuch Remedies asare ap and that by the Reaſon of the want of one Condition , only

ply'd outwardly to a particular Place or Part ; ar Plailters, to render the Problem determinate altogether, L.

Salves , Ointments, c. Locus ad folidum (Matbem .] is when threc Conditions are

Local Problem (with Mathemat . ] is ſuch ſuch an one as is wanting to the determination of the Point that is fought, and

capable of an infinite number of different Solutions, as where ſo it will be found in a ſolid ; and this may be included either

under

}

felhy than
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under a plain , curre or mixt Superficies, and thoſe either de

terminate or indefinitely extended. E OVF DNG CYH BX A

Locus ac ju perficiem [Mathem.] is when there are two
Conditions wanting to determine any point that ſatisfies any

Problem , and that Point may be taken throughout the exten

lion of ſome Superficies, whether Plane or Curve.

LO'CUST ( igenta, L.] a miſchievous Infect, that eat up t

and ſpoils all green Plants.

LOCUST.E [with Botan .) the Beards and hanging Seeds of

Qals and other Plants, whole Figure fomething reſembles

that of a Locult .
1

LO CUTION, phraſeor manner of Speech, F. of L.
Lo'cUTORY (old Records] a ſort of Parlour or

LOCUTO'RIUM ivith -drawing Room in a Monaſtery,
S

where the Friars meet together for Converſation or Diſcourle.

LODE munazé Cot leo : n , Sax .) the hire of a Pilot for con
ducting a Ship

LODE Ship, a ſmall fiſhing Verrel.

LO DEMERGE (in the Laws of Oleron ] the Skill or Art of

Navigation .

LodesMAN [liynan of layın, Sax .] a Coaſting Pilot. Let the right Line A E be divided into the equalParts

LODE -WORKS ( in the Stannaries or Tin Mines in Corn- A B, BC, CD, DE, &c . from the Points A , B , C ,D, E,

wa!!] Works performed in the high Grounds, by ſinking deep &c. let the Lines A a, Bb, Cc, Dd and E e be drawn
Wells , callid Shifts. See Stream works . all perpendicular to A E, and conſequently parallel to one

To Lodge ( gelogian , Sax. loger, F. ] to take up a another.

Lodging in ; to entertain with a Lodging; to lay up in a Place. LO'GARITHMOTECHNY (of gopi opis and To ", Gr. ] the

A Lodge [loge, F.] a Hut orApartment for a Porter, Art of making Logarithms.
Centinel, C, LO'GATING , a certain unlawful Game, now out of Uſe ;

To LODGE ( Hunt. Term ) a Buck is ſaid to lodge, when he but mentioned in the Statute, 23 Her.. VIII.

goes to Reſt.
LOGGERHEAD (prob. of log and head] a ſtupid Perſon .

LODGER , one who lodges in a hired Room or Apartment LO'GIA, a little Houſe, Lodge or Cottage.

in another's Houſe . LO'GICAL (logicalis, L.] of, or pertaining to, or agreeing ,

LO'DGING (of gelozian , Sax. or loger, F. ) a Place of Ha- with the Rulesof Logick.

bitation or Repoſe for a Time . LO'GICAL Diviſion, is an Oration or Speech , explaining

LO'DGMENT (in Milit. Aff.) an encampment made by an a thing Part by Part.

Army ; -a retrenchment dug for a covert or ſhelter, when the LO'GICALNESS, argumentativeneſs; the being according

Counterſcarp or ſome other Poſt is gained ; alſo a Place where to the Rules of Logick .

the Soldiersare quartered among the Townſmen or Burghers, LOGICIAN, one skilled in theArt of Logick.

in Barracks, Huts or Tents. LO'GICK [nogen of67, Gr. ) is the Art of guiding our

LODGEMENT on an Attack, is a Work caſt up by the Be- Reaſon in the knowledge of Things, as well for our own In

fiegers, during their approaches in a dangerous Poſt, where ſtruction , as that of others. It conſiſts in the Reflection

it is abſolutely neceſſary to ſecure themſelves from the Ene- which Men have made of the four principal Operations of the

mies Fire ; asin a covert Way, a Breach,& c. Theſe kind of Mind, viz. conceiving, judging, reaſoning and diſpoſing .

Lodgments are made of Barrels or Bags full of Earth, Fag- Natural LOGICK, thepower or force of Reaſon unaſliſted

gots, Wool- Packs, Palliſadoes, to cover the Men in a Place by Art.

they have gain'd and reſolve to keep .. LOGI'SMUS (with Rhetoric.] a Figure when a Sentence is

A LOFT ( prob. of lofter, Dan. to lift) an upper Floor of framed withoutany conſequent.
an Houſe.

LO'GIST [nogestis, Gr.) an expert Accountant.
LO'FTINESS, high -mindedneſs, pride, haughtineſs. LOGI'STICA ( nsgressen,Gr.j a Species of Arithmeticky

LOʻRTY [of lofier, Dan .) high ; haughty , proud, high- which applies the Rules of multiplying, dividing, &c. to the

minded . degrees of Sines, Circles, Angles, & c.

LOG (prob . of lizan , Sax. to lie along, becauſe of its LOGISTICA Speciofa (with Matbem .] literal or ſpecious

Weight] urge thick Piece of Wood. Algebra, L.

LOG (214, Heb.] an Hebrew Meaſure, containing 3 quar- LOGISTICA linea (with Arithmet.] is the Line, called alſo

ters of a Pintandır and ſolid Inches , Wine Meaſure. the logarithmick Line, where the Ordinates, apply'd in equal

Log Line [in Navigation] a ſmall long line tied to the Log, Parts of the Axis, are in geometrical proportion.

having Knots at every 50 Footdiſtance , round about a Reel LO'GISTICAL Arithmetick, is now uſed by ſome for the

fixt for that purpoſe in the Gallery of a Ship. expeditious Arithmetick of Logarithms, by which all the

LOG Boara (in Navig.) a Table divided into 5 Columns, trouble of Multiplication and Diviſion is ſaved .

containing an account of the Ship's Way, meaſured by the LOGISTICAL Logarithms, a Table of Logarithms adapted

Log, which is to be entred daily into the Log -board. to Sexagefimal Fraétions.

Log Wood, a ſort of Wood uſed by Dyers, called alſo LOGI STICKS, the ſame as Logiſtical Arithmetick ; or, as

Campechio Wood, brought from thence, a Province of New ſome will have it , the firſt general Rules in Algebra, of Ad

Spain. dition , Subſtraction, Egi.

LO'GARITHMS [of néz @ , a Word , and aptuós, Number, LO'GIUM Cold Rec.) an Hovel, an Out-Houſe.

Gr.) artificial Numbers, which perform Multiplication by Ad- LOGODÆ DALY [logodedalia, L. of nóg Qu , Gr. a Word,

dition , and Diviſion by Subtraction, invented by the Lord and Dadalus] a goodly ſhew and flouriſh of Words, without

Nepier, Baron of Merchiſion in Scotland, and afterwards com
much matter.

pleated by Mr. Henry Briggs, Savilian Profeſſor of Geome- LOGODÆ DALIST [ logodædalus, L. of nogedaidaro , Gr. ]

try at Oxford. an Inventor or Forger ofnew Words, and ſtrange Terms.

Defective LO'GARIT HM" } the Logarithm of a Fraction. LOGODIARRHOE'A [1090dripport, Gr. ] a Diarrhæa or Flux

Impure LOGARITHM of Words not well digeſted, L.

LOGARITHMICK Spiral(with Mathem .)is a ſort of Spiral LOGO'GRAPHER [ 10garezom , Gr. ] a Writer of Books of

Line, which may be conceived to be form'd much after the Account.
ſame manner with other Spirals. As ſuppoſing the Radiusof LOGOMACHY (nogouinged, Gr. ] a Contention about Words.

a Circle to move uniformly through the Circumference,while LO'Hoch . See Loch.

a ccrtain Point moves from the extremity of this Radius to- Loich Fijh Cold Sta :.] Cod, Ling, Lob, & c.

wards the Cenier, with a Motion retarded in a geometrical LoImO'GRAPHER [of aavós, a Peſtilence, and sprown, Gr.

Proportion ; the Mark of this Point will form the Logarith- to deſcribe] one who writes about, or deſcribes Peſtilences.

mical Spiral . Loi'mos [ 101_ , Gr. ] the Plague or Peſtilence, a catch

ing Diſeaſe ,which corrupts the Blood and animal Spirits.
LOGARITHME TICKL of or pertaining to Logarithms.

LOINS ( lumbi, L. longia, Ital ] the lower Parts of the Back ,
LOGARITHMETICK Line of Pardie , is a Curve which near the Hips, the Walle.

LOGARITHMETICK Curve To Loi'ter (prob. urteren , Dr.] to delay, to lay behind.
Myiteries of Logarithms, with ſeveral other very excellent Lo’LIUM , Cockle or Darnel, a Weed that grows among

Properties and uies, and is thus delineated. Corn , L.

e } dicevelis, perfectly way the

Í 5 Loll
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Lolt, to lean or lie upon . Muſcle of the Redius, ſerving to turn the Palm of the Hand

ToLout out the Tungu(perhaps of Ideken , Du.) to ex- upwards.
fert, or let it hang oet of the Mouth . Longus, a , um [in Botan . Wriz .) the longeft, longs, a ,

LoʻLLARDS (either of Watter Lollard , the Author of a longis, with long

Sect in Germany, &c . in the 13th Century ; or of Loliui Longus Colli (in Anas.) a Muſcle of the Neck, which ari,

Darnel, as being Tares amongit God's Wheat) a comtemp- fes chiefly Hethy , tho' partly tendinous from the fore -part of

tuous Name given to the Followers of Wicklift, and the Re- the 5 upper Vertebror of the Back , and is inſerted into every

formers in England, in the Time of King Henry III, Vertebraof the Neck. Its Office is to bend the Neck forwards.

LO'LLARDY, the Doctrines and Opinions of the Lollards. Loor (of luyan, Sax . above) is that part of a Ship aloft,
LO'MBAR 2 [fo named of the Lombards, a People of which lies juft before the Tunbers called Chels-Trees, as far

LOMBARDS Italy, who were great Ulurers) a Bank for
as the Bulk-head of the Fore -caftle,

Ulury or Pawns . To Loorz [a Phrale uſed in conuing a Ship ]as Loofup, i.e.

LO'MBAR Houſe, a Houſe into which ſeveral ſorts of To LUFFS keep the Ship near to the Wind; to Loof into a

Goods are taken as Pawns ; alſo where they are expoſed to Harbour, is to fail into into it cloſe by the Wind.

Sale, To ſpring a Look( Sea Phraſe] is when a Ship that was go .

LONCHI'TES (107xizue, Gr.) the Herb Spleen -Wort, fo ing large before a Wind, is brought cloſe by the Wind.
named, becauſe the Shape of its Seed reſembles a Spear. A Loof off, at a diſtance .

LONCHITEs, a Comet, which bears ſome reſemblance to Keep your Loof, is a direction to the Man at the Helm to

a Lance or Spear; the Head being of an Oval form, the keep the Ship near the Wind.

Stream of its Rays , or the Tail, being long, thin and point- Loof Tackle (in a Ship) a ſınall Tackle, ſerving to lift all

ed at the End. ſmall Weights in and out of a Ship.

LO'NDLESS [lanb leay , Sax.] a banished Man, Loof Hooks, Tackle with 2 Hooks, one of which is to

Long [longus, L.) of extent in Length. hitch into the Crengles of the Main and Fore - Sail, and the

Long Jointed [ſpoken of a Herje] is one whoſe Paftern is other into a ſtrap or pulley Rope, let into the Cheſs- Tree,

flender and pliant.
&c. its uſe being to luccour the Tacklęs in a large Sail.

To Lonc [ longen , Sax .) to defire very earnefly . Loof Pieces, are thoſe Guns that lie in the Loof of a Ship.

Long Aicent (in Grammar] ſhews that the Voice is to ftop To Look (locian , sax.] to behold, to ſee.

at that Vowel that has this Mark ( - ) ſet over it. A Look , a caſting the Eyc, beholding, ſeeing ; a form of

LONG [ in Mujick] a Note equalto two Briefs. Coutenance, as an angry look.

LONG Boat, is the trongest and biggett Boat belonging to A Loom ( prob. of glomus, L.a Ball of Yarn , according to

a Ship, that can be hoiled up into it. Minſew ) the Frame in which a Weaver works.

Long Meg , a Stone near Salkeld in Cumberland, near Loom Gale ( in Sea Language) a frelh or ftiff Gale ; the beſt

15 Foot high . fair Wind to lail in , becauſe the Sea does not go high, and all

Long of you (prob. of Zelang, Sax. a fault, blame, or of the Sails maybe borne out.

belangen, Teut. to belong to it is your fault, LOOMING of Ship, is the proſpect or Mew that the makes,
LONG Primmer, a ſort of Printing Letter. as they lay, ſuch a Ship Loonsa grest Sail, i.e. The feems
Longani'MITY [ longanimitas, L.) long Suffering, great or appears to be a great Ship .

Patience, Forbearance. Loon , an idle, lazy , good for nothing Fellow ,

LONGA'NIMOUS [ longanimis, L. ) long fuffering, patient. Loon (in New England) a Bird like a Cormorant, that can
LONGA'NO Scarce go, much leis By, and makes a noile like a Sow - gelder's

the ſtraight Gut in the Fundament.
Horn.

LONGEVITY [longevitas, L.) length of Age, long life. A Loop (prob. of loopen , Du. to run , becauſe it can be
Losce'vous ( longevus, L.) long lived, living long. eaſily flipped ) a Noofe in a Rope which will nip ; alſo an Or.

: LONG-WORT, che Herb Angelica, nament for a Button - hole.

LUNGIMETRY [with Mathematicians) the Art of taking the Loop [ in the Iron Works] about 3 Quarters of a hundred

Difanoes of Things afar off, as the Diſtances of Steeples, Weight of Iron, melted and broken offfrom a Sow, in the
Towers, Trees, &c. either one or many together. Fire ofthe Finary

LONGI'OR, us [ in Botan. Writ.] longer ; longiori, i; longi- Shingling theLoop, is the breaking off this Loop from the
aribus, with longer. L.

Sow , and working it into a Bloom .
LoxGI'NQUITY [longinquitas, L. ) length of Place, remote- A Loop (in Gun .) a ſmall Iron -ring in the Barrel ofa Gyn .

nets, length of Time, or long Continuance. Loop of Corn Cat Riga ] 2 Bufhels, and in ſome Places 4

LONGISSIMUS, a, um in Botan. Writ .) longeſt ; tongifino, Pecks and me

4, longiffimis, with longett. L. Loop Holes [in a Ship] are holes made in the comings of
LONGISSIMUS Femoris (with Anatomifts] a certain Muſcle the Hatches for cloſe Fights and other Conveniences.

of the Thigh , otherwiſe called Sartorius. L. Loop Holes (in Fortification) are little holes in the Walls of

LONGISSIMUS Pollicis. (with Anatomifts] See Flexor tertii a Caſtle or Fort to thoot through.

internodii. L.
Loose [loos, Du. ] nack , not tight, not bound up ; allo

LoʻNGITUDE [in Geography) is an Arch of the Equator, looſe in Morals.

comprehended between the firſt Meridian ; or it is the dif- To Loo'sE 2 [of looſen , Du . lefan , Sax .) to unbind,

ference, either Eaft or Welt, between the Meridians ofany 2 To Loo'sEN to let looſe ; to move a thing from its fixed

Places counted on the Equator, and that of the Place enquired neſs.

after ; or it is the difference, either Eaft or Wett, botween the Loose Strife, Willow -herb or Willow -weed, which is ſo

Meridians of any two Places, counted on the Equator; and called by Country People, becauſe there goes a Tradition of

is uſually marked at the top and bottom of Maps, Charts, &c. it , thatif it be held to Cattle when a fighting, it will part

LONGITUDE (in Navigation) is the distance of a Ship or them .

Place, Eaft or Weit, from another; couued in proper LOOSENESS, laxativeneſs of Body ; allo depravedneſs as to

Degrees.
Morals .

LONGITUDE [in the Heavens) is an Arch of the Ecliptick, To Lop, to cut off the tops of Trees.

contained between the firſt Degree ofthe Sign Aries, and that To Lope ( of loopen, Du. or labi, L. ) to run away , to

Circle which paffes through the Centre of any Star.
ſlip away privately.

LONGITUDE of the Sun, Planet, &c. from tbe next equi- LOPNJA (with Anatomils] the upper Port of the Cervix or
noctial Point, is the number of Degrees and Minutes they are the back Part of a human Neck.

from the Beginning of Aries or Libra, either before or after
LOQUA'cious [ loquax, L.) full of talk , prating.

them , and can never be above 180 Degrees.
LOQUA'CIOUSNESS

LONGITUDE [in Dialling ]the Arch of obe Equinoctial com talkativeneſs.
LOQUA'CITY

prehended between the ſubitilar Line of the Dial and the true
LOQUE'LA, talk , diſcourſe, ſpeech. L.

Meridian.
LOQUEL A fine die Cold Rec ] an Imparlance or Petition for

LONGITUDE of Motion fin Mechanicks] the mcaſure of
a day of reſpite in a Court of Justice. ' L.

Motion reckoned according to the Linc of direction, being the LORD [ hlakond, Sax. of hlak a Loat, and afford, ofa Cu

distance of length, which the Centre of any moving Budy runs ftom of Noblemen , antiently giving Loaves of Bread to the

thro ' as it moves on ina right Line.
Poor] a Nobleman.

LONGITUDINAL, extended lengthwiſe.
Lord in Groß [being a private Perſon ]is when a Mían makes

LONGITUDINAL Suture [ Anat.)the croſs Seam ofthe Scull, a Gift in tail of all his Lands, to hold of him and dies, his
that

goes
from one fide to the other.

Heir is ſaid to have but a Seignory or Lerdſhip in Groſs.
Longus Muſculus (with Anas.] a Muſcle of the Cubit or LORD [in L2.0] is a perſon who has a Fec , and of confe

Elbow which heips to ſtretch out the Arm forwards; alſo a
quence the Homage of 'Tenants within his Manour.

LORD
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LORD MESN [in Law ) the owner of a Manour, who there- Love (lugu , sav.) Kindneſs, Friendhip , a Paſſion.

forę has Tenants holding of him in Fee and hy a Copy of Love (in Ethicks) is a friendly Motion to Mankind; but the

Court- Roll.
Moralifts tell us, muſt not be thrown away on an ill Objects

LORD of the Geniture (with Atrologers) is that Planet nor procure baſe and unworthy Fuel to its Flames, norhin.

which has the greateſt ſtrength in the Figure of any Perſon's der the Exerciſe of others Duties,
Genityrę or Nativity, and fo becomesprincipal Significtior To Love [ Infian, Sax .) to have an Affection for.

of his Temperament, Manners, diſpolition of Body , & c. Love Days, Days on which Arbitrations were made; and

LORD of theHour, (with Ajirologers) a Planet which go- Controverſies between Neighbours put ay End to , for the re

verns the twelfth Part of the Day ; as alto of theNight leve Aoring of mutualLove and Charity,

rally, and divided into 12 Parts , which were failed planetary Love Socume, a grinding of Corn at their Lord's Mill free:
Hours ,

ly, out of Love to their Lord.

Lord oftbe lear (with Aſtrologers] that Planet which has Love , the Name of a certain Flower.

moft Marks of Fortitude in a revolutional Figure,
Love Apple, a Root in Spain, that inclines to a Violet

LO'RDANE (ofLord and Dane, becauſewhen the Danes Colours

LØRDANT had the Government in England, enjoined Lovelinees [lu felic, Sax. and negye) Quality deferving
the better ſort of People to keep a Dane in their Houſes; as a Love.

Spy and Curbupon them ) a dull , heavyFellow , a lazy Lubber, LOVELY ( luxigenolice, Sax .) Amiable.

Lordo'sis [ iópows, Gr. ] the bending of the Back -bone Lover (oflugege or ļujiend, Şax.] a Sweet-heart, Eco

forwards in Children,
Lover, a Tunnel in the Roof or Top of the Houle to a

LORDLINESS, ſtatelineſs, pride, haughtineſs. void Smoke.

LO'BDLY , haughty, lofty , proud . LOUND [loun, Sax.) fignifies a Plain among Trees ,

LORDSHIP , the Title, juriſdiction or Manour of a Lord. Lou'rdaN, a lazy, îlothful Fellow, See Lordane,

Lore (læple, $ax.) Learning or Skill. Lourcu'rpus Cold Rec.] a Ram or bell-weather Sheep
LORE, Direction , Advice, Teaching. Milton . Loure , the Name of a French Dance, or the Tune that

LO'Rey, an Article in the Chamber ofAccounts in France, belongs to it.

which ordains, that if a Combat be accepted, and afterwards LOU'RGULARY, a caſting any thing into the Water to ſpoil

taken up by the conſent of the Lord of the Fee, each of the or poiſon it.

Parties Mall pay 2s. 6d. and the Party overcome forfeits 112 Louse [luy, Sax.) an Infect that infefts human Kind.

Shillings,
To Louse [luyſen , Dy.) to hunt of catch Lice.

LO'RICA, a Coat of Mail or Armous, worn in old Timnes, Louse Wort, an.Herb.

wrought over with many ſmall Iron Rings , Lou'sy (luyig, Sax .) infeſted with Lice .
LORICA'TION, a fencing with a Coat of Mail. Lou'siness, louſy Condition, a being inſeſted with Lice.
LORISATION [in Majon ] the filling of Walls with Mortar. Lout 2 ( prob. of læged, Sax. a Lay -man , or leo8 , the

Lorifica'TION (with Chymiſts) the covering a Veſſel, Lowt } People, one of the vulgar] a clowniſh, unman :
callid a Retort, with Loam or Clay , before it is ſet over a nerly Fellow .
naked Fire.

Low [loh, Du.] not high, humble, mean :
LO'RIMERS ( prob. of lorum, L. a Thong or Bridle) ? To Low (hlo gan erhlepan , Sax .] to bellow like an Ox of

LO'RINĘR $ Company of Artificers, who make Horſe Cow .

Bits, Spurs, & c. and other things for Horſes.
Low bearing Cock, a fighting Cock , over watch'd as to

Loʻk10t, a Bird , that being looked upon by one that has Height,

the Jaundice, cures the Perſon and dies it felf.
Lowary a ſort of Shrub, otherwiſe called Spurge

To Lose [leyan, Sax. ) to ſuffer loſs. Low'ry Laurel.

A Lo'set, an idle, ſlothful Perſon.
LOWLINESS, humility , humbleneſs of Mind.

Lo'singa
Loʻwness [incertæ Etymologiæ, wife ox loh, Du.) low

State or Place, meanneſs, Sc.
Loss (of leyan, Sax. to loſe] loſing, dammage.

LO'WING ( of hloran, Sax. ) bellowing lile a Cow , &
LOTE True (letos, L. A , Gr. ) Tree, bearing broad ,

Low -BELT [q . Lowing Bell] a Device for catching Birds,
jagged Leaves, full of Veins, the upper Part being green , by hanging a Bell about the Neck ofa weather Sheep.
andthe other whịtiſh.

Low'BELLER, one who goes a Fowlingwith a Lightand Bell:
LO'THERWIT, a Penalty or Fine antiently impos d on thoſe Low 'LAND Men , the Offspring of the Engliſ Saxons, in

that committed Adultery or Fornication,
the Eaſt Part of Scotland .

Lot Chlot, Sax . ] a Portion ofa Thing divided into ſeveral
LowMafted Ship, one whoſe Maft is either too Niort or

Parts, to be ſharedamong ſeveral Perſons ; Chance, Fortune, F. too ſmall, ſo that the cannot bear a Sail large enough to give

To caſt Lots (hleotin, S.1x ) to determine a doubt by Lot. her her true way.

To pay Scat and Lor, to payſuch Pariſh Duties as Houſe- Low Worm ( in Horſes] a Diſeaſe like the Shinglesa

keepers are liable to .
Lown (loen , Du. ] a dull heavy -headed Pellow.

Lot 2 (at the Derbyſhire Mines) a Duty paid to the
To Lowe [ loeren, Du .) to frown, to look fowt or

LOTH ? King of every Lead

LOTOMETRA, Breadmade of the Seed of theHerb Lotus, grim ;alſo to begin tobe overcaft with Clouds.
LoxODROMICAL (with Navigat,] of or pertaining tobeing like Millet
LoxodroʻMICK the Method of oblique Sailing.

Loth (la Se, Sax .) unwilling, as I am lotb, I have no
LOXODROMICK Line [ in Navig.] an oblique or crookedkind to, or it irkath me.

Line, the Line of the Ships Way, when the Sails upon a

TO LOTHE } [la bian, Sax .] to nauſeate , to abominate. Rhumb, or which he deſcribes when the does not go in a
To LOATHS

right Line.
Lothness, unwillingneſs.

LoxODROMICK Tables [in Navigation ) certain Tables of
LOTHING ( læste, Şax .) a nauſeating, a hating,

Rhumbs, and traverfe Tables of Miles, &c. made to find outLO'THSOM la Sian yom , Sax .) nauſeous, hatetid.
the requiſites, or reſolve the caſes of Sailing, after the moſt

LoʻTHSOMNESS , hatefulneſs, nauſeouſneſs.
true and expeditious manner.

Loʻtion, a waſhing, F. of L.
LOXODROʻMICKS (of 206ds, oblique, arid seguier, Gr, aLOTION (with Chymifs] is the waſhing or cleaning any Courſe] the Artof oblique Sailing bythe Rhumb, when a

Medicine or Water .

Ship does not Sait, either direetly underthe Equator, or un

LOTIOʻN & [in Med .] Remedies that are of a kind between a
deroneand the fame Micridian ; but oblique otacroſs them.

Bath and a Fomentation, ulęd to waſh the Head or any Pars
LoxO'DROMY, the Courſe of a Ship , or the Point ir deaffected

feribes in Sailing from amy Point towards another, excepting
La'tos (with Batan.) the Herb Clover or Melilot, d.

a Cardinal Point; making equal Angles with every Meridiani
Lorus (with Botan .) the Nettle - Tree, L.

LO'YAL [ legalis, L. loyal, F.] honeſt, trufty, faithful,
LoʻTTERY [lottepia, Sox , loterie, F.] aPlay of Chance

more eſpecially to the Prince.

in the nature of a Bank, wherein are put Tickets for Sums of

Money, mixt with many moreblank Tickets, which Tickets who freely bends all hisForcein obeying and performingLOYAL [ipoken of a Horſe) a Horſe is ſaid to be loyatz

being mixed together, and drawn at a Venture, each Perſon

has the Value of the Lot drawnto the Number of his Ticket. reh, alcho' he is tiltreated.
any manage he is put to ; and does not defent himſelf, nor

There are alſo Lotteries of Goods, which are much after the

fame manner. LOYAL Mouth (of a Horje) an excellentMouth, of the na:

ture of ſuch Mouths , as are uſually called Moutlıs with a full
Lo'vage , an Herb.

rek upon the Hand.

Loud (hlud, Sax .] ſounding, neiſy. LOY'ALNESS

LoU'DNESS , noilinels. Lor'ALTY { 0; alte, F.) fidelity , faithfulneſs.

To

LoʻsinceR} [oldRec.] aFlatterer, a Sycophant.
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} sickfelling

To LoʻYTER , to tarry, to ſtand trilling, to ſpend Time idly . LUCTUOUS (luftuofus, L.) ſorrowful, full of forrow .

Loʻzel, a lazy Lubber. To LU'CUBRATE (lucubrare, L. ) to ſtudy late, or to work

LO'ZENGE, a ſquare Cake made of preſerved Herbs, in the by Candle - light.

Shape of a Diamond cut, or QuarrelofGlaſs. LUCUBRATION, a ſtudying or working late or by Candle

LOZENGE [in Heral.] is uſed to contain the Coat light . L.

Armour of all unmarried Gentlewomen and Wi- LU'CULENCE (luculentia, L.) trimneſs, fineneſs, beauty.

dows, as ſome ſay, becauſe it is the figure of the LUCULENT [inculens, L ] trim , fine, beautiful.

antient Spindle ; or, as others ſay, becauſe the LUD'BRIOUS (ludibriojus, L. ) reproachful, thameful, ridi.

Shields of the Amazons were of that Form : It is the Form culous.

or Shape of a Pane of Window Glaſs, before the Square LU'DIBUND ( ludibundus, L. ] full of play .

came ſo much in falhion, and has two obtuſe Angles , as in Lu'dicrous ( ludicrus, L.) sportive, diverting, pleaſant ;

the Figure . alſo trifling , light, childish .

LU'DICROUSNESS, ſportiveneſs; triflingneſs.
Lozenge' in Heraldry) is a Sheild or an

Lozangy Ordinary of all Lozenges , as in
Lu'vi compitales ( among the Romans] were ſolemnized in

the Figure.
the Compite, i. c. the Croſs-ways and Streets. Servius Tul

lius, inſtituted them in honour of the houſhold Gods or fami

LOZENGE (in Geometry) a Figure , the two op- liar Spirits, it being given out that he himſelf was begotten

poſite Angles of which are acute, and the other of one of the Genii.

two obtuſe, as in the Figure. LUDIFICATION, a mocking or deceiving, L.

LU'bber , a Drudge, a lazy Drone .
Lues Venerea, the French Pox. L.

LUBRICIFACTION, a making ſlippery, L. LU'Es , a great mortality , either among Perſons or Cattle. L.

LU'BRICITATE (lubricare, L. ) to make ſlippery. Lues Deifica [ i . e. the deifying Lues

To LUBRICIOUS lubricus, L. Tippery , uncertain , not Lues Sacra ſi. e. the ſacred or holy Lules Sickneſs. L

concluſive ;' as a lubricious Hope, a lubricious Argument, &c. Luff (Sea Term ]. See Loof.

LU'BRICIOUSNESS? (lubricitas, L. ) Nipperineſs, uncer
LUFF a light or flame to catch Fowls with , a Low

LUBRICITY tainty, fickleneis. LOUGH Bell.

LU'CARIA (of lucus, L. a Wood or Grove) a Feſtival ce- To Luc (Geluggian , Sax .) to pull , to hale or pluck .

lebrated by the Romans in a Wood, where they retired and Lug, a Land Meaſure, a Pole or Perch .

concealed themſelves, after they had been defeated , and were Lu'os (prob, of gelug gian , or ligan, Sax. to lie , becauſe

purſued by the Gauls. the Ear3 lie cloſe to the Head, contrary to thoſe of 4 footed

LU'CENT (lucens, L. ) bright, ſhining. Animals , the Ears .

LU'cern, a wild Beaſt in Ruſſia, almoſt as big as a Wolf; LUG Wort. An Herb.

the Skin of which has a very rich Fur, of Colour between a LUGGAGE ( of zeluggian , Sax .] an heavy Weight.

red and brown , and ſomething mailed like a Cat, intermixt LUGUBRIOUS [lugubris, L.)mournful, forrowful.
with black Spots . Luidoʻre , a Corruption of Louis d'Or. See Lewis d'Or.

Lu'cid ( lucidus, L.) clear, bright, ſhining. LUKEW A'RM (plæc, and peapin, Sax .) between hot and

A Lucid Body (with Philof.] one that emits Light.
cold ; alſo indifferent.

LUCID Intervals, the Fits or Paroxiſms of Maniacks, LUKEWARMNESS, a being between hot and cold ; indif

wherein the Frenzy leaves them in Poſſeſſion of their Reaſon. ference, regardleſneſs.

Lucida Corona ( Aſtron.) a fixed Star of the ſecond Mag- T. LULL ( lallare, L. ) to entice to ſleep by ſinging ſleepy.

nitude in the Northern Garland. Tunes or other allurements ; alſo to allure.

Lucida lancis ( Aſtron .) a Star in the Sign Scorpio. LU'LLABY [either of acneir,Gr. to ſpeak, q. talk to ſleep,

Lucida lyra [ Aſtron. )a fixed Star of the firſt Magnitude or of lallare, 2. and abidin , Sax .) a Nurſe's allurement to

in the Conſtellation called Lyra. cauſe a Child to ſleep.

Lucidity

Lu'CiDNESS

LUMA [Bot .) a kind of Thorn that grows in Meadows and
, ) .

moist Places. I..

LU'CIDUS , a, um, [in Botan. Writ.] Mining . LUMBA'Go, a pain in the Muſcles of the Loins, which is

LU/CIFER (with Aſtron.) the Planet Venus; ſo called, when ſometimes ſo very violent that the Patient cannot fit down.

it riſes before the Sun, q. d. lucem ferens, L. i.e. bringing

light ; and He perus, or the Evening Star, when it ſets after
LU'MBARY } [lumbaris, L. ) of or pertaining to Loins.

the Sun. LUMBA'RIS Vena (with Anat . ) a Vein taking its Riſe from

Luciferian, like, of, or pertaining to Lucifer, proud , the deſcending Trunk of the Vena C.wa, and is not always

haughty, arrogant. ſingle; but fonetimes 2 or 3 on each ſide, and are beſtow'd

Lucife'RIANS ( ſo called of Lucifer, Biſhop of Cagliari ] on the Muſcles of the Loins. L.

a Sect in the fourth Century, who held that the Soul of Man Lumea'r es Arteriæ ( with Anat.) certain Arteries which
was propagated out of his fleſh . ariſe from the Aorta , ſpreading themselves over all the Parts

LUCIFEROUS Experiments (among Naturalifs] ſuch Ex- of the Loins, and to the Marrow of the Back -bone.

periments as ſerve to informand enlighten the Mind, as to LUMBER, old houíhold Stuff; allo things uſeleſs and of

Tome Truth or Speculation inPhiloſophy, Phyſick, & c. ſmall Value.

Luci'FUGOUS (lucifugus, L.) that ſhuns the light. LU'MERICAL (of lumbricus, L. ] of or pertaining to, or like

Luci'genous ( lucigena, L.] born or begotten in the Day an Earth -worm .

Time.
LUMBRICAL M : ſcles (with Anat . ] 4 Muſcles in each Hand

Luci'na (with the Poets] a Name of Juno ; or, as others and as many in the Feet; ſo called on account of their (mal

ſay, of Venus, ſuppoſing her to aſlift Women in Labour, neſs and relemblance to Earth - w-worms.

whom they invoked for a ſafe delivery. LUMBRICAʻles, the lumbrical Muſcles .

LUCIO'LA (with Botan.) the Herb Adder's Tongue, L. LUMBRICA'lis Pedis [ Anat.] one of the lumbrical Muſcles

LUCK ( luck, Du.] Chance, Fortune .
of the leſier Toes.

LU'ckiness, fortunateneſs. LU'MERICUS, an Earth -worm , a Belly -worm , a Maw

LU'CKY , fortunate. worm . L.

LUCRA'TION , a gaining or winning, L. LUMINA'RE , a Lamp or Candle to burn on the Altar of

LU'CRATIVE (lucrativus, L. ) gainful, profitable. a Church, or Chapel . L.

LU'CRATIVENESS, gainfulneſs . LU'MINARIES [luminare, L.] the Sun or Moon, ſo called

LUCRATIVE Interej (in Civil Law) is ſuch asis paid, where by way of eminency ; Lights , Lamps.

there hath been no Advantage made by the Debtor, and no LUMINARIA [ in the antient Wetern Churches] the Name

delay nor deceit in him . of the Time ofthe Nativity of our blefied Saviour, called

Lucre [lucrum , L.) gain, advantage, profit.
Chriſtmas. L.

LUCRIFICABLE (lucrificabilis, L. ) bringing or producing LU'MINARY (luminaire, F. luminari, L ) a light Body,

gain or profit. or Body that gives light ; as the Sun and Moon, which are

LUCRIFICK ( lucrificus, L.) gaining, making gain . filed Luminaries by way of Eminency, becauſe of their extra

Lucta'tion, a wreſtling, ſtriving or itruggling, L. ordinary brightneſs , and the great quantity of light that they
LUCTIFEROUS (luftifer, L.] cauſing or bringing Sorrow afford.

or Mourning. LUMINA'tion, a lightening. L.

Lucti'fiCABLENESS, mournfulneſs. LUMI'NEOUS ( lumineux, F. lumineus , L.) proceeding from

LUCT'FICK ( luetificus, L.) cauling forrow or mourning. light.

Lucrisonous [ luftifonus, 2 ] founding out forrow , found LUMINOUS lumineus, L. ) full of light.

ing mournfully LU'MINOUSNESS lightness, fulneſs of light.

A LUO
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A LUMP [lomp, D.. ) a Maſs, a whole Bath ; alfo the LU NGIS [ longis, F.) a tall, lazy, drowſy, dreaming Fel.
Name of a Fiſh. low, or Wench, a flowback.

LU'MPISH [lomp[ch, Du.} heavy, dull ; alſo in lumps, LUNGS [lungena of lun, Sax . empty ,becauſe they are
cloddy .

empty , as containing nothing but Wind) a part of the human

LU'MPISHNESS, a being in lumps or clods; alſo dulneſs, Body, conſiſting of Veſſels and membranous Veflicle, and
heavineſs. ſerving for Reſpiration .

LUNA (9. lux nliena , a borrowed light, becauſe ſhe re- LUNG'S Growing, a Diſeaſe inCattle.
ceives her light from the Sun) the Moon, the neareſt to the LUNG's Sickneſs, a Diſeaſe in Cattle.
Earth of all the ſeven Planets . LUNG -Wort, an Herb .

LUNA (with Chymiſts] Silver. LUNI SOLAR Year [ Afron .) a Period made bymultiplying

LUNA (with Aſtrol.] the Moon ,called Feminineand Nortur- the Cycle of the Moon, or 19 into that of the Sun, which

nal; becauſe, borrrowing her light from the Sun, the excels

in paflive Qualities and Moiſture, L. LUNT ( lunce, Teut.) a Match for firing of Guns.
LUNA [in Heral.] the Moon , is uſed, by ſuch LUPERCA LES [ ſo called ofLupercal, aPlace conſecrated

as blazon the Arms of Monarchs by Planets, in- to Pan, where Romulus and Remus were afterwards brought

ſtead of Metals and Colours, for Argent or Silver; up by a Wolf ]Prieſts inſtituted by Evander, in honour of
becauſe the Moon is the ſecond reſplendent Planet Pan . Theſe Prieſts run about the Streets naked , and barren

to our Sight, as Silver is the ſecond in Value among Metals. Women ftrove to touch them , or be ſtruck by them , fancying

And ſome Heralds have accounted this way of Blazon proper a Blow from them had Virtue in it, to render them fruitful.

to distinguiſh the Arms of Sovereigns and thoſe of Subjects. LUPERCALIA [ ſo called , as ſome ſay, of Lupa, a lhe

See the Figure. Wolf, which gaveſuck to Romulus and Remus; or as others

LUNA cornea (with Chymifts] a rough , taſteleſs Maſs, ſay , of uxo, a Wolf, becauſe the chief Employment of Pan

LUNÆ cornua almoſt like Horn , made by pouring Spirit was to drive away ſuch Beaits from the Sheep that he protect

of S.lt upon. Cryſtals of Silver. ed ) Feafts celebrated by the Romans, on the 15th of February.

LU'NACY ( of luna, L. the Moon] Frenzy or Madneſs , ſo The Ceremony was thus ; firſt a Sacrifice was kill'd of Goats,

called , becaule ſuppoſed to be influenced by the Moon. (becaule Pan was ſuppoſed to have Goat's Feet) and a Dog

LU'NAR (lunaris, L.] of or pertaining to the Moon . ( as being the neceſſary Companion of Shepherds ) then two

Lunar Months, Months according to the Courſe of the Noblemens young Sons were brought to the Luperci, and
Moon . they ſtained their foreheads with the bloody Knife, and o

LU NARIA (with Botan .] Moon -wort or Mad -wort, L. thers wiped it off with Locks ofWooldipped in Milk: Then

LU'NAR Cycle (with Aſtron.) is a Period or Revolution of they cut theSkins of the Goats into Thongs, and ran about

19 Years, invented to make the Lunar Year agreewith the the Streets all naked but their Middle, laſhing all they met in

Solar : So that at the end of this Revolution of 19 Years, the their way with the Thongs, becauſe the Romans had happily

new Moons happen in the fame Months, and on the ſame recovered their Beaſts, when they ran in this manner after the

Days of the Month as they did 19 Years before ; and the Thieves that had ſtolen them away, while they were facri

Níoon begins again her Courſe with the Sun. This Lunar ficing to the God Pun. The young Women, and thoſe that

Cycle is alſo called the Golden Number ; the Circulus Decen- were barren , never endeavoured to get out of their Way,but

novenalis ; alſo Enedecateris, and Circulus Metonicus, of Me- rather to come into it; becauſe they thought a Stroke from

ton the Athenian , who firſt invented it;. L. them , was a greathelper of Conception and Delivery.

LUNARY (lunaris, L.] belonging to the Moon. LUPE'RCI,the Prieſts of the God Pan.

LU'NATICK ( lunaticus , L.) affected with lunacy, diſtract- LU'PIA, a Tumor or Protuberance about the ſize of a

ed, mad. ſmall Bean .

LU'NATICKNESS , lunacy, diſtractedneſs, madneſs. LU'PINES ( lupini, L.] a ſort of Pulſe.

LUNATICK Eyes [in Horſes) a Diſeaſe which makes their LUPI'NUM.caput gerere (old Law ] to beoutlaw'd. Lo
Eyes look as if they were covered with white. j LUPLICETUM [old Deeds] a Hop Garden .

LU'NATED [lunatus, L.] crooked , like a half Moon. LU'PUS, a Wolf, L.

LUNATION (with Aftronom .] the Synodical Month, ac- LUPUS (with Surgeons] a ſort of Cancer on the Thighs

counted from one Conjunction of the Moon, with the Sun, and Legs, L.

to another, or a Revolution of the Moon , or Time between To LURCH ( perhaps of lucrari, 2. to ſteal or pilfer] to lie

one new Moon and another, conſiſting of 29 Days , 12 Hours hid ; to lie in wait for.

and 3 Quarters of an Hour. A LU'RCHER ( of lurco,L.) one who lies upon the lurch

LU'NDRESS [fo named, becauſe coined at London ) certain or upon the catch; alſo a kind of huntingDog:
filver Pence antiently, which weigh'd three times as much as LU'RCHING , leaving a Perſon under fome embaraſſment;

now, F. alſo lying upon the catch .

LU'NES [with Geometricians] Planes in the LU'RDAN ( prob.of lourd , F. is lourdaut, F. a Dunce ] a

LU'NULÆ} form of a Creſcent or half Moon, lazy fellow . See Lardane:

terminated by the circumference of two Circles Lure (luerre, F. ] a Device which Falconers uſe , made of

which interſećt each other within, as in the Figure. Leather, in the form of twoWings ſtuck with Feathers,and

LUN en l'autre ( Heraldry ] i.e. the one in the baited with a Piece of Fleſh , to call back a Hawk at a conſide

other, F. is theſame that the Engliſ called coun: rablc diſtance ; a decoyor allurement.

terchanged, and is whenthe Eſcutcheon is parted
To Lure (leurrer, F. but prob. of belæ an, Sax . to be . "

of two Colours , and the Charge extends over both ; tray) to bring a Hawk to the Lure; to allure or decoy.

thatCharge has the upper half, or Metal of the lower Part of Lu'rid ( luridus, L.) pale, wan, black and blue.

the Elcutcheon, and the lower Part of the Colour or Metal,
LU'Ridness, black and blueneſs, paleneſs, &c.

of the upper; or if Party per pale, then one side is of one To LURK (prob. of loeren , Du. to lie in ambuſh , or as
Colour,and the other of another, anlwering to the two Sides Skinner thinks, of Lark, q.d. to lie hid as a Lark in a Fur

of the Field. See the Eſcutcheon . row ) to lie hid or concealed .

LU'NES ( with Falconers] leaſhes or long lines to call in LURKING, lying hid.

Hawks ; call'd alſo lowings. LU'scious Eprob . of delicious, or of laxus, L. looſej

LUNETTE' (with Horſemen) a half Horſe. Thoe; a Shoe LU'shious over ſweet, cloying.

without the Spunges ( thepart of the Branches which runs to- LU'SCIOUSNESS , over ſweetneſs, cloyingneſs.

wards the Quarters of the Foot, are ſo called.) F.
LU'SERN (lupus cervarius; L.) a kind of wolf called the

LUNE'TTES [in Fortific.) are Envelopes, Counter- guards Stag-Wolf.
or Mounts of Earth caft up before the Courtin, about five LU'Serns, the Fleeces, of the Animals aforeſaid.

Fathom in breadth, of which the Parapet takes up three. Lu'ston , a playing. L.

They are uſually made in Ditches full ofWater, and ſerve to LUSHBURC, a fort of baſe Coin in the Time of King Ed

the ſame purpoſe as Fauf-brays; they are compos'd of two
wardIII coined beyond Sea, counterfeitingthe Engliſh Money.

Faces, which form a re-entring Angle; and their Platform , A Luok [of luſhe, F. Minſew ] a fuggiſh Rothful Fellow ,

being no more than twelve Footwide, is a little raiſed above a Drone .

the level of the Water, and hath a Parapet three Fathom LU'SKISHNESS, lazineſs, flothfulneſs,

thick. F. LU'SORY [ luſorius, L ) jocular, ſportive.

LUNETTES (with Horſemen ) two ſmall Pieces of Felt made To Lust ( lygten, luten; Du. ] to deſires to have an in

round and hollow , to clap upon the Eyes of a vicious Horſe, clination to . :

that is apt to bite, or ſtrike with his fore Feet ; or that will . To have a Lust [Sia Phraſe] is uſed of a Ship, which is
not ſuffer his Rider to mounit him. Ē. ſaid to have a luſt to one ſide or another, when he is inclined

LUNETTES, Glaffes to help the Sight, Spectacles, F. to heel or lean to one ſide, more than to another.

LUST
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into Day.

Lust (luge, Sax.) concupiſcence, unlawful Paſſion or de- LYCA'NTHROPIST (lycanthropus, L. of ausgespot of

ſire, lechery, wantonneſs; alſo a natural deſire. Dan . a Wolf, and ävpwr aMan, Gr.] one troubled with the

LU'STFUL fluyt full, Sax. lecherous. melancholy Frenzy, called Lycanthropy, with which Perſons
LUSTFULNESS, luſtful Nature ; lecherouſneſs.

that are liczed, fancy themſelves Wolves, and wander in

LUST -Wort, an Herb. Woods anddeſart Places, howling like Wolves; which is ſaid

Lu'ster [ luftre, f . lutter, Du . ] brightneſs, Thin- to have been cauſed by the bite of amad Wolf.

LU'Streningneſs, gloſs, the brillant appearance on any LYCA'NTHROPY [iurgvIpania, Gr. ) a Madneſs, a Diſeaſe ;

thing. a kind ofPhrenzy, that cauſes People to run thro' the Fields,

LUSTY Cluttig , Teut.] ſtrong in Body, healthful. Streets, & c. in the Night, occaſioned by the bite of a mad
Wolf.

LU'STINESS, ſtrongnels of Body; alſo healthineſs.
LU'STRABLE [lujirabilis, L.) that may be purged or puri- Lycera [ luxuria of auro , Gr. a Wolf ) a Feſtivial held at

fied. Argos to Apollo, on account of his delivering the Argives

LUSTRAL (luftralis, L.) an Epithet apply'd by the Anti from Wolves that waſted their Country. L.

ents to the Water uſed in their Ceremonies, to ſprinkle and Lyce'um, a Place near Athens, where Ariſtotle taught

purify the People, Citiesor Armies, defiled by any Crime or Philosophy to his Diſciples. Hence Lyceum is uſed to ſignify

Impurity; a ſort of holy Water. the Ariſtotelian or Peripatetick Philoſophy:

LUSTRAL Water (among the Romans) a ſort of holy Water,
Ly'CHNIS (nexues of aúxo , Gr. a Candle or Light) a kind

with which the Prieits uſed to purify the People. of Roſe ſo called , from its bright Colour.

LUSTRA'TION , a going about every where to view ; alſo a
LY CHNIS (with Botan .) the Herb Campion,

purging by Sacrifice ; alſo Expiation, Sacrifices or Ceremo- LYCHNIS Agria (with Botan ] the Herb Calves - Snout.

nies by which the Romans purified their Cities, Fields, Ar LYCHNI'TIS [Auxritis, Gr. ) the ſame as Verbaſcum .

mies and People, defiled by any Crime or Impurity . A LYCHNO'BITE ( lychnobius, L. of Auxvee.Ge of ruxo a

Lu'strici dies (among theRomans] the Days on which Candle, and Bics, Life, Gr.] a Night-walker ; one, who

they gave their Children the Name of the Family . inſtead of the Day, uſes the Night, and lives as it were

LUSTRI'FICK (luftrificus, L. ) purging. by Candle-light; one that turns Day into Night, and Night

LUSTRING 3 [of luftre, F. brightneſs, gloſlineſs) a

Lu'restring S Gloſſy ſort of French Silk. LYCI'SCA[ aunioza, Gr.) a Dog engendred of a Wolf and

LU'STRUM (among the Romans] the Space of 5 Years or ra a Bitch ; a Wolf Dog, a Shepherd's Dog , L.

ther 50 Months; at the end ofwhich , they from time to time LYCOʻCTONON [aunistovor, Gr.] Herb Wolf's Bane, L.

numbredthe People, and purified the City. Others derive
Lycoides (valds of núng , Gr . a Wolf a ſort ofMadneſs

the Word of luſtrare to make a review , becauſe the Cenſors
like that of Wolves, L.

review'd the Army once in 5 Years. Varro derives it from luo Lycopo'drum [quafi nóxx més, i . e. Wolf's Foot) the Herb

to pay , becauſe at the beginning of each 5 Years, they paid Wolf's Claw, L.

Tribute, that had been impoſed by the Senate. L. LYCOʻPSIS [ au'rogni, Gr.) the Herb Garden Bugloſs or

LU'TANIST, one well skill'd in playing on the Lute.
Wolf's Tongue, L.

LUTA'tion [of lutum , L. clay or loom ) the ſtopping up LYCOSTAPHYLOS (of aúxos, a Wolf, and sounò, a Cluſter]

of chymical Veftels with loom and plaifter. Water Elder, or the Dwarf Plane - Tree, L.

Lute (liuto, Ital.] a muſical Inſtrument. LY'DIAN Mood [in Mufick ] a doleful and lamenting kind of

LUTE ( with Chymifts] a compound Paſte, made of Sand, it , the Deſcant being in ſlow time.

Clay, Potters-Earth, Drofs of Iron , &c. for the building of LY'DIUS Lapis, the touch -ſtone, L.

Furnaces ; and alſo for the joining and cloſing up the Necks of LYE [læg, Sax. lixivium , L.) a Compoſition of Afhes

Retorts, Receivers, &c. to Coat Glaſſes and earthen Veſſels and Water, for Waſhing or Scouring.

to preſerve them from the Violence of Fire. To tell a LYE [ leogan, Sax .] to affirm what is falſe.

To Lute, to cover or ſtop Veſſels with the aforeſaid Lute. LYEP-YELD (Iyey jels , Sax.) Leave Silver, a ſmall Fine

LU'Tea (with Botan .) the Herb Looſe- ſtrife. L. or Piece ofMoney, which in the Saxon Times, the Tenant

LUTEO'LA (with Botaniſts] a ſmall Flower like Dyers- pay'd to the Lord of the Manour, for leave to plow or ſow ; gr.

weed. L. LYGMOI'Des [of resue's ido, Gr. form ) a Fever accom
LUTE'scEN [in Botan. Writ .] yellowiſh . L. panied with the Hiccough .

LUTEO- VIRIDIS [in Botan. Writ.] of a yellowiſh Green. L. LY'GMOS (Auguos, Gr. ) the Hiccough or Hickup, a con

LU'TEOUS (luteus, L.] clayey, full of Clay . vulſive Motion of the Nerves in the Throat.

Luteu's, a , um ( Botan. Writ.] Yellow . L. LYMPHA (prob. of Avuçà, Gr.) a tranſparent fluid, as

LU'THER ANISM, the Opinions and Doctrines of Martin
Water, &c.

Luther, an Auguſtin Friar, who ſeparated himſelf from the LL'MPHÆDUCTS. Sce Lymphatick Vefſels.

Church of Rome,A.C. 1115. wrote againſt its Errors and LY'MPHA ( with Anatom .) a clearlimpid Humour, con
began the Reformation, ſiſting of the nervous Juice, and of the Blood , which being

LU'THERANS, the followers of Luther's Doctrines. continually ſeparated by the Glandules, it at laſt again dil

LUTHERNS , Windows in the top of an Houſe, or over the charged into the Blood, by its proper and peculiar Veſſels.
Cornice in the Roof of a Building, ſtanding perpendicular o- LYMPHA (with Surgeons) a watery Matter, iſſuing from

ver the Naked of the Wall, and ſerving to enlighten the up- Sinews that are pricked , and other Wounds.

LYMPHA'TED (lymphatus, L. ) fallen diſtracted .

LUʻTUM, Clay , Lute , &c. LYMPHA'TICK Perſons (lymphatici, L.) Perſons frighted

LU'TULENCE (lutulentia, L.) dirtineſs, muddineſs. to Diſtraction, or thoſe that have ſeen Spirits or Fairies in

LU'XATED [ luxatus, L.] disjointed, put out of Joint or the Water.

Jooſened .
LYMPHATICK Vefſels [in Anat.] very ſmall, fine, hol

LUXA'TION ( with Anat.] is a looſening of the Tendons or LYMPHATICL Duits low Veffels,generally ariſing from

Ligaments, ſo that the Bones continue not firm in their natu- the Glands, and conveying back a tranſparent Liquor, called

ral Situation or Place ; or when a Bone abſolutely goes out of Lympha, to the Blood.

its proper Cavity into another place . L. Ly'nceous [of Lynceus, a Man of a very quick and ſtrong

LUXA'TOR externus (with Anat.] the ſame as externus auris. Sight, ſo that, as the Poets ſay, he could ſee thro' Stone
LUXU'RIANCY

3 [luxuria, L.) abundance, as luxuri- Walls] quick -fighted.
LUXU'R IANTNESAS ancy of Words. LY'NCHET (in Agriculture ) a line of green Swerd, which

LUXURI'OSE 2 [ luxuriofus, Z.] given too much to luxury, ſeparates plough'd Lands in common Fields.

LUXURIOUS $ exceffive. LY NCIS Lapis, a round Stone of a pyramidical Form, and

LUXURIANT [luxurians, L. ) growing rank, running out of divers Colours, L.

exceedingly ; alſo wanton , riotous. LYNCU'RIUM [neg xéero , Gr.) a precious Stone, ſuppoſed

To LU XU'RIATE ( luxuriare, L.) to abound, to exceed , to to be bred of the congealed Urine of the Beaſt Lynx .

LYNX [167 ofruxs, Gr. theMorning Light] a wild Beaſt

LUXU'R IOUSNESS 2 ( luxuria, L. ) all fuperfluity and ex- very much ſpotted all over his Body, and very quick fighted ,
LU'XURY s cels in carnal Pleaſures, ſumptuous much of the Nature of the Wolf.

Fare, ſumptuouſneſs in Building ; alſo ſenſuality, riotouſneſs, LYNX (with Pbvhc.) a Diftemper, the ſame as Ligmos ;

profuſeneſs. the Hiccough.

LYCAIA, an Arcadiam Feſtival, reſembling the Roman LY'RA Viol, a muſical Inſtrument, whence comes the

Lupercalia. It was firſt obſerved by Lycaon, in honour of common Expreſſion of playing leero was, corruptly for lyra

Jupiter, ſirnamed Lycæus. It wascelebrated with Games ; way.

in which the Conqueror was rewarded with a Suit of brazen LYRE (lyra, L.) a Harp, ſome of which are itrung with

Armour ; and a human Sacrifice was offered at this Feſtival. Wire, and others with Guts.

LYRE

per Stairs.

grow rank.
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LYRE [with Aſtron.]a Conſtellation of 13 Stars, feigned MACHIAVI'LIAN [of Machiavel, a famous Hiſtorian and

by Poets to be the Harp of Arion . Politician of Florence ] ſubtil or crafty.

LY'RIST ( lyriſtes, L. aupeças, Gr.] an Harper, one that TO MACHI'AVILIZE, to practiſe Machiaveliſm .

plays or fingsto the Harp. MACHIAVI'LIANISM [of Nicholas Machiavel, a PoKtician
LYʻRICK [/yricus, L. ] of or pertaining to a Lyre or Harp. of Florence in Italy) a politick Principle, not to ſtick at any

LYRICK Verſes, Egi. are ſuch as are ſet to the Lyre or Thing to compaſs a Deſign, to break thro ' the moſt ſolemn

Harp, apply'd to the antient Odes and Stanza's, and anſwer Obligations, to commit the greateſt Villanies, in order to re

to our Airs or Tunes, and may be play'd on Inſtruments. move any Obſtructions to great and ambitious Deſigns; eſpe

LYSIMACHI'A [ Auripezia, Gr. with Botan .) the Herb cially in relation to Government.

Looſe - Strife, Water -Willow or Willow -Herb, L. MACHI'NA ( of uw garn , Gr . Invention , Art] an Engine, 2

LYSIMACHUS [Au97hayo , Gr .) a ſort of precious Stone, Machine, that conſiſts more in Art and Invention, than in

having Veins of Gold in it. Strength and Solidity, L.
LY'sis (acros, Gr.)a looſening, unbinding, releaſing. MACHI'NAL (machinalis, L.] belonging to an Engine.

Lysis [in Medicine) a weakneis of the Body by Sickneſs. MACHI'NAMENT (machinamentum , L.) an Engine.

Lessa (nosos , Gr.] the madneſa of a Dog, the bite of a To MACHINATE (machinari, L. ) to invent, to contrive,

venemous Creature.
to deviſe.

Ly'rint (in Heral.] the white Colour of Skins and Furs. MACHINA'TION, a ſubtile invention or deviſing, L.

Lyteria [autheers Gr ) a Sign of the looſening, or ra- MACHINA'TOR, a deviſer, a contriver, a plotter.

ther abating of a violent Diſeaſe. Ma'chine , an Engine compos’d of ſeveral Parts, ſet tó

gether by the Art of Mechaniſm , as Springs , Wheels, & C.

for raiſing or ſtopping the Motion of Bodies, uſed in raiſing

M..
Water, Architecture . Military , and many other Affairs.

Simple MACHINES, are the Ballance, Lever, Pully,Wheel,

m, Roman ; M m ,Italick : - mm Engliſh; mm, Wedge and Screw .
Saxon ; M , Greek ; are the 12th Letters of the Al- Compound MA'CHINES, are ſuch as are compounded of

phabet ; and , the 13th of the Hebrew : M , in Engliſh , made up of ſimple ones.

always keeps its found ; ſo that n following it, is loft in Au- MACHINE (with Architects) an Aſſemblage of ſeveral Pieces

tumi , Solemn, &c . ofTimber, ſo diſpoſed, that a ſmall Number of Men, by the

M [in Aftronomical Tables, & c.] ſignifies Meridional or help of Ropes and Pullies, may be able to raiſe vaſt Loads
Southern and Weights.

M [in Law) was a Brand or Mark with which a Criminal, Hydraulick MACHINE, a Machine for raiſing or conducting

convicted of Murther, and having the benefit ofthe Clergy , of Water, as a Sluice, Pump, & c.
was ſtigmatiz'd, it being burnt on the Brawn of his Thumb. Warlick Machines (among the Antients) were for launch

M [in Latin Numbers) ſtands for a Thouſand. ing Arrows, Javelins, Stones, &c. or for battering down

M with a Daſh (with the Antients] ſignified a thouſand Walls, as battering Rams, &c. but now Artillery Bombs,
Thouſand. Petards, & c. are ſo called .

M, is an Abbreviation of Magiſter, as M. A. or A. M , Dramatick Machines; are thoſe where the Poet brings

Magiſter Artium , i. e. Maſter ofArts. fome Deity or fupernatural Being upon the Stage, either to

Min Phyſcian's Bills] hgnifies ſometimes Manipulus, L. ſolve ſome difficulty, or perform fome Exploitbeyond the

1. e. an handful; and at the end M ftands for miſce, L. i.e. reach of human Power.

mingle, or mixtura, a mixture. MACHI'NIST (machinifte, f .) an inventor of manager of

MA, the Name of one of Rhea's Maids, who tended Bace Engines.

chus; alſo Rhea herſelf was ſo called . MACHI'NU LE [with Phyfic.] little Compoſitions; Pats

Mac, a Son, Iriſh , added to the beginning ofmany Sir- ofmore compoundBodies, and whieh, by their peculiar con

names, as Mac- ferlin, & c. figuration, are deſtined to particular Offices.

MA:CALEB (with Botan.) baſtard Privet, or Coral, or Po- MACIA'NUS (with Botan.) a Crab- Tree of Wilding, L.

mander Privet ; a kind of Shrub, whoſe Berries are black and Macia'tion, a making lean, L.

Mining, and ſerve for Bracelets . , MA'CILENCY [macilentia, L. leanriefs.

MACA RONICKS ( among the Italians ] a jumble of Words MA'CILENT (macilentus, L.] lean , thin , lank.

of different Languages , with Words of the vulgar Tongue MACKENBOY, a ſort of Spurge, having a knotty Root.

latiniz'd, or put into Latin Terminations and Forms, as ſaga- MA'cKarel [mackerel, Teut.) a Sea Filh well known;

rizavit, he ſugared ; and Latin Words put into the Form of alſo a Pimp, or Pander.

the Modern ; a ſort of Burleſque Poetry made out of their To Mackle, to ſell Weavers Goods for them to the

Language, and the Scraps and Terminations of divers other. Mercers, & c.
The Invention is attributed to one Theophilus Folengi, in the MA'CKLER , a ſeller ofWeavers Goods.

Year 1520, and to have been ſo called, of Macarone, Ital. a MACKLED [maculatus, L. ] blotted or daubed in Printing.

coarſe, clowniſh Man, or of the Italian Macaroons, which are MACRO'BIUS [resenpólic of Mexpos, long, and bio, Life;

a fort of Worms or Cakes, made of unleavened Flower, Eggs Gr.] long lived ; a proper Name.

and Cheeſe , after a clumſy manner by the Peaſants: ſo that as MacroCE'PHALUS (ofMaxços, large, and depend, an Head,

the latter were a Hotch - Potib of various Ingredients ; ſo were Gr.) one who has a Head larger than is proportionable to the

the Macaronicks of Italian, Latin and French, and adorned Body.

with natural Beauties, pleaſant Jeſts, and a lively Stile. MA'crocosm [ of pigmes and resovo , Gr. the World; the

MACARO'NICK, of or pertaining to a macaronick Stile or whole Univerſe ; ſo called, in Diſtinction to the Microcom ,

Way of Writing. i . e . the little World or Body of Man , which is frequently lo

MACAROONS [in Confect.) lumps of boiled Paſte, ſtrewn called.

bver with Sugar, & c. or a Sweet-meat, made of Almonds, Macro'LOGY . [Motxesaogie, Gr.] a rhetorical Figure,

Eggs, Sugar, Roſe Water, &c. , when more words are uſed than are neceſſary ; a Prolixity

MA CCABEES, the Name of two Books , call d Apocryphal; in Speech .

which contain an Hiſtory of the memorable Actions of Judas MACRONOSIA [nex @gvstia ofroupés, large or long, and yća ,

Maccabæus, and others of the Family. a Diſeaſe, Gr.] a long Sickneſs.

Mace (macis, L. of pines, Gr,] a Spice. MACRO'PIPER (ofus repòs and mnais, Gr.] long Peppei.

Mace.prob. of maſs or maſy ] an Enlign carried before a MACTA/TION, a killing or ſlaying. L.

Lord Chancellor, and other great Officers. MACULA ; a Spot of Stain , L.

MACE GREFFS (macegraril, L. Barb.] thoſe who wittingly MACULA Hepatica [i. e . the Liver Spor ) a Spot of a

buy and ſell ſtolen Fiſh . brown or a ſad Colour, about the breadth of the Hand, on

To MACERATE (macerare, L.] to make lean or bring down the Breaſt, Back or Groin, and ſometimes over the whole

in Fleſh ; alſo to ſteep or ſoak. Body, L.

MACERA'TION, a making lean , weakening or bringing MACULA matricalis, a browniſh Spot, with which young
down. Children are born , L.

Maceration (in Pharmacy, & c.] is an Infuſion, either Macula volatica [with Phyſicians) a reddiſh of purple

with or without Heat, wherein the Ingredients are intended Spot here and there in the Skin, which, if it comes to an O.

to be almoſt wholly diſſolved .. rifice, proves mortal .

MACHA’on , an antient Phyſician, faid to be one of the MA'CULÆ ſolares, dark Spots, of an irregular Figutes

Sons of Æſculapius; from whom the Art of Phyſick in gene- which appear in the Sun, L.
ral is called Ars Machaonia. , MACULATION, a ſpotting or ſtaining.

MA'Ches, a kind of Corn Salles . MACU'LATUS , a, um [in Boran. Writ.] ſpotted, L.
MA :
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MACU LO'SE [maculofus, L. ) full of Spots or Stains. Natural MAGICK, natural Philoſophy, or the application

MA'CULATURE (with Printers] a waſte Sheet ofPaper. of natural active Cauſes to paſſive Cauſes; by means of

Mad [ gemaas, Sax .] deprived of Reaſon, furious. which many ſurprizing, but natural, Effects are produced

MA'Dness, a kind of Delirium without a Fever, attended but the Arabians corrupting it, and filling it with many ſu

with Rage, and a total deprivation of Reaſon ; alſo enraged- perſtitious Vanities, the Name of it began to be underſtood

neſs, fury , in an ill Senſe .

MAD NEP-Wort, & ' c. Herbs. Natural MAGICK (according to the Deſcription of 'ſome]

MADAM (madame, F. i.e. my Lady or Miſtreſs) a Title is by Art and Induſtry to produce Vegetables before their na
of Honour formerly given to Women of Quality only ; but tural Time, as ripe Roſes, Figs , & c . in February; alſo the

now to moſt Women of any faſhion . cauſing Lightening, Thunder, Rain , Winds, Transfiguras

MADA'ROSIS [reddegos, Gr . ) a baldneſs of the Head. tions and Tranſmutations of Animals, ſuch as Roger Bacon is

MADDER (mædone, Sax.] a Plantuſed by Dyers. ſaid to have performed by Natural Magick.

MADIFICATION a moiſtening or wetting, properly the Divine MAGICK, which is performed by the immediate

MADEFA'CTION receiving ſo much Moisture, that the Grace of the Almighty, and depends on that Spirit and Power,

Body is quite ſoak'd thro ' by it . which diſcovers it ſelf in noble Operations; ſuch as Prophecy ,

TO MA’DEFY [madefacere, L.) to make moiit , to wet. Miracles ; ſuch Magicians were Mojes, Joſhua, the Prophets

MADEMOISE'LLE, a Title given to the Wives and Daugh- and Apoſtles.

ters of bare Gentlemen. Celeſtial MAGICK, attributes to Spirits a kind of Rule or

MA'DNING Money, old Roman Coins, ſometime found a- Dominion over the Planets, and to the Planéts, a Dominion

bout Duntable. over Men , and on this it raiſes a ridiculous kind of Syſtem ,

Madge Howlet, an Owl. nearly bordering on judiciary Aftrology .

MA'DID (madidus, L.] moiſt, wet. White Magick, callid alſo Theurgick, performed by the

MADID (in Pharmacy) made tender by Infufion or De- Aſiſtance of an Angel, which, upon account of Religion,

coction . enjoins Faſting, Piety and Purity, that the Soul which is de
Madi'DITY firous of Commerce with the ſuperiour Deities, may not be

MA DIDNESS
[madiditas, L. ) moiſtneſs, wetneſs.

in any thing diverted bythe Body, being ſinful or polluted.

MADRASPATE'NSIS, a [in Botan. Writ.] growing near MaGick Geoterick, Magick performed by the Altiſtance of
Matrapatan, or Fort St. George in the Eaſt Indies, L. a Dæmon.

MADRIGAL, a ſort of Italian Air or Song to be ſet to Superftitious MAGICK, is performed by the Invocation of

Muſick ; a little amorous Piece, which contains a certain Devils ; and the Effects of it are very Evil and Wicked, tho'

Numberof unequal Verſes, not tied to the ſcrupulous regula- very ſtrange and ſurpaffing the Powers of Nature ; and are

rity of a Sonnet ; or the ſubtlety ofan Epigram ,but confiits of faid to be performed by means of ſome compact, either

ſome tender, nice, delicate Thoughts ſuitably expreſsd in it . expreſs or tacit, with Evil Spirits. But their power is not

It conſiſts ofone ſingle Rank of Verſes, and in that is different near what isimagined, nordo they produce half the Effects

from a Canzonet, which conſiſtsof ſeveral Strophe's or Ranks commonly aſcribed to them .

of Verſes, which return in the ſame Order and Number. Mathematical Magick, is that which , by mathematical

MADRIER [ Milit. Art] a thick Plank armed with Iron Learning, and the Aſſiſtance of the celeſtial Infuences, pro
Plates, having a Concavity ſufficient to receive the Mouth duces ſeemingly miraculous Works ; as, walking and ſpeak.

ofthe Petard when charged, with which it is applied againſt ing-Images, as alſo by mechanical Science, and rare Art be .

a Gate, &c. intended to be broken down. yond the reach of vulgar Capacities. See Biſhop Wilkins, & c .

Mads , a Diſeaſe in Sheep. Magick Lanthorn , a ſmall Optick Machine, by means of

MAESTOSO [Mufick Books] intimates that they play which are repreſented on an oppoſite Wall in an obſcurePlace,

Maestu'so with Majeſty, Pomp and Grandeur, and many monſtrous and hideous Shapes, terrifying to the be

conſequently now ; but yet with ſtrength and firmneſs of holder ; and which,by thoſe who are ignorant of the Device,

Hand, Ital. are thought to be effected by Magick.

MAE'stro Capelia (in Müfi. Books] Maſter of the Chapel 5 1 10 3 MAGICK Square, is when Numbers, in an

Muſick, & c. Ital.
4 / 6

Arithmetick proportion, are diſpoſed into ſuch

MÆANDER [ugózydp @ , Gr.) a River in Phrygia, full of
8

parallel and equal Ranks, as that the Sums of

turnings and windings in its Courſe, as it is ſaid , to the
9 1 2

217 l each row, as well diagonally as laterally , ſhall

Number of 600 ; whence any thing that is full of intricacybe cqual, as in the Square they make 18 .

and difficulty is called a Meander, L. MAGICIAN [magicien, F. magus, L. of Mago , Gr.) the

MAANDER [with Architeets)a Fret Work in arched Roofs, Perſians called thoſe Magus or Magicians, that the Greeks
or carved Cranks in Vaults andCaves, L. called 40100008s ; the Latins, Sapientes ; the Gauls, Druids ;

MÆA'NDRATED [mæandratus, L.) turned, intricately the Egyptians, Prophets or Prieſts; the Indians, Gymnofa

wrought. phiſts; the Engliſh, Cunning Men, Wizards of Conjurers.

MÆMACTERIA [naspanxthose of pecesperxtn, Gr. ] ſacred Simon , the Samaritan, was honoured with a Statue at

Feſtivals celebrated to Jupiter, the rainy or ſhowery. Rome, for his excellency in the Magick Art, in the Time of

MÆMACTEʻRION [naspartnerov, Gr.) the 5th Month a- Claudius Cæjar, with this Inſcription. To Simon the Holy

mong the Athenians, being about our September. God ; and Ceneus, among the Greeks, was worſhipped as a
MÆR, comes from the Saxon Word meene, noted. See

God in theDays of Auguffus, for hisSkill in the Magick Art,
Mer . Ma'cis (in Botan. Writ.] more , L.
MAGAZI'NE [magazin, F. ) is a publick Store-houſe ; but MA'GISTER, a Maſter, L.

it is moſt commonly uſed to ſignify a place where all ſorts of MAGISTE'RIAL (magiſtralis, L.) Maſter- like, imperious,
warlike Stores are kept; where Guns are caſt ; Smiths, Car- haughty.

penters and Wheel-wrights, & c. are conſtantly employed in MAGISTERIES (with Chymiſts] ſometimes ſignifies Refins
making all things belonging to an Artillery ; as Carriages, and reſinous Juices,as the Magifteries of Jalap, Scammony, & c.

Waggons, &C. Ma'gisterY (magiftere, F. magiferium , L.) a very fine
TOMA'FFLE[mattelen , Du ) to ſtammer or ſtutter. chymical Powder, made by diffolving and precipitating the

MA/GBOTE [of meg , a Kinſman, and bote, Sax.a recom- Matter, as Magiſtery of Biſmuth , Coral, Lead, &c.

pence] a Compenſation antiently made in Money, for killing MAGISTERY [according to Mr. Boyle) a preparation of a
a Kinſman .

Body (not an Analyſis of it, becauſe the Principles arenot

MAGDALE'on [wagdunia , Gr.) a Rollof Salve or Plaiſter. ſeparated) whereby the whole, or very near the whole of it,

Macella'nick, of or pertaining to Magellanus, a Portu. by ſomeadditament is turned into a Body ofa different kind.
gueſe. MAGISTRACY (magiftratus, L.) the Dignity or Office of

Magellan's Clouds, two ſmall Clouds of the Colour of a Magiſtrate.

the via lastea, not far diſtant from the South Pole. MAGISTRA'LIA medicamenta, ſuch Medicamènts as are

MA'ggio , a meaſure of Corn in Italy, containing 17 uſually preſcribed by Phyſicians for ſeveral Purpoſes, L.

Buſhel and a half Engliſh. MA'GISTRATE (magijlratus, L. magiftrat, F.) an Officer

MAGGIO'R e [in Mufi. Books) major or greater, Ital. ofJuſtice, &c. a Governor of a City , &c.

MA'GGOT (maego, Du. a Mite in Bread) a ſmall Worm . MAGISTRATURE, magiſtracy.

MA'GGOTTINESS, fulneſs of Maggots ; alſo freakiſh ,whim- MA'GMA (Mágus of pedoow , Gr. to ſqueeze or preſs out]

fical Humour. the Refuſe or Droſs of a Thing ; eſpecially of any liquid

MAGGOTTY, full of Maggots; alſo freakiſh , &c. Thing after ſtraining.

MAGICAL ? [Mayonis, Gr.] of or pertaining to the Ma- MAGNA Arteria (with Anatomias] the great Artery, a

Ma'gick $ gick Art. Veſſel conſiſting of 4 Coats, which beats continually, pro

MaGick [Maglia, Gr .] is by ſome diſtinguiſhed into 4 kinds. coeding from the left' Ventricle of the Heart, and carrying
the
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the ſpirituous Blood thence, by its Branches, to all parts of MAGNIFYING Glaſs [in Opticks) a little convex Glaſs,
the Body for their Nouriſhment. The Aorti, L. Lens, &c. which in tranſmitting the Rays of Light reflects.

MAGNA afiſa eligenda, a Writ directed to the Sheriff, to them ſo, as that the parallel ones become converging, and

ſummon four lawful Knights, to chuſe twelve Knights of thoſe which were diverging becomeparallel;by which means
the Neighbourhood, & c. to paſs upon the great Alize be- Objects viewd thro ' them appear larger, than when view'd
ween the plaintiff and the Defendant. by the naked Eye .

MAGNA Charta [ i.e. the great Paper or Charter ] King MAGNI LOQUY [magniloquium, L.) lofty Speech, ſpeaking

Foon, to appeaſe his Barons, is ſaid to have yielded to Laws of great matters.

or Articles of Government, much like to thoſe of Magna MAGNi'loQUOUS [magniloquus, L.) ſpeaking big, loud ,

Charta . Buc at this Time we find no Law written antienter or of great matters.

than this Magna Charta, which was granted the gth Year of MAGNITUDE (magnitudo, L.) greatneſs, largeneſs, big

Henry III . and confirmed by Edward I. This was approv'd neſs.

of by the Subject, as ſo beneficial a Law, and of ſo great MAGNITUDE Ein Geometry] a continued Quantity or Ex

Equity , in comparion to thoſe which were in Uſe before it, tenſion, conſiſting in Lines, Angles , Surfaces, Bodies.

that King Henry had for granting it the 15th Peny of all the CommenſurableMAGNITUDES(with Geometricians)are ſuch

moveable Goods, of both the Temporality and Spirituality. as may be meaſured by one and the ſame common Meaſure.

It is called the great Charter, either becauſe it contained MAGNUS pes (with Anat.] i . e. the great Foot, is all that

more than many other Charters; or becauſe of the great and Part of the Body that reaches from the Buttocks down to

remarkable Solemnity in the denouncing Excommunication the End of the Toes ; comprehending the Thigh, Leg and

and direful Anathemas, againſt the Infringers of it. For Foot.

when King Henry III. ſwore to the obſervation of this Char- Magnus, a, um [in Botan. Writ.] great, magno, with

ter, the Biſhops holding lighted Candles, extinguiſhed them , great ; magnis, with great, L.

and then threw them on the Ground, and every one ſaid, MAGOPHONI'A (of men and pávo , Gr. Murther] a Feſti

thus let him be extinguiſhed and flink in Hell, who violates val obſerved by the Perſians, in Commemoration of the

this Charter. Or elſe, becauſe itcontained the ſum ofall the Maſſacre of the Magi, who had uſurped the Throne upon

Liberties ofEngland ; or elſe, becauſe there was another the Death of Cambyſes.

Charter, calledCharta de Foreſta, eſtabliſhed with it, which MA'Him 3 {in Law ) is a hurt received in aMan's Body,

was the leſs of the two. MAY'HIM } by which he loſes the Uſe of any Member,

MAGNA precaria , a great feap Day, upon which the Lord that is , or might be a defence to him in Battle .

of the Manour of Harros in Middleſex, uſed to ſummon his
MA'НЕМ,

Tenants to do a certain Number of Days Works for him, e
] .

very Tenantwho had a Chimney, being obliged to ſend a Man. MAHO'METAN, of or pertaining to Mahomet.

MAGNÆVOUS (magnavus, L.) of very great Age. MAHOMETISM, the Religion contrived by the Impoſtor

MAGNA’NIMITY (magnanimitas, L.) greatneſs of Spirit ; Mabomet.

great Courage ; alſo Generoſity. MA'HONE, a large Turkiſh Ship , fomewhat like a Galleafs.

MAGNANI'MITY (magnanimitas, L.) this the Antients MAID [Meden, Sax .} a Virgin , a young unmarried

uſed to repreſent, Hieroglyphically, by a Lion rampant. Mar'den Woman.

MAGNANIMOUS (magnanimus, L.) that is of a brave MAIDEN (in Scotland, &c.) an Inſtrument orMachine aſed

Spirit or Courage ; generous, brave. in beheading Perſons.

MAGNANIMOUSNESS, magnanimity, greatneſs of Mind. MAIDEN -Head [Mæ'den -Bade, Sax .) the Hymen of a

MAGNES arſenical (with Chymifts] a Compoſition of equal Virgin.

Parts of Arſenick, Sulphur and Antimony,melted together Maid Marion, a Boy dreſs'd in Gitl's Cloths, to dance

over the Fire , and condenſed in manner of a Stone. It is the Moriſco or Morice Dance.

called Magnes, or a Magnet, becauſe it is ſuppoſed , being Maiden Hair, Lips, & c. ſeveral ſort of Herbs:

worn, to defend the Weather from Infection, during the MAIDEN Rents [in the Manour of Builth in Radnorſpire]

Time that malignant Diſeaſes reign, and that by its mag- a Noble or 6 s . 8 d . paid by every Tenant to his Lordupon
netical Vertue. the Marriage of a Daughtet.

Magnes Microcoſmicus. See Unguentum Armarium . MAJE'stative (majeftativus, L.) majeſtical.

Magne'sia opalina (with Chymiſts] a kind of Crocus Me MAJA'STATIVENESS } fatelineſs.
tallorum , or Liver of Antimony ; but of a redder or more

opaline Colour than the common one. Maje'stica (majefteux, F. ) full of Majeſty; noble,
MA'GNET (magnes, L. Meyms, Gr. ſo called of Magneha, MAJESTICK ſitately.

a Province of Lydia in Aſia Minor, where it was found in MAJESTY (majeftas, L.) an Air or Mein that is Venerable

good Plenty ) a mineral Stone, commonly called the Load and full of Authority ;ſtatelineſs, greatneſs, loftineſs ; alſo a

stone, found in moſt Iron Mines, endowedwith the property Title of Honour, uſually given to ſovereign Princes.
of attracting Iron to it ſelf, and of both pointing it ſelf, and Mail (maille, F. ) an Iron Ring of Rings, for making

giving the Virtue of pointing to the Poles of the World, Coats of Mail or Armour.

to a Needle that is touch'd by it. MAIL, a kind of Portmanteaü or travelling Trunk , fot

MAGNE'TICAL? (magneticus, L.) of or pertaining to the carrying Letters, &c.

MAGNETICK } Magnet or Loadſtone. Coat of Mail , a ſort of defenſive Armour for the Body,

MAGNETICAL azimuth (with Aftron .) an Arch of the Ho- wrought in Mails or Rings, link'd together and made Piſtol

rizon , comprehended between the Sun's azimuth Circle, and proof.

the magnetical Meridian ; or it is the apparent Diſtance of the MAIL; à Speck on the Feathers of Birds.

Sun, from the North or South Point of the Horizon . MAILE, a ſilver Halfpenny in the Time of K.Edward V.

MAGNETICAL amplitude (in Navig. )an Arch of the Ho- This Word Maile, taken in a larger Senſe, did not only fig

rizon, contained between the Sun at his riſing or ſetting, nify Mony; but alſo a proportion of Grain, & c. paid as a
and the Eaſt and Weſt Points of the Compaſs ; or it is the Rent or Fine.

different riſing and ſetting of the Sun, from the Eaſt or Weſt MAI'lED [ſpoken of Fowls] ſpotted or ſpeckled, as the

Points of the Compaſs. Feathers of Partridges, Hawks, & c. or as the Furs of wild

MA'GNETISM , is the magnetical Attractiori, or the Facul- Beaſts are.

ty ofdrawing or attracting Iron , as the Loadſtone does. A MAIM ( prob. of mehaign, F. ] the loſs of a Member, a

MAGNETISM (with Chymifts)a certain Vertue, whereby Hutt or Wound.

one thing becomes effected at the ſame time with another, To MAIM [ mehaigner, O. F.] to cut off any Member, to

either in the ſame or a different manner . Hurt or Wound.

MAGNI'FICENCE 2 (magnificentia , L.] a largeneſs of Maimed (mancus, L. maymis, O. F.) having loſt a Mem

MAGNIFICENTNESS Soul, in conceiving and managing ber, hurt, wounded.

great Things ; ftate, greatneſs, generoſity, gallantry, ſtate- MAIN [magnus, L.) chief, principal.

lineſs, coftlineſs, MAIN, themiddle of the Sea or Land .

MAGNIFICENT [magnificus, L.) living in great State ; MAIN (mægen of magan , Sax . to may or can ) might;

ftately, noble, great, fine.

MAGNI'FICI (in Germany) a Title given to the Regents or MAIN Hamper (of main, F. the Hand ) a hand Basket to
Governors of Univerſities there. carry Grapes in to the Preſs.

MAGNIFIC (magnificus, L.) magnificent. Milton . Main Body [of an Army] that Body which marches be
Magnifico, a Great Man, a Nobleman of Venice. tween the main and rear Guard ; and in a Camp, that which

To MA'GNIFY (magnificare, L.) to commend or praiſe lies between the two Wings.

highly ; to amplify or enlarge in Words; alſo to make things MAIN of an Herſe. SeeMane.

appear bigger than they really are. SL MAIN
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MAIN -Guard [Mil. Affairs) a Body of Horſe, poſted be- that Law he has formerly bound himſelf to , i. c. to clear him .

fore the Camp for the ſafety of the Army ; and in a Garriſon, ſelf ofan Action brought againſt him ; by his Oath and the

it is that Guard to which all the reſt are ſubordinate . Oaths of his Neighbours.

Main.Maft of a Ship, that Maſt which ſtands upright in To Make Cuſtoms ? ( Law Term ) is to execute or perform

the waſte or midit of the Ship ; the length of it being uſually To Make Services f them .

2 the length of the Midſhip Beam . Make Hawk (with Falconers) an old ſtanch Hawk, who

Main Top-Mat of a Ship , a Maſt that is half the length of being us'd to toAy is fit to inſtruct a young one.
the Main -Maft. MAKER (of Macan, Sax, to make] one who cauſes, Forms

Main Top -gallant Majt, is one half of the length of the or Frames.

Main-top Mait. A MAKE-Bate, a Cauſer and Promoter of Quarrels.

Main-Port, a ſmall Duty paid in ſome Places, in recom- Mal Adminiſtration , a miſmanagement of a publick Em

pence for ſmall Tithes , by the Pariſhioners to the Parſon. ployment.

To ſet a MAIN 2 [ of main,F. a Hand] to throw with MALA (with Anat.] the Cheek -bone or Cheek itſelf, the

To throw a MAIN Box and Dice, &c . Ball of the Cheek.

MAIN - Yard of a Ship, that Yard that belongs to the Main- MALA [ in old Rec.] fignifies a Mail or Port -mail ; a Bag to

Maft, which is uſually — of the length of the Ship's Keel. carry Writings, Letters, & c. ſuch as Poſt-boyscarry.
MAI'NOUR [ofmanier, F. to handle, of amener, F.to MALA OS(with Anat.) one of the Bones of theupper Jaw ,

Mei'nour } lead away) a Thing which a Thief ſteals ; which joins to the Os Sphenoides on the upper Part, and to

to be taken with the Mainour , is to be taken with the the Os Maxillare on the lower Part ; alſo having a longPro

thing ſtolen about him . ceſs or Knob called Proceſſus Zygomaticus on its outwardPart.

MAINPE'RNABLE [in Law] bailable, that may be ſet at Mala'che (mancx", Gr.] a ſort of Mallows. L.

liberty upon Bail . MALA'CIA (with Phyl .] the longing of a Woman with

MAINPE'RNORS [in Law )are thoſe Perſons to whom a Per- Child ; alſo the Green -ſickneſs, as when young Women eat

ſon is delivered out of Cuſtody or Priſon, upon Security gi- Oatmeal, Chalk , Tobacco -Pipes, & c.

ven either for his appearance or ſatisfaction. Malacoci'ssus (with Botan.) akind of Ivy. L.

MAI'NPRISE (in Law ] one who is Bail -pledge or Security MALA'CTICA (with Surgeons) ſoftening Medicines, which

for another. by a moderate Heat diffolve ſome Swellings, and diſperſe o

MAIN - PRIZE [of main a hand,and pris taken, F.] is the thers. L. of Gr.

receiving a Maninto friendly Cuſtody, that is , or otherwiſe MA'Ladies maladies, F.) Diſeaſes,

might be committed to Priſon , upon Security given for his MAL ADROIT, awkward , clumſey . F.

forth coming at a Day appointed. MALAGOIDES (with Botan .) a Plant with a Mallows-flower ;

TO MAINTA'IN [maintenir, F. ) to uphold , to defend or but having a Fruit, tho' dry , like that of Bramble.

preſerve, to give a livelihood to, to keep in repair ; alſo to MA'LAGMA [uzmaya, Gr.] a Cataplaſm , Fomentation or

make good a thing affirmed. Pulteſs for ſoftening and ripening Impoſthumes. L.

MAINTA'INABLE, which may be maintained . MALAGNE'TTA (with Apoth .]Grains of Paradiſe. L.

MAINTA’INER, an Upholder, Provider for, &c. MA'LA'NDERS (of malandare, Ital. to go ill] a Diſeaſe in

MAINTAINER (in Lau) a Perſon who fupports a Cauſe, the Fore -legs. See Malenders.

between others, either by laying out Money ormaking Friends MA'L APERT [ 9. male partus, L. ill- gotten or bred ; or

for him or her. male anpert, F. ready, qid. always ready to ſpeak ill of

MAI'NTENANCE (maintien , F.) Food and Neceſſaries for others) impertinent faucy, impudent.

Life ; alſo ſupport, protection, defence. MALAPERTNESS,ſaucineſs, extraordinary readineſs to give

MAINTENANCE ( in Law ) an unjuſt or wrongful upholding faucy Language.

a Perſon ; alſo the name of a Writ which lies againit a Perſon TO MALA'XATE (malaxatum , L.) to make ſoft or molify .

for ſuch an Offence.
MALAXA'TION [in Pharm .) the working of Pills, and eſpe

MAJOR , us [in Botan . Writ.] bigger, greater, majore, ma- cially Plaiſters with other Things with the Hand, a Peſtle or

jori, majoribus, with bigger, & c. L. other Inftrument; a moiftening or ſoftening of hard Bodies.

MAJOR, greater, fenior, elder ; alſo a Mayor of a City or MALBRANCHISM , the Doctrine or Sentiments of Father
Town.

Malbranch, a Prieſt of the Oratory of France, and much the

MAJOR [with Logicians] is the firſt Propoſition of a regular fame as Carteſianiſm .

Syllogiſm . MALE (maſculus, L. male, F. ) the Male -kind.

MAJOR General ( in Milit. Af ] he who receives the Gene- MALE [ prob . of uomo , Gr. a Fleece, becauſe made of

ral's Order, and delivers them outto the Majors of the Brigades, Wooi) a Budget for carrying Letters on a journey.
with whom he concerts what Troops to mount the Guard, MALE Contents (male-contenti, L. mal-contents, F.] dif

&c. he is next chief Commander tothe General and Lieute- contented Perſons, eſpecially ſuch as are uneaſy and diſſatisfi

nant General , when there are 2 Attacks at a Siege, he Com. ed with their ſovereign Prince or his Miniſtry, and with for

mands that on the left. or attempt a Change of Government.

Major af a Brigade, either of Horſe or Foot, is he who MALEDICTED (maledi&tus, L.] curſed or banned .

receives Orders and the Word from the Major General, and MALEDICTION, an evil ſpeaking, flandering, railing, cur .

gives them to the particular Majors of each Regiment. fing, imprecation. L.

MAJOR of a Regiment, an Officer whoſe buſineſs it is to MALEDICTION [in old Deeds) an Imprecation or Curſe,

convey all Orders to the Regiment, to draw it up and Exer- which was antiently annexed to Grants of Lands, & c. made

ciſe it, to ſee it march in good Order; to rally it, if it happens to Churches and religious Houſes to deter Perſons from at

to be broken in an Engagement. He is the only Oficer of tempting to alienate or apply them to other Uſes.
Foot who is allow'd to ride on Horſe-back . MA'LEFICE (maleficium , L.) an evildeed or ſhrewd turn .

Major of a fortified Town, has the charge of the Guards, MALEFICENCE (maleficentia, L.) miſchievouſneſs.
Rounds, Patrols and Centinels. MALEF'ICK (maleficus, L.) cauſing evil, miſchievous.

MAJOR Domo, the Steward of a great Man's Houſe, a Ma- Malefick Planets ( with Aſtrologers) the Planets Saturn

ſter of the Houſhold .
and Mars , ſo called on account of the evil Effects attributed

MAJOR and MINOR (in Mufick ) are ſpoken of the Concords to them.

which differ from each other by a Semi-tone. Male'fickness, injuriouſneſs.

MAJORA'N A (with Botax . ) the Herb Marjoram . L. MALEGE'RENT (malegerent, L.) ill-behaving, unthrifty ,

MA'JORALTY, the Time or Office of a Mayor or Major of improvident.
a City, &C. MA'LENDERS [in a Horſe] a Diſeaſe, being Chops or Chinks

MAJORITY (majorité, F.] the greateſt Number or Part ; on the the bending or joint of a Horſe's Knee, which ſome

alſo a Perſon's being at Age. times ſuppurate ; when theſe Chops appear in the bending of

Ma'jus Jus [in Larv) a Writ ofproceeding in ſome cuſtoma- the Hough, they are call'd Selanders.

ry Manours, in order to a Trial of Right of Land. L. Male'TENT [of maltote, F. a Tax or Impofition ) a Toll

Maison Dieu [i. e. the Houſe of God ) an Hoſpital for MALTO'LTE of 40 d . formerly paid for every Sack of

fick People. Wool.

MA'ize, a kind of Indian Wheat, which bears an Ear a MALE'volent (malevolens, L.] that bears ill- will or ſpight ;

Foot, ſometimes a Foot and an Half long upon a Stalk of 6 ill-natured

or 8 Foot high . MALEVOLENT (with Allrologers) having an ill aſpect or in

To Make (macan , Sax .) to cauſe, to force or oblige, to fuence, thus Saturn and Mars are ſaid to be malevolent Planets.

form , to frame. MALE'VOLENCE 3 [malevolentia, L.) ill-will, hatred ,

To Makefaf [ Sea Phraſe] to bind or tye. Male'volenTNESS 1pight

TO MAKE bisLaw (La. Term ] is for a Perſon to perform MAL FEASANCE ( Law Term ) a doing evil. F.

MA'LICE

.
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MA'LICE (malitia, L.) ill-will, grudge or ſpite. F. MALVERSATION (malverſation, F.] misbehaviour in an

Malicious (malitioſus, L. malicieux , F.] full of malice, Office, Employ or Commiſſion, as Breach of Truſt, Extor

ſpiteful. tion , Esc.

Malico'RIUM (7. mali granati corium , L.) the Peel of a MA'LUM, Evil, Miſchief, Calamity , Afiction, Diſeaſe,

Pomegranate.

MALIGN (malignus, L.] Lent on miſchief, miſchievous. MALUM Terræ (with Botan .) the Apple of the Earth, the

TO MALIGN (malignare, L.) to envy , to wiſh ill to. Herb Birth -wort ; ſo called, becauſe its Fruit reſembles the

MALIGNANCY 2 [malignitas, L.) hurtfulneſs, mil- Apple, L.

MALI'GNITY chievouſneſs, malignant Nature or Malum Mortuum (the dead Diſeaſe] a ſort of Scab ſo term

MALIGNANTNESS $ Quality , ill-will. ed , becauſe it renders the Body black and mortified .

MALIGNANT (malignans, L.) hurtful, miſchievous. MAM (mam, C. Br. of mamma, L.) a Mother.

A MALIGNANT (malignus, L.) an envious, ill affected MAMA'LUKES [prob. of 71700, Heb. under the Domi
Perſon . nion of another) aDynaſty which reigned a confiderable Time

MALIGNANT Diſeaſe (with Phyfi .] a Diſeaſe which rages in Egypt. Light Forfemen, an Order of valiant Soldiers,

more vehemently and continueslonger, than its Nature whowere at firſt Circaffian Slaves brought up to military Ex

uſually permits it to do ; or rather ſuch an one as is greatly erciſes, in which they were very expert, and were thechief

aggravated. The Term is generally apply'd to ſuch Fevers military Support of the Saracens in Egypt; but having killed

as are Epidemical or Infectious, andare attended with Spots Sultan Mondam , they took upon themſelves the Government.

and Eruptions. MA'MIN - Tree [in Jamaica] a Tree that growsplentifully

MAʻlkin (prob. of Mall for Mary , and Kin ; a Dim ] a in the Woods, yielding a pleaſant Liquor, drunk by the In

fort of Mop or Scovel for ſweeping anOven. habitants, Esc call'd the Planter's Toddy-Tree.

MALL MA'MMA (with Anat.] a Breaſt, Pap or Teat ; alſo a Dug
PALL-MALL a ſort of Play or Exerciſe with a wooden in Cattle, L.

Ball , and an Inſtrument callid a Mall, by which the Ball is NAMMA'RIA (with Anat.) an Artery that iſſues out of the

ſtruck with great Force and Art,, ſo as to run throughan iron Subclavian Branch ofthe aſcending Trunk of the Aorta , and

Arch , at the End of a long Alley, ſmoothly gravelled and ſupplies the Breafts, L.

boarded on each side. This Arch is call’d the Paſs, and the MA'MMARY Veſſels (with Anat.) thoſe Arteries and Veins,

*Alley is alſo call'd the Mall. which paſs thro' the Glands or Kernels and Muſcles of the

MA'LLARD [malaecd, Du. malart, F ..] a wild Drake or Breaſt.

male Duck. MAMMILLA'R is Arteria, the ſame as Mammaria.

MA'LLEABLE (of malleus, L. a Hammer) ſomething hard MA'MMEATED (mammeatus, L. ) having Paps or Teats.

and ductile, that may be hammered, and that will ſpread out MA'MMIFORM Proceſſes (mammiformes, L.) two knobs of

being beaten . the Bone of the back Part of the Skull .

MALLEATED (malleatus, L.) hammered or wrought with MA'MMILLARY [with Anat.] an Artery which ſupplies the

a Hammer. Breaſt .

MALLEABI'LITY the Quality of being beaten out or MAMMILLARY Proceſſes(with Anat.] twoProtuberancesof

MA'LLBABLENESS wrought with a Hammer, and the Bone in the Temples, reſembling the Teats or Dugs of

fpreads, being beaten, without breaking or cracking, which
a Cow ,

Glaſs will not bear, but Gold will, to the higheſt Degree of MAMMILA'RES [in Anat.) two little Protuberances ſome

any Metal whatſoever. thing reſembling Nipples found under the fore Ventricles of

MALLEO'LUS (with Botan .) a Sprout growing out of a the Brain , and ſuppoſed tobe the Organs ofSmelling.

Branch which grew out it ſelf butone Yearbefore. To MA'MMOCK (prob. of span , Br. little of ſmall, and

MALLEOLUS (with Anat.) a Proceſs in the lower Part of Dek, a Diminutive) to break into Bits or Scraps.

the Leg , juſt above the Foot, L. MAMMON (J10 , Syr. Riches or Gain, of the Heb. mart,
MA'LLET (malleus, L.) a ſort of wooden Hammer . i. e . Plenty, leaving out the ( 1) Hemantick at the beginning

· Ma'lleus[in Anat.) one of the ſmallBones of the Ear, ſo the God of Weaļth and Riches.
named from its reſemblance to a Hammer.

MA'MMONIST , one whoſe Heart is ſet upon getting

MA'LLOWS (meal pe, Sax .) a Plant well known. worldly Wealth .

MALLOW Sbrub, an Herb. MAMO'ERA ( with Botan .) the Dug -tree, L.

MA'LMSEY [ of Malvaſia, a City of Candia in Greece) a Man (man, Sax. and Teut.) a Creature endued with Reas

luſcious ſort of Wine. ſon .

MALOCOTOO'N [q . malum , an Apple, and coEtona, L. Cot- To Man (mannen, Du. ) to furniſh with Men.

ton , becauſe of its downy Coat] a ſort of Peach , call'd alſo Man of War, a Ship of War.

Melocotony. TO MAN a Hawk (with Falc.] is to make her gentle, tame

MALOGRANA'TUM (with Anat . ) the Cartilage or Griſtle ; and tractable.

callid alio Xiphoides or Sword -like. To An the Caplan ( Sea Phraſe] uſed when they would
Malt (mealt, Sex .] Barley ſoaked and dried in order to have the Men heave at the Capſtan .

make Drink
MAN well the top (Sea Teror ] is a Word of Command, when

Malt long a cancerous Sore about the foot of an
Men are ordered to go into the top of a Ship.

MALT orm Horſe ; alſo an Infect. Man the Ladder [among Sailors] a Word Com

Malt Mulna [ old Rec . ] a Quern or Malt Mill . MAN the ship's fide mand , when any Perſon of Figure

Malt Shot [old Rec. ] a certain Duty antiently paid for is at the ſide of the Ship , ready to enter or be helped into it.

making Malt MA'NFULNESS (of man and Fulney re, Sax .) valour, ſtout

The Croſs of Ma'lta , which is worn by the neſs.

Knights of St. John of Jeruſalem , is a Croſs of 8 MANSLAU'GHTER (man -flæhte of glægan ,Sax. to ſlay ] the

Points, according to the Form in the Eſcutcheon killing of a Man without malice propenſe, whether ina ren

hercunto annexed. counter or careleſly, and differs both from Murther and Chance

MA'LTSTER [of mealt, Sax .) a maker ofMalt. medly, in that they both import a preſent intent to kill.

MA'LOPE [ with Batan .) a kind of Mallows . This Offence is Felony by theLaw ; but allow'd the Benefit

MA'LTHA [ resés Se of usnesuw, Gr. to mollify] Pitch and of the Clergy for the firſt timę; but the Convict forfeits his

Wax melted together ; alſo a kind of Terrace made of Quick- Goods and Chattels.

lime and Hog's- greaſe. MANSLAYER [manylaga, Sax .) he who killsa Man .
MALTHA'CODE (M )Sex , Gr . ) a Medicine foftened with

TO MANACLE (of manus, L.) to bind with Hand -cuffs of
Wax . Fetters.

Ma'lva [with Botan . ) the Herb common Mallows, L. MA'NACLES (manicles, F.] Hand -cuffs or Fetters.

MALVACEOUS (malvaceus, L.) like, belonging to, or made TO MA'NA GE (meſager, F.] to order or handle, to rule

with Mallows, L.
or govern ; alſo to mind or take ſpecial carc of; alſo to huſ

Ma'lvada [of Spain ] a Coin, 13 of which make an Eng- band matters .

lij Farthing. A MANAGE [for Horſes) a Riding- ground or Academy with

MALVAVI'SCUS (with Botan .) the Herb Marſh -mallows. a Pillar fix'd in the Centerof it, to which Horſes are tied that

MALVE'ILLES (old Record's] Miſdemeanours or malicious are beginning to learn, and Pillars ſet up on the Sides 2 by

Practices, F. 2, in order to teach Horſes to raiſe their Fore - legs ; the
MA'LVEIS Procurers Cold Law ) ſuch as uſed to pack Juries. Manage is alſo the particular Way of working or riding a

Malvor'sın (9. d . mal, evil , voiſin, a Neighbour, F ] an Horſe.

antient warlikeEngine for caſting Stones, battering Walls, High MANAGE, is the high ( r raiſed Airs , which are pro

Er. per for leaping Horſes,

MAN
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MA'NAGE (manage, F.) the managing of a Family of a viour, who waſh'd the Diſciples Feet at his ordaining the
Concern. Lord's Supper, biddingthem do the like to one another.

MA'NAGEMENT MA'NDUCI (among the Romans) the Name of certain hide

MANAGERY
þmanaging or ordering, conduct.

ous Figures of Perſons, which were deſign'd to entertain

Mana'gium [old Rec. ]a manſion houſe or dwelling Place . ſome and fright others at their Plays. The Mothers usd to

MANATE about the Illand Hiſpaniola] a Fith of the fright their Children with their Námes, by crying Manducus
MANATI' ? Whale kind , and ſome of them ſo large that venit.

they can ſcarce be drawn by a Yoke of Oxen . Mane (mwong; C. Br. man , Dan . maene, Du .]
MANATION, a flowing or running. L. the long Hair hanging down on a Horſe's Neck.

MANBO'TE (man -bote, Sax .] a Compenſation or Recom- MANENT (manens, L.) remaining, abiding.

pence made in money for the killing of a Man. MANE'NTES Cold Law ) for Tenentes, holding or poffeßliing

MA'NCA , a ſquare Piece of Gold in former times, valued Tenants . L.

at 30. Pence. MANEQUIN [with Painters, &c . ) a little Statue of Model

MANCH [of Silver) 60 Shekels , about 7 h. 10 s. in value ; uſually made of Wax or Wood, the Junctures whereof are ſo

of Gold 100 Shekels, in value 751. Sterling. contrived, that it may be put into any Attitude at pleaſure,

MA'NCHE, a Sleeve. F. and its draperies and folds may be diſpoſed at Diſcretion .

[ in Heral.) an odd MA'NE-SHEET (with Grooms) is a covering for the upper
MAUNCHE faſhioned Sleeve

Part of a Horſe's Head, and all round his Neck, which at

with long hangers to it, as in the Fi- one End has two Holes for the Ears to paſs through, and then

gares here annexed . E. joins to the Halter on the Fort-part, and likewiſeto the Sur

MA'NCERON (with French Heral.) a Sleeve uſed indifferent- cingle or long Girth on the Horſe's Back,

ly with Manche, and ſignifies any ſort of Sleeve. Maines, were certain Roman Deities, which ſome fup
MA'CHE Preſent, a Bribe or Preſent from the Donors own poſe to have been the Souls of Perſonsdeceaſed ; and others,

Hand. that they were infernal Gods, and Gods of the Dead . Some

MANCHET (micbe de pain, F. ) a fine ſort of ſmall Bread . are of Opinion, that the Celeſtial Gods were thoſe of the

MANCHINELO Tree, a certain Tree in the Iſland of Ja- Living, and the Manes the Gods of the Dead. Others take

maica. Manesto be the Gods of the Night, and that the Latin Word

To MA'NCIPATE ( mancipare, L. ) to deliver the Poſſeſſion , Mane, was thence derived. Apuleius writes, thatthey were

to give the Right to another ; to ſell for Money. Demons or Genii, which were ſometimes call'd Lemures, of

MANCIPA'Tion, a giving up a thing to another; an an- which, the Good were called Løres familiares, and the Bad
tient manner of ſelling before Witneſſes, in which divers For- Larve . The Manes were ſuppoſed to preſide over Tombs,

malities were uſed foraſſurance of the Bargain and Sale. and had Adoration paid to them accordingly.

MA'NCIPLE , a Caterer, one who buys Victuals and com- MA’NETH (DJS , Heb.) a weightor ſum of Money among

mon Proviſions for a College and Monaſtery. the Jews, about an 100 Shekels in Gold val. 754. 60 in Silver

MANCU/SA ( ſo called of manu cuſa , L. i, e. ftamped or val. 77. 1os.

coined with the Hand] an antient Coin , in value about a MANC - Corn

Mark in Silver .
[ old Rec.) mixed Corn , Maſlin .

MUNG -Corn

MANDA'MUS [i. e. we command ) a Writ ſo call’d, com- MANGE, a Scab on Dogs, &c. alſo a filthy and infecti

-manding Corporations to reſtore Aldermen and others to ous Diſeaſe in Horſes:

Office, out ofwhich they have been put unjuſtly. MA'NGINESS [demangeaiſon, F.] a having the Mange, a

MANDAMUS, the Name of a Writ directed to an Eſcheator fort of itching Diftemper, common to Dogs.

to find an Office after the Death of one that was the King's MA'NGY ( offe demanger, F. ] troubled with the Mange.

Tenant. MANGER ( mangeoire, F. of manger, to eat) a Conveni

MANDAMUS, is alſoa Charge to a Sheriff to take into the ency for eating Corn , a ſort of Trough for Horſes.
Hands of the King all the Lands and Tenements of the King's MANGER [in a Ship) a Place on the Deck made with

Widow , who contrary to her Oath formerly given, had mar- Planks, aboutafoot and half high , to catch and receive the
ried without the King's Conſent. Sea Water that beats in at the Hawſes in ſtreſs ofWeather.

MANDATARY [mandataire, F.] one to whom a Com- To MA'NGLE [of mangle, Teut. a defect, or marcus,

mand or Charge is given ; alſo he who comes into a Benefice L. maimed, as Minſhew ſuppoſes) to cut, rend or tear in

by Mandamus . pieces ; to maim or wound.
MA'NDATE (mandatum , L.] a judicial Command of the

Ma'ngo, an Eaſt Indian Fruit,

King or his Juſtice, to have any thing done for the diſpatch MANGON 3 [mangoneau , P.) an antient warlike Engine

of Juſtice .
MANGONE'L S for caſting Stones.

MA'NDIBLE (with Anat.) the Jaw , either upper or lower, MANGONISM (of mangonizo, L.) a trimming or furbiſhing

the upper conſiſting of 12 Bones, 6 on each side, or the up old Things .

lower Jaw, which, when a Perſon comes to ripeneſs of Years, Mani'a (mavic of Maivopel,Gr. to be mad, or uz'a , to be

grows into one continued Bone , and very hard and thick. L. carried with Violence] a kind of madneſs, by which the Fa
MANDIBULAR (mandibularis, L.) of or pertaining to the culties or Judgment and Imagination are deprav'd, and the

Jaw.
Patient is pofleſs'd with great Rage and Anger, L.

MANDIBULAR Muſcles ( with Anat.) thoſe Muſcles which MANIACK [mapounds,] Gr. of , pertaining to, or affected
belong to the lower jaw . with madneſs.

MANDARI'N, the Title of a great Lord among the Chineſe MA'NICA , a Sleeve, Gantlet or Glove, L.

Tartars. MANICA Hippocratis [in Pharmacy ) Hippocrates's Sleeve ;
MANDI'LION (mandiglione, Ital.) a Soldier's Garment, a a woollen Sack or Bag , in a pyramidal Form , for ſtraining

looſe Caſſock . liquid Things.

MANDERIL, a kind of wooden Pulley, that is part of a MA'NICATED (manicatus, L.] wearing a Sleeve, Glove

Turner's Leath, of which there are ſeveral kinds, as flat, or Gantlet.

hollow, pin and skrew Manderils. MANICHEL's ( ſo named of Manes, a Perſian, their Ring

MA'Ndil, a ſort of Cap or Turbant worn by the Per- leader] they held (among other Errors) that Manes was the
fians. Comforter that our Saviour promiſed to ſend, &c.

MAINDRAKE (ON719, Heb. fears egezóeas of piodes , Gr. MANICUN [Mavoxoy of peváropea , Gr. becauſe it makes mad ]

2 Cave or Den, becauſe of itsgrowing near Caves and ſhady an Herb, call'd alſo Dorychnion , a kind of Nighthade, L.

Places, or as ſome ſay, of ardeg gorñ, i. t. the Knee of a Man] MAN'ICORDIUM , a muſical Inſtrument in form of a Spinet,
a Plant, whoſe divided Root bears ſome reſemblance to the

its Strings are covered with ſcarlet Cloth to deaden and ſoften

Legs and Thighs of a Man . It bears a yellow Fruit, called the Sound. It is uſed in Nunneries by the Nuns to learn

Mandrake- Apples.
to play, and not diſturb the Silence of the Dormitory.

TO MA'NDUCATE (manducatum , L.] to chew , to eat . MANIFEST ( manifeftus, L.) apparent, evident, clear,

MANDUCA'Tion, a chewing or eating, L. plain .
MANDY Thurſday 2 [9. dies mandati, i . e, the Day of MA'Nifestness, plainneſs, & c to be ſeen, &c.

MAUNDY Thurſday Command) the Thurſday next be TO MANIFEST (manifeſtare, L.) to reveal, to declare or

fore Eaſter, ſo denominated from our Saviour's giving a publiſh ; to make apparent.

Charge to his Diſciples before his laſt Supper. It has been A Manifest [in Trade] a Draught of the Cargo of the

an antient Practice in England, for the Kings and Queens on Maſter of a Ship, newing what is due to him for freight

that Day to waſh the Feet of ſo many poor Men as they had from every Perſon, to whom the Goods in his Ship belongso

reigned' Years, and to give them a Dole of Cloth, Shoes, MANIFESTA'Tion, a making manifeft, &c . L.
Stockings, Money, Bread and Fiſh , in imitations of our Sa Manta
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Manifesto, an Apology or publick Declaration in Writing MANOUR in Gro/s, is the Right and Intereſt of a Court

made by a Prince, thewing his Intentions in any Enterprize; Baron, with the Perquiſites belonging to it ; which may be

the Motives that induced him to it , and the Reaſons on which veſted in one Perſon , whilſt another or others have every

his Right and Pretenſions are founded .
Foot of the Land.

MA'NIFOLD (ofmanig and geoldan , Sax .] a great many. MANQUE'LLER [of man -cpellan , Sax .] a Manflayer .

MANI'GLIONS [with Gunners) two Handles on the back of MANSE (prob. of manſio, L. ] Parſonage or Vicarage Houſe

' a piece of Ordnance, caſt after the German Form .
for the incumbent to live in .

MA'NIPLE (manipule, F.) a ſort of Ornament like a Scarf, MA‘Nsion, an abiding or dwelling Place; a Manſion -Houſe;

worn about the Wriſts by Romiſh Maſs Prieſts.
alſo the Seat of the Bleſſed in Heaven. L.

MANIPULA'TION , a term uſed in Mines, to ſignify the MANSION [in Laro) the Lord of a Manour's chief Dwelling

manner of digging the Silver: Houſe within his Fee ; otherwiſe call’d the capital Meſſuage.

MANIPULAR (manipularis, L.) of or like a Maniple. MANSLAUGHTER [in Law ) an unlawful killing a Man ;

MANI'PULUS (among Apothecaries] an handful of Herbs, tho ' without prepenſe malice .
Roots, Flowers, & c. i. e. as much as one can take up in his MANSLA'YER (manylaga, Sax .) one who kills a Man.

Hand. L.
MANSU EFACTION, a taming ormaking gentle, L.

MA'NNA [ſome derive it of 1777 fo , what is this ; the Ex- Mansue're [manfuetus, L.] quiet, tame, meek, gentle.

preſſion uſed by the Iſraelites, when they firſt ſaw it ; others MANSU'ETUDE [manſuetudo, L.) meekneſs, mildneſs.

derive it of 732, a proportion or allowance, of 1720 , Syr. he MA'Nsus [in ant. Deed.] a Farm ; Manſus and Manſum are

' distribuied diltinctly ] à certain delicious Food , which God alſo uſed for MeJungiam , a Meſluage and Dwelling-Houſe.

rained from Heaven for the Support of the Iſraelites in the MANSUM Capitale [old Rec. ] the chief Manſion , Manour

Wilderneſs.
Houſe or Court of a Lord , L.

MANNA (with Phyſi.) a ſort of ſweet Liquor, which drops MA'NSURA ( Dooms-Day Book] the Manſions or dwelling

of it ſelf , or elſe is let out by cutting from the Branches and Places of the Country People.

Leaves of Anh - Trees in Calabria in Italy; of, as others ſay, MANTE'A [ old Rec.] a Mantle, Cloak or long Robe.

ä kind of Dew congealed on Trees and Plants in Syria , Gér- MANTELET, a ſhort purple Mantle, worn by Biſhops in

many and Calabria, but the Calabrian is moſt in uſe. France, over their Rochet, on ſome ſpecial Occaſions, F.

ChumicalMANNA, an exceeding white Subſtance diſtilled MA'NTELETS ( with Military Men } are great Planks of

from Precipitate. Wood, in height about 5 Foot, and in thickneſs 3 Inches,

: Manna Pear, a Pear that is ripe in December and January. which are uſed at Sieges tocover the Men from the Enemies

MA'NNASI 2 [ about Jamaica ) a certain monſtrous Fiſh, Fire ; being puſhed forward on ſmall Trunks, and are either

MA'NNATI S callid the Sea -Cow from its reſembling a ſingle or double.

Cow , that brings forth her young Ones alive and ſuckles

them with Milk froin her Dugs ; ſhe is an amphibious Ani Single MANTELETS, are compoſed

mal, lives for the molt part in theWater, but feeds on Graſs of two or three ſuch Planiks, joined

in the Fields . together with Bars of Iron, to the mea

: MA'NNEKIN, a little Man , a Dwarf. ſure of three foot or three Foot and a

MA'NNER [ maniere, F. ] faſhion, way , cuſtom , uſage. half broad, to cover thoſe that carry

MANNER (with Painters, Carvers, & c.) a particular Habit them from the Enemies Fire. See the

of Mode the Artiſt has in managing his Hand , Pencil, Inftru Figure.

ment, & r. thus they ſay the manner of Reuben's, Titian, &c.

A good MANNER [in Painting, & c. ] a habit or peculiar
Double MANTELETS, are compoſed

way of Painting , agreeable to the Rules of Art; natural, by putting Earth between two ſuch

ſtrong, eaſy and duly proportioned . :
rows of Planks, and are uſed in making

A bad Manner, the contrary of the former. Approaches and Batteries near the Place,

as others are in making Lodgments on

La grandMANIER } heroically and giganticallydeligned; the Counterſcarp. They are covered

where the Diviſion of the principal Members have all a bold with Lattin, and are to cover the

and ample relievo.
Soldiers from the Grenades and Fire

Manner (with Muſic.] is a particular way of ſinging or works of the Place: See the Figure.

playing ; which is often expreſs'd by ſaying, he has a good
B

Manner, MANTELLE ( Heraldry ] is when

MA'NNERS (manieres, F.] Behaviour, Conditions good or the two upper Ends of a Shield are

bad ; alſo Rules for Behaviour, Converſation, &c. cut off by Lines drawn from the up

MA'NNING [in old Rec.) the Days Work of a Man. per Edge of the Shield to that part of the Sides,

MANNING a Ship, is a term uſed when Ship is to Mew where the chief Line ſhould part it, ſo forming a

all her Men ; alſo furniſhing it with Men. Triangle of a different Colour or Metal from the

MA'NNOPERS [old Law] Itolen Goods, taken in the Hand Shield , as if a Mantle were thrown over it, and

of a Thief, who is taken in the Fact. the Ends drawn back, according to the Figure, F.

MANNUS [usinos Gr.] a Nag, an ambling Nag, a Gennet, MA'NTHA agreji is ( with Botan . ) the Herb Calamint, L.

O. L. Hence Mantheof is uſed for a Horie- ſtealer, in King MA'NTIA (with Botan. ) the Buſh called Rubus, L.

Alfrid's Law. MA'NTICE (ugrtian, Gr. ) divination or foretelling Things
MANO'METER [ of reading , thin, and uitpov, meaſure, or to come.

MA'NOSCOPE S of orótos, Gr. ] an Inſtrument to meaſure MANTLE [of mantenu , F. ) is the ſame in Engliſh as Man .

or ſhew the Alterations in the Rarity and Denſity of the Air. telle, F. and tho' Manteau with us, ſignifies a long Robe ;

MA'NOR yet it was a military Habit, uſed in antient Times by great

MA'NOUR ? Lord did uſually refide there ) was a noble Commanders in the Field , as well to manifeſt their high

ſort of Fee antiently granted, partly to Tenants for certain Places, as alſo (being caſt over their Armour) to repel the

Services, and partly relerved for the Uſe of the Lord's Family , Extremity of Wet, Cold and Heat, and withal, to preſerve
a Juriſdiction over his Tenants for their Farms.. their Armour from Ruſt, and ſo preſerve its glittering Lu

The original of Manours was this : The King antiently ſtre.

granted a certain Compaſs of Ground to fome Man of Merit, MA'NTLE [prob. ofmantilium , L. mæntel, Sax. manteau ,

for him and his Heirs to dwell upon, and exerciſe ſome Ju- F.] a Garment to be worn over the Shoulders .

riſdiction , more or leſs, within that Circuit ; for which the TO MANTLE, to ſparkle, to flower, to ſmile like Drink,

Lord performed ſuch Services, and paid ſuch annual Rents, To MANTLE [with Falcon .] to diſplay; as the Hawk

as was required by the Grant. Now the Lord parcelling Mantles, i. e. ſpreads her Wings after her Legš.

this Land out to other meaner Men, received Rent and Ser- Mantle Tree [ mantcau , F.] a piece of Timbet laid acroſs

vices of them ; and ſo as he was Tenant to the King, they the head of a Chimney.

alſo were Tenants to him . M'ANTLING: [iii Heral ) is now repreſented about Shields ,

The whole Fee was callid a Lordſhip, of old a Barony, from are a fort of Flouriſhings : However, they are al

whence comes the term Court - Baron; which is always an ways ſuppos'd in Blazon to be doubled ; that is,

Appendant to the Manour. lined throughout with ſome Part of the Furs.

Manont at this Time, fignifies rather the Juriſdiction or French Heralds ſay, that theſe Mantlings or Man .

Royalty incorporeal, than the Land or Site ; for a Man may tles were originally ſhort Coverings,that Commanders wore
have a Manour in Groſs, i. e . the Right and Intereſt of a over their Helmets, to defend their Head from the Weather ;

Gourt -Baron , with the Perquiſites belonging to it, and ano- and that coming away from Battle, they wore them hanging

ther Perſon , or others, have every Foot of the Land, about them in a ragged manner, cauſed by the many Cuis
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that they had received on their Heads; and therefore the MANUSPAISTUS [in Law ) a domeſtick or Houſhold Ser.

more hack'd they were, the more honourable they were ac
vant, L.

counted ; and that in proceſs of Time they were by degrees MA'NUTENEN
TIA

, a Writ uſed in the Caſe of Mainte

made deeper, and ſo from the Helmet, to hang down below

the whole Shield, and were adorned either according to the MA'NUTENTI
ON

, a holding by the Hand, F. of L.

Honour of the arer, or Fancy of the Painter. MA'NWORTH [old Law] the price or value of a Man's

MA'NTUA ? (manteau, F. prob. ſo called frotn Mantua, a Head ; every Man, according to his Degree, being rated at 2

MA'NTOE S Dukedom in İtaly) a looſe Gown worn by certain Price, according to which ſatisfaction in old Time
Women, an upper Garment. was made to his Lord , if any one kill'd him .

MANTU'RNA ( among the Romans) a Goddeſs who was MANY (meniz , Sax.) a great Number.

ſuppoſed to oblige Wives to ſtay at Home. MANY Feet, the Fiſh Pourcountrel.

MA'NUAL Operation ( of manus, L.) any thing done or MA'NZED Shrew , a wicked , violent Scold.

performed by the Hand. MAP ( mappa, L.) a plain Figure, repreſenting the ſeveral

Sign MANUAL, the figning of a Deed or Writing under Parts of the Surface of the Earth, according to the Laws of

Hand and Seal . Perſpective, or it is a Projection of the Surface of the Globe,

A MANUAL ( manualis, L.] of, pertaining to, or per- or a Partthereof in Plano, deſcribing the ſeveral Countries,

formed by the Hand.
Inands , Seas , Rivers, with the Situation of Cities, Woods,

MANUAL Goods, ſuch whereof preſent Profit may be made. Hills, C.

MANUA'LIA Beneficia ( old Rec.) the dailyDiſtributions or Univerſal MAPS, are ſuch as exhibit the whole Surface of

Portions ofMeat and Drink, allotted to the Canons and other the Earth , or the two Hemiſpheres.

Members of Cathedral and Collegiate Churches, for their Particular MAPS, are ſuch as exhibit ſome particular Part

preſent Suſtenance, L. or Region thereof.

MANUALIA Obedientia, ſworn Obedience, or ſubjection MA'PPARIUS [of mappa, L. a Handkerchief) an Officer

upon Qath. L. among the Romans, who in the Games of the Circus and

MANUALIST , a handicrafts Man, or Artificer. Gladiators, gave the Signal for their beginning, by throwing

MAN''BIAL (manubialis,L.)pertaining to Prey or Booty. an Handkerchief that he had before received for that purpoſe

MA'NUBIÆ , the Spoils taken in War, or the Money made of the Emperor. L.

of the Booty taken from the Enemy, L. MAPLE [ma Ful, Sax .) a fort of Tree.

MANUCA PTION [in Law] aWar that lies for a Man, MARA[old Rec.] a Mere or Lake, a Pool or Pond, a

who being taken on ſuſpicion of Felony, and offering fuffi Marſh or Bog.

cient bail for his appearance, is refuſed to be admitted thereto MARACOC (with Botan.)the Paſſion Flower.

by the Sheriff, or any other Perſon having Power to let to MARANATHA (NONTO, Syr. i. e. our Lord cometh )

mainprize. the highest degree of Excommunication .

MANUCA'PTORS, thoſe who ſtand Surety or. Bail for MARASMO’DES (ugenruwdus , Gr.) a Fever which at laſt

others . ends in a Conſumption.

ManU'copiata , the Bird of Paradiſe. MARA'SMUS [igesomes, Gr . ) a Fever which waſtes the

MANUDU'CTION, a leading by the hand. L. Body by degrees.

MANUDU'CTOR, one who leads by the Hand , L. MARATHRUM (nées degr, Gr. ] Garden Fennel, L.

MANUEL (in Law ) a thing whereof preſent Profit may be MARAU'DING, ranging about as Soldiers in quelt of Plun

made. der, Forage, c.

MANUFACTURE [of manus, a Hand, and faktura, a ma- MARAVEDIS, a Spaniſh Coin 34 ofwhich amount but to
king, or facio, L. to make) handy Work, or any Commo- a Ryal, which is about 6 d . Engliſh Money,

dity made by the Hand , orThings that are thenaturalPro- MA'RBLE [marmor, L. marbre, F.) a fort of Stone ex

duct of a Country, as Woollen Cloths, Bayze, Stuffs, Hats, tremely hard , firm and folid ; dug out of Pits or Quarries,

Esc. of Wool, Linen Cloth of Flax , & c, F. , To MARBLE (marbrer, F. ] to Paint or Stain in Colours

MANUFACTURE, the Place or Work -houſe were Manu in imitation of Marble.

factures are wrought or carried on . MARBLINA af Books (in Book- binding ) the ſprinkling them

TO MANUFACTURE (manu-facere, L. manufacturer, F.] with Colours on the outſide, and working them with a Pen

to make or work up with the Hands. cil in imitation of Marble.

MANUFA'CTURER [manufacturier, F.] one who works up MA'RCASITE [marcaſita, L.) a metallick Mineral, or a kind
any Commodity with the Hands. of mineral Stone, hard and brittle , partaking of the Nature and

Manumission [of manus, and mittere, to ſend) an en- Colour of the Metal it is mixed with ; it is by ſome called

franching or ſetting a Slave or Bond -man free ; which in for Fire - fione.

iner Times was performed before a Magiſtrate with divers MACASSIN [in Heraldry] is a wild Boar, differing from the

Ceremonies. old, not only in ſize , which may not be viſiblein Arms,

MANUMISSION expreffed [in Law) is when the Lord makes but that its Tail hangs down ; whereas that of an old Boar

a Deed to his Villain, to franchiſe him by the Word Manu- is always turned round in a Ring, with only the End hang

mittere. ing . F.

MANUMISSION imply'd [in Law ] is when the Lord makes MACE'SCENT (marceſens, L.) growingwithered, fading.

an Obligation for Payment of Money to his Bond -man at a MARCE'SSIBLE (marcedibilis, L.) ealy to wither or fade

certain Day ; or Sues him when he might enter without Suit, away .

or Grants him an Annuity, &c. MARCGRA VE , a German Dignity equal to our Marqueſs.

To MANUMI'T (manumittere, L.] to enfranchiſe or make MARCH (of the God Mars, to whom it was dedicated) now

a Bond-man free. reckoned with us the3d Month in the Year ; heretofore it was

MA'Nu jurare (old Rec. ) to take an Oath. the iſt , and is ſtill, reckoned ſo in ſome eccleſiaſtical Compu

ΜΑNu opera [old Rec.]ſtolen Goods, taken upon a Thief tations; the Year of our Lord beginning on the 25th Day of

apprehended in the Fact . March. The Antients uſed to paint March tawny, with a

MANU pes [ old Rec.] a foot offulland uſual meaſure. fierce aſpect, a Helmet on his Head, leaning upon a Spade,

Manu tertia, ſexta aut decima jurare (old Rec.] was when holdingAries in his right Hand ,andAlmond Bloftoms and Ci
the Perſon who took the Oath, brought ſo many to ſwear ons in his left, and a Basketof Garden Seeds on his Arm .

with him , that they did firmly believe that what he ſwore was A MARCH (marche, F. ) the going forward of an Army.

true, L. To MARCH (marcher, F. ] to go, or ſet forward , ſpoken of

MANU'RE , dung , marl, &c . uſed by Husbandmen for in- an Army, & Co

riching and fattening the Soil.
MA'RCHERS 2 thoſe Noblemen , who in antient Times

ToManure(prob.ofmanouvrir, F.] to Tillthe Ground to Lord MACHERS Š inhabited near the Borders of Wales and

inrich the Soil by Dung, &c. to labour the Earth by the Hand . Scotland , and ſecured the Marches and Bounds of them, ru

MA'NUS, a Hand , L. ling like petty Kings by their private Laws.

MANUS media & infimæ homines [in Ant. Deeds] ſignifies MARCHES, Limits or Bounds between England and Wales,

Men of a mean Condition, or of the loweſt Rank or Degree. and England and Scotland.

MANUS [in Lawv ] an Oath ; alſo the Perſon who took it ; Ma'rcher [in the Britiſh Tongue, Gwaber Perched,

a Compurgator. i. e. the Maid's Fee) a Cuſtom retained in Caermarthenſhire,

MANUS Chriſti, i. e . Chriſt's Hand, a Confection of fine and the Manour of Denever, that every Tenant, when hemar

Sugar boiled with Roſe Water, or that of Violets, &c. a fortries his Daughter, pays 10 s . to the Lord. See Marquette.

of Cordial. MARCHI'ARE Cold Rec.] to adjoin or border upon.
MANUSCRIPT (manuſcriptum , L. ) a Book or Copy writ- MACHI'ONESS ( of maribio, L. a Marquels) a Marqueſs's

ten with the Hand, in oppoſition to a printed Copy . Lady .

MARCH
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MARCHPANE (malſe-pane, F.] a ſort of Confection made MARITIMA Anglia , the profits accruing to the King from

of Almonds, Sugar, & c. the Sea. L.

MARCID (marcidus, L. faded, withered , rotten ; alſo Mark (meajic, mancuy and mancura, Sax .) among the

feeble. Saxons, contained 30 of their Pence, which was in value 6 s.

MA'RCIONIST ( ſo called from their Ring- leader Marcian a It is not certain at what time it came to be valued at 13 s . and

Stoick ] a Sect of Hereticks who denied that Jeſus was the 4 d . but it was ſo in the Year 1194 .

Son of God . MARK (mea nc, Sax. marque, F.)a Note, Character, &c.

MARCITES [ ſo called of Marcuswho conferr'd the Prieſt- fet upon a thing ; a Sign or Token ; alſo a white or aim to

hood and Adminiſtration of the Sacraments on Women ) a Sect Thoot at .

of Hereticks in the 2d Century who called themſelves Per- MARK of Gold [ in ant. Times) was the Quantity of 8 Oun.

feiti, and made a Profellion ofdoing every thing with a great ces, and was in value, 171. 13 s. and 4 d . of our Coin at this

deal of liberty and without fear. time.

MA'RCOR (with Phyſ .) a Diſeaſe, the ſame as Maraſmus. MARK Peny (at Malden in Efex ) a Duty of one Peny,

MARCOSSIANS ( ſo called of one Marcus] an Egyptian , who formerly paid by the Inhabitants who had Gutters or Pipes

was alſo reputed aMagician] an antient Sect ofHereticks a laid outof their Houſes into the Street .

Branch ofthe Gnofficks. They had a great number of apo- Mark Weight, a foreign Weight, commonly 8 Ounces,

cryphal Books, which they held for Canonical, out of theſe and a Mark Poand is 16 Ounces.

they pick'd ſeveral idle Fables concerning the Infancy of Je- MARK (in France, Holland, &c. ] a Weight uſed for Gold

fus Chriſt, which they put off for true Hiſtories. Many of and Silver containing & Ounces, or64Drams, or 192 Peny

theſe Fables are ſtill in Credit among the Greek Monks. Weight. When Gold or Silver are ſold by the Mark, it is

A MARE [mælle , Sax .) a female Horſe. divided into 24 Caracts, the Caracts into 8 PenyWeight,

To Cry the MARE (in Herefordſhire) a Sport in Harveſt, and the Peny Weight into 24 Grains, and the Grain into

when the Reapers tie the Tops ofthe laſt Blades of Corn to- Primes.

gether, and then ſtanding at ſome diſtance throw their Sickles TO MARK (meapcan , Sax. marquer, F.) to ſet a mark on

at it, and he who cuts the Knot gains the Prize, and is re- a thing in order to know it again : to take notice of, to mind.

warded with Acclamations and good Cheer. MA'RKET [mercatus, L. marche, F.) a Place where Pro

MA'R ESCHAL. See Marſhal. viſions or Goods are ſold ; alſo Sale of Goods.

MA'RESCHAL de Camp (in France) the ſame as a Major MARKET geld, the Toll of the Market. 0.

General with us ; an Officer, whoſe Poft is next to that of Clerk of theMARKET,an Officer whoſe Buſineſs it is tokeep

the Lieutenant General . a Standard of all Weights and Meaſures according to the King's

MARETTUM (old Lav] Ground overflow'd , either by the Standard kept in theExchequer , and to take care that all

Sea or Rivers, Marſh Ground . Weights and Meaſures in every Place be anſwerable to them .

MARFO'R 10, a noted Statue in the City of Rome, ſtanding MARKETABLE , that is fit to be ſold in Markets.

oppoſite to Paſquin, on which Anſwers are put to thoſe ſati- Marks [among Hunters) the Foot-Prints and Treadings

rical Queſtions that are put or affixed on Paſquin's, Statue, of Beaſts.

MARGARETI'FEROUS (magaretifer, L.) producing Pearls. MARL (marl, Sax. marga, L.) a ſort of fat Earth laid up
MA'RGENT? [marge, F. margo, L.) the Brink or Bank on Land to Fertilize it.

MARGIN I of any Water, or the blank Space about To Marl, to ſpread Marl over Land .

the Edges of a Page of a Book, either printed or written . MARLE'RIUM1

MARGINAL marginalis, L.] of or pertaining to, or writ- MARLE'TUM
) .

ten in the Margin. F. MARLI'NE (Sea Term ] a ſmall Line of untwiſted Hemp,

MA'RGINATED [marginalus, L.) having a Margin or Mar- well Tarr'd, to keep the Ends of the Ropes from ravelling

gent. out , or any Tackle .

MA'RIGOLD, a Flower. TO MARLINE a Sail [ Sea Pbraſe ] is to make it faft, when

MARCO [in Botan . Writ.) the Edge of a Plant; Margine, it is rent out of the Bolt-Rope, with Marlines put through the
in or with an Edge ; Marginibus, in or with Edges. L. Oilet-holes .

MARI'R Glacies (with Botan .) the Herb call d our Lady's MA'RLINE Spike [on Ship-board ) a ſmall piece of Iron for

Slipper. L. faſtening Ropes together, or to open the bolt Rope when the

MARINA'R IUS (old Rec.) a Mariner. Sail is to be lew'd in it ; being a fori of linall Fidel.

MARINATED Fiſh [mariné, F. ] Fiſh fry'd in Oil, and MA'RMALADE [marmelade, F. prob. of marmelo, Por

then pickled. MA'RMALET } tugueſe, a Quince] a Confection of

MARIE/TS [ of Maria, L.) a kind of Violets, called alſo Quinces or other Fruit.

Marian Violets. MARMARI'TIS ? [urpuseits, Gr. ] the Herb Brank Ur

MARI'NE (marinus, L.] belonging to the Sea., MARMORA'RIA fin or Bears Breech, L.

The MARI'NE, the whole Body of a Navy or Fleet. MARMOʻREAN (marmoreus, L. ] of or like Marble.

MARI'NES, Soldiers who ſerve on Board of Ship. MARMO'RA Arundeliana ( ſo called of the Earl of Arundel,

Marine’LLA (with Botan.) the Herb Valerian or great who procured them from the Eaſt, or from his Grandſon Hen
Set Wall. L. ry, who made a Preſent of them to the Univerſity ofOxford ]

MA'RINER (marinier, F.) a Sailor or Seaman . Marbles, whereon appear a Chronicle of the City of Athens,

MARIO'L A (ant. Writ.] a Shrine or Image of the Virgin cut in Capital Letters in the Iſland Paros, 263 Years before

Mary. the Birthof our Saviour Jeſus Chriſt.

MARJORAM (marjorana, L.) a Pot-herb. MARMORA'TAaurium (with Phyſicians) Ear Wax, a cer

MARI'SCA (with Surgeons) a Swelling or Bliſter in the Fun- tain Excrement of the Ears laid there in the auditory Paſſage,

dament. from the opening of the Arteries, or Sweat out from the Car

MARI'SCUM [ in Domeſday Book ] a fenny or marly tilages. L.

MARI'scus Ground. L. MARMORATION, a covering or laying with Marble .

MARITAGIO forisfacto ( old Rec.) forfeiture ofmarriage; a MA'MORATED [marmoratus, L. ) made of, wrought in ;

Writ which layfor the Lord, againſt his Ward or Tenant, covered with Marble .

by Knights Service, who was under Age ; who when his MARMOR E'LLA (with Botan.) Agrimony, Liverwort, L.

Lord offeredhim a convenient Marriage , refuſed it, and mar- MARMO'R EOUS [marmoreus, L . ].of or like Marble.

ried another Perſon without his Lord's Conſent. MAROO’NING, ſetting a Perſon on Shore on an uninha

MARITAGIO amiſo per defaultam , a Writ for the Tenant bited INand.

in Frank -marriage, to recover Lands, &c. out of which he is MARMO'set, a kind of black Monkey with a ſhagged

kept by another Necks alſo a kind of grotesk Figure in Building.

MARITA'GIUM Wedlock, lawful joining together of Man MAMO'TTO (in the Alps in Italy] a Creature like aRabbet.

and Wife; alſo the right of beſtowing a Widow in Marriage; MA'RONISTS [ ſo named from one Maron their Head ) cer

alſo Lands given in Marriage; alſo the Dower or Portion re- tain Chriſtians inhabiting about Mount Libanus.
ceived with a Wife. MAROTIC Stile [in French Poetry ) a peculiar gay , merry,

MARITAGIUM liberum , Frank -marriage was where a Ba- yet ſimple and natural manner of Writing, introduced by one

fon , Knight or Freeholder granted ſuch a Part of his Eftate Marot, and ſince imitated by others. The difference between

with a Daughter, to her Husband and the Heirs of his Body, the Marotic Stile and the Burleſque, conſiſts in this, that the

without any Homage or Service . Marotic is moſt ſimple, but its fimplicity has its noblencís , the
MARITAGIUM habere [ in Law ] to have the free diſpoſal Burleſque is low and groveling, and borrows falſe and fulſom

of an Heireſs in marriage . L. Ornaments from the Crowd, which People of taſte deſpiſe.

MA‘RITAL [ maritalis, L.] of or pertaining to an Husband. MARQUE [mea nic, Sax) Repriſal, as Letters of Mark of

MA'RITATED (maritatus, L.) married. Mart,

Letter ;
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Letters ofMARQUE, Letters of Repriſal, grantedby a King, nority was nurſed by Thero, in the Northern Climates, that

&c. by which the Subjects of a Country are licenſed to make are inclinable to War. He lay with Venus the Wife of vul.

Repriláls on thoſe of another. can, who, by his Craft, had made an Iron .Net, and caſt it

MA'R QUESS ? [ fo called from March , Germ . i . e , a Li- about them , as he found them naked ; which Net was ſo ai

MA'RQUIS mit or Boundary , becauſe antiently they tificially made, that neither of them could diſintangle them.

were Governors of Marches or Frontier Countries] is an Or
ſelves ; and then he called all the Gods to ſee them in that

der of Nobility between a Duke and an Earl or Count, that Poſture, which cauſed much Laughter among them ; but at

was not known in England till the Time of King Richard II. length, by the Entreaty of Neptune, he ſet them at Liberty .,
who in the Year 1337. created his Favourite, Robert Vere, He was repreſented riding in a high Chariot , drawn by z

who was then Earl of Oxford , Marquis of Dublin. The furious Horles, by fome named Terror, and Pavor or Fear,

Title given to a Marquis in Writing, is moff noble, molt with all his Armour, offenſive and defenſive. His Attendants

bonourable, and potent Prince; and by the King he is filed, were 3 frightful Spirits , Apprehenſion , Contention and Cla .

Our right truffy, and entirely beloved Couſin . mour : Before him flew Fame full of Eyes, Ears and Tongues.

The Honour of a Marquis is Hereditary , and
He was ſaid by ſome to have been Born in Thrace, becauſe

3 the eldeſt Son of a Marquis, is, bythe Courteſy the People of that Country offered human Sacrifices tohim ,

of England, called Earl or Lord of a Place ; but
and others offered to him , the Wolf, the Vulture, the Dog ;

the youngeſt Sons are called Lord Robert, Lord the Pye, the Calfand the Horſe. Juſtin ſays, the Scythians

John , & c . A Marquis's Cap is the fame with a Duke's, and had no other God; but Herodotus ſays, they worſhipped on

their Coronets differ from thoſe of Dukes ; that, whereas a
ther Gods ; but did allow no Temples or Statues, but only

Dukes is adorn’d with only Flowers and Leaves , a Marquis's
to Mars. The Romans had him in high Efteem, becauſe

has Flowers and Pyramids, with Pearls on them intermix'd, they derived their Original from him , and gave out, thatRe- .

as in the Figure . mulus, was his Son ,

MARQUESSET, a Marchioneſs or Wife of a Marqueſs .
They would not ſuffer his Statues and Images to be e

MARQUETTE (ant . Cuftoms in Scotland ) a right or duc , rected in their City ; but without it , to intimate their Incli

which theWomenpaid to the King or Lord, to raniom them
nation to foreign , rather than civil War. His Prieſts were

ſelves from that infamous Cuſtom , by which they were oblig
called Salii (of Saliendo) becauſe they danced and skipped a

bout his Altars, which were erected under the fame Rooted to paſs the firſt Night of their Marriage with their Lords.
So called probably , becauſe the Fee was half a Mark of Silver. with thoſe of Venus, to expreſs the happy Influences that

MARQUEʻTRY, a fort of chequered inlaid Work, made of the Stars Mars and Venus beitowed on Children , when they

Wood of a variety of Colours, in the Shape of Flowers,
meet in their Nativities.

Knots, or other Devices , F. Mars ( with Heralds] ſignifies Gules, or red ,

To Marr [of ınan jan, Sax . Skinner ; or of auguega , Gr . aſſign'd him on account of his being ſo much cons

Mer. Cal ] to 1poil, to corrupt, to deface . cerned in Blood, according to Heathen Theloogy.

MA'RQUISATE [marquiſai, F. ] a Marqueſsſhip or the Ju MARS (with Aſtrol.] is called the leſſer unfors

rifdi tion of a Marquets. tunate, becauſe of its Icorching and drying Qualities.

MARRIAGE [mariage, F. ) a civil Contract, by which a MARSH (merc, San. maerſche, Du. marais, F. ) a

Man and a Woman are joined together. Nanding Pool of Water mixt with Earth, whoſe Bottom is

Duty or Service of MARRIAGE [in ant. Cuſtoms] old Maids very dirty, which drics up and diminiſhes very much in the

and Widows above 6o, who held Fees in Body, or were Summer; alſo low Lands, that are fometimes overflowed by

charged with any perſonal and military Services were, antient- the Sea or Rivers ; or that are well watered with Rivers,
ly obliged to marry, that they might render thoſe Services to Ditches , sc.

the Lord by their Husbands , or to indemnify the Lord, which MARSHAL (marccalk , Text. mareſchal, F.) antiently
they couldnot do in Perſon . was the Maſter of the Horſe (ſo called of mar , a Horſe ,

For the proportion that marriages bear to births, and births and (carch, a Ruler, Germ. ) but is now the Title of ſc

to burials, Mr. Denham has given us a Table for ſeveral Parts veral conſiderable Offices.

of Europe, that for England in general , is Earl MARSHAL [ofEngland ] a great Officer of the Crown,

Marriages to Births as 1. to 4. 36. who takes cognizance of all matters of Law and Arms; as al
Births to Burials as 1. 12. to 1 .

ſo Contrracts relating to Deeds of Arms, which cannot be de

From which Table it appears that marriages one with another termined by common Law . He alſo has aright to fit in the

do each produce about 4 Births . And by Mr. King's Com- Marſhalſea Court, in Judgments upon Malefactors who of

putation, about 1 in 104 Perſons marry ; and the number of fendwithin the Verge of the King'sCourt.

People being cítimated in England at 5 Millions and a Half,
MARSHAL [of the Ceremonies] an Officer who receives

about 41000 of them marry Annually. Commands from the Maſter of the Ceremonies, &c. for the
MA'RRIAGEABLE [mariable, F. ) that is of Age fit to mar King's Service .

ry or be married .
MARSHAL [of the Exchequer) an Officer to whom the

Ma'RRIAGEABLENESS, fitneſs or ripeneſs for Marriage . Court commits the Cuſtody of the King's Debtor's during

MARROQUIN, commonly called Morocco, the Skin of a
Term Time; he appoints Sheriffs Eſcheators, and Cola

Goat or ſome other Animal like it , dreſs'd in Sumach or Galls, lectors their Auditors to whom they are to account.

and coloured of red , yellow , blue, &c. MARSHAL (of the King's- Bench ] the Keeper of that Priſon
MA'RROW (mejig, Sax. ] a fat Subſtance in the hollow in Southwark , who has the Cuſtody of all Priſoners who are

Bones of Animals. committed thither.

MARRUBIA'STRUM (with Botan . ) the Herb Baitard Hore
MARSHAL (of the King's Hall) an Officer whoſe buſineſs

Hore -Hound, H.
is , when the Tables are prepared, to call out thoſe of the

MARRU'BIUM nigrum (with Botan.) black or ſtinking Houſhold and Strangers according to their Quality, and place

Hound, L.
them in their proper Places

TO MA'RRY [marier , F. ] to be joined together in Wed Clerk MARSHAL [of the King's Houſijan Officer who at

lock , with the Ceremonies obſerved, or according to the tends the Marſhal in his Court, and records all his Pro

Law or Cuſtom of the Country. ceedings .
MARS (with Aſtronomers) one of the ſeven Planets, whoſe

MARSHAL (at Sen] an Officer who puniſhes Offences that

Characteriſtick is 8 . are committed at Sea , fecing that Juſtice is executed there ;

MARS (with Chymiſts] a Name given to Iron or Steel . ſuch as putting in the Bilboes, ducking at the Yard - arm , Keel

MARS (according to Varro, was ſo denominated of Mares, haling, &*c.

L. Males ; becauſe he preſided over them in Battle ; but o- MARSHALS (in Mil. Af ) are officers in every Regiment,

thers ſay, of Mavors, of magna, great Things , and verto, to who look to Priſoners of War, and execute all Sentences or

turn ; others from pus of arciper, Gr. killing ; or as others Orders of the Council of Warupon Offenders.

will have it from 17998 a Lion , or 077N he tore in ſunder ; and
Knight MARSHAL, an Officer of the King's Houſe.

others from Mamers in the Sabine Tongue) the God ofWar, Marshal of France, an Officer of greatHonour and Pow ..

as the Poets feign, was the Son of Juno, begotten without er ; who Commands the King's Arinies above all that are

the Afliſtance of her Husband Jupiter ; for Juno being diſ- not Princes of the Blood; and are alſo Judges of Points of

pleaſed that her Husband Yupiter ſhould bring forth Minerta, Honour between Gentlemen.

by the ſtriking of his Head ; ſhe alſo conſulted with the God
MARSHAL de Camp, is next to the Lieutenant General, he .

defs Flora, how the might of her ſelf bring fortha Son ; looks to the Encamping of the Army, and rides before to view

Flora bad her touch a Flower which grew in the field Ole- the Ground where they are .

nius, which Me havingdone, ſhe conceived and bare Mars, TO MARSHAL (Mili. Af) to lodge, to put in due Order

who being a Son of Diſcontent, was made a God of War and or Rank , to draw up accorling to the Rules of the military
Diſcord . He was never grateful to Jupiter, and in his mi- Art.

Mar :
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MARSHALLING [in Heraldry ) is a diſpofing of all Perſons which ſmall Flints being cut in two, this Figure appears on

and Things in all Solemnities and Celebrations, Coronations , the inſide of them .

Interviews, Marriages , Funerals, Triumphs, and the like ; MA'SCULINE (maſculinus, L.; manly , couragious .

alſo an orderly diſpoſing of ſundry Coat Armours, pertaining MASCULINE Rhimes [in French Poetry] ſuch as are made

to diſtinct Families, and of their contingent Ornaments, with with Words which have a ſtrong, open and accented Pro

their Parts and Appurtenances in their proper Places . nunciation, as amour, joul, moil and fortį whereas feminine

MA'RSHALSEY , the Seat or Court for the Marſhal of the Rhimes are ſuch as have an e feminine in their laſt Syllable;

Priſon in Southwark. as pere, mere, &c.

MARSUPIA’LIS (with Anatomiſts] a Muſcle of the Thigh, MASCULINE Planets (with Alrol.) are Sol, Mars, Jupiter,

ſo named from thedoubling of its Tendons in reſemblanceof Saturn ; but Mercury is a kind of Hermaphrodite.

a Purſe. When this Muſcle acts, the Thigh -bone is turned MASCULINE Signs (with Aftrol.] are Aries , Gemini, Libra ,

upwards. Sagittarius, aud Aquarius.

Mart Town, a large Town that is noted for a great Fair, MASH [of miſceo, L.) to mingle) a mixture.

to which People of ſeveral Nations reſort, as Frankfort in MASH for a Horſe, a Compoſition of Water, Bran , & .

Germany, & c.
To Mash (maſcher, F. to champ with the Teeth] to

MA'RTAGON (with Floriſts] a Flower, a kind of Lily. break, bruiſe or ſqueeze to a Mah.
MA'RTEN a ſmall Creature, ſoinething like a Ferret, MASK (maſque, F. ) a Covering of black Velvet, to hide

Ma'rTERN which bears a rich Furr, and whoſe Dung the Face.

has a musky Scent .
Mask [in a Figurative Senſe) a Pretence or Cloak .

MARTEN Cub, a Marten of the firſt Year. To Mask, to put on a Mask ; to put on a Diſguiſe ; to go

MA'RTIAL ( martialis, L. ] of or pertaining to War, War- to Masks or Maſquerades.

like, Valiant .
By the MA'skins , q . d . by the Maſs ; an Oath .

Ma'rtial Law, is a Law that has to do only with Sol. MA'slin (of meſler, F. to mingle] mixt Corn , or Bread

diers and Seamen , where the King's Army is on Foot ; and made of Wheat, Řye, &c. mixt.

this Law is alſo under particular Reſtrictions. Maslin far, a Food made of Wheat and Rye ſteep'd in
MARTIAL (with Aftrologers] born under the Planet Mars. Water.

MARTAIL (with Chymijls] ſignifies of the nature of Iron Ma'son [maſon or maçon, F. ] an Artificer or Architect
who builds with Stone.

MA'RTIALIST, a Warrior, a Man at Arms . MASONRY [maçonnerie, F. ] Maſon's -work ; the Art of
MA'RTIALNESS, Warlikeneſs.

hewing, cutting or ſquaring Stones, and fitting them for the
Marti'coList (marticola, L. ] a Worſhipper of Mars ; al- Uſes of Building; alſoof affembling and joining them together

ſo one that loves War. with Mortar.

MARTI'GENOUS (martigena. L.) begotten by Mars. Bound Masonry, is that wlierein the Stones were placed

a kind of Swallow , one over another like Tiles , the Joints of the Beds being

level, and the Mounters perpendicular.

Martin dry, a ſort of Pear. Greek MASONRY , is that, where after two Stones are laid,

MA'RTINGAL (martingale, F. ] a Thong of Leather faften- which make a Courſe , another is laid at the End, which

ed at one end of the Girts under the Horſe's Belly, and at makes two Courſes.

the other to the Mufrole, to prevent him from rearing. MASONRY by egnal Courſes, the ſame as bound Maſonry ,

MA'RTINMASS the Feſtival of St. Martin, on the 11th only that the Stones are not hewd.

MA'RTLEMASS} of November. Masonry by uneqaal Courſes; is made of unhewn Stones,

MARTLEMASS Beef, Beef prepared by falting and drying in and laid in bound Work ; but not of the ſame thickneſs, nor

the Smoak at that Seaſon . obſerving any equality .

Ma'RTLET, a kind of Bird .
MASONRY filld up in the Middle, is made of unhewn

Martlets [in Heral.] are what is called Martinets, ſmall Stones, and by Courles, the Middle being fillid with Stones

Birds, whoſe Feet are ſo ſhort, they are ſeldom to thrown in at random
upon

Mortar.

be ſeen, and their Wings ſo long, that ſhould Compound Masonry, is formed of all the reſt.

they pitch upon a level , they would not be able Free Ma'sons, a very antient Society or Body of

to riſe; whereforethey alight not, butupon Pla- Accepted Masons, Men , ſo called , either for ſome ex

ces aloft, that they may take fight again, by throwing them- traordinary knowledge of Maſonry which they are ſuppoſed

felves off. See the Figure. to be Maſters of; or becauſe the firſt Founders of that Society

MA'RTNETS [in a Ship] are ſmall Lines faſtened to the were Perſons of that Profeſſion. Theſe are now in all or

Leetch of the Sail , to bring that part of the Leetch which moſt Nations of Europe; what the end of their Societies is ,

is next to the Yard Arm , cloſe up to the Yard, when the yet remains in ſomemeaſure a Secret, unleſs that they tend

Sail is to be furled . to promote Friendſhip, Society, mutual Affiſtance and good

Legs of the MARTNETS, ſmall Ropes put thro' the Bolt Fellowſhip.

Rope in the Leetch of the Sail. MA'SORAH (17700, Heb . i.e. Tradition] Criticiſms of

To top the MARTNETS [Sen Phraſe] is to hale them up. the Jewiſh Rabbies, on the Hebrew Text of the Bible ; con

MA'RTYR [usiptup, Gr. malaptyſ, Sax .) one who ſuffers fiſting of the various Readings ; and an Account in what Form

Death in Witneſs to the Truthof the Goſpel, F. of L. every Word is met with through the Scripture ; alſo a Com

To MARTYR [martyriſer, F.] to cauſe a Perſon to be put putation of all the Verſes , Words and Letters of it .

to Death for the ſake of Religion . MA'SORITES [of 17700, Heb . Tradition, or TTIDA, to

MA'RTYRDOM [martyrium ,L.usptusov, Gr. mantýnhage, bend) a Name given to thoſe Rabins, who, under Eſdras,
Sax. ) the Pain or Death that a Martyr ſuffers. the Scribe, purged the Hebrew Bible of the Errors crept into

MA'RTYRED [martyriſé, F. of vicepTuercas, Gr. ) having it in the Babylonijh Captivity ; divided the Canonical Books

ſuffered martyrdom . into 22 , and thoſe 22 Books into Chapters, and theChapters

MARTY'Ria ( with Rhetoricians) a Figure, by which the into Verſes; diftinguiſhed the manner of Reading from that

Orator confirms fomething by his own Experience. of Writing, which they call the Keri and Chetib ; made the

MARTYROʻLOGY [usepuu Evrozíce of paiptus, a Martyr, and Punctation, that ſupplies the want of Vowels, &c. Theſe
aðg , Gr. a Speech, &c . ] a Hiſtory of Martyrs ; alſo a Re- continued 130 Years, and ended in Rabbi Simon the Juſi,

gifter antiently kept in religious Houſes, wherein was an ac- who went to meet Alexander the Great, in his Pontifical

count of the Donations of Benefactors, and the Days of the Robes. Capellus denies this, eſpecially as to the Invention

Month and Year when they died, 360 of the Hebrew Points, and aſcribes it to the Majorites of Tibe

MARTYROʻLogist , onewho writes a Hiſtory of Martyrs. rius, 400 Years after Chriſt.
TO MARVEL [s' emerveiller, F. ] to wonder or admire at . MA'sque, a covering for the Face ; a Vifard . F..

MARVEL of Peru [ Bot.Ja fort of Nightſhade with Flowers MASQUE [with Architects] certain pieces of Sculpture, re

of ſuch variety, that it is called the Wonder of the World . preſenting ſome hideous Form ; groteſque or Satyrs Faces,

MA'RVELLOUS (mervilleux, F. ] wonderful. uſed to fill up or adorn ſome vacant Places.

MA'RVELLOUSNESS , wonderfulneſs. MASQUERA'DE [of maſcarata, Ital . and that of maſcara,

Ma'r yGross, a German Coin , in value 1 Peny of a Arab. raillery, buffoonery] an Aſſembly of Perſons mask'd
Farthing. diſguiſed Habits , meeting to dance and divert them

Mas, the male Kind, L. ſelves, F.

MA'scles [in Hernl.) macles, F. ſome ſay that MASS(maja, L. Barb. maſe, F.] a Heap or Luip of any

Maſcles repreiented the Holes or Marſhes ofNets; Thing .

others, that they repreſent Spots in certain Flints Mass (in Mechanicks] the Matter of any Body cohering

about Roſes, and are called Maculæ in Latin, with it, i.e. moving and gravitating along with it ; and is
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diftinguiſhed from its bulk or volumn , which is its Expanſion Over Ma'sted a Ship is ſaid ſo to be, when her Maſts

in length , breadth and thickneſs, Taut MASTED are either too long or too big, which

Mass [ in Sumatra) a Piece of Money 4 Capans or is . makes her lie too much down by the Wind, and labour too

Sterling much a Hull .

Mass (with Philol) the quantity of Matter in any Body. Under Mastev, a Ship is ſaid ſo to be, when her Maſts

High Mass, is that ſung by the Chorifters , and celebrated are either too ſmall or too ſhort, which hinders her from

with the Affiítance of a Deacon and Sub -deacon . bearing ſo much Sail as is requiſite to give her true Way.

Low Mass, is that, wherein the Prayers are all barely re- MASTER (magiſter, L. maiffre, F.] a Governor, a Head,

hearſed without any ſinging, and performed without much a Teacher ; one skilled in any Art or Science ; alſo a Title of

Ceremony , or the Afliſtance ofany Deacon or Sub -deacon. ſeveral Officers.

Mass (miffa, L. from dimiflio, or the ſending away the Master of the Armoury, one who has the overſight of

Catechumens, before the Sacrifice began, by ſaying, ite:miſa the King's Armour in any ſtanding Armoury ; with the

eft, be gone, for Maſs is beginning. Power of placing or diſplacing any under Officers.

Mass of Blood (with Anat.] all the Blood in a human MASTER of Ajay [ in the Mint) one, whoſe Buſineſs is to
Body. ſee that the Silver, &c. be according to Standard.

MASS (with Apothecaries) every phyſical Compoſition of MASTER of Arts, the ſecond Degree taken by the Students

Powders, and other Ingredients wrought into one Lump: in the Univerſities.

Mass (with Surgeons) an oblong and ſharp pointed Inftru- Ma'ster of the Ceremonies, an Officer inſtituted by King

ment which is put into a Trepan, that it may ſtand more James I. for the more ſolemn and honourable Reception of

firmly. Ambaſſadors and Strangers of Quality, whom he introduces

Mass (with Latin Authors) is generally uſed to ſignify all into the King's Preſence.

kinds of divine Service, or a Leſſen of thát Service; but in MASTERs of the Chancery, are uſually choſen out of the

the Romiſ Church, it ſignifies an Oblation , which they call Barriſters of the Common Law, to be Aliftants to the Lord

Maſs, and frequently Liturgy or Chnrch Service . Chancellor and Maſter of the Rolls, during Term Time,

Mass Prieſt, aPrieſt ofa Chantry or particular Altar, Theyare twelve in Number, the Maſter of the Rolls being
who ſays ſo many Mafies for the Soul or Souls of particular the Chief.

deceaſed Perſons. MASTER of the Faculties, an Officer under the Archbiſhop

MA'ssacre (prob. of mattare, L. to kill or flay ] a Butchery of Canterbury, who grants Licences and Diſpenſations.

and Slaughter, made on People not in a condition or prepa- Master of the Horſe, a great Officer of the Crown, to

red to defend themſelves, F. whom is committed the Charge of ordering and diſpoſing all

To MASSACRE [maſſacrer, F. ] to kill or butcher People matters relating to the King's Horſes,Stables, &c.
by way of ſurprize, and after a bárbarous manner . Master of the Houſnold, an Officer under the Lord

MA'sses [in Painting] are the large Parts of a Pi& ure, Steward of the King's Houthold.

containing the great Lights and Shadows; ſo thatwhen it is Master of the Jewel Houſe, an Officer who has the

almoſt dark, we can only ſee the Maſſes of a Picture, i. e . Charge of all the Gold and Silver Plate uſed at the King's

the great Lights and Shadows. Table ; and alſo of the Plate in the Tower of London , looſe

MASSA'LLANS, Sectaries, whoſe Tenet was that Perſons Jewels, &c.

ought to be continually at Prayer. Master of the Mint, the Warden of the Mint, whoſe

MASSETERS (of Moodsc , Gr. to Chew ] ſhort , thick and Buſineſs it is to receive the Silver and Bullion , which comes

tendinous Muſcles of the lower Jaw ; which, with the aſliſtance to the Mint to be coined, and to take Care thereof.

of the temporal Muſcles, they move to the right Side, the Master worker of the Mint, an Officer, who receives

left side and forward . the Bullion from the Warden, cauſes it to be melted , delivers

MA'ssive? (maſſif, F,] ſolid, weighty ; not delicate, as it to the Monyers, and takes it from them again when it is

MAʻssy S a maſſive Column is, onewhich is too ſhort coined.
for the Order it bears. Master of the Ordnance, a great Officer, to whoſe Care

MA'SSINESS all the King's Ordnance and Artillery is committed .

MA'SSIVENESS MASTER Gunner of England, an Officer, whoſe Buſineſs

Massone' [in Heral.] is when an Ordinary it is to inſtruct all thoſe who are deſirous to learnthe Art of

MAISSONED is repreſented in the manner of Gunnery, and to adminiſter the Oath to every Scholar, that

a Stone Wall, with all the Joints between the
he will not ſerve any foreign Prince or State without leave.

Stones appearing, as they generally do in Stone MASTER of the King's Muſter's, an Officer who takes Care

Buildings; and ſo the Import of theWord is, as much as
that the King's Forces be compleat, well armed, and trained ;

done in Maſon's Work . See the Figure. alſo called the Muſter Maſter General.

MASSORA (N710 ), Heb. Tradition ) a Performance on the Master of the Pofts, one who had the appointing all ſuch

Hebrew Bible by ſome antient Jews, Rabbins, to ſecure it throughout England, who provided Port-Horſes for the

from any Alterations, and to be a Hedge to the Law ; by num- King's Meſſages ; but is now devolved on the General Poft
Maſter.

bering the Verſes, Words and Lettersof the Text, and mark

ing all the Variations of it . Master of Requeſts, is the Chief Judge of the Court of

MassorIT ES, Jewiſh Doctors, Authors of the Mafora. Requeſts, which is now quite takenaway.

MAST [inært , Sax .] of a Ship; alſo the Fruit of the Master of the Rolls, is an Afliftant to the Lord Chancel.

Oak, Beech, Cheſnut, &c. lor or Lord Keeper of the great Seal in the high Court of

Fore Mast [ of a Ship] ſtands in the Fore -part or Fore . Chancery, ſo that he hears Cauſes there, and gives orders in

caſtle, and is about 4-5 of the Main -maſt in length .
his abſence.

Miſen Mast (of a Ship ) ſtands aft in the Sternmoſt Part of MASTER of the Courts of Wards and Liveries, was former

it, and is in length about half that of the Main -malt. ly the principal Officer and Judge of that Court.

To ſpring a Mast (Sea Phraſe] is when a Maſt is crackt in
Master of the Wardrobe, an Officer who has the Cuſtody

and Charge of all the antient Robes of the King's andQueens,

To spend a Mast ( Sea Phraſe] is when a Maſt is broken by keptin the Tower of London, and of the royal Hangings,

bad Weather. Bedding, &c.

Top Masts [in a Ship ) are thoſe Mafts that are fixed upon Master of a Ship, the chief Officer of a Merchant's Ship,

the main, fore , miſen Mafts and Bow -ſprit. who has the general Management of the Ship at Sea , and

Top Gallant Masts [in a Ship) are thoſe fixed to the Head gives the neceſſary Orders to the Sailors.

of the Mair and Fore-top Majts; they carryFlag Staves on Master de Camp (in France and Spain ] is a Colonel of

their Tops, whereon are hanged the Flags, Pendants, & c.
Horſe .

Jury Mast [in a Ship ) is a Maft made of Yards, or other MASTER de Camp General, is the next Officer over all the

Piecesof Timber, ſpliced or fiſhed together, woulding them Regiments of lightHorſe, and Commands in the abſence of
the Colonel General.

with Ropes. This Maſt is ſet up, when in a Storm or Fight,

a Maft is borne over Board, till they can be provided with a To Master (maitriſer, F. ] to make ones ſelf maſter of,

better .
to get the betterof.

Armed Mast [in a Ship) is a Maft made ofmore than one Master Note [in Mufick) the meaſure Note .

Tree. Master Piece, an exquiſite or extraordinary Work or

Mast [of Amber) the Quantity of two Pounds and a half Performance in any Art or Science.

in Weight. MASTER -Wort (with Botan . ) an Herb , whoſe Leaves re

Mast [mært, Sax. of malten , Teut. to fatten ] the ſemble Angelica, except that they grow on leffer Stalks and

Fruit wild of Trees, as the Oak, Beech, wild Cheſnut, & c.
lower .

MASTERSHIP, the quality and dignity of a maſter.

MA'STER

s} folid weightineſs, bulkineſs.

any Part.
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MASTERLESS, ungovernable , unruly , having no maſter. by the Pelican , which is ſaid to ſtrike Blood out of his own

Mastica’TION, a chewing, which action breaks the Meat Breaſt to feed its Young.

to Pieces , by the help of the Teeth ; ſo that by that means MATE'RNALNESS, motherlineſs, motherly Affection.

being mixt with the Spittle , it is prepared both to be the MATH (with Husbandmen ] a mowing, as Aftermath , after

more eaſily ſwallowed and digeited in the Stomach. Graſs or ſecond mowing of Graſs.

MASTICA'TORY [maſticatorium , L. ) a Medicine to be MA'THEMA [minuud, Gr. ] the Mathematicks or mathema

chewed to provoke ſpitting. tical Arts.

MA'STICK [ugsman, Gr.) the Gum ofthe Lentisk -Tree . MATHEMA'TICAL Compoſition , is the ſynthetical method,

MAPSTICOT } a yellowiſh Colour uſed in Painting..
or that which proceeds by certain Degrees or Steps, from

known Quantities in the ſearch of unknown, and then demon

A MASTIFF (malivus, L.) a ſort of great Dog. ſtrates, that the Quantity ſo found willſatisfy the Proportion .
MASTI'S ADOUR(with Hormen) a Slabbering Bit, a Snaf- MATHEMA'TICKS [mathematiques, F. artes mathematica ,

file of Iron, all ſmooth, and of a Piece, guarded with Pater- L. moxvai pas mustingi;Gr. ) in its original Signification com

Nifters , and compoſed of 3 Halfs of great, made into Demi- prehended any kind of Dilcipline or Learning ; but now the

Ovals , of unequal bigneſs, the leſier being incloſed within Word is uſually apply'd to fome noble Sciences , which are

the greater, which oughtto be about half a Foot high. A taught by true Démonſtration , andare exercis'd about Quan

Malligadour is mounted with a Head and two Reins. tity, i . e. whatſoever is capable of being numbered or mea

MAS'TINUS Cold Rec.] a Maſtiff. ſured, which is compriz'd under Numbers, Lines, Superficies
MASTOIDES [maçondas, Gr . ) certain Muſcles ariſing from and Solids .

the Neck -bone, and terminating in the mammillary Proceffes, Practical MATHEMATICKS, are ſuch as ſhew how to de

their Office is to bend the Head ; alſo any Proceſſes that are monſtrate ſomething that is uſeful, or to perform ſomething

like the Teats of Cow's Udder.
propoſed to be done, which may tend to the benefit of man

MASURA (in Domeſday Book] an old, decay'd Houſe or kind.

Wall .
Pure Mathematicks, are Arithmetick and Geometry, and

MASURA Terre, a quantity of Land, containing 4 Oxgangs. conſider Quantity abſtractedly and without any relation to

Mat (mætte, Sax .] Rulhes platted or woven together. matter.

Match (prob. ofmate, a Companion ) an agreement to Simple MATHEMATICKS; the ſame as pure Mathematicks.

be married , or marriage ; alſo any other Agreement, as a MA'THESIS (unns of paysara , Gr. to learn) the Mathe

Trial of Skill , &c. alſo an Equal. maticks.

MATCH (with Gunners] a ſort of Rope made of ſuch com- Mixt MATHEMATICKS, are thoſe Arts and Sciences which

buſtible Stuff, that being once lighted , it will burn on by de- treat of the Properties of Quantity , apply'd to material Beings

grecs , and regularly, without ever going out, as long as any or fenfible Objects, as Aſtronomy, Dialling, Geography,

of it is left. Mechanicks, Navigation, Surveying, & c.

TO MATCH (9. d . to Mate] to Pair or Couple, to marry, Speculative MATHEMATICKS, conſiſts only in the ſimple

to be like, &C. Knowledge of matters propoſed ; with the bare contemplation
To Match fighting Cocks, is to ſee that they are of an e- of truth or falſehood ; with reſpect to them .

qual height , length and bigneſs in Body. MATHURINS, an Order of Religious founded by Pope
TO MATCH (with Hunters] a Wolf is ſaid to go to Match Innocent for redeeming Christian Captives out of Turkiſh Na

or Mate at rutting Time. very .

MA'TCHABLE, that which may be matched or coupled ; MA'Tins [in the Romiſh Church ) the firſt part of the daily

alſo that may be equalized. Service,

MA'TCHLESS, that may not be equalled, incomparable. MATRACIUM (with Chymiſts] a little Bag, in which cal

MA'TCHLESNESS ( of match, leay and neyye, Sax .) unca- cined Tartar, &c. is put, having holes pricked in it to let

pableneſs of being matched or equalled . out the Liquor.

Mate (mate, Sax .) a Companion, an Afiftant. Matra’les (among the Romans] a Feſtival obſerv'd by

Check Mate [at the Play of Cheſs] is when the Game is the matrons on the firſt of June, inHonour of the Goddeſs
brought to that paſs, that there is no way for the King to Matuta, or Ino, the Wife of Athamas, King of Thebes. They

Eſcape. only entredthe Temple with a Slave, &c.their Siſters Chil

TO MATE [Mate , Sax .) to amaze or aſtoniſh , to daſh, dren ; the Slave they cuff'd in memory of the Jealouſy of Ino,

daunt or put out of Countenance. and pray'd for their Siſters Chiidren but not for theirown.

To MATE , to match, to pair, or equal. MA'TRASS ( with Chymifts] a bolt -head , a

MATELOTTE [in Cookery] Victuals dreſſed after the Sea long, ſtrait -necked Veſſel of Glaſs, fitted to the

mens way. Nole of an Alembick, and frequently uſed in

MATEOʻLOGY [use teologia , Gr.) a vain inquiry or over cu Diſtillation , and are alſo call'd Receivers, of this

rious ſearch into high matters . Form .

MateoTE'CHNY [MH Teie Ti Xvid , Gr. ) a vain or idle Science . MATRICALIA [in Phyfick] Medicines for

Mater , a Mother. L. Diſeaſes in the Matrix .

Dura MATER (with Anatom .] a Membrane of Skin ſticking MATRICARIA (with Botan . ] the Herb reverfew, White

cloſe to the Skull, on the inſide in ſome Places, and immedi- wort or Mother -wort, L.

ately covers the Brain and the Cerebellum . L. MA'TRICE [with Dyers] is apply'd to the firſt ſimple Co

Metallorum Mater , the Mother of Pearl , L. lours, whence allthe reſt are derived and compoſed, as Black,

Pia Mater, a Skin which immediately Clothes the Brain White, Blue, Red andFallow or Root Colour.

and Cerebellum . It is very full of Blood Veſſels, and are ſup- MA'TRICE? [ Anat.) the Mother or Womb, or that Part

poſed to be deſigned for keeping in the Spirits there bred , and MA'Trix of the Female of any kind, wherein the

to hinder them from flyingaway. L. Fætus is conceived and nouriſhed till the Time ofits Delivery.

Materia Medica, all that is made uſe of in the Art of MA'TRICES (with Letter Founders) Moulds or Forms in

Phyfick, either for the Prevention or Cure of Diſeaſes, whe- which Printing Letters or Characters are caft.

ther prepared from Vegetables, Minerals or Animals. MA'RTICIDE [matricida, L.) a killer of his Mother.

Materia Prima[with Philoſophers] the firſt matter or MATRICIDE [matricidium , L.) the killing of a Mother.

ſubject of all Forms ſubſtantial. I. Matri'cula, a Roll, Liſt or Regiſter, in the which the

MATERIAL (materialis, L.] conſiſting of matter or ſub- Names of Perſons are entered, L.

ſtance ; alſo being of concern , moment or conſequence. MATRI'CULAR Book [in the Univerſity) a Book, in which

MATERIALNESS, momentarineſs, weightineſs. the Names of Scholars newly admitted are entered.

MATEʻRIALIST, a Druggiſt or Drugſter. MATRICULATED, ſet down in the Matricula or Regiſter

MATERIA’LISTS, an anticnt Scct, who being poſſeſſed Book of an Univerſity, after the Scholar has been ſworn

with this Principle, out of nothing comes nothing, had re- there.

courſe to eternal Matter, on which they ſuppoſed God MATRICULATION , the Art of matriculating or regiſtring

wrought in the Creation. the Names of Students in a College .

MATERIA'LITY (of materialis, L.) a being material, the MATRIMO'NIAL [matrimonialis, L.) of or pertaining to
ſubſiſtence ofmatter. Matrimony.

MATERIALS (materialia, L. ] Tools or Stuff proper for Ma’TRIMONY [ matrimonium , L.) Wedlock, Marriage.

the making or doing any thing. MARTISA'LVIA(with Botan . ) the Herb Clary.

MATE'RIATED [materiatus, L.] made of matter TO MATRISATE (matrifatum , L.) to imitate the Mother.

MATE'RNAL (maternalis, L. ] of or pertaining to a mother, MATRISY'LVA (with Botan.] the Plant Wood -bind or

motherly . Honey-ſuckle, L.

MATERNAL Affection ( Hieroglyphically] was repreſented MA'TRIX (of Méter, Gr. the Mother) the Matrice, L.

Ma
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MATRIX

MATRICE

no.

Matrix (with Surgeons) that Part of the Womb, in which he was İno, the Nurſe of Bacchus, and Wife of Athamas į o .

the Child is conceived . thers will have her to be Aurora. L.

any thing ſerving for the Place of Genera MATUT I'LIA [ ío called of Matuta ] Feafts in May, conſe

tion of a Body, whether organical, as the crated to Matuta or Leucothoe. All Maid Servants except one

Matrix or Womb of Animals ; or inorganical , as thoſe of Ve- were excluded from thoſe Fcafts, and this one, every Matron

getables, Metals or Minerals . was to ſtrike on the Cheek , becauſe Matutn was plagued with

Matrix Ecclefie, the Mother Church ; either a Cathe Jealouſy, that her Husband lov'd her Maid better than he did

dral, with reſpect to the Parochial Churches in the ſame her.

Dioceſs; or a Pariſh Church, in reſpect to the Chapels de- MATUTI'NAL [matutinalis, L.] of or pertaining to the

pending on it. morning Prayer.

MATRIX (with Botan.] the Pith of Trees or Herbs, Maruti'ne [matutinus, L.) of or pertaining to the morn
which they alto call Cor. ing .

MA'TRON ( matroné , F. matrona of mater, L. ) a virtuous, MATUTINE (in Aſtrology] Planets are ſaid to be ſo , when

prudent, motherly Woman , that keeps her Family under they are above the Horizon, at the Riſing of the Sun.

good Government or Diſcipline, and ſuch an one, as to MAUDLED ? [prob. of matutinus, L. of the morning) be

Chaſtity and exemplary Life, to whom young Virgins may MAUDLIN } Totted or diſordered by drinking ſtrong Li

beſafely committed tobe educated. quors , eſpecially in a morning .

Matron (of an Hospital] a grave Woman that looks after MAUDLIN (with Bot.] the Herb ſweet Maudlin, in Shape

the Children . ſomething like Tanſey , and in Quality like Alecoft or Ground

MA'TRONS (in a Law Senſe ] married Woman of Experi- Ivy .

ence, who have been Mothers of Children, ſuch as are em- Maugre (malgre, F. ] in ſpite of, or whether one will or
pannelled upon Juries or Convicts, who plead their Bellies .

MATRO'NAL (matronalis, L.) of or belonging to a Matron. Mavis (mauvis, F. ) a Bird , a kind of Thruih .

MATRONA’LIA (among the Romans] the Fealt of the Ma- T. MAUL [of malleus, L. ) to bang or beat foundly.

trons, inſtituted by Romillus, and celebrated by the Ro- Maul Stick, a Stick on which a Painter leans his Hand

man Women in honour of Mars ; to whom they thought in working.

themſelves oblig'd for the Happineſs of hearing good Chil- MAU'LKIN , a ſort ofMop made of Clouts, to ſweep an

dren ; a Favour which he firſt conferr’d on hisMiſtreſs Rhen ; Oven with, by ſome call'd a Scovel ; alſo a Scare -crow to

during the Time of which, the Men ſent Preſents to the fright away Birds.

Women , as the Women in like manner did to the Men on Maum , a ſoft,brittle Stone in Oxfordſhire.

the Saturnalia . It was obſerv'd on the firſt of March for Maunch [in Heraldry) the repreſentation of a Sleeve,

Pregnancy, the Year then beginning to bear Fruit . MAUND (mand, Sax) a Hamper or Basket with Handles,
Matroʻsses [in a Train of Artillery] a ſort of Soldiers or with 2 Lids, to carry on the Arm .

next in Degree under the Gunners, who aſſiſt them about MAUND of unbound Books , is 8 Bales, of each 1000 Pound

the Guns, in traverſing , ſpungingand firing , loading,& c. Weight or 2 Fats,

They carry Fire -locks, and march along with the Store Wag- MAUND Shaw (at Ormus] 121. and a half Averdupois [at

gons, as á Guard , and alſo as Afiftants in Caſe a Waggon Meſlupatan) 261. 4.02. 8. dr. Cat Surat) 331. 5 oz. 7 dr.
1hould break, & C. [ at Tauris ) 61. Averdupois.

Mar [matta, L.) Ruſhesinterwoven to lay on Floors and TO MAU'NDER [maudire, F.] to mutter or grumble.

for various other Uſes. MAUNDY Thurjaay. See Mundy.

Mat Weed , an Herb or Plant: called alſo Feather -graſs MAUSOLÆ'UM, a ſtately Sepulchre, built by Artemiſia,

and Spaniſh -ruſh, of which Mats and Frails are made. Queen of Carin , for Mauſolus her Husband, whom ſhe lov'd

Mats [ina Ship] broad, thick Clouts of Sinnet or Rope ſo dearly, that beſides his Edifice, the cauſed the Aſhes ofhis Bo

Yarn, and Thrums, beaten flat and interwoven , to ſave the dy after it had been burnt, to be put into a Cup of Wine, and
Yard , 66. from galling. drank them , to give him a Lodging in her Heart. This Se

MA’rted, wrought or covered with Mat. pulchre was built by 4 of the moſt excellent Artificers of that

MATTED, entangled and clung together like Hair. Time. It was ſquare, 411 Foot in compaſs , and 45 Cubits

Matted [in Botany) a Term uſed of Herbs, when they high ; the ſquare looking to the Eaſt was made by Scapas ;

grow as if they were plaited together. that towards th Weſt by Leochares; that to the South by Ti

MA'TTER (materia, L.) the Stuff any thing is made or motheus, and that towards the North by Briax. On the Top

conſiſts of; allo cauſe or occafion ; buſineſs or thing ; alſo of it was a brazen Chariot, with many wonderful and curious
that which runs out of a Sore . Inventions . The whole was inriched with ſo many rare Or

Matter (with Natural Philoſophers] is a ſolid, diviſible naments, that it was eſteemed one of the greateſt Wonders of

and paflive Subſtance, callid Body, and firſt Principal of natu- the World.

ral Things ; which is extended into length, breadth and Maw (maga, S2x .) the Ventricle of the Stomach.

Thickneſs ; which is capable of putting on all manner of Maw Worms [in Horſes) Wormsthat breed in their Bodies,

Forms , and of moving according to all manner of Directions of a reddiſh Colour like Earth -Worms, about a Finger's

and Degrees of Swiftneſs. length .

NudeMatter [ in Law) is the naked or bare Allegation MAWKISH, ſqueamiſh .

of a Thing done, to be prov'd only by Witnefies and not by MA'WKISHNESS [of Osaga, a Maw or Stomach, yeoc, Sick,

a Record or any Specialty in Writing under Seal . and negye, Sax.] fickneſs at the Stomach, ſqueamiſhneſs;

Matter in Deed [Law Term ] a truth of a matter that may alſo a nauſeous Taite .

be proved, tho' not by Record . Mawks, a Hoyden, a dirty Wench.

MATTER of Record ( Law Term ] is that which may be Mawmet (prob . of Mahomet] an Idol or little Image, ſet

proved by ſome Record. up to be worthipped.

Martins [matines, F. of matutinus , L. of the morning] MAWMETRY, Idolatry, or the Worſhip of Idols.

morning Prayers; alſo one of the canonical Hours in the MAXI'lla inferior (with Anatomifs) the lower Jaw -bone

Church of Rome. which is moveable, and in which the under Teeth are in

MATTOCK (mattuc, Sax .) a husbandry Tool to Grub up ſerted .

Roots of Trees, Weeds, & C. MAXILLA ſuperior (with Anatomiſts) the upper Jaw -bone

Mattress, a kind of Quilt filled with Wool, Cotton, &c. or Cheek-Bone, which is compoſed of 12 Bones, 6 on each

a flock Bed. Side ; but ſomeſay 13 , the odd one they call Vomer, L.

MATURANTIA [in Phyſick] ſuch Medicines as promote MAI'LLAR 22 (maxillaris, L.] of or pertaining to the

Maturation , Ripeners. L. MAILLARY Jaw-bone .

TOMATURATE (maturare, L.) to haften, to ripen or grow MAXILLA'R is Glandula ( Anat.] a conſiderable Gland of

ripe . the conglomorate Kind, ſituate on the Inſide under the lower

MATURATION, a haſtning, a ripening . L. Jaw Bone, L.

MATURATION [in Chymiſtry) the procels of Digeſtion, MAXIM [ Asimua, Gr . ) an Axiom, a Propoſition or Prin

Circulation , EC. ciple ( in any Artor Science) generally reccived, grounded

MATURE [maturus, L. ] ripe, come to its full growth, upon Reaſon, and that cannot be denyd.

perfect. Maximis etminimis (with Mathematicians] a method uſed

MATU'RENESS for the Reſolution of a greatnumber of perplexed Problems,
MATURITY. } (ofmaturitas, L.) ripeneſs.

which require the greateit or leaft Quantities attainable in that

MATURE'SCENT [matureſiens, L.) waxing ripe .
Caſe.

MATUTA [in the old Roman Language, fignified good) the MA'xy (with Tin Miners] is what they call a Weed of

had a Temple at Rome built by Servilius Tullius. Some ſay the Marchalite Kind, when the Load or Vein of Oar dege
nerates
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up .

MESE

nerates into this or any thing elſe, that is not Tin , they call of the right Line, which joins the Extremíty or End of the
it a Weed . fame Optick Nerves .

MAY (of majores, ſo called by. Romulus, in honour of his Mean proportional [in Mufick ] the ſecond of any three

Senators ; or as others ſay, from Maia, the Mother ofMercury, Proportionals.
to whom Sacrifices was offered in that month ) the 5th and Mean Diameter [in Gauging) a Geometrical Mean be

moſt pleaſant Month in the Year with us . The Antients uſed tween the Diameters at Head and Bung in any cloſe Cask .

to paint May with a lovely Aſpect, in a Robe of white and Mean Longitude [ Affronomy) is an Arch of the

green, embroidered with Daffodils, Haw - Thorn and Blue- Mean Motion of the Sun Ecliptick reckoned the begin

bottles, and on his Head a Garland of white and damask ning of Aries to the Line of the Sun's mean Motion.

Roſes, holding a Lute in one Hand, and a Nightingal on the Mean Proportional (in Geometry) is a Quantity which is as

Fore-Finger of the other. big in reſpect of a Third Term, as the firſt is in reſpect of it ,

MAY Fly [ ſo called of the Month of May, wherein it is as in 2. 4. 8 .

produc'd ] an Infect call'd a Water-cricket, which in this MEAN Proportional [in Arithmetick] is a Quantity which

Month creeping out of the River turns to a Fly : It lics com- exceeds or is exceeded by the firſt.

monly underStones near the Banks , and is a good Bait for MEAN [ in Mafick] the Tenor or middle Part .
ſome ſort of Fiſh . TO MEAN [mænan ; Sax .) to intend or reſolve ; to ſignify

May Games, certain Sports or Merriments, Dancing, or underſtand.

& c. uſed on the firſt Day of May, which ſeem to havetaken MEANING [of mænan, Sax . to mean) ſenſe, fignification.

their Riſe from the like Cuſtomsof the Romans, who follow'd MEA'NNESS (prob. of mæne, bad, or Zemene and negre,

ſuch Sports in Honour of Maja or Flora, the Goddeſs of Sax.] lowneſs, pitifulneſs, poorneſs, &c.

Flowers. Means, Wealth , Eſtate.

MAY Weed , an Herb like Camomile . MEANS [moyen, F. ] methods, ways or devices that Perſons

To May or can (magan, Sax. ] uſe in order to do any thing.

May Bug, a Fly . Continual MEANS (with Arith .)are when one Root or firſt.

May Lily, a Flower. Number is multiplied by it felf, and the following Numbers

To Mael Hawks (in Falconry ) to pinion their Wings . likewiſe by themſelves, the Numbers taken between one and

MA'YOR (anciently , as ſome ſay, qeyr , rather of the Number lait produced , are called continual Means; as 2 ,

Niret, Brit. to keep or preſerve, than of the Latin Major, or
the Root multiply'd by it ſelf produces 4 ; which, 4 multipli

as others ſay, of 72, Hebrew or Syriack, which fagnifes Lord,
ed by it felf, produces 16 , and 16, being ſquared , produces

and the old Saxons being deſcended of the old Germans, whó 256 ; and ſo 2. 4. and 16. are continual Means between 1 .

(as Berolus ſays) deſcended of the old Hebrews, and ſo had

retained many Hebrew Words ; and thence the Word Mayor Meander. See Meander.

is deriv'd of V, which of it ſelf ſignifying Lord, the Addi
MEANELS (in a Horie] imall, black or red, Spots in the

tion of Lord to it is a Tautology.
Coat or Hair of a whitich Colour.

MAYO'RALTY [majoratus, L.) the Office and Dignity of MEAR (mæne, Sax. ] a marſhy Ground.

a Mayor .
Mear Sioné. [of mæne, Sax. a bound or limit] Stones ſet

MAY'OR ESS, a Mayor's Wife.
for Boundaries or Land-marks in open Fields.

A la MAZARI'NE [ in Cookery] a particular way of dreſſing
MEARL , a Black -bird .

Fowls.
Mease [in Law] a Meſſuage or dwelling Houſe.

MAZARINES, ſmall Diſhes to be ſet in the middle of a
Mease

a meaſure of Herrings, containing 5 Hundred .

larger Diſh ; alſo a ſort of ſmall Tarts filld with Sweetmeats.

Mazarine Blue, a Blue of a deep Colour.
MEA'sles (meden, Du . ) a Diſtemper or cutaneous Diſ

MAZARINE Hood, a Hood made after the faſhion of that eaſe, conſiſting in a general appearance of Eruptions, not tend

worn by the Dutcheſs of Mazarine.
ing to fuppuration with a Fever.

Maze (mare, Sax. a Gulph ) aſtoniſhment, perplexity . Mea son dieu [maijon dieu , F. 1. e . the Houſe of God) a

AMAZE [in a Garden ] a Place made with many artificial Monaſtery or religious Hoſpital.

turnings and windings . MEASURABLE [menfurabilis, L. meſurable, F. ) that may

MA‘zy (ofmaye, Sax.] of or belonging to a maze, intri
be meaſured, moderate.

MEASURABLENESS, capableneſs of being meaſured .

MA'ZEMENT (of maye, Sax . a Guiph) amazement. MEA'SURE [menſura, L. meſure, F. ) is fome Quantity or

Ma'zer [meaſer, Dr. maple Wood ] a broad ſtanding Quantities, fixed and agreed upon, whereby to eſtimate the

Cup or drinking Bowl.
quantity , length , breadth, thickneſs or capacity of other

MAʼZZAROTH [h177 , Chaldee] the Zodiack.
Things by.

A Mea'cock (prob.'of mue, F. a Hawk's Mew , and Coc, MEASURE [in Arithmetick, & c.] is a Term uſed of a cer

Sax . a Cock ) an effeminate, cowardly Fellow.
tain Number or Quantity,which being repeated ſeveral times,

MEAD [medo, Sax .) a Drink made of Honey.
is equal to another which is bigger, to which it has relation,

MEAD (made, Sax ) a Meadow .
as 6 is the ineaſure of 36, taken 6 times.

Mead Sweet
MEASURE [with Philol:] as time is the meaſure of mo

Meaʼdow Sweet } pled Leaves, ſomething like thoſe of tion .

Elm , growing in Meadows.
Measure Notez [in Muſick ] is a Semibreve ; fo named ,

MEADOW (mæde, Sax . ) Paſture Land, yielding Graſs,
Time Note Ś becauſe it is of a certain determinatemea

Hay , & C.
ſure or length of Time by it ſelf; and all the reſt of the Notes

Mea'GRE [meagre, F.) poor in Fleſh, Skin and Bone . are meaſured by , or adjuſted to its Value.

MEAGRE ( in a figurative Senſe ] dry, barren , as a meagre Measure [in Peotry) is a certain Number of Syllables,

Style, a jejune, barren, dry Style.
which are distinguiſhed and heard ſeparately by the Ear from

MEA'GRENESS (ofmægheand nerye, Sax.? leanneſs. another Number of Syllables. The Union of 2 or moremea

Meak (in Husbandry) an Inſtrument for mowing Peaſe, ſures make a Verſe, and in the variety of meaſure conſiſts the

Meng Brake, br.
chief Harmony of Verſe.

MEAL [mæle, Sax . ) the Flower of Wheat, &c.
MEASURE of Time (with Aſtrolo .] a matter much regarded

MEAL (melepe, Sax .) a Portion of Victuals for one eating . in handling Nativities, that when the Artiſt has a direction he

Mea'liness [mæle, gelic and neyye, Sax. ) mealy Na- may know how long it will before it Operates.

ture , &C.
MEASURE (in Geometry) any certain Quantity aſſumed as

MEALY-MOUTHED [7.d. mild of Mouth ] baſhful as to one or Unity,to which the Ratio of other homogeneous or

ſpeaking ſimilar Quantities is expreſs’d.
Meal [in the Manour of Clun ] Rents antiently paid MEASURE of a Figure or plane Surface, is a Square, whoſe

MALES in Meal, for Food for the Lord's Hounds, by Side is of any determinate length.

the Tenant.
MEASURE of a Solid, is a Cube, the sides of which are

MeALY Tree, the Name of a Plant. of any length at pleaſure .

AMEAN (of moyen , F.) amiddle.
a Measure of an Angle, is an Arch deſcribed

MEAN [in Law] the middle between two Extremés ; and
from the Vertex , a, in any place betiveen its legs,

that either firſt in Time, as his Aftion was mean, betwixt the
as b c.

B
diſſeiſin made to him and his recovery, i.e. in the interim or

C MEASURE of Velocity [in Mechanicks] is the

the mean time ; or ſecondly in Dignity , as there is a Lord
ſpace paſs'd over by the moving Body in any gi

mean and Tenant mean.
ven Time.

Mean Axis [in Opticks] is a right Line drawn from the MEASURES, ways, means, purpoſes, deſigns.

Point of Concourſe of the Optick Nerves, thro ' the middle

cate .
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m } command creates arembere menninck intes

MEASURING Mony, a certain Duty in former Times, laid Dip'd MEDALS, are ſuch are ftruck with pure Copper and
upon Cloth , beſides' Alnage. afterwards Silvered .

Meat (mate, Sax.] Fleſh ; allo Proviſions of any Sort, Covered or Plated MEDALS, ſuch as have a Leaf of Silver

either for Man or Beaſt . over the Copper .

MEA'thes (med) , Sax.) mead, a ſort of drink made Grain'd or Indented Medals; are thoſe whoſe Edges are

with hony , metheglin . Milton . cut lite Teeth .

Meatus , a Paſſage, L. Countermark'd Medals , are thoſe that are cut on the ſide

MEATUS auditorius ( with Anat.) the auditory Paſſage ; be- of the Head or on the reverſe .

ginning from the hollow of the Ear , and ending at the Tym- MEDA’LL 10N , a Medal ofan extraordinary large Size, ſuch

panum . as Princes uſed to preſent to ſome particular Perſons, as a token

Meatus cyſticus ( Anar.] a bilary Duft, about the bigneſs of their eſteem .
of a Gooſe-quill, which is joined to the Meatus Hepaticus, To Meddle (prob. of middle, q . to interpoſe ones ſelf in
at about 2 Inches diſtance from the Gall - bladder. the middle] to concern ones ſelf with.

MEATUS urinarins (with Anat.] the Paſſage whereby the Me'ppling ( prob. of meler, F. to mingle] concerning ones

Urine is convey'd to the Bladder. ſelf with or about.

MEAWING (miaulizatio, L. ) the crying of a Cat . MEDE'RIA, a Mead -houſe, a Place where Mead and Methe

ME A'ZZLED, full of meazzles, ſpots or blotches. glin was made .

MEA'ZZLES, a cutaneous Diſtemper fomething like the MEDE -WIFE (mebe-pix , Sax .) a Woman of merit or uſe
Small- Pox, alſo a Diſeaſe in Swine. fulneſs. Hence our Midwife.

MECHANICAL ſo called, becauſe the mechanick Arts Med Fee (med peoh, Sax. ] a bribe or reward ; alſo a Com

MECHANICK penſation given in Exchange, where the Things exchanged

rior than the liberal Sciences) mean, baſe, pitiful. are not of equal Value.

MechaNICAL Affections (with Philoſophers) are fuch pro- Me'dial (of medietas, L.) mean , middle.

perties of matter or body, as ariſe from its figure, bulk or mo- Median [mediunus , L.] which is in the middle.
tion . MEDIANA Vena ( Anatomy] a Vein or little Veſſel,madeby

MECHANICA 1. Demonſtration , one drawn from the Rules the union of the Cephalick and Baſilick in the bend of the

and Principles of Mechanicks.
Elbow .

MECHANICAL Solution of a Problem with Mathemat.] is a MEDIANA Linea [ Anatomy) a Line or Seam running down

Conitruction or Proof of a Problem , not done in an accurate, the middle ofthe Tongue, and dividing it into 2 equal Parts .

geometricalmanner ; but coarfly and unartfully, or by the af- MEDIA'STINA (with Anat.) is a Branch of the Subclavi
liſtance of Inſtruments ; ſuch are moſt Problems relating to MEDIASTINUS an Vein, which ariſes from the Trunk of

the duplicature of the Cube or the quadrature of the Circle . the Cava, or great hollow Vein, and proceeds to the Media

MECHANICAL Science, is that which is converſant about ftinum and Thymus. L.

the outward Frame and Structure of Bodies, and the Figures MEDIASTINE (mediaftinus, L.) of or pertaining to the

they obtain by Workmanſhip .
middle .

MECHANICAL Philofophy, is that which explains the Phæ- MEDIASTINUM (with Anat.) a double Membrane, formed

nomena or Appearances of Nature from mechanick Principles, by a duplicature of the Pleura, ſerving to divide the Thorax ,

viz . from the motion, reit, figure, fize, & c. of the ſmall Par- longitudinally.

ticles of Matter, and is the fame with the Corpuſcular Philo
MEDIASTINUM Cerebri [ Anatomy]the ſame asſeptum tranf

sophy.
verſum .

Mechanical Powers, are the five ſimple Machines, to Mediate (mediatus, L.) that which is in the middle be

which all others, how complex ſoever, may be reduced, and tween two Extremes ; or it is a Term of Relation to two Ex .

of the aſſemblagewhereof they are all compounded, the Bal- tremes apply'd to a third, which is in the middle.

lance, Lever, Wheel, Pulley, Wedge and Screw . To MEDIATE [mediatum , L.) to ad the Part of a Mediator.

MechaNICALNESS, mechanicalNature, Property or Qua- MEDIATION , an interceding, making ſuit or intreaty in

lity.
the behalf of any one .

Mech A'NICKS ( mechanique, F. artes mechanica , L. enxanen, MEDIATION [in Arithm. ] a dividing by two, or the tą

Gr. ) the Science of Motion, or that part of the Mathematicks king the half of any Number .

that ſhowsor demonſtrates the Effects of Powers, or moving MediATION [ in Geom .] with reſpect to Lines, is called

Forces , and applies them to Engines, Machines, &c. and de
Biſfection or Bipartition .

monftrates the Laws of Motion , gr. MEDIA'TOR [mediateur, F.] one who endeavours to re

MECHANISM , mechanick Power. F. concile Perſons at Variance , or undertakes the management

MECHOACA'NA , a Weſt Indian Root, ſomething reſembling or deciſion of an Affair or Controverſy between them , L.

Briony American, Scammony. MEDIA TORS of Queſtions, fix Perſons in Q. Eliz. Time,

ME'CON ( unkav, Gr. ) the Poppy, a Flower. appointed to determine any Queſtion or Debate ariſingamong

ME'CONIS (with Botanis] a kind of Lettice . Merchants, concerning any unmarketable Wool or undue

ME'CONIUM [uem córoov, Gr.] an Opiate, or the thickned
Packing.

Juice of Poppies, L. MEDIATORIAL, of or pertaining to a Mediator,

MECONIUM [ in Anat.) a black , thick Excrement, collected MEDIA TRIX , a Woman Mediator. L.

in the Inteſtines of a Child, during the Time of Geſtation. ME'DICA [wdern , Gr. ] a kind of Trefoil, called medick

MÉCONOLOGY ( @ rchezíce of winxer a Poppy and xiga, Gr. Fodder.

to fay ) a Deſcription or Treatiſe of Opium. ME'DICABLE (medicabilis, L.) that may be healed.

ME'D AL (medaille, F. of metallum , L. ) a Piece of Metal MEDICAL Month, the ſpace of 26 Days and 12 Hours.

in the Form of Money , ſtamped to preſerve the memory of Medi’CAMENT [medicamentum , L.) a Medicine orPhy

fone illuſtrious Perſon, ſome notable Victory, or ſomething ficial Compoſition by which Diſeaſes are ſubdued and Health

that is a peculiar Benefit to a Nation or State. is reltored .

Antient Medals, ſuch as were ſtruck between the 3d and MEDICAMENTAL , medicinal .

the 7th Century. MEDICA'STER, a Quack -Doctor, a pitiful, forry Phyfi

Modern MEDALS, thoſe that have been ſtruck within theſe cian .

MEDI'CATED, Meats or Drinks , are ſuch as have medici

Conſular Medals, ſuch y were ſtruck during the Time nal Ingredients mingled with them .

that Rome was govern'd by Conſuls, and are ſo called in di MDICINABLE (Medicinabilis L.) of or pertaining to Phy

ftinction to imperial Medals. fick, Phyſical

Imperial Medals of the upper Empire, ſuch as were ſtruck MEDICINAL medicinalis, L.] of or pertaining to Phyſick ,

from the beginning of Julius Cæfar's Reign , to the Year of phyſical.

Chriſt, 260. Medi'CINAL Days (with Phyſicians] thoſe Days in which

ImperialMedals ofthe lower Empire, are thoſe till the time an imperfect and ill Criſis ofa Diſtemper often happens; and
of taking of Conftantinople, near 1 200 Years. are ſo called , becauſe medicines may be given on them . They

Singular Medals, are either ſuch are not found in the are reckoned the 6th , 8th , 10th , 12th , 16th , 18th, & c.

Cabinets of the Curious ; but are only met with by Chance ; MEDICINAL Hours, thoſe Hours proper to take Medicines

or ſuch , of which there is not above one of a Sort extánt. in , of which there are four, viz. the Morning fafting, about

Spurious Medals, are ſuch as are counterfeited and put off an Hour after Dinner, about four Hours after Dinner , and

as Antique, when they arenot. going to Bed .

MutilatedMedals,are ſuch as are not intire, or ate defaced . MEDICINE (medicina, L. ) the Art of Phyfick ; alſo a phy

Redintegrated Medals, are ſuch wherein the Letters Reft fical Remedy ; or adding that which was wanting, and a ta

are found, which intimates that they have been reſtored by the king away what is ſuperfluous . Hippocrates.

Emperor. MEDI

300 Years.

.
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MEDICINE (medicina; L.) an Art that affifts Nature, and MEDIUM Q30 [ School-term ) the.Form or Faculty whereby

is deſigned for the preſerving of Health in human Bodies as an Agent produces an Effect, L.

much as is poſſible , by the uſe of proper Remedies. It is di- MEDIUM fub quo (in the Schools) is that which renders the

vided into five Parts. Power to actcompleat in the general, without determining it

1. Phyſiology, which treats of a human Conſtitution, as it to any particular Object, L.

is found and well. Medium quod [with Schoolmen ] is ſomewhat he

2. Pathology, which treats of the preternatural Conſtitu
MEDIUM ſuppoſiti tween the Agent and Patient, which

tion of our Bodies.
receives the Action of the one e're it arrive at the other, L.

3. Semiotica, which treats of the Signs of Health and ME'DIUS. Venter (with Anatom .) the middle Belly, the

Diſeaſes. Cheſt or Hollow of the Breaſt, in which are contained the

4 Hygiena, that which delivers Rules for the Regimen, Heart and Lungs.

to be obſerved in the preſervation of Health. MEDLAR ( inæb, Sax. meſpilum , L. )a Fruit.

5. Therapeutica , which teaches the management of Diet, ME'DLEF ( old Law] quarrelling, ſcuffling or brawling.

and alſo comprehends Surgery and the Art of Medicine pro- MEDLY [of meſler, F. to mingle) a mixture of odd Things.

perly ſo called.
ME'DRINACLES, a ſort of coarſe Canvaſs.

ME'DDICK Fodder, an Herb . MessyPPE [ old Rec.] a Harveſt Supper, given to the La

Medietas Lingua [in Law) an Inqueſt impannelled, bourers upon the bringing in of the Harveſt.

whereof one half conſiſts of Natives or Denizens, and the o- MEDU'LLA, the Marrow in the Bones, L. See Marrow .

ther of Foreigners.
MEDULLA [in Mineralogy) that ſoftiſh Part which is found

MEDI'ETY [medietas, L.) the moiety or half of a Thing. in ſome Stones.

Me'dIn , a certain Coin, in value at Aleppo i Peny Sterl. Medulla [in Botany ] the Pith or Heart in Trees or

of Egypt 3 Aſpers; alſo a Corn Meaſure at Aleppo, i Buſhel Herbs.

Engliſb . MEDULLA Cerebri [ in Anat.] the Marrow of the Brain,

Me'dio acquitando, a judicial Writ to diſtrain a Lord for the white ſoft Subſtance or Part of the Brain , covered exter

quitting a mean Lord from a Rent that he formerly acknow- nally with the cortical Subſtance ofa more aſhy Colour.

ledged in Court not to belong to him , L. · MEDULLA Oblongata [Anat. the medullary Part of the

MEDIOCRITY (mediocritas, L.) a mean or middle be- Brain and cerebellum joined in one, it is included within the

tween two Extremes ; moderation. kull, and is the beginning of the ſpinal Marrow ; it de

Me'DISANCE , Evil-ſpeaking, Obloquy, Reproach, F. ſcends to the Os Sacrum , and ſends forth ten Pair of Nerves

MEDI TABUND [ meditabundus, L ) pondering, very to the Cheſt, lower Belly and Limbs,

thoughtful, muſing, in a brown Study. MEDULLA Olium [ Anat.] the Marrow of the Bones, a

MEDITATION, dcep Conſideration ; an Action whereby ſoft fatty Subſtance, placed in the Cavities or Pores of divers

we conſider any thing cloſely, or wherein the Mind is im- Bones ; it is incloſed in a Membrane, and is devoid ; is red

ploy'd in the ſearch ofany Truth. in the greater Cavities, white in the leſs ; as alſo foft and

To Me'dITATE (meditare, L.) to reflect, to muſe, to juicy in fpungy Bones.

ponder or think upon ; to conſider . Medulla Spinalis( Anat.] is a continuation ofthe Medul

MEDITATIVE ( meditativus, L.) given to medication, la Oblongata without the Skull , that deſcendsdown the mid

thoughtful .
dle of the Back . It conſiſts, as the Brain does, of two Parts ;

MEDITERRANEAN (mediterraneus, L.) ſhut up between a white and medullary , or a cineritious or glandulous, the

the Lands, Inland.
one without and the other within.

MEDITERRANEAN Sea, i.e. a Sea lying in the midſt of MEDU LLAR [medullaris, L.] of or pertaining to the

Lands having Europe on the North, Africa on the South ,
Marrow .

and Aſa on the Eaſt.
MEDULLARY (with Anat.) the finer and more ſubtile Parts

MEDITRINALIA [of Meditrina, a certain Goddeſs of of the Medulla , or Marrow of the Bones.

Phyfick] Feaſts celebrated by the Romans on the 30th of Sep- MEDU'LLINE (medullinus, L.] of or belonging to Marrow .

tember, and ſo called, becauſe they then began to drink new Me'dusa [Moira , Gr.] the Daughter of Pborcus, by a

Wine, mingled with the old , which they held to be medici- Sea Monſter callid Cetus, or the Whale, as the Poets tell'us,

nal, and ſerv'd them inſtead of Phyſick, L. had Hair as yellow as Gold ; Neptune being, enamoured with

MeditV'LLIUM , the middle of any Thing, L. her Beauty , lay with her in Minerva's Temple, and on her

MEDITULLIUM ( with Anatom .) the ſpungy Subſtance be- begat Pegaſus; at which Minerva being provoked turned her

tween the two Plates of the Skull. Hair into Snakes, and all that afterwards look'd on it were

Medium, mean or middle State ; alſo an expedient way turned into Stones. Perſeus cut off Meduſa's Head, when

or device. L. the Snakes were a Sleep , and carrying it into Africa, filled it

ME DIUM (with Philoſophers) is the peculiar Conſtitution full ofSerpents.

or Frame of any Spacethro' which Bodies move ; thus Air is MEEK ( prob. of meca or mæca, Sax . equal] mild , gentle,

the Medium in which all living Creatures on the Land breathe quiet, not eaſily provoked.

and live ; where all Meteors breed and move ; the Water is Mee'kness, gentleneſs . quietneſs of Temper, not apt to

the Mediam ir, which Fiſhes live and move. be provoked to Anger .

Ætherial MEDIUM ( according to Sir Iſaac Neroton ) a Meen? [ mien, F.] the Air of the Face; the Counte

Subtil MEDIUM more univerſal Aerial Medium than Mienſ nance.

that particular one wherein we live breathe, and'much more rare, MEER (merus, L.) downright , arrant .

fubtile, elaſtick and active than Air ; and by that means free- Meer in Com . Larv) ſometimes ſignifies meer Right .

ly permeating the Pores and Interſtices of all other Mediums, MEES (meey, Sax .) Meadows.

and diffuſing it ſelf thro ' the whole Creation. And by the in- Meet(ofmæ Se, Sax. a Meaſure) fit, apt.

tervention of which his Opinion is, that moſt of the great TO MEET 3 [mæðian, Sax.) to meaſure.

Pbænomena of Nature are affected.
To METE

MEDIUM Cæli (with Aſtrologers) the middle Heaven, the MEE'TNESS (prob .of məbian , Sax . to meaſure] fitrieſs.

12th Houſe, or the Angle of the South in a Scheme, in TO MEẾT (ofmetan , Sax .) to come together.

which Planets and Stars have the greateſt Height they can ME'GACOSM [regexi spot of pizas great, and xéo the

have, and ofconſequence dart Rays more direct and of greater World, Gr. ) the great World .

Strength and Efficacy .
ME'GĖRA [ Envy) one of the 3 Furies of Hell ; the other

MEDIUM tempus (old Law ] mean Profits, L. being Aletto, which lignifies want of repoſe, and Tyſiphone,

Logical Medium, is an Agreement, Reaſon or Conſidera . vengeance, violent death .

tion , for which any thing is affirmed or denied : or that Cauſe ME'GALESIA [fuzan17a, Gr.] the Megalenfian Games, cer .

why the greater extremeis attributed to or deny'd of the leſs tain Games celebrated by the Romans, on the5th of April,

in the concluſion.
in honour of Cybele, the Grand -mother of the Gods. In the

Arithmetical MEDIUM, is that which is equally diſtant Proceſſion, the Women danc'd before the Image of the God.

fromeach extreme, called Medium rei.
deſs, and the Magiſtrates appeared in all their Robes. L.

GeometricalMedium , is that where the ſameRatio ispre- MEGALO'GRAPHY ( ou gedos espía , Gr. ] a drawingofPictures

ferved between the firſt and ſecond , and the ſecond and the at large.

third Terms, called Medium Perſona .
MEGALO'PHONOS (mmaróquero ofurga great, and cura, Gr.

MEDIUM Participationis (with Schoolmen] is a Medium voice] one who hath a loud Voice

that is ſaid to be compounded ofthe two Extremes, F. MEGALOPSY'CHY fuqarotoxía of Manann and fox , Gr. the

MEDIUM Negationis (with Schoolmen ) is that where- Soul] magnanimity, greatneſs of Soul .

MEDIUM Romotionis of both the Extremes are deri- MEGALOSPLA'NCHNOS [ uegaraond27x10 of migaeand omdan

ved , I.
7206 , Gr. the Bowels) one who has great, ſwelling Bowels.

MER.
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MEGRIM ( npex @zvior, Gr. megraine, F.) a Diſtemper which MELLIGENOUS (melligentis, L. ] of the ſame kind with

cauſes great pain in the Temples , and fore-part of the Head . Honey .

MEINE (menigeo, Sax.] a Companion i alſo a Retinue . MELLI'LOQUENT [melliloquus, L.) ſpeaking ſweetly .

Meiny [ of menigeo,Sax, a multitude) a Family of Hou- Me'LLITISM , Wine minglhd with Honey, L.

fhold Servants; alſo a Family or all who live together in one Me'llow (mea )?Na, Sax . ſoft, tender) ſoft by reaſon of

Houſe. ripeneſs or Age.

Meio'sis (ueiwne, Gr.] a diminution or leſſening. ME'LLOWNESS, ſoftneſs of Taſte, ripeneſs.

Meiosis ( among Rhetoricians] the ufing a fighter Terin MelocA'RDUUS [with Botan.) the Hedg-Hog Thiſtle, L.

than the matter requires , by way ofExtenuation or Diſparage- MELO'CARPON (Morozov, Gr.) an Herb call d Ariſtolochia

ment, as when a deep Wound is callid a Scratch , &c. longa or Rotunda.

Mei'wel, a ſort of Cod , of which Stock - fiſh is made . MELODIOUS (melodieux, F.) full of melody, muſical.

Mela (with Surgeons) an Inſtrument to probe Ulcers , or to Melo'diousness, fulneſs of melody, harmoniouſneſs of

draw a Stone out of the Yard , &c . called alſo Speculum and Sound.

Tenta. ME'LODY [wlodie of usao , a Verſe, and edi , a Song, Gr. ]

MELAMPO'DIUM (Midanumidor, Gr . ] black Helebore , L. a ſweet Ayre, or pleaſing muſical Tune ; Harmony a mixture

Mela’MPYRUM [wercurves of wines black , and mup G , Gr. ofmuſical Sounds, delightfulto the Ear.

Wheat] Cow -wheat orHorſe - flower ; a Weed full of Branches, Melome'le, Quiddany, Marmalade.

and having Seed like Fænugreek , very noxious to Corn, L. MeloME'LUM ( of unner, an Apple, and wire, Honey, Gr.]

MELA'NAGOGUES [ushcuvagegod of wires and czw , Gr. to the Sweeting , an Apple.

lead] Medicines which drive away , or purge off black Cho- MELO'PEPON (MOASAA70V, Gr. ) the Melon or Musk-melon ;

ler. a ſort of Pumkin like a Quince ; a Garden Cucumber.

MELANCHOʻLICK ? [usAx77026xòs ofMidsoos and x01 , Gr . ] ME’LOPES (with Phyſicians) are Spots ( like thoſe that re

ME'LANCHOLY S troubled with or ſubject to melancho main in the Skin after beating) in malignant and peſtilential

ly, cauſing melancholy ; alſo penſive, dumpiſh .
Fevers .

ME'LANCHOLIST, one given up to melancholy . Me’los (with Oculiſts] a Diſtemper in the Eye, when

ME LANION [wodzvor, Gr. ) the black, blue or purple Vio- there is ſo great a burſting out of the Uveous Coat, that it

let . ſeems like an Apple .

MELANOPI/PER (with Botaniſts] the Herb Biſhop's -Wort,
Melo /sis (in Surgery) a ſearching with a Probe.

St. Katherine's Flower. L. Melo'tis (wit. Surgeons) a leffer fort of Probe .

MELANORRHIZON [reen aeroper? v, Gr. ) an Herb , called alſo Me'lOTHRUM (140220.3 pov, Gr.) an Herb or Shrub called

Veratrum Nigrum . L.
Vitis Alba, L.

ME'LANTHEMON, the Herb Camomile . MELPOMENE ( M $ pour of uintopoli, Gr. to fing] one of

MELA'NTHIUM (Men vSrov, Gr. ) the Herb Nigella Romana the Muſes, to whom Poets aſcribe the Invention of Tragedy.

Coriander of Rome,Pepper-Wort. She was repre/ented in Painting , & c. like a Virago, with a

Mel A'sses, the Dregs of Sugar, commonly callid Trea- grave and majestick Countenance, clothed in a Mantle of

cle .
changeable Crimſon , having her Head adorned with Dia

Melchizede'Chians, a ſect of Hereticks who held that monds, Pearls and Rubies , holding Scepters, with Crowns

Melchizedeck was the holy Ghoſt .
upon them , in her left Hand, and in her right Hand a naked

Melchites (q . d. Royaliſts, of7ho, Heb . or Syr . a King] Poniard ; and at her Feet Crowns and Scepterslying.

a religious Sect in the Levant, who differ very little from ToMelt (nyitan. Sax . (melten, Du. ] to make hard

the Greeks in any Thing relating to Faith or Worſhip ; but Bodies liquid or Huid .

ſpeak a different Language. ME/LTERS ( in the Mint] thoſe Workmen who melt the

Meld froh (melda, a diſcovery, and yeo , Sax. a reward ] Bullion before it comes to be coined.
a recompence given to one who made a diſcovery of any ME'LWEL , a ſort of Codfiſh .

Breach of Penal Laws .
Me'mber (membrum , L.) any one of the exterior Parts of

MELEAGRIS (with Florifs] a Flower called a Fritillary. the Bcdy, ariſing from the Trunk or Body of an Animal, as
Meliceria (uadoxneis of wine, hony , and enegs, wax, Gr.] Boughs from the Trunk of a Tree.

a Tumor ſhut up within a Tunick , proceeding from a matter Member [in a Metaphorical Senſe] a Part of a Body Eccleſi
like Hony, without pain, yielding if preſſed , but quickly re- aſtick, Civil or Politick, as a Member of Chrift, of a Society

turning again . of Parliament, &c. L.

MELICET, a Fish , called alſo a Keeling. ME‘MBERS [membra, L. membres, F. ] the outward Parts

MELICHROS [ uiróxicos, Gr .] a precious Stone of a yellow of the Body , that grow, as it were Branches from the Trunk
Colour like Hony. of a Tree .

MELICHRYSOS [ usróxsura , Gr . ) an Indian Stone of the The Members of a Man, are divided into ſimilary or ſimple

Jacynth kind . and compound.

Melico'TONY [malum cotoneum , L.) a ſort of yellow Similary Members (with Anatom .) are the Bones , which

MelicoTOON Peach . in a human Body, are to the Number of 306 , of which 70

MELI'CRATUM (weróxo.rtv of mére hony, and weeks to min- go to compoſe the Head , 65 to the Back and Breaſt ; 84to

gle, Gr. ] a Drink made of one Part of Hony and eight Parts the two Shoulders, Arms and Hands ; and go in the two
Rain-Water. Thighs, Kaunches, Legs and Feet .

ME'LILOT [melilotus, L. perinato , Gr . ] a ſort of Herb Beſides Bones, there are Cartilages, the Ligaments, Ten

having Leaves and ſlender Branches. donc, Fibres , or ſmall Fillets , ſtrait, traverſing in roundneſs

Me'LINE [usrovn, Gr. ) the Herb Melium or Balm -mint, L.
and oblique.

ME'LINUM (with Botanills) the Herb Balm - gentle. Alſo Veins (which are reckoned equal to the Number of

To Me’LIORATE [meliorare, L.) to make better, to mend. the Days of the Year, i . e. 365 ) the Arteries, Nerves and

MELIORATION , a mending or making better. Fleſh . In theſe are included the Kernels, the Entrails (in

MELIO'RITY (melior itas , L. ] betterneſs. their Subitance) the Bowels and the Muſcles, which are ac
MELIPHYLLUM ι [ μελισσοφυλον οf μέλισσα Balim , and counted in Number

415 : To theſe may be added the Skin ,
MeLY'SSOPHYLLUM Qunov, Gr . a Leaf, q . d. Bees-leaf ] Fat and Marrow .

the Herb Balm or Balin -gentle. L. Compound MEMBERS (with Anatom .) are of two Sorts, ex

Melissa [uin , Gr. hony] Balm or Baulm . L. ternal and internal .

Melius inquirendo, a Writ which lies for a ſecond inquiry External Compound MEMBERS (with Anatom .] are the

ofwhat Lands and Tenements a Man died poſſeſſed of, where Head , Breaft, Belly , Arms and Legs .

Partiality was ſuſpected . Internal Compound MEMBERS (with Anatom .) are of three

Meli'tes [umaótus, Gr. ] a precious Stone of the Colour of Sorts, Natural, Vital and Animal. Of theſe lait,

an Orange orQuince . The natural internal Compound MEMBERS (with Anatom .]

MELLAGO, any Juice or Liquor boilçd up to the Con- are thoſe that ſerve the lower Belly, as the nutritive Faculty
futence of Honey. or Power, i.e. the firſt Digeition , by which the Food is con

ME'LLEOUS (melleus, L. ] of or like Honey . verted into Chyle or Suck . Theſe are the Pipe or Paſſage

MELLET (with Farriers) a dry Scab growing on the Heel from the Mouth to the Stomach and the Bowels . Others

of a Horſe's Foot . ſerve the ſecond Concoction , and cauſe the Chyle to convert

MELEIFEROUS (mellifer, L.) bearing or producing Honey. into Blood and Nouriſhment, and ſeparate the Excrements;

MELLIFICATION , a making Honey , L. 2d, thoſe that ſerve the middle Belly, as the Heart, Lungs,

MELLIFICK (mellificus, L.) making Honey. C. called Vitals : which ſee. And the

Melli'FLUENT [melliflius, L.) flowing with Honey, Animal internal Members (with Anatom .) they are diſ
MELLIFLUOUS full of sweetneſs; allo Eloquent. poſed in 5 Ranks, viz. the outward and inward Skin of the

Brain ,
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Brain , the ſmaller Streams of it, i. e. the Marrow of the To MENACE [menacer , F. ofminari, L. ] to huff or vapour,

Back -bone and the Nerves : The Organs or Inſtruments of to threaten .

exterior Senſe, viz . the Eyes, Ears and Noſtrils : The Fu- Me'naces (mine, L.] Threats, angry Expreſſions, F.
liginous and Phlegmatick Excrements. Mena'nvrians [ ſo called of Menander, a Diſciple of

Membra'na adipoſa ( Anatomy] the fat Membrane that ſur- Simon Magus, and a Magician] St. Irenæus repreſents him,
rounds the Kidneys, L. as pretending to be the firit Virtue, hitherto unknown to the

MEMBRANA Carnoſa ( Anat.] one of the five Teguments World, and to have been ſent by the Angels for the Sal
or Coverings of the Body, L. vation of all Mankind ; and taught that none could be ſaved

MEMBRANA nictitans, a thin purpliſh or reddiſh Mem; unleſs he was Baptized in his Name.

brane Film , which ſeveral Beaſts and Birds have to cover and To MenD [emendare, L.] to repair a thing worn or da

defend their Eyes from the Duft, &c. L. maged ; to reform in Manners ; alſo to become better in

MEMBRANA Urinaria ( Anatom .] the urinary Coat, per- Health.

taining to a young Child in the Womb, which receives the MENDACI'LOQUENT [mendacinquus, L.) Lying .

Urine that comes out of the Bladder ; , the ſame as Allantois. MENDICABLE [mendicabilis, L.) that may be begged.

: MEMBRANA muſculorum communis (-Anatomy] the common
ME'NDICANT [mendicans, L.) begging.

Membrane or Covering of the Muſcles, which ſpreads over MENDICANT Frier, a Monk that goes up and down beg

all the Body except the Scull . L. ging Alms .

MEMBRANA CEOUS (membranaceus, L.] like Parchment. MEYNDICATED [mendicatus , L.] begged, obtained by beg

ME/MBRANE (membrana, L. ) a ſimilar Part of an Animal ging.

Body ; being a thin, white, flexible expanded Skin , formed MENDING [emendans, L. ) repairing a thing worn out or

of ſeveral forts of Fibres interwoven together, ſerving to damaged ; reforming in Manners; growing better in Health .

cover or wrap up ſome certain Parts of the Budy. MENDICITY [mendicitas, L.] beggarlineſs.

MEMBR A NO'sus [ Anatomy) a Muſcle of the Leg, ſo called MENDO‘SA S : tura ( uvith Anatom .] a ſcaly joining together

from its large membranous Expanſion, incloſing all the Muf- of Bones; as of thole in the Temples and fore part of the

cles of the Tibia and Tarſus. Its action turns the Legs outwards. Head.

MEMBRA'NOUS (membrareus, L. ) of, or pertaining to , or Menelour (in Cookery] a particular manner of baking or

full ofMembranes. ſtewing Meat covered with thin Bard ; of Bacon .

ME'MBRED (in Heral.] membré, F. is a term by which MENGRE’LIANS, Circaſſians of Klingrelia of the Greek

they expreſstheLimbs and Legs of a Bird : When the Beak Church ; who baptize not their Children till eight Years of

and Legs are of a different Colour from the Body, they ſay , Age.

beaked and membred of ſuch a Colour. Me'niAL [either of men , Sax. a Houſe, or mænia, L.

MEMBRE'TTO ( with Architects] a Pilafter that bears up an Walls] of a Houſhold, belonging to a Houſe ; as a menial

Arch. They are often Auted , but not with above ſeven or Servant, one who lives within the Walls of his own dwelling

nine Chanels. They are commonly uſed to adorn Door- Houſe.

caſes, Galleries, Fronts and Chimney-pieces , and to bear up MeniA'NTHES, Marlh Tree -foil or Buck-beans.

the Corniſhes and Friezes in Wainſcot. Italian . MENI'NGES [in Anatomy] two thin Skins which incloſe the
MEMBRIFICA'TION, a making or producing Members or Subitance or Marrow of the Brain.

Limbs. MENINGOPHI'L A X (of uivin and quras, Gr. a Keeper]

MEMBRO'SE [membroſus, L.) having large Members. that which preſerves the Meninx or Skin of the Brain .

ME'MBRUM , a Member, a Limb, L. Me'ninx [urvizzo , Gr.) the Skin of the Brain .

MEMOIRS [memoires, F.] Hiſtories written by ſuch Per- Crafa MENINX (with Anatom .) the ſame as Dura mater ,

fons who have had a Handin the management, or elſe have the thicker of the two Meninges or thin Skins, which incloſe

been Eye Witneſſes of the tranſacting of Affairs, containing the Subſtance or Marrow of the Brain, which is next the Scull.
a plain Narration , either of the Actions of their Prince or Tenuis MENINX (with Anatom .] the ſame as Pia mater, one

Stateſmen, or of themſelves ; alſo a Journal of theActs and of the thin Skins that covers the Marrow of the Brain, the

Proceedings of a Society , as thoſe ofthe Royal Society, & c. thinner of them, and that which immediately covers it.

MEMOIRS (memoires, F. memorialia , L.) Papers delivered A MENI'PPEAN [of Menippus, a fatyrical or crabbed Philo

by Ambaſſadors to the Princes or Suates, to whom they are ſopher) a Satyr both in Verſe and Proſe.

ſentupon any Occaſion . Meniscus (umvior , Gr .] a little Moon.

ME'MORABLE [ memorabilis, L.) worthy of remembrance, Meniscus Glalles (uviowi, Gr. little Moons] Glaſſes that

famous, notable . are convex on one ſide and concave on the other.

ME'MORABLENESS, deſervingneſs to be remembres , & c. ME'NIVER a ſort of Fur, which is the skin of a Muſco

MEMORA'NDUM [9. d. to be remembred ) a ſhort Note or Me'never } vian Animal , and Milk white.

Token , for the better remembrance of a thing. the Jaw bone of a ,Whale.

ME'MORATIVE, of or pertaining to the Memory. MENOG E'NION [uryogercov, Gr. ) the Plant Peony, L.

MEMORIÆ ( old Rec.] Monuments or Sepulchres for the MenolOʻGION [renvonógov, Gr.) an Account of the Courſe of

Dead, L. the Moon, an Almanack, L.

MemO'RIAL (memoriale, L.) that which ſerves to refreſh Me'now [minutus, L. menu, F. ſmall] a ſmall freſh Water

ones Memory, or put him in mind of a Matter or Buſineſs. Filh .

A MEMORIAL (in State Affairs] a Writing delivered by a ME'NNONITES [ ſo called after one Menon Simon, in the 16th

publick Miniſter of State about part of his Negotiation. Century) a Sect of Anabaptiſts in Holland, who held Tenets

MEMORIALIST, a Writer of Memoirs. very different from the firſt Anabaptiſts.

MEMOʻrit Er , by Memory, L.
MENO'LOGY . See Menologion.

ME/MOR Y [memoria, L , memoire, F. ) a Power or Faculty MEN PREST (Muſi. Books) not too quick; or leſs quick, Ital.

of the Mind, whereby it retains or recollects the ſimple Ideas, ME/ Nsa , a Table, L.

or the Images and Remembrance of the Thingswe have ſeen , Mensa ( in Anatomy] the broader Part of the Teeth or

imagined, underſtood, &c. The moſt that can be faid of it Grinders, which chew and mince the Meat.

is, that it is an extraordinary and uſeful natural Faculty and ME'NSAL (menjalis, L. ) of or belonging to a Table.

Endowmentſome Perſons have ſoexcelled the common part MENSA'LIA (with Canoniſts] menſal Benefices, L.

of Mankind in, that Hiſtorians tell us, that Cyrus, Emperor Mensalia (in old Deed's] Parſonages or ſpiritual Livings,

of Perfia, could call all his Soldiers in his numerous Army by united to the Tables ofreligious Houſes.

their Names. And that Seneca, the Philoſopher, could re- Me'nses [i . e. Months, q . recete uenirece ter impamvua, Gr.] the

cite 2000 Names at the firſt hearing of them . Pope Clement monthly Courſes of Women, or Purgations, which in young

the VI. had ſo good a Memory, that what was abſolutely his Maids uſually begin about the Age of 12 or 14 ; but ceale

own, he never forgot it. Zuinger afferts, that a young Man in thoſe that are part bearing.

of the Inand of Corſica, could readily recite, after once hear- Me'nsis Chymicus, a chymical Month, which contains 40

ing, 36000 Words of all Sorts , either backwards or forwards, Days.

or any way, and taught this Science to others . Mensis vetitus ( Foreſt Law) fence Month, wherein Deer

MEMPNI'T ES [ſo called of Memphis in Egypt) a ſort of fawn, during which time it is unlawful to Hunt in the Foreſt:

Stone famed for this Property, that being pulveriz’d and Me'nstrua , Womens monthly Flowers, L.

ſmeared on a part of a Body to be amputated , it will dcaden MENSTRUA alba (in Medicine ) the Fluor Albus, or White

it ſo that the Patient ſhall feel no Pain in the Operation . Flux.

Men (in Muſi. Books] leſs, or not ſo much . ME'NSTRUAL Diſcharge (of inenflrualis, L.) the ſame as

Men forte [Muf. Books) not too loud, leſs loud , Ital. Menſes.

Men allegro [in Muſi. Books) a movement not ſo gay and MENSTRUOUS? (menſtrus, L.] of or pertaining to Wo
brisk as Allegro requires when it ſtands alone . MENSTRUAL

men's monthly Courſes.

Me'na
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MENSTRUOUSNESS, menſtruous Quality or Condition , or allo Trade or Traffick . F.

ſuch as is common to Women in their monthly Courſes. To ME'RCHANDIZE (merchander, F. ] to Trade as a Mer
MEN'STRUUM (ofmenſis, L. a month ) and is thence derived chant, to Traffick .

by Chymniſts, becauſe they ſay that a mixt Body cannot be ME'RCHANDIZING [merchandiſant, F. ] dealing as a Mer

compleatly diſſolved in leſs time than forty Days ; and thence chant, trading, trafficking.

forty Days is called a Chymical or Philofophical Month . L. MERCHANT Man (merchand, F. ) a Trader or Dealer by

MENSTRUUM mulierum [ with Phyſicians, ] Women's wholeſale ; alſo a trading Ship.

monthly Courſes or Terms; the ſame as Menſes. L. MERCHANT Tailors (of merchandes tailleures of Tailler, F.

MENSTRUUM (with Chymifts] a diffolving Liquor that will to cut, mercatores fciffores, L.) theſe when incorporated into

diffolve and ſeparate the parts of hard Bodies, which will eat a Company, do not ſeem to have been Tailors, i.e. makers

thro' hard Metals and diſſolve Stones, as Vinegar, Aqua -For- of Clothes, by the addition of the Words Merchandes of Mer

tis, & c . chander, to buy and ſell , to merchandiſe ; and mercator , L.

MENSTRUUM peracutum (with Chymils ] a Menftruum or of mercari, of the ſame ſignification in Latin, and Merchant

Diffolvent made by drawing Spirit of Nitre ſeveral Times in Engliſh ; but rather woollen Drapers or Mercers that cut

from Butter of Antimony. Cloths, Stuffs and Silks for Sale ; and the Latin expreſſing the

MENSU'RA [in Law ] a Buſhel. L. Word Tailor by Sciſſor, favours this Notion ; but if it muft

Mensura Regalis, the ſtandard Meaſure kept in the Exche
have Reference to Dealers in Apparel, it rather appears they

quer. were Saleſmen, thanworking Tailors, by the addition of the

ME'NSURABLE (menſurabilis, L.) that may be meaſured . Word Merchant, which is not added to any other Handicraft.

Me'NSURABLENESS, capableneſs of being meaſured. Some ſay they were honoured with the additional Title of

MENSURATION, a meaſuring or meeting. L. Merchant, by King Henry, VII. who was a Brother of that

MENSURATION [in Geometry) is a finding the length , ſur- Company, as were 6 Kings more, viz. King Richard , II .

face or folidity of the quantities of Bodies in ſome known and III. King Edward , IV. King Henry IV. V. and VI.
Meaſure. MERCHANTABLE , Goods that is fit to be uttered or fold .

MENTA'GR A [of mentum , L. the Chin, and eyes, Gr. a MERCHENLAGE (myſcna-laza,Sax .) the Law of the Mer

fiezing on) a wild Tetter or Scab like a Ring -Worm ; that cians, a Peoplewho antiently inhabited 8 Counties in England.

begins at the Chin , and runs over the Face , Neck, Breaſt ME'RCHET, a Fine, antiently paid by inferior Tenants to

and Hands. L. their Lord of the Manour, for liberty to marry their Daugh

ME'NTAL (mentalis, L. ]belonging to the Chin .

ME'NTAL [of mens, L. ]belonging to the mind. Merchetum [in Scotland ) a Commutation of Money or

Mental Reſervation, feeming to declare oncs mind ; Cattle antiently given to the Lord to buy off that old, impious

but at the fame time concealing ones real meaning . Cuſtom of the Lord's lying the firſt Night with the bridal

ME'NTHA [uóven, Gr. ) the Herb Mint . L. Daughter of a Tenant ; which Word was afterwards uſed for

Mentha'STRUM (with Botaniſts] Wild-mint, Horſe- the Fine Tenants paid to their Lord , to have leave to marry

MENTA /STRUM S mint . L. their Daughters .

Me'ntion , a ſpeaking of, or naming, F. ofL. Merciful [of merci, F. of merces, L. a reward, and

To ME'NTION (mentionner, F. ] to take notice of, to ſpeak full] full of pity or commiſeration.
of, to name. MERCIFULNESS, fulneſs of pity, &c.

ME'NTULA , the fame as Penis. L. MERCILESS (of merci and leys] cruel

MENTULAGRA (of mentula, L. and irex ,Gr. ) a Diftemper MERCILESNESS, cruelty .

wherein the genital Parts of the Male are contracted by a Con- MERCIMONI A TUS Angliæ (old Lav] the Impoſt of Eng

vulfion . land upon merchandize .

ME'NTULATED (mentulatus, L.) having a large Penis. MERCURIAL (mercurialis, L.) full ofmercury , ingenious,

brisk, lively.
MENUET } a French Dance or the Tune belonging to it.

MERCURIAL Phosphorus, a Light ariſing from the Phaking

Menus-Droits [ Cookery] certain Diſhes proper for Inter- mercury in vacus.

meſſes. MERCURIALIST (with Aſtrologers) a Perſon born under

Mephitis, a ſtrong ſulphurous ſmell; a damp. the Planet Mercury.

MEPHITICAL [mephiticus, L. of IT75D, Syr.) ſtinking, MERCURIALS (mercurialia, L.) medicines prepared with

noxious, poiſonous. Quick - ſilver.

MEPHITICAL Exhalations, poiſonous and noxious Steams MERCU'Rius dulcis [ i . e . ſweet Mercury] Corroſive, Subli

ifſuing out of the Earth, from whatſoever Cauſe, mative.

Mera'ceous [meraceus, L.) pure, clear, withoutmix- MERCURIUS Vitæ [the Mercury of Life] a chymical Prepa

ture, ſpoken of Wine, i. e , as it is preſſed out of the Grape, ration made of Butter ofAntimony, waſhed or diluted in a

neat . great Quantity of warm water, till it turn to a white Pow
Mera'crty meracitas, L.) clearneſs or purencfs. der. L. The fame is by Chymiſts alſo called Algarot.

ME'RCABLE [mercabilis, L.) that may be bought. Me'rCUR Y ( of the Philojophers) a pure, fluid Subſtance,

MERCANDI's A (old Rec. ) all manner of Goods and Wares in form of common mercury, ſaid to be in all metals, and ca

expoſed to Sale in Markets and Fairs. pable of being extracted from them .

Mercanti'le [ mercantille, F. ) Merchant- like, of or per- MERCURY [in Aſtronomy) the leaſt of all the Planets, and
taining to Merchants.

alſo the loweſt except theMoon. Its Characteriſtick is g .

MERCATIVE [mercatiuus , L.) pertaining to Chapmanry, MERCURY (with Chymifts] one of their active Principles

Buying or Selling : taken for a Spirit, Quick-liiver.

MERCATOR's Chart ( with Navigators] a Sea Chart, in Mercury (with Herbalifts) a Plant, of which there are

which the Parallels are repreſented in ſtrait Lines; and the two Sorts, viz . Dog -mercury, and Good -harry , or Bonus

Meridians in like manner by Parallel ſtrait Lines ; whoſe De- Henricus.

grees notwithſtanding, are not equal, but ate continually en- Mercury (in Heraldry) in blazoning by Planets, fignifies

larged as they approach nearer to the Pole, in the ſame pro- Purple or Purpure.
portion as the pararellel Circles decreaſe towards them .

MERCURY [ſo called, as ſome ſay, as tho' medicurius of

MERCATOR's Sailing, the Art of finding upon a Plane, medium the middle, and curius quali currens, i . é. running or

the motion of a Ship upon a Courſe aſſigned , the Meridians itepping in between ; becauſe Speech, of which this Deity is

being all parallel, and the Parallels of Latitude ſtrait Lines . made the Preſident, runs to and again between two Perſons

MERCATO'rum Feftum, a Feſtival obſerved by trading converfing together ; others derive the Name of Mercury, q .

People of Rome, in Honour of Mercury, on the 15th Day of mercium curam, asone taking careof merchandize, he being

May, at whichthey pray'dto him to forgive their cheating, ſuppoſed to be the God ofmerchandizers] he was, as the Poets

and proſper their Trade. L. feign, the Son of Jupiter and Maia, the Daughter of Atlas,

MERCA'TURE [mercatura, L.] merchandize trafick. who bears the Heavens up with his Shoulders, and was born

MERCENARY [mercenaire, F. mercenarius, L.) hired for upon Mount Cyllene in Arcadia. His common Office was to

Reward or Wages, done for Reward, eaſy to be bribed or cor- be the common meſſenger and interpreter of the Gods, and

rupted with money . therefore had Wings on his Head and Heels, and aCaduceus,

MERCENARINESS, mercenary Diſpoſition or Nature . which is aRod with two Serpents twiſted round it, in his

MERCENA'Rius Cold Rec.) an Hireling, or a Servant. L. Hand, in Token ofPeace, and Amity . Other of his Offices
Me'rcer [mercier, F. of merx , mercis, L.) a Dealer in . were to guard the Ways, and guide the deceas'd Souls into

wrought Silks , 6. Hell ; and therefore the Poets ſay, that none can die till Mer

MERCE'R Y (mercerie, F.] Mercers Wares. cury comes to break theTie that unites the Body and Soultoge

MERCHANDIZE, Commodities or Goods to Trade with ; gether ; and according to the Opinion ofthe Metem pſychaft ,

when
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when theſe Soulshave paſſed many years in the Elyſian Fields, netic Needle, or Needle of the Mariners Compaſs only re
and have drank of the River Lethe, he, by Virtue of his Rod, ſpects.

cauſes them to paſs into other Bodies to live again . Firſt MERIDIAN ( in Geog. ) isthat, from which the reſt are
To him is attributed the Invention of the Lute, and a kind reckoned, accounted Eaſt orWeit.

ofHarp which he preſented to Apollo. He was accounted the Meridian altitude [of the Sun or Star ) is their greateſt

God of Eloquence ,and alſo of Thieves,having been a very dex- Altitude above the Horizon .

terous Thiet himſelf, as appears in his ſtealing his Sword from Meridian Line (in Diall.] is a right Line ariſing from the

Mars, and a Pair ofTongs from Vulcan, Venus's Girdle from interſection of the meridian of the Place, with the Plane of

her, Neptune's Trident from him , and Apollo's Arrows and the Dial.

his Beaſts, when he fed Admetus's Cattle. He had alfo con- MERIDIA’TION , a taking a Nap at Noon. L.

triy'd to have ſtolen away Yupiter's Thunder-Bolts; but o- MERIDIONAL (meridionalis, L.) iying, or, that is, towards

mitted to put it in Execution out of fear. the South, Southern .

Mercury is ſaid to have had one Son by his Siſter, the Goddeſs Meridional diſtance [ in Navigation ] is the difference of

Venus ,who was named Hermaphrodite,who happening to meet the Longitude, between the meridian , under which the Ship

with the Nymph Salmacis at a Fountain ; the Gods, at her re- is at preſent, and any other ſhe was under before.

queſt,made both their Bodies but one, in ſuch a manner, that MERIDIONAL Parts (in Navigation ) the Parts by which the

both Sexes were conſerved intire. By this Fable the Poets meridians, in Wright's or Mercator's Charts increaſe, as the

would intimate the Union that ſhould be between married Parallels of Latitude decreaſe.

Perſons, who ought to be as one Body and one Heart. MERIDIONA'LITY of a Place, its Situation in reſpect to

Hewas much reverenced by the Egyptians, who worſhip- the meridian.

ped him in the Image of a Dog, called Anubis. Me'rils , a play among Boys , called alſo five Peny Morrice.

It is very probable that the famous Triſmegiſus, who flou- MERINGUES (Cookery ) a ſort of Confection madeofWhites

fiſhed in the firſtAges of the World, was worſhipped under of Eggs and ſeveral Ingredients for Garniſhing of Diſhes.
the Name of Mercury. His Statue was uſually placed in MERIVSMUS [uressuos, Gr.] a rhetorical Diſpoſition of

Markets, and therefore he was called 'Agezo ; he was paint. Things in their proper Places .
ed with yellow Hair, and a Purſe in his Hand, to intimate the MERIT (meritum L. defert, worth , excellency ; alſo de

Advantagethat is to be expected from Learning and Dili- merit or ill-deſerving.

gence. His Statues were alſo plac'd in High-ways, unto To Me'rit (mereri, L. meriter , F. ] to deſerve, to be
which they offered their firſt Fruits . His Image was ſome- worthy of Reward or Puniſhment.

times that of Hercules Gallicus, out of whoſe mouth came Merit of Congruity (School Term ) is when there is no juſt

forth Chains of Gold, which were joined to the Ears of ſe- proportion between the Action and the Reward ; but the

veral little Men that ſtood at his Feet, to expreſs the Power Goodneſs and Liberality of the beſtower makes up what was

of Eloquence that enſlaves the Auditors . wanting in the Action.

The Antients alſo painted him in a Coat of Flame- Colour, Merit of Condignity (School Term ) is when there is an ab

with a Mantle of pure White, trimmed with Gold and Silver, ſolute Equality and juſt Eſtimation , between the Action and

his Hair long, yellow and Curled, his Cap or Hat white, the Reward, as in the Wages of a Workman.

with white Wings on it , and on his Fect, holding in his MERITO'r rous meritorius , L. ) deſerving, that deſerves a

Hand a Caduceus,or Rod of Silver, with two Serpents twin Reward or Recompence.

ing . MerITO'RIOUSNESS, deſervingneſs.

London Mercury, a News Paper ſo intitled . Me'ritot, a ſort of Play uſed by Children , a ſwinging in

MERCURY Women, Women who ſell News Books and 0- Ropes.

ther Pamphlets by Wholeſale to the Hawkers, who ſell them Me'rkin ( of mere, F. a Mother, and kin, a diminutive ]

again by Retail about the Streets. counterfeit Hair for the Privities ofWomen .

Mercy (of miſereſie, L. havepity on)Pardon, Favour. Me'rlin , a ſort of Hawk, Du.

MERCY (in Law ] the arbitrary Proceedings ofthe King, Me'lon (in Fortification ) that part ofa Parapet, that is be.

Lord or Judge, in puniſhing any Offence, not directly cen- tween , or is terminated by two Embraſures of a Battery ; ſo

fured by the Law ; as, to be in grievous Mercy with the King, that its Height and Thickneſs is the ſame with that of the Pa

i. e . to be in hazard of great Penalty. rapet, which is generally in length from 8 to 9 Foot next

MERCY [in Painting, & c.] is repreſented as a Lady, ſitting the Guns, and 6 on the outſide ; 6 Foot in height, and 18
upon a Lion , holding a Spear in oneHand, and an Arrow Foot thick .

which he ſeems to caſt away in the other. ME'RMAID (prob. of mare, L. or mer, F. the Sea, and

Mercy Seat (among the Jews) a Table or Cover lin’d on maid) a Sea Monſter, which is deſcribed by Painters and

both ſides with Plates of Gold, and ſet over the Ark of the Poetswith the upperPartsof aWoman,and the lower ofa Filh .

Covenant, on each fide of which was a Cherubim of Gold, MERMAID (with Heralds] tho' there may perhaps be ſome

with Wings ſpreading over the Mercy -Seat, their faces look- Animals in the Sea , that may bear ſome reſemblance to what

ing one towards another. is found in Coat Armour ; yet, as they are painted in ſome

Merdi'FEROUS (merdifer, L.] bearing Dung. Bearings, asGules,a Mermaid proper, attiring herſelf with her

Me'RDOSE (mer dofus, L.] full of Dung or Ordure . Comband Glaſs , they are only Fancies of Painters.

Me're (mere, Sax . ] a Line or Boundary, dividing MERMAIDS, whereas it has been thought they have been

plough d Lands in a Common. only the Product of Painters Invention, it is confidently re

MERE (meſe, Sax .] a Lake, Pond or Pool . ported that there is in the following Lake, Fiſhes which dif

MERE'NNIUM

MERA'NNUM

fer in nothing from Mankind, but in the want of Speech and
[ofmerreign or merrin, O. F. ) any Tim

MAREMIUM ber or Materials of Wood for Building. Kingdom ofCongo in Africa, who would not believe that
Reaſon. Father Francis de Pavia, a Miſſionary, being in the

Old Latin Records.

MERRE'MIUM there were ſuch Creatures; affirms, that the Queen of Singa

MERENNIUM Vetus Cold Lat. Rec . ] the refuſe Wood, or old did ſee, in a River coming out of the Lake Zaire , many

Pieces of Timber and Boards , left inthe midſt of Rubbiſh af. Mermaids ſomething reſembling a Woman in the Breaſts,

ter building, repairing or pulling down of Houfes. Nipples, Hands and Arms; but the lower Patt is perfect

Merete ICIOUS (meretricius, L.] whoriſh . Filh ; the Head round, the Face like a Calf; a large Mouth,

MERETRI'CIOUSNESS, whoriſhneſs . little Ears , and round full Eyes . Which Creatures Father

MERIDIAN ( linea meridinna of meridies, L. Noon or Mid- Merula often faw and eat of them .

day] the firſt meridian is altogether Arbitrary, and therefore Mero‘BIBE [merobibus, L.] one who drinks pure Wine

Altronomers and Geographers generally make their ownme- without a mixture of Water.

ridians. The Antients placed their firſt meridian at Fero, one ME'RRIMENT, merry-making, jollity .

of the Canary Iands; and from the Place where the meridi- ME'RRINESS [of mypig and neyye, Sax ] chearfulneſs,

an croſsd the Equator, number'd their Longitude, Eaſtward, gayneſs of Mind .

found the whole Globe ; but ſince the diſcovery of America, ME'RRY [myniž, Sax .]gay, cheerful.jocund, frolick.

every Nation placeth their firſt meridianat the chief City of Merry Wings ( in Barbadoes] a Flye, very troubleſome in

their Kingdom ;and then from that meridian accounts longi- the Night.

tuded Eaſt and Weft upon the Equator. Me'rsion, a ducking or plunging over -head and ears in

MERIDIAN(of acæleftial Globe] on it each way from the Water.

Equinoctial, is counted the North and South declination of Mes Air (in Horſemanſhip) is a manage , half terra a terra ,

the Sun or Stars. and half a Corvet.

MERIDIAN [ of a terreſtial Globe) is that graduated brazen MESARRUM (wtopíor, Gr. ] the ſame as Meſenteriam,

meridian on whichthe Latitude of Places is counted. whence the Veſſels of it are called as well Mefenterick as Meja

Magnetical MERIDIAN, is a great Circle, which the mag. raick, L.
MESA
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MESAR MICK (of Mefardum , L. of juiodeguer, Gr . ] of or Me'ssu AGE ( in Com . Law) a dwelling Houſe with ſome

pertaining the Meſentery . Land adjoining, as Garden , Orchard, &c. and all other

MESARAICK Veins (with Anat. ] Branches of the Vene Conveniences belonging to it .

Porte , ariling from orincloſed in the Meſentery. MESSU A'GIUM [in Scotland) the ſame as a Manour Houſe

MESCH FAT, a maſhing Veſſel for Brewing . in England ; the principal Place or dwelling Houſe within a

MESENTE'RICK Plexus (.Anat.] a piece of Net-work, form- Barony or Lordſhip .

ed by the Branches or Ramifications of the Par Vagum. Mestizo's, the Breed of Spaniards and Americans.

MESENTERICK Arteries (with Anatom .) Arteries belong- Mesy'MNICUM , a Name given by the Antients to a cer

ing to the menſentery. The upper of which is ſaid to ſpread tain Part of, orto Verſes in their Tragedy; it was a kind of

it ſelf amidit the ſmall Guts, and the under one to paſs on to Burden, as lo Pæan , Hymen ; O Hymenet, or the like .

che lower Part of the mefentery. META'BASIS [rota Bans, Gr. ) a tranſition or paffing from

MESENTERICK Vein (with Anatom .) the right Branch of one thing to another.

the Vena poria, which extends or ſpreads it felt over the Guts METABASIS (in Phyfick ) the paſſing from one Indication

Jejunum , lleum , Cæcum and Colon. to another, or from one method of Cure to another.

MESENTERY (with Anatom.) a membranous Part, ſituated METABASIS (with Rhetoricians) a Figure by which the

in the lower Belly ; which is inrich'd with Glandules or Ker- Orator paſſes from one thing to another, as theſe Things are

nels , Nerves, Arteries, Veins and Veſlels, which carry the moſt delightful: nor are theje Things leſs pleaſurable.
Juices called Cöyle and Lympha, and faſten the Bowels to the META'BOLE [wne tabona, Gr. } a change or alteration ,
Back , and to one another .

METABOLE (in Medicine) a change of Time, Air or

ME'slin? [of meſler, F. to mingle] Corn that is mixed, Diſeaſes.

MA'SLIN as Wheat, Rye, &c. to make Bread. METACA'RPIUM

Mesy [in Law] a Lord of a Manour who holds of a METACA'RPUS which is compos'd of four ſmall

MEASN Tuperior Lord , that has Tenants under him- longiſh Bones, which ſtretch out the Palm of the Hand, and

feli ; alto a Writ lying where there is a Lord Meſn and a are named Poft Brachialia, L.

Tenant. METACARPUS (with Anatom . ) Bone of the Arm made up
ME'NALTY (Law Term] the Right of the Meſn Lord . of four Bones, which are joined to the Fingers; the biggeſt

Meso'colon (Ls50xw nov, Gr . ) that Part of the meſentery, and longeſt of which bears up the Fore-Finger, L.

which is continued to the great Guts, and lies in the middle METACHROʻNISM (mete xeviouds, Gr.) an Error in the

of the Gut Colon, from whence it takes its Name, L. Anat. Computation of Time, eitheir in defect or exceſs.

MESO'PHÆRUM [usco Quien , Gr.) Indian Spikenard, one ME'TACISM (with Gram ] a defect in the Pronunciation of

of the three Sorts that bears a Leaf of the middle ſize, L. the Letter M.

Mesoglo‘ssi ( Anat.] Muſcles the ſameas Geniogloli. Meta CO'NDYLI [Metanovo, Gr. ) the outmoſt Bones of

Mesna'GERY (of mejnie, F. a Family) the prudent ma- the Fingers .

nagement of a Family. Me'TALS ( metalla, L. uitama, Gr . ] well digeſted and

MESOL A'BIUM[wrodzkov, Gr.) a mathematical Inſtrument compact Bodies, generated by the Heat of the Sun, and ſub
for finding mean Proportions between any two Lines given. terraneous Fires in the Bowels of the Earth, which are

MESO -LOGARITHM, Logarithms of the Coſigns and Co- heavy, hard and fuſible, and are capable either of being

tangents. melted with a very ſtrong Fire, or hammered out into thin

MESOʻLEUCUS ( too louros, Gr. ] a precious Stone, black Plates ; they are generally reckoned ſeven , Gold, Silver,

and having a white ſtreak in the middle. Copper, Tin, Iron , Lead and Quick -filver. The Particles

Mesome'LAS [lotoo uilos, Gr.) a precious Stone with a that compoſe theſe Metals are Salt, Oil and Earth , which

a black Vein, parting every Colour in the midſt. being mingled together, and meeting in the long and branchy

Meso PL EU'R II [ Anat.) the intercoſtal Muſcles, which lie Pores of the inward Parts of the Earth , are there ſo ftraitly

between the Ribs, 22 in Number. linked together, that Art has not yet found out means to ſe :

MESOPLEURIA [MeToTellecor of pisos, the middle , and parate them.

Adsupor, the Pleura , Gr. ] the middle Spaces between the Bath Metal ? a factitious Metal, compoſed of the fi
Ribs. Princes METAL neft Braſs, mixed with Tin or ſome

MESOZEU /GMA [usce locyuse, Gr.) part of a Zeugma, a Fi- Mineral .

gure in Grammatical Conſtruction. Bell Metal, a Compoſition of Copper and Tin melted

MESPI'LUM [uísFinos, Gr. ] a medlar Tree, L. together

ME'SPILUS (with Botan. ) a medlar Tree, L. Metals (in Heraldry) are only two, Gold called Or, and

MESS(either of meye,S.1x . a Table, or miſus, q. ribus Silver called Argent. And it is a general Rule in Heraldry,

miſus, L. or mes, F. ) a Portion of Vi&tuals for one or more never to place Metal upon Metal , or Colour upon Colour ;

Perſons. ſo that if the Field be of one of the Metals, the Bearing must

Mess (on Ship Board ] a Diviſion of a Ship's Crew, fome- be of ſome Colour; and if the Field be of any Colour, the

times 3 , 4 or 6, who jointly diet together, for the more eaſy Bearing muſt be of one of the Metals.

diſtribution of the Victuals. Over Metal (in Gunnery) in diſparting a Piece of Ord

Messa [Muf . Books] particular pieces of divine Muſick, nance, Gunners ſay, it is laid over Metal, when the Mouth

uled in the Roman Church, Ital. of it lies higher than the Breech.

Me'ssAGE [meſſaggio, Ital .] an Errand, F. To belaid under Metal (in Gunnery] is when the Mouth

MESSA'GERY [meſſagerie, F.] the diligent bringing of a of a Piece of Ordnance lies lower than her Breech .

publick Meflage. Right with Metal (in Gunnery] when a Piece of Ord

Messa'RIUS[old Larv ) a Reaper or Mower. nance lies truly level, point blank, or right with the mark,

Messe, an Indian piece of Money, in value 1500
Petties Gunners ſay, the lies rightwith her Metal .

or 15 d . Sterling Superficies ofMETALS (in Gunnery] is the ſurface or out
Messenger (meſſager, F.) one who carries Meſſages be- fide of a Gun.

tween Party and Party ; delivers Letters, Esc. META'LEPSIS [ustextes, Gr. ] a participating or taking ;

MESSENGERS of the Exchequer, Officers of that Court, alſo a tranſlating or transfering, L.

who attend the Lord Treaſurer, to carry his Letters and METALEPSIS (with Rhetoricians ] is a continuation of a

Orders
Trope in one Word, thro' a ſucceſſion of Significations, the

Messengers of the King, Officers who wait at the Se- fame that in Latin is call’d Participatio and Tranfumptia, L.

cretaries Office to carry Diſpatches; alſo to take into Cuſtody METALEʻPTICK (letade Tines, Gr .) tranſlative.

State Priſoners. METALEPTICK motion (with Anatom .] a tranſverſe motion,

MESSENGER of the Preſs, one who, by order of the Court, as of a Muſcle , &c.

ſearches.Bookfellers Shops, Printing Houſes, to find out fc- META'LLICK [ Eten eni's , Gr. ] of, pertaining to, or

ditious and treaſonable Books.
META'LLINE } partaking ofthe Nature of Metals.

Messi'ah [MWA,Mehiach, Heb. i.e. Anointed, the METALLI'FEROUS [metallifer, L. of quiteModép G , Gr. ]

ſame as xers's in Greek] the Name and Title of our Lord and bearing or producing Metals.

Saviour Jeſus Chriſt. META'LLIST [metamie's, Gr. ] one who is skilled in the

Messieu'rs , is a French Title of Honour or Civility, is Knowledge of Metals ; alſo one who works in the Mines.
the plural Number of Monheur, and with us fignifies Sirs. METALLO'GRAPHY [veramos expic , Gr. ] a Treatiſe or De

MESSI'NA [old Deeds) reaping Time, Harveit. ſcription of Metals .

Me'ssor , a Reaper, L. METALLU'RCIST (of multumor Metal , and fpgem Q , a

Messo'rious [inefforius, L.) of or pertaining to Rcaping Workman, Gr . ) a Metallift, one that works in Metals, or
and Harveſt ſearches into the Nature of them , as Chymiſts do.
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MetallU'RGY (Moterispgie of Merów or and ippor, Gr. palling of the Soul out of one Body into another, at death;

Work) is the working on Metals in order to render them either into the Body of a Man or into that of ſome other Ani

hard, bright, beautifulor uſeful. mal.

Meta MO'R PHISTS, a Name given to thoſe Sacramenta- Mete'mPTOSIS (with Mathematicians uſed particularly in

rians, who affirmed that the Body of Jeſus at his Aſcenſion, Chronology, expreffing the ſolar Equation, neceſſary to pre

went into Heaven metamorphiſed or wholly deified . vent the new Moon from happening a Day too late : as on

To META MO'RPHIźE [metamorphoſer, F. uatraseepçós ,Gr.] the contrary Proemptoſis fignifies the lunar Équation, neceſ
to change from one Formor Shape to another. ſaryto prevent the new Moon from happeninga Day too ſoon:

METAMORPHOSIS (rete péppuns, Gr.] any extraordinary METEOROLOGICAL [ofpitiwesozenés, Gr .) of or pertaining

alteration or change. to meteors or meteorology.

METAMORPHOSIS (with Naturalifts] is apply'd to the va- Meteoroʻlogist [potireónoz @ , Gr. ) one skilled in, or

rious changes an Animal undergoes, both in the Formation who treats of meteorology.

and Growth ; and alſo to the various Shapes ſome Inſects in METEOROʻLOGY [meta @ xogia, Gr. ) a Diſcourſe or Trea

particular paſs through, as the Silk -Worm , and the like. tiſe of meteors, explaining their origin, Formation, Kinds,

MetaNGI'SMONITES [of azza , Gr. a Veſſel] a ſort of Phänomena, &c.

Chriſtian Hereticks, who ſay, that the Word is in his Father, METEORO'scOPY Γμιτιωροσκοπία οfμε τίoes , and σκοτίω , Gr.
ás one Veſſel is in another.

toview ) that part of Aftronomy that conſiders or treats of the
METAPE'DIUM (with Anatom .) the Inſtep, that Part of the difference of ſublime heavenly Bodies, the diſtance of the

Foot which anſwers to the Metatarſus in the Hand, L. Stars, Egr.

META'NO EA [ usTaivosa, Gr.] a change of Mind or Opinion. Meteors[meteora, L. of justiweer of uite beyond, and delego,

METAPHOR (lita :oes, Gr.) is a putting a foreign Name Gr. to lift up, and ſo are denominated from their Elevations,

for aproper one, whichis borrowed from ſomething like that becauſe for the moſt part they appear to be high in the Air]

it is ſpoken of; asthe King is ſaid to bethe Head of his King- theſe according to Deſcartes, are certain various Impreſſions,

dom ; becauſe the Head is the chief of all the Members. Me- made upon theElements, exhibiting them in different Forms;

taphors ought to be takenfrom thoſe Things that are ſenfible ás ignis fatuus,ignis pyramidalis, draco volans,& c. meteors

by the Body, which the Eye often meets with, and ofwhich are diſtinguiſhed into 3 forts, Fiery, Airy and Watery.

the Mind will form an Image, without ſearching after it . Fiery Meteors, are compos'd ofa fat, fulphureous, kind

METAPHO'RICAL (metaphoricus, L. ditemporinós, Gr.) of led Smoak : when this is diverſified according to their figure,

or pertaining to a Metaphor ; figurative. ſituation , motion and magnitude. For when this fatis kindled

Meta'PHR ASIS ( Taipogens, Gr. ) a bare Tranſlation out of the Smoak appearsin the Form of a lighted Candle, it is called
one language into another. by the Latins, Ignis fatuus, i . e. Jack in a Lanthorn , or

METAPHRAST [fee taimersus, Gr.) one who tranſlates Word Will in a Wifp, bythe Engliſh. When it appears like a croſs

for Word ;alſo a Gloffographer, an Interpolator. Bar or Beam , the Latins call it Trabs. When it reſembles a

METAPHR E'NUM (u Teppevor, Gr.] that part of the Back Pillar of Fire ſtanding upright, they call it Ignis pyramidalis;

which comes after the Diaphragm or Midriff. and when the middle Parts are thicker and broader than the

METAPHY'SICAL (Meju putorós, Gr.) of or pertaining to ends, they call it Draco polans, i. e. a flying Dragon ; and
metaphyficks. when it ſeems to skip like a Goat, appears ſometimes kind

METAPHY'SICKS [ ars metaphyſica, ofusTequerud , Gr. q.d. led , and ſometimes not, they call it Capraſaltans. i. e. a

treating of Things above orbeyond Nature) is a Science skipping Goat.

which conſiders Beings, as being abſtracted from all matter : Airy Meteors, are ſuch as conſiſt of fatuous and ſpiritu

in Beings it conſiders two Things, 1. The Eſſence of it, ous Exhalations, ſuch as Winds.

which ſeems to have a real Being, tho ' it does not exiſt, as a Watery METEORs, conſiſt of Vapours or watery Particles,

Roſe in the depth of Winter . 2. The Exiſtence which is which are ſeparated one from the other, by the Action of

actully in Being, as the Exiſtence of a Roſe or Tulip, is that Heat, and modified after a various manner ; ſuch as Clouds;

by which they now are. In every Being it conſiders three Rain, Miſts, Hail, Snow , Hoar - Froſts, & c.

Properties; the Unity, the Goodneſs and Truth of it. And it Appearing Meteors, are appearances call'd mock Suns,

also treats of Powers, Ais, Principles and Cauſes. And in mock Moons, the meteor call'd Virga, in the Form of a

Oppoſition to Arifotle, and others, proves that the World Rod or Fire -brand.

was not eternal; ſo that Metaphyſicks may be called natural To METEORI'ZE, to aſcend upwards.

Theology, and tranſcends all the other parts of Philoſophy. Me’TER ? (metrum, L. uireso, Gr.] meaſuré, or Verſes

General METAPHYSicks, gives an Account of Being, in Me'tre compoſed by meaſure.

its moſt abſtracted Nature ; and under this Notion it may bear METER EO'SCOPIST [of potopetor and snorte, Gr. to view ] one

this Definition . Being is that which has in itſelf a real and who ſtudies the difference of ſublime heavenly Bodies , the

pofitive Exiſtence. diſtance of the Stars, 86.

Me'T A PLASM [-kesteadaruis, Gr. ) a rhetorical Figure, METHE/GLIN (meddyglyn , C. Brit. prob. ofMiso new

wherein Words or Letters aretranſpoſed or placed contrary Wine, anddrynen ,Gr.1plendid, noble) à potable Liquor
to their natural Order. made of Water, Hony, Herbs, Spices, &c.

Metap'rosis ( vetaineers, Gr. ) a falling away. Me'thod [methodus, L. prob . of periti and JG , Gr. a

MetAptosis (in Medicine) the degenerating of one Diſeaſe way) an apt diſpoſition of Things, or a placing them in their
into another, as when a quartan Ague degenerates into a ter- natural Order, ſo as to be eaſieſt underſtood or retained.

tian . Method [ with Logicians) is the Art of diſpoſing a Series

META'st ASIS [MeTeistens, Gr ) a Change, when one thing of Thoughts, either to find out a Truth that is unknown to

is put for another. our ſelves, or to convince others of a Truth that we know ;

METASTASIS (with Phyſicians] is when a Diſeaſe removes and this method is called Analyſis and Syntheſis.

from one part to another, as in apople &tick. People, when Analytical METHOD (withMathematicians ) or Algebra, is

the matter which affects the Brain is tranſlated into the nothing but a general Analyſis of the pure Mathematicks; or

Nerves . it is ſo called, becauſe iť ſhews how to ſolve Queſtions,

METASY'NCR ISIS ( of musta and our xonas, Gr.) areſtoring of and demonſtrate Theorems, by inquiring into the fundamen
the Parts or Paſſages of the Body to their natural State. tal Nature and Frame of Things, which is as itwere (for that

METASYNCR ISIS [in Phyfick ] the Operation of a Medicine Purpoſe) reſolv'd into its Parts, or taken all to Pieces, and

outwardly apply'd, when it effectually draws out Humours then put together again .
from their cloſeſt Receſſes. PorificalMETHOD (with Mathematicians) is a method that

METATA'RSUS [ of purre and repsos, Gr.) the middle of the ſhewswhen, by whatmeans; and how many different ways
Foot, which is compoſed of five ſmall Bones connected to a Problem may be reſolved .

thoſe of the firſt part of the Feet. Synthetical Method of Enquiry or Demonſtration ( with

Meta’THESIS (uste Bens, Gr.) a Tranſpoſition, Change, Mathematicians) is when the Enquirer purſues the Truth,

&C. chiefly by Reaſons drawn from Principles thathave been be

To Mete (metiri, L.) to meaſure. fore eſtabliſhed, and Propofitions that have been before prov'd ;

Mete Corn, a certainmeaſure or portion antiently given and fo proceedsby a long regular Chain,tillat length he ar

by the Lord of the Manour, as an Encouragement or Reward rives at the Concluſion . This is the method that Ěuclid has

for Work or Labour. follow'd in his Elements, and that moſt of the Antients have

Mete Gavel, a Rent antiently paid in Vizuals. follow'd in their Demonſtrations, and is contradiſtinguiſh'd

Mere Wand, a Yard or meaſuring Rod. from the analytical method.

MeTEMPSY'CHI (ustele.fixos, Gr.) Heretickswho held the Zetetick METHOD ( with Mathem .) is the analytick or alge

Metempſychofis or Tranſmigration of Souls. braical method of reſolving Queſtions ; by which the Nature

METEMPSY'CH0818 [mnetor fúzatte, Gr.) a tranſmigration or and Reaſon ofthe thing is chiefly ſought for and diſcovered.
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MethO'PICAL (metlodicus, L. MisAdonis, Gr. ] of or per- Mew [hieroglyphically] a Sea -mew , being a Bird ſo very
taining to method. light , as to be carried away with every Wind, was by the

METHODICAL Phyſick , is that Practice of Phyfick that is Antients put to reprefent an unconſtant Perſon, and one

conducted by Rules, ſuch as were taught by Galen and his unſettled in his Mind.

Followers in oppoſition to Empirical. A Hawk Mew (with Falconers) a Coop for Hawks, or a

METHODISTS, thoſe who treat ofmethod , or affect to be kind of Cage where Hawks are wintered, or kept while they

methodical ; or that follow the methodical Practice of any Art. mew or change their Feathers: whence the Place called the

To METHODIZE, to bring into good order or method. Mues or Mews, near Cbaring -Cros, took itsName; it having

Meto'Nick Year [ ſo namedfrom Meton ofAthens, the in- formerly been the Place where the King's Hawks were

ventor of it] is the ſpace of 19 Years, in which time the Lu- kept.

nations return and happen as they were before . To Mew miauler , F. mawen , Teut.) to cry like a Cat.

METONY'MICAL (metonymicus, L. peTwywani's, Gr.] of or To Mew (muer, F.] to caſt the Horns as a Siag does.

pertaining to the figure Metonymy. To Mew up, to ſhut up .

ME'TONYMY [uitwrupid, Gr. i. e . one Name put for an- MEYA [ oldRec.] a Mow of Corn laid up in a Barn.

other ) a Figure in Rhetorick, when a Name is made uſe of MEZE'RION [ Botany) the dwarf Bay -Tree .

beſides that which is proper, as the Duke of Marlboroughi beat. ME'ZZANINE ( in Architec .] an Entreſole, or little Win

the French, where is meant, the Army under the Duke's dow, lels in height than breadth, ſerving to illuminate an
Conduct ; or asevery Body reads Cicero,i. e . Cicero's Works, Attic , Eco

METO'PA ( uitit , Gr.] a ſpace or interval between every Me'tzo tincto ? [i . 2. middle tincture ) a particular way

Triglyph in the Frize of the Dorick Order ; alſo the ſpace be- Mezzo tinto of engraving Copper Plates, by punch
tween the mortiſe Holes of Rafters and Planks . ing and ſcraping them.

MFTOʻPION [wórimov, G.) a Plant that yields the Gum cal- MIA'SMA [uidovst , Gr . ) a contagious Infection in the

led Galbanum . L. Bloodand Spirits, as in the Plague,Sc. more particularly

METOPO'sco PIST [of μεταποσκοπία οf μέτωπον the Foreihead , ſuch Particles or Atoms, as are ſuppored to ariſe from diſtem

and owszéw to view, &c.] one who tells the Natures or Incli- pered, putrifying or poiſonous Bodies, and to affect Perſons

nations of Men , by looking in their Faces.
at a diſtance .

METOPOscOPY [ metopoftopia, L. μετωποσκοπία οf μέτωπον the Micel Gemotes (micel-gemot , Šax.] great Councils of

Forehead , and owma , Gr.to view ) the Art of knowing the Kings and Saxon Noblemen.

Natures and Inclinations of Men , by beholding their faces. Mi'ce, ofMouſe; which ſee.

ME'TRA , it is related, that Metra, the Daughter of Eri- MICHAELMASS, the Feſtival of St. Michacl the Arch

ficthon , could change her Shape whenever the pleaſed. Angel , oblerved on the 29th of September .

The reallity of the Fable is , Eriſicthon was a Man of Theſaly, To Mi'che, to abſent, as Truants do from School, to

who having ſpent all , he was reduced to Poverty. He had hide ones ſelf out of the way:

a Daughter named Metra, a very beautiful Woman , ſo hand- MICHER [of miche, F. a Crumb, or miſer, L. a Miſer]

ſome , that whoſoever did but ſee her fell in Love with her. a covetous, fordid Fellow ,,a Hunk.

But in thoſe Days Men did not hire Miſtreſſes with money ; Miches (miche, F. ] white Loaves antiently paid as a

but inſtead of it, ſome gave Horſes, ſome Cows, ſome Sheep Rent to ſomeManours.

or whatſoever Metra demanded: Upon this the Theſalians, MI-COUPPE' [ in_Heraldry] is a Term uſed by French

ſeeing that all theſe Neceflaries of Life were ſcraped together Heralds, when the Eſcutcheon is parted per fefe, only half

for Erificthon, ſaid Metra was his Horſe, his Cow, and every way a croſs, where ſome other Partition meets it ; and in

thing elſe. Palephatuso . blazon it ought to be expreft, whether ſuch Partition is to

Metre, a Turkiſh meaſure of Wine, containing 2 Quarts, be a Dextra, or a Sinijira.

1 Pint, į Mi'cROCOSM (ofmixeos, litile, and xózu.O ,the World, Gr. ]

METROENCHY'ΤΑ [ μετρεγχύτης οf μήτeg the Wonb, and the Body of Man to calla byway of Excellency, becauſe of

87x0w, Gr. to pour out) an Inſtrument for injecting Liquors the admirable Variety and curious Frameof its ſeveral Parts.
into the Womb. MICROCOSMOGRAPHY ( of pexpés, xótuos and 1 eztà, Gr.

METRETA [untputu's , Gr.) an Attick liquid meaſure contain- a Deſcription ] a Defcription of the Microcoin or little World ,

ing 10 Gallons, 3 Quarts and a little more. i . e. Man .

METRICAL (peteixos, Gr.] of or pertaining to Meter or Micro'GRAPHY [ofpixfás and expo, Gr . to deſcribe ) the
Verſe. Deſcription of the Parts and Properties of ſuch very imall

METRICE [MiTermeni Gr. ) that Part of antient Muſick, Objects, which cannot be diſcerned by the Eye without the
employ'd aboutthe Quantities of Syllables. help of a Microſcope.

METROCOMI'A [integanciuía, Gr . ] a Town that had other MICROʻLOGY (micrologia, L. of pixegacyí«, Gr.ja Speech
Towns under its Juriſdiction. that hath neither Words nor Sentences of any moment.

METROPO'LIT AN (metropolitanus, L.) of or pertaining to MICRO'METER [of powegs and uiter, Gr. meaſure an

a Metropolis. aſtronomical Inſtrument made of Braſs, having a movement,

A METROPOLITAN (Memegmonétus, Gr. ) an Archbiſhop, ſo a Plate divided like the Dial Plate of a Clock, with an Index

called , becauſe his See is in the Metropolis of the Kingdom . or Hand, & c. which may be fitted to a large Teleſcope,

METROPOLITAN and Primate of all England, a Title and uſed in finding the Diameters of the Stars.

uſually given to the Archbiſhop of Canterbury . MICROPHONES [of piness and corn, a Voice, Gr.] Inftru

METROPOLITAN and Primate of England, a Title given ment for magnifying finall Sounds.

to the Archbiſhop of York. MICRO SCOPE (ofFixegs and supér, Gr . to view ) an op

METROPOLIS [untpózomus of antio, a Mother, and rais, tical Inftrument, which magnifies any Object ; by means of

Gr . a City ] the chief City of a Kingdom , Province, &c. which the ſmalleſt Object may be diicerned.

METROPRO'PTOSIS [wetpé776078 of us spz and regalwors, Gr. MICROSPHÆRUM (W207bdes", Gr.) the Plant Spikenard ,

a falling down the falling down of the Womb. with a ſmall Leaf, the leaſt and beſt of the three forts, L.

Mett [mett, Sax. ] a Saxon Meaſure, about a Buſhel. MICROU'STICKS (of exay's little , and axsst's, Gr. hearing]

ME'TTADEL [at Florence, & c. ] a Meaſure of Wine , con- Inſtruments to help the Hearing and magnify Sounds,

taining one Quart and near half a Pint , two of which make MICROPHTHALMY [of pesupós and ó Geemid , Gr.] a Diſ

a Flask . cafe in the Eyes ; alſo the having little Eyes .

ME'TTESHEP (mettercep, Sax.] a Fine paid by the Te- MICROPSY'CHE [wwegvlu xíceof preg's and Yoxd, Gr. the

nant to his Lord, for his having omitted to do ſome cuſtoma- Soul] meanneſs of Spirit, faint-heartedneſs, cowardlineſs.
MICROSCO PICAL, of or pertaining to a Microſcope.

Mettle (in a Figurative Senſe] Fire, Briskneſs, Spright- Midas [i.e. under itur, i.e. feeing or knowing nothing]

lineſs, Vigour, as a Horſe, or Youth of Mettle, &c. a rich King in Phrygia, whoreigned about A. 11. 2648. in

MeTTLESOM (of metallum , L. and yom, Sax .] full of the Time that Deborah judged Iſrael, who (according io the

Vigour, ſprightly Poets ) having entertained Bacchus as his Gueſt, askd of him
ME'TTLESOMNESS, briskneſs, livelineſs.

that he might have this Faculty, that all he touched might be

MeuMuñer, Gr . ) the Herb Mew, wild Dill or Spikenel , turned into Gold ; which being granted, he turned his Palace

vhich produces Stalks and Leaves, like the wild Annis . Utenſils, Esc. and alſo his Meat into Gold, as ſoon as he came

Meum and TUUM [i. e. mine and thine) fignifies Proper- to touch it ; at laft; ſeeing his Folly , he deſired to have this

ty ; that which of Right or Juſtice belongs to, or is the pe- Giſt taken from hin again, and was ordered to wash himlelf

culiar Property of any Perſon or Perſons, whether obtained in the River Pactulus, where having waſhed away all his

by legal Conveyance, as an Inheritance or a Legacy , or by golden Wih , Pactolus was hence called Chryfornia, i.e.
Purchaſe or Acquiſition, by Labour, Merit, &r. L. fowing with Gold After this , he being Judge between

Mew (mep, Sax .] a Bird, a Sea -mew . Pan and Apollo, who lang beſt, he gave his Verdict for Pani

at

ry Duty.
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at which Apollo being provoked gave him Affes Ears. The MILITARY Architecture, Architect the ſame as Fortifica
Moral of the Fable is taken to be, that Midas being a Tyrant tion .

and having many Hearkeners and Tale-bearers , by whom he MILITARY Execution, a ravaging and deſtroying a Coun

knew all that was done and ſpoken in all his Kingdom , as if try by the Soldiery.

he had long Ears to hear what every one faid ; and by his Military Exerciſes, are the evolutions or various man

turning all into Gold is ſignified, that he uſed to opprets his ners of ranging and exerciſing Soldiers .

Subjects, the better to ſtore his Coffers, which is often and Militar Y Column, a Column , on which is engraven å

as fooliſhly walhd and waſted away , as it is come by by cruel Liſt of the Troops of an Army, imploy'd in any expedition.
and unlawful means .

MILITARY Fever, a kind of malignant Fever frequent in

Middle (middel, Sax. medius, L. ) the midſt ; the mean Armies , by reaſon of the ill Food, &c. of the Soldiery.

between two Extremes. Militia, a certain Number of the Inhabitants of a City

MIDDLE Latitude (with Navigators] is the method of or Country, formed into Companies and Regiments for the

working the ſeveral caſes in Sailing , coming very near to Defence of it.

Mercator's Way, but without the affittance of meridional Parts. Mulk [meolc , Sax. milk , Dan . ] a liquid Food well

: Middle Man ( in Milit. Affairs] he who ſtands in the
middle of a File .

To Milk (meolcian, Sax .] to preſs out Milk from a Cow's
: MIDDLE Baſe [in Heraldry] is the middle Part of the Baſe, Udder.

repreſented by the Letter H in the Eicutcheon. See Ef- Milk Thiſtle, Weed, Wort, ſeveral Herbs.

catcheon , Letter E.
Milky , of the Nature of Milk .

MIDDLE Chief [in Heraldry) is the middle Part of the MILKY Way [ Arronomy] the only real Circle in the Hea

Chief, repreſented by the Letter G, in the Elcutcheon Ibid. vens, which is a broad, white Tradi or Path , which appears

MIDDLEMOST [of middel and mælt, Sax .) that in the wet or ſmeared in a clear Night, and is an infinite number

midit.
of ſmall Stars inviſible to the Eye.

MIDDLING (of missle, Sax ] indifferent, between two MILIUM , millet, a ſort of ſmall Grain. . L.

Extremes:
MILIUM Solis (with Botan . ) the Herb Gromwel. L.

MIDGE (micze, Sax. mpg, Teut ] a Gnat , an Infect. Mill (mýlen, milna, myil , Sax .) a Machine for grinding

A MIDGE a lawleſs or outlaw'd Perſon. Corn, Esc.

- MID HEAVEN [in Aftron ) that Point of the Ecliptick , Mill Ent a Trench for conveying Water to or from i

which culminates, or is in the Meridian . Mill Leat Mill .

Mi'DRIEF (of mid ormiddel, Sax. the midſt or between, Mill Mountain, an Herb.

and hpix, Six. the Womb] a Skin or Membrane which ſe- Mill Ree [i. e. 1000 Rees] a Portugueſe Coin, in Value

parites the Heart and Lungs from the lower Belly. 6 s. 8 d. halfPeny, Sterling.
MI'DSHIP Beam , the great Beim of a Ship. Mill Stone [mylen -ytan, Sax. ] for grinding Corn , & c .
MIDSHIP Min, certain Officers who aſſiſt upon all Occa- Miller (molitor, L. muller, Teut . ) one who tends

fions, both in failing the Ship and in ſtowing and rummaging the Mills .

the Hole; they are for the most part Gentlemen upon their Miller's Thumb, a ſmall Fiſh .

Preferment, having ſerved the limited time in the Navy as MILLAINS [on Gunter's Line) are the 3d ſubdiviſion of

Voluntiers.
the Primes, and expreſs the thouſandth Part of them .

MIDSUMMER Day , commonly accounted the 24th of MILENARIANS a Sect who hold that Chriſt ſhall re

Jure, the Festival of St. John the Baptiſt . MI'LLENARIES turn to the Earth and reign over the
MIDWAL , a Bird which eats Bees . Faithful 1000 Years before the end of the World .

MI'DWIFE [medpif, Sax. prob . of middle, becauſe in the Millener (ofmille, L. a thouſand] a Seller of Gloves ,

middle of the other Women and pix] one who delivers Wo- Ribbands, and many ſuch things.

men in Childbirth .
MILLE'NNIUM [of mille and annus, L.] the 1000 Years

MIGHT [mihte , Sax .) Power, Ability, & C. reign of Chriſt here on Earth.

I MIGHT (mihtan, Sax. ) to be able . MILLEPEDES, Infeets callid Hog-Lice or Sows. L.

MIGHTY [mihtig , Sax ] powerful.
Millet (of mille, L. a thouſand] a Plant ſo denominated,

MIGHTINESS (mihtigney Ye, Sax .] powerfulneſs . onaccount of the great Namber of ſmall Grains that it bears.

MI'GMA [ us, Gr . ) a mixture of divers Simples or In- Mı'LLING [of mylen, Sax. a mill] grinding, working, Sr.

gredient in a mill,

MIGRANA [with Phyſicians) a meagrim. or pain in the MI'LLION (millione, Ital .] the Number of ten hundred

Head, L. Thouſand.

MIGRA'TION, a removing or ſhifting the Habitation, the MILLION , a Muskmelon .

paffage or removal of any thing out of one State or Place in- Milre'a [in the Parts of France near the Mediterranean ]

to another, particularly of Colonies of People , Birds , &c. Milre's a meaſure ofWine and Oil , about 17 Gallons

into other Countries .
Engliſh Wine-meaſure.

Milch (of milc, Sax .) giving Milk, as milch Cows. Milri'ne [in Herlúry ) as a Croſs Milrine, is a Croſs that

MILD (milde, Sax .) ſoft, gentle, eaſy, not harſh or rough. has the four Ends clamped and turned again , as the Milrine

MILDNESS (mildeneyye, Sax.) gentleneſs of Temper. it ſelf is that carries the Milftone, and is formed as that is

Mi'lDERNIX, a ſort of Canvaſs for Sail Cloths, alſo ; only the Milrine hath but 2 Limbs, whereas the Croſs

MI'LDEWED (of mildcape, Sox . ) infeſted , damaged, cor- Moline hath four.

rupted with Mildew , Mı'LVINE (milvinus, L.] belonging to a Kite or Glede.

Mildew (mildeap, Sax .) a Dew which falls on Corn, Mi'lt (mic, Sax ] the Spleen ; allo the ſoft Row of
Hops, &c. and by reaſon of its clammy Nature hinders its Fiſhes.

growth, unleſs it be waſhed off by the Rain ; alſo certain Milt Pain, a Diſeaſe in Hogs .

Mil'r Waſte or Wort, Egr. Herbs .

Mile Engliſh , contains 8 Furlongs, every Furlong 40 Milter (of milt, Sax .) the Male of Fiſhes .

Poles or Lugs, every Pole 16 Feet and a half; fo that the MULTING, a Diſeaſe in Beaſts.

mile contains 5280 Feet, or a 1000 Paces. Mime [mues, Gr.] See Mimick.
Mile in Germany, about 5 miles Engliſh . Mi'mesis [uiuntze, Gr.) imitation .

Mile in Italy, ſomethingmore than an Engliſh one. Mimesis ( with Rhetori.] a Figure wherein the Actions and

Mile in Scotland, 1500 geometrical Paces. Words of other Perſons are repreſented .

MILEGUE'TTA , Cardamoms, Grains. MIMIA'M BUS [uuripcos,Gr.) a fort of Verſe antiently uſed

Mi'lfoil (millia foliu , L. i. e. a 1000 Leaves) an Herb in Lampoons. Farces . Raillery, &c.

with many Leaves, otherwiſe called Yarrow , Nofe-bleed and MI'MICAL (Msurxo-, Gr . ) Buffoon -like, Apiſh.

Thouſand leaf. Mimick (of mimus, L. of wines, Gr. ] a Counterfeiter or
Milia'r Es Glandulæ [Anat.)thoſe very ſmall and infinite- Imitator of the Geltures or Behaviour of others.

ly numerous Glands which ſecern the Sweat and Matter that MIMO'GRAPHER (mimographus, L. Mivin exq0 , Gr . ] a

exſudes in inſenſible Tranſpiration. Writer of wanton Manners, Jeſts or Buffoonry.

MILIARES Herpes (with Phyſicians) a fort of yellowiſh MimoʻLOGY (pouónog sov, Gr. ) a making of Rhymes.

Wheals or Bladders, reſembling the Seed of Millet, which MIMO'LOGER [urororg , Gr. ] one who recites Rhymes.

fieze the Skin , cauſe a great itching, and turn to eating Ul Mimo'sa Planta ( with Botan. ] the ſenſible Plant.
cers . L.

Mimulus (with Bot.) the Herb Rattle or Louſe -Wort. L:
MILITANT (militans, L.) fighting or living the Life of a Mimus [zipo. ofMontiedai, Gr. i . e . to imitate ]a Mimick

Soldier ; as the the Church Militant. or Buffoon .

MILITARY [militaris, L.) of or pertaining to Soldiers, Mina city [minacitas, L. ] menacing, thrcatning:

Warlike. MINA :
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MINATOR colouring Cloth , of Building, and the like, making her the

MINERA'TOR Goddeſs of Wiſdom and all Arts. The Athenians paid her

To Mince (mincer, F.] to cut ſmall. a ſingular Honour and Reſpect, and inſtituted ſeveral ſolemn

MI'NCHINS , Nuns. Feſtivals in honourof thisGoddeſs,which were celebrated with

To go MI'NCING, is to walk with a wanton tripping gate divers rare Spectacles and Expreſſionsof Joy. She refuſed to

or jutting geſture, toſſing or holding up the Head with a be married to any of the Gods, and ſo led a Virgin Life. In

proud Air. one of thoſe Feſtivals, the Boys and Girls uſed to pray to

Mincing (in Geſture) a finical affected Motion of the Body the Goddeſs for Wiſdom and Learning, of which ſhe had the
in walking. Patronage ; and the Youths carried their Maſters their Fee or

The Mind (gemynse, Sax .] the Soul or rational Part of Preſent,which was calld Minerval.
of mankind, Minerva repteſents Wiſdom , that is skillful Knowledge

To MInp [GemynSian, Sax.) to take notice, to obſerve. joind with direct Practice, comprehends the underſtanding of

To put in MIND (mynsegan, Sax ) to refreſh the memory,
the nobleſt Arts, the beſt Accompliſhments of the mind, to

MI'NDBRUCH (minóbruch, Sax .] a hurting of Honour and gether with all Vertues ; butmore eſpecially that of Charity.
Worſhip The Poetsmake five Minerva's : The iſt, Apollo's Mother ;

MI'NDFUL (mind jul, Sax .) regardful, thinking on. the 2d , the Daughter of Nile, which was worſhipped by the

Mi'ndless (minSleay, Sax.) regardleſs. Egyptians, in the City of Sai ; the 3d, that beforementioned ;

Mine (min, Sax .) pertaining to me. the 4th, the Daughter of Jupiter and Corypha; andthe sth ;

Mine [minera, L. miniere, F.] a Place where Metals, the Daughter of Pallantis, whom the killed, he attempting

&c. are dug. Mines of Metals are chiefly found under to raviſhher.

Mountains, and eſpecially in Places that face the Eaſt and MINERVA [ in Painting) is repreſented in a blue Mantle ,

South Sun. embroidered with Silver.

That Ground which is rich in Mines, is generally barren, Mi'new , a ſmall kind of Fiſh . .

and ſends forth noxious Steams and Vapours, prejudicial to To Mi'ngle (Gemengan, Sax. mengalen, Teut. and

the Health of Mankind, and the growthof Vegetables. Dr. prob. of moglie, Gr .) to mix or blend together.

It is not improbable, but the finding out of Metals in MI'NGLED (gemænces of gemæncan, Sax .) mixed to

Mines, was owing to the Conflagration of Woods; and A. gether.
riſtotle relates, that ſome Shepherds in Spain, having ſet a MI'NIATED (miniatus, L.] dyed or painted with Ver
Wood on Fire, found melted Silver run down in the ſame milion.
Place.

MI'NIATURE [migniature, F.) a painting of Pictures in

MINE [in Gunnery) a Hole or Pit dug by Pioneers under Water Colours ; alſo very ſmall; a delicate kind of Painting ,

any Place or Work, having a Paſſage orAlley aboutfive conſiſting of little Points or Dots, inſtead of Lines, common .

Foot ſquare, with ſeveral turningsandwindings, at the End ly done on Vellum , with very thin, ſimple water Colours.

ofwhich is the Place orHole call'd the Chamber of the Mine, MI'NIM (with Printers] a ſmall ſort of Printing Letter.

which is juſt under the Work deſigned to be blown up, which Minim , a brown, tawny or dark Colour.

is filled with Barrels of Gunpowder, in order to blow it up. Minim (with Muſicians) a Note of Now Time, two of

Chamber of a Mine (in Milit. Affairs) is the ſmall Space which make a Semibrief; as two Crotchets makes a Minim ,

at the End of the Gallery, like a ſmall Chamber, where the two Quavers a Crotchet, and two Semiquavers a Quaver.

Barrels of Powder are depoſited, for blowing up what is pro- MI'NIMA naturalia [in Philoſophy) are the primary Parti

poſed to be ſprung. cles whereof Bodies confift, call'd allo Corpuſcles and Atoms,

Gallery of a Mine, is the firſt Paffage made under Ground,
or the leaſt poſſible Diviſions of Matter, and out of which all

being no higher nor broader than to ſuffer a Man to work up- Bodies are compounded .

on his knees, and which reaches to the Chamber. Mi'niMENTS[in Law ] Muniments are the Evidences or

To Mine (miner, F.) to dig Cavities in the Earth and fill Writings whereby a Man is enabled to defend his Title to his

them with Gunpowder . Eſtate.

Mine Dial, a Box and Needle, &c. uſed by Miners. MI'NIMS (of minima, L.] little things, Pigmies. Milton ,

Mine Ships, Ships filled with Gunpowder and other com- Minimus, a, um [ in Botan. Writ.) the leaſt.

buſtible Matter, incloſed in ſtrong Walls of Bricks or Stone, MI'NIMO, a, with the leaſt .

to be fired in the midſt of an Enemies Fleet, Mi'nimis, with the leaſt.

MINERA morbi (with Pbyſicians) the feat or ſource of any MINIOGRAPHY ( miniograpbia, L.] a writing with Ver

Diſeaſe. million.

MI'NERS [mineurs, F. ) Men who work in Mines . MI'NION (mignon, F.] a Favourite , one in great Favour

MI'NERAL [mineralis.L.] of or pertaining to the Nature with a Prince or great Perſon.
of Minerals. MINION of the largeſt Size ( with Gunners] a piece of Ord

MINERAL Courts, Courts for the regulation of the Affairs nance of 3 Inches and a half diameter at the Bore, 8 Foot

relating to Lead Mines. in length , and containing a 1000 Pound Weight of Metal;

MINERAL Cryſtal [in Chymiſtry) a Compoſition of Salt carries a Ball 3 Inches diameter, weighing 3 Pound 12
Petre well purified and four of Brimitone. Ounces . The Charge of Powder is 31. 1-4th ; and its point

MINERALS [ mineralia , L. of YN 10, Hob. i. e. from blank Shot is 125 Paces.

the Earth ) mixed and ſolid Bodies, generated of Exhulations Ordinary Minion (with Gunners) a large Gun 3 Inches

and Vapours, incloſed in the Bowels of the Earth, which is diameter at the Bore, in length7 Foot, its weightin Metal
the matter of which metals are formed in proceſs of Time. about 800 Pound, carries a Bullet of 2 Inches 1-8th diame.

Half MINERALS(mineralia medin, L. ) are thoſe Minerals ter, and Weight 31. and 1-2. The Charge of Powder is 2

that are as it were of a middle Nature, between Stones and Inches and a half, and its point blank Shot is 120 Paces.

Metals, ſuch as ſeveral ſorts of Earth, Salts and Sulphurs, as To MI'NISH [minuere, L.) to diminiſh , to leſſen .

Ruddle, black Lead, Alum, Vitriol , &c.
MINISTER , an attendant, waiter, an aſſiſtant, L.

MINERALIST, one skilled in the Knowledge of Minerals. MINISTER of the Goſpel, a Clergyman, whoſe Office is to

MINERAʼLOGIST (of mineralia , L. and nogen, Gr.] an Au- attend the Service of God and the Church.

thor who treats on Minerals. MINISTER of State, a Perſon intruſted by the Prince or
MINERA'LOGY (ofmineralia, L. and niza , Gr.] a Treatiſe State with the Adminiſtration of the Government ; or to

or Deſcription of Minerals or Mines. whoſe Care the principal Affairs are committed ; alſo an Am

MINERATI'va [in Phyſick] the leſſer or weaker ſorts of baſſador, Agent or Reſident in a Princes Court.
Purges, as Manna, Lenitive Ēlectuary, & c. To Minister (mimiftrare, L.) to officiate, to ſerve.
MINERVA [ ſo called of minando, threatning) the Poets MINISTERIAL (miniſterialis, L.] of or pertaining to a Mi

tell us , that Jupiter having taken a Reſolution to bring forth niſter of Church or State.

the Goddeſs Minerva or Pallas, alone by himſelf, without MI'NI$TERY [mixifterium , L. Merisier, Gr. Barb ]
the aſſiſtance of Juno, Minerva came out of his Brain in gal- MI'NISTRY 3 Service or Charge in any Employment;

lant Armour, holding a Lance in her Hand, and dancing a but in an eſpecial manner the Function of a Prieſt, or of a
Dance called the Pyrrhick, which was a warlike Dance, in- miniſter of State .

vented by Pyrrhus, the Son of Achilles. And that Vulcan at MINISTRAL (miniftralis, L.) belonging to a Miniſter.

this Time did the Office of a Midwife, cleaving Jupiter's MINISTRANT [miniſtrans, miniſtring, ſerving. Milton .

Scull with a ſharp Hatchet, that Pallas might creep out. Be- MINISTRATION, a miniftring or ſerving.

ing thus accoutred, ſhe was held to be the Goddeſs of War, MI'NIUM (with Painters) red Lead ; it is made ofcommon

and to be concerned in all Battles. They attribute to this Lead, calcined in a reverberatory Furnace ; or elſe ofwhile

Goddeſs the Inventionof ſeveral Sciences and uſeful Inven- Lead, put into an earthen Pan, and ſtirr'd with a Spatula over
tions, as Spinning, Weaving, the Uſe of Oil, the Art of a Fire.

Min
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MINNEKIN (minicene, Sax. a Nun] a mincing Lars, à ToMinutedown [minuter, F.] to enter or write down

proud Minks, a nice Dame, ſhort Notes for Memorandums.

MI'NNEKINS, a ſort of fine Pins uſed byWomen in dreſſing ; Minuótion, a diminiſhing or leſſening ,

alſo a ſort of ſmall Cats -gut Strings for Violins . MINUTION [ old Rec.) a letting of Blood.
MI'NNING Days, certain Days, or anniverſary Feſtivals, MINYA'CANTHES (Botany ) an Herb, a kind of Trefoil.

in which the Souls of the deceaſed were had in ſpecial Re- Minx , a proud Girl .

membrance, and regular Offices ſaid for them . MI'QUELETS, a ſort of Foot Soldiers inhabiting the Pyre
MINNINGS of a Diſeaſe, the previous or foregoing Symp- nean Mountains, armed with Piſtols under their Belts, a Car

toms of it .
bine and a Dagger.

- Minor , leſſer, L.
Mira'BILARY [of admirabilis, L.] a Book ofWonders.

MINOR [in Laz] one who is in Non -age or Minority ; or MIRABILITY (mirabilitas, L. ) wonderfulneſs.

a Male or Female before they have arrived at the Age of 21 MI'R ACLES (miracula, L.) Works effected in a manner un

Years .
uſual or different from the common and regular method of the

Minor (in Mufick] is apply'd to fixths and thirds, as a 6th Almighty Providence, by the Interpoſition either of himſelf ,
or 3d minor.

or of ſome intelligent Agent, ſuperior to Man, for the Evi
Minor (with Logicians ] the minor Propoſition in a Syllo. dence and proving of ſome particular Doctrine, or in Atteſta

giſm or logical Argumentation, is the latter Part of it, which tion to the Authority of ſome particular Perſon or Perſons.
is alſo called the Aſſumption, L.

Mira'CULOUS (miraculous, L. miraculeux , F. ] of or per

: Mi'NOR ATED [minoratus, L.) diminiſhed or made leſs. taining to Miracles.

MI'NORITES
Friars of the Order of St. Francis. MIRACULOUSNESS, wonderfulneſs.

MINORS
Mire [moyer, Du . ] dirt , mud.

Minoraʼtion, a making leſs.
Mire drumble, the Herb Spoon-Wort or Scurvy-Graſs.

Mino'RITY [minoritas, L.] Non-age, or a being under MIRIFICENCE (mirificentia, L.) doing wonders.

Age.
Miri'FICK (mirificus, L.) marvelous, wonderfully done;

Mi'xories, ncar Aldgate, ſo called of a Cloiſter of Mino- ftrangely wrought.

rites, or Friars Minors there .

Mi'nos , a King of Crete, the Son of Jupiter and Europa,
Mi'r INESS [of moyer, Du.and neja) dirtineſs, muddineſs.
MIRO'BOLANS , a ſort of Plumbs.

as the Poets feign , he lived Anno Mundi 2670. He firſt gave Miroi'r [in Cookery] a particular way of dreſſing Food, as

Laws to the Inhabitants of Crete, and for his Juſtice, was Eggs dreſsd au Miroir, i . e . broken into a Plate of Gravy,

made chief Judge of Hell , and Umpire with Rhadamanthus
and afterwards iced with a red hot Iron.and Æacus. He married Paſipbae, the Daughter of Sci,

Mi'roton (in Cookery) a ſort of Farce made of Veal, Ba
and had many Children by her. The Athenians having out

con , &c.

of Envy to his Son Apon, on Account of his many heroick
MIRROU'R ? (miroir, F. ) a looking Glaſs or the ſurface of

Acts, murdered him ; he made fierce War upon them , and MIRRO'r any Opaque Body polifhd, and adapted to

compelled them to give ſeven of the Sons of their Nobility reflectthe Rays of Light, which fall upon it.

yearly, to be devoured by the Monſter Minotaurus, from
MIRROUR [metaphorically) a Pattern or Model, as he is a

which cruel Tribute, Theſeus at length delivered them . De
Mirrour of Virtue and Patience.

dalus made an intricate Labyrinth for this Minos, where the MIRROUR Stone, a Muſcovian Stone, which repreſents the

Minotaur was kept.
image of that which is ſet behind it.

Minos was painted with long brown curled Hair, crowned

MIRTH [myn Se, Sax.] merrineſs, merriment, joy.
with a Crown of Gold, in a Robe of Blue and Silver, with

Mi'rtHLESNESS, ſadneſs, melancholineſs.
Buskins of Gold on his Legs.

Mıs, a particle, which in compoſition of Engliſh Words im .
MINOTAU'Rus, a double formed Menſter, having partly plies fome defect or error, as mif-demeanour.

the Shape of a Man , and partly that of a Bull, begotten, as Mi's Cold Rec.] a Compact or Agreement, a firm Peace.

the Poets feign, by Paſiphae, the Wife of Minos, anda Bull ,

bythe Contrivance of Dadalus. This Monſter was kept by ing of any thing.
MISACCEPTA'TION, a wrong underſtanding or apprehend

Minos in the Labyrinth of Crete, and was fed with Man's Misacce'PTION [of misfor amiſs, and acceptio, L.) a taking

Fleſh , which was brought to him from Athens. The moral
a Thing wrong or illy .

is, as ſome ſay , that Paſiphae lay with one Taurus, a Servant
MISADVENTURE (miſaventura, Ital.] a killing of a Man,

of Minos ; others ſay, that ſhe fled away in a Ship callid Tau- MISAVE'NTURE } partly by negligence and partly by

rus, that had been made by Dædalus.

MinO'ver Y (ofmain ovre, i . e . the work of the Hand, leſly, & c. F.
chance, as by throwing a Stone or Thooting an Arrow care

of ouorer, F. to Work ) a Treſpaſs in a Foreſt, by any En- Misadvi'ce (of miy, Sax. and avis, F.j bad Counſel.

gine or Device made with the Hand to catch Deer. Law
TO MISADVISE [of mis and aviſer , F.] to givebad Counſel:

Term .

Misa'NTHROPIST , a Man -hater.
MINU'SCULÆ (with Printers] the ſmall or running Let- MISA'NTHROPY [uisastegia ofmusic to hate, and aver ,

ters, as diſtinguiſhed from the Majuſcule or Capital ones, L. Gr. a Manhatred of Mankind.

MI-PARTY [ French Heraldry ] denotes the Eſcutcheon is
ToMisa PPLY' [of mis and applicare, L.) to apply ill .

half way down per pale, and there croſs’d by ſome other Par
TO MISAPPREHE'ND [ofmis and apprehendre , F.] not totition .

underſtand rightly.

Mrnster [mynter, Sax.] a Conventual Church, a Mo M15APPREHE'Nsion, an apprehending wrong.naftery.

MisbecoʻMING [ofmis be and coman, Sax.] indecent.
Minstrel [meneſtrier, F. ] a Muſician .

MisBEGOTTEN(of mis and begettan, Sax .] ill - begotten .
Minstrelsy the Muſician's Art .

To Misbeh A/VE (of mis be and haban , Sax. ] to hehave ill.
Mint (mentha, L. Moi Sam, Gr. ) an Herb well known.

Misbeha'viour , ill behaviour.
MINT (minte, Sax .) the Place where the King's Coin is

MISBELIE'F (of mis and gelea ka, Sax.] a falſe Faith , un
made.

belief.

MI'NTED [of mynetan , Sax .] coined as Money .
To MISBELIE/VE [of mis and gelea fan , Sax .] to diſtruſt,

Minuet , a Dance, or the Tune belonging to it . to believe wrong .

Minu're minutus, L.) ſmall, little.
MisBO'DING (of mis and boyian , Sax.ſ boding or threaten

MINUTE Tithes, ſmall Tithes, ſuch as uſually belong to

the Vicar , as Wool , Lambs, Pigs , &c .
To MISCALL [of mis and kalley, Sax .) to call wrong.

:: A MINUTE [minute, F. of L ) the fixtieth part of an Hour.
MISCA'RRIAGE [ of mis and charriage, F.) ill behaviour, ill

Minute [in Geography) the both part of a Degree, which
ſucceſs ; alſo an untimely bringing forth a Child.

in the Heavens is ſomething more than an Engliſh Mile. To MISCARRY [of mis and charier, F. ] to bring forth a
: MINUTE [in Architect .] is the 30th part of a meaſure, cal- Child before the time ; alſo not to ſucceed in an Affair ; to

led a Module .
be loſt.

MinuteLine (with Navigators) a ſmall long Line tied to
MISCELLA'NEOUS (miſcellaneus, L.) mixt together without

a Log of Wood, having ſeveral Knots or Diviſions at só Order.
Foot diſtance, wound about a Reel fixed in the Gallery of a

MISCELLANEOUSNESS, mixture or mixedneſs together
Ship. The uſe of which is , by the help of a minute Glaſs,

without Order.

to make an Eſtimate, and keep an Account of the Way or Misch A'NCE (of mis and chance, F. ) an unhappy Accident.

Courſe a Ship runs at Sea.
Mischief (miſchef, obs. F. ] hurt , damage.

Minutes, the firſt Draught of a Writing ; alſo the Ab
Mischie'vous, injurious, hurtful.

ſtract of the Sentence of a Judge ; alſo ſhort Notes on any MischievousNESS, hurtfulneſs, detrimentalneſs.

thing.
MiscoʻGNISANT (in Law] ignorant of or not knowing .

Та

ing ill .
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ing off.

} [in Law) the ſame asmeſſuage.

“To MISCONCEI've (of mis and concevoir, F. ) to underſtand Miske'NNING [of mis and connan, Sax .] a varying or

wrong. MISKO'NNING } changing ones Speech in Court.. Law

MiscontE'NTED (ofmisand contentus, L.) diſcontented .
Term .

To MISCONSTRUE (of mis and conſtruere, L.] to interpret MISKE'RING (Law Term ] a being quit of Fines, For

amiſs, to put a wrong or ill meaning upon ; to take Words or MISHE'RISING } feitures or Amerciaments, for a Tranſ
Expreſſions in the worſt Senſe . greſſion prov'd before a Judge.

MISCONTINUANCE, a diſcontinuance, interruption or break- TO MISIMPLO'Y (of mis and employer, F.] to uſe improper

ly .

ToMiscou'NSEL [of mis and confulere, L.] to give bad To MIS IN FORM [of mis and informer, F. of L.) to inform

Counſel. Milton . wrong.

To Misco'unt (of mis and conter , F.) to reckon or number To MISJU'DGE (of mis and juger, F.) to judge wrong.

wrong . To Misinte'RPRET (of misand interpretare , L.] to inter

Miscre'Ancy (of mis and and creance, F. Faith) infideli- pret wrong.

ty ; alſo baſeneſs of action. MISH MASH (milch-match, Teut .] a confuſed jumble or

Miscreant [of mis and creant of croyant, F. q. d . male mixture of Things.

iredens, L. one who believes amiſs]an Inſidel, an Unbeliever ; To Mi'sle [q. to miſtle, i . e . to rain ſmall like a miſt ] to

alſo a Perſon of baſe Principles or Practices. rian in thick and ſmall Drops.

MISCREA'TED (of mis and creatus, L.) ill made, ill ſhapen . To Misle'ad (of miy and lædan , Sax .) to lead the wrong
Milton .

way .

Misdee'ds [of miy.dzday, Sax .) evil doings . TO MISLIKE [of miy -gelican, Sax .] not to like, to diſap

Tó Misdeme'an [ of mis and demener, F.] to behave a- prove.

miſs. TO MISMA'NAGE [of mis and manager, F. ) to manage ill.

MISDEMEA'NOUR , å behaving ones ſelf ill ; an offence or MisMA'NAGEMENT (of mis and management, F.] bad ma

fault. nagement.

High MISDEMEANOUR, a Crime of a heinous Nature, and To MISMA’TCH [ofmis and mate, a Companion ) to put

next to high Treaſon . things to others, to which they are not fellows.

MISDOING [of miydoen , Sax .) ill doing. MISNA , part of the Jewiſh Talmud.

MISE Misno'mer [of mis and nommer, F.] a miſ-calling or miſ
MEASE terming ; the using one Name or Term for another .

Mise ( Law Word ] a certain Tribute or Fine of 3000 Marks, Misochy'MIST ( of moría, Gr. to hate, and Chymiſt] ſuch

that the inhabitantsof the County Palatineof Cheſter paid an- Perſons who profeſs themſelves Enemies to Chymiſtry.

riently on the Change of every Owner of that Earldom , for Mıso'GAMIST (Morogama of mooiw to hate, and gaivi@ mar

the enjoyment of their Liberrties. F. riage, Gr. ) a marriage-hater.
MISE [Lat Term , in a Writ of Right] fignifies the ſame MISO'GAMY [licogania of Misis and gamG , Gr, marriage ]

that in other Actions is called an Ifue . Accordingly this
marriage-hating or the hatredof marriage.

Phraſe, tojoin the Miſe upon the Meer , ſignifies the ſame as Miso'GYNIST [miſogynus, L. ofMoodgura , Gr. ) a Woman

to fay, to join the Mije upon the clear Right, i . e. to join Iffue hater.

upon this point, whether the Tenant or Demandment has the Misogyny [miſogynia, L. of posguveia, Gr. ) the hate

better Right. and contempt ofWomen .

Mi'ses [in Law] the Profits of Lands; alſo Taxes or Talla- MISO'PONIST ( miſoponus, L. of moóword , Gr.) one that

ges ; alſo Expences or Cofts. hates Labour.

Miss Money, money given by way of Compoſition or Agree- To M19PEND (of miy - pendan, Sax .) to ſpend amiſs, to

ment, to purchaſe any liberty, & i. waſte.

Miser , a covetous Wretch. L. To MISPLACE [ofmis and placer, F.] to put in a wrong
MISERABLE[miferabilis, L.) wretched, unfortunate ; baſe , Place.

niggardly, pitiful, paltry. MISPRINTED (of mis and emprunté, F. printed wrong.

MISERABLENESS, wretchedneſs; alſo niggardlineſs, covet- Mispri'sion [mepriſon, F.] in ſome old Statutes, fignifies

ouſneſs. miſtaking.

MisE'RERE [i . e. have mercy ) a Title given to the gift MISPRISION of Clerks (Laro Term ) is a Default or Neglect

Plalm , commonly callid the Pſalm of Mercy ; andcommonly of Clerks in writing, engroſſing or keeping Records ; for

directed by the Ordinary to ſuch Malefactors as had the Bene- which Defaults no Proceſſes are tobe made voidinLaw , or
fit of the Clergy allow'd them , L. diſcontinued ; but are to be amended by the Juſtices of Alize.

MiserereMei [ i . e . have mercy upon me) a moſt exqui- MISPRISION of Felony, &c. [in Law) is the making a light

fite Pain in theBowels or Guts, cauſedby aninflammation Account of ſuch a Crime by not revealing it, when a Perſon
or twiſting of them , or from the periſtaltick motion inverted . knows that it is has been committed ; or by ſuffering anyPer

See Chordapſus and Volvulus. L. ſon who has been committed to Priſon, even upon ſuſpicion

MISERICORDIA , mercy or compaſſion. L. of it , to be diſcharged before he has been indicted for it .

Misericordia (in Law) an arbitrary Fine or Amercement This Offence of Miſpriſion, is finable by the Juſtices before
imposid on an Offender, and it is called Miſericordia or Mer whom the Offender has been convicted .

cy ; becauſe it ought to be very moderate, and rather lets than
MISPRISION of Treaſon, is the concealing or not diſclofing

the Offence 'committed, and the Entry is Ideo ir miſeri- known Treaſon ; the Puniſhment for which Offence is,that
cordiâ . L. the Offender Mall loſe his Goods, and the Profit of his Lands,
MISERICORDIA ( in á Law Senſe] alſo ſignifies ſometimes a

during the King's Life, and ſuffer impriſonment during the
being quit or diſcharged of all manner of Amercements that King's Pleaſure.
one happens to fall under the Penalty of, in a Forelt. L. MISPROPORTIONED (of mis and proportionné, F. of L.) not

MISERICORDIA [in Athens and Rome) a Goddeſs who had proportional.
in thoſe Places a Temple, which was a Sanctuary or Place of To Misreckon (of miy -peccan , Sax .) to reckon wrong .

Refuge to Criminals and unfortunate Perſons . MISREPRESENTA'TION , a repreſenting wrong.

MISERICORDIA in cibis & potu (old Rec.] over Commons TO MISREPRE'sent (of mis and reprejenter, F. ofmis and

or any Portion ofVictuals given gratis to religious Perſons, repræſentare, L.) repreſented wrong,
above their ordinary Allowance . L. Mi'srule [of mis andregula, L.) diſorder, miſgovernment.

MISERICORDIÆ regulares (old Rec.) certain ſet Allowances
Lord of MISRULE à Ringleader in a Diſturbance or

for ſuch over Commons, as upon ſome extraordinary Days Maler ofMisrule } Riot; the chief of a Company of
were made in ſome Convents . Revellers ; or the manager of a Society at merry -makings.

Mi'sery [miſerin, L.) ſad Condition , Poverty, Want. Miss [a Contraction of Mifreſs) a young Gentlewoman ;

MISFA'SHIONED (of mis and façonné, F. ] ſhapen wrong or alſo a kept Mittreſs, a Concubine.

illy . To Miss [miden , Di. to be miſtaken ) to deviate or err
Miscea'NCE } [in Lasw] miſdoings or treſpaſſes, F. from .

MISFEASA'NCE Mi'ssal (miſel, F.} a Maſs Book, containing the feveral

MISFE A SO'r , a Treſpaſſer. Maffes be uſed for the ſeveral Days, Feſtivals, &c.
To Misgi've (of miy-gi kan , Sax .) to apprehend or fear

Miss A'TICUS [in Dooms- Day Book] a Meſſenger.

ſome ill . Misse'lpine [miytelta, Sax .) a ſort of Shrub or ſhrub

To Misgo'vern (of mis and gouverner, F. ) to rule amiſs.
Misse'ltoe by Plant that grows on fome Trees, as

Misha'p ( prob. of miy, Sax. and happer, F. to ſnap ) a Mistle'TO E the Oak, &c. of which the Antients had

miſchancé. this Notion , that if Thruſhes which eat the Berries, roofted
M18H A'PEN (of miy.scapen, Sax .) having an ill ſhape.

all Night on it, and dunged upon it, the Dung turned to

1

Bird
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Birdlime; and thence came the Latin Proverb, Turdus ſibi Rome by Pompey) a Confection, that is a Preſervative againſt
malum cacat, i . e . the Thruſh fhits her own Sorrow . Poiſon ; ſeveral of the Ingredients of which are Vipers Fleth ,

MISTHOUGHT (ofmis and Eoht, Sax . an ili Thought. Opium, Agarick, Squills, &c.

Mi'ssen Maft MITIGANT (mitigars, L.) mitigating .

that is erected in the Stern or back Part Mitigated (mitigatus, L. ) appeaſed, pacified, afſwaged.

of it ; there are in ſome large Ships two ſuch Mafts, and Mitiga'tion , a pacifying or aflwaging ; a remitting the

when ſo, that Maft of the twowhich ſtands next to the main feverity of a Decree or Puniſhment.

Mait, is called the Main Miffer, and the other that ſtands near MITRAL (of mitra, L.] of, or belonging to, or like a

the Poop , is call'd the Bonaventure Milen. The length al- Mitre.

lowed for a Miſſen Maft, is half that of the Main Maſt; or MITRAL Valves ( with Anatom .] two Valves in the Heart,

the height of it is the ſamewith that of the MainTop-maſt placed at the Orifice of the pulmonary Vein , in the left

from the Quarter Deck ; and the length of the Millen Top- Ventricle of the Heart; thus called from their reſemblance
maft, is half that. to a Mitre. Their Office is to cloſe the Orifice of it, and

Missen Sail (in a Ship] the Sail that belong to the miſſen to preventthe Blood from returning through thepulmonary
Tard. Vein into the Lungs again.

Missen Top- Sail [in a Ship] the Sail that belongs to the MITRANCHE' ( French Heraldry] ſignifies that

Millen Top -fail Yard . the Eſcutcheon is cut athwart, but only half way

Change the MISSEN ( Sea Phraſe) is bring the miffen Yard bendwiſe, that is by Bend Dexter, for the Siniſter

over to the other ſide. is called Mi-taille. See the Figure.

Peek the Missen , i.e . put the Miſſen right up and down MITRE (mitra, L. Moter , Gr.) an Ornament worn by

the Maft . Popiſh Biſhops and Abbots , when they walk or officiate in

Set the Missen, i. e. fit the miſſen Sail right as it ſhould their Formalities or Pontificalibus. The Pope has four Mitres,

ſtand. different in richneſs, which he wears according to the Solem

Spell the Missen, i.e. let go the Sheet and peek it up.. nity of the Feſtival.

Missen Grossz a German Coin in value two Pence Half- MITRE (with Artificers] an Angle that is juſt 45 Degrees.

Silver Gross S peny. MITRÉ (mitra, L. ofuiter, Gr.) a Pontifical Ornament,

MI'SSILE [mifilis, L) that may be thrown, caſt or hurled . worn on the Head by Biſhops , Abbots, &c.
upon

folemn

Missile' [ in Heral.)a mixture of ſeveral Colours together. Occafions ; it is a round Cap pointed and cleft at Top, having

Mission, a ſending from one place or Perſon to another, L. two Fannels hanging down the Shoulders.

MISSION [of the Pope) a Power or Licence given by him , MITRED, wearing a Mitre .

to preach the Romiſh Doctrines in foreign countries. Mitred Abbots, ſuch Governours of Monaſteries who

Missionaries, Romiſ Prieſts, both ſecular and regular, have obtained the privilege of wearing the Mitre, Ring,
which have a Miſſion from the Pope, of are ſent into Pagan Gloves and Crofier Staff of a Biſhop .
Countries , to preach Chriſtianity to them , or to preach the Μ'TTA

Roman Catholick Religion to thoſe that diſown thePope, &c. MITTEN
an antient Meaſure containing ten Buſhels.

Mi'ssive [as tho' of miſſivus, L. fent] as Letters Milive, MITTENDO Manufcriptum , &c. a judicial Writ directed to

are ſuch as are ſent from one Perſon to another. the Treaſurer and Chamberlain of the Exchequer, to ſearch

Mi'ssives, Gifts ſent. and tranſmit the foot of a Fine from the Exchequer to the

MissU'RA (with Roman Catholicks] a ſinging the Hymn Common-Pleas, L.

called Nunc Dimittis, and theperforming other fuperftitious Mittens (mitaines, F.) a ſort of warm winter Gloves.

Ceremonies to recommend and diſmiſs a dying Perſon. MITTIGAL [at Surat in India) a Weight for Silk , con

To MISTA'KE [of mis and taget, Dan. or tacken , Du.] taining two Drams and an eighth.

to err . Mi’TTIMUS [1. 2. we ſend) a Precept directed by a Juſtice

To MISTEA'CH [of miy - tæcan, Sax .) to teach wrong . of the Peace to a Goaler, for the receiving and ſafe -keeping a

To Mi'stime [miy -tima, Sax. or time, Dan.] not to
Felon, or other Offender by him committed to the Goal.

ſet or take a right Time for a thing ; to do it out of Seaſon.
Alſo a Writ by which Records are transferred from one Court

MUSTION, a mixture, L.
to another .

Mi'stress [maitrelje, F. magiſtra, L.] of an Houſe ; a
MI'va [in Pharmacy) is the Pulp of a Quince, boiled up

kept Mistreſs or Concubine, a Paramour, or Sweetheart. with Sugar into a thick Conſiſtence ; or a Medicine like a

thick Syrup .
MISTRIAL (Law Term ) an erroneous Trial.

To Mistru'st [ of miy-trupian, Sax .] to have a Suſpi.
To Mix [mixtum , L.) to mingle.

cion of.
Mi'xen ( mixen , Sax .) a Dunghil.

MISTRUST (miy -t rupa , Sax .) Suſpicion, Jealouſy .
Mixt Number [in Arithmetick] one which conſists of ari

Mistru'st Ful (of miy-trupa and full,Sax .] ſuſpicious, Integer and a Fraction, as 5 .
Mixt Body [with Cbymills and Philofopbers) one which is

jealous.

MISTRU'ST FULNESS, ſuſpicious Temper, Jealous Pated- compounded of divers Elements and Principles;in contra
di& tion to thoſe which Chymiſts ſuppoſe to be Elementary,neſs.

Mists (mist, Sax .) Vapours hovering over the Earth, or conſiſting of one Principle only , as they take Sulphur,

andſtaying till they are either drawn upwards by the Raysof Salt, &c. to be .

the Sun , or falling down to the Earth by their own Weight,
Mixt Angle (in Geometry] an Angle which is formed by

where by a leſs Degree of Cold , they are changed into Dew , one right Line and one curved one.

and by a greater into Hoar- Froſt. Mixt Figure [in Geometry) a Figure which is bounded by

Misty (of miyicz, Sax.) as miſty Weather.
Lines , partly right and partly crooked .

MI'STURE (miſlura, L. ) a mixture, a mingle-mangle.
Mixt Proportion (with Logicians) is when the Sum of

To Misu'sė [ofmis-uſer, F. ] to abuſe ; to make a wrong compared with the differencebetween the ſameAntecedent
Mixt Ratio the Antecedent and Conſequent is

uſe of.

MI'SUSER (miſufare, Ital . ] an abuſe of Liberty and Benefit.
and Conſequent.

To MisundeRSTA'ND ( of miy -under and standan, Sax .)
Mixt Mathematicks, are thoſe Arts and Sciences which

to underſtand amiſs. treat of the Properties of Quantity, applied to material Be:

Mite, a very ſmall Worm , breeding in Cheeſe, &c. F. ings or fenfible Objects, as Ātronomy, Geography, Dialling,

Mite , a ſmall Coin, about the third part of our Farthing. Navigation , Gauging, Surveying, & c.
Mixt Titbes, are thoſe of Butter, Cheeſe , Milk , sro

In Weight the 14th part of a Grain.

Mi Taille (in French Heraldry] fignifies and of the Young of Bear's.

that the Eſcutcheon is cut only half Way
Mixt Action (in Law ) is one that lies both for the thing

athwart, by way of Bend Sinifter. See the detained, and againſt the Perſon of thedetainer.
Mixt Body ( with Schoolmen ) is a whole reſulting from ſe :

Figure.
veral Ingredients, altered or new modified by the mixture.MITELLA (among Surgeons) a ſwathe which holds a hurt

Perfez Mixt Bodies, are the Claſs of vital or animatedor wounded Arm .

Mites[with Falconers] a ſort of Vermin which infeſt the Bodies,where the Elements or Ingredients they are com
poſed of, are changed and transformed by a perfect mixture.Heads andNecks of Hawks .

MITE'SCENT (mitefcens, L.) growing mild. Imperfect Mixt Bodies, are inanimate Bodies , the forms

whereof remain ſtill the ſame as of the Ingredients which
MITHRAX [meToz's, Gr. ] a preciousStone of a Roſe Co

conſtitute them .
lour ; but changeable when it is expoſed to the Sun, L.

MI'THRIDATE (mithridatium , L. MisendeTus, Gr. of
Mixt Mode [ acording to Mr. Lock] is a combination of ſe

veral ſimple Ideas of different kinds ; as Beauty conſiſts ofMithridates, King of Pontus, the Inventer of it, among
whoſe Papers the Receipt of it was found, and carriedto Colours Figure, Proportion , & c.

u
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UTILLO [ artient Deeds) mixt Corn, mung Corn or Efential MODES are Attributes , without which the

MESTILO S Mallin. Injeparable Modes Subſtance cannot fubtut ; as Wil

MIXTURE [mixtura, L.) a Compoſition ; ſeveral Things dom , Goodneſs, Gr. in God ; Figure, Place, Quantity,

mixed together. &c . of the Body

MIXTURE (in Phrack ] an Affemblage or Union of ſeveral Non Eſſential MODES are Attributes which affect created

Bodies of diferent Properties in the ſame Maſs . Separable Modes Subitances, remaining affix'd to

MIXTURE (in Drapery) the Union, or rather Confuſion, them ſo long as is neceſſary, as the whiteneſs of Milk, coldnejs

of ſeveral Wools of different Colours, before they are Spun . of Ice, &c .

Mi'Z -MAZE, a Labyrinth or Place full of intricate wind- Poſitive Modes, are ſuch as give to their Subſtantives fome

ings . thing poſitive, real and abſolute.

Mi'zzling (of miy't , q. d. miftling) raining in very ſmall Privative Modes, are attributed to Subjects, when the

Drups. mind perceives fome Attributes to be wanting therein , and

MNEMOʻNICKS ( urnering, Gr . ] Precepts, Rules or common frames a Word which at firſt ſight ſeems to denote ſomething

Places to help the Memory. poſitive, but which in reality only denotes the want of ſome

MNENOSY'NE [Kompotuin, Gr. ) Memory, the Mother of Property orMode,as a privation of light is attributed to a blind

the Muies, L. Man .

Mo (ma , Sax. ] more. Modes of Spirit, are knowledge and willing.

MOAKS , a mathing in brewing Drink. Modes of Body, are figure, reſt and motion.

TO NIOAN [mænan, Sax. ] to lament, bewail. Modes of thinking, the ſame as eſſential attributes.

MOAINFUL (of mænan and xull, Sax.) lamentable, &c. Modes of having, are thoſe whereby any thing may be

MOAT (prob. of mot , Sax.) a Ditch encompaſſing a Houſe, had by another .

Town, &C. MODE (in Mufick] the particular manner of conſtituting the

: Most [in Fortification) a hollow Space or Ditch, dug Octave, as it conſiſts of ſeven eſſential or natural Notes, behdes

round a Town or Fortreſs to be defended, on the outſide of the Key.

the Wall or Rampart. MODEL (modellus, L. modelle , F.] an original or pattern

· Dry Most [in Fortific. ]one which is without Water, and propoſed for any one to copy or imitate.

ought to be deeper than one that is full of it . Model (with Architects ]a kind of meaſure, which is the

Flat bottomed Most [ Fortific .] a Moat which has no flop- diameter of the bottom of a Pillar in each Order, by which

ing, the Corners of it being ſomewhat rounded. the length , c. of it is meaſured, and which is commonly

Lined MOAT (Fortific . ] one, the ſides of which are cas'd divided into 60 equal Parts, called Minutes ; except in theſe

with a Wall of Maſon's Work . of the Dorick and Tuſcan Orders, where the model is but half

Moat a Body ſo finall that it ſeems to be indiviſible ; the diameter .

Mote } ſuch as play in the Sun -beams.. MODEL (modelle, F. of modulus, L.) an original Pattern

Mob (mobile vulgus, L.) the Rabble. Workman propoſes to imitate ; it is made either

MoB, a Woman's Nighi Cap. of Wood, Stone, ' Plaſter, &c. and in Architecture ſhould

To MOB [of mohile vuglus, the Rabble) to inſult a Perſon be made by a Scale , where an Inch or half Inch repreſents a

riotouſly. Foot, for the more exact compleating the Deſign.

s Moʻbbed, dreſt in a Mob ; alſo inſulted by a Mob. TO MODEL (modeller, F. ] to frame according to a model,

Mo'BBISH , like the Rabble. to faſhion .

Mo'BBY, a potable Liquor made of Potato Roots. MODEL [in the Compoſite, Corinthian and Ionick Orders]
MOBILE (mobilis, L.) moveable. is divided into 18 Parts, the ſame as Module.

Primum Mobile [in the Antient Aſtronomy) a ninth Hea- MO'DELLED (modellè, F. ] framed or faſhioned according to
ven or Sphere imagined to be above thoſe of the Planets and a Model or Pattern .

fixed Stars . MODERABLE (moderabilis, L.] moderate , meaſurable.

Mobi'LITY [mobilité, F. of mobilitas, L.) the Mob, the To MODERATE (moderare, L.) to qualify , temper or al

Rabble; alſo moveableneſs. lay ; to govern or let bounds to, to keep within Compaſs;
Mochlia [woxuís, Gr. ] a reducing of diſlocated Bones, to to leſſen or abate expences .

their natural State. MODERATE (moderatus, L.] temperate, ſober , that does
To Mock (mocquer, F. ) to ſcoff or laugh at ; to fout, de- not exceed .

ride or jeer ; alſo to deceive. MODERA'TA miſericordia [in Larv] a Writ for the abating

Moʻckery [moquerie, F. ] mocking, jeſt, banter. of an immoderate Amerciament, in any Court not of Record .

Mocks, the Maſhes ot a Net. MOʻDERATENESS (moderatis, L. ) moderation.

Mocka'do Es , a ſort of woollen Stuff for darning ; being MODERATION, a Virtue that governs all Paſſions, L.

Weavers Thrums . MODERATOR , a decider of a Controverſy, an Umpire at

Mock Privet, a Plant. a Diſputation, L.

Moʻcking Bird [in Virginia) a Bird which imitates the Modera'Trix , a Governeſs, an Arbitratrix .

Notes of all it hears. MODERN (modernus, L. ) that has not been in Uſe till of

Mo'dal [of modalis, L. ) a term uſed by Schoolmen to ſig- late Ages.

nify the mode or manner of exiſting. MODERNS (according to fomc) all thoſe Authors who have
Modaʼlity (with Schoolmen ) the manner of a Thing in written fince tius.

the Abſtract, or the manner of exiſting. Modern Aſtronomy, takes its beginning from Copernicus.

Mode [modus, L. mos, Sax . ] way, manner, faſhion or Modern Archite &ture, the preſent Italian manner of build

Garb. ing ; or it is rather in ſtrictneſs what partakes partly of the

The Mode of a Thing [with Logicians[ is that, which being Antique, retaining ſomething of its delicacy and ſolidity, and

conceived in a Thing,and not being able to ſubſiſt without partly of the Gothick, whence it borrows Members and Orna

it, determines it to be after a certain Manner ., and cauſes it ments without Proportion or Judgment.

to be named fuch . This is alſo called the manner of a Thing, Modern Medals, ſuch as have been truck within theſe

or Attribute or Quality.

Internal Modes (in Metaphyſicks] thoſe modes which are Moʻdernness, newneſs, the being of late Days.
inherent in the ſubſtance as roundneſs in a Bowl. The Moderns [ les modernes , ' F. ] Perſons of later Times,

External Modes, are thoſe which are extraneous to the in contradiſtinction to the Antients .

Subject, as when we ſay a thing is beheld ,deſired , loved , &c . . Moʻdest (modejlus, L.) ſober, grave, diſcreet in Beha
Simple Modes, are combinantions of ſimple Ideas or even viour ; baſhful.

of the ſame ſimple Ideas ſeveral times repeated, a Score, a MO'DESTNESS , modeſty ; modeft Behaviour, &c .

Dozen, &c . MODESTY (modeſtie, F. of modellin, L.] bafhfulneſs,

Mixt Modes, are combinations of ſimple Ideas of ſeveral ſhamefacedneſs, diſcretion , ſobriety.
kinds, as Beauty conſiſts in a compoſition of Colour, Figure, Modesty [ in Painting ] is repreſented as a beautiful Vir

Proportion , C. gin , clothed in blue.

1. Immediate Modes ( with School-men ] are ſuch as are imme- MODICUM , a ſmall Pittance , a little matter, L ,

diately attributed to their Subjects or Subſtantives, as motion • MODI'FICABLE, capable of being modified.

is an immediate Mode of the Body , underſtanding of the MODIFICABLENESS (of modificatio, L.] capableneſs of

mind . being modified.

• Mediate Modes, are thoſe that are attributed to the Subject MODIFICATED [modificains, L.)modified.

by the intervention of ſome other Mode ; as ſwiftneſs and MODIFICATION, a modifying or qualifying ; a ſetting the

flowneſs are only attributable to the Body in reſpect to its mo- Limits or Bounds to any thing.

Mo

300 Years,
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MO‘DIFICA'TIVE, ſomething that modifies or gives à Molda'vica (with Botan.] Baulm . L.

'ching a particularmanner of Being. To MO'LDER (of molo , Sax. Earth ) to turn to Earth of

TO MO'DIFY ( modificare, L.] to moderate, to qualifys Duft.
alſo to limit or bound ; alſo to give the modality or manner Mole (molb peanp, Sax. of molb , Earth, and peo ſpan ,

of Exiſtence. to throw up) a Creature that lives under Ground.

MODI'FIED [modifié, F. of L.) having a modality or man- Mole, a Spot in the Skin, either even with it ;or ſtand

ner of Exiſtence, ing out.ſuch asis occaſioned to young Children, from the Ima

MODIFIED(with Logicians) a thing is ſaid to be modified, gination of Frights ofthe Mother; allo a mola carnea,L.
when the Subſtance is conſidered , as determined by a certain MOLE (prob . of moles] a Rampart, Peer or Fence raiſed in

modeormanner; as for Example, when we conſider a Body, a Harbour, to break the force of the Waves.

the Idea we have of it repreſents a Thing or Subſtance ; be- MOLE'CULA, a little Cake or Lump, or a little Spot on

cauſe we conſider it as a Thingthat ſubliſts by it ſelf, and the Skin , L.

has no Occaſion for any elſe to fubfift it. But when we con- MOLECULA [in Pbyficks) a little maſs or part of any

ſider that this Body is round, the Idea we have of roundneſs, Thing, L.

repreſents to us only the manner of being or a Mode, which MOLE'NDINUM (old Liatin Rec.] a Mill.

we conceive cannot ſublift naturally without the Body; the To MOLE'ST (moleftare, L. ) to diſturb, trouble, vex , ag

roundneſs of which it is, when we join the mode with the grieve or diſquiet.
Thing, then we conſider around Body, which Idea repre- MOLESTATION, a moleſting, vexing of putting to trouble.

ſents to us a Thing modified, Moʻline [in Heraldry) as a Croſs Moline, is a Croſs that

MO'DILLION (of modiglione, Ital. i. e . little model] fo turns round both ways, at all the Extremities; but not ſo

called in reſpect to the greater, which is the Diameter of the wide or ſharp as that which is called Anchored .

Pillar ; alſo a ſhouldering Piece or Bracket, a little Bracket or MOLINISTS, a Sect of the Romaniſts, who follow the Do

Conſole. Erine and Sentiments of the Jeſuit Molina, relating to ſuffici

MODILLON [in Archite&ture) is that Part which is ent and efficacious Grace.

MODI'LLION S frequently ſet under the Cornices, eſpe- Moli'tion, a grinding . L.

cially of the Compoſite and Corinthian Orders, and bears up MOLITU'Ra Libera [old Deeds) free grinding, or liberty

the jutting out or projecture of the Drip, Ital. to make uſe of a Mill, without paying Tolls a Privilege which

MODIO'LUS (in Surgery] that part of a Trepan, which Lords of Manours uſed generally toreſerve to theirown Fa

cuts a Bone circularly, and is diſtinguiſhed into Male and Fe- milies. L.

male, as it hath, or hath not, a point in the middle to fix it MoʻLLIENT (molliens, L.) ſoftening.

the more fteady in its Operation. MOLLIE'NTIA ( with Pbyſicians) mollifying or ſoftenMe
MO DISH [of modus, L. or mode, F.] agreeable to the dicines. L.

mode or faſhion. MOʻLLIFYING (mollificans , L.] ſoftening, aſſuaging.

MO'DISHNESS (ofa la mode, F.) faſhionableneſs. MoʻLLIFYINGNESS, mollification , ſoftening Quality.

MODO & forma (in Suits and Pleadings at Law ) part of a MOʻLLINET, a ſmallMuller for grinding of Colours.

Defendant's Ånſwer, when he denies that he has done the MO'LLIS, [ Bot. Writ.] ſoft.

Thing laid to his Charge, modo & forma, i. e. in manner MO'LLOCK, Dirt, Dung, Ordure.

and form , as it is declared . MOLMU'TIAN Laws, the Laws of Dunwallo Molmutiu : the

To MODULATE (modulare, L.] to Sing or make an 16th King ofthe Britains, which were Famous with us till

Harmony. the Timeof William the Conqueror .

MODULATION, a tuning, a warbling, an agreeable Har- MO'LNEDA Cold Records] a Mill- Pool or Pond for driving

mony, MU’LNEDA, a Mill.

MODULE (in Archite &ture] a certain meaſure or bigneſs, MoʻLOCH (Tho, Heb . i. e . a King) the Idol Moloch is the

taken at pleaſure, for regulating theProportionsofColumns, fame with Saturn , to whom the Heathens facrificed their

and the Symmetry or Diſtribution of the whole Building. Sons and Daughters, cauſing them to be burnt alive in a bra .

Modus decimandi [in Law ] is when Land, or a Sum of zen Image made for that purpoſe. The Ammonites, whoſe

Money , or a yearly Penſion belongs to the Parſon, either by God this was, obliged all Parents, either to offer up their

Compoſition or Cuſtom , in ſatisfačtion for Tithes in kind, L. Children in this manner, or to make them paſs between two

MO'DWALL, a Bird which eats Bees. Fires in honour of Moloch. And Herodotus, ſays, that ſome

Moe (ma, Sax .] more, O. times Men offered themſelves voluntary to be burnt for this

MO HAIR (mouaire, F. of mojacar, an Indian Word) a God. Moloch ſtood near Jeruſalem in a beautiful Valley, be .

Stuff of Silk and Hair. longing to the Children of Hinnon , in the midſt of a pleaſant

MOIDO'RE, a Portugal Gold Coin, in value 27 Shillings Grove, where the Jews imitated their prophane Neighbours.

Sterline. The Carthaginians ſacrificed 200 Noblemens Children to

MOIETY [medietas, L. mogen, F. middle or mean] the Moloch , when Agathocles made War upon them in Africa .

half of any thing. MoʻLOCHE (monoxe, Gr.) the large ſort ofMallows or Holly

To Moil (prob. ofmule, 9. d. to labour like a Mule] hocks:

to drudge, to work with might and main.
Molo'pes (ofwww.ates,Gr.] black and blue Spots, the marks

Moll (pröb. of moddelen , Du. to toil in the Mud) to
of Stripes or Blows s alſo red Spots in malignant and peſtilen

tial Fevers.daub with Mud or Filth.

MOIL (in Cookery) aDiſh of Marrow and grated Bread.
MOLO'ss es (melazzo, Ital.] the refuſe Syrup in boiling

Moils, high roled Shoes formerly worn by greatPerſons. Sugar.

MOINEAU (in Fortification )a little flat Baſtion, raiſed in
MOLO'SSUS (MorocrG , Gr .) a Verſe in Poetry conſiſting of

the middle, of a Courtin that is over long.
three long Syllables.

MOLTA
Moist [ moite, F.] wettiſh , damp.

a Duty br Toll, paid by the Vaffals to the

To MOISTEN (of moite, F. ) to make moiſt.
MOLTURA Lord , for grinding their Corn at his Mill .

MOISTNESS (of moiteur, F.] wettiſhneſs, dampneſs
Mo'lten ( zemolten , Sax.) melted or caſt by a Founder.

MOISTURE [moiteur, F.] wetneſs, dampneſs, a wateriſh Molten Greaſe [in Horſes ) aDiftemper which is a a Fer

coldHumour, proceeding from abundanceofliquid Matter, mentation or Ebullition of pituitous and impure Humours,
ariſing from a Conjunctionof Air and Water. which precipitate and diſembogue into the Guts; and ſome

times kill Horſes.
Mokes, the malhes of Net.

Moʻla (with Anatom .) the whirle Bone on the top of the
Mo'lting 7 the falling off, or change of Feathers, Hair,

Knee. L. MoU'LTING Skin , Horns, Voice of Animals, which

MOLA carnea (with Anatom .] a moon Calf, a Concretion happens to ſome Annually; and to othersat certain Stages of

of extravaſated Blood, which forms a kind of Fleſh , and moſt
their Lives.

commonly happens in the Womb, and is termed a falſe MO'LY [ Mabu, Gr.) a ſort of wild Garlick, Sorcerers Gar

Conception ; or it is a ſpungy unſhaped Subſtance, without lick , Hermal or wild Rue.

Bones or Bowels ; often black like clotted Blood, and very
MOLYBDÆ'NA ( with Botan.) the Herb great Arſe- ſmart.

hard , and bred in the Womb, and is brought forth inſtead
MOLYBDI'TIS (Moruedans, Gr.) the Spume of Silver, cotn

of a real Birth . monly got out of Lead.

MOL A patella. See Mola carnea . MOL Y'BDOMANCY [wodukdouerreia of pórußso . Lead , and

MO'LAR (molaris, L.) of or pertaining to a Mill. MONTERT, Gr. Divination ] a diving, by obſerving the motions,

MOLAR Teeth (i.e. the grinding Teeth) the five outmoſt figures, & c. ofmelted Lead.

Teeth on either lide of theMouth . A Mome, a drone, a dull, blockiſh Fellow , & c.

MOLA'sses, the groſs, Auid Matter that remains of Sugar bie Diviſion of Time,and what isotherwiſe called an Inſtant.Mo'ment (momentum , L.) is the moſt minuteand infenfi.

after boiling.
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Momentum (in Mechanicks) is the ſame with Impetus, of Monk (munck, Dan. ofmonachus,L. ofnóng ,Gr.alone]
guantity of motion in any moving Body . onewho dwells in a Monaſtery, under a Vow of obſerving
MO'MENTANY [momentaneus, L. ) that laſts as it were the Rules of the Founder of that Order.

MOMENTANEOUS but for a moment; that is of a very Monk's Rhubarb (with Botan .) a kind of Plant.
MOMENTARY ſhort continuance. Monk Fiſ , a Filh reſembling a Mank's Coul.
MOMENTA'NEOUSNESS ſhortneſs of duration or continu- Monk's Cloth , a ſort of coarſe Cloth .

MO/MENTARINESS
Monk's Seam (with Sailors) a Seam when the Selvedges of

MlOME'NTOUS (momentojus, L.) of ſome weight, moment Sails are laid a little over one another, and Sewd on both

or worth. fides.

MOME'NTOUSNESS, weightineſs of Concern ; the being of MO'NKERY [moinerie, F.] the Profeſſion of a Monk.
moment or worth. Mo'NKISH , of or belonging to Monks .

MO'MENTS (with Mathemat.] are ſuch indeterminates and Mo'NKEY (prob. q. of mannekin, a little Man] an Animai

unſtable Parts of Quantities as are ſuppoſed to be in a perpe- well known.

tual Flux , i. c. continually encreaſing or decreaſing; and are MonO'CEROS [uoróxengas, Gr.] an Unicorn or Beaſt that has

accounted the generative Principles of Magnitude. but one Horn ; alſo the Sene Fish. L.

Moments (with Naturalifts) are the quantities of motion Mo'NOCHORD (of movóXapdor of vér Gt , alone or ſingle, and

in any moving Body; alſo ſimply, the motion it ſelf,which xopów, Gr. a String) a ſort of Inſtrument formerly uſed in the

they call vis infita, or the Power by which any moving Bo- Regulation of Sounds: or as ſomeſome ſay an Inſtrument

diesdo continually change their Places. having but one String.

MOMO'RDICA (with Botaniſts] the male Balſom Apple. MONOCHOʻRDO [ in Muf.Books] the ſame as Monocbord, Ital.

Mo'mus (uues, Gr. diſgrace, reprehenfion ] the carping MONOCHROMA [Moroxegons of nóg and resoua , Gr. Co

God , who had his beginning from Sleep and the Night;and lour ) a Picture all of one Colour, without any mixture.

tho' he was very Nothful andignorant,and would do nothing Monocolon (suovónar , Gr.) the Gut, otherwiſe call'a

himſelf yet found Fault with every Thing that was done by Inteſtinum rectum .
others. Among others , he is ſaid to have blamed Vulcan, MONOCOT Y'LEDON [ Bot.] which ſprings from the Seed
formaking Man without a Window in his Breaſt, that his with a ſingle Leaf at firſt, as Corn, Tulips, Onions, & c.

Wiles might be viſible. Whence all Carpers are called Mo- Mo'NODY (monodia, L. poradíce of miro alone, and add a

mus's. L. Song, Gr.] a Song where one ſings alone ; alſo a lamentable

MOMUS [ in Painting, &c.) was repreſented in a darkiſh or funeral Song

coloured Robe, his Beard and Hair party -coloured. MonO'GAMIST, one who is for ſingle Marriage.

MO'NACHAL [monachalis, L. ] of or pertaining to a Monk, MONOGAMY [monogamia, L. ofuero quia, Gr.] a ſingleMar
monkiſh .

riage, a having but one Wife or one Husband, and no more

Mo'N ACHISM (monachiſme, F.) the State or Condition of in the whole Life time.

Monks . Mo'NOGRAM [re:rezeaupor, Gr.) a Cypher or Character,

Mona’des (uovados, Gr.] Digits or Unites in Arithmetick . compoſed of one ormore Letters interwoven, being a kind of

MONA'DICAL, of or pertaining to Unity. Abbreviation of a Name.

Mo'Nanthus(of word ſingle , and as a Flower, Gr.] MONOGR A'mma Pietura [of póro and recevrese, Gr.) a Pi

that bears but one Flower . Eture that is drawn only in Lines without Colours.

Mo'NARCH [of perzpXm6 of mór alone, and appes, Gr. a MONOGRA'Phick Picture, a Picture only drawn in Lines

Ruler) one that governs
alone. without Colours.

MONARCHICAL [monarchicus, L. of Lorapzexos, Gr.) of or MONOHEMERA ( ofmiro and spiex , Gr. a Day ) Diſeaſes

pertaining to a Monarch or Monarchy. that are cured in one Day. L.

MONARCHICALS, certain Hereticks in the ſecond Century , MonOHE'MEROUS Diſeaſes, the ſameas Monohemera ; which

who achnowledged but one Perſon in the Trinity, and held fee.

that the Father was crucified . MONOLOGIST [monologus, L. of mercaíno , Gr . ) one that

MO'NARCHY (noveppir of póra alone or ſingle, and dipxhe loves to have all the Talk to himſelf.

Gr. Empire orCommand] the Government of a State by a Mo'NOLOGUE ? [merologia, Gr. ] a Soliloquy, a dramatick

ſingle Perſon, kingly Government . Mono'LOGY Scene, where only one Actor ſpeaks.

Mo'NASTERY (uorasuier, Gr. ] a Convent or Cloiſter, a Monome [ in Algebra) a Quantity that has but one Deno
College of Monks or Nuns. mination or Name.

MONASTE'RIAL (monafterialis, L.) of or pertaining to a Mo'NOMACHY [gcovoLegger of min @ and rexà, Gr. a fight] 2

Monaſtery. ſingle Combat, a tight of two, hand to hand, a Duel.

MONA'STICAL [usvaginos, Gr.] of or pertaining to a Mono'MIAL (with Algebraifts] a Quantity of one Name,

Mona'stick S Monk or Abbey. or of one ſingleTerm .

Mond (mundus, L. monde, F. ] a golden Globe, one. MONOPEGIA, a ſharp Pain in the Head, affecting but one

MOUND } of the Enſigns of an Emperor. ſingle Place. L.

MONDAY [Monandæg, Sax. q. d. Moon's Day) the ſecond MONOPE'TA LOUS (ofminor andmitor, Gr. a Leaf ] is that
Day of the Week. which has but one Petal; which tho' it is ſeemingly cut into

To Mone (mænan , Sax .] to grieve and lament, to be- four or five ſmall Petala's or flower Leaves, are yet all one

wail. Piece, and falling off all together, have their Flower in one

MONE'T A , Money or Coin. L. Piece , as Bindweed , Sage, Jelamin, Mallows, &c. ofwhich

MONETA'GIUM [old Law) the right and property of Coin- the Flower falls off all together, and are of ſeveral Sorts, is

ing of Noney. L Campaniformis, Tripetaloides, Tetrapetaloides, Pentapetaloides,
MONETA'RIUS, a Moneyer, a Coiner of Money. Hexapetaloides, which fee.

MO'NEY [moneta, L. monneye , F.) a Piece of Metal mark'd A MONOPETALOUSFlower, uniform and regular ( with Bo

for Coin with the Arms of a Prince or State, who make it taniſts) is one in which the Petal is not at all divided, or if
circulate or paſs at a common rate , for things ofdifferent Va- divided, the Segments anſwer each other.
lue, to facilitate Trade. MONOPETALOUS Flower, difform or irregular, is one in

Money Wort, an Herb. which the Parts of the Petal do not exactly anſwer one to

MO'NEYED, well ſtored with Money. the other.

MONEYERS, Coiners ; alſo Bankers who deal in Money. MONOPHUSITES [of póro alone or ſingle, and curs, Gr.

upon returns, & c. Naturc) a name given to all thoſe Sectaries in the Levant, who

Mong Corn, mixt Corn or Maſin . will allow of but one only Naturein Jeſus Chriſt.

MOʻNGER [Mangere, Sax .) a Trader or Dealer. MONOʻPHYLLOS [ofpine and.pumar, Gr. a Leaf ] a Plant
Mo'NGREL ( prob. of mingle ] a Creature engendred between that has but one Leaf.

two kinds or Species. MONOPOLIST [rovozwaas, Gr .) an Ingroſfer of a Commodi

MONITION [among Civilians] a warning given by ecclefia- ty or Trade to himſelf.

ſtical Authorityto a Clerk, to reform his manners, upon in- MoNO'POLIZING [μονοπώλιον οf μόνο alone , and πωλίω to
timation of his ſcandalous Life. L. ſell, Gr.] an engroſſing Commodities, i.e. the buying them up ,

MoʻNITOR , an Admoniſher, a Warner ;, alſo an Overſeer ſo as to have the ſole Sale of them .

of manners in Schools. MONO'POLY [monopolium, L. Pirozw'160s, Gr. ) an unlawful

MONITORY [monitorius, L ) admoniſhing, advertiſing or kind of Traffick, when one or more Perſons make themſelves

warning ; as monitory Viſions and Dreams. ſole Maſters ofany Commodity ., in order to enhance the Price.

MONITORY Letters, Letters from an eccleſiaſtical Judge, MONOPOLY [ in a Law Senje) is a Grant from the King to :

upon information of ſcandals and abuſes with Cognizance of any Perſon or Perſons for the fole Buying, Selling, Working

his Court. or Uſing of any thing.

Mo' .
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Mo'Nops (povert, Gr.) a Beaſt in Peoria, as big as a Bull, Mont Pagnel(inMili. Afairs)is anEminencechoſen out
who being purſued cloſely, voidsa ſort of Sharp and fiery Or- of the reach of the Canon Shot of the beſieged Place, where

dure, which if it lights upon the Hunter, he dies immediately. Perſons of Curioſity poſt themſelves to behold an Attack,

MONOPTERON (mosómisegr, Gr.) a kind of round Temple, and the manner of the Siege, without being expoſed to dan

having its Roof ſupported only by Pillars. ger.

MONO PTOTON [woróticosor, Gr.] a Noun which has but one MONTB/Ro , a ſort of Cap uſed by Hunters, Horſemen and

Caſe. Seamen .

MONOʻPTICK [novonioni's, Gr ] a Perſon who ſees but with MONTE'T, a fcollopped Baſon to cool Glaſſes in.

one Eye. MONTH [Mona ,Sax .) the twelfth Part ofan Year, the ſpace

MONOPYRENOS [of póro and mupir,Gr. ] a Kernel which of 28 Days in which the Moon nearly compleats her Courſe.

has one Seed or Kernel in the Berry, Philyrea, Milletoe, &r. AſtronomicalMonth is the preciſe twelfth Part ofa Year,

MONOSPE'RMOS (ofjóv @ and orripue, Gr. Seed] which bears Synodical Month or the Time the Sun takes up in

a ſingle Seed to each Flower, as in Valerian , the Marvel of paffing through one ofthe Signs of the Zodiack, commonly
Peru, &c. reckonedto contain 30 Days 10 Hours and an half.

Mono'RCHIS (of ubro and ope's, Gr. a Tefticle ) a Man who Calendar Month ,'a Month not containing an equal Num

hath but one Tefticle. ber of Days; but ſuch as are ſet down in the Almanack.

Mo'NOR IM E [of Mir @ and puguos, Gr.) a poetical Compofi- Civil MONTH, a Month ſuited to the different Cuſtoms of

tion, all the Verſes whereof end with the ſame Ryme. particular Nations .

MONO'STICHON [novéçıxor of mór and sinc , Gr. a Verſe] Philoſophical MONTH (with Chymits) is the Space of 40

anEpigram that conſiſts of but one ſingle Verſe. Days.

MONOSY'LLABLE (mov.sumaber of uovo and cúmaco , Gr .] Lunar Synodical Month, is the ſpace of Time between

å word which has but one Syllable. two Conjunctions of the Moon with the Sun.

MONOTHELITES [uar nethe of pór Gt and Sanit, Gr. Will] Lunar Periodical Month, the ſpace of Time wherein the

2 Sect who held there was but one Will in Jeſus Chriſt. Moon makes her round thro ' the Zodiack .

Monotoni'a [ of pár @ androc, Gr. Tone) the having Lunar illuminative Month, is the ſpace from the firſt time

but one Tone ; alſo a want of inflection or variation of Voice, ofherappearance, after the new Moon , to her firſt appearance.

or a Pronuntiation , where a long Series of Words are deli- the new Moon following.

vered with one unvaried Tone. Month of Apparition [with Atron . is the ſpace of

Monotr I'GLYPH (moroteignuper ofwina and Reglupo , Gr. Monthof Illumination 26 Days 12 Hours, in which

a Trigly.ph ] the ſpace of one Triglyph between two Pilaſters the Moon is to be ſeen ; the other 3 Days in which it is

or Columns. darkened by the Sun being taken away .

Moʻnseigneur, a Title uſed by the French to Perſons of a Month Decretoria !

alſo conſiſts of 26 Days 1 2 Hours.
higher Rank. MONTH Medical

Monsieu'r , a Title uſed by them ſpeaking to their Equals. Month of Conſecution ( with Aſtron.] is the ſame as ſy ,

MONSOONS, are periodical Winds in the Indian or Eaſtern Monte of Progreffion nodal Month , i.e. the ſpace of

Sea ; that is, Winds that blow one half the Year one Way, Time between one Conjunction of the Moon with the Sun

and the other half on the oppoſite Points; and theſe Points and another ; being ſomewhat more than 29 Days and a half.

and Times of ſhifting are different, in the different Parts of Month of Peragration (with Aſtro.) i.e. the ſpace of the

the Ocean ; for in ſome Places, the Wind is conſtant for 3 Month Periodical Moon's Courſe from any Point of

Months one way, then 3 Months more the contrary way, and the Zodiack, to the ſame again, conſiſting of 27 Days 7
To all the Year. Hours and

45
Minutes.

MONSPELIE'NSIS,, fin Bot. Writ.] growing near Month in Hieroglypbicks] was repreſented by a Palm

MONSPESULA'NUS, a, um Montpelier inFrance. L. Tree, ſending forth a Branchevery new Moon.
Mons Veneris (in Palmeftry) the Knob of the Root of the MONTI'GENOUS [montigena, L.)born in the Mountains.

Fore -finger. MONTIVACANT(montivagus, L.] wandring on the Mout

Mons Veneris (with Anatomiſts] the upper Part of the Pri- tains.

vities of a Woman. Montro'sses, under Gunners, or Affiftants to a Gunner,

MO'NSTER [monſtrum , L.) a natural Birth , or the Producti. Enginer or Fire -Maſter.

on of a living Thing, degenerating from the proper and u- Mont- Joye (among the French) a Name by which they

ſual Diſpoſition ofParts inthe Species it belongs to, as when call Heapsof Stones, laid together by Pilgrims, in which

it has too many or too few Members ; or ſome of them are they ſtick Croſſes, when they are come within View of the

extravagantly large ; any thing againſt or beſides the common End of their Journey ; and ſo thoſe betwixt St. Denis in

Courſe of Nature. France and Paris, are called St. Denis's Mont-joyes, F.

Mo'NSTRABLE (monftrabilis, L.] capable of being ſhewed) Mont-JOYB (with Military Men ) is a Banner, fo Mont

ordeclared. joye St. Denis, isas much as to ſay, the Banner of St. Denis.

MON'STRANS le droit (i . e. the ſhewing of a Right) a Suit Montoi'r [in Horſemanſip) a Stone as high as the Stir

in Chancery for the Reſtoration of Lands to the Subject, that rups, which Italian Riding Maſters mount their Horſes from ,

he proves to be his Right, tho' found by Office inthe Poffef- without putting theirFoot in the Stirrup, Ital.

ſion of another lately deceaſed ;by which Office the Kingis en- MONTOIR [ with Horſemen] the Poiſe or Reſt of the Foot

titled to a Chattle, Freehold or Inheritance in the ſaid Land. on the left Stirrup, F.

MONSTRANS defaits ou Records [i.e. theſewing ofDeeds or Mo'nument (monumentum , L.] a memorial for after Ages,

Records] as follows; when an Action of Debt is brought upon either a Pillar, Statue, Tomb, & c. raiſed in memory of

a Bond or Obligation, after the Plaintiff has declared, he ought ' ſome famous Perſon or Action .

to ſhew the ſaid Bond or Obligation ; and ſo it is ofRecord , F. Mood (mode, Sax. mind] Diſpoſition , Humour, Tem

MONSTRANT (monftrans,L.) ſhewing ordeclaring. per .

MONSTARVE'RUNT, a Writ which lies for a Tenant who MoordinESS (mobic and negre, Sax .) doggedneſs, ſullen

holds freely by Charter, in antient Demeſn, upon his being neſs.

diftrained for the payment of any Toll or Impoſition, contra- Moods (modi, L.) as the moods in Grammar.

ry to the Liberty he does or ought to enjoy. Moods (with Grammar.] determine the Significations of

Monstriferous [monftrifer, L.) bringing forth or pro- Verbs, as to the manner and circumſtances of what is af

ducing Monſters. firm'd or deny'd ; ſome reckon four , as the indicative, impe

MONSTRU'FICABLE [ monftrificabilis, L.) very large, mon- rative, the potential and infinitive ; to theſe others add two

ſtrous. more, the optative and ſubjunctive; which are literally the

Monistrous (monftroſxs, L. ) contrary to or beyond the fame with the Potential; but are diſtinguiſh'd, the Optative,

Courſe of Nature, prodigious, exceſſive. by the Adverb , and the Subjunctive by a Conjunction.

MONSTROUSNESS, prodigiouſnels, the being beyond the Moods (with Logicians) are the univerſal Affirmative, the

ordinary Courſe of Nature. univerſal Negative ; and the particuliar Afirmative, and the

MONSTRUM , a Box, in which Relicks were kept. particular Negative.

MO'NTANT [ in French Heraldry] ſignifies the ſame as we Moods (with Muſicians ]are four, viz. I. Theperfect of

do by the Moon in her increaſe, when ſhe always faces to the the more. 2. The perfect of the leſs. 3. The imperfect of

Right of the Eſcutcheon . the more . 4. The imperfect of the leſs. But theſe moods

MONTA'NUS, a, um in Bot. Writ.] growing on the Moun- are now grown much out of Uſe, except the laſt, which is

tains. called the

MONTANIST, Followers of Montanus their Leader, who Common Mood ; viz . that a Large contains 2 Longs,

acted the Prophet and had his Propheteſſes. 4 Breves, 8 Semibreves , 16 Minims, 32 Crotchets, 64.

MONTEFIA'sco (ofMontefiaſconein Italy ) arich ſort ofWine. Quavers, 66.
Moods
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Moods ( among the antient Greeks) werè five; the Uſe of form of a Head, to be ſet over the Chimney of a Reverbeta

which was to fhew in what Key a Song was ſet, and how tory Furnace; alſo the Head of a Still, having a Pipe of
the different Keys had relation one to the other. Theſe Noſe to let the raiſed Spirit run down into the Receiver.

moods were called after five Provinces of Greece, viz . the Moos E , an American Beaſt, as large as an Ox, very Now

Dorick, Lydian, Ionian, Phrygian and Æolick ; ſome of footed , and having a Head like a Buck.

which were ſuited for light and ſoft Airs, others to warlike Moot (mot andgemot, Sax .) an exerciſe or arguing of

Tunes, and others to graveMuſick. Caſes, performed by young Students in Law at times ap

Dorick Mood [in Mufick) conſiſted of now tuned Notes , pointed , the better to enablethem to Practice .

and was proper for the exciting Perſons to Sobriety and Moo'THALL (mot-heal, Sax .] the Place where the moot
Piety .

Caſes were antiently handled .

Iónick Mood, was for more light and ſoft Muſick ; ſuch as Bailiff of the Moots 2 an Officer who is choſen by the

pleaſant amorous Songs, Jiggs, Courants, Sarabands, Egr. Surveyor ofthe Moots Bench, to chuſe the moot Men

Æolick Mood, was of an airy , ſoft and delightful Sound, forthe Inns of Chancery.

ſuch as our Madrigals, and was uſeful to allay the Paſſions, Moot Menz Students of the Law, who argue moot

by means of its grateful Variety and melodious Harmony. MOOTERS 3 Caſes.

The Lydian Mood, was a ſolemn grave Muſick , and the To Blow a Moot ( Hunt. Phraſe] uſed at the fall of a Deer.

Compoſition or Deſcant was of Now Time, adapted to ſacred Moo'ra canum (old Rec.] a Pack of Dogs.

Hymns, C. Mooted (in Heraldry] a term apply'd to Trees come or

The Phrygian Mood, was a warlike Muſick, fit for Trum- plucked up by the Roots.

pets, Hautboys, and ſuch like martial Inſtruments ; in order A Mop (prob. of moppa, Sax .) an Utenfil for waſhing.
to animate and raiſe the Minds of Men to undertake military ToMop and Mew (prob . of mumpelen, Du. to have the
Atchievements.

the mumps] to make mouths at a Perſon.

MooʻDY [modic, Sax .) ſullen, &c. To Mope, to act or behave ſtupidly or ſottiſhly ; alſo to
MOON (mona, Sax .) one of the ten ſecondary Planets, be- make or render ſo .

ing the Earths Satellite or Attendant, being only 60 Semi- MO'PSICAL [mopficus, L.)mope eyed.

diameters of the Earth remov'd from it, which traverſes Mo'ra (old Reci) a mooriſh or beggy Ground.

through the Zodiack in 27 Days, 7 Hours and 41 Minutes ; Mora muffa [old Rec.] a watery or boggy Moor.
but does not overtake the Sun in leſs than 29 Days, 12 MO'R AL (moralis, L.] of or pertaining to Manners or Ci

Hours and 44 Minutes. The Moon was an antient Ídol of vility ; or the Conductof human Life .

England, and worſhipped by the Britains in the Form of a MORAL (morale, L.) the application of a Fable to the Lives

heautiful Maid, having her Head covered , and two Ears and Actions of Men.

ſtanding out. Morals [morales, L. ) moral Philoſophy, the Doctrine of
Moon Call [monkalb, Teut.) a falſe Conception . Manners ; allo Principles, Deſigns or Inclination.

Moon -Wort, an Herb . MORAL Senſe, the Faculty whereby we diſcern or perceive

Moon Eyed, that can ſee better by Night thanDay. what is good, virtuous, &c. in Actions, Manners, Cha

Moon Éyes, a Diſeaſe or Imperfection in Horſes. racters, &c.

Moon Fern, a ſort of Shrub . MORAL Certainty, is a very ſtrong probability, in Contra

The Moon (in her Decrement] is in her waining. diction to a mathematical Demonſtration .

The Moon (in her Detriment) is in her Eclipſe. MORAL Impoſibility. is what is otherwiſe call'd a very

The Moon (in her Complement] is when ſhe is at full. great and almoft infuperable difficulty, in oppoſition to a phy

The Moon increſant, is the ſame as in her Increment. lical or natural Impoſtibility.

The Colour of ibe Moon [in Blazon ) is either proper, MORAL Pbiloſopby, that which is otherwiſe called Ethicks,

which is Argent or Or, as ſhe is borne; but theſe two metals and is a Science that teaches the directing and forming our

repreſent her beſt, unleſs the be in her detriment, and then Manners ; explains the Nature and Reaſon of Action ; and

Sable is better. Thews howwe may acquire that Happineſs that is agreeable

Moon (in Heraldry) is always borne in Coat Armour, ei- to human Nature .

ther increaſing or decreaſing ; but never in the full An in- MOR AL Aktions, are ſuch as render a rational or free Agent

creaſing Moon is a Symbol of Nobility and Increaſe , called Good or Bvil , and ſo of conſequence, rewardable or puniſh

Increment.
able, becauſe he doth them .

The Moon (with Divines) is the Hieroglyphick of the MORA'LITY or Moral Philoſophy, is a conformity to thoſe

Chriſtian Church, wħo comparing Jeſus Chriſt to the Sun, unalterable Obligations which reſult from the Nature of our

compare the Church to the Moon , as receiving all its Beauty Exiſtence, and the neceſſary relation of Life, whether to

and Splendor from him . God as our Creator, or to Man as our fellow Creature, or it

The Moon ( Hieroglyphically) repreſents inconſtancy and is the Doctrine of Virtue, in order to attain the greateſt Hap

lightneſs, becaule of its frequent Changes. pineſs, and hath theſe three Parts, Ethicks, Oeconomicks and

MOO'Ned, forined like the horned Moon. Milton . Politicks.

Moo'NSTRUCK, ſmitten by the Moon ; Planet ſtruck. Socrates is ſaid to have been the firſt Philoſopher, who ſet

Milton . himſelf about the reforming of Manners ; for till his Time,

Moor , or Black Moor, a Native of Mauritania in Africa. the whole Buſineſs of the Philoſophers, was the Study of the

Moor Hen, a Water Fowl or Heath -Cock. eavenly Bodies ; tho ' Pythagoras ſhew'd Socrates the Way ,

To Moor aShip a Proviſo (Sea Term ) is to have an An- yet the Specimen that he gave was very imperfect; he de

chor in the River, and a Hawſer on Shore; in this Cale, ducing his Rules of Morality, from the Obſervations of Na

they ſay, the Ship is moored with her Head a Shore. ture, which Part lof Knowledge he acquired by converſing

Moor, (moon. Sax .) a Marſh or Fens alſo a Heach or with the Egyptian Prieſts.

barren Ground The main aim of Pythagoras's moral Doctrine, was to

To Moor ( Sea Phraſe] is to lay out the Anchors ſo, as is purge the Mind from the Impurities of the Body, and from

moſt convenient for the ſafe and ſecure riding of the Ship. the Cloudsof the Imagination. His morality ſeems to have

To Moor a croſs [ Sea Phraſe) is to lay out one Anchor had more Purity and Piety in it, than the other Syſtems, but

on one ſide, and athwart a River, and another on the other leſs exactneſs ; his maxims being only a bare Explication of

fide, right againſt it. divine Worſhip, of natural Honeſty, of Modeſty, Integrity ,

ToMoor alongst ( Sea Praſe] is to have an Anchor in the publick Spiritedneſs, and other common Offices of Life .

River and a Hawſer on Shore. The golden Verſes which go under the Name of Pythago

To Moor water Shot [Sea Phraſe] is to moor quartering ras, were attributed to his Diſciples, who wereas remarka
between croſs and alongit. ble for the Practice, as the Theory of Ethicks . So that in the

MOO'RING for Eaſt, Wefi, &c. [Sea Phraſe ] is when they Time of the firſt Conſuls of Rome, his Sect was in chat Re.

obſerve which way, and upon what point of the Compaís pute, that to be a wiſe Man and a Pythagorean, were ac

the Sea is moſt like to endanger the Ship, and there lay out countedTerms equivalent.

an Anchor. To this morality of Pythagoras, Socrates added ſettled

Mooʻrish , pertaining to Moors, &c. Principles, and reduc'd it into method ; his main Deſign was
Moors-Head (with Horſemen ] fo is a Horſe called of a to reform and purge the Philoſophy of Pythagoras. His

RoanColour, who beſides the mixture or blending of a gray whole Do &trine was one continued Leſſonof Virtue. He

and a bay , has a black Head, and black Extremities, as the eſtabliſhed it as a Rule of Diſcourſe, to treat of the moſt ſeri

Main and Tail . ous Subjects, without an Air of too much ſeriouſneſs, know

Moors [in the Ille of Man ] the Bailiffs of the Lord of the ing that to pleaſe, was the fureſt method toperſuade; anch
Manour. therefore his morals gaind admittance , by a ſeeming eafineis

Moor's Head (with Chymiſs] a Capper Cap, made in the and agreeableneſs.

That
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" That Do &trine of morality that was left him by his Master MORBIDNESS, diſeaſedneſs, unſoundneſs of Conſtitution .

Soerates, was improv'd by Plato, who carried each Virtue to MORBID [in Painting ] a term uſed of very fat Flelh very

its laft Height and Accompliſhment, by mixing hîs Idea's on ftrongly expreſſed.

the univerſal Principle of Philoſophy thro' thewhole Delign. MORBI'Rick (morbificus, L.] cauſing Diſeaſes.

His Philoſophy abounds with good Leſfons, which tend ei- MORBI'LLI [with Phyſicians) certain red Spots; called the

ther to the encouragement of Virtue, or diſcountenancing Mealles, which proceed fromanInfection in the Blood; theſe

Vice. Diogenes was contemporarywith Plato, and com- Spots doneither ſwell nor fun with mattet, and differ from

menc'd a ſevere Pique againſt him , deſigning to expoſe the the Small-Pox only in Degree, L,
cafineſs and gentility of Plato, by an affectation of Rigour. MO'RBULENT (morbulentus, L.) full of Diſeaſes, fickly .

The Foundation of his morals, were a vain haughtineſs and Mo'rbus Vernaculus ( the endemical or common Diſeaſe) a

moroſeneſs of Temper. Plata firſt rectified the Doctrine of Diſeaſe whichaffe & sa great many Perſons in the ſame Cous

theImmortality of the Soul, which Pere Rapin ſays, Sacra- try ; the cauſe ofit beingpeculiar to the Country where it

teslearn 'd from Pythagoras, Pythagoras fromtheexptians, reigns; as intermitting Fevers to thoſewho inhabit marſhy

and the Ægyptians from the Hebrews, by the Travels and Places ; a Flux in feveral Parts of the Weſt Indies and Iré
Converſe ofAbraham . Land's the Scurvy in Holland , & c .

Arifotle form'd the Doctrine of Plate, his Maſter, into a MORBUS (in Medicine) a Diftemper or Diſeaſe is defined to

more regular Body, by diſtinguiſhing the Characters of pub- be an unuſual Circulation of the Blood, or the circular Mo

lick and private Virtue, & c. tion of it, either augmented or diminished ; and that either

But after all, this morality of Ariſtotle's, as well as that of in ſome Part of the Body only, or throughout the whole, ..

Socrates and Plato, is only capable of making a Philoſopher ; MORBUS comitialis, the Epileply, thus named by the Ro

but has not Strength enoughto make an honeſt Man, with- mans,because when, at any oftheir publick Aſſemblies, Per

• out the ſublime Philoſophy of Chriſtianity ; tho' this morali- fons fell down with this Diſtemper they immediately broke

ty had a fine Notion, ſufficient to teach a Man to know his up , and diſſolved the Comitia or Court,L.

Duty; yet it was not ſufficient to engage him to love and Morbus Gallicus, the French Pox , Ł .

embrace it . MORBUS Regius, the Jaundice; 4.

The morals of Zero and Epicurus having made a great Morbus Virgineus, the Green Sickuels, L.

Noiſe in the World, Ethicks from that Timebegan to be culti- MORDA'CIOUS mordax, L.) biting, gnawing.

vated more than any other partof Philoſophy, and the fum- MORDACITY

mum bonum was the main Subject that washandled about, ac- MORDA CIOUSNESS > bitingneſs, corroding Quality.

cording to the various Opinions, and ſometimes according MordenT (mordens, L.] biting .

to the Complexions and Conftitutions of Philoſophers : Some MO'RDICANT (mordicans, L.] biting, ſharp.

placing it in one Thing, and ſome in another , till theyhad MO'RDICANTNESS, bitingnels,

multiply'dto that Degree, that Varra reckons up 288 diffe- MORE [mere, Sax . Meere, Dan.) a greater Quantity, EC.

rent Opinions. After Zenoand Epicurus, we find no new Mo'ral or (with Herbalifts the Herb Garden Night

Draught or Scheme ofmorality . Indeed there are Theophra- Petty MOREL Thade.

fus's Characters, which are very good Leſſons of Manners; Moreoʻver ( of mæpe and ojcar, Sax .) and beſides,

and Tully's Offices , which are fonnded upon the ſeverelt Vir- MORES ( North Country) high and open Places in o.

tue; and Seneca's Morals, which are leſs pure and exact;and MAURESŠther Places it is uſed for low and boggy

Pliny gives us ſome bright and forcible Strokes of morality ; Grounds.

but Epictetus is the moſt rational of the Stoicks ; but the MORBSK Work (with Peinters or Caroars) an antique

Chriſtian Revelation has opened a way for ſuch refin'd E- MO'RISCO *} fotos parkerio calcolouna lettere
thicks, that it makes all the Heathen morality appear to be manner of the Moors, conſiſting of ſoveralPieces, in which

dark aud trivial. there is no perfect Figure ; but a wild reſemblance or repre

The brightneſs of the Cbriſtian Morality amazedthe Pa- ſentation ofMen , Birds, Beaſts and Trees, & r intermixt and

gans themſelves ; and the Lives of the Primitive Chriſtians jumbled together.

wereſo ſeverely ſober, that they were conſtanc Leſſons of MOʻRCAOR (of mort, F. of martuus, L. and gaga F. a

Morality to theHeathens; which put them upon reducing Pledge) aPawn ofLands, Tenements, & c.
their Morals to a purer Standard : So that at laft it became ſo To MO'RGAÇE [of mort and gnger, F. to pledge] to pawn

ſevere, as to vie with that of the Chriſtians ; and moſt of the Lands, & c.

Philoſophers, in the Time of Antoninus, joined themſelves MORGAGBE', the Party to whom any Thing is morgaged.

to the Stoicks. But, as a certain Author ſays, all the Hea- MORGA/GER, the Party who pawns or morgages.

thens or Stoick Morality appeared to be ſo weak, that they Mort' (uapia , Gr. ) the Goddeſs of Folly .

ſoon fell into the Contemptof all ſuch as ſeriouſly gave them- Moria, a Defect of Judgment or Underſtanding, pro

ſelves to the ſtudy of Virtue and a good Life. For as to what ceeding from lack of Imagination and Memory, L.

Zeno taught concerning the Indifference to Pleaſure and Pain , Moʻria , a Morion, a ſort of Steel Cap or Head - Piece

Gloryand Infamy, Wealth and Poverty, this was never formerly in Ule, L.

really found, but under the Diſcipline of Faith , And beſides MO'RIBUND ( voribundus, L.) ready to dye, in a dying

the Contentmentand Felicity under Sufferings, which was Condition .

ſo much boaſted of by the Heathen Sages , it wasnever MORIGERATION, obedience, dutifulneſs , L.

made good but by Chriſtian Examples: And that the ſum of MOR I/GEROUS (morigerus, L.) obedient, dutiful.

the philoſophical Virtue of the Heathens, upon a ftri& in- MORI'CEROUSNESS, obedientneſs.

quiry, ſeemed to be nothing but an Art to conceal Mens MORI'LLE, the ſmalleſt and moft delicate kind of Mulhr

| Vices, and to flatter their Pride; becauſe the utmoſt that toom .

could perform , was only to fill the Mind with falſe Ideas of MO'Risco , a Morrris Dance, much the ſame with that

Conſtancy and Reſolution : But the Chriſtians brought them which the Greeks call’d Pyrrbica. Span:

into an Acquaintance with their real Infirmities, and inſtruct- MORI'sco a ſort of Painting, Carving, &c. done after

ed them how to reſtrain their irregular Defires, which they Mori'sk ) a Moorifle manner, conſiſting of ſeveral gror

were allow'dto enjoy by theirformer Inſtitutions. Thenew teſque Pieces and Compartiments, promiſeoullyintermingled,

Evangelical Morals were eſtabliſhed by the Doctrine of theſe notcontaining any perfect Figure of a Man, or other Animals

new Lights; as St. Bafil, St. Chryfoftom, St. Jerom , St. Am- but a wild reſemblance of Bcafts , Birds, Trees ,& 6.
broje, St. Anfiin, & c. have been the moſt eminent antient Maid MORION Za Boy drefled in a Girl's Habit, having

Expoſitors of this divine morality, MaidMA'RRION his Head gaily crimmed , who dances

MOʻRALIST, one well verſed in morality , or a practiſer of with the Morris-Dancers.
it .

MORN Umapne , Sax . the fore-part of the

To MOʻRALIZE (moralizer, F.] to give the moral Senſe, MO'RNINO mongen, Sax.

or to make moral Reflections, MORKIN (with Hunters] a wild Beaft, dead by Sickneſs or

Mora'ss (mozatz, Dan .) a marſh, fen or low moiſt Miſchance.
Ground , to which Waters drain from higher Ground, and MORTLING2 ( of mors, L. or mort, P.; the Wool takon

have no deſcent to carry them off. MoʻRLING S from the skin of a dead Sheep .

MORA'TUR [in Lav) fignifies as much as be demurs upon MO'RMD Empuña, Gr.] a Bug -bear, Hob-goblin, raw Head

the Point, by reaſon the Party bere goes not forward; but and bloody Bones, a thing to affright Children with .
reſts or abides upon the Judgment of the Court, who take MOROʻCOCKS, a fort of American Strawberries.

time to deliberate, argue and adviſe thereupon . MOROLOGIST (of maggróza , Gr.) a fooliſh Talker.

MORBID (morbidas, L.) diſeased, corrupt, infectious ; it is MORO'LOGY, ushogix, Gr .] foolish Talking

more properly uſed of an unfound Conſtitucion, or ſuch as is Moro'se (merofur, L.] dogged, croſs, peevith, furly.

inclinableto Diſcaſes, than ofone actually under a Difterper.
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Tooth grows.

.

zenges, EC. L.

MOROʻsity ¿ [morofitas, L.) frowardneſs, peevithneſs; Mortar ] [
mozretitogether

with Water, for a Cement

* Moro'seness S averſeneſs to either pleaſe or be pleaſed . MORTER mixed
up

MORPHÆ'A [with Phyſicians] a kind ofmorphew or white in building.
Specks in the Skin, which differs from Leuce, in that it does MORTARIOLUM (with Anatomiſts] the Socket wherein a

not pierce ſo deep as Leuce does, L.

MoʻRPHEUS [ lo called, becauſe, as tho' by the command MORTA'rium (old Rec.] 'a Lamp or Tåper burning over

of his Lord,' he repreſented toe's mospa's, i.e. the Countenances the Gravés ór Shrines of the Dead . L.

and Shapes of Men ) the God of Dreams, who had the Power Mort d' anceſtre, a Writ lying where a Man's Father,

of taking upon him all manner of Shapes. Brother or Uncle dies ſiezed of Land , and a Itranger abates
Mo'rphew (prob. of mort, dead , and feuille, F. a Leaf, or enters the Land .

on account of the likeneſs of the Colour) a ſort of ſmall taw- Mortgage [ofmort,death,a nd gage, a pledge, FJan ob

ny Spots in the Pace. ligation whereby Land,Tenement orMoveableof the Debtors

Moʻrris Dance (or a Dance a'le Moriſco, or after the man- are pawned or bound over to the Creditor for Money or other

ner of the Moors; a Dance brought into England by the Spa- Effects borrowed, peremptorily to be the Creditors for ever,

niards) the Dancers are clad in white Waſtcoats or Shirts and if the Money be not paid at the Day agreed on,

Caps, having their Legs adorn'd with Bells, which make a MortgagEE, the Party to whoin any thing is mortgaged

merry jingling, as they leap or dance . or pawned.

MORSE, a Sea Ox, an amphibious Animal , living fome- MORTGAGER, the Party who has pawned or mortgaged .

times in the Sea, and ſometimes on Land ; he is in ſize about MORTHLAGA [020 Slaga, Sax .) a Murderer or Manſlayer,

the bigneſs of an Ox; but in Shape rather reſembles that of a • MORTI CINOUS (morticinus, L.] dying of it felf , not being

Lion ; his Skin is twice as thick as a Bull's Hide ; his Hair is killed .

Thort, like that of a Seal ; his Teeth are as large as an Ele- MORTI'FEROUS (of mortifer, L.] of deadly Nature ; of a

phant's, like them in Form, and as good Ivory; and Train death bringing Quality.

Oil is made of his Paunch : MO'RTIFIED [mortifie, F. of L.) made or grown dead ; ſub

Mo'rsel [morfellum , L. ) a ſmall piece, a Bite . dued or conquered.

Mo'rsure, a bite or biting, F. MORTIFICA'TION, a making dead ; alſo trouble and vexa

Mo'rsus Diaboli (with Botaniſts ] the Herb Devil's -bite or tion which falls upon a Man, when diſappointed or croſs'd.

Devil's -bit, L. MORTIFICATION (with Chymifs) the alteration of the out

Mo'rsus Dinboli (with Anatom .] the outer Ends of the ward Forms in Metals, Minerals, gr.

Tuba Fallopianæ ( i. e . thoſe next to the Ovaria) becauſe their MORTIFICATION [in Theology) a ſubduing or bringing un

Edges there appear jagged and torn ." der the Fleſh by Abitinenceand Prayer.

Mor sus Gallina (with Botan . ) the Herb Hen -bite , Hen- AMORTIFICATION (with Surgeons] loſs of Life, Nature,

bit or Chickweed , L. Heat and Senſe in any Member of the Body, a Diſeaſe when

Morsus Rance [ i. e. the Bite of a Frog] the leſſer Water- the natural Juices loſe their proper Motions in that Part, and

Lily, L. by that means fall into a fermentative one, and corrupt and

MOʻRSULI, Medicines to be chewed in the Mouth, as Lo- deſtroy the Texture of the Part.

To MORTIFY [mortificare, L.) to make or to grow dead .

Mort [of mors, L.] Death or Deceaſe, F. To Mortify (with Chymijls] is to change the outward

To Bloco a Mort ( Hunt. Term) is to found a particular Form or Shape of a mixt Body

Air, called a Mort, to give notice to the Company that the To Mortify acid Spirits (with Chymiſts] is to mix them

Deer that was hunted istaken and killed, or a killing. with ſuch Things as deſtroy their Sirength, or hinder their

MO'RTAISE [in Blazorry) or as our Carpenters call it , Operation.

Mortiſe; is a ſquare Piece of Wood , with a ſquare Hole To MORTIFY ( with Divines ] is to ſubdue or conquer the
through it, which is properly the Mortiſe, being to faiten Lufts and Paffions.

another Piece into it , F. To MORTIFY (with Cooks] is to make Fleſh grow tender,

MORTAL [mortalis, L.] deadly, of a killing Quality. to keep it till it has a hogoo.

Mo'rtal [in a Figurative Senſe) cruel, bitter, great. TO MO'RTISE ? (with Carpenters] is tó faffen one Piece

MOʻRTALNESS [mortalitas, L.) deadlineſs, dying or kil- To MORTOISE of Timber into another ; ' or to fix the

ling Nature. Tenon of one piece of Wood into a Hole or Mörtiſe of ano

MORTA’LITY [mortalitas, L.) great Sickneſs, ſudden ther.

Death , liableneſs to die. MoʻRTLING, the Wool that is taken from the Skin of a

Bills ofMORTALITY, the weekly Bills compiled by the

Pariſh Clerks about London ; giving an account of the Num- MoʻrTMAIN [i . e . dead hand] an Alienation or making over

ber of Perſons which die of each Diſeaſe ; and alſo of thoſe of Lands and Tenements to any Gild, Corporationor Frater

who are born every Week. nity and their Succeffors, Bithops, Parſons, Vicars, &c

Moʻrtar (mortarium, L.) a Veſſel to pound Things in . which may not be done without the King's Licenſe .

Mortar Piece (with Gunners] a thick, fort ſort of Can- MoʻRTREL Cold Rec.) a Meſs of Milk and Bread allow'd to

non, having a very large Bore, mounted on a very low, poor People in an Hoſpital .

ſtrong Carriage, with wooden Wheels of one intire Piece, MORT NE (Heraldry] fignifies born dead, F. and is applied

for throwing of Bombs, Carcaſſes, &c. to a Lion, that has neither Tongue, nor Teeth,

Cohorn MORTARs, are made of hammered Iron , of four nor Claws ; and the Reaſon of calling it born dead,

Inches diameter at the Bore, in may be, that having neither Tongue, Teeth nor

length ten Inches and a half, in the Claws, it is in a dead State, having no Weapons

Clace nine Inches ; being fixed up- to get nor tear his Prey, nor a Tongue to turn the meat in

on a piece of Oak twenty Inches in its mouth , which is a State of Death to a Beaſt of Prey.

length , ten and a half in breadth ,
MoʻRTUARIES, Gifts left by a Man at his death to the

and betwixt three or four in thick Lord of the Fee, Mortuaries antiently were paid in Beaſts ;

neſs ; they ſtand fixt at forty five but by a Statute made in the 21ſt Year of King Henry VIII .
Degrees of Elevation, and throw Hand -Granades as all other

there is a certain Rate ſet for the Payment of them in mo

Hand Mortars do. See the Figure. ney : but theſe Mortuaries are not payable but in ſomeparti

Land Mortars [in Gunnery) are of different Sorts ;' the moſt cular Places .

common are 1o, 13 , 14 and 15 Inches diameter . They are Caput Mort [ with Chymifts] the groſs and earthy
mounted on a very thick Plank; but have no Wheels ; but Caput MORTUUM Tubſtance that remains of any mix'd

upon a march are laid upon a block Carriage . Body, after the moiſture has been drawn out,

Hand Mortars, are alſo of ſeveral Sorts, as MORUM, a Mulberry . L.

Tinkers MORTARS, which are fixed at the end of a Staff a- MORUM (with Oculias] a ſmall ſoft ſwelling under the

bout 4 Foot and ahalflong, and the other end being ſhod with Eye-lids, L.

Iron to ſtick in the Ground, while a Soldier kceps it in an Mo'rus (with Botaniſts, a Mulberry Tree , L.

Elevation , and fires it withthe other. Mosa'ick, belonging to Moſes.

Firelock Mortars, are fix'd in a Stock , with a Lock like MOSAICK (or rather Mufaick Work ; ſo called, as

a Firelock , and ſwing between two Arches of Iron , with Mosaick Work lome ſay, from the Muſea of theGreeks.

Holes anſwering to one another. Theſe ſtand upon a Plank which were adorned both out and infide with it , and from

of Wood , and are portable by one Man, from one Place to whom Pliny ſays they were derived ) is a curious Work
another.

wrought with Stones of divers Colours, and diver's Metals , in

Mortar [mortarium , L.] a Veſſel uſed for pounding things to the Shapeof Knots, Flowers, and other Things, with
in .

that nicety of Art, that they ſeem to be all but one Stone, or
father

dead Sheep

i
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rather the work of Nature ; or, as it is deſcribed by others, 2. The Latin, which , tho' it is much of it derived front

a ſort of Painting in ſmall Pebbles , Cockles , and Shells of the Greek, had antiently four Dialects, as Petrus Crinitus

divers Colours, and of late alſo with Pieces figured at Plea- ſhews out of Varro. From .the Latin are derived the Itas ..

ſure ; an Ornament of much Beauty and Duration ;. but of lian , Spaniſh and French .

moſt uſe in Pavements and Floorings. 3. The 'Teutonick or German , which is now diſtinguiſhed

MOSCHATELLI'NA (with Botaniſts ]Musk -Crowfoot, L. into upper and lower.

Mosche'TTO [in the Weſt Indies) a ſtinging Gnat, very The upper Teutonick has two notable Dialects.

troubleſomethere. Daniſh, Scandian, or it may be the Gothick ; to which the

Language uſed in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Iſland do

Mosques } buil·like large Halls,with Ines, Galleries; appertain. 2. The Saxon, from which much of the Engliſh

and Domes, and are adorned on the Inſide with Comparti-. and Scotch are derived, and alſo the Frizian Language, and

ments and Pieces of Arabe que Work . There is always a thoſe Languages on the North of the Elve.

Pool on one ſide with ſeveral Cocks. 4. The Sclavonick, which extends itſelf thro' many large

Mo'schus (vósx6 , Gr. ) a ſort of Perfume well known ; Territories, tho ' not without ſome variation, as Bohemia, Cro
or the little Beaſt like a Goat, of which it is bred, L. atia , Dalmatia, Lithuania, Muſcovia, Polandand Vandalias

MoschoCA'R ION [ofworx , musk, and repur, Gr. a Nut] this is ſaid to bea Language uſed by 60 ſeveral Nations

a Nutmeg, an Indian Spice. The Languages of leffer Extent are.

Mose, a Beaſt in New -England 12 Foot high, the Body 1. The Albaneſe or oldEpirotick, now in uſe in the moun- .

as big as a Bulls, theNeck like a Stags, the Legs ſhort, the taineous Parts of Epirus.

Tail longer than a Bucks, and the Tips of the Horns i 2 2. The European, Tartar or Scythian, from which ſome

'Feet aſunder.
. ſuppoſe the Iriſh took its original.

Moss (meoy, Sax . moufle, F. ] a little Plant of the Para- 3. As for the Turkiſh Tongue, that originally is no other .

ſite kind, or a kind of Down that adheres to the Trunks and but the Afiatick, Tartarian Tongue, mixed with Armenian ,

Branches of Trees; eſpecially Aſpens , Cedars , Fir - Trees, Perfan, much Arabick, and ſome Greek.

Oaks, &c. alſo upon Stones about Springs, C. 4. The Hungarian, uſed in the greateſt part of that King

Mo'ssiness , fulneſs of moſs, or beingmofly .
dom.

Mo’ssy [meoyig , Sax . ) having, or full of moſs. 4. The Finnick, uſed in Finland and Lapland.

Moʻsses, moriſh or boggy Places. 6. The Cantabrian, in uſe with the Biſcainers, who liye

Moss- Troopers, a ſort ofRobbers in Scotland. near the Ocean on the Pyrenean Hills, which border both on

Most [mæyt, Sax .) the greatest part. Spain and France.

Mo'stly [mæytlic, Sax) for the moſt part. 7. The Iriſh , from thence brought over into ſome Parts

Mo'stick (with Painters] a round Stick, about a Yard of Scotland , which, Mr. Camden ſuppoſes to be derived

long, which they reſt on when at Work.
from the Welſh

Mo'stra (in Mufick Books] a little mark at the end of each 8. The old Gauliſ or Britiſ , ftill preſerved in Wales, .

Line, Thewing with what Note the next Line begins, Ital. Cornwal and Britaiu in France.

Mot ( Hunting Term ] a certain Note or Tune blown with To theſe Mr. Brerewood adds 4 more .

a Horn . 1. The Arabick that is now uſed in the ſteep Mountains

Mo'T A Cold Rec.) a Cafle or Fort . of Granada, which however is no Mother Tongue, being a

Mo'TACISM (with Gram .) is a Vowel following the Let- . Dialect of the Hebrew .
ter m, L. 2. The Cauchian , uſed in Eaſt Friezland.

Mote [mota , Sax . a meeting) an Affembly or Meeting; 3. The Illyrian, in the Iand Veggia.

a Court of Judicature, as a Ward -Mote. 4. The Jazygian, on the North -lideofHungary.

Motee'r, a cuſtomary Service or Payment at the Court MOTHER -Hood (ofmo Ser hod, Sax .) the State or Rela

of the Lord of the Manour. tion of a Mother.

Mote'rti [in Mufick Books) a ſort of Church Muſick Mother Churches, are ſuch as have founded or erected ,

MOTETTO ? made uſe of among the Roman Catholicks, others.

and is compoſed with much Art and Ingenuity. It is much MOTHER [with Phyſicians) a Diſeaſe in that Part where,

of the ſame, in divine Muſick, as Cantata's in common. the Child is formed ; alſo the Womb it ſelf.

Moth [mo , Sax. ) a ſort of Fly which eats Cloth. Mo‘THERING , a Cuſtom ſtill retained in many Places of

Moth mullein (with Herbalifs) the Herb call'd alſo Hig. England, of viſiting Parents on Midlent- Sunday; and it ſeems
Taper, Long-Weed, Torch -Weed or Wool-Blade. to be called Mothering, from the Reſpect in old Time paid

Moth -Wort [mod-pynt, Sax .) theHerb Mug -wort, to the Mother Church. It being the Cuſtom for Peo- ,

Moʻther (modop , Sax.) of a Child ; alſo the Womb it- ple in old Popiſh Times to viſit their Mother Church on Mid

ſelf; alſo a Diſeaſe peculiar to that Part; alſo a white Sub- lent-Sunday, and to maketheir Offerings at the High- Altar.

ftance on ſtale Liquors. · MoʻTHERLESS (of mo Son-lear, Sax .) having no mother.

Mother of Pearl,the Shell which contains the Pearl Fiſh . MO'THERLINESS, [mo Ser and gelicncy re,Sax .] mother

Mother of Time, an Herb. ly Affection , Behaviour, &c.

Mother of Wine, Beer, &c . (moeder, Lees, thicken- MotherY [of mo Sen , Sax .) having a white Subſtance on

ing) the Mouldineis or Dregs of Wine, Beer, &c.
it by reaſon of Age;as Liquors.

MOTHER-Wort, an Herb. Mo'tion (motio, L.) a moving or changing Place.

Mother Tongues, are ſuch Languages as ſeem to have no Motion, the Action of a natural Body which moves or

dependance upon, derivation from , or affinity with one ano ſtirs it ; alſo an Inclination ; alſo a Propoſal or Overture ; al

ther." Some have been of Opinion, that at the Confuſion of ſo Inſtance or Requeſt .

Languages at the Building of Babel, there were formed 70
Proper Motion, is a removal out ofone proper Place in . '

or 72 Languages. But Biſhop Wilkins and others are of Opi- to another, as the motion of a Wheel in a Clock .

nion that there were not ſo many, nor that Men did then diſ- Improper Motion, is the Paſſage of a Body out of one,

perſe into ſo many Colonies. common Place into another common Place, as that of a Clock

There have been , and at this Time there are in the
when moved in a Ship .

World a far greater Number. Pliny and Strabo relate that in Abſolute MOTION ( with Philoſophers) is the changing of

Dioſcurin, a Town of Colchos, there were Men of 300 Na- the abſolute Place of any Body that moves; ſo that the ſwift

tions, and ſo many diſtinct Languages , did reſort on account
neſs of its motion will be meaſured by the quantity of the ab

of Traffick. ſolute Space, which the moving Body has run through.
Some Hiſtorians relate, that in every 80 Miles of that valt Simple Motion, one that is produced from ſome one Power.

Continent, and almoſt in every particular Valley of Peru, a Compound Motion, is one produced by ſeveral conſpiring

diſtinct Language or mother Tongue to them was ſpoken.
Powers .

And Puribaje ſpeaksofa 1ocodiſtin &t Languages ſpoken relativePlaceof a Bodythatmoves,the fwiftneſsof whichRelative MOTION [with Philoſophers) is a change of the

by the Inhabitants of North America, about Florida.

Julius Scaliger aſſerts, that there are no more than eleven '. is eſtimated or meaſured by the Quantity of relative Space,

mother Tongues uſed in Europe, of which four are of more
which the Thing moving runs over.

general Uſe and large Extent , and the other ſeven of a nar- The Motion of the Spirit, is called agitation , whereby the

rower Extent and Uſe. Thoſe of the larger Extent are Spirit agitates itfelf in the Matter, ſeeking to inform it.

1. The Greek, which in antient Times was uſed in Eu- The Motion of the Light, is that whereby the Light

rope, Asia andAfrica, which alſo did by diſperſion andmixture and the Heat diffuſe themielves into all the Parts.

with other People , degenerate into ſeveralDialects. As, the The MOTION of Matter , is eightfold of Expanfion, Con.

Attick, Dorick, Æolick, Tonick . trectation, Aggregation, Sympathy, Continuity, Impulſion ,

Libration andLiberty.
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The MOTION of Expansion , is that whereby the Matter be- MOTO'RT [with Ánat ) the third pair of Nervet;

ing rarified with Heat, dilates it felf of its own accord , leek- MÓTORY Nerves ferving for the motion ofthe Eye.

ing larger room . Mo'ros Escoroc, Gr. ] a Piece of old Linen toz'd like Wool,
The Motion of Contration, is that whereby the Matter is which is put into Ulcers and ſtops the Flux of Blood.

contractech betaking itſelf into a narrower Space by Conden- Moʻtrix, a mover, L.

ſation . MoʻTTO (mot, F.] aWord orfort Sentence put to an En .

The MOTION of Aggregation , is when a Body is carried to blemor Dovice, or to a Coat of Arms in a Scroll, at the bot

its Connaturals. tom of an Eſcutcheon.

The MOTION of Sympathy, is that whereby i like Body is Motto (in Heraldry ) is fome ſhort Sentence, either Divine
drawn to its like.

or Heroick, juſt as theDeviſer was diſpos’d; ſome allude to

The MOT ION of Antipatby, is that where an unlike Body the Name of the Bearer'; fome to the Bearing, and others to

is driven away by its contrary . neither. It is generally in three or four Words, placed in

The MOTION of Continuity, is that whereby matter follows fome Scroll or Compartment; uſually at the Bottom of the
matter , frunning diſcontinuity. Eſcutchcon ; and fo ir is the laft in Blazoning.

The MOTION of Impulfion of Celoni, is that whereby mat . Mo'tus Perifalticus [with Phyſicians] the periſtaltick or

teryields to matter that preſſeth upon it. quibbling motion of the Gats, L.

The Motion of Libration, is that wherein the Parts wave To Move (movere, L. mouvoir , F.) to ftir my Thing or

themfelves to and fro, that they may be rightly placed in the Part, to change Place or Situation : allo to ſtir up, to incite,

whole. to affect , to provoke.

The Motion of Liberty, is that whereby a Body, a Part To Movea Court ofJudicature, is to propoſe a matter to

thereof being violently moved out of its Place and yet not it, in order to obtain their Directions, &c.

plucked away , returns thither again . MOVEABLE (mobilis, L.) that may be mov'd ; alfo Vary

Motion of * Bontb or Cannon Ball, is the Progreſs it ing in Time.

makes in the Air after it is delivered , and is of three ſorts ; as MO'VBABLENESS (mobilitas, L.] capableneſs of being

Violent MOTION of a Ball, is the firf Expulſion of it, MOBI’LITY moved.

when the Powder has worked its Effect upon the Ball; or fo MOVEABLE Signs (with Aſtrol.) are Aries, Cancer, Libra

far as the Ball of Bombmaybe ſuppoſed togo in a rightLine. and Capricorn, which are ſo call'd, becauſe they make the

Mixt Motion ofa Ball, is when the Weight of the Bomb Changes of the Seaſons, in Spring, Summer, Autumn and

ot Báll begins to overcome the Force that was given by the Winter. They are alſo callid Cardinal Signs.

Powder. MOVEABLEFeafts, are thoſe Feſtivals, which tho they

Natural MOTION of a Ball, is when the Bomb or Ball is happen , or are celebrated on thefame Day of theWeek,yet

falling vary in the Day of the Month, as Eaſter, Whitſundtide, & c.

Natural Motion, is ſuch a motion as has its principle or Mo'VEABLES, perſonal Goods or Éitate.

moving Force within the moving Body, as that of a Stone Mo'VEMENT, motion or moving.

fallingtowards the Earth. Movement (with Clock-makers) thoſe Parts of the Clock ,

Violent MořION; is a motion, the principle of which is Watch, Egr. which are in motion , and which by that mo

without, and againſt which the moving Body makes a reſiſt- tion carry on the deſign, or anſwer the end of the Inſtrument.

ancë , as the motion of a Stone thrown upwards. To MOULD (of mouler, F.) to caſt or form in a mould ;

Pretty MOTION (with Horſemen ] a Term uſed to ſignify alſo to work Dough.

the freedom of the inotion of the Fore-Legs, when a Horſe To Mould [amoulder, Span. mouler , F.) to caſt in a

bends them much upon the manage s alſowhen a Horſe trots Mould .

řight out, and keeps his Body Atrait, and his Head high, and To Mould Bread, is to work the Mafs or Dough with the

bends his Fore. Legs handſomly. Hands, and to form it into Loaves.

Motion equally accelerated (in Mechanicks) is ſuch whoſe Mould [mogel, Goth, fived) mouldineſs,

velocity increaſesequally in equal times. MOULD (molde, Sax . mul, Du .] Earth mixed with
Motion equally retarded, is ſuch, the velocity of which MOLD Dung.

equally increales in equal times, till the Body comesto reſt.
MOULD2 (molde, Span . ) a form or Frame in which any

MOTION of the Apogee ( in Aftronomy] is an Arch of the MOLD $ Thing is Caft ; alſo the hollowneſs in the upper

Zodiack of the primummobile.

the Lares of MOTION [according to Sir Iſ. Newton) are ,
MOULDABLE, that may be moulded.

1. That every Body will continue its State, either of Reft MOULDERING [ of molde, Sax. Earth , & C.] falling or
of Motion, uniformly forward in a right Line, unleſs it be crumbling into Duit

, & c.
made to change that State by ſome force impreſſed upon it. MOU'LDINESS [ prob. of molynab , Sax. or of mucidus, L.]

2. That the change of motion is in proportion to the mo- a ſort of hoarineſs, by reaſon of ſtaleneſs, as Bread, & c.

ving force expreſſed; and is always according to the direction Mou'LDING, any Thing caſt in a Mould .
of that right Line in which the force is imprefs d.

MOU'LDINGS (in Architeft.) are Ornaments either ofWood
3. That Reaction is always equal and contrary to Actions

or Stone ; Proječtures beyond the nakedneſs of a Wall, Co
ot, which is the ſame Thing, the mutual Actionsof two lumn , &c. the aſſemblage of which form Corniſhes, &

Bodies one upon another are equal, and directed towards con MOULDINGS ( in Gunnery] are all the eminent Parts of a
trary Parts ; aswhenone Body preſles and draws añother, Gun or Mortar-Piece,asſuch Squares or Rounds which ſerve

' cís as much preſſed and drawnby that Body.

Morions of an Army, are the ſeveralMarches and coun : mouldings,& c.
generally for Ornament, as thebreech mouldings, muzzle

ter Marches which it makes in changing its Poſts.
Mou'lDY [macidus, L. moifi, F.] hoary with mouldineſs.

To Motion ä Thing [prob. of motare, L.) to mention it. Mou'liner (in the Art of War] a Turn - Stile or wooden

Animal MOTION, is that whereby the situation, figure, Croſs, which turnsupon a Stake, fix'd upright in the Groud,

magnitude, etc. of the Parts, Members, &c. of Animals are commonly ſet upinPaſſages; eſpecialiy near the Outworks

changed, and is either
of fortified Places, on the ſide of the Barriers thro ' which

2 which is that performed by means People paſs on Foot.

Ŝ MOULINET [in Mechanicks)a Roller which being croſſed
command of the Will.

with two Levers, is uſually apply'd to Cranes, Capitans, & c.

Natural Morrox 2 is that motion that is effected with andother Machines for raifingthings of greatWeight.

Involuntary MOTION S out direction of command of the Το ΜουLT

Win .
(mutare, L.muer, F. muyten , Du.)

To Mo'ulter } to Thed the Fcathersas Birds do.
DiurnalMOTION [ in Afron ) is a motion wherewith

A Mou'lter, a young Duck .
Primary MOTION S all the heavenly Bodies, and the

wholemundane Sphere, appears to revolve every Day round
A MOUND (prob. ofmaen , C. Br. a Stone or of monu

the Earth from Eaft to Weft. mentum ,L. according to Minſbew ) a Hedge or Bank, a Ram

Second Morton { [in Áfror.) is that whereby a Planet, part or Fence.
TO MOUND, to ſecure or defend with a Bank, & r.

Proper MOTIONS Star, or the like, advances à certain
fpace every Day, from Weft towards Eart. MOUND [ q. mundus, L. the World) a Ball or Globe with

MOTION ( în Mafick) is the manner ofbeating the meaſure,
a Croſs upon it, which Kings, & c.are repreſentedwith in

Coronation Robes, holding in their lett Hand , as they
to hatten òr facken chre Time of the Pronunciation of the

Words or Notes.
doa Scepter in their right. Itrepreſents the ſovereign Ma

MOTION [in Mechanicks the Infide of a Warch .
jetty and Juriſdiction of Kings ; and by the roundneſs of the

AMoʻtive {motivum , L.) a moving or forcible Argan Tays, is ſignified, that
theReligion and Faith of Chriftought

Mound, and the enfigning thereof with the Crofs, Guillim

ment or Reaſon , an Incitement.

to be received, and religiouſly embraced throughout his Do

minions,

part of Head.
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} ſnottineſs.

}

minions, which high Duty is reſiding in his own ſovereign To Mow (mayan, Sax.) to cutdown Graſs, &gt.
Power. Mowe'r, one who cuts down' Graſs.

Mound [of Plaiſter of Paris) the Quantity of 3000 lbo Mowntee' [old Rec.] an Alarm to mount or go with ſpeed

Mount [mons, L. mont, F.) a Mountain or Hill; alſo a . upon ſome warlike Expedition .
Walk raiſed on the ſide of a Garden, above the level of the Moʻxa , a ſort of Down or Indian Graſs, uſed in Phyfick.

reſt of the Plot.
Moyeneau' ( in Fortification) a ſmall, flat Baſtion , com

A MOUNT [in Fortificat.) a heap of Earth having a Breaſt- monly placed in the middle of a Curtain, where the Baſtions
work to cover the Cannonplanted upon it . at the Extremities are not well defended from the ſmall Shot

Mount ofPiety, a ſtock ofmoney, which in former times by reaſon of their diſtance.

was raiſed by a contribution of charitable People, and laid up Mox'LE [with Gardeners] a Graft or Cyon .

to be lent on occaſions to poor People ruined by the Extor- Moels, à fort of high heeled Shoes.

tion of the Jews. Mu'cculent (mucculentus, L.) ſnotty.

TO MOUNT [montare, Ital . monter, F. ] togo or get up. Mu'CCULENCY

To Mount the Guard (in Milit. Afairs] is to go upon Mu'CCULENTNESS

Duty Much (muchio, Ital.] a great Quantity.

To Mount a Breach ( Milit. Affairs ] is to run up it, or MUCHA'RUM [in Pharmacy) the infuſion of Roſes by it felf,
to attack it. or the infuſion boiled up to a Syrup. L.

To Mount the Trenches (Milit. Affairs) is to go upon Mu'cid (mucidus, L. ] hoary, mufty, mouldy.

Duty in the Trenches. MUCIDNESS (mucedo, L. ] muftineſs.

To Mount a Cannon (in Gunnery] is to ſet it on the Car- Mucilage (of mucus, L.) a viſcous Extraction or Juice,

- riage, or to raiſe its Mouth higher. made of Roots, & c. reſembling Snot ; alſo a thick pituitous

Mount Egg (with Tin Miners] a different Slug in the bot- matter, coagulated with the Urine in the Gravel and Dyſuria.

tom of the Float, that which remains after Tin is melted MUCILA GINOUS (of muccago, L.) full of flime.

down and remelted from the burnt Oar ; which tho' it is of a Mucilaginous Glands (with Anat. ]Glandules or Kernels

Tin Colour , yet is of an Iron Nature, as has been diſcovered plac'd on the Skin , lying immediately over the Joints, the uſe

by applying a Magnet to it. ofwhich is to ſeparate a kind of Nimymatter, which makes the

MoU'NTAIN [montagne, F. ) a vaſt bulk or heap of Earth , Joints ſupple and flippery, ſo as they move with great eaſe

raiſed to a conſiderable Height, either by Nature or Art. and freedom .

MOUNTAINEE'r , one who dwells on the Mountains ; a Mucila'GINOUSNESS, fulneſs ofmucilage or a viſcous ſort

Highlander. of Subſtance.

MoU'NTAINOUS [montanus, L. montaigneux, F. and neſs] Muck [meox, Sax. prob . ofmucus, L. Snot) Filth , Dung.

having, or full of high Hills. Muck wet, wet as Dung, very wet.

Mou'nteBANK (of montimbanco, Ital. becauſe they gene- Muck-Hill, a Dunghil.

rally mount or get upon a Stage or high Bench to Mew them- Muck -Worm , a covetous Perſon .

ſelves] a Quack Doctor or itinerant Pretender to Phyſick and MU'ckINESS (of meox, filth, and neyſe, Sax.] dirtineſs,

Surgery. &c.

Moura I'LLE [with Horſemen ]Barnacles, an Inſtrument of MU'ckender ( either of muck, filth , ofmeox, Sax. or mut

Iron or Wood, compoſed of 2 Branches, joined at one endºcinium of mucus,L. ſnot, mouchoir, F. or mocadero, Span. )
with a Hinge to hold a Horſe by the Noſe, to prevent his an Handkerchief.

ſtruggling and getting looſe, when an Inciſion is made, or the To Mu'cker [of mucz , Sax . an heap ) to hoard up.

Fire given, & C. F. Muc or running the Mur, is when a Mahometan

To Mourn (mornan, Sax .) to lament, to bewail, to Mo'QUA has been at Mecca, and having procured a

grieve. Dagger halfpoiſoned, runs about, and kills all he meets that

Mou'rNFUL (of mornan , to mourn , and full, Sax .] ſor- are not Mahometans, till he is killed himſelf, after which he

rowful, &C. is buried , and eſteemed a Saint.

MoU'RNFULNESS, ſorrowfulneſs.
Muco'se ( mucojus, L.] full of Snot, ſnotty.

Mou'rning, bewailing, lamenting, grieving; alſo a par Mu/ Cous

ticular Habit worn on the death of ſome Relations, &c. Mucous Glands ( Anat.) three Glands which empty them

MOURNING of the Chine (in Horſes] a Diſeaſe which cauſes felves into the Urethra.

Ulcers in the Liver. Mu'COUSNESS (mucoſitas, L.) ſnottineſs.

Mouse (muy, Sax. muus, mus L. ) an Animal well known. Mu'cro, the Point. L.

A Mouse ( Hieroglyphically) was by the Antients uſed to Mæcro Cordis ( Anatomy] the lower pointed end of the

fignify a good Choice, becauſe Mice are ſaid , by their ſmell, Heart. L.

to diftinguiſh the beſt Cheeſe, &c. among a great many; Mu'CRONATED (mucronatus, L.) ending in a Point like

Mouse Crope, is ſaid ofa Beaſt, over whoſe Back a Shrew that of a Sword.

Mouſe has run.
MUCRONA'TUM Os (with Anatomifts ) the lower end of the

Mouse Ear, Tail, different kinds of Herbs. Breast-Bone, pointed like a Sword.

Moussue [in Heraldry) as Croix Mouſue, is a MU'CULENT (muculentus, L.) full of Snot or Snivel.

Croſs rounded off at the end , as in the Figure, F. MU'CULENCY
[muculentia, L.) ſnottineſs.

MOUTH [mo S , Sax. ) a well known Part of MU'CULENTNESS ,

the Body of an Animal; that Part of a human Mu'cus [in Anat. Snot, moſt properly that which flows

Face conſiſting of the Lips, the Gums, the inſide of the from the papillary Proceſſes, thro' the Os Cribriforme into

Cheeks, and the Palate . the Noſtrils.

MOUTHFUL [muSyull, Sax .) that may well be put into Mucus
Inteſtinorum ( Anat.) a viſcous matter which flows

the Mouth at once .
from the Glandules, by which the Guts are defended from

MOUTH [in Geograpby ] the Mouth of a River, & c. the ſharp and hard Things, which paſs thro ' them .

Place where a River empties itſelf into the Sea .
Mud (modder, Di.) wet , filth or mire .

To Mouth it, is to ſpeak after a contemptuous or clowniſh Mud Suckers, a kind of Water Fowl, which ſuck out of

the mud of Chanels, that by which they are nouriſhed.

A fine Mouth ( Horſemanſhip) a Horſe is ſaid to have a fine Muddy, of or pertaining to , having or full of mud, thick

Moutb that ſtops, ifthe Horseman does but bend his Body with dregs, &c.

backwards, and raiſe his Hand, without ſtaying for the Check MU'DDINESS (perhaps ofmodder , Du . and nejs] the hav

of theBridle :ſuch aMouth is alſo calledſenſible, light and ingmud, being muddy.

loyal. To Mu'ddle (prob. of moedelen, Du.) to rout with the

A fix'd Mouth า (with Horſemen] is when a Horſe Bill as Ducks do ; alſo to make Tipfy or halfDrunk.

À certain Mouth does not chack or beat upon the MU'DLED, half Drunk, Tipſy.

Hand. MUDERES E E's (with the Turks] thoſe who teach Scholars

A falſe Mouth ( with Horſemen] is when, tho' the Parts their Religion, for which they are paid out of the Revenues

ofa Horſe's Mouth look well , and are well form'd , it is not of the Moſques.

at all ſenſible. Meu? (mue, F.] a fort of Coops where Hawks are kept

AMOUTH of a full Appui (with Horſemen ) i. e . a Mouth Mew} when they change their Feathers.

of a full Reſt upon the Hand, is a Mouth of a Horſe that has MU ES (ofmue, F. ]now the King's Stables at Charing Croſs,

not the tender, nice Senſe of ſome fine Mouths ; but never but formerly the Place for keeping of his Hawks .
theleſs has a fix'd and certain Reít, and ſuffers a Hand that AMuff (mouffle, F.moffe, Du .] a Caſe of Furr to put

is a little hard , without chacking or beauing upon the Hand. the Hands in, incold Weather .

Mow (mope, Sax ) a Stack of Hay, Corn, & c.
To

TA
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To Mu'ffle ('probé ofmiss the mouth, and relibra' , milies , and is generallytaken by the fourth Son and his De

fax. to hide] to wrapup the mouth and Face in a Cloth : ſcendants.

To Mupper ( miüfteter , Dr.] to ftutter or ſpeak unir- MUKEET (with Siergeons I a fortof fmall Inſtrument, re

telligibly:
ſembling a pair of Pincers, to pick any thing out of the Eye

MUYFFLÉR Ewith Chyntiff'sj
' the cover of a Feft or Coppel that offends it; of out of any other part of the Body, where

which is put overit in the Fire.
there is but a narrow Paſſage.

MU'FILER, a Piece of Cloth to be tyd about the south MOLLIGRUBS , doggednefs, fullenneſs.

and Chin .
MU'LLIO [in old Writings) a Coek of Grafs or Hay !

Murti (among the Turks] the chief Prieſt or principal MU'LLO ) Hence in old Engliſh we find the Word

Head of the Mahometan Religion';or the Oratle of all doubt- moule , and thence comes our Mow of Hay or Corr.

ful Queſtions in his Law ; appointed by the grand Seignior Mu'lLOCK, Dirt or Rubbiſh .

himself.
Mu'lo Medicina Cold Writings) Medicine or Phyfick for

Muc ( prob. of mwygle, G. Br. to be warni ] a Cup for Cattle, of the Art ofa Mule Doctor or Farrier:

warmingDrink , c.
MOLT [ in a Company of Merchants ſuch a fine as they

Mu'G -Wort, an Herb. have Power to lay onShips or Goods belonging to any of
Mufcgets, Part of the Entrails of a Sheep or of Beaſts of their Members, for taifingMoney for ſeveral Purpoſes, fuch

the Foreſt. as the Maintenance of Conſuls, making Preſents to foreign
MUGGISH ( mucoſis, L.) inclinable to be mufty or to Prices, &c.

MUGGY imell ſo .
Mu'ltaEpiſcopiz fold Records)a Fine paid to the King

MU'GIỀNT (mugiens, l.flowing or bellowing.

Mu'Gitus, the towing of Cattle. L. make his laſt Will and Teftament, to have the proving of

Mucitus (in fome Phyſical Author:) that inarticulate other Mens Wills, and the granting of Adminiſtrations.

found of the Voice, whichPerſon's utter in Apoplexies, and MULTA'NGULAR [multangulus, L.) having many Angles.

ſuch like Diftempers. L.
MULTA'NGULARNESS, the having many Angles.

MOGGLETONIANS, a religious Sect which ſprung up in MU'LTIBIBĖ (multibibus, L.) one that drinks much, a

England about the Year 1657.denominated from the Leader
great Drinker.

Lodowick Muggleton, a Journeyman Taylor, who ſet him- MULTI'BON
A (with Botan .) the Herb Mountain Parſley, L.

ſelf up for a great Prophet, pretending to an abſolute Power MULTICA PSULA'R is, e , [of multus and capfala, L. a Box,

of faving or damning whom he pleaſed ; and that hittfelf Cheft, & divided into many Partitions, as Poppies, 695.

and one Reeves were the two laft Witneſſes of God, that es Flax, &c.

ver ſhould be upon Earth .
MultiCA'Vous (multicavus, L.) full of Holes.

MUID (with the French) a large meafare both for dry Multi/COLOR , of many Colours, L.

Things and wet, of various Capacities. MULTIFARIOUS (multifarius, L.) bearing various forts of

MULA'TTO (ofmula,L. a Mutebegotten on a Horſe and Things.

an Aſs ] one born of Parents, ofwhich one is a Moor and the MULTIFEROUS (multifet, L.) bearing many Things.

other of ſome other Nation, or a White ; in the Indies, oné MULTI'Fidus, a, um [in Botan. Writ.] divided into many

begotten on á Negró Man and ář Indian Woman, or of an Parts, L.

Indian Man and a Négro Woman.
MU'LTIFORM (multiformis, L.) of many forts of Forms

MU'LBERRY (with Botaniſts) in a large Senfe, fignifies any or Shapes.

Fruit compoſed of ſeveral Protuberances, is Rasberries,
MuittiFORMNESS

Blackberries, &e .
MU'LTIFORMITY

a being of many Forms

MU'LCIBLE (with the Poetsj tke God of Fire or Smithery. MULTIGE/NEROUS (multigener, L.) ofmany kinds.

Mulct (mulita, L.) á Penalty or Fine of Money fet up- MULTILATERAL [ of multus and lateralis, L.) having

matty Sides.

MULE (mula, L.) a Beaſt generated between ap Aſs and a Multi'LOQUOU
S

[multiloquus, L.) fullof Talk .

Mare, or a Hotfe and a fhé Als. MULTILO'QUIOUSNESS [multiloquium , L.) talkativeneſs.

Mule Fern, a kind of Herb. MULTIMODOUS ( multimodus, L.) of divers forts, faſhions

Mule'tier ormanner.

Mule driver.
Mule'tto

MULTINO'Dous [multinodus, L.) full of Knots.

MULETTO , a great Mulé, à Moil , which in ſome places MULTINOMIAL (of multus and nomen, L. a name) having

is made uſe of for carrying Sumpters.
many Names.

MULGRONOOK, a kind of Fiſh . MULTINOMIAL Quantities in Algebra) are Quantities

MUʻLIER , a Woman, a married Woman, L. compoſed of ſeveral Names, or Monomes joined by the Signs

MULIER ( in Law] a Son born in Wedlock ; with relation + ; or --thus, m+1, -14p, and becomefams to dancef , are
to one born before it of the fame Man or Woman; who Multinomials.

muſt yield the Inheritance to the younger, called Mulieratus MULTIPA'ROUS ( multiparus, L.) bringing forth many at

Filius.

MULIERA'Tus Filius [in Lad] a lawful Son begotték , MultipA'RTITE [ multipartitus, L.) divided into many

and oppoſed to a natural Son of Baſtard. Parts.

MULIE /BRIA ( Anatomy] a Woman's Privities, or ſo much MUILTIPEDE (multipedt, L.) an Inſect that hath many

as is called Cunnus; alſo theirmonthly Courſes. feet ; a Sow or Woodlouſe.

MULIE'BRITY [muliebritas, L.] womanilhneſs, effemi- MU'ltiple [multiplex, L.) one Number is the multiple

of another Number, when it comprehends it ſeveral Times.
MU /LIERTY , the State and Condition of a Maliet öt law MultiPLE Proportion ( with Arithmeticians) is when the

ful begotten Son.
Antecedent being dividedby the Confequent, the Quotient

MUʻLIOdefimoColdDeedsja Cárt Load or Heap of Dung, is more than Unity , as 25 being divided by s , it gives 5 for

to be {pread upon Land, L, the Quotient, which is the multiple Proportion.

To Mull Wine (prob. of inollere, Ł . to foften, to make MULTIPLE firper partitular proportient[ in Arithme .) is

ſweet or gentle] to burn , i. e. to make hôts and ſeaſon it when one Number or Quantity contains a Number more than

with 'Spice, Sugar, & c.
once, and ſuch an aliquot Part more .

MU'LLAR

Lehich

is held in the Hand in
F. MULTIPLE ſuper partient proportion (in Arithm .) is when

one Number contains another feveral times, and ſome Parts

grinding Colours.
of it befides.

MUILLEN , an Herb. MULTIPLEE [in Arithm .] is when a greater Number com

MU'LLÉT (multus, L.) a kind of Fifh calledalſo a Barbelu tainsà leffera Number of times, withoutany Remainder.

MU'LLET in Heraldry) is often a BearingofCoat Armour, Thus 16 is the Multiple of 4, becauſe it contains it jullt 4

að á Ruby on à Chief Pearl ; two Mullets Diamond . times without any Remainder .

MÚLLEŤ [in Heraldry } ofmokette,F. the Rowel of Spur's MULTIPLI'A BLE 2 [multiplicabilis, L.) that is capable
but ſome take it for a Star ; this can have but five MULTIPLICABLE $ of being multiplied .

Points with us ; tho ' the French Comhetime's allow it Mu'ltiplex [in Botan. Writ.] very double, L

fix ; and if ithave fix Points with us, it maſt of MultiplI'A BLENESS, capableneſs of being multiplied.

neceſſity be aStars whereas thë Prenehhave Stars MULTIPLICA'ND (in Arithm .) is one of the Factors in mul

of fivePoints, as well as Molettes of fix's and thenee fonetiplication ; being that Number given to be multiplied by the

conclude, that it is the Rowel of a Sput, and that it thould Multiplicator.

be always pierced, which a Star cannot be. Mullets are ufed MULTIPLICATox , the Act or Operation of multiplying

in Arms, either as Bearings, or as differences in younger Fa- or increaſing.

on one.

1

}
a

onc Birth .

acy foftnes.

Simple
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or 16.

Simple MULTIPLICATION [in. Arithm .] is when the Num- MUNDANENES [ of mundanus, L.] worldlineſs.

bers given each of them confilt.of only one Figure, as 6. by MU'NDATION, a cleanſing, L.

2, 3 , 4, & c. MU'NDATORY Medicines (with Surgeons] Medicines that

Compound MULTIPLICATION, is: when ,either one or both are proper for cleanſing Ulcers ..

the Numbers coalilt of more than one Figure, as 15. by 6 MU'NDBR'ECH (mund.bpice, Sax.Ja Breach of the King's

Peace, or an Infringement of Privilege; alſo a breaking
MULTIPLICATJAN [in .Geam . ] changes the Species, thus a of Fences of Incloſures which arein many Places of England

vight Line multiply'dby a right Lighs produces a Plane or called Mounds.

Rectangle; and that Rectangle multiply'd again , produces,a MU'NDICK , a hard, ſtony Subſtance found in Tin Oar.

folid .
MUNDIFICATIVES, cleanſing Medicines for Ulcers.

MULFIPLICATOR [in Arithm . ) the Multiplier, or the MUNDIFICATION, a . cleanſing, L.

Number multiplying, or that by which another Number is To MU'NDLEY [mundificare, L.] to cleanſe or purify.

multiplied. MUNDUVAGANT (mundiaagus, L.], wandring through the

Multipli'CITY [multiplicite, F.) a great variety , a being World ..
manifold.

Mundu'ngus, ſtinking Tobacco.

ToMo'LTIPLY [multiplicasey, L. ) to increaſe , to be in- Mu'ndusPatens [ in Rome ), the Opening and Rites of a

creaſed , to grow more little round Temple. to the internal Deity. Dis, and the infer

MULTIPOTENT [multipotens, L.] able to do much . nal Powers, which was performed, three Times annually,

MULTI'scious [multiſeius, L.) knowing much. viz. on the 4th of O.Fober, the 7th of the Ides of November,
MULTISI'LIQUOus Plants (with Botanis] the ſame as and on the Day after the Kulranalia. The Romans having

Corniculate Plants. this. Notion, that Hell was then open ,, did not, during the

MULTISI'LIQUUS, a, um Cof multus and filiqua, L : a Times of theſe Sacrifices, either offer Battle, Lift Soldiers,

Husk ] whoſe Seed is contained in many diſtinct Seed: Veſlels, put to Sea , or Marry.

fucceeding to one Flower, as Colunbine, Monks-hood, MUNERATION , a rewarding. L.

white Hellebore. MUNERO'SITY [munerofitas, L.] Liberality, or, Bounty .

MULTISONOUS (multifonsis, L. ) that hath many or great MUNICIPAL (municipalis, L.] belonging to ſuch a Town

Sounds. or Corporation.

MU'LTITUDE (multitudo, L.] a great Company or Num- MUNICIPAL ( according to preſent Uſe with us] ſignifies

ber of Perſons or Things. belonging to the State or Community of any free City or
MULTI'VAGOUs (multivagus, L.) that wanders or Arays Town; as

much Abroad . MUNICIPAL Laws, are the Laws enjoy.'d by the Inhabi

A MU'LTOfortiori [Law Term ] i . & much more it is. An tants or. Denizans of a free Town or City:

Argumenttaken from the lefler to the greater, or a minori ad MUNIFICENT (munificus, L.] bountiful, liberal.

majusing as Logicians Phraſe it, L. Littleton . MUNI'FICENTNESS 2 [munificentia, L.) liberality, bounti

MULTO (old Rec.] a Mutton or Weather Sheep . MUNIFICENCE sfulneſs.

MULTONES aurei, certain gold Coins, ſo called from MU'NIMENT (munimentum , L.) any Fortification of mili

their being ſtamped with the figure of a Sheep. tary Defence.

MULTU'RA (molitura ,, L.] che Toll or Fee which a Miller MUNIMEŅr Houſe ,, an Apartment in a Cathedral, Colle

takes for the grindingof Corn . giate Church, Caſtle, & c. for the keeping Seals, Char

Mum (mumm , Teut.) a ſtrong Liquor brought from : ters , Evidences, &

Brunſwick in Germany. MUNIMENTS ( in Law) are ſuch authentick Deeds or Wri

To MUMBLE Emunmeln , Teur: } to chew swkwardly ; tings by which a Man is enabled to defend thetitle of his
Eſtate ,

alfo to matter or growl.

MUʻMBLING fof mummelir; Teut .} muttering, grow .
MUNI'MINA , the Grants or Charters of Kings and Princes

to Churches. L.
ling ; alfo chewing awkwardly.

MU'MIA [ofDia, Arab . Wax ]mummy.
MUNVTION , a Fortification or Bulwark ; alſo Ammunition .

MUNITION Ships, ſuch Ships as are employ'd to carry
A MU'MMER (mommeur, F.] a masker or mute Perſon in a

Maſquerade, F.
Ammunition , to tend upon a Fleet of Ships of. War.

MU'MMERY , maſquerading, buffoonery. MU'Nions (with Architects ), are the fort upright Poſts or

MUʻMMIES of Egypt [fo called ofAmomum, one of the In
Bars that divide the ſeveral Lightsin a Window Erame.

gredients, with which , and Cinnamon, Myrrh, Wax, Efr.
Mu'rage (of murus, L. a Wallfa Tribute payable for the

che Antients embılmed the dead Bodies of their Kings and
building or repairing ofpublick Walls.

MU'RAL (muralis, L '] belonging to a Wall .
great Perſons5 others derive Mummy ofMum , a Perfian Word

forWax, with which they embalm ) are Bodies found in a
MURAL Crown (among the Romans) a.Crown.of Gold or

waft Piece of Ground, like a burying Place, near a Village
Silver, with Battlements of Walls about it , in

called Sakara, not far from Grand Cairo in Egypt, in which the Form of Beams, given to him who firſt ſcaled.
the Walls ofan Enemies City, which honour was

there are ſeveral Pyramids, in whieh- under Ground there are BEEN

due to the meaneſt Soldier, as well as the greateſt,
ſquare Rooms, and in them Niches, in which are found dead

Bodies, which have been preſerved incorruptible for 2, 3 ,
Commander, if he could prove he had been the first that en

tered the Place ; on the. Circle of this Coronet there were .
or 4000 Years, dreſsid and adorn'd after various manners:

MU'MMIES, arealſo human Carcaffes dry'd bythe Heat of Lions engraven, to expreſs the undaunted Valour of the

Bearer. See the Figure .the Sun, and by thatmeans kept from Putrefaction, and fre
MURAL Arcb , is a Wall of walled Arch , placed exactly

quently found inthe dry Sands ofLybia, probably of Travel

lers overwhelmed with Clouds of Sand raiſed by Hurricanes.
in the Plane of the Meridian , i . upon the Meridian Line ,

MU'MMY (with Gardeners a ſort of Compoſition , made for fixing a large Quadrant or other ſuch inſtrument,, to take

with Wax , & c. for the planting and grafting of Trees.
obfervation ofthe Meridian Altitude, & c. of the heavenly

Bodies.
MUMMY , the Liquor or Juice that oozes from human Bo

dies, aromatiſed and embalmed , gathered in Tombs or Sepul
Mural Dia !s, ſuch. Dials as are ſet up againſt a Wall.

MU'RDER [mon Spe. Sax .) a. wilful and felonious
chres.

Mummy ( in Pharmacy] a medicinal Drug or viſeousCom
MU'RTHER 3 killing another with malice.propenſe.

Ta MURDERpofition , partaking of Bitumen and Pitch, found in theMoun

tains andForeſts of Arabia and other hot Countries in Aſia. propenſe.

MUMMY (with fome Phyſicians ) a kind (as they pretend ) MURDER ( Hieroglyphically.), was reprefented by the An

ofimplanted Spirit, found chiefly in Carcaffes when the in- tients by, a Sea Horſe, which deſtroys its Sira.

MURDERING Sbaty Nails, old Iron, & c. put into the
fufed Spirit is filed . The infuſed Spirit is alſo (by them ) cal

Ted Mummy, in living Bodies; and both of them are füppoſed Chambers of Cannon, calledmurdering Pieces,tobe ufed

to be of ule in theTranſplantion of Diſeaſesfrom HumanBo- chiefly on Board of Ships to clear theDecks,when, boarded
dies to thoſe of brute Animals or Vegetables. by an Enemy

Tobeat one to a MUMMY, is to bruiſe him all over :
MURDERING Pieces, are ſmall. Pieces of Canon, chiefly in

the forecaſtle: half Deck, or Steerage of a Ship .
ToMump (prob. ofmpirspelen , Dr.] ta bite the Lip,

Mu'RDEROUS, bloody minded, inclined to commit Murder...
likea Rabbet ; alſo to beg:

MU'RDEROUSNESS, propenſity to kill or murther..MUMPISH , fullen .

MU'MPISHNESS, fullepnefs. MU'RDERER (myndnes Sax ] one who has committed
Murther.

MUMPs, a fort of Quinly or Swelling in the Chaps .

MU'NDANE (mundanese L.) worldly; of or belonging to
To Mureup & Daar , & murer, F. ofmurus, L ] is to

kop it up withBricks, Gothe World.

Mu .
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1

MU'Rengers (in the City of Cheſler) two Officers chofen MUSCULOS A Expanfio [with Anar.] a broad , muſculous

annually to ſee that the Walls of the City are in good repair. opening of the Neck, proceeding from a kind of fat Mem

Muria'rick (muriaticus L.) whatſoever partakes of the brane. L.

Nature of Brine or any other Pickle.
MUSCULOUS (mufculofus, L.) of or full of muſcles.

Mu'RICIDE (muricida, L.) a Moufe-killer. MUSCULOUS Fleſh (with Anal.] ſuch as is the ſubſtance of

MU'RING (in Architecture , the raiſing of Walls. the Heart and other Muſcles.

MURK, the Husks of Fruit. MUSCULOUS Vein Auatomy] the firſt branch of the flank

MU'RKY (ofmouk , Dan. ) dark , darkiſh . Vein, which is ſpread aboutſeveral Muſcles of the Belly and

To MU'RMUR [murmurare, L.] to grumble, mumble or
Loins .

mutter ; to repine at .
MU'SCULOUSNESS, largeneſs or fulneſs of muſcles.

A MURMUR, a buzzing or humming noiſe of People diſ- Nauticus Musc ULUS(with Anat.) a muſcle of the Foot,

contented; alſo the purling of Brooks and Streams. ſo named , becauſe chiefly uſed in climbingup Maſts of Ships.

MU'RMURING (murmurans, L. ) grumbling, muttering, Stapedis Musculus ( in Anatomy] a muſcle of the Ear tak

making a buzzing or humming Noile, or like the purling of ing its riſe from a bony Pipe in the OsPetrofum; and is inſert

Brooks.
ed into the Stapes.

MURNIVAL (at the Game called Gleek] four Cards of the MUSCULUS auriculæ interior ( Anatomy] a new Muſcle of

ſame Sorts as four King's, &c.
the Auricle, and added to the four, diſcovered by Caſſerius.

MUROI'A (either of murto, O. L. a Myrtle Tree, or A Muse (muſa, L.] as to be in a muſe, is to be in a melan

MU'RTIA } of murcidus, L. a Nothful, ſtupid Fellow] a choly fit, or as we ſay, in a Brown Study.

Sirname of Venus, who had a Temple on mount Aventine in To Muse [mujer, F.) to pauſe, ftudy or think opon .

Rome ; lhe was the Goddeſs of Slothfulneſsor Idleneſs. Her Muse (Hunting Term ) the place through which an

Satues were always covered with Duft and Moſs, to ſignify
Muse't Hare goes to relief.

her ſlothfulneſs and negligence . But ſome will have her to
Muse'a curious Pavements of Moſaick Work ; ſo cal

be a Goddeſs different from Venus.
Musi'a led, becauſe ingenious devices were uſually

MU RRAIN (prob. of Mecepceiver, Gr. to pine or waſte away ,
Musi'va aſcribed to the Muſes, and becauſe the Muſes

Minbew , or ofmori, L. to die)a waſting Diſeaſe among the and Sciences were repreſented in them .

Catile, the Rot.
Mu'sen (Hunting Term ) is when a Stag or male Deer caſts

MU'RREY [of morum , a Mulberry) a Colour.
his Head .

MU'RREY Çin Heraldry) is in Latin called Color Sangui
Mu'ses, they had ſeveral Names , according to the ſeveral

neus, is accounted a princely Colour, and one of the Colours Places were they dwelt ; ſome times they were called Pierides,

in antient Time, appertaining to the Princes of on Account of the Foreſt Pieris in Macedonia, where they

Wales. A Colour in great Eiteem , and uſed in
were ſaid to be born ; ſometimes Heliconiades, from mount

ſome Robes of the Knights of the Bath. It is Helicon, which is near to their beloved Parnaſus; from whence

expreſſed in Graving, byLines hatch'd a -croſs one alſo they were named Parnaſſides, and Cytherides from mount

another Diagonal, both Dexter and Siniſter. Spelman ſays, Cytheron; Caſtalides and Ažanippides, from two noted Foun
it repreſents in Heaven the Dragons Tail , and among preci- tains that were conſecrated to them . Theſe Muſes, by the

ous Stones , the Sardonix . See the Figure.
aſſiſtance of Apollo, invented Muſick. Their chief Office

MU'RRION (morione, Ital . ) a Steel Head - piece.
was to be preſent at ſolemn Feſtivals, and facred Banquets ;

MU'RTHER. See Murder. and there to ſing the Praiſes of famous Men, that they might

MUSA'BIB Allah [i . e . a Talker with God ) a name which encourage others to undertake glorious Actions. They are

the Turks give to Mojes..

repreſented as Women, becauſe Diſciplines and Virtues have

MUSA'ch Laſſa ( in the Temple of Jeruſalem ) a Cheſt or
feminine Names aſſigned to them. They are painted young,

Church -box , wherein King's caſt their offerings. handſome and modeit, agreeably dreſs’d andcrown'd with

MUSA'PH, a Book which contains all the Turks Laws . Flowers . They were much eſteemed for their Chaſtity ; and

MU'SCADEL [ of moſcatello, Ital.,muſcata, F. becauſe

MU'SCADINE
nus, offered to ſtir up in them fome Inclinasions of Love,

Wine.
theyfell upon him , and put him to Death .

MUSCADINE , a ſort of Grape having a musky Savour ; The Murses (of wia, Gr. to initiate or inſtruct, becauſe

alſo a Confection or Sugar-work. they teach hidden Things, above the Vulgar, Eufebius; or
MŲ/SCAT, a delicious Grape of a musky taſte ; alſo a Pear. of yourticu, to do the Office of a Midwife, becauſeto them is

Musche'to 2 [in America, &c .] a very common and attributed the Invention of Arts, Scaliger ; or of water, to .

MUSCHETTO Š troubleſomeInſect, ſomething reſembling ſearch or enquire into, Phornutus; or of "WID , Science, Heb.

a Gnat.
Voli:us and Heinlus) are fabulous Divinities of the antient

MU'SCLE (muſculus, L. moſchet, Teut. ) a Shell - Filh . Heathens, who were ſuppos’d to preſide over the Arts and

MUSCLE (muſculus, L.) a Aeſhy, fibrous PartoftheBody Sciences, and to be the Daughters of Jupiterand Mr porn ,

of an Animal; being a Bundle of thin parallel Plates , divided
i . e . Memory ; which Fiction is introducd, bebauſe Inpiter

was eſteemed the firſt Inventer of Diſciplines which are neinto a great numberof Faciſculi or little Muſcles, and deſtined

ceſſary in orderto a regular Life.
to be the Organ of Motion .

Theſe indeed were at firſt but three, viz. Morsri, i.e.
Muscle Veins (in Anatomy] are 2 Veins, one riſing from

the Muſclesofthe Neck, andthe other from thoſe of the Meditation ; Mróun, i.e. Memory ; and 'Adà, Singing.

Breait.
But a certain Carver of Sycion,having ordersto makethree

MU'scles of involuntary Motion, have their contracting took his Inſtructions, andmade three ſeveral Statues of each
Statues of the three Muſes, for the Temple of Apollo, mif

and extending Power within themſelves, and have no Anta

gonift ; fuch the Lungs and Heart are ſuppoſed to be .
Muſe ; but theſe happening all to be very curious and beau-.

Musclesof voluntary Motion, have each of them their tiful Pieces, they were all ſet up in theTemple, and from

Antagoniſts Muſcles
, which act alternately in a contrary Di- thence began to be reckoned nine Muſes, and Hefiod after-,

rection, the one being ſtretched and extended, while the o wards gave them the Names, Calliope, Clio, Erato, Thalia,

ther is contracted at the Motion of the Will . Melpomene, Terpſichore, Euterpe, Polyhymnia, and Urania.
Calliope was ſuppos'd Preſident of heroick Poetry ; Clio ofAntagoniſt MUSCLES, are ſuch as ſerve to move the ſame

Members contrary ways.
Hiſtory ; Erato of the Lute ; Thalia of Comedy, Melpomene

MUSCO'SENESS [muſcoſitas, L.) fulneſs of moſs, moffi- of Tragedy ; Terpſichore ofthe Harp ; Euterpe over Wind

Musco'sITY neſs. Mufick ; Polyhymnia of Mufick ; Urania of Aftronomy.

Muscovy Glaſs (ſo called, becauſe Plenty in Muſcovy) the
Muse'um, á Study or Library ; alſo a College or publick

Mirrour Stone, ſo calld, becauſe it repreſents the Image of
Place for the reſort of learned Men .

that which is ſet behind it . See Selenites. The MUSEUM [ac Oxford ) a neat Building founded by Eli-,

MUSCULAR , of, pertaining to, or like Muſcles. as Aſtimole, Efq; the lower part of which is a chymical La

MUSCULAR Fibres, the fine Threads or Fibres, whereof boratory, and the upper a Repoſitory for natural and artificial.

Rarities .

the Body of Muſcles is compoſed.

MUSCULAR Membrane ( Anatomy) a Membrane ſuppoſed to MU'SHROOM (moufferon , F. ] an imperfect Plant of a ſpon

inveſt the whole Body, immediately under the adipoſe Mem- gy Subſtance, which grows up toitsbulk on a ſudden.

MUSHROOM [metaphorically) an Upſtart.
brane.
MUSCULAR Arteries [ Anatomy] two Arteries proceeding Musi'ca (in Muſi Books ]the Art of Muſick ; alſo muſical

from the Subclavian, and diſtributed among the hind Muſcles Books; alſo the Company of Muſicians thatperform.

of the Neck .
MUSICAL [muficus, L. Meronis , Gr. ) ofor pertaining to Mu

fick .
MUSCULAR Motion , is the ſame with voluntary and ſpon

MUSICALNE59, harinoniouſneſs of Sound.
tancous Motion .

Nu .
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MUSICIANScus, L. of usstuós, Gr . muficien, F. ) a MU'SQUET (mouſquet, F.) the moſt common and conve .

Profeflor of, a Practitioner in Muhick. nient ſort of fire Arms.

Mu'sick [muujiia , L. of peoporn, Gr.) is one of the ſeven Musquet Baskets, in Fortific.] Baskets about a Foot and

liberal Sciences, pertaining to the Mathematicks, which conſi- a half high, which being filled with Earth, and placed on

ders the Number, Time and Tune of Sounds, in order to low breat Works , the Mulqueteers may fire between , pretty

make delightful Harmony ; and is either Practical or Theorical. ſecure froin the Enemy.

Practical Musick, thews the method of compoſing all ſorts MUSQUETE E'R [mon quetair, F. ] a Soldier armed with a

of Tunes or Airs , together with the Art of ſinging and play- Musket .

ing on all ſorts of mutical Inſtruments. MUSQUETOO'N [mouſqueton, F. ] a Blunderbuſs, a ſhort

Theorical MusicK , is that which inquires and ſearches into Gun of a large Bore, carrying ſmall Bullets .

the Nature and Properties of Concordsand Diſcords, and ex- Mu'sroll (muſerol, F. ) the Noſeband of a Horſe's Bridle.

plains the Proportions between them by Numbers. Muss, a ſcramble.

Enharmonick Musicx, is a ſort of muſick that abounds in To make a Muss , is to throw Money, &c up and down

Diels, or Sharps. in a Crowd to make People ſcramble for it.

Chromatick Musick, is a delightful and pleaſant ſort of Mæ'ssa [old Rec .] a moſs or marſhy Ground.

muſick ; but this, by Realon of its wanton meaſures, was re- To Mu'ssen (with Hunters] is when a Stag or male Deer

jected. caſts his Head .

Elementary MUSICK, the Harmony of the Elements of MU'SELIN (mouſſeline of moule, moſs, becauſe of its

Things . MU'SLIN } downy Nay reſembling moſs, F.) a fine ſort

Celelial Musick, the Muſick of the Spheres,comprehends of Linen or Cotton Cloth brought from India.

the Order and Proportion in the Magnitudes, Diſtances and MUSSITA'TION , a muttering or ſpeaking between the

Motions of the heavenly Bodies, and the Harmony of the Teeth, L.

Sounds reſulting from thoſe Mctions . Mu'ssuLMAN [i . e . faithful in Religion , Arab.] a Title
Human Musick , is that which conſiſts chiefly in the Fa- which the Mahometans attribute to themſelves,

cultics of the human Soul and its various Paſſions . MUSSULMANISM , Mahometaniſm .

Diatonick Musick , a Mufick proceeding by different Must [of mufien , Teut.) it behooves, there is need.

Tones , either in aſcending or deſcending : This the Antients Must (mulum , L. ) ſweet Wine, newly preſſed from the
admitted.

Grape .

Algods of Musick, are denominated , according to divers MUSTACHES [of uusas, Gr . ) the Beard of the upper Lip ;

Countries, for whose particular Genius they ſeemed at firſt to Whiskers.

have been contrived ; and theſe are three; the Lydian, the MUSTACIA [with Botan .) a ſort of great Laurel, with a

Phrygian, and the Dorick. large Aagging, whitiſh Leaf, L.

Musick (of the Lyuin Mood ] was fhrill.
MU'StarD (mwlard, Brit. moutarde, F. ] a Sauce well

Musick [ of tie Phrygian Mood ] was martial, and excited known .

Men to Fury and Battel; by this mood Timotheus ſtirred up
MU /STEOUS (mafieus, L.] ſweet as muft; alſo freſh , new,

Alexander to Arms.
green .

Musick (of the Dorick Mood) was grave and modeſt, and

therefore called religious mulick. To theſe three Sappho, the
Mu'sTERING (prob. of multeren , Du.) reviewing mili

Lesbian added a fourth, called the Mixoiydian Mood, which
tary Forces, in order to take an Account of their . Numbers,

Accoutrements, &c.
was only fit for Tragedies, and to move Compaſſion.

There have alſo been three other moods added to them ,
Musta'phi's (among the Turks] Doctors or Prophets,

Men of Learning

equal to the Number of the Planets ; the Hypolygian, Hypo A Mu'ster of Peacocks, a Flock .phrygian and Hypoderian, and theſe were called Collateral

And there was alſo an eighth added by Ptolomy, cal
A Muster (mouffre, F. ) a review of Soldiers in order to

take account of their Numbers, Condition, Accoutrements
led the Hypermixolydian, which is the ſharpelt and thrilleſt of

and Arms.
all.

The Exerciſe of muſick is falutary, in that it expels me
Muster Maſter General of the Army, an Officer who

lancholy ; vocal muſick opens the Breaſt and Pipes, and is
takes an account of every Regiment, as to their Number,

Arms, Horſes, Br.
good to remedy ſtammering in Speech . Antient Hiſtorians,

Muster Roll, Liſts of the Soldiers in every Troop, Coma
as Æliar, Pliny and Plutarch relate , that the antient muſi

cians have moved the Paſſions of Mens Minds at their Plea
pany , Regiment, Sc.

fure, appealed the Diſconfolate and Deſperate, tempered the
MU/STY [maiſie, F. of mucidus, L.) having a ſtale mouldy

Scent.

Amorous, and healed even the Sick, and wrought wonderful
Effects.

Mu'stiness, ftaleneſs, mouldineſs of Scent.

Mu'ta [among the Romans] the Daughter of the River
Musick ( Hieroglyphically) was repreſented by the antient

Almo, and the Goddeſs of Silence, which they worſhipped,
Egyptians, by a Swan and a Grafhopper, the firſt of which

is laid to sing ſweetly, immediately before her Death.
being of this Notion, that worſhipping her would make them

Níuisico , a skilful muſick Maſter, Ital.
keep their Thoughts concealed.

Muta Canum (ant. Deeds] a Kennel of Hounds, L.
MU'SIMON (according to Guillim ] is a bigenerous Beaſt, of

unkindly Procreation, and ingendred between a The Goat and
MU'TABLE (mutabilis, L.] inconſtant, variable.
Mu'TABLENESS

ü Ram , as the Tityrus is between a Sheep and a Buck- Goat . (mutabilitas, L.] changeablencſs.
MU'SING [ mujant, F. ) paufing, ſtudying, thinking upon .

MUTABI'LITY

MU SING [ Hunt. Term ) is the paſſing of an Hare thro' an
MUTA'R E (old Rec.]to mew up Hawks in the Time of their

Hedge.
moulting

Musk (muſcio, Ital. muſé, F.) a Perfume growing in a
MUTATION, a changing or Alteration , L.

little Bag or Bladder, under the Belly , near the Genitals of
Mutation (in the antient Mufick ] the Changes or Altera

tions that happen in the order ofthe Sounds, which compoſe
an Indian Bealt reſembling a Roe or wild Goat, and appears

the Melody
to be nothing elſe but a kind of bilious Blood, there congeal

The continualMu'TATION of Things [Hieroglyphically) and
ed and almost corrupted ; they reſide in Woods, gr. and be

inghunteddown by the Natives and killed, this congealed ſignified by a Snakeintheform of a Circle, biting andde
the Change of one Being into another in the World was

Blood is taken out and dry'd in the Sun.
vouring its Tail ; becauſe the World, as it were, feeds upon

Musk Pear, a Fruit.

MU'SKET . See M1uquet.
it ſelf, and receives from it ſelf a continual ſupply of thoſe

things that Time conſumes .
Musk Rats [ in America] Rats that have the ſcent of musk,

and live in Bouroughs like Rabbets.
Mute (mutus, L.) Dumb.

Musk Roje, a Flower.
Mute Signs (with Aftrol.) are Cancer, Scorpio aud Pifces,

MU'skit, a Tit Mouſe, a Bird .
being Creatures that have no Voice ; ſo that when the Signi

ficators are in theſe Signs in Nativities, they areſuppoſed to
Mu'skineSS (of mulque, F. ] musky Nature, Smell, &c .
Muslin [mouſſelin , F.] a fine fort of Linen Cloth madeof ſpoil, or cauſe ſome impediment in the Perſon's Speech.

Cotton , commonly brought from Eaſt India.
Toftand Mute (Law Term ] is when a Priſoner at the Bar

M1/3QUASH [in ſeveral Parts of America) a Beaſt reſem
will not put himſelf upon the Inqueſt, to be try'd by God

bling a Beaver in Shape, but ſomething leſs. The male has
and his Country

tivo Stones, which imell like musk ; and if the Beaſt be killed
Mute (meute, F.) a Kennel or Cry of Hounds.

Mute Tof mutir, f. to void liquid Dung] Dung of
in Winter, never loſe their Scent .

Birds.
MU'SQUASHES, a Virginian and Maryland Root, with the

Juice of which the Indians paint their Mats and Targets.
To Mute (mutir, F ) to dung as Hawks do.
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To run Mute (Ft. Term ) the Hounds are ſaid to do ſo , MYDRVASIS Eu dejal, Gr . ) a too great dilatation of the

when they run without making a Cry . Apple of the Eye, which makes the sight dim .

MUTES [muti, L. dumb] Mules are ſo called, becaufe they Mye'los [ucone , Gr .] the marrow of the Bones or the

begin hy their own Power, and have the Sound of the Vowel Brain , the ſpinal marrow .

after them ; of which fome are pronounced from the Lips, as MyLe [uuan, Gr.) a mill, thelower millſtone.

b and p, and are called Labials or Lip Letters : Others from MY'LLEWELL, a fort of Cod or falt Fish .

the Teeth ; as t and d , and are called Dentals or Teeth Let- MYLOGLOSSUM (of Minn, a mill, and grou, the Tongue,

ters: Others from the Palat; as é and ? , and are called Pala- Gr.) a pair of Muſcles ariſing on the backſide of the grinding

tials or Palate Letters. They are reckoned in Number eight ; Teeth , and inſerted to the Ligament of the Tongue, and

b, c, d, g , k , p, q, t. ſerve to turn it upwards. L. Anatomy.

MUTES [ in the Grand Seigniors Serglio ) certain dumb MYLOHYOIDE'us (of wéan, and ' Tseth's, Gr. ) a Muſcle

Perions , kept to be ſent to ſtrangle with a Bow String, ſuch which occupies all that Space which is between the lower

Bathiw's or other Perſons, who tall under the Emperor's Dif- Jaw and the Bone callid Os Hyoides, and moves it together

pleaſure. with the Tongue and Larynx upward, forward , and to each

MU'TILATED [mellari, L } maimed , having fome Part fide. Anat.

or Member cut off; wanting ſome Part ; allo Statues or MY'LPHÆ, a Diſeaſe, the falling off of the Hair from the

Buildings, where any part is wanting, or the Projecture of Eyelids , L. ,

any Member is broken off. MY'NCHEN (Myrchen, Sax .) a Nun.

MUTILATED Degrees (with Arol ) are certain Degrees MYOCE'PHALON [ ww , zápasovofuwz, a fly ; and xionG , Gr.

in ſeveral Signs which threaten the Perſon , who has them the head ) the falling of a ſmall Portion of the Uvula, ſo as to

afcending, with lameneis, &c. reſemble the Head of a Fly .

MUTILATION, the maiming or curtailing of any thing ; Myo‘Des Platiſma (with Anat.) a broad muſculous Expan
alſo a Caftration .

fion in the Neck , proceeding from a fat Membrane .

Mu'tilous [rutilus, L.) maimed . MYO'GRAPHY (rosexpic of püs,a muſcle , and rexel, Gr.]

MU'TINOUS (mutin , F.] tumultuous, &C. a defcription of the Muſcles.

MU'TINOUSNESS, feditiouſnets, tumultuouſneſs. MYOLOGY (myologia, L. wológia of Mus and now, Gr.) a

MU'TINYING [mutinant, F. or mutinerie, prob. of Diſcourſe of the Muſcles of an animal Body.

Alu / TINY mutire, L. to mutter) a Sedition, revolt MY'OMANCY [of pūr, a Mouſe, and verteia, Divination)

or revolting from lawful Authority , eſpecially among the kind of divination or method of foretelling future Events by

Soldiery . a eans of Mice.

To MUʻTTER (mutire, L. ) to ſpeak obſcurely or con- MYO'PHONON [Muózcover, Gr. ) an Herb that kills Mice,

fuſedly between the Teeth . Mice -bane. L.

Mu'TTERING [ofmutiens of mutire,L. or muyten, Du . ] MYOPI'A [uvõsiz of pever to hut, and sma, Gr. the fight ]
ſpeaking between the Teeth , grumbling. a kind ofdimneſs or confuſion of Sight in beholding Ob

MU'TTON (mouton, F.) the Flesh of a Sheep ; alſo a Sheep. jects that are diſtant, and yet a clearneſs of the Sight in be
MUTTON-Monger [of mouton , F. and mangere, Sax .) a holding ſuch Things as are near at Hand, Purblindneſs. L.

feller of Murion; a Butcher. Myoso'ra [ ures and reta, Gr . ) the Herb Mouſe -Blood

MU'TUAL (mutuus, L. mutuel, F.) alike on both sides, MYoSO'TIS or Blood - Strange .

interchangeable, making equal returns . MYO'SURA (ucos diecé, Gr.) the Herb Mouſe- Tail.

· MUTUAL Love and Friendſhip ( Hieroglyphically) was re- MyoʻTOMY [myotomia, L. of puste uós, Gr.) a Diſſection

preſented by two Bats; in that as mutual Love, & c. obliges of the Muſcles.
us to ſuccour one another ; it is related of Bats, that they keep MYRACO'PIUM [ uredixemor, Gr .) a Medicine to take away

clofe together, when they apprehend any Danger. A Bat wearineſs.

alſo was uſed to ſignify a Man raiſed from the Duſt, to an un- MYRIAD ( elds, Gr.] the Number of the 10000 .

merited Degree ofHonour. MYRIARCH (mverdozens, Gr.) a Captian of 10000.
MUTUAL Vicifitude (Hieroglyphically) was repreſented by MYRICA

the antient Egyptians bythe Fig Tree, whoſe old Fruit never MyRICE } [mveien, Gr.]the Shrub called Tamarisk, L.

falls off, till the new ones appear. MY'RINX(with Anotamifts] the Drum of the Ear. See

MU'TUALNESS , reciprocalneſs, interchangeableneſs. Тутрапит. L.

MU'TUNUS (among the Romans) an obſcene Deity ; the MYRIOPHYLLON (uwejooww.or, Gr . ] the Herb Milfoil or

MU'TINUS lame as the Priapus of the Grecians. The Yarrow . L.

Women worſhipped him before Marriage, and ſcandalous Ce- MYRISTICA Nux (of urgesinos, Gr. fragant) a Nutmeg. L.

remonies were performed to him. MYME'CION (with Surgeons] a Wart in the Palm of the

Mu'tule (with Architects) a ſort of ſquare Modilion, ſet Hand , or in the Sole of the Foot. L.

under the Cornice ofthe Dorick Order ; alſo a ftay , cut of MYRMECITES [ uuppinxitur, Gr . ] a Stone having in it

Stone or Timber, to bear up the Summer or other Part. the figure of a Piſmire or Emmet.

MU'TUUM [in the Civil Law) a Loan ſimply ſo called, or MYRMI'NODES [of Múpurxet, Gr . Ants) when the Plague

a Contract introduced by the Laws of Nations ; where a had carried away all theInhabitantsof the Ine Egina, Æacis

thing, conſiſting either in Weight, Number orMeaſure, is their King obtained of 'Jupiter the Favour, that all the Ants

given to another upon condition, that he ſhall return an- ſhould be turned into Men, that the Inand might be again

other thing of the fame Quantity, Nature and Value on de- fillid with Inhabitants. The Moral is , they werethus named,

mand, L. becauſe they apply'd themſelves to the Improvement of the

Muyp of Corn , uſed in France, 24 Minots, or 8 Quarters Ground, and like Ants were always ſtirring it up.

and a half Engliſh MY'RMIDONS [ uupuédores , Gr.) a People of Theſſaly, that

To Mu'rzle (mufolare, Ital.) to cover or bind the mouth went under the Conduct of Achilles, to the Waragainſt

with a muzzle . Troy. L.

A MUZZLE [9. mouthſeal, as Minbero ſuppoſes) a Device MYRMI'LLONES, a ſort of Combatants among the Romans,

of Leather, to put about the mouth of a Dog, Gr. alſo a who had on the Top of theirCask or Helmet, the Repreſen

Part of a Halter for the Noſe of a Horſe; alſo the Snout of tation of a Filh ; and in their Engagements with the Retiarii,

certain Beasts. if they were caught andwrapt into the Net, it was not poſſi
MUZZLE Ring (with Gunners] the great Circle of a Can- ble for them to eſcape Death.

non , that encompasſes and ſtrengthens the muzzle of it. MYRO'BALANS ( ele'laro , Gr . ) a medicinal Fruit like

Muzzle moulding, are the Ornaments round the muzzle. Egyptian Dates, ofwhich there are 5 Sorts, the Indian, the

MYA'CANTHA (cu excerda ,Gr.)the Herb Butcher's - Broom ; Emblick, the Atrine or Yellow , the Chebule,and the Belle

or as fome fay , Ajparagus, L. rick, and all of them of a purging Quality. L.

MYA'CANTHUM [uvikser Str , Gr.) the Herb wild'Aſparagus. MYROBA'LSAMUM [miegbaloduer, Gr.)an Ointment made
MY'ACRUM (of mãn, a Fly, and wypróar, to catch , Gr. of Balm .

9.d. Catch -Fly) the Plant called Goldof Preafure. MYROBOLANUM (uueskilerG , Gr.) the Nut of Egypt,

Mycteres ( murTwo's, Gr.) the Noſtrils which receive called alſo Myrobolan ben .that yields a precious Oil.
phlegmatick Humours, which diſtil from the Brain thro ' the MYRRH (myrrha, L. of núppu of ui'ego, Gr. to flow , 12 ,

papillary Proceſſes. Heb.} a Gumthat diſtils from a Tree about 5 Cubits high, of

Mycterismus (Reute queimub , Gr.) a wiping ones Nofe . the fame Name in Arabia ; it is oily, tranſparent, of a bit

MYCTERISMUS in Rhetor.] a cloſer kind of Sarcaſm or ter Talte, and greeniſh Colour.
Taunt. MYRRHI'NE (murrhaus, L.) pertaining to, or made of

Myde'sis [pennors, Gr. ] a rottenneſs proceçding from too Myrrth.

much moiſture. MYRRHIS [ uppie, Gr.) the Herb Mock - Chervil.
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MY'RSINE (Muay, Gr.] the Myrtle- Tree. L. Di. to nim or take hold of ] is, in Law, a reaſonable Diſtreſs,

MY'RSINEUM (with Bataniſts) wild Fennel. L. and proportionable to the Value of the Thing diſtrained for.

MYRSINI'T ES [hupotvírus, Gr. ) an Herb; a ſort of Spurge. Unlawful NAAM, a diſtraining above the Value; alſo ſee

MYRTIFORM (myrtiformis, L. ] of the Shape ofMyrtle. Namium vetium .

MYRTIEORMESCaruncula [ Anatomy] little Carbuncles or Na'mium vetitum [in Law Books] an unjuſt taking the Cat

Reſhy Knots, adjoining to , orrather in the place of the Hy- tle of another, and driving them to an unlawful Place, pre

men in Women.
tending Damages done by them .

MY'RTLE [myrtus, L. pupoo, Gr.) a kind of Shrub. ToNab, to ſurprize of take one napping ; alſo to cog a

MYRTOSE'LINOS (with Botaniſts] the Herb called Mouſe- Die.

Ear. L.
Æra of NABONA'SSAR [ in Chronology] a famous Æra on

MYRTOPE/TALON (uus toivetrov, Gr.) an Herb having account that (as Ptolomy writes) there were aſtronomical Oh

Leaves like Myrtle, called alío Polygonaton. L. ſervations made by the Chaldeans, from the beginning of his

Myrtus [Mipro , Gr. ) the Myrtle, a ſort of Shrub, bear- Reign to his own Time ; and according to Ptolomy, the firſt

ing a ſmall blackish Leaf, of a fragant Scent. Year of this Æra, was the Year 747 before Chriſt, and the

MYSTAGO'GICAL, of or pertaining to a Myſtagogue. 3967th Year of theJulian Period . He was a King of Ba

MY'STAGOGUE (myſłagogus, L. Musajay6 , Gr.)onewho bylon, called alſo Belofus.

interprets divine Mysteries; alſo he who has the keeping of Na'cca?

Church Relicks , and ſhews them to Strangers. [old Deeds ]a Yacht or ſmall Ship.

MYSTA'GOGY (myſłagogia, L. of Musayeris, Gr.) an Initi- Na'cker Mother of Pearl ; the Shell of the Fish where

ation or the Action of him that Initiates.
NA'KER S in Pearl is bred.

MYSTE/RIAL (myfterialis, L.) myſtical, obſcure . Na'dir( with Afron.) that Point in the Heavens oppo
MYSTE'RIARCH (myfleriarcha, L. Kusnenziomes of pausiger a ſite to the Zenith ; ;. f. That Point directly under our Feet,

Mystery, and apło , a Ruler or Chief] a Maſter ofthe holy or a Point in a right Line, drawn from our Feet thro' the

Myſteries ; a Prelate. L. Centre of the Earth, and terminating in the under Hemi
MYSTERIES ( of Religion ] thoſe Truths that have been re ſphere.

vealed by divine Revelation, beyond the reach of human Næ'NIA, Funeral Songs, Lamentations, or mournful

Reaſon . Tunes, which were antiently ſung at Funerals.

MYSTERIES (in Numbers) the Number 5 multiplied by 3 , NÆVUS, a Mole, a natural mark or ſpot in the Body, L.

makes 25 ; and 4 multiplied by 4, makes 16 ; and 3 multipli- NÆVOʻSITY (nævoſitas, L.]freckedneſs; the having Moles .

ed by 3, makes 9 ; but 9 and 16 is equal to 25 : or if 3 , 4, 5 , NÆVo/SE ( nævolus, L. ) full of Freckles or Moles.

be doubled, they make6 , 8 , 10. The Square of 10, is equal NAG ( prob. of negoy, Du.] a young or little Horſe .

to the Square of 8 and 6 , viz . to multiplied by 10, makes a Nar'ades (rujadin of race, Gr. to flow ) the Nymphs of

100 ; and 8 multiplied by 8 , makes 64 ; and 6 multiplied by the Floods, Elves, Fairies, & c. haunting Rivers and Four

6, makes 36 ; and 64 and 36 make 100, which may be tripled, tains .

-quadrupled, & c. NALADES (in Painting, &c. ) are repreſented very beauti

The Numbers 220and 284, altho' they are unequal, yet ful of Countenance, having Hair clear as Cryſtal, theirHeads

the aliquot Parts of the one Number do always equal the o- adorned with Garlands of Water Creſſes, with red Leaves ,

ther . So the aliquot Parts of 220, are 110, 54. 44, 22 , their Arms and Legs naked, and their Acțions are pouring

20, 11, 10, 5 , 4, 2, 1 , which added together, makes 284. out Water.

The aliquout Parts of 284, are 142; 71, 4, 2, 1 , which
NAL'Ant [in Heraldry ) q. d. nantes, L. of

being added together, make 200, which is rare to be found

in other Numbers.
natare, to ſwim , is a term applied to all Fiſhes

that are borne tranſverſe ; that is acrofs the El
MysTe'RIOUS (myſterieux, F.] full of Myſtery, obſcure.

cutcheon ; becauſe they ſwim in the Water inMYSTERIOUSNESS, hiddenneſs, difficultneſs to be under- that Pofture. See the Figure.

ſtood , & C

Naif (with Jewellers.] of a quick and natural look, fpokenMYSTERY[myfterium, L. pusriecov, Gr. ofTD3 of IND ,
of Diamonds, Jewels,E.

Heb. to hide)ſomething ſecret or hidden , or impoſſible, or

To Nau . (nageln , Teus.) to faften with Nails.
difficult to be comprehended ; alſo any particular Trade, Art

A NAIL (næg!, Sax .) the Nail of a Man's Hand ; alſo
or Occupation , isalſo called a Myttery.

the 16 part of a Yard in meafure ; alſo an Iron Pin for fasten
MYSTICALNESS (myſticus, L. and neſ ] myſteriouſneſs.
Mysticks, a religious Sect diftinguithedbytheirprofef- ing or nailingBoardstogether,

To Nail Cannon (Military Term ) the driving of a Nail
ſing pure, ſublime and perfect Devotion, withan intire diſin

or an Iron Spike by force into the touch Hole of a piece of
tereſted Love of God, free from all ſelfiſh conſiderations.

Ordnance, fo as to render it uſelefs.

MYSTOʻPHORUS (MUŞDICPO , Gr. ) one that bears the holy
Nail -Wort, an Herb ;Myſteries. L.

NAILS (næglen, Sax .] the Cuſtom of paring Nails at a
MYTHI'STORY [mythiſtoria, L. of Musiqueia of use a

fable, and isoeia ,Gr. history) an Hiſtory mingled with falſe bly mightbe tranſmitted to our Forefathers from theRomans,
certain Time, is a Relick of antient Superſtition , and proba

bles and Tales.

MYTHOLO'GICAL, of or pertaining to Mythology:
who ſuperſtitiouſly avoided paring their Nails on the Nuu

MYTHOʻLOGIST [MVBabyG ,Gr.]one skilled in Mytho- dine, obſervedevery ninth Day.
NAISSANT [in Heraldry) is a form of Blazon peculiar to

logy ,

all living Things, that in an Eſcutcheon iſſue out of ſome
MYTHO'LOGY [mytbologia, L. pusonszix of pisos a Fable,

and 107 ,Gr.) the Hiſtory ofthefabulousDeities and Heroes ordinary or common Charge, and isdifferentfrom ifuant,
which denotes a living Creature, iſſuing out of the bottom of

of Antiquity ,and the Explanation of the Myſteries of the
old Pagan Religion.

any Ordinary or Charge.

NAKED (nuceo, Sax.) unclothed, uncovered, bare.
TO MYTHO'LOGIZE [of per Sonogir, Gr.] to explain or

NAKED Fire (with Cby.] an openFire ,one not penned up.
write Morals on Fables, or the Myſteries of the oldPagan Re

Naked Seeds (with Herbalifts] ſuch Seeds as are not in
ligion.

MYTHO'PLASM ( of wogórharus offish and masiar , Gr. mallows, Pilewort,& c.or thathas no covering beſide that
clofed in any Pod or Caſe, as thoſe of Crow -foot, Marth

to frame or form ) a fabulous Narration or Hiſtory.
which remains upon it till the Time of Vegetation.

MY'URUS[meimpo , Gr. ] a pulſe which is continually weak NAKED Flower (with Botan.) is one that has no Empale
ening by inſenſible degrees; fo that that ſecond beat is fainter

ment, as a Tulip.
than the firſt, the third than the ſecond.

NAKEDNESS (of nacker, Teut .) the being without Cloth

ing

N
NAMA'TION [in Law] a diftraining or taking diſtreſs.

Namation in Scotland) a impounding of Cattle.

n, Roman; Nn, Italick ; A n, Engliſ ; N n, Saxon ; NAME [name, Sax. name, Teut.) the Appellation ofany

are the 13th Letters in order of the Alphabet; 3, thing ; a Word by which Men have agreed to expreſs fome

Hebrew the 14th ; Ny, the 14th of the Greek . Idea, or Thing, or Subject ſpoken of.

N [in Latin Numbers) ſignified goo. To Name (of nama or naman, Sax .) to give a Name to ,
Ñ with a Dalh, 9000. to mention a Name.

N. B. ſtands for Nata bene, L. mark well, or take notice, NAMELESS [nameleay, Sax .) without a Name ; alſo not

Naam [in L.2 . ) the taking or diſtraining another Mans

moveable Goods.
Nar [knoppa , Sax . nopie , Dan.) the hairy or ſhaggy

Lazul NAAM [of neman, Sax . to take, or nemmen , part ofwoollen Cloth.

NAP
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Nap [of knappian, Sax . to take a ſhort Sleep) a fort NA'RTBEX [vé panet,Gr.] Fennel Giant, or Ferula. L.

Sleep . NASAL [ot najus, L. ] of or pertaining to the Noſe.

NAPE [knoppa, Sax ] the hinder Part of the Neck , ſo Nasal Vein (with Anatomiji's) the Vein between the No

called, from the ſoft ſhort Hair growing there like the Napſtrils.
of Cloth NASALIA [in Medicine) Medicines to be put up the Noſe.

NAPÆ'Æ ( vords of vero , a Grove or Vale, & c.] the NASCA'LIA (in Medicine] Medicines to be put into the

Nymphs of the Mountains (in Painting, &c . ) are repreſented Neck of the Matrix .

with a pleaſant Countenance, clothed in green Mantlets girt

about their Waltes, having their Heads adorned with Gar
Nasra } [with Paracelſians) a bunch on the Back.

lands of Honey -Suckles,Roſes, Thyme, & c. and either ga- Nasico'R NOUS [of naſus and corneus, L. ) having Noſes of

thering Flowers, making Garlands, or dancing in a Ring. a horny Subſtance as ſome Inſects have.

NAPE/LLUS ( with Botan.) a kind of Wolf's-bane, or rather Nasi Os in Anatomy] a thin Bone which makes the upper

Monk's -hood , L. Part of the Noſe . L.

NA'PERY ( naperio, Ital . ] Table or Houſhould Linen . NA'ssip (among the Mahometans) Fate or Deſtiny, which

NA'PIER's Bones ? [fo called from the Lord Nepier or Ne- they believe to be in a Book written in Heaven, which con

Napier's Rods. per, Baron of Merchiſton in Scotland , tains the good or bad Fortune of all Men ; and which cannot

the Inventer of them] certain numbering Rods, made either poſſibly be avoided .

of Ivory , Wood or ſmall Slips of Paſtboard, which ſerve to Nasty, filthy , offenſive.

perform Multiplication by Addition, and Diviſion by Sub- NA'STINESS (prob . of majs, L. the noſe, q. offending the
traction. nofe, or of neye and neyYe, Sax . ] filthineſs, offenſiveneſs,

NAPHEW , Nevew, or French Turnep. &c.

NA'PHTHA ( 1789 ) of yo ), Heb . to fly about, r1994 , Gr . ] NASTU'RCES [nafturtia , L.) Capucin Capers.

Babyloniſh Bitumen , which when ſet on Fire, is not only NASTU RTIUM (with Botan . ) the Herb Noſe-ſmart, Creſ

hard to be extinguiſh'd; but if Water be caſt upon it burns ſes or Garden Crelles. L.

more vehemently, L. It is ſuch a powerful Compound, NASTURTIUM Aquaticum [with Bot . ) Water Creffes. L.

that if it comes near the Fire or Sun -beams, it will ſuddenly NATALITIA (among the Romans ] were Feſtivals celebra
ſet all Air round about it in a Flame . ted to the Genii, during which it was held ominous to ſhed

NA/PPING [of knappian , Sax. to ſleep ) ſleeping . the Blood of Beaſts. There Solemnities being wholly dedica

NA'PPY [of noppe, Dan. knoppa, Sax . ) having a Nap ted to Joy and Feſtivity .

or Shag, as Cloth ; alſo ſtrong Drink , that will ſet one
NATALITIOUS (natalitius, L.] of or pertaining to a Na

to napping or aſleep . tivity or Birth -day.

NA'pus (with Herbalifts] Navew or Turnep, Navew- NATATI'LE [natatilis, L.) that Swims.

gentle.or long Rapes, are edible Roots.
NATATION , Iwimming, L.

NARCI'sine (narciſſinus, L.) pertaining to or like the
Nates, the Buttocks.

white Daffodil. Nates Cerebri ( with Anat.) two round Parts of the Brain ,

Narcissus [vaipasso , Gr. ) a Flower ; ſome of a white, bunching out behind the Beds of the Optick Nerves, and
and ſome of a yellow Colour ; a Daffodil, L. growing to the upper Part of the marrowy Subſtance.

Na'rcosis [va'px 575, Gr . ) a privation of Senſe , as in a NA'Tion, all the Inhabitants of a particular Country, alſo

Palſey, or by taking Opium, & c.
a Country .

NARCO'TICAL [vapka tirds, Gr.] ſtupifying, benumming NA’rional, of or appertaining to a whole Nation.

NARCO'TICK S or taking away Senle . NATIONAL Synod, an Allembly oftheClergy of a Nation.

NARCO'TICKS ( Narcotica, L. v & pXoting Gr . ] Medicines NATIONALNESS [of natio , L. and nejs] univerſalneſs, or

which ſtupify and take away the ſenſe of Pain . properneſs to the whole Nation .

NARCOTICKNESS, Itupifying , benumming Quality . NATIV Æ Tenentes, [old Law] Tenants who hold native

Nardus [vapoo , Gr.] Spikenard. Land, i. e. Land ſubject to the ſervices of Natives.

NA'RES (with Anatomiſts) the Noſtrils of an Animal. NA'TIVE {nativus, L. ] belonging to ones Birth - place, na

NA'RRABLE (narrabilis, L.) that may eaſily be told or de- tural, inbred .

clared . A NATIVE [ natious, L. ) one born in a Country's or who

NARR A'TION , a Relation of any particular Actions or Cir- lives in the Country where he was born .

cuſtances. NATIVE (anti . Deeds] one born a Slave ; by which he dif

NARRATION (with Rhetoricians] is that part of an Oration fered from one who had ſold himſelf or became a Slave by his

in which account is given of Matter of Fact.
own Deed .

NARRATION [of an Epick Poem ] is reckoned the third NATIVE (with Aftrologers) - Perſon born under a certain
Part ; and this ſome divide into four Parts . The Title, the aſpect and influence of the Stars .

Propoſition, the Invocation, the Body of the Poem or Narra- NATIVE Spirit(with Naturaliſts] the innate Heat, first

tion , properly ſo called. ſuppoſed to be produc'd in a Fætus or Child in the Womb.

NARRATIon or Body of the Poem, is that which expreſſes NATIVENESS, naturalneſs, inbredneſs, Sr.

the Action , Paſſion and Sentiments. This Narration ought NATiNi de Stipit, Villains or Bondment by Birth or

to contain a juſt mixture of Pleaſure and Initruction ; not de- Family.

pending on the beauty of the Verſe, the Diction and the NATINITY , Natal -Day , or the Day of ones Birth .

Thoughts ; but the Manners and Paſſions of the Perſons NATIVITY (with Aſtrologers) a Scheme or Figure of the

which are introduced, and the Things that are treated of. Heavens , drawn according to the poſition of the Planets at

In ſhort, the Narration ſhould every where agree with the that Moment of Time, when the Perſon was born ; when in

Subject. It ſhould be great and ſublime, where the things ipo- a particular manner he becomes liable to the Influences of the

ken of arc ſo . It ſhould be warm and pathetick , where Par- heavenly Bodies .

on is to be repreſented, flowing and elegant in Deſcriptions,
NATIVITY Cold Lagu Bondage or Villenage."

andevery where free from any thing flat and vulgar .
NATI'vo babendo, a Writ which lies for the apprehending

Poetical Narrationsare interrupted by Exclamations, Apo- of a Lord's Villain or Bund -man , run from him , and for reſtor

ſtrophes, Digreſſions, and many other Figures, that eng.ge him again to his Lord .

the Attention. They always ſhew the moit charming Side
NA'TRON ? [rutegr, Gr . ) a kind of black, greyif

of what they repreſent, and take no notice of any Thing or A NATRON Š Šalt, taken out of a Lake of Stagnant Wa

Art, but what is great and rare, and neglect what would lel- ter, in the Territory of Terrana in Egypt.

ſen the Height of Admiration, Naita , a mark , ſuch as Infants bring along with them
NARRATIVE [of narrare, L.] declarative, expreſſive. F. into the World .

A NARRATIVE ( narratif, F.] a Narration , Relation or NATTA (with Surgeons) a large, foft ſwelling without

Recital . Pain or Colour, which uſually grows in the Back or Shoul

NARRATOR, a Relater. L. ders, and ſometimes grows as large as a Melon or Gourd.

NARRATOR (old Law) a Pleader or Serjeant at Law .
Natu'ra , Nature; alſo the privy Parts , L.

NARROW (neaplepe, Sax . ) of ſmall breadth . Natura naturans , God , as giving Being and Nature to

The NA'RROW , a Channel which runs between the Mar- all others , in oppoſition to L.

get Sands and the Main. Natura naturata, Creatures who receive their Being

To go Narrow (with Horſemen ] a Horſe is ſaid to go nar- from the Natura Naturans, or God, L.

row, when he does not také Ground enough , that does not NATURAL (naturalis, I. ] belonging to , or proceeding

bear far enough out, to the one Hand or to the other. from nature, ſuch as nature made it , not counterfeit ; fome

NARROWNESS, ſcantineſs in breadth . thing coming immediately cut of the Hands of nature , in

NARTHE’CIA [oophuis, Gr. ] a kind of Ferula growing oppoſition to faétitious or artificial,
low . L. NA
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NATURAL Concrete (with Philoſophers) implies a Body Courſe of material Things, the Series of ſecond Cauſes, of

made up of different Principles, and therefore is much of the the Laws that God has impoſed upon the motions impreſsid

fame Signification as mixt; lo Antimony is a Natural Con by him , as Phyficks is the Study of Nature, and Miracles art

crete , or a Body compounded in the Bowels of the Earth . effects above the Power ofNature.

NATURAL Day, the ſpace of 24 Hours. NATURE , is alſo uſed to ſignify an aggregate of Powers

NATURAL Faculty, is that Power ariſing from the Circu- pertaining to any Body, eſpecially an Animal one, as we ſay

lation of the Blood ; or it is an Action depending chiefly upon Nature is Strong, Weak, & c.

the Brain , whereby the Body is nouriſhed, increaled and pre- NATURE, is alſo uſed to ſignify the Action of Providence,

ſerved by the Blood and animal Spirits . the Principle of all Things, or that ſpiritual Being which is

Natural Philoſophy, is that Science which conſiders the diffuſed throughout the whole Creation, and moves and acts

Powers of Nature, the Properties of natural Bodies, and in all Bodies, and gives them certain Properties, and procures

their mutual Action on one another, called alſo Phyſicks. certain Effects.

NA'rurals (in Phyſick ] called Res naturales, L. In e- NAVVAL [navalis, L.) of or partaking to a Ship or Navy.

very Animal, however ſick and diſeaſed , there is ſtill remain
NAVAL Crown ( with the Romans] a Crown of

ing fome degree of Life and Strength , and the cauſes and
Gold or Silver, adornd with the figures of

effects of them . There are called Naturals.
Beaks of Ships, which it was their Cuſtom to

Natural Functions (in the Animal Oeconomy] are thoſe
give as a Reward to thoſe who had first boarded

Actions whereby things taken into the Body, are changed an Enemy's Ship. See the Figure.
and affimilated, ſo as to becomeParts of the Body.

Nave (nau Se, Sax . ) that part in the middle of a Wheel,
NATURAL Inclinations, are thoſe tendences or motions of

where the Spokes are fixed ; alſo the main Part or Body of a

the Mind towards things ſeemingly good ; which are common Church, Du. and Teut. ::

in a greater or leſs degree to all Mankind.
NAVE of a Church , the Body of the Church, or the Place

NATURAL Hiſtory, a Deſcription of any of the natural where the People are diſpoſed, reaching from the Rail or Bal

Products of the Earth, Water or Air, v.g. Bealts, Birds, lufter of the Choir to the chief Door.

Fiſhes, Vegetables, Minerals , and all ſuch Phænomena's as
NA'vel (na xel, Sax .] a Part on the middle of the Belly.

time appear in the material World, as Monsters, Me- NavelGall (in a Horſe] a Bruiſe on the Back , or Pinch

teors, &c . of the Saddle behind.

NATURAL Harmony [Mufi .) is that produced by the na- NAVEL Timbers [ in a Ship] the Puttocks or Ribs.
tural and efiential Chords of the Mode. Navel -Wort, an Herb .

NATURAL Year ( Aſtron .] one intire Revolution of the Na'ver, Part of an Incenſe -pan or Cenſer-box.

Sun, comprehending the ſpace of 365 Days, and almoſt 6 NAUFRAGE (naufragium , L ] Shipwreck .

Hours. NaughT (naht, Sax.) bad , wicked, lewd.

A NATURAL (naturalis, L.) a Fool, a Changeling. NAU'GHTINESS (nahtneyre, Sax .] badneſs, lewdneſs, sc:

A NA'TURALIST, one skilled in natural Philoſophy. Nau'GHTY (nahtig , Sax .] bad , wicked, &c.

NATURALIZA'Tion, the Act of naturalizing, as when an NAVICULAR (navicularis, L.] of or pertaining to a ſmall

Alien or Foreigner is made a Kings natural Subject, and in- Ship.

velted with the Rights and Privileges thereof. NAVICULAR Bone (with Anat.) the third Bone in each
To NATURALIZE (naturalizare, L.) to admit into the NAVICULARE Os Foot; that dies between the Aftraga

number of natural Subjects; alſo to receive a foreign Ex- Lus and the Offa Cunceformia.

preſſion or Word into the original Stock of a Language. NA'VIGABLE (navigabilis, L.] where Ships may paſs;
NA'TURALness, agreeableneſs, &c. to nature. that will bear a Ship or Boat.

NA'TURE [ natura, L.) the Syſtem of the World, the Ma- NA'VIGABLENESS, capableneſs of being failed in.

chine of the Univerſe, or the Aſſemblance of all created Be TO NA'VIGATE (navigare, L.) to fail on the Sea.

ing ; the univerſal Difpofition of all Bodies; alſo the Go- Navigaʼtion, the Art of Sailing, which teaches how to

vernment of divine Providence, directing all Things by cer- conduct a Ship at Sea the neareſt Way to any appointed Port.

tain Rules and Laws.
Proper NAVIGATION, is when the Courſe lies in the

Nature [ in Metaphyſicks) is the Eſſence of any incorpo. main Ocean, out of sight of all Land.

real Thing, as it is the Nature of the Soul to think, of God to Improper NAVIGATION, is when the Places beirig at no

be good , and the like.
great diſtance one from the other, the Ship ſails within Sight,

Nature (with Pbiloſopbers) the Principle of all created and is within Sounding.

Beings . NA'VIGATOR , a Sailor, a Conductor of a Ship, a Pilot.

NATURE (in Grammar ) a term uſed in Proſodia, of a Syl- Navi'gerous ( naviger, L.) that will bear a Ship or Vefſel.

lable that is ſhort or long, without any rule in Grammar to NAVIS [ old Rec.) a linall Diſh to hold Frankincenſe

render it ſo by Poſition, Sc.
before it is put in the Cenſer.

The Laws of NATURE (among Moralis) is that moſt gene- Navis [vūs, Gr.] a Ship or Bark, any ſort of Sea Veffel.

ral and univerſal Rule of human Actions, to which every Navis Ecclefiæ (old Rec. the Nave or Body of the Church ,

Man is obliged to conform , as he is a reaſonable Creature. diſtinguiſhed from the Choir, and the Wings or Ille, L.

It binds the whole Body of human Race , and is not ſubject NAU'LAGE (naulum , L.) the freight or paſlage Money for

to change, which is the diſadvantage of poſitive Laws. Goods or Perſons by Sea, or Paſſage over a River.

Thoſe who ſearch for the Law of Nature in God himſelf, NAU'LUM [ revac , Gr. ) a Piece of Money which the an

are divided into two Parties .
tient Greeks and Romans put into the Mouth of a Perſon de

Someplace the Spring of it in the divine Will, and thence ceaſed, to pay Cbaron ( the poetick Ferty-man of Hell) for

conclude, that inalmuch as that Will is in the higheſt man- carrying him over the Stiggian Lake in his Ship or Boat, L. :

ner free, God may therefore change the Law of Nature. NAU'MACHY [verezia, Gr. ] a Sea Fight , or the repre

Others ſay this natural Law is founded in the Juſtice of ſentation of it ; alſo a Place where Sea Fights are imitated.

God, after ſuch an eſſential manner, as to expreſs a kind of Nau'se A , a loathing. L.

Image of his Attributes, and thence proceeds the immutabi
Nausea (in Phyſick ] a retching and propenſity, an endea.lity of it.

vour to vomit, ariſing from a loathing of Food, excited by

Laws of Nature, are thoſe Laws of motion by which all ſome viſcous Humour that irritates the stomach .

natural Bodies are commonly governed in all their Actions up
Nausea ( Anatomically) is defined by Boorhasie to be a re

on one another, and which they inviolably obſerve in all the trograde, ſpaſmodick Motion of the muſculous Fibres of the
changes that happen in the natural ſtate of Things.

Oeſophagus, Stomach and Inteſtines, attended with Convul.

NATURE (Hieroglyphically) was by the Egyptians repre- ſionsof the abdominal Muſcles, and the Septum Tranfverfum .

ſented by a Vulture ; ſee Vulture. Andto expreſs the Effects To NAU‘SEATE [nauſeare, L.] to have an Inclination to

of God's Power in Nature, they painted a Man with a mul. Vomit ; alſo to loath or abhot.

titude of Hands, ſtretching them out upon the World . The NAU'SEOUS (of nauſea, L. ) going againſt ones Stomach,
Nature of Man was repreſented by a Woman having her Hair making ready to Vomit ; loathſome.

ftrait up, and fhewing the Image of a Tree turned upſide NA/USEOUSNESS, loathſomeneſs.
down. The Hair is in the lieu of the Roots, and thisinti.

NAU'TICAL [nauticus, L.] of or pertaining to Ships or
mated that our Country was in Heaven , from whence we Nau'Tick S Mariners.

had our beginning, and that thither our Affections ought to NAUTICAL Planiſphere ( Afronomy] a deſcription of the
tend.

terreſtrial Globe upon a Planefor theuſe of Mariners.

Nature (with Schoolmen) the Eſſence of a Thing or the
Nauticus Muſculus ( Anatomy] a Muſcle, called allo Tibi

Quiddity thereof, i. e. the Attribute that makes it what it is, alis Pofticus.

asit is the Nature ofthe Soul to think.
Nautilus, a petrify'd Shell found in the Earth ; in other

NATURE; is alſo uſed to ſignify the eſtabliſhed Order and reſpects like thoſe found in the Sea or Rivers.

Na'vY

Navicula }

5 y
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Na'vy (of navis, L. a Shipja Compıny of Ships of War. Reſpective abſolute Necessity [with Metapbygcians]

Surveyor of the Navy,an Officer, whole buſineſs is to when a Thing will continue as it is according to the Order of

inqure into the ſtate of all Stores, and to take care that the Creation, andthe ſettled Courſe of ſecond Cauſes.
deficiencies be ſupply'd ; to furvey the Ships, Hulls , Mats Pb : fical NECESSITY (Philol . ) is the want of Principle of

and Rigging ; to audit the Accounts of Carpenters, Boat . natural Neans neceſſary to act ; called alſo a phsſical or natu

ſwains, & c. belonging to the royal Navy . ral Impotence.

Treaſurer of the NAVY, an Officer, who receives Money Moral NECESSITY [in Philof ) is only a great difficulty,

out of the Exchequer, and pays the Charges of the Navy... ſuch as that which ariſes from a long habitude, a ſtrong Incli

NAZARENES [of the Town of Nazareth in Judea ] a Name nation or violent Paffion .

given to our Saviour and his Diſciples . Abſolute NecessITY? is that which has no dependence on

NA‘ZARITES D'I ), Heb. i . e . ſeparated Perſons) a Sect Simple NecessITY

among the Jezus, ſo called on account oftheir being ſepara particular Situation of Things ; but is found every whereand

ted from others, by devoting themſelves,by a Vow to God, in all the Circumſtances, in which the Agent can be ſuppoſed.

for a certain Time, and abſtaining from Wine, and obſerving Relative Necessity , is that which places a Perſon in a

ſome other Ceremonies. real incapacity of acting or not acting in thoſe Circumſtances

Nay [na, Sax.) no, nor. and that Situation he is found in.

Ne admittas, a Writ for the Patron of a Church , to forbid Antecedent NECESSITY [with Philoſophers) is one that ariſes

the Biſhop to admit a Clerk to that Church, who is preſented from an antecedent Cauſe neceſſarily operating, as the riſing
by another. of the Sun to morrow Morning.

To NEAL [ of on -ælan, Sax .) to make a Metal ſofter or Concomitant NECESSITY , ariſes from an antecedent and ne

leſs brittle by heating it in the Fire; to anneal or ſtain , or ceſſary Cauſe ; but dependson the Circumſtances of the Effect.

bake Glaſs painted, that the Colourmay go quitethrough it. NECESSITY ( Neceſitas, L. ) a Pagan Deity , the Mother of

NEAL'd to [ Sea Term ] uſed when it is deep Water cloſe the Deſtinies, and conſtant Companion of Man, through his

by the Shore, or if the Lee-Shore be ſandy, clayey, ouzy, whole Life, and to whom , as the Poets feign, even Jupiter

or foul and rocky Ground, they ſay the founding is Nealed to himſelf was forced to fubmit. This Neceſſity was worſhipped

NEAP (ofneay, Sax . ſcarce) ſcanty, deficient, as neap Tides. as a Goddeſs by the Heathens .

Neap Tides (of neafte, Sax. ſcarcity) the Tides in the Neck [ necca, Sax. ) that Part between the Body and Head ,

ſecond and laſt Quarter of the Moon ; low Tides, not ſo high Neck Verſe, a Verie or two in a Latin Book of a Gothick

or ſo ſwift, as the ſpring Tides . black Character, which a Perſon convicted of ſeveral Crimnes

Near ( nean, Sax . ) nigh to , hard by. ( eſpecially Manſlaughter, for which he otherwiſe ſhould ſuffer

N.NEAR [ Sea Term ] aWord of Command to theMan at Death) was formerly put to read in open Court ; and if the

the Helm, bidding him to let the Ship fall to the Leeward.
Ordinary of Newgate laid legit ut Clericus, i. e. be reads like

NEARNESS (nea and negre , Sax.) proximity . a Clerk, he was only burnt in the Hand and ſet at Liberty.

Neat [ neat, Sax .] Beeves, as Oxen, Heifers, Cows, But now this Practice of reading the Neck - Verſe is quite left
Steers. off.

NEAT (netto, Ital. net, F. nitidus, L. ) clean, trim, clean
NECROLOGY [of vixp G dead , and 157, Gr. ) a Book kept

ly and tightly dreſſed, clever. in antient Times in Churches and Monaſteries ; in which the

Neat Herd (nea Syno, Sax. ) a Keeper of neat Cattle . Names of the Benefactors are regiſtered ; the Time of their

Near Land (in Law] Land granted or let out to the Yeo- Death, and alſo the Days of their Commemoration .

manry . NECROMANCER ( vexeguertires of rirog's the Dead, and verteix,

Neat's Leather, Leather made oftheHide ofan Ox or Cow. Gr. divination ] a Conjurer, a Wizard, &c. who Practices

NEAT Weight, the Weight ofa Commodity without the Necromancy, i . c . by calling up the Ghoſts ofthe Dead.

Cask, Bag or Thing containing it ; and alſo when it is cleared NecroMA'NTICK [reguerrines, Gr.] of or pertaining to Ne
from Drols by garbling. cromancy .

Neatness, cleanlineſs, tightneſs in Apparel, Houſe, &C. NECROMANCY [ *** oquarteia, Gr . ) the Art or Act of Com

alſo pureneſs, unadulteratedneſs. municating with Devils , and doing ſurpriſing Feats by their

NEBULA, a Mift or Fog. L. affiftance ; and particularly calling up the Dead.

NEBULE (in Heraldry) nebuly, Engl . of nebu- Necrosis [vixecours, Gr. ) a mortification or killing.

latum or nubilum of nebula, L. ſignifies cloudy, NECROSIS (in Tbeology) a mortifying of corrupt Affections.

or repreſenting Clouds . See the Figure. Necrosis (with Surgeons ] a perfect or compleat Mortifi

cation of the loft and hard Parts of the Body.

NEBULO'SE? (nebuloſus, L.) cloudy , covered with Clouds, NECTAR [víx telo, Gr. ) a certain pleaſant Liquor, which, as

NE'BULOUS miſty, foggy, gloomy, overcaſt. the Poets feign, was the Drink of the Gods, and ſuch as

NEBULOUSNESS, miſtinefs, cloudineſs, darkneſs. would render immortal whomſoever drank of it .

NEBU'LGE A (with Chymiſts] the Salt of the moiſture of a Ne'ctar (with Phyſicians] a medicinal Drink of a very

Cloud ; falling upon Stones in Meadows, condenſed and pleaſant Taſte, Smell and Colour. Gr.

hardened by the Heat of the Sun. Necta'ria [rox to petr, Gr. ] the Herb Elecampane. L.

NEBULOUS Stars ( Aſtron .] certain fixed Stars of a dull , pale
NECTAREAN, of or belonging to Nectar.

and dim Light ; ſo called becauſe they look cloudy, or bring Ne'CTARIN (of víxtos!, Gr.] a ſort of Peach , not downy.

Clouds, and ſetting with the Sun render the Air troubled and NECYOMANTES [rexuousirtns,Gr.) a Necromancer, onewho

dusk . holds Converſation with the Devil , or calls up the Spirits of

NE'CESSARIES [ neceſſaria, L.] Things needful for human the Dead , ſuch as the Witch of Endor, who cauſed Samuel

Life. to appear to Saul. L.

Ne'CESSARY ( neceffarius, L.) needful, indiſpenſable, una NEED neab , Sax.] want, poverty.

voidable . Ne'ediness (prob . ofneading and neyye, Sax .] want, po

Necessary in Cauſing, is when there is a Cauſe from verty.

whence an Effect muſt neceſſarily follow . NEE'DFUL [of nead.full , Sax. ] neceſſary.

NE'CESSARINESS, needfulneſs, unaviodableneſs. NE'elle (næ51, Sax .) an Inftrument for fewing.

To NecessitATE [ neceſſiter, F. ] to compel, to force as Needle ( of the Mariners Compa/s] that Iron -Wire that

it were of neceſſity. is touched with the Loadſtone.

NECESSITATED ( neceſſité, F.] forced , compelled. MagneticalNeedle [in Navigation, & C.] Needle touch'd

Necessitous [neceſiteux, F.] that is in want ; needy, with a Loadſtone, and fufpended on a Pivot or Center,on
poor. which , playing at liberty , it directs it ſelf to certain Points in

NECESSITOUSNESS, indigence, poverty . or under the Horizon .

NECESSITY (neceffitas, L.) indiſpenſableneſs, the State of Horizontal Needle, is one equally ballanced on each ſide

a thing that muit be ; alſo extremity , ſtraight, diſtreſs ; need,
the Pivot which ſuſtains them , and which playing horizon

poverty , want . tally by its twoExtremes, point out the North and South

NECESSITY ( among Naturaliſs) is that by which a Being Points ofthe Horizon .

is put into ſuch a Condition, that itcannot be in any other. Ne'edLess ( proh. of nead.leay, Sax .) unneceſſary.

Abſolute NECESSITY [among Naturaliſts ] is when it is Need Tides (with Mariners) are thoſe Tides which fall

contrary to the very Nature and Principles of the Thing to out, when the Moon is in the middle of the ſecond and laſt

be otherwiſe. Quarter, which are four Days before the full or change, and

Simple abſolute NECESSITY (in Metaphyſicks] is that which are called Deed -Neep or Dead- Neep.

upon no Terms or Conditions will permit a Thing to be in To be NEEPED (Sea Phraſe] a Ship is ſaid to be ſo, when

another Condition than it is in . This does not comport with Water is wanting that the cannot get off the Ground, out of

any but an independent Being, as God bimſelf.
the Harbou or Dock ,

NEFA'x
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Nepa'ndous [nefandus, L.) not to be ſpoken or mention their Mace, and they are ſhut up blind in the Grare , and
ed ; heinous, horrible.

don't ſee any thing of Heaven.

Nera'NDOUSNESS, horribleneſs, wickedneſs not to bemen- Ne'MÆAN Games ( ſo called of the Wood Nemæa in A

tioned or uttered. chaia, where Hercules flew a mighty Lion) ſolemn Games in
Nera'r10us (nefarius, L.) very wicked, villainous, abo- ftituted in honour of Hercules. The Exerciſes uſed, were

minable .
running with Horſes, Foot-races, Fighting with Whirl-bats,

Nera'stous ( nefaſtus, L.) unlucky, unhappy. Quoiting, Wreſtling, Darting and Shooting. And the Re

Nega'tion , a denying or gainſaying. L. ward ofhim that came off Victor, was at firſt a Crown made

of an Olive Branch ; but afterwards a Garland of Ivy.NE'GATORY [mgativus, L.) of or pertaining to denial.
Ne'mesis (of vis daviuionems, Gr. i.e. a Diſtribution to e

NEGATIVE Pregnant [in Law is a Negative which im- very one accordingto Juſtice)the Daughter of Jupiter and of

plies an Affirmative ; as, when a Perſon is accuſed to have Neceffity, the GoddeſsofPuniſhment or Revenge, called alſo

done a Thing at ſuch a Place and at ſuch a Time ; he denies Adraſtia from Adraſtus, who firſt built her a Temple, and

that he did it in the Manner and Form of the Declaration , alſo Rhamnufa of Rhamnus, the place where this Temple

which implies he did do it in ſome manner. was, L. She was painted as Juſtice is , with a Sword in one

Negative Quantities ( in Alge.) are ſuch as have the Ne- Hand, and a pair of Scales in the other, with a ſad Counte

gative Sign (m ) ſet before them ; and are ſuppoſed to be leſs nance and piercing Eyes, or with a Bridle and a Ruler.

nothing; and directly contrary to affirmative, poſitive or Ne'mine contradicente [ i . e . none contradicting) a Term

real Quantities. commonly uſed in Parliament when any matter is carried with
A Negative (negativum , L.) a denying Propoſition or the univerſal Aſſent.

Expreſſion .
NE'MORAL [nemoralis, L. ] of or pertaining to a Grove .

Negative Hereticks ( in the Language of the Spaniſh In- NEMORIVA GOUS (nemorivagus, L.] wandering in the

quiſition ) are Perſons who having been accuſed ofHereſy by Woods and Groves.

Witneſſes, whoſe Evidence they don't deny, Itill keep on NEMORO'SE (nemorojus, L.) full of Woods and Groves.

the negation, making open Profeſſion of the Catholick Do NEMORO'SITY [nemoroſitas, L.) fulneſs of Woods and
& trine, and declare their abhorrence of Herely . Groves .

Negative Pains [in Law ) is a being excluded from Ho- NeMORE'NSIS , e [in Botan . Writ.] growing in Woods or

nours and Dignities, & c. without the having any direct and Groves, L.

poſitive Pains inflicted . NE'MORUM [in Botan . Writ.] of the Groves , L.

To Negle'ct [negleftum , L. ſup .] not to take care of, to NenU'FARIM (with Chymiſts] Spirits in the Air.

forget, to ſlight; alſo to let go or let ſlip. Nenu'THAR , a Flower callid a Water Lilly .
NEGLECT(neglectus, L. ] omiſſion, want of care; diſre Neo'GAMIST (neogamus, L. of nógeno , Gr. ] one newly

gard . narried .

NEGLIGENCE (negligentia, L.) remifneſs, careleſnefs, the NeoMENI'A [ Yeocunvíz of vio, new, and wávn, Gr. a Moon )

not looking to a thing , heedlernels , F. the new Moon or beginning of the lunar Month .

NEGLIGENT [negligens, L.) neglectful, careleſs, fack in Neophy'TE (veóqurm of vio and octor, Gr. a Plant) one

performance. E newly entred upon any Profeſſion , a Learner or Novice ; al

Ne'GLIGENTNESS (negligentia, L. ) negligence. ſo one newly converted to the Chriſtian Faith .

NEGO'CE (negotium , L.) trading, dealing, management of NEOTE'R ICK [ of neotericus, L. of vetogenès, Gr.)modern ,

Affairs, Buſineſs, & c. F .. NebTROPHY [neotrophium , L. of votesopeñor of tô võr
NegO'CIATORY (negociatorius, L.] uſed about Buſineſs or Tpuzetov, Gr . ) a Houſe where young Perſons are brought up.

Trade. NEP, the Herb Cat-mint.

NegotiaTED (negotiatus, L.] tranſacted, managed by Nepe'nthes (unpur Sris of vú, negative Particle, and indo ,

way of Traffick .
Gr. grief] a kind of Herb, which being put into Wine

To NegoʻTIATE (negotiare; L. negocier, F.] to tranſact, drives
away Sadneſs; ſome take it for Bugloſs, others for He

to manage ; alſo to traffick. lenium , L.

Negotia'tion, a managementof publick Affairs ; alſo an

Affair, Concern or Treaty managed ; alſo trading or traffick- Nepers Bones. See the Figure .

ing. F.

NEGOTIATOR, a manager of Affairs or Buſineſs, L.

NEGOTIA'TRIX, a ſhe manager, &c. L.

NEGO'cious ( negotiofus, L.) full of Buſineſs.

NE'GRO's (of nigri, black, L. or Nigritani, Inhabitants of

Nigritia in Africa) Black -moors.
214 6/18

8
Neif or Naf (prob. of nativa, L.) a Bond Woman or ſhe

Villain.

310
2/12 2

Writ of Nel'rty , a Writ whereby the Lord of the Ma 5

nour antiently claimed ſuch a Woman for his Wife.

To Neigh (hnægan, Sax .) to make a Noiſe, intimating 418
4197872

defire of copulation , or being pleaſed, ſpoken of a Horſe.

Neighing ( of hnazan , Sax. hinniens, L.] making a 3 3 4
noiſe like a Horie. 01570 5

Neighing Bird , a ſmall Bird that imitates the neighing of

an Horſe.
3 5

Nei'GHBOUR (of neah, Sax . nigh, and gebu Ne, Sax . an
2 8 2 8

Inhabitant) one who dwells or is feated near to another. 1.
NEIGHBOURLINESS (of neah, nigh, gebure, an Inhabi 2 3

tant, and Zelicnery, Sax .) neighbourly or friendly Carriage .

NEIGHBOURHOOD [of nea.gebuſe and hoo, Sax .] the 474

whole Body of Neighbours ; alſo adjoining Places to where a 2

Perſon , &c . dwells.
2 18

Ne injuftè vexes, a Writ lying for a Tenant diftrained by
817 5 2 1

his Lord for other Services than he ought to make, being a

Prohibition to the Lord , enjoining him not to diſtrain .

Neither (ni Ser, Sax.] none of the two .
NEPE'TA (with Botan. ) the Herb Nep , Cats -Mint or Ca

NE/KIR ( among the Mahometans) an Angel , which lamint, L.

NE'Ker they fancy, together with another, called Mun- NEPHALIA (reprenes , Gr. ] the Feaſts of ſober Men, a

ker, holding a great Mace in their Hands, go to the Graves
Feaſt and Sacrifice of the Greeks, on which the Athenians of

of the Dead, and examine them of their Faith ; and if they fered a Drink made of Water and Honey to the Sun, Moon,

find them Muffelmen , i. e . true Believers (in Mahomet, & c.] Memory ; the Nymphs, Venus and Aurora. They burnt with

they permit them to lie at reit, and behold Heaven thro' a theſe all Woods, except that of the Vine, Mulberry and Fig

little Window, till the Day of Judgment (it being their no
tree, which they did not offer in this ſober Feaſt, they being

tion , that all Souls lie in the Graves with their Bodies till Symbols of Drunkenneſs.

the Day of Judgment) but if theſe Muſſelmen themſelves NEPHELÆ (with Phyſi.] thoſe little Spots like Clouds or

ſhould miſtake the Angels, by reaſon of their Magnitude, for Threads that appear in Urine , L.

God, and Worſhip them , then they give them a Blow with
Ng
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NEPHELÆ, white Spots on the ſurface of the Nails of the Nereus ( of vipoja, Gr. ) one of the poetical Deities

Fingers , L. of the Sea ; the Son of Oceanus and Tetbys, who married his

NEPHELI'DES ( with Oculifts] certain ſmall white Spots in Sitter Doris, and whom they make to have fifty Daughters,

the Eyes . called Nereides. The Moral of which Fable is fifty particular

Ne'PHEW ( ne ka, Sax . nepheu, F. of nepos, L. ) a Brother Seas, being Parts of the main Sea it felf.
or Siſter's Son . Nereus, is the Sea. It is derived of co ro wide, i.e.

NoPHRI'TIC ( nephriticas, L. of pernués of webeine , Gr . ] of ſwimming, becauſe we ſwim through the Sea. They re
troubled with , or belonging to a Pain in the Reins, & ' c. prelent Nerens as an old Man, becauſe the Froth of the Sea

NEPHRITICUM lignum,a fort of Wood which grows in repreſents hoary-headedneſs. For Leucothoe, who is the

new Spain, good in Diſcaſes of the Reins, calledfantalum Daughter of Nereus, intimates ſomething of that matter, as
cæruleum , L. muchas to ſay the whiteneſs of Froth .

NEPHRI'TICUS Lapis, a ſort of green Stone , good for ne- NE'RGAL (1. c . in the Samaritan'Language, a Cock ) an Idol

phritick Pains, brought from Spain and the Indies, L. of the Sun , brought into Samaria from Perfia, and worſhip

NEPHRITIS (recītis of vioess, Gr. the Rein) a Pain in the pedin the Form ofa Cock .

Reins or Kidneys, which proceeds from an Inflammation, or NERGAL (907), Heb.] a continual Fire, which the Pero

an ill Diſpoſition, or from the Gravel and Stone, attended fanMagi prelerved upon an Altar in honour of the Sun, and

with Vomiting and ſtretching of the Thigh, L. the Lights of the Firmament. This Fire was always kept

NE'PHROS (vipeg's, Gr.] a kidney. burning, like the Veſtal Fire of the Romans ; whenſoever
NE PHROʻTOMY [of ripes and Tuin , Gr. a cutting] a cut- they meddled with this Fire , they uſed to ſing Hymns in

ting or opening of the Kidneys. honour of the Sun. The Jewiſh Writers affirm , that this

NEPOTA'Tion, riotouſneſs, luxury. L. was the God adored in Ur of the Chaldees, and that Abra

NEPO'TISM (ofnepos, L. a Nephew] extravagancy , F. ham was obliged to quit that Country, becauſe he would not

NEPTUNAʼLIA, Feſtivals celebrated by the Antients in conform to that Idolatry. The Perfans were wont to dedi

Honour of Neptune. cate to the Sun a Chariot and Horſes, and to adore that gio

NE'PTUNE (of nando, i . e. ſwimming, or of nubendo, L. rious Light every Morning . The Mahometans do ftill ſeem
i . e. covering, becauſe the Sea covers the Earth or as others to perform ſome kindof Devotion to the riſing of the Sun, fa

ſay , from the Lybian , or the Egyptian Word nepbia, figni- luting affoon as they ſee it with great humility, and purifying
fying Capes, Promontories, and the Waſtes or Extremeties of themſelves by waſhing. The Chaldæans were wont to burn

the Ground or Sea ] The Greeks call him toFeeds, from the themſelves in honour of Nergal. And Curtius tells us, that

Phænician Word Pojedoni, a breaker or deſtroyer of Ships, Alexander was an Eye-Witneſs of this Madneſs. The Per

Neptune was one of the Children of Saturn, who at the Di- ſon to be thus ſacrificed took his farewel of his Friends in a

viſion of the World , among him and his Brethren, had the publick Banquet; and after he was reduced to Alhes ( ſome

Command of the Sea allotted to him : His Scepter was a Writers ſay) the cunning Prieſts cauſed the Devil to appear

Trident ; he bears a Trident inſtead of a Scepter, becauſe in his Shape to his Acquaintance, and relate to them frange

Fiſhermen in fishing make frequent uſe of a Trident; or be . Stories of the other World .

cauſe this three forked Inſtrument is very apt or fit for ſtir- Ne'RION ( Botany) the Role Laurel.

ring the Earth . And his Chariot a great Sea - Shell , drawn Ne'roly, a ſort of Perfume.

either by Whales or Sea Monſters,or by Horſes , whoſe Ne'rval Bones ( with Anatomiffs) the Bones of the hinder

lower Parts were thoſe of a Filh . His Wife was called Am- Part of the Head .

phitrite, becauſe the Sea does compaſs the Earth. He is Nervo'se ? (nervoſus , L. ) finewy, ſtrongly made in

feigned to have taught Men the uſe of an Horſe, which he NE'R VOUS Body

cauſed to come forth of the Earth , by a blow of his Trident, NE'R VOUSNESS, fulneſs of nerves, finewineſs, ſtrength, Egr.

at the Diſpute that he had with Minerva, about giving a Nervous Juice or Spirit, is a pure, ſubtil, volatile Hu

Name to the City of Athens, in the Areopagus, as an Olive- mour, commonly called the Animal Spirits ; fecreted from

Tree did from Minerva's ſtriking the Rockwith her Spear: the arterial Blood in the cortical Part of the Brain, collected

But becauſe he had engag'd himſelf in a Conſpiracy againſt in the medulla oblongata, and driven thence by the force of

Jupiter, he was confind to the Earth, and being under ſtrait the Heart, into theCavities of the Nerves, tote by them

Circumſtances, was neceſſitated to offer himſelf to the Service convey'd throughout the Body, for the purpoſes of Senſation
of Laomedon, to help him to build the City of Troy. The and Animal Motion .

Tritons, which were half Men and half Dolphins, were his. Nerve [neruus, L.) or Sinew, a white, round, long

Children, who attended him, ſounding Shell-Trumpets. By Body, compoſed of ſeveral Threads or Fibres; deriving its

his Converſation with the Earth, he begot the Harpies,Mon- origin from the Brain or the ſpinal Marrow ; and diſtributed
ſters that had the Faces of Maids , butBodies like Vultures, thro all the parts of the Body ; ſerving for the Conveyance

with Wings , and Claws on their Hands and Feet, and what- of the Animal Spirits, for the performance of Senſation and

ever they touch'd was infected and ſpoiled ; and whatſoever Motion.

came near them they ſtole . Nerve (with Botan .) a long Filament or tough String ,

Neptune was a God in great Eſteem with the Romans,not which runs acroſs or length ways in the Leafof a Plant; as

only as they thought him to have the Command ofone of the in Plantane, &c.

Elements ; but ſe , they ſay , he adviſed them, in the Olfactory Nerves , call’d by Anatomiſts Par Olfacterium ,

firſt beginning of their Empire, when therewas a ſcarcity of i . c. the olfactory Pair, ariſe in the fore Part of the Brain a
Women in the City , to ſteal the Sabine Virgins. He was little below the Os Frontis, and are pretty thick near the Os

called Hippius and Equeſter, becauſe he taughtMen the Uſe Cribrofum , and are there called Proceffius Papillares; when
of Horſes, and in acknowledgment of the Benefit that their they have made their way through the OsCribrojum , they

Empire had received from Horſes, they inſtituted Horſe-Races are diſtributed throughout the Membranes of the Noſe; their
in honour of him. He had a famous Temple in Rome, in- uſe being in the ſenſation of Smellimg.

rich'd with the Spoils of many Sea Victories; but Auguſtus Oprick NERVES [ Anatomy) are Nerves which paſs through

the Emperor, cauſed his Statue to be pulled down, becauſe the Scull, in tivo Perforations of the Baſis ofit, a little above

he was thought to have raiſed a Tempeſt againſt himn at Sea, the Sella Equina, from whence they proceed to the Tunicks
where he was like to have been drowned. of the Eye, where of the Retina, which is ſuppoſed to receive ,

So that Neptune is the ſame with that Power and Virtue, the Objects of Viſion , is an extenſion of the inner or me

which is contained in Moiſture. dullary Part alone.

Neptune is called Durinmo , becauſe all things which the Pathetick Nerves [Anat.) are certain Nerves which ariſe

Earth produces are done by the power and efficacy of Moi.. behind the Topes, and paſs out of the Skull at the ſame Fora
fture . He is alfo called Ενισι χθον , Σισπιχθον, ενοσίγαιον and Tινακ- men of the former Pair, and ſpend themſelves wholly on the

Toegzein, all which Epithets ſignify a mover of the Earth . For trochlear Muſcle .

the Spirit which is in the Bowels ofthe Earth , being pent Intercollal NERVES ( Anatomy) are compos'd ofnervousfi

up in narrow Streights. ſeek for a Paſſage out, andburſting laments, deriv'd partly from the Brain , viz. the Branches of

out, they move and break the Earth. And that Eruption the fifth and fixth Pair, and partly from the Spinal Marrow ,
ſometimes makes a bellowing . by thoſe Branches they receive from the vertebral Nerves.

NE/PTUNE (in Painting, & c.] is repreſented clad in a Man- Cervical Nerves [ Anat. ) theſe conſiſt of ſeven Pair, the

tle of Blue or Sea Green, trimmed with Silver, with long firſt and ſecond Pair ariſe betwen the firſt and ſecond Vertebra

hoary Hair, riding in a blue Chariot, drawn by monſtrous of the Neck ; the ſecond Pair contributes the main Branch to

Fiſhes, or elſe on the Back of a Dolphin, holding in his wards the formation of the diaphragmatick Nerves; the three

Hand a ſilver Trident . laſt Pair of the Neck , joining with the two firſt of the Dor

Ne're iDS(the Daughters of Nereus] Meremaids or Fiſhes fum or Thorax, make the Brachial Nerves.
the upper Part of which reſembles a beautiful Woman , and

the reſt a Filh .
Dorful
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Dorſal Nerves [ Anar.) are twelve in Numlser, theſe con- NEUTER Gender (with Grammarians) a Gender in Greek

tribute to the Brachial Nerves all , except the two upperPair, and Latin, which is neither Maſculine nor Feminine.

andare generally diſtributed into the intercoſtal and abdomi- Neu'THA ( with Chymiſts] a little Skin growing to the Ears

nal Muſcles, the Pleura, and the external Parts of the Tho- or Eyes of new born Infants.

rax . NEU'TRAL (neutralis, L.) neither of the one or the other.

The Lumbal Nerves [ Anat.) of theſe there are five Pair, Neutral Salts (in Chymiſtry) ſuch Salts as partake both

the firſt of which ſends two Branches to the lower ſide of the of the Nature of an Acid and Alkali.

Diaphragm ; the fecond , ſome Twigs to the genital Parts ; NeutralSpirits [ according to Mr. Boyle] certain Spirits

and others, as well as the three following, to give the firſt diſtilled from Tartar, and ſome ſorts of ponderous Woods,

Roots to the crural Nerves. The reſt of the Branches of the which differ in Quality from otherSpirits ;Adiaphorus Spirits.

lumbal Nerves, are diſtributed into the Muſcles of the Loins Neutra'LITY [neutralité, F. ] a being neuter, the State

adjacent Parts. or Condition of one who is neuter ; a middle Condition be

Bracbial NERVES ( Anar.) are produced partly from the tween a Friend and an Enemy:

Cervical, and partly from the Dorſal. After the ſeveral Ne’UTRALNEss, neutrality, the not being of either Party.

Branches whereof theſe Nerves are compoſed , have been va- Neutro Paffive ( in Gram.] Verbs Neuter, having their

riouſly compleated and united , they run a little way in a preterperfect Tenſe formed of a paflive Participle.

Trunk, and then divide again into ſeveral Branches, and are New (neo jeor nipe, Sax. neuf, F. ] freſh , of late Date or

variouſly diſtributed into the Muſcles of the skin and Arms. Days; of little ſtanding , never uſed or worn before.

The Crural Nerves [Anat. ) are compos'd of an Union of Ne'w Year's Gife, a Preſent made on the firſt ofJanuary,

fix or ſeven Pair, viz . the three laſt of the Lumbal, and the a Cuſtom now in uſe amongſt us, which we deriv'd from the

three or four firſt of the Os Sacrum . This is the largeſt and Romans, who offered Preſents to the Emperors in the Capitol,

firmelt Trunk in the Body. Theſe ſpend their upper altho’ they were abſent.

Branches on the Muſcles of the Thigh and Skin , as far as to Newness [of niptic, Sax.) lateneſs, freſhneſs, &c.

the Knee, and then proceed in a Trunk downwards, which Newel (in Architecture] is the upright Poft, that the

ſends forth its Branches to the Extreinities of the Toes . winding Stairs turn round about.

Diapbragmatick NERVES [ Anat.] theſe Nerves proceed NewFt, a ſmall ſort of Lizard .

from the Cervicals. After theſe Nerves have joined in a News, new Intelligence of Affairs.

Trunk, they run through the Mediaffinum , and arriving at Next (next, Sax .)

the Diaphragm , they ſend out ſeveral Branches, ſome of them Ni'as [ of nias, F.] ſimple, filly, fooliſh, Whence a Nias

into the muſcular, and others into the tendinous Part of it . Hawk, is one newly taken out of the Neſt, and not able to

Nerves ( Architect .) are the Mouldings of the projecting help herſelf ; Hence alſo our Word Niſey, for a filly Perſon :

Arches of Vaults; or luch as ariſe from the Branches of O- To Ni'BBLE [of knebelen , Du .] to bite a little and little

gives, and croſs each other diagonally in Gothick Vaults, and by degrees.

ſerve to ſeparate thenervous Spirit . See Pendentives.
Ni’BCHAZ ( 11733 of 1723) as a certain learned Writer ima

Ness , nice, tender, delicate.
gines ; and therefore he thinks, this God, was the ſame with

Ness ( nesre, Sax.) a promontory that runs into the the Egyptian Anubis, who was worſhipped in the Image of a

Nee'se Sea, like a Noſe. Dog.

Nest (neft, Sax .) a Lodgment, lodging Place of Birds, NICE (nec, Sax .) tender, ſqueamiſh, tickliſh , difficult,

Ur. dangerous ; alſo affected, dainty , exact, curious, ſubtil.

Nest ofCheſts, three in number. Ni'ceness, daintineſs, exactneſs, g6

Ne'stling (of niftian, Sax. or neſtelen , Teut .] making NiceTy [ of nejc, Sax .) a Dainty, a Curioſity ; alſo a Cri

a Neft; alſo thifting and ſhuffling up and down, as reſtleſs ;
ticiſm .

alſo a young Bird in, or juſt taken out of the Neft. NICENE, of or belonging to Nice, a City in Bithynia, fa

NESTORIANS [of Neftorius, a Monk] a Sect of Hereticks, mous for the firſt general Council in the Year 314 by the

whoſe diſtinguiſhing Tenet was, thatthere were twoNa- appointmentof the Emperor Conſtantine the Great, at which
tures in Jeſus Chriſt, and that Mary was the Mother of Je- were 318 Biſhops preſent.

Jus, but not the Mother of God . Nicene Creed, a Creed or Confeſſion of Faith, drawn up

Net (net, Sax.) a Device for catching Fiſh , Birds, &c. by the Clergy in the Council of Nice.

Net Maſonry, a particular way of Muring or Walling. Niche (in Archite &ture) a Cavity in the thickneſs of a Wall ,

NETHER [ni Sen , Sax.)lower. to place a Figure or Statue in.

Ne'THERMOST (ni defmoft, Sax .) the lowermoſt. Angular Niche, one formed in the Corner of a Building.

NETHERLANDS, the low Countries of Flanders, Holland, Ground Niche, one which inſtead ofbearingupon a Maf

Zealand, &c. five, has its riſe from the Ground.

NETIRO'NCHION [rmeerzer , Gr.] an Inſtrument called a Ni'chils (in Commor Law) are Iſſues or Debts, which the

Duck’s- Bill, uſed to draw a dead Child out of the Womb. Sheriff, being oppoſed, fays are worth nothing, hy reaſon

NEʻTTINGS [ina Ship ) are finall Ropes fiezed together that the Parties that ſhould pay them are nothing worth .

Grate -wiſe, with Rope- yarn. and ſometimes made to ſtretch NICHOLAI'TANS [ ſo called of Nicholas a Deacon of Jeru

upon the Ledges, from the Walte-Trees to the Roof- Trees, ſalem ] one of the moſt antient Sects, who held that married

from the Top of the Fore -caſtle to the Poop, &c. Women ſhould be common to take away all Cauſe of Jea

To Nettle [onætlan, Sax . ] to diſpleaſe, to vex, to
louſy .

teaſe. To Nick (prob. of nick, Teut.) to do in the very Point of

A Nettle (netl , Sax.] a ſtinging Herb. Time; to hit upon exactly ; to notch.

NE'VER (nyne, Sax ) at no Time. To Nick the Pin , is to drink juſt to the Place of a Pin,

NE'VERMORE [næfhemæn, Sax. ] never, at no Time. about the middle of a wooden Cup or Bowl.

NEUROCHONDRO'D ES (of veupov, a Nerve, and zoodpo , a Nick of Time, (of nick, Teut. a moment, or nictatio a

Cartilage) a Ligament partly cartilaginous, partly membranous. wink] the very Moment.

NEU'RODES [according to Dr. Willis) a lingring Fever; ſo Nick Name (prob. of nicht, Teut. not or nought, q. d .

named , becauſe the nervous Juice is corrupted, andthereby not the name) a namegiven a Perſon in deriſion or drollery .
cauſes an Atrophy, or defect of Nouriſhment, and thence a Ni'cKUMPOOP [incert. Etym . ] a meer Block -head, Dolt or

decay in the Body. L. Sot ; a ſenſeleſs, dull witted Fellow ; it is alſo uſed in an ob

NeuroʻGRAPHY [rüzgor and resow , Gr .] a deſcription of frene Signification.

the Nerves . Nico'demites, a Sect of Hereticks in Switzerland, ſo de

NeuroI'D ES [ newegider, Gr . ) the Herb wild Beet. L.

nominated from Nicodemus, from profelling their Faith in

NEUROʻLOGY (neurologia, L. ruegerogia of reveso a Nerve, Private.

and abro , Gr . ] a diſcourſe or Treatiſe of the Nerves in a hu NICOTIA’NA (ſo called of John Nicot, who firſt ſent it from

man Body Portugal into France, A. C. 1560) Tobacco .

NEUROSPASTON [wueseve masov, Gr . ) an Herb bearing a NicoPHOʻRUS ( vexogép , Gr.) a kind of Ivy, called Smi

black Grape, with a Nerve in the middle of it . lax. L.

NEUROTICKS [Nuegnirdi, Gr. ] Remedies againſt Diſeaſes of NIÇTA'RIA [víxG, Gr. victory ] Sacrifices and publick Ban
the Nerves . quets , which Conquerers made after Victory obtained.

NEURO'TIMUS [Puestom , Gr. ) an Anatomiſt who diffects Nicta'tion, a winkingor twinkling with the Eye.

human Bodies, on account of theknowledgeof pleaſe. Membrana Nictitans (in Anatomy] the winking Mem

NeuroʻTOMY [of roueyTouit of vices and towa, Gr. a ſection ] brane ; a thinMembrane that cover the Eyes of ſeveral Birds
a Section , Cutting or Anatomy of the Nerves.

and other Animals, which is ſo thin they can ſee pretty well
Neu'TER , neither. L. through it ; it skreens them from too much light . L.

To be NEUTER, to be of neither party . NIDE of Pheaſant [of nidus, L. a Neft ) a Flock of them .
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NIDERING deſs, for her Inſolence ; for which Calamity ſhe wept herſelf

NIDING

Worl] a Coward, a Hen-hearted Fel .

low .
to Death, loſing her Speech, and remaining Stupid without

NI'THING
moving, which gave the Poets occaſion to feign, that ſhe was

Ni'dget {nigaude, F.) an Idiot, a fimple Fellow . turned into a Stone ; or as Palæphatas ſays, the truth of the

Nidifica 'rion, a making or building of Nelts as Birds do. Fiction is, that Niobe being bereaved of her Children by

Niece , a The Couſin , a Kinſwoman, a Brother or Siſter's Death , commanded her Statue to be made in Stone (and pro

Daughter, F.
bably in a mournful Poſture) and ſet upon her Children's Se

Nie'nt Compriſe [Law Phraſe) an exception made to a Pe- pulchre . She is ſaid to have liv'd A. M. 2240.

tition as unjust, becauſe the Thing deſired is not compriſed or To Nip (knappen , Teut.) to pinch.

contained in that Act or Deed whereupon the Petition is A Nip, a pinch

grounded . NIP

NirLE, a Thing of little or no Value. Law Term . NIB
the ſharp point of a Pen.

A Nic ? [of nigy guarder, Minſhew , or of nick Nippers [in a Ship) ſmall Ropes to hold the Cable to the

A Nigg hard, i.e. one that goes as near as can be, or
Capítan, when the Cable is ſo ſlimy, wet or great, that it

of negando, L. denying Skinner) a covetous Perſon .
cannot be ftraitened with the bare Hand.

NiggarD (fomederive it q . d. of Nickhard; but Minſpero Nippers (with Surgeons) an Initrument uſed in diſmem

of nigh garder, F. and Skinner ofnegando, denying ; becauſe bring an animal Body.
a covetous Man denies himſelf, &c. neceſſaries ] a ſordid , NIPPLE [ nypele, Sax .) the Teat of a Woman's Breaſt.

covetous, griping Perſon. NIPPING [of knappen, Teut.] pinching.

NIGGARDLINESS, fordid covetouſneſs. NI'SAN (TO ), Heb.) the ſeventh Month of the Jews civil

NIGGARDISH , ſomething niggardly. Year, which is about our September.

NIGE'LLA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Fennel Flower. L. Ni'si PRIUS, the Name of a Writ, ſo called from the two

NIGER , a, um [in Bot . Writ.] black , nigro, a, is, with Latin Words in it in this Sentence ; Nifi apud talem locume

black . prius venerint, i.e . unleſs they come before to ſuch a Place.

Nige'r rimus, a, um [in Botan. Writ.] blackeſt or very And by this Writ the Sheriffis obliged to bring to Wejimin

black, nigerrimo, a , is, with the moſt black . L. fter the Men impannelled at a certain Day, or before the

Nigh (neah , Sax. ) hard by .
Juſtices of the next Allizes, unleſs, &c.

NIGHNESS [neah -neyye, Sax.] nearneſs. NISLE E'[in Heraldry) as Croix Niſee, Nyllee;
Night (night, Sux . ) that Time while the Sun is below or Nillee, F. is like a croſs Cercelée, but ſome

the Horizon .
thing narrower, and never pierced ; but others

Night Mar (ofmar, Dan . evil ] a ſtoppage of the a lay , it ought to be always pierced ; and ſome ſay

Night Mare ? nimal Spirits in the Night-time; ſo that it is ſame with the Croſs moline ſable . Columbier ſays, it is as

the Body cannot move .
much as to ſay, Anni hilee, i . e . annihilated, or ſo ſmall and

Night [in Painting, & c. ] is repreſented clothed in a black flender, that it ſeems to be reduced almoſt to nothing. See the

Mantle, ſpotted with Stars of Gold. Figure .

Nicht Rail, a ſhort Cloak of Linen or Muſlin , worn by Nisroch ( 7110 ), which ſome take to be derived and

Women in their Chambers. compounded of'RU ), to exalt, and 177, to enlarge and lo

Night Raven, a fort of Owl. to expreſs the high and ſpacious Heavens, which, as Herodo:

Night Spell, a Prayer againſt the Night-Mare. tus relates, the antient Perfans worſhipped, or of WWI, an

Night-Shade (niht-yceab, Sax .) an Herb. Eagle, being the Image of an Eagle ; or as Eufebius thinks,

NighTINGALE (nih težale, Sax .) a fine ſinging Bird . was the Arkof Noah it ſelf, and a repreſentation of it, which

Nigre'scent (nigrefcens, L.) growing black . was worſhipped by the Eaſlern People. The Name of an

NIGRIFA'CTION , a making black, L. antient Idolamong the Aſſyrian :.

NIGRIOR, us [ in Botan. Writ.] blacker, nigriore, i, ibus, Nisus [ in Philoſophy] an endeavour an Inclination of one

with blacker . Body towards another, L.

Nihil, nothing . L. Nirent ( nitens, L.) ſhining
NIHILS NI'TID (nitidus, L ] neat, trim , clean.

Nichils lwers , who is oppoſed , concerning Debts which NITRATED (nitratus, L.) mixed with Nitre .

are illeviable, and nothing worth, by reaſon of the inſuffici- Nitre ( nitrum , L. ) a Salt impregnated with abundance

ency of the Perſons from whom due. of Spirits out of the Air, which render it volatile.

Nihil Capiat, &c. a Form uſed when Judgment is given Spirit of Nitre (with Chymiſts] the beſt ſort of Aqua

againſt the Plaintiff, ſo as to bar his Action or overthrow his Fortis, uſed in diffolving Metals, EC.

Writ , L. NITROUS ( nitrofus , L.] full of, or of the nature of Nitre .

Nihil Dicit (Law Phrale ) is a failing to put in an Anſwer NiTRUM ( viter, Gr. 1703. Heb. 2772, Syriack, ſo cada

to the Plaintiff's Plea , by the Day aſſigned, L. led of Nitria, a Town of Egypt, where it was antiently made

NIHILOʻRUM Clericus, the Clerk of the Nichils, an Officer in great Quantities] Salt -Petre, which is either natural or

in the Exchequer, who makes a Roll of the Sums that are artiñcial .

nichiled by the Sheriff. Ni's EY [of niais, F.) a Fool or filly Fellow .

To Nill (nillan , Sax.) to be unwilling, to be loath to do . NI'val (nivalis, L.] pertaining to , or white as Snow .

Nilo'metre, an Inſtrument uſed among the Antients to Ni'x1011 [ ſo called of nixus, the Pangs or Throws of a

Meaſure the height of the Water in the overflowings of Woman in Travel ] certain Gods among the Romans, that

the Nile. preſided over Women in Childbirth, in whoſe Form they

To Nim [of niman, Sax .) to filch , to ſteal by little and were repreſented, and had three Statues in the Capitol over

little .
againſt Minerva's Altar, having been brought out of Aſia ,

Ni'mbis, a Term uſed by Antiquaries , for a Circle round after the Defeat of Antiochus.

the Heads of Emperors on certain Medals, and reſembling Nixus, force, ftraining, labour, L.

the Aureola or Cirles of light placed round the Heads of the Nixus [-Aſtron .) a conſtellation or cluſter of Stars, which

Images of Saints . repreſents Hercules having his Knee bent, and endeavouring

NI'MBLE (nemen, Du . to catch up haſtily) agile, quick, to ſtrike at the Head of a Dragon.

ready . NOBILIARY, a Collection or hiſtorical Account of the

NIMBLENESS, agility, quickneſs. noble Families of a Nation or Province.

NIMBA'Ferous [nimbifer, L.) that brings Storms and Tem- Nobi'LITATED ( nobilitatus, L.] made noble or famous.

pelts. NOBILITY (nobilitas, L.) is defined to be an illuſtrious

NIMBO'S E (nimbolus, L.) ſtormy, tempeſtuous, cloudy. Deſcent, and conspicuous of Anceſtors, with a Succeßion of

Nimi'ety ( nimietas, L.) too great, abundance, over much- Arms, conferred on ſome one (and by him to his Family) by

neſs. the Prince, by Law, or by Cuſtom , as a Reward of the good

NINCOMPOOP, a meer Block -head , Dolt or Sot. and virtuous Actions of him that performed them .

NINE (negen , Sax.] ix . 9 . Noeility , a Quality that dignifies or renders a Perſon

NINETEEN (negen-tien, Sax ) xix . 19 . noble : particularly that raiſes a Perſon poſſeſſed of it above

NI'NNY [ninnarius, L. Barb . ) a contented Cuckold . a Peaſant or Commoner . The quality or degree of a Noble

Ni'nny ( ninno, Span. a Child) a filly , ſorry Wretch, apt man ; alſo the whole Body of Noblemen ; allo Fame, Repu

to be made a Fool of, a Ninny Hammer. tation, Renown.

N10Be, was the Daughter of Tantalus, and Wife of Pelops, Nobility, the Italians thus fatyrize Nobility , the Dukes

who having fix Sons and fix Daughters, was ſo elated with and Earls of Germany (every Son of a Duke being a Duke,

her Felicity, that the preferr'd herſelf before Latona, and (ac- and every Daughter of a Dutcheſs being a Dutchefs) the

cording to the Poets) had all her Children Plain by the God- Dons of Spain, the Monſieurs of France, the Bishops of Italy,

}
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( every City having a Biſhop) the Nobility of Hungary, the Nodes (in Aftronomy) two Points wherein the Orbit of a

Lairds of Scotland , the Knights of Naples, and the younger Planet interſects the Eclipticks and that Point or Node

Brethren of England, make all together a poor Company. where a Planet paſſes out of the Southern Latitude into the

Divine NOBILITY, has its reſpect to the original of the Northern ; is called the North Node or aſcending Node ; and

Soul which coines from Heaven, and depends on the Power that Point where the Planet paſſeth from the North to the

of God . If this were well conſidered , the worldly Nobility South, is called the ſouthern or deſcending Node.

would be leſs valued , and we ſhould be rendered the more No'dia (with Botan .) a Herb called Mulary.

capable of moral Nobility. This is alſo called Heavenly or NoDO'NUS (among the Romars] a certain Deity to whom

Theological. Nopisus they attributed the forming of the Joints, and
Human or worldly Nobility, regards Blood , and a Ge- Knots in Corn .

nealogy of many Anceſtors. This worldly or human Nobi . NODO-SE [nodolus, L.) knotty , full of Knots.

lity depends upon the good Fortune of our Birth . This is Nopo'siTY (nodofitas, L. ) knottineſs.

called Political. No'dus
[ in Pharmacy] a little Bagof phyſical Ingré.

Mural Nobility , refers only to Virtue, which is to gain NO'DULUS dients, put into Beer or Wine, the Tincture

us Etteem ; and this depends on our own free Will, and is whereof the Patient is to drink .

alſo called Philoſophical. Nodus Gordianus [i . e. the Gordian Knot] Gordius having

Dative Nobility, is ſuch as has been acquired by ſome been made King of Phrygia, by his firſt entring the Temple

Merits or Deeds, and conferr'd by the Prince , &r . of Apollo, he placed a Knot of Leather Thongs, of which

Native Nobility, is what paſſes from Father to the there went a Prophely, that whoſoever thould untie it,

Son , and makes the Son noble, becauſe his father was ſo . fhould be Conqueror of Aſia. Alexandercoming thither, and

No'ble (nobilis, L.] great, renowned ; alto generous, having endeavoured, trying all ways to do it ; but not being

free ; alſo raiſed above the Commonalty and Gentry. able to untie it , he cut it in Pieces with his Sword.

Noble Parts of the Bady, the Brain , Heart and Liver. NOE'TIANS (ſo called of Noetius] Hereticks who allowed

A NOBLF., an antient Coin iu value 6s and 8 d ; a Scotch only one Perſon in the Godhead, and accordingly taught

Noble in value 6 d farthing Engliſh. that it was God the Father who luffered .

A NOBLE [nobilis, L.) a Nobleman .
NO'FFUS

NO'BLEMAN, a Duke, Marquis, Earl , Viſcount, and NAU'FUS

Baron .
A Noccin, a little Piggin ; alſo a quarter of a Pint Meaſure.

NO'BLENESS ( robilitas, L. ) is either a being noble in Noise, a great ſound, ftrife , ſquabble.

Blood ; greaineis of Mind or Expreſſion. Noi'sINESS ( prob. of noiſe, F. itriſe, quarrel) noiſy Tem

No'bl.Ess , Nobility or Noblemen , O. per, Quality, &c.

No cent (nucens, L. ] guilty of ſome Crime, hurtful, mil- Nor'som ( prob. of noia, Ital. of noxa , L. and fom ] loath

chievous. ſome, ſtinking, nafty .

No'cive (nocivus, L.] hurtful . Nor'sOMNESS (prob. of nuiſance, F. Yom and negre, Sax .]

Noct A'MBULO, one who walks in the Night, or in his loathſomneſs, ſtinkingneſs, &c.

Sleep, L. No'LENS, unwilling, L.

NOCTAMBULA'TION, a walking in theNight, or in Sleep. Nolens volens, whether one will or no, L.

Nocti'FEROUS [noétifer, L.] Night bringing. No'li me tangere, [i.e. touch me not] a fort of Cancer,

NoctI'VAGANT (noštivagus, L.)wandering by Night. or a malignant Eruption in the Face, cauſed by anextremely
NOCTILUCA , ſhining in the Night , L. Tharp, corroſive Humour; a piece of Fleſh in the Noſtrils

Mr. Boyle diſtinguishes them into three forts, which often ſtops the Wind ; alſo an external Ulcer in the

1. The gummous NoCTILUCA, which is by fome call’d the Ala of the Noſe, proceeding from a venereal Cauſe.

confiftent or conſtant Noftiluca, which is in the form of a con- Noli me tangere (with Botan .)a Plant, ſo called from a

fultent Body. ſingular property it has of dartingout its Seed when ripe,

2. The Liqu: / NocTHI UCA , which it is very probable is upon the firſt approach of the Hand to touch its Pods.

only the former diſſolved in a proper Liquor. Noma'DES ( of veu , Gr. to feed ] a Nameantiently given

3. The Aerial Noctiluca , ſo called, becauſe it would to ſeveral Nations or People, whoſe whole Occupation was

immediately begin to ſhine on being expoſed to theopen Air.
to feed and tend their Flocks.

NoctilUCA (with Chymiſts] ſubſtances Chymically pre- No‘MÆ [ quer, Gr.) certain deep and rotten Ulcers in the
pared, which will fine of themſelves in the Dark, without Mouth.

being expoſed to the Light or Air, L. No'MANCY [of nomen , L. a Name, and Martina , Gr. Di

No'CTURN (nočturnus, L.) a nocturnal; alſo nightly . vination] the Art of divining the Fates of Perſons by Letters

Noctu'r LABE ( Aſtronomy] an Inſtrument to find the Mo
that form their Names.

tion of the North Star about the Pole. No'MARCH (of vouc , a diviſion , and upxi, Gr. dominion)

Noctu'RNAL ( noEturnum , L.] See Nocturlabe. an Officer whohad the adminiſtrationof a Diviſion of Egypt.

Nocturns fin Roman Catholick Churches part of NOMARCHY [rousepadu, Gr. ] a Diviſion of the Kingdom of

NOCTURNALS the Matins or Church Service, that are Egypt.

faid about Midnight, being certain Pſalms and Prayers, in NoMBLES (among Hunters] the Entrails of a Stag or
Imitation of the ancient Chriſtians, who ſaid them in the Deer, F.

Night for fear of the Heathens . No‘MBRIL , the Navel , F.

To be NOCTURNAL ( Aſtrology] thoſe Signs and Planets are D S Nombril Point (in Heraldry) is the next below

faid to be nocturnal, in which paſſive Qualities excel, as the Feſs -point, or the very Centre of the Eſcut

moiſture and drineſs. chcon, ſuppoſing the fame to be equally divided

NOCTURNAL Arch [ Aſtronomy ] is that ſpace in theHea- P ) into two equal Parts below the Feſs, for then the

vens which the Sun, Nioon or Stars run through, from their firſt of thoſe is the Nombril, and the loweſt theBaſe. See the

ſetting to their riſing . Figure, where it is repreſented by the Letter N.

NoctU'RNLABE [of nokturnus, L. and rakov, Gr. to take] Nome [in Algebra ) is any Quantity with a sign prefixed

an Inſtrument uſed to find out the Hour of the Night by or added to it ; whereby it is connected with ſome other

the Pole Star, and either greater or leſſer Bear. Quantity, upon which the whole becomes a binomial or tri

Noctu'r NOUS [no&turnus, L.) pertaining to the Night. nomial, & c. as Atb and a + b + .

No'CUMENT [in a Law Senſe) a nuſance, L. No'men , a Name, L.

To Nod ( nutari, L. of novo, Gr.) to make a Sign by mo- NOMENCL A'TION, a numbring the Names or Sirnames of

ving the Head ; alſo to Sleep . ſundry Things , L.

A Non [ nuutus, L. ) a Motion or Sign made with the Head. NOMENCLATOR , one who calls Perſons by their Names, L.

NO'DATED (nodatus, L.) tied in Knots. NOMENCLATURE [nomenclatura, L.) a ſet of Names, a

No'dated Hyperbola [in Mathem .) a kind of Hyperbola, Catalogue of the moſt uſeful and ſignificant Words in any

which in turninground, croſſes it felf. Language, F.

NODA'TION, knottineſs or the making of Knots, L. No'MINAL (nominalis, L ) of or pertaining to a Name ; on

NO'DDLE [of ned, L.) the Head. ly in Name, not real ,

NO'DDY [naudiu , F ) a filly Fellow . Nomina‘LIA (among the Romans) Feſtivals in which they

A NODE [nodus, L.) a Knot or Nooſe. gave Names to their Children, which was on the 8th Day to

A Node (in Dialling ) the Axis or Cock of a Dial ; a Hole Males, and oth to Females, which were called the Dies

in the Cieling of a Room or Pane of Glaſs in a Window to Luftrici.

make a Dial on the Floor, Wall , Cieling, Soc.
NOMINALS a Sect of School Philoſophers who were

Node (with Surg ) a gummy Swelling, cauſed by the ſet- NO'MINALISTS ſo denominated, becauſe they held that

ding of grofs Humours between the Bone and the Periofteum , Words , not Things, were the Objects of the Dialecticks.
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To No'mitate ( nominatum , L.) to propoſe one as fit to or diſturbed contrary to the King's Protection granted him . L.

be choſen to bear any Office or Employment, Non Naturals (in Phyſick] are the Cauſes and Effects of

NOMINATION , a naming or appointing a Perſon to ſome Diſeaſes, whether near or remote, viz . Air , Meat, Drink ,

Ofice, Sc. L. Sleep and Watching, Motion and Reſt, Retention and Excreti

NOMINATION [in Law ] a Power which a Man has to ap- on , and the Paſſions of the Mind.

point a Clerk to a Patron of a Benefice ; by him to be pre- Non obſtante [ i. e. notwithſtanding] a Clauſe frequently u

icnted to the Ordinary. fed in Statutes and Letters Patents . L.

NO MINAtive Caſe (Gram .] the firſt Caſe of Nouns that Non omittas, a Writ, which lies where the Sheriff delivers

are declinable . a former Writ to a Bailiff of a Franchiſe, on which the Party

NoMoCA'NON [of vóMO , the Law , and narco , Gr. Canon in whom it is to be ſerved dwelleth, and the Bailiff neglect

Rule) a Collection of Canons and Imperial Laws relating or eth to ſerve it . L.

conformable thereto ; alſo a Collection of the antient Canons Non organical Part (with Anat.) a Part of the Body which

of the Apoſtles, Councils and Fathers ; alſo a penitential Book has an uſe, but performs no Action .

of the Greeks. Non Pareil, that has no equal , not to be paralleld. F.

NomO'GRAPHER [rologero o of vóp. and 7e99ius , Gr. ) a Non Plevin [in Lare is when Land is not replevind in

Writer of the Law.
due Time . F.

NOMOPHYLACIUM [ romopusaxeir, Gr . ) a Place where the A Non Plus (no more) an Extremity, beyond which 2

Records of Law are laid up, the Chancery or Rolli, L. Man cannot go.

NomoTH Eʻsy (mous Sosia , Gr. ] the making, publiſhing or To Non Plus, to ſtop a Perſon's Mouth, ſo that he has no

proclaiming a Law, thing more to ſay ; to puzzle, to perplex. L.

No'MOT HETE (nomotbeta, L. of roueSítne, Gr. ) a Legiſla- Non ponendis in Afizis, & c.a Writ, granted in divers Caſes

tor, a Law -maker, L. to Men, for the freeing them from Alizes and Jurics . L.

NoMPAREI'L [ i . e . matchleſs] one of the leaſt fort of Non Procedendo ad Alſizam , & c. a Writ, to ſtop the Tri

Printing Letters. al of aCauſe, appertaining to one who is in the King's Ser

NOMPAREIL (with Confection .) a ſort of Confects or Sugar vice, &c . until the King's Pleaſure be further known, L.

Plumbs. Non reſidentia, &c . a Writ, directed to the Ordinary,

NON - A BI’LITY (in Law) is an Exception taken againſt a charging him not to moleft, a Clerk employ'd in the King's

Perſon, either Plaintiff or Defendant, which diſables him Service for his non - reſidence, L.

from commencing any Law Suit; as in Caſe of an Excommu- Nonſanæ memoriæ (not of ſound Memory ) an Exception

nication, Outlawry, Præmunire, &c. taken to an Ad declared by the Plaintiff to be done by ano

Non Claim ( in Law ] a neglect or omitting to claim that ther, implying that the Party that did that Act was not well
which a Man ought to claim as his Right, within a Time li- in his Wits, L.

mited. Non ſolvendo, &c . a Writ prohibiting an Ordinary to take

NO'NAGE (in Law ] all the Time of a Perſons Age, under a pecuniary Mulêt impoſed upon a Clerk of the King's, for

21 in ſome Caſes, and in others. non -refidence, L.

NONAGE'simal Degree (with Aſtron ) is the goth Degree , Non fuit, a renouncing or letting fall the Suit by the

or the higheſt Point in the Ecliptick . Plaintiff.

NO'NAGIUM (in Law ) the ninth part of moveable Goods ; To Non ſuit one, is to cauſe a Perſon to let fall the Suit.

antiently paid inthe Nature of a Mortuary ; being claimed by Non ſum informatus, an Anſwer madeby an Attorney,
the Clergy upon the Death of their Pariſhioners . when he has nothing more to ſay for his Client, L.

NO'NAGON (of nonus, L. and goria, Gr. ) a geometrical Fi- Non tenure, an Exception to a Count, or Declaration, by

gure, having nine Angles and Sides. ſaying he holds not the Lands contained therein .

None Such (with Botan ) the Briſtol Flower. Non Term , the vacation Time between Term and Term .

Non Entity [with Philos ] the Quality of a Thing that is Non troppo preſto [Mufick Books) not too quick , Ital.

not in Being None (in the Romiſh Church ) one of the feven Canonical

NONGENA'R 100s (nonagenarius, L.) of or concerning nine Hours, about three a Clock in the Afternoon .

Hundred. Nones ofa Month (in the Roman Calender ) certain Days,

Non - Reſidence, the illegal Abſence of a beneficed Clergy- reckoned backwards from the Calends or firſt Days of every

man from his ſpiritual Charge, i.e. when he abſents him- Month, ſo called, becauſe from the laſt of the ſaid Days to

ſelf for the ſpace of one or two Months at ſeveral Times in the Ides, there were always nine Days.

one Year. Nonu'pla [ in Mufick) a quick Time, peculiar to Jiggs,

Non Reſident, a Perſon who does not reſide or keep in the &c.

Place where his Charge is . Nook (niche, F. ] a Corner.

Non Appearance, a default in not appearing in a Court of Nook of Land, the fourth part of a Yard Land.

Judicature . Noon (non, Sax . ) Mid-day .

Nona Sphera (with Aſtronom .) the ninth Sphere, uſually Noo'Ning [ of non, Sax. ) a Nap, &r. at Noon .

termed the primum mobile, which finiſhes its Revolution in Noose [ nodus, L. ) a Sliding Knot of a Cord ; alſo a Snare

24 Hours ; carrying with it all the other Spheres , with a or Gin , Du .

very ſwift Motion from Eaſt to Weſt. To Noose one, to get him into a Snare or an Entangle

Non compos mentis [i . e. not of ſound Underſtanding or

Memory] in Low it is uſed ift, of an Ideot born ; zdly , of Nop, a Bird , call'd alſo Bulfinch .

one who by Accident loſes his Memory and Underſtanding ; No'RMAL (with Geometricians] perpendicular, or at right

3dly, of a Lunatick; 4thly , of a Drunkard. Angles ; a term uſed of a Line or a Plane that cuts another

Non -conformiſt one who does not conform to the Church perpendicularly.
of England, with reſpect to its Diſcipline and Ceremonies . NoRMANS [9.1. nortivern Men , a Name antiently given to

Non- conformity, the State and Condition of Non -con the Norwegians , Danes and Swedes.

formiſts. No'rrey ? [i.e. northern King, or King of the northern

Non diftringendo [ i. e. not by diſtraining) a Writ containing NORROY Parts) a King at Arms, whoſe Office is on

under it divers particulars , according to divers Caſes, L. the North Side of the River Trent, the ſaine with that of

Non el culpabilis [he is not blame worthy] the general Clarenceux , on the South Side of it.

Plea to an Action of Treſpaſs, whereby the Defendant doth NORTH ( non , Sax.

abſolutely deny the Fact imputed to him by the Plaintiff, L. No'rTheRLY non te plice, Sax. on the North

NONCUPATE. See Nuncupative.
NO'RTHERN 1:2011 Sene Sax Quarter of the

Non eft faktum [ it was notdone) is an Anſwer to a Decla- World.

ration , whereby a Man denies that to be his Deed , whereup- NO'RTHWARD [nop Spea no, Sax ) towards the North .

on he is impleaded, L. North Light, a Meteor which ulually appears in Green

Non implacitando, & c. a Writ to forbid Bailiffs, &c. from land about the Time of the new Moon, and enlightening the

diftraining any Man , without the King's Writ, touching his whole Country, tho’ the Meteor itſelf appears only in the

Freehold. L. North : Itmoves from one place to another, leaving a ſoro

Non liquet ( it does not appear plain ) a Verdict given by a of Miſt or Cloud behind it, and continues till it is hidden by

Jury, when a matter is to be deferred to another Day of the Beams of the Sun.

Trial . L. Northern Signs (with Ajiron .) are thoſe fix Signs of
Non mercizando Virtualia, a Writ, commanding the Juftices the Zodiack , which conſtitute the Semicircle of the Ecliptick,

to inquire whether the Officers of ſuch a Town do fell Victu- which inclines to the norward of the Equator.

als in Groſs or by Retail during their Office. L. NoʻRTHING (with Navig .) is the difference of Latitude a

Non moleftando, a Writ, which lies for him who is moleſted Ship makes in lailing towards the North Pole .
Norta
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NORTH Pole [ in Apron. & c, )a Point in the Northern He- Notion, the form of any thing repreſented or conceived

miſphere of theHeavens , two Degrees every way diſtant from in the Mind ; Conception , Fancy ; alſo Thought: allo

theEquinoctial. Knowledge, L.
NORTH Star [Alron ] a Star ſo called on account Firſt objective Notion , is the thing itſelf known, accord

North Pole Star of its being about twoDegrees and ing to what it is or has in itſelf, as Light known as Light.

á half diſtant from the Pole. It is in the Tail of the Con- Second formal Notion, is the knowledge of a thing, ac

ſtellation urſa minor, which ſeems to the naked Eyė, as if it cording to what it receives from the Underſtanding ; as of

were placed at the Pole . Light, that it is the Subject and not the Predicate .

A Nose (najus, L. naye, Sax .) a part of the Face . Firſt formal Notion (with Schoolmen ] is the knowledge

To Nose one, to provoke or affront a Perſon to his Face. which we have of any thing according to what it is, or has

Nose Bleed , the Herb Yarrow . in it ſelf; as of a light Body, quatenus Light .
Nosoco'MIUM [ VOS komaior of oos , Gr. ] an Hoſpital for Second objective Notion, is what agrees to the thing by

poor fick People . the means of the Operation of the Intellect, or what it re

Noso'LOGY [ colozów of rco and 1670 , Gr .) a Treatiſe ceives from the Intelleet.

concerining Diſeaſes. Common Notions , are certain Principles ſuppoſed to be in

No'sTOCH (with Naturali;?s) a ſort of Excrement or foul nate, and which therefore are ſelf evident,

Matter like a Jelly, of a dark red Colour, that is ſuppoſed to A clearNotion [in Logick ) ſuch an one as is ſufficient to

drop down upon the Earth from ſome luxuriant Planet or recollect the Object.

Star. An obſcure Notion, is that which does not ſuffice to re

No'stras [in Botan. Writ.] which grows in our own collect the Object.

Country.
A diftin &t Notion, is that by which weare able to affign

NO'STRILS (nares, L. or of næse and Hyplian , to bore
the

very Marks and Characters, by which we recollect the

through, Sax. ] the Pallage of the Noſe. thing.

NOSTRIL dropping (in Cattle] a Diſeaſe. An adequate Notion, is one wherein we have diſtinct

No ta, a Note or Character, L. notions of the Marks or Characters whereof it is compoſed.

NO'TABLE (notabilis, L. ) ſingular, remarkable, extraor- An inadequate Notion , is one wherein we have only a

confuſed notion of the Characters that enter a diſtinct one.

NOʻTABLENESS ( notabilitas, L. ) remarkableneſs, &c. No'tional, of or pertaining to notions.

NOTA'RICON, the third Part or Species of the Jewiſh NO'TIONALNESS, imaginarineſs .

Cabala. Noto'RIOUS [mtorius , L. ) publickly known, evident, ma .

NO'TARY ( notaire, F. notarius, L. ) a Scribe or Scrivener, nifeft, plain, arrant.

that takes Notes, or makes ſhort Draughts of Obligations, NoTo'r jousness } [notorieté, F.) manifeftneſs, plainneſs ;

Contracts, & C. Notori'ery the being publickly known.

NOTARY Publick, a kind of Scrivener who takes Proteſts No'tus (róTO, Gr. ) theNorthWind.

of Bills, and other Tranſactions relating to Merchants Affairs. NOTWITHSTANDING [of na-pis and y'tan Oan , Sax . ] ne

NOTA'TION, a marking, or ſetting a Mark upon ; alſo an vertheleſs, altho', &c.

obſerving or taking notice of, L. Nova’le ( old Rec.] Land newly ploughed, that had not

NOTATION (with Aritbmeticians ) is the ſetting down been tilled in the Memory of Man.

any Number propounded in proper Characters, and in their Nova'TIANS [ ſo named of Novatus their Ring -leader] a'

Sect of Hereticks A.C. 215 , who held that Perſons fallen into

NOTATION (with Algebraifts) the repreſenting Quantities Sin ought to be received into Communion without Penance .

byLetters of the Alphabet, or a calling them by theſe Names. NovA'TION (Civil Law ] a change or alteration of an Ob

NO'TÆ materna (with Phyſicians]Mother Spots, the ſame ligation , whereby it becomes extinguiſhed and annihilated ;

as nævi, L. oran entring into a new Obligation to take off a former ; alſo

Note [nota, L.) a Remark or Explication in the Margin , the transferring an Obligation from one Perſon to another, L.

or Bottom of a Page of a Book . Neceſſary NovaTION (Civil Law ] is one made in conſe

Note, a ſhort Writing, containing an Account of Buſi- quence ofa Sentence or Decree of Juſtice.

nels ; alſo Credit, Eſteem, Repute . Voluntary Novation, is effected three ways ; 1 . by

Note of a Fine [ in Law ] a Brief of a Fine, made by the changing the cauſe of the Obligation without the intervention
Chirographer before it is ingroſſed . of any other Perſon ; 2. by changing the nature of the Obli

NOTE [in Traffick] a Writ under a Man's Hand, by which gation ; 3. by Delegation.

one Perſon engages to pay another a Sum of Money. Nova Tor, one who makes a thing new ; a changer of

: Notes Muſical [in relation to Time) are nine, viz . the the State, an Uſurper. L.
Large, the Long, Breve, Semi-breve, Minin , Crotcber, A Novel (novella, Ital . novelle, F.] new -fangled.

Quaver, Semi-quaver, and Demi-femi quaver, all which are Novel (novelle, F. of novellus, L.jan ingenious relation

to be found in their proper Places . The Characters or Marks ofa pleaſant Adventure or Intrigue, a Thort Romarice.

of theſe Notes are uſually ſet down on a Scale of five or fix Novel Alignment [in Law) the Affigment of Time, Place

Lines , to ſerve as Directions for keeping Time in ſinging, or or like, otherwiſe than it was aſſigned before.

playing on any ſort of muſical Inſtrument. Novel diſeiſin [in Law] a Writ which lies for one who is

NOTES of Augmentation ( in Mufick ]is the increaſing or en- ejected out of his Land or Tenement in Time of Peace.

larging ſomewhat to the full Quantity or Value of any Note. No'velist ( novelifte, F.Ja News-Monger or Intelligencer.

NOTES of Diminution [ in Magick] is the diminiſhing or Novelty (novitas, L. noveaute, F.) the ſtate of that

abating ſomewhat of the full Quantity or Value ofany Note. which is new, newneſs, innovation or change.

Notes (notæ, L. ] Remarks, Memorandums, eſpecially in No'velness, novelty .

Short- hand . Noʻvels, 168 Volumes of the Civil Law, added to the

To Note [ Notare, L. ) to obſerve, to take notice of, to Codex by the Emperor Juſtinian ; alſo little Romances .

mark . Nove'MBER ( ſo called of novem , L. 9 ; being the ninth

To Note (in Falconry ] ſignifies to prune. Month of the Year, beginning at March] the eleventh Month

To NOTE a foreign Bill, is when a publick Notary goes beginning at January.

to be a Witneſs, orto take notice that a Merchant will not November (in Painting, & c.] is repreſented as a Man,

accept or pay it . clothed in a Robe of a changeableGreen and Black , having his

NOTHÆ cola (with Anatomits the baſtard Ribs, the Head adorned with a Garland of Olive- Branches with Fruit,

five loweſt Ribs on cach Side; fo termed, becauſe they do holding in his right Hand Sagittary, and in his left Turnips
not join with the Breaſt Bone as the others do, nor are bony ; and Parſnips.

but griftly, L. Novemsiles, a ſpecies of Gods worſhipped by the antient
NO'The Baſtards (with Phyſicians) Diſeaſes which go be- Romans.

yond the ordinary and common Rule. Nove'NARY (novenarius; L. ] of or pertaining to the num
NO'THING [na Sing , Sax . ] not any thing. ber Nine.

NO'THINGNESS, non - exiſtence, inſignificancy , worthleſ- Nove'NDIAL (novendialis, L.) of nine Days ſpace or con

neſs. tinuance. A Roman Feſtival celebrated on occaſion of any

NO'TICF [ notitia, L. ] knowledge, obſervation, advice, Prodigies appearing to menace them with ill Fortune.

information. Nove'NNIAL (novennis, L. ) of nine Years ſpace.

NOTIFICATION , a notifying or making known ; a giving Nove'nsiles [dii novenfiles, among the Romans] Heroes

information or advice . newly received into the number of their Gods ; or elſe thoſe

To No Tire [ notificare, L. ] to make known , to give to Gods of the Provinces and Kingdoms, which they had con

underſtand quered, and to which they offered Sacrifices.
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Noverca, a Mother in Law . L. NUDIPEDA'LIA (among the Romans] Sacrifices performed

NOVERCAL (novercalis, L.] of or pertaining to a Mother bare -footed to appeaſe the Gods, and to eaſe them of ſome

in Law .
Calamity they laboured under.

Noucet (no phit , Sax .) no whit, not at all, nothing . NUDI/TYuditas, L. ) nakedneſs.

Novice [novitius, L.) a new Beginner in any Art or Pro- Nudity ( in Paint.) a Picture repreſenting a naked Perſon .

feſſion ; a raw , unskilful and unexperienced Perſon.
Nudus, ā, um [ in Botan. Writ.) without Leaves, and it

Novi'ciate (novitiatus, L.] Noviceſhip, the time during is not only applied to Stalks when they grow without Leaves,

which a Perſon is a Novice. but to Seedswhen they are incloſed in no Veſſel.

NoviCiATE [with the Roman Catholicks] a Year of Proba- Nu'el [in Archit. ] the Spindle of a winding Stair- Caſe.

tion appointed for the Trial of Religious, whether or not NuGA'CIOUSNESS

[nugacitas, L.) trillingneſs.
they have a Vocation , and the neceffary Qualities for living NUGA'CITY

in the Rules, to the Obſervation of which they are to bind NUGA'LITY (nugalitas, L.) triflingneſs, frivolouſneſs.

themſelves by Vow ; alſo the Houſe or Place whereNovi- NU'GATORY

ces are Infructed.
( nugatorius, L.) vain , trifling, & c.

NUGATO'RIOUS

Novilu'NIUM, the new Moon. L. Nugice'RULOUS ( nugigerulus, L.) carrying Trifles, Toys,

No'vity (novitas, L.) newneſs. & c.

Noun ( with Gram .] the firſt part in Speech , denoting the Nuke, the hinder Part of the Head, the Noddle.

Name of a Thing
NULL [ nullus, L. ) void , of no force.

To Nou'RISH (nutrire, L. nourrir, F.) to feed, to keep or Nu'lLED, made void .

maintain . NULLIBI'ETY [of nullibi, L. no where) a being no where.

NoʻUR ISHING ( nourrant, F. nutriens, L.) affording nou- NULLI'ETY ( nullietas, L.) nullity , nothingnels.

riſhment. NullifI'DIAN [of nullus and fides, L. faith) one of no

NOU'R ISHMENT (nourriture, F.] Food, & c. which nou- Faith or Religion , an Unbeliever.

riſhes the Body T. NULLIFY (of nullus and facio, L.) to make void and

Now [no, Sax. nouw , Du. ) at this Time. moiſt.

No'wed (in Heral.] is knotted, and is derived of the Latin, NU'LLITY (nullitas, L.) the being null and void , or of no

nodatus, and ſignifies ſome intricacy in the way of knotting, effect.

and is applied to ſuch Tails of Animals as are very long, and Nu'llo, a Character or Cypher, which ſtands for no

ſometimes are repreſented in Coat Armour, as if tyed in a thing.

Knot .
NU'MBER [ numerus, L. nombre, F. ] a collection of U.

Nowl [hnol, Sax .) the top of the Head, the Crown. nites .

Nox, Night, an imaginary Goddeſs of the Poets, who To NU'MBER (numerare, L. nombrer , F.] to count or

had the greateſt Command in the lower Regions, and who reckon .

was one of the moſt remarkable ; ſhe was held to be the Similarplane Numbers, are ſuch Numbers which may be

Mother of Love, of Deceit, old Age, Death, Sleep, Dreams, ranged into the form of ſimilar Rectangles, that is , into Rect

Complaint, Fear and Darkneſs. The Cock was offered to angles whole Sides are proportional ; ſuch are 12 and 48 , for

her inSacrifice, and ſhe was painted with black Hair, with a the Sides of 12 are 6 and 2 (as in Figure, A) and the Sides of

Garland of Poppies about her Head, and her Chariot was 48 are 12 and 4 (as in Figure, B ) but 6 : 23:12 : 24 and

drawn with black Horſes ſurrounded with Stars, and holding therefore thoſe Numbers are Similar.

in her Arms a white Boy, ſignifying Sleep, and alſo a black
6

one , to ſignify Death, both taking their reſt.

No'xious (noxius, L.) hurtful, offenſive, miſchievous.

No'XIOUSNESS, offenſiveneſs , c.
А

NUBE'CULA, a little Cloud . L.

NUBECULæ (with Phyſicians) ſmall, light Particles that

ſwim about in Urine, looſely cloſing one with another. L.

NUBVFEROUS ( nubifer, L. ] that bringeth or cauſeth

Clouds.

NUBI'FUGOUS (nubifugus, L.) that chaſeth away Clouds.

NUBIGENOUS (nubigena, L.) engendred or begotten by

the Clouds.

NUBI'GEROUS ( nubiger, L. ] that beareth or carrieth

Clouds.
4 4

8 B

NU'BILE [ nubilis, L.) marriagcable.

To Nu'BILATE ( nubilatum , L.) to make cloudy.

NUBILO SE

Nu'BILOUS

NUCAME'NTUM [ in Botan . Writ.) the ſame as Julus, thoſe

Catkins or Wormlike Tufts, or Palms, as they are called in

Willows, which at the beginning of the Year, grow out of,

Incompoſite Number [in Arithmatick) a Number which

Prime NUMBER can only be divided or meaſured

and hang pendulous, down from Hazels , Walnuts, &c.

Nu'cha (with Anat.]thehinder Part or Nape of the Neck , leaving any remainder.
Simple NUMBER by itſelf or by unity, without

Arab. Compoſite NUMBER? [ Aritb .) a number which may be
Nu'cifer, a , um [in Botan. Writ.] bearing Nuts .

Compound NUMBER} divided by ſome number, leſs than
NucI'FEROUS ( of nucifer, L.] Nut bearing, the Compoſite it ſelf, but greater than Unity.
NUCKIANÆ Glandula ( ſo called from Dr. Nuck, a Phyſi

Abſolute NUMBERS (with Algebraiffs) are all numbers ex
cian in Holland, who firſt diſcovered them ) certain KernelsorGlandsfeated in that Partofthe Skull where the Eye is preſsed byFigures and Cyphers, nothaving any Letters

plac'd betweenthe abducent Muſcle oftheEye,and theBone joinedtothem .
Golden NUMBER (in Aritbmetick] the Rule of Three, or

Os Jugale. L. Rule of Propotion .
NU'cleus, the Kernel of a Nut. L.

Rational NUMBER (with Algebrails] is every abſolute or

Nucleus [with Aftron.) theHead of a Comet ; alſo the ordinary number,whether it be a whole number'; as 1 , 2 , 3,
central or middle Part of a Planet, L.

4, 5, &c. or a Fraction, as }, , , , & c. or a whole
NUCLEUS (with Architects]the Cement which they put

number joind to a Fraction , as 3 , 5 , 6 , &r.
between a Lay or Bed of Pebbles, &c.

Golden NUMBER (with Aftron.] a period of 19 Years, at
NUDA'TION, a making bare or naked. L. the end of which the Sun and Moon return to have the ſame

To Nu/DDLE along, to walk careleſly, poking down the aſpects in the fame Parts of the Zodaick as before.

Head, and in hafte . Numbers [ in Poetry, Oratory, & c.] are certain Meaſures,
NUDE [nudus, L.) naked , bare.

Proportions or Cadences, which render a Verſe, Period and

NUDE contrakt (Law Term ] a bare promiſe of a thing with Air agreeable to che Ear.

out any conſideration. Syherical NUMBER? (with Arithmeticians) are ſuch num
NudeMatter [in Law] a naked Allegation of a Thing Circular Number bers whoſe Powers end in the Roots

done, to be proved only by Witneſs, and notby Record, or
themſelves, as the numbers 5 and 6, all the Powers of them

other ſpecialty in Writing under Seal.

Nu'dils (with Surgeons) Pledgets dipt in Ointment, for quadrato Cube is625; io theSquareof 6 is 36, theCube
end in 5 and 6 ; ſo the Square of ; is 25 , the Cube 125 , the

Sores or Diſeaſes of the Womb.
216, the quadrato Cube 1296 .

NUMBERS

I 2

NUPILLOUS } [ nubilofus, L.)fullof Clouds, cloudy.
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NUMBERS, the fourth Book of Mofes, ſo called from its NU'PTIAL ( riuptialis, L.] of or pertaining to a Wedding

giving account of the numbring of the Ifraelites. or Marriage.

NU'MBLES [ nombles, F.] the Entrails ofa Deer, &c. NU'PTIALS, Marriage or Wedding.

NU'MERABLE [ numerabilis, L,] that may be numbred. NU'PTIALIST, a Bride or Bridegroom, or onewho makes
NU'MERABLENESS, capableneſs of being numbred. matches.

NU'MERAL ( numeralis, L.] of or pertaining to numbers. A NURSE (nourile, F. of nutrix , L.) one who takes Care

NUMERAL Algebra, is that wherein numbers are made uſe ofPerſons Sick, Children, go.

of inſtead of Letters of the Alphabet. To NURSE [nourir, F. nutrire, L.) to take care of, to

NUMERAL Letters, are thoſe Letters which are generally nouriſh, to feed , & c.

uſed for numbers, as L. for go ; C. for 100 ; D. for 500 ; NU'RSERY (of nourriſe, F. a Nurſe) a Nurſe's Chamber,
M. for a 1000 . or nurſery Room .

Cardinal NUMERALS (with Grammarians) are thoſe that NURSERY [ among Gardeners] a Plot of Ground or Place

expreſs the number of Things, as one, two, three, four, fet apart, or a Garden or Orchard for raiſing young Trees,
five, &c. Stocks or Plants.

Qrdinal NUMERALS, are ſuch as ſhew the Order of Rank, Nursery, a College of young Perſons deſigned for the

as firſt, ſecond, third, fourth, fifth, &c. Miniſtry or Prieſthood .

NUMERALS. See Numeral Letters. NURSUISLY, the Flower Narciſus.

NUMERA'TION, a numbring, L. NU'RTURE [nourriture, F. ] Education , Inftruction, &c.

NUMERATION [in Arithmetick] is that Part that compre- NU'SANCE ( nuiſance, F. Annoyance.

hends all manner of Operation by numbers. NUSANCÉ, à Writ which lies forone that has been guilty

NUMER A'Tor , one who numbers or accounts ; an Arith- of a Nuſance or Annoyance, in raiſing a Wall, ſtopping of

metician , an Auditor, L. Water, or any unlawfulAct in his ownGround or elſewhere,

NUMERATOR (of a Fraction ) is the number placed above to the damage of his Neighbour.

the ſeparating Line, and expreſſing the number of the parts Nut (nut, Sax.ja Fruit included in a Shale or Shell, ar

of unity in any Fraction, as where 4 is the Numerator. a Seed included in a brittle, but not itony Shell.

NUMERICA L, of or pertaining to number ; alſo particular, Nut (with Anatom .) the Top of a Man's Yard .

individual Nut Peach, a ſort of Peach .

NUMERICAL Algebra, that which uſes numbers inſtead of NU'TMEG (nux moſchata , L. i.e. the musked Nat) a

Letters of the Alphabet. Spice, the Fruit of a Tree as big as a Pear Tree, growing in
NUMERICAL difference [with Logicians) that difference by the Iſland of Banda in the Eat Indies.

which one individual thing is diſtinguiſhed from another. Male Nu'Tmeg, a Nutmeg different from the common ,

NUMERICALNEss, individualneſs. being longer and weaker.

NUME'RO (with Phyſicians] ſignifies ſo many ofany Ingre NUTATION, a nodding, L.

dient, as theFigure or Word added, as numero 4, as take of Nutation (with Aſtronomers] a kind of Trepidation or

Jujubesnumero 4, i. t. 4 in number, and by way of Abbre- tremulous Motion of the Axis of theEarth, whereby in each

viation Nº.4. annual Revolution it is twice inclined to the Ecliptick, and as

NUMERO (in Number ) a term which Merchants and others often returns to its former Poſition .

prefix to a certain number of things, marked thus (Nº ) NU'TRIMENT (nutrimentum , L.) nouriſhment, food.

De NUMERO [1. e. by tale] as the payment of a Pound de Nutrition ,nouriſhment, F. of L.

numero is juft 20 s. NUTRITION [in Pharmacy ] a kind of Preparation , confift

NU'MEROUS (numerofus, L.] abounding in number, mani- ing in the gradual mixture ofLiquors of different Natures,
fold . by ſtirring them together till theyhave acquired a thick Con

NU'MEROUsness, largeneſs of number, abundance.
ſiſtence.

NUMI'SMA TOGRAPHIA [of repons and remen, Gr. De- NUTRITION (with Phyſicians] a natural increaſe, whereby

ſcription ) the Deſcription and Knowledge of antient Medals that of any bodily Subſtance that is in continual decay, is re

and Coins. paired by convenient nouriſhment.

NUMMULA'RIA (with Botan .) the Herb Money -wort. L. NUTRITIOUS ( nutricius, L.) nouriſhing.

Nun (nonne, F. qu. non nupta , L. i. e. not married) one Nurri'TIOUSNESS, nouriſhing Quality.

who hasbound herſelf by Vow to a ſingle Life, pretending NUTRITIVE ( nutritif, F. ] nouriſhing, or that ſerves foi

to have ſeparated herſelf from the World , and devoted herſelf nouriſhment.

to the Service of God . Nutri'TUM, a deſiccative, cooling Unguent, prepared

Nun, a Bird called a Titmouſe. by the agitation and nutrition of Lead , with Oil and Vine

NU'NCHION, an Afternoon's Repaſt; a Meal between Din- gar , &c.

ner and Supper. Nutritious Juice (with Anatom .) a Juice which afford ;

Nuncia'tion, a ſhewing , a Report, a Declaration. L. nouriſhment to ſeveral Parts of the Body.

Nu'ncio (nuncius, L.) a Meſſenger, Ambaſſador or En- Nux, a Nut, L.

voy , Ital. Nux (with Botan.) any Fruit that has a hard Kernel, L.

Nu'ncius, a Meſſenger or Bringer of Tidings ; alſo an Nux Unguentaria (with Apothecaries) a kind of Drug cal

Apparitor, Serjeant or Beadle . L. led Ben, L.

NU'NCIATURE, the Office of a Nuncio. Nux (with Phyſicians] a Pain in the Head , which afflicts

NUNCUPATION, a pronouncing or declaring in ſolemn a Place about the bigneſs of a Nut, L.

Form. L. To Nuzzle (2.d. to neſtle) to hide the Head as a young

NUNCUPATION [in Civil Law) the Form of publiſhing Child does in his Mother's Boſom .

and declaring one's latt Will . NYCTALOPI'A ( VUXTOA672 of vuxtos adaos ani, Gr. ) a Dir.

NU'NCUPATIVE Will (in Civil Law ) a Will or Teftament eaſe in the Eyes, which is twofold ; 1. a dimneſs of Sightin

made before Witneſſes by Word ofMouth, and not by the Night or in dark Places, without any Defect in the Light;

Writing, 2. a dimneſs of Sight in the Light, and a clear Sight, in

NUNCUPATIVE (with Schoolmen ) a Term uſed to expreſs ſhady or dark Places, L.

ſomething that is nominal only ; or that has no Exiſtence but NYcTELI'A [vux Treix of rus, night, and mucir, to ſacrifice

in Name. or celebrate religious Duties, Gr. ) nocturnal Orgies of Baco

NU'NDINA (among the Romans] a Goddeſs, who, as they chus, which once every three Years were celebrated for three

believed , prelided over the Purifications or Luftrations of Nights ſucceſſively, with Flambeaux, Drinking in ſo riotous

Children , which ſome derive from nonus, L. q. becauſe the and diſorderly a manner, that the Romans aboliſh'd them .

Male Infants were not purified till the gth Day ; but the Fe- NYCTPE'MERON (vxoruegv, Gr. ] the ſpace of 24 Hours,

males on the 8th. an intire Night and Day.

NU'NDINÆ (qu . novendince of nunc dies nona, i. e . now Nye ofPheaſants, a Flight or great Quantity of them .

the 9th Day) a Market which was kept every ninth Day at Nymph (nympha , L. viver, Gr.) a Goddeſs of Waters,

Rome, to which thePeople reſorted , not only to buy and ſell, Rivers, Springs, Lakes, &c.

but alſo to get Intelligence of what Laws were made. NYMPHA (oupen, Gr.) the little Skin wherein Infe &ts are

NU'NDINAL ( nundinalis, L. ] of or pertaining to a Fair or incloſed , both while they are in the Egg, or after they have
Market. undergone an apparent Transformation, or the firſt change

NU'NDINARY ( nundinarius, L.) the ſame as Nundinal. of the Eruca Palmer Worm or Maggot in ſuch Inſe &s as un

NU'NNERY , a Convent or Cloiiter of Nuns . dergo a Transformation ; or it is rather the Growth or In

Nu'Per obiit, a Writ which lies for a Co -heir, being de- creaſe of the Erura, whereby the Figure of the ſucceeding
forced by her Partner of Lands or Tenements, whereof their Animal is beginning to be expreſsid, by the Explication of its
common Father or Anceſtor died frezed in Fee -fimple. L. Members, which before lay involved up in the Eruca (as a
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Plant is in its Seed). So that Nympha is only the Animal Cat Thiſtle. án Heib.

under that imperfect Form . It is ſometimes callid Chryſalis) OATEN, of or pertaining to Oats,

ſometimes Aurelia, and by others Necydalus.
Oathi8, Sax.] a ſwearing, or confirming a thing by

NYMPHE (with Anatomifts) ſmall, foft Pieces of Fleſh , ſwearing.
proceeding from the Juncture of the Os Pubis in the Neck of OATH ( in a legal Senſe) a ſolemn Action , whereby God

the Womb; ſo called, becauſe they are placed near the Paf- is called to witneſs the Truth of an Affirmation , given before

ſage where the Water iſſues out of the Bladder, L.
one or more Perſons impowered to receive the ſame.

NYMPHA (with Anatomiſts] a hollowneſs or void ſpace in OAT- MEAL ( of a'ten and meale pe, Sax .) Meal or Flower

the nether Lip, L.
made of Oats .

NY'MPHÆA [ruke çuia , Gr. ] the Water- Lily or Water- O‘Azy (prob. of ort, Sax. a ſcale, q . d . ſcaly ) limy,

Roſe, L.
muddy, & c

NYMPHÆA [ in Rome] certain Baths or Grotto's ſacred to OAZY Ground , ſoft, flimy or muddy Ground,

the Nymphs, from whoſe Statues which adorn'd them , or O'AZINESS, flimy, muddy, marſhy Quality ,

from the Waters and Fountains which they afforded, they OBAMBU LAʻTION , a walking up and down, L.

were ſo called . They were in number twelve, and were OBDU'CTION, a covering or overlaying with ſome Metal,

Retreats of Pleaſure, adorned with Grotto's , Fountains and Matier, &c. L.

Statues of the Nymphs, &c. They were ſquare Marble OBDU'RACY [of obduratus, L.) hardneſs of Heart,

Buildings , into which there was but one Door, where were OBDU / RATENESS itubbornncís, obltinacy.

Steps that led down to Grotto's pav'd with Marble of curious OBDU'R'D [ obduratus, L. ) hardened. Milton.

Colours ; the Walls were beautified with Shell -work, and a O'BDUR A TE (obduratus, L.] hardened , obſtinate .

Stream which ſurrounded the Place, fell from a Fountain at OBEDIENCE [obedientia, L.) dutifulneſs, ſubmiſſion, ſub

the End of the Grotto. jection.

NYMPHÆ'UM [opeaior, Gr.] a publick Hall or Building OBEDIENCE (among Divines] conſiſts in ſuch a ſubmiſlave

among the Antients, richly furnished and adorned for publick Frame of Spirit, by which a Man always reſigns and devotes

Banqueting, where thoſe who wanted Conveniencies at himſelf to the diſpoſal of the divine Being, being ready in

Home, held their Marriage Feaſts . every Condition to do or ſuffer whatſoever he apprehends to

NYMPHOMANIA [of rúppu, the Nympha, and cavia, Gr. be moſt realonable and acceptable, and by which he may beſt

madneſs) the Furor uterinns , a Diftemper which provokes expreſs his Love and Subjection to him .

Women to tranſgreſs the Bounds of common Modelty with
Active OBEDIENCE to God , conſills in a readineſs of Mind

out reſtraint. to do what he enjoins.

NYMPHOTOMI'A [ Uw potopid , Gr. ) a cutting off the Pallide OBEDIENCE to God, is an acquieſcence of Mind,

Nymphæ in Women, which in ſome ſometimes bunching in whatſoever he Mall pleaſe to inflict .

out, hinders the Coitus, or makes it difficult. OBEDIE'NTIA [ in old Records ] a certain Rent or Penfion

NYMPHS [vouqu oft del vías Ozbratau, Gr. becauſe always paid in antient Times, L.

young ; or as ſome will have it, from WD ), Hebrew , the OBEDIENT [obediens , L.) dutiful, ſubmiffive.

Soul ; ſuppoſing the Nymphs to be the Souls of deceaſed An- OBEDIE'NTIA [in the Canon Law] the Adminiſtration of

ceſtors, which being then freed from the Body , frequent- an Office, L.

ed thoſe Places that were moſt agreeable to them when alive : OBEDIE'NTIAL , of or pertaining to obedience,

Others derive Nymph from Nympha, a Bride, and others of OBEDIE'NTIALS, ſuch Perlons as execute an Oflice under

Lympha, by changing L into N] the Daughters of Nereus Superiors, and with obedience to their Commands.

and Dorcis, or of Oceania, Mother of the Floods : Some of OBEDIENTNESS, obedient Quality.

them were taken up into Heaven ; but thoſe that had green OB EI's A NCE [obeiſans, F.] Reverence, a low Bow or Con.

Locks of Hair, remained upon Earth , among the Waters , gee.

the Meadows , the Foreſts and Woods ; the Napeæ, the OBELÆ'A (with Anatomiſts] a Seam in the Scull , other

Dryades, and the Hamadryades, in the Woods, in the green wiſe called the Sagittal Suture, L. of Gr.

Meadows among the green Paſtures. The Naiades were for O'belisk [ REMsza , Gr.] a four ſquare Stone growing

the Fountains and Rivers ; and the Nereides that took their ſmaller from the Baſis to the Top , ending in a ſharp Point.

Name from Nereus their Father, were appointed to the Sea . It differs from a Pyramid, in that it is made all of one intire

Nymphs, ſay ſome, are only an Allegory taken from the Stone or Piece, and its Baſis is much narrower.

vegetative Humidity , which gives Life to Írees, Plants and The Egyptian Obelisks were ſquare Pillars raiſed in the

Flowers, by whichthey grow and increaſe.
Form of a Pyramid , and engraven on every Side with Hiero

glyphical Characters, and myſterious Secrets, underſtood by

very few beſides their Prieſts, who called them the Fingers of
O. the Sun , to which Planet they were commonly dedicated ;

their Compoſition was of a Stone dug near the Cataracts of

o, Roman ; Oo, Italick ; D 0 , Engliſh ; O o , Saxon ; Nile, as hard as Porphyry, and of divers Colours, repre

are the fourteenth Letter in Order of the Alphabet ; •, ſenting (as they imagined ) the four Elements. The first that

the 15th , and I a, the 24th of the Greek , and 1, the 6th of was erected was by Maraftar King of Egypt, An. Mund .

the Hebrew . 2604. whoſe Succeſſors crected divers others ; but they were

o, is not founded in People, Jeopardy, &c. moſt of them deliroy'd by Cambyſes, King of Perſia, when

o, with the Antients, was a numeral Letterfignifying 11 . he conquered Egypt. And thoſe that remained , were carried

Ō, with a Daſh , ſtood for eleven Millions. by the Romans to Alexandria, and from thence to Rome,

0, an Interjection of calling. where there are ſome remaining to this Day; the higheſt

OA'Fish , fooliſh , ſilly.
were about 140, and the loweit, about Feet .

OaʻFISHNESS, fooliſhneſs. OBELISK [with Printers) is this ( + ) mark , and refers the

Oak (of aac, Sax .] a durable Tree well known. Reader to ſome Note or other Matter in the Margin .

An OAK [ Hicroglyphically) repreſents Strength , Virtue , Oberra'tion , a wandering up and down, L.

Conſtancy ; and alſo length of Life, as being ſteady, and liv- OBEQUITATION, a riding up and down, L.

ing longer than moſt other Trees . OBE'se [obejus, L. ) fat, groſs.

Oak of Jeruſalem , an Herb.
OB E'SITY

OA'KAM? (old Ropes untwiſted , and pull d out again in- OBE'SENESS

OAKUM to looſe Hemp like Hurds of Flax, to be uſed To OBEY' [obedire, L.) to be obedient, dutiful, ſubmiſive.

in the Calking of Ships, G. OBE'YUNG [ obediens, L.) being obedient.

OAKEN (aac, Sax. an oak] of or pertaining to an Oak . OBEYING Signs(with Afirologers ) are the laſt 6 Southern

Oaken Pin, a ſort of Fruit ſo called from is hardneſs , Signs of the Zodidack.

which yields an excellent Juice very much like the Weſtbury To Obje'ct [objeétare, L. ] to make an objection, to op

Apple in nature , though not in ſhape. poſe. to urge againit.

DaleGavel, Ale -rent, a duty paid for brewing Ale. OBJECT, the Matter of an Art or Science, or that about

OAR [one, Sax. ] Metal mixt with Earth , as it comes out which it is employd, the ſame as Subject.

of the Earth . Material OBJECT, the Thing itſelf which is treated or

Qaristus, a Term in Greek Poetry, for a Dialogue be- conſidered of.

tween a Man and his Wife . Formal Object, the manner of conſidering it.

Oars, a Boat for carrying Paſſengers, with two Men to O'BJECT [obje tum , L.) any thing placed to behold, or

row it ; alſo Inſtruments wherewith Boats are row'd . oppos'd to any of the Senſes; ſomething apprehended or pre

OATS (of a ten or etan, Sax. to eat] a Grain, Food for ſented to the Mind, either by lenſation or by imagination ;allo

Horſes . a Subject or Matter.

OBJECT
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OBJECT Glafs, a Glaſs in a Teleſcope or Microſcope, being founded in natural Equity, is further confirmed and
placed at that end of the Tube which is next to the object. enforced by civil Authority.

Object Plate, the Plate whereon the object is placed. O'BLIGATORY [ obligatorius, L.) of force to oblige, bind
OBJE'ctron, a difficulty raiſed againſt a Propoſition. ing.

OBJECTION (with Rhetoric.] a Figure, when the Words O'BLIGATORIness , binding, & c. Quality.

of an opponent are pronounced in order to anſwer them . To OBLI'GE [ obligare, L.) to bind,constrain or engage ;

OBJE'CTIVE [objectivus, L.] of or relating to the object. to lay an obligation upon ; to do a kindneſs, good office or

OBJECtive Line [in Perſpective) is the Line of an object,

from whence the appearance is fought for in the Draught or Oblig £ e' (Law Term ) a Perſon to whom a Bond of Wri
Picture. ting obligatory is made.

Obje'CTIVELY (School Term ] a thing is ſaid to exiſt ob- OBLIGEMENT, an obligation, a being obliged .

jectively, when it exiſts no otherwiſe than in being known, Oblic Eo'r , one who enters into a Bond tor Payment of

or in being an object of the Mind.
Money.

OBJECTUM quod complexum (with Schoolmen ) of an Art, OBLI'CING [obligans, L.) binding, tying ; alſo engaging.

is the aggregative whole: or a Collection of all the objective OBLIGBMENT, an obligation, a tye.

Conclusions or Conſequences found in the Science, L. OBLIQUATION(in Catoptricks) as Cathetus ofObligation
OBJE'CTUM quo complexuar (with the Schoolmen ) a Col- is a right Line, drawn perpendicular to a Mirrour, in the

lection of all the objective Antecedents of the Science, L. Point of Incidence of the Reflection of a Ray.

O'Bit [of obiit, he died , or obitum, L. Death) a Funeral OBLI'QUE tobliquus, L. ) awry , alide, crooked.

Song, oran Olice for the Dead Said annually ; or a yearly OBLIQUE Angle (with Geom .) any Angle, either acute or

Day fet apart for commemorating the Death of any Perſon . obtuſe, that is greater or leſſer thana right one.

OBITUARY [ obituairi, F. ] a Regiiter, wherein are writ- OBLIQUE angled Triangle [Geometry) is one whoſe Angles

ten the Names of the Dead and the Days of their Burial of are oblique, either acute or abruſe.

thoſe Perſons who were Benefactors to a Monaſtery. OBLIQue Line (Geom .] a Line, which falling on another

OBJURATION, a binding by Oath , L. makes an oblique Angle .

OBJURGA'TION, a chiding or reproving, L. OBLIQUE Planes in Dialling) are ſuch as recline from the
OBJU'RGATORY [objurgatorius, L. ] of or pertaining to Zenith or incline to the Horizon.

chiding or rebuking. OBLIQUE Sphere (with Aſtronomers) is that whoſe Horizon
Obla's (oblatus, L. ) a Soldier dilabled in the Service of cuts the Equator obliquely, and one of whoſe Poles is raiſed

his Prince, who had the Benefit of the Place of a Monk given above the Horizon , and equal to the Latitude of the Place.

him in the Abby ; alſo the Maintenance illelf. OBLIQUE Cajes (with Gram .) are the Genitive, Dative
OBLATS (of St. Jerom ) a Congregation of ſecular Prieſts, and Ablativé.

founded in lialy byCharles Boromeo. OBLIQUE Sailing (with Navigators.) is when the Ship is

OBLA'TA , certain Gifts anciently made to the King by his in ſome intermediate Rumb, between the four cardinal Points ;

Subjects, L. and thus makes an oblique Angle with the Meridian, and con

OBLA'T Æ, certain thin Cakes or Wafers baked in Iron tinually changes both its Latitude and Longitude.

Moulds, and fill called Oublies by the French ; a cuſtomary OBLIQUE force [in Mechanicks) is that whoſe Line of Di

Treat in religious Houſes . rection is at oblique Angles with the Body on which it is im

Oblaʼri, ſecular Perſons, who reſigned themſelves and preft.

their Eſtates to ſome Monaſtery, and were admitted as Lay- OBLIQUE Projection (in Mechanicks) is that where a Body
Brothers. is impelled in aLine of Direction, which makes an oblique

OBLATIO'Nes quatuor principales, the four chief Offerings Angle with the horizontal Line.

to the Pariſh Prieſt, which were generally made on the Feſti- OBLIQUE Percuſſion, is that wherein the direction of the
vals of All Saints, Chriſtmas, Candlemas and Eaſter , L. ſtriking Body is not perpendicular to the Body ſtruck, or is not

OBLATIONS of the Altar, ſuch cuſtomary Offerings as
in Line with its Center of Gravity.

were preſented by the Pariſhioners to the Prieſt, and ſolemn- OBLIQUE Afenfion ( Aſtron .) is an Arch ofthe Equator, in

ly laid on the Altar, as 3 d at Chriſtmaſs for the Maſs and Sa- tercepted between the firſt Point of Aries, and that Point of

crament Offering ; 2 d at Eaſter, and 1 Peny at two other the Equator which riſes together, with the Star, gr. in an

principal Feafts. oblique Sphere.

Funeral OBLATIONS, Offerings by way off Atonement for OBLIQUE Deſcenſion ( Aſtronomy) is an Arch of the Equator

the faults or neglectsof the Party deceaſed in paying Tithes intercepted between the firſt PointofArics, and that pointof

or other Eccleſiaſtical Dues; which was the belt Horſe led the Equator which fets with a Star , & c. in an oblique Sphere.
before the Corps, and delivered at the Grave or the Church OBLI'Quity athwartneſs, fidewayneſs, crookedneſs,

Gate for the Uſe of the Prleit . OBLIQUENESS Nantingneſs.

OBLECTA'TiON , a Recreation , Delight, Pleaſure, L. OBLI'QUITY of the Ecliptick [ Aſtronomy ) is the Angle

OBLIGA'TA [in Mufick Books) ſignifies for, or on purpoſe, which the Ecliptick makes with the Equator, which is 23
or neceſſary ; as a doi violin obligati, on purpoſe for two Degrees and 29 Minutes.

Violins, & c. OBLINQUUS Superior [ Anat,] the 7th Muſcle of the Head,

O'BLIGATED [obligatus , L.) obliged, bound or tyed to. ariſing from the tranſverle Proceſſes of the ſecond Vertebræ

OBLIGATION , Duty, Engagement, Tie ; alſo a Bond or of the Neck, and aſcending obliquely is inſerted ſideways into

Writing obligatory. F. of L. the Occiput, L.

Natural Obliga'TIONS, are ſuch as bind only by Virtue OBLIQUUS inferior ( with Anat.) a Muſcle of the Head

of the Law of Nature, and affitted by civil Laws and civil which ariſes from the outward Part of the ſpiral Proceſs of the

Power. ſecond Vertebra of the Neck, and paſſes obliquely to its In

Civil OBLIGATIONS, are ſuch as are ſupported on civil ſertion, at the tranſverſe Proceſs of the firſt, where the former

Authority alone, and which induces a conſtraint, without Muſcle begins.

any principle or foundation in natural Equity. OBLI'Quus oculi fuperior (in Anat.) a Muſcle of the Eye,

Perpetual OBLIGATIons, are thoſe that cannot be taken which taking its riſe from thedeepeſt Part of the Orbit, near

off, as long as the Perſon exiſts, in whom it adheres. Of the beginning of the Abducent, paſſes obliquely under

this kind are the Obligations we lie under to God and towards its upper Part, and is let into the Coat called Sclerotis, L.

our Neighbour . OBLIQUUS oculi inferior ( Anat.] a Muſcleof the Eye going

OBLIGATIONS ( ſay the Moraliſts] lie only to things poffi- up obliquely over the Deprimens, and ending in the Tunica
ble, wherefore promiles about impoſſible things are void and Sclerotis, & c. L.

null ; when the thing at the Time of making the Pact ap- OBLIQUUS aſcendens? [in Anatomy] one of the largeMu

peared poffible and afterwards becomes impoſſible, if it hap- OBLIQUUS acclivis s icles of the lower Belly , ariſing

pen by Chance the Pact is diſannulled. from the circular Edge of the Os Ilium and Ligamentum Pubis,

Connate OBLIGATIONS (with Moralifts] are ſuch as! all and isimplanted into the whole Length of the Linea Alba;

Men fall under by Virtue of their being Creatures endued L. That ſerves to compreſs the lower Belly, and by that
with Reaſon , as iuch as neceſſarily attend and accompany means to help the Diſcharge of the Ordure and Urine.

the rational Nature , conſidered in that ſimple and general OBLIQUUS major Oculi(with Anat.) a Muſcle which pulls
Notion. the Eye forwards and obliquely downwards.

Adventitious OBLICATIONS (with Moraliſts) are ſuch as OBLIQUUS minor Oculi ( Anat. ) a Muſcle which draws the

fall upon Men , by the Intervention of human Deeds, not Eye forwards and obliquelydownwards.
without the Content of the Parties , either expreſſed, or at OBLIQUus defcendens (with Anat.) a large Muſcle of the

leaſt Preſumptive. OBLIQUUS declivis Belly which takes its riſe in the

Mixed Obligation, is one both natural and civil, which lower end of the 6th, 7th, and 8th Ribs, c . and deſcends
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obliquely from the Serratus inferiorpollicus, and is inſerted in OBSERVANCES, the Rules and Cuſtoms of a Monaſtery.

the Linea Alba and the Os Pabis, L. OBSE'R VANT[obſervans, L.) having regard to , dutiful, re

OBLIQUUS auris ( Anatomy] lies in the internal Parts of the Spect ; alſo keeping ones Werd.

Aqueducts enters the Tympanum, and is inſerted into the flen- OBSERVANTNess,' regardfulnefs, reſpectfulneſs.

der proceſs of the Malleus. OBSERVA'Stines, Branch of the Order of Francifcans or

OBLI'TERATED [ obliteratus, L.) blotted out. Grey Friars, ſo named becauſe they obligethemſelves to a

OBLITERATION, a blotting out, a cancelling, an aboliſh- more ftrial obſervance of the Rules of their Profeffion .

ing. L. OBSERVA’TOR, an Obſerver of Peoples manners ; alſo a

OBLI'VION , forgetfulneſs, which by Naturaliſts is defined Monitor in a School, Z.

to be a loſs of the Ideas or Conceptions of the Things once OBSERVATION, an obſerving, noting ; a Note or Remark.

perceived, which happens when they make but a light In- OBSE'RVATORY [obſervatoire, F. of L.} a Place for making
npreſion upon the Brain. F. of L. aftronomical Obfervations.

Oblivious [ obliviojus, L. ) forgetful. To Osse'rve [objervare, L.) to keep or follow a Rule ,

OBLI'VIOUSNESS, forgetfulneſs. Law, &c. to contemplate, conſider or ftudy ; to mark , mind

OBLOCUTION , obloquy, ill report, L. or take Notice of, to heed ; to eye, to watch , to ſpy ; to have

O'BLONG (in Geometry) is the ſame with a rectangle Paral a ſtriet eye over.

lelogram , whoſe Sides are unequal. To OBSERVE ( in Navigation is to take the height of the

OBLO'NGNESS (of oblongus, L. and nes] oblong Form , or Sun or Stars with an Initrument, in order to know in what

the being of the Form ofa long Square . Degree of Latitude a Ship is at all Times.

Oblongus, a , um [in Botan. Writ.] very, or fomewhat OBSESSED [obfeffus, L ) befet, haunted by an evil Spirit.

long, L. OBSE'ssion , a belieging or encompaffing about, F. of L.

Oblo'quv ( of obloquium , L.) Nander, back -biting. OBSIDIANUM Marmor, a Touch -itone, L.

OBNO xious obnoxius, L.) liable, properly liable to be OBSIDIONAL [obfidionalis, L. ] of or pertaining to a Siege.

puniſhed for Offence, ſubject, expoſed to .
OBSIDIONAL Crorun ( with Heralds) is repreſent

OBNO'X TOUSNESS, liableneſs, lubjectneſs to Puniſhment, ed as in the Figure , being a Sort of Garland made

Danger, &c. of Grafs, which was by the Romans given to thoſe
OBNUBILATED [ obnubilatus, L ) clouded over, overcaſt that had held out a Siege, or cauſed the Enemy

with Clouds. to raiſe it, by repulſing them , or otherwiſe.

OBNUBILATION , a darkening or obſcuring with Clouds. O'BSOLETE [ Efoletus, L. ] grown old or out of uſe.

OBNUNCIATION of Aſemblies (among the Ronans] a dir- 0 B30 LE TENEss, antiquatednels , a being grown out of

ſolving them upon fore-knowledge or conjecture of ill Suc- uſe.

ceſs. OBSOLE’rus, a, um [m Bot. Writ.] applied to Colours,

OBOLA'TA terra (old Rec . ) half an Acre of Land; or as o . fignifies not bright, but looking faded and dirtily, as Cortuja

thers ſay half a Perch, L. Americana floribus obſoletè furpareis. American Cartuja,
OBOLUS Colorós, Gr.) a Roman Silver Coin , the 6th Part with Flowers of a dull or purple Colour. L.

ofa Denarius or Peny, in value about five Farthings Englifb ; OBSTACLE [objlacului , L.) a let, hindrance , bar, rub in

alſo the fixth Part of an Attick Dram ; alſo the Weight of ten the way . F.

Grains or half a Scruple. OBSTETRICA’TION, an acting the Part of a Midwife, L.

OBOLUS, is now uſually taken to ſignfy our Half-peny; O‘BSTINATE [ obſtinatus, L.) reſolute, ſelf -willed, wilful,
but in old Time it fignified the Half-Noble ; the Noble was ſtubborn.

then callid a Peny, and its Quarter a Farthing. And in like OBSTINACY ſtubbornneſs, inflexibleneſs, fixedneſs ,

manner Denarius fignify'd the whole Coin , whether it were OBSTINATENESS or reſolvedneſs to maintain or adhere

Angel, Royal, G. and Obolus its Half, and Quadrans the to an Opinion , &c. right or wrong.

fourth Part.
OBSTRE'PEROUS [obitreperus, L.) making a loud noiſe, full

OBOE

[ Muf. Books) a Hautboy or Hoboy. Ital.
of noiſe and din ; as a noile made by a brawlingWoman .

OBOV OBSTRE'PEROUSNESS, noifinets, bawling Faculty or Qua

OBRE'PTION, a creeping in , L. lity .

OBREPTI'TIOUS [of obreptio, L.] of a ſtealing Nature, or TO OBSTRUCT ( obliruum , L. to ſtop or ſhut up, proper

that has obtained or been obtained from a Superior after a fly ly by building againſt ] to itop or ſhut up, to hinder.

or ſubtil Manner, by concealing from him the Truth. Ocstru'ction, a ſtoppage, a hindrance, L.

T. OBROGATE (obrogatum , L.) to proclaim a contrary OBSTRUCTION [in Medicine) a putting up the Paſſages in

Law for the diffolution of the former. a human Body .

OBSCE'NE ( obcænus, L.) filthy, lewd , unchaft, bawdy, OBSTRUCTIVE (of chfruftus, L.) apt to ſtop up or cauſe

ſmutty. a ſtoppage.

OBSCE'NENESS uncleanneſs of Speech or A &tion, ribal- OBSTRU'CTIVENESS, impeding , or obftracting, or hindring

OBSCE'NITY dry , bawdy, laſcivous Speech. Quality.

OBSCURA camera (in Opticks] a Room darkened all over, OBSTRUE'NTIA (with Phyſicians ] Medicines, & c. of a

but at one little hole, in whicha Glaſs is fixed to convey the ſtopping Quality, 2 .
Rays ofObjects to a Frame of Paper, or a white Cloth, by OBSTUPEFACTION, a ſtupifying, aſtoniſhingor abaſhing. L.

which the Images of the oppoſite Objects are repreſented on TO OBTAIN ( obtinere, L ] to ſucceed in the petition , de

the Paper. mand or purſuit of a thing ; to get, gain , or have.

OBSCURATION, a making obſcure or dark, L. OLTENEBRA’TION, a making dark, L.

OBSCU'RE [ obfcurus, L.) dark, duskih , gloomy ; alſo dif- OBTENTION, an obtaining, L.

ficult or hard to be underſtood ; alſo retired, private ; alſo le- Oet est A'tion , an earnelt or preffing Requeſt, L.

cret , little known. OBTRECTATION , a back - biting or fandering, L.

To OBSCU'RE [ obſcurare, L.) to darken , to cloud, to e- T. OBTRU'DE [ oborudere, L. ) to chruſt or force in or up

clipſe or drown the Merits of another. on ; to impoſe.

OBSCU'RED [obſcuratus , L. obſcurci, F. ] darkened, cloud- OBTRU'sIon, a thruſting or forcing in or upon. L.

ed , depriv'd of Brightneſs or Clearneſs, rendred leſs intelligible. OBTURA'TION, a ſtopping or ſhutting up cloſe, L.

OBSCU'RENESS? difficultneſs of being underſtood ; alſo OBTURB A’tor externus [ Anatomy]a Muſcle which turns

OBSCU'RITY retired and private Life. the Thigh outwards; it ariles from the external Parts of the

OBSECRA'TION , an earneſt entreaty, L. Os Iſchium and Pubis, and is inſerted to the Root of the

OB SECRATION [in'Rhetorick] a Figure whereby the Ora- great Trochanter of the Thigh Bone, L.

tor implores the aſſistance of ſome God or Man. OBTURBATOR internus ( Anat.) the fame as marſupialis,

OBSEQUIOUS [ objequiofas, L.) very ready to obey or to OBTURBATION, a troubling or diſturbing, L.

aflift ; diligent to pleaſe, complailant, dutiful. OBTUSA'NGULAR (with Geometricians] of, pertaining to ,

OBSE'QUIOUSNESS, readineſs to obey, oblige, fr. care- or having an obtuſe Angle.

fulneſs to pleaſe. OBTUSE [obtulus , L.) Blunt, having a dull Point of Edge ;

OʻBSEQUIES ( obſeques, F. of obſequium , L.) i. e. ready Ser- alſo heavy or dull - witted.

vice ; becauſe theſe Obſequies are the laft Devoirs that can be OBTUSE Angle [ in Trigonom .) any Angle which is greater

rendred to the Deceaſed. than a right one; or that conſiſts of more than 90 degrees.

OBSERVABLE [objervabilis, L.] fit, eaſy or worthy to be OBTUSE angled triangle [ Trigonom . ) ſuch a Triangle as

obferved. hath one obtule Angle.

OBSE'RVABLENEȘs, fitneſs, eaſineſs or worthineſs to be OBTU'SENESS , bluntneſs, duineſs of Edge.

obſerved . OBTUSA NGULARNESS (of obtufus, angularis, L.) the be

OBSERVANCE [obfervantia, L.) performance; alſo reſpect. ing obtuſe angled, or the having obtuſe Angles.
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OBVALLATION, an encompafling with a Trench, 1 . OCCUPATION [ in the Statute de Bigamis] Pupraures, It

OBVE'NTIONS, Offerings; alío Rents or Revenues, pro truſions, Uſurpations upon the King, by uſing Liberties of

perly of ſpiritual Livings , L. Franchiſes that a Perſon is not intitled to.

To OʻBVIAT E [obviatum, L.] to prevent or hinder. Occupation (in the senſe of the Lagu] is the purting a

OBVIOUS [obvius, L.) eaſy to be perceived or underſtood, Man out of his Poffeffion in a Time ofWar.

plain, common. OccupA'TIVE [ occupatious, uſed, pofleffed, employd.

OBVIOUSNESS, eaſineſs to be perceived . Occupative Field [ in Law ] a Field, which being left by

OBU'MBRATED (obumbratus, L.] overſhadowed. its proper Owner, is poflefled by another.

OBUMBRA’TION, an overſhadowing, L , Occupa'vit , a Writ which lies for him who is ejected out

OCCA's10 [among the Romans) the Goddeſs of Time, who of his Land or Tenement in a TimeofWar, 4 .

is repreſented ſtark naked, with a long Lock of Hair upon Occupiers of Walling, Omeers of the Salc Works in

her Forehead, and bald behind ; and alſo ſtanding on a Wheel, Cheſhire, choſen annually to fee right done. between Lord

with Wings on her feet, and is faid to turn herſelf very and Tenant and all Perſons concerned.

ſwiftly round ; by which is intimated , that we ſhould lay To Occupy [occupare, L.] to fill or take up a Space ; to

hold of the preſent opportunity. be ſiezed or in pofletion of; to deal or trade.

OCCAS10 [in Old Law ] a Tribute impoſed by the Lord of OCCUPYING [occupans, L.) filling or taking up a Space ;

his Vaffals or Tenants . being in Pofeffion of, employing ; allo carnal Copulation

Occa'sion, Seaſon , convenient or fit Time to do any with a Woman .

thing; alſo Cauſe, Reaſon ; allo Want or Neceflity, To Occu'r occurrere, L.) to meet, to como in che Way ,

OCCASIONAL , of or pertaining to occaſion ; alſo caſual. to offer or prelentiell.

OCCASIONAL (per occaſionem , L.) as opportunity or occa- Occu'RRENCES [of occurrentiä, L.) caſual Adventures;

fion offers or requires. conjuncture of Affairs; alſo News, F.

Occa'sIONALNESS [of occaſio , L. ) the being or happening Occu'RRING ? [occurrens, L.]meeting, coming in the

by , or according to occafion . Occu'rrent} way, offering or preſenting itſelf.

Occa'sions , Affairs, Concerns. O'CEAN [oceanus, L. of oxunox , Gr . ) that valt Collection

OCCASIONA'RI [in Law] to be amerced or fined ; to be of Waters, or the main Şea, which lurrounds the whole

made ſubject to occaſions or cccaſional Penalties. Globe of the Earth .

Occa'tion , a harrowing or breaking of Clods, L. Atlantick OCEAN (with Geograpbers) ties between Europe

OCCATIO'Nes (old Rec.] offences committed in a Foreſt, and Africa on the Weſt, and America on the Enf .

by rooting up Trees, Allarts, &r. Hyperborean OCEAN [Geogr . ) encompafles the Land which

Occa Tor (among the Romans} a God of Husbandry, is ſituated towards the North Pole .

that preſides over harrowing the Ground, and breaking the Pacifick OCEAN ( Geogr.] lies between the West Side of

Clods. America and Afia .

OCCIDENT ( occidens, L.) the Wif . South OCEÁN (Geogr.) encloſes Magellanica, and the Con

Equinoctial OccideNT [ Aſtron .) that Point of the Horizon tinent towards the South Pole.

where the Sun ſets when it enters the Signs Aries and Libra , Ocea'nous, of or pertaining to the Ocean.

at which Times the Day and Night is of equal Length . Oce'anus, the God of the Sea, whom the Antients callid

Eſival Occident, the Summer Weſt or North Weſt, that the Father of all Things, as believing Water to be the firſt

Point of the Horizon, or that Point of Heaven , where the Sun Principle of the Univerſe. He is alſo ſaid to be the Father of
fets when he is in the Tropick of Cancer , and the Days are the Rivers. His Wife was Thetis, by whom he had Nereus

longeſt. and Dorcas, who marrying together had many Daughters,

Hybernal Occident, the Winter South or South Weſt: a call'd Nymphs. Oceanus was painted as Riverswere, in the

Point in which the Sun is at its Entrance into the Tropick of Form of a Man, with Bulls Horns upon his Head.

Capricorn, at which Time the Days are the ſhorteſt. Oche/Ma [ ögnus , Gr. ] a Liquor or Vehiele wherewith

OCCIDE'NTAL [occidentalis, L.] belonging to the Weſt, Medicines are mingled .

Weſtern. OCHLOCRACY [EX ^ cx eo tila of 10, the Multitude, and

OCCIDENTAL (with Afron.) a Planet is faid to be occi- recéza , Power, Gr.] a Government, wherein the Multitude
dental, when it ſets in the the Evening after the Sun. or common People bear the Sway .

OCCIDE'NTALNESS, weſterlineſs, or the having a weſterly OCH LO'CRATIA [of öxno, a Multitude, and * gar ,

Situation. Power) a form of Government, wherein the Populace has

Occipital Coccipitalis, L. ) pertaining to the hinder part the ſole Power and Administration .

of the Head. OCHTHODES (with Surgeons] Ulcers, whofę Sides are

Occipita'lis Anat.) a ſhort, but broad , fleſhy Muſcle, brawny, or of the Nature of Warta .

placed on the Occiput, which with its Partner ſerves to pull O'CHY - HOLE , a remarkable Cave in Mendir- Hills in Somer

the hairy Scalp backwards. Jetſbire, of a valt Length ; where ſeveral Wells and Springs

Occipito -Frontalis Anatomy) a Muſcle of the skin of the are diſcovered.
Occiput and Os Frontalis. O'CIMUM [supor, Gr,] Garden - Bafil, Baſil-Royal, or Ba

Occipi'tis Os (with Anatom .) a Bone of the Scull , lying fil -gentle, L.

in the hinder Part of the Head ; which is in Shape fomething O'CKAMY (prob. q.d. Albymy] a ſort ofmixed Metal.

like a Lozenge, with its lower Angle turned upwards, L. Octa'bis ( in Law ) as Osiabis Hilarii, i. e . the 8th Day
O'CCIPUT, the hinder Part of the Head, L. incluſively after the Feſtival of St. Hilarius.

Occu'lt [occultus, L. ) hidden, ſecret. OCTA E'DRON [ex raidpot, Gr . ) one of the five regular Bo

Occult (with Geometricians} uſed of a Line that is ſcarce dies, conſiſting of eight Faces, or cight regular Triangles .

perceivable , drawn with the Point of the Compaſs, & c. O‘CTAGON ( extázaver, Gr . ] a Figure confifting of eight

Occult Sciences, Magick, Necromancy , the Cabala, &gr. Angles and Sides.

Occult Cancer, the ſame as primitive Cancer. OCTAGO'NICAL [Of óx redw , Gr.] having eight Angles

Occult Qualities ( with Antient Philof.) a term common- and Sides.

ly uſed as an Aſylum for their Ignorance, who when they OCTA'HĘTerides [in Chronolugy) the Space or Duration
could giveno account of a Phænomenon, were wont to attri- of eight Years.

bute itto ſome occult Quality. Octa'NGULAR ( octangulus, L ] having eight Angleş.

OCCULTATION , a hiding or concealing L. OCTA'NGULARNESS, the having eight Angles.

OCCULTATION ( with Afiron .) is the time a Star or Planet Octa'nt? [with Affrologers) is when a Planet is in ſuch

is hidden from our Sight in an Eclipſe. Octile an Aſpect or Poſition,with reſpect to another,
Occu'LTNESS , hiddennels, concealedneſs. that their places are only diſtant an 8th Part of a Circle, or

O'CCUPANCY (of occupans, L.) the Poffeffion of Things 45 Degrees.

that at preſent have no Owner, but may have in Time. OCTA'PLA (of oxyeth , Gr . eight-fold ) a kind of Poly.

O'CCUPANT [occupans, L.) an Occupier or Poſſeſſor. glot Bible, confilling of eight Columns.

OCCUPANT [in Common Law ) when a Man makes a Leaſe OCTA'STYLE [ *tu , Gr . ) a Building with eight Pil

to another for the Term of the Life of a third Perſon ; the Leſſee lars in the Front .

dying, he who firſt enters, ſhall hold the Land as occupant, OCTATEUCH (skirtumo , Gr the eight firit Bocks of the

during the Life of the third rſon . Old Teſtament, from Geneſis to the End of Judges.

Occupa'tion, an Employ, Buſineſs or Trade, F. of L. OCTA've [arus, L.) the eighth Day after ſome peculiar

OCCUPATION (with Rhetoricians] is a Figure, when the Feſtivals.

Orator ſeems to paſs by , to be ignorant of, or to be unwilling Octave (in Mufick) an eighth, or an Interval of eight

to declare that which at the ſame Time he chiefly infifts Sounds.

upon. It is alſo called Preterition .
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ODONTORNYA } [idom.pvia, Gr.]breeding of Teeth .

Octa'vo [ ie . in eight) a Book is ſaid to be in Odavo, ODIUM , hatred , grudge ; alſo blame , cenſure, L.

when a Sheet is folded into eight Leaves. ODONTA'GOGOS (sdorte yug 6 , Gr.) an Inſtrument for draws
OCTE'NNIAL (octennalis, L. of osto, eight , and annalis, L. ing Teeth .

ofan Year) containing the ſpace of, or donc every 8th Year . ODONTA’LGICK (of idorangla, Gr . ) pertaining to the

October (of oéto, L. eight] is with us the tenth Month Tooth-Ache.

in the Year ; but was ſo called from being the eighth, begin

ning the Year with March .

October (in Painting, &c. ] is repreſented in a Garment ODO'NTICK (of odovninos, Gr. ] of or belonging to the Teeth ,

of the Colour of decaying Flowers and Leaves ; having his ODONTA’LGIA [ dsvraagis , Gr.) the Tooth- Ache.

Head adorned with a Garland of Leaves of Oak , with Acorns ; ODONTA'GRA [ uderminer, Gr. ) an Inftrument for drawing

holding in his right Hand a Scorpion , and in his left a Basket Teeth .

of Cheſtnuts, Medlars, Service:, &c. ODO'NTICKS (cdbrina, Gr. ) Medicines for the Tooth - Ache.

OCTOE'DRICAL, having eight Sides. ODONTOIDES (Osortzeadas, Gr . ) an Apophyſis, a Bone in the

OCTOGE'NARY ( Etugenarius, L. ) of eight Years of Age. middle of the ſecond Vertebra, ſhaped like a Tooth .

O'CTONARY [ očtonarius, L.) of or pertaining to the Num- ODONTOLI'THOS (of odas, a Tooth , and his G , Gr. a Stone]
ber eight. a ftony Concretion that grows upon Teeth.

OCTOSTYLE [ EXTEGORO , Gr. ) the face of a Building contain- ODONTOTRI'MMA [odivritewig of oft's a tooth , and rejuus ,

ing eight Columns. Gr. what is worn ) a Medicine to rub the Teeth with.

Octu'na (with Pbylic ) a Weight of eight Ounces . O'Dour , an odour, a ſcent, L.

O'cular Coccularis, L.) of or pertaining to the Eyes or Opor A'MINOUS [ of odoramen, L. ) odoriferous, ſweet

Sight. ſmelling.

Ocular Demonſtration, is that Evidence which we have ODOR AME'NTUM , a Perfume; alſo a Medicine apply'd for
of any thing by ſeeing it done or performed with our own the benefit of its Smell . L.

Eyes. ODOR AⓇTus , a, um [in Botan. Writ.] of a pleaſant Smell,

OCUL A'R ES Dentes , the Eye-Teeth. L. well ſcented .

OCULARNESS, of or pertaining to the Eyes or Sight, viſible- Odori'FEROUS [ odoriferus. L.) bearing odours or perfumes,
neſs. ſweet ſcented .

Ocula'TION ( with Botan .) the taking away of ſuperfluous ODORIFEROUSNESS, ſweet ſmellingneſs.

Buds. Oʻdorous (odorus, L. ) having a Scent or Smell.

O'culi cancrorum (with Phyſicians] Crabs-Eyes ; certain O'DOROUSNESS, ſweet-ſcentedneſs, &c.

Stones taken out of the Heads of River Cray - Fiſh . L. O'pour [odor, L. ) agreeable or disagreeable Eduvia, which

O'culist , one skilled in curing Diſeaſes of the Eyes . are emitted by many Bodies, which are callid Odsrous, and

Oculo'rum Motores ( with Anatom .) a Pair of Nerves ariſing which incite in us the Senſe of Smelling.

from the oblongated Marrow on each side the Infundibulum Odours [odores , L. ] Scents or Smells, any ſweet Perfumes.

Cerebri, and paſſing thence thro' the Holes of the Wedge- O'DYSSEE [ Suscrid, Gr. ) an Epick Poem of Homer's,

like - Bone, ſend out ſeveral Twigs that embrace the Op- wherein he relates the Adventures that befel Ulyfes in his re

ticks, and are beſtowed on the Tunicles of the Eye. turn from the Siege of Troy.

Oculus, the Eye, the outward Organ of Sight, made up OECONOMICAL [ oeconomicus, L. of osmeuspenis, Gr. ) per

of lix Muſcles , to which a ſeventh is added in Brutes, and as OECONO'MICK } taining to Oeconomy, or the manage

many Tunicles or Coats, viz. Adnata, Cornen, Cryſtallina, ment of a Family

Innominata , Retiformis, Vitrea and Uvea . OECONOMICA ( recrowixsi, Gr . ] a Part of moral Philoſophy ,

Oculus Beli, a precious Stone that is half tranſparent, which treats concerning the Management of the Paſtions.
the Ground White and Black in the midſt, having an Iris or OECONOMICKS, the ſame as Oeconomica.

Circle, ſo that it repreſents an Eye very exactly , L. OECONOMIST ( C14You , Gr. ) a Manager, a Steward or

Oculus Chrifti, i.e. the Eye of Chrift; the Herb other. Diſpenſer.

wiſe calld wild Clary, L. Oeco‘NOMY [ sixovoice of čix O an houſe, and relee , Gr. to

Oculus cati [ i . e . cati Eye) a ſort of precious Stone of two diſtribute ] the management of a Family ; alſo Frugality,

Colours, milk White and dark Brown, ſeparated as it were Good -husbandry, & c. alſo good Order, Diſpoſition , Níethod,

in the middle . Contrivance, Conititution, Harmony.

O'culus Mundi [i.e. the Eye of the World) a precious OECONOMY [with Archite ) that Method that has regard

Stone which being put into cold Water, changes its White to the Expences and the Quality of the Materials, and news

Colour to Yellow, and becomes almoſt tranſparent, but when how to take right Meaſures in order to give the Building

taken out again returns to its former State. a convenient Form and Bigneſs.

Oculus (in Botany) the Bud of a Tree or Plant juſt put- AnimalOeconomy, the firſt Branch of the Theory of Phy

ting forth , or the Knot out of which the Bud riſes . ſick , or that which explains the Parts of a human Body, their
Ocyma'strum (with Botan . ) the Herb Water Betony, L. Structure and Uſe ; the Nature and Cauſes of Life and Health ,

Ocype're [cvuse tus of anis and mitomas, i . e. I fly ſwiftly ] and the Effects or Phänomena ariſing from them.

the Name of one of the Harpyes . Legal OECONOMY the legal Diſpenſation or Manner,

O'da Baſſa, an Officer of the Grand Signior, who is one Jewilh Oeconomy in which God was pleaſed to guide -

of the Heads of the Agiamoglans. and govern the People of the Jews under Moſes's Adminiltra

ODAXI'smus [-daEOMG , Gr . ) the itching of the Gums tion ; including not only the political and ceremonial Laws,

when Children are breeding their Teeth . but alſo the moral Law .

Odd (oed, Teut.) uneven in Number. Chrillian OECONOMY, the evangelical Diſpenſation is op

Odness, unevenneſs in Number ; alſo fingularneſs or un- poſed to the legal one, and comprehends all that relates to the

uſualneſs in manner or form . Covenant of Grace that God has made with Men through

The Ode, is a more noiſy Piece of Poetry than Paſtoral ; Jeſus Chriſt .

the Tone of it is high, the Sentiments bordering on Enthu- OECONOMY (with Rhetoricians] is Order in the diſpoſal of

ſiaſm , the Numbers various as occaſion requires ; and Har- Parts neceflary for Orators or Poets.

mony and Dignity are effential in every thing which relates Oecumenical [of ooxs naroxos of oxxuirn, Gr. the habitable

to the Ode . Earth ) of or pertaining to the whole Word, univerſal.

The Ode is not always confind to what is great and ſub- OEDASTICK [ oedaflicus, L.) cunning in the Knowledge of

lime, it deſcends ſometimes to Gallantry and Pleaſure. Theſe Weights and Meaſures .

are commonly callid Anacreonticks , and in Engliſh are gene- O EDEMA [ öshus, Gr. ) any Tumour or Swelling ; but more

rally confined to ſeven Syllables, or eight at moſt; but the eſpecially a white, loft Swelling without Pain, and that eaſily
ſeven Feet Meaſure is the fofteſt. yields to the touch , proceeding from phlegmatick Matter.

O'DELET , a little fort of Ode. OEDE'MATOus, of or pertaining to, or of the nature of an
Ode'um (with the Antients] a kind of Muſick Theatre ; a Dedema.

Place for Rehearſal and Practice before the Aétors and Muſic OENANTHE (DSi, Gr . ) the Herb Water-drop -wort.

cians appeared to perform their Parts in the greater Theatre. Oenanthius, the Name of a God, worſhipped by the

O'DIBLE ( odibilis, L.] odious, that may or deſerves to be Phænicians, and to whom Heliogabalus dedicated his imperial

hated.
Robes.

O'p10 et Atin, a Writ ſent to the under Sheriff to inquire Oenisteria [ buustizia, Gr.) Sacrifices perſonned to Per

whether a Man, committed to Priſon upon Suſpicion of Mur- cules, by the Youth of Athens, before the firit time of cutting

ther, has been committed upon Malice or juſt Suſpicion, their Hair and ſhaving their Beard.

O'Dious ſodiofys, L. ) hateful, heinous . OENO'LÆUM VAGO ) a Compoſition of thick, back Wine,

O'Dousness , hatefulneſs, abominableneſs. and Oil of Roſes.

Dixo



OF ΟΙ

DENO/POLIST [oruc roams, Gr . ] a Vintner. neral , Quarter Maſter General, and Adjutant-General.

Field Officers, are thoſe who have the Command over aOENOTHERIS } [orines, Gr.] the Herb Looſe-frife.
whole Regiment, as the Colonel, Lieutenant-Colonel and

OesOPHAGÆ'USCorsePagwe , Gr. ) the Spineter Gule ; a Major.

continuation of the Muſcle callid Pterigopbaringæus, ariſing Subaltern Officers; Lieuteuants, Cornets, Enſigns, Ser

from each fide the ſcutiform Cartilage, and like it paſſes jeants, Corporals.

to a middle Line on the back Part of the Fauces. Staf Officers, thoſe that have not the King's Commiſ

OESOPHAGUS Concepz76 , Gr.] the Gullet, or along, round fion; but are appointed by the Colonels and Captains ; as

and large Canal or a membranous Pipe, whereby our Food Quarter-Mafter, Serjeants, Corporals, & c.

and Drink is convey'd to the Stomach ; it deſcends from the Staff OFFICERS [at Court) are ſuch as bear a white Staff in

Mouth to the Stomach between the Aſpera Arteria and the the King's Preſence, and at other Times, going abroad, have

Vertebra of the Neck and Back.
a white Staff borne before them , by aFootman bare -headed ,

OESTRUM Veneris (in Anatomy) the Clitoris, ſo called from as Lord Steward , Lord Chamberlain, Lord Treaſurer.

the laſcivious Titillation it is capable of. L. Official [ officialis, L.) is the Miniſter or Apparitor of

OBSYPON [of ois a ſheep, and one, Gr. to be corrupted ] a Judge of the Civil Law .

a kind of fatty Mucilage of the conſiſtence of an Unguent; of OFFICIAL [in the Canon Law) the Deputy or Lieutenant

a diſagreeable, fickiſh Smell, and a greyiſhColour, drawn of theBiſhop ; or an ecclefiafticalJudge appointed by a Biſhop,

from the greaſy Wool that grows on the Throats, and be- & C.

tween the Buttocks of Sheep.
OFFICIAL [in the Common Law] is a Deputy appointed by

Oeufs (in Architeet. ) the ovals or ornaments of Pillars, F. an Arch -Deacon for the Executing of his Juriſdiction.

OF [OF, Sax .) pertaining or belonging to. Officia’lty , the Court or Juriſdiction, whereof the Offic

O'FFAL ( prob. q. d. 0f -falls] Fragmenta of Fleſh , Gar- cial ishead.

bage.
Officia'r uis non faciendis, &c. a Writ directed to the

O'FFA Alba (in Chymiſtry] the white coağulum , ariſing Magiſtrates of a Corporation, requiring them , not to make

from a mixture of the rectified Spirit of Wine with Spirit of ſuch a Man an Officer, or to puthim out of his Office till in

Urine, L.
quiry be made of his Manners.

Off ſets (with Gardeners] young Shoots which grow from To Offi'ciate [officier, F.] to do the Duty pertaining

Roots that are round and tuberous or bulbous. to ones Office.

Opf Ward (Sea Term ] uſed of a Ship, when being a OFFICI'NAL [of officina, L. a fhop ] of or pertaining to a

Ground by the Shore, the inclines to the side towards the Shop.

Water, which is ſaid to incline to the offward. OFFICINAL [in Pharmacy ] a Term uſed of ſuch Medicines

OFFE'NCE [ offenfio, L. ) tranfgreffion , treſpaſs, fin , fault, as the College of Phyſicians requires to be conſtantly kept in

injury, wrong ,affront or abuſe , ſcandal. Apothecaries Shops, ready to be made up in extemporaneous

TO OFFE'ND [offendere, L. ) to ſin againſt, to commit a Preſcriptions.

fault; to affront, to abuſe or injure; to annoy ; to diſpleaſe . Officious ( officiofus, L.) ready to do good offices; ſer .

Offe'nsive, diſpleaſing, abuſive, injurious, hurtful; alſo viceable, friendly, courteous, obliging; alio over buſy in o

fit to annoy or attack an Enemy, F. ther Perſons Affairs, pragmatical, baſely fawning or cringing.

OFFE'NSIVENESS, injuriouſneſs, diſpleaſingneſs. OFFICIOUSNESS, readineſs to do one any good office ; oblig.

To O'FFER [efferre, L.) to preſent, to proffer or tender ; ingneſs of Temper.

to bid, to propound; to undertake, or take upon.
O'FFING (Sea Term ) is an open Sea, at a good diſtance

O'ffering [offring, Dan .)a Sacrifice or Oblation. from the Shore, where there is deep Water, and no need of

OFFERTO'RIUM [ old Records) a Piece of Silk or Linen , an- a Pilot to conduct the Ship into the Port or Harbour; alſo

tiently uſed to wrap up the occaſional Offerings made in the the middle Part of any great Scream .

Church. L.
The Ship ſtands for the O'FFING ( Sea Phraſe ] is ſaid ofa Ship

OffertoRY [ offertorium , L.) the Place where the Offer- ſeen from Shore, ſailing out to Seaward.

ings were kept; alſo a Part of the Popiſh Maſs, an Anthem The Ship is in the Offing (Sea Phraſe) means that ſhe has

ſung or play'd on the Organ, at the Time the People arema
the Shore near her, and having another agood way without

king an Offering

her towards the Sea.

Office [ officium , L. ) a Place, Imployment, Duty ; that O'FF- SCO WRING [ of ox, Sax. and ſcheuren , Teut.] the
which is behtting, or that is to be expected from one ; alſo a Refuſe, or good for nothing Parts of any Thing.

good or ill Turn . O'FFSPRING (OX -Ypping, Sax .) that which proceeds from

Office [in Law) is an Inquiry made to the King's Uſe, any Perſon or Thing, as Children , Fruit, & c.

by Virtue of the Office of him who inquires.

An Office found [in Law] ſignifies a thing found by In
Offrex } [ort, Sax.]frequently

quiſition, ex officio. O'FTENNESS, frequentneſs.

To return an Office [in Law] is to make void an Inquiſi- O'rten- Times [ of oxt and tima, Sax.] frequently.

tion taken of an Officc. OFF-WARD (Sea Term ] ſignifies contrary to the Shore.

To traverſe an Office, is to make the Inquiſition, taken of OGDA'STICH [of os ddás eight, and sixo , Gr. a verſe ) an

an Office, before an Eſcheator, void . Epigram or Stanza, conſiſting of eight Verſes.

Office (with Eccleſiaſticks) the divine Service ; cſpecially Oge'e (with Architects] a Wreath, Circle, or round

a Part of the Roman Maſs Book. OGI've Band ; a Member of a Moulding, that conſiſts of

Office [in Ethicks) Duty , or that which Virtue and right a Round and a Hollow ; alſo an Arch or Branch of a Gothick

Reaſon directs Mankind to do. Vault, which inſtead of being Circular, paſſes diagonally

Office (in a Civil Senſe] is the mutual Aid and Affiftance from one Angle to another, and forms a Croſs between the

which Mankind owe to oneanother: alſo a particular Charge other Arches , which makes the ſide of the Square, of which

or Truſt, whereby a Man is authoriz'd to doTomething. the Arches are Diagonal.

Office, a Place or Apartment appointed for Officers to To O'GLE (prob . of l'oeil, F. or oculus, L.) to look hard

attend in, for the Diſcharge of their reſpective Employments at ; but commonly uſed for to look at amorouſly.

O'GREsses . See Pellets.

OFFICES (with Architects] all thoſe Lodges and Apartments OIKOSCOPY [oiroororid of oir@ an houſe, and oxetti , Gr.

ſerving for the neceſſary Services and Occaſions of a Palace to view ] Divination by Accidents that happen at Home.

or great
Houſe . Oil ( Ele, Sax . oleum , L.] the Juice of Olives, & c.

OFFICER [officinator, L. oficier, F.] one who officiates in OILINESS, oily Nature.

Oil ofAntimony, a mixture ofAntimony and an acid Spirit.

Officers of Policy , are thoſe in whom the government Oil of Tartar,per deliquium [Cbymiſtry) the fixed Salt of

and directionof Affairs of a Community are inveſted , as Tartar, diffolved by expoſing it to theAir, in a coól, moiſt

Mayors, Sheriffs, & c.
Place.

OFFICERS of Juſtice, are thoſe who are charged with the Virgin Oil, Oil of Olives , Nuts, &c. freth gathered ,

Adminiſtration of Juſtice and Equity in the Courts. without being heated, too much preſs'd , & c.

Royal OFFICERS, are ſuch as adminiſter Juſtice in the Granulated Oil, is that fixed in little Grains, which of

King's Name.
Oil of Olives is moſt eſteemed.

Flag OFFICERS, are Admirals, Vice -Admirals and Rear- Oil Bag, a Vefſel in Birds, full of an unctuotus Subſtance ,

Admirals. ſecreted by one and ſometimes by two Glands, for that pur.

General Officers, [in an Army) are ſuch as Command a poſe, diſpoſed among the Feathers, which being preſs'd by

Body of Troops of ſeveralRegiments, as the Captain -Gene- the Bill orHead,emits an oily Matter for the dreſſing or píun

zal,' Lieutenant-General, Major-General, Brigadier-Ge- ing their Feathers.

6C QIL

or Office,

any office.
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is put .

Oil of Vitriol (with Chymiſts] the moſt fixt Part of the the antient Greeks ; ſome ſay , inſtituted by Pelops; others by

Spirit of Vitriol, made Cauſtick by a great degree and con- Hercules, in honour of Jupiter Olympius, by five kinds of

unuance of Fire.
Exerciſes, viz . Leaping, Running, Wreſtling, Quoiting and

Philoſophers Oil , a chymical Preparation of Pieces of Brick Whorlbats.

heated red hot , ſoak'd in oil of Olives, and diſtill'd in a Retort. OLYMPICK Fire, the Fire ariſing from the Sun's Rays,

Oil Bretle an Inſect, which ſends forth a great Quantity collected in a burning Glaſs.

Oil Clock of fat Sweat.
OLY‘MPUS, a Mountain in Theſſaly, of ſo great Height,

Oi'ler (oielet, F.) a little Eye.
that it ſeems to tranſcend the Clouds , and was therefore fre

Oi'ler Holm (of viel or vielet, F. an Eye or little Eye) quently by the Poets feign'd to be Heaven itſelf.

I'let Hole an Hole in a Garment, into which a Point OLYMPIONI'CES, a Conqueror at the Olympick Games.

O'MAGRA (Tuares, Gr.) the Gout in the Shoulder, L.

OINTMENT [oignement, F. of unguentum , L.) an unctuous O'MBRE, a Game at Cards, play'd generally by three ;

Compoſition.
but alſo by two or five Perſons, F. and Span .

O'NOMANCY (airoparnia , Gr.) Divination by Wine, when OMBRE de Croix [in Heral.) i. e . the Shadow of a Croſs,

Conjectures were made from the Colour, Motion, Noile, F. is a Croſs repreſented of the Colour of Smoak , ſo as to be

and other Accidents of the Wine of the Libations. ſeen thro'.

Ol'ONISMS ( ciariomata of oscrisouse of bocoris, a Bird , Gr. ]
OMBRE de Soleil [in Her .] i.e. the Shadow of

Omens or Divinations by Birds.
the Sun, F. is when the Sun is borne in an Ef.

Ol'ONISTS ( ciwsal, Gr.) Diviners by Birds.
cutcheon, without either Eyes, Noſe or Mouth

Or'sTeR [ Offreum , L.) a Shell-Filh.
apparent ; but only a colouring ſo thin , that the

OISTER -Coft, the Herb Snake-Weed.
Field may be ſeen thro'it. See the Figure.

Oister Green, an Herb.
Ome'ca ( 2 or ) the laft Letter of the Greek Alphabet ;Oister Loit, the Herb Snake -Weed .

alſo, metaphorically, it is uſed for the End ofany Thing.
Oke ( in Smyrna ) a Weight of three forts, the lefler 13

Omeler [un omelette, F. ] a ſortof Pancake, Fricaſſee, or
Ounces twoDrams; the middle Oke 1 Pound, 11 Ounces, preparation of Eggswith other Ingredients.

6 Drams; and the greater 2 Pound, ii Ounces, 13 Drams

O'Men, a Sign or Token of good or bad Luck, taken from
Engliſh ,

the Mouth of the Perſon ſpeaking, L.
OKER [ ochrn, L. öxes , Gr. ] a Mineral.

O'MENTUM, the Caul, a doule Membrane ſpread over the
O‘KHAM , Tow or Flax to drive into the Seams of Ships. Entrails, L.

OLD (Eals, Sax .) ftricken in Age, ftale, worn .
OMER ( ON , Heb .) a Hebrew Meaſure about three PintsO'LDNESS (Ealdnyyye, Sax .] advancedneſs in Age, an- and a half .

tiqueneſs, ftalenels, wornneſs.
To OMI'NATE [ominare, L. ] to forebode or foreſhew .

O'LDER [ of Ealdog , Sax. ) more aged .
O'MINOUS Cominojus, L. ) foreboding.O'LDISH (Ealdyc, Sax.) iomething old.

O'MINOUSNESS, forebodingneſs, either of good or bad.
OLE A'GINOUS ( oleaginus, L. ) oily , or pertaining to the Omission, a neglecting or letting a Thing paſs, F. of L :

Nature of Oil.

To Omi't [omittere, L. ] to paſs by or over; to take noOLEA GINOUSNESS, oilineſs, oily Quality.
notice of; to leave out .

OLE A'NDER (with Botan. ) the Shrub called Roſe- Bay, L. OMI'TTING (omittens, L. ] letting a Thing paſs ; neglecting.
OLECRA'NIUM [ mixageror, Gr. ) the great proceſs of the firſt O'MNE (among Logicians) or whole in Engliſh , is ſuch a

Bone of the Arm , call'd ulna.
whole, whoſe Parts are termed ſubjective or inferior : becauſe

OLE'NE, the Cubit or great Foffil -Bone.
this whole is a common Term , and its Parts are compar'd

OL EOSE'LINON [incertino, Gr.) a ſort of Parſley , L. within its Extent. Thus the Word Animal is the emne or

O'LERON Laws, Maritime Laws, made at Oleron, an zuhole, and the Inferiors of it are Man or Beaſt, which are

Inand of France, when KingRichard I. was there.

OLFACTORY [of olfaktus,L.theSmelling) of or belong: compriz'dwithin its Extent,andareits ſubjective Parts:
OMNIFA'R IOUS [omnifarius, L.] of all forts, fundry , divers.

ing to the ſenſe of Smelling.
OMNIFEROUS [omnifer, L. ] bearing or bringing all things.OLFACTORY Nerves ( Anat.) thoſe Nerves which give the OMNIFEROUSNESS, all- producing Quality.

ſenſe of Smelling.
OMNIFICK [of omnia and faciens, L. ) making or pro

OLI'BANUM ( of ; and aifur @ , Gr. ] male Incenſe, a ducing all things.

ſweet ſcented Guin or Roſin , that runs in white or yellowiſh OMNI'FICKNESS, Quality , & c. that does or effects all

Drops out of ſeveral ſmall Trees at the Foot of Mount Lic things .

banus, & c.

O MNIFORM [ omniformis, L.) of every Shape.
OLIGARCHICAL, of or pertaining to Oligarchy.

O'MNIFORMITY, the being of allmanner of Shapes.O'LIGARCHY ( éalgsepzís , Gr. ) a form of Government, OMNIGENOUS [omnigenus , L.)of every kind.

where the ſupreme Power is in the Hands of a few Perſons. OMNI'MODOUS [omnimodus, L.] of all mannerofWays.

OLIGOTROPHUS Cibus ( with Phyſicians] i. e. Meat that OMNIPA'RIENT (omnipariens, L.) bearing or bringing forth
nouriſhes but a little.

all things.
OLIGOTROPHY ( Argomegpic of biro , little, and negro, OMNIPOTENT [omnipotens, L. ) Almighty, All- powerful.

Food, Gr. ) a decreale of Nouriſhment, or avery ſmall one. OMNI'POTENCE [omnipotentia, L. ] All-powerfulneſs,

O'L10 [in Cookery ) a favoury Dish of Food , compoſed of a OMNIPOTENTNESS & c.

great variety of Ingredients, as Meat, Fowls, Herbs, Roots,
OMNIPRE'SENCEEos.

L. ) omnipreſence, or being preſentOLITORY [olitorius hortus, L. ) a Kitchen Garden , or Gar

den of Herbs.
OMNI'SCIENCE ? [ of omnis and frientia, L.] knowOLITORY [olitorius, L.) of or belonging to a Kitchen OMNISCIENTNESS Iedge of all things.

Garden.

OMNI'SCIENT ( omnia and ſciens, L.) knowing all things.
OLIVA'ria Corpora (with Anatomiſts] two Knobs of the OMNI'VAGANT (omnivagns, L. ) wandering or roving e .

under part of the Brain, ſo called from their reſembling an

Olive in Shape, L.
Omnivorous (omnivorus, L.) devouring all things.Oliva'ster , a wild Olive, L.
OMNIVOROUSNESS, all -devouring Nature, .

O'LIVE [oliun, L.) a ſort of Fruit .
OMO'GRA ( cmores, Gr.) the Gout in the Shoulders.

An OLIVE- Tree [ Hieroglyphically] repreſents Fruitfulneſs, OMOLOʻGICAL [of omologia of ömonezia, Gr.] agreeable.

Peace, Concord , Obedience and Meekneſs.

OMO’LOGY [oponez a , Gr. ) agreeableneſs.
A Garland of Olive, was by the Greeks given to thoſe OMOPHAGI'A , a Feaſt of Bacchus, in which the mad

who came off victorious at the Olympick Games, obſerved Gueſts eat Goats alive, tearing their Entrails with their

in honour of Jupiter, at theFoot of Mount Olympus. Teeth.

Olive Bit, a ſort of Bit for Horſes.
OMO'PHORIUM (of ou @ , a Shoulder, and peego, to bear,

OʻLLA Podrida, a Hodge-podge of ſeveral Meats together, Gr. ) a little Cloak antiently worn by the Biſhops over their

Span.
Shoulders ; thereby to repreſent the good Shepherd, who

OLLA Cervile (old Rec .] a Pot or Flaggon of Ale , L. brings home the ſtray'd Sheep on his Shoulders.

O'LUS Atrum (with Botanis) Aliſanders or Lovage, L. OMOPLA'TA (of duc , a Shoulder, and status, Gr. broad ]

OLYMPIAD [órujmas ,Gr. ] the ſpace of four Years, where- the Shoulder Blade.

by the Greeks reckoned their Time; it took its riſe from the OMPHALOCA'R PUS ( of óupraorsepoo , Gr. ) the Herb Clea

Olympick Games, commenced, as ſome ſay , in the Year vers or Gooſe- graſs.

3174 of the Creation ; others 3208, and 776 before Chrif. OMPHALOS [omo anór, Gr.) the Navel.

OLYMPICK Games , were folemn Games famous among

ce
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every where.

very where.
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O'MPHALOC E /LE [of pounds, the Navel , and xenhin, a Swel. O'NYX [orus, Gr.] à precious Stone, accounted a Species

ling, Gr.] a kind of Hernia or Tumor in the Navel; ariſing of opaque Agate.

likeother Hernias, from a Relaxation or Ruptnre of the Peri- Ooscopy [cognomia, Gr. ] Predictions made from Eggs.

tonaum .
Ooʻzy, moiſt, wet, plaſhy.

OMPHACINE [ ompanion, Gr .] the Juice or Oil of fowr Opa'CITY

OPH A'CIUM }Grapes; it is alſo now uſed of the Juice 3 [opacitas, L. ] obſcureneſs, darkneſs,OPA'COUSNESS & C.

of wild Apples or Crabs ; Verjuice, OPACOUS (opacus, L.] fhady, dark, obſcure, not tranſ
OMPHA LOPTICK , (of oppader and 677oxo's, Gr.) an optick Opa'que parent.

Glaſs that is convex on both ſides ; commonly called a convex Opacous Bodies (with Naturalips) ſuch , whoſe Pores
Lens.

OPAQUE Bodies Tying in an oblique Pofture, hinder the
OMPACITES [of õppuxo, Gr. an unripe Grape ) a Wine Rays of Light from ſpeedily piercing and paſſing thro' them .

made of unripe Grapes. OPAL ( anc , Gr. ] a precious Stone of various Co
OMPHALO -Mejenterick (with Anatomiſts] a term apply'd lours.

toa Vein and Artery which paſs along tothe Navel and ter- OPA LIÀ [with the Romans) Feſtivals celebrated to the
minate in the Meſentery. Goddeſs Ops.

O'My Land, Mellow Land .
OPA'ssum (in Virginia) a Creature that has a Head like a

ON (an , Teut.] upon. Hog, a Tail like a Rat, being about the bigneſs of a Cat ;
ONA'NIA [of the Female has a Bag under its Belly in which it carries its
ONA'NISM tion. Young, and thither they retire any Danger.

ONCE, one time. To Open [openian , Sax .) to unfold, explain, expoſe.

One [æne, Sax . ] I. 1 . OPEN [open, Sax .) plain , clear , not ſhut.

One Berry (æne-bepian , Sax .) an Herb . O/PENNESS, plainnefs, clearneſs, manifeſtneſs ; alſo an

ONE Blade (æne bles, Sax .) an Herb. opening

• O'NLY ( anli, Sax.) fingular ; but one. Open - Arſe (open-anye, Sax.) a Medlar, a Fruit.
ONEIROCRATI'A (of överpo , a Dream , and xcutiu, I por O'pening (openung, Sax.] an open Place .

feſs, Gr.) the Art of expounding Dreams. Opening Flank [in Fortification ) is that part of the Flank

ONEIROCRI'TISTS [ imagreetzi, Gr. ] Judgers' or Expoun- which is covered by the Orillon.
ders of Dreams . Opening (with Aſtrologers] is when one Planet ſeparates

ONEIROSCO'PISTS [ émieganozoi, Gr.] Inquirers into the fig- from another and preſently applies to a third , bearing rule in
nification of Dreams .

a Sign oppoſite to that ruled by the Planet with which it was
ONEIR OPO'LISTS [onleg óhos, Gr. Perſons converſant a- joined.

bout Dreams. OPENING of Trenches (in Military Affairs] the firſt break

ONER A’NDO pro rata proportione, a Writ which lies for a ing of Ground by the Beficgers, in order to carry on the ap

joint Tenant, or a Tenant in common, who is diſtrained for proaches towards the Place .

more Rent than his proportion of theLand amounts to, L. OʻPERA , a dramatick Compoſition, ſet to Muſick , and

O'NERARY [ onerarius, L. ) ſerving for Burthen or Carriage. ſung on the Stage, attended with muſical Inſtruments, and
ONERA'Tion, a loading or burthening, L. inrich'd with ſtately Dreſſings, Machines and other Decora
Onero'se [onerojis, L.) burdenſom , heavy, weighty. tions 3 the Opera was firſt uſed by the Venetians, with whom
ONERO'SITY Coneroſitas, L.) burdenſomneſs. it is one of the principal Glories of their Carnaval.

O'NGLEE [in French Heraldry] the Talons or Claws of afterwards uſed by the French, and now by us .
Beaſts or Birds, when of a different Colour from the Body. OPERA'rir Cold Law] certain Tenants who held ſmall

Oni [an Abbreviation of Oneratur niſi habet fufficientem Portions of Land by the performance of ſervile Works for
Exonerationem , L. i. e. he is charged, unleſs he have a ſuf their Lord, L.

ficient Diſcharge) a Mark uſed in the Exchequer , and ſet on To Operate [ operari, L.) to work, to effect, to bring

the Head of a Sheriff, aſſoon as he enters into his Account to paſs.

for Iſſues, Fines andmean Profits, and thereupon he imme. TO OPERATE ( in Phyfick] to work or ftir the Humours of

diately became the King's Debtor . the Body.

O'NION [ oignion , F.) an edible Root. Opera'tio (old Rec .) one Day's Work performed by an

ONI'TIS (Botany) a kind of wild Marjoram . inferior Tenant for his Lord.

ONKOʻTOMY [of övros, a Tumor, and riura , Gr. to cut] OPERAʻTION, the Act of exerting or exerciſing ſome

the Chyrurgical Operation of opening a Tumor or Abſceſs. Power or Faculty, upon which ſome effect follows; a labour

ONOBRY'CHIS [ oveppuzís, Gr.)medick vetchling or Cock's ing or working, F. of L.
Head, L. OPERATION [in Chymiſtry] the carrying on any chymical

ONOCE'NTAURS [Pvoxérteup , Gr. ) fabulous Monſters, Proceſs.

having the upper Parts like a Man , andthe Body like an Aſs. Operation ( in Phyfick] the manner wherein any Reme

ONOMA'NCY [ ormasteie of ore and Mortele, divination , Gr. ] dy produces its falutary Effect.
Divination by Perſons Names . O'PERATIVE [operari, L.) apt to work.
ONOMA TOPOE'I A CONCUGNT Toint of trouse, a Name, and poliw , OPERATIVENESS [of operatus, L.) operating Quality .

Gr. to make] a Figure in Rhetorick, whereby a Word is OPERA'TOR for the Teeth or Eyes, a Tooth -drawer, Ocu
made to imitate the ſound of the Thing expreſſed , as taran liſt, EC.

tara, for the found of a Trumpet, Murmur, &c. Operator (at a G aming Table] the Dealer at Faron .
ONO'NIS [orærdi, Gr. ] the Herb Reſt Harrow , Cammock OPERATOR (in Surgery , & c.] a Perſon who works with

or petty Whin, L. the Hand on the human Body, either to preſerve or reſtore

ONONYCHITES [ of oro , an Aſs, and out, Gr. a Nail; its Health or Eaſe , as an Operator for the Stone, one who

ſomething that has the Hoofs.i . e. the Feet of an Aſs] a cuts for the Stone,

Name the Heathens called the Chriſtians, becauſe they wor- OPERO'se [operofus, L.) laborious.

ſhipped the ſame God as the Jews did ; prob. from what Orero'seness, laboriouſneſs.

Corn. Tacitus writes of the Iſraelites, that being very thirſty, OPE'RTI Canes [old Records] Dogs with whole Feet, not

they were led to a Spring byan Aſs going to drink, and that lawed, or not having the Ballsof their Feet cut out .

in Gratitude they worſhippedanAſs,and that theChriſtians whom they fuppoſed to betheGoddeſsof the Fruits of theOPHA'LIA , Romon Feſtivals, celebrated in honour of Ops,
worſhipped the ſame.

ONO PORDON (ovétopdbor, Gr.) an Herb, which being eaten Earth .

by Affes cauſesthem to fall a farting. OPHIASIS [ odians, Gr. ] a Diſeaſe in which the Hair
ONO'PYROS ( Oróup , Gr . ) Affes Thifle, L. grows thin and falls off, leaving the part ſmooth , and wind

ONO'SMUS ( CVOOMG , Gr.) the Herb Bugloſs. ing like the folds of a Serpent.

O‘nset [of on and rettan , Sax .) an attack, an aſſault. OPHIOGLOSSUM [ opréncar, Gr.] the Herb Adder's

ONTOʻLOGIST (covródcy G , Gr.] one who treats of Beings Tongue, L.
in the Abſtract. OPHIOST A PHYLOS ( czon, Gr . ) the Herb Briony or

ON TO'LOGY [cirehozás, Gr. ) a Treatiſe or Diſcourſe of Be- white Vine , L.

ing in the Abſtract, OPHIOSCO'RODON ( Oplopriepdov, Gr . ) the Herb called Ser

O'NWARD (on papo, Sax.] forward, progreſſively. pent's Garlick, L.

ONYCHOMANCY [ orujouarteix, Gr . ) a fort of Divination OPHITES [of opis, Gr . a Serpent] a Sect of Hereticks

performed by the Nails of an unpolluted Boy, covered with in the ſecond Century, who honoured a Serpent which be

Oil and Soot, which they turned to the Sun , the Reflection guiled Eve.

of whoſe Rays was believed to repreſent by certain Images OPHITES [opíme, Gr . ) a ſort of variegated Marble, other

the Thing they had a Mind to be ſatisfied about. wiſe called Serpentine Marble.

Opulu'sus
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OPHIU'CUS Coetzo , Gr.) á northern Conſtellation con- O'PPOSITES (with Logicians) are things relatively oppoſed;

taining thirty Stars, repreſented by aMan holding a Serpent as Maſter and Servant; or privately, as Light andDarkneſs;
in his Hand, this Star being in the Head of the Man, and is or contrary , as Knowledge and Ignorance.

of the firft Magnitude. Opposition, contrariety, dilagreenient, hinderance, ſtop,

OPHTHALMIA ['Opseruíd, Gr.) a Diſeaſe of the Eyes, F. of L.

being an Inflammation in the Coats, proceeding from arteri- OPPOSITION [in Geometry) the relations of two things, be

ous Blood, gotten out of the Veſſels, and collected in thoſe tween which a Line may be drawn perpendicular to both .

Parts. OPPOSITION (with Logicians) the ſame as Objection.

OPHTHALMICKS ['OpJeanpund , Gr. ) Medicines good for Complex OPPOSITION [ in Logick] the affirming and deny

Diſeaſes of the Eyes. ing the ſame predicate of the fame Subject, as Socrates is

OPHTHALMICK Nerves (with Anat.] a branch of the learned, Socrates is not learned ,

fifth Pair of Nerves which move the Eye, L. Incomplex OPPOSITION [in Logick] is the diſagreement of

OPHTHALMO'GRAPHY (of 'opgeshwor and rexei, Gr. De- two things which will not luffer each other to be in the ſame

ſcription ] a branch of Anatomy, which conſiders the Structure ſubject ; as Sight is oppoſed to Blindneſs, Heat to Cold.

and Compoſition of the Eye, and the Uſe of its Parts , and OPPOSITION (with Rhetoricians] a Figure whereby two

the principal Effects of Viſion. things are aſſembled together, which appeared incompatible,

OPHTHALMO'SCOPY [of 'Operasimos and Growiu , Gr. to as a cvije Folly.

view] a Branch of the Science of Phyſiognomy, which confi- OPPOSITION (with Aſtronomers) is an Aſpect or Situation

ders theEyes of Perſons,by them to come to the knowledge of two Stars or Planets, wherein they are diametrically op
of their Temperaments, Humours and Manners. poſite to each other, or 180 Degrees apart.

OʻPIATE Copiat, F. of opium , L. ) a Medicine made of O'PPOSITNESS (of oppofitus, L.) oppoſite or contrary State

Opium or other Drug of thelike Nature, cauſing Sleep. or Quality

OPIFEROUS Copifer, L. )helpful or bringing help. TO OPPRE'ss Coppreffum , L.) to preſs hard or lie heavy

OʻPIFICE ( opificium , L.) Workmanſhip. upon ; to ſtiffle or imother; to over-charge or burden ; to

O'PINABLE (opinabilis, L.) that may be conceived in O- cruſh by Authority and Violence.

pinion. OPPR e'ssion, over-burdening, a cruſhing by Authority,

To OPI'NE [opinari, L.)to think , to be ofOpinion ; alſo Gr. F. of L.
to give ones Opinion or Judgment about a Matter. OPPRE'SSIVE , apt to oppreſs, of an oppreſſive Nature.

OPINIATER ( opinator, L. opiniatre, F. ] an obſtinate Per- OPPRESSIVENESS ( of oppreſus, L.) opprefling or oppreffed

ſon, who will adhere to his own Opinion. Nature or State.

OPI'NION , a probable belief, or a doutful, uncertain Judg. OPPRESSOR , he that oppreſſes, L.

ment of the Mind, or the Aflent of the Mind to Propoſitions OPPRO'BRII Lapis [the Stone ofReproach ) a Stone erect

not evidently true at the firſt Sight ; nor deduced by necef- ed in the City of Padua in Italy, to which whatever Debtors

ſary confequence from others that are ſo ; but ſuch as carry reſort, openly declaring inability to pay their Debts, are to

the face of Truth ; or it may be defin'd an Aſſent of the Un- be freed .

derſtanding, with ſoine fear or diſtruſt ofthe contrary. OPPRO'BRIOUS Copprobriofus, L.) reproachful, injurious.

OPINION, the ancient Heathens made a Goddeſs of it, a- OPPRO'BRIOUSNEss , reproachfulneſs.

doring her in the form of a Woman ; and believed The had OPPRO'BRIUM , the Shame which attends a lewd, vil

the Government of the Sentiments of Men. lainous Act ; Infamy, Diſgrace , L.

OPINIONATIVE [opiniatre, F.) conceited . To OPPU'GN [oppugnare, L.) to fight againſt, to oppoſe,

OPINIONATIVE wedded to his own Opinion, ſelf- to rejector confute an Opinion .

OPI'NIONATED willed, ſtubborn . Ops [*2715, Gr.] a Name of the Goddeſs Cybele; which

OPINIONATIVENESS ( opinionatrete , F.) conceitedneſs." fee.

OPI'NIONISTS, a Namegiven to a Sect of Poverty, who O'PŞIM ATHY [ 'oyasia of 'oti, late, and inass, learned )

held that there could be no Vicar of Chriſt upon Earth, who a Learning in old Age.

did not practiſe that Virtue. OPSONA'TION , a Catering , a buying Proviſions, L.

OPIO'LOGY, a Deſcription or Treatiſe of Opium . OʻPTABLE [optabilis, L. ) deſireable.

OPI'PAROUS Copiparus, L.) ſumptuous. OʻPTABLENESS , deſireableneſs.

OPISTHO'TONUS ('Ortoon of "omater, backwards, and OPTAʼtive Mood (with Grammarians] that Mood of a

. the Tone,Gr.) a kind of Cramp or ſtretching theMu- Verb, that expreſſes an earneſt deſire thatſuch a thing may
ſcles of the Neck backwards. be or happen.

OPITULATION , a helping or aiding , L. Opte'ria [ of ostouere, Gr. I ſee ] Preſentsmade to a Child

OPIUM ["Omor, Gr.] a Juice diſtilled from the Heads of the firſt time a Perſon ſaw it ; alſo thoſe that the Bridegroom

Poppies.
made to the Bride when ſhe was conducted to him .

O'PLE [ Botany) Water Elder. OPTICA ( Oging, Gr . ] Medicines good againſt Diftem

OPOBA’LSAMUM ('OTO Belodeuor, Gr.] Balm of Gilead , pers in the Eyes, L.

the Juice ofa Gum, which diſtils from a Shrub call'd Balja. Optic [opticus, L. of 'Ognis, Gr.) pertaining to

mum or the Balm Tree, growing only in Paleſtine. O'PTICAL the Sight .

OPOPA'NAX ('Ogrotalas, Gr . ] the Juice of Panax, or the Optic Place of a Star or Planet apparent, is that Part of

Herb All -heal. its Orbit, which our Sight determines when the Obſerver's

OʻPPIDAN ( oppidanus, L.) a Town's Boy, particularly Eye is at the Circumference of the Earth.

ſuch as belong to the College of King's Scholars at Weji- Optic Place of Star or Plane real, is that, when 'tis

minſter. ſuppoſed to be at the Centre of the Earth , or Planet he in

OPPILATIVE [of oppilatus, L.) apt to obſtruct or ſtop. habits .

O'PPILATIVENESS (of oppilatus, L) aptneſs to cauſe ob- Optical Inequality Affron.) is an apparent irregularity

ſtructions.
in the Motions of far diſtant Bodies.

OPPILA'TION , obſtruction, ſtoppage of the Ducts or OʻPTICK Pencil, is that Aſſemblage or Pencil of Rays,

Paſſages of the Body by evil or peccant Humours. by means whereof any Point or Part ofan Object is ſeen .

To OPPO'NE [Opponere, L.) to oppoſe. Optick Rays, thoſe Rays wherewith an optick Pyramid or

OPPONENCY , the maintaining a contrary Argument . Triangle is terminated.

O'PPONENT (opponens, L.) onewho maintains a contrary Orrick Axis, a Ray paſſing thro' the Centre of the

Argument in the Schools, or oppoſes in Diſputation. Eye.

OPPORTU'NE (opportunus, L.) convenient, ſeaſonable. Optick Chamber, the ſame as Camera Obſcura.

OPPORTUNENESS, ſeaſonableneſs, OPTICK Place of a Star ( Aſtron. )is that Point of its Orbit
OPPORTU'NITY Copportunitas, L.) convenient Time or in which it appears to be to our Eye.

Occaſion. Optic Glages, Glaffes contrived for the viewing of

TO OPPO /SE Copponere, L. oppoſer, F.) to ſet againſt, to any Objects,as Microſcopes, Teleſcopes, &c. they are

put in compofition, to withſtand or thwart. ground either Concave or Hollow, ſo as either to collect or

Oʻpposite (oppofitus, L.]that is over againſt, contrary, F. diſperſe the Rays of Light, by means whereof Viſion is im

OPPOSITE Cones (with Geometricians] two Cones of the proved, the Eye ſtrengthened , & c.

like Quality, which are vertically oppoſite, and have the Optic Nerves (with Anatomifts]the ſecond Pair ofNerves,

fame common Axis. ſpringing from the Crura of the medulla oblongata, and pale

OPPOSITE Sections [in Geometry ] the two Hyperbola's, fing thence to the Eye , convey the Spirits to it.

which are made by a Plane's cutting both Cones, Optics ( ars optica, L.) a Sciencewhich treatsof the Sight

OPPOSITE Angles (in Geometry ]. See Angles. in general, and explains the Properties and Effects of it ; confi.

dering every Object as ſeen with direct Rays, after the ordi

nary
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hary Manner. The particular Pranches of it are Dioptricks cles were only the cunning Tricks of the Prieſts; by which

and Catoptricks, treating of reflected ind rcfr.cted Rays. the Credulous were abus’d under the colour of Inſpiration and

OPTIMACY [ optimatus, L. ) a Government of the State Predi &tion .
by the Nobility

OPTIMITY”Coptimitas, L.) utility, exceilency.
Demoſthenes ſecm'd apprehenſive of this Cheat, when he

ſaid that Pythia always favour'd King Philip in her Anſwers.

O'ption, a choice, the Power or Faculty of wiſhing or The firſt Oracles we read of, were of Jupiter Dodonaus

chufing. L. in Epirus, and Jupiter Ammon in Africa . Beſides which

Option of an Archbiſhop (in a Lazu Senſe ] is when a new there were ſeveral others . See Amphiaraus, Dodona, Tro

ſufragran Biſhop is confecrated, the Archbishop of the Pro- phonius, &c. in their proper Places .

vince, by a cuttomary Prerogative, claims the Collation of Some have been of Opinion that Oracles ceas'd upon the

the firſt vacant Benefice in that See as his Choice.
coming of Chriſt; tho' this cannot indeed be faid, yet it

O'PULENCE [ opulentia, L. ) Wealth . Mould ſeem that they began then to decline ; and Suidas re

OʻPULENT [ Opulentus, L.) Rich , Wealthy. lates, that Auguflus, in whose Time our Saviour was born ,
O'PULENTNESS, Wealthineſs. conſulting the Oracle about his Succeffor, receiv'd the fol

OPU'scle [op:1fculum , L.) a finall Work. lowing, not ſatisfying Anſwer,

OR [in Heraldry] fignifes Gold , F. It is often repre
IIsūs

ſented by a yellow Colour, and in Engraving by
“Εβραιο κίλεται με θεούς νακάρο στην ανατων,

ſmall Pricks all over the Field or Bearing, as in
Tórdi duer TTFONCTG , rei iudhr augos instituus

the Figure. It is ſaid to be compos'd of much Morten en door zev iz Barucê ñ uttepoory ..

White and a little Red , as two Parts White and An Hebrew Child , whom the bleft Gods adore,

one Řed, and of its ſelf to betoken Wiſdom , Riches and Ele- Hath bid me leave theſe Shrines and pack to Holl;

vation ofMind ; with Red, to ſpend his Blood for the Wealth
So that of Oracles I can no more .

and Welfare of his Country ; with Azure to be worthy of In Silence leave our Altar and farewel.

Matters of Truſt and Treaſure; with Sable, molt richand Whereupon Auguſtus coming home, erected an Altar in the

conſtant in every Thing , with an amorous Mind; with lert , Capital, cauſing this Inſcription to be engraven on it in capi

moſt joyful with the Riches of the World , and moſt glittering tal Letters, HÆC EST ARA PRIMOGENITI DEI.

and splendid in Youth . And Juvenal, who liv'd in Domitian's Time, ſays, Delo

Others add, that Or fignifies Cbriſtian and Spiritual Vir- pbis oracula velint.

tues, as Faith , Temperance, Charity, Meekneſs, Humility But there are ſeveral antient Writers that make it appear,

and Clemency ; of worluly Virtues and Qualities, Nobility, that they continued above 400 Years after ; and the Eccle

Wealth, Gencroſity, Splendur, Chivalry , Love, Purity, fiaftical Hiſtory tells us, that Julian the Apoftate, conſulting
Gravity , Constancy , Solidity , Prosperity, Joy and long an Oracle , could receive no Anſwer, becauſe the Body of

Life. Of precious Stones, it repreſents the Carbuncle or the Babylus the Martyr was entombed nigh the Altar ; So that

Topaz ; of the Planets, the Sun ; of the Elements, Fire ; of the Devils could not deceive the World ſo much as they had

buman Conſtitutions, the Sanguine ; of Trees, the Cypreſs or done, when Chriſt, the Truth itſelf , was manifeſt in the

Laurel ; of Flowers, the Heliotropium ; of Fowls, the Cock Fleſh ; tho' all Oracles did not ceaſe at that Initant, nor

and Bird of Paradiſe ; of Benfis, the Lion ; and of Fiſhes, the were they wholly ſilenc'd but with the Deſtruction of Paga

Dolphin. niſm about the Year 451 , when the Pagans were, by the

O'RACH [aroches, F. ) a Pot Ilerb . Edicts of Valentinian III . and Martianus, forbid , upon Pain

ORACLES [oracula, L. of ori , Mouths, or orare, to en- of Death , the publick Practice of their idolatrous Worſhip,

treat) were ambiguous Anſwers made to the antient Heathens and their crafty Impoftures: Tho' ſome Oracles ceaſed long

concerning Things to come. This , ſome are of Opinion, before the Birth of our Saviour, as in particular the moſt faa

was done by diabolical Operation ; and others, that it was by mous Oracles of Greece ; for the Perſians having laid their

the Artifice of their Prieits, who made the ignorant People Country waſte, the Prieſts forſook the Temples, and ſo the

believe that the God ſpoke by their Mouths. Of the former Oracles became filent.

Opinion were ſeveral Fathers of the primitive Chriſtian ORA'CULARNESS, the being ofthe Nature or Quality of

Church, and other great and learned Men , as Tertullian and an Oracle .

Viuffous, who held that the Devils, pretending to Fore-know- O'R AL [of os oris, L. the Mouth] by Word of Mouth.

ledge and Divination , gave dark and doubtful Anſwers, that O'RANGE [malum Aurantium , L. ) a Fruit.

if the Event fell out contrary to their Expectation, the Peo- Orange Colour, a Colour that partakes equally of Red

ple ſhould think they had not comprehended the true Senſe and Yellow , or is a Medium between both .

of the Oracle : Notable Inſtances of which are theíe that ORA'NGEADE a Drink made of Juice of Oranges,

follow . ORANGEAT & C.

When Cræſus conſulted the Oracle of Apollo at Delphos , Ora'ngery ( orangerie, F.Ja ſort of Snuff or Perfume ; alſo
he received for Anſwer this doubtful Riddle, in a form of a Gallery or Place ina Garden where Orange Trees are kept.

Words fo cunningly contrived, that the Truh was then far- Orano'co , a ſort of Tobacco .

theft off when he thought to have gained it. ORA'NDO pro rege, &c. a Writ requiring the Biſhops and
Creſus Flalyn penetrans magnam Clergy to pray for the Peace and good Government of the

pervertit opium vim. Realm, and for a good underſtanding between the King and

When Cralus over Halis roweth , Parliament.

A mighty Nation he overthroweth . ORATION, a Diſcourſe or Speech pronounced in Publick,

Which he interpreting according to his own Defires, or compos'd for that purpote, L.

croffed the River , but was vanquish d himſelf by Cyrus, King OʻRATOR , an eloquent Speaker or Pleader, L.

of Perſia , and his own Nation and Country ruined. OR A TO'RIANS, an Order of regular Prieſts , ſo called from

King Pyrrhus, before he made War with the Romans, con- the Oratory of St. Jerom in Rome, where they uſed to Pray.

ſulting this Oracle, received the following Anſwer, O'R ATORY [ oratorius, L. ] of or pertaining to an Oration
Aio te Æacide Romanos vincere poble. or Orator .

Which ambiguous Prediction he conſtruing, Te poſle vincere ORATORY [oratoria ars, L.) the Science of Rhetorick,

Romanos, Thou ſhalt overcome the R2711115, give them Bat- the Art of ſpeaking well and publickly .

tle ; but found in the Event that the Devil meant, Romanos ORATORY [oratorium , L.) a Chapel ſet apart for Prayer ;

poſle vincere te , That the Romans ſhould overcome him , as a Cloſet or little Apartment in a large Houſe, near a Bed

chainber, furniſhed with a little Altar or Image for private

Another Prince confulting this Oracle concerning the ſuc
Devotion.

ceſs of his Warring, receiv'd this Anfier, ORATORY (with the Romaniſis] a Society or Congrega

Ibis redibis nunquam per bella peribis. tion of Religious, who live in Coinmunity , but without be

Which he diſtinguish'd with Commas thus, Ibis, redibis, ing obliged to make any Vows.

nunquam per bella peribis, Thou ſhalt go, thou ſhalt return, ORB [orbis , L. ) a hollow Sphere.

thou ſhalt never periſh by War ; undertook the War and was An ORB (with Aſtronomers] is frequently taken for the De

flain ; upon which his Nobility canvaſſing the Oracle, per- ferentof a Planet, but moſt commonly for its Sphere. But

ceiv'd that it hould have been thus comma'd, Ibis, redibis an Orb is a round Body bounded by two Surfaces, the one

nunquam, per bella peribis, i. e . Thou ſhalt go, thou ſhalt outward and convex, and the other inward and concave ; ſo

never return , thou Malt periſh by War. that the Heavens are ſo many Orbs , the higher encompaſſing

Of the latter Opinion , that the Predictions of the Oracles the lower, as the Coats of an Onion : But a Sphere properly

were not ſo much by diabolical Operation , as by the Arti- fignifies a Globe contain d under one fingle Superficies, and

fices of the Prieſts , were Euſebiils, Ariſtotle and Cicero, and ſolid even to the Centre.

many other famous Men, who were of Opinion, that Ora

si

they did .
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ORBA/TION , a deprivation , a being bereaved or deſpoiled ORDE'FE3 Oar or Metal lying under Ground .

of any thing, cípecially of Children. ORDEÓLFE

ORBICULAR [orbicularis, L.) round like a Ball or Globe . ORDELFE [ in Law] a Privilege whereby a Man claims the
ORBICULAR Bone ( with Anatomiſts] one of the little Oar found in his own Ground.

Bones of the inner Part of the Ear, which is faſtened to the ORDER [ ordo, L.] a Dilpoſition of Things in their proper

Sides of the Lobes of the Ear , by a ſlender Ligament. Place ; Rule, Diſcipline; Cuitom or Manner ; Duty or Be

ORBICUL A'RIS Muſculus [in Anatomy] a Muſcle which
haviour.

draws both the Lip , together, L. T. ORDER [ ordinare, L. ordonner, F. ] to command or

ORBICULARIS Palpebrarum [ Anatomy] a Muſcle which appoint, to diſpoſe ; alſo to chaſtiſe.

ſprings from each Corner of the Eye, and anſwered by an- O'RDERLY [ordinatus, L. &c . ] regular ; alſo regularly.

other of like figure and ſtructure in the lower Eye - lid, L. O'RDERLINESS (of ordo, L. and geliene y ye, Sax .] regu

ORBICULARNESS, roundneſs. larneſs .

ORBI'CULATED [ orbiculatus, L. ) made round or into an orb. Order of Battle [Milit. Term ) is the Diſpoſition of the

O'RBI (in old Records] a Knot or Swelling in the Fleſh Batalions and Squadrons of an Army in one or more Lines,

caus’d by a Blow , a black and blue Spot or Mark made by according to the nature of the Ground, either in order to

Beating, L. engage an Enemy or to be reviewed.

Orbis, an orb , a circlc, any round thing, L. ORDER ( in Milit. Diſcipline] is the equal Diſtance of one

Orbis Magnus [in the Copernican Affronomy] the orbit of Rank or File from another.

the Earth in its annual Revolution round the Sun , L. ORDER [ in General] fignify all that is commanded by ſu

O'RBIT (orbita, L.) the Track, Rut or Mark of a Chariot perior Officers, and is ſometimes taken for the Word.

Wheel, &c. French ORDER [ Architecture ) an Order that is of new In

ORBIT [in Aſtronomy] the Courſe, Path or Way in which vention, whoſe Capitals conſiſt in Attributes agreeing to the

any Planet moves. People, as Flowers de Lis, Cock's - Heads, &c.

ORBITs (with Anatomiſts] the two large Cavities in which Gothick ORDER [ Archit.) deviates from the Ornaments

the Eyes are placed and Proportions of the Antique, and the Columns of which

O'RBITER externus [with Anatom .] a hole in the Cheek are either too maſſive in manner of Pillars , or too ſlender

Bone below the orbit , like Poles ; its Capitals out of all meaſure, and adorned with

Orbiter internus [ Anat.] a hole in the Coronal Bonc of Leaves of wild Acanthus, Thiſtles, & c.

the Scull within the Orbit, I. Caryatick ORDER [ in Archit .] is that whoſe entablature is

ORBITY [orbitas, L.) Privation, a being bereaved of ſupported with Figures of Womeniniteadof Columns.

Children or Parents. Perſian ORDER [Arcbit ) an order which has Figures of

Orbs concentrick [with Aſtronomers] are ſeveral orbs one Perſian Slaves to ſupport the entablature inſtead of Columns.

within another, which have the ſame Centre. Ruftic ORDER [ Archit.] is one adorned with ruftic Quoins,

Orps excentrick [ Affron .) orbs either within one another Boſcages, &c.

or ſeparate, which have different Centres . ORDERS [in Archit.) are Rules for the Proportion that is

O'RCHAL to be obſerved in the erecting of Pillars or Columns, and for
O'RCHEL }

a ſort of Mineral Stone like Allum .
the Form of certain Parts belonging to them . And thence

O'rchaner, the Herb Spaniſ Buglofs or Wild Buglofs. Buildings are ſaid to be of ſeveral Orders, when the Propor
O'RCHARD ( prob. of hortus, L. a garden ) a ſort of Fruit tion between the thickneſs of the Columns and their height,

Garden or Field. and all things requiſite thereto, are different.

O'RCHESTRA [of ép Xeriater, Gr. to dance) the lower part The principal Orders are five, the Dorick, Tonick , Corine

of the antient Theatre , where they kept their Balls ; it was tbian, Tufan and Compofit.

in Form of a Semicircle and ſurrounded with Seats . It is The Dorick Order has its Columns eight Diameters in

now taken for a Muſick Gallery . height, and Thould not have any Ornament, neither in its

ORCHESO'G« APHY (of ºp nais, Dancing, and zexow, Gr.to Capital nor Bale. The Aſtragal and Litel below the Capi
write) a Treatiſe of the Art of Dancing, or a Book of Dances . tal , which is half a Diameter in height, conftituting Part of

ORCHIS Ls, Gr . ) the Herb Dog's - ſtones , L. the Shank or Body of the Pillar.

Ord logo, Sux. an Edge) an initial Syllable in Names of The Ionick Order, at its firſt Invention, had its Columns

Perfons fignifies an Edge or Sharpneſs. only eight Models in height; but afterwards the Antients

O'rcio (in Florence , &c .) an oil Meaſure containing eight: augmented the height of its Pillars in order to make it more

Gallons, one Quart Engliſh Meaſure. beautiful , and alſo added to it a Baſe that was not uſed be

To ORDAI'N [ordinare, L. ) to command or enjoin ; to fore; ſo that then, with its Capital and Baſe, it contained

appoint or deſign ; to admit to or confer holy Orders. nine Diameters of its thickneſs taken below : The Pedeſtal of

ORDA'LEAN Low , the Law of Ordeal, which was ap- it is two Diameters , and abot two thirds in height, and the

pointed long before the Conqueſt, and continued in force Capital is chicfy compos'd of Voluta's or Scrolls, and they
till the Reign of King John and Henry III, when it was con- are commonly channelied with 24 Flutes,

demned by Pope Stephen II . and utterly aboliſhed by Par- The Corinthian Order the fineſt and richeſt Order of

liament. them all . The length of its Columns , with its Baſes and

ORDEAL [ordeal, Sax . of on, great, and deal, Sax. Capitals, is uſually about nine and a half or ten Diameters,

Judgment) a Method practiſed about the Time of Edward and the Capitals are adorn'd with two Rows ofLeavesand

the Confeffor, of trying criminal Perſons; when if the Per- eight Voluts, which ſupport the Abacus.

fon accuſed pleaded not guilty, he might either put himſelf The Tuſian Order is the moſt ſimple and moſt deftitute of

upon God and his Country, as at this Day, or upon God Ornaments, ſo that it is feldom made uſe ofexcept in Vaults,
only, preſuming that he would free the Innocent; and thus in ſome ruftick Edifices, vait Piles of Building, as Ampbi

Ordeal was either by Fire or Water ; by Fire, if the Perſon theatres, &c .

were of free Eſtate ; or by Water, if he were of ſervile Con- The Compoſit Order or Roman Order, is one, the Capitals

dition , and it was alſo after divers manners. of whoſe Pillars are compoled of two Rows of Leaves, like

Simple ORDEAL, was when a Perſon accus'd carried in thoſe of the Corinthian Order, and of the Volutas or Scrolls

his Hand a red hot Iron of a pound Weight. of the Ionick. Theſe Columns are commonly ten Diameters

ORDEAL double, was when he carried a hot Iron of two in height, and wholly like to the Corinthian in all its Di.

menſions and Numbers except the Capitals , which have no

ORDEAL triple, was when he carried a hot Iron of three more but four Volutas which take up the whole Space , which

pound Weight. is filled both by the Volutas and Stems or Stalks of the Co

ORDEAL by Combat, was when a Perſon who was accuſed rinthian Order.

of Murder, was obliged to fight the next Relation, & c. of To theſe Orders fome add the Attick and Gothick.

the Perſon doce fed . The Artick Order is a ſmall Order of Pilaiters of the thort

ORDEAL by Fire, was when the Perſon accuſed under- eſt Proportion, having a Cornice railed after the manner of

took to prove his or her Innocence, by walking blindfold and Architrave for its Entablature,

barefoot over nine red hot Plough -fhares laid at unequal Di- The Goshick Order, which is ſo widely different from the

ſtances one from another ; or elſe by holding a red hot Iron antient Proportions and Ornaments, that its Columns are

in his or her Hand . either too maſły, in form of vait Pillars, or as ſlender as

Ordeal by cold Water, was uſed for the trial ofWitches, Poles, having Capitals without any certain Dimenſions, car
by binding and throwing them into a Pond or River. ved with the thorny Leaves of Thiſtles, Bear’s -foot or Cole-

ORDIAL by Hot Water , was by putting the Hands or Feet worts.

into ſcalding Water. ORDINAL [ ordinalis, L. ] pertaining to crder .

pound Weight.
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ORDINAL Nouns or Nouns of Number or Order, are firſt, Ordinate Figures are the ſame as Regular ones, i. €.

ſecond, third, fourth , a hundredth , a thouſandth , Gr. they are Equilateral and Equiangular.

An ORDINAL, a Book of Directions for Biſhops in giving ORDINATE Applicate ( in Gorick Sections ) is a Line in

holy Orders ; alſo a Book containing the Orders and Conſti- any Conick Section , drawn at right Angles to and bifected

tutions of a College or religious Houſe. by the Axis , and reaching from one ſide of the Section to the

ORDINAI. Numbers (with Arithmeticians] are ſuch as ex. other. The half of which,

R
preſs the order of things, as forfi, ſecond, third, hundredth, tho it is now generally

&c . called the Ordinate, is pro

O'RDINANCE , Law , Statute or Command of a Sovereign perly the Semi- Ordinate,
ad

or Superior, Esc. as in the Figure.

ORDINANCE , Artillery, great Guns, Gr. Thus in the Parabola ,
0 d

ORDINANCE [of the Foreſt] a Statue made in the 34th of ORD and O D, or od
King Edward I. concerning I'oreſt Cauſes . is an ordinate rightly ap- 0

Clerk of the ORDINANCE, an Officer whoſe Bufineſs it is ply'd , and its half rd or

to record the Names of all Officers, Artificers, @@ c. and all V D is the true Semi-or
D

Orders and Inſtructions given for the Government of the dinate, tho' commonly
V

Office, and to make bills of Impreit, Debentures, & c. calld the Ordinate itſelf.

Surveyor of the ORDINANCE , an Officer whoſe Charge or ORDINA'TION, the action of conferring Holy Orders ; or

Duty is to ſurvey all the King's Ordnance, Stores and Pro- of initiating a Candidate into the Diaconate, or Prieſthood. L.

viſions of War in the Store-houſe of the Tower of London ; ORDINATION Days are certain Days appointed for the

alſo to allow all Bills of Debt; and alſo to keep check upon Ordination of Clergymen, viz . the ſecond Sunday in Lent,

the Works of Artificers and Labourers. Trinity Sunday, and the Sundny following ; alſo the Sun

O'RDINARIES (in Heraldry) are ten , viz . the Chief, the days following the next Wednejáays after September the 14th,

Pale, the Bend, the Fiſs, the Bar, the Croſs, the Saltier, and December the 13th.

the Chevron, the Bordure, and the Orl. Some have endea- ORDINATIONE contra, &c. a Writ which lies againſt a

voured to increaſe the Number to twenty , adding to thoſe Servant for leaving his Maſter contrary to the Statute.

beforementioned, the Quarter, the Ejcutcheon, the Cappe ORDINES [ amtient Writ. ) a general Chapter or folemn

Dexter and Sinifer, Eiumenche Dexter and Siniſter, Chauſſe Mecting of the Religious of a particular Order. L.

Dexter and Siniſter, and the Point. But there have not been Ordines Majores, the ſacred Order of Prieſts, Deacons,

received by Heralds in common , There are theſe Reaſons and Sub -Deacons. L.

aſſign'd why theſe Ordinaries are called honourable ; as 1 . Ordines Minores, the inferior Orders of Chanter, Pſal

Becauſe they have been in Uſe ever ſince the Practice of miſt, Reader, &c. L.

Armoury, immediately after the Partitions . 2dly, Becauſe O'RDELS, i.e. Ordeals, as Oaths and Ordles , i, e , the

that being plac'd all together on the Eſcutcheon(which re . right of giving Oaths and determining Ordeal Trials, within

preſents the Body of a Man ) they intirely cover it , and ſeem a particular Precinct.

as it were to ward off the Strokes that come from the Hand O'RDNANCE, all ſorts of Artillery or Great Guns , the

of the Enemy . The Chief, repreſents the Helmet ; the ſtanding great Magazine of Arms, and habiliments of War.

Wreath, the Chaplet or Crown that covers the Head ; the ORDONNANCE, Order, ordering or diipoſing .

Pale, the Lance or Spear ; the Bend and Bar, the Belt ; the ORDONNANCE (in Painting ] is the diſpoſition of the Parts

File, the Scart; the Croſs and Saltier, the Sword ; the of it, either with regard to thewhole Piece , or to the ſeveral

Chevron, the Boots and Spurs ; and the Bordure and Orl, Parts ; as the Groups . Maffes, Contrafts , &c.

the Coat of Mail. ORDONNANCE ( in Arebitexture ) is the giving to all the

If a Perſon was wounded on the Head in Battle, the King Parts of a Building, the juſt quantity and dimenſions, which
or General afterwards gave him a Chief, if in the Legs, a they ought to have according to the Model.

Chevron ; if his Sword and Armour were coloured with the O'R DURE [ ordura, Ital .] the Dung of Man or Beaſt.

Blood of the Enemy, a Croſs or Bordure; and thus after a O'RENGES ( in Heraldry ) little Balls commonly of an O

myſterious Manner erected for him an honourable Memorial range colour.

ofwhat he had done for his King and Country. O'reon [ spetov, Gr. ) a kind ofKnot-graſs, by ſome called

O'RDINARILY (ofordinairement, F. ] commonly .
Blood,wort.

O'RDINARINESS (of ordinarius, L. and nej;] commonneſs, Oreos EʼLINON [operos alvos, G ..) wild Parſley. L.

vulgarneſs ; alſo indifferentneſs, meanneſs. O'R EUM [old Writ.] a Barn or Corn -houſe.

O'RDINARY (ordinarius, L ] common , uſual, wonted, that O'R EWOOD , Sea Weed.

which happens or pafles frequently or ufually ; alſo mean OR E'XIS [ opečie , Gr. ) a Stomach, or natural Appetite to

indifferent.
Meat.

An ORDINARY , an eating or victualling'houſe,where Per- O'RFGILD ( of ong Cattle, and giro a Payment, of

ſons may eat at ſo much per meal. zildan, Sax. to pay ) a delivery or reſtitution of Cattle ; alſo

An Ordinary [in the Common Law] the Biſhop of the a reſtitution made by the County or Hundred for any Wrong

Dioceſs, or he who has ordinary ecclefiaftical Juriſdiction that had been done by one who was in Plegio, or bound by
within that Territory ; and Collation to the Benents therein. the Engagement call'd Frank-pledge.

An ORDINARY [in the CivilLaw ) is any Judge who has O'R FRAYES ( prob. of Or, F. Gold. and Frize ] frizled

Authority to take Cognizance of Cauics in hisown Right, as Cloth of Gold, anciently much worn by Kings and Noble

he is a Magiſtrate, and not by Deputation.

ORDINARY is applied to Oficers and Servants ofthe King's Orfus, a ſort of Chub -fiſh with a reddiſh Back .

Houthold who attend on common occaſions, as Phyſician in O'RGAL , the Lecs of Wine dry'd and prepard, usd by

Ordinary, &c. Diers , &c.

An ORDINARY [of Alizes, &c . ] a Deputy of the Biſhop O'RGAN ( organum , L. of " Opgaver, Gr . ] an Inſtrument of

of the Dioceſs, formerly appointed to give Malefactors their fome Faculty in an Animal Body, as the Ear of Hearing :

Neck Verſes, and to acquaint the Court whether they read the Eye of Sight, &c. alſo a muſical Inſtrument uſed in
or not ; alſo to perform divine Service for them , and to aflilt Churches.

in preparing them for Death . ORGANS were firſt introduced into the Church about the

O'RDINATES (in Germ. and Conicks]are Lines drawn from Year 657. In the Cathedral of Ulm in Germany is an Organ

any one Point of theCircumference of an Ellipſis or other Co- 93 Foothigh, and 28 broad ( the biggeſt Pipe 13 Inches di

nick Section , perpendicularly acroſs the Axis to the other ſide. ameter) and has 16 pair of Bellows to blow it.

ORDINATE (in an Ellipis) is a right line drawn in an El- O'RGAN (with Anatomiſis) is defined to be a Part that re

lipſis or Oval, from one ſideto another, parallel to a Tan- quires a right, determinate and ſenſible Confirmation tomake
gent, which paſſes through one of the ends of that diameter it up, and for the performance of its Actions, as the Heart,

to which it was an Ordinary . a Muſole, an Arm , &c.

ORDINATE (in a Parabola) a Line drawn through the Axis Hydraulick Organ, an Org.in which plays by the means
and Diameters , parallel to the Tangent ; half of this Line is of Water.

called the Ordinate, and the whole the double Ordinate. Primary ORGANS (of an Animal Body) thoſe compoſed of

ORDINATE (in an Hyperbola] is a right Line drawn in fimilar Parts , and appointed for ſome one fingle Function , as

any Ellipſis from one ſide to the other, and divided into the Arteries, Nerves, and Muſcles.

two equal Partsby the Axis of the lame Hyperbola . Secondary ORGANS (of an AnimalBody ) ſuch as confift of

ORDINATE R.itio [Geom . ] is that wherein the Antecedent ſeveral of the former, tho' appropriated to one fingle A & tion ,

of the firſt Ratio is to its Conſequent, as the Antecedent of as the Handi, Fingers, &c .

the ſecond is to its Conſequent.

men .
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ORGAN - Ling [ for Orkney-Ling ) a ſort of Ling or Salt- An ORIGINAL [ originale, L.) a firſt Draught, Deſign or

URGEYS Fith found aboutthe Orkney Irlands, and Autograph of any Thing, ſerving as a Model or Exemplar to

accounted the belt . be imitated or copied ; alſo the firit Beginning or Pedigree;

ORGANIC [ organicus, L. opgavexor, Gr . ) of or per- alſo that from whence a Word is derived .

Orga'nical } taining to the organs of the Body ; alſo ORION (accordingto the Pagan Theclogy]proceeded from the

inſtrumental or ſerving as a means . Urine of Jupiter, Neptune and Mercury, which 3 Deities ha

ORGANICAL Deſcription of Curves [ iu Mathematicks ) is ving been hoſpitably entertained by a Peaſant named Hyereus,

the Method of deſcribing them upon a Plane , by the regular bid him demand whatſoever he pleaſed, and it thould be grant

Motion of a Point . ed ; whereupon he deſired to have a Son without the help of

ORGANICAL Part (with Naturalis] that Part of a living a Woman : upon which their Godfips pils'd into the Hide

Creature, or Plant , which is deſigned for the performance of of theOx that he had Nain for Sacrifice, and bid him bury it 9

ſome particular Function or Action . Months in theGround ; which he doing, at the Expiration

ORGANICAL Diſeaſe (in Medicine) a Diſeaſe in the organi- of the Time found a Boy, whom he nimed Orion, who be

cal Part of the Body, by which the Function of it is impeded, came a greatHunter and ſerved Diana ; but he boaſting of

ſuſpended or deſtroy'd. his great Skill , Me Now him ; but afterwards out of Compal

ORGA'NICALLY (of organice,L.)with or by an Inſtrument. fion , made him a Conſtellation of r7 Stars , which riſes on the

ORGA'NICALNESS [of opgaven's, Gr . organicus, L. and neys] 9th ofMarch , and commonly brings Storms and great Rains.

a being or conſiſting of Organs . Hifioid tells us , Orion was the Son of Neptune by Euryale

OʻRGANIST (Organiſia, L. ) a Mufician who plays upon the Daughter of Minos ; to whom this Gift was given, to be

the Organ . able to walk upon the Water as upon dry Lard. He came

O'RGANIZED (organiſé, F. ] made with Organs . to Chius, and having overcome Niereps, the Daughter of O

Orga'no Picciolo, a Imall, or Chamber Organ. Ital. nepion , with Wine, lay with her ; Onepion coining to the know

O'RGANY, the Herb wild Marjoram . Icage of this, and being enraged at it , put out his Eyes, and

Orga'smus [oggreopòs, Gr. ] violence, force, onſet expelled him the Iſland. And he windring to and fro, at laſt
ORGASMUS [in Phyfick ) an Impetusortoo quick Motion of came to l'ulcan and Lemnos, who taking pity of him , gave

the Blood or Spirits, by which the Muſcles are convulſed or him one of his Family, by Name Cedalio , to be his Guide.

moved with an uncommon force. Orion took this Man upon his Shoulders, that he might di
ORGIA [6034, of opy , fury, madneſs, Gr . ) Feafts and Sa- rect him in his Way. And taking his Journey towards the

crifices of Bacchus, commonly celebrated by raving Women Eaſt , he arrived at the Sun, by whom he was cured as to his

upon the tops of Mountains. Blindneſs. And afterwards went back to 0.ne?ion to be re

Orgnes are thick long Pieces of Wood pointed and ſhod venged on him ; who was kept under Earth by his Guards.

with Iron , clear one of another, Orion therefore deſpairing to find him went to Crete, and dc.

hanging each by a particular Rope lighting extremely in Hunting, fell into the Company of

or Cord over the Gate-way of Diana and Latona , and ( as it is reported) threatned he would

a ſtrong Place , perpendicular, to not leave a wild Beatt upon the Earth . Upon which the

be let fall in caſe of an Enemy. Earth , taking this in Indignation, ſent a Scorpion of a pro

12mm Their Diipofition is ſuch , that digious ſize, by whom , being fung, he died. But Jupiter,
WWW

they ſtop the Paſſage of the Gate, at the entreaty of Diana and Latona, placed him among the

and are preferable to Herſes or Stars on account of his Proweſs ; and alſo the Scorpion in

Portcullijes, becauſe there may memory of the Fact .

be either broke by a Petard, or they may be ſtop'd in their Orison ( oraijan , F. ] a Prayer.

falling down, but a Petard is uſeleſs again't an Orgne, for if Orx, a monitrous Fiſh uſually called a Whirlpool ; alſo a

it break one or two of the Pieces, they immediately falldown kind of Hulk or large Sea Veſſel; alſo a Butt for Wine or Figs.

again , and fill up the vacancy ; or if they ſtop one or two of ORLE [in Heraldry] a Selvedge or Welt, F.

the Pieces from falling, it is no hindrance to the reſt, for be is an Ordinary, compoſsid of a threefold Line du

ing all ſeparate, they have no dependance on one another. plicated, admitting a transparency of the Field

Orgues? [in Milit. Art] is a Machine compoſed of ſeve- CHIMLAD throughout the innermoſt Årea or Space wherein
ORGAN } ral Harquebuis Barrels, bound together, or it is incloſed .

Musket Barrels ſet in a row , within one wooden Stock, to In Orle [in Heraldry ) is when any Thing is

be diſcharged either all at once or ſeparately . placed within the Eſcutcheon all about it, in the

O'rgya [öp gut, Gr.] certain Feſtivals and Revels in ho Nature of an Orie, near the Edges, and leaving

nour of Bacchus. the Field empty in the middle , as in the Figure.

O'RIENT ( oriens, L.) riſing, or the Eaſt. ORLOPE ( Sea Term ] the uppermof Space or Deck in a great

ORIENT Pearl, a Pearl of great luſtre and Brightneſs , ſuch Ship from the Main -Naft to the Mizen ; alſo the ſecond and

as are found in the Eaſtern Countries . loweſt Deck of a three -deckd Ship.

Eſtival Orient, the Summer Eaſt or North Eaſt . O'RNAMENT [ornamentim, L. ) ſet off, finery, attire, dreſs;

Hybernal ORIENT, the Winter Eaſt or South Eaſt. alſo Beauty ; alſo a Rhetorical Flouriſh of Speech .

ORIE'NTAL (orientalis, L.) Eaſtern. ORNAMENTS ( with Architekts] thc Sculpture or carved
ORIENTAL (with Aſtronomers) a Planet is ſaid to be Orion- Work wherewith a Piece of Architecture is inriched ; alſo

tal, when it riſes in a Morning before the Sun. Architraves, Cornices, Frizes, Channcllings, Ovals, &6.

ORIENTALIS, e [Bot . Writ.] which grows in the Eaſt ; but ORNAME'NTAL [of ornamentum , L. ) adorning.

is moſt commonly applied to Natolin, a Part of Turky. ORNAME'NTALNESS, becomingnels, beautifulneſs, adorn

Orifice (orificium , L.) the mouth, entry or brim of any edneſs.

thing, as of a Vein , Wound, the Stomach, &c. ORNA're ornatus, L ) neat , trim .

ORIFLAMB the Royal Standard of the antient Kings of Orna'teness, neatneis, trimneſs .

O'RIFLEMB } France, ſo called from its being embroider'd OrneoscoʻPICKS [ üpi sio xomx3 , Gr. ] Omens or Predictions

with Flames of Gold upon a Ground of Red, which at firſt given from the Flight, 65c . of Birds.

was only borne in Wars againſt Infidels, and lost in the Battle ORNEOSCOPISTS [ iplesoximoi of bpo Gue a bird, oxonin, Gr. to
againſt the Flemings. It was alſo called the Standard of St. veiw ] Augurs or Diviners by Birds .

Dennis. ORNITHO'GA LUM [ opresézenor, Gr .) the Herb called Star
ORIGANUM [ ielzavr, Gr.) the Herb wild Marjoram . of Bethlehem, or Dog's Onion. L.

Orige'NIANS, an antiont Seet of Hereticks, who even ſur- ORNITHOGLO'SSUM, afhen Keys.

paſs’d the Abomination of the Gnoſticks. ORNITHOLOʻGist (opus Saaby Cr , Gr . a Defcriber of Birds.

ORIGENISTs, Followers of the Errorsof Origen. ORNITHOLOGY (opeSonogice, Gr. ) a Deſcription of the fe

O'rigin [ origo, L.) the firſt Riſe or Source ; Pedigree, veral Kinds and Natures of Birds.

Stock , F. ORNI'THOMANTISTS (up ovoucir tros, Gr . ] Diviners by Birds.

Origina’lia [in the Exchequer ] Tranſcripts ſent to the ORNITHOMANCY (9:30tudesteia , Gr.) a Divination by Birds.

Omice of the Remembrancer out of the Chancery, and are ORNITHOPO'dium [ eve Goredior, Gr. ] the Herb Birds - Foot.

diſtinguiſhed from Records, which contain the Judgments and ORNITHO TROʻPHY [ proGoteopuicu, Gr. ] a Place to feed Birds

Pleadings in Cauſes try'd before the Barons of that Court . in .

ORIGINAL [originalis, L. ) of, pertaining to or proceeding 020BANCHE (5363X ", Cr .) the Herb Broom - Rape .

from an Original; allo primitive, firſt. OROBI'A [ of , Gr . ) Franckincente in ſmall Grains
ORIGINALNESS, the firſt Source or Rile ; original Nature like Vetches.

or Quality, primitiveneſs. Oroboides [ in Medicine ) a ſettlement in Urine like
ORIGINAL Sin [in Tbeology] the Guilt derived from our Vetches .

firit Parents , O'RPHAN [orpbanns, L. ] one bercaved of Father or Mother.

O'RPHANAGS



OR os
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tuiil .

percet } a good Pot- herb.

O'RPMANAGE
the State or Condition of an Orphan .

ORTHOGRAPLY [in Perſpective] is the true Delineation of

OʻRPHANISM the fore -right Plane of any Object .

ORPHANOTROPHY [UpPalotpotetor, Gr . ) an Hoſpital where ORTHOPNOTA (6.3óvoid of op $ os right , and zver the Breath,

Orphans are brought up. Gr.) an ill Reſpiration, the Perſon affected not being able to

Orpheus ( opcius , Gr . ] according to the Poets, was the breathe but when his Neck is erect.

Son of Apollo and Calliope, a very great Philoſopher and an ORTHO'STATÆ [in Architect ] Pilaſters, Buttreſſes or Sup ..

extraordinary Muſician, and as ſuchbore away the Palm from porters of a Building.

all that had been before him . Mercury , they fay, made him O'RTOLAN, a delicate Bird. E.

a Prefent of his Harp, and he play,d lo exquiſitely well upon O'rtive [ortious, L. ) pertaining to riſing, Eaſterly.

it , that he ſtop'd the courſe of Rivers, laid Storms, drew the Orrive Amplitude (with Aſtronomers) is an Arch of the

moſtſavage Aniinals after him , to divert themſelves with his Horizon , intercepted between the point where a Star riſes

excellent Harmony; and that Rocks and Trees were ſeen to .and the Eaſt Point of the Horizon .

move at the Sound of his Muſick : But beſides having loft by Orts ( Incert. Etym .] Fragments , leavings of Food.

Death his Wife Eurydice, he went after her to the Gates of O'RVAL [ orvala , L.) the Herb Clary .

Hell , where he play'd with that Dexterity , that Pluto, Pro- Orvi'etan (ſo called from a Mountebank at Orvieto in

Jerpine, &c . were ravilh'd with the Melody, and granted Italy] an Antidote or Counter-Poiton, a medicinal Compofi

him to carry his Wife back with him , to live on Earth again , tion or Electuary good againſt Poiſon .

upon Condition, that in his return he would not look back O'RYAL [ old Rec. ) a Porch, Cloiſter or arched Room, in

upon her, till he was come to the Light; but he breaking the a Monaſtery .

Condition, by looking back upon her, her Guard dragg'd her Os, a Bone, L. ( by Anatomiſis ) is defined to be a hard,

back to Hell, at which he grew ſo diſconſolate, that he reſol- dry, and cold Subitance, which conhíts of earthy and ſaltith

ved never more to entertain any Affection for a Woman, and Particles , deſigned to uphold the Body , to render its Motion

perſuaded all he could to the like, which fo diſpleaſed the eaſy, and for a Defence to ſeveral Parts .

Thracian Women, that in the Feſtivals of Bacchus, they tore OSCHEOCEʼLE [of osmov the Scrotum, and esino a Swelling,

him in Pieces . But his Harp was placed among the Stars. Gr. ) a kind of Hernin, when the Inteſtines fall into the Scro

He is ſaid to have livid A. M. 2700 .

O'RPIMENT ( auri-pigmentum , L.) a kind of Yellow Arſe- OSCILLANCY [of oſcillatio, L. ) a ſwinging to and fro , a
nick , a Mineralor Semi-metal. fcc -fawing

O'rPin , an Herb. OSCILLATION (among theRomans) a ſacred Rite , a ſwing

O'RRACH ing up and down in the Air, of the Figures of Men .

O'rage OSCILLATION [in Mechanicks] Vibration, the ſwing or the

Orrery, an aſtronomical Machine contriv'd for giving reciprocal Affent and Deſcent of a Pendulum.

ocular Demonſtration of the ſolar System. The Deſcription Axis of OSCILLATION, is a right Line, perpendicular to

of this Inſtrument, coming toolate, is inſerted out ofits pro- the apparent Horizontal one, and paſting thro' the Centre of

per Place, at the latter end of Letter V, facing the Plate. the Earth , about which the Pendulum oscillates.

O'rris , a Flower ; alſo called Iris. Centre of OSCILLATION , the middle Point of the Arch

O'RTEIL [in Fortification ) See Berme. dividing the Ball, iv hen the Pin of a Pendulum faftened above

Orte'lli ( Foreſi Law ) the Claws of a Dog's Foot . is taken for the Centre of a Circle, whoſe Circumference di :

ORTHOʻCOLON [ "pSóxwmcr, Gr. ) a preternatural ftraitneſs of vides the Ball into two equal Parts .

a Joint. O'sCITANCY [ofcitantia, L.] ſluggiſhneſs, negligence,

Ortho'DORON [ opgenoegr, Gr . ] a Greek Meaſure of about careleſneſs.

8 Inches OSCITATION, yawning, a ſlight convulſive Motion of the

O'RTHODOX, according to the true Belief. , Mutcles, but eſpecially thoſe of the Lungs. . L.

O'RTHODOXNESS (of orthodoxia, L. ópfessziz of opSósright, OSCOPHORI'A [ 5Jos eice of osx ) a branch , and sick , Gr.

and Sea opinion , Gr. ] true Belief, foundneſs of Judgment. to carry ] Feafts initituted by Theſeus on account ofhis having

O'RTHODOXY [op Scdogos , Gr.] a ſoundneſs of Doctrine or deſtroy'd the Minotaur, and by that means freed his Country

Opinion, with regard to all the Points and Articles of Faith . Athens from being obliged to ſend ſeven young Men annual

ORTHODRO'MICA [of opgeseguise of op Jós and desno , a ly to Crete, to be devoured by the Minotaur.

Courſe, Gr. ] ſailing in the Arch of a great Circle . O'scula [in Anatomy] the openings of the Vefſels of an

ORTHODROMICKS (in Navigation ) the Art of Sailing in the animal Body at their Ends.

Arch of a great Circle. Oscu L A TO'RIUS M.fculus (with Anatamiſis] i.e. the kir

ORTHODROMY [693.odeguia, Gr . ) the ſame as Orthodro- fing Muſcle, a Muſcle that draws both Lips together.

mica .
O 'SCULUM , a little Mouth . L.

OrthoʻGONAL [ of orthogon !!s, L. of opGo267-of opfòs and O'sculum Uteri (with Anatomifts] the Cavity or hollow

gwrse an Angle, Gr. ) pertaining to right Angles. Part of the Womb, where Conception is made . L.

ORTHOGR AʼPHICAL [ of orthographicus, L. of opforexpoxòs, O'sier , the red Water - Willow.

Gr.) according to the Rules of Orthography. OʻSMUNDS , Iron Oar. Old Stat.

ORTHOGRAPHICALNESS , the being according to the Or- Royal OSMUND

thography, or right Writing or Spelling. O MUND the Waterman

ORTHOGRAPHICAL Projection of the Sphere ( in Mathem .] O'SPREY [ Difraga, L.1. e . the Bone-breaker] a kind of

a Delincation of the Sphere upon a Plane, that cuts it in Eagle, that breaks Bones with her Beak ; but, contrary to the

the middle, the Eye being ſuppoſed to be vertically placed at Nature of other Eagles , is said to be ſhort-fighted ; and to

an infinite diſtance from it. breed up not only her own young ones, but alſo thoſe that

Ortho'GRAPHIST [os.Józemed , Gr.] one skilled in others have caſt off.

Ortho'GRAPHER Orthography . O'ssa 'innominata (in Anatomy] two large Bonus , tituate in
ORTHOGRAPHY [op Sorea'pis,Gr.] a right Deſcription . the Sides of the Os Jacrum. L.

ORTHOGRAPHY [ in Geometry) the Art of Drawing or De- O'sselers, very hard Excreſcencies , which reſemble a

lineating the fore- right Plan of any Object, and Expreſſing little Bone, on the inſide ofthe Knee of a Horſe, wlich ap
the heights or elevations of each Part. pears to be of the fame Subſtance with the reſt of the Knee,

ORTHOGRAPHY (with Grammarians] the Art of Writing and is only diſtinguished from the Knee , by its delcending -

or Spelling juſtly, and with all the Letters that are neceſſary little lower.

and uſual. O'ssicle [olculum , L.) a little Bone .

ORTHOGRPHY [with Architects] is the Elevation or the Ossi'cuLUM (with Botanijis] the Stone of a Plum , Cher

Repreſentation of the Front of a Building, drawn Geometri- ry, or ſuch likeFruit. L.

cally, and is external or internal. Ossi'FICATED, turned or become Bone, hardened from a

External ORTHOGRAPHY, is a Delineation of the exter- ſofter, cartilaginous Subfiance into one of a firmer Texture.

nal Face , i.e. Front of a Building ; fhewing the principal OsSIFICA'T10N , the formation of Bones ; it is uſed of the

Wall with its Doors , Windows, &c. Roof, Ornaments and Boncs , as in Children , when they harden from a foſter carti

every thing viſible to an Eye, placed before the Building. laginous Subſtance, into one of a former Texture. L.

Internal ORTHOGRAPHY, is a Draught or Delineation of OssiFRAGA .

a Building, ſuch as it would appear, if the external Wall

OSSI FRAGOUSwere removed.
, ] .

ORTHOGRAPHY [in Fortification ) is the Draught of a O'ssUARY ( luaria, L.] a Charnel-Houle, a Place where

Work, Mewing the breadth ,thickneſs, height and depth, ſo the Bonesof dead People are kept .

as it would appear if cut perpendicularly from the higheſt to
Ost

a Veſſel, upon which Hops or Mait is dryd.}QUSTthe lowestPart.
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OSTE'NSIVE [ of offendere, L. ) apt to Me:v, ſet out for OvalWindow (with Anatomiſts] one of the Holes in the

Thew , vain-glorious . hollow of the Ear.

OSTE'NSIVE demonſtrations (with Mathematicias] ſuch as OVAL ? [in drchitecture) aMember ſo denominated from

demonſtrate the Truth of anyPropoſition, and in this they Ovolo } its reſemblance to an Egg in ſhape ; it is com

are diitinguiſhed from Apagogical ones, or deduftiones ad im- monly plac'd for an Ornament in theMouldings of the Cor

poſibile or ablurdum , which prove the truth of the Propofiti- nices , and next theAbacus in the Pillar.

on by demonitrating the impoffibility or abſurdity of afierting Ov a‘lis , e ( in Botan. Writ.] of an oval Form . L.

the contrary ; they are twofold. Ova'r 1a [ wich Anatomiſts] theOvaria in Women are about

Ostensive demonſtrations (called en, Gr ) which prove the bigneſs of the Teſticles in Men. Their Subſtance is of

the thing to be barely but directly. compos’d Fibres and Membranes, which leave little ſpaces, in

OSTENSIVE demonſtrations ( called droti, Gr. ) which prove which there are ſeveral ſmall Veficles, round , full ofWater, and

the thing from its Nature, Caufe, or effential Properties. which when boild, harden like the Whites of Eggs : The Sur

Ostenta'tion, a making a fair fhew outwardly, vain . face of the Ovaria is ſmooth and equal in Virgins, but unequal

glory, exceſive boaſting , bragging, vaunting . and wrinkled in Women of Years. They are covered with a

OSTENTA'TIOUS [of oftentatio , L. ) vaunting, thewy. proper Membrane, which ſticks cloſe to their Subſtance, and

OSTENTATIOUSNESS, vauntingneſs, bragging, ſhewineſs. with another common one from the Peritonæum , which allo

OSTENTI'FEROUS [ Oftentifer , L. ) bearing or bringing covers the ſpermatick Vefſels. They have each of them

Monſters . two proper Alembranes, on which there are feveral ſmall

OSTEOCOʻLLA [ osssxóma, Gr.) theGlue-ſtone ; a ſoft Stone Twigs of Veins, Arteries and Nerves. The Vehicles of the

faid to be of great Virtue for the uniting of broken Bones. Ovaria are called Eggs .

OsteocoʻP1 [of ösen a bone, and xó70 labour, pain , Gr. ] O'VARY (with Botanits) is that part of a Flower which

Pains in the Bones; but rather in the Membranes or thin becomes the Fruit, and fo is properly the Female Organ of

Skins and Nerves that encompaſs them ; for that the Bones Generation

themſelves are ſuppoſed to be quite inſenſible. OvA'TION [fo called of ovis a Sheep, which was the Sa

OSTEO'LOGY (05€04oziz of össov a bone, and aége , Gr . ] a De- crifice) a leſer Triumph among the Romans, allow'd to thoſe

fcription of Bones. Commanders that had won aVictory without much Blood

OSTINE'Æ [in Anatomy] the entrance into the Cavity or Thed, or for deteating ſome leſs formidable Enemies of the

Mouth of the Matrix ,where it joins the upper end of the Va- Republick.

ginn, and makes a ſmall protuberance in the form of Lips . Ovatus, a, um ( in Butan. Writ.] of an oval Form . L.

O'stler (of botclier, F. an Inn - keeper) an Hoftler, or OU'BUT, a ſort of Caterpillar, an Inſect.

one that looks after Horſes in an Inn . Ouch (prob. of ocker , F. to cut) a Collar of Gold, anti

O‘STLERY [of botelierie, F. ] an Inn . ently uſed by Women ; alſo a Button of Gold ſet with ſome

OSTRA'CIAS [os canas, Gr .) a ſort of precious Stone like Jewel
an Oiſter Shell.

O'VELTY of Services (in Lac] an equality of Services, as

O'STRACISM [ sequiou Q , Gr. ) a Baniſhment for 10 Years, when the Tenant Paravail , owes as much to the Mejn, as

which the Athenians inflicted on ſuch Perſons, whoſe over the Mejn does to the Lord Paramount.

great Power was fuſpected by the People , fearing that they O've ( Incert. Etym ) a Place for Baking .

1hould degenerate into Tyrants : So called of sprov, Gr. an O'ver Lorer, Sax. ] placed upon or above the top .

Oiſter ; becauſe they wrote the Name of him they intended Over Corne, Sax. a bank ] in Compofition of proptr

to baniſh upon Shells. Names of Places, &c. fignifies a Bank , as Brownſovet, and

OSTRACIT ES [ seguime, Gr. ) a kind of cruſty Stone, red- Over, a Town in Gloceſierfsire, upon the Bank of the Se

diſh , and in the form of an Oilter- ſhell, and feparable into

Laminæ , good againſt the Gravel, it is found in Germany ; TO OVER - Act ( of orej , Sax. and aftum , L.] to Act be

alſo called a Neſt of Boxes , becauſe when one Shell is taken yond ones Commillion.

aw..y , another appears of the ſame Colour and Subitance . To O'ver - Awe [of o yer and ape, Sax. ) to terrify.

OSTRACITIS ( osegenétus, Gr.) a ſort of Cruſt that ſticks to To OʻVER -Ballance, to out - weigh .

Furnaces, where the Braſs Oar is melted. To O'ver -Bear [ofopen and beanan , Sux .] to prevail

O'STRICH (auftruche, F. ] a very large Fowl . over, to oppreſs.

An Ostrich ( Hieroglyphically) was uſed to fignify Juſtice, To O'ver - Bid [of open and biddin , Saz .) to bid too

becauſe moit of her Feathers are of an equal Length. much .

OSTROGOTHS, Eaſtern Gorbs, those who coming out of To Over -Blow (Sea Term] is when the Wind blows

the Eaſt, invaded the Southern and Weftern Parts of Europe. ſo very hard, that the Ship can bear no Top-fails.

OSTRU'TIUM (with Bot . ) the Herb Pellitory of Spain . L. Over -Board [of o xep and bono , Sax .) out of a Ship.

Osy'r is [zosueis, Gr. ] the Herb Toad Flax. L. O'ver -Bold [of over and baló , Sax . ) impudent.

O'swald's Law [ſo called from Oswald, Biſhopof Win- Over - Born (of oren and bca jan , Sax.) prevailed over,

cheſter, A. C. 964. ) a Term uſed for the turning of married opprefied,

Prieſts out, and bringing Monks into the Churches. TO OVER - Burden (of oren and by n Sen , Sax.) to over

OTACOU’STICA [" taxxstrese, Gr . ) Inſtruments for aſſiſting load , & c.

or improving the Senſe ofHearing. To Over -Cait [of open , Sex. and kaffer, Dan .) to caft

OTA'LGIA ['eranzóz of sto the ear, ang 6 , Gr. pain] too far; alſo to ſew the Edge of Cloth after a particular man

Pain in the Ear. ner ; alſo to cloud over.

OTENCHY'TES (iniz xotns, Gr . ) an auricular Clyſter; alſo T. OVER -Charge Corej , Sax . and charger, F. ] to charge

a little Syringe or Squirt, to inje&t Medicines into the Ear. too highly.

O'THERWHILE [odejipile, Sax .] ever and anon , now and TO OVER Come Corepcomian, Sax . ] to Conquer, to get

then . the Victory over.

O'THERWISE [o Sejupiye, Sax .] or elſe ; alſo after another Oʻver- cyshen [ old Laic] Convicted or proved Guilty.
Manner . To OYVER-Do [ofo yeji, and prob. of yocn, Sax.] to do

OTICA [Cinsi, Gr . ] Medicines for Diſtempers in the Ear. more than is fufficient.

OrA'va, an Oétave, an Interval of 8 founds. Ital., To Over -Eat [oforen and ætan, Sax .) to eat too much.

O'TTER (oten , Sax .) an amphibious Creature. To Over -Fill ( of ogen -fyllan, Sax.] to fill more than e

OʻTTOMAN, of or pertaining to the Turks. nough .

Ova , Eggs. L. To Over -Flow (ofofen-kleopan, Sax .] to flow over.

OVA (with Anatomits) are the little ſpherical Bodies in the O'VER - Gone ofover-3911, Sax. ) gone beyond, &i.

forin of Bladders or Bubbles, conſiſting of two concentrick O'VER Grown (of oren gropan, Sax . ] grown too big.

Membranulæ , replete with a limpid Humour like the White . O'ver - Grown-Sea (Sea Term ] when the Waves of the Sea

of an Egg , found under the external Membrane of the Ova grow high, the Sailors call it a rough Sea ; but when the
ries of Women .

Surges and Billows grow higher, then they ſay , 'tis an Orer

O'val ( of ozum , L an egg) of the ſhape ofan Egg .. grown - Sca .

OWALNESS [ofcalis, L. and ne;s] the being in the form To OVER Hale ( Sea Phrale) to halc a Rope a contrary

of an Egg . way , when it is drawn too itiff.

0:11. [in Geometry) a Figure bounded by a regular Curve- O'VER -Halty [of oreji and håle , F. ] too haity.

line returning into itselt: But ofits twoDiame- To O'ver-Hear [of oken -hy jian , Sax .) to hear privately.

ter cutting each other at right Angles in the Olver - Laid (ofopen-lecigan , Sax. ) , killed by being lain

Center, one is longer than the other, in which upon, as a young Child by the Nurſe.

itis different
from the Circle. Every Ellip- OVER - ALL ( in Heraldry ] is wlien a Charge is as it were

fis is an oval Figure, but every oval Figure is not anEllipſis. ſuperadded
to that which was a very good Bearing withoat:

a
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great a Load.
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To O'ver- Live [of open and libhan, Sax . ) to live beyond OVIDUCTUS (with Anatomiſts] the Egg puffage, the Tuba,

Over - Loaden of [ of open and layan , Sax. ) having too Fallopiana, L.

OvI'PAROUS [sviparus, Li] bringing forth Eggs; allo

O'ver -Long (oforej , S.ax. and longas, L ] longer than breeding by Eggs

is meet.
O'volo ( in Architecture) ſo called from its reſemblance

To O'ver - Look (of open -locian , Sax . ] to look over, ob- to an Egg, uſually placed for Ornament in the Mouldings of

ſerve or over -fee. Cornices , and in a Pillar Dext the Abacus,

O'ver -Maited (S. a Term ) a Ship is ſaid to be ſo, when her Ounce [ unica, L. once, F. ] the 16th Part of a Pound

Maits are too big for her Bulk ; ſo as to lye too much down Avoir-du -pois, or a 12th of a Pound Troy,
by a wind, and labour too much a Hull . OUNCE ( with Apothecaries] eight Drams.

To Over -Match (of oren , Sax . and mate, a companion ) OUNCE [oin ze, F.] a kind of Beaſt .

to exceed . OUNCE Pearls, Seed Pearls too ſmall to be ſold by Tale.

Over -Meaſure [of open , Sax . and meſure, F. ] more than OUNCE Cottons, Cottons of a ſuperior quality to others,

Meaſure. brought from Damaſcus.

O'ver -Much (of o gej , Sax . and mucho, Ital.] more than OUR AN - SOA NGUE, Men -Devils, a Sect of Magicians in

enough. the Inand Gromboccanore in the Eaſt - Indies, of whom it is

Over - Pait [ofoxen, Sax. and palé, F. ] paſſed over, rclated, that they have the Art of rendring themſelves Invi

gone beyond. fible, and paſſing where they pleaſc, and doing a great deal

O'ver-Plus (of oren, Sax , and plus, L.) ſurpluſage. of Miſchief; for which reaſon the People hate them and kill

T. OVER -Poilc [ of oxen, Sax . and peler, F. to weigh ) them on the Spot , whenever they can catch them .

to out weigh . Ovum, a Pain in the Head fettled about the bigneſs of an

To Over -Power of oxen , Sax and pouvoir, F ]to be too Egg, L.

powerful for OUR ANO'GRAPHY (of owezros Heaven, and 70%.1 deſcripti

To Over-Rake (Sea Phraſe) uſed of Waves, who are ſaid on, Gr. ]a deſcription of the Heavens.

to Over-rake a Ship when they break in her, and waſh from OU'RLOP ( prob . of overloopen , Du .] a Fine paid in

Stem to Stern . antient Times to the Lord of the Manour, by the inferior

To O'VER - Rcach [of open -hæcan , Sax .] to reach beyond Tenant, when his Daughter had been debauched.

to out -wit, &C. OUR

To Over - Reach (with Harſes) is when a Horſe brings his OURS} [ohype, Sax .) of or belonging to us.
hinder Feet too far forwards, and ſtrikes his Toes againit the OU'ster Cold Law) a being removed or put out of Pof
Spunges of the fore Shoes. ſeſſion .

To Over-Reckon [of oper .peccan , Sax.] to reckon too Ou'st er le main? [ in Lace ] i . e . to remove; or take off

much . Orer le main the Hand, denotes a Livery of Lands

Over -Ripe (oxen -pipe, Sax ) too ripe. out of the King's Hands; or a Judgment given for the Per

To O'VER -Rule (of oren, Sax. and regler, F. regulare, fon who traverſed or ſued a monftrans le droit, F.

L.) to bear down ; to avert, &c. Ouster le Mex [ in Law ] a cauſe of Excuſe or Eſoin,

To OʻVER-Run (of open -alunian, Sax .] to out - run. where a Man not appearing in Court upon Summons , it is

To Over-Run in Printing, is to ſet the Matter over again alledg’d that he was then beyond the Şeas.

and diſpoſe the Lines after another manner. Our [ ure, Sax ) without.

OVERSAMI'SSA [ old Law ] a Fine in old Times impos'd To Out (utian , Sax .) to put out , to diſplace.

upon thoſe who having heard of a Murther or Robbery com- OUTACOU’Sticon (of ôs an Ear, and axxcīv, Gr. to hear]

mitted, did not purſue the Malefactor. an Ear -pipe or Inſtrument to help the Hearing .

Over - Seen ( of ofer, and yeon, Sax . ) miſtaken , de- To OUT - BID (ute -bispin , Sax . ) to bidmore thamanother.

ceived .
To Our-Brave (uge Sax , and braver, F. ] to filence, daſh

To Over- Set [of oken-retan , Sax .] to over -turn. or out-do a Perſon by vaunting, & c.

To Over - Shadow ( of ofen y cea de pan, Sax . ) to caſt a Out- Caft [ of ute, Sax, and kater, Dan . ) a Calt-off, a
Shadow over .

forlorn Perſon .

To Over - Shoot [ of ofejl-ycotan , Sax . ] to ſhoot be- Out-Cry [of ute and chie , Șax .) a crying out, a Noiſe,

yond , to exceed .
To Out -Do [of ute and doen , prob. Sax . ] to exceed.

OVER - Sight [ of oren -geyih Se, Sax . ) a Miftake, or Er
OUʻTER [.utter, Sax. ) outward.

ror by Inadvertence. OU'TERMOST [ytt pert , S.12 . ) the moſt outward .

Over -Spread [ of oxen , Sax. and ſpreeden , Du.] to TO OUT-Face ( of ute , Sax, and facies, L. or face, F. ]

ſpread -over. to affert confidently and impudently, ſo as to filencea mode

Overt [ orvert, F. of apertus, L.] open, manifeft. fter Perſon .

OVERT-À & [ in the ſenſe of the Law ) an open Aid , an OUTFANGTHEF [ofute yang and Seoy, Sax . ) an anticnt

advance or ſtep made towards compafing of an Enterprize ; Privilege whereby the Lord was enabled to call any Man
or an Ad being capable of being manifeſted or proved ; and (who dwelt in his Fee, andwho was taken in Felony in ano
is diſtinguiſhed from an intentional Act. ther place) to Judgment in his own Court .

To Over-Take [ of okej , Sax. and tager, Dan, or OUTHEST [ald Cafloms) the ſummoning Subjects to

tacken , Di. ) to come up to another that was before. OUTHORN Arms by the found of an Horn.

Over - Thwart [of ofen, S.1x. and tuert, Dan . ) a -croſs. T. OUT - GO [use - gan, Sax ] to out - ſtrip in Walking,Gr.

Over - Throw [ of ofejl. S na pan , Sax . ] ' to over-turn,
Our -Land Cold Rec. ] Land let out to Tenants merely at

throw -down ; alſo to vanquiflı.
the pleaſure of the Lord.

To Over-Top [ of ofer, Sax. and top, Dan .] to ex
Our -Landiſh [ of ure-land, Sax. and if , ] of another

ceed in height .
Land, foreign .

O'verture Couverture , F. ] a diſcloſing a Matter, a ma- ,
Our-Law (ute-laga, Sax . ) a Perſon outlawed.

king an Attemptor Efray .
OUT-Lawry [of ute-laga, Sax. ) the loſs of the Benefit of

OVERTURE in Mifick [ ouverture, Fr:) a Flourish before
a Subject, and the King's Protection.

the Scenes are opened in a Play .
To Our-Law one, to ſue him to an Outiawry.

Clerk of the OUTLAWRies, an Oficer of the Court of
To O'VERTURN [ of Oger-tyjınan, Sax . ] to overthrow ,

Common - Pleas, whoſe buſineſs is to make out the Writs of
quite deſtroy, or unhinge and ruin.

Capias Utlagatum after Outlawries .
To Over -Value [of okej, Sax, and evaluer, F. ] to va

lue too highly .
To OUT-Learn ( of ute -leo ſnian, Sax, ] to learn faſter

or farther than another.

OVER-Weaning [ of oxer pænan , Sax .] thinking too
OUT-Let [of ute and lætan, Sax .) a Paſſage out.

highly of ones felf.

To Over -Weigh [of open -pæzın , Sax . ) to out-weigh.
Outli'cker [in a Ship ] is a ſmall Piece of Timber made

Over -Weight (of oren -gepiht, Sax.]more than weight. faſt to the Top ofthe Poop, and ſtanding right outa Stern.

To Our -Live (ute-libhan, Sax . ) to live longer than .

To Over-Whelm [of ogef-phylxan , Sax.) to cover over OUT -Moit (yenert, Sax . ] the moſt outward.
within ſome concave Veſſel.

TO OUT -NUMBER [ of ute , Sax. and nombrer, F. or
St Mary Overy [ ſo called of Over the Rie, or of ofer

numerare, L. ) to number or amount to more than another.
over, or ofje a Bank and ea, Sax . Water] becauſe, before

TO OUT-Paſs [ of ute, Sex . and paffer, F. ] to go be .

the building of London Bridge there was a Ferry in that Place
yond, to cxcced .

over the Thames.
OUTPARTERS [in Scotland] a ſort of Thieves about Nid

OUGHT ( ouh , Sax .) fomewhat.
deſdale, who rode about to fetch in ſuch Cattle or other

Things as they could light on ; and to rob Men and Houſes.

OUT.
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Ou'rrage , a violent Aault, an heinous Ofence, a grie- Oxreet [ in Horſes ) is ſaid of a Horſe when the Horn of

vous Injury ; a ſenſible Affront. F. the Hind-Feet cleaves jutt in the middle of the fore-part of

OUTRA'Gious , [of outrageux, F.] cruel, violent, fierce ; the Hoof from the Coronet to the Shoe.

highly abuſive, atirontive or injurious . Ox - Eye , a ſmall Bird ; alſo an Herb.

OUTRA'GEOUSNESS [ of outrageux, F. and nejs ] violent Ox.Fly , an Inſect .

Rage, Ox -GANG [of Land ) as much Land as may be ploughed

OUTRI'DERS [in Law ] travelling Bailiffs, employ'd either by one Gang or Team of Oxen in one Day ; about 13 Acre :.

by the Sheriffs or their Deputies to ride to the fartheſt places Ox-TONGUE , the Herb Buglofs.

of their Counties or Hundreds, to ſummons ſuch as they OxAli's (turis, Gr. ] wild or Wood - Sorrel, L.

thought fit to their County or Hundred - Court . OXYA'CANTHA (osuerende, Gr . ] the Haw -thorn Shrul,

OUTRIGHT ( of use-jiht, Sux. ) thoroughly , totally ; or the Raſpberry -tree.

alſo immediately
Oxy'Cedros [ ofunadpo , Gr. ) a kind of ſmall Cedar ha

TO OU TRU'N [of ute apunian , Sax ) to run better or fa- ving prickly Leaves .

fter than , or beyond another ; to exceed . OXA'LME [ Edmun, Gr. ] a ſharp falt Compoſition , as Vi

To Outstri'P [of ute, Sux. and ſtroopen , Du . ] to negar and Brine.

exceed, to execl , to get the ſtart of. Oxy'CRATE [ Eur@ getov, Gr . ] a mixture of fair Water

OUTSTRETCHT (of uze and aftrecan, Sax . ] extended, and Vinegar, good to allay the heat and pain of Inflammations.

ſpread out in length. OXYCRO'CEUM [of *cco vinegar, and regur, Gr. ſaffron ]

OUTWARD (of ut peano, Sax .] on the outſide. a Plaifter made of Saffron , Vinegar and other Ingredients .

OU'TWARDLY, on the outſide. OXYDERCICA [ ogudeprive, Gr.] Medicines that quicken the

TO OUTWIT (of ute pitan, Sax. ) to exceed , or impoſe Sight.

on another by Wit. O'xygon Cosugarsov, Gr . ] a Triangle having 3 acute An

Outworks [ of ute-pe pcay , Sax. ] Works or Fortifica- gles.

tions without a City. OxygoʻNIAL [of 50 ſharp, and gavís, Gr. an angle]

Outworks [in Cookery ) are the Courſes of Diſhes ſet at Oxy'Gonous of or pertaining to an Oxygon ; acute an

the outſide of the Table. gled

Ovum Philofophicum [ in Chymiſtry ) a Glafs round at the OXYLA'PATHON [igurare soy, Gr . ] the ſharp pointed

bottom with a long Neck, uſed in Chymical Operations.
Dock . L.

OUZE , a ſort of miry Sedge . O'xymel (of op us and méns, Gr.) a kind of Potion or Sy

Ouzel [of oyle, Sax .) a Black -Bird . rup made of Honey, Vinegar and Water boiled together.

Ouzy , moiſt, wet, plaſhy . OXY'MORON Coś uroweg", Gr. 9. d. ſubtlely fooliſh ] a Fi

Owiches, Boſſes or Buttons of Gold . gure in Rhetorick in which an Epithet of a quite contrary

To Owe (prob. of geannian, Sax . ] to be indebted to. Signification is added to any Word , as , diſagreeing Agreement.

Own (of ule , S.ax.) a Night-bird. OXYMYR SI'NE Coupeupsion, Gr. ) the Shrub wild Myrtle.

Owl ( Hieroglyphically ] did repreſent the Death and Un- OxyNO'SEMA [of očus and vórnus, Gr. a diſeaſe) an acute
happineſs of a wicked Tyrant, or an Hypocrite who hates to Diſeaſe.

be ſeen in the light of the Sun. OXY PO'RIUM Couber, Gr . ] a Medicine cauſing an eaſy

Ow'ler ( prob. q. one who goes out in the Night like Digeſtion ; or that is of other quick Operation .
Owls] one who conveys our Wool , or prohibited Goods OXYREGMI'A [ Expayper of ctus ſharp, and intu , Gr. to

by Night to the Sea- ſide, to be ſhipped off for France, &c. belch) an acid, ſowre belching from the Stomach.

contrary to Law. OXYRO'DON (ofočusand egdor, Gr. a Roſe] a Compoſition of

Own(of agen, Sax .) of or pertaining to Property. two Parts of Oil of Rofes, and one Part of Vinegar of Roſes,

To OAVN ( of zeannian, Sax. ) to have a Property in ; ftirred together for ſome time.

alſo to lay claim to ; alſo to acknowledge or confeſs. OXYSA'CCHARUM [of ofusand ou xusefov, Gr. ſugar) a Sy.

Owner , he who has a Property in . rup made of Vinegu , the Juice of lowr Pomegranates and

Owr, a kind of wild Bull . Sugar.

Owse (prob. of ort, a Scale ,] the Bark of a young Oak OXYTRYPHY'LLON (of 'ošus and reipumer, Gr . ) the Herb
beaten ſmall and uſed by Tanners. Trefoil with a ſharp Leaf.

Ow'ser, the Bark and Water in a Tan - Pit. OY'er [oyer, F. to hear] a Law Word uſed in antient
Ox ( Oxa, Sax. ) is a Beaſt that ſurpaſſes moſt others in times for what we now call Aflizes.

Strength, yet patiently ſubmits its Neck to the Yoke, and Over and Terminer [i.e. to hear and to determine) a ſpe

therefore is the Emblem of Strength ſubdu'd and brought cial Commiſfion granted to certain Judges to hear and deter

under ; and for that reaſon in Heraldry is a proper Bearing mine criminal Cauſes. In antient times it was only upon

for thoſe who have laid the Yoke on the Necks of fierce ſome ſudden Outrage or Inſurrection ; but at this time it is

Nations . the firſt and largeit of the five Commiſſions ; by vertue of

Ox - Eye (Sea Term ] violent Storm that ſometimes happens which our Judges of Alizes ſet in their ſeveral Courts.

on the Coaſt ofGuinea ; ſo called , becauſe when it firſt ap- Over de Record, a Petition made in Court , praying that

pears it is in the Form of, and ſeems not much larger than an the Judges, for the better proof fake, will be pleaſed to hear

Ox's Eye ; but comes down with ſuch Impetuoſity that in a or look upon any Record.

very little ſpace, and frequently before they can prepare them- Oye's ſoyez , F. i.e. hear ye) a Word uſed by publick

ſelves for it, it ſeems to overſpread thewhole Hemiſphere, Cryers when they make publick Proclamation of any Thing.

and at the ſame time forces the Air with ſo much Violence Oze Lo3n, Gr.) a ſtench in the Mouth.

that the Ships are ſometimes ſcattered ſeveral Ways, and Oze'NA Coluva, Gr . ) an old, ſtinking Ulcer in the in de

ſometimes are funk downright . the Noſtrils.

OXBANE, an Herb. Sax . O'ZIER [uier, F.) a ſort of Willow Tree.
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P. PA'CTION, the ſameas Patt, F. of L.

PACTITIOUS ( paititius, L.] pertaining to Bargain or

p . Roman , P, p. Italick , P2 , p. Engliſi , P, p . Saxon, Agreeinent.

are the 15th Letter of the Alphabet, 11 , p. the 16th Pad, a Bundle, O. Hence a little ſoft Boilter to put un

of the Greek , and , the 17th of the Hebrew . der ſome hard Thing that is worn next the Body of an Ani

The Letter P is not heard in pronouncing Pfalm , &c. mal, Man or Beaſt is to called.
Contempt, &c . ph has the Sound off. Pad Nag, a Horſe that goes eaſy.

P [among the Antients) a numeral Letter, fignifying 100. To Pad (prob. of pedarius, L. a Pootinan to travel on
À with a Daſh , ſtood for 400000. Foot ; allo to rob on the Road on Footi

P [in Mafick- Books] fignifies Piano, i . e . ſoft, Ital. A PADDER ? [of pedarius, L.] one wlio robs on the Road

P [in Phyſical Preſcriptions] fignifies a Pugil, which is the Foot Pad S a -foot.
8th Part of a Handful .

To PA'DDLE ( patrouiller, F. ] to move the Water with

P. E. [in Phyſical Preſcriptions] ſtands for partes æquales, Hands or Feet.
1. 2. equal Parts. Paddle Staff, a long Staff with an Iron Spike at the End

P. À1. [with Affronomers] is uſed for poſt Meridien , after of it, uſed by Mole-catchers.

Noon . PADDOCK, a large Toad or Frog.

P: P. [in Medicinal Preſcriptions] ſtands for pulvis patrum , PA'DDOCK, or Paddock Courſe, a Piece of Ground taken out

or, the Jeſuit's Powder. of a Park , encompaſſed with Pales or a Wall, for Racing

P. P. [in Muſical Books) is uſed for piu, piano, Ital. i.e. with Greyhounds for Wagers, Plate , &. Thoſe Paddocks
more ſoft. are uſually a Mile long, and a quarter of a Milc broad . At

P. P. P. [in Muſical Books) an Abbreviation of pianiſſimo, one End is a little Houſe where the Dogs are to be entered,

Ital .
and whence they are to be lipt ; and near this place are Pens

PAAGE , [old Records] the ſame as Paſagium . to incloſe 2 or 3 Deer for the Sport.

PABULA TION, a Grazing or Feeding of Cattle. L. PA'DUAN (with Medaliſts] a modern Medal, in Imitation

PA'BULAR [ pabularis, L.) of, or pertaining to Provender. of the Antique ; or, a new Medal ſtruck with all the Marks
PA'BULATORY, ( pabulatorius, L.) the ſame as pabular. and Characters of Antiquity.

PA'BULOUS [ pabuloſus, L.] the ſame as pabular. Pa'dlock (prob . of pendens, hanging, and Loc, Sax .] a

PA'BULUM , [in Medicine] thoſe Parts of our common pendant or hanging Lock .

Aliments, which are neceſſary for the Recruit of the animal PADARTHROCA'ce (of mais a Boy , s'egov a Joint, and

Fluids; alſo any Matter that continues the Cauſe of a Diſeaſe. Karóv an Evil, Gr.] the corrupting of a Bone in the Joint,
PA'BULUM (with Naturaliſts] Fuel, or that part in com- the Joint-Evil, a Diſeaſe incident moſtly to Children, where

buſtible Bodies, which the Fire immediately feeds on, or is the Jointsfwell, andthe Bones are moſt commonly rotten.
ſupported by PAEDe'ros ( raidégos, Gr . ] the Opal , a precious Stone ;
PACA'Bilis , fold Rec.) payable , or paſſable. alſo an Herb .

PA'CAL, [ pacalis, L.] bringing Peace, or peaceable. PA'EAN [of Taiar, Gr. to ſhoot, or ſmite) an Hymn or

Paca'lsa , (among the Romans] Feafts celebrated in Ho Song of Praiſe made to Apollo, at ſuch a Timeas any Plague

nour of the Goddeſs Pax, i , e . Peace. or Peſtilence reigned.

PACA're, ( old Records) to pay. PAEAN S [in ansient Poetry) a Foot ; ſo called , becauſe

PACA'Tion, an appealing, pacifying, or aſſuaging. Paeon 2 Tuppoſed to be appropriated to the HymnPacan.

PA'cated( pacatus, L.) appeaſed , made peaceable. PAE'DAGOGUE [ raldwywós, Gr . ] a Schoolmaſter, an
A PACE ofAſſes, a Head, or Company of them. Inſtructor of Children .

Pace ( palus, L.pas, F.] a Step, a Rate of Going ; alſo Pae'DACO'CY ( Taidaywnia , Gr . of mardip, of Children ;

a Meaſure of two Foot and a half, alſo (with Geometricians] and ciyayer to lead, to inſtruct ,] the Teaching of Chil

five Foot. dren, Initruction, Diſcipline.

To Pace ( aller a pas, F.] as an Horſe. PAEDOBA'PTISM [ reldav Barlıuás, Gr.] Infant Bap

Pachy'NTICA [taxóYTIXG of Taxive, Gr. to fatten ] tiſm .
Medicines that are ofa thickening Quality. PAEDEROTRIBI'A (of Fadepotgilia, Gr.]the Exerciſe of
PACIFEROUS ( pacifer, F.] bringing Peace . Childrens Bodies .

PACIFEROUSNESS [of pacifer, L. and nejs] peace bring- PAEDEROTRO'PICA [mend'ESOTOOFIX ), Gr.) a Part of Phy

ing Quality fick which relates to the Management of Children .
PACIFICA'tor, a Mediator, L. Paeonia, the Peony, or Piony, a Flower, L.

PACIFICA'TION, Peace-making, a Mediation or Treating PA'GANS 2 [pagani of pagus, L. a Village) thoſe of the

concerning Peace. PAI'NIMS Heathen or Gentile Religion , ſo callid , be

Edict of PACIFICATION , an Ordinance, or Decree, fet cauſe that after Cities were converted to Chriſtianity, Super

forth by a Prince or State, for the pacifying of all Parties . L. ftition ſtill remained in the Villages , for that the Publiſhers

Pacifica'tory ( pacificatorius, L.] of, or pertaining to ofChriſtianity moſtly reſorted to Cities.

Peace-Makers, or Peace-making. PAGANA'LIA [among the Romans] Feaſts held in Villa

PACIFICA’TORINESS [of pacificatorius, L. and nejs,] peace ges, where alſo Altars were erected, and Sacrifices offered

making Quality. annually to the Tutelar Gods . Here the Peaſants offered

PAcI'Fick ( pacificus, L.] caufing or procuring Peace. Cakes to Ceres and Tellus for plentiful Harveſts.

PACIFICKNESS , [ of pacificus, L. and neſs) peace-making PA'GANISM ( paganiſmus, L.) Heatheniſm , the religious
Quality . Worſhip of Pagans, or the Adoration of Idols and falſe

PACIFIER [ pacificator, L.) one that appeaſes.
Gods .

To PACIFY ( pacificare, L. ) to appeaſe. PAGE [ pagina, L.] the Side of a Leaf in a Book.
A Pack ( pack, Teut. and Du. paquet, F.) a Bundle or PAGE, a Youth of Honour advanced to the Service of.a

Parcel fackt up ; alſo a Company, as a Pack of Hounds; a Set, Prince, or ſome great Perſonage, to attend on Viſits of Ce .
as a Pack of Cards. remony, & c.

Pack of Wool, a Quantity of it of about 240 lb. a Horſe Pa'geant (not improb. of wagen, Du. a Chariot, ac

Load . cording to Skinner] a pompous Machine , as Chariot, &c.

To Pack [of packen , Teut. or Du. ] to bundle up ; alſo to carried aboutin publick Shews, &c.

place, as Cards . PAGEANTRY, pomp, pompouſneſs, oftentatious Shew

Pa'ckage [old Rec. ] a Duty of a Penny per Pound on or Appearance.

certain Merchandizes. PAGOD [ incert. Etym .] an Idol's Temple in China, & c .

Pa'ckers, Perſons appointed and ſworn to pack up Her- alſo the Image it ſelf; alſo a piece of Indian Gold, worth

rings , according to the Statute . about 9 Shillings , ſo named by the Portugueſe.

PA'CKING, putting up in Packs ; alſo placing Cards. Pagus Cold Rec.] a Country, L.

Packer , one whoſe 'Trade and Buſineſs is to pack up PAIGLES, Flowers, alſo called Cowſlips.

Merchants Goods . Pail (prob. of paila, Span . ) a Veſſel to fetch Water in ,

To Pack up his Awls (prob. of lick packen, Teut. to be & c. as a Milk -pail.

gone] to prepare to march off, to go away in haſte, PAIN [ orn, Gr. pæna, L. pein , Teut. ſin , Sax. peine,

PACKING Whites, a Sort of Cloth . F.] Toil, or Labour of Body; alſo Diſquiet of Mind ; Tor

PA'cket (paquet, F.] a parcel, or bundle, as of Letters, & c . ture, Torment.

Pact ( pattum , L.) Bargain, Covenant, or Agreement. Pain of the Body (with Naturaliſts) an uneafy Senſation

Pacta conventa ( in Poland ) are the Articles mutually ariſing from a ſudden and violent Solution of Continuity in

agreed on between the King and the Republick, and which the Nerves, Membranes, Veſſels, Muſcles, &c. of the
they oblige each other to obſerve. Body,
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TO PAIN ( puner, Dan. peiner, F.) to affect with pain . PALATOSTAPHILINUS (with Anatomijt ) is the farne as

PAINE maine, White Bread, & c. Pterigoſtaphilinus internus, L.

PAINE fort & dure [in Com . Law) a Puniſhment for thoſe PALE ( pallidus, L. ] white, looking wan . F.

that being arraigned ofFelony , refule to put themſelves upon PALE ( palus, Lat. Barb . ] a ſort of thin Stake for a Fence .

the ordinary Trial of God and their Country, and are there- To Pale in ( paliſſader, F. ] to encloſe or fence with
fore accounted to ſtand mute and ſpeechleſs. This Punith- Pales .

ment is commonly called prelling to Death ; during which PALE [ in Heraldry ) is one of the ten honourable Ordi

Time of Puniſhment, they are to have only hard dry Barley naries ; and is ſo called , becauſe it is like the

Bread and Puddle-Water. Paliſades uſed about Fortifications, and ſtands

PAINED ( peine, F. or prob. of peinen, Teut . puner, Dan . perpendicularly upright in an Eſcutcheon , divi

pinan, Sax.j affected with Pain . ding it length -ways from the Top to the Botton,

PA'INFUL (prob . of pin and full, Sax .) cauſing Pain ; and ſhould contain a third part of the Shield . See the Ef.

alſo laborious. cutcheon .

PAI'NFULLY (pin full and felice, Sax.] after a painful In Pale ( in Heraldry ] fignifies Things borne one above

or laborious Manner. another, in the Nature of a Pale.

PAINFULNESS (pin and yulneyye, Sax . ] a Quality cau- Pales S [ in Carpentry] Boards ſet up for partitions of

ſing Pain ; alſo Laboriouſneſs. Piles 2 Gardens, Grounds, &c. alſo Rows of Piles or

PAI'NIMS (ofpagi, L. Villages] Pagans ; ſo called , be- Stakes drove into the Ground to make wooden Bridges over

cauſe when their Temples were taken from them , and con- Rivers .

ſecrated to Chriſt, they uſed to ſacrifice in fagis, i . e. in PALEe (in Heraldry] is when a Shield is divided into

Villages. four or more equal parts , by perpendicular Lines
PAINS [in Cookery ) divers Meſes made of Bread, ſtuffed falling from the Top to the Bottom . See the

with Farces and Ragoos, proper for Side-diſhes. Eſcutcheon.

PAINS [with Farriers) an ulcerous Scab breeding in a Party per Pale [ in Heraldry ) fignifies a

Horſe's Paitern . Shield divided by one ſingle Line thro' the

To Paint ( pingere, L. peindre, F. ] to deſign or dawb Middle from the Top to the Bottom , which

with Colours. is the Nature of a Pale. See the EC

PAINT ( pigmentum , L.] Colour for painting . cutcheon .

Pai'nter (peintre, F.) one who paints. Pale, as the Engliſh Pale in Ireland; that part wherein

PAI'nter Stainer, one who paints Coats of Arms, and the Engliſh formerly lived apart from the Iriſh, by their own

other Things pertaining to Heraldry ; alſo one who paints Laws.

or ſtains Linen Cloth. PALED [in Heraldry) a Coat is ſaid to be paled, when it

PAINTING (le peinture, F. ars pictoria, L.] the Art of is equally charged with Metal and Colour.
repreſenting Men, Beaſts, Birds, Flowers, &c. in their pro- PA'LÉNESS [of pale, F. and nefsof palliditas,L.] Wanneſs ,

per Forms and Colours . or Whiteneſs of Countenance.

Pair [une paire, F. or par, L. ) a Couple, Fellows, as To grow PALE ( pallere, L. ] to grow wan, or white

Shoes, & c. looked .

PAI'RED [ appaiér, F.) coupled, & c. Paleo Flowers [in Botany) are thoſe which have Leaves

Trial per Pais [ Law Term ) is a Trial by a Country or a ſet about, or ſurrounding a Head or Thrum , as in the Ma

Jury, i.e. thoſe that are of the ſame Country or Neigh- rigold.
bourhood. Counter Paled ( in Heraldry] is where the Pale is cut

PAIS [ old Law ] a Country or Region. F. and the demi-pales of the Chief, tho' of Colours the ſame

Paisage, a Draught of any part of a Country, as a with thoſe of the Point, yet different in the Place where
Landskip, & c . they meet ;ſo that if the firſt of the Chief be Metal, that

Passo [old Writ.] Paſnage, a Liberty for Hogs running which correſponds to it underneath is of Colour,

in Foreſts or Woods, to feedon Maſt. PA'LEISH, ſomething pale.

PA'LACE ( palatium , of Mons Palatinus in Rome, where PA'Les, a Goddeſs of Shepherds, under whoſe Protecti

ſtood the Royal Manſion -Houſe) hence all Royal Dwel- on were the Flocks and Herds.

lings are called palatia. L. PA'LFREY ( pailfrai, Brit. un palefroy, F.] a Pacing

PA'LADIN, a Knight of the Round Table. F. horſe, or a Horſe of State for a great Lady.

PALAESTRA [of hands,Gr.Wreſtling] a Building where PA'LICI ( of 78 Taw ixitas, i.e. coming out again from

the Grecian Youth exerciſed themſelves in Wreſtling, Run- the Earth] Deities ſaid to have been the Sons of Jupiter by

ning , Quoits, c. Thalia, who hiding her ſelf in the Earth from_Juno,

PalaE'STRICAL, of, or pertaining to Wreſtling. brought forth two Brothers, callid Palici, in whoſe Temple

PALAESTROPHY'LAX[of manaissa and Qura , a Keeper ] in Sicily, were two deep Baſons of boiling ſulphurous Wa

the Governour of the Palæſtra, and the Exerciſes therein . ter never runningover, the two Holesbeing the Holes at

Palagium , a Duty antiently paid to Lords of Manors, which theſe two Brothers came out, being turn'd into the

for Exporting and Importing Veſſels of Wine in any of aforeſaid boiling Fountains. Theſe Fountains were called
their Ports . Delli, and were famous for the Trial and Puniſhment of

PALA'NKA [in Fortificat.) a Defence made of large poles Perjury ; for into them was thrown the Oath of him that
or ſtakes.

had ſworn, written on a Note ; which, if true, floated ; but

PALANQUIN, a Kind of Chaiſe or Chair born by Men if falſe, funk to the Bottom . Poetick .

on the Shoulder, much uſed by the Chineſe and other Ea- PALILIA (among the Romans] Feafts and publick Re

ſtern people, for travelling from place to place. joicings celebrated April 20, in Honour of Pales the God

PA'LATE ( palatum , L.) the Roof of the Mouth ; alſo deſs of Shepherds ; during which , they danc'd and leap'd
the Taſte. over Fire made of Bean -ſtraws, Branches of Olives, Pine

PA'LATABLE [of palatum , L.] agreeable to the palate, and Laurel . F.

pleaſant to the Taite. PALILI'CIUM ( Aſtronomy) a fix'd Star of the firſt Magni

PA'LATABLENESS [of palatum , babilis, L. and neſs] tude in the Bull'sEye, called alſo Aldebaran.

Agreeableneſs to the palate or Taſte. PALILOGIA [ Tanshogia , Gr . ] a Figure in Rheto

PALA'TINATE ( palatinat, F. of L. ) the County Pala- rick, when the ſame Word is repeated, as thou , thou An

tine of the Rhine ; the Territories of the Elector Palatine thony.

of Germany. A Province or Signiory poſſeſs’d by a Pala- PALIMBA'CHIUS (with Grammarians) a Foot conſiſting

tine, and from which he takes his Title and Dignity. oftwo long Syllables, and one ſhort, as Nātüră .

PA'LATINE [ palatin, F. ) belonging to the Palace orCourt PALIMPS ESTON [ Taniutns ,Gr. ) a Sort of Paper or

ofan Emperor, or Sovereign Prince, as a Count Palatine. Parchment, uſed for making the firſt Draught of Things,

Mount PA'LATINE (at Rome) one of the 7 Hills on which would bear wiping out, and new Writing in the fame

which the Royal Manſion -Houſe Itood ; whence comes the Place.

Word Palace.
PALINGENESIA [of παλινγενεσία οf πάλιν again and

PA'LATI Os (with Anatomiſts] a ſmall ſquare Bone , form- geveris, Gr . Birth ] the new Birth , or the Paſſage of the

ing the hind part of the palate , and joined to that part of the Soul of a Defunct into another Body.

Osmaxillare , which forms the fore -part of the palate. L. PALI'NDROME [ of Tadivogou 6 , Gr. i. e. running

PALATO Salpingæus (with Anatomiſts] a Muſcle that ari- back ) a Verſe or Sentencewhich runs the fame being read
ſes broad and tendinous from the Edge of the lunated part either forwards or backwards, as, Roma tibi ſubito motibus

of the Os pubis, &c. L. ibit amor.
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PAʼLINGMAN [ old Stat . ) a Merchant Denizen, one born PALLETO'QUE ? [ prob. of pallium & roga , L. ) a Cat
in England. PALLECO'TE S lock or thort Coat with Sleeves , ſuch

PA'LINODY ( Fenivodía , Gr. ) 2 Diſcourſe contrary to a as Pages wear.

preceeding one, a Recantation , or Recalling what one had To Pa’LLIATE ( palliare, L. ] to diſguiſe, daub , colour,
1poken before . or cloak .

Palintochi'a [of rány and tixtew , Gr. to bring PALLIA'Tion , a palliating, mitigating , or cloaking, & c .

forth ] the Delivery of a Child a ſecond Time. PALLIATION (with Phyſicians) is the quicting and aſſuag . .
PA'LISSADE

PALISSA'DO

ing of Pain , and providing againſt the moſt ſevere Symptoms

} [ paliſade, F. ) a Fence of Pales .
of a Diſeaſe, when nothing can be directly levelled againſt

PA'LISES (in Heraldry) repreſents a range of Palifiadoes the Cauſe .

before a Fortification, and ſo repreſented on a PAʼLLIATIVE ( paliatif, F.] ſerving to palliate .

Feſs, riſing up a conſiderable Length , and pointed PALLIATIVE Cure [in Pbvhick] is the anſwering of a

at the Top, with the Field appearing between them . Palliative Indication ; or the Removal , or Mitigation of the

PALISADES [in Architecture.] Symptoms of a Diſeaſe, the Cauſe of it ſtill remaining.

PALISADES [in Gardening) an Ornament in the Alleys PALLIATIVE Indication (with Phyſicians] is where the

of Gardens, wherein Trees are planted, which bear Symptoms ofa Diſeaſe give too much Trouble and Danger,
Pranches froin the Bottom , and which are ſpread in ſuch to have the Cure deferred ' till the Diſeaſe , on which it de

Manner, as to appear a Wall covered with Leaves. pends, is removed .

Turning PALISADES [in Fortification ] an Invention to Pa'llid ( pallidus, L.) pale, wan.

preſerve the Paliſades of the Parapet PA'LLIDNESS [of pallidus, L. and neſs) Palencfs.

from the Shot of the Beſiegers, ſo or- Pa'llidus, a, um [in Botan. Writ.] White with a Caſt

dered that as many of them as ſtood in of Yellow.

the Length of a Rod or 10 Foot, did PallifiCA'TION [in Architect ] is the piling of the

turn up and down likea Trap, ſo that they could not be ſeen Ground-work , or the ſtrengthening it with Piles, or Tim

by the Enemy, but juſt when they brought on their Attack; ber, driven into the Ground.

but nevertheleſs were always ready to do the proper Office of PA'LLIER 2 (Carpentry) a Building, a Landing-place in

Paliſades, as the Figure. Pai'llier Sa Stair - cale ; or a Step, which being broader

Pall'URUS (raširgos, Gr.) the Shrub Chriſt's Thorn. L. than the reſt, ferves for a Reſting-place .

PALL ( palliun, palla, L.] a Robe or Mantle worn by Palm ( palmus, L. ) the inner Part of the Hand ; alſo a

Knights of the Garter. Meaſure of a Hand's Breadth, three Inches.

Pall, a Covering of black Cloth or Velvet, laid over a Palm -Tree Emblematically ] repreſent: Juſtice, becauſe it

Coffin and Corps at a Funeral. is ſaid to produce all itsFruit proportionable to its Leaves ;

Pall (vith Roman Catholicks) a Kind of Ornament made and becauſe the Wood of it is leaft ſubject to Corruption .

of the Wool of Lambs , about the Breadth of 3 Fingers , with The Palm-Tree ( Hieroglyphically) was uſed to repreſent

Labels hanging down before and behind, which the Pope be- the Life of a religious Man , the Root of which is unpleaſant

Itows on Archbiſhops, &c. who wear it about their Necks to look upon,but the Fruit and Branches are grateful both

at the Altar, over their other Veſtments. to the Eye and the Tafte. It alſo is uſed to repreſent Vic

TO PALL [of appaler, F. or palln, C. Br . ] to grow tory, in that it is ſaid to riſe the higher the greater Weight

dat or die, as Wineand other Liquors. do.
it bears.

A croſs PALL [in Heraldry] repreſents the Ornaments Palm of an Anchor, the Flook or broad Part which

of an Archbiſhop ſent from Rome to Metropoli- faſtens into the Ground.

tans, made of the Wooll of white Lambs. Palm -Sunday (ſo called of a Cuſtom of the primitive

See the Eſcutcheon . Chriſtians of bearing Palm -branches, in Memory of the

PA'll-Ma'll, an Exerciſe or Play, where a triumphant Entry of our Saviour into Jeruſalemſ the laſt
round Bowl or iron Ball with a Mallet ſtruck Sunday in Lent, or the Sunday next before EaſterSunday.

thro' an Arch of Iron, ſtanding at either End of an Alley, Palm Worm [in America ] an Inſect about 12 Inches

as in St. James's Park. long, and extreme ſwift in its Motion, having an incredible

PALLA ( old Rec.] a Canopy , ſuch as is borne over the Number of Feet, and 2 Claws at the Headand Tail, with

King at his Coronation ; alſoan Altar -Cloth . which it wounds andpoiſons Perſons, putting them to in

PALLACA'NA , a Sort of Onion .
tolerable Pain for 24 Hours.

Palla'dium (of nárdas, Gr. ) the Statue of Pallas re- To Palm (of Palma, L.] to juggle in ones Hand ; to

preſented holding a Pike in her Hand, that always moved as cogg or cheat at Dice.

ſhe turned her Eyes. The Trojans did believe that this Image Palma, the Palm of the Hand ; alſo the Date - Tree. L.

fell down from Heaven into the Temple before it was co- Palma Chriſti, a Sort of Plant . L.

vered ; and they were told by the Oracle of Apollo, that PALMATA [ old Rec.] a Handful of Corn.

their City ſhould be inexpugnable ſo long as that was with
PALMA're Hordeum [ old Rec .) palm Barley, or ſprat

them . At the Siege of Troy by the Grecians it is ſaid to Barley, a Sort of Grain fuller and broader than common

have been ſtolen away by Ulyfies and Diomedes ; but others Barley ; called alſo Beer Barley, or Battled Barley .

ſay this was a falſe one, which was expos’d to the Publick, Palma'ris Brevis (with Anatomiſts] a Muſcle of the

and that the true one was with the Tutelar Gods, carried by Palm of the Hand , ariſing from the Metacarpus that ſuſtains

Æneas into Italy, which being introduced into Rome, many the little Finger, &c. and proceeds tranſverſly, and is inſert

counterfeit ones were made like it to prevent the true one edinto the eighth Bone of the Carpus, L.

from being ſtolen . PALMARIS Longus [ Anatomy ] a Muſcle of the Palm of
PA'LLAS ( Ild'raes, Gr.] the Goddeſs of War and Wif- the Hand, whichtakes its Kife from the inward Protube

dom, who, according to the Poets, came forth armed out of rance of the Humerus, and is inſerted Side-ways to the Roots

Jupiter's Brain when his Head was cleft by Vulcan . She of the Fingers . It affifts in graſping any Thing firmly.

was alſo callid Minerva, which ſee. PALMA'DA 2 [ old Rec.] a Blow upon the Hand with a

PA'LLAS [in Painting, &c. ] is repreſented in a blue PALMA'DA S Palmer or Ferula .

Mantle embroidered with Silver . Palma'tus, a, um , [in Botan. Writ.] formed like to the

PA'lled [prob . of appale, F.] flat, dead, without Spi- Fingers with a Hand, as are ſome of the Orchis's. L.

rit , as Wine, Beer, Egr.
Pa'lmer ( ſo called of a Branch or Staff of a Palm - Tree,

PALLATS, two Nuts that play in the Fangs of the Crown which they carried in their Hands when they returned

Wheel of a Watch. from the Holy War] a Pilgrim who travels to viſit holy

Pallet [in a Ship] a Partition in the Hold , in which, Places ..

by laying ſome Pigs of Lead, &c. the Ship may be ſuffici- PALMER -Worm , a Caterpillar with many Feet..

ently ballafted without loſing room there. Palmer (Hunt-Term ] the Crown of a Deer's Head .

Pallet [ with Painters ] a thin oval piece of Wood to Palmer [of Palma,L.) the Palm of the Hand, one

lay their Colours on .
who deceitfully cheats at Cards, or coggs at Dice, by keep

PALLET Bed [ prob. of pied, or pié F. a Foot, and lit ing ſome of them in his Hand , & c.

a Bed , q. d . a Bed of the height of the Feet, according to Palmer [of palma, L.] an Inſtrument with which

Skinner. But Minſhew chooſes to derive it from Palea, L. School Boys are ſtruck on the Hand.

Chaff, q . d . a Bed ſtuff’d with Chaff] a Sort of low Bed. Palmes (with Botaniſl ] the Shoot, or young Branch of a

Pa’llet (in Heraldry] is a ſmall Pale , being halfthe Vine ; alſo that Shoot ofa Palm -Tree,onwhich it branches.
Ireadth of a Pale, of which Pallets there are ſometimes ſeve- PA'LMESTRY [of Palma, L. the Palm of the Hand] a

ral in one Shield, and muſt never be charged with any kind of Divination or telling Fortunes by inſpecting the
Thing White or Red. Palm of the Hand ,
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PALMETOIRE, an Indian Tree, of the Juice of which that upon this divulging his Death and Paffion , the Devii.

the Indians make a pleaſant Sort of Wine . who uſed to ſpeak in Oracles, began to deſiſt from that Office .

PA'LMISTER , one skilled in Palmeſtry. PAN ( Hieroglyphically] is piêtured with two Hoins on

Palmo'se ( palmofus, L.] full of or abounding with his Head, andaGarment of a Leopard's Skin about his

Palm - Trees.
Shoulders, and a Rank of ſeven ſlender Pipes in his Hand,

Palmus, a Hand -breadth, a Span from the Thumb to ſo joined together that their Muſick could inake an harmoni

the little Finger. L. ous Confort, to ſignify the Harmony and rare Correſponden

Palms (with Botaniſts] white Buds ſhooting out of Wil- cy that is in the World between the ſeveral Parts that con

lows or Sallows before theLeaf. poſe it . The two Horns did repreſent the Sun , his Gar

PALMUS [with Phyſicians) a fhivering or panting of the ment the beautiful Variety of the Stars .

Heart, cauſed by a Diſorder or Convulſion in the Nerves. PAN, the lower Part of this Deity is hairy , and reſembles

PA'LOUR , a Sort of Fiſh . a Goat, to intimate the Unevenners of the Earth : But the

PA'LPABLE ( palpabilis, L. ) that may be felt or perceived ; upper Part is like a Man. For Æther ( the Sky ) in as much

alſo manifeſt, evident, plain , clear. as Reaſon is ſeated in it, poſſeſſes the Empire of the whole

PA'LPABLY ( palpablement, F.] plainly, evidently, &c. World. They feign him laſcivious, and luftful, becauſe of the

PA’LPABLENESS [of palpabilis, L. and nejs] Capableneſs many Cauſes of Seeds, and the Mixtures which are made

of being felt ; alſo Plainneis, Manifeftneſs. from them .

PALPEBRAE, the Eye- lids, or Coverings of the Eyes. L. He purſues the Nymphs, for he delights in Exhalations,

PALPITATION, a panting, beating quick, or throbbing; which proceed from Humidity , without which it is impolli

the vehement beating of thePulſes, Heart, and Arteries . L. ble that the World ſhould appear.

PA'LPITATING ( palpitans, L.) panting or beating quick . He is faid to be clothed with a Leopard's Skin , as well

PALSTGRAVE [Pſaltigraff, Teut.] a Count or Earl who becauſe of the beautiful Variety of all Things, as alſo be

has the overſeeing of a Prince's Palace. cauſe of the Colours that are ſeen in the World.

PA'LSICAL (paralyticus, L.) having the Palſey. They call him sústov , either becauſe he is blown

PA'LSICALNESS , [of Tapa'auois, Gr . ] Amictedneſs with through by all Winds, áró ti ousialem i. e. of blowing,
the Palſey. or that he is not accommodated to Dancing genteelly ;

Pa'lsy ( paralyſis, L. ) a Diſeaſe. but skips like Country-clowns that have not the Knowledge
To Pa'lter (prob . of paltron, F. ) a Coward to play faft of more polite Mufick, áró të orígtay, i . e. skipping.

and looſe , to deal unfairly ; alſo to ſquander away . PANACEA (ravansia , Gr. of war all, and axbques,

Paltry (prob . of paltron, F. or paltroniere, Ital . ] to Cure, Gr. ] the Herb All-heal.

bad, ſorry, pitiful, of little Value. Panace ' ^ [according to Galen) Medicines which he had

PA'LTING [9. d . pelting] throwing at. in great Eſteem . Thence,

PA'LTRINESS (prob. of pallor, L. and neſs] Pitifulneſs, PANACE'A [with Cbymiſts] is apply'd to their univerſal

Sorrineſs . Medicine, which , as they pretend, will cure all Diſeaſes in all

PALUDAME'NTUM, a military Garment, anciently worn Circumſtances, Conſtitutions, and Ages.

by Generals ; alſo oyal Robe ; alſo a Herald's Jacket, or PANACE'A Mercurialis (with Chymifts] fublimate of

Coat of Arms . L. Mercury or Quick - filver ſweetened , by many repeated Subli

PaludO'sus , u, um, [in Botan . Writ.) the ſame as mations, and the Spirit of Wine.

PALU'STRIS, e, [in Botan. Writ.] growing in Marſhes or PANACEOUS, a Term apply'd to ſeveral Plants, by Rea

Bogs . L. ſon of the extraordinary Virtues aſcribed to them .
PA'Ly Bendy [in Heraldry] is when an Eſcutcheon is PANA'Do ( panada, Ítal. or panade, F.] a Sort of Food ,

divided by Lines perpendicular, which is call?d or Gruel for Infants.

Paly, and then again by others diagonal athwart PANARI'TIUM [with Surgeons) a very painful Swelling

the Shield from the Dexter Side to the Siniſter, at the End of the Finger at the Root of the Nail.

which is callid Bendy. PanA'THENAEA [ofTãv,all, and 'Agnvaia ,Gr. Minerva )

ToPamper ( pamberare, Itai.) to feed high ; alſo to in- Feaſts obſerved at Athens, for the Union of the Towns of

dulge, cocker, or make over much of. Attica, by Theſeus. Here they wreſtled naked, and danc'd

PA'mphlet [of pampire , O. F. of papyrus, L. Paper, as the Pyrrhick Dance in Armour.

Skinner thinks , or oftây Gr. all, and tandey, Gr. to fill ] PA'NCAKE ( Pfankuck , Teut. Pancoeck , Du. ] a Cake

a ſmall Book ſtitcht. fry'd in a Pan.

PAMPHLETEE'R, a Writer of, or a Dealer in Pamphlets. PANCALI'er, a Plant otherwiſe call a Milan Cabbage.

PAMPINE'Forme Corpus, [ Anatomy] a Sort of Plexus, PANCA'R PUS [of was all , and rápatos, Fruit, Gr.] a

or Knot of Blood veſſels, formed by the ſpermatick Veins ; Spectacle or Show , which the Roman Emperors exhibited

which , on their Progreſs through the Teftes, conftitute a Body to the People ; a Kind of Chace or Hunt, of a Number of

called, Corpus varicoſum pampiniforme. Beafts, as Bullocks , Deers, Hares, &c. which being fut

PAN ( Pfann , Tiut. Þanne, Dan. Panne, Sax . ] a Vef- up in the Circus or Amphitheatre, into which, Trees were
fel of various Metals and for various Uſes. frequently tranſplanted ſo as to form a Kind of Foreſt, were

PAN ( Tây, Gr . All.] Hence Mythologiſts find Secrets of let out to the People, and thoſe who would purſued , thot,

Nature couch'd , and thattáv ſignifies the Univerſe. An killed and cut inpieces all they could ;others ſuppoſe Pancara

ancient Egyptian Deity calld by them Mandes, a He-goat in pus to be also a Combat wherein robuſt People, hired for that
the Shape of which he was there worlhiped . But the Purpoſe, fought with wild Beaſts.

Greeks ſay he was the Son of Penelope the Daughter of Ica- PA'NCART, a Paper of the Rates and Cuſtoms due to the

rus, whom Mercury raviſh'd in theShape of a He-goat, and French King.

born in Arcadia, whencehe was eſteem'd a rural Deity, and PANCHRE'Sta [ Tarxshsa, Gr . ] Medicines good or

the God of Mountains , Woods, and Shepherds . profitable againſt all Diſeales.

Plutarch, in a Tract of his Morals , callid , Tepi Tūv ashoi- PA'NCHROS [ tárxews of tãy andXewa, Gr. Colour) a

FÓTWY Xensugiari. e. WbyOracles ceaſe to give Anſwers, tells precious Stone, that is almoſt of all Colours.

us a notable Story , that a Ship failing out ofGreece into Italy PANCHYMA'GOGA [of rão all , xuu Humour, and

was becalmed about the Echinades, and the Perſons in the dywgós a Leader ] univerſal Purges, Medicines which

Ship hear'd a Voice loudly calling on one Thamus an Egyptic diſperſe all Humours in the Body.

an, who was then in the Ship , who made no Anſwer to the PANCRATICAL ( prancraticus, L. ofrävall , and xgero ,

firſt or ſecond Call , butatthe third reply'd, here am 1 ; then Gr. Power) almighty.

the Voice ſpake again , bidding him when he came to the PANCRATIUM [of não all, and xgát a Might] the Ex .

Palodes to make it known that the great God Pan was dead, erciſe of Wreſtling, Boxing, &c.

and that , when they came to the Palodes, which are cer- PA'NCREAS [ TávXsens, Gr. of Tay all, and zsías,

tain Shelves and Rocks in the Ionian Sea , Thamus ſtanding Gr. Fleſh ) the Sweet-bread of an Animal.

on the Poop of the Ship did as the Voice directed him ; Pa'ncREAS Afjelli (in comparative Aratom .) a large Gland

whereupon was heard a mighty Noiſe of many together, in the Middle of the Meſentery of ſome Brutes, to which
who all ſeem'd to groan and lament, with terrible and hideous moſt of the Lacteals reſort, and whence the Chyle is con

Shriekings. News hereof coming to Tiberius the Emperor vey'd.

of Rome, he cauſed the learned Men to enquire out of their PANCREA'Tick, of or pertaining to the Sweet-bread.

Books who that Pan ſhould be ; who anſwered, that he was PANCREA'TICUS Ductus, ſee duétus pancreaticus.

the Son of Mercury and Penelope. But thoſe who more nar- PancreA'TICK Juice, an inſipid , limpid Juice or Hu

rowly examined theCircuinſtances of this Accident, found it mour, ſeparated from the Blood , and prepared in the Pen

happen at the Time when our Saviour ſuffered on the Croſs, creas.

who was the true God Pan, and Shepherd of our Souls ; and PANDALER [in Pharmacy ] a ſolid Electuary.

PA's
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PA'NDECTS (cardxtus of fãy, and Nixovat, I re- PANTS Vocatus fBlackwhilf a middle Sort of Bread be

ceive] Books treating on all Subjects and Queitions ; alſo twixt white and brown, the coarſer Bread in religious

a Volume of the Civil-Law , ſo called from the Univerſality Houſes made for ordinary Gueſts, whereas the Bread for

of its Comprehenſion. the Convent was pure Manchet.

PANDE'MIUS Morbus [of wav, Gr. all , and , PANNA'DE (in the manage] the curvetting or prancing of

the Body, Gr. ] a Diſeale which is univerſally rife every a ſtout Horſe .

where. PA'NNAGE 7 the Mall of Woods , as of Beech, Acorns,

Pa'nder [ Incert. Etym .] a male Bawd, a Pimp, alſo one PA'UNAGE S &c. which Swine, &c. feed on ; allo

who takes a Bribe to hold his Tongue . the Money taken for feeding Hogs in the King's Foreſt ; allo

PANDICULA'TION , a ſtretching out one's ſelf and yawning a certain Impofition upon Cloth .

both together ; a Wreſtleſneſs that uſually accompanies the PA'NNEL ( panneau , F. ) a Square of Wainſcot, & c. alſo

cold Fit of an intermitting Fever. a Roll containing the Names of Jurymen ; alſo a Sort of

PANDORA (ártay Sõpet, i. e. receiving the Gifts of Saddle for a Horſe that carries Burdens.

all the Gods] a Woman (according to the Poets) made by PANNEL (with Falconers) the Pipe next to the Hawk's

Vulcan, at the Commandof Jupiter, whom every God
Fundament.

adorned with ſeveral Gifts. Pallas gave her Wiſdom , PA'NNICLE ( panniculus, L.] a Membrane.

Venus Beauty, Apollo Muſick, Mercury Eloquence ; PANNI'CULUS, a ſmall Clout or Rag, L.

others ſay, the Mother of Deucalion, who ſent a Box to PANNI'CULUS Carnojus [ Anatomy ] a fleſhy Membrane,

Epimetheus, filled with all kinds of Evils , who having re- which the ancient Anatomiſts ſuppoſed to be common to the

ceived it, opened it , and out they all flew and fill'd the Earth whole Body ; and to be the 4th Integument or Covering of

with Diſeales, and all other Calamities. Heſychius ex- it, after the epidermis, cutis & adipoſus.

pounds this of the Earth as beſtowing all Things neceſſary PA'NNIERS (panieres, Ital . and F.) a Sort of Bread

for Life. Baskets , or Dorfers for carrying on Horſe-back .

PANDOR'Atrix [ old Stat. ] an Ale -wife, or the who Pa'nnier Man ( in the Inns of Court) one who winds a
brews and ſells Drink. Horn or rings a Bell to call the Gentlemen to Dinner or Sup

PANDO're (pandura, L.) a muſical Inſtrument reſembling per, and provides Muſtard, Pepper and Vinegar for the Hall.
a Lute.

PANNO'NIUS, a, um . [in Botan. Writ .) growing in Pan

PANE ( panneau, F.] a Square of Glaſs, Wainſcot, &c. nonia or Hungary, properly in thoſe Parts of Hungary that

PANEGY'RICAL [ Fanyugixós, Gr. ] of or pertain- lie to the North Eaſt of the Danube, L.

ing to a Panegyrick . PA'NNUS , any Cloth , Stuff, or Clothing, L.

PANEGY'RICK (among theGreeks) a Church Book, con- PA'NNUS (with Oculiſts] a Diſeaſe in the Eye, when

fiſting of Panegyricks or Diſcourſes, in Praiſe of Jeſus the Veſſels which run to the Corners fwell with Blood , by
Chriſt and the Saints. Reaſon of a Stoppage or Inflamınations ; ſo that a fleſhy

PANEGY'RICK ( Trannyugixón, Gr . ) an Oration or Trea- Web afterwards covers the whole or part of it.

tiſe, Complemental or Laudatory , to or on a Prince, or PANOPLI'Α [ σπανοαλία οf σας all , and όπλα Armour ,

worthy Perſon , or Virtue. Gr. ] compleat Armour or Harneſs.

PANEGY'R IST [warng usiozis, Gr.] a Maker or Wri- PANSELE'NE [of wär and Osalu'n, Gr . ] the full Moon.
ter of Panegyricks. Pa'nsy [ penſie, F.] a Sort of Flower calld Heart's

To PANEGYRI'Ze [ cerngueiš w ,Gr . ) to write or ſpeak Eaſe..
Panegyricks. PANSOPHI'A [ r avropic of räs and Gopia , Gr. Wiſdom ]

PANEITY [of panis, L. Bread] the Effence of or the univerſal Wiſdom .

Quality of being Bread. Prior. To Pant ( panteler, F.] to fetch ones Breath ſhort, to

PANE'LLA [ in Law ] a little Page ; a Schedule or Roll breathe quick.

PANE'LLUM 3 of Parchment, & c. It is uſed - more PANTAGRU'ELIST, a good Companion, imitating Panta

particularly for a Schedule or Roll, containing the Names gruel, a feigned Giant in Rabelais.

of ſuch jurors, as the Sheriff returns to paſs upon any PANTAIS 2 [with Falconers) a Hawk's hard fetching of

Trial .
PA'ntas S Wind.

PANE'TIA ( Ant. Deeds] a Pantry or Place to ſet up cold A PANTALOON , a Buffoon , or Jack -Pudding dreſs'd in

Viêtuals. a Pantaloon .

PANGS (prob. of Pains, Eng. or paneigen , Text. to PANTALOONS ( ſo called of Pantaleon , the Patron of thoſe

Torment] violent Fitsor Throws of Pain . Buffoons]a Sort of Garment anciently worn , conſiſting

A PA'NICK 3 ſudden Conſternation that fiezes upon of both Breeches and Stockings, and both of the ſame

PA'Nick Fear Mens Fancies, without any viſible Cauſe, Stuff.

a needleſs or ill-grounded Fright. The Reaſon why theſe PANTCH (with Sailors) a Sort of Mat or Covering of

Terrors are attributed to Pan, was, as ſome ſay, becauſe Ropes to keep the Sails from fretting.

when Oſiris was bound by Typho, Pan and the Satyrs ap- Panta'rbe, a precious Stone, called the Stone of the Sun.

pearing , caſt him into a Fright; or becauſe he frighted PA'NTERS (with Hunters] Toils or Nets to catch Deer

all the Giants that wagedWaragainſt Jupiter : Oras others with.

ſay, that when Pan was Bacchus's Lieutenant-General in his Pa'ntex ( Anatomy] the Paunch or Belly ; alſo a Sort of

Indian Expedition , being encompaſſed in a Valley, with an Gall on the Neck of draught Beaſts, L.

Army of Enemies far ſuperior to them in Number, he PA'NTHEA [among the Romans )ſingle Statues compoſed

adviſed the God to order his Men to give a general Shout, of the Figures or Symbols of ſeveral different Divinities ;

which fo ſurprized the oppoſite Army, that they immediate or Figures on Medals, the Heads of which are adorned

ly fled from their Camp. And hence it came to paſs, that with Symbols of ſeveral Gods, as one of Antoninus Pius,

all ſudden Fears impreſs'd upon MensSpirits, without any which repreſents Serapis by the Buſhel it bears, &c.
juſt Reaſon , were, by the Greeks and Romans called, Panick PA'NTHEAN Statues, Statues that repreſented all or the

Terrors. moſt conſiderable of the Heathen Deities, diftinguiſhed by

PA'NICULA (with Botanifts] a ſoft woolly Beard, or their ſeveral peculiar Marks, which were placed above,

String whereon the Seeds of ſome Plants hang pendulous, about, or upon the Statues : Jupiter was known by his

as in Reeds, Millet, &c. Thunder-bolt ; Juno by her Crown ; Sol by his Beams ;

PANI'CULATE. See paniculatus. Mars by his Helmet ; Venus by her Beauty ; Mercury by

PANICULA'TUS , a, um. [in Botan. Writ.] a Plant is ſaid Wings at his Feet or his Caduceus ; Bacchus by Ivy ; Ceres by
to be fluribus paniculatas, i. e . with paniculate Flowers a Cornu Copia, or Ears of Corn ; Diana by a Creſcent; and

when it bears a great Number of Flowers ſtanding upon Cupid by a Bundle of Arrows, & c.

long Foot-Italks, iſſuing on all Sides from the middle Stalk ; PANTHEO'LOGIST (of vãvall, and sorógo , a Divine,
the whole Bunch being broad at the Bottom or in the Mid . Gr. ] a Student or Writer of univerſal or a whole Body of Di

dle, and growing narrower towards the Top, as in ſome vinity.
Starworts. PANTHEON (of warty Secon, Gr. i. e. of all the Gods

Panis , Bread, L. a Temple in Rome, built in a round Form by Agrippa, the

Panis , armigerorum [old Rec. ] Bread diſtributed to Ser- Son in Law of Auguftus, adorned with Marble of various

Colours . In the Walls were Niches, in which the Statues

PANIS , fortis & durus, ſee Pain fort. &c. of the Gods were placed . The Gates were of Braſs, the

Panis militaris [ ord Rec. ] Ammunition or Camp Bread ; Beams covered with Braſs gilt, and the Roof was of Silver
a coarſe and black Sort of Bread , hard Bisket, L. Plates. It was dedicated to . Jupiter Vindex. It was fince

Paris Porcinus ( Botany ] the Herb Sow -Bread, L. conſecrated by Pope Boniface III. to the Virgin Mary, and

is now called SantaMaria della rotunda,

6 B Pax
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PANTHER [ Travane, of qär all , and gile, a wild Beaſt, Gr. ] Pa'rpus (with Botanifs) that foft light Down, which

ſo named , becauſe it has the Fierceneſs of all Beaſts put grows out of the Seeds of ſome Plants, as Dandelion ,

together. Thiſtles, & c. which buoys them up ſo in the Air, that they .

PANTHER ( Hieroglyphically] is put to repreſent Hypo- are capable of being blown about any where by the Wind.

criſy and Deceit ; becauſe it is related , that the Scent of its Pa'ppy [of pappus, L.] ſoft, ſpungy.

Skin attracts all other Beaſts ; but it having a fierce Counte- PAPULA [in Surgery ) a Swelling with many reddiſh

nance whichfrightens them , it covers it with her two fore Pimples, which eat and 1pread, L.

Paws, ' till they come nearer, ſo that ſhe can the more eaſily PAPY'RUS ( aauupós , Gr .] a Flag- Shrub that grows in

fieze them . the Marſhes, and ſtanding Waters , near the River Nile in

PA'NTING (pantelant, F.] fetching the Breath ſhort, or Egypt, of which they made Paper ; hence our Word Paper.

breathing quick. Par, equal, as to be at par, is to be equal .

PANTLER 2 [ panetiere, F.) an Officer who keeps the Par of Exchange ( in Commerce ) is when one to whom a

Pa'nter Bread in the Houſe of a King or Nobleman . Bill is payable, receives on the Account juſt ſo much Mo

PANTOFFLES ( pantoufles, F.) high ſoled Slipper, Pan- ney in Value , as was paid to the Drawer by the Remitter.

tables : Hence, to ſtand upon the Pantables ( pantoufles] Par vag um [in Anatomy] a pair of Nerves that arile be

fignifies ſtrenuouſly to infist upon , or ſtand up for his low the auditory Nerves, from the Sides of the medulla oblon

Honour, &c. gata .

PANTOMETER (σαντόμετρον οf πάν all , and , μετρον PA'RABLE [wagabors , Gr. ] a continued Similitude or

Meaſure , Gr.] a Mathematical Inſtrument for meaſuring all Compariſon ; a Declaration or Expoſitionof a Thing by
Sorts of Angles, Heights , Lengths, &c. Way of Similitu de or Compariſon ; a dark Saying , an Alle

Pan'roMIME ( Tartóuero , Gr. ) a Player that can mi gory ; a Fable, or allegorical Inſtructi

mick or repreſent the Geſture, and counterfeit the Speech of on founded on ſomething real or appa

rent in Nature or Hiſtory ; from

Pa'nton -Shoe, a Shoe contrived for recovering narrow which , fome Moral is drawn , by com

and hoof -bound Heels in Horſes. paring it with ſome other Thing in

PA'NTRY ( paneterie, F. ) a Place where Bread and other
which Perſons are more immediately

Viftuals are ſet up. concerned .

PANURGIA ( saruggia , Gr. ] Craftineſs, Subtilty , Skill
B

PARABOLA [ Fapglorin, Gr .) is a

in all sorts of Matters . Curve, as A B C , made by cutting

PA'NUS [with Surgeons) a Sore in the glandulous Parts. Cone by a Plane A E, parallel to

PAP ( pappa, L. ) a Nipple or Teat ; alſo a sort of Food one of its Sides, as F G.

for Infants . PARA'BOLA [of mapabánna , Gr.]

PA'PA (of fantas, Gr. ſome take it for the Pope] a a Figure ariſing from the Section of a

Contraction of pater patriæ , a Father of his Country ; Cone, when cut by a plain parallel to

others of pater patriarcharum, a Father of Patriarchs, others one of its Sides .

of Pape, L. O. wonderful ! PARABOLA (with Rhetoricians) a figurative Expreſſion ,

Pa'racy ( papauté, F. papatus, L.) a Pope's Dignity, or when one Thing is uttered , and another ſignified.

the Time of his Government. PARABOLANI, a Set of Perſons

PA'PAL ( papalis, L.) of or pertaining to the Pope. who, in the Alexandrian Church ,

PAPA'VER , a Poppy, L. EL EB
devoted themſelves to the Service

PAPA'VEROUS (Papavereus, L.) of or pertaining to a E MB
of Churches and Hoſpitals.

Poppy. I_AB PARABOLICK Cuneus [Geometry ]

PAPAYER [in the Caribbee Iſlands) a Kind of Fruit. is a Solid thus formed : Multiply
EL_AI IB

Pa'per [ Papyrus, L. of Tamugós, Gr.) a Subſtance all the A B's into A E's ; or , which

A
made of Rags milled, for Writing and other Uſes. See Pa is all one, upon the Baſe FGH ,

Pyrus . erect a Priſm , whoſe Altitude ſhall

Pa'per-Shoes ( Hieroglyphically) repreſented Prieſthood H beFE;and this ſhall be the pa

among the Egyptians ; becauſe their Prieſts wore no other.
rabolick Cuneus, which is equal in

Papi'lio , a Butter-Fly , L. Solidity to the parabolical Pyramidoid.

Papiliona'ceus, a, um . [in Botanick Writers] like a D PARAABOLICK Space ( in Geometry) is the Area

Butter-Fly. contained between the Curve of the Parabola, and

PapilioNA'CEOUS Flower, is one that reſembles a But a whole Ordinate BC. This isthe of the

ter- Fly, with its Wings expanded, as in Peas and Beans. c circumſcribing Parallelogram BCDE in the com

It always conſiſts of theſe 4 Parts ; 1. The Standard, which mon Parabola.

is a large erect Segment or Petal. 2 and 3 The Wings ParaBO'LICK Pyramidoid [in Geometry) a ſolid Figure,

which are 2 Segments or Petals, compoſing the sides . 4. The ſo called from its particular Formation.

Keell which is a Concave Petal or Segment, reſembling the ParaBO'LICK Conoid (in Geom .] a ſolid Figure generated

lower Part of a Boat. N. B. The Keel is ſometimes intire ; by the Rotation of a Semi-parabola about its Axis, and is equal
fometimes it conſiſts of 2 Petals or Segments adhering pretty to half of its circumſcribing Cylinder.

cloſe together. PARABO'LICAL2 [ parabolicus, L. capa Bonexós, Gr . ) of,

PAPI'LLAE Inteſtinorum (with Anatom .) are ſmall Glan- PARABO'LICK S or pertaining to a parable , or parabola.

dules, of which the innermoſt Coat of the Inteſtines or PARABO'LICK (in Geometry) a ſolid Body formed by the

Guts is full ; the Office of it is to ſoak in the ſtrained Juice turning of a Semi-parabola about its Ordinate.

called Chyle, and to diſtribute it to the lacteal Veins. PARABO'LICALLY [ paraboliquement, F.]by Way ofParable.

PAPI'LLAE ( Anatomy] the Nipples or Teats of the ParaBO'LICALNESS [of parabolicus, L. and neſs] the Be

Breaſts. ing of the Nature or Manner of a Parable.

PAPILLAE Pyramidales [ Anatomy] little Eminences ariſing ParaBO'LIFORM, of the Form of a Parabola .

froin the ſubcutaneous Nerves. PARA'BOLISM ( with Algebraifta ] is the Diviſion of the

PAPILLAE Lingua ( Anatomy ] little Eminences on the Terms of an Equation by a known Quantity, that is invol
Tongue, ſo called on account of their Reſemblance to the ved or multiplied in the firſt Term .

Papilla of the Breaſt, L. PARABOLOU'D [Geom. ] a Solid formed by the Circumvo

PAPILLARUM Proceſſus [in Anatomy] are the Extremities lution of a Parabola about its Axis.

of the olfactory Nerves , which convey the flimy Humours PARABO'LOIDES (in Geom .] are parabolas, of the higher

by the Fibres that puts thro’the OsCribriforme to the Noſtrils Kinds .

and Palate. PARACELSIAN, a Phyſician who follows the Practice or

Pa'pist ( papiſte, F.] one who profeſſes the Popijb Re- Method of Paracelſus.

ligion . ParacelsI'stick Medicines, ſuch as are prepared after

PA'PISTRY [ papiſme, F.] the Principles or Doctrines of Paraceljus's Method .

PAPISM Šthe Papiſts. PARACE'NTESIS ( Fazaxévtnots of wapaxsvléw , to pierce,

PAPI'STICAL [of papiſte, F.] of or pertaining to the Gr. ] a Perforation of the Chelt to diſcharge corrupt Matter
Papifts. lodg'd there, or of the Abdomen to let out Water as in a

PAPI'STICALLY, after a Popiſh Manner, Dropſy.

PAPI'STICALNESS, Popiſhneſs. PARACE'NTRICK Motion or Impetus (in the new Aftronomy]

Pappo'sus, a, um . [in Botan. Writ.] downy or feathered , a Term uſed for lo much as the revolving Planet approaches
as the Seed of Dandelion, Starwort, GC. L. nearer to, or recedes farther from the Sun, or Center of

PAPPOUSNESS [of pappojus, L. and nejs] downineſs, Attraction .

ſoftneſs, ſpungineſs . PARACE'N
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PARACE'NTRICK Sollicitation of Gravity or Levity (in PARAGO'GICALLY [of nagagwan, Gr.a Production or

Mechanicks) is the ſamewith the vis centripeta . Lengthening) according to the figure called Paragoge.
ParachRO'NISM [ofwapd and xgóros , Time,Gr.] an Er- PA'RAGON, [paragone, Itai.] a compleat Model or Pattern ;

ror or Miſtake in the Time of any Action, falſe Chrono- alſo a Compeer or Equal ; alio a peerleſs Dame, or Woman
logy .

PARA'CIUM [in Doom's Day - Book ] is the Tenure which is PARACO'RICKS ( Hepazosince of magdyopía, Gr. to mi

between Partners . tigate] Medicines for alleviating or aſſuaging P.in.
Paracle're [ mapuérantos, Gr. ] a Comforter, an PARAGRAPH [ wo.pageanc , Gr.) a ſmaller Section of a

Advocate. Book, where a Line breaks off, a Section or Diviſion ; ſo,ma

PARACMASTICA Febris [of rageérun, Gr. ] a Fever ny Books are divided into Sections, and Sections into Pa
which declines daily .

ragraphs. The Character of a Paragraph in a Quotation

ParacMA'STICAL [ maganueasinos, Gr.] of or pertain is g.

ing to a Kind of continual hot burning Fever, in which Paragraphe (with Rhetoricicians]a declining or waving

the Heat, when it is at its Height, diininiſheth by little and the Matter in Controverſy.

little , 'till it ceaſes totally . PARAGRA'PHE ( Tagay sapil, Gr . ] a Writing a Note in

Para'cme (auganun, Gr .] that Part of Life, in the Margin of a Book.

which a Perſon is ſaid to grow old , and which , according to PARAGRAʼPHE [with Poets] a Figure, when after having

Galen, is from 35 to 49 , at which Time a Perſon is ſaid to diſpatched one Subject, they paſs on to another ; as Hactenus

be Old . Arvorum cultus & ſidera cæli ; nunc te Bacche canam .

PARACOE [of wapaxouw , Gr. to hear difficultly] Deafneſs. PARAGRA'PHICALLY [of Fagagsapa, Gr.] Paragraphby
PARASY'NANCHÉ (of care and xurdyxn, of eagal and Paragraph, or in Paragraphs.

xiwa Dog, and a yxw to ſtrangle, Gr. ) an Inflammation in PARALE'psis [ wagaaenfes, Gr . ] an omitting or paſſ

the outward Muſcle of the Throat, a Diſeaſe that Dogs are ing by.

much ſubject to . PARALIPO'MENA [wapansemaunya, Gr. i. e. left out]
Para'de , a great Shew, State ; the Expoſal of any Thing a Supplement of Things omitted or left out in ſome pre

to view ; ceding Work or Treatiſe. The 2 Books of Chronicles in the

The Bed ofParade,that on which a Perſon lies in State. Old Teſtament, ſo called becauſe ſome things are related

PARA'De [in Fencing) the Act of Parrying or turning there, which are omitted in the 2 Books of Kings.

offany Puſh or Stroke. PARALIPSIS [with Rhetoricians] a Kind of Irony,

PARA'De (with Military Men ] the Place of Aſſembling for wherein that Thing ſeems to be let paſs, which nevertheleſs

Troops, F. is deſigned to be inſiſted on at large,with theſe Words, I ſay

PARADIA'STOLE [ megadrasons, Gr . ) a Separation, a Di- nothing of, I paſs by, &c.

ſtinction ; a Figure in Rhetorick which joins Things that PARAʼLIUS, a Šort of Herb or Spurge that grows near

ſeem to have one import ; and thews how much they dif
the Sea.

fer, by ſubjoining to each its proper Meaning, as Triſte lupus Parala'CTICAL ? of or pertaining to a Parallax.
ftabulis, maturis frugibus imbres. L. PARALA'CTICKS

PA'RADIGM ( magáédergua of mapedsexrúa Gr. to ſhew PARALACTICAL Angle (with Aſtronomers) is the Angle

according to] an Example. made in the Center of the Star, by 2 right Lines drawn,

PARADIGRAMMATICE [ofmagádegra, an Example, and the one from the Center of the Earth, and the other from

gsekuepede, aPicture, Gr. ] the Art of inaking all Sorts of Fi- its Surface .

gures in Plaſter : The Artiſts of this workmanſhip are callid PARALLAX ( parallaxis, L. magdanašis, Gr. Variation]

Gypſochi. an Arch of the Heavens intercepted between the true

PARADISE [of wapáduros of mapa and Gevo , to water, Place of a Star, and its apparent Place.

Gr. or rather of 0749, Heb.] a Place of Pleaſure. The Gar- Horizontal PARALLAX (with Aftronom .] is when the Sun,

den of Eden , where Adam and Eve reſided during their In- Moon, or any other Planet is in the Horizon ; which is the

nocency ; alſo the Manſion of Saints and Angels that enjoy greateſt of all ; or it is the Difference between the real

the Sight of God, the Place of Bliſs in Heaven ; according and apparent Place of a Planet, when it is riſing and

to theNotion of the Greeks, it is an Incloſure, or Park, ſtored ſetting.

with all Sorts of Plarts and wild Beaſts of Pleaſure ; and with PARALLAX of Latitude (with Aſtronomers) is an Arch

us, any delightful Place is called a Paradiſe. ofa great Circle paſſing by the Poles of the apparent Place of

Bird of PA'RADISE , a rare Bird ſo called , either on Ac- the Star, and comprehended between 2 Circles of the

count of its fine Colours , &c. or elſe becauſe it is not known Ecliptick, equally diſtant, one of which paſſes by the true

where it is bred, from whence it comes, or whither it Place of the Star , and the other by its apparent Place.

goes. PARALLAX of Longitude ( Ajiron.) an Arch of the

PARADI's , grana, Cardamum Seed , L. Ecliptick lying between 2 great Circles, one of which paſſes

PARADI'SUS [in Ant. Ecclefiaftical Writers] a ſquare Court from the Polesof the Ecliptick and the Star's real Place; the

before Cathedrals, ſurrounded with Piazzas or Porticos for other from the ſaid Poles by its apparent Place.

Perſons to walk under , being ſupported with Pillars. PARALLAX of the Moon to the Sun ( Aſtron .] is the Ex

PA'RADOX [masádogov, Gr.] a Propoſition ſeeminglyceſs of the Parallax of the Moon above the Sun.

abſurd, becauſe contrary to the common Opinion . PARALLAX of Aſcenſion ( Allrun .] is the Difference be

PARADOX [with Rhetoricians) is ſomething caſt in by the tween the true and apparent Aſcention of a Planet.

by, contrary to the Opinion or Expectation of the Auditors, PARALLAX of Declination ( Aftron .] is the Difference

which is otherwiſe called Hypomone. between the true and apparent Declination of a Planet ,
PARADO'XICAL , of or pertaining to a Paradox. PARALLAX [in Levelling) is uſed for the Angle con

PARADO'XICALNESS , the Nature or Quality of a Paradox. tained between the true Level, and that of the apparent

PARADOXO'LOGY [cagadoEología , Gr. ] a ſpeaking Level.
Paradoxes. PARALLEL [ parallelus, L. of ruparanao , Gr. ] equi.
PARADROME [wagad quis, Gr . ) a Wall or Gallery diftant; equally or every where alike diftant alunder.

having no Shelter over Head . A PARALLEL ( ragdaannos, Gr.] a Compariſon of
PA'rage (Law Term ] an Equality of Name, Blood or Perſons and Things one with another.

Dignity ; but eſpeciallyof Land in the Partition of an In- A PARALLEL ( in Geography] a Space on the terreſtrial
heritance between Coheirs.

Globe, comprehended between 2 Circles parallel to the

Para'GIUM (Civil Law ] the Right of the younger Chil- Equinoctial.
dren of Noblemen , to hold Part of the main Eſtate, without TO PARALLEL [mettre en parallele, F. of ragaana ,

doing Homage to the elder Brother . Gr.) to make or run equal to or with.

PARAGIUM [ old Larv ] is taken for the equal Condition PA'RALLEL Lines [ in Geometry ] are ſuch Lines as lie

between 2 Parties to be eſpouſed or married . equally diſtant from each other in all their Parts ; ſo that if

PARAGO'GE [magayon, Gr.) a Figure in Gram . or they were infinitely extended they would never touch,

Rhetorick, whereby a Letter or Syllable is added at the End

of a Word, without adding any Thing to the Senſe of it ; A Circular PARALLEL [in Geometry) is one Line or

this Figure is frequent with the Hebrews, as 70728 Circle drawn without or within another Circle, as ☺ .

or 97281,willbleſs, and dicier for dici, withthe Latins. Pa'RALLEL Circles (with Aſtronomers] all the leſſer Cir
PARAGOCE [with Surgeons) that fitneſs of the Bones to cles ; and particularly the Circles of Latitude, which being

one another, that is diſcernable in their Articulation. parallel to one another and to the Equinoctial, ſerve for

PARAGO'GICAL, of or pertaining to the Figure Para- the inore eaſy accounting the Degrees of Latitude.

goge.

PA'RALLEL

che

could

EI

as .
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PARALLEL Planes [in Geom. ] are all thoſe Planes, PARAME'SUS (of page and usoos , Gr . the Middle) the

which have all the Perpendiculars drawn betwixt them equal next Finger to the middle one, the Ring-Finger.

to each other. PARAMETER [in Geometry ) a conftant right Line in ſeve

PARALLEL Rays [in Opticks) are thoſe which keep at an ral of the Conick Sections, called alſo Latus rectum ,or a third

equal Diſtance to each other, from the viſible Object to the proportional Line called Abjcila, and any Ordinate of a Pa

Eye , which is ſuppoſed to be infinitely remote from the rabola .

Objects. PA'R AMOUNT (of para above, and montar, Span . or mo er ,

PA'RALLEL Ruler, an Inſtrument for drawing Lines pa- F. to mount] above, or over all , ſupreme.

rallel to each other. Lord PARAMOUNT [ in our Law] the ſupreme Lord of

PARALLEL Sailing, is the Sailing between 2 Places under the Fee.

the ſame Latitude . Paramour ( qui parat amorem, L. i. e. who engages

Pa'RALLEL Sphere ( Aſtron .] that Poſition of the Sphere Love) a Sweet-heart.

that has one Pole in the Zenith , and the other in the Nadir, Para'nesis ( magalysois, Gr . ) a Precept, Admonition,

and the Equinoctial in the Horizon . or Inſtruction.

Parallels [in Geom .) are Lines, which always keep at ParanE'TICAL [ Trapainetixds, Gr. ] apt , tending to,

an equal Diſtance, the one from the other. or pertaining to Perfuafion, or Admonition .

PARALLELS of Altitude (in Alron.) are Circles parallel PARANE'TE ( @ aegvýtn, Gr. ) in Milfick the Sound of

to the Horizon , imagined to paſs thro' every Degree and the ſixth String, ſo called as being next to the laſt.

Minute of the Meridian between the Horizon and Zenith. PARANE'TE, Diezeugmenon , the Note of d --la--fol--re.

PA'R ALLELS of Declination ( with Aſtronomers) are Cir- PARANE'TE , Hyperbolæon, the Note 8 --Sol -- re--ut.

cles parallel to the Equinoctial, ſuppoſed to paſs thro' every PARANE'TE, Synemmenon, the Note called c -- Jul-- fa.

Degree and Minute of the Meridian between the Equinocti- PARANI'T ES [ degvitns, Gr. ) a precious Stone, a Kind
al and each Pole of the World. of Amethyſt.

PA'R ALLELS of Latitade [in Aſtronomy) are leſſer Circles PA'RANYMPH (weegruppo , Gr.) a Bride-Man or Bride

of the Sphere parallel to the Ecliptick , imagined to paſs Maid , & c. who directed the nuptial Solemnities, and took

thro' every Degree and Minute of the Colures. Care of the well -ordering of theWedding.

Paralle'LISM ( Taporedouc , Gr.) the being pa- PARANYMPH [in the Univerſities) one who makes a

rallel , parallel Nature or Quality, that by which 2 Things Speech in Praiſe of thoſe who are commencing Doctors.

become equidiſtant from one another. PARAPE'GMA [mapa'Tigua , Gr. ] a Table or Plate of

PARALLE'LISM of the Axis of the Earth ( Aſtron ) is Braſs fixed to a pillar on which, in antient Times, Laws,

the Earth's keeping its Axis in itsannual Revolution round Ordinances, Proclamations, &c. were engraven .

the Sun , or (according to the Copernican Syſtem ) in a Po- PARAPEGMA, a Table ſet up publickly, giving an Ac

fition alway parallel to it felf. count of the Seaſons of the Year, the Riſing and Setting of

ParallelISM, a Machinecontrived for the ready and the Stars, Eclipſes of the Sun and Moon. Hence

exact Reduction or Copying of Deſigns, Schemes, & c. in PARAPEGMATA (with Aſtrologers] Tables on which they

any proper Portion , called alſo a Parallelogram , or Parallelo- draw Figures, according totheirArt.

grammick Protraćtor. PARAPET (parapetto Ital. of parare, to defend , and petto ,

PARALLELOGRAM (ragarróygąupov, Gr. ] a plain Fi- the Breaſt] a Breait -Work in Fortification ; a Defence or

gure bounded by 4 right Lines , whereof the Screen on the Outſide of a Rampart of a fortified Place, rai

oppoſite are parallel one to the other, as in this ſed 6 or 7 Foot high to cover the Soldiers and the Canon

Figure . from the Fire of the Enemy.

PARALLE'LOGRAM, an Inſtrument compoſed PA'RAPH 2a particular Character, Knot, or Flouriſh ,
of 5 Rulers of Braſs or Wood, with ſliding Sockets to be PA'RAPHESwhich Perſons habituate themſelves to make,

ſet to any Proportion for the inlarging or diminiſhing of always in thefame Manner at the End of their Name, to
any Map or Draught. prevent their Signature from being counterfeited.

PARALLELOGRAMMICAL2[ ofπαράλληλοςandγραμμα PARAPHI'MOSIS [ of rapal and puWris, of quów,

PARALLELOGRA'MMICK 3 Gr. ] of or belonging to a to tie with a Bridle, Gr.]a Diſorder of the Peniswherein the

Parallelogram . Prepuce is ſhrunk, and withdrawn behind the Glands, ſo as

PARALLELOGRAʼMMIck Protractor, a Braſs Semicircle not to be capable to be brought to cover the ſame.

with 4 Rules in Form of a Parallelogram , made to move to
Para'PHERNA

3 [ ragdongue of nagai beſides, and
any Angle; one of thoſe Rulers is an Index that ſhews on PARAPHERNA'liabona Spegoj, Gr. a Dower) thoſe

the Semicircle the Quantity of any Angle , either inward Goods which aWife challengeth over and above her Dow

or outward. er or Jointure after her Husband's Death ; as Furniture for

Parallelope'rid [in Geometry ] one of the regular her Chamber, Wearing-Apparel, Jewels, & c which are not

Bodies or Solids, comprehended under 6 Rect- to be put into the Inventory ofher Husbands.

angular, and parallel Surfaces, the oppoſite PA'RAPhrase (paraphrafis, L.TOEGPEgois, Gr.) the ex.

ones whereof are equal. Geom. fig. 38 . preſſing of a Text in plainer Words, andmore largely, and

PARALLELOPLEURON[ of παραλληλοι andαλεύ- more accommodated to the Capacityof the Reader.

gov,Gr. a Side)anyFigure that has 2 parallel Sides. TO PARAPHRASE ( paraphrafer, F. ] to make a Paraphraſe

PARALLELOPLEURON (with ſome Geometric.] an imper- of, to commentupon.

fet Parallelogram , or a Sort of Trapezium , having un equal PARAPHRAST (paraphraſies, L. of respegotis, Gr.Jone

Angles and Sides ; but yet not all ſo, in that, ſome of them who paraphraſes or expounds a Matter by other Words .

anſwer the one to the other ; obſerving a certain Regulation PARAPHRASTICAL [ taeg eg.TTexàs, Gr . ] done by Way

and Proportion of Parallels. of Paraphraſe ; of, or pertaining to a Paraphraſe.

PARA’LOGISM [ waganoglouós, Gr. ] a Sophiftry , a fallaci- PARAPHRASTICALLY , by Way of Paraphraſe.

ous Way of Argumentation, when a falſe Concluſion is de- PARAPHR’enesis 2 [of tees and pgnvitis,Gr. ]a Kind of

duced from two Propoſitions ; or when a Propoſition is PARAPHRENITIS Madneis accompanied with a conti

paſſed over, which ſhould have been proved by the nual Fever ; or, according to the modern Phyſicians, it is

Way. Or a Fault committed in a Demonſtration , when an Inflammation of the Mediaſtinum or Pleura about the Dia

a Conſequence is drawn from Principles that are falſe, or phragm , attended with a continual Fever, and exquiſite Pain

not proved.
in the Parts affected, & c.

TO PARA LOGIZE ( paralogizare, L.] to reaſon and argue PARAPHROSY'NE [ racgoposúvn, Gr . ) a ſlight Kind of

ſophiſtically. Doting in the Imagination and Judgment.

PARALYTICAL ( paralyticus, L. magaautixós, Gr. ] of PARAPLEGl'A, [ παραπληγία οf παρg and πλατείν to

or pertaining to one fick of a Palſey. ſtrike, Gr.) a Palſey that ſeizes all the parts of the Body be

PARALYTICALNESS [of paralyticus, L. of Tapaautixós, low the Head ; a Species of Palſey uſually preceding an Ap

Gr. and neſs] palfical Condition . poplexy.

PARALY'TICK [ Tagaautixos, Gr . ) one afflicted with PARARHYTHMUS [ Tagasuguos, Gr .) a Pulſe not ſuit
the Palſey. able to a Perſon's Age.

PARALY'sis [ wagaduris, Gr. ] a Diſeaſe commonly PARATHRE'MA (of megi and ép goy, Gr. a Joint) a

called the Palſey Luxation when a Joint is a little ſlipt from its Place.

PA'RAMENT (in Architect .] an uniform Courſe of Stones. PARASA'NGA, à Meaſure in Perha in Length about 4

PA'RAMENT 2 (with Hunters) the red Fleſh between the Engliſh Miles .

PA'REMENT S Skin and Body of a Deer. Parasceni'um (of need and ornrad, Gr.] the back Part

Parame'se [of wasapérov, Gr .] the Sound of the 5th of a Scene or Stage in a Play -houſe ; among the Romans,
Suing in Muſick ; allo the Note called B .fa--bi--mi. that
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that Place of a Theatre to which the Actors withdrew to ſented in a long Robe of divers Colours, and with a

dreſs or undreſs. Crown on her Head adorned with 7 Stars, and holding a

PARASCE'VE [ goxni), Gr. Preparation ] the Eve of Diſtaff in her Hand; Lacheſis in a Robe beſpangled with

the Sabbath, or of an Holy -day ; eſpecially Eaſter Eve. Stars, and holding a Spindle in her Hand ; and Atropos

PARASELE'Ne [ raggonanvn of wage near, and ondýrn, clothed in a black Robe , and cutting the Thread with a pair

'the Moon , Gr. ) a Mock Moon, a Meteor or Phænomenon, of Sciſſars. Lucian repreſents them after a differentManner,

encompafling the Moon in Form of a luminous Ring . like 3 poor old Women , one holding a Diitaff, another a

Parasi0'PESIS, [ Taegordonsis ,Gr. ) a keeping Silence. Wheel, and another a Pair of Sciſſars, having their Heads

PARASIO'PESIS with Rhetoricians) a Figure, as when the adorned with large Locks of Wool mixt with Daffodils.

Orator ſays he will not ſpeak of ſuch a Thing ; which Inti- To Parcel out [of parcelle, F.] to divide or diſtribute
mation alone makes it to be ſufficiently underſtood. into Parcels .

PA'RASITE [ paraſitus, L. of Caegoito , Gr.] a King of A PARCEL [of parcelle, F.] Part, Portion , a Bundle.

Prieſts , among the Antients, or a Miniſter of the Gods; or To Pa'rcel a Seam [ Sea Pkraſe ] is to lay a narrow Piece

(as others ) a Guelt of the Prielt's whom he invited to eat of Canvaſs about an Hand's breadth upon the Seam of a

Part of the Sacrifices ; hence the Word is uſed to ſignify Ship that has been newly calked , and afterwards to daub it

a Smell-Feaft, or Trencher- Friend , a flattering Spunger over with Tar.

or Hanger-on . Pa'rcel Makers [in the Exchequer ] two Officers, who

ParasI'TICAL [ aaparitixós, Gr .] of or pertaining to make the Parcels of the Eſcheator's Accounts, and dlie

a Paraſite. ver the ſame to one of the Auditors of that Court.

PARASITICAL Plants (with Botaniſs ]a Sort of diminutive PA'RcENERS (Com. Law ] is when one dies poſſeſt of an
Plants growing on Trees, and ſo called from their Manner Eſtate , and has Ifiue only Daughters ; ſo that the Lands de

of living and feeding, which is altogether on others. ſcend to thoſe Daughters, who are called Parceners, and are

PARASI'Ticalness [of paraſiticus, L. of Portixòs, but as one Heir ; alſo if Siſters are Heir to one who has no

Gr. and ne/s] Fawningneſs, Flatteringneſs. Iflue.

PA'rasol, a little Moveable, in Manner of a Canopy or PARCENERS (according to Custom ] are the Sons of a

Umbrella , born in the Hand to skreen the Head from Sun , Man who dies having Poffefſion of Lands in Gavel Kind, as

Rain , &c. F. in Kent, and ſome other franchiſed Places.

PARA'STADES ( with Architects ] the Poft or Pillars of a To Parch (prob. of percoquere, L.) to burn or dry up,

Door called Alius, Gr. as a hot Sun or Fire , that which is near it.

PARA'stae (in Architecture] the ſame that the Italians Pa'rching ( prob. of percoquens, L.]burning or drying up.

call Membrette, and we Pilaſters, L. PARCHINGNESS, burning, sr. Quality.

PARASTATA (with Architects] a Kind of Anta or Pi- PARCHMENT ( parchemin, F. of pergamena, L. of Per

laſter built by the Antients, for theSupport of an Arch , Gr. gamus inAſia the Leſs, becauſe invented there, when Ptole
PARASTATAE [with Anatom .) are certain Veſſels enwrap- my prohibited the Exportation of Paper from Egypt] Skins

ped in the ſame Coat with the ſpermatick Veſſels, which of Sheep , &c . drefled for writing.

by their various Windings compoſe that Body that is fixed PARCINARY [in Law ] a holding or poffefling of Land

on the Back of the Tefticles, the ſame as Epidymide. by joint Tenants, otherwiſe called Coparceners, pro indiviſo,

PARASTA'TICA (with Architects) a Pilafter or ſquare Pil- i. e. without dividing the common Inheritance.

lar ſet in a Wall. Parco Fracto, a Writ which lies againſt him , who vio

PARASY Naʼnche ( tagasundyxn, ofraça our agxeir, lently breaks open a Pound and takes out thence Beaſts that

to Suffocate, Gr. ] an InHammation of the Muſcles of the were lawfully impounded , for ſome Treſpaſs done.

upper Part of the oeſophagus or Gullet, attended with a con- Pa'rcus [old Rec.] a Pound to confine treſpaſſing or

tinual Fever. ſtraying Cattle in .

PARA'SYNAXIS ( wapaouragis, Gr. ] a Conventicle or un- Pa'rdon [ perdono, Ital . ] Forgiveneſs, eſpecially that

lawful Meeting. which God gives to Sinners.

PARA'THESIS ( trapar Incis, Gr .) a Grammatical Figure, PARDON [in Law ] a Remiſſion or forgiveneſs of a Felo

where 2 or more Subſtantives are put in the ſame Caſe, nious or other Offence againſt the King.

and is called Appoſition in Latin . PA'RDON [in Canon Law ] an Indulgence which the Pope

PARATHESIS (with Printers) the Matter contained with- grants to ſuppoſed Penitents, for the Remillion of the Pain

in 2 Crotchets. of Purgatory.

PARATHESIS (with Rhetoricians) is when a ſmall Hint of PA'RDON [ ex gratia Regis] is ſuch a Pardon as the King

a Thing is given to the Auditors, with a Promiſe to enlarge affords with ſome ſpecial Regard to the Perſon, or ſome

on it at ſome other convenient Time. other Circumſtances, L.

PARA'TILMUS ( Tagatiuo of rapatidão, Gr. to PA'RDON [ by the Courſe of Law ] is ſuch as the Law of

tear or pluck up] a Puniſhment, inflicted on Adulterers a- Equity allows for a light Offence.

mong the Greeks, by tearing up by the Roots the Hair Pa'rdon Church -Yard, a Place formerly on the North

growing about the Fundament. Side of St. Paul's Church ; this was a large Cloiſter, and a

PARA'TITLA [ STIT «, Gr. ) ſhort Notes or Summa- Chapel built by King Stepher, invironing a Plot ofGround ;

ries of the Titles of the Digeſt and Code . about this Cloilter was artificially and richly painted the

PARAVAI'L [Com. Law) the lower Tenant, or he who Dance of Machabray or Dance of Death , commonly called

js Tenant to one who holds his Fee of another. the Dance of St. Paul's, the like of which was painted about

Parazo'NIUM [ tagalarios, Gr.] a Term uſed by St. Innocents at Paris. The Metres or_Poeſy of this
Medalliſts for a Scepter rounded at the two Ends, in Dance were tranſlated out of French into Engliſh, by John

the Manner of a Truncheon or Commander's Staff ; or a Lidgate, Monk of Bury, and with the Picture of Death lead

Kind of Poniard or hort Sword, repreſented as worn at ing all Eſtates, painted about the Cloiſter. The Monuments

the Girdle. in this Cloiſter, both for Number and Workmanſhip , exceed

To Pa'r boil ( parbouiller, F. prob . q. part-boiled] to ed all that were in St. Paul's Church ; all which were demo

boil but in Part and not thoroughly. liſhed in the Year 1549, by the Command of the Duke of

PA'R BUNCLE (with Sailors) a Rope uſed in the Nature Somerſet.

of a pair of Slings, to hoife weighty Things into or out Tó PA'RDON ( Pardonner, F.] to forgive an Offence,

of a Ship . by remitting the Puniſhment due to it .

PARCAE (according to the antient Theology] three God- PA'RDONABLE [pardonable, F.) thatmay be pardoned.

deſſes who preſide over the Lives of Men . And according PA'RDONABLENESS [ of pardonable, F. and nejs] capable

to Plato the Daughters of Neceflity and Deſtiny. Theſe (as of being pardoned or forgiven.

the Poets fable it) ſpun the Livesof Men ; Clotho held the PA'RDONERS ( antient Cuſtoms] Perſons who carried about

Diſtaff and ſpun the Thread ; Lacheſis turn'd the Wheel ; the Pope's Indulgences, and fold them to any that would

and Atropos cut the Thread of Life. The 3 Parcæ are in- buy them .

troduced to denote the 3 fold Propriety of Time, the firſt To Pa're (prob of parer, F. to trim, or ſeparare, L. to

is called Clotho, becauſe all Things that are brought to paſs Separate) to cut off by little, and little .

are like to a drawing out of a Thread in ſpinning, follow- Pare'CBASIS (Tapéußens, Gr. ] a Rhetorical Figure,

ing one another in a continual Succeſſion ; they cail'd the where the main Subject is departed from .

ſecond Lacheſis, and the Reaſon of that Name is that all PARECHE's is (Rhetorick] a Reſemblance of a Thing, a

Things that are deſtined to every one at his Nativity happen Figure the ſame as Allufo in Latin.

as it were by a certain Lot ; the third is called Atropos, Pare'GMENON ( Trapézuevov, Gr a Derivative) a Rhe

becauſe thoſe things that have been diſpos'd and decreed by torical Figure, which joins Words together, which are

her can by no means be averted. Clotho is ſometimes repre- derived one from another, as Wife, Wiſdom , &c.
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PAREGO'RICKS [ nopugoletce of nagagogéa , to mi- PA'ris , the Herb True Love, or One - Berry .

tigate , Gr . ) Medicines which comfort, mitigate, and af- Parhelion (Fagracov, Gr.) a mock Sun.

ſuage Pain . PARHYPATE (Tagurátn, Gr.] the Sound of the String

PAREIL , equal , alike , F. of a Muſical Inſtrument, that is next to the Baſe.

PARELCON [παρήλκον, Gr. a drawing out into Parian Marble , an excellent Sort of white Marble.

length ] a Grammatical Figure, in which a Word or Sylla- PARI'LITY ( parilitas, L. ) likeneſs .

ble is added to the End of another, as etiamnum . Pa'rish [ paroiſſe, F. parochia, .. ] a Diſtrict, Diviſion

PAR E'LIUM 2 [Tagíniov , Gr.) a mock Sun, a Meteor of a City, Hundred , &c. which has particular Officers,

and in ecclefiaftical Affairs, is under the Charge of a partiPARHE'Lion Sappearing on each Side of the Sun.
Pareira Brava , the Root of a Plant growing in Mexico, cular Prieſt. See Parochia.

&c . accounted a Specifick for the Cure of the Stone and Gra- ParI'SHIONER [ parochus, L. paroiſſien, F. ] an Inhabitant

vel.
of a Pariſh , or ſuch a Diſtrict.

PARE'MENT [with Archit .) an uniform Courſe of Stones . PAR1'sΤΗΜΙΑ [ παρίθμια οf παρα near, and ίθμιον , και

PAREMENTS , the Ornaments of an Altar . Part of the Throat ſo named, Gr. ] two Glandules or Ker

Pare'MPTOSIS [Tagéu 7 wors, Gr. ] a falling or com- nels joined together, and having one common Cavity

ing in between.
which opens into the Mouth , the ſame as Tonſilla and Amyg

Pare'mptosis [with Grammarians) a Figure when a Let- dalæ ; they ſerve to emit a flimy Matter into theMouth.
ter is added in the Middle of a Word, as Hόλις for πολις , PARISYLLA'BICAL Nouns [in Gram . ] ſuch as conſiſt of

a City .
equal Syllables , or which have not more Syllables in one

Caſe than in another.Pare'mptosis [with Phyſiiians] is when the Blood ſlides

from the Heart into the great Artery. Pa'rity ( paritas, L. ) equalneſs , equality .

PARE'NCEPHALOS [of nageyxepanos of rangi near, and Park (parc, F. peaproc, Sax . ] an Incloſure flocked
47xécenos, the Brain ] the fame asthe Cerebellum . with Beaſts of Chaſe.

PARE'NCHYMA [ Tagérxura, Gr. Effuffion of ] thoſe Park of Artillery [ in a Camp] a Poft out of Cannon

Bowels, thro' which the Blood paſſes for its better Fermen- Shot ; where the Cannon, artificial Fires, Powder, and other

tation , or the peculiar Subſtance of ſeveral Parts of the Bo- warlike Ammunition are kept and guarded.

dies of Animals, as the Heart, Liver , Lungs, Spleen , & c. Park of Proviſions [in a Camp] a Place in the Rear of

alſo ſometimes it is uſed for all the Bowels. every Regimentwhich is taken up by the Sutlers who follow

PARE'NCHYMA of a Plant (according to Dr. Gregv ] the the Army with Proviſions, and ſell them to the Soldiers.

Pith , or Pulp, or that inner Part of the Plant, through PARK [ for Fiſhing ] a very large Net diſpoſed on the

which the Juice is ſuppoſed to be diſtributed . Brink of the Sea, having only one Hole that looks towards

PARE'NCHYMOUS Parts [in old Anatomy] ſuch fleſhy the Shore, and which becomes dry after the Flood is gone

Parts of the Body as fill up the void Spaces between the off ; ſo that the Fiſh has no Way to left to eſcape.

Veſſels, and do not conſiſt of Veſſels themſelves : But it has Park (with Shepherds] a moveable Paliſade ſet up in the

ſince been diſcovered by Means of Microſcopes, that all the Field , to incloſe the Sheep in to feed in the Night-Time.

Parts of an animal Body are nothing elſe but a Network of Park Bote [ in Law ] a being free from the Duty of in

ſmall Veſſels and Canals . cloſing a Park .

Pa'rent ( parens, L.) a Father or Mother. Park Leaves, an Herb.

PA'RENTAGE, Parents, Father or Mother, &c. F. PA'rle [ of Parler, F.) a Talking, Diſcourſe, Milton .

PARENTA'L [ parentalis, L. ) of or pertaining to Parents.
T. PA'RLEY [of Parler, F. ] to confer or talk with .

De Pa'RENTALE ſe Tollere [in antient Cuſtoms] a Re T , PA'RLEY [of Parler, F. to ſpeak ] a Conference

nunciation of ones Kindred and Family, which was done in with an Enemy about ſome Affair or Propofál.

open Court before the Judge, and in the Preſence of 12 To beat a PARLEY 2 (military Phraſe) is to give the

Men, who made oath that they believed it was done for juſt
To found a PARLEYS Signal for ſuch a Conference, by

Cauſe.
beat of Drum or found of Trumpet ; which is uſually done

PARENTA'LIA (among the Romans] Solemnities and Ban- by the Beſieged , in order to ſurrender the Placeupon Condi

quets held at the Obſequies of Relations and Friends, L. tions or Terms, and alſo by the Beſiegers, to have Liberty

PARENTATION , the Performance of ſuch Solemnities . to bury their Dead .

PARE'nthesis, the Marks ( ) that include a Clauſe that PA'RLIAMENT ( parlement of parlementer, F. ] the Senate

is put into a Sentence, which may be left out in reading, or chief Council of a Nation ; eſpecially in England and

and yet the Senſe remain intire . France. They meet together to make or alter Laws, and

Páre'nthesis [Tagevrais, Gr . ) an Interpoſition, a to debate Matters of Importance relating to the Common

putting between wealth . It conſiſts of the 3 Eſtates of the Realm, the

Pare'nthesis [with Grammarians] a Figure when ſome King, the Lords Spiritual, the Lords Temporal, and the
Vowel is put into a Middle of a Word, as νεσος for νόσος. Commons.

PARE'NTICIDE ( parenticida, parenticidium , L. ) a Killer, PA'RLIAMENT [ in the Inns of Court] the Members be

or the Killing of a Father or Mother. ing convened together to conſult about the common Affairs

Good PA'RENTS (Hieroglyphically) are repreſented by the of their reſpective Houſes.

Pelican, who, as it is reported, will caſt herſelf into the PARLIAME'NTARY [ parliamentaire, F.] of, or pertain

Flames , kindled about the Neſt where her young ones lye , ing to, or agreeable with the Method of Parliament.

to deliver them from the imminent Danger.
PARLIAMENTARINESS, the being according to the Rules,

Parere [in Traffick] a Term borrowed from the Italians, Method, or Authority of a Parliament.

ſignifying Advice or Counſel of a Merchant or Perſon nego- Clerk of the ParLIAMENT, an Officer who records all

tiating ; for that ſuch a Perſon being conſulted on any Point Acts done in this high Court, and engroſſes them fairly in

introduces his Anſwer in Italian with a mi pare, i. e . it Parchment Rolls, in order to be kept for Poſterity:

ſeems to me, or I think. This begins to be naturalized PARLIAME'NTUM, Indoétorum , i. e. the Parliament of

the Unlearned , a Parliament held at Coventry the 6th of

PARE'RGA [Tagefyd or mageggòn, Gr. ] an Appendix. Henry IV. ſo called, becauſe by ſpecial Precept to the She

PARE'RGA [in Architecture] Additions or Appendages, riffs of the Counties, no Perſon was to be called that was

made by Way of Ornament toa principal Work.
skill'd in the Law .

PARE'RGA [in Painting] little Pieces or Compartiments PARLIAME'NTUM Infanum , i . e. the mad Parliament, held

on the Sides or in the Corners of the principal Piece. at Oxford, in the 41ſt of Henry III. ſo called, becauſe the

Pare'sis , the Diſeaſe called the Palſey . Lords came with great Retinues of armed Men , and many

PA'RGET ( prob. of paries , L. a Wall] Plaiſter for mak- Matters were violently tranſacted againſt the King's Prero
ing of a Wall. gative.

PA'R GETEP, a Plaiſterer. Parliame'ntum diabolicum , i.e. thedeviliſh Parliament , 'a

Pa'rgeting [incert. Etym . except of paries, L. a Wall] Parliament held at Coventry, the 38th of Henry VI. wherein
Plaiftering of Walls, Cielings , & C. Edward, Earl of March, who was afterwards crowned King,

PARIETA'LTA oa [ in Anatomy] the 3d and 4th Bones of was attainted .

the Cranium , ſo called becauſe they form the Parictes or Sides PARLIAME'NTUM de la bonde, a Parliament in the Time
of the Head , L.

of King Edward JI. to which the Barons came armed

PARIL'TALS , ſee Parietalia. with coloured Bands on their Sleeves for Diſtinction againft

PARIETA'RIA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Pellitory of the the 2 Spencers.

Wall, L. PA'RLOUR ( parloir, F. prob. of parler, F. to ſpeak ] a

Parie'tes Walls [in Anatomy] the Incloſures or Mem- lower Rooin for the Entertainment of Company.

brances which ſtop up or cloſe the hallow Parts of Bodies .

PAR

with us .
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may ſlide
!

PA'RLOUR (in Nunneries] a little Room or Cloſet where PARO'TIDES (wapóndes ofweg near, and õnes, gen. of és,

People talk to the Nuns through a grated Window . an Ear, Gr. ] certain Glandules or Kernels under and behind

PA'lous [of parilis, L. or peerleſ ] not to be equalled , the Ears , whoſe Uſe is to ſtrengthen the Partition of the
matchleſs .

Vefſels, and to ſoak up the Moiſture of the Brain ; alio a

PA'RLOUS [ of perill145]dangerous , ſhrewd, fubtil . Swelling of thoſe Kernels , commonly called a Swelling of

PA'R LOUSNESS [9. peerleſneſs, F. ] uncapablenels of be- the Almonds of the Ears .

ing equalled ,ſpoken commonly in an ill Senſe. PARO'x15M [παρξισμός οf παροξύνω, to make very

PA'RMA (with Antiquaries] a Sort of antient Buckler. fharp, Gr. ) the Acceſs or coming on of a Fit of a Fever,

PARME'san [of Parma in Italy] a Sort of delicate Ague, or other Diſtemper.

Cheele.
PARPUNCTUM ? [old Writ.] a Coat of Mail, a Doublet

PARNEL [9. d . Petronilla, the proper Name of a Wo- PerruNCTUM S lined and quilted for defenſive Armour.

man] a laſcivious Woman, a confident Girl. Parrels [in a Ship] thoſe Frames that are made of

PARO'CHIA [ Tagoixid , Gr . ] an Aſſembly of neighbour- Trucks, Ribs, and Ropes, which go about the Maſts , and
ing Inhabitants . are made faſt to the Yards at both Ends ; ſo that the Yards

PAROCHIA, or Pariſh , did antiently ſignify what we now up and down the Maſts by them .

call the Dioceſs of a Biſhop ; but at this Day it is the Circuit PARRHESI'A [itzppnoia , Gr. ] Boldneſs, or Liberty of

of Ground in which the People that belong to one Church Speech.

inhabit, and the particular Charge of the ſecular Prieſt. Cam- Parrhesi'a [with Botaniſts ] a Figure , when one ſpeaks

den ſays, that this Realm was firſt divided into Pariſhes by boldly and freely about Matters diſpleaſing to others, or liable

Honorius Archbiſhop of Canterbury, Anno Chrifli 636 , who to Envy.

reckons 2984 Pariſhes. It is alſo ſaid that Pariſhes were di- PARRICIDE ( parricida, parricidium , L.) the Killer or

vided by the Lateran Council, before which every Man Killing of a father or Parent; alſo Treaton againſt ones

obliged to pay Tithes , paid them to what Prieſt he pleas'd ; Country : For the former the Roman Law ordained this Pu

but they decreed that every Man ſhould pay them to his niſhment, that the Perſon convicted of this Crime, ſhould

Pariſh Prieſt. be firit whipped ' till the Blood came, and then ſhould be tyd

PARO'CHIAL ( parochialis, L.) of or pertaining to a Pa- up in a Leathern Sack , together with a Dog, an Ape, a

riſh .
Cock, and a Viper, and ſo throuvn into the nextRiver.

PAROCHI'Anus (old Writers] any Perſon living within PARROT ( perroquet, F. ] a ſpeaking Bird well known.

the Dioceſs or Juriſdiction of a Biſhop . A PA'R ROT [ Hicroglyphically) was pictured to repreſent
PARODICK Degree [in an Equation] the ſeveral regular an eloquent Man ; becauſe no other Bird can better expreſs

Terms, in a quadratick, cubick, or biquadratick Equation, it ſelf.
& c. the Indices of whoſe Powers aſcend or deſcend orderly, PA'RRYING [in Fencing] the Action of ſaving a Man's

in an arithmetical Progreſſion. ſelf, or ſtaving off the Strokes, &c. offered him by

PARODO'NTIDES [ tagodóvtidns, Gr . ] certain Swellings another.

in the Gums. To Parse [q . dividere in partes, L. to divide into Parts]

PARODY ( parodia, L. of magodic of raped by and ¿dós , to expound a Leffon according to the Rules of Grammar.

Gr. a Way, 9. d . trite, or palling current among the People] ParsimO'NIOUS [parfimonicus, L. ] ſaving, thrifty, ſpa

a popular Maxim , Adage or Proverb ; alſo a poetical Plea- ring.

fantry, conſiſting in applying the Verſes of ſome Perſon, by PARSIMO'NIOUSNESS 2 [of parſimonia, L. and nes] Spa

Way of Ridicule, to another, or in turning a ſerious Work PA'R SIMONY Sringneis, Thriftinels.

into Burleſque , by endeavouring as near as can be to obſerve
PA'RSLY (pardi , Brit. petroſelinum , L. 797gochanov, Gr.]

the ſame Words, Rhimes, and Cadences. an Herb.

Paroi'MIA [ tagonice, Gr. ] a Proverb . Macedonian Pa'rsley , Hedge- Parſley, Pert , ſeveral Herbs .

PAROIMIA (with Rhetoricians] a proverbial Manner of PA'RSNIP (prob. of paſtinaca, L. ) an edible Root well

ſpeaking ; alſo the Continuation of a Trope or Figure known .

with reſpect to the common Uſe, as to waſh an Ethiopian and PA'rson ( prob. q . Pariſ Son, or of Perſona ] the Miniſter
a Brick. Rector of or a Pariſh ; prob . ſo called, becauſe he repreſents

PAROL Arreſt [in Law) an Arreft by Word of Mouth. that Church, and bears the Perſon of it.

PAROL Demurrer [in Law ] a Privilege allow'd to an In- Parson imparfonne [in Law ] one who is put in Poffeſſion

fant, who is ſued concerning Lands which came to him by of a Church, whether Appropriate or Preſentative, by the

Deſcent. Act of another.

PARO'LA , a Word or Words, Ital. MortalPa’rson,a Title formerly uſed for a Rector of a

Paro'la [in Mufick Books) thoſe Words of which a Song Church made for his own Life.

or Cantata is compos'd . Immorta! Pa'r son , a Collegiate or conventual Body, to

PARO'LE, Word, Promiſe, F. as Parole of Honour. whom the Church is for ever appropriated.

Paro'le [in Law] a Plea in Court. PA'RSONAGE, a ſpiritual Living , compoſed of Glebe Land,

Paro'le (in Milit. Affairs] is when a Priſoner of War is Tithes, and other Offerings of thePeople fet apart for the

permitted to go into his own Country, or to his own Party , Maintenance of the Miniſter of a particular Church ; alſo

upon his Promiſe to return at a Time appointed , if not ex- the Manſion -Houſe of the Parſon.

changed. Pa'rt ( pars, L. ) a Piece of any Thing, Share , a Portion

Leaje Paro'le [in Law ] a Leaſe by Word of Mouth, in of ſome Whole conſidered as divided or diviſible..
diſtinction to one in writing. PART [with Anal.] is that of which the whole Body is

Will PAROLE , fee Will. compoſed, and partakes with it of common Liſe and Senſe.

Paro'li [in Gaming ] the Double of what was laid at Pa'rt [in Logick ] is that which refers to ſome Univerſal
Stake before .

as its whole, in which Senſe the Species are the Parts of a

PARO'MOEON (Tagógorov, of age bipõr, by, or according Genus, &c .

to the Way, or orun, Gr. a Way ] a Proverb ; alſo a Fi- Part (with Mathem .) is a leſſer Quantity compared

gure uſed by Grammarians, in which all the Words of a

Sentence begin with the ſame Letter, & c. as O Tite, tute, To Pa'rt ( partire, L. ] to divide into Parts, to ſeparate .

Tati, tibi tanta Tyranne tuliſti. And alſo when ſeveral Proportional Part [Mathemataticians) a Part, or Number

Verbs or Nouns are produced like the former, only with a agreeable, and Analogous to ſome other Number or Part ; or

little Variation of the Tenſes and Caſes. a Medium to find out ſome Number or Part unknown by

PARONOMASI'A [ anegronaria , of a grouácw, to allude Proportion and Equality of Reaſon.
to a Name, Gr. i . 6. a Likeneſs in Words] Å Figure in Pa'rt of Fortune [in Aſtrology) is the Place from whence

Rhetorick , in which by the Change of a Letter or Syllable, the Moon takes her Progreſs at the very Moment in which

ſeveral Things are alluded to , as bolder in a Buttery than u the Sun riſes froin the Point of the Eait .

Battery. This Figure is by the Latins called Agnominatio. Pa'rt 2 [ in riling Academies ) the Move and Action

PARONYCHI'A (Tagovogía , of managi near, and oruç the De'part Šof a Horie when put on at full Speed .

Nail, Gr . ) a preternatural Swelling or Sore under the Root A Phyſical PART, is that which tho' it enter the Compo

of the Nail of ones Finger ; a Felon or Whitlow , the ſame ſition of the whole , may yet be conſidered apart, and under

as panaratium . its own diſtinct Idea .

PARONYCHI'A foliis rutaceis [with Botanis] the Herb Eſential Pa'rt, is that whereby, with the Concurrence

Whitlow -wort, Rue, L. of ſome others, an eſſential Whole is conltituted , as the

PARO'PTESIS (Tapónnois , Gr . ) a Roſting or Boiling. Body and Soul are the eſſential Parts of a Man .

PAROPTESIS (with Surgeons] a Kind of Burning, anti- Áliquant Pa'rt, is a Quantity which being repeated any

ently uſed in ſeveral Difcales. Number of Times,becomes always cither greater or leſs than

the whole; thus 5 is an aliquant Part of 17.
An

with a greater.
$
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An Integrant { Part ? is thatwhich is neceſſary to the

ty , F.

Aliquot Pa'rt , a Quantity which being repeated any PARTLET [old Statutes] the looſe Collar of a Doublet , to

Number of Times , becomes equal to an Integer, as 6 is be ſet on or taken off at Pleaſure.

an aliquot Part of 24. PA'RTNER [ prob. of paertenaer , Dil.q . Part- owner) one

S
who is joined with another, or takes Part with him in ſome

Integrity of the whole, as a Concern or Affair.

Head or Arm is to a Man . PARTNERS [in a Ship) are ſtrong Pieces of Timber, bolt

Part [ in Mufick) a Piece of the Score or Partition , writ- ed to the Beams , which compafs and ſhut in the Mafts at

ten by itſelf forthe Conveniency of the Muſician. the Deck, ſo as to keep them ſteady in their Stops, and pre

A Subjuntive or Potential PART [with Logicians) is that vent them from falling over the Ship's Side.

which is contained in ſome univerſal Whole, as John and PA'RTNERSHIP [prob. of partenaer, Dil . q . Part-guner

Thomas, in Man , a Man , and a Lion in Animal . and Ship] the State or Circumſtance of a Partner or Alloci

Pa'rtage , a Partition , a Sharing, or Dividing. ate in Traffick , &c.

TO PARTAKE , [of part and tager, Dan, or ta ken, Du ] PARTRIDGE ( perdix , F. ] 2 Fowl.

to take part of or with. Homogeneous Phyfical Parts, are thoſe of the fame De

Parta'ker , a Sharer, or that takes part in any Thing. nomination with ſome other.

PARTED ( partitus, L. parti, F.] divided into Parts. Heterogeneous Phyſical Parts, are ſuch as are of a dif

Parte'r RE ( with Gardeners) that open Part of a Gar- ferent Denomination from ſome other.

den into which Perſons enter coming out of the Houſe com- Similar Pa'rts , are ſuch as are to one another, as their

monly ſet with Flowers, or divided into Beds, or encom- Wholes are to one another.

paſſed with Platbands . PA'RTUISAN , a Weapon ſometimes carried by Lieute

PARTES finis, &c . an Exception taken againſt a Fine nants, not much unlike a Halbert.

levied . PARTU'NDA 2 [among the Romans ] a Goddeſs, to whom

PARTHE'NIS 2 [ Trap Jevis, ] the Herb called ſtinking PARTULA S they attributed the Care of big bellied Wo

PARTHENIUM S May -Weed. L. men, and whoaſlifted at Child -bearing.

PARTIAL [of pars, L.) biafled to one's Intereſt or Par PARTU'Rien't [ parturiens, L.] Travelling, being in La

bour, or ready to bring forth.

Partia’lity ? [ partialité, F. ) a fiding too much with Partu'rition, a bringing forth, L.

PARTIALNESS S a Party ; a being more on the one Side PA'rtus , the bringing forth of young in natural Births, L.

than the other. Pa'rty ( pars, L. partie, F.] a Perſon ; alſo a Faction

PARTIBLE, that may be parted .
or Side.

To Participate ( participatum , L.] to par take of, to Party per Pale [in Heraldry] is by ſome ſuppoſed to
have a Share in . ſignify, that the Bearer had received on his Shield a Cut

PARTICIPA'Tion, a taking Part of, or with , L. downright or perpendicular in the Middle from Top to

PARTICIPIAL ( with Grammarians] of, or belonging to, Bottom.

or that is of the Nature of a Participle. Pa'rty per Bend Dexter, repreſents a Cut falling upon

A PARTICIPAL, an Adjective derived of a Verb, tho' the upper Corner of the Shield on the right Hand, and
not an abſolute Participle. deſcending athwart to the oppoſite Corner.

PARTICIPLE [ participium , L. ) one of the 8 Parts of Pa'rty per Feſe, repreſents a Cut croſs the Middle of

Speech, ſo called, becauſe it partakes both of a Noun and a the Shield, from Side to Side.

Verb, as teaching, taught, &c. PA'rty per Bend Siniſter, intimates that the Cut had

PA'rticle ( particula, L.) a ſmall Parcel, or little Part ; been on the left upper Corner, and comes athwart to the
in Speech, a ſmall or undeclinable Word. lower oppoſite Corner.

PA'TICLES [in Phyſicks] the minute Parts of a Body, of Pa'rty Ein Milit. Affairs] a Body of Soldiery Horſe

an Aſſemblage or Coalition of ſeveral or many of which or Foot ſent out upon ſome Expedition .

natural Bodies are compoſed. PA'rty Jury, a Jury made up of half Engliſh Men and

PARTI'cular ( particularis, L.) proper, peculiar, ſingu- half Foreigners.

lar ; extraordinary, uncommon, intimate, familiar. PA'rty Bleu, a Company of Villains who infeſted the

A PARTICULAR ( particulare, L.] a particular Circum- Roads in the Netherlands; who belonged to neither Army,

ſtance ; alſo an Inventory of Goods. but robbed on both Sides, without any Regard to Paſſes.

PARTICULARIST (with polemical Divines] one who holds Partys [ in Law] thoſe Perſons who are named in a

particular Grace, i. e . that Chriſt died for the Elect only , Deed or Fine as Parties to it.

& c. not for Mankind in general. PA'rvis [a Porch, or Church - porch, & c.] is applied to

PARTICULARITY 2 Cofparticularis, L. and neſs] Pecu- the Mootings or Law Diſputes among young Students in
PARTICULARNESS S liarneſs, Singularnels. the Inns of Courts ; and alſo to that Difputation at Oxford,

To Parti'CULARIZE ( particulariſer, F. ) to enlarge up- called Diſputatio in parvis.

on Particulars ; to give a particular Account of. PARVITUDE [in Philoſ .] ſmallneſs, littleneſs.

Parti'le ( partilis, L.) diviſible. Pa'rvus, a, um, [in Botan. Writ.] ſmall; parva, parvo,

Parti'LE Aſpect (with Aſtrologers] the moſt exact and with ſmall; parvis, with ſmall, L.

full Aſpect that can be; ſo termed , becauſe it conſiſts preciſely PA'RVITY ( parvitas. L. ] littleneſs, ſmallneſs.

in ſo many Parts or Degrees, as are requiſite to compleat it PARU'lis (of mapa near, and Exor, Gr . a Gum] an In

even to a Degree . flammation in the Gums,attended with great Pain.

PARTING (with Refiners] one of their Methods of ſepara- Parvo Nocumento, a Writ of Nuſance . See Nufance.

ting Gold and Silver, which is done by Aqua fortis. PA'rvum & Craffum [in Anat.) the 4th Pair of Muſcles

PARTISAN ( partiſane, F.] a Kind of Halbert . of the Head ; ſo called, becauſe tho'it is but a little one, it

PA'RTisan , a Favourer or Abettor ofa Party. is pretty thick .

PARTISAN [in Milit. Affairs] one who is very dextrous To Pa'ry [ parer, F. ] to put by or keep off a Thruft in

at commanding a Party, and knowing the Country very Fencing.

well, is employ'd in ſurprizing the Enemies Convoys, or in PA'scace ? the Grazing or Fceding of Cattle .
getting Intelligence. PA'SCUAGE

PA'RTISAN Party (Milit. Term ] a ſmall Body of Infantry Pary'LIS (Surgery] an Inflammation , Rottenneſs, or

commanded by a Partiſan, to make an Incurſion upon the Swelling in the Gums.
Enemy , to lurk about their Camp, to diſturb their Foragers , P A'scha (TDD, Heb. Ildoxa, Gr .] a Feſtival of 7

and to intercept their Convoys. Days , held by the Jews in Commemoration of the ſignal

Partı'rion,a Parting, Sharing, or Dividing, F. of L. Deliverance to them , when the deſtroying Angel flew allthe

PARTITION [in Carpentry) that which divides a Room Firſt -born of the Egyptians, but paſſed over their Houſes and

or Apartment from another. ſpared their Firſt -born : Alſo the Feſtival of Eaſter obſerved

Parti'TION [in Law ) a dividing of Lands among Co- by Chriſtians much about the ſame Time, in Memory of

heirs and Partners. our Saviour's Reſurrection .

PARTI'TIONS of an Eſcutchcon , according to the Num- PASIPHAE[ according to the Poets ]the Daughter of Sol and

ber of Coats that are to be on it, are the ſeveral Diviſions Wife of MinosKing of Crete. It is fabled of her, that ſhe

made in it, when the Arms of ſeveral Families are born in grew enamour'd with a Bull that was feeding ; and Dada

it, on Account of Intermarriages or otherwiſe.
lus made a wooden Cow, and encloſed Paſiphae in it ; and

PARTITIO'Ne facienda, a Writ which lies for thoſe who ſo the Bull covering this wooden Cow, had Coition with

hold Lands or Tenements jointly , and would fever to every Paſiphne, and that the conceiveda Monſter that had the

one his Part, L.
Body of a Man , but the Head of a Bull. The Truth of

and
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this Fiction is , they ſay that Minos, being out of Order in his turaliſts. faid to proceed from the contexture of the Fibres,
Privities, was cured by Procris the Daughter of Pandion, at and different Habitude of the Humours of the Body : Cho.

which Time he was accompanied by a very beautiful young ler incites to Anger, Melancholy, or Sadneſs; Biood

Man named Taurus, (i.e. a Bull ) with whom Paſiphae being abounding to Joy ; becaule that Choler vellicates the Spi
enamour'd , he lay with her and begat a Son . Minos rits, Melancholy compreſſes them , Blood dilates them ,

reckoning the Time that he had been ill of his Privities , Phlegm obſtructs them ; and theſe Efects are found inthein

and knowing that this Son could not be begotten by him , Sleeping as well as Waking ; thoſe who abound with Cho
becauſe he had not had to do with Paſiphae, knew that it was ler, are prone to dream of Fires , Burnings, Brawls, and

the Son of Taurus, but he would not putthe Child to Death , Fightings ; the Phlegmatick, of Waters, Inundations,

becauſe he was look'd upon to be his Childrens Brother, Drowning; the Sanguine, of Mufick, Dancing, and Lafci.
but ſent it away into the Mountain. viouſneſs.

As to Dadalus's making the Cow , ſome ſay , he was Passive ( paſſivus, L. ] apt to ſuffer or bear, in Oppoſi

aſhiting to her in her Amours with Taurus, and that as often as tion to Active.

he was at Work upon any fine Figure, ſhe took an Oppor- Passive Voice of a Verb ( with Grammar.] one which be

tunity to go to ſee him Work, and he being making the Ef- tokens Suffering or being acted upon, as Doceor , I am

figies of a very fine Cow , as like the Life as was poſlible, Taught , Gr.

fe cunningly went to ſee the Cow , and there had an Op- PASSIVE Principles (with Chymifs] are Water and Earth ,

portunity of enjoying her Lover, ' till at laſt the Matter came which they ſo call, becauſe their Parts are either at reſt, or

to be known, and thereupon Dadalus was by Minos impri- at leaſt not ſo ſwiftly moved as thoſe of Spirits, Oil, and Salt.

foned in the Labyrinth. PASSIVENESS [of pallivus, L. and neſ ] paffive or ſuffer

PASSA LORHY'NCHites , a Sect of Montaniſts in the ad ing Nature, Quality, & c.
Century, who made Profeſſion of perpetual Silence , and PASSIVE Prayer [with Myſtick Divines) is a total Suf

the better to obſerve it kept their Thumb continually on penſion or Ligature of the intellectual Faculties, in Vertue

their Lip , their Practice they founded on the Words of whereof the Soul remains of it ſelf and its own Power impo

the Pfalmift, Set a Guard , O Lord, on my Muuth . tent, as to the producing any Effects.

Passa'nt, paſſing, in a going Pofture. PASSIVITY ( paſivitas, L.) the State of Inſenſibility.

PASSA'NT [in Heraldry) as a Lion, or any other Creature PA'ssover , a ſolemn Feſtival of the Jews, obſerved in

paſſant, ſignifies walking along leiſurely. See Commemoration of the deſtroying Angel's paſſing over

the Eſcutcheon . their Houſes and not Killing their Firſt -born , when he flew

Passara'do (in a Ship ] a Rope, whereby all thoſe of the Egyptians.

the Sheet-blocks or Pullies of the Main, and fore PASSULA'TUM ( with Writers of Difpenfatories] a Medi

Sails , are haled down aft ; or the Clew of the main cine in which Raiſins are the chief Ingredient, L.

Sail to the Cubbridge -head of the main Maſt, and the Clew Past ( paſta, L.) a Sort of Dough for Pies, &c . alſo a

of the fore Sail to the Cat -head . Subſtance made of boiled Flower for ſticking any Thing.

PASSATOR [old Rec.] one who has the Intereſt or Com- PA'sta [ old Rec.] Paſte or kneaded Dough, L.

mand of the Paſſage of a River. To Paste (of paſta, L. ] to ſtick together with Paſte .

PASSENGER ( Palager, F. ] a Traveller, or one carried PA'stEl, the Plant Woad.

by Land or Sea , & c. PA'stern [ pâturon, F. ] of a Horſe is the lower Part of

PASSEPIE'D [in Mufick Books] an Air in all Reſpects very the Leg, between the Fet - lock , or paſtern Joint, and the

like a Minuet, except that it is play'd more brisk and Cronet ; alſo a Shackle for an Horſe .

lively . Pa'stil ( paſtillus, L.) a ſweet Ball , or perfumed Com

PA'sse-volánt [of paſſer, F. to paſs, and volant, F. fly- poſition ; allo a Crayon or Sort of Paſte, made up of vari-.
ing, q . d . one who paſſes for and with the Soldiers one ous Colours with Gum, for Painting ; alſo a Confection.

Day ; but flies off the next] a Faggot, or one who Muſters Pa'stime ( paſſetemps, F.) Divertiſement, Recreation.

as a Soldier, but is not a lifted Man . PASTINA'CA (with Botaniſts] a Parſnip, L.

PA'ss E -pierre, Stone-Parſley. Pastina'tion, the opening, looſening, and preparing

PASSERI'NA (with Botaniji) Chickweed, L. of the Earth for Planting, L.

Pa'ss E - velours, a Kind of Flower, F. PASTI'TIUM [ Dooms-Day-Book] paſture Ground.

PASSIBILITY 2 [of paſibilis, L. and neſs] capableneſs PastoPho'ri (masapóego of vagor, a Veil, and pigw ,
PA'ssibleness of ſuffering. Gr. to bear] certain Priests, whoſe Office it was, at ſo

PA'ssing ( paſant, F. ] going by ; alſo omitting , F. lemn Feſtivals, to carry the Shrine of the Deity, when

Pa'ssion Croſs [ in Heraldry ] is ſo called, becauſe it is they were to pray for fair Weather, Rain, & c.

ſuppos'dto reſemble that Croſs on which our Sa- PA'stor, a Shepherd or Herdſman ; alſo a Miniſter of a

viour ſuffered , not croſſed in the Middle, but Church.

ſomewhat below the Top, as in the Figure. PASTORAL ( paftoralis, L. ) of or pertaining to a Paſtor

Pa'ssion ( pallio of pati, L.) a Quality that af- or Miniſter of a Church ; alſo to a Shepherd.

fects the Senſes, and the ſentitive Appetite, but PASTORAL ( paſtorale ) a Shepherd's Song , or Poem by

is ſoon over ; alſo the receiving of an Action. Way of Dialogue , between Shepherds and Shepherdeſſes.

PA'ssion, Tranſport of Mind, ſtrong Deſire or Inclina- PASTORAL Staff, the Staff or Croſier of a Biſhop

tion ; Affection , Fondneſs ; Anger or Wrath ; alſo a Suffer- wherewith they are inveſted.

ing. PASTORAL ( paſtorale of paftor, L. a Shepherd ) Monf.

PA'ssion (with Phyſicians] any Pain , Uneaſineſs, or Fontenell ſays, Paſtoral is the moſt antient Sort of Poetry, be

Diſturbance in the Body, as the Iliack Paffion . cauſe a Shepherd's Life is the moſt antient Way of Living.
Corruptive PA'ssion, is a Paffion by which the Patient is

He ſays, that Paſtoral ſhould not be ſo rude as the Country,

either corrupted wholly or in Part , as when one is wounded. Converſation, nor ſo polite as that of the Court.

Perfective PASSION, is a Paffion by which the Subject Another Author ſays, Shepherds ſhould never go out

receives ſome additional Perfection , as to be inſructed. of their Woods, and all the Similies in Paſtoral ſhould be

P'assion Flower, a Flower ſo named from it's having the taken from thence ; all the Sentiments ſhould be tender and

Reſemblance of ſeveral Croffes, & c. when ſpread out to its natural, ſoft and eaſy.

full Length Blank Verſe will agree very well with Paſtoral, and being

PA'ssion Week, the Week next before the Feſtival of a nearer Reſemblance of the natural Way of Speech than

Eater . Rhime, muſt be moſt agreeable to that sort of Poeſy,

Pa'ssionATE ( paszoné, F. ] poſſeſſed with Paſſion , Hafty, which comes neareſt to Nature,as Paſtoral does .

propenſe to Anger, foon Angry; alſo amorous, affectionate. PASTORALE [in Mufick Books] an Air compoſed after a

PASSIONATE, for a Thing, i. e. having a ſtrong Deſire very ſweet, eaſy, gentle Manner, in Imitation of thoſe Airs,

for, or Inclination to it . which Shepherds are ſuppos'd to play, Ital.

PA'SSIONATELY ( palfionnement, F.] with Paſſion. Pa'stry ( patiſerie, F.) a Place where paſtry Work is

PA'ssIONATENESS [of paſſion , F. of L. the terminate and wrought ; allo Pies, & c. made of Paſte.

neſs] haſty cholerick Temper, propenſity to Paſſion,& c. PA'stry Cook ( patiſfier, F.) a Raiſer of Pafte, & r.

PA'ssions [in Poetry ) che paſſionate Sentiments, Geſtures, To make PA'STRY ( patiſſer, F.] to make or raiſe Paſte,

Actions, &c. which the Poet gives his Perſons. or paſtry Work, as Pies, & r.

P'Assions, any Motion whereby the Soul is carried to- PASTURING ( paturant, F. ] feeding, Milton .

wards any Thing ; or the Agitations of it, according to PA'STURABLE , fit for Paſture.

the different Objects which present themſelves to the Senſes ; PASTURAGE, Paſture or paſture Ground, F.

the Affections of the Mind , as Love, Hatred, Fear , Joy.

PA'ssions of Men . The Diverſity of Pallions is by Na
6 D PA'Stu
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PASTURE ( paſtura, L. ) Land which is neithermeadow preſſive, paſſionate, capable of exciting Pity, Compaſion ,
nor plough'd ; but kept for the feeding of Cattle : Alſo ſuch Anger, or the like Paſſion .

Food or Fodder ; alſo the Feed or feeding Place of PATHETICK Nerves [ Anatomy] the fourth Pair which

Deer, F. ariſe from the medulla oblongata .

To PA'STURE (paſturer, F.] to put into Paſture, to feed PathE'TICALLY (patheticè, L.] after a Manner that

Cattle ; alſo to feed (as Cattle do) in a Paſture. moves the Affections.

PA'SU AGE 2 [Law Term ] Money taken for Maſt , or the Pathe'ticalness [of patheticus, L. and neſs] the Qua

PA'SNAGE S feeding of Hogs.
lity moving the Affections, L.

PA'sTUs Old Writ. ) an Entertainment or Treat challeng- Pa'thic [pathicus, L. of a frio, Gr. to ſuffer) a So

ed as a cuſtomary Duefrom the Vaſſal to his Lord . domite, an Ingle, who ſuffers his Body to be abuſed con

PATAVINITY (among Criticks) a Fault objected againſt trary to Nature .

Livy, for uſing the Dialect or Orthography of Padua in his PATHOGNOMO'Nic ? (of 7clO , Paſſion, yow morir ,

Writings. PATHOGNOO'NICUM 3 of govaonw , to know , Gr. ] a pro

Pat (prob . of aptus, the Letters being tranſpoſed, by a per and inſeparate Sign of ſuch and ſuch a Diſeaſe, which is

Metathefis, or of pas, Du . ] fit, to the Purpoſe ; alſo a ſmall peculiar to a Diſeaſe , and to all of its kind .

Blow. PATHOLOGICκ [ of σαθολογία οf πάθος and λόγος,

To Pat, to hit or ſtrike ſoftly, as with the Finger, &c. Gr . ) treating of Pathology , i. e. of the preternatural Con

PATACOO'N, a Spaniſh Coin, in Value about 45. 8 d . ftitution of the Body of Man ; diſcovering the Cauſe, Na

Sterling ture, and Difference of Diſeaſes.

PA'TACONS [in Terra Magellanica] a People ſaid to be 10 Pathologist, one who treats of Pathology.

Foot high . Path'OLOGY [ tagorogía, Gr.] a Part of Phyfick

PATALE'na [of patere, L. to be open] an antient female which conſiders the Diſeales both of the Body and Mind ;

Deity to whom they attributed the Care of the Corn, when their Natures, Cauſes, Symptoms, &c.

it ſprung from the Blade, L. PATHOPOIE'A [ ταθοποία οf πάθος and ποιέω , to make or

To Patch (prob . of pezzare, Ital . ] to mend with cauſe, Gr. ) the raiſing of a Paffion.

Patches. PATHOPOIE'A [with Rhetoricians) a Method by which

A Patch (prob. of patagium, L. ] a Piece ſewed on a the Mind is moved and ſtirred up to Anger, Hatred , Pity,&c.

Garment or any Thing of Cloth, worn or torn . Pa'thos ( Ta'los, Gr. ] Paſſion, that which one ſuffers

PA'TCHING [intcert. Etym . prob. of pezzare, Ital. unleſs or has ſuffer'd .

of patagium , L. a Border, &c . ] ſetting a Piece of Patch PATHOS (with Rhetoricians] ſignifies the ſeveral Affecti

upon a Garment, &c. ons which the Orator excites in his Hearers.

Pata'rt 2 a Dutch Stiver, 5 of which are in value PATIBLE ( patibilis, L. ] capable of ſuffering or being

Parta'rt S 6 Pence. ſuffered .

Pate ( incert. Etym . except of Tête, F. a Head, T. being Pati'BULARY [of patibulum , L.] of or pertaining to the

changed into P. ) the Head. Gallows.

PATE (in fortification) a Sort of Fortification like what Pa'tience , (Patientia, L.) a Virtue enabling to endure

they call an Horſe-ſhoe, not always regular, but generally Pain, Afflictions, Loffes, Croſſes, Calamities, & c. with
oval , encompaſſed only with a Parapet, having nothing to Calmneſs of Mind and Conſtancy.

flank it ; uſually erected in marſhy Grounds to cover the Pa'tience, an Herb, being a Sort of large and very lowr

Gate of a Town . Sorrel.

PATEE, as a croſs Patee [in Heraldry ] a Croſs ſmall in the Pa'tient ( patiens, L.] bearing, ſuffering, enduring ;

Center and Widening towards the Extremes. See the E- that quietly and calmly bears Afflictions, Injuries, or Affronts.
fcutcheon at Pattee. Patient (with Phyſicians, & c. ) one under their Direc

Patera'ction, on opening or laying open ; a diſcover- tion in order for the Cure of ſomeDiftemper.

ing or making manifeſt. Pat'ient [in Philoſophy] is oppoſed to Agent, or that

Pate'LLA [in Anatowy] the round broad Bone, at the which acts.

joining of the Knee and Leg ; the Whirl-bone of the PATIENTIAE muſculus (with Anatomiſts] the Muſcle of

Knee. Patience, ſo called from the great Service of it in Labour.

Pa'rents (of paters, L. lying open] a Writing ſealed It is the ſame as Levator Scapula , L.

open with the broad Seal of the Kingdom . PA'Tiently ( patienter, L.) with Patience.

Patente'e, one who has had a Patent granted him. PATIENTNESS (patientia, L.) patient Temper.

PA'TER-nofter, [i. e. our Father ) the Lord's Prayer, ſo named Pati'ne, a Sort of Plate or Saucer with which the Cha

from the firſt 2 Words of it in the Latin . Whence lice is covered at Maſs.

PA'TeR -nofters ( with Roman Catholicks) are the great Beads Pati'se, a reddiſh Colour.

of their Chaplets, uſed in their Devotions. PA'TLY, fitly, opportunely.

PA'TER-nofters [in Architect] certain Ornaments placed Pa'tness , Fitneſs, Opportuneneſs.

underneath Ovolo's, cut in form of Beads, either round or PA'ronce, as a Croſs Patonce ( with Heralds] is a Croſs
oval.

that has its Ends flory, but yet differs from that
PA'TER , a Father, L. which is call'd a Croſs-flory, in that the Flory cir

PATER, Guardian , a Title given to the Head or Chief cumflexes and turns down like a Fleur-de-luce, but

of a Monaſtery, Gr. of Franciſcan Friars. the Croſs Patonce extends and ſtretches to a cer

Pa Ter-noſter-Ruzo [near St. Paul's, London ] took its tain patee Form , as in the Eſcutcheon Gules, a Croſs Paton

Name of Stationers orText-Writers, that dwelt there, and ce Argent.

wrote and ſold all Sorts of Books then in Uſe, as A , B , C, PATRIA, one's own Country or Birth -place, L.

or Abfies, and the Pater -noſters, Aves, Creeds, Graces, &c. PA'TRIA [in Law ) the Neighbourhood, L.

and alſo of Turners of Beads who dwelt there, who were PA'TRIARCH [Tergicészens of TargaFather, and ésmo ,

call'd Pater -nofter Makers ; and Ave-Mary- Lane, and Creed- Gr. Chief,] the firſt Father of a Family or Nation.

Lane took their Names from the ſame Originals. PA'TRIARCH ( in an Ecclefiaftical Senſe] a Dignity in the

Croſs Pa'Ter-noſtre (with Heralds] is the Repreſentation Church ſuperiour to an Archbiſhop , of which in antient
of a Croſs made with Beads . See the Eſcut- Times there were 5 , viz. at Rome, Conftantinople, Alexan

cheon . dria, Jeruſalem , and Antioch.

PATE'RNALNESS 2 (of paternus, L. and neſs] PATRIARCHAL ( patriarchalis, L.] of or pertaining to a

PATE'RNITY Fatherlineſs, fatherlike Af Patriarch.

fection, or Care. PATRIARCHAL Croſs [ in Heraldry] is one that has its
Pate'rnal ( paternalis, L.) Fatherly , of or pertaining Shaft croſſed twice, the upper Arms of it being

to a Father . ſhorter, and the lower longer. See the E

PATH (pæ , Sax. ] a Track or beaten Way. fcutcheon.

Path of the Vertex [with Aſtronomers] a Circle deſcribed PATRIARCHATE ( patriarcbat, F. of patriar

by any Point of the Surface of the Earth, as it turns round chatus, L.) the State, Dignity, or Juriſdiction of a Patri

its Axis. arch ; alſo a Primate of a National Church.

PATHEMA (nemua, Gr. ] Paſſion or Suffering. PATRIARCHSHIP [of patriarcha, L. and ſhip] the Dige

PATHE’MA [with Phyſicians] all preternatural Conturba- nity or Juriſdiction of a Patriarch.

tions wherewith a humanBody is moleſted. PATRICIAN ( patricien, F. of patricius,L.] one deſcended

Pathe'tical ? [patheticus, L. of na JETIXÓS, Gr. ] mov- of a noble Family, in Oppoſition to the Plebeians.

PaThe'TICK Sing the Paſſions or Affections .

PATHETICK Mufick, Mufick that is very moving, ex PATRIA

HI
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PATRICIAN's [ lo called of Patricius their Ring leader ) PATTEE [in Heraldry] a Croſs Pattee, is a Croſs that is

their diſtinguiſhing Tenet was , that the Subſtance of the imall in the Center, and goes widening to the

Fleſh is not the Work of God , but of the Devil ; on which Ends, as in the Eſcutcheon .

Account they bore ſuch Hatred to their own Bodies, as Pa'tten ? [ patine, D :.] a Sort of Clog or

ſometimes to kill.themſelves. PATTIN S wooden Shoe with an Iron Ring

PATRIMONIAL ( patrimonialis, L.) of or pertaining to an for a Supporter .

Eſtate of Inheritance . To Pa'tter [of patting] to ſtrike as Hail or any finall

PA'TRIMONY ( patrimonium , L. ) an Inheritance, Eſtate, Things falling, or being thrown in great Nurnbers.

or Money deſcending from or left by a Father to a Son . Pattes, the Paws of any Beaſt.

St. Peter's PA'TRIMONY, a Province in Italy, which, PATTY ( pâte, F. ] a sort of Pye. -

with its Profits and Dependencies, is united to the See of Pa'rulus, a , um , (in Butan. Writ.] that blows open, L.

Rome. PA'VAGE, a Toll or Contribution towards repairing and

Pa'rrior [Tergiátns, Gr. ] a Father of his Country, a maintaining Pavements and Cauſeways .

publick Benefactor. PA'VAN 2 a grave and majeſtick Spaniſh Dance , wherein

PA'TRIOTISM , the Acting like a Father to his Country, PA'VANE S the Dancers turn round, and make a Wheel or

Publick- Spiritedneſs. Tail before them like that of a Peacock ; alſo the gravelt

PA'TRIOTSHIP [ of patriota, L. and ſhip] Office, Digni- and poweſt Sort of Inſtrumental Muſick , conſiſting gene
ty,or Quality of a Patriot. rally of 3 Strains .

PA'TRISSATING ( patriſans, L. taking after the Father. PAU CILo’QUY 2 [ pauciloquium , L. ) Sparingneſs

PatripA'SSIANS, a Name given to the Sabellians, be- PAUCILO'QUIOUSNESS S of Speech , Fewneſs of Words.

cauſe they believed that the Father himſelf, and not the Pau'city ( Paucitas, L.] Fewneſs.

Son was crucified . PAU'DISHAW [i . e. an Expeller of Princes , or Injuries ]

Patrocina'tion, a Patronizing,Protecting, or Defend- a Title given to the Grand Seignior.

ing ; a Maintaining the Right of any one, L. Pave'se ? ( pavois, F. ] a large Shield which covers the

PA'TROCINY [Patrocinium, L. ] the ſame as Patrocina- Pavi'se } whole Body.

tion. TO PAVE ( pavire, L. ) to lay a Way with Stones .

A PATRO'L (Mil. Affairs] a Round or March made by the PA'vement( pavimentum , L.]a paved Floor orCauſeway.

Guards or Watch in the Night-time to obſerve what paſſes PAVE'NTIA (among the Romans] a Goddeſs, who, as

in the Streets , and to ſecure the Peace and Tranquillity of they fancied, protected Children from Fears ; or, as others
the City or Camp. ſay, frightened them .

Patro'ling (of patrouille, F. ] marching about a City, PA'vier (un paveur, F. pavitor, L.) a Maker of Pave

Garriſon , & c. in the Night, as Soldiers do to prevent Sur ments in Streets.

prizes , Diſorders, & c. PAvI'LION ( pavillon, F. ] a Tabernacle or Tent of State.

Patron ( patronus, L. ) a Friend of Intereſt or Power ; Pavi'lion (of Papilio, L. or Padiglione, Ital . ) a Turret

an Advocate, a Defender; a particular Guardian-Saint of or Building uſually inſulated , and under one ſingle Roof ;

any Kingdom, City , & c. F. ſometimes ſquare , and ſometimes in Form of a Dome.

PATRON [in com . and canon Law] one who has the Right PAVILION [ in War] a Tent raiſed on Poſts to lodge un

of Preſentation to a Benefice. der in Summer- time .

PA'TRON [in Civil Law ] a Mafter who has made his Pavilion (with Mariners) the Flag of a general Officer

Slave or Servant free. in a Fleet.

PA'TRON [in Navigation )a Name given in the Mediterra. Pavi'llion'd , encompaſs’d or inclos'd in a Pavilion,

nean Sea to the Perſon who commands the Ship and Mari- Milton.
ners ; - and ſometimes to the Perſon who ſteers, or the Pavilions [in Architecture] is uſed for projecturing

Pilot.
Pieces in the Facade of a Building, which mark the Middle

Patron Paramount, the King, who is ſo to all the Ec- of it.
clefiaftical Benefices in England . Angular Pavilions ( Archit .] thoſe before -mentioned ,

PATRONAGE ( patrocinium , L.] Defence, Protection . which flank a Corher.

PATRONAGE (patronatus, L.] the Right belonging to the St. PAUL's School, built and well indowed by Dr. John

Founder of a Church, &c. of Preſentation to that Benefice. Colet, Dean of St. Paul's, and Chaplain to King Henry VIII.

Lay PA'TRONAGE [in Law ) is a Right attach'd to the which School was dedicated by the Founder to the Child

Perſon, either as Founder, or Heir of the Founder ; or as Jeſus (who ſat among the Doctors at twelve Years of Age)

Poffeffor of the Fee to which the Patronage is annexed, and as appears by Part of the Founder's Epitaph.

is either real or perſonal. Quiquefcholamftruxit celebrem cognomine JESU .

Real Lay PATRONAGE, is that which is attach'd to the So that the Name of it is Jeſus School, rather than Paul's ;
Glebe, or to a certain Inheritance. but the Saint hath robb'd his Maſter of the Title.

Perſonal Lay PATRONAGE, is that which belongs imme- Pau'LIANISTS , a Sect ſo called ; the Followers of Paulus

diately to the Founder of the Church , and is tranſmittible Samoſetanus, a Biſhop of Antioch, who deny'd the Diſtincti

to his Children and Family, without being annexed to any on of Perſons in the Trinity.

Fee. Pauli'ciANS ( ſo called of Paulus their Chieftain ] to the

Ecclefiaftical Pa'TRONAGE [in Laz ] is that which a Per- Errors of the Manichees, they added an Abhorrence of the
ſon is intitled to by Vertueof ſome Benefit which he holds. Croſs, and employ'd it to the moſt ſervile Uſes out of

Arms of PATRONAGE (in Heraldry) are thoſe at the Top, Deſpight.

whereof ſome are Marks of Subjection and Dependance, as PAUNCH [ Sea Language) Mats made of Sinnet, which are

the City of Paris bears 3 Flowers de Lys in Chief, to Thew made faſt to the Main and Fore-yards , to keep them from

her Dependance on the King. galling

PATRO'NAL ( patronalis, L. ] of or pertaining to a Patron . PAUNCHES ( pants, Teut. pantex , L. ] the Belly, Inteſtines,

PA'TRONSHIP [ of patronus, L. and ſip) the Office, &c. of or Guts of an Animal.

a Patron . Pavor (among the Romans] Fear , aDeity, whom they

PATRONESS ( patrona, L.) a female Patron, & c. received from the Corinthians, whoſe Children being frigh

To Patroni'ze ( patrocinare, L.] to act, &c. tened to death by the Ghoſts of Medea's Children, Mermerus

PATRONI'ZER, ( patronus, L.) a Patron, Defender, & c. and Pheres, they were ordered by the Oracle to ſacrifice to

Patroni'ze ( patrocinare, L.) to act the Part of a Pa- them annually , and erected two Statues, one to Fear, and

tron . another to Paleneſs.

PATRONY'MIC ( patronimicus, L. of Fargoruuixos, Gr. ] Paluper , a poor Perſon , L.

pertaining to the Names of Men derived from their An- TO PA'UPERATE ( pauperare, L.) to impoveriſh .

ceſtors. Forma PAU'PERIS, in the Form of a poor Man. Thus

PATRONY'MICKS ( Ilargoruuixa', Gr.) Names Men de- to ſue in forma pauperis, is when the Judge of a Court al

rive from their Fathers, Grand -fathers, or other Anceſtors. ſigns an Attorney, Clerk , or Counſel, to maintain the Cauſe

PatrovI'llE ? [Patrouille, F. ] a Round of Soldiersto the of a poor Perſon, and to plead for him or her without Fees,
PATROU'L 3 Numberof5 or 6, with a Sergeant to com- PAUSA'RIUS (among the Romans] an Officer who directed

mand them ; thele ſec out from the Corps de Gard, and walk the Stops, or Pauſes, in the ſolemn Pomps or Proceſſions of

roundthe Streets of a Garriſon, to prevent Quarrels and the Goddeſs Iſis, i. e . the Stands or Places where the Statues

Miſchief, Esc. and to keep all in Order, Peace and Quietneſs. of Ifis and Anubis were ſet down ; alſo an Officer in the
PattaCOO'n , ſee Patacoon. Gallies who gave the Signal to the Rowers, that they might

PA'IT . (in Cookery] a little Pie. act in concert, and row all together.

А
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reſt on .

A PAUSE ( pauſa , L.) a Reſt, a Stop , an Intermiflion . the Sun , repreſented a Creature proud of its natural Per

fections.
A Pause (in Mufick ] an artificial Diſcontinuance of the

Sound or Voice ; alſo a Character of Silence or Repoſe. A Peacock [Emblematically ] alſo repreſents Women

To Pause ( pauſer, F. of pauſare, L.) to make a Stop ; over curious in their Dreſs and coltly Cloathing.

alſo to conſider .
PE'A- HEN (panache, F. pava, L. ]

A Demy Pause [in Mufick] a Ceſſation for the Time of Peak (peac, Sax.) the Tharp Point of a Thing, the Top

half a Meaſure .

of a Hill .

A General Pause , a general Ceſſation or Silence of all Green Peak, a Woodcock, a Bird .

the Parts.
Pe’aking [ſome derive it of piecinino, Ital . or pequenni,

Paw , Fo ! an Interjection of nauſeating.
Span . ſmall] fickly, weakly.

To Paw [ patiner, F. ) to move, feel, or handle with the PEA'KINGNESS , Sicklineſs, Unthrivingneſs.

Paws.

PEAL [of appello, L. according to Minbew , or prob. of

Pawl [in a Ship) a little Piece of Iron bolted to one End Tanaw, Gr. to agitate or vibrate) a loud Noiſe, eſpecially

of the Beams of theDeck, ſo as to keep the Capſtan from
of Bells or Thunder.

recoiling

Peal'd, troubled , or deaffened with the Noiſe, Milton .

To Pawl the Capſtan ( Sea Phraſe ] to ſtop the Capſtan Pe'an [in Heraldry] is when the field or Ground of

with the Pawl.
Furs of a Coat of Arms is Sable, and the Powderings are

To heave a Pawl [Sea Phraſe] is to heave a little more
Or.

for the Pawl to get hold of the Whelp .
PEAR ( Pyrum , L. pere, Sax, and Dan .) a Fruit well

PAWL [in Guinea ) a ſmall Piece of Money, equal to 3 known .

Farthings Engliſh.
PEAR -Tree (pirige , Sax .]

A PAWN [ fand, Teut.) a Pledge.
PEAR - Bit, a Sort of Bit for Horſes.

To PAWN [of pfanden, Teut.) to pledge, to put into the PEARMAI'N, a Kind of Apple.

Hands of another as a Security for Money borrowed, & c. PEARCH 2 [pertica, L. perche, F. ] a Rod or Pole in

Pawn -Broker ( pander, Du. ] one who lends Money up- Perch S Length 16 Foot and a half ; or 18 in the

on a Pledge .
Meaſurir.g of Coppice Woods ; alſo a Seat for Fowls to

Pax , Peace, L.

Pax [with Roman Catholicks) a Kind of Image given to

be kiſs'd when they goto the Offering.
PERCH

To Pay [ payer, F. ] to diſcharge a Debt . To Pearch [ percher, F.] to light or ſit upon, as a Bird

To Pay (prob . of raio , Gr. ] to beat.
does .

To Pay the Seams of a Ship (prob . of poix, F. Pitch) PEARL [ perle, F. pea hı, Sax . ) a Gem or Jewel, a hard ,

to lay them over with hot Pitch ; or to lay on a Coat of round, white, clear Subſtance, uſually roundiſh , found in a

new Stuff, after her Soil has been burnt off ; this Stuff is a teſtaceous Fiſh reſemblingan Oiſter.

Mixture of Tallow and Sope, or of Train- Oil, Roſin and PEARL [in Heraldry ] by thoſe Heralds that blazon the

Brimſtone boiled together. Coat Armour of great Men by precious Stones inſtead of

Pay Cheap [Sea Term ] i.e. turn the Anchor over -board Colours, is uſed inſtead of White.

fafter, at turning it out of the Boat . Pearl (with Hunters] that Part of a Deer's Head which

Pay more Cable ( Sea Phraſe] i . e. let out more Cable. is about the Burr .

PAY [ Paye, F.] Wages, Hire, Payment. Wens of PEARL, certain Excreſcencies or prominent

To bePay'd ( Sea Phraſe] a Ship is ſaid to be ſo , when Places in Form of half Pearls, found in the Bottom of the

tacking about all her Sails are back -ſtay'd, i. e. lie flat againſt Pearl Shells.

the Mafts and Shrouds . PEARL [with Oculifs] an unnatural Speck, or thin Film

PAY'ING [ of payant, of payer, F. ] diſcharging a Debt ; alſo over the Eye.

a beating
PEARL [with Printers] a ſmall sort of Printing Letter,

PAY'ment, a paying of Money ; alſo a beating. F. Peas , ſee Pea .

Prompt Pay'ment, the Payment of a Bill or Debt be- PEAS-BOLT, or Hawm , Peas- ftraw .

fore it becomes due .
Peasant (une paiſant, F.] a Country -man , a Clown .

PAY'NIMS , Pagans or Heathens. PEASANTRY [les paiſans, F.] the Body of Country Peos

Pea [ Piſum , L. piya, Sax .) a Kind of Pulſe well known. ple or Ruſticks.

PEAG (in Dooms-day -book ] an Hill. PEAS-Cod [piya Corbe, Sax .] the Shell or Husk of a

Peace [pax, L. paix, F.] Reſt, Silence, Quietneſs ; Pea.

alſo Concord, Agreement, Reconciliation ; the direct Op- Peat, a Sort of Fewel dug out of mooriſh Ground.

poſite to War.
PE'BBLE [ incert. Etym .] a Sort of Stone for Paving.

Peace [in the Senſe of the Law] a quiet and inoffenſive Peccadi'llo, a pardonable Sin , ſmallFault, & c. Span.

Behaviour towards the King and his people . PE'ccant ( peccans, L.] committing a Fault, offending.

Peace of God and the Church, that Time of Vacation Pe'ccanTNESS [of peccans, L. and neſs] Offenſiveneſs,

and Reſt which the People had from Law- Suits and Trouble Hurtfulneſs.

between the Terms . Pe'ccant Humours [in Phyfick] the Humours of the

Peace of the King, that Peace and Security both for Body which contain ſomeMalignity, or which offend either
Life and Goods, which the King affords to all his Subjects, in Quantity or Quality, i. e. when they are either morbid ,

or Foreigners taken into his Protection . or in too great Abundance.

Peace of the Plough, that whereby the Plough - Tackle Pecca'vi [I have offended ] to cry peccavi, is to acknow

and Plough -Cattle are ſecured from Diſtreſſes. ledge a Fault.

Clerk of the PEACE , an Officer of the Seſſions of the Pechia'GRA [rñxus the Elbow , and d'yga , Gr. ] the
Peace, whoſe Buſineſs it is to read Indictments, to inroll the Gout in the Elbow-Joints .

Acts, and to draw up the Proceſs ; to return the Copies of Pe'cia , a dry Meaſure containing 2 Gallons.

Indi&tments, Outlawries, Attainders, Egr. to the King's- Peck ( pecotin, F.] a dry Meaſure of eight Quarts.

Bench . To Pe'ck [ bequetter, F.] to ſtrike with the Bill as Birds

Peace [in Painting , &c.] is repreſented as a beautiful do .

Lady holding in her Hand a Wand or Rod towards the Pecque'ts Duct. ( Anatomy) the thoracic Duct, ſo called

the Earth, over a hideous Serpent, and holding her other from Pecquet its Diſcoverer.

Hand over her Face, as unwilling to behold Strife or War. Pe'cten Arboris (with Botaniſts] the Grain of a Wood of

By others ſhe has been repreſented holding in one Hand an any Tree, L.

Olive Branch , and leading a Lamb and a Wolf yoked by Pecten Veneris (with Botaniſts ] the Herb Shepherd's

their Necks in the other ; and alſo with an live Branch in Needle, L.

her right Hand, and a Cornucopia in her left. PectI'NEUS (with Anatomifts] the third ofthe 15 Muſcles

PEA'CEABLY [paiſiblement, F.] in a peaceable Manner. of theThigh, ſo named becauſe it has its Origin in the Fore

PEACEABLENESS [of paiſible , and neſs) peaceable Tem- part of the Os Pectinis, L.

per, quiet Diſpoſition . Pe'ctinis Os [ Anatomiſts ] the Share-bone, which is the

Peach ( peſce, F. malum Perſicum , L. penguay, Sax .) a lower and inner, or the Fore-part of the Os Innominatum .

Fruit well known . PE'CTORAL [ pectoralis, L. of or pertaining to , or good

PE'acock (pavo, L. Papa, Sax. paon , F. ] a beautiful for the Breaft.

Bird well known . Pe'ctoral Muſcle [ Anatomy ] a Muſcle which moves

A Peacock ( Hieroglyphically] with beautiful Plumes, the Arm forwards ; ſo named on Account of its Situation,

and in a Poſture of admiring them , and expoſing them to which ariſes above from the Clavicula, and below from the

Breaft
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Breal - Bone, and all the Endings of the upper Ribs, and is PE'PICLE pediculus , L.) a little Foot.

implanted in the upper Part of the Shoulder -Bone. PE'Dicle (with Botanits) a Foot Stalk , is that or which
PECTORAʼLE , a Breaft-plate, L. either a Leaf, or Flower, or Fruit ſtands or hangs.

PE'CTORALS (in Medicine] are Remedies proper PEDICULA [ Botany) the Herb Yellow - rattle Graſs, or

Arengthen and relieve the Breaſt and Stomach ; or good Cock's-Comb, L.

againſt the Diſeaſes of them . PEDICULA'R is morbus [ with Phyſicians] the Loury Dif
Pectoris Os (with Anatomifs) the ſame as Sterrum , L. eaſe.

PE'CTORALNESS (of pectoralis, L. ard nefs] ftomachick PedicuLA'Tion, a particular Foulneſs of the Skin , very

Quality . apt to breed Lice ; ſaid to have been the Diltemper of the

PE'CULATE (in Civil Law ] the Crime of Pilfering the Egyptians, and one of their Plagues, L.

publick Money, by a Perſon who manages it , or in whoſe PEDICULUS ( Botany) the ſame as pedicle, L.

Cuſtody it is repolited. Pedis abfcilio [ old Rec.] a Cutting off the Foot, a Pu

Peculation, a Robbing or Cheating the Publick . niſhment of Criminals in former Times inflicted here initead

PECULIAR ( peculiaris, L.] fingular, particular, private, of Death ,

proper. PE'DiGREE [ 9. degrez des peres, F. i.e. the Degrees of
À PECULIAR , a particular Pariſh or Church that has Ju- Fathers, or as others petendo gradum , deriving the Delcent]

riſdiction within it ſelf for a Probate of Wills , &c. being ex- a Deſcent from Anceſtors , Scock or Race.

empt from the Ordinary of the Biſhop's Courts . Thus the Pedilu'VIUM , a Sort of Bath for the Feet , L.

King's Chapel is a RoyalPeculiar, free from all ſpiritual Ju- PE'DLAR [ prob . of betteler, Tent. a Beggar, Skinner ;

riſdiction, and only governed by the King himſelf as ſu- or of aller a pied, F. going a Foot, Minbew ] one who fells

preme Ordinary. ſmall Wares about the Country.

Pecu'LIARLY ( peculiariter, L.) after a peculiar Manner. PEDDLING , little, ſmall , trifing.

Pecu'LIARNESS ( peculiarité, F.of L.) Peculiarity.
PeDU'NCULI [ Anatomy] two Medullary Proceſſes of the

Court of Pecu'LIARS, a Court which takes Cogniſance of Cerebellum , whereby that Part is joined to the Medulla oblon

thoſe Matters which relate to ſuch Pariſhes as are exempt gata.

from the Juriſdiction of the Biſhop in ſome Dioceſes, and PeDOBA'PTISM [of Taidov Berllouch, Gr.] Infant

belong peculiarly to the Archbiſhop of Canterbury. Baptiſm .

PECU'NIA, Money, L. Pedometer [of pedes , L. or nós, Gr. a Foot, and

Pecu'NIA Sepulchralis, Money anciently paid to the wétegy Meaſure] a Way-wiſer, an Inſtrument compos'd of

Prieſt, at the Opening of the Sepulchre, for the Benefit of various Wheels with Teeth , which by a Chain faſtened to a

the departed Soul . Man's Foot or Wheel of a Chariot, advance a Notch each

PECU'NIA (among the Romans] Money. A Deity which, Step or each Revolution of the Wheel; and the Number

as they held, preſided over Riches; who had a Son named being mark'd on the Edge of each Wheel, the Paces may be
Argentinus, whom they adored that they might grow rich. numbred, or the Diſtance from one Place to another exactly

Pecu'NIARY ( pecuniarius, L. ] of or pertaining to meaſured .

Money. Pedo'nes [ old Rec. ] Foot-Soldiers.

Pecunio'sity ( pecuniofitas, L.] Fullneſs of Money.

Pe cu'NIOUS ( pecuniufus, L.) full of Money.
Pelaeza Grudge, Spleen, III-Will againſt a Perſon.

PE'cunius, a Deity of the antient Pruſſians, in Honour PEEK [in Sea Language] is uſed variouſly .

ofwhom they kept a Fire of Oak perpetually burning ; which Peek ( in a Ship] a Room in the Hold, which reaches

if ithappened to go outby the Prielt's Neglect, he was put from the Bits forwards to the Stern .
to Death. When it thunder'd, they imagined that their To ride a Peek (with Mariners] a Term uſed of a Ship,

grand Prieſt converſed with their God; and for that Reaſon when ſhe lies with her Main and fore Yards hoiſed up, having
fell proftrate onthe Earth, praying for ſeaſonable Weather. one End of the Yards brought down to the Shrowds and the

PED Ware, Pulſe as Peas, Beans, &c. other raiſed up on End ; which is done chiefly when the

Pe'dage, Money paid for paſſing on Foot or on Horſe- lies at Reſt in Rivers.

back thro ' any Foreſt, &c. To be a Peek [ Sea Phraſe) uſed of an Anchor, when the

Pedago'GICAL [randeyogikos, Gr.] pertaining to an Cable is perpendicular between the Hawſe through which it
Inſtructor of Youth , or to diſcipline. runs out and the Anchor.

PEDAGOGUE [ rédagogos,Gr.) an Inſtructor of Youth . To heave a Peek, is to bring the Ship to the Poſition be

PE'DAGOGY ( pædagogia, L. of Faldajazia , Gr.] In- fore-mentioned.
ſtruction , Diſcipline. To Peek the Miſen ( Sea Phraſe] is to put the miſfen Yard

PE'DAL ( pedalis, L.] of or pertaining to a Foot in Mea- right up, and down by the Maft.

ſure.
To ride abroad Peek [ Sea Pbraſe ] is much the ſame as

PEDA'le ( Ant. Writ.] a Foot-cloth, a Carpet laid on the riding a Peek ; only the Yards are raiſed up half ſo high .
Ground to tread on. Peel (with Printers] a wooden Inſtrument with which

PE'DALS ( pedales, L.) the large Pipes of an Organ , ſo they hang up the printed Sheets to dry.

called becauſe play'd and itopp'd with the Foot. Peel ( pala, L. pale, F. ] an Inſtrument to ſet Bread into

Peda'neus (Civil Law ]a Petty Judge, who has no for- an Oven ; alſo a broad thin Board for carrying Pies , &c.
mal Seat of Juſtice ; but hears Caules ſtanding, and without Peel ( peau, F. of pellis, L. a Skin ) the outmoft Skin of
any tribunal." Fruit.

PEDANEOUS ( pedaneus, L.] going on Foot, as a pedane- Pee'LING ( pelant of peler, F. ) taking off the Skin or
ous Traveller.

Rind ; alſo the Peel or Rind of Fruit .

PE'DANT, a School-Mafter who profeſſes to inſtruct and Pee'LING, a large Sort of excellent Cyder-Apple.

govern Youth, to teach them Humanities and the Arts. To Peep ( pipire, L. pepier, F. ] to cry like a Chicken .

Pe'dant, an unpoliſh'd ſtiff Man of Learning, who To Peep [incert. Etym .) to look thro' a Hole or Chink ;

makes an impertinent Uſe of the Sciences, abounds in un- alſo to beginto grow out as Plants, Horns, & c.

ſeaſonable Obſervations and Criticiſm . Peer (prob. of perg, Teut . an Heap, & c . or beong ,

Peda'nTICK (of peaanteſque, F. ] of or pertaining to or Sax. bierg, Dan. or pepe, Sax. the Foot of an Hill] a

like a Pedant. Mole or Rampart raiſed in an Harbour to break the Forceof

PepA'NTICKNESS, pretence to, or Oftentatiouſneſs of the Sea ; and for the better Security of the Ships that ride
Scholarſhip. there.

PEDANTI'Zing (of pedantizant, F.) playing the Pedant. Peer [in Architecture] a kind of Pilaſter or Buttreſs,

PE'DANTRY [ pedanterie, F. ] Pedantickneſs, Oftentatiouſ- raiſed for Support, Strength, and ſometimes for Ornament.

neſs of fhewing Literature . To Peer at a Thing, to leer or peep at it.

PEDANTISM, the Profeſſion , or Practice, Quality, or Peer [of par, pares, L. Equals ] a Nobleman of the

Manner, of a Pedant . Houſe of Lords in Parliament; an Equal.

Pedee ' (of e pedibus, L. ] a Foot-Boy. Pee'race, Impoſition or Tax for the Repairing and

PE'DERAST [ Taldeegsis, Gr. ) a Sodomite, a Buggerer. Keeping up Sea Peers.

Pe'de RASTY [ raldiposide, Gr . ] Buggery , Sodomy. Pee'raGE ( pairie, F.) the Dignity of a Peer.

Pedere'ro, commonly callid Petterero, a ſmall Piece of To hold Land in Pee'r Age [antient Cuſtoms] a Tenure

Ordnance moſtly uſed in Ships, to fire Stones , Nails, which obliged the Perſon to allift the Lord's Bailiff in his

broken Iron, or Partridge Shot, on an Enemy attempting Judgments , as all the antient Vaffals call'd Peers .

PEE'R DOM [of une pairie, F. and dum ] a Peer's Dignity

Pediae'us ( Anat.) the ſecond of the extenſores pedis , L. annexed to a great Fee.
A PE'DESTAL ( pedeſtalfa, L. piedeſtallo, Ital.] that Part PEE'Ress, the Wife of a Peer.

of a Pillar that ſupports it . 6E PEE'R

to Bcard.
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Pee'rless (non pareil
, F. of par , L. and leay, Sax.] not Pe'lting ( prob. of poltern, Teut.] throwing Stone ,

gr. at .to be equalled or matched .

Pee'R LESSNESS ( par, L. leay and neyye, Sax.) match- Pe'lvis , a Baſon , L.

leſsneſs. Pe'lvis (with Anatomiſts] the Baſon of the Kidreys or

Peers [in Law ] Jury -Men impannelled upon an Inqueft. the lower part of the Abdomen, in which the Bladder (and in

Pee'vish [prob. q. beeiſh ] fretful, &c. Women likewiſe the Uterus) and Re £tum are contained .

PEE'VISHNESS ( prob. q. beeifonefs, of Bee, Eng . ) Fret- Pe'lvis aurium (with Anat. )the hollow Part of the Ear, L.

fulneſs, waſpiſh Humour.
PE'lvis cerebri , the Tunnel of the Brain, L.

A Peg (psic, Sax. a little Needle] a little Piece of Wood Pe'lvis renum ( Anatomy] a skinny Veſſel in each Kidney ,

pointed.
which receives the Urineand conveys it to the Bladder, L.

PELU'RE, a rich Furr.To Peg, to put in or faften with a Peg.

PE'GANUM ( Trijavov, Gr.) the Herb Rue.
PEMPHEGOI'dus ( ory adhe, Gr. ) a Kind of Spotted

PE'GOMANCY (myoparttia of myó, a Fountain , and Fever ; or a flatulentor windy Fever.

parteid , Divination , Gr.] divining by Fountain Water : Pen ( penna, L. ) an Inſtrument for Writing.

The ſame as Hydromancy,which ſee. Pen [of pyndan, Sax. to Mut in) a Fold for Sheep ;

PE'GASUS [ with Aftron .) the winged Horſe ; a northern a Coop for Fowl ; alſo a Pond-head to keep Water in for

Conſtellation .
driving the Wheels of an iron Mill.

PE'gging (with Sow -gelders] a Method usd in curing PEN (with the Britains and antient Gauls] an high

Hogs of the Diſeaſe called the Garrhe. Mountain ; hence thoſe Hills, which divide France from Italy,

Pe'isage (old Rec .] a pound Weight, whence to peiſe, or
are called the Apennines.

poiſe, and peſage. To Pen [of penna, L. a Pen ) to write down.

Pe'LA , a Peel , a Pile, a Fort. To Pen up [of pýndan, Sax. ) to ſhut up, to incloſe.

Pelargia , a Shell- fiſh called a Purple, L.
Pe'nal ( pænalis, L.] of pertaining to or inficting

PELA'GIAE (with Naturaliſts] ſuch Shell-fiſhes as are
Puniſhments.

never or very rarely found nearthe Sea-Shores ; but always PE'NALTY ( pænalitas, L.) a Fine impos'd as a Puniſh
ment.

continue in the Deep, or thoſe Parts in the Bottom of the

Sea , which are fartheſt from Land . PE'NALNESS (of penal, F. of pænalis, L. and nef ] lia

Pela'GIANS [of Pelagius] who deny'd original Sin , and bleneſs to a Penalty.

held many othererroneous Opinions. PE'NNACE [ of poena, L. Puniſhment] the Exerciſe of Pe

Peleci'nus [Taexūro , Gr. ] the Plant Hatchet- nitence, or a Puniſhment, either voluntary or impos’d by legal
Vetch. Authority, for Faults committed by a Perſon .

Pelp ( prob. of Kela , keo . Sax . much Money ] Wealth ; PE'NNACE (of pænitentia , L.) a Sort of Mortification en

alſo the Remains of a Fowl, after Hawk is relieved . joined by Romin Prieſts. 0. F.

Pe'LICAN ( pelicanus, L. ofmaexar, Gr.) a Water -Fowl. PE'Nance ( in Canon Law ) an ecclefiaftical Puniſhment

Pe'lican (with Chymiſts] a sort of doubleVeffel ordi- chiefly adjudgdto the Sin of Fornication .
narily of Glais; uſed in diſtilling Liquors by Circulation . PENA'Tes(of NOVIB, Heb. inwards, or Penitus inward

PE'LiCAN [with Surgeons) an Inſtrument for drawing ly, becauſe kept within the Houſe, Cic.) houſhold Gods
Teeth . whoſe Statues were there kept, and worſhipped with Wine

PELICAN (with Gunners) an antient Piece of Ordinance, and Incenſe. They were made either of Iron or Earthen
equal to a quarter Culverin ,and carrying a Ball of 6 Pound. Ware ; but their Form was kept Secret, as a religious My

Pelicoi'des (menerosidus, of módexus, a Hatchet, and ſtery. In the Time of Peace they committed their Arms to
Ados, Form , Gr.)a certain geometrical figure, that ſome- the Care of the Penates. Cities and Kingdoms had alſo their

thingreſembles a Hatchet. Penates . Thoſe ofRome were brought by Æneas from Troy,

Peli'dnus [ in Phyfick] a black and blue Colour in the to which Place Dardanus brought them from Samothrace.

Face, as it often happens to thoſe who are Melancholy . The Penates and Lares were different, in that the Lares

Pell ( pellis, L.) the skin of a Beaſt. were common in all Houſes, and the Penates proper to par

PE'LLAGE, a Cuſtom or Duty paid for Skins of Leather. ticular ones, and divine Honours were done to the Lares in

PellaMOU'NTAIN, an Herb. the Chimney -Corner, or on the Fire -Hearths, and to the

Pe'llet ( either of pellendo, L. driving, or of balette, F.] Penates in the open Court; or ſome other Place or Sort of
a little Ball . Chapel within .

PELLETS [in Heraldry] are black Roundles, the ſame PE'NCE [of penniſ , Sax .) Pennies.

that French Heralds call Torteaux de Sable. PE'NCIL ( penicillum, L. penſel, Teut.] an Inſtrument

PE'Llicia (old Rec.] a Pilch . uſed by Drawers, Painters, & c.

PE'LLICLE pellicula, L.) a little Skin . PE'NCIL of Rays (in Opticks] a double Cone of Rays

Pe'LLICLE Čpellicula, L.) when any Solution is evapo B joined together at the Bafe, one of

rated ſo long by a gentle Heat, that a Film or Skin riſes on which hath its Vertex in ſome one
B

the Top of the Liquor, they ſay it is evaporated to a Pellicle , "Point of the Object, and the Glaſs,

and then there is very little more Liquor left, than will juſt D B. E. D. for its Baſe , and the other

ſerve to keep the Salts in Fuſion . hath its Baſe on the fame Glaſs ; but its Vertex in the Point

PELLIPARIUS [ old Stat.) a Skinner, Currier, or Lea- of Convergence, as at C.
ther -dreſſer.

PE'NDANT ( pendens, L. ) hanging.

Pe'LLITORY [ parietaria , L.) an Herb . Pe'ndant Feathers (with Falconers) thoſe Feathers that

PELLO'TA [in the Foreſt Law ) the Ball, or round fleſhy grow upon the Thighs of an Hawk.

Part of a Dog's Foot, which, by that Law , in all Dogs that PE'NDANT [in a Ship] a ſhort Rope, which is faſtened at

are near any of the King'sForeſts are to be cut out. one End to the Head of the Maft, or Yard, or Clew of the

P'el- me'l ( pêle -mêle , F. ) confuſedly, without Order. Sail, having a Block or Shiver at the other End to reeve

Clerk of thePells, an Officer belonging to the Exche- ſome running Rope.

quer, who enters every Teller's Bill in aParchment Roll PE'NDANTS ( pendentia, L. i.e. hanging ] hanging Jewels

callid pellis receptorum , i. e. the Roll of Receipts, and alſo for theEars.
makes another Roll called pellis exituum , i. e. the Roll of PE'NDANTS ( with Heralds] pendant Eſcutcheons. In
Endings. antient Times, Men of Chivalry or Knights would reſort

PELLU'CID ( pellucidus, L.) that may be ſeen through, to the Courts of Princes, and ſet up publick Challenges for

tranſparent. Jufts and Tournaments, or elſe poſt them upon ſome Bridge
Pellu'cidness ? [of pellucidus, L. and nejs] tranſparen- or other Paſs, and there provoke or challenge all Men
Pellucidity Scy, diaphaneity. of Rank that came that Way to encounter them. In
Pelt [of pellis, L. a Skin) a Skin of an Animal. order to this, they hung up their Shields with their Coat

Pelt Monger [of pellis, and mangere, Sax .] one who of Armour painted on them on the Neighbouring Trees, or

Deals in Pelts and Skins . elſe on Poles erected for that Purpoſe.

Pelt Wool, Wool pulled off from the Pelt or Skin of a PE'NDANTS (in Botany) a Kind of Seeds, growing on

dead Sheep. Stamina or Chives ; as thoſe in the Middle of Tulips, Li

To Petr [ prob. of poltern, Teut. to beat] to throw lies, &c .

Stones , Snow - Balls, &c. at a Perſon ; alſo to annoy an PE'NDANTS [in a Ship) thoſe long Colours or Streamers

Enemy by diſcharging ſmall Shot ; alſo to Fret or Fume. cut Pointing out towards the End , and there divide into 2

Pe'LTÁ (among the Antients) a Kind of Buckler. Parts , andhung out at the Heads of the Mafts, or at the

Pelta'lis cartilago [ Anatomy] ſo called from its Reſem Ends of the Yard-Arms .

blance to Pelta a Buckler. See Scutiformis. PENDE'NTIVE (with Archite ) the whole Body of 2

Vault,
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Vault, ſuſpended out of the perpendicular of the Walls, and Pe'nman, an Artiſt at fair Writing.

bearing againſt the Are-boutants. PE'NNANT [in a Ship) is a Rope to hoiſe up a Boat or Mer

PE'NDENTNESS [of pendens, L. and nef ) hanging down
chandize into or out ofa Ship .

Quality . Penna'ta folia . See pennated Leaf .

PE'NDU LOUS ( pendulus, L. ) hanging down, dang- A PE'NNATED Leaf (with Botaniſti] or feathered Leaf, is

ling. one , in which theParts,of which the Leaf is compos'd, arc

PE'NDULOUS Heads (with Botanifts) thoſe Flowers which ſet along the middle Rib ; either alternately , or by Pairs , as

hang downwards. in Liquorice, Vetches, &c.

PENDULOUSNESS (of pendulus, L. and neſs] pendentneſs, Pe'nner, a Pen - Caſe.

or ſwinging to and fro , as a PE'NNILESS ( of pennig -leay, Sax .) having no Money.

PE'NDULUM [of pendulus, L.) a Weight hanging at the PE'NnON , a Flag of Banner ending in a Point, F.

End of a Wire, String, & c. by the Swinging to and fro, PE'NNON [in Heraldry] the Figure of ſuch a Flag.

or Vibration of which, the Parts of Time are meaſured ; Penio'LUM, Barley -Sugar, a Decoction of Barley and

alſo a Clock , Watch or Movement; the Motions of which Sugar, boiled 'till it becomes brittle, then turned out upon a

are regulated by ſuch a Device. Marble Stone, and anointed with the Oil of ſweet Almonds,

Simple PE'NDULUM, is one that conſiſts of a ſingle is kneaded like a Paſte and drawn out into Sticks .

Weight. PE'NNONCEL, a little Pennon or Flag .

Compound PE'NDULUM, is one that conſiſts of ſeveral PennO'NCELS , ſmall Pieces of Silk , cut in the Form of a

Weights, ſo fix'd on as to return the ſame Diſtance both from Pennon, with which Men of Arms uſed to adorn their

one another and from the Center about which they vibrate .
Lances or Spears . Probably to be more viſible Signs to

Royal PE'NDULUMS , are ſuch Clocks, the Pendulums of their own Party; or to terrify their Enemies, by appearing

which ſwing Seconds, and go 8 Days, fhewing the Hours, more numerous than they were .

Minutes , and Seconds . P'ENNY [Penniz, Sax .) a Coin in value the 12th Part

PE'NDULUS, a, um [in Bstan. Writ] hanging down
of a Shilling.

wards, L. PE'NNY Poft, an Office for conveying Letters , to all Parts

PeneCILLUS, a Pencil to write with , L. of Middleſex, within the Bills of Mortality .

PE'NECILLUS [in Pharmacy) a Lozenge, reſembling a Pe'nny -Weight, an Engliſh Weight, Part of a Pound

Pencil in ſhape, L. Troy -Weight, containing 24 Grains.

Peneci'llus [with Surgeons] a Tent to be put into
PENSA Cold Writ . ] a Wey of Salt, Chceſe, &c. contain .

Wounds or Ulcers. ing 256 lb , L.

PENERA'Rius [ old Rec.] a Pennon or Enſign - Bearer.
Pe'nsa libra, a Pound of Money paid by Weight, not by

Penesy'R INGUS, a Sort of Pillory among the Antients, Tale, L.
having 5 Holes, 2 for the Arms, 2 for the Legs, and one Ad Pe'nsam, the full Weight of 12 Ounces Troy, which

for the Head of the Crimminal. was formerly paid into the Exchequer for a Pound Sterling.

PENETRABLE ( penetrabilis, L.) that may be penetrated
PE'NSILE ( penſilis, L. ] banging.

orpierced into ; alſo that may bedivedor gueſſed . PE'NSILNESS (of penſilis, L. and neſs) hanging Quality.

PE'NETRABLENESS ( peretrabilità, F. of L.) capableneſs
Pe'nsion, Money paid for Diet or Lodging ; alſo a Sum

of being penetrated,&c .
of Money paid annually by a Prince or State, to a Perſon for

PE'NETRANTNESS ? [of perctrant, F. of L. and neſs) pene
Service required of him ; alſo an annual Allowance by a

PENETRABI'LITY S trating Quality, Power of penetrating . Company, Corporation or Pariſh, to the poor Members of

PE'NETRANT ( penetrans, L.) penetrating, piercing ; alſo it, an Allowance or Salary by the Year,F. of L.

fubtil quick , F.
Pe'nsion [of Gray's Inn] an Aſſembly of the Members of

To Pe'netrate ( penetrare , L. ) to go deep into, to get that Society, who meet to conſult about the Affairs of the

or pierce into or through ; to dive into .
Houſe.

Penetra'tion ,apenetratingorpiercing thro', or diving bersas are in Arrears, for Penſions and other Duties.
Pe'nsion Writ, an Order ofthat Houſe againſt ſuch Mem

into ; alſo quickneſsof Parts or Wit.

Penetration of 2 Bodies ( with Philofopbers] the Action PE'NSIONARY (in Holland] 'the firſt Miniſter of the Re

whereby one Thing enters another or takes up the ſame gency of each City .
Place ; or two Bodies being in the ſame Place, ſo that the PE'NSIONARY, a Perſon who has a Penſion , Appointment,

Parts of the one do every where penetrate into , and ade- or yearly Sum during Life, by Way of Acknowledgment,

quately fill up the Dimenſions or Places of the Parts of the charged on the Eſtate of a Prince, Company, & c.

other. Pe'nsioner ( penſionarius, L.] one who receives a Pen

PE'Netrative , that eaſily penetrates, or is of a penetra- fion ; alſo one who is maintained at the Charge of the

ting or piercing Quality.
King, Company, or private Perſon, in a College or Hoſpital,

Pe'NETRATIVENESS [of penetratif, F. of L. and neſs] PE'nsions (of Churches] a certain Sum of Money, paid

aptneſs to penetrate.
to Clergy-meninttead.of Tithes.

Pe'NGUIN, a foreign Bird.
King's PE'NSIONERS 2a Band of Gentlemen , to the

PenI'NSULA [of pæne, L. almoſt, and injula, L. an Gentlemen Pe'nsIONERS SNumber of 40, firſt ſet on foot
INand) a Place,almoſt compaſſed aboutwith Water; a Place by K. Henry VH. whoſe Office is to guard the King's Per

in the Waters, joined by a Neck of Land to the main and ſon in his own Houſe, armed with Partiſans; theyattend and

firm Continent.
wait in the preſence Chamber, and attend the King to and

PenI'NSULATED [ peninſulatus, L.] almoſt moated round . from Chapel.

PE'nis , a Man's Yard, L.
To Pe'nsitate [ penfitare, L.] to weigh or ponder in

PE'Nis cerebri [ Anat.] the ſame as Conarion, L.
Mind.

Pe'nis muliebris [ Anat. ) the ſame as Clitoris, L.
Pe'nsive ( penfif, F. ) thoughtful, fad , heavy, ſorrowful.

Pe'nistons , a Sort of coarſe woolen Cloth . PE'NSIVELY, thoughtfully, &c.

PENITENCE ( pænitentia, L.] Repentance ; alſo the Dir- PE'NSIVENESS ( penfif, F. and nefs] thoughtfulneſs, fad

cipline or Puniſhment attending Repentance.
neſs, heavineſs, forrowfulneſs.

PE'NITENT ( pænitens, L.) repenting, a being forrowful Pe'nstock, à Flood -Gate, placed in the Water of a

for what has been committed that is finful or crimminal, Mill- Pond.

Pe'NITENTNESS (of penitent, F. of pænitens, L. and Pent [of pindan, Sax .] ſhut in or up , kept in, incloſed .

neſs ) penitent Frameof Mind .
PE'NTACHORD [ of prints five, and zoedig Gr. ſtring ] a

PENITE'NTIAL [ pænitentialis, L.] of or pertaining to Re muſical Inſtrument having 5 Strings .

pentance.

PentacHRO'STICK (of arts and eregszás) a Set or

Penyre’NTIAL [with Rom . Catholicks] an ecclefiaftical Book Series of Verſes fo diſpoſed, that there are always found 5

which directs how to enjoin Penance.
Acroſticks of the ſame Name in 5 Diviſions of each Verſe.

PENITE'NTIALLY [of penitentiel, F. of L.) in a repent
Pentad'actyLOS [Bot . ] the Herb Palma Cbrifti, L.

ing Manner.
PENTAGON [ortagar , Gr.] a geometrical Figure or

PenITE'NTIARY ( penitencier, F. of L.] of or pertaining Body that has 5 Sides, and as many Angles.

to Penance, or Repentance.
PentagonAL 3of or pertaining to a Pentagon .

PENITE'NTIARY ( poenitentiarius, L.] a Prieſt who impoſes PENTAGONOUS

Penance on Offenders ; alſo a place for hearing Confeſſions. Pe'NTAGRAPH (TYTÖ'YEQpor , Gr.Jan Inſtrument where

PenITENTS, certain peculiar Friaries, who affcmble to- with Deſigns, Prints, & c . of any kinds may be copied in

gether for Prayers, make Procellions bare footed, their faces any Proportion without a Perſon's being skilled in Drawing.

being covered with Linen, and give themſelves diſcipline. PENTA'METER [ ytáuregi, Gr. ) a Verſe conſiſting of

PEČNKNIFE [ of penna, L. and çnık, Sax .] a Knife for 5
Feet.

making of Pens.
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As I have before given you Tables for making Hexameter

Latin Verſes, ſo I Mall here preſent you with one for Pen

tameters.

The Manner of Operation for Pentameters, is the very

fame with that of Hexameters (which ſee .) Only whereas

Hexameter Verles confiſting of 6Words, do therefore require

6 Tables, Pentameters, deduceable from theſe Tables, are to

confift but of 5 Latin Words, and ſo only require 5 Figures to

work them thro' their 5 Tables : So that any Set of 5 Figures

work'd thro' their reſpective Tables in all Reſpects like as

you have been ſhewn in the Example of the Hexameters) will

produce 5 Latin Words, which will make a true Pentameter

Verſe, which will be true Latin and good Senſe .

Thus the Figures I III i produce

Turpia fignificant arma maligna mihi

19 7 2 3 produce

Turpia procurant acta moleſta mera

32791 produce

Impia conglomerantatta maligna vides.

And if you are minded to compoſe a Pair of Verſes to

gether, viz . Hexameter and Pentameter, you muſt ſet down

the 2 Sets of Figures, as thus; 6 8 519 I

89155

of which Sets of Figures , wrought out by their proper

Tables, will be produced the following Verſes.

Pelima fata tuis prænarrant ſidera nigra,

Tetrica fignificant aſtra nefanda viris.

Which Sets of Figures , if placed backwards, will pro

duce quite different Verſe3.

By theſe Tables, between two and three hundred thouſand

Hexameter Verſes may be produced.

The Verſifying Tables for PENTAMETERS.
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PENTA'MYRON (mrtavegi, Gr . ) an Ointment com

pounded with 5 Ingredients, viz . Majlich , Nard, Opobalſa
mum , Storax, and Wax.

PE'NTANGLE [of pivni, Gr. 5 , and Angulus, L.) a Fi

gure having 5 Angles.

PentaPE'Talous (of minns 5 , and mitador, Gr. a

Leaf ] 5 leaved.

PentAPETALOUS Plants (with Botaniſts] are ſuch whoſe

Flowers conſiſt of 5 Leaves.

PentaʼPHYLLUM ( TMVTápumoy, Gr.) the Herb Cinque

foil, or 5 leaved Grafs .

PentaʼPLEURON (TITárleveg , Gr. ] an Herb, the
leſſer Plantain .

PENTAPTOTON [ πιντάπlωτον , Gr.] a Noun that has but

5 Caſes, Gram .

Penta'ROBON ( EVTágogor, Gr.] the Plant or Flower
called a Peony.

PE'NTASPAST ( Itaorasov, Gr.) an Engine that has 5

Pullies.

PENTA'STIC [ TEVTÁSIXos, Gr. ) a Stanza, or Diviſion in

a Poem .

Penta'stels [SENTASUNO , Gr. ] a Work in Archi.

tecture, wherein are: 5
Rows of Columns.

PENTATEUCH [ πεντάτευχος οf πέντε 5 , and τεύχος , και

Volume] the 5 Books of Mojes, Geneſis, Exodus, Leviticus,

Numbers, and Deuteronomy.

PE'NTATHLON [ πέναθλον οf πέντε and θλον, a ftriving ,

Gr.] the 5 Exerciſes performed in the Grecian Games, viz .

Leaping, Running, Quoiting, Darting, and Wreſtling.

PENTA'TONON [in antient Mufick] a Concord , with us

call'd the greater Sixth .

Penteco'ntARCH (Tortexórtasxos, Gr.) a Captain

who has the Command of 50 Men .

PentecoNTO're, a Veſſel with 50
Oars.

Penteco'sta (TAYTEXOSY),Gr. i. é. the 50th Day, feil. af

ter Eaſter] the Feſtival of Whitſuntide.

PentecO'STALS , Offerings made by Pariſhioners to

their Prieſt at Whitſuntide ; and alſo of inferior Churches to

the Chief or Mother-Church . Theſe were alſo called

Whitſund Farthings.

PÉNTEPHARMACUM [of time 5 , and paquaxoy, Gr. a

Remedy) any Medicine that conſiſts of 5 Ingredients.

PenthEM I'MERIS ( nerinjelpssis, Gr.] a Part of a Greek

or Latin Verſe, conſiſting of 2 Feet and a long Syllable.

PENTHEUS (of ribos, Gr. Mourning) the Son of Echi

on and Agave, who (according to the Poets) was torn in Pie

ces by his Mother and his Siſter, becauſe he contemned the

Rites and revelling Feaſts of Bacchus . Natalis Comes tells

us , that he was a good King, who endeavouring to root out

the Vice of Drunkenneſs from amongſt his Subjects, ſuffered

many Wounds in his good Name by their Calumnies and
Reproaches.

PE'NTHOUSE ( Perdice, Ital . Appentis, F. of Appendix, L.

ofpendere, L. to hang) a Shelter over a Door or Window.
PELU'.
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PENU'LTIMA (with Grammarians] the laſt Syllable of a PercuPTI'vity, the Faculty of Perceiving.

Word, ſave one. Perce'pier , the Herb . Parſley -pert, or Parlley-break

Pexu'MBRA (in Aſtronomy] a faint or partial Shade ob- ſtone.

ſerved between the perfect Shadow and the full Light in an PERCH [of perche, F. a Pole) a Stick or Pole for Birds to

Ecliple of the Moon, ſo that it is difficult to diſcern where rooit on .

the Shadow begins , and where the Light ends . Perch ( perche, F.) a Pole or Rod, a Meaſure of 16 Foot

PEAU'RIOUS [of penuria , L. great Want) covetous, nig- and half .
gardly , ſtingy ; alſo nice . TO PERCH [of percher, F. ] to fit upon a Perch , Stick , or

PENU'RIOUSNESS, Niggardlineſs, Meanneſs. Twig of a Tree, as Birds do.

PE'NURY ( penuria , L ) extreme Want of all Neceſſaries. PERCHA'NT [with Fowlers) a Decoy -Bird tyd by the

PEONY [Pæonia, L. of raiovid , Gr. peonian , Sax.) a Foot, which flutters, and draws other Birds to it, and lo
Flower of 2 Sexes , Male and Female.

gives the Fowler an Opportunity of catching them , F.

Peo'ple ( Populus, L.Peuple, F. ] the whole Body of a PE'RCHERS, Paris Candles, uſed in England in antient

Peoplewho live in a Country. Timcs ; alſo the larger Sort ofWax-Candles, which were

To PEO'PLE [ populare, L. peupler, F. ] to ſtock a Country uſually ſet upon the Altar.

or Place with People. Percola'tion , a ſtraining thoroughly , L.

PE'Pansis [ etavors, Gr . ) a Ripening, PERCONTA'TiON , a ftrict Inquiry, L.

PEPANSIS ( in Medicine ) a correcting of depraved Matter Percu'ssion , a ſtriking or knocking, L.

and corrupt Humours in the Body, and bringing them into Percu'ssion (in Phyficks) the Impreſlion a Body makes

Order.
in falling or ſtriking upon another; or the Shock or Colli

Pepa's MUS (TETAduós of Taiva, to bring to maturity, fion of 2 Bodies, which concurring, alter the Motion of
Gr.) Ripening of preternatural Humours . each other .

PEPASTICKS [of Traduós Gr.] Medicines which are PE'RDIFOLS [of perdere, to loſe, and Folia, Leaves, L.]

good to help the Rawneſs of the Stomach, and that digeſt ſuch Treesor Plants as loſe their Leaves in Winter, or after
Crudities . they have done flowering.

PEPPER ( Piper, L. peppor, Sax .) an Aromatick Fruit, or Perdings [ old Rec. ] the Dregs of the People, viz. Men

Grain brought from India . of no Subſtance.

Pe'pper Wort, an Herb . Perdi'tion , utter Ruin or Deſtruction.

PE'psis ( Tintis, Gr . ) a Boiling or Seething. Perdona'tio Utlagaria , a Pardon of one that is out- .

Pe'rsis (in Phyſick ] the Concoction or Fermentation of law'd for Contempt, and afterwards ſurrenders himſelf of his
Victuals and Humours in an animal Body. own Accord.

PEPTICK ( 75Alexós, Gr. ] ſerving to concoct or digeſt. Perdu'e, loft, forlorn , F.

Per Ajcenjum [in Chymiſtry] a particular Manner of Di- PERDU'ES , Soldiers placed in a dangerous Poſt ; the for

ftillation . lorn Hope of an Army.

Per Deliquium . See Deliquium . To lie Perdu'e, to lie flat upon the Belly, to lie in wait

Per Arfin. See Arfin. cloſely.

PER Thelin. See Thelin. PERDU'RABLE, continuing, laſting long.

Pera'cter, a Mathematical Inſtrument uſed in Survey- PERDURA'Tion , a laſting very long , L.

ing. Peregrina'tion ,a Travelling into foreign countries, L.

PERACU'TE ( peracutus, L.) very ſharp. Peregri'ne, ( peregrinus, L.) foreign, out-landiſh .

PERACU'TUM menftruum (with Chymifts) a Meniruum Peregrine (with Falconers) a Hawk of the Falcon-kind .

made by drawing off Spirit of Nitre ſeveralTimes from But- Pe'regrine (with Aſtrologers) a Planet is ſaid to be pere

ter of Antimony. By the Help of which, Mr. Boyle ſays he grine, when it is found in any Sign where it has none of its

was able, without a very violent Fire, to elevate a very good eſſential Dignities.

Quantity of crude Mercury, and that in a few Hours. Pere'NNIAL ( perennis, L. ) laſting all the Year.

Peragra'tio, a travelling or wandering about ; a Pro- Pere'NNIAL [in Medicine) a Term apply'd to Fevers

greſs or Ramble. which have no Intermiflion .

PERAGRATION Month (with Aſtronomers) the Space of Pere'NNITY ( perennitas, L.] Laſtingneſs, long Conti

the Courſe of the Moon from any Point of the Zodiack to nuance, Perpetuity.

the ſame again . Pere'MPTORY [ peremptorius, L.] abſolute, expreſs; alſo

PeraMBULA'TION, a Walking through any Point of the pragmatical, ſaucy , malapert.

Zodiack to the ſame again , &c. L. Pere'MPTORY A &tion (in Law ] an abſolute, final, and de.

PERAMBULA'TION [of the Foreſl] theWalking of Juſtices, terminate Act ; not to be altered, renewed, or reſtrained.

or other Officers,abouta Foreſt, in order to ſurvey and ſet Pere'mPTORILY , abſolutely, poſitively.

the Bounds of it . Pere'MITORINESS, Abſoluteneſs, Pragmaticalneſs, & c.

PERAMBULA'TIONE facienda, a Writ commanding the PererRATION, a wandering up and down, L.

Sheriff to make a Perambulation, and to ſet down the PERETERION [of negów, Gr. to bore through) a Tre

Bounds of 2 or more Manours, the Limits of which are not pan.

ſo well known. Pe'rfect ( perfe & us, L.) compleat, intire ; to which
PERA'MBULATOR , an Inſtrument or Rolling-Wheel for nothing is wanting, or that has all the Requiſites ; alſo ex

meaſuring Roads, & c. à ſurveying cellent, accomplim'd ; alſo arrant ; alſo well skilled in .

Wheel . It is made of Wood or Iron , Perfect Flowers (with Botaniſts] are ſuch as have the

commonly half a Pole in Circumference, finely coloured Flower-Leaves called Petala, with the Sta

with a Movement, and a Face divided mina, Apices, and Stylus.
BВ like a Clock, with a long Rod of Iron or Perfect Animal [with ſome Writers] one born or pro

Steel that goes from the Center of the duc'd by univocal Generation, in Oppoſicion to Infects,

Wheel to the Work : There are alſo ? which (they ſuppoſe) to be produc'd by equivocal Generation.

Hands, which (as you drive the Wheel To Perfect ( perfectum , of perficere, L. perfectionner, F.]

before you ) count the Revolutions ; and to make perfect, to bring to Perfection , to finiſh .

from the Compoſition of the Movement Pe'rfect Numbers [Mathemat.] are ſuch Numbers whoſe

and Diviſion on the Face, ſhew how aliquot or even Parts taken all together, will exactly make

many Yards, Poles, Furlongs, and Miles thewhole Number,as 6 and 28, &c. for of 6 thehalf is 3 ,

you go . the third Part 2 , and the ſixth Part 1 , which added together

Perca [ old Rec. ] - a Perch of make 6 ; and it hath no more aliquot Parts in whole Num
Land. bers ; So 28 has theſe even Parts, 14 the half, 7 the fourth,

PERCAPTU'RE, a Wear or Place in a River, made up with 4 the ſeventh, and 2 the fourteenth, and 1 , which added to

Banks, Dams, & c. for preſerving or catching Fiſh . gether make 28, and therefore is a perfect Number ; of

Pe'rcase, if perchance, if it be ſo . which perfect Number there are but to between i , and

To Percei've ( percipere, L. appercevoir, F. ] to begin to 100000Co000.

fee, to diſcover, to ſpy or find out, to apprehend or under- PERFECTION , the State or Condition of that which is
ſtand.

perfect ; alſo Excellency, great Accompliſhment.
PERCEIVABLE 2 [ perceptibilis, L. ) that may be per- Abſolute Perfe'ction, is that wherein all Imperfection is

Perce'PTABLE Sceived . excluded, ſuch as is that of God, or Secundum quid, and in

Perce'PTIBLENESS , Perceivableneſs. its Kind.

Perce'ption , the Act of perceiving, comprehending, or

knowing ; the clear and diſtinct Apprehenſion of any 6 F Efensial

Object.
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gers or Viſitors.

Eſſential PerfE'CTION , is the Poffeffion of all the effen- PERICLITA'TION, Hazard, Danger , Jeopardy, L.

tial Attributes ; or of all the Parts neceſſary to the Inte- Péricne'MIA [of regi about, and zriya, Gr. the Tiviu ]

grity of a Subſtance. the Parts about the Tibia .

Metaphyſical Perfe'ction, the ſame as Natural. PericRA'NIUM [ regix egyrov, of geei and zogvrou, Gr .

Natural PerfE'CTION is that whereby a Thing has all its the Skull] a thick ſolid Coat or Membrane, lying under the

Powers or Faculties ; and thoſe too in their full Vigour; thick hairy Skin of the Head, and immediately covers the

all its Parts both principal and ſecundary ; and thoſe in their whole Skull, except where the temporal Muſcles lie .

due Proportion, Conftitution , &c . Pe'ridor, a precious Stone of a greeniſh Colour, F.

Moral PERFECTION , is an eminent Degree of Vertue, or PerIdro'MIS [ reged fouis, Gr. )an open Gallery , Alley

moral Goodneſs , to which Men arrive, by frequently re- or the like in a Periptere, between the Columns and the

peated Acts of Beneficence, Piety, &c. Wall .

pbyſical PERFECTION . See Natural Perfection. Pe'rilous [ periculofus, L. perilleux, F. ] dangerous,

Tranſcendental Perfection , the ſame as Natural. full of Peril.

PERFE'CTIONAL , making perfect. Perie'RGY [of sefesyos, Gr. ] any needleſs Caution or

PE'RFECTNESS, the Quality of being perfect. Trouble in an Operation .

PERFECTI'SSIMATE, a Quality or Dignity mentioned in PeriGAE'UM [regigaiov, of tepi andyy, the Earth, Gr . )

the Code. that Point in the Heaven in which the Sun or any Planet is

Perri'DIA (in Mufick] an Affectation of doing always the at its leaſt Diſtance from the Center of the Earth.

fame Thing , of following the ſame Deſign , ofcontinuing the PERIE'LION [ περήλιον, οf περί and ήλιος , Gr. the

fame Motion, the ſame Song , the ſame Paſſage, the fame Sun ) that Point of the Orbit of a Planet, in which it is

Figures of Notes, Ital. neareſt to the Sun.

PERFI'DIOUS [ perfidus, L.] treacherous, baſe , falſe- PeriGRI'NARY [ Perigrinarius, L.) a Monk in the antient

hearted .
Monaſteries, whoſe Office was to receive or entertain Stran

Perri'diousNESS ? [ perfidia, L. ] Breach of F
PE'RFIDY Truit, Treachery, Falſeneſs.

Periege'tes , one who conducts another about a Place or
PeRFO'RANS Muſculus [ Anatomy] a Muſcle of the Fin- Thing to ſhow it him.

gers, ſo called becauſe its Tendonsrun through thoſe of the Pe'ril [ Periculum , L. ] Danger, Hazard.
Perforatus; the ſame as Tertii internodii digitorum flexor. Pe'rilousness , Hazardouſneſs.

PERFO'R ANS Pedis [ Anat.]a Muſcle of the leſſer Toe, PerI'METER ( TESIuergós, Gr. ] a Verſe having a Syllable

called alſo Flexor tertiiinternodii digitorum pedis, L.
above its jult Meaſure .

Perfora'TA , an Herb, a Sort of St. John's Wort. Perimeter [in Geometry] the Ambit or Extent which

ToPe'rporate ( perforare, L.) to pierce through. bounds a Figure or Body.

PE'R FORATED (with Botaniſts] a Term uſed ofanyPlant Perinae’UM ( Tresivarov, Gr. ] the ligamentous Seam be

whoſe Leaf being held againſt the Light, feems full of little twixt the Scretum and the Fundament, L.

Holes .
Peri'nde valere ( Law Phraſe] a Diſpenſation granted to

PE'R FORATED [in Heraldry] i. e. bored thorough. The a Clerk, who being otherwiſe uncapable of a Benefice or

Armoriſts uſe it to expreſs the paſſing or pene- other ſpiritual Function, is admitted to it.

trating of one Ordinary (in Part ) through a- Periny'ctides [Surgery ] little Swellings like Nipples.

nother : As be bears, Argent, a Bend Ermine Perio'CHA [TEgioXÒ,Gr. ] an Argument containing the

perforated through a Cheveron, Gules. See the Sum of a Diſcourſe.

Eſcutcheon
Pe'rion ( Periodus. L. regíodos, Gr. ] a perfect Sentence,

Perfora'tion, a boring through. Concluſion or Cloſe, a full Stop at the End of any Sen

PERFORATION [in Surgery] the penetrating by an In- tence.

ſtrument into any of the larger Cavities; or the opening of PERIOD [in Arithmetick] a Diſtinction made by a Point

any Abſceſs by an Inſtrument; alſo an Eroſion of the ' or Comma, after every 6th Place or Figure, uſed in Nota

Bones that eats through them .
tion or Numeration, for the more ready diſtinguiſhing and

PERFORATUS Muſculus (with Anatomiſts] a Muſcle of reading the Figures.

the leſſer Toes, ſo called becauſe its Tendonsare perforated Pe'riod [in Aſtronomy] the Time taken up by a Staror

like thoſe of the Fingers, L.
Planet in making , or the Duration of its Courſe ' till it re

PER -Force ( par- force, F .] by Force or Violence. turn to the ſame Point of the Heavens.

To Perfo'r M [ performare, L. ) to do, to fulfill, to bring Period (in Medicine] the Space of Time a Diftemper

to pafs, to put in Execution.
continues from its Beginning to its Declenſion.

Per FO'RMANCE, the Act of performing, or a Work PE'RIOD [ in Printing] a Character wherewith the Periods

done.
of Diſcourſe are terminated thus ( . ) callid a Full-point.

PerFRICA'T10 N, a rubbing or chafing thoroughly.
Period in (Chronology) an Epocha or Interval of Time

To Perf'UME ( parfumer, F.] to give a ſweet Scent to. by which the Years are accounted ; or a Series of Years

PERFU'ME [Parfum , F.) any Thing that ſends forth a whereby in different Nations, and on different Occaſions,

ſweet Scent, as Civet, Musk, fr. alſo the Scent itſelf. Time is meaſured .

PERPU'MER [ Parfumeur, F. ) one who makes and ſells Perio'dical 2 [ periodicus, L. melodexos, Gr. ] of, or

Perfumes.
Perio'DICK S pertaining to , or that has its Periods.

PERFU'NCTORY ( perfun &torius, L. ) done careleſsly, or Perio'dical (with Aſtronomers) that which performs its

Nightly, ſlubbered over . Motion or Courſe regularly , ſo as to perform it always in
PERFU'NCTORINESs, a Slight, careleſs doing any Thing the ſame Time.

PERHA'PS [of per, and prob. happen ] it may be ſo. Perio'dical Month , the ſame as Month of Peragration .

PERIA'MMA [ Treiafijce, Gr.] a Medicine to be tied Per 10'DICK Diſeaſes, ſuch as decline and riſe again with
Peri'APTA Sabout the Neck, which , as it is believed by fimilar Symptomsalternately .

ſome, will kill Diſeaſes.
Perio'dick (with Grammarians] a Term apply'd to a

PERIANTHI'A [of aspi about, and áno a Flower, Gr.] Style or Diſcourſe that has Numbers, or which conſiſts of

the ſmall green Leaves which compaſs the Bottom of a juit and artful Periods.

Flower.

Peri'odus ſanguinis [in Phyſick ] a continual Circulation
PERICA'RDIAN 2 of, or pertaining to the pericare of the Blood, thro' all the Parts of the Body, L.

PERICA'RDIACK 3.dium .
Perioe'ci spiorrot, Gr. ) thoſe Inhabitants of the ,

PERICA'RDIARY ( in Phyfick] an Epithet given to Worms Earth that live under the ſame Parallels ; but oppoſite Semi

generated in the Heart.
circles of the Meridian, and conſequently in the ſame Zone

Perica'RDIUM [Treeixa'ffrov , of regi and xtgdia , Gr.
or Climate.

the Heart] a double Membrane, Skin or Pouch, which ſur- PERIOPHTHA'LMIUM (of epd about, and op:Januós, the

rounds the whole Subſtance of the Heart, and contains a Eye, Gr. ] a thin Skin which Birds can draw over their

Liquor to moiſten it and cool it .
Eyes to defend them without fhutting their Eye- lids .

PERICA'RPIUM [regixasnov, Gr. ] a Medicine apply'd PERIO'STIUM [ regióssov, Gr. ) a thin Skin which im
to the Wriſt to cure an Ague .

mediately incloſes all the Bones of the Body , except ſome
Perica'r PIUM , a round Root good againſt Hemlock , Gr. few as thoſe of Teeth, Ear, &c. The Uſe of it is to cover

PERICA'RPUS (with Botaniſts ] a Pellicle or thin Mem- the Bones, and to bear up the Veſſels, which enter them for

brane encompaſſing the Fruit or Grain of a Plant.
their Nouriſhment.

Peri'cLASIS ( Tspiradois, Gr . ) ſuch a total Fracture of a Peripate’TICK (negiratyTixás, Gr . ) of, or pertaining

Bone, as quite divides it and forces it out thro ' the Fleih to the Peripateticks.

into Sight.

Pers .
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PERMIÍKTION } a thorough mingling together,L.

PERIPATE'Tick Philosophy, the Syſtem of t'hiloſophy PERITONAEUM ( 78e17bvaror of meetivow , I ftretch all

taught and eitabliſhed by Ariſtotle, and maintained by his around, Gr.) a thin , foft Membrane, covering and contain
Followers . ing all the Viſcera or Abdomen on the inſide, and the Entrails

PERIPATE'Ticks [ περιπατετικοί οf περιπατέν, to walk on the out.

about ; bec uſe they uted to diſpute walking in the Place at PeritRO'CHIUM ( Seteo slov of a suits Xeo, Gr . I run

Athens callid Lyceum) a Sect of Philoſophers, the Followers about] ( in Mechanicks) a Kind of Wheel placed upon an
of Ariſtotle, as Theophraſtus, Cratippus, & c . Axis , round which a Rope is wound in order to raiſe a Weight.

PERIPE'TIA [of reginetis, Gr. falling into a different PERI'TTOMA ( regittwud, Gr.) whatever is fuperfluous

State] that Part of a Tragedy wherein the Action is turned , in the Body ; the Excrement or Ordure left after Digeſtion ;

the Plot unravelled, and the whole concludes . alſo the Relicks of Diſeaſes.

PERIPHERY (7 egipepid , Gr . ) the Circumference or PerjurA'T Ion , a being Forſworn .

bounding Line of a Circle, Ellipfis, Parabola , and other To PE'RJURE ( perjurare , L. ] to Forſwear .

finilar Figures. PE'RJURY ( perjurium , L. ] a Forſwearing, a taking a

Peri'PHRASIS ( Tressoperis, Gr. ] a Circumlocution ; a falſe Oath .

Tour of Words uſed by Orators , to avoid the common and PE'RJURY [in Law ] a Swearing falſely in an Oath ad.

trite Manners of Expreſſion , as uſing many Words to ex- minittred by Perſons in legal Authority.

freſs that which might be done by a few . Pe'riwig ( perruque, F. prob. of regiégw, Gr. to com

PERIPHR A'STICAL [ Tegrogasixós, Gr . ) of, or pertaining paſs about) a Cap of human Hair worn by Men .
to a Periphrafis. PE'RIWINCLE, a Kind of Sea Snail , a Filh ; alſo Herb .

PERIPHRASTICALLY, by Way of Periphrafis. Peri'zoma (regiswflce, Gr . ] a Sort of Girdle or Truſs
To Pe'RIPHRASE [ periphraſer, F.) to uſe Circumlocutions. for People who are buriten.

PERIPLO'CA Orapocynum ( Botany ] the Herb Dog's -bane, L. To Perk up, to lift up the Head , to appear brisk .

Periplu's ( spítars, Gr.] Voyage or Navigation round PERLIBRATION, an exact weighing , L.

a certain Sea or Sea -Coaſt. Pe'rmanent ( permanens, L.)durable, continuing, laſting.

PERIPNEUMONI'A (pitreuuovia, Gr.] an Inflamma- PE'RMANENTNESS, durableneſs, &c.

tion of the Lungs aud Breaft, accompanied with a Fever, Perme’ABLE [ permeabilis, L.] that may be paſſed
Shortneſs of Breath, a Cough, &c. through.

PERIPNEUMONI'A Notha (with Phyſicians] a Baſtard Permea'tion, a penetrating into, and paſſing through

Peripneumony, a Diſeaſe in the Lungs, ariſing from a heavy the Pores of the Body, L.

pituitous Matter generated throughout the whole Maſs of Per minima [ with Phyſicians) a Term uſed to ſignify a

Blood , and diſcharged upon the Lungs, L. perfect Mixture of the ſmallelt Particles of ſeveral Bodies or

PERIPNEUMO'NICAL ( peripneumonicus of TELITIYEV LOV xós, Ingredients, L.

Gr . ) of or pertaining to a Peripneumony. Permiscible ( permiſcibilis, L.] which may be mingled.

PERI'PTERE 2 [of dei about, and wliegv, a Wing] in Permissible permiſibilis, L.) that may be permitted.

Peri'PTERONS Architekture, a Place encompaſſed about Permission, a permitting, granting Leave or Liberty ,

with Columns without, and a Kind of Wings about it . to do a Thing, &c. L.

PERIPY'EMA ( rregirúgud, Gr.} a Collection of Matter Permission (with Rhetoricians] a Figure when the

about any Part, as round as the Tooth in the Gum. Orator profeſſes to have delivered the whole Matter, and to

PERIRRHOEA', aleppoid , Gr. of topi and pics,'to flow ] leave all to the Judgment and Diſcretion of the Auditors.
a Reflux of Humours from the Habit, into any one of the Permi'ssive , of or pertaining to Permiſſion .

larger Emunétories for its Excretion ; as in the hydropical
PermI'STION

Cale of Water upon the Bowels or Kidneys, where it paſſes ,
away by Urine or Stool . To Permi't [ permittere, L. ) to allow, ſuffer, let , or give

Peri'scn1 [regionsor of prepi and oxid , Gr. a Shadow] Leave.
thoſe Inhabitants of the Earth whoſe Shadows do in one A Permi't, a Note ſo called given by the Seller to the

and the ſame Day ſucceſſively turn to all the Points of the Buyer of French Brandy, & c.
Horizon ; and theſe are ſuch as inhabit the frozen Zones, PermUTATION, the Truck, or exchange of one Thing

within the Compaſs of the Aritickand Antarétick Circles, for another, L.

becauſe the Sun being above their Horizon for many Days Permurations, of Quantities (in Algebra] the Changes,

without ever ſetting, the Shadow turns as the Sun does. Alterations, or different Combinations of any Number of

Perisce'LIS [Teoranis,Gr.] a Garter, thence a Knight Quantities.

of the moſt noble Order of the Garter is in Latin ftiled, PerMUTATIO'NE Archidiaconatus, & c. a Writ to an

Eques Periſcelidis. Ordinary, commanding to admit a Clerk to a Benefice upon

PeriscY'PHISMUS 3 [ of mei and oxÚTidew , Gr. to flea ] exchange made to another.
Perisky'TISM S a Section, or laying open the Fore- To Permu're [ permutare, L.] to exchange Church -Livings

part of the Head, the Skull . one for another.

To Pe'r 15 H ( perire, L. ] to go to Ruin, Rack, or Decay ; alſo Per my et per tout (Law Phraſe] a joint Tenant is ſaid to

to be ruined, tobe caſt away ; alſo to die orcome to one's End . be fiezed , per myet per tout, i . e . he is liezed by every Parcel,

Perishable ( periſable, F.] apt to Periſh , Decay, come and by the whole.

to Ruin, &C. Pern'ancy (in Law] the taking or receiving of any

PE'RISHABLENESS, periſhing Quality. Thing, as Tithes in Pernancy are Tithes taken in Kind.
Perisso'LOGY (melasoologia of negards abounding, and Perni'cious [ pernicioſus, L.] deſtructive, miſchie

abzos, a Word, Gr.] a Discourſe ſtuffed with unneceſſary vous, very hurtful."

and ſuperfluous Words. PERNICITY ( pernicitas, L.) extraordinary ſwiftneſs of

PERISTAL'TIC [meisaa tixòs of peerséana , Gr. to roll Motion in Birds or Beaſts.

about, to contract , &c. ] Quibbling, Worm-like . PERNICIOUSNESS, miſchievouſneſs, & c.

PERISTA'LTICK Motion of the Guts, a Sort of Quibbling, PE'RNIO, a Kibe or Chilblain , L.

or Worm -like Motion , crawling of them downwards; which PERNOCTA'TION, a Lodging, or lying out all Night, L.

is cauſed by Contraction of the ſpiral Fibres , whereby the Pe'rnor [of preneur, F.] a Taker.

Excrements are preſſed downwards and voided . Pe'rnorof Profits [in Law ]a Taker or Receiver of Profits.

PeristA'PHILINUS internus [in Anatomy] a Muſcle of the PERO'NA (with Anatom .] a Bone of the Leg called alſo

Uvula which draws it forwards ; more properly Pterigoſia- Fibula, the Shin Bone, L.
philinus. Perona e'us primus anticus [in Anatomy] a Muſcle of

PeristAPHILLI'NUs externus [Anat.] a Muſcle of Uvula, the Tarſus called alſo Longus, becauſe it is thelongeſt Muſcle

which draws it backwards . ſeated on the Perona. It begins from above half the upper

PERISTERION (Botany] the Herb Vervain . Part of that Bone, and endsin theupper, and hindermoit

PERISTERNA [of asei about, and segrov, the Breaſt, Gr.] Part of the os metatarſi of the little Toe.
the Parts about the Breait. Peronae'us fecundus or poſticus [ Anat.] a Muſcle of the

Perist RO'MATA [ Tegísesua, Gr.] the Coat which Tarſus, ariſing above the Middle of the outward Part of the
covers the Bowels . Fibula under the Belly of the Peroneus primus, and is let into

PERISTY'LE ( periſtylium , L. of gsunior, Gr . ] a the upper and outward Part of the os metatarſi of the little

Place or Building, encompaſſed with a Row of Columns on Toe, 1 .

the Ináide. PERORA'TION, the Cloſe or laſt part of an Oration or

PERISY'STOLE [of prep and ousons , Gr . ] the Pauſe or Speech

Interval between the 2 Motions of the Heart or Pulle , To Perpe'ND ( perpendere, L.) to weigh or ponder tho

viz . that of Syłole or Contraction , and that of the Dialdle roughly in the Mind ; alſo to examine or to try exactly .
or Dilation . PER
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Perpe'NDER 2 (with Archite &ts] a Stone fitted to the per le, when it is taken in the Abſtract, and without any

PERPEND Stone 3 thickneſs of a Wall, ſo as to fhew its other Things that maybe joined thereto.

finoothed Ends onboth sides. Perse , Sky-colour, ſo called as tho' it were the Colour the

PERPENDICULAR ( perpendicularis of perpendo, L.) that Perfians delight in .

falls or is directly downright. To PE'RSECUTEC perfecutum fup, L. to follow cloſe or purſue

PerPENDICULAR [in Geometry) a right Line that ſtands to oppreſs, to vex , or trouble ; to teaze .

ſo upon another, that the Angles on either Side are equal. PERSECU'TION, any unjuſt or violent Suit or Oppreſſion >

PERPENDICULAR to a Parabola [in Conick Sestions) is a eſpecially upon the Account of Religion ; any Pain, Amicti

right Line cutting that Figure at the Point, wherein any on, or Inconvenience, which a Perſon deſignedly inflicts on

other right Line touches it . another.

PERPENDICULAR (with Apronomers ) when any Star is Persecu'tor , an Oppreffor, &c .

Vertical, i . e. right over our Heads it is ſaid to be Perpendi- Perseve'RANCE ( perſeverantia, L. ) Conſtancy, Firm

cular, becauſe its Beam's fall directly upon us. neſs, Reſolution ; the abiding in any Opinion, or Way of

PERPENDICULAR , a Level, a Plumb-line. Living .

To let fall a PERPENDICULAR, is to draw a Line perpen
PERSEVERANCE (with Divines] a chriſtian Virtue,

dicularly upon another, from a Point given, placed above it . whereby Perſons are enabled to perfilt in the Way of Sal .

A right Line is ſaid to be PERPENDICULAR to a Plane, vation to the End.

when it is perpendicular to all the Lines it meets with in that To Perseve're ( perſeverare, L.] to continue, to be

Plane . ſtedfaſt ; to hold on conſtantly .

PERPENDICULARNESS 2 of Plants, for tho' the generality Perseve'rant ( perſeverans, L. ) perſevering, Ei.

PERPENDICULA'RITY S of Plants riſe a little crooked , PERSEUS (according to the Poets] the Son of Jupiter ani

yet the Stems ſhoot up perpendicularly, and the Roots link Danae, the Daughter of Acriſius, King of the Argives, who

down perpendicularly ; even they that come out of the when he came of Age had winged Sandals, an Helmet and

Ground inclined , or are diverted out of the Perpendicular Sword given him by Mercury, and a brazen Shield covered

by any violent Means, ſtraiten themſelves again and recover with the Skin of the Goat called Ægis, given him by N1:

their Perpendicularity, by making a ſecond, contrary bend, He was a ſtout Champion, his first Adventure was a

or Elbow , without rectifying the firſt. Voyage againſt the Gorgons, who were 3 Siſters, Modula,

PERPENDICULUM, a Perpendicular, a Plumb-line , a Stheno, and Euriale, who are ſaid to have had but one Eye
Level . among them all, and Snakes inſtead of Hair ; and that on

PERPENDICULUM chronometritum , the ſame as pendulum . whomſoever they look'd , he was turned into Stone. But

PERPE'ssION , a ſuffering thoroughly, L. Perſeus's Shield had this Quality, that his looking upon that

To Pe'r PetraTE ( perpetrare, L.) to commit a Crime, L. would ſave him from the Injury of that Eye . And he ſet

PERPETRA'tion , a Commiflion of a Crime, & c. ting upon Meduſa when ſhe and all her Snakes were aſleep,

Perre'TUAL ( perpetuus, L.) continual, uninterrupted, cut off her Head and placed it in his Shield , with which he

conftant ; alſo never ceaſing, everlaſting, endleſs. turned Atlas King of Mauritania, and many others , into

PERPETUAL Glandules [Anatomy) natural ones in Diſtinc- Stone ; he afterwards delivered Andromeda from - the Monſter

tion to adventitious ones .
that was ready to devour her. This Perſeus is ſaid to have

Perretual Pills [ in Pharmacy] Regulus of Antémony been a King of the Mycenians about A. M. 2640,who cut off
made into Pills, which if ſwallowed and voided 50 Times, the Head of a certain Harlot, of ſuch exquiſite Beauty, that

will Purge every Time . all that ſaw her were enamoured even to Stupefaction , which

PERPETUAL Motion (in Mechanicks) a Motion which is gave riſe to the Fable of turning them into Stones. See

ſupply'd and renew'd from it ſelf, without the Intervention Meduſa, Gorgon, and Phorci.
of any external Cauſe . Perseus (with Aſtronomers] a Conſtellation of the Nor

To Perpe'TUATE ( perpetuare, L.) to make perpetual, to thern Hemiſphere.

cauſe a Thing to abide or laſt for ever. PERSIAN [in Archite&ture) a Term commonly uſed of

PERPE'TUALNESS 2 (perpetuitas, L. ) Continuance with- PE'RSICK Sall Statues of Men, ſerving inſtead of Co
PERPETU'ITY 3 out Interruption, Everlaſtingneſs, End- lumns to ſupport Entablatures.

lefſneſs. PersicA'RIA, the Herb Arſe-ſmart, L.

PerpetuITY (in a Law Senſe] a Term uſed when a Set- PERSIAN Wheel [in Agriculture) a Machine for raiſing a

tlement is made of an Eftate in Tail , ſo that it cannot be Quantity of Water, fufficient to overflow Lands bordering

undone or made void. on the Banks of Rivers, & c. where the Stream lies too low

PERPETUA'Tion , the A &t of perpetuating, L. to water them .

To Perple'x ( perplexare, L .) to entangle, to put into con- Pe'rsicus Ignis [ Surgery) a Swelling commonly called a

fufion , to diſquiet, to trouble. Carbuncle.

PERPLEX'EDNESS ] [ perplexitas,L.) Doubtfulneſs, Irre- Persick Order [ in Archite&ture ) is where the Bodies of
PERPLE'XITY Šfolution ; alfo Trouble, Anguiſh of Men ſerve inſtead of Columns to ſupport the Entablature ;

Mind. or rather the Columns themſelves are in that Form . That

Perplexed ( perplexus, L.) putinto confuſion , troubled ; which gave Riſe to this Cuſtom , was Pauſanias having de :

alſo difficult, hard to be underſtood . feated the Perſians, the Lacedemonians erected Trophies of

PERPOTA'Tion, a thorough Drunkenneſs. the Arms of their Énemies in Token of their Victory, and

Per que ſervitia, a Judicial Writ, iſſuing from the Note then repreſented the Perſians under the Figure of Slaves,

of a Fine, and lies for the Cognizee of a Manour, to compel ſupporting their Porches, Arches, or Houſes.

the Tenant of the Land to an Acknowledgement to him as To Persist ( perfiftere, L.) to ſtand firm and fixed ; al

Lord . ſo to hold on in an opinion, Allegation , or Demand .

Pe'rQUISITES ( perquifita, L. ) all Manner of Profits ari- PERSISTANCE, perſiſting.

ſing from an Office or Place, beſides the Salary or Revenue. Pe'rson [Perſona, L.) an individual Subſtance of a ratio

PERQUISITE (in Law] any Thing gotten by a Man's own nal or intelligent Nature; alſo the outward Form and Shape

Induſtry, or purchaſed with his own Money.
of one's Body.

PERQUISITES [of Court) are thoſe Profits that come to PERSONS (with Divines] the 3 Perſons or Subſiſtences in

a Lord of a Manour, hy Vertue of his Court Baron , over the Trinity

and above the certain yearly Profits of his Land ; as Fines of Pe'rsons (with Grammarians] are 3 in Number, I, thou,

Copy holds , Harriots, & c. be, in the fingular Number ; and we, ye, they, in the

PERQUISI'TION , a diligent Search, L. plural.

PE'RRIERS, a Sort of great Guns for ſhooting Stones . PE'RSONABLE, having a good Preſence, Mien, or Air ;

PE'RRON (with Architečts] a Stair -caſe lying open on the comely.

Outſide of the Building ; properly the Steps in the front of PERSONABLE [in Law ] enabled to maintain Plea in

a Building, which lead into the firſt Story, when raiſed a Court ; as , ſuch a Foreigner was lately made perſonable by Act

little above the Level of the Ground. of Parliament: Alſo a being in a Capacity to take any

PERRU'KE 2a Set of falſe Hair, curled and ſew'd toge- Thing granted or given .
PERRU'QUE Sther on a Cawl. PERSONAGE ( perſonnage, F.) the ſame as Perſon , as a

PE'RRY [of pyrum , L. a Pear] Wine or Drink made of comely Perſonage, an honourable Perſonage.
Pears .

PE'RSONAL ( perſonalis, L.) of, or pertaining to a Perſon.

Per fe, by him , her, or it ſelf, L. PERSONAL Verb [in Gram .] a Verb conjugated with all

PER je [ in Chymiſtry ) a Term uſed when any Thing is the 3 Perſons, and in both Numbers,

diſtilled without the uſual Addition of other Things . PERSONAL (in Law ) as Goods or Chattels perſonal, figni

PER ſe [with Logicians) a Thing is ſaid to be conſidered fy any moveable Thing belonging to a Man, whether quick

or dead ;. and it is oppoſed to real, PER
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PERSONAL Aktion (in Law) is an Action levied directly T. PERSPI'RE perſpirare, L. ] to ſweat or ſteam thro'the
and ſolely againſt the Perſon , in Oppofition to a real or mixed Pores .

Artion . To Perst ri'nce ( perſiringere, L.) to touch lightly , or

Pe'RSONAL Goods 2 [in Law] is that which conſiſts in to glance upon a Thing in Diſcourſe .

PERSONAL ERates Moveables, &c. which every Perſon To Persua'de ( perſuadir, F. of L. ) to convince, fatisfy;

has in his own Diſpoſal, in Oppoſition to Lands and Tene make to believe, adviſe or put upon .

ments, which are called real Ejtate. PERSUASIVE ( perfuaff, F. ] apt, or tending to perſuade.

Personal Tithes, are ſuch Tithes as are paid out of ſuch A PERSUASIVE , a Diſcourſe or Argument that tends to

Profits as ariſe by Labour of a Man's Perſon ; as by buying perfuade .

and ſelling, Handicrafts, and the like . PersuA'SIVENESS [of perſuaſif, and neſs, F. ] Aptneſs or
PERSONALNESS ? the Abſtract of Perſonal, the Property Tendency to perſuade .

Persona’lity of being a diſtinct Perſon ; as in Law an Persu ASORY [ perfuaforius, L.) apt to perſuade, F. of L.

A &tion is ſaid to be in perſonality , when it is brought againſt Persultation, a leaping or skipping over, as frisky

the right perſon . Cattel do in the Fields .

PERSONA'TA ? [ in Butany ] the great Clot or Bur- PersulTA'TION (with Surgeons] a burſting of Blood

Persula'ta dock , L. thro' the Veſſels.

Personate ( perſonatus, L. ) a Sort of Benefice or Title Pert [prob. of appert, F. lively , ſharp ] brisk , lively,

to a Collegiate Church. pragmatical, forward to meddle.

TO PERSONATE [ perfonare, L. ] to act or repreſent a PEʻrtness ( of appert, F. and meſs] Briskneſs, Livelineſs,

Perſon . Smartneſs in Talk .

PERSONA'Ti [in Botany) are ſuch Flowers as repreſent To Pertai'n [ pertinere, L. ] to belong to, to concern .

the gaping Mouths of fome living Creatures . PERTAINING | pertinens, L. ) belonging to , concerning.

PersonATUS , , um , [ in Botany) a Term apply'd to ſuch PERTEREBRA'Tion, a boring through with an Augur or

Flowers as repreſent the gaping Mouths of ſome living Wimble ; a drilling or making a Hole thorough.
Creatures . PeʻRTICA , a Perch or Pole to meaſure with , L.

To PERSO'NIFY 2 is to feign a Perſon , or to attribute a PE'RTICA (with Aftronomers] a Sort of Comct, alſo call'd

To Personali’ze Perſon to an inanimate Being ; or to Veru , L.

give it the Figure, Sentiments, or Language ofa Perſon. PERTICAE, Perchers, large Sconces or Candleſticks for

Personali'zing 2 the feigning a Perſon or the attributing Tapers or Lights, which were ſet on the Altars in

Perso'NIFYING Sa Perſon to an inanimate Being ;or the Churches.

giving it the Form, Sentiments , and Language of a Perſon ; PerticA'TA terra ( old Rec.] the fourth Part of an Acre

thus the Poets have perſonified all the Paſſions, Vertues, and of Land .

Vices, by making Divinities of them . Pertina'cious [ pertinax, L. ] holding faſt, obſtinate,

Perspe'ctive, aMathematicalScience which ſhews how ſtubborn, wilful, ftit in Opinion .

to repreſent Objects on a plain Surface, as naturally as they PERTINA'CIOUSLY ( pertinaciter, L. ) titly ,&c.

would appear to our Sight, if ſeen thro ' that Plane, ſuppo- PertinACIOUSNESS 7C pertinacitas, L.) a Stiffneſs and

ſing it to be as tranſparent as Glaſs . PERTINA'CITY SÖbſtinacy in maintaining or re

Aerial PERSPECTIVE, regards Colour, Luſtre, Strength, PE'RTINACY Stainingan Opinion , & c. Stub
Boldneſs, &c. of diſtant Objects, conſidered as ſeen thro’a bornneſs.

Column of Air, and expreſſes the Diminution or Leſſening PE'RTINENCE, Fitneſs, Suitableneſs.

of the Dies and Colours of a Picture, when the Objects are PE'RTINENS [ old Rec . ] a Kinſman or Kinſwoman .

ſuppoſed to be at a very great Diſtance. Pe'rtinent ( pertinens, L. ] fit, pat, apt, to the Purpoſe.
Lineal PeRSPECTIVE , regards the Poſition , Magnitude, and Pe'rtinentNESS [of pertinens, L. and nejs] Fitneſs,

Form of ſeveral Lines and Contours of Objects , and is the Suitableneſs.

Art of Delineating viſible Objects on a plane Surface, ſuch as PERTINGENCY [ of pertingens, L.) a reaching to .

they appear at a given Diſtance or Height, upon a tranſpa- Perti'NGENT [ pertingens, L.) reaching to, touching.
rent Plane, placed perpendicular to the Horizon, between the Pertingent Lines [ in Heraldry.] See Entire Pertingent.

Eye and the Object. PERTRA'NSIENT [of pertranfiens, L.] a paſſing or ſtriking

Military Perspective, is when the Eye is ſuppoſed to through, as a Colour in a precious Stone , & c.
be at an infinite Diſtance from the Table or Plane. PERTRA'NSIENT Lines [in Heraldry.] See Entire Per

Practical Perspective , is the Art of Delineating that tranſient.
which is apparent to our Sight, or that which our Under- Pertui'san, a Partiſan , a Sort of Halberd.

ſtanding conceives in the Forms of Objects we fee. PERTURBA'TION, Diſturbance, Diſquiet, Trouble, Diſor

Specular PERSPECTIVE, repreſents the Objects in coni der of Mind.

cal, ſpherical, or other Mirrors, erect and clear, whereas on TO PERVA'De pervadere, L.] to go through .

Lawn and other Planes they appear confuſed and irre- Perve'r se [ perverfus, L.] froward, untoward, croſs

gular.
grained.

Speculative PERSPECTIVE, is that which explains the Rea- Perversely ( perversè, L.) croſs -grainedly.

ſons of the different Appearance of certain Objects ; ac- To Perve'rt Čpervertere, L.] to turn upſide down ; to

cording to the Diverſity of Places, where the Eye is fixed miſlead ; to debauch, to corrupt or ſpoil; to turn to a
that beholds them . wrong Senſe.

Perspective Plane, is a Glaſs, or other tranſparent Sur- Perve'rsion, a perverting, ſeducing, corrupting, over

face, ſuppoſed to be placed between the Eye and the Object throwing ; alſo a turning to a wrong Senſe.

perpendicular to the Horizon , unleſs the contrary be ex- Perve'rsity 2 [ perverfitas, L.] Frowardneſs, Croft

preſsly mentioned. PERVE'RSENESS neſs, Jll-Nature, Malice.

Perspective is alſo uſed for a Kind of Picture or Paint- Pervica'cious [ pervicax, L.) wilful, head - ſtrong, ſtub

ing in Gardens , and at the Ends of Galleries, deſigned to
born.

deceive the Sight by repreſenting the Continuation of an PERVICACIOUSNESS 2 [of pervicax, L. and nejs] Stub

Alley, a Building, a Landskip, or the like. PERVICA'CITY Ś bornneſs.

Perspica'CIOUS [ Perſpicax , L.) quick fighted, quick PERVI'NCA (with Botanilts] the Herb Periwinkle.

witted, quick of Judgment and Apprehenſion. PE'R VIOUS | pervius, L. ] paſſable, eaſy to be paſſed

PERSPICACIOUSNESS 2 [ perſpicacitas, L.] Quickneſs of through.
PERSPICA'CITY S Sight or Apprehenſion .

Pe'rVIOUSNESS [of pervius, L. and neſs] Paſſableneſs.
PE'RSPICIL ( perſpicillum , L. ) a Looking-Glaſs, wherein Peru'sal , a Reading over, a Perufing.

the Image of any Thing is clearly repreſented ; alſo Pair To Peru'se [ of per and uſer, F.) to look or read over.

of Spectacles. PERUVIAN Bark, a Drug brought from Peru in Ame

PERSPI'cuous [ perſpicuus, L.) that is ſo clear and plain, rica, commonly called the Jejuit's Bark.

that the Light maybeſeen clearly thro ’ it ; alio eaſy to be Pes moneta (old Rec.) an antientTerm uſed to ſignify a

ſeen, or apprehended, plain. true Adjuſtment of the real Value of all current Coin , L.

Perspici'ENCE [ perſpicientia, L.) a perfect Knowledge. Pe'sa, a Weigh, a certain Weight or Quantity of Cheeſe,

PerspI'CUOUSNESS ( perſpicuitas, L.) Clearneſs or Plain- Wooll, &c.

nefs in Writing or Speaking , or to be teen. PE'SAGE, an antient Cuftom or Duty paid for the Weigh

Perspicu'ITY [ perſpicuè, L. ) plainneſs , clearneſs. ing of Merchandizes or Wares .

PERSPIRATION, a fleaming or breathing through, L. PESA'de 2 [in Horſemanſhip] a Motion of a Horſe, that in

Persrira'TION [ in Medicine] the evacuating the Juices Pesa'te S lifting or raiſing his Fore- Quarters, keeps his

of the Body thro' the Pores of the Skin . Hind-Legs upon the Ground without ſtirring; ſo that he

6 Ģ . makes

;

a
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gry at.

makes no Time with his Haunches, ' till his Fore - Legs PETE'CHIAL Fever, a malignant Fever, which makes the

reach the Ground.
Skin look as tho' it were Flea- Bitten, and thence called alſo

Pe'sil , a Shank of a Sheep .
Pulicaris.

Pe'ssARY (with Phyſicians] a Kind of Suppoſitory or St. Peter ad vincula. See Gule of Auguſt, L.
Medicament made up of the Length of the middle finger to St. Peter's Fij , a Sort of Sea Fiſh .

be put into the Neck of the Womb, good for ſeveral Dir- PETER -MAN, one who Fiſhes in the River of Thames with

orders in that Part.
an unlawful Engine.

PE'SSOMANCY ( nonartóla, Gr . ) a Sort of Divination Peter pence, call?d alſo Rome Scot, was a Levy of a Penny

by putting Lots into a Veſlel, and drawing them out, having on every Houſe wherein therewere 30 Pence vivæ pecunia ,

firſt made Supplication to the Gods to direct them ; and be- to be collected and ſent to Rome, one half of it went for

ing drawn, they made Conjectures from the Characters Alms to the Engliſh School at Rome, and the other half to

marked on them what ſhould happen .
the Pope's Uſe .

Pesso'NA [old Rec. ] Maft of the Foreſt ; or Money Peter's Port, a famous Quarry in Yorkſhire, whoſe Stones

taken for feeding Hogs with Maft.
built St. Peter's Minſter in the City of York.

Pest ( peſtis, L.)a Plague.
PE'TER wort, an Herb .

To Pe'sTER, [of peftis,L.aPlague) to annoy ,plague, trouble, Pe'tit, ſmall, F.

embarraſs, L. Petit capi, a Writ, where an Action real is brought,

Pest - Houſe, an Hoſpital for Perſons fick of the Plague. and the Tenantappeareth ,and after maketh an Eſcape, F.

PESTERABLE Wares, ſuch Goods as are troubleſome, and Pe'ticoat ( petit-cote, F.] a Woman's Veſtment.

take up much Room . Petit Cheux (in Cookery] a Sort of Paſte for garniſhing.

Pesti'FEROUS [ peftifer, L. ] bringing the Peſtilence or PETIT Sergeantry, a Tenure held from the Crown, only

Plague , deſtructive,deadly .
by yielding the Sovereign a Buckler, Arrow or other ser

PE'STILENCE ( peftilentia, L.) a Diſeaſe ariſing from an vice at the Will of the firſt Feoffer.

Infection in the Air , accompanied with Botches, Boils, and Petit Treaſon [in Law ) is when a Wife kills her Husband,

other dreadful Symptoms.
a Servant his Maſter, a Secular or Religious Perſon his Supe

PESTILENCE Wort, an Herb.
rior or Ordinary, to whom he owes Faith and Obedience.

PE'STILENT ( peſtilens, L. ) troubleſome, plaguy, deſtruc- Peti'T19 judiciarium (Civil Law ] is the ſame as Impar

tive , dangerous, miſchievous.
lance in Common Law.

Pestile'NTIAL ( peftilentiel, F. ] of, pertaining to, or Petitio principii [with Logicians] a begging of Princi

partaking of the Nature of the Peſtilence. ples, or a precarious ſuppoſing a Thing to be true, ora taking

Pes'tile'NTIAL Fevers (with Phyſicians] are ſuch as do it for granted , when it really remains either dubious or elſe

not only afflict the Patient with a vehement Heat, but alſo is expreſsly deny'd.

a malignant and venemous Quality. Peti'tion, a Supplication in Form made by an Inferior

PESTILE'NTIALNESS [of peftilentiel ,F. and neſs] Plaguy- to his Superiour ; eſpecially to one having Juriſdiction, L.

neſs, peſtilent Quality. To Petition ( petere, L.) to preſent or put up a Petition ,

PE'stle ( Piſtillum , L. ) an Inſtrument for beating in a Pzti'TIONARY, of or pertaining to a Petition.

Mortar. PETITIONING [of petitio, L. ) asking by Way of Peti
Pe'stle ( of Pork] the Extremity or Bone of a Leg. tion .

Pet [depit, F. ] a Diftafte, a Diſpleaſure; as to take Peti'TIONER [ petitor, L.) he or ſhe who puts up a Pe

pet at, to be angry or diſplealed at . tition .

To take Pe't at, to be offended at, to ſtomach , to be an- PE'TITORY ( petitorius, L.] of or pertaining to a Petition
or Demand .

PE'TALA [ TéTade, Gr . ) the fine coloured Leaves of Petra Lana , a Stone of Wool, in ſome places 8, in

Flowers ; ſo called to diſtinguiſh the Leaves of the Plant. others 12, 14 or 16 Pound.

PE'TALISM ( petaliſmus, L.) a Kind of Exile among the Petra [ a Rock, antiently uſed for a Weight called a

Antients, or a Baniſhment for the Term of 5
Years . Stone.

Petalo'des [ tetanocédons, Gr. ) a Sort of little Leaves Petra'RIA ( Ant. Writ .] a Quarry of Stones ; alſo a great

or Scales that ſwim in Urine. Gun, call’d a Petard.

Pe’TALON (Gradov, Gr. ] the Leafof a Flower. Petala in Petraeus, a , um. [ in Botan. Writ.] which grows upon

or with a Flower-Leaf, petalis with Flower-Leaves,&c . L. Rocks, L.

PETAMINA'RIUS , a Name or Title which the Antients Petrescence, a petrifying or becoming Stone.

gave to ſeveral Perſons, who performed extraordin.sy Feats Petrescent ( petrefcens, L.) petrifying or becoming

of Activity, took dangerous Leaps, Vaults , &c.
Stone.

PETARD , is an Engine of PetrifiCA'TION 2 [in Phyfiology) the Action of convert

Metal, ſhaped like a Sugar -Loaf Petre A'CTION Sing Fluids, Woods, and other Mat

or High -Crown'd Hat, made for ters into Stone, L.

breaking open Gates, Draw- PETRI'FICK ( petrificus, L. ] turning or growing into

Bridges, Barricades , Barriers, & c. Stone.

BAB
its Length is 7 or 8 Inches, the To Pe'TRIFY ( petrificare, L.) to make, turn , or grow into,

Diameter of the Mouth is 5 Stone.

Inches, and that at Bottom one PETROBRU'SIANS [ſo called of Peter Bruys] they de

and a half ; the Thickneſs of Metal at the Neck is half ny'd that Children before Ageof Reaſon could be juſtified

an Inch , and that of the Breech 12 or 15 ; its Charge by Baptiſm . 2. That no Churches ſhould be built, but thoſe

of Powder is 5 Pound or thereabouts, and it weighs that are built pulled down ; becauſe an Innwas as proper

about 55 or 60. There are much larger andſtronger Pe- for Prayer as aTemple, and a Stable as an Altar. 3 .
That

tards, and there are likewiſe ſmaller : The firſt are em- the Croſs ought to be pulled down and burnt, becauſe we

ployedin breaking open ſtrong reinforced Gates, and the ought to hate the Inſtruments of our Saviour's Suffering, & c.

laſt ſuch as can make but ſmall Reſiſtance. When the Pe. PETROJOA'NNITES, the Followers of Peter John, or Peter

tard is loaded with Powder, it is put upon a ſtrong Piece of the Son of John, who liv'd in the 12th Century ; one of

Plank , cover'd with a Plate of Iron on the Outſide, which whoſe Opinions was , that he alone had the Underſtanding of

covers the Ouverture, being hollowed a little for the Pur- the true Senſe wherein the Apoſtles preached the Goſpel.

poſe ; the Place where they join , is done over with Wax, Petrolae'um [ of nited , a Rock, and oleum , L. Oil]

Pitch, Roſin, &c . to inforce the Effect. This being done, a certain Oil , that diſtills or flows out of a Rock .

it is carried to the Place deſigned to be blown up, where Petrone'l, a Sort of Harquebuſs, or hand Gun.

joining the Plank exactly to the Gate, the Petard is ſtayed Petrose'LINON m't porénuov, ] Gr.] Parſley.

behind and fired by a Fuſee, that the Petardeer may have PETRO'SUM os [with Anatomiſts] i. e. the rocky Bone,

Time to get off. They are ſometimes uſed in Counter -Mines, the inner Proceſs of the Bones of the Temples, ſo named

to break through into the Enemies Galleries to diſappoint by Reaſon of its hardneſs, and craggedneſs.

their Mines. Petter'a [in Mufick] the Art of making a juſt Diſcern

PETARDE E'R [ petardier, F.] one who manages or applies ment of all Manners of ranging or combining Sounds among

a Petard . themſelves, ſo as they may produce their Effect.

Pete [ petus, L.) combuſtible Earth dug up in ſmall Petticoat ( petite-cotte, F. ] a Garment worn by Wo

Pieces for Fuel.
men, reaching from the Walte down to the Feet .

PETE'CHIAE [in Medicine Spots in the Skin like Flea- PettiFO'GGER (prob. of petit, F. and yogene, a Wooer,

Bites, which come out in ſome Fevers, L. or geregan , Sax.) an ignorant tricking Lawyer .

PETTIFOGCINC, the Practiſing as a Pettifogger.

PET
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Pettish (of depit, F. ] apt to take Pet or be Angry ; PHALANX (with Anatomifs) the Rows of the ſmall Bones

froward, peeviſh , waſpilh .
of the Fingers, as if ranged in order of Battle .

PE'TTISHNESS (prob. of depit, F. and nefs] aptneſs to be PHALEU'CIAN Verſe [ fo called of Phaleucus ] a Verſe of

Diſpleaſed or Angry. eleven Syllables.

PETTITO'Es (prob. of petit, F. and tar, Sax .] Pigs- Phallo'Phori [of pathopeegi of paracs , a Skin ,

Feet, &C.
gépw, to bear, Gr.] certain Mimicks who ranahout the

Ps'tto, the Breaſt, Ital.
Streets crown'd with Ivy , cloathed in Sheep's Skins, and

Pe'ttit ( petit, F. ] little, ſmall, inconſiderable. having their faces ſmutted, bearing Baskets of various

To keep a Thing in Petto, i. e . to keep it within one's own Herbs, Dancing in Honour of Bacchus.
Breaſt. PHANA'TICAL [ phanaticus, L. ] of or pertaining to a
Petty Bag, a certain Office in the Chancery. Phanatick .

Clerks of the Petty Bag, 3 Officers in the Court of A PHANATICK ( phanaticus, L. of paiyw , Gr. to appear]

Chancery , who take record of all Inquiſitions out of every a Viſionary, one who fancies or thinks he ſees Spectres,

Shire ; make all Patents of Cultomers, Gaugers, &c . each Spirits, Apparitions, or other imaginary Objects, even when

Record being put intoa ſmall Leathern Bag. awake, and takes them to be real ; one who pretends to Re

Petty Larceny (of petit and larron, F. a Thief] ſmall velations and new Sights ; hence the Word is apply'd to

Theft, as when theThing ſtolen does not exceed the Value Enthuſiaſts ; and alſo to Diflenters from the Eſtabliſh'd

of 12 Pence . Church of England.

Petty Pattees [in Confectionary ) a ſmall Sort of Pies PHA'NCY [ phantaſia, L. of garracia , Gr. ) the Fancy .

made of March- pane, and filled with Sweet-Meats . PHA'NTASM ? [peutaoud , Gr. Fantome, F.] an Object

Petty Singles [in Falconry) the Toes of a Hawk. PHA'NTOM 3 perceived by an external Senſe, and re

Petty Tally [in Sea Language) a competent Allowance of tained in the Fancy ; an Apparition, a Ghoſt ; alſo an idle
Victuals, according to the Number of the Ship'sCompany. Conceit.

Petty Treaſon (in Law ] the Crime of a Clergy -man's PHANTA'STICAL [ partasixàs, Gr.] full of Fancies and

Killing his Prelate,a Child his parent, a Wife her Husband, Whimſies.

a Servant his Maſter. PhantA'STICAL Colours, are ſuch as are produced by a

PETULANCY ( petulantia, L.] Saucinefs, Malapertneſs triangular Glaſs Priſm , & c. or ſuch as appear in the Rain
Wantonneſs. Bow.

PETULANT ( petulans, L. ] Saucy, &c. PhantA'STICALLY [of phantafticus, L. of partasexos,
PetulanTLY (petulanter, L.] faucily, Gr. ) whimſically, fancifully.

PETULANTNESS [of petulans, L. and nefs] Saucineſs, PHANTA'STICALNESS [ of phantafticus, L. and nef ] Fan
Malapertneſs. cifulneſs, Whimſicalneſs.

Pe'tus 2 ( old Rec. ) a Sort of Earth apt to burn, which PHA'NTASY [ phantaſia, L. parraoid, Gr. ) the Fancy or

Peat Šis dug up in ſmall Pieces for Fuel. Imagiration ; the ſecond of the Powers or Faculties of the

PEUCEDA'NUM (Trukádevos,Gr. ) the Herb Maiden - Weed , ſenſitive or rational Soul, by which the Species of Objects,
Hog's Fennel, or Sulphur-wort. received in by the common Senſe, are retained , recalled, fur
PE'vets, the Ends of the Spindle in any Wheel of a ther examined , and either compounded or divided .

Watch. PHANTA'STRY , Phantaſticalneſs, Whimſicalneſs.

Pew [ pupe, Du .] an incloſed Seat in a Church, & c. PHA'NTASY, a Diſeaſe in Cattle.

Pew'Et, a Puet, a Bird. PHA'NTOM fantome, F.] an Apparition , or Ghoft.

Pewter ( peauter, Du. ] a mixt white Metal of which PHARE [paso , Gr.) aWatch - Tower, a Light -Houſe ,
Diſhes, & c. are made. toguide Ships into a Haven.

Pew'TERER [of peauter , Du . ] a Maker of Pewter Veſſels. PHARISA'ICAL, of or pertaining to the Phariſees; alſo

Phacodes Coaxódns, Gr.] thoſe hypochondrical Perſons Hypocritical.

who are of a Lentil Colour in their Complexions, are ſo PHARISA'ICALNESS [of phariſaique, F. and neſs] Hypo

called by Hippocrates. criſy .

Phacordes ( baxoeldus, Gr.) any Thing in the Shape of Pharisal'sm , the Profeſſion or Opinions of the Phariſees.

a Lentil, and by ſome Oculiſts is apply'd to the chryſtalline PHARMACEU'Tice
[@aguaXeUTIXY, Gr.] the Knowledge

Humour of the Eye. of Medicines, or Art of compounding them .

PHACOPTI'SSANA ( Axomrasura, Gr.] a Decoction of PHARMACEUTIcx [ of φαρμακευτική of φαρμακον a Me

Lentils .
dicine, and géw , Gr. to prepare] the Art of preparing or

Phaco's [ paxi's, Gr . ) a Spot in the Face like a Nit. com pounding Medicines.

Phaeno'mena [paívouera of pairw, Gr. to appear] See PHARMACOCHY'MIA [of pasuaxov, a Medicine, and
Phænomenon. gów , Gr . to prepare] that Part of Chymiſtry which con

PHAENO'MENON [ Qa'vouevov, Gr. ] any Appearance of liders the Preparation of Medicines.

Meteors or any other Sign in the Air or Heavens ; alſo any PHARMACOLOGY [of paguarov and Nógos, Gr.) a Treatiſe

Effect or Appearance of a natural Body that offers it ſelf to concerning the Preparationof Medicines .

the Conſideration of a natural Philoſopher, in order to a So- PHARMACOPO'ΕΙΑ [of φαρμακοποία , of Φάρμακον and

lution . Tolga , Gr. to make) a Diſpeniary or Collection of Medi

Phaeton, a Prince of the Ligurians, a great Aſtrologer, cines.

who apply'd himſelf to ſtudy the Courſe of the Sun. It PHARMACOPE'ius, an Apothecary, a Compounder of

happened in his Time,that Italy was ſo violently ſcorched Medicines.

with exceſſive Heat, that the Earth was barren formany PHARMACOPOLIST [ pharmacopola, L. φαρμακοπούλης of

Yearsafter: From hence the Poets took Occaſion to uſher in paguarov and townia , Gr. to ſell] an Apothecary,a Seller

this Fable, that Phaëton, the Son of Sol, by Clymene, having of Medicines.

obtain'd of his father to drive the Chariot of the Sun for PHA'RMACUM [paguaxoy, Gr. ) any sort of Medicine.

one Day, ſet on Fire the Earthand Sky ; for which Jupiter PHA'RMACY [ oafuasira , Gr.j a sort of Inchantment

ftruck him with a Thunder-Bolt, and tumbled him into the or Method of Inchanting, performed by certain medicated

River Pe in Italy ; and that his Siſters, the Heliades, bewail- and inchanted Compoſitions of Herbs, Minerals, &c. by

ing his Deſtiny , were transformed into Poplar-Trees to adorn which the Antients are ſaid to have effected ſtrange and won

the Banks , and their Tears into Amber. derful Things.

PHAGE'DAENA [pagedesiva, Gr.] an exulcerate Cancer, Pha'RMACY [baguaxia , Gr . ] the Apothecary's Art,
which eats and corrodes the neighbouring Parts . that Part of Phyfick that teaches the Choice and Preparation

PHAGE'DAENICKS [of pegouai, Gr. to eat] Medicines of Medicines.

which eat away the fuperfluous Fleſh of Ulcers. PHA'ROS [odo , of gās Light, ofãr, Gr. to fee ) a ſmall

PHAGEDAENICK Water (in Chymiſtry ] a Water drawn Iſland near the Port of Alexandria in Egypt, where, in anti

from quick Lime ; ſo named from its Efficacy in curing ent Times, ſtood a high and ſtately Tower, reckoned with
Phagedanick Ulcers . the ſeven Wonders of the World . It is reported to have

PHALA'CROSIS (pandgxoons, Gr.] the falling off of the been built fquare, in Height 300 Cubits , upon fourPillars of

Hair. Glaſs, reſembling Crabs. Ptolemy Philadelphus is ſaid to

PHALA'NGOSIS (padázywois, Gr .] a Fault in the Eye- have expended 800 Talents in building it . At Nights it had

lid, when there are 2 rows of Hair ; or when the Hair a Fire at the Top to give Warning to Pilots, that they

grows inward and offends the Eyes .
might fhun the Danger of the Coaſts . Hence all ſuch Tow

PHA'lanX [ barang, Gr.] a huge ſquare compact ers are called Pharo's.

Batalion , formed of Intantry, ſet cloſe together with their Pha'RSANG, a Perſian Meaſure of 30 , 40, or 60 Fur

Shields joined and their Pikes turned croſs-ways, inſomuch long.
PHA .

that it was next to an impoſſibility to break them.
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PHARYNGAEUS ( Anatomy] a Muſcle of the Pharynx dila- PHILOSOPHERS Stonë, the great object ofAlchymy, a long

ting it in Deglutition. fought for Preparation , which will tranſmute impurer Me

PHARYNGE'TRUM [paguzzergov, Gr .] the Pharynx ; tals, as Tin , Lead, and Copper, into Gold and Silver.

alſo the Bone Hyoides. Natural PHILOSOPHERS, are reckoned of four Sorts .

PHARYNGO'ToMY [φαρυγγοτομία οf φάρυγξ , and τέμνων , 1. Thoſe who have delivered the Properties of natural

Gr. to cut] the ſame as Laryngotomy. Bodies, under Geometrical and Numeral Bodies ; as the Py

PHARYNX (o siguigGr. ) theupper Opening of the Oeſopha thagoreans and Platoniſts.

gus or Gullet, at the Mouth of the Stomack, or ſituate at the 2. The Peripateticks, who explained the Nature of Things

Bottom of the Fauces , conſiſting of 3 Pair of Muſcles. by Matter, Form and Privation ; by elementary and occult

Phases (with Afironomers) the ſeveral Appearances or Qualities; by Sympathies, Antipathies, Faculties, Attractions,

Quantities of Illumination of the Moon, Venus, Mercury, and & c. But theſe did not ſo much endeavour to find out the

the other Planets ; or the ſeveral Manners wherein they ap- true Reaſons and Cauſes of Things, as to give them proper

pear illuminated by the Sun. Names and Terms, ſo that their Phyficks is a Kind of Meta

PHASGA'NION (pargánov, Gr . ) the Herb Sword -Graſs phyficks.

or Glader. 3. Experimental Philoſophers, who by frequent and well

Pha'sis ( 6 d'ois, Gr . ) an Appearance. made Trials and Experiments, as by Chymiſtry, & c. fought

Phengi'TES ( 0€7.gions, Gr. ) a Kind of Marble , which into the Natures and Cauſes of Things: And to theſe al

Shines with white and tranſparent Veins. moſt all our Diſcoveries and Improvements are due .

Phenico'eter [ phænicopterus, L.] a red Nightingale. 4. Mechanical Philoſophers, who explicate all the Phano

PHEA'SANT [of Paravós, Gr. ] a Fowl. mena of Nature by Matter and Motion ; by the Texture of

PHEGAPYRUM, Buck -Wheat, Bank or Crop. their Bodies, and the Figure of their Parts; by Effluvia, and

A PHENIX [ Hieroglyphically) was pictured to ſignify a Re- other ſubtile Particles, &c. and in ſhort, would account

forination , or the Relurrection, becauſe it riſes out of its for all Effects and Phenomena by the known and eſtabliſhed .

Alles, when it has been conſumed by the Violence of the Laws of Motion and Mechanicks; and theſe in Conjunction

Sun-Beams, as is reported . with experimental ones, are the only true Philoſophers.

Pheons (in Heraldry] the barded Heads of Darts, i.e. PhiloSO'PHICAL (piaogopixos, Gr .] of or pertaining to

made in the form of a Filh-Hook, that when Phyloſophy.
they have entred, cannot be drawn out without Philosophical Egg (in Chymiſtry] a thin Glaſs Vefſel

enlarging the Wound by Inciſion . See the El in the Shape of an Egg, having a long Neck or Stem, and

cutcheon . uſed in Digeſtions that take up a conſiderable Time.

Phi’al Coranu, Gr . ] a ſmall Glaſs - Bottle. To Philo'sophize [Philoſophare, L. of Pinocopuſtiv,

PHILADE'LPHIANS [ of pinadorpicy Gr. ) a Sect called Gr.] to play the Philoſopher ; to diſpute or argue like a

the Family of Love . Philoſopher, to conſider ſome Object of our Knowledge ;

PhiladE'LPHUS[ pinádencos of pinos,a Friend or Lo- examine its Properties, and the Phenomena it exhibits; to
ver, and a diapos , a Brother) a Lover of the Brethren . inquire into their Cauſes or Effects and the Laws thereof,

PHILA'GATHUS [ pradjatos, Gr. of piros and agadds, according to the Nature and Reaſon of Things, in order to

Gr. Good] a Lover of Goodneſs. the Improvement of Knowledge.

Philaeteri'A [ola staigos, Gr. i. e. the Lover of PHILOSOPHY ( Philoſopbia , L. PIA Copia of praba , to

Friends) the Herb Wild - Sage. Love, and copia , Wiſdom , Gr.] the Knowledge or Study

PHILANTHROPIST ? [QIndy Iparisof pinosand ävIgaros, ofNature orMorality, founded on Reaſon or Ě xperience.
PHILANTHROPOS Š Gr. Man) a Lover of Mankind. PHILOSOPHY , the firſt that we find ſtudy'd Philoſophy were

PHILA'NTHROPY (pravdgaria ,Gr.]a Love of Mankind the Ægyptians, to which they gave ſo great an Air ofMy
in general, Humanity , Courteoufneſs.

ſtery, that the People did it Reverence as theydid their Reli
PHYLA'RGYRIA (pidaggugia, Gr . ) the Love of Silver. gion . For the Prieſts out of Deſign to ſurpaſs the Capacity

PHILAUTIA ( pixaUTia of pinos and autos, Gr. ſelf ] of the Vulgar, and diſtinguiſh themſelves from the Multitude,

Self -Love, veiled their Obſervations under Figures and Hieroglyphicks.

PHILIATROs [ φιλίατρος οf φίλος, and ιατρός, Gr. a But as they had no Way of communicating but Tradition , and

Phyſician ] a Student in Phyſick. were not very ready to communicate it to Strangers, ſo we

Philippicks, a Name given to the Oration of Demos- have little certain Knowledge what their Philoſophy was;
thenes against Philip King of Macedon ; alſo the 14 Orations the Grecian Philoſophers were the firſt that communicated,

of Cicero againſt Mark Anthony. and left behind them to Pofterity any ſuch Pieces of Philo

PhileleUTHERI'A [ prasa Eu Sopía , of pride the Love, fophy, aswould give any clear Knowledge of their Princi
and insugeria , Gr. Liberty ) Love of Liberty.

ples and Inquiries. Thoſe that apply'dthemſelves to the

PhilistoʻRICUS Councisoginis of piros and isogía, Study of the Motionsof the Heavenly Bodies, in order to
Gr . Hiſtory] a Lover of Hiſtory, diſtinguiſh their Periods and Revolutions, and to form the

PhilLIZERS, See Filazers. firſt Draught of an univerſal Syſtem , and to diſcern the Ob

PHILO [of piaG, Gr . a Friend or Lover ]uſed in Compoſi- liquity of the Ecliptick, and lay open the Secrets of natural

tion of ſeveral Words in Engliſh. Things, were Thales, Anaximander, Anaxagoras, Heraclitus,

Philo-ELEUTHERIUS (of giao and 'excusega , Gr. Hippocrates, Democritus, Empedocles, and Archelaus. Thetwo

free] a Lover of Liberty. great Founders of Philoſophy were Thales in Greece, and

PHILOCHY'MIST, a Lover of Chymiſtry. Pythagoras in Italy.

PHILOELUTHERUS [ pia osagÚSISO , Gr.] a Lover of Socrates and Plato were indebted to Thales for moſt of

Liberty. their fine Notions . Thales was the firſt who began to

PhiloLO'GICAL [pixorozinós, Gr.] of or pertaining to reduce the confuſed Ideas of his Predeceſſors into ſome

Philology. Method and Order ; and Socrates trac'd out the Plan of Lo

PHILOʻLOGER 3 (philologus, L. quaóxoz , of pino , gick and Morality, and ſupply'd Principles to Phyficks.

Philo'LOGIST S and aby G , Gr. a Word ) a Lover of Plato was the Diſciple of Socrates, and laid down the Plan of
Letters, or Languages, a Humaniſt. moral Philoſophy : He firſt taught that true Philoſophy con
PHILO'LOGY [pincronia , Gr.] a Science, or rather an fifted more in Fidelity and Conſtancy, in Juſtice and Sin

Aſſemblage of Sciences, conſiſting of Grammar, Rhetorick, cerity, and the Love of our Duty, than ona great Know

Poetry, Ăntiquities, Hiſtory, Criticiſm , ora Kind of univer- ledge and Capacity. Ariſtotle was Diſcipleto Plato, and
ſal Literature converſant about all the Sciences, their Rile, was the firſt that collected the various parts of Philo

Progreſs, Authors, &c. which the French call Belles Lettres. fophy, inorder to caſttheminto aregular Syſtem , and was

PHI'LOMATH [of plaOd tas, of pia and fa'stois, Gr. by that Means and his vaſtDiſcoveries, the moſt ſerviceable
Learning ) a Lover of Learning or the Mathematicks. of all the Antients to Philoſophy in the general.

PHI'LOMATHY [ pinoua sid , Gr . ) a Lover of Learning, or After Ariſtotle's Time Philoſophy degenerated, and the

of the Mathematicks.
Purity of its firſt Originals were corrupted by the Multi

PHILO'NIUM [fo called of Philo its Author] a certain tudes of Sects of Philoſophers that ſprung up. For, as Pere

anodyne Electuary. Rapin ſays, Zeno's School was filld with falle Virtues, Epi

PhiloPsY'CHÉ [ pinonfuxide of pino and fuxí, Gr. curus's with real Vices. Philoſophy became impious under

Life or Soul] the Lover of Life or of Souls. Diagoras, impudent under Diogenes, ſelfith under Demo

PhilosA'RCHY [P120gasxia of pag and raigs, Gr. crates, railing under Lycon, voluptuous under Metrodorus,

Fleſh ) a Love of theFleſh, Voluptuouſneſs. fantaſtical under Crates , drolling under Menippus, Libertine

PHILOSOPHA'STER, a Smatterer in Philofophy . under Pyrrho, litigious under Cleanthes, turbulent under

Philo'sopher (przóoopa of pinos and 60-, a wiſe Archefilans, and inconſtant under Lachydes. In ſhort, Phi

Man ) one skilled in the Study of Philoſophy , who profeſies lofophy became abandoned to all the Extravagancies that

or applics himſelf to the Study of Nature, &c. can
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can enter into the Mind of Man to imagine . The old Pla. Rome, in the Form itis now eſtabliſhed. So this being pro
tonick School was by the new debas'd into the Tribe of Scep- bably accommodated to that and other Extravagancies in Po

ticks and Pyrrhonians, whoſe Profeſſion was to doubt of pery , we may eaſily perceive what a fine new Philoſophy ir

every Thing; and after the Death of Theophraſtus, the Or- was : This Philoſophy was perfected, and reduc'd to the

der of Peripateticks cool'd very much in their Application to Scholaſtick Way and into Form by Thomas Aquiras. And,

natural Things, preferring the Purſuit of Eloquence to like the Platonick Sect, it has been divided into three Pe .

them : Thus Philoſophy declin’d in Greece. But after the riods , the old , the middle, and the new : The moſt confi

Death of Alexander, the Kings of Ægypt and Pergamus be- derable of the firſt Period was Alexander of Hales, an Engliſh

came Encouragers of Learning ; and after one of the Pro- Man ; this laſted about 200 Years . Albertus Magnus began

lemy's had baniſh'd the Profeſſors of Philoſophy from Alex- the ſecond , and the Ariſtotelian Doctrine was carried to its

andria, they return'd to Greete; and the Romans beginning Height by Thomas Aquinas, and John Duns Scotus an Eng
then to flouriſh , there was a ſhort lucid Interval of Learning liſa Man. This laſted about an hundred Years. The third

at Athens ; where Alouriſh'd Panætius, Polybius, Carneades, Scholaſtick Sećt was begun by Durundus, and lafted about
Clitomachus, Apollonius, and Milo.

Athens being at that Time the Academy for all the Roman Of theſe Scholaftick Philoſophers, Pere Rapin ſays, pro

Youth of Quality, from thence the Romans fetchd their ceeded that dead Weight of Sums and Courſes, that itined

Philoſophy. The firſt of the Romans that explaind their all the Remains of good Letters in the World.

Philoſophy in Writing was Lucretius ; allo Terentius Varro, But while theſe Suins and Sentences were erecting by the

Quintilian, and Cicero. Toward the latter End of the Reign School-Men, three other Philoſophers ſtart up ; who fora

of Auguſtus, Ptolemy of Alexandria eſtabliſhed a new Sect in faking the Scholaſtick Rules, ſet up a Method quite oppo

Rome, chooſing out the morerational Parts of all the other ſite, as Lully,Cardan, and Paraceljus; Lally having by his
Syſtems, and re-uniting them with his own . During the Commercewith the Arabians accompliſh'd himſelf with a

Time of Caligula,Nero, and Domitian, the tyrannical Em- good Share of Knowledge in Philoſophy, Aſtronomy , and

perors of Rome, all Profeffors being banilh'd from Rome, Phyfick, out of them compos'd a fourth , that is Chymiſtry .

Philoſophy declin'd inſtead of advancing. There was in- Carden, he brought the dark Cabaliftical Learning upon the
deed Seneca, but he was more of a Courtier than a Philoſo- Stage ; and Paracelſus was for framing a new Philoſophy, a

pher ; but Plutarch reviv'd the philoſophical Spirit in the new Phyfick, and a new Religion , affecting to be myſterious ,

Times of Adrian and Trajan ; and Pliny went farther than and even unintelligible.

any Man before him . In the thirteenth Century the Cabaliſtical occult Philoſo .

So that not many Years after, the Emperor Antoninus fo pur- phy came into Vogue, being introduc'd or cultivated by

ſued philoſophical Studies, asto obtain the Name of Philo- Cornelius Agrippa, Armand de Villeneu,and Petrus deOppino,

Jophus. Then flouriſhed Epi&tetus, Arian, Galen, Diogenes, who it is very probable were greater Cheats than they were
Laertius, Herodes Atticus, Pauſanias, Aulus Gellius, Prolemy Conjurers, as ſome have accounted them .
the Aſtrologer, Maximus of Tyre ; and about the ſame Time Mechanical PhilosOPHY, was that which the moſt an

Taurus of Berytus,Athenæus, Alexander Aphrodifæus, Apulei- tient of the Phænician and Greek Philoſophers have adhered
us, and Porphyry, who for a long Time kept Philoſophy in to, in order to the Explication of the Phanomena of Nature ;

Faſhion. But Lucian finding it in a State of Corruption, they made uſe originally of no other Principles than the
compared to what it had been , fell foul of the Profeſſors : Conſideration of empty Space, the Doctrine of Atoms, and the

But when the Light of the Goſpel began to prevail , then Gravitation of Bodies. Theſe filently attributed the Cauſes

the Chriſtian Philoſophy began todart its Rays, and the Fa- of Gravity to ſomething which was plainly diſtinct from

thers of the Churchlet themſelves about the Studyof Phi
Matter.

loſophy, that they might be able to vanquiſh the Heathens But our moſt modern natural Philoſophers did not take in

by their own Weapons. Among theſe were Juftin Martyr, this Cauſe in their Inquiries into Nature.

Clemens Alexandrinus, Tertullius, and Eufebius. To theſe They avoid aiming at any Hypotheſis, in order to ex

may add Pantænus, Celſus, Lactantius, Arnobius, Gre- plain the Phænomena of natural Effects, but leaving the

gory Thaumaturgus, and Ammonius, who was the firſt that Philoſophy of Cauſes to Metaphyſicks, they rightly confi

taught the Philoſophy of Ariſtotle in the Chriſtian Schools . derin g that it is the chief End , Deſign, and Buſineſs of na

So Bafil is reported to have been the ableft Logician in his tural Philoſophy to conſider Effects, and by reaſoning upon

Time:: Chryfoftom eminent as well for Philoſophy as Elo- them and their various Phænomena, to proceed regularly at

quence ; and St. Auſtin, who compos'd a Syſtem of-Lo- laſt to the Cauſes of Things, and eſpecially to the Know

gick; and many more that might be annexed. When the ledge of the firſt Cauſe.

Barbarians over-ran both the Eaſtern and Weſtern Empires, And it is certain that all true Progreſs and Proficiency in

all Learning and Philoſophy ſhared in the fame Fate with this kind of Natural Philoſophy, if it don't immediately

the Government ; and the Saracens,who over-ran moſt of lead us to the Knowledge of the firſt Cauſe, yet it will

the Eaſtern , and good Part of the Weſtern Empire, diſſe- bring us ftill nearer and nearer to it.

minated that little Learning they had among them on the PhilosTO'RGY [ philoftorgia, L. pinosoggia, Gr. ] natu

conquered , and by (as Pere Rapin ſays) fixing too cloſely on ral Affection , the Love of Parents to Children.

the Text and Letter of Ariſtotle, got an abſtracted Way of PHILOTE'CHNUs [ psaótexu of qiao , a Friend or

Reaſoning, that was ſomething different from the Solidity Lover, and Texri, Art, Gr.ja Lover or Encourager of Arts.

of the Greeks and Romans ; which tho' it appeared to have in PhiloTHY'TAE (pinoAunas, Gr . ) ſuperſtitious Devotes,

it great Sagacity, yetwas falſe and full of wildConceits, as that offered Sacrifice upon any Occaſion, tho' never ſo

will appear by the Works of thoſe Arabian Philoſophers, ſmall and trifling.

Avicenna, Alkindus, Algazel, Averroes, Alpharabius, Albe- PHILO'TIMY (pinotipid of pino, a Friend or Lover,

haſen, &c . Averroes followed Ariſtotle, and Avicenna, Plato ; and Tiui, Gr. Honour] Love of Honour.

Ludovicus Vives cenſures the Metaphyficks of Avicenna, and PHILOXE'NY [φιλοξενία of φίλος and ξενία , Gr. Hofpi

the Philoſophy, as the Dreams of a roving Imagination , and tality ] Hoſpitality, Kindneſs to Strangers.

a-Kin to the Alcoran. Pui'lter [ philtrum, L. ofpargós, Gr. ) a Love-Potion
After the Arabians came the Schoolinen, who framing or Powder, a Charm to cauſe Love.

their Genius on Arabian Comments, thence the School True Phi'lters , are ſuch as are ſuppos'd to work their

Philoſophy became ſo ſubtle and knotty . Of this Sect Tho- Effect by ſome natural and magnetical Power.

mas Aquinas is accounted the Founder. Had this School Spurious Phi'lters, are Spells or Charms ſuppoſed to

Philoſophy died in thoſe Countries where Superſtition have an Effect beyond the ordinary Laws of Nature, by

and Sophiftry were buried, well had it been : But when ſome magick Vertue.

true Religion and Learning reviv'd with the Reformation, PHILTRATION 2 [in Pharmacy] the Separation of the

School Divinity was induſtriouſly cultivated ; which ſeems FILTRATION S finer Part of a Fluid from a coarſer, by

to have been calculated for the Continuance of the Darkneſs paſſing it thro' a Linen Cloth , brown Paper, & c.

of Popery, becauſe it rather perplexes than explains Things : PHI'LTRUM (with Anar. ] the Hollow that divides the

And had it not been for the Subtilties of the Schools, the upper Lip .

ſmalleſt Ray of Chriſtian Light might have ſufficed to have PhI'mosis [ piparis, Gr . ) a tying up with a Bridle or

attracted the Eyes of ſincere Chriſtians. Rein .

The School -Men who come under the Name of Philoſo- Phi'MOSIS [in Surgery] a Preſſure cauſed by a Kind of

phers , were Lanfranc, whom William the Conqueror made hard Fleſh in the Fundament; alſo when the Glands of the

Archbiſhop of Canterbury, Abelard and Peter Lombard, &c. Yard are bound fo ftraitly by the Præputium , that it cannot

who framed the rude Draught of this Sect from Johannes Da- be uncovered.

maſcenus. And this laſt mentioned is faid to have been the PHLEBORRHAGI'A [of paint a Vein ,and púzouths, Gr. to

firit that eſtabliſhed Tranſubftantiation in the Church of break] the breaking or burſting of a Vein
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PHLEBO'TOMIST [ Pdeßorodos, of ondt a Vein , and T. PHRASE it, to expreſs a Thing after a particular Manner.

réuvw to cut, Gr.] one who lets Blood.
PHRASEOʻLOGIST [opertonézes , of opeois a Phraſe, and

To PHLEBO'TOMISE [ phlebotomare, L. Pasßorousy, Gr .] régw , Gr. to ſay, &c.] an Explainer of clegant Expreſſions

to let Blood . in a Language.

PHLEBO'TOMUM [preßórouov, Gr. ] a Fleam or Lancet PHRASEO'LOGY ( phraſeologia, L. of osa'sis and aéyw,Gr . ]
to let Blood with. a Collection of the Phrafes or elegant Expreſſions in any

PHLEBO'TOMY [φλεβοτομία or φλεβοτομίν, Gr. of φλε- Language.
Bai's the Veins , and teure to cut] Letting Blood by open- Pure'nes [ pgevés, Gr . ] the Membranes about the Heart ;
ing a Vein . alſo the Diaphragm or Midriff.

Phlegm (paigua, Gr . ] one of the Humours of an Ani- Pure'nesis 2 [øgerécis of agevein , to be diſordered in

mal Body. Phre'NITIS S Mind, Gr.] Frenzy or Dotage ; a Diſeaſe

Phlegm (with Chymiſts] one, or the 4th of the elemen- attended with a continued Fever, as alſo often with Madneſs

tary Principles , an aqueous and infipid Fluid , ſuppoſed to be and Rage ; proceeding from too much Heat in the animal

found in all natural Bodies, corriciding with what other Spirits .

Philoſophers call Water. PHRENE'TIC ( @ ger'sTixos, Gr . ) troubled with a Frenzy or
Phlegm [with Phyſicians] a fimy Excrement of the Madneſs.

Blood , often cauſed by too much nitrous Air . Phrene'TicNESS [ of phreneticus, L. of Gr. and nejs]
PHLEGM of Vitriol [Chymiſtry] the Moiſture which is Fren zicalneſs, Madnets, c.

drawn off when calcined Vitriol is diſtilled in order to pro- Phrene'Tick Nerves [in Anatomy] thoſe which ſpring

cure its Spirit and Oil . from the 6th Pair, or Dr. Willis's 8th Pair ; they deſcend

PHLE'GMAGOGUES (prégua gaya of orégua and digopos, between the Skins of the Mediaftinum , and ſpread forth Bran
a Leader) Medicines which draw and purge Phlegm . ches into them .

PHLEGMATICK ( phlegmaticus, L. of Gr.) troubled with PHRE'NETICK Veſſels [ Anatomiy ] the Veins and Arteries

or full of Phlegm . that paſs thro' the Diaphragm .

Phle'GMATICKNESS [of pasyuatixós, Gr . phlegmaticus, L. PARE'NSY (ogevitis, Gr. of olu ', the Mind ; alſo the
and neſs] Fullneſs of, or being troubled with Phlegm . Diaphragm) a constant or vehement Delirium or Diſtraction ,

Pale'GMONE (pasyporn of prigo,Gr. to burn ) any hot accompanied with an acute Fever, raving, waking, &c. cauſ

Tumour proceeding from a too great Afflux of the Blood to edby too great Heat of the animal Spirits .

any Part , with Heat , Redneſs, Beating, and Pain . Phri'ce (ogrxń , Gr . ] Horrour, Dread , Fright.

PhlegmonO'des , the ſame as Phlegmone. PHRico'DES [perxocidus, Gr.] a violent Fever, during

Pale'cOSIS [ orégwors, Gr . ] an Inflammation. which, beſides the Heat, the Patient is difturbed with fright

Phleme , a Surgeon's Inſtrument uſed in letting Blood. ful Imaginations.

Phlogo'sis [of progów , Gr. to inflame) a Degree of the PHRYGIAN Mood (with the ant. Greeks) a warlike Muſick

Ophthalmia, as when the Inflammation of the Eye is light fit forTrumpets , Hautboys, &c. which ſerved to ftir up
and gentle. the Minds of Men for military Atchievements ; alſo a chear

PALYACOCRAPHI'A [of pave's ey, Gr. to trifle ] a merryful, ſprightly Meaſure in Dancing.
and burleſque Imitation of ſome grave and ſerious Piece ; Of PHRYxus and Helle, they write that a Rain foretold

particularly a Tragedy traveſted into a Comedy. to Phryxus, that his Father would offer him in a Sacrifice to

PhlY'KTENE 3 (pauxtaiva, Gr.] a Diſeaſe which pro- the Gods, and that thereupon , he taking his Siſter, got up

PhlY'STAENA S duces Bubo's full of a ſerous Humour. upon the Ram and came by Sea into the Euxine Sea. And

PHLYCTAE'NA (phúrtaya, Gr.) a Swelling which ariſes that Phryxus afterwards killed the Ram his Saviour and De

with Bliſters' call’d Wild -Fire ; alſo a Pimple or Pock with liverer, pulled off his Skin and gave it for a Preſent to Acta ,

the Matter in it ; alſo a little Ulcer in the corneous Tunic then King of Colchos, for the Sake of his Daughter ; and

of the Eye . ſome tell you that this Skin was the golden Fleece that Jajon

Phonasci'A [ of purn] the Art of Forming the human and the Argonauts went to fetch. The Truth of this Fable is,
Voice. Atbanias of Eolus, who was the Son of Helle, governed in

Pho'nics [ pwurxoi, Gr. ) the Doctrine or Science of Phrygia, and he had an Overſeer or Steward who had the

Sounds ; called alſo Acouſticks. Inſpection of his Affairs, whoſe Name was Crius [or Aries , 2

Phoeni'gmUS (pouviguos, Gr. ) a Medicine which cauſes Ram] he coming to know that Athaius intended to kill
the Body to break out into red Wheals and Pimples . Phryxus, immediately acquainted him with it, and he built

PHOE'Bus ( boicos, Gr. ) the Sun. a Ship and put on board it good ſtore of Gold ; and among

PHOE'NIX (Dorvig , Gr. ) Naturaliſts ſpeak of this Bird as the Reſt was Aurorn, the Mother of Pelops, who alſo took

the only one of its kind ; that is of the Size of an Ea- with her a golden Statue which ſhe had procured to be made

gle, its Head being finely creſted with a beautiful Plumage ; with her own Money, and thus provided Crius, with Pbryx

the Neck covered with Feathers of a gold Colour, the reſt us and Helle, ſet Sail: And Helle indeed fell fick in theVoyage

of the Feathers being Purple, the Tail white mix'd with and died, and from her the Sea wascalled Helleſpont. But they

Carnation , and having Eyes that ſparkle like Stars ; that it arriving at Pharos, ſettled there, and Phryxus marries the

lives 5 or 600 Yearsin the Wilderneſs, and being grown Daughter of Aeta, King of Colchos, giving for her Dowry
old, it erects for itſelf a Funeral Pile of Wood and Aroma- the golden Statue of Aurora, but not the Fleece of the Ram

tick Gums ; and having lighted it with the wafting of its [i. e. the Skin of Crius) and this is the Truth of the whole

Wings, burns it felf; and out of its Afhes ariſes aWorm Story.

which grows up to another Phænix. Pøth A'RTICKS [praegtorgi, Gr ] corrupting Medi

PHO'SPHORUS (Poopóegs, Gr. of pôs Light, and cége , cines.
Gr. to bring] the Morning Star Venus. PHTHIRIASIS ( p geleians, Gr . ] the louſy Diſeaſe, where

PHO'SPHORUS [ Chymiſtry] a Matter which ſhines or al- with Children andalſo ſome adult Perſons are affected .

ways burns ſpontaneouſly, and without the Application of PHTHI'SICAL ( phthificus, L. of 0.977xós, Gr.] afflicted

any fenfible Fire ; it is kept in Water, and whenever taken with the Phthiſick .

out, it ſhines in the dark, and actually takes fire of itſelf . Phthi'SIC K [phthifis, L. of pring of pw, Gr. to cor

PHOTASCIATE'RICA ( WOATXIQTEira of oos Light , and rupt) any kind of Conſumption of the Body, in what Part
exia a Shadow] the Artof Dialling. ſoever it is feated , or from what Cauſe ſoever it ariſes ; com

PHOTI'NIANS ( ſo called after Photinus Biſhop of Sirmium] monly underſtood of ſuch a one as ariſes from an Ulceration

a Sect of antient Hereticks, who deny'd the Divinity of our of the Lungs, attended with a Cough, Gr.

Saviour. PHTHORA ( p.sops, Gr. ] Corruption , Deſtruction.

PHRASE [opeois, Gr. ] a certain elegant Expreſſion or Phy'GETHLON ( púzetnov, Gr.] a Swelling proceeding

Manner of Speech peculiar to this or tk it Occaſion , this or from an Inflammation of the Glandulcs.

that Language, this or that Art. PHTHIRO'CTONON (@JerexTeror of Nieds, and xhirw,

PHRASE, is alſo a Term uſed of a ſhort Sentence, or ſmall Gr. to kill ] the Herb Staves Acre.

Set or Circuit of Words conſtructed together. PHYLACTERY [ puraxmierov , Gr. ) a Scroll of Parch

Compleat Phrase, is where there is a Noun and a Verb ment, in which the 10 Commandments or ſome other Par

each in its proper Function, i. e . where the Noun expreſſes ſages of Scripture were written, and worn by the Phariſees

the Subject, and the Verb what is affirmed of it . on the Foreheads, Wriſts, and Hems of their Garments ;

Incompleat Phrase , is one where the Noup and the Verb allo Amulets or Charms worn outwardly for the Cure of

"together only do the Office of a Noun, conſiſting of ſeveral Diſeaſes ; alſo Preſervatives againſt Poiſon or Witchcraft.

Words, without affirming any Thing, as that sohich is true, PHYLTE'RLA , mock Privet.

is an incompleat Phraſe which might be expreſſed in one PHYLLITIS [romitos, Gr . ) the Herb Hart's - Tongue.

Word , Truth . Phyl
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PHY'MA ( puros, Gr . ) a roundiſh pointed Swelling, ef- deal of Motion, and an exceflive Eagerneſs to go forward,

pecially in the Glandules. makes this Motion, the more that you endeavour to keep

PHYMATODES, a Kind of Swelling much like the For- hiin in .

mer. PIA MATER [ Anatomy] a fine Coat or Nlembrane, immedi
Phy'sical ( phyficus, L. quorxos, Gr ] natural, fome- ately inveſting the Brain , L.

thing belonging to, or really exiſting in Nature. PLANNET, a Bird , the leſſer Wood- pecker.

PHYSICAL Point, a Point oppoſed to a Mathematical Pia'no (in M1. B. ) ſoft or ſlow , Ital.

one, which only exiſts in the Imagination. Piani'ssimo ( in Mu. Bo.] extreme, foft, or low , Ital.

PHYSICAL Subſtance, a Subſtance or Body, in Oppoſition Pia'ster , an Italian Coin in value about 5 Shillings Ster .

to Spirit or metaphyſical Subſtance . ling .

Physician [ phyſicien, F. ) a Perſon who profeſſes Phy- Piazza , a broad open Place, as a Market ; alſo the Walks

fick , or the Art of curing Diſeaſes. about the Place, ſet with Pillars, as in Covent-Garden, the

Coſmetick PHYSICIAN , one who ſtudies to help or mend Exchange, &c.

the Complexion. Pica (with Printers] a Printing Letter, of which there
Empirical PHYSICIAN, one who keeps cloſe to Experience are 3 Sorts, viz . Small, Great, and Double .

and excludes all Uſe of Reaſon in Phyſick. Pica (in Medicine] a Depravation of the Appetite which

Dogmatical PhysicIANS, thoſe who laid down Principles, cauſes the Patient to covet Things unfit for Food, as Alhes,

and then reaſoned from thoſe Principles and from Experi- Coals , Salt, Chalk , Gr.

ence. Picard, a Sort of Boat uſed in the River Severn , of

Clinical Physicians , thoſe who viſited their Patients about 15 Tun.

when in Bed to examine into their Caſes. PICA'rium [ant : Deed] a Boat or Cup with 2 Handles .

Galenical PHYSICIANS , thoſe who follow Galen, and pre- Pich'ERIA [ old Rec.] a Pitcher or Pot.

ftribe Things gentle , natural and ordinary. Pi'cea [with Botaniſts) the Pitch or Rofin Tree, L.

Methodical PHYSICIANS, thoſe who proceed in a certain To Pick (picken , Du .] to gather up by little and little

regular Method founded upon Reaſon , deducing Conſe- as Birds do Seed ; alſo to cull or chuſe out.

quences therefrom to particular Caſes. A Pick (puc, Sax . ) a Tool uſed by Carvers, &c.

Spagyrical PHYSICIANS, ſuch as preſcribe violent chy- A Pick (in Printing] a Blot cauſed by ſome Dirt got into

mical Medicines drawn from Minerals, c. by Fire. to the Printing Letterin the Form .

Phy'sick [ ars phyfica, L. Quoxy , Gr . ) in a limited and A PI'CKADIL, a Segment .

and improper,it is applied to the Science of Medicine ; the Pi'ckage [in Law] Money paid for breaking the Ground

Art of curing Diſeaſes; and alſo the Medicines prepared for to ſet up Booths, Stands, Stalls, in a Fair .

that Purpoſe. PICKEROO'N , a Sort of Pirate Slip .

Phy'sick 2 [Quorxh of puors , Gr. Nature) natural Phy PICK- AX, an Irftrument for picking or digging,

PHY'sicks Slofophy or Phyſiology ; is the Doctrine of To Pickee'r ? [ picorer, F. picornre, Ital . ] to go a

natural Bodies, their phænomena, Cauſes and Effects ; their To PickerOO'N S Robbing or Plundering either by Land

various Affections, Motions, Operations, & c. or is in gene- or Sea ; alſo to Skirmiſh as light Horſemen do, before the

ral the Science of all material Beings, or whatſoever concerns main Battle begins .

the Syſtem of this viſible World . Pi'ckeREL, a young Pike - Filh .

: PHY'SICALLY [ phyficè, L. ) according to Nature, or to Pick - Purſe, an Herb .

the Practice of Phyſick. Pick - Lock, an Inſtrument for opening Locks .

: PHY'SICALNESS [of quorós, Gr. Phyficus, L. and nefs] Picke't 2 [ piquet, F. ] a Stake ſharp at one End, and

Naturalneſs ; alſo Medicinalneſs . PIQUE'T S pointedwith Iron to Mark outthe Ground and

PHYSIOGNO'My cs (pueroyva mural, Gr . ] Signs taken from Angles of a fortification, when theEngineer is laying down
the Countenance of alick Perſon ,by which a Judgment is the Plan of it; alſo a Game at Cards .
made of a Diftemper.

Picke'ts [in a Camp) are Stakes drove into the Ground

Physio'GNOMY [pvoroyvauía of quors Nature, and by the Tents of the Horle to tie their Horſes to ; and before

grauen, Gr. Opinion) the Art of guelling the Natures, the Tents of the Foot, where they reſt their Muskets and
Conditions, or Fortunes of Perſons by their faces . Pikes round about them in a Ring.

PHYSIO'GNOMER 2 [ phyſiognomus, L. phylugnomije, F. PickLB 2 (prob . of piccolo , Ital.] a ſmall Parcel of
PHYSIO'GNOMISTS Sone skilled in Phyfiognomy. PI'CHTEL Ground encloſed with a Hedge.

PHYSIO'LOGIST 2 [queronógos, Gr . of quos and aégw, Pi'cKLE ( pekel, Du . ] a Brine or Liquor, uſually com

Physio'loger SGr. ) one who treats of naturalBodies. poſed of Salt, Vinegar, & c. to ſeaſon Meats, and alſo

Phys10'LOGY ( putionczia] natural Philoſophy, or Pby- Spices, to preſerve Fruits.

ficks, which fce. To Pi'ckle ( pekelen , Du. ) to ſeaſon Meat, or to preſerve
General PhysioLOGY ( puorodogic ]a Science which relates Fruits in Pickles.

to the Properties and Affections of Matter or Body in gene- PICKLES , Fruits of Plants, &c. preſerved in Pickles, to

ral. be uſed for Sauces .

Special PHYSIOLOGY 2 the Science, as it confiders Pick - THANK [of pirkin , Du. or pic, Sax, and Sancay ,

• Particular PhysiOLOGY SMatteras formed, diſtinguiſhed Sax .) one who delights in finding and diſcovering the Faults
into ſuch and ſuch Species or determinate Combinations. or Weakneſſes of others.

PHYSIOLOGY , is alſo accounted a Part of Phyfick, that Picts ( pi & ti, L. ſo call'd as ſome imagine from painting

teaches the Conſtitution of human Bodies, fo faras they are themſelves) were a Colony of Scythiaor Germany, who

found or in their natural State; and endeavours to find Reaſons landing in Scotland, ſettled there, being aſſiſted by ſome of

for the Functions and Operations of them , by the Help of the Natives, and at length by marrying Scotch Woinen, in a

Anatomy and natural Philoſophy. Manner became one People ; but at length Animofities ari

PHYSIOLOGY [in Medicine) in a limited Senſe is uſed for ſing, they parted, the Scots Poſſeſſing the mountainous and

that Part of Phyfick which treats particularlyof the Struc- northern Parts, and the Piets the Southern ; andin Time, by

ture and Conſtitution of a human Body, with regard to the Aſſiſtance of the Romans and Britains, expelld the Scots,

the Cure of Diſeaſes. the remaining Scots retiring into the Iſlands, and Sweden ,

Physis [ ou'ois, Gr . ] Nature. Denmark,and Norway. But at length the Piets being gauld
PHY9OCE'LE (Qucoxnan, Gr.) a windy Rupture. with the Roman Yoke, invited the Scots Home from their Ex

PHYTEU'MA (putruud Gr.) the Herb Wall-Flax. ile , to aid them againſt the Romans and Britains ; which

PHYTI'vorous [of puti,Gr. a Plant and vorax, L. de- they having done, they liv’d together ſometime in Amity ;

youring) that devours or eats Plants . but a Difference happening betwen them , the Scots were ex

PHYTO'LOGIST ( putiaógos, Gr . ] a Botaniſt, one who peil'd a ſecond Time, but at length the Piets were totally
treats of Plants . routed , and their King fiezed by Kenneth II. An. 845 .

PHYTO'LOGY ( putolozia of putri, a Plant , aózes, Gr. ] Picts Wall, a Wall in Northumberland, extending from

a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe of Plants, a Deſcription of their Newcaſtle upon Tine to Carliſe in Northumberland, 86 Miles

Forms, Kinds, Properties, & c . in Length , reaching from the German to the Iriſh Sea, in

Phyz ( prib. of puas, Gr. Nature] the Countenance. Thickneſs about 8 Foot, in Height 12 , paſſing over ſeveral

Pia'che ? [ piazza, Ital . ] covered arched Walks, ſuch cragged Hills, with Battlements all along, and Towers at
Piazza Sas are about the Royal-Exchange, or Covent convenient Diſtances where Soldiers were lodg’d . This Wall

Garden . was built by the Romar to hinder the Incurſions of the Piets

PIA'CULAR [ piacularis, L. ] ſerving for an Atonement, or and Scots. It having ſeveral Times defaced in many Places

that has Power to atone for . was repaired again , and at laſt was built with Brick by Ælius,

Plaffeur [ in Aiaulimies] a proud ſtately Horſe, who be- a Roman General, in the Year 466, who leaving Britain , it

ing full of Mettle or Fire, reltleis or forward, with a great
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was ruin'd by the Scots, and never more regarded ; but ſome PIGBON [ Hieroglyphically) intimates Continency, Chaſti

Veſtiges of it are ſtill to be ſeen in Cumberland, and Northum- ty, mutual and conjugal Love ; becauſe this Bird is

berland with Raman Inſcriptions. chafte in its Embraces, and extreme loving to each other.

To Pi'CTURE , to draw , paint or make Pictures. Therefore to expreſs the Tranſports of two amorous Perſons,

To Picture [of pictura, L. ) to repreſent in Painting, the Egyptian Priests put two Pigeons kiſſing one another ;

Drawing, EC. and they alſo painted a Pigeon with its Rump liftedup to

PI'vplING [ incert. Etym .] Eating here and there a Bit ; fignify an excellent Diſpoſition, not ſubject to be inflamed

alſo trifling with Choler ; alſo a Soul of a meek Temper ; becauſe

Pie (prob . of biczan , Sax. to build , 2.d. an Edifice of Natraliſts do obſerve that this Bird has no Choler.

Pafte] Meat or Fruitbak'd in Paſte. Pigeon's Foot, an Herb.

Pie- Powder ( pied poudre or poudreux, F. q. d. duſty Piger Henricus [i. e. Nothful Henry] a very low diſti)

Foot) a Court held in Fairs to do Juſtice to Buyers and Sel- ling chymical Furnace.

lers, and for the Redreſs of all the Diſorders committed in Piggin , a wooden Veſſel with an Handle for holding

them : It is ſo called , becauſe the Suitors to this Court are liquid Things .

commonly country People with duſty Feet ; or from the PIGMENT ( pigmentum , L. ) Paint for the face.

Diſpatch in determining the Cauſes even before the Duſt goes PIGMENTS, ſuch prepared Materials, as Painters, Diers,

off from their Feet. and other Artificers uſe to imitate particular Colours ; allo

Pie [ pica, L.) a Mag -Pie, a Bird. for painting Glaſs ; alſo for counterfeiting precious Stones.

Pie [with Printers] Letters of ſeveral Sorts and Sizes con- Pigsny [of Piga, a little Maid and Eye, Skinner] a

fuſedly mixed together. Name of Fondneſs given to a Perſon.

A Piece , (piece, F . ] . Part, Portion, Slice ; alſo a Pound Pi'gmy . See Pygmy.

Sterling or 20 Shillings. PIGNORA'Tion, a Pawning.

A Piece [in Commerce] ſignifies a Whole, as a Length of PI'GRITUDE ( pigritudo, L. ) Slothfulneſs, Lazineſs.

Cloth, & c. of a certain Nuinber of Yards, Ells, &c. not PIKE , a River- Filh .

yet having any of it cut off. PIKE [pique, F. ] a long ſlender Staff with a Spear at the
Piece of Eight , a Spaniſh Coin , that of Mexico, in Value End.

about
45. 6d . half penny, that of Peru 45. 3d . half penny, Pila [in Coinage] is the Punchion or Matrice which in

Engliſh
the ancient Way of Coining with the Hammer, contained

To PIECE [rapiecer, F.] to join one Piece to another. the Arms, and other Figures and the Inſcriptions, to be

Pieces (in Military Affairs) as Field Pieces, thole Can- ftruck for the Reverſe of the Coin ; alſo from hence it may be

nons planted in the Front of an Army,&c . alſo thoſe great called the Pile ; and alſo now the Head Side of a piece of

Guns uſed at Sieges ; called Battering Pieces . Moneywe call Croſs, becauſe in thoſe Times there was uſu
PIED [of Pie , F.] ſpotted, ſpeckled. ally a Croſs inſtead of a Head .

Piedou'che (with Architeets] a little Stand or Pedeſtal, Pila [in Ant. Writ.] the Arms Side of a Piece of Mo

either long or ſquare, enrich'd with Mouldings ſerving to ney, ſo called becauſe in antient Times this Side bore an

fupport a Bult, or other little Figure, F. of peduccio, Ital. Impreſſion ofa Church built on Piles.

Pied droit [in Architecturel a Peer or Kind of ſquare Pilch [Pylch, Sax .] a Flannel Night-Garment foran In

Pillar, part of which is hid within a Wall ; alſo a Pier or fant, &06.

Jaumb of a Door or Window , comprehending the Cham- Pı'LCHARD [ incert. Etym .] a Kind of Fiſh much like a

branle, Chamfering, Leaf, C.
Herring

Pie'no ( in Mu. Bo . ) full, and is often uſed for the Words PILA'STER ( pilaſtro, Ital.] a ſquare Column, ſometimes

tutte, grande, or groſs ; as pieno choro, a full Chorus. infulated , but oftner ſet within a Wall, and only ſhewing a

To Piep ( pipire, L.) to cry like a Chicken . 4th or 5th Part of its Thickneſs.

T. PIE'RCE [ percer , F.] to bore through ; alſo to broach Pill’n Garlick, one whoſe Hair is fallen offby a Diſeaſe ;

a Vefſel. alſo a Perſon who is ſlighted , and had in little Efteem .
Pierced ( with Heralds] is when an Ordinary is perfo Funeral Pile [in Archite ture ] a Building, a Maſſive

rated ,or ſtruck through, that ithas, as it were, aHole in Maſon's Work in the Manner of a Pillar, uſually Hexagonal.
it ; and the Shape of this Piercing muſt be particularly ex Pile [antiently ] a Pyramid of Wood, whereon the Bodies

preſſed in Blazonry, as Square, & c . of the Deceaſed were laid to be burned .

PIERCING ( percant, F.] boring into or thro', penetra- Pile ( pille, Du. ] a Heap of Wood or Stones or other

ting . Things, laid one above another.
PiE'RCINGNESS [of perçant, F. and neſs] penetrating

Pile [in Heraldry ] an Ordinary in Form of a
Quality.

Point inverted, or of a Stake Tharpened, con
PIE'STRUM [ 795 egv , Gr . ] an Inſtrument uſed by Men tracting from the Chief, and terminating in a

Mid-Wifes , to break the Bones of the Head of a Child in Point towards the Bottom of the Shield

drawing it out of the Womb. thus.

Pieta'ntia [ old Rec. ] a Pittance or Portion of Victuals To Pile, to heap up ; alſo to ram down Poles.

diſtributed to the Members of a College upon ſome great Pile wort, an Herb.

Feſtivals. Piletrus ( Foreſt Law ] an Arrow having a round Knot
PIETANTIARIUS [ old Rec.) the Pittancer or Officer in a little above the Head, to keep it from going too far into

collegiate Churches , who was to give out the ſeveral Pit- the Mark.

tances according to the Appointment of the Founders or Piles [ in Archite &ture] great Stakes rammed into the

Donors .
Earth to make a good Foundation to build upon in marſhy

Ple'ty ( pietas, L.) Godlineſs, Dutifulneſs to Parents, a Ground .

Husband and ſuperiour Relations.
Piles (with Phyſicians) a Diſeaſe in the Fundament calledPIETY [ Hieroglyphically] together with a kind and harmleſs the Hæmorrhoids.

Nature, was repreſented by the Elephant ; becauſe it is related To Pi'lfer [of pilare, L. ) to ſteal Things of ſome ſmall

that he worſhips every new Moon towards the Heavens, and Value.

expreſſes by his outward Actions ſomeSenſe of a ſupreme PI'LGRIM ( Pilgrims, Teut.] a Traveller who viſits fa
Being ; and becauſe he is of ſo harmleſs a Nature, that he cred Places for the Sake of Devotion.

never offends Creatures that are not hurtful of themſelves. PI'LGRIMAGE, the Journey, or Journeying of a Pilgrim .

Hewill march among innocent Lambs, without offering the Pill ( pille, Du. pillula, L. ] a ſmall round Ball of Phy
leaſt Injury to them ;but if he be offended will ſpare nothing, fick.

and dreadno Danger to take Revenge. It is alſo repreſented Pill [in Heraldry] the ſame as Petf.

by a Stork, which ſee .
To PILL [ pillaré, L.] to rob or plunder ; alſo to uſe

Piety [in Painting , &c.] is repreſented as a Lady with Extortion ; to fleece one.

a ſober Countenance, holding in her right Hand a Sword Pilla ſorra [ant. Deeds] a ſmall Piece of Land, L.

ſtretch'd over an Altar, and a Stork in her left Hand, with Pi'llage (of pilare, L. or pileggio, Ital.] plundering,

an Elephant and a Child by her Side .
rifling, robbery ; alſo the Thing pillaged.

Porfa'ro , an Inſtrument ſomething like an Hautboy, T. PILLAGE ( pilare, L. ) to plupder, to rifle, to rob.
Ital.

Pillage [in ArchiteEture ) a ſquare Pillar, ſtanding behindPiffe'ro, a ſmall Flute or Flagelet, Ital. Funeral. à Column to bear up the Arches, having a Baſe and Capital

Pic (prob. of Begge, Du . ] a young Swine.
as a Pillar has.

Pic of the Sounder (with Hunters] a young wild Boar of PI'LLAR [ pilier, F. ] a Column which is divided into 3

the firſtYear.

Parts, the Pedeſtal, the Shafts, and the Ornaments.Pigeon, a Fowl well known, F.

W
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PELAR [in a figurative Senſe) ſignifies Support. Pinion (with Clock Makers) the Nut or lefſer Wheci of a

PI'LLAR [in Architect.] a Kind of irregular Column Clock or Watch, that plays in the Teeth of another.
round and inſulated ; deviating from the Proportions of a Pinion of Report [ of a Watch] is that Pinion which is
juit Column equally fixed on the Arbor of the great Wheel .

PILLAR [ in the Manage) is the Center of the Volta, Ring To Pinion a Perſon, is to bind his Hands or Arms faft.

or Manage- Ground , round which a Horſe turns , whether PINK ( pince, o. F. ] a Flower.

there be a wooden Pillar placed therein or not . Pink (pingue, F. ] a sort of ſmall Ship , maited and

A ſquare PILLAR [ Aribit.) is a Maſſive Work, called alíoribb'd like other Ships ; except that ſhe is built with a round

a Pier or Piedroit, ſerving to ſupport Arches, &c. Stern ; the Bends and Ribs compaſſing ſo , as that her Sides

Biitting Pillar [ Archit.] is a Buttreſs or Body of Ma- bulge out very much .

ſonry raiſed to prop or ſuſtain the Shooting of a Vault, PI'NKING ( prob. of Pink-ooghen, D : ] Winking ; a ſo
Arch , or other Work.

cutting Oilet -Holes in Silk , Bc.

Pı'LLARS [ Hieroglyphically] repreſent Fortitude and Con- PI'NNA auris [ Anat.] the upper and broader Part of the

ftancy. Ear, L.

PILLA'STER [in Architecture) is a kind of ſquare Pillar, Pinnae nafi [ .Anat .] the Sides of the Noſe.

which is generally as broad at the Top as Bottom , and has PINNACE ( pinalle , F. ] à Sort of ſmall Ship, that goes

the ſame Meaſure, Chapiter, and Baſe with the Column, both with Sails and Oars,and that carries 3 Mafts ; commonly

according to the ſeveral Orders . uſed as a Scout to get Intelligence, and for landing Soldiers

PILLED ( pilatus, L. ) that has the Wool Thorn off, as a and the like.

pilled Ewe. PINNACLE [ pinnacl , F. ] the higheſt Part of a Building ;

Pi’LLION ( pulvinus, L. ) a Sort of Saddle for Women . the Top of a Spire, &c .

PI'LLORY ( le pilori, F.j was antiently a Poft erected in Ad Pinnas bibere [i . e. to drink to the Pin] an antient

a croſs Road by the Lord, with his Armson it, as a Mark of Cuſtom of Drinking among the Danes. A Pin being fixed
his Signiory ; and ſometimes a Collar to tie Criminals to ; on the side of a wooden Cup, they who Drank were to

now a Sort of Scaffold for falſe Swearers, Cheats, &c. to Drink exactly to the Pin or to forfeit ſomething. And hence

ſtand on by Way of Puniſhment. comes our ſaying, He is in a merry Pin.

To Pi'lior y one ( pilorier, F. ] to ſet one on the Pillory. Pinnata folia (in Botany ) are ſuch Leaves of Plants as

Pi'llow [Pile , Sax. pulvinus, L. peleuwe, Du. ] a Sort are deeply jagged, cut, or indented reſembling a Feather in
of Cuſhion to lie under one's Head in Bed . Shape .

Pillow [in a Ship] a piece of Timber on which the PI'NNATE [ pinnatus, L.] deeply jagged, or indented

Bolt-Sprit Maft bears or reſts, at its coming out of the Ship’s (ſpoken of the Leaves of Plants) reſembling Feathers.
Hull aloft cloſe by the Stern . Pinna'tus a , um . [in Botan .Writ.] winged , as when ſe

Pilo'se ( pilojus, L. ) hairy . veral Pinnula's of a Leaf grow by Pairs upon the common

Pilose’LLA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Mouſe -Ear, L. Stalk of the Leaf, as in the Bean , a Vetch , C. L.

Pilot ( pilote, F. ] a Conducter of Ships over Bars and PINNE (with Falconers) a Diſeaſe in the Foot of an Hawk.

Sands into a Haven ; a Steerſman who ſtands at the Helm PINNING [ of Pingan , Sax.) faſtening or ſhutting with a

and manages the Rudder. Pin or Peg ; alſo faſtening on with Pins .

Pillot Bird (about the Caribbee INands of America) a PINNING (with Bricklayers) the faſtening of Tiles together

Bird that gives Noticeto Ships that fail that Way. with wooden Pins .

Pilotage, the Office of a Steerſman or Pilot of a Ship ; Pi'nner ( prob. of pinning] a Woman's Head -dreſs.
alſo his Hire or Wages.

PI'NNULA (in Botan. Writers] Part of a Leaf of many of

Pimp ( prob. of pinco, Ital. pinge, F. ofpenis, L. a Man's which Pinnula's growing upon one or more middle Ribs,

Yard ) a Procurer of or Attendant upon Whores, & c. thewhole Leaf is compounded, as in the Leaf of a Vetch

PiMPING [ incert. Etym . but according to ſome of Penis, or Fern, L.

L. a Man's Yard) procuring Whores, Stallions, & c. moft PINNULA 2 [in Botan. Writ.] in or with a Pinnula or Pin

properly ſpoken ofMen . PINNULIS S nula's, L.

PI'MPING, ſmall, little . PINS , Engliſhmen firſt began to make all Sorts of Pins

Pimples ( prob . of Pwimp, Brit. or papule, L.) ſmall about the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's Reign, which be
Wheals, or Riſings in the Skin. fore were ſold here by Strangers, to the Value of 60000

PI'MPERNEL, an Herb. Pound Annum .

PimPO'MPET, a Sort of antick Dance, when 3 Perſons Pi'nson , a Sort of Shoe without Hee's.

dancing hit one another on the Breech with one of their Feet. Pint (Pynt, Sax .] a Meaſure , the half of a Quart.

Pin [Epingle, F. prob . of ſpina, L. a Thorn ) a ſmall Pi'ntel2
Utenſil for faſtening on Womens Apparel ; alſo for various Pi'nile { [ pint. Teut. and Du.] a Man's Yard.

other Uſes. Pintle (in Gunnery ] an iron Pin , which keeps the Can

To Pin ( prob. of pindan , Sax. to include] to ſhut in or non from recoiling.

incloſe ; alio to faſten on, to join together. Pi'ntles [in à Ship] thoſe Hooks by which the Rudder

Pin and Web, a Diſeaſe, a horny Induration of the Mem- hangs to the Stern -Poit .

branes of the Eye, not much unlike to a Cataract. Pi'nules (with Allrou .] the Sights of an Aftrolable.

Pin Wheel [of a Clock ] See Striking Wheel. Pi'ntledy pántlidy ( prob. of pinteler, F. to pant] as his

Pi'ncers ( pincette, F.] a Tool uſed by divers Artificers. Heart went pintledy pantledy, i. e. his Heart beat for fear.

A PINCH, a nipping hard, &c. alſo a Straight or Diffi- PIONI'ER (un pionier, F. ) a Labourer in an Army, who

culty . levels Ways, caſts up Trenches, undermines Forts.

To Pinch ( pincer, F.] to nip hard with the Fingers ; Pi'ony ( rajovia , Gr. ] a Flower.

alſo to Wringas Shoes do ; alſo to reduce to Scarcity and . Pi'ously ( pie, L. pieuſement, F.] with Piety, Duty, or

Want ; to afflict. Loyalty .

PI'NCHING (with Gardiners) a Sort of pruning perform- Pi'ousness (of pius, L. and nefs] Piety, godly Diſpoſition.

ed by nipping off the Sprigs, & c. of a Plant, or Tree , be- Pip ( Pipa, Teut. prob . of pituita, L. Flegm) a Diſeaſe in

tween the Nails of two Fingers . Poultry ; alſo any Spot or Mark upon Cards.

To Pine [ ſome derive it of pinian , Sax. to puniſh , others Pipe [Pipe, Sax.) a muſical Inſtrument, and one for va

of peinen , Teut. to torment] to languiſh , to conſume and rious other Uſes, as for a Conduit for Water, & c.

waite away with Grief. To Pipe (papan , Sax .) to play on a Pipe .

Pine Tree ( pinus, L. ) Pipe ( pipa , Ital . ] a Meaſure of Wine, containing 162

Pine Tree [ emblematically) repreſented Death ; becauſe Gallons, Teut.

being once cut it never ſprouts again ; and becauſe being ex- Pipe (in the Exchequer] a Roll, otherwiſe called the great

traordinary bitter, it is reputed to kill any other Plant that Roll .

joins to it. Clerk of the Pipe [in the Exchequer ) an Officer who in a

PINEA 2 a Kind of Light, Porous Maſſes, or Lumps, great Roll made up like a Pipe, charges down all Accounts

Piones formed of a Mixture of Mercury and Silver- and Debts due to the King, drawn out of the Remem

Duft , fromthe Mines of Chili in America . brancer's Office.

Pi'nfold [of pyngan , to ſhut in, and Kalde, Sax .) a Pipe Office, an Office of the Exchequer , or Treaſury ,

Place for penning Cattle in . where the Clerk makes out the Leaſes of Crown- Lands, & C.

PINGUE'DINOUS [of pinguedo, L.) fat, groſs, or unwieldy. Pipe Tree [ Botany) a Tree that bears 2 Sorts of Flowers,

PINGUE'DO (with Anatomiſts] the Fat of Animals lying a white and a blue.
next under the Skin, L. Pi'per (pipepe, Sax.) one that plays on a Pipe ; alſo a

Pi'nion (pignon, O. F. of pinna, L.] the Wing of a Smoaker of Tobacco.
Fowl , 6I Pipes

per
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ſorry .

Pi'PEREDGE Tree, the Barberry Tree. PITANCIARIUS [in the antient Monafer:es] an Officer

Pı'PERINE [of piper, L. Pepper) partaking of the Quali- who provided and diſtributed the Pitances of Meat and Herbs

ties of Pepper.
amongſt the Monks .

Piperitis ( meitis,Gr. ] Pepper-Wort, or Dittander. Pitch (pic, Sax. pix, L.) an oily, bituminous, black Sube

Pint [pynt, Sax. ) a Meaſure, the half of a Quart. ſtance ; as it diſtills from the Wood, it is called Barras.

Pı'PKIN( Incert. Etym .) a ſmall earthen Veſſel for Boiling. This makes two Sorts, the fineſt and cleareſt being called
Pi'PPIN Čprob. of pippingh, Du. ] a Sort of Apple. Galipot; and the coarſer Marbled Barras.

PI'QUANT, ſharp, biting, F. The common Pitch , is the Liquid Galipot, reduced into the

PI'QuanTNESS (of piquant, F. and neſs] Sharpneſs, Biting- Form and Conſiſtency we ſee it, by mixing it with Tar

neſs.
while hot.

A PIQUE, Quarrel or Ill-Will againſt one ; Spleen, Malice, Naval Pitch, is that which is drawn from old Pines,

Diſtaſte, Grudge.
rang’d and burnt like Charcoal, and uſed in pitching of

To PIQUE[in Mu. Bo.] is to ſeparate or divide each Note Veſſels.

one from another, in a very plain and diſtinct Manner. To Pitch [ appicier, Ital.] to fix in the Ground ; to fall or

To PIQUEER. Sce Pickeer. light upon.

To ſtand on the Piguet (military Phraſe] is when a Horſe- A Pitch , an Iron Bar with a picked End, a Crow .

man is ſentenced for ſome Offence, to ſtand on the Point of Pitch (with Architects) the Angle which a Gable-End ,

a Stake with one Toe, having the contrary Hand ty'd up as and of Conſequence the whole Roof of a Building is ſet to .

high as it can reach. To Pitch upon, to chooſe.

Pi'quet, a Game at Cards, F. To Pitch ( in Sea Language) a Term uſed of a Ship

PI'RACY ( piraterie, Tupate'a , Gr .) robbing on the Sea . when ſhe fails with her Head too much into the Sea, or

PIRATE (pirata, L. of nugarus, Gr. ] one who lives by bears againſt it ſo , as to endanger her Top -Mafts, then the

Pillage and robbing on the Sea Sailors ſay, She will pitch her Maſt by the Board.

PI'RATICAL, of or pertaining to a Pirate. PIT -FALL [of Pic and reallan, Sáx . to fall] a Trap for

PI'RATING [ Exerçant la piraterie, F. ] robbing on the Birds .

Sea . Pircher [ picher, O. F.) an earthen Drink - Pot with a

PIROUE'TTE ? [in the Manage ] a Turn or Circumvolu- Handle.

PIRO'ET Štion, which a Horſe makes without chang- PITCH-FORK ( pig forck , C. Br. ] an Inſtrument uſed in

ing his Ground. Husbandry .

PI'sCANY } a Privilege of Fiſhing . Pitchiness [of piceus, L. and nefs] pitchy Quality, or

Condition.

PI'scary (Pifcaria, L.) a Fish -Market, or Place for keep- PITCHING Perce, a Duty paid for ſetting down every

Sack of Corn, or of other Merchandizes, in a Fair or Market.

Piscen'Ariustold Rec .] a Fiſhmonger. Pi'tchy ( piceus of pix , L. ] dawbed with Pitch, & c.

Pisces (in Aſtronomy] the 12th Sign or Conſtellation of PI'Teous (piteux, F.] deſerving Pity ; alſo poor , mean ,

the Zodiack, ſonamed from its imaginary Likeneſs to two

Fiſhes, L. PI'TEOUSLY [ pitoyablement, F.] after a piteous Manner.

PISCES Meridiani ( Aſtronomy] a Southern Conſtellation , PI'TEOUSNESS ( piteux, F. and nejs] Sorrineſs, Meanneſs.

conſiſting of 12 Stars. Pith [piga, Sax .) the Marrow of an Animal.

Piscis ( on a Globe) this is that great Fiſh which, as the Po- PI'THIAS 2 [with Meteorologiſts] the Name of a Comet,

ets feign , drinksup the Water thatis poured out of Aqua- Pithi'tes } or rather Meteor, of the Form of a Tub :

rius's Urn. It is related of this Fiſh, (as Ctefas teftifies) ofwhich there are divers Kinds, viz. fome of an oval Fi

that it was firſt ſeen in the Lake not far from Bambyce, and gure, others like a Tun or Barrel ſet perpendicular, and

that it ſaved Derceto, that fell into the Sea by Night. They ſome like one inclined or cut Mort ; others having a hairy
ſay this Derceto was a Goddeſs ofthe Syrians. They affirm Train or Buſh ,២.

the Pifces to be the Nephews of this Fiſh ; all which the PI'THINESS , Fulneſs of Pith ; alſo Subſtantialneſs, Ful

Syrians worſhipped , and placed among the Stars. neſs of good Matter.

Pisci'vOROUS ( piſcivorus, L.] that devours or feeds on Pi'thless, having no Pith.

Fiſhes. Pi'tho [of Toidro, to perſwade] the Goddeſs of Elo

PI'sculent (piſculentus, L. ) full of Fiſhes, abounding quence, or Perſuaſion , the ſame with the Greeks that the

with Filh . Romans call Suada or Suadela .

Pismire (prob. of Puide, Du.an Heap. and miere, Du. PI'TIABLE (pitoyable, F.] to be pitied .

an Ant, becauſe it throws up Heaps of Dirt or Earth ) an PI'TIFUL [of pitie, F. and full] inclined to pity , tender
Ant. hearted, compaſsionate, merciful ; alſo that deſerves Pity ,

Piss ( pifat, F. pils, Dan .] Urine. woful ; alſo ſorry , mean.

Piss -A-BED, a Flower, or Plant, Dandelion . PI'TIFULLY (pitoyablement, F.] mournfully ; meanly, & c.

PissasPHA'LTUS (mosdopaatos, Gr.) a Kind ofMineral, Pi'tifulNESS [of pitie, F. and fulneſs] Propenſeneſs to

conſiſting of Pitch, and the Slime call?d Bitumen , imbodied pity ; alſo Meanneſs.

together. Pi'tiLESS [of pitie, F. and leſs ] unmerciful.

Piss-Pot [of pifat and pot, F.) a Chamber- Pot ; alſo a PITTA'CIUM ( TITTO'xtov, Gr .) a ſmall Cloth ſpread with

Salve, to be laidon a Part affected.

To Piss ( piſſer, Dan. Piſer, F.] to make Water, to eva- Pi'ttance, properly a ſmall Portion of Victuals allow'd

cuate Urine . to Monks or others for a Meal ; ſhort Commons ; alſo a

Pista'chio [ piſtacia, L.piſfacbe, F.] a Nut growing in ſmall Part of any Thing.
Egypt, &c . of an Aromatick Scent. Pitu'Ita, Phlegm or Rheum, Snivel, Snot. It is one

Pi'ste [in the Manage] the Track or Tread which of the four Humours in the Body of Animals, on which

Horſe makes upon the Ground . their Temperament is ſuppos’dto depend. It isthe moſt vi

Pisti'LLUM, a Peſtle of a Mortar, L. ſcid and glutinous Part ofthe Blood, ſeparated in the largeſt

Pisti'LLUM (with Botaniſts] a Piſtil, that Part of ſome Glands, where the Contorſions of the Arteries are largelt,

Plants, which in Shape reſembles a Peſtle. and givethe greateſt Retardation to the Velocity , as in the

Pistol ( piſtolet, F.) a ſhort ſmall Gun, or Fire-Arms, Glands about theMouth and Heart.

born on the Saddle -Bow , the Girdle, or in the Pocket. PITUITA'RIA (with Botanifts) the Herb Staves Acre, L.

Pisto'l [une piſtole, F. piftola, Ital.] a French or Spaniſh Pitu'ITARY Gland ( Anat.) a Gland in the Brain , of the

Coin, in Value about 17 s. Size of a large Pea, inthe Sella of theOs Sphenoides.

Pistolochi'A ( @ 15onoxia, Gr.) a Kindof Hart Wort. Pitu'itous (pituitous, L.) full of Phlegm .

Pi'ston, a Part or Member in ſeveral Machines, as Pumps, Pitu'ITOUSNESS [of pituiteux , F. pituitofus, L. and neſs)

Syringes, & c. Phlegmatickneſs.

Pır [Pit, Sax .] a Hole in the Earth. Pity ( pitie, F.] Compaſſion, Concern .

Pit- A -PAT, a Beating or Throbbing like the Heart. PITYRI'ASIS [Fitueiaors, Gr. ) the falling of Dandriff,

To Pit,toſink in Holes, as in the Small-Pox. or Scurf from the Head .

Pit, a Hole in which the Scots uſed to drown Women PITYRO'DES [tituegedins, Gr. ] a Kind of Settlement in

Thieves ; hence the Phraſe, condemn'd to the Pit, is the Urine like Bran .

ſame as with us, to ſay condemn’d to the Gallows. Piva, a Hautboy, Ital.

PI'TANCE [pitancia, L.] a little Repaſt or Refection of Pi'vot, a Foot or Shoe of Iron, &c. uſually made in a
Fish or Fleſh more than the common Allowance. conical Form , or terminating in a Point, whereby a Body in

great Drinker.
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tended to turn round, bears on another fixed at Reſt, and PLACE of Arms [in a City] is a large open Spot of

and performs its Circumvolutions. Ground where the Garriſon holds its Rendezvous upon

Piu [in Mufick Books] a little more, it increaſes the Reviews, and in Caſes of Alarm, to receive Orders from
Strength of the signification of the Word it is joined with , the Governour.
Ital.

Place Of Arms [in a Siege] is a large Place covered

Piv Allegro [in Mufick Books] ſignifies, play a little more from the Enemy, where the Soldiers are kept ready to ful

gay and brisk , than Allegro it ſelf requires . tain thoſe who work in the Trenches, and to be command

Piu Piano [in Muſical Books) ſoft and Now, Ital. ed to Places where they are wanted.

Piu Preſio (Mufick Books] i. e. play quicker than Preſto it PLACE of Arms particular ( in a Garriſon ) is a Place near
ſelf requires , Ital. every Baſtion, where the Soldiers ſent from the grand Place

Pi'zzle [ incert. Etym . prob . of piſs, q . piſle or of peſe, to the Quarters aſſigned them , to relieve thoſe that are ei .

Du. a Nerve, unleſs you had rather from pertlihe, Teut . a ther upon the Guard, or in Fight.

Scourge, for which Bulls Pizzles were uſed ) the griſly Part Place of Armis [avithout] is a place allow'd to the covert
of the Penis of an Animal . Way for the planting of Canon, to oblige thoſe who advance

PLACABLE ( placabilis, L.) Eafineſs of being pacified or in their Approaches to retire.

appeaſed. PLACE of Arms [in a Camp) is a large Space at the Head

Placabl’LITY ? [of placabilis, L. and neſs] Eaſineſs to of the Camp, for the Armyto be ranged in and drawn up

PLACABLENESS 3 be appeaſed. in Battalia .

PLACARD ? (plakaert, Du. placart, F. ] a Leaf or To Place [ placer, F.) to order, to diſpoſe, to put, to

PLACA'rt Sheet of Paper ſtretch'd, or apply'd , upon a lay or fit.

Wall or Poſt, in Holland , is an Ediet or Proclamation ; alſo Places [with Arithmeticians) as the Place of Units, in a

it is uſed for Writing of ſafe Conduct : In France, Number which conſilts of 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6, or more Places, that

is a Table wherein Laws, Orders , 65c. are written and which is the outermoſt towards the right Hand is called the

hung up ..
Place of Units.

PLACARD [in Architecture] the Decoration of the Door PLACES [in Fortification ) is generally taken for the Body

of an Apartment; conſiſting ofa Chambranle crowned of a Fortreſs or ſtrong Hold.

with its Frize or Gorge, and its Corniche ſometimes ſup- Places [with Grammarians) are Etymology and Words

ported with Conſoles.
derived from the fame Root, which in the Latin are called

PLACARD [in our old Cuſtoms) a Licence whereby a Per- Conjugates.

ſon is permitted to ſhoot a Gun, or to uſe unlawful Places (with Logicians] are univerſal Terms, Genus, Spe

Games. cies, Difference, Property, Accident, Definition, Diviſion.

Place ( place, F. of platea, L. of thatod,Gr.] Space Places (in Metaphyficks) are certain general Terms a

or Room, in which any Thing is ; alſo an Office or Em- greeing to all Beings , to which ſeveral Arguments are an

ployment. nexed , as Cauſes, Effects, the Whole, Part, oppoſite

PLACE [ in Opticks) is the point to which the Eye refers Terms.

an Object. PLACENTA, a Cake , & c. L.

Place [with Naturaliſts] is ſometimes taken for that PLACENTA Uterina [in Anat.] a ſoftiſh Maſs found in the

Portion of infinite Space which is poſſeſſed by and compre- Womb of pregnant Women , which ſerves to convey Nou

hended within the material World, and which is thereby riſhment to the Child in the Womb, and is taken out after

diftinguiſhed from the reſt of the Expanſion .
the Birth.

Place of Radiation (in Opticks] is the Interval , or Space Placid ( placidus, L.] gentle, mild, patient, quiet.

ofMedium , or tranſparent Body, thro' which any viſible Pla'ciDNESS ( placiditas, L.) Peaceableneſs, Quietneſs.

Object radiates. Pla'CITA, Pleas or Pleadings, L.

Place (with Philoſophers] that Part of immoveable Space Placita generalia [old Rec. ] the publick Aſſemblies of

which anyBody poffeffes. all Degrees of Men ,where the King preſided, and they uſu

Abſolute PLACE [with Philoſophers) is that Part of infinite ally conſulted upon the great Affairs of the Kingdom , L.
and immoveable Space whicha Body poflefles ; called alſo PLACITA're, to plead Cauſes, L.

primary Place. PLACITA'tor , a Pleader , L.

Relative PLACE [in Philol ) is the Space it poſſeſſes with PLACITUM [in Law ] a Sentence of the Court, an Opi

Regard to other adjacent Objects, called allo ſecundary nion, Ordinance , or Decree, L.
Place. Placitum nominatum [ old Rec.) the Day appointed for a

Place Geometrick, is a certain Extent wherein each Point Criminal to plead and make Defence, L.

may indifferently ſerve for the Solution of an indeterminate Pla'cket, the open Part of a Woman's Petticoat.

Problem , when it is to be reſolved Geometrically . PLADAROMA ? [ raaddegois,Gr. ) exceſſive Moiſture or

Plane Place [Geom. ) is when the Point reſolving the Pro- PLADAROSIS S Weakneſs ; alſo a little ſoft Swelling

blem is in the Periphery of a Circle, and is then termed Lo- growing under the Eye Lids.
cus ad Circulum . PLAFOND 2 [in Architecture] the Cieling of a Room,

Simple Place [Geom .] is when the Point which reſolves PLAFOUNDS whether it be fat or arched, lined with

any Problem , is in a right Line. Plaſter or Joiner's Work, and frequently enrich'd with

Solid Place [Geom .) is when the point that reſolves the Paintings ; alſo the Bottom of the Projecture of the Larmi
Problem, is in one of the Conick Sections. er of the Corniche, called alſo the Sofit.

Surſolid Place (Geom. ] is when the Point is in the Cir- PLAGIARIAN ( plagiarius, L.] of or pertaining to a

cumference of a Curve of an higher Gender than the Plagiary.
Conick Sections. PLAGIARISM [of plagiarius, L.) the ſtealing other Peo

PLACE of the Sun or Planet ( Aſtron .] is the Sign and ple's Works, and publiſhing them as one's own.

Degree of the Zodiack which the Planet is in ; or it is that PLACIARY, (plagiarius, L.Ja Book - Thief.

Degree of the Ecliptick reckoned from the Beginning of PLAGUE [ plague, Du. prob. of plaga, L. of angin ,

Aries, which is cut by the Planet's Circle of Longitude . Gr. a Blow ] a very acute, deſtructive, contagious, and

Apparent Place [ Aſtron .] a Point in the ſtarry Heavens, malignant Diſeaſe, uſually proving mortal, a Peſtilence ; alſo

which is found by a right Line paſſing from the Eye of the Perplexity, Vexation, Embarraſſment.

Spectator, terminated at the other End among the fixed To Pla'GUE [ofplagen ,Teut.) to vex , teaze, torment.

Stars. Placuy, vexatious, tormenting, & c.

Eccentrick PLACE [of a Planet in its Orbit ) is the Place PLAICE, a Fiſh .

or Point of its Orbit wherein a Planet would appear, if PLAIDEU'Rs [in Law] Lawyers, who being a Sort of

ſeen from the Sun. Attorneys, uſed to plead in behalf of their Clients.

Heliocentric Place (of a Planet) is the Point of the Eclip- A PLAIN ( planities, L.) an even, flat, low Ground.

tick , to which a Planet view'd from the Sun is referred. PLAIN ( planus, L.) even, finooth ; alſo without Ornament ;

Geocentrick Place [of a Planet) is that Point of the alſo manifeſt ; alſo fincere, downright, F.
Ecliptick, to which a Planet view'd from the Earth is Plain [in Heraldry] it is a Maxim, that the plainer the
referred . Coat, the nearer to Antiquity, and the moſt noble.

Regular Place ( Fortif .) is one whoſe Angles and Sides Plain Number (Arithm. ) a Number that may be produ

areevery where equal. cedby the Multiplication of 2 Numbers, one into another.

Irregular Place ( Fortif .) is one whoſe Angles and Sides T. PLAIN ( plaindre, F. ] to complain .

are unequal. Plain Place [in antient Geometry) a geometrical Lucas

Place of Arms, a ſtrong City, or Town, where the chief which was a right Line, or a Circle, in oppoſition to a ſolid

Magazine of an Army is kept. Place, which was an Ellipfis, Parabola , and Hyperbola.
PLAIN
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from us .

Plain Problem (with Mathemat.] ſuch an one as cannot Objective Plane [in Perſpective) is any Plane ſituate in
be ſolved Geometrically; but by the Interſection either of a the horizontal Plane, whoſe Repreſentation in Perſpective is

right Line or a Circle , or of the Circumferences of 2 Cir- required .

cles . Plane (of a Dinl] the Surface whercon á Dial is drawn.

Plain Chart [in Navigation ) a Plan or Chart having the Plane [in Fortification ] a Draught repreſenting a Work

Degrees of Longitude thereon , made equal with thoſe of the PLAN S as it would appear on the plain Field, if it were

Latitude, as to Length. cut off level with the Ground, ſo as to thew the Length of

Plain Sailing (with Navigation ) the Method of Sailing its Lines, the Angles and Diſtances between them , the

by a plain Chart. Breadth and Thickneſs of the Moats, Ramparts, Breaſt

PLAIN Scale (with Navig.) a thin Ruler on which a Line Works, &c.

of Chords, Signs and Tangents, is marked out , uſed for va- PLANE Tree ( platanus, L.) a Kind of tall Tree .

rious mathematical Uſes. Planet ( anýtus, of anayw , to err or wander) a

Plain Table, an Inſtrument uſed by Surveyors of Land . Wandering Star .

PLAI'NNESS (of planus, or plain and neſs ] Evenneſs ; alſo Pla'net ptruck, blaſted ; alſo ſtunned or amazed .

Unadornedneſs ; allo Manifeftneſs. PLANETARY [ planetaris. L.] of or pertaining to the

PlaI'NLY, evenly, &c. manifeſtly, fincerely, intelligibly . Planets.

Plaint ( plainte , F. ] a Complaint. Planets , are wandering Stars or Bodies : Their ſecond

Plai'nt (in Law ) is the Cauſe for which the Plaintiff or proper Motions from Weſt to Eaſt are not regular as

doth complain againit the Defendant, for which he doth ob- thoſe of the other Stars are, nor do they always keep at the

tain the King's Writ ; alſo the exhibiting in writing any fame Diſtance one from the other ; but are ſometimes nearer

Action, perſonal or real. and ſometimes farther off, and ſometimes joined, being ob

Plai'ntiff ( plaintif, F. ) a Complainant. ſerv'd under the ſame Point of Heaven, and ſometimes oppo

PLAI'STER [emplaftrum, L. of "sutnasegv, Gr. plaedter, fite.

Du.] a Medicamentto belaid upon a Sore, &c. Some turn about on their Axis, at ſeveral Times, and

Plant ( pli, F. ] a Fold in a Garment, &c. theſe Planets which may be imagined to be like our Earth ,

To Plait ( prob. of pliſſer, F. or plicare, L.] to lay in are opaque Bodies, and receive Light from the Sun, and re

Plaits or Folds . flect it ; for there is none of the Planets, except the Sun that

PLAN ( un plan, F. of planum , L. ) a Draught, Ground- ſhines with his own Light, but he enlightens the Planets.

Plot ; a Deſign of any Place or Work. The Planets are lower than the fixed Stars. This appears

PLAN (with Architects, &c . ] is a Draught of a Build- in that they ſometimes eclipſe them and hide their Light

ing ſuch as it appears on the Ground ; Thewing the Extent,

Diviſion , and Diſtribution of its Areas into its Apartments, There is a great Difference between the Planets as to

Rooms, Paflages, Gr. their Luſtre. The Sun appears of a gold Colour ; the Moon

Geometrical Plan, is one in which the ſolid and vacant of a ſilver Colour ; Venus very white, brillant, and lumi

Parts are repreſented in their natural Proportion. nous ; Jupiter is not ſo white and luminous ; Saturn appears

Rais’d Plan, is one where the Elevation or Upright is of a pale lead Colour, and does not ſeem to ſhine ; Mars is

Shown upon the geometrical Plan, ſo as to hide the Diſtribu- as red as Fire, and glances very much ; Mercury is of a

tion. bright ſilver Colour, and glances but little , is not often

Perſpective PLAN, is one conducted and exhibited by De- ſeen in our Climate, becauſe of the Obliquity of the Sphere,

gradations or Diminutions, according to the Rules of Per- and he being near the Sun, for which Reaſon he is always

ſpective. obſcur’d by or plung’d in its Rays, or the Vapours of the

PLA'NARY ( planarius, L.) of or pertaining to a Plane, Horizon ; but it is frequently ſeen in the torrid Zone , be

plain , even , ſmooth. cauſe in thoſe Places the Sphere is not in ſo oblique a Poſi
PLANCE'RE [ in Architecture ) the under Part of the Corona tion .

or Drip ;making the ſuperior Part of the Coronice between The Planets are diſtinguiſh'd into great and ſmall.

2 Cymatiums. The greater are in Number ſeven , Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,

PLA'NCHER, a Plank or Bord, F. the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon ; the ſmaller Planets

PLA'Nchia (old Rec.] a Plank of Wood. are in Number nine, four of which are callid Jupiter's Satel

PLA'NCHING in Carpentry ] a laying the Floors of a lites, and turn about Jupiter, and the other five revolve

Building about Saturn .

PLANE [ planxs, L.] a plain Surface, all whoſe Parts lie PLANIFO'LIOUS [of planus, plain , and folium , L. a Leaf ]

even between its Extremities ; alſo a Joiner's Tool . (ſpoken of Flowers ) made up of plain Leaves, ſettogether

PLANE ( plana, Ital.] a Joiner's Tool to ſmooth Boards in circular Rows round the Center, whoſe Face is uſually un
with. even , rough and jagged , as Hawkweed, &c.

To PLANE ( planer , F. of complanare, L. ] to make even, PLANI'LOQUY ( planiloquium, L.) a ſpeaking plainly.
&c. PLANIME'TRICAL, pertaining to the Menſuration of plain

TO PLANE [in Fowling) to fly or hover as a Bird without Surfaces.

moving its Wings. PLANI'METRY [ planimetrie, F. of planus, L. and

Plane Number (with Arithmeticians) is a Number which wergéw , Gr. to meaſure) the Menfuration of plain Surfaces.
ariſes from the Multiplication of 2 Numbers one into ano- PlanIPE'TALOUS Flower [of planus, L. and mitanov, Gr.

ther.
a Leaf] Aat leaved , as when theſe ſmall Flowers are hollow

* Plane Problem (with Mathematicians] is ſuch an one as only atthe Bottom , but are flat upwards, as in Dandelion ,

cannot be ſolved Geometrically ; but by the Interſection of Succory, &c .

a right Line and a Circle ; or of the Circumferences of PLA'NISHING [of planir, F.] making plain or even , ag

2 Circles . Pewterers, Silvertmiths, & c. do.

Horizontal Plane [in Proſpective] is a Plane paſſing thro' PLA'NISPHERE [ planiſphærium , L. of planus, L. and

the Spectator's Eye parallel to the Horizon, cutting the species, Gr.) a Sphere projected on a plain Surface.
perſpective Plane, when that is perpendicular to the geome- A Plank ( plancke, Du. planche, F.) a Piece of Tima
trick one at right Angles . ber fawn for Carpentry or Joinery.

PLANE of Gravitation 2 is a Plane ſuppoſed to paſs thro' Plank upon Plank [Sea Language) is when other Planks

PLANE of Gravity Šthe Center of Gravity of the Bo- are laid upon a Ship’s Side after ſhe is built.

dy, and in the Direction of its Tendency , that is perpendi- PLANKING ( planchant, F.] flooring or covering with

cular to the Horizon . Planks .

Plane of Reflection [in Catoptricks] is a Plane which PLANO convex Glaſs, is a Glaſs, one of whoſe Surfaces is

paſſes thro' the Point of Reflection, and is perpendicular to convex , and the other plain .

the Plane of the Glaſs, or reflecting Body. PLANT (planta, L. ) is a general Name under which are

Plane of Refraction [in Opticks, &c.] is a Plane drawn compriſed all vegetable Bodies, as Trees, Shrubs, and

thro ' the incident and refracted Ray. Herbs ; it is an organical Body conſiſting of a Root, and

Geometrical Plane is one, all the Parts of which lie even probably a Seed, producing uſually Leaves, a Stem , Branches,

between its Extremities or bounding Lines , and it is the and Flowers .

Thorteſt Extenſion from one Line to another . To Plant ( plantare, L. ] to ſet Trees or Herbs ; alſo to

Vertical Plane (in Perſpective) is a Plane paſſing thro' the People a Country.
Spectator's Eye, perpendicular tothe geometrical Planc, and PLANTA feminalis. See Plantula .

uſually parallel to the perſpective Plane. PLANTA (Anatomy] the loweſt Part or Sole of the Foot

Plane of the Horopter (in Opticks] a Plane which paſſes of a Man, L.

thro' the Horopter, and is perpendicular to a Plane paling

thro ' the optick Axes.
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imperfeit Plants [in Botany) are ſuch as either really different Sexes , abſtracted from all carnal Appetites and Fin
wantboth Flowers and Seed, or ſeem to do ſo, in that no ition , regarding no other Object but the Mind and its

Flower or Seed has yet been diſcovered ; as Muſhrooms, Beauties ; confiſting in Contemplation and Ideas of the

Molles, Sea -Weed , Coral , &c. Mind ; or between Perſonsof the fame Sex, it is a ſincere

PLA'NTAIN (plantagy, L. ) an Herb. diſintereſted Friendſhip, abſtracted from any ſelfiſh Views .

PLA'NTAR ( Plantaris, L.j of, or pertaining to the Sole PLATONIC Year, is every 360ooth Year, at what Time

of the Foot . ſome Philoſophers fancied that all Perſons and Things Thall

PLANTA’ris [ Anat.)a Muſcle of the Tarſus from its Ten- return to the faine State as they now are .

dons which is extended in the Sole of the Foot. It takes its PLATONICK (of Platu] pertaining to Plato and his Doc

Rile from the Back of the outermoft Knob of the inferior trines .

Appendage of the Thigh Bone, and is inſerted on both sides, PLA'TONISM, the Doctrine and Sentiments of Plato and.

the firſt Internode of each leſſer Toe. his Followers, in Reſpect to Philoſophy.

PLANTA'TION, a Colony or Settlement of a People in a PLA'TONIST, one that holds the Tenets or Principles of

foreign Country ; alſo a Spot of Ground, which fome Plato .

Planter or Perſon , arrived in a new Colony , pitches on to Platoon (in Mil. Affairs] a ſmall ſquare Body of 40 or

cultivate and till for his own Uſe . 50 Men, drawn out of a Batalion of Foot, and placed be

Pla'nter [ plantour, F. plantator, L.) one who plants . tiveen the Squadrons of Horfe to ſuſtain them ; or in Am

PLANTI'GEROUS [of plantiger, L.) Plant-bearing. buſcades, Streights , or Defiles, &c. F.

PLA'NTING ( plantant, F. of L. ] putting Plants in the PLATS [ in a Ship ) are flat Ropes made of Rope- Yarn , to

Earth. keep a Cable from galling.

Pla'NTING (with Architects] ſignifies the diſpoſing the Plats (with Mariners] Alat Compaſſes made uſe of in

firſt Courſes of ſolid Stone on the Maſonry of the Foundation, Maps or Charts .

laid level according to the Meaſures with all poſſible Exactneſs. Platter [ur plat, F. ) a broad Diſh .

PLA'NTULA feminalis (with Botanifs) the little Herb PLA'TTER-FACED , broad faced .

that lies, as it were in an Embryo, or in Miniature in the PLATYCORI'A (Tatu Xoela , Gr. ] a Diftemper in the

Seed .
Eye that hinders it from ſhutting.

Puash [ plaſih , Du.Ja Place fullof ſtandingWater,a Puddle . PLATYCORI'Asis [of flatu xoeidos, Gr. ) a Diſeaſe in
To PLASH [of platchen ,' Du.] to daſh with Water . the Eye, when the sight or Apple is broken or ſpread , ſo

Pla'shing [with Husbandmenį bending and interweaving as to be incurable.

the Boughs in Hedges to thicken them. PLATYSMA ( in Anatomy] See Myodes.

PLA'shy , full of Plathes, Puddles , or ſtanding Waters . PLAU'DITE [ i. e. clap your Hands] a clapping of Hands

PLASM ( plaſma, L. of andqua, Gr.] a Mould for caſt- in Token of Applauſe or the Approbation of an Action.
ing Metals, c. PLA'USIBLE ( plaufibilis, L.] that ſeems to deſerve Ap

To Pla'ster [ plaftrer, F.] to parget or dawb Walls, plaufe ; ſeemingly fair and honeft, & c.

Cielings, Gc. with Plaſter. PLA'USIBLENESS 2 [of plaufibilis, F. and neſs] plauſible

PLA'sTER [ platre, F.] a Sort of Mortar for plaſtering. PLAUSIBILITY Quality, Deſervingneſs of Applauſe ;

Pla'ster of Paris, a follil Stone of the Nature of a Lime- alſo the ſeeming fair and honeſt.

Stone, uſed in moulding, making Statues, Building, and ma- PLAY ( plæg, Sax.] a Recreation, Sport, & c.

any other Uſes.
PLAY-DAY (plæz-væg, Sax .]

PLA'STERER [ platrier, F.] one who plaſters Walls. PLAYER [plegeine, Sax.) an Actor, & c.

PLA'STERING (of platrer, F. ] dawbing Walls over with To Pla'y (of plægan, Sax .] to divert, to game.

Plaſter. PLAY'SOM (of plægyom , Sax .) given or diſpoſed to play.

PLA'STICE (FAQsIxA). Gr.] a Branch of Sculpture, being PLA'Ysomness, Addictedneſs to play.

the Art of forming the Figures of Men , Birds, Beaſts, PLEA [pleoh, Sax .) an Excuſe.

Plants, & c. in Plaſter, Clay , C. Plea ( in Law ] is what either the Plaintiff or. Defendant

PLA'STICK [Tasixés, of andar , Gr. to form ] skilful in alledgeth for himſelf in Court.

forming or making Statues of Earth , & c. Foreign Plea , is that whereby Matter is produced in any

PLASTICK Virtue, a Power of forming or faſhioning any Court, which may be try'd in another.
Thing . A Term invented by Naturaliſts to expreſs the Common Pleas, are ſuch as are held between common

Faculty of Generation or Vegetation , Perſons.

PLASTO'GRAPHY (Flasoy sapia , Gr.) a Counterfeiting. PLEAS of the Crown, are all Suits in the King's Name,

Plat Veins of a Horſe, i. e. certain Veins on each Shoul- for Offences committed againſt his Crown and Dignity .

der, where he is uſually blooded . Clerk of the Pleas [in the Exchequer ) an Officer of that

PLAT-BAND (with Architects) any Aat, ſquare Moulding, Court, in whoſe Office the Officers of that Court ought to

the Height of which does muchexceed its Projecture. ſue or be ſued upon anyAction.

PLAT-BAND (with Gardeners) a Border , or Bed of Flow- To Plead ( plaider, F. ) to put in a Plea at Law ; alſo to

ets along a Wall, or the Side of a Parterre. alled ge , to pretend.

PLAT-BANDS of Flutings [ Archit.] the Lifts, or Fillets, PLEA'Der ( plaideur or un plaidant, F.) a Counſellor at

between the Flutings of Columns. Law , a Barrifter.

PLATE ( platte, F. ) a flat, broad Piece of Metal ; a ſmall Pleading ( plaidant, F.] putting in a Plea in Law ; ala

Table-Diſh ; Silver Veſſels, & c. alſo a Hoy or ſmall Water- ſo alledging , pretending.

Vefſel.
PLEA's Ant [ plaiſant, F.) agreeable, diverting.

Pla’ted , covered over with a Plate of Metal. PLEA'S ANTNESS ( qualité plaiſante, F.] Delightfulneſs.

Pla'ten (with Printers] the Plate of a Printing-Preſs. PLEA'SANTRY , a pleaſant Joke, Mirth , & c.

Plates (in Heraldry] round flat Pieces of Silver, with- TO PLEASE ( placere, L. plaire, F.] to be content or ſatis

out any Impreffion on them , but as it were form'd ready to fied, to be complaiſant to ; alſo to humour, to be pleaſed
receive it .

with, or be willing,

Pla'TFORM ( platforme, F. ] a Draught or Deſign, the PLEA'SING ( placens, L.) affording Pleaſure,Satisfaction, & c.

Ichnography of a Building: PLEA'SINGNESS [of plaiſant, F. and nejs] pleaſurable

PLATFORM [in Archit.) a Row of Beams which ſupport Quality .

the Timber -Work of a Roof, and lie on the Top of the Plea'sure ( plaiſir, F.] the Effect of a Senſation or Per

Wall, wherethe Entablature ought to be raiſed ; alſo a Kind ception agreeable to the Mind, or the Satisfaction of ſome

of Terraſs -Walk on the Top of a Building. Appetite, Content, Joy, Delight , Diverſion ; alſo good

PLATFORM [ in Mil. Affairs) a Plain -place prepared on Turns, Service , Kindneſs, Will.

the Ramparts, to raiſe & Battery of Cannons upon. TO PLEA'SURE, to do one a Pleaſure, to give Content, to

PLATFORM (in a Ship of War] a Place on the lower oblige, to humour.
Deck abaft the Main -Mait, and round about the main Cap- PLEASURABLE [of pleaſure, and abie ) pleaſant,delightful.

Atan , behind the Cock Pit, called alſo the Orlope, where the PLEA'SURABLENESS, Agreeableneſs, Divertingneſs.

wounded Men are taken Care of. PLEBANA'LIS 2 Ecclefia (old Rec.] a Mother -Church, which

PLA'Tic Ajpest (-4 /rology ) is a Ray caſt from one Planet PLEBA'NIA S has one or more ſubordinate Chapels .

to another, not exactly, but within the Orbit of its own PLEBA'NUS [old Rec .] a rural Dean , ſo called becauſe an

Light. tiently the Deaneries were commonly united to the Plebania

Plato'nic Budies (in Geometry) are the 5 regular Bodies, or Mother- Churches .

viz . the Tetrahedron , the Cube, the Octahedron , the Dodeca- PLEBEI'AN ( plibeins, L.) one of the Commonalty.

bedron, and the Irofibedrun. PLEBISCITUM, a Law or Statute made by the joint Con

Platonic Love [to called of Plato, the divine Philofo- ſent of the People or Commons, without the Senate.

pher) a pure ſpiritual Affection , ſublifting between the 6 K PLEDGE

!
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PLETHO'RICAL ( Plethory.

Pledge [ plegeum , Lat. Barb . pleige, F.) a Pawn, Se- PLERO'TICA (Masewing of thepéta, Gr . to fill ) Me.

curity, Bail, Pawn, Egr. dicines good to breed Fleth , and ſo to fill up Wounds.

Pledge [ pleiger, F. ] to leave for a Pledge, to pawn . PLETHORE'TICK ? (ann.Sounds, Gr . ] troubled with a
PLEDGED ( pleige, F.) pawned, &c. alſo having drank by PletHO'RICK

the Recommendation of another.

PLE'DGING ( pleigant, F.) pawning, engaging for. The Ple'THORY [ plethora, L. of sew, Gr. ) a too great

Cuſtom of pledging in drinking was occafioned by the abounding with Blood or laudable Humours, which proves
Danes, who while they had the Superiority in England uſed hurtful to the Body.

to ftab the Engliſh, or cut their Throats while they were PLevin ( plevina, Lat. Bar.] a Warrant or Affurance,

drinking ; and thereupon they requeſted of ſome Sitter by, Law - Term .

to be their Pledge and Security while they drank ; ſo that I Pleu'ra [ileveg ,Gr. ]the Membrane or Slin that co

will pledge you, ſignifies, I will be your Security , that you vers the Inſide of a Cheft, ſticking to the Ribs .

Thall drink in Safety. PLEU'Risy ( a neupions, of ieved, Gr. a Side or Rib]

Ple'dges (in Larv] Sureties which the Pliantiff finds to an Inflammation of the Pleura, and of the Muſcles lying be

proſecute his Suit . tween the Ribs, attended with a continual Fever, Stitches in

Ple'dgery 2 [ plegagium , L. Barb. plegerie, F.) Sureti- the Side, Difficulty of Breathing, & c.

PLE'GGERY } thip , an undertaking , or anſwering for. PLEURO - PNEUMONIA [of thgues, and treuworect, Gr . ]

Ple'dget 2 [in Surgery) a Kind ofAat Tent for a Wound; a complicated Diſeaſe, being a Pleurily and a Peripneumony

Ple'ger Sallo a Piece of Rag folded up and apply'd to together.

the Arm after letting Blood. PLEURITIS . See Pleuriſy.

Ple'gnis aquietandis [in Law] a Writ that lies for a Sure- PleU'ROTHOPNA'EA (of tasugitis. a Pleurely , op.305,

ty, againſt one forwhom he is Surety, if he neglect to pay ftraight, and anyon , Gr. Ereath) a Diſeaſe in the side, when

the Money at the Day appointed. the Perſon afflicted cannot breath unleſs he ſits upright .

PLETA'Des ( Thera's, of andores, more, Gr. ) the Con- Plexus chorcides (with Anatomiſts] an admirable Contex

Atellation in the Neck of Taurus, called the 7 Stars, ſo called ture of ſmall Arteries in the Brain, reſembling a Net, L.

becauſe they are more than the Iliades . Plexus reticularis [ Anat. ] the ſame with the Net like

PLEIADES, ſituated at the Exciſion of the Back of Tau- Union, juſt over the Pineal-Gland.

rus, which by it is collected into 7 Stars. They ſay they PlI'ABLE [ pliable, F. ] apt to bend, or eaſy to be bended,

are according to the Number of the Daughters of Atlas. twiſted , &c.

But there are not 7 but only 6 viſible, of which this Reaſon PLI'ABLENESS, eaſineſs to be bent, & c.

is given. They ſay that 6of them were married to Gods, Pli'Ant [of pliant of plier , F.] pliable .

but the 7th to a Mortal. That Jupiter lay with 3 of them ; Pli'AntNESS [of pliant, F. and nejs] Flexibility .

of which Electra brought forth Dardanus, Maja Mercury, Pli'ca (among the Polanders) a Diſtemper which cauſes

Taygete Lacedæmon. Two were married to Neptune; Al- their Hair to cling together like a Cow's Tail .

cyone, on which he begat Hureus and Celeno, on which he Plica terre [old Rec .] a ſmall Portion or Spot of

begat Leucum. Sterope was joined to Mars, on which Oeno- Ground, L.

maus was begotten ; but Merope was married to Syſiphus who PLICATURE ( plicatura, L. ] a Fold or a Folding.

was a Mortal, and thence is become obſcure. They are very Plight [in Law ) an Eſtate with the Habitand Quality

famous among Men becauſe they intimate the Seaſon of the of the Land ; alſo ſometimes it extends to the Rent Charge
Year. and Poſſibility of a Dower.
PLE'NARTY (Com . Law ] a Term uſed when a Benefice is PLIGHT (plight, Teut.] State and Condition of Bodies ;

Supply'd , and is the direct Contrary of Vacation . alſo the Condition and Quality of Land.

Ple'NARY [of plenus, L. or pleniere. F.] full, intire, T. PLIGHT (plahtan, Sax.) to engage or promiſe ſo

perfect. lemnly.

PLE'NARINESS [of plenus, L. and nefi] Fulneſs. PLINTH of a Statue [ Archit .] a Baſe or Stand, either flat,

Plene adminiſtravit [ Law Phraſe] a Plea pleaded by an round, or ſquare, ſerving to ſupport a Statue, 606

Executor or Adminiſtrator, where they have adminiftred the PLINTH (in Archite&ture ] a flat ſquare Member, otherwiſe

Deceaſed's Eſtate faithfully and juſtly, before the Action called the Slipper, which ſerves for the Foundation of the
brought againſt them . ! Baſe or Foot of a Pillar. Alſo the Abacus or upper Part of

PLENILU'NARY, of, or pertaining to the Full Moon. the Tuſcan Pillar, is ſo called by Vitruvius ; alſo a thick

PLENIPO', a Plenipotentiary. Wall, in which there are two or three Rows of Bricks placed

PLENI'NOTENCE ( plena potentia, L. ] full Power. in Form of a Plat-Band.

PLENI'POTENT, having full or ample Power, Milton . PLINTH [of the Capital] a Member about the Chapiter of

PLENIPOTE'NTIARY, pertaining to full Power . a Plat- Band of a Pillar, like the Abacus of the Tuſcan Pillar.

PLENIPOTE'NTIARY { plenipotentiare, F. plena potentiâ PLINTH of a Wall [ Archit.] 2 or 3 Rows of Bricks ad

donatus, L.) a Commiffioner or Ambaſſador from a Prince or vancing out of the Wall; or any flat high Moulding, ſerving
State inveſted with full Power, to Treat with one from ano- in a Front Wall to mark the Floors, and to ſuſtain the Eaves

ther Prince or State , and conclude Peace, & c. of a Wall, and the Larmier of a Chimney .

Plenis forisfa&ture [ old Law ] a Forfeiture of all that one

hath, L.

PLE'NIST [of plenus, L. full] a Philoſopher who does not PlistoLOCHI'A ( Trisonoxia , Gr . ) a Sort of wild Mal

allow of any Vacuity in Nature. lows, & *c.

PLE'NITUDE ( plenitudo, L.) fulneſs ; in Phyfick, the Plite , an antient Meaſure, ſuch as our Yard or Ell.

fame as Plethory . Plo'ce [ iloxi, Gr . ] a Figure in Rhetorick , whereby a

PLE'NITY [ plenitas, L.) fulneſs. Word is repeated by Way of Emphaſis ; in ſuch a Manner

PLE'NTEOUS [of plenitas, L. ) abundant, fruitful, & c. as not only to expreſs the subject,but alſo the Quality of it.

PLE'NTEOUSLY [of pleniſime, L.) abundantly. To Plod (prob. of ploeghen, D1. to Plough, or comploter,

PLE'NTEOUSNESS ( plenitas, L.] plenty. F.] to contrive, or labour earneſtly in a Matter.

PLE'NTIFUL [of plenitas, L. and full, Sax .] abundant. PLO'DDING (prob. of complotant, F.] having one's Head

PLENTI'FULNESS (of plenitas and fullneyre, Sax.] Plenty, full of Contrivance.

PLE'nty [ plenitas, L. ) abundance, great Store. Plo'nkets , a Kind of coarſe Woollen Cloth .

PLE'NUM (with Philoſophers ] a Fulneſs, a Term uſed to Plot [of complot, F.] a Conſpiracy, a Deſign ; alſo a
hignify that State of Things wherein every part of Space or a Piece of Ground.

Extenſion is ſuppoſed to be full of Matter, in oppoſition to To Plot [comploter, F.) to combine, to conſult together ;

Vacuum , or a Space devoid of all Matter , L. to contrive, to hatch .

PLE'onas ( 7 sovao nós, of govai , Gr. to ſuper- Plot (with Surveyors) the Plan or Draught of any Par

abound ] this Figure confifts in the uſingmore words than cel of Ground, ſurvey'd and laid down in its proper Dimen

are neceſſary, aswhen a Perſon ſays, Idid fucb a Thing with fions.

mine own Hands, where the Word own is ſuper-abundant. Plot [ in Dramatick Poetry ) the Knot or Intrigue,

PLEONASM [in Grammar] the adding of a Letter or Syl- which makes the Difficulty, and embaraſs the Piece in either

lable in the Beginning or Middle of a Word . a Comedy or Tragedy.

PLE'ONASM (with Rhetoricians) a Figure wherein ſome Puo'rter, a Conſpirator.

ſuperfluous Words are added to expreſs the Indignation of PLO'TTING [ complotant, F.) conſpiring, & r.

the Orator, and a greater Certainty in the Matter. Plo'rting (in Surveying] the Art of deſcribingor laying

PLEROPHORI'A ( Tanpwpoeia, Gr. ) the utinoft Pitch of down on Paper the ſeveralAngles and Lines of a Tract of
Faith , Fulneſs and Evidence of Faith and Aſſurance, L. Ground ſurveyed . Ploto

-

PLINTHUS} (tains , Gr. ] a Brick or ſquare Tile, L.
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Plo'rton (of pelorin , F. a Clew or Bottom of Thread, PLUMP in Filh , full and round .

alſo ſuch a knot of Men ) a ſmall ſquare Body of Musketeers , PLU'MPNESS (prob . of punim , L. or pomme, F. ae Apple,

drawn out of a Body of Infantry, when they form the hol- 9. d. full or round as an Apple, Skinner] Fulneſs and Round

low ſquare to ſtrengthen the Angles , a Platoon. neſs in Fleſh .

Plo'ver [ pluvier, F. ] a Fowl. To PLU'NDER [ plonorer , Dan . plundern , Teut .] to rob,

PLOUGH

{ [plos, Dan . ) an Inſtrument for Tillage .
ſpoil , or take asvay by Violence.

Plow PLU'NDER [ plynorr, Dan. ] Spoil taken in War.

PLOUCHALMS , a Penny which every Ploughman antient- PLU'NDERING (of plyndrer, Dan.] ſpoiling, taking away

ly paid to the Church . by Violence.

Plou'GHING [of pleger, Dan. ] turning up the Ground PLUNGE, a Trouble, an Incumbrance.

with a Plough . Plu'ngeon , a Water- Fowl, a Diver, F.

Plou'GHMAN (of plog, Dan. and Man , Sax .] To Plu'nge [ plonger, F. ] to dip into Water over Head

PLOUGH- SHARE [plog, Dan. and Yceaſ, Sax .)
and Ears.

PLOU'GH-STAFF Čolog, Dan. and ytay, Sax . ] Plu'nker Colour, a Sort of blue Colour.

Plou'GH -TAIL [ picg , Dan . and tegl, Sax . ] Plu'ral (pluralis, L.) ot, or pertaining to many.

PLOU'GH -LAND, as much arable Land as one Plough could PLU'RALIST, a Clergyman who has ſeveral Benefices.

plough in a Year. This in the Beginning of the Reign of PLURA'LITY ( pluralitas, L.) a diſcrete Quantity confit

Richard I. was accounted 60 Acres, and in the 9th of the ing of two, or a greater Number; a greater Part.

ſame King 100 Acres . PlurA'LITY [of Benefices] is when a Parſon has two,

Plough (with Book -binders) an Inſtrument for cutting three, or more ſpiritual Livings.

the Edges orMargins of Books. Plu’ries, a Writ which goes after two former Writs

Plough ( in Navigation ) a Mathematical Inſtrument made have had no Effect ; the firſt of which is called Capias, the

of Box Wood, &c. uſed at Sea in taking the Height of the ſecond Sicut alias, and the third Pluries.

Sun or Stars , &c. in finding the Latitude. PLURIMUS, a, um, [in Botan. Writ.] very many, plurimis,

Plough Munday [ in the North of England ] the next with verymany, L.

Monday after 12th Day, when the Plough -Men draw a Plus [ in Botan. Writ.] more, pluribus, with more, L.

Plough from Door to Door, and beg Plough -Money to drink. Plush (peluche, F.] a Sort of Cloth made of Hair, as

Plow Bote [old Rec.] a Right of Tenants to take Wood Shag, of Silk, as Velvet.

to repair Ploughs, Carts, and Harrows, and for making PLUSH [in Botany ) a Name given to the Thrum in the

Forks, Rakes , & C. Middle of Roſes, Anemonies, & c. fome call them Thrummy

To PLUCK (pluccian, Sax. plucker, Dan .] to pull away Heads.

from by Force or with a Twitch. Plu'to Tinóro , i.e. Riches, becauſe all Wealth or .

A Pluck (prob . of plurk, Dan . pluc, Sax . q . d. what Riches is fetch'd or ſought for out of the Bowels of the

is plucked out) the Entrails of a Calf or Sheep. Earth] the Son of Saturn and Ops. He is, by the Poets,

Plu'cking, pulling with Force, & r. callid the God of Hell and Riches ; and is fabled to be

Plug [ plugghe, Du .) a large wooden Peg for ſtopping lame when he comes towards a Perſon , butwinged when

a Water -Pipe, & c. he goes from him ; becauſe Riches comeſlowly, but go away
Plum (prob. of plummet) as to fall down plum , is to fall apace . He is alſo repreſented in Painting, & c. blind ; be

down perpendicularly or right down. cauſe, for the moſt part, he comes to them that are moſt un

Plum [ plum ,Sax .] a Fruit well known. worthy

Plum (with Botan .) in a large Senſe, fignifies any fleſhy Plu’vial, a Prieſt's Veſtment or Cope.

Fruit, containing one Seed incloſed in a hard ftony Shell, as Plu'vIAL (pluvialis, L.] rainy, belonging to Rain.

Apricots, Peaches, Cherries, & c.
PLUVIALIS, a Plover, a Bird ſo called of pluvialis, L.

PLUM-TREE [plum -treo, Sax.] i. e. rainy, becauſe it delights in Places wet with Showers of

PLUMACEO'LI(with Surgeons]Bolſters,the ſameas Splenia,L. Rain, and marſhy Places.

Plu'MAGE ( plumage, F.] a Bunch of Feathers, Pluvia'le, a Sort of Hood or Cloak antiently worn by

PLUMB [plum, Sax .) a Fruit well known. Eccleſiaſticks, to defend them from the Rain .

PLUMBA'GINE ( of plumbago, L.) Lead naturally mingled Plu'vious [pluvioſus, L.) that abounds in, or cauſes Rain .

with Silver. PLY'ING (prob. ofpliant, F. ] bending, giving way ; alſo

PLUMBA'GO [in Botany) the Herb Lead -Wort, or Arſe. attending at a Place to be employ'd, as Watermen, & r . alſo

Smart. doingany Thing induſtriouſly.

Plu'MBER [of plumbarius, L.) a Worker in , or Maker To PlY [ prob. of apply] to attend at a certain Place, in

of leaden Veſſels. Order to get a Fare, as Watermen ; alſo to give one's Mind

PLU'MBERY , the Trade of making leaden Veſſels. to, to be intent upon.

PLUMBING, trying by a Plummer or Pluinb - Line. PLYER [of Plier or Employ, F.] one who plyes or waits

PLU'MB-Line (of plumbum, Lead, and linea , L ) a Plum- at a certainPlace, to be hired or employ'd, as Watermen ,

met uſed by Architects, &c. to ſee that their work ſtands Porters, &c. or Whores at a Bawdy-Houſe, or elſewhere.

upright. PLYERS [ofplier, F. to bend] a Sort of Tongs or Pin

PLU'MBUM , Lead , L. cers for bending or twiſting.

PLU'MBUM aftum ( with Chymiſts] burnt Lead, a Com- PNEUMA (TvēUud, Gr.] a Puff or Blaft of Wind, Breath ,

poſition of two parts of Lead, and one of Sulphur, melted Spirit.
in a Crucible, and turned to a black Powder. PNEUMATICK Engine, an Air -Pump . See Pxmp.

Plume ( pkuma, L. a Feather, plum , jeger , Sax.] a PNEU'MATICKS ( pneumatica, L. of TreUMATIKa',Gr.] of the

Set of Oftriches Feathers for Ornament, commonly worn on Air, or the Laws, wherein that Fluid is condenſed , rarified,

the Head . &c. ] the Doctrine of the Gravitation and Preſſure of

Plume [ in Botany) a little Member of the Grain or Seed elaſtick or compreſlible Fluids .

of a Plant, being that which in the Growth of the Plant PNEUMATICALExperiments, ſuch as are made in the ex

becomes the Stem or Trunk . hauſted Receiver of the Air-Pump,in order to diſcover the

Plume [in Corn] is that which after theRadicle is Ahot ſeveral Properties of the Air,and its Influence on other Bodies.
forth , ſhoots out towards the ſmaller End of the Seed, and PNEUMA'TICKS ( with Schoolmen ) the Doctrine of Spirits,

thence is by ſome called the Acroſpire. as God, Angels, the human Mind ,& c.

PLUME (with Falconers) the general Colour or Mixture PNEUMATOCE'LE [ Veupatorýan, of Freunce Wind, and

of the Feathers of a Hawk, which ſhews her Conſtitution . xyan a Rupture, Gr. ) a flatulent or windy Hernia, or Tu

PLUME Allum , a Mineral, a Kind of Talk. mor of the Membranes of the Tefticles, proceeding from
T. PLUME ( plumer, F.] to pluck off the Feathers. pent-up Vapours, and attended with a tenfive Pain .

Plume- Striker [ſo called from officiouſly bruſhing Fea- PNEUMATO'DES ( TTVEUue Twidras, Gr.) a fetching of the

thers or Hairs off from other Mens Clothes) a Pick - Thank Breath ſhort.

or Flatterer. PNEUMATO'MACHI ( of mehua, Spirit, and nexéw , Gr.

PLUMI'GEROUS ( plumiger, L. ) wearing or bearing Fea- to fight againſt or oppoſe] Hereticks, ſo called from their

thers or Plumes. oppoſing the Divinity of the Holy Spirit, and placing him

PLU'MING[Falconry] is when a Hawk fiezes on a Fowl, in theNumber of Creatures.

and plucks the Feathers off from its Body. PNEUMATO'MPH ALUs ( πνευματόμφαλO , of πνεύμα
PLU'MIPE DE [ plumipes, L.) having feathered Feet. and oupan the Navel, Gr. ) a Swelling in the Navel, oc

Plummer [ plumbarius, L.]a Worker in Lead . caſioned by Wind.

Plu'mmet (of plumbum , L.) a Lead for plumbing, & C. PNEUMATO'LOGIST [of myêuus , the Spirit or Breath,

PLU'Mose [ plumoſus, L.) full of Feathers, and négas, Gr. ] one that treats of Spirits, Breath, &c.
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PNEUMATO'LOGY [ Truusaorid . Gr . ] the Doctrine Poi'nant poigrant, F. ) ſharp, tart , biting ; alío fatyri
and Contemplation of Spirits and spiritual Subitances . cal , cutting, keen, bitter .

PNEUMATO'SIS ( TiguaTwois, Gr . ) a Term uſed by POI'NANTNESS [of poignant, F. and neſs] Mharpneſs, ſaty

ſome Authors for the Generation or Formation of animal ricalneſs.

Spirits in the barky Subſtance of the Brain . Po'inson [ Poinçon , F. ] a little ſharp pointed Iron , fixed

Pneuma'Tosophy [of prevuc and oopia, Gr . Wiſdom ] in a wooden Handle, which the Horſeman holds in the

the ſame as Pneumatology. Right-Hand, to prick a leaping Horſe in the Croup, Gr. to

Pneumo'nics (TheoMovesci ,Gr.) Medicines good againſt make him yerk out behind.

Diſeaſes of the Lungs, where the Reſpiration is affected. Point ( Point , F. punétum , L.) a ſharp End of any

PNEU'MON (TvEUur, Gr . ) the Lungs. Thing ; alſo an Head or chief Matter ; alſo a Mark of

PnIGA'LIUM , a Diſeaſe called the Night-Mare. Diſtinction ; alſo a Sort of Needle-Work Lace.

Pri'GMUS [ Turguos, Gr .) ftrangling or choaking. To Point ( pointer, F.] to make ſharp at the End ; alſo to

To POACH ( prob. of pocher, F. to beat one's Eyes black diſtinguiſh Writing, &c. by Points.

and blue] to deltroy the Game by illegal Methods ; alſo to A Point [in Geometry ) according to Euclid, is that which

has no Partsor is indiviſible ; or (as others define it) is the

POACHER , a Deſtroyer of Game by illegal Methods. Beginning ofMagnitude, and conceived ſo ſmall as to have no

PO'CARD, a Water-Fowl . Part3.; being the ſame in Quantity as an Unite in Number; or,

Pock (porca , Sax. ] a Scab or Dent of the Small-Pox. A Point [by Geometricians] is ſuppoſed to be thatwhich

Po'cket (pochcha, Sax. ] a little Bag uſually worn in has neither Breadth , Length , nor Thickness, but is indivi
fible .

Garments.

Pocket of Wool, the Quantity of half a Sack . To Point at or to, to direct to or ſhew by the Finger ex

tended.
Pocket Hays (with Fowlers) ſhort Nets for taking Phea

fants alive . Point ( punétum , L.) an Inſtant, Moment, &c. as at the

PO'CKETTING [of pochcha, Sax. a Pocket) putting into Point of Death, c.

the Pocket. Point (in Aftronomy] a Term applyed to certain Parts or

Pockwood - TREE, an Indian Tree, the Wood of which is Places, marked in the Heavens and diſtinguiſhed by proper

uſed by Phyſicians.
Epithets, as

Pocki'NESS [of pocca and neyye, Sax .] pocky State or Cardinal Points ( Aſtron. and Geogr.) the 4 grand Divi.

Condition .
ſions of the Horizon , Eaſt, Weſt, North , and South.

PockIFIED (of pocca, Sax , and fio, L.] that has got Solftitial Points ( Aſtron .) are the Points, wherein the

the French Pox , pocky. Equator and Ecliptick interſect, called the North and South

Pocks, a Diftemper in Sheep.
Points, and the Interſections of the Horizon with the prime

Pocky [of pocca, Sax .) having the Pox. Vertical, called the Eaſt and Weft.

Poco (in Mufick Books] a little leſs, and is juſt the Con- Vertical Points ( Aſtron.) are the Zenitb and Nadir.

trary to Piu, and therefore diminiſhes the Strength of the Points of Station (with Aſtronomers] are thoſe Degrees

Signification of the Words joined with it, Ital. of the Zodiack, in which a Planet ſeems to ſtand quite ftill,

Poco Allegro [ in Mufick Books] directs to play not quite
and not to move at all.

ſo brisk as Allegro requires if it ſtood alone, Ital. Point (of Diſtance] is a Point in the horizontal Line,

Poco piu Allegro [in Mufick Books] ſignifics a little more ſo far diſtant from the principal Point, as the Eye is remote

brisk , Ital.
to the ſame.

Poco mino Allegro [in Mufick Books) a little leſs brisk , Ital. Point of Divergence, of a concave Glaſs, is the ſame as

Poco largo (in Mufick Books) directs to play not quite ſo
virtual Focus.

Now as theWord largo requires if it be alone. Point of contrary Flexure [ in Geometry) is the Point of a
Poco Preſto( in Mufick Books] fignifies not quite ſo quick Curve, wherein it is bent or inflected toa Part contrary to

as Preſto if it ſtands alone. that it tended to before.

Poco'nis (of Virginia and Maryland) a Root peculiar to Point Blank [in Gunnery] is when the Piece being level

thoſe Places, ofadmirable Efficacy , to allwage Swellings and led, the Shot orBullet goes directly forward , and does not

Aches. move in a crooked Line .

Pop ( hoede or hode, Du.) the Husk or Shale of any Point [in Heraldry] is when 2 Piles are born in a Coac

Pulſe, containing the Pulſe, as Peas, Beans , & c. of Arms, ſo as to have their Points meet together in any

Poda'GRA [ Todáveg of ados gen . of rös, a Foot, and Part of the Eſcutcheon .

ayen, Gr. a laying hold of] the Gout in theFeet. Point Champain 2 [ Heraldry] an Abatement of Ho.

PODAGRA lini ( Botany] the Herb Dodder, L. Point Champion S nour appertaining to one who kil

Podders , the gatherers of Peas -Cods, Beans, and other led his Priſoner of War after Quarter demanded.

Pulſe. Point Dexter parted ten ( Heraldry) an Abatement due to
PODESTA 2 (in Italy, Venice, Genoa, &c . a Magiſtrate a Braggadochio, who boaſted ofmore than he did or can do.

Podestate S who adminiſters Juſtice in ſeveral free Point in Point Sanguine (Heraldry ) a Mark of Diminu .

Cities. tion , which appertains to one who is lazy or Nothful in the

PODEX [ Anatomy] the Fundament or Breech , L. Army.

. PODOMETER. See Pedumeter .
Point plain Sanguine ( Heraldry) an Abaſement proper

Po'em ( poema, L. minua , Gr.] a piece of Poetry , a for a Liar that tells falſe Stories to his Sovereign.

Compoſition in Verſe of a due Length and Meaſure, a Copy Point inverted ( Heraldry ) is when aPoint deſcends from
of Verſes. the Chief downwards ; poſſeſſing 2 Thirds of the Chief ;

Po'esy ( poeſis, L. of minors of noiew, Gr. to make but diminiſhing, as it approaches the Point of the Eſcutche

Frame or invent] the Work of a Poet, the Art of compoſing on.
Poems , or Pieces in Verle .

Point in Band ) [in Heraldry) is when the Point is placed

Po'et ( poeta, L. 70mmis, Gr.) an Author, who compoſes Point in Bar Š tranſverſe in the Situation of a Bend or

Poems, orDiſcourſes in Verſe. Bar.

Poeta'ster, a paltry Poet, a pitiful Rhimer, L. Point (in Horſemanſhip) a Horſe is ſaid to make a Point

Poete'ss ( poetiſa, L ) a female Poet. when working upon Volts, he does not obſerve the Round

Poe'tiCAL ? ( poeticus, L. mointixós,Gr.)ofor pertaining regularly, but putting a little out of his ordinary Ground,

PoE'TICK S to Poetry , having an Air of Poetry. makes a sort of Angle or Point by his circular Tread.

Poetical Juſtice [in the Drama) is uſed to ſignify a Point [in Mufick] a Mark or Note antiently uſed to

Diſtribution of Rewards and Puniſhments to the ſeveral Per- diſtinguiſh the Tones.

ſons, at the Cataltrophe or Cloſe ofa Piece, anſwerable to Point [in Navigation ) is the 32d Part of the Mariner's

the leveral Characters in which they have appeared . Compaſs, containing 11 Degrees15 Minutes, the half of

POETICAL Riſing and Setting of the Sun ( Aſtron .] which, viz . 5 Degrees 38 Minutes is called the half Point,

a Riqng and Setting of them , peculiar to the antient Poets, and the half of the laſt, being a Degrees 49 Minutes is cal

who referred the Riſing and Setting of the Stars to that of led a quarter Point, hence

the Sun, and accordingly made 3 Sorts of Rifings and Set- To fail upon a Point, is to fail by the Mariner's Compaſs.

tings,viz. Coſmical, Acronical, and Heliacal. Point (with Navigators] a Term uſed for a Cape or

Tu POE'TICIZE 2 ( poetifer, F.) to act the Poct, to compofe Head -Land, jetting out into the Sea , when 2 Points of Land

T. Poe'tize Poems, & c. in a right Line againſt each other, as the innermost is hindred

POE'TRY (Tomtgía , Gr. ] See Poe /y. from being ſeen by the outermoft, they ſay they are one in

Poge, a Cold in a Horſe's Head . another.

Pogoni'as [ Twgorías, Gr . ) a Sort of Comet or blazing POINT

Star, with a Beard .
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Point [in Poetry ) a brisk, lively Turn or Conceit, uſu- it is the Part moſt expoſed to Danger . P denotes the Left

ally found at the Cloſe of an Epigram . Side or Flank . O the Legs, which are an Emblem of the

Point of Concourſe [in Opticks) is that Point where the Conſtancy and Steadineſs a Man ought to ule upon all Turns

viſual Rays inclining towards each other; and being fufi of Fortune.

ciently lengthened , meet together and are limited in the Croſs Fourchee de trois Points, is according
middle and croſs the Axis .

as repreſented in the Eſcutcheon.

Point of Incidence [in Opticks) is that Point upon the To Poise ( pejer, F. ) to weigh with the Hand,

Surface of a Glaſs, orany Body on which a Ray of Light to bringto an equal Ballance .

falls. POISE ( poids, F. ] Weight .

Point of Diſperſion (in Opticks) is that wherein the Rays Poi'son (prob . ofpotio, L.) a malignant Quality, in ſome

begin to diverge ; commonly called the Virtual Focus. Animal, vegetable or mineral Body, which renders it hurtful

Point of Reflection, [in Opticks) is a Point on the Sur- and even mortal to thoſe that take it, F.

face of a Glaſs or other Body, whence a Ray is reflected. To Poison [ impoiſonner, F.] to give Poiſon , to infect.

Point of Refraction [in Opticks) is the Surface of a Glaſs To Poison a Piece [in Gunnery] ſignifies the fame as to

or other refrašting Surface, wherein the Refraction is effec- clog and nail it up .
ted. Poisoning , by a Statute in the Time of Henry VIII . was

Point of Sight [in Perſpective] is a Point on a Plane made High Treaſon ; after the repealing of that Law the
marked out bya right Line, drawn from the Perpendicular Puniſhment inflicted , was to be put alive into a Cauldron of
to the Plane. Water, and to be boiled to Death ; but now it is only hang

Point of Concurrence [in Perſpective] is the ſame as the ing, it being Felony without the Benefit of the Clergy.
principal Point Poi'sonous, of, or pertaining to, or fullof Poiſon.

Point of View ( Perſpective) is a Point at diſtance from a Poi'sONOUSNESS (of empoiſonné, F. and nejs] poiſonous

Building or other Object, wherein the Eye has the moft ad- Quality.

ver tageous View or Proſpect of the ſame. POITRAL ( pectorali, L.) a Breaft-Plate, a Corſlet.

Point [in Phyſicks) is the ſmalleſt or leaſt ſenſible Object Poke ( pocca, Sax .] a Bag.

of Sight, mark’d with a Pen , Point of a Compaſs, or the Poʻker, an Inſtrument to ſtir the Fire.

like . To Po'kE (prob. of pocher, F. ] to rake or puddle with a

Senſible Point (according to Mr. Lock] is the leaſt Par- Stick, &c. alſo to pore purblindly.

ticle of Matter or Space that can be diſcerned , and which to Pokes, long Sleeved Gowns antiently worn .

the quickeſt Sight is about 30 Seconds of a Circle, whereof POLA'que, a Sort of Ship or Sea Veſſel, uſed in the Me

the Eye is the Center.
diterranean .

At Point Device Cold Rec .) exactly . Po'lar ( polaris, L.] of, or pertaining to the Poles of the
To Point ( pointer , F.) to make ſharp at the End. World .

To Point, (pointer, F.] to mark Writing with Points or Po'lar Circles (with Aſtronomers] two leffer Circles of

Stops ; alſo to Thew or direct to with the Finger. the Sphere which are parallel to the Equator, and at an

To Point a Cannon (Gunnery] is to level it againſt a equal Diſtance of 23 Degrees and a half, from the Polar
Place. Points or Poles of the World, and the Tropicks.

Pointe [in Mufick Books] ſignifies to ſeparate or divide POLAR Dial, one whoſe Plane is parallel to ſome great

each Note one from anotherin a very plain and diſtinct Circle paſſing through the Poles , ſo that the Pole is neither
Manner. raiſed above, nor depreſſed below the Plane.

Poi'nted ( pointu, F.] having a Point. POLAR Projection , is a Repreſentation of the Globe of

Poi'ntel, a Pencil. Heaven and Earth, drawn mathematically on the Plane of

Poi'NTING ( ponctuant, F. ] putting Points ; alſo ſhewing one of the Polar Circles . See Armillary Sphere.
with the Fingers, & c . Polarity 2 [ of polaris, L. and nef ] the Quality of a

Pointingthe Cable (with Sailors) is the untwiſting it at PO'LARNESS 3 Thing conſidered as having Poles; alſo the

the Ends and leſſening the Yarns, and twiſting them again, Property of the Loadſtone, in pointing to the Poles of the
and then faſtening it with a Piece of Marline, to prevent World.
it from ravelling out. Pole (pale, Sax. polus, L.] a long Stick, in Meaſure a

Pointing (with Grammarians] the Art of dividing a Rod or Perch, 40 ofwhich make an Acre in Length .

Diſcourſe by Points , into Periods or Members of Periods, Pole (with Mathematicians) is a Point 90 Degrees diſtant

for the better Underſtanding and Pronuntiation. from the Plane of any Circle , and ina Line perpendicularly

Pointing ( with Navigators) is the marking what Point raiſed in its Center, which Line is called the Axis.

or Place a Ship is upon the Chart. POLE of a Glaſs (in Opticks) is the thickeſt Part of a

Pointing (in Gunnery ) is the levelling or directing a Convex , or the the thinneſt of a concave Glaſs.

Cannon or Mortar-piece , ſo as to play againſt any certain POLE Star ( Alron .] a Star of the ad Magnitude, the laſt

Point. in the Tail of Urfa minor.

Points (with Grammarians] Comma's ( , ) Colons (:) , Se- POLES of a Dial, are the Zenith and Nadir of the Place, in

micolons 7,), Periods ( . ) , Point of Admiration ( ! ) , of Inter which the ſame Dial would be anhorizontal one.

rogation (? ) , C. Poles of the Equator [ Aftron. ) are the ſame with thoſe of
Points [in Hebrew ] are certain Characters, which in the the World.

Writings of that Language, ſerve to make the Vowels, and Poles of the Horizon [ Affron .] are the Points called Ze

are moſtly but a Sort of Points . nith and Nadir .

D C S Points [in Heraldry ] the Points of an E- Poles of the World (with Aſtronomers) are the 2 Ends of

ſcutcheon are the ſeveraldifferent Parts of it, de- the imaginary Axis or right Line, about which the Sphere of
N noting the local Poſition of any Figure : Of the Univerſe is concieved to move or turn . The Northern

AO P theſe there are nine principal ones, DThews the is called the Aritick Pole, and the Southern the Antarktick

Dexter Chief, C the Preciſe Middle Chief, Pole.

S the Sinifter Chief, H the Honour Point, F the Feſſe POLE Acre [in Cookery ) a particular Way of dreſing

Point, N the Nombril Point, A the Dexter, P the Siniſter Powls, F.

Baſe. POLE-Ax [ prob. of Poland, 9. d. Poliſ Ax ] a Sort ofAx.

Heralds ſay that an Eſcutcheon repreſents the Body of a Po'LE-CAT (prob . of pole, Sax. a Pole, and cattus , L . ] *

Man, and the Points ſignified by Letters denote the princi- a Kind of wild Cat.

pal Parts of the Body; ſo that D CS, that mark out the POLE (pole, Sax.)a long Stick .

three Points of the Chief, repreſent the Head of a Man, in Pole [in Sphericks] is a Point equally diſtant from every

which reſide the Senſe , the Memory, and the Judgment. Part of the Circumference of a greater Circle of the Sphere ,

H repreſents the Neck , and is called the Honour Point, be- as the Center is from a plain Figure.

cauſe Chains of Gold, &c. are for Honour's fake put about POLES [in Magneticks) are 2 Points in a Load -ſtone, cor

the Neck by Princes . F being the Center, denotes the reſponding to the Poles of the World, the one pointing to

Heart of Man, being the moſt exquiſite and conſiderable the North and the other to the South.

Part , in which Courage and Generoſity reſide. N the Poles of the Ecliptick or Zodiack [ Aftronomy] are Points in

the Nombril Point repreſents the Navel, which being the the ſolſtitial Colure, 23 Degrees 30 Minutes diſtant from the

Part by which we received Nouriſhment in our Mother's Poles of the World, thro ' which all the Circles of Longi

Womb, intimates, that if Perſons deſire to be eſteemed, they tude paſs.

muſt receive the Nouriſhment of Virtue. A repreſents the POLDA'VIES, a Sort of Canvaſs, wherewith Şail-ware was

Right- Side or Flank, which is the moſt honourable, in that made .

6 L POLEINE
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POLE-STAR (with Aſtron. &c . ] is a Star in the Tail of POLLI'NCTOR , an Embalier of the Dead ; one that by

the Little-Bear, (which is a Conſtellation of ſeven Stars) and waſhing them with ſweet Ointments, 65c. prepares them

is very near the exact North-Pole of the World. for Burial ; an Undertaker, L.

POLEINE PO'LLING, cutting the Hair, &c. alſo a taking or giving

POLE'ME 3

a ſharp or picked Top on the Toe of a Shoe.
the Names of Votes.

POLE'mic (of zóneG , Gr. War) pertaining to Contro- TO POLLU'TE ( polluere, L.) to defile or make filthy ; to

verſy or Diſpute.
corrupt or Stain .

POLE'MICKS [ ro del rei, Gr. ] Diſputations, Arguings, POLLUTEDNESS [of pollutus, L , and neſs) a being polluted ,

Treatiſes, or Diſcourſes, about controverſial Points . Filthineſs.

POLE MONI'A ( Botany) wild Sage , L. Pollution , Uncleanneſs, Defilement, F. of L.

POLE'MOSCOPE (of nógu and oromiw ,Gr. to view ] Nueturnal POLLUTION , an involuntary voiding of the Sca

in Opticks is a kind of crooked or oblique proſpective Glaſs, men in the Night during Sleep.

contrived for ſeeing of Objects that do not lye directly be- Po'llux (troaudeúrns, Gr.] a fixed Star in the Sign Ge

fore the Eye.
mini.

POLE'TA [ old Rec.) the Ball of a Dog's Foot, which was POLTRO'N [with Falconers] a Name given to a Bird of

uſually cut off of thoſe which belonged to a Foreit. Prey, when the Nails and Talons of his hind Toes are cut

POLETRIA ( old Rec.) a Stud of Colts. off, wherein his chief Force and Armour lay ; in order to in

Po'licy 2 [ politia, L. metria of mass, Gr. a City) timidate him and prevent him from flying at the Game.

Po'lity Šthe Laws , Orders , and Regulations, preſcribed Poltro'on ( un poltron, F.) a Coward, or Daftard, one

for the Conduct and Government of States and Cominuni. who wants Courage to perform any Thing great or noble.

ties ; alſo a prudent Management of Affairs ; alſo Craft, POLTRO'NERY ( poltronnerie, F.) Hen -heartedneſs, & c.

Subtilty . Polu'histor ( soutisms, Gr.] a learned knowing Map

PO'LICY of Inſurance, an Inftrument or Writing obliga- that has read much .

tory , which inſures Merchandizes, Ships, Houſes, &c. to POLYA'CANTHOS (Tolvarerdos, Gr.) the Plant Star
the Perſon inſuring to make good the Thing inſured . Thiſtle or Calthrop, L.

To PO'LISH ( polire, L.) to make ſmooth, to make clear, POLYACOU'sticks[of modus, many or much, and axtsing ,

or bright, to burniſh ; alſo to civilize, to refine a Perſon's Gr. ] Inſtruments for multiplying or magnifying Sounds .

Manners. POLYANTHe'a , a famous Collection of common Places,

PO'LISHING [of poliant, F. polians, L.) making ſmooth, in Alphabetical Order, made firk byDomini Nanni de Mira
clear, or bright, refining the Mind, Manners, & c. bella, of great Service to Orators, Preachers, & c. of the

Poli'te ( politus, L.) well poliſhed, neat or exact, well lower Clafs.

bred, accompliſhed, genteel. POLY'anTheMon (tonuargenov, of zonu, great, and

Poli'TELY ( poliment, F. politè, L.) neatly, genteelly , af- evselor , a Flower, Gr. ] the Herb Golden-Knap, or Bat
ter a well accompliſhed Manner. chelor's Buttons .

POLI'TENESS ( politeffe, L.) accompliſhedneſs, & c. POLYA'NTHOS (onudosos, of rolu and apdos, Gr.) a

PoʻLITICK 2 ( politicus, L. TOMTIXO's] belonging to Po- Flower which bears many Flowers, as verbaſcum , &c.

POLI'TICALSlicy or Politicks . POLYCA'R POS [ of wolw's and 7 , Gr. Fruit ]

POLITICAL Arithmetick, is the Application of arithme- bearing much Fruit.

tical Calculations to political Uſes, as the publick Revenues, POLYCHRE'STON (Toruxsus oy of Tonus and xsus ,

Number of People, Extent and Value of Lands , Taxes, Gr . profitable ) a ſovereign Oil good in many Diftempers.

Trade, Commerce, Manufactures, and all Things relating to POLYCHRESTON [with Chymiſts] a general Furnace,

the Wealth , Power, Strength , c. of a Nation. which may be uſed in moſt Operations in Chymiſtry ; alſo a

POLITICALLY ( politiquement, F.] with Policy. Kind of chymical Salt.

POLI'TICAL NESS“ [of politicus, L. and nej] political PoLYCHRO'N 1ος [πολυχρόνια οf πολύς and χρόνΘ ,

Quality . Gr. Time) a Diſtemper which affects the Patient for a long

Politi'cían ( politicus, L. of Gr. ) a Stateſman , one Time.

skilled in Politiks. POLYCNE'MON (TTOA Uxvýuws, Gr.) an Herb like wild Sa

POLITICKS ( politica, L. Fontine', Gr. the firſt Part of vory or Origany.

Ethicks, or the Art of governing a State or Common- POLYE'DRON 2 [monued eg , Gr. ] a ſolid Figure or Body,

Wealth, for the Maintainance of the publick Safety , Or- POLYHE'DRONS conſiſting of many Sides.

der, Tranquillity, and good Morals, Policy ; alfo Addreſs, Gnomonick POLYEDRON, a Stone or Body having ſeveral

Subtilty ; alſo Books treating of politick Affairs. Faces, on which various kinds of Dials are Drawn.

Po'LITURE ( politura, L.) a poliſhing or trimming ; alſo POLYEDRON [in Opticks) a Glaſs or Lens, conſiſting of

politeneſs or neatneſs. ſeveral plain Surfaces, diſpoſed into a Convex Form , com

Po'lity [ onstela, Gr. ) Government of a City or monly called a multiplying Glaſs.
Common -Wealth. POLY'GALA 2 [ toujanov, Gr .] the Herb Milk -Wort,

PO'LIUM ( Torcov, Gr . ) they Herb Poley, L. POLY'GALON SL.

PollMoney, a Tax upon the Heads of Men, either upon POLY'GAMIST, one that has or has had more Wives or

all indifferently or according to their ſeveral Degrees and Husbands at a Time than one.
Diſtinctions. Poly'GAMY ( Tonuja pía , Gr.) the having manyHus

Poll Silver, a perſonal Tribute, antiently impos'd upon bands or Wives, properly at the ſame Time, alſo at different

the Poll or Perſon of every one ; of Women from the Age Times .

of 21 , and Men from 14. Ρο'LYGARCHY [ σολυγαρχία οf πολύς and αρχή , Domi
Poll [ Poll, D :1.) the Head ; alſo the ſetting down the nion ) a Government that is in the Hands of many.

Names of thoſe that Vote at the Elections of Magiſtrates, Ρο'LYGLOTT [ πολυγλώττε , οf πολύς and γλώττα ,
C. Gr. the Tongue )of many Languages.
To Poll, to ſhave the Head . POLYGLO'TTA [ Tonugiarta, Gr . ] the American Mock
POLL- TAX , a Tax to which every Subject is to pay a cer- Bird , ſo called becauſe it imitates the Notes of all Birds,

tain Sum of Money appointed . and alſo exceeds all in the Sweetneſs of its Voice.

PO'LLARD, a Cheven or Chub -Fish . PO'LYGON ( polygonius, L. of Tougain , Gr.) a mul

POLLARD, Bran with ſome Meal in it. tilateral Figure, or a Figure having many Angles,

POLLARD [with Hunters] a Stag or male Deer, which or whoſe Perimeter conſiſts of more than
4

Sides

has caſt his Head. and Angles.

POLLARD ? [in Husbandry ) an old Tree which has been POLYGON [in Fortification) a Spot of Ground,

PO'LLENGER Soften lopt . having many Sides and Angles fortified according to the
PO'LLARDS, a ſpurious Coin, in antient Times uſed in Rules of Art.

England. Regular POLYGON [Geometry) is one whoſe Sides and An

TO POLLA'ver [ ſome derive it of morna, Gr. many gles are all equal one to another.

Things , and auerer, F. to affirm ) to Aatter, to ſooth , to Irregular POLYGON [Geometry] one whole Sides and

play the Sycophant. Angles are unequal.

Po'llen , a finer Powder, than what is commonly under- Exterior POLYCON ( Fortification ] is the out Lines of all

ſtood by Farina ; alſo a Sort of fine Bran . the Work drawn from one outmoſt Angle to another.

POLLE'NTIA (among the Romans) the Goddeſs of Pray- Interier Polycon ( Fortification ) is the main Body of the

er, C. Works or Place, excluding the out Works.

POLL-EVIL [in Horſes) a Diſeaſe in the Nape of the POLY'CONAL [of tonguin, Gr . ] pertaining to a Po

Neck. lygon.
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POLY'GONAL Numbers [in Arithmetical Progreflions are the POLYPYRE'Sous Fruits (with Botanilts) ſuch Fruits either

Sums of Arithmetical Progreſlions, beginning at Unite. of Trees or Herbs, as contain 2 or more Kernels within

POLYGO'NATON ( Toruzóvator , of road and zoru, Gr. a them.

Knee or Joint) theHerb Solomon's Seal . Polyrrhi'zon (tonuppiSov, Gr. ] a Sort of Birth
POLYGONO'IDES ( tonusovoudis, Gr . ] an Herb having Wort, L.

Leayes like Laurel .
POLYSA'RCHY [of Tongs and caps, Fleſh] Bulkineſs of

POLYGONUM ( Fondzorov, Gr. ] the Herb Knot-Grafs. Body, Groſsneſs of Fleſh .

Similar POLYGONS, are ſuch as have their Angles ſeverally PO'LYSCOPE [of Tondoxonov , Gr . ] a multiplying Glaſs,

equal and the Sides about thoſe Angles proportionable. See ſuch as repreſents one Object to the Eye as many.

Polygon. Ροι. Υ'sPAST (πολύσπασον οf πολύ and σπάω, to draw ,
Line of POLYGONS (on a Septor ) a Line containing the i. e . that may be turned every Way , Gr. ] a Windlaſs having

homologous Sides of the firſt 9 regular Polygons (i. e. from many Pullies or Truckles.

a regular Triangle to a Dodecagon) infcribed in the ſame POLY'SPAST [in Surgery ] a Machine for the Reduction
Circle. of diſlocated Joints .

Ρο'LYGRAM [ πολυγραμμG οf πολυς and γραμμή, Gr. PolysPE'RMOUS (of corus and onegud ', Gr. Seed) which

a Line) a Figure conniting of a great Number of Lines. bears many Seeds after each Flower, as the Ranunculus, Crow

POLYGRA'MMOS (tonus egredo , Gr.] a Kind of Jaſper foot, Anemone, &c.

Stone, with many white Streaks . POLYSPE'RMOUS Plants ( Botany) ſuch Plants as have at leaſt

PO'LYGRAPHY (of roau, much, and recor, Gr. Writ- more than four Seeds in one Flower.

ing] the Artof Writing in various unuſual Manners or Cy- POLYSYLLA'BICAL [of mavoúna , Gr . ] of or per

phers ; as alſo of Deciphering the ſame. taining to a Polyſyllable.

POLYHE'D ROUS ( Figure of tolved'eg , Gr. ] with Geome- POLYSYLLA'BICAL Echoes, are Echoes which repeat ma

tricians, a Solid contained under and conſiſting of many Sides, ny Syllables or Words diſtinctly .

which, if they are regular Polygons, all ſimilar and equal, POLYSY'LLABLE ( Tonurunkaboy, Gr.) a Word conſiſting
and the Body be inſcribable within the Surface of the of more than three Syllables.

Sphere, it is then called a regular Body. POLYSY'NDETON ( toa vould'stov, Gr . ] a rhetorical Figure

PoLYHYMNIA [ πολύμνεια οf πολυς and ύμνG , Gr. a conſiſting in Abundance of Conjunctions copulative.

Hymn) one of the 9 Muſes, the Preſident of Hymns, POLY'TRICHON ? [Tonutgixov, Gr. ] the Herb Maiden
Songs, and Mufick . POLY'TRIX Hair.

POLYHY'MNIA [in Painting, & c.] is repreſented in white POLYTROPHIA [ TOAutgopid , Gr. ) much Nouriſh

Veſtments, with her Hair hanging looſe about her Shoulders ment, L.

of a bright Yellow, having her Head adornd with a Garland PO'MACE ( pomaceum , L. ) the Droſs of Cyder Preſſings.

ſet off with the choiceſt Jewels , intermixt with Flowers, Poma'da, an Exerciſe of Vaulting the Wooden Horſe,

and in a Poſture as pronouncing a Speech, and pointing with by laying one Hand over the Pomel ofthe Saddle.

her Finger, holding a Book in her Left-Hand, in which is Pomaʼno ( pomatum . L. pommade, F.) an Unguent or Oint

writtenfuadere, i. e. to perſuade, L. ment made with Apples .

Polr'LOGY (Fonoauzia ] Talkativeneſs. POMA'ndeR [prob, q. pomum d'ambre, i . e . Amber Apple ]

PO'LYMATHY [of tonus and venos, Gr. Learning, a ſweet Ball.

& c.) the Knowledge of many Arts and Sciences ; alſo an St. Martin's POMARY [in Cheap Ward , London ) is ſuppo

Acquaintance with a great many different Subjects. ſed to be called Pomary of Pomarium , L. an Orchard, on

POLYMO'RPHUM os [in Anatomy] the 4th Bone of the Account of Apples growing where the Houſes are now

Foot, ſo called from the Diverſity of itsShapes. built, now called Ironmonger- Lane.

POLYMY'THY [ of tonus and vüsG , Gr. a Fable] a POMA'TUM , a ſweet Ointment made of the Apples called
multiplicity of Fables in an Epick or Dramatick Poem . Pome-Waters and Hogs-Lard .

POLYNO'MIAL (TOAuórumos, Gr.] having many Names. To Pome, to grow to a round Head like an Apple.

POLYNO'MIAL Roots (with Algebraifts] ſuch as are com- Pome Paradiſe , the John Apple.
pofed of many Names, Parts, and Members. POMERO'Y, the Name of one Kind of Apples.

POLYO'PTRON [ of Tony and ó loud's, Gr. to fee ) an Op- Pome Water, the Name of an Apple.

tick Glaſs, through which Objects appear multiplied but di- Pome- Citron, a Citron -Apple.

miniſhed . POMEGRANATE [ Pomum Granadenſe, or Pomum Granatum ,

POLYO'STEON [ of tonu, much, and össov, Gr. a Bone] i.e. the kernelled Apple] a round Fruit full of Kernels.
that Part of the Foot that has a great many Bones. Pome'is [with Heralds] green Roundles.

POLYPE'TALOUS (of tonu and nitahov, Gr. a Leaf] POMERANI'UM [ art. Charters] an Orchard .

i.e. conſiſting of many Leaves, of any Number above 6. Pomi'ferous Plants or Herbs ( pomifer, L.] are ſuch as

POLY PE'TALOUS Flower, regular 2 [ with Botaniſts] is bear Fruits, round like an Apple or any large pulpy Fruit,
PolyPeta’lous Flower, uniform ſ ſuch whoſe Petals a- covered with a thick hard Rind or Bark, by which they are

gree together in Figure. diſtinguiſhed from Bacciferous, which have only a thin Skin
POLYPE'TALOUS Flower, irregular 2 [with Botan .) is when over their fruit.

POLY PE'TALOUS Flower, disform the Petals donotagree A Croſs Pomille's 2 [with Heralds] is a Croſs

together in Figure or Poſition. A Croſs PomeTTE'E S with round Knobs on

POLYPHAGI'A [of Tonus and payid , Gr. eating) an eating yme the Ends, ſuppoſed to be derived from Pomme, F.

much , a greedy eating. an Apple. See the Eſcutcheon .

POLYPHA'R MACAL [ Tonupasuaxos, Gr.] abounding Poʻmmel [of pomeau , F.] a round Ball on the

with Medicines. Top or Head of a Thing.

POLYPHO'Nes ( of monus and porn, Gr. the Voice ] In- A PO'MMEL ] [in the Manage ] a Piece of Braſs or other

ſtruments to multiply or magnify the Voice. A Pu'mmelS Metal, on the Top and in the Middle of

POLYPHY'DION (with Botaniſts] the leſſer Centaury , L. the Saddle-Bow , to which the Holſters, Stirrup-Leathers,

POLYPLEU'RON (TOA UTASuegv, Gr.] the Herb Rib -Wort & c. are faſtened ; alſo the Hilt of a Sword.

Plantain , L. To Po'mmel, to beat with the Fift, & c.

Po'LY PODY ( Toautódor, of monus, many, and ris, a Pomo'na ( among the Romans ) a Goddeſs worſhipped as

Foot, Gr.) theHerb Oak -Fern. the Patroneſs of Gardens and Fruit. Vertumnus, who had

POLY'PTOton ( with Rhetoricians] a Figure in which fe- the Power of turning himſelf into all Shapes, lov'd her in

veral Caſes of the ſame Noun or Tenſes of the ſame Verb tirely ; but could not obtain her , till getting Entrance in the

are uſedin the conjoined Clauſes. Shame of an old Woman, he forc'd her, and then the yield

POLY'PTOTON (of ponds and was, Gr. Caſe] having ed willingly,

Pomp (of pompe, F. ] State, Grandeur, Pageantry, ſuch as

PO'LYPUS ( TONUTX , of conus and ass, a Foot, Gr.] any is uſed inpublick Shews, Gr.

Animal that has a great many Feet. Poʻmpets [with Printers] thoſe Ink -Balls wherewith

POLYPUS (with Surgeonsj a Fleſhy Humour or Excre- they black the Printing Letters,

ſcence, growing on the Inſide of the Noſtrils ; injurious to POMPHOL Y CO'DES ( Toupoaugâ fins, Gr.] Urine having

Reſpiration and Speech ; alſo a morbid Excreſcence in the many Bubbles in it.

Heart, conſiſting of a long Concretion of grumous Blood PomPhoʻLIX ( Troupónug, Gr . ] a ſmall and light Spark

lodged there. which whileBrais is trying, flies upwards, and ſticks to the

POLYPYRE'NOS (of tones and furis, Gr. 2 Kernel] Roof and Sides of the Work -houſe ; uſed in Cankers, ma

which has many Seeds or Kernels, as the Arbutus or Straw- lignant Ulcers, & c.

berry
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PO'MPION (pompon, F.) a Pumkin, a Sort of large Fruit. Anchor, a ſtrong Rope running thro' the Rings , which is

POM PO'SITY [ pompofitas, L.] Pompouſneſs. faſtened on each side the River, to a Tree or Stake : The

Po'MPOUS ( pompojus, L.) ſtately, magnificent. Bulks are laid croſs the Boats , and the Cheſts upon them

Po'M POUSNESS (of pompojus, L. and nej ] Statelineſs, Shew- joined cloſe, which makes a Bridge in a very ſhort Time,
yneſs, Magnificence. for Horſe or Artillery .

PO'MUM Adami [i . e. Adam's Apple] ſo called from an PONT- VOLANT. A Elyint- Britte. A Bridge uſed in

Opinion , that a piece of the forbidden Apple ſtuck in his Sieges, made of two ſmall Bridges laid one over another,

Throat , L. and ſo contrived by Chords and Pullies, that the upper may

PO'Mum Adami [ in Anatomy] a Knob of the Foreſide of be puſhed forwards ' till it joins the Place where it is

the Throat, being the convex Part of the firſt Cartilage of fixed .

the Larynx ; ſo called as before. A Pool [ nwl, Brit. pol , Sax .) a Stream or Current of

Po'mum amoris 2 [with Botan . ) the Herb called Apple of Water confined in a Place , and fed by a Spring, Esc.

Po'mum aureum Love. Pooʻler ? [with Tanners] an Inſtrument to ſtir up the

Pond [ Pond, prob. of Pjngan , Sax. to Mut in ) a Pool of Po'ler Sowſer of Bark and Water in the Pits.

ſtanding Water. Poop ( puppis, L. ) the Stern of a Ship .

To Ponder [of ponderare, L. to weigh) to weigh in the T. Poop ( prepen , Du.] to let a ſmall Fart.

Mind, to conſider . Poor ( parure, F. pauper, L.) needy, indigent, lean in

PO'NDERABLE ( ponderablilis, L.) that may be weighed. Fleſh ; alſo mean, ſorry, pitiful.

PonderA'R E Cold Cuſtoms] a Method of curing fick Chil- Poo'RNESS pauverete, F. paupertas, L.] Poverty , Leanneſs.
dren by weighing them at the Tomb of ſome Saint, ballan- POOR - MAN'S Sauce, an Eſchalot or Shalot, with Salt,

cing the Scale with Money, Wheat, Bread, or other Pepper, Vinegar and Oil .

Things that the Parents were willing to offer to God, his To Pop (prob. Vox fięta a fono, L.] to go or fly out on a
Saints, or to the Church. ſudden with a Noiſe ; alſo to go in or out, or appear on a

PO'NDEROUS ( ponderojus, L. ) weighty, ſubſtantial,maffy . ſudden .

Po'ndeROUS (with Aſtrologers] a Term uſed of thoſe Pop, a ſudden Noiſe or Thing diſcharged out of a Pop

nets that move Nowly, as it were like a Man under a Gun, & C.

Burthen, as Saturn , Jupiter, and Mars. Pope [ le pape, F. papa, L.] the Chief Prieſt of the Roman

PO'NDEROUSNESS { [ponderofitas, L.) Heavineſs, Weigh- Catholicks, whom they hold to be the Succeſſor of St. Peter.
PONDERO'SITY Stineſs. Po'Pedom [of pape, F. and som , Sax .) the Dignity ,

PO'NDUS, a Load or Weight, L. Office, or Juriſdiction of a Pope .

PO'NDUS ( old Rec . ] Poundage, a Duty paid to the King Poʻpery ( la papiſme, F. ) the Popiſh Religion.

according to the Weight of Merchandizes, L. Po'pish [ papiſte, F. ) pertaining to the Pope or Popery.

PO'NDUS Regis, the Standard Weight appointed by the POPINJAY' ( papegoz, Dan . papejay, F.] a Parrot of a

King, L. greenith Colour.

Po'ne (in Law] a Writ by which a Cauſe depending in Po'PLAR ( populus, L.] a Tree delighting to grow in

the County , or other inferior Court, is removed tothe marſhy Ground.

Common Pleas. Poʻples (with Anatomiſts] the Jointing where the Thigh

Po'ne per Vadium [in Law ] a Writ injoining the Sheriff is joined to the Tibia, L.

to take Surety of one for his Appearance at the Day af- Poplite'A Vena (with Anatomifs) is the Vein of the

figned . Ham, whichſometimes reaches down the Back of the Leg,
Pone'nDiS in Alizes, a Writ fhewing what Perſons the even to the Heel.

Sheriffs ought to impannel upon Alizes and Juries, and POPLITAEUS (with Anatomifts] aMuſcle ofthe Leg ariſing

what not. with a ſhort ſtrong Tendon, from the internal Head of the

Pone'ndum in Ballium , a Writ commanding a Priſoner inferior Appendix of the Os femoris , and deſcending ob

to be bailed in Caſes bailable, L. liquely over the Juncture, becomes fleſhy, and extending it

Pone'NDUM Sigillum , & c. a Writ requiring Juſtices to ſelf, is fo inſerted to the ſuperior part of the Tibia inter

fet their Seals to Exceptions brought by Defendants. nally, immediately below its fuperior Appendix, which affifts

PO'NIARD (poignard, F.) a little pointed Dagger, having other Muſcles in bending the Tibia.

ſharp Edges . POPLI'TICK [of poples, L. the Ham ] belonging to the

Pons, a Bridge, L. Ham.

Pons cerebri [with Anatomifts] a certain Heap of innu- POPLI'TICK Muſcle. Sce Poplitæus.

merable Filaments proceeding from the more folidSubſtance Po'ppy (pavot, É . papaver, L.) a Plant or Flower.

of the Brain ; from whence all the Nerves take their Po'PULACE [ populace, F. ) the common or meaner Sort of

Riſe, L. People, the Vulgar.

Pons varioli ( Anat. ) the upper Part of a Duct in the PO'PULAR [ popularis, L. ) of, pertaining to, or in Re

third Ventricle of the Brain, ſituate in the Cerebellum , and queſt among the populace.

leading to the Infundibulum , L. Po'PULAR Diſeaſes, ſuch as run through the Body of the

PO'NTAGE (pontenage, F.] Bridge -Toll; alſo a Tax for People.

repairing Bridges, L. Po'pular Errors, ſuch Errors as People imbibe from one

PO'NTIBUS reparandis, a Writ directed to the Sheriff, another, by Cuſtom , Education and Tradition, without

willing him to charge one or more te repair a Bridge, to having examined the Reaſon or Foundations of them.
whom it belongs . POPULA'RITY 2 [ popularitas , L.) a being full of People;

PONTIF (un pontife, F. of pontifex , L.) an high or chief PO'PULARNESS alſo an Affectedneſs of popular Applauſe.

Prieſt. POPULA'ris morbus, the popular Diſeaſe, the ſame as

Pontifex, a Pontiff or High -Prieſt among the Romans, epidemical.

who had the Intendence and Direction of divine Worſhip, To PO'PULATE [ populatum , L.) to unpeople, or lay waſte

as the offering Sacrifices, and other religious Solemnities. a Country ; ſometimes uſed , tho' improperly, for to people

PoNTI'FICAL (pontificalis, L.) pertaining to an High- a Country ,

Prieſt, &c. F. POPULATION, an unpeopling, a laying waſte ; alſo a

A PONTIFICAL, a Book of the Rites and Ceremonies, pcopling.

appertaining to Pontiffs, Biſhops, Popes, & r. PopU'LEUM [in Pharmacy] a cooling Ointment, one of

PONTIFICALIA , the Robes and Ornaments in which a whoe Ingredients is the Buds of the black Poplar Tree.
Biſhop performs divine Service. POPULOFU'GIA [i. e. the flight of the People ) a certain

In PONTIFICA'LIBUS [veſtimentis pontificalibus, L.) in the Feſtival held in Rome, on Account of the flying away of the
Ornaments of a Chief-Prieſt, dreit in his beſt Apparel. Roman People in the War between the Romans and

Ponti'ficate (pontificatus, L. ) Popedom , the Time of Gauls, L.

a Pope'sReign ; allo a Pope's Dominions. POPULO'NIA (among the Romans) a Goddeſs, who, as they

Pontlevi's [in Horſemanſhip] is a diſorderly reſiſting believed, ſecured their Country from Thunder, Inunda

Action of a Horie in Diſobedience to his Rider, in which tions, Hail , Inſects, &c. L.

he rears up ſeveral Times running, and riſes up ſo upon his Po'PULOUSNESS ( populofitas, L. ) having Abundance of

hind Legs, that he is in Danger of coming over, F. People.

Po'ntons, Boats of Latten, about 24 Foot long and 6 Poʻrca ( old Rec.] a Ridge of Land, lying between two

broad , in the form of a long Square, born on Carriages, Furrows .

when an Army marches. Each Boat has a Ring at each PORCA'RIA , a Swine- Sty, O.

End, and an Anchor and Cable, and alſo Baulks and Cheſts. PORCELAIN ? the chalky Earth of which China-Ware is

When they uſe them to paſs a River, they are placed at PO'RCELANE S made, which being beaten and ſteeped in

Water ,

1
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Water affords a Kind of Cream on the Top, and a groſſer Port Ropes (in a Ship] thoſe Ropes which ſerve to hale
Subitance at the Bottom , the former of which makes the fi

up the Ports of the great Guns.

neft Ware, and the latter the coarſer ; alſo Veſſels made of
To Port the Helm . (Sea Phraſe] is to put the Helm on

that Earth .
the Larboard or left side of the Ship.

PO'RCELAIN , a little white Sea - ſhell, found along with PO'RTABLE (portabilis, L.) that may be born or carried.
the Sponges , which paſſes as current Money in ſeveral PO'RTABLE Barometer, a Barometer, ſo contrived that it

Parts of Aſia, Africa, and America .
may be carried from Place to Place, without being put out

Porcella'ria [Botany) the Herb Purſain . of Order.

PORCH [prche. F ) the Entrance of an Houſe, Church , & c. PORTABLENESS, Capableneſs of being carried.

PO'R CUPINE [ te epir, F. ] a Creature about the Size of a POʻRTAGE ( portaggio, Ital.] Money paid for Carriage of
Rabbet, a fort of African Hedgehog, armed with ſharp Goods, & C.F .

Darts and Prickles reſembling writing Pens ; being much
POʻrtal ( portella, L.] a little Gate ; alſo an Arch over

larger and longer than the Briſtles of European Hedge- a Door .

hogs. Po'rtative ( portatious, L.) that may be born or carried
Knights of the Porcu'Pine , a French Order, whoſe De- from Place to Place.

vice was Cominus & eminus ; but King Lewis XII. crown'd Port-Cullis (porta clauja, L. q . d . a Port-cloſe] a Sort
the Porcupine with another Motto, Ultos avos Troja . of Machine like a Harrow, hung over the Gates of a City

To Pore ( perhaps of wo , Gr. blind) to look cloſe to . to be let down to keep out an Enemy:

POREs (pori, L.) certain Holes in the Body where the A Croſs PORTATE (with Heralds] is a Croſs

Hair grows, and thro ' which Sweat and Humours eva not erect, but lying athwart the Eſcutcheon in a

porate. Bend , as if it were born on a Man's Shoulder, as
Pores [in Phyficks] ſmall Interſtices or void Spaces be

in the Eſcutcheon .
tween the Particles ofMatter, that conſtitute every Body, or

Portegu'e, a Gold Coin, in Value 31. 105.
between certain Aggregates or Combinations of them .

To Porre'nD ( portendere, L.] to forebode, to foreſhew ,

Mr. Boyle in his Effay on the Poroſity of Bodies , proves
to foretoken .

that the moſt ſolid Bodies that are, have ſome kind of
Po'rt Glaive (of porter to bear, and glaive, F. a Sword ]

Pores ; and indeed if they had not, all Bodies would be a Sword -Bearer.

alike ſpecifically weighty:
Po'rt Greve Port-geneyja, Sax.)a Title of the Go

PO'RIME [in Geometry ) a Theorem or ropoſition ſo eaſy
Po'rt Reve 3 vernor of ſome Sea-port Towns, and in

to be demonſtrated, that it is almoſt ſelf -evident.
antient Times ofthe chief Magiſtrate of London .

Pori'sma [ Topique prob. of opiow , Gr. to eſtabliſh ]
PORTENT ( portentum , L.) an Omen or Foreboding, good

a general Theorem or Canon deduced from a local Problem ,
or ill Luck , EC.

or a general Theorem found out by Means of, and drawn
PORTE'NTUOUS ( portentoſus, L. Jominous, foreboding, & c.

from another Theorem already demonſtrated.
PORTE'NTOUSNESS (of portentojus, L. and nejs] Omi

Pori'stick Method (with Mathemat.] is that which deter- nouſneſs of Ill- luck or the contrary,

mines when, by what Means, and how many different Ways, Po'rter portator, L.porteur ,F.Jone who carries Burthens.

a Problem may
be ſalved .

PO'RTER portier, F. of porta,L ] a Door-keeper.

Po'rket (forcellus, L. ) a young Hog. Po'rter of the Parliament, an Officer who attends at the

Poroce'le [tagoxían of staigose callus, and xhan , a Rup . Door of that Houſe ,and has many Privileges.

ture, Gr.) a Rupture proceeding from hard Matter. Po'rter [in Courts of Juſtice) an Officer who carries a

PORO'MPHALUS [ of rogos a Stone, and oupaos the Na- white Wandbefore the juſtices in Eyre.

vel] a brawny Piece of Fleſh or ftony Subitance bunching PO'RTeRAge, the Hire of a Porter.
out at the Navel.

Poʻrtess, a Prayer-Book, or Pocket-Book of Devotion.

Po'rosis ( Tagoons, Gr.) the breeding of callous or hard Port Fire [with Ingineers] a Sort of Fire for diſcharging

Matter ; alſo a ſoldering or knitting together of broken Cannons.

Bones.
Po'rtico ( porticus, L.) a long walking Place, covered

POROSITY 2 ( porofitas, L.) the having Pores, or full of either with an arched Roof or an even Floor ſupported by

PO'ROUSNESS { Pores. Pillars .

Po'rous ( porojus, L. ] full of Pores.
PortiFO'RIUM, the Banner in Cathedrals, antiently care

PORPHY'RTANS [fo called of Porphyry ] a Name given to ried in the Front of a Proceſſion .

the Arians in the 4th Century.
Po'rtio dura & mollis (with Anatomiſts] a Partition of

PORPHYROGENE'TES [of rogpupee Purple, and parintis, the 5th Pair of Nerves of the Brain, which is divided into
Gr. born , i . e. born in , or of thePurple] a Name given to twoBranches before its Egreſs out of the Dura Mater, of

the Children of the Eaſtern Emperors.
which the one is called Portio dura, and the other Portio

POʻRPHYRY [ porphyritis, L. ofmosaugions, Gr. ] a Kind mollis.

of fine reddiſh Marble, ſpotted with white.
Po'rtion, a Lot, Share, or Dividend of any Thing ; al

Po'rPOIS ( norcus piſies, i . e. a Hog- Fiſh] a Sea-Hog. fo a Woman's Dowry.

Po'krage

[prob. of porrum , L. porrean,F:a Leek] tions, to parcelout.To Po'rtion (of portion , F. of L. ) to divide Pinto or
PO'RRIGE

Po'TTAGE
the Decoction of Fleſh , or any Edible.

Po'rTIONER , an Officer that diſtributes the Tithes in a

POʻRRAGER ?

Po'rRENGER S
[of porrage, ] a Veſſel for Broth, & C.

College, & c. alſo one who officiates in a Parſonage in his

Turn .

Porra'ceous [of porrum , L. a Leek] of, or pertaining to, Po'rtlineSS [of portare, L. and nejs] Statelineſs in Gel
or of the Nature of a Leek .

ture , Bulkineſs.

PORRE'CTION, a ſtretching forth , L. Po'rtly, bulky, majeſtical.
Por re'tans , a religious Sect, Followers of Gilbert de la PorTMA'NNIMOTE 3 [old Rec .] the Court of the Port

Porree Bishop of Poitiers, who for admitting (as ſome ſay) a Po'rtmote S Men held in any City or Town.

phyſical Diſtinction between God and his Attributes, was PORTMA'NTEAU 2 a Cloak -Bag to carry Neceſſaries for a

condemn’d in the 12th Century PORTMA'NTLE S Journey .
Port (prob. of portare, L. to carry ] Mien, Geſture, & c. PORTMA'NTEAU (in Joinery] a piece of Work faſtened
Port [ portus, L.) a Place or River where a Ship may to a Wall in a Wardrobe,Armoury, & c. proper for hanging

ride ſafely. Cloaks, & c.

Port (with Navigators) an Inlet of the Sea between the Portoi'se [in Sea Language) a Ship is ſaid to ride a Por

Land, with good Anchorage, where a Ship may ride ſecure toiſe, when ſhe rideswith her Yardsftruck down to the Deck.
from Storms.

PORTRAI'T (with Painters] Pictures of Men and Wo
Port Laſt [ of a Ship ] the ſame as Gun -Wale.

men, (either Heads or greater Lengths) drawn from the
PORT (with Sailors ] the Larboard or left side of the Life; the Word is led to diſtinguiſh Face-painting

from Hiſtory -painting.

To beel a Port Sea Phraſe] is uſed of a Ship when ſhe PORTRA'ITURE ( portrait, F.) a Repreſentation of a Pere

does not fail upright, but leans to the left Side. ſon in Picture.

ThePort,theCourt of the Grand Seignior at Conſtan- life; toFetout in alivelyManner.
To PoʻRTRAY ( portraire, F. ] to draw or paint to the

tinople.

Port Holes [in a ship] ſquare Holes thro' which the Free Port [in Commerce ) a Term uſed, ſignifying 2

great Guns are thruſt out.
total Exemption and Franchiſe which is enjoy'd by any Set

Port Men (in the Town of Ipſwich ] 12 Burgeſſes; alſo

the Inhabitants of the Cinque- Ports.
of Merchants, for Goods imported or exported.
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Free Ports , are ſuch as are open and free for Merchants POSSESSION ( in Lac ] is when ſuch an Eſtate is falien to

of all Nations to load or unload their Ships in, without pays a Perſon ; but he has not as yet entered upon it .

ing any Cuſtoms. Possession ( in Theology) the State of a Perſon poſſeſs'd

Ports de Barre, ſuch Ports that can be exter'd only with by the Devil.

the Tide . Actual Possession, is when a Man actually enters into
PO'RTSALE, a Sale of Fiſh preſently after the coming in- Lands or Tenements deſcended to him .

to the Haven ; alſo an Outcry or publick Sale of any Possession de facto (in Law is when there is an actual

Commodity. and effectual Enjoymentof a Thing, L.

Portu'Ous 2
, a Sort .

POSSESSION de jure [in Law ] is the Title a Man has to

Portho's E enjoy a Thing, tho' it be ſometimes uſurped , and in the

PO'S AUME, a Sackbut, a muſical Inſtrument, uſed as a actual Poffeffion of another.

Baſs to a Trumpet. Unity of POSSESSION ( Civil Law ) the ſame as Solidation,

To Pose (prob of poſer, F. ) to puzzle , to put to a Non- as if a Lord purchaſes a Tenancy held of himſelf by Herriot

plus. Service ; the Service becomes extinct by Unity of Poſſeſſion ;

Pose [zegore, Sax .)a Rheum in the Head . i .e. by the Signiory and Tenancy's coming to the fame

Pose' [in Heraldry) fignifies a Lion or any Hand .

Beaſt in a Poſture ſtanding ſtill, having all its four Posse'ssIVE [ pobellious, L.] of, or pertaining to Poffeflion .

Feet on the Ground, as in the Eſcutcheon . Posse'ssIVES (with Grammarians are ſuch Adjectives as

Po'ring ( prob. of poſant, of poſer, F. to put] fignify the Poffeſion of, or Property of ſomething .

puzzling , a putting to a Non -plus. Posset (prob. of putus,L. Drink ]Milk turn'd with Drink.
1

Po'sited ( poſitus, L.) put, placed , laid . Possibi'LITAS (in theSaxon Laws] is taken foran Act wilful.

Posi'tion, a putting, placing, laying , F. of L. ly done , and impoſſibilitasfor a Thing done againſt one's Will.

Posi'tion , or Site, is an Affection of Place ; this there- PossibilITY ? ( poſibilitas, L.] Capableneſs of being

fore is not Place, nor indeed hath it any Quantity, as Sir Po'ssIBLENESS S done, & c.

Ifaac Newton obferves. POSSIBILITY [in our Law] is defined to be a Thing

Posi'tion ( in Arithmet.) a Rule in which ary Suppo- which may or may not happen .

fition or falſe Number is taken at pleaſure to work the Que. Possibi’LITY [in Ethicks] a Non -Repugnance to ex

ſtion by, inſtead of theNumber fought; and ſo by the Er- iſting in a Thing that does not any Way exiſt.

ror or Errors diſcovered, is found the true Number required. POSSIBLE poſibilis, L.] that may be done, or may happen ,

Single Posi'TION [in Arithmet .] is when by one Poſition likely.

Means is found to diſcover the true Reſolution of the MuralPossible, is that which may be done by prudent.

Queſtion. Perſons ; uſing all the proper Means they have for doing the

Double Posi'tion [ Arithmet. ] is when two falſe Poſitions fame.

are neceſlary to be made, in Order to ſolve the Queſtion Future Possible School Term ) is that of a Thing, whoſe
propounded. Production is decreed and aſcertained ; as the Futurition of

POSITION ( with Aſtrologers) the Reſpect which a Planet all thoſe Events fixed by the immutable Decree of the im
has to other Planets and Parts of an Aſtrological Figure. mutable Will of God.

Posi'tion (with Logicians] the Ground -work or Foun- Potential Possible , is that which is contained or lies hid

dation upon which an Argument is raiſed . in its Cauſes ; as the Tree in its Seed, the Fruit in the

Posi'tion (with Philoſophers) an Affection orProperty of Tree, & c.
Place, expreſſing the Manner of any natural Bodies being in Mere POSSIBLE , is that which mightexiſt, tho'it never ſhall .

a particular Place. Metaphyſical POSSIBLE, is that which may at leaſt be

Pos I'TIONAL, of, or pertaining to Poſition . brought to being, by ſome fupernatural or divine Power, as

PO'sitive ( poſitivus, L.] abſolute, peremptory, certain , the Reſurrection of the Dead.

Sure, true. Phyſical Possible, is that which may be effected by a

Posi'tive Degree (with Grammarians] is the firſt Degree natural Power.

of Compariſon, as good, bad, great, ſmall, &c. which ſignifies Post, after , later, as a Poft- Entry, L.

the Thing fimply and abſolutely, fo as not to compare it Post [ poſtis, L.) a Stake or Piece of Timber ſet in the

with others . Ground, C.

Po'sitive [ Divinity) is that which is agreeable to the Post [ la poſte, F.] a Carrier of Letters by publick Appoint

Poſitions and Tenets of the antient Fathers of the Church, ment.

or is that which conſists in the fimple Underſtanding, or Post [ in Military Affairs] any Spot of Ground capable

expounding the Dogma's and Articles of Faith, as contained of lodging Soldiers, or where they are ſtationed.

in the ſacred Scriptures , or explaind by the Fathers of the To Post ? [ pofter, F.) to place or put into a Station,

Church and Councils, clear of all Diſputes and Contro- To ride Post &c. to ride with a Poſt or Letter - Carrier.

verſies. To Post (with Merchants) to transfer an Account from one

Poʻsitive Quantities ( with Algebraiſts) are ſuch as are of Book to another.

of a real and affirmative Nature, having or ſuppoſed to have To Post, alſo to ſtick upor affix a Writing on a Poft.

the poſitive or affirmative Sign , being greater than Post of Honour (in an Army] the advani'd Guard, is a Poſt

nothing . of Honour ; the Right of two Lines, is a Poft of Honour ;

A Positive (in Mufick] the little Organ uſually behind and is always given to the eldeſt Regiments ; the Left is the

or at the foot of the Organiſt, play'd with the ſame Wind, next Poſt, and is given to the next Eldeft, and ſo on ; the

and the ſame Bellows, and conſiſting of the ſame Number of Center of the Lines is the leaſt honourable, and is given

Pipes with the large one. to the youngeſt Regiments .
Po'sITIVENESS (of poſitive, L. and nefs] Dogmaticalneſs, Advanc'd Post [in an Army) is a Spot of Ground ſeized

Reſoluteneſs, Pertinaciouſneſs, or Aſſurance in aſſerting, de- by a Party to ſecure their Front, andto cover the Poſts that

nying, commanding, &c. are behind them .

Posi'TURE ( poſitura, L.) Diſpoſition. POSTAGE, Money paid for the Carriage of Letters by the

Po'snet ( baſinet, F.] a Skillet or ſmall boiling Veſſel. publick Poft.

Po'sse , to be able or poſſible, L Post Office, an Office for Conveyance of Letters and

Po'sse, as a Thing is ſaid to be in pelle, when it may Packets to moſt parts of England, alſo beyond the Sea.

poffibly be, L. Post Brachialia [Anatomy] are 4 ſmall Bones which make
Posse comitatus, i. e . the Power of the County. This ир .the Palm of the Hand.

in Law fignifies the Aid and Attendance of all Knights, Post Communion, a Prayer which the Prieſt recites after

Gentlemen , Yeomen, Labourers, Servants, Apprentices, the Communion .

and others above the Age of 15 Years within theCounty ;

uſed where Poſſeſſion is kept upon a forceable Entry, or any
Post diem , a Feeby Way of Penalty upon a Sheriff, for his

Neglect in returning a Writ after the Day aligned.
Force of Reſcue uſed contrary to the Command of the Post diluvian , after the Flood ; of, or pertaining to the

King's Writ, or in Oppoſition to the Execution of Juſtice. Poſt Diluvians, or thoſe Perſons who liv'd or ſucceeded one

To Posse'ss ( Podelium , Sup. of posſidere] to have, to en- another after Noah's Flood .

joy, or be Maſter of

Poss e'ssion, the poffefling or abſolute Enjoyment of any
Post Diſeilin, a Writ which lies for him who, having re

covered Lands or Tenements upon Default or Reddition, is

POSSESSION , is alſo uſed for the Title or Preſcription that
again diſſeized by the former Diffeiſour,

Post Fine [in Law ] a Duty belonging to the King for a
gives a Right to hold any Thing,

Fine , formerly acknowledged before himin his Court ; paid

by the Cognizee after the Fine is fully paſs’d , Gr.

Post

Thing.
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Post Term [in Lav) the Return of a Writ after the Term , PO'TANCE cramponne (in Heraldry ] is a Croſs in the Form

or a Fee paid the Cuſtos brevium for filing ſuch a Suit after repreſented in the Eſcutcheon .

Term . Po'tace (prob . of por] Porridge or Broth,

To POSTDATE , a Writing, is to ſet an after or latter Date made of the Juice of Meat, Herbs, Roots , & c.

Potage de ſainte [i. e . Potage of Health ] a

Po'st EA , afterwards, hereafter, L. rich Brath made of Buttock of Beef, Knuckle

POSTEA (in Com . Law . ] the Record of Proceedings by of Veal, and Mutton boiled with Capons, Pullets, & c.

Niſi Prius, in the Court of common Pleas after a Verdict, POTAMOGE'Ton (of orduõpitwy, Gr . ) the Herb Pond

ſocalled becauſe it begins with poſtea die, &c.
Weed.

POSTERIOR, that comes after, latter, L. Pota'nce ? [with Watchmak.) that ſtrong Stud of a Pocket

POSTERIORITY [in Law] as a Man holding Lands, & c. POTE'NCESWatch , in which the lower Pevet of the

of 2 Lords, is ſaid to hold of his latter by Pofterio. Verge plays, and in the Middle of which the Pevet of the

rity, and of the Antienter by Priority. Crown -Wheel runs.

POSTERIORNESS [of poſterior, L. and neſs] a being after Pot A'Toes ( potados, Span. of Battantas, Amer .] an edible

or behind. Root firſt brought from America.

Poste'RITY ( pofteritas, L.] Children, Offspring, Iſſue, Potence ( potentia, L. ) Power, Might.
thoſe that ſhall be born in future Time. A croſs Potent [in Heraldry] is of the Form repreſented
PO'STERN polerne, F. ) a Poftern -Gate, a Back -Door. in the Efcutcheon .

Postern (in Fortification] a ſmall Door in the Flank of Po'tentate ( potentat, F. of poteus, L.) a fo

a Baſtion or other part of a Garriſon, to march in and out vereign Prince, or one who has great Power and

unperceived by the Enemy, either to relieve the Work or Authority.
to make Sallies. Potentia , Power, or that whereby a Thing is capable

PO'STHUMOUS [ poſthumus, of poft after, bumus the of acting or being acted on , L.
Ground, or humatioan Interment) publiſhed after the De- To exiſt in POTENTIA (with Schoolmen ) denotes that Ex

ceaſe of the Author ; alſo born after the Deceaſe of the Father. iſtence whicha Thing has in a Cauſe capable of producing it ;

Po'stick [ poſticus, L. ]behind or on the Back-Side, added, butwhich has not actually produced it .
or done after .

Pote'NTIAL ( potentialis, L.) having a Power or Poſlibi

Po'sticum , the Poftern -Gate, or Back-Door of any Fa- lity of acting or being.

brick , L. POTENTIAL cautery (in Surgery] a Cauſtick made of Lime.

Po'stil, a Mort Note upon, or Explication of a Text. ſtones and other Ingredients.

Posti'lla, a Note or Remark written in the Margin of POTENTIAL coldneſs [in Phyficks] a relative Term by

the Bible ; or in any other Bookpoſteriorto the Text. which we mean, thatſuch a Thing is not actually cold to the

Posti'lion, ( poyling, Sax.] one who rides on one of Touch ; but in its Effects and Operations if taken inward
the foreinoſt of fix Coach -Horles, F. ly ; and in this Senſe a Plant or Drug is ſaid to be cold in the

PO'STIQUE [in Architecture) an Ornament of Sculpture is fecond or third Degree.

ſaid to be portique, when it is added after the Work it ſelf is Potential (with Schoolmen] ſomething that has the
done . Quality of a Genus.

PostlI'MINIOUS , of, or pertaining to Poftliminy. Potential Mood (in Grammar) a Mood having the

POSTLIMI'NY [ poftliminium , L.] the Return of one Signs may, can , might, & c.

thought to be dead ; alſo reſtored to his Houſe by a Hole POTENTIALITY 2 [of potentialis, L. and nefs] Powerful

thro' the Wall, and not by going over the Threſhold, that POTE'NTIALNESS } neſs, Eficacy, a Power or Pollibility

being thought ominous ; alſo a Reſtoration from Exile and of acting or being.

Captivity. Potenti'ALIA [in Borang ] the Herb Wild- Tanſey or

TO POSTPO'NE ( potponert, L.] to ſet behind, to neglect, Silver -Weed.

to make leſs Account of. PO'TENTNESS , Mightineſs, Powerfulneſs.

PO'STSCRIPT [of fcriptum written, and poſtea afterwards] POTE'RIUM [in Botany) a Sort of Thiſtle.

fomething written at the Bottom , after the End of a Let- Pot-GUN, 9. d. a Pop -Gun.

ter , Gr. Po'THER [ prob. of polderon , Teut.) a Buſtle, a Stir .

PostMERI'DIAN ( poftmeridianus, L. ]done in the Afternoon . Po'tion , a Draught of Liquor, L.

Postna'ti, ſuch Perſons who were born in Scotland, after PO'TTAGE ( potagio, Ital . ] Broth of Meat, Herb, & c.

the Deſcent of that Crown to King James I. Po'tter ( potier, F.] a Maker or Seller of Earthen

Postna'tus , the ſecond Son, or one born afterwards, L. Vefſels.

Postri'DUAN [ poftriduanus, L.) done the next Day after. To Potter ( poteren , Du.] to ſtir or diſorder any Thing.

PostVE'NTIONAL [of poft and adventus, L.) coming, or Po'ttle, an Engliſh Meaſure containing 2 Quarts.

that is come after. POʻTSHERD (of Pot and sceano, Sax .] a Piece of a
PosTVENTIONAL (Change of the Moon) is a Change hap- broken Earthen Veffel.

happening after ſome greatmoveable Feaft. PO'TULENT ( potulentus, L ) pretty much in Drink.

Postula’TA, Demands or Requeſts ; alſo the fundamen- Pouch ( pocca, Sax .) a Purſe, a Bag.

tal Principles in any Art and Science, which are taken for Pouches [in a Ship ] thoſe bulk Heads in the Hold for

granted. ſtowing Coin , Goods, &c. that it do not ſhift from one to

Po'stulate ( poftulatum , L.) a Demand or Requeſt. another.

PO'STULATE (with Mathematic.) a clear evident Propofi- Poverty ( paupertas, L. pauvrete, F.] poor State and

tion, wherein it is affirmed or deny'd that ſomething may, or Condition .

may not be done. Poverty, a Goddeſs adored by the Pagans, but more

Postula'tion , a requiring or demanding, L. out of Fear than Love : They believe her to be the Mother

POSTULATION [in the Canon Law ] the Nomination of a of Induſtry and good Arts.

Perſon to a Dignity in the Church ; to which by the Ca- Poverty (in Painting, & c .] is repreſented like a Fury

nons he cannotbe elected as for want of Age, & c. with a pale and fierce Countenance, and ready to deſpair .

Po'sTURE, ( poſture, F. of poſtura, L.] the Poſition or Pouder ( poudre, F. ] See Powder.

Geſture of the Body ; the State of Affairs. Pou'lets mignons [in Cookery] a Diſhof roaſted Chick

Posture [in Painting, Sculpture, &c. ] the Situation of ens, larded and barded with thin slices of Bacon.

the Figure with Regard to the Eye, and of the ſeveral prin- Pou'LTERER ( poulalier, F.) a Seller of Fowls.

cipal Members thereof in regard to one another, whereby Pou'ltis [of puls, pultis, L. Pulſe ] a Medicine to be

the Action of it is expreſs'd. laid on Swellings, &c.

Po'sy ( poéſie , L. honors, Gr . ] aMotto or Inſcription on Pou'lTRY [of poulet, F.) all Sorts of tame' Fowls.

a Ring ; alf a Nolegay of Flowers. Pou'nce, a sort of Powder, which being rubbed on Pa

Pot [of potierov,Gr. or of potus, L.) a Veffel to drink permakes it bear Ink the better.
out of, or boil in , &c. F. POUNCE [a Word framed from the Sound ] as the Pounce

Pot Cold Rec.] a Head - Piece for War . of a Gun .

Pot pourre [French Cookery] an hotch potch of ſeveral Pou'nced (prob. of punctatus, L. pointed] having Ta.

Sorts of Fowls, larded and then fryd in Lard, and after- lons or Claws, as a ſtrong pounced Eagle, & c.

wards ſtew'd with Wine, Spices, ſweet Herbs, &c. POUNCES (with Falconers] the Talons or Claws of a Bird

PO'TABLE (potabilis, L.) drinkable, that may be drank . of Prey.

POTABLENESS [of potabilis, L. and nejs] Capableneſs of To Pouncy (old Wurd] to jag or cut in and out.
being drank.
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POUND [of pyngan , Sax. to incloſe) an Incloſure for Iefuits POWDER, the Quinquina, or Jeſuits Bark .

Itray'd Beaſts ; eſpecially where Cattle diſtrained for a Treſpaſs Powder Cheſts (on Ship -board ]wooden triangular Cheſts,

are detained till they are redeemed . fill'd with Gun -powder, Pebble-itones, or the like, ſet on

To Pound (ponian, Sax. ] to beat in a Mortar. fire when a Ship is boarded by an Enemy, which foon

To POUND ( Pindan, Sax.] to ſhut up in a Pound . makes all clear before them .

APOUND averdupoiz ( pond or puno, Sax.] the Weight of PO'WDER Room ( in a Ship ) a Place in the Hold where the

16 Ounces.
Powder is ſtow'd.

Pound Troy, contains 12 Ounces. Po'wDERINGS [in Architecture] Devices uſed for the

A POUND Sterling is 20 Shillings ; a Pound Scotch is 20 filling up of any void Space in carved Work ; alſo in E

Pence ; a Pound Irip is 15 Shillings. ſcutcheons, Writings, & c. as to be powder'd with Ermins.

Cloſe POUND, ſuch an one as the Owner cannot come to Power ( pouvoir, F. poteftas, L. of puſfilm . L.] Ability ,

for the ſame Purpoſes, as ſome cloſe Houſe, Fortreſs, Gr. Authority , Force, natural 'Faculty ; a Sovereign Prince or

Overt or open POUND, is one built upon the Lord's Waſte, State.

and thence called the Lord's Pound ; alſo Backſides, Court- Legiſlative Power, is that which is employ'd in tranſcri

Yards, Paſture -Grounds, &c. ſuch as the Owner of the bing general Rules of Action .

Cattle impounded may come to and give them Meat, with- Judiciary Power , is that which determines the Contro

out Offence of their being there, or his coming thither. verſies of Subjects, by the Standard of the Rules of Legiſla

POU'NDAGE , a Fee paid to the Pounder of Cattle ; alſo a tive Power .

Duty of is . in the Pound, or 20 3.Value of Merchandize, The Power of God ( Hieroglyphically] was expreſſed by

imported or exported , paid to the King. the God Janus, with three Heads and one Body , but ha?

PoU'NDGAGE (of puno Sax .] the Rate allowed for the ving neither Hands nor Feet, becauſe Almighty God go

collecting, &c. of Money, ſo much per Pound . verns all Things only by his Wiſdom and Pleaſure, and

POUNDA'GIUM, the Liberty of pounding Cattle. needs no viſible Members to act in the World , and produce

PoU'Nder, a great Gun denominated according to the his Wonders. And to expreſs the Effects of God's Power
Weight of the Ball it carries, as a 6 , 12, or 24 Pounder. in Nature, the Egyptians painted a Manwith a Multitude of

POUPETO'N , a Puppet or little Baby, Hands, ſtretching themout upon the World.
POU PETO'N [in Cookery] a Meſs made of Pigeons , Quails, Power of the County . See Pose Comitatus.

Bacon , &c. dreſs’d in a Stew-pan, with a Ragoo in the Power of a Glafs (in Opricks] is the Diſtance of the Con
Middle, and a Godivoe, ( a peculiar Farce of ſtuff'd Meat) vexity from its folar Focus.

on the Top, the whole dreſs'd between 2 Fires. Power (of an Hyperbola] is the fixteenth Part of the

Pourie'is (in Cookery]a Meſs or Diſh of Victuals made conjugate Axis, or the one-fourth Part of the Square of the

of VealSteaks, Slices of Bacon , &c. and a good Farce rol- Semi-conjugate Axis ; or it is equal toa Rectangle under

led up and roaſted, being wrapt up ina Paper.
the one- fourth Part of the Sum of the Tranverſe Axis, and

Pour faire proclamee, & c. à Writ commanding the Parameter.

Mayor, Sheriff, &c. to proclaim that none caſt Filth into Pow'ERFUL [of pouvoir, F. and full] potent, mighty .

Ditches, or other places near adjoining. A Pow'ERFUL Prince ( Hieroglyphically) was repreſented

To Pour [ incert. Etym .] to empty any Liquid out of one by a Serpent in an Orb, carefully looking to every Thing

Veſſel into another, & c.
within its Sphere, L.

Pour - Party [ Law Term ] as to make Pourparty, is to ſever Pow'ERFULNESS, Mightineſs.

and divide thoſe Lands of Partners, which before Partition Pow'ERLESS [of pouvoir, F. and leſs) without Power.

they held jointly and pro indiviſo. Powers ( in Mechanicks] the fix fimple Machines, viz .

Pou R -Seifir, &c. is a Writ,whereby the King ſeizes up- Lever, Ballance, Screw , Axis in Peritrocbio, Wedge, and Pully.

on Land, which the Wife of his Tenant deceaſed had for Powers in Pharmacy ) the Reſult of a Combination and

her Dowry. Union of eſſential Oils with the Spirit of a Plant, in which

POURCOU'NTREL, a Fiſh that has a great many Feet, and all the principal Vertues of it are ſuppoſed to be contained.

changes its Colour like the Place where it is ; the ſame as Powers in fædal Juſtice, a Right which the Lord has

Polypus.
to reunite to his Fief, a dependant Fee held of him, wher

POURCOU'NTREL ( Hieroglyphically) was uſed to expreſs a the Vaffal has alienated it, upon reimburſing the Money

covetous Miſer, that ſcrapes together the Wealth of this given for it, & c.

World, becauſe it is a greedy Fith that ſwallows all that Powers (in Theology] the fixth Order in the Hierarchy

comes next to it, when it is hungry . of Angels , called Seraphims.

Pour fi'l , Side -Ways, as a Face drawn in in pourfil, i.e. POWERS [ in Arithmet.) the Produce of a Number mul

Side-Ways. tiply'd into itſelf, as 9 is the ſecond Power of 3 , 27 the

POURMENA'DE. See Promenade. third Power, 81 the fourth Power, and ſo on.

POURPRE'STURE [ in Law ] is when a Man occupies Pow'ers [in Algebra ) are Numbers ariſing from the ſqua .

unjuſtly any Thing that belongs to the King ; alſo an En- ring or Multiplication of any Number or Quantity by itſelf,

croachment on the King's High -Way, Grounds, Rivers, and that Number by the Root or Number again , and this
& c. F. third Product by the Root again, and ſo on ad infinitum , as

POU'R SUIVANT, a King's Meſſenger, attending upon him 2 , 4, 6, 8, 16 , 32, 64, 128 , 256, & c. where 2 is called the

in his Wars, or at the Council- Table, Exchequer, Gr. to Root or firſt Power, 4 the Square or ſecond Power, 8 the

be ſent upon any Occaſion or Meſſage. Cube or third Power, 16 the Biquadrate, or fourth Power,

POURSUIVANT, at Arms, a King's Meſſenger that is fent &c. and theſe Powers in Letters or Species are expreſs'd by

or employ'd in martial Cauſes. repeating the Root as often as the Index of the Power ex

POURSUIVANTS at Arms [in antient Times] were Gentle- preſſes ; thus a is the Root, or firſt Power, a a , the Square
men ; alſo who attended the Heralds in order to their Promo- or ſecond Power, an a the Cube, aaaa the Biquadrate , & c.

tion to that Office, to which they could not riſe before 7 and to avoid the Tediouſneſs of repeating the Root, they are

Years Attendance, and officiating for them in preparing and often put down thus, ai , a2, a3, 24, & c.

alligning Tournaments, &c. Pow'ers of Lines 2 [ in Geometry) are their Squares,

Pourvey'ance, the providing Corn, Fuel, Victuals, Powers of Quantities Cubes, &c. or other Multipli

and other Neceffaries for the King's Houſe. cations of the Parts into the Whole, or of one Part into

POURVEY'ER , an Officer who provides as before. another.

Pouzzo'l , a reddiſh Earth uſed in Italy for Sand. To Pow't [prob . of bouder, F.] to put out the Lips, and

Pow'der ( poudre, F.] any Thing beaten or ground very look fullen or turly ,

ſmall. Pow't, a Fith otherwiſe called a Sea-Lamprey.

Pow'DERING -TUB [of poudrer, F. and prob. of tobbe, Pox [of pocca , Sax .) a Diſeaſe, as the Small Pox, & c.

Du.] a Tub for falting Meat ; alſo a Salivation or Courſe French Pox, a contagious Diſeaſe contracted by a poiſonous

of Phyſick, for Gure of the French Pox. Humour uſually in Cottion, and manifeſting it ſelf in Ulcers

Gun Po'WDER, a Compoſition of Salt Petrė, Brimſtone, and Pairs .

and Charcoal. Poy [with Rope- Dancers) a Pole wherewith they poiſe or

Gun POWDER Treaſon Day, a Feſtival obſerved annually ſtay themſelves.

on the 5th of November for the Deliverance of K. James I. Poy'ninG's Law, an Act of Parliament made in Ireland,

and the Lordsand Commons in Parliament aſſembled , from by King Henry VII. whereby all the Statutes of Force in

being blown up with Gun -powder, and the People from a England, weremade of Force in Ireland , which before that

barbarous intended Maſſacre. Time were not.
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PRACTICAPLE ( pradicable, F. of practicus, L. ] that PRAEPOSITUs farri cubiculi, an Officer among the Romani,

may be practiſed. whoſe Office was to attend the Chamber of the Emperor ;

PRACTICABLENESS, Capableneſs of being practiſed , and to take Care of his Bed and Apparel ; and in that at the
done or effected . Performance of any Ceremonies he marched next after the

PRACTICAL 2 ( prafticus, L. of maxTixos, Gr.] of, or Maſter of the Horſe-Guards ; ſeems to be the ſame in Dig

Pra'ctic S pertaining to Practice. nity with our Lord Chamberlain , L.

PRACTICALNESS (of practique, F. and neſs] Practicable- PRAEPOSITUS villæ (old Rec.] is ſometimes uſed for the
pers. chief Officer of the King, in a Manour, Town, Village,

PRACTICK, the practical Part of any Art or Science. or Reeve ; as the Conſtable or petty Conftable of a Town.

PRACTICK ( of Scotland ] the Courſe of pleading the Law , PRAEPOSITUS ecclefiæ , a Church -Reeve, or Warden .

or the Rules of Court in that Kingdom. PRAE PO'Situs villæ [in Law ] the Conſtable of a Town

PRACTICE ( pratique, F. of practica, L. of repartixig or petty Conſtable ; alſo the Reeve or Bailiff of the Lord

Gr.] actual Exercifc ; alfo Uſage, Cuftom , & c. of a Manour, L.

Pra'ctice, the Profeſſion of a Phyſician , Surgeon, PRAEPU'TIUM ( Anatomy] the Fore-Skin that covers the

Lawyer, & c. Nut of a Man's Yard ; alſo the Fore-Part of the Clitoris in

PRACTICE [in Arithmetick ] a Method for the more ſpee- Women , L.

dy and eaſy reſolving Queſtions pertaining to the golden Praesentare ad ecclefiam ( old Rec.] ſignifies a Patron's

Rule, or Rule of 3 . ſending or placing an Incumbent in the Church, L.

PRACTICE (in Law] the Way or Method of a Court of Prae'sepe [in Aſtronomy] 3 nebulous Stars in the Sign

Judicature of proceeding in Law Suits .

TO PRACTICE [ practicare, L. ] to put into practice, to PRAESE'PIA ( Anatomy] the Holes of the Jaws, in which

exerciſe a Profeſſion . the Teeth are ſet, L.:

TO PRACTICE upon, to endeavour to bring over, to win PRAESTA'Tio [old Rec.] Purveyance.

or draw into one's Hands, to tamper with, to corrupt or PRAESTA'Tio, a performing or paying, L.
bribe.

PRAESTIGIAE, certain magical Enchantments or Tricks,

Practi'tioner (pratician, F.] one who practiſes. whereby ſome pretended to drive away Diſeaſes, L.

PRAEA'DAMITES, thoſe Inhabitants of the Earth , which Praeter naturam , beſides Nature, L.

fome People have fancied to have lived before Adam . PRAETE'XTA (among the Romans] a Robe or long white

PRAEA'DAMI'TICAL [of pre, L. before, and Adam ] ac- Veſt with a purple Border worn by the Magiſtrates, Prielts,

cording to the Opinions of the Præadamites.
and Senators, upon ſolemn Days, and alſo by Children. See

PRAEA'MBLE (in a Law Senſe) the Beginning of an Act Pretexta.

of Parliament which thews the Intent of the Makers of the PRAETEXTATA comædia, a Comedy or Play, where thoſe

Act, and the Miſchiefs or Inconveniences they would reme- who had a Right to wear the Prætexta, as Kings and Ma

dy or prevent thereby. giftrates, were repreſented on the Stage ; whereas common

PRAEAʼMBULATORY , of, or pertaining to a Preamble, and mean Perſons who were introduc'd in the Play were cal

Fore -running led Togati.

TheologicalPRAEBEND, one who is affected with a Doctor PRAETORES Ærarii (among the Romans] Officers of the

of Divinity, in each cathedral and collegiate Church in · Treaſury or Exchequer, L.
France, to preach on Sundays and read Lectures 3 Times a PRAGMA'TICAL [in Philoſophy] practical, mechanical,

Week. problematical.

PRAECIPE in Capite [in Law ] a Writ iſſuing out from PRAGMATICAL Sanction , an Ordinance made by Charles

the Court of Chancery ; for a Tenant who held of the VII. King of France, Anno 1438, in an Aſſembly of the

King in chief, as of his Crown, and not as of any Honour, Gallican Church, containing a Regulation of the eccleſiaſti
Caſtle, or Manour, L. cal Diſcipline, in conformity to the Canons of the Council

Praecipe quod reddat [in Law] a Writ of great Diverſity of Bafil.

both in its Form and Ule , extending as well to a Writ of Pra'GMATICALNESS ? [of pragmaticus, L. of Gr. and

Right, as to others of Entry or Poffeffion. PRAGMATICNESS S neſs ] buſy, meddling Humour in

PRAECO [among the Romans] a publick Cryer, L. other Mens Affairs ; Saucineſs.

PRAECO'GNITA , Things fore-known , L. PRAGMA'TICK ( ngayuatixòs, ofagãyua , Gr. a Cauſe,

PRAECO'NOMY [ præconium, L. ) a Report, a Commen- a Quarrel] overbuly in other Perſons Attairs ; ſaucy, arro

PRAE'CONY S dation. gant.

PRAECO'rdia (in Anatomy] the Parts about the Heart, PRAISE (priis, Teut. and Dan .] Commendation ; alfe

the Heart Strings ; alſo the Bowels contained in the Cheſt. an aſcribing Glory to .

PRAE'cox [in Botan . Writ .] early ripe, which flowers Praise -worthy [of priis, and Bin Sic, Sax.] deſerving

or bears Fruitearly, b . Praiſe .

PRAECURSO'Res, Forerunners, L. To Prai'se ( priíſer, Dan ] to give Praiſe to , to com

PRAE'DATORY ( predatorius, L.] of, or pertaining to mend ; alſo to appraiſe or value Goods .

robbing, pillaging, or plundering. To Pra'nce ( prob. of prangen , Teut. to ſhew oſtentati

Praedicament [with Logicians) a certain Claſs , or de- tiouſly ) to throw up the Fore-Legs as Horſes do when they

terminate Series or Order, in which ſimple Terms or Words caper, tread loftily and wantonly; or when they bound and

are ranged : Of theſe there are uſually reckoned 10 Heads, carry themſelves ftately.

viz. Subſtance, Accident, Quantity, Quality, Action, Paſſion, Re- PRANCER , a prancing Horſe.

lation , the Situation of Bodies, as to Place, their Duration, A PRANK ( prob. of pronck, Du. Oftentation ) a threwd

asto Time, their Site or Poſition, and their Habit or exter- or unlucky Trick.

nal Appearance. PRANKING up (of prangen , Teut. to ſhew oitentatiouſly ]

PRAEFICAE , mourning Women hired at funeral Solemni a ſetting off, decking, trimming up, adoring.

ties to praiſe the Dead ; they made Lamentations, beat their Pra'sinA BILIS (with Phyſicians] a Diftemper in the
Breaſts, and put on mournful Countenances, to excite others Gall, when it turns green , of the Colour of a Leek, L.

to mourn, L. Pra'sion Coreanov, Gr . ) the Herb Hore-Hound.

PRAE'FINE [Law Term ] the Fine which is paid upon Prasoi'DES (of microv, a Leek, and lino , Form ) a

ſuing out the Writ of Covenant. precious Stone, of the Colour of Leeks, a Kind of Topaz.

Praefocario uterina [with Phyſic .] the Suffocation of Prason [ tpároy, Gr . ] a Leek ; alſo a Kind of Sea-Weed,

the Womb, L. green as a Leek , L.

PRAE'MIUM , a Reward or Recompence, L. TO PRATE ( praten, Du.] to talk over much, idly or

PRAEMUNie'ntes , Writs ſent to every particular Biſhop faucily.

to come to Parliament, beginning Præmunientes. PRA'Tensis, é, [in Botan. Writ.] which grows in Mea

PRAEMUNI'RE. See Premunire. dows, L.

PRAENOMEN (among the Romans] a proper Name prefixed PRA'TIQUE 2 a Communication of Commerce, which the

to the general Name of the Family ,asCaius, Marcus, &c. Practica S Maſter of a Merchant - Veſſel obtains in the
PRAEPARA'NTIA (in Medicine ) Medicines which digeft or Port it arrives in .

ripen , L. PRATIQUE, a Licence to traffick in the Ports of Italy,
PRAEPARANTIA vaſa [in Anatomy] the ſpermatick Veins upon a Bill of Health ; i. e. a Certificate that the Place

and Arteries, which go to the Telticles and Epididymes. from whence he came is not annoyed with any infectious

The Antients gave them this Denomination, ſuppoſing Diſeaſe.

their Office to be to prepare the Seed ; but modern Anato

miſts have diſcovered that they have no ſuch Uſe.
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TO PRATTLE [of praten , with the frequentative Aug- nour which a Perſon is intitled to, in Companies, in walking

ment tle] to talk or or chat, as Children do. or fitting.

A PRA'ITLER ( Hieroglyphically] is repreſented by a Graf- Prece'dent ( precedens, L. ] going before .

hopper, becauſe it is never quiet in Summer, but fills the PRECE'dent (in Law ) an original Writing or Deed to

Air with its importunate ſinging. This Creature did repre- draw others by.

ſent an Egyptian Divine ; becauſe that tho' it fings, it has no A Precedent Book , a Book containing Inſtruction ,

Tongue, and therefore is to be admired ; ſo theſe Men that Rule, Leſſon, Examples or Authorities to follow in Judg
attained to ſuch excellent Perfections, as the Knowledge of ment and Determinations in the Courts of Juſtice.

God and ſuperiour Beings, by dark Hieroglyphicks and PRECE'DENTS , or Draughts of Deeds, Conveyances, & c.

ſignificant Shadows, did require no leſs Eſteem and Admira- for the Uſe of Attornies , &c.

tion. Prece'llency [of præcellere, L.] Excellency above

PRATUM falcabile [ old Rec. ] a Meadow or mowing another Thing .

Ground. PRECE'NTOR (pretentor L. ] he that begins the Ture in

PRAVITY ( pravitas, L.) Corruption of Manners, Lewd- a Cathedral, a Chanter.

neſs, Naughtineſs. Prece'pt ( praeceptum , L.) a Command, Injunction, F.
PRAWN, a ſmall Shell- Fiſh . PRE'CEPT (in Law) a Command in Writing, ſent out by
Praxı'DICA , a Heathen Goddeſs, whoſe Office was to a Magiſtrate for the bringing of a Perſon or Record before

aſlign Men juft Bounds and Meaſures for their Actions and him ; alſo a Provocation or Inſtigation whereby one Man

Diſcourſes. In Painting or Carving, he was never repre. incites another to commit a Felony.

ſented by any more than a Head only, to intimate the Pre- PRECE'PTIVE ( preceptivus, L. ) pertaining to Precepts.

eminence of the Underſtanding ; and the Sacrifices offered Prece'ptor ( præceptor, L. ] a Teacher, a Tutor.

to her, were only the Heads of Vi&tims. Her Temples had PRECE'PTORIES [ præceptoria, L.) Benefices in antient

no Coverings , to intimate the Neceſſity there is for Perſons Times pofleffed by the more eminent Sort of Templers,

to have their Eyes up to Heaven, in order to the obtaining whom the chief Maſters created.

a Ateady Conduct of Life , and to denote her divine Prece'ssion ( præceffio, L.) an advancing or going

Original .
before.

TO PRAY ( precari, L. prier, F.] to entreat or beſeech. Prece'ssion of the Equinoxes ( Aſtronomy] is the advan .

PRAY'er ( priere, F. ] a Requeſt or Deſire, eſpecially fuch cing or going forwards of the equinoctial Points : for the

as is put up to God himſelf. Equinoxes, by a very now and inſenſible Motion , change

Common PRAYER, the publick divine Service, with the their Place going backwards or Weſtward , contrary to the

Rites and Ceremonies of the Church of England. Order of the Signs.

TO PREACH ( prædicare, L. precher , F. ] to deliver a Ser- Preci'nct ( precinētus, L.) a particular Juriſdi&tion ,

mon or Diſcourie ; to inſiſt upon a Doctrine or Tenet. within which ſeveral Pariſhes are comprehended; alſo

Preacher ( precheur, F. ) one who preaches . Parcel of Land encompaſſed with ſome River, Hedge, &c.

PreA'CHMENT ( preche, F. ] a Sermon. Precious [ precieux, F. ] of great Price or Value.

PREAMBLE ( preambule, F. of L. ) Pre'ciousness [of precieux, F. and neſ ] Valuableneſs.

PREA'MBULARY (præambularius, L.) foregoing. Pre'cipe in Capite,a Writ lying where the Tenant who

PRE'BEND 3 [ præbendarius, L. of præbendo auxilium , holdeth of the King in chief is put out of his Land, L.

Pre'BENDARY J &c. i. e. from affording Aliftance or Pre'cipice [ precipice, F. of praeceps locus, L.] a ſteep

Advice tothe Biſhop or Dean) a Perſon who has a Prebend, Place, dangerous to go upon .

4. c. an Endowment in Land, or a Sort of Benefice or Por- Preci'Pitant ( præcipitans, L.) haſty , raſh , alſo dan
tion , that everyCanon or Member of a collegiate Church gerous.

receives for his Maintenance ; alſo that Portion which a Pre- PRECIPITANT (with Chymiſts] is a Term which they

bendary receives out of the Eſtate of a cathedral or collegi apply to any Liquor, which being poured on a Diffolution,

ate Church. ſeparates what is there diffolved, and makes it precipitate.

Preceptorial PREBEND, a Prebend the Revenues whereof Preci'PITANTNESS [of praecipitans, L.) Rafhnels, Haſti
are appointed , for the Maintenance of a Preceptor or Mafter, neſs, Unadviſedneſs.

for the Inſtruction of Youth, gratis. Preci'Pitate [ præcipitatus, L.) raſh, haſty , unadviſed .

Golden Prebend (of Hereford] one of the 28 minor Pre- To PRECIPITATE, ( precipiter, F. of L.) to throw or caſt

bendaries, whohas the firſt Canon's Place that fallsex officio, down headlong, to hurry or haften over much.
ſo called becauſe he had the Altarages, in Reſpect of the To PrecI'PITATB (with Chymifts] is to ſeparate a Matter

Gold commonly given there. which is diſſolved ſo as to make it ſettle at the Bottom .

Simple PREBENDS, are ſuch as yield no more but the Re- Preci'PITATE [in Chymiſtry] any Subſtance which is

gotten out of the Pores of a Menftruum in which it was dif

PREBENDS (with Dignity] are ſuch as have Juriſdiction ſolved, and by fomeMeans is made to fall down to the Bot

joined with them .
tom of the Veſſel.

Preca'riae [ old Rec .] certain Days Works that the Te- Green Preci'PITATE , a Mixture of the Diſſolution of

nants of ſome Manours were bound to do for their Lord in Mercury with Spirit of Nitre.

Harveſt Time, called alſo bindor biden Days. Red Preci'pitate, is Mercury diſſolved in Spirit of

Preca'risus ( precarius, L.) gotten by Favour, or held Nitre ; and when the Moiſture is evaporated, the Fire is
by Courteſy, at the Will and Pleaſure of another. increaſed gradually 'till the Matter turns red .

PRECARIOUS [in Civil Law ]granted to one upon Entrea- Philoſophical Precipitate, is made with running Mer

ty , to uſe ſo long as the Party thinks fit. curyput into a Matraſs, and ſet in a Sand - heat for 40 Days,

Preca'rious ( in Commerce) is a Kind of Trade carried or 'till all the Mercury is reduced to a red Powder. ' This is

on between 2 Nations at War, by the Intervention of a
called Precipitate perfe.

Third at Peace with them both. White Preci'Pitáte, is Mercury diſſolved in Aqua fortis,

PRECARIOUS (in Juriſprudence] a Fund or Stock, where- or Spirit of Nitre, ' till it ſinks to the Bottom , and is of a

of a Perſon has not the full Propriety, whereof he cannot
white Colour.

diſpoſe abſolutely, and which is moſt of it borrowed. PRECIPITATION ( præcipitatio, L.) Raſhneſs, Hurry, too

Preca'viousNESS [ of precarius, L. ] Slenderneſs of great Haſte.

Title, ſmall Allurance, Dependence on Courteſy, Hu
PRECIPITA'T ION [in Chymiſtry ) is the falling or cauſing

mour, &c. to deſcend the Particles of any metalline or mineral Body,

PRECARIUM nomen [ Ant.Deeds] a precarious Title to an which are kept ſuſpended in that Menftruum which diſ

Eſtate, at the Will and Pleaſure of the Lord . ſolved it , by the pouring in of ſome Alkalizate, & r.

Precau'tion, Caution , Warning, or Heed, either given Preci'Pitous ( præceps, L. ) raſh , over-haſty.

or uſed before -hand, L. Preciput [ in Juriſprudence ] an Advantage pertain

TO PRE'CAUTION ( precautioner, F. to forewarn , & c. ing to any one in a Thing thatis to be divided ; or a

Pre'ce partium [in Law] the Continuance of a Suit, by Portion taken off or ſet by in his Favour, before the Divi

the Conſent of both parties.
fion is made.

PRECEDA'Neous, going before. Preci'PITIUM [ of praeceps, L. ) a Puniſhment inflicted on

To Prece'de [ præcedere, L.) to go firſt or before; alſo Criminals, by caſting them from ſome high Place or Rock.
to excel, furpaſs, or go beyond . Preci's E ( præcijas, L. ) ſtiff, formal, finical , affected ;

Prece'dence 2 [of præcedence, L.) a taking place be alſo exact, particular ; alſo nice, ſcrupulous.
PrecE'DENCY S fore another, a Rank, a Place of Ho- PRECI'SENESS [of preciſion , F. and nejs) Stiffneſs, For

malneſs,

yenue .
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malneli, Finicalneſs, Affectedneſs, Exactedneſs, Scrupu- PREDOMINANCY 2 [of predominer, F.] a being pre

louineſs, Particularneſs. PREDO'MINANTNESS S dominant, an over -ruling Quali

PRECISIANS ( praeciſi, L. ) Perſons over-ſcrupulous in ty, prevailing, having ſome Superiority over ſome other.
Points of Religion. PREDO'MINANT, over-ruling or ſuperior,

PRECI'S ION [ School Term ) the ſame as Abſtraction . Predy the Ship, ſignifies to make ready to ſail or to fight,

PRECOGNITION ( trecognitio, L. ] Fore-knowledge. by clearing her Decks, Guns, &c .

To Preconcei've [of pre and concevoir, F. or pre and PREDY the Hold ( Sea Phraſe] means , lay or ſtow every

concipere, L. ] to take up an Opinion or Conception before. Thing there , in its due Order and proper Place.
hand. PRE - ELECTED ( pre -electus, L. ] choſen before.

Preconcep'T10N, a Notion or a Prejudice taken up be- PRE-Ele'ction , a choofing before-hand.

fore -hand . PRE- E'MINENCE 2 ( prae-eminentia, L. ) an advantageous

PreconISA'TION [in the Conſiſtory at Rome] a Declara- PREHE'MINENCE Quality or Degree above others .

tion or Propoſition made by the Cardinal-patron of a Perſon Pre -EMINENTNESS ( pre-eminence, F. of prae -eminentin,

nominated by ſome Prince to a Prelate /hip. L. ) an exceeding of others in Quality or Degree.

To Preconi'se ( preconizare, L. preconiſer, F. ] to make Pre-emption, a firſt buying, or buying before others , L.

a Report in the Pope's Conſiſtory , that the Party preſented Pree’NING (with Naturalifis] the Action of Birds, in

to a Benchce is qualified for the fame . cleaning, compoſing and trimming their Feathers , to enable

To PrecoNsI'GN [ of prae and confignare, L ] to make over them to glide more eaſily thro' the Air. For this Uſe, Na

before-hand . ture has furniſhed them with two peculiar Glands, which

A Preco'ntract [of præ and contractus, L.) a Bargain fecrete an unctuous Matter into an Oil -Bag perforated, out
made before another, or a foriner Bargain. of which the Bird on Occaſion draws it with its Bill .

PRECU'rsor ( præcurfor, L. ) a Forerunner, a Meſſenger PRE- ENGA'GED [of pre and engagé, F.] engaged before

ſent before-hind. hand.

PRE'DATORY ( praedatorius, L.) of, or pertaining to PRE-ENGAGEMENT, an Engagement or Promiſe made

Robbing before -hand.

Predecessor, one who was in an Office or Employment To Pre-exi'st [of prae and exiftere, L.) to exiſt, have a

before another. being before.

PREDECE'SSORS ( praedeceffores, L.) thoſe that went before , PRE- EXISTENCE [of præ and exiſtentia, L.] the State of

as Anceſtors, Fore- fathers, &c. a Thing actually in being before another.

To PredE'STINATE (praedeftinatum , L.) to decree or or- PRE-EXISTENT [of pra and exiftens, L.) exiſting, or be

dain what ſhall come after. ing before another.

Prede'STINARIAN, one who believes or maintains the PRE-EXISTENTNESS, a Being pre -exiſtent.

Doctrine of Predeſtination. A PREFACE ( præfatio, L.) a Note or Advertiſement in

PREDE'STINATION, a fore -ordaining or appointing, F. of L. the Beginning of a Book , to facilitate the underſtanding of it .

PREDESTINATION [in Tbeology) a Judgment or Decree To Pre'FACE (praefatio, of praefari, L. to ſpeak before ]

of God, whereby he has reſolved from all Eternity, to ſave to make a preparatory Introduction to a Diſcourſe.
certain Number of Perſons, hence called Elect. PRE'FATORY [of praefatio, L. ) pertaining to a Preface.

PREDESTINA'tion is alſo uſed to ſignify a Concatenation Pre'rect [ praefectus, L.] a Roman Magiſtrate.

of ſecond Cauſes appointed by Providence : By Means Pretorian Pre'fect ( praefectus praetorii, L.) a Comman

whereof, Things are brought to paſs by a fatal Neceflity ; der in chief of the Pretorian Bands among the Romans ; who

contrary to all Appearance,and maugre all Oppoſition. had the Command not only of the Guards, but alſo of the

PREDETERMINA'tion, a determining afore-hand. Armies, and adminiſter'd Juſtice; the ſole Management of

PREDETERMI'NATION ( with Schoolmen ] that Concur- Affairs being left to them by the Emperors.

rence of God which makes Men act, and determines them PRE'FECT of the City (Urbis praefe&tus, L.) a Governor

in all their Actions both good and evil. of the City of Rome, whogoverned it in the Abſence of the

TO PREDETERMI'Ne ( of pre and determiner, F. of præ Conſuls and Emperors : His Office was to take care of the

and determinare, L. ) to determine, judge, or appoint before- civil Government, Provifions, Building, and Navigation ;

hand . he was the proper Judge in the Cauſes of Patrons, Freemen

Predial Tithes [in Law ] are ſuch as are paid of Things and Slaves .

ariſing and growing from the Ground only . Pre'FECTURE ( praefectura, L.) the Government or chief

PRE'DICABLE ( praedicabile, L.) that may be told or ſpo Rule of a City or Province.

ken of abroad . To Pre'FER [ preferre, L. preferer, F.] to eſteem above

PRE’DICABLE [in Logick] a general Quality, or an Epi- or ſet more by ; to advance or promote ; alſo to bring in,

thet which may be predicated of, or apply'd to ſeveral ſpeaking of a Bill, Indictment, or Law.
Subjects. PREFERABLE ( preferable, F.] that is to be preferred, or

Pre'DICABLES (with Logicians) are called Univerſals, and made choice of before another.

are in Number 5 , viz . Genus, Species, Proprium , Differentia, PRE'FERABLENESS, Quality of deſerving, to be preferred

and Accidens. before others.

A PREDICAMENT ( praedicamentum , L.) a Claſs, or Or- Pre'FERENCE , the Value or Eſteem of one Thing before

der of Beings, or Subſtances ranged according to their another ; alſo the Choice.

Natures . Prefe’rment [of praeferre, L. and ment] Promotion,
PREDICAMENTS [with Logicians) are in Number 10, Advancement.

viz. Subſtance, Accident, Quantity, Quality, Relation , Action, To PreFIGURATE 2 [ praefigurare, L.) to repreſent by

Paſion, the Situation of Bodies as to Place, their Duration TO PREFIGURE Figure, to fignify before.

as to Time, and their Habit or external Appearance. PREFINE [ Law Term ] that Fine which is pay'd in ſuing
To be in the ſame Predi'cament [a Phraſe] is to be un- out a Writ of Covenant .

der the ſame Circumſtances , or in the ſame Condition. To Pre'Fix ( praefixum ofpræfigere, L. ) to fix or put be

PREDICAME'NTAL, of, or belonging to a Predicament. fore ; alſo to appoint.

Pre'dicant ( praedicans, L.)preaching. PregnantNESS 2 [of prægnans, L. and neſs) a being

PRE'Dicant Friars, are ſuch as by their Orders are al- Pre'GNANCY S great with Child ; alſo [ipoken of

lowed to preach. Evidence or Proof ] Strength ; alſo [of Invention, Wit,

To Pre'dicate ( preadicare, L.) to publiſh or affirm any Judgment, &c. ) Ripeneſs, Quickneſs, Sharpneſs.
Thing of a Subject. Pre'GNANT ( prægnans, L.] being great with Child ;

PRE'DICATE [ praedicatum, L. ) the latter part of a logical alio of a prompt and ready Wit, F.
Propoſition, or that which is atřirmed of the Subject, as Pre'GNANT (with Botaniſts] full as a Bud, Sced, or Ker

when we ſay John is a Sailor, the Word Sailor is called the nelthat is ready to ſprout.

Predicate, becaule it is ſpoken or affirmed of the Subject PREGUSTATION ( praegufatio, L.] a Taſting before-hand.

John. To Pre’JUDGE [ praejudicare, L. prejuger, F. ) to judge
Pre'DICATION , a preaching or crying up, F. of L. before.

To Prepi'ct [ praedi&tum of paerdicere, L.) to foretell Pre’JUDICATE ( praejudicatus, L.) proceeding from re

Things to come. judice.

Prediction ( prædictio, L. ) a Prophecy, or foretelling Pre'JUDICATION ( praejudicatio, L. ) a Judging before

of a Thing . hand ; a being byaſſed ; állo a Precedent ai Law .

T. PREDISPO'se [of pre and diſpoſer , F. or pre and dif- Pre’JUDICE ( praejudicium , L.) a raih Judgment before

ponere, L.] to diſpoſe before hand. a Matter is duly conſidered or heard ; Prepoſiellion , a falſe
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Notion or Opinion of any Thing conceived without a To incur a PREMUNIRE 2 [LawTerms] is to incur the

previous due Examination thereof ; allo Injury, Hurt, To fall into a PREMUNIRES lame Puniſhinent as was to be

Damage.
inflicted upon the Tranſgreſſors of a Law, made in the 16th

To PRE'JUDICE ( prejudicer, F.] to bials a Perſon in his Year of King Richard II. commonly termed the Statute of

Opinion of another ; alſo to injure or hurt. Premunire, which reſtrained the Uſurpation of the Pope, in

PREJUDICIAL [of prejudiciable, F. of praejudicium . L. ) diſpoſing ChurchLivings in England, and allo other Abuſes ;
injurious, hurtful. the Penalty of this Law was then perpetual Baniſhment,

PREJUDICIALNESS [of prejudicial] Injuriouſneſs, &c. Forfeiture of Lands , Goods, and Chattels.

PREKE , a Kind of Fiħ. PREMUNI'T10x ( præmunitiu, L.) a fortifying or fencing

Pre’LACY [ prelature, F. ) the Dignity or Office of a before -hand.

Prelate . PRE'NDER 2 [ Law Term ] the Power or

Pre’LATE (in prelate, F. of praelatus, L. i. e. preferred Things lying in PRENDERSRight of taking a Thing be
before others ] a Clergyman advanced to a high Station in fore it is offered .

the Church ; as a Patriarch, Archbiſhop, Biſhop, Gr. PRENDER de baron , an Exception to diſable a Woman for

Pre'LATE [of the Garter] the firſt Officer of that noble purſuing an Appeal of Murder againſt the Killer of her

Order, and as antient as the Order itſelf. former Husband ; taken from her , ſhe having married a

PRELA'TICAL, of, or belonging to Prelates. Second .

PRELA'TURE 2 [ prælatura, L. prelature, F.) the State PRENOMINATION ( prænominatio, L. ) a nominating or

PRELATESHIP Sor Dignity of a Prelate. naming before .

Prele'ction [ præleftio, L.) a Lecture or Leſſon ; a Preno'tion ( prænotio, L.) a Foreknowledge, a Notice or

Reading or Diſcourſemade in publick on any Art or Science. Knowledge precedingſome other in Point of Time,L.

PRELI'BATION ( prælibatio, L. ) 2 Fore -taſte . PRENTICE. See Apprentice.

PrelI'MINARIES ( preliminaries, F. of pre before, and PreO'CCUPIED (preoccupé, F. ] poſſeſſed before another.

limen a Threſhold , L.] thoſe Things which go before the PREOCCUPA'TION ( przeoccupatio, L.) a poffefling or enjoy

main Matter ; the firit Steps in a Negotiation , or othering before ; alſo PrepofTeflion or Preiudice .

important Buſineſs TO PREORDAI'N | præordinare, L. ) to ordain before-hand.
A PRELIMINARY , ſomething to be examined, diſpatched PREO'RDINATE | præordinatus, L.) fore -ordained .

or determined before an Affair can be decided or treated PREORDINA'Tion, an Ordaining before.

on thoroughly and to purpoſe. PREPARATION ( præparatio, L.) a preparing or making

PREʻLUDE [ præludium, L. ) the preparatory Muſick be- ready before-hand ; alſo Proviſion made for ſome Enterprize

fore they begin to play ; a Flouriſh or Voluntary ; alſo ( figu- or Deſign.

ratively) an Entrance upon Buſineſs. PREPARATION [ in Pharmacy) is the Way or Method of

To Prelude [ præludere, L. preluder, F. ] to flouriſh be- compounding and ordering Medicines for ſeveral Uſes.
fore or make a Prelude, to play an irregular Air off Hand, PREPARATIVE, ſerving to prepare.

to try if the Inſtrument be in Tune, and to lead into the PREPA'RATORY [ præparatorius] by Way of Preparation.

Piece to be play'd. TO PREPA'R E ( praeparare, L. preparer, F.] to get or make

Pre'lUDIO ( in Mu. Books] a Prelude, much the ſame as ready, to provide ; to fit, or fit up ; alſo to diſpoſe or incline

Overture, Ital. a Perſon to a Thing.

PRE'LUDIOUS, preparatory .
PREPE'NSED ( praepenfus, L. prepenſe, F.) Forethought,

PREMA'TURE( præmaturus, L.) ripe before their Time premeditated, as prepenſed Malice, prepenſed Murtber.

and Seaſon , untimely, coming too ſoon . PREPO'NDERANCE, an outweighing ; a pondering or con

PREMATU'RENESS 2 ( præmaturitas, L. ) early Ripeneſs, or fidering before- hand .

PREMATU'RITY SRipeneſs before the Time. TO PREPO'NDERATE ( praeponderare, L. ] to outweigh or

To Preme'DITATE ( premeditari, L. premediter, F.] to down ; to beof greater Worth or Value ; alſo to weigh in

think upon, muſe or contrive before- hand. Mind, to deliberate, to conſider.

PREME'DITATEDNESS ( præmeditatus, L. and neſs] the PREPOSITION ( praepofitio, L. a putting before ] Parts of

being thought upon or contrived before-hand. Speech in Grammar, ſo called becauſe ſet before a Noun .

Preme'DITATION , the Act of premeditating, F. of L. PREPO'SITOR ( praepoſitor, L.) a Scholar appointed by

To Premise ( præmiſum , L.) to ſpeak or treat of before, the Maſter to overlook the reſt.

by way of Introduction or Preface. To Preposse'ss (of prae and polefum , to prevent, to fill

PRÉMISES ( premiſſes, F. ] Things ſpoken of, mentioned, the Mind beforehand with Prejudice, to biaſs.

or rehearſed before. Preposse'ssion , Prejudice a being biaſſed , F. of L.

Premises [ in Law ] the Lands , Tenements, & c. before- PREPO'STEROUS ( praepofterus, L.) having the wrong End

mentioned in an Indenture, Leaſe, &c. forward , topſy -turvy ; allo unnatural.

Premises [in Logick] the two firit Propoſitions of a PREPO'STEROUsness, the having the wrong End forward ,

Syllogiſm . Abſurdneſs, contrariety to Natureor Cuſtom.

PREMIUM ( præmium , L.) a Reward or Recompence. Prepu'ce ( praeputium , L.) the Fore -Skin of a Man's

PREMIUM [ in Commerce) that Sum of Money given to an Yard, F.

Inſurer for the inſuring the Safe Return of a Ship or Mer . PRERO'CATIVE ( praerogativa, L. ) a ſpecial Privliege, or
chandize. peculiar Pre -eminence or Authority above others .

TO PREMO'NISH ( præmonere, L. ) to forewarn . King's PRERO'GATIVE, that Power and Privilege that the

Premoni'tion ( præmonitio, L. a giving warning, or ad- King hath over , not only other Perſons, but over theor
viſing before. dinary Courſe of the coinmon Law in Right of his Crown.

PREMONSTRATE'nses , an Order of regular Canons , ob- Archbiſhop's PrerO'GATIVE, a ſpecial Pre -eminence,

ſerving St. Auſtin's Rules. which the Archbiſhops of Canterbury and Yurk have in cer .

PREMO'TION [School Term ] the Action of co -operating tain Caſes above ordinary Biſhops.

with the Creature, and determining him to act. PRERO'GATive Court, a Court belonging to the Arch

Phyſical Premotion (with ſome Schoolmen) is a Comple- biſhop of Canterbury,wherein all Wills are proved , and Ad

mentof the active Power, whereby it paſſes from the firit to miniſtrations granted, that belong to the Archbiſhop by his

the ſecond Act ; i. e . from a compleat, and next Power to Prerogative.
the Action . Presa [in Mu. Books) a Character called a Repeat, Ital.

PREMUNIENTES, Writs ſent to every Biſhop to come to To Presa'ge ( praefagire, L.) to apprehend before-hand,

Parliament, warning him to bringwith him the Deans and to divine, to betoken, to foretel.

Arch- Deacons,oneProctor for each Chapter, and 2 for the Presalge ( præfagium , L. ) an Augury, a Sign or Token

Clergy of his Diocefs . fhewing what will happen .

PREMU'NIRE , a Writ that lies where one Man ſues ano- PRESBI'TAE [ rger Buria , Gr . ) ſuch Perſons, who by old

ther in the ſpiritual Court for any Thing, that may be deter- Age or other Accidents have the Globe of the Eye fo fat,

mined in the King's Court, for which great Punishments are that the produced viſual Rays paſs the Retina before they

ordained by ſeveral Statutes , viz. that he ſhall be outof the unite, whereby there can be no diſtinct Viſion, ſince the di

King's Protection, impriſoned without Bail or Mainpriſe, till ſtinct Baſe falls too far off beyond the Retina. Such ſee
he have made a Fine at the King's Will, and that his Lands Things diſtant clearly, but Things near at hand confuſediy.

and Goods ſhall be forfeited , if he appear not within two PRESBUTIA ( Treo Buria , Gr.) Dimneſs of Sight in

Months. Things nigh at Hand.

To run one ſelf into a PREMUNIRE, is to take a ready PRESBYTER (Teo Bune , Gr . ) an Elder .

Courſe to involve one's Self in Trouble and Perplexity.

PRES
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PRESBYTE'Rian , of, or pertaining to the Presbyterians PRESS 2 [Pneoye, Sax. a Prieſt ) an initial Syllable in

or their Principles . Prest S proper Names, ſignifies Prieſt, as Preſton, Pre

PRESBYTERIANISM [of presbyterier , F.) the Principles , fonbury, & c.

& c. of the Presbyterians. A Press ( prefi, F. ) an Inſtrument or Machine for pref
PRESBYTE'Rians , a Party of Non -Conformifts, ſo called ſing ; alſo a Crowd, a Throng.

from their admitting of Lay- Elders into their Church -Go- To Press upon the Hand (with Horſemen ] a Horſe is ſaid .
vernment. ſo to do, when either thro' the Śtiffneſs of his Neck , or

PRESBYTE'RIUM (ant. Deeds] the Choir or Chancel, ſo froin an Ardour to run too much a -head, he ſtretches his

called, becauſe it was a Place ſet apart for the Biſhop and Head againſt the Horſeman's Hand, refuſes the Aide of the

other Clergy, while the Laity were to be in the Nave or Hand, and withſtands the Effects of the Bridle .

Body of the Church. To Press a Horſe-forward, is to aſſiſt himn with the Calves

PRESBY'TERY ( presbyteratus, L. of Te oBungov, Gr. ] of the Legs, or to ſpur him to make him go on .

Elderſhip , Prieſthood ; allo Church -Government by Elders: Pressing to Death. See Prin forte& dure.

An Aſembly of the Orders of Presbyters with Lay -Elders, Pre'SSINGNESS , Urgentnefs.

for the Exerciſe of Church Diſcipline. Pressure ( preffura, L.) an urging Afiction , or Mir

PRESCIENCE (praefcientia, L ] Fore -knowledge, that fortune, a preſſing Calamity.

Knowledge that God has of Things to come . Pre'ssure (with the Carteſians) a Kind of Motion ima

TO PRESCRIBE ( praefcribere, L.) to order or appoint. gined to be impreſſed and propagated thro'a fluid Medium .

TO PRESCRIBE again't an Allion (in Law) is not to be Prest ( prob. of praeſlo, L. ready) a Duty in Money to

liable to it, for want of being ſued within the Time limited be paid by the Sheriff upon his Account in the Exchequer;

by Law . or for Money left or remaining in his Hands, F.

Pre'script (praeſcriptum , L.) an Order. Prest Money [of praefto, L. ready, or preft, F.) a Sum of

PRESCRIPTION , ordering ; alſo limiting , determining . Money which binds thoſe who receive it to be ready at

PRESCRI'PTION [in Law ) a Right or Title to any Thing, Command at all Times : Earneſt Money commonly given

grounded upon a continued Poffefſion of it beyond the Me- to a Soldier when he is lifted .

mory of Man. Prest Sail (Sea Language] is when a Ship carries all the
PRESRCI'Ption (with Phyſicians] the Act or Art of al- Sail ſhe can pollibly crowd.

figning a proper and adequateRemedy to a Diſeaſe. PRESTATION Money, a Sum of Money paid annually by

Extemporaneous PRESCRI'PTION, is ſuch as a Phyſician Archdeacons, and other Dignitaries, to their Biſhop, pro

frames of himſelf pro re natâ, according to the Circumſtan- exteriori jurisdictione.

ces of the Patient. Pre'ster ( Tensis, Gr.) a Meteor conſiſting of an Exha

Officinal Prescri'ption , is what the Phyſician preſcribes lation thrown from the Clouds downwards, with ſuch Vio

as to the ordering thoſe Medicines, they keep by them ready lence as that it is ſet on Fire by the Colliſion .

prepared according to their Diſpenſatory. Pre'sTESA [ in Riding Academies] fignifies Readineſs, and

Pre'sence ( praefentia, L.] à being preſent in a Place, imports the Diligence ofa Horſe in workingin the Manage.

at hand, or in light; alſo Countenance, Looks, & c.
PRESTIGIATION, ( praeftigiatio, L.) a deceiving, jug

PRESENT, a free Gift, F. gling, a playing Legerdemain .

Present Tenſe (with Grammarians] is that which ſpeaks Presti'gious [of praeſtigiofus, L. ] after a juggling Man

of the Time that now is , as I write. ner ; pertaining to

To Prese'nt ( praeſentare, L. preſenter, F. ) to make a Presti'ges, Illuſions, Impoſtures, juggling Tricks, L.

Preſent, to offer or give a Gift ; alſo to name to a Bene- Pre'sTIMONY [ Canon Law ] a Fund or Revenue ſettled

fice ; alſo to bring an Information againſt one. by a Founder for the Subſiſtence of a Prieſt, without being

PRESENTATION ( praeſentatio, L.) the Act of preſenting. erected into any Title of Benefice , Chapel, Prebend, or Pri

PRESENTATION [in Canon Law ] the Act ofa Patron no . ory , nor ſubject to any but the Patron and thoſe he

minating and offering his Clerk to the Biſhop or Collator, appoints.

to be inſtituted in a Benefice of his Gift.
PRESTISSIMO [ in Mu. Books) fignifies extreme faſt or

Presente e' [in Canon Law] a Clerk preſented by a Pa- quick, Ital.

tron to the Collator . Pre'sto (in Mu . Books] faſt or quick, Ital.

PRESENTIA, Preſents, ſo called, becauſe they are given Presto (with Jugglers ] a Word uſed in their pretended

praeſenti inteftato, and who it is preſumed will be Heir . Conjurations, and ſignifies quickly .

PRE'SENTNESS [of prefant, F. ) the being preſent, Readi
PRESTO preſto ( in Mu ." Books] fignifies very faſt or

neſs. quick, Ital.

PRESENTMENT [in Law ] a bare Declaration or Report, Mer PRESTO (in Mu. Books) not too quick, Ital.

made by Jurors or ſome other Officers, as a Juſtice, Con- Non Trop Presto [in Mu. Books) not too quick, Ital.

ſtable, Searcher, &c. of an Offence inquirable in the Court, To Presu'Me ( praefumere, L.) to imagine, think , con

to which it is preſented. jecture, or ſuppole ; to take too much upon one, to be

Preservation [ praeſervatio, L.) a preſerving or proud, inſolent, bold, faucy.
keeping. Presu'MPTION ( praefumptio, L.] Conjecture, Gueſs,

Prese'RVATIVE ( preſervativus, L.] of a preſerving Qua- Suſpicion ; alſo Arrogance, Pride, Self- Conceit.
lity. Violent PRESUMPTION [in a Law Senſe ] which many,

PRESE'RVATIVE ( praeſervativum , L.) a Remedy made Times is allow'd as a full Proof, as if a Perſon is found

uſe of to keep off a Diſeaſe. kill'd in an Houſe, and a Man is ſeen to come out of

TO PRESE’rve ( praeſervare, L.] to keep , to guard or de- it with a bloody. Sword, and no other Perſon was at that

fend from Miſchief ; to order Fruits as Confectioners do. Time in the Houſe.

PRESE'Rves, Fruits orderedby Confectioners. Probable PRESU M'PTION [ in Law ) which has but a ſmali

To Presi'de [ praefidere, L. ) to be Ruler or Chief; to
Effeet.

have theGovernment, Care or Management of either Per

fons or Things. Raß §
PRESU'MPTION ( in Law ) is of no Force at all.

PRE'SIDENCY ( prefidence, F.] the Place or Office of a Presu'MPTIVE, preſumed or ſuppoſed.

Preſident. PRESU’MPtive Heir, the next Relation, or Heir at Law

PRE'SIDENT ( praeſes or praefidens, L.) a Governor, Over- to a Perſon , who is to inherit.

ſeer, or chief Manager, F. Presu'mptyOUS ( praeſumptuofus, L.] proud, haughty ;

PRESIDENT [in Law ] the King's Lieutenant of a Pro- adventurous, darings; alſo vain .
vince. PRESU'MPTUOUSNESS ? [of praefumptuoſus, L. ] Preſump

Lord PRESIDENT of the King's Council) a great Officer Presu'MTUOUSNESS 3 tion, Aſſumingneſs, Boldneſs.

ofthe Crown, whoſe Office is to attend upon the Sovereign, TO PRESU'PPOSE [ofprae and ſupponere,L.preſuppoſer, F.]

to propoſe Buſineſs at the Council-Board , and to report the to ſuppoſe before -hand, to take for granted.

ſeveral Tranſactions managed there. PRESU'PPOSITION, a ſuppofing before-hand, a taking
A PRE'SIDENT, an Example . See Precedeni. for granted.

PreÄSIDENTSHIP
[ of preſident, F. and ſhip] the Office or PRE'TENCE ( prob. of praetenfura, L.] Opinion, Conceit,

Dignity of a Preſident. Colour, Appearance or Shew.

Presi'dial, the Name of a certain Tribunal or Court of Eſcutcheon of Pretence. See Eſcutcheon.

Judicature in France. TO PRETE'ND ( praetendere, L. pretendre, F.] to uſe a

To Press (preffum , fup. L. preſler, F. ) to ſqueeze cloje Pretence, to make as if ; alſo to affert, affirm , or maintain .

together ; alſo to throng or crowd ; alſo to urge.
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PRETE'NDED, counterfeit, ſuppoſed, refuted. ſter of Arts choſen at a Commencement to make an inge

Prete'NDER , (Celui qui pretend, F.] one who lays claim nious ſatyrical Speech, reflecting on the Miſdeme.nors of
to , or arrogates to himſelfwhat does not belong to him , or the principal Members.

makes a Shew of what he has not. PREVARICA'TORY [of praevaricari, L.) jhuffling, .

Pre'TENSED Right [in Law ) is when one is in Poſſeſſion Preve'nient ( praeveniens, L. ) preventing, Milton .

of Lands and Tenements, which another which is out, claims To Preve'nt ( praevenire, L. prevenir, F. ] to come be

and ſues for the pretenſed Right, and Titie ſeems to be in fore, to outſtrip; to be before-hand with or get the ſtart of ,
him that ſues. to keep off Danger or Miſchief, @c.

PRETE'NSION, Claim , or laying claim to, F. of L. PREVE'NTER Rope [in a Ship ] a ſmall Rope made faft

Preter 2 [of praeteritus, L. paft ] an Inflexion of over thoſe called Ties, to ſecure the Yards, in caſe ſome of

Preterit Verbs expreſſing the Time paft. the Ropes ſhould break .

PRETERIMPE'Rfect Tenſe (with Grammarians] fignifies Preve'ntion, an Hinderance ; alſo a ſtepping in before.

the Timenot perfectly paſt, as Legibam , I did read.
PREVENTION [in Canon Law ] the Right that a fuperior

Prete'rit Child'[in the Roman Juriſprudence) a Child Perſon or Officer has to lay hold on, claim , or tranſact an

whom the Father has forgotten to mentionin his lait Will.
Affair, before an Inferior to whom it more immediately be

PreterI'TION ( praeteritio, L.) a paſſing by .
longs.

PRETÉRI'TION ( with Rhetoricians ] a Figure when the Preve'NTIONAL, Full-Moon, [ Aſtron.]the Full-Moon that

Orator ſeems to paſsby or to be unwilling to declare, that comes before any great moveable Feaſt or planetary Aſpect.

which he nevertheleſs infifts upon at the ſame Time.
Preve'NTIVE , ſerving to prevent.

PRETERMI'ssion ( praetermifio, L. ) an omitting; a let
PRE'vious [ praevius, L.) leading the Way, or going

before.
ting a Thing paſs; a leaving out.

TO PRETERMI'T [ praetermittere, L. ] to leave undone, to Prey ( proye, F.] whatſoever is caught by wild Beasts ,

omit ; to paſs over, to neglect. either by Force or Craft ; Spoil, Plunder.

PRETERNATURAL [of praeter and naturalis, L.] beſide
Pre'YING upon [of proge , F. or praedans, L. ) ſeizing on

or out of the Courſe of Nature ; extraordinary. by Violence.

PRE'TER-NA'TURALNESS [of praeternaturalis, L. and PRIApe'ia [in Poetry] obſcene Epigrams, & c. compoſed

nejs] Quality out of the natural Courſe. on the God Priapus.

PRETER PE'Rrect Tenſe ( with Gram .] a Tenſe which Pri'ApiSMUS [ agiariouds, Gr. ſo called of Priapus, the

ſpeaks of the Time perfectlypait, with this Sign have, as
laſcivious God of Gardens) an involuntary Erection of the

legi, I have read. Yard, or without any Provocation ofLust , L.

PRETERPLUPER'Fect Tenſe (in Gram .] a Tenſe which
PRIAPUS ( IIpiano ) the Son of Father Bacchus and

ſignifies the Time more than perfectly pait, with the Sign
Venus (according to the Poets) a laſcivious Fellow, whom

bad, as legeram , I had read. the Women follow'd ſo, that the Citizens were fain to expel

PRETE'xt ( praetextus, L. pretexto, F.] a colourable Ex- him ; but Venus (as they ſay) plaguing them , they were

cufe , Pretence, Cloak, blind Shew. conſtrain’d to build a Temple to him ,and offer him Saeri

PRETE'XTA [ praetexta,L.) a long white Gown or Toga, fice. They made him God of their Gardens, and ſacrificed

with a Band or Border of Purple at Bottom , worn by the
to him an Aſs.

Roman Children till the Age of Puberty, i.e. 17 , the Boys Pri'Apus, ( Anat.) the genital Parts of a Man ; the Penis

and the Girls till Marriage. and Teftes.

Pretio'sity ( pretiofitas, L.) Preciouſneſs. Price ( prix , F.] the Eſtimation , Value, or Rate a

PRE'TIUM fepulcbri ( Irib Law ) thoſe Goods that accru- Thing is eſteemed at.

edto the Church whereina Corps was buried. Price Courant, a weekly Account publiſhed in London

PRE'TOR ( praetor. L.] the chief Ruler of a Province of for theUſe of Merchants, of the current Value or Prices of

the Roman Empire. manyCommodities.

Pretor (prætor, L. ) an eminent Magiſtrate among the Tó PRICK [of priccan, Sax. prob. of apica , Gr. ac .

Romans, of which there were divers of different Offices and cording toMinßew ] to make a Hole with the Marp Point

Power ; this Title was given at firſt to all Magiſtrates, and of any Thing; alſo to ſet down a Tune or Song.

afterwards to the Generals of Armies, and evento the Em- To Prick the Chart, & c . [ in Navigation is to make a

perors themſelves. In Proceſs of Time, the Adminiſtration Point therein near about where the Ship is to be at any
of Juſtice to the Citizens, was commited to the Prctors ; Time ; in Order to find the Courſe that they ought to

and alſo the Government of Provinces. Their Office was to ſteer .

ſee to the Performance of Juſtice, to take care of the Sacrifices, TO PRIck up, to deck or trim up.

to preſide over Games; and at lengththeir Power grew A Prick (Price, Sax. prick , Du.] a Man's Yard .

to that Height, that they could alter Laws, repeal them , A Prick (P'picca, Sax . ] a Point ; alſo a Wound made

and ordain new ones. with a ſharp -pointed Weapon.

Preto'RIAN , of, or pertaining to a Pretor. To Prick (Hunt-Term ) is to trace the Steps of a Hare.

Pre’TTINESS (of præt and neyye, Sax .) Beautiful- Prick Pofts [ in Carpentry] are ſuch as are framed into

neſs, & C. the Breaſt -Summers, between the principal Poſts, in Order

Pre'tty (prob. prætig, Sax .) handſome, beautiful. to ſtrengthen the Carcaſs of the Houſe.

PRETO'RIUM, the Place, Hall , or Court in which the Prick Wood, a Kind of Shrub.

Roman Pretor lived , and in which he fat and adminifter'd Pri'cker ( Hunting Term ] a Huntſman on Horſe -back .

Juſtice to the People . Pricket, a Sort of Basket.

To Prety'piFY , to ſignify before -hand, by Types. PRI'CKET ( Hunt. Term ] a Male Deer of two Years old ,

TO PREVAIL [ praevalere, L.) to have the Advantage beginning to put forth the Head, a Spitter.

over, to have the better on it, to be of greater Force, to Pricketh (with Hunters] is ſaid of a Hare, when the

beats in the plain High Way , or hard Heath -Way, where

PREVALENCE ? [ praevalentia, L.] a being prevalent; the Footing may be perceived.
PREVALENCY S prevailing Nature. PRICKLE [of p riccape, Sax .) a ſharp pointed Thing, as

Pre'valent ( pracvalens, L.) powerful, prevailing, ef- a Thorn , och

fectual, PRICKLINESS, the having Prickles, & c.

PRE'VALENTNESS [of pracvalens, L. and neſs ) prevalency : PRIDE [ pryd, Brit. Pn, de, Sax .] Loftinefs of Mien,

To PrévA'RICATE [ praevaricari, L.) to play faſt and Haughtinels.

looſe ; to ſhuffle and cut; to make a few of doing a To Pri'de himſelf, [of prutian , Sax .) to take pride in ,

Thing, and do quite the contrary , to be proud of.

To PREVA'RICATE [ in the Senſe of the Law ] is to work Pride gavel, (of prid, of lamprid and gavel,] a Rent paid

by Colluſion in pleading ; to betray one's Cauſe to the to the Lord of the Manourfor Liberty of Fiſhing for Lama
Adverſary. preys, or Lamprids, in the River Severn.
PREVARICATION (praevaricatio, L.) the Act of preva- Priest (prietter, Teut. prek, Dan, preoſt, Sax.

ricating ; double Dealing, Deceit, F. which ſome derive of neolútep , Gr. an Elder : But

PREVARICA'TION, is alſo a ſecret Abuſe committed in Stephen Guichard , in [ Harmonie Etymologique des Langues, de

the Exerciſe of a publick Office, or of a Commiſſion given rives the Name of Prieſt, of preſtre, F. and that from

by a private Perſon . ansi , Gr. Incendiarious, ofmetu , incendo, ixflamo) a

PREVARICA'Tor, one who prevaricates, or deals treache. Clergyman, one who performs ſacred Offices.

roufly . The Romans called theirs Prieſts Flamiens, the antient Bri

PREVARICA'TOR [at the Univerſity of Cambridge) a Ma. tons their Druids, the Indians theirs Brachmins, the Mogul's

Indians

.
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Indians call their's Daroes or Harbods, the Perſians theirs Sturi, Prime'vous ( primaecus, L.] of the firſt Age.

the Tartarians theirs Lama, the Morocco's theirs Alfaquis, and PRIMICE'RIUS (in Antiquity ) the first or chict Perſon in

the Canada Indians theirs Paxwaw . any Office or Dignity.

PRIE'ST HOOD (p peoythaba, Sax .] the Oflice or Dignity PRIMER Serjeant, the King's firſt Serjeant at Law .

of Prieſts . Pri'mier jeifin [ in Lacv] i . e . firſt Seiſin ; a Brinch of,

PRI'EST LINESS (of Preopelice and neyye, Sax.) prieſtly the King's Prerogative, where he had the firſt Poffeffion of
Quality or Behaviour. all Lands and Tenements, held of him in chief, whereoti

To Prim , to ſet the Mouth conceitedly or affectedly ; to his Tenant in chief died poſſeſſed , the Heir being at full

be full of affected Ways. Age ; or until he were ſo, if under Age, now abolinh d , 12

Pri'ma (in Msifick Books) the firſt, or Number one.

Pr I'MACY [ primatus, L. primacio, F. ) the Dignity or PRIMIGE'NIOUS [ primigenius, L. ] first in its kind , Ori.

Office of a Primate, the chief Management or Government, ginal .

eſpecially in eccleſiaſtical Matters, the firſt Place or chief PRIMIGENIOUSNESS [of primogenites, L. and nef ] Ori

Rule. ginalneſs , the being the first of the Kind.

PRIMAE'VAL [ primaevus, L.) that is of the firſt or more Priming Horn (Gunnery] an Horn full of Touch-Powder
antient Time.

to prime Guns ; this Horn the Gunner wears by his Side

PRIMA naturalia [in Phyſicks] Atoms, or the firſt Particles when a Ship is in Fight.

whereof natural Bodies are primarily compoſed, L. PRIMI'TIAE, the firſt Fruits of the Year, which were

Pri'MAGE, a Duty appointed by a Statute of King Henry offered to God, L.

VIII. to be paid to Mariners and Maſters of Ships ; to the PRIMITIAE [in Law ] all the Profits of every Church

Maiter for the Uſe of his Cables and Ropes ; and to the Living for one Year after it is become void , appertaining to

Mariners for loading and unloading the Ship. the King.

PRI'M ARINESS [of primarius, L. and nefi ] the being Primi'tive ( primitirus, L.) of, or pertaining to the
firft ; chief Quality. firſt Age, Antient.

PRIMARIUM latus [in Conick Sections) a right Line drawn PRIMITIVE ( with Grammarians] an original Word from

thro' the Vertex or Top of the Section, and parallel to the which others are derived ; one that is not derivedof any
Baſe of the Cone, L.

other Language, nor compounded from any other Words of

PRIMARY ( primarius, L. ] firſt in Order, chief Principal. the ſame.

PRI'MARY Planets (with Aſtronomers) are thoſe fix that PRIMITIVENESS [of primiticus, L. and neſ ] Original
revolve about the Sun as a Center, viz . Mercury, Venus, neſs.

the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn . PRI'MNESS, Demureneſs or Affectedneſs of Looks, Quaint

PRI'MATE ( primatus, L. primat, F. ] a firſt or chief neſs; alſo Affectedneſs in Dreſs.
Archbiſhop, or one inveſted with a juriſdiction over ſeveral Primo beneficio habendo, &c. [ in Latv ] a Writ directed
Archbiſhops or Biſhops. from the King to the Lord Chancellor, Gr. appointing him

PRI'MATESHIP ( primatus, L.] the Dignity , & c. of a to beſtow the Benefice that fhall firſt fall in the King's Gift,
Primate.

upon
this or that Clerk .

PRIMAE VIAE [in Anatomy] the firſt Paſſages ; the Sto- PRIMOGENITURE (of primogenitus, of primo and genitu

mach, Inteſtines, and their Appendices, .. ra , L.) the Privilege or Right of the Firſt -born, or the Tin

PRIME ( primus, L. ] firft , chief, belt, moſt excellent, dle of an elder Brother in Right ofhis Birth :

ſovereign. PRIMO'RDIAL ( primordialis, L.] Primitive, Original .

Prime [in Geometry) the both Part of a Degree . PRIMROSE [of prima the firft, and roja, L.) an early

The Prime, or Golden -Number , was ſo called, becauſe Spring -Flower.
marked in the Calendar of Julius Caeſar, with Letters of PRIMU'LA veris (with Botaniſts] the Primroſe or Cow

Gold, and is a Circle of 19 Years ; in which Time, it is lip, L.

ſuppoſed thatall the Lunations and Aſpects, between the Sun PRIMUM mobile [i. e. the firſt Mover] in the Ptolemaicke

andMoon, did return to the fame Place. The chief Ule Aſtronomy, is the 9th or higheſt Sphere of the Heavens
of it , is to find the Age and Change of the Moon. whofe Center is that of the World, and in Compariſon of

PRIME Figures (with Geometricians ) are fuch which cannot which the Earth is but a Point ; this is ſuppos’d to contain

be divided into anyother Figures moretimple than themſelves ; all other Spheréswith it , and to give Motion to them, turn

as a Triangle into Planes, the Pyramids into Solids : For all ing itſelf and themi quite round in 24 Hours Space.

Planes are made of the Firſt, and all Bodies or Solids are Prince ( princeps, L.) one who governs a State in chief,

compounded of the Second . or one who is deſcended from ſuch an one, as the Prince of

PRIME of the Moon ( Aſtronomy)is the new Moon at her Wales is in England ; alſo a Principal, Chief or moft excel

firſt Appearance for about 3 Days after her Change. lent Perſon, as Ariſtotle the Princeof Philoſophers.

PRIME Numbers [ Arithmetick ] are fuch as are made only Prince , is alſo one who is a Sovereign in his own Terri

by Addition or the Collection of Units, and not by Multi- tories, yet holds of ſome other as his ſuperior Lord , as the

plication, and ſo an Unit only can meaſure it, ' as 2 , 3, 4 , 51 Princes of Germany.

&c. Thus ſome call the ſimple Numbers, othersuncompound- Pri'NCELINESS (of Prince - like, and neſs) princely Quan

ed Numbers. lity, & c.

Prime Numbers, among themſelves, are ſuch as have no PRI'NCES, in antient Times, were no other than the prin

common Meaſure beſides Unity, as 2 , 3, 45 5 cipal Men in an Army : In the Days of Auguſtus, and after

Prime Numbers inter ſe, i. e . among themſelves, are ſuch wards, thofe who govern'd under the Emperor, were ſtiled
as have no common Mcafure but Unity, as 12 and 19. Princes of the Senate ; in Proceſs of Time the Emperors

PRIME'verticals (in Dialling] direct, erect, north or fouth conſtituted the Perſon immediately next to themſelves,

Dials, whoſe Planes lie parallel tothe primeVertical. Prince. This Perſon , by the Engliſh Saxons, was called Cly :

PRIME [ primus, L. or of imprimer, F.] the Flower or to. We have in England but one Prince diſtinguiſhed by

Choice, as when a Thing is in its greateſt Beauty and Per- that Title, which is the Prince of Wales, which Title was

fection . given by King Henry III . to his Son Edvard , and ever

To Prime, (in the Art of War) is to put Powder into the lince, the King's eldeit Son is Prince of Wales.

Pan or Touch -Hole of a Gun, of Piece of Ordnance. Prince's Coronet, differs from others, in that it has Croſſes

To PRI’ME [in Painting ] is to lay on the firſt Colour. and Flowers raiſed on the Circle, which no other can

- PRIMER ? [in Gunnerx] a pointed Iron to pierce the have.

Pri'ming Iron ; Cartridge thro' the Touch -Hole of a Prince's Feather, a Flower.

Riece of Ordnance. PRINCESS ( princeſe, F. ) a Prince's Lady, Conſort, or Wifc.

Prime ( in Popiſh Churches]one of the 7 canonical Hours: PRINCIPAL ( principalis, L.] the chief, main, moſt ne

Prime (in Fencing) is the firſt and chiefof the Guards, ceſſary, or moff conſiderable Part of a Thing:

which is that the Body is in immediately after drawing the PRINCIPAL Paint[ in Perſpective] that Point where the

Sword, being the fitteſt to terrify the Adverſary ; the principal Ray falls upon the Table,
Point of the Sword being held higher up to the Eye than in PRINCIPAL Ray in Perſpect.] is that which paſſes per

any other Guatd penidcularly from the Spectator's Eye to the perspective

PRIMENESS [ of primas, L. Chiefneſs, Excellentnels. Plane.

PRIMER [ Qu. primus liber ] the firſt Book learned by A PRINCIPAL [in Commerce) the firſt Fund or Sum put

Children . by Partners into, common Stock.

PRIME'RO, an antient Game at Cards, Ital. PRINCIPAL [of a College, & c.) the Head, the chief

Prime'valNESS 3 [of primaevus, L. and neſs) the being Perſon .

PRIME'Vousnessf of the firt Age .
Peix :

!
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Principai Pojis (in Carpentry ] the Corner-Poſts, which Prise 2 [of priſer, É . to take) a Velel taken at Sea from

ate tenoned into the Ground, Plates below, and into the Prize S the Enemies of the St te, or from Pirates, by a

Beams of the Roof.
Man of War, or a Merchant Ship that has Commission

from the King .PRINCIPAL , the Sum of Money borrowed or lent, diſtinct

from the Intereſt.
Prise , the Act of taking ; alſo a Prize, F.

PRINCIPAʼLITY ( principalitas; L.) the Dominion of a Prise told Star . ) the Things taken of the King's Subjects

Prince.
by Purveyors.

Pri'ncipalNĖSS [of principalis, L. and neſs] Chiefneſs. PRISM ( priſma, L. of agioud , Gr . ] ſomething fawn or

PRI'NCIPALS [at Urchenfield in Herefordſhire) the beſt cut off, a geometrical Figure. See the following .

Beaft, Bed, Table, &c. which paſs to the eldeſt Child , and Prism ( in Opticks] is a Glaſs bounded with two equaland

are not to be divided or ſhared with the other Goods. parallel triangular Ends, and three plane and well poliſhed

PRINCIPA'LITIES (in Theology] one of the Orders of Sides, which meet in three parallel Lines , runningfrom

Angels.

the three Angles of one End to thoſe of the other, and is

PRINCIPIA, Principles , Elements, L.
uſed to make Experiments about Light and Colours, for the

Pei'nciple ( principium, L.) the firſt Cauſe of the Being Rays of the Sun falling upon it, at a certain Angle, do

or Production of any Thing ; alſo an Inducement, or Mo- tranſmit, thro ' it, a Spectrum or Appearance coloured like the

tive ; alſo a Maxim, or undoubted Truth ; alſo a good practi- Rain-Bow .
cal Rule of Action , in which Senſe a Perſon may be ſaid to Triangular Prism, a Priſm , the 2 oppoſite Baſes of which

be a Man of Principles, whenhe acts according to the known are Triangles alike, parallel and equal.

Rules of Religionand Morality.
PRISMA'TICAL, pertaining to Priſms.

Firſt PRINCIPLE, a Thing that is ſelf -evident, and is, as Prismoi'd [of piove and bodG , Form , Gr . ) a ſolid

it were, naturally known ; as that nothing can exiſt and not ex- geometrical Figure bounded by ſeveral Planes, the Baſes of

iff at the ſame Time ; that the Whole is greater than a which are right-angled Parallelograms, parallel and alike li

tuated.
Part, &c .

Well PRINCIPLED , having good Principles.
Pri'son , a Goal or Jail, F.

PRINCIPLES (in Cbymiſtry ] are five of mix'd natural Bo- Prisoner ( priſonnier, F ,) one impriſoned.

dies ; as Phlegm or Water , Mercury or Spirit, Sulphur or Oil, Pristine (of 'priſtinus, L.) former, antient.

PRI'TTLE PRATTLE (prob. of praten , Du. to prate ]Salt and Earth .

Artive Pri'NCIPLES (with Chymiſts] Spirit, Oil , and Salt . much and inſignificant Talk.

Pallive PRINCIPLES , Water and Earth . PRIVACY[privaute,F .] Familiarity; allo Retirement,Secrecy .

PRINCIPLES [in Arts and Sciences] the firſt Grounds and Priva'do, a private or intimate Friend, Span.

Rules of them ; otherwiſe called Elements and Rudiments. Pri'vate ( privatus, L.) retired, concealed.

Ariftotelian }PRINCIPLESS Water, Air, Earth , and Fire:
PRIVATE'ER, a Ship fitted out by one or more private

Elements, viz.4

Peripatetick
Perſons with a Licence from the Prince or State, to make

Epicurean PRINCIPLES [of Epicurus) are Magnitude, Fi- Prize of an Enemy's Ship and Goods.

gure, and Weight. Private'ERING, ſailing in ſuch a Ship, and with the

PRINCIPLES (with Mathematicians) are Definitions, Axi- Deſign before-mentioned,

oms, and Poftulates.
PRI'ATENESS [of privatus, L. and neſ ] Secretneſs.

PRINCIPLES [with MuraliA's) are Maxims or undoubted PRIVA'Fion, a depriving, bereaving, or taking away ;

Truths ; alſo good practical Rules of Action ; as a Man who alſo Want-lack , or being without, F. of L.

acts according to the known Parts of Religion and Morality, Privation (in the Canon Law Senſe ) is whena Biſhop or

is ſaid to be aMan of Principle. Parſon is by Death, or any other Act, deprived of his

PRINCIPLES (with Hermetick Philoſoph.) the two univer- Biſhoprick, Church , or Benefice.

ſal Principles of ſenſible Nature, Subtil, and Solid, which PRIVA'TION [in Metaphyficks) is the Want or Abſence of

being joined in a greater or leſs Degree generate all that ſome natural Perfection, from a Subject capable to receive it,

beautiful Variety of Beings in the Univerſe .
in which Subject, it either was before, or at leaſt ought to

PRI'NCOCK ( qu. praecox ingenium , L.) a young Man of have been .

Wit, but vain withal. Partial PrivaTION [in Metaphyſicks] is only in ſome par

To Print ( printen, Du. ] to practice the Art of Printing.
ticular Reſpect, and relates principally to its perfect Actions,

PRINTER, a Perſon who compoſes and takes Impreſſions or ſome Degree of them, as when a perſon ſhuts his Eyes,

from moveable Characters ranged in Order , or Plates engra
or is purblind ,

ven , by Means of a Preſs, Ink, Gr. PRI'vative ( privativus, L.) that deprives or takes away .

Printing, the Art of Printing has been uſed by the Chi- Pri'vativeness (of privativus, L. and nejs] depriving

neje much more antiently than the Europeans; but theirs.
Quality, or Faculty of taking away .

feems to have been by immoveable Characters only, cut in PRIVATUS, a Friend or Familiar, L.

Wood, as now we print Papers for Rooms; but the Art of PRIVEment enfient (in Law ] where a Woman is with

Printing with moveable Types is ſaid to have been inven
Child by her Husband ; but not with quick Child .

ted by Lawrence Coſter of Haerlem in Holland, others ſay, by Pri'vet, a Sort of ever-green Shrub.

John Gottenburgh of Germany : It was brought into England Pri'vies in Blood [ in Law ] thoſe that are linked in Con
by Caxton and Turner, whom King Henry VI. ſent to learn ſanguinity.

it. One of the firſt printed Books , now extant, is Tully's Offi- Pri'vies in Repreſentation,ſuch as are Executors or Ad
ces, printed in the Year 1465 , and kept in the Bodleian Li- miniſtrators to a Party deceaſed.

brary at Oxford. Privies in Eſtate [ Law Term ] are he in Reverſion and he

Pri'or (prieur, F. ] the Former, and the Head of a in Remainder, whenLand is given to one for Life, and to

Priory, L.
another in Fee ; for that their Eltates are created both at one

Pri'Oress, a Nun next in Dignity to an Abbeſs.
Time.

Pr10'RITY ( prioritas, L.) a being firſt in Rank, Order, Pri'vies in Tenure, as the Lord of the Manour, by E

or Dignity , allo in Time. ſcheat, that is, when the Land falls to the Lord for want of

PRIORITY [in Law ) is an Antiquity of Tenure, compa
Heirs.

red with another leſs antient. Pri'VILEGE ( privilegium , L. ) a Prerogative or Advan

1. Priors aliens, certain religious Perſons born in France, tage upon others ; a ſpecialGrant or Favour, whereby ei

Superiors of religious Houſes erected for their Countrymen ther a private Perſon , or particular Corporation , is freed from

here in England. the Rigour of the common Law .

PRIPORSHIP [of prior and ſhip] the Office or Dignity of Privilege real, is a Privilege allowed to anyPlace, as to

a Prior. the Univerſities that none may be called to Weſtminſter Hall

PRIORY ( prieure, F. ] a Society of religious Perſons un upon any Contract or Agreement made within their own

der the Government of a Prior or Prioreſs . Precincts ; or be ſued in other Courts.

PRISAGE (in Law ] that Share which belongs to the King
Privilege perſonal, is a Privilege allowed to any Perſon

or Adiniral, out of ſuch Merchandizes as are taken at Sea as againſt or beyond the Courſe of common Law ; as a

lawful Prize, and is uſually a loth Part.
Member of Parliament may not be arreſted, nor any of his

Prisage [of Wines] a Cultom whereby the King chal- Servants, during the Sellion or Sitting of the Parliament.

lenges out of every Ship laden with Wine, containing 20 PRIVILEGE ( in Commerce) is a Permiſsion from a Prince

Tun or upwards, 2 Tuns of Wine , the one before and or Magiftrate, to make and ſell a Sort of Merchandize; or

the other behind the Mait at his own Price, which is 20s . to engage in a Sort of Commerce, either excluſive of others,

or in Concurrence with them .

Prisci'LLIANISTs, antient Hereticks, Followers of Prif. PRIVILEGED Perſon, one who has the Benefit of, or enjoys

cilian a Spaniard, Anno 338 . Privilege
PRE

per Tun .
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PRI'VINESS ( of privus, L. ) the having the Knowledge of A PROBLEM [in Geometry) is that which purpoſes fome

Privities , the Privy or fecret Parts of a human Body . thing to be done, and more immediately relates to practical

Privity ( privaute , F.) Acquaintance, private Know- than ſpeculative Geometry, it being to be performed by

ledge of, an intimate Freedom, or private Familiarity between ſome known Rules , without Regard to their Inventions or

two Perſons, Demonſtrations ; as to divide a Line, conſtruét an Angle, Gr.

PRI'vity [in Law) a private Familiarity, an inward Re- PROBLEM [in Logick] a doubtful Queſtion, or a Propoſi

lation . As if there be a Lord and Tenant , and the latter tion, that neither appears abſolutely true nor falſe; but which

holds of the former by ſeveral Services ; there is a Privity is probable on both Sides, and may be affcrted either in the

between them in Reſpect to the Tenure. Affirmative or Negative, with equal Evidence.

Pri've ( pripus, L. ) acquainted with . Local PROBLEM (with Mathem .] is ſuch an one as is capa

Pri've [of privatus, ſc. locus, L.) a Houſe of Office. ble of an infinite Nuinber of different Solutions, ſo that the

Pri'vy (in Law] one who is a Partaker of, or that has an Point , which is to reſolve the Problem , may be indifferently

Intereſt in any Action or Thing. taken , within a certain Extent, i . e. any where in ſuch a

Privy Seal, is a Seal that the King firſt ſets to ſuch Grants Line, or within ſuch a Plane, Figure, &c. which is termed

as paſs the great Seal of England, and is ſometimes uſed in a geometrical Place. It is alſo called an indeterminate Pro

Matters of leſs Conſequence. blem .

Lord Privy Seal, is the fifth great Officer of the Crown, Solid PROBLEM (with Mathem .] is one which can't be

thro ' whoſe Hands paſs Charters and Grants of the King ; metrically ſolv'd, but by the Interſection of a Circle , and a
all Pardons, & c. that paſs the Great Seal . He is a Member Conick Section, or by the Interſection of two other Conick
of the Council. Sections beſides the Circle .

PRIwen, the Name of King Arthur's Privy - Seal, on Deliack PROBLEM, the Doubling of a Cube ; ſo called on

which the Virgin Mary was engraven . this Account, that when the People of Delos conſulted the

To Prize , [ priſer,F.) to value, rate, or ſet a Price up- Oracle, for a Remedyagainſt the Plague, the Anſwer was, that
on ; to eſteem or make account of. the Plague ſhould ceaſe, when the Altar of Appollo, which

A PRIZE (un priſe, F.] that which is taken , any kind of was in the Form of a Cube, ſhould be doubled.

Booty ; alſo a Benefit- Ticket in a Lottery ; alſo a Reward PROBLEMA’TICAL ( problematicus, L. of resBankietixos,

propoſed for a Perſon who ſhall do any Thing beſt ; alſo a Gr. ) of, or pertaining to a Problem .

Trial of Skill at Sword -playing. PROBLEMATICAL Reſolution (with Algebraifts] a Method

Pro, a Prepoſition ſignifying for, or in Reſpect of a of ſolving difficult Queſtions by certain Rules , called the

Thing, EC. Canons.

PROBABILISTS, a Sect among the Roman Catholicks, who PRO'BOLE [regBonin, Gr.] the Proceſs of a Bone.

adhere to the Doctrine of probable Opinions . ProBo'scıs, [Teoßoorus, Gr.) the Trunk of an Elephant, L.

PROBABILITY ( probabilitas, L.) is the Appearance of PROBRO'SITY ( probroſitas, L.] Scandal, Villany, Infamy;

the Agreement or Diſagreement of 2 Ideas or Things, by railing Language.

the Intervention of Proofs, whoſe Connection is not conſtant Proca'CITY ( procacitas, L. ] Saucineſs, Malapertneſs.

and immutable ; or is not perceivedto beſo ; andis enough PROCATA'RCTICK (teoretagxtisos, of teretasje , i

to engage the Mind to judge the Propoſition to be trueor went before, Gr. ] which fore-goes or gives Beginningto a

falſe, rather than the contrary. Mr. Lock. nother; or which is externally impulſive to Action.

Poetical PROBABI'LITY, is the Appearance of Truth in PROCATARTICK Caufe [ of regratasxoual, Gr. to go

the Fable or Action of a Poem . before] the firſt or beginning Cauſe ofa Diſeaſe, which co

PRO'BABLE ( probabilis, L.) likely, or like to be . operates with others that follow ; as a violent Fit of Patſion ,

PROBABLE Opinion, an Opinion founded on a grave Mo. or an exceſſive Heat in the Air , which may corrupt or breed

tive, or an apparently good Foundation, and which has Au- ill Juice in the Blood, and ſo cauſe a Fever.

thority enough to perſuade a wiſe diſintereſted Perfon . PROCEDE'N DO [in Law ] a Writ which lies where a Plea or

PROBABLENESS ( probabilitas, L.) probability , Cauſe is removedfrom a ſuperiorto an inferior Court, by a

PROBARE [in the Laws of Canutus] to claim a Thing as a Writ of Privilege or Certiorari, ſo as to bring it back again

Man's own. to the Court where the Suit was firſt begun, to be proceeded

PROBATE [of probatum , L.) the Proof of Wills and in there, after it appears that the Defendant has no Cauſe or

Teſtaments ofPerſons deceaſed in the Spiritual Court, either Privilege, or that the Matter compriz'd in the Bill is not well

in common Form by the Oath of the Executor ; or with proved.
Witneſſes alſo to avoid Debates. PROCEDENDO on Aid Prayer (Law Phraſe] if a Man pray

PROBA'TION, Proof, Trial, or Efray, F. of L. in Aid of the King in a real Action, and the Aid be grant

PROBATION [in the Univerſity) the Trial of a Student a- ed , it ſhall be awarded that he ſue unto the King in the

bout to take his Degrees. Chancery ; and the Juſtices in the Common Pleas thall ſtay

Probation [in a Monaſtick Senſe] a Time of Trial, or until the Writ De procedendo inloquela come to them .

the Year of Noviciate, which a religious Perſon muſt paſs in PROCEDENDO ad judicium , lies where the Judges of any

a Convent to prove his Virtue, and whether he can bear the Court delay the Party, Plaintiff, or Defendant, and will not

Severity of the Rules. give Judgment in the Cauſe, when they ought to do it.

PROBA'T IONER [ofprobatio,L. and ner , an Engl. Term for To Procee'd ( procedere, L.) to come from or be derived ,

a Noun Sub. of theDoer] one that is under Trial or Exami- to ſpring, or have its Riſe from ; alſo to go forward ; alſo to
nation, a Scholar, a Novice who undergoes a Probation at act or deal.

the Univerſity. Procee'd (with Merchants ] that which ariſes from a

PROBATioner (among the Preſbyterians) one who is li- Thing ; as the Neat Proceed.
cenſed by the Presbytery to preach, which is uſually done PROCEE'DING ( procedens, L.) coming from , having its

a Year before Ordination . Spring or Riſe from ; going forward , Egr.

PROBATIONAR, pertaining to Probation or Trial. A PROCEEDING, a Matter carried on or managed.

PROBA'TIONERHISP, the State of a Probationer . PROCEDURE, a Courſe of Pleadings, a going on, F.

PROBA'TOR [in Law ) an Approver, an Accuſer, one who Proce'llous ( procellofus, L.) tempeftuous, ſtormy:

undertakes to prove a Crime charged upon another; properly ProcelEU'sMATICK Foot [ in Gram .] a Foot conſiſting of

an Accomplice in a Felony ; who having prov'd the Charge four ſhort Syllables, as Pelagius.

againſt another, as Principal or Acceſſary, either by Duel or Proce'rity ( proceritas, L.)Tallneſs , Height, Length.

Trial byhis Country, was pardoned for Life and Members, Pro'cers (with Glaſs Maker's] certain Irons hooked at the

but puniſhed with Tranſportation.
Ends .

PRO'Batory ( probatorius, L. ) that proveth or tricth. Pro'cess ( proceſus, L.) a going forward , a Series or

PROBA'TUM eft [i. e. it is approved )a Term frequently Order of Things.

fubjoin'd to a Receipt, for the Cure of fome Diſeaſe, L. PROCESS ( Anat.) the Knob or bunching out Part of a Bone.

A PROBE [of probare, L. to try ] a Surgeon's Inſtrument Process (with Chymifs] the whole exact Courſe of any

to found and examine the Circumſtances of Wounds, Ul Operation or Experiment.

cers, and other Cavities . Process , that by which a Man is firſt called into Court.

To PROBE [of probari, L. to try ) to ſearch the Depth, Process [in Law) in its general Senſe is uſed for all the

& c. of a Wound, with an Inſtrument called a Probe. Proceedings in any Cauſe or Action real or perſonal, civil or

Pro'blem ( problema, L. Teißanud , Gr. ) a Propoſition criminal, from the original Writ to the End ; alſo that by

expreſſing ſome natural Effect , in Order to a Diſcovery of which aMan is called into any Court.
itsapparent Cauſe. PROCE'ssion (with the Roman Catholicks) a folemn March

PROBLEM [in Algebra] is a Queſtion or Propofition, of the Clergy and People, in their ornamental Habits, with
which requires ſome unknown Truth to be inveſtigated and Muſick, Egri

diſcovered, and the Truth of the Diſcovery demonitrated. 6 P PRO3
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Procession (in Rogation -Week] a Viſitation of the Bounds upon a Billexhibited in Chancery, the Defendant appears up
of a Pariſh, performed by the Miniſter, Pariſh -Officers, and on an Habeas Corpus, iſſued out to bring hiin to the Bar, and

Children . the Court has afligned him a Day to anſwer ; which being

PROCESSION [in Theology) a Term uſed to ſignify the expired , and no Anſwer put in, a ſecond Habeas Corpus is
Manner wherein the holy Spirit is conceived to iſſue from granted, and another Day alligned ; upon which Day , if the

the Father and the Son, in the Myſtery of the Trinity. Defendant does not anſwer the Bill upon the Plaintiff's Moti

PROCESSION [in cathedral and conventual Churches] in for- on , it Mall be taken pro confeſo, i . e. as if it had been con

mer Times the Members had their ſtated Proceffons, in feſſed by the Defendant's Anſwer.

which they walked, 2 and 2 , in their moſt ornamental Habits, Proco'nsul , a Roman Magiſtrate, who governed a Pro

with Mufick , ſinging Hymns, and other Expreſſions of So- vince with a conſular Power ; this Governour was to con

lemnity , agreeable to the Occaſion. tinue in his Government but for one Year.

The Pariſh -Prieſt alſo of every Pariſh had a cuſtomary ProcO'NSULSHIP [of proconful, L. and ſhip] the Office

Proceflion , with the Patron of the Church , the chief Flag, or Dignity of a Proconful.

or holy Banner, and the other Pariſhioners in Aſcenſion- TO PROCRASTINATE ( procraſtinare, L. ) to put off till to

Week, to take a Circuit round the Limits of the Manour, Morrow, &c .

and pray for a Bleſſing on the Fruits of the Earth . PROCRASTINA'T Ion , a putting off till to Morrow ; a de

Hence came our preſent Cuſtom of Perambulation, which laying, a deferring , L.
is ſtill called our going a Proceffioning, tho' moſt of the Or- T.PRO'CREATE [ procreare, L.) to beget Children .

der, the Devotion, the Pomp, and Superſtition, is laid aſide. PROCREA'Tion, a begetting of Children, or Offspring,

Processional, of, or pertaining to a Proceſſion. F. of L.

Proce'ssum continuando [in Law ] a Writ for the Conti- Pro'ctor ( procurator, L.) an Advocate in the Civil Law ;

nuance of a Proceſs, after the Deathof the Chief Juſtice, or one who undertakes to manage a Cauſe for another in the

other Juſtices, in the Writ or Commiſſion of Oyer and Ecclefiaftical Court .

Terminer, L. Proctor [in the Weſt of England ] a Collector of the
PROCESSUS ciliaris [ Anatomy) the muſcular Filaments in Fruits of a Benefice for another .

theEye , whereby the Pupil is dilated and contracted . PROCTORS (in an Univerſity ) two Perſons choſen out of

PROCESSUS peritonai [in Anatomy) two Pipes or Canals on the Students to ſee good Orders and Exerciſes duly per

each Side the os pubis, which reach to the Skin of the formed.

Scrotum , thro' the Holes of the Tendons of the oblique PROCTORS (of the Clergy] Deputies choſen by the Cler
and tranſverſe Muſcles , L. gy of every Dioceſs, ' two for each to appear for the Cathe

Processus Styliformis [Anatomy] a Sort of outward Pro- dral and Collegiate Churches, one for each to fit in the low
ceſs, or Knob of the Bones of the Temples, Nender and er Houſe of Convocation .

long , having the Horn of the Bone Hyoides tied to it , L. PRO'CTORSHIP the Office, &c. of a Proctor.

Processus zygomaticus ( Anatomy] an external Proceſs of Procu'MBENS [with Botan. Writ.] trailing on the Ground.

theBones of the Temples, which runs forwards and joins PROCUMBENT [ procumbens, L.) lying along.

with the Bone of the upper Jaw , from the Juncture of PROCU'MBENT Leaves [in Botany) ſuch Leaves of Plants

which is formed the Bridge called Zygoma, reaching from the as lie flat and trailing on the Ground .

Eye to the Ear. PRO'CURACY ( procuratio, L. ] the Deed or Inſtrument

Prochei'n Amy [i.e. a Friend near at Hand] (in Com. whereby a Perſon is conſtituted Procurator ; alſo the Office.
Law ) ſignifies one who, being next akin to a Child in his PROCURA'TION, an Act whereby a perſon is impowered

Nonage, is allow'd to manage his Affairs, &c. F. to act, treat, receive, & c. in a perſon's Name, as if he

PROCH RO'NISM ( prochroniſmus, L. of regresniques, himſelf were actually there.

Gr. ] an Error in Chronology, a ſetting down or dating PROCURA'TION, a Compoſition paid by the Parſon of a

Things before they really happened. Pariſh to an Eccleſiaſtical Judge in Commutation for the

Proclamation [of Exigents) on awarding an Exigent Entertainment which he was otherwiſe to have provided for
in Order to an Outlawry ; a Writof Proclamation iſſues to the him at hs Viſitation .

Sheriff of the County where the Party dwells, to make 3 PROCURA’TION Money, given to Money -Scriveners by

Proclamations for the Defendant to yield himſelf, or be out- ſuch Perſons as take up Sums of Money at Intereſt.

lawed , PROCURATOR , a Proctor, or Sollicitor, who manages

PRO'CIDENCE ( procidentia, L.) a falling down of a Thing another Man's Affairs, L.
out of its Place. Procura'TOR , a Governor of a Country under a Prince.

PROCIDE'NTIA ani (with Surgeons) a falling out of the Procurator of St. Mark [at Venice] the Perſon next

inteftinum rectum through the Fundament, occafioned by a in Dignity to the Doge, or Duke of that Republick.

too great Looſeneſs. Procura'tor Cold Statutes ]one who collects the Fruits

PROCEDENTIA uteri [in Surgery] a relaxing or looſening of a Benefice for a Parſon .

of the internal Tunick of the Vagina, or Neck of the PROCURATOR monafterii, the Advocate whoſe Office

Uterus, L. was to ſollicit the Intereſt, and plead the Cauſes of the

Procinct ( procinetus, L.) ready at hand . Society .

To Proclam ( proclamare, L.) to publiſh with a loud PROCURATO'Res Ecclefiæ , & c. the Church -Wardens,

Voice ; alſo to declare with Solemnity. whoſe Office is to act as Proxies and Repreſentatives of the

Procha'imer ( proclamator, L.) who makes Proclamation . Church.

Procla'Iming (proclamans, L.) a making known pub- PROCURATORY [ procuratorium , L. ) the Inſtrument
Jickly .

whereby any Perſon conſtitutes and appoints his Proctor to

PROCLAMAʼtion, a publick Notice given ; a Publiſhing repreſent him in any Court or Cauſe.
with Sound of Trumpet or Beat of Drum ; alſo a Declara- TO PROCURE [ procurare, L.) to get for another ; to help

tion or Order iſſued out by the King to give Notice to his to ; alſo to act as a Pimp or Bawd.

Subjects of ſuch Matters as he thinks fit. ProcU'REMENT ( procuratio, L. and ment] a getting, or

PROCLAMATION of a Fine (in Law) isa Notice openly the Thing procured .

and ſolemnly given thereof at all the Aſlizes held in the Procu'rer, a Getter, &c. alſo a Bawd or Pimp.

County, within one Year after the ingroſſing it . PROCURSUS [in Law ] the Genealogy of a Man , L.

PROCLAMATION [of Rebellion ) publick Notice given by PRO'CYON [ Aſtronomy) a fixed Star of the ſecond Magni

an Officer, that a Man ſhall be accounted a Rebel , who does tude, going before the Dog -Star.

not appear upon a ſub-pæna , or an Attachment in Chancery, PRO'cyon (tpoxiwr ] a Conſtellation placed before the

unleſs he ſhall ſurrender himſelf at a Day aſſigned in the Writ. Great Dog, and thence takes its Name, It is Orion's Dog.

ProclI'vous proclivis, L.] inclining downwards. He is reported to have been a great Lover of Hunting ; and

ProclI'VOUSNESS [of proclivis, L. and nejs] Inclination for that Reaſon has a Dog by him . There are alſo ſeen 2

downwards, Propenſity. Hare and other wild Beaſts near him . It has three Stars, of

Proclivity [ proclivitas, L. ) an Aptneſs or Propenfity which the firſt riſes very ſplendid , and reſembles a Dog,

in a Thing to incline or tend downwards ; an Aptneſs, and thence iscalled Procyon .

Proneneſs. Pro’des Hommes [ i . e. Wiſe Men ] a Title antiently given

PROCO'NDYLI [of men after, and xóvdung , Gr. a Finger ] to thoſe Barons , or other military Tenants, who were called

the Bones of the Fingers next to the Back of the Hand. to the King's Council to give Advice.

PRO CONFE'sso [i. e. as tho it had been confeffed ] when

PROS
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PRO - DICTATOR, a Magiſtrate among the Romans, who allowing the whole Circle and one Sign over to each Prom

had the Power of, and did the Office of a Distator. fection as ſuppoſe the Sun the firſt Year to be in 30 De.

Pro'DIGAL [ prodigalis, L.) profuſe, laviſh , waſteful, rio- grees of Aries, the next Year it will be in 30 Degrees of

tous ; allo foolish , vain -glorious. Taurus.

To be Pro'diGAL [ prodigare, L.] to ſpend laviſhly, &c. Pro'fer [in Lacc] the Time appointed for the Accounts

T. PRO'DIGALIZE [of prodigus, L. ] to be a Prodigal, to of Sheriffs and other Officers to be given into the Exche

ſpend profuſely, quer, i . e . twice in the Year.

PRO'DIGALNESS ? [ prodigalitas, L.] Laviſhneſs, Profuſe- Pro'fert in curia (in Law ] is where the Plaintiff in an
PRODIGA'LITY Snels , &c. Action declares upon a Deed, or the Defendant pleads a

Prodigious [ prodigiofus, L.] monſtrous, wonderful; ex- Deed ; he muſt do it with a Profert in curia, that the other

traordinary, excellive, vaft ; preternatural, contrary to the Party at his own Charge may have a Copy of it .

Courſe of Nature . Å Pro'ffer [ proffre, É. ) an offer, or Tender .

PRODIGIOUSNESS [of prodigiofus, L. and nef ] Wonder- To PRO'FFER [ proferre, L.) to make an offer to give.

fulneſs, Monſtrouſneſs , Exceſſiveneſs. . To PROFE'ss profeſjum , fup. of profiteri, L.) to declare

PRODIGY [ prodigium , L. ) a preternatural Thing, or ſome and make one's ſelf known to be of ſuch a Religion, Sect,

ect beyond the ordinary Courſe of Nature . or Party ; to proteſt or declare ſolemnly ; alſo to exerciſe
PRODITION, Treachery, a betraying, Treaſon, L. ſome particular Calling or Study publickly.
PRODITOR, a Betrayer, a Traitor, L. A Profe'ssed Nun, &c . one who having made the Vow

Propi'TORIOUS [ proditorius, L.] treacherous, Traitor- is admitted of a religious Order.

like. PROFE'ssion , a Condition of Life, Trade, Calling, or

PRODRIA'Rius Canis Cold Rec . ] a Setting-Dog, a Lurcher. any Art or Myſtery that one has choſen ; as Law, Phyſick,

PRO'DROMUS (zgód Souc , Gr . ) a Fore-runner, a Har & c. alſo publick Confeflion , Proteſtation .

binger. Prope'ssor , one who makes a Profeſſion of any Reli.

Pro'dromus morbus [with Phyficians ) a Diſeaſe which gion or Perſuafion, L.
fore-runs a greater, as a Straitneſs ofthe Breaſt is a Prodro . Professor [in the Schools of an Univerſity] a Lectu

mus of a Conſumption. rer or Reader of any Art or Science.

To Produ'ce ( producere, L. ] to yield or bring forth ; to Profe'ssoRSHIP [of profeſor, L. and pip ] the Office ,
cauſe ; to thew or expoſe to View . & c. of a Profeſſor of any Artor Science.

To Produ'ce (in Geometry) is to draw out a Line farther Profi'cience 3 [of proficientia , L.] Progreſs, the State

till it have its intended Length. PROFICIENCY or Quality of a Proficient.

Produ'ce 2 Proficient ( proficiens, L.] one who has made a good

Pro'duct {[productio, L. produit, F.] Effect, Fruit .
Progreſs in a Scienceor Art.

PRODU'CEMENT [of producere, L. and ment] a Product or Profi'le [profile , F. profilo, Ital .] Side-ways or Side

Thing produced. view , as a Picture in profile, i. e . drawn Side-ways, as a

Produ'CING [ producens, L.] yielding, bringing forth , Head or Face ſet Side-ways, as on Coins.

cauſing ; alſo expofing to View . PROFILE [with Archit.] the Draught of a Piece of Build

PRO'Duct [ productio, L.) Fruit, Effect, as the Produ £t ing, wherein the Breadth , Depth ,and Height of the whole
of the Ground, of the Sea ; alſo of Wit, Learning, & c. is ſet down, but not the Length ; and ſuch as they would

Pro'duct (with Arithmeticians] the Factum of two appear, if the Building were cut down, perpendicularly

Numbers, or the Quantity ariſing from the Multiplication from the Roof to the Foundation ; much the ſame as a
of two or more Numbers into one another. Proſpect view'd fide-ways.

Pro'duct ( with Geometricians) is the Faétum , & c. when Profi'le (in Architekture] is the Contour or Out-line of

two Lines are multiplied one by another , the Product be- any Member, as that of theBaſe, a Cornice, or the like ;

ing always a Rectangle. or it is more properly a Proſpect of any Place, City, or

PRODU'CTILE [ produftilis, L.] drawn out at length . Piece of Architecture, view'd fide -ways, and expreſſed ac

Produ'ction, a bringing forth ; alſo an extending or cording to the Rules of Proſpective.

lengthening ; alſo Product or Fruit, F. of L. PROFI'le, is ſometimes uled for a Deſign or Deſcription ,

PRODU'CTIONS ( with Anatomiſts ] Continuations or Pro- in Oppoſition to a Plan or Ichnography. Hence,

ceſſes ; ſuch Parts of Bones as bunch a little out. ProFI'LING, is deſigning or deſcribing with Rule and

Produ'ctions [in Phyficks] the Works and Effects of Compaſs.
Nature or Art. To Pro'rit ( profiter, F. ) to make a Progreſs, to improve ;

PRODU'CTIVE [ productivus, L.] apt to produce. alſo to get Profit or Advantage ; alſo to be uſeful.
Produ'ctiveness Aptneſs to produce. Pro'rit, Advantage, Gain , Intereſt, F.

PROE'CTHESIS ( 7 pobxScois, Gr.] a running out firſt or PROFITABLE, beneficial, advantageous , uſeful.

before. PROFITABLENESS (of profitable and nejs] Beneficialneſs,

Proe'cthesis [with Rhetoricians] a Figure in which Advantageouſneſs.

the Orator by his Antwer (containing a Reaſon ofwhat he, PRO'FITING ( profitant F. ] getting Profit, Gain, Advan

&c. has ſaid or done) defends himſelf or the other Perſon as tage, c.

unblameable. PROFITRO'LLES [in Cookery] finall round Loaves farced

ProEGU'MENA Atia [Trgonyxuém áitia, Gr.] a prece- and ſet in the Middle of Pottages.
dent Cauſe. PRO'FLIGATE ( profligatus, L.) wicked, villainous ; de

Proegu'mena [ in Medicine ] an intercedent internal bauched, lewd to the higheſt Degree.

Cauſe of a Diftemper in the Body, occafioned by another PRO'FLIGATENESS ( profligatus, L. and neſs] Abandoned
Cauſe. neſs to Debauchery, Lewdneſs to the higheſt Degree.

Pro'em ( præmium , L. of toolusoy, Gr . ) a Preface or an PRO'FLUENCE profluentia, L. ) a fowing plentifully ;

Entrance upon a Diſcourſe. Abundance, Store.

PROE’MPTOSIS ( with Affronomers) that which makes the PRO'FLUENT ( profluens, L.) Aowing plentifully .

new Moon appear a Day later, by Means of the lunar Equa- ProFou'nd ( profond, F. profundus, L.] deep ; alſo great

tion , than it would do without that Equation. and eminent, asprofound Learning, &c.

Proepi'z EUXIS ( 7 posti subis, Gr.] a Grammatical Fi- The Pro'FOUND ( profundum , L.) the Depth, the Abyſs,

gure , when a Verb is put between two Nouns which ought Greatneſs of Depth. Milton.

tobe placed at the End. PROFO'UNDNESS ( profunditas, L.] Depth, Deepneſs.

PROFANA'TION , the Act of profaning, an unhallowing or Profu'nde [in Botan . Writ. ] deeply, L.

polluting, or a turning holy Things tocommon. PROFUNDI'ssime [in Botan. Writ.] moſt deeply, L.

To ProF A'ne ( profanaré, L. ] to abuſe holy Things, to ProFU'NDITY ( profunditas, L.] Deepneſs, Depth.

profane or unhallow . PROFU'NDIUS [in Botan. Writ.] more deeply , L.

PROFA'NE ( profanus, L.) unhallowed, unholy, it is apply'd PROFU'NDUS muſculus [ Anatomy] a Muſcle which bends

in the general to all Perſons and Things thathave not the the Fingers ; calledalſo perforans, L.
facred Character. Profu'se ( profufus, L. ] laviſh, waſteful, extravagant.

PROFA'NENESS [of profanus, L. and neſs] an abuſing of PROFU'seness ofprofufion , F. of L. and nefi] a laviſhing

holy Things, Impiety , a Diſreſpect paid to the Name of or ſquandering away Money, &c.

God, and to Things and Perſons conſecrated to him . PROFU'sion , a pouring out, F. of L.

Prope'ctions (with Aſtrologers] are equal and regular Prog (prob. of procuratum , L. gotten] ſomething gotten.

Progreflions or Courſes of the Sun and other Significators To Prog (9. procurare, L.] to procure fedulouſly , to uſe

in the Zodiack, according to the Succeſſion of the Signs, all Endeavours to get or gain.
PROGA's .
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Proca'ster (of agó before, and gösåg the Belly, Gr. ] PROJECTION of the Sphere in Plano [in Matbem .] a Re

one who has a prominent Belly . preſentation of the ſeveral Points or Places of the Surface of

Proge'NITORS ( progenitores, L.] Fore- fathers. the Sphere, and of the Circles deſcribed thereon, Esc. as

PR'OGENY (progenies, L.] Offspring, Iffue, Race. they appear to the Eye ſituated, at a given Diſtance, upon a

PRO'G NOS15 [srgóywois, Gr.] a knowing before, Fore- tranſparent Plane fituate between the Eye and the Sphere.

knowledge, foreboding PROJECTION (with Alchymiſts ] is the caſting of a certain

PRO'GNOSIS [in Phyſick] the ſame as prognoftick Sign . imaginary Powder, call'd the Powder of Projection, into a

To PROGNO'STICATE [ prognoſticare, L. Foundoxw, Gr. Crucible full of prepared Metal, in order to its being tranſ

to foreknow ] to foretell, to conjecture, to gueſs.
muted into Gold.

PROGNOSTICA'TION, a Foretelling, & c. PROJE'CTION monſtrous, of an Image [in Perſpective] is

PROGNOSTICA’TOR ( prognoftes, L. of Gr. ] a Predictor or the Deformation ofan Image upon a Plane , or the Superfi

Foreteller of future Events. cies of ſome Body, which ſeen at a certain Diſtance will ap

ProGNO'STICK (of apograsıxor, Gr. ) a Signor Token pear formdous.

that indicates ſomething about to happen . Powder of Projeceron, or of the Philoſopher's Stone, is a

PROGNO'STICKS [with Phyſicians) are the Signs by which Powder, ſuppoſed to have the Vertue of changing Copper,

they make a conjectural Judgment of the Eventof a Diſeaſe, Lead, & c. into a more perfect Metal, as into Silver , or Gold,

as whether it ſhall end in Life or Death ; be long or ſhort, by the Mixture of a ſmall Quantity with it .

mild or malignant. Gnomonick Projection, is where the Plane of Projection

PROGRAMMA (programma, Sax .] a Letter ſet up with is parallel to the Circle of the Sphere, or any parts of them

the King's Seal . upon the Plane of ſome Circle, and the Eye is ſuppoſed to

PROGRA'MMA [opoygarda, Gr.) an Edict or Proclama- be in the Center of the Earth.

tion ſet up in a publick Place. Orthographick Projection, is a Projection wherein the

PROGRAMMA [in the Univerſities] a Billet or Advertiſe- Superficies of the Sphere is drawn on a Plane cutting it in

ment poſted up, or given into the Hands of Perſons, by the Middle, the Eye being placed at an infinite Diſtance

way of Invitation to an Oration or other College Ceremony; vertically, to one ofthe Hemiſpheres ; or it is that where

containingthe Argument, or ſo much as is necſſary for the the Eye is taken to be at an infinite Diſtance from the Circle

underſtanding thereof. of Projection, ſo that all the viſual Rays are parallel among

PRO'GRESS ( progreſſus, L.] a going forward or proceed themſelves, and perpendicular to the ſaid Circle.

ing in any Undertaking ; allo Journey of a Prince, & r. Stereographick Projection of tke Sphere, is that where

PROGRE'ssion , an orderly advancing or going forward, in the Surface and Circles of the Sphere are drawn upon

in the ſame Manner, Courſe, Tenor, &c. a Planeofa great Circle, the Eye being in the Pole of the
PROGRESSION Arithmetical, is when the Numbers or ſame Circle.

other Quantities do proceed by equal Differences, either in- PROJECTIVE Dialling , a Method of drawing by a Method

creaſing or decreaſing, as , 2, 4, 6 , 8 , 10 , 12 , c. or b, 2b, of Projection the true Hour-Lines, Furniture, & c. on Di

46, & c. or 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, or 66, 56.46, 36, 2b, b , where als, or anykind of Surface whatſoever, withouthaving any

the former Series is increaſing, the common Difference in Regard to the Situation of thoſe Surfaces, either as to De

thoſe being 2, and in theſe 1 . clination, Inclination, or Reclination.

Progression geometrical, is when Numbers or Quanti- PROJE'ctor , one who projects or contrives any Deſign.

ties proceed by equal Proportions or Ratios ( properly called ) Proje'CTURE ( proje&tura, L.) the Coping of a Wall,

that is , according to one common Ratio, whether increaſing the Jutting outofany Part of a Building, the Out-jutting

or decreaſing, as, 1 , 2, 4, 8, 16 , 32, 64, & c. or a Series of or Prominency, which the Mouldings andMembers have be.

Quantities continually proportional. yond the naked Face of the Wall, Column, &c. F.

PROGRE'SSIONAL [ofprogreſſion , F. of L.) pertaining to A PROJE'CTURING Table (in Architecture is that which

Progreſſion.
juts out beyond the naked Face of a Wall, Pedeſtal, or any

Progressive, [progreſif, F.] which proceeds or goes on .
Part to which it ſerves as an Ornament.

Progre'ssiveness of progrelif, F. of L. and neſs] the To Proin [in Falconry] a Hawk is ſaid to proin, when the

Quality of proceeding or going forward . trims or puts her Wings in order.

TO PROHIBIT ( prohibitum , L.ſup.) to forbid, to bar or PRO-INDIVI'So [ in Law ) an Occupation or poffeffion of

keep from . Lands or Tenements, belonging to 2 or more Perſons in

Prohibited Goods [in Commerce) ſuch Commodities as common, ſo thatneither knows hisreſpectivePortion or Share.

are not allowed either to be imported or exported. PROLA'BIA [in Anatomy] the Fore-lips, that Part of the
PROHIBITION, a Forbidding and Hinderance, F. of L. Labia which juts out.

Prohibition ( with Aſtrologers) is when two Planets are PROLA'Te Spharoid (in Geometry ] a Solid produced by

applying to an Aſpect, and in the mean while another Pla- theRevolution of a Semi-ellipfis about its longer Diameter.

net interpoſes either its Body or Aſpect, ſo that the Matter, PROLATION [in Mufick ] the Act of ſhaking or making

which ſhould have been brought to Concluſion, is delayed ſeveral Inflections of the Voice on the fame Syllable.
or hinder'd. PROLEGOMENA (Feghezóueva , Gr. ] Preparatory Dir.

PROHIBITION [in Law ] a Writ iſſued to forbid any Court, courſes, containing Matters of which it is fit the Reader
either Spiritual or Secular, to proceed in a Cauſe there de- ſhould be informed , in order to his better Underſtanding

pending upon Suggeſtion that the Cognizance thereof the Subject and Deſign of the Book, & c. Prefaces, Pream
does not belong to that Court.

bles .

PROHIBI'Tio de vafto, &c. a Writ judicial directed to the PROL E'psis " (Tejanfes, Gr.] Anticipation, Prevention,

Tenant, prohibiting him from making walte upon the Land Pre-occupation ; a conceiving Things in Mind before-hand
in Controverſy , during the Suit. PROLEPSIS [in Gram .] a Figure of Conſtruction , in which ,

PROHI'BITORY [ prohibitorius, L.] that belongs to a the Whole does duly agree with the Verb or Adjective,

Prohibition ; forbidding, hindering. and then the Parts of the Whole are reduced to the ſame Verb

To Proje'ct [ projectum, L. ) to deſign, to contrive. or Adjective, with which they do not agree, called in Latin

Project ( projeétus, L.) a Deſign, Contrivance, a Pur- Anticipatio, as duæ aquilæ volaverunt, bæc ab oriente, illa ab
poſe.

occidente..

Projecten ( projeftus, L.] deſigned, contrived . PROLE'Ps is [ Frejantes, of Fegraußayev, Gr. i. e. a
Proje'cTED (with Mathemat.] drawn upon a Plane. taking before) is a Figurewith Rhetoricians, by which they

Proje'ctile [of projectus, L.) any Thing thrown or caſt prevent what their Antagoniſt would object or alledge ; ſome

with a Force. divide this Figure into 2 Parts, called Hypophora, in which ,

PROJECTILE [ in Mechanicks] an heavy Body put into a the Objectionbeing ſtarted, the Speaker makes Anſwer to his

violent Motion, by an externalForce impreſſed thereon ; or own Demand ; and the Authypophora , a contrary Inference

more fully a Projectile is a heavy Body , which being put in- where an Objection is refutedby the Oppoſing of a contrary

to a violent Motion is diſiniſſed from the Agent, and left to Sentence ; others divide it into the Prolepis and Hypobola.

purſue its Courſe , as a Stone thrown out of one's Hand by St. Paul, in the Epiſtle to the Corinthians, ſpeaking of the
a Sling, a Bullet from a Gun , &c. Reſurrection of the Dead, gives us an Example both of the

PROJE'CTION [in Mechanicks] the Action of giving a Figure Prolepis and the Upobola, which is its Anſwer, thus ;

Projectile its Motion . But ſome Men will ſay, how are the Dead raiſed up ? And with

PROJECTION [in Perſpective] the Appearance or Repre . what Body do they rije ? The Upobola, Thou Fool, that which

ſentation of an Objective on a perſpective Plane. thousowejt is not quickened, except it dies, and that which thou

Projection. [in Chymiſtry] is when any Matter to be forvejt, thou foweſt not the Body that ſhall be, but the seed

calcined or fulminated is put into a Crucible, Spoonful by only, as that of Wheat or ſome other Grain.

Spoonful, Prole'PTICAL 2 [ reganolixos, Gr . ] of, or pertaining to
PROLE'PTICK S a Prolepfis. Pro

.
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Proleptical Diſeaſe, a Difemper which ſtill anticipates , from him ; bure Aſſertions are not to be an Obligation , nei ..

or whoſe Paroxiſm returns ſooner and ſooner every Day ; as ther do Expreſfions in the Future convey a Right.

is common in Agues . PRO'MISER [ promittor, L.] who promiſes.

Proʻles, the iſſue of a Perſon's Body ; an Offspring, PRO'MISSARY, one to whom a Promiſe is made .

Stock , or Race. PRO'MISSORY [of promiſus, L.] of, or pertaining to 2

PROLES [in the senſe of the Law ) is ſometimes taken for Promiſe.

the Ifiue of an unlawful Bed. PROMISSORY Note, a Note promiſing to pay a Sum of

ProlifiCA'TION, a making fruitful, L. Money at a Time appointed.

PROLIFICK ( prolificus, L.) apt to breed, or bring forth. PROMISSORS 2 (in Aftrol.] ſo called becauſe they are ſup

PROLIFICK Signs (with Aftrologers] are Cancer, Scorpio, PROMI'Trors poſed to promiſe in the Radix, ſomething

and Pifces. to be accompliſhed when theTime of ſuch Direction is ful

PROLIFICKNESS, Aptneſs to breed . filled , and they are only the Planets, or their Afpects, Gr.

PROLI'x [ prolixus, L. ) tedious or long in Speech. to whom their Significators are directed.

Proli'xNESS ? ( prolixitas, L. ) a Fault of entring into too PRO'MONTORY (promontorium , L. ] an high Ground, Point

Proli'xITY S minute a Detail, of being too long, and of Land or Rock that runs out far into the Sea, commonly

circumſtantial in a Diſcourſe to a Degree of Tediouſneſs. called a Cape or Head - Land.

Prolocu'tor, a Speaker or Chairman ofa Convocation. To Promo'te ( promovere, L.] to advance or prefer, to

PROLOCUẤTORSHIP [of prolocutor , L.) the Office, & c. further or carry on.

ofa Speaker or Chairman of a Synod or Convocation. PROMO'TER, one who ſets on Foot, or helps on an Affair .

PRO'LOGUE ( prologue, F. of prologus, L. of renog , Promo'ters ? [in Law ) Informers, thoſe Perſons who in

Gr . ] a Speech before a Stage-Play. PromoO'TERS Soppular and penal Actions, do proſecute

To PROLONG ( prolongare , L. ] to lengthen out, to make a Offenders in their Name and the King's, and are entitled to

Thing laſt longer. Part of the fines and Penalties for their Pains .

PROLONGATION, a lengthening out, L. PROMO'TION, Preferment, Advancement, eſpecially a

PROLUSION [in Literature) a Term apply'd to certain raiſing to Eccleſiaſtical Dignities.

Pieces or Compoſitions, made previouſly to others, by Way To Prompt ( prob. of promptus, L. or of promtare, Ital . ]

of Prelude or Exerciſe. to tell or whiſper to an Actor on the Stage ; alſo to encou

PROMENA'de, a Walk in the Fields to take the Air, F. rage, or put one upon a Thing,

PROME'THEUS ( Ilegues Sous, of weg before, and uns , PROMPT ( promptus, L.) ready, as prompt Payment, F.
Council) according to the Poets, was the Son of Japetus, Pro'mPTER [ of promtare, Ital.] a Dictator or Aſliſtant to

the Father of Deucalion, who firſt made Man of Clay or Actors in a Play ; one poſted behind the Scenes, who

Earth ; whoſe WitMinerva, admiring, promiſed him any watches attentively the Actors ſpeaking on the Stage, ſug

Thing that was in Heaven, thathe wanted to perfect his geſting to them and putting themforwardwhen at a Stand,
Work ; he coming thither and ſeeing that all Things were and correcting them when amiſs in their Parts.

animated by heavenly Fire, having a little Ferula in his PROMPTITUDE, Readineſs, F. of L.

Hand, put it to the Chariot-Wheel of the Sun, and that Promptness [of promt, F. and neſs] Promptitude.

being kindled, he brought Fire on the Earth, and put Life and PRO'MPTUARY[promptuarium ,L.]a Store-Houſe,a Buttery.
Soul into the Man that he had made of Clay. Jupiter be- To PROMU'LGATE [ promulgare, L.) to publiſh or proclaim .
ing angry at him, firſt ſent Pandora, the Wife of his Bro- PROMULGA'TION, a publiſhing, GC, L.

ther Epimetheus, with a Box to her Husband, which after TO PROMU'lge ( promulgare, L.) to publish , properly

he had open'd ,there few out thence ſundry Sorts of Diſeaſes , uſed of the Roman Laws, which were hung up in the Mar

and afterwards commanded Vulcan to bind Prometheus, with ket -Place, and expoſed to publick View, for three Market
Iron Chains, on Mount Caucaſus, and to put an Eagle or a Days before they were paſſed or allowed .

Vulture daily to devour his Liver , which did every Night PRONA'os (rebra , Gr.] a Church -Porch, a Portico to
renew again, to his great Torment. He remained in this a Palace, a great Hall or ſpacious Building.

Condition, till Hercules, by his Virtue and Valour, releaſed PRONA'TION (with Anat.] is when the Palm of the Hand

him . is turned downwards, as Supination, is when the Back of it is

Some interpret this Fable thus, That Prometheus taught turned upwards.

the Way of fetching Fire out of Stones, by ſtriking them PRONATOR radii teres ( with Anat.] a Muſcle ariſing from

together, and thence is ſaid to have fetched Fire from Hea- . the inner Knob of the Shoulder- Bone, and having its Inſer

ven. And that he had his Abode on Mount Caucaſus, from tion a little above the Middle of the Radius, on the Out

whence he continually beheld the Stars, and ſtudied their fide, L.

Motions and Influences, and thence they gave it out, that PRONATOR radii quadratus [ Anat .] a Muſcle of the Ra

he was bound to this Mountain . And as to the Eagle con- dius, which ariſes broad and fleſhy from the lowerand in

faming his Liver, is ſignified how the Thought of his Stu- ner Part of the Ulna, and helps to move the Radius in .

dies, did , as it were, prey upon him . wardly

Bochartus imagines that this Fable is derived from the ProNATO'REs ( Anat.] two Muſcles of the Radius,

Signification of the Word Magog, and that was the Name which ſerve to turn the Palm of the Hand downwards .

of Prometheus, which ſignifies a Heart devoured and con- Prone ( pronus, L. ] inclined to a Thing bending for .

ſuming with Cares or otherwiſe. wards, or hanging the Face downwards.

Others ſay, Prometheus was a wiſe Man , who ſtudied the Pro'neness [ pronitas, L.) an Inclination or Readineſs to .

Stars, on the higheſt Part of Mount Caucaſus, and that by PRONG, a Pitch - Fork .

his putting heavingly Fire into his Clay Man , is meant, his PRONO'MINAL ( pronominalis, L.] of, or pertaining to a

inſtructing the Dead, clayey Carcaſes of Mankind with Pronoun.
Wiſdom ,and that the inward Trouble he had to accompliſh PRO'NOUN ( prononnen, L.) a Perſonal Noun, as 1, thou,

his Deſire, might be compared to a Vulture gnawing his be, we, ge, they.
Entrails.

TO PRONOU'NCE ( pronunciare, L.) to utter or ſpeak ; to

PROMINENT [ prominens, L. ] Jutting-out, or Standing rehearſe ; to paſs one's Judgment or Verdict ; to declare.
forward . Perſonal PRONOUNS ( in Gram .) are ſuch asare uſed inſtead

PROMINENTNESS ( prominentia, L.) a Jutting -out, or ofNames of particularPerſons, asI, thou , be, & c.

Standing forward . PRONOUNS Relative [ in Gram .) are theſe plac'd after

Promi'scous [ promiſcuus, L. ] mingled together, or one Nouns, with which they have ſuch Affinity, that without

with another, confuſed . them ſignify nothing, as which, who, that.

PROMI'SCOUSNESS (of promiſcuus, L. and neſ ] Mixedneſs. PodelivePRONOUNS [in Gram .] are ſuch that expreſs what

To Pro'MISE [ promittere, L.) to make a Promiſe, to en. cach poſſeſſes, as mine, thine, &c.

gage or give one's Word. Demonſtrative PRONOUNS [in Gram .] are ſuch as point out

A Proʻmise ( promiſum, L.) an Aſſurance by Word of the Subject ſpoken of,asthis, theſe, & c.
Mouth to do any Thing. Pro'nto ( in Mu. B ..] quick or nimbly, without loſing

Promise [in Law ] is when upon a valuable Confideration, Time.

a Man binds himſelf by his Word to perform ſuch an Ad as PRONUNCIA’rion, Utterance of Speech, ſpeaking out ;

is agreed on , and concluded with another. Upon ſuch a the Manner of pronouncing Letters, Syllables , Words.

Promiſe an Action may be grounded ; but if it be without PRONU'NCIATioN [ in Gram .] the Manner of articulating ,

a Confideration it bearsno Action. or founding the Words of a Language, repreſented to the

Aperfect Proʻmise (with Moralifts] is when a Perſon does Eye by Writing and Orthography.

not only determine his Will, to the Performance of ſuch or. PRONUNCIATION 2 [with Painters] the marking and ex

ſuch a Thing, for another hereafter, but alſo ſhews that he PRONOU'NCING Sprelling of all kinds of Bodies, with

gives the other a full Right of challenging or requiring it 6 Q that
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that Degree of Force neceſſary to make them more or leſs Prope'NQUITY ( propinquitas, L. ) Nighneſs, Neamneſi,

diſtinct and conſpicuous. Proximity

PRONUNCIATION ( with Rhet.] is the regulating and vary- Propitia'TION , an Atonement, a Sacrifice offered to

ing the Voice and Geſture, agreeably to the Matter and God to aſſuage his Wrath , F. of L.

Words, in order to affect and perſuade the Hearers. PROPITIATORINESS [of propitiatorius, L. propitictoire, F.

Proop ( preuve, F.) a Trial or Eſſay ; an Argument or and neſs) attoning or propitiating Quality.

Reaſon to prove a Truth ; Teſtimony Mark, Egc. PROPI'TIATORY [ propitiatorius, L. ) ſerving to, or of Force

PROOF (with Printers] a printed Sheet ſent to the Au to propitiate.

• thor or Corrector of the Preſs, ir Order to be corrected . The Propi'TIATORY (among Jews] the Mercy - Seat, the

Proof [in Arith.] an Operation , whereby the Truth and Cover or Lid of the Ark of the Covenant, lined both with

Juſtneſs of a Calculation, is examined and aſcertained. in and without with Plates of Gold ; on each side of which

To Prop (proppen, Du . ] to ſupport or bearup. was a Cherubim of Gold, with Wings ſpread over the

A Prop ( proppe, Du .] a Support , an Under- Set. Propitiatory, with their Faces looking one towards another.

To PROPAGATE ( propagare, L.) originally ſignified to cut PROPITI'ous [ propitius, L. ] favourabe, kind, merciful.

down an old Vine, that of it many young ones might be Propi'TIOUSNESS, Favourableneſs.

planted . PRO'PLASM [ rpótlaoue, Gr.) a Mould in which any
TO PROPAGATE ( propagare, L.) to cauſe any Thing to Metal or ſoft Matter, which will afterwards grow hard , is

multiply or increaſe, to ſpread abroad. caſt.

ProraGa'tor ( propagateur, F.] an Increaſer ; alſo a, ; a Propla'stice [7goriasinn, Gr. ] the Art of making

Spreader-abroad, Ľ Moulds for Caſting.

PROPAGATION , the Act of propagating, or of multiply- Proʻrom A [7góroua, Gr.] a firſt Draught taken before

ing the Kind ; of increaſing or ſpreading abroad, L. Meat, or a Drink made of Wine, Honey, and Sugar ; a

Pro partibus, &c. a Writ for the Partition or Dividing of Whet.

Lands among Coheirs. PROPO'RCITAS [ in Law ] the Deliverance or Declaration

PROPENSE [ propenſus, L.) prone, inclinable to . of an Allize, otherwiſe called the Verdiet of Allize.

Prope'nsENESS ? cpropenfitas, L.] Proneneneſs, Readineſs ProPore'ITAS [in Law] the Declaration or Deliverance ,

or Verdict of a Jury.Prope'NSITY Sto, Inclination, Bent ofMind .
PROPO'rtion, Agreement, Agreeableneſs, Anſwerable

PROPER ( proprius, L. ) peculiar, convenient, fitting. nefs ; alſo Rule or Meaſure ; the Relation which the Parts

Pro'pER (in Phyſicks ) ſomething naturally and eſſentially have among themſelves, and to the whole.

belonging to any Being. PropO'RTION [in Arithm .) the Identity or Similitude of

PROPER [in Reſpect to Words] is underſtood of their im two Ratios ; or the Habitude or Relation of two Ratios,

mediate and particular Signification ; or that which is direct- when compared together, as Ratio is of two Quantities.

ly and peculiarly attached to them . PROPO'RTION [ Arithm .] is when ſeveral Numbers differ ,

Proper [in the Civil Law )is uſed in Oppoſition to acquired; according to an equal Difference, as 2 , 4, 6, 8 ; fo that 2 is

for an Inheritance derived by direct or collateral Succeſſion. the common Difference betwixt 2 and 4, 4 and 6, 6 and 8 .

Proper (prob . of procerus, L.) tall in Stature. PropO'RTION [ in Architect.] is the Relation which all the

Proper Fraction [ in Arith .] a Fraction more or leſs than Work has to its Parts, and that every one has ſeparately to

Unity, having the Numerator leſs than the Denominator, as the whole Building.

Proper Motion (in Aſtrol.] the Motion of a particular PROPO'RTION in Quality or Relation , is either the Reſpect

Planet, from Weft to Eaſt. that the Ratios of Numbers have one to the other, or elſe

Proper Name, a Name that is peculiar to certain Perſons that which their Differences have one to another.

and Things. PROPO'RTION [Geometrical] is when divers Numbers dif

PROPER Navigation , is the Conducting or Guiding of a fer according to a like Ratio , i. e. when the Ratios or Rea

Ship to any propoſed Harbour, where the Voyageis perform- fons of Numbers compared together are equal; fo 1 , 2 , 4 ,
ed in the vaſt Ocean. 8 , which differ one from another by a double Ratio , are ſaid

PRO'PERNESS ( proprietas, L. proprietà, F.] Peculiarneſs, to differ by geometrical Proportion ; for as i is half 2, ſo z

Convenientneſs, Fitneſs ; alſo Tallneſs of Stature. is half
4,

and 4 is half 8 .

PROPERTY ( proprietas, L. proprieté, F.] the Right or PROPO'rtion (in Multiplic .] is when two Quantities or

Due, that belongs to every Perſon, Vertue, or natural Numbers are compared one to another, with Reſpect to the

Quality, rightful Poffeflion of a Thing. Greatneſs or Smallneſs : This Compariſon is called Ratio ,
PROPERTY 2 [in Law ] is the higheſt Right a Man can Rate, or Reaſon . But when more than two are compared ,

PROPRIETY S have to any Thing ; and ſuch as no ways the Compariſon is uſually called the Proportion they have

depends on any other Man's Courteſy. one to another.

PROPERTY (with Logicians] is underſtood in a four -fold Harmonick PropO'Rtion, is when the firſt Term is to the
Senſe.

laſt in a geometrical Ratio , equal to that of the Difference
"Property, is that which agreesto ſome kind only, al- of the two firſt to the Difference of the two laft ; thus, 2,

tho' not to every Perſon comprehended under the ſame Kind ; 3 , 6, are in harmonick Proportion, becauſe the firſt Number

as it is proper to Man only, to be a Grammarian, Poet or 2 is to the laſt 6, as the Difference of the two firſt, viz. 1 , is

Phyſii'an, but yet it is not proper to every Man to be ſuch . to the Difference of the two laſt, viz. 3 .

2. Property,' is that which agrees to every ſingle Perſon , Propo'rtion (in Painting, &c .] is the juſt Magnitude of
and yet not to a Man only . the ſeveral Members of a Figure, a Group, c. with Re

3. Property, is that which agrees to every Man, and to gard to one another, to the Figure, the Group, and the whole
Man only , and yet not always, as Hoarineſs, in old Men Piece.

only, but yet not always. but for the moſt Part in oid Age.
To PropO'RTION ( proportionner, F.) to divide, diſtribute ,

4. Property,is when any Thing agrees to every Man , to or do according to the Rules of Proportion .

Man only, and always to Man, as to ſpeak, to laugh, &c. PROPORTIONABLE, agreeable to the Rules of Proportion .

PROPHA'NE . See Profane. PROPO'RTIONABLENESS [of proportio, babilis, L. and neſs ]

Pro'phasis [mópans, Gr .] an Excuſe, a Pretence, or Agreeableneſs in proportion.

Colour.
PropO'rtional, à Quantity either lineal or numeral,

PRO'PHASIS [in Medicine] a Fore-knowledge of Diſeaſes. which bears the ſame Ratio or Relation to a third, that the

PRO'PHESIES [in Law] are taken for wizardly Foretel- fuít does to the ſecond.

lings of Matters to come, in certain and enigmatical PropO'RTIONAL [ proportionalis, L. ] according to Pro

Speeches.
portion.

Pro'phesy ( prophetia, L. prophetie, F. ofargoonteia , of PROPORTIONA'LITY [in Algebra, &c .] the Proportion

apó before, and pda, Gr. to tell] a Foretelling, a Prediction that is between the Exponents of four Ratios .

made by divine Înſpiration, L. PROPORTIONALITY

To PROPHESY [ prophetare, L. propbetiſer, F. of poputev- PropO'RTIONALNESS ?Proportionality,Likeneſs ofPro
arv, Gr. ) to foretel Things to come.

Propo'rtionateness Sportion .
Pro'rhet ( propheta, L. prophete, F. mgopýtas, Gr.] ' a PROPORTIONALS [ with Mathemat.] i. e. proportional

Foreteller of future Events .
Numbers or Quantities, i. e. ſuch as are in Mathematical Pro

Prophetess ( prophetiſa, L. propheteſe, F. of rooñzis, ' portion , thus : Ifwhen four Numbers are conſidered, it ap

Gr. ] a Woman Predictor .
pears that the firſt has as much Greatneſs or Smallneſs, wich

PROPHETICALNESS [of propheticus, L. prophetique, F. of Reſpect to the ſecond , as the third has with Reſpect to the

Topntixos, Gr. and nefi] prophetical Nature or Quality. fourth , thoſe four Numbers are called Proportionals.

Prophyla'ctice ( rgopuraxtıx , Gr.) that part of

Phyſick, which prevents or preſervesfrom Diſeaſes, Continued

1 .
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Continued PropO'RTIONALS are ſuch , that the third Hypothetical PROPOSITION ( with Slavim .) is one which

Number is in the fame Ratio to the ſecond, as the ſecond conliſts of ſeveral finple ones ; affected with ſome condi

has to the firſt, and the fourth the ſame Ratio to the third, tional ones, as, if the Sun be jet , it is Night.

that the third has to the ſecond, as 3 , 6, 12 , 24. Disjunctive Proro'stion (with Schoolm ) is one which

Mean PropO'RTIONALS are, when in three Quantities conſiſts of ſeveral, affected with a disjunctive Conjunction ;

there is the ſame Proportion of the firſt to the ſecond, as of as, it is either dark, or light.

the ſecond to the third ; thefame Proportion of 2 to 4, as A copulative PropO'SITION (with Schoolm . ] is one that

of 4 to 8 , and 4 is the mean Proportional.
conſiſts of ſeveral, affected with a Conjunction copulative ;

TO PROPORTIONATE ( proportionner, F. ) to make anſwer- as, Henry does not ſtand and ſit.

able or commenſurate . A modal Propo's IT Ion (with Schoolm .] is one which , be

PROPORTIONED [ proportioné, F.] done or diſtributed ac- ſides the pure Matter and Form , involves fome Mode or

cording to Proportion. Manner of Diſpoſition ; as, it is neceſſary that Man be ratioral.

PROPO'RTUM [in Law Books] the Intent or Meaning of a Propo'TISMA [TSOTótigua , Gr . ] the Taking of a Doſe of

Thing.
Phyfick.

PROPOSAL, an Offer, a Propofition . To PropOU'ND ( proponere, L.) to propoſe, to ſet on foot

To Propo'se ( propofitum , of proponere, L. propoſer, F. ] to ſome Diſcourſe, with an Offer to maintain it ; or ſome

ſpeak , to offer, to declare ; to put or ſet forth , to move,
Doubt and Queſtion , to be reſolved ; alſo to make Propo

or make a Motion. fals or Offers of a Reconciliation of a Difference ; or upon

Propo'ser , one who offers or makes a Motion . any Buſineſs whatſoever.

PROPO'sition , a Thing propoſed, a Motion, whatſoever A PROPOUNDER , one who propoſes a Matter.

is ſaid of any Subject, whether true or falſe. PROPOU'NDERS (in Law ] Monopolizers and Engroffers of

Exceptive Propo'sition (with Schoolm .] is one that is Commodities.

denoted by an exceptive Sign , as beſide, unleſs. Pro -PREFECT (among the Romans] the Prefect of a Lieu

Excluſive Propo'sition (with Schoolm .) is one denoted tenant, or an Officer of the Prefect of the Prætorium, ap

by a sign or Character of Exclufion, as only, folely, alone. pointed to perform any part of his Office in his Place.

Propo'sit ION [in Poetry] is the firſt Part of an Epic PRO-PRE'tor (among the Romans) a Magiſtrate who had

Poem , in which the Authcr propoſes or lays down, briefly all the Power of a Pretor, and Enſigns of Honour belong

and in general, what he has to ſay in the Courſe of his ing to the Pretorſhip.
Work . PROPRIETATE probanda [in Law ] a Writ lying for one,

Propoʻsition ( in the Mathem .) a Thing propoſed to be who would prove a Property before the Sheriff
demonſtrated, proved, or made out, either a Problem or PROPRI'ETARY ( proprietaire, F. ) a Proprietor, an Owne

Theorem . er, one who has a Property in any Thing.

Propo'sition , is an Oration or Speech which affirms or Propri'etary [in old Rec.] one who had the Fruits ofa

denies, or an Oration that ſignifies either true or falſe.
Benefice to himſelf and his Succeſſors.

Afirmative PROPO'Sition, is that in which the Subject PROPRI'eter ( proprietarius, L.) one who has a Property

and Attribute are joined or do agree, as God is a Spirit. in any Thing.

Negative Propo'sition , is that when they are disjoined Proprietor [ in Law ] one who has or poſſeſſes any

or diſagree, as Men are not Stones. Thing in the utmoſt Degree.

A True Propo'sition, is ſuch as declares a Thing to PROPRIETY ( proprietas, L.] Property ; proper Senſe.

be what it really is ; or not to be what it is not. PROPRI'ETY (with Logicians) is the fourth of the uni

A Falſe PROPO'SITION, is ſuch an one as fignifics a verſal Ideas , andis when the Object is an Attribute , which

Thing to be what it is not ; or not to be what it is . in Effect belongs to the Eſſence of the Thing ; but is not

Propo's it ions general ? [with Logicians) are known by firſt conſidered in that Eſſence, but as dependent on the firſt
PROPO'Sitions univerſal the Signs, Every, as every co- Idea, as diviſible, immortal, & c.

vetous Man is poor ; No, as no Man can ſerve God and PROPRI'ETY (with Gram .] is where the direct and imme

Mammon. diate Signification of a Word agrees to the Thing it is ap

Propo'sitions particular, are known by the Signs fome, a ply'd to

certain, fumebody, as, fome Men are ambitions. Pro'ptosis [ 7góml0015, of argó out, and rimlw to fall,Gr.]

PROPO'sitions ſingular, are when a proper Nameof a the falling down of ſome part of the Body ; as, of the

Manis contained in them , as Cicero was an Orator, Plato Caul, & c.
a Philofopher. PROPY'LAEUM ( POTU'nalov, Gr.] the Porch of a Tem

Propositions general contrary, are ſuch of which one ple or great Hall .

generally affirms , and the other generally denies, as all Men , PRO RATA( in Comm . ) according to Proportion or Share.

&c. no Man, &c. Prora Os [ Anat. ) a Bone of the Cranium , called Os

A Simple PROPO'sition, is that which has but one Sub- occipitis, L.

ject, and one Attribute. PROROGA'TION, the Act of prolonging, adjourning, or

A Compound Propo'sition, is that which has more than putting off to another Time; eſpecially the putting off a

one Subject, as, Life and Death,Health and Sickneſs,Poverty Seſſion of Parliament. The Difference between a Proroga -
and Riches come from the Lord. tion and Adjournment is this, that the Seſſion is ended by

Propo'sitions [by Logicians) are reduced to four Kinds, Prorogation , and that is done by the King ; and ſuch Bills as

which , for the Helpof Memory, are denoted by the four paſſed in either of both Houſes, and had not the Royal Al
Letters, a, e, i, o . lent, muft begin again at the next Meeting : But in an

A is an univerſal Affirmative. E is an univerſal Negative. Adjournment, all Things continue in the faine State they

I is a particular Affirmative. O is a particular Negative. were in before the Adjournment.

And for the Eaſe of Memory, they are compriſed in theſe To Proro'cue ( prorogare, L.]to prolong for ſomeTime,

two Verſes. Pro'sa, a Goddeſs of thePagans, who, as they believed,

Aferit A , Negat E, verum generaliter ambo. made the Infant come in the right Manner into the World.

IAferit, O Negat, fed particulariter ambo. Pro'saic [ proſaicus, L. proſaique, F.)pertaining to Proſe.

The Uſe of a Propofition, is when Men , by Occaſion of To PRO'SCRIBE (profcribere, L.) to out-law , to baniſh ; alſo

Diſcourſe, fall at Variance, and cannot agree upon their to ſequefter and leize on a Perſon's Eſtate; alſo to poſt up

Matter ; being both carneftto know the Truth, they bring in writing, and publiſh any Thing to be ſold.
the Matter to a Point, debate that, and then go on to Pro'scrib'd ( profcriptus, L.) out-lawed, baniſhed, ſe

another. queſter'd , & c. as an Eſtate.

A Finite
PROPO'SITION [ Proscri'ption, Out-lawry, Confiſcation of Goods, a

Definite 2 5 declares ſomething determi- Publication made bythe Chief of a Party, promiſing a Re

nate on a Subject, as , a Man is a two-footed Animal. ward to any one that fall bring him the Head of an

Infinite, ş Proposition ] [with Schoolm .]is one where- Enemy,& c.F. of L.

Indefinite 2 Sin either one or both the Prose ( proſa, L. proſe, F.] the natural Language of

Terms are infinite, or have a Negative prefixed to them, as , Mankind, looſe and unconfin'd by poetical Meaſures ; or
Man is not white. the plain Way of Expreſlion, in Distinction from Verſe.

A Direct Propo'sition (with Schoolm .] is ſuch an one To Pro'seCUTE ( proſequi, L. ) to purſue, carry on or go

wherein a higher and more general is predicated of a lower on with ; alſo to ſue atLaw .

and more particular ; as , a Man is an Animal. Prosecu'tion ( proſecutio, L.) a proſecuting, purſuit ;

An Indirect Proro's ITION(with Schoolm . ) is onewherein alſo a continuance.

an Inferior is predicated of a Higher ; as, an Animal is Prosecutor , one who followş a Cauſe, or proſecutes

Man . inthe Name of another , L.
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PROSÚLY'TE [ rporbautos, Gr. i . e. one who comes to, a PROSTITUTION (Metaphorically) a ftooping to any meir

Stranger)a Perſon converted from that Faith or judgment orbaſe Adion or Ofice.
that he was of before to another. Prostomi'A ( regsoria of res before, and sout, the

TO PROSELYTE ( of acorbatudesy, Gr. to come to] to Mouth, Gr.] the red tinctured Partof the Lips.

come over to ; alſo to bring over to one's Perſuaſion ; eſpe- To PROSTRATE ( proftratum , L.) to throw or caſt one's ſelf

cially as to Points of Religion. at the feet of another , to caſt down to the Ground .

PROSE'RPINA ( ſo called of Serpendo, becauſe ſown Corn PRO'STRATE ( proftratus, L.) laid flat along, L.

creeps forth into the Light ; or of repropóyn , Gr. Varro] PROSTRA'TION, á falling at another's Feet, a lying fiat

the Daughter of Jupiter and Ceres, wasthewifeof Pluto, along, L.

who wasforcedto ſtealher, all the Goddeſſes refuſinghim Pro'style [Tessua , Gr. ) a Building that has only

on Account of his ill Looks, and the Darkneſs of his Pillers in the Front.

Kingdom . PROSY'LLOGISM [of Tej and outdowo hos,Gr.] a Reaſon

Ceres ſought her for a long Time, and at laſt hearing the or Argument produced to ſtrengthen, or confirm , one of the

was in Hell, went thither , and got her to be releaſed on Premiſes of a Syllogiſm .

Condition that ſhe had taſted nothing there ; butAſcalaphus Pro'TASIS ( Tejtans, Gr .) a Maxim or Propofition.

telling that ſhe had eaten two or three Kernels of a Pome- PROTASIS (in the ant. Drama] the firſt part of a Comedy

granate, it hinder'd her Departure; however, Ceres at length or Tragedy, that explains the Argument of the Piece, esi.

obtained of Jupiter, that ſhe ſhould have her Daughter's equal to our two firſt Acts.

Company one fix Months, and the other ſix The Mould be Prota'TICK (FOOTATixòs, Gr.] onewho never appeared

with Pluto below. The Moral of this is taken to be the but in the Protalis or firſt Part of the Play.

Seed ofCorn grown remaining in the Ground in the Win- To Prote'ct ( proteftum , Sup. of protegere, L.) to defend,

ter, and ſpringing up in the Summer. to ſave or skreen from , to maintain ; alſo to countenance.

This Goddeſs has three Names, either becauſe of three PROTE'ction, the A &t of protecting , guarding from In

Offices that are attributed to her, or becauſe the Poets con- jury, & c. Defence, Shelter.

found the three Deities in one . In Heaven ſhe is called PROTECTION [in a Legal Senſe) is that Benefit and Safety ,

Luna, ( the Moon) on Earth Diana, and in Hell Projerpina. which every Subject freeborn orStranger has by the King's
They ſacrifice to her a barren Heifer. Laws .

The Antients painted Proſerpina, in white Garments filled PROTECTION [in a Special Senſe) an Exemption or Immu
with Flames.

nity, given by the King to a Perſon , to ſecure him againſt

Pro'sody ( proſodia, L. of regoudia, Gr.) that Part of Law Suits, or other Vexations ; alſo a Writing to ſecure

Grammar that teaches the Diſtinction of Syllables, as too long from an Arreſt for Debt.

or ſhort, &C. Prote'ctor , a Defenderer, one who undertakes to de

PROSODIAN, a Perſon skilled in Proſodia. fend an impotent, weak, or defenſeleſs Perſon , L.

PROSONOMASI'A ( tregoorowania, Gr.) a Rhetorical Fi. Prote'ctrix, a The Defender, L.

gure , whereby Alluſionis made to the Likeneſs of a Sound, TO PROTE'ND ( protendere, L.) to ſtretch out at Length .

in ſeveral Names or Words. PROTE'RvITY ( protervitas, L.] Frowardneſs, Peeviih

Proso POPOE'IA [ regOWTOTOBL, Gr .] a Figure in Rhe- nefs, Waywardneſs.
torick , when the Orator, on a ſudden turns from his firſt TO PROTE'ST ( proteftari, L.) to make a Proteſtation ; to

Manner of Talking, and ſpeaks in the Perſon of another ; declare or affirm , to make a folemn Promiſe, to vow or ſwear.

the Orator making a Feint of being ſilent, to let him ſpeak , To PROTEST (in a Legal Senſe ] is to affirm openly that one

who is the Subject of the Diſcourſe. either does not at all, or but conditionly yield his Conſent to

PRO'spect ( proſpectus, L.] a View , Aim, or Deſign. any Act, or the Proceedingsof a Judge, Gr.

PROSPE'ctive, pertaining to Viewing, & c. A Prote'st [in Commerce) a Summons made by a Nota

Prospective Glaſs, a Glaſs for viewing Things that are tary Publick to a Merchant, &c. to diſcharge a Bill of Ex

at a conſiderable Diſtance. change drawn on him , after his having refuſed either to ac

To Pro'sPER [ profperare, L.) to make proſperous, to give cept or pay the ſame.
Succeſs ; to ſucceed or be ſucceſsful ; to thrive, to have PROTESTANCY 2 the Religion, Principles, and Doctrines

fair Gale of Fortune. PROTESTANISM of Proteſtants.

PROSPE'RITY ( profperitas, L.] the Condition of a Perſon PROTESTANDO (Law Term ] a Word uſed to avoid double

who has all Things according to his Heart's Deſire, and who Pleadings in Actions.

ſucceeds in his Undertakings, Happineſs, good Succeſs, PROTESTANTS, a Name given to thoſe who proteſted a

good Fortune. gainſt a Decree made in the Diet of Spire by Ferdinand,

Prospe'rITY ( Hieroglyphically ] was repreſented by an Archduke of Auſtria, and other Roman Catholick Princes,

Eagle . demanding Liberty of Conſcience, till the Holding of a

Pro'sperous ( proſperus, L.) having all Things according Council in Purſuance to a Decree madein the Year 1526.
to his Mind, favourable, fortunate. Protesta'tion, a ſolemn Vow or Aſſurance, a pro

Pro'sPEROUSNESS [of proſperus, L. and neſs] Proſperity. teſting againſt any Proceedings, an open declaring of the

PROSPHERO'MENA [ Tegrosegueva, Gr .] Meats or Medi- Mind.

cincs taken inwardly.
Pro'Teus [Tegnius, 9.7@r, the firſt and moſt antient

Pro'sPhysis ( wesoquais of regs to, and ouw to grow , of the Gods ) according to the Poets , was one of the Sons

Gr.) the Coalition or growing together of two Parts, as of Oceanus and Thetis, Neptune's Shepherd, or Keeper of his

when two Fingers grow to each other. Phoci, or Sea Calves. The Latins call him Vertumnus, be .

Prostatae adftantes (of tej before, isngu, to ſtand, cauſe he could turn himſelf into all Sorts of Shapes and Fi

Gr.) two Glandulæ placed near the Paſſage of the Seed ; gures, and was a notable Fortune - Teller ; but thoſe who

which (as it is ſuppoſed) lubricate the common Paſſage of pretendedto make Uſe of him , were to ſurprize him , and

the Seed and Urine , and are a Sort of Vehicle to the ſemi- bind him faft, until he took his proper Shape, and told them

nal Matter, and cauſe the Titillation in Coition, L. what they wanted to know .

PROSTETHI'S [regensis, Gr.) the Fore - fide of the Breaſt; ProtHo’NOTARY? [ protonarius, L. of apãres, Gr. firſt

alſo a Aleſhy Part in the Hollows of the Hands and Feet. PROTO'NOTARY S or chief and notarius, L. a Notary ]

PeostetHIS (in Surgery] that which fills up what was i. e the firſt or chiefNotary or Scribe) a principal Clerk.

wanting, as when fiſtulous Ulcers are filled up with PROTHO'NOTARY [of the Com. Pleas) enters and enrols all
Fleſh .

Declarations, Pleadings, Alizes, Judgments , and Actions, & .

PROSTHAPHAE'RESIS [regdupaignos, Gr.] is the ſame PROTHONOTARY [of the King's Bencb] Records, all Ac

with the Equation of the Orbit, or ſimply the Equation ; and tions civil ſued in that Court, as the Clerk of the Crown

is the Difference between the true, and mean Motion of a Planet. Office doth all crimminal Caſes.

PRO'STHESIS (Tehamas, Gr. ] a Grammatical Figure, PROTHY'R IS ( Free sueis, Gr. ] a Coin or Corner of a

when a Letter or Syllable is added to the Beginning of a Wall ; a Croſs -Beam , or overthwart Rafter.

Word, as gnatus for natus, tetuli for tuli, &c. alſo the mak- PROTHYRUM [Tro.Jugor, Gr.] a Porch at the outward
ing of artificial Legs and Arms, when the natural ones are Door of an Houſe ; a Portal ; alſo Fence of Pales or Rails ,

to keep off Horſes, &C.
PRO'STITUTE ( proftitutum , L.] a common Whore. PROTOCOL ( Tporóxordon, Gr.] the firſt Draught of a

Prostitu'TION, á Harlot's letting out the Uſe of her Bo. Deed, or Inſtrument, or Contract ; alſo a precedent Book.

dy for Hire . PROTOFO'Rester ( proto- foreſtarius, L. Barb .) antiently a
To PROSTITUTE ( proftituere, L.) to expoſe or ſet open to chief Officer of Windjor Foreſt, who had Power to determine

every one that comes ; to yield up the Body and Honour to all Cauſes of Death and Mayhemthere.

mercenary Intereſt, to Luit, or ſenſual Pleaſure. PROTO'LOGY ( npotonogia , Gr . ] a Preface.
PRO
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PROTOMA'RTYR (1140 7 opsigtug, of agãtos, firſt, and PROVIDENTIAINESS ( of providentia, L. and no/ s ) the hap .

hestue, a Witneſs,Gr.] the firit Martyr or Witnefs that peningof a Thing bydivine Providence, providential Effect .
fuffered Death in Teltiinony of the Truth , as St. Stephen. PROVIDENTNESS , 'Thriftinets, Savingneſs.

PROTOPATHY (TWTona tid , ofwar and thic , Provi'der ( prwiſor, L.) one who turnishes with

Gr.) a primary or original Diſeaſe, not cauſed by another. Provi'nce (with Ecclefiaflicks) an Archbishoprick ; allo
PRO'TOPLAST (78@ zóras , of # 8@ tos and shattery, the Extent of the Juriſdiction of an Archbiſhop.

Gr. to form ) theMan firſt formed ; our firit Father Adam ; Provi'nce (provincia, L.) a large Part or Diviſion of an

alſo the firſt Former of all Things. ' Empire, a Kingdom , & c. comprchending ſeveral Cities ,
PROTOTY'PON (with Gram .) a primitive or original Word . Towns, &c. under the fame Government.

PROTOTY'pe ( SouTutómy, of tgūtos and tunc , Gr. PROVINCE Roli (of Prorence in Franie) a Kind of Roſe.

a Type] the firit Pattern, or or Model of a Thing. The lecien United PRO'VINCES of theNetherlands, the l'rovin

To Protra'ct ( protrattum, fup. of protrahere, L.) to ces of Guel.kerland,Zutphen,Holland , Zealand , Utrecbr, Friezland,

prolong or delay the Time; to drawout in length ; to lay Ox'er- Yjjel and Groeningen ,who in the Year 1579, at Utrecht,

down the Draught of a Thing, as a Map, & c.on Paper. made a firm Alliance, whereby they united themſelves ſo as

Protr A'CTER 2 (with Surgeons) an Inftrument uſed to never to be divided ; yet referved to each Province all its

PROTRACTOR S draw out any foreign or disagreeable Bo- former Rights , Laws , and Cuſtoms.

dies from a Wound or Ulcer, in like Manner as the For- PRO'VINCIAL ( provincialis, L. ) pertaining to a Province ;

ceps, L. alſo a Superior or chief Governor of all the Religious Hou

PROTRACTING (with Surveyors) the plotting or laying fes in a Province.

down the Dimenſions taken in the Field, by the Help ofa PROVINCIAL Sunod, the Affembly of the Clergy of a

Protractor. particular Province.

Protra'ction , a putting off, a deferring, or delaying, L. T. Provi'ne ( prec'igner, F. ) to lay the Stock or Branch

Prot r a'cring Pin (with Mathim .) a fine Needle fitted of a Vine in the Ground to take Root.

into a Handle, to prick off Degrees and Minutes from the Provi'sion, whatſoever is provided , or is fit for Suſte

Limb of the Protractor. nance ; alſo a providing or taking care of.

PROTRA'Cror (rrith Surveyors )an Inftrument for taking Provi'sion ( in the Canon Larv ] the Pope's providing a

the Angles taken in a Field, by a Theodolite, Circumferentor, ſpiritual Livingfor a Biſhop, before the Death of the In

or the like; which are plotted or laid down on Paper. cumbent.

Protre'PTICON ( potser lexoy, Gr . ) an Exhortation . Provi's ION [in Canon Latv ] the Title or Inftrument, by

To PROTRU’DE { pritradere, L. ) to thruſt or puſh forwards. Vertue of which an Incumbent holds, or is provided of a
PROTU'BERANCE [of protuberans, L. ) a bunching or ſtand- Benefice, Biſhoprick, & c.

ing out ; alſo the Proceſs or Knob of a Bone. Provision (in Commerce) the Wages due to a Factor.
ProTU'BERANT ( protuberans, L. ] bunching or ſtand- PROVI'SIONAL , done by, of, or pertaining to a Provilo .

ing out. Provi'so, a Condition, Clauſe, or Caveat, &c.

Pro'rU'BERANTNESS , a bunching out. Provi'so [in Law] a Condition inſerted in a Deed ; up

Prou'dish (of prut, Sax .] a little proud. on the Obſervance of which , the Validity of the Deed

Proup (rrut, frit, Sax.) puffed up with Pride, elated . depends.

To be Proud [ Pjauzian, Sax. ) to be elated or puffed up PROVI'so [in Law ] concerning Matters judicial, is where

in Mind. the Plaintiff in an Action defifts in profecuting his Suit, and

To be Proud [ſpoken of Dogs ]to be deſirous of Copulation does not bring it to Trial in due Time, the Defendant in

PRO'U DNESS [ of prut or prutian, and neyse, Sax .] fuch Cafe may take out the Venire facias to the Sheriff, which
Pride. hath in it thefe Words, Proviſo, quod, &c .

Prove'nitor provediteur, P.) a Provider. To moor a Provi'so [Sea Phraſe] is when a Ship has an An

PRO'VEND ? (according to ſome, of præbendo, L. af- chor out, and a Hawler on Shore, and ſo is noored with

PRO'venver S fording) a Meaſure containing the Quan- her Head to the Shore with two Cables .

tity of Grain daily given to a Horſe or other Beaft of La- Provi'sor, a Perſon who has the Care of providing

bour, for his ordinary Suſtenance. Things neceflary, L.

To go to PRO'VEND (in Monafteries] is to go to Meals. Provisor [in an Univerſity ) a Title of Dignity, a Pa

PRO'VENDER ( proventus, L. prociende, F. ] Food for Cattle . tron , or chiefGovernor.

To be PRO'VENDER prick'd, to be pampered or faucy, by Provi'sor [old Statutes) a Perſon who ſued to the Court
Reaſon of too high Feeding. of Rome for a Proviſion or Benefice.

PRO'ver (in Lazo] an Approver, a Perſon who having Provi'sor Viftualium , the King's Purveyor, L.

confeſied himſelf guilty of Felony, accuſes another of the Provo'CATION, a provoking, urging, incenting, ſtirring

fame Crime. up , Esc. F. of L.

PRO'VERE ( prcerbium, L.) a concife, witty, and wiſe PROVOCATIVE, apt to provoke or ftit up .

Speech, grounded upon long Experience, and containing A Provo'cATIVE (in Phypick ) a Medicine which frength

for the moſt part ſome good Caveat. ens Nature for Venereal Exerciles.

Prove'NBIAL ( proverbialis, L.] of, or pertaining to a Provo'CATIVENESS provoking Nature or Quality.

Proverb. PROVOCATORY ( praroratorius, L.] of, or pertaining to

To Pro'VIDE [of providere, L.) to furniſh.
Provocation .

Provi'den ( pourseuque, F.) on Condition. TO PROVO'KE ( provocare, L. provoquer , F.] to move or

PROVIDENCE ( providentia, L. ) Fore-wit , Warinefs , ftir up, to anger or urge .

Forecaſt ; but more eſpecially the Foreſight or ſupreme In- To Provo'KE (in a medicinal Senle ] to diſpoſe to, or cauſe.

telligence of God, and his Government of all created Be. Proʻvost [ propot, F. pgæqayt, Sax. piovelt, Dan. of

ings; or the Conduct and Direction of the ſeveral Parts of prepofitus, L.) a chief Magiitrate of a City, or Preſident of

the Univerſe , by a ſuperior intelligent Being. a College, or Collegiate Church.

Unicerjal PRO'VIDENCE (in God) is that whereby he takes Pro'vost-MARSHAL ( in an Army ] an Officer whoſe

Care of all Things in general, but of Mankind eſpecially. Concern it is to apprehend Deſerters and other Criminals,

Particular PROVIDENCE [ofGod ) is that whereby he fu and to let Rates on Proviſions in the King's Army.

perintends and takes Care of every individual Thing in the Pro'vost-MARSHAL [in a Royal Navy) an Officer whofe

World ; continuing them in their Beings , diſpoſing of Buſineſs it is to take Charge of the Priſoners taken .

their Operations and Effects in ſuch a wiſe Order, as may Provo'st-MARSHAL [in France] an Officer whoſe Buſi

be moſt ſuitable to thoſe wile Ends and Purpoſes for which neſs it is to take Cognizance of Enemies, and ſuch as com

they are designed . mit Outrages, as Robbers, &c .

PROʻVIDENCE ( Hieroglyphically ] was by the Egyptians Pro'vost of Merchants (at Paris] the chief Magiſtrate of

repreſented by a Baſilisk , with the Head and Eyes of a

Hawk, becauſe it is related of it, that there is no other Pro'vost ( of the Mint) an Officer who is appointed to

Creature fuller of Spirits and Vigour. It is alſo reported of approve all the Moneyers, and to overſee them .

a Baſilisk , that it kills at a Diſtance, only by ſending forth Provo'stal ( proc'otable, F. ] of, or pertaining to a Provoſt.

from its Eyes a ſecret Poiſon which it conveys to the Crea- Provo'sTSHIP the Office or Dignity of a Provo!t.
ture with whom it is diſplea ſed .

PROVIDENCE ( in Painting] is repreſented asa Lady lift- Prow ( prora, L. proue, F.] the Fore-part of a Ship, i.e.

ing up both her Hands to Heaven, with theſe Words, Pros that Part of the Forecaſtle that is aloft, and not in the Hold ;

videntia Deorum; or with a Globe at her feet, and holding properly that between the Chace and the Loof.

2 Scepter in her Right Hand, and a Cornucopia in her Left . Prow'Ess [ proueſſe, F.] Valour, Courage, Stoutneſs; alſo

PROVIDENT ( providus , L. ) thrifty, wary, cautious . a valiant or mighty Act or Thing ; an Exploit .

PROVIDENTIAE Cold Rec. ] Proviſion of Meat or Drink, L.
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To Prowl ( prob. of proyeler, F.] to go about pilfering PsamMO'DBX [of fraupeidus, Gr. ] landy and gravells,

or filching; alſo to gape after Gain. Matter in Urine.

Proxies, annual Payments made by the Parochial Clergy Psa'mmos [Warra , Gr.] Sand or Gravel ; that which

to the Biſhop, &c. on Viſitacions. breeds in human Bodies.

Proxi'MITY ( proximitas, L. ] Nearneſs or Neighbour- PSATYRIANS, a Sect of the Arians, who held that the

hood, a nigh Degree of Kindred ; alſo Nearneſs in Place. Son was not like the Father in Will, that he was taken from

PRO'XY (either of apósvos,Gr. as Caſaub. ſuppoſes, or of or made of nothing, and that in God, Generation was not

Procurator, L. ) one who acts for, or itands for another in to be diſtinguiſhed from Creation .

his Abſence ; alſo the Commillion of a Client to his Proc- PsE'PHOMANCY ( Ancouartile of moos, a Stone, and

tor in the Civil Law , to manage his Cauſe. Martea , Gr. Divination) a Divination by Pebble-Stones,

A PRUDE ( prudens, L.) a preciſe Woman , F. diſtinguiſhed by certain Characters, and put as Lots into a

PRU'DENCE ( prudentia, L.] Wiſdom , the firſt of the Car- Vefſel; which , having made certain Supplications to the

dinal Virtues, which teaches us to govern our Lives, Man- Gods to direct them , they drew out, and according to the

ners, Actions, according to the Dictates of right Rea?on. Characters, conjectured what ſhould happen to them .

PRU'DENCE [by Moraliſts] is defined to be a Habit of the PseudA'CORUS (of feüda and "axoen , Gr.] the yel
Mind , whereby a Man judges and determines truly how he low Flower de Luce, a Plant.

fhould act and proceed ; what he ſhould do or avoid in all PSEUDANCHU'SA (of ' südds, and anchuſa, L. of dyxxou ,
Things relating to his Advantage, temporal or eternal, ſo as Gr. ) wild Bugloſs, or Sheeps Tongue.

to render himſelf happy both here and hereafter. Pseuda'nGeList ( feudaraos of feud's falſe, and

Pru'dent ( prudens, L. ] wiſe, diſcreet, adviſed. anos, an Angel) a falſe Meſſenger.

PRUDE'NTIAL, of, or pertaining to Prudence, advifed, PSEU D A PO'STLE[ Hendazosomos, Gr.) a falſe Apoſtle.
diſcreet, wiſe. PsEU'DISODOMENON [of neuros, falie, icos, equal, and

PRUDE'NTIALNESS (of prudens, L. and meſs] Prudence . down, Gr. a Building) a sort of Building, whoſe Walls are

PRU'DEnTNESS ( prudentia, L.) Prudence, prudent Ma- inade of Stone, of an unequal Thickneſs.

nagement. Pseudo [of feudis, Gr. falſe, counterfeit ) a Term or

Pru'DERY ( pruderie, F. ] an affected or conceited wo- Particle uſed in the Compoſition of many Larin and En

maniſh Reſervedneſs, a Shyneſs. glil Words.

PRUNA , a burning or live Coal, L. Pseu DOASPHO'DELUS (of fiudds, and afphodelus, L. of

PRUNA (in Surgery] a Carbuncle , a Plague, Sore, or fie- alopóda , Gr . ] Baſtard Aſphodil.
ry Botch.

PSEUDOBU'NION ( feudobúrior,Gr. ) the Herb Water-creſſes.

T. PRUNE (with Gardeners] to trim Trees, by cutting off Pseudoca'PSICUM [ of trūdos, and capſicum , L.) Night

the ſuperfluous Sprigs or Branches. ſhade.

To PRUNE (in Falconry) as the Hack prunes, i; e. picks PSEUDOCHAMAEBUXUS [of feudos galuat, on the Ground ,

her Wings . and Tugos, Gr. ] Baſtard Dwarf -Box.

PRUNE'LLA [ Botany ] the Herb Self-heal, L. PseuDOCORONO'PUS (of feudas and xogardys, Gr.]

PRUNELLA cærulea (with Botan.] the Herb Bugle, fo Baſtard Crow -Foot, Buck - Plantain.

called from its blue Flowers, L. PSEU DODICTA'MNUM (of feudas and Nxtalvos, Gr. ]

Sal PRUNELLAE . See Sal. Baſtard Dittany.

PRU'NELLOS [lo called of Brignols, the place where they Pseudo'GRAPHY (feudoyegpia of feudos, and yegon,

grow ] a Sort of Plums ; alſo a sort of Silk. Gr. ] a falſe Writing, a counterfeit Hand.

Prunes ( pruna, L.) a Kind of Plums . PSEUDOHELLE'BORUS (of tsüdos and tarißoegs, Gr.]

PRUNI'FEROUS_Trees ( prunifer, L.} ſuch Trees as bear wild Hellebore or Bear's - Foot.

Plums, or whoſe Fruit has a Stone in the Middle. PSEU DOHEPATORIUM (Hüdds and tu ta trener , Gr.]

Pru'ning [ incert. Etym .] the cutting off the ſuperfluous Baſtard Agrimony.

Twigs of Trees. PseudoHERMODA'CTYLUS ( audos, spuodextudos, Gr.]

PRU'Rient ( pruriens. L.) pricking, itching , the Herb Dog's - Tooth.

PRURI'GINOUS ( pruriginofus, L.) full ofthe Itch, itchy. PSEUDO'LOGY [ feudoanzia . Gr.) falſe Speaking or lying.

PRURIGINOUSNESS [ of pruriginofus, L. and nejs] Itchi- Pseu DOM A'RTYR [ faudonasius,Gr.) a counterfeit Mar

neis, the having the Itch . tyr, a falſe Witneſs.

PRURITUS, the Itch, a Diſeaſe ; any dryneſs and rough- Pseu'do -medicus, a falſe Phyſician, a Pretender to Phy

neſs of the Skin, occaſioned by ſharp Humours which ſtag- fick .

nate in , and corrode the miliary Glands. Pseu DOMELA'NTHIUM ( Eudowana'y snov, Gr.) Cockle or

Pruta'Nick Tables (with Aſtron.] Tables calculated (by Corn - Roſe .

Rheinoldus, and dedicated to the Duke of Pruſia) for find- Pse u do'menos (stev dóweros, Gr.)a ſophiſtical Argument,

ing the Motions of the heavenly Bodies. a Fallacy in Reaſoning ; a captious Concluſion.
To Pre (prob. of preuver, F. to make a Trial of ] to PSEUDOMO'LY (offaudes and winu, Gr .] the yellow

ſearch , inquire, or dive into . Daffodil, or Crow's -Bill.

PRY'An Tin, a Sort of Tin found mixed with gravelly PSEUDONARCI'SSUS [ taūdos and va'grewos, Gr.) the yel

Earth, ſometimes white, and ſometimes red. low Daffodil.

Pryk, a Kind of Service or Tenure ; an old -faſhioned Pseudon A'RDUS [of feudos and va'sdos, Gr.] Baſtard

Spur with one Point only, which the Tenant holding Land Spike.

by this Tenure was to find for the King. PSEUDONY'Μους ψευδωνύμος of ψευδές, and ώνομα ,
PRY'ING [ incert. Etym . except of prouvant, F. making a Gr. Name] Authors who publith Books under falſe and

Trial of ] ſearching, enquiring, or diving into . feigned Names.

PRYTANET Cat Athens] the Senators who compoſed the PSEUDOPERI'PTERON, a Temple where the fide Pillars

Grand Council who governed the State, who were in Num- were ſet in the Wall on the Inſide, which was enlarged ſuffi -

cient to incloſe the Space for the Portico's of the Peripteron.

PRYTANEUM ( @gurardor , Gr . ) a Building at Athens, where PSEUDOPHILO'sopopher [ feudoporónopos,Gr.] a falſe or
the Council of Prytanei afl'embled. counterfeit Philoſopher.

PRYTANEUS ( atsutavis, Gr. ] , the firſt Magiſtrate in moſt PSEUDOPHILO'sophy (feudopinoropia of feudos, and
of the Citics of Greece.

Qiaogopia, Gr.) falſe Philoſophy.

Psalm (naryo , Gr.) a Hymn upon a divine Subject. PSEUDOPO'RTICUS, a falſe Porch .

Ps A'LMIST ( Pfalmiftes, L. Pyalı -ycop, Sax .) a Compo- PSEUDOPRO'PHET ( Euroregonths of feudos falſe, and

ſer or Singers of Pfalms . Tegpótus, Gr.) a falle Prophet.
Ps A'LMODY ( F. and L. of sfeermoda,of fanco's, and Pseudo-STE'LLA (of jeudos, Gr. and ſtella, L. ) any

chdw, to fing, Gr. ] ſinging of Palms, or ſinging and play- Kind of Meteor or Phænomenon, newly appearing in the

ing on an Initrument at the ſame Time. Heavens, and reſembling a Star.

PSALMO'GRAPHist (tarmorego of fermos, and PSEUDOTHY'RUM [ feudosuegy of feudós, and suego
regper, Gr. to write) a writer of Pfalms . Gr. a Door) a Poftern -Gate, a Back - Door.
PSALMo'GRAPHY Cψαλμογραφία of ψαλμG ,, and Psi'LOTHRIX (of funds naked, and S $15 , Gr . Hair ) a De

gea on, Gr. a Writing) a Writing of Pſalms pilatory or Medicament proper to makethe Hair fall off.

Psaʼlter [fantiecor, Gr. pyalzene, Sax. ] a Book of Psoas mufculus [ fóas,Gr. the Loins] one of the Muſcles
Pſalms. which bend the Thigh.

PsAʼLTERY [sta Ticior, Gr. ) a Kind of Muſical Inſtru- Pso'as magnus (with Anat.) a round, hard , fleſhy Muf
ment.

cle of the Loins, ariſing from the internal Side of the trans
PsAMMI'SMUS [ tempuonds, Gr.) a Bath of dry, warm verſe Proceſſes of the Vertebræ of the Loins within the At

Sand, to apply to the Feet of dropſical Perſons. domiai

ber 50.
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domen ; and deſcending upon Part of the internal Side PIOLEMAICK Sylem of the Heavens] that Syſtem , which

of the Ilium , is inſerted into the lower part of the little Tro was invented by Pte
chanter, L.

lony the great Alexan

Psoas parvus [Anat . ) a Muſcle of the Thigh, ariſing drian Aſtronoiner ,the l ) .

fiefhy from the Inſide of the upper Vertebræ of the Loins, Juttrator and Maintainer

and is inſerted into the upper part of the Share -bone, which of it, tho' the Inven

is joined to the os Ilium , L. tion was much older,

Pso'ra [ faves , Gr . ) Scabbineſs, Mangineſs, a wild Scab having been held by 4

that makes theSkin ſcaly . riſtotle, Hipparchus, & c .

Psors'asis [ afwgicos of fuegw, to be ſcabby, Gr. ) a This is an Hipotbeſta

dry itching Scab, frequently accompanied with an Exulceration. Order or Diſposition of

Pso'rica ( twee'ne, Gr.] Medicines good againit Scabbineſs.
the Heavens and hea

PsororHTHALMI'A [ wegplannia , Gr.] . of twer, a venly Bodies, wherein

Scab, and op Sadecice, a Di.cate in the Eye, Gr.] ' aScab the Earth is ſuppoſed

and Inflammation of the Eyes with itching tobe at reſt and in

PSYCHAGO'GICA [of fuge, the Soul , and ágono's, a Lead the Center, and the

er, Gr.) Medicines which ſuddenly raiſe the Spirits in Heavens to revolve

Faintings.
round it from Eaſt to Weſt, carrying with them the Sun ,

Psycho'logist [of fugonogirós, of fuges the Soul, and Planets, and fixed Stars, each in their reſpective Spheres.

aiga , Gr. to ſay) one who treats concerning the Soul. Next above the Earth is the Moon , then the Planet Mercury,

Psycho'logy ( Hugoaozia , Gr. ] a Diſcourſe of the Soul. next Venus, above her the Sun ; next above himn Mars, and

PSYCHRO'METER ( of foxes's cold, and mátegu, Gr. then Jupiter ; beyond him Saturn ; over which are placed

Meaſure) an Inſtrument for meaturing the Degree of Moiſture the two Cryſtalline Spheres , and laſtly the primum mobile,

or Humidity of the Air.
ſuppoſed tobe the firſt Heaven , that gives Motion to all the

PSYCHOMA'CHY (sturemagia , Gr. ) a War or Fight, be. Spheres. See Syſtem .

tween the Soul and Body. This Syſtem was generally believ'd till the Diſcovery of

PSYCHROLUSIA ( tuxgoaudia of fuxpós cold , and avors, America diſprov'd one Part of it, and the Conſideration of

Gr. a Solution] cold Baths. the rapid Motion of the Sun, and the other Planets put Ni

Psycho'MANCY [ fugleartea of fuges the Soul, and cholas Copernicus, a famous German Mathematician about 200
Hartbe, Divination, Gr.) a Divination by the Ghoſts, Yearsago , upon forming a new Syſtem that might be more
Souls, or Spirits of dead Perſons. conſiſtent with the celeſtial Phænomena,; and late Improve

PSYCHROPHOBI'A (tux popolice of fuxsås, Cold, and ments have put this Ptolemaick Syſtem quite out of Counte

pólos Fear, Gr. ) a Fear of, or an Averſion to cold Things. nance ; and even Demonſtration is not wanting to confute

Psyco'r ROPHON (Hugot popor, Gr.) the Herb Betony. it. See Copernican Syſtem .

PsyCTIÇA (with Phyſic ] coolingMedicines againſt the Scab. PTOLEMAITES [lo named after Prolemy their Leader] a

Psydra'cion [ fus earios,Gr.) a little Ulcer inthe Skin Branch of the Gnoſticks who held tha, the Law from Moles

of the Head ; allo a Swelling in the Skin , like a Bliſter with came Part from God,Part from Mofes, and Part from the

moiſt Matter in it. Traditions of the Doctors .

Psylli'um [ fusior, Gr.] the Herb Flea Bane, or Flea- PTYALI'SMUS [ luaniqués of rúm , Gr. to ſpit) a Spit

Wort. ting or Diſcharge of the Saliva, through the Glands of the

PTA'RMICA (of wlaguxit, Gr. ] Medicines which cauſe Mouth.
Sncezing. PTY'ALON (aluanoy, Gr.] Spittle, or that Matter which

PTERI's (Fleeis, Gr.) Fern or Brake , the Herb Oſmund. is brought up from theLungs by coughing.

PTE'RNA( légva , Gr.) the Second Bone of the Foot. Pry'losis, a Diſeaſe when the Brims of the Eye-lids are

PTE'RON (zilpov, Gr.) the Wing of a Bird ; alſo the grown thick , and the Hairs of the Eye-brows fall off.
Wing or Iſleof a Building. PTYSMACO'GUE ( alurudwzov of lanov, Spittle, and

PTERO'PHORI , [of recov, a Wing, and péga , to bear, o'qwzo's Gr. a Leader ) a Medicine which diſcharges Spittle,
fo called becauſe they bareWings on the Points of their Pikes ] whether it amounts quite toa Salivation or not.

Couriers among the Romans, who brought Tidings of any Pu'BERTY (pubertas, L.) Ripeneſs of Age, the Age of

Declaration of War, of a Battle loft, or any Miſhap which 14. Years in Men, and 12 in Women .

befel the Army. Pubes, the privy Parts of human Bodies, either Male, or

PTERYGOI'Des proceffus [of olegu, a Wing, and indo , Female.

Form , Gr. ) the Proceſs of a Bone ſo called . Pu'bis os (with Anat.) the Share -Bone, L.

PTERYGOSTAPHELINUS internus [ Anar.] a Muſcle like Pu'BLICAN ( publicanus, L.] a Farmer of publick Rents

the former, that is inſerted into the Fore-part of the Uvulu, and Revenues ; allo a Kceper of a Vicualling -Houſe, or
and likewiſe moves it. Ale -Houſe.

PTERYGIUM (@legiquor, Gr. ] a little Wing. Pu'BLICANS ( publicani, L.] Farmers or Collectors of

PTERYGIUM (with Anat.] the Wing or round Riſing of publick Taxes, &c.

the Noſe or Eye ; alſo the Proceſs of the Sphenoidesor Wedge- PUBLICA'T10N, a making publick, or giving publick No

like Bone. tice of a Thing.

Pterygoides [arlegugcóndus,Gr.]the Wing- like Proceſſes PUBLICK Faitb [in the Reign of King Charles I.) a Pre

of the Sphenoides or Weuge-like Bone. tence or Cheat to raiſe Money upon the publick Faith of the

PTE'RYGOIDEUS internus ( Anat.] a Muſcle of the Jaw Nation, to make War againſt the King,about the Year 1642.

ariling rom the internal Part of the Pterygoides Proceſs, and PUBLICK publicus, L.] common ; belonging to the Peo

deſcends to be inſerted into the lower partof the inward Side ple ; manifeft, known by every Body.
of the lower Jaw. PU'BLICKNESS ( of publicus, L. and neſ ] Manifeſtneſs to

Prery'GOIDEU s externus, a Muſcle of the Jaw which ariſes to ſpreadall Perſons orto many.

from the external Part of the Pterygoides, andgoes backward to To Pu'BLISH ( publicare, L. publier, F.] to make publick,
be inſerted between the Condyloid Proceſs and the Corone on abroad .

theInſide of the lower Jaw , and pulls it forwards. PU'BLISHER [ publieur, F. ) one who publiſhes.

PTERY'GOPALATINUS [of slegugedes, Gr. and palati . Pu'celage, a Maiden -head, Virginity, F.

um , L.) a Muſcle of the Gargarcon , ariſing from the Proceſs Pu'chia ( old Rec .] a Pouch, a Purſe, a Bag, L.

of the Spheroides, and deſcending according to the Length Puck-ban? Za Kind of Muſhroom full of Duft.
of the Interſtice, made by the internal Ala of the os Sphe

noides, and muſculus Prerygoideus internus of the lower jaw , A Pu'cker , a Neſt of Caterpillars, or ſuch like Vermir ,

and is inſerted to the Fore-part of the Gargareon. Country Word.

PterygO'PHARINGAEUS (of wles: 20440 às, and pasug , Pu'ckered (prob . of muself or muxrów, Gr. to thick

Gr.) aMuſcle ariſing thin and Heſhy from both the Pteryguidal en , according to Skinner] drawn together, folded, or lying
Proceſſes of the os Cuneiforme ; alſo from the Root of the uneven , as Cloth, & c. not evenly lowed .

Tongue and Extremities of the es Hyoides, &c. Pu'dder ( Skinner derives it of polteren , Tenr.) a Noiſe,
PTERYGO'STAPHYLI'NUS externus' ( spugledas, and a Buſtle; alſo a confuſed or awkard doing any Thing.

sapuair of sapuan , the Palate, Gr ] a Mufcle ariſing PU'DDING [boudin , F. ] a well known Food.

from a linall Protuberance upon the under Side of the Body Pu'dding of an Ancbur [Sea Phral] is the binding Ropes

of the os Sphenoides, and goes directly to be inſerted into the about the Rings of it .

hinder Part of the Uvula , and moves the Uvula. PUDDING Grafs, the Herb Penny - royal ,

PTISAN ( atroan , Gr. ) a Kind of cooling Phyſick Drink.
Pup
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PUDDINGS (in e Ship) certain Ropes nailed to the Arms Pu'llet ( un poularde or poulet, F.] 2 young Hen.

of the main and fore Yards near the Ends, to prevent the Pu'llet [of a Ship) a cloſe Room in the Hold, in which

Ropes called Robbins, from galling uponthe Yards when the laying fome Pigs of Lead, or other weighty Things, the

top Sails are haled Home . may be ſufficiently ballaited with Loſs of little of hér Hold ,

Pu’DDOCK, a ſmall Incloſure, CountryWord. and more Room left for the Stowage of Goods .

PU'DDLE ( patrovillis, F. ] a Hole or lower Place on the PULLEY Piece, Armour for the Knees ; alſo that Part of

Ground withſtanding Water. a Boot which covers the Knee .

To Pu’DDLB [ patroviller, F. ) to move or ftir Wa PULLUS , a, um. [in Botan . Writ.] Black with a Caſt of

ter with Hands, &c. Purple .

PUDE'NDA [of pudere, L. to be aſhamed ] the Privy Parts, PULLEY [of pullian , Sax.or poulie, F.) one of the me.
either of Man or Woman, alſo an Artery of the Penis, L. chanick Powers ; a Wheel or Block channelled round,

PU'DIBUND ( pudibundus, L.) Shame-faced. which by Means of a Rope running in it, heaves up great

Pu'DIBUNDNESS [of pudibundus, L. and neſs] Baſhfulneſs Weights.

PUDICA planta [in Botan .) the ſenſitive Plant, L. To Pu'LLULATE ( pullulare, L.) to ſpring or come up

Pudicitia, a Goddeſs adored at Rome, repreſented as a
young ; to bud forth .

Woman veiled , of a very modeſt Countenance ; The had PULMONA'Ria ( Botany ) the Herb Lung -Wort, L.

rwo Temples, one for Wives of the Patricians, and another PULMONA'R IA [in Medicine] an Inflammation of the

for thoſe of the Plebeians. Lungs , L.

Pudi'city ( pudicitia , L . ),Chaſtity , Modeſty. PULMONA'RIA Arteria (with Anatomifs] a Vefſel of the

PUERI'LE [ puerilis, L.) of, or pertaining to a Child, Breaft ſpringing immediately out of the right Ventricle of

Childish . the Heart, and thence conveying the Blood to the Lungs,

Pueri'LENESS

PUERILITY [puerilitas
, L.] Childiſhneſs, Boyiſhneſs. having a double Coat, called aifo Vena Arteriela.

Pulmonaria Vena (Anat.) a Veſſel, which after it has

Pueri'lity ( in Diſcourſe) a Thought, which being two accompany'd theWind-pipe and pulmonary Artery in all its

far fetch'd becomes flat and inſipid ; a Fault common to thoſe Branches in the Lungs, and received the Blood out of that

who affect to ſay nothing but what is extraordinary and bril- Artery, by its ſmall Twigs, diſcharges it ſelf thro ' the left

liant. Auricle of the Heart into the Ventricle of the ſame Side ;

PULSE [ puljus, L.] the beating or throbbing ofthe Arteries . called alſo Arteria Venoſa.

PUE'RITY ( pueritas,L.] Childhood, Infancy. PULMONA'Rius,one who is diſeaſed in the Lungs, L.

Pue'rPERA, a Woman in Child -Bed , L. PU'LMONARY ( pulmonarius, L. ] of, or pertaining to the

PUE'RPEROUS [ofprerporn, L. ] Child-bearing. Lungs, L.

Puet, a Bird . PULMONARY Veffels (with Anat.) thoſe Veſſelswhich carry

To Puff(prob. of puffen, Teut.) to blow or pant by the Blood from theHeart to the Lungs, and back again ; be
Reaſon of Shortneſs of Breath . ing the Pulmonary Vein, and the Pulmonary Arteries.

A Puff (prob. of poff, Du. the Swelling of the Cheeks, PULMONES [ Anar. ]the Lungs, the Inſtruments of Breath

or bouffee F.) a Blaft orBreath of Wind ; alſo an Utenſu uſed ing in all Animals.

in powdering of the Hair. PULMONE'ous ( pulmoneus, L] like, or pertaining to the

A Puff ( in a Gaming Houſe ) a Perſon hired to Play to Lungs .

decoy others. A PULMO'NICK ( pulmonicus, L. ] a conſumptive Perſon .

Puffin , a Bird , ſo named (as is ſuppoſed) from the PULP ( pulpa, L. ) that Part of Fruit which is good to eat,

Roundneſs of its Belly, as it were livelling or puffing out ; lying between the Rind, and the Stone, or Kernel.

a Kind of Coot, or Sea - Gull . Pulp (in Pharmacy) the ſoft Part of Fruit, Roots, or

Puc (prob. of piga, Dan. pi a, Sax . a little Maid ) a other Bodies, that is extracted by ſoaking or boiling, and

Name for a Monkey or Ape. pafled thro' a Sieve.

Pu'GGERED, as the red puggered Attire ofa Turkey, i.e. Pu'lpit ( pulpitum , L.) a Place erected for ſpeaking pub

the Wattles. lickly.

Pu'ccy (of piga, Sax. pige, Dan . a little Maid ] a footh- PULPITUM [among the Romans ] a Place raiſed on which the

ing Word uſed to a little Child, or a Sweet-heart ; as, thy Actors acted their Plays, or what wenow call the Stage; tho'

little or pretty Puggy. ſome ſay it was an Eminence for the Muſick ; or a Place from

Pu'cil [ in Pharmacy ) a ſmall Handful , or as much as whence Declamations were ſpoken.

may be taken up at once between the two Fingers and Pu'lpous ( pulpoſus, L.) full of Subſtance, felhy, nou

Thumb, L. riſhing, rich.

Pugil, a Fighter at Fifty -Cuffs, a Champion , L. PU'LPOUSNESS [of pulpolis, L. and nejs] Fulneſs of Pulp.

PUGNACIOUSNESS ? [ of pugnax, L. and nejs ] fighting Pulsa'tor [ Law Word] the Plaintiff or Actor.

PUGNA'CITY 5 Diſpolition. PULSATI'LLA (with Butanifs) the Plant Paſque-Flower, L.

Puis darrein contin:lance, a Plea of new Matter pending PulsA'TION, a knocking or ſtriking ; alſo the Beating of

an Action post ultimam continuationem , the Pulſe, or the Beating of the Arteries , F. of L.

Pui'sSANCE , Power, Force , Might, F. PULSARE ( Law Word] to accufe a Perſon .

Pui'ssant , powerful , mighty. Pulse ( puls, L.) all Sort of Grain contained in Shells,

Pui'ss ANTNESS (of puiſſante, F. and nejs] Mightineſs, & c. Husks, or Cods, as Beans, Peas, & c.
Pu'isne , a younger born, or a Child born after another. Pulse (pulfus, L. ) is the immediate Index of the Heart,

PU'Isne , Puny, a Law -Term for a Counſellor, as, a Puny by the Mediation whereof the Blood is diffuſed thro' the

Counſellor. whole Body,which is affected indifferently thereby, according

Puke , a Sort of Colour. to the different Motion thereof, or the Pulſe is the Beating

A Puke, a Vomit. and Throbbing of the Arteries ; that reciprocal Motion of

Pu'KING [ incert. Etym . unleſs of fugeben, Di. to thruſt the Heart and Arteries , whereby the warm Blood thrown

forth ] vomiting. out of the left Ventricle of the Heart, is ſo impelled into the

PU'LCHER , ra , rum , [in Botan. Writ. ) fair, beautiful, Arteries to be by them diſtributed through all parts of the

Pul, a gencral Name which is given by the Perſians to Body , as to be perceivable by the Touch of the Finger.

all the Copper-Money current in the Empire. Unequal Pulse (with Phyſicians) is either in Reſpect of
Pu'LCHRITUDE ( pulchritudo, L. ] Beauty. Time or Strength , i. e. it either ſtrikes quicker or lower, or

PU'LEGLUM [in Botany] Penny-royal, L. elſe ſtronger or weaker.

Pu'lex, a Flea, L. Interrupted Pulse, is either when the Strokes are much

PULICA'RIA (with Botanijfs) the Herb Flea -Wort, L. ſmaller than uſual, or when their Intervals are much greater.

Pulica'ris febris (with Phyſicians) a malignant Fever, Intenſe Pulse , is a Pulſe whoſe Stroke is very hard , or

so called, becauſe it makes the skin appear as if it were Flea- elſe this Strength is made up with the Multiplicity and Fre

bitten . The ſame as Petecialis febris.
quency of Mications, as inthe Height of Fevers.

Pulico'sé ( pulicoſus, L.] abounding with or full of Remifs Pulse , is a Pulſe whoſe Strokes are leſs quick or
Fleas.

leſs ſtrong, and in Sickneſs indicates more Danger than in

Pu'ling ( prob . of piaulant, F. ſinging ſmall ) weakly, the other.
fickly. Deep Pulse, is more frequent in old Folks than in young ,

Pú'LIOL 2a Sort of Herb, Paliol - Royal , and news a Diſpoſition to Aithma's, Lethargy, and Melan
Puli'OL -MOUNTAIN Penny-Royal. choly , &c.

To Puli ( pullian, Sax .) to pluck, drag, hale , &c. Siperficial Pulse, is one which ſhews an exact Tempe
PULLA ( old Rec.] a Pool or Lake of standing Water, rament of Body, and a merry Diſpoſition of Mind.

PULLEN (poulain, O.F.) Poultry, Trembling PULSE, indicates great Extremity.

Wane
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Wandring Pulse , is one which is ſometimes felt in ohe tal or fome other Matter, by ſtriking it with a Hammer om
Place, and ſometimes in another, and ſometimes no where, the End not engraved .

and is never but a few Minutes before Death. PuNChION (for Coining) a Piece of Iron ſteeled, whereor:

Aftrong Pulse , denotes a brisk and copious Influx of the the Engraver has cut in Relievo the ſeveral Figures, Arms,

nervouz Juice into the Villi of the Heart, Effigies, Inſcriptions, & c. that are to be in the Matrices where

A flow Pulse, denotes a Slowneſs of the Influx of the with the Species are to be marked.

nervous Juice from the Brain into che Villi of the Heart. PUNCHIONS ( for Printing] are made of Steel , as before

A quick Pulse, intimates Acrimonies, Spirits, agitated uſed in ſtamping the Matrices, wherein the Types or Print

Fevers, Phrenzies. ing Characters are caſt.

A weak Pulse, denotes the contrary to the former . PUNCHIONS , are alſo various, uſed by ſeveral Artificers

An Intermitting Pulse, denotes that Life is in a ſlippery in Iron, Steel , and other Metals .

Situation . PUNCTATED Hyperbola [in the higher Geometry) an Hy .

A Hard Pulse , ſignifies that the Membrane of the Artery perbola whoſe oval Conjugate is intinitely ſmall, i. 2. a Point .

is drier than ordinary. PUNCTA'Tus, a, um , [in Botan Writ.] marked with linal]

A ſoft Pulse, denotes the contrary to that before- Spots , L.
Dientioned . PUNCTI'LIO ( punitillum , L. pointille, F. ) i little Point,

PU'LSION , a Driving or Thruſting forward , L. a Nicety, a Trifle.

Pu'lsion (in Phyficks] the Stroke by which any Medi. Punc'ri'lious ( pointilleux, F.Jexceptious,captious; alſo

um is affected , by the Motion of Light, Sound, & c. thro’it . of ſmall Conſequence.

Pulsu'r a [ of pulſare, L. to knock, on Account of the PUNCTI'L IOUSNESS (of pointilleux, F. and nef ] Trifling

Monks, who antiently, before they were admitted, pulſabant neſs, Aptneſs to take Exceptions.

ad fores, i. e . knocked at the Doors for ſeveral Days together) PUNCTION 2 [in Surgery] an Aperture made in the low

in our old Law - Books, ſignifies a previous Examination . PunctU'RE er Belly in droptical Perſons to diſcharge

To Pu'LVERIZATE ? [ pulverizare, L. ] to reduce to the Water.

To PULVERI'ZE Powder. Punctu'al (of punetum , L. a Point] exact, regular.

PULVERIZA'tion , a reducing to Powder, L. PUNCTUA'LNESS, Exactneſs, Regularity .

Pu'LVERULENCE (of pulverulentus, L.] Duſtineſs. PUNCTUATION (with Grammar.] the Art of pointing or

Pu'lvis de tribus [ i.e. a Powder of three Ingredients) dividing a Diſcourſe into Periods or Numbers.
the Cornachine Powder, made of equal Parts of Antimonium PU'NCTUM, a Point, L.

Diaphoreticum , Diagridium andCream of Tartar, L. PUNCTUM Lacrymale (in Anat.] an Hole in the Noſe, or

Pulvis Patrum [i. e. the Powder of the Fathers] the near the Edge of the Eye-lid, by which the Matter or Li

Jeſuits Powder, L. quor of the Tears paſſes to the Noſtrils, L.

Pulvis fulminans (with Chymifs) the thundering Pow- PUNCTUM Saliens ( with Naturalifts] the firſt Mark of

der, a Mixture of three parts ofSale-Petre, twoof Tartar,and Conception of an Embryo, which is in the Place where the

one of Brimſtone ; all finely powder'd. A ſmall Part, even a Arch is formed, or that speck or Cloud in a brood Egg

ſingle Dram of this being put in a Shovel over a gentle Fire, which appears and ſeems to leap before the Chicken begins

till it melts by Degrees,and changes Colour, will go off
to be hatch'd .

with a Noiſe like that of a Musket, but hurts no Body in PUNCTUM Lineans (with Geomet. ] that Point of a genera
the Room , by Reaſon its Force tends chiefly downwards, ting Circle of a Cycloid or Epicycloid, which in the Geneſis

Pulvina'ta [ in antient Architecture ) a Frize which produces any part ofthe Cycloidal Line, L.
fwells or bulges out, in Manner of a Pillow . PU'NCTUM formatum { [ in Conicks ) is a Point deter

Pu'MICATED ( pumicatus, L.) made ſmooth with a Pu- PU'NCTUM generatum Smined by the Interſection of a

mice -Stone. Right-Line, drawn thro ' the Vertex of a Cone, to a Point

Pu'mice -Stone ( pumex, L. pumiz-stan , Sax .) a ſpun in the Plane of the Baſe, with the Plane that conſtitutes the
gy light crumbling Stone, caſt out of Mount Ætna, and other Conick Section .

Burning Mountains, uſed in graving, poliſhing, and other Uſes. PUNCTUM ex comparatione, L. (with Matbemat. ] is ei

Pu'milus, a, um, [ in Botan. Writ.] low . is either the Focus in an Ellipfis and Hyperbola, ſo called by

Pump (pumpe, Dan. pompe, F.] a Machine for drawing Apollonius, becauſe the Rectangles under the Segment of the

Water outof Wells or Pits. tranſverſe Diameter in the Ellipſis, and under chat and the

PU'MPING [ of pumper, Dan . pomper, F.] drawing Wa Diſtance between the Vertex and the Focus in the Hyperbola,
ter with a Pump. are equal to one 4th part of what he calls the Figure thereof.

The Pump fucks ( Sea Phraſe ) uſed when the Water being PU'NCTURE [ puntura, L. ] a Prick , any Wound made by

out , it brings up nothing but Wind and Froth . a pointed Inſtrument.

Pump Brake (on Shipboard ] the Handle of the Pump. PU'NDBRETCH (pund -breche, Sax .) an illegal taking of

Pump Can, a Veſſel to pourWater into a Pump to fetch
Cattle out of a Pound.

it and make it work . PU'NDLE, an ill- thaped or ill dreſſed Wench or Woman.

PUMP Dale [on Shipboard ] the Trough in which the PUNFA'LDA [old Rec.] a Pound or Penfold .

Pump Vale S Water which is pumped up out of the Ship’s
Pu'ngency 2 of pungens, L. ] Prickingneſs, Sharp

Hold runs, and ſo out at the Scupper-Holes. PU'NGENTNESS S neſs.

Air Pump. See Machina Boyliana. PU'Ngent ( pungens, L. ) pricking, ſharp.

Pumps, a Sort of Shoes without Heels. Pu’NGER [ pagurus, L.] a Sea Crab-fith.

To Pun (punian , Sax .] to pound or beat ; alſo to play Pu'nic ( Punicus, L. of Pæni, L. the Carthaginians, who

with Words, to quibble. were antiently accounted a faithleſs People] as Punic

Pun (prob . ofpointe, F. punétum , L.] a Quibble, or playing Faith, i. e. Falíhood, Treachery, Perjury, & c.

with Words . Puni'ceus , a, um , [in Botan. Writ. ) of a ſcarlet Colour.

PUNCH, for Chamber-Maids, is made without any Wa- PU'NICUM malum , the Pomgranate, L.

ter of Lime Juice ,, with the Juice of Orange and Lemon, TO PU'NISH ( punire, L.) to infict bodily Pain upon one

twice as much White-Winc as Lime-Juice, and four Times who has committed an Offence or Crime, alſo to chaſtiſe,

as much Brandy and Sugar. to correct.

PUNCH [ incert. Etym .] a Drinkable well known . PU'NISHABLE ( puniſable, F.) that may be, is fit to be, or

A Punch ( poineon, F.]an Inſtrument for making Holes . deſerves to be puniſhed.

A Punch 2 [ polichinelle, F. a Mort and thick Fel- PU'NISHABLENESS, Capableneſs or Liableneſs to be pu

PUNCHANE'LLO Šlow , a Stage-puppet. niſhed .

To Punch ( puinçonner, F. ) to bore or make a Hole with PUNISHMENTS ( punition , F. of L. ) Chaſtiſements, Cor

a Punch ; alſo to thruſt one with the Fift, Elbow, &c. rections.

PU'NCHEON 3 [ poincon, F. ] a Wine Veſſel containing 84 PU'NITIVE, of, pertaining to , or of the Nature of Pu

PU'NCHION S Gallons. niſhment.

Punch-HORSE (with Horſemen ] is a well-ſet well-knit PU'Nitiveness, puniſhing Nature or Quality.

Horſe, having a ſhort Back , thick Shoulders, with a broad PU'NITORY Intereſt (with Civilians) is ſuch Intereſt of

Neck, and well lined with Fleſh . Money as is given forDelay or Breach ofTruſt.

PU'NCHINS 2 [with Architects] fhort Pieces of Timber Pu'niness [of puiſne F. younger, and nejs] Weaklinels,

PU'NCHIONS 3 placed to ſupport ſomeconſiderable Weight ; Tenderneſs, Unthrivingneſs, ſpoken of Children .

alſo a Piece of Timber raiſed upright under the Ridge of a PUNK [ incert. Etym . except with Skinner you derive it of

Building , wherein the little Forces, & c. are jointed. yung , Sax. a Leather Wallet, q . d . an old Strumpet, ſhri

PU'Nchion , a little Block or Piece of Steel, on one End velled like Leather) a ſorry Whore.

of which is ſome Figure, Letter, or Mark engraven eitherin Pu'nning (parler par pointe, F. q. d . with a ſharp or

Creux or in Relievo, Impreſſions of which are taken on Me 6S pointed
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pointed Word ) uſing Words of a like or near Sound in a PURGA'TION (with Chymiſts] the ſeveral Preparations of

Satyrical or bantering Senle. Metals and Minerals, to clearthem of their Impurities.

Pu'nter , a Term uſed at the Game callid Baſſet. Pu'rgative , of a purging Quality.

Pu'nto , a Point, lial. A PURGATIVE, a purging Medicine, which evacuates the

Pu'ny (pijne, F.] little, peaking, weakly ; alſo younger, Impurities of the Body by Stool.

as a puny Judge , Counſellor, & c. Pu'rgativeness [of purgatif, F. and neſs] purging,

Pu'pil ( pupilla, L.) the Ball or Apple of the Eye . purifying , or cleanſing Quality.

Pu'pil (in Civil Law ] a Boy or Girl not yet arrived at a Pu'RGATORY, a certain place where the Roman Catholicks

State of Puberty, i. e . 14 Years of Age the Girl, and 21 the hold thatthe Souls of the Faithful are purified by Fire, from

Bov. the Blemiſhes they carry with them out of this Life, before

Pu'PILAGE [ofpupillus, L. an Orphan and Age] Minority; they are admitted to a State of perfect Bliſs.

alſo Guardianſhip. PU'RGATORY ( purgatorius, L.] of a purging or cleanſing
PUPILLA'RITY , the State or Condition of a Pupil . Quality

Pu'PPET [ of poupeé, F. pupus, L. ] a Sort of Baby or little To Purge [ purgare, L.) to purge the Body from ill Hu
Figure of a Man, &c. made to move by Lines , &c. on Sta- mours ; alſo to clear ones ſelf of a Crime.

ges, a nd in Puppet Shows. A Purge, a cleanſing or ſcouring Medicine.

Pu'ppis vena [Anat.) the Vein which ſpreads itſelf about PURIFICATION, the Act of purifying or cleanſing, F. of L.

the hinder part of the Head . PURIFICATION [in Chymiſtry] the cleanſing or ſeparating

Pu'rry (of puppe, Teut. of pupus, L. a Baby, &c.] a a Metal, Mineral, &c. from the Mixture of other Metals

Whelp or young Dog ;alſo a ſtupid Fellow , Sc. and Droſs.

Pur nuter vie [in Law ] where Lands, & c. are held for PURIFICATION, of the Virgin Mary, the Feſtival, other

another's Life. wiſe called Candlemas-Day.

Puéra Eleemoſyna [ i . e . Pure Alms) a Tenure or Manner PURIFICA'TORY ( purificatorius, L, ) of a cleanſing Quality,

of holding Lands in Scotland, peculiar to the Clergy , &c. PURITAN, a Sectary of the Calviniſtical Perſuaſion, lo

who pay nothing for it . named from their profeſſing to follow the pure Word of God,

PU'RBLIND (prob. of poring, q. d . poring-blind] ſhort- in Oppoſition to all Traditions, human Conſtitutions and

ſighted .
Authorities.

PupI'lla 2 [in Anat . ) the opening of the Tunic of the PURITANICAL [de puritans, F.] of Puritans.

Pu'PULA ŠEye, call’d Uvea or Choroides. It is round in PURITANISM, the Principles and Doctrines of the Puri

a Man , and capable of being contracted or dilated , like a tans, a Sect of antient Diſſenters from the Church ofEngland.

Muſcle, according to the different Degrees of Light the Eye A PURIFICA'TORY (purificatorium , L.] a Linnen -Cloth ,

is expos'd to . It is ſo called, becauſe it repreſents your with which a Romiſh Prieſt wipes the Chalice and his Fingers

Image when look'd into no bigger than Pupilla, a little
after the Abſolution .

Poppet. To Pu'rIFY ( purificare, L.) to make or render pureorclean.

PU'RCHASE (in Law ] fignifies the Buying or Acquiſition To PURIFY (with Alchymiſts] is to ſeparate Gold or Sil
of Lands or Tenements with Money, by Deed or Agree- ver from otherMetals which are mixed with them .

ment ; and not obtaining by Deſcent or hereditary Right. PU'RIM ( 1 ) Heb. Lots) a Feaſt among the Jews, held

PU'RCHASE [of pourchaſſer , F. ) a Thing bought, or to be on the 14th of March, appointed by Mordecai in Comme

bought, as Land, Houſes, & c. ' moration of their Deliverance from Haman's Conſpiracy.

To PU'RCHASE [ pourchaſſer , F. ] to obtain or get by PURITY (puritas, L. pureté, F. ] Pureneſs.

Buying, gr. PURITY ( Hieroglyph .) with the noble Diſpoſitions of the

Purcha'sing (with Sailors] is drawing, as they ſay, the Mind, was ſignified" by a Cock, there beingno Bird ofa
Capſian purchaſes apare, i.e. draws in the Cable apace. And more generous and braver Courage, undaunted at the Sight

e contra , when any Thing can't be drawn or haled in with of eminent Dangers.

the Tackle, they ſay, the Tackle will not purchaſe. Purl [of pourfiloé, F. ) a Sort of Edging about Bone- Lace.

Pu're ( purus, L.) Simples uncompounded ; alſo chaſte, Purl, a Sort of Wormwood, Ale , or Beer,

free from Corruption , Spot or Stain ; alſo clean ; alſo exact ; Purlie'u ( pour-lieu, or pur- lieu , F. or pourallee, q. d .

alſo mere or downright. pure Place or Ground) all that Ground near any Foreſt,which

Pure Hyperbola (in Mathemat.) one that is without any having been antiently made Foreſt, is afterwards, by Peram
Oval , Node, Spike, or conjugate Point. bulations ſeparated again from the Foreſt, and freed from

Pure Mathematicks, are Arithmetick and Geometry, that Servitude which was formerly laid upon it.
which only treat of Number and Magnitude, conſidered ab- PURLIE'U -MAN, one who has Land within the Purlieu ,

ſtractly from all kind of Matter. and forty Shillings a Year Free-hold ; upon which Ac

PU'RE NESS ( puritas, L. purité, F.] Purity , Unmixedneſs, count, he is allowed to hunt or courſe in his own Purlieu ,

Unſpottedneſs, Unſtainedneſs, Unblemiſhedneſs, Innocency with certain Limitations.

PU'R FILE [ pourfilié, F.) a Sort of antient Trimming for PU'RLING ( proliquans, L.) running with a murmuring

Womens Gowns, made of Tinſel , Thread , &c. called allo Noiſe, as a Stream or Brooks do.

Bobbin -Work ;' alſo an Ornament about the Edges ofmuſi- PU'RLINS ( Archite&t.] thoſe Pieces of Timber that lie
cal Inſtruments. a - croſs the Rafters on the Inſide, to keep them from ſinking

Pu'rflew 2 [in Heraldry) Ermins , Peans, or any other in theMiddle oftheir Length.

PU'RFLUE S Furrs, when they make up a Bordure round To Purloi'n ( pourloigner, F. ) to pilfer, to filch ; properly

a Coat of Arms. to get privily away, to lurch .

PURGA'NTIA [in Phyſick] purging Medicines. PU'R PARS [old Deeds) that Share of an Eſtate, which be

Purga'tion, a ſcouring or cleanſing a Thing, by car- ing held in common by Copartners, is by Partition allotted

rying off any Impurities in it.
to either of them .

PURGATION 2 [with Phyſicians] a purging by Stool, is PU'RPLE ( purpura, L. pourpre, F. puppur , Sax.] a red

Pu'rging Šan excretory Motion quick and frequent, Colour, bordering on Violet ; alſo the Dignity of an Arch

proceeding from a quick and orderly Contraction of the car- biſhop, Biſhop, great Magiſtrate, & c.

neous Fibres of the Stomach and Inteſtines, whereby the PURPLE Fever, a Kind of malignant Fever, having little

Chyle, Excrements and corrupted Humours, either bred or Spots on the Skin like the Bites of Bugs, or Fleas .

ſent there from other Parts, are protruded from Part to Part PURPLE ? [in Heraldry ) a Colour conſiſting of much

till they are quite excluded the Body. PURPURE Śred and a little Black .

PURGA'TION [in Law) the clearing one's ſelf of a Crime Pu'rPLISH, inclining to a purple Colour.

of which a Perſon is accuſed before a Judge . Pur Po'rt ( 9. d . quod fcriptum proportat, L.) the Tenor

Canonical Purga'tion, is that the Party ſhall take his or Subſtance ofa Writing, the Senſe or Meaning.

Oath that he is clear of the Fact objected againſt him , and PU'RPOSE [ propofitum , L. propos, F.] Reſolution , Deſign ,

bring ſo many of his honeſt Neighbours, not above 12, as Matter or Subject of Diſcourſe .

the Court ſhall aſſign him to ſwear, on their Conſciences, To Pu'rpose [ propofituan, L. ) to deſign, to intend , to

they believe he ſwears truly. reſolve.

Vulgar PURGA'Tion, an antientManner uſed byPagans , PU'R POSING ( proponens, L. Se propoſant, F.) intending, &c.
and Infidels, and Chriſtians too, till it was aboliſhed by the PurPRI'SUM ( old Rec.) a Cloſe or Incloſure ; alſo the

Canon Law. It was by Ordeal , either of Fire, or Water, whole Compaſs of a Manour.

or by Combat. See Ordeal. PU'RPURA febris ( with Pbyf .] the Purples or Spotted

* PURGA'TION [in Pharmacy) the cleanſing of a Medicine, Fever .

by retrenching its Superfluities, &c. as Stones out ofDates, PURPUR A'SCENS [in Botan. Writ.) Purpliſh , or of a light

Tamarinds, & .. Purple , L

.
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PURPURATI , the Sons of Emperors or Kings , L. PUTCHAMI'NES ( in l'irginia , &c . ] a Fruit , a Sort of

PURPURE' [ in Heraldry) is expreſſed in Engraving by Damſons.

diagonal Lines drawn from the finiſter Chief, to A PUT-OFF , an Excuſe .

the Dexter Baſe Point. It is ſuppoſed to conſiſt Putid ( putidus, L.) ſtinking, nafty ; allo ſtale and rank ;

of much red, and a ſmall Quantity of black . alſo affected , unpleaſant.

PurpU'REUS , a , um in Botan. Writ. ] purple, L. Puri'DNESS ( putiditas, L. ) Stinkingnefs, & c.

Purr, a Bird ; alſo ſmall Cyder. PUTLOCK > [with Carpenters) a ſhort Piece of Timber to

PU'RREL [old Stat. ] a Liſt of Kerſy - Cloth to prevent PURLOG S be put in a Holein building of Scaffolds.

Deceit in leſſening their Length. To Put OVER (in Falconry] a Term uſed of a Hawk, when

PU'RRING [a Word formed from the Sound or Continua- ſhe removes the Meat from her Gorge into her Bowels, by

tion of the Letter, R] the Noiſc of a Cat. traverſing with her Body ;-but chiefly into her Neck .
Pu'rrock , a ſmall Incloſure or Cloſe of Land . PUTREFACIE'NTIA [in Medicine] ſuch 'Things as cauſe

Purse (pwrs, Brit. Byrfa, L.) a Sort of little Money the Fleſh to putrify .

Bag. PUTREFA'CTION (with Naturaliſt] is definid to be a flow

Purse (with the Grand Signior] a Gift or Gratification of Kind of Corruption in Bodies , generally wrought by the

Moiſture of the Air, or ſome other ſurrounding fluid Mat

PURSE of Money [in the Levont ] about 112 Pounds ter , which quite changes the Texture, and ſometiines the

Sterling ; ſo called becauſe all the Grand Signior's Money Figure of the mix'd Body from what it was before.

is kept in Parſes or Leather-Bags of this Value in the Seraglio . PutrefA'CTIVENESS (of putrefacere, L. and nejs] putre

Purse Net (with Hunt.]a Net for taking Hares and Rabbits. fying Quality.

PU'RSER [on Ship-boara] an Officer of the King's Ship, PUTREFACTIVES, the ſame as Putrefacientia.

who has the Charge of the Proviſions, and whoſe Office is T. PU'TREFY (putrefaciere, L. putrefier, F.] to corrupt, & c.

to ſee that they be good, well lay'd and ſtored ; he keeps a Putrid ( putridus, L.) corrupt, rotten.

Lift of the Ship’s Company, and ſets down the Day of each PUTRID Fever, a Kind of Fever where the Humours

Man's Adınittance into Pay . part of them have ſo little circulatory Motion , that they fall

PURSEVANT ( pourſuivant, F. ] an Officer, a Sort of Ser
into an inteſtine one, and putrify.

jeant at Arms, a Meſſenger who attends upon the King in an PU'TRIDNESS [of putridus, L. and neſs] Corruptedneſs,

Army; alſo at the Exchequer ; alſo at the Council Table or Rottenneſs.

Chamber, to be ſent upon any ſpecial Occaſion or Meſſage ; PUT TOCK , a Kind of long-winged Kite.

but more cſpecially for the apprehending of a Perſon who Puttocks (in a Ship) ſmall Shrouds which go from the

has been guilty of an Offence. main, fore, and miſſen Maſts to the round Top ofthoſe Mafts ,

PU'RSINESŚ ? [of poulif, L. and neſs] Shortneſs of for the Men to get into the Caps or Tops of thoſe Maſts.
PU'RSIVENESS S Breath. Putty, a Powder uſed in poliſhing Metals, Marble, &c.

PU'RSINESS [in Horſes ] is an Oppreſſion which deprives a made of calcined Tin ; alſo a Compoſition uſed by Painters

Horſe of the Liberty of Reſpiration, and is occafioned by in ſtopping Holes in Wainſcot ; alſo by Glaziers to faſten

ſome Obſtruction in the Paſſage of the Lungs.
Glaſs in Salhes.

PU'RSLAIN ( porcelain, F.) an Herb. Pu'tura [old Rec .] a Cuſtom claimed by Keepers of Fo

Pursu'ANCE [of pour and juivant) in conſequence, or reſts, &c. of taking Man's Meat, and Horſe's Meat, of the

according to Tenants gratis within the Bounds of the Foreſt.
Pursu'ANT , in Obedience to. To Puʼzzle (prob . q . to poſle of poſing] to embarraſs, to

To Pursue [ perfequi, L. ) to follow or run after ; to go putto Difficulty to find out a Thing, to non-plas.
on with, to carry ona Deſign . A PU'ZZLE, an Einbarraſſment, a Difficulty, & c. alſo a

Purs'uer (qui perſequitur, L.) a Follower. nafty ſluttiſh Wench.

Pursui't [ purſuite, F.] a following, alſo Diligence or Pu'zzling [q. d . poſling or poſing ) perplexing, & c.

Trouble in getting any Thing. Pu’ZZLINGNESS, Perplexingneſs, an embarralling Quality .

Pu'rsy ( poulif, F. ] Short-brea thed . PYANE'PSIA ( Udvalio, Gr.] a Feſtival celebrated by the

Pu'rtenANCE ( appartenance, F.] a Thing appertaining Athenians in the Month Pyanepſion, anſwering to our September.
to another. PY-BA'LD Horſe, is one that has white Spots upon a Coat

To Purvey ( pourvoyer, F. ] to provide . of another Colour, as Bay, iron-gray, or dun Colour.

PURVEY'ANCE [of pourvoir, F.] a ſupplying with Provi- PY-BALDNESS , the being of two Colours .

fion, the providing of 'Corn , Fuel, Vi&tuals, and other Ne
PYCAR

ceffaries, for the King's Houſe .
PYKER {[ant. Rec.] a Kind of Ships .

Purvey'er [ pourvoyer, F.) a Supplier, Provider, & C. Pycno'TICKS ( TUXYOTIN , Gr.) Medicines which are of

PURVIEW ( pourveuque, F.ja Law- Word for the Body of an aqueous Nature, and have the Faculty of cooling and

an Act of Parliament, beginning with, It being enacted, and condenſing.

thus a Statute is ſaid to ſtand upon & Preamble and upon a PYCNO'STYLE ( TTUM VÓSUAOV, Gr . ) in antient Architecture,

Purview . a Sort of Building where the Columns ſtand very cloſe to

PURULENT ( purulentus, L.] full ofcorruptMatter, mattery. one another ; one Diameter , and a half of the Column being

Pu'RULENTNESS [of purulentus, L. and neſs] Fullneſs of only allowed for the Intercollumniation.
Matter or Corruption. Pye [ pica, L. pie, F.] a Bird ; alſo a Dilh. of bak'd

Pus, Corruption or thick Matter, iſſuing from a Wound Fruit, Meat, & c.

or Sore, L. Pye’los (Tusaos, Gr.] a hollow Veſſel to waſh in, a bath

To Push ( pouſſer, F.] to thruſt or ſhove.
ing Tub .

PU'shers, Canary Birds that are new - flown, and cannot Pyelos [in Anat.) a Cavity in the Brain, thro' which the

feed themſelves. Phlegm pafles to the Palate and Noftrils.

PU's H - PIN , a childiſh Play with Pins. Pr'GMY [ of pugui, Gr. the Length of the Arm from

PUSILLANI'MITY, cowardly, faint- hearted. the Elbow to the Hand, when the Fift is cloſed ] a Man or

PusillA'NIMOUSNESS [ pufillanimité, F. of L. ] Want of Woman of a ſhort Stature.
Courage. PygmIES (Tugu 101, Gr.] a fabulous People of the An

PUSI'LLUS a, um [in Botan .Writ. ] very ſmall. tients, who are ſaid to be perpetually at War with the Cranes,

Puss ( prob. of purring) a Cat. and being not above one Cubit high, are ſaid to have all their

Pu'stles ( pufules, F. of. L. ) little Wheals or Pimples . Houſhold - Stuff, and even the natural Production of their

A Pusle Country proportionable. Their Women were ſaid to bear

A Puzzle [prob, of poeſele, Du . ] a dirty Slut . Children at five Years old , and to grow old at eight. Pliny

PUSTULOUS (Pufulofus, L.] full of Wheals or Bliſters. places them in the Eaſt -Indies, Strabo in the remoteſt Parts

To Put [incert. Etym . except of poſer, F.] to place, lay, & c. of Africa, and Ariſtotle near the River Nile in Egypt.

To Put a Horſe (with Horſemen) fignifies to break or ma- PYKER or PYCAR , a ſmall Ship or Herring -Boat.

nage him ; andthus they ſay, put your Horſe upon Caprioles Pyloʻrus (Truroog's of trúan a Gate, and wpów , to keep,

or Curvets, this Horſe was not well put. Your Horſe puts and Gr.) the Keeper of a Gate, a Porter.
repreſents himſelf upon rais d Airs. PYLORUS (with Anat.) the lower Orifice of the Ventricle,

To Put a Horſe upon the Haunches, ſignifies to make him or Mouth of the Stomach, which lets the Meat out of the

bend them in galloping in the Manage, or upona Stop. Stomach into the Inteſtines .

Pu'tage [of putain, F.] Fornication on the Woman's PYON ( mrov, Gr . ) putrified Blood , changed into white

Side . Matter.

· PU'TANISM, a Whore's Trade, or Way of living. Prosis [of mor, Gr. Matter) - Collection of Mattter

Pu'tative (of putativus, L.] reputed, ſuppoſed, in any Part.
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PYRAMIDICA. Şof, belonging,

PYRAMID (of tveguis of tūs, Gr. Fire, becauſe PY'RETHRUM (mupescor, Gr. ) wild or baſtard Pellitory .

Flames of Fire grow froma Breadth at Botcom , PYRE'TICKS (of meer , Gr.] Medicines which cure

to a Sharp Point) an Obelisk .
Fevers.

Geometrick PYRAMID, a ſolid Standing on a PYRETO'LOGY (Tugetonozia , Gr. ] a Diſcourſe , Deſcrip
ſquare Baſis, and terminating at the Top in a tion , or Treatiſe of Fevers.

Point ; or a Body whoſe Baſe is a Polygon, and Pyri'asis ( moueans, Gr. ) a precious Stone of a black

whoſe Sides are plain Triangles, their ſeveral Tops meeting Colour, which, being rubbed , burns the Fingers.

together in one Point. PYRIFO'rmis ( Anat.] a Muſcle of the Thigh , which re

Optick PYRAMID, the Figure which the Rays drawn out ceives its Name from its Figure, reſembling that of a Pear.

in Length from any Object, thro ' any tranſparent Medium Pyri'tes ( Trueitas, Gr. ) a Semi-Metalſuppoſed to be the

(where they end in a Point ) make to the Eye . Marcaſite of Copper , or the Matrix or Ore in which that

A PYRAMID ( Hieroglyphically) was put to repreſent the Metal is formed .

Nature of the Soul ofMan. PYRI'TIS [ Trupinis, Gr. ) a precious Stone which it is ſaid )

PYRAMID (in Architect .) a ſolid, mafly Edifice, which will burn the Fingers if one holds it hard.

from a Square, Triangular, or other Baſe, riſes diminiſhing PYRO'BOLI ( TruegBondi, Gr . ) Fire - Balls, certain Fire

to a Vertex or Point. Works uſed by the Antients.

PYRA'MIDAL Numbers [Arith .) are the Sums of Polygo- PYROE'NUS (of mus Fire , and ono, Gr. Wine) the

nal Numbers , collected after the fame Manner as the Polygon rectified Spirit of Wine.

Numbers themſelves are extracted from Arithmetical Pro- Pyroet, of one Tread, or what the French call de la tete

grelions.
a la queve, are entire and very narrowTurns made by a Horſe

PYRAMIDA'Le corpus ( with Anar.] a Plexus of Blood- upon one Tread, and almoſt at one Time, ſo that his Head

Veſſels on the back of the Teſticles ; called ſo from its py- is placed where his Tail was, without putting out his

ramidal Form the ſame as Corpus varicoſum .
Haunches.

PYRAMIDALES mufculi [ Anar.] certain Muſcles which Pyro'et, of two Piſts, are Turns of two Treads upon

take their Name from their Reſemblance to a Pyramid ; cer- a ſmall Compaſs of Ground, almoſt of the Length of the

tain Muſcles of the Noſtrils and the Abdomen, the laſt of Horſe .

which lie upon the loweſt Tendons of the Reati ; ſo that as Pyroe'Ts (with Horſemen ) are Motions either of one Piſt

they proceed from the Os pubis, the higher they climb the or Tread, or of two Pifts orTreads.

narrower they grow , and end about the Navel in the white PYROLA ( Botany) the Herb Winter-Green , L.

Seam . Py'ROMANCy [πυρομαντεία οf πυς Fire, and μαντία ,

Pyramidalia (Anat.! the pyramidal Muſcles, certain Divination , Gr.] a Divination by the fire of the Sacrifice.

Veſſels which prepare the Semen, L. The good Signs were theſe : If the Flames immediately

PYRAMIDALIS [ Anat. ) a ſmall Muſcle of the Abdomen took hold of and conſumed the Victims ; if the Flames

on the lower Part of the Rectus, L. were bright and pure, without Noiſe or Smoak ; if the

PYRAMI'DAL

of, belonging, or like to a Pyramid .
Sparks tended upwards in Formof a Pyramid, and the Fire

went not out, till all was reduc'd to Aſhes. The contrary

PYRAMI'DICALLY, in the Form of a Pyramid . Signs were, when the Fire was kindled with Difficulty's

PYRAMI'DICALNESS [of pyramidal, F. of pyramidalis, L. when the Flame was divided ; when it did not immediately

and nejs] of a pyramidical Form . ſpread itſelf over all the Parts of the Victim , but creeping

PYRAMIDOI'D [ of ruequis, and @ido, Gr. Form) is along conſumed them by little and little ; when it aſcended

what is ſometimes called a Parabolick Spindle, and is a ſolid notin a ſtraight Line, but whirled round, turned ſide-ways

Figure formed by the Revolution of a Parabola round its or downwards, and was extinguiſhed by Wind, Showers, or

Baſe or greateſt Ordinate . any other unlucky Accident ; when it crackled more than

PYRAMIDO'GRAPHER [of mueguis, and yegpéus, Gr. ] ordinary, was black, caſting forth Smoak or Sparks. All

a Deſcriber of Pyramids. theſe and ſuch like Omens ſignified (with them ) the Diſplea

Py'RAMIDO'GRAPHY (of mueguis, and yesor, Gr.) a ſure of the Gods .

Deſcription of Pyramids. PY RO'PUS ( Trupamos of True Fire, and 64, the Face, Gr.]

Py'RAMIDS [of Egypt] one of the ſeven Wonders of the a Carbuncle of a fiery Redneſs, a Ruby ; alſo one that has

World , are huge Piles of Building, within three Leagues of a carbuncled Face.

Grand Cairo. There are three principal ones , different in PY'ROSIS (of mūg, Gr.] a burning Redneſs in the face .

Dimenſions ; of which two are ſhut up, and the third is Py'RoTECHNY ( πυροτεχνία οf πυρ Fire , 2nd τέχνη ,

open. This is 520 Foot high, and 682 Foot ſquare ; it has Art] the Art of making Fire-Works; alſo Chymiſtry, which

208 Stone Steps, each Stone about three Foot thick, and makes uſe of Fire, as the chief Inftrument of its Operations.

thirty Foot long . At one of the Angles is a little ſquare PY'ROTE'CHNICK, of, or pertaining to Pyrotechny.

Room, and at the Top a very fine Platform of 12 great ſquare Pyro'TICKS (Testing, Gr. ] Cauſticks, Medicines,

Stones, that are almoſt 17 Foot ſquare, from which the which being apply'd to the Body, grow violently hot, and

ſtrongeſtMan is not able to throw a Stone clear of the Pyra- cauſe Redneſs or Bliſters in the Skin , or that cloſe up and

mid. There are 16 Steps to the Door. The Entrance is bring Wounds to a Cruft or Scab.

ſquare and even all along . This Walk leads to two more : Py'RRHA, the Wife of Deucalion . See Deucalion .

At the End of one of them is a Hall , where is an empty PYRRHI'CIUS [ Truppixio , Gr.) a Foot in Greek or Latin

Tomb of one Stone, like Porphyry, made, as ſome ſay, for Verſe, conſiſting of two ſhort Syllables.
that Pharaoh which purſued the Ifraclites into the Red- Sea. PY'RRHICK Dance, ſome refer the Original of it to Mi

At the End of the other Walk, or Alley, there is a Hole nerva, who led up the Dance in her Armour, after the Con

made, as is probable, to let the Bodies down to the Caverns queſt of the Titans : Others refer it to the Corybants , Jupi
below. The two Pyramids which are lock'd, are muchafter ter's Guard in his Cradle, who leaped up and down, claſhing
the ſame Form . At ſome Steps of the open Pyramid, is an their Weapons to hinder old Saturn from hearing the Cries

Idol , which Pliny calls Sphinx, but the Arabs call it Abin el of his Infant Son . Pliny attributes the Invention to Pyrrhus,

haboun, being a Buſtal of one Stone, cut out of a natural the Son of Achilles, who inſtituted ſuch a Company of
Rock , repreſenting the Face of a Woman , of a prodigious Dancers at the Funeral of his Father. The Manner of the

Bigneſs. ` It is 26 Foot high, and 15 from the Ear to the Performance ſeems to have confifted chiefly in the nimble

Chin . On the Top of theHead there is an Hole , through turning of the Body , and ſhifting every Párt, as if it was

which a Man might paſs, that reaches down to the Breaſt, done to avoid the Stroke of the Enemy. Julius Scaliger
and ending there. According to Pliny, the largeſt of theſe tells of himſelf, that while he was a Youth, he often danced
Pyramids was 20 Years in building, tho' 366000 Men were the Pyrrhick before the Emperor Maximilian, to the Amaze

all that while employed about it . ment of all Germany. And that the Emperor was ſo ſur

The largeſt of theſe was built, ſome ſay, by Cheops, or as prized at his warlike Activity, that he cried out, This Boy

others, by Chemnis, as a Sepulchre ; but he , being torn in was either born in a Coat of Mail, inſtead of a Skin, or elle

Pieces in a Mutiny of the People, did not obtain the Honour has been rocked in one, inſtead of a Cradle.

of being interred in it. The fecond was ſaid to be built by Py'R RHO, the Greek Philoſopher, the firſt Founder of the

his Brother Cephus: The third by Mycerius; or , as others fay , Scepricks, who taught that there was no Certainty of any

by the Strumpet Rhodope. Thing.

PYRENI'ACUS, a, um 2 [in Botan. Writ.] growing on the PYRRHOPOECI'Los [Truppoiwonia , Gr.) a Kind of
Pyre'nICUS Ś Pyrenean Mountains between France Marble with red Spots, of which the Egyptians made

Pillars which they dedicated to the Sun.

PYRENOIDES ( Trugnvoudris of Truggy a Kernel, and indo , PYTHAGORAS (in Painting] is drawn clad in white Gar

Shape, Gr.) a Proceís of the ſecond Vertebra of the Back ; ments, adorned with a Crown of Gold,

thus called from its Reſemblance to a Pear in Shape.
Pr
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PYTHA'COREAN Syſtem , ſo called , on Account of its be- new and different Titles to Books which have not had good

ing maintained by Pythagoras, is a Syſtem in which the Sun Sale, and publiſhing them again as new Books
is fuppoſed to reſt in the Center ofour Syſtem of Planets , QUA'CKISM [ of quack , Teut. trifling ] the Practice of

and in which the Earth is carried round him annually, in a Quackery.

Tract or Path betweenVenus and Mars. It is the moſt antient QUA'CKSALVER [of quark and falde, Du, an Ointment

ofany, and the ſame with the Copernican. a Mountebank , a bold and ignorant Pretender to Phyfick .

PYTHA'GOREAN Theorem , is the 47th Propoſition of the QUA'DRA, any ſquare Frame or Border in Building, en

firſt Book of Euclid . compaſſing a Bajo Relievo, Pannel- painters,or other Work.

PYTHAGORE'ANISM ( of Pythagoras ) the Doctrine or QUADRAGA'TA terre ( old Rec.] a Team -Land,

Principles of the Pythagoreans. much as may be ploughed by four Horſes, L.

PYTHAGORIC Tetraltys, a Point, a Line, a Surface, and QUADRAGE'MINI (with Anat. ] four Muſcles of the
a Solid.

Thigh, L.

PY'THIA [Uusic , Gr. ) the Prieſteſs who delivered the QUADRAGE'sima Dominica (9. d. the 40th Sunday after

Oracles of Apollo at Delphos. Before ſhe aſcended the Tripes, Eaſier] the Sunday immediately preceeding Lent.

ſhe uſed to waſh her felt in the Fountain Caſſalia, and fitting QUADRAGESIMA , the fortieth , L.

downon the Tripos, fhook the Lawrel- Tree that grew by QUADRAGESIMAL ( quadrageſimalis, L. ] of, or pertaining

it, and ſometimes eat its Leaves ; ſhe was alſo crowned with to Lent.

Lawrel, that being thought to conduce Inſpiration . Be- QUADRA'GESIMALS, in Times of Popery , it was a cuſto

ing placed upon the Tripos, ſhe receiv'd the divine Aflatus mary Thing for People to viſit their Mother-Church on
in her Belly, and began immediately to ſwell and foam at the Mid -Lent Sunday , to make their Offerings at the High

Mouth, tearing her Hair, cutting her Fleſh , and in all Altar . And the like ſuperſtitious Devotion was performed

her other Behaviour appeared like one phrenetick and di- in the Whitſund Week . But theſe Proceſſions and Obla

ftracted , eſpecially if the Spirit was ſullen and malignant; tions being commuted for a Payment called Pentecoſtals or

but if it was in a kind and gentle Humour, her Rage was, Whitſund Farthings; were changed into a cuſtomary Pay
not ſo violent . ment, and called Quadragefimals.

Py'thia , the Pythian Games celebrated in Greece in Ho- QUADRAGE'SIMALS, Mid- Lent Contributions or Offerings.

nour of Apollo; alſo the Prieſteſs ofApollo. QUA'DRAN (in Poetry) a Stanza or Staff conſiſting of four

Pytho'n ( utwy of rútw, Gr. to putrify, becauſe in . Verſes.

gendered of the Putrefaction of the Earth after the Flood , or QUADRA'NGLE ( quadrangulus, L. ) a Figure conſiſting of

of ing , Heb. an Aſp ) a Serpent prodigiouſly large, whereby fourAngles, and as many Sidct , as a Square, a long Square,

June perſecuted Latona, when big with Apollo and Diana, and a Rhombus.

the firſt of which , viz. Apollo, killed that Serpent, and thence QUADRA'NGULAR [ quadrangularis, L.] of, pertaining to ,

was called Pythius, and in Memory of that Victory ap- or inthe Form of a Quadrangle.

pointed the Pythian Games. QUA'Vrans [among the Romans] eight Ounces in Weight,

The Serpent Python being ſain by Apollo, is thus inter- the fourth Part of a Pound Troy ; or the Quarter of any In

preted. By Python is underfood the Ruins of Waters and teger, divided into twelve Parts.

Bogs, which cover the Earth , and ſeem to run over it ; but QUA'DRANT [ quadrans, L. ] a Mathematical Inſtrument

Apollo ( i. e. the Sun ) diſperſing the Vapours in the Air, by of great Uſe in Aſtronomy, Navigation, &c. that is triangular,

his Arrows, (i.e. his Beams) flew this Serpent . Others and contains juſt the fourth Part of a Circle, containing 90

interpret it , that Apollo, being the God of Wiſdom ,does , by Degrees; and oftentimes the Space contained between a

good prepared Medicines,deſtroy all poiſonous Diſeaſes in quadrantal Arch and two Radii, perpendicular one to ano

the Bodyof Man , which Diſeales are repreſented by the in- ther in the Center of a Circle , is called aQuadrant.

fectious Serpent Python. QUA'DRANT [quadrans, L.) a fourth Part.

Py'Thoness [ Pythoniſſa, L. of trustavlova ,Gr.] a Wo- QUA'DRANT of Altitude (of an artificial Globe] a thin

man poſſeſſed with a familiar or propheſying Spirit, called Braſs-plate divided into 90 Degrees, and fitted to the

Tular. Meridian .

Pyu'lcus [ Tushxos, of tūov, Corruption, and trxw, to QUA'DRANT [with Mathemat.] is an Inſtrument of great

draw , Gr. ] an Inſtrument uſed by Surgeons for the evacua- Uſe in many Operations in Navigation, Surveying, &c.

ting of corrupt Matter from the Cavity of the Breaft, or any QUA'DRANT ( with Gunners ] an Inſtrument uſed in le.

finuous Ulcer. velling, mounting, and lowering a Picce of Ordnance.

Pyx ( Pyxis, L. Tugis, Gr. ] a Veſſel in which Roman QUA'DRANTAL (quadrantalis, L.) of, or pertaining to a
Catholicks keep the Holt . Quadrant.

Py'xis [Anatomy] the Cavity of the Hip - Bone. Qua’DRANTAL [among the Romans) a Meaſure for mea

PY'xis mutica, the Seaman's Compaſs, L. ſuring of Liquids .

A QUA'DRANTAL, a Figure which is every -where ſquare.

A QUADRA'NTAL Triangle (with Geometr.] a ſpherical

Triangle like a Die , having a Quadrant for oneof its Sides,

q . Roman, Q, q, Italick , 1 , 1 , Engliſh, cp, Saxon, and one right Angle.

are the 16th Letter of the Alphabet ; but the QUADRA'NTATA terræ [ old Rec.] the fourth Part of an

Gretxs, Hebrews, and Aſiaticks have not this Letter , and the Acre of Land .

Saxons , &c. expreſs it by cw . This Letter q. always hath QUADRANTS, are variouſly contriv'd, and

its Vowel following it. differently furniſh'd for their va

Qu [among the Antients ]a numeral Letter ſtanding for 500. rious Ules ; but this they have

o with a Daſh , ftood for 500000. all in common, that they conſiſt of

is an Abbreviation of quaſi, L. as though ; and alſo of a Quarter of a Circle, whoſe Limb

Queſtion, E. is divided into 90 Degrees, and

Q. E. D. [with Mathemat.] ſtands for quod erat demon have either a Line and Plummet

ſtrandum , L. i . e. which was to be demonſtrated . ſuſpended from the Center ; or, a

Q. D. ſtands for quaſi dietum , L. i. e. as if it were ſaid.
Label with Sights .

Q. E. F. [in Mathemat.) ſtands for quod erat faciendum , QUA'DRAT [ in Aſtrology) an A

L. ;. e. which was to be done .

(
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ſpect of the heavenlyBodies, where

Q. PL. [in phyſcal Preſcriptions] ſignifies quantum placet, in they are diſtant from each other

L. i. e. as much as you pleaſe. a Quadrant, or 90 Degrees, the ſame as Quartile.

Q. U. ſtands for quantum vis, L. i.e. as much as you QUA'DRATE [ quadratum, L. ) a four -cornered Figure, a

will . Square.

Q. S. [in Phyſicians Bills] ſtands for quantum fufficit, i. e. TO QUA'DRATE ( quadrare, L.] to ſquare, agree with , to

a ſufficient Quantity, or as much as will do . anſwer .

QUAB ( Duabbé, Du ) a Kind of Fiſh , call'd by ſome a To QUADRATE a Piece (Gunnery] is to place it duly ,

Water-Weaſel. and well poiſed on the Carriage, that the Wheels be of an

To QUACK ( quarken , Du. ] to make a Noiſe like a equal Height.
Duck . QUA'drate Line of Shadows ( on a Quadrant ) is a Line

Quack. See Qưackſalver. of natural Tangents put on the Limb of a Quadrant for

QUA'CKERY [of quiaik , Teut. frivolous.] more ready meaſuring of Heights , &c.

QUACKING 1 of quarton , Du. ) making a Noiſe, as QUADRA'TICK Equations ( with Algebraiffs) ſquare Equa

Ducks do ; alſo practiſing Quackiſm .
6 T tions

QUACKING of Titles (with Bookſellers] the putting of
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tions, or ſuch wherein the higheſt Power of the unknown QUADRU'PEDAL Signs (with Affron.) thoſe Signs re

Quantity is a Square. QUADRUPE'DIAN S preſented on a Globe by the Figures

QUADRA'TICK [of quadratus, L. ) four-ſquare. of four -footed Beaſts .

Simple QHADRA'TICKS (with Mathemat.) are ſuch where QUA'drupede (quadrupes, L.) a four-footed Beaſt, L.

the Square of the unknown Root is equal to the abſolute QUADRUPLATO'RES [in the Court of Exchequer] Pro

Number given . moters, thoſe that in popular and penalActions are Dela

Adfeated QHADRA'Ticks ( with Mathemat.) are ſuch as tores , having thereby Part of the Profit afligned by the Law.

haveſome intermediate Power of the unknown Number, be- QUADRU'PLE ( quadruplex, L.) four times as much, 4 fold .

tween the higheſt Power of the unknown Number, and the QUADRU'PLED (quadruplicatus, L.) made four- fold .

abſolute Number given . QUADRU'PLICATE, a Thing folded or repeated four times.

QHADRATO- Quadratum , is the fourth Power of Num- QUADRUPLICA'TION, an encreaſing to a four-fold Sum .

bers; or the Product of the Cube multiplied by the Root. QUAE PLURA, a Writ that lies where an Inquifition has

QHADRA'To -Cubus, the fifth Power of Numbers. been madeby the Eſcheator of ſuch Lands and Tenements

QHADRA'TRIX, a Square, or ſquared Figure , as a Man dies ſeized of, when all that was in his Poſſeſſion

QHADRATRIX (in Geometry ) a mechanical Line, by was ſuppoſed not to be foundby the Office , L.

Means whercof, Right Lines may be found equal to the Cir- Quatre 2 is where any Point of Law or Matter in De

cumference of a Circle or other Curve, and the ſeveral Parts QUAERIE S bate is douted ; as not having ſufficiet Au

of it. thority to maintain it.

QHa'drats (with Printers] ſquare Pieces ofMetal to fill QUAERENS nox invenits & c . a Return made upon a Writ

up thevoid Spaces between Words and at the End of ſhort directed tohim with this Clauſe, viz. Si A fecerit, B ſecu
Lines.

QHA'DRATURE ( quadratura, L. ) the making a Thing Quae Servitia; a Writ concerning Services, L.

ſquare, or the finding a Square equalto the Area of any Fi- QUAE'sta ( ant. Deeds] an Indulgence or Remiſſion of

gure given . Penance, expoſed to Sale by the Pope, the Retailers of

QUADRATURE of the Circle, is the finding ſome other which were called Quæſtuarii.

right-lined Figure equal to the Area of a Circle, or a right QUAE'stus, Gain, Advantage, Profit, L.

Line equal to its Circumference ; a Problem that has em- QUAESTIONARII ( ant. Law Books ] thoſe Perſons who

ploy'd the Mathematicians of all Ages, but yet in vain . It went about with Indulgences from Door to Door, asking

depends upon the Ratio of the Diameter to the Periphery, Charity either for themſelves or others.

which was never yet determined in preciſe Numbers . QUAE'STUS [in Law ] Land gained by Labour and In .

QHA'DRATURE of Curves ( in the higher Geometry ] is duſtry, which does not depend on hereditary Right.

the meaſuring of their Area, or the finding a rectilinear To QUA'FF [ ſome derive it of cay, Sax. brisk, nimble ] to

Space, equal to a curvilinear Space. tipple, to drink large Draughts.

QHA'DRATURE of aParabola, is the ſame as Parabolick Space. QUA'GMIRE ( prob. of quatiens, L. ſhaking, and moper ,

QHA'DATURES of the Moon ( Aſtronomy] are the medial Du . Mud) a boggy Place.

Points of her Orbit , lying between the Points of Conjunc- Quai'l ( quaglia, Ital.] a Bird.

tion and Oppoſition. QUAI'l (Hieroglyphically) was by the Egyptians uſed to
QHADRA'TUs femoris [ with Anat . ) a Member of the reſemble Impiety, becauſeit is related of this Bird, that it

Muſcle Qaadrageminus, ariſing from the Apophyſis of the chatters furiouſly, and torments itſelf, as if it were offended ,

Ijchium , and maintaining an equal Breadth and Bulk to its when the Creſcent of the Moon firſt appears.

Inſertion juſt below the great Trochanter, L. TO QUAIL (prob . of coagulare, L.] to curdle as Milk .

QHA'DRATUS Gena ( Anet.) a large ſquare Muſcle ſpread QUAINT [ coint, F.] neat, fine, accompliſhed ; alſo odd,

over the whole lower Region of the Face, L. ſtrange, fantaſtical.

QHa'dratus Lumborum [ Anat. ) a ſhort, thick, Aeſhy QUAI'NTNESS ( incert. Etym . ] Oddneſs, Strangeneſs ; alſo

Muſcle, ſituated in the Region of the Loins, or between the Accompliſhedneſs.

laſt Rib and the Spine of the Os Ilimom . To Quake [cpacian , Sax .) to tremble, to ſhake, to ſhi
QUA'daEls [ in Architecture ) a Kind of artificial Stones ver, either for Fear or Cold.

QUADRE'NNIAL [of quadriennis,L.Jofthe Space of4 Years. QUA'ker (prob. cpacere, Sax.] one who quakes or ſhi

perfectly ſquare, made of a chalky, white and pliable Earth, vers, a Profeſſor of Quakeriſm .

& c. dried in the Shade for two Years.
QUA'KING [cpacian, Sax .) ſhaking, ſhivering for Cold , .

QUADRICAPSULA'ris, e, [ in Botan. Writ.] divided into & c.trembling.

four Partitions , as Stramonium , Thorny - Apple, L. QUA'KER ISM [of cpacene, Sax . and ifmus, a Latin Ter

QUADRIGE'MINUS ( Anat.) a Muſcle, or rathor an Af- mination] the Principles or Tenets of Quakers.

ſemblage of four Muſcles, ſerving to turn the Thigh out- QUA'kers, a modern Sect, who firſt got their Name

wards, L. from their Geſtures and quaking Fits.

QUADRILATERAL (quadrilaterus, L.) having four Sides. QUALE JUS , a judicial Writ, which lies where a reli

QUADRILATERAL Figures ( in Geom .) are thoſe gious Perſon has a Judgment to recover Land, & c. to en

whoſe Sides are four right Lines, and thoſe quire whether the Party hath any Right to recover ſuch

making four Angles, and they are either a Pa- Lands, &c. or whether the Judgment be obtained by Col
rallelogram , a Trapezium , Rectangle, Square, Rhombus or luſion , &c.

Rbomboides, as in the Figure. QUALIFICATION, a particular Faculty of Endowment,

QUADRILATERALNESS [ quadilaterus, L. and nefi] the F. of L.

Property of having four Sides, Right-Lines, forming asma- QUALIFICA'TOR [in the Canon Law ) a Divine appointed

ny Angles. to qualify or declare the Quality of a Propoſition brought

QUADRI'LLA , a ſmall Troop or Company of Cavaliers before an Eccleſiaſtical Tribunal; chiefly before the Inqui

pompouſly drets’d and mounted for the Performance of Car- ſition in Spain , &c.

rouſels, Juſts , Tournaments, running at the Ring, and other To QUA'LIFY ( qualifier , F. ] to give one a Qualification

Divertiſements of Gallantry . or Accompliſhment, torender him fit ; alſo to temper, ap

QUA'DRIN, a Mite, a ſmall Piece of Money in Value peaſe, or ſatisfy.
about a Farthing QUA'LITY [ qualitas of qualis, L. ofwhat Sort . )

QUADRINOMIAL [of quatuor and nomina, L.) confiſting QUALITY , Condition , Nature, Inclination, Habit ; alfo

of four Denominations or Names. Title of Honour, noble Birth .

QUADRINOMIAL Roots [in Algebra) Roots which con- QUA'LITY [among Logicians] is the third of the Cate
fiſt of four Names or Parts. gories, of which, according to Ariſtotle's Diviſion, there

QUADRIPARTI'Te [of quadrus, of quatuor , and partitus, are four Sorts : The firſt of which comprehends Habitude :

L.] divided into four Parts. Which fee. The ſecond comprehends natural Powers : Which

QUADRIPARTITION [of quadrus and partitio, L.) a Divi- fec. The third comprehends ſenſible Qualities: Which jee.
fion by four, or the taking the fourth Part of any Quantity The fourth comprehends Form and Figure : Which ſee.
or Number. QUAʼLITY [ in Phyſicks] the Affection of a Thing whence

QUA'DRIREME ( quadriremis, L. ) a Galley or Veſſel that it is denominated ſuch; or that which cauſes a Thing to af- ·
has four Oars on a Side. fect our Senſes in this or that Manner, and gives it this or

QUADRISY'LLABLE ( quadriſyllabus, L. ) conſiſting of that Denomination .

four Syllables. The four firſt Qua’lities [in Phyficks) are Heat, Cold,
QUADRIVIAL ( quadrivialis, L. ) having four Ways or Moiſture, Dryneſs.

Turnings. The four fecond QUA'LITIES [with Chymifs] Volatility ,

Fixity, Corroſiveneſs, and Corruptibility.
QUADRUPEDOUS }(quadrupedus,L. ) four -footed.

Occuls
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Occult QUA'LITIES [ in Phyficks) certain latent Powers QUA'NTITY of Matter (in any Body ] is the Product of

ariſing from the ſpecifick Forms of Things; a Name the the Denſity into Bulk , or a Quantity ariſing from the joint

Antients gave to thoſe Phenomena, of which, according Conſideration of its Denſity and Magnitude .

to their Principles, on rational Account could be given. QUA'NTITY of Motion (in a Body) is its Meaſure ariſing

Senſible QUA’LITIES [in Phyficks) are ſuch as ariſe from from the joint Conſideration of the Quantity of Matter in,

certain Modifications of the Matter , and are the more im- and the Swiftneſs of the Motion of that Body.

mediate Objects ofour Senſes. Notional QUA'NTITY, is that which ariſes from the Ope.

Primary jen ble QUA’LITIES, are ſuch as are found in all ration of the Underſtanding only, ſuch as the Largeneſs and

Bodies, or which agree to all Matter, conſidered as Matter, Narrowneſs of the Capacity of the Mind and its Con

ſuch are Extenſion, Figure, Motion , Réft, Solidity, Impenetra- ceptions.

bility and Number. Tranſcendental QUA'NTITY (in Phyficks] 25 Duration or
Secondary ſenſible QUALITIES, are ſuch as reſult from a Continuance ; the Continuation of the Exiſtence of any

Compoſition or Mixture of the Elements ; as Light, Heat, Being, Time.

Cold , Colour, Sound, Tafie, Smell, Hardneſs, Softneſs, Fluidity, Permanent QUA'ntity , is Extenſion into Length, Breadth ,

Firmneſs, Roughneſs, Smoothneſs, Tranſparency, and Opacouſneſs. and Thickneſs.

Spiritual Qua’lities, are the Qualities of the Soul, or Succeffive QUANTITY, is that which is apply'd to Time
thoſe Affections of the Mind, as it is in this or that Habi. and Motion.

tude, or Diſpoſition , as, Knowledge, Opinion, Certainty, QUA'NTITY (with Gramm .) the Meaſure or Magnitude
Doubting, oc, all moral Virtues and Vices. of the Syllables,or that which determines them to be called

Corporeal QUA'Lities , according to the Peripateticks, are long or ſhort.

Things diſtinct from the Bodies themſelves ; and are ſuper- QUA'NTITY [ among Logicians ) the ſecond Category ,
added to them , or flow from their ſubftantial Forms. But is either Diſcrete or Continued: Diſcrete, when the Parts are

the modern Philoſophers explode the Notion of Qualities di- not bound together, as Number ; Continued, when they are

Itinct from the Body, and ſay they are no other than the bound ; and then it is either ſucceſſive, as Time and Motion ;

Affections of the Bodies themſelves, as, Figure, Magnitude, or permanent, which is that which is otherwiſe call'd Space

Motion, &c. of the Parts whereof they conſiſt. or Extent, in Length , Breadth , and Depth ; the Length

QUA’LITY [in Metaphyſicks] is an Accident which influ . alonemakes the Line, the Length and Breadth the Surfaces,
ences its Subject after the Mannerof an eſſential Form. and all three together the Solids.

Aktive Qua'lities (with Philoſoph .) ſuch as by Virtue Poſitive QUANTITIES [ in Algebra ] are thoſe which are

whereof Operations are actually produced on other Bodies, greater than nothing, and which have the Sign + prefixed.
duly diſpoſed in reſpect thereunto ; as, the Heat of Fire, the Negative Quantities [in Algebra ) are ſuch as are leſs

Moiſture of Water . than nothing, and have this Sign — prefixed.

Paſſive QUA'LITIES [in Phyficks) thoſe whereby Bodies Compound QUANTITIES [ in Algebra] are ſuch as are

are diſpoſed to receive the Action of others, as, Inflamma- joined together by the Signs + and— and are expreſſed

bility in Oil , & C. either by more Letters than one, or elſe by the ſame Letters

Real Qua’LITIES [in Phyficks) are thoſe which remain in unequally repeated, as a- b - cand bdb are compound
the Subject, and only act on Bodies adjacent to them ; as Quantities.

Fire in a piece of Iron not ignited,&c. QUANTUM meruit[i. e. how much he has deſerved ) an

Intentional QuaʼlitieS [ in Phyficks) are ſuch asiſſue from A &tion upon the Cafe, grounded upon a Promiſe to pay a
the Subject,andoperate ata Diſtance, as Light from the Sun. Man for doing a Thing ſo much as he ſhould deſerve or

QUALM (prob. of cpealm, Sax. Death ,of cpellan , Sax. merit.

to kill] a fainting Fit ;alſo a Scruple of Conſcience. QUARANTAIN [in Law] a Benefit allowed by the Law of

QUA'LMISH, affected with Qualms. England to a Widow of a landed Man, to remain 40 Days

QUA'LMISHNESS [ of cpealme, irc and neyre, Sax. ) a after his Deceaſe in his chief Manfion -Houſe orMeſfuage, F.
being ſubject to be troubled with Fainting -Fits ; alſo Scru- QUARANTAIN (with Church -men ] the Seaſon of Lent,

pulouſneſs of Conſcience. which is 40 Days before Eafter.

QUAM DIU ſe bene gefferit (i.e. as long as he ſhall be- QUA'rbecue, the fourth Part of a French Crown, con

have himſelf well) a Clauſe frequent in Letters Patent, or taining 16 Sols, F.

Grants of Officesto ſecure them, ſo long as the Perſon they QUARE ejecit, &c. a Writ lying for a Leſſee who is caft

are granted to , ſhall not be guilty of abuſing the ſame, L. out of his Farm , before the Expiration of his Term , L.

QUANDA'RY [prob. of Qu'en diray je, F. what ſhall I QUARE impedit, aWrit which lies for him who has purchaſed

ſay ?] Suſpenſe or Doubtfulneſs of Mind , what to ſay or do. an Advowſon againſt him that diſturbs him in the Right

QUANDO [when ) is the Duration of being in Time, L. thereof, by preſenting a Clerk thereto when the Church is

Metaphyſicks. void , L.

QUA'NTITAS acceleratrix [ of any Vis or 'Force ) is the Quare incumbravit, a Writ which lics againſt the Biſhop ,

Meaſure of the Velocity , generated in a given Time by that who, within 6 Months after the Vacation of a Benefice , con

Force , L. fers it on his Clerk, while 2 others are contending in Law

QUA'NTITY [ quantitas, of quantus, L. how great] ſignifies for the Right of Preſentation, L.

whatſoever is capable of any ſort of Eltimation or Menſura- Quare trufit in matrimonio, &c. a Writ lying againſt a Te.

tion , and which, being compared with another Thing of the nant, who after convenable Marriage offered to him by his

fame Nature, may be ſaid to be greater or leſs, equal or un- Lord , marrieth another and cntereth upon his Land without

equal to it.
having made an Agreement with his Lord and Guardian , L.

Continual QUA'NTITY ( in Metaphyſicks ) is a Quantity QUARE non admifit, a Writ which lies againſt a Biſhop for

whofc Parts are joined together by a common Term . Quan- refuſing to admit his Clerk who has recovered in a plea of

tity is an Accident, by which a material Subſtance is in- Advowſon, L.

tended. The Species of continued Quantity are a Line, a QUARE obſtruxit, a Writ that lies for him who, having

Superficies, and a Body : For Quantity is extended, either Right to paſs thro ' his Neighbour's Grounds, cannot enjoy

into Length only, and then it is call'd a Line, tho' not a ma- theſame, by Reaſon the Owner has fenced it up, L.

terial one, but ſuch as the Mind can frame by Idea ; or elſe QUARE non permittit, a Writ that lies for one who has a

it is extended into Length and Breadth, and that is called a Right to preſent for a Turn againſt the Proprietary, L.

Superficies ; or elſe into Length, Breadth, and Depth , and QUARENTAIN, a Prohibition of Entrance for 40 Days,

that makes a Mathematical Body, which is not to be under- into a healthful Place, to ſuch as are ſuppoſed to come from

ftood as if it were a corporeal Subſtance.
a Place infected .

Divided QUA'NTITY [in Metaphyſicks] is a Quantity, the Quarente'na [old Rec .] a Furlong, a Quantity of Land,

Parts of which are not link'd together by a common Term , containing 40 Perches.

but are divided, as Number, that may be defined a Multi- QUARENTENA habenda, a Writ for a Widow to enjoy her

tade of Units.
Quarentaine, L.

Moral QUA'NTITY, is that which depends on theMan- QUARE'Ria (old Rec .) a Quarry of Stone.

ners of Men , and the free Determination of their Wills, as, Qua'rrel [ querelle,F.]Strile, Diſpute, Difference,Brangle,

the Prices and Value of Things ; Degrees of Dignity, Good QUARREL of Glaſs (quarreau, L.) a Pane or ſquare Piece.

and Evil, Rewards and Puniſhments, &c. To QUA'RREL [ quereller, F. ) to fall out, to diſpute, to

Natural
find Fault with .

QUANTITY
3 [in Phyficks) is that which Na

ANTIPhyſical
Siure furniſhes us with in Mac- QUARRELSOME [guarreleur, F. and Yom, Sax ) apt to

ter and its Extenſions, or in the Powers and Forces of natu- quarrel.

ral Bodies, as, Gravity, Morion, Light, Heat, Cold , Rarity,

and Denſity.
QUARE
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QUA'RRELSOMNESS (humeur querelleux, F. yom and ney- QUARTER- Staf, a long Staff born by Forefters, and

ye , Sax.) quarrelſom Humour. Park -Keepers, & C.

QUARRIL, a Piece of Spaniſh Coin , in Value about 3 half QUARTER-Wind [in Navig.] is when the Wind comes in

Pence Engliſh Money.
from the Main -Maft Shrouds even with the Quarter.

Qua'r r Y [ carriere, F. ) a Sort of Mine or Hole, whence QUA'RTBRAGE ( quartier, F.] Money paid quarterly.

Stone is digged .
QUARTER-CAST (with Horſemen ) a Horſe is ſaid to caſt

QUA'RRY (with Hunters] a Reward given to Hounds af- his Quarter, when, for any Diſorder in the Coffin , there is a

ter they have caught the Game.
Necellity to cut one of the Quarters of the Hoof.

QUA'RRY[in Falconry) anyFowlthat is flown at, and killed. QUARTERING (in Sea Language] is when a Ship that is

To QUARRY, to feed upon the Quarry, or Fowl killed . under Sail goes at large, neither by a Wind, nor before a

A QUART [i . e . quarta pars, the fourth Part] the fourth Wind, but as it were betwixt both ; then the Sailors ſay, ihe

Part of a Gallon . fails quartering ; and alſo when ſhe fails with a quarter Wind.

QUART (at the Game called Picket or Piquet) a Sequence QUARTERING (with Gunners) is when a piece of Ord

of Cards.
nance may be ſo traverſed as to Thoot on the ſame Line or

QUART [in Fencing] the fonrth . the ſame Point of the Compaſs as the Ship's Quarter bears.

QUA'RTA ? [in Mu. Bo. ) 4 or the fourth in Number, Counter QUARTERING ( in Heraldry ) is when the Quarters

QUA'RTO Ital. of a Coat are quartered over again or ſub-divided each into 4.

QUA'RTAN (of quartus, L.) a Fever or Ague that comes QUARTERINGS [in Heraldry ) are Partitions of an Eſcut

every fourth Day cheon, according to the Number of Coats that are to be on

QUARTA'TION ( with Refiners ] a Way of purifying Gold it ; or they are the ſeveral Diviſions made in it, when the
by melting 3 Parts of Silver with one of Ġold , and then Arms of ſeveral Families are born altogether by one, either

cafting the Mixture into Aqua- fortis, which diffolves the Sil- on Account of Interinarriages or otherwiſe.

ver and leaves the Gold in a black Powder at the Bottom . QUARTERIZA'TION, Part of the Puniſhment of a Trai

QUARTELOIS 2 Surtouts , or upper Garments , with Coats tor, by dividing his Body into 4 Partsbeſides the Head,

CARTELOIS S of Arms quartered on them ; the Habit which Quarters are frequently ſet up on Poles over the Gates

of our antient Engliſh Knights in their warlike Expeditions. of the City .

QUA'RTER [of quarta pars, L. quartier, F.] a fourth QUARTERLY [in Heraldry] is when a Shield is divided

Part of any Thing, as of an hundred Weight twenty eight into four equal Parts, in the Form ofa Crofs.

Pound, of a Chaldron eight Buſhels. QUARTERN [quarta pars, L.) the fourth Part

QUARTER [in Heraldry ] See Quarterings. of an Integer, either in Weight or Meaſure.

QUARTER (with Carpenters ]a Piece of Timber four-ſquare, QUARTERS [quartier, F.] Places where Sol

and
4

Inches thick . diers are lodged .

QUARTER [of a Ship) is that Part of her Hull or main QUARTERS of the Heavens (with Aſtron .) are the 4 prin

Body, which lies from the Steerage-Room to the Tranſum . cipal Points, viz. Eaſt, Weſt, North, and South

Fat QUARTER 2 ( with Ship-Wrights] a Ship is ſaid to QUARTERS [with Atrol.] are certain Interſections, in the

Broad QUARTERS have a flat or broad Quarter, when the Sphere, both in theWorld and the Zodiack, to 2 of which

Tuck or Truſſing in of it lies deep in the Water. they give the Namesof Oriental and Maſculine, and to the
QUARTER Burlet, one that is divided in 4 or 8 Parts . other 2 Occidental and Feminine.

To QUARTER [ecarteler , F. ) to cut or divide into Quarters. QUARTERS of the Moon ( Afron ) the Moon is ſaid to be in

T QUARTER Soldiers (etre en quartier, F. ) to lodge, or thefirſt Quarter, when ſhe is a Quarter of the Zodiack, or

ſend toLodgings, 3 Signs diſtant from the Sun, turning to us juſt half her

QUARTER (in a Camp] in general, is the Ground on enlightened Body ; but when the Moon comes to be diame

which a Body ofTroops encamps ; alſo the Troops encamped. trically oppoſiteto the Sun, and ſhewsus herwholeenlightened

To beatup an Enemy's QUARTERS, is to drive them from Face, he is ſaid to be in the full : And when the proceeds

the Ground or Encampment. towards her Conjunction , and news more than half of her

QUARTER of an Aſſembly, is the place where Troops enlightened Face, ſhe is ſaid to be in the third or laft Quarter.

meet to march in a Body, and is the ſame with Rendezvous. QUARTERS [of a Siege] the principal Encampments fery

QUARTER intrench’d , is a place fortified with a Ditching to ſtop up the Avenues of a Place.

and Parapet, to ſecure a Body of Troops. QUARTERS ( in a Clock or Movement ) are little Bells which

QUARTER ( in Milit. Affairs] is the ſparing the Life and found the Quarters or other Parts of an Hour.

giving good Treatment to a conquered Enemy. Fore-QUARTERS ( of a Horji] are the Shoulders and Fore

QUARTER Days, those Days which begin the4 Quarters of Legs .

the Year, riz , the 25th of March, called the Annuncication Hind-QUARTERS [ of a Horſe] are the Hips and Legs

of the bleſſed Virgin Mary ; the 24th of June, Midſummer- behind.

Day, called the Feaſt of St. John the Baptilt ; the 29th of QUAUTERS [of a Horſe's Foot) are the sides of the Coffn

September, the Feaſt of St. Michael the Arch-angel; the 25th comprehended between the Toe and the Heel on one side

of December, ChriſtmasDay, or the Nativity of Jeſus Chrift. and t'other of the Foot .

QUARTER Deck (of a Ship ) that aloft the Steerage, Inner- QUARTERS [of a Horſe's Foot) are tho e oppoſite to

reaching to the Round Houſe. one another, facing from one Foot to the other .

Quarter [of a City] aCanton or Diviſion of it ; when Falſe-QUARTERS (with Horſemen ] are a Cleft of the Horn

it conſiſts in ſeveral Iſles , &c. and is ſeparated from ſome Quarters, extending from the Cronet to the Shoe, which

other Quarter by a River, a great Street, or other Boundary . voids Blood, and cauſes much Pain , and makes a Horſe l - me .

To work from QUARTER TO QUARTER (in Riding Academics ] Winter -QUARTERS, the Place or Places where Troops re

is to ride a Horſe three Timesan End upon thefirſt of the lodged during the Winter Seaſon ; alſo the Space of Time

four Lines of a Square , and then changing Hands to ride between the 2 Campaigns.

him three Times upon the ſecond, and ſo to do upon the QUARTERS of R freſhment, the Place or Places where

third and fourth . Troops that have been much haraſſed are put in to recover

QUARTER-Maſter (at Land ]an Officer, whoſe Buſineſs it is their Strength or Health , during ſome Time of Summer or

to look out for good Quarters for the whole Army or a Part Seaſon of the Campaign .
of it .

QUA'RTILE Ajpest [in Adrolagy) is an Aſpect of the

Quarter -Maffer -General, one who provides Quarters for Planets when they are three Signs or ninety Degrees dift.nt

the whole Army. from each other, and is marked thus O.

Quarter Mater (of a Regiment) one who provides QUA'R to [i . e. in four] a Book in which a Sheet makes

Quarters for his Regiment, every Regiment having one. four Leaves .

QUARTER-Maſter (at Sen] an Officer, whoſe Buſineſs it is QUARTODE CIMANS, Chriſtians in the ſecond Century,

to rummage, ſtow and trim a Ship in the Hold ; to overlook whocontended for the Obiervation of Eaſter to be on the

the Steward in delivering out Vičtuals to the Cook, and the 14th of the Moon of the firit Month , in Conformity to the

pumping and drawing out Beer. Cuſtom of the Jezus.

QUARTER-Wheeling (in Mil. Affairs) is the turning the QU A'RTZUM , a Kind of Metallick Stone.

Front of a Body of Men round where the Flank was .
QUARTER - pierced in Heraldry) a Term uſed when there QUARTERNUS }(old Rec.] a Book or Volume in Quarto.

is a Hole or ſquare Figure made in the Middle of a Croſs. QUARTFAGO'TTA, a ſmall Baſſoon , Ital.

QUARTER-Round [in Architect .] a Member or Ornament T. QUASH ( quaſjare, L. quaffthen , Teut ) to overthrow

in the Cornices of the Tonick, Corinthian, and Compoſite Orders. or make void ,to ſpoil or bring to nothing ; alto to disappoint.

QUARTER -Seſſions, a Court held every Quarter of the QUASI MODO Sunday, ſo called from the firit Words of the

Yearby the Justices of the Peace in every County, to deter- Latin Hymn, ſung at Maſs on that Day , which begins wius,

mine civil and criminal Cauſes. [ Quaſi modo geniti,& c.] Low -Sunday. QA
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Quasi contrast [in Civil Law ) an Act which has not the upon a Writ directed to himn , with this Condition inſerted .

trict Form of a Contract; but yet has the Force of it, L. Si A fecerit B fecurum de clamore fuo profequendo, L.

QUASI Crime (in Civil Law ] the Action of a Perſon who QUE'RENT [quærens, L.) complaining.

does Damage or Evil involuntarily . Que'rent ( quærens, L. ) an Enquirer ; the Perſon who

QUASSA'TION, a ſhaking, brandiſhing ; alſo a ſhattering, L. asks a Queſtion of an Aſtrologer.

QUATER Couſins, fourth Couſins, the laſt Degree of QUERIMO'NIOUS [ querimoniofus, L. ) complaining, making

Kindred , whence it is a common Saying, Perſons are not Moan , bewailing

quater Co:hfinis, whoſe Friendſhip declines. QUERIMONIOUSNESS, a complaining Humour.

QUATE'R NARY, of, or pertaining to a Quaternion. QUE'R ist (of quærens, L.) an Inquirer.

QUATE'RNION, a Compoſition or Collection of four, as a QUERI'Sta Cold Rec.] a Queriſter or Choriſter, a Boy

Quaternion or File of 4 Soldiers. who ſings in the Choir of a Church, L.

QUATRAIN, a Staff of 4 Verſes. QUERK 3a Cavil, a Shift, a Fetch .

Qua'TERFOILS [in Heraldry) four-leaved -Graſs.
QUATUOR, four, l. Quern ( cporn, Sax .) a Hand-Mill.

QUATUOR ( in Mu. Bo. ] Mufick compoſed for 4 Voices, QUE'RRY [ecuyer, F.) a Groom of a Prince, or one con

QUAVER ( in Mufick] a Meaſure ofTime, eqaal to one verſant in the King's Stables, and having the Charge of his

half of the Crotchet or one 8th of the Semibrief, a Trill Horſes ; alſo the Stable of a Prince.

in Singing. QUERRY [ ecurie, F.) the Stables of a Prince.

QUAVER prob. of quateri , L. to ſhake) to ſhake or Gentleman of the QUERRY [ecuyer, F ) one of thoſe Gen

till a Nore, or run a Diviſion with the Voice. tlemen whoſe Office it is to hold the King's Stirrup when he
QUAVI'VEK [qu . viva aqua gaudens, L. i. e. delighting in mounts on Horſe -back .

living or quick Water] a Sea -Dragon, a Sort of Fiſh that QUE'Rulous [ querulus, L.) apt to complain, full of Con
delights in a ſtrong Stream . plaints , moanful, doleful.

QUAY ? a broad Space of Ground -upon the Shore of a QUERULOUSNESS, a complaining Diſpoſition.

KAY } River or Harbour, paved for the loading and un- To QUE'RY [quærere, L.) to puta Queition.

loading of Goods. To Quese [of quæfitum , L.)to ſearch after Milton.

QUE Eſtate ( Law Phraſe] a plea whereby a Man intitling Que'sited with Arrol.]thePerſon or Thing enquired after.

another to Land, & c. ſays that the ſame Eſtate he has, he Quest ( of quæfitus, L. ſought] an Inqueſt or Inquiſition ;

had from him . an Inquiry madeupon Oath of an impannelled Jury .

QUE eſt meme [in Law ] i. e. that is the ſame ; a Term To Quest (of quæfitum, L. or queſter, F. ] to go in Queſt

of Art made uſe of in an Action of Treſpaſs or ſuch like, of, or ſeek out as Dogs do ; to vent or wind, as a Spaniel does.

for a poſitive Juſtification of the very Acts complained of QUESTA [ old Writ) the ſame as Queft.

by the Plaintiff as a Wrong done. To Que'sTION [ quæſtionari, L. quæſtionner, F.) to ask

QUEACH, a Place full of Shrubs or Brambles, a thick, Queſtions ; alſo to call into Queſtion , to doubt.

buſhy Plot of Ground, full of Shrubs or Brambles . Que's'tion (quæftio, L.) a Demand to which an Anſwer

Que'an (ſome derive it of cpen, Sax . a barren Cow , is required ; a Doubt, anAccompt.
becauſe common Harlots are moſtly barren ; or of quinde, Que'STIONABLE, doubtful, & c.

Dan. cpen . Sax. a Woman ; others of quene, Du . a talka- QUE'STIONABLENESS [of queſtion, F. of L. and nefs]
cive Woman) a Drab, a Slut, a Jade, an Harlot. Doubtfulneſs, Liableneſs to be called in Queſtion.

QUEA'SINESS (prob. of quesithen , Teut. to offend, and QUE'STIONIST, an Asker of Queſtions ; alſo a Candidate

beyye,Sax. ]Sickilhneſs at the Stomach,Propenſeneſs tovomit. for the Degree of Batchelor of Arts at Cambridge.

QUEASY, fickiſh at the Stomach, ready to vomit . QUE'ST IONLESS ( of queſtion , and leſs ] without Doubt.

QUEEN (cpena, Sax, a Wife] the Wife or Conſort of a Questions , Propoſitions made or offered by Way of

King ; alſo a ſovereign Princeſs that holds the Crown by Diſpute.
Right of Blood.

Que'stor (quæſtor, L.) a publick Treaſurer, Cham

QUEEN Dowager, the Widow of a King that lives upon berlain of a City.

her Dowry . Quest-men , Perſons choſen annually in each Ward of

QUEEN Gold , a royal Revenue appertaining to every the City of London, to enquire into Abuſes and Miſdemean

Queen of England, during her Marriageto the King, ariſing ours, eſpecially ſuch as relate to Weights and Meaſures.

from Fines , Offerings, Grants , Pardons, & c. Que'stus ( quæfitus, L. ] in Law , uſed of Land which

QUEEN's Swan -herd, a Keeper of the royal Swans . doesnot deſcend by hereditary Right, but is acquired by a

Queer, odd , fantaſtical, ſorry. Man's own Labourand Induſtry,

QUEERNESS, Oddneſs, Fantaſticalneſs, & c. QUESTUS eft nobis, the form of a Writ of Nulance ,

Queest ( prob. of greftus, L. a Complaint] a Ring, which lies againſt him to whom the Houſe or other Thing
Dove.

that breeds the Nuſance is alienated or made over.

Queint ? [ incert. Etymologia ] odd, uncommon, humo- To Quetch , to budgeorſtir ; to cry .

QUAINT Srous, as a queint Expreſion. Que've dehironde (in Fortificat.] i. e. a Swallow's Tail ; a

QueI'NTNESS 2 Kind of Out-work, the Sides of which open or ſpread to

wards the Head of the Campaign, and draw towards the

TO QUE'LL [of qualen, Tent. to afflict, or cpellan, Sax. Gorge.

to kill]to reſtrain , ſubdue, bring under, and quiet turbulent Qur'a improvide, a Superſedeas granted in many caſes

Spirits, 686. where a Writ is erroneouſly ſued out or awarded.

Quem redditum reddat, a Judicial Writ which lies for him to To Qui'BBLE ( prob. fictum a mot:] to move as the Guts

whom a Rent-ſeck or Rent-charge is granted by a Fine levied do ; alſo to equivocate or play with Words.

in the King's Court, againſt the Tenant of the Land, that A QUI'BBLE, an Equivocation, & c.

refuſes to attorn to, or own him as Lord, to cauſe ſuch an At- Quick ( cpic, Sax.) agile, nimble, brisk ; alſo alive.

tornment. QUICK -Beam , a kind of wild Ath .

To Queme, as to queme a Thing into one's Hand, to put QUICK -Scab, a Diſeaſe in Horſes.

it in privately. To QUICKEN (of cpiccan, Sax.] to become alive, as a

T. QUENCH [cpencan, Sax .) to put out or extinguiſh. Child in the Womb ; alſo to haſten .

QUE'NCHABLE [of cpencan, Sax . and habilis, L.] capa- Qur'ckness [ of cpic and neyre, Sax .) Agility, Nimble

bleof being quenched. neſs, Briskneſs.

Quene (in Heraldy ) corruptly for queue, F. the Tail of a Qui'ck - Sands [of cpic, and yand, Sax .] Sands which

Beaſt. ſhakeand tremble ,into which thoſe, who paſs over them, of

Que'RCULA (with Botan .) the Oak of Jeruſalem, L.
ten ſink.

QUERCULA minor (with Botan .) the Herb Germander, L. Qui'ck - Set [of cpic and gettan , Sax . to plant] a Sort

QUERELA, a Complaint, a bewailing or lamenting, L. of Thorn, of which Hedges aremade.

QUERELA ( old Rec.) an Action or Suit at Law preferred Qui'ck - Silver (of cpic and silkepe, Sax .] a Mineral or

any Court of Juſtice where the Plaintiff was querens or Prodigy among Metals, which is fluid like Water ; and tho'a

complainant. very heavy Body, yet eaſily flies away, when ſet over the Fire.

QUERELA freſca forcia [ in Law ] a Writ of freſh Force, L. Qui'ck- Sighted (of cpic and geyih Se, Sax .] having a

Querela coram regis, & c. a Writ whereby one is called ſharp Eye .

to juſtify a Complaint of a Treſpaſs made to the King him- Qui'ck -Witted [ of cpic and pit, Sax.] having a ſharpWit.

ſelf, before the King and his Council , L. QUID ( prob. of cus, Sax. Cud ) a Morſel or Quantity of

QUERENS non invenit, & c . a Return made by the Sheriff Tobacco, to be held in the Mouth, or chew'd .
6 U
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Quid pro quo, one good Turn for another ; Trick for military Exerciſes on Horſe-back , with Poles, throwing of

Trick, a Rowland for an Oliver, L.
Darts, breaking of Lances, &c. He who breaks moſt Poles

Quid pro 9:19 [with Phyfic.] is when a Medicine of one and Mews moftActivity ,wins the Prize ; alſo a Right which

Quality is ſubitituted for another. the Lord had to oblige all the Millers, Watermen , and other

QUI'D DANY [prob. of cydoniatum , L.) a Sort of Conſerve, youngPeople unmarried to come before his Caſtle, once every

& c. of Quinces. third Year, and break ſeveral Lances or Poles againſt a Poit

QUI'DDITATIVE, effential. or wooden Man, for his Diverſion .

Qui'DDITY [qu. of quidditas,of quid, L.what] the Efence QUI'NTAL [q.cental, of centum , L. an hundred) an hun
of a Thing, or the being what it is alſo a ſubtle Queſtion , dred Pound Weight.

a Quirk, QUINTESSENCE ( quinta effentia, L. i.e. the fifth Efience

QUI'Ddity [in Metaphy.) fignifies the ſame as Being, the pureſt Subſtance drawn out of any natural Body ; a

but infers a Relation to our Underttandings ; for the very Medicine made of the moſt efficacious , active Particles of its

asking what a Thirg is , implies, that it is an object of Ingredients, ſeparated from all Fæces or Dregs ; the Spirit,
Knowledge. chief Force, or Virtue of any Thing.

Quide, or cud the inner Part of the Throat in Beaſt. QUINTESSE'NTIAL, of, or pertaining to a Quin

QUIE'SSENCE
teſſence.

QUIESCENCY } [of quies, and effentia, L.) a State of Ref . Qui'ntile (in Aftrology) an Aſpect of the Planets, when

QUIE'SCENT [quieſcens, L.) at reft. they are 72 Degrees diſtant from one another, and is noted

Quie'sCENTS (quieſcentes litera , L.] Letters that do not thus , G or 0.

move, or are not pronounced in reading.
QUINTILIANS [ fo called of Quintilia their Propheteſs]

Quie't [ quietis, L. ) at reſt, ftill, not troubled . an antient Chriſtian Sect, who admitted Women to perform

QUIETA'RE [old Deeds] to quit, acquit, diſcharge, or
the facerdotal and epiſcopal Functions, grounding their

ſave harmleſs . Practice on that Paſſage of St. Paul, that in Chriſt there is

QUIE'T E clamare [in Lm ] to quit, claim , or renounce all
no Diſtinction of Mlaes and Females.

Pretenſion of Right and Title . QUINTU'PLE [ quintuplex, L.) five-fold.
Qui'etism [of quietus, L. quiet] the Principles, &c. QUI'N ZAIN, a Stanza of 15 Verſes.

of the Quietifts, a Sort of Roman Catholicks , whoſe denomi- QUI'NZIEME, a Fifteenth , a certain Tax, antiently ſo

nating Tenet is , that Religion conſiſts in the Reſt and inter- callid , becauſe rais’d on the fifteenth Part of Mens Lands

nal Recollection of the Mind. and Goods ; alſo the fifteenth Day after any Feſtival, L.

Qui'etness ( of quies, L. and neſ ] a quiet State, a being A QUIP, [ incert. Etym .] a Gibe , a Jeer, á Flout.

free from any Perplexity , Diſturbance, or Trouble. QUIRE (of le chaur, F.] the Choir of a Church ; alſo a

Qui'etus redditus, á Quit-Rent, or ſmall Acknowledg- Set of Singers ; alſo a Parcel of Paper conſiſting of twenty
four Sheets .

ment, paid in Money to fome Lords of Manours , L.

Quie'tus eft [ i. é. he is quiet or acquitted) a Phraſe uſed
QUI'R ESTER [of Choir) a Singing -Man or Choriſter.

by the Clerk of the Pipe and Auditors in the Exchequer, A Quirk, a Shift or Cavil.

in their Acquittances and Diſcharges, given to Accomptants.
QUIRINA'LIA, Feafts obſerved at Rome, in Honour of

Quill (prob.of kulh,Teut. caulis, L.a Stalk ] a Fea- Quirinus, i . e . Romulus, on the Twelfth of the Calends of
ther of a Fowl's Wing.

QuI'LLETS (prob. q. d . Quibblets, or little Quibbles] QUIRK (with Architects] a piece of Ground either ſquare

Subtilties, Quibbles, Chicanery. or oblong, taken out of a Corner, or any Place elſe of a

Quilt [incert Etym .) a Covering for a Bed , &r.
Ground -Plat to make a Court : Yard, Gr.

QUINA'Rius, of, or pertaining to the Number 5 . Quit [ quitte, F. ] diſcharged, free from .

QUI'Nce [un coin , F. ] a Sort of Fruit or downy Apple. To Quit [ quitter, F. ] to leave or forſake ; to part with ;

QUI'NCUNX, five Twelfths of any intire Thing divided
to leave off or give over .

into twelve Parts . Quit Claim [ in Law ] is the Releaſe or Acquittance of a

Qui'ncunx Order, an Order of ranging
Man of any Action that he hath or may have on ſome

rees, &c. byfives, as it were , as thus , certain Occaſion ; or a quitting one's Claim or Title.

Quincunx ( with Aſtrol.] an Aſpect when
Quite (prob. of quietus, L. quité of quitter , F.] wholly,

the Planets are diſtant 5 Signs.
altogether, thoroughly .

QUINDE'CAGON [of quinque, L. five, Aircle ten , and
QUIT -RENT, an Acknowledgment or ſmall Rent payable

goric, Gr. a Corner) a plane Figure of fifteen Sides and by Tenants to the Lord of the Manour.

Angles, which, if they are all equal to one another, is called
Qui'tter, the Matter of a Sore or Ulcer.

a regular Quindecagon. Quitter Bone [ in Horſes] a Diſeaſe, a hard , round

QUI'NQU ACE'ssis, a Roman Coin of 50 Afles, in Value Swelling on the Cronet, between the Heel and the

35. and 3 half Pence Engliſh, L. Quarter.

QUINQUAGE'SIMA Sunday [ fo called , becauſe it is about To Quiver [ incert. Etym .) to fhiver or ſhake with Cold ,

the 50th Day before Eafter ] Shrove- Sunday.
Fear , &r.

QUINQUE, five, L. Qui'ver [cocep, Sax . ) a Caſe for Arrows.

QUINQUE angled Figure [Geom .] a Figure having 5 Angles. Quo jure [i. é. by what Right] a Writ that lies for him

QUINQUECAPSULA'RIS, ez [in Botan. Writ.] divided who has Land, wherein another challenges Coinmon for

into five Partitions, as the vivia Mariana, or Coventry- Pafture Timeout ofMind.
Bells, 66 . Quo minus, a Writ which lies for him , who has a Grant

QUINQUEFOʻLIATED (of quinque five, and folium a Leaf, of Houſe bote in another Man's Wood,againſt the Grinter's
L.) having five Leaves . making ſuch Waſte, as that the Grantee cannot enjoy his

QUI'NQUEFOLIATED Leaf (with Botan.) a Kind of digi- Grant, L.

tated Leaf, confifting of five Fingers, as in Cirquefoil. Quo WARRANTO , a Writ which lies againſt him who

QUI'NQUENE'RveA Plantago [ in Botan.] ſo calledfrom its uſurpsany Franchiſe or Liberty againit the King; as to

having 5 Fibres or Strings , the middle Sort of Plantain, L. have Waif, Straw , Fair-Market, Court- Baron, Leet, or ſuch

QUINQUEREMIS, a Galley with five Oars, L. like, without a good Title.

QUINQUENNA'LIA, Games or Feſtivals , celebrated every Quod Clerici, &c . a Writ that lies for a Clerk, who, by

fifthYear, in Honour of the deified Emperors . Reaſon of ſome Land he hath , is made, or like to be inade,

QUINQUENNIAL [ of quinquennialis, L.) every five Years.
a Bailiff, Beadle , or ſuch like Officer.

QUINQUINA, the Jeſuits - Bark orPowder, a Kind of Bark Quod Clerici beneficiati, &c . a Writ to exempt the Clerk

brought from Peru in America, accounted a good Remedy in of the Chancery from Contribution towards the Proctors of

Agues or Fevers. the Clergy in Parliament, L.

QUI'NSEY ( quinantia, L. eſquenancie, F. of xurayan, Quodei deforciat, a Writ that lies for a Tenint in Tail,

Gr.] a Diſtemper that affects the Throat. in Dower, or for Life, againſt him who entered and took

QUINT ( at the Game called Piquet) a ſequence of 5 Cards away the Land recovered, or againſt his Heir, L.

of the ſame Colour. QUOD permittat, &c . a Writ lying for the Heir of him

Quint exact [ old Law) the laſt Call of a Defendant, who that is diſſeized, or put out of his common Palture, againit

is ſucd to an Outlawry . the Heir of the Diſteilor deceaſed, L.

QUINTOA } [in Mu. Books] five, or the fifch ,Ital .
QuodPerſona nec, &c. a Writ which lies for ſpiritual

Perſons diftreined in their ſpiritual Pofieſſions, for the Pay

QUI'NTAIN, an antient Cuſtom , a Poft driven into the ment of a Tax antiently callid a Fifteenth with the reſt of

Ground with a Buckler fixed to it , for the Perforinance of the Pariſh ..

QU'OD
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QUO'DLIBET [i. e. any Thing, what you pleaſe] a Quib- Foot and an half long, requiring a Charge of fix Ounces of

ble or Quirk . Powder, and weighing three hundred Pounds .

QUODLIBETA'Rian, one who follows the Dictates of his RACA 2 (877, Heb. of pin , empty] a Word of Con

bwn Fancy . Ra'cha Stempt for a vain empty Fello

QUODLIBETS 7 in the Univerſity Schools] RACCOURCI' [in Heraldry] ſignifies the ſame as Coupce,

QUODLIBE'TICAL Queſtions 3 Theſes or Problems an- i. e. cut off, or ſhortened , denoting a Croſs, or other Ordi

tiently propoſed to be debated for Curioſity and Enter- nary, that does not extend to the Edges of the Eſcutcheon ,

tainment. as they do , when named without ſuch Dillinction , F.

Quoil, a Stir or Tumult. See Coil. Race [Razza, Ital. of Radix, L. a Root] L'neage, or

Quoil (koller, Teut. a Collar) a Round of a Cable when Generation proceeding from Father to Son ; a Family ; alſo a

the Turns are laid one upon another , or a Rope or Cable Root of Ginger.

laid up round , one Turn over another, ſo that they may Race, the Courſe or running of Perſons on Foot, or on

out free and ſmooth without Kenks, i . e. without Horſe-back, friving who Thall get to the Goal before the

Twiſtings or Doublings.
the other.

Weather Quoil (with Sailors] is when a Ship has her RACEMA'Tion, a gathering of Grapes , L.

Head brought about ſo, as to lie that Way that her Stern RACEMI'FEROUS [ Racemifer, L. ] bearing Cluſters.

did before, without looſing any Sail, but only bearing up RACEMO'se (racemodus, L. ) full of Clusters.

the Helm . Racemo'sus, a, um , [in Botan. Writ.] cluſtered, as Grapes,

To Quoil (with Sailors] to lay the Turns of a Rope Currants, &c. L.

round after ſuch a Manner mentioned in the Coil. A Ra'chat ? [of racheter, F. to redeem) a Compenſa
Quoins ( cunei, L. coins, F. ] Wedges for faftening great RACHE'TUM Stion for Theft, or the Redemption of 1

Guns to the Ship’s Sides ; alſo Stones, &c. in the Corners Thief. The ſame as Theft-bote.

of Buildings . Racher (in Law) a Fine or Redemption, paid for the

Cantick Quoins, ſhort three edged Quoins to be put be- Redemption of a Thief.
' tween Casks. RACHI'TAE ? (of Páxis, Gr . ] Muſcles belonging to the

Quoits [of coere, Du. ] round Irons for Play. RACHIALI S Back , to named by foreign Anatomifts ,

QUO'RUM [i . e. of whom ] a Word frequently uſed in the and are probably the ſame that are called by others Semi
Commiſſions of the Juſtices of the Peace, as where a Com- ſpinati, L.

million is directed to five or ſeven Perſons, or to any three RA'Chitaei Muſculi [of paxus, Gr. the Spine of the

of them , among whom , B. C. and D. E. are to be two, Back] Muſcles belonging to the Back .
there B. C. and C. D. are ſaid to be of the Quorum ; be- RACK ( racke, Du.] a torturing Machine, to force Con
cauſe the reſt cannot proceed without them . And thence a feſſion from a ſuppoſed Offender.

Juſtice of thePeace and Quorum is one without whom the Rack, a wooden Frame in a Stable, &c. to hold Hay or

reſt of the Jnftices cannot act in ſome Caſes. Fodder for Cattle ; alſo a Frame to put Bottles in .

Quo'ta (quota pars, L. ) a Contribution , a Share . Rack of Mutton [ hracca, Sax. ) a Neck or Scrag of

QUOTATION (Citatio, L.Ja Citation , or Quoting . Mutton .

To QUOTE [ coter, F. citare, L. ) to cite, alledge, or To Rack [racken , Du.] to put Offenders to the Torture

bring in an Author or Paſſage.
of the Rack, to extort a Confeſſion.

Quoth (of cpe dan , Sax, to ſay ] ſaith . To Rack Wines [of recan, Sax. to cure] to draw them
QUOTIDIAN [ quotidianus, L.] of every Day. off from the Lees .

Quo'TIENT [ quotiens, L. how or as often ) the Number Rack Vintage, the ſecond Voyage made into France for

that indicates how many Times a Diviſor is contained in racked Wines.

the Dividend. RA'CKET (raquette, F.] an Inſtrument to ſtrike the Ball

with at Tennis-Play ; alſo a Stir, a Diſturbance, a Noiſe,

an Hurly-Burly.

Racking Pace (in Horſemanſhip) a Pace in which a Horſe

r Roman, R r Italick, R r Old Engliſh , n Sax. is the neither trots nor ambles, but is between both .

RACKOO'N, a New England Animal fomething like a

Fib . is called the 20th , Litera Canina , or the Dog's Letter, Badger, having a Tail like a Fox, being clothed with a

becaule of its Sound, ſomething like the Noile a Dog makes thick and deep Furr. It ſleeps in the Day -time in a hollow

when he ſnarls. Tree , and goes out a-Nights, when the Moon ſhines , to

R, in Phyſicians Bills , ſtands for Recipe, and fignifies take. feed on the Sea-ſide, where it is hunted by Dogs .

R frequently ſtands for Rex King, or Regina Queen, or Ra'cy (ſpoken of Wine] that has by Age loft its luſcious

Reciæ of the Royal , R. S. Regiæ Societatis, L. Quality

R (with the Antients] was a numerical Letter, and fig- RAD [nas ,pes, pode, Sax.] differ only in Dialect, and
nified 80 . ſignify Counſel.

with a Daſh at the Top ſtood for 80000 . RA'DDLINGS ( Architecture] the Bowings in or Copings

To Raea'te [ Rabatre, F.] to deſcend, or come lower. of Walls .

To RABA’TE (with Falconers] a Hawk is ſaid ſo to do , RADECHE'NISTORS ( in Doom's-day Book ] Liberi homines,

when , by the Motion of the Bearer's Hand, ſhe recovers Freemen , or, as ſome think , Rade Knights, Spelman.

the Fift. RADIA e'us externus ? [with Anat.) two Muſcles of the

RABBET (Minſhew derives it of 1727, Heb. multiplied , Radiat'us internus S Wriſt; one of which ſerves to bend

becauſe of their great Increaſe ; but Skinner, of rapidus, L. it, and the other to ſtretch it out.

on Account of their Agility and Swiftneſs ] a Coney, RADIAL Curves ( in Geom .) Curves of the ſpiral Kind ,

TO RABBET (with Carpenters, &c .] to make Channels in whoſe Ordinates do all terminate in the Center of the
Boards . including Circle, and appear like ſo many Radii of that

A RA'SBETING (with Shipwrights] is the letting in of the Circle .

Planks to the Ship's Keel , it being hollow'd away, that the Radiance 2 [of radiare, L.] Brightneſs, Gliftering

Planks may join the better and cloſer. RA'DIANCY Snels, &c. ]

RA'Bbet [of a Ship's Keel] the hollowing before -men- RADIANT (radians, L.] darting forth Rays, glittering ,

tioned . Er. like the Sun-Beams .

RA'BBI 2 [27 , Heb .) a Doctor or Teacher of the Jew- RA'DiantNESS (of radians , L.]Glitteringneſs, &c.

RABBINS in Law. RA'Diate Flower, [ Botany) a Flower whoſe Leaves grow

RABBI'Nical, of, or pertaining to the Rabbi's. in the Manner of Rays.

Ka'BBINIST, one well verſed in the Writings, or Doc- A RA'Diate diſcous Floever (with Florifs] is that which

trines and Opinions of the Rabbins . has its Disk encompaſſed with a Ray, as in the Sun -Flower.

RA'bble (of Rabula , L. a Brawler] the Mob , the Loweſt RA'DIATED (radiatus, L.) having Rays or Beams .

of the People. RA'DIATING Point [in Opticks) is that Point from whence

RABDOI'DES [PdBrondis,Gr. ] See Rhabdoides. theRays of Light iſſue, or are darted out .

RABI'DITY 3 [ot Rabidus, L.] Madneſs, Furiouſneſs, RADIATION, a darting or caſting forth Rays or Beams of

Ra'BiDNESS S Ravenouſneſs. Light , L.

RA'BIES , Rage, Fury, Madneſs, L. RADIATION of the animal Spirits, the Manner of the

Rasies Hydropbobica. See Hydrophuby, L. Motion of the animal Spirits , on a Suppofition , that they are

Ra'BINET (in Gunnery) the ſmalleſt Piece of Ordnance but diffuſed from the Brain towards all the Parts of the Body,

one, being an Inch and an half Diameter at the Bore, five through the little Canals of the Nerves, as Light from a

Jucid Body.

RA'DICAL
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any Time.

RADICAL ( radicalis, L.) of, or pertaining to the Root ; Racoo' ( Ragout, F. q . rare Guſ ) a high-ſeaſoned Dilla

alſo in -bred ; or that which is the Root orSource whence of Meat; a Sauce or Seaſoning to whet the Appetite.

any Thing arifes. Rag -Wort, an Herb.

Ra'dical Moiſture (with Phyſicians] a ſuppoſed funda- RA'Ja , a Term uſed by the Indians for a Sort of idola

mental Juice of the Body, ſaid to nouriſh and preſerve the trous Princes, the Remains of thoſe who ruled there before

natural Heat, as Oil does a Lamp. the Conqueſt of the Moguls.

RA'DiCal Queſtion (with Aſtrologers) one that is propoſed , To Rail [of railler , F. ] to fcold, to ulerálh, opprobrious

when the Lord of the Aſcendant, and Lord of the Hour are Words .

of one Nature and Triplicity. Rail , a Bird ſo called becauſe its Peathers hang looſe &

RADICAL Sign ( with Algebraifts ] the Sign or Cha- bout its Neck.

racter of the Root of a Quantity, as (v ) is the Sign or Cha- RAIL (næzl, Sax.] a Night-Rail, a Sort of ſhort Linen

racter which expreſſes the Root. Cloak , worn by Women.

RA'DICALITY ? [of radicalis, L. ) the Quality of being RA'Ilery 2 [of railler , F.] ſcolding, harſh , opprobrious

RA'DICALNESS radical, of having Roots, or of being Rai'LING Language.

well-founded . RAILS [ prob. of riegol, Teut. Ja wooden Fence, an incloſed

To Ra'dicate (radicare, L.) to ſend forth or take Root. Place.

RA'DICATED ( radicatus, L.) rooted Rat'ment [of Arrayer, F. ] Garments, Veſtments.

RADICA'Tion, the Action whereby Plants take Root, or RAIN ( nen , of penian. Sax .) a Vapour drawn by the

Thoot out Roots. Sun , and falling to the Earth in Drops.

Ra'dice [in Botan . Writ.] in or with a Root, L. Rain is formed of the Particles of Vapours, joining to

RA'Dicibus, in or with Roots, L. gether, which, being joined, fall down to the Earth. The

Ra'dicule(radicula, L.] that Part of the Seed of a Plant, Difference between Dew and Rain ſeems chiefly to be this,
which, upon Vegetation, becomes its Root. That Dew falls at ſome particular Times, and in very ſmall

Radico's e (radicoſus, L. ) having a great, or many Roots. Drops, ſo as to be ſeen, when it is down, but is ſcarce per
Radi'cuLA (with Botaniſs] a Radiſh ; alſo the Herb ceivable while falling; whereas Rain is groſſer, and falls at

Soap -weed .

To Radi'ritate (radificatum , L.) to make Roots. ' There are ſeveral Cauſes, that may fingly, or jointly, pro

RADIO'se (radiofus, L. ) that hath thick, or many Beams duce Rain.

or Rays . 1. The Coldneſs of the Air may make the Particles of

RA'Dish [ pædic, Sax .) an edible Root.
the Clouds to loſe their Motion , and become leſs able to re

Ra'dius, Ray orBeam of the Sun, & c. L. fift the Gravity of the incumbent Air, and of conſequence

Ra'dius [ in Anat.] the upper and leſſer Bone of the to yield to its Preſſure, and fall to the Ground.

Arm ; alſo the larger Bone of the Leg. 2. The Vapours may be gathered by the Wind in ſuch

Radius [in Geom .) the Semi -Diameter of a Circle, or a Abundance, as firſt to form very thick Clouds, and then

right Line drawn from the Center to the Circumference. ſqueeze thoſe Clouds together, till the watery Particles make

Ra’vius [in Opticks] a ſtraight Line full of Light, or an Dropstoo big to hang any longer in the Air .

Illumination made by a right Line. 3. When the Vapours ariſe in fo great Abundance, as to

Ra'dius [in Mechan .] a Spoke or Fellow of a Wheel, reach and mingle with the Clouds above them , then they
becauſe they iſſue like Rays from the Center of it . cauſe Rain in very large Drops ; and this may happen in ftill

Ra'd KNIGHTS. See Rod- Knights; certain Servitors, ſultry Weather, becauſe then the Clouds having no ſenſible

who held their Lands by ſerving their Lord on Horſeback. Motion , and in the mean Time the Heat filling the Air

Radio'METER , a mathematical Inſtrument called a Ja with Vapours, they joining with the Clouds, and being

cob's Staf ſtopp'd in their Progreſs, do open a Paſſage for the Stores of

Ra'dix, the Root of a Tree or Plant, L. the Clouds to deſcend upon the Earth.

Ra'dıx [with Aftrol.] the Beginning of Things ; or the 4. Sometimes the warm Wind thaws the frozen Clouds in

Ground-Work ; whence is inferr'd the Reaſon of computing to Drops, as we ſee Snow diſſolved by Heat. Now the

the Motions of the heavenly Bodies, relating to ſuch a Per- thicker and ſooner any ſuch Cloud wasgathered, the larger

ſon or Thing : And ſo the Figure, that is drawn for the the Drops will be, becauſe there was greater Store of Va

Time of any Perſon's Birth , is called the Radix, with Re- pours condenſed there. And hence it is, that in Sum

ſpect to Directions, Progreſſions, Revolutions, & c. mer Time, we have ſudden Showers of Rain in exceeding

RA'DMAN [ Dooms-Day Book ) ſuppoſed to be the ſame great Drops. See Snow and Hail.

with Rad- Knight, or, as others ſuppoſe, from RAINBOW [Renboga, Sax.)

and if ſo,neišman is a Counſellor. Is the moſt admirable of all Meteors, of which the following

RA'ERś of a Cart, the Rails on the Top of it. Phenomena are worthy to be taken Notice of, and is a Bow of

RA'ffle Net, a Sort of Fiſhing-Net. divers Colours repreſented in a dewy Cloud , confifting of

RA'FFLING ( of Raffler, F. ) a Play with three Dice, innumerable Drops, each Drop being like a Globe of Glaſe

wherein he that throws the greateſt Pair, or Pair -Royal, filled with Water.

wins . 1. A Rainbow never appears but in a Place oppoſite to the

RAFT, a Float-Boat of Timber. Sun, ſo that when we look directly at it, the Sun is always

RA'FTER (næſter, Sax . ) a Piece of Timber for Building .

RAFTICK Quoins(in Archit.] Stones and Bricks ſticking 2. When a Rainbow appears, it always rains ſomewhere.

out beyond the Brick -Work ( their Edges being ſcraped off) 3. The conſtant Order ofthe Colours of the Rainbow ,

in the Corners of any Building is , the outmoſt is red, or Saffron Colour ; the next is yel

A RAG (prob. of rhwyg, C. Br.] a Tatter, an old low, the third is green , the fourth or inmoſt is violet or blue.
Piece of Cloth . 4. The Rainbow is always exactly round ; but does not

RAG (Hunting Term ) a Company or Herd of young Colts. always appear equally intire, the upper or lower Parts being
RA'GAMUFFIN, a ſorry, raſcally, or ragged Fellow . often wanting.

Rag Bolts [in a Ship ) Iron Pins full of Jags or Barbs 5. Its apparent Breadth is always the ſame.

on each side. 6. Thoſe that ſtand upon the plain low Ground, never ſee

To RAGE ( enrager, F.] to be extremely paſſionate, mad, above half the Circle of the Rainbow , and frequently not
furious. ſo much.

RAGE [ rabies, L.) Madneſs, Fury , F. 7. The higher the Sun is above the Horizon , the leſs of

RA'Goed (hpacob ,Sax .] torn, tattered, cloathed in Rags . the Circle is ſeen , and vice verfâ, if there be no Clouds to
RA'GGED Hawk [ in Falconry ] a Hawk whoſe Feathers hinder.

are broken. 8. No Rainbow appears, when the Sun is above 41 De

RA'Got (with Horſemen ] a Horſe that has ſhort Legs, a grees 46 Minutes high.

broad Croup, and a ſtrong thick Body ; and is different 9. Sometimes two Rainbows appear together, of which

from a Couſſat, in that the latter has more Shoulders and one is higherand larger than the other, and ſhews the Co
a thicker Neck. lours aforeſaid ; but in an inverted Order, and much palera

Ragu'led as (in Heraldry] a Croſs raguled, 10. A Rainbow may be ſeen in the Night , at the Full-Moon,

Raccu'LED S may be beſt underſtood, by affording the fame Appearance as from the Sun , but differ

calling it two ragged Staffs in a Croſs, as in the ing in Colour.

Figure . 11. TheRainbow does not appear the ſame to all Perſons ;

RAGGU'LED, ſpoken of a Branch that is fawn from a Tree , but every one ſees his particular Bow , according to the Pofi

or of a Stock ſo ſeparated from the Root. tion he itands in .

RA'GMAN , a Statute appointed by K. Edw . III. for hear- Of all theſe ſufficient Cauſes may be aſſigned, but muſt be

ing and determining all Complaints done five Years before. omitted here, for want of Room . Rai's

neas Counſel,

behind us .
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Lunar Rai'nbow, The Appearance of a Borv, made by To Ram (prob. of rim , Sax. from puſhing with the

the Refraction of the Moon's Rays, in the Drops of Rain Head) to force in by puſhing , thruſting, beating, & c.

in the Night Time. Ram's -Head, an iron Lever to heave up great Stones with.

Marine Rainbow, a Phænomenon, ſometimes ſeen in a Ram's - Head (in a Ship) is a great Block belonging to the

much agitated Sea, when the Wind ſweeping Part of the fore and main Halliards ; and has in it three Shivers, into

Tops of the Waves carries them aloft ; ſo that they are re- which the Halliards are put'; and in a Hole at the End of it

fracted by the Rays of the Sun falling on them , and paint the Ties are reev’d.

the Colours of the Bow. RA'MADAM , a Sort of Lert obſerved by the Mahometans,

RAIN - DEER , a Sort of Stag in Muſcovy. during which they faſt the whole Day with lo ſevere Superſti.

Rai'NINESS ( nenizney, Sax.jAptneſsto rain, rainy Quality. tion, that they dare not waſh their Mouths nor even ſwallow

Tract of RAINS (among Sailors) ſo named, becauſe there their Spittle ; but make amends by feaſting all Night, and

are almoſt conſtant Rains and continual Calms, Thunder and ſpend more in this Month than in 6 others.

Lightening very violently ; and when the Winds do blow RA'MAGE [ of ramatus, L. having Boughs, of ramus a

they are only uncertain Guſts, which ſhift about all round Branch ] Branches of Trees, & c.

the Compaſs. By which means, Ships are ſometimes detain- RAMAGE- Hawk [of ramus the Branch of a Tree] a wild

ed there a long Time, and make but little Way. It is that Hawk that has been long among the Boughs ; or that has but

Tract of the Sea to the Northward of the Equator, between newly left, or is taken from theAviary ; and is ſo called in the

4 and 10 Degrees of Latitude, and lying between the Me- Months of May, June, July, and Auguft.

ridian of Capede Verde, and that of the Eaſtermoſt Iands of T. RA'MBLE ( 9. reambulare, L.) to go to and fro, up and

the ſame Name. down, or aſtray.

RAINY ( neniz, Sax .] moiſt or wet with Rain ; alſo ready A RAMBLER [ g. reambulator, L.) , a Rover or Wanderer.

to rain ; allo raining. RamificA'TION (with Anat. ] the ſpreading of ſmall

TO RAISE (apisan, Sax. reiſer , Dan.) to lift or lift up, Veſſels, which iſſue out from one large one : Thus the ſeve

to ſet higher ; alſo to levy or gather ; also to increaſe ; to ral Branches of the Aorta , by which the arterial Blood is

prefer or advance ; alſo to occaſion or cauſe. convey'd to all the outward Parts of the Body, are called the

To Raise a Horſe [in Horſemanſbip) is to make him work Ramifications of that Artery , L.

at Curvets, Capriols, Peſades, & c. alſo to place his Head Ramboo'z e 2 Cat Cambridge, &c. ] a Drink made of Wine,

right, and make him carry well, hindring him from carrying RAMBU'SE S Ale, Eggs, and Sugar, in the Winter Time ;

low , or arming himſelf. or of Wine, Milk, Sugar, and Roſe-Water, in the Sum

To Raise a Siege (Milit. Term ) is to give over the Attack mer Time,

of a Place, and to quit the Works thrown up againſt it; and RA'mekin [ ramequin, F.] toaſted Bread and Cheeſe ;

the Poſts taken about it . a Welch -Rabit.

TO RAISE a Plan (of a Fortreſs] is to meaſure with Cords RA'ments [ ramenta, L.) Scrapings, Shavings.

and geometrical Inſtruments the Length of the Lines and RA'MEQUINS [in Cookery] ſmall Slices of Bread covered

the Capacity of the Angles, in order to repreſent it in ſmall with a Farce of Cheeſe, Eggs, & c. baked in a Pie -Pan, for

upon Papers, ſo as to know the Advantages and Diſadvan- garniſhing Diſhes, & c.

tages of it. Ramico'se ( ramicoſus, L.) burſten -bellied .

Rai'sed (of aniſen, Sax.) lifted up, & c. RAMIFICATION [in Botan .] ſmall Branches iſſuing out of

Raised in Flejo (in Falconry) a Term uſed of a Hawk, larger ones ; alſo theProduction of Boughs and Branches.

when the proſpers and growsfat. RAMIFICATIONS [in Painting, &c . ] Figures reſembling

RAISER [in Carpentry) a Board ſet on edge, under the Boughs or Branches.

Foreſide of a Stepor Stair, RAMIFICATIONS [in Anat.) the Diviſions of the Arte

Rai'sty } (ſpoken of Horſes) a Term uſed of ſuch as will ries, Veins, or Nerves, ariſing from ſome common Trunk.
Re'sty ; itand ſtill, and will not go either backwards or RAMI'LIA [old Rec.] lopping and topping ; alſo the

forwards. Branches or Heads of Trees, cut off or blown down.

RAISING Pieces ( in Architect. ] are Pieces that lie under RAMI'NGUE (with Horſemen ] a reſty Horſe, who reſiſts or

the Beams, in Brick or Timber, by the side of the Houſe. cleaves to the Spurs, that with Malice defends himſelf againſt

Rai'sins, Grapes dry'd -in the Sun, Ovens, & c. the Spurs , ſometimes doubling the Reins, and frequently

RAITING 2 the laying of Hemp, Flax, Timber, & c. when yerking to favour his Diſobedience, F.

RATING S green in a Pond or running Water, to ſeaſon Ramis [in Botan . Writ.] in or with Branches, L.

them for Uſe .
Ra'mish (of ram , Sax .] ſmelling rank like a Ram or Goat.

Rake ( nace, Sax .] an Inſtrument of Husbandry with RA'MISHNESS, Rankneſs of Smell like a Goat, & c.

Teeth. Ra'mist, a Follower of Peter Ramus, a noted Writer.

RAKE [of a Ship] is ſo much of her Hull as hangs over Ra'mmer , an Inſtrument for ramming or forcing Stones

both Ends of her Keel. or Piles into the Ground ; alſo the Stick of a Gun .

To Rake (prob. of ree:kelen , Du.] to gather with a Rake . RA'mo (in Botan.Writ. ] in or with a Branch, L.

To RAKE a Horſe, is to draw Dung out of his Fundament RAMOLA'de [ in Cookcry ) a Sort of Sauce made of An
with the Hand. chovies, Capers, Parſly, Cibbols, Salt, Pepper, & c.

Fore -Rake 3 [of a Ship ) is that Part of it which is Ramo's E -Leaf (with Botan .) is that which is farther di

RAKE-FORWARDS before, and is uſually more than a vided from an alated Leaf, as in the common female Fern .

third, but leſs than half the Length of the Keel. Ramo'sus, a, um [in Butan . Writ.] branched , L.

The Rake of the Rudder, the hindermoft Part of it. RA'MOUSNESS [ ramofitas, L.) Fulneſs of Boughs or
RAKE -AFT 3 [of a Ship] is that Part which is Branches.

RAKE-AFTWARD Šat the ſetting on of the Stern- Poft ; A RAMP ( of rampant, F.] a hoidening, frisking, jump
and is generally about a 4th or 5th of her Fore-rake. ing, rude Girl.

RAKE 2 [prob. of Xp1, Heb . with the Addition of TO RAMP [ ramper, F.] to rove, frisk, or jump about ;

RA'KEHELL Sthe Words, Hell and Shame] a profligate to play Gambols and wanton Tricks .

RA'KESHAME SPerſon , a Debauchee , a baſe raſcally Fellow . RA'MPANT, rampliſh , frisky, wanton, F.

Rakee' (with Falcon .] a Hawk that flies out too far from RA'Mpant (in Heraldry ] as a Lion Rampant, is when he

the Fowl . ſtands fo directly upright, that the Crown of his

RA'KER , one who is employed in cleanſing the Streets. Head anſwers directly to the Plants of his Feet,

RA'kiNg Table (in Architect.] a Member hollowed in the on which he ſtands in a perpendicular Line, and

Square of a Pedeſtal or elſewhere. not by placing the left Foot in the dexter Corner

RA'KIŚH, profligate, debauched, & C. of the Eſcutcheon ; ſo that the Difference between a Lion

RA'KISHNESS Profligateneſs, & c. Rampant, and a Lion Saliant, is , that a Rampant ſtands up

RA’LLERY [ raillerie, F. ] merry, drolling , or playing on right, but the Saliant ſtooping forwards, as making a Sally.

a Perſon in Words, Jeering, Jeſting, a cloſe Jibe. A RAMPANT -Lion ( Hieroglyph.] repreſents Magnanimity.
To RALLY (railler, F.] to play and droll upon, to banter RAMPART 2 (rampart, F.] a large maffy Bank of Earth,

and jeſt. Ra'mpier S raiſed about the Body of a Place to cover it

To Rally [ rallier, F.) to gather together diſperſed Troops. from the great Shot,and formed into Baſtions,Courtains, & c.
A RALLY ( raillerie, F.] a Bantering, Jeering, & c. alſo RA'MPART [in Civil Architeat.) the Space left void be

a Chiding. tween the Wall of the City and the next Houſes.

A RA’LLY ? [ralliment, F. of rallier, F.Ja re-aſſembling RA'MPICK, a Tree which, thro ' Age, begins to decay at

RA’LLYING ; or gathering together ſcattered Troops.
the Top

RAM (ham , Sax .) a male Sheep. Ra'MPIONS, a Root uſed in Sallads.

RAM ( Hicroglyph .] was put to ſignify a good Governor To RAMPIRE, to forti'y a place with a Rampart.
and War. 6 X RA'M
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RAMsons, the Herb Buckrams.
RA'NULA, a little Frog, L.

RA'MULO, with a little Branch , Ľ .
RA'NULA ( with Anar.] à Swelling under the Tongue ,

Ra'mulis , with little Branches, L.
which, like a Ligament, hinders a Child from ſucking or

Ra'mus, a Branch or Arm of a Tree ; in Anatomy, any ſpeaking.

Branch of the larger Veſſels.

Ranula'res (with Anat.) two Veins under the Tongue

RAMUS, a Branch, Ramo with a Branch, Ramulis with ariſing from the external Jugular, and running on either Side

little Branches, L.

the linea mediana.

Ramus anterior [ Anat. ) a Branch of the ſubcutaneous RANU'NCULUs, a Flower called a Crow -Foot, or golden

Vein , which paſſes under the Bone of the Arm, called Ulna, Knap, L.
to the little Finger, and there joins a Branch of the Cephalica . RANUNCULUS (with Surgeons) a Swelling, the ſame as

RAMUS poſterior [ Anat.] a Branch of the ſubcutaneous ranula .

Vein of the Arm running near the Elbow .

RANUNCULUS bulbous [with Botan .] the Plant called the

RAN (nan , Sax.] open or publick Theft. A Word Aill Devil's Crow -Foot.
uſed in there, and the like Phraſes, He ſpent, made away with, RANUNCULUS repens ( Botan .] creeping , Crow -Foot, L.

tonfounded all thathe could rap and ran, or ran.
To Rap (hpennan, sāx. prob. of pamilcu, Gr.] to ſtrike,

RANCiD [rancidus, L.) ſomething mouldy or muſty, or
to hit.

that has contracted an ill Smell by being kept cloſe.
To Rap it, to ſwear paſſionately.

RA'pa , a Turnip, L.

RANCIONES ? [ranciditas
, L. ) Rankneſs, Muffineſs. RAPA'CIOUS [rapax, L. rapace, F. ] ravenous, greedy.

RA'NCOROUS [of rancoroſus, L.) ſpiteful, malicious, full RAPA'CIOUSNESS 2 (rapacite,F. of rapacitas,L. of rapere,

of an old Grudge .

RAPA'CITY Š L. to ſnatch] Ravening, Ravenouſneſs,
RANCOUR [rancor, L.) a concealed or ſecret Grudge, Spite , Aptneſs to take awake by Violence.

Spleen, or inveterated Hatred, kept in the Breaſt, till an Rare (of rapere, L. to ſnatch with Violence, rapt, F. q .

Opportunity is found to revenge it.

of raptio,L.]a Raviſhing , or forcible Violation of the

RA'NCOUROUSNESS[rancordia, L. Anger, q. cor rancidum ] Chaſtity of aWoman, or Virgin ; alſo a forcible carrying

a Grudge , Spite, Animoſity, Spleen, & c.
away, with intent to raviſh .

RAND, the Seam of a Shoe.

Rape (of the Foreff] a Treſpaſs committed in the Foreſt

RAND of Beef, a long felhy Piece cut from between by Violence.

the Flank and the Buttock .
Rape, the Wood or Stalks of the Cluſters of Grapes,

RANDOM ( prob . of randello, Ital. unadviſedly, or rendons, when dry'd and freed from the Fruit.

O. F. Uncertainty, or of randon , F.] without Aim ,at a Venture. Rape , a part of a County , being much the fame as an

RA'NDOM ( with Gunners) a Shot made, when the Muzzle Hundred.

of a Piece of Ordnance is raiſed above the Horizontal Line, Rape Wine, a Sort of ſmall Wine.

and is not deſigned to ſhoot directly forward.
RAPHA (with Anat.] a Ridge or Line which runs along

RA'NFORCE Ring (of a Gun] that which is next before the under Side of the Penis, and , reaching from the Frænum

the Touch-Hole .

to the Anus, divides the Scrotum and Perintonaum in two .

To Range ( ranger, F.) to diſpoſe or place in its Rank RAPHA'NITIS ( papa'yitis, Gr. ] a Flower, a Kind of

and Order ; todraw up in Battle Array ; alſo to ramble, rove,
Flower de lace.

or ſtray about ; alſoto ſift through a Sieve.
RAPHANUS ( Botan .] the Radiſh Root, L.

RANGE [rangée, F.) a Row or Rank ; a Ramble or Jaunt ; Raphe [ Anat.] the ſame as Suture .

alſo a Grate for a Kitchen Fire ; alſo the Beam that is placed Ra'pid [of rapide, F. of rapidus, L. of rapere, L. to

between two Horſes in a Coach.
ſnatch away haftily ) ſwift, quick, having aviolent Motion .

RANGE [with Gunners) the Path of a Bullet, or the Line RA'PIDITY 2 ( rapiditas, L. rapidité, F. of rapere, L.)

it deſcribes from the Mouth of the Piece to the point where RAPIDNESS Swiftneſs, Quickneſs, haſty Motion, carry

it lodges.

ing ſomewhat with it.

RANGED ( rangeé, F.] diſpoſed, placed in its Rank or Or- RA'Pier [une rapiere, F.) a long ſlender Sword.

der : Or, as Mr. Baxter, of Rheng, Brit. any long Order. RAPIFOLIUS , a, um [ in Botan . Writ.) having a Leaf

Ra'nger (of a Foreſt, & c.] a ſworn Officer, whoſe Bufi- like a Turnip.

neſs is to walk daily through his Charge to drive back the RA'Pine ( rapina, L. of rapere, to ſnatch violently, & c.]

wild Beaſts out of the Purlieus or disforeſted Places into Robbery, Pillaging, a taking away aThing by open Violence,

theForeſt-Lands, and to preſent all Treſpaſſes done in his and differs from Theft, thatbeing taking away privately ,

Bailiwick , at the next Foreſt- Court.
contrary to the Mind of the Owner, F.

Ra'nges [ in a Ship) are two Pieces of Timber going a- RAPINO'se

croſs from Side to Side, one aloft on the Fore -Caſtle , a little RA’PINOUS

a - baft the Fore -Maſt, and the other in the Beak -Head, before RAPI'STRUM [ Botan .] wild Muſtard, Carlock, a Weed.

the Mouldings of the Baw -Sprit.
RAPPAREE's (of rapere, L. to ſnatch or take away ] cer

RA'NGLE (in Falcon .] is when Gravel is given to an Hawk, tain Iriſh Robbers.

to bring her to a Stomach.
A RAPPER, a great Oath.

RA'NGLIFEER (with Hunters] a Stag with lofty Horns, RA'PPING [ of frapor, F.) a ſtriking.

reſembling the Branches of Trees.
RA'PSODY ( rapſodia, L. of pantadia , Gr.) a connecting

RANI'NAE vene (wirh Anat.] the Frog -Veins, certain together or Repetition of a great Number of Heroick

Veins that appear under the Tongue, L.
Verſes ; but more uſually a tedious and impertinent ſpinning

Rank [rancidus,L.ranck,Teut.]itinking, ſmelling ill,noiſom . outa Diſcourſe to no Purpoſe or Benefit to the Reader.

Rank [Nanc, Sax .) ſhooting forth into too many Branch RAPT } [ raptus, L.) ſnatch'd or by Force taken away.

es and Leaves, as Plants do.
Rank (in Milit. Affairs) the ſtraight Linewhich the Soldi- Raptor , a Seizer or Taker away by Force, L.

ers of a Batallion or Squadron make, asthey ſtand Side by Side. RA'PTOR [in Law ] a Raviſher of Women , who in for

Rank (rang, F.] a dueOrder or a Place allotted a Thing mer Times waspuniſhed with the taking away his Eyes and

{uitable to its Nature, Quality, or Merit.
Tefticles, L.

To Ra'nkle [ rancere, F.] to grow rank ; alſo to felter. RA'Ptu bæredis, a Writ for the taking away of an Heir,

RA'NKNESS Trancneyye, Sax .] the having a frowzy, holding in Soccage.

ſtrong , or noiſom Smell ; alſo Luxuriantneſs.
RAPTURE (raptura, L.) a taking or ſnatching away, as

T. RA'NSACK [9. reinfaccare, prob. of re, backward or the Rapture of St. Paul into the third Heaven ; alſo a

contrary, in within, and faccus, L.a Sack, 4. d. to unſack, Tranſport of Mind cauſed by excelive Joy.
or take out what was put into a Sack ] to rifle , to plunder. Poetical RAPTURE, the Heat of Fire, of a Poet's Fancy .

Ra'nsom ( rançon, F. ) a Sum of Money paid for the re- RA'PTURED [of raptura, L.) raviſhed, as raptured in Bliſs.

deeming of a Captive , or for the Liberty of a Priſoner of RA'PTUROUS, raviſhing, sc.

War, or for the Pardon of ſome notorious Offender. RA'Pum (with Botan . ] a Turnip or Naphew, L.

To Ra'nsom [rançonner, F.] to pay a Ranſom for, to Rapum porcinum } (with Botan .] Sow - Bread, L.

redeem .A Rant (perhaps of randren, Du .] to rage, to rave , RAPUM filveſtre ( Botan .] wild Radiſh .

to ſwagger.

RAPUNCU LUS [ Botan.] wild Sage,

· A RANT [in the Drama) an extravagant Flight of Paffi- Rare (rarus, L. ) happening but ſeldom, extraordinary ,

on , over -ſhooting Nature and Probability.
uncommon, ſingular, excellent, ſcarce, F.

Ra'nter , an Extravagant in Flights of Language, or Rare [with Philoſophers] thin, not compacted together ,

gay Apparel Rara

}[rapinojus,L.) full of Rapine .
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RARE Body, one that is very porous, whoſe Parts are at a Third Rate , has its Gun-Deck from 142 to 158 Feet in

great Diſtance one from another, and which contains but a
Length, and from 37 to 42 Feet in Breadth , contains from

little Matter under a great deal of Bulk . 871 to 1262 Tuns, carries from 389 to 476 Men, and from

RaREFA'CTION (with Philoſoph.] as the Rarefaction of a 64 10 80 Guns.

natural Body, is its taking up more Dimenſions or larger Fourth Rate , has its Gun - Deck from 118 to 146 Feet in

Space than it did before . Length, and from 29 to 38 Feet in Breadth , contains from

RAREFA'Ctives 2 [with Phyfic .] Medicines which open 448 to 915 Tuns, carries from 216 to 346 Men, and from

RAREFACIE'NTIA S and enlarge the Pores of the Skin , to 48 to 60 Guns .

give an eaſy Vent to the Matter of Perſpiration. Fifth Rate, has its Gun-Deck from 100 to 120 Feet in

T. RA'REFIE [rarefacere, L.] to make thin . Length, and from 24 to 31 Feet in Breadth, contains from

RARENESS 2 (raritas, L. raritè, F.) a rare Thing, a 269 to 542 Tuns, carries from 45 to 190 Men, and from 26

Ra'rity ŠThing that is extraordinary for Beauty or 44 Guns.

Workmanſhip ,a Curioſity, Uncommonneſs, Excellency,& c. Sixth Rate, has its Gun-Deck from 87 to 95 Feet in

RA'RENESS ? Ein Philjophy) Thinneſs, in Oppoſition to Length, and from 22 to 25 Feet in Breadth , contains from

RA'RITYSDenſity or Thickneſs. 152 to 256 Tuns, carries from 50 to 110 Men, and from

RA'reness(of Mear] Rawneſs. Guns.

Raro', ſeldom , as raro florens, L. ſeldom flowering, L. Rate Tythe, a Duty paid by the Owners of Cattle, when

Ra'rus, a , um [in Botan. Writ.] thin, not thick grown kept in a Pariſh for leſs than a Year.

Ratee'n ( ratine, F. ] a Sort of Stuff for Garments.

RA'SANT Line of Defence (Fortif :] is that Part of the RA'TheR [na sor,Sax .] to be more willing.

Curtain or Flank, whence the Shot exploded razes or glances Ratifica’rion ,'a Ratifying or Confirming; ſomething

a long the face of the oppoſite Baſtion. done by another in one's Name, L.

RASCAL [ either of pascal, Sax. old Traſh , Trumpery, RATIFICA'TION [in Law] the Confirmation of a Clerk in

or Racaille, F. Riff-Raff, or of Paxia , Gr . according to Ca- a Benefice, & c. formerly given him by the Biſhop , where

Jaubon of XP ), Heb . of pi7 vain, empty, & c .] a ſorry Fellow , the Right of Patronage is doubted tobe in the King.
a Villain or Rogue. TO RATIFY [ratificare, L. ratifier, F.] to confirm or

RA'SCAL Deer [of paycal, Sax.) a lean Deer. eſtabliſh , eſpecially by a publick Act.

RA'SCALITY [la Rajcaille, F.] the Scum of the People, the RATIO, Reaſon, Confideration, Regard, L.

Rabble ; alſo a baſe, raſcally Action . Ra'tio[in Arith , and Geom . ) that Relation of homo- !

TO RASE on the Ground (with Horſemen ] is to gallop near geneous Things, which determines the Quantity of one

the Ground. from the Quantity of another, without the Intervention of

RA'SCALLINESS, Baſeneſs, Vileneſs, Villainouſneſs. any
Third :: Or,

RA'Sep ( rasé, F. ] demoliſhed ; alſo blotted out. RA'T10 [in Mathemat.) the Rate, Reaſon, or Proportion

Rask, a Diſeaſe , an Eruption, or Emoreceſcence upon that ſeveral Quantities or Numbers have one to another ,

the Skin, thrown out in Fevers or Surfeits. with Reſpect to their Greatneſs or Smallneſs.

Rasu (na ,Rass, Du.) over-haſty, precipitate,incogitant. RATIOCINABILITY [of ratiocinabilis, L.] Rationableneſs.

RA'sher of Bacon ( prob. of rafura, L.) a thin Slice. RATIOCI'NABLE [ratiocinabilis, L.] that hath the Uſe of,

RA'shness ( n ? Snegre,Sax .] Over-haſtinefs
, & c. or done with Reaſon .

Ra'sor ? [o1 radendo, L. ſhaving) a Knife or Inſtrument To RATIOCINATE ( ratiocinari, L.] to reaſon .

RA'zor Sfor ſhaving. RATIOCINA'TIQN, rational Debating, Arguing, or Dir

Rasp, a Raſpberry. puting; Reaſoning ; the Art of exerciſing the Faculty of
RASP ( une raſpe, F.) a File. Reaſoning ; the Operation of Reaſon, or Reaſon reduced in

To RASP (raſpare, Ital. refper, F.) to file. to Diſcourſe.

RA'Spatory, an Inſtrument to chip Bread ; alſo a Sur- RATIOCINA'TIVE, of, or pertaining to Ratiocination .

geon's Inſtrument to ſcrape foul and ſcaly Bones. RATION , a Portion of Ammunition, Bread , or Forage,

RA'SP-BERRY, a Fruit of an agreeable Taſte and fine diſtributed to every Man in the Army, F.

Flavour, prob. ſo called from its being rough on the out- Ra'tion (of Bread ] for a Foot- Soldier, is a Pound and a

fide like to a Raſp.

RA'SURE [ raſura, L. ] a ſhaving or ſcraping ; alſo a Dash RA'TIONABLE [ rationabilis, L.) reaſonable.
ftruck with the Pen over a Writing . RA'TIONABLENESS [rationabilitas, L.] Reaſonableneſs.

Rat (un rat, F. ) an Animal, an amphibious Creature, in- RA'TIONABILes expenſa , ſuch Allowance as the King,

feſting Houſes, Ships, &c. conſidering the Price of all Things, ſhall judge meet to im

To ſmell a Rat, ſoupconner, F. fubolere, L.] to diſcover poſe on the People to pay for the Subſiſtence oftheir Repre
fome Intrigue. ſentatives in Parliament.

Rat Trap [uni ratiere, F.] a Device for catching Rats. RATIONA'BILI parte bonorum , a Writ which lies for the

Rat (with Mariners ] is a Place in the Sea, where there Wife againſt her Husband's Executors, that deny her the

are rapid Streams, and dangerous Currents, or Counter- third Part ofhis Goods, after Debts and Funeral Charges
Currents. have been defrayed, L.

RA'TABLE ( of rata, ſc.portio, L.) that may be rated. RationA'LIBUS diviſis, a Writ for ſettling the Boundaries

Ratapi'a, a fine ſpirituous Liquor, prepared from the between two adjoining Lordſhips, for one Lord againſt the

Kernels of ſeveral Sorts of Fruits, as Apricocks, Cherries, & c. other, who has incroached upon his Waſte.

RA'TALLY , according to a certain Rate, by equal Portions . RATIONABI'LITY (ratonabilitas, L. ) Reaſonableneſs.

RATA'N , an Indian Cane. RATIONAL (rationalis, L. ) endued with Reaſon , rea

RATCH ? Ein Clock-Work ] a Sort of Wheel, which ſerves fonable..

RASH S to lift up the Detents every Hour, and to make RA'TIONAL Horizon ( Aſtronomy] is that whoſe Plane is

the Clock ſtrike. conceived to paſs through the Center of the Earth ; and

RA'TCHES [ in a Watch, & c.] the ſmall Teeth at the Bot- therefore divides the Globe into two equal Portions or He

tom of the Barrel, which itop it in winding up. miſpheres.

Rate (of rata , ſc. portio, L.] a Price or Value ſet upon, a RA'TIONAL Quantity, &c. a Quantity or Number com

Tax, Proportion.
menſurable to Unity.

To Rate, ( ratum pretium imponere, L. ) to value or ſet a RA'TIONAL Integer, is that where of Unity is an aliquot
Part.

To Rate (probably of Iratus, L. angry, or næde, Sax . RATIONAL Fration , is that which is equal to ſome ali

fierce, or Ratelen, Du. ) to chide or ſcold at. quot Parts of an Unity .

RATES of Ships, are theLargeneſs and Capacity of Ships RA'TIONAL mix'd Number, is one that conſiſts of an In

of War , and are fix : The Difference is commonly reckoned teger and a Fraction, or of Unity and a broken Number.

by the Length and Breadth of the Gun- Deck, the Number RA'TIONAL Way of creeting a Figure, a Method of di

of Tuns they contain , the Number of Men and Guns they ſtributing the Spaces ofthe 12 Houfes, ſo called by Regio- ,

carry . montanus, becauſe of its Excellency above thoſe of the An

Firſt RATE Ship has the Gun -Deck from 159 to 174 tients . The Method of this is , by dividing the Equator into

Feet in Length, and from 44 to 45 Feet in Breadth , con- 12 equal Parts, by 6 great Circles drawn thro' the ſeveral

tains from 1313 to 1882 Tuns, carries from 706 to 800 Sections of the Horizon and Meridian , after the ſame Man

Men, and from 96 to 110 Guns. ner asPtolemy and his Followers did the Zodiack.

Second Rate, has its Gun -Deck from 153 to 165 Feet in Rationa'le, an Account or Solution of ſome Opinion,

Length, and from 41 to 46 Feet in Breadth , contains from Action, Hypotheſis, Phænomenon, or the like, on Principles

1086 to 1482 Tuns, carries from 524 to 640 Men, and of Reaſon .

from 84 to go Guns .
RA'TIONALS
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ŘATIONALE (the foot of the Hebrews] a facerdotal Veſt- RA'WNESS ( of hreapney, Sax. or of rauw , Du.) being

ment worn by the Jewiſh High-Prieſt. without Skin ; uncook'd, or not thoroughly dreſs’d ; allo

RATIONALNESS (rationalitas, L. ) Reaſonableneſs. Unexperiencedneſs; alſo having the Skin Aay'd or rubbed

RATIONALIST (of rationalis, L. one who prefers Rea- off.

fon before Revelation. Rar (rayon, F. radius, L.) a Beam of the Sun or any
RATIO'Nis Os (with Anat. the Bone of the Fore -head, Star.

otherwiſe called Osfrontis, L. RAY [in a Figurative Senſe] the Luſtre or Brightneſs of

RA'Titus quadrans, a Roman Coin ſtamp'd with the Im . any Thing.

preſſion of a Ship , in Weight four Ounces, L. Ray Cloth, Cloth that was never coloured or dyed.

Rat Lines 2 [in a ship] thoſe Lines which make the RAY [in Opticks] a Line of Light propagated from a ra

RA'TLINGS S Ladder-Steps to get up the Shrouds and diant Point, through an unreſiſting Medium , or, according to

Puttocks. Sir Ijaac Newton, the leaft Parts of Light, whether ſuccellive

RAT-TAIL [with Horſemen) a Horſe that has no Hair up- in the fame Line, or cotemporary in ſeveral Lines.

on his Tail. CommonRay [in Opticks) is a Right Line drawn from the

TO RATTLE (prob . of Ratolen , Du. or hneotan, Sax .] PointofConcourſe of the2 optical Axes through the Mid

to make a rattling Noiſe, to talk confuſedly or fillily , to be dle of the Right Line, which paſſes by the Center of the

noiſy . Apple of the Eye.

To RA'TTLB ( h cotan , Sax .) to ſcold at, or rate. Principal Ray [in Perfpe &t.] is the perpendicular Diſtance

A MEER -RA'ITLE, an empty, noiſy, talkative Perſon . between the Eye and the vertical Plane or Table.

RA'TTLE -Snake [in Virginia, & c.] a large Snake having a Ray of Reflection, is the Right Line by which the Re

Rattle in his Tail , compoſed of Bones incloſed in a dry flection is made.

Husk ; but altho ' the Bite of it is mortal, yet it never med- RAY of Refra& ion, is a Right Line whereby the Ray of

dles with any Thing, unleſs provoked . Incidence changes its Straightnefs, or is broken in paſſing thro '

A RA'TTLE (rarel, Du.] a Toy for a Child. the ſecond Medium , whether it be thicker or thinner.

To RA'ITLE lipoken of a Goat ] to make a Noiſe for De- RAY of Incidence [in Catoptricks] a Right Line which

fire of Copulation. falls from ſome point of an Object upon the Surface of a

TO RATTLE in the Sheath ( ſpoken of a Horſe] who is ſaid ſo Looking -Glaſs, or Piece of poliſhed Metal.

to do, when he makes a Noiſe in the skinny Part of his Rayof Incidence[ in Dioptricks) is a Ray of Light that
Yard . paſſes in a Right Line, from a certain Point in the viſible

Rattoo'n, a Weft- Indian Fox, which has this peculiar Object in one Medium , till it meets with a ſecond Medium .

Property, that if any Thing be offered to it that has lain in To Ray Corn , to fan it, in order to ſeparate it from the

Water, it will wipe and turn it about with its Fore-feet, Chaff .

before it will put it to its Mouth. Ray Graſs, a Sortof Graſs orHerb.

To RA'VAGE ( ravager, F. ] to ranſack, to ſpoil or lay RAY (with Botan.] is ſeveral Semi-florets, ſet round a

waſte. Disk, in Form of a radiant Star.

RA'VAGE, Havock, Wafte, Spoil , Ruin , F. RAYS (natural Pbiloſopby ) or Beams of the Sun, or Rays

To Rave (rever, F.] to talk idly or madly, to be light- of Light, are [according to the atomical Hypothefis] thoſe
headed . very minute Particles or Corpuſcles of Matter, which iſſue

RA've Brend, a middle Sort of Bread . continually out of the Sun, and thruſt on one another all

To Ra'vel (of Ravelen ,Du.] to ſnarl, as hard -twiſted round in Phyſically ſhort Lines (which is proved to be the

Thread ; alſo to run out in Threads, as Knitting and Night- right Opinion by many Experiments ;) or,

woven Cloth does . Rays (according to Des Cartes )are madebythe A tion of

RAVELINS [in Fortif .] Works, conſiſting of two Faces the Luminary on the contiguous Ather and Air, and ſo are

that make a ſalient Angle, which are commonly call'd Half- propagated every Way in ſtraight Lines, through the Pores of
Moons by the Soldiers : They are raiſed before the Courtins theMedium.

or Counterſcarps. Convergent Rays (in Opticks) are thoſe which going from

To Ra'ven ( næglan, Sax .) to devour greedily. divers Points of the Object incline towards one and the ſame

Ra'ven (næken ofhæfian, Sax . to ſnatch] a Bird well Point tending to the Eye.

known. Divergent Rays (in Opticks) are thoſe Rays which going

Rayen ( Hieroglyphically ) is put to fignify long Life, from the Point of a viſible Object are diſperſed and continu

and of one not given to change ; a dead Raven , a Man dead ally depart one from another, according as they are removed

in a very old Age. from the Object.

Ra'vening ( rapine, F. rapina, L. ) Rapine, greedy Parallel Rays (in Opticks) are thoſe Rays that keep an
Eating. equal Diſtance froin the viſible Object to the Eye, which is

RA VENOUS ( prob. of raveneux , F.) greedy, gluttonous. ſuppos’d to beinfinitely remotefrom the Object.

RA'VENOUSNESS ( of næglan , Sax. to ſnatch greedily, or Diverging Rays (in Opticks) are ſuch as go continually

raviſaant, F.] Greedinels, rapacious, devouring Appetite. receding from each other.

To Ra'vin (of pæklan, Sax. to ſnatch ] to devour or cat RAYONNA'NT [ in Heraldry] ſignifies darting forth Rays,
greedily. as the Sun does, when it ſhines out. So a Croſs

RA'vin (of næyian , Sax.) Ravenouſneſs, Milton. Rayonnant is one which has Rays of Glory behind

A RAVING (reverie, F.] delirious Talking, &c. it, darting out from the Center to all the Quarters

To RAVISH (ravir, F. of rapere, L. ) to take or ſnatch of the Elcutcheon , as in the Figure.

away violently ; alſo to commit a Rape upon a Woman ; To Raze out ( razer, or rafer, F. prob. of paro, Gr.] to

alſo to charmor pleaſe exceedingly, to tranſport with Joy, ſcrape or blot out.
Admiration , &r. RAZE ( with Horſemen) a Horſe is ſaid to raze , or have

RA'VISHINGNESS (raviſſment, F.Ja Raviſhing, Charming, razed, when his Corner-Teeth ceaſe to be hollow, ſo that

delighting Nature or Quality. the Cavity , where the black Mark was, is filled up , the Teeth

RA'VISHMENT (raviſſement, F.) the Raviſhing or violent even, ſmooth and raz'd , or ſhaved, as it were, and the Mark

Deflowering of a Virgin ; alſoa Tranſport of Joy , Rapture. diſappears.

RA'vishment [in Law ] is the taking away either Woman RAZOR 2 [ culter raforius, L.) a Barber's Knife or Inftru

or an Heir in Ward. RASOR S ment, for ſhaving.
RA'VISHMENT de Garde, a Writ which formerly lay for RA'ZORS (with Hunters] the Tuſhes of a Boar.

the Guardian by Knight's-Service or Soccage, againſt one REACH (næc, Sax .] a Diſtance as far as a Line can be

who took from him the Body of his Ward. extended, a Bow, Gun, Egc. can carry , or as a Man can

RAVISSA'NT [ in Heraldry) is the Term uſed

to expreſs the Poſture of a Wolf half-raiſed, as it Reach (in a Metaphorical Senſe] Capacity of Mind, Abi.

were juſt ſpringing forwards upon his Prey ; ſee lity, Power.

the Figure, F. Reach ( with Mariners) the Diſtance between any two
Rau'City ( raucitas, L. raucité, F.] Hoarſeneſs. Points of Land , that lie in a right Line one from another.

RAU'coMEN [in Virginia, & c.] a Kind of Fruit like a TO REACH [of ræcan , Sax . ] to extend or ſtretch out in

Gooſeberry. Length , & C

Raw [hpeap , Sax. rauw , Du . ] ſpoken of Meat not RE'Achless ( peaceleay, Sax.) negligent.

thoroughlycooked. REACTION (in Phyficks) is the Action whereby a Body

acted

come at.
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acted upon Returns , the Action by a reciprocal one upon that Faculty of the Soul whereby we judge of Things ; aliis

the Agent. the Exerciſe of that Faculty ; or it may be defined that Prin

T. READ [of pædın, Sax . ] to read Things, Letters , ciple whereby, comparing ſeveral Ideas together, we draw
sc. printed , written , or engraven. Conſequences ; allo Argument, Proof, Caule, Matter.

T. READ [anadan, Sax.] to gueſs, to divine, or foretell. REASON (with Arithmet.] the ratio or Rate betiveen two

Numbers is a certain Proportion, eſpecially the Quotient of
REDE } (nas, Sax .] Counſel or Advice. the Antecedent divided by the Conſcquent.

READER [of payin , Sox. ) one who reads . Reason (with Geom. ) is the mutual Habit or Compari

Rea'diness (of zeged.1 Sax .] Preparedneſs, Prompti . ſon of two Magnitudes of the fame Kind one to the other,
tude, &C. in reſpect to their Quantity.

READINGS [in Criticiſm ] as variousReadings, are the dif- REASON (with Logicians] is a neceſſary or probable Ar

ferent Manners of reading the Text of Authors in antient gument, or a proper Anſwer to the Queſtion, Why is it ju ?

Manuſcripts, & c. a Diverſity having ariſen from the REASON [of State) in political Affairs, a Rule or Maxim ,

Corruption of Time, or Ignorance of the Copiſts. whether it be good or evil, which may be of Service to the

READINGS [of Law ] Commentaries or Gloffes on the State ; properly , ſomething that is expedient for the Interest

Law - Text, Paſſage, or the like , to ſhew the Senſe an Au- of theGoverments but contrary to moral Honeſty and Juſtice .

chor takes it in, and the Application that he conceives to be To REASON (racionari, L. raiſonner, F. ] to diſcourſe up

made of it. on or about a Thing, to argue or diſpute.

RE-ADMI'ssion [of re and admißio, L. ) an admitting again, Rea'son Pieces 2 [with Carpenters] rather raiſing Pieces,

or the ſecond Time. Reson Pieces S are Pieces of Timber which lie under

READY [rhmydd, C. Br. næd, geplega, Sax. ] prepa- the Beamson the Brick or Timber, in the Sideof an Houie.

red ; alſo prompt or inclined to . REA'SONABLE [ rationabilis, L. rationable, F. ] agreeable

To make Ready (gepasian, Sax.] to prepare. to the Rules of Reaſon ; juſt , right, conſcionable.

REAFA'N , the Banner or Flag of the Danes, ſo called of Rea'sOnABLE Aid (in Law] a Duty which the Lord of

a plea fan , i.e. a Raven embroidered on it by the Daughter the Fee antiently claimed of his Tenants, who held in
of King Lodbroke. Knight's Service or Soccage, towards the making his eldcit

REAFFORESTED, ſpoken of a Foreſt, which, having Son a Knight , or the marrying his Daughter.

been diſafforeited, is made a Foreſt again . REASONABLENESS [of rationabilis, L. raiſonnable, F. and

RE- AGGRAVA'TION (with Ron . Cath.) the laſt Monitory niel ] Equitableneſs, Juſtice, or rational Quality.
publiMed after 3 Admonitions, and before the laſt Excom- REA'SONING [with Logicians] is an Action of the Mind,

munic . tion . by which it forms a Judgment of ſeveral others, as when

Rea'ks (prob. of ric, Sax. a Kingdom , or rex, L : a we judge that true Virtue ought to have Relation to God ,

King) as to play Reaks, is to play mad Pranks, to domineer and that the Virtue of the Pagans was not true Virtue ; and it

or hector. is ſaid to be the third of the four principal Operations of the

REAL, a Spaniſh Coin . See Ryal. Mind .

RE'al (realis, L.) that is indeed true ; it is apply'd to a To Re-ASSEMBLE [raſſembler, F.) to meet together again ,

Being that actually exiſts . to fummons, or call together again .

REA'lgal, a Mineral , a Kind of red Arſenick, differing To REASSI'GN [ realigner, F.] to aſſign again .

from the Common which is white, and from Orpiment REASSIGNA'Tion , a ſecond or new Allignation.

which is yellow. TO RE - ASSU'Me (of re and affumere] to retake, to take up

REA'LITY ? [ realitas, L. ) real Exiſtence, the Truth of on one's ſelf again .

REA'L NESS S the Matter.
A RE-ASSU'MPTION, a taking again , a re-aſſuming.

Rs'alists, a Sect of School Philoſophers, formed in Op- ReattA'CHMENT [in Law ] a fecond Attachment of him,

poſition to the Nominaliſts. who was formerly attach'd , and diſmiſs'd the Court without

REA'LITAS [ with the Scotifts] a Diminutive of res, and Pay, as by the not coming of the Juſtices, or the like Ca

is a Term uſedto denote a Thing which may exiſt of it ſelf, ſualty.

or which has a full and abſolute Being of it ſelf, and which Ti Re- BAPTI'Ze [of re and baptizare, L. ] to baptize again .

is not conſidered as a part of any other . T. REBA'Te [ rabbatre, F. ] to channel, to chamfer ; alſo

REALITY [in Law] is oppoſed to Perſonality . to blunt, to check .

To Re’Alize, to render or cauſe a being real ; to ſuppoſe To Rebate in Commerce) to diſcount in receiving Money,

or adınit as a Reality. as much as the Intereſt comes to, for the Money that is paid

To Re'Alize [ in Commerce) a Term ſcarce known before before itcomes due.

the Year 1719. is to convert what is gotten in Exchange- To REBATE (in Heraldry] is to put a Mark of Diſhonour

Alley, & c. in Paper and imaginary Money into Land ; on an Eſcutcheon .

Houſes, Moveables, or current Species. REBATE [with Architeets) chamfering or Auting, F.

REALM [ royaume, F. of regnum , L. ) a Kingdom , Domi- REBA'TE 2 [ in Commerce] that which is abated or

nion , & c. REBA'TEMENTS diſcounted on Payment of ready Money,

REAM [rame, F , rien , Du.] a Bundle of Paper, con- before it becomes due.

taining twenty Quires. REBA'TEMENT [in Heraldry ] the Diminution of Figures,

To ReA'NIMATE [of re , again , and animare, L. ) to put in a Coat of Arms.

into Heart again , to bring or come to Life again . Rebe'ck [rebec] a Muſical Inſtrument , having 3 Strings .

To Reap (of nippan, Sax .) to cut down Corn, &c. Re'bel (rebellis, L. ] one who openly rebels againſt a

A REAPER [ jligten, Sax.] a Labourer, that reaps or Prince or State ; or is diſobedient to Parents or his Superiors .

cuts down Corn.
Re’BEL (in a Law Senſe] one who wilfully breaks the

To Rear up [of apegan, Sax .] to erect or ſet up an end ; Law ; alſo a Villain who diſobeys his Lord .

alſo to nouriſh or bring up .
To Rebe't [rebellare, L. ] to riſe up in Arms, to revolt

REAR [ of arrieré, F.] the hinder Part. againſt one's lawful Sovereign.

REAR [rere, Sax. ] rawiſh , as Eggs, Meat, &c. not REBE'LLION (properly a renewing the War] it originally

fufficiently boiled, roaſted, &c. allo thin. ſignified among the Romans a ſecond Reſiſtance, or riſing up

REAR ( in Milit. Art] the hindermoſt Part of an Army of ſuch as had been formerly overcome in Battle, and had
or Fleet .

yielded themſelves to their Subjection. It is now uſed for a

REAR- Admiral. is the Admiral of the third and laſt Squa- traiterous taking up Arms , or a tumultuous oppoſing the Au

dron of a royal Fleet . thority of the King, &c. or ſupreme Power in a Nation .

REAR -Guards, is that Part of an Army which pafles laſt, Rebe'llious [ rebellis, L. ] apt to rebel, diſobedient, un

following the main Body to hinder or ſtop Deſerters. dutiful.

Rear -half Files, are the three hindermoft Ranks of a RebelLIOUS Aſſembly, an Aſſembly or gathering of 12

Batallion , when it is drawn up 6 deep.
or more Perſons, intending or going about of their own

REAR -Rank, the latt Rank of a Batallion or Squadron , Authority to change any Laws, & c. deſtroy Incloſures,
when drawn up .

break down Banks , to deltroy the Game in a Chace or War

TO REAR a Boar (with Hunt.] is to diſodge him. ren , to burn Stacks of Hay , Corn , & c.

To Rear an end (Taid of a Horje ] when he riſes ſo high REBE'LLIOUSNESS [of rebellio, L.] Rebellion , Dilobe

before as to endanger his coming over, upon his Rider. dierce, &c.

T. RE - ASCEND [of re again, and aſcendere, L. ) to aſcend REBELLIUM Cant. deeds) a Rejoinder, a Replication to an

or get up again . Anſwer, in a Court of Equity.

Reason, a Faculty or Power of the Soul , whereby it REBE'sk , a Sort of fine Flouriſhes or branched Work in

diftinguiſheth Good from Evil, Truth from Fallhood or Carving, Painting, or Embroidery. See Arabesk Work.
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ReBinare terråm [old Rec.] ſignifies to give a ſecond tures or other Bodies are incloſed for the making any Expe
Stirring or Ploughing to Land, that lies, fallow , in Order riments upon them.

to prepare it for ſowing Wheat, &C. L. Recent [ recens, L. ) new, freſh , lately done , or happened .

Rebiso'l A (with Chymijls] a Medicine made of Urine, RE'CENTNESS [recentia, L.) Neineis, &c.

good againſt the Jaundice . Rece'PTACLE [ receptaculum , L.) a Place to receive or

TO REBOU'ND [rebondir, F.] to leap back , to bounce upkeep Things in ; a Ware-Houſe or Store-Houſe ; a Neſt or
again , as a Ball does. lurking Hole ; alſo an Harbour .

To Rebu'rf [of rebuffade, F.] to give a Repulſe, & c. RECEPTA'CULUM chyli (with Anar.] a Cavity or Reſervoir ,

REBU'FF ( rebuffade F. ] the Refuſal of a Suit by a Supe- near the left Kidney, into which all the lacteal Veins empty

rior to an Inferior with Scorn ; a ſtrong Repulſe or Oppofi-' themſelves.

tion, Ital. a rough Denial ; alſo a diſdainful or ſnappiſh An- Recepta'rii medici, ſuch Perſons , who ſet up for Phyſi

ſwer. cians , only upon the Stock of many Receipts , without be

T. REBUI'LD [ of re again , and bjelian, Sax .) to building able to give any Account of, or Realon upon their Quali

again . ties or Efficacies.

T. REBU'KE [of rebouchér, F.] to reprove, check , chide,&c. ReceptIBI'LITY, Capableneſs of being received , or of re

RE'bus (un rebus, F. prob. of rebus, the Abl. Pl. of res, ceiving.

L. a Thing) a Name, Device ; a pictured Repreſentation, Reception, the receiving any Thing ; alſo the enter

with Words added to it ; yet neither the one nor the other taining a Perſon kindly.

can make out any Senſe alone ; the Words or Motto explain- Recertion (with Philof:] the ſame as Paffion.

ing the Picture, and the Picture making up the Defect of the Reception (with Aſtrol.) a Sort of accidental Dignity

Motto : As on a Sun-Dial , the Words we muſt, alluding to or Fortitude happening to two Planets , eſpecially if agreeable

the Dial , die all ; or as the Paramour in Cambden, who, to in Nature, when they are received in each other's Houſes,

expreſs his Love to his Sweet-Heart Roſe Hill, had in the as when the Sun arrives in Cancer, the Houle of the Moon ;

Border of his Gown painteda Roſe, a Hill , an Eye, aLoaf, and the Moon inher Turn arrives in the Houſe of the Sun ;

and a Well, which in the Rebus Language reads Roſe Hill, I Exaltation , Triplicity .

love well RECEPTITIOUS (receptitius, L.) received , or kept to one's) ,
RE'BUSES (in Heraldry) are ſuch Coats of Arms as bear Uſe from another.

an Alluſion to the Surname of a Perſon, as 3 Eagles for Ea- Rece'ptive , apt or fit to receive.

gleſton, 3 Caſtles for Caftleton , &c. and ſuch Bearings are ve- Rece'ss ? [receffus, L. ) a retreating or withdrawing ;

ry antient. Rece'ssion S alſo a Place of Retreat or Retirement.

Rebu'TTER [in Law] is when the Heir of the Donor RECESSION of the Equinoxes [ in the new Aſtron.] is the

impleads the Tenant, alledging the Land was intaild to receding or going back of the Equinoctial Points every Year
him , and the Donee comes in, and by Virtue of the Warran- about 50 Seconds; which happens by Reaſon that the Axis

ty of the Donor repels or rebuts the Heir : Becauſetho' the of the Earth, after many Revolutions round the Sun, actually
Land was entailed to him ; yet he is Heir to the Warranter ſwerves from that Paralleliſm , which it ſeems to keep with it.

Likewiſe. Thisiswhen a Man grants Lands ſecured to the Uſe ſelf during the whole Time of an annual Revolution.

himſelf, and the iſſue of his Body, to another in Fee with Recervoirs, large Baſons, Ciſterns, or Receptacles for

Warranty , and the Donee leaſes out the Land to a third Perſon . Water, F.

And likewiſe if a Perſon allow his Tenant to hold Land To Recha'ce ( rechaller, F.] to drive back to the Place

without obliging himto make good any Walte, if after- where the Game was first ſtarted rouzed.

wards he ſues him for Waſte made, he may debar him of this RECHANGE [in Commerce) a fecond Payment of the Price

Action by thewing the Grant ; and this is alſo called a Re- of Exchange ; or rather the Price of a new Exchange, due

butter. upon a Bill of Exchange, whichcomes to be protetted, and

To Reca'ul ( prob . of re back again, and kallen, Du. ] to to be refunded the Bearer by the Drawer or Endorſer.

call back, or to call Home. ReCHANGE [Sea Term ] ſuch Tackle as is kept in reſerve

To Reca'nt (recantare, L.] to unſay , to recall what one onboard of Ship, to ſerve in Caſe of Failure of that already

has ſaid or written before. in Ule .

RECANTA'TION , a recanting, revoking, or unſaying. Recha'rge, of Fire Arms, as a Muſquet, & c. is a ſecond

T. RECAPACITATE ( of re and capacitas, L.) to put one Loading or Charge.

again into a Capacity of doing any Thing . A Recheat ( Hunting Term ] a Leſſon which the Hunts
To Recapi'TULATE [recapitulare, L. ) to rehearſe briefly , man winds on the Horn , when the Hounds have loſt their

up
the Heads of a former Diſcourſe. Game, to call them back from purſuing a Counter-ſcent.

RECAPITULA'Tion, the Act of recapitulating, L. RE'CHLESS[ necceleay, Sax. ]careleſs,negligent,improvident.

RECAPITULATORY, belonging to Recapitulation . RE'CHLESSNESS ( recceleaġneyy, Sux .] Carleſneſs, Neg

RECA'P'TION [in Law ] a ſecond Diſtreſs of one former- ligence.

ly diſtrained for the ſame Cauſe, and alſo during the Plea Recidiva'tion, a relapſing or falling fick again, L.

grounded on the Diſtreſs ; alſo a Wric lying for the Party RECIDI'vous [recidivus, L.) falling back.

thus diſtrained . RECIDI'vus morbus [in Medicine] a relapſing or falling
RECARGAZOO'N, the Cargo or Lading of a Ship, home- back into Sickneſs again ; which frequently happens when

ward bound .
the original Matter, which remained of the firſt Diftemper,

To Rece'de ( recedere, L. ] to go back, to retire , to de- begins to ferment and work again .

Re'cipe ( i. e. take) a Phyſician's Preſcription or Bill, in

Recei'pt [receptum , or receptio, L.) the Act of receiving ; which he directs the Apothecary what Medicine he ſhould
alſo an Acquittance or Diſcharge in Writing, for Money re- prepare or compound for the patient.

ceived ; alſo a Preſcription or Manner of making a Medicine RECIPIA'NGLE, a recipient Angle, an Inſtrument for

for the Cure of ſome Diſeaſes. taking the Quantity of Angles ; eſpecially in the making

Recei'vABLE [recevable, F. ] that may be received . the Plans of Fortification .

To Receive [ recipere, L. whence recevoir , F. ] to take Recipient (recipiens, L. ) a Receiver, a Veffel for re

what is given , paid or put into one's Hands ; to entertain or ceiving any Thing .
treat, to lodge or harbour ; alſo to allow of or admit ; alſo Recipient (with Chymiſts] a Veſſel made faft or luted to
to bear or ſuffer. the Noſe of an Alembick , Retort , Sc. to receive the Mat

RECEIVER -General [of the Dutchy of Lancaſter ) one who ter which is raiſed or forced over the Head by Fire, in Dil

gathers all the Revenues and Fines of the Lands of the ſaid tillations .

Dutchy ; all Forfeitures, Aſſeſsments, & c. Reci'PROCAL [ reciprocus, L. ) mutual, interchangeable,

Receiver -General ( of the Court of Wards] an Officer which is returned equally on both sides , or affects both Par
which did formerly belong to that Court , which being now ties alike.

taken away by Act of Parliament, the Office is now vacant . RECIPROCAL (with Logicians) is apply'd to Terms, which

Receiver ( receveur, F. ] a Perſon who receives . It is have the ſame Signification or are convertible as Man, and

often uſed in an ill Senſe , for one who takes ſtolen Goods rational Animal..

from a Thief, and conceals them . RECI'PROCAL Proportion ( in Arith.] is when in 4 Num

Receiver (with Chymiſts] a Veſſel uſed to receive bers the 4th is leſſer than the 2d, by ſo much as the 3d is

what is diſtilled. greater than the iſt , and e contra , as, 4 , 10, 8 , 5 .

Receiver of Fines [in Law ] an Officer who receives the RECIPROCAL (in Poetry) is ſaid of Verſes that run the

Money of all ſuch who compound with the King , upon an ſame both backwards and forwards.

original Writ. RECIPROCAL Figures (with Geom. ] are ſuch as have the

Receiver [of Mr. Boyle's Air-Pump,] that Glaſs out of Antecedents and Conſequents of the fame Ratio in both Fi.

which the Air is drawn, and within which , any living Crea- gures , 25 I 2 , 4, 9 , 3 .
Ra.
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RECIPROCAL (with Gram .) is a Term apply'd to certain RECOLLECTION, a Mode of thinking, whereby thoſe

Verbs and Pronouns, in thoſemodern Languages, which re- Ideas , fought after by the Mind, are with Pain and Ende.

turn or reflect the Pronoun or Perſon upon himſelf. vour brought again to View .

RECIPROCALNESS (reiprocatio , L. ] Interchangeableneſs. RE'COLLECTS, a Branch of the Franciſcan Friars .

Reci'PROCATED [reciprocatus, L.) mutually interchanged, To RECOMFORT [of re and conforter, F. ] to comfort again ,

or returned like for like. Milton .

RECIPROCATION, an interchanging or returning, L. TO RE'COMMEND [recommendare, L. ] to commit to one's

Reci'rroCO'R NOUS [ reciprocornis, L. ) that has Horns Favour, Protection , or Care , to give a Perton a good Cha

turning backwards and forwards, as thoſe of Rams do. racter .

RECI’sion, a cutting or paring off ; a diſannulling and To Recommence [ recommencer, F. ] to commence, or

making void , F. of L. begin again , or a-new .

A Reci'TAL ? [recitatio, L. ) the AA of reciting a Dif- RECOMME'NDABLE, that deſerves to be, or may be re

ARECITA'TIONS courſe ; a Relation , Account, Report, commended.

Rehearſal, a ſaying without Book . RECOMMENDATION, a commending or ſetting forth any

RECITATIVE, of, or pertaining to Recitation . Perſon to another.

RECITATIVE Mufick, a Sort of Singing that differs but RECOMME'NDATIVE, of a recommending Quality, re

little from plain Pronunciation , ſuch as foine Parts of the commendatory.

Liturgy rehearſed in Cathedrals ; or after the Manner that Recomme'NDATORY, ſerving to recommend, or per

dramatick Poems are rehearſed on the Stage . taining to Recommendation .

Reci'tatif ? [in M :1. Books] ſignifies the Adagio or A RECOMPENCE ? a Requital, a Reward, an Amends; a

Recitati'vo 3 grave Parts in Cantata's Motets and Ope- A Re'compense S Gift or Advantage ariſing to a Per

ra's , Ital. ſon , on Account of ſome Service done.

RECITATIVE Style, a Way or Manner of Writing , fitted TO RE'COMPENSE [ recompenſare, L.] to requite, to make

for Recitation . amends.

T. Reci'te ( recitare, L.] to relate or rehearſe , to ſay by RECONCI'LIABLE ( reconciliable, F.] that may be recon

Heart or without Book . cilcd .

Recito (in Mu. Books] an Abbreviation of recitativo, Ital. RECONCI'LEABLENESS [ of reconciliable, F.] Capableneſs of

To Re'ckon [ receonn , Teut. peccan, Sax. reckonen . being reconciled.

Du) to caſt up orcount ; alſo to eiteem ; to believe or think. To Reconci'le [ reconciliare, L.] to make thoſe Friends

Ă RE'cKONING, an Accompt. again that were at Variance ; to make up Differences, to

RE'CKONING [ in Navigation) the Eſtimating of the Quan- make that agree which ſeems contrary .

tity of the Ship's Way, or of the Run between one Place RECONCILIARI [old Law ) a Term uſed of a Church
and another. which is ſaid to be ſo, when it is conſecrated again after it

To RE'CLAIM (prob . of re and clamare, L.) to reduce to has been profaned or .polluted, by having been poſſeſſed by

Amendment of Life, to recall or return back from ill Cour- Pagans or Hereticks.

ſes ; to take up, and leave off Vices. RECONCI'LIATORY, pertaining to Reconciliation .
T. RECLAIM (with Falconers) as to reclaim a Hawk, is RECONCILIA'TION 2 a Reconciling, a renewing of Friend

to tame or make her gentle ; alio a Partridge is ſaid to re- ReconCI'LEMENT } tip , a making thoſe Friends which

claim when ſhe calls back her young ones . were at Variance.

Rechar'MING ( old Cuftoms the Action of a Lord pur- RecondI'TE [reconditus, L.) ſecret, fudden .

ſuing, proſecuting, and recalling his Vaffal, who had gone To RE -CONDU'ct [of re and conductum , L. ) to conduct, or

to live in anotherPlace, without his Periniſſion . lead back again.

RECLAMATION, a crying out againft, L. Reco'ndITORY ( reconditorium , L.) a Store houſe.

A RECLINA'TION, a leaning backwards, L. TO RECONNOI'TRE (in War) is to go to view and exa

Reclina'tion of a Plane (in Dialling) is the Number mine the Situation of a Camp, & c. in Order to make a

of Degrees which a Dial- Plane leans backwards, from an Report.

exactly upright or vertical Plane. To ReconNOI'Tre a Fleet or Ship is to approach near

Recli'NINC [ reclinans, L.) leaning backwards. enough to know of what Rate, Nation, &c. it is of.

RECLI'NING Plane, a Dial-Plane, &c. that leans back To Reconnoitre a Land, &c. is to obſerve its Sit.13 -

when a Perſon ſtands before it. tion , and find what Land it is .

A Reclu'se [recluſus, L. ſhut up) a Monk or Nun ſhut Reconve'NTION . [civil Law] a contrary Action brought

up in a Cell, Hermitage, or religious Houſe or Cloiſter, and by the Defendant.

may not ftir out. TO RECO'RD [ recordare, L.] to regiſter or enroll .

RECLU'sion, the State of a Recluſe. To Reco'rd (ſpoken of Birds] is to begin to fing, or to

Recº, an Abbreviation of Recitativo, Ital . tune Notes.

Reco'GNISANCE ? [in Laco) a Bond or Obligation of A Reco'rd (recordum , L.) a Teſtimony, Evidence, Wit

RECO'ONIZANCE S Record, acknowledg’d in ſome Court neſs ; alſo a publick Act enrolled ; an authentick and un
of Record, or before ſome Judge, teſtifying the Recogniſor controulable written Teſtimony, contained in Rolls of

to owe to the Recogniſee a certain Sum of Money , &c. Parchment , and preſerved in Courts of Record.

RecognI'ZANCE of Alize [ in Law ] the Verdict of 12 Recoʻrda [in the Exchequer] the Records containing the

Jurors impannelled , when a Man is attainted of Diffeiſin and Judgments and Pleadings in Suits try'd before the Barons.

Robbery. Reco'rdari facias, a Writ directed to a Sheriff to re

To Reco'GNISE 2 [ recognoſcere, L. ) to acknowledge, to move a Cauſe from an inferior Court to the King's- Bench

To Reco'GNI'ZE S take Knowledge of. or Common-Pleas : It is ſo named , becauſe it enjoins the
Reco'GNISEE the perſon to whom one is bound in a Sheriff to make a Record of the Proceedings, and then to
RECO'GNIZEE Recognizance. ſend up the Cauſe.

RECO'GNIZER, a Perſon who enters into ſuch a Bond or RECORDA'TION, a Remembring, Memory, L.

Obligation Reco'rder, a Perſon whom the Mayor or Magiſtrate of

RECOGNITION , Acknowledgment ; Examination, Re- any City or Town Corporate having Juriſdiction , or a

view . Court of Record within his Precincts, does aſſociate with

Re'coGNITIONE per vim & duritiem falta [ in Law ] a him, for their better Direction in Matters ofJuſtice,and Pro.
Writ to the Juſtices of the Common Bench to ſend for a ceedings according to Law .

Record touching a Recogniſance, which the Recogniſor af- Reco'rdo & proceſi, & c . a Writ to call a Record toge

firms to have been acknowledged by Hardſhip and Force, ther, with the whole Proceedings of a Cauſe out of an infe

that if it belo, it may be made void , L. rior Court to the King's Court .

Reco'gnitione adnullando, &c. [ in Law ] the ſame as To Reco'veR [ recuperare, L. recouvrir, F. ] to get again , to

before. reſtore to Health , to be on the mending-hand ; alſo to

RECO'GNITORS of Alize [ Lar Term ] a Jury impan- repair or retrieve .

nelled upon a Recognition of Aſize. Reco'vERABLE [ recouvrable, F.] that may be recovered .

To Recoi'l [reculer, F. ] to give ground , to draw or run RECOVERABLENESS (of recouvrable, F. of recuperabilis, L. )

back as a Gun does . Capableneſs of being recovered.

A Recoil [recul, F. ] the Relilition of a Body , the Mo- Recovery (recuperatio,L. recorrement, F.j a regaining

tion or Run that a Cannon takes backwards when required. or getting again ; alſo a Remedy, Help.

To Re'coin , to coin over again. Recovery [ in a legal Senje) an obtaining any Thing

To Recolle'ct ( recolligere, L.] to reflect within one's by Judgment or Trial at Law , and is two-fold .
felf, to call a Thing to Mind, to think of a Thing.

True
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True Recovery ? (in Law ] is an actual or real Reco- RE'CTIFIABLE (of reflificare, L.) capable of being ſet

Real Recovery 3 very of any Thing, or the Value to rights .

thereof by Judgment; as if a Mán ſue for Land or any RECTIFICATION, a rectifying or making right , the reme .

other Thing, and hath a Verdict and Judgment for him . dying or redreſſing ſome Defect or Error either of Nature,

Art , or Morality .

Ecomedor Recovery 3 Coutile preſcribed by Law to Rectification (in Chymiſtry) is the diſtilling any Spirit
be obſervedfor the better aſſuring of Lands and Tenements over again , in Order to render it more fine and pure .

to us ; the Effect of it being to diſcontinue and deſtroy RECTIFICATION of Curves (with Mathem .) is the aſſigning
Eſtates - Tail, Remainders and Reverſions, and to bar or cut or finding a ſtraight Line equal to a curved one.

off the Entails of them . RE'CTIFIER, a Perſon who rectifies.

To Recou'nt (racontare, Ital . raconter, F. ) to relate . Rectifier [ in Navig.] an Inſtrument for determining

T. RE'COUPE ( recouper, F.) to cut again.
the Variation of the Compaſs, in order to rectify the Courte

To Recoupe' [ in Law) to defalk or diſcount. of a Ship.

A RE'COUPE (in Laxv ) a quick and ſharp Reply to a pe- To RECTIFY [ rectificare, L. of rectifier, F.] to ſet to
remptory Demand. rights what is amiſs ; to correct or mend.

Recou'rse [ recurſus, L. recours, F. ] Refuge, Applica- To RECTIFY [in Chymiſtry) is to diftill any Spirit a ſecond

tion , Redreſs ; alſo Paſſage, Return , or running back . or third Time, in order to bring it to a more pure State .

RE'crent [ recridente, Ital. prob . re-credens , L. believ- T. RECTIFY a Globe (with Matbem .) is to bring the Sun's

ing backwards) a faint -hearted , cowardly Perſon. Place in the Ecliptick on the Globe to the braſs Meridian, &c.

T. RECREA'TE [ recreare, L. ) properly to create again ; To Rectify Curt'es (with Mathem. ) is to find a ſtraight

commonly to refreſh , divert, or delight, to make merry. Line equal to a Curve ; or a Plane equal to a curved Surface.

RECREA'TION , a pleaſing Divertiſement after hard La- To Rectify a Nativity (with Aſtrol.) is to bring the eſti

bour ; Refreshment , Sport, Paftime. mated and ſuppoſed Time of a Perſon's Birth, to the real

RECREA'TIVE , of a recreating Quality , diverting, plea- and true one.

fant, delightful, entertaining , RecTILI'NEAL Angle 2 [of rectilineus and angulus, L. ) an

RecreA'TIVENESS [of recreatif, F.) recreating Quality. Rectili'NEAR Angle ) Angle conſiſting of Right Lines.

RecreDE'NTIALS [of re and credentia, L.) an Anſwer to Recti minores [with Anat.) two ſmall Muſcles of the Head,

the credential Letters of an Ambaſſador. which appear both in Sight at once, ariſing from the hinder

RE'CREMENT [recrementum , L. ) any ſuperfluous Matter Part of the firſt Vertebra of the Neck , and are let into the

in the Blood or Body, or any of its Parts. Middle of the Os Occipitis, in two ſhallow Depreſſures of

Re'crement [in Chymiſtry) a Term uſed when any Li- the ſaid Bone .

quor is diſtilled over again ſeveral Times. Re'ctitude ( reftitudo, L.) Rightneſs, Straightneſs, e

RE'CREMENTS [in Medicine) ſuch Juices as are ſeparated venneſs ; alfo Uprightneſs, Juſtice, Honeſty.

in the ſeveral Glands of the Body for proper and peculiar RECTITU'DINESS [old Rec . ] Rights or legal Ducs, per

Uſes; as the Spirits, the Lympha, the Gall, &c . theſe are taining either to God or Man .

diſtinguiſhed from Excrements, which are thruſt out of the RE'CTITY ( reftitas, L. ) Rightneſs, Evenneſs .

Body, as of no farther Uſe to it. Re'cto [in Law ] a Writ uſually called a Writ of Right,

RECREMENTI'TIOUS (recrementitius, L.] dreggy , coarſe. of ſuch a Nature, as that whereas other Writs in real Aci

To Recri'MINATE [ recriminatum , L. ] to return an Ac- ons are only to recover the Poſſeſſion of Land, & c. in

cuſation or Reproach ; to charge one who accuſes one, or to Queſtion, loſt by the Plaintiff or his Anceſtors, this aims to

lay that a Perſon accuſes one of to him that accuſes him . recover both the Seiſin thus loft and the Property of the

ReCRIMINA'TION, an Accuſation wherein the Party ac- Thing ; ſo that both Rights are here pleaded together ; that

cuſed, charges the Accuſer with the ſame Fault, or ſomeother. of the Property and that of the Poſſellion .

Recriminator, one that blames another that blames Recto de advocatione ecclefia , a Writ of Right, lying

him , L. where a Man has Right of Advowſon, and the Incumbent

Recrude'SCENCE [of recrudeſcere, L ] a growing freſh, dying , a Stranger repreſents his Clerk to the Church, and he

raw or fore again , a rankling or feſtering. not having brought his Action of quare impedit, &c . within

RECRUĐE'scence [in Medicine) is when a Diſeaſe which 6 Months has ſuffered the Stranger to uſurp upon him , L.

is gone off, or being about to end, begins to grow worſe Recto de date [in Law ] a Writ of Right of Dowery,

again . which lies for a Woman, who has received Part of her

RECRUDE'scENT [ recrudeſiens, L. ) growing freſh, raw , Dowery , and proceedsto demand the Remnant in the ſame
or ſore again. Place againſt the Heir, L.

T. Recrui'T [recruter, F. ] to ſupply or fill up ; to re- Recto de dote unde nihil, &c. [ in Law ) a Writof Right,

inforce. which lies where the Husband having divers Lands and Te.

Recrui't [ recrut. F. ] freſh Supply . nements has aſſured no Dowery to his Wife,and ſhe is there

Recrui'ts (in mil. Affairs) are new Men raiſed to by driven to ſue for her Thirds, againſt the Heir or his Guar

ſtrengthen the Forces already a -foot, either to fill up the dian , L.

Places of thoſe ſain or Deſerters, or auginent the Number Recto de rationabili parte [in Law ] a Writ that lies be

of Men in a Company. tween Privies in Blood , &c for a Copartner to recover

RE'cta directrix [in Conick Sestions] a Line made by his Share, as Brothers in gavel Kind , & c. L.

the mutual Interfection of the vertical Plane with that of Recto de cuſtodia terra berædis, &c. [in Lawv ) a Writ

the Baſe , L. for a Guardian in Soccage, or appointed by the Will of the

REGTA'NGLE [ of reftus right, and angulus, a Corner] Anceſtor, againſt a Stranger who enters upon the Land and

a right or ſtraight Angle made by the falling of one Line, takes the Body of the Heir, L.

perpendicular upon another. Recto quando dominus remifit [in Law ] is a Writ of

RE'CTANGLE ( with Geom .] is a Figure otherwiſe called a Right in Cafe a Lord in whoſe Signiory the Land lies, re

Jong Square, has four right Sides , and its two mits the Cauſe to the King's Court, L.

Oppoſites equal. Rects ſur diſclaimer [in Law ] a Writ which lies where

RE'CTANGLED [of rectus and angulus, L.] a Lord in the Court of common Pleas does avow upon his

conſiſting of Right Angles. Tenant, and his 'Tenant diſclaims to hold of him . upon

Recta’NGLED Triangle, is a Triangle that has one Right which Diſclaimer he ſhall have this Writ.

Angle. Rector a Governour or Ruler ; alſo the Parſon of a Pariſh

Similar RECTANGLES , are thoſe that have their Sides Church, whoſe Office is to take care of the Souls of his Pa

a

3 Bonal, that is, as ab . ib. ad. ef.
about the equal Angles proporti- riſhioners, to preach , to adminifter the Sacrament , Gr. allo

F the Chief of a foreign Univerſity, or of a Convent of

RECTA'NGULAR (with Geom .] Jeſuits ; alſo the Principal or Head of a College in England.

a Figure is ſaid to be rectangu- RECTOʻRIA L , of, or pertaining to a Rector or Rectory.

lar , when one or more of the RECTORY [ retoria, L] a Parifh - Church , Parſonage or

Angles are right. ſpiritual Living, or Parſonage, with all its Rights, Glebes,
RECTANGULA'RITY Tithes, &c.

RectA'NGULARNESS
the being right-angled.

RUCTUM [old Writ.] a Trial at Law, or in common

RECTA PRISA regis [ant. Deeds] the King's Right to a Courſe of Law .

Prize, or to take one Butt or Pipe of Wine before the Maſt, Re'ctum inteflinum ( in Anar.] the ſtraight Gut, which

and another behind the Maſt , as Cuſtom , for every Ship load- begins at the firſt Vertebra of the Os Sacrum , and defcends
ed with Wines .

directly to the End of the Rump, or the utmott End of the
RECTATION [ Law Term ] a Claim of Right , or an Appeal Spina Dorfi, L ,

to the Law , for the Recovery of ſuch a claimed Right . RECTUS

.
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Rectus abdominis (in Anat.) a Muſcle of the lower Bel- Reporta'riumi [ old Writ} a Book or Roll, a Rental, in

ly, which ariſes from the Sternum and the Extremity of the which the Rent and Services of a Manour or other Services

laſt two Ribs, and goes ſtraight down to the fore Part of the are ſet down.

Abdomen to be inſerted in the Os Pubis, L. REDDITA'R IU'S (old Writ.) a Renter, a Tenant.

Re'ctus, a , um , right, ſtraight, L. REDDI'TION, a giving again or reſtoring, the Surrender ,

Rectus in curia [i. e. Right in the Court) fignifies a Pri- or ſurrendering of a Place.

ſoner who ſtands at the Bar, and no Man objects any Thing REDDITION [in Laru ) a judicial Acknowledgment, that

againſt him ; alſo one who has reverſed an Outlawry. the Land or Thing in Queſtion belongs to the Demandant.

Rectus femoris ( Anat.) a Muſcle of the Leg, which RE'DDITIVE [ redditivus, L. ] of, or pertaining to Reddi

ariſes from the lower part of the Spine of the Ilium , and tion .

delcending between the2 Vafti is inſerted into the Patella, L. ReddiTUS , Revenue, Rent; L.

Rectus internus capitis major [ Anat. ] a Pair of Muſcles Redditus allijus, a Set or ſtanding Rent, L.

which ariſe from the fore Part of the five interior tranverſe Reddle 2red Chalk , a red Foß -Stone, uſed by Painters,

Proceſſes of the firſt Vertebra of the Back, near its great RUDDLE in making Craons, & c.

Hole, L. Rede [ nede, Sax .) Advice, Counſel.

Rectus internus minor ( Anat. ) a Muſcle which lies on TO REDEEM [redimere, L. ] to buy off, to purchaſe again ,

the fore Part of the firſt Vertibra on the back Part, and is to recover.

inſerted into the interior Appendix of the Os Occipitis, under REDEE'MABLE, that may be redeemed.

the former, L. REDEE'MABLES , Lands, Funds, & c. ſold , with a Re

Rectus lateralis capitis [ Anat. ) a Pair of ſhort, thick, fervation of the Equity of Redemption .

fleſhy Muſcles, ariſing from the ſuperior Part of the tranſ- REDEEMABLENESS Capableneſs of being redeemed .

verſe Proceſſes of the firſt Vertebra of the Neck , whence it REDEE'MER [ redemptor, L.) a Ranſomer, a Deliverer, a

afcends and is inſerted into the Os Occipitis.
Saviour.

Rectus major ( Anat. ) a Muſcle of the Head, inſerted in To Redeli'ver (of re again, and delivrer , F. ] to deliver

the hinder Part of the Os Occipitis, L. again, or back, to give up again.

Rectus muſculus [Anat. Jone of the Muſcles of the Abdomen , To RE- DEMAND [redemarder, F. ] to demand , ask, or re

ſo called from the Uprightneſs of its Poſition. It helps to quire again ,

drive out the Ordure and Urine, by preſſing the Belly . REDEMPTION [in Law ] a Faculty or Right of re-entering

Rectus palpebræ ( Anat. ]a Muſcle ariſing from the Bottom upon Lands, &c. that have been ſold and afiign'd , & c. up

of the Orbit of the Eye, whoſe Uſe is to lift up the Eye- on re-imburſing the Purchaſe-Money with legal Coſts .

lid , L. REDEMPTION, a ranſoming or delivering ; a Purchaſing

Recu'MBENCY [of recumbere ] a relying or depending the Freedom of another from Bondage, E. of L.
REDEMPTIONAL [redemptionalis, L. ] of, or pertainingupon .

Recu'MBENT [ recumbens, L. ) in a lying Pofture ; lying to redeeming.
REDEMPTIONS ( ant. Law Writ. ]grievous Mulēts impoſed ,

RECU'MBENTNESS the relying or depending upon . by Way of Commutation, for theHead, or Life of the De

Recu'PERATORY [ recuperatorius, L.] of, or pertaining to linquent.

a Recovery. REDHIBI'TION (Civil Law ) an Action in a Court, where

To Recur [ recurrere, L.) to run back , to return . by to annul the Sale of ſome Moveable, and to oblige the

Recu'RRENCY [ of recurrens, L.) the running back , or Seller to take it back again, upon the Buyer's finding it da.

returning maged.

RECURRENT Verſes, Verſes that read the fame backwards REDEVABLE, indebted , obliged, or beholding to , F.

as they do forwards, as, Roma tibi ſubito, motibus ibit amor.
REDI'culus, a certain imaginary Deity worſhipped by

RECURRENT Nerves (with Anat.) Nerves ariſing from the the Romans, for frighting Hannibal from Rome.

Par vagum , and that diſtribute ſeveral Branches to the La- To RedI'NTEGRATE [ redintegrare, L.) to reſtore or make

rynx, to aſſiſt in the Modulation and Formation of the Voice. new, to begin a - freſh .

RECU'RSION, a running back , L. REDINTEGRATION, a making whole again , a renewing, L.

Recurva'tion, a bending backwards, L. REDINTEGRATION [in Civil Law ] the Action of reitor .

Recu'rveDNES$ 2 [recurvitas, L.] á being bent back ing a Perſon to theEnjoyment of a Thing , whereof he had
Recu'RVITY Swards. been illegally diſpoſſeſs’d.

RECU'ANCY [of recufare, L. to refuſe] Non -Conformity, RedinteGRATION [in Cbymiſtry] is the reſtoring of any

the State of Recuſants. mixt Body or Matter, whoſe Form has been deſtroyed by

Recu'sANTS ( recuſantes, L.] Perſons who refuſe to ac- Calcination , Corroſion , &c. into its former Nature and

knowledge theKing's Supremacy ; properly Roman Catho. Conſtitution,
licks , who refuſed to ſubinit ; but it has been extended to Redissel'sin, a ſecond Diffeiſin .

comprehend all who ſeparate from the eſtabliſhed Church of Reditta (in Mi. Books] ſignifies to repeat, Ital.

England, of whatſoever Sect or Opinion. Redi'tuaries, a Sect of Religion, a branch of the

ŘECUSA'TION [in Law ] an Act whereby a Judge is de- Franciſcan Friars.

fired torefrain from judging ſome certain Cauſe,on Account REDMANS. See Red Knights.

of his Relation to one of the Parties, of ſome Enmity, &r.
RE'DOLENCE

? [of redolentia, L.) Sweetņeſs of
Recu'ssABLE [ recuſabilis, L.) that may be beaten back .

RE'DOLENCY

RE'DOLENTNESSRecu'ssion [ recuſſus, L.) a ſhaking or beating back .
Smell, F.

RED[rhund, c. Br. neo, Sax .) a lively Colour, reſem- RE'DOLENT (redolens, L.) yielding a ſweet Smell or Scent.

bling Fire, one of the ſimple or primary Colours of natural To Redou'BLE ( redoublér, F. of reduplicare, L.) to double

Bodies, or rather of the Rays of Light. again, to encreaſe , to come again with greater Force.

Red -Book [ of the Exchequer) an antientManuſcript Vo- Repou'BLING (redoublement, F. reduplicatio, L.] a doub

lume, wherein are regiſter'd the Names of thoſe who held ling again.

Lands per Baroniam , in the Time of King Henry II. and Redou'BTABLE ( redoubtable, F.] much feared.

alſo it contains ſeveral Things before the Conqueft. It is in Redou'BTED (redoute, F. ] dreadful, much feared .

the keeping of the King's Remembrancer. Redou'Bts [in Fortificat.] ſmall Forts of a ſquare Fi

Red -Gum, a Diftemper very frequent in new -born gure, which have no Defence but in the front.

Children . To REDOU'ND ( redundare, L. redonder, F.] to abound over

RED-Sbank [ red -ycanca , Sax .] a Bird . and above ; to be ſuperfluous ; alſo to turn to , or light upon.

Red - Start (red.ytent, Sax. ) a Bird. TO REDRE'ss [ redreſer, F. ] to ſet to rights again , to reform

RED- Streak (ned -strice,Sax.) an Apple . Abuſes, to remove Grievances.

RED -Water [ in Horſes] a Sort of Moiſture, iſſuing from REDRESS, a ſetting to Rights again , Amends, & C.

a Wound or Sore.
To Repre'ss a Stag ( Hunting Term ] to put him off his

To RED-Shire ? [with Smiths] ſpoken of a Piece of Iron Changes.

To Red - Seer Sin their Fire , that is heated too much , ſo REDU'BBERS ( Law Term ) are ſuch as buy ſtolen Cloth,

that it breaks or cracks under the Hammer, while it is knowing it to be ſtolen , and turn it into ſome other Form or

working, between hot and cold. Colour, that it may not be known.

REDARGU'TION , a diſproving or confuting, L. To Redu'ce [reducere, L.] to bring back , to reſtore, to

REDDE'NDUM [ i. e. to be yielded or paid ) a Clauſe gene- ſubdue, to bring under Subjection ; to bring or turn into.

rally uſed in Leafes, &c. whereby the Rent is reſerved to REDU'CIBLE [ reducibilis, F.) that may be reduced .

the Leaflor, L.
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REDU'CIBLENESS, Capableneſs of being reduced . A Reek ( nec, Sax .) a Steam or Vapour.
REDU'CING Scale, a Mathematical Inſtrument, to reduce A REEK (h reac,Sax. ] a Heap or Mow of Hay, &c .

a Map or Draught. To Re-EnTER [of re and intrare, L. rentrer , F. ] to enter

Reduct [in Carpentry ) a Quirk or little Place taken ouě upon or take Poſſeſſion of again .

of a larger, to make it more uniform and regular ; alſo for Re- entry [in Law ] a reſuming and retaking that Por

fome other Conveniences, as Cabinets, Sides of Chimnies, ſeſſion that had lately been foregone.
Alcoves. TO RE- E'STABLISH [of re and abilire, L. ) to eſtablish or

Redu'ct [among Chymifts] a Powder by which calcined ſettle again .

Metals and Minerals are reduced again to their Regulus or To Reel (prob . q . to roll) to ſtagger.

pure Subſtance. A REEL [ real,Sax.] a Sort of Wheel for winding Yarn ,

A REDUCT (reduElus,L.)an advantageous Place , intrench'd Egr. into Skains.

and ſeparated from the reſt of the Camp by a Foſs, for an RE-ENTRY [of rentrer, F. ] entring again.

Army ro retire to, in Caſe of a Surprize. RE- ESTA 'BLISHMENT ( retabliſement,F. ) an eſtabliſhing

REDU'CTION, a reducing or bringing back, F. of L. again.

REDUCTION [in Arithm .] is the reducing of Money, To Reeve (with Sailors] is to draw a Rope thorough 2

Weights, and Meaſures, & c. into the leaſt or greateſt Parts. Block, to run up and down.

REDUCTION afcending ( in Arithm .] is the reducing a low

er Denomination into an higher
,as Farthings into Pence, Manelere [ zepęya, Sax. ] the Bailif of a Franchiſe or

Pence into Shillings, Shillings into Pounds, and the like in TO RE - Exa'mine (of re and examinare, L.] to examine a

Weights.
ſecond Time.

REDUCTION deſcending ( in Arithm .] is reducing a higher RE-EXAMINA'Tion , a ſecond Examination.

Denomination intoa lower, as Pounds into Shillings, Shil- Re-exte'nt [ in Law ] a ſecond Extent made upon

lings into Pence, Pence into Farthings. Lands or Tenements, upon Complaint made that the first
REDU'CTION ( with Aſtron. ) is the Difference between Extent was partially executed .

the Argument of Inclination and the eccentrical Longi- Refe'ction, a refreſhing, a Mealor Repaſt, L.

tude, i. e. the Difference of the two Arches of the Orbit, Refe'ctives (with Phy/ ] Medicines which refreſh and

and the Ecliptick comprehended between the Node and the renew Strength .

Circle of Inclination . REFE'CTORY 2 [ refeftorium , L.] a Dining Room ; a

REDU'CTION of Equations (in Algebra) is the clearing REFECTUARY S Room in a Monaſtery, where the Friars

then from all ſuperfluous Quanties, and bringing down the or Nuns eat together.

Quantities to their loweſt Terms, and ſeparating the known To Refe'l [refellere, L.) to diſprove by Argument ; to

Quantities from the unknown, till at length only the confute.

known Quantity is found on one side, and the unknown To Refe'r [ referre, L.] to ſend back, to direct to a Par

on the other. fage in a Book ; alſo to leave to one's Judgment or Deter

REDUCTION of a Figure, Deſign, or Draught, &c. is the mination ; alſo to put a Buſineſs into the Hands of another, in

making a Copy thereof, either larger or ſmaller than the order to be conſidered or managed.

Original . REFE'RE E , an Arbitrator to whom a Law -Buſineſs, or

REDU'CTION [ in Surgery ] an Operation , whereby a or any Matter in Difference, is referred .

diſlocated, luxated, or fractured Bone is reſtored to its pro- REFERENCE [ in Writing, & c.] a Mark which relates to

per Place. another ſimilar one in the Margin , or in the Bottom of the

Repu'CTIVE, ſerving to reduce. Page, where either ſomething omitted in the Text is added ,

REDU'NDANCY [ redundantia, L.) an overflowing, abound- & c. or ſome Author, Egr. isquoted.

ing or exceeding, Superfluity. REFERE'NDARY (ant. Cuſtoms] an Officer who exhibited

REDU'NDANT [ redundans, L. ] overflowing, abounding, the Petitions of the People to the King, and acquainted the

exceeding, ſuperfluous. Judges with his Commands.

REDU'NDANT Hyberbola, a Curve of the higher Kind , ſo REFE'RRIBLE, that may be referred to.

called becauſe it exceeds the Conick Section of that Name To REFI'NE (raffiner, F.] to make finer, to purge and pu

in the Number of its HyperbolicalLegs; it being a triplerify, by drawing Liquors off from the Lees, or Metals, by
Hyperbola with fix Hyperbolical Legs. melting.

REDU'NDANT Nouns (with Grammar. ] Nouns which To Refine upon, to handle nicely, to make critical Re

have a Number or particular Caſe more than is uſual. marks .

Redu'ndanTNESS [ redundantia, L. ] Overflowingneſs, Resi'nement, a purifying or being purified.

Superfluity. RefI'NING, the Art of ſeparating other Metals,

To Revu'rlicate ( reduplicatam , L. ) to double over &c.

2gain . from Gold and Silver, alſo the clearing any Matter from Im

REDU'PLICATE Pronouns (with Gram ] ſuch as Imyſelf, purities .

thou thy felf, he himſelf, &c . To Repi't a Ship [of re again, and fit] to repair it and

Revu'PLICATION, a Redoubling, L. make it fit to put to Sea again.

REDU'PLICATION ( with Rhetoricians ) a Figure, when To Refle'ct [ reflektere, L.] to beat or ſend back Light

one Part of a Verſe or Sentence ends in the ſameWord with or Heat ; to return.

which the following begins . To Refle'ct upon a Perſon , is to ſpeak ill of him , to cen

Redu'PLICATIVE (reduplicatif, F.) doubling again, re- ſure or reproach .

peating. To Reflect upon a Thing, is to conſider ſeriouſly of it.

Redu'plicative Propofitions (with Logicians) are ſuch Reflection a beating orreturning back ; alſó Conſide

in which the Subject is repeated, as, Men , as Men , are Reflexion S ration, Meditation ; alſo Cenſure, Re

rational. proach, or Abuſe.

Ree ( in Portugal] a ſmall Coin, 40 of which are equal to REFLECTION, it is related that Pythagoras could write

6 Pence Engliſh what he pleaſed on a Glaſs, and , by the Reflection of the

REED [h neos , Sax .) the long Graſs that grows in Fens fame Species , would make thoſe Letters appear upon the

and watery Places. Circle of the Moon, ſo plain as to be readby any Perſon ,

REED, a Jerviſh Meaſure of 3 Yards and 3 Inches. ſome Miles diſtant from him . Cornelius Agrippa affirms the

TO RE - E'DIFY [re-edifier, F. of re again , and edificare to Poſſibility of it, and that the Method of performing it was

build, L. ] to re- build or build up again . known to himſelf and others .

REEFT [with Mariners] Part of a Sail that is taken up , as Reflection (in the Pythag. and Copernican Syſtem ) is
when, in a great Gale of Wind, they roll up Part of the Sail the Diſtance of the Pole from the Horizon of the Disk ;

below, to make it narrower, and not to draw too much which is the ſame Thing, as the Sun's Declination in the

Wind : This taking-up or contracting is called Reefing. Ptolemaick Hypotheſis.

REEFT Top-majt (with Mariners) when a Top -majt that REFLECTION of the Rays of Light [in Opticks] is a Mo

having been ſprung , is crack'd, or almoſt broken in the
tionof the Rays, whereby, after impinging on the ſolid Parts

Cap, the lower Piece that was almoſt broken being cut off, of Bodies, or rather after a very near Approach thereto ,

the other Part, being ſet again, is called a Reeft Top -mafi. they recede or are driven therefrom .

Reek [necan , Sax. ] to calt forth a Steam, Vapour, or REFLECTION [in Catoptricks] is the Return of a Ray of

Smoak . Light from the poliſhed Surface of a Looking -Glaſs or Mir

REEK Stavel, a Frame of Wood ſet on Stones, on which rour, driven thence by ſome Power reliding therein .

a Mow of Hay, Corn, &c. is raiſed . RE
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REPLECTION (in Mechanicks] is the Turn or regreſive of Light from that right Line in which its Motion would

Motion of a Moveable, occafioned by the Reſiſtance of a have continued , were it not for the Rehitances made by the

Body, which hindered its purſuing its former Direction . Thickneſs of the Medium , thro ' which it paſſes ſo as to hin

REFLECTION [in Metaph .] is that Notice the Mind takes der its itraight Courſe, and turn it afide .

of its own Operations, and the Manner of them , by Red REFRACTION ( in Michanicks) is

ſon whereof there come to be Ideas of thoſe Operations in the Deviation of the moving

the Underſtanding, Mr. Locke .
Body from its different Courſe, by

Ray of REFLECTION 2 is that by which the Reflection is
IB Reaſon of the difierent Denſity of the

REFLECT- Rezy S made upon the Surface of a re 0 D
Medium it moves in ; or a Flexion

flecting Body. and Change of Determination,

REFLECTION of the Moon [ Allron .] is her third Inequa occaſioned by a Body's falling

lity of Motion, the ſame as her Variation . E obliquely out of one Niedium intu

Reflecting Dials 2 are ſuch as are made by a little Piece another of a different Denſity.

REFLE'xive Dials Sof Looking- Glaſs Plate, ſo placed A Ballas A moving in the Air into

as to reflect the Rays of the Sun on the Top of the Cieling, the Line AB , and falling obliquely

&c. where the Dial is drawn . on the Surface of the Water G D does not proceed ſtraight

Reflex 2 (in Painting] is underſtood of thoſe Places in to E , but deviates or deflects to Bagain ; and if the Ball ,

Reflect Sa Picture, which are ſupposed to be illuminated moving in the Water in the ſame Line A B , ſhould fall

by a Light reflected by ſome other Body, repreſented in the obliquely on the Surface ofthe Water GD, it will not proceed
ſa me Piece. ftraight to E , nor yet deflect to F but to G.

REFLEXIBI'LITY 2 Capableneſs of being reflected , or REFRACTION from the perpendicular (in Dioptricks] is

RE FLE'XIBLENESSSthat Property of the Rays of Light, when a Ray falling, inclined from a thicker Mediuin into a

whereby they are diſpoſed to be reflected. thinner, as from Glaſs into Air, in breaking, departs farther

REFLE'xive, capable of reflecting, apt to beat or turn from the Perpendicular.

back . REFRACTION to the Perpendicular [in Dioptricks] is when

Re Flore'scence [of refloreſcere, L.) a beginning to a Ray falling, inclined from a thinner or more diaphanous

flouriſh or bloſſom again . Medíum, upon a thicker or lefs tranſparent, as from Air upon

To ReFlow [ refluere, L.) to flow back , or again . Water, in breaking, comes nearer to the Perpendicular,
RE'FLUENT ( refluens, L.) reflowing , flowing back . drawn from the Point of Incidence at Right Angles , on the

Re'rlux (refluxus, L.) a flowing back , the ebbing of the Surface of the Water, in which the Refraction is made.
Sea or Tide. Aſtronomical Refraction , is a Refraction cauſed by the

REFOCILLA'TION, a refreſhing, a comforting, reviving, Atmoſphere, or Body of the Air, ſo that a Star ſeems riſen

or cheriſhing higher above the Horizon , than really it is .

To Re Fo'rm [reformare, L.] to put into the old Form or REFRACTION borizontal [ Apron .] is that which makes the

into a better Form ; to take up or leave off following ill Sun or Moon appear, juſt at the Edge of the Horizon , when
Courſes, and follow an orderly Way of Living . they are as yet ſomewhat below it .

To Reform (in Milit. Affairs] is to reduce a Body of Men , REFRACTIVE , of, or pertaining to Refraction .

either by disbanding the Wholeand incorporating the Soldi- REFRA'GABLE [ refragabilis, L.] that may be oppoſed or

ers into other Regiments or Companies, or only breaking a withſtood.

Part and retaining the reſt . REFRA'GABLENESS [refragabilitas, L.] Refractorineſs.

Refo'rm , Reforming, Reformation ; alſo a Re- eſtabliſh- To REFRAIN [refrenare, L.] to bridle , to keep one's felf

ment or Revival of a former neglected Diſcipline ; alſo a from , to forbear.

Correction of reigning Abuſes ; alſo a disbanding ſome Part REFRAI'NMENT [refrenatio, L.) a refraining.

of an Army. REFRANGIBI'LITY [of the Rays of Light ] is their Dir

Reforma'do, a reformed Officer, or one whoſe Compa- poſition to be refracted or turned outof the Way, in paling

ny or Troop is fuppreffed in a Reform , and he continued outof one tranſparent Body or Medium into another .

either in whole or half Pay, he doing Duty in the Regi- REFRANGIBILITY 3 [ of re, and frangibilitäs, L.] Ca

ment. REFRA'NGIBLENESSSpableneſs of being refracted .

Reforma'do [in a Ship of War) a Gentleman who REFRANGIBLE [of re, and frangibilis, L. ) capable of

ferves as a Voluntier, in order to gain Experience, and ſuc- being refracted.

ceed the principal Officers. REFRENATION (refrænatio, L. ) a bridling or checking , a

REFORMATION, the Time of the firſt Eſtabliſhment of curbing or holding in , L.

the Reformed or Proteſtant Religion . REFRENATION [in Aſtrol .) a Term uſed when a Planet

Right of ReforMATION, a Right which the Princes of applies to another, by Conjunction or Aſpect, before it ap

Germany claim to reform the Church in their Territories, proaches, before it draws near becomes retrogade ; by which

as being inveſted with the ſpiritual as well as temporal Means it is pulled back as it were with a Bridle, and

Power. weakened .

REFORMA'TION, the Act of Reforming, an Amendment of To REFRESH [refrigerare, L. refraichir, F. ] to recruit one's

Manners, Errors, or Abuſes. ſelf, to renew , to revive.

ReformA’TION [ Hieroglyph .) was by the Anticnts repre- RFFRESHMENT ( refraichiſement, F. ] that which refreſhes.

ſented by a Phenix, of whom it is related, that another Refret [ refrein, F. ] the Burden of a Ballad or Song.
riſet out of her Alhes, after the hath been conſumed Refri'gerant [ refrigerans, L.) cooling.

by the Sun -Beams. To Refri'GERATE ( refrigerare, L.) to cool.

REFO'RMED [ reformé, F. reformatus, L.) formed again, A REFRIGERATIVE ( refrigeratif, F. refrigerativum , L.] a

mended , &c. cooling Medicine.

The Refo'r med, a Name given to the Proteſtants of the REFRIGERATIVENESS, a cooling Quality.

reformed Religion . REFRIGERA'T10N , a Cooling, &C.

REFO'rmer , a Perſon who reforms . REFRIGERATORY [refrigeratorius, L.] of a cooling

REFO'RMIST , a Monk , whoſe Diſcipline or Rules have Quality.

been reformed . A REFRIGERATORY [refrigeratorium , L.) a Vefſel filled

To ReFra'ct [ refractum of refrangere, L.] to beat back with cold Water, placed about the Head of an Alembick,

again , to reſiſt. to cool and condenſe the Vapours, raiſed thither by Fire, to

RE'FRACTARY ? [ refractarius, L. ) obftinate , unruly, be diſcharged thence thro' the Back.

REFRACTO'R Y S headſtrong, wilful. A Refrined Hawk ( Falconry] a Hawk which ſneezes,

REFRACTARINESS [of refraétarius, L.] Obſtinacy, and cafts Water thro' her Noſtrils.

Headſtrongneſs, a Refuſing to be ruled , &c . Re'FUGE (refugium , of re backwards, and fugio to fly ) a

REFRA'cted [refraktus, L. ) broken or beat back again . Place of Safety to fly to in Danger.

REFRACTED Angle [ in Opticks] the Angle which is con- REFUGEE', a French Proteitant Aed for Refuge from Perſe

tained between the refracted Rayand the Perpendicular. cution in France into England.

REFRACTED Dials, are ſuch as ſhew the Hours by Means Refu'lgent [refulgens, L.] ſhining, glittering, bright .

of ſome refracting tranſparent Fluid , or ſuch Dials as are Refu'LGENCY ? [ refulgentia, L.] Brightneſs, Splen

drawn in a Concave or hollow Bowl, ſo that the Hour- ReFU'LGENTNESSS dor.

Lines may ſhew the true Hour, when the Bowl is full of REFULLUS aquæ (ant. Writ.] high Water, the Return

Water, or ſome other Liquor. of a Stream , when it is dammed or itopp'd for the Uſe of a

REFRACTION [in Dioptricks) is the Variation of a Ray Mill.
TO
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To Refund ( refundere, L.) to pay or give back Money RECIMEN
Government, Rule, L. and F.

that has been paid wrongfully ; alſo to pay back the Coſt RE'GIMENT

and Charges of a Nonſuit. Recimen (in Gram .) the Caſes of a Noun governed by a

REFUSAL [refus, L.) a Refuſing, a Denial. Verb.

To Refuse [ recuſare, L. refuſer, F.j to deny the grant- RE'Gimen (in Medicine) a Rule or Courſe of living, with

ing of a Suit, or the doing ofany Thing.
Regard to Eating, Drinking, Clothing, or the like, accom

REFUSE [refus, L.] the droſſy Stuff that comes away modated to ſome Diſeaſe, and to the particular Courſe of

from Oar orMetal, in the melting and trying it ;from Phyſick the Patient is under.

whence the Word is uſed to ſignify the worſt of any Thing,
RE'GIMENT, a Body of ſeveral Companies of Soldiers ,

after the beſt has been picked out. uſually conſiſting of 10, either Horfe or Foot, commanded

REFUTANTIA (old Rec.) an Acquittance or Acknowledg- by a Colonel.

ment, for renouncing all future Claim . REGIME'NTAL [of Regiment, F.) of, or belonging to a

REFUTATIO feuda ( Civil Law ) the Loſs of a Feudal Regiment.

Tenure by Forfeiture, L. Ře'cina prati ( i. e. the Queen of the Meadow ) the

REFUTATION, a Refuting, an oppoſite or contrary Argu- Herb Meadow - Sweet, L.

ment, which deſtroys what the other alledged . Re'gio afſenfu (in Law ] a Writ whereby the King gives

TO REFUTE ( refutare, L.) to confute, to diſprove ; to his Royal Affent to the Election of a Biſhop.

convince or confound by Reaſon . RE'GION ( regio, L.) a Country, Coaft, or Quarter.

T. REGAIN [ regagner, F. ] to gain a ſecond Time, to get Region ( in Geog .) a particular Diviſion of the Earth,

again.
or a Tract of Land inhabited by People of the ſame Nation.

Regal (regalis, L.) of, or pertaining to a King or Queen ; Elementary Re'GION (with Philol.] a Sphere bounded by

Kingly, Royal, Princely. the Orbof the Moon , comprehending the Atmoſphere of

Regal Filhes, ſuch as belong to the King, by his the Earth ; ſo called, becauſe the four Elements,and all ele

Prerogative ; ſuch as Whales , Sturgeons, & c.
mentary Bodies, are contained in it .

REGAL (of France ) a coſtly Ring offered by a King of
Etherial 2 [with Coſmographers is that vaft

REGION

France to Thomas Becket, Archbiſhop of Canterbury, after- Celeſtial s Content of the Univerſe, which

wards worn by King Henry VIII. contains the Heavens with all their Hoft ; as the Sun,

To REGALE [regaler, F.] to treat, feaft, or entertain roy- Moon, Stars, & c.

ally.
Planetary Re'GION (with Aftrol.) that Part of the Hea

A REGALE ? [regal, F. ] a magnificent Treat or Enter

a
vens where the neighbouring Planets move.

A REGALIO S tainment. RE'GIONS [with Philof.] are particular Diviſions of the

REGALE ( with Chymiſts] a Kind of Caneut for purifying Air, which are accounted three, the upper, middle, and lower.

Gold . Upper Re'gion , commences from the Tops of theMoun

REGALE epiſcoporum [ old Rec .] the temporal Rights, and tains, and reaches to the utmoſt Limits of the Atmoſphere,

legal Privileges of Biſhops. in which is a perpetual, equable Calmneſs, Clearneſs, and

REGALIA, the Rights of a King or Queen, or the En- Serenity.

ſigns of the royal Dignity ; as the ſeveralParts of the Ap- Loweſt Region , is that wherein we breathe, and is

paratu of a Coronation , as Scepters,Scepters, Edward's Staff,Edward's Staff, bounded by the Reflection of the Sun's Rays, that is , by the

Sword, Globe, &c. Height to which they rebound from the Earth.

REGA'LITY [ regalitas, L. Royalty, State, &c. Middle Re'gion, is that wherein the Clouds refide, Me

To Rega'RD [ regarder,F.] to look upon with Concern, to teors are formed, & c. extending from the Extremity of the

heed, to conſider ; to have Reſpect to . loweſt to the Topofthe higheſt Mountains.

REGA'RD, Conſideration, Reſpect, Account, F. RE'GIONARY (in Ecclefiaftical Hiſtory) a Title given to

REGA'RD [of a Foreſt] the over-ſeeing and viewing it ; thoſe who had the Charge and Adminiſtration of the

alſo the Compaſs of it, i. e. all that Ground which is part or Church - Affairs from the fifth Century .

Parcel of it . To Re'Gister (of giſter, F. to lie down in a Bed, as

REGARDANT [ in Heraldry ) fignifies look- ſome think] to enter, write down or record in a Regiſter.

ing behind, and is apply'd to Beaſts repre- Tomake REGISTER [with Printers] is to make the Pages

ſented in an Eſcutcheon, with their faces and Lines fall exactly one upon another.

turned to their Tails , as in the Figure. A REGISTER [ regiftrum, L. regeſtum , qu . iterum geftum ,

REGA'RDED ( regardé, F. ] looked upon with done over again , Menagius ] a Memorial, or Book of publick

Concern , reſpected, had Reſpect to . Records .

Rega'rDFUL [of regard, F. and xul, Sax .) having Re- A REGISTER [ regiſtrarius, L.) an Officer who keeps Re
gard to, careful of, concerned for. gilters.

REGA'R DFULNESS, Heedfulneſs, & c. Register ( with Chymiffs) a Contrivance in a Furnace,

REGARDLESS ( of Regard, F. and ley, Sax .) heedleſs. to make Heat greater or leſſer immediately , by letting more
REGA'RDLESNESS, Heedleſsneſs. or leſs Air come to the Veſſel.

REGARDER , an Officer belonging to the King's Foreſt, REGISTER [of a Pariſh ] a Book wherein Marriages,

who is obliged by Oath to make Regard of it, to view and Baptiſms, and Births, are regiſtered ; Regiſters in Pariſh

enquire of all Offences and Defaults that have been com- Churches were firſt appointed by Thomas Cromwell, Earl of

mitted by the Foreſters, and all other Officers, in the Exe- Efex, Vicar- general toKing Henry VIII. A. C. 1538.
cution of their Offices.

Register of Writs [ in Law ) a Book containing the
RE'GEL (in Aſtron .) a fixed Star of the firſt Magnitude in Forms of moft of the Writs uſedin common Law .

Orion's Foot. Register Ships ( in Traffick] ſuch Ships to which the

REGENCY ( Regence, F. of regens, L.) the Government or King of Spain or the Council of the Indies grant Permiſſions

Governors of a Kingdom, or State , during the Abſence to go and traffick in the Parts of the Spaniſh Weft - Indies ;

or Minority of a Sovereign Prince, &r. ſo called, becauſe they are regiſtered before they ſet Sail

Rece'NERATE [ regencratus, L. ] born a ſecond Time, from Cadiz .
new -born , REGISTER ( with Letter -Founders) one of the inner Parts

TO REGE'NERATE [regenerare, L.) to beget again , to of the Mould , in which the Typesare caſt.

cauſe to be born again . Re'gistry ( regiſtrum , L. ) an Office where Records are

REGE'NERATE, Regeneracy, Milton. kept ; alſo the Rolls and Books there repoſited ; eſpecially

REGE'NERATENESS [regeneratio, L.) Regeneration . thoſewherein the Proceedings of Chancery, or any ſpiritual

RE'Gent ( Regens, L.) governing , reigning, & c. Court, are recorded and kept.

A RE'GENT ( un Regent, F. regens, L.) one who is of the RE'Gius Profeffer [ i. e. the King's Profeffor) a Title

Regency, or that governs a Kingdom during the Minority of a given to every Reader of the 5 Lectures in the Univerſity,

Prince, & c. ſo called, becauſe they were founded by King Henry VIII, L.

RE'gent [in a College] a Profeſſor of Arts and Sciences, Recius morbus, the Diſeaſe called the Jaundice.

who holds a Claſs Set of Pupils . REGLET 2 [ Architect.] a little, flat, norrow Moulding,

REGERMINATION , a foringing cr budding out again , L. Rigler S uſed chiefly in Compartiments and Pannels, to

Re'cible [ regibilis, L. ) eaſy to be ruled, govern- ſeparate the Parts or Members from one another, and to
able . form Knots, Frets, and other Ornaments.

RE'GIBLENESS (of regibilis, L.] Eaſineſs to be governed. REGLETS (with Printers] See Riglets.

RE'GICIDE ( of Regem cædere , to kill a King) a King RE'GNANT [ regnans, L.] reigning , governing.
killer, or Murderer of a King.

RE'GNARDISM , theSubtlety of aReynardora Fox, Craftineſs .

RE
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RE'GOLA ( in Mı. Books] a Rule or Canon , Ital. RE- IMBU'RSEMENT [in Traffick , &c . ] a Repayment ; or

To Reco'rge [regorger, F.] to bring or caſt up , to vomit . returning what Money à Perſon had received by way of
To Regra'TE [regrater, F.) to follow the Trade of a Advance, EC.

Hugfter. A RE-IMPRE'SSION, a ſecond Impreſſion or Edition of a

REGRATER 2 [ regratier, F. ] a Hugſter who buys and Book.

Regra'tor Siells Victuals or Wares, in the ſameMarket ReI'NARD [ renard, F. ) a Fox.

or Fair he bought them , or within 5 Miles thereof ; alſo one To RE- I'NFECT [of re and infiltum , Sup. of inficere, L.]
who trims up old Ware for Sale . to infect or corrupt again.

REGRATE'Ria [ old Rec .] a ſelling by retail . RE - INFECTA (the Buſineſs being not done) without

REGRA'TING [of regrater, F. ) the driving the Trade of Succeſs, L.

a Hugiter. TO RE- INFO'rce (of re again , and enforcir, F.) to add new

RE'GNESS [ regreſſus, L.] a going back again, F. Force or Strength, to recruit.

REGRE'T, Reluctancy, Unwillingneſs, to do a Thing, F. RE -INFORCED Ring (of a Cannon ) is that which is next

Grief, Sorrow. after the Trunnions, between them and the Vent.

REGULA, a Rule or Pattern , L. RE- INFO'R CEMENT, a Re-inforcing , Recruit, Supply of

REGULAR ( regularis, L.) according to Rule, orderly. Men, &C.

REGULAR Bodies (with Mathem .] are ſolid Bodies, whoſe TO RE- INGAGE (of re, and engager, F.] to ingage again .

Surfaces are compos'd of regular and equal Figures, and RE-INGAGEMENT [of re, and engagement,] an Engaging

whoſe ſolid Angles are all equal, of which there are 5. again .

1. A Tetrahedron, which is a Pyramid comprehended under To ReingraʼTIATE one's ſelf with a Perfon, is to get in

4 equal and equilateral Triangles. to his Favour again.

2: The Hexhaedron, or Cube whoſe Surface is composid of Reins [ prob. of regere, L. to rule or guide) the Leather

6 equal Squares Thongs of a Horſe - Bridle, or 2 long Slips of Leather, one

3. The O &tahedron , which is bounded by 8 equal and equi- on each side the Curb or Snaffle, held in the Hand of a
lateral Triangles. Rider, to guide a Horſe and keep him in Subjection .

4. The Dodecahedron, which is contained under 12 equal REINS [ Anat.] the Kidnies, or thoſe Parts of an animal

and equilateral Pentagons . Body, whoſe Office is to ſtrain the Urine into the Pelvis or

5. The Icojihedron , which conſiſts of 20 equal and equila- Baron, in theMiddle of the Body, andto cauſe it to run
teral Triangles : Theſe are all the regular Bodies that can be, thro ' the Veſſels called Ureters into the Bladder.

and they are called the Platonick Bodies. To Reinsta'te [of re again , in and fatuo, L.] to reſtore
REGULAR Curves [ with Matbem .] are ſuch as the Perime- to the former State and Condition.

ters of the conick Sections, whichare always curved after To Rei'nTEGRATE [ reintegrer, F. ] to make whole or

the ſame geometrical Manner. compleat again .

REGULAR Figares [in Geom .] are ſuch as have their Sides To Rejoi'ce [ rejouir, F. ] to fill with Joy , to delight, to

and Angles all equal one to another. be glad or merry

REGULARIS (with Botan .) uniform , as when the Parts of To Rejoi'n ( rejoindre, F.] to join or unite together again ,

a Flower are like to each other on all sides, as in a Convol- to reply.

vulus, &c . Rejoin'der ( rejoinder, F.) an Anſwer or Exception to a

RE'GULARNESS 3 [regularité, F. of regularis, L.) Agree. Replication.
REGULARITY Sableneſs to Rules, Exactneſs, ftrict Rejoi'nting [with Architect .] the filling up of Joints of

Order. the Stones in old Buildings, when worn hollow by the Courſe

RE'GULARS, Religious who live under fome Rule or Obe- of Time or Water.

dience, leading a monaſtick Life. Reit, Sedge, or Sea -Weed.

To Re'GULATE [ regulatum , L. ) to ſet in order, to govern, To ReI'TERATE [ reiterare, L.] to do the ſame Thing
direct, or guide ; alſo to frame or ſquare ; to determine or over again .

decide . A REITERA'TION [ with Printers] is when the laſt Form

REGULA'TION, the Act of Regulating, L. is laid on the Preis.

Regula'ror , one who regulates or directs. REJUVENE'SCENCY [of rejuveneſcere, L. ) a growing young

Regulator (in Mechan.] a ſmall Spring to the Balance again .
of a Pocket-Watch . To Rela'pse [relapſum , of relabi, L.) to fall fick again, to
RE'GULUS Z [ in Chym .] is the moſt pure Part of any Me- commit the ſame Fault.

Recule Stal or Mineral, when the Dregs or Fæces are ARELA'Pse [of re and lapſus, L.Ja falling or ſliding back ;

ſeparated froin it. more eſpecially uſed of a Sickneſs or Diſeaſe.

Martial Regulus of Antinomy (with Chymiſts] a Mixture To RELATE [relatum , ſup. of referre, L.) to tellor give

of Horſe -Shoe Nails melted with the Regulus. an Account of; to belong to ; to be agreeable or anſwerable.

REGULUS, a Petty King ; a Saxon Title for a Count. RELATERS ( Hunt. Term ] thoſe who ſtand at Advantage,

REGULUS (with Afron.) a Star of the firſt Magnitude in with Darts to kill Deer.

the Conſtellation, Leo. Rela'tion, a Rehearſal of ſome Action , Adventure,

REGURGITA'Tion , a ſwallowing again , L. Battle, Siege, &c . F. of L.

REHABILITA'TION [ Canon Law ] a re-enabling or reſtoring Relation ( with Grammar. ) is the Correſpondence

to a former Ability . which Words have one to another in Conſtruction .

Rehea'RSAL, Relation , Report ; alſo private Practiſing, Rela'tion (with Logicians] is the fourth Category, as

as the Rehearſal of a Play by the Actors, before the that of Farber , Husband, Maſter, Servant, King, Subject, and

acting it . every Thing that denotes Compariſon as equal, greater, leſs.
To Rehearse (prob. of re again , and bearing] to relate RELA'TION [in Philof:] Reſpect or Regard ; the mutual

or tell , to repeat. Reſpect of two Things, or what each is in Regard to the

To REHEARSE [with Players ] to perform a Rehearſal in other.

private, in order to performpublickly. Relation ( in a Law -Sinſe ] is when, in Confideration

T. REJECT [rejectum , Sup. of rejicere, L.] to caſt off, to of Law, two Times, or other Things, are conſidered as if

refuſe , to fight or deſpiſe. they were all one ; and by this the Thing ſubſequent is ſaid

Rejectable, thatmay be rejected . to take its Effect by Relation .

REJECTA'NEOUS (of rejectaneus, L.] deſerving to be re- RELATION [in Geometry, &c . ] is the Habitude or Re

jected. ſpect of two Quantities to one another, with Regard to

REJection, a caſting off, a throwing by, as unuſeful, their Magnitude: The ſame as Ratio.

or not worth having, L. InharmonicalRelaʼtion (in Compoſitions of Muſick ] a harſh

To Reign [ regnare, L.) to rule as a King or ſovereign Reflection of Flat againſt Sharp in a croſs Form , viz .

Prince ; to prevail, to be predominant or rife , as a Diſeaſe . when ſome harſh or diſpleaſing Diſcord is produced in com

TO RE - IMB A'R K [of a Deer] to go to his Lodge again. paring the preſent Note of another Part .

Re-2MBARKATION [re-imbarqucment,F .] a going on Ship- Rela'tion[in School Divinity ) is uſed to denote certain.

board again . of the divine Perfections, called Perſonal ones, in Regard ,

RE- IMBARKED ( reimbarqué, F .] put on Ship -board again,& c. by thoſe one divine Perſon is referred to another, and di

RE-IMBATTLED, put into Battle Array again . ftinguiſhed from it, as in God there is one Nature, two Pro

To Re-IMBU'R SE[ reimburſer, F. ] to repay a Perſon what ceſſions, three Perſons, and four Relations ; the Relations are
he has laid out.

Paternity, Filiation , attive Spiration, and paſive Spiration .
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RELATIONS , Kinſmen , or Kinfwomen . Reli'er of an Hare, the Place where ſhe goes to feed in

RELA'TIST , a Reporter. an Evening .

RE'LATIVE [ relativus, L. ) having Relation or Nearneſs Reli'er reaſonable , is that enjoined by ſome Law , or

to ſome other Thing. fixed by an antient Cuſtom , and which does not depend on

RELATIVE Gravity, the ſame as Specifick Gravity. the Will of the Lord.

RE'Lative Propoſitions [with Logicians) are thoſe which To Rell'EVE [ relevare, L. reliezer, F.] to ſupply the

include ſome Relation or Compariſon . Wants and Neceſſities of others ; to luccour or help .

RE'LATIVE Terms (with Logicians) are ſuch betwixt which To Relie've the Guards 2 is to bring freſh Men upon

there is a Sort of Oppoſition ; yet ſuch as that the one To Relie've the Trenches the Guards or Trenches, and

cannot be without the other . to ſend thoſe to Reſt who have been upon Duty before .

RE'LATIVE ( in Gram. ] a Word or Term which , in the Relie'vo (in Sculpture, & c.) imbofled Work, the Protu .

Conitruction, anſwers to Tome Word foregoing called the berance or ſtanding out of any Figures above the Ground

Antecedent . or Plane whereon they are formed , Ital.

RE'LATIVE Subſtantives (with Gramm .) are ſuch as bear Alto Relievo, or High Relief, is when the figure is

a Relation to ſome others, as a Father, Son, Daughter, Huf- formed after Nature, and projects as much as the Life, Ital.

band , Wife, &C. Baſſo Relie'vo , or low Relief, is when the Work is rai

RELATIVE Adjectives, are ſuch as have relation to ſome ſed but a little from its Ground; as in Medals, & c.

others, as better , worſe, higher, lower, equal , unequal, &c. Demi Relievo, is when one half of the Figure riſes

RELATIVE Pronoun, is ſuch an one as has relation to from the Plane or Ground .

to a Noun that goes before, as he, him, that, who, which, Relie'vo ( in Architect. ] is the Projecture of any Or
with their Numbers. nament.

RE'LATIVENESS [ of relativus, L. ) the having rela- Relie'vo ( in Painting) is the Degree of Force or Bold
tion to . neſs, wherewith the Figures, beheld at a due Diſtance, ſeem

To Relax [relaxare, L. ) to looſen , to Nacken ; to yield to ſtand out from the Ground of the Painting, as tho' they

or give way: were really imboſſed .

RELAXA'NTIA, Medicines of a looſening Quality. RELIGION ( religio, L. ) is defined to be a general Habit

Relaxa'tion, a looſening, a ſlackening, alſo a Reſpite or of Reverence towards the divine Nature, by which we are

Breathing-time, L. both enabled and inclined to worſhip and ſerve God, after

RELAXA'rion (with Annt.) a Dilatation , or widening of that Manner which we conceive to be moſt agreeable to his
the Parts or Veſſels of the Body . Will, ſo that we may procure his Favour and Bleſſing.

RELAXATION (with Surgeons) a preternatural Extenſion, Natural ReLIGION, is what Men might know , and be

or ftraining of a Nerve, Tendon, Muſcle, & c. either by obliged to by meer Principles of Reaſon, improved by Con
Violence, or Weakneſs. fideration and Experience, without the Aliſtance of divine

Rela'XATION [in a legal Senſe) a Releaſe or Diſcharge, Revelation.

as the Relaxation of an Attachment in the Court of the Revealed RELIGION, is what God has obliged us to per

Admiralty ; a releaſing of canonical Punishments. form by the Manifeſtation of his Will , upon the Considera

RELAY' [in Tapeſtry Work ] an opening left in a Piece tion oftemporalor future Rewards and Puiſhments
. The

where the Figures or Colours aretobe changed, or which Parts of Revealed Religion are Faith and Practice.

is to be filled up when the other Work is done. Religion (with Painters] is repreſented in a ſilver Veil ,

A RELAY ' [of rallier, F.) a freſh Equipage, Horſe, & c. with a Mantleof White.
ſent before, or appointed to be ready, for å Traveller to A Religious Man [ Hyeroglyph. ] was repreſented by a

change , to make the greater Expedition , as in riding Poft. Lion running from a Cock ; alſo by a Palm- Tree , the Root

RELAY's [ in Hunting) are freſh Sets of Dogs or Horſes, whereof is unpleaſant to look upon, but the Fruit and

placed here and there for Readineſs, in caſe the Game come Branches are pleaſant, both to the Eye, and to the Talte.

that Way, to be caſt off, or to mount the Hunters, in lieu An Enmity to Religion ( Hieroglyph. ) was repreſented

of the former, which are ſuppoſed to want Reſpite. by an Afs.

To RELEA'S E [ relaxare, L. relaiſer, F. ) to ſet at Liberty , RELIGIONIST, a Profeſſor or ſtrict Obſerver of Religion .

to let go , to free from . RELIGIOUS [ religiofus, L. ] of, or pertaining to Reli

A RELEA'se [ relaxatio, L. rela:ſſement, F. ] a Diſcharge, gion; devout, godly.

a ſetting at Liberty, a general Acquittance. RELIGIOUsness, a religious Diſpoſition, Piety.

A RELEASE [ in Law ] a Deed by which Actions, Titles , To RelI'NQUISH [ relinquere, L. ] to forſake, to yield up,

Eſtates, Rights , & c. are ſometimes extinguiſhed and an- or part with.

nulled, transferred, abridg'd, or enlarg d . RELI'NQUISHMENT [ reliétio, L.) a Relinquiſhing.

A Relea's EMENT [relaiſſement, F.] a Releaſing or Dif- RE’LIQUA, the Remainder or Debt which a perſon finds

charging . himſelf a Debtor in upon the ballancing an Accompt.

RELEGA'Tion , a Kind of Exile or Baniſhment for a Re'LIQUARY (reliquaire, F. ) a Shrine or Casket in which

Time appointed, wherein the obnoxious Perſon is required the Relicks of a dead Saint are kept.

to retire to a certain Place, and to continue there 'till he is RELIQUATOR, one who is behind -hand in his A compts .

recalled, L. To Re'lish [of relecher, F. to lick again , according to

To RELE'NT ( rallentir, F. ] to wax ſoft,to grow pitiful Minſhew ] to have a good Savour, to reliſh or taſte ; allo to
and compaſſionate ; to ſweat or give like Marble ; alio to like or approve.

abate as the Extremity of Heat does. RE'L ISHABLE, that reliſhes or taſtes well, that may be

RELE'NTLESS , unrelenting, uncapable to relent , Milton . approved of.

RELE'NTMENT [rallentiſſement, F. ] a relenting. Re'LISHABLENESS , the being well taſted.

RelEVA'TiON , a raiſing or lifting up again , L. RE'LLOLEUM (with Chymiſts] ſome certain, peculiar Vir

TO RELE'vish [Law Term ] is to admit one to Mainprize tue in a Plant or other mixed Body.
upon Surety. To Relu'ct [reluctari, L. ) to be averſe to, to ſtrive

Re'LICK'S ? [reliquiæ , L.) Remains of the Bodies or againſt.

RE'LIQUES S Clothes of Saints, which Roman Catholicks RELU'CTANCY 2 [ reluctatio, L.) a Wreſtling, or Stri

preſerve with great Veneration. Theſe are now forbidden RELU'CTANTNESS ving againit, an Unwillingneſs, & .

by ſeveral Statutes, to be uſed or brought into England. Relu'CTANT [reluctans, L.) ſtriving again't.

A Reli'ct [ relieta, L. ) a Widow . To Rely' (prob . of re backwards, and ligean , Sax. to
Reli'cta verificatione (in Law] is when a Defendant re . lie , 9 . d. to lean back upon ) to trult to , to depend upon .

linquiſhes his Proof or Plea, and thereupon Judgment is en- To RE'MAIN [remanere, L.) to be left, to ſtay or be be.

tered for the Plaintiff, L. hind, to be overand above .

RELIEF (of relevatio, L. ] charitable Aliſtance afforded to REMAI'NDER (quod remanet, L. or of remandre, F. ] that

one in Want or Diſtreſs ; Comfort, Succour, Supply , Re- which remains , or is left, &c .

dreſs at Law . ReMAI'NDER [in Lazy ) an Eſtate in Lands, Tenements

Relie's (in Law] a Fine paid to the chief Lord by a or Rents , given to a Perſon at ſecond -hand, to be enjoy’d

Perſon at his coming to an Inheritance of Land held in after the Deceaſe of another to whom they are given at the

Capite, or military Service. firſt hand.

Reli'er [ in Chancery] is an Order ſued out for the dif- REMAINDER [ in Mathem . ) is the Difference , or that

folving of Contracts, andother Acts, upon Account of their which is left after the taking of a leſſer Number or Quantity

being unreaſonable, prejudicial, grievous, & c. froin a greator.

Reli'er . See Rilievo.
REMAINS
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Remains, all that is left of a Perſon deceaſed ; alſo of King , & c. praying him to conſider and reflect on the ill
any Thing. Conſequences of ſome Edict, Order , &c .

To REMA'NCIPATE [ remancipare, L.) to ſell or return a REMO'NSTRANT [ remon /trans, L. ) expoftulatory, & c.

Commodity to him who firſt fold it. REMO'NSTRANTS, a Title given to the Arı ians, by

To REMA'ND [remandare, L. ) to command back again . reaſon of the Remonſtrances they made in the Year 1610

RE'MANENTES [ Dooms-day Book ] fignifies of, or pertain againſt the Syncd of Dori , concerning Predestination .

ing to . REMO'NSTRATED [of re and monftratus, L. ] Thewed by

To REMA'RK [remarquer, F.) to obſerve, to take notice of. Reaſon and Inſtances, sc.

A REMA'Rk (remarque, F.] a Note, Obſervation , taking To Remo NSTRATE [of re againſt, and monftrare, L. to

Notice of ; alſo Note or Worth . ſhew ] to fhew by Reaſon and Inſtances, to make appear.
REMA'RKABLE [ remarquable, F. ] worthy of Remark , ob- REMO'RA 2 the Ship- Halter. A ſmall Filh called a Sea

ſervable, notable.
REMELIGO S Lamprey or Suck - ſtone ; of which the Antients

REMARKABLENESS, Worthineſs of Remark . had an Opinion, that, by ſticking to the Keel of a Ship, it

RE- MA'RRYING, the Marrying again , or a ſecond Time. would ſtop its Courſe. And thencc Rimora is taken for any

REME'DIABLE [of remedium , L.) that may be remedied, F. Delay, Stop, Let , or Hindrance, F.

REME'DIABLENESS , Capableneſs of being remedied . REMORA aratri [with Butan .] Reſt-Harrow .

Reme'DILESNESS (of irremediable, F. ] Uncapableneſs of REMORA (with Surgeons] an Inſtrument for ſetting broken

being remedied . Bones .

Reme'diless, that is not, nor cannot be remedied . REMO'rse [of re and morſius, L. ] Check or Sting of

To REMEDY [ remediare, L. remedier, F. ] to help, to Conſcience.

cure , & c. RemO'RS BLESS [of remords, F. of re and morſus, L. and

A RE'MEDY [remedium , L.remede, F. ] Phyfick, Medi- legge, Sax . ) without Check, or Sting of Conſcience.
cine ; alſo Cure, Help , Eaſe, Comfort ; allo Means for the REMO'Te [ remotus, L. ] far diftant.

Redreſs of Diſorders or Miſchiefs; alſo a Shift in Misfortunes. REMO'TENESS [of remotus, L. ] the being far from .

To Reme'MBER (rememorare, L. remembrer, F. ] to have To Remo've [removere, L. ] to carry from one place to

in one's Memory, to call to Mind ; to mind, or be mind- another, to ſet or take away, alſo to ſhift Dwellings or
ful of. Lodgings.

REME'MBRANCE (remembranca, Ital . of rememorare , L. ] REMO'VEABLENESS, Liableneſs to be removed .

is when the Idea of comething formerly known recurs again REMO'VAL

to the Mind, without the Operation of the external Object
,

on the external Senſory, Remembring,Memory. T. REMOU'NT [ remonter. F. ] to mount again , or ſet, or

REME'MBRANCER , one who puts in Mind. get up again .

Reme'MBRANCERS [of the Exchequer] three Oficers or T. REMOUNT Cavalry [Milit. Phraſe] is to furniſh Troop

Clerks in that Office, as of the King, the Lord Treaſurer,' ers or Dragoons with freſh Horſes, in the Place of thoſe that

and of the Firſt- Fruits. have been killed or diſabled in Service .

King's Reme'MBRANCER , he enters Recognizances taken REMPLI' [in Heraldry] i.e. filled up, ſignifies that all the

before the Barons for any of the King's Debts, for Appear Chief is filled up with a ſquare Piece of another

ance, or for obſerving Orders , &c. Colour, leavingonly a Border of the proper Co

Lord Treaſurer's REME'MBRANCER , puts the Treaſurer lour of the Chief about the ſaid Piece, as in the

and Judges in that Court in mind of ſuch Things as are to
Figure.

be called on , and dealt in for the King's Behoof, &c. RE'MULUS (with Anat.] the narrow Part of the Ribs

REME'MBRANCER of the Firſt- Fruits, takes all Compo- which joins with the Vertebræ , or turning Joints of the

fitions and Bonds for Firſt-Fruits and Tenths, and makes Back -Bone.

Progreſs, and makes out Proceſſes againſt thoſe who do not REMU'NERABLE, capable of being rewarded.

pay
them . To REMU'NERATE [remunerare,L.]to recompenſe or reward .

TO REMI'ND [of re and mind ] to put in Mind. REMUNERATION , a recompenſing or rewarding, L.

REMINISCENCE ? [ reminiſcentia, L. ) the Faculty or REMURIA (among the Romans] Feafts inſtituted in Ho

REMINISCENCY Power of remembering or calling to nour of Rimus the Brother of Romulus.

Mind : That Power of the human Mind, whereby it re- RE'NAL [of renalis, L. ) belonging to the Reins .

collects itſelf, or calls again ſuch Ideas or Notions which it RENAL Artery (with Anat.) an Artery (according to fome)

had really forgot: And in this it differs from Memory, ariſing out of the Arta and entering the Kidnies, bringing
which is a treaſuring up Things in the Mind, and retaining to them the ferous Part of the arterial Blood .

them there without forgetting them . RE'NAL glandules (with Anat.] two fat and ſoft Glands

REMI'NISCERE, an antient Name of the ſecond Sunday about the thickneſs of a Nut , above the Reins on each side.

in Lent, being ſo called from the firſt Word of the Begin- RENA'LIS cena (with Anat.) a Vein ariſing from the de

ning of the Maſs for that Day, Reminiſcere miſerationun ſcending Trunk of the Vena Cava, and ſpreading itſelf on

tuarum . the Caul and Fat that covers the Kidnies.

Remi'ss [ remiffus, L.) negligent , flack , careleſs. RENA'SCENCY [renaiſſance , F.) a growing again .

REMI'SSIBLE ( of remijus, L.) pardonable, capable ofbe- RENA'scent (renaſcens, L. ) ſpringing up, or being born
ing remitted, F. again .

REMI'ssness (of remis, F. remiſus, L.] Slackneſs, Neg- RENASCIBI'LITY ? [renaſcibilitas, L.] the Power or Ca

ligence Careleſsneſs. RENA'SCIBLENESS S pableneſs of being born again, of

REMISSION [in Lau] Forgiveneſs, Pardon of a Crime. Renewing, or Regeneration.

REMI'ssion (in Medicine] is when a Diftemper abates, but RE-NAVIGA'TION , a Sailing back, L.

does not go quite off, before it returns again . To Rencou'NTER [rencontrer,F.] to meet, or to meet with.

REMI'SSION [in Phyſicks ) is an Abatement of the Power A RENCOUNTER Trencontre, F.) an Encounter of 2 little

or Efficacy in any Quality, in Oppoſition to the Increaſe of Bodies or Parties of Forces ; an accidental Meeting, an un

the ſame, which is termed Intenfion . expected Adventure, as when 2 Perſons fall out and fight on

To Remi't [remittere, L. ] to ſend back, to return ; alſo the Spot, without having premeditated the Combat ; and

to ſlacken , to abate ; alſo to forgive. thus it is oppoſed to a Duel.

REMITTANCE, Forgiveneſs. Rencontre' [ in Heraldry] or a Rencontré, denotes that

REMI'TTANCE [with Bankers] a Due or Fee allow'd both the Face of a Beaſt ſtands right forward , as if it

for their Wages, the Tale ofMoney , and the different Va came to meet the Perſon before it, as in the Fi

lue of the Species where the Money is paid. gure .

Remi'tment ? [in Commerce) a Return ofMoney from TREND [hjendan , Sax .) to tear or pull in

REMITTANCE Sone Place to another in Bills of Ex pieces .

change, Orders, or the like . TO RENDER [with Builders] See to Parget.

REMITTER (in Law ] is where a Man has two Titles in TO RENDER [ reddere, L. rendre, F.] to return, to give, to

Law , and is feized by the latter, and , that proving defective, yield , or give up ; alſo to turn or tranſlate out of one Language
he is remitted or reſtored to the former more antientTitle. into another.

Re'mnant [of remaneo, L.] that which remains or is left T. RE'NDER [in Laze ] a Term uſed in levying a Fine . A

of any Thing. Fine is either ſingle where nothing is granted , or with Render,

REMOLA'De [in Horſe- Leechery] a Charge or Sort of whereby ſomething is rendered back again by the Cogniſce to

Poulteſs for Hories. the Cognilor ; or double, which contains aGrant or Render

REMO'NSTRANCE, a Complaint back'd with Reaſon, or back again of ſome Rent, Common , or other Thing out of

an Expoftulation or humble Supplication addreſſed to the the Land itſelf to the Cogniſør.

RENDS
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Rends of a Ship] the Seams Between the Planks. To Repair [ repairer, F.) to go to , to betake one's ſelf to

T: Rendevou's ? (aller a rendezvous, F.] to go to a Place a Place, &c.

T. RENDEZVous appointed for the Meeting of Soldiers . Repair, a mending or refitting.

RENDI'rion, a Rendering. To Repai'r a Medal, is to clear off the Ruſt, to render it

RENEGA'de 2 [of re again ,and negando, L. denying,renegat, clean, and as perfect as it may be.

RENEGA'DO Ś F. ] one who has renounced the Chriſtian REPAI'RABLB , that may be repaired or mended .

Religion , which he profeſſed. REPAI'RER [reparator. L.) a Reſtorer, a Maker of a

Renes, the Reins or Kidnies, L. Thing new.

Succenturiati Renes [in Anat.] certain Glands , ſo named REPAIRERS, Artificers who chaſe Figures , and beautify

from their Reſemblance to the Figure of the Reins, and ac- Sword- Hilts, Plate, &c.

counted a Sort of ſecondary Reins . Repai'rs (with Hunters] the Haunts or Places which a

To Renew ' ( renovare, L.] to begin a- new or a -freſh ; to Hare runs to.

make a Thing new again . RerA'NDOUS [ repandus, L.) bent or bowed backwards.

Rene'wal [renouellement, F. renovatio, L.) a Renewing. REPA'NDOUSNESS [of repanditas, L.) Bentneſs or Bow

RENITENCY [of renitens,L.) a refilting or ſtriving againſt . ingneſs backwards.

RENITENCY [in Philoſophy ] that Reſiſtency or Force that REPARATION, a mending of Things fallen to decay ;

is in folid Bodies, by which they reſiſt the Impulſe of other alſo a making Satisfaction forDamages done.

Bodies , or re-act as much as they are acted upon. REPARATIO'ne facienda (in Law ] a Writ which lies in

Re'nner, a Sort of Pippin . 'divers Caſes, as when 3 are Tenants in common or joint

Re'nnet, the Maw of a Calf, commonly uſed for turn- Tenants proindiviſo of an Houſe, & c. fallen to decay , and

ing Milk in making Curds for Cheeſe, & r. the one is willing to repair it and the other 2 are not.

To RENOVATE (renovare, L.) to renew . To Repa'rt (with Horſemen ] is to put a Horſe on, or to

RENOVATION , a renewing, a making new, L. make him part the ſecond Time.

To RENO'unce (renunciare, L. renunciér, F. ) to forſake, Repartee' ? [ repartie, F.) a ready, ſmartReply , eſpecially

quit Claim to , give over , abſolutely deny , or diſown. REPARTY ' S in Matters of Wit , Humour, or Raillery.

ReNow'n [renom , F. of re and nomen, L.) Fame, great RePARTITION , a dividing or ſharing again, F. of L.

Reputation , or Note. REPARTITION , the Regulating ofa Tax, ſo that no Body

RENOWNED [ renommé, F.] famous, of great Note, and may be overburdened..
Reputation . TO REPA'ss ( repaſſer, F.) to paſs over again .

RENOW'NEDNESS , Famouſneſs. Repast (repas, F.] a ſingleMeal or Refection taken at a

RENT [of rentan , Sax .) torn in Pieces. certain Hour.

RENT [of render ) a Sum of Money paid annually for the REPA'STUM [old Rec .) one Meal's Meat given to ſervile

Uſe of Land , Houſe, &c. Tenants, whilethey were at Work for their Lord.

RENTABLE, that may be rented. Repa'y [of re again, and payer, F.) to pay back .
RE'NTAL, an Account of Rent . REPA'YMENT, a paying back or again .

Rent-Charge [ in Law] is where a Man makes over his To Repea'l (rappeller, F.] to revoke, diſannul, or make

Eſtate to another by Deed indented, either in Fee, Fee- tail, void, a Statute or Law .
or Term of Life ; yet reſerves a Sum ofMoney to himſelf REPEA'LABLE , that may be repealed .

by the ſame Indenture to be paid annually to him , with A REPEA'T [in Mufick ] a Character ſhewing that what
Cauſe of Diſtreſs for Non -Payment.

was laſt play'd or ſung muſt be gone over again .
Rent- Seck [in Law] i . e. dry Rent, is that which a Man Repee'k

2 [ at the Game called Pecket) a Term

whomakes over reſerves yearly io be paid , without any Clauſe Reek and REPEEK | uſed when the Player has a fifteenth

of Diſtreſs contained in the Indenture. or fourteenth by Kings, & c. and the Ruff before he plays a
Rent-Service [in Law ] is where a Man holds his Lands Card.

of a Lord by Fealty and certain Rent ; or by Fealty Service To Repe'! [ repellere, L.] to beat, force or drive back.

and certain Rent; or that which a Man , making Leaſe to Repe'LLENCE, a Repealance, a repealing or diſannulling.

another for Term of Years, reſerveth yearly to be paid for REPE'LLENTS [repellentia, L.) Medicines which repel or
them . drive back a morbid Humour, into the Maſs of Blood into

Reſolute Rents [ in Law ) are ſuch Rents as were anti- which it was unduly ſecreted.

ently payable to the Crown from the Lands of Abbies and REPELLING Power [in Pbyficks] a certain Power or Fa

other religious Houſes, and which after their Diſſolution culty reſiding in the minute Parts of the natural Bodies ,
were ſtill reſerved to the Crown . whereby they mutually fly from each other.

Rents of Aſize [in Law ) fixed and determinate Rents, REPE'NS ( in Botan . Writ.] creeping, L.

antiently paid by Tenants in a ſet Quantity of Money or To REPENT [of re and pænitere, L. ferepentir, F.] to be

Proviſions, ſo termed, becauſe they were allized or made ſorry for what one has done or omitted.

certain . REPE'NTANCE [with Divines) is ſuch a Converſion of a

Renter Warden, an Officer in moſt of the Companies of Sinner to God, bywhich he is notonly heartily ſorry for the
the City of London, whoſe Buſineſs is to receive theRents or Evil he has done, and reſolved to forſake it, but actually be

Profits pertaining to the Company. gins to renounce it, andto do his Duty according to the ut

Rentering (of rentraire, F. in Manufaćtory) the few moſt of his Ability, with a ſtedfaſt Purpoſe to continue a

ing of 2 Pieces of Cloth Edge to Edge without doubling faithful Servant of God unto the End ofhis Life.

them, ſo that the Seam is ſcarcely to be ſeen ; alſo the ſew Repe'NTANT, repenting, F.

ing up a Rent or Hole made in the dreſſing or preparing of Repe'NTINE [ repentinas, L.] ſudden.

Cloth . Repercu'ssion, a driving or ſtriking back, L.

RENUE'NTES [ Anat.) a Pair of Muſcles of the Head , ſo REPERCUSSION [in Mufick] a frequent Repetition of the

- named, as being Antagoniſts to the Annuertes ; their Uſe is fame Sounds.

to throw the Head backwards with an Air of Refuſal. Repercu'ssive, ſtriking or rebounding back.

RENVERSE ' ( in Heraldry] denotes any Thing ſet with REPERCUSSIVENESS (of repercuffivus, L.] a beating back , or

the Head downwards, as Cheveron renverſe, is a rebounding Quality.

Cheveron with the Point downwards, or when a RePERTITIOUS [ repertitius, L.) that which is found, a

Beaſt is laid on its Back , F. as in the figure . Foundling.

T. RENUMERATE [renumerare, L.) to pay back . A REPE'R TORY [ repertorium , L.] a Book into which

Renunciation, a renouncing, or diſclaiming of a Thing Things are methodically entered, in order to the more ready

or any Right, either real or pretended. finding of them ; alſo a Place where Things are orderly

RENU'NCULUS (with Anat.] a little Kidney, L. laid up, ſo as to be eaſily found .

RENUNCULUS (with Botan. ] the Crow -Foot, a Flower, L. Repeta'tur [in Mu. Books] ſignifics, let it be repeated ,

Reo [in Mr. Books) an Abbreviation of the Recitativo. or repeat, L.

TO RE-OBTAIN [ of re again , and ovtinere, L. ) to get or Repia'No 2 (in Mu. Books] ſignifies, full, and is uſed to

procure again. REPIE'no diſtinguiſh thoſe Violins in Concerto's, which

RE- ORDINATION, the Act of conferring Orders a ſecond play only now and then to fill up, from thoſe which play
Time. through the whole Concerto, Ital.

Rep-Silver (old Rec.] Money antiently paid by ſervile Te- REPETITION , a Rehearſal, a ſaying the ſame Thing over

nants to their Lord, tobe quit of the Service of reaping his again,
Corn , Repetition (in Mufick] a reiterating or playing over

To Repai'r [reparare, L.) to mend, to refit. again of the ſame Part of a Compoſition, whether it be a

whole Strain, a Part of a Strain , or a double Strain .

RE
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REPETITION [with Rhet.] is when the Perſon think his REPRESENTMENT, 1 Repreſenting, a Repreſentation ; allo

firſt Expreſlion not well underſtood and is follicitious to a preſenting a ſecond Time

make his Hearers know what he means , and repeats or explains TO REPRE'SS (repreſum., fup. of reprimere, L. ] to reſtrain ,

it another Way.
to keep back or under, to curb or quell; alſo to put a Stop to.

To RePI'NE ( prob. of re , and piiner, Dan. to torment] A REPRESSION , a Reſtraining, &c . L.

to grieve or grudge at .
Repressive [of repreljus, L.] of a reſtraining Nature

To Repla'nt [ replanter, F. ) to plant again. or Quality.

REPLANTATION , a planting again , or the ſecond Time. A Reprie've(repris, F.] a Warrant for ſuſpending the

REPLEA'D [of re, and plaider, F.] to plead again to Execution of a Malefactor.

that which was once pleaded before.
To Reprie've (prcb. of reprendre, F.) to také back or re

Re'rLEGIARE (Law Term ] to deliver to the Owner upon ſpite a Malefactor's Execution for ſome Time .

Pledges of Surety.
REPRIMA'ND [ reprimande, F. ) Reproof, Rebuke, Check.

REPLEGIA'RE de averiis [in Law] a Writ brought by onc To ReprimA'ND (reprimander, F.] to reprove ſharply, and

whoſe Cattle are diftrained and putin the Pound by another, with Authority

upon Security given the Sheriff to purſue or anſwer the Ac- To RePri'nt [of. re, and imprimere, L.] to print again .

tion at Law to the Diſtrainer.
RepRI'SAL 2 (of reprefaille, F. repriſalia, L.) a taking or

To REPLE'NISH (prob. of remplir, O. F. of re, and ple- REPRIZAL 3 leizing from an Enemy an Equivalent for a

nus , L.) to fill again.
Loſs ſuſtained .

REPLENISHMENT, the repleniſhing.
Reprise, a re-taking ; alſo the Burden of a Song or

REPLE'TE [ repletus, L.) full, filled , repleniſhed. Ballad .

Reple'TENESS [ repletio, L.) Fulneſs.
REPRISE (with Horſemen ] is a Leſſon repeated , or a Man

REPLE'TION [in Med.] a being filled or ſtuffed up ; alſo a age recommenced.

Surfeit or Overcharge, L.
Reprises (in Law] Allowances or Duties paid annually

REPLETION [in Can . Law ] is where the Revenue of a out of a Manour or Lands; as Rent, Charges, & c. Pen

Benefice is ſufficient to fill or occupy the whole Right or Ti- fions, Annuities, Fees of Stewards, & c.

dle of the Graduate who holds them .
REPRI'Ze [in Sca Commerce ) a Merchant- Ship which hav .

A REPLE'VIN 2 [ of replegiare, Law Term) the bringing ing been taken by a Corſair or Privateer, & c. is retaken or

A REPLE'vy Sa Writ called Replegiari Facias, by him recovered by a Veffel of the contrary Party .
whoſe Cattle or Goods are restrained upon any Cauſe , and To REPROACH ( reprocher, F. ] to upbraid or twit, to hit

has given Security to the Sheriff to proſecute the Action. in the Tecth, to cait, throw, or fling in one's Diſh .

To Reple'vish [in Law ] is to let a Perſon to Bail or A REPROA'CH ( reproche, F.] Upbraiding, Diſgrace, Shame.

Mainpriſe, or Bail upon Surety.
REPROA'CHABLE, that delerves to be reproached .

TO REPLE've [replegiare, L.) to recover upon a Replevin ;
ReproA'CHABLENESS [ of reproachable, F.] Capableneſs,

to redeem a Pledge.
&c. of being reproached .

Replica (in Mu. Books] ſignifies repeat, Ital.
REPROACHFUL ( prob. of reproche, F. and full, Sax . )

REPLICATION , the making a Reply , a ſecond Anſwer, diſgraceful, abuſive..

to an Objection, Diſcourſe, or Treatiſe, L.
ŘEPROA'CHFulness, of reproche, and . Fulney ye, Sax .)

REPLICATION [ in Law) an Exception of the ſecond De- a reproachful Quality or Difpofition.
gree made by the Plaintiff to the firſt Anſwer of the Defen- Ta Re'PROBATE ( reprobare, L. ) to reject or caſt off utterly.

dant.

RE'PROBATENESS ( reprobatio, L.) the State of a Reprobate ;

REPLICATO [in Mu. Books] ſignifies repeat, or play over Wickedneſs, Impiety .

again.

Re'PROBATES [ réprobi, L.) thoſe whom (according to

ToReply' [ replicare, L.] to anſwer.
the Opinions of ſome) God has paſſed by, rejected , or pre

A Reply ' [replique, F. replicatio, L.) an Anſwer. deſtinated to Damnation ; alſo very wicked Perſons.

RE'POLON (with Horſemen ] is a Demivolt, the Croup in
REPROBA'TION, a caſting out of Favour ; a Rejecting or

clos'd at five Times .

cafting off utterly , L.

R& PO'nces , a Sort of ſmall wild Radiſhes, F.
A ŘEPRODU'CTION , a producing again , or a -new , L.

A Repo'rt (rapport, F.] Talk, Tale, Story, Account, Reproo'r [of reprouver, F.) a Rebuke, Check .

Information ; alſo the Noiſe of a Gun diſcharged .
To REPROVE [réprouver, F.] to take up, to check,, to

Rerort [in Law ) a Relation of Caſes judicially debated chide, or blame .

or adjudged in any of the King's Courts of Juſtice.
RePRO'VEABLE, deſerving Reproof.

T. RE'PORT [ rapporter, F.) to tell, to relate.
REPRO'VEABLENESS [of reprobabilis, L.] Liableneſs to

REPO'se ( repas, F.] Reſt, Sleep, Quiet, Peace.
be reproved .

REPOSE ( in Painting] certain Mafies or large Syſtems or REP - Silver, Money paid in antient Times by ſervile Te

Aſſemblages of Light and Shade, whichwhen well conduct- nants to their Lords, to be quitted of the Duty of reaping

cd prevent the Confuſion of Objects and Figures .
thcir Corn .

To Repo'se ( repoſer, F.] to put or lay upon ; to commit RE'ptile [ reptilis, L.] a creeping Thing, any Thing

or leave a Thing toa Perſon's Care .
that crawls upon the Belly, or that reſts upon one Part of

To Repose one's ſelf ( le repoſer, F. ] to take one's Reſt. the Belly , while it advances the other forward, as an Earth

REPO'sedness, Quietneſs, Stillneis, a being at reſt. Worm , Snake, br.

Reposition , a ſetting or putting to again , L.
Re'ptiles (with Botan .) thoſe Plants which creep either

REPOSITION [ in Surgery] the reducing or ſetting of a on the Earth or on other Plants, as wanting Strength of

diſlocated Member,

Stalk to ſuſtain themſelves .

REPOSITION of the Foreſt, an Act whereby ſeveral Foreſt- REPTI'TIOUS ( reptitius, L.) creeping.

Grounds made purlieu were laid to the Forelt again .

REPU'BLICAN [republican , F.] a Common -Wealth's Man ,

Repo'sıTORY [ repoſitorium , L.) a Store -Houſe or Place a Stickler for ſuch a Form of Government.

where Things are la id up.

Reru'BLICK [ res publica, L. republique, F.] a Common

To Reposse'ss [of re again , and polieſum of poffidere, L.] Wealth, a free fort of Government, where many bear Rule.

to go into, or put into Poſſeſſion again .
Repu'Diable, that may be put away or divorced.

To REPREHE'ND [ reprehendere, L. ] to reprove, to rebuke, A REPU’DIATE [ repudiata, L.) a divorced Woman, one

to blame, to find Fault with. putaway.

REPREHE'NSIBLE [ reprebenſibilis, L.) a Reproving, a Re
To RÉPU'DIATE [ repudiare, L.) to reject, to put away or

proof, a Reprimand .
divorce.

REPREHENSIBLENESS [of reprehenfibilis, L. ] Reprove- REPUDIA'T10N , a putting away, a Divorce, F. of L.

ableneſs.

Repu'dious (repudiofus, L.) to be rejected , hateful.

Repre'sa (in Mu . Buoks] ſignifies a Repeat, or to repeat,
To Repu'GN ( repugnare, L. ] to be contrary to or againſt, to

a Character placed where a Repeat begins.
claſh with.

- To Re'PRESENT [ repreſentare, L. repreſenter, F.] to REPU'GNANCY 2 [ repugnantia, L.) Repugnancy ; con

make appear, to fhew or lay before ; to be in the ſtead of Repu'GNANTNESS 3 trary Natureor Quality.

another to ſupply his Place ; alſo to be like to, to deſcribe or Repu'GNANT [repugnans, L.] claſhing with, contrary to.

expreſs.

To REPU'LLULATE [repullulare, L. ] to bud forth a -freſh ,

REPRESENTA'T10x [repræſentatio, L.] the Act of repre- to ſpring up again .

ſenting, Pourtraiture, Figure, Deſcription.
ÀREPU'LSE [ repulſa, L.] a Refuſal, Denial .

REPRESE’NTATIVE [repræjintans] Ierving to repreſent, F. REPULSE [with Philof.] otherwiſe called Reaction . It is

A REPRESENTATIVE [repræſentator, L.) one who repre- one of the Laws of Nature that Repulſe or Reaction is al,

ſents the Perſon of another or a County , City, &c. as a ways equal to Impulſe or Action ; that is , the Action of 2

7 B
Bodies

Member in Parliament,
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Bodies one upon another is alivays equal one with another ; Rescribe'NDARY [ in the Court of Rome) an Officer who

or that the ſame Force that ſtrikes upon another, is returned fets a Value upon Indulgences and Supplications.

back by that other on it , and the Forces are impreſs’d with RESCRIPT, an Anfwer delivered by an Emperor or a Pope,

Directions directly contrary. In all Blows and Strokes the when conſulted by particular Perfons on ſome difficult Queiti

Thing ſtruck (asſuppoſe with a Hammer on an Anvil ) the on or Point of Law, to ſerve as a Deciſion thereof.

Anvil ftrikes the Hammer with equal Force. If one Body A RESCUE [ recoufe, F.] Help, Deliverance.

preſs or draw another, it is juſt asmuch preſsid or drawn by Rescu'ssu (in Läw ] a Writ that lies for a Reſcuer or Ref

that.
cuffor.

To Repu'lse ( repullum of repellere, L.) to beat back , to A Rescue [in Law) a Reſiſtance againſt lawful Authority.

thruſt or turn away, to reject, to deny . To REʻscue [reſcourre, F.] to ſave or deliver, to ſet at Li

REPU'LSORY [repulſorius, L. ) fit to, repel, or pull back. berty ; to free from an Ufurper or Uſurpation .

REPUTABLE, of good Repute. Rescu'ssor (in Law ] one whocomm its an unlawful Reſcue.

RE'PUTABLENESS [of reputatio ,L.] being of good Repute. Re- se'arch (of recherche, F. ) a Searching over again , a

REPUTATION 2 Fame , good Name, good Report, Credit, ftrict Enquiry, diligent ſeeking after.

REPU'TE Efteein . RE-SEARCH [in Mufick ] a kind of Prelude or Voluntary

REPU'TED, accounted, eſteemed, looked upon . played on an Organ , Harpſichord , &c.

REQUE'ST [ requête, F. ) Supplicationt, Petition . RE-SEARCHING [in Sculpture, &c. ] the Repairing of a

REQUEST ( Hunting Term ) is when the Dogs have loſt the caſt Figure with proper Tools, &c .

Queſt or Track of the Beaſt, and muſt requeit or queſt it Reser's er [in Law ] a taking again of Lands into the

again .
King's Hands, for which an ouffer lemain,was formerlymiſuſed.

To REQUEST theGame (with Hunters] is when having Rese’MBLANCE [ reſſemblance, F.] Likeneſs, Agreeableneſs.

run it down the Night before, they ſeek it again the next To Rese’MBLE [ raſſembler , F. ] to favour or be like.

Morning with the Blood -hound, c. To Rese'nt (reffentir, F.] to be ſenſible of, to ftomach ,

REQUEST (in Law] a Supplication or Petition made to a or take heinouſly an Indignity or Affront offered .

Prince or Court of Juſtice , begging Relief in ſome caſes ResE'NTMENT [reſentimeni, F. ] a ſenſible Apprehenſion of

wherein the common Law granted no immediate Redreſs. an Injury offered , or a revengful" Remembrance of it .

To be in REQUEST, to be much ſought after, to be in RESERATION, an unlocking , L.

Vogue or high Efteem . Reservation, a reſerving or keeping in Store ; alſo a

CourtofREQUESTS, an antient Court of Equity, inſtituted Reſerve or Reftriction, F. of L.

in the Time of Henry VII. of like Nature with that of ReservaTION (in Lacv] an Action or Clauſe, whereby

Chancery, chiefly for the Relief of Petitioners, who in con- ſomething is reſerved, i. e. retained, kept or ſecured to one's
fcionable Caſes ſhould addreſs themſelves by Way of Peti- ſelf.

tion to his Maj eſty .
RESERVATION Mental, a Propoſition which ſtrictly taken ,

RE'QUIEM (i. é. reft , q. of requiem æternam dona eis domi- and according to the natural Import of the Terms, is falſe ;

ne, Partof a Prayer in Latin] hence, but if qualified with ſomething reſerved in the Mind becomes

To fing a REQUIEM , is to ſing a Maſs for the Souls of true .

Perſons deceaſed . Reservation (in Converſation ) Reſervedneſs, that Dil

To REQUIRE ( requirere, L.) to ask or demand peremto- tance and State, which Ladies obſerve towards thoſe that

rily, or with Authority.
court them .

REQUI'REMENT, the Thing required ; alſo a Requiring. To REsE'R ve ( reſervare, L.) to keep in Store, to lay up,

RE'QUISIT (requis, F.)neceſſary, convenient.
to ſave.

RE'QUISITNE
SS

, Neceffarineſs, c. To Reserve [in Law ) is to keep or provide, as when a Man

A REQUITAL, Reward , Acknowledgment, F. lets his Lands, and reſerves a Rent to be paid to himſelf for

TO REQUI'TE ( requiter, F. ) to reward ,or make amends for. his Maintenance.

RERE- County (in Weſtminſter Statutes) ſome publick Place To RESERVE (in Law fometimes fignifies to except, as

appointed by the Sheriff for the Receipt of the King's Money, when a Man lets his his Houſe, but relerves one Room for

after the County -Court is over. his own Uſe.

Rere-Mouſe, a Bat. A RESe'rve ( reſervatum , L.] ſomething kept to be uſed

RERE-Ward [arriere garde, F.) the Rear of an Army . as there fhall be Occaſion ; alſo an Exception or Limitation.

Res , a Thing, a Matter, Buſineſs, or Affair, L. RESERVE (Milit. Affairs] is a Body of Troops fome

Naturales Res (with Phyſicians) natural Things, which times drawn out of the Army, and encamped by themſelves

ſome Writers reckon 3 in Number, viz . Health, the Cauſes in a Line behind the other two Lines .

of Health, and its Effeets, L. Rese'rved (referré, F. of refervatus, L.] laid up, kept

Res non naturales (with Phyſ.] Things not natural, which in Store, grave ; alſo clofe, ſhy, not free in Diſcourſe.

they reckon 6, viz. Air , Meat and Drink, Sleeping and Reser [ in Law] the receiving, harbouring, or entertain

Watching, Things that are let out of and retained in the ing an outlawed Perſon.
Body ; and the Affections and Pagions of the Mind. Theſe RESE'TTER, a Receiver of an outlawed or profcribedPerſon .

are thus termed becauſe when they exceed their due Bounds TO RE-SE'TTLE (of re again, and prob. yettan, Sax .] to

they are often the Cauſes of Diſeaſes, L. ſettle again, to re- eſtabliſh .

REs preter naturam (with Pbyl.] Things beſide Nature, RE'sCIANCE [Law Term ] Reſidence ; a Man's Continu

viz. Diſeaſes with their Symptoms, Cauſes, and Effeets, L. ance or Abode in one place.

To RÉSA LU'TE [rejalutaré,L.) to falute again . Resian't, a Perſon that reſides or dwells in a certain Place,
RESALUTATION , a Sa luting again , L.

To Resi'de [refidere, L.) to ſtay, continue, or abide ; allo
RESARCELE'E (in Heraldry] as a Croſs Reſarcelee ſignifies to lie, to be lodged or placed in .

one Croſs, as it were, ſewed to another, or one Re'sIDENCE [of refidere, L.) a Continuance, or abid

Croſs placed upon another, or a ſlenderer Croſs ing in a Place, a Dwelling or Sojourning in a Place, Abode ;

charged upon the firſt, as in the Figure. the Abode of a Parſon on his Benefice .

RECEIT [in Common Law ) an Admittance of RE'sident [refidens, L.) reſiding, dwelling.

Plea, though the Controverſy be only between two. A RESIDENT, a Miniſter of State, ſent to continue ſome

RESCEI'T [ receptio, L.) an Admittance of a third Perſon Time in the Court of a foreign Prince or State, for the

to plead his Right in a Cauſe before commenced only by 2 . Dispatch of ſome publick Buſineſs.

ŘEscei't of Humage [in Law) is the Lord's receiving Resident [ant. Cuſtoms) a Tenant who was obliged to

Homage of his Tenant at his Admiſſion to the Lands . reſide on his Lord's Land, and not to depart from it.

TO RESCIND ( reſcindere, L.) to cut off or cancel ; to dir- RESIDENTIA'Rius Cold Rec.] a Canon inſtalled to the Pri

annul, repeal, or make void. vileges and Profits of a Reſidence.

RESCI'SSION 2 a cutting off, a diſannulling, or aboliſhing, KESIDE'NTIARY, of, or pertaining to a Reſident.

Reci'sion SF. of L. , A RESIDENTIARY a Canon, a Parſon inſtalled to the

Resci'ssory [ reſciſſorius, L.) ſerving to reſcind, asa ref- Privileges and Profits of a Reſidence.

ciſory Act, an Ad which makes void a former A &t or Law. RESI'DUAL [ refiduum , L.) a Refidue or Remainder.

RE'scous in Law , is when a Man , diſtraining Cattle for Residual Figure [in Geom .) the Figure remaining after

Damage done in his Ground, drives them in the Highway the Subſtractionof a leffer from a greater.

towards the Pound, and they get into the Owner's Houſe, RESIDUAL Root [in Algebra ) a Root compoſed of two

and he refuſes to deliver them upon Demand ; he that de- Parts or Members, only connected together with the Sign

tains them is ſaidto be a Rejcous in Larv , F. 6- ) thus, amb or 5–3 is a reſidual Root, and is ſo call

Re'scous in Fait, is a Reſiſtance againſt lawful Authority, ed,becauſe its true Value is no more than its Reſidue or

as by a violent taking -away or procuring the Eſcape of one Diffcrence between the Parts a and b, or 5 and 3 .
that is arreſted . To
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an Echo.

felf to .

: !

To Resi'an (refignare, L. refigner, F.] to ſurrender, to contrary to that of Synthelis or Compoſition , the fame that

yield or give up ; allo to make over, is called Analylis or analytical Method .
RESIGNATION, a voluntary reſigning, ſurrendering, or RESOLUTION [in Mulick ] is when a Cantó or perpetual

giving up . Fugue is not written all on the ſame Linë , or in one Part ;

ResiGNA'T NON [in Theology) an entire Submiſſion of the but all the Voices that are to follow the Grido are written

Will to the Will of God.
ſeparately , &c .

RESIGNATION [in Canon Latv ] a Surrender or giving up Resolu'TION ( in Medicine ] the Coction of the crude

a Bencfice into the Handsof the Collator.
Matter of a Ditente, either by the natural Strength of the

RESIGNEE' [in Law ] the Party to whom the Thing is re- Patient, or of its own Accord, or by the Application of

ſigned. Remedies.

RESI'GNER [in Law ] the Perſon who reſigns. RESOLU'TIVE , of a diffolving Quality .

RESIGNMENT, the Act of Religning, Surrendering, or RE'SONANCE , a Reſounding.

giving up
RE'SONANT [rejonans, L. ] ſounding or ringing again with

RSEILIENCY [of reſiliens, L.) the State ' or Quality of

RESILI'TION that which is relilient.
A Reso'rt ( reſort, F. ] a Meeting together of People ;

RESI'LIENCY

3 [ of reſiliens, L. ] rebounding Quality, alfo a Refuge.
RESI'LIENTNESS Reſiliency.

To Reso'rt [ rejtortir, F. ] to repair or betake one's
Resilient ( reſiliens, L. ) leaping or rebounding back,

recoiling. To Resou'nD [ refonare, L. ) to ring or echo again.
RE'SINA, Refin, or Rojin , which ( with Pbxficians] is a fat Resou'rce ( reffource, F. ] ſomething to apply back to for

and oily Liquor, iſſuing either of its own Accord , or elſe let Succour.

out by cutting ofany Tree or Plant ; alſo an artificial Rofin To Respect [ reſpectare, L. refpe ter, F.] to fhew Reſpect

chymically prepared and drawn from any Plant and Drug, to , to honour ; to conſider, to regard ; alſo to concern .

that abounds with reſinous Particles, as Rifin of Jalap, &c. Respe'ct [ repeftus, L. ) Eſteem , Honour, Reverence ;

RESI'NA Auri (with Chymifts) a Crocus, or Extract drawn alſo Confideration , Regard, Relation .

from Gold, L.
Respe'ctful, full of Reſpect, ſubmiſſive, humble.

RESI'NA terræ potabilis, Sulphur ſublimed and reduced to RESPE'CTFULNESS [of reſpecteux , F. & c .) a reſpectful Be

a Liquor. haviour.

RESINA'CIOUS ? [ refinacens, L.) Rofiny, that yields Rofin , Respe'ctive, particular, relative.
RE'SINOUS S or partakes of its Nature.

RESPE'ctu computi, &c. [in Lawj a Writ for reſpiting a
RE'SINOUSNESS ( of refinojus, L. refineux, F. ) refinous or Sheriff's Accompt, L.

roſiny Quality. RESPE'RSION, a beſprinkling, or ſprinkling again , L.
RE'SINE (with Chymifs) an artificial Rofin extracted from RESPIR A'TIon , Breathing ; which is performed by an

any Plant or Drug, that abounds with reſinous Particles. alternate Dilatation and Contraction of the Cheft ; whereby

RESINI'FEROUS [refinifer, L.) bearing Rofin . the Air is taken in by the Wind - Pipe, and then driven out

RESIPI'SCENCE ( refipifcentia, L.) a being wife again ; a again, F. of L.

changing one's Mind from doing amiſs ; the Reflection TO RESPI'RE [reſpirare, L. ] to breathe.

which a Perſon makes upon his bad Conduct ; which leads RE'spit ? [ reſpit, F. ) Breathing -time; alſo Debate,

him to Reformation, Repentance, and Amendment of Life. RE'SPITE S Delay, Forbearance.

TO RESI'st ( refiftere, L.) to withſtand, to oppoſe , to be RE'spite of Homage (in old Rec.] the Forbearance of the

againſt. Homagedue from a Vallal or Tenant holding by Homage
RESISTENCE [ refiftentia, L.) the Act of refifting or with- ariſing from Knight's Service, which is thereby likewiſe

ſtanding. annulled.

RESI'STENCE ( in Philof. ] reſiſting Force, any force To Re’spit [of reſpit, F.) to put off for a Time.

which acts contrary to another , ſo as to dettroy or diminifh RE'SPLENDENT [reſplendens, L.) ſhining or glittering.

its Effect ; that Property of ſolid Bodies which refifts and RESPLE'NDENTNESS [of reſplendefcentia, L.]Refplendency,

oppoſes whatſoever comes againt them . great Luftre, or Brightnefs.
RESISTENCE of the Medium , is the Oppoſition againſt, or TO RESPO'ND [reſpondere, L.] to make, or give an Anſwer.

Hindrance of the Motion of any natural Body, moving in a RESPO'NDEAT Juperior [ Law Phraje] where the Sheriffs

Fluid, as in the Air, Sky , Water, &c. are removeable, as in London, for Inſufficiency, 'tis faid re
RESO'LVABLE [ reſolubilis, L.) that may be reſolved. Spandeat fuperior, i. e. let the Mayor, &c. anſwer for them.

RESO'LVABLENESS (of refolubilis, L. ] Capableneſs of be- RESPO'NDEAT Dominus libertatis [Law Phraſe) i. e. let

ing reſolved. the Lord of the Liberty anſwer for the Bailiff of a Franchiſe

A Reso'lve [ reſolutio, L. ) an Intention , Deſign, Purpoſe ; or Liberty, when he is accuſed of Inſufficiency.

alſo Deliberation, Decifion. RESPO'NDENT [ reſpondens, L. ] a Student in an Univer

To Reso’lve [ reſolvere, L. properly to looſe and untie) fity, who anfwers an Adverſary in a Diſputation ; or who
to ſolve or clear a hard Quettion, Difficulty , & c. alſo to maintains a Theſis in any

Art or Science,

foften or melt ; alſo to turn into , or reduce ; alſo to be re- RFS PO'NDENT [ in com . Law ] one who undertakes to an

duced or changed ; alſo to deſign or purpoſe. ſwer for another ; or binds bimſelf as Security for the good

RESO'LVEDNESS , firm Diſpoſition . Behaviour of another, or another Perſon who excuſes or de

RESOLVE'ND [reſolvendum , L.) a Termn uſed with Arith- clares the Cauſe of a Party who is abſent.

meticians in the Extraction of the Square and Cube Roots , RESPONDE'NT [in Civ. Lnw] he who makes Anſwers to

&c. to fignify the Number ariſing from increafing the Rc- ſuch Interrogatories or Queſtions as are demanded of him .

mainder after Subtraction .
RESPO'NSAL ? [reſponſale, L.) an Anſwer made by the Pa

RESOLVENTS [ Reſolventia, L.) Medicines which diffolve RESPO'NSE S riſh - clerk and People, during the Timeof

and diſperſe. divine Service.

Reso'lvents ( with Chymifts ] Liquors for diffolving RESPO'NSALIS [in Law] one who gives Anſwer, or ap
of Metals and Minerals. pears for another in Courtat a Day appointed.

RE'SOLUTE [ rejölu, F.) fully refolved, ſtout, bold. RespO'NSALIS ( in Canon Law ] an Attorney, or one who

RE'SOLUTENESS (of reſolutio, L.) a full Purpofe or Inten- excuſes or declares the Cauſe of the Party's Abſence.

tion to do a Thing, alfo Courage. RESPO'NSE [ reſponſum , L. ] an Anſwer ; alſo the fame as

RESOLU'TION,a Reſolve , Mind, full Purpoſe or Inten- Reſponſal.

tion to do a Thing ; Reſoluteneſs, Courage ; alſo a Deter- Resp'ONSIBLE [ reſponſable, F. of reſponſare, L.) able or

mination or Deciſion ; a ſolving or clearing of a Matter in liable to anſwer for a Matter, or to pay Money ; accountable,

Queſtion.
anſwerable for.

RESOLU'TION (with Clymits) a ſeparating the Parts of RESPONSIBLENESS, Capableneſs of anſwering Demands.

mix'd Bodies, by Means of a diffolving Ingredient. Respoʻnsions [of the Knights of St. John of Jerufalem

RESOLUẤTION ( in Phyſicks ) the Reduction into its ori- certain Accompts made to them by ſuch as held their Com

ginal or natural State, by a Diffolution or Separation of its mandories , Lands , or Stocks .

aggregated Paris . RESPO'NSORY [ rejponſorius, L.) anſwering.

Resolu'TION [with Logicians) a Branch of Method cal- Resro'NSORY Song (in Cathedrals] an Anthem in which

led alſo Analyſis. the Choriſters fing by Turns, as it were, one anſwering

RESOLUTION [irith Mathemat.] is an orderly Enumera- the other .

tion of the ſeveral Things to be done to obtain what is re- Ressou'RCE , the Means or Foundation of a Man's recover

quired by a Problem ; or it is a Method by which the ing himſelf from his Fall or Ruin ; or an After.Game for

Truth or Falſhood of a Propoſition is diſcovered in an Order repairing his Damages, F.
TO
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Rest ( Reyte, Sax . probably of Pasan, Gr. Camden) RESURRECTION , a rifing again from the Dead ; the Act

to take Reſt , to be quiet or ſtill. of returning to a new or ſecond Life, after having been dead .

To Rest ( refter, F.) to remain. The Resurrection (Hieroglyph .] was repreſented by a

To Rest upon ( Arreſter, F.) to lean or ſtay upon. Phenix, that riſeth out of its Alhes, when it hath been con

Rest ( reyt, Sax. ] Quiet,Peace. ſumed by the Violence of the Sun - Beams , a's is reported .

Rest (in Mufick] a Pauſe or Interval of Time, during To Resu'scitate [reſuſcitare, L. ] to raiſe up again ; to
which there is an Intermiſſion of the Voice or Sound.. revive or renew .

Rest - Harrow , an Herb . RESUSCITATION, a raiſing up again from either Sleep
RESTAGNA'rion, a ſtagnating again , being all in a Plaſh . or Death, a Revival.

RESTAURA'T Ion , a Reſtoring, or a Re-Eitabliſhment ; a To Retal'l (retailler, F. ) to buy by the Great, and fell

ſetting a Thing in its former good Eſtate, F. of L. again in Parcels and ſmall Quantities.

RE'STIBLE [ reffibilis, L. ] that which is renewed or Retai'l, a buying in large, and ſelling by ſmaller Quan

repaired. tities .

Resti'nction, a quenching or putting out , L. Retaille' [in Heraldry] fignifies cut again , meaning

; ' Resti'nction (in Chymiſtry ) the quenching of any Me- that the Eſcutcheon is divided into three Pårts by two Lines

tal or Mineral in ſome exalting Liquor, to bring it to a great- in Bend Sinifter, F.

Jer Perfection . To Retai'n (in Horſemanſip) a Term uſed of Mares,

Restitu'TION [in a moral Senſe) a reſtoring, returning or who conceive and hold after covering.

giving back again ; a refunding or making good. To Retai'n ( retinere, L.) to keep or hold back a Thing

RESTITUTION[ in Philos.] the returning of elaſtick Bo- delivered to one, and afterwards" demand it again ;
dies forcibly bent to their natural State . preſerve the Qualities one once had ; alſo to keep in Mind

Rest Itu'TioN [in Law ) is the ſetting of one in the Pof- or remember .

ſellion of Lands and Tenements, who has been unlawfully RETAI'NABLE , that may be retained .

i diſpoſſeſs'd of them . Retai'ner , a Servant or Perſon who is not of the Fami .

RESTITUTIO'Ne temporalium [in Law ] a Writ which lies ly or Houſhold of a Nobleman , but only wears a particular

where a Man is elected and confirmed Biſhop of a Dioceſs, Livery or Badge given him by his Lord, and ſometimes at

for the Recovery of the Temporalities or Barony of the ſaid tends on him on ſpecial Occaſions.

Biſhoprick. RETAI'NING Fre, the firſt Fee given to a Serjeant or

Restitutio'ne extraiti ab Ecclefia [in Law ] a Writ to Counſellor at Law , whereby to engage him ſure that he .

reſtore a Man to the Church or Sanctuary from which he ſhall not be on the contrary Side.

had been forced away, being ſuſpected of Felony, To RetA'LIATE [ retaliare, L.) to do like for like, to re

Re'stive 2 [ reſtif, F. of reſtare, L. to withſtand) the turn one good or ill Deed for another.

Re'sty S drawing back inſtead of going froward ; as RETALIATION, the Act of returning like for like .

ſome Horſes" do ; ſtubborn , headſtrong, froward ; a reſty To RETARD [ retaraare, L.) to delay, to hinder or ſtop,

Horſe is a malicious , unruly Horſe, who ſhrugs himſelf to keep or put off.

Short, and will only go where he pleaſes. RETARDA'TION, a hindering, & c.

RE'stiveness [of reſtif, F. of re and ſtare, L.) Head- RetardaTION [ in nat. Philof.] a delaying the Motion or
ftrongneſs, Stubbornnels. Progreſs of a Body or diminiſhing its Velocity.

Resto'rative [ reſtaurativus, L. ) of a reſtoring or To Reta're ( old Rec.] to implead or proſecute at Law .

ſtrengthening Nature or Quality. To Retch ( prob. of recker , Dan.) to ſtretch , to lengthen

A RESTORATIVE ( reſtaurativum , L.) a Remedy proper or enlarge, by a violent pulling or ſtraining.

for the reſtoring and retrieving Strength and Vigour. To ReTCH [ h pecan, Sax .] to ſtrain , to vomit.

RestO'RATIVENESS, a reſtoring Quality. RE'TCHLESS (recce-lear, Sax .] nothful, lazy, careleſs.

RESTORA'T10N, a reſtoring a Thing to the good State RE'TCHLESSNESS [ recce leayneyge of peccan, Sax. to

it was in before. care ] Careleſsneſs, & C.

ToResto're ( reſtaurare, L. ) to give up again ; alſo to re- Re'te, a Net, L.

eſtabliſh or ſettle again ; , to put into its firit State and Condi. Rete mirabile (with Anat.] a ſmall Plexus or Net -Work

tion again . of Veſſels or Arteries in the Brain , eſpecially in that of

To RESTRAI'N [ reftringere, L. reſtreindre, F.] to keep in , Bruits .

to bridle or curb ; alſo to limit, confine, or ſtint. Rete- Penny [in ant. Deeds] a Rate-Penny or cuſtomary

· RestRaI'NT [reſtraint, F.] is when any Action is hinder'd Due of one Penny for every Perſon pay'd to the Pariſh

or ſtopped , contrary to the Inclination, Volition or Preference Prieſt.

of the Mind RetenemENTUM [in Law] a Reſtraint, Detainment,

Restrict Line (with Pretenders to Palmiſtry ) that Line witholding.

which diſtinguiſhes and ſeparates the Hand from the Arm, Rete'nt 10 [in Law Books) a Retinue.

either by a ſingle or double crolling ; this Line is by ſuch RETE'NTION, the Act of retaining or holding back ; alſo

called the Dragon's Tail. a Faculty of the human Mind, whereby in order to a further

Restriction, a Reſtraint, Limitation, Stint ; the Act of Progreſs in Knowledge it keeps or retains thoſe fimple Ideas,

limiting or reftraining a Thing, F. of L. which it had received before,either by Senſation or Reflection .

Retri'CTIVE [of reſtrictus, of reſtringere, L.) binding RETENTION [in Phylack] that State of Contraction in the

hard , alſo making coſtive. Solids or vaſcular Parts of the Body , which makes them

RESTRICTIVEness, a reſtringent Quality. hold fart their proper Contents ; as the Stay or Holding of the

Restri'NGENTNESS , a binding Quality. Urine, Excrements, &c.

Resu'lTANCE RetE'NTIVE [ retentivus, L.) apt to retain or hold in .
Resu'ltancy } [of reſultans, L.) a Rebounding back .

Rete'NTIVENESS, a retentive Faculty.

Resu'lt ( reſultus, L .] the Concluſion , Upſhot, or Iffue of Retia'r11 [among the Romans) a Sort of Combatants,

a Buſineſs; what is gathered from a Conference, Meditation , who fought with a Trident or three-forked Inſtrument in one

Diſcourſe, or the like. Hand, and a Net in the other, in which they endeavoured

To Result [ reſultare, L.) to follow , to accrue, to ariſe to entangle their Adverſary.

from . Reti'CENCE 2 [reticentia, L. ] Concealment, paſſing over

To Resu'me ( reſumere, L. ] to take up again , as to reſume Reti'cency S in ſilence .

an Argument. Reti'CENCE (in Rhetorick ] a Figure in which the Orator

Resu'MMONS, a ſecond Summons to anſwer an Action . makes oblique Mention of a Thing, in pretending to paſs it

Resu'MPTION (with Schoolmen ) a ſummary Repetition or by unmentioned.

running over of an Argument or of the Subſtance of it, in RESSAULT [in Architect ) the Effect of a Body, which

order to a Refutation of it. either projects or ſinks, i . e. ſtands either more out or in

ResumPTION [in Logick] the Reduction of ſome figurative than another, ſo as to be out of the Line or Level , as a So

or quaint Propoſition to a more intelligent and ſignificant one. cle , Entablature, Cornice, &c. upon an avant Corps, arri

As the Meadows ſmile, i.e. they look pleaſant. ere Corps, or the like, F.

Resu'MPTION, a reſuming or taking up again , L. Ressort [in Latv ] its common Meaning is the Spring or

A Resumptive [in Pharmacy ] an Unguent for recruit- Force of Elaiticity, whence it is uſed for a Juriſdiction and

ingand reſtoring languiſhing Conſtitutions. the Extent or Diitrict thereof ; alſo a Court or Tribunal

RESU'MPTIVES (in Pbyfick] Medicines ſerving to reſtore where Apeals are judged , as the Houſe of Lords judge en

decay'd Nature and a languiſhing Conſtitution . dernier relfort ; it is alſo uſed for a Writ of Tail or Couſe

RESUPI'NE [refupinus, L. ] lying with the Face upwards. nige, in the fame Senſe as Deſcent in a Writ of Right.

To RESU'RGE ( refurgere, L.) to riſe again . Rest

t
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Rest ( with Philof.] the Continuance of a Thing in the Retre’at, a Beat of Drum in the Evening, at t'e Fisi

fame Place ; or its continual Application or Contiguity to the ing of a Piece , callid the Warning - Piece ; at which the Drum

fame Parts of the ambient and contiguous Bodies . Major, with all the Drums of the Battalion , beats round the

Abſolute Rest , is the Continuance of a Body in the ſame Regiment.

Part of abſolute and immoveable Space .
To Retre'NCH , [ retranchér, F. ) to cut off, abridge , di

Relative Rest, is the Continuance of a Body in the ſame miniſh , gr. alſo to cart up a Retrenchment.
Part of relative Space. Retre'NCHMENT [retranchement, F. ) a retrenching, cut

RETICULA'R is plexus (with Anat.]the ſame as Choroides : ting off, or paring aviay , eſpecially of ſuperfluous Expences.

The folding of the carotidal Artery in the Brain , reſembling RETRE'NCHMENT particular, [in Forti ) is that made in

a Net. Baftions, after ſome part of them has been won, the Enemy

Reti'cula [with Allron.) a Contrivance for the exact having advanced ſo far , that he can no longer be refiite or

RE'TICLE S meaſuring the Quantity of Eclipſes. beaten from the firſt poſt .

RETICULAR Body ( Anar. ] a Body of Vefſels lying im- Retre'nCHMENT [ in Fortif.j a Ditch bordered with a

mediately under the Cuticle or Seart- Skin . Parapet, and ſecured with Gabions or Bavins, laden with

Rericulum [in Anat.) ſo termed from its net-like · Earth : Sometimes it is taken for a ſimple Retirade made on

Structure, the Caul or inner Skin that covers the Bowels ; a Hornwork or Baltion , when it is intended to diſpute the

alſo one of the 4 Stomachs of ruminant Animals. Ground Inch by Inch .

RETIFO'RMIS tunica ( Anat.) one of the Tunics or Coats RETRIBUTION, a giving back , a making a Recompence or

of the Eye , the principal Inſtrument of Sight, ſo called Requital , F. of L.

from its reſembling a Net. RETRIBU'TION , a handſome Prcfent , Gratuity or Ac

RETINA'CLE ( retinaculum , L.) any Thing by which a knowledgment, given in lieu of a formal Salary, or Hire, to

Thing is ſtopped, ſtay’d , or held back. Perſons employd in Affairs that fall not under the common

RETINE'NTIA [old Rec. ] Retinue, or ſuch Perſons who are Commerce of Moncy.

Retainers to a Nobleman , L. To Retrie've [retrorare, Ital. retrouver, F.) to recover,
RETI'NU E [retenue, O. F. of retinere, L. to retain ) At- get again , or repair a Thing loft or damaged.

tendants or Followers of a Perſon of Quality, eſpecially in To Retrie've [ ivith Falcon .] is to ipring or find Partridges

a Journey. again , which have been ſprung before.

Retira'de (in Fortif.) a Kind of Retrenchment made in RETRIEVABLE, recoverable.

the Body ofa Baſtion , or other Work that is to be diſputed RE'TRIMENT ( retrimentum , L.] Drops or Dregs .

Inch by Inch, after the firſt Defences are diſmantled . RetroACTION , a driving or forcing backwards.

Retirade compure [ in Fortif .) a Retrenchment conſiſting Retroa'ctive [in Phyl.] driving back.

of two Faces, makinga re -entering Angle . RetroACTIVE (in Law) a Term uſed of new Laws and

RETIRA'TION [with Printers] the Outſide of a Sheet, as Statutes, which are ſaid to have no retroactieve Effect, i . e . no

it lies on the Preſs. Force or Effect, as to what was done before their Promulga

TO RETI'RE ( retirer, F. ] to withdraw , to depart or go tion .

away . To Retroce'de (retrocedere L.) to go backwards.

Retired , withdrawn, departed ; alſo lonely, folitary. Retroceſsion, the Act of going backwards, F. of L.

Retiredness (of retirement, F. ] private Life, Privacy . RETROCESSION of the Equinoxes (with Affronom .) the re

Reti'REMENT, Privacy, private Life , a retiring from ceding or going backwards of the Equinoctial Points of Aries

Company, L. and Libra , about 50 Seconds annually.

RetornE'LLO (in Mu.) a Retornel, a fort Symphony for Retroco'PULA'Tion , a Coupling backwards, L.

various Inſtruments, which either begin a few Bars before a RETROGRADA'TION, a going backwards ftep by ſtep, L.

Song, and ſometimes play a few Bars here and there in the RETROGRADA'TION (with Aſtron.) is an apparent Motion

midit of a Song, and often after a Song is ended , Ital. of the Planets, wherein they ſeem to go backwards in the 20

To Reto'rt (retortum , ſup. of retorquere, L. ] to throw diack, and contrary to theOrderor Succeſſion of the Signs.

back , to return. RETROGRADA'Tion of the Nodes (in Aſtron .] is a Motion

RETORT (with Chymiſts] a Veffel made either of Glaſs, of the Line of the Moon's Nodes, wherein it continually ſhifts

Earth , or Iron , according to the Nature of its Situation from Eaſt to Weſt, contrary to the Order of the

the Matter to be diſtilled , and the Degree Signs , compleating its retrograde Circulation , in the Space

of Fire neceſſary to perform the Operation of 19 Years ; after which time either of the Nodes having

in this Figure. It is commonly uſed in receded from any Point of the Ecliptick, returns to the ſame

diſtilling Oils , volatile Salts , and acid Spirits . again.

A RETO'rtion, the returning of an Argument, F. of L. RetrogRADA'TION of the Sun (.Afiror .) is thus ; when

To Retra'ct [ retra &tare, L. ] to recant or unſay : the Sun has his Declination greater than the Latitude of the

Retra'ct 2 [with Farriers) a Prick in a Horſe’s Foot, by Place ; but either Northern of Southern, as the place is ; the
Retrait driving the Nails in Shocing. Sun will appear twice upon the fame Point of the Compaſs,

RETRACTA'Tiºn, aretracting, unſaying, or revoking one's both before and Afternoon, to the Inhabitants of that Place,

Laying, Opinion , Writing, & c. and is therefore ſaid to be retrograde.

RETRATA'CTION [in Anat.) the Contraction or ſhorten- RETROGRADA'TION [in the higher Geom . ) is the ſame

ing of a Part. that is otherwiſe called , contrary Flexion .

RETRACTORES, alarum nafi & eleratores labii ſuperioris, RETROGRADE, (retrogradus, L.) a going backwards , or in

(with Anatom .) certain Muſcles ariſing from the fourth Bone a Direction , contrary to its natural one.

of the upper Jaw , and let into the Alæ nafi,and the upper RETROGRADE Order [in Numer .] is the reckoning thus

Lip, the Office of which is to lift up the Noſe and upper 5 , 4 , 3 , 2 , 1. instead of 1 , 2 , 3, 4 , 5 .

Lip , L. RETROGRADE Verſes, the fame as reciprocal Verſes, or

Retractus aqua (old Records] the Retreat of the Tide, Recurrents ; certain Verſes which give the ſame Words, whe

Ebb , or Low -Water, i. ther read forwards or backwards ; as Signa te, ſigna temere me

Retrahens auriculam ( Anat.)a Muſcle or pair of Muſcles tangis & angis.

of the external Ear, which confiit of a Parcel of fleſhyFibres RETROGRADE [with Aſtron . ) a Planet is ſaid to be ſo,

which in ſome Bodies are divided into three diſtinct Muſcles, when by its proper Motion in theZodiack it goes backwards,

ariſing from the Os Temporale, and fixed to the hinder part of or contrary to the Succeſſion of the Signs , as from the ſecond

the Concha auriculæ , L. Degree of Aries to the firſt, and from that to Piſces.

RETRANCHE' [in Heraldry] denotes the Eſcutcheon is RETROGRADENESS [of retrogradus, L] the Faculty of go

twice cut a-thwart bendwiſe, or doubly cut in Bend-dexter ; ing backwards.

and then it is ſaid to be Tranché & retranche, F. , . RETROGRESSION, a going backwards, L.

Retrai'TE, a Retiring, Retreat, Shelter, F. RetroGRE'SSION of Curves, the ſame with what is cal

Retraite [in Fortif: ] See Berme and Foreland. led contrary Reflection .

: Retra'xit, i.e. He hath retracted or withdrawn , L. (in RetroMI'NGENTS [ retromingentes, L. ] Animals who ftale

Law ] a Term uſed when the Plaintiff or Demandant comes or piſs backwards, as Cows, &c.

in Perſon, into Court , and ſays, he will not proceed any RETROPA'NNAGIUM ( Ant. Deeds) after Pannage, or what

farther. is left when the Beaſts have done feed.ng.

A Retre'at ( retraite F. ) a retiring or going away ; alſo RETROSPECT [retrospectus, L. ) a Look or View backwards .

a retiring Place. Retrospection, a Looking backwards , L.

A Retre'at (inMaſonry ) a little Receſs or Diminution of To Retu'r n [retourner, F. ] to ſend or come back ; alſo to

theThickneſs of a Wall, Bör. in proportion as ' tis raiſed . reſtore ; ' alſo to require or repay ; alſo to give an Anſwer.

To Retre'at (faire ſe retrait, F.) to depart from a Place . 7C
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A Returs iretour, F. ) a coming back , an Anſwer and REVE'NUE [bunting Term ] a Meſs of Fleſh formed chiefly

Acknowledgment. of a Cluster of whitiſh Worms on the Heads of Deer, which

RETU'RN [in Build.) a Side or Part which falls away from gnaw the Roots of their Horns, and ſo is the Occaſion of

the Foreſide of any ſtrait Work. their caſting them .

Retu'rN [in Law ] a Certificate from Sheriffs and Bai- REVE'NUE of a Partridge (with Fowlers) a new Tail of a

liffs of what is donein the Execution of Writs, & c. directed Partridge, growing out after the former is loft.
to them . To REVE'R BERATE [ reverberare, L. ) to ſtrike or beat back.

RETURNO habendo, a Writ which lies for him who has REVERBERA'tion, a ſtriking or beating back, L.

avow'd a Diſtreſs made of Cattle, and proved his Diſtreſs to REVERBERATION [in Chymift.] is the cauſing the Flame

be lawfully taken for the Return of the Cattle diſtrained up of a Fire to beat back down on the Metal in a Furnace.

on him ; which before were replevied by the Party diſtrained Reve'RBERATORY, of or pertaining to Reverberation , or

upon Surety given to purſue the Action , L. ſerving to reverberate .

RETU'rns of a Mine, are the Turnings and Windings of a A Reve'RBERATORY (reverberatorium , L.] a Chymical

Gallery .
Furnace, built cloſe all round, and covered at top, ſo as not

Returns of a Trench ( in Fortif .] the ſeveral Windings and to give Vent to the Heat or Flame, but to make it return or

crooked Linesof a Trench , drawn in ſome meaſure parallel beat back to the Bottom of the Furnace.

to the sides of the Place attacked, to prevent being enfiladed , To Reve're (revereri, L.) to ſtand in fear, to honour with

or having the Shot of the Enemy ſcour along theLength of an awful reſpect.

the Line. To RE'VERENCE ( revereri, L.) to honour or reſpect.

RETURNS 2 (in Law] certain Days in each of the Re'veRENCE ( reverentia, Lj is an humble, awful, and

Return-Days ŠfourTerms, peculiarly ſet apart for the ingenuous Regard for the divine Nature, proceeding from a
ſeveral forts of Proceedings in any Cauſe to be determined. due Eſteem and Love of God, which renders us unwilling

Every Term has four, five, or fix Returns, which are of to do any Thing which may argue a Contempt of him , or

Six Kinds ; and thence one of them is repeated in moſt Terms, which may provoke or offend him .

with the Name of this or that Feſtival, whereunto they are RE'VEREND ( reverendus, L.) a Title given to the Clergy ,

appropriated,viz . Crafting, i.e. theMorrow after the Day Right Reverend, to Biſhops,Most Reverend to Archbiſhops.
noininated ; O dabis, the eighth Day after incluſively ; Quindeno, RE'VEREND ( reverendus, L. ) worthy to be reverenced and

the fifteenth Day after ; Tres, that Day three weeks; Menje, honoured .

that Day Month ; and Quinque, that Day five Weeks . RE'VERENDNESS ( of reverendus, L.) a reverend Quality .

Hilary- Term , has four fuch Returns, viz . Oetabis Hi- RE'VERENT, ( reverens, L. ) reſpectful, awful.

larii, eight Days after Hilary Day , two, Undena Hilarii, fif- REVERE'NTIAL (of reverens, L.] awful, reſpectful.

teen Days ; craſtina Purificationis, the Day of the Purifica- RE'VERENTNESS( reverentia, L.] a reverent Quality,hum

tion ; and O tabis Purificationis, eight Days after, incluſive. ble Behaviour.

Eaſter - Term , has five Returns, viz . Quindena Paſcha, fifteen Reve'ries ( reverie of rever,F. to rave or be light-head

Days after Efter ; Tres Paſcha , three weeks after Eaſter; ed] delirious Ravings, Diſtraction, idle Talk, Conceit,

Menſe Pafchæ ,theDay Month after Eaſter ; Quinque Paſcha , Fancy.

the Day five Weeks after Eaſter ; and Craflino Ajcenfionis Do ToReve'RSE (reverfum , L. reverſer, F. ] to undo, repeal or

mini, the Day after Aſcenſion-Day.
make void .

Trinity-Term , has four Returns, viz . Craftino Trinitatis, the A Reve'rse (revers F.] that which is on the back fide,

the Day after Trinity; Oktabis Trinitatis, eight Days after as the Reverſe of a Medal.

Trinity, incluſive : Quindena Trinitatis, fifteen Days after ; A Reve'r se [of a Medal) is the backſide, in oppoſition to

and Tres Trinitatis, three Weeks after. the Head or principal Figure.

Michaelmas- Term , has fix Returns, viz. Tres Michaelis, Reve'RSED (reverfus,L.) repealed, made void .

three weeks after Michaelmas ; Menſe Michaelis, the Day Reve'rse [ in Fencing ) a Back -ſtroke.

Month after Michaelmas ; Craftino Animarum , the Day after Reve'rsed (in Herald. ]turned back, or upſide down. When
All- Souls ; Craftino Martini, eight Days after, incluſive ; and a Man bears in his Eſcutcheon another reverſed , it is a Mark

Quindena Martini, fifteen Days. of his having raviſhed a Maid or Widow , or that he has run

Retu'RNUM averiorum [in Law ] a Writ for the Return away from his Sovereign's Banner : Or, when a Man's own

of Cattle to the Defendant, when the plaintiff doth not de- Eſcutcheon is reverſed entirely , it is a Mark of his being a
Traitor.

RETU'RNUM irreplegiabile [ in Low] a Writ judicial, fent REVE'RSIBLE, that may be reverſed , E.

out of the Common Pleas to the Sheriff, for the final Reſti- Reve'RSIBLENESS, Capableneſs of being reverſed .

tution or Return of Cattle to the Owner, unjuſtly diftrained , Reve'rsing ? [in Mufick] the inverting of the Order
as Damage Feaſant, and ſo found by the Jury. Rende'RSING 3 of the Parts, or the placing of the higher

RETU'sus, a, um, [ in Botan. Writers] blunt , Part or Treble inthe Place of the lower Part or Baſs.

Reve (in Ant. Cuft.) the Bailiff of a Franchiſe or Manour. Reve'rsion [in Rhetorick] a Figure, the fame that in

Reve (in Ant. Cuf .) a Duty or Impoſition on Merchan . Greek is called Epiſtrophe.

dizes either imported or exported . RevE'RSION, a returning or coming back again , L.

REVEALED (revelatus, L. reveli, F.) laid open , diſcloſed . Reve'rsion ( in Com. Law ) is a Poſſibility reſerved to a

REVEL-ROUT, a great Concourſe of People, a Riot. Man's ſelf and his Heirs , to have again Lands or Tenements,

RE'VELLER [of reveilleur, F.) a Rioter. made over conditionally to others, upon the failing of ſuch
Revei'lle , i. e. to awake F. (in the Milit. Art.) a beat Conditions.

of Drum in the Morning, that ſummoneth the Soldiers from REVE'RSION [ in Law ] is alſo when an Eftate is pofleffed ,

their Beds, and is uſually called the Travelly. which was parted for a time, ceafes, and is determined in

T. RE'VEL [of reveiller, F. to keep awake or awaken ) to the Perſon to whom it was alienated, aſſigned or grante

make merry , eſpecially in the Night-time; to riot . ed , and their Heirs ; or effectually returns to the Donor, his

RE'vels, Sports of Dancing,Masking,Dicing,acting Farces, Heirs or Afligns, whence it was derived .

Comedies uſed in Noblemens Houſes , Inns of Courts, &c. Rever’sion, is alſo the right a Perſon has to any Inheri.

in the Night - time. tance or Place of Profit after the Deceaſe of another.

Maſter of the Revels, an Officer who has the ordering or Reve'rsion of Series [ in Algebra] a Method of finding a

chief Command in thoſe Divertiſements ; andin the Inns natural Numberfrom its Logarithmgiven; or the Sine from

of Court, and is fome young Student choſen to that Office. its Ark, or the Ordinate of an Ellipſis from an Area given to

Revelation, a revealing, a laying open, a diſcovering, be cut off from any Point in the Axis.

F. of L. To Re'vert [ revertere, L.) to return to its firſt Owner,

Reve'Nge (prob . of re and vengeance, F.] the Act of taking as an Eſtate or Honour does to the Crown.

full Satisfaction for an Affront or Injury done. Rever'TIBLE ( reverſible, F.) that may return , or be re
TO REVE'NGE [of reand venger, F.] to inflict a Puniſhment, turned .

or punish for an Injury done. Reve'sTIARY ? [of reveſtire, L. to clothe again ] the Place

The Defire of Revenge , ſay the Moraliſts, turns to Vice, Reve'sTRY S in a Church, where the Church -Veft

when it ' exceeds a moderate Defence of ourſelves, and our mentsare kept.

Dependants, and Concerns, and a juft Affertion of ourRights To Revi'ctual ( revitailler, F. ] to furniſh with Viêtuals

againſt the Invaders of them . again .

Reve'NGEFUL (of vehgeance, F.] given to Revenge. Revi'ctUALLING (revitaillement, F.] a Victualling again .

Reve'NGEFULNESS, a revengeful Temper. Review [nevue, F .) a ſecond looking over, or Examination .

REVENUE ( revenue of revenir , F. to return the yearly A Review , the Show or Appearance of a Body of

Rents or Profits ariſing to a Man from his Lands, Poffel. Troops or Soldiers ranged in Form of Battle, and after
fions, or. wards

clare, L.
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wards made to file off, to ſee if the Companies be compleat, REwe't, the Lock of a Gun .

or to receive their Pay, C. REwi'sy , lecherous , a Term uſed of the Copulation of

Bill of Revi'ew (in the Court of Chancery] a Bill taken Doves.

out by Licence of that Court where the Cauſe has been RHABDOI'Des futura, a Suture or Seam of the Scull , the

heard , and the Decree fign'd and inroll'd ; but ſome Error ſagittal Suture.

in Law appears in the Body of the Decree , or ſome new RHABDO'LOGY [paßdorozid of pa'bro , a Rod , and hó

Matter is diſcovered after the making of the Decree. 70 , Gr. ] the Art of numbering or computing by Napier's

To Revi'le (prob. of res and vilis, L.) to reproach, to Rods or Bones .

abuſe , to taunt or rail at . RHA'BDOMANCY (paßdouarted of paes - and wartsid ,

REVILE, reviling, reproaching , Milton. Gr. ] an antient Method of Divination performed by Means

Revi'sal, a ſecond Examination. of Rods or Staves.

T. Revi'se [ revijum , ſup. of revidere, L.] to review, to Rha'BDOS [pebro , Gr . ] a Rod or Wand ; alſo a Me

look over again . teor like a ſtrait Wand .

A Revi'se (with Printers) a ſecond Proof of a printed HA'CH IS (with Anat .) the Spine or Chine - Bone of the

Sheet taken off the Preſs, to examine whether the Faults , Back.

marked in the former by the Corrector, have been amended . RHACHISAGRA ( 'vith Phu/.) the Gout in the Spine, & c.

To Revi'sir (revifum , L. revifiter, F.) to viſit again . Rhachi'TAE ? [with Anat.) certain Muſcles that lie o

To Revive (of re again, and vivere, L. to live, reviure, RHACHITATS ver the Back-Bone.

F. J to bring toLife again ; alſo to renew ; alſo to come to Ruachi'tis [ pazitis, Gr. ] the Rickets, a Diſeaſe in
Life again ; to recover, to flouriſh again. Children .

To Revi've [in Chymiſtry) is to reſtore a mix'd Body, RHADAMA'NTHUS ( ſo called of mei ta poda suárn, Gr. ]

which lies diſguiſed by Salts, Sulphurs, &r. mingled with a wiſe Legilator of the Cretans, who upon that Account,

it, to its natural Form and State . by the Poets, was feigned to be one of the three Judges of

Bill of Revi'vor [in the Court of Chancery] is where a Souls in Hell : He is ſaid to have lived about the Year of
Bill has been exhibited in Chancery againſt one who anſwers ; the World 2660 .

but before the Cauſe is heard, or at leaſt before the Decree RHAGA'DES [pazédes, Gr . ] Chaps or Cleſts in the Hands,

is inrolled, one of the Parties dies : In ſuch Caſe, this Bill Feet, Lips , & c .' alío Sores or ſmall Ulcers in the Funda
muſt be brought to revive the Proceedings, & c. ment, & c.

To Revi'VIFICATE ( revivifcere, L.) to recover Life again . Rhagor'des ( eagoeldys, Gr. ) the third Coat of the Eye,

REVIVIFICATION (in Chymiſtry.) See to Revive. otherwiſe called tie Uvea tunica.

Revi'ving [ in Law ) a renewing of Rents and Actions, A RHA'M NUS ['Pdur @ , Gr. ) the white Bramble called

after they had been extinguiſhed. Rbamn, or Cbriff's Tborn, L.

RE- U'NION [re-union , F.] the Act of reuniting, or rejoin- RHA'MNUS Catharticus, the Buckthorn -Shrub, L.

ing, or cloſing together again ; alſo the Reconciliation of RHAMNU'SIA, the Goddeſs of Indignation , ſo called of

Friendſhip that has been interrupted. Rhamnus, a Town of Attica, where ſhe had a Statue. This

To REUNI'TE (reunir, F. ) to unite or join together again is the fame Deity that the Greeks called Nemeſis, L.

thoſe Things thathave beendisjoined or ſeparated ; alſo to RHA'ndix, the Part of a Diviſion of a County in Wales

reconcile Perſons who have been at Variance. before the Conqueſt, containing four Tenements ; as every

Revo'CABLE ( revocabilis, L.) that may be recalled, re- Gavel contained four Rhandixes, every Townſhip four Gavels,
pealed or reverled.

and every Manour four Townſhips.

Revo'CABLENESS ( of revocabilis, L. ] Liableneſs to be RHANTE'REs (with Oculif's) the internal Corners of the

sevoked, repealed, & C. Eyes.

Revoca'tion , a Revoking or Repealing, F. of L. RHA'Phe [pagn, Gr. ] the Suture or Seam of the Scull

Revoca'tion (in Law] the recalling a Thing that has Bone.

been granted ; the revoking or annulling a Law. RHA'PSODY [rbapſodia, L. of Banfaidra , of bela to ſew ,
To Ravo'KE [revoquer, F.] to call back again, to repeal a and wildy a Verſe or Song, Gr. ) 'a confuſed Collection of di

Law, tomake void an Act or Deed ; alſo to take away a vers Paſſages, Notions, & c. muſtered up for the compoſing

Commiſſion or Truſt ; alſo to renounce an Error. of fome Work ; alſo a tedious and impertinent ſpinning out

To Revo'lt ( revolter, F. ] to rebel, or riſe againſt a of a Diſcourſe, to little or no Purpoſe ; fo denominated ( as

Prince or State ; to renounce or forſake one's Religion . ſome ſay ) of a Contexture orRepetition of a great Number

A Revo'lT [revolte, F.] a Rebellion, a Riſing. of Verſes, eſpecially Homer's Poems, which were collected

A REvo'lter , one who riſes againſt, or, who forſakes and digeſted into Books by Pififtratus.

the Cauſe of his Sovereign . RHAPSO'DOMANCY [of pantadia and Martha, Gr.) an

To Revo'lve ( repulvere, L.] to caſt about in one's Mind. antient Kind of Divination performed by pitching on a Paſ

Revo'LVING (revolvens, L.) rolling in Mind, conſidering, fage of a Poet at Hazard, and reckoning on it as a Predic

Milton. tion of what was to happen .

REVOLU'Tion, a rolling back, a turning round or again . Rhe'a [of pía , to flow , Gr. becauſe the abounds with all

REVOLU'TION [in Politicks] a great Turn or Change of Manner of good Things] Cybele, the Mother of the Gods,

Government. according to the Poets. See Cybele.

Revolu’TION [in Geom .] is the Motion of any Figure Rue'GMA 2 [oñgua, Gr . ] that which is broken ; a Rup

round a fixed Line, as an Axis. Rhe'xis Sture or Breaking.

REVOLU'TION [in Aftron .) is the Period of a Star , Pla- Rhe'GMA (with Surgeons) the breaking or burſting of any

net, Comet, or other Phænomenon ; or its Courſe from Part, as of a Bone, the inner Rim of the Belly, the Eye, & c.

any of the Zodiack Point till it return to the ſame. RHETO'RIANs, a Sect of Hereticks in the 4th Century,

Mean Revolu'tion of a Planet in the Zodiack [ Aſtron .] who held that all Hereticks had Reaſon on their Side.

is the Return of the Line of the mean Motion of a Planet Rheto'r ICAL [ rhetoricus, L. ] of, or pertaining to Rhe

from any Point in the Zodiack to the ſame Point again . torick , eloquent.

True Revolu'Tion ofa Planet in the Zodiack ( Aftron. ] Rheto'RICALNESS [ of retorique, F. rhetorica, L. of peto

the Return of the Line of the Motion of that Planet, from gori, Gr. ] Eloquentnels.

any one Point of the faid Circle to the ſame Point again. RHETORICA'Tions, Terms of Rhetorick , empty and un

REVOLU'TIONERS, thoſe who approved of the great Turn ſound Reaſonings.

of Affairs, after the Abdication of King James. RHETORICIAN [ rhetor, L. retoricien, F. ) one verſed in ,

REVU'lsion , a plucking away or back, L. or a Profeſſor of Rhetorick ; alſo a Sect of Hereticks in

REVU'lsion (with Phys.) is the turning of a violent Egypt, ſo called from their Leader Rhetius.
Flux of Humours from one part of the Body to another, ei- RHETORICK (rhetorica ars, L. pnzogixù, Gr . ) the Art of

ther a neighbouring or oppoſite Part. ſpeaking copiouſly on any Subject, with all the Advantages

REVU'LSIVE ( of revulſious, L.) pulling back or away . of Beauty and Force.

REVULSO'RIA [in Medicine) is when the Courſe of Blood, Rheu'm (rheuma, L. of psūrice of péco , Gr. to low ] a

which gulhes out at one Part, is turned another Way, by thin , ferous Humour occaſionally oozing out of the Glands
the opening of a Vein in a remote or convenient Place . about the Mouth and Throat.

To Re'vy (of rendir, F. ] a Term uſed at a Game at RHEU'MATICK ( Pematixós, Gr . ) of, or pertaining to the

Cards. Rheumatiſm ; alſo troubled with Rheum .

Rew, a Rank, a Row. Rheu'MATickness, Subjectneſs to be afflicted or the be

A Rew A'rd (of je and beaho,Sax ) a Recompence. ing troubled with a Rheumatiſm .

TO REWA'RD (of re and pearsan, Sax . ) to recompence . RHBU'MATISM ( rheumatiſmus, L. peruatiouis, of some

REW A'RDABLE, that is capable or worthy of being re- to flow , Gr.) a wandering Pain in the Body, accompanied

compenſed.
with
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with Heavineſs, Difficulty of Motion , and ſometimes a Verſe, and the Muſick of Poetry, without the Ornament of

Fever. Rhyme.

RHIN'LAND Red , a Meaſure of two Fathom, or twelve The Engliſh Tongue wants no Advantage of Harmony for

Foot. the forming a Poet ; and tho ' Rhymes may be well enough

Rhine'nChITES [ of six and égzéw , Gr. to pour in ) a ſpared , yet thoſe Engliſ Poets, that have rhymed well, have .

ſmall Syringe to ſquirt medicinal Liquors into the Noſtrils. in that excelled the French and Italians too.

Rhino'cerOS (ſinóxegws , of pio the Noſe, and xégas, Gr. RHYTHMICAL [of rhythmicus, L. of 'Putusos, Gr.] be

a Horn) a large Beaſt in India, who has a Horn on his ing in Rhyme.

Noſe , and his Skin full of Wrinkles , like that of an Elephant, Rhyti'Dosis ( with Surgeons ) a wrinkling of any part of

with deep Furrows, and ſo hard that it can ſcarce be pierced the Body .

with a Sword . RHYP'TICA [of pu mraeg's , Gr. filthy] Scouring Medicines

Rhiza'gra [ Lázsa , Gr. ) a Surgeon's Inſtrument to for Cleanſing away of Filth.

draw out a Splinter, Bone, or Tooth . RHY'THMICA (in Ant. Muſi.) that Branch of Muſick that

RuizO'TOMUM [of pila a Root, and tóun, Gr . a cutting ] regulated the Rhymes.

a Medicine that roots out a Diſeaſe. RHUMB [ Rbombus , L. 'Póulo , Gr . ) with Navigators

RHODAL'LEUM ( podrov narov, Gr. ) Oil of Roſes. RUMB Sa verticle Circle of any given Place ; or the In

Rho'pi Radix , Kole - Wort, a Kind of Herb. terſection of part of ſuch a Circle with the Horizon.

Rhodites [ pofitns, Gr . ) a precious Stone of a Roſe- RHYTHMOP'ΟΙΑ “Ρυθμώπιίια οf ρυθμως and ποίεω , to

Colour. make Gr . ) one of the Muſical Faculties, as they are called,

RHODOD A'PH NE [ord ofdørn, Gr.) the Roſe Bay- Tree. that preſcribes Rules for the Motions .

RHODODE'NDRON (pododendpov, Gr . ) the Roſe Bay- Tree . Rial, a Piece of Gold current at 10 Shillings .

RHOMBU's (with Surgeons) a Šort of Bandage of a Rhom- In the firſt Yearof K. Henry VI . a Pound Weight of Gold,

boidal Figure. of the old Standard , was, by Indenture of the Mint, coined

RHO'dium lignum , a Sort of Wood that ſmells like Roſes, into 45 Rials, current at 10s. each, or 90 half Rials at 5 s.
growing in the Inand of Rhodes. a- piece .

RHo'pomel (podóunaon, Gr.) the Honey of Roſes. Rials Farthings, which went at 2 s. 6 d. in the Time of

Rho'pon [pódov, Gr. ] the Roſe ; a Flower. Henry VIII. the golden Rial was orderedto go at us. 3 d .

RHO'DON ( ' in Pharmacy ) a medicinal Compoſition , in In the 2d Year of Queen Elizabeth, Rials were coined at 15s.

which Roſes are the chief Ingredient. a - piece, when a Pound Weight of old Standard -Gold was

RHO'Dora ( Botany] a Plant that bears a Leaf like a Net- to be coined into 48 Rials . In the 3d Year of K. James I.

tle, and a Flower like a Roſe. the Roſe -Rials of Gold were coined at 30 s. a -piece , and the

RHODOS A'CCHARUM , (of pódor ooxxabgn, Gr. ] Sugar of Spur-Rials at 155.
Roſes. RiB (gibbe, Sax .)a Side-Bone of the Body.
RHODOSTA'GMA, [of pódov semua, Gr. ) Roſe-Water. RIB (with Archers] a hard Gooſe - Quill which lies be

RHOMBOL'DAL, of, or pertaining to the Figure Rhom- tween the Feather.

boides . Ribs [of a Ship] are the Timber of the Futtocks, when

RHOMBoi'des (of póluſo a four Square , and the Planks are off ; ſo named, becauſe they bend like the

ASG Form , Gr.] is a four -ſided Figure, whoſe Ribs of a human or other animal Body .

oppoſite Angles and oppoſite Sides are equal , Ribs of the Parrels ( of a Ship ] certain long Pieces of

but is neither equilateral nor equiangular. Wood, made with Holes like the Comb at the Beak -Head ,

ROMBOI'DES ( Anat.) a certain Muſcle ſo called.b and belong to the Parrels of the Yards.

RHOMBOI'Des [ Anat.) a Muſcle ſo called from its Shape. RI'BALDRY [of ribaude, F. a Whore] Debauchery, or

It lies under the Cucullaris, and ariſes from the two inferior obſcene Talk.

Spines of the Neck , and four ſuperior of the Back ; and is Ri'BALDROUS [ of ribaudre, F. a Whore ] debauched,

inſerted fleſhy into the whole Baſis of the Scapula, which it obſcene.

draws forwards , and a little upwards . Ri'BBAND ? [prob. of Band ) a narrow Woven - Silk for

RHO'MBUS, is a four -ſided Figure, whoſe Sides are Ri'bbon 3 Ornaments of Womens Heads, & c.

equal and parallel, but the Angles unequal. Rı'BAUD (old Star . ] a Vagabond, a luxurious Spend

RHO'NCHUS [ Þórxos, Gr. ) a Snorting or Snoring ; alſo a thrift ; a Whoremonger, a Lecher ; a Debauchee, F.

Sneering at, or Mocking ; a Scoff, Flout, or Jeer. Ribe’o [of nibbe, Sax. ) having Ribs.

RHONCHISO'NANT (rhonchiſonus, L. ) imitating the Noiſeof Ri'BBLE -RA'BBLE , a Mob.

Snorting . Ri'bbon ( in Heraldry ] is the 8th Part

RHO'PALON (Pótanov, Gr . ] the Water- Lilly, ſo named of a Bend : It is borne a little cut off from

becauſe its Root reſembles a Club. the Out-Lines of the Eſcutcheon thus : He

RHOPO'GRAPHERS [of egtos Toys, and regions to write ] beareth Or, a Ribbon Gules.

Painters who confined themſelves to low Subjects, as Ani To RIB- ROAST, to be ator bang ſoundly .

mals , Landskips, Plants , E. Ribes ( Botany) the Curran - Bulh ; Baſtard Currans,L.

RHU'BARB [rhubarbarunt, L.) 2 Purging Root well Rice ( oryza, L. ris, F.] a Sort of Grain .

kown. RI'Cercate [in Mu. Books ) a Kind of extempore Prelude

Rhus, a Buſhy Shrub, called Sumach, or Curriers Sumach, or Overture ; the ſame as a Voluntary.

with which Hides of Leather are dreſſed . Ric (Ric, Sax. powerful.] Hence Alfric fignifies alto

RHY PARO'GRAPHER [ſu maevegoo of puragós, Filthy, gether itrong, Athelric noble powerful, & c.

and yegow , Gr. to write ) a writer of Trifles . Rich Man (Hieroglyphically) and a good Subject, who

RHYA's (guias, Gr.] a Diſeaſe in the Eyes, that cauſes ſubmits to the Commands ofhis Superiors, was repreſented
continual Watering . by a Camel, being an Animal uſeful, ſtrong, laborious, and

RHYMES (rhythmus, L. of 'Puno , Gr. ) the Likeneſs of very docile .
Sound at theEnd of Words . Some think Rhymes to have Rich (nýc , Sax. riche, F. ) that has great Incomes, plen

been a modern Invention ; but others think otherwiſe ; and tiful, very precious.

Nír. Dryden ſays, that Monſieur le Clerc hasmade it out, that Riches ( Hunting Term ) a Company ofMartensor Sables.
David's Píalms were written in as errant Rhyme as they are Riches ( prob. of picySom, Sax.] Wealth , a vaſt or great
tranſlated into . Eftate.

Mr. Skinner is of Opinion , that Rhyme was firſt brought Rick

into Europe by the Arabians; but Inſtances are given of
)

REEK

Rhymes in the Saxon Poetry, long before the Arabians made RI'CKETS [paritis of paxis, Gr . the Back - Bone ) a Dif

ſuch a Figure in the World : Though Rhymes indeed are of eaſe commonto Children.

ſuch Importance in modern Poetry , that ſcarce one Part in Rickety [of panitis,Gr. ) troubled with the Rickets. ,

ten can have any Pretence to that Title , but for the ſake of RI'CTURE (ritura, L. ) a Gaping .

the Rhymes , yet they are not ſo eſſential to it as ſome ima- Ri'ctus , the Jaws, L.

gine . The Lord Roſcommon was of another Opinion, and Ri'ctus (with Botan.Writ.] the Opening of the Mouth ,

wrotehis Tranſlation of Horace's Art of Poetry in Blank Verſe; or the Edges where the Lips meet, as in Antyrrhinum .

and Mr. John Milton's Paradiſe Loſt, which is the beſt Poem To Rid (ofAnidan, Sax. ] to gain Ground in walking ;

in our Tongue , is without Rhyme. . alſo to free or diſengage from.

The Harinony of our Numbers appears not only from the Riddance, a ridding or clearing Places littered or encum

Moderns, but the Antients ; and Shakeſpear, that wrote a bered ; alſo Diſpatch .

hundred Years ago, is an Example of the Dignity of our . T. RI'DDLE (of hribbel, Sax .] to fiſt in a Sieve.

TO
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To Riddle (of A ræðin, Sax. ) to propoſe ; alſo explain ing to Minffiew ,of riffen raffen , Dict,a mingle mangle ] D.cgs,
Riddles or hard Queſtions. Scum , the Refuſe of Things , &c.

TO RIDE (nidin ,Sax.]to be carried on a Horſe, Coach, & c. To Ri'fle [of peasian, Sax. riflír, F ] pillaged , robbed .

To Ride Land -lock'd (Sea Phraſe) is when Land lies all RIFLETUM (old Rec.] a Coppice or Thicket; a Place full

round the Ship, ſo that no Point of the Compaſs is open 10 of Buſhes or Thorns .

the Sea.
Ri'FFLING 2 of raffler, F.) a ſort of Gaming, when a

To Ride a -croſs ( Sea Language] is to ride with the Main- Ra'fflingŠ certain fet of Perfons lay down a Stake of

Yards and Fore-Yards hoiſed up, both Yards and Arms Money againſt a piece of Plate or other Thing, and he who

being topped alike . throws most upon
the Dice takes it .

To RIDE a -peek ( Sea Language] is to ride with one End A Rift, a Clift, Chink, or Crack .

of the Yards peeked up, and the other End hanging ; alſo a To Rift (of pea pian Sax . to ſnatch, or riffber , Dan .) to

Ship is faid ro ride a-peck, when in weighing an Anchor it ſplit, to cleave .

is brought directly over it . Rifts (in Horſes) a Diſeaſe, when Corruption is lodged in
To RIDE a -lhet ( Sea Phraſe) is when a Ship rides with the Palate of the Mouth .

two Cables ſpliced or faſtened together, that are double to Rig, a Horſe who has one of his Stones cut out ; and yet

the Length, which is called a Shot. he has gotten a . Colt .

To Ride atheart (Sea Phraſe] is to ride with the Ship’s A Ric ( prob. of ridendo, L. laughing) a ramping, wanton

Side on the Tide. Girl.

To Ride betwixt Wind and Tide (Sea Phraſe] is when the To Rig about, to ramp or be wanton and frisky.

Wind has equal Force over her one Way, and the Tide the To Rig a Ship ( Sea Phraſe] is to furniſh it with Tackling.

other Way. Riga'tion, the ſprinkling or moiſtening any thing, L.
T RIDE Haufe - full [ Sea Phraſe] is when the Ship , in Well Rico'd (Sea Terms] uſed ofa Ship, when her Rig

Streſs ofWeather, falls ſo deep into the Sea at her Head, ging is of a fit fize, in proportion to her " Burden ; and allo
that the Water breaks into her Hawſes. when her two univerſary Ropes , as the two main Shrowds,

To Ride Portoiſe ( Sea-Lang.) is ſaid of a Ship when her Tackles , Crow - feet, & 6. are putup.
Yards are down, or itruck upon the Deck. Well Rigged (Metaphor .) is ſaid of a Perſon who is well

To Ride Wind - Road (Sea Lang.] is when the Wind has drefred .

more Power over a Ship in her riding than the Tide. Over Rico's ( ſpoken of a Ship ) which is ſaid to be ſo,

TO RIDE by the Stoppers, Sea Term is when the Cable is when her Ropesare too big for her Burden.

faftened or ſtaid only by them , and not bitted . Rigging , all the Ropes which belong to any part of a Ship;

A Ride of Hazel or other Wood, a whole Clump of butmore eſpecially thole which belong to the Malts and Yards.

Sprigs growing outof the fame Root. RIGADOO'N, a French Dance , performed in Figures by a
RIDEAU, a Curtain or Cover, F. Man and a Woman.

RIDEAU (in Fortif .) a ſmall Elevation of Earth , extend- Right (in Geom.] ſomething that lies even , without in

ing it ſelf lengthways, ſerving to cover a Camp, or add clining or bending one wayor another.

an Advantage to a Poſt; alſo a Ditch, the Earth whereof is Right (rint, Sax.] Juſtice, Equity, Reaſon , Authority,
thrown upon its ſide. Privilege.

RIDERS [in Sea-Lang .) large Pieces of Timber, fome in Right [in Laxo] any Title or Claim, by vertue of a Con

the Hold and others Aloft, bolted on the other Timbers, to dition, Mortgage, & c.

ſtrengthen them , when the Ship isbut weakly built. Right [in Ethicks] imports a Power ofacting, granted or

RIDGE [hpicge, Sax.) the Top of a Houſe, Hill, &c. left free by the Law ; but it is not to be taken for theLaw

Hence Cotheridge, Waldrige, &c. it ſelf : Right denotes Liberty , but Law includes ſome Bond

RIDGES (in Architect.) the Spaces between the Channels or Engagement, by which our natural Liberty is reſtrained .

of Timber or Stone wrought. Right, ſtrait ; alſo honeſt or juft; alſo true, proper , na

RI'DGES [of a Horſe's Mouth] are Wrinkles in the Roof,

running from one ſide of the Jaw to the other, with Furrows RightSailing , is when a Voyage is performed on ſome
between them . one of the four Cardinal Points .

RI'DGE-BAND (of a Horſe-Harneſs) that part of it that runs RIGHT Angle (with Geomet.) is an Angle , one of whoſe

over a -croſs his Back . Legs ftands exactly uprightupon the other, leaning no more

Ri'dGLING ? [fome derive it of rejiciendo with the Dim . one way than the other .

Ri'dGEL 3Ling. ) the Male of any Beaſt that has been Right- angled Figure (Geom .] a Figure, the sides of which

but half Gelt. are at Right-Angles, or itand perpendicular one to another.

To Ridicu'LE [ Ridiculiſer, F. ] to render ridiculous, to Right-angled Triangle (Geom .) a Triangle which has one

make a May -game of. Right- Angle.

Ridicu'LE (ridiculum, L.) that which is ridiculous, Jeſt, Right Line (Geom .] a Line that lies equally between its

Mockery, a laughing Stock. Points, without bending or turning one way oranother.

RidicuLOUS [ridiculousL.) fit to be laugh'd at, imperti- RIGHT Sphere ( Aftron .) ſuch a Poſition of a Sphere, that

nent, foppiſh . it has the Poles of the World in its Horizon, and the Equator
RIDICULOUSNESS ( le ridicule, F.of ridiculofus, L. ] Wor- in its Zenich .

thineſs to be ridiculed. To Right one, is to do him Right or Juſtice.

RIDINGS [in Yorkſhire ]a Diviſion of that County of which Right Circle [in the StereographicalProjection of theSpbere]

there are three Ridings, the Eaſt, Weſt, and North . is a Circle at right Angles to the Plane of Projection .

Ri'ding Clerk (in Chancery) one of the fix Clerks, who Right the Helm ( Sea Pbralē] a Direction for the Steerman

in his turn for one Year, keeps the Comptrollment-Books of to keep the Helm in the middle of the Ship.

all Grants that paſs the Great Seal. Rı'GHTNESS (Rihtney Ye,Sax. )the true orproper Quality.
RIDI'TTA (in Muf. B ..] the ſame as Reddita and Replica, Ri'GHTEOUSNESS (Rihtpirenere ,Sax .) Julineſs, Equita

Ital.
bleneſs, & c.

Ripo'tta , an Entertainment of Singing, Mufick, C. RI'GHTFUL [ Riher kull , Sax .) by Right, Lawful, & c.

an Opera, or part of it, Ital. Rigid (rigidus, L.) exact as to the Obſervation of Rules

Riens arriere [ Law Phraſe] a kind of Plea uſed to an Ac- and Diſcipline ; ſtrict , auſtere, ſevere.

tion of Debt, upon ArrearagesofAccount, whereby the De

fendant alledges that there is nothing in Arrear, F.

RIGIDNESS }(rigiditas,L. ] Severity, Striétners.

Ri'ers deins le garde [ old Larv ] a Challenge to a Jury or RIGIDITY ( in Phy ) a brittle Hardneſs or that kind of

Inqueſt of London, for that four ſufficient Men , & c. were not Hardneſs, ſuppoſed to ariſe from the mutual Indentation of

impannelld, F. the component Particles, within oneanother ; it is oppoſite

Rie'ns paſſe, &c . [in Law] i . e . nothing paſſes by the Deed, to Ductility and Malleability , & c.

is the formof an Exception taken in ſome Caſesto an Ac- Ri'gidus , a, um, ( in Botan. Writers] ftiff.

tion , L. Ri'Glet, any ſquare, flat, thin Piece of Wood , like thoſe

Ri'ens per difeent ( Law Phraſe) i. e. nothing by Deſcent ; which are deſigned for making the Frames of ſmall Pictures,

the Plea of an Heir when iſſued for his Anceſtor's Debt, tho' before they are moulded.

he had nothing from him by Deſcent, F. RI'GLETS (with Printers] thin slices or Plates of Wood

Ri'er County, is the Place appointed by the Sheriff (after ſet between Verſes in Poetry ; or Furniture to enlarge or

his Court is ended) for the Reception of the King's Money . leffen Margins .

Ri're ( riy ke Sax. ] frequent, common. Rigols, a Muſical Inſtrument, conſiſting of ſeveral Sticks

Ri'PENESS (Rikeneyr, Sax. ) Frequency, Commonneſs. bound together, only ſeparated by Beads .

Rı'ff-Raff (probably of Reay, Sax . and old Coat, accord- Ri'cor (Rigor, L.) a great , ' ftiff, cold, Roughneſs,

7 D Stif
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Risque} (riſque, P. ] Hazard, Venture, Peril, Danger.

Stiffneſs ; a Making of the Skin and Muſcles of the whole RI'PENSRS [in Phyf.) a Sort of topical Remedies called

Body, accompanied with Chillineſs, or a convulſive Shudder- maturantia.

ing for Cold ; alſo Severity of Manners and Diſpoſition, Stern- To Ri'pen (nipian , Sax .) to grow to Maturity .

neſs, Harhncs, the utmoft Extremity. Ripia'no (inMu. Bo. ) the ſame as repiano, Ital .

RI'COROUS ( rigoroſus, L. rigoreux , F.] full of Rigour, over- Ri'piers (of ripa, L. a Bank or Shoar, or of ripp, a Basket

Harſh . to carry Fish , & c. in] Men who bring Fiſh from the Sca

Ri'corOUSNESS, Fulneſs of Rigour, Over-harſhneſs. Coaſts to ſell in the inland Parts , the ſame as Tronters.

A Rill ( prob. a Contraction of rivulus, L.] a Rivulet, a To Ripple, to lave or waſh lightly over, as the Surface of

little Stream or Brook . the Sea over the Surface of the Sand.

Ri'lly (contract . of rivulus. L. a Rivulet] full of Rills or To Ripple Flax , to rub or wipe off the Seed -Veſſels.

Rivulets . Ript ( nypt, Sax .) unſewed, cut open .

Rim (rima, Sax.] the Border or Edge of any thing. Ripresa [in Mu. Bo.) the ſame as repreſa, Ital.

Ri'ma, a Rift, Cleft, or Chink , L. Ri'ptowel, a Gratuity or Reward, given to Tenants af.

Ri'ma (with Surgeons) a Fiſſure or Cleft of a Bone. ter they had reaped their Lord's Corn.

Rime [h pime, Sax . ) a falling Miſt, which diſſolves gra- RISAGALLUM, white Arſenick, or Ratsbane.

dually by the Heat of the Sun. To Rise [apiyan, Sax. reifer, Dan .) to ſpring up, to pro

Rimé ? [ rime, F.rythmus, L. of puduós, Gr.) the Likeneſs ceed or come from ; to get up from one's Seat or from Bed.

Rhimes of Sound at the end of ' words. Rise (niye, Sax.) Cauſe, Occaſion, Preferment; alſo

Doggerel Rime, paltry, ſorry, pitiful Rime. the Head or Spring of a River, &c.

Ri'mer (ofRime, Sax. of rhythmus, L. of puguós, Gr.] To Rise the Tacks Sea -Phraſe] is to flacken the Ropes,

a Maker of Rhymes. called Tacks.

RI'MMÓN (7107, Heb. i.e. a Pomegranate, ) was the chief Ri'sible [ rifbilis, L.) capable of laughing, F.

God of Damaſcus,where hehad a famous Temple. He held Ri'SIBLENESS 2 [ rifibilitas, L. riſibilité, F.) laughing Fa

out in his Right-Hand a Pomegranate, to thew he was the Ri'sibility Sculty.

Protector of that Peopie, who bore a Pomegranate in their Ri'sing in the Body( in Catt'e] a Diſeaſe.

Coat of Arms, i. e. the Caphtorims ; and it is very probable RISING of the Sun , its appearing above the Horizon .

was the ſame that ſome Authors call Jupiter Cafius, who Rising , Yeaſt or Barm .

was adored on the Confines of Mount Caſius, which was Rising Timbers [in a Ship] the Hooks placed on the Keel,

near Damaſcus. fo,called , becauſe according to their gradual riſing; ſo in like

RI'my (of hrime, Sax.) miſty , hazy, foggy. mánner her Rake and Runriſe, from the flat Floor.'

Rimo'se [ rimofis, L.] full of Clefts and Chinks. Ri'sings (in a Ship ) are thoſe thick Planks which go be

Rimo'sity [rimofitas, L.] fullneſs of Chinks or Clefts. fore and behind, on both sides, under the Endsof theBeams

Rina'us ( Ănar.) a Muſcle of the Noſe, otherwile calld and Timbers of the ſecond Deck to the third Deck, half
Naſalis. Deck , and quarter Deck ; fo that the Timbers of the Deck

RIND [ning, Sax.) the Skin of any Fruit that may be bear on them at both ends, by the Side of the Ship.

pared off, as of an Orange, Apple, & c. RISK

T. RIND [ofninyin , Sax.) to take off the Rind .

Rind (with Botan :] the Ble or inner Bark of Trees, or
that ſoft, whitiſh , juicy Subſtance, which adheres immediate- Zo run a Risk }(riſquer, F.] to venture , to hazard .

ly to the Wood Risso'l es [in Cookery) a ſort of minced Pies , made of the

RI'NDY [of pind, Sax .) having a Rind , i.e. a Skin to be Breaſts of Capons, Calves Udder, Marrow , Bacon, ſweet

pared off, as ſome Fruits. Herbs, and fry'd in Lard to give them a brown Colour.

Ring [ofhring, Sax. ) an Ornament for the Finger, &c. Risus Sardonicus ( with Phyſ.] a Contraction of each Jaw ,
alſo the Sound or Tone of a Bell. or aconvulſive Kind of Grinning, cauſed bya Contraction

To RING [of ringan , Sax.] to cauſe or give a Sound, as of the Muſcles on both ſides of the Mouth, L.

Bells , Metal, idr.
Rites ( ritus, L.) an Order or Rule to be obſerved upon

Ring of an Anchor, that part of it to which the Cable is ſolemn Occaſions; Church -Ceremonies.

faſtened. RITERNE'LLO [in Mu. Books] the Burthen of a Song, re

Rings of a Gun, are Circles of Metal, and are the Baſe- peating the fix Notes at the End of a Sang, or a Couplet of

ring, the re inforced Ring, trunnion Ring, cornice Ring, Verſes at the End of a Stanza , Ital.

and muzzle Ring. Rito'rnello, the ſame as retornello.

RI'NGLETS, little Rings , Curls, Milton . RITUAL ( rituale, L.] a Church-Book , directing the Or

RING -Bolts (in a Ship ] Iron-Pins which ſerve for bringing der and Manner of the Ceremonies to beobſervedin the Ce
the Planks too .

lebration of Divine Service, in a particular Church, Dioceſs,

Ring of Saturn (with Aftron .) a folid circular Arch and & c.

Plane, like the Horizon of an artificial Globe, which en. RI'TUALIST, a Stickler for Ceremonies in religious Wor

tirely encompaſſes that Planet, but does not touch it in any fip.

Part. RI'VALITY

Ring -Bone [in a Horſe ) a hard , callous Subſtance growing RI'VALTY

in the hollow Circle of the little Paſtern, above the Coronet. Ri'vals ( Hieroglyph.] were repreſented by two Rams run

RING - Dove, a Wood-Pidgeon. ning at one another .

RING -Head, an Inſtrument for ſtretching Woollen -Cloth . Ri'vage, a Toll antiently paid to the King in ſome Ri,

Rinc Leader, a Perſon who is the Head of a Party or Fac- vers, for the Paſſage of Boats therein.

tion.
Rı'val[ rivalis , L.) a Term of Relation apply'd to two

Ring -ſtreaked [ ſaid of Cattle) marked on the Hair or Skin Perſons who have the ſame Pretenſions, eſpecially in Love
with round Streaks. Affairs.

RING - Tail, a Kind of Kite , with a whitiſh Tail. To Rive [ riffver, Dan .) to cleave afunder or in Pieces .

Ring -Walk (with Hunters) a round Walk. River [of rivus, L. rivere, F.] a Stream or Current of
Ring-Worm , a kind of Difeafe.

freſh Water, Aowing in a Bed or Channel, from a Source or

TO RINSE (renſer, Dan . rinfer, F.] to waſh lightly, to Spring into the Sea.

waſh the Sopineſs out of Linen , after the Lathers . Rivers have given Names to ſeveral Families in Britain ,

Ri'ot (Riote, Fi Exceſs, Luxury, Debauchery , Revel- and elſewhere; as Derwenteater, Troutbeck, Trent, & c. as a
out, Tumult, Rabble.

mong the Romans, Tiberius, from the River Tibris, Aufidius,

Riot [ in Laz ] the forcible doing an unlawful thing, by from a River of the fame Name.

three or more Perſons aſſembled together for that purpoſe. To Ri'vet (river, F. ) to put a Rivet or Iron Peg into a

To Ri'ot [ rioter, F.] to inake a Riot ; alſo to live riot- Cavity, &C.

ouſly . Rivo'se (rivojis, L. ] full of Rivers .
Riotous ( rioteux , F. ) given to Luxury, lewd, diſorder- A Ri'vulet (un ruiſſeau, F. of rivulus, L. ) a little River ,

ly ; that makes a Riot, tumultuous. Ri'xABUND (rixabundus, L.) quarrelſome, contentious .

Ri'oTOUSNESS [of riuteux , F. or of riota, L. Barb. or of RIXA'TION, a Scolding or Brawling, L.

Proghachd, Brit. according to Baxter, after a riotous Man- Rixo's e [rixojus, L.] full of Contention, Brawling, or

Chiding .

T. RIP (nippan, Sax. ] to cut up. Rix - Dollar, a German Coin, worth about four Shillings

RIPA'RIA E [old Rer.] any Waters that run between Banks . and Sixpence Sterling.

Ri'pe [ripe, Sax .) come to Maturity, as Fruits, & r ROACH [ h neoce, Sax .) a kind of Filh .

RI'PENESS ( nipeneyye, Sax .] Maturity: ROAD (Road, of niban, Sax . to ride ] a High -way to tra

vel in . Ro'

}[rivalitas, L. rivalité, F.]Rivalſhip.

ner .
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Ro'ckiness, a rocky Nature or Quality . Rod -Knight ? [jot cilts, Sax ] certain Tenants, or
ROAD (with Sailors ]a Place fit for Anchorage, at fome Di- Rad -Knights 5 Servitors, who held Land by ſerving their

ftance from the Shoar, and ſheltered from the Winds ; where Lord on Horſeback.

Ships uſually moor, and wait for a Wind or Tide, either to Rod Net (with Fowlers] a Net to catch Blackbirds or
carry them into the Harbour, or to ſet ſail out to Sea . Woodcocks.

Å Rod ROAD, a broad , high, champion Road. Rode ( node, of pipan, Sax .) did ride .

A good Road ( with Sailors ) a Place where neither Sea Rodge, a Water-Fowl fomething like a Duck, but

nor Wind has much Power over the Ship . leffer.

A wild Road, one which has but little Land on either A RODOMONTA'DO [ rodomontade, F. ] a vain - glorious

Side. Bragging or Boafting .

ROA'Der ( Sea Term ) a Ship riding at Anchor in a Road . RODON DE'LLUS | old Rec. ) a Roundle, an old Riding

TO ROAM ( prob. of Rome, becauſe of the common Prac- Cloak .

tice of going to Rome on Vows , and to court for Benefices, A Roe ( na, Sax.] a Kind of Deer.

Gr. ofromeare, Ital.] to wander, ſtrole or ſtraggle about. Roes (raun, Dan. ) the Milt of Fishes.

A ROAM, a Ramble, a Wandering , Milton .
Roe-Buck ( noah -yeon, Sax. raah-buih, Dan .) a Kind

A RO'Amer ( prob. of Roma, L. &. d . one that wanders to
of Deer.

Rome upon fomereligious Pretence ] one that rambles up and Ro'GA, Donatives or Preſents, which the Roman Em.
down. perours made to the Senators, Magiſtrates, and People ; and

Ro'an ( roano, Ital. of ravus, L.) a Colour of Horſes ; a Popes and Patriarchs alſo to their Clergy, L.

bay , black , or ſorrel Colour, intermix'd all over with white Ro'GAL [rogalis, L.] belonging to a funeral Pile.

or grey Hairs . Ro'GAMENT [ rogamentum, L.)a Propofition to be granted.

To Roar (napan, Sax. ) to cry out like a Lion ; to make ROCA'T10N, an Asking , L.

a Noiſe like the Sea . ROGA'TION Week, the Week immediately preceding Wþit

Ro'Aring ( na rung, of papan, Sax .) a making a Noiſe funday, thus called from three Faſts obſerved therein, viz.
like a Lion , the Sea , c . on the Monday, Tueſday, and Wedneſday, called Rogation

To R'OB (nyppan, Sax. prob . of roba, L. Barb . aRobe. Days, becauſe of the extraordinary Prayers and Proceſſions

Hence pobber and derober, F. 9.d. to take off the Robes or then made for the Fruits of the Earth, or as a Preparation

Clothes ] to take away Clothes, Money, & c. hy Force.
for the Devotion of Holy - Thurſday.

ROB ( in Pharmacy) the Juice of Fruits purified and boiled Ro'gue (prob. of rogue, F. impudent ; but Mirſisez ra

to a Conſumption of two Thirds of their Moiſture. ther chuſes to derive it ofnoagh, Sax . to hate, & c. but

Ro'BBERY [ robberie, O. F.) a violent and forcible taking Skinner, of paros, Gr. or yin, Heb. Evil] a Villain , Knave,

away of another Man'sGoods openly againſt his Will, and aCheat; alſo a ſturdy Beggar, who wanders from Place to

putting him in bodily Fear ; ſo named , becauſe the Perſon Place without a Licence ; who, for the firſt Offence, is cal

was depriv'd of fome of his Robes, orbecauſe his Money, led a Rogue of the firſt Degree; and puniſhed by whip

Ec. was taken out of ſome part of his Robe. ping and boring thro ' the Griftlc of the right Ear with an

RoberVAʼLian Lines , a Name given to certain Lines hotIron, an Inch in Compaſs ; and for the ſecond Offence,

for the Transformation of Figures, ſo named from M. Ro- is called a Rogue of the ſecond Degree, and put to Death as a
berval their Inventer. Felon, if he be above 18 Years of Age.

Ro'BBERY ( in Law ] a felonious taking away another RO'GUERY, Villainy, Knavery • alſo merry Drolling,

Man's Goods from his Perſon , Preſence, or Efate, againſt Raillery, Waggery.

his Will ; putting him in fear . Ro'cuish, knaviſh , wicked ; alſo drolling, waggiſh .

Ro'BBINS [ in a Ship ) ſmall Ropes reeved or put through RO'GU ISHNESS,Villainy, Knaviſhneſs, c.alſo Waggilhneſs.

the Oilet Holes of a Sail, under the Head-Ropes, which 1 Ro'lster ( prob. of ruftre, F. a Clown ] a rude, boi
ſerve to tie faft, or tie the Sails to the Yards. ſterous Fellow .

Robe, a lang Gown or Veſt that covers the whole Body. A ROLL ( rolle, F. rotulus, L.] a Bundle of any Thing

RO'BERSMEN ? Cold Stat.] a Sort of bold and ſtout Rob- rolled up ; a Lift of Names.

Ro'BERTSMEN S bers, or Night- Thieves, ſaid to be fo A ROLL [of Parchment] the Quantity of 60 Skins.

called from Robin Hood, a famous Robber on the Frontiers Roll [in a Sbip ] a round Piece ofWood or Iron , into

of England and Scotland in the Time of King Richard I. which the Whip -ſtaff is let.

Robert Sauce, a Sauce made of Onions, Muftard, But- Muſter-Roll, a Roll wherein are enter'd the Soldiers of

ter, Pepper, Salt and Vinegar. every Troop,Company, Regiment, & c.

ROBIGAʼLIA, Feſtivals celebrated by the Romans in May, To Roll [ of rouler, F. or rollen, Sax. and Teut.] to puſh or

in Honour of the Deity Robigus, thought to preſerve their draw a round Thing over, to make ſmooth and even; alſo
Corn from being robiginous, i. 2. blafted or mildew'd. to move or tumble in the Manner of a rolling Stone ; alſo to

Ro'BIGUs, or Robigo, a Roman Deity to whom they ob- wind, & c. into a Roll.

ſerved a Feſtival called Robigaliaon the Kalends of May, that Ridder Roll [in Law] a ſmall Piece ofParchment, added
Mildew and Blaſting might be kept from their Corn and to ſome Part of a Roll or Record.

Fruit, L. Roll [in the Cuſtoms] a Lift of the Names of ſeveral

Robin, a Pear, called alſo theMuſcat Pearof Auguft. Perſons of the ſame Condition, or enter'd in the fame En

Ro'Bin Red - Brent, a Bird well known. gagement .

ROBOREAN ? (roboreus, L.] of the Nature of, or per- Court -Roll [in a Manour ] is a Roll wherein the Names ,

Robo'reous Staining to Oak. Rent, Services of each Tenant, are copied and enrolled .

ROBORO'SE (roborofils, L. ) ſtiff and hard like an Oak . Calves- head ROLL [in the 2 Temples] a Roll wherein eve

ROBORA'NTIA ( in Phyfick ] Medicines which ſtrengthen ry Bencher is taxed annually at 2 s. every Barriſter at 1 s. 6 d .
and comfort the 'Heart. every Gentleman under the Bar at is. to the Cook and

Robu'st, [ robuſus, L. ] trong like Oak, ſtrong -limbed, other Officers of the Houſe, in Confideration of a Dinner

luſty, ſturdy, hardy. of Calves-heads provided every Eafter Term .
ROBU'STNESS 2 [of robuſius,L.) being like an Oak, Ragman's Roll, ( for Rngimund's Roll] a Legate in Scot

ROBU'STOUSNESS Salſo ſtrong limb'd, luſty. land, who having cited before him all the People in that

ROCAMBOʻLE, a Sort of fmall Garlick, of the Bigneſs of Kingdom who held Benefices, cauſed them to give in the
a Shalot, Spaniſh Garlick . Value of their Eftates upon Oath ; according to which they

A Roccelo'[ prob.ofnoc, Sax .)a great looſe Cloak or Coat. were afterwards taxed in the Court of Rome.

Roche Allum [9. Rock Alium ] a Mineral Salt of a very Ro’LLER [ of rollen , Du. rouler, F. ] a Swathing-Band

binding Quality for young Children ; alſo a round Piece of Wood for the

Ro'chet [ rochetto, Ital :) a Sort of Surplice, a Lawn Gar- moving of great Stones, and alſo for other Uſes.

ment worn by Biſhops, & c. ROLLING -Preſs, a Preſs for printing Pi & ures, r. on

Ro'chets, Mantles worn on Days of Ceremony by the Copper- Plates.

Peers futing in the Engliſh Parliament. The Rolls, the Office where the Records of Chancery

Rock [ roche, F. rocca , Ital . rupes, L. prob. of pag, Gr.) are kept in Chancery-lane ; this Houſe, or Office, was an

a large Maſs or Block of hard Stene rooted in the Ground. tiently built by King Henry III. for converted Jews, and

ROCKE'T [in Pyrotechny] an artificial Fire-work , being a called Domus Converſorum ; but their Irregularities and Lewd.

cylindrical Caſe of Paper filled with combuſtible Ingredients, neſs having provoked King Edward III. he expellid them ,
and which, being tied to a Stick, mounts in the Air to a and caus'd the Place tobe appropriated for keeping the

conſiderable Height, anů there burfts. Rolls or Records of Chancery.

Rod [roed , Du. radius, L. and prob. jios, Sax .) a Wand, Maſter of the Rolls , is the ſecond Perſon in that Court;

or ſmall Stick , of 16 Foot and an half ; allo a Bundle of and, in the Abſence of the Lord -Chancellor, fits as Judge.

mall Sprigs of Eirch to correct Children with .
ROLLS
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Root of 125 .

hold by.

ROLL'S Ċ of Parliament ) the Manuſcript Regilters , or K. Henry VIII.abrogated it , but it was fervilely reſtored by
Rolls of the Proceedings ofParliament, before theInvention Queen Mary ; but at laſt utterly aboliſhed by 6. Elizabeth.

of Printing Room ( num, Sax .) an Apartment in a Houſe; allo large

RO'MAN ( Romanus, L.] of, or pertaining to the Romans, or ſufficient Space .

or to Rome, or the Roman Catholicks. A ROOMER (with Sailors] a very large Ship.

Ro'man Beam, a Kind of Balance or Stilliards, otherwiſe Roo'MINESS , Largeneſs of Place.

called a Stelleer. Roo'my , large, capacious .

Ro'man Catholicks, thoſe who adhere to the Doctrines T. Roost ( prob. of hpostan, Sax .) to reſt as Fowls do .

and Diſcipline of the Church of Rome. A Roost [hpost, Sax .) a Perch, or refting Place for
Ro'man Indi&tion, a Circle or Revolution of 15 Years, or Fowls.

35 Years, at the End of which the Romans exacted their ſe- A Root (radix, L. roed, Dan . ) that Part of a Plant, & c.

veral Tributes, 1. of Gold, 2. of Silver, 3. of Braſs and that extends it ſelf downwards, that imbibes the Juices of

Iron . the Earth, and tranſmits them to other Parts for their Nu

Ro'Man Language, a Mixture of Gauliſh and Latin, the trition ; alſo the Original of a Thing or Matter, or by

French Tongue ſo called by the Walloons ; for the Romans, which it naturally draws in its Nouriſhment.

having ſubdued ſeveral Provinces in Gaul, eſtabliſhed Præ- Root [in Matbemat.] a Number or Quantity which is

tors or Proconſuls, & c. to adminiſter Juſtice in the Latin multiply'd by it ſelf, or conſidered as the Baſis or Foun

Tongue ; on this Occaſion , the Natives were brought to dation of a higher Power.

apply themſelves to learn the Language of the Romans, and Roots (with Gramm .) original Words.

ſo introduced abundance of Latin Words into their own Square Root [in Arithm .]a Number, which, being mul

Tongue. tiply'd by itſelf, produces a Power called a Square, as 5 is
Ro'man Letter , the Character that this Line is printed in. the ſquare Root of 25 .

Ro'Man Order (in Architect .) the faine as the Compoſite. Cube Root, a Number, which being multiplied , twice

A RO'MANCE ( romanze, Ital. prob. of Roma, Rome) a by itſelf, produces a Power called a Cube ; 6o 5 is the Cube
meerFiction or feigned Story ; a fabulous Relation of cer

tain Intrigues and Adventures of Love and Gallantry, in- Root of an Equation (in Algebra) is the Value of an

vented to entertain and inſtruct the Readers. unknown Quantity in an Equation.

To Roma'nce (parler Roman, F. ) to tell a magnifi- Rope (nape, Sax . Roop, Du .] a Cord , & c.

cent Lie, to bounce, crack, or vapour. Bolt-RÓPE (with Marin .] a Rope wherein the Sails are

A Roma'ncer ( romanzier, F. ) a Teller of Lies or falſe ſewed.

Stories . Bucy-Rope, a Rope tyd to the Buoy at one End, and to

RO'MANIST, one belonging to the Church of Rome, a the Anchor's Flook at the other.

Papift. Cat-Rope, aRope for haling in theCat.

Ro'MANS, the polite Language formerly ſpoken at the Chef-Rope, 2a Rope added to the Boat-Rope, when tow

Court of France, in Contradiſtinction to the Walloon Lan- Gueft-Rope, Sed at the Ship’s Stern, to keep her from

guage. The former was half Latin, half Gauliſh. Sheering

ROMA'NTICK ( romantique, F. ) of, or pertaining to , or Entring-Rope, a Rope belonging to the Entring-Ladder to

that ſavours of a Romance.

ROMA'NTICKNESS [ of romantique, F. ] Fictitiouſneſs, Jeer-Rope, a piece of a Hawſer made faſt to the Main

egregious Falſeneſs. yard, and Fore-yard, cloſe to theTies , & c. to ſuccour the

Rome ( Roma, L. which fomederive from 'Paduce, Gr. Ties , by helping to hoiſe up the Yards, & c. that, if the Ties ,

Strength , Power, & c. others of 017, Heb. he was exalted , ſhould break, they may hold up the Maft.

when non,Heb. Height, &c. but others of Romulus ] a City Keel -Rope, a Hair-Rope, which runsbetweenthe Keel

fon , and Keel of the Ship, to clear the Limber-Hole, when

Rome Scot, was an annual Tribute of a Penny for every choaked up with Ballaft, & r.

Family paid to the See of Rome at the Feaſt of St. Peter ad Preventer-Rope, a Rope over the Ram -head, if one Part

Vincula, i.e. on the iſt of Auguft. of the Tie ſhould break, to prevent the other Part from

Rompee (in Heraldry.) So they call a Chev- running thro' the Ram -head , and endangering the Yard..

ron, when itis borne of this Figure. He bear- Running -Ropes, [in a Ship) are thoſe whichrun on Blocks

eth aChevron Rompee, between three Mullets, or by and Shivers.

theName of Sault . Standing -Ropes [in a Ship ] the Shrouds and Stays.

RONDEAU (in Mu. Books) a Name apply'd to all Songs Top-Ropes, thoſe wherewith they ſet or ſtrike the Mainor

and Tunes, which end with the firſt Part or Strain , whether Fore- Top -malls.

they are Gavots, Jiggs, Minuets, Sarabands, or any other Rope-Yarn, the Yarn of any Rope untwiſted.

Kind of Strain ; andfor thatReaſon they have the Letters To Rore , to run thick and ropy, as ſome Liquors do.

D. C. or DA CAPO at the End of them ; which ſignify, Rope -Wed, an Herb .

that the firſt Part muſt be begun again . Ro'py, (prob. Nap?g, Sax .] clammy, ſlimy,

Ro'ndel (in Fortif .) a round Tower, ſometimes erected RORA'STRUM , white Briony, L.

at the Foot of a Baſtion. RORA'TION, a Falling of Dew, L.

RoNvI'LLE, a fine Pear which comes to its full Ripeneſs RORIFERUS Ductus (with Anat.) a Vefſel ariſing about the

in January and February. Kidney, onthe left Side, which aicends along the Cheſt, and

Řood (Rad, Brit. of radius, L. of pældo , Gr. ] a long ends at the Subclavian Vein, on the left Side; the Uſe of
Meaſure of

40
Perchez.

which is to convey the Juices call’d Cbyle and Lympba, from

Rood (of Land ] a Quantity equal to the 4th Part of an the lower Parts, to the Heart, call'd alſó, Duetus Cbyliferus,L.

Acre, and containing 40 ſquare Perches or Poles. RORI'GENOUS ( rorigena, L.) produced of Dew .

Rood ( Nate, Sax .] a Croſs. Rori'FLUOUS (roriAuus, L.) flowing with Dew .

Rood Loft, a Shrine on which a Crucifix was placed. Ro'RULENT ( rorulentus, L. full of Dew .

Roor [hpok, Sax .) the upper Part of the Mouth ; of a Ro'rid ( roridus, L. ) dewy, wettiſh, moiſt.
Houſe, C. RorI'Ferous ( roriferus, L.) bringing Dew .

Roo F - Trces ? [in a Ship) are ſmall Timbers which bear Ros , the Dewwhich falls upon the Ground in the Night

Rouf- Trees Sup the Gratings from the Half -Deck to the time, L.

Fore -Caſtle. Ros ( in Medicine] a kind of Moiſture whereby all Parts

Rook [h noc, Sax .) a Sort of Carrion Crow ; a Cheat at of an animal Body are nouriſhed, L.

Gaming ; a Sharper ; one that lends Money to Gameſters. Ros Vitrioli (in Chym .] the firſt Phlegm that is diſtilled

To Rook one, to wipe one of his Money. from Vitriol in Balneo Mariæ , L.

RooʻKBRY, a Place where Rooks haunt or reſide. Ros, i. e. Dew (with ant. Phyſ. & c.] the firſt Moiſture
This was firſt granted by Offa, as ſome ſay ; or by Ina, that falls from the Extremities of the Voffels, and is diſper

King of the Weſt Saxons, as others ſay ; who being on a ſed upon the Subſtance of the Members.

Pilgrimage, and at Rome A. D. 725, gave it as an Alms . Ros ( according to Galen ) is a third Sort of Moiſture

This Tribute amounted to 300 Marks and 1 Noble a Year. wherebythe Parts of animal Bodies are nouriſhed, and is
Our Anceſtors did frequently complain of this Mark of Sla- contained in all the Parts of an Animal, like a certain Dew

very to the Church of Rome,as a Burthen and a Scandalto ſprinkled uponthem .
she Engliſh Nation. And in the Time of King Edwvard III. Rosa , a Roſe , L.

it was forbidden to be paid , tho' theParliament had complain'd Rosa’lia [in Med.] a Diſeaſe common to young Chil

of it as a Grievance, A. D. 1206, in the Time of K. Jokn dren, ſomething like the Meaſles.

Ro'sa

of Italy.
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Roʻsa Solis, a pleaſant Liquor made of Brandy, Cinna- its Roof. There are now lying along on the Ground, but

mon , Sugar, and other Ingredients , very palatable. on the Outſide of this Structure, thirteen of its Columns,

RO'SARY (roſarium , L.) a particular Mais or Form of De- each of them being all of one Piece, 6 Foot in Diameter, and

votion addreiled to the Virgin Mary, to whom the Chaplet 53 Foot in Height. This Fabrick Pling, in his Time, ac

of that Name is accommodated ; a ſet of Beads called Fif- counted one of the rareſt Wonders then extant.

teens, containing 15 Ave Maria's, and 15 Pater - Noſters. ROTUNDIFO'LIUS , a , um, ( in Botan . Writ . ) which has

Rosa'de , a Liquor made of pounded Almonds, Milk , round Leaves.

and Sugar. ROTU'NDNESS (rotunditas, L. rotunlité, F. ] Roundneſs.

Ro'sEATE [of rofeus, L.] ſcented with , or ſmelling of ROTU'NDUS, a , um , [in Botan. Writ.] round.

Roſes. ROTU'NDUS (with Anat.] a Name given to ſeveral Moro

Rose ( Roſa, L.) a Flower, callºd the Flower of Venus, con- cles , from the Roundneſs of their Form ; particularly one of

fecrated by Cupid to Harpocrates, the God of Silence . the Radii which ſerves to turn the Palm of the Hind

Rose [emblematically) repreſents themomentary , and fickle downwards.

State of Man's Life , the Frailty and Inconſtancy of which Ro'tten (of rotan, Sax. to rot ) unfound , periſhed by

is ſuch , that we are no ſooner born into the World , but we corrupting

preſently begin to leave it ; and as the delectable Beauty , and RO'TTENNESS [potneyyeof notin, Sax. or rotten , Du . )

redolence of Smell of this Flower, does ſuddenly fade and Putrifiedneſs, or being infected with the Rot .

perith , ſo the Life of Man, his Beauty , Strength , and world- Ro'TULA , a little Wheel or Pulley , L.

ly Eſtate , are ſo mutable, weak, and momentary , that often, Ro'tuli placitorum Cold Writ.] Court - Rolls , or Records

the ſame Day that he flouriſhes molt, he dies . upon Rolls , L.

Rose -Noble, an Engliſh Gold- Coin , in Value, antiently RO'TULU3 Wintonie [in Doom's- day Book] a Roll con

16s . taining an exact Survey of all England ; ſo called , becauſe it

Rose -Ryal, an antient Gold . Coin, in Value one Pound was, in antient Times, kept at Wincheſter.

ten Shillings, Sterling. To Rove [ roder, F. ] to ramble about.

Golden Rose , a Roſe which the Pope commonly bleſſes Rove , an Iron -Pin , to which a Clinch-Nail is faſten'd .

at Maſs, upon a Sunday in Lent . Rover [ rodeur, F.] a Rambler.

Under the Rose, privately, ſecretly , not to be divalged . Rouge , red, F.

Ro'sEMARY [ rojinarinus, L. ) a Medicinal and fragrant Rouge Croſs ? [in Heraldry] the Names of two of the
Plant, well known. Rouge Dragon SMarſhals or Purſuivants at Arms .

Rosetum, a Roſe - Bed , a Garden or Place planted with Rough [h ruh , Sax,] uneven , rugged ; alſo ſevere, harſh ,

Roles, L. hairy or britly.

ROSETUM [ in Ant. Deeds) a low, watery Place, full of Rou'ghings , latter Paſture or Grafs that comes after

Reeds and Ruſhes; allo Thatch for the covering of Houſes, Mowing.

made of Reeds. Rou'GHNESS (h nuynerre, Sax .) Unevenneſs, is that

Rosicru'CIANs , certain Chymiſts , or Hermetical Philo- which by the Inequality of its Parts is diſagreeable to the
ſophers, who ſtyle themſelves Brothers of the Holy Croſs . Touch ; Hairiners, Briſtlinefs, &c.

Ro'sin [ reſina, L. ) an oily Juice, that oozes out of the To Roul [Military Term ] Officers of equal Quality, who

Pine - tree , & c. mount the ſame Guard, and take their Turns in relieving

Rosolis, See Roſa Solis. one another, are ſaid to roul.

Ro'sLAND (of chos, Brit . ) heathy Land, or Land full ROULA'DE ( in Muſick] a Trilling or Quavering.

of Ling ; alſo a watery, or moory Ground. ROULA'Des (in Cookery] Veal-Steaks, thin slices of Ba

Ro'ss Alia ( with Phys.) red , fiery Spots which break out con , Calves Tongues, & c. covered , made into Rolls, and

all over the Body. boiled .

ToRost [ Leroytan. Sax . rotir, F. ] to dreſs Meat before Rounce, the Handle of a Part of a Printing -Preſs.

the Fire . Rou'ncevAL Peas ( ſo called of Rouncevalle, near the Py
ROSTRA , a Part of the Roman forum , wherein Orations, renean Mountains ), a large Sort of delicious Peas.

Pleadings, and Funeral Harangues, &c. were deliver'd . ROUND ( rotundus, L. rund , Dan, rond, F.] the being in

Ro'sTRUM , the Beak of a Bird , L. the Form of a Circle or Ball .

Ro'strum (in Chymiſl.] the Noſe of an Alembick . To Round a Horſe ( in Horſemanſhip ) is a general Ex

Rostrifo'r mis Proceſſus ( with Anat.) a Proceſs of preſſion for all Sorts of Manage upon Rounds : So that to

the Shoulder-blade ; and alſo of the lower Jaw -Bone ; allo round a Horſe upon a Trot, Gallop, or otherwiſe, is to make

fevere , harſh , hairy or briftly. him carry his Shoulders and his Haunches compactly or

Rosy ( rofaceus, L.] full of, or like Roſes. roundly , upon a greater or ſmaller Circle , without traverſing

To Rot ( rotan , Sax.] to putrify , periſh or conſume a- or bearing to a Side.

way. A ROUND, ( roud F. ) a Ring or Circle.

Rot, ( not, Sax.) a Diſeaſe in Sheep. ROU'NDNESS ( rondeur, F. rotunditas, L. ) a round Form .

Rota, a Wheel ; alſo the Name of the firſt Juriſdiction Rou'NDEL 2 Song beginning and ending with the
of the Court of Rome, L. Rou'NDELAY

Ro'ra Ariftotelica, Ariſtotle's Wheel, a celebrated Problem ROU'NDO Sagain to the firft Verſe,and then goes

in Mechanicks, founded on the Motion of a Wheel about its round.

Axis ; ſo called , becauſe firſt taken Notice of by Ariſtotle, L. Round -Heads (in the Time of the Civil Wars in Eng

ROTATED (rotatus , L. ) turned round like a wheel. land ) a Name given to thoſe of the Parliament- Party , who

Rota'TION, a turning round like a Whee!, L. generally had their Hair cut ſhort.

Rota'tion (in Geom . ) the Circum volution of a Surface, ROUND-Houſe [of a Pariſh ] a Priſon wherein to ſecure

round an immoveable Line .
thoſe who are apprehended by the Conſtable, &c. for com

Rot A'TION (with Anat.) the Action of the Muſcles, calld mitting Diſorders in the Night.
rotatores ; or the Motion they give to the Parts to which ROUND-Houſe [ in a Ship ] is the uppermoſt Room or Ca

they are affixed. bin in the Stern of a Ship , where the Maſter lies .

ROTA'tor Femoris extrorfum (with Anat.) a Muſcle that To ROUND (arrondir, F.] to go round , Milton .

turns the Thigh outwards, L. Rou'nding, encompaſſing round, Milton.

Rota'tor major & minor (with Anat.) tivo Proceſſes in To Round in the Ear ( prob. of runjan, Sax. to mutter]

the upper Part of the Thigh -Bone, in which the Tendons of to chide a Perſon ſharply.

many Muſcles are terminated , called Trochanters. ROUND- Top (of a Ship) is a round frame of Boards, lying

Rote (of rota , L. a Wheel) as to ſay a Lilon by rote, is upon the croſs Trees, near the Head of the Maft, where the

to ſay it readily, as a Wheel turns round. Men may ſtand to furl and looſe the Top - fails,&c.

Ro'ther Nails (with Shipwrights] Nails with very full ROUND -Splice [with Mariners ) is when a Rope's End is

Heads, uſed for faſtening the Rudder- Irons of Ships. ſo let into another, that they ſhall be as firm as if they were

Rother Beaſts, horned Beasts . but one Rope.

The RoʻTONDA 7 in Rome [of rotundus, L. round] was Round in 2 [Sea Phraſe] is to let riſe the Main or Fore
RO'TUNDO S anticntly called the Pantheon, becauſe ROUND afts Tack , & c . when the Wind larges upon

dedicated to all the Gods. It is a great maffy Vault 140 them , i.e. grows fairer.

Foot high , and as many broad, having a Hole open at the ROUNDS (in Maſonry] are the Fragments or broken Pieces

Top ofnine or ten Foot Diameter, which,at this Day , ſtands of Statues.

a bold and firm Piece of Architecture, altho' it is open at Rounds (Mil. Term ] a Watch commanded by an Officer,

the Top and hath not had for many Years Pillars to bear up who in the Night-timewalks round about the Ramparts of a

7 E fortified.
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} [in Batan .Writers] reddiſh, L.

fortified Piace, or about the Streets of a Garrifon , to ſee A Ru'bber [of reiben , Teut. ] one that ruus , or a Rui .

that the Centinels do their Duty, and to keep the Town in bing-Bruſh.

good Order. RU'BBISH (prob . q. d. Rubbings off, or of perros, Gr.

Rou'NDELAY2a Shepherd's Song ; or, as it were, a Filth ] the Retufe of Building, as Brick -bats, Mortar-dirt, & c .

ROU'NDO Song Tung in a Round by a Company RU BEO'LA [with Phyſicians] a Sort of Small -Pox or

where each takes his Turn . Meaſles.

Rount [in Horſes] a Fleſh -Colour. Ru'ber , ra, rum, [in Botan. Writers) red, L.

T. Rouse ? [of apiyan, Sux. ] to raiſe, excite, or ſtir up ; RUBE'LLUS, a , um , ?

To Rouze Salſo to awake from Sleep.
RUBE'SCENS

To Rouse Hart [Hunt. Phrafe ] is to raiſe him from RUBE'TUM, a Cloſe full of Ruſhes or Brambles ; or a

his Harbour. Place where many Ruthes grow , L.

T. Rouse a Hawjer, &c . [Sea Phraſe] is to hale in that Ru'bia (with Botaniſts] Goſlin -Weed or Clivers, L.

Part of it which lies ſlack in the Water. RU'BIA / ylveſtris, the Herb Woodroof, L.

To Rouse [in Falconry ] is ſaid of a Hawk, when he lifts Ru'bican Colour [of a Horſe] is a Bay, Sørrel, or Black,

up and ſhakes himſelf. with a light Gray, orWhite, upon the Flanks ; but ſo , that

A Rou'sing Lie, a whisking great one . the Gray, or White, is not predominant there .

Rou'sSELET, a ſmall Pear of a delicious Taſte. Ru'bicunD [rubicundus, L.] blood -red , ruddy .

Rout (prob . of Rhaid )), or rhodio, Brit . a Walk , Baxt. ] RUBICU'NDITY, Redneſs.

a Company of People, Mob , or Rabble ; a Combuſtion, Ru'eid [rubidus, L.] reddiſh , ſwarthy, red .

Noife, Trouble, or Disturbance. Ru'bied, tinctured of the Colour of a Ruby, red,Milton .

T. ROUT ( either of protin , Sax. or Root) to turn up the RUBI'GINOSE

Ground, or root up Plants , as Swine do .
Rubi'ginous [rubiginoſus, L.) ruſty.

Rout of an Army [ deroute, F. ] the Diſcomfiture . RUBI'Go [with Botaniſts] Mildew , a Diſeaſe that happens

Rout [route, F. ) a publick Road, Highway, or Courſe ; to Plants , and proceeds from a dewy Moiſture, which falling

eſpecially the Way an Army is to march. upon them , and not being drawn up by the Heat of the

A Rout of Wolves, a Company or Herd of them . Sun , by its Sharpneſs, gnaws and corrupts the inward Sub

To Rout an Army, is to diſcomfit or put it to flight. ſtance of Plants , L.

Rour [ in the civil Law] an Affembly of three or more Ru'Bico , Ruft, the Ruſtineſs of Iron or Braſs, L.

Perſons, who are going forcibly to commit an unlawful Ac- RU'brica , a Marking-ſtone, Ruddle , or Red -oker, L.

tion , tho' they do it not ; for if it be done , it is a Riot . Ru'BRICA [with Phyf.) a Kind of Ring-Worm, or red
Row [of rop, or rap, Sax . a Street , rue, F. rege, Teut . ] Tetter.

a Rank , or Order . RU'BRICATED ( rubricatus, L. ) made of a red Co

To Row a Boat [of popın, Sax . ] to pull it along by lour.

Qars . RU'Erick (rubrica, L.) Directions given in the Liturgy ,

Rowel (of rouelle, F.] the Prickles of a Spur. for the Order and Manner wherein the ſeveral Parts of the

Ro'wel (with Surgeons] a Kind of Iſſue made by draw- Office are to be performed ; ſo called , becauſe formerly

ing a Skain of Silk or Thread thro' che Nape of the Neck . written or printedin red, the Office itſelf being in the black

Ro'wel (in a Ship] is a round Piece of Wood or Iron , Letter.

wherein the Whip goes, being made to turn about, that it RU'BRICK [ in the Canon Lazo] a Title or Article in the

may carry over the Whip the eaſier from Side to Side. antient Law -Books, ſo called, becauſe antiently written , as

Ro'wen-Hay, latter Hay. the Titles of the Chapters in our antient Bibles are, in red

Ro'WING of Cloths ] is the ſmoothing them with a Letters.

Rowler. RU'Bus (with Botanifs) the Blackberry Buſh , L.

To Rowne ( Runnian, Sax. ] to whiſper. Ru'bus-Caninus, the Dog -Briar, or wild Eglantine, L.

T. Rowse in Sea Phraſe] lignifies to hale or pull in . RU'bus- Idæus, the Raſpberry Buſh , L.

Row'sing (with Hunters] the putting up and driving of RU'by (rubis, F. of rubere, L. to be red] the moſt va

aHart from its relting Place. luable of precious Stones, next to the Diamond ; and when

Rowt, a Company or Number of Wolves. perfectly beautiful, nothing inferior.

Row'ty , over rank, or ſtrong, faid of Corn or Graſs. RU'By [in Heraldry ] being red , is uſed for Gules, by

Roy'al [regalis, L.] of, or pertaining to a King, kingly . thoſe who blazon the Armsof the Prime Nobility by pre

Roya't Antler (with Hunters] the third Branch of the cious Stones , inſtead ofMetals, and Colours.

Horn of a Hart, or Buck , which foots out from the rear, Ruck, a certain Bird of a prodigious Strength , which

or main Horn, above the Bezantler. (as ſome Writers relate ) is able to truſs up a Lion with his
Roxa'l Allent, the Aſſent of the King to an Act of Talons.

Parliament. RUCTATION (with Phy /.] Belching , a depravid Motion

Roy'al Fiſhes, Whales and Sturgeons, to which ſome add of the Stomach , cauſed by an Efferveſcence there, whereby

Porpoiſes ; which are the King's, by his Prerogative, when Vapours and Aatulent Matter are ſent out of the Mouth.
cast on Shore. Ru'dder (no gor , Sax .] a Piece of Timber which is

RoY'AL Parapet ( Fortificat.) a Breaſt-work raiſed on the hung at the Stern -Poſts of a ship, on Hinges, and which

Edge of a Rampart towards the Country. being turned ſometimes one side to the Water, and ſome

Royal Poverty, a modern Name given to the Liquor or times the other, turns or directs the Veſſel this Way or
Strong -waters, commonly called Genevre or Genera ; becauſe that.

Beggars , when drunk , are as great as Kings. RU'DDER 2 the wideſt Sort of Sieves for ſeparating Corn

Roy'ai Society, an Academy or Body of Perſons of emi Ri'dder S from Chaff.

nent Learning, inſtituted by King Charles II. for the pro- Ru'dder - Rope, a Rope let through the Stern - Poft, and

moting of natural Knowledge. the Head of the Rudder; ſo that both Ends may be ſpliced

The Rox'AL [with Hunters] one of the Starts of a Stag's or faſtened together. The Uſe of this Rope is to ſave the

Head . Rudder, if it Mould be torn off from the Irons by any

A Roy'alist , one who is of the King's or Queen's Accident.

Party , or maintains their Intereſt ; a loyal Perſon . Ru'dder - Irons [ of a Ship ) the Cheeks of that Iron ,
ROYA’LNESS (royaute, F. regalitas, L. ] Royalty: whereof the Pintle is Part, which is faſtened and naild

RoY'Alties , the royal Rights or Prerogatives of a King down upon the Rake ofthe Radder.

or Queen ; which the Civilians reckon to be 6 in Number, RU'D DINESS (hubuneY re, Sax. ] Freſh -colouredneſs.

viz . the Power of Judicature, the Power of Life and Death, Ru'ddle, a Sort of red Chalk.

of War and Peace , of levying Taxes ; ' the Goods that have RU'DDOCK, a Robin -red -breaſt, a Bird ; alſo a Land - toad .

no Owners, asWaifs, Strays,&c. andthe Coinage of Money. RU'DDY [ of rusu, Sax . Redneſs) of a blood - red Colour ;
Roy'alty [regalitas, L. royaute, F.) royal Dignity, freſh - coloured in Complexion.

The Enligns of Rox'alty [in Great Britain) are the Rude ( prob . of rudis, L. but Skinner ſays, rather of

Crown, Scepter, and Dave, Croſs, St. Edward's Staff, four rege, Sax. fiery ] rough, coarſe, unpoliſhed ; clowniſh, ig

different Soris of Swords, the Orb and Croſs, &c. uſed at norant; alſo ſaucy, uncivil.

Coronations. RU'DENESS [ of nesneys, Sax. or rudefje, F. ofRuditas,L. )
RoY'NES 11 Rec ] Currents, Streams, or Pallages of Saucineis , Unpolíhedneſs.

running Water. Ru'derary [ruderarius, L. ] belonging to Rubbiſh .

T. Rue Skinner derives it of rebein , Teut. ) to wipe RUDGE-wafhºd Kerſey,Kerſey -Cloth made of Fleece-Wooll,

hard. only waſh'd on the Back of the Sheep .
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RU'DIMENT [rudiment, F. of rudimentum, L. of rudis,L. Compaſs, ſo as to inake tlie ſame or equal Angles with every

ignorant ) the firit Element, Principle or Ground of any Art Meridian .

or Science ſo called ,becauſe thoſe that firſt come ta be in- Complement of the Rume (with Næerigaturs) is the Angle

ſtructed, are Rudes, ſuppoſed to be altogether ignorant. made with any Circle parallel to the Equator, by the Line

RUDE'NTURE [ in Architect.] the Figure of a Rope or of the Ship’s Run or Courſe.

Staff, ſometimes plain , and ſometimes carved, wherewith To Ru'MBLE ( raminelen , Text. romelen , Dat. ] to make

the Flutings of Columns are frequently filled up. a hollow Noiſe.

RUDERA'T ION [in Architec7.) the laying of a Pavement RU'MEN , the Cud of Beaſts ; alſo the Herb Sorrel, L.

with Pebbles or little Stones , L. RU'MINANT ( ruminans, L.) chewing the Cud.

RU'DITY [reditas, L. ] Unlearnedneſs, Ignorance, Un- RUMIGERATION, the ſpreading abroad a Rumour or Re

polishedneſs. port.

Rue [ ihapw, Brit. rule, F. of ruta, L. ) Herb de Gras . RU'MINANT Animels, ſuch as chew the Cud, as Oxen,

To Rue ( iepen , Tellt. hjico prian , Sax . ) to repent of, to Sheep, Deer, &c.

be much concerned or ſorry for. RUMINANT Signs (with Allrologers] thoſe Signs of the

Rue'FUL [of peoprian, Sax. &c. ] ſorrowful, woeful. Zodiack , that are repreſented by Animals that chew the

Rue'FULNESS, Sorrowfulneſs , Repentance.
Cud .

Ru'el Bone, the Whirl-Bone of the Knee. To Ru'MINATE (ruminari, L.) to chew the Cud ; to weigh

Rue’LLE [of rue , F. a Street ) a little Street, It is of ' in Mind ; to ſtudy or think ſeriouſly upon .

late brought into Uſe among us, to ſignify ar. Alcore, or Rumina'tion, a chewing the Cud, &c. a natural Motion

other genteel Apartment, where the Ladies receive Viſits of the Stomach, & c. mutually relieving one another, by

either in Bed or up. which means the Food that was eaten haſtily at the firſt, is

Ruff [ ſome derive it of ruyffet, Du. to wrinkle) an old- convey'd back to the Mouth again , and there chcw'd and
faſhioned Ornament worn on the Neck, made of ſeveral ſwalloir'd down a ſecond time, to the great Advantage of the

Rows of fine Linnen ſtiffened and plaited . Creature.

RUFF, a Fith ſomewhat leſs than a Perch . To Ru'mmage ( remuer, F. to remove, or ro!uinen, Teut.

Rufr, a Bird , which in fighting raiſes up its Feathers to empty) to remove Goods or Luggage from one Place to

like a double Ruff. another ; eſpecially to clear the Ships-hold of any Goods or

7. RUFF [with Falconers) a Hawk is ſaid to ruff, when Lading, in order to their being handſomely ftowed.

the hits the Prey, but does not truſs it . To Ru'MMAGE [in a figurative Senſe] is to rake into , or

To Ruff [at Cards] is to get the better of the Game ; to ſearch narrowly,

alſo to trump a Card not a Trump. RU'MMER. (prob. q. roamer of room from its Largeneſs] a

Ru'rFiAN ( Rofvere, Dan . a Robber, rufien, F. ruffiano, broad -mouth'd large drinking Veſſel ; or ſuch a one filld up
Ital . ) a deſperate Villain , an Affafline. to the Brim .

Ru'ffrans Hall, Smithfield , where Cudgel- playing, &c. RU'MOUR (rumor, L. ) Report, Fame, Bruit, common

was exerciſed by ruffianly People . Talk.

To Ru'ffle (prob . of ruvfrien , Du. ) to lay or fold into To Ruʼmour (rumorem ſpargere, L. ) to tell abroad .

Ruffles or Plaits ; alſo to put into Diſorder of Mind. RUMOURED, generally talk'd of.

Ru'ffles , a Sort of Ornaments of Linnen or Lace worn A RUMP (rumpe, Dan .) the Tail -piece, eſpecially of a

on the Arms of Women , and of Men , & c. Bird , Ox, Sheep , &c .

Ru'fter Hood (with Falconers ] a Hood to be worn by an A Rumple (rompel, Du. pumpelle, Sax .] a Creaſe or

Hawk when the is firſt drawn . Fold in a Garment, made by tumbling and towzing, or by

Ruc (prob. of roce , Sax. rork , Teut. of rugojus, L.ja being preſſed .

Coat, or Shaggy Cóverlet for a Bed . To Run [ rennen, Teut. apunian , Sax.] to move ſwiftly on

Ru'gged [hnunge, Sax : rugojus, L.] rough, uneven ;
Land or in Water.

allo fevere, crois - grained. Run of a Ship [ Sea - Term ) is that Part of her Hull under

Ru'GGEDNESS, Roughneſs, Unevenneſs . Water, which comes narrower by Degrees from the Floor

Ro'qitus (with Phyl.] an Efferveſcence of Cbyle, and Timbers to the Stern -poſt.

Excrements in the Blood , whereby Wind and ſeveral other Good-Run ( Sea - Term ] a Ship is ſaid to have a good Run,
Motions, excited in the Guts, roll up and down the Ex- when ſhe comes off handſomely by Degrees, and her Tuck

crements , when there is no eaſy Vent upwards or down- lying not too low .
wards , L. Bad-Run (Sea Term ] is when a Ship’s Tuck lies too low,

Rugo'sus, a , um , [in Botan. Writers] wrinkled , L. fo that it hinders the Paſſage of the Water towards the Rud

RUGO'SENESS 2 [of rugafus, L. ) Roughneſs, Fulneſs of der, ſo that ſhe cannot ſteer well, nor make any good Way
Rugo'sity S Wrinkles, Plaits, or Furrows,& c. thro ' the Sea , but will ſtill be falling to the Leeward.

Ruin (ruina , L.) Fall , Decay, Undoing, Deſtruction, RU'N AGATE [of run and gate, or renegado, Span . ) a ram

Overthrow . bling or roving Fellow ; alſo one who runs away from his

To Ru'ın ( ruinare, L. ruiner, F. ] to bring to Ruin, to Maſter, &c.

deſtroy' , to undo ; alſo to ſpoil, or lay waſte . RU'NAWAY, one who runs away from his Maſter. '

To Ru’INATE (ruinatum , L. ] to ruin, or bring to Ruin . RUNCA'T Ion , a Weeding , L.

RUINA'TION, Deſtruction, Ruin . RU'NCILUS 2 [in Doum's-day Book ] a Sumpter- Horſe ; alſo ,

RU'INOUS ( ruinoſats, L. ruineux, F. ) falling to Decay ; RU'NCINUS Sa Load- Horſe, or Cart-Horſe.

ready to fall ; going to wrack . RU'NDEL (in Herald.) the Figure of a round Ball or Bullet .

Ru'INOUSNESS, a ruinous or ruinating Faculty . RU'NDLET (prob . q . 2. roundlet) a cloſe Cask for Liquors,

T. RULE [ regulare, L. ) to draw Lines with a Ruler, to containing from three to twenty Gallons.

govern .
Ru'ne ( pune, Sex .] a Water -courſe.

RULE [ regula, L. ) a certain Maxim , Canon , or Precept , Rungs (ofa Ship ] arethe Floor- Timbers or Ground- Tim

to be obſerved in any Art or Science, Law, or Principle to bers that thwart the Keel,and are bolted to it, and conſtitute

go by ; a Statute or Decree of a religious Order ; Sway or her Floor,

Command . RUNG -Heads (of a Ship ] the Heads of the Ground Tim

Rule [ in Arithm .) a Method of reſolving Queſtions re- bers, which are made a little bending, or where they begin

lating to that Art . to compaſs, and that direct the Mould or Sweep of the Fut

Rule of Three 2 ( in Arithm . ] is ſo named, becauſe, tocks and Navel- Timbers.

Rule of Proportion S by Means of 3 Numbers given, a Ru'nic Language, that of the Goths, Danes, and other antient

4th unknown is found, which has the ſame Proportion to Northern Nations; but this is more frequently called $ cla

one of thoſe given Numbers, as they have to one another. vonic. Some imagine it was called Runic, as being my

Hence it is called , the Rule of Proportion, and alſo for its fterious and ſcientifical, like the Egyptian Hieroglyphicks.

Uſefulneſs, the Golden Rule . Ru'nnel, Pollard-wood, ſo called from its running up a

Rum , a Spirit drawn off from Sugar. pace .

RUMB 2 [in Navigation) the Courte of a Ship , i. e. the Ru'nner , the upper Stone of a Mill .

RHUMB S Angle which ihe makes in her Sailing with the RU'NNER [in a Gaming- Houſe] one who is to get Intelli
Meridian of the place the is in ; alſo one point of the Ma- gence of the Meetings of the Juitices, and when the Con

riner's Compaſs, or 11 Degrees and 4, viz . the 32d Part of tables are out.
the Circumference of the Horizon . Runner [in a Ship) a Rope which belongs to the Garnet

RUMB- Line ( in Navigation ) a Line deſcribed by the and Bolt- Tackles, having a double Block or Pulley at one

Ship’s Motion on the Surface of the Sen , leered by the End,
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End, and a Hook at the other End, to hitch into any thing RU'TTING (with Hunters] fignifies a Hart or Buck going

for hoiſting of Goods into the Ship. to couple or ingender.

To overhale the RunNER (Sea Phraſe] is to pull down that Ry, a Shore, Coast or Bank , Brit .

End that has the Hook , that it may be hitch'd into the Sling. Ry'al , a Spaniſh Coin , in Value about Sixpence three

Ru'nNET 2 the Maw of a Calf, or an acid Juice found in Farthings, Engliſh Money .
RE'NNET S the Stomachs of Calves, that have fed on Ry'al, a piece of Gold - Coin , which in the Time of

nothing butMilk ; and are killed before the Digeſtion be King Henry VI. was current for 10 s . under Henry VIII . for

perfected, commonly uſed in turning Milk , to be made into Ils. 3 d. and in Queen Elizabeth's Time for 15 s.

Cheeſe -Curds. RY'MMERS about [ant . Deeds) Vagabonds of idle roaming

RU'NNING Knot, a Collar for catching Hares and Conies. Fellows.

Runt, a Scotch or Welſh Neat or Cow of a ſmall Size ; Rytu [ryth , Brit.) a Ford .

alſo a Dwarf or ſhort Fellow.

Runts, Canary Birds above three Years old. S.

Rupee 2 an Eaſt - Indian Coin, in Value about two Shil.

ROUPIE S lings and three Pence, Sterling.

RU'PTA Cold Writ.) a Troop or Company of Soldiers . Gr. are the eighteenth Letters in Order of the Alphabet

Ru'ption,a breaking or burſting any part of the Body, L. O the fifteenth , and W the twenty firſt of the Hebrew .

Ru'pture ( with Surgeons ]a corroſive Medicine or Cauſtick. S [une elſe, or, S, F.) an iron Bar like an S.

Ru'PTURE (ruptura , L. ) a Burſting, Breaking, Rent, S , is loft, and may be term'd a Liquid in the Words Iſle,

Breach of Treaty, Friendſhip, Falling out. IPand, Viſcount. S ſounds like z in Chaiſe, Praiſe, & c. and z

RU'PTURE (in Surgery ) a Burſtneſs , or burſt Belly . like ſin raze. A long/ muſt never be placed at the End of

RU'PTURE-Wort, an Herb. a Word , as maintainſ, nor a ſhort s in the Middle of a Word,

Rural ( ruralis, L.] of, or pertaining to the Country . as conspires.

Rura'lity ? [of ruralis, L.) Country- likneſs, Clown- SS, in the Title - pages of Books , often ſtand for Socius, L.

Rura'lness S iſhneſs. a Companion or Member, or Societatis of the Company, as

RU'RAL - Dean , an Eccleſiaſtical Officer under the Arch- R. S. S. regia Societatis Socius, i . e. a Member of the Royal

Deacon . Every Diocels has in it one or more Ach -Dea- Society.

conries, for the Diſpatch of Church - Affairs, and every Arch- S among the Antients, was a numerical Letter, and fig

Deaconry is divided into fewer ormore rural Deanries : the

Office of theſe Deans is upon Orders to ſummon the Cler- ś with a Daß over it [in Phyſi. Bills] is ſometimes a Note of

gy ; to ſignify by Letters the Biſhop's Pleaſure, & c. Weight and Meaſure, and ſignifies half a Semis, L. i.e. half

Ruri'colist (ruricola, L.) an Husbandman . what wentbefore ; ſometimesSecundum , L. according to, as S.

Ruri'GE NOUS [rurigena, L.] born or dwelling in the A. Secundum Artem , L. i . e. according to the Rules of Art.

Country. S [in M :1f.Books] ſtands for Solo , Ital. and is uſed in Pieces

RU'sca apum [ald Rec.] a Hive of Bees . of Muſick of ſeveral Parts, to intimate, that in ſuch Places

Ru'sca butyri, a Tub or Barrel of Butter ſalted up. the Voice or Inſtrument performs alone.

Rush [niye, Sax .) a Plant. S [in Books of Navigation) flands for South .

RU'shiness (of riyc, Sax. a Ruſh ] a being full of or s . N. it is ſometimes uſed for Salvator nofter, L. i. e. our

having Rulhes. Saviour.

To Ru'sh in (of in neyan, Sax.] to enter violently or S. N. [in Phyſical Writings) is uſed to ſignify ſecandum Na

haſtily. turam , i. e . according to Nature.

To Rush [h peoyan , Sax.) to enter into ; alſo to iſſue S. S. S. is frequently put for ſtratum ſuper ftratum , i.e.

forth with Violence or Halte. Layer upon Layer, and is uſed in ſpeaking of laying or

A RU'shing (hrýyca, Sax .) an Irruption. packing up Things .

Rush Grown (in Archery ] the ſame as Bob -tail. SABA'OTH [ Mix ] ), Hcb. i , e: Hofts or Armies] as the
Ru'sset (roufèt, F.of ruffus, L.) a dark brown Colour. Lord God of Sabaoth .

RU'SSETIN (rouſſetin, F.] an Apple, with a rough Coat SABASIA [oa Balia , Gr.) nocturnal Myſteries celebrated
of a brown Colour. by the Greeks in Honour of Jupiter Sabazius, into which all

To Rust ( roeften , Teut.] to contract Ruſt. that were initiated had a golden Serpent put in at their Breaſts,

Rust ( rost, Sax. ) a Cruſt that grows upon Iron . and taken out at the lower part of their Garments, in Com

RU'STICAL [rufticus, L. ) Country -like, Clowniſh , Un- memoration of Jupiter's raviſhing Proſerpina, in the Form

mannerly . of a Serpent.

RUSTICITY ( ] SA'BATANS, Soldiers Boots.

Violentneſs . SABA'THIANS, a Sort of Chriſtian Hereticks, ſo named

Ru'stici [in ant. Writs) the Clowns or inferior Tenants, after one Sabathias a Jew , and afterwards a Biſhop in the 4th

who held Lands and Cottages, by doing . the Service of Century, who held Heterodox Opinions.

Ploughing and other laborious Services in Husbandry for SABBATA'RIANS, Anabaptiſts, who obſerve the Saturday

their Lord.
as a Sabbath , from a Perſuaſion that it was never abrogated

Ru'stick Gods, thoſe who preſided over Agriculture ; in the New Teſtament, nor any other inſtituted .

Country Deities. SA'BBATH AZW , Heb. i . e. reſt] the ſeventh Day of the

RU'stick (in Architect.) a Method of Building in imita- Week, obſerved by the Jews, as a Feſtival and Day of Reſt,

tion of Nature, rather than according to the Rules of Art . in Commemoration of God's reſting the ſeventh Day, after

Ru'stick Work [ Architect .] is where the Stones of a working fix.

Building, inſtead of being ſmooth, are hatch'd or pick'd with SA'BBATH [of Witches] a nocturnal Aſſembly, ſuppoſed to

the Point of a Hammer. be held on Saturday, in which the Devil is ſaid to appear in

Ru'stick Order ( Architect.] an Order with Ruftick- the Shapeof a Goat, about which they make ſeveral Dances

Quoins, Ruſtick -Work, &c. and magick Ceremonies . In order to prepare themſelves for

RU'stiness ( noytignesre, Sax .) the being ruſly. this Meeting, they take ſeveral ſoporifick Drugs, after which

RU'STLING (of hriytlan, Sax .] making a Noiſe, as Ar . they are fancied to fly up the Chimney, and to be ſpirited or

mour and new Garments do . carried thro ’ the Air, riding on a Switch to their Sabbath

Ru'sty [noytig roftig, Teut.] covered with Ruſt. Affembly.

Rusy , full of Stratagems and Devices ; fubtle, crafty, SA'BBATH Day's Journey (among the Jews] a Meaſure of

RUSTRE (in Heraldry] is exactly the ſame 729 Engliſh Paces, and 3 Feet, orof 2000 Cubits, or 3648
ſquare Figure as the Maſcle, only the Ruſtre is Feet.

pierced round, whereas the Maſcle is pierced SABBA'TICAL ? [ Sabbaticas, L. ] of, or pertaining to the
ſquare, as in the Figure. SABBA'Tick S Sabbath .

To Rut [ ſome derive it of rotten, Du. but Menagius of Sabba'tical Year ( with the ant. Jews) every 7th Year,

rugitus, L. roaring, or of ruendo, L.ruſhing, Sc . into Vene- in which it was not lawful to till the Ground ; and then

ry ) to cry like Deer, by reaſon of Deſire of Copulation . Bond - ſlaves were ſet at Liberty.

Rut , the Copulation of Deers , wild Boars, &c . SABBATI'NE [in the Colleges in Paris, in France) a The

Rut ( rota, L. a Wheel] the Mark or Track of a Wheel fis or Diſputation on any Part of Logick or moral Philoſophy.
in the Road . SABBA'TICALNESS [of fabbatique, F. or fabbaticus, L. of

RU'ta ( in Botany , ] Rue, L. raw, Heb.) the Being ofthe Nature or Quality of a Sabbath .

RU'THFUL (nu yul, Sax .) pitiful, compaſſionate. SABBATISM abbatiſmus, L. ) a Time of Reft.

RU'THFULNESS [nu Sfulnejre, Sax .) Compaſſionatene s. Sa’BBATUM , the Sabbath , L.

Rutti'er [un vieux routier, F.] an old beaten Soldier. SA'BBATUM (in Dooms- day Bool] Peace or Quiet.

SABE'L.
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one

SABI'LLIANS [ fo called of their Ring-leader Sabelliss] 2 SACK [of Cotton) a Quantity, from one hundred Weight

Seet of Hereticks, who reduced the three Perſons in the Tri, and a half, to fourhundred Weight.

nity to three Relations , or rather reduced the whole to SACK (of W ] contains 26 Stone, and each Stone 14

Perſon of the Father , as thatthey were as the Body, Soul
Pound. -

and Spirit, which conſtitue a Man . SA'CKBUT ( Sacabuche of Sacar de buche, Span .'to fetch the

SABI'na (with Botan . ) the Herb Savin , L. Breath from the Bottom of the Belly ) a Muſical Inftrument

SA'BLE [ le ſebeline, F.] a rich Fur of a Colour between of the Wind-kind ; being a Sort of Trumpet, tho' diffe

black and brown . rent from the common Trumpet, both in Form and Size.

Sa'ble [in Herald.] ſignifies black . It is ex- Sacks of Earth ( in Military Affairs) are for ſeveral Uſes,

preſſed in Engraving by Lines hatch'd a - croſs as for making Retrenchments in haſte ; to be placed on Pa

each other, as in the Eſcutcheon. Of the Vir- rapets, or at the Head of Breaches, to repair them .

tues and Qualities of the Soul , it denotes Sim- * T. Sack ( Saccager, f . caxxiler, Gr. 9. d. to carry off

plicity, Wiſdom , Prudence, andHoneſty ; of the the Sacks] to plunder or pillage ; to lay Walte or deſtroy.

Planets, Saturn ; of the four Elements , the Earth ; of Metals , SACRAFIELD -Rents, certain ſmall Rents paid by ſome Te

Lead , Iron ; of precious Stones, the Diamond ; of Trees, nants of the Manour of Clinton , in Somerſetſhire, to the Lord

the Olive ; of Birds, the Crow or Raven ; of the Ages of of the Manour.

Men , the laſt. SACRAMENT [ Sacramentum , L.) a Sign of an Holy Thing,

Sablie're, a Sand or Gravel - pit , F. containing a Divine Myſtery, with ſome Promiſe annexed to

SABLIE'RE ( in Carpentry) a piece of Timber, as long as it ; or an outward and viſible Sign of an inward and ſpiritual

a Beam ; but not ſo thick .
Grace.

SA'Bre, a Sort of Hanger ,or Scymetar ; a broad Sword , SACRAME'NTAL ( ſacramentalis, L. ) of or pertaining to

thick at the Back , and crooked turning up towards the Point.
the Sacrament.

SABULONARI'UM [old Rec. ] a Liberty to dig Gravel or SACRAMENTA'LIA [ant. Deeds) certain Sacrament-offerings,

Sand, within a certain Diſtrict. or cuſtomary Dues, formerly paid to the Pariſh - Prieſt at

SA'BULOUS ( fabulojus, L.) full of groſs Sand , gravelly Eater, & c. L.

or ſandy. SACRAMENTA'Rians , a general Name given to all ſuch

SA'BULOUSNESS as have held erroneous Doctrines concerning the Lord's-Sup

SABU LO'SITY
[ fabulofitas, L.] Sandineſs, & c.

per, and by the Roman Catholicks to the Proteſtants.

Sac (yaca, Sax ) a Royalty or Privilege, touching a Plea SACRAMENTAʼrium , an antient Church- Book , compre :

or Correction of Treſpaſs within a Manour. hending all the Prayers and Ceremonies practiſed at the Ce

Sacea, Feſtivals held by the Babylonians, &c. in honour lebration of the Sacraments,L.
of their God Anaitides. SACRAME'Nto recipiendo, &c. [ in Law] a Writ or Com

Sacca'de ( in the Manage) a violent Check the Cavalier miſſion to one, for taking an Oath of the King'sWidow
gives his Horie, by drawing both the Reins very ſuddenly ; ( i. e. of the Widowof the King's Tenant) that ihe will not

a Correction uſed, when the Horſe bears too heavy on the marry without the King's Licence.

Hand. SACRAME'NTUM [in Law ] an Oath, the common Form

Sa'cco Beneditto, a Kind of Linnen Garment of a yellow of all Inquiſitions made by a legal Jury, L ..

Colour with two Croffes on it , and painted over with Devils SACRAME'Ntum , an Oath given to the Roman Soldiers,

and Flames, worn by Perſons condemnd (by the Spaniſh In- to be true and faithful to their General and Country ; any

quiſition) to be burned , as they go to Execution .
Thing that is done by Virtue of an Oath, alſo the Euchariſt, .

SACCHARINE (of faccharum , L.Jugar ] of the Quality of Sacrame'ntum altaris, the Sacrament of the Maſs, that

Sugar.
which is called by Proteſtants the Lord's- Supper, L.

SA'CCHARUM ſugar, the Juice of Indian Canes or Reeds, SACRED ( facer, L. facrée, F. ] holy, hallowed , that de

refined by boiling, and haſdened by baking, L.
ſerves Veneration ; that is not to be violated.

SACCHA'RUM ( among the Antients] a kind of Honey of a SA'cred Writ, the Book of the holy Scriptures, the Old

gummy Subſtance, formerly found in ſome Reeds. and New Teſtament.

SACCHA'RUM Saturni (with Chymifts] Sugar of Lead . SACREDNESS (of facer, L. fainteté, F.ſanctitas, L .) Holineſs.

Adipoſi Sa'cculi ( in Anat.) little Cells or Veſicles in the SACRI'COLIST ( acricola, L.) a devout Worſhipper .

Membrana adipoſa , wherein the Fat of the Body is contained. Sacri'ferous ( facrifer, L.] bearing or bringing holy

Medicinales Sa'cculi [in Pharmacy] Bags of Ingredients Things.

hung up in Liquors in making Diet Drinks. To Sa'CRIFICE ( ſacrificare, L. ] to offer up in Sacrifice ; to

SA'CCULUs, a little Bag or Purſe, a Satchel , L. devote or give one's ſelf up to ; to quit or leave a Thing

Sa'cculus Medicinalis ( in Medicine] a Medicine applied upon ſome Conſideration.

to ſome pained Part of the Body, compoſed of Herbs or SACRIFICE ( facrificum of ſacra , holy Things , and facio,

Drugs , incloſed in a Linnen -Bag, L. L. to perform ) an Offering made to God on an Altar by a

Chyliferus Sa'cculusthe Beginning of the Thoracick2 [ in Anat.]2Paflage which makes regular Miniſter, as the Payment of Homage, c.

Roriferus 2 Writers ſay that the Devils being Enemies to God and

Duet. it is ſeated under the Caliac Artery and emulgent his Glory, from the Malignity of their Natures, were not

Veins , between the Kidnies and Capſula atrabiliaris, upon content with the Offerings of the Fruits of the Earth , and

the Vertebra's of the Loins ; it is called the common Receptacle, of all manner of Creatures that were uſually ſacrific'd to them ,

becauſe it promiſcuouſly receives the Humours, calld Chyle but were ſo barbarous as to require human Victims, viz. Men

and Lympha, L.
and Women, to be butcher'd and burnt alive upon their

Sa'cculus Cordis (Anat. ) the Pericardium , the Skin or
Altars .

Bag that covers the Heart, L. The Romans did ſometimes dedicate their young Infants

SA'ccus , a Sack , Bag, or Pouch , L. to the Houſhold -Gods, the Gods of the Family . The Scy

SA'ccus ( with Anat.) the Gut, re &tum , L. thians, that inhabited about that Part callid Taurica, were

SA'ccus cum brochia [ olid Rec.] a Tenure or Cuſlom of wont to Sacrifice to their Diana all Strangers that came into

holding Land, by the Service of finding a Sack and a Broach their Hands. Many Damſels were beaten to Death with

for the King , for the Uſe of his Army, L. Bundles of Rods at an Altar of Bacibus in Arcadia. The Ger

Ignis Sa'cer [in Phyfick] i. e . the Holy Fire : an Inflam- mans and Cimbri were wont cruelly to torment Men, and af
mation called Herpes exedens, L.

terwards to facrifice thein . The Inhabitants of the moſt

Morbus Sa'cer [ in Phyhck] the Holy Diſeaſe, the Falling- Northern Climates were wont to make a Feaſt for their A

Sickneſs or Epileply, ſo named on an Imagination that ſome- ged , and crown them with Garlands, and afterwards caſt

thing ſupernatural is concerned in its Production or Cure, L. them down from an high Rock into the Sea ; and others threw

Muſculus Sacer ( Anat.) a Muſcle ariſing from the hind them off from Bridges into Rivers; whence they were cal

Part of the Os Sacrum , and running along under the longifimus led Senes Depontani. And Cæjar, in his Commentaries , re

dorf . It afifts in erecting the Trunk. lates , that the antient Gauls uſed to dreſs up a huge Statue

SA'CERBO'rch ? [yice pough, Sax.] a ſufficient Pledge, made of Branches of Ozier, having filled it with living
SACKER BO'RCHS or Surety. Perſons, to burn it to their Idols. The Egyptians and Inha

SACERDOʻTAL ( jacerdotalis, L. ] of or pertaining to a bitants of Paleſtine offered their own Children to their Gods,

Pricit, or Prieſthood. and the Iſraelites themſelves ſo far imitated their Barbarities ,

Sacer DO'TALNESS [of facerdotal, F. facerdotalis, L. ] as to cauſe their Children to paſs between two Fires, till

Prieſtlineſs, or Likeneſs to a Prieſt . they were miſerably ſcorched ; and they alſo ſhut them up

Sachem (among the W eft- Indiansja great Prince or Ruler. in a hollow Idol of Braſs, call'd Moloch , made red -hot, and

Sack ( 9ah, C. Br. Sac, Sax. of pw, Heb .) a Bag . while theſe innocent Victims were in this Manner tor

Sack ( sec, Sax .] a Wine called Canary, brought from 7 F mented,

the Canary Iſlands.
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Cees .

mented, they founded Trumpets, beat Drums, & c. to drown SACRILE'GIOUS ( facrilegus, -L . ] of, pertaining to, or

their Outcries . Thence the place was named Topbet, i . e. guilty of Sacrilege.

a Drum. And Ahaz and Manajjeb, Kings of Judea, were SACRILE'GIOUSNESS (of facrilége, F. of ſacrilegium , L. ) ſa

ſo wretched as to cauſe their own Children to paſs thro' the crilegious Nature or Quality, or the Stealing of facred

Fire to Moloch . : Things .

In Sacrifices to Idols , a Choice of Animals was made Sa'crist [ Sacriſtarius, L.) a Veftry-Keeper, or Sexton .

according to the Difpofitions of their Gods : For Mars is fup- SA'CRILEGE ( facrilegium , L. ] the ſtealing of facred

poſed to have lov'd no Creatures but ſuch as were furious and Things , Church-Robbing; the Crime of profaning ſacred

warlike, as the Bull , & c . and Neptune, the Bull and the Things , or alienating to Laymen, or common Uſes, what

Horſe . The He-goat was dedicated to Bacchus, becauſe it is was given to pious Uſes and religious Perſons.

propenſe to ſpoil Vineyards ; Ceres and Juno had Cows of- Sacri'STAN ( ſacriſtarius, L. facriſtain, F.] a Sexton , or

fered in Honour of them ; Diana, She -goats ; and Faunus, Veftry -Keeper.

Kids. Sacri'sty, the Veftry, the place where the Veſſels and

The Ceremonies obſerv'd in their Sacrifices were theſe ; Ornaments of the Church were kept .

They werecarefully to obſerve, if the Victim had any Ble- SACROLUMBA'R is 2 [ Anar.] a Muſcleariſingfrom the ſu

milh ; if ſo, it was rejected, and another taken, and the Prieſt SACROLUM'BUS S perior Part of the Os facrum , Poſterior

took a Lump of burnt Corn and Salt, and ſometimes Meal of the Ilium , and tranſverſe Proceſſes of the Vertebre of
mingled with Salt, and threw it on the Victim ; and when the Loins . This, with the Serratus pofticus and Triangularis ,

they had kill'd the Beaſt, they laid it on the Fire, and thoſe help to contract the Ribs in Reſpiration. See Durſi lone

that offer'd it held their Hands upon it, and prayed with the giflimus.

Prieſt, and then poured Wine into the Fire : If it were a Ho- Os Sa'crum (with Anat.] the ſacred Bone, the lower

locauſt, i . e . a whole Burnt-Offering, the whole was con- Extremity of the Spina dorf , being that whereon we fit. It

ſumed in the Flames : But if not, Part of it was laid aſide is the broadeſt of all the Bones of the Back , which bears up

for the Prieſts and thoſe that offered it . all the other Vertebræ , ſomething reſembling a Triangle in

Then they danced round the Altar, ſinging Hymns and Form , L.
Songs in Honour of the Deity to whom it was offered. SAD (prob. of fat, Teut. of Satur, L. full, i. e. of Grief]

Theſe Hymns conſiſted of three Parts, or Stanza's ; the firſt melancholy; alſo of a deep Colour,
was ſung in turning from Eaſt to Weſt ; the other in turn- TO SA'DDEN, to make melancholy ; alſo to make of a

ing from Weſt to Eaſt ; and the third Part they ſung ſtand- deep Colour.
ing before the Altar . À Sa'ddle ( ſadel, C. Brit. yaol, Sax. fella, L. ) a Seat

The Superior Gods had their Altars in eminent Places, for a Horſeman.

and their Temples built on ſuch high Ground , that they T. SA'DDLE (of fadel, Brit. or Sablian , Sax .] to put on

might, without any Impediment, receive the firſt Rays of a Saddle ; alſo to embarraſs, as to faddle' a Caule; alſo to
the riſing Sun. The Prieſt wore a Gown, either whiteor furniſh , as to ſaddle a ſpit.
purple; and, before he approach'd the Altar, waſh'd his SA'DDUCEES ſo called, as ſomeſay, of 073, Sadok, their

Hands in pure Water, fancying that this Waſhing cleanſed firſt Founder; or, as others, of 773, Juſtice, Heb.] a Sect
the Soul , and rendered it acceptable to the Gods . The among the Jews, eſteemed as Deiſts or Free- Thinkers.

Prieſt then , having his Head adorned with Garlands and SA'DDUCISM, the Principles and Doctrines of the Saddu

Ribbons , led the Beaſt adorned in like Manner to the They allowed no Books of the Scripture, but the five

Altar, being follow'd by a Crowd of People adorn’d with Books of Moſes ; they deny'd the Being of Angels and Spi

Crowns made of ſuch Trees as wereſuppoſed moſt accepta- rits, the Immortality of the Soul, and the Reſurrection of

ble to the God . The Victim ſtood by the Altar a ſmall the Body:

Time, while the Prieſt offered a ſet Form of Prayer to Ja- Safe [owos, Gr. falvus, L. Jauve, F.] that is out of Dan
nus and Veſia, and then with a knife mark'd the Beaſt from ger, ſecure, truſty .

Head to Tail ; and if it was any Thing unruly, and willing A Safe , a Vefiel, or Sort of Cupboard, contrived with

to get away, they imagined it was not acceptable to the God, Holes to let in Air, to keep cold Victuals in.
and therefore procured another. After the Performance of Safe Conduet fauve conduit, F. ] a Security or Protection

theſe and other ſuch like Ceremonies, the Prieſt laid on the given by the King under the Great Seal, for a Stranger's

Head and Back of the Beaſt the Mola Salſa, i. e . Meal and quiet coming in or going out of the Realm .
Salt mingled with Frankincenſe, and after he and his Aſſiſtants SAFE -Guard ( fauve -garde, F. ] the Protection which a

had taſted of a Cup of Wine, he pouredthe reſt between the Prince, or other Magiſtrate, gives to ſuch Perſons who ima
Horns of the Beaſt, and pulling a few Hairs from the Place, plore Aid againſt Oppreſſion or the Violence of ſome Per

threw them into the Fire ; then the Beaſt was flain, either ſon, for ſeeking his Right by Courſe of Law.
by knocking down or cutting his Throat, and filead ; then Safe -Guard [in War] a Protection given to the Prince,

the Soothſayer with a long Knife turned the Bowels up and or his General, to ſome of the Enemy's Country, to ſecure

down, for it was unlawful to touch them with his Hands, them from being plundered and pillaged by his Soldiers, or

and having made his Obſervations, and given his Judgment Quarteringthem ; alſo Soldiers placed in ſuch Places for
of them , they were preſented to the Deity on a Launce, or that Parpoſe.

ifto a Sea -God thrown into the Waves ; then the Prieſt threw SAFE- Pledge [ in Law ] a Security given for a Perſon's

Frankincenſe into the fire with Wine, and took a Part of Appearance at the Day appointed.

every Meinber which hisMiniſters had cut out into a Platter, Safe -Guard, a Sort of Duft-Gown, or upper Riding

and calt them into the Flames ; and while they were burning, Garment, worn by Women .

he and the Offerers made Prayers to the God, holding their SA'FENESS (of ſauve, F. fafe] Safety, Security.

Hands upon the Altar , and afterwards retired with the Af- SA'Pety and Preſervation, (in Hieroglyph. ] were repre

fiftants to feaſt upon the remaining Part of the Beaſt, ſing- ſented by the Ichneumon.

ing the Praiſes of the Deity. After they had eaten, they SA'relow , Baſtard Saffron .

returned back to the Altar, and caſt into the Flames the Mor. SAFFRON ( ſafran, F.] Part of the Flower of the Crocus.

fels of Meat that they had left, with the Tongue and ſome SA'FFRON of Mars (with Chymifts] Saffron of Steel, ſo

Wine, with Thanks to the Dcity for the Honour and Ad- called from its red Colour.

vantage of ſharing with him in the Victim offered to him. To Sag [of Yac , Sax . a Bag] to hang as a Bag on one side.

To the ſuperior Gods they pray'd ſtanding, but to the SAGATHEE', a Night woollen Stuff, being a Kind of Ra

infernal, ſitting teen or Serge, ſometimes mixed with a little Silk .

The Gods of the Air were adored with Muſical Inſtru- SAGA CIOUS ( Sagax, L.) quick of Apprehenſion , ſubtle ,

ments, and melodious Songs , more than the former. Ihrewd.

The Sea-Gods were worſhipped near the Sea, and the SAGA'CIOUSNESS ( fagacitas, L.] Sharpneſs of Wit, Quick

Blood of the Victim was poured into the ſalt Water. neſs of Apprehenſion, &c.

The Sacrifices to the infernal Deities were performed in Saca'crty ( Hieroglypb. ) was repreſented by a Dog's

the Night. The Beaſts were black , and offered in ſome Head.

Cave, or dark Place, except it were to Pluto. SA'GAMORE (among the American Indians] a King, or

The Nymphs and Divinities of the Field had Milk, and fupreme Ruler.

Honey, and Wine offered to them in their Sacrifices ; the SAGA'NI (Chymical Philofopby] imaginary Spirits of the

Male Deities had uſually Male Beaſts offered to them, and four Elements.

the Goddeſſes Females . SAGAPE'NUM (razamyo , Gr . ) the Gum of the Plant
SACRIFICIAL 2 [ facrificialis, L. ) of, or pertaining to a Fennel - Giant .

: SACRI'FICK S Sacrifice. SA'GDA (720, Chald.) a Kind of Gem, about the

SacrifICIALNESS [of ſacrificialis, L.) the being of the Size

Nature of a Sacrifice.
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Size of a Bean, of a Leek green Colour, ' which attracts SAL Alkali (of the Herb called Kali by the Arabians) an

Wood, as Amber does Straws, a Load - Stone , Iron , &c. gredient uſed in Glafs -making.

Sace, prudent, wiſe, diſcreet, conſidering, F. SAL Armoniack ? ſo called of dumos, Gr. Sand , becauſe

A SAGE , a wiſe, prudent, diſcreet Man , F. SAL Ammoniack } in antient Times digged up in Lumps

Sage [ Jalvia , L. fauge, F.] a fragrant and wholeſome from under the Sands in Cyreniaca in Africa ; but that
Herb, a Purifier of the Blood, and Comforter of the Brain which we now have is commonly gotten out of the ſulphu
and Nerves .

reous Pits of Pozzuolo in Italy.

Chymical Sal Armoniack 2 is made of five parts of human
SACHBA ROZColi Rec.] a Judge of Juſtice.

Artificial Urine, one of Sca -Salt or Sal

Sage Role, the Flower called Holly-Roſe. Gemma, and half an one of the Soot of Wood, boild toge

Sage'ness [Jagele, F. of Saggio, Ital.) Wiſdom , Pru- ther into a Maſs ; which Maſs is afterwards ſublimed in the

dence, Gravity Form of that Salt .

SAGI'TTA (with Botanilts] the upper Part of any ſmall Sal Gemma , a Salt digged up for the moſt Part in Po

Cyon, Graft, or Twig of a Tree ; alſo the Herb Adder's . ' land, & c. and ſo named from its tranſparent and cryſtalline
Tongue, L. Brightneſs.

Sagi'tta [with Aſtron .) an Arrow ; a Conſtellation in Sal Lambrot (with Chymiſts] a very ſharp and eager Salt ;

the Heavens , conſiſting of eight Stars , L. called alſo Salebrol.

SAGI'rta [in Geom .) the verſed Sine of an Arch ; ſo cal- Sal Petra , Salt- Petre ; a Salt which is repleniſhed with

led , becauſe, ſtanding on the Chord, it reſembles a Dart . Abundance of Spirits out of the Air, which renders it vola

SAGITTA'lis futura (with Anat.) a Suture or Seam in tile. It is gathered from amidit Stones and Earth of old

the Scull ; ſo called from its Reſemblance to an Arrow in Buildings , &c.

Shape ; it begins at the coronal Suture, and ends at the Sal Polychreftum [*Ans Tonu'xsus, Gr . ſo called , as be

Lainbloidal. ing good for many Uſes) a Preparation of Salt- Petre, made

SAGITTA'Rius[whoſe Characteriſtick is 8 ] is by Aſtrolo- by burning equal Parts of that with Sulphur, which deprives

gers call'd a maſculine, cholerick , and diurnal Sign, by Na- it of its volatile Parts, L.

ture hot and dry , of the fiery. Triplicity , and is repreſented Sal Prunellæ , is Salt- Petre which has had ſome of its vo

on a celeftial Globe by the Figure of an Archer. latile Parts ſeparated from it , by burning a zoth Part of its

SAGITTARIA [ Botany] the Herb Water-Archer or Ar- Weight of Flower of Brimſtone, when the Sali -Petre has

Iow - Head , L. been melted in a Crucible, L. ..

SAGITTI'EFEROUS ( ſagittifer, L. ] bearing Arrows or Sal volatile Oleofum , an Aromatick volatile Salt , of Sal

a Shaft of them . Armoniack, diſtilled with Salt of Tartar, and dulcified with

SA'GUM , a military Garment, a Sort of Caflock covering Spirits of Wine, a Dram and a half of ſome Aromatick

the Thighs, and ſuſtaining the Sword, worn by the Greeks, Oil or Eſſence, drawn from one or more ſweet- ſcented Plants,

Romans, and Gauls. being added to every Ounce of it. The Plants are ſuch as

SA'Ick , a Turkiſh Veffel, proper for the Carriage of Mer- Balm, Roſemary, & c.

chandiſe. SALA'cious [ Jalax , L.) luſtful, lecherous, wanton.

To SAI'GNER a Moat ( in Fortif. ] is to empty and draw SALA'CIOUSNESS } falacitas, L. ) Salacity, Lechery,

out the Water, by Conveyances under Ground, that it may SALA'CITY 3 Luſtfulneſs. "
be paſſed over the more eaſily, after they have laid Hurdles Sa'lad [ ſalade, F. ] a Sallet.

or Ruſhes on the Mud that remains. SA'LAD, a Kind of Head - piece or Armour worn by Light

TO SAIL (seglian , Sax . ſepler, Dan.) to ſwim or paſs Horſemen.

thro the Sea in a Ship, or Veſſel, having Sails. SA'LADINE , a Tax impoſed in England and France in the

Main -Sall, that which belongs to the Main-Yard. Year 1188, to raiſe a Fund for the Croiſade, undertaken by

Fore-top Sail , that which belongs to the Fore-top Maſt- Richard I. King of England, and Pbilip Auguſtus, King of

Yard . France, againſt Saladine , Sultan of Egypt, then going to be

Sails (rezley, Sax . ſegls, Dan .) large Pieces of double fiege Jeruſalem.

Canvas placed on the Mafts of Ships, which catch the SALAMA'NDER , a ſpotted Creature, ſomething reſembling

Wind, and ſerve to give way to the Ship ; ſo that every a Lizard in Shape; commonly, but erroneouſly, ſuppoſed to

Yard has its proper Sails, which take their Name from the breed and ſubſiſt in the hotteſt Fire, and to quench it .

Yard . SALAMA'NDER [in Hieroglyphicks ] was by the Egyptian

After-Sails, are thoſe of the Main and Miſſen -Mafts, Prieſts put to repreſent a brave and generous Courage, that

which ſerve to keep a Ship to the Wind. the Fire of Amiction cannot overcome or conſume, becauſe

Head -Sails, are thoſe that belong to the Fore -Maſt and it is related of this Animal , that it will live in the Flames

Bolt-ſprit, and are uſed to keep a Ship from the Wind, and without receiving the leaſt Prejudice from the Violence of

flat her. the Heat ; for ſome Authors ſay , it is of ſuch a moiſt and

Sails [in Falconry ) the Wings of a Hawk . cold Conſtitution , that the Fire cannot quickly have a Power

Sails, are alſo the Vanes of Windmills , or the Arms, to hurt it. Pliny says, that the Salamander infects all Fruits

whereby the Wind has its Effect on them . that it touches , leaving them ſome Impreſſion of its cold

Sa'riors , elder Seamen, employ'd in ordering the Sails, Nature, lo that they become afterwards as dangerous as

getting the Tackle on Board, and ſteering the Ship. Poiſon .

SAINFOIN, Holy - Grafs , Meddick -Fodder, Trefoil, F. SALAMANDER'S Blood [ with Chymifts ] the red Vapours,

SAINGAR A'Z [in Cookery] as Rabbets dreſs’d a la Sainga- which , ariſing from Spirits of Nitre towards the latter End,

raz , i.e. larded , roaſted, and putinto a Ragoo of Gamnon,F. fill the Receiver with red Clouds , and are the moſt fixed and

SAINT ( Sanétus, L. Saint, F. ] a holy or godly Perſon . ſtrongeſt Part of the Spirit.

Saints (in Heaven] thoſe blefled Spirits, whom God has SA'LARY ( ſalarium, L. ] Wages given to Servants , an

pleas'd to admit to be Partakers of his Glory. annual Penſion or Allowance.

SAINTS [in the Romijh Church ] thoſe whom the Pope SA'LARY [in a Law Senſe) a Conſideration or Recom

has canonized . pencemade to a Man for his Pains and Induſtry in the Buſi
SAKE ( raca , Sax .) Cauſe, as for my Sake. neſs of another Man .

SA'KER (in Falconry) a Sort of Hawk. SA'LARY [old Law Books) a Toll or Duty paid for Salt.

SA'keR [ ſacre, Span .) a Sort of great Gun, of which SALE [of Fallan, Sax .) a ſelling, or putting up to be ſold .

there are three Sizes . SALEABLE, that is fit to be ſold .

SA'KER Extraordinary , one which is four Inches Diameter SALE'ABLENESS , Fitneſs for Sale.

at the Bore, and ten Foot long ? its Load is 5 lb. its Shot 3 SALE'BROUS ( falebrojus, L. ] rough, uneven, craggy.

Inches į Diameter, and its Weight 7 Pounds ; its Point SALE'BRITY 3 [of Jalebroſus,L.] Unevenneſs, Rough

Blank Shot is 163 Paces . SALE'BROUSNESS Snels , Craggineſs.

Saker Ordinary, one that is three Inches in Diameter Sa’LESMAN (of Sale, Sax .) one who ſells Clothes or any

at the Bore, and 9 Foot long ; its Load 4 lb. its Shot 3 Inches Commodity .

Diameter, its Point Blank-ſhot 160 Paces. SALE'NA, a Salt-Pit , Vat or Houſe.

Saker , leaſt Size, is 3 Inches Diameter at the Bore,and SA'LIENT Angle [in Fortif.] an Angle which carries its

8 Foot long; its Load near 3 Pounds, its Shot 4 lb. , its Point outwards from the Body of the Work.

Diameter 3 Inches, its Point Blank -ſhot 350 Paces. SALI'Ent [in Heraldry) is when the Right Foot

Saker e't [ in Falconry] the Male of a Saker- Hawk. This anſwers to the Dexter Corner of the Eſcutcheon,

Kind of Hawks are eſteemed next after the Falcon and Gyr and the hindmoft Foot to the Sinifter Baſe Point

falcon , but are differently to be managed. of it, being , as it were, in a Readineſs to ſpring

Sal, Salt, L.
forward.

SA'LIARIA
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Salia'ria į among the Romans ) a Solemnity held in chymical Principles, the firſt of thoſe Chymills call Hypoſta.
March, in Honour of Mars, whoſe Prieſts, at this Feaſt, dan- tical ; it being an active Subſtance, and ſaid to give

ced with Targets in their Hands . Conſiſtence to all Bodies , and to preserve them from Cor

SALICA'STRUM , a wild Vine , running on Willow-Trees , L. ruption ; and alſo to occaſion all the Variety of Taſtes, and is

Saʼligot , a Plant, the Water-Caltrop, or Water- Nut . of three Kinds.

Sali' [among the Romans) Prieſts of Mars, whereof Eſential Salt, is a Salt drawn from the Juice of Plants

there were 12 inſtituted by Numa; they were painted in by Cryſtallization.

parti-coloured Garments, with round Bonnets , with two Fixed Salt ( in Chym .) is made by calcining or reducing

Corners ſtanding up on their Heads ; they went dancing the Matter to Ames, and then boiling it in a good Quantity

along the Streets in their Proceſſions. of Water, and afterwards ſtraining the Liquor, and evaporat

SALI'NE ( falinus, L. ) falt, briniſh . ing all the Moiſture; which bemg done, the Salt will remain

Sali'NESS ? [ of ſalinojus, L. ] Saltneſs, or falt in a dry Form at the Bottom of the Veſſel .

SALI'NOUSNESS Quality. Salt of Glaſs, is the Scum which is ſeparated from the

Sa’lique -Law , To called of the Words ſi aliqua often Matter, before it is vitrified or turned into Glaſs.

mentioned in it, or of the River Sala, near whichthe Franks Salt of Saturn, is the Body of Lead opened and reduced

antiently inhabited : an antient and fundamental Law of the to the Form of Salt by diſtilled Vinegar.

Kingdom of France ; as to the Author of which it is diſpated , SALT of Sulphur (with Cymiſts] the Salt called Sal Poly

by Virtue of which the Crown of France cannot fall from chreſtum , ſoaked with Spirit of Sulphur, and then reduced

the Lance to the Diſtaff, i. c. be inherited by a Woman. to an acid Salt, by evaporating all the Moisture : In either

Saʼliva ſpittle, L. a thin , pellucid Humour, ſeparated of theſe Operations, much Water is to be poured on it, to

by the Glands, about the Mouth and Fauces , and convey'd make a Lye ; and after that the Liquor muſt be ſtrained and

by proper Sailval Ducts into the Mouth, for ſeveral Uſes . evaporated in a Sand - Heat, till the fixed Salt remains at

SA'livales Ductus ( Anat .) the Paſſages of the Saliva, L. the bottom of the Veffel.

SA’LIVARIOUS ( ſalivarius, L.) like Spittle . Salt of Tartar [ in Chymiſ.] is made either by pulveriz

To Sa'livate ( ſalivare, L. ] to gather or make Spittle , ing that which remains of it in the Retort, after the Diſtil

to cauſe Rheum to flow out of the Mouth . lation of it , or elſe by calcining bruiſed Tartar, wrapped

Saliva’TION (with Surgeons, & c.) a fluxing or drawing up in a Paper, till it turns white.

Humours out of the Mouth by falivating Medicines, especial- Salt-Petre (of Sal. L. and mileg , Gr. a Rock ) a Kind of

ly ſuch as are Preparations of Mercury. mineral Salt, whoſe minute Parts , or Cryſtals, are in Form

SALIVATION (with Phyſicians] a preternatural Increaſe of of Needles, tho’ſome ſay they are triangular.
Spittle . SALTA'TION , a Dancing or Leaping, L.

SALIU'NCULA (with Botan. ) a Kind of Spike, or Laven- SALTATO'RIUM [old Rec.] a Deer-leap, or Place to keep

der, L. Deer in, L.

Salix , the Sallow or Willow Tree, L. SA'LTATORY ( faltatorius, L. ] of, or pertaining to Leap

SALLE'Na , a Kind of Salt-Petre. ing or Dancing

SA'ller ( ſallade, F.) a Difh of raw Herbs with Vine- Sa’lter, one who ſells or trades in Salt or Salt - filh .

gar, Salt, EC. SALTIMBA'nco, a Mountebank , Ital.

SA'llow ( aule, F. falix , L. ) a Kind of Willow Tree, or Salti're [in Herald.) is an Ordinary that conſiſts of a

the Goat's Willow . four -fold Line, two of which are drawn from

Sallow (of faule, F. ) pale. the Dexter-Chief towards the Siniſter - Baſe Cor

A SA’LLYING 2 an iſſuing out of the Beſieged from their ners, and the other from the Siniſter Chief to

Sa'lly $ Fort orTown, and falling upon the Be wards the Dexter- Baſe Points, meeting about the

fiegers to cut them off, nail their Cannon , hinder the Pro
Middle by Couples in Acute Angles, as in the

grels of their Approaches, deſtroy their Works, &c . Eſcutcheon .

To SALLY ( ſalire, L. to leap, Sc. forth faillér , F. ] to iſſue SA'LTISH , ſomething ſalt.

forth , as above. Salti'shness, having a ſaltiſh Reliſh .

• To cut off a Sally [in War] is to get between thoſe that SALT-Silver, an ancient cuſtomary Payment of one

made it and the Town. Penny at the Feſtival of St. Martin, made by ſeveral Tenants

A Sally ( Figuratively) a Flaſh of Wit ; alſo a Rant, a to their Lord, to be excuſed from the Service of carrying

Flight, a Tranſport or ſudden Fit ofPaſſion, Heat, &r. their Lord's Salt from Market to his Larder.

SALLY (with Ringers) a particular Way of ringing a Bell. Salts ( ſaltus, L.) the Leaping and Prancing of a Horſe .

Sally - Port, a Door in the Body of a fortified Place, SA'LTUARY ( faltuarius, L.] a Forefter.

through which the Sally is made . Saltuo'se ( faltuojus, L. ) full of Foreſts or Woods.

SALMAGU'NDI ? [in Cookery] a Diſh madeof cold Turky, SA'lTus , a Foreſt, L.

SALMINGU'NDIN S Anchovies, Lemons, Oil, and other SA'LTUS [in Lacv] high or tall Wood, in diſtinction from

Ingredients ; alſo a Sort of Hotch -potch of ſeveral cold Coppice or Under-wood.

Meats, cut in Pieces, and ſtew'd in a Chafing- Diſh with SA'ltz ? [with Chym .) a Pickle made of Salt, diſſolved

Wine, Verjuice, Vinegar , &c. Su'ltz by the Coldneſs or Moiſture of a Cellar.

SA'LMODO, a Pſalm , Ital. Sa'lvableness (of ſalvus, L. ſafe] Capableneſs of being
SALMODIA [ in My Books] ſignifies the finging ofPſalms, ſaved .

Hymns, and ſpiritual Songs , Ital. SALVABILITY [ of falous, L. ) in a Condition to be ſaved ;

SA'LMON [ Salmo, L.) a large fine Fiſh . a Poflibility of being faved.

SA’lmon -Peel, a Fith much like to Salmon, ſo plentiful in SA'LVA Gardia [ in Law ] a Security given by the King,

ſome Rivers in Wales, that they are not much valued. to a Stranger, whois afraid of being uſed in a violent Man

SA'lmon . Pipe, an Engine or Device for catching Salmon ner by ſome of his Subjects, for ſecking his Right by a

and other like Fiſh . Courſe of Law.

SA'LMON -Seuſe, the young Fry of Salmons. SA'LvAge (in Ciril-Lasv] a Recompence allowed to ſuch

Saloo'n [ Architefi.( a State-room for the Reception of Perſons as have alliſted in ſaving Merchandiſes, Ships, & c.

Ambaſſadors, and other great Viſitors. A very lofty ſpaci- from periſhing by Wrecks , or by Pyrates, or Enemies.

ous Hall, vaulted at Top, and ſometimes having two Stories SALVA'GIUS [ Art.Deeds] ſavage, wild.

or Ranges of Windows : A grand Room in the Middle of a SALVATI'LLA (of falus, L. Health) a famous Branch of

Building, or Head of a Gallery, & c. the cephalick Vein, paſſing over the Metacarpus, between the

SA'LPICON [in Cookery] a Kind of Ragoo or Farce made Ring-Finger and the little Finger : So called , becauſe it has

of Gammon, Capon's Livers, Fat Pullets , Muſhrooms, been a received Opinion , that the opening that Vein was a

and Truffles, to put into Holes cut in Legs of Beef, Veal, Cure for Melancholy.

Mutton , &c. Salva'tion , a being ſaved or reſcued from endleſs Miſe

SalsaMENTA'RIOUS [ falfamentarius, L.] of, or pertaining ry , and admitted to a State of everlaſting Happineſs.
to falt Things. Sa’LVATORY ( ſalvatorium , L. ) a Surgeon's Box, with

SALSAPERI'LLA . See Sarſaperilla. Partitions for holding ſeveral sorts of Salves , Ointments,

SA'lsiFIE, the Plant called Goat's-Beard. Balſams, & c.

Sals'uGINOUS [of ſaljugo, L. ] ſalt or ſaltiſh. SALU'BRIOUS ( faluber, L. ) wholeſome , healthful .

Volatile Salt (with Chymiſts) is that which is principal- Salu'BRIOUSNESS ? [ ſalubritas, L.Jalubrité, F.] Whole
ly drawn from the Bodies or Parts of living Creatures, and SA'LUBRITY Slomeneſs, Healthfulneſs.

from ſome fermented and putrified Parts ofPlants. T. SALVE ( aloare, L.) to ſave or preferve ; allo to make

SALT (realt, Sax , ſal, L. ) the third of the five up
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up a Buſineſs, ſo as to come off well ; to accommodate a Place privileged by the Prince , for the Safeguard of the

Difference Lives of Men , who were capital Offenders. Traitors , Mur

SA'LVE [ yealy , Sax.] an Unguent or medicinal Comfo- derers, & c. were protected in theſe Sanétuaries, if they ac
fition for Plailters, &c. knowledged their Fault in forty Days , and conſented to

Salve, God ſave you , I wiſh you Health , L. Baniſhment ; but after forty Days no Man might relieve

SALVEDI'CTION , a wiſhing Health to others , L. them . Of theſe Sanctuaries, there were inany in England.

SA'LVER [of ſauver, F. to ſave ] one who has ſaved a Ship SA'NCTUM fanétorum , i.e. the Holy of Holics,L.

or its Merchandizes. Sand [Yand , Sax. and Dan . ) a fine hard gravelly Earth .

SA'LVER , a Piece of wrought Plate to ſet Glaſſes of Wine, SAND-Bags, are Bags

Cups of Liquor, &c. to ſave a Table - cloth , Carpet, &C . containing about a cubi

Sa’lvia [in Batan .) the Herb Sage , ſo called from its cal Foot of Earth ; they

falutiferous Quality, L. are uſed for raiſing Pa

Salvia'ri, a Sort of Pear. rapets in hatte, or to

SA'lvo , an Exception, a Come- off. repair what is beaten

SALUTA’tion , a Saluting, a Greeting ; the formal Act of down; they are of uſe when the Ground is rocky, and af

thewing Reſpect or Civility, either in Words, or by the Car- fords no Earth to carry on their Approaches, becauſe they
riige or Geſture of the Body. can be eaſily brought from far off, and removed at will . The

SA'LUTARY ( ſalutaris, L.) healthful, wholeſome. ſmaller Sand -bags hold about half a cubical foot of Earth,

SA'LUTARINESS, Wholeſomeneſs, Healthfulneſs. and ſerve to be placed upon the ſuperior T alus of the Para

SA'LUTARY Diſeaſes (with Phy/ ) ſuch as are not only cu- pet, to cover thoſe that are behind, who fire through the
rable , but leave the Conititution in better State than before. Embraſures or Intervals which are left betwixt them .

T. SALU'TE [ Jalutare, L. ] to thew Reſpect and Civility, SA'ND - Blind, purblind , or near-ſighted.

either in Wordsor Ceremonies ; alſo to kiſs. SA'NDY , [ Yandiz, Sax .) having Sand, or made of Sand .

A SALU'Te [ /alut, F. ) an outward Mark of Civility, as a SA'NDINESS [of findinerye, Sax .] Fulneſs of Sand.
Bow or Congee ; alſo a Kiſs. SA'NDAL ( ſandalium , L. ) a Sort of Slipper or Shoe for

A SALU'TE (in Milit. Affairs) a Diſcharge of Cannon, or the Foot, conſiſting of a Sole, with a Hollow at one End to

finall Shot, in Reſpect and Honour to ſome Perſon of Qua
embrace the Ancle .

lity . SA'NDAL , a Kind of Wood brought from India.

' A SALU'te to Princes , Generals , & c. is performed by SA'NDARACK , a Mineral of a brightred Colour , not much

bowing the Colours down to the Ground at their Feet. unlike to red Arſenick ; alſo a white Gum oozing out of the

SALUTI'FEROUSNESS [of falutifer, L. ) an Health- bringing Juniper- Tree.

Quality. SA'NDARACH, is either natural or artificial ; the Natural

SA'Mara [in Botany ) the Seed of an Elm. is found in Mines of Gold and Silver, the Artificial is made

SAMA'RR , a Sort of long Robe . of Orpiment, put into an Earthen -pot, cloſe itopped, and

SAMBENI'TO . See Sacco Beneditto.
baked five Hours in a Furnace.

SAMBUCUS [in Botan .) the Elder- Trec, L. SA'ND - Eels, Eels whieh lie in the Sand.

Sambu'cus, an antient muſical Inſtrument of the Wind- SA'NDERS , a precious Kind of Indian Wood, of which

Kind, and reſembling a Flute ; ſo called becauſe probably there are three Sorts, red , yellow , and white.
made of the Sambucus, or Elder-Tree. SA'NDEVER[ Juin de verre, F. i. e . the Greaſe of Glaſs]

SAME [perhaps of rame, Sax . together ] Identity . the Droſs of Glaſs, or the Scum that ariſes from the Alhes

SA'MENESS, Identicalneſs. of the Herb Kali.

SA'MIAN Earth, a medicinal Earth , brought from Samos SA'ND -Gavel [ in Redley in Glouceſterſhire ) a Duty paid to

in the Indian Sea . the Lord of the Manour, by his Tenants, for Liberty to

SA'Mlet , a young Salmon.
dig up Sand for their Uſe.

SAMOSETE'Nians [fo called of Samoſetenus, Biſhop of An SA'NDLING, a Sea - Filli.

rioch ) an antient Sect of Anti-trinitarians. SANE ( fanus, L.] found, whole; in his Senſes or right

SA'MPHIRE 2 [ Minſhew fuppoſes it to be derived of Saint Mind.

Sa'mpire 3 Pierre. F. q. d . St. Peter's -Herb ] a Plant SA'NENESS [ Janitas, L. ] Soundneſs of Health.

which generally grows upon rocky Cliffs in the Sea. SA'ndex, a red or purple Colour, made of Cerus and

SA'MPLAR [exemplare, L.) a Pattern or Model ; alſo a Ruddle burnt together ; red Arſenick, alſo a Shrub bearing a

Piece of Canvas , on which Girls learn to mark, or work
Flower of a ſcarlet Colour.

Letters and Figures, with a Needle. SA'NGIACK, a Governor of a City or Country in the

SA'MPLE [exemplare, or exemplum , L ) fome Part of a Turkiſh Dominions ; next in Dignity to a Beglerbeg.

Commodity , given as a Pattern, to ſhew the Quality or Con- SA'NGLANT, bloody, F.

dition of it . SANGLI'ER (with Hunters] a wild Boar of four years old.

SAMPS AE'lans, a Sect, neither properly Jews, Chriſtians, SANGUIFICATION (with Phyſicians] the Converſion or

nor Gentiles : They allow of oneGod, and are ſtiff Unita- turning of Chyle into Blood , which isperformed (not as the
rians . Antients imagined in ſome peculiar Part of the Body, as the

SamPSU'CHI NON [rautóxxvov, Gr . ) an Ointmentwhere- Heart, Liver, Esc. but) in all the Parts of its

in Marjoram is thechief Ingredient. To SA'NGUIFY [ fanguificare, L.) to make Blood.

SA'MPSUCHUM (odhuenfuxor of faisy fuxin, healing the SANGUI'FLUOUS ( ſanguifluus, L.]flowing with Blood.

Mind, Gr. ] ſweet Marjoram .
SA'NGUINARINESS, blood -thirſtineſs, cruelty.

SA'NABLE [ Janabilis, L.] curable , that may be healed SA'NGUINARY ( ſanguinarius, L. ] that delights in ſhedding

or cured . Blood ; Blood-thirity , Cruel.

SA'NABLENESS, Capableneſs of being healed . SA'NGUINE [ fanguineus, L.) full or abounding with Blood;

SA'NATIVE [ of Janare, L.] of a healing Quality. a being of a Complexion, where that Humour is predo

SA'NATIVE-Waters, mineral Waters of a Kind, that are
minant.

good to preſerve or reſtore Health . SA'NGUINE-Stone, a Blood -ſtone; a Kind ofJaſper, brought

SA'NATIVENESS (of janare, L.) an healing Quality: from Nero-Spain, of a dark - brown Colour, marked with

SA'nce - Bell [9. Saint's- Bell, or the Sanétus- Bell, formerly Spots of a Blood -red, uſed for ftopping Blood.

rung, when the Prieſt ſaid , Sanétus, Sanétus, Dominus, Deus SANGUINE [in Heraldry] is expreſs'd in en

Sabaotb] a little Bell in Church - Steeples. graving by Lines hatch'd croſs one another dia

SANCTIFICA'TION, a Hallowing or making holy and gonally , both dexter and ſiniſter, as in the Figure.

ſeparate to God , F. of L. SA'nguinem redimere [ old Records] to redeem

T. SA'NCTIFY ( Janetificare, L.) to make Holy. the Blood, i . e . to pay the Mercheta Mulierum ,

SANCTIMO'NIAĽ [ fanctimonialis, L.] of, or pertaining to or accuſtom'd Fine, for Leave to ſervile Tenants to diſpoſe

Holineſs. of cheir Daughters in Marriage, L.

SA'NCTIMONY 2 [/anctimonia, L.) Holineſs, De- SANGUISO'RBA (with Botanifs) the Herb Pimpernel, L.

SANCTIMONIOUSNESS, S voutneſs. SA'NGUIS Draconis, i . e. Dragon's. Blood, the Gum of the

SANTIMO'NIOUS (of ſanctimonia, L. ) holy, devout. Dragon Tree, L.

SA'NCTION , a decreeing, enacting or eſtabliſhing any De- SA'NGU is Blood, [ Anat.) a red, forid Humour, contain

cree or Ordinance ; alſo the Decree or Ordinance itſelf ; ed in the Veins and Arteries, ſo as to give Nouriſhment, Life,

the Authority given to any judicial Decree or Act, whereby and Strength to all the Parts of the Body.

it becomes legal or current. SA'NGUIS [in our antient Cuſtoms] a Right or Power, which

SA'NCTITY ( Janetitas, L.] Holineſs. the chief Lord of the Fee had to determine in Cauſes where

SA'NCTUARY ( ſanctuarium , L.] in antient Times, was a Blood was ſhed .

G Sahne
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SA'NGUIS calcctus [with Chymifs] a Term apply'd to what- SAPHYR (in Herald .) is uſed by thoſe that blazon Coat

ſoever is of a Taſte , as quick and tart as Calx, L. Armour by precious Stones for Azure.

SA'NHEDRIN ( X11773D , Heb. of Euraderov,Gr. ] the fu . SAPIENTI'Potent ( Sapientipotens, L. ) mighty in Wiſdom .

preme Council among theantient Jews, or the Court of Ju- Dentes SAPIE'NTIBA, Teeth, ſo called , becauſe they do

dicature of their Republick ; wherein were diſpatch'd all the not appear till Perſons are come to Years of Diſcretion .

great Affairs both of their Religion and Policy. This con- SAPIE'NTIAL, an Epithet uſed of certain Books of Scrip

ſiſted of the High-Prieſt, and 70 Seniors or Elders. ture , calculated for our Inſtruction and Improvement , in

SA'NICLE fanicula, L. ) the Herb Self- heal, L. Prudence or moral Wiſdom , as Proverbs, Canticles, Eccle

SA'NIES (in Phyfick ] a thin ferous Matter iſſuing out of faftes Ecclefiafticus, the Pſalms, and Book of job .

Wounds and Ulcers, L. Sa'pless (of sæpeley, Sax .) without Sap.

SAN O'Des 2 [of raviso , Gen. of ravis, Gr . a Table ] SA'PLESSNESS , having no Sap , wanting Sap .

SANI DO'DES S aDiſeaſe when the Breaſt is ſtraitened and SA'PLING , a young Tree full of Sap.

flattened like a Table. SAPOVA'RIA (with Botaniſ ] the Herb Sope-wort, L.

Sans without, F. as fans Ceremonie, F. i. e. without Cere- SA PO SA'PIENTIEA (with Chymiſts) i . e. the Soap of Wil

mony or Complement. dom, i. e. common Salt, L.

TO SA'NTER 2 (prob . of fanita terra, L. i. e. the Holy- SAPOr I'FEROUS ( ſaporifer, L.) cauſing a Savour.

To SAU'NTER S Land , becauſe in antient Times , when SA'PORATED ( Saporatus, L. ) made favoury.

there were frequent Expeditions to the Holy Land, many SA'Por [in Botan. Writers] the Taſte, japore, with the

idle Perſons fauntred about from Place to Place, under Pre- Taſte, L.

tence that they had taken the Croſs upon them , or intended SAPORI’FICK [of faporificus, L. ) cauſing Savour, Reliſh

ſo to do, and go thither] to wander or rove up and down . or Taſte.

SANTALUM, a hard , heavy, odoriferous, medicinal Wood SAPORIFICK Particles [in Phyſick ] are ſuch,as by their Ac .

brought from the Eaſt - Indies, the Wood ofthe Tree Saun- tion on the Tongue, occaſion that Senſe we call Savour or

ders , L.
Taſte.

SANTO'NICA (with Botanis] a Sort of Wormwood, L. SAPOR I'FICKNESS [of faporificus, L.) a Taſte -cauſing Qua

SANTO'NICA ( ſo called of the Santones in France) a Kind lity.

of Wormwood . SA'POROUS ( Saporus, L.) favoury, reliſhing .

SANTERNA , artificial Borax or gold Sodder, L. Sa'porous Bodies ( in Phyſicks) are ſuch as are capable of

SAP ( Yæpe, Sax . ] the Juice of Trees, which , rifing up yielding ſome kind of Tafte , when touch'd with the Tongue.

from the Root, runs to the Ends of the Branches , and ſerves SA POROUSNESS (of faporus, L.) Savourineſs.

for their Nouriſhment ; alſo the ſofteſt and whiteft Part of SA'PPINESS [6 xpeneyye, Sax . ) the having Sap.

Timber, Du. Sa'pping (of japer , F.) undermining.

Green SAP, the thickened Juice of the Rhamnus, or Buck . SA'PPING (in Milit. Art.) a working under Ground to

Thorn -Berry . gain the Deſcent of a Ditch , Counterſcarp, &c . and the at

To Sap 2 [ Saper, F. ] to undermine or dig into the tacking of a Place. It is performed by digging a deep Ditch

To SAPE } Ground ; alſo to cut open . defcending by Steps from top to bottom under a Corridor, car

4 SAP Ž [.lape, F.) adigging with Pick -axes, Shovels, rying it as far as the Bottom of the Ditch, when that is
A SADES and other ſuch Tools at the Foot of a Wall, or dry , or the Surface of the Water, when wet.

any Building, to undermine and overthrow it . Or, SA'ppy [ 6apic, Sax . ] having Sap .

ASAP, is the digging deep under theEarth , in finking lower SA'R ABAND ( Sarabande, F.) a muſical Compoſition al

by Degrees, to paſs under the Glacis, and open a Way to ways in triple time, and is in reality no more than a Minuet,

come under Cover to the Paſſage of the Mont. After they theMotionsof which are ſlow and ſerious.
have overcome all the Obſtacles which the Beſieged have op- SA'R ABAND, a Dance to the ſame Meaſure which uſually
poſed to hinder the Advancement of their Approaches, and terminates when the Hand riſes, whereby it is diſtinguiſhed

that, notwithſtanding their frequent Sallies, they are at laſt from a Courant, which uſually ends when the Hand that beats
got near the Foot of the Glacis, the Trench is carried direct- Time falls ; and is otherwiſe much the ſame as a Minuet.

ly forwards, the Work -men covering themſelves the beſt way SARACE'NICA (with Botaniſts] a Sort of Birth -Wort, L.
they can , with Blinds, Wool-packs, Sand -bags, or Mantelets SA'RCASM ( Sarcaſmus, L. caprarues, Gr.] a biting or

upon Wheels ; when they are got to the Foot of the Glacis, nipping Jelt, a bitter Scoff or Taunt, or a keenIrony,where

they make Epaulments or Traverſes on each side, to lodge a by the Orator ſcoffs and inſults hisAdverſary.
good Body of Men. The Sap is made five or fix Fathom Sarca'stical, ſcoffing, biting, ſatyrical, done by way
from the Saliant Angle of the Glacis, where the Men are of Sarcaſm .

only cover'd lide-ways ;wherere they lay Planks over-head, SARCA'STICALNESS [of ſarcaſmicus, L. of capreoués,
with Hurdles, and Earth above them . Having by this means Gr . ] Scoffingneſs, Satyricalneſs.

obliged the Enemy to quit the Comert-Way, the Pioneers, Sa'rcel (with Falconers] the Pinion of a Hawk's Wing.
with Mantelets, Wool-packs, or Sand -bags, make immediate- SA'RCENET ( ſaracinetto, Ital. prob. q . Saracen's Silk ] a

ly a Lodgment, covering themſelves the moſt advantageouſly Sort of think Silk for Women's Hoods, & c.

they can fronı the Fire of the oppoſite Baflion. SA'RCLING time [of ſarcler, F. to rake or weed ] is the

SA'pa (in Medicine] an old Form , like Rob, which is a Time when Husbandmen weed the Corn .

Juice boiled up to ſome Confiftence, as that of Grapes eſpe- SARCOCE'Le coagxoxýan of ode , Fleſh , and xóan a Tu .

cially mour, Gr. ) a Rupture or fleſhy Excreſcence very hard, ri

SAPE Sapientia [in Chymil.] common Salt, L. ſing by little and little, about the Teſticle or inner Membrane

SAPHAE'NA ( prob. of 7800 , Arab . or of gamus, Gr. ea- of the Scrotum , L.

ſy to be ſeen ] the crural Vein , a Vein which deſcends under Sarcoco'LLA [of oa's and xómra, Gr. Glue] a Gum

the Skin of the Thigh and Leg , and turns towards the upper oozing out of a Thorny- Tree in Perſia or India .
Part of the Foot , where it ſends forth ſeveral Branches . SARCOE'Pirlo'oGE'LE [of saft , inimloop and xhan, Gr . )

SAPHE'ta (in Architect. ] the Board over the Top of a a carneous, omental, flethy Rupture.

Window , placed parallel and oppoſitc to the Window-board SARCO'LOGY [ Engkologica , Gr . ) a Diſcourſe on the

at the Bottom . Fleſh , or the ſoft Parts of a human Body .

SAPPHIRE [Sapphirus, L. Eénperegs, Gr.) a Gem or SA'R COMA (ságraua, Gr . ) a Acihy Excreſcence , or

precious Stone, of a beautiful azure , or Sky -blue Colour, Lumpgrowing in any part of the Body, eſpecially in the

tranſparent and glittering with golden Sparkles. Noſtrils.

...SAPPHI're [ in Herald.] the blue Colour in the Coats of SAR co'MPH ALUM [σαρκόμφαλο», οf σαρξ and ομφαλος,

Noblemen , aniwering to the Jupiter in the Coats of Sove- Gr.) a fleſhy Excreſcence, or bunching out in the Navel.

reign Princes, and Azure in thoſe of the Gentry. SARCOPHAGUs 2 Craenopay of ode and pz'dan ,

Sa'vid [ſapidus, L.) reliſhing, favoury: SARCOPHA'GUM S Gr. to eat) a Tomb-Itone or Cotin,

SA'PIDNESS [of ſapidus, L. ) Savourineſs. made of a Stone, ſo called, becauſe it would conſume a dead

Sa'PPHIRE Ruby, a certain precious Stone, between blue Body in 40 Days, and therefore the Antients laid in them

and red , and is in reality nothing but a Ruby, whoſe Colour thoſe Bodies they had not a Mind to burn .

is not yet perfectly formed. SA'RCOSIS [oogwris, Gr . ) the Faculty of breeding
SA'PPHIC [in Poetry] a kind of Greek and Latin Verſe ; Fleſh .

ſo called of Sappho, a famous Poeteſs of Mytelene, the In- SARCOTICKS [ragxotixa , Gr . ] Remedies proper to fill

ventres of it, conſiſting of 11 Syllables or 5 Feet, of which up Wounds and Ulcers with new Fleſh.

the first , fourth and fitih are Trochees, the ſecond a Spondee, Sarcula'tion, a Weeding, or plucking up of Weeds, L.

and the third a Daft;l. As Sedibus gaudens variis doliſque. SARCULUTU'RA [in old Writ . ) the Weeding of Corn .

SAPHA'TUM [with Surgeons] a dry Scurf on the Head , L. SA'RDA
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SARDO'Niaxş Laughter an involuntaryſhew of Laughtcor

SA'RDA (odpdde, G ..] a precious Stone of the Colour of SATISFACTORY [ Satisfactcire, F.] fufficient to ſatisfy,

Fleſh , half tranſparent. or give Satisfaction.

SARDACH A'TES (orapdagerus, Gr. ) a Kind of Agate of a TO SA'TISFY ( ſatisfacere, L.) to fill with Meat; alſo to

cornelian Colour. humour, content, or pleaſe ; allo to convince ; alſo to diſ

Sa'rdius lapis, a Sort of Onyx Stone of a black Colour charge a Debt.

called a Carneol. Sa'tivus , a , um , [in Botan . Writers] which is fown in

SA'R DOIN, the lapis Sardius. Gardens or Fields , L.

Laughter ? [ fonamed ofthe Illand Sardinia ] Sa'tten ? [ Jattina , Ital . ſatin, F. ) a fort of fine, glofly
SARDO'NICK Laughter, SATtin Silk

ſaid to be cauſed by a convulſive Diſtortion of the Muſcles of SA'Ttinet, a ſlight , thin Sattin .

the Mouth; likewiſe by cating a venemous Herb grow- SA'TRAPA [catgärns, Gr.] a Peer of a Realm ; the chief

ing there ; this Laughter is , immoderate and deadly. Governour of a Province in Perfia.

SARDO'NYX [captóvug, Gr. ] a precious Stone , partly SA'TRAPY ( ſatrapia , L. oatgarsia , Gr. ) the Juriſdic

of the Colour of a Man's Nail , and partly of the Colour of tion or Government of a Province ; ofa Lord -Lieutenant or

a cornelian Stone. President of a Country.

SARDONYX (with Heralds] the murry Colour, in the Coats SATURA'NTIA [ with Phy / ) Medicines which qualify

of Noblemen . Marp Hamours, ſometimes called Abſorbents.

A SARK [ rcynk, Sax.) a Shirk, a large Sea - fiſh , which SA'TURATE (in Beton. Writers] deeply, as to Colour, L.

will bite off a Man's Leg . SA'TURATIUS, more deeply , L.

SARKE'LLUS (old Rec.) a Kind of unlawful Net or Engine SATURDAY [Scarenoeg, of Scaner Saturn , and 523,

for deſtroying Fish . Sax. a Day] the 7th Day of the Week , ſo called of an Idol

SARME'NTOUS [ Sarmentojus, L.) full of Twigs or Suckers . worſhipped by the antient Saxons.

SA'P.PLAR of Wool [ Jerpillere, F. ] half a Sack , containing SA'TURDAY Slop [in the Northern Parts of England ) a

40 Tods ; a Pocket in Scotland. Space of Time of old , in which it was not kivful to fith for

SARPLI'er [of ferpillicre, F. ) a Picce of Canvas for wrap- Salmon .

ping up Wares ; a Packing-Cloth . Sature'la [in Botany) the Herb Savoury, L.

SARRASI'NE ( in Fortif ) a Sort of Port- Cullice , otherwiſe SATU'RITY Paturitas, L. ) Fulneſs, Excels, Glut .

called an Herſe, which is hung with a Cord over the Gate of SA'TURN [ Saturnas, L. or Saturn , of lacus ſown, becauſe

a Town or Fortreſs , and let down in Caſe of a Surprize . he is ſuppoſed to preſide over Agriculture, according to

SARSAPER I'LLA[in Medicine] a Plant growing in Ame- Varro ;] according to the Poets, was the Son of Cælusand

rica , a Sudorifick of great Efficacy in ſeveral Distempers. Terra, which Cælus having caſt his Sons the Cyclops into Hell,

SA'RSENET . See Sarcenet. Saturn in Revenge, with his Scythe, cut off his Privities, and

A SARSE, a Sort of fine Lawn - Sieve. deprived him of the Power of begetting. What he had taken

To Sarse [ .ſafer, F.] to ſift through a Sarſe. from him , he caſt into the Sea , where, by a continual Agi
SART [ in Agriculture] a piece of Wood-Land turned into tation of the Waves, it found a favourable Womb among

Arable. the Froth , and thence the Goddeſs Venus was produc'd .

Sartorius Muſculus ( with Anat.) the Taylor's Muſcle, Saturn had an elder Brother named Titan, to whom the

ſo called , becauſe it ſerves to throw one Leg acroſs the Kingdom of the World did of Right belong ; but he , by the
other. Perſuaſions of his Mother Veſta and his Siſter Cybele, refign'd

TO SARVE a Rope [in Sea Language] is to lay on Sinnet, the Scepter to Saturn for his Life, upon Condition that he
Yarn , Canvas, &c. ſhould not ſuffer any of the Male-Children to live, that the

SASh-Windows( prob. of chaſſi, F. a Frame] a Window of Empire of the World might devolve to his Poſterity after the

wooden Work with large Squares . Death of Saturn .

Sash [perhaps of Selja, Ital . ] a Sort of Girdle for tying For this Reaſon , Saturn is ſaid to have devoured his Male

Night-Gowns, & c. allo an Ornament worn by military Children; but his Wife Cybele faved Jupiter and Juno, by
Officers. conveying them away, and Neptune and Pluto, who were

SASHOO'Ns , Leathers put about the Small of the Leg un- privately nouriſh'd by their mother, and ſent him a Stone

der a Boot, to prevent it from wrinkling. & c. wrapp'd in Swaddling -Clouts inſtead of a Child, which he

SASSAFRAS [ Jaxifraga, L. q. d . the breaking Stone) a grcedily devoured in the dark. But Apollodorus ſays, that he

Sa'xAFRAS S yellow , odoriferous Wood, of a brisk aro- did ſwallow Neptune and Pluto; and that , when Jupiter was

matick Scent, ſomewhat reſembling Fennel, brought from of Age, he married Metis, the Daughter of Oceanus, who

Florida in America, gave a Drink to Saturn that made him vomit them up ;

SA'sse , a Sluice or Lock, eſpecially in an artificial River , whercupon Titan, ſeeing his Expectations fruſtrated, made

or one that is cut, with Floodgates, to hut up or let out War upon Saturn with the Aliſtance of his Sons , and having

Water, for the better Paffage of Barges, Boats , &c . Du. vanquiſh'd him , clapp'd him up into Priſon, and there kept

SA'TAN (760 , Heb. i . c. an Adverſary ) the Devil. him , till his Son Jupiter became of Age, and deliver'd him

SATA'NICAL, of, or pertaining to Satan , deviliſh . thence. But Saturn having learn’d by fome Oracle, that one

SATA'NICALNESS [of Satan] Deviliſhneſs. of his Sons ſhould take his Scepter and Kingdom from him ,

SA'TCHEL ( facculus, L. (a kel, Teut. ] a little Bag or reſolv'd to lay Snares to deſtroy his Son Jupiter ; but he,

Sack . taking Arms againſt his Father, caſt him out of his Kingdom

SATE'LLITE Inſtrument (with Mathemat.] an Inſtrument and Empire of Heaven ; whereupon Saturn retired to Italy

invented by Mr. Romer, Mathematician to the King of to hide himſelf, which was thence call'd La!ium a latendo.

France ; to aſſiſt in finding the Longitude both by Sea or ( Buchartas applies this Story to Nimrod's Uſurpation of the

Land, by the Satellites of Jupiter. This may be added to a ſupreme Power . ) Janus, the Kingof Italy, is laid to have

Watch. received Saturn with all Civility and Rcfpect.

SATELLITE Guard , a Perſon who attends on another, ei- Saturn is ſaid to have brought upon the Earth the Golden

ther for his Safety , or to be ready to execute his Pleaſure. Age, when the Ground yielded all Sorts of Fruits, without

SATE'LLITES, Life -Guards, or Officers attending on a Labour and Tillage, when Aſtrea or Juſtice manag'd the Af

King or Prince, F. of L. fairs of Men, and they liv'd together in a perfect Love and

SATE'LLITES [ with Aſtron. ) certain fecondary Planets Amity. The four Ages mention'd by the Poets were the

moving round theother Planets, as the Moon does round the Golden under Saturn , or Noah ; the Silver under Jupiter, or.

Earth, thus named , becauſe they are always found attending the Pofterity of Noah; the Brazen under Nimrod ; and the

them from riſing to ſetting, and making the Tour of the Iron, which yet continues.

Sun together with chem . The learned Bochartus endeavours to prove that Saturn is

Jupiter's Sate'LLITES [ Apron. ] four little wandering Noah, and thatall the Fables of him are Delineations of his
Stars or Moons, which move round Jupiter's Body, asthat true Hiſtory ; The three Sons of Saturn , that divided the

Planet does roundabout the Sun , firit diſovered by Galilæo, Empire between them , are equal to the three Sons of Noah;
by the Help of a Teleſcope. the youngeſt Ham , he proves to be Jupiter, Japbet, to be

Saturn's SATE'LLITES [ Aſtron .] five little Stars revolving Neptune, and Shem to be Pluto ; and that their different Go

about the Body of the Planet Saturn , in the like Manner dil- vernments have a Relation to the Places they have inhabited .

covered by M. Caſſini, in the Year 1684 . And that Ham going into Egypt and Lybia, being hot Places,
To SA'TIATE ( fatiare,L. ) to ſatisfy, to cloy or glut. is ſaid to have poffefied Heaven ; and that Japhet going into

Sati'ety ( fatietas, L. ] Fulneſs, Glut , Surfcit. Europe, and the hands, they feigned him God of the Sea,

Satisfa'ction , a being ſatisfied , Content , Pleaſure ; alſo or Neptune ; and that Shem being remarkable for his Piety,

Payment, a making Amends, Recompence ; alſo a Reparation his profane Brethren , by Way of Deriſion made himn the

of Damage. God of Hell or Pluto.

Gua!
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But they

Gualtruchius ſays, that Saturn , or Time, is repreſented as an Sava'na , a Paſture-Ground in America, Span .

old Senior, with Wings upon his Shoulders , and a Scythe in SAUCE (lawf, C. Br. prob. of ſalfies, L. faited] pickled

his Hand, as cutting down all before him ; and that he is Roots , Herbs, Sallets, &c.

repreſented as ſwallowing his own Children with hard Stones, SAUCE -alone, an Herb.

becauſe Time eats and conſumes the moſt durable Subſtances. Sauce-Bux, a ſaucy Perſon.

The Antients painted Saturn with fix Wings , to intimate Sau'ciness (prob. of ( aws, Brit. Salt .) Unmannerli.

the Swiftneſs of T'ime, and Feet of Wool, or, as others ſay, neſs, Preſumptuouſneſs, &c.

with the Gout , holding in his Hand a Serpent biting his SAUCER fauciere, F. ) a ſmall Diſh to hold Sauce.

Tail , with a Sickle andan old Garment hanging upon him . SAU'CISSE [in Gunnery] a long Train of Powder few'd

The Romans depoſited under his Protection and in his up in a Roll of pitch'd Cloth, about two Inches Diameter,
Temple their Treafure, becauſe in his Reign, ii e. in the in order to fire a Bomb -Cheſt.

Golden Age , there was no Theft or Robbery committed ; Sauci'sson, a Sort of thick Sauſage, F.

and there they laid up the Rolls of the Names of the Roman SAU'CISSONS (in Milit. Art.) Faggots or Faſcines made

People, which were made of the Skins of Elephants. of large Boughs of Trees bound together ; they are com

SATURN [in Blazonry) in the Arms of ſovereign Princes , monly uſed to cover Men, to make Epaulments, Traverſes,

is us’d initead of Sable and Black , in thoſe of Gentlemen, or Breaſt -Works in Ditches full of Water, to render the Way

and Diamond in the Eſcutcheons of Noblemen . firm for Carriages, and for other Uſes .

SATURN (with Aſtrolog .] is accounted an Enemy to the SAUCY, preſumptuous, pragmatical, unmannerly.

Nature of Man, and all living Creatures , and thence by To Save ( ſalvare, L. ſauver, F.} to deliver, to preſerve,

them called the greater ill Fortune . to keep , to ſpare.

SATURN (with Atron ) is the higheſt of all the Planets , Saver de faute [in Law ] to excuſe a Fault ; which is

but the ſloweſt in Motion ; and ſome reckon it 71 , others properly when a Man , having made a Default in Court,

91 times bigger than the Earth . come afterwards and alledges a good Cauſe why he did it .

SATURN ( with Alchymifts) Lead. Sa'vine ( ſabina, L. ) a Plant.

SATU'RNIA [in Chiromancy) the Line which goes through SA'ving , or ſave, except.

the Middle of the Palm of the Hand, to the Root of the SA'VING [qui ſauve, F. ] preſerving, healthful, ſparing.

middle finger, callid the Line of Saturn . SA'viour [ falvator, L. Jauveur, F.] one who ſaves or de

SATURNA'Lia , were feſtival Days obſerv'd in December in livers .

Honour of Saturn ; and, as Bochartus is of Opinion , took SA'UNKEFINE [old Law ) the Determination or final Race

their Original from Noah's Drunkenneſs. Theſe were Times of a Deſcent of Kindred .

of all Debauchery and Licentiouſneſs, Servants taking upon SA'YOUR [Sapor, L. faveur, F.) Taſte or Reliſh ; alſo

them to command their Maſters, and Slaves to be unruly, Scent or Smell.

without Fear of Puniſhment . To Sa'UNTER (probably of Sanita Terra, L. the Holy Land,

The Priells of Saturn were initiated in ſcarlet Robes , to of thoſe that ſauntered, or went on Pilgrimage to Jeruſalem ]

expreſs their Bloody-mindedneſs, and offered to him young to go idling up and down .

Infants in Sacrifice, for which Inhumanity they were all cru- SA'VOURY ( favor eux , F. faporis, L.) reliſhing, & c.

cified under Tiberius Cæſar. And the Carthaginians like- Savoury ( favorée, F. ) a Winter Pot-herb.

wile did every Year offer to him human Sacrifices, which SA'VINGNESS [of ſauver , F. of ſalvus, L. ) Frugality.

was the Subject of an Embaſſy from Rome ; for tho' the Ro- SA'VOURINESS (of ſauvoureux, F. of faporus, L.] Reliſha

mans did mightily honour and eſteem Saturn, yet they did bleneſs, &c.

not approve that Men ſhould be offered to him. Savoy's (of Savoy in Italy, from whence firſt brought]

ſhew'd him this particular Reſpect,that they cauſed Torches a Sort of fine Cabbage .

and Tapers to be burning continually upon his Altars. SA'USAGE [ fauciſſe, F.] a Sort of Pudding made of Perk,

Saturn is ſuppos'dto be the ſamewith Moloch of the Iſrae- Spice , &c. inHog'sGuts.
lites. It is derived of 770 a King. And Kings, and To Saw [ fagen , Teut. or yazan,Sax. ) to cut with a Saw .

powerful Men, were called Saturni by the Heathens. A Saw ( prob. of raga, Sax .) an Inſtrument with Teeth,

SATURNI'NIANS (of Saturnus, a Diſciple of Menander] a for cuttingBoards or Timber.

Sect, a Sort of Gnoſticks. Saw - Fiß, a Sea -filh ſo named , as having a ſharp -toothed

SATU'RNINE, of pertaining to , or of the Nature of the Bone, about three Foot long, like a Saw, in its Fore-head .

Planet Saturn ; allo barren ; alſo dull , heavy, melancholy . Saws (ſage, Teut. paga, Sax. ] old grave Sayings, Pro

A SATU'R NINE Perſon, one of a ſullen melancholy Com- verbs, Maxims .

plexion, ſuppoſed to be under the Predominancy of Saturn. Saw -Wort, an Herb, having Leaves notched about like
SATURNI'NESS [of Saturn) Dulneſs, Slowneſs. the Teeth of a Saw .

SA'ryr [fargra , L. fatyre, F. cátuso , Gr . ) an invective SAXIFRA'GA (with Phyſicians) Medicines which break

Poem , that inveighsſharply againſt Vice and vicious Perſons, the Stone, L.

all Manner of Diſcourſe, wherein any Perſon is comprehend SA'XIFERAGE ( Saxifrage, L. i. e. Stones breaking) ar

ed ; but commonly taken for a Poem that ſharply and witti- Herb good for the Stone in the Bladder.

ly rebukes Vice and reflects on vicious Perſons : A Lam- SA'xons (seaxum, Sax .) a warlike People call'd into

poon . That Satyr be juſt, it ought to be general ; or if it Britain by King Vortigern, either to defend him againſt the

be of general Ule, it ought to be true, or elſe it will be a Scots and Piets,or to ſecure him in the Command he had

Libel , and accountable to the Law ; and it ought to be uſurp'd over the Britains. They began to eſtabliſh their

ſtrong, to ftrike powerfully, and the Style and Manner muſt Heptarchy aboutthe Year of Chriſt 457 As to the Original
be manly and ſmooth . of theirNames, Authors differ. Iſidore derives the Name

SATYRS (odtugor , Gr . ) Fabulous Demi-Gods, who with Saxon from Saxum , L.a Stone, they being a hardy and war

the Fauns and Silvans were ſuppoſed to preſide over Groves like Nation . But the Name Saxon, according to the Nor

under the Direction of Pan. They are repreſented in Paint- thern Antiquities, is older even than the Latin Tongue it

ing, as half Beaſts, half Men , having Horns on their Heads, ſelf. Krantzus derives it from Aſchanez, the Son of Gomer ;

and Feet like Goats. but he does not ſupport it by fufficient Authority. Goropius

Satyri'as is coalueidens, Gr . ) the luſtleſs Extenſion of Becanus fetches it from Sacee, a People about Armenia ; but

the Yard ; alſo the immoderate Deſire of Venery ; it is alſo this ſeems to be without any Foundation . But it is moſt

ſometimes taken for the Leproſy , becauſe that Diſeaſe makes probable they were call’d Saxons, from the ſhort Swords they

the Skin rough, like that of a Satyr ; alſo a Swelling of the commonly wore, called Saxen or Seaxen ; and Tacitus ſays,

Glandules behind the Ears . the Northern Germans were diſtinguiſhableby a round Shield,

SATYRIA'SMUS, the ſame as faryriaſis, L. and a ſhort Sword , that they wore. And as Pontanus ob

SATY'RICAL [ jatyricus, L. wajueixós, Gr. ] of, or per- ſerves, the Arms of Saxony at this Day are two ſhort Swords
taining to Satyr ; fevere , ſharp, biting, cenforious. a - croſs.

SATY'RICALNECS, Bitingneſs in Speech , Invectiveneſs. SA'xon -Lage (Seaxen -Laza, Sax.)the Law of the West

SATY'RIST ( zalueisnis, Gr. ) a Writer of Satyrs , or Lan- Saxons, which was of Force in nine Counties, viz. Kent,

poons.
Surrey, &c. Suflex , Berkſhire, Hamphire, Wiltſhire, So

T. SATYRIZE [ Satyrizer , F.] to reprehend or rally af- merſetfire, Dorſetfire and Devonſhire. See Danelage and

ter a ſatyrical Manner, to lampoon. Mercbenlage.

SATY'RION [ valueroy, Gr. ] the Herb Stander- graſs, Rag- Say ( Sayette, F.) a Sort of thin Woollen - Stuff or Serge.

wort, or Prieſt's Pintle. T SAY (rægan, Sax .) to ſpeak , to tell, to relate .

A SA'VAGE [un ſauvage, F.] a wild Indian. To Take Say [with Hunters] is to draw a Knife leiſurely

Savages, wild , barbarous People , who keep no fix'd down the Belly of a dead Deer, who has been taken by

Habitation , have no Religion , Law, or Policy. Hunting, to diſcover what caſe it is in as to Fatneſs,

SA'vaceNESS (naturel jauvage, F.] Wildneſs , Cruelty .
A
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dal one.

A SCAB ( ſcabies, L.) a dry'd Scurf of a Pimple, Wheal, SCA'LPER [ Jialprum , L.) a Surgeon's Inſtrument to ſcrape
Sore or Wound . corrupt Fleſh from the Bones .

SCA'BBARD (of ſhabbe, Du. according to Minſmero] the SCA'LPEL (in Anat.] a Knife uſed in Diffections; and

Sheath of a Sword . alſo in many chirurgical Uſes.

SCA'BBED ( ſcabioſus, L. ) having Scabs . TO SCAMBLE (perhaps of exauBG, Gr . oblique] to rove

SCA'bbed Heels [in Horſes] a Diltemper, called alſo the or wander up and down.

Fruih . SCA'MBLING (prob . of ordulós, Gr. oblique) at a Di

SCABBEDNESS ? [ feabitudo
, L.) the being ſcabby.

ſtance one from another ; as a ſcambling Town, a Town

where the Houſes ſtand at a great Diſtance one from the other .

SCABE LLUM [in the ant. Architect.] i . e. a Foot- ſtool; To SCA'MPER (eſcamper, F.] to run away in a Hurry .

a Kind of Pedeſtal uſually ſquare, ſometimes polygonous, very SCAMMO'NIA (with Botaniſ's] Scammony, L.

high and ſlender, commonly terminating in a Kind of Sheath SCAMMO'NIUM, the Juice of Scammony, L.

or Scabbard ; or profiled in Manner of a Ballufter. Impares SCAMI'LLE ( in Architect. ) certain Zocco's or

SCAB 10'sa [with Botaniſts] ſcabious, L. Blocks which ſerve to raiſe the reſt of the Members of any
SCA'BBY [ cabiolus , L ) ſcabbed , full of Scabs. Pillar or Statue beneath which they are placed beneath the

SCA'BROUS ( ſcabrojus, L.] rough, rugged , unpolished. Projectures of the Stylobatæ Cornices, and are well repre

SCA'BROUSNESS [of ſcabrojus, L. fcabreux, F. ] Ruggedneſs, fented by the Pedeſtals of our Statues .

Roughneſs . SCA'Mmozzi's Rule, a two-footed Joint - Rule, adapted for

SC ACU'R CULE (in Chymiſtry) a Spirit drawn out of the the Uſe of Builders, and firſt invented by Scamozzi, the fa

Bone of the Heart of anHart. mous Architect,

SCAFFOLD [ Travot, Du. echafaud, F.) a Place raiſed Sca'MNUM caducum Cold Rec. ] a Ducking -ſtool, L.

higher than theGround, for the better Proſpect. SCAM'NUM Hippocratis [i . e. Hippocrates's Bench) an In

Sca'FFOLDING [ echaufaudage, F.] Poles and Boards erceted ſtrument in Length 6 Ells, and uſed in the ſetting of Bones .

for the Conveniency of Building. To SCAN [ Scandere, L. ) to ſift or canvaſs a Buſineſs ; to

Sca'la , a Ladder, L. examine a Thing thoroughly , to conſider it well.

SCA'la (with Surgeons] a certain Inſrument to reduce a To Scan a Verſi, to mcaſure or prove it according to the
Diſlocation , L. Number of its Feet.

SCA'LA [ in Anar.] the Canal or Cochlea, that is divided by SCA'NDAL [in the vulgar Senſe ] is fome Action or Opi.

a Septum into two Canals, called Scala, L. nion contrary to good Manners, or to the general Senſe of the

SCA'la Tympani, that Canal which looks towards the People ; allo a diſadvantageous Rumour or Report, or an

Tympanum , L. Action whereby any one is affronted in publick .

SCA'La Veſtibuli, that Canal that has a Communication SCA'NDAL ( ſcandalum , L. Frávid adon, Gr . ] in a ſeriptu

with the Veſtibulum , L. ral Senſe, is any 'Thing that may draw Perſons aſide, or fol

SCALA'DO [scalada, Span . fcalatta, Ital . ] a furious At- licit them to Sin ; an Offence ; alſo a Stumbling- block ,

tack upon a Wall or Rampart of a fortified Placc, with ſcaling Astive SCA'NDAL , is a real Induction to Sin.

Ladders . Pallive SCA'NDAL, the Impreſſion an active Scandal

Ai SCA'LAM [ old Rec.] i . e. to , or at the Scale : The an- makes on the Perſon that is induced to fin .

tient Way of paying Money into the Exchequer, where 20 s. To SCA'NDAL 2 [ fcandalizare , L. of orardanisar,

and 6d. was paid for 20 s. To SCA'NDALIZE S Gr. ] to give Offence, to raiſe a Scan

To SCALD | ſcaldare, L. ) to burn with hot Liquor. upon

A SCALD-Head ( 9. d. a ſcaly Head ] a ſcurſy, ſcabbed SCANDALOUS fcandaleux, F. ] giving Offence , defaming,

Head. abuſive, ſhameful, diſgraceful.

SCALE ( eſcaille, F. ſcaglie, Ital.] of a Fiſh , a Bone, & c. SCA'NDALOUSNESS, Reproachfulneſs, Infamoufncfs.

SCALE (in Mathemat.) the Degrees of any Arch of a SCA'NDALUM magnatum [i. e. Scandal of great Men ] an

Circle , or of right Linesdrawn or engraven upon a Rule, as Offence or Wrong done to anyhigh Perſonage of the Land,

Sines , Tangents, Secants, &c. as Prelates, Dukes, Earls , &c. Great Officers, as the Chancel

Plain Scale, and diagonal, ſerve to repreſent any Num- lor , Treaſurer, & c. by falſe News, as ſcandalous Reports,

bers or Meaſures, whoſe Parts are equal one to another. Meſſages, &c. alſo a Writ that lies for their recovering of

Scale of Muſick 2a Series of sounds riſing or falling Damages thereupon .

Scale of the Gamut S towards Acuteneſs or Gravity from SCA'NDENT Stalk (with Botaniſts) i. e. climbing Stalk , is

any given Pitch of Tune to the greateſt Diſtance . one which climbs by the Help of Tendrils , as the Vine, &c.

SCALE of Miles [ in a Map] a Scale for the Meaſuring the SCA'NSION [in Gram .] the Scanning of a Verſe ; a Mea

Diſtance of one place from another. ſuring it by the Number of Feet and Syllables.

To SCALE [ (kallar, Dan . ] to takeoff the Scales of SCANT 2 ( prob . of echantillon , F.] leſs than is requiſite,

Fiſhes, Bones, & c. SCA'nty narrow, or ſhort in Meaſure ; alſo ſcarce.

To SCALE Walls [ ſcalare, Ital . eſchalaler, F. ] to mount SCA'NTINESS ( prob. of echantillon, F. or wantingneſs,

up them with Ladders. Eng . ) being leſs than is requiſite.

SCA'LENS [of oraanvós, Gr. ] three Muſcles of the Cheſt , SCA'NTLING [cſchantillon, L.) the Size and Meaſure, Size

ſo called from their Figure, having three unequal Sides, L. or Standard, whereby the Dimenſions of Things are to be de

of Gr. termined .

SCALE'NUM ( with Geom. ) a Triangle that has its SCAPELLA'TUM (with Arat.) a Denudation or making

three Sides unequal to one another ; ' ſee the bare the Glans of the Penis, when the Prepuce will not

Figure. draw over it .

SCA'Lenus primus [ in Anat.) a Muſcle ariſing from the Sca'pha ( with Anat.) the inner Rim of the Ear, L.

Fore- part of the ſecond , third , and fourth tranſverſe Pro- SCA'PHA [ordon , Gr.) a Cock-boat.

ceſſes of the Vertebræ of the Neck, and let into the firſt Rib ; SCA'PHISM [ of ordon , of oxarla , Gr. to make hollow ]

the Office of which is to draw the upper Rib together with among the antient Perſians, a Kind of Puniſhment executed

the others upwards , in fetching Breath , L. by locking the Criminal cloſe up in the Trunk of a Tree,

SCA'Lenus ſecundus, a Muſcle taking its Riſe from the bored thro' to the Dimenſions of his Body, only with five

ſecond, third, fourth, and fifth tranſverſe Proceſſes of the Holes for his Head, Arms, and Legs to come thro', in which

Vertebre of the Neck ſide-ways, and paſſing over the firſt Rib he was expoſed to the Sun, and the appearing Parts were

to its Inſertion in the ſecond, and ſometimes to the third, L. anointed with Milk and Honey to invite the Waſps. The

SCA'LENUS tertius, a Muſcle that takes its Riſe near the Criminal was forced to eat abundantly till his Excrements,

Sialenus ſecundus, from the ſame tranſverſe Proceſſes of the cloſe pent up in the Wood, rotted his body. Some write,

Vertebræ of the Neck , and alſo from the ſixth of thoſe Pro- that ſome have lived there 40 Days .

ceſſes, and is inſerted to the firſt Rib, L. SCAPHOL'DES Coxa pond's, of orapa , Gr. a Boat ) the

SCALES [of 6cealey, Sax .) a Pair of Ballances. third Bone of the Tarjus in the Foot, joined to the Ancle

Sca’LINESS, the being covered with Scales . Bone and three hinder Bones ; otherwiſe called Naviculare

SCA'LY [ ecaillé, F.] covered with Scales. Os, from the Reſemblance it bears to a Boat .

SCALI'NGA (ant . Writ.] a Quarry or Pit of Stones , but SCA'PULA (in Anat.) the hinder Part of the Shoulder, the

Father of Scales or Slates for covering Houſes. Shoulder-blade ; a broad Bone reſembling a ſcalenous Tri

SCALL [9. ſcald ) a Sort of Scurf on the Head . angle on each Side of the upper and back -part of the Thorax .

Sca'LLION ( ſcalogna ,9. d. an Onion of Ajcalon, a City SCA'PULAR ( Siapularis, L. ) of, or pertaining to a

of Paleſtine) a Kind of ſmall Onion. Shoulder-blade .

SCALP ( fcalpio, Ital. ( chelpe, Du , a Husk] the Skin co- SCAPULA'R is externa ( Anat.) the ſcapular Vein which

vering the Scull- Bone . ariſes from the Muſcles covering the Scapula, L.

SCA ':7 H
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SCAPULARIS interna ( Anat. ] a Vein ariſing from the SCA'VAGE 2 ofyceapan, Sax. to ſhew ) a Kinu of Toll of

Muſcles which lie in the Hollow of the Scapula, L.

A SCA'PULARY [ ſcapulairc, F. of ſcapula, L. the Shoul- SCE'WAGE Sof Merchant-Strangers,for Wares Thewedor
der-bone] Part of the Habit of ſeveral Orders of religious offered to Sale within their Liberties. But this Cuſtom is

People, worn over their Gowns, as a Badge of their pecu- prohibited by Stat . 19. Henry VII .

liar Veneration for the Virgin . The SCA'vans , the learned, of ſcavant, learned , F.

SCA'pus [in Botany) the upright Stalk of a Plant, L. SCA'VENGER [of y akan , Sax . to Icrape or bruſh ) a Pa

Sca'pus ( in Architekt.) the Shaft or Shank of a Pillar be- riſh -Officer, choſen annually, to ſee that the Streets be clean

tween the Chapiter and the Pedeſtal. fed from Dirt and Filth, and they hire Rakers to carry it

SCAR [ycan, Sax . eſcarre, F. loxoiçae,Gr . ] the Scam or away in Carts.

Mark of a Wound. SCA'WRACK, a ſort of Sea-Weed .

SCAR ( ca 9 re, Sax . ] a ſteep Rock, the Clift of a Rock. SCE'LETON . See Sceletus.

Hence Scarborough Caſtle. Sce'leton ſerpentis, a Kind of Stone which reſembles

SCARAMOU'ch, the Name of a famous Italian Buffoon, the Body of a Serpent, L.

or Poſture -Maſter, who acted here in England in the Year Sce'letus (of oxéniw, to dry up) a proper Connection

1673 of all the Bones of the Body, after they are dry'd.

SCARCE (of ſcaers, Du. ] not plentiful, rare , uncommon, SCELOTY'R BE (OXEA07Úgen, Gr.ja wandering Pain in the

difficult to comeby ; liardly, vix . L. Legs, which proceeds chiefly from the Scurvy.

SCA'RCENESS 2 (prob. of carus, L. dear, or ſcaers, Du. Sce'ne ( ſcena, L. oxnv) ,Gr. ] in the antient Drama, in

Scarcity Siparing] Dificultneſs to be come at , Un- its general Senſe, was the Theatre wherein dramatick Pieces

commonneſs , Not-plenty. and other publick Shews, were repreſented ; alſo the Place

To Scare (prob. of ſcorare,Ital. to frighten ,or frheeren, where the Action is conceived to have paſſed, as the Scene of
Teut. to vex] to put in fear, to affright. War ; alſo a Diviſion or Part of a dramatick Poem deter

A SCARE-Crow , a Figure of Clouts ſtuff'd with Straw , or mined by a new Actor's entering.

any Thing ſet up to affright away Birds from Fruit. Scenes, the Pictures repreſenting Lands, Buildings, Ships,

SCARF Cyceope, Sax. Clothing, or prob . ofſcherf, Teut. &c. placed round about the Stage.

Segment or Eſcarpe, F. ] an Ornament of Silk worn by Wo
Scenic 2 [ ſcenicus, L. oxnvixôs, Gr . ] of, or pertaining

men , Military Officers, Divines . ScE'NICAL S to the Scene.

SCARF- Skin (with Anat.) the outward Skin , which ſerves SCENOGRAPHICAL [ / cenographicus, L. ornvoy gapirds,

to defend the Body which is full of Pores , thro' which it ScenograʼPHICK ] Gr.] of, or pertaining to Sceno

diſcharges Sweat and other Moiſture. graphy.

SCARFATION ( of ordeipo , Gr . ) the ſame as Scarifi- The SCENOGRAPHICK Appearance, is different from an

cation . Orthographick one, in that the latter ſhews the side ofa

SCA'R FED , adorned with a Scarf. Figure, Body, or Building, as it is ſeen when the Plane of

Sca'r Fed (Sea Term ) pierced , faſtened, or joined in . the Glaſs ſtands directly to that Side ; whereas Scenograpby

SCARIFICATION[with Surgeons)an Operation whereby repreſents it as it ſeems thro' a Glaſs notparallelto that
ſeveral Inciſions are made in the Skin , with an Inſtrument Side.

proper for thatPurpoſe, uſually practiſed in Cupping, L. SCENOGRAFHICK Projection, is the Tranſcription of any

SCARIFICA’ror, anInftrument made in Form ofa Box, given Magnitude,intothe Plane which interſects the optick
with 12 or more Lancets, all perfectly in the ſame Plane ; Pyramid at a proper Diſtance.

which being, as it were, cock'd by Means of a Spring, are SCENOGRAPHY ( frenographia, L. ornvoysapia , Gr. ) is

alldiſchargedat the ſame Time, by pulling a Kind of Trig- the Repreſentation of a Building, & c.asitis repreſented in

ger, and the Points of the Lancets are at once equally driven Proſpectivewith its Dimenſionsand Shadows, or ſuch as it
within the Skin. appears to the Eye.

SCARIFICATO'RIUM, a Surgeon's Inſtrument, having a ScenO'GRAPHY [ in Prospective] is that Side that declines

Number of Points fet in a Plane, which are all ſtruck into the from , or makes Angles with a ſtraight Line, imagined to

Parts at once in ſcarifying, L. paſs through the two outward convex Points of the Eyes ;

To SCA'RIFY ( ſcarificare, L. ſcarifier, F.] to lance or open and is by Architects generally called the Return of the

a Sore, to make an Inciſion in any Part of the Body. Foreſight.

SCARLET ( ſcarlato, Ital.] a bright red Colour. SCENOPE'GLA [oxnvorhyla , Gr. ] a Feaſt of the Jews,

SCA'RLET -Grain, a Matter uſed in dying a ſcarlet Colour. more commonly called the Feaſt of Tabernacles, inftitutcá

It is uſually taken for the Grain ofa Plant growing on a after their being poſſeſſed of the Land of Canaan , in Com

Kind of Holm, in ſome parts of France, Spain , and Portugal. memoration of their having dwelt in Tents in the Wil

The Arabs call it Kermes. derneſs.

SCARLETI'na Febris, the ſcarlet or purple Fever, L. Sce'pter [ fceptrum , L. oxñtrgov, Gr.) a royal Staff or

SCARIO'L A [ Botany) the broad-leavedEndive, L. Battoon worn by a King, asa Badge of his ſovereign Com

SCARP ( eſcarpe, F.]the Slope on that ſide of a Ditch which mand and Authority, at ſuch Times as he appears in Cere

is next to a fortified Place, and looks towards the field ; alſo mony, as at a Coronation, & c. The Scepter is an Enſign

the Foot of a Rampart-Wall; or the ſloping of a Wall from of Royalty, of greater Antiquity than the Crown.
the Bottom of a Work to the Cordon on the ſide of the A Sce'PTER [ figuratively ] ſignifies royal Authority and

Moat. Power.

SCARPE (in Heraldry] is the Scarf which mi- A Sce'PTER ( hieroglyphically ] having on the Top a Stork's

litary Commanders wear for Ornament, as he Head, and ſupportedupon theHoof of a River -Horſe, was

bears Argent, a Scarpe Azure ; ſee the Figure put to intimate , that Piety was to be preferr'd to Impiety ,

annexed . and Religion before Atheiſm and Contempt of Civil Pow

SCA'RRY [of Scan, Sax. eſcharre, F. of toxaga , Gr.) er : For the Stork is an Emblem of Piety, which the Scep

having the Mark or Seam of a Sore or Wound . ter ſhould maintain and ſupport above the Reach of Pro

SCATCH (eſcache, F.) aKind of Horſe-bit for Bridles. faneneſs, intimated by the Hoof of the River- Horſe, which

SCA'TCHES [ efcaſes, F. ] Stilts to put the Feet in to walk is an Animal cruel and rapacious , that hath no Regard to its

in dirty Places. Parents, but cruelly murders them in its Rage.

Scate ( ichete, Du. ] a ſort of Iron Patten to be faſtened A Scepter with an Eye upon it was uſed as an Hiero

on the Shoes for ſliding on the Ice ; alſo a Kind of glyphick of God .
Fiſh . Sce'PTICAL 2 [ Scepticus, L. Gremlixos, Gr . ] of the Scep

ScatE'BROUS [ ſcatebroſus, L. ] bubbling like Water out Sce'ptick Sticks or Scepticiſm , that is in Doubt or Su

of a Spring ; abounding. ſpence, doubtful ; alſo contemplative.

SCATEBRO'SITY [ jcatebrofitas, L. ) a Flowing or Bub- Sce'PTICALNESS [of oxéttefal, Gr. to contemplate]

bling out . Scepticiſm , or a doubting or ſuſpending the Judgment of

To SCATH (rce bian , Sax .) to injure, hurt, or do Da- Things.

mage to . Sce'PTICISM , the Doctrine and Opinions of the Scep

To Sca'tter [ſchetteren, Du.] to diſperſe, to ſpread ticks . It conſiſted in doubting of every Thing, and affirm

abroad here and there . ing nothing at all, and in keeping the judgment in Suſpenſe

SCATURIENT [ ſcaturiens, L.] running or flowing over, to every Thing

iſſuing as Water out of a Spring . Sce'pticks [ ſcepticus, L. cxenluxos, of ty oxépletas

ScaturI'GINOUS [ ſcaturiginoſus, L.] overflowing, full Gr. to look out or obſerve, to contemplate) a Sect of Philo

of Springs ſophers founded by Pyrrho, whoſe diſtinguishing Tenet was,

that
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SHERRINO { Silver }

that all Things are uncertain and incoir prehenſible ; con- A SCHOOL ( Schola, L. gord, Gr. ) a Place where any Lin

traries equally true ; that the Mind is not to atient to any guage, Art, or Science is taught.

Thing, but to keep up an abſolute Heſitancy or Indifference. To School, to check or chide ſeverely, to reprehend .

Whence the Name is apply'd to a Perſon who maintains that SCHOOL -Men , Perfons well skilled in School Divinity, or

there is nothing certain . Academical Learning.

SCHA'KPENNY 2 (yceapn-peniz , Sax ) a ſmall Duty SCIA'GRAPHY 3[ friagraphia, L. ofortayegoid ,Gr.of

SCHA'RNPENNY 3 paid in antient Times by Tenants, that SCHO'GRAPHY ored a Shadow , and yepy. Defcrip .

they might be excus'd from penning up their Cattle in tion , Gr.] a Profile or Platform ; the firſt rude Draught of

their Lord's Pound, to whom their Dung did belong a Thing

SCHEAT Pegaſî [ Affron.] a fixed Star of the ſecond Mag- Scia'graphy, alſo the Art of Dialling; that Part of

nitude, in the Juncture of the Leg , with the left Shoulder Aſtronomy which ferves to find out the Hour of the Day or

of Pegalus. Night, by the Shadow of the Sun, Moon , or Stars .

SchE'DULE [ ſchedula, L. ozefágrov, Gr. ] a Scroll of SCIAGRAPHY (in Architect ] the Draught of an Edifice or

Paper or Parchment annexed or appended to a Will , a Leaſe, Buildirg, cut in its Length or Breadth , to thew the Inlide of
or other Deeds, which contains ſome Particulars left out in it, as the Convenience of every Room , with the Thickneſs

the main Writing ; an Inventory of Goods , & c. of the Walls, Timbers, Floors, &c.

Sche'lling , a Dutch Coin containing 12 Groots or 6 Sci'AMACHY ( Enrakexid , of oric, and pel xen , Gr. a

Stivers , in Value 63. of Engliſh Money ; 33 of which Fight) a Fighting with Shadows.

and 4 d . make 20 s . Sterling. SciaTHE’RICAL 3 [ oria Inexos, Gr . ] of, or pertaining to
Schemati'SMUS [of oynuaris w ,Gr . ) the Habit, Confti- SCIATH ERICK S a Sun - dial.

tution , or Diſpofition of the Body. SCIA'TICA [oriatixit, Gr. ] the Hip -Gout.

SCHEMATI'S MUS [with Gram ] the particular Manner of Scia'TICA -Crelles, an Herb good for the Scintica .

forming one Word from another. Sci A'TICK-Vein [in Anatomy] a Vein feated above the

Sche'ME [ſchema , L. oxñuel, Gr. ) a Model, Draught, outward Part of the Ancle.

& c. or the Repreſentation of any geometrical or aſtronomi- SCIDACEUN (with Sirgeons) a Kind of Fracture, or break

cal Figure or Problem , by Lines ſenſible to the Eye , or of ing of a Bone, according to its Length , or long-wife, L.

the celeſtial Bodies in their proper Places , for any Moment, Sci'ence, as oppoſed to Art , is a formned Syſtem of any

called the Schema cæli. Branch of Knowledge, comprehending the Doctrine, Rea

SCHE'SIS (with Rhet.) a Figure whereby a certain Al- ſon or Theory of the Thing, without any immediate Ap

fećtion or Inclination of the Adverſary is feigned, on purpoſe plication of it to any Uſes or Offices of Life.

to be anſwered. This the Latins call Adfiitio. SCIENCE ( fcientia, L ) Knowledge , Learning , Skill , &c.

Scheʼren S 2 [old Rec . ] Moncy anticntly paid SCIENCE (in Philoj :) a Jear and certain Knowledge of any

to the Lord of the Manour by the Thing founded upon telf -evident Principles and Demonitra

Tenant, for the Liberty of thearing his Sheep . tions .

Sche'sis (oxfois , Gr. ) the Habit or Conítitution of the Science in God (by Divines] is diſtinguiſhed into three

Body, as it is felhy or lean, hard or ſoft, thick or ſlender. Kinds ,

Sce'tic Fever, a Fever fo termed , becauſe it is ſeated 1. The Science of mere Knowledge, whereby he knows

chiefly in the Blood , and may be eaſily cured ; and on that himſelf and all Things poſſible.

account is diſtinguiſhed from an Heetick -Fever, that is fixed 2. SCIENCE of Viſion, whereby he knows all Things he

in the very Habit of the Body, and is very difficult to be re- has reſolved to do, or to permit , in the ſame Order in which

moved . he has reſolved to do and perinit them .

SCIORA [of Exiopoy or Exis'drox, Gr . ] Athenian Feſtivals 3. An intermediate Science , whereby he knows what

dedicated to Minerva, which took their Name from that Angels and Man will do in certain Caſes and certain Cir

Umbrella or Fan, carried about then, in Proceſſion, to skreen cumſtances, if he reſolves to bring them about.

Perſons from the Heat of the Sun.
The ſeven liberal SCIENCES , are Grammar, Logick, Rhetorick ,

SCHISM [ S:hiſma, L. goua, Gr . a Diviſion orSeparation] Arithmetick, Geometry, Affronomy and Muſick.
it is chiefly uſed of a Séparation, happening through Diver- SCIENTIAL, of, or pertaining to Science.

ſity of Opinions, among People of the fame Religion and Scienti'FICAL ? [of ſcientia and facio, L.] which cauſes

Faith. SCIENTI'FICK 3 or promotes Knowledge.
SCHISMA’TICAL ? [gquatixis, Gr.] inclining to, or guil- To Scinti'LLATE [ ſcintillare, L.) to ſparkle like Fire .

Scu's MATICK } ty of Schilin . Scintilla'tion , a ſparkling as Fire does .

A Schi'sMATICK (gruatiròs, Gr.)a Separatiſt, or one SCILLA, ( with Botaniſts) a Squil, or Sea- Onion, L.

who ſeparates from the Chriſtian Church. SCILLI'TES (oxinains, Gr. ] Wine, wherein Squils have

To Schismatize [ ſchiſmatizare, L. ) to ſeparate from , been ſteeped.

or rend away from theChurch. Scilli'tes - Aretum , Vinegar of Squils, L.

SchirE'MOTE ( sciremco, Sax.) was in antient Times a Scintillo'se [ fcintillojus, L. ) full of Sparks.

ſolemn Meeting of all the free Tenants and Knights in a Sci'METER, a Sort of broad crooked Sword .

County, to do Fealty to the King, and elect an annual Scı'OGRAPHY ( ouran.egqia, Gr .] the Profile or Section
Sheriff. of a Building, to Thew the Inſide thereof.

SCHOENANTHUM (goiventor, Gr . ) the Herb Camel's -Hay, SCIOGRAPHY (with Ajiron .) the Art of finding the Hour

or ſweet - ſmelling Reed, L. of the Day or Night, by the Shadow of the Sun., Moon,

Schoeno'PRASUM [goirongeooy, Gr. ] a Plant call'd Porrel Stars, & c.
or Cives, L. Sciorhe'rick ( fciothericas, L. gxiaInexos, Gr . ) a Part

SCHOLAR [ Schularis, L. ] one who learns any thing at of Opticks.
School .

ScioTHERICK Teleſcope, an Inſtrument for obſerving the

SCHO'LARSHIP [of ſcholaris, L. ) the Qualification of a true Timeof the Day, in order to adjuſt Penduluin -Clocks
Scholar. or Watches.

Schola'sTIC 2 [of ſcholafticus, L. of Exorasıxo's, Gr . ) Sciolist [ ſciolus, L. ) a Smatterer in any kind ofKnow

SCHOLA'STICAL Sof, like, or pertaining to a Scholar or ledge or Learning.

SCHOLA'STICK SSchool . Sci'OMANCY ( EXrollarlota of oxid , and parteide, Gr. Di

SCHOLA'STICK Divinity, is that Part of Divinity which vination ) a Divination by Shadows; or the Art of raiſing

clears and diſcuſſes Queſtions, by means of Reaſon and Ar: and calling up the Manes, or Souls of deceaſed Perſons, to

guments ; and is in ſome Meaſure oppoſed to Politive Divi- give the Knowledge of Things to come.

nity, which is founded on the Author ty of the Fathers , Sci'on [ Scion , F. ) a Graft, or young Shoot of a Tree.

Councils, &C. Sci'r E -Facias [in Law ] a Writ calling one to Thew why

SCHOLA'STICKNESS , a being qualified with School - Learn- Judgment pafled, at leait a Year before, ſhould not be exé
ing. cuted .

Scho'llast [ ſcholiaftes, L. Xoniasis, Gri]one who SCIRO'na [according to Paracelſus] the Dew of Autumn.

makes Notes upon an Author, a Commentacor, Eğc. Sci'optricks (of oricand tomas, Gr . 10 ſee ] a Sphere

Scho'lium (with Mathemat.) a Remark by the By, as or Globe of Wood, with a circular Hole through it, and a
after the demonitrating of a Propofition, it is pointed out how Lens placed in it , and ſo filled , that it may be turned round

it might be done ſome other Way; ſome Advice is given, or every way, like the Eye of an Animal , uſed in making Ex .
Precaution to prevent Miſtakes, or ſome particular Uſe or periments of the darkened Room.

Application thereof. ScI'R RHOUS, of, or belonging to a ſcirrhus.

SCHO'LIUM [ oxónoy, Gr . ) a Note , Annotation , or Re- SCIRRHO'MA 2 Coxipeóuct of oxipów , Gr. to harden ) an

mark,made onſome Paſſage, Propoſition, &c. a Gloſs, a Scirrho'sis S Induration or Hardening of the Glands,

brief Expoſition, a ſhort Comment. cauled
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cauſed by gritty and obſtructed Matter, as it happens fre- SCORE (of core, Du. a Fiffure or Notch , Minhen an

quently to the Liver in a Jaundice. Account or Reckoning, written or ſet down in Chalk , Gr.

SchI'RRHUS (oxippós, Gr.] a hard immoveable Swelling allo Account or Conſideration.

that reſiſts the Touch, but without Pain . Sco'ria, the Droſs, the Recrement of Metals.

ScissURE [ lciſura, L. ) a Cut or Cleft, a Chap. Sco'rdion Coxópdrov, Gr. ) the Herb Water-Germander.

SCLAVONIC Language, is held to be the moſt extenſive Lan- To SCORNE [irbornen, Du. ecorner, F. to break the

guage in the World, next to the Arabick , being ſpoken from Horns or Corners] to condemn, to deſpiſe.

the Adriatick to the North - Sea, and from the Caſpian to
Sco'rner , a Contemner.

Saxony, by many Nations , viz . the Poles, Muſcovites, Bulga- Sco'RNFUL , contemptuous, diſdainful, 836.
rians , Bohemians, Hungarians, Carinthians, Pruffians, and Sco'RNFULNESS, Contemptuouſneſs.

Suabians, all which are Deſcendants of the antient Sclavi, or Sco'RODON ( with Botaniſts] Garlick , L.

Sclavonians, and Sclavonick is their Mother- Tongue, tho ' they SCORODO'PRASUM (Oxoegd tegoor, Gr . ] a Plant between

have different Dialects. Garlick and Leeks, L.

SCLE'ROPHTHA'LMY [ oxaneoparuia of oxangds, hard , Sco'RPIO [whoſe Characteriſtick is m ,jisone of the twelve

and boJanjic , a Diſeaſe in the Eye , Gr.) a Disease, where- Signs of theZodiack, callid by Aſtrologers a feminine, noc

in the Eye'is dry, hard , red, and painful, and the Eye- turnal, cold, and phlegmatick Northern Sign of the watery

brows ailo , ſo as, by their exceſſive Dryneſs, not tobe open. Triplicity, and is repreſented, on theCeleſtial Globe, by the

ed after Sleep , without great Pain. Form ofa Scorpion, L.

SCLEROSAR COM A [of ruiness and a 5 , Gr. Flesh ) an SCORPION [oxopmG, Gr . ) a venomous Inſect of a black

hard Tumour with an Ulceration in the Gums. iſh Colour, having eight Feet and a Sting in its Tail.

SCLERO'sis Coxamegois Gr .] a hard Swelling of the Spleen . Scorpion-Graſs 2 an Herb good againſt the Poiſon of

SCLERO'TICA [in Anat.] one of the common Membranes
SCORPION-Worts Scorpions.

of the Eye, ſituated between theAdnata and the Uvea . A Scorpion ( in Hierog!yphicks) repreſents Malice and

SCLERO'TICKS [oxanechird Gr . ) hardening Medicines, wicked Subtlety, becauſe it is reported to be cunning in

ſuch as conſolidate the Fleſh . watching an Opportunity to wound an inconſiderate Paf

T. Scoat 2 a Wheel is to ſtop it, by putting in a Stone ſenger.

To Scotch S or Piece of Wood under it before. ScorpI'URUM ( onofriop @ , Gr. ) the Plani , Turnſole, L.

Scobs (with Chym .] Pot- afhes; alſo the Scoria of any Scor zo'NERA ( in Botany) the Plant called Spaniſh Saljify .

Metal. Scor ( y ceat , Sax .) a Part, Portion , Shot, or Reckoning .

To Scoff (ſee fcoffer ) to derideor mock at . Scot and Lot (recat and loz, Sax . ) a cuſtomary Contri

A Scoff , a Mock, Deriſion . bution laid upon all Subjects, according to their Ability.

Sco'ffer (of ( coppen , Du. of oxWTTW , Gr . ) a Derider. Hence thoſe, who are arefied or rated to any Contribution ,

T. SCOLD Cichelden , Du . ] to chide, to wrangle, to quar are ſaid to pay Scot and Lot.

rel , to brau ), to uſe angry or reproachful Words . Scor - Ale (in the Foreſt-Charter) the keeping an Ale -houſe

Sco'lding Women (according to our antient Laws] were within the Foreſt, by an Officer of the Foreſt, who, under

to be ſet in a Trebuchet, commonly called a Ducking . Stool, Colour of his Office, cauſes Perſons to come to his Houſe

commonly let over ſome deep Water, into which they were and ſpend their Money, for fear of having Diſpleaſure.

to be let down or plunged twice under Water, to cool their Scot-Free, excuſed from paying his Scot or Club ; alſo

Heat and Choler.
free from Puniſhment.

Scolia'sis (with Anat.] a Diſtortion of the Back-bone. SCOTCH -Collops, Slices of Veal, fry'd with ſeveral In

Sco'LLOP (perhaps of rccala , Sax .] the Shell of a Filh ; a gredients a particular Way.

Sort of Indenting of any Thing ; allo a Kind of Fiſh . The Scotch -Language, is a corrupt Engliſh , mix'd with

Sco'llop - Shell, [in Herald. ] is often put into the Coat- German, Low -Dutch, and French .

Armour of military Perſons. Scotia (oxotia , Gr . ) a Member of Architecture, ho:

Sco'LorOMACHAERON [ σκολοπιμαχαίριονofσκολόπαξ , και
lowed like a double Channel between the Torus and the

Woodcock, and piezaierov, a Knife, Gr.) a Kind of Scalpel, Afragal; alſo the Roundel on the Baſe or Bottom of Pillars.
or Surgeon's Knife, thus called from its Reſemblance to the Scotists, Divines who follow the Opinions of John

Bill of a Woodcock ; uſed for opening and dilating narrow Duns Scotus, called the ſubtil Doctor, the Oppoſer of the

Wounds of the Breaft, Abſceſſes, & r.
Thomiſts.

ScoLOFE'NDRA [oxonómadeg, Gr. ] a Sort of Worm ScoʻTOMY [ Scotoma, L. Grótujce, Gr.] a Dizzineſs or

engendered of a melancholy Humour , which makesthe Swimming inthe Head cauſing Dimneſs of Sight, wherein
Guns become ſwell’d and ulcerated , and the Teeth looſe. the animal Spirits are ſo whirled about, that external Objects

SCOLOPE'NDRIA [ Cronordvd'eror, Gr . ) the Herb Hart's- ſeem to turnround .

Tongue, L. ScotTERING (in Herefordſhire) a Cuſtom among the Boys

SCHOLYMUS (oxovu , Gr.) the Artichoke, L. to burn a Wad of Peas- itraw at the End of Harveſt.

SCONCE ( skantje, Dan .) a ſmall Fort, built for the De- Scovel, a Sort of Mop of Clouts for ſweeping an Oven.

fence of ſome Paſs, River, & c. a Block -houſe. To Scout 2 Skinner ſuppoſes of ceal-eag , Sax. ſquint

SCONCE , a branched Candlestick . To ScrowLS ey’d ] to knit one's Brows, to look crabbed,

To Sconce [ in the Univerſity of Oxford ) is to ſet up ſo gruff, cloudy or furly ; to put on a four or grim Countenance;
much in the Buttery -book, upon a Perſon's Head, to be or a diſdainful Air.

paid as a Puniſhment for a Duty neglected, or an Offence A SCOUNDREL ( fcondaruclo, Ital. as Skinner ſuppoſes, of ab

committed ; to fine, ſcondere, L. to hide , 9. d . one who, conſcious of his own

To build a Sconce, to run a Score at an Ale-houſe, Ta- Baſeneſs, hides himſell] a very Rogue, a pitiful, raſcally

vern, &c. ſo as to be afraid to go there, for fear of being Fellow .
dunn'd .

To Scour 2 [ (cheuren , Teut.) to cleanſe or make clean ;

A Scoop [ſchoepe, Du. ] a hollow , crooked , wooden To ScowR S alſo to purge by Stool ; alſo to rove and rob
Shovel, to throw out Water with . on the Seas.

To Scoop, to throw out Water with a Scoop , or hollow To Scour theLength of the Line (Milit. Phraſe] is to take
Shovel . a Line from End to Endwith the Shot ; ſo that every Bullet ,

SCOOPER , a Water-Fowl, ſo named from its crooked Beak, which comes in at one End , ſweeps all along to the other,

reſembling a Scoop. and leaves no Place of Security.

SCOPE ( fcopus, L. ] exotòs, Gr . ] Aim , Deſign ; Mark to To Scour away, to ſcamper or run away,

ſhoot at ; alſo ſpace, room, diſtance. Scou'ring in Horſes) a Diſeaſe,a Looſeneſs.

SCOPER Holes. See Scupper -holes. Scou'ring Long-fought [ in Cattle) a Diſeaſe.
SCOPULOUS ( fcopulofus, L. ] rocky, full of Rocks. Scou'RINGS (with Farriers) gentle Purges , or purging

Sco'PULO'sity ( copulofitas, L. ) a Rockinets, or being Medicines for Horſes.

Sco'PULOUSNESS S full of Rocks . A SCOURGE [ jcorregia, Ital. eſcourgée, F. ]a Whip made
SCORBU'TICK (of fcorbutus, L. ] of, or pertaining to , or of Thongs of Leather, or Laſhes of ſmall Cord.

troubled with the Scurvy. To SCOURGE ( fcoreggiare, Ital . ] to whip , to chaſtiſe

SCOR BU'TICKNESS 3 [of fcorbutus, L. a being troubled Whipping, to punish .

SCORBUTICALNESS with the Scurvy. A SCOUT ( Efcoute, F. fi hout, Du ) a Spy ſent to bring

To SCORCH [efcbarcher, F.) to dry or parch with Fire or Tidings of the Army of an Enemy, or to diſcover their

great Heat. Deſigns ; alſo a Judge or Magiſtrate in Holland .

SCORE (in Mufick ] Partition , or the original Draught of Scouts [ in an Army] Scout-Watches, Centinels who keep

the whole Compoſition , wherein the ſeveral Parts, viz . Guard in the advanced Pots.

Treble, fecond Treble, Baſs, r. are diſtinctly ſcored and To

marked ,
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T. SCRABBLE [ krabbelen , D. to tear with the Nails) SCRIPTURE [ fcriptura, L.] the writing a Book ; the

to feel or grope about with the Hands. Style or particular Manner of Writing uſed by an Author ;

A Lean SCRAG, a Body which is little elſe but Skin and the Writings of the Old and New Teſtament.

Bones. SCRIPTURAL ( fcripturalis, L.) of, or pertaining to the

Scrag of Mutton , &c . [of Craig, Scotch , the Neck ] the holy Scriptures .

Jean bony Part of the Neck . Ścri'PTurists, thoſe who ground their Faith on the holy

Scra'GGY [of Craig, Sc . lean .) very lean. Scriptures only .

SCRA'GGEDNESS , Leanneſs. ScrI'vener ( ferivano, Ital . ) one who draws up and en

To SCRAMBLE (prob. of krabbelen , or yeneopan , Sax. to groſſes Writings.
ſcrape) to Inatch eagerly, to ſtrive to catch or lay hold of ; SCRO'BICLE ( ſcrobiculus, L. a little Ditch,or Furrow .

alſo to climb up a Tree or ſteep Place. SCRO'BICULUS Cordis (with Anat.] the Heart-Pit, or Pit

To SCRANCH, to make a cralhing Noiſe with the Teeth of the Stomach, L.

in eating. Scro'ex ( prob . of ferobs, L. a Ditch , q. d . deſerving to

TO SCRAPE ( rcheopian , Sax .) to ſave or raze off with be thrown into a Ditch ] ſorry , pitiful.

a Knife or other Instrument. SCRO'FULA 3 [of ſcrofula, L. a little Pig ) ſcirrhous Tu

A Scrape (of scpeop, Sax. ] as a meer Scrape, a ſaving ScrO'PHULA S mours, or hard Glandules , or Swellings

induſtrious Perion . of the Glandules of the Neck and Ears ; the Diſeaſe com

A SCRAPE -Good ? monly called the King's- Evil, L.

A SCRAPE - Penny S
a Niggard , a covetous Perſon .

SCRO'FULARIA (in Botany] the Herb Pile -Wort, Blind

Scra'Pingness , Savingneſs, Parcimony, Over -ſedulouſ- Nettle, or Fig-Wort, L.

nefs in getting. SCRO'FULOUS 2 [ fcrofuloſus, L. ] of, or pertaining to the

SCRAPS (9. fcrapings] ſmall Bits . SCROPHULO'us S King's- Evil ; hard, full of Kernels or

A SCRAT, an Hermaphrodite, one who is of both Swellings ofthe Glandules.

Sexes . SCRO FULOUSNESS, being afficted with the King's -Evil.

To Scratch ( kratsen, Teut. kraiter, Dan.) to tear with Scroll (prob. of roll) a Slip or Roll of Parchment ; al .

the Nails, or with a Pin, Needle , or any pointed Inftru- ſo the ſame as Voluta in Architecture.
ment . SCROTOCE'LE [of ſcrotum, L. the Cod , and xna , Gr.] a

Scratch -Work [ /grafitti, Ital . ) a Method of Painting in Rupture of the ſcrotum .

Freſco, by preparing a black Ground, on which was laid a SCROʻTUM [in Anat.] the Bag, or common Capſula, or

white Pláifter, which being taken off with an Iron Bodkin , Membrane, which contains the Teſticles, thus named from
the White appeared through the Holes , and ſerved for Sha. its Reſemblance to a Pouch or Purſe of Leather, L.

dows. SCROTUM Cordis (with Anat.) the ſame as Pericardium ,

SCRatches (with Farriers) a Diſeaſe in Horſes, confift- the Skin which encompaſſes the Heart, L.

ing of dry Scabs, Chops or Rifts, which breed between the SCRUB [ rcreope, Sax. ] an old Broom or Bruſh much

Heel and the Paſtern Joint. worn ; alío a pitiful or forry Fellow .

To SCRAWL ? [prob. of krabbelen, Du . ] to write after a To SCRUB ( rcneopan, Sax .] to rub hard.

To SCRALL } lorry careleſs Manner. SCRUBBA'DO, 'the Itch, a Diftemper ; alſo ſlovenly,

SCRAY , a Bird, called a Sea Swallow . mean-habited .

SCRE'ABLE ( creabilis, L.) which may be ſpit out SCRUFF, little pieces of Wood, Coals, &c. that poor

To SCREAK (prob. of skriger, Dan.) to make a thrill or People gather up at the side of the Thames at low Water,

hoarſe Noiſe, as that of a Door, whoſe Hinges are rully ; for Firing.

or a Wheel that is not well greaſed. Scru'PLE [ firupulus, L.) a Doubt, Niceneſs in Point of

SCREA'KING, ( probably of skriger, Dan.) a fhrill Noiſe Conſcience .

like that of ruly Hinges, &c. SCRU'PLE (with Chronologers] a ſmall Part of Time uſed

ToSCREAM (prob. ofskriger, Dan.) to cry out, eſpeci- by ſeveral Ealtern Nations, among the Chaldeans, a rata
ally in a Fright ; alſo on receiving fome Hurt or Part of an Hour.

Wound. Scru'ple (with Apoth .) the third Part of a Dram , or the

SCRE'AMING, a Crying out loudly , fhrilly, and violently . Weight of 20 Grains.

SCREATION, a Hawking or Spitting, L. To SCRU'PLE [ofſcrupulus, L.] to be in Doubt whether

To SCREECH (prob . of skriger, Dan. ) to hoot or howl one ſhall do a Thing, or not, on a conſcientious Ac

like a Screech -Owl.

SCREECH -Owl, ( prob. of Scricciola, Ital . ) an Owl that Scru'ples (with Afron .) as Scruples eclipſed , are that

makes a Shrieking or Hooting in the Night. Part of the Diameter of the Moon , which enters the Sha

A Screen ? [prob . of ſecerniculum , L. ] a Device or Par- dow , expreſſed in the ſame Meaſure wherein the apparent

A SKREEN Stition to keep off the Wind ; alſo a Sort of Diameter of the Moon is expreſſed. See Digit.

Fan or Device for defending from the Heat of a Fire ; alſo SCRUPLES of half Duration ( Afron.) are an Arch of the
a wooden Frame grated, for lifting Gravel , Corn , &c. Orbit of the Moon, which is deſcribed by her Center, from

To SCREEN 2 (prob. of fecernere, L.) to ſhelter or defend the Beginning of the Eclipſe to the Middle.

TO SKREen Strom ; to ſift through a Skreen . Scru'ples of Immerſion or Incidence [-Akron. ) are an

To Screw (prob. of fihroeven , Du.] to preſs or force Arch of the Orbit of the Moon, which is deſcribed by her

with a Screw. Center, from the Beginning of the Eclipſe till the Time,

A Screw ( Eſcroue, F. ] one of the five Mechanick Powers; when its Center falls into the Shadow .

chiefly uſed in preſfing or ſqueezing Bodies cloſe ; and alſo SCRU'ples of Emerſion ( Aſtron .) are an Arch of the Or

in railing weighty Things. bit of the Moon, which is deſcrib'd by her Center, in the

To Scribble ( ſcribillare, L.) to ſcratch or daſh with a Time from the firſt Emerſion of the Moon's Limb to the

Pen ; alſo to write after a pitiful Manner ; alſo to write mean- End of the Eclipſe.

ly or in low Stile, as a paultry Author. Scru'PULOUS ( ſcrupulofus, L.) full of Scruples, nice,

SCRIBBLER, a paultry Writer. preciſe.

SCRIBBLE-fcrábble, pitiful, forry Writing. SCRU'PULOUSNESS 2 [ ſcrupulofitas, L. ] a ſcrupulous Hu

A SCRIBE fcriba, L.] a Writer or Penman, a Secretary, SCRU'PULOSITY Smour, Nicety , Exactneſs.

a Notary, a Scrivener. SCRU'TABLE ( fcrutabilis, L. ) that may be ſearched .

SCRIBES (among the Jews] a Seet which managed the SCRUTAʼtion, a Searching, L.

Affairs of the Synagogue, expounded the Law , called alſo To Scru'TINIZE [of ſcrutinium , L. a Search ] to make a

Doctors of the Law . ſtrict Inquiry into, to examine thoroughly.

Scri'BING ( with Joiners) a Term uſed, when one Piece SCRUTINE'ER [of ſcrutinium , L.] one who makes a Scru

of Stuff is to be fitted to the side of another, which is irre- tiny, or examines nicely.

gular, to make the two join cloſe togetherall the Way ; this SCRU'TINY ( fcrutinium . L. ] : ftrict Search or diligent

is doneby marking it with the Point of apair of Compaffes. Inquiry ; a Perufal or Examination of the Suffrages or Votes

Seri'NIUM, a Coffer, a Casket to hold Jewels in ; alſo a at an Election of a Magiſtrate ; an Examination of the

Cupboard or Preſs to put Books Books in , L. Poll .

SCRIP (Skinner derives it of rcpæpe, Sax . commodious, Scru'TINY (in the Canon Law] a Ticket, or ſmall Paper

i. e. for travelling ; but Minber of Scirpus, L. a Bulruſh, Billet, in which the Electors write their Notes privately at

becauſe antiently Wallets were made of them) a Budget or Elections, ſo that it may not be known for whom they

Bag ; alſo a little Piece, as of Paper, &c. vote .

71 SCRU.

count.
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SCRUTO !'R ? [ fcriptorium , L. eſcritore, F. ) a Kind of Trough ofa Mill, thro' which the Flower falls into theMeal

Scrito're S long Cabinet, with a Door or Lid opening Tub; alſo the Bowe on the Top of the Mait of a Ship.

downwards, for the Conveniency of writing on . Scu'ttles (in a Ship) ſmall ſquare Holes cut in the

A Scry of Fowls, a great Flock of them . Deck, enough to let a Man thro' ; they are uled to let Per

A SCUD, a ſudden Shower of Rain . fons down upon Occaſion ; alſo thoſe little Windows cut

To Scud away (prob . of ſchudden, Du. to agitate) to run out in Cabbins to let in Light.

away all of a ſudden . Scu'tum , a Buckler [in Anat.) the Knee- Pan or round

Å Scu'FFLE , a Quarrel with fighting.
Bone of the Knee.

To Scu'FFLE [9. d . to ſhuffle, and that Volius derives from ScY'BALON ( rubanov, Gr. ] Dung or Ordure, eſpe

rupenilav, Gr. to handle roughly) to ſtrive together in a cially of Sheep,Goats, & alſo rif-raff Rubbish .

Fray or Fighting Scy'LLA , a Rock in the Sea between Sicily and Italy,

To Sculk ( prob. of ſculcare, L. to watch ) to hide one's over-againſt the Gulf Charybdis, ſo that the Paſſage there is
ſelf, to lurk here and there. dangerous for Ships ; whence the Latin Proverb , Incidit in
SCULK (with Hunters] a Company, as a Sculk of Foxes . Scyllam cupiens vitare Charybdim , to avoid Scylla, he falls into

SCULL 2 (prob . q . fbell, or of ſchedel, Teut. the Head] Charybdis, i. e. to leap out of the Frying-pan into the Fire.

SKULL S the Bone of the Head which contains the Brain, ScY'MITAR, a Kind of crooked Perſian Sword .

Eyes, &c. alſo a little Oar to row a Boat with. SCY'PHUS (with Anat.) thoſe Paffages that convey the

Scull of Freres, a Company of Friars or Brothers . Saliva from the Os Cribriforme or Sieve-like Bone to the

Scull of Fiſhes (of yceole, Sax .) a Shole or great Com- Palate.

pany of Fiſhes. Scy'regeMOT (scine-gemot, Sax .) a Court held twice
A Scu'ller,a Boat rowed with Sculls ; alſo theWaterman . every Year by the Biſhop of the Dioceſs, and the Earldor

Scu'LLERY (prob. of culinarius, L. ) a Place to do the man in Shires that had them, or Sheriff, in thoſe committed

dirty Work of a Kitchen in . to Sheriffs.

SCU'LLION (prob . of culinarius, belonging to a Kitchen, or SCY'TALA, a Field -Mouſe, L.

cuilloin, F. ] one who does Drudgery in a kitchen . Scy'tala [in Mechanicks] a Kind of Radius or Spoke,

Scule [ Jculptura, L. ] a Cut, Print, or engraven Picture. ſtanding out of the Axis of a Machine, as a Handle or Lever

Scu'lpsit, he carved or engraved , L. to turn it round or work it by, L.

SCU'LPTURE ( fculptura, L.] the Art of cutting or carv- Scy'talA Laconica ( with the Lacedæmonians ) a little

ing Wood , Stone, or other Matter, to form various Figures round Staff ; an Invention for the ſecret writing of Letters to

for Repreſentations. Sculpture includes both engraving Correſpondents, by Means of two Rollers or Cylinders ex

and working in Relievo . actly alike, one being kept by each of the Correſpondents.
Scum [ Buni, Dan. ecume, F. ] Froth, Droſs ; alſo the SCYTA'LIDES (Oxuralidos, Gr . ) the three ſmall Bones

Dregs of the People. in each Finger.

TO SCUM (prob . of skimmer, Dan . or eformer , F.) to SCY'THE [roje, Sax .) an Inftrument for mowing Graſs.

to take off theScum , Froth , Droſs, &c. from any Liquid, Scy'Thica (with Botaniſts] Sweet-Root or Liquorice, L.

melted Metal, Esc. Sea ( ræ , Sax. fee or Jpf, Du .] that general Collection of

Scu'MBER (Hunting-Term the Dung of a Fox. Waterswhich encompaſſes the Earth , and is called by ſeve

To Scu'mmer (prob. of skemmier, Du. ) to ſquirt a wa- ral Names according to the Countries it waſhes, as the Bri

tery Subſtance out of the Body. tiſh Sea, Iriſh Sea, Baltic Sea, Mediterranean Sea, &c.

Scu'Prer - Holes ( of fchoepen, Du. to draw off ] ſmall Sea - Board ( Sea - Phraſe] towards the Sea.

Holes made thro ' the sides of a Ship, thro' which the Water Sea Bind -Weed, an Herb.

that is pumped out of the Ship’s Hold, or comes any other SEA -Cock, Bream , Devil, Dragon, ſeveral ſorts of Fiſhes.

Way, is carried off into the Sea . Sea -Chart, a geographical Deſcription of Coaſts, with

Scu'pper - Leathers, Leathers nailed over thoſe Holes . the true Diſtances, Heights, Courſe, or Winds leading to

Scu'pper - Nails, ſhort Nails with broad Heads, for nail- them ; alſo called a Plot.

ing on the Scupper -Leathers. Sea -Drags (with Sailors] any Things which hang over a

SCURF (xcung, Sax .) a whitiſh ſcaly Swelling raiſed in Ship under Sail; as Shirts, Gowns, & c. or alſo a Boat

the Skin of the Head by a ſlimy and mixedFlegm . when it is towed ; or any Thing that hinders the Courſe of

Scu'RFINESS [ScuppineyYe, Sax. ) the having Scurf on the Ship

the Head , &r. SEAGate [ Sea- Term ) when two Ships are brought cloſe

Scu'rry , full of, or having Scurf. one to another, by Means of a Wave or Billow, they ſay,
Scu'RRILOUS [ ſcurrilis, L. ) railing , faucy, abuſive, the Ships lie aboard one another in a Sea - gate.

ſcandalous. Seafa'ring (of sæ , Sax. and
kanan ,

Sax, to go] em

Scu'R KILOUSNESS ? [ ſcurrilitas, L. fcurrilité, F.] ſcan- ploy'd or living at Sea.
SCURRI'LITY S dalous Language, faucy Drollery, SE'A -PORT (of sæ, Sax. and portus, L.] q. d. a Gate or

Buffoonry . Door of the Sea.

Scu'RVINESS , Badneſs, Naughtineſs, Sorrineſs. SEA -Longs ( with Sailors] the Froth of the Sea .

The Scu'rvy [ fcorbutum, L. ) a Diſeaſe, the Symptoms Sea - Navel, a ſmall Shell- fiſh in the Likeneſs of a Navel.

of which are yellow Spots on the Hands and feet, Weak- Sea Navel-Wort, an Herb.

neſs of the Legs , ſtinking Breath , & c. SEA - Turn [ in Sea -Language) a Gale or Breeze of Wind

Scu'rvy -Graſs, an Herb ſo named for its particular Vir- coming off from the Sea.

tue in curing the Scurvy. SE A - Yoke [in Navigation ) a ſort of Contrivance or Tackle

Scu'rvy, bad , naughty, untoward , ſorry, pitiful. made uſe of, when the Sea is ſo rough that the Men cannot

Scut [cp; 8 , Sax. Butts, Dz .) the Tail of an Hare or govern the Helm with their Hand.

Coney . Se'ah [178D, Heb.] an Hebrew Meaſure, containing a

Scu’TAGE [ fcutagium , L. of ſcutum , L. a Shield , 9. d. bout 10 Quarts.

Shield -Mony, ycils penig, Sax.) a Tax granted to King SEAL (rigel, Sax. figillum , L.) the Print of a Coat of

Henry III . for his Expedition to the HolyLand. Arms, or ſome other Device made in Wax, and ſet to any

Scuta'gio habendo, a Writ to the Tenants, who held Deed or Writing ; alſo the Inſtrument or Piece of Metal,

Lands by Knights - Service, to attend the King in his Wars, & c. on which the Figure is engraven that impreffes the Wax.

or to pay a Scutage, which was 3 Marks for every Knight's To Seal ( ſigillare, L. reg helen , Du. ] to ſet a Seal to a

Fee. Writing, & c.

Scu'TCHEON eſcuſſion, F. of foutum , L. a Shield ) the T. SEAL hermetically [with Chymifts) is to ſtop the Neck

Field or Ground on which a Coat of Arms is painted . or Mouth of a Glaſs -Veſſel with a pair of Pincers heated

Scu'TCHEON (with Architects] the Key or Center-Stone red -hot.

in a Building ; alſo a ſmall Plate of Braſs or Iron to be ſet A SEAL, a Sea -Calf, the Skin of which is uſed in making

before a Lock. Watch - Caſes, &C.

Scu'TCHEON (with Gardeners) a Bud to be graffed. Sea'ler, an Officer in the Chancery, appointed by the

SCUTI'FEROUS ( fcutifer, L.) Shield-bearing. Lord Chancellor, or Keeper of the Great Seal, to ſeal the

Scu'TIFORM ( ſcutiformis, L.) in the Form of a Shield or Writs and Inſtruments there made.

Buckler. SEA'ling (in Architect .) is the fixing a Piece of Wood or

Scutifo'rme Os [ Anat . ) the chief Bone of the Knee, Iron in a wall, with Plaiſter, Mortar, Cement, Lead, or
called alſo Patella. other folid Bindings .

SCUTIFO'RMIS cartilago [ Anat. ) the broadeſt and biggeſt To fer a SEAM ( reamian, Sax .] to ſew a Length with a

of the Cartilages of the Larynx ; lo called , becauſe in the Needle.

Form of a ſquare Buckler or Shield , called alſo Thyroides. SEAMLESS [ yeamler Ye, Sax . ) without a Seam .

Scu'ttle [ rcutel , Sax. ) a Duſt -Basket ; a wooden SEAM
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SEAM [ Yeam , Sax. ) a Row of Stitches made with a SE'COND Terms [in Algebra) thoſe where the unknown

Needle. Quantity has a Degree leſs, than it has in the Term where
SEAM [ fam . C. Br. reim , Sax .) Fat, Tallow , alſo the it is raiſed to the higheſt.

Fat of an Hog fry’d. SECOND Sight, an odd Qualification that many of the

SEAM of Glaſs,120 Pounds or 24 Stone . Inhabitants of the weftern Iſlands of Scotland are ſaid to

Seam of Corn ( rean , Sax. ) 8 Bullels. have ; which is a Faculty of ſeeing Things to come, or at

SEAMS ( of a Ship] the Places where her Planks meet and a great Dillance , repreſented to the Imagination , as if ac

join together . tually viſible and preſent. Thus, if a Man be about to die,

SEAMS(in Horſes] a Diſeaſe. or dying, his Image ſhall appear diſtinctly in its natural

SEA'MSTER 3 Creamytņe,Sax.] a Perſon who ſews or Shape in a Shroud, or other funeral Apparatus, to a ſecond
SE A'MSTRESSS makes up Linen Garments. fighted Perſon, who, perhaps , never had ſeen his Perſon ;

SEAM ? [ lazena, L. razón, Gr.) a fort of large Fiſhing after which , the Perſon, ſo leen, immediately dies , &i.

SEAN S Net. SE'COND Sightedneſs, the Faculty aforementioned, which

Sean - Fiſh, Fiſh taken in ſuch a Net.
is a Quality not hereditary ; and the Perſon who has it , can

To Sear ( reanın , Sax. prob of Engės. Gr. dry] to burn not exert it at Pleaſure, nor can he prevent it , or communi

with an hot Iron , or a Wax-Candle, Gr. cate it to others . This Quality is held in Diſcredit among

SEAR- Leaves withered, or dead Leaves , ſuch as they are the People , ſo that none will counterfeit it, and many con

at the Fall of the Leaf. ceal and diſſemble it . This , tho’ſtrange, has been well at

SEAR - Wood, dead Boughs cut off from Trees in a Foreſt. tetted, and that by Authors of Credit ; and laſt by Mr.

SEAR - Cloth ( yerclay, Sax. ) a Plailter for Pains, Martin , a Fellow of the Royal Society , in his Natural Hi
Aches , gr. ſtory of theſe INands .

TO SEARCH [ chercher, F. ) to ſeek , to look for, to be in To Se'cond [ fecunder, F. prob. of ſecundare, L. ) to back,

queſt of. aid , or aſliſt another, to favour or countenance.

A SEARCH [ recherche, F. ] a ſeeking after, a looking for.

A SEA'R CHER [chercheur, F.] one who ſearches, ſeeks, or
SECONDA } the Second, or Number 2. Ital.

looks for. Second Captain, one whoſe Company has been broke,
A SEARCHER , an Officer of the Cuſtoms ; alſo one and he joined to another.

whoſe Buſineſs it is to examine, and by a peculiar Seal to Se'cond Deliverance, a Writ which lies after the Return

mark the Defects of Woollen Cloth . of Cattle replevy'd , for replevying of the ſame Cattle again ,

by reaſon of ſome Fault in the Party that replevy’d .

SARSEE {[fas, F. ] a fine Sieve made of Lawn, & c.
SECONDARY [ fecundarius, L. ) the ſecond Man in any

SEA'son [ſaiſon, F. ] one of the four Quarters of the Place, he who is next to any chief Officer,as of the Compter,

Year, which are four, as Spring, Summer, Autumn, and who is the next Man to the Sheriff, & *c.

Winter ; alſo a fit and proper
Time to do any Thing in. SECONDARY [in PhiloſophicalWrit.] fecond, as ſecondary

To Season ( Jealonare, Ital. afaifonner, F. ] to falt , or Caules .

give any Thing a Reliſh with Salt, pepper , and Spices. SECONDARY Circles ( with Aftron .] all Circles which in

SEASONABLE, that which is done in Seaſon , opportune, terſect the ſix greater Circles of the Sphere at Right-Angles,

convenient. as the Azimuths or vertical Circles , with reſpect to the Ho

SEASONABLENESS, Opportuneneſs. rizon , the Meridian , and the Hour- Circles, to the Equi

SEA'sonings (in the Weſt- Indies) an aguiſh Diſtemper, noctial.

which Foreignersare ſubject to at their firſt Coming. SECONDARY Circles, in reference to the Ecliptick or Cir

A SEAT [[ eoTole, Sax . ſedes,L.Jany Thing whereon to fit. cles of Longitude of the Stars, are ſuch, as , paſſing thro' the

To Seat of rittan, Sax. ) to place upon a Seat, to Poles of the Ecliptick , are at Right -Angles to the Ecliptick ,

cauſe to fit. and as the Meridian and Hour-Circles are to the Equinoctial.

Seater (Seater, Sax. ) an antient Idol of the Britains, SECONDARY Planets ( Aftrun. ] thoſe which move round

or Saxons in Britain, painted with an old and envious Coun- other Planets, as the Center of their Motion , and with them

tenance, with a thin Viſage, a long Beard, holding a Wheel round the Sun.

and a Basket of Flowers in his Hand , girded about the SECONDARY Fever (with Phyſ.] is that which ariſes after

Loins with a long Girdle , ſuppoſed to be the Saturn of the a Criſis or Diſcharge of ſome morbid Matter ; as after the
Greeks, Romans, &c. whence our Saturday took its Name, Declenſion of the Small -Pox or Meaſles.

Seate beag , Sax . SE'cresy 3 [of

SEA'vY-Ground, ſuch Ground as is overgrown with S ſecret or

Ruſhes. Se'crEMENT, a ſeparated Part.

SEAX [yeax , Sax.) a Sword uſed by the antient Saxons, SECRET [ fecretum , L. ) a Thing which few People know,

crooked like a Scythe, whence they are ſuppoſed to take or that ought to be kept private.

their Name. Secret ( Secretus , L. ſecret, F. ] private , hidden , cloſe ;

Sebe'stens, a Fruit reſembling a little Plum, uſed in alſo that keeps Counſel.

Medicine . SecretARY ( ſecretarius, L. ] one who is employ'd in

SE'CANT [ fecans, L. ) cutting . writing Letters , &c. før a Prince or Society,

Se'cant (in Geom .] a Line that cuts another, or divides SE'CRETNESS, Privacy.

it into two parts . To Secre’TE [of jecretum , L. ) to hide or conceal by put
SE'Cant [in Trigonometry ) a right line drawn from the ting out of the Way.

Center of a Circle thro ' one End of a given Arch or Secre'TED [ ſecretus, L. ) hid , concealed ; alſo put out of

Angle, till it meets or cuts another Line called a Tangent,
the Way .

raiſed on the Outſide at the other End . Animal Secre'tion ( in Phyſ.) is the Separation of one

To Sece'rn [ fecernere, L.J'to ſeparate, divide, or diſtinguiſh . Fluid from another, in the Body of an Animal or Vegetable ,

Sece'ssion, a going aſide, a retiring, or withdrawing, a by meansof Glands , or ſomething of the like Nature.

departing from a Side ,a revolting, L. Sect [ fefta , L.) a Party profefling the fame Opinion .

Sece'ssion (in Medicine ] the going off by Secretion . Se'cta ad curiam [in Larv ) a Writ which lies againſt a

Secession of Parliament, the Adjournment or breaking Man who refuſes to perform Suit , either to the County

Court, or Court- Baron , L.

T. Seclu'de ( ſecludere, L. ) to ſhut apart from others, Se'cta faciendaper illam , &c . [in Law a Writ which lies

to ſhut out . to oblige an Heireſs, that has Elders Part of the Co- heirs,

Seclusion, the Act of ſecluding, ſhutting out, or ſepa- to perform Service for all theCo -partners, L.

rating from , L. Secta molendini, &c . [ in Lawj a Writ againft him who,

Second ( ſecundus, L.) the laſt of the two. having uſed to grind his Corn at one Mill, leaves it and

SE'COND ( with Aftronomers ) is the both Part of a Degree goes to another , L.

of any Circle. Secta Unica, &c . [ in Law] a Writ for that Heir, who

Se'cond [of Time) the both Part of a Minute , either in is diftrained by the Lord, to more Suits than one, upon the

the Diviſion of a Circle or the Meaſure of Time . A De- Account of the Lord and of ſeveral Heirs deſcended to

gree, or an Hour , is each divided into 60 Minutes , marked him.

thus ( ' ) : A Minute is divided into 60 Seconds, marked Sectarian ( feEtarites , L.) of, or belonging to a Sect.

thus " ) ; A Second into 60 Thirds, marked thus ( "" ) , & gr. SE'CTARY ( Ježtarius, L. ) a Follower of a particular Sect.

A SE'COND, one who backs and defends another . Sectio Cæfarea Anat.) the Cæfarian Operation , the fame

Se'cond [in Mufick] one of the muſical Intervals , being as Hyſterotomacia.

only the Diſtance between any Sound and the next neareſt

Sound, whether higher or lower.
SECTION,

1

SECRETINESS ? Lot de recus, L..)thekeeping of a Matter

1

of it up ,

!

!
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Section , a cutting or dividing ; alſo the Part cut off or Thing ; to apprehend, or lay hold of one, to put him in

divided, F. of L. Priſon.

SECTION (of a Book] a certain Diviſion in the Chapters, SECU'RENESS ( fecuritas, L. fecureté, F.] Security, Safe

frequent with this Murk . ty , F.

Section (with Matheniat.] the cutting of one Plane by Secu'r itas de bono Gejtu [ Law - Term ] Surety of the

another, or of a Solid by a Plane. Peace , L.

SECTION [in Architect.) is the Profile or Draught of its Securita'te Pacis (in Law ] a Writ which lies for one

Heights and Depths raiſed on the Plane, as if the whole Fa- who is threatened with Death or Danger againſt him who fo

brick or Building were cut aſunder, to diſcover the Inſide. threatens, L.

Conick Section, is the Figure made by the ſolid Body SECURITA'Tem inveniend. &c. a Writ that lies for the

of a Cone's being ſuppoſed to be cut by a Plane ; and thefe King againſt any of his Subjects , to ſtay them from going
Sections are uſually counted four, the Circle, Ellipfis, Hy- out of the Kingdom without his Leave, L.

perbola and Parabola. SECU'RITY ( fecuritas, L.) Safety , the being out of Dan

Se'ctis non facienilis ( in Law ] a Writ which lies for a ger ; alſo Bail ; allo Surety for the Payment of Mony ; alſo

Woman, who ought not to perform Suit of Court for her Aſſurance ; alſo Unconcernedneſs, Careleſsneſs.

Dower. SECURITY , is painted like a Lady leaning againſt a Pillar

SE'ctor , an Inſtrument of conſiderable Uſe, in all the before an Altar, with a Scepter in her Hand.

practical Parts of the Mathematicks , having Sines, Tangents, SEDA'N (prob . of fedes, L. a Seat) a cloſe Chair in which

Secants , Rhumbs, Poligons , &c. Perſons of Quality are carried by Men.

Sector [of a Circle] is a Part of a Circle, or a mixed SEDATE ( fedatus, L.] quiet, compoſed, undiſturbed in

Triangle, comprehended between two Radii or Semi-Dia- Mind.

meters, making an Angle at the Center, and an Arch or Part SEDA'TENESS of ( ſedatus, L.) Compoſure of Mind.

of the Circumference. Sedative ( ſedativus, L.] of a quieting, allaying, or af

Sector (of a Sphere ] is a conical Solid , whoſe Vertex or fwaging Quality.

Top ends in the Center of the Sphere, and its Baſe or Bot- SE DEFENDE'NDO [i. e. in defending himſelf ] a Plea for

tom is a Segment of the ſame Sphere. him who is charged with the Death of another, ſaying, be

SE'CULAR ( fecularis, L. ) of, or pertaining to the Space was forced to do it in his own Defence, or elſe he muſt have

of an hundred Years ; alſo temporal, as pertaining to this been in Danger of his own Life ; yet muſt he forfeit his

World or Life ; alſo that is converſant in this World, with- Goods to the King, and procure his Pardon of the Lord

out being engaged in a monaſtick Life, or to obſerve the Chancellor, L.

Rules of any religious Order. SE'DENTARY ( ſedentarius, L.) that fits much, or works

Se'cular Games [ludi ſeculares, of ſeculum , an Age, L.] ſitting ; that keeps at Home, or ſeldom ſtirs abroad.

Theſe Plays were ſo named, becauſe they happened butonce SE'DENTARY Parliaments ( in France ] ſuch as are fixed

in an Age or an hundred Years ; at the proclaiming of which, and ſettled in a Place.

the Cryer ſaid , Come to theſe Plays, which no Man now SE'DENTARINESS, the State or Condition of one who fits

living hath ever ſeen, nor ſhall ſee again . At theſe Plays, be- much.

fidesthe Contentionof the Charioteers, the Tbeſſalian Horſe- Sepce (of yæcz,Sax. )aKindof Weed.

men hunted wild Bulls, and , when they had wearied them, SE'DGY [of fæcz , Sax .] full of the Weed called Sedge.

would leap on their Backs, and by the Horns force them SE'DIMENT ( ſedimentum , L. ) the Settlement, Dregs,

down to the Earth . Grounds, or Lees of any Thing ſettling or ſinking down.

At the Celebration of one of thoſe Plays , there were given Se'DIMENT of Urine (with Pbyſicians) certain Parts of the

to be killd by Philip, the Emperor, after the Perſian Expe- nouriſhing Juice, which being ſeparated from the Blood

dition, thirty two Elephants, twenty two Tygers, fixty Lions, with the Serum, by reaſon of their weight, link down to
one hundred Hyena's,oneRhinoceros, ten Archoleontes, ten the Bottom of the Urine.

Camelopards, forty Wild -Horſes, thirty Leopards, beſides a Sedi'tion, a Mutiny, a popular Tumult, a Riſing, or Up

thouſand Pair of Fencers or Sword -Players, which were to

delight the People with their Blood and Wounds . Sedi'tion (hieroglyphically) was repreſented by two Lob

SE'cular Prieſt, one who takes upon him the Care of ſters fighting with one another.

Souls , but does not live under any Rules of religious Orders . SEDI'tiovs ( feditiofus, L.) apt or tending to raiſe Sedi

SECULARIZA'tion, the Action of converting a regular tion ; factious, mutinous .

Perſon , place, or Benefice to a Secular one. Sedi'tIOUSNESS (of feditiofus, L.feditieux ,F.) a ſeditious

SE'CULARIZ'D ( feculariſé, F.] made ſecular, i.e. a Lay- Humour or Quality.

Man of a Clergy-Man . TO SEDU'CE ( jeducere, L. ) to miſlead or deceive ; to cor

SecuLA'RITY 2 [ ſecularitas, L.] Worldlineſs, Addic- rupt or debauch.

Se'cular NESS S tedneſs to the Things of this world . SEDU'CEMENT

Secu'nda Aqua (with Chymiſts] Second -Water is Aqua- Sepu'CTION
the Act of ſeducing or miſleading, F. of L.

fortis, which hasbeen already uſed to diſſolve ſomeMetal,&c Sedu'ceR [ ſeductor, L.Jone who draws away or miſleads.

SECU'NDA ſuperoneratione pafturæ (in Law ] a Writ where Sedu'CTIVE ( ſeductious, L.] apt to ſeduce or miſlead.

Admeaſurement of Paſture hath been made , and he, who at Se'dulous ( jedulus, L.] very careful, or diligent, in

firſt did ſurcharge the Common , does again ſurcharge it, duftrious.

notwithſtanding the Admeaſurement, L. SEDU'LOUSNESS ? [ ſedulitas, L. ] Carefulneſs, Dili

Secu'NDANS (with Mathemat.) an infinite Series or Rank SEDU'LITY S gence.

of Numbers, which begin from nothing, and proceed as the Se'dum, Houſeek or Sengreen , L.

Squares of Numbers in Arithmetical Proportion , as 0, 2 , 4, SE'DUWAL 2 yy'depale, Sax . ] the Heb Setwal or Va .

9 , 16 , 25 , 36, 49, 64, &c. SE'TUWAL Šlerian .

SE'CUNDARY ( ſecundarius, L.) an Officer next in Place See (prob . of fedes , L.) the Dignity or Seat of an Arch

to the chief Officer. biſhop or Biſhop

SE'CUNDARY Fever (with Pby/.] ſee Secondary. TO SEE (Yeon, Sax. feer , Dan.) to perceive with the

SE'CUNDATION , a ſeconding, forwarding or making prof- Eyes .

perous, L. Seed (Sæd, Sax . ſeed, Dan. ) a Matter prepared by Na

Secu'ndi Generis (in Anat.) thoſe Lacteal Veſſels that carry ture , for the Reproduction and Conſervation of the Species,

the Chyle from theGlands, after it has beendilutedthere with both in Men, Animals, and Plants ; and , according to ſome

the Lympha, into the common Veſſels ; whereas the Lacteals Naturaliſts, even of Stones, Minerals, and Metals.

of the Primi Generis carry it from the Inteſtines into the Seed (with Botaniſts] is defin'd to be a Body perfected by

Glands, L. the mutual Operation of two Sexes, containing theMolimen

SECUNDINE [ fecundina, L. ) the ſeveral Coats or Mem- of a Plant of ihe ſame Nature of that from which it was

branes wherein the Fætus is wrapped, whilft in the Womb, taken .

and which are excluded , after 'tis born ; the After-birth or SEED of Animals, a white, liquid Matter or Humour,

Burden , they are named Allentois, Amnion , and Chorion. the thickeſt of any in the Body , ſeparated from the Blood

Secu'NDUM Naturam [ i. e. according to the Courſe of in the Teſticles, and reſerved in proper Veſſels to be the

Nature) a Phraſe which Phyſicians uſe, when all Things are Means of Generation .

duly performed, as in a State of Health . SEED-Leep 2 [in Husbandry) a Veſſel or Scopper for the

SECU'RE [ fecurus, L.) that is ſafe, out of Danger ; alſo Seed -Lip S carrying their Seed- Corn at the Time of

careleſs , fcarleſs . Sowing,

T. SECURE ( fecurare, L.) to make fecnre , to ſave, pro- SEED- Shedding, a Diſeaſe in Cattle .

gect , or ſhelter ; allo to keep from ; alſo to ſeize a Perſon or SFE'or

roar, L.

}
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SEL'OLINGS (with Botaniſts] Roots of Gillilowers, gr. SEL'SIN [ in Law the Poffeffion of, or Right to Lands, Te .
which come from Seeds ſown ; alſo the young tender Shoots nements , Gr. F.

of Plants that have been but newly fown . Sel'sin in Faet [in Larv ] the actual taking Poſſeſſion in

See'vy (of Særz, Sax . ] run to, or having Seeds .
Perſon .

SEE'ing , ſince that, foraimuch as , &c . Sei'sIN [ in Law ) is 'when ſomething is done that the

See'ing 2 is a Senſation which proceeds from a due and Law requires , as an Inrollment, c.

Sight Š various Motion of the optick Nerve, which is Seisina babenda, &c . [ in Law) a Writ for Delivery of

made in the Bottom of the Eye, by the Rays of Light com- Seiſin to the Lord of his Tenements, after the King hath

ing fron) an Object, and from thence convey'd to the Brain ; had the Year, Day, and Walte.

by means of which, the Soul perceives the Thing illumina- SEI'S ABLE , that may be, or that is liable to be ſeized.

ted , together with its Quantity , Quality , and Modification . To Seize ( faifir, F.] to take or lay hold of ; to take by

Though this Senſe has its Beginning in the Eye, yet it is Force or wrongfully :

perfected in the Brain, where the Soul is affected with the To Seize 2 ( in Sea- Language ) to make faſt or bind ;

Impreffions of viſible Objects. To SEASE S eſpecially to faften two Ropes together with

TO SEEK [ yecan and geyecan , Sax .) to ſearch or look for; Rope, Yarn, &c. alſo the faſtening of a Block or Pulley at
alſo to labour or endeavour , to get or obtain . the End of a Pendant, Tackle, or Garnet, & c.

SEE'KING (of geyecan , Sax .) looking for, ſearching after. 2

Lee-Seel ( with Sailors) is when a Ship feels or rolls to SEI'SED

the Windward, in which there is Danger, left the come Sei'zing of a Boat [in Sea- Language) is a Rope tied to

over too ſhort or ſuddenly, and ſo ſhould founder by the Sea's a Ring or Chain in the Fore-ſhip of the Boat, by which

breaking right into her , or elſe have ſome of her upper Works Means it is faſtened to the Side of a Ship in a Harbour.

carried away ; but if he rolls to the Leeward , there is no Sei'zing ( with Falconers) is ſaid of a Hawk's taking

Danger , becauſe the Sea will preſently right her. any. Thing in her Claws , and holding it faft.

SEEL 3 [Sea - Term , of Jyllan , Sax. to give away) is Sei'zure, Seizing, Taking into Cuſtody, Attachment,

SEE'LING the ſudden and violent Tumbling of a Ship , Diſtreſs.

ſometimes to one side, and ſometimes to another, when a SEJU'NCTION , a putting aſunder, L.

Wave paíſes under her Sides fafter than ſhe can drive away SELA'Go [with Botaniſts] Hedge -Hyffop, L.

with it. SELANDER [in Horſes) a ſcabby Diſeaſe .

SEE'LING (with Falconers) is the running of a Thread SE'LDOM ( yeldon, Sax. of yelo rare, and sone, Sax .)

through the Eye lids of a Hawk, when firſt taken, ſo that not often .

ſhe may ſee either very little, or not at all, to cauſe her to SE'LDOMNESS ( seloomneyye, Sax. ) the not happening

endure the Hood the better. often .

SEE'LING [Spoken of Horſes ] who are ſaid to feel, when Sele'ct [ ſelectus, L. ] choſen out of others, choice.

white Hairs about the Breadth of a Farthing, mixed with To Seur'ct [ leleétum , of ſeligerc, L. ] to chooſe or pick

thoſe of his natural Colour, grow upon his Eye-brows ; which

is a Mark of old Age, for they never ſeel before the Age SELE'CTNESS , Choſenneſs, Choiceneſs.

SELENITES ( OEANVITHA WIDO , Gr. ] the Moon- ſtone, which

TO SEEM (prob. of ſembler, F.] to appear. has this remarkable Property, that it increaſes and decreaſes

To Seem (siemen, Teut.] to beſeem , to become. as the Moon waxes and wanes, ſaid to be found in Perſia ;

See'MLY (ziemlich, Teut.] becoming, decent. alſo Muſcovy -Glaſs, to which the aforeſaid Properties have

See'MLINESS (of ziemlich, Teut.] Comelineſs. been aſcribed .

SEE'MINGNESS [of ziemen , Teut.] Appearance.
SELENIUM [ oenvios, Gr . ) a ſort of Ivy.

Se'er of Seon , Sax. to ſee) a Prophet. SelEnO'GRAPHIST [of geanon the Moon, and ysaqa to

TO SEETH ( Yeo San, Sax .) to boil, to ſtew . deſcribe, Gr.) a Deſcriber of the Moon.

SE'GRUM , an Herb. SelEnO'GRAPHY [of osnýrn the Moon, and ggaps a De

SEGMENT'ATED C ſegmentatus, L.] made of many Pieces, ſcription ] a Deſcription of the Face of the Moon, as di
of divers Colours. ftinguished by Spots, &c. which are viſible by the Help of

SE'GMENT (in Geometry) when a Line or the side of any a Teleſcope.

plain Triangleis any Waycut in two, or more Parts, either SELEU'CIANS, a Sect of antient Hereticks , who taught

by a perpendicular Line let fall upon it, or otherwiſe, thoſe that God was corporeal, that the elementary Matter was co

Parts are uſually callid Segments; and ſo much as one of eternal with him , and many other like Tenets.

theſe Parts is longer than the other is calls the Difference Self (yely, Sax. felf , Dan. ) one's ſelf.

of the Segments. Self -Heal, an Herb very good for Wounds.

SE'gment of a Circle [ Geom . ) a Part of a Circle com- Self -ended , for one's own Advantage.

prehended between an Arch and a Chord thereof. Self -dependent, independent, not depending on another.

SE'GMENT of a Sphere (in Geom .] a Portion of a Sphere Self -evident, needing no Proof or Demonitration.

out off by a Plane in any Part, except the Center ; ſo that Self -intereſted , [ intereſsé, F.] ſelfiſh .

the Baſe of ſuch a Segmentmuſt always be a Circle ; and Self - intereſtedneſs, a Love of one's ſelf.

its Surface a Part of that of the Sphere ; the whole Seg- Se'lfish , ſelf - intereſted .

ment being either greater or leſs than an Hemiſphere. Se'LFISHNESS, Self -Intereſtedneſs, a being entirely bent

SE'GMENT- Leaves (with Botaniſts] are Leaves of Plants to ſerve one's ſelf.

that are cut or divided into many Shreds or Slices . Se'LIBRA, half a Pound, or fix Ounces.

Segmoi'DAL Valves (in Anat.) are little Valves of the Se'lion, a Ridge of Land lying between 2 Furrows.

pulmonary Artery , thus named from their Reſemblance to Sell [with Architects] the loweſt Piece of Timber in a

the Segments of Circles ; the ſame as ſemilunar Valves . Timber-Building, or that on which the whole Superſtruc

To Se'GREGATE [ ſegregare, L.) to ſeparate or put apart. ture is erected .

Se'greGA'T ION , properly a taking out or ſeparating from Se'lla Curulis [among the Romans] the Curule-Chair or

the Stock , a ſeparating, fevering, or putting apart, L. Chair of State, adorned with Ivory , on which the Great

SE'GREIANT (in Heraldry ] a Term uſed ofGrifins drawn Magiſtrate had a Right to fit, and to be carried in a Cha

in a leaping Poſture, F. riot, L.

Sei'Ant [ in Heraldry) i . e. fitting; a Term uſed of a SE'LLA Equina 2 (with Anatomifts] a Part of the Brain

Lion or other Beaſt fitting like a Cat, with his Fore -feet Se'lla Sphenoides compoſed of 4 Proceſſes of the Os

ſtrait, F. Sphenoides, ſo called, becauſe of their forming the Reſem
SE'IGNIOR , a Lord , a Maſter, Ital. blance of a Saddle, in Latin, Sella . It contains the Glandula

Se'ignior (in Lacv ] the Lord of the Manour or Fee.. pituitaria, and in Brutes the Rete mirabile.

Grand SE'IGNIOR [ i. e. the great Lord) the Emperor of SE'LLA Solida, a Chair or Seat made of one entire Piece

the Turks. of Wood, on which the Roman Augur's fat, in making their

Seign toʻRAGE [ ſeigneurage, F. ] a Prerogative of the Obſervations, L.
King, whereby he challenges Allowance of Gold or Silver, To Sell [of yellan , Sax. ) to give the Right of any Thing

brought in the Maſs to his Exchange, for Coin . to another for a Price.

SE'IGNORY [ Seigneurie, F. ] the Juriſdiction or Power of SE'LLERY [of obarvor, Gr. ) a Sallad -Herb.

a Lord , a Lordihip . SELLI'ANDER 7 [with Farriers] a dry Scab in Horſes,

SEIMBO'LE , a Pipe or half a Tun of Wine. SELLA'NDER growing in the very Bent of the Ham of

Serri'asis with Phyſicians ) an Inflammation in the Sola’nder Sche hinder Leg .

Head, that proceeds from exceliive Heat, and happens SE'LVACE (9. d. ſalvage, according to Skinner, becauſe it

chiefly to young Children . preſerves7 K
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preſerves and ſtrengthens the Garment ] the outward SEMIQUA'ver [in Mu.) a Note, containing half theQuan

Edge of Linnen Cloth . tity of the Quaver.

SE'MBLABLE [9. fimulabilis, L. ) ſeeming, likely, F. SE'MIS PE'CULUM (with Surgeons] an Inſtrument to wideni

SE'MBLABLY ( ſemblablement, F.] ſeemingly, likely, F. a Wound in the Neck of the Bladder.

SE'MBLABLENESS (of ſemblable, F. ] Likelineſs. SEMI-SPINA'TUS [with Anat.] a Muſcle ariſing from all

SE'MBLANCE , Likeneſs, Appearance, F. the tranſverſe Proceſſes of the Vertebræ of the Breaſt, and

Seme , of Corn , 8 Buſhels. paſſing obliquely upwards, is inſerted to the upper Spines of
Semeiosis (onusiwas, Gr . ] a Noting or Marking. the ſaid Vertebre.

Semei'osis (with Phyſ.) an Obſervation or Mark where. SEMI- TENDINO'sus (with Anar.] a Muſcle of the Thigh,

by ſome Things are diſcovered , by which they find out o- ariſing from the outward Part of the Os Iſchium , and is in.

thers that were unknown. ſerted to the Tibia immediately below the End of the Muſcle

SEME1O'TICA Conuentxn, Gr. ) that Part of Phyfick called Gracilis, L.

which conſiders the Signs or Indications of Health and SEMI- TE'RTIAN, an Ague mixt of a Tertian and a Quo

Diſeaſes, and enables the Phyſicians to judge what is , was,
tidian .

or will be the State, Order , and Degree of Health or Sick- Se'mi- tone [in Mu.] one of the Degrees of concinnous
nefs. Intervals of Concords.

Se'men, Seed or Grain ; alſo the Seed of Animals or SEMI -LU'NAR Valves [in Anat.) are little Valves orMem

Vegetables, L. branes of a Semi-lunar Figure, placed in the Orifice of the

Se'men Veneris (with Chym .) the Scum of Braſs, L. Pulmonary Artery, to prevent the Relapſe of the Blood in .

Semeni'FEROUS [ of ſemen and fero, L. ) bearing Seed . to the Heart, at the Time of its Dilatation.

Se'mets [in Botan .) the Apices of the Attire ofa Plant. Semi-O'RDINATES (in Geom .] the Halves of the Ordinates

Se'mi emis, L. ) an Half . or Applicates .

SE'MI-Arians, ſuch as in appearance condemned the Er- SEMIPELA'GIANS, ſuch as retain ſome Tincture of Pela

fors of Arius, but yet acquieſced in his Principles; only gianiſm .

palliating and hiding them under ſofter and more moderate Semi-ProO'F , the Proof of a ſingle Evidence.

Terms. SEMIQUI'NTILE (in Aſtron.) an Aſpect of the Planets,

Se'mibriEF [ in Mufick] a Muſical Note of half the Quan- when at the Diſtance of 36 Degrees from one another.

tity of the Briefor Breve, containing two Minims, four Crot- SEMI- SEXTILE [ Aſtrol.) a Semi-fixth, an Aſpect of the

chets, &c. Planets, when they are diſtant from each other one twelfth

Semicircle (in Georm .] a Figure comprehended between Part of a Circle of 30 Degrees .

the Diameter of a Circle, and half the Circumference ; al- SEMI- VOWELS (with Grammarians] i. e. Half - Vowels,

ſo a Mathematical Inſtrument, being half the Theodoltie. are the Letters f, 1 , m , n , r , ſ, x , 2 , which are ſo called, be

SemicI'RCULAR, (of ſemicircularis, L. ) of, or pertaining cauſe, tho' they are Conſonants,they are not expreſs'd with

to , or in the Shape of a Semicircle . out the Afſtance or Sound of the Vowel e, and are diftin

SemicI'RCULARNESS, laf Circularneſs . guiſhed into Solids and Liquids.

SE'MICIRCU'M'MFERENCE , half the Circumference. SEMINA'lis (in Bot.] the Herb Knot-Graſs, or Swine

Semico'LON [in Printing) a half Colon, a Stop or Point Graſs, L.
in a Sentence, between a Comma and a Colan, marked SE'MINAL [ feminalis, L.) of, or pertaining to Seed .

thus (3 ) expreſling a Stop or Pauſe greater than a Comma, Seminal Leuves [ in Botan.) are two plain, ſoft, and un

but leſs than a Colon. divided Leaves, which firſt ſhoot forth from the greateſt

SEMICOMBU'st ( ſemicombuftus, L.) half burnt. Part of all fown Seeds ; which Leaves are generally very dif

SEMICONSPICUOUS ( femiconſpicuus, L.) viſible only in ferent from thoſe of the ſucceeding Plant in Size, Figure ,

the half Part. Surface, and Poſition .

SEMICU'BITUS, half a Cubit in Meaſure, L. SEMINARIST, one brought up in a Seminary.

SEMIDIATE'SSARON [in Mu .] a defective Fourth. SE'MINARY ( ſeminarium , L.) a Seed -Plot or Nurſery for

SEMICU'Bium, a half Bath , wherein the Patient fits up the raifing of young Trees or Plants.

to the Navel . Se'MINARY [in Popiſh Countries] a School or College for

Semi-Double (in the Roman Breviary) ſuch Offices and the Inſtruction of young Perſons deſign'd for the Miniſtry,

Feaſts as are celebrated with leſs Solemnity than the double thence called SeminaryPriefts; whoare deſigned to propagate

ones ; but with more than the ſingle ones. the Popiſh Doctrine in Proteſtant Countries.

SEMICU'BICAL Paraboloid (in Geom .] a Curve or crooked- SEMINATION, the Act of fowing or ſhedding Seeds,

lined Figure, whoſe Ordinates are in fubtriplicate of the du- particularly that of Vegetables,L.

plicate Proportion of the Diameter, i. e. the Cubes of the SEMINATION, the Emiſſion of the Male Seed into the

Ordinates are as the Squares of the Diameters. Womb by Coition.

SEMIDIAMETER [in Geom .] a right Line drawn from SEMENI'FICK [of femen and facio, L.) breeding Seed .

the Center of a Circle or Sphere to its Circumference ; the SEMIPE'DAL, conſiſting of a Foot and an half in Meaſure .

fame that is called a Radius. SE'MITA Luminoſa (in Aftron. ]a lucid Tract in the Hea

SEMIDIAPASON [in Mufiok ] a defective Octave, or an vens, which may be ſeen about 6 o'Clock at Night, a lit

Oétave diminiſhed of a minor Semitone, or 4 Comma's. tle before the Vernal Equinox, extending from the Weſtern

Semidiape'nte (in Mufick ] a defective Fifth, called a Horizon up to the Pleiades.

falſe Fifth. SEMPER, always, L.

SemidiaPHA'Nous, half diaphanous or tranſparent. SEMPER-VIRENT ( femper & virens, L.) ever-green .

SEMIDI'TONE [in Mu.) the After-third, having its Terms SEMPER - VIVUM [ in Botan.) the Herb Sengreen, Ay

as 6 to 5 .
green , or Houſe - leek- L.

SEMIFE'RULATUS [in Anat.] a Muſcle, the ſame as Pero- SEMPITE'RNITY ( fempiternitas, L.] Everlaſtingneſs.

neus Secundus. SEMPITE'RNAL [ Jempiternus, L. ] continual, perpetual,

SEMIPI'STULAR Flowers (with Botan.) are ſuch whoſe up- endleſs, everlaſting.

per Part reſembles a Pipe, cut off obliquely, as Birth -wort. SEMPERLE'NITY ſemperlenitas, L. continual Lenity.

SEMIFLO'CULUS (in Bot. Writ.] a Semifloret, Ļ . SE'NA ( prob. of yo . Chala.] the Leaves of an Eaſt -Indian

A SEMIFLO'Ret (with Floriſts] an Half-Flouriſh, is tu- Shrub of a Purgative Quality :

bulous at the Beginning like a Floret, and afterwards ex- SE'NARY [ ſenarius, L.] of, or pertaining to, or conſiſting

panded in the Form ofa Tongue.
of fix .

Se'MIFORM ( ſemiformis, L.) half-formed , imperfect. SE'NATE ( ſenatus, L. ) an Aſſembly or Council of Sena

SEMIMEMBR A NO'Sus [ in Anat.) a Muſcle of the Leg , ſo tors or of the principal Inhabitants of the State, who have

named from its being half tendinous , and like a Membrane; a Share in the Government ; a Parliament ; alſo the Court of

and alſo lying immediately under the Semi- Nervofus. It ariſes Aldermen in a City .

from theKnob of the Os Iſchium , and is inſerted to the up- SE'NATOR, a Member of the Senate , a Parliament-Man ;

per Part of the ſuperior Appendix of the Tibia backwards, L. alſo an Alderman , L.

SE'MIMO'dius half a Buſhel, L. SENATO'RIAN ( ſenatorius, L.] of, or pertaining to a Sena

Semi- Nervojus [in Anat.] a Muſcle of the Thigh , ſo cal

led, from its being half tendinous and Nerve- like. It has Senatus confultum , a Vote or Reſolution of the Roman

its Riſe from the outward Part of the Knob of the Os Iſchin Senate ; with us a Vote or Act of Parliament, L.

um , and is inſerted to the Tibia, L. TO SEND ( rengan , Sax . fender , Dan . ] to cauſe a Perſon

SemIQUA'DRAT 2 [in Aftron.] an Aſpect of the Planets , to go, or a thing to be carried .

SEMIQU A'R TILES when diſtant from each other 45 Dc- IG SEND [in Sea-Language] a Ship is ſaid to fend, when
grees, or one Sign and a Half. TE

yet
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being under Sail, or at Anchor, the fulle , with her Held or together ; a witty or wiſe Saying ; alío a Decree of a Court
Stern , deep into the Trough of the Seig i. e . the Hollow of Juſtice

between two Waves .
SENTENCE (in Poetry) a ſhort, pithy Remark or Reflecti

SENDAL , a Sort of thin Cyprus. on , containing ſome Sentiment of ule in the Conduct of

SENECIO [ with Botan . ) Grounfel , L. Life .

Se nescha’ılo , & Mareſikalle ,&c . a Writto the Steward To Se'NTENCE [ ſentencier, F. ] to pronounce Sentence

or Marshal of England, inhibiting or forbidding them to take upon .

Cognizince of any Action in their Court , that concerns Free- SENTENCE (in Grammar] a Period or Set of Words, com

hold , Debt , or Covenant, L. prehending ſome perfect Senſe or Sentiment of the Mind .

SE'NESCHAL [in Law ) the Lord High - Steward ; alſo the SENTE'NTIOUS [ fententious, L. ) full of, or abounding with

the Head Bailiff of a Barony . witty or pithy Sentences .

Sene'scent [ ſeneſiens, L. ) waxing old. SENTE'NTIOUSNESs, the being full of pithy Sentences .
SE'NGREEN , the Herb Houſcleck.

SE'NTIMENT, Thoughts, Mind, Opinion , Inclination ,
SENIOR , elder , L. Paffion , F.

SENIO'RIT Y [of ſenior, L.) Elderſhip. SE'NTIMENTS [in Poetry, Tragedy, &c . ] are the Thoughts

SENIORITY with ( MilitaryMen ] the Order of Time ſince which the Poet makes his Perſons expreſs.

the firſt raiſing of a Regiment, or an Officer's receiving his SE'NTINEL ? [ ſentinelle, F. ) a Soldier taken out of a

Commiſſion. SE'NTRY S Corps de Garde of Foot, and placed in ſome

SENSATION [ in Phyficks) the A & t of perceiving external Poft , to watch any Approach of the Enemy, to prevent Sur

Objects, by means of the Organs of Senſe ; or that Per prizes, &c.

ception the Mind has when any Object frikes the Senſes : SE'NTINEL -Perdue, a Sentinel placed near an Enemy, in

This is performed by the immediate Action of the finer and ſome very dangerous Poſt, where he is in Hazard of being

more fluid Parts of Bodies upon the Organs of Senſe. The killed , F.

Impulſe communicated by theſe ſubtile Parts of Bodies, being SE'NSA [ in Mu. Books ] without, as fenſa ſiromenti, without

fitly diſpoſed, is thro ' them tranſmitted to the Nerves, and Inſtruments. Ital.

by them to the Brain . SE'NVY (yenepe , Sax .) the Plant which bears Muſtard
SENSE ( fenfus, L. ) a Faculty of the Soul , whereby it feed .

perceives external Objects, by means of ſome Action or Im- Se'pae [ofontw , Gr. to putrify ] large corroſive Puſtules.

preſfion made on certain Parts of the Body, called the Organs SE'PARABLENES3 2 [of ſeparabilis , L. ] Capableneſs of be

of Senſe, and by them propagated to the Senſory ; alſo an SEPARABILITY ſing ſeparated .

Affection or Pation of the Soul; alſo Judgment, Reafon ; al- T. SE'PARATE ( eparare, L. ) to part , divide , or put

Meaning or Signification . aſunder.

Common Sense,thoſe general Notions ariſing in the Minds SE'PARATE ( Separatus, L. ) diftinct, particular, different.

of Men , by which they apprehend Things after the ſame SE'PARATEN ESS , a being ſeparate from .

Manner. SE'PARATORS (of a Horje] the 4 middle Teeth , ſo named ,

Senses [ Senſus, L.) the five natural Senſes, Hearing, becauſe they ſeparate the Nippers from the Corner Teeth .

Seeing, Feeling, Taſting, and Smelling. SEPARATION , the Act of ſeparating or putting alunder ;

External Senses , are Powers of perceiving Ideas, upon a Divorce or Parting of Man and Wife, F.of L.

the Preſence of external Objects. SEPARA'Tion ( in Afrology) is when two Planets have

Internal Sensës, are Powers or Determinations of the been in Conjunction or partile Aſpect, and the lighter, by

Mind to be pleaſed with certain Forms of the Mind, which reaſon of its ſwifter Motion, is going out of the Moiety of
occur to our Obſervation in Objects perceived by the exter- both their Orbs .

nal Sales. SE'PARATIST, one who ſeparates himſelf from the Efta ,

Moral Sense , is a Determination of the Mind to be plea- bliſhed Church .

ſed with the Contemplation of thoſe Affections, A &tions, or SE'PARATORY[Separator, L.) a Surgeon's Inſtrument to
Characters of rational Agents, which wecall virtuous. pick Splinters of Bones out of a Wound .

SENSIBLE ( Jenſibilis, L.) that falls within the Compaſs SE'PARATORY ( with Chymiji's ) a Veſſel for ſeparating
of the Senſes, thatmay be perceived or felt ; alſo that feels ; Oil from Water.

alſo apt to perceive, apprehenſive; alſo that is of good Senſe SE'Piae Os, the Cuttle -biſh Bone, L.

or Judgment. SEPLACE (in Mu. Books] if you pleaſe, Ital.

SE'NSIBLE Qualities (with Logicians) are ſuch as Hard- SEPHY'ROS [in Medicine ) an hard and dry Impoſthume ;

peſs, Softneſs, Weight, Heat, Cold, Colours, Sounds, alſo an hard Inflammation of the Womb.

Smells, Taites, & c. SEPI'LIBLE ( Sepilibilis, L. ) that may be buried.
SENSI'bility Clerfbilitas, L. fenfibilité, F. ) the ſen- Se'PIMENT ( lepimentum , L.) a Hedge or Fence.

SE'NSIBLENESS S lible Faculty . Sepi'um [ in Botan . Writ.) of Hedges.

SEN - NIGHT , ſeven-nights, 9. d. ſeven Nights Time. SepO'SITED ( fepofitus, L. ) ſet on one ſide.

SENSITIVE ( fenfitiuus, L ) that has the Faculty of feel- SEPÓSI'TION, a ſetting aſide or apart, L.

ing or perceiving ; which Man is ſuppoſed to have in com- SEPTA'NGLE [in Geom .) a Figure having 7 Angles, and

mon with Brutes, as the ſenſitive Soul. and as many Sides, the ſame as an Heptagon.

Sensitive Plants [in Butan.] ſuch Plants as give ſome SeptA'NGULAR[ Jeptangularis, L.] that has 7 Angles,&c.

Tokens of Senſe, as by contracting their Leaves or Flowers Septa'NGULARNESS [ of ſepetm and angularis, L. ) the

when touched, as if they were really ſenſible of the Touch ; the having 7 Angles.

but, immediately upon the Removal of the Hand, expand SEPTE'MBER (of ſeptem , Lat. ſo callid , as being the 7th

themſelves and flouriſh again . Month, beginning at Marcb) is painted, &c. in a purple

Sen'sitive Soul, the Soul of Brutes, or the ſenſible Soul, Robe, with a chearful Look ; crowned with a Coronet of

which Man is ſuppoſed to have in common with Brutes . white and purple Grapes , holding in his right Hand a Cor

SE'NSITIVENESS, the Faculty of perceiving, & c . nucopia of Pomegranates and other Suinmer Fruits, and a

Se'nseless [of ſenjus, L. ſens, F. and lear, Sax .) void of Balance, and in his leftHand a Handful of Oats .

Senſe . SEPTE'M FLUOUS ( ſeptemfluus, L.) dividing or flowing

SE'NSELESNESS , Want, or Voidneſs of Senſe. into 7 Streams.

TO SE'NSUALIZE (rendre ſenſuel, F.] to render ſenſual. SEPTEMPEDA'LIS [ Septempedalis, L. ] 7 Foot long ; of, or

Se'nsual ( ſenfualis, L. ) voluptuous, according to Senſua- pertaining to the Length of 7 Feet,
lity . SeptenA'RIOUS ? [ Jeptenarius, L.Jof, or belonging to the

SE'NSORIUM commune [i. e . the common Senſory) or that S

Part, where the ſenſible Soul is ſuppoſed more immediately , )

to reſide ; that Part of the Brain , where the Nerves, from 7 , 7 Years of a Perſon's Life.

the Organs of all the Senſes, are terminated or end, which Septe'NNIAL [ Septennis, L. ] of the Space, Duration, or

is at the Beginning of the Medulla Oblongata, L. Age of 7 Years.

SENSORY ( fenforium , L. ) the Organ or Inſtrument of SEPTENTA'RIUS [in Airon ] a Conſtellation in the Nor

Senſe ; as the Eye of ſeeing, the Ear of hearing, &c. the thern Hemiſphere.

Place to which the Species of ſenſible Things are carried SEPTE'NTRIO [ Aſtron.) the North ; alſo a Conſtellation

through the Nerves and Brain , that they may be there per- of 7 Stars, called King Charles's Wain , L.

ceived by their immediate Preſence to the Senſe . SEPTENTRIO'NAL ( Septentrionalis, L. ] Northern , of, or

Sensúa'lity 2 ( ſenſualitas, L. Jenjualité, F.] a gratify- pertaining to the North .

SE'NSUALNESS S ing or pleaſing the Senſes. SEPTENTRIO'NAL Signs ( with Aſtronomers ) the firſt 6

SE'NTENCE ( fententia, L.] a Number of Words joined Signs
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Signs of the Zodiack , ſo named, becauſe they decline from SEQUE'STRATION [in common Law ] is the ſeparating

the Equator , towards the North , Boreal Signs. Thing in Controverſy from thePoſiellion of both parties,

SEPTENTRIONA’LITY [of jeptentrionalis, L. ) Northern- till the Right be determined by Courſe of Law .

lineſs. SEQUESTRA'TION [in the civil Law ) the Act of the ordi

SEPTENTRIONA'lis , e. [ in Butan. Writ.] growing in the nary diſpoſing of Goods and Chattels of a Perſon deceaſed,

North , L. whoſe Eftate no Man will meddle with.

Se'PTICA (ồnaloxo, Gr.) ſuch Things as by a miſchie- Voluntary SEQUESTRA'TION [in common Lagu ] is that

vous Heat and Sharpneſs corrupt and rot the Fleſh , which which is done by the Conſent of both Parties .

áre otherwiſe termed putrefacientin, L. Necelary SEQUESTRATION ( in common Law is that

SEPTIE'Me [at the Game called Picker) a Sequence of 7 which the Judge doth by his Authority , whether the Par
Cards . ties will, or not.

Sertifa'r 10US [of ſeptifarius, L. ) having ſeven divers SEQUESTRATION [in the Time of the civil Wars of

Sorts or Wavs . England) a Seizing on the Eſtates of Delinquents , for the

Sertifo'lium (with Botaniſts] the Herb Setfoil . Uſe of the Commonwealth .

SEPTIFO'LIOUS (of ſeptifolium , L. ) having ſeven Leaves. SEQUESTRATION, the collecting or gathering the Fruits

SE'PTIFORM [ ſeptiforinis, L.) that has ſeven Shapes . of a void Benefice, for the Uſe of the next Incumbent.

Sertima'NE ( Jeptiman:us, L. ) of, or pertaining to the Or- SEQUESTRA TOR? the third Perſon to whom the keeping
der of 7 ; alſo to a Week . SEQUESTREE' S of the Thing in Controverſy is com

SEPTINA'RIAN [in Monafteries] a weekly Officer. mitted, L.

SEPTINE'Rvia Plantago ( with Botaniſts] the common SEQUESTRA'TOR, an Officer in the Time of the civil

Plantain , having ſeven Fibres or Strings . Wars, who received the Rents of the Eſtates of Delinquents.

SEPTIZO'NE (of deprizonium , of feptem feven , and Zone Seque'stro habendo (in Law] a judicial Writ for diffolv

Girdles] a Building girt with ſeven Rows of Columns . ing a Sequeſtration of the Fruits of a Benefice made by a

SEPTUAGE'NARY ( feptuagenarius, L.) of, or belonging to Biſhop, at the King's Command, thereby to oblige a Perſon

the Number 70. at the Suit of another : For the Parſon, upon his Appear

SEPTUAGE'SIMA, the firſt Sunday in Lent, or the fourth ance, may have this Writ for a Diſcharge of the Seque
Sunday before Quadragefima, ſo called, becauſe it is about ftration, L.

70Days before Eaſter. Sera'GL10 , the Palace of the Grand Seignior at Conftan

SEPTUAGE'SIMAL ( Septuagefimus, L.] of, or pertaining to tinople, where he keeps his Court, and where his Concu
Septuagefima. bines are lodg'd, and where the Youth are trained up. for the

SE'PTUAGINT, the 70 , a Verſion of the Old Teſtament chief Poſts of the Empire ; alſo the Palace of a Prince or

out of Hebrew into Greek, performed by 72 Jewiſh Interpre- Lord ; alſo the Place of Reſidence of a foreign Embaſſador

ters , in Obedience to an Order of Ptolemy Philadelphus is there called a Seraglio.

King of Egypt. SE'RANGODES ulcus [of cucan , Gr . a Fiſtula or Pipe) a

SE'PTUM , an Hedge ; a Coat or Fold for Sheep ; an fiſtulous Ulcer, L.

Incloſure or Separation , L. SE'R APH, a Turkiſh Gold Coin, in Value about 5 s.
SE'ptum Airis [ in Anat.) the Drum of the Ear, L. Sterling

Se'ptum Cordis [ Anat.) that fleſhy Part which divides SE'RAPH 2 [970 , Heb. to inflame) a Spirit of the firſt

the right Ventricle of the Heart from the left, L. SE'RAPHIM or higheſt Rank in the Hierarchy of Angels,

SE'PTUM Narium ( Anat.] that Part which ſeparates the or one of that Claſs, ſuppoſed to be moſt inflamed with di
Noſtrils from one another, L.

vine Love, by reaſonof their nearer and more immediate

Se'ptum tranfverfum [ Anat.)the Diaphragm or Midriff, L. Attendance upon the Throne,and to communicate the Ardour

Se'ptum lucidum [in Anat.) a Kind of Partition which to the inferior or remoter Orders of Angels .

diſtinguiſhes the Ventricles of the Brain , ſo named, on Ac- Sera'PHICAL 2 [ Seraphicus, L.) of, pertaining to, or be

countof its Thinneſs and Tranſparency. SERA'PHICK coming Seraphs or Seraphims.

SEPTU'NCIAL ( feptuncialis, L.) of, or pertaining to the Sera'PHICKNESS

Weight of 7 Ounces. Sera'PHICALNESS
the being of the ſeraphick Nature.

Septu'nx, a Weight of 7 Ounces; allo , among the Ro- SERAPIAS ( negras, Gr. ) the Herb called Dog - ſtones
mans, 7 Parts of any whole or intire Thing, divided into 7. or Rag -Wort.

Sepu'lCHRAL [ ſepulchralis, L. ) of, or pertaining to a SERA'Pies (among the antient Egyptians) Houſhold -Gods,

Grave or Sepulchre. ſome of which they placed in their Pyramids, which they

SEPU'LCHRE ( Sepulchrum , L.) a Tomb or Monument, or erected for the Preſervation of thoſe Corpſes they depoſited

a Place deſtinated for the Interment of the Dead ; the Term there, and to tranſport their Souls to Heaven.

is uſed in a more eſpecial Mannerfor the Burying -Placesof SE RAPIS ( as ſome think, of 70 , a Seraphim , or Wa

the Antients ; but thoſe of the Moderns are more uſually Prince, Hib. and Apis] was a God of the Egyptians, marked
called Tombs. Beſides, the Antients had a ſort of Sepulchre, in an extraordinary Manner, becauſe they did believe that

which they calledCenotaf bium ,which was an empty Sepulchre Ofaris, one of their Kings , the Son of Jupiter, had been, af
erected in Honour of one who had no Burial at all ; as well ter his Death , metamorphos’d into an Ox. And hence

pro .
as for thoſe whofe Bodies or Aſhes, being burnt, were repo- ceeded the Iſraelites worſhipping the Golden Calves. The

ſited .
Ox, call’d Serapis, was to live a certain Number of Years ,

SIPU'LTURE ( Sepultura, L.) a burying or laying in the and then the Prieſts drowned him in the River Nile, and all

Ground. the People of the Land mournedand lamented for his Death,

SEQUA'cious [ ſequax, L. ) eaſily following. till another was found with the ſame Marks upon him ; upon

SEQUA'CITY ( liquacitas, L.) an eaſy Following. which there was an univerſal Rejoicing over the Country,

SEQUATUR lub luo, &c. [ in Law ] a Writ which lies where expreſz'd by Banqueting, and all Manner of Sports.

a Summons ad warrantijandum is awarded, and the Sheriff Se'RAPIs ( bieroglyphically) in its Temple in Alexandria in

returns, he hath nothing whereby he may be ſummoned ; Egypt, ( being an Idol made of all ſorts of Metals, of ſuch a

then goes outan Alias and a Pluries ; and , if he come not at prodigious Size, as that it filled the Temple, reaching the

the Pluries, this Writ is iſſued forth , L. Roof with its Head, and both the sides with its Hands,)

SE'QUEL [ lequela, L. ] a Conſequence or Concluſion ; repreſented the World ; the Golden Head of the Idol fig
alſo a continued Succeflion . nified the Heavens , the Shoulders and Stomach the Air, the

SEQUE'La melindini (old Law] an owing Suit, or a being Belly the Sea, and the Feet the Earth , as it is repreſented

obliged to grind Corn in a particular Mill . ſpeaking of itſelf.

SE'QUENCE [ lequentia, L.) an orderly Conſecution or Fol- 'Equi Soos tois, diwas oil vagas emw,

lowing of ThingsinOrder, juſt one after another; alloa Quegnoxóouse rupany,za sig Sairaavad,
Set of Cards of the fame Sort or Colour. Γαία μοί πέδες ' σι , το'δ ' καθ' εν αιθέα κάται ,

SEQUENCES, Verſes anſweringto one another. "Ομματα τηλαυγες λαμπρά φαG Ηλίοιο.

SE'QUENT ( ſequens, L.) following. SERA'S QUIER [among the Turks] a Generaliffimo or Com

TO SEQUE'STER ( lequetrare, L. ) to ſeparate, fever, or mander inchief of the Turkiſh Forces in Europe.
put aſunder ; alſo to withdraw or retire from the World . Seravi'tian Marble [ſo called of Scravitia, a Town in

To SEQUE'STER [in civil Law] a Widow is ſaid fo to do, Italy) a ſort of Marble, with Spots of an Aſh - Colour.

when ſhe diſclaims to have any Thing to do with the SE'RCIL Feathers ( in Falconry ] thoſe Feathers of a Hawk,

Eſtate of her deceaſed Husband. which in other Fowls are called Pinions .

To SEQUE'ST ER [in common Law ) is to ſeparate a Thing Sere (in Falconry] the Yellow that is between the Bcak

in Diſpute from the Poffeffion of the contending Parties , or and Eyesof a Hawki

the truc Proprietor or Owner. SERE'in,

}
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SEREI'N , a dampiſh and unwholeſome Vapour, that in called Serum , wateriſh .

hat Countries fails after Sun -ſet ; a kind of Mildew , F. SE'ROUSNESS 2 [ feroid, F. of ſercfs,of jerum , L.] Whey

A Serena'de ( prob . of jerein, F. ] a Kind of Concert Serc'sity Silhnels, properly of the Biood, being ani

given in the Night-time by a Gallant, at the Door, or un- aqueous Liquor mixed with the Blood and otheritumours, or

der the Window of his Miftrefs. being ferous.

Serena'TA, the ſame as Serenade, Ital. SEROTI'NE ( Jerotinus, L.) late in the Evening .

TO SERENA'DE ( donner de ſcrenades, F. ] to play or fing SEʻrpent , a Kind of muſical Inſtrument, ſerving as a

to a Lady or Miftreſs, under her Door or Window , in the Baſs to the Cornet or finall Shacm, to ſuſtain a Chorus of

Night, or early in the Morning, Ital. Singers in a large Veſſel.

SERENE ( ſeren !!s, L. ) clear, fair, without Clouds or Se'rpent ( ſerpens, L. ) a venomous Creature ; alſo a

Rain ; alſo calm in Mind, quiet. ſort of Squib or Fire-work ; alſo a Northern Conitellation .

MA SERENE, a Title of Honour given to ſovereign Se'r PENTARIA (with Botaniſts] Dragon's Wort, L.

Princes , and to ſome Commonwealths.
SERPENTA'RIUS ( in Aſtronomy ] . Conttellation in the

SERE'NITUDE [ Serenitudo, L. ) Serenity , Clearneſs of the Northern Hemiſphere, L.

Sky, Calmneſs of the Mind. SE'RPENTARY Wood, a Kind of Wood growing in Ent .

SERE'NITY ? [ ſerenitas, L.] the Clearneſs of the Sky, India, which goes winding in and out .

SERE'NENESS Stair Weather ; allo Calmneſs of Mind , SERPENTI'GENOUS [ Serpentigona, L. ) ingender'd or bred

Chcarfulneſs of Countenance . of a Serpent.

Serga'sso , a Sea-Weed or Herb , ſomewhat reſembling Serpenti'gerous [ ſerpentiger , L.) bearing or carrying .

Samphire, of a yellow Colour, which lies ſo thick on the Serpents .

Sea about the Inand Maco, as to ftop the Paſſage of Ships , SERPENTI'NE ( ſerpentinus, L.] of, or pertaining to a

anlefs carried by a brisk Gale . Serpent, or winding about

· SERGE [prob. of ſorge, Teut. a Covering] a ſort of SERPENTI'Ne Line, a crooked Winding- Line , continually

woollen Stuff for Garments. incloſing itſelf.

SERGEANT ( Jergent, F. prob . of ferviens, L. ferving)
SERPENTI'NE -Pocoder, a weak ſort of Powder that is not

an Officer of the City, who arrelts Perfors for Debt ; alſo an corned , and will not kcep long at Sca .

inferior Officer in a Company of Soldiers. SERPENTINE -Stone, a Kind of Marble.

Se’rgeant at Law 2 a learned L wyer of the higheſt SERPENTI'Ne-Verſes, are ſuch as begin and end with the

Se'rgeant of the Coif S Degree in the common Law, as
ſame Word, as ,

a Doctor is in the civil . The Court of Common -Pleas is Creſcit amor nummi, quantum ipſa pecunia crefcit.

their peculiar, tho ' they may plead in other Courts. They Ambo florentes ætatibus, Arcades amlo.

are called Brothers by the Judges, who ſhew them great SERTENTI'NE Marble, a Kind of Marble, becauſe ſpeckled

Reſpect. like a Serpent's Skin .

SERGEANT [in Heraldry] a Grifin . A SERPENTINE [ with Chymiſts ) a Worm or Pipe of

SE'RGEANT at Arms, an Officer appointed to attend the Copper or Pewter twiſted inið á Spiral, aſcending from
Perſon of the King ; and alſo to arreit Traitors and Perſons the Bottom of an Alembick to the Top, and , being placed

of Quality, and to attend the Lord High -Steward, when he in a Veſſel of cold Water, ſerves as a Refrigeratory in diftil

kts in Judgment upon a Traitor,&c. ling Brandy , C.

SERGEANTS [of the Mace) Officers of the City of London, Se'RPENTS ( in Hierog ?yphicks ] were uſed to repreſent
and other Towns Corporate, who attend the Mayor or Hereticks .

other cuief Magiſtrate , in domeſtick Service, or Maiters of SEʻRPHERA [in Medicine) a certain Medicament, good

Justice. for diſſolving the Stone in the Bladder.

SE'RGEANTY ( in common Law ) a Service antiently due to SERPIGO [in Medicine] a Tetter or Ring -Worm , L.

the King for the Tenure or Holding of Lands, and which SE'RPILLUM [ in Botany ] a kind of wild or running

could not be due to any other Lord . Betony, L.

Grand SE'R GEANTY , is where one holds Land of the SE'R RATA [ in Botany ) an Herb called Germander or

King by Service, which he ought to perform in his own Englilh Treacle, L.

Perſon, as to bear the King's Banner, Spear, & c. SE'R RATION, a Sawing, L.

Petty Se'rGeanty , is where a Man holds Lands of the SE'RRATULA [in Botany) the Herb Saw-Wort, L.

King, to yield him annually fome fmall Thing toward his SE'R RATED-Leaf (with Botaniſts] is an indented Leaf, or

Wars, as a Dagger, Sword, Spears, & c. a Leaf which is ſnipp'd about the Edges into ſeveral acute

Seſries, an orderly Proceſs or Continuation of Things Segments, reſembling the Teeth of a Saw, as in Dog's
one after another ; Order, Courſe, L. Mercury.

SE'RIES (in Algebra) a Kank or Progrešlion of Quanti- Se'rRATUS major Anticus [in Anatomy ) a Muſcle ariſing

ties increaſing or decreaſing in ſome constant Ratio, which in from the Root or whole Bafis of the Scapula ,which is inſerted

its Progreſs approaches ſtill nearer and nearer to fome fought into the 7 true Ribs, and into the firſt of the falſe ones, by

Value. ſo many diſtinct Portions, repreſenting the Teeth of a Saw .

Infinite Se'ries fin Algebra) certain Progreſſions or Ranks Serra'tus minor Anticus (in Anat.) a Muſcle which ariſes

of Quantities orderly proceeding, which make continual thin and fleſhy from the ſecond, third, fourth, and fifth fu

Approaches to, and , if infinitely continued, would become perior Ribs, and, afcending obliquely , is inſerted felhy into

equal to what is inquired after , &c. as ļ , I , ğ, iz , 3 ':, 74 ,&c . the Procrljus Coracoides of the Scapula, which it draws for

make a Series which always converges or approaches to ward, L.

the Value of 1 , and , infinitely continued , becomes equal SE'RRATUS pollicus ſuperior (in Anat. ] a Muſcle of the

thereto . Cheſt which ariies from the 2 interior Spines of the Vertebra

Se'rious [ ſerius,L.) ſober , grave ; alſo important ; of the Neck, and the 3 ſuperior of the Back, and hath a
alſo folid , fincere ; alſo true ; alſo earneſt. jagged Termination at the Bending, at the gth, Toth, 11th,

Se'riously [ ſeriò, L.) with Seriouſneſs. and 12th Ribs, L.

SERI'PHIUM ſo called from the Mand Seriphus ) Sea- SERRA'tus inferior poſticus ( in Anat. ) a Muſcle of the
Wormwood, L. Cheſt which ariſes by a broad Tendon from the 3 inferior

SE'R is [ in Botang) the Herb Cichory or Endive , L. Spines of the Vertebræ of the Back , and from the 2 ſuperior

SERMOCIN A'T I0N, communing , talking, or holding a ones of the Loins ; its Fibres afcend obliquely, growing

Diſcourſe, L. fleſhy, and are inſerted by 4 Indentations into the 4
lait

SER MO'Logies [ of Sermo and aógo , Gr. ] Books of Ribs.

Sermons or Homilies of Popes and other Perſons of Emi- Se'rried [ ſerré, F. ] cloſely joined or ſtanding cloſe to

nence and Sanctity, antiently read at the Feaſts of the Confef- gether, as Soldicrs in cloſe Order.

fors, the Purification, All -Saints, and every Day from Chrijl- SE'RTULA Campana (with Butanifis] the Herb Melilot or

mas to the Octave of the Epiphany.
Clavers, L.

SerMO'NIUM [old Rec . ] a fort of Interlude, or hiſtorical Se'RVABLE ( ferrabilis,L. )that may be kept or preſerved.

Play , formerly acted by Ciergy of the inferior Order, aſiit- SE'RVANT [ fervus, L. jervante, F.] one who ſerves or at

ed with Children , in the Body of the Church, ſuitable to tends another.

the Solemnity of ſome Feſtival or high Proceſſion -Day, L. To Serve [ ſervire, L. ] to attend or wait upon ; alſo to

SERMONIZING (of fermocinari, L.) Preaching a Sermon . do Service or kind Offices 10 .

SER MOU'NTAIN , a ſort of Herb. To Serve a Battery (in Mil. Afp.] is to ſee that the Guns

Se'ron of Almonds [ in Traffick ] the Quantity of 2 C. play well.

Weight of Aniſeeds, from 3 to 4C.& . To Serve a Rope ( Sea -Phraſe) is to roll ſpun Yærn; Can

Se'rous [ ferojus, L. ] of, or pertaining to the Humour vas,7 L,
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vas , or the like upon it, to prevent it from fretting or SESQUIME'Nsis, a Month and a half, L.

galling . SESQUIPE'DAL [ ſeſquipedalis, L.) in Length a Foot and á

SERVE'tists , the Diſciples and Followers of Michael half.

Servet, who, being an Antitrinitarian, was burnt at Geneva, SESQUIQUA'DRATE ( in Aſtrology) an Aſpect or Poſition

1553 of the Planets, when they are diſtant four Signs and a half

Se'rvice ( ſercitium, L. ) the State or Condition of a from each other.

Servant ; allo an Office , or good Turn ; alſo a Courſe or cer- SEQUIQUA'RTILE ( Aſtrol.] the fame as Seſquiquadrate.

tain Number of Dishes ſerved up at a Table, F. SESQUI'QUINTILE ( Aftrol.] an Aſpect , when two Planets

Divine SE'RVICE , Adoration or profound Reverence giv- are 108 Degrees diſtant the one from the other .

en to God ; alſo the form of publick Worſhip in the Sesquite'rtian Proportion (in Mathem .] is when one

Church ; particularly the Common-Prayer, with other Number contains another once , and a third Part of it more;
Rites and Ceremoniesof the Church . as 6, 8 , 12 , 16, 21 , 28 .

Perſonal Se'rvice, is that which is due from a Thing to SESQUIUNCIA, an Ounce and a half, L.

a Perſon . SE'ssilis [ by Phy/.) a Name given to a low flat Tumour,
Predial Se'rvice , are Rights that one Efate owes to or thoſe Eruptions in the Small-Pox, when they do not riſe

another. well, and are indented at the Top, L.

Royal Se'rvice, the Rights and Privileges that within SE'ssion , a Sitting or Meeting of a Council , Aſlizes, & c.

ſuch a Manour belonged to the King , or Lord of it. SESSION [in Law ] the Sitting of Juſtices in Court, upon

SE'R VICEABLE ( jerviable, F. ] capable of doing Service, Commiſſions, L.

profitable, uſeful. SE'ssion (of Parliament) the Time from their firſt Sitting,

SE'RVICEABLENESS, Capableneſs of doing Service, & c. till they are either prorogued or diſſolved.

SE'RVIENTIBUS [ in Law ] certain Writs which relate to Quarter-Sessions ? the Allizes that are held four times a

Servants and M.ſters breaking the Statute - Laws made General-Sessions § Year in all the Counties in England,

againſt thoſe Abuſes. to determine Cauſes, either Civil or Criminal.

Servi'LE ( ſervilis, L. ) of, or pertaining to a Servant or Petty - Sessions 2 are Seſions kept by the High Confta

Bondage ; alto flavith ; alio mean, bate, pitiful, forry. Statute -SESSIONS S ble of every Hundred , for the placing

SERVI'LENESS ( ſervilitas, L.]Mean-ſpiritedneſs , a ſervile and ordering of Servants , &c.

Condition or Quality.
Sesta, the 6th , Ital.

SERVING Man's y, the Herb Rue. SESTERTIA [of Cleopatra in Egypt) a Weight containing

Servitus acquietandis [in Law) a Writ Judicial that lics 2 lb.

for one diſtrained for Service to A , who owes and performs SESTE'RTIUM ( with the Romans] a Sum of about 8 l . 15.

to B, for the Acquittal of ſuch Services, L. and 5d. Half- penny Engliſh.

SERVI'TIUM ( in Lac ) a Duty which the Tenant, by SesterTIUS (with the Romans] a Coin in Value about

reaſon of his Fec, owes to his Lord , L. 7 Farthings Engliſh.

Forinſecum ServI'TIUM ( in Law ] is that Service which To Set (reetan , Sax .] to put, lay , or place.

did not belong to the Lord, but to the King , L. To Set the Land
2 ( Sea -Pbrale) is to obſerve

Regale Servi'TIUM [in Law] Royal Service, or the To Set the Ship by the Compaſs Show the Land bears up

Rights and Prerogatives that within ſuch a Minour did an- on any Point of the Compaſs ; or, upon what Point of the

tiently belong to the King, if Lord of it , which were rec- Compaſs the Sun is ; or, when two Ships fail in Sight of one

koned to be in Number 6. 1. The Power of Judicature in another, to mark upon what Point the Chaſed bears, which

Matters of Property . 2. Power of Life and Death in Felo- is termed ſetting the Chaſe to the Compaſs.

nies and Murder . 3. A Right in Waifs and Strays. 4. Af- To Set the Miſen [Sea-Pbraſe) is to put the Millen - Sail

Jelments and Laying Taxes. 5. Of Coining-Mony. 6. Alizes abroad .

of Bread , Beer, Weights, and Meaſures, L. To Set the Shrouds Taught [in Sea-Language] is to make

Intrinfecum Servi'TIUM (in Law ] that due to the chief them ſtiffer, when they are too ſlack.
Lord from his Vaffals. Set - Bolts (of a Ship ] Iron-Pins for cloſing her Planks, & c.

Se'rvitOur ferviteur, F. ] a Serving - Man, a Waiter Se'rfoil (of Septem and Folia Leaves , L.) an Herb, good

uponany one ; a Footinan or Laquey . for ſtopping of Blood.

Se'RVITOUR [in an Univerſity) a Scholar who attends or Sethians,certain Hereticks who held that Cain and Abel

waits upon another for his Maintenance. were created by two Angels ; and that, Abel being killed, the

Servi'rours of Bills (in the Court of King's -Bench] Of- ſupreme Power would have Seth made as a pure Original ;

ficers under the Marma) , who are ſent abroad with Bills or and alſo ſeveral other heterodox Notions,

Writs to ſummon Perſons to that Court ; now called Setaceous [ ſetaceus, L. ] briſtly, or full of Briſtles.

Tip- Staffs. Seta'ceum (in Surgery] a Seton which is made by tak ..

SERVITUDE [ ſervitudo, L.] the State or Condition of a ing up the Skin with a Needle , and drawing a Skein of Silk
Servant or Slave. through the Wound, that the Humours may vent them

SE'RUM , Whey , L. felves ; for the ſamePurpoſe as Iſſues.

Se'rum [in Phyback] a thin, tranſparent, watery Liquor, SETI'GEROUS ( ſetiger, L.) bearing Briſtles, briſtly.

fomewhat ſaīti!h, which makes a conſiderable Part in the Seton ( ſetaceum, L.] a ſort of Iſſue in the Neck, & c.

Maſs of Blood . Seto's efetolus, L.) full of Briſtles.

SESAMOIDEA Oſa [in Anat.] ſeveral very ſmall Bones Sero'sity [ ſetofitas, L.) Fulneſs of Briſtles.

placed between the Joints of the Fingers to fortify them , and SE'TTER (with Fowlers) a Setting -Dog to catch Fowls.

prevent their being diſlocated , to the Number of 16, 20, SE'TTER, the Follower of a Bailiff , &c. who ſets or

watches for Perſons to be arreſted.

Sesamoides [in Botany) the Herb Catch - Flie , good to Se'rter -Wort, an Herb .

-purge Melancholy. TO SETTER [in Husbandry] is to cut the Dewlap of an

Sese'lis (with Botaniſts] Hart-wort, L. Ox or Cow , and to put Hereborafter into the Wound, where

Se'sQui, as much and half as much, L. by an Iſſue is made for the Humours to vent themſelves.

Se's Qui-duplicate Ratio [in Geometry, & c.] is when, of SETTING [in Navigation ] ſee To ſet the Ship.

two Terms, the greater contains the leſs twice, with half SE'TTING doeun (in Falconry ) a Term uſed , when a Hawk

another over, as 50 and 20 . is put into the Mew.

SESQUIA'LTEra, a Fever called a ſemitertian by Van Hel- SE'TTING (with Cock-Fighters] is when a Cock has fought

munt. as long as he is able to ſtand , to ſet him to the other Cock,

SESQUIAʼLTERAL ( Leſquialter , L. ) ſo much and the back to back , and if he does not ſtrike the Battle is loft.

half. SETTING -Dog , a Dog trained up for ſpringing Partridges,

SESQUIA'LTERAL Ratio 2 [with Geometricians, &c . ] Pheaſants, Esc.

SESQUIA’LTERAL Proportion S is a Ratio between two SE'TTING (in Aſtronom .] is the Occultation of a Star or

Lines, two Numbers, & c. where oneof them contains the Planet, or its finking below the Horizon .
other once, with the Addition of an half, as 6 and 9 . AcronicalSE'TTING , is when a Star fets, when the Sun riſes.

Sesquia'LTERAL Proportion ( in Mufick ) a triple Mea- Coſmical Se'tting, is when the Star ſets with the Sun.

ſure of 3 Notes or 2 ſuch -like Notes of common l'ime . Heliacal Se'tting , is when a Star is immerged and hid

SESQUIDI'TONUS [in Mufick] a Concord reſulting from in the Sun's Rays .

the Sound of two Strings, whole Vibrations, in equal Times, T. SETTLE [prob . of reel, Sax, a Bench , oryettan, Sax .

are to cach other in the Ratio of 5 to 6 . to fit] to fix an Abode ; alſo to eſtabliſh ; to adjuſt; alſo to

SESQUILIBRA, a Pound and a half, L. fink to the Bottom as the Sediment in Liquors .

TO

or more .
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ziston and ſo on .

To Settle a Dick (with Shipwrights] is to lay the Deck ceed in a ſexagecuple Proportion, i. e . the firſt Minute -
of a Ship lower than it was before. to é a ſecond să sc a third

SE'TTLE (ofyetl , Sax .) a Sort of Seat or Bench ſeated Sex - Angled (with Geometricians] having ſix Angles ,
or fixed in a Habitation ; a wooden Bench or Seat with a as in the Figure.

Back to it . Sex [ fexus, L. ) the different Form or Nature of

Se'ttle-Bid, a Bed turned up ſo as to form a Seat. Male and Female, which diſtinguiſhes one from another.

SE'TTLEMENT (of Yetl , S2x. ) a fixed Place of Abode ; SEXE'NNIAL ( Sexennalis, L.) that is of 6 YearsDuration

alſo a ſettled Revenue or Maintenance ; allo what finks or Continuation, or which isdone every 6 Years .

to the Bottom of Liquors. Sextain, a Stanza , a Staff containing 6 Verſes.

SETTLEDNESS, a Fixedneſs, or being ſettled in Place, SE'XTANT [ſextans, L.) with Mathematicians is the 6th

Mind , c. Part of a Circle, or an Arch comprehending 60 Degrees ;

Set -Wall, an Herb, L. alſo an Inſtrument uſed as a Quadrant, that has its Limb di

SEVEN [ reorin, Sax. ) the Number 7 is remarkable, vided into 60 Degrees.

and has been uſed by moft Nations as Periods of Time, as 7 Se'xtile [ Jextilis, L. ] an Aſtronomical Aſpect, when

Days in the Week , 7 Years of Service, 7 Times the Diſtance 2 Planets are diſtant 60 Degrees or one 6th Part of the

of the Year of Jubilee. It is called critical by Phyſicians, Zodiack .

who on the ſeventh Day were wont to give their Judgment, Se'xton ( facriſta, L. facriſtain, F.) a Sacriſtan or Church
as to Life or Death of the Sick ; and alſo for the climacte- Officer who takes care of the Veſſels, Veſtments, & c. which

rical Year, 7 Times 7 , or 49 , or 9 Times 7 , i.e . 63. It appertain to the Church ; and is to aſlift the Church -War

is alſo named Male and female , becauſe a Compound of dens, Miniſter, &c. at Church.

Numbers even and odd, as 3 and 4 , and comprehending the Se'xtry , the ſame as facriſtry, a Veſtry.

3 and 4 is a Number wholly perfect. SE'xtum . the Title of the third Volume of the Canon .

SE'ven- fold [of Yeo Jon- Fealy , Sax.) feven Times as Law , L.

much . Sextu'PLE ( ſextuplus, L. ] ſix -fold, or fix times as

SEVENTE'EN ( yeokonzine , Sax ] 17 . much .

SE'VENTY ( yco pontic, Sax .] 70. SEYso [old Rec. ] a Seaſon of the Year, due Time.

To SŁ'ver i jeverare, L ] to part aſunder or ſingle. SCRA'Fit [of ſgraficiata , Ital. Scratch -Work, prob . of

Several (prob. of ſeverare, L.] many , divers, fundry. regow, Gr . to write] a Method of Painting in black and

A SE'VERAL , a Particular . white only, not in freſco, yet ſuch as will bear the Weather.

SE'VERAL Tenancy [in Liw ] a joint or common Poſſeſſion T. SHAB off, to go away ſneakingly.

in ſeveral Perſons ; alſo a Writ which is laid against two SHA's , a lhabby Fellow ,

Perſons as joint, who are ſeveral . SHA'BEINESS, Raggedneſs, Meanneſs of Habit.

Se'veRAL Tail [in Lazv ] is that whereby Land is given or Sha'rex [prob. q . ftabby, fc. like a ſcabbed Sheep) rag .

intailed ſeverally to two Men and their wives , and to the ged , meanly habited, flovenly.

Heirs of their Bodies . SHA'ck , the Liberty of Winter Paſturage.

Se'verance (in Debt] is when 2 or more Executors are SHACK [in Norfolk) a Cuſtom of having the Liberty of

named Plaintiffs , and one refuſes to proſecute. Common for Hogs, in all Men's-Grounds, from the End of

Se'verance (of ſeverare, L.) the ſingling or ſevering two Harveſt till Seed-time.

or more, who are joined in one Writ . SHACK [in Suffolk, &c ) the Liberty of Winter Paſturage,

SE'VERANCE [of Corn ) is the ſetting out the Tithe from which Lords of the Manour have to feed their Flocks of .

the reſt of the Corn ; alto the cutting it and carrying it off Sheep at Pleaſure, upon their Tenants Land, during the fix
from the Ground . Winter Months.

Seve're ( ſeverus,L.] rough, ſtern , ſharp, harſh , crábbed ; To go to Shack, is to go to feed at large.

alſo cruel . SHACKING Time, the Seaſon when Mafte is ripe.

Seve'RTANS [ ſo called of Severus Biſhop of Antioch ) He- SHA'CKLED [of ycacul, Sax . a Fetter) wearing Shackles

reticks who condemned Marriage and the Eating of Fleſh . or Fetters , & c.

Seve'RENESS 2 Roughneſs, Sternneſs, & c. allo Harſhneſs, SHA'CKLES ( y cacul, Sax .] Fetters to put upon Felons and

SEVE'RITY S Gravity , Strictneſs ; Cruelty, & c. other Malefactors in Priſon .

SEU'TLOMA'Lache , the Herb Spinage, L. Sha'ckles [in a Ship] Ringswhich ſerve for Mutting up

Se'vocation , a calling aſide or away from , L. the Port- Holes, by thruſting a Billet through them .

SEVIL - Hole, a Hole at the lower End of a Horſe -bit, SHAD [ kade, Dan .) a Filh .

on the Outſide of the Line of the Banquet. SHADE Cycasz, Sax .) a Place ſheltered from the Sun ;

Se'vum, the Fat of the Cow) , Sewet, Tallow , L. alſo an Ornament of Hair, formerly worn by Women on

Sew , a Cow when her Milk is gone . their Foreheads.

To Sew [ riepun, Sax.] to ſtitch or work with a Needle ; SHADE of Extuberance [ -Afron .) the Shadow made by the

alſo to drain or empty a Pond . largeſt bunching out Part of a globulous Body.

Sew'el (with Hunters] any thing that is ſet or hung up To SHADE [of scadepan ,sax ] to cover with the Shadow . ·
to keep a Deer out of a Place.

SHA'Diness [of ycisepigneyye, Sax .] the affording a
Sewed (prob . of ecuyer, F. or exitare, L. to dry up] Shade or being thady.

Ship is ſaid to be ſerved, when ſhe lies on the Ground,or SHADY ( rcadiz , Sax . ] affording a Shade or Covert.

lies dry . SHA'DOW ( rce.de, Sax. prob . of oridi, Gr. according to

Sewer [eſcuyer, F.] an Officer who comes in before the Minſhew ) the Repreſentation which is made by any thing in

Meat to the Table of a King or a Nobleman , and places it ; terpoſed between the Sun,or a Light, and any ſolid Body ;

alſo a Common -Sewer or Paſſage under Ground for the Con- allo a Place ſheltered from the Sun.

veyance of Water, Suillage , and Filth . To Shadow ( ceas pin ,Sax.) to make a Shade, to in

Clerk of the Sewers, an Officer of the Commiſſioners of tercept the Lightneſs or Brightneſs of the Sun , or any other

Sewers. luminous Body, from any Perſon or Thing ; alſo to skreen
Commiſioners of the Sewers, Perſons appointed by Act or cover.

of Parliament to ſee that Canals , Ditches , Drains , and Com- Shadow [in Opticks ] a Privation of Light, by the Inter

mon-Sewers be kept and maintained in good Order. poſition of an opake Body .

Se'wet [of ſevum , L. ) the Kidney-Fat of Beaits . SHA'FFA fagittarum [ old Rec .] a Sheaf of Arrows con

SEXAGE'NARY [ ſexagenarius, L.] of, or pertaining to taining 24 in Number.

the Number 60. SHAFT [yceakt, Sax. ) a Caſe for Arrows ; alſo the Body

SexaceʼNARY | Arithmetick, is that which proceeds by of a Pillar, the Spire of a Church -Steeple, & r.
Sexage'SIMALS60's, as the Diviſion of Circles , & c. SHAFT ( schaft, D :4, which Fr. Junius derives from exár

into 60 Degrees , the Degrees each into 60 Minutes, and 1, Gr. to dig ) a Hole like a Well, which Miners make to
every Minute into 60 Seconds. free the Works from the Springs that riſe in them .

SEXAGENARY Tables [in Aſtronomy] are Tables of pro- SHA'FTMENT [ycea r -mont, Sax.) a Meaſure of about half

portional Parts , Thewing the Product of 2 Sexagenary's or a Foot, commonly taken on a Hand of the largeſt Size,

Sexagena's which are to bemultiplied , or the Quotient of two from the Top of the Thumb held out ſtrait to the lowermoſt

that are to be divided .
Corner of the Palm .

Sexage'sima ( i. e. the both ] ſo called, as being about SHAG [ r ceacza, Sax .) a Sort of Hairy-Stuff; alſo a Sea

the both Day before Eater, the ſecond Sunday before Fowl .

Lent, L. SHA'GGED (yceacgub, Sax .) hairy , having long , rough

SEXAGE'simals, are Fractions whoſe Denominators pro. Hair.

SHA" .
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grace.

Vice -Roy .

SHA'GGBDNESS the having long , rough Hair. chercher, F. to ſeek ] the moſt ravenous of Fifties, a kind of

SHA'GREEN [ chagrin, F.] outof Humour, vexed ; alſo Sea-Wolf, who, as it is reported , if it catch a Man in the

a Sort of rough-grained Leather, as a Shagreen Watch -Cafe, &c . Water, will chop him in two at one Bite .

To SHAKE (rceacan , Sax. ) to cauſe to move ; alſo to agi- Shark ( figuratively] is uſed for a ſharping Fellow, who

tate ; to move to and fro' violently or haſtily . lives by taking Perſons at a Difadvantage, and triching and

Å SHAKE , a Concullion or Agitation . cheating them.

SHAKE -time [in Husbandry] the Seaſon of the Year when To Shark up and down, to go fiſting, hufling, and co

Maſte, & c. falls from the Trees. ſening up and down.

SHALL ( Yceal, Sax . ) the Sign of the future Tenſe . SHARP [ycea jip , Sax. sketr, Din .] keen, ſmart ; alſo

Sha'lLOP [ chaloupe, F. ) a Sloop, a ſmall light Vellel hav- frill ; alſo levere, biting, nipping ; allo violent, quick ,

ing only a ſmall Main-lail , and Fore- maſt and Lugg -fails, to ſubtle.

hale up and let down upon Occaſion . SHARP (in Milfick] a kind of artificial Notc or Character

Sua'l low [ ſome derive it of low ſhew , q . d . a Place, of ſo formed A- li= ).

which, for want of Depth of Water , the Bottom may be ſeen ] SHARP one, to chouſe or trick a Perſon out of a Thing:

ſpeaking ofWater, not having Depth, not deep ; in {peaking alio to ſpunge upon .

of Capacities, not penetrating, dull , empty ; in ſpeaking of To SHA'R PEN (rceappan ,Sux .] to make farp .

Diſcourſes, ignorant, ſupine, dry. SHA'RPLY ( rceapplic, S.rx.) after afarp Manner.
A SHA'llow (with Sailors ] a Flat or Ford in the Sca or SHA'R PNESS ( yccinprerre, Sax ] Keennels, &c.

a River . SHARP-SIGHTED (of Yceapp and geyinde, Sax. ]. having

Sha’LLOWNESS, Want of Depth ofWater, Judgment, & c. a quick and penetrating Sight.

SHALM 2.halue ], Teut.Ja Muſical inftrument, a Kind SHARP-WITTED [of recap, and pit , Sux . ] very witty ,

Shawm of a Pſaltery. ſagacious .

Shaloo'n (prob. of Chalons in France ) a ſort of Woollen- SHA'R PENING Corn, a culonary Preſent of Corn, which

Stuff, well known. Farmers in ſeveral Parts of this Kingdom make to their
SHALO'T [echalote, F. ) a ſmall kind of Onion uſed in Smiths, about Chriſtmas-tine, for ſharpening their Plough

Sauces, &c . Irons , Harrows, @gr.

SHAM [ incert. etym .) a pretended Trick , a Feint , a Flam , Shash [prob . of Selja, Ital . ] a Girdle of Silk, Woollen ,

a Cheat . & c. worn about the Waite, to tie Night Gowns, & c. alſo

To Sham one , to put a Trick upon , deceive, or cheat one . an Ornament for Military Officers.

SHAMADE (chamade, F. ) a Beat of Drum for a Parley. TO SHA'TTER [ fome derive it of letteren , Du.] to

SHA'MBLES (prob . of rceamot, Sax . or of ſcannagliare, ſhake or break to Pieces , to endammage, to impair.

Ital. a Butchery, unleſs you had rather take it from ichae- SHATTER -BR A'ın'd ] ſcarce compos Mentis, crazy -hcaded,

miel, Du, a Table or Stall , q . a Stall to lay Fleſh upon) a SHATTER- PATED Š hare-brain d , confuſed, acting with

Place where Butchers attend to ſell Meat. out Thought , &c.

SHAME (Ycame, Sax .) an Uneaſineſs of Mind, from a To SHAVE (rcea yan , Sax . ) to fear or porc ; alſo to trim

Conſciouſneis of having done ſomething unfeemly or leffen- or barb ; alſo to cut off the Hair with a Razor.

ing a Perſon in the Eſteem of others ; alfo Reproach or Diſ- SHA'veling , one that has his Head ſhaved, as Monks, & c.

SHAVER, as a cunning Shaver, i.e. a crafty Feilow .

TO SHAME (Ycamian , Sax, fi hamen , Teut.] to put to Shave-Graſs, the Herb Horſe - Tail.

Shameor Diſgrace ; alſo to make a Perſon aſhamed . Shaw -Fowl, an artificial Fowl, made by Fowlers on pur

ShaʼmeFUL (ycame full , Sax . ] fcandalous, diſgrace: poſe to Moot at.

ful, &C. SHAWBX'NDER [among the Perſians] a great Oficer, a

Shamefa'ced [ycam - ræst, Sax .) modeft, baſhful.

SHA'MELESS ( ycam -leay, Sax. ) iinmodeft, impudent . SHAWM Muſical Inſtrument, a ſort of Pſaltery .

SHA'MELESNESS. Immodefty, Impudence. Sy EA'DING [in the Iſle of Man) a Tithing or Diviſion.

SHAME'LLAE [ old Rec . ] Shambles or Stalls to ſell Meat To SHEAF [Scea xian, Sax .] to bind Corn into Sheaves.

in , 6. L. SHEAF ( y ceay , Sax. ) a Bundle of Corn upon the Haulm .

SHAMOYS [chamois, F.] a kind of wild Goat.
To Shear [yceayan , Sax.] to itrip or cut off with Shears,

Shamo'Y-Leather 2 Leather made of the Skin of the Goat &c.

Sha'MMY : Stanned, very ſoft, warm, and plia- SHEA'RD ( rceario, Sax.] a Fragment.

ble , &c .
SHEA'RMAN [8 eana.na.in , Sax.) a Shearer.

ShampI'Nion ( champignion ), F. ) a kind of Muſhroom . Shears (yceanay, Sax .) a ſort of large Sciífars for cut

SHA'MSHEER, a ſort of Sword uſed by the Perſians, much ting , clipping , & i.

like a Scymeter.
SHEAR 2 [in a Ship] are large Iron - Hooks us'd

SHANK [ycanca , Sax .] the Leg of a Man ; alſo the Stalk SHEER -Hooks S when one Ship boards another ; they are

of a Plant , the Stem of a Candleſtick and ſeveral other like a Sickle, and let into the Main and Fore yard Arms, in

Utenſils. order to ſpoil, cut, or tear the Shrowds, Sails, or Rigging

SHANK of a Horſe, that Part of the fore Leg, which is be- of an Enemy's Ship .

tween the Knee and the ſecond Joint next the Foot, called SHEAR 2 [with Sailors] a Knot by which they tie

a Fetlock or Paſtern Joint. SHEER - Shanks S up or ſhorten a Runner, when ' tis too

SHA NK of an Anchor, the Beam or longeſt Part of it . long, ſo that they cannot hoiſe in the Goods by it over the

SHA'nK Painter [in Sea - Language] is a ſhort Chain falten- Sides of the Ship

ed under the Fore-maſt Shrowds, on which the wholeWeight SHEARS ? (with Sailors] two Maft-Yards or Poles ſet up

of the After- part of the Ship reſts, when it lies by the side of Sheers and ſeized acroſs each other aloft near the Top ;

the Ship . the Uſe of them is to ſet in or take out a Mait.

Sha’NKER [ cancer, L.) a pocky Sore or Botch in the SHEE'KING [in the woollen Manufacture) is the cutting

Groin , or on the Yard , Surgery. with large Sheers the too long and ſuperfluous Nap or Shag

Sha'nks , the Skin of the Leg of a Kind of Kid, that on Cloths, Stuff, &c.

bears the Furr called Budge. SHEATS [of a Ship ) are Ropes bent to the Clews of the

SHAPE (rceap , Sax .) Form , Make, Du. Suls, which ſerve in all the lower Sails, to hale or round off

To SHAPE ( rceapan , Sax . ) to form . the Clew of the Sail ; but in Top- lails they are uſed to hale

SHA'RELESS [of Scea pleay, Sax. ) without Shape, defor- Home, i . e . to draw the Sail close to the Yard-Arms ; alio

med . thoſe Planks under Water which come along the Ship’s Run,

Sha'pournet [of Chaperon, F. a Hood] a litele Hood, and are cloſed into the Stern -Poit.

being a Diminutive of Chaperon. Fluron Sheats ( Sea -Term ] uſed of Sheats when they are

SHARD [ irheard , Dr. ] a broken Piece of a Tile, or ſome not haled Home.

other earthen Vefrel. Fale SHEAT (with Sailors] a Rope bound to the Clew

SHARE, a Part or Portion , eſpecially of Goods on board of the Sail above the Sheat- Block , to ſuccour and eaſe the

of a Ship, which belong to ſeveral Perſons by Proportion . Sheat, let it ſhould break , when an extraordinary Guſt or

T. SHARE ( rcjjiin , Sax.) to divide, to portion out. ftiff Gale of Wind happens.

SHARE [ycapu, Sax. ] as the Share-bone, the Os Pubis , a SHEAT- Ancbor (in a ship ] the largeſt Anchor which , in
Man's Yard or Groin .

Streſs of Weather, is the Mariners laft Refuge, when they

Share -Wort, an Herb good for Diſorders about the Share- are forced to ride on a Lce - Shore.

Bone. SHEAT -Cable (of a Ship] the maſter or principal Cable.

Plough -SHARE ( ycea y , Sax.] a Plough -Iron. To caſe the Sueat [ Sea -Phraſe] is to veer or let it go out

SHARK (prob. of reapan, Sax .] to cut in Pieces , or of gently.
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To let fly the Sheat ( Sea-Phraſe) is to let it run out as She'riff (scyn- genex, Sax. q. d . Shire-greve) the chief
far as it will go haitily and violently, ſo that the Sail will Officer of a Shire orCounty.

then hang looſe, and hold no Wind. SHE'RIFFALTY, the Time or Function of a Sheriff's

To tally the SHEATS [ Sea - Phraſe) is to hale off the Sheats Office.

of the Main and Fore - fail. SHE'RIFFWICK (scyn- gener pic , Sax .) a Sheriff's Ju

SHEATH (scea, Sax . ) the Caſe of a Knife, & c. riſdiction ,

To SHEATHE (rcea sian , Sax.) to put into a Sheath. She'riff -Tooth [old Rec .] an antient Tenure or Manner

To SHeathe à Ship, is to caſe that Part of ber Hull that of holding Land, by the Duty or Service of providing En

is to be under Water, with ſomething to hinder the Worms tertainment for the Sheriff, at his County Turns or Courts .

from entering into her Planks ; then nailing on Milld-Lead SHEE'RMAN, ( ycean-man, Sax . ] that Meers Cloths,

or Planks of Wood. Woollen -Stuffs, &c.

SHEATH -Fiſh [ lo named from its being covered with a SHEE'RMAN’s-Craft(of y cean and craft , Sax. ]the Sheer

thin Shell , like a Sheath ) a delicate Indian Fiſh , in Colour man's Craft,an Art, or Trade much practiſed at Norwich,
like a Muſcle . of ſheering Worſteds, Stamins, Futtians, & c.

TO SHED [q.d. a Shade) a Pent- houſe or Shelter made of SHE'RRY [of Xeres, a Town in Andaluſia in Spain] a

Boards. Wine.

SHE'DDING of Seed (in Horſes) a Diſeaſe. To Shew (yceapian, Sax. ] to let ſee, to diſcover or

To Shed [of yceasan , Sax.) to ſpill, to pour out, as to make known ; alſo to prove or make appear ; alſo to ap

ped Tears, the Teeth, Hair, Húrns. pear or look ; to make a Show as if.

Sheep (sceap , Sax. ) an Animal that affords Mankind Shew ( rchiw , Du. ] Appearance, publick Sight ; alſo

both Foodand Clothing . Pretence or Colour.

SHE’ep (hieroglyphically) repreſented a Fool or filly Per- She'wing (in Law] a being quit of Attachments in any

ſon , becauſe no Beaſt is more ſimple than a Sheep ; but a Court, and before whomſoever , in Plaints Thewed and not

Ram repreſents a good Governor. avowed.

She'Epish , faint- hearted like a Sheep, ſoft-headed, ſimple, Shewt of Blood [in Beaſts] a Diſeaſe when they diſcharge

filly. Blood at the Mouth .

She'EPISHNESS (of sceap,and gelicnegye, Sax .] Faint- SHI'BBOLETH (12w, Heb . i . e. an Ear of Corn ) a

heartedneſs, Simpleneſs, &c. Criterion by which the Gileadites diftinguiſhed the Ephrai

mites, by their pronouncing , for ſ .

Sue'ep- Fold Escaperone Sax:} a Place to put Sheep in.
A Shide [ of gceanin , Sax . to divide ) a Shiver or

She'EP- Hook ( sceap -hoce, Sax . ) a Shepherd's Staff or Segment.

Crook . SHIELD (scylo, Sax .) a ſort of Buckler ; allo Protection

She'ep's- Hend, the Head of a Sheep with its Appurte- or Defence, God field you, God protect you, O.

nances; alſo a Filh on the Coaſt of Virginia, which will Shield ( in Heraldry ) in Coat-Armour is

make Broth like Mutton . ſometimes repreſented asin the Figure, tho' they

A Sheep's-Head [metaphorically) a mere Blockhead, a ftu were of a different Shape and Size ; the Uſe of

pid, dull Fellow. them was to defend the Body againſt the Wea

Sue'er [scyne, Sax .) thin, ſpoken of Cloth ; alſo quite, ponsof Enemies.
altogether To SHIELD ( ycyloan, Sax.) to protect or defend.

To SHEER a-/ bore 2 an Anchor (among Sailors) fignifies to To Shieve (with Sailors] is to fall aftern .

To Sheer Home 3 draw it Home. To Shift (of reykbin , Sax. according to Skinner] to

SHEER over , quite over, Milton . evade or get off, to change, to dodge, &c.

TO Sheer . See Sbear. A Shift (Minſbew derives it of geſeheff, Du. a Buſineſs]
Shee'RING ( Sea -Language) a Term uſed of the Motion a Shirt or Smock ; a Trick or Device.

of a Ship, which is ſaid to go ſheering, when ſhe is not A Shifter, a Fellow acquainted with, and that alſo
ſteered fteadily . practiſes all Manner of Shifts and ſubtle Tricks.

Sheet ( ycerze or Y ceare,Sax .] a large Linnen Cloth to SHIFTERS (in a ship of War ] Men employ'd by the

lay upon theBed. Cooks to ſhift or change the Water in which Fleih or

She'kel (512V , Heb .) an antient Coin equal to four Al- Filh is to ſoak, in orderto freſhen or fit it for the Kettle.

tick Drams, or four Roman Denarii, in Value about 2 s. 6d. SHI'ETING [in Kent) the Partition or Dividing of Land

Sterling. among Coheirs, where it is of the Nature of Gavel-Kind.

SHE'LDAPLE , a Bird , a Chaffinch . Shi'lou [a bo of 1770 , Heb. he ſent] a Name appro

SHE'LDRAKE , a Water- Fowl. priated by Divines to our Lord and Saviour Chriſt.

SHELF ( rc; ly) a Board faſtened againſt a Wall to lay SHI'LLING ( rcylling, Sax. of rcylo, becauſe antiently

Things on; allo the Till of a Printing -Preſs. ſtamped with a Shield ] a Coin well known ; but among our

SHELF La Heap of Sand in the Sea.
Saxon Anceſtors was in Value but 5 d .

SHELVES A Shilling Scotch, in Value 1 Penny.

SHELF (with Miners) that hard Surface or Coat of the A SHIN ( rcina, Sax .) the Fore-part of the Leg, next to

Earth , which lies under the Mould, uſually about a Foot the Foot.

deep. SHIN -Bone [Scina-ban , Sax .] a Bone between the Leg

Shell (rcill, or yceala, Sax. fchelle, Du. ) the woody and Foot.
Husk and Cover of Nuts and Stones in Fruit ; alſo the cru- To SHINE [ ycinan , Sax .] to look bright, to caſt a Luſtre .

Itaceous Coverings of Fiſhes, & r. SHI'NING (of scinante, Sax .) caſting a Luſtre, looking

To Shell [ ycylan, Sax . ) to take on the Husk or Cover bright.

of Nuts, Esc. SHI'NINGNESS (reinandeneyre , Sax .) Luftre, Brightneſs.

TO SHE'lter , to receive a Perſon into one's Houſe ; alſo SHI'NGLE (Mirthew derives it of fcindere, L. to cleave) a

to defend or protect him . Lath or Cleft ofWood to cover Houſes, Steeples, &c. with .

She'lTER ( prob. of ceala, Sax . a Shell] a Place of De- SHI'NGLES [in Medicine) a Diſeaſe, a ſort of St. Antho

fence againſt ill Weather, alſo Protection . ny's Fire, a ſpreading Inflammation about the Waſte, which

To SHE'LTER, to receive a Perſon into one's Houſe ; alſo is ſaid to kill the Patient, if it get quite round him .

to defend or protect him . Ship [ ſkip , Dan. ) a general Name for all large Veſſels,

SHE'LTERER, one who ſhelters, alſo is ſheltered. that go with Sails fit for Navigation on the Sea ; except

SHE’LTERLESS, having no Place of Shelter. Gallies which go with Oars and Smack -fails.

SHE'LVING ( prob. of foelb, Teut. crooked ) Nanting. SHIP -Money, a Tax antiently laid upon the Ports, Cities,

SHE'LVINGNESS , the ſinking or riſing gradually like a & c. of England, revived by King Charles I. but declared to

Shelve or Sand in the Sea. be contrary to the Laws and Statutes of this Realm, by a

She’lvy (of ſchelb , Sax. ] full of Shelves or Sand -heaps, Statute 17-Charles I.
as the Sea . Shi'PPER [ îchipper, Du. ) the Maſter of a Ship.

SHE'NGER (with Fibers] a ſmall Salmon, which is ſpawn- SHIPPING of skip, Dan . Scip, Sax. ] Ships .

ed before the Spawner finds its Way into the Sea. Sui'p -fvapen (with Sailors] unſightly, ſpoken of a Ship

SHE'PHERD ( Sceapa-hy no, Sax .) a Keeper of Sheep. that is built ſtrait up after ſhe comes to her Bearings, the

SHE'PHERDESS [ rccapa, hynder, Sax.] a She-Keeper of fame that is termed Wale-reared.
Sheep.

Shi'rWrack (scip- præc, Sax .] the periſhing of a Ship
SHE'REET ( forberto, Ital . ) a Turkiſh Drink ; alſo the at Sea, Bi.

Compoſition ofPunch beforethe Infuſion of the Brandy, & c. Shire ( ycine, a Diviſion, of ycypan ,Sax. to divide) a

Portion or Diviſion of Land, ofwhich there are in Eng
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land 40, in Wales 12, in Scotland 24, befides Stewarties, Bai- Eye, in which the Cryſtalline, & c. being too convex, the
leries , and Conſtabularies. Rays reflected from diſtant Objects are retracted too much,

SHTRE-Clerk, an Under-Sheriff,or his Deputy ; or Clerk and cauſed to converge too faſt, fo as to unite together, before

to the County-Court. they reach to the Retina, by which means the Viſion is

Shirk [q. d . a Shark) a ſharping Fellow that lies upon render'd both dim and confuſed.

the Catch, as the Shark - fiſh . T. SHO'RTEN [yceoptan, Sax . ) to make ſhorter, to

SHI'RKING , ſharping, lying upon the Catch. abridge in Length.

Shirt ( rcy nè, Sax.] an inner Linnen Garment for Men . SHORTNESS [ycontny,Sax .] Brevity ,deficiency in Length.

TO SHITE ( citin, Sax.) to diſcharge the Belly ; to eaſe Chain -Shot, is two whole or half Bullets joined together,

Nature . either by a Bar or Chain of Iron,

SHITTEN , beſhit, fouled with Ordure . which allows them fome Liberty a.

Shi'TTLE-Cock 2 [prob. of rceoran , Sax. to ſhoot a ſunder, ſo that they cut and deſtroy

Shu'ttle- Cock Cock] a Cork ſtuck with Feathers, to whatever happens in their Way, and

be banded to and fro ' with Battledores. are very ſerviceable in a Sea-Battles

To Shiver [ prob . of rohelberen , Du. ] to break into to cut the Enemy's Sails.

Shivers or Pieces . Round-Shot [in Gunnery] are round Bullets fitted in Pro
A SHI'ver (prob. of (chelber , Dw.) a Piece or Cleft of portion to the Gun .

Wood. Croſs -bar Shot, are round Shot, with a long Spike of

Shi'ver [in a Ship ] a little round Wheel, in which the Iron caſt in each , as if it went through the Middle of it.

Rope of a Block or Pulley runs.
Cafe-Sho'r, is either ſmall Bullets, Nails, Bits of old

To Shi'ver (of ſchomeren , Teut.) to ſhake for Cold. Iron , or the like, put into a Caſe, to ſhoot out of Ordnance.

SHOAD (with Tix -Miners) ſuch Fragments of Ore , which Langrel-Shot, runs with a Shackle to be ſhortened when

by Rains, Currents of Water, &c. are torn off from the it is putinto the Gun, having half a Bullet either of Lead of

Load or Veins of Ore. Iron, which ſpreads itſelf when it flies out.

To SHOAR ?[prob.of ſchoozen, Du. ] to underprop.
Trundle-Shot, is a Bolt of Iron of 16 or 18 Inches

TO SHORE S
Length , having ſharp Points at both Ends, and a round

SHOARS 2 ( of ichooze, Du . ] Props or Counterforts , fet to broad Bowl of Lead caft upon it, about a Hand's Breadth

Shores Slupport or bear up any Thing of Weight from each End, and fitted to the Bore of the Gun.

which leans forward . Shot of a Cable (with Sailors] is the faſtening of two

TO SHOCK [Chorken, Du. ] to claſh with, to dah againſt ; Cables together, thata Ship may ride more ſafely .

to oppoſe or be contrary to ; to put into a Commotion . SHOT ( rceat, Sax , a Part or Portion) a Club or Rec

À Shock of Soap-boxes , Canes, wooden Trays, &c. is koning ; a particular Perſon's Part of it that he is to pay in

60 in Number. an Ale -houſe, Tavern , & .

SHOCK [ [chock ; Du. ] a Blow , Brunt, Onſet, Diſaſter in Shot [of sceotan , Sax. ] hit or wounded with a Bullet,

a Fight.
Arrow , & C.

Shock of Corr , a Sheaf or Bundle ; or ſeveral Sheaves of Shot by the Board (Sea-Phraſe) is when a Yard is broken

Corn ſet together. by the Shot of the Enemy.

SHO'CKING [of Chorken, Du.] putting into a Commotion SHOT- Flagon ( in Derbyſhire) a Flagon of Drink which

of Mind . the Hoft gives tohis Guelts, when they have fpent above a

SHO'DDEN [of yceod, Sax. ) having Shoes on . Shilling.

A SHOE [ j ceo or ycoh, Sax. ] a Covering or Attire SHo'tten (of fihutten , Di. to pour out] ſpawned, or

Feet, Dil. having ſpent the Roe, as Fiſhes,

To Shoe ( Yceozan, Sax .] to put on Shoes. SHO'TTEN - Milk , curdled , turned to Curds and Whey.

A SHOE-Maker (of Fceo and macan, Sax . to make.] To Shove (fceo yen , Sax .)topuſh or thruſt.
TO SHOG (prob. of fe hockein , Teut.] to jog, to joggle, A SHO'VEL Tyco rl, Sax.) an Inſtrument for digging, and

to make to wag or vacillate to and fro. alſo various other Uies.

A SHOG ( fchock , Teut. ] the meeting of two hard A SHO'VELLER, a Fowl, called a Pelican .

Bodies, which hit or Atrike againf one another with Vio- To Sho'vel [of ycoylan, Sax .) to work with a Shovel.

lence ; alfo a Concuffion or Shake. To SHOULDER [of yculdon, Sax . ) to lay on the Shoul

SHOLE, ſhallow , as Shoal-Water. der; alſo to joftlewith the Shoulder.

A Shole (rceoie, Sax . ) a Company of Fiſhes. SHOULD [of yceolban , Sax.] of the Verb Mall, ought, & e .

SHOLES ( prob. q . Shallows] Flats in the Sea or Water. SHOULDER (Yculdor, Sax . foulart, Dan.) a Part of the

SHo'lineSs [ 9. d . Shallowneſs] Fulnefs of Flats in the Body that joinsthe Arm to it.

Sea , 8096. SHOULDER -Blade, a Bone of the Shoulder, of a triangular

SHo'ly ( 9. d . fallsev ] full of Flats . Figure, covering the hind Part of the Ribs, called alto the

Shon , did ſhine, Milton. Scapula.

SHOO'LING ( in Sea -Language ] as good Shooling, is a ſafe U'LDER of a Baſtion [ in Fortif: ] is where the Face

and convenient going in the Shoar, when the Water gradu- and the Plank meet.

ally grows ſhallow , and not too ſuddenly , and is not ſome- SHOU'LDER of an Arrow (with Archers] that Part of the

times deep, and ſometimes ſhallow . Head of it that a Man may feel with hisFingers, before it
SHO'ORS [ hoones , Du .] Underprops in Buildings . comes to the Poinc.

To Shoot (Ycectan , Sax .] to diſcharge Shot out of a SHOU'LDER -Pight (with Farriers) a Diſeaſe or Hurt in

Gun, or Arrows outofa Bow ; alfo to put forth or grow Horſes, when thePitch or Point of the Shoulder is difplac'd ,
up as Plants do ; alſo to fall like a Meteor, ſuppoſed to be which makes the Horſe halt downright.

SHOU'LDER-/plaiting 2 [ with Farriers ) a Hurt which
To Shoot [ſpoken of Ballaf ] it is ſaid to Moot, when it SHOU'LDER - torn Shappens to Horfe by fome dan

runs from one Side ofthe Ship to another. gerous Slip, ſo that the Shoulder parts from the Breaft.

A Shoor Eprob. of ycote, Sax.) a young Sprout or Bud ; SHOU'LDER -Wrench [ with Farriers ) a Strain in the

alſo a young Pig that has done ſucking. Shoulder.

A Shoot [Hunt. Term ]a young Boar. SHOU'LDERED-bead [ in Archery} a ſort of Arrow -head,

SHOO'TING -ſtick (with Printers] a Piece of Wood uſed between blunt and harp, made with Shoulders.

in the locking up Pages in the Chace or Iron -Frame. SHOU'LDERING [in Fortification ) a Retrenchment oppoſed

Shop ( rceope, Sax .) an Office for felling Wares. to the Enemy's, or a Work caft up for a Defence on one

Shop-lifting (of Sceope, Sax . a Shop, and Leratio, L.] . Side, whether madeof Heaps of Earth, Gabions, or Fa

ſtealing Goods out of a Shop, going under Pretence of buy- fcines ; alſo a Square Orillon made in the Battion near the

ing, which if it be to the Value of 5 s.is Death . Shoulder, to cover the Cannon of a Cafemate.

SHO'RAGE, a Duty paid for Goods brought on Shore. SHOULDEʻRING -Piece [ in Carpentry] a Bracket.

SHORE[yeope, Sax.) the Side or Bank of the Sea , River,&c. To Shout, to ſet up a loud Halloo or Huzza.

SHO'RLING, a Sheep -skin , after the Fleece is Mhorn off. A SHOUT, a loud Halloo or Huzza.

SHORN [of sceapan, Sax .) fheared or clipped off. A Showe'r [yehf, Sax. Trueurf, Du .] a Falling or

Short Cyceont, Sax.) of ſmall Length . Distillation of Rain, for a Time, a Cloud refolved into Rain.

Short-Sails ( in a Ship of War ) are the ſame as Fighting- SHOWBRINESS Eyeupricgnere, Sex .] Rainineſs , In

fails, and are the Fore-fail, Main-fail, and Fore-top-lail, clinableneſs to be howery.

which are all the Sails uſed in a Fight, left the reſt ſhould be SHOʻWERY. (of Scu picz,Sax .] rainy, apt or inclinable
fired or ſpoiled to produce Showers.

Short-SiGHTEDNESS, a Fault in the Conformation of the SHo'wx [of rcea pian , Sax . fihouwen, D# . to thew) mak

ing an Appearance , gaudy . SH NK

a Star.
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SHRANK of [ Scriincan, Sax .) hrunk up, leffened in Si'ACONA'GRA (odgave'yege of nagao, Jaw , and üyes,

Length, Breadth, &c . a Capture] the Gout in thelaw.

90 SHREAD ? SIB (yib, S.x. a kin ] Kindred, hence comes our Name

To Shred 3
( rcreadin , Sax .] to cut or mince finall.

Gollip q. d . the Kindred of God, a God - Father or God:

A SHREAD [ ychead, Sax.] a ſmall cutting of Cloth , Mother.

Silk, EgC. SIBYLS (OBurne, q . ois of cô Béin, i . e . the Couuſed

Shrew (of heren , Tiut. to bawl] a ſcolding conten- of God. ) of theſe, in all , are reckoned nine or ten , as the

tious , cursd, ill natur'd Woman . Sibylla Perfica , Lybica, Delphica, Cumana, Erytbræn, Samia,

Skrew.Moule [ +kcumuf', Dan.) a kind of a Field- Tyburrina, Hellejpontica, Phrygia, and Cumæa, whole Writ

Mouſe, about the Size of a Rat, and of a Weezel- Colour, ings ſeem to have propheſied of Chriſt fo plainly , that there

very miſchievous to Caitle; ſo that Country People ſay , if it is Ground to ſuſpect the Greek Verſes , that bear their Name,

goes over the Back of a Beaſt , it will make the Beait lame were written after our Saviour's Death .

in the Chine ; and , if it bite a Beaſt, it will cauſe it to ſwell The Sibylla Cumana was a Virgin who liv'd an innocent

to the Heart and die . Life in a Cave, near Cuma in Italy, far from all Ac

SHREWD (prob, of bel:hteyen , Teut. to bewitch] cun- quaintance and Society of Men. She compoſed nine Books

ning , ſubtle ; alſo ſmart, witty . of Things to come, and brought them to Tarquinius Prif

SHRE'W DNESS , Cunningnets , Smartneſs, Sagacity . cuts to be fold, demanding about 300 Pounds for them ;

TO SHRIEK [ rhriger, Dan.) to cry out as one in a great which he refuſing to give, the burnt three of them , and re

Danger or Fright. quired the ſame Pricefor the reſt ; but, the King refuſing to

TO SHRIEK ( Hunting- Term ] to cry or make a Noiſe as a give it , ſhe went away ; and having burnt three inore , and
Badger does at Rutting- time. returning, demanded the fame Money for the remaining

Å SHRJEK (prob. of friccio, Ital. or fchryger, Dan.) a three , for which the King , by the Advice of his Soothſayers,

vehement Noite or Outcry . gave her the Money. The Duumviri facroram or Pontifex

Shrift (rchift , Sax .] Confeition of Sins to a Prielt . Maximus kept theſe Books in their Cuſtody ; and, on all diffi

SHRILL (prob. of ( chrezen , Tent ) a ſharp, acute Noiſe. cult Occaſions, theſe Books were conſulted by Order of the

SHRILNESS, Sharpneſs of Sound . Scnate . There are yet remaining fome Fragments of this

SHRIMP [ fone derive it of ( hrump, Teut. a Wrinkle, Sibyl, preſerved in ſeveral Writers.

becauſe it has a wrinkled Back , ) a ſmall Sea- fiſh , ſomething Sı'ByLLA Agrippa was painted in the Form of an old

reſembling a Lobſter, in Form ; alſo a little ſhort Fellow . Woman in a Roleal Garment.

SHRI'ND , inſhrin'd, ſeated or placed in a Shrine. Milt. Si'ByLLA Delphica like a young Woman in a black Gar

: SHRINE ( rcrin, Sax. efirin, F. ſcrinium, L. ) a Cabinet ment, with a Horn in her Hand .

or Desk ; a ſort of Cafe or Cheſt to hold the Reliques of a Si'BYLLA Europea, like a comely young Woman, but

Saint ; alſo the Place where Prayers and Oblations are made with ared Face, clothed with a fine Veil on her Head, and

to a Saint. a fine Garment of golden Work .

To SHRINK ( Ychincan, Sax .) to contract or leffen in Si'BYLLA Herophila, young and fair , in a purple Gar

Length or Breadth i alſo to grow leſs, & c. ment, and having her Head covered with a Veil of Lawn .

To SHRI've[ rnikan, Sax .) to make a Confeſiion to a Si'ByLLA Lybica, like an old Woman clad in a purple
Prieſt ; alſo to hear luch Confellions. Garment, and crowned with a Garland of Flowers .

Ta Siri'vel [ librumpelen , Teut.) to wrinkle, to run Si'ByLLA Phrygia, with an old ill- favoured Face, clad in

up in Wrinkles or Scrolls . a red Garment.

· SHROVE - Sunday (9. d. Shriving -Sunday, of schikar , Sax. Si'BYLLA Perfica, clad in a golden Garment, and a white

to confeſs] becauſe our Anceſtors were wont at Sbrove-tide Veil .

to forieve, ii e. to confeſs their Sins, and receive the Sacra. Si'ByLs. A certain Author has endeavoured to prove,

ment, in order to a more ſtrict and religious Obſervation of that there never was more than one Sibyl that was a Prophe

Lent. teſs, and that ſhe was a Grecian ,whoſe Name was Hierophyle,

born at Eythræn ; and that the Diverſity of her Names was

.) ,

To Shro'wd (of Kcpydan, Sax . to clothe] to cover, from one place to another ; andthat ſhe dy'd at Cuma in Ita

skreen, protect, or ſhelter. ly. Voffius tells us , that the ancient Books of the Sibyls at

SHROW'DING of Trees( in Husbandry ]the cutting or lopping Rome were altogether profane ; but that thoſe, brought from

off the top Branches of them ; which is only done to Trees Greece by Crefjus, contained fome Prophecies that had been

not fit for Timber ; and deſigned either for ſome preſent given by certain Jesus for Sibylline Oracles ; which is the

Uſe, or for Fuel. Reaſon of thoſe Prophecies of the Coming of the Melliah,

SHROWDs in a Ship (with Mariners) thoſe large Ropes that are found among them .

that come from either Side of all the Malts, and are fastened SIBYLLI'NE ( Mbyllinus, L.] of the Sybils.

below to the Ship’s Sides with Chains, and aloft over the SI'CCATED ficcatus, L.] dried up.

Head of the Maits. SICCA'NEOUS [ fiecaneus, L.) dry of its own Nature, that

SHRUB ( Scrube, Sax .) a ſmall or low Tree. hath no Spring to water it

SHRUB (with Botaniſts) a Plant with many woody peren- SICCIFICK [hacificus, L. ) cauſing Dryneſs.

nial Stalks or Trunks from the fame Root, as a Briar, &c. Si'ccrty [ ſiccitas, L. ) Dryneſs.

alſo a little forry Fellow . Sice -Point ( le fix , F. of Sax. L.) the Number upon the

( To Surub one, to drub one, to cudgel or bang him foundly. Side of a Dice.

SHRU'BEINESS (Ychybicnegye, Sax .) Fulneſs of Shrubs. Siche'TUM [ old Rec .] a Sich or ſmall Current of Wa

· SHRU'BBY [of ychybig , Sax.) full of Shrubs. SIKE'TTUS Ster which uſes to be dry in the Summer

A SHRUG, a thrinking up of the Shoulders. time.

TO SHRUG (perhaps of ichroeven, Du.) to ſhrink up the Sicha (with Botan .) the wild Carrot.
Shoulders.

SICILIA'na (with Botan .) Tutſan, L.
SHRUNK [of Schincan , Sax .) contracted . SICK ( reoc, Sax.) indifpoſed in the Body.

SHU'DDERING ( prob . of finawei en , or fihudderen , To Sicken , to grow weak or ſick.

Teut.) ſhivering, thaking, & c. Milton. SI'CKLINESS (of geoclichnegre, Sax .] Unhealthfulneſs,

To Shu'FFLE (Skinner derives it of ycopl, Sax. a Shovel] Aptneſs to be fick.

to dodge , to fhiti off ; alſo to Mufflc ormix the Cards in Si'cKNESS ( Scocney, Sax.] Indiſpoſition of Body,& c.

A SI'CKLE( ricot, Sax. tkel, Du. prob. of fecare, L.) a

TO SHUN [a Ycunian , Sax .] to avoid, to keep off from . Hook for reaping Corn.

To Shut ( scittan, Sax.] as to ſhut a Door,&c. SI'CKLY [of ycoclic, Sax . fiertira, Teut.] infirm or in

SHU'TTERS [ot fcittan, Sax. to lock, li hurten, Du , to diſpoſed in Body ; of a crazy Temperament.
inclofe) for Windows, c. Si'culus , a , um, [ in Buian. Writers] of the Growth of

SHU'TTLE ( Scea Scl, Sax .] a Weaver's Tool. Sicily.

To get Suur of (prob. of yceaban, Sax. or arhaupten , Si'cu'r alias [in Law ) a ſecond Writ ſent out where the

Teut. to ſeparate or dis-join ] to get rid off, to free or clear firſt was not executed, ſo termed from thoſe two Latin
one of any thing, Perſon, or Afair. Words contained in it .

Shy (prob . of a bemen, Teut. to avoid) reſerved , coy, SIDE ( ride , Sax.) the side of any thing.

wary. To Side with, to be of the fame Side or Party , to take

Shy'NESS, Reſervedneſs, Coyneſs. Part with.

Slali's mos (of diar , Spittle, Gr . ) a Salivation . SI'DELING ſide -ways , on one ſide awry . Milton .

(

any Game.
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ŠIdelings Cold Lat. Writ.] Balks between or on the Heart into the Arteria pulm:onaria ; but, if it endeavours to

Sides of the Ridges of plow'd Lands.
return , they ſhut up the Paſſage and are incloſed by the

Sı'DESMAN ( of sige and Man , Sax .) an Aſſiſtant to a Blood .

Church -Warden.
Sigmoides (s of 3, and Erdo , Gr. Shape] the Pro

SIDERIT10 ( with Botan .) the Herb cald Wall-Sage or ceſſes of the Bones, whoſe Figure reſembles the Letter C.

Stone-Sage , growing on old Walls or Tiles ; alſo Iron- or the Sigma of the antient Grecks ; alſo 3 Valves of the

Wort, and Clown's All -Heals, L.
Aorta or great Artery , which obſtructs theBlood in retum.

Sides of Horn-Work [ in Fortificat.) are the Ramparts and ing back to the Heart.
Parapets, which incloſe them on the Right ard Left from SIGN [ lignum , L ] a fenfible Mark or Character , deno

theGorge to the Head . ting ſomething abſent or inviſible.

SIDE- Lays ( Hunting -Term ) are the Dogs that are ſet in SIGN [in Phyſick] ſome Appearance of the Body diſtin

the Way to let ſlip at a Deer, as he paſſes by.
guiſhable by the Senſes, whence the Preſence, Nature , and

SIDÉR, Sec Cyder.
State of a Diſeaſe, or Health, or Death , may be inferred .

SI'DERATION (with Surgeons] a Mortification of ſome Sign manval, a ſetting one's Hand and Seal to a Writing.

Part of the Body.
TO SIGN ( fignare, L. figner, F.] to put a Seal or ſet a

SIDER A'TION [in Agriculture) the blaſting of Trees or Mark to any Writing .

Plants, by an Eaſtern Wind, or by exceſive Heat of SIGNA , Marks or Characters, Short-Hand, Initial or Be

Drought, L.
ginning Letters , which by Way of Abbreviation are put for

SIDERATION [in Medicine] a being ſuddenly benummed whole Words, as D. D. B. for donum Deo dedit.

and deprived of the Uſe of one's Limbs.
Signa (among the Romans] Enſigns or Banners, of which

Side'cial 2 [ fidereus, L.] of, or pertaining to the Stars, there were ſeveral Sorts ; on ſome of them was a Hand

SIDE'RIAN Sitarrry.
expanded as a Symbol of Concord ; ſome had a ſilver Ea

Sideritis (adinginis,Gr . ) the Herb Wall-Horehound, L. gle : others the Image of the Emperor ; others a Dragon

SIDERIAL Year ( in Aſtronomy] the space of Time where- with a ſilver Head, and the reſt of the Body Taffety, L.

in the Sun , going from one fixed Star, returns to the ſame Si'gnal , a Sign or Token given for the doing or know.

Star again , which conſiſts of 365 Days, 6 Hours, and verying of ſomething, F.
Si'oxal, notable, ſpecial, remarkable , famous.

SIDERI'TES ( cidugitus, Gr. ]the Load -ſtone.
Si'GNALS, Signs made by Sea or Land by the Admiral,

Si'deROMANCY [ ondheguarnizia of oidneg, Iron or Steel, Commander, & c. of any Squadron of Ships , either for tail

and warnia Divination ] a Divination performed by a red- ing , fighting, marching, & c.

hot Iron , upon which they laid an odd Number of Straws, To Si'GNALIZE [ ſignaler, F.] to make or render famous

and obſerved what Figures, Bendings, Sparklings, &c. they by ſome notable Action.

made in burning .
Si'GNATORY ( lignatorius, L. ) that is uſed in ſealing or

SIDERO'SE [ liderojus, L.) Planet - ſtruck ; alſo full of Stars. ſerveth to ſeal with .

SI'DINGS fold Rec. [Sidelings, L.] Sidelings , Balks be- SIGNATURE ( fignatura, L. ) one's Hand ſet to a Writing.

SI'D LINGSSiween or on the Sides of the Ridges of Si'GNATURE (in Phyſicks] the Reſemblance that a Plant

plowed Lands . or Mineral bears to a Man's Body, or any Part of it.

Side, long, as, your Coat is very ſidy, C.
Si'GNATURE [with Printers ] ſome one Letter of the

SI'DEWAYS ( side-piz, Sax .] by or along the Side. Alphabet, ſet at the Bottom of every Sheet, to direct to the

Sier album (with 'Oculifts] a Medicine for the Eyes, L. Order of placing them in a Book.

ASIEGE (prob. of ſedes, L. a Seat) is the Sitting or En- Algebraical Signs, are the Marks and Characters+

campment of an Army round a Place, with a Deſign to moreand — leſs ; the firſt intimates that the Quantities between

take it ; either by Diſtreſs and Famine; or by making Lines which it ſtands are to be added , and denotes Subftraction ;

around it to hinder any Relief from coming to them from X is put for into , and fignifies Multiplication ; alſo 2

without; or by main Force, as by Trenches, Attacks, Quantities ſet one above and another below a Line fignify

&c. F.
Diviſion, as ſignifies that b is to be divided by r.

To lay Siege to a Place [ aſieger, F.] to beſiege it, as Signs (with Alron.) a twelfth Part of the Ecliptick or

above.
Zodiack, or a Portion containing 30 Degrees of it. As Aries ,

SIEGE [of frege,F. a Seat] going to Stool, voiding of Ex- Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagit

créments .
tarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, Piſces.

A Sieve (ry re,Sax .) a Vefſel or Inſtrument for ſepa- Si'GNS ? [in Mu. Books] Signs, Notes, Marks , or Cha

mting the grofler Part of any Thing from the finer. Si'gno Sracters of which there are more than 50, L.

To Sift [of Yiftin , Sax.) to ſeparate by a Sieve ; alſo to Si'oner, a Seal ſet in a Ring.

examine inquiſitively and Nily .
The Privy Si'GNET , one of the King's Seals, wherewith

To Sift (riktan, Sax.) to ſeparate the finer Part of any his private Letters are ſealed ; as alſo Grants and other

Thing reduced to a Powder by a Sieve ; alſo to examine in- Things, which afterwardspaſs the Great Seal.

quiſitively and Nily .
Clerk of the Si'gnet, an Officer who conſtantly attends

To Sigh ( yeojian; Sax. ) to fetch Breath deeply , by rea- upon the principal Secretary of State , and has the Cuſtody

ſon of ſome Trouble of Mind, or fome Diſeaſe of the Body. of the Privy Signet .

A Sigh ( prob. of yeoy, Sax. ſuchte, Du. ) ſuch a SI'GNIFER, one who carries the Colours, a Standard .

fetching of Breath , as above. Bearer, L.

Sight ( gerige, Sax. licht, Du.) the Exerciſe or Ac- Si'gniFER [in Aſtron .) the Circle of the Zodiack, ſo

tiori of the Senſe of Seeing ; alſo a Show or Spectacle. called from its bearing or having the 12 Signs .

Sights [in Mathematicks] two thin Pieces of Braſs on SIGNIFICA'Bit de excommunicato, & c. [ in Law ]aWritwhich

the Extreme ofan Alidade or Index of a Theodolite, &c. for the iſſues out of the Chancery, upon a Certificate given by the

jutt Direction of the Index to the Line of the Object. Ordinary of a Man who ſtands obſtinately excommunicated

Si'GHTLESS [gcyi Seleay, Sax .) blind . for the Space of 40 Days, for laying him up in Priſon , & r.

Si'ghtliness igeriliczneys, Sax.] Seemlineſs, Hand. SIGNIFICANCY ( fignificantia, L.) the being fignifi

fomeneſs.

Si'ghtly ( geyi Slicg , Sax. ) comely , ſeemly . SIGNIFICANT ( fignificans, L.) that expreffes much, or

A Sigil ( figillum , L. ) a Charm to be worn for the cu- is to the Purpoſe ; clear, effectual, exprelive.

ring of Diſeales, averting croſs Accidents, Injuries, & c. SignI'FICANTNESS [of ſignificantia , L.) Significancy.

SICILLA'RIA, a Feltivalamong the Romans, wherein they SIGNIFICA'TION, the Sign or Meaning of a Word,

fent Preſents of Seals and other ſuch Things one to the Phraſe, Emblem , &c.

other, L.
SIGNIFICATIVE [ ſignificatie'us, L.) fignificant.

SICILLUM Hermetis [in Chymiſtry) an extraordinary Method SIGNIFICA'ror (with Aftrol.] a Planet which indicates

of luting Glaſſes, by the closing the Neck of a Glaſs- ſomething remarkable in Nativities, &c. L.

Veſtel with red-hot Pincer3, L. To SIGNIFY ( fignificare. L. ] to mean or imply a cer .

SIGI'LLUM, a little Image either engraven or molten ; a tain Senſe ; alſo to notify or give Notice of ; alſo to be a

Seal , a Print, L.
Sign of or a Preſage.

Si'GLES [of ſigla , L.] Cyphers, initial Letters put for Si'GNIOR [ ſigniore , Ital . a Lord or Maſter ]

whole Words ; as R. S. S. Regiæ Societatis Socius. SI'GNUM, a Sign, Mark, or Token, L.

SIGMOIDA'LES ( with Anat.) certain Valves of the pulmo . SIGNUM morbi [in Medicine) the Symptom of a Diro

nary Artery, in the Shape of a half Moon ; they ſeparate eaſe, L.

to give Paſſage to the Blood, from the left Ventricle of the SILE [of yıl , Sax .] Filth , ſo named, becauſe it fubfides

at the Bottom .

SILENCE

cant.
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Si'leyce [in Hieroglyph .] was repreſented by a Wolf, SIMILAR Bodies ( in Phylicks] fuch Bodies have

becauſe it is laid to make Men dumb at its firſt Sight. their Particles of the fame Kind and Nature one with another.

Sı'LENCE [ filentium , of filere, L. ) Peace, a Ceſſation SI'milar Diſeaſe, a Diſeaſe of ſome ſimple , ſolid Part

of Noile or of Speaking. of the Body ; as of a Fibre, in regard to its Tenſion or

To SI'LENCE [of filentium , of filere, filentem reddere, L. ) to Flaccidity, a Membrane, & c.

impofe or command Silence ; allo to put to a Non - plus ; alſo Similar Figures (with Geomet . ) arc fuch Figures , the

to ſuſpend a Church Minifter. Angles whereof are reſpectively equal, and the Sides which

Seaſonable Si'LENCE ( Hieroglyph .) was repreſented by a are about the Angles of cqual Proportion.

wild Gooſe ; becauſe Ammianus relates , that when theſe SIMILAR right-lin'd Figures (in Geom ) are ſuch Figures

Birds fly over the Mountains, where great Numbers of Ea- as have equal Angles, and the sides about thole Angles

gles make their Abode, knowing their Inability of keep- proportional .
ing Silence, they take a Stone in their Bills , which hinders SIMILAR Numbers (with Arith.) thcſc Numbers, which

them from making a Noiſe , and when they are out of Dan- may be ranged in the Form of ſimilar Rectangles , the Sides

ger they let it fall . of which are proportional ; as 12 and 48 , for the sides of

Sile'ni ( according to the Poets] were Satyrs, ſo called 12 are 6 and 2 ; and the Sides of 48 are 12 and 4 .

when they were grown old , who are feign'd to be great SI’MILAR Parts (with Anat.) the ſame as ſimple Parts,

Tipplers of Wine. are thoſe Parts of the Body, that are throughout of the

SILENT ( flens, L. filentienx , F. ) who holds his Peace or fame Nature and Frame ; as the F !ch, Bones, Arteries,

ſays nothing; which makes no noitc, ftill, quiet . Nerves, and Veins.

SILE'NTIARY ( filentiarius, L. ) a Gentleman -Ulher who SIMILAR Polygons [ in Grom .] are ſuch as have their An

ſees to it that Silence and good Rule is kept in a Court , or gles ſeverally equal, and the Sides about thoſe Angles pro

elle -where. portional.

Si'lentNESS [ filentium , L. ) Silence, Stilneſs. Si'milar Rectangles [in Geom . ) are ſuch Angles as have

Silicia (in Botan.) theHerb Fænugreek , L. their Sides about the Angles proportional ; which properly

Silicious ( filicius, L.) flinty, of, or pertaining to Flints . belongs to all Squares.

SILIGI NO'SE ( filiginofus, L. ) made of fine Wheat. SIMILAR Segments of a Circle (in Geom .) are ſuch as con

Si'ligo , a Kind of Corn with an upright Stalk , and the tain equal Angles .

Grain very white ; fine Wheat, of which Manchet-Bread is Si'milar joid Numbers [ in Arith.] are ſuch Numbers,

made , L. whoſe little Cubes may be ſo ranked as to form ſimilar and

SI'LIQUA (with Gold- Finers] a Weight called a Caract or rectangular Parallclopipeds .

Carat, of which 6 make a Scruple. SIMILAR Triangles [in Trigonometry) are ſuch as have all
Sı'LIQUA (with Botan .) the Seed -Veſſel, Husk, Cod, or their 3 Angles reſpectively cqualone to the other.

Shell of ſuch Plants as are of the Pulſe Kind , L. SI'MILAR Light [in Opricks] is ſuch whoſe Rays are

SILIQUA'STRUM (with Botan.) an Herb whole Leaf is equally refrangille.

much like Alecoſt, but of a thorp biting Taſte , Pepper- Similar Sctions [ in Cenicks) are ſuch, whoſe Diameters

wort, Brahl-Pepper, St. Mary Wort, L. make equal Angles, with their Ordinates.

SILK (reole, Sax . Olke, Dan.) a Kind of Weaving. SIMULA'R ITY ? [of ſimilaris, L. fimilaire, F.] Likeneſs,

Thread or Yarn, ſpun by Worms. SIMULARNESS Sthc being of the faine Nature.

SILKE'N (Geolcen , Sax.) made of Silk. A SIMILE, a Similitude , a Compariſon of 2 Things,

SILK-CLASS (of Virginia ) a curious Plant that has very which ,tho' different in other Reſpects, yet agree in ſome
thin and fibrous Leaves, of which a Sort of fine Stuff is one ; alſo a Parable, L.

made, with a Gloſs like Silk , and Cordage much better than SIMILITU’DINARY (similitudinarius,L.) of, or pertain

that of Hemp and Flax, both for Strength and Continuance . ing to , or expreſſed by Way of Similitude.

A SILK - Tbrower, a Tradeſman or Mechanick who winds, Sı'MITAR 2 [ fcimitarra, Ital . ] a Sort of broad Sword ,

twiſts, or throws the Silk , in order to render it fit for Uſe. Sci'MITER S uſed by the Turks.

SILL (ryl , Sax .) the Threſhold of a Door. SI'MNEL (prob. of fmila, L. fine Flower) a Sort of

SI'LLABUB 2 (Minſhew takes it for a Contraction of Swel Cake or Bun, made of fine Flower, Spice, & c.

Si'lLIBUB Sling Bubbles] a potable Liquor made by SIMONIACAL [ Simoniacus, L. ] of, or pertaining to Si

mixing the Milk of a Cow with Cyder, Sugar, Spice, 6c. mony.

Si'llineSS (prob. of Jillic, Sax, wonderfully] Sim- SIMONIACKS, thoſe Perſons who practiſe Simony.

pleneſs, Foolishneſs. A SIMONIST, a Perſon guilty of Simony.

SI'LLON [in Fortif ) an Elevation of Earth made in the SIMONY (Simonia, L. prob . ſo named after Simon Magas,

Middle of a Moat, to fortify it, when too broad. The who would have purchaſed the Gift of the Holy Ghoſt of

fame as Envelope. the Apoſtles with Money ) the making a Trade of ſpiritual

SILIPHIUM (with Botan . ) the Herb Lalerwort. Things ; the buying or ſelling of Church-Livings; any un
SI'LLY ( Skinner derives it of lety , Teut. Puns, becauſe lawful Contract tohave a Man preſented to a Parſonage.

ſuch Perſons are accounted Fools , and are plain -hearted] To SI'MPER [according to Skinner of yimbelan, Sax. to

fimple, foolith . keep Holiday ) io ſmile or look pleaſantly ; thus the Phraſe,

Silver ( rylker, Sax .) a Metal, next in Value to Gold , you put on your Holiday- Lecks, is you look pleaſantly .

in Weight it comes next to that of Lead , being to that Si'MPLE [ fimplex, L. ) purc, unmixed, uncompounded :

of Gold, as 10 to 19 , and to that of Water, as 10 to 1 ; as plain , denitute of Ornament ; alſo downright, free from

to its Fixednefs in the Fire , is goes beyond all Bodies except Deceit, harmleſs ; alſo ſilly , fooliſh .

Gold ; having been found by Dr. Halley to loſe but it of SIMPLE Quantities (in Algebra) are ſuch as con hift of no

its Weight, having been kept in Fuſion in the focus of a Fur more Parts than one connected by the Signs and

nace for 2 Months ; It is alſo the moſt ductile and malleable Si'MPLE [in Mufick ] is chiefly uſed in Oppoſition to

of all Bodies after Gold ; again , as to its Fuſibility, it eaſily Double ; ſometimes to a Compound of ſeveral Parts or Fi

diffolves by Fire, much more eaſily than Copper or Iron ; gures of different Values.

but more difficulty than Gold or Lead, and runs before it Si'mple Problem in Mathemat .] is that which is capable

ignites . Its Character with Chymiits is ( , Teut. and Dut. but of one Solution.

SI'LVER - Bulb, a rare Plant, ſo call’d .
Si'mple Leaf ( with Botaniſts] is that which is not divided

Si'lver adj. (rolkepene,Sax .) of, or pertaining to Silver. to the Middle in leveral Parts, each reſembling a Leaf itſelf,
Si'lver -Sickneſs 2 [in Law ] is when a Lawyer is bribed as in a Dock.

Si'lver - Squinjey S by the adverſe Party, and feigns him- Si'mple Nouns (with Gram .) are the ſame as primitive Nouns.

ſelf to be fick , thathe may not plead. Si'mple Wound (with Surgeons] is that which only opens

A SI'LVER -Smith (reolyer -ymi ,Sax .) an Artiſan who the Fleſh , and has no other Circumſtances attending it.

makes Silver- Veſſels . Si'MPLEPYING (in Ecclefiaftical Affairs] is the taking

SI'LVER -Spoon -Head (in Arcbitel.] the Head of an Ar- away the Cure of Souls from a Benefice, and diſpenſing the

row , fomething like theHead of a Silver-Spoon.
Beneficiary from his Reſidence.

Si'lver -Weed, che Herb Wbiie- Tanley. Si'MPLENESS [ fimplicitas, L. fimplicite, F.] Sillineſs,

SI'LVERED [of rlynene, Sax.] done over with Silver. Fooliſhneſs .

Silve'stris, a red Grain , uſed in dying Scarlet .
SIMPLE-tenaill 2 [in Portif . ) a Work whoſe Head oř

SIMA [in Architect .] a Cymatium . SI'NGL E -tenaille S Front conſiſts of two Faces, which

SIMA’RR, a Woman's Gown with long Sleeves, F. make one re -entering Angle.

Si'MILA, Flower or Mel, L. SI'MPLETON [9. d . fimple one or Tony) a filly Perſon .

SI’MILAR [Jimilaris, L.) of a like Form or Quality: Si'mpler 2 a Gatherer, or one who has Skill in fimple

Si'MILAR Ärks (of a Circle with Geometricians] ſuch SI'MPLIST S Herbs.

Arks as are like Parts of the whole Circumference.

.
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Simples (in Botax.) all Herbs or Plants, as having each ŚI'NFULLY ( rin yulic, S.x.) impiouſly.

its particular Virtue, whereby it becomes a ſimple Remedy. SI'NFULNESS ( ringulnegye, Sax. ] Impiety,

SIMPLEX (with Botan. Writ. ] ſingle. To SINC [Yingan, Sax. ) to make Melody with the Voice,

SIMPLEx Charta, a Deed -Poll, a ſingle Deed, or Inſtru- T. SI'NGE [yængan, Sax.) to ſcorch or burn lightly .

ment, L. SI'NGLE ( ſingularis, L.] ſimple, alone.

SI'MPLEX Beneficium [ old Rec. ) a leſſer Dignity in a Ca- To Single out, to pick out or ſet apart from other Per

thedral or Collegiate Church , a Sine- cure; alſo a Penſion of ſons or Things.

a Pariſh Church, or any other Benefice which is oppoſed to SINGLE (with Hunter's] the Tail of a Roebuck, or any

a Cure of Souls , L. other Deer.

Simplex juſtitiarius, a puny Judge, who was not Chief Single Excentricity [with Aſtronomers] is the Ditance be

in any Court , L. tween the Center of the Ellipſis and the Focus, or between

SIMPLI'cia , Simples or Medicines that are uncompound- the Sun and the Center of the Excentrick.

ed , L. SI'NGLENESS [of ſingulus, L. ] Simplicity, Sincerity.

Simplicity [ fimplicitas, L. fimplicité, F.] Plainneſs, SINGLE- Ten , a filly Perſon .

Singleneſs of Heart , Plain -dealing, downright Honeſty ; SI'NGULAR ( fingularis, L.) particular, ſpecial, rare, ex

alſo Indiſcretion , Sillineſs, Fooliſhneſs. traordinary, choice ; alſo odd, affected.

Simpli'city [in God ,] is an incommunicable Attribute, SINGULAR Number (with Grammarians) a Number,where

and is a Freedomfrom allkind of Compoſition or Mixture , by aNoun Subſtantive is apply'd to ſignify but one Perſon

either of Principle or Parts . or Thing ; as Manus, L. a Hand.

SIMPLICITY (in Metaphyficks] is an indiviſible Unity , and SINGULA'Rity ? [ fingularitas, L. fingularité , F. ) the be

is either abſolute or limited. SI'NGULARNESS Sing fingular ; Uncommonneſs; alſo

SIMPLICITY abſolute, is when a Thing is indiviſible in Excellency ; aiſo a particular Way of Behaviour, & c. Affect

dependently , which is the Property of God himſelf. edneſs.

SIMPLICITY limited, is when any Thing is really indivi- Singu'lTUS (with Phyſicians] the Hiccough, a convul

ſible, but yet that depends upon fome external Being. ſive Motion of the Midriff.

SIMPLY ( Simplex , L. ) ſingly, purely, merely ; alſo fool- SI'NICAL Quadrant (with Mathemat.] a Quadrant furniſh

iſhly . ed with an Index and two Sights, to take Altitudes, & c. by.

SIMPLUDA'RIA [of fimplex and ludus, L.) a kind of Fune- Si'nister , on or towards the left Hand ; alſo unlucky,

ral Honour paid to the Deceaſed. unfortunate, indiſcreet ; alſo unfair, diſhoneſt, unjuſt.

SIMPLING, as to go a fimpling, is to go into the Fields SINISTER Appelt [in Aftrol.] is an Appearance of two

to gather Simples or phyfical Herbs. Planets, happening according to the Succellion of the Signs,

SIMULATION, Diffembling, Feigning. Diſguiſe ; a Colour, as Saturn in Aries , and Mars in the ſame Degree of Gemini.

a Pretence .
Sinister -Baſe [in Heraldry) is the left Angle of

SIMULTA'NEOUS ( fimultaneus, L.) of, or pertaining to the Baſe repreſented by the Letter I in the Eſcut

a private Grudge . cheon .
I

To Sin ( prob. of Yinnan , Sax. or ſynder, Dan. ) to offend, SINISTER -Cbief ( in Heraldry] the left Angle

to provoke God, to tranſgreſs God's Law.
C

of the Chief repreſented by the Letter C in the

Sin (Yinne, Sax .) a Trangreffion of the Law , an Offence . Eſcutcheon.

SINA'pi (with Botaniſts) Senvi -Seed , or Muſtard, L. Si'nisterNESS ( finifteritas, L.] Unfairneſs,

SINA'PIUM , a ſharp Sauce made with Muſtard , L. Self - intereſtedneſs, Aukwardneſs, c.

Sina'pism (avatiouós,Gr. ) a Medicine made of Muſtard Sinister Side of an Efiutcheon, the left Side.
to raiſe Bliſters.

Sinistri, a Sect of antient Hereticks, ſo called, becauſe

Sin -born, born of, ſprung from , or owing its Being or they held [ finiftram ] their left Hand in Abhorrence, and

Original to Sin . Milton. made it a Point of Religion not to receive any thing with it.

SI'NLESS , free from , without Sin . Milton . To Sink (yincan , Sax. ) to fall or ſettle to the Bottom ;

Since [ Dr. T. H. derives it of ſithence, of yi San , Sax .] alſo to fall or faint ; alſo to plunge under Water.
from , or after that time ; alſo ſeeing that . To Sink a Deck, is to lay the Deck of a Ship lower than

Since're ( fincerus, L. ) honeſt, true-hearted, plain , it was before.

downright. SI'NKING [of yincan, Sax . ] falling or ſettling to the

SINCERITY 2 ( finceritas, L. fincerité, F.] Upright- Bottom or under Water, falling or fainting.

SINCE'RE NESS S neſs, Plain - heartedneſs . SINLESS [yinlear, Sax. ) free from , or without Sin .
SINCERITY [in Ethicks ] is defined to be that Virtue, Act, Si'nner (of yin , Sax .) a Tranfgreffor.

or Power of the Mind, by which the Will is determined to SI'NNET ( Sea - Term ] a Line made of Rope-Yarn to bind

follow and perform that which the Intellect determines to round Ropes to keep them from being fretted or galled.
be beſt, and to do it , becauſe it is ſo . SI NON O'M NES ( in Law ] a Writ of Aſſociation ; whereby

Sı'nciput, the Fore- part of the Head , L. if all in Commiſſion cannot meet at the Day appointed , it is

SI'NDON (ovdáv, Gr.] a little round Piece of Linnen , allow'd that two or more of them may diſpatch the Bu
or Lint, uſed by Surgeons in dreſſing a Wound, after fineſs.

trepanning, L. Sino'nia (with the Paracelſians] the white Glew in the

SINE 3 [in Geometry) is a Right-Line drawn from Joints .

Right-Sine S one End of an Ark, perpendicular upon the SI'NOPER ( sinnoper, Teut. ovonis, Gr.] a Mineral, o

Diameterdrawn from the other End of that Ark , or it is therwiſe called Ruddle or Red -Lead , uſed by Painters, &gr.
half the Chord or twice the Ark . A SI'NUATED Leaf (with Botaniſs] is that which is cut

SINE-Complement of an Ark [ in Geometry ) is the Sine about the Edges into ſeveral long Segments, as in Oak

of what that Ark or Angle is leſs or greater than 90 De- Leaves.

grees. SINUATUS, a , um , ( with Botan. Writ.] curled .

Verſed SINE of an Ark ( in Geometry) is an Ark or Angle Si'nuous [ finuofus, L.) crooked, having many Turn

leſs than 90 Degrees, being that Part of the Diameter, which ings and Windings.

is comprehended between the Ark and the Right Sine . SINUO'SITY finuofitas, L. finuofité, F.) Fulneſs of

Sine allenſu capituli [ in Law) a Writ which lies againſt SI'NUOUSNESS Š Turnings and Windings, or a Series of

a Biſhop , Dean, Prebendary, &c. or Maſter of an Hoſpital, Bends and Turns in Arches.

Egr. who alienates or diſpoſes of Lands, which are held in SINUS [in Phyficks) thoſe Clefts or Fiſſures that are be

Right of his Houſe, without the Conſent of his Chapter or tween the Strata or Layers of the Earth, in Mines, &c. L.

Society , L. Sinus [in Anat.] a kind of Cavity in certain Bones and

Sine Die [in Law] when Judgment is given againſt the other Parts, the Entrance of which is narrow and the Bot

Plaintiff, he is then ſaid to be in miſericordia pro falſo cla- tom wide, L.

more fuo ; but for the Defendant it is ſaid, eat inde fine die, Sinus [with Surgeons] a little Bag or Sacculus) formed by

i . e . he is diſmiſs'd the Court , L. the Side of a Wound or Ulcer, wherein pus is collected, L.

Sine-Cure (with the Clergy] a Benefice without the Cure Si'nus in the dura Mater [in Anat.] is that ſtrong and

of Souls. thick Membrane, which covers all the Cavity of the Cra

Sinensis , e . [with Botan. Writ.) of the Growth ofChina. nium , L.

SI'NEWINESS [of yineht , of yinu , Sax .] Nervouſneſs. Si'nus Meningium (with Anatomiſts] four Cavities in the

SINEw ( Yönpe, Sax.] a Nerve. Brain ; the firſt and ſecond, call'd Lateral Sinus's, are ſeated

Sinew -ſhrinking, a Diſeaſe in Cattle. between the Brain and the Cerebellam , and terminate in the

SINEWY ( yin pealt, Sax. ] nervous . Vertebral Sinus's ; the third begins at the Os Cribrifornse, and

SINFUL ( rinkull, Sax. ) impious, wicked . tes .
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terminates in the Middle of the former ; the fourth ariſes gories, as fitting, Nanding, before, bebind, to the Right, :

from the Glandula Pinealis, and terminates in the Middle of the Left.

the Lateral Sinus's. Theſe are called by Galen the Ventri- Situs [in Geometry, Algebra, &c. ] the Situation of Sur

cles of the thick Membrane, and by others Ventriculi Cere- faces, Lines, &c. L.

bri, L. Sıx [ fex, L. Yex , Sax. 15 , Gr . ) the Number VI or 6.

Sinus ofium (with Anat.) the Cavities of the Bones which Si'xain (in Milit. Affairs) an antient Order of Battle for

receive the Heads of other Bones , L. 6 Batallions, which ſuppoſing them to be all in a Line is

To SIP ( ipper, Du. or ripan, Sax.) to ſoop a little . formed thus. The ad and 5th Batallions advance and make

Si'PHON [ ripor, Gr. ] a crooked Tube in Hydraulicks, one the Van. The firſt and fixth fall into the Rear, leaving the

Leg or Branch whereof is longer than the other; uſed in the 3d and 4th to form the main Body. Each Batallion ought to

raiſing of Fluids, emptying of Veſſels, and various hydroſta- have a Squadron on its Right, and another on its Left.

tical Experiments . Any Number of Batallions, produced of the Number 6,

Si'ppets ( 9. d. ſoppets] little Sops . may be drawn up by this Order : fo 12 Batallions may be

A SiQuis [i. e. if any one Sc . invenerit, L. fall find ) a put into 2 Sixains, and 18 into 3 Sixains.

Paper or Bill fet up in ſome open Place, to proclaim the Loſs Sixth [ rixta , Sax .) the VIth or 6th .

of any thing in an Univerſity, L. Sixth ( in Mufick] one of the original 2 Concords or

Si 'RECOGNOSCAT (in Law] a Writ which lies for a Cre- harmonical Intervals .

ditor againſt his Debtor, who has acknowledged in the Coun- SIXTEEN ( Yixt ;ne, Sax .] XVI. or 16 .

ty - Court before the Sheriff, that he owes to his Creditor Si'xty ( Mixtez, Sax . ) LX. or 60 .

ſuch a Sum of Money received of him in pecuniis numera- Si'x -FOLD (Six-xealde, Sax .) ſix Times as much.

tis, i . e . in Money numbered , L. Size (prob . of aliex , F.] Proportion , Bignels, Stature,

SIR (ayr, Brit. Sieur, F.] an Appellation of Honour to Length, Thickneſs.
a Man . Size, a glewiſh Matter, which Painters in Diftemper mix

SIRE [Sire, O. F. ] a Father, a male Animal . with their Colours ; alſo a Kind of Paſte uſed by Shoema

To Si'rENIZE [of Siren, L. ) to allure Perſons to their kers ; alſo a Sort of Jelly uſed by Plaiſterers, & c.
Deſtruction . Size at the Univerfity [of Cambridge ] ſo much Bread or

SIRENS ( either of origuio or ougerv, to draw or allure, or Beer, ſet upon any of their Names in the Buttery- Book, as

aiguv, to deceive, & c.) a Sort of Monſters who are ſaid to amounts to the Value of a Farthing, and is marked with

have their upper Parts like beautiful Virgins, and the lower the Letter S.

like the Body and Tail of a Fiſh . The Names of the chief To SIZE , to do over with Size ; alſo to ſcore as Students

of them were Aglaope, Pifinoe, Thelxiope,Molpe, Alogophonos, do in the Buttery -Book at Cambridge, the ſame that is called
Leucofia, Ligea, Parthenope, whence the famous City of to battle at Oxford.

Naples in Italy was called Parthenope. Theſe are ſaid to have SI'ZEABLE , of a fit or convenient Size.

inhabited between the Coaſts of Italy and Sicily, and to SIZEABLENESS [of aliex , F. &c . ) the being of afit Size.

have play'd harmoniouſly on ſeveral Inſtruments of Muſick, Size'l ( with Minters] the Remains of the Bars of Silver

and to have fung ſo melodioufly, that they allured Paffengers Metal , & c. after the round Pieces of Money have been cut
to them to their Deſtruction. out, according to their Reſpective Sizes.

By theſe Syrens are ſaid to be ſignified the Allurements of Si'zer , a Scholar of the loweſt Degree at the Univer

Luſt, which will infallibly bring us to an unhappy End , un- ſity of Cambridge; the ſame as a Servitour at Oxford.

leſs we imitate the Example of Uly/jes, who failing that Way Suzie'me [ ſixieme, f . ) a Sequence of 6 Cards, at the

caus'd his Men to ſtop their Ears with Wax, and himſelf to Game called Piquet.

be bound faſt to the Maft of his Ship, that they might not Si'zing (at the Tin -Works) a curious Method of dreſſing

prevail upon him . the Tin -Ore, after it comes from the Launder of the Stamp

SIRI'Asis ( augians, Gr.) a great Heat of the Brain and ing Mill ; which is by fifting it through an Hair- Sieve, and

its Membrane. L. caſting back that which remains in the Sieve into the Tails,

Si'rius Edec , Gr.) the Dog -fiar, a bright Star of the to be trampled over again .

firſt Magnitude in the Mouth of the Conſtellation, called SKA'DDLE (of ycea Snygge, Sax. ] Hurt, Damage ; alſo

canis major. ravenous, miſchievous.

To SIRNAME [ furnommer, F. ] to give the Name of a SKADDO'NS (prob. of sceabsa, Sax .) the Embryo's of

Family to a Perſon. Bees .

A Ś'RNAME [ ſurnom , F. q. d . the Name of a Sire or A SKAIN

Father) a Family Name.
A Skels [rægene, Sax .) a Sort of ſhort Iriſh Sword.

SIRO'Nes (with Surgeons] are little Puſhes in the Palm of Skein 2 [eſcaigne, O. F. ] a Length of Yarn, Thread,

the Hand or Sole of the Foot, in which there are little Worms SKAIN S Silk ,&c. as it is wound on a Reel .

or Infects. SKA'R FED (with Sailors) a Ship is ſaid to be skarfed , when

Siskin , the Bird called a Green - finch . one Piece of Timber is let into another.

SIR Y'NCHION (with Botaniſts) a Sort of great Onion . To SKATCH a Wheel, is to ſtop the Wheel of a Cart or

Si'ster ( rpuyter, Sax. fuiter, Dan .) a Female born Wagon , by putting a Stone or Block before it.

of the fame Father and Mother or of one of them . SKATE ( Sceand ?, Sax. frade, Dan .) a Fiſh .

SISTER-Hood [of y Puster , Sax. or sufer, Dan. and Skec, a Sort of a wild Plum growing in Hedges, and of

hood a Termination added to Relation) the Society of Siſters . a reddiſh Colour.

Si'strum , an antient Muſical Inſtrument uſed by the The Skec (with Sailors] that ſmall and ſlender Part of a

Prieſts of Ins and Oſiris, L. Keel , that is cut flanting, and ſtanding a little without the

SISYMBRIUM (noor Berov, Gr.] Water-Mint, L. Stern - poſt.

SISYRIHCHIUM (nousingeov, Gr.] a Kind of great Onion. Ske'oger (of yceagga, Sax .) a Kind of ſmall Salmon .

To Sit [of rittan, Sax .] to repoſe upon a Seat. SkE'GGER - Trout, a Kind of Fiſh or Salmon.

SITE ( litus, L. ) the Situation of any Place, Territory Ske'leTON ( Exmaetus, Gr . ) the Bones of an Animal

or Building cleared from thc Fleſh . &c. and put together again in their

Site [with Logicians] one of the 10 Predicaments, which natural Order, with Wires at the Joints.

declares the Subjectto be ſo and ſo placed. Ske'llet [ Dr. Th. H. derives it of Ecuelitte, F.) a

Sit- Faſt [of a Horſe] a horny Knob in the Skin . Veſſel of Metal with Feet for boiling.

Sithe SKELLE'TTA ( old Rec .] a little Bell for a Church- Steeple.

SITHE'NCES A Ske'LLUM [ kelin , Du. ] a Rogue.

SITHCU'NDMAN (siScundinan , Sax.] a Gentleman who SKE'PTIC 2 ( Explixos, of tñ ExhinoSul, Gr. to ob

was the Leader of the Men of a Town, &c. or one who Ske'PTICKS lerve, to contemplate, &c. ) a Philoſopher

had ſo much Land as might render him capable of Knight's who doubted of every Thing, and admitted of no determi
Service. minate Judgment concerning any Thing.

A SITHE ( sige, Sax.) an Inſtrument for mowing Graſs. Ske'PTICALLY [of 2 x tixis, Gr . ) after the Manner of

SI'TIBUND [ fatibundus, L. exceeding thirſty. a Skeptick .

SITI'CULOUS ( fiticulofus, L.) very thirſty, SkE'PTICISM, the Doctrine and Opinions of the Skep

SI'TUATE [ ſituatus, L.) ſituated, ſeated, placed. ticks ; which was , that Perſons ought to ſuſpend their Judg

SITUATED ( fitus, L. fituè, F.] feated . ment, as to the Determination or firm Belief of any Thing.

SITU A'TION, the Manner of being ſituated ; alſo a Seat, SKETCH , the firſt Draught of a Deſign or Fancy, eſpeci

F. of L. cially in Painting and Drawing

Situ'ation (with Logicians] is the ninth of the Cate- To Sketch out, to draw the Outlines of a Thing, to chalk

or pencil out SKEW

1;

8

} [ rigan, Sax.) fince , feeing that.
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Skew ( prob. of skew , Teut .] to look askew, to look on Calais in France, ſo named while it was in the Poffellion of

one Side Scornfully , to ſquint, to leer. the Engliſh

Ske'wer ( steve, Dan.) a ſlender Pin uſed by Butchers , SLAB ( Blab, Du . ] a Puddle.

Cooks , &c. SLAB (with Carpenters, &c . ] the outſide fappy Board

SKIFF [cquiff, F. fcapha, L.) a ſmall Ship -boat . or Plank, that is fawn off from the sides of Timber.

SKILL [ keil, Dan. Minſhew will have it from feio I SLABBY (of labbg, Du .) plathy, dirty, full of Water

know , or Schola a School) Capacity, Knowing, Experience. and Dirt.

SKI'LFUL (according to Minbow of Sciolus, L. and full , SLA'BBINESS, Sloppineſs, Fulneſs of Plaſhes.

Sax. ] knowing, experienced in . SLACK [ rlæc, Sax. laxus, L.] looſe, not tight ; alſo flow

SKI'LFULNESS, Knowledge in , Experience in any Art or in doing Bulineſs.

Science . SLA'CKNESS [ laxitas, L. ] Looſeneſs.

To SKI'M [eſoumer, F. ] to take off the Froth, Scum , or TO SLA'CKEN [a glacian , Sax. fiacken, Du. ] to let a Cord ,

Top of any liquid Thing.
&c. looſe, which before was tight ; alſo to grow remiſs.

To Skin [ skinden, Teut.) to flay, to take off the Skin of SLAG , the Recrement or Droſs of Iron.

an Animal . TO SLAKE, to mix Lime with Water.

The SKIN ( skin'n, Dan .) the Hide of an Animal ; alſo SLAM [at a Game at Cards] the Winning of all the

the outward Rind of Froth .
Tricks.

SKI'NNINESS, the having much of or being little elſe but Slam (at the Allum -Mines) a Subſtance often produced

Skin ; Leanneſs. by the too much or too little calcining it .

SKI'NNY , confifting much of Skin , lean . A SLAM - Fellow , a tall Nim Fellow .

A Skink , a four-footed ſmall Egyptian Animal or Serpent, SLA'NDER ( fcandalum , L. frhande, Du. eſclandre, F.] a
in the Form of a Crocodile. Reproach, Backbiting, an Evil-ſpeaking of.

SKINK - Pottage, a Sort of Scotch Pottage, made of the
TO SLA'NDER [of ſcandalizare, L. eſclandrer, F.) to back

Sinews of a Leg of Beef. bite, to ſpeak evil of, to ſcandalize , to reproach .

To SKINK (ycencan, Sax .) to ſerve Drink at the Table. SLA'NDEROUS , reviling, apt to rail at, reproachful.

A SKINKER ( kenker, Dan.] a Cup -bearer, a Butler . Sla'NDEROUSNESS , Reproachfulneſs.

To SKIP ( prob. of Squittare, Ital . to dance, or equiver , SLANK, ſlim , ſlender ; alſo a Sort of Sea -Weed.

F. to fly back ] to leap or jump to and fro .
SLANT ? [fome derive it of flanghe, Du. a Snake]

A Skip, a Leap or Jump . SLANTING S glancing, deviating aſide , not ftrait.

A Skir -Jack, a Lacquey, a ſorry Fellow that soves up To SLAP ( prob. of alapa, L] to ſtrike, to give a Perſon a

and down. Buffet or Blow , and moft properly with the open Hand.

A Skip - Kennel, a Lacquey or Foot- Boy. A SLAP (alapa L.) a Blow or Buffet.

A SKIPPER [ Chipper , Du . ) a Mafter of a Ship or Sea- A SLAP, a Cut .

Veſſel, Dan. To SLASH [of ilagen , Du.] to cut or make a Slaſh with

SKIP -Pound ( 9. d . Ship- pound ) is the Dividend of a Laſt ſome edged Initrument.

of Corn laden in a Ship , and contains from 3 to 400 Pounds. SLATCH ( Sca- Term ] uſed for the Middle Part of a Rope

To SKI'RMISH [ ſcaramucciare, Ital . eſcarmoucher, F. ] to or Cable that hangs down , when it hangs ſlack.

fight on a ſudden Surprize, furprizedly, and without Order, SLATCH of Fair-Weather ( Sea -Phraſe] is when there

as ſtraggling Parties of Soldiers do before the main Battel. comes an Interval of Fair -Weather, after long Foul-Wea

A SKI'R MISH [ eſcaramuza, Span . ) a ſmall Encounter of a ther.

few Men, when they fight, as above ; or a Combat in Pre- SLATE (prob . of efclat, F. Minſbev] a ſcaly or Sort of

ſence of two Armies, between two Parties, who advance ftonySubitance, eafily parted into Scales or Slates, for tiling
from the Bodics for that Purpoſe, and introduce and invite Houſes, &c.

to a general regular Fight. SLA'TTERN, a flatternly Woman , i. e. one who does

SKI'RRET (chirrivia, Span . ) the Plant Skirwort, whoſe not regularly diſpoſe of Family -Utenſils ; fluttith in her

Root is ſomething like a Parſnip ; a great Dainty.
Dreſs or Apparel.

Skirts (prob. of scint, Sax .] Parts of a Garment below SLA'TTERNLY [of floorken , Du.] negligent and careleſs,

the Waiſte ; alſo the Borders of a Country . as to Neatneſs in Dreſs and Houſewifery.

Skit (prob . of rtittin, Sax. to ſhootja Caprice,Whimſy . A SLAVE [ ejclave, F. q.d. a Sclavonian, greatNambers

Ski'TTISH [Skinner will have it from oxigtaw ,Gr.) ja- of which were taken Captives by the Germans and Venetians]
diſh or reſty, as ſome Horſes are ; alſo fantaitical,, frisking. a perpetual Servant, a Drudge, Du.

SKP'TTISHNESS, Wantonnefs, Friskineſs. To Sla'ver (of baver , F. or faliva, L. Spittle ] to

To SKREAM (prob. hræman , Sax. ] to ſquawl out, to let the Spittle run out of the Mouth.

make a ſudden loud Noite with the Voice. Slavery ( eſclavage, F. ) perpetual Servitude, Drudgery.

A SKREAMING , a making ſuch a Noife . SLA'VIHNESS (eſclavage, F.] hard Service, Drudgery.

To SKREEN [ ſome derive it of r hermen , Teut. or prob. of To SLA'UGHTER (of glæzan, Sax . fchlagen , Teut.] to

fecernere, L. ] to defend or protect from ; alſo to fift thro' kill or flay, to butcher.

an Inſtrument called a Skreen . To SLAY (rlægan , Sax .] to kill.

A SKREEN ( Sominer derives it of rcrimbne, Sax. Min- A SLAY ( ylæ , of slægan, Sax. to ſtrike] an Inſtrument

fbeso, of ſecerniculum , L. others of eſcrein ,F.j a Device to belonging to a Weaver's Loom .
keep off the Wind, Heat, &c . from Bodies ; alſo a Device SLEA'ZINESS [of Cloth ] Slightneſs of Workmanſhip.

for fifting Gravel through. SLEAZY (prob. of Sileſia , the Place where made, L.]

To Skew , to go fideling along, to waddle . Night or ill wrought, as Silk and ſome Linnen are.

Skull (prob . of livell , Teut . a Shell, or fchedel, Teut.
SLED 2 [ ulesoe, Du. or of ylidepian , Sax . to fide) a

the Head] is the uppermoſt Bone of the Head, faſhioned in SLEDGE S Sort of Carriage without, or with broad low

the form of a Globe, and diſtinguiſhed with its Orders of Wheels uſed in Holland ; alſo a Sort of Trough or Cart, in

ſmall Holes and Seams , and outwardly covered with Skin which Traitors are carried to Execution .

and thin Fleth, left it ſhould be over-burthened with too A SLEDGE [ylæcze, Sax .) a Smith's great Hammer ,

much Weight. Theſe are full of Pores, for the more conve- which they uſe with both Hands.

nient Evaporation of the groſs Humours of the Brain, and About SLEDGE (with Smiths] one that is uſed for battering

certain Excrements of it , whereof Hairs are produced. The or drawing out the largeſt Work, and is held by the Handle

Skull is inwardly hollow , that the Brain , which is the Seat with both Hands; which they ſwing round over their Head ,
of all the Senſes, may be the more commodiouſly placed in to ſtrike as hard as Blow as they can .

it. It is diſtributed into three Parts ; the Fore -part (callid Uphand SLEDGE (with Smith's] is uſed by under Work

Sinciput, ) and conjoineth into the Forehead ; the Hinder- men ; it is uſed with both the Hands before, and is feldom

part (call'd Occipui ; ) and the Middle or Crown ( call'd Ver . raiſed higher than the Head, and is for Work that is not of

tex) feated between the Fore and Hinder- parts. In theſe the largeit Size.

thrce Partitions are placed three fenſible Faculties ; in the Sleek 2 [rlis, Sax .] ſmooth, even , glib, made ſo by

Fore - part is the Senſus communis , or Fancy, i. e. the Judg- Slick S oiten rubing with the Slickſtone.

ment of the Senſes, or univerfal Notion of Things ; in the Sli'CKNESS (yli Gneyye,Sax. ] Smoothneſs.

Middle , the Imagination ; in the Hinder- part of the Head , To SLEEP ( ylæpan, Sax ] to take Reft by ſleeping.

the Memory . SLEE'PERS ( on Shipboard ] thoſe Timbers are ſo called that

SKUTE [ rirsyte, Dil.) a ſmall Boat ; alſo a large long lie before and behind the Bottom of a Ship, the Uſe of them

Barge for Pallengers. is to ftrengthen the Futtocks and Rungs.

Sky [sky, Dan. ) the azure Concave of the Heavens. SLEE'PLESS ( rlæplcay, Sax .) without Sleep.

SKY -Lark , a Singing- Bird . SLEE'PY [ ylæpicz, Sex. ] inclined to Sleep.

Sky'vENAGE ( old Rec. ] the Precincts of the Town of SLEE'PI
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SLEE'Py -Grave (rlapig nava, S..x . ) a Tomb or Sepulchre. SLOTH (prob. of ylas, Sax. unwilling, or of Now ] Idle
SLEE'PY - Evil, a Difeale in Sheep neſs, Lazineſs, Droniſhneſs.

To Sleer , to leer or peep at . SLO'THFUL (9. d. yla Sjul, i. e. full of Unwillingneſs)

Sleer (prob . of ylio , Sax. q.d, ſlippery Rain) a fort idle , dronilh , lazy.
of Meteor betwixt Rain and Snow . SLO'THFULLY [of yla Syullic, Sax . or ſlap , Sax . flow ]

SLEE'TINESS, Rainineſs and Snowineſs, or ſnowy Rain . dronihly, & c.

Slee'ty , betwixt rainy and ſnowy. SLO'THFULNESS [ of yla Fullney re , Sax . ) Slowneſs ,

SLEEVE (ylie re , Sax ] that Part of a Garment that Dronilhneſs, c.

covers the Arm . A Slouch (prob . of flo7, Dan. ] a great lubberly, dog

Slee'veless (ylieglear, Sax .) without Sleeves ; alſo ed , ill- behavioured, ſlovenly Fellow.

trilling, impertinent , as a fleeveleſs Errand or Meſſage. SLOUCHING, clowniſh , lubberly, awkward in Deport

SLEIGHT (prob. of rhiam, Teut. cunning] Dexterity. ment.

SLE'NDER [ dender, Dil . ] llim , not thick about in A Slough (prob. of Luh , Sax. a Lake] a deep muddy

Bulk . Place ; alſo the caſt Skin of a Snake.

Slice ( ylite, Sax .) a broad or thin Cut . A SLOUGH , the ſpungy or porous Subſtance in the Inſide

TO SLICE ( ylitan , Sax. ) to cut in Slices . of the Horns of Oxen or Cows; alſo a Piece of corrupt

TO SLICKEN [ ' ittrhten, Du . ) to ſmooth . Fleſh cut out of a Sore or Wound ; alſo the Scar of it .

SLI'CKNESS [of yli Sneyye, Sax . or fi hlichten , Teut. to Slough (in a Coal-Mine] a Damp.

ficken Smoothneſs . SLOUGH of a wild Boar ( Hunting - Term ] the Bed , Soil,

A SLIDE (ylide, Sax .) a frozen Place to ſlide on. Filth , or Mire wherein he wallows ; or the Place in which

To Slide ( rligin , Sax . ] to glide along on Ice, & c. he lies in the Day - Time.

SLIDING (in Mechan . ) a Motion when the ſame Point of SLOUGH - xilver [at Wigmore] a Rent antiently paid to the

a Body, moving along a Surface, deſcribes a Line on that Caſtle, inſtead of ſome Day's- Works in Harveft, antiently

Surface. performed for the Lord of the Manour.

SLI'DING - R :1le ( with Mathemat .] a Rule to be uſed with- SLOVEN [ fome derive it of floef, Da. others of rohlantz,

out Compaſſes in gauging, &c. Teut. careleſs) a naſty , beaſtly Fellow .

TO SLIGHT [ 9.d . to make light of, or of Chieden , Du. ] SLOVENLINESS (of (iblans, Teut. careleſs, or floef, Du.]

to diſeſteem or diſregard ; alſo to do Buſineſs ſlightly. Naſtineſs, Careleineſs in Dreſs, Carriage , &r.

Slime (ylım , Sax .] ſoft Mud ; alſo a clammy or glewiſh Slouth [ prob. of ylog , Sax . ] concave or hollow, q.d.

Humour. a hollow Skin , the caſt Skin of a Snake .

SLI'MINESS [of ylimingnegye, Sax.) a muddy Softneſs, Slouth ( with Hunters] a Herd or Company ; as a Slouth

Clammineſs. of Bears, i.e. a Company of them .

Sli'MNESS [of slimnegre , Sax.] Slenderneſs . Slow (ylap , Sax . ] dilatory, tedious , dull in Motion .

SLI'My Cylimincz , S.1x ] full of Slime, ropy , &r. Slow of Courſe (with Aſtron .] is when a Planet moves

Sli'ness, Craftineſs, Clandettineneſs, Reſervedneſs. leſs in 24 Hours than his mean Motion .

Sling [ 1 , 2, Dan .) a String-Inſtrument or Machine for Slow'ness [ Slapneyye, Sax .) Tediouſneſs in Motion .

throwing Stones ; alſo uſed by Brewers in carrying Barrels, Slow'ness of Motion. Our learned Countryman Mr. .

and alſo for other Uſes. Dee relates , that he being in his Travels , in Company with
To Sling ( onger, Dan. ) to caſt or throw with a the noted Cardan, ſaw an Inſtrument (which was firſt ſold

Sling , &C. for 20 Talents of Gold) wherein there was one Wheel,

SLI'NGING of the Yards ( Sea - Phraſe) is when the Yards which conſtantly moved round amongſt the reſt, yet did not
are fait bound aloft to the Croſs - Tree and Head of the Maft, finiſh one Revolution under 7000 Years .

by any Rope or Chain ; and that if the Yard by any Means To Slu'bber opler ( Skinner derives it either of lubricare

hould happen to break , the Yard may be kept from falling Lat. to make ſlippery , or of frhluvren , Teut.] to do a
down on the Hatches. Thing Nuttiſhly , careleſly, or without Application .

A SLINK [ i Dan ] a caſt Calf or other Beaſt. Sluce (eſcluſe, F.dipre, Du. ] a Vent or Drain for Wa

TO SLINK (of ylincan , Sax .] to ſneak or go away private- ter on Land ; alſo a Frame of Wood in a River for keeping

ly ; alſo to caſt or bring forth a Calf before its Time. the Water from overflowing low Grounds .

A SLIP (of slippan, Sax . ) a Sliding , a Fall ; alſo a Sluc'd , iſſuing orpouring forth from a Sluce. Milton.

Miſtake ; alio a narrow Slip cut off from any Thing Slug, a Dew -Snail, without a Shell.

To Slip ( ylippan , Sax.) to flip , to fall, to mistake. Slug (prob . of u hlarsen , Du. to ſlay or ſmite] a great

A SLIP ( vith Gardeners) a linall Sprig or Twig, pulled Gun ; alſo a battered Leaden Bullet.
off from a Tree . Slug [prob . of furgen , Du. to act flothfully ) a Ship

Sli'erers ( ylippepay , Sax.) looſe Shoes for wearing in that is a dull , heavy Sailor.

dry Places . A SLU'GGARD [ ługgerih, Du . ] an idle, ſlothful, dro
Sli'PPERINESS, Aptneſs to cauſe ſlipping or ſliding. niſh Perſon .

Sli'PPERY [of ylippan , Sax . to flip ) apt to cauſe flipping. SLU'GGISH (prob . of fugghen , Du . ] flothful.

TO SLIT [ rlitan , Sax .] to cut a Thing with the Grain , Slu'GHISHNESS , Slothfulneſs.

as Wood , Whalebone, &c. To SLU'MBER [of ylumeſan , Sax .] to ſleep unſound
A SLIT [slite Sax . ) a Cut or Diviſion according to the ly , to doze .

Grain , as of Wood, &c. SLUʻMBROUS, Slumbering, of, or pertaining to Slumber.
To SLIVE [prob . of lacber, Dan .) to creep or go about Milton .

dronithly . To SLUMP, to ſlip or fall down plum into any wet or

To Sli'ver (rlikan , Sax. ) to cut or divide into thin Pie . dirty Place .
ces or Slivers . SLU ** [of ylincan , Sax .) ſtolen or ſneaked away ; alſo

Sloats of a Cart, are thoſe Under- pieces which keep the caſt as a Calf.

Bottom together. To Slur [ilcorer, Du. ) to ſoil or daub ; alſo to beſpatter

To Slock, to entice away another Man's Servant, O. or ſully a Perſon's Reputation .

SLOCKSTE'R 2 one who entices away other Men's Ser- SLUR (of tooren, Du .] a Mark of Ignominy ; a Soil or

Slo'cker Svants , a Kidknapper, Du. Dawb.

Sloe [ yla , Sax.) a wild Plum . Slut ( prob. of lutum , L. Mire, &c . ] a nafty Houſewife.

Sloe - Worm ( ylap p nm, Sax. prob . ſo called becauſe SLU'TTISH [prob. of lutojus, L.) nafty, not cleanly in

flow in its Motion ) an Inieet. Cookery or Houſewifery.

SLOOP, a ſmall Sea -Vefſel. Slu'TTISHNESS, Naitineſs in Houſewifery.

To Slop (prob. of flabben , Du . ] to daſh with Water or Sly [of Ghleichen , Teut. to creep, as Minhew ſuppoſes ]

other Liquids. craftily reſerved in Words or Deeds, &c.

SLO'PENESS ZSlantingneſs, a going diagonally.
SMACK [ ymæc, Sax .) a Taſte, a Reliſh, a Smattering.

Smack [ohmacht', Teut.) an eager or amorous Kiſs,

SLO'PPY [of labben , Du .) plafhy . with a Noiſe made with the Lips .

SLOPS [ ſciluppi, Ital.] Phylical Potions. To SMACK [of ymæccan, Sax. ] to taſte or reliſh with the

Slops ( of labbe, Du.] à Sort of wide- kneed Breeches, Smack of the Lips ; alſo to kiſs eagerly or amorouſly.

worn by Seamen . To have a SMA'CKERING for a Thing, to long for it ; to

Slot of a Deer [of floot, Du . ] the View or Print of a be very
defirous of it.

Stag's Foot in the Ground . Smaka [old Rec . ] a Smack or little Ship.

SLOTH [Hieroglyph .] was repreſented by a Tortoiſe, be- SMALL [ ymal , Sax. (male, Dan .) little in Size, or in

cauſe it is of a Nature very la zy, and now in its March. Number,

SMALL7 0
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men .

even .

SMÁll -Craft (with Fiſhermen ] all ſuch Lines, Nets , and A SMITH ( ymix, Sax .) one who works in Iron .
Hooks , as are uſed in fiſhing ; alſo all ſorts of ſmall Sea- SMI'THERY Cymis- cr rt , Sax .) the Trade of a Smith .

Vellels , as Smacks , Catches , Hoys , &c. To follow SMITHERY (ľmidan, Sax . ] to work in making

SMALL- Piece [in Scotland ] a Coin in Value 2 Pence Far- Utenſils of Iron , &c .

ihing Engliſh, of which 3 make a Noble. Smi'Thy (of ymiy , Sax.] a Smith's Shop.

SMALL- Pox ( Ymæl - rocca), Sax . ) the Epidemical Diſtem- SMOCK [ ymoc, Sax .] an inner linnen Garment for Wo

per of England.

SMA'LLAGE , an Herb. SMOCK -fat'd, effeminate, womaniſh of Countenance.

SMA'LLNESS [Smælney rc, Sax . ) Littleneſs. SMO'KINESS (of ymoca, Sax .) a being ſmoky or infeſted
SMALT, a blue Colour uſed by Painters ; alſo blue Ena- with Smoke.

mel . SO'Ke (rmoca ,Sax.) a humid Matter exhaled in the Form

SMARA'GDINE [ ſmaragdinus,L. of ouaegadoo , Gr. ] of a Vapour, or the black Exhalation which aſcends from

of, or pertaining to an Emerald . Fire.

SMARA'GDUS (Euaedade , Gr ] an Emerald, a preci- SMO'KY, ( Ymocicz, Sax .] ſending forth Smoke, & c.

ous Stone of a tranſparent and lovely green Colour. To Smoke ( ymocian, Sax. ſinooken , Du.] to ſend forth a

To SMART [ ymcontan , Sax.) to cauſe Pain . fuliginous Vapour of fat unctuous Woods.

SMART [ ymeont, Sax. ) Pain from a Prick , Cut , &c. Smoke Farthings, an annual Rent, formerly paid for

Smart (of ymcojit, Sax. ] quick, violent, ſharp, bit- cuſtomary Dues, offered by the Inhabitants of a Dioceſs at

ing ; alſo witty . Whitſuntide, when they made their Proceſſions to the Mo

SMA'Rtness, Sharpneſs, Pungency ; alſo Wittineſs, &c. ther-Cathedral- Church .

SMATCH [of ymæč, Sax .] a ſmall Taſte of a Thing. Smoke- Silver 2 Money paid in antient Times to the Mi

SMA'TTERING (of smæc, of ymæcan , Sax.] a ſuperfici- Smoke- Penny 3 niſters of ſeveral Pariſhes, inſtead of the

al or ſlight Knowledge of an Art, &c. Tithe-Wood.

ASMA'TTERER [prob. of ymæcan , Sax. to taſte] one who To Smooth (ymæ gian , Sax .) to make ſmooth, plain, or

has ſome Smatch or Tincture of Learning .

T. SMEAR [ ymirian , Sax .] to daub over with Greaſe. Smooth (Yme Se, Sax. ] even , plain.

SMECTY'MNUS, á Word made out of the 5 firſt Letters SMOO'THNESS [rme Seney y Sax .] Evenneſs, Plainneſs.

of the Chriſtian and Sirnames of 5 Presbyterian Miniſters, Smooth -Boilinof Sugar (with Confectioners] is when

viz . Stephen Marmal, Edmund Calamy, Thomas Young, Mat- Sugar is boiled to ſuch a Height, that dipping the Tip of

shew Newcomen , and William Spurſtow , who wrote a Book the Finger in it, and afterwards applying it to the Thumb,

againſt Epiſcopacy and the Comman -Prayer, in the Year 1641 . a ſmall Thread or String will immediately break, and remain

whence their Followers were called Smectymnians. in a Drop upon the Fingers.

SME'GMA [ uidua , Gr. ] Soap, or any Thing that To SMOTHER [ xmorian, Sax . ] to ſuffocate, to ſtop the
fcours. Breath.

SMEGMATICK [ [megmaticus, L. Oungualoxos, Gr. ) of, A SMOTHER, a Vapour or Smoke, cauſed by burning

or pertaining to Soup, of a ſoapy or ſcouring Quality. Straw , 31.

To SMELL [incerte Etymologia, but the moit prob. that SMUG ( rmiche, Sax .) ſpruce, neat.

Etymologiſts have given us , is by Minbew , who derives it To SMUG one's ſelf [ ſmuiken, Dan . & c.] to trim, clean ,

of t Hamadkin, Text to taſte ; but it may as well be derived adorn , and ſet one's ſelf off to the beſt Advantage.

of ymæc, Sax. a Taſte or Reliſh ] to perceive Scents by To SMU'GGLE [[meerkelen , Du. ] to handle or kiſs a

the Nostrils. morouſly ; alſo to run Goods alhore, or bring them on

SMELLING (with Philoſophers] is an external Senſe, by Shore by ſtealth withoutpaying the Cuftom .

which an Animal , by the Alliſtance of his Noftrils, (which SMU'GNESS, Spruceneſs, Neatneſs.

are furniſhed with very ſubtile Fibres) receives all Manner of A Smu'GGLER , one who runs uncuſtom'd Goods alhore .

Smells ; and thoſe , that have the moſt tender Fibres, enjoy TO SMUGGLE (as before, or of (maggerer, Dan. or ſihmer

this Senſe in the moſt exquiſite Manner. This Senſe in chelen , Teut.] to kiſs amorouſly ; to run Goods, & c.

Man is ſpoiled by the Vapours of different and dainty Viands To Smut (beymitan, Sax. or ſchnutízen, Teut.) to dawb

or Meats, which is alledg'd as the Reaſon why Men have with Smut .

not this Senſe to that Perfection that moſt other Animals SMUT [Chinuts, Teut. or (mette, Du.) the Soot of a

have, who , by feeding on a more ſimple Diet , enjoy thismore ſimple Diet, enjoy this Chimney ; alſo a Diſeaſe in Corn .

Senſe in greater Perfection , and can by their Smelling find Smu'ttiness, a being dawbed with Soot, Gr. alſo Ob

out their Food , tho’at a great Diſtance . ſcenity of Diſcourſe.

SMELLING, the Act whereby we becomeſenſible of odo- Smu'tty, beſmeared with Smut ; alſo obſcene.

rous Bodies , by means of certain EMuvia of them , which SMYRNIUM (with Botaniſts ] the Herb Lovage, or Parſley

ſtriking on the olfactory Organ , with Briskneſs enough to of Macedon .

have their Impulſe propagated to the Brain, do excite a Sen- SNACK, a Share, a Part, as .

fation in the Soul . To go Snacks with one, is to take part or participate with

SMELT ( ymelt, Sax .) a fine ſmall Fiſh . him .

To SMELT (with Refiners) is to melt Metal in the Ore in SNAFFLE (prob. of (navel, Du. ] a Sort of Bit for a

a Furnace , called a Smciting Furnace. Horſe- Bridle .

To Smerk ? (of Ymercian, Sax.] to look ſmilingly SNAG , an unequal Tooth , ſtanding out from the reſt.

T. SMICKERS and amorouſly . SNAG - Tree, a wild Plum-Tree, O.

SMETH , an Ointment to take away Hair. SNAIL Snæzl, Sax .) a ſort of Vermin .

SMI'CKET (of ymoc, Sax.] a Woman's inner Garment of SNAIL - Clover, a ſort of Herb.

Linnen ; the o chang’d into an i , and the Term et thebetter SNAKE- Eater , an American Bird.

to fit the Mouth of a Prude. A SNAKE ( Hieroglyphically) was (in the following Form,

SMI'LAX Coming, Gr. ] the Herb Bind-Weed ; alſo the viz. in an Orb, biting and devouring his Tail) by the An

Yew - Tree, L. tients put to ſignify the continual Mutation of Creatures , and

SMI'LAX Hortenſis [with Botan . ) the French - Bean or the Change of one Being into another ; becauſe the World,

Kidney -Bean , L. as it were, feeds upon itſelf, and receives from itſelf a con

Smi'lax Levis , Rope-weed or Withy-weed, L. tinual Supply of thoſe Things that Time conſumeth.

To SMILE [ finir, Dan .] to look pleaſant, to laugh fi- A SNAKE (ynaca , of ynican , Sax . to creep ) a kind of

lently . Serpent, Du.

SMI'NTHEAN (of quindeus, Gr . a Rat] an Epithet given SNAKY [of Ynaca , Sax . a Snake) having or like Snakes.

to Apollo, from killing Rats, Mice, & c. Snake -Root, a Virginian - Root, of a grateful and whole

SMI'ris ? [of ouaw, Gr. to cleanſe ] the Emery or E. ſome bitter Taſte

Smy'ris merilftone, a kind of hard Stone uſed by SNAKE-Weed, the Herb Adder's-Wort or Biſtort.

Glaziers to cut Glaſs ,and by Jewellers, to poliſh Jewels, &c. A Snar, a ſort of Noiſe ; alſo a Morſel or Bit ; alſo a

T. SMITE [ Saiten , Daj to ſtrike, hit, or beat . kind of fiſhing for Pike.

To SMITE (with Falconers) a Phraſe uſed of a Hawk, when To SNAP (of ſnapper, Dan.] to break with a Snap ; al

the wipes her Beak after feeding. ſo to ſpeak crolly to .

SMI'TING-Line [ in a Ship] a ſmall Rope faítened to the To SNAP (of eknarken, Teut.) to make a Noiſe with the
Mizen Yard - Arm , Terving to looſen the Mizen - Sail, with Fingers, by hitting them one againſt another, & c.

out ſtriking down the Yard . SNA'PPISH [of inapper, Dan.) ſurly, crabbed in Speech.

T , SMITE the Mizen ( Sca -Phraſe) is to pull by that Rope SNA'PPISHNESS, Croſſneſs, Peevilhneſs, Crabbedneſs in

that the S.il may fall down. Speech .

SNAP
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Snar -Dragon, a kind of Flower ; alſo a ſort of Sport Drops forthwith deſcend ; upon which Deſcent, meeting

made by eating Plums out of burning Brandy . with a ſoft freezing Wind , or at leaſt pafing through a cold

A merry SNAP (prob. of knapa , Sax. a Boy , becauſe they der Region of the Air, eich Drop is immediately froze in

are commonly merry, or of knapp, Teut. chearful ] a mer- to an Icicle, ſhooting itſelf forth into ſeveral Points or Striæ

ry Fellow. on each hand from its Center,

SNAP - Hance [ f- hnaphahn, Teut.] a Fire -lock, a Gun And as to any of them that are not regular in a Star- like

that ſtrikes Fire without a Match. Form , it hippens thus; that ſtill continuing their Deſcent,

SNAP- Sack , See Knapſack. and meeting with ſome ſprinkling and intermixing Gales of
A SNARE [ hnarr, D :1.] a Gin or Trap to catch Birds warmer Air, or, in their continual Motion and Waftage to

or Beaſts ; a Wire - Gin or Stall - Net to catch Fish . and fro, touching upon each other ; ſome are a little thaw

To SNARE [beſihnaerer, Dan. ) to enſnare, entangle , or ed , blunted , froſted, clumper'd , and others broken .

take in a Snare . And theſe, though they ſeem to be ſoft, are really hard ,

To SNARL [ h-frunarrhen , or ( hnurre, Tent.] to grin becauſe true Ice, the infeparable Property of which is to be
like a Dog ; alſo to be entangled like a Skein of Silk. hard, and ſeem only to be ſoft; becauſe, upon the firſt Touch

To SNATCH ( prob .of inapen , Du.tho' Spelman derives it of the Finger, upon any of its ſharp Edges or Points , they
of fihach , Teut. Theft) to catch any thing ſuddenly ; to inſtantly thaw , or elſe they would picrce the Fingers as ſo

wreſt or take away eagerly or by Force . many Lancets .

SNATCH - Block [in a Ship ] a large Block or Palley , having And tho' Snow be true Ice , and ſo a hard and denſe Body,

a Shiver cutthro ’one of its Cheeks, for the ready receiving and yet is very light, is becauſe of the extreme Thinneſs of

in of a Rope, uſed for the Fall of the winding Tackle, that each Icicle in compariſon of its Breadth .

is let into the Block , and afterwards brought to the Capſtan. For ſo , tho' Gold is the moſt ponderous of all Bodies, yet,

TO SNEAK (Ynican , Sax. (niger, Dar. ] to act mean- when it is beaten into Leaves, it rides upon the leaſt Breath

ſpiritedly ; to creep about baſhfully ; to lurk about. of Air ; and ſo will all other Bodies where there is but little

Sxea'king [of rnican, Sax .' (niger , Dan . ] creeping Matterand large Dimenſions . As to the Whiteneſs of Snow,
up and down baſhfully ; alſo niggardly . it is becauſe it conſiſts of Parts , all of them ſingiy tranſpa

SNEAKINGNESS, Mean -ſpiritedneſs, Niggardlineſs, Baſh- rent ; but being mixed together ' ppear white, as the Parts

fulneſs. of Froth, Glaſs, Ice , and other tranſparent Bodies.

SNEAKS ?
a Sneaker or low -ſpirited Perſon .

SNOWY [of ynap.in , Sax. ) of, or belonging to Snow .

SNEA'KSBY, S To Snow (ynapan, Sax ) to defcend in congealed white

TO SNEER , to laugh fooliſhly or fcornfully. Flakes .

Sneezing (of nieyan , Sax.) a convulſive Motion of the Snow-Drops , early Spring Flowers.

Muſcles of the Breait uſed in Expiration ; wherein , after To SNUB [iome derive it of inuwirl, Du . ] to take a Per

fuſpending the Inſpiration begun , the Air is repelled from ſon up ſharply or angrily ; to keep under or in ſubjection ;

the Mouth and Noſe , with a momentary Violence . alſo to Snub, as in crying.

Snee'Zing - wort , an Herb named from its Quality. To SNUDGE along (of inigar , Dan. or ynican , Sax . to

Sner (with Hunters] the Fat of Deer. creep along ] to walk with the Countenance downwards, in a

To SNICKER 2 [ incert. Erym .] to laugh Nily , wantonly , or mufing Poiture.

To SNIGGER S contemptuouſly, to laugh in one's Sleeve . A SNUDGE [of ynican , Sax. or inigor , Dan.to creep a

To SNIP (noen, Du . ) to cut with Shears, &c. long] a down -look'd poring Perſon , a Curmudgeon.

SNIPPY , parcimonious, niggardly . SNUFF (of nuf, Sax. Snot, or írónub & , Teut. a Rheum,

A SNIPE (ynice , Sax. neppe, Du . ] a kind of Fowl. becauſe it brings them away) a Powder well known .

A SNITE , a Bird , alſo called a Bail . To take SNUF , [ fnuffen ,D.) to take Exceptions at .

To Snite (înpoor, Dan ynitan Sax. ) to blow the Noſe. SNUFFI'SH 2 apt to take Exceptions at ; alſo dawbed

SNITING (in Falconry] á kind of ſneezing of a Hawk, SNUFFY Ŝ with Snuff.

or when a Hawk does, as it were, wipe her Beak after To SNU'FFLE ( inoxifen , Du.) to make a Noiſe in breath

feeding
ing through the Nore, to ſpeak through the Noſe.

SNI'vel ( ynogel, Sax. ] Snot. SNU'FFLING [of ynygklung , Sax . Snot] ſpeaking through

SNIVELLING [of snorel, Sax . Snot] fnotty -nos'd, the Noſe.

SNIVELLY Speaking,'e':. SNUG , clofe, hidden , concealed .

Snod (rnot, Sax ] a Fillet or Hair-Lace uſed by Women. To SNUGGLE, to lie cloſe together ; to embrace one ano

SNO'DDE [old Rec.j a ſmooth Roll , or Bottom of Thread, ther in Bed .

Silk , Esc. SNUSH , corruptly for Snuff.

SNOG -Malt, ſmooth with Combs. SNUT- Noyed, Hat-nofed.

To Snook , to lie lurking for a Thing. So (rpa, Sax.) thus, in like manner, Text.

To SNo're (of Phnozihen , Teut.] to make a Noiſe thro' T. SOAK Crocian , Sax .) to fteep or lie in any Liquid ; to

the Noitrils in Sleep . imbibe to drink up as a Spunge, &r.

To SNORT ( norker, Dan. ] to make a Noiſe as a Horſe SOAP, See Sope.

does when frighted. T. SOAR [ firare, L. efforer, F. ] to fly high , to aim high ;

To Snort ( of (noucker, Dan . ] to make a Noiſe like a to be aſpiring or ambitious .

frighted Horfe. SOARAGE (with Falconers) the firſt Year of a Hawk's Age.

SNot (ynote, Sax .) a ſort of Phlegm or mucous Mat- SOA'RING (of scorer, F. ] flying high, aiming at high

ter, that is voided out of the Noſe. Things, aſpiring.

SNOTTY ( ynoticz , Sax.] ſmeared with Snot. SOAR-Hawk (in Falconry] a Hawk, ſo called from the

SNOUT( na0f, Dan. ) the Noſe of a Swine, & c. firſt taking her from the Eyrie, till ſhe has mew'd her Fea
Snow (Šnap, Sax . ) is a moiſt Vapour elevated near to thers .

the middle Region of the Air, whence it is thickened in- SOAVE (in Mu. Books] ſweet , agrecable .
to a Cloud , and reduced into the form of carded Wool, SOAVEMENT, ſweetly, agreeably , Ital.

then falling down by little Parcels . The white Colour of To Sob (prob . of yeokian , Sax. to lament] to figh con

Snow proceeds from the Conjunction of Humidity with vulſively in weeping, Sr.

Cold, which naturally engenders Whiteneſs . If Snow falls SO'BBING (prob . of ycoxian , Sax . to lament) to catch up
in Summer-time, it is cauſed by the high Mountains , which, the Breath ſhort in weeping or lamenting.

cooling the lower Region , give Bodies unto Vapours, and SO'BERNESS 2 [ fobrietas, L. fobrieté, F. ] prudent and

cauſe them to deſcend as low as the Earth . SO'BRIETY S grave Carriage, Temperance , Moderation

Snow (according to the Learned Dr. Grew ) as to the Form in Eating, Drinking, &c.

of it, has many Parts of it of a regular Figure, for the moſt Sober [fobrius, L.] moderate, temperate, modeſt, grave ,

Part being as ſo many little Rowels or Stars of 6 Points , be ſerious.

ing perfect and tranſparent Ice, as may be ſeen upon a Veſſel Soc [ old Laze ] a Power or Liberty of Juriſdiction or to

of Water ; upon which 6 Points are ſet other collateral Points , execute Juſtice .

and theſe always at the ſame Angles, as are the main Points Soca in old Law] a Scigniory or Lordſhip endowed by

themſelves. the King , with Liberty of holding a Court of his Tenants,

From whence the true Notion and external Nature of called Sockmen .

Snow ſeems to appear, viz . That not only ſome few Parts SOCAGE 2 [of foc. F. a Plough- thare , or yocne , Sax . a Pri

of Snow, but originally the whole Body of it , or of a ſnowy SOCCAGESvilege) a certain Tenure of Lands held by infe

Cloud , is an infinite Míaſs of Icicles , regularly figured , and rior husbandry Services, to be performed to the Lord of the

not one Particle of it, originally being irregular. Fee . Antiently this Tenure wasoftwoSorts,viz. Free or Common

It being a Cloud of Vapours gathered into Drops, which Saccage, and Baje Socrage, otherwiſe called Villenage: But ſince all

Tenures,
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Tenuícs, by an A &t of Parliament made in the twelfth Year Alla Ekbec, i . e . God is great ; or iflifie Alla, i . e . God

of King Charles II. are adjudged and taken to be turned defend ; or at moſt ſubhacun Alla, i. e. God is pure.

into Free and Common Soccage. So'rit ? [ in Architect. ] the Eaves of the Coronaof the

SOCCAGER ? a Tenant who holds Lands and Tenements Sofi'to Capital of a Column, alſo any Plafond or

SOKEMAN S by Soccage, i . e. by ploughing their Lords Cieling formed of croſs Beams, or flying Cornices, the

Land with their own Ploughs, and at their own Charges . ſquare Compartments or Pannels whereof are inrich'd with

SOCIABLE ? [ ſociabilis, L. ) delighting in Company ; Sculptures, Painting, orGuilding.

SOCIAL S fit for Company or Converlation . SOFT ( Yoxt , Sax. ) yielding to the Touch ; alſo weak of

SO'CLABLENESS ? [ fucialitas, L.) a ſocial Temper, Fitneſs Underſtanding , filly.

So'c ! ALNESS S for Converſation . T. SOFTEN [ Sortnian, Sax .) to make ſoft.

SocI'ETY [ focietas , L. ) an Affemblage or Union of ſeve- So'rtNESS (Soyenyrye,Sax.) a ſoft or yielding Quality :

ral Perſons in the ſame Place , for their mutual Aliſtance , Se- allo Mildneſs of Temper.

curity , and Intereit, in ſome Affair, Concern , Trade, &c. SOFTENING (with Painters] the mixing of the Colours

Company, Fellowship .
with a Pencil or Bruſh .

SOCIETY [in Commerce) a Contract or Agreement , be- So'rtish , ſomewhat ſoft.

tween two or more Perſons, whereby they bind themſelves SOFT Bodies (with Philoſophers) ſuch Bodies which, being

together for a certain Time, and agree to Mare equally in preſſed, yield to the Preſſure or Stroke, loſe their former

the Profits and Loſſes which ſhall accrue in the Affair, for Figure, and cannot recover it again ; and in this differ from

which the Copartnerſhip is contracted . elaſtick Bodies , which by their own natural Power do reco

Royal SOCIETY, a Society of Noble, Learned , and In- ver their former Figure.

genious Men, founded by King Charles II . under the Name SoHo ! [ Heus, L.) an Interjection of calling to one at a

of the Preſident , Council , and Fellows of the Royal Society Diſtance , as much as to ſay, ſtop, or ſtay, or come hither.

of London, for the Improvementof Natural Knowledge, viz. Soil [ ſolum , L.] Ground, conſidered with reſpect to its

Mathematical, Phyſiological, Mechanical , and Chymical, Quality or Situation ; a Country,

whoſe Meeting was at Greſnam -College in Biſkopsgate-ſtreet. To Soil (prob. of ſogliare, Ital. or ſouiller, F. ) to dung,

Soci'NIAN, of,or pertaining to Socinianiſm . to muck , to dirty, to foul .

SocI'NIANISM , the Principles and Opinions of the So- A Soil, a Dih , a Strainer .

cinians , who take their Name of Fauſtus Socinus, a Gentle- To SOIL Milk, is to ſtrain or cleanſe it .

man of Sienna, who was a ſtanch Antitrinitarian, aſſerting To Soil, to foul, to dirty, to take off the Gloſs ; alſo to
that Chrilt was a mere Man , and had no Exiſtence before muck Land .

Miry, and deny'd Original Sin , Grace , Predeſtination , &c . To take Soil (with Hunters] is to run into the Waters, as

Sock [ fuccus, L. joque, F. ) a Clothing for the Feet . a Deer when cloſe purſued.

SOCLE 2 ( with Architects ] a flat ſquare Member, under A SO'JOURN , a Sojourning, a Tarrying or Abiding for a

ZocLES the Baies of Pedeſtals of Statues, Vaſes, &c. Time. Mihon.

it ſerves as a Foot or Stand . To SO'JOURN [ Sejourner, F. ) to tarry , ſtay, or continue

SOCMEN [sɔcaymen, Sax.) were, in the Time of the for ſome Time in a Place ; alſo to dwell, abide, or live a

Saxons, a Sort of Tenants that manur'd and tillid the inland · while in it.

or peculiar Demeans to their Lord , yielding him Work, and Soit fuitcomme il eſt deſire, &c. [i . e . Let it be done as it

no Rent. But ſince the Conqueſt, thoſe were properly Soc- is deſired ] a Form of Speech uſed when the King gives his

inen , who held by no lervile Tenure ; but uſually paid their Aflent to a private Bill pafled in both Houles of Parlia

Rent as a Soke or Sign of Freedom . ment, F.

Socket ( prob . of ſouchetta, F. a Trunk or Stalk ] Part of A SOKE ( rocnea , Sax .) a Privilege of Tenants , who in

a Candleſtick ; alſo a piece of Metal at the Bottom of a Pike, antient Times were excuſed from cuſtomary Impofitions ;al

Halbert, Socket , s. ſo the Territory wherein the chief Lord exerciſed his Liber

SOCKETS [on Shipboard] thoſe Holes , into which the Iron- ty of keeping Courts within his own Territory ; alſo a Quit
Pins of the Guns, called murdering Pieces and Fowlers, rent or Payment which the Tenants made to their Lord in

the Quality of a Sockman or Freeman .

Socna (rocne , or roca, Sax. ] a Privilege or Liberty, To Soke ( rocian, Sax. ) to ſteep, or macerate ; alſo to

and Franchile . See Soke. drain or empty a Perſon's Pockets.

Socome (old Lew] a Cuſtom of grinding at the Lord's Soked (of Socian , Sax .) thorough wet, drench'd , & c. in

Mill . fome Liquid .

Bond Socome , is when the Tenants are bound to grind SOKE- Reeve, the Rent-Gatherer in the Lord's Soke .

at the Lord's Mill. SOKEMANRY, the free Tenure or holding Land by Soccage.

Love Socome, is when they do ſo freely, for Love of their Soker , a hard Drinker, a Toper .

Lord .
Sol [the Sun, or Apollo ] was by the Antients painted

SOCRATICK Philoſophy, thoſe Doctrines and Opinions, with long, curled, yellow Hair, crowned with Laurel , clad

with regard to Morality and Religion , maintained and taught in a Purple Robe, on a Throne of Emeralds, holding in

by Socrates . See Socrates, in Pr. n. his Hand a Silver Bow .

Sod ( terra foda , Ital. Code, Du . ) a ſort of Turf, or the Sol (with Chymiſts) is Gold .

Superficies of a heathy Ground pared off. Sol [in Herald.] the golden Colour in the Coats of So

SODA’LITY ( Jodalitas, L. ) Fellowihip, Society. vereign Princes .

SODALITIOUS [ jodalitidi, L. ] of, or pertaining to Socie- Sol [in Mufick] the Name of one of the Notes in the

ty . Gamut.

SO'DDEN [of Seo San, Sax . fieden , Teut . ) ſeethed, boiled. Sol [in Hermetick Philoſophy] Sulphur.

SODOM Apples, Apples which ſome Travellers have re- Sol [in Blazonry] by thoſe that blazon by Planets, inſtead

ported to grow about Sodom, which appear fair to the Eye ; of Metals and Colours, is the ſame as Or, the Sun being

but being touched they immediately crumble away, being full the most glorious of all the Planets , as Gold is of Metals .

of Soot and Smoke. Sol, or Sou, a Shilling, a French Coin of Copper, mix'd

So'domite ( ſodomita, L. ſo called of the Sin of Sodom ] one with Silver , equal to 12 Deniers, and the 20th Part of a

who commits the Sin of Sodomy, a Buggerer. Liere, a ioth Part leſs in Value than the Engliſh Penny.

SODOMI'TICAL [jodomiticus, L.] of, or pertaining to the So'lace (folatium, L. ] Confolation , Comfort, Delight.

Sin of Sodomy. T. SO'LACE ( folari, L. folacier, F. ] to afford Solace or

SODOMI'TICALNESS (of ſodomiticus, L. ] Guiltineſs of so- Comfort, to recreate one's ſelf.

domy . To So'lace [among Printers.] If an Affront is given from

SODOMY [ ſodomia, L. ) the Sin of the Fleſh againſt Na- one to another, an Appeal is made to the Majority, whether

ture, ſo named becauſe committed by the Inhabitants of the it may be taken as ſuch ; and if it may , he , that receiv'd it,

City of Sydom , Buggery. is permitted to purchaſe a Solace, thatis, to ſpend Sixpence,

SOFA , a ſort of Alcove much uſed in Afia ; it is an A- &c. that the other may be compellid to ſpend double as

partment of State, raiſed from about half a Foot , to two much : Verifying the old Proverb, He puts out one of his

Foothigher than the Floor, and furniſhed with rich Carpets own Eyes, to put out both of his Adverſary's.

and Cushions , where honourable Perſonages are entertained . SOLACHS, the Foot-Guards of the Grand Seignior, who

SOFEES (among the Turks) a Sect which paſs for religious attend him armed with Bows and Arrows, to the Number

Puritans, who make a Practice of reading in the Streets and of 300 .

publick Places ; being always very buſy with their Beads, SOL A e'us [in Anatomy] a Muſcle which helps to ſtretch
that Knowledge may be taken of their counterfeit Devotion ; out the Sole of the Foot,

and when they do ipeak, it is but two Words at moſt, as So

are let.
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SOLANDER , a Diſeaſe in Horſes. Soli'dity (in Phyficks] is a Property of Matter or Body,

SOLANUM [in Botany ] the Herb , Nightſhade, L. whereby it excludes every other Body from the Place itſelf

SOLAR [ Polaris, L ) of, or pertaining to the Sun. poffeffes.

SOLAR Month ( in Aftron.) is that Time in which the Sun Solidity , is alſo a Quality of a natural Body , that is
runs over one twelfth Part of the Zodiack . oppoſite to Fluidity , which conſiſts in the Parts of Bodies

SOLAR Tear [A;fron . ] is that Space of Time, wherein being interwoven and entangled one within another, ſo that

the Sun returns again to the fame Equinoctial or Solſtitial they cannot ſpread themſelves ſeveral Ways, as fluid Bodies

Point, which is always 365 Days , 5 Hours , and 49 Minutes. do.

The SO'LAR Syſtem (with Altron .) is the Order and Diſpo- SOLI'Dity (in Geom .] is the Quantity of Space contained

ſition of the ſeveral celeſtial Bodies which revolve round the in a ſolid Body , called alſo the ſolid Content and Cube

Sun as the Center of their Motion , viz . the Planets and the of it.

Comets. So'lido, as a Bond in Solido, i.e. a Bond or Writing

SOLA'RIUM, a Sun - dial , L. obligatory for the Whole, L.

SOLA'RIUM (in entient Writers] an upper Room or Garret . So'lids (with Gram. ) or ſolid Letters are thoſe which

SOLA'RIUM , a Place raiſed and exposed to the Sun , where are never liquefied, as F , and alſo J and V are, which often

People are wont to walk ; alío a Terrace -Walk , L. become Conſonants when they are ſet before other Vowels in

SoʻLDAN , a Mahometan Prince, as the Soldan of Egypt. the ſame Syllable, as in Jupiter , Voluntas.

So'LDANELLA ( with Botan . ) Bind -weed, L. Regular Soʻlids [ in Geom .] are ſuch as are tèrminated by

Soʻlder S[ coudurº, Du.] a Compoſition uſed by Plum- regular and equal Planes , as the Tetraedron, Exaedron, Octa

SO'DDER {mers, Silver-Smiths, and other Artiícers in edron , Dodecaedron , and Icofiedron.

Metals. Irregular So'lids [in Geom. ] are all ſuch as do not come

To So'LDER ? ( ſaldare,Ital. of ſolidare, L fouder, F. ] to under the Definition of Regular Solids, as the Sphere, Cy

T. SO'DDERSjoin or faften together with Solder . linder, Cone, Parallelogram , Priſm , Pyramid, ' Parallelo

SO'LDIER [ foldat, F. prob. of Solidus, L. a Shilling, the piped , &c .

Liſting - Money] one who ſerves the King in his Wars for a So'lids ( with Anat.) are all the continuous and continent

certain Pay. Parts of the Body , thus ftiled, in oppoſition to the Fluids or

SO'LDIERY (la folaateſque, F. ] the whole Body of Sol- the Parts contained therein .

diers collectively . So'LIDUM , the whole, the full and whole, L.

SOLE ( folus, L. ſeul, F. ) only , alone. SOLIFI'DIAN , one who holds the Principles of the Solifidians.

SOLE of the Foot [of jolea, a Shoe, of_ſolum , L. the SOLIYIDIANISM (of ſolus and fides, L.) the Doctrines,
Ground ] the Bottom or hollow Part of the Foot, from the &c. of the Solifidians, i. e . ſuchwho hold that Faith only,
Heel to the Toe . without Works , is neceſſary to Salvation .

Sole of the Fort [ in Horſes] is as it were a Pla te of Horn , Soli'geNOUS ( foligena , L.] begotten of the Sun.

which encompaſſes the Fleſh , covering the whole Bottom of SOLI'LOQUY ( Joliloquium , L. ) a Reaſoning or Diſcourſe
the Fout, b. which a Man holds by himſelf.

Sole Tenant [in Law] a Man or Woman , who holds So'lipede [ folipes, L.] whole-footed .
Land in his or her own Right . SO'LITARINESS, Lonelineſs, a being unfrequented ; a ſo

So'LECISM [ lolæriſmus, L. of Dadiriouós, Gr. a Word litary Humour.

derived from the Soli, a People of Attica in Greece, who So'LITARY [ ſolitarius. L. folitaire, F. ] loneſome, retired

being tranſplanted into Cilicia in Afia quite loft the Purity of or in private, remote from the Company or Commerce of

their Mother-tongue, inſomuch that they became notable for others of the ſame Species, loving to be alone.

their rude Pronunciation and uncouth Expreſſion ) an Impro- So'LITARY Column, a Column that ſtands alone in any

priety of Speech, contrary to the Rules of Grammar. publick Place .

So'lemn ( Jolemnis, L.) celebrated in due Order of ſome SoʻLITARY -Worm , a Worm in the Inteſtines, or placed

ſtated Time, done in its Formalities ; alſo done .with Reve- in the Pylerus, which , tho' it is but one, extends the Length

rence , authentick. of the Inteſtines.

So'LEMNNESS ( folemnitas, L. folemnité, F.) a ſolemn Qua- SOLITAURI'LIA ( among the Romans) a Sacrifice of a Sow ,

lity, or reverential Performance of a Thing. Bull , and Sheep, which the Cenſors offered once every five

SOLE'MNITY, [ folemnitas, L.) a ſolemn Action, the Pomp Years, when they performed the Luſtrum or numbered and

of celebrating an anniverſary Feaft.
taxed the Citizens.

SOLEMNIZA'Tion, a Solemnizing, L. So'litude [ folitudo, L.) a Deſart or uninhabited Place ;

T. So'LEMNIZE [Jernizare, L.) to do or ſet forth after alſo a retired or folitary Life, F.
a ſolemn Manner, to celebrate , as a Marriage, &c. SOLI'VAGANT ?[ Solivagus, L. ) wandering alone, ſoli

So'LEN [ while, Gr. ) an hollow , oblong , chirurgical SOLI'vagous Stary

Frame, in which a broken Leg or Thigh is placed . To Solli'cit jollicitare, L.) to importune or preſs, to

SOLAE'us [ in Anar.] a Muſcle called allo Gaſtrocnemius. move, urge, entice, or egg on ; alſo to proſecute an Affair ,

So'L -FA - ING [ in Singing ] the naming and pronouncing to follow it hard .

the ſeveral Notes of a Song , by the Syllables ſol, fa, la, &c. SOLLICITA'TiON, án earneſt Entreaty ; an Importuning

So'lid ( folidus, L.) mafiy , hard , ſtrong, firm ; allo or Preſſing ; alſo a Motion, Inducement, Inſtance , F. of L.

real , ſubſtantial ; alſo found , laſting . , Sollicitour follicitatur, L.) one who follicites a Bufi

SOLID [in Phyſicks) is a Body, whoſe minute Parts are neſs for another .

connected together, to as not to give Way or ſlip from each SOLLICITOUR [ in Lavo] one employ'd to follow and take

other, upon the finalleit Impreilion. care of Suits depending in Courts of Law or Equity.

SOLID Angle ( with Geomet . ] an Angle made by the meet- Sol Li'citous ( follicitus, L.] full of Care and Fear,

ing of 3 or more Planes , and thoſe joining in a Point like troubled or much concern'd about any Matter.

that of a cut Diamond . SOLLI'CITOUSNESS , Carefulneſs, Anxiouſneſs.

A SOLID or folid Body (with Mathemat .) is a Body that SOLLICITUDE ( follicitudo, L. ) great Care, carking Care,

has Length, Breadth, and Thickneſs, whoſe Bounds and Li . great Trouble, Anguiſh , or Anxiouſneſs of Mind,

mits are a Superficies. So'lo [in Mu. Books] ſignifies ſingly or alone. It is fre

Solid Numbers in Mathemat.) are ſuch as ariſe from the quently uicd in Pieces of Mufick conliſting of feveral Parts,

Multiplication of a plain Number, by any others whatſoever. when one Part is to be performed alone, as

Thus, 18 is a Solid , made by 6 , multiply'd by 3 . So'lo fiauto, i.e. The Flute alone.

Solid Problem [in Geom . ] is ſuch an one as cannot be So'lo violino, i.e. The Violin alone .

ſolved Geometrically , but by the Interſection of a Circle So'lo (in Mu . Books) is alſo a Diſtinction uſed in Sonata's

and a Conick Section ; or by the Interſection of 2 other Co for one Violin , or one Flute and a Baſs, or 2 Violins or

nick Sections beſides the Circle. Flutes and a Baſs.

SOLIDA'GO (with Botan . ) the Herb . Comfrey, Conſound, SOLOECOPHANES (EoX0IXOpays,Gr.) that which ſeemeth

or Wall-wort, öc. to be a Soleciſm or Impropriety of Speech, and is not .

SOLIDA'TION , a making ſolid or firm , L. SOLO'MON'S Seal, an Herb .

SO'LIDNESS 2Cfoliditas, L. folidité, F. ] Maſſiveneſs,
See Sol.

So'LIDITY Š Soundneſs, Firmneſs ; the Oppoſite to Su

perficialneſs ; allo Soundneſs of Judgment, ; allo Gravity in SOLSTICE ( follitium , q . plis ftatio, L. the Station of

Behaviour. the Sun , ſo called, becauſe he then appears to ſtand ſtill] is,

SOLIDITY [in Architect.] is apply'd both to the Con- with Aſtronomers, the Time when the Sun is in one of the

fiftence of the Ground whereon the Foundation of a Build- folftitial Points, that is , when he is .at his greateſt

ing is laid ; and alſo to a Maſſive of Maſonry of a great Diſtance from the Equator, which is 23 Degrees and an

Thickneſs, without any Cavity in it.
Efisalhalf.
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Stics } bied is,when the Sun entering the

Hyemal SO'LSTICE

stice }

1

2 [in Afiron.) in the Northern Coun. SOME while ( rom -plıyle Sax . ] ſometime, at one time or

Summer another.

Tropick of Cancer, on the 11th of June, makes our longeſt Son ( runa, Sax. ſon , Dan.) a relative Term apply'd to

Day and ſhorteſt Night. a Male Child, conſidered in the Relation he bears to his

2 [in the Norther -Countries) is when Parents .

Winter2 SONA , a Sound , Ital.

pricorn, which is on the 11th of December, and makes our Sona'ta, aPiece or Compoſition of Muſick , wholly per
ihorteſt Day and longeſt Night, which is on the uth of formed by Inſtruments.

December ; For under the Equator there is no Variation, So'nable ( Jonabilis, L.) that will eaſily found.
but a continual Equality of Days and Nights . Sonchi'tes ( with Botaniſts) the greater Kind of Hawk

SOLSTI'TIAL ( ſolſtitialis, L.] of, or pertaining to the weed , L. of Gr.

Solſtitial. So'nchos [cóyxo , Gr. ) Sow -thiſtle.

SOLSTIAL Poirits [ in Aſtron.) are thoſe Points of the Song (Song, Sax .] a Compoſure or Verſe to be ſung.

Ecliptick , wherein the Sun's Aſcent above the Ecliptick SO'NGSTER (rangene, Sax .) a Singer of Songs .
and his Deſcent below it are terminated. So'nna , a Book of Mahometan Traditions , wherein all

So'LVABLE ( ſolubilis, L. ) that may be reſolved or ex- the Orthodox Muſſelmen are required to believe.

plained ; allo that is able to pay. So'nnet ( funnet, Ital.] a ſhort Song, & c. a ſort of Ita
SO'LVABLENESS (of jolvable, F. ) Ability to pay . lian Poem conſiſting of 14 Verſes, all whoſe Rhymes an-.

So'luele ( ſolubilis, L.) looſening, or apt to give or go ſwer one another, the 8 firſt Verſes being all in 2 Rhymes.

to Stool . SONO'Rous ( foncrus, L.) ſounding, making a loud Noiſe.

So'LUBLE-Tartar ( Chymiſtry) a Kind of chymical Salt , So'NO ROUSNESS , Soundingneſs, Loudneſs.

prepared by boiling 8 Ounces of Cream of Tartar, and 4 SO'NSHIP (Sunayhode, Sax .) the Relation of a Son.

Ounces of fixed Salt of Tartar, in 3 Pints of Water in an Soon (Sona, Sax.) in a ſhort Time ; alſo early .

earthen Vefſel for half an Hour, &c. which being coolid, Soop [ Soupe, F. or of yup of yupan or Gype, Sax.) a fort

Itrain d , and the Moiſture evaporated, the Salt will remain at Soup of Pottage with Herbs, Spice, & c.

the Bottom . Soot (yoote, Sax.) Smoak condenſed, an earthy , volatile

SOLUBILITY ( folubilitas, L. ] Looſeneſs. Matter, ariſing with the Smoakby the Action of Fire, or

To Solve [ Solvere, L.) to reſolve or decide. condenſed on the Sides of the Chimney.

SOLVENCY, a Paying or Capacity of paying Debts, & c. To Sooth (geyogian, Sax .) to flatter, to give ſoft, tender,

So'LVENDO ejje [ in Law] ſignifies that a Perſon hath or agreeable Words, to aſſent to .

wherewith to pay, or is folvent. In Sooth 2 [of yo, Sax. true) indeed , verily , truly ;
So'LVENT | Slovens, L. ) able to pay . For Sooth S commonly uſed by Way of Taunt.
So'LVENT (with Chymiſts] any Menſtruum or corroſive SooʻTHFAST (60 Gyart,Sax. ) true,0.

Liquor which will diffolve Bodies. SoO'TH FASTNESS ( 80 fayeneyye, Sax .) Truth , O.

So'LVENT ( in Medicine] the ſame as Diſſolvent. A Soo'THSAYER , a Diviner, a Foreteller of future Events.

Solu'tio chymica, is the reſolving or reducing any mixt Soo'THSAYING [ of 60 % , true, and Sazan, Sax . to fay ]

Body into its chymical Principles, Spirit, Salt, Sulphur, divining.

Earth and Water. So'otiness [of Sootigneyye, Sax .) the being footy .

SOLUTIO continui [in Anat. and Surgery ] a Solution of Soo'ty [Gooticz , Sax .] ſmeared, &c. with condenſed
the Continuity, or a Diſeaſe common to the ſolid Parts of Smoak.

the Body, wherein their natural Coheſion is ſeparated. A Sop [ Soppa, Ital. ſopa, Span. ſoppe, Du. or of yoppella ,
SOLUCION, a Loofening , F. of L. Sax ] Bread ſoaked in Broth, Dripping, Drink, Wine, &c.

SOLU'TION [of Queſtions) is the explaining or anſwering To Sop (Coppen , Du,] to dip into or ſoak in any Liquid.
them .

SOPE ( Yape, Sax. (aebe, Dan. Japo, L.) a Compoſition of

SOLUTION [ in Phylicks) the Reduction of a firm Body Oil , Pot-athes, Lime, &c. for waſhing and cleanſing Linnen

into a fluid State, by means of ſome Menſtruum . or Woollen .

SOLUTION (with Mathemat.] is the anſwering any Qucf- To Sope (Yapan , Sax .] to daub with or lay on Sope.

tion , or the Reſolution of
any

Problem . SOP6 -Wort, an Herb.

SOLUTIONE feudis militis, &c . are Writs for Knights of Sopi, a Term uſed , at Cambridge, for a Sophiſter.

the Shire , or Burgeſſes in Parliament, to recover their Al- Sophi [ i. e. pure and holy] the Supreme Monarch or

lowance, if it be deny’d . Emperor of Perſia.

So'lutive ( Jolutious, L. ) of a looſening Quality, as a SO'Phia chirurgorum (with Surgeons) the Herb Flix -weed,

folutive Medicine. good for Wounds and foul Ulcers, L.

Som A'TICA [of õpce, Gr. a Body] the Science of Bodies . So'phism [ ſopbilma, L. of cópious , Gr. ) a captious , fal

SOMA'TICAL [ fomaticus, L. of powTixòs, Gr. ] corporeal, lacious Reaſoning ; an Argument falie at Bottom , and inven

bodily, ſubſtantial. ted only to amuſe and embarraſs the Perſon to whom it is
Some ( yome, & ruine, Sax .] a Part of the Whole. uſed ,

SOMETHING [Som ding , Sax. Somhpæt, Sax. with A SO'PHIST [ fophifta, L. oopsis, Gr. ] a Perſon

SO'MEWHATS Metaphyſicians] is definid to be the ſame A So'rhister S who frames Sophiſms, that is, who uſes

as Being, as is to be proved by theſe Axioms which follow : ſubtle Arguments to deceive thoſe he would perſuade or

If it be impoſſible for the ſame Thing to have Elence, and convince.

not to have Elence, at the ſame Time; to be a Thing, and not SOPHISTICAL ( 20015txos, Gr.] of, or pertaining to a So

to be a Thing ; to be ſomething, and not to be ſomething ; then phiſm , deceitful, captious.

Eljence, Tbing, and Something, are Words ſynonymous to SophI'STICALNESS [of fophifticus, L. ſophiſtique, F. of

Being Copiszkos, Gr. ] Captiouſneſs, Deceitfulneſs ; a ſophiſtical

Somewhere [ Somhpur, Sax.) in ſome Place. Quality.

Somme ' [in Heraldry] ſignifies in French Bla To SOPHISTICATE ( Sophiſtiquer, F. ) to debaſe, corrupt,

zonry, horned , or a Stag's carrying his Horns ; or ſpoil Liquors, by mingling ſomething of a baſer Kind
and , when there are leſs than thirteen Branches in with them .

them, they tell the Number F. See the Figure. SophI'STICATED [ ſophiſticatus, L.) adulterated ; it is

SOMNAMBULI, an Appellation given to thoſe Perſons who uſed more eſpecially of Wines and chymical Preparations,

walk in their Sleep , L. which are not made good in their ſeveral Kinds .

SOMNI'CULOUS [ fomniculofus, L.) drowſy, ſleepy . SOPHISTICA'T10N, an Adulteration,Debaſing, or Falſifying.

SOMNICU LO'SITY, Drowlineſs, Sleepincts . SOPHISTICATION [in Alchymy, Chymiſtry, & c.] is the

SOMNIFEROUS [ ſomnifer, L.) bringing or cauſing Sleep . uſing indirect Means of whitening Copper, gilding and
SOMNI'FICK (of ſomnificus, L.) cauſing Sleep. giving other ſuperficial Tinctures, or augmenting Metals by
Somni'FUGOUS (of ſomnifugus, L.]driving away Sleep . divers Mixtures to delude Perſons who employ them .

SO'M NOLENCY fomnolentia, L. ) Sleepineſs, Drowsineſs. SO'PHISTRY [ ars ſophiſtica, L. Sophiſtiquerie, F , of

Som ni'FERA [with Phyſicians] Tuch Medicines as caule copisin), ſcil. Tizma, Gr. ] an Art of deceiving by fallaci
Sleep , Opiates , L. ous and gloſſy Arguments ; it is always occupied either in

SO'MNOLENCY ( fomnolentia, L. ) Drowſineſs, Sleepineſs. proving or endeavouring to prove the Truth to be falſe, op

.. SOMNOLENTIA continua (with Phyſicians) a conitani Drow
eife that which is falſe to be true , by uſing ſome ambiguous

fineis or Inclination to Sleep, L. Word, or by not well applying it to the Purpoſe.

SOMNUS Sleep, a Straitening ofthe Pores of the Brain , by Sophroneste'res [of ow pegrisw, I come to my right

which means the outward Senſes ceaſe from their Opera Mind , Gr, ) the Teethof Wisdom orEye-Teeth, ſo called,
tions , L. becauſe they don't come till Years of Diſcretion .

So'.
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per Claſſes.

ner, Ital.

So'piness (of Sapicgneyye , Sax.] a being dawbed with So'rkyness ( of ya pisneyye,Sax.] Paltrineſs, Meanncs.

Sope . Lowneſs of Value .

So'pITED ( opitus, L.) laid to Sleep . Sors , Lot , Chance , Hazard , L.

So'pitive ( jopitivus, L.) cauſing Sleep. Sors Cold Rec.] the principal Money lent upon Uſury, di
SopO'RAL Ufoporus, L. ) cauſing Sleep. ftinct from the Intereſt , L.

SOPO'RAL Arteries (in Anat.) the Carotid Arteries fo cal- SORT [forte, Ital . jors, L. ) a Kind, Manner, Way, Fa

led , becauſe , if tied , they immediately incline the Perſon fhion , F.

to Sleep. Sort of Balances, four Dozen in Number .

SOPORATIVE, cauſing Sleep . To SORT ( fortiri, L. ) to diſpoſe Things into their pro

SOPORIFEROUS [ Soporifer, L. ) cauſing Sleep .

Sorori'FEROUSNESS a Sleep- caufing Quality. SORTILE'GE [ fortilegium , L. ) a Soothſaying or Divina

SoPo'rous , ( foporous, L.) ſleepy. tion by Lots ; alſo an Electing by caſting of Lots .

So'pped [ Soppa, Ital. a Sop toppen, Du. to ſop] Bread So'rting Kerſeys, a ſort of Clothes.

foaked in Dripping, Wine, Ale , & c. Soʻrtes Lots, a Method of deciding dubious Caſes, where

So'py [6apicy , Sax . ] ſmeared with Sope. there appears no Ground for a Preference, by the referring

Sor Bi'le [ jorbilis, L. ) that may be, or is eaſy to be the Things to the Conduct of Chance, as in drawing of
fupped. Tickets or Lots , caſting of Dice, &C.

SOR B-Apple ( forbe, F. ) the Service-berry. So'rus accipiter (ant. Deeds] a Sore-Hawk.

Sorbi'tion , a Supping or Drinking, L. So'r y , a Kind of Mineral, a ſort of Vitriol made of

SO'RBUS ( with Botaniſts ] the Sorb, Service- tree, or Chalcitis or Cadmia .

Quicken - tree, L. Sospi'ro ( in Mufick Books ] a ſmall Character called a

SO'RBONIST, a Divine belonging to the College of Sor- Reſt, Ital.

bonne in Paris . Sot ( sott , Sax . which ſome derive of cowo , Gr. ) a

SO'R BONNE ( ſo named from the Village of Sorbonne near Perſon who is void of, or of dull Wit and Senſe ; a blockiſh

Paris ] a Corporation or Society ofDoctors of Divinity in ſtupid Perſon ; alſo a Drunkard, Sleepy-headedneſs, Stupi

that Univerſity, founded by Ralph de Sorbonne, Confeſſor to dity, Dulneſó, Drunkenneſs.

Lewis IX . or Saint Lewis. So'ttish ( yottig, Sax.) dull, ſtupid, drunken, & c.
SO'R BONNIQUE, an Act of Divinity, ſo named becauſe it So'TTISHNES [ rottigryrre, Sax .) Sleepy - headedneſs ,

was held in the Hall of the Sorbonne, F. Supidiiy.

Soros [ forba, L. ) the Berries of the Service-tree. SOSTENU'TO [in Mu. Books] intimates that the Sound of

So'rcerer [ forcier, F. ] one who uſes Witchcraft, a a Note is to be held out firmly in an equal and fteddy Man

Wizard, a Magician, an Inchanter.

SO'RCER ESS Forciere, F. ) a Witch or Hag. Sote'ria (with the Romans] Sacrifices for Health ; Games

SO'RCERY forcellerie, F.] Witchcraft, Enchantment, or and Solemnities obſerved by the People for the Health and
Divination , by the Afliſtance of the Devil . Preſervation of theEmperor.

SorDe'r 3 [ Jourdine, F. ] a ſmall Pipe put into the So'THALE, an Entertainment antiently made by Bailiffs
Sordi'ne S Mouth of a Trumpet, to make it ſound to thoſe of their Hundred for Gain .

lower or Thriller. Souce [ foute, Du. falfum , L.] a ſort of Pickle for Hog's

So'rdid [ fordidus, L. ] ſoul, filthy ; alſo baſe ; alſo nig- Fleſh , & C.

gardly ; alſo pitiful, paltry . To Souce , to put into Pickle .

SO'RDIDNESS [of fordes, L. ) Filthineſs, Baſeneſs, c. A So'vereign , a Monarch, an Emperor, King, or

Sore [ſaar, Dan. Yane, Sax .) an Ulcer or Wound that Prince, who has Sovereign Command.
is raw and painful. So'vereign [ Souveraine, F. ] abſolute, chief, ſupreme ;

SORE [ypæn, Sax.] ſorely ; alſo great, vehement, much. alſo excellent in its kind , efficacious, as a Sovereign Remedy.

Sore, the young one of the Buck's Breed in the fourth So'VERAIGN, a piece of Gold- Coin , current at 223. and

Year. 6d, which in the 4th Year of King Edward VI . was coined

So'rel , the young one of the Buck's Breed in the at_245 . a Piece, and in 6th Year of Edward VI. at 30 s.

third Year. and in the ift Year of King Henry VIII. (when by Inden

• Soʻrel (rure, Sax. Sour] a Sallet-herb. ture of the Mint, a Pound Weight of Gold of the old

So'reness ( ræſneyye ] Greatneſs, Vehemence ; alſo Standard, ) was to be coined at 24 Soveraigns .

Painfulneſs. SO'VEREIGNNESS 2 [ Souveraineté, F. ) Sovereignty, the

SORE- Age (in Falconry ] the firſt Year of an Hawk . So'VEREIGNTY ; the State or Quality of a Sovereign

SORE- Hawk [with Falconers] an Hawk is ſo called from Prince.

the firſt taking her from her Eyrie , till the has mew'd or caft Sought [ of Yæcan, to ſeek] ſearched after.

her Feathers. Soul [ rapul, Sax.) of Man, is a Being created of no

So'ring [with Hunters] the Footing of a Hare when ſhe thing, incorporeal, and more excellent than Elemental and
is in the

open
Field . Æthereal Bodies . As to its Reſidence in the Body , fome

Sor I'TES [ repirns, Gr . ) is an Argument or imperfect hold that ſhe is in all the Body, and wholly in every part of

Syllogiſm , which confifts of divers Propofitions heaped up it . Others allign her Reſidence in the Brain ; the Philofo

together, in which the Predicate of the former is ſtill made phers and Divines in the Heart. Ariſtotle ſuppoſes a Male

the Subject of the latter, till, in Concluſion, the laſt Predi. Body to receive its Soul the 42d Day after Conception, and

cate is attributed to the firſt Subject; as that of Themiſtocles, a Female the 19th. Othersſuppoſe it to be infuſed with

that his little Son commanded the whole world. Thus , my the Semen itſelf . Des Chartes is of Opinion it is infus'd

Son commands his Mother ; his Mother me ; I the Ashe- when it is furniſhed with all its Organs, that is , after the

nians ; the Athenians the Greek; } Greece, Europe ; and Eu . Formation of the Belly , Heart, Brain , &c. which Anato

rope the whole World . miſts ſay is about the 4th Month.

Soro'rocide ( fororicida of furor and cædes, L.) the Killing The Soul was by the Antients painted in white Gar
of a Sifter, or one who kills his Siſter . ments , branched with Gold and Pearl, and crowned with a

SO'RRAGE, the Blades of green Corn, as Wheat, Barley, Garland of Roſes .

Rye , &c. Rational Soul, a divine Subſtance infuſed by the Breath

So'rRANCE" (with Farriers) any Diſeaſe or Sore that hap- of God . This is the Principle of Reaſon and Underſtand

pens to Horſes ; as a Fracture, Ulcer, Wound, &c. ing, or that in us which thinks and underſtands."

SO'RREL . See Sorel. Irrational Soul, is the ſenſitive Soul, and which Man

SO'RREL ( fanritro, Ital.fo:re, F.) a dark reddiſh Colour has in common with Brutes, and which is formed out of

in Horſes. the four Elements : This is the Principle of Life.

So'r Row (yanignirre, Sax .) anUneaſineſs of Mind upon Vegetative Soul , is that which a Man has in common

the Conſideration of ſome Good loft ; or the Senſe or Ap- with Plants : This is the Principle of Growth , Nutrition ,

prehenſion of an Evil preſent, or in Expectation. and Vegetation

T. SO'Rrow ( rangian, Sax. ) to be unealy in Mind , or SOUL-Flot, Money antiently paid to a Prieſt at the open

to grieve on Account of the Senſe of ſome Good loft, or ing of a Grave.

fome Evil either preſent, or to be expected . SOUL-LESS ( Yapul-lea ), Sax. ] dead, without Life, alſo

SO'R ROWFUL (yanigful, Sax .] full of Grief or Affliction. dead, ſtupid.

SO'RROWFULNESS [ ranig fuln ;yre, Sax .]Fulneſs of Sor- SOUL -SCEAT [ Sa pal- ceat, Sax. ] a Legacy antiently be

row , Grief of Heart. queath'd by our Saxon Anceſtors to the Parish - Prieſt at their

So'rry ( Yapig , Sax . ] who grieves or is troubled, much Death, inſtead of any Tithes that might be forgotten.

concerned ; alto of little Value, paltry , or pitiful. SOUL -Mass Cakes, Cakes antiently given to the Poor om

All Saints-Day. SOUND
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SOUND [rund, S.x. and Dan . fanus , L. ) intire, whole ; So'URLY 3 [of ſeure, Brit . Yunelig, Sax .] crabbedly in

alſo folid ; alſo diſcreet ; alſo right, true . Sowrly 3 Taſte or Looks .

SOUND [in Mufick] the Quality and Diſtinction of the Sou'RNESS2 [rupneyy, Sax . ] Crabbedneſs in Taſte,

ſeveral Agitations of the Air, conſidered as their Diſpoſition, Sow'RNESS &C.

Meaſure , & c. may make Muſick. Sous , a French Penny, F.

The Sound , the Streights of the Baltick - Sea, between SOUSEE [in Cookery] a Jelly made of Hog's Ears and

Denmark and Sweden ; ſo called by way of Eminency, as Fect , fliced and ſtew'd in Vinegar and Sugar.

being the largest and moſt remarkable of any others. So'used, marinated or kept in a ſort of Pickle ; allo

À SOUND( in Geography) a Streight or Inlet of the Sea , plunged in Water.

between 2 Capes or head Lands , where there is no Paſſage SOUSTE'NU [in Heraldry ] is at it were ſupported by a

through ſmall part of the Eſcutcheon , beneath it, of a

T. SOUND ( fonder, F. ] to try the Depth of the Waters of different Colour or Metal from the Chief, and

the Sea , River , or any deep Water ; alſo to pump or ſift a reaching as the Chief does from Side to Side,

Perſon . being, as it were, a ſmall part of the Chief of

To SOUND [ fonare, L. funner, F. ] to make or yield a Sound another Colour, and ſupporting the Chief, as in

or Noiſe. the Eſcutcheon.

To SOUND a Ship’s Pump, ' is to put down a ſmall Line Soutage [old Rec .) a Tax of 40 Shillings antiently laid

with a Bulletorſome weighty Thing at the End, to try on every Knight's Fee ; alſo coarſe Cloth for bagging of

what Depth of Water there is in the Pump. Hops, C.

SOUND ( fon, F. fonus, L. ) is a tremulous and waving South ( ro , Sax .] that Part oppofite to the North.

Motion of the Air, which , being whirled into certain Cir- SOUTH -Wind [ru Spins, Sax .] that Wind which blows

cles , is moft ſwiftly waved this Way and that way. from the South.

SOUND [by Naturaliſts] is ſuppoſed to be produced by the Sou'THERLINESS [ru Sepneyre, Sax .) the being on or

ſubtiler and more etherial Parts of the Air, being formed toward the South.

and modified into a great many ſmaller Maffes or Contex- So'UTHERLY ? ( ruderne, Sux. ] toward or of the

tures exactly ſimilar in Figure ; which Contextures are made Sou'THERN S South .

by the Colliſion and peculiar Motion of the ſonorous Body, Sou'THERN -Wood, a Plant.

and , flying off from it, are diffuſed all around in the Medium , Sow (6ugu , Sux. ſus, L. Bus, Gr . ) a female Swine ; alſo

and do affect the Organ of our Ear in one and the ſame a Kind of Infect.

Manner. A Sow , a great Tub with 2 Ears .

It appears alſo , that Sound is not produced in the Air, lo Sow (with Miners] a great Lump of melted Lead or

much by the Swiftneſs, as by the frequent Repercuſſions and Iron .

reciprocal Shakings of the fonorous Body . T. Sow ( Yapen , Sax .] to ſow Corn, &c.

Sir Ljaac Newton demonſtrates that Sounds are nothing elſe To Sow ( fuere, L. ] to work or join Things or Pieces of
but the Propagation of the Pulle of the Air, becauſe they To Sew > Cloth together, for Garments, with a Needle,

ariſe from the tremulousMotion of Bodies. Which ( ſays Thread, Silk, &c.
he) is confirmed by thoſe great Tremors, that ſtrong and Sow- Bread, an Herb which Swine deſire to eat.

grave Sounds excite in the Bodies that are round about, as Sow - Back’d -Horſes, are ſuch as have ſtrait Ribs, but good

the Ringing of Bells, Noiſe of Cannon, and the like . Backs .

He alſo found by Experimenrs, that a Sound moves 968 Sow - Thiſtle, an Herb .

Engliſh Feet in a Second of Time, which Second is but the both Sowle'GROVE (in Wales) a Name given to the Month

Part of a Minute. of February

Merſennus computes that the Diameter of the Sphere of a Sowne (of ſouvenu, F. i . c. remember'd] leviable or that

Sound, heard againſt the Wind, is near a third Part leſs, than may be collected; as they ſay in the Exchequer, ſuch Eftreats,

when it comes with the Wind. And yet there is one Pbe- as the Sheriff by his Induſtry cannot get, are Eſtreats that

nomenon of Sounds, that is really wonderful, that all Sounds, sowne not.

great or ſmall, with the Wind or againſt it, from the ſame SOYL ( folum , L. ] Earth , Ground, Mould , Dung.

Diſtance, come to the Ear at the fame Time. To Soyl ( prob . of Jouiller, F.] to foul.

The following Properties of Sound have been obſervd, SPACE / patium , L.) Diſtance either of Time or Place,

in which there is a near Relation to Light . the Modes of which are Capacity, Extenſion , or Duration.

1. As Light acquaints the Eye with Figures, &c. ſo SPACE , if it be conſidered barely in Lengib, between any
Sound infornis the Ear.

2 Beings, is the ſame Idea that we have of Diſtance, But if it

2. As Light vaniſhes upon the Removal of a radiating be conſidered in Length, Breadth, and Thickneſs, it is proper

Body , ſo Sound periſhes as ſoon as the Undulation of the Air ly call’d Capacity. If it be conſidered between the Extre
ceaſes. mities of Matter, which fills the Capacity of Space withſome

3. As a greater Light eclipſes a leſs, ſo a greater Sound thing that is folid, tangible, and moveable, it is called Exten
drowns a leſs . fion.

4. As too great andbright a Light is offenſive to the Eye, SPACE [in Phyficks] is Diſtance confidered every Way ,

fo too great, loud, or ſhrill a Sound is offenſive to the whether there be in it any folid Matter, or not; and is either

Ear. Abſolute Space, is that conſidered in its own Nature,

5. Sound moves fenfibly from Place to Place, as Light without Regard to any Thing external ; which always remain

docs , but nothing near ſo ſwift. the fame, and is infinite andimmoveable.

6. Sound is reflected from all hard Bodies , as Light is . Relative Space, is that moveable Dimenſion or Meaſure

The Reverend Mr. Derham, by Obſervations andExperi- of Abjolute Space, which our Senſes define by the Poſitions
ments, concludes that Sounds may go above 700 Miles in of the Body within it .

an Hour. SPACE (in Geom .] is the Area of any Figure, or that

SOUND 2[ with Hunters ) a Herd or Company of which fills the Intervals or Diſtances between the Lines that

SOUNDERSSwine. terminate it .

Sou'NDING- Line , a Line about 20 Fathoms long, for SPACE [in Mechanicks] is the Line which a moveable Body ,

ſounding or trying the Depth of the Sea. conſidered as a Point, is conceived to deſcribe by its Motion.

Sou'nding (in Navig. ] the trying of the Depth of the Spacious [ Spatiofus, L. ) that is of a barge Extent or

Water, and the Quality of it, by a Line and Plummet, or takes up a great deal of Ground ; broad , wide.

other Artifice. SpaciousNESS (of ſpatiojus, L. Ipatieux , F.] Largeneſs

SoU'NDNESS (Yunoney Ye, Sax. ] Intireneſs, Wholeneſs, in Extent, Breadth, or Wideneſs, &c.
Diſcreetneſs, Solidity of Judgment. SPADE ( rpabi, Sax. Sparha, L. of own, Gr . ) a Sho

Soup (ſuppe, Teut.Y ype, Sax. ] ſtrong Broth. vel for digging the Ground ; alſo a Figure on Cards.

SOUR [fur , c. Br. yun, Sax . ) ſharp or acid , in Tafte ; SPADE [ Spado, L. ) one who is gelded , either Man or

alſo crabbed in Looks orTemper. Beaſt.

To Sour (rupigan , Sax.) to grow ſour, acid, or ſharp in Cutting -Spade, a Tool for Hay-Reeks , &c.

Tafte. SPADE , ? [ Skinner derives it of eſpave, F.] a Deer of

To Sour a Perſon , is to do him a Diſpleaſure or Injury. A SPAY'ADS 3 Years of Age .

To make or groco Sour ( yurgan, Sax.] to render or' be- SPA'diers in the Mines in Cornzal) Labourers who dig .

come acid or iharp in Taite. SPAGI'RICAL ? [ Spagiricus, ..) of, or pertaining to Chy
Source, the Spring-Head of a River ; the Place from SPAGI'R ICK inifts or Chymiſtry.

whence it takes its Riſe and flows ; alſo the Original, Caule, Spagi'RICK Ārt [ Spagirica ars, of other and antiger,

Esi, of a Thing, F. Gr. to extract and tocollect ] the Art of Chymiſtry, which

teaches
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Seatrous } (Spatiojus, L.) large, xvide.
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teaches how to ſeparate and extract the purer Parts and Cynicus SPA'smus, the Dog -Cramp, L.

Subſtances of mixed Bodies . Spat the Spawn of Oiſters ; alſo a ſort of mineral Stone.

SPAGI'Rist [ phagirus, L. ] one who profeſſes or practiſes SPA'TAE placitum [old Rec. ] Pleas of the Sword or a

Chymiſtry. Court-Marſhal, for the Execution of Juſtice upon inilitary

SPAHI, a Turkiſh Horſeman compleatly armed. Offenders.

SPALLS [of (balren. Teut. to cleave) Chips of Wood. SPA'THA [opetu , Gr.] an Apothecary's Inſtrument for
Spalt 2 a white, ſcaly, fhining Stone, frequently uſed to taking up Salves, &c.

SPELT S promote the Fuſion of Metals. SrA'THULA 2 [in Pharmacy] a Spattle or Slice, an Inſtru
To SPAN ( Ypannan, Sax .) to meaſure with the Hand . SPATULA S ment for ſpreading Salves , Plaifters , C.

A Span (ypan, Sax. Spanna, Ital . eſpan, F. ] a Meaſure alſo uſed by Confectioners, Egr. for other Uſes.

containing 9 Inches or 3
Handfuls.

SPAN new , very new , that has never been uſed or worn Spa'cious

before. SPA'TIOUSNESS ( fpatiofitas, L.) Ampleneſs.

SPA'NGLED (of ( pang, Teut .] ſet off or adorned with SPA'TLING- Poppy, a Flower.
ſmall round Pieces of Silver or Gold . TO SPA'TTER ( ſpætlian, Sax .] to daſh or ſprinkle upon

SPA'NGLES (prob. of (pang, Teut.) a ſmall, round, with ſome Liquid .

thin , Piece of Gold or Silver. SPA'TTERDASHES, a fort of light Boots without Soles .

SPA'NGLING, glittering, Milton. SPA'Tula fætida (with Botan .) a Plant, a ſort of Or

Spani'el [canis Hiſpanicus, L. un Epagneul, F.) a ſort of rach , L.

Hunting-Dog Spa'tum, the Mineral call'd Spat, L.

SPA'Nish , of, or pertaining to the Country of Spain. SPA'vin [eſparvano, Ital . eparvin , F.] a Diſeaſe in the
SPA'nish - Flies. See Cantharides. Feet which cauſes them to ſwell ; alfo a Stiffneſs in the

SPA'NISH -Toothpick, an Herb. Ham that makes them halt.

SPA'NISH -Wool, red Wool coloured in Spain , to paint the SPA'VIN'D , having the Diftemper call'd the Spavin .

Face .
A Spaw, a Spring of Water, which by paſſing through

To SPANK [of Ypan , Sax .] to flap with the open Hand. a Mineral receives a Tincture .

SPA'NKING ( 9. of ypannan, Sax.] large, broad, ſtrong, T. Spawl [ peoen, Teut.) to ſpit about.

&c. alſo fine, ſpruce, jolly . SPAW'LING , ſpitting about.

SPA'NNER , the Lock of a Carbine or Fuſee. Spawn [of ypana, Sax. a Dug or Pap , or prob. of

A SPAR ( parr, Teut.] a Bar of Wood ; alſo Muſcovy (ponne, Du. Juice ] the Milt or Semen of Filh.
Glaſs.

To SPEAK [Ypæcan, Sax .] to utter Words, to talk , to

To SPAR (Ypanyan , Sax .] to ſhut as a Door, & c.
diſcourſe.

SPAR [with Miners] a Stone found in Lead-Mines, re- SPEA'KABLE, capable of Speech , Milton .

ſemblingGems . SPEA'KER [of the Houſe of Commons) a Member ofthat

SPA'RABLES (prob. of Ypanjan , Sax. to faſten . Tho' Houſe elected by the Majority of Votes, to act as Chair

Dr. Th. H. ſuppoſes of Sparrow's Bills) ſmall Nails for Shoes. man or Preſident in putting Queſtions, reading Briefs or

SPA'R ADRAP [in Pharmacy) an antient Name for a Sear- Bills, keeping Order, reprimanding the Refractory, and ad

Cloth, or a Cloth ſmeard on each Side, with a Kind of journing the Houſe .

Ointment. SPEAKER ( of the Houſe of Lords) is commonly the Lord

SPA'R AGUS. See Aſparagus. Chancellor, or Lord -Keeper of the Great Seal of Eng

To SPARE (rpapian ,Sax. parcere, L.) to ſave, to hus
land.

band well , to favour ; to forgive, to pardon . Spear (Ypeane, Sax.] a Pike or Lance pointed with

Srare Deck, the innermoſt Deck, in ſome great Ships, it Iron ..

is called the Orlop. SPE'CIAL ( Specialis, L.] ſomething that has a particular
Spare thin, lean, that is ſpared, or is over and above Deſignation.

what is ſufficient. Specia’LITY [in Law ] a Bond, Bill, or ſuch like' Deed ,

To SPARE a Game-Cock, is to breathe him to embolden him under Hand and Seal .

to fight. Specia’lity Cold Rec .] ſpecial or particular Acquaintance.

SPARENESS, Thinneſs, Leanneſs. Spe'cialNESS [ [specialitas, L.) ſpecialty ,

SPA'RGA'NION ( oraszenios, Gr.] Sedge or Sword-Graſs, L. Spe'cies (among Logicians] is a common Idea, under one

SPA'RINGNESS [ epargne, F. prob. of ypæſian, Sax . to more common and more general ; as the Parallelogram and

ſpare ] Parcimony. the Trapezia are Species of the Quadrilater ; and Body and

SPARGA'NOSIS (orasgávwors of craggaw , to ſwell, Gr.] Mind are Species of Subſtance.

an immoderate Extenſion of the Breait cauſed by too great Species (in Metaphyficks] an Idea which relates to ſome

Abundance of Milk . other more general one, or is compris’d under a more uni

SPARGEFA'CTION, a Sprinkling , L. verſal Diviſion of a Genus .

SPA'RING 2 (with Cockers) the Fighting of a Cock with Species (with Rhet. ] is a Particular contained under a

SPA'RRINGS another to breathe him . more univerſal one .

Spar- HAWK (Ypan-ha koc, Sax .] a kind of ſhort -winged Species [in antient Mu.]va Subdiviſion of one of the

Hawk. General .

SPARK (Ypærc, Sax . ] a ſmall Atom of Fire ; alſo a Species [in Opticks] the Image painted on the Retina of

fprightly Youth. the Eye, by the Rays of Light reflected from the ſeveral

SPA'RKISH (Ypæ rcicz , Sax .] gallant, gay, & c. Points of the Surface of Objects, received in at the Pupilla,

SPA'R KISHNESS, Gaity , Briskneſs, Sprucenels, & c. and collected in their Paffage thro' the Chryftalline, & c.

To Spa'rkle (prob. of ypæ rc, Sax .) to caſt forth Sparks Impreſſed Species, are ſuch as come from , with , or are

of Fire ; alſo to knit in a Glaſs and ſend up ſmall Bubbles , ſent from the Object to the Organ .

Ego. alſo to glance with the brilliant Part of the Eye. Expreſſed Species, are thoſe on the contrary from without,

SPARKLING [of Spaſclun 3 , Sax.] cafting out Sparks of or that are ſent from the Organ to the Object.

Fire, brilliant as Diamonds, & c. Species [in Commerce) are the ſeveral Pieces of Gold,

SPA'RROW ( Spænpa, Sax .] a Bird. Silver, Copper, &c. which, having paſs’d their full Prepara

A SPARROW ( Hieroglyph.] repreſents an happy Increaſe of tion and Coinage, are current in publick.
the Year. Decried SPECIES, are ſuch as the Prince has forbidden to

SPARROW -Grajs. See Aſparagus. be received in Payment.

SPARROW - Hack [ rpeap-hafoc, Sax . ] a Kind of Light Species, are ſuch as fall ſhort of the Weight pre

Hawk. ſcribed by Law .

Spars, the Spokes of a Spinning Wheel . Falſe Species, are thoſe of a different Metal from what

SPASM . See Spalmus. they ſhould be .

SPASMA'Tick [ jpaſmaticus, L.] afflicted with the Cramp. Srecies [in Algebra] are the Symbols or Characters

SPASMA'TICKNESS, the being troubled with the Cramp. whereby the Quantities are expreſſed .

SPASMO'DICA [of staruos, and son, i.e. Grief or Spe'cies [in Theol.] the Appearances of the Bread and

Pain ] (paſmodick Medicines againſt the Cramp and Convul- Wine in theSacrament after Confecration. The Species of

fians. the Bread are its Whiteneſs, Quantity, Figure, & c. of the

SPASMOLOGI'A [of omasuós, and rágos, a Word ] a Wine its Flavour, Quickneſs, ſpecifick Gravity , &c.

Diſcourſe or Treatiſe of Cramps and Convulſions . Spe'cifick Gravity (in Hydroſtaticks) is that Gravity

SPA'smus [orusuós, Gr. ) the Cramp, a Diſeaſe, the peculiar to each Species or Kind of natural Body,

ſhrinking up the Sinews. 7 Q and
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and whereby it is diſtinguiſhed from all other Kinds. SPEECH [of ypæce, of ſpeacan , Sax. )the Latin Gram

SPECIES [ in Pharmacy ] fimple Ingredients, as Drugs, marians have diſtinguiſhed Words into eight Kinds, and

Herbs , &c, of which compound Medicines are made. rank'd them into ſo many different Claſſes, as Noun, Pronoun ,

Viſible Species(with Philof.) are thoſe admirably fine fu- Verb, Participle, Adeeró, Conjunction, Prepoſition, Interjecti
perficial Images of Bodies, that the Light produces and deli- This Diviſion has been followed, in the general, by

neates in their Proportion and Colours in the Bottom of the Eye. moſt modern Grammarians : But in this they differ from the

SpecificaL 2 [ Specificus, L.) ſpecial, particular, that be- Greeks, in that they make the Article one Part of Speech,

Specifick Š longs to the Character of a Thing, and and rank the Interjection with the Adverb . But the Latins,

diftinguiſheth it from another of a different Species or Kind. who did not commonly uſe the Article , made the Interjecti

Specifica'tion, an Expreſſing, Declaring, Particularizing. on a Part of Speech ; ſo that they agrec in the Number of

Speci'FICALNESS 3 [of ſpecifique, F. of ſpecificus, L.] the Parts , tho' not in the Diviſion, which is Article, Noun ,

Speci'FICKNESS S a ſpecifick Quality . Pronoun, Verb, Participle, Adverb, Prepoſition, Conjunétion .

Sreci'fick [in Philos. ] is that which is proper or peculiar The Moderns , as the French , Italians, &c. who uſe the Ar

to any Thing ; that characterizes and diſtinguiſhes it from ticle , very much follow the Greek Diviſion : But the Engliſh
every other Thing. generally follow the Latin Diviſion, and make but little uſe

Speci'fick [in Phyfick ) a Remedy whoſe Virtue and ef- of the Article , except the and a , the former of which is

fect is peculiarly adapted to ſome certain Diſeaſe, as Quin- generally uſed before a Noun Subſtantive in the Nominative

quira orthe Jeſuit's Bark, to cure Agues, intermitting and Accuſative Caſes, and a which is a Note of a Nominative,
Fevers , E9C. only when it is by itſelf .

Speci'Ficks , Medicines, Herbs, Drugs , &c. that have Spee'chless [ of Spæcan and leay, Sax.) without Speech .

a peculiar Vertue againſt ſome particular Diſeaſe. Speed ( prob. of oud , Gr . ] Hafte, Diſpatch, Du.

Speci'picks (with Phyſicians) are of 3 Kinds. 1. Such as SPEED, a Diſtemper incident to young Cattle.

are eminently and peculiarly friendly to this or that Part of the SPEED -Well, an Herb.

Body, as to the Heart, the Brain , the Stomach, &c. Spee'diness [ predignels, D.) Haſtineſs, Quickneſs.

2. Such as ſeem to extract, expel , or evacuate ſome determi- SPEE'DY ( Cpeedigth, Du.) hafty , quick , ſwift.

nate Humour, by a Kind of ſpecifick´Power, with which To Speek up the Ordnance (in Gunnery] is to faften with a

they are endow'd, as Jalap purges watery Humours,Rhubarb Quoin, &c. thoſe Nails cloſe to the Breech ofthe Carriages

Bile, &c . 3. Such as have a Virtue or Efficacy to cure this of great Guns, to keep them firm up to the Ship’s Sides.

or that particular Diſeaſe, by ſome hidden Property. Speeks (with Shipwrights] great and long Iron -Nails

T. SPECIFY ( Specificare, L.] to particularize , to menti- with flat Heads, of different Lengths, and ſome ragged , ſo

onin expreſs Terms , to expreſs in particular. that they cannot be drawn out again, uſed in many Parts of

Speci’LLUM , a little Looking -Glaſs ; alſo a Surgeon's In- a Ship for faſtening Planks, &c.

ſtrument, uſually called a Probe, L. To Spell ( ypelhan , Sax. (pellen, Teut. edeler, F. ] to name

Spe'cimen, an Example, Model, or Pattern ; alſo an the Letters which compoſe a Syllableor Word.

Effay, Proof, or Trial, L. To do a Spell ( Sea-Phraſe] is to do any Work by Turns

SPECIOSUS, a , um . [in Botan. Writ.] beautiful, L. for a ſhort Time, and then to leave it .

Spe'cious [ pecioſus, L.) fair in Appearance, ſeemingly A Spell [ rpel , Sax.] a ſort of Charm to drive away a

juft and allowable, plaufible. Diſeaſe, by hanging a Sentence or Word written upon a

Spe'cious Algebra, the modern Algebra practiſed by Spe- Piece of paper about the Neck of a Patient, who has an
cies or Letters of the Alphabet. Ague, & c.

Spe'CIOUSNESS ? [ Speciofitas, L.] Fairneſs of Show and Spell the Mifen- Sail (Sea - Term ] fignifies, Take it in ,

SPECIOSITY S Appearance. and peek it up .

SPECK [rpecce , Sax. ) a Spot or round Mark on any Thing. To SPELL( with Sailors] is to let go the Sheetsand Bowl

Spe'ckled, having Specks or Speckles. ! ings of a Sail, and to brace the Weather- Brace, that the Sail

Speckledness [of ſpecce, Sax. ) Spottedneſs. may lie looſe to the Wind .

Spe'ct ABLE [ Spectabilis, L. ] to be looked on. To give a Spell, is to be ready to do a Work in another's

SPECTACLE pectaculum , L.] a publick Show or Sight. Room .

Spe'ctACLES (of ſpectando, L. ) Glaſſes to help the Sight. Freſh Spell (with Sailors) is when freſh Men come to

Spe'culative (ſpeculativus, L.) of, or pertaining to SpeSpe- Work, eſpecially when the Rowers are relieved by another

culation ; ftudious in the Obſervation of Things divine or Gang .

natural ; Speculative is alſo oppoſed to practical. SPELT, a Kind of Grain .

SPECTA'TORS [ Spectateurs, F. of L. ) Beholders . Spelter, a Kind of imperfect Metal, the ſame as Zink.

SPECTA'TRESS /pectatrix, L. Pettatrice, F.) a She-Spec- To Spend ( rpendan , Sax. diſpendere, L.) to lay out, to

tator . conſume or waite ; alſo to paſs away Time.

SPE'CTRE [ ſpectrum , L.) a frightful Apparition, a Ghoſt, TO SPEND [in Sea-Language) a Term uſed of a Maſt of a

2 Spirit , a Viſion , F. Ship ; when it is broken down by foul Weather, it is ſaid to

SPE'CULABLE peculabilis, L.) which may be diſcerned. be ſpent.

SPECULA'Ria , the Art of preparing and making Specula SPE'NDING the Mcuth (with Hunters] a Term uſed of

or Mirrors ; alſo the Laws of Mirrors, their Phænomena's
Hounds barking.

Cauſes, Egr. Spe'ndTHRIFT (of spendin and Onixt, Sax .] a prodigal

SPE'CULARIS lapis, a Kind of Stone clear as 'Glaſs, Spender.

uſed in divers Countries, where it is found , for Window- SPENT, Woodroſe, a Kind of Liverwort, L.

Lights , L. Spe'RABLE Uferabilis, L. ) that may be hoped for.

To SPECULATE ( peculare, L.] to contemplate, obſerve , Spe'rage . See Aſparagus.

or view ; alſo to conſider ſeriouſly upon, to meditate upon . SPE'RGULA (with Botaniſts] the Herb call'd Spurry or

SPECULATION, Contemplation, &c. alſo an Eſpial, a Frank , L.

Notion ; alſo the Theory or Study of an Art or Science, Sre'rma Citi [ i . e. the Sperm or Seed of the Whale]

without Regard had to the Practice of it. an unctuous Subſtance drawn from the Brains of large

SPECULATIVENESS (of ſpeculatif , F.of L. ) Propen ſeneſs Whales , uſed in Medicine, L.

to Speculation , Studiouſneſs in Obſervation : Speculativeneſs Sre'RMA, Sperm , the Seed of any living Creature ; the

is the Oppoſite to Prakticalneſs . Spawn or Milt of Fishes, L.

SPE'CULATORY[speculatorius,L.]ſpeculative,contemplative. Spe'RMATICK [of formatique, F. of ſperma, L. of crép

Spe'culum , the Surface of any opaque or dark Body, uce, Gr. ) of, or pertaining to , or full of Sperm or Scmen.

made capable of reflecting the Sun-Beams falling on it , L. ŚperMATI'Zing ( spermatizans, L. of omegliatiw, Gr.]

SPE'CULUM (with Aſtrol. ) a Table famed after they have fending forth Sperm .

erected the figure of a Nativity, containing the Planets and SPERMO'LOGIST [0equonógo , Gr . ) a Gatherer of Seed .

Cuſps , with their Aſpects andTerms. SperMA'TICK Parts [ in Anat.] are thoſe Parts of an ani

Spe'culum ani ( among Surgeons] an Inftrument to dilate mal Body concerned in fecreting Seed.

the Fundament, to extract Bones or any Thing that may
be SPERMA'TICK Veffels (with Anatomiſts) are two Arteries

there lodged, L. and two Veins , appointed for the bringing the Blood to the

Spe'culum matris [ with Surgeons] an Inſtrument to Tefticles, &c. alio ail whitiſh Parts of the Body, which, be
open the Womb, L.

cauſe of their Colour , were by the Antients thought to be

Speculum oculi, the Pupil , Apple, or Ball of the Eye, L. made of the Seed ; of this ſort are the Nerves , Bones, Mem

Spe'culum oris [ in Surgery] an Inſtrument to ſcrew up branes, Griſtles , & c.

the Mouth, that the Surgeon may diſcern the diſeaſed Parts To Spe'r MATIZE [Casquetilev , Gr. ) to emit Sperm .

of the Throat, or for the Conveyance in either of Nutri- SPE'R MATOCE'LE [of unique and xnan, Gr . a Rupture

ment or Medicine, L. cauſed

/
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cauſed by the Contraction of the Veſſels, which eject the
In Fig. 2. which repreſents

Seed , and its falling down into the Scrotum . an oblique Sphere for the La

To Spew (ypipar, Sax. (pper, Dan.) to vomit.
titude of 50 d . North , all the

SPHACELISMUS [OPAxenouós, Gr . ) a Gangreening or
Parallels to the Equator are

Corrupting of any part of the Body ; alſo the Blaſting of Fig21
unequally divided by the Ho.

Trees, L. rizon ; therefore, their Days
H 10

Sphaceʼlus Copainen @ , Gr.] the perfect Mortification and Nights are unequal , except

of a Part, when the native Heat is wholly extinguiſhed, and 15 when the Sun is in the Equa

it is deprived of all Senſe , not only in the Skin, Fleſh, Ar tor, becauſe it is equally divi

teries, and Nerves, but even in the Bones themſelves, be q ded by the Horizon; therefore,

ing become inſenſible of the Knife and Fire ; called alſo Nec then their Day and Night will

roſis and Sideratio.

Sphae'r a ( paisa, Gr . ] a Sphere or Globe, a Ball or NP In Fig. 3. the Equator and

a
Bowl , or any Thing that is round.

Horizon are the ſame ; and it

Sphear’D, formed or encompaſſed in a Sphere , Milton.
is apparent from the Figure,

Sphae'r AMACHY [of opdiga and faxi, Gr . ] a playing
that all the Time the Sun is in

at Tennis, Bowls, or Hand- Ball. the fix Northern Signs, he

SPHAERISTE'RIUM [opargısúproy, Gr. the 7th Part of H will ſtill appear to deſcribe
E

the antient Gymnaſium , wherein the Youth practiſed the Ex
Circles above, and parallel to

erciſe of Tennis-playing.
the Horizon of the Inhabitants

Sphae'RICALNESS [ Sphæricus, L. of sparrixòs, Gr. ]
1

' V3 of the North Pole ; hence it is

Roundneſs like a Sphere. called a Parallel Sphere ; and

SPHAEROCE'PHALUS, a ſort of Thiſtle having Heads like all the other fix Months he
B

Spheres, L. SP will continue under their Ho

Sphaeri'tis, a certain Plant that has round Heads , L. rizon .

SPHAGIti'des [ opayitides, Gr . ) the jugular Veins, In each of the preceding Figures , N. P. repreſents the

two large Veins on each ſide the Throat, which nouriſh all North Pole , and S. P. the South , a a and bb the Polar Cir

the Parts of the Neck and Head. cles , og the Tropick of Cancer, and the Tropick

SPHENDA'MNOS (with Botaniſs] the Maple - tree, L. of Gr . of Capricorn, H .. the Horizon , and EQ the Equator, and

SphenoIDAʼLIS futura (with Anatomiſts] the Seam or the Circle ſurrounding the Whole, a Meridian ; the Line that

Suture in the Skull and upper Jaw, which ſurrounds the is drawn from Pole to Pole repreſents the Axis of the

Bone called Os sphenoides , and ſeparates it from the Os Oc- Globe .

cipitis, Os Petrofum , and Os Frontis. Material Sphere , a Mathematical Inſtrument of Hoops

SPHENOI'Des (convoadas, Gr . ] a Bone of the Craniun or Rings of Metal, repreſenting the principal Circles of the

or Skull , common both to that and the upper Jaw , which Sphere, for the more eaty conceiving the Motions of the
is ſeated in the Middle of the Baſis of the Cranium , and is Heavens, and the true Situation of the Earth ; called alſo an

joined to all the Bones of it by the ſphenoidal Suture, ex- Armillary Sphere.

cept in the Middle of its fides. SPHERE of Aktivity of any natural Body [in Philoſopby] is

SPHE'NOPALATINUS ( with Anatomifs) a Muſcle of the that determinate Space or Extent all round about it , to

Gargareon , which ariſes from a Proceſs of the Os Sphenoides which, and no farther, the Elluvia continually emitted from

between the Ala Veſpertilionis , and the Proceſſus Styloides, that Body do reach , and where they operate according to

and is inſerted into the hinder Part of the Gargareon, L. their Nature.

SPHE'NOPHARYNGAE': [in Anatomy ) a Pair of Muſcles Sphere of a Planet [in Afron .) the Orb or Compaſs in

ariſing from the inner Wing of the OsCuneiforme,and, paf- which it is conceived to move.

fing obliquely downwards into the Gullet, ferve to widen it. Sphere of a Planet's Activity ( Aſtron.) the Extenſion of a

SPHENOPTERYGOPALATINUS (with Anatomifts] a Muf- Planet's Light and Virtue, ſo far as it is capable of making

cle of the Gargareon or Cover of the Wind-pipe, which ari- or receiving a Planetick Aſpect.

ſes from the Proceſs of the Wedge-like Bone, paſſes over the Spherical ? [ Sphæricus, L. o quasixòs, Gr. ) of, per

Proceſus Pterogoides, and is let into the Fore- part of the Sphe'rick Staining to, or round like a Sphere.

Gargareon.
Sphe'rick Geometry ? is the Art of deſcribing on a Plane

Å SPHERE (in Geometry) a folid Body contained under Sphe'r ick Projection Ŝ the Circles of the Sphere, or any

one ſingle Surface, and having a Point in the Middle called Parts of them , in their juſt Poſition and Proportion , and of

the Centre, whence all the Lines drawn from the Surface to meaſuring their Arks and Angles, when projeèted.

the Centre are equal.
SPHE'R ICAL Triangle, the Portion of the Surface of a

SPHERE [in a figurative Seale] the Compaſs or Reach of Sphere , included between the Arks of the three great Circles

a Perſon's Power or Knowledge. of the Sphere .

SPHERE (in Aftronomy] the whole Frame of the World , SPHERICAL Ang!e, is the mutual Aperture or Inclination

as being, according to Appearance, of a ſpherical or round of two great Circles of the Sphere meeting in a Point.

Figure.
Spherical Geometry, the Doctrine of the Sphere ; par

Direct SPHERE 2 (in Aftronomy] is when both the Poles ticularly ofthe Circles deſcribed on the Surface thereof, with

Right SPHÈRES of the World are in the Horizon, and the the Method of projecting the ſame on a Plane.

Equinoctial paſſes thro' the Zenith ; ſo that the Equator SPHE'RICAL Trigonometry, is the Art of reſolving ſpheri

and all its Parallels, ſuch as the Tropicks and Polar Circles, cal Triangles ; i . e. from the 3 Parts of a ſpherical Triangle

make Right-Angles with the Horizon, and are divided by it given to find the reſt .

into 2 equal Parts ; ſo that the Sun , Moon , and Stars aſcend Sphe'RICAL Affronomy, that Part of Aftronomy , which

directly above, and deſcend directly below the Horizon ; as conſiders the Univerſe ſuch as it appears to the Eye.

at all Places ſituated juft under the Equinoctial Line . SPHERI'City, the Quality of a Sphere, or that whereby a

Oblique SPHERE (in Aſtronomy] is ſuch a Situation of the Thing becomes ſpherical; Sphericalneſs.

World , as that the Axis of it inclines obliquely to the Hori
Sphe'ricks , the Doctrine of the Sphere, particularly of

zon ; one of the Poles being raiſed any Number of Degrees
the ſeveral Circles deſcribed on the Surface of it , with the

leſs than 90 above it ; and the other depreſſed as much be- Method of projecting the ſame in Plano.

low it ; ſo that the Sun and Stars aſcend and deſcend ob- Sphe'roid (of spaiga and indo , Gr. Shape) a folid Fi

liquely, and ſome of them never aſcend at all . This Poſi- gure, approaching to the Figure of a Sphere, but not exactly

tion happens to all Places wideofthe Equator.
round , made by a Plane of a Semi- ellipſis turned about one

A Parallel SPHERE, is that Poſition of the Globe which of its Axes , and is always equal to two Thirds of its circum

hath one of the Poles in the Zenith, and the other in the ſcribing Cylinder.

Nadir , the Equator in the Horizon, and all the Circles , pa- SPHEROI'DES (with Anat ] ſuch Parts of an animal Body

rallel to the Equator, are parallel to the Horizon .
as approach near to a Sphere in Form .

Fig. 1. repreſents a Right
Oblong SPHEROID ( with Mathemat.) a ſolid Figure made

Sphere where the Axis of the from the Plane of the Semi-elliplas, by a Circumvolution or

Globe coincides with the Ho Rolling made about its longeſt Axis .

Brizon ; and the Equator E Q.
Prolate SPHEROID , a ſolid Figure found, as above, the

and all its Parallels, are equally Circumvolution being about the ſhorteſt Axis.

divided by the Horizon ; con .
SpherO'IDICAL (with Geometr.) of a Spheroid .

ſequently thoſe , that enjoy that
Sphi'NCTER [vpi7x7x8, Gr. ] a Name common to ſeve

Polition , have their Days al .
ral Muſcles which bind, Itraiten, or draw together.

SPHINC

ways equal to their Nights.
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Sphi'ncter ani [in Anat.] a large, thick , felhy Muſcle, Spica , an Ear of Corn , L.

which encompaſſes the Anus or End of the ſtrait Gut, and SPICA'Ta, a Term given by Phyſicians to ſome Compo

ſerves to bind in the Excrement . ſitions, which take in ſuch Ingredients as are called Spica.

SPHINCTER Gula [of coyxtie , Gr . ) a Continuation of SPICATED ( [picatus, L.) in the Form of an Ear of Corn.

the Muſcle callid Pterygopharingæus, which ariſes from each Spicca'to(in Mu. Bo.] ſignifies to ſeparate or divide

Side of the ſcutiformis, or Shield-like Griſtle, and paſſes to each Note onefrom the other, in a very plain and diſtinct
a middle Line, on the back Part of the Fauces. Manner, Ital.

SPHINCTER Vaginæ [in Anat.] a Muſcle which lies imme- SPICE [ efpices, F.] Indian Drugs, as Nutmegs, Cloves,

diately under the Clitoris, and itraitens the Vagina of the Mace, & c.

Womb, incloſing it with circular Fibres, 3 Fingers Breadth . Spice of a Diſtemper (prob. of Species, L. ) the Begin

SPHINCTER Veficee [in A nat.) a Muſcle ſeated in the upper ing, Part, or Remains of it.

Part of the Neck of the Bladder, immediately above the Spicery ( epicerie, F.] Spices.

Glandule Profiatæ ; which, being ſtraitened , hinders the Spi'cy , of a ſpicy Quality , Taſte, & r.

involuntary Diſcharge of Urine . SpiciFEROUS [ picifer, L. ) bearing Ears of Corn ; alſo

Sphinx (of opin3w , to perplex or puzzle, Gr.] was, ac- bearing Spikes, or ſpicated, pointed .

cording to the Poets, a Monſter, the Daughter Echidna and SPICING- Apple ,the meaneſt of all thoſe Apples that are

Typhon, having the Face and Voice of a Girl, the Body like marked red.

a Dog, the Tail of a Dragon , and Claws of a Lion, and Spick and ſpan , intirely, as ſpick and span new , entirely

large Wings on the Back . This infeſted the City of Thebes,

propoſing Ænigmatical Queſtions to thoſe that paſſed by ;
SPICKNEL2

and, if they could not preſently ſolve them , it devoured them SPI'GNELS
the Herb Baldmony and Bear-wort.

without Mercy : So that the Country round about was for- Spico'sity ? [ picofitas, L.) a being ſpiked like Ears

ſaken , and no Body dar'd to venture near the City. The Spi'cOUSNESS of Corn ; alſo Fulneſs of Ears.

Oracle, being conſulted, declared, the only Way, to be de- Spi'der ( prob. of ſpinning, 9. ſpinner] an Infect.

livered from its Tyranny, was to tell the Meaning of the Spi'ggot (prob. of (purker,Du.] a Stopple for a Tap.

Riddle ; the Riddlewas this ; What Creature is it that in Spigu'RNEL [ ſo named after Galfridus Spigurnel, who

the Morning walks on four Feet, at Noon on two, and in the was appointedto that Office by King Henry III.] an Officer

Evening on three ? Creon, the King, having cauſed it to be who ſeals the King's Writs .

proclaim'd all over Greece, that hewould quit his Claim to Spike ( Spica, L. ) an Ear of Corn which is pointed or

the Crown, to him that ſhould reſolve the Queſtion, it was harp at the End ; alſo a large Iron - Nail for faitening of

done by Oedipus, as follows ; that it was Man, who in his Planks , & c.

Youth went upon all Fours, as Beaſts, upon his Hands and SPIKE (with Botanifs] is a Body thick ſet with Flowers,

Feet ; and , when arriv’d to his full Age, upright on his Feet or Fruits , in ſuch a Manner as to form an acute Cone, as in

only ; and , in old Age, made uſe of a Staff inſtead of a third Wheat or Barley.

Foot. Upon the Reſolving this Riddle, the Monſter was SPI'KED [ picatus , L. ) ſharp - pointed .

ſo enraged, that in a furious Manner it daſh'd its Brains out Spi'ked (in Gunnery ] the Touch -Hole of a Gun is ſaid

againſt a Rock . Some ſay , this Sphynx was a Robber, and to be ſpiked, when a Nail has been driven into it, ſo that it

that the Ambages of his Riddle were the Windings and cannot be uſed .

Turnings of a rocky Mountain where he haunted , robbing SPIKENARD [ pica nardi, L.) a Kind of Ear growing e

and murdering thoſe that travelled near Thebes. ven with the Ground, and ſometimes in the Ground, uſed

SPHYNX [Hieroglyphically) was put to ſignify Myſteries, in Medicine , & c.
and accordingly was placed at the Entrance of all the Tem- SPIKEDNESS (of fpicatus, L. ] Likeneſs to an Ear of Corn .

ples of Egypt, to intimate, that all the Gods there worſhip- Spi'king up a Gun [in Gunnery] is faſtening a Quoin

ped were myſteriouſly, repreſented , and that the common with Spikes to the Deck, cloſe to the Breech of the Car

People could never underſtand the Meaning of all the Images riages of the great Guns, ſo that they may keep cloſe

andtheir poſtures without an Interpreter . and firm to the sides of the Ship, and not break looſe when

Cadmus having an Amazonian Wife, whoſe Name was the Ship rolls .

Sphinx, went to Athens, and, having ſain Dracon, ſeized on T. SPILL (ypillan , Sax .] to pour out accidentally Water

the Kingdom , and after that took Harmonia Dracon's Siſter or any Liquid

to Wife. Therefore when Sphinx came to know that he To SPILL [ Spoliare, L.) to ſpoil, to corrupt, to deſtroy .

had gotten another Wife, having gain'd over many of the SPILTH (ypils, Sax . ) a Spilling.

Citizens to her by fair Words, and gotten into her Hands SpI'LLERS (with Hunters] the ſmall Branches ſhooting out

a great deal of Riches, and a very lwift Dog, that Cadmus from the flat Parts of a Buck's Horn at the Top.
uſed always to have with him , Me betook herſelf to a Moun- To Spin ( rpinnan , Sax .] to make Yarn , Thread, & c.

tain , call'd Sphingius, from whence ſhe attack'd Cadmus in a SPINA , a Thorn, L.

hoftile Manner , made daily Ambuſhments, and deſtroy'd Spina acuta (with Botaniſts] the white Thorn, or Haw

many of the Inhabitants of Thebes. Now they were wont thorn , L.

to callAmbuſhments zoneguata, i . e . Riddles, and this grew SPINA acuta (with Anatomiſts] a part of the Shoulder

a common ſaying with them , the Argivan (Grecian) Sphinx, blade, L.

propounding ſome Riddie, tears us in Pieces, and none can SPINA alba 2 (with Botan. ) the wild Artichoke, or La

unfold the Riddle . Cadmus, he cauſed it to be proclaimed Spina regias dies-Thiſtle, L.

that hewould give a great Reward to whomſoeverſhouldNay Spina appendix, the Gooſeberry-buſh, L.

this Sphinx; upon this Oedipus of Corinth coming thither, SPINA peregrina, the Globe-thiile, L.

who was famous for martial Atchievements, and having with Spina facra (with Anat . ) the Rump, L.

him a ſwift Horſe, and ſome of Cadmus's Soldiers , aſcend- SPINA'CHIA (with Butan . ) Spinage, L,

ing the Mountain by Night, ſlew Sphinx. And hence the Fa- T. SPIN out, to iſſue out in a ſmall Stream , a3 Blood out

ble had its Original, Palæphatus.
of a Vein .

SPHONDY'LUM (with Botan ] Holy -Ghoſt's Root ; Cow- SPINA ventoſa (with Anar.] an Ulceration whereby the

Parfly , L. of Gr. Bones are eaten with a malignant Tumour, without any

SPHONDY'LIUM (with Anat.] a Vertebra or turning Joint Pain of the Periofteum or Membrane that covers the Bone, L.

of the Back -bone , L. Spina E durſi [in Anar.] the Series of Vertebræ or Bones

Sphy'GMICA (with Phyſ.] that Part of Phyſick that treats of the Back , which ſuſtain the reſt of the Body, and to

of, or Medicines that movethe Pulſe, L. which the Ribs are joined , L.

SPHY'GMUS [goryuós, Gr . ] the Pulſe, the Beating of the Spi'nage ( Spinaichia, Ital.] a Pot-Herb , well known .
Heart and Arteries. SPINALis colli ( in Anat . ] a Muſcle on the Side of the

Spi'ca , properly the Top of any Herbs, chiefly uſed of Neck, ariſing from the five ſuperior Proceſſes of the Verte
thoſe of the Lavender-kind. bra of the Thorax , and inferior of the Neck, and is inſerted

SPICA [in Botan . Writ . ] a Spike, is when the Flowers into the inferior Part of the Vertebræ of the Neck back

grow very much towards the Top of the Stalk, L. ſpica, wards, L.

with a Spike, fpicis, with Spikes , L. Spina'tı (with Anat.] Muſcles , whoſe Office is to bend
Spica Celtica [in Botan . ) a Kind of Moſs called Wolf's- and ſtretch out the Body backwards, and move it obliquely.

Claw, L. SPI'NDLE (Ypindel , Sax .) an Inſtrument uſed in ſpinning;

SPICA nardi [in Botan .] Lavender-Spike, Spikenard , L. alſo ſerving for various other Uſes, as the Axis of a Wheel,

SPICA Virginis (in Aftron.] a Star of the firſt Magnitude of a Clock or Watch, Ecc.

in the Conſtellation Virgo, L. SPI'NDLE [ in a Ship ) the main Body of the Capitan of

Draw-beam in a Ship. Spin
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SPINDLE -Tree, a Shrub . Spirit of Wine, is only Brandy rectified once or inore

T. SPINDLE [with Floriſts] to put forth a long ſlender times by repeated Distillations.

Stalk . To Spirit away Children, is to entice or ſteal them away

SPINE [ Spina, L.) a Thorn ; alſo the Back -tone ; alſo the privily from their Parents or Relations, in order to convey

upper Part of the Share-bone. them beyond Sea , eſpecially to the Plantations in the We

Spinet [ Spinetto, Ital.) a muſical Inſtrument, a Sort of Indies; a Practice ſome Years ſince too common , hy Perſons

ſmall Harplichord. then cali'd Kidnappers, but now not ſo much in Ue, it be

SPINI'FEROUS [ Spinifer, L.) bearing Thorns . ing made Death ſo to do, by A &t of Parliament .

SPINIGENOUS ( pinigena, L. ) ſprung up of a Thorn . SPIRITS , in an animal Body , are a pure and ſubtile Exha

SrinivenE'TUM (with Botan ] the holy Thorn - tree, L. lation , bred and planted in it, being a thin Vapour engen :

SPINK, a Chaffinch , a Bird . derd of the Humour, and ſerving for a Siege to the natural

SPINNING, is ſaid to have been firſt taught in England by Heat of the Body, and is therefore call d Natural, Vital,

Anthony Bonviſs, an Italian, about the 20th of Henry VII . at and Animal ; and in Man , Sr. an Air which, exhaling

which time began the making of Devonſhire Kerſies and by Sweat out of the Pores of the Body, refreſhes the
Coxal Clothes . Spirits , and quickens the Members: It is drawn in by brea

SPINO's 13 M [of Spinoſa, born a Jew , but he profeſſed no thing, and diſtributed into three Portions , the greateſt Part
Religion , either aviſh or Cbriftian) the Opinion or Doctrine of which is carried to the Heart and Lungs for the Refreſh

of Spinoſa, who, in his Books, maintains that all Religions ment of the Spirits , and the forming, or to be the Matter

are only political Engines , calculated to make People obe- of the Voice ; the other is convey'd to the Stomach by the

dient to Magiſtrates, and to make them practiſe Virtue and Oefophagus, and comforts the nouriſhing Odour by which
Morality , and many other erroneous Notions in Philoſophy the Body is ſuſtained faſting ; the remaining Part is attracted
as well as Theology . to the Brain , to which it conveys Odours, and temperates

Spino'sists , the Followers of Spinoſa, or the Adherers to
the animal Spirits.

his Opinions. Univerſal Spirit [ in Chymiſtry) is the firſt of the Prin

Spino'sity ( Spinofitas, L. ] Thornineſs. ciples of that Art, that can be admitted for the Compoſition

Spi'nous [ pineus, L.] thorny. of mix'd Bodies ; which being ſpread out through all the

Spi'nster(of spinnan, Sax. ) a Title given in Law to World produces different things, according to the ſeveral

all unmarried Women, even from the Daughter of a Viſcount Matrices.or Pores of the Earth in which it fettles.
to the meaneſt Perſon .

SPIRITS ( in an animal Body) are accounted three, viz . the

Spi'NSTRY [of Spinnan , Sax.) the Art of ſpinning. Animal Spirits ſeated in the Brain , the Vital in the Heart,

SPINUS (with Botan .) the Sloe- tree . and the Natural in the Liver.

SPI'NY ( ſpinoſus, L.) thorny. The Animal SPIRITS, are an exceedingly thin, ſubtile,

SPI'RACLE ( Spiraculum , L.) a Breathing- Hole , a Pore. moveable fluid Juice or Humour, ſeparated from the Blood

SPIRAL [of ſpira, L. ) turning round like a Skrew . in the Cortex of the Brain , and received hence into the

SPI'RAL [in Archite&t. & c.] a Curve that aſcends wind- minute Fibers of the Medulla , and are by them diſcharged

ing about a Cone or Spire , ſo that all the Points thereof con- into the Nerves , and are convey'd by them into every Part of

tinually approach the Axis. the Body , and in them perform all the Actions of Senſe

Spi'ral Line (in Geometry) a curve Line of the circular and Motion.

Kind , which in its Progreſs recedes from its Center ; as in Vital Spirits ? [with Naturaliſis) are only the moſt

winding from the Vertex down to the Baſe of a Cone . Natural SPIRITS Š fine and agitated Parts of the Blood,

Proportional Spirals (in Geography) are ſuch Lines as the whereon its Motion and Heat depend

Rhumb- Lines on a terreſtrial Globe. Private Spirit, is the particular View or Notion every

SPIRA'TION, a Breathing, F. of L. Perſon has of the Dogmata of Faith and the Truths of Re

Spire (Ipira, L. or of epier, F. ) a Steeple that riſes taper- ligion, as ſuggeſted by his own Thought, and the Perſua
ing by Degrees, and ends in a ſharp Point at the Top . ſion he is under, in regard thereunto.

To SPIRE [ pirare, L. epier, F.] to grow up into an Ear Spirit [in Theology ) is uſed by way of Eminence for the

as Corn does . third Perſon in the Holy Trinity ; alſo for the Divine Power

SPI'Red [of ſpira,Ital . ] having a Spire or Steeple taper - and Virtue and the Conmunication thereof to Men ; alſo

ing till it comes to a Point. an incorporeal Being or intelligence .

Spirit ( Spiritus, L. ) an immaterial , incorporeal Being ,
an Intelligence, & c. SPIRITOSO } fin

. Nu,Boki] fignifics with Life and Spi

SPIRIT (in Metaphyficks] is defin'd to be a finite, thinking Spi'ritual [ſpiritualis, L. ) that conſiſts of Spirit with

Subſtance, altogether independent on , and free from Matter, out Matter ; allo Ecclefiafticalin oppoſition to T'emporal ;

under which Angels, Dæmons, and Intelligences , are com allo devout pious, religious.

prehended ; nor is there any Difference between them, but SPIRITUA’LITIES [ spiritualia, L.) are the Profits which a

that the Angels are good, and the Devils evil, & c. All the Biſhop receives from his Spiritual Livings,and not asatem
other Properties, as Effence, Exiſtence , Knowledge, Power, poral Lord , viz . the Revenues which ariſe from his Viſita

&c. are common to both. tions , the ordaining and inſtituting of Prieſts, Preſtation

Spirit of Mercury [in Chymifry] one of the five Principles Money, &c .

which may be ſeparated from a mixed Body by Fire. It is SPIRITUA'LITY, Spiritualneſs, Devotion .

fubtile, light, penetrating, and active, and hath its Particles SPIRITUALIZATION [in Chymift.) the Extraction of the

in a veryquickMotion ; it is that which is ſuppoſed to cauſe moſt pure and ſubtile Spirits out of natural Bodies .

the Growth and Increaſe of all Bodies of the Earth, on which T. SPIRITUALI'Ze [ piritualiſer, F. ) to explain a Paſſage
it ſettles.

of Scripture after a spiritual Manner ; to put a myſtical Senſe
Spirit of Nitre (in Chymiſtry) is made by mingling one

Part of Salt - Petre with three of Potters- Earth , and then TO SPIRITUALIZE (with Chymifts] is to reduce a compact

diſtilling the Mixture in a large earthen Retort in a cloſe re- mixt Body into the Principle, by them called Spirit.

verberatory Fire SPIRITUOUS Spiritueux, F. full of Spirits.

SPIRIT of Salt [in Chymiſtry] is made by pulverizing Spirit Net, a fort of Fiſhing- Net.

Salt, and mixing it with three times its Weight of Potters

Earth pulveriz'd, which being made into a Paſtewith Rain

Water, and made into Balls or Pellets, is diſtill'd ſecundum To SPIRIT , to iſſue outwith a Force, as Water, & c. out

artem . of a Squirt, & c.

- Spirit of ſalt dulcified [ in Chymiſtry) is made by mixing Spi'ssated [ Pilatús, L.) thickened.

equal Partsof this and Spirits of Wine, and then digeſting
SPISSA'TION, a Thickening, L.

them for three or four Days by a gentle Heat.

Spirit of Sulphur (in Chymiſtry) is a Spirit drawn from
SPI'ssITUDE } upiſitas, L.] Thickneſs.

Sulphur melted and in Hamed ; the moſt ſubtile Part ofwhich To Spit (ypcean , Sax . ] to put forth Spittle.

is converted into a Liquor, by ſticking to a Glaſs-Bell ſuf- A Srir (ſpitu, Sax. ) a Kitchen - Utenlil for roaſting of

pended over it , whence it falls Drop by Drop into a Trough, Meat.

into the Middle of which is placed the Stone-Pot, wherein To Spitch -Cock an Eel, to cook a large fort of Eel, which

the Sulphur is burnt . is uſually roaſted

SPIRIT of Vitriol [in Chymiſtry] is Vitriol dry'd in the Sun , Spit deep, as deep as the Table of a Spade, as much
or in Defect thereof by the Fire, and then diſtilled ſeveral Ground in Depth as may be digged up at once witha Spade.

times by Chymical Operations , ſeveral times repeated, firſt To Spit like Butter (with Garderers) a Term uſed of old,

in a reverberatory Furnace, and afterwards in Balneo Maria . fat Dung thoroughly rotted.
SPITE

upon it .

SPIRI'TUOUSNESS} Fulneſs of Spirits , Livelineſs.

7 R
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SPITE ( oiit, Dr. depit, F. ] Malice. Split (Sea -Term) a Sail is ſaid to be plit or ſpilt, when

SPITEFUL [of depit, F. and fully full of Malice, or Ill- it is blown down .

will. S PO'dium ( méthov, Gr , ] the Cinders about the melting

SPI'TEFULNESS , a ſpiteful Temper. of Iron and Braſs ; alſo a ſort of Soot which riſes from

SPI'TTLE [ /putum, L.] a Moiſture ariſing in the Mouth . tried Braſs, and falls down to the Bottom , whereas Pumphs.

Spi'ttle, a Contraction of Hoſpital . · lyx ſtill Ries upwards. It is alſo taken for burnt Ivory , or

Spi'tter (with Hunters] a red Male Deer , near two Years the black Pieces which remain after Diſtillation , calcined in

old , whoſe Horns begin to grow up ſharp and ſpit-wife. an open Fire till they become white , L.

SPLA'NCHNICA (OndáyX vorge, Gr. ] Medicines good for To Spoil ( poliare, L.) to rob or plunder.

Diſeaſes in the Bowels. SPOIL ( polium , L. ) Plunder, that which is gotten by Vi.

SPLANCHNO'LOGIST (of omáy xra , the Bowels, and a éga olence.

to tell , Gr.) a Delcriber or Treater of the Bowels . To Spoil ( rpillan , Sax.) to marr, to damage any Thing.

SPLANCHNO'LOGY [σπλαγχνολογία οf σπλάγχνα, the Spoils ( polia. L. depouilles, F. ] Plunder, taken in War.

Bowels , and aógo, Speech, Gr . ] a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe Spokes ( ypacan, Sax .) the Rays of a Wheel.

of the Bowels. Spo'KESMAN (of ypacan, Sax !] one who ſpeaks in behalf
T. SPLAT 2 (with Meat- Carvers] is to cut up a Pike or of another.

T. SPLAYS Bream at Table . Spolia'tion, a Robbing or Deſpoiling, L.

To SPLASH [?. d. to wam ] to daſh Water upon, &c. Spolia'TION [in a Law-Senſc] a Writ which lies for one

SPLASHY , walhy, wet, watery. Incumbent againſt another for the Fruits of the Church, in

SPLAY - footed, one who treads his Toes much outwards . any Caſe where the Right of Patronage does not come into

SPLAYING of the Shoulder ( with Farriers) a Diſeaſe in Debate.

Horſes, occaſioned by ſome Slip, ſo that the Shoulder parts A SPONDAE'us 2 (Emydio , Gr .] a foot of Latin or

from the Breaſt , and leaves a Rift in the Film under the SPO'NDEE Greek Verſe , conſisting of two long

Skin , and makes a Horſe trail his Legs after him. Syllables, as cælum .

SPLEEN ( Splen , L. onkolo, Gr . ] a ſoft ſpungy Viſcus, of a Spo'NDYLES [ Spondyli, L. onrdumos, Gr. ] the Chine
darkiſh red, or rather livid Colour ; ordinarily reſembling a Bones .

Tongue in Figure ; tho' ſometimes it is triangular, and ſome- SrO'NDYLUS [omov Pro , Gr. ) a Knuckle, or a turning

times roundiſh. It is uſually placed under the left ſhort Ribs, Joint of the Back - Bone.

and is a Receptacle for the falt and earthy Excrements of
Spo'NGIA, a Spunge, a Kind of Sea -Moſs that grows on

the Blood, that it may be there volatized by the Aſſiſtance the Rocks , L.

of the animal Spirits, and , returning thence into the Blood , SPO'NGIOIDEA o / a ( in Anar.] the ſame as the Gribriformia

may allilt its Fermentation ; alſo Diſtemper in that Part. or Sieve -like Bones, L.

SPLEEN [ iplen , L. of only, Gr . ] Spite, Hatred, Grudge . SPO'NGIOUS pongiofus, L.) ſpungy or like a Spunge.

SPLEEN -wort, an Herb . SPO'NGIOUSNESS , Spungineſs .

SPLE'NDID 2 [ /plendidus, L.) glorious , magnificent, SPO'NGITES , a Stone found in Spunges.

SPLE'NDIDOUS S noble, Itately. Spo'NSAL [ Sponfalis, L. ) of, or pertaining to a Spouſe,

Sple'NDENCY [of pplendens, L. ) Shiningneſs . Betrothing , orMarriage,

SPLE'NDIDNESS Oplendor, L. ) Splendour, Brightneſs, SPON'sion, an Engagement, Promiſe , or Obligation, L.

Shiningneſs . A SPO'nsor , an Undertaker or Surety for another, a

SPLE'NDOUR ( Splendor, L.) a great Light or Brightneſs ; God - father, L.

alſo Glory , Magnificence. SPO'Nsus a Bridegroom (with Chymijls] Mercury ſo called ,

Sple'NETICK ( pleneticus, L. oranyetixos, Gr . ) of, or as being the Husband to Sulphur, to intimate their Fitneſs

pertaining to the Spleen ; alſo affected with Oppilations or to join or be joined one with another.

Obſtructions of the Spleen . SPONTA'NEOUS [ pontaneus, L. ſpontanee, F.) free, acting
Srle'netick Artery (in Anat.] the largeſt Branch of the of its own Accord .

Celiaca, an Artery thatgoes from thence to the Spleen , and Sro'NTANEOUS ( in the Schools] a Term apply'd to fuch

ends in it . Motions of the Body and Mind, as we perform of ourſelves

SPLE'NETICKNESS 2 [of pleniticus, L. of OTANNgTaxi's, without any Conttraint .

Sple'NICKNESS S Gr.ſ the being ſick of the Spleen ; To Spoom a Ship, is to put her right before the Wind.

alſo Spitefulneſs, Gr. SPOON (ypon, Sax . ( paen, Du.] a Hand -Utenſil, for

Sple'nica , Medicines good againſt the Spleen , L. eating liquid Things.

Vein SpleNICA (with Anat.) the left Branch of the vena SPOON -Wort, an Herb .

Porta, which is beſtow'd upon the Stomach and Caul ; a Part SPOO'NING [in Sea- Language) is when a Ship , being under

of the Gut Colon, and the Spleen . Sail in a Storm at Sea , cannot bear it, but is obliged to put

SPLENICAL 2 Uplenicus, L. omino's, Gr.] of, pertain- right before the Wind ; then they ſay the ſpoons; and when

SPLENICK 3 ing to , or good againſt the Spleen . the Ship is in danger of bringing herMalts by the Board ,

SPLENU Mujuli (with Anat.] Muſcles which ariſe from by her feeling or violent rolling about,and ſo foundering, they

the four upper Spines of the Vertebra of the Back, and from generally ſet up the Foreſail to make her go the ſteadier, and

the two lower of the Neck , which aſcending obliquely ad- this likewiſe they term { pooning the Foreſail.

here to the upper tranſverſe Proceſſes of the Vertebræ of the SPORA'DES (with Aſiron .) luch Stars as were never yet

Neck, and are inſerted into the upper Part of the Occiput ; ranked in any particular Contellation.

their Office is to pull the Head backwards, to one side. SPOR A'DICI morbi [of needs, Gr. ] thoſe Diſeaſes

SPLE'NIUM [Onnývor, Gr . ] a long Plaifter, &c. to be which are rife in many places, or which tho' different in

laid on the Body of one troubled with the Spleen ; alſo a Nature) ſeize ſeveral People at the ſame Time, and in the

Linnen Bolſter ſeveral times double, laid on Wounds, Ul. fame Country .

cers, Fractures , &c. To SPORT (le di portare, Ital . ] to divert one's ſelf with

SPLENT 2 (with Farriers] a hard Excreſcence or Swell- Play , to play.

SplintSing on the Bone of the Leg or Shank - Bone SPORT (prob . of difporto, Ital. Skinner] Paſtiine , Diver

of a Horſe. fion ,

SPLENTS ( with Surgeons] Pieces of Wood uſed in bind- SPO'RTFUL [of difporto, Ital . ] full of Play, & c.

ing up broken Limbs ; alſothe Pieces of a broken Bone. Spo'RTIVE (of je diſportare, Ital . ] diverting.

To SPLICE (prob. of (plusien , Du .) to join one Rope to SpO'RTIVENESS, Divertingneſs.

another, by interweaving their Ends , or opening their SPO'RTULA [old Rec ] Gifts, Gratuities , Salaries, L.

Strands, and with a Fid laying every Strand in order,, one A SPOT (prob . of putt, Teut. Ignominy) a Speck, a

in another . Stain of Colour, Dirt, c.

To Splice (with Gardeners) is to graft the Top of one SpoʻTLESS (prob. of (port, Teut.) without Spot, inno

Tree into the Stock of another, by cutting them noping, cent .

and faſtening them together. SPO'TLESNESS, Unſpottedneſs , Innocency .

A cut SPLICE (with Sailors ] is when a Rope is let into Spots in the Nails, thole in the top of the Nails are faid
another with as much Diſtance as one pleaſes, ſo as to have to repreſent Things paſt, thoſe in the Middle Things preſent,

it undone, at any time , and yet be ſtrong enough . and thoſe at the Bottom future Events ; white Spots are ſup

A round SPLICE , is when the End of a Rope is ſo let in-. poſed to preſage Felicity , and blue ones, Misfortunes, &c.

to another, that they fall be as firm , as if they were but though this Conjecturing of future Events , by theſe Spots ,

one Rope. ſeems to be but a ſuperllitious Imagination ; yet it has Anti :

SPLI'NTER plind, Dan .) a ſmall Shiver of Wood, Du. quity on its Side , and Cardan affirms that he had diſcovered

To Split [ plitrer, Dan. ) to cleave or cut aſupder . a Property in himſelf, of finding in them fome Signs of molt

Events that ever happened to him . Spo't red
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SPOTTED, having Spots . SPRINGER of an are bed Gate (in Arcbitce? ) the Mouldings

Spo'rty, full of Spots. Milton . that bear the Arch ,

Spots in the Sun ( with Aſtron .) are certain opacous or Barren SPRINGS, are ſuch as uſually flow from Coal-Mines

ſhady Maſſes, which are ſometimes obſerved adhering to the or ſome ſulphureous Mineral, ſo called , becauſe, being of a

Body or Disk of the Sun , the various Figures and Motions harth and brackiſh Quality, they rather kill Plants than nou

whereof are obferved by the Help of a Teiefcope. rith them .

Spou'oal [of eſpouſailles, F. jponfalia, L. ) an Epithalami- SPRI'NGAL [q.d. a young ſpringing Shoot of a Plant) a

um or Wedding-Song. Milion . young Man, a Stripling .

SPOUSAL, betrothing. Springe (rpping, Sax.)a Snare or Device made of

Spou'sage, Betrothing, Eſpouſing. twiſted Wire for catching Birds or ſmall Beaſts.

Spous'D [of eſpouſer, F. ) etpoufcd . Milton. SpaI'NGINESS [of yp ringan , Sux . ] a Quality in ſome

SPOUSE [ posa, Ital. ſponja, L. ] a Bridegroom or Husband; Bodies, when they are preited or altered by a Preffure or

alſo a Bride or Wife. Stroke, to recover their former Figure.

SPOUSE - Breach ( old Law ] Adultery or Incontinence be- Springy Bodies [ in Philol.) fuch Bodies , as having had

tween married Perſons, in oppoſition to fimple Fornication . their Form or Figure changed by the Stroke or Percuſſion

SPOUT ( puyte, Teut.] a Pipe or Trough, for Convey- of another Body, can recover again their former Figure,
ance of Water. which Bodies, that are not elaſtick, will not do . Thus, if a

Water-Spout (at Sea ] a Maſs of Water collected between Piece of Steel be bent any Way, it will return to its former

a Cloud and the Surface of the Sca, in the Shape of a Pil- Straitneſs ; but a piece of Lead will ſtand bent in any

lar or Spout of Water : Theſe Phænomena frequently hap- Form .

pen in the Weſt- Indies, and very much endanger Ships that SPRI'NGOLDs , a ſort of antientwarlike Engines .

are near them , unleſs they are diſperſed and broken by the To Spri'NKLE (unypringan , Sax. bilprenger, Dan .

Shot of great Guns . (pzinkelen , Du . ] to wet with Drops of ſome Liquor.

SPOUTS [in the Weſt- Indies, &c.] are as it were Rivers SERI'NKLING ( of onypningan , Sax . beſprenget, Dan. }

falling from the Clouds as out of Water-Spouts ; they a wetting by Drops.

make the Sea where they fall rebound in exceeding high SPRIT- Sail (with Mariners ) the Sail which belongs to the

Flaſhes. Bolt-Sprit-Maft.

A SPRain , but more properly a Strain, prob. of eſtreint, To Sprout (ypnittan, Sax. ] to put forth as Plants

F. ) a violent Contorſion or Wreſting of the Tendons of do .

the Muſcles, occaſioned by ſome ſudden Accident. Sprouts (rppauta, Sax.) a ſort of young Coleworts
To SPRAIN , thus to contort or overſtretch the Tendons . ſprouting out of old Stalks, & c.

SPRAINTS , the Dung of an Otter, SPRUCE , neat or fine in Garb or Dreſs.

SPRAT [ 3 pror, Dan. ) a Fiſh . SPRUCE Beer, a ſort of phyſical Beer brought from Ham

Spraw'LING (fome derive it of fpricel, D :1. a Graſs- burgh, &c. good for inward Bruiles.

Plot) lying itretched out at Length and Breadth. SPRUCE Leather, i . e . Pruſia Leather.

SPRAY [ of the Sea ) a Kind of watery Miſt like ſmall SORU'CENESS , Neatneſs , Zaiety in Dreſs.

Rain , cauſed by the daſhing of the Waves, which will fly SPRUNT, very active or brisk, very lively .

ſome Diſtance, and wet like a ſmall Shower of Rain . A Spud, a ſhort ſorry Knife ; a little deſpicable Fellow ;

To SPREAD (prob. of ( preeden, Du .) to lay open ; to a Short- Arſe .

extend in Length and Breadth . SPU'LGERS of Yarn , Men employ'd to ſee that it be well

A SPRIG [orag, C. Br. ypjic, Sax . ) a ſmall Twig or ſpun and fit for the Loom .

Branch of a Plant, ſomething more than a Slip , as having TO SPUME [ ./pumare, L. ) to froth or foam .

more Leaves and ſmall Twigs on it than a Slip has, and is SPUME [ Spuma, L.] Froth, Foam, the Scum of Gold or

alſo of ſome Growth , Silver .

SPRIGGY (of yppig , Sax .] having Sprigs. Spu'mid pumidus, L.] foamy, frothy.

A Spright [9. d. a Spirit] a Phantom , a Hobgoblin. Spumi'FEROUS Įpumifer, L. ) bringing Froth or Foam.

SPRIGHTFUL (of spirit and full , Sax .) full of Spirit , SPUMI'NESS (of ſpuma, L.] Frothineſs,

lively , brisk . SPUMO's e 2

Spri'CHTFULNESS 2 (ypirit rulnegye, Sax. ] Fulneſs of Spu'mous {[/pumoſus, L. ) full of Froth.

Spri’GHTLINESS 3 Spirit , Livelineſs , Vigorouſneſs. SPU'MY [ lpumeus, L.) frothy.

SPRIGHTLY , full of Spirit and Life, lively , brisk . Spun Yarn (in Sea-Language] is the Yarn of untwiſted

SPRIGUTS, fhort Arrows, antiently uſed in Sea- Fights , Ropes, the Ends ofwhich are ſcraped and beaten thin, in

having wooden Heads ſharpened ; they diſcharged them out order to be let into the Ends of other Ropes, and ſo be made

of Muquets, and they would paſs thro ' the sides of a Ship, as long as Occaſion fhall require.

where Bullets would not enter . A SPUNGE [ Spongia, L. ) a Kind of Sca - Fungus or Muſh

TO SPRING (Ypringan, Sax. ſpringer, Dan.] to ſprout room , found adhering to Rocks , Shells, &c , on the Sea
or ſhoot forth likePlants ; alſo to ariſe or iſſue out as Water Thore .

does out of the Ground ; - alſo to ariſe or proceed ; alſo to A S PUNGE [ with Farriers] that Part of a Horſe's Shoe next

take an agile Leap .
the Heel .

T. SPRING a Maft ( Sea - Phraſe ] is when a Maft is only A SPUNGE [with Gurners) a Rammer or Staff with a

crack'd, and not quite broken in any Part, as at the Hounds, Piece of Lamb-skin about the End of it , for ſcouring great

Partners , &c. they ſay the Malt is ſprung. Guns , betore they are charged again, after having been

T. SPRING (with Fowlers] is to raiſe a Partridge or Phea- diſcharged.
ſant. To SPUNGE, to waſh or rub a Thing over with a Spunge ;

SPRING - Tides, are the Increaſing higher of a Tide after alſo to clear a Gun from any Sparks of Fire remaining in it

dead Niepe, which is about 3 Days before the Full or Change
with a Gunner's Spunge.

of the Moon ; but they are at the Top or higheſt 3 Days To SPUNGE upon , to eat or drink at other People's Coft.

after the Full or Change , when the Water runs higheſt with Pyrotechnical Spu'nges , are made of the largeMuſhrooms

the Flood , and loweſt with the Ebb, and the Tides run or fungous Excreſcences growing on old Oak, Aſhes, Firs,

more ſtrong and ſwift than in the Niepes. &c. theſe are dry'd in Water , boil'd and bcaten, then put

ASPRING[ ypying, Sax. ) a Fountain ; alſo an Original ; in a ſtrong Lye made of Salt- Petre, and afterwards dry'd in

alſo a Principle of Motion ; alſo one of the 4 Seaſons of the an Oven . Theſe make the black Match or Tinder brought

Year ; alſo a Device for catching Fowls and for various other from Germany, for ſtriking Fire with a Flint and Steel.

Uſes. A SrU'NGING - Hovje, a Victualling- Houſe, where Perſons

The SPRING ( Hieroglypb.) was repreſented by a loving and arreſted for Debt are kept ſome Time, either till they have

fawning Dog agreed with their Adverſary , or are removed to a cloſer
SPRING- Arbour [of a Watcb ) that Part which is placed in Confinement .

the Middle of the Spring Box, about which the Spring is SPU'NCY ( Spongis, L. ) hollow like a Spunge.

wound or turned . SPU'NGINESS (of ipongiojus,L.) a ſpungy Quality.
SPRING -Box (of a Watch] a ſort of Box of Steel which SPUNK, Touch -Wood, half-rotten Wood ; allo a Sub

contains the Spring, being in the Shape of a Cylinder. ſtance which grows upon the sides of Trees .

SPRING [in Phyſicks) a natural Faculty or Endeavour Bo- A SPUR [ypope, Sax. ) a Device of Iron with ſharp

dies have to return to their firit State, after having been vio- Points to make a Horſe go .

lentiy put out of the fame, by comprefling , bending, or the To SPUR (prob. of / pozen , Dr.or ypone, Sax .) to prick

like , called Elaſticity or elaſtick Force. a Horſe with a Spur ; to put, egg on , or forward .

To Spring a Leak (with Sailors] is to begin to leak or SPUR -Royal, a ſort of Gold Coin current in the Time of

take in the Sea, through ſome Openings in the Ship's Tim- King James I.

bers .
SPURGE
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Source ( c/purge, F. ) a Plant , the Juice of which is ſo up with an empty Space in the Middle, for the Colours;

hot and corroding, that , if dropped upon Warts , it eats them Drums, and Baggage, and covered every way with Pikes to

away , and is called Devil's-Milk. keep off Horſes.

SPURIA- Angina ( with Phyſicians) the Baſtard-Quinſy . SQUARE Number [in Arithm .) a Number which is ſqua

Spurious fpurius, L.) not genuine , falſe, counterfeit ; al- red or multiplied by itſelf, as 3 by 3 , which is 9 , and 4 by
ſo baſe - born , baitardly . 4 , which is 16 .

Spu'r 10US Diſcales, are ſuch as degenerate from their SQUARE- Root [in Arith .) the Side of a ſquare Number,

Kind , as a Baſtard - Pleuriſy , &c. as 4 is of 16 .

Spu'rious Fleſh [ in Anat.) the Fleſh of the Lips , Gums, Long -SQUARE (in Geomet.] a Figure that has 4 right An

Glans , Penis , & c. which is of a different Conſtitution from gles and 4 Sides , but 2 of the Sides are long and the other

all the reit .
Thort .

SPU'R 10 Usness [of Spurius, L.) Baſeneſs of Birth, Bas- To Square the Sail-Yards ( Sea- Phraſe) is to make them

tardlineſs , Counterfeitneſs . hang right a -croſs the Ship, and one Yard - Arm not traver
Spu'rkets [ in a Shir) are the Spaces that are between fed more than the other.

the upper andlower Futtocks, or compaſſing Timbers , or SQUA'RING (with Mathemat . ] is the making a Square

between the Timbers called Rungs on the Ship’s Sides afore qual to another Figure given ; thus the ſquaring of the

and aft, above and below . Circle is the making a Square equal and exactly correſpon

To Spurn (y poſnan , Sax ] to kick. dent to a Circle , or the finding out the Area or Content of

SPUR-Way, a Horſe-Way through a Man's Ground, fome Square that Mall be exactly equal to the Area of fome

which a Perſon may ride in by Right of Cuſtom . Circle ; a Problem that has hitherto puzzled the ableſt Ma

SPU'RRY , a ſort of Herb . thematicians, tho' they come near enough the Truth for any

SPURT, a Start , a ſudden Fit , of ſhort Continuance. Ule.

TO SPURT (prob . of ſpruyten , Du . ] to burſt or force out SQU A'RENESS (of equarri, F. ] a ſquare Form .

as Liquors out of a Bottle , Cask , & c. SQUASH, an American Fruit, ſomething like a Pompion ;

SPU'TATIVE [of ſputare, L. to ſpit] ſpitting much. alſo a little Animal.

Spu'TUM [ in Medicine] the Spittle. To SQUASH, to ſqueeze flat, or bruiſe.

To Spy ( rp, pian , Sax. (pien , Du .] to eſpy, to diſcover TO SQUAT (of ſquattare, Ital . ] to cow down, to ſit bear

with the Eye . ing upon the Knees .

A SPY ( Eſpion, F. ] one who clandeftinely ſearches into To SQUAWL [ (challen , Teut.] to bawl out .

the State of Places or Affairs. T. SQUEAK (prob . of queiben , Teut.] to make a fhrill

A SQUAB, a ſoft-ſtuffed Cuſhion or Bolſter for a Couch Noiſe, to cry out.

or Window ; alſo a thick fat Man or Woman . SQUEA'Mish prob . q. d . qualmiß ] weak - ſtomached ,

A SQUAB -Rabbet, Chicken, &c. one ſo young as not to be apt to heave or vomit.

fit to be eaten . SQUEAMISHNESS (9.d. Qualmith nefs ] a Loathing.

SQUA'BBLE, a Quarrel, Brangle , or Diſpute. To SQUEESE [ p ;ran , Sax. or as Minſhew thinks of quafari,

SQUA'BBLED (among Printers] is when the Lines are L. ) to preſs close together.

broke, or the Letters of the Lines are mixed one with Seuil , a ſort of Firework.

another. SQUIB ( in a Gaming -Hone] a ſort of Puff of a lower

SQUADRON ( Squadrone, Ital . acies quadrata , L. ) a Body Rank, a Perſon who has half the Salary a Puff has given

of Horſe from 100 to 200.
him to play

A SQUA'DRON [of Ships] a certain Number ſometimes SQUILL [ Squilla, L.) a Sea - Onion.

more , and ſometimes leſs, eſpecially of Ships of War. SQUINA'NTHUS (with Botanis) the ſweet Ruſh , L.

SQUAʼLID [ /qualidus, L.) foul, nafty , filthy ; alſo ill- SQUINA'NCY [ ſquinantia, L.) a Swelling and Inflamma

favoured. tion in the Throat , which hinders the ſwallowing of Meat,

SQUA'lid [in Botan . Writ.) a Term applied to Colours and ſometimes ſtops the Breath.

when they are not bright, but look faded and dirty , L. SQUINSY [ /quinantia , L. ) the SQUINANCY.

SQUA'LIDNESS 2 [of Squaliditas, L. ) Foulneſs, Naſtineſs, To SQuint (of ycendan , Sax. or it hewen , Teut. accord

SQUA'LIDITY S Slovenlineſs. ing to Skinner ] to look awry .

T. SQUALL (prob. of ( challen , Teut.) to bawl out . SQUIRE [ ecuyer, F. ] the next inferior Degree of Honour

A SQUALL, a ſudden Storm of Wind or Rain , not of to a Knight.

very long Continuance. SQUIRREL [fciurus, L. of oxioo, Gr. ] a Wood-Weaſel.

SQUA’LLEY , a Faultineſs in Cloth, chiefly in the Make To Squire a Perſon, to wait upon him or her, in the

of it. manner of a Gentleman -Uſer.

SQUA'LLEY, inclinable to ſudden Storms of Wind and To Squirt (prob . of (prugten , or oxug taiw , Gr. to skip]

Rain . to ſpirt out.

SQUAMA'TUS To Squi'tter (prob . q. d,ſcatter or ſitter ] to void the
a , um ,

SQUAMO'sus Excrement with a kind of Noiſe.

SQUA'Meous [ ſquameus, L. ) ſcaly, or like Scales. SQur'tter (with Tin -Miners] the Droſs of Tin .

SQUAMI'GEROUS ( quamiger , L.] bearing or having Scales. A SQUABBLE. See Squobble.

SQUA'M MOUs [in Anat.) a Term apply'd to the ſpurious S. S. Societatis focius, i.e. Fellow of the Society, L.

and falſe Sutures of the Skull , becauſe of their being com- S. S. S. Stratum fuper Stratum , i. 2. Layer upon Layer, L.

poſed of Squammæ or Scales , like thoſe of Fiſhes, &c. S. T. an indeclinable Term , chiefly uſed to command

SQU A MO's a Oja [in Anatomy] the Bones of the Skull be- Silence .

hind the Ears , L. Sr. Saint .

SQUAMO'SA Sutura (with Anatomiſts) one of the Seams or To STAB [ fome derive it of tab , Teut. a Club , others of

Sutures of the Skull , ſo called , becauſe-the Parts of the Bones ftampanare, Ital . ] to wound by the Thruſt of a Sword, Dag

are joined together allope, and like Scales . ger, or any pointed Weapon .

SQUAMO'SE ( Squamous, L. ) ſcaly , that has Scales . A StaB , a Wound made by a Thruſt with ſome pointed

SQUA MO'seness [of quamojies, L. ) Scalineſs.
SQUA'MOUS Root ( with Botaniſs) is that Kind of bulbous STABLE ( fabilis, L.) firm , fixed, fure, ſteady , lafting.

Rootwhich conſiſts of ſeveral Coats involving one another, STABILITY 2 [of liabilitas, L. ) Firmneſs, Fixedneſs,

as the Onion , & c. SE A'BLENESS S Laftingneſs

To SQUA'NDER [prob . of ſquandere, Ital . ] to laviſh , to To Sta'ble [ fabulo includere, L.) to ſet up in a Stable .

ſpend or waſte. T. STABLISH [ tabilire , L.) to eſtabliſh.

SQUA'NDERER , a laviſh Spender. A STABLE [/tabulum ,L. ) a Place or Houſe to keepHorſes in .

A SQUARE [quadratus, L. carre, F. ] a Figure conſiſting STABLE-fland [ in the Fore? Law ] is when a Perſon is

of 4 equal Sides , and as many right Angles . found at his Stand in the Foreit , with a Croſs -bow or Long

T. SQUARE [quadrare, L. jquadrare,Ital.] to make ſquare, bow , ready to kill a Deer ; or elle ſtanding clofe by a Tree,
to fuit.

with Greyhounds ready to flip ; it is one of the four Evi

A SQUARE [with Architects] an Inſtrument for ſquaring dences or Preſumptions by which a Man is convicted of in

their Work. tending to ſteal the King's Deer ; the other three are Back

A SQUARE ( with Aſtrologers) an Aſpect between 2 Pla- berond, Bloody -hand, and Dog-draco.

nets, which are diſtant go Degrees one from another, which To Sta’EULATE ( ftabulare, L. ] to keep up Cattle, as in

is looked upon as an unfortunate Aſpect. a Stall .

Hollow SQUARE (in Mil. Art ] a Body of Troops drawn STACCA'Do, a Pale or Fence , Ital.

STA'

} { [in Batan.Writ .] ſcaly.

Weapon .
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STACHIA [ old Rec. ) an Eſtache, a Dam or Head , made STALE (with Focolers] a Foivl put in any place to allure

up of Stakes, Earth, Stones, & c. to ſtop a Water-Courſe . others ; a Decov -Fowl.

Stachys [szus, Gr.) the Herb called bare Hore- Stale (of ftabulam , L. as Skinner fuppoſes, or prob . of

Hound, wild Sage, Sage of the Mountain, or Field -Sage, L. ftalie, Dil. becaule, when Horſes come into the Stable, they

Stacca'TO ?
[in Mu. Bucks] the ſame as ſpiccato, Ital .

frequently ſtale] the Urine of Cattle .

STOCCATO TO STALE [1a Ten , D:) to pifs .

To STACK ( ipoken of Horſes] to ſtumble. STA'LENESS (prob. of url, D !.] the being oppoſite to

T. STACK (prob. of ſtacca, Ital.] to pile up Wood, Hay, Newneſs or Freihnets.

. TO STALK ( realcan , Sax. ] to walk fofely ; allo to go

A STACK ( ftacca, Ital , or of Gecken , Du,] a Pile of Hay , fately or ftrait.

Straw , Wood, &c . three Foot long , three broad , and three STALK (with Botan .] is defined to be part of a Plant re

high. ceiving the Nourishment from the Root , and diſtributing it

STACTE [ carth', Gr. ) a Kind of Gum or creamy Juice into the other Parts , with which it is clothed , not having

that iflues out of the Myrtle- Tree, L. one Side diſtinguiſhable from the other. The Stalk of a

STADDLES [ 9. d . ftandils, of fand) young Trees. Tree is call'd the Trunk ; in Corn and Graffes , it is called

STA'Dium , a Roman Meaſure now taken for a Furlong , L. The Blade.

STAFF [ytay , Sax .) a Stick to walk with , and for va- A STALK [ arte, Du . séney G , Gr. ] the Stem of a Plant.

rious Uſes. A naked STALK, one which has no Leaves on it .

STAFF [in Poetry) a particular Number of Verſes in a A creſied STALK, one which has Farrows or Ridges.

Pſalm or Poem . A winged STALK , one which has Leaves on both sides.

A STAFF of Cocks (with Cockers] a pair of Cocks. Aſtriped STALK , one that is of two or more Colours.

STAFF -Tree, a kind of Shrub which keeps its Leaves in STA'LKING [of ytælcan, Sax.] walking ſoftly, ſtately,

Winter. and ſtrutting.

A STAG [ ſome Etymologiſts derives it of ytican , Sax . STA'LKING Hedge [in Fowling ) an Artificial Hedge to

to prick, from its Readineſs to puſh with its Horns] a red hide the Fowlers from being ſcen by the Game.

Male Deer of five Years of Age . STA'LKING - Horſe (with Fowlers ] an Horſe, an old Jade

A STAG ( Hieroglyphically] lying on its Side, and chewing who will walk gently up and down, as you would have him,

its Meat , repreſented a learned and accompliſh'd Man . The in Water, &c. beneath whoſe Shoulder the Sportſman ſnel

Horns of a Stag are an Hieroglyphick of the Power, Au- ters himſelf and Gun , uſed in tunneling for Partridges.

vthority , and Dignity unto which ſuch deſerve to be pro- STALKING - Here [ in a figurative Senſe ] Perſon employd,

moted . as a Tool , to bring about ſome Affair ; a Thing uſed for a
STAG , is an Emblem of Swiftneſs and Fear, aiſo of a Pretence.

faint -hearted Perſon . STALL [8tal , Sax . ffail, Dan . ) a Place for fatting Cattle ;

STAG - Evil, a Diſeaſe in Horſes. alſo a little Shop or Apartment under a Bulk , without the

STAG - Beetle, an Infect. Fore-ſide of a Shop.

A STAGE (prob . of ſtadium , L. Rade, F. ] a Journey by STA'LLED (9. fatted in a Stall] fatted.

Land , or ſuch a Part of it where a Perſon inns or takes TO STALL (prob. of ytal , Sax. ) to put into a Stall , alſo

freſh Horſes, Gr. to fat or clog.

A Stage ( perhaps of eſtage, F. or ytizan , Sax.Or sign, A Stall -Boal, a ſort of a Fiſhing-Boat.

Gr. a Roof ] that Place or Part in a Theatre raiſed STA'LLAGE, Money paid for ſetting up Stalls in a Fair or

higher than the Floor, where the Players act ; alſo a Place
Market.

raiſed with Timber and Boards, where Mountebanks A STALLION [ of Stal, Sax . g . d . kept in a Stall , ftallone,

poſe their Medicines to Sale , and make their Harangues , and Ital. effalom, F. ] a Stone-Horſe kept for getting Colts.
on which their Tumblers ſhew their Tricks. ' STAMINA (with Anat.) are thote ſimple, original Partsof

STA'GGARD ( Hunting -Term ] a Male Deer of fouryears old . an animal Body which exiſted firſt in the Embryo, or even

TO STA'GGER [ prob . of Gaggelen , Du . ] to reel to and in the Seed ; and by the Diſtinction , Augientation, and Ac
fro ; alſo to be in doubt, to waver. cretion of which, the human Body, atits utmoſ Bulk, is

STA'GGERS [with Farriers) a Diſeaſe in Horſes fomewhat fuppoſed to be formed by additional Juices.
like a Vertigo. STA'MINA (with Botanilts] are thoſe fine Threads, Ca

STAGIA'RIUS [old Rec.] a Canon who kept his ſtated pillaments, or Hairs growing up'within the Flower of ſome

Reſidence in a Cathedral Church . Plants , as Tulips, encompailing round the Style , or Pifil,

STA'GNANCY [of ftagnans, L. ) a Standing in a Pool . and on which the Apices grow at the Ends.

TO STA'GNATE [ fagnare, L. ) to ſtand till as Water ; STAMI'NEOUS (Itamineus, L. ) that has Siamina , or a fort

alſo to wanta free Courſe ; to flop as the Blood does , when Threads in it .

it is grown thick. STAMINEOUS Flowers ( in Biton.] are thoſe imperfect

• SpAd -Holder 2 a Governor or Regent of a Province Flowers which want the fine -coloured Leaves called Petala,

STADT-Holder S in the United Netherlands. and conſiſt only of the Stylus and Stamina.

STAGIRITE, Ariſtotle, ſo called from Stagira, a Town A STA'MMEL, a large flouncing Mare ; alſo an

in Macedonia, his Native Place . grown bouncing Wench.

STA'GMA (with Chym .) the Pieces of ſeveral Plants min- TO STAʼMMER [ aammeren , Du. ymmetan, Sax .] to

gled together in order to Diſtillation. futter , to faulter in one's Speech .

STA'GNANT [ fagnans, L.) ſtanding as the Water of A STA'MMERER ( 1Timoji, Sax. ) a Stutterer, one who

Ponds or Pools . faulters in his Speech.

- STAI'd (prob . of etayer, F. to ſtay or bear up, 9. d. one STA'MMERING [of ytamon , Sax .] Stuttering in Speech.

that is able to bear up againſt the Temptations and Sollici- T. STAMP [ #airper, Dan.] to itrike or beatthe Ground

tations of Vanity and Vice) fober , grave. with the Foot.

Stai'dness , Seriouſneſs , Gravity , Soberneſs. T. STAMP ( estampare, Ital . eſtamper, Span .) to make a

Stain and Colours [in Herald. ) are tawney and ' murrey . Stamp, Imprellion,or Effigies upon ; to coin .

To Stain ( Skinner derives it of diſteindre, L. ] to ſpot, to TO STANCH [etancher, F. ) to ſtop a Flux of Blood ; alſo
defile, to dawb ; to die Colours ; alſo to blemiſh or blur to ceaſe to flow or run .

one's Reputation . STANCH ( prob. of ytan Dan , Sax . ) ſubſtantial , folid , good ,

STAINANT Colours [ in Heraldry) are tawney and murrey. found.

STAIRS [ rtagæner , Sax.) Steps to afcend by. STA'NCHNESS (prob . of y'tanban , Sax .] Subftantialneſs,

A STAKE, a ſmall Anvil uſed by Smiths .
Firmncís , EC.

A STAKE [eſtaca, Span . ) a Stick in a Hedge ; alſo a Pledge STA'NCHIONS [ efianſon, F.] Supporters in Buildings.
laid down on a Wager. STA'NCHIONS [ in a Ship) Pieces of Timber which ſup

STALDINGS, a ſort of old Money.
port the Waſte Trees .

STALACTITAE [of sanáyuo , a Drop or Dropping, Gr.] A STAND [ y Eang, Sax . ) a Pauſe ; a Doult or Uncertain

a Sort of ſtony, ſparry Icicles that hangdown from the Tops ty ; alſo a Fraine to let any thing upon.

or Arches of Grotto's, Caves , or Vaults under Ground, as T. STAND ( ytandın, Sax . ] to bear upon or be ſupported

alſo from the Roofsand Chapiters of Pillars that are built o- byFeet.

ver hot Springs or Baths. STANDARD (JTanyano, Sax. standardo , Ital . eſtandart, F .]

Stale ($el , D :1 .] not freſh ,, old , as ſtale Beer, ſtale the chief Enſign of a Royal Army or Fleet ; alſo the ſtanding

Bread ; a ftale Maid . Meaſures of the King or State, according to which all the

STALE [Stele, Sax .] a Handle'; alſo a Round or Step of Meaſures are framed and adjuſted.
a Ladder.

STANDARD, for Gold Coin in England, is 22 Caracts of

75 fine

over
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fine Gold and 2 CaraEts of Copper ; and the French and STA'R - PAV'D , paved with Stars, Milton .

Spaniſh Gold are nearly of the ſame Standard . STA'RRINESS ( of ytcop picznerre,Sax.]Fulneſs of Stars:
STANDARD , for Silver Coin , is 11 Ounces and 2 Penny- STA'RRY (rteon ricg , Sax.) full of Stars.

Weights of fine Silver, and 18 Penny -Weights of Copper Falling Stars, are fiery Exhalations, enkindled in the Air;

melted together , and is called Sterling. complying therewith in their Motion , and call d Shooting

STANDARD -Graſs, an Herb. Stars, which, when their more ſubtile Parts are burnt away,

STANDARDS ? (in Husbandry] Trees reſerved at the Fel- fall down, becauſe the weight of the viſcous and earthy

STANDILS S ling of Wood for Growth for Timber. Matter exceeds the Weight of the Air that lies under it .

STA'nding Part of the Sheat [in Sea -Language) is that Fixed STARS, are ſo calld , becauſe they always keep the

Part which is made faſt to a Ring at the Sheat's Quarter. ſame Diſtance among themſelves. and not becauſe without

STANDING Lifts (in a Ship] the Lifts for the Sprit- Sail- Motion : For they have two Motions ; one Motion is in
Yard . common with the whole Heaven , which is from Eaſt to

STANDING Part [of Tackle] that End of a Rope where Weſt on the Poles of the World , which carries all the Stars

a Block is ſeized or faſtened . along with it, and this Revolution is made in twenty four

STANDING Ropes [in a Ship] are thoſe Ropes which run Hours ; the other Motion is from the Weſt to the Eaft on

not in any Block , but are ſet taut or let flack , as Occaſion the Poles of the Ecliptick , which is very Now , for they do

ferves, as the Sheat- Stays, the Back -Stays. not make their Revolution , according to that famous Aſtrono .

STA'NDISH [of reano and vish, Sax. ) a ſtanding Ink- mer Tycho Brabe, in leſs than 25816 Years. Theſe Stars are

horn for a Table. divided into ſeveral Conſtellations. It is the general Opini

Staʼnefiles , cut Paſte - boards through which Card- on , that the Fixed Stars are Bodies that ſhine by their own

makers colour Court- Cards . Light. The Region of Heaven , where the fixed Stars are

STANG [ ytæng, Sax . ) a Pole to carry a Cowi on . plac'd, is that which is called the Firmament. They are
STA'NNARIES (annaria, L.) the Mines and Places where believ'd not to be contained in the ſame ſpherical Superficies,

Tin is digged and refined . nor any of them ſo low as the Planets, for this Reaſon , be

STA'NNUM , a Metal called Tin , L. cauſe there is no Parallax nor Difference of Aſpect to be

ST A'N ZA [in Poetry ]a certain regulated Number of grave found, nor have they ever eclipſed any Planets.

Verſes, containing ſome perfect Senſe, terminated with a Reft. TO START [of rty nan, Sax. or farren , Teut.] to give a

STA'PES (with Anat.) a little Bone of a triangular Figure ſudden Leap or make a heaving Motion with the Body ;

in the inner Part of the Ear, conſiſting of two Branches, alſo to begin to run a Race.

the Cloſing of which is callid the Head of the Stapes. A START(reynung, Sax. ) a ſudden Motion of the Body

Staphis Agia (with Botan .) Stave's-Acre, L. upon ſome Surprize.

STAPHYLI'NUS (sapuairc , Gr. ) a Kind of Daucus, L. TO START A Hare (with Sportſmen ] is to force her to leave

STAPHYLO'DENDROS [ sapuaódivde , Gr. ] the Blad
her Seat.

der- Nut- Tree , L. STA'RTING ( with Brewers) is the Putting of new Beer

STA'PHYLE ( scipuan, Gr . ) a Diſeaſe in the Roof of the or Ale to that which is decay'd to revive it again ; alſo the

Alouth, when the Uvula grows black and blue, like a Grape. Filling their empty Buts with freſh -brew'd Beer.
Stone. STA'RTISH ?

STAPHY'LOMA ( sapúrwua , Gr.) a Diſeaſe in the Eye, Sra'RTLY

when, the Cornea or Horny-Coat being eaten through or To STA'RTLE, to cauſe to ſtart by Surprize or Fright ; to

broken, the uvous Tunicle falls out , ſo as to reſemble the ftart or tremble for Fear.

Form of a Grape -Stone . STA'R TURS, a ſort of high Shoes.

STAPHYLOPA'Rtes, a Surgeon's Inſtrument for raiſing To STARVE ( prob. of steap fan , Sax . to kill, but Mer .

the Uvula , when it is looſened , Gr . Caſaub. derivesit of sepew , Gr. to bereave] to kill or perish

Sra'ple [fapel , Dan. Jtapul ytapl , Sax. a Market or with Hunger, Cold , r.

Fair) a publick Town where are Store - Houſes for Commo- STA'RVELING [of rtean yos, Sax. ] a lean, meagre,

dities ; alſo a City or Town where Merchants jointly lay up ſtarved, unthriving Perlon , & c.

their Commodities, for the better vending them by Wholeſale. STATE [ etat, F. ftatus, L.) Condition ; alſo Pomp.

STAPLE Commodities (prob. of Stapul, Sax . a Baſis or The natural State of Man (among Moralifts] being con

Foundation ] ſuch Commodities as do not eaſily and quickly fidered , with Relation to other Men, is that which affects us

marr or periſh , as Wool, Lead, Tin , &c. alſo good ſaleable upon the bare Account of our univerſal Kindred .

Commodities, as are uſually vended abroad, at Fairs and The adventitious State of Man (among Muralifts) is that

Markets. which obliges Men by the Authority of ſome human Confti

A Star [ /teorgia, Sax. fella, L. asnje, Gr . ) a luminous tution .

Globe in the Heavens . A State of Peace, is when Men live quietly together

STAR of Bethlehem , a Plant. without the Diſturbances of Violence or Injuries, and volun

STAR (with Moraliſs) is an Emblem of Prudence, which tarily diſcharge their mutual Duties, as Matters of neceſſary

is the Rule of all Virtues, and leads us to worthy Actions, Obligation.

enlightening us through the Darkneſs of this world. AState of War, is when Men are mutually engag'd in

Star [in Heraldry) has uſually five Beams or Points , and offering and repelling Injuries, or endeavouring forcibly to
ſo in Blazonry; if there be no more , there is no Need to men- recover their Dues.

tion the Number ; but, when they are more, the Number STA'TelINESS [of ſtatelic , Du.] Pompouſneſs, Majeſ

muſt be expreſs’d , and the Star mut never have above ſixteen . tickneſs.

STAR-Board (rteonbono, Sax. ] the Right-hand side of Sta’tely (prob. of fatura, L.] pompous, majeſtick.

a Ship or Boat. STATER [in Pbarmacy ) a Weight containing an Ounce

STAR -Chamber [a Chamber in Weſtminſter-Hall, ſo called, and a half.

becauſe the Cieling was adorned with Figures of Stars] a STA'Tera , a ſort of Balance, otherwiſe call'd the Roman

Chamber where the Lord -Chancellor antiently kept a Court Balance, a Goldſmith's Balance ; alſo Troy Weight, L.

to puniſh Routs, Riots, Forgeries, &c. STATES-General, the Name of an Aſſembly , conſiſting

STAR-Fort [in Fortif.) a Work having ſeveral Faces, made of the Deputies of the 7 united Provinces of the Netherlands.
up from 5 to 8 Points, with ſaliant and re - entring Angles , StatesTMAN (of jatus, L. and Man , Sax .) a Manager

which flank one another on every one of its Sides, containing the State.

from 12 to 25 Fathom . STA'TICA ars (fatice,L. of Statik'), Gr . ] a Science

STAR -Redoubt [in Fortif.] a ſmall Fort or Work of 4, 5 , 6 , which treats of Weights, ſhewing the Properties of Heavi
or more Points .

neſs and Lightneſs, the Equilibrium or equal Balance of
STAR -Wort, an Herb . natural Bodies, Gr.

STARCH (prob. of tarcken, Teut .] a ſort of thin Paſte , STA'TICAL Baroſcope. See Baroſcope.

for ſtiffening of Linnen . STA'TICAL Hygrometer. See Hygrometer.

STA'RCHNESS ? [of ſterck , Dan. or of starc, Sax .] STATICKS ( satixu fcil. Tigun, Gr.] a Science purely

STA'RKNESS Stiffneſs, Inflexibleneſs; alſo Affectedneſs ſpeculative , being a Species of Mechanicks, converſant
in Dreſs or Carriage. about Weights , thewing the Properties of the Heavineſs or

A STARE (rter, Sax. ] a Starling, a Bird kept for Lightnels , or equilibria of Bodies.

Whiſtling STATICKS (with Phyſicians] a Kind of Epilepticks or

To STARE ( tanian, Sax.) to look fedfaſtly ; allo to have Perſons ſeized with an Epilepſy.

a wild Look.
STA’TION , a Standing -Place, or where a Perſon is poſted ;

STARK [ytarc, Sax .) ſtraight or tight ; alſo rigid ſevere ; alſo a Road for Ships ; alſo a Poft, Condition, Rank, F. of L.
alſo thoroughly as farkmad.

STA'TION (with Roman Catholicks) a Church or Chappel

STA'RLESS, without Stars, Milton. appointed to pray in , and to gain Indulgences. Sra'

.
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STATION (with Mathemat.) a Place where a Man fixes STA'TUTES [ ftatuta, L. ) Acts of Parliament , &c.

himſelf and his Initruments to take Angles or Diſtances , in STA'TUTO mercatorio [in Law] a Writ for the impriſoning

Surveying, & c . of him who has forfeited a Bond called statute-Merchant, L.

Station of the Planets (with Aſtron .) are 2 Points, in STA'TUTO ſiapula ( in Law ] a Writ for ſeizing the Body

which the Planets are removed at the fartheſt Diſtance from and Goods of him who has forfeited the Bond called Statute

the Sun , on each side . Staple, L.

STATION (among the antient Cbriftians] the Fafts of ŠTA'Tutum de laborariis (in Law] a judicial Writ for

Wedneſday and Friday, which many obſerved with much De- the Apprehending of ſuch Labourers who refuſe to work

votion . according to the Statute , L.

STA'TION-Staff, a mathematical Inſtrument uſed in Sur- TO STAVé, to beat to Pieces, as a Ship , Barrel, Cask , & c.

veying STA'VERS (with Farriers] a Diſeaſe in Horſes, the Stag

STATIONARINESS (of ſtationarius, L. fationaire, F. ] gers.

Setuledneſs in a Place . Staves [of stæy, Sax. ] Bourds for making Barrels,
STA'TIONARY ( ftationarius, L. ) ſettled in a Place, ſo 8oC.

that to an Eye, placed on the Earth, it appears for ſome Cart- Staves, thoſe which hold the Cart and the Raers

Time to ſtand ſtill, and not to have any progrellive Motion together, whichmake the Body of the Cart.

forward in its Orbit. STAVES- Acre [ ytauvigazpia, Sax .) an Herb.

STA'TIONARY [ ſtationariorum merces, L. ] Stationers STA'YDNESS, Soberneſs, Graveneſs, Seriouſneſs.

Wares . To Stay ( @taar, Dan. žtizan, Sax. prob . of fare, L.

STA'T IONARY (with Aftron.) is ſaid of a Planet when it isavan, Gr . ) to abide or continue in a Place ; alſo to ſtop .

does not move at all, which happens before and after Retro- A STAY Ceſtaye, F. ape, Du.] a Stop or Continuance in

gradation . a Place ; alſoa Prop or Support.

STA'TIONER [ fationarius prob. of fatione, L. becauſe Stays (in a Ship) certain Ropes the Uſe of which is to

in antient Times they kept their Shops together in one Sta- keep the Maft from falling aft ; they are faſtened to all Mafts,

tion or Street, a Dealer in Paper -Books, & c. Top -Mafts, and Flag - Staves , except the Sprit - Sail Top-Malt.

STA'TOCELE [in Surgery ] a Rupture or Tumour in the To bring or keep a Ship upon the Stars (Sca-Phrajc) is to

Scrotum , conſiſting of a fatty Subftance like Suet. manage a Ship’s Tackle and Sails, ſo that ſhe cannot make

STA'TUARY (un fatuaire, F. ſtatuarius, L.) a Maker of any Way forward.

Images. Back Stays (in a Ship ) are Ropes which go on either

A STA'Tue ( ftatua, L. ) a ſtanding Image made of Me- Side of the Ship , and keep the Maſt from pitching forward

tal, Stone, Wood, &c. or over -board.

Achillean STATUE , a Statue of ſome Hero, ſo named , be- STEAD (rteat, Sax .) Place or Room .

cauſe of the great Number of Statues Achilles had in all the To Stead ( yteadian, Sax .] to ſtand in ſtead, to be ſer

Cities of Greece. viceable, L.

Allegorical STATUE, one which , under a human Figure or STEA'DFASTNESS (rtebrastneyye, Sax .) Conſtancy ,

other Symbol , repreſents ſomething of another Kind, as a Firmneſs of Reſolution , & c.

Part of the Earth ; as a Perſon in a Weft- Indian Dreſs for STEA'DILY [of rted glic, Sax ,j firmly.

America ; a Seaſon , an Element, & c. STEA'DINESS ( ytbignerye, Sax .] Firmneſs.

Curule Statues, are ſuch as are repreſented in Chariots Steady ( rtædig , Sax.) conftant, ſure, firm .

drawn by Bigæ or Quadriga, i . e . by 2 or 4 Horſes. Stea'dy (Sea- Term ) is a Term usd when the Conder

Equeſtrian Statue, one repreſenting a King or ſome fa- would have the Steerſman to keep the Ship conſtant in her

mous Perſon on Horſe -back, as that of King Charles I. at Courſe, for making Yaws or going in and out.

Stocks-Market, Er. A Steak (yticce, Sax .) a Slice of Meat.

Greek Statue, is one that is naked and antique ; the T. STEAL ( rtelan, stealan, Sax.] to take away unlaw

Greeks having commonly fo repreſented their Deities and fully, either privately or violently .

Heroes , their Athlete and Youths generally performing their STEALTH [of stealan, Sax .) the Action of Theft ; allo

Exerciſes of Wreſtling naked . Privacy

Hydraulick STATUB, any Figure placed as an Ornament TO STEAM ( steaman, Sax.) to ſend forth a Vapour, as

to aFountain or Grotto, or which does the Office of a jel hot and boilingLiquordoes.

d'eau , gr. ASTEAM [rteme, Sax .] the Vapour of hot Liquor.

Pedeſtrian Statue, one on Foot, as that of King Charles STEATOCE’LE [of red tund andxnadl, Gr . a Swelling ) a

in the Royal Exchange, or in the Prioy Garden. preternatural Tumour in the Scrotum of a ſuery or Suet- like

Roman STATUE,one clothed after the Roman Manner, as Conſiſtence.

that of King Charles II . in the Middle of the Royal Ex . STEA'TOMA [ statofa, Gr. ] a Swelling, the ſame or little
change. different from Steatocele.

STA'TUARY ( ftatuaria, L. ) the Art of making Images . STEATO'm atous, of, or pertaining to a Steatoma.
STATU'Men, whatever is made uſe of to ſupport any Stecca'do, the Liſts, or a Place railed in for the behold

Thing, a Buttreſs, a Prop, L. ing of a Combat or Duel .

STA'TURE [ fatura , L.) Height, Size, Pitch . STECCA'Do (in Fortif .] a ſort of Pale or Fence before the

Sta'tus de manerio [ old Rec.] all the Tenants and legal che Trenches.

Men within the Limits of a Manour, aſſembled in that STED

Lord's Court, to do their accuſtomed Suit, and enjoy their STAD Sin the German Language ) a City .

Rights and Privileges. STOLD

STA'TUTABLE, according to the Act of Parliament re- STĖ'DFAST (of reeds gæst, Sax .] firm , ſure, conſtant,

lating to the Matter. immoveable.

A STA'TUTE( ftatutum , L. ) an Aa of Parliament, Law , Ste'dfastness, [yteskærtneyye,Sax. ] Firmneſs, & r.

Ordinance, or Decree, & c. STEED (reda, Sax.] an Horſe .

The STATUTE (of England ) the Statute Laws, the Acts Steel (of taal, Dan .) a Metal made of Iron refined and

of Parliament, made and eſtabliſhed by the King and the 3 purified by Fire , & c.

Eſtates of the Realm . Stee’ly [of Itaaligh, Dan. ) conſiſting of Steel.

STATUTE - Merchant, a Bond acknowledged before one of STEEL -Yards, a Balance for weighing Things of various

the Clerks of the Statute -Merchant, the Mayor of a City, Weights by one fingle Weight, as from i fingle Pound to

Town Corporate, & c. and 2 Merchants appointed for that 112 Pounds.

Purpoſe, ſealed with the Seal of the Debtor and of the Steep ( rreap, Sax.] of a difficult Aſcent.,

King ; one to be kept by the Mayor, & c. and the other by STEEP - Tubs ( on Ship -board ] Veſſels for watering Fleſh or

Clerks ; this empowers firſt to take the Debtor's Body, and Fiſh .

then his Goods,if they are to be found. To Steep ( gripan, Sax .] to ſoak in ſome Liquor.

STATUTE- Seffions, petty Seſſions in every Hundred, for Stee'rings, a ſort of Gold Coin .

deciding Differences between Maſters and Servants, the ra- STEE'RLE [ rteopl, Sax . ) of a Church .

ting Servants Wages, and placing ſuch Perſons in Service, STEE'R NESS ( yeepneyye ,Sax .) Difficultneſs of Afcent.

who being able to work refuſe to get Employ . STEER (6teor, and ytyne, Sax.) a young Ox.

STA'TUTO -Staple, a Bond of Record acknowledged before To Steer (of yteopan, Sax . & ccer, Dan .] to guide a

the Mayor of the Staple, in the Preſence of the 2 Conſta- a Ship ; alſo to manage an Affair .

bles of the ſaid Staple, by Virtue of which Bond the Cre- STIE'RAGE [of reconan, Sax. ] the Act of ſteering a

ditor may immediately have Execution upon the Body, Ship.

Lands, and Goods of the Debtor. STEER'
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STEL'RAGE [in a Ship] a Place before the Bulk -head of STERCORO'se [ ſtercorujas, L. ) full of Dung,Er.

the great Cabin , where the Steerſinan ſtands and lodges . STERCORA'NISTS [of perius, L. Dung ] thoſe who belie..

STEE'RSMAN ( y Teoman, Sax .) the Man who ſteers or ved the Sacramental Bread and Wine to iar digefted, as that

guides a Ship fome Part of it was turned into Excrements.

TO STEEVE [ Sca -Phrof ] uſed of the Bow-ſprit of a Ship, STERCOR A'Tion , a Dunging , Mixing or Covering with

which is ſaid to fleeve,when it does not ſtand upright or flrait Dung, L.

cnough fortvard . STERCORO'sus fluxus [in Medicinc ) a Kind of Looſeneſs

STEE'VING (in Commerce) is the Stowing of Cotton or in which much liquid Ordure is frequently voided, cauſed

Wool into Sacks , by forcing them in with Screivs. by excrementitious Meats corrupted in the Stomach, or a
STEGANO'GRAPHIST [of Tejavós private, and cow to great Quantity of Excrements lodged in the Bowels, L.

write , Gr .) an Artiſt in private Writing. STEREO'BATES 2 [of sepsas Gaivery , to afcend firmly ) the

STEGANOGRAPHY (078;avoyezpie, of segavos, covert or STEREO'BATA S frit Beginning of the Wall of any Build

private, and ypapi Writing ) the Art of ſecret Writing by ing that immediately ſtands on the Pillar ; the Pattern of the

Characters or Cyphers, intelligible only to the Perſons who Pillar whereon the Baſe is ſet ; the Ground -Work on which

correspond one with another . the Baſe of a Pillar ſtands . Architect.

Ste'GNOSIS [sógvasis, Gr . ] a Stopping up of the Porcs STEREOGRA'PHICAL [of sepe's folid, and yscow to de

of the Body. fcribe , Gr.) according to the Art of Stereography, or repre

STEGNO'TICK [ Pegnoticus, L. ofotsyratinòs, Gr. ) bind- ſenting Solids on a Plane.
ing, rendering coltive. STEREOGRA'PHICK Projection of the Sphere, a Projection

STEGNO'TICKS ( segwixa, Gr . ] Medicines for clofing of it on a Plane, wherein the Eye is ſuppoſed to be in the

and ſtopping the Orinces of Verrels, when ſtretched, lace
Surface of the Sphere.

rated , &c. STEREOGRAPHY [segegypapía of safeos folid, and yea
STE'llar ( ficllaris, L. ] of, or pertaining to the Stars , pà a Deſcription] the Art of reprelenting Solids on a Plane.

ſtarry. STEREOMETRICAL [of seeds and ustse@ , Gr . to mea

STE'LLARY Uellaris, L.) ſtarry, & c. fure) pertaining to the Art of Stereometry .

STE'LLATE ( Nellatus, L.) ſtarred, marked with Spots STEREOMETRY [ seccopergia, of sogeds and uitporeMea

like Stars . ſure) a Science which fewshow to meaſure folid Bodies,

STE'LLATE Plants [in Botany) are ſuch whoſe Leaves and to find their ſolid Contents .

grow on the Stalks at certain Intervals , in the Form of a STEREO'TOMY ( ségeot ouía of sepoes and touin , Gr. a

Star with Beams, as Croſs -Wort, &c . Cutting] the Art or Science of cutting Solids or making

STELLA'TiON , an Adorning with Stars . Sections thereof, as in Profiles of Architecture in Walls, & c .

STE'LLATUS , a , um , ( in Buton. Writ. )ſtarred, i.e. when STE'ril ( fierilis, L.] barren or unfruitful ; alſo dry,

ſeveral Leaves grow round the Stalk of the Plant proceed empty, ſhallow

ing from the ſame Center, as the Leaves of Gooje-Graſs,

Ladies - Bed-ftraw , &c . L.
STERILNES (sterilitas, L. fierilité, f.] Barrenneſs, & r.

STELLE E'R , a Balance conſiſting of an Iron Beam with STE'RLING [10 called from Eaſterlings, i . e . antient Pruſ

Notches, a Hook at one End, and a Poiſe or Weight, uſed fans and Pomeranians, who, being skilled in Fining Gold

by Butchers and others that keep Markets, callid the Roman and Silver, taught it to the Britons) a general Name of Di

Bcam . ſtinction for the current lawful Silver Coin of England.

STELLI'FEROUS ( tellifer, L. ) bearing Stars . Sre'RLING - Penny, was the ſmalleſt Engliſh Coin , before

Ste'llio , a ſpotted Lizard , which cafts her Skin every the Reign of King Edward I. marked with a Croſs or Strokes

half Ycar , and commonly devours it , L. croſs-wiſe ; ſo that upon Occaſion it might be cut into 2 for

STE'LLIONATE [in the civil Laww) all kinds of Cozenage Half pence, or into 4 for Farthings.

and knavilh Practices in Bargaining, and all ſorts of Frauds STERN [yten, Sax.) fevere, crabbed , grim .

which have no peculiar Names in Law ; as the Selling or STERN (with Hunters] the Tail of a Greyhound or a

Mortgaging a Thing twice ; Paying Braſs-Money; Exacting Wolf.

a Debt,when it hasbeen aiready paid, &c. Stern [rteann, Sax. ) the hindermoſt Part of a Ship ;

STELO'GRAPHY [ snnoysadia of shan , a Bound , Stone , but in Stridneſs only the outermoſt Part behind.

or Pillar, and useona Writing) an Inſcription or Writing on STERN-Chaji, the Guns placed on the Stern of a Ship.

a Pillar , 806. A STERN -Chale ( with Sailors) is when one Ship purſuing

STEM (Stemme, Sax. of ftemma,L. ) a Race or Pedigree ; follows the other a -ſtern, directly upon one Point of the
the Stock ofa Tree ' ; the Stalk of a Plant, Flower, Fruit, & c. Compaſs.

To Stem , to bear up againſt, as to flem the Tide ; alſo to Stern-Faſt [of a Ship ] a Faſtening of Ropes , &c. behind

put a Stop to . the Stern, to which a Cable or Hawler may be brought or

STEM (of a Ship] that main Piece of Timber which fixed, in order to hold her Stern fift to a Wharf.

comes bowing from theKeel below , and ſerves to guide the STE'RNLY [6tehnlic, Snx .) ſeverely.

Ship’s Rake. STE'R NNESS [Stepney yc, Sax . ) Severity, Crabbedneſs of

Stenocor l'asis (sevoxopiceris, Gr . ] a Diſeaſe in the Countenance.

Eye, when the Apple or Sight is ſtraitened or weakened. STE'R NUM Os [in Anatomy) the great Bone in the foremoſt

STENO'GRAPHY [Stevoysapia , Gr . ) the Art of Short- Part of the Breaſt, joined to the Ribs , which conſiſts of three

hand Writing or four Bones, and often grows into one Bone in thoſe that

STENO'GRAPHICAL, pertaining to ſecret Writing: are come to Ripeneſs of Age.

STENOTHO'RACES [ sevodágares of seyòs ſtrait,andJagač STÈ'RNOH YOU'LES (of sigroy, the Breaſt, and voud's,

Gr. the Breaft) thoſe Perſons who have narrow Cheſts ,and Gr.] a pair of Muſcles laid to ariſe from the uppermoſt Part

therefore are ſubject to phthiſical Affections." of the Breatt-Bone ; but ' tis found they ariſe from the inner

STENT [ rtent , Sax .) a_Stint, a Limit, a Bound . Part of Clavicula, and are inferted at the Root of the Fore

STENTO'R IAN Voice [ fo named from Stentor , mentioned Bone O. Hyoides.

by Homer, who is ſaid to have had a Voice louder than 50 STE'R NOTHY'ROI'DES [of grov , seg, and voedi's, Gr. ]

Men together) a ' roaring loud Voice . a Pair of Muſcles of the Larynx, ariſing in the Sternum , and

STENTOROPHO'Nick Tube, a ſpeaking Trumpet, an In- terminating in the Cartilago Thyroides.

ſtrument contrived by Sir Samuel Moreland, uſed at Sea . Ste'rxon. See Sternum . ,

STEP (Stæp, Sax.) a Pace in going, a Degree of Aſcent STE'RNUTA’TION, & Sneczing,which is a forcible Draw
on the Stairs or a Ladder.

ing out of the Head , fome floarp watter which twitches and

Step (with Sailors ] a Picce of Timber having the Foot diſturbs the Nerves and Fibres,

of any other Timber Itanding upright fix'd into it , as the STERNU'TATIVE, apt to provoke Sneezing,

Step of the Mafts, Capſtan , &c. A STERNU'TATORY [jlernutatorium , I.] a ſncezing Me
TO STEP [Steppan, Sax.) to ſet one Foot before the other. dicine .

STE'p - Father (Scop. Faber, of Stcop, Sax. rigid, fe- Steropes of szego, Gr. i . 6. Lightning] one of tukean's

vere, and ka den ) a Father-in-law . Workmen .

STEP and Leap , one of the 7Airs or artificial Motions of a TO STEW [cuder, Dan.) to boil a Thing gently and a

Horſe . conſiderable Time,

STEP- Dame A Stew , a Place for keeping of Fish alive, and for Uſe,
Step -Mother as Occaſion ſerves.

STE'RCORATED [Percoratus , L. ) dunged , manured with STEWS (of Que, Dar. einde, F. a hot Houſe ] Brothel

Houſes or Buwdy Houics, Places formerly permitted to

Women

wire

chouder than

} irteop-movep,Sux .) a Mother- in-law.

Dung .
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Women of profeſſed Incontinency , but ſuppreſſed loy King half of what they have fait may very well be { pared . Rhe.
Henry VIII. an . 1546 . toricians have reduc'd Stiles to three Kinds, the ſublime,

STEWARD [rtipano, or ftip ? gio, Sax ] an Oficer the middle, and the low .
whereof there are various kinds. A S:blime STILE [among Rhetoricians) is one that admits

STEWARD [of a Ship) an Officer who receives all the Vic- of nothing mean or low . If there be a thouſand Things

tuals from the Purſer,ſees that it he well ſtowed in the Hold , faid well , if there be any Allay of a low Character among

and takes care of it there, as alſo of the Bread , Candles , them , they will not gain the Character of the Sublime. The

&c. and ſhares out the Proportions of the ſeveral Meſſes . Expreilions must every -where be noble , and antwer the high

Lord High -Steward [of Englan.i] an Officer who is only Idea that we would give of the Subject. There are ſome

appointed for a Time, to officiate at a Coronation , or at the bold Writers that are very fond of the Sublime, and to that

Trial of ſome Nobleman for High - Treaton , &c. which Al- Degree , that they mix fomething great and prodigious in e

fair being ended , his Commillion is expired ; ſo that he very Thing they write, without examining, whether there

breaks his Wand, and puts an End to his Authority. any Foundation for it in Reaſon .

STE'WARDSHIP [of Stiping, and ſcip, Sax. a Term The ſublime Stile conſiſts in Metaphors and Figures ,

denoting Office)the Office ofa Steward. which are uſed with the utmoſt Liberty. Virgil's Æneids

Stibium [soßt, Gr . ) a Mineral commonly called Anti- are in the Sublime ; he talks of nothing but Battles, Sieges ,

mony. Wars, Princes, and Heroes ; every Thing is magnificent,and

A STICK [yricca , Sax .) a Piece of Wood of a Tree the Sentiments, Words , and Grandeur of the Expreilion

or Bough ; alio a Walking Staff. antiver to that of the Subject. There is nothing in the

To Stick (of stican , Sax. tirker , Dan . ) to cleave to ; Poem that is common ; if he is under a Neceſſity to make

alſo to thruit a pointed Weapon into . Uſe of any Thing that is ordinary , he does it by a particu

STI'ckINESS (of ytican, Sax . ) Aptneſs to ſtick to lar Turn, by ſome Trope, as for Bread he puts Ceres the

To STICKLE [ of Stican , Sax.] to be zealous for a Perſon Goddeſs of Corn .

or Affair. The middle Stile (among Rhetoricians.] There is no great

A STI'CKLER [of fisker , Dan. &c . ] a Buſy - Body or Need of ſaying much in the Deſcription of this Manner of

Zealot in any publick Affair. Writing or Stile, becauſe the very Name of it indicates,

A STI'CKLER [old Rev.] an Officer who in antient Times that it is the Mean between the ſublime and the low or

cut Wood for the Priory of Ederoft, within the King's Park fimple. Virgil's Georgicks are written in this middle Stile ;

at Clarendon . as he is not in them talking of Battles , and the Eſtabliſh

STI'CTICUM emplaftrum [in Pharmacy ] a Plaiſter for heal- ment of the Roman Empire, he does not uſe the ſublime ; ſo ,

ing and cloſing up Wounds. on the other hand, his Matter not being ſº humble as that

Stief [ rtike, or ytið, Sax.] not pliable, rigid . of his Bucolics, he does not deſcend fo low .

A STIFF Gale Sea - Term ) a trong Wind . The Matter in theſe four Books being a Search after the

T. STIFFEN [jtixian , Sax. ) to make or grow fiff. hidden Cauſes of Nature, and a Diſcovery of the Myſteries

To Stifle (Mer. Caſaubon derives it o ! siqw, Gr . croufer, of the Roman Religion , in which he mingles Philoſophy,

F.) to ſuffocate or choak ; alſo to concead or ſuppreis a Hiſtory, and Divinity together, he keeps the middle Way

Matter. between the Majeſty of his Æneids and Lowneſs and Sim

STIFLE - Joint [ in a Horſe] the firſt Joint and Bending , plicity of his Bucolics.

next the Buttock, and above the Thigh. The low or fimpleStile ( among Rhetoricians.] It is a Maxim

STI'FLED Horſe, one whoſe Leg is put out, or the Joint that Wordsmuſt agree with Things : The ſimple Stile is to

much hurt. ſpeak as we commonly ſpeak : Virgil's Bucolics are in the

STIFNESS [rtifneyye, Sax.) an unbending Quality, a fimple Stile , that is , a Stile that does not require Pomp and

Coagulation of the Matter with dry Glue, that it will not Ornaments of Eloquence, nor a magnificent Dreſs, but yet

bend but break . it rejects the vulgar Ways of Expreſſion, and requires a

Stigma [ sigua , Gr.) a Mark with a hot Iron , ſuch as Dreſs that is neat and decent . But, though this Stile is cal

Malefactors have , when burnt in the Hand ; a Brand , a Scar ; led ſimple, it does not mean , that it is vile and contemp

alſo a Mark or Mold in the Face or Body .
tible .

STIGMATA [ siyuara, Gr . ] certain Marks antiently im- But in the ſame Kind of Stile fome are ſofter, ſomeſtronger,

printed on the Roman Soldiers, when lifted . ſome florid, and lome ſevere.

STIGMATA, Notes or Abbreviations , conſiſting only of A jift Stile , is when Things are ſaid with ſo much

Points diſpoſed various Ways, as in Triangles, Squares , Clearneſs , that the Mind is at no troubleto underſtand them :
Crofies, Esc. To effect this, every Thing that is difficult muſt be made

STIGMATA (among the Franciſcans] the Marks or Points eaty , all Doubts prevented, and nothing muſt be left for

of our Saviour's Wounds in the Hands, Feet, and Sides , im- the Reader to gueſs at . Every Thing ought to be ſaid with

preſs’d by him on the Body of St. Francis, as they ſay . in the neceílary Compaſs . The Sweetneſs of Cadence and

Stigmata [in Natural Hiſtory] Points or Specks ſeen on Numbers does admirably contribute to the Softneſs of Stile,

Sides of the Bellies of Inſects, particularly the Sphon- and , when it is tender and delicate, it is extraordinary. The

dilium . Learned recommend Herodotus in the Greek, and Titus Livius

Stigma’TICAL 2CSigmaticus, L.syuatixos, Gr . ) brand in the Latin , as Patterns of this ſoft Stile .

STIGMA'TICK Šed with a Mark or Note of Infamy or The ftrong STILE is directly oppoſite to the foft Stile, it

Diſgrace. ſtrikes the Mind, and renders it very attentive. In order

StigmaʼTICALNESS [of bigmaticus, of stymatixos, Gr.] to give a Stile this Strength, the Expreſſions muſt be con
Infamouſneſs, the being branded with a Mark of Infamy. ciſe, ſignifying a great deal, and raiſing ſeveral Ideas . Au

STIGMATISED ( figmatiſé, F. of syuaris , Gr . ] brand- thors in Greek and Latin abound in ſtrong Expreſſions; and

ed with a Note of Infamy. noneof the modern Languages have ſo great a Share as the

TO STIGMATIZE (syuarisão, Gr.) to brand or mark Engliſb; the French cannot pretend to this conciſe and ſtrong

with a hot Iron , to let a Mark of Infamy upon , to de Manner of Expreſſion.

fame. A furid STILE depends in part on the foft Stile, and

StI'LBON (sia kov, 9. d. glittering ,Gr. ) the Planet Mer. Tropesand Figures are the Marks of it . And Quintus Cur
cury , ſo called , becauſe it twinkles more than the reſt of the tius's Hiſtory is reckoned an Example of it .

Planets. The ſevere Stile is what allows not any Thing that is

STILE (Stigele, Sax. a Step] an Entrance by Steps , not abſolutely neceſſary ; it grants nothing to Pleaſure, ſuf

Gr. into a Field . fers no Ornaments, baniſhes all Warmth and Emotion, and,

STILE 2 when it is carried too far, becomes dry .
[ filus, or fylus, L. sino , Gr.]

STYLES A cold STILE (among Rhetoricians) is , when Oratorsmake

Stile originally ſignified the Inſtrument or Iron Pen a bad Uſe of Figures ; for, though they take never ſo much

with which the Antients uſed to write, but it is now appro- Pains to move the Auditory , they are heard with a certain

priated to the Manner of an Author's expreſſing himſelf. Coldneſs and Indifference ; as if a Man weeps without a

Diſcourſe is the Character of the Soul ; Men’s Wordspaint Cauſe, Men laugh at his Tears ; if he be angry without

out their Humours , and every one follows that Stile to Occaſion, his Anger is look'd upon to be either Folly or

which his natural Diſpofition leads him ; and thence proceeds Madneſs : But , when both are well-grounded , the Perſons

the Difference in Stile among them that write in the ſame preſent fall into the ſame Paſſions.
Language ; and there is as much Difference in Stile as in There may be alſo another diſtinction of Stiles, in respect to

Complexion. Arts ; the Štile of the Orator, the Hiſtorian , the Dogma

A diffus'd Stile , is one that is ſo flowing, that how- tical, and Poetical.

muchſoever the Authors may have affected Brevity, yet one The STILE of an Orator ſhould be rich and abounding ;

7 T for
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for, that being deſignd to enlighten obfcure or doubtful Sri'nginess , Parcimoniouſneſs, Niggardlineſs.

Truths, it will be neceſſary that all the Clouds and Ob- STingo , very ſtrong Drink .

ſcurities, which hide them , ſhould be remov'd and diſpers’d. To Stink (Tintan, Sax . Gin : ker, Dan.) to ſend forth

The Abounding of the Stile conſiſts not in a Multitude of an unfavoury or ill Smell.

Epithets and ſynonymous Words and Expreflions , but in A Srink (htinc, Sax. ] a Stench , an unſavoury Smell,

ſuch rich Expresſions as will make the Reaſons more valuable, exhalingfrom a corrupted or other Body, ungrateful to the

and not dazzle the Eyes and Underſtanding. And though Noſe and Brain .

Tropes are ſerviceable onthis Occaſion, they ought never STI'NKINGNESS, IIl- favouredneſs in Scent.

to dazzle with a falſe Luſtre, or impoſe Falkhood on the Au- To STINT [y'tinean and tyntan , Sax. ) to bind or con

ditory for Truth. The Orator ſhould never be cold or in- fine, to reſtrain or curb.

different in any Part of his Oration ; a Perſon cannot argue A Stint, a Bound or Limit.

well, if he is unconcernd for the Succeſs of his Argument: STI'ONY (of sía , Gr. ) a Diſeaſe within the Eye-lids .

When the Heart does not agree with the Sentiments , the St1'PEND ( ſtipendium , L.) Hire, Wages, &c.

Diſcourſe will languish . The Cadence and Number of this Stipe'NDIARY ( stipendiarius, L.] one who ſerves for

Stile ought from Time to Time to be periodical . The Hire .

Roundneſs of Periods charms the Ear, and affects the Mind ; STI'PONY , a ſort of ſweet potable Liquor .

and , when the Periods are pronounced majeſtically, they add STI'PTICAL 2 ( ripticus , L. SUTTIXÒs, Gr. ] ſtopping,

Weight to the Matter. Sti'PTICK more eſpecially of theBlood, binding.

2. The Hiſtorical Stile. Hiſtory requires Eloquence as STI'PTICALNESS [of tipticus, L. of SUTTIXÒS, Gr.) a

much as any other Subject whatſoever. The chief Qualificati- Sti'PTICKNESS itiptick Quality or Aptneſs to ſtop

ons are Perſpicuity and Brevity, and Brevity contributes to Blood , Esc.

the Perſpicuity. It ſhould be curt, free from long Phraſes and To STI'PULATE (Nipulari, L. ftipuler, F.] to agree, to

Periods , which keep the Mind in Suſpence. It ought not bargain .

to be interrupted with extraordinary Figures,by thoſe great STIPULATION, a Covenant, an Agreeing , a Covenant

Emotions which raiſe Paſion, becauſe the Hiſtorian ought made according to the uſual form in Law ; or rather an

not to ſhow any . Agreement upon Words and Clauſes to be put into a ſolemn
On ſome Occaſions he may let his Eloquence Mine, be- Contract.

cauſe he is ſometimes under an Obligation to report what To STIR [ tynian, Sax.) to move, to excite.

was ſaid, as well as what was done ; and, where Speeches STIR [ST;nung, Sax . ] a Diſturbance, Buftle, Hurly
are neceffary , Figures will be alſo neceſſary to deſcribe the burly .

Pallions of thoſe that ſpeak them . Stirious [of piria, L. an Icicle] being in Drops or

3. The Dogmatick STILE relates to the inſtructing in Ma- hanging like Icicles.

thematical , Phyſical, or Ethical, Egr. Arts and Sciences. In ST'RRUP (htinop, Sax .) the Step ofa Saddle.

this Stile there is no Occaſion for Figures to move the Au- STI'RRUP (in a ship) a Piece of Timber put under the
ditor ; for it is ſuppos'd he comes with a Mind prepared to Keel , when ſome part of is loft or beaten off.

learn . No-body is much concern'd for the Truth or Fal- A STITCH [ tich, Tent . ytice, Sax .] a Sewing with a

lity of a Geometrical Propoſition ; therefore the Stile ought Needle ; alſo a ſharp pricking Pain in the Side.
to be ſimple , dry, and without any Motions, by which the To Stitch (prob . of y Tician , Sax. Gurken , D.] to few

Orator is inſpired by Pallion . In Phyficks and 'Ethicks, the · with a Needle.

Stile ought not to be too dry, as in Geometry and Algebra; STITCH -Wort, an Herb good againſt Stiches or Pains in

becauſe the Matter is not ſo crabbed, tho' they ought not
the Side .

to go too far out of the ſevere Character. STI'THY [ of ytis, Sax. ] a Smith's Anvil; alſo a Diſeaſe

4. The Thcological Stile ſhould be clear and folemn, har in Oxen.

monious and majeſtical. Sti'ttle -Back [ Qickling, Teut.) a little ſort of a Fiſh .

Stile with Joiners, an upright Piece which goes from A STI'ver [Quyber, Du .] a Coin , in Value one Penny,

the Bottom to the Top in any Wainſcot.
and 1 fifth of a Penny Engliſh.

To STILL [tyllan , Sax. äitler, Dan. ] to make ftill, STIVES, Stews , Bawdy-Houſes, where lewd Women

quiet, to appeaſe, to ſuppreſs a Noile. proſtitute themſelves.

A Still (of fillare, L. to drop ) an Alembick , & c. STOAKED, ſtocked or ſtopped.

Still-born [ytille bo nene, Sax. ]born dead, abortive . STOA'KED (with Sailors] a Term uſed when the Water

STILNESS [ 151njyje, yo Ineſe, Sax .) Quietneſs. in the Bottom of a Ship cannot come to the Pump; they

STILL (Ftylle, Sax. ] quiet, not noiſy . ſay it is ſtoaked.

STILL [of til, Sax . ] until now , to this time. STOA'KER, one who looks after the fire in a Brew

STILLET (with Botaniſts] See Style.
· Houſe.

STILLICI'Dium , the Droppings of the Eaves of an A Sroat (reut, Sax . ) a Stallion -Horſe ; alſo a ſort of

Houſe, L.
Rat .

Stillati'tious Oils [of filiatitius, L.) are ſuch as are STOCCA'DO, a Stab or Thruſt with a Weapon, Span.

procured by Diſtillation , in oppofition to thoſe gotten by Stock (stocca, Sax. ) the Trunk of a Tree; a Fund of

Infufion, Exprellion , &c . Money ; alſo Part of a Tally ſtruck in the Exchequer, &c.

STI'LLATORY , a Place for Diſtilling . STOCK (eſtoc, F. ) a Family or Race.

STILLE'tto , a Dagger or Tuck , Ital. Stocks ( rtoccey, Sax. a Device for the Puniſhment

STI'LLING , (of guille, Sax . ) a Standor Frame of Wood of Offenders) were ordered to be ſet up in every Ward in

to ſet Veſſels on in a Cellar, &c. the City of London, in the Reign of K. Edward IV . in the

STILL-Yard 2 a Port of the River of Thames, near the Year 1476. by William Hampton, Mayor.

STEEL-Yard Bridge, where was a Community or Cor- Stocks-Market, was made a Market for Fleſh and Fiſh ,

poration of Foreign Merchants of the Free Cities in Ger- by Henry Wallis, Mayor; the Profits of it to be for the
many , probably ſo call'd from great Quantities of Steel laid Repairs of London -Bridge.

Stock of an Anchor, that Piece of Wood which is

Stilts [of y=ælcan , Sax .to go with Stilts , deitze, Teut.] faſtened to the Beam hard by the Ring , and ſerves to
Sticks with leathern Loop -Holes for the Feet , uſed by Boys guide the Flook of the Anchor, to fall right to fix into the
to go in dirty Places. Ground.

TO STIMULATE [fimulare, L. ] to move or ſpur up ; STOCKS (with Ship Wrights) a Frame of Timber and

to ſpur or egg on . large Poſts made on Shore to build Frigates, Pinnaces,

STIMULATION , a Puſhing or Forcing on as it were with Ør, whence, when a Ship is building, ſhe is ſaid to be

a Goad, a Property in triangular Bodies, whereby they upon the Stocks.

ciuſe Vibrations, Inflations of the Fibres, and a greater Stock of Cards, the Cards not dealt.

Derivation of nervous Fluids into the Part affected , L. Stock-Doves, a kind of Pidgeons.

TO STING (Tingan, and stingan, Sax .) to wound Stock- Fiſh [ lockviſ), D:.] a ſort of Fiſh falted and

or put to pain with a Sting. dried .

A STING [ y't inte, Sax .) the pricking Part of an Ani- Stock -Gilliflower, a fragrant Flower.

mal , Vegetable, &c. To Stock [of ytoccan , Sax . ] to put into a Stock or Banki

STING, a Part in the Body of ſome Inſects, in the Man- alſo to put into a Stock, as a Barrel into a Gun - ſtock,

ner of a little Spear , ſerving them as an offenſive Weapon. &c.

STINGY , niggardly , covetous , miſerly . STOBEE ( SOB , Gr . ] Knap -weed, L.

STI'NGINESS (of jtingan, Sax. to iting] a ſtinging STOECHAS [ svigos, Gr. ] Cotten - weed or French La

Quality vender, L.

STOICAL

to

up there.
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STO'ICAL [ Stoicus, L.) of, or pertaining to the Stricks. A Sroop ( rtoppa, Sax. ) 2 Quarts in Meaſure.
STOICALNESS [ of Toxol, the Stock Philoſophers ) Stoo'ring ( of 1100 pen , Du. ] bending downwards ; ſub

holding the Principles of the Stvicks, that wiſe Men ought mitting.

to be free from Paſſions, and that all Things were go- To Stop ( tropper, Dan. ] to ſtay, to hinder, to keep from

verned by Fate.
going forward .

A STO'KER, one that looks after a Fire in a Brew -Houſe, STOPPAGE [of copper, Dan.) a Stay , a Hindrance, Ob

Gr.
ſtruction , & c.

STO'icism [ Stoiciſmus, L. ) the Maxims and Opinions of STO'PPER [ in a Ship ) a Piece of Cable uſed to ſtop the

the Stoicks .

Halliards or the Cable , that it may not run out too far.
Sto'ıcks , a Seet of Athenian Philoſophers [ lo called STO'Pping in the Belly [in Houſewifery] a Diſeaſe incident

toixoi of sod's Gr. a Porch ; becauſe they taught in a com- to Poultry:

mon Porch of the City ] Followers of Zeno ; their Morality Sto'pple, a Stopper of a Cask, Bottle, & c.

confifted much in Paradoxes, as that a wiſe Man is free from STO'RAGE, Ware-houſe-Room ; alſo the Hire paid for it .

all Pallion and Perturbation of Mind ; that Pain is no real Sro'RAX [ słegg,Gr.) the Gum proceeding from a Tree,

Evil ; that a wiſe Man is happy in the midſt of Torture, growing in Syria, very ſweet- ſcented.

that he ought never to be moved with Joy or Grief, cíteem- STORE [ vior, C. Br. ] Abundance ; alſo Proviſions or

ing all Things to be ordered by an inevitable Neceility of Ammunition laid up.
Fate.

STO'rge ( sogn , Gr . ] that parental Inſtinct or naturalSTOLE ( ftola, L. of sóan, Gr . ) a long or royal Robe ; Affection , which all or most Animals bear towards their

alſo a Prieit's Veſtment.
Young.

Groom of the Stole, the Head Gentleman belonging to STORIER, the Fry or young Fiſh ; alſo young Swine
the Bed- chamber of a Sovereign Prince.

bought to be fatted.
STOLE ( with Romih Priets an Ornament worn by Prieſts A Stork (rrorc, Sax. of sosyn, Gr. natural Affection,

over the Surplice, as a Mark of Superiority in their reſpec- becauſe this Fowlis remarkable for its Care of its aged Pa
tive Churches, &c.

rents] a wild Fowl.
STO'LID ( folidus, L. ) fooliſh .

A STORK ( Hieroglyph .] repreſents Piety, becauſe it is ſaid
STO'LIDNESS [ ftoliditas, L. ) Fooliſhneſs.

to be very grateful to its Parents in their old Age. ThisSTO'LLEN [of Stelan , Sax. taken away feloniouſly. Bird is the true Emblem of a Son , for whatſoever Duty a

Sto'ma ( sóla, Gr. ] the Mouth or the Opening of a
Son owes to his father, they are all found in the Stork ; for

Vein or other Vefſel.

the Young help the Old, and furniſh them with Food, when
STOMACA'ce [sopee xcxn , Gr, ) a Soreneſs in the Mouth, they are not able to provide for themſelves ; and thence the

Rankneſs in the Gums.

Pjalmift calls it ,770.7 of yon Mercy, on Account of itsSTOMACH ( ſtomachus, L. of símano , Gr.) a hollow , compallionate and tender Dispoſition towards its Parents.
membranous Organ , deſtined to receive the Food , to digest

STORK's - Bill, an Herb ; alſo an Inftruinent uſed in Sur.
and convert it into Chyle ; alſo the Appetite to Meat ; allo gery .

Choler or Paſſion, a teity and refractory Humour.
A Storm (yform , C. Br. ytorm , Sax . Dan. and Du.]

To Sro'MACH [ ſtomachari, L. ) to be angry at, to reſent a blustering Weather, a Tempelt'; alio a Buftle, a Noiſe ; alſo

Matter, as an Affront, ill Ulage, &c .
an Affault or ſudden Attack ; alſo Trouble .

STOMACHFUL ( ftomacbabundus, L. ] having a great Spi
T. STORM (Qormer , Dan. or of ytorm , prob. of yoor

sit ; loth to ſubmit ; dogged , furly.
mia , Sax. ) to attack a fortified Place furiouſly ; to chafe, to

STOMACHFULNESS [of ftomachabundus, L. ) Greatneſs of fume, to be in a Rage ; alſo to ſcold or brawl.

Spirit ; Fulneſs of Reſentment.
STOʻRMINESS (yrormiczneyye, Sax. ] TempeſtuouſSto'MACHICAL ? [ ftomachicus, L. soud goxos, Gr . ] per

neſs.

STOMA'Chick Staining to, or good for theStomach. STO'R MY [rtonmiz , Sax.] boiſterous, tempeſtuous.
Stoma'CHICKNESS [of ftomachicus , L. of soud gexd's, STO'RY [of yton, Sax.) a Floor up Stairs.

Gr . ] a ftomachick Quality or Helpfulneſs to the Stomach, L. Sto'ry (ytæn, Sax. a Contraction of Hiſtory] a Narra

Stoma'Chicks [ soucemenei, Gr . ] Medicines good for the tion .
Stomach .

A Stote (yroo, Sax .) a young Horſe or Bullock .STO'MACK - Skins [ in Houſewifery) a Diſeaſe in Fowls, cauf- A Store, a Kind of itinking Ferret.

ed by thin Skins breeding in their Stomachs.
A STOVE [ ytoga, Sax. étue, Dan . ) a Stew or hot Bath ;STOMA'CHLESS [ of Stomach , and lcay, Sax. ] wanting an a ſort of Furnace to wirm a Room ; alſo the Room itſelf ;

Appetite ; alſo not apt to refent.
alſo a ſort of Fire - Grate in which is a Stow.

Srom A'CHICUM [with Pbyhcians) a Medicine good to A Stove (with Confectioners] a little Cloſet well ſtopp'd up

open the Stomach, L.
on all Sides , in which is a Stow , having the ſeveral StoriesSTO'MACHUS (with Anat . ] is properly the left or upper
of Shelves for ſetting Sweet - Meats to dry on.

Orifice of the Ventricle or Stomach , by which Meats are STOUND, a Veffel that ſtands an End.

received into it, and not the whole Stomach , which is callid Stout (Qout, Du . ] lufty, hard, bold, courageous.

Ventriculus, L.
A Stour Commander [ Hieroglyph .] was repreſented by a

Srone (stan , Sax . frin , Dan. ) a hard Mineral that Lion, which is a Creature bold, courageous, ſtrong, and

may be broken or wrought into Forms for Building, &c. terrible to all other Animais .

To Stone (stænan , Sax. ) to throw Stones at.
STOU'TNESS (of Gout, Du . ] Courageouſneſs, Boldneſs.

STONE-Crop Cytancpop, Sax . ) an Herb. Srow , Gol , and Gold, with the Celtolcgtb Germ . fignifies
STONE-Cray, a Diftemper in Hawks .

a City ; and hence Gtadt ſignifies a Place, Seat, or City ;STONE -Falcon, a Kind of Hawk, which builds her Neft and yttol, Brit . a Seat or Stool ; hence Briſtol or Briſtow .

in Rocks .
Baxt.

STONE of Wool 141b. of Beef 8lb . in Hertfordſhire 12lb. STOW'AGE, [of ytop, Sax. a Place) a Place where Goods

of Wax 8lb.
may be ſtowed or laid up; alſo Money paid for laying them up .

STONE- blind , quite blind .
To Stow [of stopian , Sax. to place] to place, to lay up

Stone-dead, quite dead.
in a Ship, Ware -houie, & .

STONED [ gestened, Sax .] pelted with Stones ; alſo ſto- StowR, a Hedge- Stake ; alſo the Round of a Ladder.
ned to Death .

STRABISM ( ſtrabiſmus, L. segliouos, Gr. ) a Squinting
STO'NINESS [STaninczneyy, Sax. ] Fulneſs of Stones, or a or Looking aſquint.

ftony Quality .
STRA'DDLING ( 9. d . ftriding, of ytrigan , Sax.] ſpread

STO'NY (Stanuncy, Sax.] full of Stones.
ing the Legs wide.

The STONY , Stonineſs, Milton.
T. STRAGGLE ( Spelman derives it of gtne, Sax. a Way ;

Stook, a Shock of Corn of 12 Sheaves .
but Minſhew of ſtravolare, Ital . ] to go from Company, to

Stool ( oftol, C. Br . stole, Sax . tool , Dan ] a Seat to wander.

ſit on ; alſo the Avoiding of Excrements . STRAICKS (with Gunners] Plates of Iron ſerving for the

To go to Stool , to diſcharge the Excrements . Rounds of the Wheel of a Gun -Carriage.
STOO'MING of Wine, is the Putting in Bags of Herbs or STRAIGHT (rapace , Sax .] right , direct ; alſo narrow ,

other Ingedients into it.
ſcanty ; alſo ſtretched out in Length.

To Stoop Cytopian , Sax. Toepen, Du.] to bow or bend A 'STRAIGHT, ( eftroit, F. ] a great Preſſure, a Difficulty,

downwards, to cringe or ſubmit, to condelcend. Diſtreſs ; alſo extreme Want.

To Stoop [in Falconry ] a Hawk is ſaid to ſtoop, when be- A STRAIGHT (with Hydrographers] a narrow Sea or Gut

ing upon her Wings, at the Height of her Pitch , the bends fhut up between Lands on either side, and affording a Paſſage

down violently to ſtrike the Fowl.
out of one great Sea into another .

STRAIGHT

ܙ

1
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STRAIGHT (tracks, Du. of yeæclice, Sax .) preſently STRAPPING, huge , lufty, bouncing, as a firapping La .

immediately, by and by. STRA'T A [in Natural Hiſtory) the ſeveral Beds or Layers.

STRAIGHts , a ſort of narrow Kerſey Cloth . of different Matter, whereof the Body of the Earth is com

STRAIGHTNESS (prob . of ſtrasky, Du. or ytricneyye, poſed , they lying over one another, from the Surface to the

Sax .) Difficultneſs, extreme Want, Narrownels, Lightneſs. greateſt Depth , L.

To STRAIN (prob. of ſtringere, L. or craindre, F. ] to STRA'TAGEM (fratagema, L. segtayud , Gr. ] a poli

uſe great Force or Endeavour, to exert vehemently ; allo to tick Device or ſubtle Invention, eſpecially in War-Affairs.

ſtretch out wide, & c. alſo to ſeparate Liquors from the thick STRATAGE'MICAL, of, or pertaining to Stratagems.

Part or Sediment, by preſſing, Iqueezing through a hair Bag STRA'TARITHMETRY [of seg.70 an Army, denni's

and Cloth, Sr. alſo to drain thro'a Sieve. Number, and uitgiw, Gr. to meaſure] the Art of drawing

A STRAIN ( ftri&tis or extenſio, L.] a vehement Effort. up an Army or any Part of it in any given geometrical Fi

A STRAIN (Hunting - Term ) the View or Track of a gure , and of expreſſing the Number of Men contained in

Deer . ſuch a Figure, as they ſtand in Array, either near at Hand
A STRAIN (with Surgeons ] a violent Extorſion of the Si- or at a Diſtance.

news beyond their Tone, a Sprain. STRATIFICATION (with Chymiſs] an Arrangement

TO STRAIN (with Falconers) a Term uſed of a Hawk, different Matters, Bed upon Bed,orone Layer upon another ,
who is ſaid to train, when ſhe catchesat any Thing. in a Crucible, in order to calcine a Metal, &c.

STRAIT [ rt nac , Sax . etroit, F. ] direct, without Bend- To STRA'Tify Gold and Cement (with Refiners ] is to lay a

ings or Turnings. Bed of Cement, and then a Plate of Gold, and then another

STRAIT [in Architect.) a Term uſed, by_Bricklayers, to of Cement, and ſo on , till the Crucible is filled .

ſignify half, or more or leſs than half, a Tile in Breadth StraTO'CRACY (of segit , anArmy, and xpat , Pow

and the whole Length . They are commonly us’d at the er, Dominion, Gr. ) military Government, or a Kingdom

Gable-Ends, where they are laid at every other Courſe, to governed by an Army or bySoldiers.

cauſe the Tiles to break Joint, as they term it ; that is , that T. STRA'TUMINATE ( Jiratuminare, L.] to pave.

the Joints of one Courſe may not anſwer exactly to the STRA'TUM ſuper fratum, Layer upon Layer , Row upon

Joint of the next Courſe, either above or below it . Row, one Row over the other, L.

To STRAITEN ( rendre a l' eſtroit, F. ) to make ſtrait with- STRAW (Streap, Sax.) the Stalk of Corn , Teut.

out Bendings, C. Straw ſa Milit. Word ] a Word of Command, uſed to

STRA'ITENED (prob. of yteclice, Sax .] made ſtrait ; diſmiſs the Soldiery, when they have grounded their Arms,

alſo under a Streight or Difficulty. fo as they may return to them again, upon the first firing a

STRAITNESS (ytacneyye , Sax. ) Directneſs, being with Gun or Beat of Drum .

out bending or turning . STRAWBERRY [repeabeplan or ige, Sax .] a Summer

Strai'TWAY [ etraitement, F. ] immediately, preſently, Fruit well known .

forthwith . STRAW -Wurm , an Infect.

A STRAKE [ itrecke, Du . ] the Line or Track which a STRAW -built, made or built with Straw, Milton.

Wheel makes.
STRAW'Y (ytrepene, Sax .] full of, or ſtrewed with

A STRAKE (with Shipwrights) a Seam between 2 Planks . Straw .

To heel a STRAKE [Sea - Term ) a Ship is ſaid fo to do , To STRAY [of stre, Sax. a Way, or of fraviare, Ital.

when ſhe inclines or hangs more to one Side than another, q. extra viam ire, L.) to wander or ſtraggle out of the Way.
the Quantity of a Whole Plank's Breadth . A STRAY , a Beaſt that wanders out from its Paſture, & c.

STRA'KED [of itreke, Du.) having Strakes or Lines . A STREAK [ rtnice, Sax .) a Line or Track that any

STRAMO'Nia, the Apple of Peru, or Thorn -apple, L. Thing leaves behind it.

A STRAND (ytrand, Sax.) a high Shore or Bank of the TO STREAK ( Ariccare, Ital. stricken , Du.] to make

Sea, or of a great River ; whence the Street near the City Streaks, Lines , or Marks.

of London is called the Strand. STRE'AKED [ geytricen, Sax.) marked with Streaks .

A STRAND (with Sailors) the Twift of a Rope . To STREAM ( repeamian , Sax .] to run in a Stream .

STRAND and Stream [old Rec .] a Freedom from Cuſtom STREAM-Anchor (with Sailors] a ſmall Anchor made faſt

and all Impoſitions uponGoods or Veficls, by Land or Water, to a Stream- Cable, for a Ship to ride by in a gentle Stream .

is when a Ship either by Tempeſt, or ill Steerage , is run a- STREAM -Works [in the Tin -Mines] certain Works where

ground and perithes. by the Miners follow the Veins of Metal, by cutting of

STRAND- Runner, a Bird about the Size of a Lark, with Trenches .

a ſquare Bill ſomething like a Rafp , that runs on the Rocks A STREAM (ytream , Sax .] a running Water, the Cur

of Spitherg, and feeds on Worms. rent or Courſe of a River.

STRAN'DED [of strand, Sax. a Bank of the Sea, & c.] Streamer [of a Ship) a Flag or Pendant.

STRANGE [eirange, f. 9. of extraneus, L. foreign ) un- Streaming (of yt neamuan, Sax. ] running or iſſuing
uſual, uncommon , wonderful. out in a Stream .

STRA'NGENESS (of eſtrange, F. ] Unuſualneſs, Uncommon- STREAMING (in Heraldry) a Term usd to expreſs the

neſs. Stream of Light darting from a Comet or Blazing - ſtar,

Stra'nger [extraneus, L. eſtranger, F.] an unknown vulgarly call?d the Beard .

Perſon , one with whom a Perſon has no Acquaintance, or Street Crtrete or renate, Sax. prob. of ſtrata, L.

one of another Nation, Country, &c. Jo. via) a paved Way in a City, &c. built on both sides.

STRA'NGER [in Law] one who is not privy or party, to STREET Gavel [in Cholington in Suffix ] the Sum of 2

an Act, as a Stranger to a Judgment is one to whom it does Shillings paid by every. Tenant to the Lord , for his going
not belong out and returning into it .

To STRA'NGLE [ Arangulare, L. eſtrangler, F.] to choke, STRENGTH [ rtengs of ytrane. Sax .) Ability , Pow

to ſtifle, to ſtop the Breath . er , Might.

STRA'NGLE -Weed, a Kind of Herb. TO STRENGTHEN (of ytranzian , Sax. ) to make ſtrong.

STRA'NGLES ( in Horſes) a Diſeaſe when they void thick STRE'NUOUS [ ftrenuus, L. ] Itout, valiant, active, vigo

Humour at the Noſtrils.

STRA'NGLING ftrangulatio, L. ) Choaking, Suffocating. Stre'nUOSITY ? [ frenuoſitas, L. ] Vigoroufneſs, Ear

STRA'NGURY Isegnveía, Gr .) a Stoppage of Urine, STRE'NUOUSNESS S neftneſs, Laboriouſneſs.
when it is voided Drop by Drop , and that with Pain and STRE'PEROUS ( ftreperus, L. ) noiſy jarring , hoarſe.
a continual Inclination to make Water. STRE'PEROUSNESS [of fireperns, L.] Noitineſs.

A STRAP [ ſtrip, Teut.) a Thong of Leather. Stre'ritus judicialis Cold Rec.] the Circumſtances of

A STRAP (in a Ship ] is a Rope which is ſpliced about Noiſe, a Crowd, and other Formalities, at a Trial in a pub

any Block , and made with an Eye, to faften it lick Court of Juſtice, L.

STRESS (ytrece, Sax. Violence] the main Point of an
A STRAP (with Surgeons] a ſort of Band uſually made Affair, Foulneſs of Weather.

of Silk , Wool, or Leather, to ſtretch out Members in the To lay a Stress upon , to rely upon , to have great Regard

ſetting of broken or disjointed Bones ; or for binding Pati- to .

ents, when it needful to confine them , for the more ſecure T. STRETCH [a yt pecan , Sax. frecker, Dan.] to reach

Performance of a painful Operation. out, to draw into a Length .

STRAPA'do, a lort of military Puniſhment, wherein, the Stretch forward the Halliards ( Sen - Phraje] ſignifies to

Criminal's Hands being tied behind him , he is hoiſted up deliver along that Part, which the Menhale by , into the

with a Rope to the Top of a long Piece of Wood, and let Hands of thoſe that are ready to hoiſe or hale.
fall again almoſt to the Ground , ſo that his Arms are diſlo STRETCH

cated by the Weight of his Body in the Shock.

rous .

any where

upon Occaſion.
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STRE'TCHERS (of a Boat) thoſe wooden Staves the Row- Strip [in La Spoil, Deſtruction , & c. as to make Stris

ers ſet their Feet againſt. and Wajie.

STRETCHING [of aftrecan , Sax. Strecker , Dan . ] A STRIPE ( !rrepe, Div.] a Blow or Laſh with a Whip ,

drawing out in Length , reaching out. or Scourge, &c. alſo a Streak in Silk , Cloth, Stuff, &c.

To STREW ( yt neplan ,Sax . ) to ſcatter abroad or upon . Srripp'd (of ſtroppen , Dll ) having the Cloths, & c. pul.

STRI'AE (in ant. Archit:fture) the Lifts, Fillets , or Rays led off.

which ſeparate the Striges or Flutings of Columns. A STRI'PLING [Minſker derives it of iripudiordo, L. leap

STRI'AE (in Natural Hiſtory ) the ſmall Hollows or Chan- ing and dancing, q . a Trippling) a Youth .

nels in the Shells of Cockles, Scollops, &c. To Strive ( eftriver, F. ( triver, Dan. ( treven , Du . ) to

STRIA'Tus , a , um , [ in Botan. Writ . ) ſtreaked . endeavour carnestly, to contend , allo to combate with .

STRI'ATED [with Architets) chamfered, channelled , as Strix , the Screech -Owl, accounted an unlucky or ill

Cockles , Scollops, and other Shell-fiſhes are . boding Bird ; alſo a Witch er Hag that changes the Favour

STRI'CKEL 3 [ of aggrican, Sax. to flrike] a Piece of of Children ; a Fairy or Hobgoblin, L.
STRI'CKLESS Seven Wood to frike off the Over -Meaſure Strix [in Architecture) a Channel, Gutter, or Strake in

of Corn , & c. the rebating of Pillars.

STRICT [ Ariftus, L.) cloſe, exact, poſitive, punctual ; A STROAK (Strice, Sax . ) a Streak , Linc , or Daſh .

alio ſevere. A STROAK (prob. of Itreich , Teut.) a Blow .

STRICKEN (Lyrics,Sax .) beaten , ſmitten ; alſo ad- T. STROAK (rtracian , Sax. (tryger, Dan .) to feel gen

vanced , as ſtricken in Years. tly , to draw the Hand lightly over.

STRI'CTNESS ( of frictus, L. ) Exactneſs, Punctualneſs, STRO'KAL, an Inftruinent uſed by Glaſs-Makers.

Rigidneſs. STROA'KING, a Method of Cure that ſome people have

BrRI'CTIVE (Ariftivus, L.) gathered or cropped with given into in certain Diſeales, being a Stroaking or Rubbing

the Hand . the Part affected with the Hand.

STRI'CTURE ( Priftara, L. ) a Spark from a red -hot A STROKING [Ft Jacung , Sax. Ja Drawing the Hand over .

Iron . STROWN, ſtrewed , Milton .

STRI'CTURE (in a figurative Senle ] ſmall Particles, as, To STROLL (prob. q. to roll] to rove or ramble about.

Brutes barefome Strictures of Ratiocination. STRO'LLING [9.rolling, or of rouler, F.J rambling.
TO STRIDE ( prob. of ytrıbın , Sax .] to ſtep wide ; alſo STROMATICKS (of spaua, Gr. of sparrua to, trew ]

to beſtride or lay a Leg over an Horſe. Books treating of ſeveral ſcattered Subjects.

A STRIDE ( itrage and yt ride, Sax .) two Steps or a STRONG [ Itrong, Sax. ftring, Dan. prob. of Prennus,

Meaſure of 5 Feet. L.) of great Strength , able , luſty, ſtout.

A Cock's STRIDE (of yerind of ytrinan , Sax. to pro- STRONGLY [of StHanzlice, Sax. prob. offirenuus,L ]

create, according to Skinner ] the Tread of a Cock in an with Strength

Egg ; alſo the wide Step ofa Cock . STRO'NGNESS ( renagniyye, Sax ) a ſtrong Quality.

STRI'DENT ( firidens, L.) snahing or making a craſhing STRO'NGER (Ftranglicop. Sax .) having more Strength .

Noile with the Teeth . STRO'NGEST Irtranglicajt, Sax .) having most Strength.

STRI'DULOUS ( ftridulus, L.] craſhing or ſcreaking. STKO'NGULLION, the Strangury.

STRI'DU LOUSNESS [of Aridulus, L.) Screakingneſs. STRO'PHP ( spopy, Gr. of spipa , Gr . to turn ) the firſt of
STRIFE [ eftrif, F. ] Contention , Endeavour. the three Members of a Greek Lyrick Ode or Poem ; the

STRI'CES (in ArchiteEture ) are the hollow Channels in ſecond being the Antiſtrophe that anſwers to it ; and the

the Shaft of a Column, calld by our Workmen Flutings and third is the Epode that anſwers to neither, but is anſwerd

Grooves. in the next Return .

TO STRIKE (a yt pican ,Sex .] to beat or hit ; alſo to af- STROPHE, is alſo the firſt Turn of the Chorus or Choir of

fect or make an Impreſſion on the Mind ; alſo to make e- Singers in a Tragedy, on one ſide of the Stage, anſwering

ven Meaſure with a Strike. to the Antiſtropheon the other.

1 STRIKE , a Strike for meaſuring of Corn ; alſo a STROUDS (with Sailers] the ſeveral Twiſts at the End of

Meaſure containing 4 Buſhels. a Cable or Rope.

TO STRIKE a Maji ( Sea - Term ) is to take it down. STRUCK ( Lieytricuo, Sax.) hit, ſtricken.

To STRIKE down intothe Hold ( Sea- Term ] is to lower any STRU'CTURE ( Aruttura, L.) an Edifice, a Building, a

Thing into the Hold by Tackles or Ropes. Fabrick or Pile of Building ; the Way or Manner of

A STRIKE of Flax , as much as is heckled at one Handful. Building.

Strike the Top- Sails upon the Bunt [ Sea - Phraſe] is when STRU'CTURE [with Rhetoricians) a Diſpoſition of the

they are only let down Maft -high . Parts of a Diſcourſe, or the Order that is to be obſerved in

STRIKING ( of aytrican , Sax .] beating, hitting, gr. alſo the Framing of it.

a making an Impreſſion upontheMind or Senſes. STRU'CTURE ( with Philoſophers) is the Combination or

STRI'Kine -Wheel ( of a Clock ] is the ſame that ſome call Reſult of all thole Qualities or Modifications of Matter in

Pin -wheel, on account of the Pins that are ſet round the any natural Body, which diftinguiſh it from others ; it is

kim of it. In Clocks that go eight Days, the ſecond Wheel the ſame which is termed the peculiar Form or Texture of

is the Striking -Wheel or Pin -Wheel ; and, in thoſe that go ſuch a Body.

fixteen Days, the firdt or great Wheel is commonly the STRUDE } a Stock of breeding Mares.

Striking Wheel. STRODES

STRI'KING Sail ( Sea-Phrafe] is the letting down or low- TO STRU'OGLE [of Scaurouar, Gr. according to Mer.

ering the Top -fails ; ſo that, when one Ship ſtrikes to another Caſaub.] to ſtrive earneſtly with, to wrelle.
in this Manner, it is a Compliment of Reſpect and Submiſ- A STRU'GGLE, an earneſt or violent Striving.

fion, or a Token of yielding in an Engagement.
STRU'MA, a Swelling in the Neck, &c. the King's

STRIKING (with Sailors) iswhen a Ship, coming upon Evil, L.

Moal Water, bcats upon theGround . STRUMA'TICK ( Arumaticus, L.) of, pertaining to, or af

STRIKING [in the King's Courl] whereby Blood is drawn ; fected with ſtrumous Humours.

the Punishinent whercof is , that the Criminal hall have his STRUMA'T ICKNESS [ of ſtrumaticus, L. ) a being troubled

right Hand kruck off in a ſolemn Mander ; for Striking in with Arumous Humours or Swellings, that generally appear

Wemlinler. Hall , while the Courts of Juſtice are fitting , the in the glandulous or kernelly Parts.

Punithment is Impriſonment for Life, and Forfeiture of STRU'MBA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Crow -foot, L.

Eltate. STRU'MOUS, ſuch Swellings of the Glands are called to

A STRING (Ftplæng , Sax. ſtringa, Ital . of fringere, L. which happen in the Struma.
to bind ] any Thong, Thread -line, & c to tie with. A STRU'MPET ( ſome derive it of ( trout-por, Du. a

STRINGS, the Cords of a muſical Inſtrument, & r. Dung. Pot or common Jakes, &c. others of tromper, F. to de

STRING the Lanxprey [ Carving - Term ) i. e. cut it up , ceive, on account of Jilting) a common Whore or Harlot .

STRING -Halı (in Horjes] a ſudden Twitching up tie hin- STRUNG [of StPeng , Sax, a Soring) having Strings, or

der Leg. upon Strings.

STRINGENT ( ſtringens, L. ] binding. STRU'NGED Sberp, Sheep whoſe Tails have been cut

STRI'NCENTNESS ( of Aringers, L. ) a binding Quality, off

STRI'NGINESS(6t jirngency re, Sax .) Fulnels of Strings. STRUT (with Carpenters] the Brace which is framed into

STRI'NGY [65 jagene,Sax.) full of Strings. the Ring-Piece and principal Rafters.

TO STRIP ( prob. of stroppen, Du .) to pull off the STRUTHIOCA MELUS (spontexcéuni , Gr . ) the Ofrisk

Clorkes, Skia , Hide, Peel , c or Eltridge, a large Fowiwhich will diveſt Ison.

A STRIP , a mall piece of Cloth, Paper, en STRUS7 U
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STRUTH IO'MELA ( str.Jubjunna, Gr . ] a ſort of Quinces, L. ŠTUPRA'TION ,, a Raviſhing or Deflowring a Woman, a
STRU'ITING [ q. ftretching out, or of Steont, Sax. a Committing a Rape, L.

Tail, q. d . crecting the Tail] walking after a proud ſtately STU'RDY (of silaess,Gr.corpulent, Mer. Caſaub.] ſtrong,
Manner. lufty, bold , reſolute ; alſo a Diſeaſe in Cattle .

A STUB (rybbe, Sax .) a Stump or Piece of the Stock STU'RDINESS, Luftinefs, Refoluteneſs.

of a Tree. STU'RGEON ( furio, L. effourgion , F.) a Fish.
STU'BBED [of y'tybbe, Sax .) ſhort, well-ſet. ASTURK [Perc, Sax .) a young Ox or Heifer,

Sru'BBEDNESS , a being Mort and thick . TO STUTTER Cứutzen , Teus. ]to Ipeak haſtily and brokenly,

STUBBING (in Agriculture) the Pulling or Eradicating STU'TTERING (of dutzen, Teut.] ſpeaking haftily and

Shrubs, Broom ,8c. out of Land . brokenly .

STUBBLE [ eftouble, F. Pipula, L. ] ſhort Straw after STY [6tige, Sax. tig, Dan .) a Hog -ſty.

STY (Mer. Caſaub. derives it of sia, Gr. butSkinner of

STUBBORN ( 9. d. of being ſtout-born, as ſome think; ytigan, Sax. ) a kind of Swelling upon the Eye-lid.

but Mer. Caſaub. derives it of silagos, Gr. firm ] obſti- STY'GIAN ( Aygius, of Styx , L.) of, or pertaining to the
nate, inflexible. River Styx, which the Poets feignto be the River of Hell ;

STU'BBORNNESS , Obſtinacy, & c. alſo infernal, helliſh .

STUC [fucco, Ital . ] a Compoſition of Lime and Marble STYGIAN Liquors [in Chymiſtry) acid Spirits, ſo called

powdered very fine, uſed in making Figures and other from their Efficacy in deſtroying or diffolving mixt Bodies.

Ornaments of Sculpture . STYLE Nylus, L. Sino , Gr .] a Character of Writing ;

Stud ( yroob, Sax.) a Stock of breeding Mares . alſo the Manner of Expreſſion, & r.

STUD (STUD, Sax .) a ſort of Button , or a round -headed STYLE (in Chronology) a particular Method of reckoning
Nail Bols. the Year, old Style and new Style .

STU'DDED [of Stadu, Sax .) ſet with Studs, imboſſed . STYLE [with Botaniſts] is a Body of a Plant that always

STU'DDING-Sails (Sea -Term ) Bolts of Canvas extended in accompanies the Ovary, either ariſing from the Top of it,

a fair Gale of Wind, along the ſide of the Main - ſail, and or ſtanding as an Axis in the Middle, with the young Seeds

boomed out with a Boom. placed round it .

A Sru'DEN ( Pudens,L. ſtudying, un Etudiant, F.) one STYLE [in Dialling) a Line whoſe Shadow on the Plane

who ſtudies any Art or Science, eſpecially at an Univerlity. of a Dial ſhews the true Hour- Line , and is the upper End

STU'DIOUS ( Audiofus, L.) much given to Study, book- of the Gnomon , Cock, or Needle.

ish ; alſo beingearneſt for, deſirous of, regardful, &c. STYLE (in Mufick ] the Manner of Singing and Com

STU'D IOUSNESS (of ftudiofus, L. ftudieux, F.] Devoted- poſing.

neſs or Propenſity to Study. STYLE , a kind of Point or Bodkin, with which the An

To Stu'dy [ ftudere, L.) to apply the Mind to, to contrive. tients wrote on Plates of Lead, Wax, &c.

STU'DY [ot ſtudium , L. etude, F.] Application of Mind STYLE (with Surgeons) a long Steel -Inſtrument, which

to learn or to do any Thing ; alſo Earneltneſs for, Deſire goes diminishing toward one End.

of, Regardfulneſs ; alſo a Cloſet to ſtudy in, a Library. STYLE (in Language ) is a particular Manner of deliver

STUFF ( eſtoff , Brit. Etoffe, F.] Matter ; alſo a ſort of ing a Man's Thoughts in Writing, agreeable to the Rules of
thin Cloth made of Wool. Syntax.

STU'FFING ( 7. d. filling with Stuff, i.e. Matter ) filling. The ſublimeSTYLE, is that which conſiſts in magnificent

To Stuff ( prob. of supia , Gr. as Mer. Caſaub. con- Words and Sentences, which by its noble Boldneſs raviſhes

jectures, or of Stuff ] to cram or fill. the Hearers, and extorts even Admiration from the Unwil

STUKE ? ( ſtucco, Ital.) a Compoſition of Lime and the ling.
STUCK Duft of white Marble pounded together and The low 2 is that commonly uſed in ſmaller

fifted , wherewith Figures and other Ornaments of Sculpture and humbler Works, as Letters,

are made. Dialogues, and common Diſcourſe.

STULTI'LOQU E NCE ( ftultiloquentia, L.) fooliſh Talk. The intermediate
STYLE

is thatwhich

A STULM, a Shaft to draw Water out of a Mine. The equable

Stum, the Flower of Wine ſet a working. and the Simplicity of the Low .

TO STUM, to put Ingredients into Wine decay'd, to make A looſe STYLE , is a Style which wanting Articles, Num

it brisk . bers, &c. fluctuates here and there, being not connected or

TO STUMBLE (9. d. to tumble, of tumier, Dan. tomber, hung together.

F. ) to be like to fall. A dry jejuno STYLE, is one deſtitute of Ornament, Spirit,

STU'MMED [ipoken ofWine ) ſophiſticated. &c.

STUMP [ ſtump, Dan. ) a broken Piece of a Tree ſtand- Laconick STYLE ( ſo called of Laconia, a City of the

ing out of the Ground, of a Tooth , &c. Lacedæmonians) a conciſe Style, comprehending a deal of
TO STUMP [ ſtumper, Dan .) to cut off a Stump ; alſo to Matter under a few Words.

brag or boaſt. Afatick STYLE, a Style which is very diffufive and pro
TO STUN [ efonner , F. or zeytun, Sax . a Noiſe] to ren- lix, or where abundance of Words are uſed to expreſs a lit

der ſtupid or hard of hearing , by a Blow or Noiſe. tle Matter ; ſo called of the People of Aſia, who affected

STUNG (Ytungen , Sax.] wounded or hurt with a Sting . Redundancies.

STU'NNED ( Leytunes, Sax .] ſtupified by a Blow , deaf- STYLE [in Juris-prudence] is the particular Form and

en'd by a Noite , & c. Manner of proceeding in each Court or Juriſdiction , agreea

STU'NTED (2. d. ftinted ) hinderd in Growth. bly to the Rules and Orders eſtabliſhed therein .

STUPEFACTIVE ( ftupefiant, F. ſtupefacio, L.] of a ſtupi- STY'LITES ( ſo called of Simon Stylites, a famous Ancho

fying Quality rite in the fifth Century, who firſt took up his Abode on a

STU'PHA2 (prob. of supe , Gr. to aſtringe] a Fomen- Column 6 Cubits high ; then on a 2d of 12 Cubits ; then on

STUPE Station. a 3d of 22 Cubits; and at laſt on one of 36 Cubits, where

STU'Pifiers, ſtupifying Medicines, the ſame as Nar. he lived ſeveral Years ) a kind of Solitaries who ſpent their

coticks . Life on the Tops of Columns to be the better diſpos'd for

STUPEFA'CTIVENESS ( offupefacio, L.) a ſtupifying Quality. Meditation .

STUPEFA'ction, a making ſtupid , dull, or ſenſlefs ; alſo an Stylo Cboraico, the Style that is proper for Dancing, for

extraordinary or great Aſtoniſhment. either Sarabands, Minuets, Gavots, or Rigadoons.

STUPE'NDIOUS [of fupere, L.) prodigious, wonderful, STYLO Hypercbematico, a Style proper to excite Mirth,

aſtoniſhing. Joy, Dancing, and of conſequence full of brisk gay Mo
STUPE'N DOUSNESS [of pupendiojus, L.] Aſtoniſhingneſs. tions .

STU PES (in Surgery) Pledgets of Tow , & c. dipped in GIYLo Madrigalefco, a Style proper for Love and the o

hot Liquors, to be apply'd to Parts affected . ther Paffions.

Stu'PID ( upidus, L.] blockith , dull , ſenſels. STYLo Melifmatico, a natural, artleſs Style.

STU'PIDNESS ( Aupiditas, L. ftupidité, F. ] Stupidity , Stylo Mote&tico, a various, rich, Aorid Style, capable of

TO STU'PIFY ( Pupificare, L.] to make or render itupid, all kinds of Ornaments, and fit to expreſs the Pafions, as

dull , or ſenſleſs ; alſo to benumb; alſo to aſtoniſh or dilm.y. Admiration , Grief, & c.

Stu'POR ( !upeus, F.] a being ſtupified , Aſtonifiment; STYLo Phantaſtico, a free, eaſy , humorous Manner of

alſo a Numbneſs occaſioned by any accidentalBandage which compoſition.

ſtops the Motion of the Blood and nervous Fluids , or by a STYLO Recitativo ?

Decay of the Nerves , as in the Palſy. Stylo Dramaticos
a Style fit to expreſs the Pallions.

To STU'PRATE [ fuprare, L. ] to raviſh a Woman. STILO

STYLE

The fimple2 3
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STYLo Symphonico, a Style fit for inſtrumental Muſick. SUBALTERNATE [offubalternus, L.) ſucceeding by Turns

STYLo Novo (i . e. in the new Style) i . e . according to SUBALTE'RNATELY fubalternatim , L.) ſucceſively.

the new Computation of Time, as it was ſettled by Pope SUB-BRIGADIER , 2 are Under-Officers in an Ar

Gregory XIII . call'd thence the Gregorian Style . This new

Style now goes eleven Days before the old ; ſo that the firſt thoſe over them of the ſame Name.

Day of the Month, among thoſe that uſe the old Style, is SUB-Bois , Under-wood [old Rec.] F.

the twelfth Day with thoſe that go by the new, as they do SUBCARTILAGI'NEOUS [ ſubcartilaginens, L. ) under the

in moſt Parts of Europe, except in England, &c. Griſtles.

Stylo Veteri [ i. e. in the old Styleji. e. according to the SUBCARTILAGI'NEUM (in Anat.) the upper Cartilage of

Computation ſettled by Julius Cæjar, call’d thence the Ju- the Belly, under the Cartilages of the Cheſt, the ſame as
lian Style, which reckons eleven Days later than the Grego- Hypochondria.

rian. See Gregorian and Julian Account.
SUBCAERU'Leus, a , um , ( in Botan . Writ.) bluiſh .

STYLOBA'TA (saobámus,Gr. ) the Pedeſtal of a Column or SUBCLAVIAN (in Anat. ] a Term applied to any thing un

Pillar, the Baſe on which it ſtands. der the Arm - pitor Shoulder, whether Artery ,Muſcle, Nerve,

STY'LOCERATOHY'oi'des (of sino a Pillar, ricas a

Horn, and urosidis, Gr. ) certain Muſcles of the Os Hyoides, SUBCLAVIAN Vein [in Anat.] a Branch of the Vena Cava,

which draw the Tongue and Larynx upwards, and alſo the which runs under the Neck -bone.

Jaws in Deglutition , or the Act of Swallowing. SUBCLAVIAN Veſſels (in Anat.) the Arteries and Veins that

STYLOCHONDROHYOIDAEUS ( of súng , gord'ess, and paſs under the Clavicles.
voeldis, Gr . ) a Muſcle of the Oš Hyoides ariſing from the Subclavi'cuLAR Vein (with Anar.) a Branch of the

Styloid Proceſs, and is inſerted into the cartilaginous Ap- Vena Cava or Hollow Vein, which runs under the Neck

pendix of the Os Hyoides. bone.

STYLOGLOSSUM ( of sino and ynã ara , Gr. the SUBCLAVIUS [in Anar.] a Muſcle arifing from the lower

Tongue) that pair of Muſcles which lift up the Tongue; Side of the Clavicula, near the Acronium, and deſcends ob

theytake their Riſe from the Os Styliforme, and areimplanted liquely to be inſerted into the upper Part of thefirſt Rib,

about the Middle of the Tongue. near the Sternum .

STYLOIDES ( surcell's Gr.) certain Proceſſes of Bone SUBCONSTELLATION (with Affron.] a leffer Conſtella

which are ſhaped backwards like a Pencil, and fixed in the tion .

Baſis or Root of the Scull. SUBCONTRARY Propoſitions [with Logicians) are ſuch as

STYLOHYOIDAEUS of [ sia and voredi's, Gr. ) a Muſcle agree in Quantity and differ inQuality , as fome Man is a

of the Os Hyoides, that ariſes by a round Tendon, from Creature ; ſome Man is not a Creature.

near the Middle of the Procelus Styliformis, and is inſerted \ B
SUBCONTRARY Poſition (in Geom. ) is when two

into the Baſis of the Os Hyoides, the Uſe of which is to put fimilar Triangles are ſo placed, as to have one

the Bone of the Tongue on one ſide, and a little upwards. common Angle at the Vertex, as B, and yet

Sty'LOPHA'RINGAEUS (of súao and pagung, Gr.) a their Baſes not parallel, as in the Figure.

pair ofMuſcles which dilate the Gullet, and draw the Fauces
SUBCONSEQUE'NTIALLY, by way of Conſe

upwards. quence from a former Conſequence.

STY'MMA [ siyud, Gr.) a thick Compoſition that is of SUBCUTA'NEOUS [ ſubcutaneus, L.] lying under the Skin.

a binding Quality ; the groſs or thick Matter of any Oint- SUBCUTANEOUSNESS [of fubcutaneus, L. ) the Lying un

ment ; alſo the thick Maſs that remains after the ſteeping of der the Skin.

Herbs, Flowers, & c. and preſſing out the Oil. SUBCUTANEUS [in Anat.] a Branch of the Baſilick Vein ,

STYP'TICK ( Rypticus, L. GUTTIRÓS, Gr. ) that is of a bind- that runs towards the inward Condyle or Joint of the Arm ,

ing Quality or Nature. and ſpreads itſelf into the ramus anterior & pofterior.

STYPTICK Water (with Chymifs] a Liquor made of Col- SUB-DBAN, a dignified Clergyman next to a Dean .

cothar calcined or vitriolated, diffolved with burnt Allum, SUB-DE'LEGATE Judge, a Judge appointed under another.

Sugar-Candy, the Urine of a young Man, & c. good for To SUB-DELEGATE [ ſub -delegare, L. ] to ſubſtitute or ap

hopping the Flux of Blood . point another to act under one's ſelf.

STY'PTICKNESS [of Aypticus,L. of UM TIXOS Gr. ) an aftrin- SUBDEN'D ( ſpoken of Verſe] low , mean, groveling.

gent or binding Quality. SUBDITI'Tious ( ſubdititius, L.] that is put in the Stead
Styx [ ET ], of sän to hate , fear, and be ſorrowful] or Place of another ; that is not what it is pretended to be ;

the ſecond River of Hell, which runs nine Times round it; foiſted in, forged.

the Parent of Vi tory, who having been favourable to Ju- To SUBDIVI'De (of fub and dividere, L.) is to divide the

piter in his Wars with the Giants, Styx , by her Means, at- Parts of any Thing that has already been divided.
tained ſo great Credit, that the Gods uſed to ſwear by its SUB- DIVINE ( fub-divinus, L.) that which is divine but in

Water ; and, if any acted contrary to theſe Engagements, an inferior Degree, as Angels, the Soul, & c.

they were depriv'd of their Nectar and their Divinity, for SUBDIVISION, a Dividing the Parts of a Thing already

100 Years . Styx is ſaid to have been a Fountain ofArcadia, divided.
whoſe Waters were venomous, and of ſo ſtrange a Quality , SUBDIVISIONS (in Milit. Affairs) are the lefſer Parcels into

that no Veſſel of Metal would hold them, and nothing but which aRegiment is divided in marching, being half the
the Hollow of an Aſs's or Mule's Foot. greater Diviſions.

Sua'da , the Goddeſs of Eloquence, L. To SubDu'ct [ fubducere, L.) to draw away.

SUA'SIBLE ( fuafbilis, L.) that may be perſuaded. SUBDU'CTION , a Taking privately from ; alſo a Subtracti

SUASION , Perſuaſion , L. on , an Abatement.

Sua'sive , of a perſuading Nature . To SUBDU'E ( fubdere, L.] to bring under, to maſter, to
SUA'SIVENESS conquer, to mortify.
SUA SORINESS} [ of fuaforius, L. ] Aptneſs to perſuade.

SUBDU'Ple Proportion (in Matbem .] is when any Number

SUA SORY ( fuaforius, L.] tending to perſuade. or Quantity is contained in another twice ; thus 3 is ſaid to

SUAVIA'TION, an amorous Kiſling, L. be the Sub -duple of 6, and 6 the Duple of 3 .

SU A'vis, e. [ in Botan. Writ .) fweet, either in Smell, or SUBER (with Botan.) the Cork - Tree ; a Cork, L.

Taſte, but moſt commonly the former. SUBFU'LGENT [ fubfulgens, L. ) ſhining a little.

SUA'vity ( Juavitas, L.] Sweetneſs, Pleaſantneſs.
SUBHASTA'TION (among the Romans) a particular Way

SUBA'ction, a Kneading or Working ; alſo a Bringing of ſelling confiſcated Goods under a Spear or Pike, fet up
under or Subduing, L. for that Purpoſe ; a Port-ſale or Out-cry .

SUBA'CTION [in Pharmacy] the Working or Softening of SUBJA'CENT ( ſubjacens, L.) lying under.

Plaiſters. SU'BJECT ( Jubječtus, L. ) bound , obliged to ſome De

To SUBA'GITATE [Jubagitare, L. ] to follicit; alſo to have pendence ; liable, apt, inclinable, wont or uſed to be.
to do with a Woman . A SU'BJECT [ ſubjektus, L.] one who is under the Domi

SUBAI.BIDus, a, um , [in Botan.Writ.) whitiſh . nion of a Sovereign Prince.

SUBALBID ( ſubalbidus, L.) whitiſh . SU'BJECT ( fubjeétum , L ) a Matter treated of, or that

SUB-ALPINE, [of Sub, under, and Alpes, L. ) that lives or
which a Science is converſant about.

grows under the Mountains, called the Alps. To SUBJECT ( ſubjectum fup. of ſubjicere] to make ſubject,

SUBA'LTERN (of ſubalternus, L. ) that ſucceeds by Turns, to bring under, to make liable, to oblige.

that is appointedor placed under another. SUBJECT (of a Syllogiſm ] one of the Terms of a Propo

SUBA'LTERN Propoſitions (with Logicians) are ſuch as dif- fition, the other being called the Attribute.

fer only in Quantity and agree in Quality. SU'bject (in Poetry) is the Matter treated of, the Event

SUBALTE'rns, inferior Judges or Officers, thoſe who diſ
related or ſet in a fine View and inrich'd with Ornaments .

charge their Pofts under the Command and Direction of ano Su'BJECT ( in Pbyficks) the Subſtance or Matter to which

ther . Accidents or Qualities are joined. SUB
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SUBJE'CTION , the being ſubject, Obedience to a Superior ; SUBLU'NARINESS ( fublunis, L. fublunaire, P. ) the being
allo a great Dependance, Slavery ; allo Obligation, Ne- under the Moon .

ceſſity.
SUBLUTEUS , a, um . [ in Botan .Writ.) yellowiſh.

SUBJECTIVE ( ſubjectivus, L.) of, or relating to the To SUBME'RGE [ ſubmergere, L. ) to bend a Thing very

Subject.
low, to plunge, dip, or drown, under Water, dr.

SUBJE'ctness, Liableneſs ; alſo Subjection.
SUB - MARSHAL, an Under-Marlıal , an Officer in the Mar.

To SUBJOIN ( Subjungere, L, or of jub and joindre, F.] to fralſea who is Deputy to the chief Marſhal of the King's

join or add a Thing, next to another . Houſe, commonly cail'd the Knight Marſhal, and has the

SUBITA'NEOUS ( fubitanens, L. ) ſudden, haſty.
Keeping of the Priſoners there .

SUBITA'NEOUSNESS (of ſubitaneus,L. ) Suddenneſs, Haſti. SUBME'rsed [ ſubmerſus, L. ) plunged under Water, Sr.

neſs.
SUBME'RSION, a Plunging under Water, a Dipping, Sink

To Su'BJUGATE (fubjugare, L. ) to bring under the Yoke. ing , or Drowning, L.

SUBJU'NCTION , a Joining underneath , L. SUBMI'SSION , a Yielding to , Reſpect, Humbleneſs, L.

SUBJU'NCTION (with Rber.) a Figure otherwiſe calla SUBMISSIVE ( ſubmijus, L. ] humble , yielding .

Subnexion , and Subinſertion ; and by the Greeks, Hypozeuxis. SUBMI'SSIVENESS (of fubmiffus, L.) Lowlinels, Humble

SUBITO [in Ma. Books) quick and nimbly , as velti fubito, neſs.

turn over quick , Ital. SUBMI'ss . ? [ ſubmiſus, L.) humble, lowly, reſpect.

SUBJUGATION, a Bringing under a Yoke, a Subduing, a SUBMISSIVE S túl.

Taming, L. T. SUBMI'T Submittere, L. ) to be ſubject, to humble

SUBJU'Nctive Mood (with Grammarians] a Mood thus itſelf, to yield ; to leave or refer to another.

named, becauſe commonly joined to ſome other Verb. SUBMU'LTIPLE Number or Quality (in Arith. and Geom .]
SUBLAPSA'Rians (of jub after, and lapfus, L. the Fall] is that which is contained in another Numberor Quantity,

thoſe who hold that God's Decree of Election was made a certain Number of Times exactly ; thus 3 is the Submulti

aitor the Fall of Adar. ple of 21 , being contained in it juſt 7 Times.

SUBLA'PSARY, of, or belonging to the Principles of the SUBMU'LTIPLE Proportion , is the Reverſe of the Multiple

S..blaplarians. Proportion ; thus the Ratio of 3 to 21 is :lubmultiple.

SUBLA'TION, a Lifting up, L. Subnerva'RE ( old Rec.) to cut the Sinews of the Thighs

SUBLAXA'TION [in Surgery] an imperfect Diſlocating or or Legs, to ham -ſtring.

Puiting outof Joint , when a Bone is got but little or half SUBNO'RMAL [of Jub and norma, L. a Rule) a Line de

out of its Place , L. termining the Point of the Axis in any Curve where a Nor

SUBLEVA'TiON , a Lifting op , Eaſing, or Succouring . mal or Perpendicular, rais'd from the Point of Contact of a

SUBLIEUTENANT, an under Lieutenant. Tangent to the Curve, cuts the Axis .

SUB - LIEUTENANT, an Oficer in Regiments of Fufileers, SUBORDINA’TE [ of fub and ordinatus, L. ) inferior,

evhere there are no Enſigns, having a Commiſſion as young placed under another, L.

eit Lieutenant, and Pay only as Enſign, but takes place of SU BO'RDINATED ( fubordonne, F. of fub and ordinatus, L.)

all Enfigns, except the Guards. ſet or placed under another.

SUBLIGA'CULUM , a ſort of Truſs uſed in Ruptures, L. SUBORDINA'TION, a relative Term expreſſing the Degree

SURLIGA'T10N, a Binding underneath , L. of Superiority or Inferiority between one Thing and ano

TO SUBLIMATE [ fublimare, L.) to raiſe any volatile or ther .

light Matter chymically, or by theMeans of Fire, to the Top To SUBO'RN ( ſubornare, L. ] to hire or put upon bearing

of the Cucurbit, or into its Head. falſe Witneſs, or ny other miſchievous Deſign ; allo to ſend

SU'ELIMATE [ fublimatum , L.) Mercury ſublimated . privily, and inſtructed what to ſay or do.

Corroſive SU BLIMATE ( in Chymiſtry ) a ſtrong corroſive SUBORNA'Tion , a Secret or under-hand Preparing, In

Powdermade of Quickfilver, impregnated with Acids, and ſtructing, or Bringing in a falſe Witneſs, or the Corrupting os

then ſublimated up to the Top of the Veſſel. Alluring a Perſon to do ſuch a falſe A & .

Sweet SUBLIMATE [with Cbymiſts] the corrofive Sub- SUBOR NA'T ION ofPerjury, the Inticing or Hiring to Tortas

limate of Quick Alver corrected andreduc'd to a white Maſs, falſely.

call'd alſo Aquila alba, and Calomelas. SUB-POENA, 1. e. under the Penalty ſc. centam libratum ,

SU'BLIMATED [ fublimatus, L. fublime, F. ] raiſed to an i. e. of an 100 Pounds ; the Penalty a Perſon is liable to

Height. pay, for not appearing upon a Sub -pæna, L.•

SUBLIMA'TION [in Chymiſtry) is the Operation of ſub- SUB- POENA (in Lago ] a Writ whereby all Perſons, under

liming, 'when the finer and more ſubtile Parts of a mixt the Degree of Peerage, are called in Charcery in fuch a

Body are ſeparated from the Maſs, and carried upin the Form Caſe only, where the common Law hath made no Proviſion,
of a very fine Powder to the Top of the Veſſel. li differs fo that the Party can have no Remedyby the ordinary Courſe

not much from Diſtillation, except that, in Diftillation, the of Law ; alſo a Writ for the ſummoning of Witneſſes, to
fuid Parts of Bodies are raiſed , but, in this, the ſolid and teſtify in other Courts.

dry ; and only ſolid Subſtances are ſublimed. SUB-READER [in the Inns of Court] an under Reader,

Su'BLIMATORJES, Subliming-Pots. who reads the Text of the Law the Reader is to diſcourſe

SUBLIME, is an Adjective, but is ſometimes uſed with upon , and affifts him in the Reading,

the Article the as a Subſtantive for Sublimity ; as to the Stile SUBRE'PTION, the A &tion of obtaining a Favou from a

of Writing we ſay, ſuch a Piece has much of the Sublime in Superior by Surprize , orby a falſe Repreſentation.
it. See Stile. SUBREPTITIOUS [ furreptitius, L.) a Term apply'd to

SUDLI'MLNESS [ ſublimitas, L.) Height, Loftineſs. SURREPTITIOUS a Letter, Licente , Patent, or other

To SUBLI’me [ jublimare, L. ] to raiſe, to refine, the fame AA, frandulently obtained of a Superior, by concealing

as to ſublimate. ſome Truth, which, had it been known, would have prevent

SUBLIME [ ſublimis, L.) high, lofty, great. ed the Conceſſion or Grant.

The SUBLIME (in Diſcourli fignifics ſomething extraordi- SUEROGATION (in the Ciril Larja Putting another Per

nary , which ſtrikes the Soul, and makes a Word raviſh and ſon into the Place and Right of him who is the proper
Cre

trinſport
ditor, F. of L

SUBLIMING-Pots, Vefſels uſed in ſubliming mixt Bodics, Conventional SUBROGATION [ in the CivilLaw ) a Contract

called a } lo Alludels. whereby a Creditor transfers his Debt, with all the Appur

SUBLIMAS ( in Anat.) the Name of one of the Muſcles tenances of it, to the Profit of a third Perſon .

the bends the Fingers. Legal SUEROGA'rion (in the Civil Law is that which the

SUBLI'MITY 3.0 lublimitas, L.) Height or Loftineſs of Law makes in Favour of a Perſon, who diſcharges an ante

SUBLIMEN EGS S Espreſlion, Style, & c. cedent Creditor, in which Caſe there is a legal Traollation

SUBLIMY, the ſame as ſublimate. of all Rights of the ancient Creditor to the Perſon of the

SUBLINGUAʼLES [in Anat.] certain Glands which sun

on cacia Side the Tongue, near the Tip -of it. SUBROTU'NDUS, a, um . [ in Batam . Writ] roundiſh.

SUBLINGUI'UM (with Anat.] the Cover of the Wind- SUBSCAPULA'Ris (with Annr.) a Muide of the Arm , ſo

pipe, the ſame as Epiglottis, I. called on account of its being fituated, ſo as to fill up the

SUBLI'TION, a Plaidtering, Dawbing, Smearing, or A- hollow Part of the Scapula. It arifes from its whole Bale in

moigting, L. the upper and lower Rit, and is in a ſemicircular Manner

Subli'rion ( withPainters] the Laying the Ground-Co, inſerted to the Neck of the Os bumeri. This is alſo calld
Tour under the perfect Colour, Infra-fcapularis, and Immerfus.

SUBLU'NAR 21.Jublunis or ſub and lunaris, L.) under To SUBSCRIBE [of fubſcribere, L.) to under-write, to

'SUBT.U'NARX } the Orb of the Moon . ſet one's Hand.so a Writing ; tu content, to ſubmit to .

SUB
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SUBSCRIPTION , a Signing or Setting one's Hand at the Substitu'TION [in Algebra, Fratias, &:. ] is the Pas
Bottom of a Writing. ting ſome other Quantity in the Room of any Quantity in

SUBSCRIPTION ( among Bookſeller;] is when the Under- an Equation, which Quantity put in is equal , but expreffed

takers of printing a large Book propote Advantages to thoſe, after another Manner .

that take ſo many Books at a certain Price , and lay down To SuBSTRACT . See Subtraft .

Part of the Money, before the Impreſſion is finishd. SUBSTRA'Tum , an Under -lay, any Layer of Earth or

SubsE'QUENT [ fubfequens, L. ) following immediately or any other Thing that lies under another , L.

coming next after another. Substruction, an Under -pinning, Groundfelling, or

Sues E'RVIENT [ ſubſerviens, L ] ſerviceable , helpful. Laying the Foundation of an Houle, L.

SubsE'RVIENCY 3 [of fubferviens, L. ) Serviceableneſs, Substy'lar Line [in Dialling) a right Line , whercon

SubsE'RVIENTNESS Uſefulneſs. the Gnomon or Style of a Dial is erected at right Angles

SUBSESQUIA'LTERAL Proportion ( with Mathemat. ) is with the Plane .

when any Number, Line, or other Quantity, contains ano- Suesu'LTORY, leaping under or up and down , L.

ther once with the Addition of its Moiety or half ; and the Sub- su'Pr A -particular Proportion (in Geum . ] the contrary

Number or Quantity , ſo contained in the greater, is ſaid to or oppoſite to ſuper-particular Proportion.

be to it in a fubleſquialteral Proportion , as 6, 9 , 8 , 12 , 20 , SUBTANGENT of a Curve [in Geom .] is the Line that

determines the Interſection of the Tangent with the Axis .

To Subsi'de [ ſubfidere, L. ) to ſink or become lower. ToSUBTEND [ſubtendere, L.] to extend or draw underneath .

SUBSI'DENCE ( fubfidentia , L. ) a Settling to the Bottom , SUBTE'NSE (in Geometry ) a right Line oppoſite to an

a Settleinent in Urine or any other Liquid .

SUBSI'DIARY ( ſubſidiarius, L. ) that is given or ſent to
B

Angle, ſuppoſed to be drawn between the 2

AА
Extremities of the Arch which meaſure that

the Aid or Alfiſtance of another ; helping .
Angle ; or , it is a right Line drawn within a

Su'BSIDY ( Jubfidium , L ) an Aid , Tax, or Tribute, o Circle at each End, and bounded by the Cir

granted by the Parliament to the King, on preſſing Occaſi cumference, cutting the Circle into 2 unequal

ons of the State , levied either on Perſons, Lands , or Goods, Parts , to both which it is ſubtended, as A is the Subtenle

according to a certain Rate . to the Arks B and C.

To Subsist [ ſubfiftere, L.) to ſtand or be, to have a Be. Su'BTERFLUOUS [ fubterfluus,L.) Powing or running under.
ing, to live, to hold out , to continue. SU'BTERFUGE fibterfugium , L. ) an Evaſion , Eſcape,

SubsI's TENCE ( fubfiftentia, L. ) Being , Abiding , Con- Shift, a Hole to creep out at.

tinuance ; alſo Food ; alſo Livelihood . SUBTERRANEOUS (of fubterrancus, L.) being under the
SubsI'STENCE- Money, Half- Pay given to Officers, for Earth or incloſed within the Surface, Bowels, or hollow

their preſent Support . Parts of the Earth .

SUBSISTED (fubfifté , F. of fubfiftcre, L.) kept in being, SUBTERRA'Ne , ſubterraneous.

ſupported, maintained. SUBTERRANEEOUSNESS, the Quality of being underneath
SUBSISTENT [ fubfiftens, L.) ſubſiſting ; alſo ſettling to the the Earth .

Bottom . SU'BTILE 2 [ fubtilis, L.] cunning , crafty ; alſo fharp,

Subsola'nus, the Eaft -Wind, ſo called , becauſe it ſeems SU'ETLE S ready , quick; allo ſmall, thin , fine ; alſo light

to ariſe from under the Sun , L. in Weight ; alio pure, ſeparated from its grofler Parts .

Su'BSTANCE ( ſubftantia, L. ] Eſſence or Being ; alſo Mat- Su'BTILE [in Phyſicks] ſignifies exceeding ſmall, fine, and

ter , Reality ; alſo Eſtate, Goods, Wealth ; alſo the mot delicate, ſuch as the animal Spirits, gr. the Emuvia of odo

material Points of a Diſcourſe ; alſo the beſt and moſt nou- rous Bodies, &c. are ſuppoſed to be .

riſhing Parts of any Thing . Sueriliza'TION ( in Chemiſtry ) the Diffolving or

Su'BSTANCE ( in Pby ficks) is a Thing which is conceived Changing a mix'd Body into a pure Liquor, or into a fine

ni the Mind, as ſubliſting by itſelf, and as the Subject of Powder.
every Thing that is conceivedof it . TO SU'Btilize [ ſubtiliſer, F. of ſubtilis, L.) to make

Compleat Substance (in Metaphyſicks) is a Subſtance that ſubtile or thin ; alſo to uſe Subtilties, Tricks, or Quirks.

is bounded in itſelf, and is not ordained to the intrinſical SU'BTILENESS [ fubtilitas, L. ) Subtility.

Perfection of any Thing elſe, as God, an Angel, a Man, &c . Subti'lery 2 [ ſubtilitas, L.) Sharpneſs of Wit, Craft, a

Incompleat SUBSTANCE [in Metaphyſicks] is a Subſtance Su'etlety Ślubtle cunning Trick, a Fetch , a Quirk.

that is ordained to make another Being perfect, and is a Part To Subtra'ct [ fubtractum , fup . of ſübtrahere, L. ) to

of ſome Compound, as the Soul, a Hand, a Vein, & c . deduct or take from .

Material SuBSTANCE [in Metaphyficks) is a Body that is SUBTRACTION, a Subtracting or Taking off or from ,F.of L.

compos'd of Matter and Form , and is the Object of a par- Simple SUBTRACTION [ of Integers ] is the Method of

ticular Science, as Natural Philoſophy. taking one Number out of another of the ſame Kind , as

An immaterial SuBSTANCE [in Metaphyſicks) is a Subſtance Pounds, Ounces, Yards,&c. out ofPounds,Ounces,Yards,& c.

void of Matter and Form , and is the object of Pneumaticks. Compound SUBTRACTION [in Arithm .) a Method of taking

SUBSTANTIA corticalis cerebri (with Anat.) the cortical or a Sum compounded of ſeveral different Species , from

outward barky Subſtance of the Brain , full of Turnings another Sum compounded of the ſame ſort of Species, as

and Windings on the Outſide. It is covered with a thin Pounds,Shillings, andPence, out of Pounds, Shillings,andPence.

Skin , and is of an aſh , grifly Colour. The Uſe of it (ac- SUBTRAH'ENV ( quod eft fubtrahendum, L. ] a leſs Number

cording to the Opinion of ſome) is to breed the animal Spi- to be ſubtracted or taken out of a greater.

rits ; and there Naturaliſts place the Seat of the Memory SUBTriple Ratio ( in Arithm .Grom . & c. ] is when one

and Sleep, L. Number or Quantity is contained in another 3 Times : Thus

SUBSTANTIAL ( fubftantialis, L.) ſomething belonging to 2 is ſaid to bethe Sub triple of 6, as 6 is the Triple of 2 .

the Nature of Subſtance, eſſential, real ; alſo ſtrong, folid, To SUBVE'RT [ Jubvertere,L.) to overturn, overthrow , ruin .

pithy ; alſo wealthy , rich . SUBVE'rter , an Overturner, a Perverter, L.

Substantia’LITY ? (of fubftantialis, L. ſubſtantiel, F.] Subve'rsion, a Turning upſide down or Overthrowing,L.

SUBSTANTIALNESS } Solidneſs , Firmneſs , Wealthineſs, SUBU'RBIAN ( Suburbanus, L ) of, or pertaining to the

Serviceableneſs. Suburbs.

Su'b stantive (with Grammarians) a Quality aſcribed to SUBU'RBICARY [of fuburbia , L.) a Term apply'd to

a Noun or Name, when the Object is conſidered ſimply in thoſe Provinces of Italy , which compoſed the antient Dioceſs

itſelf, and without any Regard to its Qualities, as a Noun or Patriarchate of Rome.

Subſtantive, which , being joined to a Verb, ſerves to make a Su'BURBS ( ſuburbia, L.) the Buildings, & c. beionging to

compleat Sentence , as an Horſe runs. a City , but without the Walls.

To Su'bstitute [ fubftituere, L. ) to put in the Room of Succa'Go (with Apothecaries) any Juice boiled or thickened

another, in ſpeaking either of a Perſon or Thing . with Honey or Sugar into a Kind of hard Conſiſtence,

A Su'bstitute [ fubftitutus, L. ) a Deputy, one that otherwiſe call'd Rob, and Apochyliſma.
ſupplies the Place of another. SuccedA'Neous ( fuccedaneus, L.) ſucceeding or coming

Substitute (in Pharmacy) is a Drug or Medicine that in the Room of another, as a ſuccedaneous Medicine, a Medi
* may be uſed in the Stead of another, or that will ſupply the cine uſed after or inſtead of another.

Place of another of like Virtue not to be had . SUCCEDANEUM [in Pharmacy) a Medicine ſubſtituted in

Substitu'TION ( with Grammarians) is the Uſing of one the Place of another firſt preſcribed, upon Account of the

Word for another, or a Mode, State, Perſon, or Number Difficulty of getting ſome of the Ingredients, L.

of a Word for that of another. Succe e'ding ( juccedens of ſuccedere, L. Jucceder, F. ] ſuc
SubstituTION [in the Civil Law ) is the Diſpoſal of a cedent , following after or in the Place of another, going

Teftator, whereby he ſubſtitutes one Heir to another, who well forward , proſpering, ſpeeding well, falling out of

has only the ufus fructuarius, but not the Property of the coming to país. Sus

Thing left him .
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}(of jucenlen:us , L. ] Juicineſs.

SUCCEDENT [ fuccedens, L.) fucceeding , coming or fol. Su'ccubus , a Demon , which , affining the Shape of a

lowing after. Woman, is lain with by a Man .

SUCCEDENT Houses [ in Aftrol .) are the ad, 5th , 8th , and Su'ccula [in Mechanicks] a bare Axis or Cylinder with

fith ; ſo named , becauſe they ſucceed or follow Angles in Staves in it , to move it round without any Tympanum, L.

a Figure of the Heavens, yet not ſo much in Order as in Su'cculent [ ſucculentus,L. ) full of Juice, juicy.

Dignity and Condition .
Su'ccuLENCY

To Succee'd [ ſuccedere, L.) to follow next after ; alſo to Su'ccuLENTNESS

come in the Place of another ; alſo to go well forward , to To Succu'Me ( fuccumbere, L ] to fall down, ſink, or faint

ſucceed well , to proſper ; alſo to fall out or cometo paſs. under, as to fuccumb under the Prefiire of Amistions.

SuccE'NTOR , he that fings the Baſs or lowelt Part, L. Succu'M BENCY [of ſuccumbere, L ) a Sinking or Fainting

SUCCENTURIA'tae . See Renes Succenturiatæ . under.

SUCCENTURIA'T10 (among the Romans] the Filling up the Su'ccus, Juice, Moiſture, Sap, L.

Number of Soldiers that are wanting in a Company or Succus Pancreaticus [ with Phyſicians] the Pancreatick

Troop, L. Juice , L.

SUCCENTURIA'Tion , the Act of Subſtituting, L. Succusa [with Botan . ] the Plant Devil's-bit, L.

Success ( ſucceſſus, L. ] the Event or Iſſue of an Affair or Succussa TION 2 [ in Phyſiik] a Shaking of the nervous

Buſineſs ; it is alſo uſed for a happy Iſſue or good Luck . Succu'ss ION S Parts, procured by ſtrong Stimula

Successful, fortunate, proſperous, lucky . tories , Friction , and the like , ſuch as are commonly uſed in

Succe'ss FULNESS [of ſucceſus, L. ſuccez, F. and yulney, apoplectick Affections, L.

Sax .) Fortunateneſs . Succussion ( in Phyficks] a violent Jolting or Shaking, L.

Succe'ssion, a Succeeding or Coming after ; alſo a Series Such [ yp; lc, Sax.) like this.
or continued Order of Time ; alſo an Inheritance or Eſtate To Suck (ruccan rugian, Sax. ſugere, L. ] to draw in

come to a Perſon by Succeſſion. with the Mouth ; alſo to draw as leveral inanimate Things do.

Succe'ssion [with Philof:] an Idea , gained by reflecting Suckers of Trees [in Husbandry ] young Shoots which

on that Train of Ideas conſtantly following one another in proceed from the Root of a Tree, Off-ſets.
our Minds, when awake. SUCK-STONE , a Fith called a Sea- Lamprey.

Succession ( in Law] ſignifies a Right to the Univerſality 1. Su'CKLE (of yuccan , Sax .) to give Suck .

of the Effects left by a Perſon deceaſed. Su'CKLING (of yuccan, Sax .] a ſucking Child ; alſo giv

Succession ab inteſtato [in Law ] is the Succeſſion a Per- ing Suck .

ſon has a Right to, by being next of Kin . Su'CTION ( fucius, L. ) a Sucking ,

A Teſtamentary SuccESSION [in Law ] is that which a Per- Sud (with Mariners] the South-Wind.

ſon comes to, by Virtue of a Will . SudA'TION, a Sweating, L.

Succession in the direct Line [in Law) is that which SudaớMINA [in Medicine] little Pimples in the Skin, like

comes from Aſcendants or Deſcendants. Millet-Seeds, in the Shoulders, Neck, Breaft, & c. L.

Collateral SuccessION [ in Law] is a Succeſſion which Su'DATORY, a Sweating -Houſe, L.

comes by Uncles, Aunts, Couſins, or other Collaterals . SU'DATORY ( judatorius, L.) of, or pertaining to Sweating.

Abandon S
Succession

? [in Law ] is a burdenſome or Su'dden (roden , Sax. fubitaneus, L.) coming unexpect

Jacent Švexatious one which no Body edly, haſty, quick .

will accept of. SU'D DENNESS [ Soyenncy, Sax.) Haſtineſs, Unexpected

Succession of the Signs [ in Aſtrol. ] is that Order in which neſs , & c.
they are commonly reckoned, as Aries, Taurus, Gemini, &c . Su'dor Sweat, a watery Humour in the Body, compound
otherwiſe called the Conſequence of them. ed of a moderate Quantity of Salt and Sulphur, L.

Succe'ssive ( ſucceſſivus, L.) that ſucceeds or follows one Sudori'FICA ? [ with Phyſicians] Medicines that provoke

after another. SUDORI'FERA or cauſe Sweating, L.

Succe'sSIVENESS [of fuccellif, F. fucceffiuus, L.] the com- SuporI'FEROUSNESS [of fudorifer, L.] Aptneſs to cauſe

ing one after another. Sweat.

Succe'ssor , one who ſucceeds another in his Place or SUDOR IF ICKS [ ſudorifica, L. ) provoking or cauſing Sweat.

Eſtate , L. To be in the Suns (of Ieroden , Sax. to boil ] to be em

Succi'nct [ ſuccinctus, L.] brief or ſhort, comprehended barraſſed in ſome unlucceſsful Tranſaction or Afair.
in a few Words .

Sups ( prob. of geroden, Sax. or ſodden, of yeo San , S.ax.
SuccI'NCTNESS [of ſuccinctus, L. ſuccinct, F.] Brevity , &c. to boil ) a ſoapy Liquor wherein Cloths are wathed.

Su'ccinum , Amber, a ſort of congealed Subſtance , that To Sue ( prob. of juivre, F. and that of fequi, L. to fol

is of different colours, white, yellow , dark, brown , and low ] to profecute at Law ; alſo to entreat earneſtly ; alſo to

black , L. put in , to preſs, to labour hard to get an Office, or.

Su'ccor Y (chicorium, L. Zexalroy, Gr . ) the Herb ſo called , To Sue [ in Falcoury) a Term uſed of a Hawk, who is ſaid
alſo wild Endive .

ſo to ſue, hets when the wher Beak .

Succo'sity ( fuccofitas, L.] Fulneſs of Juice. Su'et ( fuif, F. ) a Kind of Fut found in Sheep , Oxen,

Succoth Benoth [nud, Heb. i. e . the Tabernacle of Ec. which being melted down and clarified makes Tallow .
Daughters . ) An Idol of the Babylonians, calld the Babyloni- To Su'sfer [ fufferre, L. ſoufrir, F. ] to undergo, endure,

an Venus, and is ſuppos'd to be the Venus Melitta ; and it or lie under any Pain , Grievance , or Inconvenience ; alſo

is not improbable but that the Name Venus may have taken to bear with, give Leave , to permit.

its Originalfrom Midd Beroth, Daughters . The Temple of Su'FFERABLE, that may be borne , endured, or ſuffered .

this Goddeſs was built in ſuch a Manner, that there were Su'FFERABLENESS [of ſouffrir, F.] Capableneſs of being

ſeveral private Apartments or Retreating places. The Wo- endured .

men (as Hiſtorians ſay) were obliged by the Law of their Su'FFERANCE [ Sufferentia, L. fouffrance, F. ] Allowance,
Country, once in their Life-time, to expoſe themſelves in Permiſſion, Leave, Forbearance ; allo ſometimes Affliction.

Honour of the Goddeſs ; and the Strangers, in Requital for Su'fferance [in antient Cuſtoms] a Delay or Reſpite of

the kind Entertainment they had received, offered Money to Time the Lord granted his Vaffal for the Performance of

the Goddeſs. This Relation is partly confirm'd by Juſtin , “ Fealty and Homage, ſo as to ſecure him from any feodal

who ſays, it was accounted a kind Expreſſion of Civility, Seizure.

among the Babylonians, to grant Liberty to their Gueſts to Suffere'ntia pacis [ uld Rec.] a Sufferance or Grant of
lie with their Wives . Peace or a Truce .

Succotri'ne Alves ( ſo called of Succotra, an Inand on the Su'FFERER [ celui quiſoufré, F. ] one who bears an Incon

Coaſt of America where it grows] the fineſt ſort of Aloes venience, Loſs, Pain , or Punishment.

called aloes hepatica, from its being of a liver Colour. SU'FFERING (with Logicians) is the fiſth of the Catego

To S'uccour [ ſuccurrere, L.) to aſſiſt, help, or relieve. ries ; as to be beaten, to be broken , to be warmed , &c.

To Succour ( Sea -Language] to ſtrengthen a Thing and SUFFERSU'RA E [ in Medicine] certain Puuiles or Wheals in

make it more firm ; as to ſuccour a Maſt, Cable, &c. Children, cauſed by Heat .

To Succour a Place (in War) is to raiſe the Siege of it, by To SUFFICE [ fufficere, L.] to be enough .

driving the Enemy from before it . SUFFICIENCY , Pride, Conceit, or Preſumption , Sir W.

Su'ccour ( ſecours, F. ] Help, Relief, a Supply. Temple.

Succous ( juccofus, L. ) juicy , full of Juice. SUFFICIENCY 2 [ / ficientia , L. Sifiſance, F.) a being

Su'ccour ( in Fortif .] is an Enterprize made to relieve a SUFFICIENTNESS Sufficient, Ability, Capacity .

Place, that is, to raiſe the Siege, and force the Enemy from it . SUFFICIENT (rasticiens, L. ) that iuflices or is enough

Su'ccourless (of ſecours, F. of fuccurrere, L.) without to ſatisfy Neceflity ; able, capable.

Succour, Help , Relief.
SUF
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SUFFIME'NTUM 2 a Perfume which is burned or ſmoaked ; To Su'lly [prob . of ſouiller, F. ] to defile, to dirty, to
Su'ffitus Sa Powder compounded of odoriferous dawb , to foul.

Plants, Gums, &c. which thrown upon Coals ſends forth a To Sully the Fincy, is to fill it with filthy , nalty , or im
grateful Smell, L. pure Thoughts.

SUFFLATION, a Blowing or Puffing up, L. Su'lphur, a fat, unetuous , mineral Subſtance , fuſible, and

To Su'FFOCATE [ fuffocare, L. ] to itop the Breath , to infiammable by Fire, and not diſſolvible or

finother, to ſtifle, or choak . capable of being mixed with Water , L. and

SUFFOCAT10 Uterina (with Phyſicians] a Diſeaſe in Wo- is expreſs’d by one of theſe Characters

men, commonly call'd Fits of the Mother, and thought to Sulphua (with Chymiſts) their ſecond hypoftatical or active

be cauſed by Vapours violently ariſing from thoſe Parts, L. Principle ; a liquid clammy Subſtance which loon takes

SUFFOCA'T Ion , a Stifling, Stopping of the Breath , a Fire , and riſes up like Oil after Diſtillation , called alſo

Choaking , L. Julphur philoſophorum , and isexpreſs’d by this Character

SU'FFRAGAN (Sifraganeus,L.) a Term apply'd to a Sulphur virum , is ſo called as it is taken out of the

Biſhop, in reſpect to his Archbiſhop, on whom he depends, Mine, a Kind of greyiſh, argillous Clay, which

and to whom Appeals are made from the Biſhop's Oficial. eaſily takes Fire, & c. L. and is expreſs’d by this

SU'FFRAGE ( Juffragium , L.) a Vote at an Election in Fa- Character

vour of any Perſon ; alſo Approbation or Allowance in the Flower of SuLPHUR, is the pureſt and fineſt Part of Sul .

general . phur, gained by evaporating Sulphur by Sublimation.
SUFFRU'TEX [in Botany) a low , woody Plant that ſends Sulphur of Antimony ( in Chymiſtry) a Medicine prepared

out no Leaves from its Root, and begins to be branched from the Regulus of Antimony, boiled in Water and itrained,
from the Bottom of its Stalk , as Lavender, Rue, Sage, &c . and having Vinegar afterwards poured on it ; which done, a

SUFFU'MIGATED [ Tuffumigatus, L. ) ſmoaked underneath. reddiſh or gold-coloured Powder finks to the Bottom of the

SUFFUMIG'ATION (with Phyſicians, &c . ) an external Me- Veflel, which is called golden Sulphur of Antimony .

dicine made of a Decoction of Roots, Herbs , Flowers, Mineral Su'lphur , a Kind of hard , earthy Bitumen, of

Seeds , &c. the Smoak of which is conveyed into the body , a ſhining yellow Colour , a ſtrong itinking Smell , eaſily tak

by means of a Cloſe-ſtool, for Diſeaſes of the Bowels, ing Fire and diſſolving.
Fundament, and Womb, F. Magiſterys Zis Sulphur diſſolved in a fufficient

Suffu'sed ( Juffufus, L. ) poured out.
Milk of Sulphur > Quantity of Water, with Salt of

Suffu'sion , aPouring upon or Spreading abroad , L. Balm 2 Startar,and precipitatedby means

Suffu'sion ( with Oculifts] a Diftemper in the Eye, called of the Spirit of Vinegar, or ſome other Acid .

a Pin and Web. Black SULPHUR (with Chymiſts] is expreſs’d by

Sur, an Infect, a Sea - Flea . this Character

To Sug [ Jugere, L. ] to ſoak in Water. SULPHU'Reous [ fulphureus, L. ] of, or pertaining to, or

Su'GAR (auwgr, C. Br. fucker , Dan. ſucre, F. faccha- full of Sulphur.
rum , L. odxgapov, Gr. ] a ſweet Juice extracted out of SULPHUR Eous Spirit of Vitriol (with Chymills] is the

Canes growir.g in theWelt-Indies, which being bruiſedand Spirit that riſes with a very gentle Heat, after the Spirit and

preſſed are put into Veſſels, where the Liquor is boiled 7 Oil of Vitriol , ( after the Diſtillation of Vitriol ) by a moſt

Times , till it is brought to a Conſiſtence, by means of Le- violent Fire, are forced into the Receiver, the Matter being

mon-Juice . commonly rectified in a Glaſs -Veſel.

SU'GAR-Royal, the Matter of it ought to be the fineſt re- Sulphu'REOUSNESS 2 [of fulphureus, L. ) a fulphureous

fined Sugar ; which being melted with a weak Chalk -Water SULPHURE'ITY s Quality

is ſometimes allomed , to prevent the Lime from reddening it, Su'ltan , the Grand Seignior ; alſo ſome other Mabomb

and is 3 Times clarified, after which it is tranſparent. tan Prince .

TO SUGGE'st ( ſuggeſtum , fup. of ſuggerere, L.) to prompt, Sulta'na 3 the Grand Seignior's Conſort.

to put into one'sMind ; alio to putupon , to egg on . Su’LTANESSS

Sugge'st Ion , a Prompting or Putting into one's Mind ; SULTA'NA's, certain Turkiſh Ships.

an Inſinuation ; alſo a Suppoſition or Gueſs. SULTANE (in Confectionary ] a Sugar-Work made of Eggs,

SUGILLA'na (with Oculifts] a black and blue Spot with a Sugar , and fine Flower.

Blow ; a black or blood - ſhot Eye, L. SULTANI'N, a Turkiſh gold Coin , in Value about 8s . Enge

To Su'GILLATE ( fugillare, L. ] to beat black and blue. liſh Money.

SUGILLAT10'nes, black and blue Spots, the Marks of Su'LIRINESS (9. d . Saveltrinel ] exceſſive Heat .

Stripes or Blows ; alſo red Spots in malignant and peſtilential Su’ltry [q. d . jweltry ) exceflive hot and cloſe , ſpoken of

Fevers, like thoſe which appear in the Skin after beating, L. the Weather.

Su i'cide ( ſuicidium , L ] Sci -killing, Self- murther . Sum [ fumma, L. ) a certain Quantity of Money ; the

SUIT [ Juite, F.] a Profecuting at Law , being the ſame as SUMMS Subſtance of a Diſcourſe, the Abridgment of a

an Action, either real or perſonal. Book , EC.

Suit, a Petition , Requeſt,, or Motion , eſpecially to ſome Sum [with Mathemat .) the Quantity ariſing from the Ad
great Perſon.

dition of 2 or more Magnitudes, Numbers, or Quantities

Suit of Court 2 [in Law] Attendance which Tenants owe together,

Suit- Service Š to the Court of their Lord . Sum of an Equation ( in Algebra] is when the abſolute

Suit-Covenant (in Law ] is where the Anceſtor of one Number being brought over to the other Side , with a con

Man has covenanted with the Anceſtor of another to ſue to trary Sign , theWhole becomes equal to nothing.

his Court,
SUMBRIERO [in Spain, &c . ] a Canopy of State held over

Sunt -Cuftum [ in Law) is when I and my Anceſtors have Princes or great Perions, when they walk abroad, to skreen

been poſſeſſed of our own and our Anceſtors Suit, Time thcm from the Sun.

out of Mind. Summa, a Sum of Money ; alſo the chief Point of a

Suit real ? [in Law] is when Men come to the Court, Matter, L.

Suit regalſ called the Sheriff's Turn or Leet . Summa [in old Deeds) a Horſe-load , as Summa Ligni, a

Suit of the King's Peace, is the Purſuing a Man for the Horſe -load of Wood, I.

Breach of the King's Peace, by Treaſon , Inſurrection, or Summa frumenti [ old Rec.) eight Buſhels or a Quarter of

Treſpaſs. Wheat, ftill call'd a Seam in Kent, &c.

Suit - Siloer [ in the Honour of Clun in Shropbire] a Rent Suma'ch 2 a rank ſmelling Shrub, that bears a black

paid by the Free - holders, to excuſe them from Appearance Su’mmage ] Berry, uſed by Curriers in dreſſing of Leather.

at the Court-Baron . SUMMAGE ? a Toll,antiently paid for Horſe-carriage ;

SuI'TABLE (of fuite, F. ] ſuiting with , agrecable to . Sumage S alſo an Horſe - load.

SUITABLENESS (of ſuivre, F. ſequi, L. to follow ] Agree- Su'M MARILY [ Sommairement, F. ſummariè, L. ) briefly.

ableneſs. Su'MMARY ( ſummarium, L.) a brief Collecting or Gather

A Sui'tor , one who courts a Woman ; alſo one who ſues ing up a Matter in a few Words.

for any Place or Office. Su MMA'R Y [ fummarius, L .) conciſe, ſhort, brief, abridged .

To Sui'to to woo or court a Maid or a Woman. SUMMARY Arithmetick, is the Art of finding the flowing

Su’lcus aquæ [in antient Writ.] a ſmall Stream of Water, a Quantity from the Fluxion.

Brook. SummaTo'rius calculus, the Method of fumming differential

Sullen (prob . of ſolaneus, L. i. c . affecting Solitude] Quantities, viz . from any Differential given to find the Qua

dogged , ſtubborn , peeviſh. ntity, from whoſe Differencing the given Differential relults.

Su'LLENNESS, a reſentful or angry Silence. Su'MMATORY Arithmetick, is the Art of finding the flow

Su'LLIED (of fouillé, F. ) foiled , tarniſhed . ing Quantity from the Fluxion , and ſo is the ſame with the

calculus integralis. Su'n

2
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SU'M MED [in Falconryj a Hawk is ſaid to be ſummed; of its quick Sight. The Sun was an univerſal God, adored
when ſhe has her Feathers and is fit to be taken froin the in all parts of the World . In Britain, its Idol ſtood upon

Eyrie or Mew . an high Pillar, as half a Man with a Face full of Rays of

Summ’d ( ſpoken of Birds ] compleatly feathered or fledg’d , Light, and a flaming Wheelon his Breaft. From the Sun ,

Milton . the firſt Day of the Week is denominated Sunday.

SUMMER- Time (Simen , Sax . commer, Dan .) that Seaſon The Sun and Moon ( in Hieroglyph.] were by the Antients

of the Year when the Generality of Plants and Fruits are uſed to repreſent Eternity, becaule the Heathens thought

coming to Maturity . they were without Beginning and End.

Summer ( in Architecture) a large Stone , the firſt that is Su'NDAY [Sunnandez, Sax. fondag, Dan . ) the firſt Day

laid over Columns and Pilaſters in beginning to make a croſs of the Week, ſo called , as being ſet apart by our Saxon An

Vault, or that Stone which, being laid over a Piedroit or ceſtors for worſhipping the Idolof the Sun.

Column , is made hollow to receive the firſt Haunce of a Sunday- Letter, the Dominical Letter.

Plat-band. To Su'NDER [ of runomian, Sax .] to divide or part
Sum MER [in Carpentry) a large Piece of Timber, which, aſunder.

being ſupported on 2 Stone- Peers or Poſts, ſerves as a Lintel SU'NDRY [of runden. Sax .) divers .

to a Door, Window, Esc. Sun - Dew , a Plant, otherwiſe call'd Luft-wort, Moor-grafs,

SUMMER - Tree ( in Architect.] a Beam full of Mortiſes and Red -rot.

for the Ends of Joiſts to lie in . Sun - Flower, a Plant bearing a fine, large, yellow Flower

Summer-Sauli (Joubreſaulte, F. ) a Feat of Aktivity ſhow'd with radiated Leaves, or ſpreading like the Rays of the Sun.

by a Tumbler. SU'NNINESS [Gunniczneyye, Sax .] a being expoſed or

To Su’MMER - ftir, to fallow or till Land in the Summer- lying open to the Sun -beams.

Time. Suona'ta ? (in Mu. Books) the Name of certain Pieces

Su'mmit fummitas, L ] the Top, Vertex, or Point of a Suna'TA S of Inſtrumental Muſick, of two forts ; the one

Thing , as a Triangle, a Pyramid , a Pedement, Esc. for Churches and Chappels, the other for Chambers and

Su'MMITS (with Floriſts] are thoſe little Bodies which private Concerts.

hang upon ſlender Threads in the Middle of the Flower ; Su'ONANTINA, a little , ſhort, plain , and eaſy Sonata, Ital.

they contain a prolifick Duſt, which is analogous to the Su'ovetAurI'LJA ? ( among the Romans ) a Sacrifice,

Male Seed in Animals . So'litauri'LIA S wherein they offered 3 Victims of

To Su'mmon [ lummonere, L. ] to call or cite one to appear different kinds, a Bull, a Ram, and a Boar.

before a Judge or Magiſtrate ; allo ( in War) to demand the To Sur ( ſouper, F. ) to eat a Supper, an Evening-Meal .

Surrender of a Place. To Sup ( ruppan, Sax. ſuppen, Du .] to drink by little

Sum MO'NEAS , a Writ judicial which is of great Diver- and little .

ſity, according to the divers Caſes wherein it is uſed . Su'Perable ( ſuperabilis, L.) that may be overcome or

SummO'NEAS ad warrantizandum, is the Proceſs whereby furpaffed.

the Vouchee is called . Su'PERABLENESS [of fuperabilis, L.] Capableneſs of be

Su’MMONER ? a petty Officer who calls a Man to any ing overcomeor ſurmounted.
Su'MNER Ś Court, eſpecially to the Eccleſiaſtical To Su'per a Bou'nd [ fuperabundare, L.] to be over and

Court, an Apparitor. above , to be fuperfluous.

Su'M MONING ( fummonitiv, L. ) a Calling to appear or to Su'PERA BU'NDANCE [ Superabundantia, L. ] very great

ſurrender. Plenty, Superfluity, Exceſs.

SummO'NITOR, an Apparitor, who is to cite Offenders to Su'Per A BU'NDANT ( Juperabundans, L.) overfiowing in

appear at a certain Time and Place, to anſwer to the Charge Plenty, enough and too much, exceſſive.

exhibited againſt them . SuperABU'NDANTLY (of fuperabundare, L. ) plentifully.

SUMMONITO'R Es ſcaccarii [ old Rec.] Officers who aſſiſted To SUPERA'DD ( ſuperaddere, L.] to add over and above,

in collecting the King's Revenues, and cited Defaulters into to give an Advantage.

the Exchequer-Court, L. To Super A'NNUATE [ ſuperannuare, L.] to admit into the

SUMMONITO'Res [ old Rec .] Summoners or Apparitors, Number of ſuperannuated Perſons.

who cited Offenders to appear at a certain Time and Place, SUPERA'NNUATED_ [ Superannuatus, L. ) worn out with

to anſwer to any Charge or Complaint againſt them, L. Age, grown out of Date, paſt the beſt.

Su'mmons [in terra petita ] a Summons made upon the SuperANNUATION ( Superannuatio, L. ) a being grown out

Land which the Party, ſending the Suinmons, ſeeks to have. of Date or ſuperannuated .

Summum bonum [ i. e . the chief Good of human Nature] Su'PERBIPA'rtient Number [in Arithmet.) a Number

This was for many Ages the Subject of Philoſophical Con- which divides another Number, but not exactly in 2 Parts,

troverſies , and Varro reckons up no leſs than 288 different but leaves ſomething over and above.

Opinions about it , that is , wherein it did conſiſt. Some de- SuperB ( Juperbus, L. ) proud, haughty , arrogant.

fine it to be that which by its Enjoyment renders truly SUPERBI'LOQUENCE ( ſuperbiloquentia, L. ] a Speaking

and compleatly happy. This is diſtinguiſhed by Schoolmen proudly.

into thatwhich is fimply and adequately ſo, and beyond Superbus mufculus (with Anat.) the proud Muſcle, one of

which there can be no other, which they call felicitas com- the fix Pairs of Muſcles belongingtothe Eye, which turns it

prebeniorum ; and into a leſer and ſubordinate one, which is upwards, L. This Muſcle is ſo calld, becauſe it is one of
called felicitas viatorum, L. the Marks of a haughty Diſpoſition to look high.

Su'nPTER-Horſe [ prob. of funnie, Du. a Burthen , SuperCa'rco, a Perſon employ'd by the owners of

ſariinpford, Teut . ] a Horle which carries Neceſſaries for a Ships togo a Voyage, to overſee the Cargo or Lading, and

Journey. to diſpoſe of it to their beſt Advantage, for which Service

Şu'MPTUARY ( fumptuarius, L. ) of, or pertaining to Ex- he is allow'd good Proviſion , becauſe the Truſt repoſed in

pences . him is very conſiderable .

SumptUARY Laws, Laws made to reſtrain Exceſs in Diet
Supercele'sTIAL ( ſupercæleffis, L] above the Heavens

and Apparel , which were repealed , Anno 1 , Jac. I. or heavenly Bodies.

SumPTUO'SITY ( Jumptuoſitas, L.) Sumptuouſneſs, Coſtli- Supercha'rged (in Heraldry) fignifies one Figure charg'd

neſs, Statelineſs , Magnificence. or borne upon another, as a Roje upon a Lion, a Lion upon an

Su’mptuous ( jilmptuojus, L.) rich , coſtly, ſtately, mag- Ordinary, &c .

nificent. SupE'RCHERY ( Supercherie, F. ] Superfuity ; alſo an In

Su’MPTUOUSNESS [ fumptuoſitas, L. fumptuoſité, F. ] Cofli- jury or ſudden Aflaule.
neſs, Statelinefs, Magnificence . Śuperci'lious [ ſupercilioſus, L.) of an affected, lofty Car

Sun (Sunna, Sax .) the Efficient, Illuminator, and riage ; alſo of a four Countenance ; proud , haughty, arrogant.

Ruler ofthe Day, a glorious Planet, the Spring of Light Superci'liousness (of dipercilioſus, L.) Affectedneſs of
and Heat . Carriage, Sourneſs, or Severity of Countenance.

The Sun ( Hieroglyph.] was repreſented ſitting upon a Lion SUPERCI'Lium , the Brow or Eye -brow , L.

with Rays of Light about his Head , and a Bundle of Ears Supercilium ( with Anat.) the Lip or Side of a Cavity ,

of Corn in onc Hand, to expreſs the Power and Goodneſs at the End of a Bone ; particularly the Cartilage or Grille

of that Luminary, in cauſing all the Fruits of the Earth to of the Coxendix .

bring forth their Increaſe ; and ſometimes by a beautiful Supercilium [in Architect. ] a ſquare Number under the

young Gallant , ſtanding half naked in a Ship neatly trimm'd , upper Tore in ſome Pedeſtals.

ſupported on the Back of a large Crocodile, with Flames of Super E ':LINENCE [ ſupereminentia,L.) ſingular Excellence ;

Fire round about it . The Swiftneſs of the Sun's Motion alſo Authority or a Prerogative above others.

was repreſented by a winged Horſe. Sometiines they repre- SuperE'MINENT ( Supereminens, L. ) excelling above others.

ſented the Sun by a Pbænix, and alſo by a Hawk , becauſe SUB

.
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SUPER - E'MINENTLY ( fuer eminemment, of juper-eminentia; SUPE'RIOR NESS (fuperioritas,L.fupericritè, F .) Superiority.

L.] very excellently above others. SUPERIOR ( Superior, L. ſuperieur, F. ] upper or upper

To SÚPERE'ROGATE ( Supererogare, L. ) to give or do more moſt, prevailing above others, one who is above others in
than is required . Authority, & c.

SUPERFICIAL Content, the Meaſure of any Thing on the SUPE'RIORS ( fuperiores, L. ] our Betters, Governors,
Superficies or Outfide. Magiftrates , &c.

SUPERERO'GATORY , of, or pertaining to Supererogation. SUPERIORS [with Printers] ſmall Letters or Figures

-E'XCELLENCY
placed over a Word, which by a like Letter or Figure direct

SUPER-EXCELLENTNESS } extraordinary Excellence.
to a Citation in the Margent.

SUPER FETA'TION, an after Conception or a ſecond Ge- SUPERIORS (with Aſtron .) the Planets Saturn , Jupiter,

neration , happening when the Mother , already pregnant, and Mars, ſo called, becauſe their Orbs are above the Sun.
conceives of a latter Coition , ſo that ſhe bears at once 2 Fæ- SUPERJURA're [oid Law] to convict a Criminal by more

tus's of unequal Age and Bulk , and is delivered of them at Witneſſes than he had to ſpeak for him .

different Times ; or a breeding Young upon Young, as Sure'RLATIVE ( Superlativus, L.] of the higheſt Degree,

Hares, Conies , &c. do.
very eminent or extraordinary.

SUPERFICIAL, of, or pertaining to a Superficies or Sur- SUPE'RLATIVE Degree (with Gram .] the higheſt Degree in

face ; allo eternal ; alſo light , flight, imperfect. Compariſon , uſually expreisd in Engliſh, by putting the Parti

SUPEREROGA'Tion , a Giving or Doingmore than is requir- cle et at the End, or moſt before the Adjective, as barlei,
ed ; a Performing more good Works than one is obliged to . muft high, &C.

SUPERFICIAL Wound [in Surgery] a Wound that is no SUPE'RLATIVENESS ( of ſuperlativus, L .) the higheſt Degree.

deeper than the Skin , or, at leaſt, not very deep in the Fleſh . SUPERLIGAMEN (with Surgeons) a Tying of Swathes or

SUPERFICIAL Fourneau (in Fortif .) a wooden Cheſt or Bands underneath, L.

Box with Bombs in it , and ſometimes fill'd only with Pow- SUPERLIGULA [in Anat. ) the Cover of the Wind-pipe .

der buried under Ground , to blow up a Lodgment, rather SU PE'R NAL [ jupernus, L.] coming from above.

than an Enemy ſhall advance ; the faine as Caiſſon. SUPERNATA'TION [in Phyficks] a Floating or Swimming

SUPERFICIARY (ſuperficiarius, L. ) a Perſon who pays at Top.

a Quit -rent for his Houſe built upon another's Ground. SUPERNATURAL [of fuper and naturalis, L. ] which is

SUPERFICIALIST, one who does what he does ſuperficial- above the Courſe, Strength, or Reach of human Nature.

ly , or who has but a ſuperficial Knowledge of Things. SUPERNATURALNESS,thebeing above theCourſeof Nature.

SUPERFICIALNESS (of fuperficiel, F. of ſuperficies, L. ) Supe'rne, a Term uſed of our Manufactures, to expreſs

the being done on the Outſide, Slightneſs. the ſuperlative Fineneſs of a Stuff.

SUPERFICIES, the Surface or outermoft Part of a Thing, SUPERNU'MERARY ( ſupernumerarius, L. ] above the li

the Outſide, L. mited or uſual Number ; alſo an Office in the Exciſe.

SUPERFICIES (with Geom .) is a Magnitude bounded by SUPERNU'MERARINESS ( of fuper and numerarius, L. ] the

Lines , or an Extenſion , which has Length and Breadth, Exceeding the Number fixed .

but no Depth or Thickneſs. SUPERONERATIO'Ne paſturæ (in Larv ] a Writ againſt one

A Rectilinear SUPER FU'cies, is one comprehended be- who is impleaded in the County , for the Over-burdening of

tween right Lines . the Common with his Cattle, in Caſe he was formerly im

A Curvilinear SUPERFICIES, is one that is comprehended pleaded for it there, andthe Cauſe had been removed to the
between curve Lines . King's Court at Weſtminſter.

A Plane SUPERFICIES , is one which has no Inequality, SUPER-PARTICULAR Proportion (with Mathemat.] is when

but lies evenly between its boundary Lines . one Number or Quantity contains another once , and a cer

A Convex SUPERFICIES,is the exterior Part of a Spherical tain Part whole Number is one ; ſo that the Number, which
Body. is ſo contained in the greater, is ſaid to be to it in a ſuper-par

Å Concave SUPERFICIES, is the internal Part of an orbi
ticular Proportion.

cular Body. SUPERPA'rtient Proportion (with Mathemat . ] is when

SUPER - FI'Ne [ ſuper-fin , F. ) very fine or thin . one Number or Quantity contains another once , and ſome

SUPER - FINE NESS (of ſuper- fin, F.] the greateſt Fineneſs.
Number of aliquot Parts remaining, as one , one , &c.

Supe’r FLUOUS [ Superfinus, L.] over much, more than To SUPERPO'NDERATE ( Superponderare, ' L. ) to weigh
needs ; enough and to ſpare ; alſo unneceflary, idle , need- over and above.

leſs ; alſo unprofitable. SUPER prerogatira regis, a Writ that lay againſt the

SUPERFLU'ITY 20 Juperfluitas, L. fuper fiu , F. ) that King's Widow, for Marrying without the King'sLicenſe, L.
SUPERFLU'OUSNESS which is fuperfluous or more than SUPER PURGATION ( with Pbxficians] an exceffive or

needs , the Over-plus, Exceſs.
over - violent Purging.

SUPERGEMINA'LIS (in Anar. ] a winding Veffel joined to SUPERSCAPULA'RIS Inferior [in Anat.) a Muſcle which

the Teſticles, the ſame as Epididymis. helps to draw the Arın backwards. It covers all the Space

SUPER - HU'MAN (of ſuper and bumanus, L. ) more than that is between the Spine and the Teres minor, and is inſerted

human , above Man's Capacity and Reach .
into the Neck of the Humerus; it is alſo called Infra Spinatus:

Super -bumeralis (with Anat.) the ſuperior Part of the SUPERSCAPULARIS Superior (with Anat.] å Muſcle ſo

Shoulder. call'd from its being placed above the Spine of the Shoulder

SUPERIMPREGNATION, a ſecond Conception, after one Blade . It takes its Riſe from the Spine, and alſo from the

has conceived before, L. Coſta Superior of the Shoulder- Blade ; and , having joined its

T. SUPERINDU'CE [of fuperinducere, L. ] to bring in over Tendons with the Infra Spinatus, is inſerted into the Head of

and above ; alſo to draw a Thing over another ; allo to lay the Shoulder- Blade . The Uſe of this Muſcle is to lift the

upon , to cover. Arm upwards towards the hinder Part of the Head , L. :

SUPERINDU'CTIon , any Adding or Bringing in a Thing T. SUPERSCRI'BE ( Superſcribere, L. ) to write over or on

over and above . the Outſide of a Letter, Deed , Writing, Gr.

SUPERINSTITU'TION [in Law. ] is one Inſtitution upon SUPERSCRI'PTION , a Writing , or that which is ſubſcribed

another, as if A be inſtituted and admitted to a Benefice up- on the Outſide of a Letter ; a Dire &tion .

on a Title, and B be admitted , inſtituted , &c. by the Preſen
To SUPERSE'DE fuperfedere , L. ) to omit the Doing of a

tation of another. Thing ; to ſuſpend, to put off or put a Stop to an Affair or

To SUPERINTE'ND [of ſuper and intendere, L. ] to overſee Proceeding ; alſo to countermand.

or have the chief Management of Affairs. SuperSE'DEAS [in Law] a Wirit to ſtay or forbear the Do

A SUPERINTE'NDANT, a chief Overſeer or Surveyor. ing of that which ought not to be done, but which , in Ap•

A Superinte'NDANT ( in ſome Lutheran Churches] much pearance of Law, ought to be done, were it not for that

the ſame as a Biſhop, ſaving that his Power is ſomewhat Cauſe whereon the Writ is granted .

more reſtrained than our Biſhops. SUPER STATUTO , 1 of Edward III . a Writ which lay againſt

A SUPERINTENDANT (of the French Cuſtoms) the prime the King's Tenant , holding in chief, who alienated the

Manager and Director of the Finances . King's Land without his Licenſe , L.

SUPERINTE'NDENCY ( ſuperintendanci, F. ] the Place , SUPER STATUTO de articulis cleri ( in Law] a Writ againſt

Office, or Dignity of a Superintendant. the Sheriff or other Oficer, who diſtrains in the King's

SU'PERIOR, us, High -way or in the Glebe-land, antiently given to Rectories.

SUPERNE
.] SUPER STATUTO de Yirk [in Lacv] a Writ which lies

SUPERIORITY ( ſuperioritas, L.) Pre - eminence, Excel- againſt one who ules Victualling, either in Groſs or by Retail ,

lence above others in Authority , Dignity, Power, Strength , in a City or Borough -Town , during the Time that he is

Knowledge, &r. Mayor of it .
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SUPER STATUTO fakto, &c. [in Law ] a Writ which lies A Supplication, a humble Suit , Petition ; an earneſt,

againſt the Steward or Marſhal, for Holding Pleas in his ſubmiſſive, and humble Prayer, F. of L.

Court for Free-hold, Treſpaſs, or Contracts not made within Supplica'vit (out of Chancery) a Writ for taking the

the King's Houſhold . Surety of Peace against a Man, the fame which formerly

SUPER STATUTUM adverfus ſervantes, & c. [in Law] a was called Breve de minimis, L.

Writ lying againſt him who entertains anothers Man's Ser- SurPLICE ( fupplicium , L.) Puniſhment.

vant, departed from his Service, contrary to Law. To Supply ( Supplere, L.) to make up what was wanting ;

SUPERSTI'Tion, a vain Fear of the Deity ; alſo idolatrous alſo to fill up one's Place ; alſo to furniſh with Neceſſaries .

Worſhip , an idle or filly Opinion or fooliſh Belief about di- Supply ', Aid , Relief ; the Furniſhing what was wanting

vine Worſhip, or about Omens or Signs of bad Luck, Over- or with Neceffiries.

niceneſs, Scrupulouſneſs, &c. F. Suppli'Es (in Milit. Affairs] Recruits of Soldiers, the

SUPERSTI'Tious ( Superftitiofus, L. ſuperſtitieux , F.] ad- Furniſhing an Army with frefh Men.

dicted to Superſtition, bigotted, over- nice. To Support ( ſupportare, L. ) to bear or prop up ; alſo to

SUPERSTITIOUSNESS ( of ſuperſtitioſus, L.] of a ſuper- uphold, to protect ; alío to maintain or feed ; also to coun

ftitious Humour or Quality. tenance, or favour ; alſo to back or affift.

To SUPERSTRU'ct [ ſuperſtructum , L.] to build upon or Suppo'rt ( lupportatio, L.) that which bears up or ſuſtains

one Thing upon another. a Burthen or Weight; a Prop ; alſo a Defence, a Protection.

SUPERSTRU'CTURE [of ſuper and ſtructura , L.) that which SuPPO'RTABLE, that may be endured or ſuffered , ſuffer

is built or raiſed upon tome Foundation . able, tolerable.

SUPERTRIPARTIENT Number 2 (with Mathemat.) is that SuppO'RTABLENESS (of ſupportable, F. of L.] Capable

SUPERTRIPARTient Quantity Swhich divides another neſs of being ſupported .

Number or Quantity into 3 Parts, leaving no Remainder. SurpO'RTED of the Pale [in Heraldry] is when any Beaſt

SUPERVACA'NEOUS ( ſupervacaneus, L.) ſuperfluous, un- is drawn upon the Pale in an Eſcutcheon:

profitable, needleſs, ſerving to no Uſe or Purpoſe, unnecefla- SUPPORTERS (of Coat- Armour] are thoſe Animals that

ry .
Noblemen carry to ſupport their Shields ; as

SUPERVACA'NEOUSNESS [of ſupervacaneus, L.] Needleſ Quadrupedes, Birds, or Reptiles, as Lions, Leo

neſs.
pards, Dogs, Unicorns, Eagles , Griffins, and

To SUPERVE'NE [ ſupervenire, L.] to come unlook'd for, Dragons. To Perſons under the Degree of Baron

to come upon of a ſudden, to comein unlook'd for or unſur- ets , it is not permitted to bear their Arms ſupported .

pectedly . Suppo'rters [in Architect .] Images to bear up Pofts, & c.

SUPERVEÄNIENT (Superveniens, L.) coming unlook'd for. in a Building.

SUPERVENIENT Signs (with Phyſicians) ſuch as ariſe at the Suppo'sAL, a Suppoſition .

Declenſion of a Diftemper. Suppo'sABLE, that may be ſuppoſed .

Superve'ntion [of ſupervenire, L.) a Coming upon one SuPPO'SABLENESS (of ſuppoſer , F. fuppofitum , L.] Capa

of a ſudden . bleneſs of being ſuppoled.

To SUPERVI'S8 (of fuper and viſum fup. of videre, L.] to To Suppo'st [ juppofitum , L. ſuppoſer, F. ] to imagine, to

overſee. think, to grant or cake for granted ; alſo to produce a falſe

A SUPERVISOR, an Overſeer or Surveyor. Thing inſtead of a true.

A SUPERVISOR of a Will, a Perſon who is appointed to SuPPOSI'T Ion , a Thing taken for granted ; alſo an Imagi

allift the Executor, and ſee that the Will is duly performed. nation ; alſo an uncertain Allegation , F. of L.

SUPINATION (with Anat.) the Action of the fupinator SUPPOS I'TION [in Mufick ) is the Uſing a ſucceſſive Notes

Muſcle, or theMotion whereby it turns the Hand, ſo of the ſame Value, as to Time, the one of which, being a
that the Palm is lifted upwards towards Heaven . Diſcord, ſuppoſes the other a Concord.

SUPINA'Tor Radii brevis (with Anar.) a Muſcle of the SUPPOSITI'tious [,fuppofititius, L. ) put in Stead or in the

Bone of the Arm , called Radius,ariſing from the ſuperior and Room of another ; allo real or proper; alſo falſe, counterfeit,

external Part of the Ulna, and palling obliquely croſs the forged.

Bone is inſerted into the ſuperior Part, below the Knob of SuPPOSITI'T IOUSNESS [of fuppofititius, L.) Counterfeitneſs.

the Radius. SUPPO'SITORY [ juppoſitorium , L.) a Medicament put up

SUPINATOR radii longus (with Anat.) a Muſcle of the the Fundament to looten the Belly.

Radius taking its Riſe from the ſuperior and exterior Part of TO SUPPRE'ss [ ſuppreffum fup. of supprimere, L.) to keep

the Shoulder-Bone, below the End of the Deltoides, and is under ; alſo to put a Stop co, to ſmother ; alſo to take away

implanted into the exterior and inferior Pırt of the Radius, or put down an Office; alſo to conceal or paſs over in Silence.

near the Carpus ; this with the former ſerves to move the Suppre'ssion , a Putting a Stop to , a Smothering ; alſo a

Radius outwards, L. Concealing, & c. F. of L.

SUPE'ne ( Jupinus, L.] idle, careleſs, negligent , retchleſs. SUPPRESSION of the Courſes (in Women ] is when they are

SU'PINES (with Gram .] certain Terminations of Verbs , obftructed or ſtopped, and havenot a free Paſſage.

which have the Signification of the Infinitive Mood ; that SUPPRESSION (of Urine] a Stoppage of it, or a Difficulty

ending in um has the signification of an Active Infinitive, in making Water.

and that in u of a Paſſive. SUPPRE'SSION [in the Cuſtoms] the Extinction or Annihi

SupI'NeNBSS ( fupinitas, L.] Negligence, Careleſneſs. lation of an Office, Right, Rent, GC.

SUPPEDANEA (with Phyſicians) Plaifters applied to the Suppre’ssion (with Gram .] any Omiſſion of certain

Feet, call'd alſo supplantalia, L. Words in a Sentence, which yet are neceſſary to a full and
SU'PPERLESS (of louper , F. and leſs, Eng . ) without a perfect Conitruction.

Supper. SUPPRESSIONIS ignis (with Chymifts] a Fire made above
TO SUPPLANT ( fupplantare, L. ſupplanter, F. ] to trip up, the Sand, L.

tobeguile, to undermine. To Su'ppuraTE ( Suppurare, L.] to run with or void Mat
SUPPLANTA'LIA (in Phyfick] Plaiſters apply'd to the Soles ter , as a Sore does .

of the Feet, L. SUPPURA'TION , the Action whereby extravaſated Blood or

SU'PPLE ( ſouple, F.] [oft, limber, pliant ; alſo ſubmiſſive, other Humours in the Body are changed into Pus ; a Ripen

complaiſant. ingof a Boil or Impoſthume ; a Gathering into Matter.

Su'PPLEMENT [ ſupplementum , L.] any Addition that is SU'PPURATIVE, bringing or tending to Suppuration,

made to ſupply ſomething that was deficient before , eſpeci- that makes a Sore run .
ally an Addition to a Treatiſe or Diſcourſe. SU'PPURATIVENESS [ ſpoken of Swellings] a ripening Qua

SUPPLEMENT of an Arch (with Geom .) is the Number of lity .

Degrees which it wants of aSemicircle ; as a Complement fig- SUPPURGA'Tion, a too much or frequent Purging or

nifies what an Arch wants of being a Quadrant. Uſe of Purging Medicines .

SUPPLEME'NTAL 3 [of ſupplementum , L.) of, or pertain- SUPPUTA'TION , a Counting, a Caſting up , a Reckoning,

SUPPLEME'NTORY} ing to a Supplement. F. of L.

Su'PPLENESS (of fouple, F.] Pliantneſs, Softneſs, Lim- SUPRALAPSARY [of fupra and lapfus, L. the Fall of

berneſs. Adam ] one who holds that God has reſolved , by an eternal

A SUPPLIANT [ ſupplicans, L.) a Petitioner or humble Sui- Decree, to fave ſome and damn others, withoutany Regard

tor, F. to the good or evil Works of Men .

SupplI'ANTNESS ( of suppliant, F.] the Act of Petition- SUPRAMU'NDANE (ſupramundanus, L.] above the World .

ing humbly . SUPRASCAPULA'ris Inferior (with Anat.) a Muſcle of the

To Su'PPLICATE ( fupplicare, L] to make a humble Re- Arm which moves it directly backwards, and takes its Name

queft ; to beg, intreat, or beſeech earneſtly . from being placed below the Spine, under which it ariſes

from
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from the Root of the Shoulder -Blade, and is (like the Supra- may be produced either by the Motion of a Right- Line of

Spinatus) inſerted into the Head of the Shoulder -Bone. a Curve, or of a curved Line on a right one.

SUPRA - SPINATUS. See Super fcapularis. To Surfeit ( prob. of ſuprafacere, L. to over-do, or

SUPREMACY( fuprematie, F. of fupremus,L.) Sovereignty, luprafare, Ital . tooppreſs) to cauſe an Indiſpoſition in the

the moſt tranſcendent Height of Power and Authority :
Body, by overcharging the Stomach, to cloy.

more eſpecially the chief Power of the King, & c. of A Sur Feit (prob. q. furfait, F. ) an Indiſpoſition of the

Great Britain in Ecclefiaftical Affairs. Body, cauſed by ExceſsinEating and Drinking, that is, by

Supre‘Me [ Jupremus, L. ) higheit, chiefeſt, moſt emi- over-charging the stomach.

nent of all ; advanced to the higheſt Degree of Dignity A SURGE [of furgere, L. to riſe] a Billow or Wave of

and Authority , F. the Sea, eſpecially ſuch as beats upon the Shore .

Supre'MENESS ( ſupremitas, L. fupprematie, F.) the greateſt To Surge [ ſurgere, L. ) to riſe up in Surges and Waves.

Height , Utmoſtneſs. To SURGE ( Sca -Phraſe] is when Men heave at the Cap

To Su'PPRESS ( ſuppreffum , L. ] to bring under, to quell . ſtan, and the Cable happens to flip back a little ; then they

SuPPRE'ssion, a Bringing under, a Quelling, a Putting a ſay, the Cable Jurges.

Stop to . Su'rgeon (chirurgus, L. Korpusy , Gr.) one who is

Su'ra (with Anatom .) the leſſer Bone of the Calf of the skilled in or profeſſes Surgery .
Leg, L. SU'RCEONRY ( chirurgerie, F. Xexposzíc, Gr . ) the Practice

Su'ral Vein (in Anat.) a Vein which runs down the Calf of Surgery.
of the Leg. SU'RGERY [chirurgia, L. xupapyla of zesp, a Hand,

Sura'lis (with Anatomifts] a Branch of the crural Vein, and 1.8209,Gr.a Work or manual Operation ] theArt of per

which ſpreads itſelf into 2 Branches, the one external, and forming Cures of the external Parts of the Body, withthe

the other internal .
Hands, properInſtruments, and Medicaments. The Parts of

SurA'NTLER , the upper Antler of a Deer's Head . this Artare Anapleroſis, Diareis, Diortboſis, Exærefis, and

SURBA'TE 2 (with Farriers) is when the Sole of a Syntheſis, which ſee.

SURBA'TING } Horſe's Foot is worn , bruiſed , or ſpoiled, Su’rgery, a Room where Surgeons keep their Inftru

by travelling without Shoes, &c . ments and Medicines.

To Surce a's e (prob.of Jurcevir, F. or ſuper & ceſare, L. ] SU'RKNEY, a ſort of white Garment ſomething like a

to give over, to leave off doing a Thing .
Rocket.

To SURCHARGE ( urcharger, F. ) to over-charge, to over SU'RLINESS ( u plicneyye, Sax .] Moroſeneſs.

load or burthen. SU'Rly (yuplić, Sax .] moroſe, churlifh , crabbed, dog

Surch a'rger (of the Foreſl ] is one who is a commoner, ged.

and puts more Beaſts into the Foreſt than he has a Right To SURMI'SE (prob . of furmettre, O. F. ] to imagine,

to do. ſuppoſe, or think ; alſo to have a Suſpicion of.

SURCHARGED ( ſurchargé, F.] over - charged . A SURMI'se ( ſurmiſe, F. ] an Imagination, a Suppoſition,

Sur Ancre’e [in Heraldry ] as a Croſs fur a Suſpicion.

ancrée, i e. double anchor'd, is a Croſs with SURMONTE' (in Heraldry] is a Chief that has

double Anchor- Flukes at each End, as in the another very ſmall Chief over it of a different

Eſcutcheon . Colour or Metal, and therefore is ſaid to b eſur

Su'R CINGLE [9. fuper cingulum , L.) a Clergy .nounted, as having another over it ; ſee the

man's Girdle, alſo a Horſe -Girth. Eſcutcheon .

SURCOA'T [q. ſuperior Coat, of fur, F. and coat) a Sort of SURMONTe', is alſo uſed for bearing of one

upper Coat ; a Coat of Arms to be worn over other Ordinary upon another, as in the Figure, a Pile
Armour. ſurmounted of a Cheveron .

Sur cui in Vitâ [in Law ] a Writ which lies for the Heir To SURMOU'NT ( ſurmonter, F. ] to overcome or

of a Woman, whoſe Husband had alienated her Lands in get the better of ; alſo to ſurpaſs or out- do.

Fee, and ſhe does not bring the Wric Cui in Vitâ for the SURNAMe, a Name added to the proper or baptiſmal

Recovery of it ;_in which caſe the Heir may have this Name to denominate the Perſon of ſuch a Family .
Writ againſt the Tenant after her Deceaſe, L. To SURPA'SS [ furpaffer, F.] to go beyond, to exceed or

Surcula'tion , a Pruning or Lopping of Trees, L. excel .

SurcuLO'SE ( furculofus, L. ) full of Shoots, Slips, or SU'RPLICE ( furplis, F. prob. q. fuper pellicium , L.) a

Sprigs. linen Veſtment worn by the Clergy, when they officiate at

Su'r culus (in Horticulture) a Shoot , Set, or Slip ; alſo a divine Service.

Cyon or Graft ; alſo a young Twig or Branch of a SU'RPlusAge [ ſurplus, F.) that which is over and above.

Tree, L. SU'RPLUSAGE (in Com . Law ] a Superfluity or Addition

Surd ( Jurdus, L.] deaf; alſo void of Senſe or Reaſon . more than needſul, which ſometimes cauſeth the Writ to

Surd ( with Maibematicians] an irrational Number or abate .

Quantity ; or a Number, & c. that is incommenſurate to A SURPRI'SAL 2C furpriſe, F. ] a ſudden Affaulting or

Unity. SURPRISE Coming upon a Man unawares ; allo A.

Surd Root, a Root, whether ſquare, cubick, &c. that can- SURPRIZE mazement, Altoniſhment.

not be extracted perfectly out of a rational Number. To SURPRISE I furprendre, F. ] to take napping or in

Su'rdity ? [ jurditas,L. furdité, F. ) Deafneſs, a Defect of To SURPRI'ZE S the Deed ; alſo to lead into an Error,
Su'RDNESS Hearing. by cauſing to do a Thingover -haſtily.

SURE ( fecurus, L. Feur, F.) lafe, ſecure ; alſo truſty, SURPRI'ZING ( ſuprenant, F. ] caufing Surprize, wonder

faithful. ful, ftrange.

Su'R ETISHIP (of ſeurete,F. and ship) a being obliged with SURPRI'singness [of ſurpriſé, F. ) the Surprizing Na

or for another Perſon . ture, Quality, 60 C.

SU'RETY ( Securitas, L. ſeureté, F.] Safety, Security ; alſo SURQUEDRY [ of furquidera, F.] Pride, Preſumption ,

Bail or a being bound for another. an over-weening Conceit of one's own Knowledge.

Su'reTy of the Peace [in Law ) is an Acknowledging of a SURREBU'TTER ( Law -Term ) a ſecond Rebutter, a Rebut

Bond to the King, taken bya competent Judge of Record , ting more and more.

for the Keeping of the King's Peace. SURREJOI'NDER ( furjoindre, F. obfol.] a ſecond Defence

Su'rety of good Abearing [in Law ) is different from the of the Plaintiff's A &tion, oppoſite to the Rejoinder of the
Security of the Peace in this reſpect, that as the Peace is not Defendant, which the Civilians calls Triplicatio.

broken without an Affray or Aſſault, yet the good Abearing A SURRE'NDER, a Reſigning or Giving up.

may be violated by the Number of a Man's Company, or by A SU'RRENDER (in Law ] is a Tenant's Yielding up his

his and their Weapons and Harneſs. Lands to him who has the next Remainder or Reverſion.

SU'RENESS [of Jeur, F. fecurus, L.) Certainty . A Cuſtomary SURRENDER . is a Surrender of Copy -hold

Su'r Face (q. d. fuper faciem , L. i. c. upon the Face] the Lands made to the Lord of the Manour.

bare Outſide of a Body, which, conſider'd by itſelf, is a Quan- TO SURRENDER [prob. of ſurrendre, O. F. of ſuper

tity extended in Length and Breadth without Thickneſs, reddere, L. ) to yield or deliver up to another.

and is the ſame as ſuperficies. SURRE'NDRY ( Jurrendre, col. F.) a Delivering up.

Plain Su'r Face ( with Geometricians) is made by the SURRE'Prion , a Stealing upon, a Surprize.

Motion of a Right- Line, always keeping in the fame Plane, SURREPTI'Tious [ furreptitius, L.) ſtolen or done by

whether itbe a Square or a Circle. Stealth ; falſely come by ;alſo got by Stealth or Surprize.

Curved Su'space , is one that is convex above or on the SURREPTI'TIOUSLY (of furreptitius, L.) by Stealth.
Outſide, and concave below or on the Inſide ; which Surface A
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Á SU'R ROGATE [ furrogatus, L.) one that is appointed to SUSPENSION (with Rhet.] is when the Orator begins a

ſupply the Place of another. Diſcourſe in ſuch a Manner, that the Auditor does not know

Surrogation, the AA of appointing a Deputy in one's what he would ſay, and is render'd attentive, by expecting

Place, moſt commonly ſaid of a Biſhop or Biſhop's Chan- ſomething that is great. The Apoſtle Paul gives a good Ex
cellor .

ample of this Figure: The Eye hath not ſeen,the Ear hath not

To SURROU'ND ( Jurronder, F. obfol.] to go round about , heard, neither hath it entred into the Heart of Man to conceive

to encompaſs. what God hath prepared for them that love him .

SURROY'AL (with Sportſmen ) the broad Top of a Stag's SUSPE'NSION ab officio, is that whereby a Miniſter is, for a

Horn with the Branches or ſmali Horns (hooting out of it. Time, declared unfit to execute the Office of a Miniſter,

Sursi'le , fuch Penalties as are laid upon thoſe who do SUSPENSION a beneficio, is when a Miniſter, for a Time ,

not pay their Duties or Rent for Caſtleward at the Day, F. is deprived of the Profits of his Benefice.

SU'RSENGLE , a long upper Girth to come over a Pad or SUSPE'NSION , the Act of preventing the Effect or Courſe

Saddle, eſpecially ſuch as are us'd by Carriers to faſten their of any Thing for a certain Time .

Packs on their Horſes. Susrension of Arms ( in War) is a ſhort Truce the con

SU R30'LID [ in Algebra) is the fifth Power of any given tending Parties agree on , for the burying the Dead, the
Root, either in Powers or Numbers. waiting for Succeſſors, or their Maſters Orders, &c.

SURSOʻLID Place ( in Conick Sections] is when the Point SusPE'NSION [ in Mechanicks) as the Points of Suſpenſion

is within the Circumference of a Curve of an higher Gen- in a Balance, are thoſe Points in the Axis or Beam whereon

der than the Conick Sections. the Weights are apply'd or from which they are ſuſpended.

Surso'lid Problem (with Mathemat.] is one which can- Suspe'nsor teſticuli (with Arat.) a Múſcle called alſo

not be reſolved but by Curves of a higher Gender than the Cremaſter, L.
Conick Sections. SusPENSO'R rum (with Anat.] a Ligament of the Penis

Sur roo't ? [with Confectioners) as Piſtachoes in Surtout, which ariſes from the Fore-part of the Os pubis, and is fixed

SUR TOU'T S is the Kernels of Piſtachoes, prepared after to the upper Part of the Dorfum penis, on each side the
the ſame Manner as Almonds . great Veinof it .

SURTOUT [ in Cookery) as Pigeons in Surtout, is farced SUSPE'NSORY ( ſuſpenſorium , L.) a ſort of Truſs or Ban

and roaſted with Veal-Collops, and ſerved up in a Ragoo. dage uſed by Surgeons ; alſo a Cord or ſuch Conveniency

To Survey ' [ Jurvenir, F.] to look about on all Sides ; hung up to a Bed, for the Eaſe of a ſick Perſon in turning

allo to overſee ; alſo to meaſure Land . himſelf.

A SURVEY ' (of jurvenir, F.] a general Review ; alſo a SU'SPICABLE, liable to Sufpicion or to be ſuſpected.

Draught of Lands deſcribed on Paper ; alſo a Deſcription of Suspicion, Jealouſy, Fear, Conjecture, Diftruft, F. of L.

a Country. Suspicious [ Juſpiciofus, L. ] full of Suſpicion or Jealou

A SURVEY'Er 2 a Meaſurer of Land , an Overſeer of Cuf fy, diſtruftful, jealous ; alſo that may be fufpected or

A Survey'or Stoms , Lands, Buildings , &c.
feared.

A Surveyer of the Navy, an Officer who takesKnowledge Suspiciousness, a ſuſpicious Temper.

of the State of all Stores, and takes Care that the Wants be Suspi'r Al [ joupiral, F. } a Spring of Water that paſſes

ſupply'd , alſo obſerves the Hulls , Mafts, and Yards of under Ground towards a Conduit or Ciſtern ; alſo a

Ships, and audits the Accompts of Boat -ſwains, &c. Breathing - hole, Vent-hole, or Air- hole .

A SURVEYER of the Ordnance, an Officer who takes Know- To Sustai'n ( ſufinere, L.} to uphold or ſupport, to

ledge of all the King's Ordnance, Stores , and Proviſions of bear, hold , or keep up ; allo to ſtrengthen or nouriſh , to

War in the Cuſtody of the Store- Keeper, in the Tower of bear or endure.

London, allows all Bills of Debt, and alſo keeps a Check upon SUSTAINABLE [of ſuſtinere, L. ) that may be upheld , Esr.

the Works of all Artificers and Labourers of the Office. SU'STENANCE 3 [ſubſiſtance, of ſoutenir , F. of juſtinere,

SU'RVEYING of Land, is the Art or Act of meaſuring SUSTENTATION SL ) Maintenance, Subſiſtence.

Lands, i. e. of taking the Dimenſions of any Tract of SUSURRA'TION , a Whiſpering, L.

Ground, laying them down in a Draught or Map, and find- To SITE 2 ( prob. of ſuite or Juivre, F. to follow ) to fit

ing the Content or Area thereof. To Suit S or agree with .

SURVE'YORSHIP [of ſurveoir, obfol. F. ) the Office of a A Sute [ ſuite, F. ) a compleat Set of Garments.
Surveyor. SU'TABLE, agreeable to or with.

Survi'vance, an Outliving ſome other Perſon. Su'TABLENESS, Agreeableneſs to another Thing:

To Survi've ( forvivre, q. of ſupra vivere, L. to live be- A Su’TTLER [ boreler, Du. ] one who ſells Victuals to

yond) to outlive a Perſon. Soldiers in a Garriſon or Camp .

A Survivor, one that lives after another. Su'TTLE -Weight (with Tradeſmen] the pure Weight of
A Survi'vor [ in Law] the longeſt Liver of 2 joint Te- Commodities , after the Allowance for Tare or Weight of the

nants. Cask , &c. is deducted .

SURVIVORSHIP [of ſurvivre, F.) the State or Quality of Suru'r A olJium (in Arat . ) a Suture in the Juncture of

one who outlives others . the Bones of the Skull, like the Teeth of Saws meeting to

SUSCE'PTIBLE [of ſuſcipere, L. ) capable of receiving any gether, L.

Impreſſion or Form , É . Su'rure [ .futura, L.) a Seam or Stitch ; alſo a Sewing

SUSCEPTIBLENESS ( ſuſceptible, F. of L ] Capableneſs up the Lips of a Wound ; alſo the Cloſing of the Skull

of receiving an Impreſſion, c. Bones , like the Teeth of a Saw , let one in to another.

Susce'ption, the Undertaking of or Capableneſs of a Conſervative SUTURE [ in Surgery] a Kind of Suture an

Thing. tently practiſed, whereby the Lips of large Wounds, where

Susci'riency (of ſuſcipiens, L. ] Capableneſs of receiv- there was a Loſs of Subitance, were hinder'd from receding

ing

Susci'nient [ fuſcipiens, L. ] capable, receiving, under- Intertwiſted Suture [in Surgery ) a Suture wherein the

taking. Needles are left ſticking in the Wound with the Thread

SUSCITATION, a Raiſing up or Quickening, F. of L. wound round them .

Su'shin , a ſort of old Corn . Dry Suture (with Surgeons) is a Suture made with ſmall

To Suspe'ct [of fufpicari or fufpectus, L. ) to fear, to Pieces of Leather, or Linnen indented like the Teeth of a

miſtruit.
Saw, ſo that the Teeth may fall one within another, the

SUSPE'CTFUL (of ſuſpectus, L. ] apt to ſuſpect or miſtruſt . whole Row being cloſed, being firſt ſpread with ſome pro

Suspe'NCE per Plaiſter to make it ſtick .

Susre'NSE S
· Doubt, Uncertainty of Mind, F.

Incarnative Suture [in Surgery) is ſo named , becauſe it

SUSPENCE ? [in Common Law) is a temporal Stop of a rejoins the Edges of a Wound and keeps them cloſe to

SUSPENSION S Man's Right; as when a Seigniory or Rent, gether, by means of a Thread run acroſs them with a Nee

&c. lies dormant for ſome Time, by reaſon of the Unity dic, which cauſes them to.grow together and incarnate.

of Poſſeſlion , or otherwiſe, but may be revived , and in that Su’TURES, joining the Parts of the Skull to the Bones of

Reſpect differs from Extinguiſhment, which is, when the the upper Jaw , are of three ſorts, viz. the Tranſverſalis,

Right is quite taken away or loſt for ever . the Ethmoidalis, and the Sphenoidalis.

To SUSPEND [ Suſpendere, L.] to delay , put off, or ſtop ; The Su'Tures, that join the Parts of the Skull, are four,

to deprive of an Office for a Time , or to forbid a Perſon viz. the Curonalis, the Lambuloidalis, the Sagittalis, and the
the Exerciſe of it ; alſo to avoid or wave Giving one's Squamoſa.

Judgment . Retrinctive Su'TUREs (in Surgery ) were formerly uſed to

SUSPENSION [ in Canon Law ] the leffer Excommunication , ſtop the Flux of Blood in luge Wounds, where any confide

a Cenſure inflicted by Way of Puniſhment on an Eccleſi- rable Vesſels were cut .

ſtick for ſome Fault. Su ' .

too far.

}
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Su’TURES [ in Natural Hiſtory] are the Cloſures with The Perſon muſt go before the Riſing of the Sun,

which the Shells of Fiſhes are joined one to another. and walk three Times about the Croſs, and ſay, the Swarf

Baſtards
? (with Anat.) are thoſe Seams of the Money; and then take a Witneſs, and lay it in the Hole, but

Falle 2
Su'sures

s Skull, the Figures of which bear a muſt look well to it that his Witneſs do not deceive him ,

Reſemblance to the Scales of a Fiſh , and are joined together for if he makes not Proof of the Payment, he forfeits thirty

by going one over another. Shillings and a white Bull.

SWAB, a Cod of Beans, Peaſe , &c. To SWARM (6 papmian , Sax .) to fly in a Company or

A Swa'BBER [ in a Ship of War ) one whoſe Buſineſs it is Cluſter, as Bees do'; alſo to abound, ſpoken of Vermin .

to take Care that the Ship be kept clean. A SWARM ( Spearm , Sax .) a Multitude of Bees , Flies , or

To SWA'DDLB (of ypc San ,Sax. ) to wrap up with ſwath- any kind of winged Vermin.

ing or fivaddling Bands ; alſo to bang, to drub, to cudgel . SWA'R THINESS (of speonticgneyye, Sax .] Blackiſhneſs,

To SWAG (some derive it of fuerger, Dan, a Penduluin , Tawnincſs .

others of fihwancken , Teut. to vacillate, or of y pegan , Swarthy (of speanticg, Sax . black] blackih, tawny,
Sax , to ſound) to force or bear downwards as a Weight does ſun - burnt .

to hang down. SWASH, a Stream or Puddle of Water.

To Swa'GGER [prob. of rwadderen , Du. to make a To SWASH, to make Water, Egii fly about ; alſo to daih

Noiſe, or y pegan,Sax.) to play the Hector ; to boat, to Suvords one againſt another.

vaunt, to huff . Swash -Buckler [ſome derive it of imadderen , Dil. to

A Swa'cgerer [of Spogan , Sax .] a hectoring, vaunting make a Noiſe and Brawling, and Buckler) a vain -glorious,
Perſon . bragging Sword -Fighter , a vapouring Fellow , a meer Brag

ASWAIN (span of Spincan, Sax. to labour) a Shepherd, a gadochio.

Neat-herd , aCountry-man, a Clown . To SWATHE (of y pegan , Sax .] to bind up with Swathes,
Swal'NMOTE 2 a Court held for the Adjuſting of the to ſwaddle Children.

Swa'NiMOTE S Affairs of a Foreſt 3 Times a Year, the 3 [of rgefele, Sax.) a Band to ſwathe

Verdurers being Judges. Swa'THING -Band S or roll up a young Child ; alſo a long

SWA'LING 2 [of spelan , Sax .] waſting or bluring away, and broad Band for binding up any diſeaſed Part with a Sur

Swea'LING S as a Candle: geon's Dreilings.

SwA'llet (at the Tin -Mines ] Water breaking ' in upon To SWAY (prob . of (chmeven , Teut, to move] to hold or

the Miners at their Work. wield a Scepter ; alſo to govern ; alſo to weigh down.

A SWA'llow ( Spalepe, Sax .) a Bird . The Notion of its SWAY , Command, Power, Rule .

being unfortunate to kill Swallows ſeems to owe its Original Sway'ing of the Back [ in Horſes ] a hollow Sinking down

to the Romans Superſtition, who had appropriated theſe Birds of the Back-bone.

to their Penates or Houſhold Gods , and therefore would not To SWEAL [of ypælan , Sax. to inflame] to melt away

injure them ; and alſo becauſe Swallows are the Meſſengers waſtefully, as bad Candles do; alſo to finge a Hog.
of the Spring, upon which Account the Rbodians had a ſo- To SWEAR [y pepian , Sax . ] to take a ſolemn Oath be

lemn Song to welcome in the Swallows . fore a Magiftrate ; alſo to ſwear profanely.

To Swallow (r palzian, Sax. ) to take down the Throat . Swg'aring (of sperian , Sax .) taking or uſing Oaths.

A Swa'llow (Hieroglyph.] ſignifies Juſtice and Equity, To Sweat [ t petán , Sax.) to perſpire thro ' the Pores of

becauſe it is ſaid to diſtribute its Meat equally to all its young the Body by reaſon of Heat,"

Ones . SWEAT [ rpäte, Sax .] Moiſture perſpired by the Pores.

A SWA'llow, a Aying Sea fiſh ; alſo a Whirl-pool or Sweaʼtiness ( ypačigneyye, Sax.] Wetneſs with

Gulph.
Sweat.

Swa’LLOW -Tail (in Fortif. } is a ſingle Tenail, narrower Swea'TING [of yperuan , Sax .] perſpiring through the
towards the fortified Place, than towards the Country. Sce Pores.

Queue d ' bironde. SweA'TING -Sickneſs, a Diſeaſe in the Year 1551 , which

Swa’llow - Tail (with Carpenters, &c. ] a particular. Way beginning at Shrewſbury,ran through the whole Kingdom .
of faſtening together 2 Pieces of Timber , ſo that they Swea'ty (ypatig , Sax.) wet with Sweat .
cannot fall aſunder.

To SWEEP ( y peopan , Sax.] to cleanſe with a Broom,

SWA'LLOW -Wort, an Herb, accounted a good Antidotegood Antidote Bruſh , Gri

againit Poiſon . To Sweep (with Falcon .) a Term uſed of a Hawk , who is

SWAMP 2 a Bog or marſhy Place, ſuch as are common in ſaid to ſweep, when ſhe wipes her Beak after Feeding.

SWOMP the Weſt - Indies. Sweep (of a Ship ] theMould where the begins to com
Swa'MPINESS , Boggineſs, Marſhineſs . paſs at the Rung-Heads .

Swa'mry , of, pertaining to , or abounding with Swamps. SWEEP, a ſemicircular or oval Line made by the Motion

A SWAN [span or Spon, Sax .) a large Water-Fowl. of the Hand, Compaffes, or any other Vibration .

A SWAN ( Hieroglyph .] repreſented an old Muſician , be- Sweep (with Alchymiſts] a Refining - Furnace, called alſo

cauſe it is ſaid of this Bird , that, when it is at the Eve of an Almond -Furnace.

its Death , it takes its Farewel of the World by finging me- Swe'ep- Stakes, one who ſweeps or takes up the Money at

lodious Tunes . Play.

A Swan , is alſo accounted a Symbol of a Hypocrite, be- ŚWEEP- Net, a ſort of Fiſhing -Net.

cauſe that as they have fine Wings, and yet cannot fly, ſo they Swee'page , a Crop of Hay in a Meadow .

have Feathers white to Perfection, yet their Fleſh is very Swee'ping (in Sea- Language ] fignifies dragging along the

black ; ſo Hypocrites, appearing outwardly very virtuous, yet Ground , at the Bottom of the Sea , or a Channel, with a

are inwardly very wicked . Grapnel of 3 Flakes, to find a Hawſer or Cable that has

A SWANK (at Bocking in Eſix ] the Remainderof Liquor ſlipp'd from an Anchor.

at the Bottom of a Pot, Cup, or Drinking -Veffel, which Sweet (ypat, Sax. fumvis, L.) pleaſant in Tafte, alſo in

is juſt fufficient for one Draught; which if it be too little Diſpoſition , Gr.
for2, it is not accounted good Manners to offer it to the To Swe'eten, to make ſweet.

Left - Hand -Man . A Swe'ETENER , one who decoys Perſons to game.

Swa'NKING, great, luſty, tall , as a ſwanking Laſs. A Swe'ET- HEART [Spæe-heo nt, Sax .] a Lover.

Swan's - Skin , a ſort of fine thick Flannel, ſo named by A Swe'eting, a ſort of Apple.

reaſon of its extraordinary Whiteneſs . Sw E'ETISH , ſomewhat ſweet.

SwA'NNIMOTE [of Spang, Sax. a Swain, and gemote, Swe'ETNESS [Spätnegre, Sax.) a ſweet Quality.
Sax . an Affembly ] a Court held about Foreſt Affairs , 3 To Swell [ [willen, Du . y pelean ,Sax. ] to riſe up as a

'Times a Year, before the Verdurers as Judges . Tumour ; to puffor blow upone's ſelf, to look big.

To SWAP 2 to exchange one Thing for another, to barter, A Swe'lling (y pell or yp;le, Sax. ) a Tumouror Riſing

To Swopš to truck. the Body or in any part of it.

ASwop, an Exchanging , a Trucking, or Bartering . To Swe'lter (of r pole ,Heat, or ypeltan , to die, or

SWARD [in Agriculture) the Ground is ſaid to have a y pælan , Sax . to inflame) to be as it were broiled with ex

Sward or be ſwarded, when it is well covered with Graſs or cellive Heat.

other Greens . Sweltry as ſweltry hot, extremely hot.

SWARD (Speano, Sax .] the skin of Bacon . Swepe 7 an Engine or Machine, having croſs Beams, to

SWARF-Money , the Payment of an Half-penny yearly to Swire S draw Water with.

the Lord of the Manour of Lodebrook, in the County of SWERD, the Superficies of graſſy Ground .

Warcoick, which was to be performed in the following Man- To SWE'RVE, to deviate or turn aſide froin that which is

right, Esco SWIFI
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Swift (ypixe, Sax.) quick , nimble , fleet. their Services .

Swift of Courje (with Aftrun.) is when a Planet moves Swum of ypimman, Sax.) did ſwim

in twenty four Hours more ihan its mean Motion . SWUNG [of" y pengan, Sax .] did ſwing:
Swi'eters (on Ship -board ] are Ropes belonging to the SYAGGROS , a Kind of Date- tree.

Main or Fore-maſts, which ſerve to ſtrengthen the Shrouds SYBARITICAL [of the Inhabitants of the City Sybaris,

and keep the Maſts ſtiff. a People fo addicted to Luxury and Voluptuouineis, that

SWIFTING a Ship ( Sea- Term ] is when the Gun is they taught their Horſes to dance to the Sound of a Pipe ;

encompaſſed with a good Rope, and the Cheft-Rope is made upon which, the Crotonians, waging War with them , brought

faſt thereto, in order to keep the Boat from ſwinging to and a great Number of Pipers with them into the field of Battle,

again in a ſtiff Gale of Wind. which ſet their Horſes a dancing, and ſo broke their Ranks,

SwI'FTING of the Captan- Bars, is the Straining a Rope and were the Cauſe of their being utterly overthrown] effc

all round the outer End of the Capitan - Bars , in order to minate, wanton , luxurious.

Atrengthen and make them bear all , alike and together, when SY,CAMIN 2 [ fycaminus, ſycamorus, L. of ouxóuse ,

the Men heave or work at them . SY'CAMORE ; of ouxó, a Fig, and morka, a Mulberry,

SWIFTING a Maft ( Sea- Term ] is a particular Manner of Gr .] a great Tree like a Fig -tree, that may be call'd

eaſing and ſtrengthening it, when a Ship is either brought the Mulberry Fig -tree.

a - ground or on a Careen . Sy'COMA So'nun ? a fleſhy Subſtance , Wart, or Ulces,

Swi'rtNESS (y piktneyye, Sax. ] Velocity. Sy'cosis Zorinwors S growing about the Fundament, ſo

Swi'FTNESS of ibé Sun ( Hieroglyph .] was repreſented by called from its Likeneſs to a Fig .

the Egyptians by a round Difcus in the Hand of their God SY'CHOPHANCY [of ouxo parnia , Gr . ) falſe Dealing, falſe

Ofyris.
Accufation, Tale -bearing.

To Swig (ypigan, Sax .) to drink large Draughts. A SY'COPHANT ſycophanta, L. cukopa'yths, of 7 ta' REL

To Swill (y pelgan , Sax . ) to gulp or ſwallow down paívesy, Gr. thoſe ainong the Athenianswho gave Infor
greedily ; alſo to drink much or hard. mation of the Exportation of Figs , contrary to Law, were

Swill - Bowl, a ſtout Toper or great Drinker. called Sycophants) a falſe Accuſer, a Tale -bearer, a Pick

To Swim (ypimman, Sax. temmer, Dan .) to paſs along thank ; alio a Flatterer.

in or with , or to float on the Water. To SY'COPHANTIZE [cuxopartiler, Gr . ] to accuſe or

SwI'MMING in the Head, a Vertigo or Giddineſs. flander fallely , to deal deceitfully .

Swi'MMING - Bladder, a Veſicle of Air incloſed in the Bo- SY'DER , Wine of Apples .

dies of Fiſhes, by means whereof they are enabled to ſuſtain Syder A'Tion , the Blaiting of Trees or Plants with an

themſelves at any Depth of Water. Eafterly Wind, or with excellive Heat and Drought ; alſo a

Swine [ypin, Sax. ) Hogs , either Boars or Sows. being Planet -ſtruck ; or a Benumming, when one is depriv'd

Herd of Swine (y pin -heont, Sax, ) a Flock or Company of the Ule of his Limbs and all Senſe by that Means, L.

of Swine .
of Gr.

Swine -Pipe, a Bird of the Thrush Kind . SYDERA'TION (with Surgeons) an intire Mortification of

SWINE- Herd Typ n -hynt , Sax .) a Feeder of Hogs . any Part of the Body.

ToSWING [rpingan, Sax. (winger, Dam .] to move to Sy'derous ( /yderofus, L.) Planet- ftruck .

and fro, to hang, to vibrate. SYLLA'BICAL [ /yllabicus, L. oumaBixos, Gr.] of, or
SWING-Wheel [in a Royal Pendulum -Clock] a Wheel which pertaining to a Syllable.

drives the Pendulum ; the ſame is called a Crown -Wheel in a SYLLA'BICALLY [of ourdaßixós, Gr.] by Syllables .
Watch.

SY'LLABLE ( Syllabus, k. of baaaße , Gr . ) an articu

To Swinge (of Spingan, Sax .] to beat, bang, or whip late or complete Sound,“ made either by one or ſeveral
foundly . Letters , F.

Swi'nging (of spengan, Sax. ) vibrating to and fro . ! SYLLABUB. See Sillabub.

Swi'NGING [of spingan, Sax.) huge, exceeding, great. SY'LLEPSIS Courants, Gr.] a Grammatical Figure,

Swi'nish ( of Spinlic, of Spin, Sax. ] ſlovenly ; allo where 2 Nominative Caſes fingular of different Perſons are
booriſh in Manners. joined to a Verb plural; as , Thou and be, ye are in Safety.

To SWINGLE, to beat Flax, &c. SY'LLOGISM (ouaronorós, Gr. ] a Logical Argument,

SW I'NGLE-Staff (spinzle , Sax . ) a Stick for beating of conſiſting of three Propofitions, called the Major, Minor ,
Flax , Hemp, C. and Conſequence , wherein , ſome Things being ſuppoſed or

A Swipe, a Machine for drawing up Water ; alſo another taken for granted , a Concluſion is drawn differentfrom the

for throwing Granadoes . Things ſuppoſed.

A Switch, a ſmall, taper Sprout or Sprig of a Tree . Categorical Sy'LLOGISM; is ſuch in which both the Pro

To Swive (prob. of riweven, Teut. to agitate] to co- poſitions are poſitive, as , Every Man is an Animal, &c.

pulate with a Woman. Hypothetical Sy'LLOGISM , is when one or both the Syllo

A Swivel, a ſort of Ring of Metal that turns about any giſms are Hypothetical, as , If the Sun Mines, it is Day, & c.

Way, uſed at the Ends of the Handles of Whips and ſe- ConditionalSy'LLOGISMS(among Rhet. ] do not all conſiſt
veral other Things. of Propofitions that are conjunctive or compounded ; but

A Swol'ing of Land, is as much as one Plough can till are thoie whole Major is ſo compounded , that it includes all

in a Year, a Hide of Land ; or, ſome ſay , an uncertain the Concluſion . They are reducible to three Kinds, Con

Quantity. junctive, Disjunctive, and Copulative.

SWOLN [of speltan, Sax. fideilen , Du. ] ſwelled. Conjunktive SY'LLOGISMS ( in Logick ] are thoſe the Major

To Swoon (prob. of ay punian , spunnan , Sax. of which is a conditional Propoſition , containing all the Con

rvinder , Dan. ) to faint away, to ſuffer a Deliquium of the clufion, as,

Spirits . If there is a God, he ought to be loved .

Swo'ONING [of aypunian, Sax. ) fainting away , where- There is a God ;

in the Patient loies all his Strength and Underſtanding. Thercfore he muſt be loved .

To Swoop (with Fowlers] is to fly down haſtily and catch Copulative SYLLOGISMS, are ſuch, in which a negative

up with the Talons, as Birds of Prey do . Propofition is taken , Part of which is afterwards laid down

To Swop: See to ſwap. as a Truth to take off the other Part ; as , A Man cannot be

A Sword (ypeono, Sax. fberd, Dan. ) a Weapon too at the ſame Time a Servant of God, and a Worſhipper of

well known to need a Deſcription . M ney ;

Sword-Bearer [to the Lord Mayor of London ) an Oficer A Miſer is a Worſhipper of Money ;

who carries the Sword before the Lord -Mayor. Therefore a Mijer is no Sercant of God .

SWORD of Bacon ( ypeano, Sax .] the kind or Skin of Disjunctive SYLLOGISMS , are ſuch, the firſt Propofition

Bacon. of which is disjunctive ; that is , whoſe Parts are joined by

Sword - Fiſh, a Sea - Fiſh , ſo called from its having a Bone

4 or 5 Foot long, like the Blade of a Sword , with Teeth on Thoſe who kill d Cæſar are Parricidos, ar

either Side at the End of the upper Jaw ; and who is at per- Defenders of Liberty.

petual Enmity with the Whale, whom it often wounds to Now they are not Parricides ;

Death . I herefore they are Defenders of Liberty.

A SWORD's-Man ( 5 peops-man , Sax. ) a Fencer. SYLLOGISTICAL [ /yllogifticus, L. of Madonasxo's, Gr.]

Swor D -Graſs, a Kind of Sedge. of, or pertaining to Syllogilins or ſyllogiſtical Diſputations.

SWORN (of [ Speſian, Sax. ) having taken an Oath . SyllogI'STICALLY by Way of Syllogiſm .

Sworn - Brotber's, Soldiers of Fortune who were wont to SYLPHs , a Kind of Fairy Nymphs, L.

engage themſelves , by mutual Oaths , to ſhare the Reward of SYLVA

or

or ; as ,
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SYLVA (in Poetry ) a poetical Piece , compoſed, as it were, Gr. to agree in one Sound ] a Conſonance or Concert of ſe

at a Start, in a kind of Rapture and Tranſport, without veral Sounds agreeable to the Ear, whether they be vocal, or

much Thought or Meditation inſtrumental, or both , alſo called Harmony .

SYLVA cædua [old Star ]a Wood under 20 Years Growth ,
SY'MPHYSIS (in Surgery) is one of the Manners of arti

an Under-wood .
culating or jointing of Bones, or a natural Union whereby

SY'LVAN 2 [ flraticus , F ) of, or pertaining to Woods 2 ſeparate Bones are render'd contiguous and become one, ſo

SYLVA'TICK and Foreits . that neither has any proper or diſtinct Motion .

SYLVA'RUM ( in Botan . Writ.] of the Woods , L. Symruy'sis (with a Medium ) is of 3 Kinds called, Syneu

SYLVATICUS,a ,um [in Botan.Writ.)that grows inWoods. roſis, Sy/ archofis , and Synchondroſis; which fee.

Sylve'stris, e ( in Botan.Writ.] which grows wild . SYMPHY'sis (without a Medium ) is where 2 Bones unite

Sylvi'coLIST [./ylvicola, L. ) a Dweller in a Wood . and grow together of themſelves, without the Intervention

SYMBOL [ / bolum , L. ot o'l .Bonov , Gr . ] a Badge , of any third Thing, as a Cartilage, Griſtle, &c.

Sign , Type, Mark, Emblem , or Repreſentation of ſome SY'MPHYTON [ orfeputov, Gr.) the Herb Wall-wort or

moral Thing by the Images or Properties of natural Things ; Comfrey .

a myſtical Sentence , a Motto or Device , as a Lion is a Sym- SYMPLO'ce [ ouuanexo, Gr . ) a Rhetorical Figure, when

bol of Courage , and 2 Hands joined or claiped together is a ſeveral Sentences or Claules have the ſame Beginning and

Symbol of Union or Fidelity. Ending .

SY'MBOL [in Theology) the Apoſtles Creed or the Sum of SYM PO'SIAC (of oupórov, Gr. a Banquet] an Entertain

Chriſtian Belief. ment or Converiation of Philoſophers at a Banquet.

SY'MBOLS [ in Algebra ) are Letters , Characters, Signs , or SYMPTOM [σύμπτωμα , οf συμπίπτω, Gr. to happen ]

Marks , by which any Quantity is repreſented , or which de- an Accident or Effect accompanying a Diſeaſe; as the Head

note Addition , Subſtraction , or Multiplication. Ach comes with an Ague ; à Pricking in the side with a

Sy'MBOLS ( with Medallifs] certain Marks or Attributes Pleuriſy , &c. alſo a Sign or Token .

peculiar to certain Perſons or Deities , as a Thunder-bolt SY'MPTOM [ in Phyfick] every preternatural Thing ariſing

with the hiead of an Emperor is a Symbol of lovereign from a Diſeaſe, as its Cauſe, in ſuch a Manner as that it
Authority and Power equal to the Gods , the Trident is the may be diſtinguiſh'd from the Diſeaſe itſelf, and from its next

Syınbol of Nepture, and a Peacock of Juno. Cauſe, Boorhave.

SYMBO'LICAL ſymbolicus , L. ocjeBorixás, of, pertain- SYMPTOMATICAL [ fumptomaticus, L. Quitw uaTixos,

ing to , or of the Nature of a Symbol, myitical . Gr . ] of pertaining, to , attended with , or caused by ſome

SYMBOʻLICALLY [ of ſymbolicus, of couBoraxo's, Gr . ) Symptom .

emblematically , by Symbols, Emblems, Motto's, and De
SYMPTOMATICAL [in Phyfick ) a Term frequently uſed

vices , Esc. to denote the Difference between the primary and ſecondary
SY'MBOLISM ? [ in Anat.)is a Term uſed either in Relation Cauſes in Diſeaſes.

SY'MBOLE S to the Fitneſs of the Parts one with ano- SYMPTOMA'T ICALNESS , the being attended with Symp

ther, or to the Conſent between them , by the Intermedia -

tion of the Nerves. SYNA'STICKS [ Uvaxtind , Gr . ) Medicines which contract

To SY'MBOLIZE , to ſignify or intimate ſome ſecret or hid any Part.

den Thing by certain outward Signs ; as the Ear ſymbolizes SYNAE'RESIS [ ouvaipsors, Gr . ] 1 Grammatical Figure ,

Hearing , the Eye Watchfulneſs. being a Clapping together two Vowels into one, as alearis

To SY'MBOLIZEwith [{ ymbolizer, F. ) to agree in a Thing for alvearia.

with, to partake of each other's Qualities, as Air and Fire SYNAGOGICAL, of, or pertaining to a Synagogue.

are ſymbolizing Elements. SY'NAGOGUE [ /ynagoga, L. of ouragwynt, of arány,

SÝMBOLO'GRAPHY [of ouußonor and resow ,Gr.to write] Gr. to gather together) a Congregation or particular religi
a Deſcription or Treatile of Symbols. ous Aſſembly of the Jews to perform the Offices of their

SY'MMACHY [opegia, Gr . ) Aid or Aſſiſtance in War . Religion ; alſo the Place where they aſſemble.

SY'NIMETRAL [ Symmetrus, L. of opustgos, Gr. ] com- SYNALOE'PHA [auvaloon,Gr.] a Contraction or Shorten

menſurable. ing of a Syllable in a Latin Verſe ; or the Joining together

SY'MMETRY ( ſymmetria, L. of ouppereia of our, of 2 Vowels in the Scanning of a Latin Verſe ; or the Cut

with, and uitev, Gr. Meaſure] a due Proportion or the ting off the ending Vowel of a Word, when the next begins

Relation of Equality in the Height, Length , and Breadth with a Vowel as , ill' ego.
of the Parts neceſſary to compoſe a beautiful Whole, or an SYNALOE'PHA [ ouvanoch, Gr . ) a Gluing or Mingling

Uniformity of the Parts in reſpect to the Whole. together .

Sy'MMETRY [in Medicine] a good Temper of Body . SYNA'NCHE Couvezgn, Gr. ) a Kind of Squinanſy,

SYMPATHETICAL ? [./ympatheticus, L. of a'r with, and wherein the internal Muícles of the Fauces or Pharynx are

SYMPATHEʼTICK S melle , Gr . Paffion] of, pertaining attacked , which quite ſtops the Breath .

to , or partaking of Sympathy. SYNA'RTHROSIS Couvágatgans, Gr.) a cloſe Jointing of

Sympathe’tical Inks, certain Inks that are as well ſur. Bones that are void of any tenſible Motion, as in the Skull,

prizing as curious and diverting, in that they may be made Teeth , c. L.

to appear or diſappear very ſuddenly, by the Application of SYNA'THROESMUS [ouva Igono uós, Gr. ) a Figure in

ſomething to the Paper that ſeems to operate upon the Inks Rhetorick , when ſeveral Matters of a different Nature are

by Sympathy. heaped up together .

SYMPATHEʼricalness, a ſympathizing Quality, or the SYNAU'Lia [in antient Mufick) a Conteſt of Pipes, per

Nature of Sympathy. forming alternately without Singing.
SYMPATHE'TICK Powder, a certain Powder made of Ro- Syna'xis Couragis, Gr.) a Gathering together, a Con

man or green Vitriol, either chymically prepared , or elſe only gregation, an Aſſembly; alſo the Holy Communion, the

opened by the Piercing of the Sun -beams into it, and calcin- Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
ing it ; which, by Sir Kenelo Digby, and others, is cele- SYNCA'mpe [of oùv, and xquang Gr. ] a Bending or

brated as having the great Virtue of curing Wounds, by Bowing.

only ſpreading it on the Cloth , &c. that firſt received the SYNCA'Mpe (with Anat.] the Flexure or Bent of the

Blood of the Wound ; ſo that tho' the Cloth be kept many Arm , where the lower Part of it is joined to the upper, L.

Miles diſtant from the Perſon wounded , yet the Perſon ſhall of Gr.

be healed. SYNCATEGO'R Ema Couy ng tug'ruua, Gr.) with Logicians,

To SY'MPATHIZE [ ovu nazw , Gr . ] to agree or be affected is uſed for a Word that ignifies little or nothing of itſelf,

with , to have a mutual Affection or Fellow - feeling . yet when joined with others adds Force to them , as all, none ,

SY'MPATHY ( lympathia, L. ſympathie, F. oulu ta'Iha,of jome, certain, &c .

cur with , and indo , Suffering, &c. Gr. ] an Agreeable- SYNCATEGOREMA'TICAL [Buyxatuzosnua Tinos,Gr.) of,

neſs of natural Qualities, Affections, Inclinations, Humours, or pertaining to ſuch a Term; that has no predicamental or

Temperature, & c. which make 2 Perſons pleaſed and de- Self-Signification .

lighted with each other, a Fellow -feeling, Compaflion. SYNCATEGOREMA'Tically , aſter the Manner of a Synck

SY'MPATHY [with Pbyſicians] is a Diſpoſition of one tegorema, or fignifying together with.

Part of the Body cauſed by the Diſeaſe of another. SYNCHO'NDROSIS (of or with, and górsso , Gr.) that

SYMPE’rsis oww.rémesi Gr . ] a Concoction or Ripening Part of the Bones where their Extremities are joined to one
of ſuch Tumours as are growing to an Inflammation . another , by means of an intervening Cartilage.

SYMPHONIACA (with Botan ] the Herb Hen- bane . SYNCHO'Resis Couggesnais, Gr.) a Granting or Allow

SYMPHO'NIOUS, pertaining to Symphony, muſical, Milton. ing) with Rhetoricions is a Figure, wherein an Argument is

SY'MPHONY ( Ampionia, L. wupwvía, of puuparía , { coffingly
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Icoffingly yielded into, and then marred by a Retortion up- SYNIME'NSIS (of ouvings, Gr . ] the Uniting of Bones

on the Objector. together by a Membrane, as the Bones of the Sinciput with

Sy'nCHRISM (o'yxeque ,Gr.)a Kind of liquid or ſpread thoſe of the Os frontis in Infants,

ing Ointment. SYNEU'ROSIS [cursuegris, Gr . ) an Articulation of Bones

SYNCHROČNICAL [of ourxenro, Gr . ] being or done to- by a Ligament.

gether at the ſame Time ; contemporary , of the ſame Time Syno'cha 3Couróxo of ourogéw, to ſupport or hold

or Standinga SYNO'CHUSS up, or ouréza , Gr. to continue] the for

SYNCHRO'NISM [ ouyxegrituos, Gr. ) a Happening of mer is uſed by ſome for an Intermitting Fever, and the lat
Things, or remarkable Tranſactions or Paſſages at one and ter for a Continued one.

the ſame Time. SY'NOD ( ſynodus, L. ourodo , Gr . ) a Council , Meeting,

SY'NCHYSIS [ own guns,Gr. ] Confuſion, a confuſed Min- or Aſſembly of Eccleſiaſticks, to conſult about Matters of

gling together, Disorder. Religion and Church - Affairs.

SY'NCHYSIS [ in Grammar ) a confuſed and diſorderly A Diocejan SY'NoD, is one where none but the Eccleſia

Placing of Words in a Sentence.
aſticks of one Dioceſs meet .

SY'NCHYSIs ( with Oculifts] a preternatural Confuſion of A General SY'NOD , is an Aſſembly where Biſhops, Prieſts,

the Blood or Humours of the Eyes.
& c. of all Nations meet.

SY'NCHYSIs [in Rhetorick ] a Fault in Speech when the A National SY'NOD , is one where the Biſhops and Clergy

Order of Things is diſturbed.
of one Nation only meet.

Syncopa'lis febris [with Phyſicians] the Swooning- A Provincial SY'NOD, is one where the Eccleſiaſticks of

Fever ; a Fever in which the Patient often ſwoons or faints one Province only meet.

away . Sy'nod (with Aſtron .] a Conjunction or Concourſe of

To SY'NCOPATE ( ſyncopare, L. of oursót TV, Gr .) to cut two Stars or Planets in the ſame optical Place of the

off, take away, or ſhorten .
Heavens .

Syncopa'tion ( in Muſick) a Term uſed when the Note of Syno'dal 3 [ ouvofxós, Gr. ] of, or pertaining to a

one Part ends or breaks of upon the Middle of the Note of SYNO'DICAL Synod.

another Part . Syno'val Inſtrument, a ſolemn Oath taken by a Synodal

Sy'ncope [our xomni, Gr. ) a Cutting off, a Grammatical Witneſs.

Figure whereby one or more Letters are taken out of a SYNO'DAL Witneſſes (with Ecclefiafticks] were the Urban

Word, as , amârunt for amaverunt. and Rural Deans, lo termed from their giving Information of

Sy'ncope [in Muſick] is the Driving a Note, as when an and atteſting the Diſorders both of Clergy and Laity in an E

odd Cretcher comes before 2 or 3 Minims; or an odd Quaver piſcopalSynod; thisAuthority is now devolved upon Church

between 2 , 3 , or more Crotchets .
Wardens.

SY'NCOPE " [ in Phyfick ] a deep and ſudden Swooning, SY'NODALS, the Pecuniary Rents paid to the Biſhop, at the

wherein the Patient continues without any ſenſible Heat, Time of the Annual Synod, by every Pariſh -Prieſt.

Motion , Senſe, or Reſpiration, by a hafty Decay of all the Provincial SY'NODALS , the Canons or Conſtitutions of a

natural Faculties and Strength.
Provincial Synod.

SYNCRITICA ( cuixeitird, Gr . ) relaxing, looſening, or SYNO'DICAL [ ouvodimo's, Gr.] of, or pertaining to the

opening Medicines . Courſe of the Moon, Aſtron .

SYNDE'SMUS (Ourdouos, Gr . ] a Joining together, a Band SYNO'DICAL
Month ? [ Aſtron ] is or

or Tie , L. SYNO'DICK of Time, the

SYNDE'SMUS (with Anat.) a Ligament for the Cloſing to - Moon departing from the Sun , at a Synod or Conjunction , re

gether of Bones and other Parts. turns to him again.

SYNDE'SMUS (with Grammarians] a Part of Speech other- SYNO'DICAL Revolution , (with Afiron.) is that Motion by

wiſe called a Conjunction . which the whole Body is carried round with the Earth along

SY'NDICK [of ourdixos ,Gr. ) a Perſon or Magiſtrate ap
with the Sun.

pointed to act for any Corporation or Community. SYNO'DICALLY [of fynodicus, L. of ouro dixos, Gr,] by a

SY'NDICK [in Switzerland, &c . ) a Magiſtrate much the Synod , or according to the Appointment of a Synod.

ſame as an Alderman in England. SYNO'DUS (with Aſtrol.] a Conjunction of 2 or more

SY'NDICATE 2 the Place, Office, or Dignity of a Syn- Planets, or their Meeting by Beams in other Aſpects.

SY'NDICKSHIPS dick. SY NOE'CEOSIS COUVoixeians, Gr . ] a Rhetorical Figure,

SY'NDROME Coursegun's Gr.) a Concourſe, a Running whereby contrary Qualities are united and attributed to the
or Meeting together of many Perſons into the ſame Place. fame Perſon or Thing.

SY'NDROME (in Medicine) the Concurrence or Appearing SY NOESI'A , a Feſtival celebrated at Athens, in Commemo

together of ſeveral Symptoms in the ſame Diſeaſe . ration of Theſeus's having united the petty Communities of

SYNE'CHPOCHE (Ourexdoxn of ourex dipouas, Gr. to re- Aha.

ceive together with) is when the Whole is put for the Part, SYNO'NYMA ( ruvaruud, Gr. ] Words of one and the

as when it is ſaid , The Plague is in Egypt, when it is only in faine Signification.

Alexandria : Or when a Part is put for the Whole, as when it is SYNONYMAL ? [ Synonymus, L. Ouvárumos, Gr. ) of,

ſaid, The Sickneſs is in London, when it is all over England. SYNO'NYMOUS S or pertaining to the ſameName or Signi

To this Figure it alſo belongs, when we take a Liberty to fication , or that has the ſame Import or Signification with

make uſe of a certain Number for an uncertain , as when we another.

ſay there are 1009 Holes in a Thing, whenthere are many. SYNO'NY MOUSNESS [of ſynonymus, L. of ouverule ,

Syne'ch poche [in Gram. ) a Figure when an Ablative Gr.) the having diversWords of the ſame Signification .
Caſe of the Part or the Adjunct is changed into an Accuſa- SY NO'NYMY ( Synonymia, L. of ouyoruuia , of our with ,

tive ; as, Deiphobum vidi lacerum crudeliter ora Virg . and övqua , Gr.]is a Figure in Rhetorick, whereby we ex

SYNE'CH DOCHE [in Rhetorick] a Figure wherein the Name preſs the ſame Thing by ſeveral Words that have the ſame

of a Part is put for the Whole, as England for Europe ; or, on Signification ; ſo Cicero, concerning Cataline, ſays, Abiit,

the contrary, the Name of the Whole for a Part, as Europe evafit, erupit: He's gone, he's fied , he's eſcaped ; this is when

for England. a Perſon'sMouth is not ſufficient for hisHeart, and, in that

SYNE'CHDOCHE [with Logicians) is when the Genus is put Caſe, he uſes all the Words he can think of to expreſs his

for the Species, i.e. the Matter of which a Thing is made Thoughts .

for the Thing itſelf, as Iron for a Sword ; or, on the contrary, SYNOPSIS Couronfis, Gr. ) a ſhort View or Epitome, an

a Sivord for Iron . Abſtract or Abridgment.

SYNECHPHO'NESIS 2 [ OUVEX Parnais, Gr . ] a Figure in Synovia (in Anat.) the glewy Matter between the Joints .

SY'MPHONE'SIS Grammar, being a Colliſion or Clap- Syno'via [ in Medicine] the nutritious Juice proper to

ping together of Vowels , when 2 Syllables are pronounced each Part.

as one ; as Seu lento fuerintalvearia vimina texta, where the SYNTA'CTICALLY [of fyntaxis , L. of cúrtakis, Gr. ]

ea in alvearia are contracted into one Vowel or Syllable. according to the Rules of Syntax.

SY'NEDRENO'NTA [of ouvedgeuw ,Gr.) the common Symp- SY'NTAGMA [ ountazude, Gr.] a Diſpoſing or Placing

toms in a Diſeaſe, which do neither take their Riſe from the Things in an orderly manner ; alſo a Treatiſe or large Dil

Nature of it , nor do neceſſarily accompany it ; yet ſignify courſe upon a Subject.

the Greatneſs, Continuation , c. of it. SY'NTASIS Courtans, Gr . ] a preternatural Diftention of

SY'NGRAPHA Courregos,Gr.) a Deed or Writing under the Parts .

the Hand and Seal of both parties. SY'NTAX Syntaxis, L. ouvrages, Gr . ] Order , the Con

SYNGU'LTUS [in Medicine ] the Hiccough, which is a de- ſtruction or Connection of the Words of a Language into

praved , convulſive Motion of the Stomach, by which it en- Sentences and Phraſes.

deavours to expel ſomething that is hurtful or offenſive. Srx
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SYNTE'CTOa [of oUTTIXTIXÒS, Gr. ) a Kind of Looſenels , drawn round the Earth , and made to interſect the Orbit of

a Kind of Colliquation of the Solids of a Body proceeding from Mars ; that Mars may be nearer the Earth than the Sun ,

the Melting away of the Subſtance of the Body, by a vehe- Solar System [according to thenew Aftron .) is the joint

ment hot Diftemper of the ſolid Parts, ſuch as ſometimes hap- Union or orderly Diſpoſition of all the Planets , which move

pens in the Inflammation of the Bowels ; it is a violent burning round the Sun as their Center in determined Orbits, never

Fever, either heclick or peſtilential; in which is voided by going farther from it than their proper and uſual Bounds .
Stool a Matter, as it were , mixed with Oil and Greaſe. System (in Mafick ] a compound Interval, or an Interval

Synte'nosis (of ourte'vw , Gr. ] the Union of two compoſed ofſeveral leſſer, ſuch as is the Oftave , &c . or it is

Bones which is joined by a Tendon, as the Knee -pan to the an Extent of a certain Number of Chords, having its Bounds

Thigh-bone and Tibia. towards the Grave and Acute ; which has been differently

SYNTE'RESIS Courtenis, Gr .] Remorſe, Prick , or Sting determined by the different Progreſs made in Mufick, and

of Conſcience. according to the different Diviſions of the Monochord.

SYNTERE'TICA [of our topáw , Gr . ) that Part of Phyſick System of Mufick, is ſometimes uſed for a Trextiſe of
that gives Rules for the Prefervation of Health , L. Muſick . or a Book which treats of Muſick in all its ſeveral

Sy'nteXIS Courtois, Gr . ] a great or deep Conſump- Parts, both practical and mathematical.

tion , a lingering Sickneis . SYSTEM of Philoſophy, is alſo a regular Colle &tion of the

SY'NTHESIS [ourAsnis, Gr. ) a Joining together . Principles and Parts of thatScience , into one Body, anda Treat

SY'NTHESIS (in Gram .] a Figure by which a Noun Col- ing them dogmatically or in a ſcholaſtick Way, in contra

lective ſingular is joined to a Verb or Participle plural, and diſtinction to the Way of Eſſay, in which the Writer deli

of a different Gender . vers himſelf more freely, looſely, and modeſtly.

SY'NTHESIS [in Pharmacy] the Compoſition or Putting SYSTEM [in Poetry) is a certain Hypotheſis from which

of ſeveral Things together, as the making a compound Me- the Poet is never to recede ; as, for Example, when he has
dicine of ſeveral fimple Ingredients. inade his Choice either in Chriſtianity or the Fables of the

SY'NTHESIS [ vith Lagicians) is the Method of convincing Heathens , he muſt always diſtinguiſh between the 2, and

others of a Truth already found out . never mix ſuch different Ideas in the ſame Poem .

SY'NTHESIS (with Surgeons) an Operation by which ſeve- System A'TICAL ( Syſtematicus, L.] of, pertaining to,

ral divided Parts are united . or reduced to a Syſtem .

SYNTHE'SICAL [our friends, Gr . ) of, or pertaining to Concinnous Systems ( in Mufick ) are thoſe which conſiſt of

Syntheſis. ſuch Parts as are fit for Mufick, and thoſe Parts placed in ſuch

Synthe'rick Method (with Mathemat.) is a Method of an Order between the Extremes , as that the Succeſſion of

purſuing the Truth by Reaſons drawnfrom Principles before Sounds from one Extreme to the other may have a good

eltablished or affumed , and Propofitions formerly proved ,

thus proceeding by a regular Chain till they come to the Inconcinnous Systems [in Mufick] are thoſe where the

Concluſion , asit is done inthe Elements of Euclid, and the ſimple Intervals are inconcinnous or badly diſpoſed betwixt
Demonſtrations of the Antients ; this is called Syntheſis or the Extremes.

Compoſition, and is oppoſed to the analytical Method, called SY'STOLE [cusoni, Gr . ] a Contraction , Drawing,

Reſolution. Straitening , or Preſſing together.

SYNULO'TICKS [medicamenta ſynulotica, L.) ſuch Medi- SYSTOLE (with Gram .] a Figure of Proſodia, whereby a

cines as bring Wounds or Sores to an Eſcar. long Syllable is made ſhort, as Tulerunt faflidia menfes, Virg.
SYNU'SIASTS, a Sect of Hereticks, who maintained that SYSTOLE (with Anat.] the Contraction of the Heart and

there was but one ſingle Nature , and one ſingle Subſtance, in Arteries of an Animal , whereby the Blood is forcibly driven

Jeſus Chriſt. into the great Artery, as the Dilatation of thoſe Parts is

Sy'shilis [of our with, and piace ', Gr. love] the Vene- called the Diaſtole.
real Diſeaſe. SY'STYLE [ ousuan, Gr . ) in Archite &ture, a Building,

SY'PHON . See Siphon. whereof the Pillars ſtand thick , the Diſtance between them

To Sy'RINGE [ firinguer, F.] to ſquirt Liquors into ſome being no more than 2 Diameters of the Column .

Parts of the Body, as into the Ears, Sores , &c . SYXHE'NDEMEN (6yxhendemen, Sax .) Men worth 600

A SY'RINGE (with Confectioners) an Inſtrument uſed in Shillings ; in the Time of the Saxons, all Men in Britain

making March- pains, & c. were ranked into 3 Claſes, the loweſt, the middle, and the

A SY'Ringe [ lyrinx, L. overrg,Gr.) an Inſtrument uſed higheſt, and were valued according to their Claſs, that, if

to ſquirt or inject Liquors into the Fundament, Ears, &c. any Injury were done, Satisfaction might be made, according

SYRINGO'TOMATA [of overy and roun, Gr . a Cut- to the Value or Worth of the Perſon it was done to . The

ting] Surgeons Knives for opening Fiſtula's, Esc. loweſt were called Teyhindemen, i . c. valued at 200 Shillings,

SYRINGO'TOMIA [of sucing and teura , Gr. to cut] the the middlemoft Syxhindemen,i. e . valued at 6co Shillings,

Cutting of a Fiſtula . and the higheſt Tivelf bindemen , i.£ . valued at 1200 Shillings.

Syri'tes [ oveitns, Gr. ] a Stone found in the Bladder of Syzeu'GMENON [in Mufick ] the Note called B. fa bi mi.

Syzy'GIA [ ouuzia, Gr.] a Joining, Yoking, or
Syro'nes [ in Phyfick ] Whcals ; alſo Worms ; Coupling together.

fort of Worms that breed in the Skin . Syzy'GIA [in Gram .] the Coupling or Clapping of diffe

Sy'rtes [sugths of tã aússiv, Gr . ] two dangerous rent Feet together in Verſe, either Greek or Latin .

Gülphs in the fartheſt Part of Africa, full of Quick -lands, Syzy'Gia [with Anat.] thoſe Pairs of Nerves which

called the greater and lefſer Syrtes ; whence any Quick-Sands convey Senſe from the Brain to the reſt of the Body.

or Shelves in the Water, made by the Drift of Sands, are cal- SYSY'GIA (with Aftrol.) the Intercourſe of the Pla nets

led Syrtes . one with another, or the Intermixing of their Beams, either

SY'RUP [./yrupies, L. ovegroov, Gr.) a Compoſition of a by bodily Conjunction or other Aſpects.

thick Conſiſtence, made of the Juice of Herbs, Flowers, or Syzy'gia (with Aſtron .] is the ſame as the Conjunction

Fruits , boiled up with Sugar . of any 2 Planets or Stars; or when they are both ſuppos'd to be

Syss A'R KOSIS Covard's was, Gr. ] a particular Species of in the fame Point in the Heavens ; or when they are referred

the Genus of Articulation, being a Connection of Bones by to the fame Degree of the Ecliptick, by a Circle of Longi

the Means of Flelh . tude paſſing through them both.

SYSTEM [ ema, L. of ousnud of ourismus, Gr. to put

or connect together) in the general is a regular or crderly
T.

Collection or Compoſition of many Things together, or it

is an Ailemblage or Chain of Principles, the ſeveral Parts t Roman , Tt Italick, Tt Engliſh, Tt Saxon, are

whereof are bound together , or follow and depend on each the 19th Letter in order of the Alphabet; Tt is the 24th

other. of the Greek, and Ý the 9th , and , the 22d of the Hebrew.

System of the World (with Aſtron .] an Hypotheſis or T with an i generally ſounds like fi before a Vowel, as

Suppoſition of a certain Order and Arrangement of the ſe- in Artion, Creation , Inclination ; but Acceſſion, Diviſion , Ad

veral Parts of the Univerſe ; whereby they explain all the miſlion, &c. muſt not be written with ti, nor any Word that
Phenomena or Appearances of the Heavenly Bodies , their is not written with a t in Latin.

Motions, Changes, gr. the moſt celebrated are the Coper- T in the Titles of Books ſtands for Theologia , as T. D.

nican, the Ptolemnick, and Tychonick. Theologia Doctor. i . e. Doctor of Divinity.

The System of Tycho Brahe, a Nobleman of Denmark T , is the Mark of a Branding- Iron, made Uſe of for

[with Affron .) in moſt reſpects coincides with the Copernican Branding any Malefactor found guilty of Manſlaughter, Bi.

Syſtem , in this , that ſuppoſing the Earth to be fixed , its Or gamy, & c.

bit is omitted, and in the Stead thereof the Sun's Orbit is T [in Mu. Books) ſtands for tutti, Ital. and fignifies all or

all together. 8 A T

1
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T. (among the Antients] was uſed as a numeral Letter, Razed Table [in Architett.) an Emboſsment in a Fron

ſignifying an 160. tiſpiece, for the Putting an Inſcription or other Ornament in

ī with a Dal at Top fignified 160000 . Sculpture.

T [in Mu. Books) is uſed to denote the Tenor. Crowned Ta'ble [in Architect.] one which is covered

TABA'cco (takes its Name from the Inand Tabago, in the with a Cornice, and in which is cut a Bafo Relievo, or a

Weft- Indies) being from thence brought into England by Sir Piece of black Marble incruſtated for an Inſcription .

Francis Drake, in the Year 1585. Ruſticated Ta'BLE [in Architeet.) one which is picked and

TAB'ARD ? a Sort of ſhort Gown, reaching no farther whoſe Surface ſeems rough, as in Grotto's .

TA'BERDS than the Middle of the Leg ; allo a Herald's TABLE -Rents, Rents antiently paid to Bithops or religious

Coat ; alſo a sort of Jacket or ſleeveleſs Coat. Perſons, and reſerved for their Tables or Houſe-keeping.

TA'BBY [tabi, or tabino, Ital.] a Kind of coarſe Silk TA'BLE-Diamond , or other precious Stone (with Jewel

Taffety watered. lers) one whoſe upper Surface is quite flat, and only the Sides

TA'BBYING, is the Paſſing a Sort of Silk or Stuff under cut in Angles.

the Calendar , to makea Repreſentation of Waves on it . Ta'ble (of a Book] an Index or Repertory at the Begin

TABEFA'CTION , a Conſuming or Wafting away , L. ing or End of a Book, to direct the Reader to any Paſſage

Tabe’lla 2 [in Pharmacy] a ſolid Electuary or Compo- in a Book .

TABLE'TTE S lition of ſeveral Drugs made up into little Knights of the Round-Table, a military Order of 24 in

Squares, more commonly called Lozenges. Number, all pick'd from among the braveſtof the Nation , ſup

TABE'LLION [ant. Deeds] a Notary Publick or Scrivener, poſed to have been inſtituted by Arthur, firſt King of the Bri

allow'd by Authority to engrofs and regiſter private Acts and tains, A.C. 5016, who, it is ſaid, had ſuch a Tablemadeto avoid

Contracts. Diſputes about the upper and lower End of it, and to take

TA'BER away all Emulation, as to Places ; from this Table they are

3 ſuppoſed to take their Title .

TABERER [ un tambourineur, F. ] one that plays upon a Leſly relates that he has ſeen this Table at Wincheſter, and

ſmall Drum , callid a Tabour. that the Names of a great Number of Knights are written

TA'BER DER , a Batchelor in Queen's College, Oxford ; one round it , which ſeems to confirm the Tradition . The

who wears a Garment or ſhort Coat, call'd a Tabard, be. Keepers of this Table ſhow it with a great deal of Solemnity.
ing a Kind of Jacket or Neeveleſs Coat, whole before, and But Camden is of Opinion that this Table is of a much

open on both Sides , with a ſquare Collar , winged at the more modern Structure than the 6th Century ; and Paperbrach

Shoulders ; ſuch as Heralds wear, when on Service. Mews that there was no ſuch Thing as anyOrder of Knights

TABERN (taberna, L.) a Booth, a Cellar , N. C. before the 6th Century ; and it is likewiſe ſaid that Arthur

TABERNACLE ( tabernaculum , L.) a Tent or Pavilion ; himſelf was but a fabulous Prince .

alſo a wooden Chapel for divinc Service, F. of L. King Edward is ſaid to have built a Houſe, called the

Ta'BERNACLE ( with the antient Jews] a Kind of Tent Round - Table, the Court of which was 200 Foot in Diameter .

to move up and down, as Occaſion required, and wherein the And the Knights of the Round - Table (according to Paulus

Ark of the Covenant was kept ; but afterwards fixʼd in the Juvianus) began firſt to be talk'd of in the Time of Frederick

Temple of Jeruſalem . Barbaroſa ; and ſome ſuppoſe that the Round- Table does not

TA'BERNACLE, a Sort of temporary Church or Chapel appear to have been any military Order, but rather a Kind

for the Uſe of Pariſhioners, while their Church is repairing, of Juſt or military Exerciſe between Combatants with Lances.

rebuilding, & c. Ta'BLER, a Boarder or one that diets with another.

The Feaſt of TABERNACLES, a Feaſt obſerved by the Ta'bles , a certain Game play'd on a Table- board .
Jerus for 7 Days, beginning the fifth Day of the 7th Month, TA'BLES [in Aſtron.) are Tables wherein the Motions
eating and abiding in Tabernacles or Tents , in Commemora- of the Planets are calculated .

tion of their Fathers Dwelling in Tents after their Going out Ta'bles [in Proſpective) plain Surfaces ſuppoſed to be
of Egypt. tranſparent and perpendicular to the Horizon .
TABERNACULUM [in old Rec.] a publick Inn or Houſe TABLES [in Heraldry] Coats or Eſcutcheons, containing

of Entertainment , L. nothing but the mere Colour of the Field, and not charged

Tres Ta'bernae , i . e . the 3 Taverns, a Place between with Figure, Bearing, Gr.

Rome and Capua, upon the great Road call'd the Appian Way, Loxodromick Ta'bles [in Navig.] are Tables of Tra

where Travellers uſually ſtopped to refreſh themſelves ; and verſes, for the eaſy and ready Solution of Problems in Na
of which Paul makes Mention in the 28th of the Aets. vigation.

TA'BES (with Phyſicians) a Pining away for Want of na- Ta'bles of Houſes (with Aftrol.] Tables ready calculated

tural Moisture, L. for the Help of Practitioners of that Art in ſetting a Figure.

Ta'bes, is alſo taken for an Ulcer in the Lungs, cauſing The 12 TA'bles , the Tables of the Riman Laws, engrav

the whole Body to decay and perilh by degrees . en on Braſs, brought from Athens to Rome for the Decemviri.

TA'BES, Gore-blood, the Matter or Corruption that iſſues Tables ( of Signs and Tangents) are proportional Num

out of a Wound, L. bers calculated from , and depending on the given Quantity of

TA'Bes dorjalis (with Phyſicians) a Conſumption of the the Radius ; whence any other Sign may be found.

Marrow of the Back -bone, which happens to ſuch as Ta'blet [in Pharmacy] See Tabella.

are too propenſe to Venery , L. Ta'blets [in Pharmacy] ſolid Electuaries, much the

Ta'bid Conftitution, a dry , lean , waſting Conſtitution. fame as Lozenges.

TA'BIDNESS ( of tabidus, L.) a Waitingneſs, Decay , Con- TABLING of Fires [in Law) the Making a Table with the

ſumption . Contents of any Fine paſt in one Term, for every County
Tabi'fick [ tabificus, L.) conſumptive, bringing into a wherethe King's Writ runs.

Conſumption, waſting . Ta'bor [tabourin , F. ) a ſmall Drum .
Ta'BITERS

See Tabarder.
Ta'BRET, the ſame as Tabor.

TABARDEE'rs Taboure't ( as the Privilege of the Tabouret] is a Privilege

Tablature ( of tabula , L. ] a Muſick - Book giving ſome great Ladies in France have to fit in the Queen's Pre

Directions for playing upon the Lute, Viol, &c. by Let- fence.

ters , Cyphers, &c. TA'BULA , a Table, Board, or Plank, L.

TABLATURE ( with Anat.) a Diviſion or Parting of the TABULA (in old Rec.) a preſcribed Forın or Directory for
Scull-bones . Cathedral Churches ; which the Officer, call'd an Hebdomeda

TA'BLE [tæple, Sax. tabula, L. ) a well-known Piece of ry, draws up at the Beginning of every Weck , and appoints

Houſhold Furniture ; alſo a Board, Egc. for Writing , & c.Ľ. the ſeveral Perſons and their Parts in the Offices of the Week

To keep a good Ta'ble, to live plentifully. following

TABLE ( with Architeets) a ſmooth, ſimple Member or TA'BULAR [tabularis, L.] belonging to a Talle, Board,

Ornament of various Forms, but moſt uſually in that of a

long Square. TA'BULATED [tabulatus, L.] foored or boarded .

Proje&turing TABLE [in Archit .] is ſuch as ſtands out TABULA'Tion, a Faſtening together of Boards, & c. the
from the Naked of a Wall, Pedeſtal, or other Matter, which Making a Floor .

it adorns .
TABULATU'R A (in Mufick} the old Way of ſetting down

A Raking Ta'ble (with Architect .) is one that is hollow : Tunes, with Lecters instead of Notes .

ed in the Dye or Square of the Pedeſtal, and elſewhere, and Ta'eum, corrupt, biack , Gore - blood ; alſo a thin Sort of
which is uſually encompaſſed with a Moulding . Matter iſſuing from an Ulcer, L.

Apelles's Ta'ble, a pictured Table, reprelenting the Ex- TACAMAHA'CA, 2 Kind of reſinous Gum brought from

cellency of Sobriety on the one side, and the Deformity of New Spaiß,

Intemperance on the other. TA!

} sc
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TANGENT of a Parabola, is a right Line drawn, ſo as to Tail [in Larv) is a Fee oppoſedto Fee-ſimple, and which

cut the Axis produced , and touch the Section in one Point is not in aMan's Power to diſpoſe of, called alſo Fee -tail.

without cutting it .
TAIL

2 [ in Law] is an Inheritance oppoſite to Fee

TA'CENT (tacens, L.] quiet, ſtill, without Noiſe ; holding Fee-Tails ſimple, and is ſo named , becauſe it is parted

one's Peace . after ſuch a Manner, that the Owner has not free Power to

Tach (of attacher, F. ) a Sort of Claſp or Button . diſpoſe of it ; it being cut or divided by the firſt Giver from

TA'CHYGRAPHY [ tachygraphia, L. sachygraphie, F. of all others and ty'd to the Iſſue of the Donor. This

Tagyegpie , of rázus, quick , and yegon, Gr. Writing] Limitation of Tail is either General or Special.
the Artof iwift Writing, Short- hand. General Tail (in Law ] is ſuch by which Lands or Te

Ta'cit ( tacitus, L.] ſilent ; implied or meant, tho not nements are limited to a Man, and the legitimate Heirs of

expreſſed. his Body ; ſo that he who holds by this Title, let him have

TACITNESS [ taciturnitas, L. taciturnité, F. ) Silentneſs. never ſo many lawful Wives , one after another, his Illue by

TACITU'RNITY [ taciturnitas, L. ) a being filent or of all of them have a Pollibility to inherit ſuccellively.

few Words ; Cloſeneſs or Reſervedneſs in Speech . Special Tail [in Law ] is when Lands or Tenements are

Tacitu'r NOUS [ taciturnus, L. ] ſilent, ſaying nothing, made over 10 a Man and his wife, and to the legitimate
making no Noiſe. Heirs of their Bodies ; but ſo that if the Man bury his Wife

Tack ( prob. of attache, F.] a ſmall Nail . before Ifue, and take another, the Iſſue by the ſecond

To Tack [of attacher, F. ) to join or falten together with Wife cannot inherit the Land ; and alſo if Land be given to

ſmall Nails ; allo to join to by flightly fewing. a Man and his wife, and to their Son Thomas, it is Tail ſpecial.

Tacks[ in a Ship] Ropes for carrying forwards the Clews Tall after Poſſibility of Ifue extin & t [in Law ) is

of the Sails, to make them Itand cloſe by a Wind . when Land is given to a Man and his Wife, and to the Heirs

To Tack about [ in Sea- Language] is to bring a Ship's of both their Bodies , and one of them over-lives the other,
Head about, ſo as to lie a contrary Way . they having no Iſſue . In which caſe, the Survivor is to

To pand cloſe upon a Tack 2 [Sea-Phraſes] ſignify that the hold the Land for Term of Life, as Tenant in Taii, &c.

To Jail cloſe upon a Tack 3 Ship fails cloſe by the Wind. Tall of the Trenches ( in Fortif .] is the firſt Work the Be

To bale aboard the Tack ( Sea-Phraſe] means to bring the fiegers make at the Opening of the Trenches, as the Head
Tack down cloſe to the Cheſs - trees. of the Attack is carried on towards the Place .

Eaſe the Tack ( Sea -Phraſe] fignifies, flacken it, or let it Tail (with Anat.] that Tendon of a Muſcle which is

go or run out.
fixed to the moveable Part, and that fixed to the immoveable

Let riſe the Tack i . e . let it all go out . Part is called the Head.

The Ship fails upon a Tack Ri.e. ſhe ſails cloſe by a Tail (with Botan . ) the Pedicle of the Plant.

The Ship ftands cloſe to a TACKS Wind. Dove- Tail (with Joiners, &c . ] one of the ſtrongeſt

Ta'cker, one who itands or fixes one Thing to another Manners ofJointing ,

by Tacks or by Sewing, Gr.
by letting one Piece

TACKLE ? the Ropes and Furniture of a Ship , and alſo AVON
A

B of Wood into ano

TACKLINGof ſeveral Machines or Engines. ther , cut in theſe

Winding TACKLE [in a Ship) a Tackle that ſerves as a Forms, as by letting

Pendant, with a great double Block and 3 Shivers in each , A into B.

in order to hoiſe in Goods. Peacock's - Tail, a Term apply'd to all circular Compart

Ta'ckles [in a Ship ) are ſmall Ropes running in 3 Parts , ments , which go enlarging from the Center to the Circum
having at one End a Pendant with a Block fastened to ference, imitating the Feat hers of a Peacock's Tail.

them , or elſe a Launcer, and at the other End a Block and Dragon's.TAIL (in Affron .] the deſcending Node of a

Hook, to hang Goods that are to be heaved into or out of Plane.

the Ship Swallow .Tail, the ſame as Dove- Tail.

TA'ckles of a Boat, Tackles for hoiſing a Boat in or out Swallow -Tail (in Fortif .] See Queue d'Hironde.

of a Ship. TAILLE' [in Heraldry ]theſameasPartieper Bend finifter,F.

Gunner's TA'CKLES (on Ship -board ] the Ropes wherewith Taille' Douce, a Term in Painting, which , Mr. Evelyn

the Ordnance is h.led in and out. ſays, fignifies the Art of Sculpture ,or Calcography itſelf ;

TACTICAL [ TAXTixòs, Gr.) pertaining to martial Array. whether done with the Burin, or Graver, or with Aqua

TA’cricks (taxting ,Gr.] is the Art of diſpoſing any furtis, which is call’d Etching.

Number of Men into a proper Form of Battle. The Greeks TAILLE' [in Mufick ] the ſameas Tenor.

were very skilful in this Part of the Art Military , having Tai'LLIOR [in Architect.] is the flat, ſquare Stone on the

publick Profefiors of it, calld Tałtici (or Tax Tixol) who Capital of a Pillar.

were to teach and inſtruct the Youth in this Affair. A TAI'LOR [un tailleur, F. ) a Maker of Clothes.

TACTILE [ taftilis, L. ) fomething that may fall under the To Tai'lor [of tailler, F. to cut out] to make

Senſe of Feeling . Garments.

TACTILE Qualities ( with Nar.] are ſuch as have a Relati- Tainct, a ſınall red Spider that infeſts Cattle in the

on to our Senſe of Feeling ; of which the chief are Heat, Summer-Time.

Cold, Dryneſs, Moiſtneſs, and Hardneſs. Taint [of atteint, F.) Corruption ; alſo Conviction.

TACTILITY (of tactilis, L.) Capableneſs of being To Taint [of atteint, F.] to corrupt, to give a Taint or

touched . ill Smell to ; allo to convict of a Crime, & c.

TA'ction , a Touching , L. TAI'NTED (of atteint , F.] corrupted , marred, having

TA'DDY , a pleaſant Liquor iſſuing out of a ſpungy Tree an ill or rank Sinell ; alſo convicted of Treaſon , Felony, & c.

in America. To Take ( taken , Du. tager , Dan. or prüb. of attacher,

TA'DPOLE (prob. of Tabe, Sax. a Toad] a young Frog F.) to lay hold on, to ſeize ; alſo to receive from another.

before it is perfecily formed. To Take and leave [in Sea-Language) a Phraſe uſed of a

TAE'DIUM, Wearineſs, Laflitude, L. Ship when ſhe fails ſo well that ſhe can come up with ano

Tae'nia a Ribbon , Fillet, or Tape, L. ther, or out- ſail her at Pleaſure; then they fay, The Ship can

TAE'NIA [in Medicine] a broad Worm like a piece of take and leave upon her, ifſhe will.

Tape, whence it is called the Tape-Worm. Tala'ria , the winged Shoes of Mercury, L.

TAE'Nia (with Architeets) à Member of the Dorick TALA'ria [with Phyſic.) gouty Swellings in the Ancies.

Architecture reſembling a ſquare Fillet or Ruler, and ſerving TA'LBOT (prob. of Tagl, a Tail , and bugan, Sax.

in lieu of a Cymatium ,being made faſt, as it were, by a Ca- above) a Dog with his Tail turn'd up, noted for his quick

pital below the Triglyphs, of which it ſeems the Bale. Scent , finding out the Tracks , Lodgings, and forms of

TA'FFEREL [in a Ship] the uppermoſt Part , Frame, or Beaſts, and purſuing them with open Mouth, and a continual

Rail, abaft over the Poop. Cry, with ſuch Eagerneſs, that, if not taken off by the Hunts

TA'FFETY [ taffeta, Ital.] a Sort of Silk . man , he is ſpoiled.

Tag (prob . of attache, F. a String or Band) a Point of Tale [ Talu of Tallen, Sax. to tell or relate] a Relation,

a Lace, & C. a Story.

To Tag (of attacher, F. to bind , & c.] to fix Tags or Tale (of getæl, Sax.] a Computation or Reckoning.
Points to Laces. Tale -Bearer [of Talu and beaſan , Sax.] a Tell-tale.

TAG-RAG , a pitiful, ragged Fellow , 66. TA'LENT ( talent, F. talentum , L. Taravno,Gr.) among

4 TA'cge, a Sheep of a Year old . the Jews, of Silver, Value 3421. 35. 9d. of Gold, 45741.

Tail (tæzl,Sax .) the Train of a Beaſt,Fowl, or Fiſh. Sterling ; amongthe Greeks, of Silver, in Value 1931. 155.
Tail (in Law ) a Tally or Piece of Wood, cut in Notches, TA'LENT [a Jewiſh Weight) which being reduced to

vſed by Bakers and others. Engliſh Weight Tray contains 1891b. 8oz. 15 Penny-weights,

and 17 Grains. TA
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Ta’lant ( common Åstick] is 561b . 11 oz. 17 Grains Troy TALMU'DICAL , pertaining to the Talmud.

Weight. A TA'LMUDIST, one well verſed or ftudious in the Tu!

TA'LENT [Egyptian ] 751b. 1002. 14 Penny -weights, 6 mud .

Grains . Ta’lon ( talcn, F. i. e . a Heel] the Claw of a Bird of

Ta'lENT (of Alexandria ]contains 91lb. 15 Penny -weights Prey.

Troy. Ta'lon (with Architsets] is a ſmall Member made of

Ta'lent [of Antiochia] contains 3411b. 6oz. 4 Penny- fquare Fillets, and a ſtrait Cymatium : It is different from an

weights, 6 Grains Troy. Aſtragal, the latter being a round Member ; whereas the Ta

Great TAʼlent of Silver (among the Romans] 99l. 6s. ión conſists of two Portions of a Circle, one on the outſide,

84. Sterling. and the other within .

TA'LENT the leffer [of Silver) worth 75 %. Sterling. A Riverjed Ta'lon, is a Talon with the concave Parc

TA'LENT the greater fof Gold) worth 11257 Sterling . uppermoft.

Ta'les , ſuch, like, L. TA'LONED , having Talons .

Tales [in Lazu) a Supply of Jury-men for them that do Ta'lons (prob . of talon , F. ] the Claws of a Bird of

not appear, or who have been challenged as not indifferent Prey .

Perſons, L. Talpa , a Mole, L.

TaliatU'RA [ eld Rec. ] Talſhide or Talwood ; Long- Talpa (with Surgeons) a Swelling that is ſoft and pretty
wood made into Billets . large, uſually ariſing in the Head and Face, which takes its

TA'Lion -Law [ lex talionis] a Retribution or Puniſhment, Name from its preying upon the Scull under the Skin, as a

whereby an Evil is returned perfectly like that committed Mole creeps under the Ground .

againſt us by another ; as an Eye for an Eye, a Tooth for a Talus (in Architect.) is the ſenſible Inclination or Slope

Tooth , &c. of a Work ; as of the Outſide of a Wall, when its Thickneſs

TA’LisMANS (TEASout, Gr. of 10 5y , Chald . an Image] is diminiſhed by degrees , as it riſes in Height, to make it

certain Figures or Images, engraven or carved under ſeveral
firmer.

ſuperſtitious Obſervations of the Characters and Diſpoſitions Talus exterior, is the Slope on the Outſide, towards the

of ehe Heavens , to which ſome Aſtrologers, c. attribute Country.

wonderful Virtues , as calling down the Influences of the ce- Talus interior [in Fortif ) is the Steepneſs of a Work on

leitial Bodies ; ſome ſay it is a Scal , Figure, Character, or the Inſide towards the Place .

Image of a heavenly Sign , Contellation, or Planet, engraven Talus [in Fortif .] is the Slope given to the Rampart or

on a Symphathetick Stone, or on a Metal correſponding to Wall , that it may ſtand the faſter, L.

the Star or Planet, in order to receive its Influence ; they Talus ſuperior, of a Parapet, is the Slope on the Top

are ſome of them fondly believed to be Preſervatives againſt of the Parapet, that allows the Soldiers to defend the Covert

all kinds of Evil : Some again are fancied to have miſchievous Way with firall Shot, which they could not do, were it

Effects, and that, according as the Taliſman is preſerved or
level.

waited, the Perſon whom it repreſents is preſerved and TA'LSHIDE [old Stat.) Fire-wood.

TA'MARIND [tamarindus, L.)an Indian Fruit.

TalismA'NICAL, of, or pertaining to Taliſmans. TA'MARISK (tamariſius , L. of P709 , Heb. Abſterſion,

Tali's MANIST (taliſmaniſte, F. ) a Maker of Taliſmans; becauſe it has a cleanſing Quality) a Kind of Shrub.

alſo one who gives Credit to them . TAMBAC 2a Mixture of Gold and Copper, which the

To Talk ( prob. of tellan , Sax .) to ſpeak, to diſcourſe. TAMBA'QUA S Siameſe account more beautiful, and ſet
TALK ( Talu of Tellan , Sax .) Diſcourſe, Talking . greater Value on than on Gold itſelf.

Talk ( talcum , L. ) a Sort of Mineral ; this by chymical TAMBARI'Ne, a certain Kind of muſical Inſtrument.

Writers is expreſs’d by this Character X. Tambo'ur , a Drum ; alſo a fine Sieve, F.

TA'LKATIVE [of Talu , Sax ) full of Talk . TA'MBOUR (in Architect.] a Term uſed of the Corinthian

TA’LKA'TIVENESS [of talu or tellan , and neyye, Sax. and compoſit Capitals, of a Member that bears ſome Re

the Term ) Aptneſs to talk , the being given to talk much . je mblance to a Drum ; alſo a little Box of Timber -Work,

Tall (prob. of tai , Brit. prob. of 7777, Heb . he ele- covered with a Cieling within Side the Porch of ſome

vated, or of taille, F. Stature ] high in Stature . Churches, to keep out the Wind , by Folding Door3.

TALLA (with Phyſicians) a Swelling of the Gout about TAMBOU'R (in Maſonry] a round Stone or Courſe of
the Arcles , L. Stones , ſeveralwhereof form a Section of the Shaft of a

TA'LLAGE, Cuſtom or Impoſt, F. Column not ſo high as a Diameter.

TA'LLAGE [ old Rec.] a certain Rate according to which To Tame ( tamian, Sax. ) to make that which was wild,

Barons and Knights were taxed by the King towards the unruly, or diſobedient, gentle, governable, and obedient.

Expences of the State, and inferior Tenants by their Lords TAME [came, Sax .] not wild, gentle.

on certain Occaſions. TA'MEABLE , that may be tamed .

TalLA'Glum facere [ old Rec.] to give up Accompts in the TA'mely (tamclice, Sax .) after a gentle Manner.
Exchequer

TA'MENESS [timene rye, Sax .] Gentleneſs.

TALLA'TIO [in an Univerſity ) a Keeping an Accompt, TA'MMY, a Sort of Worſted -Stuff, which lies cockled.

as by Tallies, of the Battles or Deliveries ofMeat and Drink TA'MPION 2 a Kind of Plug or Stopple for cloſing of a

in a College. TA'MKIN ŠVeffel; alfo [ in Gunnery] to keep down the

Ta'llia, the ſet Allowance in Mert and Drink for every Powder of a Fire-Arm, or to ſtop the Mouth of a great
Canon and Prebendary in our old Cathedral Churches. Gun .

TALLIA'RI de certo, & c. [ ola Rec] to be affefled at a cer- To TA’mper (prob. of temperare, L.) to practiſe upon, to

tain Rate towards the Tallage or Tax formerly laid by the endeavour to draw in , or bring to one's Purpoſe.

King on his Barons and Knights . T. TAN [gceannan, Sax. tannen, Du .] to prepare or

T : 'LL NESS (prob. of tât. Brit.) Height of Stature. hurden the Hides or Skins of Beaſts by Tanning.

TALL -WOOD, Jong Sort of Shive riven out of Trees , Tan, the Bark of the Oak ground or chopt, uſed

which is cut thorter into Billets . tanning or dreſling of Skins.

TA'LLOW ( Taig , Dan.) the Fat of Beaſts melted . TANACETUM (with Butun . ] Tanſcy, L.

Tallow . Tree, a certain Tree which produces a Sort TA'NACLES ( perhaps of tanailles, F.] certain Inſtruments

of unctuous Juice, of which Candles are made . of Torture like Pincers .

Ta'llowiSH, greaſy, or of the Nature of Tallow . TA'NNED (of getannian, Sax.] made Leather, as Skins or

TALLY [ bois tuille, of tailler, F. to cut] a cut or cleſt Hides, being consolidated and hardened by Tanning.
Piece of Wood or Stick , to ſcore up an Accompt upon by A T'ANNER (of zetannan, Sax .) one that prepares Hides

Notches ; ſuch as is given at the King's Exchequer to thoſe and Skins , by Tanning them ſo as to make them Leather.

who pay in Money there upon Loans . A Tang (prob. of tanah ?, Du. Tharp ; but ſome derive

To Tally, to anſwer exactly as one Tally does to ano- it of rann, Gr . ) a rank Talte .

ther or the Tally to the Stock ; alſo to mark or ſcore upon TA'NGENT [of tangens, L. touching) with Mathematicians,
a Tally. a right Line drawn on the Outſide of a Circle perpendicular

To Ta'lly the Sheats ( Sea-Phraſe] a Word of Command to fome Radius or Semi- diameter. A Plane is ſaid to be tan

ordering the Sheats of the Main - Sail or Fore - Sail to be haled gent to a Cone when it is coincident with two Lines, one of

off. which is drawn on the Surface of the Cone, and thro’ its

A TA’LLYMAN, one who ſells Clothes, Linnen , and other Vertex ; and the other a Tangent to the Circle of the Baſe ,

Neceſſaries on Credit, to be paid by weekly Payments. meeting the former Line in the Point of Contact.

TA'LMUD (7107 of 707 he learned , Heb.] leven Folio Tangent (of a Curve) is a right Line drawn ſo as to

Volumes of the Jewish Oral Law or Ceremonies, and Com- touch it , but , if continued , will not cut it.

ments of their Rabbinsthereupon , in great Eftcem with them . TAN
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TANGENT (in Geometry]a right Line To TẠP (with Hunters] as a Hare is faid to tap or beat,
which touches a Circle , i. e. that meets when he makes a Noiſe.

it in ſuch a Manner, that, if infinite- To Tap a Tree [in Hurriculture) is to open it round about
ly produced , it would never cut the the Root,

D ſame, i. e. never come within the To Tap one (of tappen, Du . taper, F. prob . of TÚTTO ,

Circle : thus the Line AB is the Gr.) to give a Perſon alight Blow.

Tangent to the Circle in D. Tap [ tæppe, Sax. tar, Dan.) a Foſſet and Spiggot for
a

Tangent of an Arch [in Trigonome- drawing Liquors out of a Veſſel.

try) is a rightLine raiſed perpendicu- Tarassa'nt (Hunting-Term ] hurking or ſquatting.

arly on the Extremeof the Diameter, Tape (of Estoupe, F.coarſe Flax , Skinner) a Sort of Rib

B
and continued to a Point, where it is bon made of Linnen Yarn , és r.

cut by a Secant, i.e.by a Line drawn

from the Center, through the Extremity of the Arch,
Ta'PER [tiper, Sax.which Minſhew ſuppoſes to be

derived of too , Gr . a Burial , becauſe uſed at Funerals ]whereof it is a Tangent.
a Torch or Flambeau ; alſo a long Wax - light ; alſo a

TANGENT (of a Conick Section ] as of a Parabola, or other Candle.

Algebraick Curve, is a right Line drawn, cutting the Axis . TAPER 2 broad at the Bottom , and growing leſs and

Artificial TANGENTS, are the Logarithms of the Tangents TA'PERING leſs till it comes to or near to a Point at

of Arches. the Top

Line of TANGENTS, a Line uſually placed on the Seftor and Taper-bored ( with Gunners] a Piece of Ordnance is ſaid
Gunter's Scale .

ſo to be, when it is wider at the Mouth than towards the

Method of TANGENTS, a Method of determining the Breech .

Quantity of the Tangent of any Algebraick Curve , the E- Ta'pped [of tæppan , Sax. to broach a Vefiel of Liquor. ]

quation defining that Curve being given . TA'PERING (with Sailors] is when a Rope or any Thing

TANGENT of a Circle (in Geometry] is is conſiderably bigger at one End , and grows leſſer towards
TI a right Line, as T R drawn without the other.

the Circle , perpendicular to fome Ra- TA'PE3TRY 2 [ tapes, L. whence tapiſerie, F. ] a curious

dius, as CR, and which touches the Taristry, S Sort of Manufacture for Hangings of

d_R Circle but in one Point . Rooms, Egr.

TANGIBLE ( tangibilis, L.) that may TAPEI'NOSIS (Tarevndis , Gr. Humiliation ) a Figure in

be touched , ſenſible to the Touch. Rhetorick , when the Orator ſpeaks leſs than the Truth .

TA'NGIBLENESS [of tangibilis, and To Ta'rpy [of ſe tapir , F. ] to lie concealed , ſpoken of a

meſs ] Capableneſs of being touched or felt by the Touch. Deer .

TA'NGLE , a Sea -Weed, ſuch as grows or adheres to Oyſters, Ta'PSTER [tæppy stre, Sax. ] a Drawer at an Inn or

and grows on Rocks by the Sea- ſide, between high Water Ale -houſe .

and low Water -Mark . TAPSUs (with Botanis] the Herb White-Mullein , L.

TA'NGLED (probably of tangl, Sax. a ſmall Twig of Tar [ tare, Sax .] a Sort of groſs , fatty Liquor, iſſuing

which Snares were made for Birds] intangled, intricated, as from the Trunks of old Pine- trees .

Thread, Esc. TARA'NTARA , the Sound of a Trumpet, in calling to
Battle.

TA'NISTRY [of Sane,Sax. a Nobleman ) an antient mu

nicipal Law or Tenure of England, which allotted the Te- TARANTA'TI,Perſons bitten by the Inſect, called a Taran

nure of Lands, Caſtles, &c. held by this Tenure , to the oldeſt tula .

and moſt worthy and capable Perſon of the Name or Blood TARA'NTISM, the Diftemper that ariſes from the Bite of

of the Perſon deceaſed, without any Regard to Proximity. a Tarantula.

TA'NISTRY [in the Kingdom of Ireland) an antient Cuſtom TARA'NTULA ( ſo named of Tarentum in Apulin) a venom

of preferring a Man of ripe Age before a child, an Uncle ous Afh -coloured Spider ſpeckled with a little white and black,

before a Nephew, e. or red and green Spots, about the Size of an Acorn, and

Tank [ Tanqué, O. F. ) a Sort of Ciſtern or Pond in the having eight Feet, and as many Eyes; it is hairy, and from

Ground to keep Water in, for the Refreſhment of Travellers. its Mouth proceed two ſorts of Horns or Trunkswith exceed

TA'NKARD (not improbably of cantharus, L. but Dr. J. ing ſharp Tops , through which it conveighs it's Poiſon , whoſe

H. derives it of the Twang or Noiſe the Lid makes] a Drink- Bite is of ſuch a Nature, that it is to be cured only by Muſick .

ing - Pot. Tara'XACON (with Botaniſts] the Herb Dandelion, L.

TA'NQUAM, as it were, as tho' or if, L. TARAX1s [ αράξις of τα ράσω, Gr. ] a Perturbation of

A TA'NQUAM [in the Univerſities) is uſed of a Perſon of the Humours of the Eye, Stomach, or the Entrails.

Worth and Learning, who is fit Company for the Fellows of TA'RcHon [tapxwv, Gr.) the Herb Tarragon .

Colleges , & c. TARDANT (tardans, L. ) lingering, delaying, &c. L.

Tansy ( tanacetrum , L. tanaiſé. F. of a Savacic , Gr. Im- TARDATION , a Loitering, Lingering, Esc.

mortality ) an Herb ; alſo a Sort of Pancake made with it . TA'RDIGRADE 2 [tardigradus, L.]Now -paced, going

To Tá'ntalize [of Tantalus, a King of Phrygia, of Tao Tardi'GRADOUS Ş Ilowly .

acitatos, Gr. ] to deceive or defraud under a ſpecious Show ; TARDI'LOQUENCE [tardiloquentia, L.] Slowneſsof Speech .

to incite to an eager Deſire of a Thing, but not ſuffer to en- TARDILO'Quious (tardiloquus, L.) now of Speech .

TA'RDINESS [ of tarditas, L. Slownes) Slackneſs in Bufi

TANTALUS (according to the Poets ] was the Son of Ju- neſs ; alſo Guiltineſs of a Fault.

piter and Plota the Nymph , and Grandfather to Agamemnon TA'RDY [tardus, L. tardive, F. ] fow , loitering ; alſo

and Menelaus, who on a Timeentertaining the Gods at a guilty .

Banquet, to make an Experiment of their Divinity , killid , TA'RDO (in Mu . Books] fignifies flow , much the ſame as

dreſs’d, and ſerv'd up his Son Pelops at Table ; but the Gods, largo, Ital .
diſcovering the Fact, ſo abhorred it, that, for the loathſome TARE [of tarare, Ital. to ſubtract] the Weight or Al

Banquet he made them , they made him as diſagreeable an one: lowance made to the Buyer for Weight of the Cask , Box,

For they ſet him in Water up to the Chin , and Apples bob- Frail , Cheſt, Wrapper, Bag, or any thing containing any

bed him on the Lips ; but he could neither ſtoop down to
Merchandize or Commodity , ſold by Weight.

the one to quench his Thirſt, nor reach up to the Apples to Tare of Flax , the fineſt dreſs’d Part.

fatisfy his hungry Appetite . As for his Son Pelops, Jupiter Tares (prob. of teeren , Du. or tehren , Teut.to conſume,

ſentMercury toHellto fetch his Soul from thence, and reſtored becauſe they conſume the Corn ) a Sort of Pulſe, Vetches.
him all his Limbs,putting them together in their right Places, Ta'rget (tanga, Sax. targa, Ital . and Span. targe, F.]
and reſtored him to Life again . And whereas Ceres had a large Shield or Buckler.

caten up his Shoulder, Jupitermade him one of Ivory, which TA'RGUM ( 11nn , Chald. i. e. the Interpretation ] a
had the Virtue of healing all Manner of Diſeaſes. Paraphraſe on the Pentateuch, &c. in the Chaldee Language.

TantAMO'UNT ( probably of tantum, L. or tant, F. ſo Ta'riff ( Tarif, F. ] the Rates agreed upon between

much, and montant of monter, F. to amount] an Equivalent Princes and States, to be laid upon their reſpective Mer

or that amounts or comes to ſo much.
chandizes .

Tanti've (probably of tanta, with ſo much , and si TA'RIFF (with Arithmeticians) a proportional Table con
Force , L.) a full Galop , or full Speed . trived for the ſpeedy reſolving Queſtions in the Rule of Fel

A TANTivy , a Nick-name given to a worldly - minded lowſhip, when the Stocks, Loſſes , and Gains are very nu

Clergyman , who beftirs himſelf for Preferment. merous : Alſo a Table framed to fhew , at firſt Sight, any

To TAP [tæppan, Sax.] to broach a Cask or Veſſel of - Multiple or Diviſor, taken any Number of Times under
Ale, Cyder, or any Liquor. ten, for the more caſy and ſpeedy Diviſion of a large Sum.

8 B TAR .

joy it.
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TA'RNISHED [of fe terni , F.) having lost its Luftre or only Earth that endures the Blaſt of the Bellows and Heal

Brightneſs, as Silver- plate does , Tullied , grown dull . of the Fire and running Metal.

TARPA'WLING (of the, Sax . Tar, and pallium a TA'ssel [ tiercelet, F.) a MaleHawk.

Cloke) a Piece of Canvas well tarred ; alío a down-right TASSEL (prob . of Taje, F. a fort of Purſe or Pouch ) 1

Seaman . Pendant-handle hanging down from a Cuſhion , or ſuch like

TA'R RAGON ( ſo called from Tarragona, in Spain ] the Utenſil ; alſo Silk , c. bound with a Book to put be

Herb Dragon -wort. tween the Leaves ,

Tarr. See Tar. Tassels ( for Clothiers) a ſort of hard prickly. Burrs, uſed

TA'RRAS (of terras, Du. Skinner) a Sort of Plaifler or in dreſſing Cloth .

ſtrong Mortar that Water cannot ſoak through . Tassels (with Architee's] Pieces of Boards which lie

TARRACE 2 [ in Architecture) an open Walk or Gallery ; under the End of a Mantle-piece .

TARRASS S alſo a flat Roof on an Houſe . Tassum (old Rec.] a Mow or Heap of Corn .
TA'RRYING ( probably of tardare, Ital . or tario, Brit. ) TASTATURA, the Keys of Organs or Harpſichords.

loitering or lagging, abiding or continuing. To TA'ste (prob. of tafare, Ital . or taſter , F. to feel, or

TA'RRYWAGS, Membra virilia, L. tatten, Teut. to touch lightly ) to prove or try the Reliſh of

Tarse (teons, Sax. ) a Man's Yard . any thing by the Palate or Tongue.

Tarsus (with Oculiſts] a certain Skin in the Eye - lid . Taste (of rađe, Teut. or tate of tâter, F. ] one of the

TARSUS (with Anatomiſts) the Space betwixt the lower five external Senſes, Savour, Reliſh , which probably, is effect-,

End of the two Focil -Bones of the Leg, and the Beginning ed by the Salts that are in Bodies , which affect the Tongue

of the five long Bones that are jointed with and bear up the (according to their various Configurations) as differently as

Toes. It compriſes ſeven Bones , viz . the Aſtragalus, the they differone from another ; and by tickling, or otherwiſe

Os Calcis, the Os Scaphoides, the Naviculare, the Os Cunei- moving thoſe ſmall Nerves lying in the Papillæ of the

forme, and three other Bones , call'd Oja Cuneiformia, L. Tongue, communicate a Senſation to the Brain, that is ei- ,

Tarsus [with ſome Anatomical Writers] the griltly End ther pleaſant or unpleaſant.

of the Eye -lids, where the Hairs grow , otherwiſe called Tastbo [tâte, F.] reliſhed or tried by the Tongue or

Cilium . Palate ; alſo metaphorically, having had Experience or En

Tart [une tarte] a Sort of Fruit- pye . joyment of

Tart (Teant, Sax. ] ſharp, eager, pungent, either in Tastes (by Dr. Grew ] are diſtinguiſhed into ſimple and

Taſte or Speech . compound

Tarta’NE, a Mediterranean Ship of great Bulk ; it car- Simple Tastes , are ſingle Modes of Taſtes, altho' mingled

ries but one Maſt, and generally a three-corner'd Sail . with others in the fame ; as for Inſtance, the Taſte of a Pip

TA'RTAR [tartarum , L. tartre , F. ) a Kind of Salt, is ex- pin is aci-dulcis ; of Rhubarb, amaraſtringent, and therefore

preſo'd in Chymical Writers by this Character D. compounded with both ; but yet in the Pippin the acid is

TARTAR Emerick (with Chymijls) is Cream + one fimple Taſte, and the freet another, as diſtinct as the

or Chryſtal of Tartar, mix'd with a fourth Part of Crocus bitter and aſtringent are in Rhubarb.

Metallorum ; and this Mixture boiled for eight or nine Hours Simple Tastes are bitter , ſweet, four, ſalt, hot, as in

in a ſufficient Quantity of Water in an earthen Veffel , and Cloves, Pepper, &c. and coll, as in Sal Prunella . Aroma

ftrained thro'a woollen Cloth, which having been gently tick ( ſpicy ) nauſeous; and fome add to theſe ſoft Taftes; ci
evaporared to the Quantity of one half, and ſet to cool, will ther vapid , as in Water, the Whites of Eggs, &c. or unc

ſtrike into Chryſtals . tuous, as in Oils , Fat, &c. or hard .

Tartar ſoluble (with Chymiſts) a Kind of Salt, prepar'd Hard Tastes are, 1. Penetrant, ſuch as work themſelves

by boiling a Pound of Cream of Tartar, and half a Pound into the Tongue without any Pungency ; as is experienced

of fixed Sult of Tartar in three Quarts of Water, for the in the Root and Leaves of wild Cucumber. 2. Stupefacient,

Space of half an Hour, in an earthen unglazed Veſſel, and as in the Root of black Hellebore, which, if chewed and

ftraining it when it is cold , and evaporating the Moiſture ; kept fome Timeupon the Tongue, affects it with a Numbneſs
which when done, the Salt will remain at the Bottom . or par y tick Stupor. 3. Afringent, as in Galls. 4. Pungent,

Tartar Vitriolate (with Chymiſts] is prepared by pour- as in the Spirit of Sal Armoniack.

ing Spirit of Vitriol on Oil of Tartar per deliquium ; and af- Compounded Tastes are , 1. Auftere, which is affringent and
ter the Efferveſcence or Bubbling is over, by ſetting the bitter, as in the green and ſoft Stones of Grapes. 2. Aierb ,

Glaſs in Sand, and drawing out the Vapours with a gentle which is aftringent and acid, as in the Juice of unripe Grapes.
Heat, till a very white Salt remains at the Bottom . 3. Acrid, which is pungent and hot. 4 Muriatick, which is

Cream of Tartar (with Chymiſts] a Skin that ſwims on lalt and pungent, as in common Salt. 5, Lixivious, which

the Surface of Liquor in which Tartar has been boiled . is Saltneſs joined with ſome Pungency and Heat. 6. Nitrous,

Salt of Tartar , is prepared by Tartar wafhd, purified, which is Saltneſs joined with Pungency and Cold. There

and calcin'd in a Chymical Furnace. are alſo ſeveral other compounded Taſtes , but we want

Oil of TARTAR , is prepared by diffolving Salt of Tartar , Words to expreſs them .

and ſetting it in a Glaſs - Veſſel in a Cellar. TA'sterul [of tâte, F. and full] having a good or plea

TARTA'REAN 2 [tartareus, L. ) of or pertaining to
fant Taſte.

Tarta'REOUS Š Tartar, i. e. a deep Place in Hell ; alſo TA'S TEFULNESS, Reliſhablenefs, Palatableneſs.

helliſh . TASTELESS (of tâte, F. and lejs] infipid , unreliſhable,

TARTARINE ( tartarinus, L. ) the ſame as Tartarcous. having no Taite.

Tarta'RIZED [tartariſë, F.] refined or purified by the Ta's TELESSNESS, Infipidneſs, Unreliſhableneſs.

Help of Salt of Tartar . Ta'sto ( in Mu. Books) denotes that the Notes muſt not be

Ta'RTAROUSNESS [of tartareus, L. and neſs) a tartarous held out their full Length, but only juſt touched ; this morc

Quality . eſpecially is uſed in playing a thorough Baſs on the Harp

Tartarum ? [Tagtapo of så tapegojev, Gr. to trouble fichord or Organ , Ital.
TARTARUS S or contound, becauſe there all Things are A Tach (of attacher, F. to faſten to ] a ſort of Faſten

full of Trouble and Confufion] the Poets take it for Hell , or ing for a Garment, a Button or Loop.

the Place of Torment for the Wicked . Tath , an antient Privilege that ſome Lords of the Manors

TA'RTLY [Teaytlice , Sax . ] eagerly in Tafte, ſharply in had of having their Tenants Sheep folded on their Ground

Speech at Night, for the Benefit of their Dung.

TA'RTNESS [tcaneney ye, Sax . ] Eagerneſs in Taſte , Tatou's, a wild Beaſt in Arrerica, covered with Scales like

Sharpneſs in Speech . Armour.

TartRE , or hard Lees of Wine, F. TATIANISTS, Hereticks of the ſecond Century of Chri

TARTRE 2 [in Cookery] a particular way of dreſling ftianity, who condemned Marriage, and forbad their Difci

A la TARTRES Chickens, they having been firit breaded ples the Uſe of Wine and Fleſh .

and broiled on a Gridiron , F. TA'TTERED ( prob . of Tættecan, Sax . ] ragged, hanging

TARTUFFE , a counterfeit Pretender to Devotion, F. in Tatters .

Tasck ( tafik , Brit. ) a Tribute, and thence probably TA'TTERDEMA'LLION (probably oftættecan,Sax . Rags,

have we derived our Word Task. and malkin, for ſweeping of an Oven) a ragged Fellow or

TA'SKED [ taxatus, L. or of tâche, F. of tafiu , Brit. to Wench .

put a Burden on one, Baxter ] having a certain Portion of TA'TTLE 2 (probably of tateren , Du . ] Prating, im

Work appointed to be done TA'TTLINGS pertineni Diſcourſe.

Tasco, a ſort of Clay for making Melting Pots . TA’TTOO [tap-toi, 9. of taper , F. to ſtrike or beat, and to]

TASCONY, a ſort of white Earth like Chalk, and is the
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a certain Beat or Tune play'd on a Drum in a Garriſon òr a of St. Audrey or Etheldred ] ridiculous or flaunting Gay

Camp at Night, as a Notice for the Soldiers to repair to their neſs.

Quarters or Tents, To Tax [taxare, L. of thĘw..Gr. as Salmaſius ſuppoſes]

Tau ( in Heraldry] call’d the St. Anthony's to lay a Tax upon ; alſo to charge one with a Thing , to ac

Croſs, becauſe St. Anthony, the Monk and Her- , cuſe .

mit , is always painted with it upon his Habit. It A Tax [ taxatio, L. of ta'sis, Gr . taxe, F. ) a Tribute

takes its Namefrom the Greek Letter T, which or Duty rated on Land , &c. or a Tribute ſettled on every

it exactly reſembles. Some are of Opinion it is Town after a ſettled Rate, and paid annually towards the

an old Hieroglyphick of Security, and refer it to the Charge Expence of the Government.

given to the Angel in Ezekiel, not to kill them , upon whom TA'x ABLE [of taxe, F.) that may be taxed.

was the Letter n Tau, Heb . TAXAT10 bladorum (old Rec .) a Tax or Impoſition laid

T Tau Greek, (1 Heb .) a Figure of the Croſs of Chriſt, upon Corn , L.

and in Hebrew is interpreted a Sign or Mark , of which it was TA'xatio Norwicenfis [ old Rec .) a Valuation of Church

1poken to the Angel, which Ezekiel law in Spirit . “ Go thy Livings, antiently made through every Dioceſs of England,
“ Way, and ſet a Mark (179) upon the Foreheads of them made for the Pope by Walter Biſhop of Norwich , in the

" that mourn, and are forry for all the Abominations that Time of Henry III. upon the Pope's Granting to the King

“ are done therein .” This Mark was in order to their being a Tenth of all the ſpiritual Livings for 3 Years.

preſerved in the Midſt of them that were to be Nain for their Taxation, a Laying of Taxes, F. of L.

Idolatry, in the wrathful Diſpleaſure of the Lord . And this TAXED [ taxatus, L. taxe, F. ) having a Tax impoſed up

Letter T Tau, Greek, was uſed by Captains and Heralds , and on him , & c. alſo charg'd with the Commillion of ſome

fign'd on their Names, who remained alive after a Battle ; Fault, & c.

ſo that as the Letter Theta © was uſed as the Mark of Death, TA'xer [taxator, L. celui qui taxe, F. ] an Affeífor or
ſo was T Tau, or n , of Life.

Impoſer of Taxes ; alio one that charges with the Com

To Tave, to rave, as People do being delirious in a Fever. million of ſome Crime.

TA'VERN ( taberna, L. taverne, F.) an Houſe or Place TA'xis in Architett .) the fame with the Antients that

where Wine is fold . Ordonnance is with the Moderns, and Vitruvius deſcribes it

TAVERNER ( taverniere, F. tabernarius, L. ] a Tavern- to be that which gives every Part of a Building its juſt Di

keeper ; alſo one who frequents Taverns. menſions, according to its Uſes.

Taught (prob. of veon , Sax. to draw q. d. tight] tight , TA'xus (with Butan.) the Yew-tree ; alſo a Badger, L.

ſtiff, or faſt. TEA , the Leaf of an Indian Shrub, inuch uſed in making

Taunt (in Sea- Language) a Term uſed when the Malts potable Liquor well known.

of a Ship are too tall for her ; who then ſay , she is taunt To Teach (tæcan, Sax. ) to inſtruct in Literature, Trade,
malei. Myſtery, & c.

To TAUNT (of tanſer, F. to ſcold at, Skinner, or of tin- TEACHABLE [ of tæcan, Sax . to teach] capable or apt

tart, L , to tempt , &c . Minpew ] to joke ſharply or ſatyrical- to learn .

ly upon ; to revile , to rail at. TEACHABLENESS [of Eæcan , able, and neyye, Sax .]

A Taunt, a reproachful, abuſive, or nipping Jeft ; a Capableneſs and Readineſs to be taught, Docility

Scoff or Flout .
Teal (prob. of teclingh , Du . ] a Kind of wild Fowl.

TAU'NTING (probably of tanſer, F. to check , rebuke, or TEAM (of getyme or tyme, Sax . ) any Number of

ſcold ai] ſpeaking reproachfully , bitingly , &c . Horſes, Oxen , or other Beaſts, put to draw a Cart, Wag

Tau’NTINGNESS, a ſharp, haughty, biting Reproachful- gon , or Carriage of Burthen ; alſo a Flock of Ducks.
ncls.

TEAM and THEAM [old Rec.) a Royalty granted by the

TAURICO'R NOUS ( tauricornis, L.) having Bulls Horns. King's Charter to the Lord of the Manoor, for the having,

TAURI'FEROUS [taurifer, L. Tavegcóc , Gr . ] bearing, reſtraining, and judging Bondmen , Niefs, and Villains,

breeding, or nouriſhing Bulls. with their Children, Goods, and Chattels, in his Court.

TAU'RIFORM [tauriformis, L.) in the Shape of a Bull . To Tear (tæpin, Sax . ] to rend, to pull in Pieces .

TauroBO'LIUM (among the Grecians ] the Sacrifice of a To Tear and roar ( prob. of tieren , Du.) to make a great

Bull to Cybele, the Mother of the Gods ; by which he, that Noiſe in Crying.

was conſecrated, eſteemed himſelf regenerated andpure for Tea'ring (prob . of tæpan , Sax . to tear] rending in
20 Years to come. The Manner of it was this ; a Buil , hav- Pieces .

ing his Horns gilded , was ſain in a Pit , which was plank'd Tears (of tean , Sax . taare, Dan . ) Drops of Water

with Planks bored full of Holes, through which Holes the iſſuing outof the Eyes .

Blood of the Bull ran upon a Man that lay under the Pianks , To Teaze ? (of tæyan, Sax .) to teaſe or to ze Wool ;

who,all beſmearing himſelfwith Blood and Duit, was held pu- To TEASE S allo to trouble, urge, or diiquiet a Perſon

rified by it . continually .

TAUROCO'LLA [of tãupe , a Bull , and Xónna, Gr. Glew] Tea'sels

a certain glewy Subſtance made of a Bull's Hide, L.
Tea'zels

TA'URUS (with Aſtronomers) the ſecond Sign of the Zo- TEAT [ teti), Brit . titte, Sax .) a Nipple , a Dug.

diack , into which the Sun enters on the 21ſt of April; it is TECMARSIS ( Tiruaeris, Gr . ] that which relates to the

repreſented on a Celeſtial Globe, by the Figure of a Bull ; Cauſe of Diſeales.

and its Characteriſtick with Aſtrologers, sc. is T. TECHNICAL [technicus , L. 78Xvero's of TeXvi , Gr. Art )

TAURUS ( in our antient Cuſtoms) fignified a Bull. artificial, of or pertaining to the Terms and Rules of Arts

TAUTOLO'GICAL of, pertaining to, or full of Tautologies. and Sciences .

TAUTOLO'GICAL Echoes , are ſuch Echoes as repeat the lame TECHNICAL Words, Terms of Art .

Sound or Syllable many times. TECHNICAL Verſes, are ſuch as include the Subſtance or

TAUTOLO'GICALLY, by way of Tautology. particular Parts of an Art or Science, or contain the Rules

TAUTOLO'GICALNESS, a tautological Quality, or Fulneſs of and Precepts of them , ſo digeſted, for the Help of the Me

Tautologies . mory .

TΑυτο'LOGIST [ταυτολόγG of τα αυτα λέγειν , Gr . ] TE'CHNICALLY [of technicus, L. of 78Xvixòs, Gr. ) after

one who ſays the ſame Thingsover and over.
the Manner of Technology.

To Tauto'LOGIZE [of te dutá négav , Gr. ) to ſay the TECH NO'LOGY( technologia, L. technologie, F. of 78X®••

ſame Things over and over. λοία οf τέχνη , Art, and λόγs or λίγω , Gr.to fpeak,Tay ,

T AUTOʻLOGY( battologie, F. tautologia, L. of Tautonozíce or tell, &c ) a Deſcription of Arts, eſpecially mechanical

Gr . ) a Repeating or Saying the fame Thing over again .

To Taw ( tapian , Sax. ] to dreſs Hides for Leather. " TE'chiness ( prob. of toucher, F. to touch, q. d. Touchi.

TA'IVER [of Tapian , Sax .] a Dreſſer of Leather, a Tan- neſs] Captiouſneſs, Apineſs to be offended, Frowardneſs,

Peeviſhneſs.

TA'WNY [tane, Ital. & F. taneet, Du . ] of a tanned yel- TE'chy ( prob: of touche, F.] captious, froward , peeviſh .

lowiſh or dusky Colour . TECOLY'THOS [of Tiww , to diminiſh , and novo , Gr. a

TA'WNY (in Heraldry] the ſame as Tenne, which ſee. Stone) the Indian Stone , a Stone bearing the Reſemblance

Taw'NINESS [of taner, F. or getannan , Sax. to tan, of an Olive.

whence getannej re, [Sax, i.e. Tannedneſs] the being of TECTONICK ( tectonicus, L. of TEXTOVIXE's, Gr. ] of, or
the Colour of tanned Leather . pertaining to Building.

TA'W DRY, ridiculouſly or flauntingly gay. Tecto'Nick Art ( tectonice, L. of TEXTONIXÍ, Gr.] the
Taw'DRINESS (as Dr. Tho. Henſb. ſuppoles , of Knots and Art of Building

Ribbons bought at a Fair, antiently held in the Chapel Tec

TC

}(teylen,Sax.]Fuller's Thitles.
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TECTONICK Nature (natura tectonica, of TARTOVIKOS of TelescO'PICAL , of, or pertaining to a Teleſcope.

TEXTOVIXÓ, Gr. the Art of Building) formative Nature. TELESCO'PICAL Stars , are ſuch as are not viſible to the

To Ten Graſs ? to turn or ſpread new mown Graſs naked Eye, which cannot be diſcovered without the Help

To TEDE S about . of a Teleſcope.

A TE'DDER. See Tethar. TELI'FEROUS ( telifer, L. ) bearing a Dart or Darts .

TE DEUM , a Hymn frequently ſung in Church on Thankſ- Telis ( with Botan.) the Herb Fenugreek .

giving Days for Victories gained, Deliverances from Dan- To Tell [tællan or c;llan , Sax.) to count, to number or
gers, & c, ſo called from the Latin Beginning of it, Te Deum reckon .

laudamus, &c . i . 6. we praiſe thee the Lord . TO TELL [ tællan, Sax . taler, Dan . ) to relate , to make .

TEDI'FERA DEA [i. e. the Torch -bearing Goddeſs) a Te'ller (of tellan , Sax. to tell] one who relates.

Name given to Ceres ( the Goddeſs of Bread -Corn) by the Te'ller [of tællen or u ; lean , to count] a Teller of

Poets , on account of her ſeeking her Daughter Proferpina Money.

with a Torch ; and thence they facrificed to her in the Night TE'LLERS (in the Exchequer] 4 Officers, whoſe Buſineſs

with Torches burning . Some are ofOpinion that by Ceres is to receive all Monies due to ihe Crown, and to throw

is meant the Earth, and that by Proſerpina is meant Corn, down a Bill through a Pipe into the Tally - Court, where it

which had like to have been buried in the dark Bowels of the is received by the Auditor's Clerks, who write the Words

Soil ; but that in the Night -time , when the Sun is under of the Bill upon the Tally.

Ground , the Blade of Corn ſhoots out faſt, which is the TE'LLING (tellan or tylean, Sax.) relating, counting, & c.

Meaning of Ceres's Torch that Night, when ſhe found her Tellus, the Goddeſs of the Earth, L. She was uſually

Daughter. painted in a green Mantle .

TEDI'FEROUS [tædifer, L. ) Torch-bearing . TELO'NIUM , a Toll- Booth or Cuſtom -Houſe, L. of Gr.

TEDI'GEROUS (tædiger, L.) bearing a Torch. TE'MENTAILE [old Rec.) a Tax of 2 Shillings on every

TE'Dious [tædiojus, L. ] over-long, long -winded, weari- plough'd Land .

ſome, irkſome. TEMERA'RIOUS temerarius, L.) rath , hafty, unadviſed .

TE'DIOUSNESS [of tædiofus of tædium, L.) too great
TEME'RITY [temeritas, L. temerité, F. ] Raſhneſs,

Length of Time, Wearifomeneſs, Irkſomeneſs. TE'MEROUSNESS Unadviſedneſs.

TE'DIUM [tedium , L. ) Irkſomeneſs , Weariſomeneſs. TEMOI'Ns ( with Military Men] Pieces of Earth left ſtand

T. TEEM (prob. of tæman, Sax. or toinıner, Dan.) to ing as Marks or Witneſſes in the Foſſes of Places the Work.

pour out. men are emptying, that they may know exactly how many

TEE'MFUL , full up to the Top. cubical Fathoms of Earth have been carried away, in order

TEE'MING [ of team , Sax. an Offspring, prob. of terw, to pay the Workmen their Due for it.

Gr. to extend) childing , frequently pregnant, or bearing To TE'MPER [ temperare, L. temperer, F. ) to moderate or

Young, fruitful. qualify, to mingle .

TEENAGE, Bruſh -wood for Hedges. TE'MPER [temperies, L. temperament, F.) Humour, natu

TEETH [togy, Sax .] either of Man or Beaſt. ral Diſpoſition , Conſtitution ; alſo Moderation.

TE'GUMENTS of a human Body [by Anat.) are reckoned TE'MPERAMENT ( temperamentum , L.] a proper and pro

five, viz. the Epidermis or Scarf- Skin, the Derma or True- portional Mixture of the Elements, but more eſpecially of

Skin , the Panniculojus Adipoſus, the Membrana Carnoſa, and the Humours of a human Body; alſo the uſual Complexion,

the common Membrane of the Muſcles. Conftitution, or Habit of the Body ; alſo a Medium or Means

TE'GUMENT [tegumentum , L.) a Covering. found out in a Buſineſs on Controverſy, F.

Teil - Tree, the ſame as the Linden - Tree. TEMPERAMENT [ in Pkyfick] the natural Habitude and
Teine (in Falconry] a Diſeaſe in Hawks which makes Conftitution of the Body of Man, or the Diſpoſition of the

them pant and loſe their Breath .
animal Humours .

TEINT (prob. of tinétura , L. ] the Complexion, the Co- TE'MPERAMENT 2 [in Mufick) a Rectifying or Amending

lour of the Face ; alſo a Dye, F.
TE'MPERING S the falſe or imperfect Concords, by

Teint [in Painting) an artificial or compound Colour, transferring to them Part of the Beauty of the perfect ones.
or the ſeveral Colours uſed in a Picture, confidered as more TEMPERAME'NTUM ad pondus[in Phyficks] i. e. in Weight,

or leſs high or bright, or deep or thin , or weakened , & c. is that where the Elementary Qualities are found in equal
to give the proper Relievo or Softneſs or Diſtance, ecc. of Quantities or in equal Proportion, L.
the ſeveral Objects. TEMPERAME'NTUM ad juftitiam [in Phyficks) i. e. in

Teirs, the 3d Part of a Pipe or a Meaſure of 42 Gallons . Juftice, is that which contains unequal Portions of thoſe

TELAMO'Nes ( in Roman Architect.] Images of Men ſeem- Qualities, but yet in ſuch Proportion as is neceſſary for the

ing to ſupport or bear up the Out-jettings of Cornices. Diſcharge of the Functions proper to the Part.

TeleCA'RDIOS [of xasside, the Heart, and renew , Gr. Tempera'nca ( temperantia , L.) Moderation, a Reſtrain

to perfect] a precious Stone like or of the Colour of a ing of our Affections and Pallions . Temperance is one of the

Heart. four cardinal Virtues , and is by Moraliſts ſaid to conſtitute

Tele'PHIUM [ in Surgery) a great Ulcer of difficult Cure, Honelly, or Decency, and Baſhfulneſs. The two Speciesof

ſo named of Telephus, a King of Myfa, who was for a long it are Sobriety, which moderates our Eating and Drinking ;
Time troubled with ſuch an one . and Chaſtity which ſets Bounds to the Enjoyment of con

Tele'PHION ? [with Botan.) an Herb, a Kind of Or- jugal Love. Temperance hath alſo its potential Parts, as Meek

TELE'PHIUM S pine, firſt found out by King Telephus, neis, Clemency, Modeſty ,

good for Wounds, Ulcers , 36 . Temperance (with Divines) is definid to be a Virtus

TE'LESCOPE ( teleſcope, F. of tin , the End, and that conſiſts in an Abſtinence from ſenſual Pleaſures, which

OXoth, of -oxo7w, Gr. to view ] is a Dioptrick Instrument renders the Body tame and governable, and ſo ſerviceable to

compoſed of Lenſes , by means of which remote Objects ap- the Soul , and alſo chearful in the Exerciſe of Religion ;

pear as if they were near, or a Proſpective-Glaſs made of which ſets the Mind of Man free from the Captivity of

two or more Glaſſes placed in the Tube or Pipe of ſeveral Senſe, and eſtabliſhes its Dominion over the brutiſh Part, ſo

Lengths to view Objects at a Diſtance . that the Man lives by Faith and not by Senſe, and is diſen

À Te'lescope, with a convex and concave Lens , gag'd from the World , and the Allurements of it .

repreſents Objects, that are at a vaſt Diſtance, diſtinct, and TEMPERA'NTIA [in Płyfick] ſuch Medicines as allay acid

erect, and magnifies them according to the Proportion of the and ſharp Humours ; either fuch as ſweeten and correct, or

Focal Diſtance of the convex Lens to the Focal Diſtance of ſuch as bring the Body to a due Temperament.
the concave Lens . TE'MPERATE ( temperatus, L. ) that is in good Temper of

ATE'LESCOPE, with two convex Lenſes, repreſents Objects, Body, neither too hot nor too cold ; alſo moderate, ſober.

that are vaſtly diitant , diſtinct, but inverted, and magnifies TE'MPERATENESS (temperantia, L. temperature, F.]Mode

them according to the Proportion of the Focal Diſtance of ration,Abſtemiouſneſs in Eating and Drinking, Gr. the Re

i he exterior to the Focal Diſtance of the interior Lens. ſtraint of our Affections or Pafiions.

Aerial TE'LESCOPE, is a Teleſcope to be uſed in the TE'MPERATURE ( temperatura, L.] ſpoken of the Air , is

Night, and ſo has no cloſe Tube, there being no Need of thatwhich tempers it, and changes according to the Diverſity
one at that Time. of Scafons, or the different Situations of Countries, or the

Reflecting Te'lescope , conſiſts of a large Tube that is Qualities of it , as to Heat and Cold, Moiſture and Dryneſs.
open at the End next to the Object, and cloſed at the other, TE'MPERED [ temperatus, L. temperé, F. ] mollified, quali

where is plac'd a metalline Speculum, and having a flat oval fied ; alſo mingled .

Speculum near the open End, inclin’d towards the upper Part TEMPE'RIES (in Medicine) the Diverſity that is in the

of the Tube, where there is a little Hole furniſhed with a Blood of different Perns, whereby it is more apt to fall in

ſmall , plain , convex Eye -Glaſs. to different Combirns in one Body, than in another.

Tem. :
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TEMULENTNISS} [temulentia, L.) Drunkenneſs.

To TE'MPEST, to be ſtormy, Milton . of an Eccleſiaflick ; pyticularly ſuch Revenues, Lands,

A TE'MPEST (tempeftas, L. tempeſte, F. ) a moſt violent Tenements, or Lay-Fees, as have been granted them , as

Storm , or a Degree beyond a Storm , a violent Commotion they are Lords and Barons of Parliament .

of the Air, either with or without Rain , Hail, TE'MPORALNESS (of temporalis, L. timore !, F. ) a ſecular

Snow , & c. Quality ; alſo Temporarineis or the being for a Time.

TEMPE'stive ( tempeftivus, L.] ſeaſonable, timely, done TE'MPORALTY (le temporel, F. ] temporal Goods .
in Time . TEMPORA'NEOUSNESS 2 ( of temporarius, L. temporaneus,

TEMPE'STUOUS ( tempeſtrofus, L.) ſtormy, boiſterous. TE'M PORAR INESS Sand neyye , Sax ) a temporal Qua

TEMPE'STUOUSLY (of tempeſtuolus, L. tempeſtueux, F. and lity , or the Lafting only for a Time.

by ] after a ſtormy , tempeſtuous Manner. TE'MPORARY ( temporarius, L. ) laſting but for a Time,

TEMPE'STU OUSNESS [of tempeſtuotas, L.) Stormineſs. fleeting, periſhable .

A Templar ( Templier, F.) a Student in the Temple . TEMPOR I'ZER [ temporiſeur, F.] a Time-Server, one who

TEMPLARS, or Knights Templars , ſaid to have been in- alters his Principles or Practice according to the Times.

ſtituted in the Year 1113, by Hugh of Rayennes, and con- Te’MPORIZING ( temporiſant, F. ] complying with the

firm'd by Pope Eugenius. Their Habit was a white Cloak Times, Time-ſerving.

or upper Garment, with a red Croſs on the Back , and a TEMPORUM 0 [with Anat.] the Bones of the Temples

Sword girt about them ; and thence they were by the com- ſituated in the lower part of the sides of the Cranium . The

mon People callid Croſs - Backs, or Crouched- Backs. Theſe Part of them , being thin , conſiſts only of one Table of

Knights at firſt dwelt in Part of the Building that belong'd a circular Figure , which is joined to the Oja Parietalia by

to the Temple in Jeruſalem , not far from the Sepulchre of the ſquamous Sutures ; but the lower Part, which is thick,

our Saviour, where they charitably entertain'd Strangers and hollow , and uneven, is united to the Os Oicipitis, and Os

Pilgrims , and in their Armour led them through the Holy Sphenoides, L.

Land to view ſuch Things as were to be ſeen there , defend- T. TEMPT [ tentare, L. ) to allure or entice .

ing them from the Infidels. Theſe Knights had in all Pro- TEMPTA'TIO (old Rec.] an Eſlay or 'Trial .

vinces of Europe their ſubordinate Governors, in which they TEMPTATION [tentatis, L.) a Tempting, an Alluring or

pofſeffed no leſs than 16000 Lordſhips , a vaſt Revenue. Enticement ; alſo a Proving or Trying.

Their Governor in England was ſtiled Maſter of the Temple, TEMPTATION [in Theology) the Means which the Devil

and was ſummoned to Parliament; and the Temple in Flect- makes Uſe of to tempt Alankind .

Street, now the Houſe of our Law - Students in London, being Te'mpter [tentatur, L. tentateur, F. ] one who allures or

their Houſe, the Miniſter of the Temple-Church ſtill bears the entices , the Devil.

Title of Maſter of the Temple. This Order continued for TE'MPTINGNESS [of tentans , L.and neyye , Sax. Termi

about the Space of two hundred Years ; but at length being nat.] Alluringneſs, Charmingneſs, c.

both rich and powerful, and alſo grown vicious , the whole TE’mpus pinguedinis, &c . (ant. Derds] the Seaſon of the

Order was aboliſhed by Pope Clement V. in the Year 1309 , Buck , from Lammas- Day to that of the Exaltation of the

as alſo by the Council of Vienna in 1312 , and their Potſelii- Croſs ; and alſo that of the Doe, from the Feſtival of St. Ilar

ons were given to the Knights of St. John of Jeruſalem , tin to the Purification of the Virgin.

whoſe Manſion was near Smithfield, now vulgarly callid St. 2

Jones's , and other religious Orders. The Crimes objected

againſt them were , firſt, their Revolting from their profeffed TEMULENT (temulentus, L.) drunken.

Obedience to the Patriarch of Jeruſalem , who was their Vi- Ten [ tien or tyn , Sax.) the Number 10 , in Figures, is

fitor. Secondly, their unſpeakable Pride. Thirdly, their compoſed of the firſt Figure and (o) a Cypher. It conjoins

Sins againſt Nature. the Virtue of all Numbers, whichit holds, as it were , bound

TE'MPLE ( templum , L. fome derive it of templando or con- in itſelf, either ſimply, or by Multiplication . Secondly , as ,

templando contemplating, Varro of tuendo defending, Mart. among Geometricians, a Line is the Joining in one of divers

of réuvw, q . dividing or ſeparating, Scal. of touro , q. d. a Pricks or Points , ſo the 10 makes the Line of Numbers, nei

Place leparated from others on account of Religion ; but others ther can there be any Going farther. We may add 1 to 9 ,

derive it of ofwis, Juſtice , or the Goddeſs of Juſtice] a and 2 to 8 , and, by Multiplication and Redoubling of 10, ſet

Church or Cathedral for the Performance of diving Service. down a Number greater than the Sands of the Sea.

The Temples that the Heathens built to their Gods were ve- TE'nable, capable of, or that may be held and kept, F.

ry ſtately ; for Princes and Nations employ'd their Riches Tenable ( in Milit . Afairs) is ſaid of a Town, & c.

and ingenious Inventions of Arthitecture in building them. that may be kept, held , or defended againſt Alfailants.

In their Temples there were generally three Altars ; the firſt TE'N ABLENESS [of terable, F. and neſs of tenere, L. to

at the Entry where the Viêtims were offered and burnt, the hold] Capableneſs of being held and kept.

fecond in the Middle, and the third at the End , within an TENA'CIOUS [tenax , L. tenacrux , F.] holding fast, cloſe

Encloſure : Upon the two laſt, only Perfumes and ſweet fiſted, covetous ; alſo ſpoken of Liquids, ſuch as itick faft, or

Scents were burnt, and there the People eat in their Feſtivals are clammy.

to their Gods. TENACIOUSLY (of tenaciter, F. ] after a cloſe - fifted , co

The TEMPLES (tempora, L.) a lateral Part of the Skull in vetous Manner ; allo ſtiilly in maintaining an Argument, & c.

the Middle, between the Ears and the Eyes . TENA'CIOUSNESS Ctenacitas, L. tenacité, F. ] Niggardlineſs,

Temples of Ant& , ſuch which had only Ante or angular Stiffneſs in holding or inaintaining an Opinion, &c.

Pillars at the Corners, and two Tuſcan Columns on each side TENA'CITY (tenacitas, L.] Tenaciouſneſs.
the Doors . Tenaille (in Fortif.) is an Out- work that reſembles a

Tetraſtyle TEMPLES, ſuch as had four Columns in Front, Horn -Work ; but generally fomewhat different, in regard

and as many behind. that , inſtead of two Demi-Baſtions, it bears only in Front a

Amphiproſtyle Temples , ſuch as had Columns before and Re-entering Angle between the ſame Wings , without
behind , which alſo were tetraſtyle. Flanks , and the Sides are parallel . All Tenailles are defective

Projtyle TEMPLEs, were ſuch as had Columns only on in this Reſpect, that they are not Aanked or defended to

the Foreſide. wards their inward or dead Angle , becauſe the Height of

Diptere TEMPLES, ſuch as had eight Rows of Columns the Parapet hinders from ſeeing down before the Angle, ſo

around, or were Oxaſtyle, or had eight Columns in Front. that the Enemy can make a Lodgment there under Covert;

Periptere Temples, ſuch as had four Rows of inſulated and therefore Tenailles are never made , but when there is not

Columns around, and were Hexaſtyle, i. e. as had fix Columns Time to make a Horn-Work .

in Front. Simple TENAI'LLE ? [in Fortif.) a large Out-work con

TE'MPLES , certain Jewels , which great Ladies antiently Single TenaI'LLE S liſting of two Faces or Sides , in

wore on their Temples and Foreheads , and faſtened to their cluding a re -entering Angle .

Hair with Bodkins.
Double Tenaille 3 [in Fortif.) a large Out-work con

TEMPORAL ( temporalis, L. ] that continues but for a Flanked TENAILLE } liſting of two Tenailles, or two re

Time ; alſo fecular in Oppolition to fpiritual; alſo of, or entering Angles.

pertaining to the Temples of theHead. Tenaille in the Foſs [in Fortif.] is a Low-work raiſed

Temporaʼle augmentum [with Gram .] an Increaſe or Al . before the Curtain in the Middle of the Foſs or Ditch .

teration of the Quantity of the firſt Vowel or Dipthong in TENAILLE of the Place [in Fortif.] is the face of the

ſeveral Tenſes of a Greek Verb . Place, raiſed between the Point of two neighbouring Baſtions,

TEMPOR A'lis (with Anat.] a Muſcle of the upper Jaw, including the Curtain , two Flanks raiſed on the Curtain , and
which together with its Partner draws the lower Jaw up- the 2 Sides of the Baſtions which face one another.

wards, called alſo Crotapbites.
TE'NANCIES [ in Lazu ] Dwelling -Houſes held of

TEMPORAʼLITIES (temporalité, F.1 the temporal Revenues others .
· SC TENANT
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mages awarded.

TENANT 2 (of terens, holding L. ) one who poffefTes Lands, Tendino'se 3 [of tendo, L. tendon , F.] full of Ten

TENENT S Houſes, &c. L. TE'NDINOUS S dons.

TENANT by Charter, one who holds Lands by Feoff- TE'NDINOUSNESS, Fulneſs of Tendons, or the Nature

ment or Donation in Writing. or Quality of Tendons .

TENANT by Court. Roll,2 one admitted Tenant of Lands, TE'NDON [of tendere, L. tendre, F. to ſtretch out .)
Tenant by Copy, 38c. in a Manour, deiniſed ac- TENDREL (tendrillon, F.) a ſma!l Griſtle ; alſo a young

cording to the Cuſtom of that Manour. Sprig or Shoot of a Vine or Tree.

Tenant of the King, one who holds of the King's Per- A TENDRIL (with Botaniſts] is a Claſper, or that little

fon, or as ſome Honour. curling Part of Plants by which they climbing take hold of

Tenant by the Verge in antient Demeſn, one who is ad- any Prop for their Support.

mitted by the Rod in antient Demeſn . Tene'BRAE ? [in the Roman Church] a Service uſed on

Tenant in Chief, is a Tenant that holds of the King in TENE'BRES Š Wedneſday, Thurſday, and Friday before Eaſt

Right of his Crown. er, in Reprelentation of Chriſt's Agony in the Garden . The

TENANT by the Courteſy of England, a Tenant that holds Manner is thus : There are fifteen Lamps or Candles lighted ,

for his Life, by means of a Child begotten by him on his which is juſt the Number of Pſalms or Canticles that are in the

Wife, Me being an Heireſs, and the Child being born alive . Office . Theſe being lighted on a triangular Sconce, at the

Tenant by Elegit, a Tenant that holds by Virtue of End of every Pſalm that the Prieſt repeats, one of the Can
the Writ called Elegit. dles is put out, till at the End the Congregation is left in
TENANT by Execution, is a Tenant that holds upon ac- Darkneſs, L.

count of an Execution , upon any Statute, Recogniſance, &c. TENEBRICO'se (tenebricojus, L. ] very dark , full of Dark

Tenant in Frank Marriage, a Tenant who holds Lands
neſs.

or Tenements by a Gift of them , made to him upon
Mar- TENEBRO'S E (tenebroſus, L. tenebreux, F ) dark, gloomy .

riage between him and his Wife. TENEBROSENESS 2 ( tenebrofitas, L. tenebres, F.] Dark

Tenant in Mortgage, is a Tenant that holds by means of TENEBRO'SITY Šneſs, Gloomineſs.

a Mortgage. TE'NEMENT (tenementum , of tenere, L. to hold) a Houſe,

Tenant Al Præcipe, a Tenant againſt whom the Writ Habitation, &c. that a Perſon holds of another by paying

Precipe is to be brought.
Rent , C. F.

TENANT in Service, a Tenant that holds by any Manner TENE ME'NTARY Lands, ſuch Lands as the Saxon Thanes

of Service. or Noblemen let out to Tenants for arbitrary Rents and

Tenant per Statute -Merchant, a Tenant that holds Lands Services .

by Virtue of their being forfeited to him by Statute -Merchant. TE'NEMENTIS legatis [in Law] a Writ for a Corpora

TENANT at Will, a Tenant who holds at the Will of the tion to hear Controverſies , touching Tenements deviſed by

Lord, according to the Cuſtom of the Minour.
Will.

Particular TENANT, a Tenant who holds Lands , &c. on- TexmenTA'L E 2 [in ancient Cuſtoms] the Number of ten

ly for a Term of Time. TEMA'NTALE S Men , which , in the Days of our Engliſh

Sole TENANT , a Tenant who has no other joined with Saxon Anceſtors, was alſo called a Decennary, and ten De

him . cennaries made what we call an Hundred.

Foint TENANTS, are Tenants that have an equal Right TENE'NTIBUS in Afifa , & c. [in Law] a Writ which

in Lands or Tenements, by Virtue of one Title . lies for him to whom a Diffeiſer has made over Land which

Tenants in common , are ſuch as have equal Right, but he diffeiſed of another, that he be not diſturbed for the Da
hold by divers Titles .

Very TENANT, a Tenant who holds immediately of his Tene'RITY [ teneritas, L.) Tenderneſs.

Lord ; ſo that if there be a Lord Meſne and a Tenant, the Te'net 2 [ 9. tentum , a Thing held , tenet, L. i. e . he

Tenant is very Tenant of the Meſne, but not to the Lord Te'nent Sholdeth ) an Opinion or Doctrine profeſſedly

above. held by fome Divine Philoſopher, & c.

TE'NANTABLE, that is fit to be occupied by a Tenant, TENNE [in Heraldry] is what is commonly in

in good Repair.
Engliſo called Tawny, and ſome call it Brusk :

Te'nANTABLENESS (of tenens , L. holding, or tenant , F. The Colour is made of red and yellow mixed

able and neſ ] Capableneſs or Fitneſs to be held, pofleffed, together, and is expreſſed in Engraving by Lines

or inhabited by a Tenant . diagonal, from the Siniſter Chief and Traverſe. In Blazon

TENAR (with Anat ) a Muſcle whoſe Office is to draw ing by celeſtial Things, it is called the Dragon's Head, and

the Thumb from the Forefingers . by precious Stones , the Hyacinth , See the Figure .

TE'NASMUS ? [Tsvetuós, Gr.) a continual Lift to go to TE'NNIS [ q. d. tens] a Sort of Play at Ball .

Tene'smus S Stool , attended with an Inability of avoid- TE'Non (un tenon, F. ] the ſquare End of a piece of Tim

ing any Thing , but ſometimes bloody ſlimy Matter , L. ber , diminiſhed by one third Part of its Thickneſs, fitted

TENCH (tince, Sax. ] a River or Freſh -Water Fiſh . into the Hole of another Piece called a Mortiſe.

To TE'ND [of tendere, L. tendr:, F. to tend, &c. ] to in- TE'NOR ( tenor, L. teneur, F. ] Manner, Eſtate, Circum

cline, to move towards, to aim at ; alſo to look to, to wait ſtance, Order, Series , foc.

TE'Nor [in Mufick] the firſt, mean or middle Part, or

Te'NDENCY [of tendens, of tendere, L. to make towards, that which is the ordinary Pitch of the Voice, when neither
&C . ] Inclination , Aim , Drift. raiſed to the Treble, nor lowered to the Baſs.

TE'NDER [tendre, F. tener, L. ) ſoft, nice, ſcrupulous; Tenor [in Lacv ] the Purport or Content of a Writing

alfo good -natured, kind. or inſtrument .

To Tender (probably of tendrelje, F. Tenderneſs] to uſe Tenore ( in Mx. Books] the Tenor as tenore viol, a Tenor

tenderly or Kindly. Viol , &c. Ital.

To Tender ( tendrer, F. ] to make an Offer ofthe Payment Tenore, Indiftamenti, &c. [in Law ] a Writ whereby

of Money , 8C the Record , &c. of an Indictment is called out of another

A TE'NDER (of tendrer , F. to hold out) an Offer of Court into Chancery , L.

Payment, &i . TENORISTA , a Perſon who has a Tenor-Voice, Ital.

A TE'NDER [of attendere, L. attendre , F. ] one who TENSARE [ old Deeds] to Teen , to fence, or hedge in .

waits on another . Tenes [of tens, F. or tempus, L.] Tenſes are Times

Tender-Hearted (of tendreſſe, F. and Heont, Sax .] of Action, and they are three Paſt, Preſent, and Future,

of a tender, commiſerating, and kind Diſpoſition. though Grammarians make five . The Paſt may be divided,

TENDER -HEARTEDNESS, a kind and commiſerating Tem- as the Latins do , into Imperfect, as , I did love , and the Pre

per or Nature . terperfelt, as, I have loved. The French go farther, and di

TI'NDERLING [of tendrele, F.] one that is or has been vide the Paft into five Parts , as the Preterit Imparfait, the

tenderly brought up. Preterit Indifiné, Preterit Parfait Preterit pluſque par Fait,

TE'NDERLINGS (with Hinters] the ſoft Tops of a Deer's and Preterit Indefiné compoſé ; the French alſo make two Future

Horns, when they hirit begin to ſhoot forth . Tenſes, as the Simple Future, and the Compound Future. In

TE'NDERNESS [ teneritas, L. tendreſſe, F.] a tender Qua- the Optative Mood the French add one Tenfe, and make it

ltiy , Softnefs ; allo endearing Carriage. conſiſt of three ſimple, and three compos'd : But it were to

TE'NDERMENT [ in Ma. Books] tenderly or gently ; as be wilh'd, for the Sake of Learners, that there were fewer

much as to fay, ſing or play, after aſweet, gentle, or affecting Tenſes as well as Moods, or elſe that they were more cer

Manner. tain ; for we frequently meet with one Tenſe made uſe of

TE'NDICLE [ tredicarla , L. ) a Gin or Snare to take Birds for another, and moſt Langwges make uſe of the Prejent for
or Beaſts , &c the Future Tenſe,

TE'NSIDLE

upon , & c.
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TE'NSIBLE ( tenſibilis), L.) that may be extended . TEREBINTHINE (Tegeliv.30, Gr . ] of, like, pertulis

TE'NSIBLENESS, Capableneſs of being extended . to , or yielding Turpentine.

TE'NSIVE ( tenſivus, L.] belonging to Extenſion. TE'REBINTHIZU'sa [ of tigeßer 31 w , Gr. ] a precious

TE'NSION , the State of a Thing that is bent, or the Stone, a fort of Jaſper.

Effort made to bend it. TEREBRA (with Surgeons) a Trepan, L.

TE'NSORS (9. Extenſores i.e. Stretchers out) thoſe Muf- TEREBRA'TION, Boaring or Piercing, L.

cles which ſerve to extend the Toes , L. TERE'DUM [ with Surgeons] the Corrupting or Rotting of a

Tent (with Lapidaries) that which they put under Ta- Bone, L.

ble-Diamonds, when they let them in work . TERES, long and round like a Trce or Pillar, ſinooth ,

TENT [tentorium , L. tente, F. ) an Apartment or Lodg- even , L.

ing-Place made of Canvas or other Cloth on Poles. Te'res major (in Anat.) a Muſcle ariſing from the lower
Tent ( of tendere, L. to ſtretch] a Roll of Lint, &c. to Angle of the Bafis of the Scapula, and afcending obliquely

be put into a Wound to keep it open . upwards, under the Head of the Longus, is inſerted into the
Te'nters ( either of tendere, L. to ſtretch out, or celtne, Neck of the Os Hilmeri, called allo Rotundus major, L.

Sax .) a Frame or Stretcher ſet with Hooks to ſtretch Cloth Te'res minor [in Anat.) a Muſcle ariſing from theinferior

on , uſed by Clothiers. Angle of the Scapula, which, aſcending obliquely , paſſes over
Tenth (of tien , Sax. 10. ] the Head of the Longus , and is inſerted below the Os Hil

Tenthly, in the tenth Place or Order. weri, and is called alſo tran,verfalis, L.

Tenths , an annual Tribute which all Ecclefiaftical Liv- TERGE'MINOUS [tergeminus, L. ) three-double.

ings pay to the King. TERGIFOETOUS [tergifætus, L.) bearing their Young on

TENTICINO'sE ( tentiginofus, L. ) troubled with the Tentigo their Backs ; as tergifætous Plants are ſuch as bear their Seeds
or Satyriſmus. on the Back - ſides of their Leaves.

Tenti'go (with Surgeons] an involuntary Erection of the TERGIVERSA'T 10N , a Turning the Back , a Boggling,

Yard , the fame as Satyriaſis, L. Shuffling, or Flinching ; a Dodging; a Fetch or Shift.

TenuIFO'Lius, a, um , [in Botan. Writ. ] that has Leaves Tergive'RSATING [ tergiverfans, L. ] boggling, ſhuffling ,

long , round, and thick , as the Leaves of ſome sorts of the fiſting, &c .

Ficoides, L. TERGIVERSA'Tor, a Boggler, a fhuffling Fellow, one

TENUIS, e . ( in Botan. Writ.] ſlender. that ules Shuffles and Shifts , L.

TENUITER (in Botan. Writ . finely or flenderly, L. Term [terminus, L. terme, F. água, Gr . ] a Word,

Tenurus[in Botan. Writ.) more finely, as Fumaria foliis an Expreltion ; a Bound or Limit; a limited or ſet Time ;
tenuius diffe &tis, Fumitory with Leaves more finely cut, or an Article or Condition .

cut into narrower Diviſions, L. Term [in Law ] a Boundary or Limitation of Time ; or a
TENUISSIME (in Botan. Writ.] moſt or very finely, as Pul- fixed and limited Time, when the Courts of Judicature are

ſatilla folio tenuillimediſeto, Paſque- Flower with a Leafvery open for all Law -Suits, of which there are four in the
finely cut . Year ſet apart for the Hearing and Determining of all Con

TE'NUOUSNESS 3 [of tenuitas, L. tenuité, F] Slender- troverfies and Suits in the Courts at Weſtminſter and elſe
Tenu'ity neſs, Thinneſs, Smallneſs, Littleneſs,

where, the reſt of the Year being called Vacation - Time.

TE'NURE (of tenere, L. ) the Manner by which Tenants Hilary - Term begins on the 23d Day of January or (if

holdLands or Tenements of their Lords, or the Services per- that happens on Sunday) the next Day after , and ends the

formed to the Lord, in conſideration of the Uſe and Occu- 12th of February following:

pancy of his Lands. Eaſter - Term begins on the Wedneſday Fortnightafter Eaſter .
TePsfa'ction, a Making warm , L. Day, and ends on the Monday nextafter Aſcenſion- Day.

Te'pid (tepidus, L.) lukewarm , cold and flack , indifferent. Trinity - Term begins on the Friday next after Irinity

TE'PHRIAS [tápegs, Gr. an Aſh -Colour] a kind of Mar- Sunday, and ends on the Wedneſday Fortnight after.

ble of an Alh -Colour . Michaelmas- Term begins on Oktober 23 for if that falls

Tephrion (Téperov, Gr.) a ſort of Medicine for Diſtem- on a Sunday ) on the 24th , and ends the 28th of November

pers in the Eyes. following . And every one of theſe Days has Return -Days.

Tepurites ( tepelnos, Gr . ) a Stone having the Figure Term [in Grammar ] a particular Word, Diction , orEx

of a New -Moon . preſlion in a Language.

TE'PHROMANCY ( Tepeguarteid , of tipes Aſhes, and uav- To Term , to give a Term to, i . e . to name or call a

Teid, Gr . Divination] Divination by Athes , which was per Thing.

formed in the following Manner : They wrote the Things Little Term (in Logick ] is that Idea which makes the Sub

they had a Mind to be reſolv'd about in Aſhes upon a Plank, jert, becauſe the Subject is cominonly of leſs Extent than
or any ſuch Thing ; and this they expos d the open Air, the Attribute.

where it was to continue for ſome time; and thoſe Letters Great Term [in Logick ] is the Idea of the Attribute.

that remained whole, and were no way defaced by the Milliary Terms (among the antient Greeks ] the Heads of

Winds or other Accidents , were thought to contain in them certain Deities, placed on ſquare Land -Marks of Stone, &r.

a Solution of the Queſtion. to mark the ſeveral Stadia , &c. in the Roads .

TERAPHIM [Digon , Heb .] ſome have imagin'd that Terms of an Equation (with Algebraijts] are the ſeveral

the Teraphims mentioned Judges xvii . 5. were the Houſ- Names or Members of which it is compoſed , and ſuch as

hold Gods of the Heathens ; but this does not agree with have the ſame unknown Letter, but in different Powers or

what is ſaid in the ſame Place , where Mention is made of a Degrees ; for if the ſame unknown Letter be found in the

Graven Image and a Molten Image, which were the Houſ- ſame Degree or Power, they muſt paſs but for one Term.

hold Gods . Others rather think they were Taliſmanical Re- Terms of Proportion (with Mathematicians) are much Num.

preſentations, conſecrated by deviliſh Ceremonies, to engage bers , Letters, or Quantities, as are compared one with ano

ſome evil Spirit to anſwer' in them the Demands of their ther,as if 3. 6.::1, d, a, b, :: 12. 24. then a, b, c,d ,or 3. 6 .

Worſhippers, and give Oracles . 12. 24. are callid the Terms , a being the firſt Term, 6 the
Elias Levita relates that they were made in the Manner ſecond.

following, viz . that they killed ſomeMan , who was a firſt- Term [in Architecture) a kind of Statue Column

born Son, and pulled off of his Head, embalmed it, and ſet adorned at the Top with the Figure of a Man's, Woman's

it on a Plate ofGold, and engraved on it the Name of the or Satyr's Head, as a Capital , and the lower Part ending, as

Spirit that they invocated for Anſwers to their Queſtions, and a Sheath or Scabbard.

placed it in a Hole or Place in the Wall, made on Purpoſe TERM ( in Geometry ] is ſometimes uſed for a Point, and

for it ; and having lighted Lamps, &c. round it, fell down ſometimes a Line, & c. a Line is the Terin of a Superficies,

before it and worſhipped it. and a Superficies of a Solid .

TERATO'LOGY (of técnta , wonderful Things, and a égw , Term of Progreffion (in Mathemat.] is every Member of

Gr.) is when bold Writers, fond of the Sublime, intermix that Progreffion.
ſomething great and prodigious in every Thing they write , TERMS (with Airologers] certain Degrees of the Signs ,

whether there be Foundation for it in Reaſon , or not, and this wherein the Planets are obſerved to have their Strengthand

is what is call'd Bombaſt. Virtues increaſed .

A Terce [tiers, F. ) a Wine -Veſſel containing eighty four TERMS [with Phyſicians] the Menfes or Monthly Courſes

Gallons . of Women .

TE'RCET (in Mufick] a Third . Terms Articles [ termini, L. ) are Articles and Conditions ;

TE'REBINTH (terebinthina, L. ] Turpentine. alſo the State or Paſs of an Affair.

TEREBINTH [ terebintbus, L. Tegélivio , Gr . ) the Tur- Terms (of Art] Words, which , beſides their literal and

pentine- tree. popu

or
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а or was
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popular Meaning, which they either have or may have in becauſe it comes to us ſealed, much uſed in Phyficki, L.
common Language, bear a further and peculiar Meaning in Veffita TERRA, Land fown with Corn , L.

fome Art or Science . TERRAE Teftamentalls,Lands that were held free from feo

Terms of Proportion (with Mathemat. ] are ſuch Numbers, dal Services in Allodio in Soccage, deſcendable to all the
Letters , or Quantities,as are compared one with another, as Sons, and therefore callid Gavel- Kind, were deviſeable by

4. 8 :: 6. 12. 2 a , b, c, d, or 4 , 8, 6, 12, are called Will , and therefore callid Terræ Teftamentales, L.

a. 6:36. d. the Terms. TE'Rrage , a Service in which Tenant Vaſtal

TE'RMAGANTNESS (probably of termagnitudo, i.e. three bound to his Lord of Ploughing, Reaping. &c. his Ground

Times Magnitude ,ja termagant Diſpoſition, the ranting, hec- for him ; alſo a Freedom from that Serviceand from all Land
toring, robuſt Temper or Behaviour of a maſculine Woman . Taxes .

TE'RMINABLE [ terminabilis, L.) that may be ended . TERRAPINE [in Virginia ] a Tortoiſe or Turtle.

TE'RMINAL [ terminalis, L.) belonging to Bounds and TERRA'QUEOUS (of terra ,Earth, and aqua Water, L. ) as
Limits . the terraqueous Globe, i. e. the Globe of the Earth confift

TerminA'LIA (among the Romans] a Feaſtof Land-Marks ing of Land and Water.

obſerved in Honour of Terminus, the Deity of Bounds, for Terra Puturata, Land ſubject to the Cuſtom or Duty

adjuſting and diſtinguiſhing the Limits of Fields and every callid Putura, L.

Man's Eftate. TERRA Sabulofa, gravely or ſandy Ground, L.

To TER'MINATE [terminare, L.) to limit or bound ; alſo Terra Samia, a white, ſtiff, tough Earth, brought from

to determine, decline, or end . the Iſland Samos, L.

Termina'TION [in Grammar] the End of a Word . TERRA a terra [in Horſeman pip ] is a Series of low Leaps

TERMINER (as a Commiſſion of Oyer and Terminer, i. e. made by the Horſeforward, bearing Side -ways, and working

to hear and determine) a Commiſſion for trying and clearing upon two Treads . In which Motion the Horſe moves both

the Innocent, and condemning Malefa &tors. his Fore - legs at once , and when they are upon the Point of

Te'rminicenfuales (old Rec.] Rent-Terms, the four quar- deſcending to the Ground , the hinder Legs bear them Com

terly Feſtivals on which Rent is uſually paid . pany with a ſhort and quick Cadence, always bearing and

TE'R MINISTS , a Seet or Branch of the Calviniſts , who ſtaying upon his Haunches ; ſo that the Motions of the hinder,

hold five particular Tenets , as to the Term or Time of Grace. Quarters are ſhort and quick, and the Horſe being always

TE'RMINTHUS (Tegundo, Gr.) a Swelling in the Thigh, well preſs'd and coupled, he lifts his Fore-legs pretty high, and

with a black Riſing atthe Top, as big as the Fruit of the his hinder Legs keep always low and near the Ground.

Turpentine - tree. TERRAIGNOL (with Horſemen] is a Horſe who cleaves to

TERMINUS Deus (among the Romans) the God of Bounds the Ground, that can't be made light upon the Hand, that

and Limits. The People of Rome were commanded to ſet can't be putupon his Haunches, that raiſes his Fore- Quarters

Stones on the Confines of their Ground , which were call'd with Difficulty, that is charged with Shoulders ; and, in ge

Terminalin ; and upon them they offered to Jupiter every neral , one whoſe Motions are all ſhort, and too near the.

Year ; and if any one was ſo preſumptuous as to remove Ground .

them, his Head was to make Satisfaction to Jupiter , to TERRAIN (with Horſemen ] is the Manage-Ground upon

whom they were conſecrated ; theſe Stones were every Year which the Horſe makes his Pift or Tread.

crowned with Flowers, and Milk was poured upon them to Terra a terra, Gallies and other Veſſels are ſaid to go

the God Terminus. terra a terra, when they never go far from the Coaſts, L.

TE'RMLY , every Term ,as often as theTermsof Law return . TERRA'rius [old Law ] a Land -holder or Tenant.

TE'RMON - Land, Glebe-land, or Land belonging to the TERRARIUS Cænobialis, an Officer in a Religious Houſe,

Church . whoſe Buſineſs was to beep a terror or terrer of all their
TE'RMOR, one who holds a Farm for a Term of Years or Eſtates ,

Life. TERRACE [in Architect.) the Roof of a Houſe that is flat,

TE'RNARY [ ternarius, L. ] of or pertaining to the Num- and whereon one may walk ; alſo the Covering of a Build

ber 3
ing which is in Plat -form ; alfo a Balcony which projects.

A TE'RNARY ? [ternio, L. ) a Ternion or Number of Te'rras 2 ( terazzia, and teraccia, Ital. une teraſe, F.

A TE'RNION S 3; TE'RRACE S prob . of turris, L. a Tower,or terra, L. the

TERPSICHORE ( Tiplizoen, of réples Delectation, and Earth) a Wall, Walk, or Gallery raiſed above the reſt of thegogãa a Dance, Gr.) one of the NineMuſes, to whom is at- Garden.

tributed the Invention of Dancing and Balls . The Antients The TERRE'LLA (of terra , q . d. a little Earth] when a Load

uſed to repreſent her in Painting, & c. with a chearful Coun- ftone is made ſpherical, and is placed ſo that its Poles, Equa

tenance, and playing upon fome Inſtrument, having her tor, &c . do exactly correſpond to the Poles of the Equator

Head adorned with a Coronet of Feathers of divers Colours, of the World, it is callid a terrella .

but chiefly green , in Token of the Victory the Muſes ob- Terre'NE ( terrenum , L.) the Earth, the earthly Habita

tain'd over the Syrens , & c. by ſinging. tion , Milton.

Terra , the Earth , Land , Ground, L. TERRENE'NESS (of terrenus, L. ) Earthineſs.

TERRA [ in Doomſday. Book ] arable or ploughed Land . Terre plain [in Fortification is a Platform or Horizontal

Damnata TERRA (with Chymiſts] that earthy Part or Surface of the Rampart lying level, only with a little Slope

Mortua Terra Sthick droily Matter which remains af- on the Outſide for the Recoil of the Cannon . It is termina

ter the Diſtillation of Minerals . ted by the Parapet on that Side toward the Field , and by the

Excultabilis Terra Cold Rec . ] Land that may be tilled or inner Talus on the other toward the Body of the Place.

ploughed , L. TERRE- Tenant, a Tenant that holds Land ; as when a Lord

TERRA extendenda (in Law ] a Writ for the Eſcheator to of a Manour has a Freeholder, who lets out his Freehold to

find the true Value of Land , by the Oath of twelve Men , another to be occupied, this Occupier is called the Terre
and to certify the extent of it into the Chancery , L. Tenant, F.

Firma TERRA (in Geography] the Continent or Main Te'RRER ? (of terra , L. Land ) a Book or Roll wherein

Land, L. TE'RRIER S the ſeveral Lands , either of a private Per.

Terra'ceous ( terraceus, L.] of, or belonging to the ſon, or of a Town, College, or Church ,&c. are deſcribed ;

Earth . and this ought to contain the Number of Acres, the Site,

TERRA E- FILIUS [ i. e. the Son of the Earth] a Scholar Boundaries, Tenants Names, &c.

in the University of Oxford , appointed to make jefting and TERRE'STRIAL [ terreftris, L.) earthy, of, or pertaining
ſatyrical Speeches, as the Prevaricator does at the Com- to the Earth.

mencement at Cambridge.
TERRESTRIAL LINE (in Perſpective] is a Right Line in

Fruſca Terra [ ant. Deeds] freh Land or ſuch as had not which the Geometrical Place and that of the Picture or

been lately ploughed up, L. Draught interſect one another.

Gilliforata Terra, Land held by the Tenure or Paying TERRESTRIALNESS ? [of terreſiris, L. terreſire, F. and

of a Giliflower, L. TERRESTREITY. S neſs] Earthlineſs, the being earthly

Te'rra Leinnia , a Sort of red Earth digged out of an Hill or pertaining to the Earth.

in the Inand of Lemnos, L. TE'RRIBLE ( terribilis, L.] dreadful, frightful, cauſing

TERRA nova [in old Charters] Land newly granted or Terror ; alſo fearful.

made over to ſome Perſon ; alſo Land newly grubbed up, or TE'R RIBLENESS ] terribilitas, L. qualité terrible , F. ] a

cleared from Woods, L. terrible Nature or Quality.

Lucrabilis Terra , Land that may be gained from the Sea, Terri'COLIST [terricola, L. ) one who inhabits or dwells

or incloſed out of a Waſte to a particular Uſe , L. upon the Earth .

Sigillata TERRA, Earth of the Iſland Lemnos, fo called , TE'RRIER [terrier, F.] a kind of Hunting -Doz.
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TE'RRIER 2 [ Ant. Cuſtoms) a Collection of Acknowledg. of King Henery III.) an authentick Record kept in the King's

TE'RRAR S ments of Vaſſals or Tenants of a Lordſhip, Remembrancer's Office in the Exchequer, containing an Ac

containing the Rents, Services, &c. they owe to their Lord , count of all Lands held in grand or petty Sergeanty, with

and ſerving as a Title or Claim for demanding and executing . Fees and Eſcheats to the King.

the Payments thereof. TE'STABLB ( teſtabilis, L. ) that by the Law may bear

TERRIER (with Hunters] the Lodge or Hole which Fox . Witneſs.

es, Badgers , Rabbets, &c. dig for themſelves under Ground, TESTA CEOUS (of teftaceus, L.) of a ſhelly Nature or Qua

to ſave themſelves from the Hunters ; 'and hence Terrier, a lity, as that of Shell-Fiſhes.

a little Hound, who hunts thoſe Animals, who creeps into TESTAMENT ( teſtamentum , L.) a ſolemn and authentick

the Ground like a Ferret, and either affrights and bites them , A & , whereby a Perſon declares his Will, as to the Diſpoſal

or drags them out at the Holes. of his Eſtate, Burial , &C.

TERRI'FICK ( terrificus, L. ) terrifying , cauſing Terror or TE'stament Nuncupatire, a laſt Will made by Word of

Fear . Mouth before ſufficient Witneſſes.

TERRI'FICKNESS [of terrificus, L. and neſs ] Terrible- TESTAMENT [in a fcriptural Senſe] a Covenant.

nels, cauſing Terror. Testame'NTUM , a Teſtament or laſt Will, L.

TERRI'GENOUS ( terrigena, L. ] born , bred, or ingender'd TESTAMENTARIOUS ( teſtamentarious, L. ) of, or pertain

of the Earth . Testame'NTARY Sing to a Teſtament.

TERRI'LOQUY (of terriloquus, L. ) the Speaking of ter- TESTAMENTUM ( old Rec.] a Writing , Inſtrument, or Deed

rible or dreadful Things . for the Conveying of Lands or other Things, ſo called , be

TERRI'NE [in Cookery] a Breaſt of Mutton ſtew'd with cauſe it bears a Teſtimony, or is atteſted by Witneſſes.
Quails, Pigeons, and Chickens , &c. between two Fires . TESTATION, a Bearing Witneſs, a Tetifying, Proving,

TERRI3 bonis, & c. [ in Law ] a Writ for a Clerk to re- Witneſſing, or Evidencing, L.

cover his Lands , &c. formerly ſued, after having cleared TESTATOR 2 (teſtateur, F. ] he or ſhe that makes a

himſelf of a Felony, upon Suſpicion whereof he was con- Testa'trix Š ( teſtatrice, F.] Š Teſtament or laſt Will.

victed and delivered to his Ordinary to be purged , L. TESTA'TED [ teftatus, L. ] openly prov'd and known, teſti

Terris liberandis, the Name of a Writ for Delivery of fied , &c.

Lands to the Heir, after Homage and Relief performed, or Testa'tum (in Law] a Writ after Capias, when a Man

upon Security taken that he Mall perform them, L. is not found in the County, where the A &tion was laid .

Terris & catallis liberandis, is alſo a Writ which lies Teste, a Word commonly ſubſcribed in the Af Part of

for Man convicted by Attaint, to bring the Record and every Writ, where the Date begins thus; teſte me ipſo, i . e.

Proceſs before the King, and to take a Fine for his Impriſon- Witneſs myſelf, if it be an original Writ in the King's Name;

ment, to deliver him his Lands and Tenements again , and but if it be a judicial Writ , it bears the Name of the Chief

to releaſe him of the Strip and Waste . Judge of the Court , out of which it iſſues, as tefte Petra

TERRI'SONOUS ( terrijonus, L. ) founding terribly. King Equite , & c .

TE'RRITORY [ierritorium , L. terretoire, F.] a certain Te'ster (of tête, F. an Head] a Coin, in Value Six

Tract or Compaſs of Land lying within the Bounds, or per- pence.

taining to the Juriſdiation of any State, &gr. Te'ster (of teſtiera, Span. or tére, F. a Head) the upper

TERROUR ( terror, L. terreur, F.) a greatFear or Fright. Part of a Bed.

TERRULENCY [ terrulentia, L.] Earthineſs, a Fulneſs TE'stes, the Teſticles of a Man, L.

of Earth . TESTES (with Anar.] certain eminent Parts behind the

TERRULENT [terrulentus, L.) full of Earth. Pſalloides in the extreme Part of the Brain toward the Cere

TERSE [terſus, L.) wiped clean, put to rights,neat, exact. bellum ; ſo call'd by Anatomiſts on account of their reſem
Tersion, the Act of wiping or rubbing a Thing, L. bling the Stones of a Man.

TERSOR (in Anat.] the Mufcle called allo Latiſſimus dorſi. TESTICLES ( tefticuli, L. tefticules, F. alſo teftes, L. Wit

Te'rtian ( tertiana ſc. febris, L. tierce, F. ] an Ague that neſſes, 9.d. Witneſſes of Virility, &c.] the ſeminal Organs

comes every third Day. or Veſſels in Men or Women .

TERTIATED [itercié, F. tertiatus, L.) a Term in Gunnery, Te'sTICULAR ( tefticularis, L. ) pertaining to the Teſti
ſignifying that a Cannon has been rounded , as to the Thick- cles.

neſs of the Metal at the Touch-Hole, Trunnions, and Muz- Testi'culated Root (with Botan .] is a Kind of tuberous

zle ; alſo done the third Time.
Root, for it conſiſts of two Knobs, reſembling a Pair of

Tertio'la (with Botan.)the Herb Clowns All-Heal,L. Telticles, as in ſome Species of Orchis.
TERTIA'TION, a Doing a Thing the third Time. TESTICULO'S E [ tefticulofus, L. ) that hath large Cods.

TERTIUM quid [in Chymiſtry) the Reſult of the Mixture TESTICULUS venereus (with Surgeons) a Swelling of the

of ſome two Things, which forms ſomething very different Cod after venereal Copulation , L.

from both , L. TestifiCA'TION , a Bearing Witneſs, F. of L.

TE'Rza (in Mu. Books] ſignifics a Third ; alſo the Num- TESTIFICA'TOR , he that teſtifies, L.

ber 3 , Ital. T. TE'STIFY (teftificare, L.) to witneſs or certify ; to

In Terza [in Mu. Books] ſignifies Songs or Tunes in make appear or known .

Parts, Ital. TESTIMONIAL ( teſtimonialis, L. ) pertaining to Witneſling
Terze'tto (in Mu. Books] little Airs in three Parts . or Teſtimony .

TesselLATA pavimenta ( among the Romans] were the A TESTIMONIAL ( teſtimoniale, L.) a Certificate under

Pavements in the Tents of the Generals, of rich Mofaick the Hand of a Magiſtrate, the Maſter and Fellows of a Cols

Work, made of curious , ſmall, Square Marbles , Bricks, or lege , or ſome Perſon in Authority.

Tiles, callid Tefjella , from the Form of Dice. TESTIMONY ( teftimonium , L. temoignage, F.] a Bearing

Te'sselLATED (teſſellatus, L. ) chequered with inlaid Witneſs, Evidence, Proof, or Token ; alſo a Quotation from
Pieces of Wood, Stone, or any other Thing , a Pavement a Writer or Author.

of Moſaick Work, made of curious, ſmall , ſquare Marbles, TE'STINESS (probably of tête, F. and Head, q . d. Headi-.

Bricks, or Tiles, called Tefſella , from the Form of neſs, or of tifardo, Ital.] Peeviſhneſs, Aptneſs to take Pet,
Dice . Morofenels, Croſs-grainedneſs.

Te'sser AcO'STE ( Tearipaxos , Gr. i. e. forty Days) the Testo (in Mu. Books] the Textor Words of a Song .

forty Days between Eater and Holy-Thurſday ; alſo the Time Testons [ ſo called from their having an Head of Teſta,

of Lent. or Tête, F. upon them] whence they are by us called Teſtors

Tesso [old Latin Rec . ] a grey Brock or Badger. or Teſters. They were either coined here or in France, in the

Test (te/timonium, L. ) an Oath for renouncing the Pope's Time of Henry VIII . and went in France for Eighteen- pence;
Supremacy and Tranfubitantiation ; alſo an Effay, Proof, or and probably they went for the ſame here. They were made

Trial. of Braſs, covered with Silver. They went in England in the

Test , a Furnace for melting Iron, a Sort of Copper for Time of Henry VIII. for Twelve-pence, and funk in Ed

refining Silver , &c. ward VI's . Time to Nine -pence, and afterwards to Six -pence,

Test (with Refiners, &c . ] the ſame as Coppel , an In which ſtill retain the Name of Teftor.

ſtrument or Veífel made of Bone-Alhes, hooped with Iron, TestU'DINATED [ teſtudinatus, L. ) vaulted , made like

for purifying Gold and Silver ; alſo a Furnace for melting the Shell of a Tortoiſe, bowing like a Vault.

down Iron , Egr. Testu'DI NEOUS ( teſtudineus, L.] of, or belonging to 2

Testa ( in Botan .Writ.) a thin , hard , brittle Covering Tortoiſe ; alſo vaulted .

of ſome Seeds. Testu'do (with Poets) a Lyre, becauſe it is ſaid to have

Testa deNeril (ſo called , becauſe ' tis ſaid to have been been made byMercury, its Inventer, of the Back or hol
compiled by Jolland Nevil, an Itinerant Juſtice in the Time low Shell of the Sea Tortoiſe.
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TESTU'po, a Tortoiſe ; alſo a vaulted Roof, L.
Tetra'LOGY (Temeghonie , Gr . ) a Diſcourſe in four

Testu'do veliformis quadrabilis ( in Architekt Jan hemiſphe. Parts.

rical Vault or Cieling of a Church , &c. wherein there TETRAMETRUM [τετράμετρον οf τετράς and μέτρου ,

are four Windows ſo contrived that the reſt of the Vault is
Gr. Metre) a Meaſure in Verſe conſiſting of four Metres or

quadrable or may be ſquared. eight Feet.

Testu'do (with the Antients] a kind of Cover or Skreen TETRANOBOLOS , ſquare crimſon Velvet, Peaſe, L. of Gr.

made by the Soldiers Bucklers, held over their Heads , they TETRAPHA'RMACUM [TSTEPáguaxop, Gr .] a Medicine,

being in cloſe Order. compounded of four Ingredients.

TESTUDO[in Phyſick] a ſoft broad Tumour or Gathering TETRAPTOTON [τετράπλωτον οf τετρας and πώσις ,

of impure Humours between the Skull and the Skin , called Gr. a Caſe] a Noun that has no more than four Caſes,
alſo Talpa, &C.

Gram.

TE'sty (of tête, F. or teſiardo, Ital . ] apt to take Pet, Te'TRAS ( Telegs, Gr.) the Number4.

peevilh , &C. TETRAPENTAE'Teris (telpatulaslugis, Gr.) an Olym .

Teta'NiCK ( tetanicus, L. of 7ftavirós, Gr.) having a piad , the Space of four Years, and the Beginning of the

Crick in the Neck , or Cramp in it, that holdeth it ſo Itiff fifth .

that it cannot bow. TetraPe’TALOUS Flower (with Botaniſts) is one that
TE'TANOTHRUM ( 74Tárojga, Gr.) a Medicine for tak conſiſts of but four ſingle, colour'd Leaves, calledPetala, ſet

ing away Wrinkles in the Skin and ſmoothing it . round the Stylus to compoſe the Flower. And Mr. Ray di

Tetanus [ rétaros, Gr.) a conſtant Contraction, where- vides them into,

by a Limb grows rigid and inflexible. 1. Such as have an uniform , tetrapetalous Flower, and

TE'TARTA'EUS (77agtalos, Gr. ] a Quartan Ague. their Seed - Veſſels a little oblongiſh , which he therefore calls

Te'ther (of tenere, to hold, L. q . tentor, L. entraves, Siliquoſe, as the Leucoium , Dentaria, Alyſon, Viola Lunaris, Pa

F. ) a Rope or Chain fixed in the Ground, to which a Horſe ronychia, Heſperis, Alliaria,Rapa, Napus, Sinapis, Rapiftrum ,
is tied .

Eryſimium, Eruca Spuria, Cardamin ,Turritis, Piloſella Sili

T. TETHER a Horſe [ entraver, F.) to tie him ſo in a Pa- quoja, and the Raphanus Ruſticanus, and Aquaticus.
ſture, that he may eat all round him the Length of the Line, 2. Such as have their Seed - Caſe or Veſſel ſhorter, which

but no farther . he calls Capſulate and Siliculoje, as the Myagrium , Draba,

Tethys (of thun, Gr . a Nurſe, becauſe Water feeds
Leucoium ,Siliquarotunda, Lepidium vulgare, Naſturtium Com

and nouriſhes all Things] according to the Poets the Daugh- chlearia, Thlaſpi, Glaffum , Braljica Marina,ErucceMarina , & c.
ter of Cælus and Veſia , the Siſter of Saturn , the Wife of 3. Such as have a Kind of or ſeeming tetrapetalous Flow
Neptune, and Goddeſs of the Sea . er, i . e. a monopetalous one deeply divided into four Partiti

TE'TRACHORD [ tetrachordo, Ital . tetrachordus, L. of Tetpa ons , as the Papaver, Agremone, Tythimallus, Veronica , Corono
Xopdov, Gr. ) an Inſtrument with four Strings ; alſo an in

pus, Plantago, Lyſimachia Siliquoſa, Pfiliun , Alfine Sparia,
terval of three Tones, accounting the Tetrachord for one &c.

Tone, as it is often taken in Muſick. TetraPetaloides [with Botaniſts] is when the Flower
TE'TRACHORDO, a Tetrachord, Ital. is deeply cut into four Parts, as the Flowers of Vermilion ,

TETRACHYM A'GOGON [of Tetpg's 4 , Xupós an Humour, Speedweli, &c.

andeywysiv to lead ) a Medicine which purges four Sorts TETRA'PLA (of telegrabus, Gr . i. e. that is four- fold )
of Humours. a Bible diſpofed by Origen under four Columns, with each

TETRA'COLON (TEteduwacy, Gr. ) a Stanza or Diviſion a differentGreekVerſion, viz. that of Aquila, that of Sym
in Lyrick Poetry, conſiſting of four Verſes. machus, that of the Septuagint, and that of Theodofian.

TETRA'CTIS [in Ant. Geom .] a Point, a Line, a Sur- Tetrarla'sius (tetaplafius) L. Telegtários, Gr.]

face , and a Solid . four - fold .

T'E'TRADI'APA'son [in Muſick ] i.e. a four-fold Diapaſon, TETRAPYRE'NOUS (with Botanifts ] which has four Seeds

a muſical Chord, otherwiſe called a quadruple 8th or or Kernels, as Agrifolium , Holly, &c.

29th . A TETRA'RCH (Télessans, Gr .) the Governor of the

Tetradites, a Name given to ſeveral Sects of Hereticks, fourth Part of a Country.

on account of the Reſpect they bore to the Terga's or TetraSR'CHATE (tetrarchias, L. 7e/gasxía, Gr.] the
Number 4.

fourth Part ofa Country under the ſame Governor.

TE'TRAE'DRON [ietpaidfor, Gr.) one of the TetrasPA'STUS ( 781egorason, Gr.] a Machine wherein

five regular Bodiescontained under 4equal and there are four Pullies.

equilateral Triangles, which, being folded up, TE'TRARCHY (Telegsxía of 7s/ga's and asxa, Gr. Do

will each of them repreſent the Tetraedron . minion ) the Juriſdictionor Government of a letrarch.

TETRA'ETERIS 2 [74t pattugis, Gr.] the Space of four TETRASPe'r mos (with Botanifs) that bears four Seeds,

TE'TRAETER 10 Years. as Borage, Sage, Roſemary, &c.

TetraGLO'TTICK [of stey's and gaõtta, Gr. the TETRAS'TICH (Tslaoxror of telpas and síxos, Gr. a
Tongue) conſiſting of four Tongues or Languages. Verſe ) a Stanza, Epigram, or Poem , conſiſting of four Ver .

TE'TRAGON ( tetragonus, L. of Tetpájaro of 787gå's
fes.

and gavia , Gr. a Corner) a Figure having four Corners , a Tetra'stle ( 737gasuagy of nlegs and súaos, Gr. a Pil

Square. lar ) a Building withfour Columns,both before and behind,

TETRAGON [in Aftrol .] an Aſpect of two Planets with i.e. in Front and Rear.

regard to the Earth , when they are diſtant from each other TETRASYLLA'BICAL ( Teleacuhsal os ofregs and ova

a fourth Part of the Circle or 90 Degrees. daGos , Gr. a Syllable] confiiting of four Syllables.

TETRAGONAL (tetragonus, L. of 787say ovos, of 77ey's TETRO'NYMAL [ 7:/garujos , Gr. ) having four

and gavía , an Angle] pertaining toa Tetragon or Square.
Names .

TETRAGONALNESS, the having four Corners, Squareneſs. TETRAVILA, Veils with ſome Crofles on them , uſed in

TETRAGONIA ( with Botaniſts] Prick -Wood or Spindle- Divine Service , L.

Tree, L. TE'TRICOUS ( tetricus, L.) of a four Countenance, crabbed,

TETRAGONI'As (with Ajiron .) a Comet, the Head of moroſe.

which is of a quadrangular Form, and its Tail or Train A TETTER [teten Sax .) an Humouraccompanied with

long, thick , and uniform , and not much different from the Redneſs and Itching a Ring-Worm .
Meteor called Trabs. A Tetter (with Farriers] a Diſeaſe called a Flying

Tetra'GONISM ( tetragoniſmus, L. Tetpazovicuós, Gr. ] Worm .

a Bringing of a Figure to a Triangle. Tetter-BER ? IES , the Berries of the white Briony.

TETRA'GONISTICAL Calculus, is the ſame with the Sum- TETTER-WORM, an Inſect.

matory or differential Calculus of Leibnitz , or Summatory
TEUTHOMA'LACHE (with Botaniſts] the Herb Spinage,

Arithmetick, i.e. the Art of finding the flowing Quantity L. of Gr.

from the Fluxion . Teu'CHRION (7 eux srey, Gr. ] the Herb Poly, L.

TETRA'GONUS ( 767867 wyov , Gr. ) a four - ſquare or four- TEUTO'NICK [of Tentones, as ſome think of Tuiſco, the

corner'd Figure, a Triangle, L. Son of Mercury] belonging to the Teutones, an antient Peo

Tetra'GONUS (with Anat.) a large ſquare Muſcle called ple of Germany, now called Duytiſh or Dutch Peo
Quadratus Gena . ple.

TETRAGRAMMATON (T& T Egypáuparov, Gr.) a Name TEUTO'Nick Order , an Order of Knights inſtituted in the

given by the Greeks to the Name of God, becaute in moſt Year 1190. by Henry King of Jerujalcm and other Princes,

Languages conſiſting of four Letters , as 171071 Heb. Osos, in favour of the Germans. Their Inſtitution was under the
Gr. Deus, L. Walls of Acon, or Ptolemais, in the Holy Land, and confirm

ed
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ed in a Church dedicated to the Virgin Mary, whence they tormented with Remorſe of Conſcience, lacoured to make

were called Marian Knights . The Order is now little Satisfaction to him for the Injury , and cauſed many fabulous

known, though there is ſtill a Great -Maſter of it kept up . Stories to be related of him , that the People might be per

TEUTHALIS (Tijanis, Gr. ) the Herb Knot-grafs. ſuaded that he was admitted among the Gods, and com

TEUTO'NES [ lo called of Teuto or Tuiſco their God, whom manded that every Year there ſhould be an univerſal Mourns

they elteemedto have been in that Land, and of theEarth ) ing for him.

a People of Germany called Almains. Aventinus will have THAN [ San ,Sax.)

this Tuiſro to be the Son of Noah , who was ſent by his Fa- , THA'NAGE of the King, a Part of the King's Land of

ther into Germany 131 Years after the Flood . which the Governor was antiently ſtiled a Thane.

A Tew , an Iron Chain , O. THANE - Lands, Lands granted by the Engliſh Saxon Kings

To Tew [ tupian, Sax,] to tug or pull.
to their Thanes.

A TEW - TOW , a Tool to break or beat Flax with. THANE (Đegn, or Đane , of Senian to ſerve, Sax . ) a

Text (textus, L.] the very Words of an Author, with- Nobleman, or Earl . It was alſo antiently uſed for a Magi

out any Expofition. ſtrate, and ſometimes for a Freeman ; but it moſt properly

TEXT, an original Diſcourſe, excluſive of any Note or ſignifies an Officer or Miniſter of the King .

Interpretation . To Thank’one ( Sanczian, Sax. ) to give him Thanks.

Text (in Theology] a particular Paſſage choſen by a THANKFUL [ Sonckul, Sax .] full of Thanks , grateful.

Preacher to be the Subject of his Serinon.
THA'NKFULNESS ( Sonchullneyye, Sax .) a thankful or un

Text-Book [ in Univerſities is a Claſick Author written grateful Diſpoſition .

very wide by the Students , to giveRoom for an Interpretation THANKSGIVING (of Sancar and zipan , Sax. ) the Giving

dictated by the Maſter, &c. to be inſerted in the Interlines .
of Thanks.

TE'XTIELE [ texilis, L. ] woven , embroidered . THANKLESS [Soncleay, Sax . ] undeſerving of Thanks ;

TextR'INE ( textrinus , L.) pertaining to Weavers or
alſo ungrateful.

Weaving THANKLESNESS ( Soncleaynegre, Sax .) an unthankful

TextuaRY [of textus, L. ] one skilled in Texts of Temper, Ungratefulneſs.

Scripture, & c. THANKS [ Sancay Sax . ) a grateful Acknowledgment of a

TE'XTURE (of a natural Body] is that particlar Diſpoſiti- Benent, or Kindneſs received .

on of its conitituent Particles, which makes it have luch a THAPSI'A ( Santia , Gr . ) the Herb called Stinking Carrots.

Form , or be of ſuch a Nature, or endowed with ſuch Qua THARGE'Lia , Athenian Feſtivals obſerved in Honour of

lities . Apollo and Diana. In this Feſtival the Firſt -fruits of the

Texture [textura, L.] a Compoſure ; the Ordering or Earth were offered up, as an Earneſt of her Fertility, being

Framing a Discourſe. boiled in a Pot called Thargelos.

TEXTURE ( in Phyſieks) the Arrangement or Coheſion of THARM [ Seapm , Sax . ] Hogs- Guts waſhed for making

ſeveral ſender Bodies or Threads, interwoven or entangled Puddings.

among each other, as in Cloths , Stuffs, the Webs of Spi- THASSA'R e Cold Rec.] to lay Hay, Corn, &c. into a Taſs

Mow .
ders , c.

THACK -TILE, a Sort of Tile that is laid upon the Side of That (Sat, Sax. ] that, a Conjunction, & c.

an Houſe. T. THATCH ( Sacran, Sax.] to cover Barns or Houſes with

THALA'SSIARCH [Odarslagzens, Gr.] an Admiral of a
Thatch.

Fleet. THATCH ( Sace, Sax. ) Straw , Reeds, &c. for covering

THALASSIA'RCHY (thalaſi arcbia, L. of Jandoriaszia, Houſes.

of Jană ord , the Sea,and agxo a Ruler, Gr. ) the Ad
A THA'tcher (of Sacian, Sax. ] one who covers Houſes

miralſhip or the Office of the Admiral . or Barns with Thatch .

THALAMInervorum , L. [in Anatomy] twooblong Promi THAUMATURGICKS. See Thaumaturgy.

nences of the lateral Ventricles of the Brain , medul- THAU'MATURGUS [Havualusgol, Gr.] a Worker of

lary without, but ſomewhat cineritious within . Miracles, a Title which the Roman - Catholicks give to ſeveral

Tha'lia ( Oania of 7ð Jónasiv, Gr. i . e. to be green or
of their Saints .

flouriſh ] one of the Nine Muſes, to whom the Poets aſcribe THAU'MATURGY [of Jalua, a Wonder, and aulesszew,

the Invention of Geometry and Husbandry . I myſelf work , Gr . ] any Art that does, or ſeems to do

Thalia was repreſented in Painting, & c. with a ſmiling
Wonders , or, as it is defind by Dr. Dre , a mathematical Sci

Countenance , having on her Head a Coronet of Ivy , in a ence, which gives certain Rules for the Making of ſtrange

Mantle of Carnation , embroidered with ſilver Twiſt and gold
Works to be perceiv’d by the Senſe, yet to be greatly won

der'd at .
en Spangles, holding in her Left Hand a Vizard. The Ivy
intimated that the was Miſtreſs of comick Poetry . To Thaw [of rawen, Teut. to thaw] to melt as Snow or

THALY'sia (of 78 Jerne , Gr . ] Feſtivals among the Ice after a Froit .

Athenians, on which they offered Sacrifices, that their Fruits
THAWING (taw , Teut.) the Reſolution of Ice or Snow

might have a proſperous Growth . into its former ruid State , by the Warmth of the Air.

Thames ( Thamelis, L. ſo called on account of the Meet
THEA , Feſtivals to Bacchus, in whoſe Temple three empty

ing together of the two Rivers Tame and Orvſe or Ifis] the
Veſſels are related to be miraculouſly repleniſh'd with Wine

chief River of Great Brituin , which takes its Riſein Glou- in the Night - time, although the Doors were ſecured under

ceſterſhire, runs up to Oxford, andthence to London . The Locks and Bars .

Sea flows up it from the Eaſtward gently eighty Miles to THEA'NDRIC (of onds , God , and aning, Gr . Man ) Di

wards the Weſt, almoſt as far as Kingſton ; and from thence
vine and Human under one, or God-man.

to Oxford, and many Miles farther, Boats are drawn for THEA'NTHROPOS (Orariowa, of Osos, God, and

above two hundred . är gwr , Gr. Man) a Title given to our Saviour Jejus

THA'M MUZ (DoT as ſome ſay from 11on to die , or as Chriſt, as being both God and Man .

others will have it, from an Egyptian Word that ſignifies to THEATI'Ns,a Religious Order of Regular Roman Catholick

diſappear] This Deity is ſpoken of in the 8th of Ezekiel, Prieſts.

and is ſuppoſed to be the Adonis of the Greeks, whom the THEATI'NES , a Congregation of Nuns under the Directi .

Poets repreſent as the Favourite of Venus, ſo that when Mars on of the Theatins.

went about to kill him , he paſs’d with ſuch Hafte over ſome The'TRE 2 (theatrum , L. theatre, F. of Jeátegy, of

Reeds that ſtood in her Way, that ſhe wounded her Feet, THEATER S Frá o sal. Gr. to fee or behold) any Scaf

and the Drops of Blood, falling upon ſome white Roſes , turn . fold or Building erected for the exhibiting publick Shows or

ed them red . This Adonis is said to have been killed by a Sights, a Stage , a Play -Houſe, a Building contriv'd with all

Boar, at which l'enus was very much afficted, and therefore Manner of Conveniences, both for the Actors and Spectators,

interceded with Proſerpina tó fend him back again ; but for the repreſenting and beholding Comedies, Tragedies, & c.

Projerpina was ſo enamoured with him , that the only granted The'ATRE [in Archite&t.] is by the Italians uſed for an

that he might viſit Venues one Part ofthe Year, and be with Aſſemblage of leveral Buildings, which by a happy Diſpoſi

her che other. The Pagans , in the Month of June, uſed to tion and Elevation repreſents an agreeable Scene to the Eye.

lament his Death, and the Women uled to carry a dead Body The'atral ( theatralis, L. ] of, or pertaining to the The

to the Ground, and lamented to perpetuate the Memory of atre or Stage .

his Death . THEATRICAL ( theatricus, L ] of, or pertaining to the

Some relate the Story of Thammut in another Manner, Theatre or Stage.

and tell us that he was a Prieſt , who having been wrongful- THEATRICALLY [of theatricus, L. of Fraleixas, Gr . )

ly put to Death by a King of Babylon, the King, being after the Manner or Uſage of the Theatre .

THEAS
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THEATRICALNESS, the being according to the Cuſtom or ledge of God and divine Things, Divinity.
Manner of the Theatre. Natural Theology , is the Knowledge Perſons have of
THEAVE , an Ewe-Lamb of the firſt Year.

God by his Works, by the ſole Light of Nature and Rea

Thee [ 8e, Sax .] thou in an oblique Caſe .
ſon .

TheEvo [ old Deeds ] a young Plant or Set ; alſo any Supernatural Theo'Locy, is that Knowledge we obtain
Branch or Bough of a Tree. by Revelation.

Theft ( Seore, Sax .] Thieviſhneſs, the Art of Steal- Poſitive Theo'logy, is the Knowledge of the Sacred

ing. Scriptures and of the Meaning of them , agreeable to the O.

THEFT-Bote ( Seox Se bote, Sax .) the Maintaining or A. pinions of the Fathers and Councils, without Argumenta
betting a Thief, by receiving ſtolen Goods from him . tion .

THEFT-Hold, the Receiving Goods from a Thief, to fa- Moral Theo'LOGY , is that which inſtructs us in the Di

vour and maintain him ,the Puniſhment of which was antient- vine Laws, relating to Manners .

ly Impriſonment, now Tranſportation. Scholaſtick Theo'logy, is that which proceeds by Reaſon

THEIR [hio na, Sax .) of them . ing , or which derives the Knowledge of ſeveral divine

THELYPTERIS ( Snaúrles, Gr. ] Female Fern, or Sea- Things from ſome eſtabliſhed Principles of Faith.

Fern , L.
THEOMA'GICAL [of Jeios divine and parens, Gr. Magick ]

Thelonio rationabili, & c. [in Law ] a Writ which lies of, or pertaining to divine Magick or the Wiſdom of God .

for one who has the King's Demeſn in Fee -Farm, to recover Theoma'chist ( Jeonexos, of cos God and feelgede

reaſonable Tollof the Kings Tenants there, if his Demeſn of udzoval, Gr. to hight] one who fights againſt or relits
has been accuſtomed to be tolled .

God .

THELONIUM efendi, & c. [ in Lat] a Writ to free Citizens TheoMA'GI [of Scios divine and pagoi, Wiſe -Men ] Per

from Toll againſt the Officersof any Town or Market, who fons skill'd in divine Wiſdom .

would force them to payToll for theirMerchandizes , contrary THEO'MANCY (Otoparloia, Gr.] is different from artifi.

to their Grant or Preſcription.
cial Divination, which though, in ſome Senſe, it may be ſaid

THELONMA'NNUS Cold Deeds] a Toll-man or one who to be given by the Gods, yet does not immediately proceed

receives Toll . from them , being the Effect of Experience and Obſervation .

Thely'GONUM [ ateauzorov, of_ñau , a Female , and And Marysie, is oppoſed to Oracular Divination, i.e. that
závo , a Parent, or 2018'w , to beget] an Herb call'd alſo the which is deliveredby Interpreters , as at Delphi, becauſe that

Grace of God, which isſaid to cauſe Women to conceive of a was confined uſually to a fixed and ſtated Time, and always

Girl . to a certain Place ; for the Pythia could not be inſpir’d in any

THELYPHO'NON ( Senepoyoy, of swau and corée , Gr . to Place but Apollo's Temple, and upon the ſacred Tripos, where

kill ] a Herb that is ſaid to deſtroy Animals of the Female Sex . as the Theomantiſts were free and unconfind, being able (af

Them [ hcom , Sax .) the Pronoun they in an oblique Caſc. ter the Offering of Sacrifices and Performance of the uſual

THEME [thema, L.theme, F. of sóvia, Gr . ) a Subject to Rites) to prophely at any Time,or in any Partof the World .

bę ſpoken or written upon . Its was a divine Aflatus or Inſpiration : The Manner of re

Theme [in Aftrol.) is a Figure which they conſtruct, ceiving of whichwas, the Receivers of it were poſſeſſed
when they draw the Horoſcope; it repreſents the State of with a divine Fury, ſwelling with Rage, like Perſons diſtract
the Heavens for a certain Point or Moment of Time. ed and beſides themſelves , foaming and making a ſtrange

The'm is ( Ofquis, i.e. that which is right) a moral Deity and terrible Noiſe, gnaſhing with their Teeth, ſhivering and
or Goddeſs, whom the Poets feign to have firſt taught Men trembling, and making other antick Motions.

Right and Juſtice, and thence is taken frequently for Juſtice TheO'MACHY, (Sequatxia, Gr.] a Fighting againſt God .

itſelf; the Siſter of Jupiter, and Daughter of Calus and THEO'PASCHITES (of Ogàs God and Drága , Gr. to ſuffer ]

Terra, on whom he begot Minerva. She had an Oracle in a Sect of Hereticks who held that the whole Trinity ſuffered

Boæria, near Caphiſus. She is alſo called Carmenta, the Mo- in the Perſon of Jeſus Chriſt.

ther of Evander, and ſaid to have liv'd Anno Mundi 2998 . THEOMA'NTISTS ( cquaves, Gr. ] were of three Sorts .

THEMSE'LVES (peom -yil gay, Sax .] One Sort was poſſeſſed with propheſying Dæmons which

THEMMA'GIUM ( old Rec .] a Duty antiently paid by in- lodged within them , and dictated what they ſhould anſwer
ferior Tenants upon account of Team , which ſee. to thoſe that enquired of them , or ſpoke out of the Bellies or

THE'NAR ( Sivas, Gr. ] an abducent Muſcle, which draws Breaſts of the poffeffed Perſons, they all the while remaining

away the Thumb. ſpeechleſs, or not ſo much as moving their Tongueor Lips.

THEN (Senne, Sax.) at that Time. The ſecond Sort were ſuch as pretended to what is com

THENCE ( Senner, Sax.) from that Place. monly callid Enthuſiaſm , and different from the former, who

THENCE FORTH ( Sennay- rons, Sax . ) from that Time. contained the Deiiy himſelf; whereas thoſe were only go

THENCE FOʻRWARD ( Sennay -korpea po, Sax.] from that vern'd, acted , or inſpired by him , and inſtructed in the

Time, and ſo on , afterwards. Knowledge of whatwasto happen. The third Sort were
THEOCATAGNO'stes (of Osòs and relazadoxw, Gr. to thoſe thatwere caſt into Trances or Extaſies, in which they

reprehend) a Sectof Hereticks who preſumed to find fault lay like dead Men, or aſleep, deprind of all Senſe and Mó
with certain Words and Actions of God, and to blame many tion ; but after ſoine Time, returning to themſelves, gave

Things in the Scriptures . ſtrange Relations of what they had ſeen and heard .

Theo'cracy ? ( Stonegrid , Gr. ofOsa God and uscio THEONOMANTISTS (of gos oropa , and pavloba , Gr. Di

THEO'CRASYS 10 , Power or Government] a Govern- vination) a Sort of Divination by invocating the Names of

ment where God himſelf is King, as that of the Jews, be- God.

fore they were governed by King Saul. THEOMBROT105, a certain Herb that the Kings of Perſia

THEOCRATICAL of, or pertaining to Theocracy. uſed to take as a Preſervative againſt all Indifpofitions ofBody

THEO'DEN (Scoden, Sax.] an antient Thane ; alſo a and Mind .

Husbandman or inferior Tenant. TheoMENIA ( sounyia , Gr . ] the divine Anger.

THEO'DOLITE [of Jedónan, Gr. to view] a Mathematical Theo'roo ( thiorba, Ital. ) a muſical Instrument, a large

Inſtrument uſed in Surveying, Taking Heights and Dif- Lute for playing a thorough Baſs, uſed by the Italians.

tances, & c. The'OREM ( Theorema, L. theorem , F. of Jenionua , Gr.) is

Theo'dom [ Seobom , Sax .) Servitude. a ſpeculative Propofition, demonſtrating the Properties of

THEOGONIA (ndsogovíd , of Ogos God and good an Off any Subject.

ſpring) the Generation of the Gods, or a Treatiſe concern- An Univerſal THEOREM (with Mathematicians) is one that

ing it , as that of Hifiod. extends univerſally to any Quantity without Reſtriction ; as

THEOLO'GICAL (theologicus, L. of Jsoroznos, Gr. ] of, that the Rectangle of the Sum , and Difference of any two

or pertaining to Theology or Divinity. Quantities, is equal to the Difference of their Squares.

Theolo'GICALNESS (of Jeologenós, of Jeonozie ,Gr.tbeolo- A Particular Theorem , is when it extends only to a

gia , L. and nels] a Theological Nature or Quality. particular Quantity.

THEOLO'GIUM , a Stage or little Place in the Theaters, A Negative Theorèm, is one that demonſtrates the Im

where the ordinary Actors appeared ; alſo the Place where the poſſibilities of an Affertion, as, that the Sum of two biqua
Gods appeared, including the Machines whereon they de- drate Numbers cannot make a Square.

fcended, and from which they ſpoke. A Local THEOREM , which relates to a Surface ; as, that

TheO'LOGIST2 (theologus, L. theologien, F.of Jeong G , Triangles of the ſame Baſe and Altitude areequal.
THEOLO'GUE } of Osås God and dogos a Word, Gr.] a A Plain TheoREM , is one which relates to either a recti

Theologer, a Divine, a Profeſſor, &c. of Divinity. lineal Surface , or to one terminated by the Circumference of

Theo'LOGY ( theologia, L. Seologia , of oos God and a Circle, as , that all Angles in the fame Segment are equal.

hózes, Gr. a Word ) a Science which inſtructs us in theKnow- A Solid THEOREM , is ſuch an one as treats about a Space

Lermi .

I
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terminated by a ſolid Line, i.e. by any of the three Conick ThermA'NTICA [ Feguarlarecer of Sesuaivere, Gr . to

Sections, as, if a Right- Line cut two aſymptotick Parabola’ss, warn ] ſuch Medicines as caule Heat , L.

its two Parts terminated by them ſhall be equal . THERMES ? [fo called from Terminus the Remin God of
A Reciprocal THEOREM, is ſuch an one whoſe Converſe is TERMES Boundaries or Lund Marks] certain Reprefen

true ; as , if a Triangle have two equal Sides , it muſt have tations of human Figures , with half Bodies , as if they pro

two equal Angles , the Converſe of which is true, that , if it ceeded out of a Sheath or Cafe, which were antiently fix’d

have two equal Angles, it muſt have two equal Sides. in the Earth as Land -Marks. In Architecture they are uſed

THEOREMATICAL (Jewenuselexos, Gr . ) of Theorems. as a kind of ſymbolical Coluinn .

THEORE'MATIST [of Jeanualexós, Gr.) a Finder out or Thermometer (of Jesus Warmth, of gesucire ,Gr. to
Producer of Theorems. warm , and uiteor Meaſureſ a philoſophical Instrument, com
THEORE'TIC

THEORE'TICAL

[theoricus, L. tberique, F. of Iswanie- monly madeofGlaſs and filled with tinged Spirit of Wine, or

fome other proper Liquor, which by its Riſing and Falling

Theor E'TICK ferves to meaſure or thew the ſeveral Degrees of Heat and
THE'ORIC teinplate)

The'ORICK
tive,

Cold of any particular Place, or of the fame Place at diffe

rent Seaſons and at different Times.

THEORE'TICA [ſc . Ars, of Jewinters, Gr . ) the ſpeculative THERMOMETRON (of gipun Warmth , and we'regy Mea

Part of Phyfick or any other Science. fure, Gr . ] a Term uſed by Phyſicians for that natural Heat
TheoʻRETICAL Afirmomy, that Part of Afronomy which that is meaſur'd or perceiv'd by the Pulſe.

conſiders the true Structure and Diſpoſition of the Heavens The'r morote (thermopota, L. of Jesuotóta, of seguir

and heavenly Bodies , and accounts for their various Phæng- and muw, Gr . ] a Drinker of hot Liquors.

mena's therefrom . THE'RMOSCOPE [of resun and oxóm , of omlouer, Gr . )

THEORE'TICK Pbvſicians, ſuch as apply themſelves to a an Inſtrument for the fame Uſe as the Thermometer ; but

careful Study of what relates to Health and Diſeaſes, the fome make this Difference, that the ThermoſcopeMews the
Principles of the human Body, its Structure and Parts , with Increaſe and Decreaſe of Heat and Cold in the Air , but by

their Actionsand Uſes , and whatſoever befalls the Body , the Thermometer the Heat and Cold of the Air can be mea
either naturally or preternaturally ; the Differences of Difcafes, fured .

their Natures, Cauſes, Signs , Indications , &c. the Proper- THESE [nere, Du . or of siy, Sax .] thoſe.

ties of Plants , Drugs, and other Medicines. THESIS [ Theſis, L. Theſe, F. Jois, of rigodes, Gr. to lay

Theoreticks, the fame as Theoretica . down or propole] any Poſition laid down or Propoſition ad

The'orist , one who forms or maintains a particular vanced , and to be prov'd or made good ; a Subject to be

Theory. diſputed upon . -

THE'ory [ Jeugíce of Jewspéco, Gr. to contemplate) a THESMOPHORI'A ( among the Athenians] Feſtivals in which,

Do &trine which terminates in the fole Speculation or Confi- after the lanner of the Egyptians, the Women faited; ſo de

deration of its Subject, without any View to the Practice or nominated of Ceres, callid Jeg kopógos, or the Law -Giver,

Application of it . becauſe , before ſhe had invented Bread - Corn, Men rov'd a ;

THE'ories of the Planets, &e . (in Afirol ) are the Hypo- bout without Law .
theſes, according to which they reaſon of the Phænomena or THESMO'PHORY [theſmopburia,of sonocogia , Gr . ) Law

Appearances of the Planets . giving or making

THEO XE'KIA ( Sokúrice. Gr. ) a Sacrifice that was offer'd THE'SMOTHETE [the motheta, of gou's Tignus, Gr.) ?
to all the Gods , obſerv'd chiefly by the Athenians, and by Law - giver.

the Romans ſtiled Dies Pandicularis and Communicarius. The Theta (@J, Gr. this Letter is ſaid to take its Name

Athenians conſecrated them to the Honour of foreign Gods, from Death , it being the firſt Letter of Od'valos, Gr. Death,
or the Gods or Genii of Hoſpitality. having in the Midſt of it a Dart in Token of Death ) was, by

Therapeu'Tice 2 [ther apeutica Ars, L. therapeutique, F. the Antients, uſed to ſignify Death ; for Judges ſet this Let

THERAPEUTICK S of seeg.mulixń, Gr. of SECITVEIV, ter on their Names or Heads who were condemned to die ;

Gr. to heal] that Part of Phyfick that teaches theMethod of as likewiſe did Captains in their Briefs, wherein werecon
curing Diseaſes, or that is employ'd in finding out Remedies tained the Names of their Soldiers, by which a certain Account

againſt them , and preſcribing and applying them . could be given to their Sovereign how many weré ſlain .

Therapeu'res (of SEOREUSIV, Gr. to ſerve or miniſter THĘTIS [ of all Ta's TWY JÁTu , Gr . ) the Daughter of Ne

10 ] a Servant wholly employed in the Service of God. reis, whom when Jupiter was about to have married, being
THERAPEUTICKS, the fame as therapeutice. told by Prometheus that the Son born of her would be greater

THE'R APHIM Q'99n which fomé derive of M97 he than the Father, he broke of his Suit, and ſhe was after

left, becauſe the People quitted every thing to conſult them ) wards married to Peleus, and bare him Achilles. She was
Idols or Images , which, ſome fay, were made in the Shape painted as a Lady of a brown Complexion, her Hair ſeat
of Men , which, when raiſed upright, they ſpake at certain tered about her Shoulders , crowned with a Coronet of Peri
Hours, and under certain Conſtellations, by the In iences winkle and Eſcallop Shells , in a Mantle of a Sea- Green, with

of the heavenly Bodies : others ſay that they were Inftru- Chains and Bracelets of Amber about her Arms, and a Branch

ments made of Braſs, which pointed out the Hours and of red Coral in her Hand .

Minutes of future Events , as directed by the Stars. To Thesau'r ise [!beſa:ırizare, L. of Sugavery fiv , Gr.) to

Rabbi Eliezer relaces, that, in the making of theſe Tera- gather or lay up Treaſure.

phims, they killed a firſt -born Child , clove the Head of it THEU'RGY [theurgia , L.) of Sexgía of Odos God and

and ſeaſon'd it with Salt and Oil ; that they wrote the Name'épzov, Gr. Work ] víagick operating by divine or celeſtial

of an impureSpirit on a Plate of Gold , andplaced it under Means, or the Power of doing extraordinary and ſuperna

the Tongue of the dead Child , having lạid the Head againſt tural Things by lawful Means, as Prayer, Invocation of

a Wall ; and, having lighted Lamps before it, pray'd to it God , &c. called by ſome white Magick.

and it talk'd to them . But whether Laban's Teraphims They [Hi , Sex. bi, L. ) thoſe Perſons.

were thus made is diſputed by the Learned . THETHINGA ( Se Singa, Sax . ] Tithing.

THERE (ten, Sax ] in that place. THETHINGA Marnus [ Se Singaman , Şax . ) a Tithing
THERE A FO'Ut [of yen and -abuzin , Sax .) 'near that Man .

Place . Thick [Sicce , Sax .) the oppoſite of thin , grofs; alſo

THEREMETER (Sænæ fter, Sax .) according to , or as. that has a Dimenſion in Depth, beſides Length and Breadth .

THEREFO'RE [ Expiron, Sax.} for that Cauſe. To Tui'cken (of ticaner , Dan . ) to make or grow thick .

THEREO'P ( Expor, Sax .] of it. THI'cket [of Sicce, Sax. thick ) a Place full of, or ſet

THER BO'N thick with Buihes or Brambles.

THEREU PO'N } [82 pon,Sax.) upon that Thing, &'c. Thickish [ of Siccean , Sax. or tickner , Dan .] ſomewhat

THEREW I'TH [Ex-pis, Sax .] with that or it . thick .

THERENI'ABIN , OrientalManna. Tui'ckNESS [ S!cceneyye, Sax.) a thick Quality, Sr.

THERI'ACA ? [desann of Sis a Beaſt, and axiouai,Gr. Thief ( Scor, Sax .) Stealer.

Theri'ace s to cure] Treacle , any Medicine againſt T. Thieve [Seokian , Sax. ) to ſteal.

Poiſon, or the Cure of the Bites of poiſonous Animals.
TH'EVERY, Stealing.

THERI'ACAL (of Snelaxn, of Snelwr, poiſonous Ani- THJEVÉS H , given or addicted to Stealing .

mals] belonging to the Medicine callid Theriaca, or Treacle , THEIVISHLY [ Seo clice , Sax .) in a thievith Manner.

&c. good againit the Bites of venomous Creatures. Thre'VISHNESS [of Scorian , Sax .] Addictedneſs to Steal

THERICA'RIA (with Botanilts] Dyer's Wecd , L.

Theri'OMA ( Freiwno, Gr.)a Sore of the Privy Members, A THICH ( Seoh , Sax.] a Limb or Member of the Body,

whereby all the Parts thereabouts are corrupted , L. that Part froin the Groin to the Knee,
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To Thigh (with Carters) to cut up a. Pidgeon or Wod- THNETOPSYCHITES [ of Ivan's mortal and fugi, Gr :

cock. the Soul . ) a Sect who held that the Soul of Man was per

Thill, the Beam or Draught- Tree of a Cart or Wag: fectly like that of Brutes, and dy'd with the Body.

gon . THOLUS (in Architect .] the Roof of a Temple or Church ,

THILLER 2 the Horſe that is placed under the Thill the Centre, Scutcheon, or Knot in the Middle of an arched

Thill-Horſe S of a Cart, & c. Roof, the Lanthorn or Cupola of a publick Hall .

THIN [ Sinne, Sax. ] not of a thick Conſiſtence, having Tholus Diocletis (with Surgeons) a Sort of Bandage, L.

but little Depth . Tho'mism , the Doctrine of Thomas Aquinasand his Fol
To make THIN [ innian, Sax . ] to diminiſh Thickneſs . lowers, but chiefly with reſpect to his Opinions, as to Pre

Thine ( Sine, Sax.] of thee. deſtination and Grace.

THING ISing, Sax .) a Matter . Tho'mists, Divines who follow the Doctrines of Thomas

Thi'ngus ( Singur,Sax.) a Saxon Thane or Nobleman . Aquinas, a School-Divine, whom the Papifts ſtile the An

T. THI'Nk Tor Sincan, Sax.] to meditate, . ſuppoſe, or be gelick Doctor .

of an Opinion . THONG ( Spang, Sax. ) a Slip or Strop of Leather.

THINKING , a general Name for any Act or Operation of Thor [Đon, Sax. ] a certain Idol highly eſteemed by the

the Mind, Cogitations which bear ſeveral Names according Teutoricks and antient Saxons ; they repreſented him as a King
to their various Modes, as , crowned fitting on a Throne ; the Laplanders repreſent him

When an Idea recurs to the Mind , without the Object be- by the Stump of a Tree, and offer Sacrifice to him , which

ing preſent, it is called Remembrance . Sacrifice is uſually a Rain-Deer. From him Thurſday takes

When the Mind ſeeks after it, and it is brought again into its Name, a.d. Thor's-day.
View, it is called Recollection . THORA (with Botaniſts the Herb Wolf's -Bane, L.

When an Idea is held long in the Mind under attentive THORACICA ( thoracicus of tburax, L. the Breaft] Medi

Confideration , it is called Contemplation. cines good in Diſeaſes of the Breaft.

When Ideas float in the Mind, without Regard or Re- THORACICA inferior (with Anat.) a Branch of the ſub

flection , it is called a Revery. clavian Vein, which ſpreads itſelf on the Sides of the Breaſt

When Ideas are taken expreſs Notice of, and , as it were, by ſeveral Branches , which communicate with thoſe of the

regiſter'd in the Memory, it is called Attention. And when Azygøs, under the Muſcle of the Breaft, L.

the Mind fixes an Idea in View, and conſiders it on all Sides, THOR A'CICA ſuperior (with Anat.) another Branch of the

it is called Study and Intention. ſubclavian Vein which ariſes from the Bafilica, and paſſes to

THI'NLY [ Sinnelicz, Sax. ) after a thin Manner . the Papsand Muſcles of the Breaſt.

THI'NNESS [ Sinney re, Sax .)a thin Quality orConſiſtence. THORACICK [of thoracicus, L.)of, pertaining to, or good

THIRD [ Enidda, Sax . ] the third . againſt Diſeaſes of the Breaft.

THIRD (in Mufsck ] a Concord reſulting from a Mixture of THORA'cicus Duetus ( with Anatomiſts] a Vefſel that a

tivo Sounds, containing an Interval of two Degrees. riſes about the Kidney of the Left Side, and aſcends along

Third - Borough [ sjid.bunuh, Sax . ] a Conſtable, a the Cheſt near the great Artery, ending at the ſubclavian

Headborough. Vein on the Left Side. The Uſe of it is to convey the Juices,

THIRD- Earing (in Agriculture) the Tilling or Ploughing called Chyle and Lympha, from the lower Part to the Heart.
of Ground a third Time. This Duct is alſo called Ductus Communis Lympharum , be

Third - Point ( in Architect .) the Point of Section in the cauſe the Lymphatick Veſſels diſcharge themſelves into it,

Vertex of an equilateral Triangle. and alſo Duétus Chyliferus, L.

Third-Night- Axun -hynd [ Ant. Laws] a Gueſt who had Tho'ral Line (in Palmiſtry] a Mark or Line in the

lain three Nights in an Inn , who was afterwards accounted Hand, called the Line of Vénus .

a Domeſtick , and his Hoſt or Landlord was anſwerable for THO'RAX (@wegg, Gr.) the Cheſt ; all that Cavity cir

whatſoever Offences he ſhould commit. cumſcribed above by the Bone of the Neck, below by the

THI'RDENDEAL, a liquid Meaſure containing about three Diaphragm, before by the Breaſt -Bone, behind by the Back
Pints.

Bones, andon the sides by the Ribs.

THI'RDINGS [in old Law] the third Part ofGrain grow , Thorn [Đoạn, Sax, torn, Dan.] a Prickle of a Buſh .

ing in the Ground at the Death of the Tenant, and due to THOR N -back (Sonnig-bac, Sax . ] a Fiſh.

the Lord as an Heriot. THO'R NINESS ( Sonnigneyye, Sax .) Fulneſs of Thorns.

THIRD- Penny [ in Law ] the third part of Fines, & c. ari- THO'RNY ( Sojiniz , Şax .] full of Thorns .

ſing from Law-Suits, of old time allow'd to the Sheriff or THO'ROUGH (Đpuh, Sax .] thro' .
The King .

THO'ROUGHLY [ Spuhlicz , Sax. ] after a thorough Man
ThirdlÝ (Sriblic , Sax . ) in the third Place .

THIRSTY ( Supytig, Sax. ) troubled with Thirſt . THO'ROUGH fare ( puh -Kane, Sax .) a Paſſage thro ' 2

THI'RSTILY Supytiglic, Sax.) with Thirit. Place from one Street or Place to another.

Thirsting (of Syntan, Sax .) being thirſty. THOROUGH flitch ( nugh - y tice, Sax .) as to go thorough

THIRST [ofprt, Sax.) a Dryneſs of the Throat,a pain- ftitch, i , .e. to purſue a Maiter to the End or Concluſion .
ful Senſation occalioned by a preternatural Vellification of the THOROUGH-wax , an Herb good in Ruptures.

Nerves of the Throat or Fauces, and producing a Deſire of THOROUGH - Baſs [in Mu.] that whichgoes quite through

drinking the Compoſition.

, T. Thirst [ Syjy'tan , Sax.] to be affected with a Dry- THOROUGH- Toll, a Duty paid in antient Times to the

neſs in the Throat. Earls of Richmond.

TH'RSTINESS ( Synsigners, Sax. ) Drought , Dryneſs, THOSE (ÐIY, Sax . ) theſe Perſons or Things.

a thirſty Quality, & c. THOUGH Đeah, Sax.] although .

Thirte'en [ peott; ne, Sax.) the Number 13 or Thou [Đu, Sax .) a Pronoun of the ſecond Perſon .

XIII . THOUGHT (Đoht, Sax .] Thinking, an Operation of the

Thi'rty [ 8rittiz , Sax .] 30 or XXX. Mind, alſo Opinion.

This (Siy, Sax .) a Pronoun . THOU'CHTFUL ( Sohe kul, Sax. ) full of Thought.

THI'STLE ( Sirtel, Sax .) a Plant well known . THOU'GHFULLY ( Sohekullig, Sax . ) after a thoughtful
TKnights of the THI'stle, a French Order of Knights of Manner.

the Family of Bourbon, who bear this Motto, Nemo me impune Thou'GHTFULNESS [ Soht Fullney ye,Sax .)a thoughtfulor

laceſit i.e. None that provokes me paſſes unpuniſhed . thinking Humour, Faculty or Confideration .

THI'STLE- take [in the Manour of Halton in the County THOU'GHTLESS [ tohtleay, sax.) without Thought.

of Cheſter) a Duty of a Half-penny paid to the Lord for eve- THOU'GHTLESLY ( Sohtleaylice, Sax. ] after a careleſs

ry Beaſt driven over the Common , ſuffered to graze or eat Manner, unthinkingly.

but a Thiſtle . THOUGH'TLESNESS [ Sohtleayneyye, Sax .) an unthinking

Thi'stly ( Diy Feliz , Sax. ] full of Thiſtles. Faculty

Thi'ther 1 $; Sep , Sax . ] to that Place . THOUGHTS, the Seats of Rowers in a Boat:

THI'THERWARD ( Si Sejl.peans, Sax .] towards that THOUSAND ( Suyono, Sax .] 1000, M. L,

Place. THOUSANDTH (of zien 10 , and Yen 100, Sax .) the

THLASPI ( Sna'oni, Gr . ) the Herb called Country-Muſtard , 100oth in Order.

or Treacle -Muſtard. THowls(prob . of tholus, L. of so'ro , Gr .] wooden

Thli'psis ( Grinfis, Gr . ) a Squeezing or Cruſhing ; alſo Pins in the Gunnel of a Boat , thorough which the Rowers

Trouble or Amidtion.
put their Oars or Sculls when they row .

THLIPSIS (with Anar.] a Preſſing or Squeezing together THRACKSCAT (with Chymiſt: ] the Metal which is yet in

of the Veſſels of a human Body, the Mine.
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THRALL 2 [ 5næl or Græl-dom , Sax.] a State of THRONG ( 8111ng, Sax . ] a Croid or Preſs of Peo

THRA'LDOM Bondage or Servitude . ple .

THRA'pple, the Thropple, the Wind- pipe of a Horſe or To Throng (Sningan, Sux . ] 10 crowd, to preſs cloſe

toher Animal . together ; alio to get together in great Numbers .

THRASO'NICAL [of Thraſo, a noted Braggadochio in Te- To THROPPLE, to throttle or itrangle, by ſqueezing the

rence's Comedies] boaſting, vain - glorious, oftentatious .

THRAVE of Corn , [of oreſa ,Brit. twenty -four or Speav, THROSTLE [ postel, Sax .] a Bird , called alſo a Thruſh .

Sax. a Bundle] twenty -four Sheaves or four Shocks, of fix To Thottle (of spotor spottlian, Sax .) to choak or
Sheaves to the Shock .

ſtop the Breath, by holding or preſling the Throat.
To TH REAP 21% neapian. Sax. )to infilt upon a Thing THROTTLING, choaking.

T. THREAP down pertinaciouſly , to affirm pofitively and THROUGH (Spuh , Sax.] thorough.

conſtantly ., Through'LY ( Srhulic, Sax .)thoroughly .
T. THREATEN (reatian, Sax] to make Uſe of Me- THROUGHO'ut ( Fruh-ute, Sax .) thorough the whole.

naces or threatening Words , &c. Turower 3 of 'Spapan, Sax.j one who twiſts Silk ,
THREATS [of Speatian , Sax. ] Threatenings , Menaces . Throw'ster S ThreId ,' gc.

THREAD ( 8net, Sax. draat, Dan. ] Twine for Sewing T. THROW [ 5napan , Sux.] to hurt or Aling ; alſo to

made of Flax, Silk , Worſted , Egc. work Silk - Twilt, Worſted , &c. as Throwſers do .

THREAD -BARE , worn ſo that the Thread appears . Throws of Women [ of Sropian, Sax.] the Pains of

To THRE'DDLE, to put Thread in the Eye of a Needle.
Child - bearing .

THREE (rri , Brit. Snie, Sax. tres, L. trois, F. 7 :7's, THRUMS (trumæn, Sax . ) the Ends of Weavers Warps
Gr. ) 3 or III .

THRUSH [ Sriye, Sax.] a Bird, called alſo a Throſtle ..

THREE-FOLD ( neoreald ,Sax. ) III. or three - fold . A Win.:-THRUSH, a Bird , ſo called, becauſe in the Begin

THREE-LEGG'D Staff, an Inſtrument compoſed ofwooden ning of Winter it comes into England in high Winds.
Legs, made with Joints to ſhut all together, and to take off in A Thrust (probably of trufum , of trudere, L. ) a Puſh ,

the Middle for the more convenient Carriage, on the Top of Shove, &c.

which a Ball and Socket are commonly fix’d to ſupport and ad- To THRUST (prob. of trufitare, L. ] to puſh at or puſh

juſt the Inſtruments for Surveying, Aſtronomy,ETC.
forwards.

THRENODI'A ( Ognvadido, Gr. ] a mournful or funeral THRYA'LLIS ( Jgvariis, Gr . ] the Herb called Roſe-Cam

Song pion .

To ThreSH [ Speycan, Sax .] to beat the Grain of Corn THRY'ON ( Iguay, Gr. ] the Herb furious or raging Sola :

out of the Ear ; alſo to beat or bang. num or Night-Tháde.

Thresher ( SæyYcene, Sax.] one who beats Corn out Thule, accounted by the antient Poets , as Virgil, &c.
of the Ear with a Fiail ; alſo a Fiſh having a broad and thick to be the fartheſt Iſand or Part of the World ; ſome take it

Tail , with which he beats the Head of a Whale . to be Il - Land lying beyond the Orknies, and belonging to

THRESHOLD ( Seny polo, Sax . ) the Ground - Timber of a Norway. Camden will have it to be Schetland, ſtill by

Door-way. Seamen called Hylenſel.

THRICE ( trois fois, F. ogís. Gr . ) three Times . THUMB [ Suma, Sax .) the largeſt, firſt, and ſhorteſt of .

Thrift, Savingneſs or Sparingneſs.
the five Fingers.

THRIFTINESS, Sparingneſs, Parcimony, Good-Husban- Tuu'mMIM (Don Heb. Perfections] a Part of the Or

dry. naments or Veſtmentsof Aaron or the Jewiſh High Prieſts:

THRIFTY (not improbably of friktig , Sax.] ſparing, The Learned are not agreed on what it was, or of what it

parcimonious , induſtrious. was made ; but by many it is not reckoned among Things

Thrips, a little Worm that breeds in Timber. wrought by Art, but it is ſuppoſed to be ſomething given by

THRITHING 2 [ SriSing , Sax . ) the third Part of a God to Mofes, to put into the Breaft -plate of Aaron , and

TRITHING3 County or Shire, containing three or more ſeems to have been Oracular. See Urim .

Hundreds or Wapentakes, ſuch as are the Diviſions, called A Thump (prob. of thumbo, Ital .] a Blow with the

Laths in Kent, Rapes in Suſſex , and Ridings in Yorkſhire. Hand.

THRITHING ( SriSing , Sax .] a Court held within the To THUMP , to beat or ſtrike with the Hand .

fore-mentioned Circuit, the ſame as our Court - Leet . THUMPING, a Making a Noiſe by beating on a Thing

THRITHING -Reeve (frising zeneka, Sax. ] the Go with the Hand, & c. alſo great, as a thumping Lye, & c.
vernor of a Thrithing, before whom all Cauſes uſed to be THURI'BULUM 2a Cenſer or Smoke-Pot to burn In

brought that could not be determined in the Wapentakes or
TURI'BULUM S cenfe in, L.

Hundreds. THU'NDERING [of Sunnan, S.ax. donner , Dan. tonare

ToThrill ( Sirlian, Sax . drillen , Du .] to drill or bore, L. tonner, F. ) making a loud Noiſe.

to thruſt through. THU'NDERING Barrels, are ſuch as are filled with Bombs,

TO THRILL, to run as the Blood does in the Heart ; alſo Grenades, and other Fire-works, to be rolled down a Breach .

to kill , Sax . T. TH'UNDER [ Sunnan, Sax. dondern , Dan. tonare,

Thrimsa , an antient Piece of Coin , in Value three Shil- L.) to make a loud rolling Noiſe.
lings. THUNDER [ Sunben, Sax .) a Noiſe in the loweſt Regi

Thri'Prles , the ſame in an Ox-Team, as Cart-Ladders on of the Air, excited by a ſudden Kindling of ſulphureous

are in Horſe-Teams . Exhalations ; a rattling Noiſe which ſeems as if it paſſed

T. THRIVE (probably q.d. drive on , i . e. fucceed in Affairs] through Arches.

to grow or increaſe in Subſtance, to proſper in the World. THU'NDROUS , of or pertaining to Thunder, Milton .

THROAT [%]20t, Sax . ) the Wind -pipe and Parts about THUNDER -BOLT [ of Sunder -bolt, Sax .] when any thing
it . is broken or ſhattered by Lightning, acting with extraordi

THROAT-wort, an Herb good againſt Ulcers in the nary Violence, it is called a Thunder -bolt, and People ima
Throat and Mouth . gine it to be a hard Body, and even a Stone ; but the Learn

THRO'BBING [of Jogurtiv, Gr. as Minſhew conjectures] ed rather attribute it to the Subtility, Force, and Penetra

beating , panting , or aching, as the Heart or a Swelling tiveneſs of the ſulphureous Matter. The Phænomena or

does. Effects of this ſuppoſed Thunder-bolt are very ſtrange. It

THRO'MBOSIS ( Spóußwris, Gr.] a Diſeaſe in the Breaſt, oftener ſtrikes on high Places than on low ; it frequently burns

when the Milk grow's to Curds or grumous. Perſons Clothes, without touching their Bodies ; ſometimes

THROMBOS [-Igóuso , Gr. ) a Lump, Clot, or Cluſter of breaks the Bones, without leaving any Tokens of hurting the

any Thing, as of congealed Blood, curdled Milk,& c. Fleſh and Clothes, and has even melted a Sword in the Scab

THROMBUS (with Surgeons] a ſmall Swelling which ariſes bard, without hurting or ſeeming to have touched the Scab

after Blood -letting , when the Orifice is either made too ſmall, bard.

or larger than the Capaciouſneſs of the Veſſels will ad- TH'UNDERINGLY, after theManner of Thunder ,very noiſy.

mit . TH'RSDAY Chorfsday , Dan. Yunonayoæg, Sax .) the

A Throne (thronus , L. ogóra, Gr . ) a Chair of State, fifth Day of the Week, ſo called of Thor, an Idol of the an

of ſome rich Mat ter, raiſed two or three Steps from the tient Saxons and Teutones, which is ſuppoſed to be the ſame

Ground, richly adorned and covered with a Canopy, for as Jupiter of the Romans, &c.

Kings and Princes to ſit on at Times of publick Ceremo- Thuri'Ferous [tburifer, L.] bearing Frankincenſe.

nies. THURI'LEGOUS ( thurilegus, L. ) gathering Frankincenſe.
THRONES (in Theolog .) the third Rank of Angels in the Thus [808, Sax .] after this Manner.

celeſtial Hierarchy. Thus, Frankincenſe, Incenſe, L.

TO
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T THW'ART probably of tuert, Dan . a -croſs ] to croſs, TIDE ( riid, Dan. tio, Sax .) the Flux and Relux of the

oppoſe, contradiet, &c.
Sea.

To THWACK, to lay on hard Blows ; alſo to preſs cloſe To bring the Tide with them [ Sca-Phraſe ) uſed when they

together. are to go into a Harbour over a Bar , ( i . é a Rock or Shelf,)

Thy [Sine , Sax .) of, or belonging to thee . fignifies that they will come in with the Flood , that they may

Thya [ Júc , Gr.j a Kind of wild Cypreſs- Tree, whoſe get over the Bar ſafely .
Wood is very ſweet and laſting, the Life - Tree. To flow Tide and half Tide ( Seo - Phrat] is when the

THYMBRA (with Botaniſis] the Herb Savoury, L. Tide runs three Hours , which is four Points of the Compaſs,

Thyme [tbymus, L , Júnios, Gr . ) the Herb commonly in the Offing or open Sea, longer than it does by the Shore;
called Thyme. tho’ at the ſame Time , by longer is not meant more Hours,

THYMELIA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Spurge-Flax . ( becauſe it always ebbs and flows fix Hours ; ) but that if it

THYMIA'MA ( Juuiana, Gr.] Incenfe, Perfume. be high Water a -ſhore at Twelve o'Clock , it will not be ſo

THY'MICK Vein, à Branch of the ſubclavian Vein . in the Offing till Three o'Clock , which is the Bound and Time

THY'MION 2 a Kind of Wart , ragged at thc Top like a for the Running of a Half- Tide.

THY'MIUM ŠThyme- Leaf, or, as others will have it, of Half Tipe and Half-quarter Sea- Phraſc ] is when it flows

the Colour of Thyme-Flowers. more than Tide and Half- Tide, i. e . five Points.

THYMITES (suratus, Gr . ] Wine made of Thyme. Tides-Man, a Tide-Waiter, a Cuſtom -Houſe Officer,

THY'MUS (with Anat.] a conglobated Glandule or Kernel who watches on Board of Ships , till the Cuſtom of the
in the Throat, ſticking to the upper Part of the Mediaſtinum, Goods be paid , and the Ship unloaded .
and lying between the Diviſions of the ſubclavian Veins and Ti'dily (prob. q . d . tightly] not flatternly, overtly,

Arteries. It is whitiſh , ſoft, and ſpungy, and larger in careleſly, unhandily, or aukwardly.
Children than in Women and Men. TI'DINESS , Cleverneſs, Neatneſs, Handineſs.

THYROARYTAENOides (with Anat.) a Pair of large Ti'dings (of berig or ridin , Sax. to happen, q. d .

Muſcles which proceed from the Cartilage, call'd Scutiformis, Things happening) an Account or Relation of what has

and extend themſelves forward to the sides of the Aryte- happened, or Occurrences at a Diſtance.

Roides, the fourth and fifth Part of the Larynx, ſerving to Ti'dy, clever, neat , tight in Dreſs, tranſacting houſhold

contract and cloſe the Opening of the Larynx.
Affairs, &c. that does Buſineſs with Cleverneſs and Addreſs.

THYROIDEA eglandulæ (with Anat.) are two Glandules To Ti'e (of tian , Sax. or lier, F. I mutato in t, of ligare,

of a viſcous ſolid Subſtance, wonderfully adorn'd with Vef- L.) to bind orjoin together by a Knot.

ſels of all sorts, and hard Membranes, almoſt to the Bigneſs TIERCE (with the Roman Catholicks) one of the Canoni

and Shape of an Hen's Egg, ſituated at the lower Part of the cal Hours , i . e. Eight o'Clock Prayers in Summer, and Ten

Larynx , at the sides of the Cartilages , calld Scutiformes . in Winter.

The Uſe of theſe ſeems to be to ſeparate a Liquor for the Lu- TIERCE ( tiers, F. ] a Veffel containing forty two Gallons.

þrication of the Larynx, by which Means the Voice is ren- TIERCE ( in Mufick.] See Third.

der'd firm , ſmooth , and ſweet ; and they alſo contribute to TIERCE (at Cards) a Scquence of 3 Cards of the ſame

the Roundneſs of the Neck, by their filling up the empty
Colour.

Spaces about the Larynx. Tierce [in Heraldry] ſignifes, that the Shield is divided

THYROIDES ( fuegoidus, of sex a Door and Ada , Gr. into threeequal Parts, when thoſe Parts are

Form, with Anat.) is a Cartilage of the Larynx, call'd Scu of many different Colours or Metals ; or if the

tiformis; alſo ſome call by this Name the Hole ofthe Os Pubis Chief and Baſe are both of the ſame Co

THYRSUS (with Botan.) an upright and tapering Stalk or lour, when they are divided by a Fele, then the

Stem of any Herb ; alſo the Spica, which is an Ear or Blade Colour of the Field is only to be expreſs'd, and the Felle

of Corn, L. mentioned. But if otherwiſe, it is proper toſay Tierce en

Tiara, a high ſharp- pointed Cap , antiently worn by So- Felje, and to mention the firſt, ſecond, or third Colours or

vereign Princes, and thoſe of the Blood Royal among the Metals ; and if it be divided in Pale, i to ſay Tierce en
Perſians. Pale , F.

TiB, a poor ſorry Sort of Woman. TIERCEL (with Falcon .) a Male Hawk, ſo called , becauſe

Tibia (with Anat.) the bony Part of the Knee and the it is a third Part leſs than the Female in Bigneſs and Strength.
Ancle , called alſo Focile majus. TIe'rcet (of tierce, F. a Third] a Song of three Stan

Tibia'lis anticus [in Anat.) a Muſcle of the Tarſus ficua- za's , or a Staff of three Verſes.

ted in the fore Part of the Tibia, ariſing from the lower Part Ties (in & Ship] are thoſe Ropes by which the Yards

of the upper Appendage of that Bone, and is inſerted into the hang,and that carry them up when the Halliards are ſtrained .

Inſide of the Os Cuneiforme majus ; its Office is to pull the A TIFF, a ſmall Quantity of potable Liquors, as a Tiff of

Foot upwards and directly forwards , L. Punch , &c. alſo a ſmall Fit of Anger, &c .

TIB1AL13 poſticus [in Anat.] a Muſcle of the Foot, fitua- T. TIFF , to be angry , peeviſh , fretful, or diſpleaſed at.

ted at the back Part of the Tibia , taking its Riſe from the up TI'FFANY, a Sort of thin Silk , or fine Gawze.

per and back Part of the Fibula, as alſo from the Ligament Tige (in Architect.) the Shaft of a Column from the

contained between the ſaid Bone and the Tibia, and is infert- Aſtragal to the Capital.

ed into the Os Naviculare internally and fide-ways ; it draws Tiger (tigris, L. tigre, F- of rivers, Gr.] a very fierce

the Foot upwards and inwards , L.
Beaſt of Prey.

The Tick [in Horſes) a Habit thatthey take of prefing and aHater of"all Goodnels, being accounted an Animal cruA Tiger (in Hieroglyph.) repreſented a Savage Nature,

their Teeth againſt the Manger or all along the Halter or

Collar, as if they would bite it. el and revengeful, and is reported to fall into a violent Rage

Tick (tique, F.) an Inſect.
when it hears the Sound of a muſical Inſtrument.

TICKET [ etiquette, F.] a Note for the Payment of a Sen TERCE ?[oid Rec.] a Cloſc or Incloſure.
man’s Wages, for going to a Feaft, a Funeral, a Play, & c.

To Ticket [ liquetter, F. ] to put a Ticket upon any Thing . Tight (of dight, Du . a9 Skinner ſuppoſes) not ſatternly

To go upon Tick , to go on Score, to take up Goods, in Dreſs ; alſo that will hold Liquor without leaking ; allo
Egr. upon Truſt or Credit. ſtraight, as a Line or Repe pulled hard.

TICKING, a Sort of ſtrong Linnen for Bedding, C. To Ti'chten, to make ſtraight, as a Line, Cord, &c. alſo

T. TICKLE [ of tinclan or citelan ,Sax. as Skinner conjec- to dreſs after a tight Manner.

tures ) to cauſe to laugh , &c. by Titillation . Tightness, Straightneſs by means of hard Pulling, as a

Ti'ckler, one who tickles ; alſo, by Way of Irony, that Cord , &c. alſo Cleverneſs in Dreſs, in oppoſition toLooſe

which cauſes Trouble or Pain . nels ; alſo Cleverneſs in houſhold Affairs or Houſewifery.

Ticklish, apt to be affected with Tickling or Titillation , To Tı'Gay [a Word framed from the Sound in Laughing,

an Action better conceived than expreſſed. as, Ti, bé , bé , bé ) to laugh childiſhly , wantonly, or in a low
Tone.

TICKLISH (with Horſemen ] a Horſe is ſaid to be tickliſh ,

that is, too tender upon the Spur, and too ſenſible, that does Ti'gress [tigris, L. tigreffe, F. ] a Female Tiger.

not freely fly the Spur, but in ſome Meaſure reſiſts them , TIGRI'ND [tigrinus, L. of pyards, Gr . ] of or like a

throwing himſelf up , when they come near and prick his
Skin . Tike, a diminutive Term ; as a Tike, a fmall Bullock or

Ti'cklishness, Aptneſs to be Tickled ; alfo Hazardouf Heifer, a ſmall Dog or Cur; a Yorkſhire Tike, a Yorkſhire
neſs. Man or Woman .

TICKTACK [ tiftrar, F.] the Play at Tables. Tue [ rigle, Dan . Liegl , or tigle , Sax .) a ſquare Plate

Tip , nice , delicate, as a Tid - Bit.. made of Earth,and baked for the Covering of Houſes,

T. TIDDLE, to indulge , or fondlc, to make much of. laying Ground-Floors , &c.

i
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'Ti'lia ( with Botan.) the Teil-Tree, L. of a Horſe, that obferves Meaſure and Juftneſs in the Manage;,
Till (til , Sax. ] until . and ſometimes it ſignifies the Time between two of his Mo

To TILL [tilian , Sax . ) to plough, dig, or labour the tions ; alſo the Effect of one of the Aids .

Ground.
TI'MELINESS [tinlicnegye , Six ] Earlineſs , Fitneſs of

Till [Sille , Sax . ) a little Drawer, Box , &c. in a Desk , Time, Opportuneneſs.

Counter, Cheſt , Cabinet, & r. TIMELY [Timlice, Sax .] opportunely.

TILLAGE [ of tilian, Sax. ) the Culture of the T'MIDNESS 2 [timiditas, L. timidité, F. ] Fearfulneſs ,
Ground. Timi'dity } Timorouſneſs.

Tiller , a ſmall Tree left to grow bigger ; alſo a Piece Timoro'so (in Mu. Books] ſignifies to play with Fear ,
of Wood pertaining to the Helm of a Boat, or Rudder of a Care , or Caution , Ital.

Ship . TIMOROUS [ timcrolus, L.) fearful.

Tills, Lentils , a Sort of Pulſe. T'MOROUSNESS [of timorojus, L. ) Fearfulneſs.

Tilt, the Cloth that covers a Boat ; alſo the ſtooping TimoʻTHEANS , certain Hereticks, who held Chriſt was

Poſture of a Cask of Liquor. incarnate only for the Benefit of our Bodies.

Tilt- Boat, a Boat covered with a Tilt, to keep off Tin (tin , Dan . Etaill, F. flannum, L. ) a white Metal:

Rain , C. Chymilts account Tin a middle Metal between Silver and

T. Tilt (prob. of tealt rian ,Sax. to ſtagger ,] to fight Lead , and give it the Name of Defender of Metals, becauſe

or engage at the martial Exerciſe of Tilting ; i.e. armed that Veffels tinned over reſiſt the Fire better than others.

Men running at Tilts , or at one another, ' with Spears on It it compoſed in the Surface thereof of white Quick -ſilver,

Horſeback . and inwardly of red Quick -ſilver and Sulphur. Tin calcined

To Tilt Beer (prob . of tellen, Di. to tilt or raiſe up] to is heavier than it is uncalcin’d , which is contrary to all other

raiſe a Cask that is near out, to ſet it ſtooping. Bodies .

Tilth (of zilian , Sax . to till] Tillage or Tilling of Tin -Penny, a certain cuſtomary Duty antiently paid to the

Land . Tithing- men.

Ti'mar [ in the Grand Signior's Dominions) a Lordſhip or Tin -Glaſs, a metallick Subſtance, ſmooth and like Tin ,

Tract of Ground, which the Grand Signior gives the Spa- called Biſmuth .

bi's to enjoy, during Life, for their Subliſtence. Tin -Worm , an Inſect .

Tim a'r 101s (among the Turks) thoſe who out of con- Tin [among Chymiſts ] is called Jupiter.

quered Lands have a Portion allow'd them , to ſerve on Horſe- Salt of Tin (with Chymiſts] is Tin calcin'd and diſtilled with

back and find Arms, Ammunition , & c at their own Charge, Vinegar poured upon it, from which afterwardspaſſing through

as often and as long as it ſhall be required . an Operation by Fire, and being ſet in a cool Place, a very

Ti'mber [of Skins or Furr] the Number of forty. white Salt is drawn.

Ti'mber (zimbre, Sax.] Wood for Building, Du. Flower of Tin [in Chym . ] a Kind of white Coſmetick
TIMBER , as Belly - Timber, Victuals. or Paint for the Complexion , drawn with Sal armoniack by

TIMBER-Meaſure, forty three ſolid Feet in Meaſure make Sublimation .

a Tun, and fifty Feet a Load . Diaphoretick TIN [in Chym .] is fine Tin and Regulus of

To Tı'MBER (in Falconry] is to neſtle or make a Neſt, as Antimony melted twice, firſt together, and afterwards

Birds of Prey do . with Salt- Petre, after which having paſſed under various

Timbers of Ermin [in Heraldry] the Ranks or Rows of Lotions or Walhings a Powder is procured.
Ermin in the Robes of Noblemen. Cerufs of Tin , a white Powder made of Tin , of which

Rifing TimBERS [in a Ship) are thoſe thick Planks that go a Fucus is made, called Spaniſh White .

both before and behind on both sides, under the Ends of Calx of Vin, the ſame as Bezoardicum Joviale.

the Beams and Timber of the ſecond Deck , to the third TINCAR, a Sort of Nitre or Salt-Petre, Arabick.

Deck, half Deck, and quarter Deck , ſo that the Timbers TI'NCKER -Men, Fiſher -men who uſed to deſtroy the

of the Deck bear on them both at the Ship's Sides . young Fry of Fiſh in the River of Thames, by Nets and un

Floor - TIMBERS 2 [ in a Ship] are thoſe which form the lawful Engines.

Ground - Timbers Floor of it, that lie on the Keel and TINCTILE ( tinatilis, L. ] that wherewith a Thing is dyed .

are faſtened to it with Bolts through the Keelſon . TI'NCTURE [in Chymiſtry] a Diſſolution of the moſt fine

TIMBRE' [in Heraldry] the Creſt which in any Atchieve- and volatile Parts of Silver made in Spirits of Wine ;

ment Itands on the Top of the Helmet. by Chymica] Writers it is expreſs’d by this Character R

TIMBRED , built, framed , made as light-timbred , made TINCTURE (in Hiraldry] means only the Hue or Colour

light ; not heavy and bulky in Body, but fit for Activity and of any Thing ; and the two Metals Or and Argent may be

Nimbleneſs. comprehended under this Denomination, becauſe they are

TI'MBREL [tabourin, F. tympanum , L. of Tileparoy, Gr . ] often repreſented by Yellow and White.

a Sort of muſical Inſtrument. TINCTURED [of tinctura , L.] coloured , ſtained , dyed ;

Time [tima , Sax. tempus, L. tems, F. ] a certain Meaſure alſo having gained an imperfect Knowledge or Smattering of

or Portion of Eternity , diſtinguiſhed by the Motion of the any Art or Science.

Sun,&c. or heavenly Luminaries, by which the Diſtances Ti'ncture of the Moon (with Chymiſis] a Diſſolution of

and Duration of {ublunary Affairs are meaſured . Or Time ſome of the more rarified Parts of Silver, made in Spirits of

is otherwiſe defined to be a Succeſſion of Phænomena, and the Wine.

Idea that we have thereof conſiſts in the Order of ſucceſſive
TINAREA [with Botan .] Mother -Wort, or Gold

Perceptions. Flower, L.

TIME [ by the Antients] was repreſented by an old Man To Tind (of tender , Dan . tynan , Sax .) to light, as a

winged, or with Iron Teeth , or by an old Man bald, wing- Candle, Fire, &c.

ed with a Scythe and an Hour-Glaſs. TI'NDER [tyndeſ, Sax .) fine Linnen half burnt, to pre
Afronomical Time, ſimply taken , fignifies the Motion of pare it for the more ready Receiving the leaſt Spark of Fire.

the Stars . Ti'nea [with Surgeons]a cruſty , ſtinking Ulcer in the

Aſtronomical 2 isthatwhichfowsequallyinit: Head , that gnaws andconfumes the Skin, L.
ſelf, without Relation to any out

Abſolute ward Thing, and by another TI'Neman, an Officer of the Foreſt, who look'd after

Word is called Duration . Vert and Veniſon in the Night .

Civil Time, ſignifies the Time appointed to common TINETUM [old Rec .] Bruſh -Wood for Fencing and

Uſes. Hedging.

Relative is the ſenſible and outward Meaſure of T TINGE [of tingere, L.) to dip , to colour, to give a

Apparent_TIME any Duration or Continuance, eſtima- Tincture to , to dye lightly .

Vulgar ted by Motion ; and this is commonly To Tı'ngle [ rincian, C. Br. tinnire, L.) to make a

uſed inſtead of true Time. Noiſe or ring as the Ears, or as a ſinall Bell or Veffel of Metal .

To Time a Thing well or ill, is to do or tranſact it at a TINGITA'NUS a , um . [in Botan . Writ. ] growing near

proper or improperTime . Tangier in Africa, at the Mouth of the Streights.

Duple TIME (in Mufick] or a Semi-breve, is generally called TI'NGLING (tinnitus, or tinniens , of tinnire, L. tintement ,

Commun, becauſe moſt uſed , and is when all the Notes are in- F. ) a jingling Noiſe, as of Bells , or ſome Veſſel made of

creaſed by two. Metal , being ſtruck ; alſo a Sort of pricking Pain in the

Triple Time [ in Mufick ] is that whereby the Meaſure is Ears, Toes , C.

counted by three . TI'NG-TANG, an imitative Expreſſion forthe Sound of a

Time [in Fencing) is of three Kinds , that of the Sword . Bell , C.

TIME (with Horſemen ] is ſometimes taken for the Motion TI'NKAR (with Chymiſts] Borax or Gold - Solder.
8 F Ti'n

Time a
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T TI'NKER (of tinnire , L. to make a tinkling Noiſe ] to Tite ( Sea - Term ) a Ship is ſaid to be tite or tight, when

mnend Veſſels of Braſs, Copper, Gr. ſhe is ſo ſtanch as to let in but very little Water.

TINNITUS aurium, a Buzzing or Tingling in the Ears, TI'THABLE (of teo Sa,Sax. and able ) liable to pay Tithes.

proceeding from an Obſtruction of the Ear; for the Air that To Tithe (teo Bian ,Sax . ) to take Titheor the tenth Part.

is ſhut up is continually moved by the Beating of the Arte- Tithe (teo Ga, Sax .) the tenth Part of all Fruits, & c.

ries , and the Drum of the Ear lightly verberated, whence the Revenue generally due to the Parſon of the Pariſh .

ariſes a Buzzing or Noiſe , L. Tithes, were firſt eſtabliſhed in England, about the Year

TI'NSEL (prob. of etincelle, F. a Spark) a Sort of Silk or 786 .

Cloth, c. made of Silk and Copper- Thread. A TI'THING [teo funz, Sax .) ten Houſe -Keepers bound
Ti'NSELING, a Border of Silver. to the King for the peaceable Behaviour of each other.

TintaMa'r [prob. q . d . tinnitus Martis, i . e . the Tin- TITHING-Men, a Man out of every ten Families. In the

kling of Mars, the Godof War) a confuſed Noiſe, a hide- Time of the Engliſh Saxons every Hundred in England was

ous Outcry . divided into ten Diſtricts or Tithings ; every Tithing was

Tin -worm, a ſmall red Worm , round and having many made up of ten Friburgs , and each Friburg of ten Families;

Legs, reſembling a Hog-Louſe, that creeps in the Graſs, and within every ſuchTithing there were Tithing-Men to

and poiſons thoſe Beaſts that happen to eat it . examine and determine all leffer Cauſes between Villages and

TINY (rune, Dan. prob. of tenuis, L. ) little , ſmall. Neighbours, but they were to refer all greater Matters to ſu

Tip tip, D.) the Extremity or Point of a Thing , as perior Courts .

the Tip of the Ear, & c. alſo a ſmall Draught ; alſo one Part TITHING- Penny, a cuſtomary Duty paid to the Sheriff by

of the Play at Nine-Pins, &c. the Tithing- Courts.

To Tip, to put on Tips at the Ends of Horns, Brims of TITHYMAʼLLUS (with Botan . ) the Plant call'd Spurge, L.

Drinking -Veſſels , &c. alſo to ſtrike down Nine- Pins, &c. TITILLA'TION , a Tickling , a pleaſing Itch, a Senſation of

by a Caſt of the Bowl.
Pleaſure upon the ſoft Touch or Rubbing of ſome Parts, L.

10 Tip off, to fall off. Tı'TinyLK [ old Writ.) a Tale - Bearer.

TIPPET [tæppet, Sax .] a Furr-Neckerchief, &c. for TiT- LARK, a ſmall Bird.

Women ; alſo a Doctor of Divinity's Scarf. TI'TLE [titulus, L.) alſo a Name of Honour, an Apppel

Ti'PPLE . Drink . lation of Dignity, Diſtinction, and Preheminence ; alſo the

Tippler ( prob . q. d. Sippler, or ſipper, of fip ] a frequent Name of a Book, &c.

Drinker, a Fuddle- Cap . Title (in Law] a Right , a Claim , a juſt Cauſe for pof

Ti'ppling [9. d . jippling, or fipping ] frequent Drinking, ſelling or enjoying any Thing ; alfo Writings or Records
Fuddling. to prove a Perſon's Right.

TIP -STAFF [ſo named from the Staff which they carry Title of Entry (in Law ] is when a Perſon makes a Feoff .

tipp'd with Silver) an Officer who takes into Cuſtody ſuch ment of Land upon a certain Condition , and the Condition

Perſons who are committed by a Court of Judicature. is broken ; after which the Feoffer has a Title to enter upon

Tı'Psy , ſomething in Drink, muddled, fuddled. the Land again.

Ti'P-TOE [of tip and toe] ſtanding on the Tips of the Tits ( ſome derive it of tóxic , Gr. ſmall] ſmall Cattle.

Toes. To Titter (prob . of zitter, Teut.] to giggle or laugh by
TIRE ( prob. of tour , F. Order] Attire, Dreſs, an Orna- Fits .

ment for the Head . TITTLE- TATTLE , Prating, empty Diſcourſe :

TIRE-Woman , a Head-Dreſler, C. TI'TUBANCY [ titubantia , L.) a Stuttering, Stammering,

TIRE 2 (of Guns, prob . of tour, F. or tuper , Du . ] a or Miſſing in one's Words .

TEER Row or Range. TITUBA'TION, a Staggering, Reeling, Waving to and

To TIRE [of attourrs, F. ] to dreſs. fro, or Stumbling, L.

To Tire [tinian, Sax.] to weary or fatigue. TITUBA'TION [in Affron .) a Kind of Vibration or Shak

Tiring ( in Falcon.) the Giving a Hawk a Leg or Wing ing, which the Antients attributed to the Cryſtalline Heaven,

of a Pullet to pluck. to account for certain Irregularities they obſerved in the Mo

Tiresias (of repea , Gr. the Stars , becauſe he made tion of the Planets.

Predictions by the Stars) a Soothſayer of Thebes, of whom Ti'tular ( titularis, L. ] of or belonging to the Title.

it is related that he ſaw two Serpents engendering , and flew TITULAR 2 a Perſon inveſted with a Title, by Virtue

the Female, whereupon he was turned into a Woman ; and Tı'TULARYS whereof he holds an Office or Benefice,

that ſeven Years after, he being preſent at the like Engen- whether he performs the Functions thereof, or not.

dering , New theMale, and was immediately reſtored to his TITULARNESS (of titularis, L. and nefs. Eng . ) a titular

former Shape, Jupiter and Juno diſputing togetherwhich Quality.

had the greater Pleaſure in Coition, the Male or Female, Tı'TYRE ? a Nick-name given to the Liquor or

referr'd the Matter to his Determination , becauſe he had Ex- Or Tı'TTERY S ftrong Waters, called Geneva or Genevre,

perience of both ; and he giving his Opinion that the Wo- prob. becauſe it makes theDrinkers merry, laugh , and titter.
man had the greateſt Pleaſure, Juno was ſo diſpleas'd with Tı'Tyus (according to the Poets] a Giant, who, when

him , that the ſtruck him blind ; but Jupiter, to make him Jupiter had defiled his Mother Elara, for fear of Juno, he
Amends , gave him the Gift of Prophecy, and made him a put her in a Cave of the Earth till ſhe was delivered of her

God . Son Tityus; but when he became of Age, Juno, to revenge

Ti'Resome (of timian , Sax.] weariſome, fatiguing. herelf, perſuaded him to raviſh Latona, which he attempt

Ti'rESOMENESS , Fatiguinels, a weariſome Quality . ing, Jupiter ſtruck him dead with his Thunder-bolt; or, as.

Tirwhit, a Bird otherwiſe called a Lapwing. others ſay, Apollo wounded him with his Dart, and ſo fent

Ti'sick [ phthiſis, L. phthific, F. osins of pow] an him to Hell , where he was adjudged to have a Vulture feed

Ulceration of the Lungs, accompanied with an hectick Fe- upon his Liver, which grew again according as the Moon in

ver , and cauſing a Conſumption of the whole Body. creaſed. This Giant is ſaid alſo to reach over nine Acres of

Ti'sicky [of phthificus, L. phthifique, F. of paris, Ground.
Gr . ) troubled with the Phthifick . Tme'sis [ Tumors, Gr. a Section) a Figure in Grammar,

Tissue (prob. of tiſſu or tiſſure, F. a Web or Weft] a by which a Compound Word is divided into two Parts, by

rich Sort of Stuff, made of Silk and Goldor Silver,
interwoven. ſome other Word that is put between , as Virgil, Septem ſub

Tit, a little Horſe, a little Bird , c. jeta trioni, for Subjecta feptemtrioni.

TITAN (according to the Poets the Son of Cælis and To (to , Sax . ) unto .

Vefta, the elder Brother of Saturn, and the Father of Hype- TOAD [ tad, Sax. ) a reptile Animal.

rion. He, perceiving his Mother and Siſter inclining to the Toast (toſtum ,L.) a Slice of Bread held before the Fire

Intereſt of his Brother, gave over his Right of Inheritance till it is brown ; alſo a Perſon's Name whore Health is to be

to his Brother Saturn upon this Condition , That he ſhould drank .

have no Male Children educated or kept alive, but that the T. Toast [ toftum of torrere, L. ) to make a Toaſt of

Government Mould return to him and his Children ; but Bread ; alſo to propoſe a Health .

underſtanding afterwards, that by the Subtlety of Ops TOBA'cco [of Tobagº, an Inand in America, whence Sir

his Sifter, firſt Jupiter, and then Neptune, and after that Francis Drake brought it into England ) a Plant well known.

Pluto, were ſecretly brought up, and by that Means, he and ToBa'cconist (un merchand de tabac, F. ) one who deals

his were like to loſe their Inheritance, he and his Sons, the in Tobacco.

Titans, made War againſt his Brother Saturn , and took him TOCCA'TA 2 [in Mu. Booksj fignifies a kind of extempore

Priſoner, and kept alſo his Wife and Sifter cloſe Priſoners, Tocca'tos Prelude or Overture, called in Englijo a Vo

till Jupiter came to Age, and made War upon the Titans, luntary, Ital.
and releaſed his Father.

Тоск
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in Spain.

TOCKAWAUGH, a wholeſome and favoury Root, growing in T. TOLL`on, to allure , entice , or draw with fair Words,

Virginia , &c . 0.

Tod ( too, Sax. ) a Quantity of Wool of 28 Pound . TOMB [tombe, F. of tumulus, L. an Heap, or of zúuco ,

TO DAY (20-dz, Sax. ) this Day . Gr . ] a Sepulchre.

To Morrow [to-mongen, Sax.) the Day after the pre- Tombs were erected by the Antients as honorary Monu

fent. ments of the Deceaſed, and as an Inducement to others to

To Night (to-niht, Sax .) this Night. perform glorious Actions. Theſe Tombs were frequently
Toe (ta , Sax.) a Finger of the Foot. in their own Lands, as among the Hebrews, &c. or in the

Toe (of a Horſe] the Stay of the Hoof upon the Fore- great Roads among the Romans, all which about the City
part of the Foot, comprehended between the Quarters. were adorned with magnificent and coſtly Monuments or

Toft ( cort, Sax.) a Meſluage or Houſe, or rather the Structures ; for it was not their Cuſtom to bury in their

Place where a Meſſuage once ſtood, that is now fallen or Temples , they being reſerved only for the Service of their

pulled down ; alſo a Grove of Trees. Gods ; nor was it the Cuſtom of Chriſtians to bury in

Tort -man , the Owner of a Toft. Churches , till ſome Centuries after the Eſtabliſhment of the

To'ga, a large woollen Mantle without Sleeves of divers Chriſtian Religion.

Colours , ſet off with various Ornaments, worn by the Ro . Tombs were frequently ſet off with Ornaments and the

mans, both Men and Women . Effigies of the Deceaſed in ſeveral Poſtures and Habits, for

TOGATED [ togatus, L. ] clothed with, or wearing a which antiently there were ſettled Rules ; as,
Gown . Gentlemen who died in Battel, and on the victorious

Toge'rher [toga Sere, Sax .) in Company. Side, were repreſented with their Helmet on their Head,

Toil (of tipian, Sax. ) Labour, Pains, Drudgery. their Shield on the Left, and their Sword on the dexter Side

To Toil (tipian , Sax, to tire) Labour, Drudgery . naked , and with the Point upwards .

Toils, Snares , Traps, or Nets, for catching wild Gentlemen who died in Battle, on the vanquiſh'd Side ,

Beaſts.
were repreſented on their Tombs without their Coat over

To'lsome, full of Labour, wearifome.
their Armour, with their Feet reſting on a dead Lion, ha

TO'LSOMENESS [of tipian, Sax. ) Laboriouſneſs, &c. ving their Hands joined on their Breaſt, their Viſor lifted

Toi'ler [toilette, F.] 'a fine Cloth ſpread upon a Table up, and their Sword in the Scabbard. Thoſe Gentlemen,

in a Bed -chamber, &c. or in a Lady's Dreſſing -Room . who died Priſoners, were repreſented without Helinet,

Toise, a Fathom , F. Sword , or Spur .

Toison, D’or [in Heraldry) a Golden Fleece. A Gentleman that had ſerved a great Part of his Life in the

TOKEN (tacn , Sax. ] a Mark or Sign . Army, and afterwards became a Religious Perſon, was re

T. TO'KEN ( tacnian, Sax .] to betoken , to ſhew fome preſented upwards in the Habit of the Order he profeſſed,
Sign or Token. and below in compleatArmour .

To Tol (of tollere, L. to take away) in Law ſignifies to A Gentleman or Knight who had been vanquiſhed or

defeat or take away, as to tol the Entry, is to take away the killed in ſingle Combate, was repreſented in compleat Ar

right of Entry mour, and his Battle-Ax out of his Arms, and lying by him ,

TOLEDO a Sword, the Blade of which was made in Toledo and his Left Arm a -croſs his Right.

If a Gentleman or Knight had been victorious, he was

TOLD (of tellan , Sax ,] related . repreſented on his Tomb, armed on all Points, with his

; TOLERABI'LITY [ tolerabilitas, L.) Tolerableneſs, Bear- Right Arm a - croſs over the Left, and his Battle-Ax in his
ableneſs. Arms.

TOLERABLENESS [of tolerabilis, L. and neſs] Bearable- A Knight or Gentleman that had been accuſed of Trea
neſs, Paffableneſs, Indifferentneſs. fon , Murder, or a Rape, or of having been an Incendiary,

To TO'LERATE (tolerare, L.) to ſuffer, bear with , permit, had no Monument, but was treated in the vileft Manner, his
or connive at. Arms being broken , his Body dragg'd on a Hurdle, and ei

TOLERATION, a Sufferance , Permiſſion, or Allowance. ther hung upon a Gallows, or caſt out to be devoured by

Civil TOLERATION , ſignifies Impunity and Safety in the the Fowls of the Air.

State, for every Sect which does not maintain any Doctrine The Son of a General or Governor of a Caſtle, or forti

inconſiſtent with the Peace and Welfare of the State. fied City, if he died when the Place was beſieged, though

Ecclefiaftical TOLERATION, is an Allowance of Opinions, he was ever ſo young, was pourtray'd in compleat Armour,

which , not being Fundamentals , do not hinder thoſe who with his Head reſting on an Helmet, inſtead of a Pillow .

profeſs them , from being Members of the Church . Clergymen were repreſented in their Pontifical or Sacerdo

TOLL [Toi , Brit. tol , Sax . ) a Tribute paid for Paffage tal Habits.

through a Place ; alſo an Allowance for grinding Corn ; alſo Kings and Princes , let them die after what Manner ſo

Liberty to buy and ſell within the Precincts of a Manour. ever, were pourtray'd on their Tombs in their Armour, with

Toll , the Sound of a Bell , giving Notice of a Death or their Eſcutcheons, Crown, Creſt, Supporters , and all the

Funeral . other Marks of Royalty.

To TOLL (prob. of tollere] to bar, defeat, or take away, TOM - BOY [of Tom , for Thomas, and Boy] a ramping,

" Law - Term . frolickſome, rude Girl.

Toll - Corn , Corn taken at a Mill for grinding Corn . Tome [tomus, L. Tíu o , Gr . a Diſſection or Separa

To Toll a Bell, is to ring it after a particular Manner, to tion, of zélyw , Gr. to cut or divide] a diſtinct Volume

give Notice of the Death or Funeral of ſome Perſon. of a large Book .

Toll-Hop, a ſmall Meaſure by which Toll was formerly TOMENTITIOUS ? [tomentitius, L.] made of Flocks of

taken for Corn in an open Market . TOM'ENTOUS S Wooll.

TOLL-Booth, a Place in a City where Goods are weighed , TOMENTUM, Flocks, Shear -Wooll, ſuch as is uſed in ſtuff

to aſcertain the Duties or Imports on them . ing Beds , & c. L.

Toll [according to fome) a Liberty as well to take, as to TOMENTUM (with Botaniſts] that thick , woolly Subſtance

be free from Toll ; for they, who are infeoff'd of Toll, are or Down , with which the Leaves and Stalks of many Plants

Cuſtom -free. are covered .

Through.TOLL , Money paid for Paſſage in and through Tomento'sus , a um [in Botan . Writers] woolly , L.
ſome High-ways, &c .

TOME'Tica [of Toluindi of répura , Gr. to cut] Medi

TOLL-Tray, Toll taken by a Tray or Diſh . cines , which opening the Pores of the Body, with their

Traverſe-Toll, an Acknowledgement given for paſſing ſharp Particles, cut the thick and ſlimy Humours. The

through a private Man's Ground. fame that are called Attenuantia and Incidentia, L.

Turn - Toll; a Toll paid at the Return of Cattle from Tomice [Tousxa , Gr . ) the Art of Carving in Wood or

Fairs or Markets, though they were not ſold .

TOLSASTER 2 a Tribute antiently paid to the Lord of the Tomici Dentes (with Anat.] the Cutting-Teeth, i . e.

TOLSESTER S Manour, for Liberty to brew and fell Ale . the Fore -Teeth , L.

To'lsey, a Kind of Exchange or Place at Briſtol, TOMIN [with Jewellers) a Weight of about threc Ca

where Merchants meet .

Tout [9. tollere loquelam , L.) a Writ whereby a Cauſe, TOMINESO, the American Humming - Bird.

depending in a Court-Baron , is removed to the County- TOMKIN 2 [in Gunnery) the Stopple of a great Gun or

Court.
TOMPIONS Mortar, made to keep out Rain.

TOLTA [old Latin Law -Word ] any Thing exacted or TOMOTO'CIA [of zou a Section, and tóxo , Gr. a

impoſed contrary to Right and Juſtice. Birth ] the Cutting of a Child out of the Wornbí other

Ivory .

rats.
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wife called Sellio Cæfaria and Hyſterotomotoria. To Top the Sail- Yards (in Sea-Language] is to make them

Ton , a Tone, Ital. hang even.

CA TON 2 (lonxe, F. ) a Liquid Meaſure containing four TOP- Armings [in a Ship) are a ſort of Clothes hung a

A Tun S Hogſheads; alſo twenty hundred Weight. bout the round Tops of the Maſts for Show .

TONDINO (in Architectum ) a Member, a round Moulding Top.gallant-Mafi- Ropes, are thoſe Ropes which are uſed

like a Ring, that incircles the Baſes, Cornices , or Archi- in ſtriking the Top -malts of the Main and Fore -maſts.

traves of Pillars, according to the ſeveral Orders, Ital. the Top-Ropes [in a Ship) are thoſe Ropes which the Mariners

fame as Airagal. uſe in ſtriking the Top -malts of the Main and Fore-maſts.
Tone (ton ; F. tonus, L. Tóros, Gr. ) a certain Degree of E- TOPARCH (toparcha, L. Tomásmens, of7076 a Place and

levation or Depreſſion of the Voice, or of Sound ; alſo a aegós, Gr. a Governor) a Governor of any Place .

Siate, Frame, or Diſpoſition, as the Tone of the Nerves, TOPARCHY (To maggice, Gr . ) a ſmall State orSigniory con

&c. fiſtingof a few Cities or Towns, or a petty County governd

Tone (tonus, L. tiros, Gr . ) the Sound of the Voice , high by a Toparch .

or low, mean, deep , or ſhrill . Topaz (Torre Soos, Gr . ) a precious Stone reſembling the
TONE [in Mafick] is a certain Degree of raiſing or ſinking Colour of Gold .

the Voice, and is uſually defin'd to be the fixth Part of an Topaz (in Heraldry] the golden Colour in the Coats of

Oetave, ſaid to be compoſed of five Tones and two Semi- Nobility .

tones . A Tone, or whole Note, is alſo divided into nine To Tope [ toper, F. ) to drink freely , liberally, or ſtoutly .

ſmall Parts, call’d Comma's ; five of which are appropriated Tope [in Surgery) a kind of Swelling in the Bones.

to the greater Semitone, and four to the leſſer. TOPHACEOUS (of roo , Gr.) gritty , ſandy.

Tongs (tong, Dan . Eangan, Sax .) an Utenſil for taking To'phet (non , Hib. i . e . a Drum ] a Valley where the

up of Fire- Coals, Esc. Ammonites ſacrificed their Children to Moloch , and cauſed

TONGUE ( tonghe, Dan. Tunge, Sax.) the Inſtrument of Drums to be beaten to prevent their Cries from being heard .

Speech , Organ of Taſte, &c. in Animals . TO'PHUS ( Tópo , Gr.] any gritty or earthy Matter abound

TONGUING (with Gardeners] a particular Method of ing in ſome mineral Waters, and concreting upon the Sides

Grafting, by making a Slit with a knife in the bare Part of of Veſſels in which they have been contained for a long

the Stock downwards ; this fome call Slipping, Time, or on hard Bones which have lain long in them ; and ,

To Swallow the TONGUE ( with Horſemen ) is ſaid of a Horſe on the account of the Reſemblance it bears to Chalk , it is

when he turns it down his Throat, which makes him wheeſe apply'd to a chalky Subſtance or a ftony Concretion in any

as if he was ſhort winded . Part of an animal Body, L.

Aid of the TONGUE (with Horſemen) is a Sort of agreeable TOPIA'R IA ( with Botanis] the Garden Brank - Urſin , F.

Clacking, or a certain Sound made by the Rider, &c. by To'piary [ topiaria, L.) theArt of making Arbours, & c.
ſtriking the Tongue againſt the Roof of the Mouth , when he with Trees or Twigs and Herbs cut and planted .

would animate the Horſe, ſuſtain him , and make him work TO'PING, great Drinking .

well in the Manage. Top-heavy, heavy at the Top ; drunk .

To'Nic [in Medicine] is apply'd to a certain Motion of the Topic [in Rhetorick ]a probable Argument drawn from

Muſcles, wherein the Fibres, being extended , continue their the ſeveral Circumſtances and Places of a Fact, & c.

Extenſion in ſuch a Manner, as that the Part ſeems immove- To'pick (with Phyſicians] that which is outwardly apply'd

able, tho' in reality it is in Motion . to the Patient's Body to cure him .

Tonic (with Anat.] that tremulous Motion or Vibration Topica [in Logick] the Art of inventing and managing

of the Nervesand Fibres in ahuman Body, which is much all kinds of probable Argumentations , L.

altered by their different Tenſion . Topicks [ topica, L. 7077 yd , of 567, Gr. a Place ] com

TO'NICA ( TOVixc ,Gr.] ſuch Things which , being outward- mon Places or Heads of Diſcourſe.

ly apply'd tothe Limbs , ſtrengthen the Nerves and Ten- To'pice ( Tom ), Gr . ] the Invention or Finding of Argu

dons . ments .

TO'NIC To'pice [with Logicians]that Part of Logick that treats of
TO'NICK { tonicus, of TOVixos,Gr . ] belonging to theTone . Topicks or the Head or Place of Invention.

TO'NICAL Toʻric 2 [ topicus, L. topique, F. of Tominós, Gr.] of, or

TO'NNAGE a Duty paid to the King for Goods exported To'pick 3 pertaining to a particular Place or common

TU'NNAGES or imported in Great Britain , in Ships, &c. Head of a Diſcourſe.

as a certain Rate for every Tun-Weight. Topographic 2 (topographicus, L. topographique, F.
TO'NNETIGHT [ uld Réc. ) the Quantity of a Tun in the of τοπογραφικός, Gr.] pertaining

ToroCRAPHICK Sto the Art of Topography.Freight or Bulk of a Ship .

Too [to , Sax. ) over -much . TOPOGRAʼPhick Charts, are Draughts of ſome ſmall Parts

To'nsil ( tonfilis, L. ] that may be forn , clipped , &c. of Earth , or of ſome particular Place, without regard to

TONSILLAE (with Anatomiſts ] two Glands or Kernels, its relative Situation ; as of London, Amfierdam , Paris, &c.

commonly called the Almonds of the Ears ; they are ſitua TopO'GRAPHY [topographia ,L. topographie, F. of Tomoyer

ed at the Root ofthe Tongue, on each ſide the Mouth. pia, of túnds, a Place, and gegow , to deſcribe) the Art of

TonSo'r tous [tonforius, L.] belonging to a Barber. deſcribing particular Places , or ſomeſmall Quantities of Land,

To'nsure [tonjura, L. ) Clipping, Polling , or Shaving. &c. as a Pariſh , Town, Manour, &c.

Tool ( tool, Sax.) an Inſtrument of any kind. TO'PPING [of cop, Sax. ] eminent , chief, noted, & c.

T. Toor ( ruten , Du . ] to blow a Horn , & c. To'pping the Lifts [in Sea Language] is Haling the Top

Tooth (of to ,Sax .] ſail Lifts , ſo that they ſay, top a Starboard, or top a Port,

Tooth -Acb [to Sace , Sax.] the Aching of the Teeth . i . e . hale up the Starboard or Larboard Lift.

TOOTHING [ in Architect .] a Corner- Stone left for more Topo'TheSY [of Tomorroia , Gr. ] the Deſcription of a

Building . Place.

TOOTH -Wort (To Say -pne, Sax.] an Herb. To'psY-TU'RVY [toper in Eurfey, Sax. q . d . Tops in

TOOTH -Wreſt , an Inſtrument for drawing of Teeth . Turfs, i. e. Heads on the Turfs or the Ground) upſide

Too'THLESS (to Bleay, Sax .) without Teeth . down .

Too'tsome toSrume, Sax .) pleaſant to the Taſte. Tor [tonna, Sax. ) a Tower or high Place .

TOO'THSOMENESS (ToGyomneyye, Sax . ] Pleaſantneſs to Torce (in Heraldry] a Wreath , F.
the Taſte.

Torch ( torche, F. prob . of torris, L. ) a Flambeau , Link ,

Top ſtoppe, Brit . Eop , Sax . ) the uppermoſt End or &c .

Height of a Thing ; alſo a Play -thing for Boys . TORCH -Royal [ Hunting - Term ] that Start on a Stag's -Head

To Top, to put a Top on a Thing ; alſo to exceed or be which grows next above the Royal.

higher than To'rcular Herophili (in Anat.) that part in the Duplica
Top of a Ship, is a round frameof Boards lying upon the tures of the Dura Mater, formed of the Concourſe of a

croſs Trees , near the Head of a Maſt. Branch of the longitudinal Sinus with the lateral Sinus's.

TOP-MASTS (in a Ship ) are four, the Main - Top-maſt, the TORCULA'RIS (with Surgeons] a Contrivance for itopping

Fore - top-maſt, the Miſen-top, maſt, the Sprit - fail- top -maſt, the Flux of Blood in Amputations.
which are made faſt and ſettled into the Heads of the Main- TORCULA'ris (in Anat . ) a Vein which goes up by the

maſt, Fore-maft, Milin -maſt, and Boru. Sprit, reſpectively . Inſide of the Skull to the Brain .

Top the Vard-Arms [ Sea- Phrale) fignifies, Make the Ends TORCHENES (with Horſemen ) a long Stick with a Hole at

of the Yards hang higher or lower. the End of it, thro' which runs a Strap of Leather, the

Top a Starboard ( Sea-Phraſe] means, Hale up the Larboard- two Ends of which, being tied together, ferve to ftraiten

Side. and
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and cloſely tie up a Horſe's Noſe, as long as the Stick is ſtay'd hot Beams of the Noon -Sun, to ſignify a poor Wretch fallen

upon the Halter or Snafile. into the Power of a Tyrant, from whoſe Hands he cannot

TORDYLON ( rbgraos, Gr. ) the Herb Heart - Wort . eſcape ; for they ſay the Sun - Beams do ſo charm the Tor
Tore ? [in Architecture ) a thick round Moulding uſed toiſe , that it can ſcarce move or change its Relidence. They

TORUS ) in the Baſes of Columns . alſo uſed it to repreſent Sloth, because it is of a very lazy Na
Tore 3 [of tæpan, Sax. to tear] did tear, ture, and flow in its March. They alto by it repreſented a
TORN S torn

Man ready and armed againſt the Deſigns of ſuch as would
TOREUMA ( Tóptuua, Gr. ) embofled Work, L. injure him , becauſe the Tortoiſe is always fortified againſt the

TO'REUMATO'GRAPHY (of ricevus and yscow, Gr. ) the Attempts of his Enemies .

Deſcription or Knowledge of antient Sculptures and Balo Tortuo'us [ tortuous, L ) winding or turning many

relievo's. Ways.

Toreu'TICE ( togeuloxy, Gr.) the Art of Emboſling, TO'rtuous Figure, is a Figure , one Part of which goes
& c. L. round with another.

To Torme'nt (of tormentare, L. tourmenter, F.] to put TO'RTUOUSNESS (of tortuoſus, L. tortineux, F. and neſs]

to Pain or Torture.
Windingneſs or the 'Turning in and out.

TO'RMENT ( tormentum , L. ) a violent Pain ſuffered by the To'r TURABLE, capable of being tortured .

Body ; alſo great Grief or Trouble of Mind. To TO'RTURE [of torturer, F. ] to torment.

TO'RMINA alvi (with Phyſicians] the Griping of the Guts TO'RTURE ( torture, F. ] Torment, a grievous Pain infie

or Wind-Cholick , L. ed on a Criminal or Perſon accuſed, to make him confeſs the
TO'RMINA byſterica, the Womb- Cholick , a Diſeaſe to Truth .

which Women of a lax and ill Habit of Body are ſub- Preparative TORTURE, is ordered to be judiciis manentia
ject. bas, fo that if the Accuſed do not confeſs, he cannot be

To'rmina poft partum , the After -Pains of Women af- condemned to Death, but only ad omnia citra mortem .

ter Delivery , L. Definitive Torture, is that a condemned Criminal is put
TORMENTI'LLA (with Botaniji s) the Herb Tormentil,L. to , to make him confeſs his Accomplices.

TORME'NTING ( tourmentant, F.] cauſing Pain or Tor- To'rvity [torvitas,L.] Sour-lookedneſs , Crabbedneſs of
ture, Countenance.

TORME'NTINGNESS , a tormenting Quality or Faculty . To'rus , a Bed , a Cord for a Bed , a Wreath .

TORNA'Do, a ſudden and violentGuſt of Wind or Storm , To'rus [in Architc &t.] call'd alſo Ture or Thore, is a round

Span. Member which encompailes the Baſe of a Pillar, between the

TO'RNATILE (tornatilis, L.) turned or made with a Wheel. Plinth and the Liſt, reſembling the Shape of a large Ring,

TO'R NISOL [ tourneſol, F.) the Sun Flower . or round Cuſhion, as it were, ſwelling out with the Weight

TO'RPID ( torpidus, L. ) benumbed, flow , heavy . of the Pillar lying on it , L.

TORPI'DNESS [of torpidus, L.) Benumbedneis. To'ry , a Name which the Proteſtants in Ireland gave to

To'rque (in Heraldry] a round Roll of Cloth twiſted, thoſe Iriſh Robbers, & c. that were outlaw'd for Robbery

ſuch as is the Bandage frequently ſeen in Armories about the and Murther ; alſo the Enemies of King Charles I. accuſing
Heads of Moors , Savages , &c. him of favouring the Rebellion and Maſſacre of the Pro

To'rr A Cold Deeds] a Mount or Hill . teſtants in Ireland, gave his Partizans the Name of Tories ;

TORREFA'CTION, a Scorching or Parching, L. but of late the Name has been tranſmitced to thoſe that affect

Torrefa'ction [in Pharmacy) the Laying of a Drug or the Style of High -Church -Men, and ſince the Death of King

other thing on a Plate of Metal placed over Coals, till it be- James II. to the Partizansof the Chevalier de St. George.
come pliable to the Fingers. To'sed . See Tozed.

To'rrent ( torrens, L.] a ſtrong and violent Stream of To Toss [ incert. Etym .] to throw up.

Water. Toss - POT, a Drinker, a Drunkard.

To'rrent [in a figurative Senſe] great Heat, a Violence A Tost [ panis tofus, L. ) Bread toſted at the Fire ; alſo

of Paſſion, a ſwift Stream of Eloquence, &c. the Nomination of a perſon whoſe Health is to be drank .

TORRICELLIAN Inſtrument [of Torricelliusan Italian, the To Tost ( toſtum ſup. of torrere, L.) to bake or harden by

Inventer of it) a Glaſs - Tube or Pipe of about three Foot holding before the Fire ; alſo to nominate a Perſon whoſe

long, and a Quarter of an Inch Bore , ſealed or cloſed by Health they would have drank .
Fire at one End, and quite filled at the other with Quick- TOTAL [ totalis, L. ) whole, intire .

ſilver ; which unſealed End , being ſtopp'd with the Finger, is TOTALITY ? [ totalitas, L. ] the Wholeneſs or whole

thruſt down into ſome Quick-ſilver contained in a Veſſel; and To'ralNESS S Suin .

then the Finger being taken away , and the Tube ſet upright, TO'TTED [in the Exchequer ) a Term uſed of thoſe Debts,

the Quick - ſilver will run out or deſcend till it remains in the &c. due to the King, which the foreign Oppoſer, &c. notes

Tube of the Height of between twenty eight and thirty one with the Word tot, q . d . ſo many or much, L.

Inches, leaving an empty Space in the upper Part. TO'TTERAY ( at Malden in Ejex ] an antient cuſtomary

The Quick- lilver, being thus ſuſpended or hanged up, will Paymentof 4d . for every Buſheland half of Corn fold in
increaſe or leſlen its Height in theTube, accordingas the that Market, the proper Word is Toll -tray.

Weather alters for dry or wet ; and being put into a Frame, TO'TTERING ( of zealt pian , Sax.) Thaking, ſtaggering,

with a Plate of Diviſions, ſhewing the ſeveral Degrees, is reeling, waving, or nodding to and fro , as though ready to
called a Mercurial Barometer or Quick - ſilver Weather- fall .

Glaſs. To'tum, a Whirl- Box, a Kind of Die that is turned

To'rrid ( torridus, L.] burning - hot , ſcorched , or parch- round .

ed . Totum ( with Logicians) i.e. the Whole, is uſed to ſignify

TO'RRIDNE3S (of torriditas, L.) Scorchedneſs, Scorch- ſuch a Whole as is compoſed of ſeveral Parts really diſtinct,

ingneſs, Parchednels, Parchingneſs, Dryneſs. whoſe Parts are termed integral Parts, as the Apartments of

T. TO'RRIFY (torrefacere, L. ) to roaſt, toaſt , parch, or a Houſe, the Precincts of a City, or the Provinces of a King
dry up. dom ; and this they diſtinguiſh from another Whole, which

To'rsion, a Turning, Winding, Writhing, or Wreſt- in Latin is callid Omne.

ing, L. Tou'can [in Aſtron .] a Conſtellation of the Southern

Tort [in Law) an Injury, Wrong, F. Hemiſphere.

Tort - Feafor (in Law ] a Treſpaffer or Doer of Wrong. To Touch [roucher, F. ) to put the Hand, Finger , & c. to

Torteau'XES [ in Heraldry] are ſmall Rounds, which a Thing ; alſo to lie cloſe by, ſo as to touch ; alſo to try Me

ſome take to be Cakes, others Bowls, others Wounds, eſpe- talsby rubbing them on a Touch -Stone.
cially when they are red , F. Touch ( touche, F. ] Feeling, a Stroke, &c. alſo a Proof

TO'RTILE (tortilis , L. ] bent, bowed, wreſted , wreathed, or Trial of Metals.

wrinkled . Touch [in Mufick) an Organ is ſaid to have a good Touch,

TO'RTIVE ( tortivus, L.] wrung out, preſſed hard . when the Keys cloſe and lie down well, being neither too

To'r tness (ſpoken of a Rope, &c. ] Straightneſs, looſe nor too ſtiff.

Tightneſs, by being hard pulled ; alſo Writhenneſs , Wrin- Touch -Stone, a Stone to try Gold and Silver on .

kledneſs. Touch the Wind [in Sen-Language) is a Direction to the

To'rtoise (turtue, F.] an amphibious Animal that lives Steerſman at the Helm to keep the Ship as near the Wind as
both on the Land and in the Water.

TORTOISE ( Hieroglyph.] was by the Antients repreſented TOUCH -Wood, a Sort of old , rotten , dry Wood, that will
ſwimming on the Top of the River, ſurrounded with the take Fire with a Touch,

8 G To'ucul

may be.
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To'u chiness , Aptneſs to be offended with or angry at . TRABEA'TION [in Architecture) the ſame as Entablature,

Touching (of toucher, F. ) the Senſe of Feeling, is an ex- viz. the Projecture on the Top oftheWalls of Edifices,

ternal Senſe (dull and inferior in Reſpect to others ; yet it is which ſupports the Timber-workof Roofs, L.

moſt common, and very neceſſary to us :) By Meansof this TRABS (with Meteorologiſts] an Impreſſion or Meteor in

Senſe Animals receive tangible Qualities. That there is alſo the Air, like a Beam , L.

an internal Senſe of Touching or Feeling, is evident from Pains Trabs , the Beam of an Houſe, L.

of the Cholick ; the Nerves and Fibres, which are the Or- TRACE , a Footſtep, Track , or Print.

gans ofthe Senſes, being diſperſed on the Inſide as well as TRA'CED [ tracé, F.] followed by we Footſteps ; alſo

the Outſide of the Body, and therefore the Veins, Arteries, drawn out by Lines on Paper, & c. as the Draught of an

Membranes, and their Appendages the Coats partake of this Edifice, &r.

Senſe. Tracer, one that follows the Trace or Footſteps ; alſo

To'Uchy (of touche, F. ) apt to be offended with , & C. that traces out Lines in a Draught, Ego.

Touch ( toh, Sax. ) not brittle or apt to break , hard , Traces (prob. of trahere, to draw] Part of the Furni:

ſtrong. ture of Draught-Horſes, & c.

Tou'GHNESS [ tohneyye, Sax. ) Strongneſs and Unapt- Trachea [with Anat .] the Wealand or Wind-Pipe, L.
neſs to be broken or disjointed, the Oppoſite to Brittleneſs. of Gr.

Tour, a Journey about a Country , F. TRACHELAGRA [of Tpáxsaos, Gr. the Wind-Pipe or

Tour , a lofty Flight, Milton . Neck, and dyeg , Gr. a Capture) the Gout in the Neck.

TOU'RNAMENT (prob. of terneamanto, Ital. tournoy, F.] a Trache’LIUM [of teaksnes, Gr.] the Herb Throat
martial Exerciſe formerly uſed by Perſons of Note , who de- Work.

fired to gain Reputation by Feats of Arms, even from the Tra’choMA [ rsáxwua, Gr.] a Scab or Roughneſs of

King himſelf to the private Gentleman . They encountered the inner Part ofthe Eye.

one another on Horſeback with Spears or Lances. See Jufts. TRACHOMA'TICUM (of 7gcxauce, Gr. ) a Sort of Me

Tou'RNIQUET, a Turn -ſtile, F. dicine for the Eyes.

TOURNIQUET (with Surgeons) a Gripe- Stick uſed in ſtop- Track (trace, F.] a Footſtep , the Mark of a Wheel,

ping the Flux of Blood in Amputations . the Run of a Ship , or any other remaining Mark of any

Tou'rTE [in Cookery) a Sort of Paſtry -Work baked in a Pye. Thing.

Tout tems pret et encore eft [i.e. that is always ready and TO TRACK [of tracer, F. or tractus, L. ] to follow the

is ſo at this preſent) is a Plea in Law by Way of Excuſe or Trace, Footſteps, or Mark , that any Thing leaves behind it

Defence for him that is ſued for withholding any Debt or in pafling.

Duty belonging to the Plaintiff. Tract (with Hunters) the Footing of a Wild -Beaſt.

Του'ZED
.

Tract (traht, Sax. tractatus, L. traite, F.) a Trea

tiſe or Diſcourſe printed, &c. an Efray.

Tow (top, Sax. )the hard or coarſer Part of Hempor Flax. TRACTABLE ( traftabilis, L. traitable, F.] eaſily ma

To Tow ( Teon, Sax . tog hen , Du. touer , F. ] to drag or naged or ordered ; alſo gentle, flexible.

hale along the Water by a Rope. TRACTABLENESS [of tra&tabilis, L. and nejs] a tractable

TOWARD 3 [topeapd, Sax.] inclining to a Place, Buſi- Diſpoſition.
Tow'ards Š nels, &c. TRA'ctate . See Traft .

Tow'age [toué, F.] Money paid to the Owner of Ground Tra'ctrix [in Geometry] a curve Line called alſo Cate

adjoining to a River for towing Barges , & c. thro ' his

Ground ; alſo the Act of Towing. A Trade , a Mechanick Art, Employment, Handicraft,

Tow'ARDLINESS [topea ſolicneyye, Sax .] Inclinableneſs Buying and Selling, & c.
to that which is laudable , Obedientneſs, Orderlineſs, &c. Trader (of tratta, a Trade, Ital. which Minfbew con

Tow'ardly [topeardlice,Sax.] orderly , obedient, in- jectures to have been derived of tradendo, L. delivering] a
clinable to that which is good and commendable, & c. Dealer, a Trafficker, a Merchant.

To'wel (not improbably of top, Sax. the coarſer Part of TRADES'MAN, a Buyer or Seller by Retail, a Shopkeeper,

Flax, Towels being uſually made of coarſe Linnen ) a Cloth @r.

to wipe Hands on, Egc. TRADE-Wind, a Wind, which at certain Times blow's

Tower [top, Sux . turris, L. une tour , F.] a Place of regularly one Way at Sea , of very great Service in Trading
Defence. Voyages.

Hollow Tower [in Fortification) a Rounding made of the TRADING , Buying, Selling, Traffick either at Home or

Remainder of a Brijure, to join the Courtin to the Orillon . Abroad .

Tow'ering long fought (in Cattle] a Diſeaſe which pro- TRADITION , the ſucceſſive Delivery or Tranſmitting of

ceeds from Leannels . Opinions or Doctrines, & c. to Pofterity.

Town (tun, Sax. ) a Space or Diviſion of Ground, TRADITION , the Act of delivering a Thing from one

whereon Houſes are built. Hand to another, F. of L.

Tow'NSHIP, the Privileges or Dignities appertaining to a TRADITION [ in Theolog .] thoſe Laws, Doctrines, Relati

Town Corporate. ons, &c. which have been handed down to us from our

Towns-Man , one born in the ſame Town. Forefathers, without being written.

Towr, (probably of tor , Sax. or Tower , on account Apoftolical TRADITION (with the Romans] the unwrit

of Towers being uſually high built ) a high or lofty Flight. ten Word of God , which deſcended from the Apoities to

To Town, to ſoar a - loft, to fly high ; to aim at high us, through a continual Succeſſion of the Faithful.
Things. Ecclefiaftical TRADITIONS are certain Statutes, Ordinan

Tow'RING, ſoaring aloft, Gr. ces, or Regulations concerning the Rites and Circumſtances

Tow'r ingness, a lofty Soaring, high Aim, lofty Carriage, of Religion, inſtituted fince the Time of the Apoſtles by
Haughtineſs. Councils, Popes, &c. and that have continued to the preſent

Towrus [ Hunting - Term ] a Roebuck, eager for Copulation , Time, through a conſtant Obſervance of the Church.

is ſaid to go ta his Towrus. Written TradiTION (with the Romans] thatofwhich there

To Towze ( incert. Etym . or prob. of toze] to tug or are ſome Traces in the antient Fathers and Doctors.

pull about, to rumple, ruffle or tumble. Unwritten TRADITION is that of which no Signs or

Toxica (prob .of zúžos, Gr. a Bow .) a particular Sort Footſteps are to be found in any of the Fathers which are
of Poiſon uſed by the Indians to their Arrows, in order to now extant.

render Wounds made by them incurable. TRADI'TIONAL ?

TOXICAL [ toxicus, L. of ríkixos, Gr.) venomous. TRADI'TIONARYS
of, or pertaining to Tradition .

Toy , a Play-thing, a Trifle . TRADITIONISTS ( traditionarie, F. ] one who ftands up

To Toy , to play with, to careſs, to dally with . for or follows Tradition .

Toy'ish, apt or given to toy with, careſs, or uſe Dal- TRA'DITORES, Traytors, a Title given by the Pri

liance, & r. mitive Chriſtians to thoſe who delivered up their Bibles in

Toy'let . See Toilet. the Time of Perſecution , L.

TOYLIA'RDUS [old Rec .] a Weather- Sheep or Ram. To TRADU'CE (traducere, L.] to defame, ſpeak ill of, dir

To Toze, to pull alunder, to make ſoft. parage, or ſlander ,

To'zyness, Softneſs, like tozed Wooll . TRADUÏCIANs, ſuch who held that Original Sin was tranſ
TRA'BAL [ trabalis, L. ) belonging to a Beam . mitted from Fathers to Children , or was communicated

TRAÍBEATED [trabeatus, L.) having an Entablature, viz. by Way of Generation from the Father to the Child .
a Projecture on the Top of the Wall, which ſupports the TRADUC'TION, a Tranſlating or Turning out of one Lan .

Timber -work of the Roof. guage into another ; alſo a Defaming, F. of L. Tra's.
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Traffick 2 [trafic, of trafiquor,F.] Buying and Sel- TRAJE'CTOR Y of a Planet , &c . [ in Altron .) is its Path or

TRA'FFICKING Sling, Dealing asa Merchantor Tradeſman . Orbit, or the Line which it defcribes in its Motion .

TO TRA'FFICK (trafficare, Ital. trafiquer, F. ) to buy and To Trai'l (prob . of treylen, Dü . ) to draw or drag along,

ſell, to deal as a Tradeſman or Merchant. to hang on theGround.

TRAFI'NE [with Surgeons] an Inſtrument the ſame as a TRAIL -Board [in a Ship) is a carved Board on each fide

Trepan . of her Beak , which reaches from the main Stem to the Figure

TRAGACANTH (tragacantha, L. of_tségs äkarsa, or to the Bracket .

Gr. i. e . Goat's- Thorn ] Guin -Dragon , F. T. TRAIN [trainer, F. ] to bring up , to inſtruct.

Tragedian (trag aus, une poete tragique, F. 77w- A TRAIN , a long Part of a Garment that drags on the

rús, Gr. of opáno , a Goat, and we ', a Song, becauſe Ground ; alſo a Company of Attendants of a great Perſon ;

in antient Time the Actors of Tragedies hada Goat given alſo a long Row, Order, or Line ; alſo a Wheedle or Trap .
them for their Reward) an Actor or Writer of Tragedies. ATRAIN [of Artillery) the great Guns and warlike Stores

TRAGEDY [ tragædia, L. tragedie, F. 7payadic , Gr.) which belong to an Army in the field.

a lofty Sort of Play, in which great Pertons are brought on A TRAIN [in Watch-work] the Number of Beats which a

the Stage ; the Subject-Matter of it is always troubleſome, Watch makes in an Hour.

and the Concluſion of it mournful. ATRAIN [in Falconry ] the Tail of a Hawk .

Tragedy is in Imitation of one juſt, great, and probable Ac- A TRAIN ( of Gunpocuder) a Line of Powder, ſo laid , as to

tion , not told but repreſented ; which, by moving Terrorand conveigh the Fire to a greater Quantity without hurting the

Pity, conduces to purge the Pallions in the Minds of Men. Perſon who fires it.

It it the principal Part of Dramatick Poetry, and the Fable or TRAINED [ trainé, F. ) brought up , inſtructed.

Defign is the principal Part of Tragedy. TRAINED -Bands, the Militia or armed Soldiers of a Ci

In Tragedy,it is not abſolutely neceſſary that there ſhould ty, County, &r. that are or ſhould be trained up in the Ex

be Hiſtorical Truth ; but there muſt always be a Veriſimility, erciſe of Arms .

and , at the ſame Time, to make it wonderful is one of the TRAINER , one who trains up, inſtructs, El.

moſt difficult Tasks in Poetry . TRAI'NEL -Net. Sce Trammel -Net.

There are in it three Unities required , viz . of Action , Training a Load [in the Mines) is the Searching for

Time, and Place ; which Unities have been eſtabliſhed by and Purſuing a Vein of Ore.

Criticks , to bring the Drama as near Nature as poflible. Tra'itor (traditor, L. traitre, F. of trado, L. to deliver

1. Unity of Action. Two Actions, that are different and up)a Betrayer of his Country, oronefalſe to his Prince.
independent , will diſtract the Attention and Concernment Trai’TOROUS (traditorius, L. ) treacherous, treaſonable.

of the Audience, and of conſequence deſtroy the Poet's De- TRAI'TOROUSNESS [of traditorius, L. de traitre, F. ] Trea

fign , which is to move Terror and Pity . ſonableneſs, Perfidiouſneſs.

2. Unity of Time. Mr. Dryden aſcertains the Unity of TraI'TOROUS Pofition , a Tenet which ſome held of tak

Time to be twenty-four Hours: That one Act muſt not take ing up Arms by the King's Authority, even againſt his own
up half a Day, but the Time of every Act be equally di- Perſon and thoſe commiſſioned by him , which was con
vided . AndAriſtotle lays, that the Time of Tragedy ought demned by the Parliament in the 14th of Charles II .
to be included in that which the Sun takes to perform his TRALÁTITIOUS (tralatitius, L.) of, or pertaining to a

Career in , or very near it. But Dacier ſays, that Ariſtotle Tranſlation ; alſo metaphorical ;alſo of no Value or Account.
meant the Courſe of the Sun in a Day, from his Riſing to TRA'MBLING of Tin -Ore[with Tin-Workers] is the Stirring

his Setting, fourteen or fifteen Hours Time; and that he and Waſhing away the Filth with a Shovel in a Frame of
ſays is too long: And that the moſt perfect Pieces are thoſe Boards .

of Sophocles, which require no longer Time for the Action TRALU'CENT ſtralucens, L.) ſhining through , tranſparent.

than the Repreſentation takes up ; which in Sophocles's beſt Tra’MMEL, a Device in a Chimney for hanging over the

Plays is not above four Hours . Fire.

3. Unity of Place (in the Drama] Mr. Dryder ſays, re- TRA'MMEL [ tramail, F.) a Machine to teach an Horſe to

quires that the Scene ought to bethe ſame at the End, that amble ; alſo a sortof Net forFowling, or Fiſhing.

it was at the Beginning of the Play , the ſame throughout. T'r a'mMeLED (with Horſemen) a Horſe is ſaid to be fo ,

But this Unity is ſeldom obſerved in our taking Plays. If that has Blazes or white Marks upon the Fore and Hind Foot

the Poets were confined to that, they would want Intrigue- on one side, before and behind.

Room . Croſs- TRAMMELED (with Horſemen ] is ſaid of a Horſe

TR'AGEAE (in Pharmacy) Powders groſly beaten. that has white Marks in two of his Feet, that ſtand croſs

TRAGE'LAPHUS (Teazendoo , of zsános, a Goat, and ways like St. Andrew's Croſs, as in the far Fore - foot and the

napos, a Hart, Gr.] a Goat-Hart or great Deer ; a certain near Hind -foot, or in the near Fore -foot and the far Hind

Beait found in the Foreſts of Bohemia, and elſewhere, that foot.

has a Brealt and ſhaggy Hair like a Goat , but otherwile like TRAMONTA’NE (9. transmontes, i.e. beyond the Moun

a Stag, L. tains ] a Name which the Italians give the North -Wind, be

TRAGICAL [ tragicus, L. tragique, F. reayıxós, Gr. ] caute it comes from beyond the Mountains .
pertaining to Tragedy , mournful, difafterous, fatal. T. TRA'MPLE (prob . of trampeln , Du .] to tread upon

Tragi-Comedy ( tragi-comædia, L. tragi- comedie, F.) with the Feet.

a Play , in part Tragedy, and in part Comedy. TRAMPLING, a Treading upon with the Fect .

Tragi-Comical (tragicus-comicus, L. tragique-comique, F. ] Trana'tion, a Swimming or Flying over, a Croſling a
partly tragical and partly comical . thwart, L.

TRAGICK Poet, a Writer of Tragedies. Trance (probably of tranſitus, L. a Paſſing, 9. tranſitus,

TRAGIUM [taylov, of teázos, Gr. a Goat] the Herb or tranſportatio animi, a Departure of the Mind) an Extaſy

White Dittany ; allo a certain Shrub, reſembling Juniper, or Tranſport of the Mind .

the Leaves of which in Autuinn ſmell like a Goat . TRANCHE [in French Heraldry) ſignifies a Man

TRAGONATUM (with Botaniſts] the Herb Wild Campion, ner of Counterchangingin an Eſcutcheon of this

L. Form . But, by Engliſh Heralds, it is thus blazon

TragonI'A ( Tpayoria, Gr.) the Herb Terragon , L. ed : He bears per pale, Argent , and Azure, per

TRAGOPO'GON (7 gagotógov,Gr. )the Plant Goat's-Beard . Bend counterchang’d.
Traco'PYRUM (Tegeno tvegv, Gr.] a kind of Buck-Wheat TRANGLE [ in Heraldry ] is the Diminutive of a Fels, and

orBollimong, L. what the Engliſh Heralds commonly call a Bar, F.

TRAGORCHIS (with Botanifs) the Herb Ragwort, L. To TRANQUI'LLIZE (tranquilifer, F. tranquillare, L.] to

TRAGORI'GANUM (Terpejavor, Gr.) the Herb Goat's- make quiet , itill, or calm .

Origany. TRANQUI'LLITY 3 [of tranquillus, L. and neſs]

TRAGOS ( Te0.205, Gr. ) a Goat, L.
TRANQUI'LLOUSNESS Quietneſs, Stillneſs , Calm

TRAGOS (with Botaniji ) the Shrub Wood -bind or Honey- neſs.

fuckle, L. To Transa'ct [tranſactum , L.) to negotiate, manage,

Tragus (Tga'zos, Gr . a Goat) the Protuberance of the perform , or diſpatch.

Auricula next the Temple, ſo called, becauſe it is ſometimes TRANSA'CTOR , one that negotiates or manages an Af

fair, L.

TRAJECTI'rious ( trajeftitius, L.) as trajectitious Money TRANSA'ction, a Negotiation , a Diſpatch of Buſineſs ;

or Ware , is ſuch as is carried over Sea , at the Peril of the alſo a Paſſage or Matter inHand, L.
Creditor. TRAN

Я

hairy .
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TRANSA'LPINE (tranſalpin, F. oftranſalpinus,of trans, be- the Motions of the Stars through the Radical Figure of a

yond, and Alpes, certain Mountains in Italy ] beyond the Perſon's Nativity.

Alps. TRANSI'TION , a Paſſing from one thing to another, or

To TRANSCE'ND [of tranſcendere, L.) to ſurpaſs, to go be- from one Subject or Point of Diſcourſe to another .

yond . TRANSITION (with Maficians) is when a greater Note is

TRANSCE'NDENCE (tranſcendentia, L.] Surpaſlingneſs, Ex- broken into a leſſer, to make ſmooth the Roughneſs of a Leap,

cellence. by a gradual Paſſage to the Note next following.

TRANSCE'NDENT ( tranſcendens, L. ) going beyond , extra- TRANSITION (with Rhetoricians a Figure, the ſame as

ordinary, excellent . Metabaſis, that conſiſts in the Paſſing from one Subject to an
TRANSCE'NDENTNESS , Tranſcendingneſs, Surpaſſingneſs. other.

TRANSCENDE'NTAL (of tranjcendant, F.] exceeding, go- TRA'NSITIVE [ tranſitivus, L.) an Epithet given by Gram .

ing beyond, ſurpaſling. marians to ſuch Verbs, as ſignify an Action which paſſes

Transce'NDENTAL Curves [in the higher Geometry ) are from the Doer to or upon the Sufferer or the Subject that
ſuch as cannot be defined by Algebraical Equations , or which, receives it .

when expreſſed by Equations, one of their Terms is a va- TRA'NSITIVELY (tranſitivè, L. ) after a tranſitive or tran

riable or flowing Quantity .
fient Manner.

TRANSCENDE'NTAL [in Phylicks) ſomething raiſed or ele- TRANSITIVENESS [ of tranſitivus, L. and nels] Tran

vated above other Things, or which paſſes and tranſcends fientneſs or a tranſitive Nature.

the Reaſons and Circumſtances of other inferior Beings , ſo TRANSITORY [ tranſitorius, L. ) paſſing away .

as not to be intimately and eſſentially included under them . TRANSITORINESS (of tranſitorius, L.and nef ] Fleeting

TRANSCENDE'NTAL Quantities [ ívith Schoolmer) are par- neſs, a tranſitory or quickly paling Nature or Quality.

ticularly apply'd to the Continuation of the Exiſtence, Du- To TRANSLATE ( tranſlatum , L.] to turn out of one Lan

ration , or Time of a Being. guage into another, to remove from one place to another.

TRANSCENDENTAL Quantities (with Geometricians) are TRANSLATION [in the Senſe of the Law ) the Removal of

undeterminate Quantities, or ſuch as cannot be expreſſed or a Biſhop from one Dioceſs to another, and accordinglyſuch

affixed to any conſtant Equation. a Biſhop does not write Anno Confecrationis, but Anno Trans

TRANSCENDE'NTALS, the moſt univerſal Conceptions of lationis noftræ .

Things. TransLA'Tion of Light and Nature (with Aftrologers) a

TRANSCO'LATED [ tranſcolatus, L.) ſtrained through . Phraſe uſed when a light Planet ſeparates from one that is

To TRANSCRIBE ( tranjcribere, L. ) to write out or copy more weighty, and perfectly joins another that is more

from another . weighty ; as ſuppoſe Saturn to be in twenty Degrees of Aries,

Transcri'BER [ tranſcriptor, L.) a Writer out or Co- and Mars in fifteen Degrees of Aries, and Mercury in fixteen

pier . Degrees of the ſame Sign; here Mercury, being a light Planet,

TRA'NSCRIPT ( tranſcriptum , L. ] that which is written from ſeparates from Mars, and tranſlates his Virtue to Saturn.

an Original or a Copy . Transla'tor , one that turns out of one Language in

TRANSCRI'Prio recognitionis, & c. [ in Law] a Writ to cer- to another, or removes out of one place into another ; alſo

tify a Recognizance into Chancery, L. a new Vamper of old Shoes , & c.

TRANSCRIPT 10 pedis finis, &c. lin Law ] a Writ for the TRANSLUCID [ tranſlucidus, L.) Mining through.

certifying the Foot of a Fine , levied before the Juſtices in TRANSLU'CiDNESS (of tranſlucidus, L.) the Quality of

Eyre, & c. into Chancery, L. ſhining through or permitting Light to ſhine through.

TRANSCRI'PT10N, the Act of tranſcribing or copying, L. TRANSMARI'NE (tranſmarinus, L.) foreign, of, or from the
TRANSCU'RRENCE 3 (of tranſcurreri, L.) a Running Parts beyond Sea.

TRANSCU'RSION from one place to another. TransME'ABLE [ tranſmeabilis, L. ) that may be paſſed
TRA'NSEAT. [ School- Term ] i.e. let it paſs, uſed when through

they ſuppoſe a Propoſition to be true without granting it . TRANSMEATED [tranſmeatus, L.) paſſed through. /

TRANSELEMENTATION (with Schoolmen ] a Change of the TRANSMIGRA'Tion, a Removing an Habitation from one .

Elements or Principles of one Body into another. Place to another, L.

TRA'NSFER (among Dealers in Stocks] a Conveyance or TRANSMIGRATION [of Souls] the Paſſing of Souls de

Making over of Stock from the Seller to the Buyer. parted out of one Bodyinto another.

T. TRANSFE'R [of transferre, L. ) to paſs, make over , or TRA'NSMIGRATED [tranſmigratus,L.)having remov'd one's
convey from one to another. Habitation from one place to another .

TRANSFIGURATION , a Change of one Figure or Shape TRANSMI'SSION, a Sending forward or Delivering over, a

into another , F. of L. Conveying , L.

TRANSFIGURED [ transfiguratus, L. transfiguré, F. ) hav- TRANSMISSION [ in Opticks, &c . ] is the Act of a tranſpa

ing the Form, Figure, or Shape changed. rent Body , paſſing the Rays of Light thro' its Subſtance or

TO TRANSFO'RATE (transfiratum , L.) to make a Hole ſuffering them to paſs.
through Transmi'ssiele, that is capable of being conveyed.

TO TRANSFO'RM [ transformare, L. transformer, F. ) to T. TRANSMI'T [ tranſmittere, L. tranſmettre, F.) to convey

change from one Form or Shape into another. ſend , deliver, or make over to another.

TRANSFORMATION, a Changing out of one Form into TO TRANSMO'GRAPHY, to transform or metamorphoſe .

another, F. of L. TransMONTANE ( tranſmontanus, L.) dwelling or grow

TRANSFORMA'TION of an Equation (with Algebraifts] is ing beyond the Mountains.

the Changing any Equation into another that is more eaſy. TRANSMOT10 (with Rhetoricians] a Figure, whereby the

TRANSFU'LGID [ transfulgidus, L. ) ſhining through . Orator removes the Imputation of any Thing from himſelf.

To TRANSFUSE ( transfujum , L.) to pour out of one Veſſel This Figure is alſo callà Tranfitus and Variatio, L. Meta

into another. baſis and Metaſtaſis, Gr.

TRANSFU's10n, a Pouring out, F. of L. TRANSMU'TABLE [of trans and mutabilis, L. ) capable of

T. TRANSGRE'ss [tranſgrefjum, L. ] to treſpaſs againſt or being changed.
violate a Law or Order. TRANSMU'TABLENESS (of trans and mutabilis, L.] Capa

TRANSGRESSION, the Going beyond the Bounds of, the bleneſs of being changed .

Violation or Breaking of a Law , F. of L. TRANSMUTA'TION, the Act of tranſmitting or changing.

TRA'NSGRESSIONE, a Writ commonly callid a Writ or TRANSMU TA'TION of Metals (with Alchymiſts) or the
Artion of Treſpaſs. Grand Operation (as they call it ) is the finding the Philoſo

Transient [of tranfiens, L. ) after a tranſient Manner, pher's Stone. This (they tell us ) is a curious univerſal Sced

quickly paſſing. of all Metals, and is endued with that admirable Quality ,

TRA'NSIENTNESS (of tranfiens, L. and neſs) a tranſient or that if any Metal be melted in a Crucible , and a little of

fleeting Nature or Quality, Shortneſs of Continuance. this Stone or Powder of Projection (as they term it ) be put in

Transire , to go or paſs over, a Word uſed in the Sta- to the melted Metal, it will immediately turn it into Gold or

tutes for a Warrant or Let-paſs. Silver, according as it is uſed .

TRA'NSIT ( tranfitus, L. a Paſſage] a Paſs or Liberty of TRANSMUTATION ( with Geometricians] the Reduction

paffing. or Change of one Figure or Body into another of the ſame

TRANSIT (with Aſtronomers] is the Palling of any Planet Aren or Solidity, but of a different Form , as of a Triangle

juſt by or under any fixed Star, or the Moon's Palling by into a Square, &c.
or Covering any other Planet. TransMUTA’TION (with Chymiſts] the Changing the

TRANSITS [in Affrology) are certain Familiarities gained by Subſtance , Quality, or Colour of mixed Bodies ; and there

are
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dre ſeveral Degrees or Kinds of Tranſmutation , viz . Cal- TRANSFO'SITIO [in Mu. Books] a Tranſpoſition or the

cination, Sublimation, Solution, Putrefaction, Diftillation , Co- the Writing a Song or Tune in any Key or Cliff, different

agulation, and Tincture. from the Key or Cliff in which it was firſt compoſed.

TRANSMUTATION [in the higher Geometry) is the Con- TRANSVA'sate [ tranvajare, L.) to pour out of one

verting aFigure into another of the ſame Kind and Order, Veſſel into another.

the reſpective Parts of which riſe to the ſame Dimenſions of TRANSUBSTA'NTIATED [of trans and ſubſtantin, L. or

an Equation , admit the fame Tangents , c. 9. tranfire in fubftantiam ] changed or pafled into another

T. TRANSMU'Te ( tranſmutare, L.) to change one Mat. Subſtance.

ter or Subſtance into another. TRANSUBSTANTIATION (in Theolog .] the Converſion or

TRA'NSOM (prob. of tranſenna, L. ) an over-thwart Beam , Change of the Subſtance of the Sacramental Bread and Wine
Brow-poft , or Window, ( according to the Notions of the Roman Catholicks) into the

TRANSOM (with Mathematicians) the Vane of an Inſtru- real Body and Blood of Chriſt.

ment called a Croſs-Staff, a wooden Member to be fixed a- TRANSUBSTANTIA'TOR , one who tranftubſtantiates or

croſs it, with a ſquare Socket upon which it ſlides. holds the Doctrine of Tranſubſtantiation.

TRANSOM [in a Ship] a piece of Timber lying athwart TO TRANSUDE [of trans and fudare, L. ) to fweat through.

the Stern , between the two Faſhion Pieces, directly under TRANSVERSA'lis abdominis (with Anat. ). a Muſcle lying

the Gun -Room -Port. under the Obliqui, ariſing from the Cartilago Xiphoides, from

TRANSPARENCY [of tranſparens, L.) the being to be the Extremities of the falle Ribs , and from the tranſverſe Apo

ſeen through ; an Affording a thorough Paſſage to the Rays phyſes of the Vertebre of the Loins, and fixed to the side of

of Light ; alſo the being very clear and bright , F. the Spine of the Ilium , and inſerted into the Os Pubis, and

TRANSPARENCY [in Heraldry} the ſame as Adumbra- Linea Alba , L.

tion. TRANSVERSALIS colli (with Anat.) a Muſcle of the Neck,

TRANSPA'RENT [ tranſparens, L. ] capable or that may ariſing from all the tranſverſe Proceſſes of the Vertebræ ofthe
be ſeen through . Loins, Back, and Neck, the two firſt being excepted, and

TRANSPARENT Bodies (with Philoſopbers) or Diapha- is inſerted by ſo many diſtinct Tendons into all their ſuperior

nous Bodies, are ſuch whole Pores are all right , and nearly Spines ; this moves the whole Spine obliquely backwards, L.

perpendicular to the Plane of their Surface, ſo as to let the TRANSVERSALIS dorfi (with Anat.) a Muſcle that ſeems

Rays of Light paſs freely through them , without being re- to ariſe fleſhy from all the tranſverſe Proceſſes of the Vertebre

fracted ; whereas the Pores of Opacous Bodies are in a crooked of the Thorax, and marching obliquely upwards is inſerted

oblique Poſition, by which Means the Beams of Lig t can- into the ſuperior Spines of the ſaid Vertebra . Theſe, with

not paſs freely through them , but are variouſly refracted and the Quadratus lumborum Sacer and Tranſverſalis colli, act .

loft. ing, move the whole Spine or Vertebra of the Neck, Back,

TRANSPARENTLY [of tranſparens, L. ) in a Manner tranf- and Loins , obliquely backward , as when we endeavour to

parent or that may be seen through . much behind us. If they allact together on each

TRANSPA'R ENTNESS (of tranſparens,L. and neſs] a tranſ Side , they allift in erecting the Trunk of the Body.

parent Nature or Quality, i.e. that may be ſeen through. TRANSVERSALis lumborum (with Anat.) a Muſcle that

TO TRANSPE'CIATE [of trans and ſpecies, L. ) to change lies under the tendinous Part of the Longiſſimus dorſi: It ariſes
from one Species to another. fleſhy, not only from the Os facrum , but alſo from the

TRANSPIE'RCED [ tranſpercé, F.] bored through. traniverſe Proceſſes of the Vertebræ of the Loins, and is in

To TRANSPI'RE [of trans through and ſpirare, L.] to ſerted into their ſuperior Spines , L.

breathe through, to exhale. TRANSVERSALIS pedis, & c. (with Anat.] a Muſcle that pro

TRANSPIRATION, the inſenſible Paſſage of excrementiti- ceeds from the Bone of the Metatarſus, which ſuſtains the

ous Matter through the Pores of the Skin ; alſo ſome Au- Toe nextthe Little - Toe , and paſſing a -croſs the other Bones

thors uſe it for the Entrance of the Air, Vapours, &c. is inſerted into the Os Sejamoides of the Great- Toe; the Of.

through the Pores of the Skin into the Body. fice of it is to bring all the Toes cloſe together, L.

TRANSPI'RING [ of trans and ſpirans, L.] breathing TRANSVERSA'LES penis [in Anat. ] a Pair of Muſcles

through, exhaling in Vapours ; allo Tranſpiration . ariſing from the Iſchium , juſt by the Erectores, and running

To TRANSPLANT (of tranſplantare, L.] to take up obliquely to the upper Part of the Bulb of the Urethra ;

from one place and to plant in another ; alſo to remove (as a theſe aſlift in the Erection of the Penis, L.

Colony) from one place to another. TRANSVERSALIS futura ( in Anat.] a Suture of the Crani

TRANSPLANTATION, the Removing of Plants, Tees, or um, ſo called on account of its croſſing and traverſing the

People, from one place to another.
Face from one Side to the other.

TRANSPLANTATION [ in natural Magick] is the Method TRANSVE'RSE Muſcles [in Anat.] certain Muſcles which

of curing Diſeaſes by transferring them from one Subject to
arife from the tranſverſe Proceſſes of the Vertebræ of the

another. Loins, &c. as thote before mentioned , called Tranſverſalis,

TRANSPLANTAʼtion by a Magnet [in Nat. Mag.] is Er. L.

by mixing the Excrement of a Patient up with Earth , to TRANSVER'S E ( tranfverfus, L. qui traverſe, F.] over

tranſplant the Diſeaſe into a Vegetable, which ſhall ariſe from thwart, a -croſs, croſs -wife .

a Seed fown in the fame Compoſt, or by incloſing the Parings TRANSVERSE Axis (in Conick Sestions) is a third Propor

of the Nails of a gouty Perſon in an Augre-hole made in tional to the Line called Abſciſa, andany Ordinate of a

an Oak , C. Parabola .

TRANSPLANTATION by Approximation (in Nat. Mag.] TRANSVERSE Diameters [in Geometry) are Lines belong

which is more properly called Approximation , as when a ingto an Ellipfis and Parabola.

Whitlow is upon a Finger, and is cured by rubbing a Cat's TRANSU'MITIO (with Schoolmen ) a Syllogiſm by Concef

Ear, which is ſuppoſed to receive the Pain . fion or Agreement, uſed where a Queſtion propoſed is tranf

Á TRAʼnsport, an Extaſy, a Rapture, a violent Mo- ferred to another with this Condition, that the Proof of
tion of the Paſſions of the Mind, a ſudden Sally . this latter ſhall be admitted for a Proof of the former , L.

A TRANSPORT- Ship, a Sea - Vefiel for the Conveyance of
TRANSVOLA'TION, a Flying beyond, L.

Soldiers, Proviſions, warlike - Stores , & c. TRANSU'Motion, a Taking from one to another.

TRANSPORTAʼtion, the Carriage from one Place to ano- TransU'MPTIVE ( tranſumptious, L.] taking from one to
ther, L. another.

TRANSPORTED [of tranſportatus, L. tranſporté, F.) con TRANTERS, a Sort of Fiſhermen . See Repiers.

veyed or carried over to another Place ; alſo put beſides one's TRANTERY , the Money that ariſes from Fincs impoſed

rèlf. upon Ale-houſe-keepers.

TRANSPO'RTABLE [of tranſportabilis, L. and nejs ) capa- Trap (treppe, Sax. trappe, F. ) a Machine or Device

ble of being tranſported. to take Fowls, Wild -Beaſts, Vermine, &c. in .

TRANSPORTER [ tranſportator, L.) he who tranſports. 70 Trap (Treppan , Sax. attrapper, F. ] to catch is a

To TRANSPO'se ( tranpofitum , L. ) to put out of his pro- Trap, to enſnare.

per Place, to change, as to Order. To Trape (prob. of traben, Du. ] to go idly up and

TRANSPOSITION of Equations (with Algebraiſts] is
down.

the Putting over any Quantity to the other Side of the Sign TRAPES ( prob, of Drabhen , Du . ) a Slattern.

of Equality, with a contrary Sign to what it had before,
TRAPEZOID ( with Geometricians) an irregular

Thus : ſuppoſe 2-20560, then acto 60—20 , i.e. 40. Figure that has all its four Sides and Angles un

TRANSPOSI'Tion, a Tranſpoſing or Changing the Or equal, and no Sides parallel .

der of Things, F. of L. Trape’ziums (yparissov, Gr. ) a quadrila
8 H

teral
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teral or ſquare Figure , whoſe four Sides and Angles are not Traves (of travas, Span . ) Shackles with which Hortes

equal , but two of its Sides are parallel . are tied to teach them to amble or pace .

TRAPE'Zius (with Anat.] a Muſcle of the Shoulder- TRA'VESTED [ traveſtić, F. diſguiſed , 4. tranſveſtitus, L ..]

Blade, ſo called of its Shape, and ſerving to move it upwards, the Disfiguring of an Author or the Tranſlating into a Style
backwards , and downwards . different from his own.

Trapezou'd (of zgaris lov,and Eidos Shape,Gr. ) a Geo- TRAVESTY ( of travelić, F. ) a Poem, ſuch as Virgil's,

metrical Figure, being quadrilateral, contained under four Er. turned into Burleſque Verle .

unequal Right Lines . Tra'vice, a ſınallIncloture, or oblong Quadrangle, con

TRASH (prob . of dreck , Teut. Dung or trufen, Teut. fiſting of four Pillars or Poſts , kept together by croſs Poles,
Dregs] bad , ſorry Fruits ; alſo any bad Commodity. for keeping in and holding unruly Hories in the Time of

TRARA'Do ( travade, F. ) a Kind of Whirl - wind , or a Shocing, or any other Operation.

very ſudden and moſt tempeſtuous Storm at Sea , ſuch as TRAULI'S MUS (of tegurisco, Gr.) a ſtammering Repeti

frequently happens on the Coaſt of Guinea , Portugal, tion of the firſt Syllable, or Letter ofa Word, as Tu, tu, tu ,

&c..
tutor , for Tutor.

TRAVA'lly ? [of reveller, F. to awake) a Beat of Drum TRAULO'TES [ Teguros, Gr . ) a Stammering in Speech,

TRAVE'LLY Š in the Morning that ſummons the Sol- whena Perſon cannot pronounce ſome Letters, eſpecially L.
diers from theirBeds . and R.

To Tra'vas, to traverſe a Piece of Ordnance. TRAUMA [ Tegūuu , Gr. ) a Wound.

TRAVE 2 (with Farriers) a Plate incloſed for ſhoeing TRAUMATICA [τραυματικό , of τραυματίζω, Gr . ] De

TRA'vise S an unruly Horſe. coctions and Potions proper for fetching the ferous and ſharp

Travee ( in Architecture] a Bay of Joifts, the Space be- Humours out of the Body, and by that Means to thin the

tween two Beams, F. Blood, ſo that it may be the more eaſily brought to thewound

To Tra’vel ( travailler, F.] to journey ; alſo to be ined, broken , or bruiſed Parts; alſo Herbs or Drugs proper

Pain in Child-birth. the curing of Wounds, called Vulneraries.

Tra'vel (of travaille, F. ] Taking a Journey ; alſo La- TRAW'LER -Men, a Sort of Fiſhermenwho practiſed un

bouring, Taking Pains ; alſo being in Pain in Child- birth . lawfulMethods of deſtroying the Fiſh in the River of Thames.

TravelLER [qui travaillé F.] one that journies, a A TRAY (prob. of trayer, F. a Milk-Pail, or trabere, to

Way -faring Perſon. draw , according to Skinner ; but Minjhew of draeghen , Du.

TRAVELLER'S- Joy, an Herb. to carry) a Sort of Veſſel or Trough hollowed out of a Piece

Traverse [tranſverſus, L. traverſe , F.] a-croſs, a -thwart. ofWood, uſed by Butchers, &c.

TO TRAVERSE (in Joinery) a Term uted for plaining a TR.4YL- Baſton ? (prob. ſo called of trailler, to draw , and

Board , or the like, croſs the Grain .
TRYAL -Baſtons Baſtor, a Staff, F. becauſe they had a

TO TRAVERSE ( traverſer, F. tranſverſim ire, &c. L. ] Staff delivered to them as a Badge of their Office ) as Juſtices
to go croſs or through a Country, & c. of Trayl- Baſton were Judges impowered by King Edward I.

TRA'VERSE (in Navigation) is the Variation or Alteration to make Inquiſition thro' the Realm upon all Officers ; as

of the Ship’s Courſe, upon the Shifting of the Winds, &c. Sheriffs, Mayors, Eſcheators, & c . touching Extorſion, Bri

TRA'verse ( in Horſemanſhip) a Horſe is ſaid to traverſc, bery, and Intruſion into others Men's Lands ; as alſo upon
when he cuts his Tread croſs -wiſe, throwing his Croupe to Barretors, Breakers of the Peace, and other Offenders.
one Side, and his Head to another. TREACHEROUS ( prob. of tricher, F. to cheat, & C.]

To TRAVERSE ( tranſverfim irë, &c. L. traverſer, F.] deceitful, perfidious.
to go croſs or a-thwart. TREACHEROUSNESS [of tricherie, F. Cheating) Perfidi.

TRAVERSE [in Heraldry] is a Partition of an ouſneſs, Fraudulence.

Eſcutcheon in the Figure annexed, called Parted TREACLE [ theriaca, L. theriaque, F. of Seeleni, of

parpale Traverſe. Freior, Gr, a Viper) a medicinal Compoſition , in which,

To TRAVERSE [with Gunners] is to turn or among other Ingredients, there is a pretty Quantity of Vi

point a Piece of Ordnance which way one pleaſes upon the per's Fleſh.
Platform . To Tread ( troedio , Brit. traeder, Dan. Enedan, Sax .]

To TRAVERSE [in Law] ſignifies to oppoſe, to ſet the Footor Feet on , to ſtep , to walk.

throw, or quash ; to deny any Part of the Matter one is Trea'der [of troed, Brit. a Foot) are one that creads or
charged with ; to put the Proof of it upon the plaintiff. tramples on .

To TRA'VERSE an Indietment, is to take Iſſue upon the TREA'dles (of Sheep ] their Dung, or Ordure.

chief Matter, and to contradict or deny ſome point of it . Trea'dles (of a Weaver's Loom] are what they move with

To TRAVERSE an Ofice ( in Law] is to prove that an In- their Feet.

quiſition made of Lands, & c. by the Efcheator is de
TREA'Son ( trahiſon, F. ] an Act of Infidelity to one's law

fective and unduly made. ful Sovereign , Diſloyalty, Treachery, perfidious Dealing

T. TRAVERSE one's Ground ( in Military Exerciſe] to go towards him.

this way and that way. High TREASON 2 is an Offence committed againſt the

A TRAVERSE (in Carpentry) a Piece of Wood or Iron TREASON- Paramount Security of the King or Kingdom ,

placed tranſverſly , to ſtrengthen and fortify another. whether by Imagination, Word, or Deed, as to compaſs or

Traverse -Table [in Navigation ) a Paper on which the imagine the Death of the King, &c. to defour the King's

'Traverſes or various Courſes of the Ship are ſet down , with Wife or eldeit Daughter unmarried ; to levy War againſt the

the Points of the Compaſs, Diſtances, Alterations of the King in his Realm ; to kill his Chancellor; to counterfeit his

Wind, & c. ſo as to pais a Judgment on the way ſhe Money, &c.

makes. Petty Treason , is the Killing or Murder of a Husband by

TRAVERSED Horſe, a Horſe who has two white Feet on a Wife; of a Maſter by a Servant ; a Biſhop, & c. by a Prieſt.

ither Side. TREASONABLE [ en trahiſon after a diſloyal, treacherous,

Traverses in Turnings and Windings, croſs Accidents , perfidious Manner towards the Prince or State .

Croffes, Troubles. Trea'SONABLENESS [of trahison and meſs) Diſloyalty,
TRA'VERSES [ in Fortification) are Lines which return Treacherouſneſs, either by Imagination, Word , or Deed ;

back from the Ends of the Trenches, and run almoſt paral- as Compaſſing or Imagining the Death of the King, &r.

lel with the Place attacked, called allo Coudee's. Levying War againſt him , Adhering to his Enemies, Coin

TRAVERSE in a wit Foſs [in Fortification) is made by ing falſeMoney , Counterfeiting the King's Privy Seal , all

throwing into the Foſs, over- againſt the place where the which are High Treaſon .

Miner is to be put , to the foot of the Wall , abundance of TREASURE ( trejor, F. theſaurus, L. of Intaveis, Gr.)

Sauciſſons, Joifts, and other Pieces of Wood, with Faf- Store of Gold, Silver, Jewels, or Riches hoarded up ; allo
cines , Stones, Earth, and all other Things that can help to a Thing of great Price and Excellence.

fill up the Foſs , and be capable of carrying a Gallery for ſuch TREASURE- Truve [in Lacv ] Money which being found and

as uſe it . not owned belongs tothe King, but by the Cisil Law to

TRAVERSE [in Fortification) a Name given to a Wall of the Finder

Earth or Stone , croſs a Work which is commanded, to co- TREASURED [tbeſaurifatus, L. thefaurisé, F.] laid up

ver the Men ; as at Coehorn's Work at Namure, which lics choicely, as a Treaſure, or in a Treaſury.

on the side of a high Ground , and is open to the other TREASURER [thefaurarius, L. theorier, F. ] an Officer,

Side of the Sambre, there are two high Traverſes croſs who has the Keeping of the Treaſure of a Prince, State , or

the Work, one behind another. Corporation.

TRAVERSING a Piece [in Sea-Language) is the Removing Lord High TREASURER [of England ) is the third great

and Laying a Piece of Ordnance or great Gun, in order to Officer of the Crown ; he receives the Omice by the Delivery

bring it to bear or lie level with the Mark. of

over
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of a whiteStaff ; he has the Charge and Management of all Trees [in a Ship] are Timbers of ſeveral Sorts .

the King's Money, &c . in the Exchequer ; alſo the Check Che/s- Trees, are the Timbers on each side of the Slip ,

of all Officers employ'd in collecting Impoſts, Tribates, or for the main Tack to run thro ' and hale it down .

any other Revenues belonging to the Crown . Croſs - Trees, are Pieces of Timber bolted and let into

TREASURER (of the King's Houlbold ] an Officer, who in one another a -croſs at the Head of the Maſt, the Uſe of

the Abſence of the Lord Steward, has Power with the Comp- which is to keep the Top-maſts up .
troller and other Officers of the Green -Cloth , 6. to hear Trejſel- Trees, are thoſe Timbers of the Croſs -trees that

and determine Felonies and other Crimes commit :ed within ſtand along Ships or Fore and Aft at the Top of the Maſt .

the King's Palace . Waste-Trees, are thoſe Timbers of the Ship that lie in

TREA'SUR ER [of the Nary) an Officer who receives Mo- the Walte.

ney out of the Exchequer, by a Warrant from the Lord High Treeks of a Cart , the iron Hoops about the Naves .

Treaſurer, & c. and pays all the Chargesof the Navy, by a Tree'nels ? (in a Ship ] long wooden Pins with which

Warrant from the principal Office of the Navy. TRENELS the Planks are faſtened into the Timbers.

TREASURER [of Collegiate Churches] a Dignitary who an- Treet ( triticum , L. ] Wheat.

tiently had the charge of the Veſtments, Plate, Jewels, Re- TREE -FOIL ( trifolium , L. trefile, F. of a gipuanov, Gr . ]

liques, and other Treaſure belonging to ſuch Churches. the Herb Three -leav'd Graſs.

TREA'SURERSHIP, the Office or Dignity of a Treaſurer. TREFFLE [in Heraldry) as a Croſs Trefie, is a

TREA'SURY [theſaurarium, L. treſor, F.) the Treaſurer's a Croſs whole Arms end in three Semi- circles,

Office , or Placewhere the publick Money is depoſited. each repreſenting the Three-leav'd Graſs or Tree

Clerk of the TREASURY [in the Court of Common Pleas] foil . This is by fome callid St. Lazarus's Croſs.

an Officer who has the Charge of Keeping the Records of See the Figure.

that Court, and makes out all the Copies of Records in the Trefoils (in Heraldry] call'd in French Tref
Treaſury, fles, are frequently borne in Coat -Armour, and

Lords of the TREASURY, certain Perſons of Honour ap repreſent Three-leav'd Graſs, and are accounted

pointed as Commiſſioners to execute the Office of Treaſu next to the Fleur-de-Lis, or Lilies. See the Figure.

rer of England, when it is not comniitted to a ſingle Perſon . A TRELLIS ( treillis, F. ) a Lattice or Grate ;

TREAT ( traitement) a Feaft or Entertainment. alſo a grated wooden Frame for Wall - trees to be tied to.

TO TREAT (of traiter, F. trattare, L.] to give a Feaſt or T. TRELLIS [ treillifer, F. ) to furniſh with a Trellis, ie.

Entertainment a Sort of Lattice. Grate or wooden Frame for ſupporting

TREAT 2 (prob . of tratus, of trabere, L.) fignifying Wall - trees .

TREATE S taken out, or withdrawn , as the Juror was Trema'GIUM ? ( old Rec. ] the Seaſon for fowing

challenged, becauſe he could not diſpend 40l. and therefore Tremi'sium Summer - Corn or Barley.

he was Treate. To Tre'MBLE ( trembler, F.] to ſhake or quiver for Fear or

TREA'TABLE [of tractable, F. ] reaſonable.
Cold .

Treʼatisz [t naht, Sax. trattatus, L. traite, of tratter, Tre’MBLING (tremens, L. tremblant, F. ] ſhaking with

F.) a Diſcourſe upon ſome particular Subject. Fear.

TREATMENT ( traitement, F. ] Ulage. TRE'MEBUND [tremebundus, L. ) fearful, trembling much.

Tre’aty [ traité, F.) a Treating or Agreement be- Tremella ? the Hopper of a Mill, into which the Corn
tween two or more diſtinct Nations, concerning Peace, TREMENTAS is put to fall thence into the Grinding

Commerce, Navigation , &c. Stones .

TRE'BBLE ( triplex, L. triple, F.] the higheſt or laſt Treme'NDOUS (tremendus, L.] that is much to be feared ,

of the four Parts in muſical Proportion ; alſo three - fold . dreaded .

Tre'Buch 2 [terbichetum , Lat. Barb . ) a Ducking- Stool TREME'N DOUSNESS (of tremendus, L. and neſs] a tremend

Tri'BUCHETS or Tumbrel . ous Quality , Worthinels to be feared or dreaded .

Trede'cile (with Aftron .) an Aſpect when two Planets Tremor , a Trembling or Shaking, as in an Ague, a Dif

are diſtant 3 Deciles or 180 Degrees one from another, in- eaſe nearly a- kin to a Convulſion, being partly convulſive and

vented by Kepler. partly natural.

Tre'ddles ( prob. q . d . turdles of turd] the Ordure of Sheep . TRE'MULOUS ( tremulus, L.] quaking, quavering.

TREDDLES ( prob. of treading, or of threads] Appurte- Tre'MULOUSNESS [of tremulus, L. and neſs] Trembling

.nances belonging to a Weaver's Loom . neſs.

TREE [rroe, Dan . treo, trip, Sax ) by Botaniſls, is Tren , an Inſtrumentwherewith they ſtrike Fiſh at Sea.

defined to be a Plant with a ſingle, woody, perennial Stalk or A TRENCH (tranche, F.] any Ditch or Cut made in the
Trunk . Earth, to drain off the Water in a Meadow, Moraſs, &c.

Trees , are diſtinguiſhed into , T. TRENCH [of trancher, F. to cut] to dig a Trench, to

1. Bacciferous, i.e. ſuch as bear Berries, as the Juniper fence or incloſe with a Trench.

and the Yew-trec , the Strawberry - tree , Milletoe , Water- To Trench (the Ballaſt) is to divide the Ballaſt into ſeve

Elder, the Dwarf, a large Laurel , the Viburnum or Way- ral Trenches in the Hold of a Ship.

faring -tree, the Dogberry -tree, the Sea- Blackthorn , the Berry TRE'NCHANT- Sword, a Sword that cuts a Gap or Wound.

bearing Elder, the Privet Barberry , common Elder, the Holly , TRENCHE A'Tor [old Rec. ] a Carver .

the Buckthorn , the Berry -bearing Heath , the Bramble, and Tre'ncher [tranchoir, F.] an Utenſil of Wood for eat

the Spindle - tree or Prickwood, &c. ing Meat on .

Such as have their Fruit dry, when it is ripe ; as the TRE'NCHER-Man , a hearty Eater.

Bladdernut -tree , the Box, and the common Elm and Anh , TRE'NCHIA Cold Deeds] a Trench or Dike newly cut.

the Maple, the Gaule, or Sweet Willow , the coinmon TRENCHING (tranchant, F. of trancher, F. to cut] a Dig

Heath- Broom , Dyer's Weed, Furz or Gorze, the Lime- ging or Cutting a Ditch or Trench in the Earth .
tree, &c. TRE'NCHES [in the Milit. Art)are a Way hollowed in

2. Coniferous, orſuch as bear a ſquamoſe or ſcaly Fruit, of the Earth in the Form of a Foſs, having a Parapet towards

a Kind of conical Figure, and of a woody and hard Sub- the Place beſieged, called Lines of Approach or Lines of

ſtance, in which are many Seeds. Of this kind are the Attack ; or a Work raiſed with Faſcines, Gabions, Wooll

Scotch Firs, Male and Female, the Pine , the common Alder- packs, Bavins, & c. which can cover the Men ; theſe Lines

tree, and the Birch- tree , Egr. or Trenches are cut to defend and cover an Army in the
3. Lanigerous ones, or ſuch as bear a woolly, downy Sub- Field .

ftance, as the Black, White, and Trembling Poplar, Willows To open the TRENCHES, is to begin to dig or work upon

and Oliers of all kinds . the Line of Approaches.

Such as bear their Seeds (having an imperfect Flower) in To carry on the TRENCHES, is to advance them or bring

leafy Membrances or Cafes, as the Horn -beam , or Horn -beech. them forwards near the Place .

4. Pomiferous ones , as Apples, Pears , &c . To Trench about, is to fence with Trenches.

5. Nuciferous, i . e . ſuch as bear Nuts , as the Walnut - tree, TRE'NCHING -Plough, an Inſtrument for cutting out the

the Haflenut-tree, the Beech , the Cheſnut, and the common Sides of Trenches, Drains, c.

Oak. TRENCHIKG- Spade, is a Tool for cutting of Trenches in

6. Pruniferous ones, whoſe Fruit is pretty large and ſoft, watery or clayey Ground.

with a Stone in the Middle , as the Blackthorn or Sloe- tree, TRE'NDEL [ prob. of trengel, Sax.) a Weight or Post

the black and white Bullace-tree, & c. the Cherry-tree, Gre Tre'ndle } in a Mill ; alfo a Veſſel called a Keever.

Dwarf-'Trees, ſuch as are kept low, not being ſuffered Trental , a Romißh Office for the Dead , conſiſting of

to be above half a Foot in Stem. thirty Maffes, rehearſed for 30 Days after the Perſon's
Wall- Trees, are ſuch whoſe Branches are ſpread on each Death .

Side and nailed againſt Walls .
TREPAN
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TREPAN ( trepanum , L. un trepan, F. of zgü mayor, Gr. ) an A Right-angled TRIANGLE, is one which has one Right
Inſtrument wherewith Surgeons open a broken Skull . Angle .

To Trepa's ( trepaner, F. of trepanum , L. ) to open a An Acute-angled TRIANCLE , is one that has all its Angles

Fracture in the Skull ; alſo to enſnare or decoy . acute.

TREPA'NNER , one that trepans ; alſo that enſnares or An Obtufe- angled TRIANGLE, is one that has one Obtuſe

decoys . Angle.

TREPA'NNING (ſomederive it of Trepani, a Place in Si- An Oblique-angled TRIANGLE , is a Triangle that is not

cily, near which Place fome Engliſh Ships , being in Streſs of right-angled.

Weather, were friendly invited in , but afterwards detain- Equilateral TRIANGLÉ, is one, all whoſe Sides are equal.

ed contrary to the Aſſurances they had given them ; but Ijoſceles TRIANGLE 2 a Triangle that has only two

others chooſe to derive it from agúrayov,Gr. a crafty Be- Equilegged TRIANGLES Legs or Sides equal.

guiler) Enſnaring, Decoying. Scalenus TRIANGLE, one that has not two Sides equal.

TREPID ( trepidus, L. ) fearful, trembling for Fear. Tria'NGULAR Compaſſes, an Inſtrument with three Legs

TREPIDATION, a Trembling, L. or Feet, to take off any Triangle at once, uſed on Maps,

TREPI'DITY 2
Globes, Egr.

Tre'PiDNESS S

( trepiditas, L.] Trepidity, Fearfulneſs.

BВ FI
Similar TRIANGLES, are ſuch as

To TRESPASS (prob. of trepaler, F. old Law ) to commit have all their three Angles reſpec

an Offence againſt. tively equal to one another : As if

General Trespass, is where Force or Violence is uſed , A D the Angle A be equal to D, the

otherwiſe called Treſpaſs vi & armis . Angle C equal to E , and the Angle

Special Trespass, one done without Force , called alſo B equal to F, then is the Triangle A, B, C ſimilar or like

Trejpaſs upon the Caſe. to D, F, E.

TRESPASS [ in Law ) any Tranfgreffion of the Law leſs than
TRIANGULARIS, e . } [in Botan.Writ.] having three

Felony , Treaſon, or Miſpriſion of Treaſon . TRIANGULUS , a , um . S Corners, L.

Local Trespass ( in Law ] is that which is ſo annexed to Tria'NGULAR , after the form of a Triangle.

the Place certain , that if the Defendant join Iſſue upon the TriA'NGULARNESS [of triangularitas, L. and neſs) a trian

Place, and traverſe the Place mentioned in the Declaration gular Form .

and aver it , it is enough to defeat the A &tion . TRIANGULA'TOR (in Afrology] a Planet that lies in the

Tranſitory TRESPASS [in Law ) is that which cannot be Triplicity , L.
defeated by the Defendant's Traverſe of the Place, becauſe Tria'NGULAR Quadrant, is a Sector with a looſe Piece

the Place is not material. to make it an Equilateral Triangle, which has the Calendar

Tre'sPASSER , an Offender . graduated on it with the Sun's Place, Declination , & c. uſed

Tres'PASSING, the Committing an Offence, Sin , Fault, in Dialling, Navigation, Surveying, Gr.

Injury, & c . Olliculum TRIANGULARE (with Anatomifts ] a ſmall trian

TRE'SSEL 2 [ un treteau, F.) a Sort of three-footed Sup. gular Bone, ſituated between the Lambdoidal and Sagittal Su

TRESTLES porter for a Table, Board , Esr. tures of the Skull, L.

Tre'sses ( treljes, F. ] Locks of Hair hanging down looſe- TRIANGULAR Is (with Anatomis) a Muſcle of the Breaſt

ly. lying on each ſide theGriſtle, called Cartilago Enfiformis, L.

TRESSEL-Trees (in a Ship) are thoſe Timbers of the Croſs- TRIANGULARISmuſcalus [in Anat.) a Muſcle that ariſes

Trees which ſtand along at the Head of the Maſt. from the Top of the cubitus, and ends narrow about the

Tre'stle (trefteau , F. which Minſhew fuppoſes to be q. Middle of the ſame, L.

tres or three Stools] a three-footed Stool , a Frame of a Table TRIANGULA'RIS pectoris ( in Anat.) has ſometimes the

ſtanding upon three Feet. Appearance of three or four diſtinct Muſcles, ariſing from the

TREPIGNER [in Horſemanſhip ) a Word importing the A &ti- Inſide of the Sternum , andis implanted into the Cartilages

on of a Horſe, who beats the Duſt with his Fore-feet in which join the four loweſt Ribs to the Sternum , L.

managing ,without embracing the Volt ; who makes his Mo- Triangul A'RITY ( triangularitas, L] one of the Tripli.

tions andTimes ſhort and near the Ground , without being cities of the Zodiack .
put upon his Haunches, F. Tri'as Harmonica [in Midfick] a Compound of three ra

TRESTORNA'R e Cold Rec . ] to divert or turn out of the dical Sounds heard altogether, of which two are a Fifth ,

Way. and a Third above the other, which is a Fundamental.

TRESSURE [in Heraldry] is the Diminutive of TRIARII (among the Romans) one of the four Orders of

an Crle, and is uſually accounted to be only one Soldiers, who were poſted in the Rear of the Army, and

33 half of it , and is commonly born Flory and Coun- were to aſit in Time of Danger .

terflury, and it is alſo often double, and ſometimes TRIBE (tribus , L. tribu, F.) a Race , Stock , or Family ;

treble . alſo a certain Quantity or Number of People, when a Di

Tret ( probably of tritus, L.worn )Allowance madeby viſion is made of a Nation into Quarters or Diſtricts.
Mercbants to Retailers, whichis four Pound in every hun- Trı'BLE7, a Tool uſed by Goldſmiths in working Rings:

dred , and four Pound for the Waſte or Refuſe of any Com. TRI'ErachUS [ Teileg.xus, Gr. ] a Foot in Greek and

modity. Tri'BRACHYSS Latin Verſe, which conſiſts of three ſhort

Treva. } [in ant. Deeds] a Truce or Treaty of Peace. Syllables, asPopulus,
Treu’via TRIBULA'Tion (either of tribulus a Threſhing - Inftru

Trevet ? ( riekce, q. d . three Feet, tripus, L. tre- ment , tribulus a prickly Brier, or tribulus, L , a Sort of Cal .

TRI'VETS peid, F. of zsíros, Gr . ) a Device of Iron trop ) great Trouble , Anguiſh, Amiction.

to ſet a Skellet or Pot over the Fire. TRIBULUS (79 Conc , Gr. ) a Thiſtle or Bramble.

Trey ( trois, F. tres, L.) the Three at Dice or Cards . TRIBU'NAL, a Seat of Judgment, a Court of Judicature,

TRI'A in M :1, Books) a Name given to the three Parts of F. and L.

Mufick , either for Voices or Inſtruments, Ital. Trı'BUNE (tribunus, L. ) two great Officers among the
Tria Prima [in Chymiſtry] the three Hypoftatical Prin- Romans ; the firſt of the People, whoſe Buſineſs was to de

ciples, viz. Salt, Sulphur, and Mercury, of which three they fend their Liberties ; the other of the Soldiers , who was to
hold all mixt Bodies to be primarily made, and into which ſee them well armed and ordered .

they may be reſolved by the Means of Fire, L. Tri'BUNESHIP, the Office or Dignity of a Tribune.

ÍRIAD ( Tpias, Gr. ) the Trinity. TRIBUTARINESS 2 [of tributarius, L. tributaire, F.) the

Tri'al ( probably of tentare, L. tenter, F. ] an Effay, Ex
TRIBUTARY Ś Condition or State of thoſe that pay

periment, or Endeavour ; alſo a Temptation .
Tribute.

Trial [in Law ) the Examination of Cauſes criminal or TRIBUTE (trib:tum , L. tribuit, F.]

civil before a proper Judge, of whichthere are three Sorts ; TRIBUTOʻrious [ tributorius, L. ) pertaining to Diſtribu
as Matters of Fact are to be try'd by Jurors , Matters of Law tion .

by the Judges, and Matters of Record by the Record it- TRIBUNICIAR (with Antiquaries, & c.] of, or pertain

felf. ingto the Office, Dignity, or Power of a Tribune.

TRIANGLE ( triangulum , L. un triangle, F. ) a Fi- TRICAPSULA'r is, e . [in Botan. Writ.] divided into three

gure that has three Angles and as many Sides, and Partitions, as in Hypericum or St. John's Wort, L.
is either plain or ſpherical. Trica incuborum , a Diſeaſe among the Polanders that

-! Plain TRIANGLE, is one that is contained under three makes their Huir cling together like a Cow's Tail ; and be

Rigl : t Lines. ſides, they are crooked -backed. have their Joints looſe, breed
A pherical TRIANGLE, is a Triangle that is contained Lice, and are afiected with other Symptoms, L.

under ihree Arches of a great Circle or Sphere. TRICE

TE
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TRICE (probably of tricean , Sax . to give a Thruit, q . TRIETE'RICA ( 7814tupire , Gr . ] certain Feafts of Bicchus

d . in the Time that a Thrult may be given ] in a Moment of obſerved every third Year.

Time.
T. TRIFA'llow (of ter or tres , L. three or thrice , and

TRICENNA'LIA (old Rec.) Maffes faid for the Dead , for Kealga, Sax. an Harrow ] to cultivate or plow Land the

the firſt thirty Days after their Deceaſe, L. , third Time before Sowing .

TRICENNIAL [ tricennalis, L.) of, or pertaining to the Tri'rEROUS [ trifer, L. ) bearing Fruit three Times a

Term of thirty Years. Year.

Tricers, having three Heads, L.
TRI'FIDUS, a , um [in Botan.Wri!. ]cut into three Parts .

Tricers auris (with Anatomif?s) a Muſcle of the Ear, TRI'ELES [of trice, L. as Minhezo fuppofes ] Gew - gaws,

ſo call'd becauſe it has three Beginnings. It takes its Rile Play-things for Children ; allo Things of ſmall Value.

from the Upper and Fore-part of the Apophyſis Matoides, and TRI'FLING ( ſome derive it of triccare, Ital. others of

is inſerted into the Middleof the Concha auriculæ , called alſo trev feien , D. ) ſpending Time or Pains to little Purpoſe.

retrabens auriculam , L. TRIFOLIATED Leaf (with Butanifs] is a kind of digiti

Trichi'Asis Ş Tsigámors ? a Growing of much Hair ; ted Leaf, conſiſting of three Fingers, as in Clover-Grafs.

Tricho'sis 2 osizens şallo a Fault in the Eye- TRIFOLIA'TUS , a um [in Botan. Writ .] whoſe Leaf con
lids when there is a double Row of Hairs ; alſo a hairy fiſts of three Parts, L.

Urine cauſed by phlegmatick Humours, ſo that Hajrs ſeem Trifo'LIUM (with Botanilts] Three-leaved Grals, L.
to ſwim in it . TRIFO'LIUM Paluire, Marth-Trefoil , L.

Trichi'smus ( teigeruos, Gr. ) a very ſmall Fracture of TRI'FORM [triformis , L. ) having three Forms or Shapes.

a Bone like a Hair.
TRIFOʻRMITY (of triforinis, L.) the having three Forms

Trichom aʼnes [ texqueres, Gr . ) the Herb Maiden- or Shapes.

hair. TRIFU'R CATED [ trifurcatus, L.) three - forked .

TRICHOPHY'LLON [ 78rgopuraov, Gr. ) an Herb whoſe TRI'GAMY ( Terjanic , of opis thrice, and zácio , Gr.

Leaves are like Hairs relembling Fennel , Coralline , L. of Gr . Marriage] the having three Husbands or three Wives, either

Tri'CHORON [Tsigweer, Gr . ) a Building with three Lodg- at the ſame or at different Times .

ings or Stories . TRIGGED (of trirker, Dan. trurken , Teut. to preſs,

A TRICK (tricherie, F. ] a crafty Wile , Subtilty , or Skinner) having a Mark ſet to ſtand in playing at Nine - Pins ;

Deceit. allo catched or ſtopped , as a Wheel .

To Trick (tricher, F. ] to defraud, cheat, or deceive by TRI'GGER , a Hook that holds the Spring of a Gun - Lock;
a Wile. alſo an Iron to ſtay the Wheel of a Waggon , & c.

Trocke'd up (probably of intricatus, L. as Skinner con- TRIGLYPH (7gigavac , Gr. of gas three, and gaupis,

jectures, or of Igig , according to Minfoew ] trimly dreſſed, Gr. Sculpture) a triangular Gutter, which ſeems to have been

handſomely ſet oft. deſign'd to convey the Guttæ or Drops that hang a little un

Tricked [ of triche, F. ) cheated , beguiled , deceived by der them .
2 Wile or Craft. TRIGLYPH [in Architetture) a Member of the Frize of

TRI'CKING [of tricherie, F.] cheating, beguiling, & c. by the Derick Order, fet directly over every Pillar, and in cer
Craft, Wiles, & c. tainSpaces in the Intercolumniations.

TRI'CKISH, guileful, crafty, wily . TRIGON (Zeigaro , Gr . ] a Figure conſiſting of three

TO TRI'CKLE (of treekelen, Da. according to Skinner, or Angles , a Triangle.

of t bge to run, according to Minbew ] to run down in Tri'gon (in Natural Magick ] ſignifies a four-fold Change

Drops as Tears from the Eyes, & c. of the ſtarry Spirits , according to the Number of the four

TRICORNI'GEROUS (tricorniger,L.]bearing or having three Elements, each reigning and laſting two hundred Years.

Horns . The Airy TRIGON [in Afirol.] the airy Triplicity , Gemini,

TRICORPORUS ( tricorpor, L.) that hath three Bodies . Libra, and Aquarius, beholding one another in a trine Al

TRICU'SPIDES (with Anatomifs) three Valves of a trian- pect.

gular Shape, ſituated at the Mouth of the Right Ventricle The Earthy TRIGON [in Aſtrol.] the earthy Triplicity ,

of the Heart, being compos'd of a thin Membrane or Skin , Taurus, Virgo, and Capricornus, beholding one another in a

ſo as to give Paſſage to the Blood into that Part , but to trine Aſpect.

hinder it from returning the ſame way that it came in. Fiery TRIGON (with Afrologers) the fiery Triplicity , A

TRIDE ( with Horſemen ] ſhort and ſwift. ries, Leo, and Sagittarius, beholding one another in a trine

TRIDE-Pace, is a Going of ſhort and thick Motions, tho ' Aſpect.

united and uneaſy. The Watery TRIGON (with Alrol.] the watery Triplicity,

Tride-Career, a faſt Gallop that has its Times and Mo- Cancer, Scorpio, and Piſces, beholding one another in a trine
tions ſhort and nimble. Alpeet .

To work Tride ( in Horſemanſhip) upon Volts, is to mark TRIGONOCE A Tories (of reizar o and xegz @ , Gr.

his Time with his Haunches ſhort and ready . Dominion or Power] a Name of the Planets, on account

TRIDENT ( tridens, L. i . e. three Teeth] Neptune's three- of their being Lords or Governors of Trigons, as Saturn

pronged Fork or Mace. and Mercury of the airy Trigon , Venus and the Moon of the

TRIDENT [tridens , L. ) the three - pronged Mace the Earthy, the Sun and Jupiter of the Fiery , and Mars of the

Poets feign that Neptune , the fabulous God of the Sea , Watery.

bears ; alſo any Tool , Fork, or Inſtrument that has three TRIGONOMETRICAL of Teigar a Triangle, and us

Fangs or Prongs. 1 goxos, Gr. of Meaſure) of, or belonging to Trigonometry.

Trident ( in Mathematicks] that kind of Parabola by TRIGONOMETRY [ trigonometria, L. trigonometrie, F.of

which Cartes conitructed Equations of lix Dimenſions. Tsigar@ and pelgéw , Gr. to meaſure] an Art that teaches
Tri'dent [ lo called by Sir Iſ. Newton ) that kind of Pa- Menturation and the Uſe of Triangles.

rabola, by which des Cartes conitructed Equations of fix Di. Plain TrigonO'METRY treats of Rectilinear Triangles,

menſions. This Figure hath four infinite Legs , two of and teaches from three given Parts of a Plain Triangle to

which are Hyperbolical, tending contrary Ways, but placed find the reit.

about an Afymptote;and the other two are Parabolical and Spherical TRIGONOMETRY, is an Art that teaches from

Converging, and which with the other two form the Fi- three given Parts of a Spherical Triangle to find the reft.

gure of the Trident . TRIGONUS, a vm [in Botan. Writ.] having three Corners.

TRIDENTI'FEROUS (tridentifer, L. ) that bears a Trident . TRIJU'GUM [ Old Rec.] a Trithing or Juriſdiction of

TRIDING (tri dinza, Sax.) the third Part of a Country three Hundreds.
or Shire. TriLa'ȚERAL [of tres and lateralis, L. ] having three

TXI'DUAN [ triduanns, L. ) of three Days Continuance. Sides.

Tri'ningMoT (IniSing -- gemot, sáx .] a Court held TRILATERALNESS [of tres or tris lateralis, L. and neſs]

for a Triding, a Court-Leet, the having three Sides .

TRI'ENS, the third Part of a Phyſical Pound, containing Trill (with Muſicians] a Quivering or Shaking of the

three Ounces . Voice, C.

Trie'NNIAL (of triennis, L. triennal, F. ] to every three TO Trill down: ( triider , Dan .), to drop or truckle

Years, or once every three Years . down.

TRIEMI'MERIS (in Profodia ) a kind of Cæfura of a Latin TRI'LLION ? [ in: Arithmetick ] the Number of a Billion of

Verſe, wherein after the first foot of the Verſe there remains Tri'LION S Billions.

an odd Syllable which helps to make up the next Foot, Gr. Trille'rto (in Mu. Books] a ſhort little Trill.

Tri'er [tentator, L. tentateur, F.] one that tries or Trills (in a Cart] the Sides of it that a Horſe is to

Proves . ſtand between

8. I TRILU
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Trio'nes ( in Afiron .) a Conſtellation of ſeven Stars in

TRILUMINOUS } (triluminaris
, L.) having three Lights.

Urſa Minor , commonly called Charles-Wane .

Trim [of a ship ] the beſt Pofture, Proportion of her Triou'ns [in Law ) ſuch Perſons as are choſen by a Court

Ballaſt, and Hanging of her Maft, &c. for Sailing. of Juſtice, to examine whether a Challenge made to any of

Tofindthe TRIM (of a Sbip] is to find the beſt Way of the Pannelof theJurymen be jut,ornot.
making any Ship fail ſwiftly, or how ſhe will fail belt .

Trio'rcus (of 7googxns, Gr . ] a Medlar with three
Tri'mmed (zetnymmeo, Sax .) neat or adorned with Kernels.

Clothes ; alſo having the Beard ſhaven. Trio'ccus (with Botaniſls) a Kind of Marygold, a Sun
Trim , neat in Clothes , ſpruce, fine. flower, L.

To Trem (tzimman, Sax .] to dreſs up or ſet off ; alſo to
To Trip (prob. of tripudiare, L. hence, trippen, Du .]

ſhave the Beard ; alſo to carry it fair between two Parties . to walk nimbly or lightly upon the Toes ; alio to ſtumble

To Trim a Boat (with Watermen] is to ſet the Paſſengers with the Feet; alſo to fáulter with the Tongue.

ſo as to keep the Boat upright. Trip (with Hunters] a Herd or Company of Goats.
TRIMMENS (in Architecture] Pieces of Timber framed

A Trip (in Sea-Language) as to bear the Top-Sails a

at right Angleswith theJoiſts againſt the Wall , for Chim- trip, is whena Ship carries then hoiſted up to the higheſt.
nies and Well-holes for Stairs .

A Trip ( probably of trippen , Du. or tripudians, L.)
TRI'M ACRUS ( TsipaxsG , Gr.) a Foot. in Verſe, con a ſhort Journey or Voyage; alſo a falſe Step .

fifting of three long Syllables, as Tro- ge- te. Tripa'rtient (tripartiens, L. of tripartire, L. ] di

TÁIME’ten (with Grammarians) à Verſe conſiſting of viding into three Parts, without leaving any Remainder.
three Meaſures . TRIPARTI'TE ( tripartitus, of tripartior , L. ) divided in
Trimi'lchi (tri-milci, Sax .) the Month of May, ſo to three Parts, or made or done by three Parties, as a Deed

called by the Engliſh- Saxons, becaule they then milked their made by three Parties.

Cattle three times a Day. TRIPARTI'TION, a Dividing or Parting into three Parts,
TRI'MMEN one who carries it fair with two Parties ; alſo

or the Taking the third Part ofany Number or Quantity.

a Setter off ; alſo a Shaver. Tripe (une tripe, F. ] the Entrails of an Ox cleanſed
TRIMMING, Shaving the Beard ; alſo Carrying it fair be . and parboiled fit for Eating.

tween two Parties ; alio Laces, Fringes , Esc. the Orna- TRIPE'DAL (tripedalis, L.] of three Fect in Length ,

ments of Garments . & c.

TriMOR 10N ( [Tgquógrov, Gr. ) the Joining together of 3 TRIPERY ( triperie, F. ] a Tripe-Houſe or Market; alſo

TRIMAERION S Signs that are very near one another, the various sorts of Tripe.

whereby a ſquare Alpect is made to the Apbeta or Giver of
TRIPETALO'DES (with Botanifts] is deeply cut into three

Life in theFigure, which, when it comes to that Direction, Parts , whichſeem to be three diitinct Leaves, but are all
is imagined commonly to cut off the Thread of Life.

joined at the Bottom .

TRIMNESS [of thimman, Sax.] Neatneſs, Gayneſs, TRIPE'T ALOUS [in Botan. Writ . ] compoſed of three

Spruceneſs in Dreſs. Leaves , as in the Phalangium Ephemerum Virginiantur ,

TRINE [trinum , L. trin, F. tsiūs, of tekis, three, Gr . ) Er. L.

pertaining to the Number 3 . TriPeTALOUS Flower (with Botan .] is that which has

Trinne Aſpectof the Planets [in Aſtrology] is repreſented three Petals; as in Water-Plantane.

by the Characteriſtick A. TRI'PHTHONGUS ( Tpiogogos, Gr . ) is the Joining to

Trine Dimenſion (inGeom .] Length , Breadth, and Thick- gether of threeVowels, as aou, car,iau, ied,whichiscom

neſs. mon with the French , and ſometimes uſed with the Engliſh ,

TRINE'R via Plantago [with Botanins] the leaſt Sort of eſpecially in thoſe words they borrow from the French, but
Plantane, ſo denominated from its having three Fibres or never with the Latin.

Strings. TRI'PHYLLON (Tgioumer, Gr.) the Herb Trefoil, L.
TRI'NGLE , a Curtain -Rod ; alſo a Lath that reaches from

TRIPHY'LLOS [in Botan, Writ .] whoſe Leaf conſiſts of
one Bed- Polt to another, F. three Parts .

TRINGLE [in Architecture) a ſmall Member fixed ex To TRI'PLE (triplicare , L. tripler, F.] to make three -fold
actly upon every Triglyph , under the Plat-Band of the Ar

or threc times the ſame Quantity.
chitrave, from whence hang down the Guttæ or Pendant

TRIPLE ( triplex, L. triple, F. TRITTEs, Gr.) three - fold .
Drops , in the Dorick Order, called a Riglet, Kiſtel, &r. F. The TRIPLE- coloured Bow, the Rain - Bow , Milton. "

TRINITARIANS, thoſe Perſons who ſtrenuouſly contend The TRIPLE- Tree, the Gallows.

for three diitinct Perſons in the Trinity. TRI'PLICATED ( triplicatus, L. triplé, F. ] made or done
TRINITARIANS , an Order of Monks, who hold that all

three times.

their Churches ought to be dedicated to theHoly Trinity. TRI'Plicat & ratio (with Mathemat.] is the Reaſon or

TRI'NITY ( Trinitas, L. Trinité, F. or Trias, Gr. ) the Ratio of the Cubes one to another, and is to be well diſtin

Godhead in Three Perſons, Father, Son, and Holy Spi- guiſhed from Triple Ratio, as in theſe Geometrical Proporti

rit. ons, 2 , 4, 8, 16, 32 , 64 ; the firſt Term z to 16, the fourth

TRINITY , the Herb Heart's- Eaſe.
Term is triplicate, or as 8 , which is the Cube of 2 to 64,

TRINITY- Houſe, a Kind of College at Deptford, pertain the Cube of 4 .

ing to aCompany or Corporation of antientMaſters of Ships, TRI'PLICATE ( triplicatus, L.) tripled.

So who have a Power, by the King's Charter, to take TRIPLICA'T10 , Making three- fold .

Cogniſance of all thoſe who deſtroy Sea Maths , and redreſs TRIPLICATION [in the Civil Law] is the ſame as Sur

their Doings ; and alſo to correct the Faults of Sailors, & fi. joinder in the Common Law.
and to take care of ſeveral other Matters belonging to Na- TRIPLICITY ( triplicitas, L.) the Quality of that which

vigation ; to examine young Officers, @Qc. is three - fold .

TRINITY-Sunday, the firſt Sunday after Whitſunday . TRIPLICITY (with Airol.] the Diviſion of the Signs

TRI'NIUMGELD [ Opini. Songilo , Sax . ) an antient Com- according to the Number of the Elements. See Trigon .

penſation for Crimes which were not ablolved, but by paying TRIPOLA [ in M :yfick] a Triple, one of the Kinds of

a Fine three Times or nine Times.
Time or Movement, ofwhich there are ſeveral, Ital.

Tri'nket, a Gew.gaw , a Toy, a Play - thing. TRIPO'LIUM (with Batan .) thc Herb Starwort, L.

TRINO'CTIAL (trinoctialis, L.] of, or pertaining to the Triploides (of teinss, Gr . ] a Surgeon's Inſtrument

Space of three Nights . with a three -fold Baſis, uſed in Operations where there has

TriO'CTILE [with Aſtrologers) an Aſpect or Situation of been a great Deprefiion of the Skull.

two Planets, with regard to the Earth, when they are three TRI'POLY, the Herb called Turbith or blue Camomile.

Oftaves or eight Parts of a Circle diſtant from each other. TripolÝ ( prob. of ter & polite, L. i. 2. to polith three

Trind'Dia neceffitas Cold Cuft .) a three- fold Imposition times ] a Stone finely powdered , uſed in Poliſhing.

to which all Lands were subject in the Time of the Englijo Tripos [zeitss, Gr . of tesis three , and mös, a Foot)

Saxons, viz. towards repairing of Bridges , maintaining of a three-footed scoolon which a Prieſteſs of Apollo, at Delpbos,

Caſtles, and repelling of invading Eneinies. uſed to fit, when ſhe gave forth her Oracles. Tho' fome

: TRINO'DI A terræ [uld Rec.] a Quantity of Land con- ſay this was a Pot full of Duſt, thro' which the Affiatus paſt

taining three Perches, L. into the Virgin's Belly , and thence proceeded out of her

A IP1NO'MIAL (trinomius, L. of tgrony , of speis Mouth . Others, that it was a wide-mouthed braſs Pot filled

three, and ovouce, Gr. a Name) that which has three Names with Pebbles, by the Leaping of which the Propheteſs made

or Denominations. her Conjectures. Others, that it was a large Vetltl ſupport

Trilo ( in Mafick ] a Part of a Concert, where only three ed with three Feet, into which the Propheteſs plunged her

Perſons fing, or a muſical Compoſition of three Parts. ſelf when the expected to be inſpired . But the moſt com
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mon and beſt proved Opinion is , that it was not a Veffel, a Lord of a Foreſt when he went a Hunting, ſo as not to be

but a Table or Seat, upon which the Pythia fat or leaned. obliged to hold a Dog , follow the Chace , or ſtand at a Place

The Scholiatupon Ariſtophanes will have the three Legs of appointed.

the Tripos to ſignify the Knowledge of the true God, as di- TRISYLLA'BICAL, of, or pertaining to a Triſyllable.

ſtinguiſhed into three Parts of Time, pat, preſent, and to TRISY'LLABLE (Tscounnalo , Gr . ) a Word conſiſting

of three Syllables.

The fame Tripos was not always uſed. The firſt was of TRI'TABOPHY'Es [of tritala , Gr . ) an Aguc that comes

Braſs, placed there by the Inhabitants of the neighbouring every third Day.

Country, when Pelops married Hippocamia, which Tripos was TRITE ( tritus, L. ) worn much with Uſing, thread-bare ;

faid to have been made by Vulcan of Braſs. The other was alſo very common .

of Goli, dedicated to Apolls on the following Account : Trire [rgion , Gr . ] the third mufical Concord.

Certain Fiſhermen of Miletus, having ſoid their next Draught Trite Diezeugmenon [in Mufick ) the Note called C - ful-fa .

to ſome Perſon that ſtood by , caſt their Net into the Water, Trite Hyperbolæn , the Note called F.faut.

and drew up a golden Tripos. Upon which there aroſe a hot Trite Synemmenon, the Note called B -fa-be-rni.

Contention between the Fiſhermen and their Chapmen ; TRI'TENESS (of tritus, L. and nejs) Wornneſs , the being

who at length ſubmitted to the Determination of Apol
much worn.

lo, and coming to Delphos, he gave this Anſwer, That TRITAEUS (with Phyſicians] an Ague that comes every

they ſhould give it to the Wifeft . This Oracle being given third Day, a Tertian , L.

at the Time that the ſeven wiſeMen flouriſhed in Greece, it TRI'THEISM (of tetis three, and cos, Gr . God) an

was preſented to them all , one after another ; which they re- Opinion that contiſts in admitting not only three Perſons in

fuſing, it was reſolved to preſent it to Apollo himſelf, as being the Godhead , but of three Subſtances, three Eſſences
the Fountain of all Wiſdom . or Hypoftafes, and three Gods .

Tripos ( at Cambridge] the Prævaricator at the Univerſity, Trithe'ites [togritar,Gr. ] thoſe who hold the Opi

the ſame as Terre - Filius at Oxford.
nions called Trithei/in .

Tri'rping (prob. of tripudians, L. or of trippen, D :1.]
TRITHING. See Thrithing and Triding.

walking rimbly or lightly upon the Toes ; alſo stumbling TRITIANA brafica, a Kind of large Colworts.

with the Feet ; alſo falttering with the Tongue. TRI'TON [ tax opíwy WATÉ Zwv, i. e. of the Air, of the

TripTO'LEMUS, the Son of Celeus King of Artica, who, Water, and the Eartb] according to the Poets , the Son of

as it is faid, firſt eſpying Corn to grow of its own accord, Neptune and the Nymph Calais, Neptune's Trumpeter,

reaped it ; and after that plowed and lowed more, and grew whom they feign to have been a Man upwards, as far as to

fo skilful, that he wrote Commentaries of Tillage, and ſent the Middle , a Dolphin below , and his forc Feet like thoſe

them abroad into the World . Upon which the Poets have of a Horſe, and two circular Tails . This Monſter, ſome

feigned, that he travelled over the world to teach Men to ſay, was only a Whale, by whom , many having been over

plant Corn , and to abſtain from Fleſh. They alſo tell us , turn'd and drowned, at laſt he was ſuperſtitiouily adored as

that he was carried by a winged Dragon, which was no the God of the Sea.

other but a long Ship, in which he ſailed to the neighbouring Triton was painted , & c. with a blue Skin , and a purple

Illes. He is ſaid to have lived A. M.1414. or as others 1543. Mantie, having a Horn in his Hand, and the Tail of a

and left Athens three Precepts. 1. To worſhip the Gods . Mermaid.

2. To worſhip their Parents. 3. To abſtain from Fleſh . TRI'TONE [ in Mufick } a falſe Concord confifting of three

TRI'rtote ( triptoton, L. of Temw70v, Gr . ) a defective Tones, or a greater Third and a greater Tone.

Noun which has but three Caſes, Grammar. Tritura’TION ( in Pharmacy ] the Beating or Pounding

TRIPUDIA'T Ion , a Tripping on the Toes in Dancing, L. in a Mortar.

TRIPYRE'NOS [in Botan. Writ.] which has three Seeds TRITURATION [in Phyfick] the Action of the Stomach

or Kernels , as Berberis, Alaternus, &c.
on the Food .

TRIQUETRA, a Triangle or three -cornered Figure. TRIVIALNESS (of trivialis, L. and neſs] Commonneſs,

TRIREME (triremis, L.) a Galley having three Ranks of Inſignificantneſs.

Oars on a Side. TRIVIAL [trivialis, L.] ordinary, trilling.

TRIRODA terræ ( old Rec.] a Parcel of Land containing To Tri'umph (triumpharz, L.) to make a folemn and

three Rods or Perches , L. pompous Entry, on account of a Victory or ſome noble Ata

TRISACRAMENTA'LES , thoſe who admit of three Sacra- chievement ; alſo to glory or ta'ke pride in ; alſo to ſubdue or

ments in the Chriſtian Religion and no more . get the Maſtery over one's Paſſions.

TRISA'GIUM (Terrárov, of zgis thrice, and dz0 , Gr. A TRI'UMPH ( triumphus, L.) a folemn Pomp or Show at
holy ] the Name of a particular Hymn uſed in the Greek the Return of a victorious General from the Wars.

Church, where the Word 670 is repeated three times. Triumph ( Hieroglyphically) is repreſented by a Chaplet

Trisdiara'son [in Mufick ] a Cliord, otherwiſe called of Laurel on the Top of a Sella Curulis.
å triple 8th or 5th. TriU'MCHAL [triumphalis, L. triump.al, F.] pertaining

T. TRISE ( in Sca- Language] to hale up any Thing by a to a Triumph.

dead Rope, that is , a Rope that does not run in a Pulley . TRIUMPHAL Crown Camong the Romansz was a Garland

Trise'ction , a Dividing or Cutting a Thing into three of Laurel, granted to be worn by Generals that

Parts . had vanquiſhed their Enemies, and on that Aca

Trismegistus ( prouíyıs ,Gr. i.e. Thrice Greateſt, count , to whom the Senate granted a Triumph .

ſo called , becauſe he was the greateit Philofopher, the chiefest The Original of ufing theſe Crowns, in Token of

Prieſt , and moft prudent Prince) a Ruler in Egypt in the Triumph, is ſaid to be from Apollo's crowning

Time of Mojes and Pharach, who is faid to have invented his Head with Laurel, after he had killed the Serpent at

Characters to write by, but not Letters, but certain Shapes Delphos.

and Poitures of Beaſts, Trees, &c . whereby, in brief, they TRIUMPHANT ( triamphans, L. ] triumphing, after a

might expreſs their Minds ; which Characters are called Hie- triumphant Manner.

foglyphicks. SomeJews are of Opinion , that Moſes was the TriU'MPHANTNESS (of triumphans, L. and nefs ] a trium

Man ſo called, and that thoſe broken Relations are but the phant Quality ; alfo Boaftingneſs, Glorying.

Heathen Report of him Triu’MPHER [triumpharor, L. trionfateur, F. ] he that

Tri'sMUS ? [of Tgifw, Gr.) the Grinding of the Teeth, triumphs.

TRI'GMUSS or the Convulfion of the Muſcles of the TRIUMPHING ( triumphans, L. trionfant. F.] making a

Temples which cauſes an involuntary Gnaſhing of the triumphant Proceſſion ; alſo glorying.
eeth . TRIU'MVIR , one of the three Magiſtrates of the Triumvit

TRISOLYMPIO'NICES [of tgis and on uutiovisns, Gr.) a rate, who governed the Roman Empire with equal Authority .

Perſon who had three times bore away the Prize at the Triu'MVIRATE (triumviratus, L.] the Government of

Olympick Games . the Triumviri, wherein three great Men ſhared the Sovereign

TRISPAST (Tgistas, Gr.) an Engine that confifts of Power of the Romans, as that of Auguftus, Marcus Antonius,

three Pullics . and Lepidus.

TRISPE'R MOS [in Botan . Writ . ) which bears three Seeds, TRIUMVIRImenfaric [among the Romans] the i hree chief

as Nafturitium Indicum , L. Bankers, who had the charge of the publick Money.

TRISSA'co [ Tricarion , Gr . ) the Herb Germander. TRIUMVIRI monetales [ among the Romans ] three Over

Trist I'sorous [triſtijonus, L.) founding Torrowfully . feers of the Mint, certain Officers whoſe Commiſſion was

TRY'STA ( old Rec.] a Station or Poft in Hunting. contained in theſe five Letters A. A. A. F. F. 1. c . are,

TRI'STA ? (old Rec.) an Immunity or Privilege, where- auro, arginto, filando, feriundo, i.e. for the Coining of Braſs,

TRI'stris S by a Man was frced from his Attendance on
Gold ,

5
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Gold , and Silver Money. Hence on antient Medals are theſe To TROOP azony 2 is to get away or to march off histi
Letters IIIVIRI. T. TROOP off Sly.

TRIUMVIRI capitales (among theRomans ]three Magiftrates, T. TROOP together ( s'attrouper, F. ] to aſſemble or go to

whoſe Buſineſs was to take Care of Priſoners, and ſee Execu- gether in Troops or Multitudes .

tion done on Malefactors. A Trooper, a Horſe - Soldier .

TriU'NE (9. d . tres in uno, L. i. e. three in one) a Term Trop 7 [of troppe, &noppe , Sax. a . Village) at the
by ſome apply'd to God , to ſignify the Unity of the End of proper Names of Places, denotes a

Godhead in a Trinity of Perſons. THORP S Village, as Cracanthorp .
Trixa'Go (with Botan. ) a Kind of Vervain, L. Trope [ in Rhetorick] the Word is derived from ogé trong

To Tront (with Hunters) to cry as a Buck does at Rnt- to turn . A Tropefignifies the Thing to rihich it is apply'd,

ting - time . only on account of the Connection and Relation it has to

TROCHA'NTERS (Troxarlists, Gr . ) two Proceſſes in the that whole proper Name it is ; or it is , when a Word is

upper Part of the Thigh-Bone, otherwiſe called Rotator ma- carried froma Thing, which it ſignifies properly , to another

jor & minor, in which the Tendons of many Muſcles are that it fignifies but indifferently . And tho' we may reckon
terminated . as many Sorts of Tropes , as we can denote different Relati

TRO'CHAR (in Surgery ] a Cane or Pipe made of Metal, ons , yet Rhetoricians have eſtablined but a few, as Metonymy,

Silver, or Steel, with a ſharp -pointed End uſed in tapping Synechdoche, Metanomaſia, a Metaphur, an Alligury, a Litotes,

dropſical Perſons . an Hyperbole, an Irony, and Casachrelis.

Trocha'ICK (in Latin Poetry) a Kind of Verſe conſiſting Tropes, when aptly us’d , are a lively Picture of the Things

of Trochee's. treated of ; as when a great General is callid the Thunder of

Trochee ( 780xcão , Gr. ) a Foot in Verſe which con- tbe War, the Image of Thunder is a fenfible Repreſentation

ſiſts of two Syllables, the firſt long and the other Mort. of the Courage and Power with which this General conquers.

Tro'chilus ? [7póxidos,2 Gr.] that Hollow , Ring , In uſing Tropes, great Care ought to be taken that there is

Tro'chile Sizgóxian, Sor Cavity that runs round a always a Proportion between the natural Idea of the Trope,

Column next to the Tore, commonly called the Caſemate, andthatyou would infuſe into thoſe that hear or read it, eſpe

and oftentimes the Scotia, on account of its ſhady dark Ap- cially, that it does not beget one quite contrary to what you

pearance. intended by it . The Riches of a Language are ſaid to conſiſt

Trochi'lice (of 7soxiacov, Gr.) the Art of Wheel- in Trupes; and as too much Riches.oftentimes breed Diſorders

Work, or a mechanical Science whichdemonſtrates the Pro- in Government , ſo too many Tropes will occaſion much Dif

perties of all circular Motions . orders in a Diſcourſe : They ſhould not be uſed, but to ex

TRO'CHINGS ( with Hunters) the ſmall Branches on the preſs ſomething that could not be expreffed ſo well in the

Top of a Dcer's Head. common Terms; and when we are obliged by Neceſſity to

TR'OCHISKS ( trochifca, L. ) 7foxloxol , Gr . ) ſmall round uſe them , they ought to be clear , and proportioned to the

medicinal Balls , made out of a loft Paite and then dried , to Idea of which we would give an Imagé.

be held in the Mouth to melt there, as Lozenges, &c. As to the Necefity of uſing Tropes: If a Perſon would

Trochilae , a Sort of figured foſſil Stones, reſembling give an Idea of a Rock of an extraordinary Height, the

Plants , vulgarly called St. Cuthbert's -Beard. Words great and high , being Words that are apply'd to Rocks

Tro'chle a [of Tsoxós of opéxw, Gr. to run] one of of a common Size and Height, will not do ; but if he ſays,

the ſix mechanical Powers, commonly called a Pulley . a Rock that threatens the Skies, then the Idea of the Skies,

TROCHLEA'Res (with Anat.) the oblique Muſcles of the that are above all Things elſe, and the Idea of Threatening

Eye, ſo named becauſe they ſerve to pull the Eye obliquely ( that agrees with a Man that is above others) will form an

upwards or downwards, as if turned like a Pulley, L. Idea of the extraordinary Height of the Rock, which could

TRO'CHUS (7EoXos of tpixw, Gr. to run round) a not well be expreſſed any other way, but by this Hyperbole.

Wheel ; alſo a imall round Lump of any Thing. Beſides, as thoſe Trupes are quick Expreflions, foreign

TROCHOI'd (with Geometricians] a Figure made by the to the Subject, which we are ſupply'd with by Uſe and Art,

upper End of the Diameter of a Circle, turned about a Right to be the Signs not only of the Emotions ofour Thoughts,

Line . but of our Wits ; ſo allo the Paſſions have a particular Cha

Trocho'LiCKS [ of próxos, Gr. a Wheel] the Art of racter, by which they paint out themſelves in Diſcourſe.
Wheel-work, or a Mathematical Science that demonſtrates See Pallion.

the Properties of all circular Motions. Tho' the Barren neſs of Languages frequently obliges us to

Trod [of treon, Sax . to tread ] did tread ; alſo was make Uſe of Tropick Expreilions , even when we are calm ,

trodden .
and in Repoſe ; yet the common Uſe of them (which gene

To Troll about, to ramble up and down idly . rally makes Objects appear extraordinary) Mould only be

TROLL-Madam , a Game uſually called Pigcon -boles. where ordinary Terms will not repreſent them ſo lively as

TROGLODYTE, a little Bird, a Wren , a Hedge-Sparrow . we would have them .

TroGLO'DYTES (of tewynod øve spayan a Cave and deve TroʻPER [ old Rec.] a Book of alternate Turns or Re.

to penetrate) a People of Ethiopia who are ſaid to have lived ſponſes in Singing Maſs.
in Caves under Ground. TROPHO'NIUS, a cunning Soothſayer, who made a great

TRO'LLING, Fiſhing for Pikes with a Rod whoſe Line Cave in Bocetia, whence he uſually gave out his Oracles.

runs on a Reel . After his Death , a Spirit was thought to enter into it, which

TRO'LLOP, a Slattern , a Woman careleſs in Dreſs. ſupplied his place in giving Oracles.

Tro'ma (sõja, Gr . ] a Wound proceeding from any The Manner ofconſulting this Oracle is delivered to us by
outward Caule . Pauſanias, to the Purpoſe following : He, that goes into this

Tromo'esis 2 (of 7gómos , Gr . ] a Trembling or Deprava- Cave, mnſt firit make his Abode in the Chapel ofGood Genius,

TRO'MOS $ tion of the voluntary Motion of the Senſes. and Good Fortune, employing himſelf in performing of ſome

Tro'nage ( of trona, old Eng. a Beam to weigh with ] Ceremonies by Way of Atonement for former Offences, and

an antient Cuſtom or Toll taken for the Weighing of Wool ; is to bathe in the River of Herryne. _At his Goingdown he

alſo the Act of Weighing Wooll in a publick Market . ſacrifices to Trophonius and other Deities ; and the Prieſt

Trona'tor , an Officer, who in former Times weighed conſults the Bowels of the Victim ,and accordingly pronounces,

the Wooll that was brought into the City of London . whether the Deity will give an auſpicious and ſatisfactory

TRONCONNEE' (in Heraldry ] ſignifies a Croſs or ſome Anſwer. Then the Conſulter is brought after Bathing by the

other Thing cut in Pieces ; yet ſo , that all the Prieſt, to drink a Doſe of the Water of the River called Le

Pieces are 10 placed, as to keep up the Form , the or Oblivion ; and after that he takes the Water of Mremo

tho' ſet at a ſınall Diſtance one from the other , as lone or Remembrance, that he may remember what ſhall be

a Croſs Tronconneé. See the Figure. exhibited to hiin in his Deſcent . Among which is expoſed

TRONE-Weight, Troy-Weighi, O. a Statue adora'd with admirable Carving, which is given
TROOP troupe, F. prob. of turba, L.) a Noun Collective,

out to have been the Workmanſhip of Delalus himſelf.

which ſignifies leveral Perſons gathered together or going Thenhaving done Obeyſance, and muttered over a Prayer or

in a Company. two, being clothed in a Linnen Habit, and ſet off with

Troop of Horſe, a ſmall Body of Horſe under the Com- Ribbons, & c. he approaches the Oracle, which is ſituated

mand of a Captain. within a Mountain near a Grove, the Foundation of which

Independent Troop, a Troop that is not imbodied into or is built ſpherical-wile, of white Stone , about the Size and

joined to any Regiment. Circumference of a Threſhing. Floor, but ſcarce two Cubits

The Troop (in the Art of War) as, to beat the Troop, high, ſupporting brazen Obelisks, encompared round with
is the ſecond Beat of the Drum , when the Fooi- Soldiers are Ligaments of Braſs, between which there are Doors that

to march. guide
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guide the Paſſage into the Middle of the Floor, where there TROUBLE( troublé, F. turbatio, L. ]Perplexity, Interruption,

is a Sort of a Cave, not the Product of rude Nature, but Embarraſſinent, Diſturbance, Diſquietneſs, Embroilment of

built with the nicelt Accuracy of Mechaniſm and Proporti . Mind, on account of ſome croſs Accident, Misfortune , Esc.

on ; the Form of it is like an Oven, the Breadth about nine alſo Foulneſs or Muddineſs , by ftirring, as Water, & c.

Cubits , the Depth eight, but there are no Stairs ; but all that Troubler (perturbateur, L.) one that cauſes Trouble.

come bring with them a narrow light Ladder, by which they Trou'BLESOME [of troublant, F. and the Termination

have delcended to the Bottom . There is a Cave between the fome] troubling, perplexing, diſturbing, &c .

Roof and the Pavement, having a very narrow Entrance ; at Trou'BLESOMENESS (oftroubler,F .ſome and neſs] a trouble

the Mouth ofwhich the Perſon lies all along, and ſhoves himſelf ſome Quality, Nature , or Faculty .

Feet foremost into the Cave, and then he thruſts in his Knees ; TROUBLOUS [of troubler , F. ] troubleſome, perplexing ,

after a while the reſt of his Body is rollid along, by a Force or difficult.

not unlike that of a great rapid River, which over-powering TROU'BLOUSNESS , Diſturbedneſs , Perplexedneſs, &c.

a Man with its Vortex tumbles him over Head and Ears ; and Tro'ver (of trouver , F. to find ) an Action a Man hath a

afterwards he returns the ſame way back , with his Feet fore- gainſt one , who , having found any of his Goods, refuſes to

moſt. When the Conſultant is return'd, the Prieſt places him on deliver them upon Demand.

Mnemoſyne's Throne, which isnot far from the Shrine, and TROUGH [ tnog , Sax .) a hollow wooden Veſſel, as a

enquires of him what he had ſeen and heard , and relates it Hog- Trough , Kneading -Trough, &c.

to others, he being yet ftupified, and full of Amazement ; TROUGH of the Sea ( Sea -Language] the Hollow made be

and then he carries him to the Temple of Good Genius, and tween any two Waves in a rolling Sea ; as the Ship lies down '

Good Fortune, and after ſome Time he is reſtored to his for- in the Trough of the Sea, i . e . The lies down between two

mer Senſes. Waves .

Trophy ( tropheum , L. un trophée, F. Tegrałor, Gr. Trou -Madam . See Troll -Madam .

of tem , of tpi7w, to turn , which fignifies the Flight of T. TROUNCE [ incert. Etym .] to fue at Law, to puniſh fe

Enemies) a Monument, &c. of Timber or Stone, ſet up in verely ; alſo ſometimes to chouie, bubble, or cheat.

a Place where Enemies were vanquiſhed, with their Har- T. TROULE, to roll on ſmoothly, Milton .

neſs and other Spoils hanged on it ; a Token of Victory or TROUSSEQUEVE (with Horſemen ) a large Cafe of Leather

Joy. as long as the Dock of a Horſe's Tail , which ſerves for a

TROPHIES (in Painting, Carving, &c . ] the Repreſenta- Covering for the Tails of Leaping-Horſes, F.

tion of Pikes , Halberts, Drums, Colours, Croflets, and o- TROUSSIQUIN (with Horſemen ) a Piece of Wood cut

ther Weapons and Inſtruments of War. Arch -wiſe, raiſed above the hinder Bow of a great Saddle,

Tro'phy [in Archite & ure) an Ornament repreſenting the which ſerves to keep the Bolſters tight .

Trunk of a Tree, charged or encompaſſed all round about TROUT (thus, Sax .) a Sort of Fiſh .

with Arms or military Weapons, both offenſive and de- Trout-coloured (ſpoken of Horſes) is White ſpeckled with
fenſive.

Spots of Black, Bay, or Sorrel , particularly about the Head

Trophy -Money, a Duty of four Pence , paid annually by and Neck.

Houſe-keepers or their Landlords for the Drums, Co- To Trow (of trupian , Sax.] to believe, to think ; alſo

lours, &c. of the Companies or Regiments of Militia. to truſt.

TRO'PICAL [ regtixos, Gr. ) of, or pertaining to the Tro- T. TROwl away (prob . of troller, F. or drollen , Du.] to

picks. rove or wander about.

Tro'pici morbi, ſuch Diſeaſes as thoſe Inhabitants are moſt TRO'WEL ( troweel, Du. trulla , L. truelle, F. ] a Brick

liable to who live under the Tropicks, L. layer's Tool .

TROPICKS (Tegnxi, Scil. xxnor of rgétio, Gr . to turn ] Trow'LIRC [of trollet, F. ] moving or wandering about.

are Circles ſuppos'd to be drawn parallel to the Equinoctial, Tror-Weight [of Troges, a City of Champaigne in France]

at twenty three Degrees thirty Minutes from it ; one towards a Weight of 12 Ounces to the Pound, for weighing of Gold,

the North, which is called the Tropick of Cancer, which, Silver, & c.

when the Sun comes to about the Eleventh of June, he Trua, a Tray, a wooden Veſſel, cut hollow out ofa Piece

makes our longeſt Day ; and the other towards the South, of Wood, L.

which is called the Tropick of Capricorn, to which the Tru'Art ( truand, F.) a Vagabond, a Loiterer, a ſturdy

Sun arriving on the Twelfth of December makes our ſhorteſt Begger ; thence it is uſed for one that abſents himſelf from

School .

TRO'Pick of Cancer [ in Aftron ] is that Tropick towards To Trua'rt (of truander, F. ] to loiter about , to abſent

the Arctick or Nurth - Pole, ſo called from Cancer, the Sign from School .

of the Ecliptick the Sun is in when it comes to this Circle, TRUA'NDISE , a Truanting or Playing Truant.

on the twelfth Day of December, and makes with us the TruB- tail, a ſhort, ſquat Woman .

longeſt Night and ſhorteſt Day. Trubs , a kind of Herb .

Tro'pick of Capricorn [in Aftron .) that Tropick which Truce [trave, F. trem, Teut. Faith ] a Ceſſation of Arms

is near the Antarctick or South - Pole, ſo named of Capricorn, agreed upon for a Time, between two Parties in a State ofWar .

the Sign the Sun is when he comes to this Circle, which is TRUCIDA'Tion, a Killing or Murdering.

on the eleventh Day of June, and makes the longeſt Day Tru'chman [trucheman, F.] an Interpreter to a Travel

and ſhorteſt Night with us . ler , a Linguiſt.

T o'pists , ſuch as explain the Scripture altogether by TRUCK (troc, of trucca , Ital . ] Exchange,Bartering of one

Tropes and Figures . Thing for another.

TROPOLO'GICAL [of tropologicus, L. TOTOMoines, Gr. of To TRUCK (troquer, F. ] to barter or exchange one Com

TESTO , a Trope , and aója , a Word or Speech] of, or modity for another .

pertaining to Tropology . Truck [in a Ship] a ſquare Piece of Wood on the Top

TROPO'Locx [tropologia, L , τροπολογία , οf τρέπω , Gr. of a Maft to put a Flag -Staff in .

to turn) a figurative Speech , or an Oration or Speech full of TRUCKS [ trucca, Ital. prob. of Teóxo , Gr. ] an Italian

Tropes ; alſo a Moral Diſcourſe tending to the Reformation Game, kind of Billiards.

of Manners. Trucks (in Gunnery] round Pieces of Wood like Wheels

To Trot ( trotter, aller le trot, F. ] to go a jolting Pace, fixed on the Axle-trees of Carriages , to move the Ordnance
as a Horſe.

Trot (with Horſemen ) is the Pace or Going of a Horſe , T. Tru'dge (of truygiolare, as Skinner ſuppoſes) to trot
in which the Motion is two Legs in the Air, and two upon and down, to toil and moil about a Buſineſs .

the Ground croſs -wiſe ; continuing alternately to raiſe at TRU'DMOULDY 2 a dirty Drab, a nafty flatternly Wo
once the Hind-Leg of one side, and Fore-Leg of the other ; Tru'GMOULDY S man .

leaving the other Hind and Fore - Leg upon the Ground, till To Tr U™CKLE [of trochlea, L. of reogánov, Gr. as ſome
the former come down. conjecture] to ſubmit, yield, or buckle to

An old Trot, a pitiful ſorry old Woman. TRUCKLE-Bed (of trochlea, L. a Pulley or Wheel] a low

Troth (theop Se, Sax .] Truth , Fidelity . Bed with Wheels, to run under another Bed.

TROTTER (trotteaux, F.) a Trotting -Horſe; alſo a Sheep's TRUCKING (troquant, of troquer, F. truccare . Ital . ] Bar

Foot . tering or Exchanging.
TROUBA'Dours, antient Poets of Provence in France. TRU'CULENCE 2 [of truculentia, L.) Cruelty , Savage

To Trou'ble ( troubler, F. turbare, L. ] to cauſe Trouble, TRU'CULENTNESSS nels , Sternnels .

to embroil, to put into Confuſion ; alſo to make Waters thick True [ tripe, Sax. ] genuine, natural, certain , ſure,

or muddy . unfeigned, truſty, faithful.
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TRUE- Lore, the Herb, call'd alſo Herb -Paris. A Truss of Flowers (with Botaniſs] many Flowers

TRU'ENESS , Genuineneſs, Unfeignednels, Certainneſs, growing together on the Head of a Stalk .

Faithfulneſs, Truſtineſs. Truss [of troulle, F. trofs, Du .] a Bundle ; alſo a fort

Truest ( treopert, Sax.] moſt true, ſincere, faith- of Bandage or Device worn by Perions that are burſten .

ful, &C. Tru'ssed [ (poken of Horſes) a Horſe is ſaid to be well

True Place of a Planet [ in Aſtronomy] a Place of the Hea- truffed , when his Thighs are large and proportioned to the

vens ſhown by a Right - Line, drawn from the Center of the Roundneſs of the Croup .

Earth thro' the Center of a Planet or Star . Tru'sSED ( trouhé, F. ] tied or girded up ; alſo hanged on

Truffles, a kind of vegetable Productions not unlike a Tree ; alſo Inatched up, ſpoken of a Leveret by an Eagle

Muſhrooms, covered with a blackish Skin , without Stalk or or Bird of Prey.

Root, and growing within the Ground. Tru'sses [ in a Ship ) are Ropes faſtened to the Parels of
Trugg -Corn, an Allowance of Corn to the Vicar of Leim- the Yards to bind the Yard to the Mart, when the Ship

fler, for officiating at ſome Chapels of Eafe in that Pariſh . rolls , and to hale down the Yard in a Storm or Guft ofWind .

Trugg , a Malon's Hod or Trough . TRU'ssing (with Falconers) is a Hawk's Raiſing any Fowl

A Trull (of trulla, Ital. Mer. Caſaub .] a ſorry Baggage, or Prey aloft, foaring up , and then deſcending with it to

a pitiful Wench, a Camp-Whore, a Strumpet.
the Ground .

Trulliz A'TION [ in antient Architecture] all kinds of Trust (treopa , Sax .] Aſſurance, Confidence, Tick,
Couches or Layers of Mortar wrought with the Trowel in Credit .

the Inſide of the Vaults ; or the Hatches made on the Layers TRU'STED [of treo pian , Sax . to truſt ] credited, relied

of Mortar, to retain the Lining of the Striæ. upon, depended upon.

Tru'ly [t poplice , Sax .] in Truth , ſincerely, unfeign- Truste's [of trupa, of erupian , Sax .] one into whoſe

edly , faithfully, &c. Hands an Eſtate or Money is put for the Uie of another.

Trump ( trompe, Du ) a Trumpet. TRU'STILY ( T peoplice, Sax. ) faithfully, with Fidelity .

T. Trump [ prendre avec un trionfe, F. ) to play a Trump- TRU'STINESS (treops, Sax .] Fidelity , Faithfulneſs.

Card. Tru'sty (treop de, Sax .) true, faithful, that may be

TRUMPING [of trionfe , or triomphe, F. &c. of triumphans, depended upon .

L. q . d . triumphing) playing a Trump- Card . Truth (according to Mr. Lock] conſiſts in the joining or

TRU’MPERY [of tromperie, F. a Cheat, Skinner ] Traih , ſeparating of Signs , as the Things fignified by them do a
ſorry, pitiful, paultry Stuff. gree or diſagree one with another .

Tru'mPETER [un trompette, F. ] one who ſounds a Trum- Truth (treopde, Sax .] Trueneſs, in oppoſition to

pet .
Falfity ; Certainty, Fidelity , Faithfulneſs.

T. Tru'mret (trompetter, F. ) to blow a Trumpet. Metapbyſical Truth, is the Conformity ofthe Things with

Tru’mpet ( trompette, F. ) a warlike, muſical Initrument. the Divine Understanding.

Marine Tru'mpet, an Initrument with one String, which, Logical Truth , is the Conformity of the Thing with

being ſtruck with a Hair- Bow , ſounds like a Trumpet. the Idea itſelf. This is ſeen in true Propoſitions, ſuch as

Speaking Tru'MPET, a Sort of large Trumpet uſed at Sea , agree with their Rule ; which is the Things themſelves of
which magnifies the Voice ſo much , or makes it ſound ſo which they treat .

loud , that a Man , ſpeaking in it , may be heard above a Mile. Moral Truth, is the Conformity of Words, Geſtures ,

To TRU'NCATE ( truncatum , L. ) to cut ſhorter, to maim . and Actions with the Heart, when a Man's Heart and Mouth

TRU'NCATED Pyramid (with Geometricians) one whoſe go together ; when he ſpeaks what he thinks, and is in rea

Top is cut off by a Plane parallel to its Baſe. lity what he would appear to be by his Show and Appear

Trunca'tion, a Cutting or Chopping off, a Maiming.

Tru'ncheon (tronçon, F. of truncus, L. Skinner] a Battoon Truth in Being (in Metaphyficks] is the Agreeableneſs of

or ſhort Club. the Effence of any Thing to the Underſtanding of God .

Tru'NCHEONS (with Farriers) ſhort thick Worms that Truth in fignifying ( in Metapbyſicks) is where there is

breed in the Maws of Horſes, which in time will eat their an exact Correſpondence between the Sign and the Thing

Way through , if not killed . fignified.

Tru'ncus, the main Stem or Stock of a Tree, in diſtincti- Truth in knowing (in Metaphyſicks] is when by its Ideas

on from the Limbs and Branches, L. the Underſtanding repreſents the thing that is to be under

Tru'ncus (with Anat . ] that Part of the great Artery and ſtood exactly as it is.

Vena Cava , which deſcends from the Heart to the Iliaik Artificial Truth (in Metaphyficks) is ſuch a Truth , the ima

Veſſels. mediate Rule of which is the Underſtanding of the Arti

Tru'ncus [in Architet.] Part of the Pedeſtal of a Pillar. ficer.

T. TRUNDLE (trondeler, F.] to roll along. Natural Truth (in Metaphyficks) is ſuch a Truth, of

A Tru'ndle (Ejendel, Sax . ] a Carriage with low Wheels which the Underſtanding of God is the immediate Rule.

to draw heavy Burdens on . TRUTH [in Hieroglyphicks] was repreſented by a Heart

Tru'ndle- Shot, a ſort of iron Shot about 17 Inches on the Lips of a Man.

long, ſharp- pointed at both Ends, with a round Bowl of Truti'na, a pair of Scales or Balances , L.

Lead caft upon it , at a Hand's Breadth from each End. TRU'TINATED [ trutinatus, L. ) weighed , examined, con

TRU'NDLE - tail, a draggle - tailed Wench. ſidered .

TO TRU'NDLE [of trondeler, F. in Picardy , Skinner] to roll TRUTINA Hermetis (with Aftrolog ) an artificial Method

along as a Hoop, to turn round as a Mop, & r. of rectifying a Nativity, by finding out the Day of Con
TRUNK [ tronc, F. of truncus, L. ) a Sort of Chelt or Box, ception , and the Place of the Moon at that Time.

covered with Leather ; the main Stem or Body of a Tree ; TRUTINATION a Weighing or Balancing ; alſo a Weigh

the Pedeſtal of a Pillar, & c. alſo the Body of a Man , the ing in the Mind or Conſidering a Thing ſeriouſly.

Head , Arms, and Legs being cut off. To Try (tenter, F. tentare. L. ] to examine, to prove, to

Trunk- Roots (with Botaniſts] {mall Roots breaking or grow- eflay.

ing out of the Trunks of Plants, whichare of two Sorts. To Try (with Sailors] a Phraſe uſed of a Ship who is ſaid

1. Roots growing by a downright Deſcent, ſometimes all to try, when having no more Sails abroad, but her Main - fail,

along the Trunk , as in Mint, &c. ſometimes only at the ſhe is let alone to lie in the Sea .

Ends or Points, as in Brambles,
To lie a Try [ Sea-Phraſe ] is when the Wind blows ſo

2. Such Roots as neither deſcend nor aſcend, but ſhoot hard, that the Ship cannot maintain or bear out the Main

forth at Right Angles with the Trunk . fail, and they make her lie a Try under the Miſen - fail only .

Tru'nked [ in Heraldry] means ſuch Trees , as are cut off TRYAL . See Trial.

at each End . Try'chnos TSÚXro , Gr . ) the Herb Night-hade.

TRU'NNIONS [ trogons, F.] thc Knobs or Bunchings out TRYPHE'RA [of success, Gr.) gentle and eaſy Cau

of the Metal of a Gun, which bear it upon the Cheeks of ſticks ; alſo an Opiate of ſeveral Kinds.

the Carriage. Tu'ant , killing, F. as a Tulant Fift is a ſharp biting

Tru'NNION -Ring, the Ring about a great Gun that is Jeft.

next before the Trunnions. TUB [of tobbe, Du, according to Skinner) a wooden

True - Penny [Mer. Cajaub. derives it of idú navov, Gr. a Veſſel well known.

crafty Fellow ) a Nane given by Way of Taunt to ſome ſor- Tub of Vermilion , from three to four hundred Weight.

ry Fellow , QC . 28 an olů True-penny. TUB of Ten, about 60 lb. Weight.

To Truss ( trouſer, F. or tronen , Du . ) to tie or gird up ; TUB of Camphire, from 56 to 80 lb. Weight .

alſo to hang upon a Tree ; alſo to Inatch up, as a Bird of Tu'ba Euſtathiana ( with Anat.) the Canal of Communi

Prey . cation
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cation between the Mouth and the Birrel of the Ear, L. the Louvre at Paris, built all of Free -Stone, the Portal be

TU'Bae , Fallopiana [in Anat.) two flender Paffages pro- ing of Marble Pillars and Jaſper.

ceeding from the Womb, which receive the Ova or Eggs Tu'ition, Guardianship , the Care ofa Perſon's Education ,

from the Teſticles, and convey them to the Womb, ſo named Protection , L.

of Fallspius, an eminent Phyſician, who firſt diſcovered them , Tulip [ talipa , Ital. tulipe, F. ) a Flower.

TULIPA'NT, a Sath or Wreath worn by the Indians in
Tu'ber , a Puff , a Knob or Knot in a Tree , L. ftead of a Hat .

Tuber [ in Surgery) a Bunching out , Tumour, or Swelling T. Tum Wooll, is to mix together Wooll of divers Co

in an animal Body. lours .

TUBER [in Botany) the round Bunching out of the Roots To TUMBLE (of tumler , Dan. tomber, F. ] to rollor throw

of ſome Plants . down ; alſo to towze, rumple, or put out of Order, as

TUBE (tubus, L. ) a Conduit Pipe, any long Pipe thro' Cloth, c.

which Water or other Liquor is conveyed ; alio the Pipe or A TUMBLER, a Sort of Hunting- Dog, ſo called from his

hollow Trunk of a Proſpect-Glaſs. turning and winding his Body about, before he attacks and

TU'berose , a Kind of white ſweet-ſmelling Flower. faftens on the Prey .

TU'BEROUS ( tuberofus, L. tubereux , F. ] full of Bunches , TU'MBLING (tombant , F. ) throwing down , &c . rum

Knots , or Swellings. plirg '; alſo ſhewing Agility of Body by Tumbling- Tricks.
Tuberous Root [by Butaniſts] is defined to be ſuch as TU'MEREL [tombereau, F.] a Sort of Dirt or Dung-Cart;

conſiſts of an uniform fleſhy Subſtance, and is of a roundiſha alſo a Ducking.Stool for Scolis, &c .

Figure, as in a Turnip , & C. TU'MEFIED [ tumefaftus, L. ) ſwelled , raiſed in a Swel

TUBE'rcula 2 ( with Surgeons] ſmall Tumours which

Tuee'r culessluppurate and diſcharge Pus, frequently TUMEFA'CTION, the Art of ſwelling and riſing into a

found in the Lungs, L. Tumour, L.

TUBERCULA [in Palmiſtry) the more eminent Muſcles of TU'MID [ tumidus, L. ) ſwoln , puffd up , riſing up ,

knobby Parts under the Fingers, which they alſo call Mon

Tu'niDNESS [tumiditas, L. ] Swolnneſs, or Swellingneſs.
Tu'Bert lattiferi [with Anar.] ſmall Pipes thro' which TU'MIDUS, a, um [ in Botanick Writ.) ſwelling.

the Milk flows to the Nipples of Women's Breaſts. TU'MOUR (tumor , L. tumeur, F. ] a Rifing or Swelling

TUBERO'SITY (with Surgeons) a Knot or Tumour grow- cauſed by a Settling of Humours in ſome Parts of the Body ,

ing naturally on any Part, in oppoſition to Tumours that when they are enlarged and ſtretched out beyond their due

rile accidentally or from a Diſeaſe. Proportion, ſo as to be rendered unfit to perform their natu
TU'Berous Plants ( with Botaniſs] Plants full of Bunches ral Action .

or Knots . Natural TUMOURS [in Surgery] ſuch as proceed from ſome

TU'BEROUSNESS [ tuberoſitas, L. tuberoſite, F. ] Knottineſs, of the four Humours contained in the Mals of Blood, or elſe
or being full of Knots and Bunches ; allo the Bunching out from ſeveral Humours of them united together.

of ſome Parts of the Body . Bajlard TUMOURS 2 ſuch as proceed from a Settling of

TUBI LU'STRIUM (among the Romans ) a Ceremony or Encyſted TUMOURSS corrupt Humours, the matter of

Feſtival at the Purification of their ſacred Trumpets. which is contained in ſeveral proper Cyftus's or skinny

TU'BULATED ( tubulatus, L. ) made hollow like a Pipe. Bags .

TUBULA'Tion , a Making hollow like a Pipe, L. Critical TUMOURS , are Impoſthumes , or thoſe which ap

TU'BULI vermiculares [in Phyficks] ſmall winding Cavi pear at once in acute Diſeaſes, and put an End to them, ei
ties on the Outſides of the Shells of Sea Shell- filh , in which ther with good or bad Succeſs.

ſome ſmall Worms inhabit and breed.
Malignant Tumours, are as ſuch as are attended with ex

Tu'BULOUS , hollow like a Pipe, or full of Hollowneſſes. traordinary and dangerous Symptoms , the Conſequences of

TU'BULOUSNESS [of tubulus, L. a Pipe) Hollowneſs as which are very dangerous, as the Carbuncle in the Plague.

a Pipe. Peſtilential TUMOURS , are Swellings attended with a Fe

Tuck (prob. of trucca Brit. a Knife, effoc, F.) a Sort ver, Swooning, &c. which uſually ariſe in the Time of a

of Rapier or Long - Sword . Peſtilence or Plague .

Tucked [of tru . ten , Teut. according to Skinner] turned Venereal TUMOURS are Swellings at the Bottom of the

or gathered up. Groin , proceeding from inpure Copulation.

Tuck of a Ship , the Truſſing or Gathering up of a Ship's To Tump (with Gardener's] to fence Tices about.

Quarter under Water. TU'MULATED [rumulatus, L ) buried , interred .

A TU'cker (prob . of tucking, or of turs , Teut. Cloth ] a TUMULO'S E (tumulolus, L. ) full of little Hills or Knops.

Slip of Linnen or Lace , pinned along the Top of Women's TUMU LO'SITY (tumrlofitas, L. ) Hillineſs.

Stays or Gowns about the Neck . Tu'mult [ tumultus, L.) an Uproar, great Buſtle, Stir ;

Tu'cksels , the Teeth of a Horſe, Egc. called Grinders. an Hurlyburly , Riot, Mutiny .

TUEL, the Fundiment of a Beaſt. TUMU'LTUARINESS [of tumultuarius, L. tumultuaire, F. ]

TU'ESDAY [ tuer sæz, Sax . ) which Skinner derives of a tumultuous Quality, State, &c.

Eun Mars, and bæð, q . Dies Martis, L. Mars's Day ; but Tumu'LTUOUSNESS [of tumultuofus, L. tumultueux, F. and

Verſtegan of Tuiſco and bæg, which Tuiſco was the moſt an- ne/s] a diſordered, confuled, troubled State or Condition .

tient Idol of the Teutones or antient Germans and Saxons. And Tun (tunne, Sax. un tonneau , F. ) a Veílel containing

indeed they only differ as to the Name, the Tun of Skinner 252 Gallons; alſo twenty Hundred ; alſo forty ſolid Feet of

being the Tuilco of Verſtegan. Timber.

TUFT (touffet, F.) a Lock of Hair, a Bunch of Rib T. TUN [entonner, F.] to put up Liquors into a Veſſel.
bons , & c. alſo the Creit of a Bird .

Tun 2 [of Tun Sax . a Hedge or Ditch or any Thing of

Tuet (with Botaniſs] a Thicket of Trees, Bunch of TON S that Kind ſurrounding a Place to defend it ) at the

Garſs, c. End of Names of Places , by a Metaphor, ſignifies a Village,

TU'Fra [old Rec . ] a Cottage . Town, or Habitation . Nor it is improbable but that the

Saxon tun might originally come from the Britiſh Dun ,
TUFTE" }[of zoriffe, F. ] having or trimmed with Tufts.

which fignifies a Mountain, becauſe antiently Towns were

Tug [tozung, Sax. ) a hard Pull . generally built upon Hills.

To Tug [ togan, or getogin , Sax.) to pull hard . Tu'na, an American Tree , on which is ſaid to grow or

Tu'ggae ( old Rec.] Harneſs - Traces, or Ropes for draw- breed thoſe Worms called Cocheneal.
ing. TU'NABLE, that may be tuned or put in Tune ; alſo har

Tuisco, is by ſome ſuppoſed to have been one of Noah's monious .

Grandſons, who ſettled in Germany ; who after his Deceaſe TU'NABLENESS (of tonus, L. ton , F. able and neſs] Me

was adored by all his Poſterity. The Inhabitants of that lodiouſneſs, Harmoniouſneſs ; alſo C.pableneſs of being put

Country are ftill called Tuitſh or Duytſhmen from him , and a into Tune.

Day of our Week is named Tueſday, becauſe it was appoint- TU'NABLY, harmoniouſly .

ed for the Adoration of that Idol, as Verſtegan ſays ; but Tun -bellied , having a great Belly like a Tun, gor-bel

others ſay it was called after Theſa, a certain Goddeſs, the lied .

Wife of the God Thor ; which Theja was looked upon to be TUNEGREVE [Tunezeneka , Sax . ] a Reeve or Bailiff ofa

the Goddeſs of Juſtice. Manour.

TuI'lleries [of Tuile a Tile , becauſe Tiles were former- Tun - Hoof, Ground-Ivy.

ly made there] a Itately Pile of Buildings and Garden , near Tune (tonus, L. ton . ' F. of tipos, Gr . ) Agreeableneſs

:
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in Sound , A harmonious, muſical Compoſition , Air, or TURFING - Spade, a tool for undercutting the Turf , after

Song it has been markedout with the Trenching-Plough.

To Tu'ne , to put into Tune, as an Inſtrument ; alſo to Turgescence, a Swelling up or Growing big ,

ſing or play a Tune. Turge'scent ( turgeſcens, L.) ſwelling or growing big .

Out of Tune , out of Order, Frame, or Temper. Tu'RGID (turgidus, L.] ſwoln, puffed up .

TUNELESS, without any Tune . TU'RGIDNESS [ of turgidus, L.] Swelledneſs, as being

Tu'NGRAVE [Tungepaya, Sax. of ton a Town , and puffed up :

ge_æ fa a Greve] a Bailiff of a Town or Manour. Tur io'nes (with Bowen .) the firſt young tender Shoots ,

Tu'nic ( tunica, L. tunique, F. ] a Sort of Coat without which any Plants do annually put forth out of the Ground .

Sleeves . A Turk , a Native of Turky in Aſia.

Tu’NICA (among the Romans] a Garment worn under Tu'rkey-Pout , a young Turkey . Turkies were firſt brought

the Toga, L. into England in the fourteenth Year of King Henry VIII.

TUNICA (with Botaniſts] the Herb Betony or a Kind of TU'RKEY [of Turky) a Fowl well known.

Gilliflower, L. Turkish , of Turky, or the Turks.

Tunica (with Anat.] a tunick Membrane or thin Skin, Turkish Language, being originally Tartarian , borrowed
L. from the Arabick their Words of Religion, from the Perſian,

Tunica Retiformis (with Anat.] one of the Tunicles or their Words of State, and from the Grecians, their Words

Coats of the Eye,which reſembles the Figure of a Net, and and Terms of War, and from the Italians, their Terms of

is the principal Inſtrument of Sight, called alſo the Retina, Navigation ; and this is call’d the Sclavonian Language. The

Turkiſh Character is the ſame as the Arabick ; which Lan

Tu’nick ? (with Anat.] a little Coat, Membrane, or guage ſome Authors ſay is ſo inchanting, that it is uſually

Tu'nicleſ Skin , covering any Part of the Body . faid the Saints in Heaven and thoſe in Paradiſe ſpeak it .

Tu’nicle [ tunicula, L. tunicle , F. ] a little Membrane TURKS-CAP, the Flower alſo call’d a Martagon.

or inembranous Coat of an Animal Body, &c. TurlupI'NADE, a low, dry Jeft or Witticiſm .

The TunicLES [of the Eye ) are four noted ones, viz . the TU'R LUPI'nes , a Sect or Sort of People, who made a pub

Corneous , the Cryſtalline, the Vitreous, and the Uvecus, which lick Profeſſion of Impudence, going naked without covering

are anſwered by asmany Humours. ſo much as their privy Parts, and were not alhamed to have

The Tunicles (of the Teſticles or Cod's) are four, viz .
to do with Women in the

open
Market.

the Scrotum , the Erythroides, the Epididymis, and the Dar- TU'RMERICK, an Indian or Arabian Root.

tos . To Turmoi'l, to toil , to buſtle , to make a heavy to do .

Tuni'culated Root (with Botan . ) is that Kind of bul- Turmoi'l ? [prob. of tire to weary , and inoil, old

bous Root, which conſiſts of ſeveral Coats involving one ano- Turmo'ILINGS Word, a Mule, 9. d. to tire one's ſelf by
ther , as in an Onion . labouring like a Mule) a Labouring Itrenuouſly:

Tunisian Falcon (ſo called of Tunis in Barbary) a certain To Turn (tinnan, and tunin ,Sax. tourner, F. zegóa ,Gr- !

Kind of Hawk, who makes her Eyrie there . to work as Turners do ; alſo to return ; alſo to change Sides,

Tu'nnage, a Duty of ſo much per Tun, to be paid for
Esc. alſo to wind round any Thing.

Merchandize imported or exported. Turn [tor, F. ] a Walk or Courſe, an Order or Place,

A Tunnel ( tonnelle, F.j a Funnel for pouring Liquors as to take a Turn, every one in his Turn.

into a Cask ; allo a Part of a Chimney . Sea -Turn, a Wind which upon ſome Coaſts blows all

TUNNEL [ in Falconry] a Net for catching of Partridges, Night from the Shore.

being in the Form of a Cone. A TURN (with Watch-makers] a Term uſed of the Move

TU'NNELED [tonnelle, F. ) put into Veflels with a Tun- ment of a Watch, and fignifies the intire Revolution or Go

nel. ing about of any Wheel or Pinion .

Tu'nneling , a Sort of Fowling with a Tunnel-Net. Turn [in Law ] is the County- Court or King's Leet,

TU'NNELERS (in a Ship] thoſe who fill Casks with Wa- where the Sheriff fits Judge ; which Court is held twice

every Year, about a Month after Eaſter, and a Month after
TU'NNY [ thynnus, L. Juros, Gr . ] a Kind of Fiſh . Michaelmas. From this Court are exempted only Peers of

Tup, a Ram or Male Sheep. the Realm , Clergymen, and ſuch as have Hundreds of their

Tu'pping [of Tup a Male Sheep) a Ram's Covering an
Ewe. Turn-COAT, one who changes his Religion , or goes over

Tu'reant (turbante, Span.) an Ornament that Turks to a Party, contrary in Principles, &c. to what heprofeſſed
wear on their Heads, made of fine Linnen wreathed into a before.

Rundle . TURN -PIKE, a Gate ſet up in a Road, in order to ſtop

Tu'RBAR [tunke, Sax . tourbe, F. ) a Right of digging Travellers, Carts, Waggons, Coaches, Cattle, &c. who
Turf.

there pay a Toll for keeping the Roads in Repair.

Common of TURBARY, a Liberty which ſome Tenants have TURN -PIKE (in the Milit. Art] a Spar of Wood about

of_digging Turf in the Lord's Waſte. fourteen Feet long , and about eight Inches in Diameter, cut in

Turba'ria , the Ground where Turf is digged. the Form ofa Hexagon, every Side being bored full of Holes ;

TURBARIA Bruaria, a Flaw - Turf or Heath - Turf. through which ſhort Pikes are run about fix Feet long, point

Tu'RBINATED [with Botan] ſuch Plants, which, in ſome ed with Iron ; which ſtanding out every Way, being let in

Part of them , reſeinble a Turbant in Shape, and are of a a Breach, are of Uſe to itop an Enemy's Entrance into a

conical Figure. Camp.

Tu'rbid (turjidus, L. ) troubleſome, diſturbed . TÜ'RNAMENT (torneamento, Ital. tournoy, F.] a Juſting or

Turbith mineral, the yellow Precipitate of Mercury. Tilting ; an antient martial Exerciſe of armed Knights, & c.

Turbith , an Herb of a violent purging Quality . encountering one another with Lances and Spears on Horſe

Tureina'TION , a Fashioning like a Top, a Sharpening at back .

one End. TU'RNER [ tornator, L. tourneur, F. Togeth's, Gr.) one

Tu'rbiDNESS ( turbiditas, L.] Troubleſomencſs.
who turns Vellels or Utenſils in Wood or Metal .

Tu'RBULENTNESS ? [of turbulentus, L. and nejs) Noifi- Turne'TUM [ old Rec.] a Duty paid to the Sheriff for
Tu'r BULENCY Sneſs, Troubleſomeneſs, Boiiterouſneſs, Holding his Turn or County Court.

a bluſtering State, Condition , or Temper. TU'RNING ftrait (in the Manage] an artificial Motion

Tu'r Bulent ( turbulens, F. ) after a turbulent, boiſterous taught to a Hórfe.

Manner, &C. TURNING -Evil, a Diſeaſe in Cattel , alſo called the Sturdy.

Tu'r but (turbot, F. ] a Kind of Sea - Fiſh . Tu'rnip (prob . of Eupnan , Sax. to turn , becauſe of its

Tu'rcism, the Religion, Principles, or Opinions of the Roundneſs) a Root well known .
Turks. TURNING (with Confectioners) a particular Way of paring

Turcoi's e [ſo called , becauſe coming from Turky) a pre- Oranges , Lemons , &c. tårning the Peel about the Fruit, ſo

cious Stone of an azure Colour. that it may be extended a great Length .

A Turd (tono, Sax.] Ordure , Dung: Tu'r no Vicecomitum [in Law] a Writ for thoſe who are

Tu'RDINESS (of tond, Sax. Ordure) Filthineſs with called out of their own Hundred into the Sheriff's Turn on

Ordure ; alío Humourſomeneſs , Capriciouſneſs, Moroſe- Court .

neſs . TURN -SOLE ( tourne-fol, F.) the Sun - Flower,

Tu'rdy, moroſe, peeviſh , & c. TU'RPENTINE [ terebinthus, L. of népingos, Gr. ] a

Turf [ tunge, Sax .] a Sort of Earth that ſerves for Kind of clear, reſinous Gum, iſſuing out of Trees .
Fuel,

TU'RPENTINY [of terebinthinus, L. terebinthine, F. of

TurFiness , the being turfy or abounding with Turf. zegéß.v.305, Gr.] of the Nature of, alſo dawbed or mixed

with Turpentine. Tu'r

ter.

own .
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TU'RPIFIED ( turpifactus, L. ) made unclean , defiled. or Hogoe ; alſo an ill , unpleaſant Sound, the Sound of a

TURPITUDE, Filthineſs , Bareneſs, F. of L. Bow-ſtring.
Turquoise, a precious Stone of an azure or bluiſh Co- TWANG, a Root or forked Branch at the Bottom of a

lour, so called, becauſe frequently brought to us from the Turks.

TU'RREL , a Sort of Tool uſed by Coopers .
Twat, Pudendum Muliebre.

TU'Rret (turricula, L. tourette, F. ) a little Tower. TWAT-Scorerer, a Surgeon or Doctor. E. Ward.

TURRIFEROUS ( currifer, L.] carrying or bearing Towers.
T. TWattle (prob. of tattelen , Du . ) to prate .

TURRI GIS (with Botan .) an Herb, a Sort of Crefies. TWAY -Blade, an Herb .

Tu'RTLE [ rourte, F. ] a kind of Dove remarkable for its A TWEAG , Vexation , Perplexity , Trouble .

Tu'rrurš kind Dispoſition and Chaſtity, living a ſingle T. Twee'dlž, to play on a Fiddle or Bag-Pipe.
Life after the Death of its Mate ; alſo a Fiſh callid a Sea . Twee'zers, a sort of ſmall Pincers and other Inftru .

Tortoiſe .
ments in a Pocket -Caſe.

Turu'NDA ( in Surgery ) a Tent or any Thing to be thruſt TWEHE'NDEMEN [in Saxon Law ) the Ceopley or Hus

into an Orificeor Ulcer.
bandmen of the lower Order, whowere valued at 200 Shil.

Turu'NDULA , a ſmall Pellet or Tent.
lings ; if ſuch an one was killed the Fine was 30 Shillings.

Tuscan Order ( ſo called , becauſe uſed in Tuſcany in Italy ) Twelfth (t pelyt, Sax.) the XIIth or 12th.
an Order of Architecture, in which the Column or Pillar, Twelfth Day 2 the Feſtival of the Epiphany or the

with the Baſe and Chapiter, is to be ſeven Modules in Twelfth Tide Manifeſtation of our Saviour Chriſt to

Length, the Thickneſs ofwhich is to be diminiſhed gradually the Gentiles, ſo named, as being the 12th Day excluſively

to a fourth Part. The Pedeſtal is one Module in Height, and
from Chriſtmas- Day.

the Baſe of the Column is to be of the Height of half its TWELVE [ t pely, Sax. ) XII or 12.
Thickneſs. Its capital Baſe and Entablement have no Orna- Twelve Men ( in Law ) a Jury or Inqueft, is the Number

ments, and but few Mouldings .
of twelve Perſons, by whoſe Oath, as to Matters of Fact, all

Tuscan Work, is the moſt ſimple and rude of the five an- Trials paſs both in civil and criminal Caſes, in all the Courts

rient Orders of Pillars, ſo that it is rarely uſed , except in of the Common Law in this Realm .

Vaults, in ſome ruſtick Edifices, and huge Piles of Building ,
Twelve Months, the Space of a Year according to the

ſuch as the Amphitheatres, & c.
Klendar Months .

Tush , an Interjection of Slighting and Diſpleaſure. TWE'NTY ( t pentig , Sax . viginti, L.) XX or 20.

Tu'shes ? [tuxay, Sax .) the great ſtanding-out Teeth of TWE'NTIETH [of t pentig, Sax.) the 20th or XXth.

Tusks S a Boar ; alſo the four Teeth of a Horſe , ſeated Twice [tpy, Sax .) two Times .
beyond the Corner- Teeth upon the Bars , where they ſhoot Twifa’llow (of opý, twice, and ycalza, Sax. an Har
forth on each side of the Jaws, two above and twobelow , row ) to till or plow Grounda ſecond Time before Sowing.
about the Age of three , and three and an half, &c. and no A Twig [tpiga, Sax . ) a ſmall Sprout of the Branch of a

Milk or Foal. Teeth ever come forth in the Place where they
Tree .

grow .
Twi'GGEN 2

T. Tusk a Barbel (with Table -Carvers] ſignifies to cut it up .

TWIGGY" } [of tpiga, Sax . a Twig] made of Twigs.

Tussila'Go [ with Botan.) the Herb Foal's - Foot or TWI'LIGHT [tp ;-leoht, Sax. ) that dubious or halfLight

Colt's-Foot. L.

in the Dawn of the Morning and Cloſe of the Evening, a

A Tu'stle , a Buſtle , a Striving with a Perſon.
little before the Riſing and after the Setting of the Sun. It is

Tut, an Imperial Enſign, being a golden Globe with a occafioned by the Earth's Atmoſphere refracting the Rays of

Croſs on it ; a Mound .

the Sun, and reflecting them from the Particles thercof.

Tut-mouth'd [of t;et, Sax. a Nipple) having the Chin To Twing (tpinan, Sax .] to twiſt Thread, &c.
or nether Jaw ſtanding out farther than the upper Part of TWINE [ tpin, Sax .] ſmall-twiſted Thread .

the Mouth .

To TWINGE ( twinger, Dan .) to give a Gripe, to cauſe

Tu'TELAGE, Guardianſhip, Protection, L.
Pain by a Wring or Squeeze.

Tu'TELAR 2 (tutelaris, L. tutelaire, F. ) that protects or Twi'nging (of twinger , Dan .) griping, pinching .

Tu'relARY S performs the Office of a Guardian .
Twi'ning (of Epinung ,Sax .) twiſting or clinging about.

Tutelary Angels, certain Angels which are fuppoſed tɔ TWINING Stalk (with Botan .)a Stalk that twiſts about any

have the Guardianſhip or Protection of Kingdoms, Cities, Prop without the Help of Tendrels, as the Kidney

and Perſons.
Bean . ,

To Tu’tor [of tuteur, F. ] to inſtruct, to teach .
TWINKLING (prob. of pincelian, Sax. to 'move quick]

Tutor, one who teaches or inſtructs another in fome Art winking with theEyes , or ſparkling as the Stars.

or Science, L.

Twins (getpin, Sax .] two Children born at the ſame

Tu'tor [in an Unie'crfity) a Member of a College or Hall, Birth .

whotakes on him the Inſtructing young Students in the Arts Twi'RLING (prob. q. d. whirling, of Spyn Kan , Sax .)

and Faculties.
turning ſwiftly about.

Tutor [in the Civil Law] one choſen to look to the Per- Turist (with Horſemen ] the Inſide or fat Part of a Man's

ſons and Eſtates of Children , left by their Fathers and Mo

which a true Horſeman reits on Horſeback .

thers in their Minority .

T. Twist (get piyan, Sax .) to complicate ſeveral Lines

Tu'TORAGE [in the Civil Law ) the fathe as Guardianſhip or Threads together ; alſo to wring round.

in the CommonLaw , the Office of a Tutor above-mentioned. • Twisted (of zerpiyan , Sax .) wrung round ; alſo com

Tu'TORESS ( tutrice, F.) a She - Tutor or Inſtructor. plicated together, as ſeveral Threads.

Tu'tsan , anHerb called alſo T ::Jan.

Twi'sting (with Horſemen ) is the Reducing a Horſe to

Tu’TTY ( tutia, L. ) the heavier Foil of Braſs that cleaves the fame State of Impotence with a Gelding by the violent

and ſticks to the higher Places of Furnaces or Melting- Wringing or Twiſting of his Tefticles, twice about, which

Houſes.

dries them up
and deprives them of Nouriſhment.

Tu'tty 2 (in Mu. Books] is frequently found in Muſick To TWIT ( t pitan , Sax.) to upbraid with .

Tu'tto S of ſeveral Parts, and ſignifies all or all together. Twi'tting ( of ze pitan,Sax .] upbraiding, hitting in the

Tu'ry { [tutic, F.) the Sparkles or Soot of Braſs, which
Teeth .

Tu'tty Iticks to the Furnace while melting,
To Twitch (t piccian , Sax.) to pinch or pluck.

and is formed into concave Flakes, by chymical
Twitch -Grals , Quitch -Graſs.

Writers is expreſs’d by this Character

TWITCHING [of Epiccian, Sax .) pinching or giving

Tu'TTY
2 a Noſe- gay ; alſo a jocular or humorous Pinches ſudden Pulls, or Twinges.

Tuʼzzimu'zzy Ś Name for the pudendum muliebre.
Twi'TTERING, ſneering or laughing ſcornfully.

TWAIN ( tpegen, Sax .) two, a Couple or Pair ; alſo in- Twi'ttle-Twa'ttle, ſilly, childiſh Prating.

to two Parts, as rent in twain .

Twivil, a Carpenter's Tool, for making Mortiſe- Holes.

Twain - Night's -Gueſt, one who has lain at a Houſe two Two [t pa,Sax. duo, L. deux, F.] 2 or II, The Num

Nights , who ifhe lay there the third his Hoft was anſwer- ber 2 is calld the Father of even Numbers, but the Ruin of

able for him if he did any Injury ; but if he did ſo in the Unity , for to divide a Thing is to deſtroy it ; but Zara.

first two Nights himſelf was anſwerable.

tas, Pythagoras's Mafter, callid 2 the Mother of Numbers,

Twaite ( old Law] a Wood grubbed up and turned into and i the Father.

arable or plough'd Land.
Two'FOLD [ tpe keald, Sax .) double.

To TWANG, to give a Sound like the String of a muſical TyBER , the famous River of Italy, is repreſented in the

Inſtrument ora Whip.

Vatican at Rome by the Statue of a Man with a grave Coun

A TWANG (of tangere, L. to touch , Minhew ] an ill Taſte tenance, a long Beard , with a Garland of Flowers on his

Head,

Thigh, upon

8 L
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Head, in Marble , lying along, refting his right Leg upon an TYPHA aquatica [in Botany ] the Herb Water -Torch ,

Oar, and holding under his right Arm a She Wolf, with two Cat's - Tail , or Reed-Mace , L.

ſınall Infants ſucking at her Teats , leaning upon anUrn or TYPICAL { typicus, L.Tutixò's, Gr . ] of, or pertaining to

Pitcher, out of which its Stream iſſueth . In the left Hand a Type or Figure .

he holds a Cornucopia of delicate Fruits. TY'PICALLY [ typice, L. ) in a typical Senſe.
TY'GER [ emblematically] ſignifies Swiftneſs, Revenge, TYPICALNESS , a typical Quality .

and Falfhood.
TyPoco's MY [of oπος a Type And κόσμος , Gr. the

The Antients dedicated the Tyger to Apollo on account World ) a Figure of the World :

of its Swiftnets , and to Bacchus, on account of its Rabid- TYPO'GRAPHER [ typographus, L. Tumoyegqos, Gr. of súa

neſs, becauſe, when Men have drank too much Wine, it TOS yegpar, Gr . ] a Printer.

makes them rave extravagantly ; but others give another Rea- TYPOGRÁ'PHICAL (of typographicus,L. of TUTİYELPIXÒS,

ſon for it , becauſe Wine mollifies fome favage Tein- Gr. of u cos a Type or Letter, and vegou to deicribe) of,

pers . belonging to , or according to Typography or the Art of

It is reported that thoſe, that rob a Myger of her Whelps, Printing .

lay Pieces of Looking-Glaſs in the Way that ſhe is to take in TY PO'GRAPHY ( typographia, L. of Turoyegpia , Gr.) the

purſuing them , in which ſhe looking and ſeeing herſelf ftops, Art of Printing .

and by that Means they have Time to eſcape. TYRA'NNICAL, of, pertaining to, or after the Manner of

Tycho'nic Syſtem ( in Aftronomy] ſo called of Tycho Brabe a Tyrant , imperious, cruel.

a Nobleman of Denmark, This Syſtem like that of Ptolemy TYRA'NNICALXESS (oftyrannis, L. tyrannie, F. of niego
has the Earth placed in the Middle and is ſuppoſed to be im- Vis , Gr. ) a tyrawnical Nature, Difpofition, or Behaviour .

moveable, the Sun and Moon revolving in Orbits re TYRA'NNICIDE (tyrannicida, L. tyrannicide, F. of tyrannus

fpecting the ſame as a Center ; but according to Copernicus and cædere, L. ) a Slayer or Killer of Tyrants.

the other five Planets are ſuppoſed to revolve round the Sun TYRA'NNICIDE ( tyrannicidium , L.) the Killing of Ty

as their Center. rants.

T. Tye [tian , Sax ] to bind. T. TY'RANNISE (tyrarnizare, L. of tueguviser, Gr. ) to

Ty'lus ( in Anat.] The Brawn or Hardneſs of the Skin , play the Tyrant, to oppreſs, to lord it over.

by reaſon of much Labour , L. of Gr . TY'RANNY [tyrannis, L. Tugonis, Gr. ) a ſevere, cruel

TY'LWITH (in Heraldry ] a Tribe or Family branching and violent Government ; alto Dominion or Empire un

out of another , which the moral Heralds call the ſecond or lawfully ufurped ; alſo outrageous Cruelty, great Oppreſſion .

third Houſe. Ty'rant [tyrannus, L. tueguros, Gr. of of Tuppáowy,

TYM BOR E'LLA , a Tumbrel or Ducking - Stool . i . e . the Tyrrhenians, who were a cruel People , or of " Turrba

TY'MPAN [ tympanum , L. tutavov, Gr . ] a Timbrel or a City of Lyfia , where Gyges firſt play'd the Tyrant ; or as
Drum . others ſay, of 7puw , Gr. to oppreis, or of zo rógerto's new

TYMPAN [in Anat.) the Druin of the Ear. o's jarias émipigery, Gr. to vex the People and bring

TYMPAN [ in Joinery] a. Term uſed of the Pannels of Trouble upon them .] The Name Tyrant was at firſt ufed in
Doors , and alſo of the Square or Die of Pedeſtals. a good Senſe ; and the Greeks in old Time call'd the ſupreme

TY'MPAN [in Architect.] is that Part of the Bottom of Governor of every City a Tyrant or King ; but ' now it is

the Frontons, which is incloſed between the Cornices , and generally uſed in a bad Senſe for one who governs with
anſwers the naked Freze. Cruelty and Injuſtice ; alſo either for a rightful Prince that

TYMPAN (of an Arch ] is a triangular Table placed in its miſuſes his royal Power in oppreſling his Subjects, or forone
Corners, uſually hollowed, and ſometimes enriched with who uſurps the ſovereign Power in a State.
Branches of Laurel , Oak, Trophies, or flying Figures, as Tyri'asis [zuelans, Gr. ] a Leproſy.

Fame, Egri TY'RETS, a Kind of Ornament for Horſe-Harneſſes.

TymPA'NIAS (in Phyſick] the Tympany, a hard Swelling Tyro, a Freſhman , a Novice in any Art or Science, L.

of the Belly, being a Kind of dry, windy Dropſy, which TY'RocIRY [tyrocinium , L.) the firſt Exerciſe or new

cauſes the skin of thoſe Parts to ſtand out and found as it Beginning of any Art or Faculty, an Apprenticeſhip ; alſo

were a Drum . Unskilfulneſs.

IMPAN (with Printers) is ' a Frame of Iron belonging thestomach into a Subſtance ſomething reſembling Cheeſe.TY'ROSIS ( of weds, Gr. Cheeſe] a Curdling of Milk in

to a Printing-Preſs, having a Parchment ſtretched over it, on

which they place the Sheets of Paper, one after another, in Ty'rus [in Pbyfick] the Order which Intermitting Fevers

the Printing them off. obſerve in their Increaſing and Decreaſing.

TY'MPANO (in Mu. Books] á Pair of Kettle - Drums fre- A Tye.Top, a Garland ; alſo a Top -Knot.

quently uſed in Concert, as a Baſs to a Trumpet . TYTHLAN ( in Sax . Law) an Acculation or Charge in Law
TYMPANI'TEs . See Tympany. for an Offence.

TY'MPANUM ( Tuutavov, Gr.) a Drum , which among

the Antients wasa thin Piece of Leather or Skin , ſtretch'd V.

upon a Hoop or Circle, and beaten with the Hand.

TYMPANUM [ in Mechanicks }-a Kind of Wheel plac'd on U Roman , V , Italick , Ti u Engliſh , VU , v u Saxon ,

an Axis or Cylindrical Beam, on the Top of which are are the nineteenth Letters in Order of their reſpective

plac'd Leavers or fixed Staves , for the more ealy Turning the Alphabets, r u in Greek, generally written by a 2 p in Eng

Axis about to raiſe the Weight required ; and it differs not from lif , the twentieth of the Greek Alphabet, and 1 Hebrew ,

the Peritrochium , excepting thit the Cylinder or Axis of the the ſixth of that .

Peritrochium is much ſhorter and leffer than the Cylinder of The V Conſonant ani U Vowel ought to be carefully
the Tympanum . diftinguith'd in Reading, as Vomit, Vulgar, Union , Univerſi

TÝMPANUM (with Anat.] is the Drum or Skin of the ty , & c. the U Vowel is not heard in the Words Guards,

Drum of the Ear, the fame that is named Membrana Tympani, Guinea, &c . and it very ſeldomends any Engliſ Words.

which is a ſmall, round, thin , tranſparent, dry, and nervous V in Latin Numbers ſtands for five.

Membrane of moſt exquiſite Senſe which lies over the Hollow ñ with a Daſh at top food for 5000 .

of the inner Part of the Ear, and is the Organ or Inſtrument V. frequently ſtands for tide, i.e. See .

of Hearing. V, in the Weſtern Parts of Great Britain, is frequently

TYMPANY [tympanites, L. Tuuteritus of toptaviso , Gr. pronounced for F, as Vather for Fatber.

to beat or found like a Drum ) a hard Tumour or Swelling of V.R. [with the Romans) was frequently uſed for the Phraſe

the Belly or Abdomen , very hard, equable, and permanent, uti rogas, i , e , as thou askelt or deſireft, and was a Mark

whereby the Skin is ſtretched fo tight, that, when itruck , it for a Vote or Suffrage in the Pailing of a Law.

gives a Sound like that of a Drum. VACANCY [in Porficks] an empty Interval or Space void
TYPE [typus, L. TOS, Gr . ] * Copy of a Model, a of Matter .

Figure or Character, either engraven or printed . VA'cancy. (in Law ] a Poſt or Benefice wanting a regular

Type [in Theology) a Symbol, Sign ,or Figure of Something Officer or Incumbent.

to come. VA'CANT (vacans,L. ) void, that is not filled up, at Leiſure.
Typho'DES [ Tuoádis, Gr . ] a continual burning Fever , VacantNESS [of vacance, F. or vacans, L. and nejs]

proceeding, as it were , from an Inflammation of the Bowels. Emptineſs.

TYPHOMANIA (tu wuevia , Gr . ] a Delirium with a 10 VACATE [ cacatum , L. ) to empty , annul, or make void .

Frenzy, a Diſeaſe of the Brain , whereby the Patient not be- VACATION, a being at Leifure, Ceaſing from ordinary Bu

ing able to ſleep, tho' greatly inclined to ſeep, lies with his ſineſs ; alſo the Time between one Term and another.

Eyes ſhut, talks abſurdly, and tumbles and tolles. Vaca'TION [in CivilLaw ] the Time from the Death of a

TY'PHA, Typh - W beat, a fort of Grain much like our Biſhop or other Spiritual Perſon , till the Biſhoprick or other

Rye , L. Spiritual Bencfices are ſupply'd by another. VACA'- .

V
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VACA’TION- Barriſters, are ſuch as are newly call’d to the A VAGABOND (sagabundus, L.) a wandering Beggar, &c.

Bar , who are obliged to attend the Exerciſe of the Houſe for VAGABUND (vagabundus, L.) wandering , roaming about.

the ſix next long Vacations , viz . in Lent and Summer, and VAGA arthitiis [with Phyſicians] the wandering Gout ,

are therefore fo ftyled during theſe three Years. that flies or moves about , cauſing Pain , ſometimes in one

VACANT Effects ( in Laiv ] are ſuch as are abandoned for Limb, and ſometimes in another.

want of an Heir, after the Death or Flight of their former VA'GARY [of vagatio, L. ) a Frek, a Prank , a Caprice,

Owner. a Whimſey.

VACATION [ in Com. Law ) the Time between the End of VAGI'NA, a Scabbard , Sheath, or Cafe, L.

one Term and the Beginning of another. VAGINA uteri ( in Anat] the Sheath or Neck of the Womb.

VACATU'NA [in Laco ) a Vacancy or Voidance , a Spiritual VAGINA'LIS (with Anat . ) the Vaginal Tunicle, the le

Living that ſhall happen hereafter. cond proper Coat which immediately wraps up or covers the

VACCA'NIA (with Botanists] the Herb Cow - Bafil or Telticles, L.

Thorough Wax, L. VAGINIPE'NNOUS Animals ( vaginipennes, L.) ſuch as

VACCANIUS (in antient Deeds] a Herds- man that looks af- have their Wings in Sheathes or Cales, as the Beetle hath .
ter the common Herds of Cows . VAGINA'LIS Gulæ (with Anat.) the muſculous Coat of

VA'CCANY a low Houſe ; alſo a Dairy-Houſe ; alſo the Gylit , it being fuppofed to be a proper Muſcle conípi

VACCHANY } certain Compaſs of Ground within the ring with the Oxfophagus in thruſting down theAliment, when

Foreſt of Apdown, Stat . 37 H. VIII . enter'd .

Vacchivia (old Rec.) a Dairy. VAGINA'L IS tunica, the fame as Elythyroides.

VACCI'NIUM , a Blackberry, Bilberry, or Hurtleberry ; VAGRANTNESS 2 (of vage wanderingly and errans, L.
alſo a Violet-Flower , L. VA'GRANCY Swandering and nejs ] Vagrancy , an un

Vacci'nium (with Botanilts] the Flower of the Plant
ſettled Courſe of Life.

Hyacinthus or Crows-Toes , L. VAGRANT (prob. q . vagè errans, L. ) wandering, ſtrolling,

VACI'LLATING (vacillans, L. vacillant, F. ] reeling , ftag. · or roving up and down.

gering, & c. A VAGRANT, a Vagabond, a Stroller, an idle Perſon

Vacilla'tion, a Staggering, a Wavcring ; an Irreſolu- who rambles from Place to Place .

tion , a Quandary , F. of L. VAGUE (vagus] wandering, rambling ; alſo at random ;

VACU A'TION , an Emptying , L. allo looſe , without due Order or Intent.

Vacu'ity (racuitas , L. ] Voidncſs, Emptineſs. VA'GUM (with Anat.) the eighth Pair of Nerves of the

Vacui'ties ( with Phyſicians) thole Days in which an im- Medulla oblongata, called the par Vagum , becauſe diſperſed to

perfect or ill Criſis of a Diftemper often happens, viz . the divers Parts of the Body . :

fixth, eighth tenth , twelfth , fixteenth , , and eighteenth , VAIL ( velum , L. voile, F. ] a Garment, or any Thing

which Days are alſo callid Medicinal Days, becauſe Medi that covers or hides from being ſeen .

cines may be given on them . To Vai'l [ velare, F. ] to cover with a Vail .

Vacuna (to callid of vacando, i.e. being at Leifure, ſup VAILs (unde derivatur inceriam , unleſs prob. of valedictio ,

poſedto preſide overthem that are at Leiſure) the Goddels q..d. Money given to Servants by Gueits for Salutations]
of Reft, to whom the Husbandmen did facrifice after Har- Gifts or Profits given or allowed to Servants above their

veſt.

Va'cuum (with Phyſiologijls] is ſuppoſed to be a Space To Vail the Bonnet [ Sea- Language] is to ſtrike Sail in

devoid or empty of all Matter or Body ; and is diſtin .
Token of Submiſſion .

guiſhed by them into vacuum diſſeminatum , or interſper VAIN (vanus, L. ) empty, frivolous, fooliſh , or uſeleſs.

fum , and vacuum coacervatum . VAI'NNESS [vanitas, L. vanité, F. ] Emptineſs, Unpro

Vacuum Boyleanum ,that " pproach to a real Vacuum which fitableneſs, &c.

is arrived at by Means of an Air -Pump. VAIN -GLORIOUS (of vain , F. and glorious L. ] full of

Vacuum diſſeminatum 2 are ſmall void Spaces interſperſed Vain -glory.
Vacuum interjperjum S about between the Particles of all VAIN -GLO'R IOUSNESS [of vana and gloria, L. ] Vain - glo

Bodies : That there is this Vacuum appears from the follow- ry , empty Boaſting, & c.

ing Argument : If_ſome Vacuities are not ſuppoſed to be in VAIN -GLORY [vana gloria, L.] Boaſting in vain, to no Be

terſperſed among Bodies, it will be very difficult to account nefit or Purpoſe.

for Motion . For if there be an abſolute Plenum , the leaſt Vair ? [either of variè of variis coluribus, i.e. various

Body in Nature cannot move, but all Bodies that are muſt Vai'r ys Colours , or , as ſome fay, of varius the Name
move with it ; and yet into what Places they ſhould move, of an Animal, whole Back is a blue Grey, and its Belly

when all Places are already full, is not eaſy to conceive. white ) it is the ſecond Sort of Furr or Doubling, formerly

VACUUM coacervatum , is a larger void Space, made by the uted for Lining of the Garments of great Men and Knights of

Meeting together of the ſeveral diſſeminatedor interſperled Renown; it is when a Field of a Coat of Arms is chequered
Vacuities . into two Colours by the Figures of little Bells ; and if theſe

Vada'ri aliquem [in Civil Law] is to oblige one to give two Colours are Argent and Azure, it is Vairy or proper, and

Security for his Appearance in Court at a certain Day , L. you need lay no more but vairy; but if the Colours are any

To VADE (vadcre, L. to go) to decay, fade, or wax other , they muſt be expreſly named in blazoning the Coat.

weak . See Verry.

Vade-mecum [ i. e. go with me) à Pocket -Book , or any Vary Copy 2 [in Heraldry ) is a Bearing the

little uſeful Book fit and neceſſary to be carried in the Pocket . Potent CounterS Form in the Eſcutcheon , and

VADIARE duellum [ in Antient Writers) fignifies to wage in Blazon the Colours muſt be expreſs'd, as Azure

a Combate ; as , when a Perſon gave another a Challenge to and Argent.

decide a Controverty by a Camp - Fight or Duel, and threw
ContReVAIRE , is when the Metals and Co

down a Gauntlet or the like Sign of Defiance, if the other
lours are ſo ranged, that the Figure, which is

took it up, that was Vadiare duellum , i. e . both to give and Azure, touches either with its Edge or Foot an
take mutual Pledges of Fighting.

other Azure Figure, being placed and joined to -

... VA DIMO'N 10M (in Civil Law) a Promiſe or Bond for Ap- gether, Breech to Breech, one upon another, the Point of
pearance before the Judge, upon a Day appointed, L. the one tending towards the Chief of the Eſcutcheon, and

11. VADIMONIUM deferre [ in Lacv ] ſignifies to make a De- that of the other towards the Baſe ; as in the Fi

fault, not to appear in Court, according to Order, to forfeit
gure.

his Recogniſance, L.
VAIRE en Pale, is when the Figures ſtand exactly one up

In Va'dio exponere [in Lae] is to pawn or leave a Pledge on another, Aat upon the Points .

for the Return of Money borrowed, L.
VALE of 'n Pump [ in a Ship] 'a Trough . by which the

Va'dium, Wages, a Salary or other Reward of Service Water runs from the Pump along the sides of the Ship to

upon Covenant or Agreement, L.
the Scupper-holes .

Vadium mortuum [ in Law] a Mortgage , Lands or Goods Vale(vallis, L. ) a Valley.

ſo pawned or engaged to the Creditor, that he has a Right VALE (vallis, L. val, F.j a hollow Place or Space of

to the main Profits for the Uſe of his Loan or Debt, L. Ground ſurrounded with Hills.

--Per Vadium ponere [in Lac] is to take Bail or Security Valedi'ctiON , a Bidding Farewel, L.

for the Appearance of an Offender in ſome Court of Juſtice, VALEDI'CTORY, of, or pertaining to Valediction or Bid

L.
ding Farewel .

VA'FROUSNESS

VAFRITY
VALENCES

"

} ceafrities, L. ) Craftineſs, Subtlety .
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VALENCES2 ( prob . of falenzane, Ital . ) fhort Cortains to ing ſtraitened, the Matter contained in them deſcends

VALLENS 3 the upper part of the Furniture of a Bed, more Nowly, and the Lasteal Veſſels have the more Time

Window, & C. to draw in the Chile, L.

VALERIAN, a Phyſical Herb, called alſo Set-Wall and VAMBRAGE ( avant bras, F. ] Armour for the Arm .

Capon's -Tail . VAMP, the Upper-Leather of a Shoe .

VA'let de Chambre, one who waits upon a Perſon of Qua- T. VAMP ( avant, F. before] to mend or furbiſh up.

lity in his Bed- Chamber, F.
VAMPE

2 a Sort of Mort Hoſe which covered the Feet ,

Valet (with Horſemen ] is a Stick armed at one End with VAMPAYS S and reached only to the Ancles, the Breeches

a blunted Point of Iron , to prick and aid a leaping Horſe. reaching as low as the Calf of the Leg ; and from thence to

VALET [un valet, F. ] in antient Times was uſed graft a new Footing on an old Hoſe was called Vamping.

VALEC'T to fignifya young Gentleman of good De- VAMPLET , a Piece of Steel ſometimes in the Shape of a

VA'DELECT ſcent or Quality ; and afterwards it was ap- Tunnel, uſed in Tilting -Spears, juſt before the Hand, to

plied to the Rank of Yeomen : And, in the Account of the ſecure and defend it ; it was made to be taken off and puc

Inner - Temple, it is underſtood of a Bencher's Clerk or Ser- on at Pleaſure.

vant, which by a Corruption is called Varlet, the Butler of V [of avant, F. before] the Front of an Army, & r.

the Houſe. VAN (of vannus, L. ) a Winnowing -Fan , a Crible for

VALETUDINA'R IAN ( valetudinarius, L.) a ſickly Perſon ; Corn .

alſo one that anxiouſly takes Care of his Health . To VAN ( vannare, L. vaner, F.) to ſift or winnow Corn .

VALETU'DINARY valetud inarius , L. ] ſickly, crazy ; VANCOURIE'Rs, light -armed Soldiers ſent before to beat

Perſon of a weak , fickly , or crazy Conſtitution, who is fre- the Road upon the Approach of an Enemy.

quently out of Order . VANDALS, a barbarous and fierce People of a Part of Swe

VALETUDINARY [ valetudinarium , L. ) an Hoſpital for den, afterwards from the Goths, their Succeſſors, called Goth

fick People . land, who, leaving their native Soil, took Pleaſure in ranging

VA'LENTINES [in England ) prob . take their Name of Va- to and fro and ſpoiling Countries .

lentine, a Biſhop of Rome, whoſe Feſtival is obſerved on the Va'nfoss [ in Fortif.) a Ditch dug without the Counter

14th of February; and becauſe about this Time of the Year ſcarp and running all along the Glacis, uſually full of Water:

the Birds match or chooſe their Mates , probably thence the VANE (Xana, Sax.) a Weather- Cock , a Device to thew

young Men and Maids chooſe Valentines or ſpecial loving which Way the Wind blows, Du.

Friends on that Day . VANES (of Mathematical Inſtruments) are Sights made

VALENTINES [in the Romiſh Church) Saints choſen on to move and fide
upon

the:1 .

St. Valentine's Day as Patrons for the enſuing Year. VANGE (ant. Writ.) a Spade or Mattock.

VALENTINIANS, an antient Sect of Gnoſticks, ſo called VAN - GUARD ( avant garde, F. ) the firſt Line of an Army
from Valentinian their Leader. drawn up in Batallia.

VA'LIANT (vaillant, F. ] bold and daring in Fight , cou- VanI'LLA , a littlc Seed growing in longiſh Pods, a prin

rageous, ſtout . cipal Ingredient in the Compoſition of Chocolate, to give it
VA'LIANTNESS [vaillantiſe , F. ] Proweſs, Stoutneſs, Strength and an agreeable Flavour.

Courage . VANI'LOQUENCE (vaniloquentia, L.) vain Talking.
VALID (validus , L. ) ſtrong, mighty . VANI'LOQUENT (vaniloquus, L. ) talking vainly .

: VALID, authentick, binding, done in due Form , good TO VA'NISH (vaneſcere, L. S'evanouir, Ital.] to diſappear,
in Law .

to go out of Sight ; alſo to come to nothing.

Validity ? [validitas, L. validité, F. ] Ability , Pow- VA'Nity (vanitas, L. vanité, F.) Emptineſs, Unprofita

Va'lidness Ser ; alſo Authentickneſs, & c. bleneſs, gr.

Vallar Crown [in Heraldry] was a Crown VANNED ( vannatus, L.) fanned or winnowed.

Vi given by the General of an Army , to him who VA'NNUS [ old Rec.] a Vane or Weather -Cock, L.

firſt broke into an Enemy's fortified Camp, or T. VA'NQUISH ( vaincre, F. ] to overcome, ſubdue, or

forced any Place palliladed, and it was in the conquer.

Form annexed , repreſenting Palliſadoes ſtanding up above VANQUISHER (vainqueur, F. vi &tor , L.] a Conqueror, & c .

the Circle. VANTAGE (avantage, F. ] that which is given or al
VALLEY ( valles, L. vallee, F. ] a Vale or low Ground lowed over-weight or over-meaſure.

cncompafied with Hills.
Vanta'rius [old Law ]a Fore- runner, a Foot-man, L.

Vallies [ in Architect.] the Gutters over the Sleepers VAPID ( vapidus, L.) palled , dead, or flat, ſpoken of Li

in the Roof of a Building . quors.

VALO'Re Batitagii 2 [ in Laco ] a Writ which antiently VA'PIDNESS ( vapiditas, L. ) Deadneſs, Flatneſs, Palled

Valo're Maritagii S lay for the Lord , after having prof- neſs of Liquors.

fered ſuitable Marriage to an Infant who refuſed the ſame, VAʼPORARY [ vaporarium , L.) an Hot-houſe, a Stow , a

to recover the Value of the Marriage, L. Bagnio.

VALOMBRE'ux, a certain Order of Monks.. VA'PORARY [with Phyſicians) a Decoction of Herbs, Esr.

Va’lour [ valeur , F. ! Courage, Stoutneſs, Proweſs , poured hot into a Veſſel, ſo that the Patient fitting over it

Bravery . may receive its Fumes.

VAʼLOROUS ( valoreux, F. ] valiant , ſout, & c. VAPORA'TION, a Sending forth of Vapours or Fumes, L.

VA'LOROUSNESS (of valoreux, F. and nejs] Valiantneſs, VAPORIFEROUS (vaporifer, L.) cauſing or producing

Stoutneſs, Bravery: Vapours.

VALUABLE, of great Value , weighty, important . VAPORI'FEROUSNESS [ of vaporifer, L. and neſs) an exha

Va’LUABLENESS (of valor, L. valeur, F. able-and neſs] ling or Vapour-producing Quality.
Preciouſneſs, Worthineſs, C. VAPORO'SE

VALU'STION [ evaluation , F.] Price , Value .

To VALUE [evaluer, F. ] to eſteem , prize, appraiſe, ac- VA'POROSENESS (of vaporeus, L. vaporeux, F. and nejs]

count, &C. Fulneſs of Vapours , or a vaporous Quality.

VALVE ( in Hydraulicks, & c.] a Kind of Lid or Cover of - VAPOROSUM Balneum (with Phyſicians) a vaporous Bath ,

a Tube, & c. opening one Way, which, the more forcibly when the Veſſel that contains the Matter is ſet in another

it is preſſed the other, the more cloſely it ſhuts the Aper- half full of Water, and is heated by the Vapours or Steams

ture . that ariſe from the hot or boiling Water, L.

Valves (valva , L. ) Folding- Doors . To Va'pour (prob . of vaporare, L. ] to brag, crack, or

Valves (with Anat. ] thin Membranes applied like Doors boaſt ; to huff.

or Shutters on divers Cavities and Veſſels of the Body , to VAPOURING (of vaporans, L. ) huffing, hectoring, brag

afford a Paſſage to ſome Humour or Matter going one Way, ging , or boaſting.

and to prevent its Reflux towards the Part whence it came. VA'POURS (vapores, L.) are thoſe watery Particles which

Val'VULA [in Anat. ) a Valve or Fold in the Veſſels. are ſever'd from others by the Motion of the Air, and are

VALVULA major ( with Anat .) the upper Part or Cover carried about in ſeveral Ways, according to the Wind or

of the Ifthmus, lying between the Teftes and foremoſt worm- Warmneſs of the Air . They derive their Original, not only

like Proceſs of the Cerebellum . It is of a marrowySubſtance, from the Surface of the Water, but from moiſt Earth, Clouds,

and the Uſe of it is to keep the Lympha from falling out Snow, & c. for the Parts of theſe Bodies , being not firmly

about the Nerves in the Baſis of the Skull, L. united, are eaſily disjoined, and ſo break forth into the Air ,

VALVULAE conniventes (with Anat.] the Wrinkles found there meeting with them , becauſe the Air as well as Exha

in the Guts lleum and Jejunum : For the inner Coat of thoſe lations contribute much to the Violence of the Winds.

Guts being longer than the Middle of the outward one, it VAPOURS (in Medicine) a Diſeaſe , called popularly the

wrinkles or bags out in many Places ; ſo that, the Paſſages be- Hypo or Hypochondriack Diſeafc . VaR I

VAPPOROUS} (vaporojus, L. ] fullof Vapours.
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VA'RDINGAL (vertugadin , F. ] a Whale-bone Circle that VARNISH (with Medallins) a Colour or Sort of Gloſs

Ladies formerly wore on their Hips and upon which they that Medals have gotten by lying in the Earth.

tied their Petticoats , a Hoop.Petticoat , a Fardingal. Va'rvels ( vervelles, F.] ſilver Rings about the Leg of a

VARI [with Phyſicians] {mall , hard , ruddy Tumours, Hawk, on which the Name of the Owner is engraven.
about the Size of an Hemp-Seed, on the Face and Neck of Vas, a Veffel, L.

young People , eſpecially ſuch as are addi& ted to Venery. Breve Vas (with Anat.] a ſhort Vein which paſſes from

VARIABLE [ varius, L.) apt to change . the Stomach to the Spleen , L.

VA'R IABLE [in the new Doctrine of Infinites ] is a Term T. Vary [variare, L.) to alter, change, diverſify, or make

apply'd by the foreign Mathematicians to ſuch Quintities as different,

either increaſe or diminiſh , according as ſome otherQuantities Vasa (in Anat.] thoſe Cavities and Pipes in an animal

increaſe or diminiſh . Body through which the Humours or Liquors of the Body

VARIABLENESS [of variabilis, L. and neſ ] Changeable- paſs, as a Vein , Artery , & c. L.
neſs , Subjectneſs or Liableneſs to change. VASA Concordiæ ( in Hydraulicks] two Veſſels ſo conſtructed,

VARIANCE (in Law ) an Alteration or Change of Con- as that one of them , tho' full of Wine, will not run a Drop ,

dition in a Perion or Thing, after ſome former Concern or unleſs the other being full of Water do run alſo , L.

Tranſaction therewith . Vasa Capillaria (with Anat.] the Capillary Veſſels, ſmall
VARIANCE [pariantia ,L.]Diverſification in Form or Colours .

Veins and Arteries like Threads or Hairs , L.

VARIA’TION , Change, Alteration , F. of L. Deferentia Vasa (in Anat.) thoſe Veſſels which convey
VARIATION [ in Altron .) a Term uſed by Tycho Brahe for the Semenfrom the Teſticles to the Veſiculæ ſeminales, L.

the third Inequality in the Motion of the Moon, ariſing from Lafica Vasa (in Anat.) the milky Veſſels in the Mejentery,
her Apogeum's being changed , as her Syſtem is carriedround which ſerve for the Conveyance of the white Juice, called

the Sun by the Earth . Chyle, to the little Bag that holds it, and from thence to the
Oriental VARIATION [in Navig .] the North -Eaiting of Ductus or Paſſage which leads to the Breaſt, L.

the Needle . Lymphatica VASA [in Anat.] flender pellucid Tubes that

Occidental Variation cin Navig .) the North -Weſting riſe in all Parts of the Body, whľch permit a thin trant

of the Needle . parent Liquor, called Lympha, to paſs thro' them towards the
VARIATION -Chart, a Chart deſign d by Dr. Halley: The Heart, C. L.

Projection of which is according to Mercator's; and the Situ
Præparantia VASA [in Anat.) the ſpermatick Veins and

ation and Form of the Surface of the Terraqueous Globe, as Arteries , which go to the Teſticles and Epididymes, L.
to its principal Parts , and the Dimenſions of the ſeveral Oce- Seminalia Vasa ? [in · Anat.) thoſe Arteries and Veins

ans are therein aſcertained with the utmoſt Accuracy, as well Spermatica Vasa S which paſs to the Teſticles, L.

from Aſtronomical Obſervations as from Journals . VASCULAR [cacularius, L.) is by Anatomiſts apply'd to

VARLA'T ION [ in Geography) the Deviation of the Magne- any Thing conſiſting of divers Veins, Veſſels, Arteries, & c.

tical Needle or Compaſs from the true North Point, either Vasculi'ter a, um [in Botan. Writ.] that bears its Seed

towards the Eaſt or Weft. in a Seed - Veffel.

VARIATION of Variation ( in Navig .) is the Variation of VASCULI'Ferous Plants (with Botan.) are thoſe Plants -

the Needle or Mariner's Compaſs ; ſo called , becauſe it is not which , beſides thecommonCalix or Flower-Cup, have a

alwaysthe ſame in the ſame Place, but varies in Proceſs of peculiar Veſſel or Caſe to hold their Seed, one belonging to
Time from what it was . each Flower, but ſometimes divided into diſtinct Cells .

Variation of the Needle 3 (See Variation in Geography) VASE (with Florifs] is the Calix or Cup, as the Vaſe of

VARIATION of the Compaſs or it is the Angle which the a Tulip , &C.

Needle makes with the true Meridian-Line thro' the Center VASE [ of a Churcb -Candleſtick ] the Middle of it, which

BI
of Motion of that Needle. is uſually of a round Figure.

VARIATION [in Muſick] See Variazione. VA'ses [in Architect.] are Ornaments placed on Cornices,

Variazi'one [ in the Italian Mufick) is the different Man- Socles, or Pedeſtals, repreſenting ſuch Veſlels as the Antients
ner of playing orſinginga Tune or Song, either by divid- uſed in Sacrifices, as Incenſe-Pots, &c. often inriched with

ing the Notes into ſeveral others, or by adding of Graces, Baſo Relievo's ; alſo theBody of a Corinthian and compoſite

Capital, called the Tambour.

Variciro'r mes paraſtatæ ( with Anat.) two Veſſels near VA'ses ( vaſa, L.) a Sort of Flower- Pots, F.

the Bladder, ſo called, becauſe they have many Turnings and Rere VASSAL , one who holds of a Lord who himſelf is

Windings ſerving to work the Semen the better . Vairal of another Lord .

VA'R ICEs (with Anat. ] , the greater Veins of the Hips , VA'ssa LAGE [vafjelage, F. vaſalagium , L.] the Condition

Thighs, and Stones, & c. L. of : Vafial, Slave, or mean Servant.

Varico's e [t'aricoſus, L.) that hath the Veins puffed up VASSA'LEUS (in Law] a Vaffal who is obliged to ſerve

and ſwoln more than ordinary with corrupt Blood. and New Reſpect to his Maſter, and yet is in a Manner his

VaRICO'sum corpus ( in Anat.) a Contexture or Net-Work Companion.

of Seed Veſſels which is let into the 'Tefticles , L. VASSALEUS homologus, one who ſwears Service with Ex

T. VARIEGATE (variegare, L. ) to diverſify, to make of ception of a higher Lord.

different Colours. VASSALEUS non homologus, one who ſwears without Ex

VARIEGATED [of rariegatus, L. ) ſpeckled, ſtreaked , di- ception .

verſified with ſeveral Colours . VA'ssals (of vajjal, F. not improbably of vaſſalle, Ital.

VARIEGATION (with Florifs) the Art of ſtreaking or di- But Spelman rather chuſes to derive it of vas, L. a Surety or

verſifying the Leaves of Flowers or Plants with ſeveral Co- Pledge, t'affallus, L. ) a Slave.

lours. VASSELE'R IA, Vaffalage or the Tenure of a Vaffal.

VARI'ITY (varietas, L. caricté , F. ] Change , Diverſity. VAST (vaſtus, L.) large, huge, great, or ſpacious.

VARIFO'RMITY [of carius and forma, L.] Variouſneſs VASTE’LLUM [old Deeds] a Waſtel-Bowl or Piece of Plate ,

of Form . antiently uſed to be ſet at the upper Endof an Abbot's Table,

VARIO'LAE , the Small Pox , L. with which he uſed to begin the Health or Grace - Cup to

VaRLO'R U M ( in Claſic Literature) as Notis Variorum , a Strangers or to his Fraternity, L.

Term uſed of thoſe Latin Authors printed with the Notes VAST I muſculi (with Anat.] certain Muſcles which help to

or Comments of various Grammarians or Criticks. ſtretch out the Leg, and are either externus or internus, L.

Va'rious [rarins , L. ] after divers Manners. Vastity ? [taftitas, L.) excellive Bigneſs, Largeneſs,

VARI'SSE [ with Farriers) an Imperfection upon the In- VastNES S Hugeneſs, & c.

fide of the Ham of an Horie, a little diſtant from the Curb . VA'sto [in Law ] a Writ which lies for the Heir againſt

VA'rix, a crooked Vein ſwelled with melancholy Blood, the Tenant for Life or Years , for making Waſte or for him

eſpecially in the Legs ; alſo a ſmall Dilatation of the Veins , in the Reverſion or Remainder.

where the Blood turns in a kind of Eddy, and makes a Knot VA'STUM [ old Rec.] a Waſte or Common that lies open

upon the Part, L. to all the Cattle of all the · Tenants who have a Right to

A VA'RLET [intient Stat ) a Yeomen or Yeoman's Servant. Commoning.

A VA'RLET (un valet, F.] a forry Fellow , a Slave, a Vastum foreſta , Sc. [ old Rec.] that Part of a Foreſt or

raſcally Fellow . Wood, where the Trees were ſo deſtroyed that it lay in a

VA'RNISH [ziernix, L. varniz , Span .) a Compound of Manner waſte or barren, L.

Gums and other Ingredients, for ſetting a Glofs upon Cabi- Externus VASTUS [in Anat.) a Muſcle which ſprings from

nets, Pictures, & c. the Root of the great Trochanter, and from the Linea Afpera

TO VARNISH [rerniſſer, or vernir, F.] to do over with externally tendinous and internally felhy, and defcends

Varniſh .
8 M obliquely
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obliquely forwards, till it meet the Tendon of the Rectus and which a Thing is exactly circumſcrib'd in its Ubi, and this

is inſerted with it, is properly callid Place ; this is the Condition of all Bodies :

Internus Vastus (with Anat.] is a Muſcle that ariſes part- Definitive UBIETY [in Metaphyficks] is when a Thing is
ly tendinous and partly fleſhy from the Linea Ajpera, imme- ſo in a place without any Circumſcription , as to beno

diately below the leſſer Trochanter, till within three Fingers where elſe. After this Manner Accidents, Material Forms,and

Breadth of the lower Appendix of the Thigh- Bone, and at Spirits are in a Place. The Title of Definitive is given to it,

laft its Tendons join thoſe of the Restus Vaſtus externus and becauſe it may be defined to be here , and not there.
crureus, and is inſerted with them . UBIQUITA'RIAN (ubiquitaire, F.] one whole Opinion is ,

Vat ( Kat, Sax. ) a Veſſel uſed in Brewing, and for hold- that the Body of Chriſt is every-where preſent as well as

ing other Liquors. his Divinity .

Vatican, the Name of a Hill in Rome , ſo called of Va- UBIQUITARINESS [of ubiquitaire, F. of ubique, L. and

ticinia, the Reſponſes of Oracles antiently there received from neſs ] an ubiquitaryTemper or Quality ; alſo a being unſettled ,

the Deity called Vaticinius, on whichſtands a famous Palace a being here and there.

of the ſame Name : At the foot of this Hill is the magni- UBIQUITY [ubiquite, F. of ubique, L. every -where] a

ficent Church of St. Peter. Quality of being every -where or in all Places at the fame

VATICAN Library, is one of the moſt celebrated in the Time an Attribute of God, whereby he is always inti

World ; it was founded by Pope Sixtus IV. who ſtored it mately preſent to all Things ; gives the Efe to all Things ;

with the choiceſt Books that could be picked up in Europe, knows, preſerves, and works all in all Things.

antient Manuſcripts, & c. U'BIQUIST, a Doctor of Divinity in France who belongs

VATICINA'Tion, a Foretelling, Propheſying, or Sooth- to no particular College in the Univerſity of Paris.

ſaying, L. U'DDER Cuder , Sax. ) the Milk -Bag of a Cow or other
VAVA'sory, the Quality of the Lands or Fee held by a four -footed Animals.

Vavafour. VEA, Vea, Vea, a ſort of Cry or Noiſe Seamen make,

VA'vasour (vavaſſeur, F. ] a Nobleman, antiently next when they work or pull ſtrongly together.

in Dignity to a Baron. VEAL [ chair de veau , F. caro vitulina, L. ] Calf's Fleſh .

Vault [ valta, Ital . voulte, F.] an arched Building, a VEAL-Money [in the Manour of Bradford in Wiltfire) a

round Roof built like an Arch ; alio a vaulted Cellar for lay- yearly Rent paid by the Tenants to their Lord, indtead of a

ing in Wines ; alſo a vaulted Place under Ground in a Church- Quantity of Veal, antiently given in Kind, called Vial

Yardor Church for laying dead Bodies in ; alſo a Privy or Noble -Money.

Houſe of Office. VE'CTIBLE (većtibilis, L.] that may be carried .

To Vault (router, F.) to cover Arch -wife with Brick , &c. Ve'ction, a Carrying, L.

To VAULT à Shoe (with Horſemen] is to forge it hollow Vectis [ in Mechanicks] a Lever , is reckoned the firſt of

for Horſes that have high and round Soles , to the End that the ſix Mechanick Powers, and is ſuppoſed to be a perfect in

the Shoe may not bear upon the Sole that is then higher fexible Right-Line of no Weight at all, to which three .

than the Hoof. Weights or Powers are apply'd at different Diſtances for

VAU'LTING [voltigeant, F. ) leaping or going cleverly o- raiſing or fuftaining heavy Bodies .

ver a wooden Horſe, or over any Thing by laying one Hand Vector [in Aſtron .) a Line ſuppoſed to be drawn from .

on it and throwing over the Body. any Planet, moving round a Center or Focus of an Ellipfis, to

Vaults [ in Architett.) a Piece of Maſonry arch'd on the that Center or Focus.

Outſide, and ſupported in the Air by the artful Placing of Vede'tte [in the Military Art] a Centinel on Horſeback

the Stones which form it ; the principal Uſe of which is for detached from the main Body of an Army, to diſcover and

a Cover or Shelter. give Notice of the Deſigns of an Enemy, or to guard an ad

Mapler -VAULT, the chief Vault in a Building, is the chief vanced Polt.

Vault to diſtinguiſh it from others that are leſs Vaults, which To Veer (prob. of laveren , Du.] to traverſe.

ſerve only to cover Gates, Windows, Paſſages, 85c. T. VEER 1Sea-Phraſe ] as the Wind veers, is ſaid , when the

Double Vaults, are ſuch as are built over other Vaults to Wind chops about and changes often , ſometimes to onePoint,

make the Beauty and Decoration of the Inſide conſiſtent with and ſometimes to another.

that on the Out-fide, a Chaſm or Vacancy being left between To Veer out a Rope [ Sea-Phraſe] is to let it go by Hand ,

the Convexity of the oneand the Concavity of the other, as or to let it run out of itſelf.

it is in the Cathedral of St. Paul's at London . Vee'ring (with Sailors) a Ship is ſaid to go loft veering,

The Key of a Vault, is a Stone or Brick in the Middle of i. e. at large, neither by a Wind, nor directly before the

a Vault in the Form of a truncated Cone, ſerving to bind or Wind, but betwixt both , when ſhe ſails with the Sheet

faften all the reſt . veered out ; the ſame that is termed Quartering:

The Reins of a Vau_T, or the Fillings up , are the Sides VE'GETABLE [vegetabilis, L.) capable of living after the

which ſuſtain it . Manner of Trees, Plants, &c. endowed with Moiſture, Vi

The Pendentide of a Vault, is the Part ſuſpended between gour, Growth, &c.

the Arches or Ogives. VEGETABLES [vegetabiles, L. ] are ſuch natural Bodies as

The Import of a Vault, is the Stone whereon the firſt Vouf grow and increaſe fromParts organically formed, but have
foir or Stone of the Vault is laid .

no proper Life nor Senſation, L.
T. VAUNT (vanntare, Ital . vanter , F. ) to boaſt, brag , glo . To Ve'GETATE (vegctare; L. ) to quicken, to cauſe to grow .

ry, or vapour. VEGETA'TION , the Act whereby Plants receive Nourish

VAU'NTING [vanterie, F. ] Boaſting, Bragging, Glorying, ment and grow, L.
Sr. VE'GETATIVE [vegetatious, L. ) a Term apply'd to that

Vau’ntulARY } [amongHunters]a Setting of Hounds Principle or Part in Plants by Vertue whereof they receive
VAUNTLAY S in a Readineſs where the Chaſe is to Nouriſhment and

grow or vegetate.

to paſs, and Cafting off before the Kennel come in . VE'GETATIVE Soul, that Principle whereby Trees and
Vaw Mu're, a Bulwark Out-work or Defence againſt an Plants live, grow , produce their Kind, & c.

Enemy . VEGETATIVENESS [of vegetativus, L. vegetatif, F. and

Vay'vode, a Prince or Ruler in Chief in Tranſilvania, neſs] a vegetative Quality:

Valachia, &c . who are Tributaries to the Grand Seignior. VEGE'TE (vegetus, L. ) lively, quick, that has a growing
U'berous ſuberofus, L. ) plentiful , copious. Life.

U'BEROUSNESS Cuberoſitas, L.] S Plentifulneſs, Fertile- Ve'HEMENCE 2 [sebementia, L. vebemence, F.] Eager
UBERTY (uberitas, L.) 2 nefs. VE'HEMENCY Sneſs, great Warmth of Spirit, Heat,

UBI, where, L. fignifies the Pretence of a Being in a Place . Ve'hementness SPaffionateneſs, Boiſterouſneſs,or Fierce

UBICATION [of ubi, L.where ) the Where, Reſidence, or neſs.

Situation of any Thing ; the being in a Place . Ve'sement ( vebemens, L. ) eager, hot, paſſionate, fu

UB'ETY [in Metaphylicks ) is the Preſence of any Thing rious, &c.

in the Ubi or Place. VEHICLE (vehiculum , L. ) any Thing that ſerves to carry

Infinite UBIETY (with Metaphyſicians) is the undetermin- or bear any Thing along. So the Pythagoreans, Platoniſts,

edPreſence of a Thing in every Place ; this is the Property and others hold , that even the purejt Angels have bodily Vehicles.

of God , and is the ſame as Ubiquity . Vehicle (with Anatomiſts] the Serum or watery Hu

Finite UBIe'ry [ in Metaphylcks] is the determinate mour is ſaid to be the Vehicle that conveys the ſmall Parts of

Preſence of a Being in a Place, and is either circumſcriptive the Blood, and diſperſes them all over the Body.

or definitive VeI'NINESS ( of venofus, L. veneux , F. and nefs of vina ,

Circumſcriptive UBIẾTY (with Metaphyſicians] is that by L. a Vein] Fulneſs of Veins.

VEINS
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"} (veneficus, L. ) venomous , poiſonous .
1

1

1

Veins (with Anatomiſts) are 'long and round Pipes or VENA'TICK (venaticus, L. ) of, or pertaining to Hunting

Canals conliſting of four Coats, viz . a nervous, a glandulous, or Chaſing.

a muſcular ,and a membrmou : one . Their Office is to receive Vexa't 10 ( old Rec.] the Prey taken in Hunting, Veniſon .

the Blood that remains after Nourilhment is taken , and to To Vend (vendere , L. ) to ſell, to ſet to Sale, to put off

carry it back to theHeart to be revived and improved. Theſe Commodities .

Veins are distinguiſhed by feveral Names according to the VENDEE' in Law ) the Perſon to whom any Thing is

different Parts they paſs through , as the Axillary, the Ba- fold .

filick, the Cephalick, the Pulmonary, &c . Ve’NDIBLE (vendibilis, LJ ſaleable, that is to be ſold .

VEIN (with Miners] is the particular Nature or Quality VE'NDIBLENESS [of vendibilis, L. and nefs] Sadeable

any Bed of Earth which is digged in Mines, in which neſs .

Senſe they ſay they meet with a Vcin of Lead, Silver, Gold , VENDITIONI exponas [in Law ) a Writ Judicial directed

esc. or it is the fame with Stratum or the different Diſpoſi- to the Under- She commanding him to ſell Goods he

tion or Kind of Earth met with in Dissing. hath formerly taken into his Hands, for the ſatisfying a Judg.

VEI'NY [of pægn , Sax. venojus, L. veneux, F. ) full of, ment given in the King's Court, L.

or having Veins. VE'Nditor Regis, the King's Sales-man, L.

Vejou'rs (in Lal} are Perſons ſent by a Court to take VENDI'tion, a Selling, F. of L.

a View of any Place in Queſtion , for the better Deciſion VI'NDER [cenditor, L. venditeur, F. ] a Seller.

of the Right, or ſuch as are fent to ſee thoſe who elloin VENEE'RING 2 (with Cabinet-makers, & c .] a Kind of

themſelves de malo lefti, whether they are really lick , VANEERING Marquetry or in -laid -Work , whereby fe

nos , &c. veral thin Slices or Leaves of fine Woods of different Sorts

VEJUPITER (9. d . little Jorpiter ) a miſchievous God a- are faſtened or glued on a Ground of ſome common Wood.

mongſt the Romans , which they worſhipped, not from any VE'NEFICE (veneficium , L.) Sorcery or the Art of Poiſon

Hope of Help from him , but left he ſhould hurt them . ing.

VELAMEN VENE'FICAL ?

VELAME'NTUM
a ,

VENEFICK

VELAMEN (with Surgeon ) the Bag , Skin , or Bladder of VENE'FICKNESS (of weneficus, L. and nejs] Poiſonouſneſs.

an Impofthume or Swelling. VE'NENATED (venenatus, L. ) poiſoned, venomed .

Velame'ntum Bombycinum (with Anatomijts} the Velvet - VENENIFEROUSNESS (of venenifer, L. and nefs] a Poi

Meinbrane or Skin of the Inteſtines. fon -bearing Quality or Nature.

VELI'Fick [relificus, L.) done or performed with Sails . VENENO'se ( venenoſus, L. veneneux, F. ] full of Venom

VE'LLAM 2 (probably of velamen a Covering, or of vitu- or Poiſon .

VE'LLUM S linus of a Calf, hence velin , F. ) the fineſt

Sort of Parchment . VENEROUSTESS ?(venenifitás, L.) Fulneſsof Poiſon.

VELLE'ITY [ villeite, F.] a Wiſhing or Woulding, a VENERABLE (venerabilis L.) worſhipful, reverend, F.

languiſhing, cold , and remiſs Will . Ve'NERABLENESS (renerabilitas, L.) Merit of Reverence,

Ve'LLICATING ( vellicans, L.) twitching,plucking, nipping. Worſhipfulneſs.

Vellica'tion, a Plucking, Twitching, or Giving a ſud- To VE'NERATE (venerari, L. venerer, F.) to honour, to

den Pull .
worſhip, to reverence, to ſew Reſpect or Honour to .

VELLICA'Tions [in Surgery ] certain Convulfions that Venera'TION, Worſhipping ; alſo Honour and Reve

happen in the Fibres of the Muſcles. rence , L.

VE'LLING [ in Husban: Iry ) a Ploughing up by the Turf. Vene'RE ALNESS 3 [of r'enereus, L. and neſs] a venereal,

Velo'city (in Mechanicks] Swiftneſs, is that Affection of VenBÓREOUSNESS Sluttful, leacherous Quality or Conſti

Motion, whereby a Moveable is difpofed to run over a cer- tution ; allo Infectedneſs with the Venereal Diſeaſe or French

tain Space in a certain Time. Pox .

Velocity (velocitas, L.] Swiftnefs. VENE'REAL [ " enereus, L. of Venus) of, or pertaining

VELTRA'RIA ( old Rec.] the Office of a Dog -leader or Vene'reous to Venery, luſtful.

Courſer. VENEREAL Difeaſe, a virulerit Diftemper commonly call

Veltra'rius , a Leader of Greyhounds or Hunting -Dogs. ed the French Pox.

Ve'lvet (velours, F. ) a Sort of Silk. VE'NERY ( plaiſir venerien, F. appetitus venerols ,

Ve'lvet- Flower. See Floramour. Luftfulneſs ; alſo Coition or carnal Copulation .'

VE'lver- Runner, a Kind of Water- Fowlwhoſe Feathers VENERY (of venatura , L.) the Art or Exerciſe of Hunt

are black and ſmooth as Velvet. ing

Ve'lum, a Veii or Curtain , L. Beaſts of VENERY , are of five Kinds , the Hart, the

Veʼlum Quadrageſimale [ old Rec.] a Veil or Piece of Hang- Hind, the Hare, the Boar, and the Wolf ; which are properly

ing antiently drawnbefore the Altar in Lent , as a Token of Beaits of the Foreſt, where they keep their Shelter, avoiding
Mourning. as much as poſſible the Coming out into the Plains.

VE'NA, a Vein , L. VE'NERIS æſtrum , the Heat of Love , the utmoft Extaſy

Vena Cava (with Anatomiſts] the hollow Vein , the largeſt or Enjoyment in Coition ; also the ſame as Clitoris, L.

Vein in the Body , ſo called from its great Cavity or hollow VENGEANCE, Revenge, F.

Space , into which, as into a common Channel , all the leſſer VE'NGEFUL , revengeful , prone to take Revenge.

Veins except the Pulmonaris empty themſelves . It is divided VE'NGEFULNESS (of vengeance, F. full and neſs] a vindic

into two thick Branches call'd the aſcending and defcending tive or revengelul Temper or Nature

Trunks . This Vein reccives the Blood from the Liver and Ve'nial (venialis, L.) pardonable or which may be

other Parts , and carries it to the right Ventricle of the forgiven , as a venial Sin .

Heart, that it may be new improved and infpirited there, L. VE'NIALNESS (of venialis, L. veniel, F. and neſs] Par

Porta VENA [ in Anat.) the Port -Vein , fo named from the
donableneſs.

two Eminences which Hippocrates calls túas, Gr. i.e. Portre , VE'Nison ( venaiſon, f . of venari, L. ' to hunt] the

1. Gates, between which it enters the Liver, L. Fleſh of Bucks, Deers, &c. and other Beaſts of Chace.

Pulmonica Vena [ in Anat.] a little Vein which creeps VE'NOMOUSNESS (of venenofus of venenum , L. or veneneux ,

along upon the Bronchia of the Alpera Arteria in the Lungs , L. or venim , F. Poiſon and nejs] a poiſonous Nature or Qua

Lattea Venae (with Anat.) ſo named from the white lity.

Colour of the Chyle which they carry : They take their Veni're facias [ in Liw ] à Judicial Writ lying where

Riſe from the innermoſt Membranes of the Bowels, and paſs two Parties plead and come to Iſſue ; for then the Party , Plain

into the Glandules of the Meſentery, L. tiff, or Defendant ſhall have this Writ directed to the She

Præputii VENAB ( in Anat.) certain Veins ariſing from the riff, to cauſe twelve Men of the ſame County to ſay the

capillary Ends of the Artery of the Penis, called Pudenda, that Truth tipon the Ifue taken , L.

paſs into thoſe Veins which ſpring from the Corpora Caverno- VenITA'RIUM [ ſo named of Venite exultemus Domino, L.

O come and let us fing unto the Lord , Gr. which was an

Sećtio Venae,the Opening of a Vein , a Letting of Blood, L. tiently written with muſical Notes, as it was to be fung in

Lymphaticæ Venae (in Anat.) certain Veins which receive Cathedral Churches at the Beginning of the Mattins] a Hymn

theLympha from the conglobated Glandules, L. Book or Pſalter.

VENAL (of venalis, L. ) of, or pertaining to a Vein and Sor- Ve'Nom (venenum , L.) a certain malignant Quality in

row , L. ſome Animals and Plants which is hurtful and deitructive

VENAL (venalis, L. ) that is to be ſold ; alſo that does any to others, Poiſon .

thing for Gain ; alſo mean or baſe. Venosus, a , um [in Botan. Writers) full of Veins.

VE'NOUSNESS (ofvenojus, L. and nejs] Fulneſs ofor having

Veins. VENT

L.]

Ja Penis, L.

VE'NALNEY } (venalitas, L.) Saleableneſs.
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VENT [of fente, F. or of ventus, L. Wind ] Air, Wind, titions or Subdiviſions of the Fornix : The Office of theſe is

or the Paſlage out of a Vefiel. to receive the ſerous Humours and convey them to the

VENT ( venta, Ital . vente of vendere, L.] The Sale or Noftrils ; they being, as it were, a Sink, to drain away

Uttering of Commodities . the excrementitious Matter of the Brain, L.

Vent (with Gunners] the Difference between the Dia- VENTRICULI Cordis (with Anat.] the Ventricles of the

meter of a Bullet and the Diameter of the Bore of a Can- Heart. Theſe are two large Holes, the one on the Right

non . and the other on the Left -Side of the Heart : The former

To Vent [eventer, F. of ventus, L. the Wind, or of receives the Blood from the Vena cava, and ſends it to the

fente, F. a Chink] to give Vent or Air to a Veſſel or Cask Lungs ; and the latter receives the Blood from the Lungs,

of Liquor. and diſtributes it through the whole Body by the forta .

VENT [of ventus , L. the Wind ) a Vent-hole or Spiracle, Ventricu LO'SE (ventriculofus, L.) Paunch-bellied

which is a little Hole pierced in Veſſels of Liquor that are VENTRI'CULUS (with Anat.) a Ventricle , the Stomach , L.

tapp'd, to let in the Air that the Liquor may run out ; alſo a VENTRICULUS (with Surgeons] a Core in a Botch or Boil
ſmall Aperture left in the Tubes or Pipes of Fountains , to fa- that is broken .

cilitate the Going outof the Wind or to give them Air that VENTRIFLUOUS (ventrifluus, L.) laxative, purging the

they may not burit in froſty Weather , &c.
Belly .

To Vent [of vendere, L. of vendre, F. ] to ſell, to put VENTRI'LOQuous, a Term applied to a Perſon who

off by Sale ; alſo to ſpread abroad or publiſh . forms his Speech by drawing the Air into the Lungs , ſo that

T. Vent (with the Workers of Glaſs -Plates) is to crack in the Voice comes out of the Thorax, and to a By -ſtander ſeems

the Working. to come from a Diſtance.

To Vent (with Hunters) to wind as a Spaniel-Dog does ; VENTRI'LOQUIST ( ventriloquus, L ) one who ſpeaks in

alſo to take Breath like an Otter . wardly or, as it were, from the Belly .

To Vent, to diſcloſe or reveal a Secret ; to utter and de- To VE'NTURE (aventurar, Span . aventurer, F.] to ha

clare the Thoughts ; to vent the Paſions, to let them break zard, to run a Riſque , to expoſe to Danger.

out. Ve'nturi'ne ? Powder made of fine Gold-Wire, uſed

VENTER, the Belly or Paunch , L. A'DVENTURI'NE by Japanners by ftrewing upon the firſt

Venter (with Anar.] a Cavity in the Body of an Ani- Layer or Varniſh ; alſo the fineſt Gold -Wire used by Em
mal , containing the Viſera or ot herOrgans,necellary for the broiderers .

Performance of divers Functions. This they divide into VE'NTUROUS

three Regions or Cavities ; the firſt is the Head, which con- VE'NTURESOME
( aventureux , F. ] daring, bold , & c.

tains the Brain ; the ſecond the Breait , as far as the Diaphragm , VE'NTURESOMENESS [of aventareux, F. and nejs, & c.]

which contains the Organs of Reſpiration. The third is
VE'NTUROUSNESS S Adventurouſneſs, Boldneſs, Dar

properly that which is called the Venter or Belly , which con- ingneſs, Hardineſs.

tains the Inteſtines and Organs of Generation and Digeſtion, Ve'nue } [in Lawv) a neighbouring Place or Plain , near
called the Abdomen . Ve'new Sthat where any Thing that comes to be tried

Equinus Venter (with Chymiſts] i.e. a Horſe's Belly , in Law happens to be done.
a Dunghil wherein are incloſed certain Veſſels for particular VENUE

Operations to be performed by the gentle Operation of the

VENY {[in Fencing) a Thruſt or Puſh .

Heat thereof, L. Ve’nus [lo called , as ſome ſay a veniendo, coming, be

Infimus Venter [in Anat.] the lower Part of the Belly, cauſe ſhe comes to every Thing. But Varro derives Venus,

L. of eiendo, i. e. binding , becauſe the binds and unites

Venter , one of the four Stomachs of ruminant Animals . Souls together. The Greeks call her 'Aogosity, of cogos

Venter ( in Law ) a Mother, as a Brother or Siſter by the Froth, asbeing produced out of the Foam of the Sea , as tol
ſame Venter , i. e. by the ſame Mother. lows.] Some tell us that when Saturn had committed an

VENTS (with Elayers, Glaſs -makers, & c .] is a Term ap- Action full of Impiety, and with his graceleſs Scythe had

plied to the Covers of Wind-Furnaces, by which the Air cut off the Genitals of his Father Cælus (by that Means to

enters, which ſerve for Bellows, and are ſtopped with Re- deprive him of the Power of begetting ) he threw them into
giſters or Flues, according to what Degree of Heat is re- the Sea ; where, by the continual Agitation of the Waves,

quired . they found a favourable Womb among the Froth , and out
VENTS [in Architect.] Pipes of Lead or Potters -Ware , of this bleeding Subſtance Venus was produced. Again,

one End of which opensinto a Cell of a Neceſſary-Houſe, other of the Poets tells us that he was the Daughter of Ju

the other reaching to the Roof of it for the Conveyance of piter and the Goddeſs Dione.
the fetid Air ; allo Apertures made in thoſe Walls that ſuf- The Poets alſo make Mention of three Venus's : The firſt ,

tain Terraſſes to furniſh Air, and to give a Pafiige for the the Daughter of Crelus-; the ſecond crept out of the Froth

Waters. of the Sea (as before) ; and the third , the Daughter of ju

Vente'simo [in Mufick Books] 20, Ital. piter and Dione, who was married to Vulcan.

VE'NTIDUCT (ventiduetus, L. ) a Channel, Paflage , or Venus was the Goddeſs of Love and Pleaſure, on account

Conveyance for Wind. of her extraordinary Beauty. Her Chariot was drawn by

VE'NTIDUCTS , Spiracles or ſubterraneous Paſſages, where Swans and Doves, accounted laſcivious Birds .

freſh cool Winds being kept are made to communicate by The Poets aſcribe to her ſeveral Children , as Hymenæus,

Means of Ducts, Funnels , or Vaults with the Chambers or the God of Marriages, and the three Charities or Graces

other Apartments of a Houſe, to cool them in ſultry Wea- were her Daughters and Companions; alſo the two Cupids,

ther . the Gods of Love, theone of honeſt Love, and the other

T. VE'NTILATE (ventilare, L. ) to fan or winnow ; to of unlawful and carnal Pleaſures ; and that infamous Deity

gather Wind ; alſo to give Vent. Priapus was accounted her Son ; and alſo Æneas ; but the

VENNTILATION, a Fanning or Winnowing of Corn , L. never had any Children by her Husband Vulcan .

VENTO'RIUM (old Law ) aWind- fan for Winnowing of Corn. Venus had ſeveral Temples built to her in the City of

VENTOSE [ventojus, L.] windy ; metaphorically, emp- Rome. One to Venus Erycina, where was the Statue of

ty , bragging, taunting. Amor Lætheus, dipping his Arrows in a River ; another to

A VENTO'se, a Cupping-Glaſs. Venus Libitina, where the Urns and Coffins of the moſt con

VENTO'SENESS ſiderable Perſons of Rome were placed ; another to Venus Ver

Vento'sITY { [ventofitas, L.) Windineſs.
ricordia, who was called Venus Viriplaca, where the Women

Ve'ntre injpiciendo [in Law ) aWrit for the Searching of a appeared with their Husbands when there was any Difference

Woman who ſays ſhe is with Child , and by that Pretence between them, to find ſome Way of Reconciliation. The

holds Lands from him who is otherwiſe Heir at Law. uſual Sacrifices offered to her were Doves, Swans, Spar

VE'NTRICLE [ventriculis , L. i. e. the lower Belly ) the rows, 686. and to her was dedicated the Roſe an Induce

Stomach , a skinny Bowel, ſeated in the lower Belly under ment to Love, and the Myrtle - Tree a Symbol of Peace.

the Midriff, between the Liver and the Spleen . It is con- Venus is often painted with a beautiful Countenance, Gold

ſtituted of four Tunicles, viz . a nervous, a fibrous, a glan- en Hair , attired in a Robe of Black , Scarlet , or Dun Co

dulous, and a membranous One ; the Office of which is to fer- lour, with her Son Cupid by her ; and ſometimes Doves

ment or digeſt the Meat. and Cypreſs- Trees , and ſometimes in a Chariot drawn by

VE'NTRICLES (ventriculi, L. ventricules, F. ] any round Swans or Doves.

Concavities in a Body. It is very probable that Venus was ſaid to have been

VENTRICULI Cerebri (with Anat.) the Ventricles of the born of the Sea , for no other Reaion than becauſe the

Brain , or four certain Folds in that Part, which are the Par- Caufe, that effects all Things , requires Moiſture and Motion.

And
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And the Sea has both theſe in a very large Degree. VERBALLY [of servalis, L. ) in Words, by Word of

They ſeem to be of this Opinion who ſay the was the dlouth .

Daughter of Diana : For Moiſture is dregós, i. e. ſomething VERBA'SCULUM ( with Botan . ) the Herb Cowſlip , Oxlip ,

fplendid and vivid. or Primroſe , L.

'Apeidion is that Power which produces Mile and Female, VERBASCUM [ with Botan. ] the Herb Petty -mullein ,

as apsádne fignifies frothing, becaufe the Seed of Animals is Wooll blade, Hig taper , and Long-wort, L.

frothy . VERBA'TIM , Word by Word, L.

Euripides fetches it from hence, that thoſe that are capti- VERBE'NA [ in Botan . ) the Herb Vervain , L.

vated by Venus are å megves, i. e. fooliſh , mad , and doating. T. VE'R BERATE [verberare, L.) to beat or ſtrike.
l’enus is feigned to be extremely beautiful, becauſe the VERBERATION , a Beiting or Striking .

affords Men the Pleaſure of Coition , which they find to fur- VERBERA'TION [in Phylicks) a Term uſed to expreſs the

paſs by far all Things elſe. Cauſe of Sound, which arises from a Verberation of the Air,

She is decorated with the Title of pinousidus, i. e. de- when ſtruck in divers Nlanners by the ſeveral Parts of the fo

lighting in Laughter , becauſe ſhe is very prone to Laughter. norous Body, firſt put into a vibratory Motion.

The Cauſe of this Epithet is , Mirth and Laughter frequently VEREO'SENESS ( of verbojus , L. and nef ] the Uling many

accompany the venereal A &t, andPerſonsare then very familiar . Words, Fulnefs of Words, Prolixity in Diſcourſe.

The Graces are repreſented as ſitting by Venus, and are VERDANT (viridans , L. verdoyant , F. ] green .

her Companions and Attendants ; alſo Suadela and Mircuri. VE'RDANTNESS (of verdoyant, q. d . viridans, F. and nejs]

But why ? Becauſe thoſe that are loved are pleaſed with a flouriſhing, bright, or lively Greenneſs.

amorous Orations and Favour ( Love) or with the Pleaſure VE'RDEGREASE (verdegris, F. q . d . viror or viriditas, L.

that Venus affords in venereal Embraces. the Greenneſs Æris of Braſs] the Rult of Copper, gathered

She is called Cytherea from xu'ngis, i.e. Impregnation, by laying Plates of that Metal in Beds , with the Husks of

which follows Coition , or becauſe for the moſt part it uſes preſſed Grapes , and then ſcraping off the Rult of the Plates
to flacken or lay venereal Deſires. made by ſo lying ; alſo a Sort of Magiſtery of the common

She is fignified by theſe three degria, i . e, heavenly , Verdegreaſe, which is dillolved in diſtilled Vinegar, and

navdiu , i. e. vulgar or commion, and mavetid, i.e. thie then chryftalliz'd in a cool Plage, call'd alſo Cryials

Cauſe of all Things ; which intimate that her Power and Ef- of Venus , made by Vinegar.

ficacy is conſpicuous in Heaven, Earth , and Sca . VERDELL10, a Kind of greeniſh Marble , uſed as a Touch

Among the Birds the delights in none ſo much as the ſtone to try Gold and other Metals , Ital.

Dove, becauſe of its Chaſtity and amorous Courtſhip ; for VE'R DERER [of verdier, of verdure, F. Grcenneſs] 2

the Dove is amorous , and the Symbol of true Love , on ac- Foreſt -Officer, that takes Care of the Vert and ſees that it is

count of its Manner of Killing. She has an Antipathy to well maintained .

Swine, becauſe of their Filthineſs. VERDICT [q. verum a true dictum Saying, L.) the Anſwer

Among Plants the Myrtle is dedicated to Venus, becauſe of a Jury upon any Cauſe, in a Court of Judicature, com

the Myrtle is accounted proper to engage or promote Love . mitted to their Examination .

Allo Philyra is ſacred to her, becauſe it promotes Venery ; VE'RDITURE ( verd de terre , F.] a green Colour uſed in

and they make Uſe of that chiefly in making Garlands, Phur- Painting.

uttius. VE'R DOUR ( verdeur, F. ) the Greenneſs of Vegetables,

Venus's Comb, Hair Looking -Glaſs, and Navel-wort, are VE'RDURES as Leaves, Esc. of Herbs, Trees , &c.

ſeveral Sorts of Herb3. Verdor ' [ in Heraldry] the Border of a Coat of Arms ,

Venus [with Affron .] is one of the ſeven Planets, the charged with any kinds or Parts of Flowers , Fruits , &c.

brighteſt of all the Stars, except the Sun and Moon : It VE'R DUROUS, full of Verdure, green .

performs its periodical Motion in 224 Days, 17 Hours , and Ve'rebot [old Rec. ] a Packet-Boat or Tranſport

its Motion round its Axis is performed in 27 Hours.The Veſſel.

Diameter of it is almoſt equal to the Diameter of the Earth . VERE'CTUM [ Dooms-Day Book] fallow Ground.

Venus [with Aſtrol.] is accounted a feminine Planet, and VE'Recund [verecundus, L. ] modeſt, ſame-faced, baſhful.

the leſſer Fortune. Verecu'ndrum ( old Laco] an Injury, Trelpaís , Damage.

VENUS ( with Chym .] is taken for Copper, and the Verecu'NDNESS [verecundia, L.] Modcfty, Baſhfulneſs,

Character is Verecundity.

Venus (with Heralds] the green Colour in the Coat- VE'RENDA, the Privy - Parts of a Man , L.

Armour of Kings or Sovereign Princes . VERE'TRUM , a Man's Yard , L.

Venu'stNess2 VERGE [ of virga, L.) a Wand, Rod, or Sergeant's Mace.
VENU'STITYS

[ venufias, L.) Beautifulneſs .
V'erge (of vergere, L. to bend or incline downward ) the

Vepreco'se (reprecoſus, L.] full of Briars or Brambles. Compaſs or Extent of Judicature, &r.

VERA'CITY (veracitas, L.) Truth -ſpeaking. VERGE [in Botan , ] the Edge.

VERA'TRUM (with Botan . ) Hellebore , L. VERGE [of the King's Court] the Compaſs or Extent,

Verb [eerbum , L.) a Word which ſerves to expreſs what which formerly was twelve Miles round, within the Juriſ.

we affirm of any Subject, as is, lopies, hears, reads, &c. diction of the Lord Steward of the King's Houſhold , and of

Aftive Verb , is ſuch an one as expreſſes an Action that the Coroner of the King's Houſhold .

paſſes on another Subject or Object, as to love God, to write Court of Verge, is a Court or Tribunal in the Manner of a

a Litter, &c . King's Bench , which takes Cogniſance of all Crimes and

Pallice VERB , is one which expreſſes Paſion or Suffering , Misdemeanours committed within the Verge of the King's

or receives the Action of ſome Agent, as I am loved.
Court.

Neuter Verb, is ſuch as expreſſes an Action that has no Tenant of the Verge, a Tenant, ſo called , becauſe he held
particular Object on which to fall, as I run, I fleep, & c. a Stick or Rod in his Hand, when he was admitted a Tenant

Subſtantive VERB , is ſuch an one as expreſſes the Being and ſwore Fealty to the Lord of the Manour.

or Subitance which the Mind forms to itſelf or ſuppoſes to
VE'RGENTNÉSS [of vergens, L. and ne/s] Bendingneſs,

be in the Object, whether it be there, or not, as I am , thou Incliningneſs, either from or to.
art, &c. VE'RGER [ porte verge, F. ] one that carries a white Wand

Auxiliary Verbs , are ſuch as ſerve in conjugating A & tive before a LordChief Juſtice, & c. alſo before a Biſhop, Dean,

and Paſſive Verbs , as am, was, have, had , &c. Esc.

Regular Verbs , are ſuch as are conjugated after ſome one VERCETTE ( in Heraldry ) is what, by the Engliſh Heralds,

Manrer, Rule, or Analogy. is called a Pallet or ſmall Pale, as in the Figure

Irregular Verbs, are ſuch as have ſomething ſingular in annexed , F.

their Termination, or the Formation of their Tenſes. VERGE'TTE [ in Heraldry] is the ſame that the

Imperſonal VERBS, are ſuch as have only the third Perſon , Engliſh Heralds call Paly, i . e . ſeveral ſmall Pales

as it becometh, &c. or Pallets dividing the Shield into ſo many Parts , F.

VE'RBAL (verbalis, L. ) that which appertains to Words VERGILIAE (in Aftron .] Conſtellations , the Appearance

or Verbs ; allo ſpoken with the Mouth , as a Verbal Contract. of which denotesthe Approach of the Spring, L.

VE'R BaL Adjectives (with Gram .) are ſuch Adjectives as are VER I'DICALNESS [of veridicus, L. veridique, F. and neſs]

formed from a Verb, as poſible, from pulfum , &c. Truth -ſpeaking, or the Quality or Faculty of ſpeakingTruth

VERBAL Subſtantives (with Gram . ] are ſuch Subſtantives VERIFICATED (verificatus, L. verifié, F. ] proved to

as are formed of Verbs; as Government, from to govern , Gifts, VE'RIFIED ſ be true, made good.

from to give, Apprehenſion, from to apprehend, &c. To Verify (verificare, L. verifier, F. ] to make good, to

VERBA'LITY , a wordy Quality .
prove to be truc.

Ve'r baʼlizing [verbalifant, F.] making many Words, To Ve'rify [in Law] to record Edicts or Decrees in

being tedious in Diſcourſe. Parliament. 8 N VERI
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VER I'LOQUENT Verry ( in Heraldry] is a Sort of Chequer-Work , in

VERILO'qulous
[veriloquus, L.) ſpeaking the Truth .

Vary } the Shape of little Bells ; and if it be Argerit

VERISIMILAR (verifimilis, L. orayſamblable, F. ] like and Azure, it is enough to ſay Verry alone ; but ,

ly, probable. if the Colours are any other, they muſt be ex

VERISIMI'LITY 2 ( verifimilitudo, L. ] Probability or preſs’d . See the Eſcutcheon .
VERISIMI'LITUDE Likelihood. VE'RSABLE [verabilis , L.) that may be turned .

Ve'rity ( veritas, L. verité, F.) Truth . VERSABILITY ? [verſabilitas, L.] Aptneſs to be turned ,

VE'RJUICE [ verjus, F. ) the Juice of unripe and ſoure VE'RSABLENESS S or wound any Way.

Grapes , Crab - Apples, & c. Versa'tile [verſarilis, L. ) turning eaſily, apt to be turn

VERMICE'LLI, an Italian Soop, a Provocative to Venery. ed or wound any way .

VERMI'CULAR [ vermicularis, L. ) of, pertaining to, VERSA'TILENESS (of verſatilis, L. and neſs] Aptneſs to

or bearing a Reſemblance to a Worm. be turned or wound any Way.

VERMICULA'RIS (with Botan .] Worm -Graſs ; the leſſer VERSE ( verſus, L.]a Line or Part of a Diſcourſe in Poetry ,

Houſeleek ; the Herb Stone -Crop, Mouſe- Tail, or Wall- or a Diſcourſe conſiſtingof a certain Number oflong and ſhort

Pepper . Syllables which run with an agreeable Cadence, the like be

To Vermi'culate (sermiculatum , L. ) to in - lay , to work ing reiterated in the Continuation of the Piece.

with Chequer-Work or Pieces of divers Colours . Verse ( verſus, L. ) a Clauſe of a Sentence, a ſmall Por

VERMICULATION (with Phyſicians] the Griping of the tion of a Chapter in the Bible .

Guts, L. Ve'rs'd [ verjatus, L. ) well skilled , inſtructed, & c. in
VERMICULATION [in Botan.) the Breeding of Worms in any Art or Science .

Herbs, Plants, &c. allo Worm-eating. Versed Sine (in Mathemat ] is a Segment of the Dia

VermiCU LO'SE ( vermiculofus, L.) full of Worms. meter of a Circle, lying between the

VERMICU LO'SITY [vermiculofitas, L.] Abundance or Ful B Right Sine and the lower Extremity of

nefs of Worms.
A CI ID

the Arch , as in the Figure; as AB is

VERMIFORM [vermiformis, L. ) ſhaped like a Worm . the verſed Sine of the Arch AC, and

Vermfro'rmis proceſus [ in Anat. ] a Prominence or DB the verſed Sine of the Arch CD.

bunching Knob of the Cerebellum , ſo called from its Form VE'RSICLE (verficulus, L. petit verſet, F. ] a little Verſe.

and Shape , L. VERSICO'LOURED [ r'erficolor, L.) being of fundry or

VERMI'FUGOUS [of c'ermes and fugo, L. to chaſe or changeable Colours .

drive away) expelling Worms. VERSIFICA'T ION , a Making of Verſes, or the Art of mak

Vermi'lion (vermilion, F. vermiglio, Ital.) a Sort of ing Verſes.
fine Scarlet-coloured Paint . VersificaʼTORY [verſificatorius, L. ] belonging to Ver

VE'RMIN [vermes, L. vermine, F.] Worms, or any kind of fifying.

InſeEts or other Animals of a noxious Nature to Men, VE'RSiform [ verſiformis, L.) that changes its Shape.

Beatts , or Fruits ; as Lice, Fleas, Bugs , Caterpillars, Ants, VERSIFIER [verſificator, L. verfificateur, F.] a Maker of

Flies, & c. Verſes.

To Ve'r MINATE ( verminare, L.) to breed Worms. VERSI'LOQUY (of verſus and eloquium , L. ) a Speaking in

T. VE'RMINATE ( in Medicine) is to be troubled with the Verſe.

Gripes in the Bowels or Wringing of the Belly ; alſo to breed Ve'rsion , a Tranſlation out of one Language into another .

Worms. VERSUTI'LOQUOUS ( verjutiloquus, L.) talking cunningly
VERMINATION , a Breeding Worms in animal Bodies , or craftily.

Catele, or Vegetables . Vert [of verd, F. viridis, L.) the Trees of a Foreſt, or
VERMINOUS [verminofus, L. ) full of Worms. any Thing that is capable of covering a Deer.

VE'RMINOUSNESS [of verminojus, L. and neſs] Fulneſs of VERT [ in Heraldry] ſignifies the Green, and,

Worms, Worm - eatenneſs. in Graving, is expreſſed by Diagonal Lines,

VermIPA'ROUS [ofvermes and parere,L.) breeding Worms. drawn from the Dexter Chief Corner to the

VERMI'PAROUSNESS (of vermes Worms and pario, L. Siniſter Baſe.

to bring forth Young) a Worm-breeding Quality. A green Colour is called Vert, in the Blazon of the

VERMI'vorous (of vermis and vorax, L.] devouring Courts of all under the Degree of Noble ; but, in the Coats

or feeding on Worms. of Noblemen, it is called Emerauld, and in thoſe of Kings

Vermi'vorousNESS [of vermes and vorax, devouring, L. Venus. See the Eſcuicheon.

and neſs) a Worm-devouring Nature. Heralds ſays, that Vert, of Chriſtian Virtues, denote Cha

VERNA'CULAR [vernaculus, L. ] proper and peculiar to the rity and Hope, and, amongſecular Virtues, Honour,Civility ,
Houſe or Country one lives or was born in ; allo natural. and Courteſy ; alſo Joy , Love, and Plenty ; of the Elements,

VERNACULARNESS (of vernaculus and meſs] Properneſs the Earth ; of the Planets, Mercury ; of precious Stones, the
or Peculiarneſs to one's own Country. Emerald ; of Metals , Quickſilor; of Conſtitutions, the

Vernal (vernalis, L. ] of, or pertaining to the Spring. Phlegmatick ; of the Ages of Man , Youth ; of the Months of

VE'RNAL Signs (in Allron ] thoſe Signsthe Sun is in , du- the Year, April and May. They ſay likewiſe, that thoſe ,

ring the Spring-Seaſon, viz . Aries, Taurus, and Gcmini. who bear Vert in their Coat- Armour, are obliged to ſupport

VERNAL Equinox (in Afiron ] is that which happens when Peaſants and Labourers , and particularly the Poor that are

the Sun is aſcending from the'Equator towards the North- oppreſſed . Sylvanus Morgan fays, Vert with Or fignifies

Pole. Pleaſure and joy, and with Argent, innocent Love.

Ve'rnant [ vernans, L. ) ſpringing, growing green . Overt Vert , great Woods.

VERNICLE. See Veronica. Nether Vert , Under-Woods.

Verni'LITY (cernilitas, L. ) ſervile Carriage, the ſub Special Vert[ Foreſt -Law ] all Trees which grow in the
miſſive, fawning Behaviour of a Slave . King's Wood within the Foreſt, that are capable of covering

Ve'rnus a , um [in Botan . ) which flowers in the Spring,L. a Deer, called Green Hue.

VERONICA [an Abbreviation of Vericonica quaſi vera icon , Verta'cus , a Hound that will hunt by himſelf, and

a true Image] thoſe Portraits or Repreſentations of the Face bring Home his Game ; a Tumbler, L.

of our Saviour on Handkerchicfs, which are ſaid to be impreſ- VE'RTE, Tuin over Leaf, L.

ſed by Chriſt's Wiping his Face, as he carried the Croſs, with Verte'era (with Anatomiſts] any Turning -Joint in the

the Handkerchief of St. Veronica, or laid over it in the Sc- Body, a Joint of the Back - Bone, L.

pulchre . VERTE'BRAL [of vertebra, L.) belonging to the Verte

VERO'NICA [ in Botan . ) the Herb Fluellin, L. bre or Turning-Joints of the Body.

VE'RREL 2 (prob . of veronille, a Bolt) a Ferrel , a little ,
VERTE'BRAE ? [in Anat.) a Chain of little Bones reach

VERRIL S ſmall braſs or iron Ring at the End of a Verte'BRES S ing from the Neck down the Back to

Walking-Cane, or the Handle of ſome Working-Too !. the Os Sacrum, and forming the third Part of a human Ske

VERRI'CULAR Tunick (with Anat.] a Coat of the Eye, leton , callid the Spina Dorji, L.
the ſame as Ampbiblefiroides. VERTEBRA'Les [in Anatomy) a Pair of Muſcles that ſerve

VERRU'CA (in Surgery] a Wart, a ſmall, hard , brawny to ſtretch out all the Vertebres of the Back , L.

Swelling, breaking out of the Skin in any Part of the VE'rtex, the Top of any thing, L.

Body . VE'RTEX [ in Anat ] the Crown of the Head or that Part

Verruca'ria (with Botan . ] the Herb Wart-wort or of it where the Hairs turn , as it were, round a Point.

Turn -lole, L. VERTEX (with Aftrum .) that Point of the Heavens which

Verrucoʻseness (of verrucoſus, L.) and neſs Fulneſs of is juſt over our Heads, and is otherwiſe called the Zenith.
Warts. VERTEX
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Vertex of a Cone, Pyramid, & c. is the point of the upper VE'RTUOUS (virtuſius, L.) inclined or diſpoſed to Virtue.

Extremity or End of the Axis or Top of the Figure . VE'RTUOUSNESS (of virtuojis, L. cvirtueux, F. and neſis]
Vertex of a Conick Section, is the pointof the Curve Incliningneſs to Virtue , a virtuous Difpofition .

where the Axis cuts it , alſo called the Zenith. Vertuo'sı [virtugi, L. ) accompliſhed, ingenious, en

Vertex of a Glafs (in Opticks) is the ſame with the Pole. terprizing Pertons.

Vertex of a Figure [ in Geometry) is the Vertex or the VERU [with Meteorologiſts] a Comet that reſembles a
Oppofite to the Bale .

Spit, being pretty much of the ſame Kind with the Lon

Ve'rtible (vertibilis, L. ) that may be turned . cbites , only its Head is rounder, and its Tail longer , and
VE'RTICAL, of, or pertaining to the Vertex . tharper pointed , L.

VERTIBLENESS (of vertibilis, L. and nejs,] Aptneſs or Verva'ctum , Land that has been fillow and is ploughed

Eaſineſs to turn . in the Spring , in order to be ſown the next Year .

VERTICA'LITY [of vertical, F. verticalis, L. and nejs,] VE'R VAIN ( vverbena, L. vervine, F. ) an Herb antiently

Ve'RTICALNESS S the being right over one's Head. uſed about ſacred Rites and Ceremonies, called alſo Holy .

VERTICAL Point (with Aſironomers] the ſame as Vertex : Herb, Pigeon's - Graſs , and yuno's -Tears .

So that a Star is ſaid to be vertical, when it happens to be VERVILA'Go [with Botanijts] the black Chamelcon - Thiſtle,

in that point which is jutt over any Place . L.

VE'RTICAL Angles [in Geom . ) are thoſe which , being op- VE'RVISE , a ſort of coarſe Woollen-Cloth , otherwiſe cal

poſite to one another , touch only in the angular Point . led Plunkets .

VERTICAL Circles [in Aſtron.) are great Circles of the VERU Montanum (with Anatomirls) a fort of little Valve

Heavens interſecting one another in the Zenith and Nadir , in the Place where the Ejaculatory Ducts enter the Ure- ,

and of conſequence are at right Angles with the Horizon . thra , L.

Vertical Line [in Conicks] is a Right Line drawn on Verus, a , um [in Butan . Writers ) true. It is uſed when

the Vertical Plane, and paſſing through the Vertex of the they think the Plant they deſcribe is the ſame to which the

Cone . Name is given by the Greek or Latin Writers , L.

Vertical Plane [in Dialling] is a Plane perpendicular Very (verè of verus, L. true) indeed , in reality , the
to the Horizon . real .

VERTICAL Plane (in Perſpective) is a Plane perpendicular Very Lord and Very Tenant ( Law -Praſc] afed of ſuch

to the Geometrical Plane, paſſing thro’ the Eye and cutting Perſons as are immediate Lord and Tenant one to the other.

the Perſpective- Plane at Right Angles. VESCIAE [old Rec. ] Vetches orVares .
Prime VERTICAL [in Affron .] is that Vertical Circle or Vesi'ca ( with Anatomiſts] the Bladder, a membranous or

Azimuth which paſſes through the Poles of the Meridian , skinny Part in which any Humour is contained, L.

or which is perpendicular to the Meridian and paſſes thro ' Bilaria VESICA (in Anatomy] the G :ll-Bladder, an hollow

the Equinoctial Points . Bag placed in the under or hollow Side of the Liver, being

VERTICALU'RE (with Aſtronomers) the Meridian -Circle, ſomewhat in the Shape of a Pear , L.
fo call'd, becauſe it paſſes through the Zenith or Vertical Diſtillatoria Vesica { with Chymifts] a large copper
Point. Veſſel, tinned on the Inſide, uſed in the Diſtillation of ar

VERTI'CITY (of vertere, L. to turn ) the Nature or Qua- dent Spirits ; ſo named, becauſe the Shape of it is like a

lity of the Loadſtone, or a Touched Needle, of pointing to- blown Bladder, L.

wards the North and South. Urinaria Vesica, the Urine - Bladder, L.

VERTICILLATED (verticillatus, L.) knit together as a VESICARIA (with Botaniſts] the Plant Alkakengi or

Joint ; apt to turn . Winter- Cherry , L.

VERTICILLATE Plants (with Botaniſt ) are ſuch as have VESICARIA Nux , the Bladder-Nut, L.

their Flowers intermixed with ſmall Leaves , growing in a VESI'CATORY Roeficatorium , L.) an external Medicine

kind of Whirls about the Joints of the Stalk , as Penny-royal , which ſerves to raiſe Bliſters.
Hore - hound , & c. VESICA'rius a, um [in Botan. Writers] bladdered, as

VERTICILLA'Tus, a, um (in Botan. Writers] is when the when the Fruit or Seed - Veſſel is incloſed in a ſort of Blad

Flowers grow round the Stalks at a certain Diſtance , as in der , as in Staphylodendron the Bladder- Nut , Alkakengi the

the Leonorus, Mint, &c. L. Winter- Cherry, & c. L.

VERTIGINOUS (vertiginoſus, L.] giddy. VE'sicles (c'cicula, L.) little Bladders , F.

Verti'GINOUSNESS ( of vertiginofus, L. vertigineux, F. VESICULA fellis, the Gall- Bladder, L.

and ne Giddineſs. VESICULAE Adipoſe (with Anatomiſts] certain Bladders of

Verti'go , a Giddincis or Swimming in the Head, an In- Fzt about the Skin , andin the Spaces between the Muſcles .

diſpoſition of the Brain , wherein the Patient ſees the Objects VESICULAE Seminales (with Anatomiſts] the Seed- Bladder,

about him as if they turned round , and fancies he turns which conſiſts of one thin Membrane, divided into many

round himſelf, tho ’ he is all the while at Reit. little Cells, like thoſe in a Pomegranate , or fomewhat re

VERTI'LLAGE (of vertere, L. to turn] a Preparing of fembling a Bunch of Grapes. They are in Number two,

Ground to receive Seed , by ſtirring or turning it . and , by a peculiar Pallage, ſend forth the Samen contained in

VE'R TUE (virtus, L. virtu, F. ] is defined to be a firm them into the Urethra, L.

Purpoſe of doing thoſe Things which Reaſon tells us is beſt; VESICULA'R is [in Anat.) the loweſt Part of the Wind

or , as others define it , a Habit of the Soul , by which a Man Pipe .

is inclined to do Good, and to hun Evil : Moral Honeity , VESPER, the Evening ; the Evening- Star, L.

good Principles. And as it is a common Saying in the Schools, VESPERIES [in the Sorborine at Paris] the laſt At or Exer

all the Virtues are link'd together ; ſo wemay conclude , that ciſe for taking the Degree of Doctor.

all the ( Cardinal) Virtues are helpful and aſiſtant one to the VESPERS [ in the Popijo Service] Evening -Songs or Even

other ; for it is impoſſible for any one to be prudent, with- ing- Prayers .

out being a Partaker of Fortitude, Temperance, and Juſtice. Sicilian Vespers , Veſpers ſo called, on account of a gene

The Ăntients [ in Painting, &c . ) repreſented Virtue by ral Mallacre of the French, by the Inhabitants of the Iſland

Hercules, only clothed with a Lion's Skin and his Club , per- of Sicily, in the Year 1582 .

forming ſome one of his twelve Labours ; as offering to ſtrike VESPERT I'L10 , a Bat , a Reremouſe, a Kind of Bird, L.

a Dragon , guarding an Apple-tree, &c. or holding in his Hand Vespertilio'num Ala [in Anatomy] two broad mem

three golden Apples . His being naked denoted the Simpli- branous Ligaments , by which the Bottom of the Womb is

city of Virtue ; the Dragon did ſignify allmanner of Vices; ty’d to the Bones of the Flank, ſo named from their Reſem
the Lion's Skin was an Emblem of Magnanimity ; his blance to theWingsof a Bat, L.

oaken Club fignified Reaſon ; the Knottineſs of his Club VESPERTI'NE (veſpertinus, L. ] pertaining to the Evening .

intimated the Difficulty and Labour in ſeeking after Virtue ; VESPERTINE [with Aſtron .) a Term uſed of a Planet,

and the three golden Apples were Emblems of the three Vir- which is ſaid to be veſpertine, when it ſets after the Sun.

tues Moderation , Content, and Labour . Vessel [vas, L. vaſe, F. ] any ſort of Utenſil to con

The Cardinal VerTUES (with Moraliſts] are Prudence , Ju- tain any Thing within it.

fice, Fortitude, and Temperance. VE'SSEL [v aiſſeal, F.) a Ship , Barque , Hoy, Lighter, &c.

All the VERTUEs had Temples built to them by the An- Vessel (with Anatomijts] a little Conduit orPipe for con
tients , and Sacrifices were performd to them , and Feſtivals veying the Blood or other Humours of the Body.

ſolemnized ; as the Temples of Peace, Concord , Quietneſs, Vessel of Election 2 [ Scripture- Terms ] an elect or re

Liberty, Safety , Honvur, Felicity, Piety, Charity, Chaſtity, Vessel of Reprobation 3 probate Perſon.
&c.

VESSEL, of Paper, half a Quarter of a Sheet .

VERTUOʻso, an accompliſhed Perſon, one well verſed in Vessels[in Architecture] certain Ornaments uſually ſet

Natural Philoſophy, & c. over Cornices, and ſo called , becauſe they repreſent ſeveral

forts
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forts of Utenſils , which were in uſe among the Antients , as VE'stry Clerk, a Scrivener who keeps the Pariſh -Ac

Barks, Hoys, Ships, &c .

Vesses, a ſort of Cloth commonly made in the County VESTRY- Keeper, a Sexton whoſe Office is to look after

of Suffolk. the Veſtry.

VESSIGNO'N ( with Horomen) a Wind-Gall or ſoft Swell- Vestky -Men, a Select number of the principal Inhabi

ing on the in and outſide of a Horſe's Hough, that is , both tants of a Pariſh , who annually chuſe Officers in the Parilh ,

on the Right and on the Left of it . and manage the Affairs of it ; ſo named from the Cuſtom of

A VEST [ nin veft, F.] a Garment for a Child . Meeting in the Veſtry of the Church .

To Vest (veſtire, L. to clothe ) to beſtow upon, to admit VESTU [in Heraldry ] is when there is in an

to the Poſſeſion of, as to veſt a Perſon with the Supreme Au Ordinary fome Diviſion only by Lines, and fig

thority. nifies clothed , as tho ’ ſome Garment were laid

To Vest [ in Law ) is to infeoff, give Seiſin, or put upon it. See the Eſcutcheon .

into full Poffefion of Lands or Tenements. Vestu a dextra (with Heralds] i.e. clothed
VESTA [ ſo called of vefliendo, L. clothing , becauſe it

on the Right Side, and Veſtu a ſiniſtra , i.e. clo

clothes all Things ; or, as others ſay , becauſe vi fia fut, thed on the Left Side, are, as repreſented in the

it ſtands by its own Power) a Name given to the Earth , Eſcutcheon , and è contra .

or the Goddeſs of Nature, under whoſe Name the An- Vestu'ra [ in old Rec,) an Allowance of ſome ſet Portions

tients worſhipped the Earth . The Goddeſs Veftu was of the Fruits of the Earth, as Corn, Graſs, Wood, & c. as

highly honoured by the Romans : They appointed to her a Part of the Salary or Wages due to ſome Officer, Servant,

particular Sacrifices and Temples, altho' the Poets do con- or L abourer, for his Livery or Veſt.

found the Name of Veta with that of Cybele. She was ac- VESTURE ( veſiure, F. of veſtitus, L.) any Garment .

counted the Goddeſs of Elemental Fire : Her Temple was Vesture (in Law ] an Admittance to a Poſſeſſion or the

round, and in it were two Lamps continually burning. Some Profits of it .

ſay that there was , in the innermoſt Part of it, a Fire ſuf- VE'sture of an Acre of Land [ old Stat . ] the Profit ariſing

pended in the Air in Pots of Earth, kept always alive by the from it.

Veſtal Virgins ; and , if it happened by any Misfortune to be Vetches [ rricia, L. velje, F.] a kind of Pulſe, Chich

extinct, ſome fearful Accident befel the Roman Empire, and Peaſe.

therefore they puniſhed the Veſtal Virgins , by whole Negli- VETERAN (veteranus, L.) having ſerved long in a Place
gence the Fire went out , in a very cruel Manner. or Office .

Veſta was alſo ſometimes ſtiled Mater, and had her Sta VETERAN Soldiers, old Soldiers who have ſerved long in

tues ſtanding in many Porches, as the Chief of the Houſhold theWars ; in France Oficers of 20 Years ftanding:

Goddeſſes. Her Temple was magnificent, and in it was VETERATO'RIAN (veteratorius, L. ) crafty, deceitful.

depoſited the Palladium or Image of Pallas, which Æneas is VETERINA'ria Medicina, Phyſick for Catile, L.

laid to have brought with him from Troy ; this was highly VETERINARIUS , a Farrier or Horſe-Leech ; alſo a Letter

elteemed by the Romans, becauſe the Oracle had pronounced, out of Horſes to hire ; a Horſe -Courſer, L.

that the Safety of the Empire depended upon the Preſerva- V TERNUS (with Phyſicians] a Lethargy or drowſy Diſeaſe,

tion of it . On the Top of Vefta's Temple was placed her a continual Deſire of Sleep ; alſo Drowſineſs, Sluggiſhneſs,

Efigies fitting , having little Jupiter in her Arms: Her Prieſt- Slothfulneſs.

efles were to keep their Virginity thirty Years, which was VE'TITUM namium [in Lazv ] a forbidden Diſtreſs, as when

the Time appointed for their Attendance. They were had the Bailiff of a Lord diſtrains Beaſts or Goods, and the

in ſuch high Honour, that , if they caſually met in the Streets Lord forbids his Bailiff to deliver them , when the Sheriff

an Offender, they could procure his Pardon ; but, if they comes to replevy them , but drives them to Places unknown,

diſhonoured the Service of their Goddeſs by carnal Copula- &c.

tion with any Man, they were to die without Mercy, VETO'NICA ( with Botanifs) the Herb Betony, L.

being condemned to be buried alive with Water and
Vetur I'No, a Hirer of Horſes in Italy , who is alſo a

Bread. Guide to Travellers, and brings back their Horſes, Ital.

Vesta'lia, Feaſts held on the 5th of June, in Honour VETU'stness [vetuftas, L.) Antientneſs, Antiquity.

of the Goddeſs Veta . V. G. [for verbi gratia, L. i. e. to inſtance in a Word ]

Vestals, Veſtal Virgins, were choſen out of the nobleſt as for Inſtance, namely .

Families of Rome, for the Keeping of the Veſtal Fire above- To Vex [vexare, L ] to teaze, to trouble, to oppreſs, to

mentioned ; which, if it happened to go out , it was not to be torment.

lighted again by any Fire , but the Beams of the Sun. VEXA'T10N , Diſquiet or Trouble of Mind, Diſturbance .

VE'STIARY (vejtiarium, L. le reſtiaire, F. ] a Veftry or VEXA'Tlous, cauſing Trouble or Grief, burthenfome,

Dreſſing Room , a Place in a Monaſtery where the Monks troubleiome.

Clothes are laid up, a Friar's Wardrobe. VexA'TIOUSNESS [of vexation , F. of L. and nefs] a trouble

VE'stible [veſtibulum , L.] was a large open Space be- fome, perplexing, vexing Quality, Nature, or Circumſtance.

fore the Door, or at the Entry of a Houſe, which the Re- VEXI'LLUM, a Banner, L.

mans called Atrium populatum and Veſtibulum ; which fome de- VEXILLUM [ in Botan.Writers] the Banner of the broad

rive from the Goddeſs Vejta, q . d . ftabulum Veſta, it being Single Leaf, which ſtands upright ; Vexillo, in or with a

uſual for People to ſtop here before they entered the Houſe; Banner ; Vexillis, in or with Banners, L.
others derive it from Veliis a Garment and ambulare to Ve'XING [uexans, L.) troubling, & c.

walk , becauſe the Veſtibles in the modern Houſes being UGLY [Skinner derives it of oza, Sax. Horrour, q.ogelic,

open Places at the Bottom of large Stair -Caſes, which ferve Sax . horrible] of an ill or deformed Countenance or Shape.

as Thorough -Fares to the ſeveral Apartments in the Houſe, UGUALE

when Viſits of Ceremony are made, they let fall their UGUALEMENT } [in Mufick Books] equal or equally.
Robes in the Veſtible. U'GLINESS [prob. of oga, Sax. Horrour , whence ogelic
A Vestible is alſo uſed for a Kind of Anti - Chamber neyr, Sax. ] Deformednels, Miſhapenneſs of Countenance,

“ before the Entrance of an ordinary Apartment. Body, &C .

VESTIBULUM (with Anatomifts) Cavity or hollow Bone U'GLILY (prob . ofogelic, Sax . horrible] deformedly, &c.

in the Part call’d Os petroſum , which is ſituated behind the VIETARMIS, by Force of Arms , a Term uſed in In

Feneſtrella Oralis, in the Barrel of the Ear, and covered with di&tments to denote the forcible and violent Commiſſion of

a thin Níembrane , L. any Crime, L.

VE'STIGATED [ t'eſtigatus, L. ] traced or followed by the VI LAICA amovenda [in Law] a Writ which is ſerved

Track, ſearched out diligently . when a Bihop has certified into the Court of Chancery , that

Vesti'gia of Tendons [ in Nat. Hiß .] little Hollows in the Parſon of any Church within his Juriſdiction is out of his

the Shells formed for faſtening or rooting the Tendons of Church or Glebe by any Lay Force, L.

the Muſcles. VI LAICA removenda [in Law ] a Writ which lies where,

Vesti'GIA (veſtiges, F. ] Foot-ſteps, Traces, L. a Debate being between two Parſons or Proviſors for a

VESTITU'RÀ (with Feudijs) a Delivery of Poſſeſſion by a Church , one of them makes a forcible Entry into it, with

Spear or Staff. a Number of Laymen , and holds the other out, L.

Ve'sTMENTS ( veſtimenta , L. veftements, F.] Cloths , Rai- Via , a Way, Paftage, Road , or High -way, L.

Combufta Via [in Palmiſtry ) is the Vine of Saturn, when

Ve'stry ( veſtiarium , L. le ceſtiaire, F. ] an Apartment parted it aſcends thro' the Middle of the Vola to the Knob

joining to a Church, where the Pricits Veltments and holy at the Root of the middle Finger.

Utenſils are kept. Combuſta Via [in Aftrology ] is the Space of 45 Degrees,

compres
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comprehended within the ſecond half of the Sign Libra, and Vicar (vicarius, L.] a Deputy, a Perſon appointed to

the whole of Scorpio, ſo called by reaſon of ſeveral violent perform the Functions of another Perſon in his Abſence and

and ill boding fixed Stars placed in it. under his Authority ; the Parſon of a Pariſh ,who ſupplies the

Lastea Via [in Aſtron.) a white Circle that encompaſſes Place of a Rector,where the Predial Tithes are impropriated.

the whole Firmament , extending itſelf ſometimes with a Vi'car General, a Title given by King Henry VIII. to

double Path , ſometimes with a ſingle one, to be ſeen in a Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Eſſex, to overlook the Clergy and

clear Light. By later Obſervations it has been diſcovered to regulate Matters relating toChurch Afairs .

be an innumerable Company of fixed Stars , different in Size Grand Vicar (of the Pope] a ' Cardinal , who has Juriſ

and Situation , which cannot be diſtinguished but by the Help diction over all ſecular and regular Prieſts , and over all of

of a Teleſcope. It is popularly called the Milky-Way, and fenders againſt the Church of Rome, &c.

Wattling - treet. VI'CARAGE (vicariatus, L. vicariat, F. ] the ſpiritual Cure

The Via lastea , this Circle is called the Galaxiaor Milky- or the Benefice of a Vicar .

Way. It was not legal that Jupiter's Sons Mhould obtain VICARAGE endoved, is where a ſufficient Portion is ſet out

heavenly Honours , before they had ſucked Juno's Breaſt. For or ſevered for the Maintenance of the Vicar, when the Be

which Reafon they ſay Mercury brought Hercules, when he nefce is appropriated.

was new born, and put him to Juno's Breaſt, and that he Vica's 10 deliberando, & c. ( in Laz ] a Writ which lies for

did indeed fuck ; but Juno apprehending the Matter put him a ſpiritual Perſon in Priſon , upon the Forfeiture of a Recog

away, and ſo her Milk flowing out plentifully made this milky nilance , without the 'King's Writ, L.
Circle, Eratothenes. VICARIOUS (vicarius , L. ] of , or pertaining to a Vicar ;

Regia Via, the King's High -way, which is alussys open allo ſubordinate , in the Place of another.

and which no Body may fhutby any Threats, as leading to VICA'RIOUSNESS (of vicarius, and nejs] Subordinateneſs .

a City, Town, or Port; which ought to be wide enough for Vice (of vices, L. i.e. Courſe, Place, Stead,a Turn ]

two Carts to go a - breaſt , or fixteen Horſemen armed , L. an Initrument uſed by Smiths and many other Artificers.

Via folis (with Ajtron .) the Ecliptick Line , ſo called , Vice (with Glafiers] an Inſtrument with two Wheels for

becauſe the Sun never goes out of it, L. drawing Lead .

Via polis [ in Palmijtry) a ſtrait Line running down from Vice (vitium , L.) an Habit contrary to Virtue, Sin,

the Knob at the Root of the Ring . Finger into the Hollow Debauchery, Naughtineſs, Lewdneſs, F.
of the Hand . Vice (in Ethicks] an elective Habit, deviating either in

Viae prima [with Phyſic .) are the Stomach and Guts, Exceſs or Defect from a juít Medium , wherein Virtue is

including the whole Length of the alimentary Duct from the placed .

Mouth tothe Sphincter ani, L. VICE-Admiral, one of the three principal Officers of the

VIAL ( phiala, L. pbiolé, F. of picéan, Gr.] a ſmall Glaſs- Royal Navy, who commands the ſecond Squadron , and has
Bottle . his Flag ſet up in the Fore-top of his Ship.

VIA'Les (with Mythologiſts) a Name which the Romans Vice-Chamberlain (in a King's Court) a great Officer under

gave to thoſe Deities who, as they imagined, had the Care the Lord Chamberlain, who in his Abſence has the Command

and Guardianſhip of the Roads and High -ways, L. and Controll of all Officers, belonging to that Part of the

Viands ( viandes, F. viltus, L.] Victuals, Meat, Food . Houſe call’d the Chamber, or above Stairs .

VIARUM [ in Botan . Writ.] of the Roads , or that grows Vice -Chancellor (of an Univerſity) a Member who is cho .

in Roads, L. ſen annually to perform the Office of the Chancellor.

VIA'TICATED (viaticatus, L.] furniſhed with Things ne- VICE-DOMINUS [ in old Rec . ] a Viſcount, Sheriff, or Vi

ceſſary for a Journey. dam , L.

Via'tick (viaticus, L. ) pertaining to a Journey. VICE-DOMINUS epiſcopi ( in Can. Law ] is the Official, Com

VIA'TICUM [viatique,F. of via , a Way) all Manner of miſfary or Vicar General of a Biſhop, L.
Neceſſaries or Proviſions for a Journey, Money for the Ex- Vice-GERENT ( vice gerens,L.) one who acts for, manages,

pence of a Journey or governs for or under another.

VIATICUM [with the Romaniſts] the Holy Sacrament giv- VICEROY, a Deputy-King, one who governs a State in
en to dying Perlons by Popiſh Prieits. Itead of a King , F.

Vibex , a Mark or Printof a Stripe or Blow , L. VICEROYALTY [vice royaute, F .) the Place and Dignity of a

Vibex [in Medicine) a black , blue Spot, occafioned by a Viceroy.

Flux of Blood . Vice, a Jeſter in a Play ; alſo the Spindle of a Preſs.

Vibo, the Flower of the Herb Britannica , L. Vice rerja , on the contrary , the Side being turned or

VI'BRABLE [ ribrabilis, L ) that may be ſhaken or bran- chinged , L.

dilhed . VICE'NARY (vicenarius , L.] belonging to Twenty .

To Vi'BRATE (vibrare, L.) to ſhake , to brindih ; alſo to ViciE'TUM [in Law ] the ſame as Venne .

ſwing to and fro. Vi'cinAGE ? [vicinitas, L. voiſinage, F. ] Neighbourhood ,

VIBRATION, a Brandiſhing, a Shaking, &c. a Swinging VICI'NITY Nearneſs.

to and fro , L. VI'CINAL (vicinalis, L. ) belonging to Neighbours.

VIBRATION [in Mechan .) a regular, reciprocal Motion of Vicious [ vitiofus, L. ] blameable, corrupt, faulty, lewd,

a Body , i . e . of a Pendulum , which being ſuſpended at Free- &c.

dom ſwings this Way and then that. The regular Motion Vi'ciousNESS (of vitiofitas, L.) a vicious Nature , &r.

of a Pendulum in a Clock is 36c0 Vibrations in an Hour. Vi'cis & venellis, &c . [in Lazo ) a Writ againſt a Mayor,

VI'BRATING (vibrans, L. of zibrare, L. ) brandiſhing, Bailiff, &c . for not taking Care that the Streets be well clean
ſhaking; alſo ſwinging to and fro, as the Pendulum of a ed .

Clock . Vicissitude, the Succeeding of one Thing after ano

VIBRATING Motion (with Naturaliſts] is a very quick and ther , far. F. of L.

ſhort Motion of the ſolid Parts of Bodies , cauſed by the Vic'sity ( viciſitas, L. ) a Changing or Succeeding by

Pulſe or Stroke of ſome Body upon them . So the Rays of courſe, an interchangeable Courſe.

Light or Fire, ſtriking upon the imall Particles of Bodies, VicO'NTIELS (in Law] Vicontiel Rents, certain Farms

do excite in them ſuch Vibrations , and cauſe them to grow for which the Sheriff pays a Rent to the King, and makes

hot and ſhine . what Profit he can of them .

For all fixed folid Bodies , being heated to a due Degree, Vicontiels ? [in Law ) as Writs Vicontiel, i. e . of, or

will emit Light and ſhine, and Bodies which abound with earthy VICOUNTIELS S pertaining to the Sheriff, i . e. ſuch as are

Particles , and e.pecially ſuch as are ſulphureous, do emit Light, triable in the County -Court before the Sheriff,

which Way ſoever their Parts come to be agitated into theſe Vi'count ( vicecomes, L. vicomte, F. ] a Nobleman next in

vibrating Motions, whether it be by Heat, by Rubbing or Dignity to an Earl .

Striking, or by Putrefation, or ſomeanimal or vital Motion, VicountESS ( vicecomitiſſa, L.) a Viſcount's Wife.

Thus Quickſilver emits a Light , when ſhook in Vacuo. Vico'unty (vicecomitis ditio, L. ] the Juriſdiction of a

The Sea-Water ſhines, or (as they call it ) burns in a Storm . Vicount .

The Back of a Cat or Neck of a Horſe, when rubb’d with Victim [ vittima, L. vittime, F. of vifturia , L. ) a Sacri

the Hand in the dark . fice. Properly ſuch as the antient Romans offered to their

Thus wet Hay kindles : And thus Vapours ſhine which Gods after a Victory ; and thence it is figuratively apply'd to

ariſe from putrid Waters, as the Ignis faruus. a Perſon that ſuffers Perſecution or Death, to fatisfy the Re

Vibri'ssant (vibriſſans, L.] quavering: venge or Paſſion of great Men .

VIBRI'SSA E (with Anas . ] the Hairs that grow in the Victor, a Conqueror, a Vanquiſher, E.

Noſtrils, L.
80 Victo'.
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gour.

Victoria ( viftoria, L. ] was repreſented by the Antients took Care of the Streets of Roine, and the others were

as a Lady clad all in Gold , holdinga Helinet in one Hand, Judges in Civil Affairs.

and a Pomegranate in the other. The Helmet was an Em- VIGO'NE (vigogne, F. ) a Sort of Spaniſh Wooll, or a Hat

blem of Love , and the Pomegranate of the Unity of Wit and made of that Wooll.

Counſel. Sometimes the was drawn with Wings ready to VIGORO'so 3 [in Mu. Books] ſignifies to play or fing

Ay, ſtanding upon a Globe, with a Garland of Bays in one VIGOROSAMENTE with Strength or Vigour, Ital.

Hand , and a Coronet of the Emperor in the other. VI'GOROUSLY [vigorosé, L. vigorenujement, F. ] with Vi

VICTORIAL [vittorialis, L. ] belonging to Victory.

VICTORIO'LA [in Botan . ] the Laurel of Alexandria, VIGOROUSNESS [of vigor or vigorofus,L.and neſs] Spright

Tongue-Laurel, L. lineſs , Fulneſs of Life and Vigour.

Victo'r 10US ( victorioſus, L.) conquering, having gotten Vi'gour (vigor, L. ] Strength, Stoutneſs, Reſolution ;

à Victory.
alſo Sprightlineſs, Briskneſs.

Victo'RIOUSNESS [viftoria , L. victorié, F. ] Conquering Vile [vilis, L. ] that is of no Account, deſpicable, mean ,

or Succeſsfulneſs in Arms. paultry ; allo wicked , baſe, filthy, lewd.

Victrl'acus , a Roman Coin , ſo named, on account of its VI'LENESS 2 [vilitas, vileté, F. or vilis, L. and neſs]

being ſtamped with the Image of Victory, in Value three VI'LITY 3 Meanneſs, Worthleſnels, Baleneſs, Wicked

Pence three Farthings Engliſh Money . neſs.

T. VI'CTUAL [of viftuailles, F. ] to furniſh a Ship, Fleet , T. Vi'lity ( vilifacere, L. ) to ſet light by, ſet at nought,
or Army, Gr. with Victuals or Proviſions. abuſe , deſpiſe , &c .

Vi'CTUALLER (vi tualluer, F. ) one who furniſhes with VI'LIFYING , an Abuſing, Deſpiſing, & c.

or provides Victuals ; alſo a ſmall Veſſel or Ship which car- Vill [ in Larv] ſometimes is underſtood of a Manour, and

ries Proviſions to a Fleet ; alſo an Alehouſe-Keeper. ſometimes for a Parish or Part of it .

Vi'cTUALLING [of avitaillant of avitailler, F. of vistus , VI'lla , a Village ; a Manour-Houſe out of a City or

L. ) furniſhing or ſupplying with Food or Victuals. Town, a Farm -Houſe or HomeStall, L.

VictUALS (vistuailles, F.] all Manner of Food . Villa Regis Cold Rec.] any Country -Village where the

Vi'ctus Food, Victuals and Things neceſary for Life, as King of England had a Royal Seat or Palace, and held the

Meat, Drink , E. L.
Manour in his own Demeſn, andcommonly had a free Cha

Ratio Victus [in Phyfick ] a particular Manner of living pel, not ſubject to ordinary Ecclefiaftical Juriſdiction.
for the Prefervation of Health , L. VI'LLAGE [villagio, Ital . ] a certain Number of Country

Vi'dam [in France) the Judge of a Biſhop's Temporal Ju Houſes or Cottages without any Wall or Incloſure.

riſdi &tion . VI'LLAGER [villanus of villa a Farm-Houſe] Country

ViDe'LICET, viz . to wit , that is , L. People , Inhabitants of Villages .

Profilio VIDUITATIS [in Law ) the Making a ſolemn Pro- VILLAIN (either of vilain, F. mean or vile, or of silla,

feffion to live a ſole and chaſte Widow, a Cuſtom antiently L. a Country - Farm , whereto they were appointed to do

obſerved in England, and attended with divers Ceremonies. Service) antiently a Man of a ſervile or baſc Degree, who was

Vidu'Ity (viduitas, L. viduité , F. ] Widowhood. a mere Bond- Slave to the Lord of the Manour ; but it is

A VIEW [teue, F. ] the Sight or Act of fecing ; a Propelt, now commonly uſed in a bad Senſe, for a pitiful, baſe Fellow,

a Survey. or arrant Rogue.

View [in Law ] the Act of Viewers, as when an Action VI'LLAIN in groſs [in Law ) one who was immediately

is brought, and the Tenant does notknow what Land the bound to the Perſonof the Lord and his Heirs .

Demander asks, then the Tenant ſhall pray the Viecu. Pure Villain, one whom his Lord might put out of his

View ( with Hunters] the Print of the Feet of fallow Lands, Tenements , Goods, and Chattels at Pleaſure ; and
Deer in the Ground . alſo might take Redemption of to marry his Daughter, or to

View of Frank Pledge in Law ] the Office of the Sheriff make him free : This Law, tho ' unrepealed , is grown obſolete .

in Looking to the King's Peace, and Seeing that every Man be VI'llain regardant, &c. [ in Law ).one who was bound

in ſome Pledge . to his Lord, as a Member belonging and joined to a Manour

To View (voir, L.) to take a View, to look upon , to ex- of which the Lord was Owner, the ſame as Pure Villain.

amine any Place or Perſon in Queſtion ; alſo the Situation . VILLAIN - Fleece [ old Stat . ] a Fleece of Wooll forn from

To View a Place, in order to lay Siege to it [ reconnoitre, a ſcabbed Sheep

F. ) is the General's being accompanied with the Enginiers VI'LLAINNOUS [of villanus a Peaſant, or rather of vilis, L.

riding round it , and obſerving the Situation of it, withthe vile] baſe, fordid , knaviſh .

Nature of the Country lying about it, as to Hills, Vallies, VILLAINOUS Judgment [ in Law) is that which caſts the

Rivers , Marſhes, &c. thereby to make a Judgment of the Reproach and Shameof Villany upon him againſt whom it is
moſt convenient Place for opening the Trenches, carrying given.

on the Approaches , &c. VI'LLANIOUSNESS [of villainous and nefi] Baſeneſs,

To View an Enemy ( reconnoitre, F. ] is to approach as near Shamefulneſs, Wickedneis.

to their Camp as may be, to diſcover the Nature of the VI'LLANAGE 2 an antient Tenure of Lands, &c. where

Ground , and the Avenues to it , and alſo the Strength and Vi'llenAGES by the Tenant was bound to do all Man

Weakneſs of their Encampment ; where they may be beſt ner of ſervile Work for his Lord .

attacked , or whether it may be proper to run the Hazard of VILLA'NI , Farmers or Villagers.

bringing them to an Action. Villani ( old Rec .) a Sort of ſervile Tenants, ſo ſtiled ,
To View [reconnoitre, F. ] is when the Quarter-Mafter- · becauſe they were Ville og Glebæ adfcripti, i . e. held fome

General of an Army goes with a ſtrong Party to view the Cottages and Lands, for which they were chargedwith cer
Ways for the Marchof the Army, andto find outthe moſt tain ſtated ſervile Offices, and which were convey'd as an Ap

convenient Place for an Encampment; as where Water and purtenance of the Manour or Eſtate to which they be

Forage may be had, and not to be too much expos'd to the longed.
Inſults of the Enemy . VILLANIS Régis, &c. [in Law ] a Writ which lay for the

Viewers, are ſuch Perſons as are ſent by a Court to ex- bringing back of the King's Bond -men , who had been car

amine , as to the Situation of a Place where a Fact was com : ried away by others out of his Royal Manours, L.

mitted, or the Caſe of a Perſon in Sickneſs, & c. VI'LLANY [vilenie, F.) Baſeneſs, Wickedneſs, Lewdneſs.
Viewing (voiant of voire, F. videns, L. ] taking a Sight, VI'LLANAGE ? [ in old Law ) a ſervile Kind of Tenure of

looking upon carefully . VI'LLENAGE Lands and Tenements , by which the

VIEWlEss, inviſible, not to be view'd , Milton. Tenant was bound to do all ſuch Services as the Lord com

Vice'si MAL [vigefimalis, L.) the twentieth . manded , or were fit for a Villain to do ; altho' every one

Vigesi MA’TION (among the Romans] a Putting to Death who held in Villenage was not a Villain or Bond -man .
every twentieth Man , L. Terants in VILLENAGE [in Lauv ) thoſe which are now cal

Vi'q !lanCY ? [vigilavtia, L. vigilance, F. ) Watch- led Copy -holders, who were bound to perform certain Ser

Vi'GILANTNESS S fulneſs. vices agreed on between both Partics ; as to plough the

Vi'GILANT [vigilans, L.) watchful. Lord's Ground at certain Times, to carry the Lord's Dung,

Vigil, a Watchman, one who watches a Nights. to plaſh his Hedges, reap his Corn , &c .

Vigils (vigilia , L. vigiles, F. ] certain Faits preceding Vi'lli , coarſe Hairs ; alſo Wooll ; alſo the Hair or Nap

Feſtivals, ſo called , becauſe in antient Times the Chriſtians of Cloth , 8c. L.

uſed to watch a Nights, eſtablish'd by the Church , as prepa- Vi'lli (with Botaniſs] ſmall Hairs,like the Grain of Plush

ratory to the due Obſervation of the following Solemnities. or Shag, with which ſome Trees abound ; of which Kind

VIGINTI VI'RATE , a Dignity among the Rumans conſiſting is the unea officinarum or Moſs that grows on human

of twenty Men , whereof three judged all criminal Caſes, Skulls. ,

three others had the Inſpection of Coins and Coinage, four VILLC'SE
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Villo's E (villofus, L.) hairy. Vi'ola Tenora, a Tenor-Viol . Ital.

Villosus, a, um (with Botan. Writers] beſet with long Vi'ola Bally, a Baſs-Viol, Ital.

Hair, L. Vi'ola d'Amour, a fort of Treble Viol, ſtrung with Wire,

VI'MINAL [viminalis, L. ] of, or pertaining to Twigs. and ſo called , becauſe of its ſoft and ſweet Tone, l'al.

Vimi'neous (vimineus, L.) made of Twigs. Vi'ola Baſtardo, a Baſtard-Viol, i . e, a Baſs - Violin , ſtrung

VINA'CEOUS (of vinum , L.] of, pertaining to, or like and fretted like a Baſs Viol, Ital.

Wine, as of a vinaceous Flavour. Vi'ola di Gamba [of Gamba, Itał . the Leg) a Viol ſo

Vina’lia [with the Romans] Feafts held at the firſt called, becauſe the common Way of playing upon it, is by
Broaching or Taſting of their Wines , L. holding it between the Legs, Ital.

VI'NCIBLE (vincibilis, L. ) that may be vanquished or o- Viola Matronalis (with Botanis) Dames - Violet, L.

vercoine . V10'LABLE (violabilis, L. ) thatmay be violated.

Vı'NCIBLENESS (of vincibilis, L. and nejs] Capableneſs Vi'oLABLENESS ( of violabilis, L. and nejs] Capableneſs of

or Liableneſs to be conquered or overcome. being violated , c.

Vi'nca (with Botaniſts] the Herb Periwinkle, ſo callid, VIOLA'CEOUS ( violaceus, L. ] of a violet Colour, or like
becauſe it binds or intangles every Thing that is near it with a Violet.

its Sprigs , L. VIOLATING ( violans, L. violant, F. ] infringing, tranſ

ViNCTURE (vinctura , L.) a Binding. greſſing, breaking ; alſo forcing or raviſhing a Woman .
VINCULUM (in Fluxions denotes fome compound ſurd T. VI'olate [violare, L. ) to infringe, break , or tranſgreſs;

Quantity's being multiply'd into a Fluxion , & C.
alſo to force or raviſh a Woman .

T. VIOLATE Churches, is to commit profane or wicked

Thus in this Expreſlion a xv ax - 09 the Vinculum Actions there .

is the compound furd vox-aa which is x d into ax.
Viola'tion , the A &t of violating , tranſgrelling, &c.

Vinde’MIAL [vindemialis, L. ] of, or pertaining to a Vin
VIOLATOR , a Tranfgreffor, L.

Vi'olence [violentia, L.] Vehemency, Boiſterouſneſs,tage.

VINDEMIA'TION, a Grape-gathering , L. Fierceneſs, Eagerneſs , Earbeitneſs ; alſo Force or Conſtraint

VINDEMIA'Trix , a She Vintager , L.
that is illegal , Outrage, Oppreſſion .

VI'OLENTNESS (viclentia , L. and neſ , F. ] Violence , For
VINDEMIA’TRIX (with Aſtronomers] a fixed Star of the

third Magnitude in the Constellation Virgo, whoſe Longitude cibleneſs, Vehemence, Sharpneſs, Boiflcrouſneſs, Outrage

is 185 Degrees, 23 Minutes , and Latitude 16 Deg . 15Min .

T. VI'NDICATE (vindicare, L. ) to defend or maintain, to
VIOLENT Sigus [with Afirologers) are thoſe Signs in which

the malefick and ill -boding Planets, Saturn and Mars, have anymake an Apology for , to clear or juſtify.

VINDICA'T10N, a Clearing, Juftifying, Defence, Apolo notable Dignities, as a Houſe or Exaltation ; ſuch as Aries,

gy, F. of L.

VINDICATION [in the Civil Law ] a Claiming,
Vi'olet ( violeta, Ital . violette, F. of viola, L. ] a Plant

VINDICA'TOR , an Avenger, & c. L.
well known, bearing a ſweet -ſcenied Flower, of which there

are ſeveral ſorts.

Vindi'cta , Vengeance or Puniſhment, L.
Violet Marian, the Plant call'd Canterbury- Bells.

Vindicta (among the Romans] a Rod or Switch with

which the Roman Prætor touch'd the Head of a Slave , when
Violi'n (violon, F. ] a Fiddle .

he was made free ; and thence it was taken to ſignify Li
Vi'olist, a Player on a Violin.

VIOLE'Tta , a ſmall Treble- Violin , Ital.
berty or Freedoin itſelf.

Vindi'ctive (of vindicatif, F.] revengeful.
VIOLI'No, a Violin or Fiddle.

Vindi'ctiveness [of virdieta, L. and nejs ] a revengeful lins, either firſt or ſecond,which play throughout, in diſtincti
VIOLINO concertante, concertini, or di concerto, thoſe Vio

Temper.

A Vine [vinea, L.) a Plant or Tree bearing Grapes .
Vi'olino Ryueno, Violins of the full Parts, Ital.

VINE-Fretter, an Inſect that gnaws Vines, call'd alſo a
VIOLONCE'llo , a ſmall Baſs -Violin, juſt half as big asVine-Grub.

a common Baſs-Violin , whoſe Strings, being alſo but half
VINE -Pear, an OEtober -Pear.

Vi'negar ( vinaigre, q . vinum acre , i . e . acid Wine, Beer,
the Length of the Bals, make them juſt an Octave higher

than the Baſs, Ital.
Gr. render'd loure] by Chymical Writers is expreſs’d by this

Character or + , and diſtilld Vinegar by this .x . or
VIOLO'NE, a large Baſs-Violin or double Baſs, every Way

as big again as a common Baſs -Violin , and the Strings twice

as long and thick , which renders the Sound juſt an Octave

VI'NEYARD [ sinyaatd, Dan. pingeano, Sax .] a Plot of lower than the Baſs Violin, Ital.

Ground planted with Vines . Vio'rna (with Botanifis] the Herb called Traveller's Joy,

Vi'NEWY (prob. of evanidus,L.) mouldy , hoary, muſty. L.

VI'NEWINESS, Mouldineſs, Hoarineſs, Mutinefs. Vi'per (vipera, L.] a poiſonous Reptile of the Serpent
Vi'nnet (with Printers] a Kind of Border , Flower, or Kind ; an Adder.

Flouriſh, uſed at the Beginning of a Book , Chapter, &c. Tho'this Serpent is one of the moſt dangerous Poiſons

VI'NIPOTE (vinipotor, L.) a Wine- drinker, a Wine -bibber. in the animal Kingdom, yet the Fleſh is of very great

Vi’NOLENCE } [rinolentia, L.) Drunkenneſs. Ule in Medicine .

VI'SOLENTNESS
'The Body is of two Colours , afh -coloured or yellow,

Vino'se ? (ringjus, L. ) that has the Smell or Taſte of and the Ground ſpeckled with longiſh brown Spots. Ithas
Visous Wine.

Scales under its Belly which look like well poliſhed Steel ;

VI'NOUSNESS ( of vinolits , L. vineux, F. and nef ] a winy the Male Vipers have two Sets of genital Inſtruments, and

Quality , Taite , or Smell .
the Females two Matrixes, & c. they do'nt lay Eggs and

VINTAGER [vendangeur, F. ) a Grape -gatherer. hatch them , but are niciparous, bringing forth their young

VINTNER [vinarius, L. vinatiere, Ital.) a Tavern -keeper. alive ; which being wrapped up in thin Skins burſt on the

VI'NTRESS Erinarin, L. ) a Woman Tavern -keeper.
third Day, and they are ſet at Liberty . The Antients did be

Vi'ntry [vinaria, L.] a Wine - Vault, or a Place noted lieve that Vipers kill'd their Mother upon their Delivery ;

for the Selling of Wine. but this has been found to be a Miſtake. The Number of

VI'NUM , Wine made of the Juice of Grapes , L. Young brought forth in 10 Days Time , by the Female, is 2 ;

Hippocraticum Vinum ( to named of Hippocrates's Sieve, but one on each Day . As for the Form of this Reptile, the

through which it is ftrained ] Hippocras , a ſpiced Wine in Head is the largeſt and flatteft of all the ſerpentine Race ,

which Spice, Sugar, &c. have been ſteeped, L. the Snout reſembling that of a Hog ; they are uſually half an

Medicatum VINUM (with Pbvhcians)Wine for fick People , Ell long and an inch thick .

into which medicinal Plants , Drugs, &c. have been infuſed . It never leaps like other Serpents , but creeps , and that

Vi'ol ( viola, Ital. ] a Muſical Inſtrument. fowly ; but yet is nimble enough to bite , when provok'd .

V10L [with Mariners]a Term uſed of a Three -Stroud-Rope, It has 16 immoveable Teeth in each Jaw ; but theſe are

when it is bound falt with Nippers to the Cable, and brought not thoſe with which they give the deadly Bite, they being

to the Jeer-Capítan, for the better and more commodious two other large ſharp Teeth , hooked, hollow , and trani.
Weighing of the Anchor.

parent, called Canine Teeth. Theſe are ſituated in the upper
Viola, a Viol , a Muſical Inſtrument of ſeveral Sorts and Jaw , one on each ſide. Theſe Teeth are flexible in their

Sizes, the Neck of which is divided into half Notes by Frets, Articulations, and uſually lie flat along the Jaw , the Viper

and is uſually ſtrung with fix Strings, and ſometimes with

on 10.
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never crecting them , but when it would bite .
feven , Ital.
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Theſe two Teeth are encompaſs’d at the Roots or Baſis Times as big as thoſe of England, whoſe Croaking is like the

with a Veſicle or Bladder, which contains a yellow ,inſipid Bellowing of a Bull .

ſalivous Juice, about the Quantity of a large Drop. Its Bo- VIRGINIAN Nightingale, a Bird of a ſcarlet Colour

dy is not at all fetid, whereas the inward Parts of all other with a Tuft on the Head.

Serpents are intolerably noiſome. VIRGINIAN Silk, a Plant which bears purpliſh Flowers

A Viper (Hieroglyphically) was put to repreſent a wick- and long Pods, in which are fiat Seeds containing fine ſoft

ed Angel ; for as the Poiſon of Vipers is quick and power Silk .

ful, ſo thoſe deſtroying Spirits were thought to be quick and Virgo, a Maid or Virgin , L.

nimble in bringing about the Deſtruction of Mankind. VIRGO (among Aſtrologers) one of the 12 Signs of the

It was alſo uſed to repreſent the Danger of too much Love Zodiack, the 6th according to Order, marked thus m ,

and Ingratitude ; becauſe it is related that the Female Vi. and is reputed to be the Houſe and Exaltation of Mercury,

per deſtroys the Male at the Time of Copulation , and that of an earthy , cold , and dry Quality .

the youngOnes revenge the Death of their Sire, by gnawing VIRGO, Hefiod in his Theogonia fays, That ſhe was theDaugh

out the Belly of their Dam , and ſo opening a Paſſage into ter of Jupiter and Themis, and was called Aixn. Aratus in

the World . his Hiſtory following him ſays, That at firſt ſhe was im

VIPE'RA , a Viper or Adder, whoſe Bite in hot Countries mortal , and dwelt on Earth among Men, and was callid

is venomous. Aixn by them ; but after Men grew corrupt, and left off

VIPERALIS (with Betan.) the Herb Rue or Herb- Grace , L. to obſerve Juſtice, ſhe forbare having Converlation with

VIPERA'RIA (with Botan . ) the Herb Viper's- graſs. them , and withdrew into the Mountains. And when Se

VIPERI'NA (with Botan.)the Herb Viper's Buglofs, L. ditions and War grew rife among them , becauſe of the

VIPERI'NE (viperinus, L. ) of, or pertaining to a Viper . Diſhoneſty that was generally practiſed, ſhe intirely forſook

VI'PEROUS ( vipereus, L. ) of the Viper Kind ; alſo of, or the Earth and retir'd to Heaven. There are many Things

pertaining to Adders. reported concerning her ; ſome ſay ſhe was Ceres, becauſe

VI'PEROUSNESS (of vipereus, L. and nef ] a viperous Na- the held an Ear of Corn ; others that ſhe was lſis, others
ture . Atergatis, and ſome Fortune.

Vira'co, a man-like Woman, a Termagant, a Maid or Dirinatoria VIRGULA, a Hazel-Rod ſhaped into two

Woman of extraordinary Stature, who, with the Mien and Branches in the Form of the Leiter Y, which being cut at

Air of a Man, performs the Actions and Exerciſes thereof, L. the Time of ſome planetaryAſpect, and held inboth Hands by

Vi'rga paftoris (with Botan. ) the Herb Teaſel or Fullers- the two forked Ends (ſome Writers affirm ) will ſerve to direct

Thiſtle, L. the Bearer where to find a Vein of rich Metal or valuable

Vi'rga, a Rod, a Twig of a Tree , L. Ore in the Earth. Others again tie a Hazel-Wand to ano

Vi'rga ( old Rec.] a Rod or white Staff, ſuch as Sheriffs, ther ſtrait Stick , and walk over the Hills and Places where

& c. carry as a Badge of their Office . they expect to find Metals, holding it in their Hands.

Ulnaria Vi'rga ( old Rec.) a Yard meaſured according to VIRGULA ( with Grammarians) a Point in Writing, the

the legal Ell or true Standard , L. ſame that we uſually call a Comma ( , ) .

Ferrea Vi'rga, a Yard antiently made of Iron, kept in VIRGULA divina, a forked Branch in the Form of a Y ,

the Exchequer, according to the King's Standard ; but now cut off a Hazle - tree, by Means whereof ſome pretend to

it is made of Braſs, L. diſcover Mines , Springs, & . under-ground .

VIRGAE (in Meteorology ) a Meteor bearing a Reſemblance VIRGULTUM [ in ant . Law -Books] an Holt or Plantation

to a Bundle of Rods , which is cauſed by the Beams of the ofTwigs and Oziers .

Sun paſting obliquely thro ' the more looſe and open Parts of VIRIDA'R 10 eligendo [in Law] a Writ for the Election

a watery Cloud , and commonly beſpeaks Rain . of a Verderer in a Foreſt, L.

VI'RGATE, was antiently no more than a certain Extent

or Compaſs of Ground, ſurrounded with ſuch Bounds and
VIRIDNESS } ( viriditas, L.] Verdure, Greenneſs.

Limits ; the ſame that was calld a Yard-Land , the VIRILE (virilis, L.) manly , ſtout:

Quantity of which was uncertain , according to the Difference VIRI'LENESS (virilitas, L. virilité, F. ] Manhood, Mar

of Places and Cuſtoms. lineſs.

VI'RCIN (virgo, L. vierge, F. ] a Maiden, a chaſte Maid . VIRI'LIA, the Privy -Parts of a Man , the Cutting off of

VIRGIN ( virgineus, L.] of, or pertaining to a Virgin. which was Felony by the Common Law , whether the Per

VIRGIN -Parchment, a Sortof fine Parchment made of the ſon conſented , or not, L.

Skin of a young Lamb. Viri'POTENT (of viripotens, L. ] marriageable, fit for

Virgin -Oil, is that which oozes ſpontaneouſly out of the Marriage.

Olive, &c . without Preſling. VIRI'LITY (sirilitas, L.) Man's Eftate, Manhood ; alſo

VIRGIN-Gold, is Gold as it is gotten out of the Ore with. Ability to perforin the Part of a Man in the Act of Genera
out any Mixture or Alloy, in which State it is ſo ſoft that it tion .

will take the Impreſſion of a Seal. VIRTSU'NCIANUS duftus [ ſo named after Virtjungus who

VIRGIN - Copper, is that which has never been melted firſt diſcovered it) a Canal called alſo DuetusPancreaticus.

down. VI'RTUAL [ of virtus, L. ) equivalent, effectual, potential.

Virgin.Wax , is that which has never been wrought, VIRTUAL focus [in Dioptricks] the Point of Divergence,

but remains as it came out of the Hive. or a particular Point in a Concave Glaſs.

Virgin -Mercury, is that which is found perfectly formd VIRTUA'LITY ( virtualitas, L.) is by the Schoolmen de

and fluid in the Veins of Mines, or that is gotten from the fined to be ſome Mode or Analogy in an Object, which in

mineral Earth by Lotion without Fire. reality is the ſamewith ſome other Mode, but outof Regard

Virgin's- Bower, an Herb or Plant uſed in covering Are to eontradictory Predicates is looked on, as if really diftin &t

bours , which ſpreads itſelf into woody Branches. therefrom .

VIRGIN's -Milk, a ſort of Chymical Compofition, called Vi'r tue (virtus, L. virta , F. ] a firm Purpoſe of doing

alſo Benjamin-Water. thoſe Things that Reaſon tells us are beſt.

Virgin's- Thread, a ropy Dew which lies in the Air like Moral VIRTUE [in Ethicks) is an elective Habit placed

fine untwiſted Silk . in a Mediocrity, determined by Reaſon , and as a prudent
Knights of the Order of the Virgin Mary, in Mount Car- Man would determine .

mel, a French Order appointed by King Henry IV. in 1607 , Intellectual Virtue [in Ethicks] is a Habit of the reaſon

and conſiſting of one hundred French Gentlemen . able Soul, whereby it conceives or ſpeaks the Truth either in

VIRGINALE clauſtrum (with Anat.) theſame as Hymer, L. affirming or denying.

VIGINA'LITY [virginalitas, L. ] Maidenlineſs. Virtues [in Scripture] one of the Orders of Angels ,
Vi'rGINALS (virginalia, L.) a muſical Inſtrument. of the third Rank or Choir.

VIRGINIANUS, a , um [in Botan. Writers] of the Growth Cardinal Virtues (with Aloralifts] Prudence, Juftice,

of Virginia , L. Fortitude, and Temperance.

VIRGI'NITY (sirginitas, L. virginité, F.] aMaidenhead, Virtuo'so, a Philoſopher, one skill'd in the Secrets of

the Siate or Condition of a Virgin .
Nature, and that ſearches after new Diſcoveries for the Be

VIRGINAL Milk, a Chymical Compoſition , made by dif- nefit of the Publick ; alſo a Collector of Rarities, as Metals,

ſolving Saccharum Saturni, in a great deal of Water, till it Minerals, Vigetables, &c . Ital.

turns as white as Milk . Vi'r tuous (virtueux, F.] endowed with or having the
VIRGI'NEUS morbus, the Green -Sickneſs, L. Habit of Virtue.

Virgi'nian Climber, a Plant that has Claſpers like the VIRULENCE (of cirulens, L.) a poiſonous or venomous

Vine.
Quality.

VIRGINIAN Frog, a Frog reported to be ten or twelve VI'RTUOUSNESS (virtuostas, L. ] a virtuous Diſpoſition or

Behaviour VIRU
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Vi'rulent (virulens, L.) ſpiteful, malicious, bitter, &c . raiſed above the Circle , like thoſe of the other

Vi'rulentNESS (of virulentus, L. and meſs] a poiſonous fuperior Degrees , but only Pearls placed on the
Nature ; allo Maliciouſneſs, QC . Circle itſelf without any limited Number, which

VIRTU'TE officii [ in Law ) a good and jullifiable Act, ſuch is the Prcrogative of a Viſcount beyond a Baroni,
as is done by Virtue of an Office or in Purſuance of it , and who is limited to fix .

is the Oppoſite of Color officii, L. , VI'SCOUNTESS [vice -cometila, L. vicomtel , F. ) the Wife

VI'RUS , Poiſon , Venon , L. of a Viſcount.

Virus [ in a Medicinal Sene) a Kind of watery , ſtinking , VISCOUNTY (vicomte, F. vice -comitatus , L. ) the Territory

Matter, which iſſues out of Ulcers , of a malignant and cor- of a Viſcount .

roding Quality , L. Viscous (viſcoſus , L. ) birdlimy , clammy, ſliny, ſticking .
Vis , Might, Power, Force , L. Vi'sCOUSNESS ( pofitas, L. vijijiti, F. ] Stichinits,

Ablarisa Vis in a Legal Senk ] is the forcible Taking Clamminets .

away of moveable Things, L. Vi'ser (vifitré, F.] the Sight of an Hcad -piece.

Compulfica Vis [in a Legal Senjc] is that Force whereby Vi'sible [rifibilis, L.) that may be ſeen or diſcerned.

a Perſon is compelled to do that which otherwiſe he would Visiei'LITY ? [viſibilitas, L.) Viſibility, Capableneſs

not do of his own free Will , L. VisielENESS of being ſeen .

Centrifuga Vis [in Phyficks] that Force by which any Vizi'er 3 [among the Turks] a principal Officer and
natural Body, revolving round about another, endeavours to fiy Visi'er S States- inan .

off from the Axis of the Motion in a Tangent to that Grand Vizier ? a principal Officer next to the Grand
Curve, L. Prime Visier S Signior, who governs the whole

Centripeta Vis [in Phyficks] that Force by which all Bo- Turkiſh Empire.

dies (from what Cauſe" foever ) tend to the Centre of the Vision, is a Senſation in the Brain , which proceeds

Earth , or to any Point as to their Centre ; of which Kind is from a due and various Motion of the Optick Nerves , pro

Gravity towards the Centre of the Earth , and the magneti- duced in the Bottom of the Eye, by the Rays of Light

cal Force by which Iron tends towards the Centre of the coming from any Object, by which Means the Soul perceives

Magnet, L. the enlightend Thing, together with its Quantity, Quality,

Vis centripeta quantitatis acceleratrix ( in Mechanicks] is Figure, & c.

its Meaſure proportionable to the Motion which it cauſes in Vi'sion , an Apparition, Phantaſm , or Ghoſt ; alſo a di
a given Time ; as the Weight is greater in a greater Body , vine Revelation in a Dream .

and leſs in a lefjer ; and in the fame Body it is greater near Vision ( in Opticks) the phyſical Cauſe of Viſion or Sight

the Earth , and lefs in remote Regions , L. ſeems to be that the Rays of Light, ſtriking on the bottom of

Vis Inertice [ in Me:hanicks) is the bare Power of Re- the Eye , do there excite certain Vibrations in the Tunica Reti

ſiſtance only , by which every Body , as much as it may , en na; ivhich Vibrations being propagated , as far as the Brain by

deavours to continue in that State in which it is , either the ſolid Fibris of the Optick Nerves, do there cauſe the Senle

of Reſt or Motion ; whereby it becomes difficult to alter its of Seeing.

State, either of Reft or Motion , L. For as denſe Bodies do retain their Heat longeſt, and that

Vis impreſſa ( in Phyficks) is an Impulſe, Force , or Action , in Proportion to their Denſity, they retain it longer as they

communicated to and exerciſed upon any Body , in order to are more denſe ; ſo the Vibrations of their Particles are of

change its preſent State , either of Reft or Motion, uniformly a more durable Nature than thoſe of rarer Bodies , and can be

in a right Line, L. propagated to greater Diſtances ; wherefore the ſolid and

Turbativa Vis (in Law ) Diſturbance given to a Perſon in denſe Fibres of the Nerves, whoſe Matter is of an homoge- '

his Poffeffion, as when two ſtrive to poſſeſs the ſame Thing, neal and uniform Nature, are very proper to tranſmit to the

L. Brain ſuch Motions as are impreſs’d on the external Organs of

Expulfira Vis [in Latc ] is when one Man will not ſuffer our Senſes.

another quietly to enjoy his own Right, or to do any Thing For that Motion, which can preſerve itſelf a good while in

within his own Bounds , L. one and the ſame Part of any Body, can alſo be propagated

Vis centripeta quantitatis abfoluta ( in Phyficks] is its Mea- a great way from one Partof it to another ; provided the

fure greater or leſs according to the Eficacy of the Cauſe Body be of an homogeneal Nature, and that the Motion be

which produces it , and that exerts itſelf on all Bodies in the not reflected , refracted, interrupted, or diſturbed by any Ine

Regions round about ; as the magnetical Virtue in ſome quality in that Body .

Magnets is greater than that in others, tho' of the fame Di- Clear Vision (in Opticks) is cauſed by a great Quantity

menſions, L. of Rays in the ſame Pencil, enlightening the correſpondent

Vis inſita materie [ in Phyſicks) the bare Power of Re- Points of the Image ſtrongly and vigorouſly.

ſiſtance only, by which every Body, as much as it may, en- Confufed Vision, is cauſed by the Pencils of Rays being

deavours to continue in that State in which it is , either of intermix'd one with another.

Reſt or Motion , uniformly forward in a right Line, and may Vision direct, is when the Rays of Light come from the
be inore properly called Vis Inertia , L. Object directly to the Eye.

Motrix Vis ( in Phyficks ] is the Power which produces the Vision diſtinet, is cauſed when the Pencils of Rays , from

Motion of any Body from Place to Place ; thusGravity is a cach Point of an Object, do exactly determine in correſpon
Vis Morrix downwards or towards the Centre of the Earth , dent Points of the Image on the Coat of the Eye called Re

L. tina .

Stimulans Vis [in Phyfick ] is ſuch a Quality in any Fluid , Faint Vision, is when a few Rays make up one Pencil;

whereby the Particles of it are diſpoſed to make a real Divi- and tho this be diſtinct , yet it
may

be obſcure and dark ,

fion , or a real Inflexion of the Nerves and membranous Fibres at leaſt not ſo bright and ſtrong , as if a greater Number of

of the Body , L. Rays met together.

Vi's AGE, the Face, the Countenance, F. Refle Eted Vision, is when the Rays of Light are reflected

VI'SARD [ viſiere, F. ) a Mask . and turned back again from any Body to the Eye .

Viscera, the Entrails or Bowels, L. Refracted Vision (in Opticks) is that performed by Mcans

Viscerated [viſceratus, L.) having the Bowels taken out. of Rays refracted or turned out of their Way, by palling

VISCERATION, the Garbage which Huntimen give their through Mediums of different Denſities, chiefly through

Dogs , L. Glafies and Lenſes.

VISCERAL 2 of, or pertaining to the Bowels or En- VISIONARY, of, or pertaining to Vifions.

Viscerous S trails . Vi'sioNARY ? [ un viſionaire, F.) a Perſon that pretends

T. VI'SCERATE [vifrerare, L. ) to bowel or take out the Vi'sionist S to Viſions.
Bowels.

A Visit [viſitatio , L.) an Act of Civility and Friendſhip,

Vi'scerous Fleſs (in Anat.) ſuch as is that of the Stomach performed by Friendsgoing to each other's Houſes.

and Guts . To Vi'sır [ viſitare, L ] to go to ſee ; alſo to go about to

Visco'se [viſcofus, L.) clammy, ſticky , glewy. ſee whether Things be as they ſhould be .

Visco'sITY [viſcoſitas, L. ] Clammincis, a ſticky or To Visit [in a Theological Senje) to afflict or try by Af

glewy Quality
fiction .

Viscosus a, um ( in Botan . Writ. ] clammy or ſticky . Visita'tion , the Act of viſiting, amiating, &c. an epi

A VI'SCOUNT [vicecomes, L. vicomte, F. ] a Nobleman, demical Sickneſs or Peſtilence that ſwceps away many Peo

next in Degree to a Count or Earl . There were no Vif- ple , peſtilential and epidemical Diſeaſes being called a Viſita

counts in England before the Reign of King Henry VI. tion, upon a Suppoſition of their being ſent immediately

A Viscount's Coronet has neither Flowers nor Points from Heaven as Tokens of divine Wrath.
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The VISLATION, the great Sickneſs Anno Dom . 1665 , Fancies, and Impertinences ; what we call a Trifle-Book.

and 1666 , when the People of this Kingdom were fore VI'TIABLE (vitiabilis, L.] finſul, faulty.

amicted with a peftilential Diftemper. To Viriate ( vitiare, L. ] to corrupt or ſpoil one'sMo

A VISITATION (among the Clergy) an Act of Juriſdi& i- rals ; alſo to deprave ; alſo to defile or deflower a Virgin .

on , whereby a Superior or proper Officer viſits fome Cor- VITIATION, a Raviſhing, Deflowering, Corrupting, or

poration, College, Church, or other publick or private Spoiling.

Houſe, to ſee that the Regulations thereof are duly ob- Vıtı'FEROUS (vitifer, 'L. ) bearing Vines.

ſerved . T. VITI'LIGATE (vitiligare, L. ) to contend in Law ; allu

The VISITATION of Manners, the Regarder's Office, ſo to back bite, to detract.

called in antient Times. VITIGI'NEOUS (vitigineus, L.) that cometh off a Vine.
The Feaſt of the VISITATION of our Lady, a Feſtival ob- Vi'tious (vitiofus, L.] wicked , naught, lewd .

ſerved in the Church of Rome, in Commemoration of the VUTI'LIGO, a Kind of Leproſy , Morphew , &c. L.

Viſit made to Elizabeth by the Virgin Mary. VITIOUSNESS 2

Visiting [viſitans, L. viſitant, F.] going to ſee.
[ .

VISITING [ in a Theological Sene] afličting, inflicting. VI'TreaL 2 [vitreus, L.] of, or pertaining to Glaſs ,

Visitor , one who viſits a Monaſtery or Religious Houſe, Vitreous glaſly.

L. Vitreous Tunicle, a thin Film or Coat which is ſaid to

Vi'sne , Tent -Wine mixed with Brandy. ſeparate the Vitreous or glafly Humour from the Cryſtalline ;

Vi'sne [in Latv ] a neighbouring Place or a Place near at but it is deny’d by others that there is any ſuch Coat, be
hand . See Venue. fore the Humours are taken out and expoſed to the Air.

Vi'sor [ viſere, F. ) the sight of an Head-piece . Vitreous Humour (with Otulifts) the glaſſy Humour of

Viso'rIUM (with Printers] a Hook or Device into which the Eye , being the third Humour of it , ſo called from its

a Leaf of Copy is fixed, for the Compoſitor's more conve- Reſemblance to melted Glaſs : It is thicker than the Aqueous

nient Seeing it. Humour, but not ſo ſolid as the Cryſtalline : It is round or

Vista 3 a Proſpect, or a ſtrait Walk thro' Trecs , elpe- convex behind, and ſomewhat plain before, only hollowed a

Vi'sto] cially in a Wood, the Trees being cut away, Ital. little in the Middle, where it receives the Crystalline. It

VistaMe'nté [in Mu. Books] very faſt or quick , much exceeds both the Humours in Quantity:

the ſame as Prefto, Ital . VI'TREOUSNESS (of vitreus, L. and meſs] Glaſlineſs.
Vi's to [ in Mu. Books) the ſame as Viftamente. Vitri'FICABLE , capable of being turned into Glaſs.

Vi'su Franki Plegii (in Law) a Writ to exempt one from T. VITRIFY (vitrifier, F. of vitrum and fieri, L.] to
coming to the View of Frank- Pledge, who is not Reſident in turn into Glaſs; alſo to grow as hard and tranſparentas Glaſs.
the Hundred ; for Men are bound to this View by reaſon of VITRIFICA’TION (with Chgmiſts ] the Art of changing

their Habitation , and not upon account of Lands held where
any natural Body into Glaſs by the Means of Fire ; which

they do not dwell. they account to be the laſt Action of Fire. So that (gene

Visual [of viſus, L. viſuel, F. ) of, or pertaining to the rally ſpeaking) Bodies which have once gained the form of
Sight. Glaſs continue in it , and are not capable of putting on any

Vi'sual Point [in Perſpective] is a Point in the horizon- other Form .

tal Line wherein the Ocular Rays unite . Vi'triol ( vitriolum , L. ) a Kind of foſſilor mineral Salt,
Visual Rays ( in Perſpective) are Lines of Light imagin- compounded of an acid Salt and fulphureous Earth ; of which

ed to come from the Object to the Eye . there are four Sorts, the White, the Blue, the Green, and the

Vi'sus, the Senſe of Seeing , the Sight , L. Red .

Vi'su 3 [ old Rec . ] an Inſpection or View . VITRIOL of Mars ( with Chymifts] a Preparation made
Vi'ra , Life, i.e. a Kind of active , operative Exiſtence, by diffolving Iron or Steel into ſome proper acid Menftruum ,

and is therefore conceived to confift in Motion , L. thence evaporating or drawing off the Moiſture,and reducing
Vita corporis, i. e . the Life of the Body , conſiſts in an

the Matter to Cryſtals, by ſetting it in a cool Place ; this is
uninterrupted Motion therein , L. alſo called Salt of Steel.

Vita mentis, i . e . the Life of the Mind, is ſuppoſed, by VITRIOL of theMoon [in Chymiſtry ] is the Body of Silver

the Carteſians, to conſiſt in a perpetual Cogitation or an unin- chymically opened, and reduced into the form of Salt by

terrupted Courſe of Thinking , L. the ſharp Points of the Spirit of Nitre.

Vita hominis (according to Mr. Locke) the Life of Man VITRIOL of Venus (with Chymifts] a Preparation made by

conſiſts in a continued Communication of Body and Mind , theSolution of Copper, in Spirit
of Nitre, evaporated and cry

or in the Operations to which both the Motions of the Bo ſtallized to gain the Salt ; called alſo the Vitriol of Copper.

dy and the Ideas of the Mind contribute , L. Vi'trio [in Chymical Writers} is expreſs’d by this Cha
VI'Tal ( vitalis, L. ] belonging to, or ſupporting Life ;

that has Life in it, that gives , preſerves , and ſupports Life. racter
White Vitriol by this [ ] Blue Vitriol

Vi'tal Faculty ( in Phyſicks) an Action whereby Men live,

that is performed by them , whether they deſign it, or not ; by this

ſuch are the Motions of the Heart, Perſpiration or Breathing,

Nutrition , & c. It depends chiefly upon the Cerebellum , and Vitrio'LICK 2 of, pertaining to, or partaking of the
is the ſame with the Natural Faculty, tho’ they were diſtin- Vitr 10'Lous Nature of Vitriol.

guiſhed by the Antients , who placed the Natural in the Liver, VI'TRIOLATED (of vitriolé, F. ] turned into Vitriol,

and the Vital in the Heart. compounded of Vitriol, or having Vitriol infuſed into it.

Vital Flame (in Phyſieks] ſome have ſuppoſed that there Vitro'se (vitrofus, L. ) glaſſy , full of Glaſs.

is in the Heart of Animals a fine, enkindled, mild Subſtance, Vitrum , the Plant called Woad, L.

which they name Vitalis Flamma, and judge the Air that is Vi'tta , a Fillet or Hair- lace, L.

taken in by Reſpiration to be neceſſary to the Preſervation of Vitta [ in Anat.] that Part of the Coat, called Amnion,

it , as it is to the Conſervation of Life. which ficks to an Infant's Head , when 'tis juft born.

VITAL Indication (in Medicine) ſuch an one as requires the VITULI'Ne [ vitulinus, L.] of, or pertaining to a Calf

Reſtoring and Preſerving the natural Strength of the Body.

VITAL Functions or Astions, are ſuch A & tions of the vital Vitu'PERABLE ( vituperabilis, L.] that may be blamed,

Parts, whereby Life is effected , ſuch as it cannot fubfift with blame-worthy.

out ; of theſe are the muſculous Actions of the Heart ; VITUPERA'TION, a Blaming or Finding Fault with, a

the ſecretory Action of the Gerebellum ; the reſpiratory Ac- Diſpraiſing, L.

tion of the Lungs; and the Circulation of the Blood and Spi- St. Vitus's Dance [in Medicine] a Kind of Phrenzy or

rits through the Arteries, Veins and Nerves. Madneſs proceeding from a malignant Humour, near of kin

VITAL Spirits, are the fineſt and moſt volatile Parts of to the Tarantula.

the Blood. VI'va pecunia [ old Rec .] live Cattle , L.

VI'TALNESS ? [vitalitas, L. ) the Spirit of Life whereby Viva voce, by Word of Mouth, L.

VITA'LITY we live . Viva'ce [in Mu. Books] i. e. with Life and Spirit ; i.e.

Vi'tals ( partes vitales, L. ) thoſe Parts of the Body that a Degree of Movement between Largo and Allegro , but

are the principal Seats of Life, as the Heart, Brain , Lungs, nearer to Allegro than Largo, Ital .

and Liver .
VIVACEME'NTE ?

VI'Te in My. Books) quick and lively , Ital.
VIVAME'NTE " } [ in Mit. Books] the ſame as Vivace.

VITELLIA'NI, a Kind of Pocket or Table- Book, in which VIVA'CIOUS [ vivax or vivacior, L.) lively , brisk.

the Antients wrote down their ingenious Humours, wanton Viva'CIOUSNESS ( vivacitas, L. ] Livelineſs, Brisk

nels. Viva
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nips, &c.

VivacI'SSIMO ( in Mu. Books] a Degree or two quicker Ulome'lia (vdquirid , Gr.) the Soundneſs of a whole

than Vivace, and denotes a Movement near as quick as Al- Member.

legro, Ital . ULOphO'NON [ óróqovoy, Gr. ] the black Chameleon

Viva'city, Fire, Mettle, Sprightlineſs; alſo Quickneſs Thiſtle, L.
or Readineſs of Wit. ULPICUM (with Botan. ] great or wild Garlick, L.

VI'VARY (vivarium , L.) a Place either of Land or Water, ULTA'GIUM ( old Rec.] Outrage, Violence.

where living Creatures are kept , a Park , a Warren ; allo a Ulte'rior , on the farther Side, L.

Fish - Pond. ULTERIOR [ in Geography) is ſaid of thoſe Parts of a
VI'ver , a Filh , called a Sea-Dragon . Country, Province, & c. ſituated on the farther Side of a River,

The Vi'ves (avives, F. ) a Diſeaſe in Horſes, a Swelling Mountain, or other Boundary which divides the Country .

in the Glandules on the sides of the Throat. U'ltima baſia [in Painting) q. d . the laſt Kiſjes, the laſt

Vivid (rividus , L. ) lively in Colour ; alſo vigorous . Touches of the Pencil.

To Vivi'FICATE (vivificare, L. ] to vivify, to quicken , to U'LTIMATE (ultimus, L.) final, laft, or utmoſt.

enliven, U'LTION , a Revenging, Revenge, L.

VIVIFICA'T I0N ,an Enlivening, &C, L. ULTRAMARI'Ne (of ultramarinus, i . e. beyond the Sea) –

VivifiGK [vivificus, L. ) giving Life. brought from beyond Sea ; alſo a Sort of rich blue Paint .

VI'VIFYING [vivificans, L. vivifiant, F. ] quickening, ULTRAMONTA'nes [of ultra beyond and montes the

making alive. Mountains] a Name the Italians give to all People which

VIVI'PAROUS [of viviparus, L. ) bringing forth its Young dwell on this Side the Alps.

alive and perfect, and that does not ſpawn and lay Eggs , ULTRAMUNDA'NE (ultramundanus, L.] beyond the World ,

in contradiſtinction to Oviparous .
or that part of it that is viſible to us.

Vilvo (in Architect.] the Shaft or Fuſt of a Column ; alſo ULTRO'NEOUS (ultroneus, L. ] willing, with a Free-will.

the Naked of a Column or other Part . U'LVA (with Butan.) a Reed or Weed of the Sea , Sea

Vi'xen ? [ Skinner ſuppoſes it to be properly Birin , qu. Graſs , L.

FI'XEN Bitching, of a Bitch, that having Puppies is ULULATION, a Howling, L.

curft and ſnarling; but others fetch it from Fox , q .Fuxkin, Ulvo'se (ulvojus, L. ) full of Reeds or Weeds .

i . e . a little Fox] a froward Child, or a ſcolding Woman. U'MEEL (with Botan .) is the Extremity of a Stalk or

Vı'XENING ( prob. of berieſen, Teut. to vex] ſcolding, Branch divided into ſeveral Pedicles or Rays, beginning from

raving , or brawling frowardly . the ſame Point , and opening in ſuch a Manner as to form a

Viz. [ for videlicet, L. ) that is to ſay, to wit. Kind of inverted Cone, as in a Parſnip: When the Pedicles,

VI'ZARD (vizera, Span . ) a Mask or falſe face put on into which a Stalk is divided, are again divided into others

for Diſguiſe. of the ſame Form , upon which the Flowers are diſpoſed,

U'LCER [ulcus, ulceris, L. ulcere, F. & x , Gr. ) a run- the firſt Order is called Rays, and the ſecond Pedicles.

ning Sore in the ſoft Parts of the Body , accompanied with UMBE'LLA , a little Shadow ; alſo an Umbrel’a, a Bon

Putrefaction ; or an inveterate Eroſion of the loft Parts of grace , a Skreen which Women wear over their Heads to

the Body, by which, inſtead of blood, they are brought to Thadow them, L.

yield a Kind of Pus or Sanies, which prevents the Conſolida- U'MBELLATED [umbellatus, L.] boffed.

tion of thoſe Parts . UMBELLA'Tus a, um [in Botan . Writ. ] is ſaid of Flowers

Cancerous ULCER [in Surgery) a large Ulcer, the Lips of when many of them grow together, diſpoſed ſomewhat like

which are ſwoln , hard, and knotty , with thick Veins round an Umbrella. The Make is a Sort of broad roundith Surface

about full of dark , blackiſh Blood.
of the Whole, ſupported by many Foot-ſtalks, as in the Flowe

Cavernous ULCER , is one the Entrance of which ers of Tanſey, Helichryſum , ſome Sorts of Star -worts, Parf

is ſtrait or narrow, and the Bottom wide, in which there are

many Holes filled with malignant Matter. UMBELLAE [in Botany) the round Tufts or Heads of

Corroſive Ulcer, is an Ulcer which , by the Sharpneſs and ſome Plants ſet thick together, and all of the ſame

ill Quality of its Matter, eats through, corrupts, and morti- Height, L.

fies the Fleſh . UMBELLI'Ferous (of umbella and fero, L. ) bearing

Fiftulous Ulcer, is one that has long, ſtrait, and deep Tufts.

Holes , and is very hard on its Sides. UMBELLIfer era, um (in Botan . Writ.] ſignifies a Plant

Putrid Ulcer , is one whoſe Sides are lined with a tough , that bears many Flowers, diſpos’d ſomewhat like an Umbrel

viſcous Humour, attended with Heat, Pain, Inflammation, la, growing upon many Foot-Italks proceeding from the ſame
and a large Flux of Humours to the Part . Centre, and chiefly appropriated to the Tribe of Plants ;

Simple Ulcer, one which happens in a good Conſtitution whole Flowers , generally growing in theMannermentioned ,

and proves eaſy of Cure . are compoſed of five Leaves, and each Flower produces two

Compound Ulcer , is one which happening in a ſcorbutick, Seeds joind cloſe together, as Fennel, Parſnips, &c. L.

drophical, or ſcrophulous Conſtitutionmay be attended with Umber (umbrette, umbre, F. ] a Trout-Fiſh.

Pain , a Fever, and other Maladies. UMBER (with Painters] a dark, yellowiſh Colour.

Phagedenic ULCER , is one of a corroſive Nature , eating U :1BI'LICAL [umbilicalis, L. ] of, or belonging to the

away the adjacent Parts all around, the Lips of it remain- Navel.

ing tumehed. UMBILICAL Points (with Mathem .) the ſame as Foci.
Varicous Ulcer, is one ſeated in the Veins, which , becoming UMBILICAL Region (in Anat.] that Part of the Abdomen

painful and inflammatory , ſwells up the Parts it poffeffes. lying round about the Umbilicus or Navel .

Sinuous ULCER, one which runs a - llant or ſide-ways from UMBILICAL Vein [in Anat.] is that Vein which nouriſhes

its Orifice. the Infant in the Womb, and after the Birch cloſeth itſelf.

Ulceration, a little Aperture or Hole in the Skin cauf- UMBILICAL Veſſels [in Anat.) are two Arteries, a Vein

ed by an Ulcer, L. and the Urachus, which belong to the Navel, or

U'LCERATED (ulceratus, L. ulceré, F. ) turned to or broken wrapped in the Navel - String .

out into an Ulcer. UMBILICALIS ductus [with Anat.) the Navel Paſſage be

Ulcerous (ulceroſas, L.] belonging to or full of Ulcers . longing to a Child in theWomb.

U'LCEROUSNESS [of ulceroſus, L, and neſs] an ulcerous UMBILICATUS a , um [ in Botan. Writ.] navelled, i. e .

State, Condition, or Quality. when the Top of the Fruit ſinks in a little, and there ap

Ule ( prob. of Zehul, Sax . Chriſtmaſs, or of yule or noel, pear in it ſome Remains of the Calix ,of the Flower, as in

F. ] Chriftmaſs. Apples , Pomegranates, &c. L.

ULE-Games, Chriſtmaſs-Games or Sports. UMBILICUS Marinus (with Botan.] Sea Navel-wort, L.

ULI'Cinous [ uliginofils, L. ) moiſt, mooriſh. UMBILICUs Veneris ( with Botan . ) Navel-wort, L.

U'LLAGE [with Gaugers] what a Cask or Veſſel wants of UMBI'LICUS , the Navel, the Middle of the Mid -part of

being full. the lower Venter, whereto the Navel- String of a young Child

ULMA'RIA ( with Botan .] the Herb Meadow-ſweet cr in the Womb is joined , and which is cut off after Delivery.

Moon-wort, L. Umbilicus in an Ellipſis , is that Focus about which the

U'LMUS [with Botan .) the Elm-Tree . L. Motion of any revolving Body is made, and which it reſpects

U'lna, an Ell in Meaſure, L. as its Centre ; ſo that either the Focus or Centre-Point may be

ULNA (with Anat.) the greater Bone of the Elbow, called Umbilicks.

which lies between the Arm and the Wriſt ; alſo called Focile UMBILISE'CA , a Midwife that cuts the Navel -Strings of

Infants, L.

Ferrea ULNA [old Law] the Standard Iron Ell kept in the U'MBLES ?
Part of the Entrails of a Deer, F.

Exchequer, L.
HU'MBLES

UMBO'NE

are

majus, L.
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UMBO'NE [with Fris] any pointed Style or Pinil in the Unarra'red (of un and arrogé, O. F. ) not ranged in

Middle of a Flower. Order of Battle ; alſo unclothed .

U'MBRA, a Shadow or Shade, L. UNASSA'YED [of un and elayé, F.) unproved , untried .

UMBRA , a Perſon whom one who is invited to a Feaſt car- Un assi'sted (of un and aflijté, F.) without Aſliſtance .

ries along with hiin , L. UNASSU'Red (of un and affeuré, F. ] not aſſured .

UMBRAGE ,a Shadowing, Shadow , or Shade ; alſo Suſpici- UNASSWA'GED (prob. of un and fuadeo, L. ] unappeaſed.

on , Jealouſy, Diſtruſt, or Miſtrult ; alſo a Pretence or Colour. UNATTAI'NABLE [of un, attinere, L. and able] not to be

UMBRA'GEOUS ( umbrageux, F.) ſhady, Milton . attained .

UMBRATI'LE (umbratilis, L. ) thady. Unatte’MPTED (of un and attentare, L.] untried.

UMBRE'LLO [umbraculum, or umbella, L. umbrella, Ital . ) a UNATTE'ntive (of in and attentif, F. ] not giving Ear

Sort of wooden Frame covered with Cloth , put up over a to , & c.

Window to keep out the Sun ; alſo a Skreen carried over the UNAVAILABLE (of un, valere , L. valoir, F. and able}
Head to defend from the Sun or Rain . that does not or cannot avail or ſucceed .

UMBRI'FEROUS (of umbra and fero, L. ) Shadow -bringing. UNAVAI'LABLENESS, the being not conducive, ſucceſsful,

UMBRO'se ( mbrofius, L. ) ſhady, caſting a great Shade . or prevailing , Unprofitableneſs.

UMBRO'SENESS? [ umbrofitas,L. ) a thick Shadow of UNAVOIDABLE [ inevitabilis, L. ] inevitable .

UMBRO'sity S Trees , Shadineſs. UNAVO'IDABLENESS, Impoflibility of being avoided .

U MPIRAGE , the Power of deciding a Controverſy left UNAWA'KED (of un and pacian , Sax .] not awaked .

to the Determination of two Arbitrators, in caſe they ſhould UNAWA'res (of un and gewahr, Teut.] unexpectedly.
not come to an Agreement about the Matter. T. UNBA'R [dejarrer, F.] to take away a Bar.

UMPIRE (prob . of un pere, F. a Father) a prudent Per- UnbecO'MING [of un and venuemen, Teut. or be and
fon , a third Man , choſen to put a final End to a Difference cpeman , Sax.) unleemly, undecent.

or Controverly left to the Determination of two Arbitrators , UNBECOMINGNESS, Indecency.

in caſe they Thould not come to an Agreement about the UNBEFRI'Ended (of un and freong, Sax . ] not dealt
Matter. with friendlily , not having Friends.

UN (un , Sax . a negative Particle anſwering to in, L. and Unbeco'tten ( of un and begettan , Sax. ] not begot

F.] which being joined to the Beginning of many Engliſh

Words takes from them their native Senſe , making them fig- UNBEGU'N [of un and aginnan , Sax . ] not begun .

nify quite the contrary . UNBEHE'LD [of un and behealdian, Sux .] not ſeen or

Una'ble (of in , Neg. and habilis, L. ] wanting Ability, looked upon ,

incapable. UNBELI'EF [of un and zelea ka , Sax .] Unbelieving , Difi

UNA'BLENESS (of in and habilitas, L.; Inability, Incapa- dence.
bleneſs , C. Unbeli’ever (of un and zelea yan , Sax. to believe] an
UNACCEPTABLE [of in, Neg . and acceptabilis, L.) dif- Infidel.

pleafing, ungrateful. To Unbeʼnd (of un and bengan, Sax.] to Nacken , to re

UNACCEP'T ABLENESS [of in, acceptabilis, L. and nefs] lax, to reduce a crooked or bent Thing to Straitneſs.
Diſpleaſingneſs, Unfuitableneſs to the Deſire, Esc. UNBENIGN [of un and benignus, L. ] unfavourable , not

UNACCO'Untable (of in, or un, and accompter, O. F. and bountiful , Milton.

able ] not to be accounted for, unreaſonable . UNBENI'GHTED, not overtaken with Night or Darkneſs,

UNACCO'UNTABLENESS, Unreaſonablencſs. not darkened or obſcured .

UNACCUSTOMED [un accoûtumé, F. ] not accuſtomed to . UNBENT, Nackened , made ſtrait, &r.

UNACQUA I’NTED [of un and accointé, F. ) not knowing, UNBESOU'GHT (of un and gerecan , Sax .) without being

ignorant . beſeeched or ſought to, Milton.

UNA'CTIVE [of un and activus, L.] not acting, idle , ſlug- T. UNBEWITCH [of un, be, and picce , Sax .] to deliver

gifh. from Witchcraft.

UNA'CTIVENESS, Inactivity , Idleneſs, &c. UNBIDDEN fofun and beodan , Sax ] uncommanded ,

UNADMO'NISHED [of un and admonitus, L. ] not admo- uninvited .

niſhed, informed , or warned of, Milton. T. UNBI'ND [of un and biny in , Sax .] to loofen what is
UNA'DVISED (of un and avisé, F. ) raſh , without mature bound .

Deliberation or Advice. UNBLAME'ABLE [of un and blamable, F. ] not to be found

UNA'DVISEDNESS (of un , avisé, F. and meſs] Inconfide- Fault with , innocent, &c.

rateneſs, Rashneſs, c. Indiſcretion . UNBLA'MEABLENESS [of un, blamable, F. and neſs] Un

UNAFFE'CTED (of un and affectatus, L. affecté, F. ) not deſervingneſs of Blame .

affected, without Affectation . UNBLE'st [of un and bleeyian , Sax .] not bleſt, Milton .
UNAFFE'CTEDNESS, Freeneſs from Affectation , Simplicity. UNBLOO'DY [of un and blodig , Sax .] not bloody.

UNAFFE'CTING (non afficiens, L. ) that does not move the UNBOI'LED (of un and bouille, F.) not boiled.

Affections, C. T. UNBOLT ( of un and bolt , Sax .] to draw back a Bolt.

UNAI'DED [of un and aider, P .; not helped or afifted. UNBO'NED [of un and ban, Sax . or been , Dan .] having

UNA'LIENABLE [ inalienable, F .; that cannot be alienated . the Bones taken out, without Bones.

UNA'LI ENABLENESS, Uncapableneſs of being alienated . UNBOOTED (of un and deboté, F.) without Boots.

UNALLO'wed (of un and alloué, F.] diſallowed . UNBORN (of un and bea pan, Sax. ] not born .

UNA'LTERABLE (inalterable, F.) that cannot or may not UNBO'RDERED [ debordé, F. ] having no Border or the

be altered .
Border taken off, EC.

UNA'LTERABLENESS, Uncapableneſs of being , or Unlaw- To Unbo'som (of un and boym, Sax .) to open or declare
fulneſs to be altered. the Mind freely.

UNAMA'Zed (of un and naye, Sax .) without Amazement. UNBOU'ght [of un and boht prob. of byczean, Sax .

UNANIMITY ? Lunanimitas, L. unanimité , F.] to buy] not bought .

UNA'NI MOUSNESS S Agreement in Mind and Will. UNBOU'ND [of un, and prob. bonden of bindan , Sax .]

UNA'NI MOUS [unanimis, L. ) with one Accord or Con- looſened , not tied up.

ſent. UNBOU'NDED [of un and bornes, F.] unlimited .

UNA'NSWERABLE [ of un, Neg . any pire, Sax. and UNBO'WELLED (of un and boyeaux, F.] having the Bow

able] that cannot be anſwered . els taken out.

UNA'NSWERABLENESS [of un, anypapian, abli, and UNBOW'R'd [of un and bu pe, Sax. ) diveſted of, or not in
a Bower or Shade, L.

ne
Sax.] Uncapableneis of being aniwered.

UNAPPA'Rent (of un and apparens, L.) not appearing , T. UNBRA CB [of un and embraſſer, F. ) to undo or flacken
Milton . Braces, to untie.

UNAPPEA'SABLE (of un , appaiſer, F. and able that can- UNBRACE a Mallard [ in Carving ] means , Cut it up.

not be appealed , implacable. UNBRI'D LED (of un and brivelian, Sax . debride, F. ]

UNAPPE A'SABLENESS, Implacableneſs, &c. without a Bridle, & c. alſo unruly .

UNAPPROACHABLE Lof un approacher, F. and ablej inac- UNBROKEN [of un and brecan , Sax.) whole.

cellible, that cannot be approached. T. UNBU'CKLE [of debvreler, F. ] to looſe a Buckle .

UNAPPRO'ACHABLENESS, Inacceſibleneſs. UnBui'lt [of un and bytlian , Sax. ) not builded.

UNA'PT [ ineplus, L ] unready , not diſpoſed to . T. UNBU'NC ( prob. of un and bunz , Sax . debendonner, F. ]
UNA'PtNESS Įineptitudo. L. ] Unfitneſs, Indiſpoſition . to take out a Bung .

UNA'RGUED lof and
argucre, L. ] not argued, reaſon- UNBU'Ried [of un and bynizean , Sax.] not buried .

ed , or diſputed .
T. UNBU'RTHEN [of in and bin Sen,Sax.] to eaſe of a

Unarmed linerinis , L. fans armes, F. ) without Arms . Burthen . UNBU'T .

an
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T. UNBU'T TON [debzuteriner, F :) to undo Buttons.
UNCOMMONNESS, Extraordinarines, sc.

UNCALLED (of un and kalder , Dar . ] not called. UNCOM PO'UNDED [of incompofitus, L. ) not mixed , fim .

UNCANO'NICALNESS (of un , canonicus , L. and nejs] the ple.

not being canonical or conformable to the Canons ; allo the UNCONCEI'VABLE [inconcevable, F. ] not to be conceived

being dertitute of publick Approbation . or imagined.

UNCA'PABLE [ incapax, L. incapable, F. ] not capable . INCONCEI'vABLENESS, Incomprehenſibleneſs.

UNCA'PABLENESS [incapacitas, L. ) Incapacity. UNCONCE'R NED (of un and concerne, F. ] not concerned ,

T. Unca'se [of un and calle, F. of caja, L. a Cottage , &c .

&c.] to take out of the Caſe. UNCONCE'R NEDNESS (of un concerné, F. and me ' ] Indif

UNCASING of a Fox (with Sportſmen] is the Cutting it up, ference, Regardleſneſs.

or Fleaing it . UNCONDE’MNABLE [of un and condamnable, F. ] not de

UNCAU'GHT (prob . of un and captatis, L.) not caught. ſerving to be condemned.

UNCE'RTAIN [ incertus , L. incertain , F. ] not certain , UNCONDE'MNED (of un and condemnatils, L.} not con
doubtful. demned .

UNCE'RTAINTY ? [ incertitude, F. of L. ] Dubiouſ- UNCONTO'RMADLE [of un conformare, L. and able ] that

UNCE'RTAINNESS neſs. does not conform .

UNCE'ssant (non ceffans, L. ) without giving over. UNCONFO'RMABLENESS, the not Conforming to , Dila

UNCE'SSANTLY [inceſſanter, L. incefamnent, F. ) continu- greeingneſs.
ally . UNCO'NQUERABLE [of un conquerir, F. alle and nej ]

TO UNCHA'IN [ddechainer, F. ) to take off a Chain . Invincibleneis.

UNCHA'NGEABLE [of un and changeant, F. ] immutable. UNCONSCIONABLE , unreaſonable, unjuſt, c.

UNCHA'NGEABNESS [ of un, changiant, F. and nejs] Im- UNCO'NSCIONABLENESS (of un conſcius, L. able and neſs]

mutability Want of Conſcience , Unreaſonableneſs.

UNCHA'RITABLE (of incharitable, F. ] not charitable , &c. An UNCONSTANT Perjon [Hieroglyphically] was repreſent

UNCHA'RITABLENESS (of incharitable , F. and neſs] an ed by a Sea-Mew , that Bird being to lightthat it is carried
uncharitable Diſpoſition . every Way by the Wind ; and ſuch an one was alſo ſignihed

T. UNCHA'RM ( decharmer, F. ] to undo or take away a by a Crab -Fiih, becauſe it goes not always in the ſame Man
Charm. ner , but ſometiines forwards, and ſometimes backwards.

UNCHA'st [of un chaſte, F. of incaftus, L.] not endued UNCONSTRA'INABLE [of un and contraignable , F. ] that

with Chaſtity . cannot be conſtrained , & c.

UNCHASTHESS (of un chaſteté , P. caftitas , L. and ne's ] UNCONSTRAI'NED [of un and conftr.1111, F. ] uncompelled.

Incontinency , Lewdneſs. UNCONSU'MED [ inconfumptus, L. or un and confumé, F. ] not

UNCHE'wed (of un and ceo pian , Sax .] not chewed.
wafted , ſpent, or.

UNCHRISTENED (of un and Chriſtianſ not baptized. U NEONTE'MNED (non contemptus, L. ) not deſpiſed.

UNCHU'RCHED (of un and birch, Teut. cynic, Sax. ]
UNCONTESTABLE [inconteſtable, F.] without Diſpute.

diſſolved from being a Church, excommunicated ; alſo not UNCONTRO'LLED [of un and controlé, F.) without Con

churched , as a Woman that has lain in . troul .

U'ncia , an Ounce, the 12th Part of a Roman Pound , L. UNCO'RDED [of un and cordé, F. ] unbound , &c.

U'NCIA [in Pharmacy) the 12th Part of a Pound, contain- Unco'r e Prijt ? ( in Law ] q. d . ſtill ready,, a Plea for a

ing eight Drams. UNQUES Prill Defendant being ſued for a Debt due on

U'NCIAE [in Algebra) are the Numbers prefixed to the a Day paſt to ſave the Forfeiture of his Bond , @i. by affirm

Letters of the Numbers of any Power produced from a bi- ing that he tendered the Debt at the Time and Place , and that
nomial , reſidual , or multinomial Root : Thus in the there was none to receive it, and alſo that he is yet ready to

fourth Power of ath that is a a a a74 a a ab+6 a a pay the ſame, F.

bb -t4a bb b, the Uncia are 4 6 4 . UNCORRE'cted [ incorre&ius, L.] unpuniſhed , unmended.

U'NCIAL (with Antiquaries] 'an Epithet given to certain UNCORRU'PTNES3 , Incorruption.

large -ſized Letters or Characters, antiently uſed in Inſcrip T. UNCO'ver [decouvrir, Fj to take off a Cover, & c.

tions, Epitaphs, & c.
T. UNCO'UPLE [decoupler, F.] to ſeparate.

UNCI'RCUMCISED [ incircumciſus, L. ) not circumciſed. UNCOU'TH ( uncur , Sax. unknown] ſtrange, hard to be

UNCIRCUMCI'Sion, an uncircumciied State . underitood, harih , barbarous .

UNCIRCUMSPECT [of un and circumſpectus, L.) unwary . UNCOU'THNESS [of uncu Sneyye, Sax .] Hardneſs to be

UNCI'VIL' [ incivilis, incivil, F.] not courteous. underſtood , Unuſualnels , Strangenel's, Roughneſs, Harih

UNCIVI'LITY ? [ incivilitas, L. incivilité, F. ] Uncour- ncís , Barbarouſneſs .

Uncı'VILNESS S teouſneſs, Rudencés. UNCREA'T ED [increatus , L. incrée, F.] not created .

UNCLA'D [of in and clay, or clisian , Sax .] without UNCRO'WNED (of incoronatus, L. ] not crowned ; alſo de
Clothes. prived of the Crown, depoted .

T. UNCLA'sp [of un and cleopin, Sax.) to unlcole Claſps. U'NCTION [ onétio, F. ) an Anointing.

Un'cle ( avunculus, L. oncle ,' F.) a Father's or Mother's U'NCTUOUS (of unctus, L. ) oily , greaſy, fatty.

Brotber . U'ICTUOUSNESS [of onetuoſité, F , unitio, L. and meſs]

UNCLE A'N [ofun and clæne, Sax . ] foul, polluted, Oilineſs , Greafineſs .
&c. UNCU'LTIVABLE [of un and cultivé, F. and able ] that

UNCLEAʼN NESS [of un and clænnegye , Sax . ] Filthineſs, cannot be cultivated .

Impurity UNCU'LTIVATED [ incultus, L. inculté, F. ) not tilled , & c.

UNCLE A'NSED [of un and clænyian , Sax. ] not cleanſed. UNCU'RABLENESS (of incurable, F. and nels] Uncapable

UNCLE'Ft [ of un and cleo fan ,Sax.) not cleaved or iplit . nefs of being cured.

To UNCLO'SE [of un and clyyan, Sax .] to open, UNCU'Red ( of un and curatis, L.) unhealed.

UNCLOYED [of un and enclouer, F. ] not cloyed or glutted U'NCUS , a Hook , L.

with Meat, & unſtopped, as a piece of Ordnance that has Uncus (with Surgeons] a Hook to draw a dead Child out

been nailed up . of the Womb.

UNCOI'FED [ decoiffé, F.; having the Coif pulled off, UNCU'STOMABLE [of un coûtume, F. and able] not liable
without a Coif. to pay Cuſtom .

UNCOLLE'CTED [of un and colleetus, L.) nct gathered to
UNCU'STOMED, that has not paid Cuftom .

gether. UNDAU'NTED [ indomitus, L. indemté, F.] not diſhearten

UNCO'MBED [of un and cæmban, Sax .] not combed . ed , intrepid .

UN -COME -AT-ABLE, not to be come at or gotten . UNDAU'NTEDNESS, Intrepidity .

UN-COME- A'T -ABLENESS, Uncapableneſs of being come UNDE'CAGON ['Evdire zwros , Gr . ) a regular Polygon of

at or attained to. eleven Sides.

UNCO'MELINESS, Unbeſeeiningneſs, Undecentneſs, Un- UNDE'CENT [ indecent, F. of L.) unbecoming.
beautifulneſs.

UNDE'CENTNESS ( indecentia , L.] Unbecomingneſs.

UNCO'MELY , unſeemly, unhandſome. UNDECIDED [indecis, F. of in and decijus, L.] not deter
UNCO'MFORTABLE ( of un, Neg . comfortare, L. termined .

ſtrengthen , and able) without Comfort, Eaſe, Pleaſure, or UNDECLI'NED [ in and declinatus, L.) not declined .

Satisfaction of Mind. UNDEE' [ in Heraldry] waved , reſembling Waves .

UNCOMFORTABLENESS [of un confort, F. of confortatio, UNDEFE'NDED [ indefenfus, L.) not defended.

L. and neſs] Uneaſineſs, Unpleaſingneſs, Unſatisfyingneſs. UNDEFI'LED ( of un neg. and Faul, Sax . foul] unpolluted.

UNCOMMON [of un and communis, L.) unuſual, rare .

8 a UNDE
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UNDEFRAYED (of un and defrayé, F. ] not pay'd. UNDRI'ED [of un and aonizan, Sax .] not dried .

UNDER [ under, Sax .) beneath. UNDU'E [ indeu, F.] not due, undeſerved.

To UNDER-BID (of under biddan, Sax . ] to bid leſs than UNDU'ENESS (of un, neg. del , F. and weſs] Unjuftneſs,
the Value. Unmeetneſs.

To UNDER-BIND [of under bindan , Sax.) to bind under- U'NDULATED (undulatus, L. ] made after the Manner of

neath . Waves , as watered Silks and Stuffs, and the Grain of Wain

UNDER-CHAMBERLAIN [of the Exchequer) an Officer ſcot, &c.

who cleaves the Tallies written by the Clerk, and reads the UNDULA'TION, a Motion like that of Waves, L.

fame, that the Clerks and Comptrollers of the Pell may ſee UNDULA'T Ion of the Air, the Waving of the Air to

that their Entrance be true.
and fro .

UNDER-FOOT (of under yot, Sax . ] UNDULA'T10x [in Phyficks ] a Kind of tremulous Motion

T. UNDER-GI'RD [of under zindan, Sax .) or Vibration in a Liquid , ora ſort of wavy Motion whereby

To UNDER - GO [of under -gan , Sax.) to bear, or ſuffer. a Liquid alternately riſes and falls like the Waves of the Sea.

UNDER-HAND ( unden-hand, Sax.) clandeſtinely. UNDULA'TION [in Surgery) a Motion enſuing in the Mat
T. UNDER-LAY(of under-leczan , Sax. ) to put under. ter contained in an Abſceſs upon ſqueezing it.

U'NDERLING [ of unden, Sax . and ling] a mean Perſon , U'NDULATOR Y Motion , the ſame as Undulation.

an Inferior. UNDU'TIFULNESS (of un, neg . deu of devoir, F. and neſs ]

UNDERMI'NED [of unden, Sax. and miné, F. ] made hol- Diſobedience to Parents, Egc.
low underneath ; alſo circumvented . UNEA'SINESS (of un, neg . aiſe, F. and nejs] Unquietneſs

U'NDERMOST ( unden mægt, Sax.] the loweſt. of Mind, a being in Pain, &c.

UNDERNE'Ath (unde p -bеneop, Sax.] below . UNEA'SY [mal-aiſé, F. ) pained , diſturbed in Mind.

T. UNDER -PI'n (unden pindin , Sax .) to put Pins in be- UNE'LOQUENTNESS [of an, eloquens, L. and neſs) Want

low . of Eloquence.

UNDER - PINNING [in Architeft .) a Term uſed to expreſs UNEMPLOY'ED (of un and employé, F.] not uſed or em

the Bringing up a Building with Stone under the Ground- ploy'd .

fels. UNEndow'E D [of un, neg . and douairé, F.] having no

T. UNDER - PRO'P Conocr proppen , Du. ] to ſupport with Dowry.

a Prop . UNE'QUALNESS [ inæqualitas, L. inegalité, F.] Inequality .

T. UNDER- SELL [of under and prob . yellan, Sax .) to ſell UNE'RANG [of un, neg. and errans, L.) infallible.

cheaper than the common Price or Value. UN E'VENNESS (of un ayen and negre, Sax .) Unequal

Under the Sea (Sea-Phraſe] a Ship is ſaid to be ſo, when neſs, a not having Plainneſs or Smoothneſs.

The lies Itill , or waits for ſome other Ship, with her Helin Une'XECUTED [of un and executé, F.} not executed .

laſh'd or ty'd up alec. Unexpe'cted (of un and expectatus, L. ] not looked for.

UNDER the Sun-Beams (in Aftrol.] is when a Planet is not UNEXPE'CTEDNESS (of un, expectatus, L. and nejs) thenot

full ſeventeen Degrees diſtant from the Body of the Sun being looked for ; Surprizingneſs.
either before or after it . UNEXPERIENCED [of un and experientia, L.) not having

T. UNDERPROP, to heave up , by putting a Prop or Le- tryd.
ver underneath. UNEXPE'RTNESS [ inexpertus, L. and nefs] Unskilfulneſs.

T. UNDERSTA'ND (of under ytantan, Sax .) to apprehend, UNEXTI'NGUISHABLE [of inextinguibilis, L. & c.] Un

to perceive in Mind. quenchableneſs.

UNDERSTA'NDING , Apprehenſion, Knowledge. UNEXPRE'Ssibleness [of un, expreffus, able and neſs] Un

UNDERSTANDING [in Hieroglyphicks] an Underſtanding utterableneſs.

employed in the Search of ſublime Myſteries was, by the UNFA'Ir [of un and xæger, Sax. ) unjuſt.

Antients, repreſented by an Eagle. UNFAIRNESS [of un and fazepneyye, Sax . ] Unjuftneſs,

T. UNDERTAKE [of unden, Sax . and tager, Dan. ] to Diſhoneſty.

take upon one , to take in Hand, to manage, to endeavour to UNFAITHFULNESS [ infidelité, F. of L.) Infidelity.

do , to enterprize ; alſo to be Bail or Surety for, to anſwer UNFA'SHIONED [of un façonné, F.] unformed, &c.

for. T. UNFAS'TEN (of un and anfatten , Teut.] to unlooſe or

UNDERTAKER [of under, Sax. and tager , Dan .) a Mana- undo what was faſt.

ger of a Buſineſs, eſpecially ſome great Work. UNFEATHERED (of un kærer, Sax .] not fledged or co

UNDERTAKERS Cof the King ] the Deputies of the Pur
vered with Feathers .

veyors . U'NFED [of un , and faden, Dan. jedan , Sax .] not fed .

UNDERTA'KERS, Perſons who provide all Neceſſaries for UNFeI'GNED [of un feint, F. of fingere, L.) ſincere.
the decent Interment of the Dead . UNFE'IGNEDNESS, Sincerity.

UNDERTA'KEN (of under, Sax . and tager , Dan. or un- UNFE'NCED (prob . of indefenfus, L. ] having no Fence.

dertangon , Teut.] enterpriſed ; antwered foranother, &c. UNFE'TTERED [of un ze fetepian , Sax .) without Fetters,

To UNDERVa'lue (of under and valeur, F. of valur, L.) & c.

to eſteem or account leſs than the Worth, c. UNFINISHED (of un and fini, F. of finitus, L.) not end

UNDERVA'LUEMENT, a Diſparagement, &c. ed, &c.

U'NDER -WOUD (under -pudu, Sax.] Coppice, or any UNFI'TNESS (prob. of un fait, F. and neſ ] Unaptneſs,
Wood that is not reckon'd as Timber. Unmeetneſs.

To UNDER -WORK (of under.peo ſcan , Sax . ] to work for UNFIXEDNESS [of un, neg. and fixe, F. of fixus, L. and

an under Price . neſs] an unfixed State or Temper, Unſettledneſs.

UNDER -WRI'TTEN [of under -pritan , Sax.] ſubſcribed. T. UNFO'LD [of un and fealdan,Sax.) to lay open, to explain.

UNDESE'R VED (of un, neg . and de and ſervi, F. ) unmerit- UNFO'RCED [of un, neg. and forcé, F.) unconftrained.

ed . UNFORESEE'N [of un and ro rey con ,Sex.] not ſeen be

UNDETE'RMINED [of indeterminatus, L. indeterminé, F. ] not forehand.
determined. UNFO'RMED [ informis, L.] not put into Form .
UNDEVO'UT [indevot, F. ] irreverent. UNFO'RMED Stärs (with Aſtron.)are thoſe Stars which are

UNDISCHARGED [ofun and dechargé, F. ] not diicharged . alſo called nebulous or cloudy, and are ſcarce to be ſeen

UNDISCIPLINED [of un and diſcipline, F.] uninſtructed or by the bare Eye, or even by a Teleſcope .

taught, & ad UNFO'RTIFIED (of un and fortifié , F.] not fortified .

UNDIST I’NGUISHED [ofun and diffingué, F.] not diſcerned UNFO'RTUNATE (of infortune, F. of infortunatus, L. ] un

from others , 656. lucky, unhappy.

UNDISTI'NGUISHABLENESS ( of indiſtinguibilis, L,and neſs] UNFOR'TUNATENESS ( infortunitas, L. infortune, F. and

Uncapableneſs of being diſtinguiſhed . neſs] Unhappineſs, Unluckineſs.

TO UNDO [of undoen , Sax. ] to take to Pieces what UNFO'UND [ of un and findin , Sax . ) not found.

was put together ; alſo to ruin . UNFREQUE'NTED (of un frequentatus, L. frequenté, F.] not

To UnDo a Bar (with Hunters] is to dreſs it .
often gone to.

UNDO'NE [of unboen , Sax. ] not wrought , performed, UnFRIE'NDLINESS (of un freonblice and neyye, Sax .]
Esc. alio ruined .

an unfriendly Diſpoſition or Treatment.

UNDO'UBTED [ indubitatis, L.] certain. UNFRUITFULNESS (of un fruit, F. of fructus, L. and

T. UNDRE'ss (prob. of un and drejjer, F.] to pull off one's fullneyye, Sax.] Sterility, Barrenneſs.
Cloches . UNFU'RNISHED [of un and fourni, F. ] without Furniture.

U'NDRESS , a Dilhabille. UNGAI'N, awkward , unhandy.

UN
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un

on Fire.

UNGAI'NNESS, Awkwardneſs . TO UNHO'RSE (of un and hopye, Sax. ] to pull off z

UNGAINFUL [of un gagne, F. and full] not producing Horſe.
Gain .

UNHU'Rt [of un and hyjit, Sax .) having receiv'd no In
UNGA'R NISHED [of un, neg. and garni, F. ] not ſet off jury, &c.

with Garniture . ÚNHU'SBANDED [of un hur an Houſe, and bona , Sax.

UNGA'THERED [of un and Zadepian ,Sax. ] not gathered. a Husband) not managed with good Husbandry.

UNGE'LD (ungeld, Sax. ) i. e.not to be redeemed by a U'NICORN (of unus one, and cornu, L. a Horn ] is by

pecuniary Compenſation ; as if a Man were killed in com- ſome ſuppoſed to be a very rare and beautiſul Beaſt , like an

mitting of a Felony, he was to lie in the Field unburied , and Horſe, having one long Hörn in the Middle of the Forehead
no pecuniary Compenſation ſhould be made for his Death . twiſted.

ÙNGENTILENESS (of un, gentilitas, L. gentileffe, F. ] Un- Sea- UNICORN , a Fiſh about eighteen or twenty Foot in

gentility . Length , having a Head like an Horſe , and a whité Horn in

UNGENTLENESS [of un, neg. gentilis, L.) Untameneſs, the Middle of the Forehead about five Handfuls long . Its

Rudeneſs, the Oppolite to Mildneſs. Scales are as big as a Crown-Piece, and it hath fix large Fins

T , Ungi'r D [of un and gjnoan , Sax. ] to looſen or like the End of a Galley. Oar.

rie a Girdle, &c. UNICO'R NOUS (unicornis , L.) having but one Horn .

UNGı'rt [of un and Zindel , Sax .) ungirded. U'NIFORM [uniformis, L.] of one Form or Faſhion , re

1 UNCLU'E [of un and glutinare, L. ) to unfailen what gular , having all Parts alike even .

is glued . UNIFORM Flowers 2 are ſuch as are all around of the fame

UNGO'DLILY [of un Goblice, Sax .) impiouſly, & c. UNIFORM Plants Š Figure, having the fore and back

UNCO'DLINESS (of un godlicnegye , Sax.) Impioufneſs,&c. Parts as alſo the rightand left Parts exactly alike.

UNGODLY ( of un goblic , Sax )not fearing God , & c. UNIFORM Motions (of Bodies) are the ſame with equable

UNGO'VERNABLYNESS (of un gouverne and babilité of ha- or equal Motions.

bilitas, L. ) an ungovernable Temper. UNIDORMITY ( uniformitas, L. ) Regularity , a Similitude

UNGRACIOUS [ ungracieux, F. of gratiojus, L. ] void of or Reſemblance, as in Figures of many Sides and Angles re

Grace.
fpectively equal and anſwerable one to the other.

UNGRACIOUSNESS (of un gracieufité, F. gratifitas] Void . U'NIFORMLY [uniformiter, L. uniformement, F.] after an

neſs of Grace. uniform Manner .

UNGRATEFUL [ ingratus, L. ingra!, F. ) unthankful. To U'NIFY (unificare, L. ) to make one , to reconcile.

UNGRATEFULNESS (ingratus, L. and xullneyYe,Sax.] In- UNINFLAMMABLE, that cannot be made to fame or be fet

gratitude

U'NGUENT [:enguentum , L. ] Ointment . UNIMAGINABLE [of un and imaginable, F. ) not to be

UNGUENTA'Ria, the Art of compounding and making imagined .

Ointments , L. UNIM MOʻRTAL [of un and immortalis, L.) not immortal,
UNGUE'NTUM , a ſweet Ointment, a Perfume, a Salve, L. mortal, Milton.

UNGUE'NTUM armiarium, Weapon- Salve, L. UNIMPLO'Y'D ( of un and employé, F.] not made uſe of,

U'NGUIS , the Nail of a Finger or Toe, a ſimilar white &c.

and hard Part which ſecures the Ends of them from exter- Uninde A'Red, not having gained Affection.

nal Injuries, and is alſo an Ornament to them , L. UNINHA'BITED (of un and inhabitatus, L. ] not dwelt in .

U'NGUIS Os (with Anat.] a little thin Bone in the great UNINTELLIGIBLENESS (of un intelligible, F of L. and

Corner of the Orbit of the Eye, in which is a Hole, in neſs] Uncapableneſs of being underſtood.
which the Lacrymal Gland lies. UNINTERRU'PTED (of un and interruptus, L.) continual.

U'NGULA, the Hoof a Beaſt, L. UNINVI'TED [ of un and invité, F. of L.] not invited .

U'NGULA ( with Geometricians) is the Section of a Cylinder To UNJOINT [ dijoindre, F. ] to put out of Joint.

cut off by a Plane, paſſing obliquely thro' the Plane of the U'N10N, the Combining or Joining ſeveral Things into

Baſe and Part of the Cylindrick Surface. one Society, Concord, or Agreement, eſpecially that which

UNGULA (with Surgeons) a Sort of hooked Inſtrument for ariſes from ſolemn Leagues , offenſive and defenſive, made

extracting a dead Fætus outof the Womb, L. bySovereign Princes and States.

UNGULUS 2 [ with Botarilts] a little Speck of a dif- UNION (in an Ecclefiaftical Senſe] is a Combining or Con

ferent Colour from the reſt of the Pe- ſolidating of two Churches into one.

tala or Flower- Leaves, L. UNION of Acceffion , is when the united Benefice becomes

UNHA'BITABLE (of un,neg. and habitable, F. of L. ] not a Member and Acceffory of the Principal .

capable or fit to be inhabited . UNION by Confuſion , is thatwhere the two Titles are ſup
UNHABITABLENESS, an uninhabitable Quality , &c. preſſed and a new one created including both .

UNHA’LLOWED [of un and halzian, Sax .) unfanctified, Uxion philoſopbical (according to Dr. Grew ] is uſed for

prophane. one of the three Ways of Mixture, being the Joining toge

Unha’LTERED [of un and halter, Du. halkt re, Sax .] ther of Atoms or inſenſible Particles ſo as to touch in a
without a Halter, Gr. Plane, as is ſuppoſed to be the Caſe in the Cryſtallization of

UNHA'NDINESS (of un handig, Du . and nef ] Awk- Salts , &c.

wardneſs. UNION [in Archite87.] is the Harmony between the Co

UNHA'NDSOMENESS ( Incerte Etym . unleſs prob . of un, lours in the Materials of a Building.

neg. hantyom and nejje, Sax . q.d. not done by any artful UNION [in Metaphyficks) is the Concourſe of many Beings

Hand] Indecency, Unbecomingneſs, Rudeneſs. in order to make one Individual.

UNHA'PPINESS (of un, neg. and prob. happus, Brit. Eſential UNION [in Metaphyficks] is when many incom

and nejs] Unfortunateneſs, Wretchedneſs, &c. plete Beings, adapted to one another, concur to make one

TO UNHA'R BOUR [of un and herebenga, Sax .] to diſlodge. “Efential Individual. Thus as in the Compoſition of a Body,

To UNHA'R NESS [of deſkarnachér, f' ] to take off the Har- Matter and Form, are more effentially united ; fo the Ele
neſs. ments in all mixt Bodies, are united by an eſſential Union .

T. UNHA'sp (of un and hæpy, Sax. ) to undo a Haſp. Perſonal UNION [in Metaphyficks] is when two Natures are

UNHEA'LABLE [of un and hælan , Sax.) incurable. ſo united as to make one Perſon. The Union of the divine

Unhe AʼLTHFULNESS ? [of un hæl and fullnesre, Sax. ] and human Nature, in the Perſon of our Saviour Chriſt, is

: UNHEA'LTHINESS S Sicklineſs, an unhealthful Quality the only Inſtance that can be given of this Union.
or Condition . Accidental UNION [in Metapbyficks ] is when many Cauſes

UNHEA'RD [ of un and h ;Nan , Sax. to hear] not heard. accidentally occur to make oneThingby Accident.

UNEA'RTY [of un heonea, Sax.) inſincere. Verbal UNION [in Metaphyficks] conſiſts only in the bare

UNHEE'DFULNESS [of un -hewan, and Jullneyye, Sax .] Agreement of Words.

Carelelneſs, Regardleineſs. Real Union ( in Metaphyſicks) is the Concourſe of many

To UNHINGE [ of un and hinge, Du .] to take off the diſtinct Beings, in order to the forming one Individual.

Hinges ; to diſorder. UNION [ in Painting) is the Symmetry or Agreement be

UNHO'LINESS (of un halig and neyye , Sax.] Unſancti- tween the ſeveral Parts of a pieceof Painting, ſo that they

fiedneſs, Profaneneſs. apparently conſpire to form one Thing.

UNHO'NEST [ inbuneſtus, L.) diſhoneſt. UNION-Pearls, thoſe Pearls which grow in Couples, the

To UNHOO'DWINK [of un, hoo, and pincian, Sax .] to beſt Sort of Pearls.

remove any Thing that obſtructs the Sight. To UnJoint a Bittern ( Carving - Term ) is to cut it up.

To UNHO'OK [of un and hoce , Sax. ] to take off from a U'NINSON (9. uniſonus, L.) one and the fame Sound,

Hook, whehter by one Voice, or divers Voices ſounding in the ſame

UNCULCULUS }

Tone ,
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Tone, or the Agreement of two Notes or Strings of an In- UNIVERSITY, a Nurſery for Learning, where Youth are

ſtrument in one and the ſame Tone, inftructed in the Languages, Arts, and Sciences.

U'NIT [unitas, L. wité , F.] the firſt fignificant Figure of UNI'vOCAL [univocus, L. ] of one Sound or Name.

a Number, or the Figure i , as in 322, the laſt two Figures UNIVO'CAL Terms [with Logicians) are ſuch whofe Name

on the Right- Hand is the Unit or Place of Units . and Nature is the ſame,

UNI'TABLE (of unitus and habilis, L. ) capable of being UNIVOCAL Signs ( in Surgery) are Signs of the Fractures
united . of the Skull, viz. Dimneſs of Sight, Lofs of Underſtand

UNITA'Rians , a Name aſſumed by the Antitrinitarians, as ing , C.

making a Profeflion of preſerving the Glory and Attribute of UNIVOCAL Generation (in Phyficks] the Antients held

Divinity to One only . that all perfect Animals were produced by Univocal Generati

To UNI'Te [unire, L. ) to join two or more together , to on , i . e . by the ſole Union or Copulation of Male and Fe
make or become one. male of the fame Species ; and that Inſects were produced

UNI'TION [in Surgery] the Uniting of disjointed Parts . by Equivocal Generation without any Seeds, and merely by

U'NITY [unitas, L. unité, F. ] Union , Agreement, &c. the Corruption of the Earth exalted and, as it were, impreg.

UNITY [in God ] is an incommunicable Attribute by nated by the Rays of the Sun.

which he is one and no more. UNJU'st [injuſtus, L. injuffé, F. ]

UNITY [ in Metaphyficks) is the Indiviſion of any Being , UNJU'STLY [ injufté, L. injuſtement, F.]

i . e. the Diviſion of its Eſſence implying ſuch a Contra- UNJU'Stness ( injuftitia, L. injuſtice, F. ) Injuſtice.

diction, that , except a Thing can be divided from itſelf, it is UNKA'R DNESS, Solitarineſs, Loathſomeneſs.

impoſſible to divide it . UNKE'MBED [of an and camban , Sax. incomptus, L. ] not
Real UNITY (in Metapbyſicks ] is that which, without any combed .

Operation of the Mind, is really in every particular Being . T. UNKE'NNEL [of un and chenil, F. canile , L.) to put

Rational UNITY [in Metaphyſicks) is that common Nature or rouze out of his Kennel.

that is diffus'd in all the Particulars of any kind , yet by the UNKI'NDNESS (of un , and prob. cyn , Sax . or kind, Teut.

Operation of the Underſtanding is made one. and nels] Unfriendlineſs.

Unity (in Arith .] the firſt Principle of Number. U'NKLE [oncle, F. ] the Brother of a Father or Mother.

Unity of Polellion [in Law ] a joint Poſſeſſion of two UNKNI'T [ of un and cn ttan, Sax .] not knitted .

Rights by ſeveral Titles ; as when a Man, holding Land by UNKNOWING (of un and cnapın , Sax .) ignorant.

Leale, afterwards buys the Fee Simple , which extinguiſhes UNKNO'WN [ ot un and cnapın , Sax .] not known.

his Leaſe, and he is now become Lord of the ſame. To UNLACE (delacer, F. ) to looſen or take off a Lace .

UNITY [ in Dramatick Performances) is three-fold , of T. UNLA'CE a Coney [in Carving ] is to cut it up.

Action , Time, and Place . Theſe Unities have been eſta- T. UNLADE (of un and hladian, Sax .] to unload .

bliſhed by Criticks to bring the Drama as near Nature as is UNLAGE (unlage , Sux . ] a wicked or unjuſt Law .

poſſible. UNLAME'NTED [of un and lamente, F of lamentatus, L. ]

UNITY of Aktion ,is thefirſt of the three Unitiesappropriated not bewailed .

to the Drama ; two Actions that are different and indepen . UNLAWFUL [ of unlaga and full, Sax .] contrary to

dent will diſtract the Attention and Concernment of the Au- Law.

ditors , and ſo of conſequence fruſtrate the Deſign of the Poet, UNLAW'FUL Aſembly [ in Law) is the Meeting of three or

which is to move Terror and Pity. more Perſons togetherby Force, to commit ſome unlawful

U'NITY and Wiſdom (Hieroglyphically) were repreſented A&, as to affault any perſon, &c . tho they do not com

by the Sun and its beautiful Beams. mit it .

UNJU'DGED (of un and judicatus,L. ) not judged or tried . UNL A'WFULNESS (of un laga, Law, and Kullneyye, Sax.]

UNIVE'RSALNES3 (univerſalité, F. of L. ] Univerſality . Illegitimateneſs .

UNIVE’rsal (univerſalis, L.] general , belonging or ex- UNLEA'R NEDNESS (of un leo pnian and neyye, Sax.]

tending to all , common . Voidneſs of Erudition or Learning.

UNIVERSAL Equinostial Dial, a mathematical Inſtrument T. UNLEA'sh [ Hunting -Phraſe ] is to let looſe the Leaſh

to find the Latitude, the Hour of the Day, and moſt Pro- or Line , in order to let the Dogs go after the Game.

poſitions on the Globe . UNLEAVENED [ Jans levain, F. ] not fermented with

An UNIVE'RSAL (with Logicians] that which is common Leaven .

in ſeveral Things, aPredicable. UNLIBIDINOUS [of un and libidinofus, L. ] not luftful,
UNIVERSAL incomplex [in Logick ] is ſuch as produces one free from Luft, Milton .

only Conception in the Mind, and is a ſimple Thing which Unli'cens'd [of un and licence, F.] not having Allowance

reſpects many, as human Nature. or Permiſſion , Milton .

UNIVERSAL complex [in Logick ] is either an univerſal Pro UNLIGHTSOME, obſcure , Milton .

poſition, as every Whole isgreater than its Parts ; or elſe what- UNLIKE [of un and gelic , Sax. ] not like.

ever raiſes a manifold Conception in the Mind, as the Defi- UNLIKELINESS , Improbability.

nition of a rational Creature. Unlı'KENESS [of un gelic and negye, Sax. ] Diſlimili

UNIVE'RSALISTS Arminians, Remonftrants, thoſe Perſons tude .
who hold univerſal Redemption . UNLI’MITED (of un and limité, F. of L.) not bounded .

UNIVERSA'LITY [univerſalitas, L.) a being univerſal, Ge- UNLI’MITED Problem (in Geom. ] is ſuch an one as is ca

nerality pable of infinite Solutions ; as to divide a Triangle given into

Metaphyſical UNIVERSALITY (with Schoolmen ) is that two equal Parts, to make a Circle paſs through two Points

which excepts nothing, as every Man is mortal . aſligned , & c.

Moral UNIVERSALITY (with Schoolmen ] is that which TO UNLOAD [of un and hlasan , Sax .) to unburthen .

admits of ſome Exception, as all Men are ambitious. TO UNLO'CK Tof un and loc, of belucan , Sax .] to open

UNIVersals in cauſing in Logick ] are ſuch as are the or undo a Lock .

common efficient Cauſes of divers Effects, as the Sun, &c. UNLOO'KED for [of un and locian, Sax .] unexpected .

UNIVERSALs in diſtributing [ in Logick] are common or T. UnLoose Cot un and looten , Du leyan, Sax .) to

univerſal Signs, as all, none, & c. looſen .

UNIVERSALS in knowing [in Logick) are ſuch as know all UNLOV'ELY [of un lu xe and zelic, Sax .) unamiable :

Things , as the Underſtanding, & c . UNLO'VELINESS (of un luxe of lu xian and neyye, Sax . ]

UNIVERSALS in repreſenting (in Lagick ] are Images or Undeſervingneſs of Love, Unhandſomeneſs.

Ideas of univerſal Things, as a Man, a Houſe, &c. UNLU'CKINESS [of un lucs, Du. and neſs] Unfortunate

UNIVERSALS in fignifying [ in Logick ] common Words neſs.

that fignify many Things, asa Stone, an Animal. UNLU'CKY , unfortunate.

UNIVERSALS in being or exiſting [in Logick ] are Natures T. UNLU'TE ( of un and latum , Clay, L.) to take off the

which exiſt in ſeveral, as Humanity in John, Thomas, &c. Lute, Loam , or Clay, from ſome Chymical Veſſel that has

UNIVERSALs in predicating (in Logick] are ſuch as do ex- been luted .

iſt in many Things, and are ſeparately predicated of them all, UNMA'De [of un and macan , Sax . ] not made.

as unum, ens. To UNMA'N [of un and man] to deprive of Manhood ; al

UNIVERSE [mundus univerfus, L. ) the whole Frame of fo to behave unbecoming a Man.

material Beings , the whole World. UNMA'NLINESS [of un Man and gelicneyye, Sax .] Be
Unive'rsity (univerſitas, L.) the Whole in general. haviour unbecoming a Man.

UNIVE'RSITY ( in Civil Law] a Body Politick or Cor- UNMA'NNERLINESS [of un neg. manieres, F. and likeneſs ]

poration . undecent Behaviour,

UNMA
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UNMA'NURED [of un and mansuurier , F.] uncultivated , un- UNPOLLU'TED [ impollatus, L.] undefiled .

dunged . UNPREJUDICED (non præjudicatus, L. ) free from Preju
UNMA'RKED, not taken Notice of or obſerv'd , Milton . dice .

UNMA'RRIED, [demarié, F.) not married , &c. UNPRE'CEDENTED, having no Precedent or Example.

T. UNMA'RRY [ demarier, F.) to diffolve the matrimo- UNPREME'DitaTED [of un præmeditatus, L.] not de

nial Contract. fign'd.

TO UNMASK [demaſquer, F. ] to take off a Mask, to expoſe UNPREPARED (imparatus, L. ) unready.

openly. UNPREPAREDNESS (of an prepare, and nejs] Unreadi

UnMa'stered (of un and maitre, F.] not overcome.
neſs.

UNMA'STED [demate, F. or un and mært, Sax .] with- UNPRE'SIDENTED, without Example.

out Maits. UNPROFITABLE (of un and profitable, F.] yielding no

UNMA'TCHED [of un and maet, Du. Maca , Sax , a Com- Profit.

panion) not coupled , not paired , not equalled . UNPROFITABLENESS (of un profitable and nej ] Vainneſs,

UNMA'TTED (of un and oxatte, Sax .) not matted.
Uſeleſneſs.

UNMEANING (of in and mænan , Sax. ) withoutMeaning Unpropor'TIONATE, not proportional.

UNMEASURABLE, that cannot be meaſured. UNPRO'sperous (of improjperus, L. ) unſucceſsful.

UNMEA'SURABLENESS (of un meſurable, F. and nejs] Iin- UNPRO'VED (of in and prouvé, F.] not proved .

menſeneſs, Uncapableneſs of being meaſured . Unrrovi'ded (depourveil, F.] not furniſhed with , unready.

UNMEDITATED [immeditatus, L.] not meditated . UNPRO'VIDENT (improvidus, L.) not thrifty.

UNMEE'T (of un and mæ Se, Sax .) unfit, unbecoming. UNPU'NISHED [ impunis, L. impuni, F. ] not puniſhed.

UnMe'£ tness (of un mæge and neyye, Sax. ) Unfitneſs, UNQUE'NCHABLE (of un cuencan , Sax . and habilis, L. )

C. that cannot be quenched .

UnMe'lted (of un and mylan , Sax .] not made Auid . UNQUE'STIONABLE [of un queſtio and babilis, L.] un

UNME'RCIFUL [of un merci and ful] cruel, & c.
doubted.

UnME'RCIFULNESS (of in merci, F. and fulneſs) Cruelty. UNQUES -Pri ? [in Law) i.e. ever ready, a Plea , where

UNMI'NDFULNESS [of un zemyndian, Sax. and neyre] by aMan.profeſſes himſelf always ready to perform or do
Heedleſneſs, Regardlelneſs. what the Demandant requires : as if a Woman fue the Te

UNMI'NGLED [of un zemanzan , Sax .) unmixed. nant for her Dower, and he coming in at a Day offers to prove,

UnMoLE'STED (of un moleſti , F. of moleftatus, L. ) not that he was always ready , and ſtill is to perform it ; in which

difturbed . Caſe the Demandant ſhall recover no Damage.

T. UN MO'OR [ demarer, F. ] to weigh Anchor. UNQUI'ET [unquiet, F. of L. ) troubleſome, diſquiet.

UNMO'VEABLE [of un or immobilis, or mouvoir, F.and able ] UNQUIETNESS (of inquieté, F. of inquietudo, L. Diſturb
not to be moved. ance , & c.

UNMO'VEABLENESS (of immobilitas] Fixedneſs, Stedfaſt- UNRA'velle
d

(of un and raorien , D :1.] to enſnare, or

neſs . diſentangle a Thing that is entangled ; alſo to undo what has

UNMO'VED [ immotus, L. ] not moved . been done.

To UNMUFFLE (of un muy, a Mouth, and jealyian, Sax.
UNREADINESS [of un and rhwydd,Brit. or geneva, Sax.

to hide] to take off a Muffler. and neyre] Unpreparedneſs.

UNNA'TURAL (non naturalis, L. ] contrary to Nature, in- UNREASONABLENESS (of deraiſonable, F. and nefs) the be .

human. ing out of or contrary to Reaſon , Injuſtice , & c.

UNNATURALLY [of un and naturaliter, L. naturalement, UNREBU'KABLE (prob. of rebocher, F. ] not capable of or

F. ) after an unnatural Manner. not deſerving Reprehenfion.

UNNA'TURALNESS (of un and naturalis, L. and neſs ] Re- UNRE'CLAIMED (of an and reclamatus, L.or reclamé, F.]
pugnancy to Nature ; alſo an unnatural or inhuman Behaviour not called off from or reformed from ill Habits, Vices , & C.

orDifpofition . UNRECLAIMED (in Falconry ) wild , as an unreclaimed Hawk.

Unne'CESSARINESS [of un neg. and neceſitas, L. ) the not To UnRee've a Rope (Sea - Phraſe] to pull a Rope out of a
being neceffary. Block or Pulley.

UNNECESSARY [of un and neceſaire, F. of L.) not need- Unre'COMPENSED (of un and recompenſé, F. ] unrervard

ful. ed , not made amends for.

UNNEEDFUL [of un near and pull , Sax.] unneceſſary . UNREFO'RMABLE [of un reformatus, &c. ] not to be re

UNNU'MBERED [of un and nombré, F. of numeratus, L. ) formed.
not number'd . UNREGA'RDED (of un and regardé, F. ] not heeded.
UNOBNOX'ious [of un and obnoxius, L. ] not liable or ex- UNREGA'RDFUL, heedleſs .

pos’d to . UNRELE'NTING [of un and ralentant, F. ] impenitent.

UNO'CCUPIED (of un and occupatus, L. occupé, F. ] un- UNREME'DIABLE [ irremediable, F.] not to be remedied.

employed, & C. UNREMI'TTED (of un neg. and remitto, L. ] not remitted

U NOPPo's ' [of un and opposé, F.] without Oppoſition , or forgiven.

Milton . UNREMOVED [of un and remué, F. immotus, L.] not taken

UNORIGINAL, not original , Milton . out of its Place.

UNPAI'D [of un and payé, F. ) not paid. UNREPAI'Red (of an and reparatus, L.] not put into good

UNPAI'NTED [of un and peini, F. ] not painted.
Repair.

UNPAIRED (deparié, F.] uncoupled . UNREPRO'VEABLE [of un reprouver , F. and able] un

To UNPARREL a Yard [ Sea-Phraſe) is to take away the blameable.

Frames, called Parrels, which go round about the Maſts. Unreso’lved (of irreſolu , F. ] not determined or an

UNPARALLEL'D (of un and parallelus, L. ) unequalled, ſwered.

unmatched . UNRESI'sted (of un and refifté, F. of L. ]not oppoſed .

UNPA'R DONABLE ( impardonnable, F.) not to be forgiven. UNRESPECTFUL [of un reſpect, F. of L. and full) diſre
UNPA'R DONABLENESS, Uncapableneis to be forgiven. ſpectful.

UNPEA'CEABLE [of un and paiſable, F.) unquiet, trouble- UNRESTRA'INED (of un and reſtraint, F. of L.) not li
ſome. mited .

UNPEACEABLENESS, Unquietnefs. Unreve'NGED [of un re and vangé, F. ] not avenged.

UNPREVE'NTED, not prevented, Milton . UNREWARDED (of un and re peano, Sax .] not re

UNPU'RG'D , not cleans'd, Milton . compenſed.

UNPEO'PLED ( depeuple, F. depopulatus, L.) diſpeopled. UNRI'GGED [of un and pinean, Sax.] not having Rig

UNPERCEIVABLE (imperíeptible, F. of L.] not to be per- ging, undreſs’d .

ceived. UNRIGHTEOUS [ofun and nihtpiye, Sax .) unjuſt, wicked.

UNPE'RFECT ( imperfe tus, L.) uncompleat, unfiniſhed . Unrı'GHTEOUSNESS (of un niht piye and negre, Sax . ]
UNPLEASANT[ deplaiſante, F.] not pleaſing. Injuſtice , Iniquity .

UNPLE'Asantness ( qualité deplaiſanté, F.] Unpleaſing- UNRI'PENESS (of un nipe and neyye, Sax .) Immaturity.

neſs. UNRI'VAL'D (of un and rivalis, L. ] not outdone, &c.

UNPLEA'SING [deplaiſant, F.) diſpleaſing. UNROʻLLED (derolé, F. ] opened from a Roll.

Unplo'wed [ot un and 1910, Dan. ) not ploughed. UNRU'LINESS [ irregularité, F. of L. ) Ungovernableneſs.

UNPOʻLISHEDNESS (impolitiſje, F. impolitia, L.) Rough- UNRU'LY (deregle, F. irregularis, L. ) not to be ruled , & c.
neſs.

To UNSA'DDLE(un and fadel, Brit. Yadl, Sax . ] to take off

UNPO’LLED ( of an and Pol, Da. a Head) the Hair be- a Saddle,

ing uncut .
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Unsa'de (of un andſauf, F. of ſalvus, L.) liable to Dan- UNSTE'Adiness 3 [of un and ytæYiney ye, Sax.] Un ,

ger. Unste'dFASTNESSS conſtancy, Want of Fixedneſs and
UNSAFELY, dangerouſly. Reſolution .

UNSAID (of un and Jægan, Sax.] not ſpoken . UNSTEA'DY 3 [of un and ytædig, Sax .) unfixed , ir

UNSA'LEABLE [incerta deriv.) not fit for Sale. UNSTE'DFAST reſolute, c.

UNSA'LTED [of un and ſali of ſalicus, L.) not ſalted . UNSTI'RRED (of un and yoynan, Sax .) unmoved.

UNSALU'TED [inſalutatus, L. ) not ſaluted. TO UNSTITCH [ofun and ytice, Sax.] to pick out

UNSA'NTIFIED (of un and ſanctifié, F. of L.) unholy, Stitches.

not conſecrated . To UNSTO'ck a Gun , is to take off the Stock from the Bar

UNSATISFACTORINESS (of un ſatisfactcire, F. of L. and rel.

nejs ] an unſatisfying Quality. T. UNSTOP (of un and fopper , Dan. or etoupér, F.; to

ÚNSA'VORINESS (ofun ſavoureux and neſs )Inſipidneſs. open a Stoppage.

To Unsa'y (of un and yægan, Sax. ] to lay to the contra- TO UNStri'ke the Hood (with Falconers) is to draw the

sy of what one has ſaid . Strings of a Hawk's Hood , that it may be in Readineſs to

UNSCA'LED [ ecaillé, F. or un and yceale, Sax .) having the be pulled off.

Scales not ſcraped off. UNSTRU'NG [of un and ytreng, Sax. ] not furniſhed

To UNSCRE'w ( of un and ecrou , F. or ſchroeve, Du. ] with Strings.
having the Skrew looſened . UNSUBDU'Ed (of un and ſubditus, L. ) not brought under.

UNSCRI'PTURAL [of un and ſcripturalis, L. ) not founded UnsuccE'SSFUL (of un ſuccez , F. of un ſuccejjus, L. and
on the Scripture. full) not ſucceeding well.

Unse aʼled [of : feellé, F. ſigillatus, L.) having no UNSU'EFERABLE [of un ſoufrir, F. and able) unbearable.

Seal , C. UNSU'FFERABLY, intolerably , br .

UNSEA'RCHABLENESS (of un rechercher, F. able and UNSUI'TABLE (of un ſuite , F. and able ] diſagreeable.

nes) Inſcrutableneſs. To UNTA'CH a Curlew [with Carvers] is to cut it up :

UNSEA'SONABLENESS (of un ſaiſon , F. able and nejs] the UnsuI'TABLENESS [of un fuite, of juivre, F. able and
not being in proper Time. neſs] a diſagreeable Quality, &c.

UNSE A'SONED (of un and aſſaiſonné, F. ] not ſeaſoned. UNSU'LLIED (of un and fali, F. , not oiled, the Luſtre

UNSEE'LING (with Falconers] á Taking away the Thread not impaired.

which runs through the Eye-lids of a Hawk and hinders UNSU'MMED ( in Falconry] a Hawk is ſaid to be unſummed,
her Sight . when her Feathers are not at their full Length.

UNSEE'M LINESS (of un ziemlich, Teut. and nefs] Unbe- UnsU'RE [of un and ſeur, F. ) uncertain.

comingneſs, Indecency. To UNSWA'THE (of un and ype San, Sax.) to undo

UNSEE'N (of un and yeon, Sax.] not viſible .
Swathes of Childrens Rollers .

UNSE'PARABLENESS (of inſeparabilis, L. and neſs) an inſe- Unswo'r N (of un and y pe pian ,Sax .] not depoſed upon
parable Quality. Oath .

UNSE'RVICE ABLENESS (of un ſerviable, F. and nejl] Un- UNTAI'NTED [of un and teint, F. or q. attinetus putre

profitableneſs. dine, L.) not corrupted .

Unset [of un and gertan , Sax. ] not planted . Unta'ken( of un and tager , Dan .] not apprehended, & c.

UNSE'TTLEDNESS (prob. of un yettan or yetl, Sax . a UntA'MED [of un neg and taman, Sax.] not made

Bench, &c. and neſs] an unſettled State, &c. gentle, c.

To Unse'w [ of un and riepan, Sax.) to undo what was UNTA'NNED [of un and getannan, Sax .] not tanned.

ſewn. UNTA'Sted [of un and talten, Teut. or taſte, F.]
To UNSHA'CKLE (of un and ycacul, Sax .] to take off Unta'ught [of un and Tæcan, Sax.]

Shackles. Untea'CHABLENESS (of un tæcan , Sax. able of babilis ,

UNSHA'DED[ of un and ycage , Sax .] not ſhaded. L. and negre , Sax . ) Uncapableneſs of being taught.

U'NSHADY (of ux and yceadpiz, Sax.) having no Shade, UNTE'NABLE [of un and tenable, F. of tenere, L.) that
open . cannot be held orkept.

UNSHA'ken (of un and yceacan , Sax.] not ſhaken . UNTHA'NKFULLY (un Sank xullic, Sax. ) after an unthank

UNSHAMEFACED (of un ycamyæyt, Sax .) impudent. ful Manner.

Unsha'pen ( of un and ycapen, Sax.] unformed. UNTHI'NKING , without Thought , GC.

UNSHA'VEN ( ofun and ycajan, Sax.] not ſaved. UNTHI'NKINGNESS [of un Sincan, Sax . and neysel

UNSHBA'THED [of an and ycca , Sax.) drawn out of the Thoughtleſneſs.
Sheath.

UNTHRI'FTINESS, Waſtefulneſs, Prodigality.

UNSHO'D [of un and yceob , Sax .) not having the Shoes To Unti's (of un and tian, Sax.] to looſen what was

on. tied .

UNSHO'RN (of un and yceayan, Sax.] not having the UNTI'LLED (of un and tilian , Sax.] uncultivated.

Wooll clipp'd off. UntI'MELINESS lof un timelic and neyye, Sax .] the

UNSHU't [of un and ycittan , Sax .] not cloſed up, &c. being out of proper Time.

UNSKI'LFUL 2 [of un skel, Dan. prob. or as Minſbew , Unti'Red (of un and tirian, Sax.) unwearied .

UNSKI'LLEDſ of ſciola or ſcio, L.) without Knowledge Unto (unto, Sax. ]

or Experience. UNTO'LD [of un and tellan, Sax .] not ſaid or numbered.

UNSKI'LFULNESS, Ignorance, Unexperiencedneſs. Untouched lof un and touché, F.) not touched or med

UNSNA'RED (of un and beſchnaerer, Dan. ] not entangled dled with.

in a Snare. UNTO'WARD [of un and to peano, Sax.) naught, obſti

UNSO'CIABLE [ infociabilis, L.] not a good Companion, nate, & c.

&C. F. UNTOWA'RDLINESS [of un topapolic and negye, Sax. ]

UNSO'CIABLeness, an inſociable Humour. Diſobedience, Stubbornneſs, Naughtineſs.

UNSO'DDEN (of un and yeo San , Sax .] not boiled . UNTRA'CT Ableness (of intractabilis and neſs] Want of

T. UNSO'LDER [ defoudre, F. ] to take off Solder. Capacity or Inclination to be managed, & c.

UNSO'LED (defolé, F.] having the Soles taken off. UNTRIED ( prob. of an and tentatus, L. ) not aſſayed.

UNBO'LID [of un neg. and ſolidus, L.) hollow. Untri'MMED (of un and getrymmeo ,Sax. ] not adorned,
UNSOU'ED [of un and yuno, Sax .) not ſolid , unhealth- unſhaven .

hul, . UNTRU's Cof un and tripe, Sax.) falſe.

UNSO'UNDNESS (ofun yung and neyye, Sax. ] Unhealthi- To U'NTRU'ss a Point, is to untie or unbutton the Breeches

neſs ; alſo the not being ſolid , right, or true. in order to eaſe the Body.

UNSPEA'KABLE (of un ypæcan, Sax . and able] unutterable. To UNTRU'ss [of un and trouſſer, F.] to untie a Truſs or

Unspe’nt (of un and ſpendan, Sax . of diſpendere, L. ] not Bundle, to ungird .

ſpent or expended. UNTRU'ST INESS (of un treope and neyke, Sax .) Un

UNSPO'TTED (prob. of un and ſport, Teut. Ignominy ] hav- faithfulneſs.

ing no Spots, & c.
U'NTRUTH [of un and theopse, Sax .) Falſity .

UNSTA'ble (inftabilis, L.) unfirm , un fixed , Egr. UNTUE'ABLE (of un tonus, L. of Gr. and able] not me

UNSTAL’EDNESS (of un and etayé, F. and nefs] Want of lodious.

Sedateneſs, Gravity, & c. Levity. To Untwi'st Cof un and get piyan , Sax .) to undo what
UNSTAINED [of un and diffeini, F.] having no Stain , is twiſted .

immaculate. TO UNVAI'L [devoiler, F. develare, L. ) to uncover , & r.

UNSTA'NCHED [of un and etanché, F. ] (of Blood ) not ſtop

ped.
UNVA' .
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UNVA'LUABLE (of un valuer, F. valor, L. and able ] in- Voice (vox , L. voix, F. ) a Sound proceeding out of the

eſtimable. Mouth, a Cry ; alſo a Vote; alſo the Right of Voting upon

UNVA'NQUISHED [invaincu, F. ] unconquered . any Occaſion .

UNU'NI FORM (of un neg. and uniformis, L.) not uni- Voice of God ( in a Scriptural Senſe) the divine Command.
form . Articulate Voices , are ſuch ſeveral of which conſpire

UNU'sualness [of ur uſualis, L. and neſs] Rareneſs, together to form fome Aſſemblage or little Syſtem ofSounds,
Uncommonnels.

as in expreſſing the Letters of the Alphabet, ſeveral of which

UNU'TTERABLE (of un utter , Sax. and ablej unſpeak- joined together form Words.
able . Inarticulate Voices, are ſuch as are not organized or
UNWA’LLED (of un and pall , Sax . ) without Walls. aſſembled into Words, as the Barking of Dogs, the Braying

UNWA'RLIKE (of un and pæplic, Sax.) not like a Warrior. of Aſſes, the Lowing of Oxen, the Singing of Birds, the

Unwa'r INESS [of un pænig and negye, Sax. ] Uncau- Hilling of Serpents , &c.

ciouſneſs. Void (vuide, F. ) empty ; alſo deprived of ; alſo of no
Unwa'R MED [ of un and gep; rmeo, Sax.] not made Force or Effect.

warm . A VOID [une unide, F. vacuum , L. ) an empty Space.

UNWA'R NED [of un and pærnian , Sax . ] not having had To Void (vuider, F. ] to go out, to depart from ; alſo to

Warning. evacuate by Stool, Vomit, &c.

UNWA'RRANTED (of un and pærian, Sax. ] not ſecured Void of Courſe[ in Alrol .) a Planet is ſaid to be ſo, when it

by Authority , &c. is ſeparated from one Planet, and during its Stay in that Sign

Unwa'Shen (of un and pæcyan , Sax. ) not waſhed. does not apply to any other , either by Body orAſpect.

UNWA'TCHED [of un and pæccian, Sax . ] not guarded by VOIDABLE, that may be voided.

a Watch, &c. VOIDANCE [in the Canon -Law ] the Want of an Incum

UNWA'TERED ( of un and pærer, or pætran, Sax. ] not bent upon a Benefice ; and it is two -fold , either de jure, as

moiſtened , &c. with Water. when one holds ſeveral Benefices, which are incompatible, or

Unwe'aned (of un and a peneb, Sax.] not taken from de falto, when the Incumbent is dead or actually deprived .

the Breaft. VoI'DABLENESS (of vuide, F.] Capableneſs of being

UNWEA'RIED (of un and pepigan, Sax. ) untired. voided or emptied.

UNWEA'RIEDNESS ( of un and penigneyye, Sax .) the not Voi'ded (in Heraldry] is when an Ordinary

being tired . has nothing to ſhew its Form , but an Edge, all

· UNWEATHER (unperen , Sax. ) a Tempeſt or Storm . the inward Part being ſuppoſed to be evacuated

To UnWEA've[ot un and peajan , Sax. ] to undo what or cut out , ſo that the Field appears through it,

was woven . as a Croſs voided ; ſee the Eſcutcheon .

UNWE'DDED (of un and persian, Sax.) unmarried. Voi'der (in Heraldry) one of the Ordinaries
UNWE'LCOMENESS [of un pilcamian and neyye, Sax .] whoſe Figure is much like that of the Flask or

Diſagreeableneſs to . Flanch, only that it doth not bend ſo much.

UNWHO'LESOMENESS [of un hælo fom and neyye, A VOIDER, a Table- Basket for Plates, Knites ,

Sax.) Unhealthineſs, c . & c. alſo a painted or japanned Vellel to hold Services of

UNWIELDINESS [of un pealdan and negye , Sax.) Unma- Sweet- meats.

nageableneſs, or Unhandineſs by reaſon of great Bulk. Voi'ding ( vuidant, F. ] diſcharging or throwing out by

UNWI'LLINGNESS (of un pillung, of pillan and neyge, Stool, Urine, or Vomit.

Sax .) an unwilling Temper. Voi'dness (of vuide F. and neſs] Emptineſs.

To UNWI'ND (of un and pingin, Sax .) to undo what was Voi're dire" ( Law -Phraſe) is when, upon a Trial at Law,

wound. it is pray'd that a Witneſs may be ſworn upon a Voire dire ;

UNWI'SE [ofun and p'ye , Sar.] void of Wiſdom , the Meaning is that he ſhall upon his Oath ſpeak or declare

fooliſh . the Truth, whether he ſhall get or loſe by the Matter in

UNWITTY [of un and pittig , Sax .] filly , fooliſh . Controverſy.

UNWITTING [of un and pictan , Sax. ] not knowing. Voi'sinage, Neighbourhood, Nearneſs.

UNWO'NTED (of un and punian , Sax. ) unaccuſtomed. VOL [in Heraldry] ſignifies both the Wings of

Unwo'rn (of un and pe ran, Six ] not worn . a Fowl.

UNWO'RTAINESS [of un pinsic and negye, Sax .) Un UN DEMI VOL [in Heraldry) fignifics one Wing.

deſervingneſs. See Wing.

UNWO'UND [of un and a pindan , Sax . ] not wound up . Vo'la , the Palm or Hollow of the Hand, I.

UNWO'UNDED [o un and pundian , Sax.] having receiv- Vola'cious (of volare, L.] apt or fit to fly.
ed no Wound . VO'LANT (volans, L.) flying.

To UNWRI'NKLE (of un and princlian , Sax .) to ſmooth Camp Vo'LANT, a Flying Camp, F.
out Wrinkles. Volant (in Heraldry] is when a Bird is drawn in a Coat

UwWRI'TTEN [of un and pritan, Sax .] not written. of Arms, Aying or having its Wings ſpread out.

UNWROU'GHT ( of un and peo rcian , Sax .) unworked. VOLARY, a large Bird - Cage, lo capacious that the Birds

To UnYo'ke [of un and geoc, Sax.] to ſet free from the have Room to fly about in it .

Yoke . Vola'tica , a Witch or Hag that is ſaid to fly in the

VOCABULARY ( vocabulaire, F. of L. ] a Word -Book , a Air.

little Dictionary containing a Collection of Words. VOLATICA [in Surgery ] a Tetter or Ring-Worm , a Sort

VO'CAL (vocalis, L.) of, or pertaining to the Voice . of Swelling attended with a Roughneſs of the Skin and

Vocal Muſick, that Muſick which is performed by much Itching.

the Voice only , Singing. VOLA'TICK [ volaticus, L. ) flying, fleeting, unconſtant.

Vocal Nerves (in Anat.) the recurrent Nerves, thoſe VO'LATILE (volatilis, L. ) that lies or can fly, airy,

which ſupplethe Muſcles of the Larynx. light.

VOCALE, Vocal Muſick , Ital. VOLATILE (with Chymifts] apt to fly or ſteam out in

Voca'lity ( vocalitas, L.) a vocal Quality : Vapours.

Vo'cally (of vocaliter, L. ) with the Voice . VOLATILE Spirit, a Salt diſſolved in a ſufficient Quantity

Vo'cal Ness ( vocalitas, L.) a vocal Quality: of Phlegm or Water.

Voca'tio in jus [in the Civil Law] is the ſame as a Sum- VOLATILE Spirit [of Sal Armoniack ] is a Compofition of
mons in the Common Law. Quick -lime or Salt of Tartar with Sal Armoniack.

VOCA'TiON, a Calling , an Employ, a Courſe of Life to VOLATILE Salt [of Animals a Saltdrawnfrom ſome Parts

which one is appointed, F. of L. of living Creatures, drawn much after the fame Manner as

VOCATION [ in Theology) the Grace or Favour which God the following

does any one in calling him out of the Way of Death , and VOLATILE Salt [of Vegetables) a Salt uſually drawn in a

putting him into the Way of Salvation. Retort from the Fruits and Seeds fermented and putrified ,

VOCATIVE Cafe (in Grammar] the fifth Caſe or State of which ſeems to be only the eſſential Salt driven up higher

Nouns, uſed in calling or ſpeaking to . and volatilized by the Spirits, during the Fermentation and

Voce in general, fignifies a Sound or Noiſe, but in Muſick Diftillation .

more particularly a human Voice, Ital. VOLATILES (volatilia, L.) living Creatures that fly in

VOCIFERA'Tio [old Law ] a Hue and Cry, an Outcry the Air as Birds do.

raiſed againſt a Malefactor, L. VO'LATILENE382 ( volatilité, F.) a volatile Nature, Fleet

VOCIFE'RATION , a Bawling or Crying out aloud, L. VOLATI'LITY Singneſs ; allo a Property of Bodies

Vogue, Eſteem , Credit , popular Applauſe ; alſo Repu . whoſe Particles are ape to evaporate with Heat .

tation , Sway. 8 S VO'LA
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flies away .

once.

VOLTA

VO'LATILIZNIC ( volatilizant, F. of L. ) making volatile. VOLUNTEERS, Gentlemen who, without having ang cen

VOLATILIZATION [in Chymiſtry) the Act of rendering tain Poft or Employ in the Army, go upon warlike Expedi

fixed Bodies volatile, or of reſolving them by Fire into a tions and run into Dangers only to gain Honour and Pre

a fine, ſubtile Vapour or Spirit, which eaſily diſſipates and ferment.

Volu'PTABLE ( voluptabilis, L.) delightful, pleaſurable."

No'Lens Vo'LENS , whether one will , or no , L. VOLU'PTABLENESS (of voluptasilis and nef ] Delightful

Vo'LERY . See Volary.
neſs.

VOLGI VAGANT (volgivagns, L.) pafing among the com- Volu'PTUARY (voluptuarius, L.) a voluptuous Perſon, or

mon People one given to ſenſual Pleaſures.

VOLITATION, a Flying or Fluttering about , L. VOLUPTI'Fick (voluptificus, L. ] making or cauſing Plea

VOLI'rion (in Philoſophy) the Act of willing, an A £t fure or Delight .

of the Mind, when it knowingly exerciſes that Dominion it VOLU'PTUOUS (voluptuofus, L. ) ſenſual, given to carnal

takes to itſelf over any Part of the Man, by employing ſuch Pleaſures or Delights.

a Faculty in or with -holding it from any particular Action .
VOLU'PTUOUSNESS [of voluptuofus and neſs) Senſuality ; a

Voʻlley , a great Shout. Giving one's ſelf up to carnal Pleaſures .

Vo'lley (prob. of voluntarius, L. willing , free ] a Dif- VOLU'TA [ volute, F. of volvendo, L. rolling] an Orna

change of Muſquets by a whole Company, &c. or a Party at ment of a Pillar.

VOLU'ta [in Architexture) is one of the principal Orna

Volse'LLA ? a Pair of Nippers or Tweezers, to pluck ments of Ionick and Compoſite Capitals,repreſenting a Kind

VULSE'LLAS up Hair by the Roots, L. of Bark , wreathed or twiſted into a ſpiral Scroll, or (as ſome

Volte ( in Horſemanſip) ſignifies a round or circular Tread. will have it) the Head -Dreſſes of Virgins in their long Hair.

Renvers’d VOLT (with Horſemen ) is a Tract of two Treads, There are in the Corinthian Capital cight Angular Voluta's;

which a Horſe makes with his Head to the Centre, and his and theſe are accompanied with eightother little Ones, callid

Croup out; ſo that he goes fide-ways upon a Walk, Trot, Helices.

or Gallop, and traces out a ſmall Circumference with his Volu'ta [in the Compoſite Order) are four in Number.

Shoulders , and a larger one with his Croup. VOLUTATION, a Rolling, Tumbling, or Wallowing , L.

Demi Volt, is a Demi-Round of one Tread or two , VO'LVUS (with Phyſicians a Diſeaſe called the Twiſting

made by a Horſe at one of the Angles of the Volt, or elſe at of the Guts, called alſo the Iliac Palion and Miſerere mei , L.

the End of the Line of the Paſſade ; ſo that being near the Vo'mer, a Plough ſhare or Coulter, L.

End of this Line, or elſe one of the Corners of the Volt, Vo'mer [ in Anatomy] a Bone ſeated in the Middle of the

he changes Hands to return by a Semi- circle, to regain the lower Part of the Noſe , and having Fleſh in the upper Side,

ſame Line. in which it receives the lower Edge of the Septum narium .

Voʻlta [in the Manage] a Volt, a bounding Turn . VO'MICA ( in Surgery ) an Impofthume or Boil, L.

2 [in Mu. Books] i.e. turn , or turn over a
VO'MICA (in Medicine ) a Diſeaſe in the Lungs, which

Volta'RE cauſes a ſmall Fever, attended with Relileſneſs and Lean

VOLTI S Leaf, Ital. neſs, C.

Voʻlti ſubito (in Mu. Books] turn over quick, Ital. VO'MICA, the Vomiting Nux-Nut, a Poiſon for Dogs and

Volti preſto, the ſame as the laſt, Ital. ſeveral other four- footed Animals whom it kills by exceſſive

Volti fi place, i. e , turn over if you pleaſe, Ital. Vomiting, L.

To make VoLTS 2 [in the Academies] fignifies to A VOMIT [ vomitus, and vomitivum , L.) a Potion

To manage upon Volts make a Gate of two Treads, by A Vo'mitive S to cauſe a Perſon to vomit ; alſo a Vo}
the Horſe going fide-ways round the Centre, in ſuch a miting or Caſting up .

Manner, that theſe two Treads make parallel Tracts , the VOMITIVENESS (ofvomitif , F. and neſ ] a Quality caufing

larger by the Fore - Feet, and the ſmaller by the Hinder-Feet, Vomiting.

the Croup approaching towards the Centre, and the Shoul T. VO'MIT [vomitare, L. ) to ſpue, to call or bring up.
ders bearing outwards. VO'MITORY [ vomitorius, L.] . cauſing or provoking Vo

DemiVolts, of the Length of a Horſe, are Semi-circles miting

of two Treads, which a Horſe traces in working ſide -ways, A VO'MITORY, a Medicine taken inwardly to provoke

the Haunches low , and the Head high , turning very narrow ; Vomiting.

ſo that having formed a Demi-Round, he changes the Hand Vopiscus, of Twins in the Womb, that which comes to

to make another , which is again followed by another Change perfect Birth , L.

of Hand, and another Demi-Round that croſſes the firſt, and VORA'CIOUS ( vorax, L.) ravenous, feeding greedily, im

may be compared to a Figure of 8 . moderate eating, gluttonous.
VOLU'Bilis [in Botany) the Herb With-Wind, Bind- Vora'City [ voracitas, L. voracité, F.] a greedy or

Weed, or RopeWeed, L. Vora'ciousness devouring Nature.

VORA'GI NOUS (voraginofus, L.] full of Gulphs and ſwal
VoʻLUBLENESS } [ volubilitas, L.) an Aptneſs to roll.

lowing Pits .

Vo'luble [volubilis, L.] that ſpeaks with great Fluentneſs, Vortex (according to theCarteſian Philoſophy ) is a Syſtem

nimble in Speech, having a rolling or round Pronunciation. of Particles of Air or Celeſtial Matter, moving round like

Vo'LUBLY [ volubiliter, L.) after a rolling eaſy Manner. a Whirl-pool, and having no void Interſtices or Vacuities be

VOLUBILITY ( volubilitas,L.) a quick and eaſy Utterance tween the Particles, and which carries the Planets about the

or Delivery in Speech or Pronunciation, Glibneſs, Fluentneſs, Sun , either ſwifter or flower, according as they are farther off,

or Nimbleneſs of Tongue. or nearer to its Centre, L.

Vo'lume ( volumen , of volvere, L. to roll ; becauſe the Vo'rtex [ in Meteorology) a ſudden, rapid, violent Mo.

Antients uſed to write on Rolls] a Book of a reaſonable Size tion of the Air in Gyres or Circles, L.

fit to be bound up by itſelf ; allo a Part of a large Book , F. VO'TARESS [uno devote, F. ] one who has bound herſelf

VO'LUME of Body [with Philoſophers) is that Space which to the Performance of ſome religious Vow.

is incloſed within its Superficies. A VO'TARY [votarius of votum , L.) one who has bound

VOLU'MINOUs, of a large Volume, bulky ; alſo conſiſting himſelf to the Performance of a religious Vow ; alſo one de
of ſeveral Volumes. voted or wholly given up to Love, Learning, & c.

VOLU'MINOUSNESS [of volumen and neſs) Bulkineſs, Large- To Vote ( voter, F.] to give one's Voice ; alſo to reſolve
neſs.

by the greater Number of Votes.

Volu'mus [i . e . we will] the firſt Word of a Clauſe in A Vote ( votum or vox, L. ) a Voice, Advice or Opinion

the King's Letters Patent and Writs of Protection , L. in Matters of Debate.

Volunt (for voluntas, L. ) in Law, is when the Tenant Votes ( vota, L. ) the Suffrages of an Affembly or Par

holds Lands or Tenements at the Will of the Leſſor or Lord liament .

of the Manour . VO'TING [votant, F. ] giving his Vote or Suffrage at the

VoʻLUNTARY (voluntarius, L.) free , that is done or ſuf- Election of a Magiſtrate, or Making a Law, &c.

jered without Compulfion or Force. Vo'tive ( votivus, L.) of, or belonging to a Vow .

A VoʻLUNTARY [in Mafick] that which a Muſician plays Vo'tive Medals (with Antiquaires) thoſe whereon the Vows

Extempore, according to his Fancy, at his beginning to play. of the People for the Emperors or Empreſes are expreffed.

VO'LUNTARINESS [of voluntaire, F. and ne ] the Doing To Vouch ( voucher, F.] to avouch or maintain, to affirm ,

2 Thing voluntarily, or without Conſtraint. to warrant ; alſo to challenge a Thing.

Volunti'er (miles voluntarius, L. ] one that liſts himſelf To Vouch (in Law ] is to call one into Court to make
før a Soldier. good his Warranty .
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To Vouch for ore, is to paſs his Word for him . Lady in an azure Robe, having her Head adorned with a

Vouche'r , a Perſon vouched at Law, or a Perſon who is Coronet of bright Stars , and holding in her Right Hand the

to warrant or vouch for another, who in reſpect hereof is Celeſtial Globe, and the Terreitrial in her Left.
'called a Voucher.

URACHUS [in Anar.] a membranous Canal in a Fæt:rs, pro

Vouche'r [ in Law) the Tenant who calls another Perſon ceeding from the Bottom of the urinary Bladder, thro the

into Court, bound to warranty him, and either to defend Navel to the Placenta, along with the Umbilical Veſſels, of

the Right againſt the Demandant, or to yield himn other Lands, which it is accounted one.

& c. to the Value . URANO'scopist, one who obſerves the Courſe of the

Foreign VOUCHER [in Law ) is when the Tenant being im- heavenly Bodies , an Aftronomer.

pleaded in a particular Juriſdiction, as at London or elſewhere, URANO'S COPY ( Ou Egrooxoma,of 'Cuegros, the Heavens ,

vouches one to Warranty, and prays he may beſummoned and oxOTÓW , Gr. to view ] Aftronomy, a contemplating the
in ſome other County out of the Juriſdiction of that Court. heavenly Bodies.

Voucher, a Ledger-Book , or Book of Accompts, where- URBANE (urbanus, L.) courteous, civil .

in are entered the Warrants for the Accomptant's Diſcharge. URBANITY ? (urbanitas, L. ) Courteſy, Civility, civil

Vou'CHING ( vouchant, F.) affirming, warranting. URBA'Neness Behaviour, good Manners or Breeding.

To Vouchsafe, to condeſcend, to be pleaſed to do a Thing. U'RBANISTS, a ſort of Nuns .

To VOUCHSAFE (with Divines) to grant graciouſly. URCEOL A'R is Herba (with Botan . ) the Herb Feverfets or

Vouchsa'FING (ofvouchant, of voucher, and fauf, F.) con- Pellitory of the Wall.

deſcending, graciouſly granting . U'RCHIN [incing, Sax .) a little ſhort Boy or Girl ; alſo a

VOUSSOIRS ( in Architect.) the Stones that form the Arch, F. Hedge-Hog.

To Vow ( covere, L.) to make a Vow, to proteſt or ſwear Sea -U'RCHIN , a Filh ſo called , becauſe it is round and full

folemnly. of Prickles like a Land- Hedge- Hog rolled up.

A Vow (votum, L.] a religious Promiſe, a ſolemn Proteſta- URCHIN -LIKE Rind [in Botan .) the outward Husk of the

tion . Cheſnut, ſo called becauſe all ſet with Prickles.

Vo'wel ( voyelle, F. vocalis, L.) Letters that have a Sound URDAE (in Heraldry ] as a Croſs Urde, is a

of themſelves without a Conſonant. Croſs that terminates in theManner of a Lozenge,

VOYAGING ( vageant, F.) traveling or going by Sea . as in the Eſcutcheon .

Voyage, a Paſling bySea from one Country or Place to ano URE [ of ufura , L. Uſe ] Uſe, Cuſtom .

ther ; alſo the Profit gained by going to Sea ; as we ſay ſuch Ure Ox, a wild Ox or Buffle.

an one made a good Voyage, F. Ure'do, the Blaſting of Trees, &c. L.

To VoY'AGE (voyager, F.) to travel but eſpecially by Sea . Ure'do (in Medicine) the Itch or Burning in the Skin , L.

A VoY'AGER [voyageur, F.) a Traveller, but eſpecially Ure'ntia (with Phyſicians] Medicines of a burning Qua

one who goes by Sea.

Up [ up, Sax.) aloft, high, above. U'RETERS (of oughToges, Gr . ] Veſſels, being two Con

To UPBRAI'D ( up-gebnæban, Sax.) to twit or hit in the duits or Pipes, that convey the Urine from the Reins to the
Teeth, to reproach, to revile. Bladder.

UPBRAIDING (ofup-geb pædan , Sax .] twitting,reproaching. URE'THRA ( óughtes, Gr. ] the urinary Paſſage or Pipe

To UPHO'LD [opholder ,Dan.) to ſupport or maintain , to through whichthe Urine paſſes from the Bladder to the End

favour. of the Penis.

UPHO'LDING [ of opholder , Dan. ) ſupporting, maintain- URB'TICKS , the ſame as Diureticks.

ing; alſo favouring. To URGE (urgere, L. ) to move or preſs earneſtly ; to pro

UPHO'LSTERER [prob. of bolderer, q. d. a Maker of voke, anger, or vex ; to inſiſt upon in Diſcourſe, to follow a
Bolſters] one who makes Beds and Chamber -Furniture. Perſon cloſe in Diſpute.

U'PLAND,high Ground, in oppoſition to ſuch as is mooriſh , U'RCENTLY , with Urgency.

marſhy or low . U'RGENTNESS [of urgers, L. and neſs) preſſing Importu

UPLA'NDER, a Highlander, one who dwells in the higher nity , Earneftneſs.

Parts of a Country , a Mountaineer. t'rsm and Thummim (O'Oni1918 , i.e. Lights and

UPLA'NDISH of(up and land, Sax .] belonging to the Up- Perfections) the Name of an Ornament belonging to the

Lands or High -Grounds. Habit of Aaron , and the High -Prieſt of theJews, by Vertue

U PO'N [uppan , Sax .] over , G. whereof he gave Oracular Anſwers to the People. For their

U'PPER (uger, Sax.] ſuperior, or higher in Place. High - Prieſtsconſulted God in the moſt important Affairs of

UPPERMOST ( u.kermoge, Sax. ) the higheſt in Place . the Common -Wealth , and received Anſwers by Urim .

U'PPISH (of uppan, Sax .) elevated. QI918 fignifies Lights or Explanationſ, and ſome ſup

U'PPISHNESS , Elevatedneſs. poſe themto be the antient Teraphims or little human Fi

Urricht (with Architets] a Repreſentation or Draught gures which the Prieſt carried, hid, in the Fold of his Robe
of the Front of a Building. or Gown. The Word on ſignifies Perfections, and the

UPRI'GHT [oprietig, Dan.] ſet or ſtanding up ſtrait, con . Septuagint tranſlates it Truts. Diodorus Siculus relates that

trary to lying along or ſitting ; alſo fincere, honeſt, juſt. the Egyptians had alike Cuſtom in uſe among them , their prin

U'PRIGHT (with Heralds] is a Term uſed of cipal Miniſter of Juſtice carrying an Image of precious Stones

Shell- Fiſhes, when they ſtand ſo ina Coat of about his Neck, which was called Trutb. Others take them

Arms; for, becauſe they want Fins, they cannot to be the twelve precious Stones in the Breaſt- Plate of the

properly be ſaid to be Hauriant, becauſe that High - Prieſt, which ſhone like a Flame of Fire.

Term properly belongs to ſcaly Fiſhes. See the U'RINAL [urinale, F.] a Glaſs or Veffel to receive or

Eſcutcheon. contain Urine, F.

U'PRIGHTLY, after an honeſt, ſincere Manner; alſo ſtrait- URINARIA fiftula, the Urine-Pipe, L.

ly crected . U'RINARY [urinarius, L. d'Purine, F.] pertaining to

U'PRIGHTNESS [of opzietig, Dan. and meſs] Sincerity, Urine.

Honeſt heartedneſs ; alſo ſtrait Standing. URINA'Tion, a Diving or Swimming under Water, L.

UP-Ri'SING [of up and apiyan , Sax .) a Getting up . U'RINE (urine, F. of urina, L. of segr, Gr. ] a ſerous

U'PROAR ( prob. ofoproer, Du.] a great Noiſe, Tumult, Excrement of the Body, diſcharged through the Penis. By

Riot, Hurly -burly , E. Chymical Writersit is expreſs'd by this Character o

U'P SHOT (9. d. the Shor is up, i. e. all is in, and all is paid, Ú'RINES (in Falconry ] Nets for the catching of Hawks.

as the Reckoning at an Ale - houſe or Tavern ) the End or Iſſue U'Rinous [urinojus, L.] of, belonging to , or partaking of

of an Affair. the Nature ofUrine ; alſo full of Urine.

UP -SIDE [of up and yide, Sax .) the higher Side. Urinous Salt (with Chymiſts] all Sorts of volatile Salts

UPSITTING (of up and rittan, Sax . ) a Sitting -up , the drawn frøm Animals, or any other Subſtances which are

Time of a Lying-in Woman's Sitting up. contrary to Acids.

U'pstart (prop. of up and farren , Teur. or up and run- U'RiNOUSNESS (ofurinojus,L.and neſs) an urinous Quality.

nan, Sax .] one of mean Birth or little Fortune, grown URN (urna, L. ) a Water-Pitcher.

wealthy on a ſudden , and who behaves himſelf inſolently. URNA [with the Romans] a Veſfel uſed to draw out of it

U'PWARD (up -peand, Sax .) towards the upper Parts; al- the Names of thoſe who were firſt to engage at the publick

ſo more ſpoken ofTime, Quantity, & c. Plays ; alſo into which they threw Notes, by which they

URA'NIA [of degrus, Gr. Heaven ) the Daughter of Juo gave their Votes in publick Aſſemblies and Courts of

piter and Mnemoſyne (according to the Poets) to whom isat. Juſtice.

tributed the Invention of Aftronomy. Urn,a Roman Meaſure containing about eight Gallons

URA'NIA (in Painting, & c.] is repreſented as a beautiful and a half .
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UROCRI'TICA (with Phyſicians] Signs which are obſerv- USQUEBAU'GH [ i . e. aqua vita , Iriſh ] an Irije diſtilla

ed froin Urine , L. Spirit or Cordial.

UROCRITE'R rum [of buggy Urine , and xeniecov, Gr. ] U'stion, a Burning, L.

a Caſting of Waters, a Giving a Judgment on the Diſeaſes USTION [in Pharmacy] the Preparing certain Subſtances or

bythe sight of the Urine . Ingredients by burning them, L.

U'ROMANCY ( öveguarnia , of juegy Urine, and partzia , Ustion (with Surgeons] a Burning or Searing with

Gr. Divination] the Gueſſing at the Nature of a Diſeaſe by a hot Iron.

the Urine. U'sual ( uſuel, F.) common, ordinary, cuſtomary.

URO'scopy ( of fuegy and oxoniw , Gr. to view] an In- U'AU ALNESS [of uſuel, F. and nef ] Frequentneſs, Com.

ſpection of Urines, commonly called Caſting of Waters. monneſs, & c.

U'RRAY (in Coal-Mines) a Sort of blue or black Clay, USUCA'PTION [in the Civil Law ] an Acquiſition of the

which lies next the Coals , and is uſed in dunging Land . Property of a Thing by a Poffeflion and Enjoyment thereof,

U'RSA , a She- bear, L. for a certain Term of Yearspreſcribed by Law .

URSAminor (in Affron.] the leſſer Bear, a Northern Con- USUFRU'CTUARY [ uſu fructuarius, L.) one who has the

ftellation, conſiſting of eight Stars ; but according to Mr. Uſe and Profit of a Thing, but not the Property and

Flamſtead of fourteen. It is alſo called King Charles's Right.

Wain, L. USUFRU'ctus in the Civil Law ) is the Enjoyment or

Ursa major, Hefiod tell us ſhe was the Daughter of Lycaon , U'OUFRUIT S Poſſeſſion of any Effect, or the Right of

and dwelt in Arcadia, and was ſo devoted to the Study of receiving the Fruits and Profits of an Inheritance or other

Hunting as to be one of the Companions of Diana in rang- Thing, without the Faculty of alienating or damaging the

ing the Mountains. And that after ſhe had been debauch'd Property thereof, L.

by Jupiter , the concealed it from the Goddeſs; but her Belly U'surer CuJurier, F.) a Lender upon Uſury, & c.

growing big, the being near her Time, Diana diſcovered it, Usu'RIOUS [Ljurarius, L.] of, pertaining to, or practi

as ſhe was bathing herſelf, and being angry at her transformd ſing Uſury .

her into a Bear, and he brought forth Arcas. And that ſhe, USU'RIOUSNESS [of ufurarius, L. and neſs] an uſurious or

wandering on the Mountains , was found by ſome Shepherds extortioning Quality or Diſpoſition.

and brought to her Father Lycaon together with her Infant for USURIOUS Contrast [in Law ] a Bargain or Contract where

a Preſent. Some Time after the entered the Temple of by a Man is obliged to pay more Intereit for Money than the

Jupiter, which was unlawful for her to do ; and when her Statute allows.

Son Arcas and the Arcadians follow'd her to kill her, for To Usu'rp (ufurpare, L.] to take or ſeize
upon

violating the Law , Jupiter, mindful of the Converſation he violently.

had had with her, ſnatch'd her away and placed her among USURPA'TION, the Act of Uſurping, theunjuſt Poſſeſſion of

the Stars, and call d her Urſa, on account of what had hap- another Man's Property, gained by Violence againit Right
pened. and Equity, L.

Ursa major (in Affron .] the great Bear, a Conſtellation in USURPATION [in Law] the Enjoyment of a Thing for

the Northern Hemiſphere, containing,ſome ſay ,35,others 56, Continuance of Time or receiving the Profits thereof.

but according to the Britannick Catalogue 215 Stars. UsU'RPER [uſurpator, L. ufurpeur, F.] one who wrongfully
U'RSULINES, an Order of Nuns, which obſerve the Rule ſeizes that which is the Rightof another.

of St. Auguftine. USU'R PING (ufurpans, L. ufurpant, F.) a wrongful Taking

U'RTICA [in Botan . ] a Nettle , L. that which is another's Right.

Urtico'se (urticolus, L.] full of Nettles. U'SURY [uſuré, F. of uſura, q . ufus æris, L.] the Money,

Us (uy, Sax .) we. & c. taken more than the Principal'lent, the Intereſt, Gain,

U'SAGE, Cuſtom , common Practice, Faſhion , Way , Ha- or Profit, which ſuch a Perſon makesof his Money or Effects

bit ; alſo Treatment, Entertainment . by lending the ſame ; or it is an Increaſe of the Principal

USAGE [in a Law - Senſe] the ſame as Preſcription. exacted for the Loan thereof ; in an ill Senſe, an exorbitant

Usance [in Commerce) the Space of Time between any Intereſt for Money lent, and inore than the Law allows.

Day ofone Month, and the ſame Day of the next following, U'Tas [in Law ] the eighth Day following any Term or

which Time is generally allow'd among Merchants for the Feſtival, as the Uras of St. Hilary, & c.

Payment of a Sum of Money expreſſed in a Bill of Exchange , Ute'nsil (utenfle, L. ) any Thing that ſerves for Uſe ;
after it has been accepted. allo a neceſſary Implement or Tool.

U'sANCE double [in Commerce) is the Space of two ſuch Utensils (in Milit. Affairs) are ſuch Necelaries which
Months allowed on the fame Account. every Hoft is to furniſh a Soldier whom he quarters with, viz.

TO USE [of ujer, F. or ujum , L.] to employ , to make a Bed with Sheets, a Pot, Glaſs, or Cup, a Diſh, a Place at

Uſe of. the Fire, and a Candle.

Use [ufus, L.) the Employing or the Enjoyment of Ajcenfio UTERI (in Medicine] the Riſing of the Mother, L.

Thing ; alſo Cultom , Practice, Exerciſe ; alſo Advantage, Procidentia Uteri [in Medicine] a Diſeaſe, the Falling of

Service ; alſo the Intereſtof Money . the Womb.

Use [in a Laev - Senſe] the Profit of Lands and Tenements, UTERI'NE (uterinus, L. ) pertaining to the Womb.

eſpecially that part of the Habendum of a Deed or Conveyance, Uterine Brother, a Brother or Siſter by the ſame Venter,

which expreſſes to what Benefit the Perſon ſhall have the Éſtate. but not by the ſame Father.

Use and Cuſtom [in ant . Law ] is the ordinary Method Uteri'ne Fury [in Phyfick] a Kind of Madneſs, attended

of acting or proceeding in any Caſe, which by Length of with laſcivious Speeches and Geſtures and an invincible In
Time has obtained the Force of a Law . clination to Venery.

USEFUL [of ufus, L. and full neceſſary for Uſe, com- U'Terus [in Anat.] the Matrix or Womb of a Woman,

modious , & c. or that Organ of Generation wherein the Buſineſs of Concep

U'SEFUL NESS [of uſe, of ufus and fulneſs ] Profitable- tion is performed, and wherein the Embryo or Fætus is
nels, Esc. lodged, fed , and grows, during the Time of Geſtation,

U'ser de Aktion [in Law) is the Purſuing of an Action in till its Delivery .

the proper County, UTFANGTHEFB [ut-Kang - 8c0y, Sax .) an antient Privi .

Uses andCuſtoms [in MaritimeAfairs) are certain Maxims, lege a Lord of a Manour had of puniſhing a Thief who had

Rules, or Uſages, which make the Bale or ground Work of committed Theft out of his Liberty, if taken within his Fee.

Maritime Juriſprudence, by which the Policy of Navigation U'TIBLE (utibilis, L.) that may be uſed.

and Commerce of the Sea are regulated . UTILITY [utilisas, L. ] Uſefulneſs, Benefit, Advantage,

U'sher [huillier, F.) an Under-Maſter of a School ; alſo Profit.

an Officer that attends on great Perſons. UTLAGA'T10 [ ola Law ] an Outlawry.

Gentleman- Usher , an Officer who waits upon a Lady or UTLAGATO capiendo [in Law )a Writ for the apprehending
Perſon of Quality . a Man who is outlawed in one County and flies into another, & c.

U'sher [of the Black Rod] is the Gentleman -Ufer to the U'TLAGH (utlaga, Sax. ) an outlaw'd Perfon.
King, the Houſe of Lords, and the Knights of the Garter ; UNLAW'R Y 2 a Puniſhinent for ſuch as , being legally cal
and keeps the Door of the Chapter- Houſe, when a Chapter OUTLAW'RYS led, do contemptuouſly refuſe to appear ,
of the Order is fitting. after ſeveral Writs iſſued out againſt them, with an Exigent

USHERS [of the Exchequer] are four Perſons who attend and a Proclamation thereupon awarded.
the chicf Officers and Barons of the Court at Weſtminſter ; as U'TLEPE (in Law ] a Flight or Eſcape made by Thieves

allo Juries , Sheriffs, Accomptants , &c. at the Pleaſure or Robbers .
of the Court.

U'TMOST Cuttepimeyt , Sax .) the greateſt Power or Abi

To Usher in, is to introduce or bring in . lity ; alſo the fartheit Diſtance, &C.

USHER - SHIP, the Office of an Uſher . Uto'ria (ĉu tonia , Gr. q. d . a fine Place) a fiĉtitious well
U'SNEA (with Phyſicians) a Kind of green Moſs , which governed Country deſcribed by Sir Thomas More
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T. U'TTER (of utten , Sax. ) to pronounce or ſpeak forth ; UU'LGARNESS (vulgaritas, L. ] Commonnels, Meanneſs,

alſo to vend or fell Warés. Lowneſs.

UTTER -BARRISTERS, outer Barriſters, are ſuch Candidates, VULGA'TISSIMUS a , um [in Botan. Writ . ] moſt com

as by reaſon of their long Study andgreat Induſtry beſtow'd upon mon , L.

the Knowledge of the Common Law , are called out of their VU'LNERABLE [of vulnerare, L. ) that may be wounded.

Contemplation to Practice, and in to the View of the World VU'LNERABLEN
ESS [of vulnerare, L. able and 12eſs] Capa

to take upon them the Protection and Defence of Clients . bleneſs of being wounded.

U'TTERABLE (of usten, Sax . and able ] capable of being VU'LNERARY [ vulnerarius, L.) of, or pertaining to ; alſo

uttered . good to heal Wounds .

U'TTEREST [utterest, Sax. ] the moſt outward, the A VU'LNERARY [medicamentum vulnerarium , L. ) a Medi

moſt diftant or fartheſt off. cine proper for healing Wounds .

U'TTERANCE (of utten , Sax.) a Delivery , Manner of VULNERATION, a Wounding, L.

Speaking ; alſo the sale of Commodities. UULNERO'SE ( vulnerofus, L.] full of Wounds.

U'TTERING (of utten ,Sax.) ſpeaking forth ; alío vending VULNIFICK (pulnificus, L.) making or cauſing Wounds .
Wares . VU'LNUS , a Wound, Sore, or Hyrt, L.

U'TTERLY [utteplic, Sax.] totally, to all Intents and VULPIN AP.Y [oulpinaris, L. ] of, or pertaining to a Fox

Purpoſes. crafty , ſubtle, wily .

ÜÄTTERMOST [uztenmoyt , Sax .) the fartheſt, the moſt Vulpi'ne ( vwipinas, L.) the ſame as Vulpinary.
extreme. VULTUO'SE [valtuoſius , L.) lofty in " Look, haughty ,
Uva , a Grape, L. looking big.

Uvea membrana 2 [in Anat.) the third Tunic or Mem- VU'LTURE ( vulturius, L.) a Bird of Prey .

Uvea tunica 3 brane of the Eye, thus called, as re- VULTURE ( Hieroglyphically) was by the Egyptiansuſed to

ſembling a Grape-Stone ; a Skin or Coat of the Eye having a repreſent Nature ; they having this Notion, that this Bird

Hole inthe fore Part, ſo as to leave a Space for the Apple of does not conceive, according to the uſual Manner, by copula
the Eye ; the outward Surface of it is of divers Colours, and ting with a Male, being all Females ; and that they brought

is named Iris, and this cauſes the Difference in Perſons Eyes, forth Eggs by receiving into their Bodies the Northern" or
as to Colours , as black, grey , &c. L. Weſtern Wind, which cauſed them preſently to conceive .

The Vulture was alſo an Emblem of Mercy ; for the NatuUVIGERA } [in Anar.] the ſameas Uvrula, L.
raliſis ſay, that ſhe never ſeeks any Prey, nor flies from her

VULCAN [ lo called of voland, flying, and candens growing Neſt, until the young Ones come to a conſiderable Bigneſs, and

hot, or of majore vi ignis, and fulgere, q. Fulganus, Varro] in the mean timenouriſhes them with her Blood, which they

according to the Poets , was the God of Fire, was the Son of ſuck out of her Thighs and Breaſt .

Jupiter, by his Wife Juno, but being very deformed , when VULTURI'NE (vulturinns, L. ) of, or pertaining to a Vul

Jupiter ſaw how ill-Mapen and ugly he was, he kick’d him ture ; of the Nature of a Vulture , rapacious .

down from Heaven and by falling upon the Earth ; the poor Vu'lva (with Phyſicians] the Uterus, the Womb or Ma

Babe broke one of his Legs, whereof he halted ever after. trix ; alſo the Womb, Pallage, or Neck of the Womb, c.
But Thetis and the Nymphs took Pity of lim , and nurs’d him L.

up : And when he came to be of Years he follow'd the Trade Vulva cerebri [in Anat.] an oblong Furrow between the

ofa Blackſmith , and wrought for the reſt of the Gods, eſpe- Eminces or bunching out Parts of the Brain, L.
cially for Jupiter, for whom he made Thunder -bolts. For U'vula [in Anat. ] a round, ſoft, ſpongeous Body, like

that Purpoſe he had ſeveral Forges or Shops in the Iſles of the End of a Child'sFinger, ſuſpended from the Palate near

Lemnos, Lipara, and in Mount Ætna. He had Alliſtants or the Foramina of the Noſtrils, perpendicularly over the Glot

Journey -men that were called Cyclops, becauſe they had buttis, L.

one great Eye in the Middle of their Forehead ; the moſt UVUL A Spoon [in Surgery] an Inſtrument to be held juſt

noted of which were Brontes, Sterepes, and Pyracmon. Vulcan under the Uvula with Pepper and Salt in it , to be blown up

had two Wives, Aglaia and Venss; but Venushad no Kindneſs into the Hollow behind the ſame.
for him , by reaſon of his Deformity, and therefore ſought UvULARIA (with Botan. ) the Herb Horſe- Tongue.

Satisfaction ſomewhere elſe, and readily accepted of the Em- U'xor, a Wife.

braces of Mars: ButApollo gave Notice of their Meeting to Uxo'r 100s [uxoriofus, L. ] over - fond of or doting upon

Vulcan ,who found a way to ſurprize Mars in the Embraces
a Wife.

of his Wife, and ſpreading his Net all over the Place caught Uxo'r IOUSNESS [of uxorius, L. and nef ] Over-fondneſs

them together; and to put them to the greater Shame he ſent of, a Wife.

for all the Gods to be Witneſſes of their Diſhoneſty and his Uxo'rium (among the Romans) a Mulet or Forfeit paid for
Diſhonour. not Marrying; allo Money exacted by Way of Fine from thoſe

To Vulcan is aſcribed the Making the Chariot of the Sun who had no Wives.

and the Armour of the Gods and the Heroes . His Feaſts To Vye, to ſtrive, to equal, or out-do another.

were named Protervia , in which the Romans ran about with U'ziFur (with Cbymiſts] Cinnabar made of Sulphur and

lighted Torches in Hononr of him . Mercury.

At the Foot of Mount Ætna there was a Temple erected , A Deſcription of the ORRER Y.

and a Grove planted in Honour of him, which was kept by ORRERY, The Name of a late invented Machine which

a Dog, who it is faid ) would tear the Vicious in Pieces (if repreſents the Solar Syſtem , according to Copernicus, in which

they offered to approach ) but would fawn upon ſuch as were the Sun in the Center his a Motion about his own Axis , and

virtuous and good. about him all the Primary and Secondary Planets perform

By Vulcan is underfood to be meant natural Heat ; and their Annual and Diurnal Motions in their reſpective Orbits ,

therefore the Egyptians, in their Hieroglyphicks, repreſented by the Turningof the Handle at H.

Vulcan, by an Eggproceeding outof the Mouth of Jupiter. The firſt of thoſe Orrery's was made by the famous Me

There were ſeveral Vulcans :The firſt was the Son of Cæ- chanic, Mr. Graham , Watch-Maker in Fleet- ſtreet, London,

lus, the ſecond of Nilus, named Otas, the third of Jupin who was encouraged by a Noble Lord , whoſe Title the Ma

ter and Juno, and the fourth the Son of Mænalius, who chine bears. There has been ſeveral of them made, of which

dwelt near Sicily, in the Iſlands called Vulcanie Injula . ſome only had the Sun , Earth , and Moon, thoſe only re

The Antients painted him in a ſcarlet Robe, having an preſented the Annual and Diurnal Motion of the Earth, the

Anvil ſtanding by him . Change of the Seaſons, and the Encreaſe and Decreaſe of the

VULCA'NIAN (vulcanius, L. ] of, or pertaining to Vulcan. Days and Nights , with the Revolution of the Moon about the

VULCA'no , a Name given to thoſe Mountains that belch Earth, and her various Aſpects, together with the Nature of

or vomit out Fire, Flame , Ashes, Cinders, Stones , & c. ſo the Eclipſes of the Sun and Moon : Again , there were o

called after Vulcan the poetical God of Fire . ther Orreries made, which had the two inferior Planets,

VU'LGAR (vulgaris, L.] common , ordinary, general ; viz . Mercury and Venus, as alſo the Earth andMoon, which
alſo low , baſe , mean , vile . by Turning of the Handle, deſcribe their Orbits in their

The VU'LGAR [rulgas, L. le vulgaire, F. ] the common reſpective periodical Times , and repreſent their various AC
People, the Mob, the Rabble. pects. But thoſe which are the moſt compleat, have all the

VULGAR Tranſlation of the Bible, called alſo the Vulgate, Planets both Primary and Secondary , as is repreſented in

an antient Latin Tranſlation of the Bible , and the only one Fig. 1. In which S repreſents the Sun placed in the Cen

the Church of Rome acknowledges authentick ; it was tranſla- ter of this our Solar Syſiem , tho’in Nature, he is not exactly

ted verbatim from the Septuagint. in the Center, for it is obſerved , that the Orbits of the

Vulgar Fractions [ in Arith .] ordinary or common Frac- Planets are Ellipſes, and that the Sun is one of the Focuſes

tions , ſo called in Diſtinction to Decimal Fractions. of thoſe Ellipſes: But when ſuch a vaſt Expanſion asour

Vulga'r is , e . [in Botan . Writ. ] common , L. Solar Syſtem is reduc'd to ſuch a ſmall Figure as the Orrery ,

VU'LGARLY [ vulgariter, F. ) ordinarily, meanly, barely , 8 U then
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then the Orbits may be made Circles without any conſidera- without any Night, while the South Pole had all Night with

ble Error.
out any Rays of the Lamp to repreſent Day, and while the

Next to the Sun is the Orbit of Mercury, and nextto that Earth inoves thro’ the fix Northern Signs, the ſame Phæno

the Orbit of Venus; the firſt is repreſented by the Ball at m, mena will happen to thoſe in the South Side of the Equator,

in Fig . 1. and the laſt by that at v, which in the Machine as did to thoſe Inhabitants on the North Side thereof, when

are repreſented by two Silver Balls on two Wiers. the Earth was in the Southern Signs. The Lamp is contrived

Next to the Orbit of Venus, is the Orbit of our Earth , to be carried about with the Annual Plate, by which it re

which in the Orrery , is repreſented by a Silver Plate, on preſents the Courſe of Nature ſo as to emit Rays of Light,

which the Signs of the Zodiac, the Degrees of the Ecliptic, and to inlighten that Side of Terrella which is turned towards

and the Days of each Month are drawn, and in Fig. 1. is re- it, while the oppoſite Side of the Terrella is in darkneſs.

preſented by the Circle o o o 0, and the Earth is repreſented While the Earthis carry'd round the Sun by 365 Turns of
by an Ivory Ball placed upon an Axis in Fig. 1. at t, ſo as to the Handle, Mercury is carry'd round the Sun in 88 Turns of

make an Angle with the Plane of theHorizon of 66 ; De- the Handle , and Venus in 244 Turns, which repreſents, that

grees , that is , it declines from being Vertical 23 Degrees the Lengthof the Yearin Mercury is equal to 88 of our Days,

equal to the Angle made by the Interſection of the Ecliptic and theLength of the Year in Venus to 224 of our Days ;

and Equator. About the Ivory Ball there is a Silver Circle, as the Planets are divided into Primary and Secondary, ſo

which is placed ſo as to inclineto the Earth's Orbit in an An- likewiſe they are divided into Inferior and Superior : The

gle of 8 Degrees, which repreſents the Orbit of the Moon ; Primary Planets are thoſe that revolve about the Sun as tho

and in Fig. 1. is repreſented by the Circle 111, and the Center of their Motions, and the Secondary thoſe that re

Moon is repreſented by a Silver Ball as at I cver one half of volve about, or attend ſome of the Primary Planets.

the Moon ; there is a Cape, which as the Moon goes round The Inferior Planets are Mercury and Venus, whoſe Perio

the Earth by the Turning of the Handle at H, the Cape dical Times we have already compared with that of our
ſerves to repreſent the Moon's Phaſes as they appear, when Earth ; the Superior Planets are Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn ,

obſerved by the Inhabitants of this Earth. Before we pro- whoſe Periodical Times, compared with that of our Earth,

ceed to deſcribe the reſt of the Orbits of the Planets , it will ſtands thus : Mars next, without our Earth perform his Re

be neceſſary to conſider ſome of the Phenomena , which the volution about the Sun in 687 Turns of the Handle, and is

Orrery repreſents of thoſe Bodies already named ; and in reperſented in Fig 1. at M.

order thereto, it is to be obſerved , that by the Turning the Jupiter in 4332 Turns of the Handle at H performs his

Winch or Handle at H, the Planets are all put in Motion, Revolution which agrees to 4332 Revolutions of our Earth

and that one Turn of that Handleis equal to one Diurnal about its own Axis ; and laſt of all, Saturn in 10759 Turns
Revolution of the Earth upon its Axis, and by which the of the Handle compleats his Revolution, which is the Length

Succeſſion of Day and Night is moſt beautifully repreſented ; of the Saturnian Year, and when compared with that of ours,

as alſo , the Variety that exhifts on our Earth of the Sun, is about 30 of our Years ; Jupiter is repreſented in Fig 1. at

continuing always riſing to ſome Meridians,ſetting to others, I, and Saturn at K. Theſe Primary Planets, by the Turning
and that there is a continued Seriſes of Mid -day and Mid- of the Handle at H, deſcribe their Orbit in the Times above

night to the ſeveral Inhabitants of this Earth ; for the Earth mentioned, which in ſome Degree, NewstheBeauty of the

turning about on its Axis from Weft to Eaſt, makes the Sun Contrivance, and the Exactneſs of the Numbersby which

appear to paſs fromEaſt to Weft in the ſame time ; and as the the Wheels and Pinions are made to repreſent Naturein ſome

Sun, by being on theMeredian of any Płace, makes Mid- day of themoſt ſurprizing Phenomena, that the Mind of Man

on that Meridian, and the general Horizon, which ſeperates haş hitherto been capable to account for, and to reduce to

the inlightned from the darkned Hemiſphere, reaches 90 De- Calculation ; but when we conſider that the ſameMachine

grees round that Point where the Sun is Vertical ; therefore, likewiſe has the Motions of the Secondary Planets as they

as the Earth turns round from Weft to Eaſt, the Sun will move about their Primaries.s as alſo how thoſe Bodies eclipſe
proceed from the Eaſtern to the Weſtern Meridians, and ſo one another, and the Time and Place that the Inhabitants of

inake acontinual Succeſſion of Mid-day over all the Globe, thoſe Globes will be depriv'd either of the Light emitted

as may plainly be ſeen byturning the Handle H,and that all from the Lucid Body, or of the reflected Light from the

the 24 Hours of our Day, exiſts always to different Me. Opake Bodies ; whentheſe with a valt manyother Pheno
ridians on the Globe ; Again , while the Earth revolves once mena are -conſidered , which the Orrery repreſents exact as

round its own Axiswhich is called its Diurnal Motion, it in the Infinite Contriver of the Univerſe has made them to ap

that time is carried forward aboutone Degree in its Orbit pear in Nature, it muſt then be eſteemed as the moft beauti

round the Sun, which is called its Annual Motion, and when ful Production of the Mechanical Arts.

the Sun is in Aries, it is evident that the Sun will appear in Fig. 3. Repreſents that Part ſeparate, which contains the

oppoſite Point of the Ecliptic, and the Earth's general Orbit of the Earth and Moon . The Figure is raiſed from a
Horizon, which ſeperates the inlightned from the darkned Geometrical Plane without any Diminution of the Parts by

Hemiſphere, coincides with both Poles , and divides the E- Perſpective, that the Nature of it may the better appear :
quator and all its Parallels equally as is repreſented in Fig 2 . This Figure ſerves to explain the Nature of Eclipſes, for by

where the Lamp repreſents the Sun in the Orrery , which by the Conſtruction of the Machine, the Sun at s, and the

the Means of a Convex Glaſs, caſts a ſtrong Light upon the Earth at T, and T, have their Centers exactly at the ſame

Terrella, (the Room being darkned) and when the Earth is Height above the Place they ſtand on , while thé Moon's Or

in Aries or Libra, the Rays of the Lamp will enlighten one bit O P Q R is inclined to that Plane ; therefore the Parts

half of the Equator, and of each of its Parallels, and the of the Moon's Orbit will be in ſome Places higher above the

Horizon,which ſeperates the inlightned from the darkned He. Plane than the Earth's Center, and in ſome Places lower as

iniſphere, paſſes thro' both the Poles as it is repreſented at P , in the Figures ; being higheſt at 0, and loweſt at P. Now

Fig. 2. and as the Equator and all its Parallels are equally di- the Moon's Orbit being carried along with the Earth round

vided by the general Horizon , therefore the Day will be e. the Sun, changes its Poſition perpetually ; ſo that the loweſt

qual to the Night over the whole Globe ,, when the Earth is and higheſt Points of it , О and P, are ſometimes in a Line
inone of thoſe two Points of Aries and Lijra, as will evi- palling to the Sun , and ſometimes in a quite contrary Pofition,
dently appear , by turning the Handle once round, and as the as is repreſented in Fig. 3. thence it comes to paſs, that

Earth moves thro' Libran, Scorpio, and Sagitarius, the in- we have ſometimes Eclipſes, and ſometimes not.

lightned Arch of the Northern Parallels of Latitude encreaſ- The Orrery is ſometimes incloſed in an Armillary Sphere,

eth, while the inlightned Arch of the Southern Parallels de- by which Means the Situation of the Solar Syſtem in reſpect

creaſe, by which is repreſented the Increaſe of the Day in of any Latitude, may be repreſented , as is ſhewn in this

the Northern Latitudes above the Length of the Night, and Sketch, mark'd Fig . 4. Mr. Glynn, Mathematical Inſtrument

the Decreaſe of the Length of the Day in the Southern Lati- Maker in London , was the Firſt that apply'd the Orrery to the

tudes ; and the Earth being in the firit Degree of Capricorn, Armillary Sphere , with ſeveral other Improvements which

the general Horizon reacheth 23 Degrees on the other side would be too tedious to mention in this Place ; therefore ſhall

of the North Pole, and conſequently the whole North Frigid refer the Reader to a Book which is now in the Preſs, and

Zone has thenone continued Day, while the South Frigid Zone that I fall very ſoon publiſh, which contains a full Deſcrip

has one continued Night, as is repreſented, Fig. 2. at Q , and tion of the Orrery, with a great Variety of thoſe beautiful

as the Earth is carry'd thro' Capricorn, Aquarius, and Piles, Problems which may be perform'd by it .

the Rays of the Lamp ihews the Decreaſe of the Days in the The moſt curious of theſe Orreries placed in an Armillary

Northern, and Increaſe in the Southern Latitudes till the Earth Sphere, is in the Library of that truly Noble Lord, the Earl

be in Aries, where theDays and Nights are again equal , and of PEMBROKE, who is famousfor Learning, and the great

here it is to be obſerved , that the Earth from the firſt of A- eft Patron of Sciences which the preſent Age has produced .

ries to Libra, turns 178 times round its own Axis, and all

that time the North Pole was within the Rays of the Lamp W.
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WAGOONAGE, Waggon -Money, Money paid for the hite

or driving Waggons.

WA'GGONER [wagner, Teut. prob . of pægeneſ ,

w , Roman ; W7 , Italick ; ca to, Engliſh; W p, called King Charles's Wain.
Sax . ) the Driver of a Waggon ; alſo a northern Conſtellation ,

W Sax . is the 211t Letter of the Alphabet ; it is a Let
Walf [of pajian, Sax . to float up and down , or chole

ter not uſed by the Antients, either Aſiaticks, Grecians orRomans , but it was by the northern Nations, the Teutones, guave , F.] Goods dropt by a Thief being cloſepurſued or

over-loaded ; allo Cattle loit, which being found, are to be
Germens, Saxons, &c. and at this Day is not uſed by the

French, Spaniards
, Portugueſe or Italians. It is compound- proclaimed ſeveral Market Days, and ifchallenged within a

Year and a Day , are to be reſtored to the Owner ; eſpecially
ed of two V Conſonants. It loſes its Sound after O, as Cow ,

bow, &c. and before R, as wrath, wretch , write, wrong ,
if he ſue an Appeal agiinit the Felon, or give Evidence a

gainſt him at his Trial; otherwiſe they belong to the Lord

of the Manour, in whoſe Juriſdiction they were left ; who
To WA'BBLE ( either of wadeln , Teut, or pagian or

hasthe Franchiſe of the Waif granted him by the King.
picelian , Sax . ] to totter as a Top almoſt ſpent in Spinning ;

WA'FARING (of pæg, away, and Kajian, Sax. to go]
alio to wriggle as an Arrow flying. travelling.
A WAD (pect, Sax .) a handful of Hay , Straw or Peas ;

alſo a ſort of Flocks of Silk, coarſe Flanel or Cotton .
To Watu ( proh. of penian, Sax. gualare, Ital . ] to la

ment, bewail, bemoan
WAD ? [with Gunners] a Stopple of a Hay , Paper ,

WAIN (pæn, Six . ] a Cart or Waggon drawnby Oxen ,
Wa'dding? old Clouts, &c. forced into a Gun upon and having a Waincope.

the Powder, to keep it cloſe in the Chamber ; or put up clole
WAI'NABLE [old Deeds) that may be manured or plough

to the Shot to keep it from rolling out. ed, tillable.

WAD -HOOK (with Gunners] is a Rod or Staff, with an
WAI'NAGE , the Furniture of a wain or cart .

Iron turned Serpent-wile, or like a Screw , to draw the wads
WAI'NCOPI, that part to which the hinder Oxen are

or okam out of a Gun, when it is to be unloaded.
yoked to draw the wain or a long piece that comes from the

WA'DDEMOLE

Wo'pdEMEL
coarſe ſtuff uſed for covering the Collars Body of the wain .

of Cart Horſes . Wainscot (wandelchort, Du ] the Timber work that
WO'DDENEL

To Waddle (prob. of waddeln, Teut. or picelian, inſtead of Hangings.
lines the Walls of a Room , being uſually in Pannels, to ſerve

S.2x ) to go fideling as a Duck does.
To WAINSCOT (of wandelchorren , of (chorten , to

WA'DDLES, the Stones of a Cock.

TO WADE [ of p San, Sax . q . of radareor vadam, L. a
dcfend, and wand, a wall ; Dic.) to line walls of Rooms on
the Inſide with framed -work of Boards ,

Ford) to paſs thro ' hallow water, a Brook , Sr. alſo to dive

into Buſineſs.
WAI'NSCOTTING [of Wandelcbor, Du . ) Wainſcot -work)

WA'FER (prov. of gauffre, F. ] a thin ſort of Cake ; alſo
or ſuch a lining of Rooms.

Paſte dry'd for fealing Letters .
WAIR [ in Carpentry) a piece of Timber two Yards long,

WAFER (with Romanifs) the confecrated Bread given at
and a Foot broad .

the Sacrament of the Lord's Body ; the Eucharift. To Wair (prob. of wachten , Teut. and D.) to ſtay for,

WAFT [of pizian , Sax . ) any thing of a Garment hanged to attend upon .

on the Main -Shrouds of a Ship , as a Signal of Diſtreſs. WAITER [wachter, Teut.] one who attends on a Per

To Wart (prob. of wachten , Teut. to watch, or
fon or Affair.

pazian , Sax .) to convey a Ship to Sea ; alſo to carry by WAITES(prob. q. guettas of guetter, F. to watch , or of

Water in a Boat , gr. to Row. waiting on Magiftrates at Pomps and Proceſſions] a fort of

WA'fter, a Frigat to waft or convey a Ship.
Muſick or Muſicians.

WAFTERS [in the Time of King Edward IV. ) three Of- Wai've [of pa kian , Sax. tò quit or forſake] a Woman

ficers conſtituted with Naval Power, appointed to guard forſaken of the Law , or out-law'd, for contemptuouſly rcfu

Fishermen on the Coasts of Norfolk and Suffolk.
ſing to appear when ſued in Law . She is not called an

To Wag [pagian, Sax .) to move or ſtir, to ſhake. Outlaw, as a Man is ; becauſe Women , not being ſworn in

WA'G -TAIL [ of pagian and tæði, Sax .) a Bird, & c. Leets to the King, nor in Courts as Men are, cannot be

A Wag [of pogan , Sax. to play, or of vago, Ital.witty] out-law'd.

a merry Fellow ; a Droll . WAI'VED Goods. See Waif.

WA'GA, a weight ; a quantity of Cheeſe, Wool, & c. of WAI'WARD (prob . of pæg, a way, and peano, Sax. to

256 lb. Aveirdupois. wards, q. d. inclining this way and that way) froward, croſs,

To Wage [wagen, Teut. to hazard , gager , F.) to lay peevith , croſs-grained, unruly .

a wager, to enter upon, to begin or join in a War.
WAIWARDNESS, frowardneſs, peevithneſs, moroſeneſs.

TO WAGE ( in Larv ] fignifies the giving Security for the To WAKE [pæccan, Sax . ) to excite or rouze from Sleep ;
to awake.

performance of any Thing Thus to W'zge Lare , is to put

in Security that you will make Law at the Day aſſigned ; To WAKE [ pacian, Sax.) to watch or forbear from Sleeping.

that is , that he will proſecute and carry on the Suit.
WAKE (Sea "Terin ) the ſmooth water that runs from a Ship’s

To Wage Law? is when an Action of Debt is brought a
Stern when ſhe is under Sail ; a Ship is ſaid to ſtay to the

To Make Law gainit one, the Defendant might W'age Weather of her Wake, wlien in her ſtaying the is ſo quick,

bis Law, i . e . take an Oath that he does not owe the Debt that ſhe does not fall to the Leeward upon a Tack ; but that

that was claimed of him , and
when ſhe is tack’d, her Wake (i . e . the ſmooth water a Stern )

T. WAGE , bring with him ſo many Men as the Court is to the Leeward, which is a Sign that ſhe feels her Helm

Thall aſſign, who Thall avow upon their Oaths that they be
very well , and is quick of Steerage .

lieve he Swears truly .
Wakes [of pacian, Sax . to keep awake, becauſe on the

WA'GER [in Lazv] the offer of ſuch an Oath beforemen- Vigils of thoſe Feaſts the People were wont to awake from

tioned . Sleep, at the ſeveral Vigils of the Night, and go to Prayers.

WAGER [ gageure, F. of gager, F. or wagen, Teut. to
But Spelman rather derives them of fac, Drunkenneſs, be

hazard) a Contract between two or more Perions,to pay a
cauſe in celebrating them , they generally ended in Drunken

certain Sum ofMoney agreed on , upon Condition a Thing the Sunday next after the Saint's-Day to whom the Pariſh
ncſs] They are Vigils or Country Feafts, uſually obſerved on

in Diſpute be or be not as afierted .

Church was dedicated , in which they uſed to Feaſt and
To lay a Wager [wagen, Terito gager , F. ] to enter into

Dance all Night. They took their Origin from a Letter
ſuch a Contract.

WA'GES ( gages, F. ] hire, reward for Service, Salary , into England with St. Auftin , in theſe Words.
that Gregory the Great ſent to Melitus the Abbot, who came

Stipend .

WA'GGERY
“ therefore be permitted them on the Dedication Days, or

[ prob. of payan , S.1x . to play) wan
“ other ſolemn Days of Martyrs, to make them Bowers about

Wa'GGISHNESS tonneſs , frolickiome or merry Pranks.
“ the Churches , and refreſhing themielves, and fcaſting to

WA'GGING [of pagian, Sax . ) moving, ſtirring, ſhaking.
“ gether after a good religious fort ; kill their Oxen now to

WA'GGISH [ of pæğan, Sax. to play ]wanton, frolickſome, “ the Praiſe of God and Increaſe of Charity , which before

&c.

T. WA'GOLE [ of warghelen, Du . or pagian, Sax.] the feaſting Part is allthat is retained .
“ they were wont to ſacrifice to the Devil, SC." But now

to joggle or move up and down .
WA'KEFUL. (of Pacian and full , Sax.] apt or ready to a

WA GGON [of pæğan, Sax .) a ſort of long Cart with four wake or be awaked.

Wheels.
WAKEFULNESS, aptneſs to awake or kcep from ſeeping.
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clamber up.

ney on Foot .

WA'KE -ROBIN , an Herb . WA'NGA pong, Saz, a Jaw Bone with Teeth] an Iron
WALD ( pal'da, Sax . ) a Wood, a wild wood Ground. Inſtrument with Teeth .

WALES [of Ships] the outward Timbers in a ship's WA'Nger (pangene , Sax .] a Mail or Budget.

Sides , on which Men ſet their Feet when they WA'NING (of gepanian or panian, Sax .] growing leſs.

WA'NNESS, pale-facedneſs.

Chain Wales (of Ships) are thoſe wales that lie out far- WA'NLASS (Hunting Term] as driving the Wanlaſs is dri

ther than any of the reſt, and ſerve to ſpread out the Ropes ving a Deer to the Stand.

called Shrouds .
WANNA'GIUM Cold Writ ] wainage, Furniture for a Wain

WALE-Knot (with Sailors] a round Knot, ſo made with or Cart; Wain -houſes or Out -houſes for Husbandry Tools.

the Lays of a Rope that it cannot fip. WANT ( pand of pendan, Sax . to turn up, becauſe it turns
Wale reared Slip, one which is built ſtrait up after the up the Earth] a Mole.

comes to her bearing . WANT-Loule [ wandlups, Du.) an Infeet.
Gun-Wale [of a Ship] a wale which goes about the WANT [of pana, Sax. ) deficiency, lack, need, poverty.

uttermoſt Strake or Seam of the uppermoit Deck in a Ship’s WA'NTEY , a Surcingle or large Girth for a Pack-horſe.
waſte.

WA'NTING (of panian , Sax .) deficient, needy, &c.
Waliscus [ ant. Deeds] a Servant or any military Officer . WA'NTON (Skinner derives it of walnen, Dil. to ima

TO WALK [tome derive it of pealcan, Sax. to roll ] to go gine, becauſe wanton Perſons are full of Imaginations and
on Foot .

Fancies . See Wantonnejs] full of waggery, light, laſcivious.
A WALK, a Path to walk in ; alſo a walking or ſhort Jour

WA'NTONNESS [ incertæ etymologiæ , but perhaps of wen

A Cock'sWalk, a Place where fighting Cocks are kept telen , Du. to turn round about,wanton Folks being frisky,
unleſs

ſeparate from others . you had rather, with Minfbew , derive it ofwant one,

WALK (with Horſemen] is the floweſt and leaſt rais'd
i. e . to want one to play withal] waggiſhneſs, friskineís, la

go
ſciviouſneſs.

ings of a Horſe ; which the Duke of Nervcaſtle deſcribes, by

the two Legs diametrically oppoſite in the Air, and two up
WA'PENTAKES (prob of pipen , Armour, and getæcan,

Sax. to give up or ſurrender, it being a Cuſtom for the In
on the Ground at the ſame Time, in the Form of St. An

drew's Croſs ; but other Authors ſay, it is a motion of two
habitants to preſent their Weapons to their Lord, in token of

Subjection ; or a Custom , that when he that came to take the
Legs of a Side, one after the other, beginning with the

Government of a Hundred , was met by the better ſort ofHind - Leg firſt.

People , they touched his Weapon or Lance with their
A WAʼLKER (walcker, Du ] a Fuller.
WALKER : [Forejt Law] certain Oficersappointed to walk Spears,by which Ceremony they were united together, and

entred into a mutual Aſſociation ] the ſame as an Hundred or
about a ſpace of Ground committed to their Care . Diviſion of a County .

WALL [wall, Teut. pill, Sax .] a Partition or Encloſure
WAPP [in a Shir]a Rope with which the Shrowds are ſet

of Stone , Brick , Earth , &c.
taught with wale Knots ; one End being made faſt to the

WALL - Creeper, a Bird. Shrowds, and the Laniards brought to the other .

WALL-Flower, a ſweet- ſcented Flower well known.
War [of pænor pepian , Sax. guerre, F. ] fighting of

WA’LLING, a wall or wall -work.
one Kingdom or State with another ; a ſtate of Holtility be

To Wall, to encloſe with a wall.
tween two Nations , States , Provinces or Parties .

A WALL Eye, a defect in the Eye of an Horſe.
To War (pepian , Sax ] to go to war , to fight, one

WA'LLA [old Rec.] a wall or bank of Earth caft up for a
Kingdom , State or Party againſt another.

Mound or Boundary.
War no more [ Sea Phraſe) is a Direction to him at the

WALLET [ incertæ etymologiæ ] a ſort of travelling Bag Helm , to keep the Ship as near the wind as poſible .
with two Divifions.

the French are ſaid to be like a Flea, quickly
Wall- Eyed [of hpale, Sax. a whale, 7. d . having an Eye skipping into a Country , and foon leaping out again . The

like a whale) a blemiihed Eye . Spaniard like a Crab, creeping into a Place flowly, and not

WALLOO'N Language, is ſuppoſed to be that of the an
to be expelled without great Violence. The German like a

tient Gauls. The Language ſpoken by the Walloons, the
Louſe, ſlowly maſtering, and as lowly driven out.

Inhabitants of a conſiderable part of the Spaniſh Low Coun
To Warble (fome derive it of wardelen , Du to turn

tries, viz . thoſe of Artois, Hainault, Namur, Luxemburg,
round in a circular manner, to vibrate] to chirp or ſing as

and part of Flanders and Brabant.
Birds, to ſing in a quivering or trilling way or manner ; alſo

WAÖLLOP, a Roll , as of Fat, &C.
to Purl as a Brook or Stream .

To WA'LLOW [of palpian , Sax . ] to roll or tumble up
To WARCH [of papk, Sax. Pain] to ache ; alſo toand down .
T. WARK S work.

WA'llowiSH NSSS [of walghe, Dilo loathing, and neſs]
Ward ( pande, Sax . ) a watching ; alſo a Diſtrict or Por

unfavourineſs.
tion of the City ; alſo an Appartment in an Hoſpital; alſo a

WALNUT [ pahl hnutu, Sax . walnot, q. Walſche-nol, Prifon or a particular Appartment of it ; a Diviſion of a

i . e . French -n: t] a ſort of large Nut. Foreſt.

To WALT [in Sea Language) a Ship is ſaid to walt , when WA'RDAGE (of peano, Sax.) ward Money, or Money for

ſhe has not her due quantity of Ballait, i.e. not enough to keeping watch and ward .

enable her to bear her Sails to keep her ſtiff. A WARD [ in Law ) an Heir of the King's Tenant, holding
WALVIRIA Mulieris [ in Law) the waiving of a Woman, by Knights Service during his Nonage .

which anſwers to the Ullagatio Viri, or the out-lawing of a Ward-Hook [with Gunners] a Rod or Staff with an Iron

Man . End turned in a Serpentine manner , to draw the wads or

WAMBLING [of pamb, Sax . the Belly ] moving or ſtirring,
oakam out of a Gun , when it is to be unloaded .

as the Guts with Wind ; alſo moving as Water that boils TOWARD (peapioan , Sax . ) to keep guard or watch .

gently ; alſo wriggling like an Arrow in the Air .
To WARD [in Fencing] to parry or keep off a paſs or

Wan (prob. of guan , Brit. weak , or pana,
Sax . want- thruſt .

ing] pale-faced, faint and feeble in Countenance. WARDAGIUM [ant . Writ .] the Cuſtody of a Town or

WAND [of baand, Dan . ) a long ſlender Staff, a willow WA'RDA S Caitle, which the Tenants or Inhabitants

Twig. were bound to keep at their own Charge.

WA'NDED Chair (prob. of wenden , Teut. to turn be- WA'RDA Ecclefiarum [old Writ . ] the Guardianhip of

cauſe of the implication of the Twigs] a wicker or twiggy Churches, which is in the King during the vacancy , by rea

( kair . ſon of the Regalia or Temporalities .

TO WANDER [panopian, Sax. vandrer , Dan . ) to flray Wa'r DECORD [of pand, Sax, and cornu, L. an Horn ) an

or ſtraggle about ; to go out of the way , to itray or travel in
antient Duty of watching and warding at a Caſtle, and blow

unknown Places, without having fixed any certain Stage of ing an Horn upon a Surprize; called Cornage.

the Journey Court of WARDS , &c . a Court firit crected by King

WANE of the Moon (of pna, Sax . wanting] the decreaſe,
Henry VIII. for determining matters relating to Heirs of the

which is ſaid to be in the wain , when ſhe has past the ſecond King's Tenants, holding by Knights Service : but now quite

aboliſhed .
Quarter.

To Wane ( panian and g panian , Sax .] to decreaſe, to WA'RDEN ( gardien, F. or of pcajibian, Sax . to watch ]

a Guardian orKeeper,

WANG ( panz, Sax .) a Field . Warden (in an Univerſity ] the head of a College ; an .

Wa'nc-Teetu (pong to Bayof pangır and to 8 :5,Sax . ] {wering to the Mafter.

the Check or Jaw - Tecth, Dog - Tecth .

WAR

WAR ,
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WARDEN of the Mint, an Officer who receives the Gold To Ward (peoppan, Sax.] to draw out or wind the

and Silver Bullion brought in by the Merchants, pays them warps in length , into which the wooll is woven .

for it ; and overſees the other Officers .
To WARP ( prob. of guerpeir, F. which is derived of

Lord WARDEN of the Cinque Ports, the Governor of peoppan, Sax. according to Spelman] to cait or bend, as

thoſe noted Havens, who has the Authority of an Admiral, Boards do when they are cut before they are thoroughly dry.

and fends out Writs in his own Name.
A Warp (with Sailors] a Hauſer or any Rope uſed in

WARDEN - Pear, a ſort of delicious baking Pear. faſtening a Ship.
WA'RDENSHIP, the Office of a Warden of a Company, To Warr a Ship (Sea Phraſe) is to hale her to a Place by

&c..
means of a Hawſer or other Rope laid out for that purpoſe,

WA'rder ( gardeur, F. or of pean'dan , Sax . ] a Beadle and faltended to an Anchor when wind is wanting.

or Staff-man who keeps guard or watch in the Day Time; A WARP (of hpcoppian, Sar. to turn , becauſe it turns

one who keeps guard in a Prince's Palace, the Tower, &c. up the Earth) a Mold

WARDERS of the Tower of London, called Yeomen War. WA’RPEN [of pay and penniz , Sax.] a Contribution, in

ders, Officers whoſe Duty is to wait at the Gate of it, and the Saxon Times, towards war, or for providing Arms.

to take an Account of all Perſons who come into it ; alſo to To WA'R RANT (prob . of penian, Sax. garrantir, F. ] to

attend Priſoners of State, &c.
ſecure, to maintain, to aſſure or promile.

WA'RDMOTE [ pea jib -gemot of peano, a Ward, and mot A WARRANT (guarant, C. Brit.) an order, an authen

or gemot , a Meeting, of metan or gemetan , Sax . to aſſem
tick power, permulion or allowance.

ble] a certain Court held in every ward or diſtrict of the City WARRANT of Attorney, is that whereby a Man autho

of London, for managiug the Affairs of it .
riſes another to do ſomething in his Name, and warrants his

WARD -PENNY , Money due to the Sheriff and Officers, Action.

for maintaining watch and ward .
Clerk of the WARRANTS[in the Common -Pleas] an OfficerWA'R DRORE ( garderobe of garder, to keep , and robe, a

who enters all warrants of Attorney for Plaintiff and De
Garment, F) a Place for keeping the Vetiments of a King, fendant,

&C.
WARRANT ( with Horſemen ) a Jockey that ſells an Horſe

Clerk of the WARDROBE to the King, an Oficer who keeps is by an inviolable Cuſtom to warrant him , and in caſe he

anInventory of all things belonging to the King's Wardrobe . ſold him under ſuch Infirmities that are not obviouſly diſco

WARD- STAFF, in antient Times was a Name of a Con- vered, and fo may eſcape the View of the Buyer, as Purſi.

ftable's Staf.

nefs, Glanders, Unfoundneſs, &c. he is obliged, in nine
WARD-STAFF [sld Lacr] a kind of petty Serjeantry, a D.ys, to refund the Money, and take back the Horſe ; but

holding Lands hy this Service, viz. a carrying a Load of he does not warrant him clear of ſuch Infirmities as may be
Straw in a Cart and fix Horles, two Ropes and t'vo Men to ſeen and diſcerned .

watch it, when brought to the Place arpinted. The

WA'RRANTABLE [of guarant, Brit . or pepian , Sax.Manour of Lombuurn in Eſſex is held be thi, Tinure. to defend) that may be warranted, defended , c .

Wa'r dreoH 2 [of peajio and froh , Sax j the value of a
WA'KRANTABLENESS [of as above, or of garantir, F.WA'RDFEGA S ward or heir undir Ase, or the Money able and neis] Juftifiableneſs, & c.

paid to the Lord of the Fee for his Redem tion.
WA'RRANTED [ garanti, F.] ſecured by Covenant ; proWA'RDING [of pea jidian , Sax ] keeping, dek nding, miled to be ſecured or maintained, c.

guarding off.
WARRANTERS [ garandees, F.] thoſe that promiſe or co

WA'rdwit [of peanoand pite, Sax . a Fine) a Privilege
venant to ſecure a Thing purchaſed to the Purchaſer.

or being quit of giving Money for kecping of watches , or a
WARRANTIA Charta [in Laxv ) a writ that lies for a Per

Duty paid towardsthe Charge of it .
ſon who is infeoffed in Lands and Tenements with clauſe

WARE (pine, Sax .) Commodities, Goods, Merchandize ;
of warrantry ; and is impleaded in an alize or writ of Entry,

alſo a Dam in a River. wherein he cannot vouch or call to warrantry, L.
WARES (paſar or wa pien , Sex . ] Goods , Merchandizes. WARRANTIA Cutodiæ (in Latv ] a writ judicial, which lay
WARECTA're (old Rove] to fallow Ground or plough up for him who was challenged to beward to another in reſpect

Land deſign'd for Wheat in the Spring, in order to let it lie
of Land, ſaid to be holden in Knights Service, which when

fallow for the better Improvement.
it was bought by the Anceſtors of the ward, was warranted

Ware'ctum (old Rec . ) fallow Ground, Land that has
to be free from ſuch Service, L.

been long untilled, the ſame as Terra Warrestata.
WARRANTIA Diei ( in Law] a writ which lies in caſe,WARFARE [of pæn, war, and ya pan , Sax. to go ] going where a Man having a Day afigned perſonally to appear in

to war , a military Expedition .
Court to an Action, wherein he is fned, is, in the mean

WA'RIANGLES [in Staffordſhire and Shropſhire) a kind of Time; by commandment imploy'd in the King's Service, ſo

noiſy, ravenous Birds, which prey upon other Birds, which
that he cannot come at the Day aſſigned.

when taken they hang upon a Thorn or Prickle, and tear
WARRANTIZING [of garantir, F. &c. ] promiſing or

them in pieces and devour them .
covenanting by Deed , by the Bargainer to the Bargainee, to

WARINESS [ of pa n or panig and neyre , Sax . ] cautiouſ
ſecure him in the Poffefſion of the Thing purchaſed ; againſt

neſs.

all Men for the Enjoying the thing agreed on between them .

WARK } [ pconc, Sux.] a work or building . WA'RRANTY ( garantie, F. ] Security by warrantize or

authority.
WA'RLIKE [ pæplice, Sax .) pertaining to war, ſtout, va- WARREN, a Device for prcferving and ſtoring Fiſh in the

liant.
midſt of a River, for the Fiſh to retreat to , to the End that

T. WARM [peapmian , Sax .] to make warm, to heat .
youmay take them when you pleaſe .

WARM [pcapm , Sax . ] not Cold, D:.
WARREN [une garenne, F.] a Franchize or Place pri

WA'RMED [zepyzmed of peagimian, Sax ] made warm. vileged by the King for keeping Conies, Hares, Partridges,

WA'RMNESS, warmth . Pheaſants, C.

WA'R MING -PAN (pea jiminge-panne, Sax . ] a Chamber WARRENER (un garennier, F. ] a Keeper of a warren.
Utenſil.

WARRIER [of pæn of pepian or pepigean, Sax .] a fight
WARMTH (pen Jim Se, Sax . ] moderate Heat.

ing Man.

To Warn ( pæjinian, Sax,] to tell or give notice of a WA'Rscor (in the Time of the Engliſh Saxons] a Contri

thing beforehand ; to admoniſh ; to bid one to provide for bution towards war or armour.

himſelf elſewhere.

Wart (peajit, Sax . ] a ſmall, hard or ſpungy Excreſcence
To Warn (in Law ] is to Summons to appear in a Court in the Skin and Fleſh .

of Juſtice.
WART [in Horſes] a [pungy Subſtance growing near the

WA'RNEL -Worms, Worms within the Skin on the Backs
Eye.

of Cattle.
Warth, a cuſtomary Payment towards Caſtle- guard, orWA'RNING Wheel [of a Clock] is the third or fourth

keeping watch and ward.
wheel , according to its diſtance from the firſt wheel . WARWITE } [pea ropite, Sax . ] a being quit of pay
WARNISTU'RA [ant. Deeds] Garniture, Furniture, Pro

WAʻrdwITE S ing Money for keeping watches or ward .
viſion.

WA'ry [pæn or pænig, Sax . ] cautious.
WARNOTH [ at Doger -Caftle] a Cuſtom among the Te

WARY- Anglé. See Wariangles; alſo a Bird, a kind of
nants holding of it, that he who failed in the Payment at a

Mag- pie.

ſet Day was obliged to pay double, and for the ſecond failure
WAS [pæy, Sax . ] as he was, &c.triple .

a wreathof Cloth, c. to be laid under anyWARPED (gepepes of peoppan , Six . ] caſt or bent , as
Veffel or Burden that is born on the Head .

Boards not well dry'd ; alſo drawn out, as a Weaver's Warp.
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A WASH [pæcye, Sax. Walch, Teut. and Dr.] a waſh- WATěh and Ward, the Cuſtom of keeping watch and

ing waſh , or Lotion for waſhing ; alſo for beautifying. ward in the Night, in Towns and Cities, was firſt appointed

To Wash ( pæcyan, Sax . waſchen , Teut. and Du.) to in the Reign of Henry III . in the 13th Century .

cleanſe by waſhing the Skin ; alſo Liquor for feeding Hogs.
WA’TCHET (prob. of pæcco, Sax. Weak, 9 .

d . a faint

WASH -BREW , ſmall Oatmeal fteeped in Water, and then Colour] a kind of pale Blue.

cleanſed, afterwards boiled to a ſtiff and thick Jelly ; alſo cal- WATCHFUL [of pæcce , Sax. &c. and full] wakeful,

led Flummery.

heedful, & C.

A WASH of Oiſters, is ten Strikes .
WATCHFULNESS, aptneſs to awake ; alſo heedfulneſs,

A WASH BOWL (Pæcre-bolla , Sax. a Veffel to waſh in . carefulneſs to look out againſt Dangers, &c.

Washes (of a Cart, & c.] the Rings on the Ends of the WATER (pætep, Sax .) one of the four Elements , a con

Axle - Tree.
geſted Mats of Particles which are very thin , ſmooth , and

WASHES [in Norfolk) are ſo called, becauſe waſhed by the very flexible, diſpoſed to bend and yield every way ; alſo a

Tides daſhing againſt it, and therefore dangerous as Quick- certain Luſtre on Silks,36 imitating waves; allo a certain

ſands.
Luftre of Diamonds , &c .

WASHING [of a Ship] is when they have the Guns over
WATERAGE , Money paid for Paffage by Watet.

to one ſide of the Ship, the Men get upon her Yards and
WA'TER - Bugdet (in Heraldry ] a fort of Bud

waſh and ſcrape her other ſide.
get antiently uſed by Soldiers to fetch water to

WASHING (with Goldſmiths, & c.] are the Lotions where
the Camp, they were different in Form, one

by they draw the Particles of Gold and Silver out of the
of which, is as repreſented in the Eſcutcheon,

Alhes , Earth , Sweepings, Gr.
arnexed.

WASHING [in Painting] is when a Deſign, drawn with a WATER ( with Jewellers] a certain luitre of Pearls , Dia

Pencil or Crayon , has ſome one Colour laid over it with a monds , and other precious Stones ; thus calied becauſe they

Plencil, as Indian Ink, Biſtre, or the like , to make it ap- were ſuppoſed by the Antients to be formed or concreted of

pear
the more natural by adding the Shadows of Prominences,

Water.

Apertures, & C.
Water ( with Calenders, Dyer's, &c . ] a certain luſtre in

WASHUM (old Rec. ] a ſhallow or fordable Part of a River, imitation of Waves, ſet on Silks, Mohairs, &c.

or Arm of the Sea, as the Waſhes in Lincolnſhire.
Water ( with Chymiſts ] more uſually called Flegm is

WA'SKITE (prob. q . vall-kite] a kind of Hawk in Virginia. the fourth of the five chymical Principles, and one of the

Wasp ( pærp, Sax .) a ſtinging Flie well known .
paſſive ones.

Wa'spish [pæyp, Sax. telpa, L. a waſp) peeviſh , fret
WATER-Archer, an Herb.

ful.
To Water (petjan, Sax . wacteren, D.) to moiſter ,

WA'SPISHNESS, peeviſhneſs, fretfulneſs, angrineſs. wet, or ſoak in water ; alſo to put a wavy gloſs upon Silks,

WA'ssel (pæy- hæl , Sax. i. e. Health be to you ) a go- .

ing about , at Chriſtmaſs or Twelfth - Tide, with a Bowl, ſing- WATER -Bailiff [ of the City of London ] an Officer who

ing a Chriſtmaſ Carol , begging good Chear or Money. has the overſightand ſearch of Fih brought to Billingsgate ;

WA'ssel Bowl? a large Cup or Bowl, either of Silver and alſo the collecting of the Toll ariſing from the River of

Wastel Bawl or Wood , where the Anglo-Saxons, at Thames.

their publick Entertainments, drank Healths to one another. WATER -Bailiffs [in Sen -Port Tozons ) certain Officers for

WASSEL Bread, Cakes and white Bread that were ſoppd merly appointed for ſearching of Ships.

in the Wafſel Bowl of Wine that uſed to be ſet by the Abbots WATER - Bears, Bcars at Spitsberg that live by what they

of St. Albans, to drink an Health to his Fraternity.
catch in the Sea .

WA'SSELERS , Wenches, &c. that go about ſinging and WATER BORNE ( Sea - Term ) a Ship is ſaid to be Water borne

begging as above.
when ſhe is where there is no more Water than will juſt bear

WASTE (prob. of pæftian, or wamil, Tent, or Pamb, her from the Ground ; or, lying even with the Ground, the

Sax. the Belly) the middle of a haman Body.
firſt begins to float or ſwim .

WASTE ( pæyte, Sax. ) ſpoil, havock, deftroving . Dend Water (Sea Language ] the water that follows the

WASTE (in Lax ] ſpoil or decay of Woods, Houſes, Stern of a Ship , that does not paſs away ſo faſt as that which

Lands , & c. madeby a Tenant to the prejudice of an Heir. ſides by her Sides.

Waste, thoſe Lands which are not in any Man's Pof- Water - Betony, CreíTes, &c. Herbs.

ſeſſion , but lie in common .
Water-Farcin [ in Horſes] a Diſeaſe.

WASTE of the Foreſt, is when a Man cuts down his own WATER . Gage, an Inſtrument for meaſuring the quantity

Woods within the Foreſt without Licence. and depth of any water.

WASTE [of a Skip) is that part of her between the two WATER-Gage, a Sea Wall or Bank to keep off the Cur

Mafts , i.e. between the Main -Maſt and Fore- !Iait. rent or over-flowing of the Water .

WASTE Boards (with Sailors) Boards to be placed on the WATER -Gang (pæter-gang, Sax .) a Trench to carry a

ſides of Boats to keep the Sea from breaking in .
Siream of water, ſuch as is uſually made in Sea Walls to

WASTE Clothes ( in a Ship] Clothes hung about the Cage- diſcharge and drain water out of the Marlies,
work of her Hull , to skreen or ſhadow the Men from the WATER -Gavel, a Rent antiently paid for fishing in, or

other Benefit reccived from ſone River or Water.
Enemy in a Fight.
WASTE Trees [in a Shin} thoſe Timbers which lie in her WATER Germander , an Herb.

waſte.

WATER Lily , a Flower.

To Waste [rafiare, L. gaſter, F. verwuſten , Teut . ] that Part of it that is under Water, from thatwhich is above,
WATER-Line [of a Ship) is that Line which distinguiſhes

to ſpoil, to make havock of.
Wa'sTEFUL [of payte and full, Sax .) ſpoiling, making when the has her due Loading.

harock .

WATER- Lock, a fenced watering Place .

WA'sTefulness,the A&t of wafting, aptneſs or diſpofi- cheiler Meaſure, by about three Gallons in a Bufel;used
WATER -Meaſuri, a dry Meaſure which exceeds the Wi

tion to fpoil, or conſume extravagantly, & c .
WA'STEL Bread, the fineſt ſort of white Bread , Cake . for ſelling Coals in the Pool , &c.

WA'STORS (vaftatcres, L.) a ſort of Thieves or Robbers. WATER -Murrain , a Diſeaſe in black Cattle .

TO WATCH ( paccian or pæcian , Sax .] to keep awake,
Water Ordeal, an antient Saxon way of Trial or Pur

gation , when ſuſpected of a Crime, by putting their Hands

to keep watch, to ſet up a Nights.
in ſcalding water .

WATCH [on Ship-boar:/] is the ſpace of four Hours ; du
ring which Time one half of the Ship’s Company watch in WATER -Pepper, an Herb.

their turns , and are relieved by the other half for four Hours WATER.Poije, an Inſtrument for trying the ſtrength of

Liquors

Quarter WATCH [in a Ship ) is when one quarter of the
WATER -ſcape (patenſchap, Sax . ) an Aquaduct or water

courſe .

Crew watch together.WATCH -Glaſs (on Ship-board ) a four Hour-glaſs, whoſe WATER-/boot ( with Gardeners] a young Sprig , which

Sand is four Hours running out , uſed in determining the ſprings out of the Root or Stock of a Tree.

Sailors watches.

WATER - Shot (with Sailors] a Term uſed of a Ship when

A WATCH (of wacht, Teut. or pæcce, Sex .] a Guard
The rides at Anchor, being, noored , neither croſs the Tide

in the Night , &c. alio Pocket -Clock ; alſo a ſet Portion of norright up and down, but quartered bet sixt both .

WATER of ſeparation (with Refiners) quo Fortis ſo no
Time for keeping watch. WATER of depart
WATCH -Work, the inner Parts of any Watch or Move

ininted ,becauſe separates Goki

from Silver .

ment which is deſigned to Mew thc Hours without ſtriking.
WATER

more .
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Water- Table (in Architecture) a ſort of ledge left in WAYFARING [ of pez; a way, and yafan, Sax. to go

Stone or Brick Walls, about eighteen or twenty Inches from travelling.

the Ground, from which Place the thickneſs of the wall be- WAYFARING - Tree, a Plant otherwiſe called the wild -vine
gins to abate . and Hedge-Plant.

Water Wheel, an Engine for raiſing water in great quan- WAY'D -Herſe (with Horſemen ] is one who is already

tity out of a deep Well . backed , fuppled and broken , and Thews a Difpofition to the
WATER -Willow , án Herb . Manage.

Water-Way [in a Ship ) is a ſmall ledge of Timber lying TO WAY-Lay (of pæz and lecgan , Sax . to lay ] to lie

on the Deck cloſe by the ſides, to keep the water from run- in wait for one by the way.

ning down there.

WATERED (prob. of gepæt red or of pætran , Sax.j
WAY- Layer, a lyer in wait.

WA'YWARD (prob, of waghern, Teut. to refuſe,and aerd,
moiitened with , or ſoaked cr steeped in water.

Du. Nature) obſtinate ; alſo froward, peeviſh .
WATER IN ESS , fulneſs of water.

WA'YWARDNESS, obſtinancy, frowardneſs, & C.
WAYTERISH (pæteplic , Sux .] like , or as having water . WAY-Wiſer (for a Pocket] a Movement like a Watch for

WATER ISHNESS , waterilh or watery Quality , &c. counting ones Steps or Paces, in order to know how far a

WATERY (pæte pic, Sax.) full of or having water. Perſon walks in a Day.

WATERY Sores, a Diftemper in Horſes. WAY -Wifer (with Mathemat.] an Inſtrument fixed to the

WATERY-Triplicity ( in Ajtrology) are the three Signs of great wheel of a Chariot, to fhew how far it travels in a Day ,
the Zodiack, Cancer , Scorpio and Pifces.

WAY'wOD, a Governor of a chief Place in the Domi
WATERING, a Term used for the laying the Rungs nions of the Czar of Muſcovy.

(which are Bundles of Hemp Stalks) in Water with a weight WAYT- Fee [ old Lacv] Ward -penny, or a Fee antiently
upon them , to keep them from Swimming. paid for keeping watch and ward.

WATERING [of Man : fa tures) is the giving Silks, Tab
We[ pe, Sax .] us

bys, Mohairs, Stuffs, 3c. a wavy Luſtre, by wetting them
To Wea'ken [of pacnian or pace, Sax. weak] to render

lightly and then palling them thro' a Preſs or Calender, whe- weak or feeble ,

ther hot or cold .
WeA'KLING , a weak Child, who has little or no Strength.

WA'TTLED (ofpatclay,Sax . ) made with wattles or hurdles .
WEA'KNESS [of pace and negye, Sax .] feebleneſs, want

WA'Ttles ( patelay or pætlay, Sax. ] ſpleeted Grates or of Strength , Infirmity .

Hurdles ; alſo folds for Sheep made with ſplit Wood in the WEAL [ of pelan , health , or wel, Sax . well] Benefit,
manner of Grates. Advantage, as the Common -Weal.

WATties of a Cock ( Skinner derives them either of WEALD ] [peald, Sax. ] either ſingly or at the head of
wrdeln , Teut, or wagyelen , Du . ] the Gills of a Cock ; WALD Names, fignify Wood, Foreſt or Grove, and

alſo the red, puggered Fleſh that hangs under a Turkey WALT ſignifythat the Places either are or were for:
Cocks Neck . merly ſtocked with Wood.

To WAVE [of pugian, Sax . ] to falhion or make like W & A’LREAF (peal- reaj , Sax .) the robbing a dead Man

waves of the Sea ; allo to turn to and fro . in his Grave .

To Wave ( ſome derive it of gueſver, F.) to decline or Wealth (pæle 8 or pelan, Sax.] Riches, Subſtance.

put off a Buſineſs, to omit the doing of it . WEA'LTHINESS, richneſs .

To Wave (at Sea] is to make Signs by waving a Gar- Wea’lthy (pæliz or pæl Sig , Sax .) rich, opulent.

ment on a Pole, for a Ship or Boat to comenear or to keep To Wean (of gepenian, Sax.] to take from the Breaſt,
off. &c.

WAVE- Loaves (in the Jewiſh Oeconomy] Loaves of Bread, WEANLING [of apenes, Sax. weaned, and ling, a
offered as the firſt Fruits of

every
Yeai's Increaſe. Dimin.) a young Creature juſt fit to be weaned.

A Wave [in Phyſicks) a Cavity in the ſurface of water or WEAPON ( pæpen, Sax .] an Instrument offenſive or de

other Aluid, with an Elevation on the ſide thereof. fenſive, as Sword, Club , Gr.

WA'VERING [of payçian , Sax. ] being in uncertainty or WE A PON -Salve, a ſort of Ointment which the Antients

unreſolved , fluctuating in Mind. pretended (and alſo ſome Moderns) would cure a wound by

WA'VY [ of pigian or pajian, Sax .) like waves of the the Sword or other Weapon that made the wound, being

Sea . dreſſed with it.

WAVY [in Heraldry fignifies repreſenting the We a`PONLESS [of pæpen and leay, Sax .] having nò

waves rolling, which the French call Ondeé , and weapon.

the Latins, undulatus, undofus, &c. See the WEAR? [pær, Sax .) a Stank or great Dam in a River ;

HOT T Eſcutcheon . WARE fitted for taking of Fiſh ; alſo for conveying the

WAVESON (Maritime Law ) ſuch Goods as after a Ship- Stream to a Mill .

wreck appear floating or ſwimming on the waves of the Sea. TO WEAR (peran and ape pán , Sax.) to be clothed with ;

TO WAWL, to cry or howl as Cats do in the Night, to as to wear Clothes.

Catterwawl. To Wear [of peo ſnian , Sax .) to decay orwear away.

WAU'MISH [ prob. q . d. qualmiſh, or of vaemmis, To WEAR (prob. of wahren , Teut.) to laft, to hold out,

WA'LMISH Dan. loathing ) fick or fickiſh at the Stomach. to endure, as to wear well.

WAX (peax, Sax. baet, Dan. ) a ſoft, yel. To Wear (with Sailors) a Term uſed in bringing a Ship

lowiſh Matter, wherewith the Bees form Cells to a different Tack , when they ſay ſhe wears.

to receive their Honey ; the artificial Wax is of WEARD (of pea jidan , Sax. to guard or keep) in Compos

ſeveral ſorts, as Sealing-Wax, Shoemakers-Wax, fition of proper Names, Initial or Final, fignifies watchful

& c. by chymical Writers is expreſs'd by this
neſs or care .

Character.
WEA'RIED [of periyan, Sax .) tired .

To WAX (Peaxan, Sax. porer , Dan. prob. of aven , WEARING Pof peo ſnian , Sax .) decaying.

Gr. to grow ) to grow or becomë, to increaſe; alſo to cover, Wea'riness [ perignerre, Sax .] a being fatigued or

tired .
do over or dreſs with wax.

WA'XSHOP a Duty antiently paid towards the defraying WEA'RING [of pe ran or peran, Sax, to wear] being

WAXSCOT the Charge of Wax -Candles in Churches. clothed with, or clothing, as wearing Apparel.
War (paz , Sax. via, L. voye, F. ] a Road, a Path, WEA'RISOM [of perig and yom , Sax .] fatiguing, tirea

& c. alſo an expedient, Means; allo Method, Curtom , Uſe . ſome.

Way of Eſjay [with Authors] a particular Method of WeA'R ISOM NESS , tireſomeneſs

handling a Subject , in which the Writer delivers himſelf WEA'SÀND ( pæreno, Sax .) the Windpipe or Gullet.

more freely and modeſtly than in the dogmatick way. WEATHER veder; Dan . pe ser, Sax .) the Diſpoſition

Way of a Ship [in Sea Language] is ſometimes uſed for of the Air or Seaſon ; the State and Diſpoſition of the Auto

the rake or run of it forward or aftward on ; but is more moſphere, with reſpect to Moiſture or Drought, Heat or

uſually ſaid of her Sailing, for when ſhe goes apace they ſay, Cold, Wind or Calm , Rain, Hail, Snow, Fog, Froſt, &c.

the has a good way ; it is alſo uſed of the ſmooth water ſhe Weather -Sheep (pe ser -y ceap, Sax] a Male-Sheep

makes a Sern when under Sail . gelded.
WAY of the rounds [in Fortification ) is a ſpace left for the WEATHER -Board ( Sea Language] that ſide of a Ship that

Paſſage of the rounds, between the wall and the rampart of is to the windward .

a fortified Town ; but is not now much in uſe. WEATHER -beaten [ of peten betan , Sax ,] worn , ot ha..

To WAY a Horſe, is to teach him to travel in the way. ving loſt its Beauty by being expoſed to the weather.

WAY -Bread ( pæz-bræde, Sax .) the Herb Plantain . WEATHER -Cock (pe Ser-coce, Sax . ] a Vane on the Top

WAY.Bit, a little or ſmall ſpace of Ground, a little way. of a Steeple, &c. to Mew which way the wind blow's.
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WEATHER Coiling of a Ship ( Sea Term ] is when being a WE'LCOME ( pilcoma, Sax.) a Salutation frequently uſed

null, her Head is brought the contrary way to that the lay to a Cuſtomer, or to an acceptable Gueſt at Table, & c.

before, without looſing of any Sail, and only by bearing up To give one a Welcome [ pilcumian, Sax.] to bid one
the Helm . welcome.

WEATHER - Gage [of pe Sen , Sax, and jauge, F. ) the ad- Weld, a ſort of Herb, the Stalk and Root of which is

vantage of the wind .
uſed in dying Yellow, &c.

WEATHER -Wife [of pe Sen pire, Sax. ] skills in fore . TO WELD [in Smithery) is to forge Iron.

knowing the Changeof weather . WE'LDING-Heat (with Smiths] a degree of Heat that they

To WEATHER a Point ( Metaphorically ] is to overcome a give their Iron in the Forge, when they have occaſion to

Difficulty . double up the Iron.

· WEATHER -Glaſs, a Glaſs that ſhows the change ofwea- WE'LFARE [of pel and ka Pan , Sax . ) well -being. health ,

ther, with the Degrees of Heat and Cold. proſperity, & c.

WEATHER -Min (with Archers] one who carefully ob- WE'LkiN [ of pelen of pclcan , Sax . to roll about) the Sky

ſerves the wind and weather in Shooting. or Firmament.

To WEATHER a Hawk [with Falconers] is to ſet her a- Well [pel, Sax.] healthy, ſucceſsful, proſperous, right,

broad to take the Air. &C.

WEATHERING (Sea Term ) is the doubling or getting to WELL (pel, Sax .] healthfully, regularly, as one ought to

the windward of a Point or Place. do, &c.

To Weave ( pea jan , Sax. vefter , Dan . ) to work a Well (pelle of peallan, Sax . to ſpring forth as water] a

web of Cloth , Silk , Stuff, Linen , in a Loom with a Shuttle. Pit of ſpringing water.

A WEAVER [ wever, Dan. pebba, Sax .) a maker of
Well [in the Milit. Art] is a depth which the Miner

Cloth , Silk , &c. in a Loom .
ſinks into the Ground, to prepare a Mine or to find out and

Silk WEAVING, the deviſing and bringing to perfection ,
ruin an Enemies Mine .

the making all manner of tuftedCloth ofTiffue, Velvets,
WE'LLAWAY? ( pelapa of pelan, wealth , and pa, Sara

branched Sattins, and other kinds of curious Silks , was firſt
WE'LLADAY Ś Sorrow , O the Sorrow of Riches ! or, as

performed by an Engliſhman, John Tyre in Shoreditch.
Dr. Henfb imagines, q . wail the Day) an Interjection of

Gricf.
A WEB (pæbbe, Sax.) a Spider's Web ; allo Cloth while

weaving in the Loom, c.
WELL -BORN (pel -zebo pien , Sax. ] of a good Family ; 2

We'bster (pebyt ne, Sax.) a Weaver or Spinner.
Gentleman Born .

We'dBEDRIP (of peo, a Covenant or Agreement, bed'dan,
WELL - let, of a ſtrong make of Body.

to bid or deſire, and rippan , Sax. to reap or mow ] as it Well-hole [ in a Building) the hole left for the Stairs to

come up.

were , a Covenant of the Tenant to reap, & c. for his Lord,

when he ſhould require him .
Well-ſpring [pell -zeypning, Sax ) a Fountain or Spring.

To Wed [of wedder, Dan . peddan , Sax .) to marry.
WELT (orpæltan, Sax. to roll) a fold or doubling down

WEDDING [of beneSjan , Gr . Sax. ] a Marriage.
of Cloth in making a Garment.

WEDGE (pebg, Sax.) an Inſtrument for ſplitting wood,
To WE'LTER [of peltan , Sax. volutare, L. venutrer , F.]

to wallow in , as to welter in Blood, Mire, &c.

Gr. alío a Bar or Ingot of Metal .

WEDLOCK [ pcSloc of pessian, Sax. to marry , &c. loc , a
WEM ( pem , Sax .] a blemiſh in Cloth.

WEMB ( pamb, Sax.] the Belly or Guts .
Lock, q . the Lock or Faſtening ofMarriage ]matrimonial Tie.

WEDNESDAY [ pooney -Sæg of poden, Sax . the Name of
WEN (pen , Sax . ) a ſort of hard Swelling or Extuberance

an Idol, fuppofed to be the Marsof the Saxons, & c.) the in the Fleſh, confiſting of a tough, phlegmatick Matter.

fourth Day of the Week.
WENCE [in Kent] a Place where four Roads meet and croſs

one another.

Weed (peo , Sax .) a wild Herb .

Weed igepe'de or pade, Sax . ] a Garments a Widow's
Wench ( pencle, Sax .] a contemptuous Name for a Girl

Veil , Esc.
or Maiden ; alſo a whore , a crack .

To WEED [ of peo dian , Sax . ) to pull up Weeds in a Gar
We’NCHER, a whore-maſter ; one who keeps wenches

den , &C. company.

WE'NCHING , following wenches , whoring.
WEED [among Miners) the degeneracy of a Load or Vein

of fine Metal into an uſeleſs Marchaſite.
Wend (peno, Sax.] a large Tract of Land containing

A Week (peoc, Sax. weke, Dı . ] the ſpace or compaſs many Acres.

of ſeven Days.
WE'NDING [in Sea Language] is the turning a Ship about,

WEEK of a Candle ( peoc, Sax.] the Coton, Rulh , eſpecially when at Anchor.

WELD ( poolb , Sax .] a Foreft.WICKEco
WERE

Weekly(peoclice of peoc, Sax. a week] every week, the ſame as Wergild.

week by week. WERTH
[of peoni Siz , Sax. a Farm , Road, Court or

A Weel (wiel , Du. ] a Bow -net to catch Fiſh in . WEORTH Village) at the beginning or end of compound
WEEL (pæl , Sax .) a whirl- pool, Du.

WYRTH Names, are to be taken in ſome of the Senſes

Wee'NING (of penan , Sax.] thinking , ſuppoſing, Eco
of peon Sig

WEE'PING (of copan , Sax. to weep) medding Tcars.
We'RÆ ( pehe, Sax .] ſo much as was paid in ancient

Wee'sel [ berel , Dan. perle, Sax.ja domeſtick Creature
WerTÆ times for killing a Man , when ſuch Crimes

that kills Mice.
were puniſhed with Mulets and Fines in Money.

Wee'vit bibel , Dan . peki, Sax .] a Sort of Worm
Were ( pajib , Sax. vir, L. ) a Man.

breeding in Corn. We'r E -Wolf [of pejid, a Man, and puly , a Wolf, Sax .]
Wert [ weff , Dan .) a thing woven .

one who by Sorcery inveſts himſelf with the Nature and
TO WEIGH ( pægan , Sax .) to poiſe, ponderate or try the Form of a wolf.

weight of any thing ; alſo to examine or conſider in Mind. WE'REGELT- Thef [of pepa, a price, 3i1b, a Mula or
A Weigh , a weight 256 ib. either of Wooll , Cheeſe, & C.

Fine, and geox, a Thief, Sax .) a Thief that might be re
A Weigh of Corn, forty Buſhels. : $ ' ? deemed.

Weight ( piht or gepint, Sax.) the ponderoſity or hea
We'rgild (pengilo, Sax.) the Price or Fine ſet upon

vineſs of a thing; a quality in natural Bodies , whereby they the Head of him who had murdered a Man .

tend downwards towards the Earth ; alſo the momentärineis WERELA'DA [of pepelada, Sax . ) a particular manner of
or worth of a thing.Weight (in Mechanicks) any thing that is to be fuſtaiired, purgationor clearing a Perſon of a Crime, by the Oath of

.

raiſed or moved by a Machine, or anything that in any man
WERVA'NCE (in the Weft- Indies ) a Title the Natives give

ner reſiſts the Motion that is to be produced. to a great Lord .

To Weigh Anchor, is to draw up the Anchor out of the WERVA'GIUM Cold Deeds] wharfage, or Money paid at a
Ground it had been caſt into, in order to ſet Sail , to quit a wharf for lading or unlading of Goods.

Port , Road , C.
WesAND. .. See Weaſand.

WEIGHING [of pæzan, Sax.) trying the weight of a West ( peyt, Sax.] that Quarter or Place of the Globe
thing ; alſo conſidering in Mind. 27 where the Sun fets.

WEIGHTiness, heavineſs.
WESTWARD (peytpeano, Sax. ) towards the welt.

WEIGHTY [of (piht of pihtig , Sax. ) heavy ; allo of
WESTERLY ? ( of peytepa jidlice, Sax . ] towards the

great concern or moment. We'sTERN welt, on the weit part, c.

To Wei'ld [ of pealdan , Sax .] to rule, manage, govern, WESTERLINESS, the being or being ſeated towards the

& c. at to weild a Scoord, Scepter, & c.; weft.

WEST
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West-SAYONLACE (Wert-Seat-laza, Sar . ) the Law of and is what anſwers to Queſtions relating to Time, as , when

the weſtern Saxons, which obtained in nine Counties, viz . did he ? Did he do it twenty lears ago ? When was thatdone ?

Kini , Sirrev, Safir, Berkſhire, Hambre, Wiltshire, So- Yeſterday.

mcrcbire, Dorjebire and Decibire. WHENCE, from what Place.

To Wet (pæta, S.1x.] to moiiien with Liquor. WHENsde/ Er [of h pænne, ypa, ægre, Sax . ) at any

Werxess, moittnels with Liquor. Time.

Wer (pæd, Sax.) moiſt with water or other Liquor. WHERE [hpen, Sax.] in what Place .

WETTISH [of pæt, Sax . ] ſomewhat wet. WHERE [with Logicians) is the ſeventh of the Categories ,

WE'Ther . See Weather . and is what anſwers to Queſtions that relate to Place , as to

WE'TSHOD (pet. y cend, Sax .) with Shoes taking water. be at Rome, at Vienna, at Paris, in the Clojet, in a Chairs
Werted [of pætan or gepæteo, Sax.] made wet. &c .

A Wer Glover, one who dreſſes Sheep , Lambs, Goat- Where'as (of hpæn and aſ, Sax .) ſeeing that.

Shins , & c. which are thin , gentle and pliable. Whe'r EBY [of hpaji and bi , Sax.] by or with which.

WEY [of pihg , Sax . a weight) a Quantity of five Chal- Whe'Refore [of hpæn and youl, Sax.) forwhich Cauſe.

dron . WHEREI'N [of hp en and in , Sax . ) in which .

WHALE [h pale, Sax. walfiſch , Teut.) the King of WhereoʻF (of h pæn and ok, Sax . ] of which.
Filhos. WHERESO E’VER [of hpej, y pa and zydle , Sax. ) in any

WHARF [ſome derive it of worffen , Teut. to caft] a
Place .

broad plain Place near a Creek or Hive ; for the landing and
WhereTO' [of hpa y and tv, Sax .] to what or which .

laying of Commodities that are broughtto or from thewater .
WHEREU PO'N [of hpæn and upon, Sax .) upon or after

which .

WHAʻRFAGE, the Fee due for landing Goods at a Wharf ;

or for the ſhipping them off, &C.
WHEREWITH [of hpeji and pi , Sax .] with which .

WHA'RFINGER, one who keeps a Wharf, Boats , Lighters, Wherli'cotes, a lort of open Chariots, uſed by Perſons

&c.for the landing or ſhipping of Merchandizes .
of Quality before the Invention of Coaches . r

WHA'R LES of Flowers (with Florijfs] rows of leſſer Flowers
A WHE'RRET, a box on the Ear, or ſlap on the Chops.

ſet at certain diſtances about the mainStock or Spike.
Whe'rry ( prob . of vehere, L. to carry, or of fa fan,

A WHA'RROW (pheon Ya , Sax. ) a Spindle. Sax. to paſs] a limall Boat for carrying Paſſengers in a River.

What [hvad , Dan. hpæt, Sax . ) an interrogative Pro
To Wher (hpestan, Sax ) to ſharpen .

noun . WHETSTONE Lh penytan, Sax.] a Stone for sharpening

WHEAL-Worm , an Infect.
Edge Tools

WHETTING [ of h pættan, Sax .] ſharpening .
WHEAL

Waulk > [h pele, Sax .) a Puſh or Pimple. WHETHER (hpæ dejl, Sax . ] which of the two, &c.

WHEAT [tuaede, Din. h päte , Sax .]
Whey [hpæz, Sax.] the wateriſh part of Milk.

WHEA'TEN, made of wheat. Which[hvilicli , Dan. h pilc, Sax .] who ? whether of
the two, ETC.

WHEAT - Ear, a Bird.

To WHEE'DLE, to draw in craftily , to coaks or footh . A Whiff ( prob. of sywyth, Brit . ] an Attraction or

A Wheedle , a flattering, cajoling Expreſlion .
Expulſion of the Breath .

WHEE'DLING, cajoling, &c. To Whyffle [prob. of pe pian, Sax. to babble , of

Wheel [huil, Dan. hpeol, S.ax.) a round Utenſil for weyfelen , Du. to ramble or fluctuate) to play on a Pipe ;

various Ules. alſo to ſtand triffling ; alſo to chouſe, trick or cheat out of a

A meaturing Wheel , a mathematical Inſtrument for mea
thing .

furing lengths upon the Ground ; alto call d a W'ay-wiſer.
Whi'ffler ' pæxley, Sax .] one that plays on a Whimle

WHEELER (of h peugul, Six .] a Wheelwright, &c. or Fife ; a young Freeman that goes before the Companies

WHEEL -BARROW [of h peol and be pepe, Sax.] a fort of of London on publick Proceſſions.

Vefſel or ſmall Cart with one wheel . A WHUFFLING Fellow ; a mean, pitiful Fellow , a Trifler,

WULE’LWRIGHT (of h peol and pyynta, Sax.) a Maker
A WHIG, one of a Party oppoſite to the Tories.

of wheels of Carts , Waggons, Gr. Whi'ggish [h pæg, sáx. whey, becauſe (as ſome ſay ) the

To Wheel, to turn about. Name Whig was firitgiven to the Field-Mceters in Scotland,

To Where (in Milit. Art] is to make a motion that whoſe chief Diet was fourMilk ] a Nick -Name, the oppoſite

brings a Batalion or Squadron to front that ſide which before to that of Tory, and is applied to thoſe that were againſt the

was the flank . Court Intereſt, in the Time of King Charles II. King

WHEE'Lage, a Duty antienily paid for the Paſſage of James II, &c and for it, in the Reign of King William and

Carts and Waggons.
King George.

Wheel -Fire ( Chymiſtry ] a Fire for the melting ofMetals,
WHIGG19HLY, according to the Principles of the Whigs.

&c. where the crucible, Coppel or melting Pot is entirely
WHIGGISM , the Principles of the Whigs.

covered over on the top, as well as round the ſides, the
WHILE

WHILST
(h pile, Sax .] during the Time; alſo unti !.

{ame as Ignis rot & .

Wheel, a Puniſhmentwhich is inflicted on great Crimi- Whi'lom (h pilon , Sux .) once, ſome Timeago, formerly.
WHIM .

nals, and eſpecially on Aſſaſiines, Parracides and Robbers on
See W'himiy.

the High-way, in France, Holland , Germany, &c . they have TO WHI'mper (of winnmern , Teut . ] to begin to cry,

their Bones firſt broken with an Iron Bar on a Scaffold, and
as a Child .

then are placed on the circumference of a wheel , and left WHI'MSICAL , full of whimſies, freakiſh , fantaſtical.

there to expire ; ſometimes their Bones are broken on the Whi'MSICALNESS, fulneſs of whimſies, freakiſhneſs, fan

wheel, & C.
tafticalneſs.

WHEE'ZING (of hpeoyan , Sax . ) making a Noife in the WHI'MSy [incerta Etymologiæ ] a maggotty Fancy or Con

Throat, as one that has a Cold. ceit , a freakith Humour .

Whelk (prob . of h ele , Sax. putrefaction ] the ſame as WAL’m -wnam (prob.of It'himſ] a Gew'gaw , a Bauhle,
Wheal; alſo akind of Shell Fiſh or Sea Snail . a Toy to play withal.

TO WHELM (pylyan and a phylkan , Sax. ) to turn or
Whin , a Shrub called Kreiholm .

TO WHELVE cover the open ſide of a Veſſel down- A WHINE [with Hunters] the Cry of an Otter. "

wards .
To WhI'NDLE . See Whine.

Whe'lmed (of pilya, or prob. of zepeylged, Sax . ) turn
WHI'NIARD (prob. of pinnian, to win , and ane, honour,

ed the open ſide downwards, as a Bowl, & c.
or of pyntpian ,Sax. to vibrate )a ſort of Back- Sword,

To Whelp (of h pelp , Sax. prob . of vulpecula of vulpes,
WHI'NING [of pinian, Sax . ) making a mournful, con

L. a Fox] to bring forth whelps or young, ás a Bitch, Fox, plaining Noiſe, ſpeaking in a crying Tone .

Bcar, C. TO WHI'NNY (prob.of wili, Brit. or hinnirė, L.) to

WHELP, the young of a wild Beaſt, a Puppy ; alſo an op- neigh , as a Horſe or young Colt.

probrious Appellation of a Boy, Man, & c.
Whins, the Furz or Furz Bush .

WHEʻLPISH, like or pertaining to a whelp . A Whip (h peop , gey pipe and suip y pipa, Sax.] 3

Whelps [on Shipboard] are Brackets or înall Pieces of Scourge, Laſh , & c.

Wood faſtened to the main Body of the Capitan or Draw- T. WHIP [h peopan, Sax . wipner , Dan ] to Scourge or

beam , which give the ſweep to it, and keep the Cable from Lash with a whip ; alſo to low after a particular manner.

furging or riſing up too high, when it is wound about them . WHIP -STAFF (on Shipboard] a piece of wood or ſtaff fallen

When [n pænne, Sax ) atwhat Time. ed to the Helm , which the Steerſman holds in his Hand to

When (among Logicians) is the eighth of the Categories; move the Helm and govern or turn the Ship.
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WHIPPING (in Angling ] a faſtening the Line to the Hook White -Wort, an Herb.

dr Rod : alſo a caſting in a Hook and drawing it gently on TO WHITEN (h plcian , Sax .) to make white

the water.
WHI'TING, a Subſtance made of Chalk .

WHIPPING ( of hpuopan , Sax .] ſcourging, laſhing; alſo WIHTING [wittingh, Du.) a Fifh .

fewing after a particular manner ; alſo joining or clubbing; WHI'TISH [of h pita, Sax. ) inclining to white.

as whipping a Six -pence, &c. at the Tavern, & c. Whitlow [of pite, Sax. a Pain, and loup, F. a volt

WHIPSTER (prob. of gey pipe, Sax . a whip) a fhuffling a Swelling at the End of a Finger.

Fellow , a Sharper, a Trickſter. Whitlow -Graſs, an Herb good for whitlows.

WHIRLING (prob.of hpyn xan or h pergian , Saz.) turn- Whi'thbr (h pæber , Sax.) to what Place.

ing ſwiftly about with the Hand, & c. WHITHERSOE'ver [hpaberiye-y pa,æfen, Saz. ] to what

A WHIRLE (prob . of wirbel, Tent.] a piece of wood Place foever.

put on the Spindle of a ſpinning wheel . WHI'Tster , a whitener of Linen Cloth.

WHI'RL -BONE, the round Bone of the Knee. WHI'TSUN-Farthings, Offerings antiently.made at Ibit

WHIRL-WIND [ of hpyn Xan and pind, Sax. or hirvel- funtide to the Pariſh Prieſt by the Pariſhioners .
wind, Dan.] a Hurricane, a wind that blows whirling WHI'TSUNDAY [h pita-yundæg, Sax.) i.e. White-Sur

round .
day, becauſe on the Eve of this Feſtival, the Catachumens

WHI'R LY-POOL (hping and pul, Sax .) a Gulf in the Sea were anticntly clothed in white Robes, and adınitted to the

or River, where the water continually turns round.
Sacrament of Baptiſm .

A WHI'RLY-GIG, a play thing to turn round.
WHI'TSUNTIDE, the Whitfon Holy Days.

A Whisk ( prob. of viffte, Dar. wiſch, Text. but Skin
Whi'ttall , a Bird.

ner inclines to derive it of h pita, Sax . white ) a Bruſh made
Whi'tten - Tree, a Shrub.

of Olier Twigs ; alſo a ſort of Neck Dreſs, formerly worn
To WHI'TTLE (hpettan, Sax.] to cut Sticks into ſmall

by Womenalſo a quick motion of a Twig, & C.
pieces.

To Whish [prob .of biſcher , Dan. or whiſchen, Text.]
WHITTLE [ pital, Sax. white) a fort of Child's Blanket,

to ruſh or cleanſe with a whisk; alſo to give a ſlight bruſh
or one worn by Women over their Shoulders.

by a ſwift Motion, as a Fox with her Tail, a Woman with
WHITTLE [ of hpita. Sax. white ) a ſort of Basket.

her Petticoats, Gr.

Wurzzing [qu. of hiſſing, hiſcean, Sax .) making a

WHISK, a Game at Cards well known.

Noiſe, as water when a hot Iron is put into it, & c.

WHI'SKERS, little tufts of Hair at the corners of the Mouth
Who ihpa, Sax .) what Perſon.

on the upper Lip.

WHOLE Conc , Gr. philig or paly , Sax .] intire , not

broken ; alſo all of any Thing . .
WHI'sking, very great, ſwinging, as a whisking Lye.

To Whe'sper huitter, Dan. wiCperan ,Teut.) to ſpeak due Order or Diſpoſition.

The WHOLE, is that which is made up of Parcs united in

ſoftly , or in the Ear.

WHISPERING, ſpeaking ſoftly, and in the Ear.

WHOL E (among Logicians) is twofold, one compos'd of

ſeveral Parts really diſtinct, which in Latin is callid Totum ,
WHISPERING -Place, a remarkable Curioſity in the Cathe and the Parts of it are termed integral Parts, as the Apart

dral of Glouceſter, and alſo at St. Paul's at London, & c. being ments of a Houſe, the Precinetsof a City or Town, che

a Wall built ſo in an Arch of the Church, or juſt under the

Cupola, that if a Perſon at one end whiſper never fo low ,

Provinces of a Kingdom : The other Whole is called in Latin

Omne, and the Parts of it are termedſubječtive or inferior ,

another who lays his Ear at the other, ſhall hear every Sylla becauſe this Whole is a common Term, and its Parts are com

ble ſpoken diſtinctly. pris'd within its Extent, as the Word Animal is a Whole of

WHIST ( of huile, Dan .) an Interjection requiring Si this Naturc ; the Inferiors of which , as Man or Beaſi, which

lence . are compris'd within its Extent, are its ſubjective Parts.

A WHISTLE [h piſtle, Sax .) a ſort of muſical Pipe. An Efential WHOLE (in Metapbyſacks] is that which con

To WHISTLE (of hpistan , Sax .) to play Tunes with the fifts of ſuch Parts as compleat the Eſſence of that Being ; as

Lips and Breath , a ſort of ſinging without ſpeaking. Man is made up of Soul and Body .

AWhit (a phit, Sax.) a ſmall Part. Integral Whole ( in Metaphyſicks] is that which has the

WHITE [ bvið, Dan. hpita, Sax . ] the Colour contrary fame Nature with its Parts, lo everyſingle Drop of water is

to Black
water.

WHITE -LIVERED [qu. white-leathered ] Envious. WHOLE sas'd Boots, winter riding Boots, hunting Boots.

WHITB-COB [h pita -cop, Sat.] a Mew, a Sea - Bird . Whoʻlsom (of hæl, Health, and yom, Sax .) healthful,

Knights of the Order of the White-Eagle, an Order of good, ſound.

Polish Knights, inſtituted by King Ladiſlaus V. A.D. 1325 . WHOLSOm Ship (Sea Language) a Ship which will hull,

WHITE-HART- Silver, a Mulēt paid into the Exchequer try and ride well, without rolling or labouring.

out of the Foreſt of White -Hart, certain Lands in Dorſet- WHOʻLSOM NESS, foundneſs , goodneſs, aptneſs to procure

Jhire, which was firſt impoſed by King Henry III. on Tbo- Health .

mas de Linde, for killing a beautiful white Hart, contrary WHOMSO'Ever [hpa ypa æger, Sax.) any or every one.

to his Order. WHOOʻDINGS (prob. q. d. hoodings) thote Planks in a Ship ,

A WHITE - HEAT ( with Smiths ) a degree of Heat leſs which are joined and faſtened along the ſides of her upon the

than a welding Heat, given to Iron in the Forge , when it Stern .

hath not got its Formand Size. To WHOOP [houper, F.) See Hoop.

WHITE- LINE [ Anatomy] the Linea Alba. A WHOOP, a Pewet, a Bird .

WHITE-MEATS, Milk -whitepots, Cuſtards, Cheeſe-cakes, Wuoop the Cry which a Shepherd makesto call his

Butter, Cheeſe. WHOOPOO Sheep together.

WHITE-Oakum , a ſort of Tow or Flax to drive into the A WHORE(hure and horeypena of hynian , Sax. tohire ,

Seams of Ships . 9.d. a hired Woman) an Harlot, a Proſtitute, an incontinent

WHITE-POT, Milk and Eggs, white Bread , Sugar and Woman .

Spice baked in a Pot . A WHORE ( Hieroglyphically ) was by the Antients repre
WHITE- RENT, a Duty of 8 d . antiently paid yearly to the ſented by a Lion with aWoman's Head, becauſe her Coun

Duke of Cornwal, by every Tanner in Derbyſhire. tenance is fair, her Speech pleaſant, and her Allurements

WHITE-SAUCE [ Cookery ) a Sauce made of blanched Al- powerful, but her Nature fierce and cruel, and preys upon

monds and the Breaſts of Capons, pounded together with both Body and Eſtate ,

Spice, &C.
To WHORE ( of hy nian , Sax. to hire] to commit whore

WHITE- SPURS ( in antient Times ] Squires made by the dom , to follow whores.

King, ſo named from the white Spurs they received at their WHO'R EDOM (hupedom , Şax.] Incontinency .

Creation. WHO'R E -MONGER [of hure and Mangere, Sax. a Mer

WHITE-WINING, a ſmall white Apple of a pleaſant Juice. chant or Trader) one who followswhores.

WHITENESS ( pitanegre, Sax .) according to the Hypo- WHO'R ISH , inclinable to play the whore, laſcivious.

theſis of Sir Iſaac Newton, is what is the relult of the mix- WHO'rtle (heo nt, Sax. a Heart] a kind of Shrub.

ture of all ſorts of Rays together. But the Opinion of Mr. WHORTLE-BERRIES [heo pt -be pian of heont, an Heart,

Boyleis , that it chiefly dependsupon this, That the ſurfaces and be pian , Sax .) the Berries of a Shrub callid Wberile or

of white Bodies are ſeparated into innumerable Superficies, Hurtle.

which being of a nature meerly ſpecular, are ſo placed , that WHUR? [in Falconry ] the fluttering of Partridges and

ſome looking one way, and ſome another, do reflect the Pheaſants asthey riſe.

Rays of Light falling on them, not towards one another, TO WHUR, to ſnarl as a Dog does.

but outwards, towards the Spectators Eye: Why ( hpi, Sax .) for what Reaſon or Cauſe.

WHUZ
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W. [ pi, Sax .) in Compoſition in proper Names fignifics Wily (prob. of zealice, Sax .] crafty , &c.
Holy, as W’imund holy Peace, Gr.

Will ( pilla , Sax . ] a certain Faculty of the Soul , or the
Wic [pic of picien, Sax. to dwell) a Borough or Village. Act of it , &C.

WICH A'CAN , a Virginia Root, of great Efficacy in heal. The Will ( with Moralifs] is defin'd to be the internal

ing all manner of wounds . Guide of a Man's Actions, ſo that when the Objects are pro

Wick ( peoc, Sax . ] the Cotton , &c. of a Candle, Lamp, poſed and known, this Power can , by an intrinſick Principle,

.
and without any phyſical Neceflity, move it ſelf towards

WICKED [ incertæ Etymologia , prob. of peceb, Sax . full them , and chuſe that which ſeems molt agreeable and con

of guile, Cambden ; or, as others, of pizand, a Soldier, be- venient, and reject that which appears unſuitable and incom

cauſe they are generally wicked ; or, as others, of picce, a modious.

witch, of piccian, q . d . bewitched ) ungodly , impious, den WI'LLING [of pillan , Sax. to will) diſpoſed inMind to.

bauche ', & c. Wi’LLINGNESS, readineſs or dlſpoſition of Mind.
WICKEDNESS, ungodlineſs, c. Wi'llow ( pelige, Sax .) a kind of Tree.

Wicker (prob, ot vigte , Dan . ) a Vine Twig, an Ofier WILL Parole 7 a will only by word of Mouth, which

Tuig. Will Nuncupatives being proved by three or more wit

Wicket (prob . of guichet, F. ] a ſmall Door in a larger. neſſes, may be of as good force or as valid as one in writing,

WICKLIFFITES , the Followers of John Wickliff, the firſt except for Landswhich are only deviſable by Teſtament in

Engliſh Protettant Reformer, who fo mauled the Pope, that writing, during the Life of the Teſtator.

he got the Title of Arch Heretick . Will in a Wisp, a Meteor better known among Authors

WIDDLE-WADDLE [wickel wackel-gehen, Teut . ] to by the Name of ignis fatuus, a fiery Exhalation that appears

gofideling toward firſt one ſide and then the other. in the Night, commonly haunting marſhy and fenny Places

WIE [of pic, Sax . a Bay , Bank, or crooked Turning and Church- yards , as being evaporated out of a fat Soil ; it

? of a River ; alſo a Caſtle or Fortrels] in com alſo flies about Rivers, Hedges, &c. and frequently mileads

pound proper Names or Places is to be underſtood to ſignify
Travellers in a dark Night, by reaſon of their making to

one of thoſe Things before mentioned . wards it , and not taking a due care to keep the way.

WIDE (vid, Dan . pibe, Sex large in Breadth.
Sweet-WILLIAM , a Flower

WI'DENESS, largenels in Breadth . Will - Jill, a forry , pitiful , inconſiderable Perſon, an

Hermaphrodite.
To WIDEN (prob . of pidenan , Sux. or weitin, Teut.]

WIMBLE [wimple, Du . of wemelen , Germ . to bore]to make wider.

WIDGEON > [prob . of piggend, Six. fighting] a filly . an Inſtrument to bore Holes with .

WIDGIN S kind of Bird ; alio a filly Fellow . A Wimple [wimpel, Du . guimple, F. ] Muffler or

Widow ( piopa, Sax. vidua, L.) a woman whoſe Huſ plaited linen Cloth , which Nuns wear about their Necks ;

band is dead. allo a Streamer or Flag .

WI'POWER (pudepen , Sax . weduwer , Du ] a Min To WIN ( pinnan, Sax. vinder, Dan. prob. of vincere ,

whoſe Wife is dead . L.) to get or gain by play ; alio to obtain or make one's ſelf

Widowhood (pudepand habe, Sax . ] the State of a Wi maſter of, to get the better ; alſo to perluade or prevail with

dower. a Perſon .

WIN
King's Widow, one who after the Death of her Husband, in, Sax. War, Strength ? the Nanies of

who was the King's Tenant in Capite, was forced to recover pine, Sax . Beloved, Dear Men beginning

her Dower by the writ de dotealignanda, and could not or endingwith theſe Syllables , ſignify, either from Win, the

marry again without the King's Confent.
martial Temper of the Man , or from Wine, that they were

Widow-Bench [in the County of Sulex ] is that ſhare the Favourites of the People, &c.

which a widow is allow'd out of her Husband's Eftate beſides T. WINCE ? [ fome derive it of wancken , Teut, to va

her Jointure. To WINCH cillate] to kick or ſpurn, to throw out the

Widow -Wail, a Shrub. hinder Feet as a Horſe does .

To WIELD (of pealdan and piloan, Sax. ) to handle, to To Winch (prob . of pindan , Sax. to turn and wind, or

manage, to ſway. guincher, F. ] to wind round or skrew with a winch, an .

Wi'eldy, ealy to be managed or governed by the Hand . Iron Inſtrument to wind up a Jack, turn Screws, &c.

Wife vif, Dan . if pof pipian , Sax . to marry a wife] WI'NCHESTER -Gooſe, a pocky Swelling in the Groin .

a married woman, whoſe will, in the Judgment of the Law , Wind [vind, Dan . pino , Sax. ] the Current or Stream

is ſubject to the will of her Husband; for which reaſon a of the Air, together with ſuch Vapours as the Air carries a

wife is ſaid to have no will ; but Fulget radiis Mariti, i . e . long with it ; or wind may be defined to be a Vapour agita

Shines with the Luſtre of her Husband. tedand rarified , which paſſing from a narrow Place, wherein

WIG [ignota Etimol ] a Cap of Hair for the Head ; alſo a it was pent, into one morelarge and wide, drives the Air
fort of Bun or Cake. before it : If it chance that there be a Meeting of many Va

WI'Greve (of piz, a way , and genera, Sax. ) an Over- pours together, then , according to the Quantity of the Mat- .

ſeer or Surveyor of the High ways. ter, this wind is ſo much the greater.

Wight (piht, Sax. ) a living Man or Woman . To bave the Wind of a Ship ( Sea Phraſe] is to be to the

Wilderness (prob. of pild and negye, Sax.) a large windward of her.
Place uncultivated and unfrequented. To Wind (with Hunters] to Scent the Game as Dogs do.

Wild ( pils, Sax . bild, Dan .] untamed, hair - brained ; To Wind ( pindan, Sax . vinder, Dar.) to turn , twiſt or

alſo fierce, furious ; alſo uninhabited .
roll about ; allo to blow a Horn .

Wi'ldness, untamedneſs, furiouſneſs, uninhabitedneſs. WIND -Berry, a Bill - berry or whortle -berry.

A Wild , a wilderneſs , Milton . Wine-Bound (Sea Term ] hindred, ſtopp'd or kept back

WildWater -Crefjes, a Plant alſo called Lady's Smock and from Sailing by a contrary wind.

Cuckoe Flogver. Wind . Broken , a Diſeaſe in Horſes.

Wild-Williams, a Plant . WIND Colick, a painful Diſeaſe in the Stomach, &c.

Wilds, wild or barren Country. WIND-Egg , an addled Egg, one that has taken wind.

A WI'LDING , a wild Apple, a Crab Apple. Large WIND, a fair wind .

Wild l'egetables, ſuch as grow of themſelves without To carry in theWind (with Horſemen ] is ſaid of a Horſe
culture . that carries his Noſe as high as his Ears, and does not carry

Wild- fire , a ſort of Fire firſt invented by the Grecians, handſomly.

Anno Chrifti 777. Gunpowder wetted , made into a Paſte, WI'NDACE [of a Gun ) the difference between the Diame

rolled upand ſet on fire ; alſo an Evil in Sheep; the running ter of the Borc and the Diameter of the Ball .

worm , a Diſeaſe. WI'NDFAL [of pind and reallan, Sax . to fall] Fruit that is

WILD-FIRE Arrows, Arrows trimmed with wild -fire , and blown down by the wind ; allo ſonicthing coming to one by

fhot burning to ſtick in the Sails or Rigging of Ships in a the Death of a Perſon, or unexpectedly ,

Fight . Wind -Gall, is a ſoft Swelling, occaſioned by over-work

WILE [prob. of zeal , Sax. Fraud) a cunning Shift, a ing , juit by the Horſe's Fetlock, about as big as half a
fubtle Trick. Pigeon's Egg, and at firſt full of Water.

WI'LFUL [pilfull, Sax .) obſtinate , unruly, head - ſtrong, WIND-Gun, an Inſtrument to diſcharge a Bullet only by
ſtubborn , inflexible . the means of Air cloſe pent within it .

WILFULNESS, Obftinacy , Inflexibility, & c. WINDLASS 2 in ſmall Ship ) a draw Beam or Machine
WINDLESS

Wi'liness (of zeal , Fraud, and ney Ye; or of zalian , to placed on the Deck , juſt abaft the Fore
enchant, Sax.) craftinefs, flineſs, trickingneſs . Maft.
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WINDLASS a Machine Stems of Plants, as are furniſhed all their length with a fort

WINDLESS uſed to of membranous Leaves.

raiſe huge Weights withal, ToWINK [ pincian, Sax. wincken , Teut.] to cloſe or

as Guns, Stones, Anchors , ſhut the Eyes.

& C. alſo to wind up or To WI'NNOW ( pinopian , Sax . waoinen , Teut. and Dr.

draw things out of a Well .
vannare, L.) to fan or ſeparate Corn from Chaff by the

It is a Roller of wood wind.

ſquare at each end, through
WINTER [ pinter, Sax . vintet, Dan . ] one of the Sea

which is either croſs Holes fons of the Year.

for Hand -ſpikes or Staves
WINTER [with Printers] a certain Part of a Printing

acroſs, to turn it round ;
MOUNTAINBIKUMI

Preſs.

by this means it draws a
TO WINTER [ winteren , Du . ) to abide in a Place daCord , one end of which is faſtened to ſome weight which

ringthe winter Seaſon .
it raiſes up. They are uſed in Gins, and abont Dutch Mor

WINTER -Creſſes, an Herb.
tars , to help to elevate them .

WINTER -Piner, a Pear of a roundiſh Form, and yellowiſh
WIND-ROW , Hay or Graſs raked up into Rows, in order

Colour ſpeckled with red .
to be dry'd by the wind before cocking up .

WINTER -Green , a Plant or Herb ſo named on account of
WIND-TAUGHT [in Sea Language) ſtiff in the wind, a

its flouriſhing in winter.
term apply'd to any thing which holds or catches the wind

WINTER -Heyning, a Seaſon which is excepted from thealoft, or ſtooping too much in a ſtiff gale of wind.WIND -THRUSH, a Bird ſo called ,becauſe it comes into LibertyofCommoning in the Foreſt of Dean.
WINTER-Lemon, Marvel, Thorn , kinds of Pears.

England in high winds in the beginning of Winter.
Winter Solſtice (with Aſtronomers] happens on the uth

WIND -Tackle Blocks [in a Ship ] are the main, double
of December, when the Suncomes to the Tropick of Capri

Blocks or Pulleys, which being made fact to the End of a
corn, the Day being at that Time ſhorteſt, and the Night

ſmall Cable, ſerve for the hoiſting Goods into a Ship .

TO WIND a Ship
longeſt, that is to ſay, in northern Countries.

To WEND
is to bring her head about. To WINTER rig ( with Husbandmen ] is to fallow or till the

Land in winter.

The Ship WINDS up [in Sea Language) is ſaid of a Ship
To WIPE ( pipan, Sax.] to ſtroke or wipe off gently any

when ſhe comes to ride at an Anchor.
Duft, Filth, C.

How WINDS the Ship ? [in Sea Language) is, upon what

How WENDS
A Wipe (ger pipe, Sax . ] a cleanſing by wiping ; alſo as Point of the Compais does a Ship

Reflection or cloſe Rub upon a Perſon.
that is under Sail , lie with her head.

WIRE (prob . of gyrare, L. to wind round, or virer, F.]
Trade WINDS, are winds which blow conſtantly from the

Eaſt, between the Latitude of 30 Degrees North and South,
Gold, Silver, Copper, or other Metals, drawn out into
long Threads.

in the Atlantick, Ethiopick and Pacifick Oceans.
To WIRE -DRAW , to draw out gold or ſilver wire ; alſo toCoaffing - Trade WINDS, are ſuch as the Southerly and

ſpin out a Buſineſs; alſo to decoy a Perſon ; alſo to get
Southerly-weſt winds, which blow conſtantly all along the

fomething out of him .
Coaſts of Africa, on the Southward of the Equator, within

the Trade -wind Limits ; and the Northerly and North-weſter
WIRES [ in Botany] the long Threads which run from

Strawberries and other Plants, and fix in the Earth and pro
ly winds on the North Side of the Equator, blowing on the

fame Continent .

pagate other Plants .

Wi'sacre (prob. of werf-leggher,Du. a Diviner]Shifting -Trade WINDS, are the ſame as Monſoons, and

are periodical winds in the Indian Sea, that blow for half the ironically, is uſed to ſignify an half-witted Perſon.

Year one way, and the other half upon the oppoſite Points:
WISDOM ( pigdom , Saz.] Knowledge of high Matters ;

And thoſe Points and Times of Shifting are different in diffe
alſo Diſcretion, Judgment.

rent Parts of the Ocean. And in ſome places the wind is WISDOM (with Moraliſts] is defined to be ſuch a Diſpo

conſtant for three Months one way, then three Months more ſition of the Mind, by whicha Man is firmly inclin'd to have

the contrary way, and ſo all the Year.
right Sentiments of things that occur to his Perception, and

WI'NDWARD ( of pind and topano, Sax .] towards the to make a juſt Examination of the Actions that belong to his

wind .
Life.

WINDWARD - Tide, a Tide that runs with the wind. WISDOM ( in God] is a communicable Attribute, and con

WINDOW [bindul, Dan. ) a Place to let Light into a
ſiders the relationof Things one to another, under the No

Houſe, C.
tion of Means and Ends, and of their fitneſs or unfitneſs, for

the various Purpoſes to which they are deſigned.

WINE (Win, Dan. pin, Sax .] a potable. Liquor well WISDOM ( Hieroglyphi.] was repreſented by the Egyptians,
known.

as a beautiful woman with four Ears and four Hands, and
Spirit of WINE (in Chymiſtry) the oily part of wine, rari

fied by acid Salts ; diſtilled from Brandy.
but one Tongue, hid within her Lips that were ſhut cloſe .

WING ( geping, Sax. ] that part of a Bird uſed in Aying.
WISDOM [in Painting, & c.] is repreſented in white

Robes, with ablue Mantle feeded with Stars.
WINGED [gepinges, Sax .) having wings .

Wise [ piye, Sax.) diſcreet, well -skilled, cunning, witty ;
WING (of an Army] is the Horſe at the Flanks or at the

End of each Line on the right and left.
alſo a way, manner or means.

WING of a Batallion are the right and left hand Files
A Wish ( pire, Sax.) a deſire, a craving,

WING of a Squadron that make up each side or Flank ;
To Wish [ piycian, Sax] to deſire, to crave after.

when a Batallion is drawn up, the Pikes are in the Centre or
Wisp (prob. of wiſchen, Teut. to wipe) a handful of

Middle , and the Musketeers on the wings.
Hay, Straw, &c. alſo a wreath to put on the Head for the

WINGS [in Fortification are the larger ſides of Horn- more eaſy carrying a Pail, &c.

works , Crown-works, Tenailles, and the like Out-works ; WI'STA [old Rec.] a wiſt or half an hiide of Land.

including the Ramparts and Parapets, with which they are To Wit (weten , D.u) to know .

bounded on the right and left, from their Gorge to the Wit (pit , Sax. gewit, Du .] Genius, Cunningneſs,

Front.

WINGED Seeds [in Botany) are ſuch as have Down or WIT ( according to Mr. Lock] is diftinguiſhed from Judg

Hairson them , whereby the wind taking hold blows them ment, andhe defines it to be a quick and ready gatheringof

at a diſtance. Ideas, and putting thoſe together with greac Eaſe and Va

WINGS (in Heraldry] are borne without the riety, in which can be found any agreeableneſs or relem

Body of the Fowl, and ſometimes ſingle, and blance, ſo as to make up delightful Images, and pleaſing
ſometimes double ; when they are double, they Pictures in the Fancy.

are called Conjoined; when the Tips are upwards, Witch (picce of piglian, to enchant , or picnian , to

they are call’d Elevated ; when downwards, Inverted. See divine, Sax . ) an Enchantreſs or Sorcereſs,

the Eſcutchcon . WITCH CRAFT ( picce, a witch and cræft, Ari, Sax.]

WING [in Botany) the Angle which the Leaves of a Plant, the Art of Bewitching, Enchanting, Divining, Ege.

or the Pedicles of the Leaves, form with the Stem or a Wirch - Elm , a kind of Elm .

Branch of the Plant. Wire ( pite, Sax .) a Puniſhment, a Penalty, a Fine.

WINGS ( with Gardeners ] are ſuch Branches of Trees or WITH (pi , Sax .)a Particle denoting Company or Union .

other Plants, as grow up aſide of each other. WithA'L [ pi all, Six ] belides.

To WING a Patridge, &c. ( Carving] is to cut it up . To Withdra'w [of pi $ and brazan, Sax .] to retire,

WINGED Plants (with Botaniſts] a term apply'd to ſuch to draw away from , to withhold.

TO

Fancy .
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To WITHÉR [ prob. of pidepian , Sax. but Dr. Th . H. Wolves-Heads (in antiert Times] out-lawed Perſons lo

derives it of weather, q. weathered ) to fade, to grow dry, called, becauſe as there was a Price ſet on the Heads of
Gr.

Wolves, Foxes and other deftructive Animals, fo out-law'd

WA'THER EDNESS (pydeju of gepy Sezon and negye, Perſons, beingout oftheprotection oftheLaws,were liable
Sax. ) fadedneſs, ſhrivellednefs, drineis .

to be killed by any who would take them if they made reſift
WITHERS (of a Horſe] is the Juncture or Joining of the ance or fled.

Shoulder -Bones, at the Bottom of the Neck and Mane, to- Wolf's- Bane (pulk-bana, Sax .) an Herb.

wards the upper Part of the Shoulders .
Wolf's- Tooth (with Horſemen ] is a Name given to the

Wi’THER -BAND, is a Piece of Iron or Band , laid under. exceſſive Height of ſome of the Grinders, which ſhoot out

neath a Saddle, about four Fingers above the withers of a Points as they increaſe in Length, and not only prick the
Horſe, to keep the two Pieces of wood that form the Bow Tongue, but hurt the Lips in feeding.

right . Wo'lvish, of the Nature of a wolf, ravenous.

WI'THÉRNAM (in ſome old Statutes] ſeems to fignify an Wo/lVishness, ravenouſneſs.

unlawful Diſtreſs, made by one who has no right to diftrain. Woman ( iman, prob. of pamb and man , Sac. ]

WI'THERSAKE ( in the Laws of King Canatus ] an A WoMANISH , like a woman , effeminate.

WYTHERSAKES poftate, a perfidious Renegado. WoʻMANLINESS, woman - like Behaviour

Wi’THER -WRUNG ( with Horſemen ] a Horſe is ſaid to be WOMB (pamb, Sax .) the Matrix of a woman, &c.

wither -wrung, when he has gotten a Hurt in the withers. Won [of pinnan , Sax ) did win , & c.

WITH -HOʻLDEN [of pi S-healdan, Sax .) kept back, ſtopped, WONDER [ pun sen of pun pian, Sax . ] an admirable or

ſtayed. ſtrangeThing ; alſo the Act of admiring at.
Within (pis in , Sax . ) To Wonder (pudpian, Say ) to admire at ;

WITHIN -BOARD ( Sea Term ] within a Ship. admiration at the extraordinarineſs of a Thing.

WITHOUT (pi S -out, Sax .) on the outſide. WO'NDERMENT [of ponder , Sat .. and ment, F. Term]
WITHOUT-BOARD ( Sea Term ] without or out of a Ship. wondering

TO WITHSTAND [of pi -ytandan , Sax .] to oppofe, to Wont (of gepuna of gepiinian or punian, Sat, to be ac

refift. cuſtomed to] uſe, cuſtom , habit.

WITHY ( pi Siz, Sax .) an Ofier. To WONT (punian , gepunian , Sat.] to be uſed or ac

A Wi'tness [ pitney ye, Sax .] one who teſtifies a Thing cuſtomed to .

To WITNESS i pitan, Sax .] to bear witneſs, to ſubſcribe Wonders of the World. Theſe were generally accounted

a writing as a witneſs. ſeven in Number.

To bear Witness (of pitneyJe of pitan, Sax .) to bear a 1. The Wa!i of Babylon , and the pleaſant Penſil Gardens

Teſtimony to . planted on it , by Semiramis, built of a fat Clay , only found
Wi'ttal [ pittol, conſcious to himſelf, of pitan, Sax. near the River Euphrates, and were very large and high.

Wirtol ſ to know] one who knows himſelf to be a Pliny ſpeaks of 200 Feet in Height, and ſome 250; but the

Cuckold and is contented.
common Opinion is, that they were so Cubits high , and ſo

WITTE'NA -Gemotes ( pittena-Zemoty, Sax. ) the Council broad, that two or three Chariots might go upon them in a

or Aſſembly of the Saxon, Nobility; in Aſiſtance to the breaſt without Danger, the Compaſs of them about, is faid

King. to be about twenty two Engliſh Miles ; 300000 Menare ſaid
WITTY ( plttig, Sax .) full of wit. to have been employ'd, in making this Wall, many Years ;
WI'TTINESS, fulneſs of wit. but ſome ſay it was made in one Year.

Wi'TWAL, a Bird. 2. The Labyrinth of Egypt. See in Letter L.

Wivern [in Heraldry) an Animal with wings 3. The Pyramids of Egypt. See Pyramids.

and feet like a Bird , but the Tail , &c. like a Ser- 4. The Mauſolæum of Cariæ , which Queen Artimiſia

pent; or a ſort of Aying Serpent, the upper Part built as a Sepulchre for her deceaſed Husband, tho' he was

reſembling a Dragon, and the lower a Serpent. not depoſited there; for the Queen had ſo endeared Affection

Wizard ( prob. of piye, Sax. and aerd, Nature) a
for him , that ſhe cauſed the Aſhes of his conſumed Body to

Sorcerer, a Conjurer, &c. be put into a Cup of Wine, and drank them to give him a

Wo [po , Sax. woe , Du.ve, L. y'a , Gr . ] Grief, Trouble,
Lodging in her Heart. See Maſuoleum in Letter L.

Sorrow. 5. The Coloſſus of Rhodes. Sce Colofjus.

Woad ( poo, Sax .) an Herb uſed in dying Blue, and with
6. Jupiter Olympius, is ſaid to have been the neateſt of

which theAntients Britains painted their Bodies, eſpecially TheHead wasof pureGold, but the Body was of Braſs. It
all theſe Works, made by Phidias, of 150 Cubits high .

their Faces, with frightful Figures , to make them look ter
waserected bythe Eleans, a People of Greece, and placed inrible to their Enemies.

Wo'den ( poden, Sax .] was the firſt or chief God of the a Temple dedicated to Jupiter, which was inriched after

Antients : He was, according to their Notions, to be ap wards with many curious Repreſentations , and excellent

Statues. This Statue of Jupiter was ſitting in a Chair halfpeas'd by Sacrifices no leſs than Human, and to be made Pro
naked ; but from the Girdle downwards he was covered ; in

pitious by manybarbarous Rites . From this Idol the fourth
the right Hand he held an Eagle , and in the Left a Scepter.

Day of the Week receiv'd its Name of Wodeny -væg, which

The upper Part being uncover'd, intimated how he was
we now call Wedneſday. This Woden was the Father of

Thor, or Jupiter (according to ſome) and the Mars, or as o
known to the Angels; but the lower Parts being covered,

ſignified how God hides himſelf in his Works from the in
thers ſay, the Mercury of the Romans.

ferior Creatures .

WOFUL [of po rull, Sux . ] ſorrowful, & C.

WoʻFULNESS, wretchedneſs.
The Emperor Caligula endeavoured to tranſport this Statue

to Rome ; but thoſe that were employ'd about it, were frightWold ( pold, Sax. ] a champain Land free from wood, a

Down. Hence, in Compoſition in proper Names, it de
ed fromtheir Enterprize by ſome unexpected Accident.

rotes a Prefect or Governor, as Bept.polo, Bert -wold , an
7 : The Temple of Diana at Ephejus, an incomparable

illuſtrious Governor, &c. alſo an Herb. work , ſupported by 120 large Pillars, every one the fole

enterprize and work of a King, who was reſolved to make
Wolf (puly, Sax .) a Beaſt of Prey .

his Piety and Magnificence appear upon his Pillar . See
Wolf (with Surgeons] a ſort of eating Ulcer.

Diana.

Wolf įHieroglyphically) was by the Antients uſed to ſig
WONDERS of the Peek [in Derbyſhire.]

nify the fameful Manners of a whore. Hence Lupa, (a ſhe
The firſt of theſe Wonders is Chatſworth - Houſe, &c. the

wolf ] L. ſignifies an whore or impudent woman ; and thence

Bawdy-Houſes are called Lupanarin.
noble Seat of the Duke of Devonſhire , where, beſides the
Statelineſs of the Edifice, and Curioſities within it, too

A Wolf held faſt by the Ears, was an Emblem of a Man
many here tobe deſcribed, there are pleaſant Gardens adorn

encompaſſed with Difficulties and Troubles. It is alſo taken
ed with exquiſite Water-works.

for an Emblem of a plundering Soldier, becauſe of itsbloody, Nymphs, which ſeem to ſport themſelves in the Waters,
1. Neptune with his Sea

cruel and ravenous Nature ; and thence the Antients (who which appear to fall upon Sea-weeds. 2. A Pond where
held the Tranſmigration of Souls) were of Opinion, that

Sea Horſes continually do roll . 3. A Tree, exactly relem
theSouls of thoſe Men, who were given to rob and plunder; bling a Willow , made of Copper, of which (by turninga
at their Death went into wolves .

Wolves; this Land was antiently very much infeſted lively repreſents a Shower of Rain.
Cock) every Leaf continually dillils Drops of Water, and ſo

with wolves. But King Edgar, in the Year 959, impoſing 4. A Grove of Cy

on the Welſh a Tribute of 300 wolves, i.e. that they ſhould
preſs and a Caſcade, at the 'Top of which Itand two Sea

Nymphs, with each a Jar under her Arm , from whence the

kill ſo mnany yearly, in time. the Land was clearedof
water falling upon the Caſcade, produces a loud rumblingwolves ,

Noiſe, like the Egyptian or Indian Cataracts . 5. Ai the
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Bottom of this Caſcade is another Pond, in which is an ar- paſſed this Place , and a Brook adjoining (which is not to be

tificial Roſe, thro' which the water aſcends and hangs ſuf- waded ſometimes ) the Arch opens it ſelf again , and brings

pended in the Air, in the Figure of that Flower. 6. There you to a ſecond Current, with large Banks of Sand in and

is another Pond, where there is Mercury pointing at the This Current is paſſable , but in a little Time you

Gods, and throwing up water. 7. There are ſeveral fine come to a third Current that is impaffable, and then the

Statues of Gladiators, and other Curioſities. Rock cloſes.

The ad is the Mountain callid Mam - Tor, which is almoſt To Woo ( pogan , Sax.) to court or make love to.

continually ſhivering down Earth and great Stones , in ſuch Wooing cof pogan , Sax. ) courting or making love to .

Plenty, and with ſo great a Noiſe, as often to frighten the Woʻer ( pogene, Sax .) a Sweetheart.

neighbouring Inhabitants, and to be heard at fome Miles Wood [pudu, Sax.] Timber ; alſo a Plot of Ground beſét

diſtance, yet never viſibly grows leſs, tho' it hath thus con- with Trees and Shrubs that grow ſpontaneouſly.

tinued for ſeveral Generations . Woo'den (of pudu, bax.) made of wood.

The 3d is Elden -Hole, a wide and terrible Chaſm , about Woo'd - MONGER [ of pucu and Mangepe, Sax .) a Timber

fourteen Yards in Length, and ſeven in Breadth . The Merchant.

Mouth of it craggy , but the inward Receſies contracted and WOOD -BIND ( pu: -bind, Sax.) a Plant.

intricate. It is accounted Bottomleſs, becauſe it could never WOOD-CASE (with Gunners] a Caſe made of two pieces of

yet be fathom'd by any Art of Man, tho' divers attempts hollow wood, lo that the wood of the one joins cloſe to the

have been made, tho' it has been plumbed to the Depth of other, like two half Cartridges to put into the Bore of a
884 Yards, 80 of which ſunk into the water ; and the Earl Cannon .

of Leiceſter hired a Man to go down in a Basket of Stones , WOOD-COCK , a wild Fowl.

who was let down 300 Ells , and being pulled up, was both Wood-cock Soil [in Husbandry] Ground that hath a Soil

Speechleſs and Senſeleſs, and died within eight Days of a under the Turf, which is of a Woodcock Colour, and is not

Phrenſy. It is uſual for thoſe that go to ſee it , co throw good.

down Stones, and lay their Ear to the Mouth of the Pit, Wood and Wood (with Mariners) is when two Pieces are

which make a great Rattling and Noiſe for a long Time, let into each other, ſo that the wood of one joins cloſe to the

which is leſſencd by Degrees, till it gets beyond the Sphere other.

of hearing . Wood-corn , a certain Quantity of Oats or other Grain,

The 4th is Buxton -Wells, in Number nine, the water, of in antient Times given by cuſtomary Tenants to their Lord,

which is hot, ſulphurous and ſaline , yet not fetid, but very for Liberty to pick up dead and broken wood.

palatable. They ſpring out of a Bars like Marble, and it is WOOD -CULVER

a kind of Pigeon.pleaſant to ſee the fulphurous Halitus break out in Bubbles, Wood- PIGEON

and impregnate the water. Theſe waters are very falutife- Wood -FRETTER, an Infeet , a kind of Worm .

WooʻDGELD [old Law ] the gathering or cutting wood

The 5th is Weeding -Wall or Tides-Well, a Spring that within a Foreſt ; allo Money paid for the ſame to the Fo

Ebbs and Flows like the Sea , ſometimes two or three times refters ; alſo an immunity or freedom from this Payment by

in an Hour ; and upon the ſinking of the water makes a the King's Grant.

guggling Noiſe, like the pouring of Liquors out of Bottles, Wood -Lands, Places in cloſe Countries where are many

but much louder. The Diameter of the Spring is about a woods .

Yard, and the Depth much the ſame, and the water riſes and Wood - Lark, a ſinging Bird well known.

falls about three Quarters of a Yard. Wood- Louſe, a Church or Houie Bug, an Inſect.

The 6th is a remarkable Cave, the Entrance of which is Wood -Min, Officers of a Foreſt , who have the Charge

at the foot of a large Mountain, callid Coitmoſs, by a ſmall of looking to the King's Woods.
Arch , ſo low , for ſeveral Paces, that thoſe who go into it WOODMOTE, an antient Name of the Foreit Court, now

are forced to creep upon all fours for a while ; but then it called the Court of Attachments.

opens to a conſiderable Height, not unlike to the Roof of a Wood - Pecker, a wild Fowl, that picks and hollows Trees

large Cathedral. On the right Hand is an hollow Cavern with its Bill .

calid Pool's Chamber, where by ſtriking a Stone upon the Wood - Plea Court [in the Foreſt of Clun in Shropſhire] a

Wall , a noiſy Echo rebounds. Hence your Guide conducts Court there held for determining all matters of wood and

you, with a Candle, over Ridges and Rocks of Stone , and feeding of Cattle.

Thews you many Repreſentations of Art and Nature, produ- Wood -Sage, an Herb.

ced by the pctrifying water continually dropping from the Wood-Sire , an Infect.

Roof and Sides of the Rock . There are the Repreſentations Wood- Snipe (puu-ynite , Sax .) a Fowl .

of the moſt curious Fret-work , Organ and Choir-work , and Wood-Ward, an Officer of a Foreſt, who walks with a

in other Places the Figures of Animals , as the Body of a Foreſt Bill and takes cognizance of all Offences committed , ac

Man, a Lion , a Dog, and many other Beaſts , which a the next Swain -mote or Court of Attachments.

pregnant Fancy readily ſuggeits, as alſo a Chair, Flitches of Wood-Wax, an Herb.

Bacon , a Lanthorn , and many other Varieties . A little far- Woʻody ( pubig , Sax. ] full of woods or Trees.

ther is a Pillar, called the Qucen of Scots Pillar, clear and WOʻODINESS, havingwood, fulneſs of wood.

bright as Alablaſter; and beyond that a ſteep Aicent of Woof (pefta, Sax ] the Thread interwoven croſs the

near a Quarter of a Mile high , which termines near the warp .

Roof in a hollow called the Needles Eye, in which when the WOOL ( palle, Sax .) a matter for clothing , growing on

Guide places his Candle, it repreſents a Star in the Firma. the Backs at Sheep.

ment. A Pillol being fired off, near the Queen of Scot's WooʻLLEN [of pulle , Sax. wool] made of wool.

Pillar , gives a Report near as loud as a Cannon . You return Woo'lly (fullig, Sax . ) made of wool, & c.

back a different way, paſſing ſeveral Currents of water. WOO'LLINESS, woolly Quality .

Some ſay this Cave takes its Name of ope Pool, a notorious WOOFFESHFOD (puljer-heo yod, Sar: i.e. Wolf's- bead)

Robber and Outlaw , who fled from Juſtice ; others, that he the Condition of an out-law'd Perſon , who , if he could not

was ſome Hermit, who there lived a retired Life . A little be taken alive , might be killed and his Head brought to the

Diſtance from Pool's Hole, is a ſmall clear Brook , memorable King.

for its Compoſition of hot and cold water, ſo united in the Wool -Drivers, thoſe Perſons who buy wool in the

fame Streim , that you may at once put the Finger and Country, and carry it to the Clothiers or Market Towns to

Thumb of the fame Hand, the one into the hot, and the ſell it again .

other into the cold. WOOL -Stapk , a City , Town, or any Place appointed for

The 7th is the Devil's Arſe or Peak's Arſe, a wide ſub- the ſale of wool.

terraneous Cavern running under the Hill near Caſtleton, the Wool - W'inders, thoſe Perſons who wind up the Fleeces

Entrance of which is large, but the farther you go, the nar- of wool, in order to be packed and fold, into a Bundle, it be

rower it grows : The Top of it is very high, and appears to ing cleanſed according to Statute.

the Eve to be a moft graceful Arch, chequer'd with diverſity Woo'step. See Worked.

of coloured Stones, from which continually drops a ſparry Word ( in an Army, & c. ] is ſome word that is given to
water thar petrifies. Within this Arch are ſeveral imall be the Token or Mark of Diſtinction, by which Spies or

Buildings, which are inhabited by poor People, who lie there treacherous Perſons are known ; it ſerves likewiſe to prevent

ready to attend Travellers who have the Curioſity to come Surprizes .

to ſee theſe Rarities . This Cave , after you are gotten a Words ( pogibey, Sax . ) diſtinct, articulate Sounds agreed

little way in it , is very dark and ſlippery, by reaſon of a on by Men to convey their Thoughts and Sentiments by.

Current of water that runs along it , and you are forced to WO'RDY (prob . of popbig , Sax.) abounding in Words, 6.

ſtoop, becauſe the Rock hangs foping ſo low ; but having WO'RDINESS , talkativeneis , si

Το
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To Work [ reon can , Sax . ) to labour. WO'RSTED (popEstes of pons, a Hall , and y'redba, à

To Work a Hurle, is to Exerciſe him at Pace, Trot or Plzce, S.1x. a Townin Norfolf, antiently famous for ſpin

Gallop, and to ride him at the Manage. ning of wool) a ſort of woollen Yarn , ſo denominated from

T. Work a ILrfe (in Horjemanſhip) upon Volts, or Head, the Place.

and Haunches, in or between two Heels, is to paſſage him , Wort (pynt, Sax. ) an Herb.

or make him go Side - ways upon tivo parallel Lines . Wort (py nit , Sax ) new Drink , either Ale or Beer.

Work (perc , Sax . ] Labour, Pains in doing any thing ; WORTH ( gwert, C. Br. peor , Sax.) price or value,

Buſineſs ; alto the Product of the Brain . defert or merit.

WO'RKING (of seo fican , Sax ] labouring, taking Pains ; Worth (of pond, a Court or Farm ; pon Size,Sax. a
alſo fermenting, as Beer, &c . Way, a Street , a Field ] a termination joined to the Names of

WoʻRK -MAN (pepc-man , Sex ) an Artificer, &c. many Places , as Walworth, Thiſtleworth, &c.

WO'RKMANLIKE [of pepc-man and gelice, Sax. ) artifi- Worthily (prob . of pon Slic, of pon and gelic, Sax . ]

cially . according to Merit.

WORKMANSHIP ( of percman and Ship, prob. of ycype, WORTHINESS, deſervingneſs, valuableneſs, &c .

Sax.) the Thing produced by the Artificer ; ailo Art or Aru- Worthies, Men of great worth or merit, illuſtrious Per

ficialneſs. ſonages.

WORKs (in Military Affairs] all the Fortifications about Worthies, as the nine worthies of the World . OF

the Body of any Place ; as Outworks are thoſe without the theſe, three were Jezus, viz. Jopra, David and Judas
firit Incloſure. Maccabæus ; three Heathens, viz . Hretor of Troy, Alexan

World [ pojil5,S.12 ) the Univerſe ; alſo the generality der the Grent and Julius Cæjar; and three Chriſtians, viz .

of the People ; the Vulgar, in diſtinction to the more-know- Arthur of Britain , Charles ibe Great of France, and Godfrey

ing, learned or noble. of Buuil'on.

The World ( Hieroglyphically] was hy the Antients repre- A Woʻrthine of Land [in Hertfordſhire) a particular

ſented by a round Temple, becauſe the divine Majeſty hath Quantity or Meaſure of Ground .

created it for his own Glory , to receive in it the Reſpects of WORTHLESS [of pong and lea ), Sax.] good for no

all Creatures , and becauſe it appears like a large and beauti- thing.

ful Edifice, excellently well adornd , ſupported by the Power WO'RTHLESNESS, the being of no Value.

of God, cover'd with the Heavens, and diſtinguiſh d into ſe- WORTHY (pyn 8 or pyndiz, Sax .] deſerving of.

veral Apartments. See Serapis. Wot [of pitan , Sar.' to know ] knows, as God-wot.

WO'RLDLINESS (prob . porldlicneyye, of po pibgelic and Woven (of pea fan or gepe rob , Sax . ) weaved.

ney Ye , Sax ) worldly -mindedneſs. WOULD [of pillan, to will, or gepillos, Sax .) as he

Worldli’ly, after a worldly - ininded manner. would , he defired, &c.

World, the Harmony of it ( Hieroglypb.] or the rare Cor- WoʻULDING (in Sia Language ] the winding of Ropes hard

reſpondency that is in the world between the leveral Parts that about a Yard or wlalt after it hasbeen ſtrengthened by nail

compoſe it, was reprefentented by the Image of the God Pan, ing a piece of Timber to it.

with two Horns upon his Head, and a Rank of ſeven flender To WOUND (pundian , S.1x . ) to make or cauſe a wound.

Pipes in his Hand , ſo joined together that their Muſick could WOUND (pund, Sax.) a cutting or breaking the Conti

make an harmonious Conſort. The two Horns were an nuity ofthe Parts of the Body ; or a bloody Rupture or So

Emblem of the Sun ; he had alſo a Leopard's Skin about his lution of the natural union of the ſoft Parts of the Body by a

Shoulders, which repreiented the beautiful Variety of the pricking , cutting or bruiſing Inſtrument.

Stars . A ſimple WOUND [in Surgery] one which only opens the

Wo’R LDLÍNG , a worldly minded Man or Woman . : Fleh, and has no other Circumitances accompanying it.

Wo'r LDLY - MINDED [of popis and gcminde, Sax. the A Complicated Wound, one that is attended with grievous

Mind) having the Mind fixed on the Profits or Pleaſures of Symptoms, as Fluxes of Blood, breaking of disjointed Bones ,

the World ; Covetous . Lameneſs, EC.

WORLD ( Hieroglyphic.] the common Hieroglyphick of it , A dangerous WOUND, a wound that is complicated, and of

was a Globe, on which was repreſented the Circles of the which the Accidents are dreadful , as when an Artery is

Zoliack, with the Signs in it, and round about a Multitude opened or prick'd, when a Nerve or Tendon is cut.

of Stars . This Globe being ſupported on the Shoulders of a A mortal Wound, is ſuch an one as muſt unavoidably

Man upon his Knees (called Atlas) his Knees being cover'd be followed by Death, when it is ſituated deep in a principal

with his long Garment, intimates that the world is upheld Part, neceſſary for the preſervationof Life, as thoſe of the

by the Power ofGod, who ſeems to be covered to the lower Heart, Lungs, Midriff, Liver, Spleen, &c.
Ranks of Creatures , with divers Emblems and dark Shadows. Wound (punded, Sax .) winded.

WORM (py jim , Sax. worm, Du . vermis, L.) a creeping WOUND - Wort (pung-pynt , Sax. ] a Plant.

Infeet. WO'UNDY , extreme, very great, exorbitant.

WOAM (with Dilillers) a long ſpirally winding pewter WRACK , a Sea Weed .

Pipe, placed in a Tub of water, to cool and thicken the Va . , WRACK ( præc, Sar. wrack , Du ] is when a Ship

pours in diſtilling of Spirits . Wreck periſhes at Sea , and no Man eſcapes alive out

To Worm one, to work a Perſon out of a Place , Benefit, of it ; which when it ſo happens , if any of the Goods that
& c. were in it , are brought to Land by the Waves, they belong

WORM - EATEN [of pýſm and ætan , Sax ] eaten with to the King, or to fuch Perſon to whom the King has grant

worms. ed Wreck ; but if a Man, Dog or Cat eſcape alive, ſo that

Wo'rmwood (wermod, Brit. pe piemod or pyjim pynt, the Owner come within a Ycar and a Day, and prove the

Sax . ) a Plant well known. Goods to be his, he ſhall have them again ; alſo a Ship ſo

WORM -GRAss, an Herb good to kill worms in human perihed.

Bodies . Wra'cked [of phæc, Sax. a wreck] Ship -wrecked.

WORM -SEED , the Secd of a Plant called Holy Wormwoord. WRA'NGLANDS Cold Rec ) niil-growing Trees that will ne

T. Worm a Cable (with Mariners) is to ſtrengthen it by ver prove Timber ,q . d . Wrongers of Land.
winding a ſmall Rope all along between the Strands . TO WRANGLE (ſome derive it of eurong , q. d .

qurungiing]

To Worm a Dog, is to take out a worm from under his to brawl , to ſcold , to quarrel , &c.

Tongue, which if let alone would cauſe him to run mad. To WRAP (prob . of h peo n pian, Sax . Skinner) to infold ,

To Woʻrry (popian , to run to and fro , or of penizean, or cloſe in , towind about.

to provoke, or wurgen , Du . to vex cruelly ) to touze or WRA'PPED (prob. of hpeo ni kian , Sar. according to

tug, to pull or tear in pieces, as wild Beaſts do ; alſo to tcaze . WRAPT Skinner) infolded, incloſed.

WRAʻPPER , a coarſe Cloth in which Bale -Goods are ,

Worse [pienye, Sar . ] more bad . wrapped , & c.

WO'RSHIP ( peop?p-Scype, Sax .] Adoration ; alſo a Title of WRATH (pha , Sax.) extreme Anger, Indignation.

Honour.
WRATHFUL [of pha 8 and full, Sax.] full of Indigna

To Worship, to adore, to reverence ; to pay obeiſance tion , &C.

or ſubmiſſion to . WRA'THFULNESS, extreme Anger.

WO'RSHIPFUL ( peopp-ycype full, Sax . ] worthy of wor To Wreak (præcan, Sax.] to diſcharge, to vent, as to

hip .
wreak ones Anger upon.

WO'RSHIPFULNESS, deſervingneſs of worſhip. Wrea'king (of phiæcan,Sax ) diſcharging, venting.

WO'RSHIPING [of ( pco ſp-Y cype, Sax . ) paying Adoration , Wreath (pheo Se, Sax .) a Garland.

Reverence , WREA'THED ( prob. gepjieo Bab, of ppeo Sian , S.1x .)

WORST (pynyt, Sax.) the moſt bad. twiſted or twined about, as two Cords twined , &c.

9 A
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WREATH (Pjeo Se, Sax. ) a Roll, ſuch as Women wear on to the Auditor of Receipt, who writes upon the Tallies the

their Heads in carrying a Pail. whole Letters of the Tellers Bills .

WREATH (with Architects) a torce or twiſted Work . Writhen [of pry San ,Sax.) wrung, twiſted, wreſted.

WREATH (with Hunters] the Tail of a Boar. Writing, theArt or Act of ſignifying and conveying our

WREATH ( in Heraldry ) the repreſentation of a Roll of Ideas to others, by Letters or Characters viſible to the Eye.

fine Linen or Silk, like that of a Turkiſh Turbant, conſiſting of WRITTEN [of apritan , Sax . ]

the Colours borne in the Eſcutcheon, placed inAtchievement Wrong ( Pjiange, Saz.) injuſtice, injury.

between the Helmet and the Creſt, and immediately ſuppotr- To WRONG (pringan, Sax.) to do injury or injuſtice.

ing the Creft . Wronged (geprongen of pringan, Sax , to do wrong to

WRECERY, Wrack -free, exempted from the Forfeiture of unjuſtly dealt by .

Ship -wrackd Goods and Vetiels to the King ; a Privilege WRO'NGFUL [of phang and full, Sax .) unjuſt.

granted to the Cinque-Ports by K. Edward III. Wrote (of a pritan , Sax.] did write.

Wren (ypenna, Sax ) a Bird . WROTH (pra, Sax .] very angry.

A WRENCH , a ſprain or ſtrain . WROUGHT (of peo ſcan , Sax .) did work ; alſo made.

WRE'NCHED [of pringan, Sax .] forced open, diſtorted, WRUNG ( p ringan , Sax. ] ſqueezed, griped, pinched, twiſt

difocated by fome Voilence . ed .

A WREST, a fort of Bow to Tune Muſical Inſtruments
WRY [of pny fan, Sax .to twiſt) a-wry, on oneſide.

with . WULFESHEFED (Wulgey heo yad,Sax .] 'i.e. Wolf's Head .

Wre'sted [of apneytan , Sax .) twiſted or turned about, The Condition of an outlaw'd Perſon, who, if he could not

wrung, forced , or extorted from , perverted as to the Senſe. be taken alive, might be killed , and his Head broughtto the

To Wrestle (præytlian, Sax . ] to uſe the Exerciſe of King; his Head being accounted of no more Value than the
Wreſtling ; to contend or ſtruggle earneſtly ; to ſtrive for the Head of a Wolf.

Maſtery. Wyche , a Salt- Spring.

WRESTLER [phæytlene, ofpraytlian , Sax.] one who WYCH E -Houſe, a Salt-Houſe, or Place wherein Salt is

wreſtles.
boiled .

WRE'STLING (p hægdlung, Sax. ) ſtriving, ſtruggling WYDRAUGHT, a Water -Courſe, a Sink or Common

earneſt to get theMaſtery ; a kind of Combat or Engagement Shore .

between two Perſons unarmed, Body to Body , to prove their WYKETTUS ( old Rec .] a Wicket or little Door.

ſtrength and dexterity, and try which can throw the other to WYRD [ pynt, Sax .) fignifies a Plant, and ſo in Names,

the Ground . WYRT ? in Compoſition .

Wretch (prob. of p pecca, Sax. a baniſhed Man , or WYTA (pita, Sax. ] a Fine paid in antient Times, to

wzack , Dua Caft-away, or of preccan , Sax . to take ven
WITA make ſatisfaction for ſeveral kinds of Offences.

geance) a miſerable, wretched, forlorn Perſon. Wyver (in Heraldry)a ſort of Ferret, or a kind of flying

WRETCHEDNESS, miſerable State, &c. Serpent; which, as Guillim ſays, is a flying Serpent, little, if

WRI'GGLING (prob. of picelian , Sax . ) turning this Way at all known, otherwiſe than it is painted on Coat-Armour,

and that Way, as a Snake, Ee , &c. ſcrewing or inſinuating and deſcribed by Heralds.

into Favour, &C.

Wright [pnýta of pryncan, Sax. to work or labour) an

Artificer in Wood, as Wheel-wright, Mill -wright, Ship X.

wright, &c.

Wright's , finding X, Roman , X , , ,

on a Plain the Place of a Ship upon any Courſe aſſigned, true ty firſt Letter

in Longitude, Latitude and Diſtance , the Meridians being of the Greek, and the Hebrews have it not ; it is a compound

ſuppoſed parallel, and the parallels of Longitude ſtraight Letter of cand .

Lines. X in Numbers ſtands for Ten .

To WRING ( p ringan , Sax . ) to preſs or ſquecze hard ; to x with a daſh over it ſignified 10000 .

pinch or gripe ; alſo to put to Pain. XANGTI (among the Chineſe] the ſupreme Governor of

WRINGING ( prob. of pringung of pringan, Sax .) pref- Heaven and Earth ; which is the only Name they have for

ſing or ſqueezing hard , pinching or griping. God .

To WRINKLE [ princlian, Sax . ] to make creaſes or XA'NTNENES [of færd, Gr.] a precious Stone of an

wrinkles . Amber Colour.

A WRINKLE (princl. Sax. ] a creaſe or fold , as in a Xa'nthium ( SaiSrov, Gr .] the lefſer Burr-dock , the Clot

Garment, the Skin , &c. Burr or Ditch - Burr.

WRI'NKLED (of princi, prob. of princlian , Sax .) crea- XENIA [ Envíos Gr . ) Preſents beſtowed upon Friends,

ſed or rumpled into Creaſes, Folds, &c. as a Garment, the Gueſts and Strangers, for the renewing of Friendſhip.

Skin , & c. XE'NIA [old Rec.] ſuch Preſents or Gifts as uſed to bemade

Wrist (pryyt, Sax .) the Part of the Arm adjoining to to Princes or Governors of Provinces.

the Hand. XENODO'CHY (Srnedoria, Gr. ) hoſpitality, kindneſs to Stran

WRIST-BAND (phyyt -band, Sax. ] of a Sleeve, gr. gers .

Writ (prit of þritan , Sax. to write) an Order from XENODO'CHIUM (3.dows , Gr . ) an Inn for the Entertain

the King or Court of Judicature for apprehending a Perſon, ment of Strangers ; alſo an Hoſpital.

&c. A written Precept or Order, by whichany Thing is · XERA'NTICA (treening, Gr.) Drugs or other Things of a

commanded to be done, relating to a Suit orAction , as the drying Quality.

Defendant or Tenant to be ſummoned ; a Diſtreſs to be taken, XeraPhI'UM [5receier, Gr.) a Medicine proper againſt the

a Diffeiſin to be redreſſed, &c . and they are either Original breakings out of the Head or Chin.

or judicial. Xerasi'a ( šnegeria, Gr.) a Fault in the Hairs, when they
WRIT of Alliance, Iftues out of the Exchequer to autho- appear like Down, and as it were ſprinkled with Duít.

rize any Perſon to take a Conſtable, or other publick Of- XERIFF, the Title of a Prince or chief Ruler in Barbary.

ficer, to feize Goods prohibited or unaccuſtomed . XerocoLLY'RIUM [Enegros nuecer of Eup @ dry, and wordvecer,

Writ of Privilege, is a Writ which a privileged Perſon Gr.) an Ointment for the Eyes, a dry Plaiſter for ſore Eyes.

brings to a Court for Exemption , upon account of ſome Pri- Xero'deS [ śregidhe, Gr. ) any Tumor attended with dryneſs.

vilege . Xeromy'RUM[Eveques , Gr.] a drying Ointment.

Writ of Rebellion. See Commiſſion of Rebellion . XEROPHAGY [ nopouzive of Empt and eagle, Gr . eating ) a

WritsOriginal, are Writs fent out of the High - Court of Diet uſed by Wreſtlers; the eating of dry Things ; alſo a fort

Chancery to fummon the Defendantin a perſonal,or a Tenant of Faſt among the Primitive Chriſtians.
in a real A &tion, either before the Suit begins, or to begin XEROPHTHA'LMY [Enego Januía , Gr.] a dry, red Soreneſs

the Suit thereby. or Itching in the Eyes, without any dropping or ſwelling.

WRITS Judicial, are diſtinguiſhed in that their Teſte bears Xeroʻtes ( čneórns, Gr . ) a dry habit or diſpoſition of Body.

the Name of the Chief Juſtice of that Court whence they Xesta [ Fogue, Gr. ) an antient Greek Meaſure that held 20

come; whereas the Original ſays Tefte me ipſo, in the name or 24 Ounces of Water.

of, or relating to the King. Xiphi'on [ 5ipier, Gr . ) the Herb Stinking -Gladden or

TO WRITE (pritan, Sax. ] to enter any Thing down in Spurge Wort.

writing . Xiphi'as [ Ereids, Gr. ] a Comet Maped like a Sword .
WRITER [ pritepe, Sax. ) a Penman, an Author. XiPhor'des [Ecocendis, Gr.) the pointed Sword like Carti

WRITER of Tallies [in the Exibequer) an Officer or Clerk lage or Griſtle of the Breaſt-Bone .

Xo'ana
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14 Seconds.

of ,

XO'ANA [ Ebaver, Gr . ) graven Images, Statutes carved out Ya'rrow (Zeapepe, Sax .] the Herb Milloil.

of Wood or Stone .
YATCH , See Yatch.

XOCHAITOTOTLE , a Bird , in America, like a Sparrow, ha- Yaws [in Sea Language) a Ship is ſaid to make Yaws,

ving Feathers of leveral Colours , called the Hang-Neit. when, by the fault of the Man at Helin , Mhe is not kepe

XYLA'LOES [Eunzion of furor wood, and anon, Gr ] the Iteddy, but makes Angles in and out.

Wood of the Aloe . YA'WLING, bawling.

XYLI'NUM [Eun cror, Gr . ) a ſort of Wool or Flax growing YA'WNING, gaping, ofcitation, an involuntary opening

in little Balls ; Cotton ; Fuſtian , Bumbaſt.
of the Mouth, occafioned by a Vapour or Ventoſity and

XYLOBA'LSAMUM (FuroBinodvor, Gr . ) the Wood of the endeavouring to eſcape, and indicating an irkſom wearineſs or

Balſam Tree .
inclination to Sleep.

XYLOCA'SSIA [ Bulongesnis, Gr . ) a ſort of Shrub or Wood : Yea ( Ia or gea, Sax. ) yes.

Caſſia .
YEA'NING [of eanian, Sax .] bringing forth Lambs, as

XYLOCINNAMON Euronewawer, Gr. ) Cinnamon Tree E'ANING 3 Ewes do .

Wood . YEAR (Zeaj), Sax.] is the Time the Sun takes to go thro'

• XYLOCO'LL A [ Xulorida, Gr . ] Wood Glue or Glue for the twelve Signs of the Zodiack : This is what is properly

the joining of Wood . called the Natural or Tropical Year, and contains 365 Days,

XYLO'N [Xider, Gr . ] Wood ; alſo the Cotton Tree, a five Hours and twelve Minutes, or forty eight Minutes fif

Shrub. teen Seconds (according to Sir Iſaac Newton .)

XYNOE'CIA [of Xuróne, Gr . to unite) an Athenian Feſtival, Natural Solar Year is the Interval of Time wherein

obſerved in Commemoration of Theſeus's unitingall the petty Tropical Solar the Sun finiſhes his Courſe through

Communities of Attica into one common Wealth. the Zodiack, or whereinhe returns to the ſame Point thereof,

XYSTARCHA ( Xusvipger, Gr . ) the Maſter of a Fencing or from whence he had departed, which is 365 Days, 5 Hours

Wreitling School, or the Xyftus. and 12 Minutes.

Xyster [Xusex, Gr . ] an Inſtrument uſed by Surgeons in The Civil Year , is that which each Nation has contrived

ſcraping or ſhaving Bones.
to compute Time by, and is very various , both as to its be

Xystos (of Xusos, Gr. ) an Indian precious Stone of the ginning and to its length ; according as they follow either

Jaſper kind. the courſe of the Sun or Moon, or both .

Xystos (Xuso-, Gr. ] a large Portico or Gallery, where The Lunar Year , contains twelve Lunations or Synodi

the Greek Wreſtlers uſed to Exerciſe in Winter Time. cal Months, and is leſs than the Solar by eleven Days; the

XY'stus [ Xuso , Gr. ) an open walking Place, where exact duration of it being 354 Days, 8 Hours and 48

Xy'sTUM } the Romans made Entertainments ; a Knot Minutes , ſo that its head in about 33 Years will run thro'

Garden or Parterre.
all the Months and Seaſons of the Year: This kind of Year

is now in uſe among the Turks.

The Sydereal YEAR, is that Time in which the Sun, de

parting from ?ny fixed Star, comes to itagain ; and this is in

Y.
365 Days, 6 Hours, and almoſt 10 Minutes, or (according

to Sir Ijaac Nezvton ) 365 Days , 6 Hours, 9 Minutes, and

y , Roman ; ry, Italick ; P , Englib ; and Y y ,
Year and Day [in Laco] is a Time that determines Right

23d, and the Hebrews have not this Letter . Y has the Sound

inmany Caſes, as in ſome Uſucaption , in others Preſcription.

ofi orie, and isaConſonantbefore a Vowel, as Year, Youth, beingmade,challenge it not within that Timeit is forfeit.

Thus, in the Caſe of an Aſtray, if the Owner, Proclamation

&c. and a Vowel after a Conſonant, as Phyſick, Synagogue, So theYear and Day is given in Caſeof an Appeal, and alſo
& c . and is uſed in Words of a Greek Derivation, and in the

End of Engliſh ones, as by, cry, Ny, & c.

for the recovery of a perſon who has been wounded or

Y was a numeral Letter with the Antients, and ſignified
bruiſed by another,

YEAR and Day and waſte [ Law Phraſe ) is a part of the

Y, with a Daſh at Top, ſignified 150 thouſand .

King's Prerogative, wherebyhe challenges the Profits of the

petty
Treaſon

Yacht [ yacht,F.j a Pleaſure-Boat or ſmall Ship Lands and Tenements of Perſons attainted for
or Felony, for the ſpace of a Year and a Day. And may at

with one Deck , carrying four, eight or twelve Guns, and

thirty or forty Men, and are in Burden from 30 to 160

laſt lay waſte the Tenements, root up the Woods, Paſtures

Tuns; contrived and adorned, both within Sideand with

and Gardens , plough up the Meadows, except the Lord of

out, for the carrying State Paſſengers, and for Swiftneſs and

the Manour compound or agree with him for the redemption

Pleaſure.

of ſuch waſte.

YARD ( geard , Dan . gens, Sax .) a piece of Ground

YEA'RLING (of gear, Sax , a year, and ling] a Beaſt of

belonging to an Houſe; alſo a ſinali Piece of Ground ſur
one year old .

YEARLY 1gea plic, Sax .) annually , every year, year by

rounded with Houſes.
year.

YARD -ARM [in a Ship ) is that half of the Yard that is on

either ſide of the Malt when it lies athwart the Ship.

To YEARN [ of eapnian, Sax .] to be moved with Com

TO EARN $ paſſion.
YARD [zyno, Sar.) a long Meaſure containing three

Foot ; alſo the virile Member of a Man .

To YEARN (with Hunters] is to Bark as Beagles do at their

Prey .
YARDS [of a Ship ) are thoſe long Pieces of Timber that Y EARNING [capnung , Sax .) Commiſeration .

are made a little tapering at each End, and are fitted each YEAST [ geyt , Sax .) the Froth of the Fermentation of

athwart its Maft, with the Sails made faſt to them , ſo
new Ale , &c.

as to be hoiſed up, or lowered down, as Occaſion ſerves .

Brace the YARD (Sea Phraſe) is to traverſe aft the Yard

Yelk [ Zealepe, Sax . the yellow] the Middle or yellow

Part of an Egg.
Arm , whoſe Brace is haled ; the ſame as Traverſe the Yard .

Square the YARDS [Sea Phrale ]is, fee that they hang of ghillen, Du. to make a Noile] making a horrible how

Ye'LLING [ſomederive it of (chellen , to ſound ; others

right acroſs the Ship, and one Yard -Arm not traverſed more

than the other.
ling Noiſe.

Top the YARDS (Sea Phraſe) is , make them hang even .

Ye'llow (geale pe of Gealla, Sax . the Gall] a bright

YARD- Falling, à Diſeaſe in Horſes.

Colour reflecting the mort Light of any except White.

YARD-Mattering , a Diſeaſe in Horſes.

YE'LLOWNESS, yellow Colour.

Yard -Land, a Quantity of Land , containing in ſome YELLOWS (with Farriers] a Diſeaſe in Horſes, the ſame as

Countries 20, in others 24, 30 and 40 Acres ; but at Wim
the Jaundice in Men ,

bleton in Surry, no more than 15 :

To Yelp (prob. of palpen , Du. or glapper , F. to cry
Yare (in Sea Language] nimble, rcady, quick , expedi- like a Fox, &c. ] to Bark or Howl like a Dog, Fox, &c.

tious.

YEO'MAN [ fome derive it of Tremana, Fellowſhip or Com

Be YARE at the Helm , ſignifies ſet a freſh Man at the pany , or Iseong-nan, a young Man ; others of Lemæne, a

Helm.

Commoner; others of Eoman , Sax. a Shepherd : But others

YARN (Zea În, Sax.] Wool ſpun into a Thread.
define a Yeoman to be a free born Engliſhman, who may lay

YA'RRINGLES a kind of Reel or Inſtrument with out of his own free Land in yearly Revenue to the Sum of

YARRINGLE Blades which Hanks of Yarn are wound 40 s.) a Freeholder who has Land of his own , the firſt de

into Clews or Balls .
gree of Commoners.

YA'KRISH [prob. of garb, C. Br. rough] of a dry Sax.)the Eftate orCondition of aYcoman.
Yeo'MANRY ( prob. of Eoman, &c. and nic, a Kingdom ,

Taite. Yeo

150, and
1

proper

1
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YEOMEN [in the King's Court) a Titie of Office in the YULE-Games, Chriſmaſs -Gambols, ſuch Sports as are uſed
King's Houſold of a middle place or rank between an Umer on that Feſtival .

and a Groom, as Yeoman of the Stirrup, Yeoman of the YULE of Auguſt, the firſt Day of Angult, called Lammas

Chandry, &c . Day.

YEOMAN of the Guard, a ſort of Foot Guards to the

King's Perſon, of larger Stature than ordinary, every one

being required to be fix Foot high ; they are in Number
Z.

100 in conſtantDuty , and 70 not in Duty ; the one half

wear Harquebuſes, and the other Partuiſans; their attend- z, Roman andSaxon; 2 z , Italick; Z z , Engliſh, is the

ance is on the Sovereigns Perſon both at Home and Abroad ;
lalt Letter of the Alphabet ; 23 , Greek, is the fixth ,

they are clad after the manner of King Henry VIII. Time.
and I, the eighth of the Hebrew ; it has the Sound of ſ, but is

feldom uſed .
YEOMAN - Treader, an Ulher in a Prince's Court.

YEOMAN -Warder. See Warders of the Tower.
2 was a numeral Letter fignifying 2000.

YE'RKING (Minſbeso ſuppoſes it to be from gercaen, 2, with a Daſh at the Top, ſignified 2000 times 2000 .

Gothick) throwing out the hind Legs , as a Horſe : A Term
Z [in Phyſicians Bills) fignifies a Dram .

ZACCHO (with Architects the loweſt Part of the Pedeſtal
used in the Academy, of a leaping Horſe, when he fings

of a Column.

and kicks with the whole Hind-Quarters, ſtretching out the

two hinder Logs near together and even, to their full Ex
ZA'Ffren any thing of a yellow Colour , antiently, for

ZA'FREN S that reaſon, apply'd chiefly to Oker ; nowtent .

Yes (gire, Sax.) yea, an Adverb, which anſwers in the
uſed only for the Crocus , which we call Saffrono

Affirmative. ZA'GAYE , a ſort of Javelin uſed by the Moors.

YESTERDAY [gcorte n -bag, Sax. ) the Day before the
ZAIRAGIAH [with the Arabs] a kind of Divination, per

formed by divers Wheels or Circles concentrick to each
preſent.

other , and noted with divers Letters , which are brought

Yesternight (geoyten -niht, Sax. ) the Night before

the prefent Day .
to anſwer to each other by moving the Circles according to

certain Rules.
Yet Izet, Sax.) ftill, till this Time ; alſo nevertheleſs,

notwithſtanding.
A ZA’NY (prob . of Zane, a contraction of Giovanni, Ital .

John, as we often call Jack by way of contempt ; or of

Yew (yev, Brit. ip, Sax . ) a Tree well known.
Sanna, a Scoff, according to Skinner] one who makes it his

YE'XING , hiccoughing.
Buſineſs to move Laughter by his Geſtures, Actions and

To Yield ( with Horſemen] is to ſack the Hand , i. e . to Speeches ; a Merry-Adrew , a Buffoon.

ſlack the Bridle , and to give the Horſe head .

To YIELD (of gildan , Sax. to pay, &c. ) to produce, to
ZA'MORIN, a Title of Sovereign Princes in Malabar in

the Eat- Indies.
bring forth , to give, to grant, ſurrender, ſubmit, &c.

ZAMPO'GNI, a common Flute or Whiſtle.

YIE'LDINGNESS ( prob. of gildung and neyye, Sax. ] ſub

miſſiveneſs, pliableneſs, & c.
Za'rnara, a Mineral uſed by Potters to make a sky Colour.

ZEA [ 1, Gr . ] ſpelt ; alſo Beer, Barley.
YOIDES [ Toeldus, Troeder , Gr . ) a Bone ſituated at the

ZE A LOT (Zelotes , L. Znacth's, Gr, a zealous Perſon , a
Hyoides Root of the Tongue , and composid of divers

great Stickler for a Party, Principle or Opinion .
little Bones, united by Cartilages which ſometimes oflify.

ZE A'LOUSLY [ zelo, L. avec zele, F. sv Sãaw, Gr.) after a
Yoke [geoc, Sax, joug, F.jugum , L ) a Frame of zealous manner.
YOAK Wood put about the Necks of Oxen to couple

them for drawing; or on Swine and other Beaſts, to prevent neſs] zealous Principle,Zeal .
ZEA'LOUSNESS ( of zelotypus, L. of róturo, Gr . and

them from running through Hedges .
ZE'BRA , an Indian Beaſt like a Mule.

Yoke [Metaphorically ) fignifies Bondage or Slavery.
Zechin ( ſo named from Zeecka, a Place in Venice where

Yoke- Fellow , one engaged or tied to another, in the ſame
the Mint is ietiled for Coinage] a gold Coin worth about 7s.

Band of union or fellowſhip ; a Husband or Wife.
6 d . Sterling

Sea Yoke (with Sailors) is a Term uſed when the Sea is
Zedoary, a ſpicy Plant ſomewhat like Ginger in its

ſo rough , that the Men cannot govern the Helm with their Leaves, but of a ſweeter Scent, and not ſo biting.

Hinds, and then they ſeize two Blocks to the End of the
ZE'nith (1700 , Arab. whence 1930 , the Top of the

Helm, one on each side, and reeving two ſmall Ropes thro' Head ) the vertical Point of the Heavens, being 90 Degrees
them, which are made fait to the sides of the Ship , by ha

diftant from the Horizon .

ving ſome Men at each Tackle, they govern the Helm ac
ZENITH (with Aſtronomers) the Vertex or Point in the

cording to Direction .
Heavens , directly over one's Head. If weconceive a Line

York . See Yelk.

drawn thro' the Obſerver and the Centre of the Earth, which
Yon , the thing that is yonder.

muft neceſſarily be perpendicular to the Horizon, it will
Yo'nder , in that Place.

Yo'nker, a youngfter .
reach to a Point among the fixed Stars , called the Zenitb ,

Arab.

Yore (gea na, Six.] antient Times.
Zenith Diſtance ( Aſtronomy] is the Complement of the

You (eop or iuh, Sax .) thou , ye. Sun or Stars Meridian Altitude ; or what the Meridian Alti

To Youk( Falcon.) to Sleep, as they ſay the Hawks Youks.
tude wants of 90 Degrees .

YOUNG Leong, Sax ] not old .

YOU'NGER (Leongen , Sax . junior , L. ) more young ,
Zensus (with drithmeticians] a ſquare Number or the

fecond Power.

Younger Regiment or Officer, that which was laſt raiſed,
Zeopy'r UM [of Sir and mupo, Gr. Wheat, Spelt and

and that Officer whoſe Commiſſion is of the lateſt Date , tho'
Wheat] a ſort ofGrain between Spelt and Wheat.

he be ever ſo Old, and have ſerved ever ſo long in other

Capacities.
ZE'PHYRUS ( ? azup OH, 4. Sun , Life, and cup of , Gr. bring

ing) the Weit Wind, ſo named by the Greeks ; and Favorius
YOU'NGLING ( Lscongling, Sax .) a young Creature .

by the Latins .

You'NGSTER [of geonzer , Sax .] a young Man, a Youth,
ZERETH (177%, Heb . ) an Hebrew long Meaſure, contain

a Novice.
ing nine Inches.

YOU'NKERS (with Sailors) are the young Men, Fore-Maît ZE'RNA ( in Medicine) a Tetter or Ring -worm .
Men, whoſe buſineſs is to take in the Top Sails , or Top and

Ze'ro , a Name given to a Cypher or (o ) eſpecially by
Yard , for furling the Sail , flinging the Yards , Gr. and to

the French.
take their turns at the Helm .

Zero's [ Sereg , Gr . ] a ſort of Cryſtal .
Youth (geogus, Sax . ] a young Man ; alſo youthful

State.
Zest , the woody thick Skin , quartering the Kernel of a

Youth -Wort, an Herb.
Walnut ; alſo a Chip of Orange or Lemon Peel , ſuch as is

You'THFULNESS (of 7cogus and kylineyye, Sax . ) youth
uſed to be ſqueez'd into Ale , &c. to give them a Flavour.

To Zest (with Confeftioner: ] is to cut the Peel of Oranges
ful State, &C.

or Lemons from Top to Bottom into ſmall Chips, as thin as
Ypsiloi'deS [on account of its reſemblance of Y the Greek

poffible.

Upſilon) the third genuine Suture of the Cranium ; alto a cer

tain Bone at the Root of the Tongue.
ZE'TA [2 or ļ, Gr . ) the Name of the ſixth Letter in the

Greek Alphabet.
YUBA , an Indian Herb , of which the Natives make

ZETA of ro Geiv, to be warm , or 3 , Gr. to
Bread .

YULE [gehol , Snx. ) Chriſtmaſs - Time.
ZETECULA } live] a little withdrawing Room , with

Yule- Block (zehul, Sax. block, Teut.] a Chriſtmaſs- the cool Air or the heat of warm water.
Pipes running along the Walls , to receive from below either

Block.

I
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ZETE'TICK Method [with Mathematicians] is the Algebrai- thought uninhabitable) is a Faſcia or Band ſurrounding the

cal or Analytical Method of reſolving Problems, whereby terraqueous Globe, and terminated by the two Tropicks of

the Nature and Reaſon of the Thing is principally fought for Cancer and Capricorn, lyingin the middle of the two Tem

and diſcovered . perate Zones , and terminated by the Equator into two equal

ZETE'TICE 131Tren of fro" , Gr . to ſeek ] the Method Parts, its breadth being 47 Degrees, or about 2820 Miles .

uſed to inveſtigate or find out the Solution of a Problem , Temperate Zones , are ſo called becauſe of their temperate ,

ZE'UGMA Kiryuz of forgoice, Gr. to join a Figure in ſituation between the torrid Zone and the twofrigid Zones,

Grammar, when a Verb agreeing with divers Nouns, or an the one on the North Side the Equator, between the Aretick

Adjective with divers Sunitantives, is referred to one ex- Polar Circle and the Tropick of Cancer, which is called the

preſly, andto the other by Supplement, as Luft overcame Northern ; and the other between the Antarétick Polar Circle

Shame, Boldneſs Fear, and Madneſs Reaſon. If the Verb be and the Tropick of Capricorn, which is called the Southern ;

expreſſed in the Beginning, it is called Protozeugma, as we each of them taking up 42 Degrees or about 2580 Miles in

went both I and ke ; and if in the Middle, Meſozeugmi, as
breadth .

he went and I ; and if in the End, Hypozeigme, as I and be The Frigid or Frozen ZONES (io named of frigidus, L.

went. And the like is to be underſtood, of the Adjective, Zeug- exceeding Cold ; becauſe they being far remote from the

ma ; which is alſo made three ways; 1. In Perſon , as I and Courſe of the Sun in the Ecliptick, they can partake of but

you learn; 2. in Gender, as herus og bera eft irata ; 3. In little of its Heat) are Segments of the Surface of the Earth

Number, as hic illi :es arma bic currus fuit . terminated, the one by the AntarEtick, and the other by the

ZIBELLINA , a Sable, a ſmall wild Creature, ſomewhat Aritick Circle, comprehended between the Poles and the

leſs than a Martern, breeding in the Woods of Mlujescry, Polar Circles : That tonards the South is not yet known

bearing a very rich Fur. whether it be Land or Water ; that towards the North con

Zibe THUM (prob. of 31, Hob. to flow , whence Cumanior, tains part of Iceland and Niraizy , Lapland, Finmark , Samo

Gr.) Civet; a Perfume like Musk , contained in kernelly Jeda, Nova Zembla, Greenland, and ſome other Parts of North

Bladders in the Groin of a Civet Cat . America.

Zink, a metallick Marcaſite , which ſome call Spelter, Zoogoni'a [Zoomoróx of Base, alive , and goin, Gr. an Off

others Bimoth . ſpring ) a breeding or bringing forth of Animals or living

ZUZIPHUM [ in Pharmacy] a kind of Fruit called Jujubes. Creatures.

Zock , a Mineral alſo called Spelter . Zoo'GRAPHER [of ? , Life, and 2 extrus , a deſcriber,

Zo'cco 2 [in Arcbit.) a fmall fort of Scand or Pedeſtal, be- ZooʻGRAPHIST Gr. ] one who deſcribes the Nature,

Zo'cle ing a low , iquare Piece or lember, ſerving to Properties , Forms,&c. of Animals of any kind .

So'cle ſupport a Buito , Statue, or the like, that needs 200'GRAPHY B 70951- of 5 , Life , ' and aneh, De

to be raised; allo a low , ſquare Member ferving to fupport 2 fcription, Gr.Ja Deſcription of the Forms , Natures , &c . of
Column , &c. inſtead of a Pedeſtal , Baſe or Plinth . any kind of living Creatures , either Birds, Bealts of Fines,

Continued ZocLE , a continued Pedeſtal on which a & c.

Structure is raiſed ; but has no Bale nor Cornice . Zoo'logy [of 3 , an Animal, and nog ís , Gr . a Dir

ZO'DIACK [zodiacus, L. Esdeures , Gr. ſonamed prob. courſe) a Diſcourſe or Treatiſe concerning living Creatures.

either of to SW , Gr. becauſe it is believed to afford Heat and ZooʻPHTHALMON [Swóg fenn , Gr. ] the Herb Sengreen

Life to Animals ; or of the Ecov, Gr. the living Creatures, or Houfleek.

the Figures of which are painted in it on Globes, or which / Zooʻromist ( of we remix, Gr.) an Artiſt at diffcting the

poſſibly ſome have imagined to be in it) a Zone or Belt Bodies of Brute- Beaſts .

which is imagined in the Heavens, which the Ecliptick -Line Zoo Phytes[ of (aboutor of Güss and outlo, Gr. ' Plant]

divid into two equal Parts, and which on either Side is certain Vegetables or Subſtances,'which partake of the Na

termined by a Circle parallel to the Ecliptick - Line , and ture both of Vegetables and Animals , as Spunges.

eight Degrees diſtant from it , on account of the ſmall Incli- Zoo'PHORICK Column [ Architecture ] a Statuary Column,

nations of the Orblts of the Planciu w the Plane of the or a Colunan which bears or ſupports the Figure of an

Ecliptick ; or it is one of the greateſt imaginary Circles of Animal .

the Heavens , palling obliquelybetween the two Poles of Zoo'PHORUS (SWBoeis , Gr . ) a Part between the Archi

the World : It is cut into two equal Parts by the Equator ; trive and Cornice , ſo called on account of the Ornaments

one of which comprehends the fix Northern Signs towards carved on it, among which were the Figures of Animals .

the Arktick Pole, and the other the ſix Southern Signs to- Zooʻtomy [ e6towice of fâcy and then, Gr. a cutting) an

wards the Antarctick l'ole. It is furniſhed with twelve artificial Diflection of the Bedies of Prute . Bcaits , or any

Conſtellations , repreſented by the Figures of twelve living Animal exceptMan .

Creatures. The Sun goes about this Circle every Year, ZoʻPYRUM ( log , Gr . ] the Herb Puleal of the Moun

and the Moon once a Month ; and in the middle of it is tain .

the Ecliptick -Line, from which the Sun never departs ; but Zo'piss A (bamara , Gr . ) the beſt fort of Pitch ; or Pitch

the Moon and Planets warder up and down for the ſpace fcraped off from the ſides of Ships and tempered with Wax

of eight Degrees, and ſometimes more on both.
and Salt .

ZODIACK of the Comets , Mr. Cajini has obſerved a cer- ZORONY'SUS [Bueniso , Gr . ] a precious Stone found in

tain Tract in the Heavens, within the Bounds of which (by the River Indus, which Magicians make uſe of.

many Obſervations) he has diſcovered that moft Comets ZoʻTICA ( Corsonen , Gr . ) the Vital Faculty:

keep, but not all of them . This Zodiack he makes of the Zu'che (old Rec ) a withered or dry itock of Wood.

ſame breadth with the other Zodiack, and marks it with ZUPA'LIUM [ in Medicine] a ſort of a phyſical Potion, a

Signs or Conitellations like that, which are Antinous, Pe- Julep.

galus, Andromeda, Taurus, Orion , the lefer Dog, Hydra, Zuz (717, Heb.] a Coin , four of which make a Shekel,

the Centaur, Scorpio and Sagittary . in value about leven Pence Halfpeny,

Zoi'lus [2016 , Gr.) an envious Perſon . ZYGIA'TI (of 67ès, Gr . Libra] luch Perſons as are Bornt

1. Zone ( Zona, L. Zapng Gr . ] a Belt , a Girdle, ſuch as under the Sign Libra.

Virgins antiently wore about their Middle, when they were Zy'GOMA [Sügave, Gr. ] one of the Bones of the upper

elpouſed or married, and which the Bridegroom untied the Jaw , which on the upper partjoins to the Os sphenoides, and

firſt Night. on the lower to the Os Maxillare, its outward Part having a

· Zone (in Phyfick ) a Difeaſe, a kind of Shingles called Ig- long Proceſs or Knob , called Procefis Zygomaticus.
nis Sacer.

ZYGOMA’TICUS [ Ana :omy] a Muſcle of the Face, ſo

Zone (in Geography ) is a Space contained between two named by Riolanus, becauſe it riſes from the Zygoma; but it

Parallels. The whole Surface of the Earth is divided into is inſerted near the Corner of ihe Lips : when this Muſcle

five Zones : The firſt is contained between the two Tropicks, and its Partner act, they drawr both Lips upwards, and make

and is called' the Torrid Zone. There are two Temperate a pleafant Countenance

Zones and two Frigid Zones : The Northern Temperate Zone ZYGOSTATES Bugosans, Gr ] a Clerk of the Market, an

is terminated by the Tropick of Cancer and the ArEtick Polar Officer who overſees the Weights.

Circle : The Southern Temperate Zone is contained between ZYMI'TES (supérre, Gr.] Leavened Bread.

the Tropick of Capricorn and the Polar Circle . The Frigid ZY'MOMA [urewno , Gr .] Leaven or Leavening.

Zones are circumſcribed by the Polar Circles, and the Poles ZYMOMA [in a Medicinal Senja] any kind of Ferment, as

are in the Centers of them . that of the nitrous Air, the watery Juice in the Mouth ,

Torrid ZONE (Zona Torrida, L. ſo called , 9. parching or the acid or ſharp Liquor in the Stomach , the Blood in the

ſcorching Zone; becauſe being directly under the Sun's Spleen, & C.

Rays (the Sun'sBeams falling directly on it ) theycontinually ZYMOSI'METER [of 140 and uites , Gr. a Meaſure]

cauſe ſuch an Excels of Heat, that by the Antients it was an Inſtrument for meafuring the Degree of Fermentation

ariſing
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ariſing from the Mixture of divers Liquors; or the tempera ZY/THUM ( 19.3 , Gr . ) a Drink made of corn or Malt,

mentor degreeof Heat in the Blood of Animals, & c. either Ale or Becr.

ZYMO'SIS Cówor, Gr .) Fermentation . 22, theſe two Letters were uſed by the Antients to ſig

Zytho'GALA sesizanz of 3540 , Ale, and sina, Gr. nify Myrrh, from {ruipur ; but they are uſed by later Writers
Milk ] Poffet Drink. for Zinziber, Ginger.

Garagaras SASASSANAN SAUSAPANGASASSadar SoraSASSASSA CAUSASSASALSA SALASANA

Supplement of WORDSthat did not occur in time to be inſerted in their proper Places,
or were omitted by accident.

A. FrigiFA'CTIVE [of frigefacio,L] making cool, cooling.

A'NCRED [in Heraldry.] See Anchored. G.

B. GRESSILE [of greffus, L. a Step ) of or belonging to Steps.

BR AYVERIES, Brave, valiant Actions, Atchievements.
H.

BREA'THABLE ( of bre Se, Sax.] capable of being taken HERM APHRODI'TICAL, of or belonging to an Hermaphro.

in by drawing the Breath. dite .

C. HERMAPHRODE'ITY, the ſtate or condition of an Herma

CARCINO'DES ( repuvádas Gr.) a Tumor like a Cancer. phrodite. See Hermaphrodite.

CATA /PHORA (retagood, Gr. ] a Diſeaſe in the Head Humettee' [in Heraldry) a Term apply'd to a Chevron ,

which cauſes Heavineſs and deep Sleep , the ſame as Coma . the ſame as Feſſee.

CA’TALOGUE [ estano;G, Gr.) a Roll or Liſt of Names, HYGRAU'LICK of iness moitt. and durinós, Fiſtular, Gr.]

Titles of Books, &c. pertaining to moiſt Pipes or Tubes.

CATAme'nia [ Ketapávot, Gr . ] Womens monthly Cour- HYGRO -ORGA'NICAL [of oreje and opgaveni's, Gr. ] moiſt,
ſes or Terms .

of or pertaining to Organs ofMoiſture, organical.

CA'TAMITE ( Catamitus, of rate and m193, Gr. Hire, ) I.

an Ingle, a Boy kept for ſodomitical Practices. IDOPA'THICK , of or pertaining to Idopathy . Which fer.

CATAPASM [ estareouse of notendaser, Gr. to water, ) a IMPREGNANT (of impregnans, L.] big, or begotten with

mixture of Powders fortifying and apply'd to the Stomach,
Child .

Heart, Head, &c. or Eſcharrotick for eating off dead Fleſh . IM PR E'SSIVE [ of impreffus, L.] apt to make, or making an

CATAPLASM [ retamdaoua, Gr.) a Poultice. Impreſſion.

CATAPHO'NICKS. See Catacauiticks.
L.

CATAPHRY'GIANS [ fo called of Phrygia their Country ] LITUIT's Skin in Heraldry ] that Furr which confifts of

they held many extravagant Opinions broach'd by Montanus, one Colour alone, is white, and in doubling is taken for this
& c. baptized their Dead, forbid ſecond Marriages , &c . Skin .

CATAPO'TIUM [vate TOTÍO , Gr.) a Mixture to be ſwal- LOGOGRIPHE [of 276, diſcourſe, and yet , Gr. a net]

lowed without Chewing , a Purging Pill. a kind of Symbol or Riddle propos d to Students for a Solution ,

CATA'PTOSIS [ regetariani, Gr .) a Diſeaſe like, or a ſym- in order to exerciſe and improve the Mind. It is for the moſt

ptom of, the Falling-Sickneſs. part ſome equivocal Alluſion, which being taken literally fig

CATAPU'LTA , a military Machine uſed among the Anti- nifies ſomething quite different from whatis intended by it ,

ents for throwing large Darts or Javelins. M.

CATAPU'TIA[ in Botany ) a medicinal Plant called the MASCULY' [in Heraldry) full of Maſcles.

le ffer Spurge. MESARA'ICAL, of or pertaining to the Mefareum , Which

CATARACT [rateentus, Gr. ] a fall , ſteep place or preci- fee.

pice in the Channel of a River, cauſed byRocks orother MOUNTING ( in Heraldry ) fignifies the ſame ſpoken of

Obſtacles ſtopping the courſe of its Stream , ſo that the Water Bealts of Chaſe, asRampant does to Beaſts of Prey,

falls with great impetuoſity and noiſe ; as the Cataracts of the N.

Nile, Danube, & c. alſo a Flood- gate, a Sluce or Lock in a NIHILITY [of nibil, L ] nothingneſs.

River. 0.

CATARACT (with Orulifts] is a fuffuſion of Sight , ariſing OBSISTENCY (of obfiftere,L .) ſtanding in theway, reſiſtance.

from a little Film , or Speck, which ſwimming in the aque- OL EOSITY [of oleoſus, L.) oilineſs, oily nature.

ous Humour of the Eye, and getting before the Pupil, inter P.

cepts the Rays of Light ; and it is of two ſorts, either PAMPHARMACON (Fappapug key of my all, and pigusna, Gr.

Incipient CATARACT, or beginning, is only a Suffuſion poiſon ) an univerſal Remedy againſt all manner of Poiſons.

when little Clouds, Motes and Flies ſeem to hover before PLUMCITY ( plumestas, L.) fulneſs of Feathers.

the Eyes. POMETTY ( in Heraldry] is faid of thoſe little knobs,

Confirmed CATARACT is when the Apple of the Eye is painted on the Cartuncle Stones.

either wholly , or in part, covered and overfpread with a PROGENERATION, a breeding or bringing forth .

little thin Skin, ſo that the Rays of Light cannot have due Proper [in Heralúry ] is when a thing is borde in the

admittance to the Eye ; alſo a Diſeaſe in theEyes of a Hawk. Colour in which it grows, or is made of.

CHYMICO - STATICAL (of zause and satirni, Gr. ] pertain R.

ingto both Chymiſtry and Staticks, as Chymico -Statical Ex- RESERCELE ' [ in Her .) a Term used ofa Croſsmoline wonded .

periments. Ro'rary [ rotarius, of rota a Wheel ] whirling or turning

CONCRETURE [of Concretus, L. ) a Vapour coagulated round, as rotary Motion .
and endued with ſome Form . S.

CRUSSULEE' } [in Heraldry ) a Term uſed when the Field SEMIMET AL6 , are foſſil Bodies not malleable, yet fixed in

CRU'SSULY S or Charge is ſtrew'd over with Croſlets. ſome meaſure in the Fire ; conſiſting of a metallick Part, and

D. ſome other Matter of another kind connected therewith ; as

To DEMETALLISE [ of de privative and Metallum , L. ] Antimony, Cinnabar, Marcaſite, Biſmuth , Calamine, Cobalt,

to deprive a Metalof its metallick qualities. Vitriol, Armenian Stone, Lapis Hæmatires, Load -Itone,& r .

Diaco'sMESIS [_xxó5 MTS, Gr.) an orderly diſtribution, SERRATURE ( ſerratura,L.) a ſawing.

or ſetting things in order. T.

To Digitize (of digitare, L.) to point at with the Finger. Toupets a Perukeor Wig of a particular make, worn
E. Toupees } by Smarts and Beaux.

EFFORMATION (of e and formatio, L.] a being formed or TRICORPORATE ( tricorporus, L.) having three Bodies.
made out of ſome other. U.

ENU'NCIATIVE [enunciativus, L ] explaining, declarative. UNCULED (in Heralary ) the Hoofs of time Beafts when

Expa‘NSIBLE [ of expandere, L. ) capable of being expan of a different Colour from the Body are ſaid to be Unghied.

ded, ſpread wide, or diſplayed. UNSUSCEPTIBLE ( of infufceptus, L.) not capable of taking

EXPA'NSILE [of expanſus,L.]of or pertaining to Expanſion. in or receiving.

EXTRA-CONSTELLATED [ of extra and conſtellatus, L.] VULNING ( in Heraldry] wounding, as a Pelican vulning,
put out of, or placed out of a Conſtellation .. 1. e . pecking her Breaft to draw blood for her, Young.

F. W.

FOUNDERINGS, Clods of Earth , Rocks, &c. that fall down WILDS, unhabited, little frequented Places.

from Rocks, Cliffs, sr. FIN I .



An ALPHABETICAL TABLE

OF THE

Names of Perſons and Places in GREAT BRITAIN,

With their ſeveral ETYMOLOGI E S.

A

ARON [ 717.78, Heb. i.e. an inhabitant or fre- St. Alban’s Wood - ſtreet, which houſe had a door into Adel

quenter of mountains or a mountain of ſtrength freet.

of 77 a mountain] the brother of Moſes and ADDERBOURN (ofætter, Sax. an adder, and bourn

firſt high - prieſt of the Jews. a river ] a place ſo called from its turning and winding

ABCHURCH [St. Mary in the ward of Candlevick, Lom- like a ſnake.

don ] according to Mr. Stow was formerly written Upchurch, ADELM, [ of cad, Sax . happineſs, and helm, Sax, an

and (as he thinks) probably becauſe it ſtood ſo much abovemuch above helmet , i.e. a prote &tor of happineſs ] a man's name.

the houſes in Thames -freet. ADOLPH [ładulph, of eas happineſs, and ulph, Sax .

ABDI ('72 y , i, e. my ſervant of gay a ſervant, and help] a Chriſtian name ofmen .

the pronoun affix ' my] the father of Kiß the grandfather ADONAI ['278, Heb . Lord ormy Lord ) a namewhich

of king Saul. the Jews always pronounce inſtead of Diri Febovab.

ABDIEL [71729, i. e, the ſervant of God, of 77y and AVONIAH [1.71378 , i, e. ruling Lord ] the name of

. ] a . one of king David's fons.

Abel [ 7217, i. e. vanity) the ſecond ſon of Adam , ADONIB E'zek [7131378 , Heb. i. e. Lord of 712

who was Nain by Cain. Bezek or of lightening] one of the Canaanitif kings.

ABER [aber , C. Br. the mouth ; or the fall of a brook ,
ADONIZEDEK ( 171378, Heb. i.e. the juſtice of the

or a leſſer water into a greater. Hence Lord) a king of Jeruſalem .

ABERCONWEY (of aber and conwey in the mouth of ADRAMMELEK [ 770778 , of 778 greatneſs, or of

the river Conwey ] the name of a city in Caernarvonbire in 1778 a cloak and 770 a king , i, e , the greatneſs of

Wales, built by king Edward III. out of the ruins of Caer- cloak of the king) the name of an idol of the Aſyrians:
baen .

ÆL ? in compound names is a Saxon particle, and figo
ABERDEEN [of aber and Don or Dee the river ) an AL S nifies all or altogether.

univerſity and biſhop's fee in Scotland. AEL? a Saxon particle according to the different diale &ts;

ABERFRAW (of aber and fraw the name of a river) ÆLFS and is pronounced Ulf , Hulf, Wulf, i.e. help .

a place in the iſle of Angleſea . ÆDULPH [of Ead ancient and ulph, Sax. help] the name

AeERGEVENNY [of aber and Gebenny a river) a of a biſhop of Litchfield, A. D. 790 .

ABERGENNY s city in Monmoutboire. ÆLFEGUS [of æl all and fæjen , Sax. merry , 9. d. al

ABIAH [ 7 ] X , of 172x ' and 177 the Lord , q . d . the ways merry] an archbiſhop of Canterbury.

will of the Lord ] the ſon of Samuel the prophet. Alfred [of xl all and grede, Sax. peace ] a pious

ABIATHAR ( in / ax, of 28 a fatheris excellent, and victorious king of the Engliß -Saxons.
9. d . excellent father, or of 2X and in the remainder) ÆLGIVE (of æl all and giyan , Sax. to give] the wife

the ſon of Abimelek. of Edgar, king of the Engliſh- Saxons.
ABIEZER ( 2x , i. e, the father's help, of Xa ÆTHELINGEY ? [of Ea water and æbel, Sax . noble;

father and dryhelp] one of king David's 30 champions. ATHELNEY Sq.d. a noble iſland ] an iſland in

ABIGAIL (74288 , Heb. i.e.the father's joy, of 2X Somerſetfire, where the two rivers Pedrid and Thone meet,

a father and ? joy ] the wife of Nabal, and afterwards in which king Alfred hid himſelf, having been diſcomfired

of king David. by the Danes.

ABIMELECH [ 75072x, Heb. i.e. my father the king, AG ABUS [á zabo , Gr. a grafhopper] the name of a

of2x my father and 770 a king ) a king of Gerar. prophet.

ABINGDON [ 9. d. Abby- Tosun, Abandune, Sax. proba- ÁGAG [128 , Heb. i: e . a roof, upper room, &c. ] a

bly on account of an abbey built there by cira, king of king of the Amalekites, & c.

the Vice - Saxons] a town in Berkſhire anciently called Shoo- AGELNOTH [of ezlan to grieve and noht, Sax .not,

vefam . 9. d. not at all void of grief] an archbishop of Canterbury

ABISHAG [20'2X, Heb. i. e. the father's error, of furnamed the Good .

28 and dju an error] a young damſel who cherished AGNES [árviss, Gr. chaſte) a proper name of women .

David in his old
age . AHAB[2278, Heb. of 18 a brother and 18 a father,

ABISHAI [ \28, Hcb. i. e. the father's reward, of i. e. the father's brother] the name of an impious king of

2X and a gift or reward] one of king David's 30 Ifrael.

companions AHAZ ( 1778 , Heb . he took hold of or a poffeffion] a

ABNER ( 2X Heb. i. e, the father's light or lamp, king of Judab.

of 28 and73 a lamp] king Saul's uncle and captain -ge- A HAZIAH M74108 , Heb. of 1778 he took hold of and

neral of his army, To the Lord ] a king of Iſrael.

ABRAHAM [07728, Heb. i. e . the father of a great AHIEZER ( 714 "na, of 18 and 777, Heb. help] a

ABRAM S multitude, of and 27 many and prince of the tribe ofDan .

7 abbrev. of 170170 a company, [ . a

28 and 017 high , i. e. high father ] the great patriarch of king) a prieſt who entertained David at Nob.

the Jewiſh nation. AHOLIAH [795178, of 8078 a tent and 17 ), Heb . i.e.

ABSalom[ofoibwax,Heb . i. e. the father's peace , the tabernacle of theLord] an exquiſite artificer among
of 2X and 0150 peace) a ſon of king David. the Jews.

ACHAN (1JY , Heb. i. e . ſure it is he] a king of Gath . ( , ,
ACTON [of Aac, Sax. an oak , and tun a town] the rod high ] the name of Efau's wife.

name of ſeveral towns. AIDON (aidon, C. Br. i. e. the wing of an army) the

( a name of a caſtle in Noribumberland, where was a ſtation of

Son fallen , Heb. q. d . a brother forſaken ] one of king the Roman army under Julius Cæfar, as Camden ſuppoſes.
David's counſellors.

AILRESFORD (Eagley kond, Sax. q. d . Eaglesford ] a

Acton Burnel, a caſtle in shropſire, remarkable for a town in Kent memorable for a great overthrow given

parliament being held there in thetime of king Edward I. to Hengiſt and the Saxon army, by Vortimer the Britiſ

in which the law called Statute -Merchant was enacted on king.

that account called the ſtatute of Atton Burnel. ÅL ? [ Eals, Sax. old ] a word joined to the names of

ADAM [D72 , Heb. i. e , red earth] the name of the firſt ALD ſ places denoting their antiquity.

man created .
St. Albans, a town in the county of Hertford, anciently

ADDLE-STREET (in Wood Areet, London] a ſtreet anci- called Wenlamceyten by the Englip - saxons, and thence

ently called King -Adel.ftreet, of king Adelfan , who, as tra- in Latin Verulamium, in English Verulam , called St. Albans
dition fuys, had a houle at the eaſt-end of the church of on account of the murder of St. Alban.

A Albert
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heךחלthe people andכאof,דימע!AM ALL RIK

ALBERT Calbrecht, Teut. i. e. all bright] a proper ALLINGHAM ? [ probably of allinga , Sax. altogether
name of men ſo called . ALLINGTON S and ham, Sax, a village of ton ,Sax.
ALBION ( ſo called, as ſome fay, of albis rupibus, i.e. 9. a very famous town] a place in Hampfire.

the white rocks ; or , as orisers , of Albion I know not what ALMONBURY [prob. corruptly for Albanbury, i. e. the

giant] an ancient name of Great Britain . city or grove of St. Alban ] a place in Torkpire, where

ALDERMANBURY [in London ) a ſtreet, & c. in theward Paulinus the apoftle built a cathedral and dedicated it to

of Cripplegate, ſo called from the bury or court of aldermen , St. Alban the firſt Engliß martyr,

which was held there, before the building ofGuild - hall. ALNCESTER (of the river Aln which runs by, and cao

ALDERSGATE, takes its name from its antiquity , be- ftrum , L. a caftle ] a town in Cumberland, famous on ac
ing one of the four gates that were built at the firſt ſet- count of a ſynod of Englif - Saxons held there.

ting up of the city -wall ; and as Aldgate or Oldgate was ALPHEG (of alle all and yegan, Sax . to conjoin , q.d.

ſo called from its age, to this is from being the older of a man fit for any thing) a Chriftian name of men.

the two ; but rather of Elders, i. e. ancient men . This ALPHONSUS' [of velphuns, Goth . i.e. our help ] a

gate being become ruinous, was rebuilt in the year 1617. Chriſtian name of men .

The north ſide of it is adorned with the figure of king ALRESFORD (i. e. the ford of the river Alre] a place

James I. on horſeback in relievo, in the ſanie poſture that in Northamptonfire famous for a battle fought there.

he came into England, and made his publick entry into Lon- ALRIC ? Alaricus, a Gothic - Latin name] a king of

don through that gate. On each ſide is a niche; in which ALAKIC } Kent.

are the figures of the prophets Jeremiah and Samuel ; je- ALSWOLD (all , Sax . all and Dealsan , Sax.) to govern ,

remiab on the eaſt-ſide, and Samuel on the weſt ; with 9. d . to govern all ; or, as others will, of alle and pealo ,

references to Jeremiah , the 17th chapter and 25th verſe, Sax. wood, becauſe his territories couliſted moſt of woods]

Tben fall enter into the gates of this city, kings and prin- the name of a king of Nortbumberland .

ces fitting upon the throne of David, riding in chariots and on ALWERTON (All peaſ tun, Sax. 9.d. a town fure

borſes, they and their princes tbe men of Judah , and the inba- niſhed with many wears or banks to keep off the waters.]

titants of Jeruſalem and this city, pall remain for ever. And ALWIN (of All and Din , Sax. a victor, q . one who wins

the 12th chapter of the iſt book of Samuel and iſt verſe, all at diſputation ] an eminent Englib - Saxon , tutor to Charles

And Samuel ſaid unto all Ifrael , bebold, I have bearkened unto
the Great.

your voice , in all that ye have ſaid unto me, and have made a [ ,

king over you. licked ] the ſon of Eliphaz.

Over the middle of the arch is the arms of England, AMASA [NVOY, Heb. 1, e. fparing the people] a ſon

Scotland and Ireland quartered . of Abigail.

On the ſouth - lide of the gare is the cffigies of king AMASIA (179308, of YQy ſtrength and 17 the Lord ]
James I, ſitting in his chair of ſtate in his royal robes; a king of , udah.

the rooms over the gate are the dwelling of the common AMBLESIDE [ called Amblogana by the Romans] an an

cryer of the city for the time being. cient city in Weftmoreland.

ALDGATE, St. Botolph's Aldgate, ſo called from St. Bo- AMBRESBURY (ſo called of Ambroſe, a king of the

tolph a Briton born in Cornwall ; of whom ſo many miracles Britons, who was Nain there] a town in Wiltfpire,

were ſaid to have been wrought by him , that he was faint- AMBROS E L'Arbogoro , Gr. immortality ] a proper

ed , and had many churches in this city dedicated to him. name of men.

It was called Aldgate or Oldgate from its antiquity , being AMERSHAM [AZmunterham , of ac an oak, muno a

one of the firſt gates erected as an eaſt- entrance into it. ground or fence and ham , Sax. a village] probably q.d.

This gate was new built in the year 1609 ; upon the top of à village fenced from the violence of the winds by a

the gate eaſtward , ſtands a fair golden ſphere with a vane row of oaks; but others fay, of one Agmundus the build

on it. On the upper battlements are two ancient ſoldiers, er of it ) a town in Buckinghampire.

each holding a itone ball in his hand , as denying en- AMERY ? [ en rice, Sax. always rich) a proper name

trance to any bold enemies. Beneath in a large quare,
AMERICK S ofmen .

Aands the figure of king James I. in gilt armour; AMMINADAB [ 2173-'Oy , Heb . i. e, a free or willing

feet on one ſide is a golden lion , and on the other ſide an people] the ſon of Naaffom .

unicorn chain'd and couchant ; the firſt is the ſupporter AMMISHADDAI ['70 -1@ y, Heb. i. e , the people of

for England, and the unicorn for Scotland : Their being the Almighty) a prince of the tribe of Dan.

in a couchant poſture is an emblem of the union of the z AMMON [ j1 y, Heb. i.e. the ſon ofmypeople) the

kingdoms, as alſo it denotes their aweand humility in the ſon of Lot.

prelence of ſo great a prince. On the weſt-ſide of the AMNON ( 1JQy, Heb . i. e. true; alſo an artificer or in

gate, the higheit of all, is the figure of fortune gilt with ſtructor] king David's firſt-born ſon .

gold , ſtanding upon a maund or globe, with a proſperous AMOS [viny, Heb. i. e, a burden) the name of a

fail ſpreading over her head, and looking pleaſantly on the propher.

city. Beneath this figure in a large ſquare, are placed the ÁMOZ [310X, Heb. i. e. ftrong] the father of Ifaiab

king's arms ſomewhat lower, and to grace each ſide of the propher.

the gate, are placed 2 female figures, the one the emblem AMRAM (Oy, Heb. i. e. a high people] the father

of Peace with a dove upon one of her hands, and a gild- of Moſes.

ed wreath or garland in the other ; and on the north ſide Amraphel [%8908, Heb. q. d . a ſpeaking deftruc
ſtands the figure of Charity with a child at her breaft, tion] a king of Sbinar.

and another in her hand, implying where Peace, Love ANAK LP3Y, Hcb. i, e, a collar or chain] the game of

and Charity proſper, and are embraced, that city Thall be a giant.

happy. The rooms over this gate , are the dwelling-houſe ANANDALE [ of War am, Brit. i. e . upon the Mother

ofone of the lord mayor's carvers. river) a place in Scotland.

ALDINGHAM (of alding of eldian to retard ] a village ANANIAH [1733y, of jy a cloud and 17 : the Lord ]

in Lancapire, ſo named from the roughneſs and cragged- ANANIAS a proper name.

neſs of the ways , which retard travellers. ANDERNESS [Acmunderneyse, of ac an oak , mund

ALDRED [q.d. all dread ] a Chriftian name. a mound and nere , Sax. a promontory, 9.d. a promontory

ALDULPH [of Ealo, Sax, ancient and ulph help] the encompaſſed with oaks to defend it from the winds] a

name of an archbiſhop of Litchfield, A. D. 790 : place in Lancaire.

ALDWORTH [of Eald and pon , Sax. a walk] a town ANDERSON (9. d . the ſon of Andrew ] a ſurname.

in Berkfire. ANDERTON (probably tor Andrew's-town) a ſurname.

ALESBURY [ægleyburg, Sax. q.d. Eaglesburg] a town ANDOVER [Anneren and Anteajaran , Sax. q. d . the

in Buckinghampire. ferry of the river Anton] a town in Hamppire.

ALEXANDER (of data to help and dyip avSpos a man, ANDRADSWALD [of Spæd and pald , 9. d. a terrible

9. d. a helper of men] a proper name.
wood] the name of a wood in suflex once 120 miles

ALFRED [of æl all and fjæde, Sax. peace) a learned long,

and pious king of England, who made a law that all free- ANDREW [ 'Ardpices of avbeg's, Gr. courageous] a Chri

men poffeffing two hides of land ſhould bring up their ftian name of men .
fons in religion and learning. ANDREWS [of Andrew , 9. the ſon of Andrew ] a fur

ALFRETON CÆlkredton , Sax. 9. d . blfred's- Town) a

town in Derby bire , ſuppoſed to be built by king Alfred. St. Andrew's [in Scotland ] ſo called of their patron

ALICE[ Adeliza, L. probably ofætel Sax. noble] a wo- ſaint, before called Regimund, g. d . St. Regulus's mount.

iman's Chriſtian- name,

ANGLE

at his

name.
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an idol.

heדש healed andאפרof,רטכפרא]ARPHAs A D

withoutרצוא andולבof,רצתלב]BALTHAZ A R

ÀNGLESEY [Angley Ea, i.e. the iſle of the Engliß ] glesford, becauſe Portimer the Briton fell upon Hengiſ and
it is an iſland lying in the Iriß ſea over-againſt Caernarvon his Saxons, and routed them there.

in North -Wales, anciently called Mona by the Romans, mo

neg by the Saxons, and Angleſey when the Angles or Eng

tip took poffeffion of it. B
ANGLIA , that part ofGreat Britain now called England.

ANSELM [Hanighet.n , Teut. a defender of his com

panions] a proper name of men. BAALAL [78], Syr. i, č. lord of poffeffor] the name of
ANNISEED CLEAR , as it is now called inſtead of

dame Annice or Agnes the Clear, a well or ſpring at Hoxton BAAL-ZEBUB [ .2121-7y2 , Heb. i. e . the lord of

near the city of London . BeL -ZEBUB Ś Ries or devils] an idol .

St. ANTHOLIN's [ in Watling-ftreet, commonly called BAALIM (Dyd, Syr. lords ] a god of the Pbenici

St. Anthonine's , and for ſhortneſs Antlin's, was dedicated to ans and Samaritans, the plural number of Baál or Bel.

the memory of St. Antbony the Great, a monk, born in BAASHA (QUYI, Heb. i. e, making or preſſing toge

Egypt, A. D.251 , who died in the year 356, aged 105 ther) the nameof a king of Ifrael.
years. He was called the holy abbot of the monks of BABEL [ ? 2 ) , Heb . 3. e. confuſion ] a tower built by

Egypt in the time of Conftantine the Great. King Henry II.
the deſcendants of Noah after the flood .

of England founded a cell to him , near this church. He BABYLON [ 22 ] the metropolis of the Afyrian mo

was much celebrated for his miracles while living, and narchy.

for his holineſs when dead . BADBURY [Babcan býr13 , of Bas a pledge and Býpig

ΑΝΤΙΡΑΤΕΣ ΓΑντιπατήρ, of αντί againft and πατάς, a city, 9. d. thetown of hoſtage, probably so called becauſe

Gr. a father] a proper name of men. the Vice -Saxon kings kept the hoſtages of conquered coun

ANWICK ( Ealpic, of the river Aln and pic, Sax. a tries there ) a town in Dorſetføirc once the court of the

ALNWICKShaven ] a town in Northumberland re- Vice Saxon kings.

markable for the captivity of William and death of Mal- BAINARD'S- CASTLE [in Thames- ſtreet, London ] an an

colm III , kings of Scotland cient palace ſo named of William Bainard, who came over

APUIDORE (of a rulone, i. e. an apple-tree] a town in with William the Conqueror, afterwards baron of Dunmow ,

the county ofKent. the builder,

APPLEBY [ called Aballaba by the Romans] a town in BALAAM [Byna , of '72 without and Dy a people,
Weftmoreland, Heb. or 972 ſwallowing or devouring and pay the peo ;
ARABELLA (of Bella and ara , L. i.e. a fair altar] a ple , Heb .] a prophet among the Moabites fent fór by Balak

proper name of women . to curſe the Iſraelites.

ÅRAM ( X , Heb. i. e . highneſs or deceit] a ſon of BALAK (P27, Heb. i.e. he emptied or deſtroy’d ] à
Sbem king of the Moabites.

ARONDEL [arondelle, F. a ſwallow ] becauſe this fami- BALDREAD [of balo bold and pede, Sax. counſel] a

ly bears a ſwallow in its coat of arms] the name of a name of the laſt king of Kent.

town and earldom in Cornwall. BALDWIN (of balo, Sux, and winnen, Teut. to win,

( , q d. a bold conqueror] a proper name of men.

deſolation , i . e , a healer of deſolation ] a ſon of Shem. Baliol College [in Oxford a college built by Jobin

ARTHUR (@rtijur, Brit . i.e, a ſtrong man] a famous Baliol, or rather by a king of the , Scots of that name.

warlike king of the Britons. ,

ARUNDEL [9. a dale near the river Arun ] a town in treaſure, Heb .] a proper name of men .

the county of suffex. BAMBOROUGH (Bebban -burgh , prob . ſo called of

ASA (ÁDY, Heb. i.e. a healer of fickneſs ] a king of queen Bebba who ( as Bede writes ) ere &ted it] a town once

gerufalem . the court of the kings of Northumberland.

AAHEL (58709, Heb. i. e. God has wrought] a BAMBURY [of bana man -flaughter and býrigh , Sax . a

brother of Joab. town, probably ſo named of ſome great ſlaughter there] a
ASAPH (St. ) born in the 6th century, of an honour- town in Oxford pire.

able family, and born at Clan Eloy in the county of Flint, BANGOR (anciently called Banchoz or Penchoz,

now after him called St. Aſaph, he having obtained the Brit. i. e , a capital choir] a biſhop's fee in Caernarvonſhire.

biſhoprick or abbacy by his learning and piety. BANOCH SBOURN [i. e, the bourn or river of Banock in

ASH [of Arh , Sax.] at the beginning of proper names Scotland ) a place memorable for the defeat and laughter

of places or perſons, generally denotes that the name was of Edward II, king of England.

derived from the aſh -tree, as Apby, Apton, Sgc. BAR- JESUS [V0-73, Syr. i. e , the ſon of Jeſus] a

ASHBY DE LA ZOUCH [of aſh -trees growing there proper name.

and bý, Sax. an habitation, and is called Dela Zouch, and BAR ( , a .

it is ſo called to diſtinguiſh it from three other Albys in the father] the name of a malefa &tor mentioned by one of

ſame county ) a town in Leiceſterfire. the evangeliſts.

ASHER [70X, Heb. i . e, bleffed ] the ſon of shem ; Barak (P72 , Heb. i. e lightening] a proper name

alſo the land of Aſyria.

ASHFORD [of the river Fſ and ford called Æßtisford ] BARBARA (barbarous, foreign, ftrange ] a proper name

a place in the county of Kent.
of women.

'ATHALIAH [ 7959ny, of hy the time and ill of the BA'R BICAN, a ſtreet on the north -weſt ſide of this city

Lord ] the daughter of Omri king of Iſrael. near Red-croſs- ſtreet ; it takes its name froma watch -tower

ATHELIN (probably of as an oath and helm a keep- corruptly called Barbican inſtead of Bung -Kenning, i. e .

er, S.x. ) the name of an archbiſhop of Ganterbury. the kenning or knowing of the city ; becauſe in old time

ATHELING [ Æ Seliny,Sax. i.e, noble] a title given there was a tower ſo called, placed on high ground, and

to the eldeſt ſon of the king in the Saxon times. alſo railed to a great height, uſed as a watch -tower, from

ATHELSTANFORD [A Selytanr-kond, i . e. the ford whence a perſon might have a view of tlae whole city to

of Athelftan] a place in Scotland, where Atbelftan, king of wardsthe fouth, and alſo ſee into Kent, Suffex and Surrey,

the Eaft- Saxons, ferry d over his army againft the Scots, and alſo every other way , eaſt, north and weſt : but the

Audley End [of alo old and leag, Sax . a field] a king cauſed this to be pulled down in the year 1267.
fumptuous palace in the county of Eſſex, built by Thomas BARDNEY , a town in Lincolnbire, memorable on ac

Audley chancellor of England , and belonging to the dukes count of the comb of St. Oſwald theking.

of Suffolk. - [ fon a ,
AUDREY [of æ del noble and bread fear, Sax.] an ab- Heb.] a proper name of men.

bets of the royal Engliß -Saxons blood, wife to Ælgfrid BARKLEY [ Beoſcenian, probably of beorce, Sax. a
king of Northumberland , canonized after her death, beech -tree and lea ), Sax. a field ] a town inGloucefterſhire, ſo

AUKLAND [ of ac, Sax. an oak and land, Sax .] a town in called on account of beech -treesgrowing plentifully there.

the county of Durbam, anciently called Bifoops- Aukland on BARKSHIRE [of Berroc, Sax . a wood and yciſc,

account of a fine palace the biſhop had there.
BERKSHIRE } Sax. a fhire] ſo named on account

AULCASTER [ Allenceaften , Sax. ] of the river Aln of much box growingthere.

and caftrum a city or caſtle ] a town in Warwickſhire. ? [ ,

AYLSFORD [éalpeskoro, Sax .] a town in Kent an- BARNABY S X2 ), Heb. & prophet, or as it is in=

ciently called by the Britons Saránaig Habait, becauſe terpreted , the ſon of conſolation, a prophet's office being

they had overcoine the Saxons there ; otherwiſe called An- for confolation ] a proper name of men .

Syr . a,אבאa 1on andיבofאבארב]BARA B B As

of men .

,a doveהנויa fan andרבof,הנוי-רב]BAR -JoN As

a fon andרבprobably of;אבנרב]?BARN A B As
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.Syr,אבשa fon andרבofאבשרכBAAs A B A5

theהיa building andהינבof,והינב]BENAJAH

of Syria.

a rightןימיa fon andןבof,ןימינב]BENJAMIN

name of men.

of men .

, a , . Bet Bya, Chald.] the ſun adored as a deity by the
reft, or ot 7] a ſon and 210 to return , i, e , the ſon of

Chaldeans and Aſyrians.

converſion , Syr. and Heb .] the name of one of the 70 BELZEBUB [aizibya ; of Zya a lord , and

diſciples. BAALZEBUB S 2121 a flie, Heb. the god of Aies] a

BARTHOLOMEW [105inna, of 72 a ſon , en deity ofthe Ekronites, ſo named ofthegreat number of
hanging or elevating and J'Q waters, Heb. i.e. the ſon flies infeſting them at their ſacrifices, or probably that he

of himwho makes the waters to mount] a proper name
would chaſe them away.

of men.
[ , a

St. BARTHOLOMEW's Hoſpital (in London ] an hoſpital Lord, q. d. the Lord's building] the fon of gehojada:

endowed for the uſe of ſick and lame perſons by king BENHADAD [ 777-12 , i. e . the ſon of a noile] a king

Edward VI.

BARTLET , a firname, a diminutive of Bartholomew . [ , a ' a
BARTON [in Devonſhire, and elſewhere] the demeſne hand] the youngeſt of the 12 fons of Jacob.

lands of a manour, and ſometimes the manour-houſe it Bennef (of Benedi&tus, L. bleſſedj a proper name of

felf ; alſo our houſes, fold -yards and back -lides. men both Chriſtian and ſirname.

BARTULPH [of beopht, bright and ulph, Sax. help] St. BENNETS in the Holm ( q . d . St. Bennet's encompaſſed

a proper
with rivers) a place in the county of Norfolk,

BARUK ( 7172 , Heb . i. e, blefied ) a proper name of BENSBURY [contracted of Cnebens-bury, of one Cneben, a

men . famous captain of Etheldredking of Kent, who was lain

BARZI'LLAI ( 5790, of 1992 , Heb, iron] a noblc- there by Ceaulin king of the Vice-saxons] a town in

man among the Jews. Surrey.

BASIL [Baolneds, Gr. royal or kingly ] a proper name BENSON (9. d. the ſon of Ben , i, e of Benjamin) a
funame.

BASING [baying, Sax. a coat of mail, probably ſo na- BERGAMSTEAD [of beong a fort, ham a home or

med from the reſemblance it has thereunto ] a tower and houſe and stetoa, Sax. a place] a town inKent.

caſtle in Hampſhire. BERING ER [of beja, Sax. a beaſt and gard , F. a

BASING -ball, or ? anciently called Bafingis Hawe, of keeper] a proper name.

BASSIS HAW -freetS baying a cloak and ape an hall , BERKSHIRE [Beajifucrciſe or BanrucYcire, Sax.]

Sax. q . a place for cloth of which cloaks, & c. are made] Alenus Menevenfis derives it from Berrok ; a certain wood in

a hall and ſtreet near the Guild -ball of London . this country abounding with box ; and Leland is of his o

BATERSE A [anciently called Patrick's Ea, i , c. Patrick's pinion , bút Mr. Camden and Dr. Hody have obſerved that

ifle] a town in Surrey on the river Thames. the Engliſh - Saxons affected to hold their aſſemblies either

BATH [bat, of bayan, Sax. to waſh, Egoc. called by in open fields near lome river or under ſome very large
Antoninus the waters of the ſun ; and from the great con- oak ; and ſo Berkbire probably may take its name from Bor

courſe of diſeaſed people Acmancerter, 1. e. the town of rock, i. e. a bare oak ſomewhere in the foreſt of Windſor,
fick people) a town inthe county of somer ſerbire, famous the uſual place of their provincial asſemblies.

for hot baths there. BERMUND (of Bepa, Sax . and mund, Teut. a mouth,

BATTLE Abbey, a place in the county of Suſſex , ſo cal- or of benan , Sax. to bear or bring and mund, Sax . peace]

led by William the Conqueror on account of a ſignal vi&to a proper nanie.

ry obtained over Harold, the laſt Engliß -Saxon king, which BERMUNDSE
Y [ Bejmundr Ea, Sax. i. e , Bormundse

was the firſt ſtep to reducing the whole kingdom to his Illand ) a place in Soutbwark , anciently famous for an ab

obedience.
bey built there by one Bermund, either a lord or abbot of

BATTLE-bridge, a place in the county of Tork where that place.

Harold diſcomfited and new Harold Hardred then king of BERNARD [ ſome derive it of bearn a child and ard,

Norway ; alſo the name of a place in the county of Mid . Du . nature ; but Verſtigan derives it of Beorn beart, q.d

dleſex, ftour heart] a proper name.

BEATRIX [ i.e, one who makes happy] a proper BERNARD'S College ( in Oxford] ſince called St. John's

of women. College.

BEAUCHAMP [i, e. a good and fair field ] a fimame. BERNICIA [ofbeojin , Sax , a man-child and vix , Gr.

BEAUCHIEF [beau chef, i. e. a good head ) an abbey victory, anciently call'd Beognica meg de and Benſnica
in Derbypire, ſo called probably becauſe a great many rice, Sax. fuppoſed to be ſo called from the warliké dif
learned men lived there . Poſition of the inhabitants ] the town of Berwick upon

BEAUDESERT [ 9.d. a pleaſant deſart ] a place in theplace in the Tweed .

county of Stafford. BERNULPH [of bearn iſſue and ulph , Sax. help]
BEAUFORT [ of beau and fort] i, e, a ſumptuous and prob . q . d . one who provides for his children] the name

commodious fort. ofa king of the Mercians.

BEAULY [ beau lieu , i.e. a pleaſant place) a tract of BERTHA [of beojihe, Sax. noble, & c.] a name of wo

land in Hamplire.

BEAUMARIS (beaumarais, F. i. e. a fair fen or marſh ] BERTHOLD (of beorht, Sax. brave and holt a ruler ,

a place in the iſle of Angleſey. Sax. q. d. a good ruler] a proper name ofmen.

BEAUMONT (bean mont, F. i e, a pretty mount) a BERTHULPH [of beophy, Sax. illuſtrious and ulph,

Sax , help, q d . a famoushelper] a biſhop of Wincbefter,

BEAWDLEY (beau lieu, F. i. e, a brave pleaſant place A. D. 900.

for its ſituation] a place in thecounty of Worceſter, BERTHWALD [ of beorht and pealdan, Sax. to rule ]

Bede [beare, Sax. a prayer] a learned Engliſ monk the name of an archbiſhop of Canterbury.

called Venerable Bede or Bede from his earneſtneſs inprayer, BERWENT Fells. [of the river Berwent, and fellfz,

BEDFORD [Beban koplo, 9. d. beds and publick inns Teut. a rock or cliff ] certain mountains in Northumberland

bya ford ] the name of the capital town of Bedfordſire. through which the river Berwent runs .

Bedlam [i. e. Bethlebem ] a ſtately hoſpital for mad BERWICK (of Aberwick, of aber , Brit. and pic, Sax, a

folks in Moor fields. town at the mouth of a river, called alſo bene -pun, Sax.

BEERSHEBA (Y2U78 , of 982 a well and you i, e corn town] a place in Northumberland, ancientlya fa
he ſware or yu an oath, Heb .] the name of a place mous ſtrong hold .

in the land of Canaan . BETHLEHEM 2 [717-712 , Heb. i.e. the houſe of

St. Bees, a town in Cumberland, ſo named from St. Bega BETHLEM 3 bread] a city of Judea.

an Iriß virgin, who lived a ſolitary life there. BEVANS [ 9. d. ap Evans, 9.d. come of Evans or gohn ]

BelAMY [bel ami, F. fair friend] a proper name. a firname common to the Welf .

BELIAI, [ 2992, of '70 without, alſo a negative par- BEVERLEY ( Beverlega , Sax . i. e . Bede's-abbey in Deer
ticle, and 7y1, Heb. he profited, 9. d . unprofitable] wic- wood ] a town in Torkpire.

ked , unprofitable, good for nothing ; alſo the devil. Bezaliel ( xa , of 2 in, by a ſhadow and

BELINSGATE [fo named of'king Belin or Belinus, God, Heb 1. e . in the fhadowof God ) a famousar

BILINGS-GATES who founded it ; tho' others lup- tificer among the Jews.
poſe of bellan , Teut, to roar, on account of the waves BILLINSGATE. See Belinſgate.

beating againſt the ſhore ; others again fetch the name BILLITER -lane, properly Belzeter's lare, of Belzeter

from bælge, Sax. a purſe or wallet, becauſe thoſewho go who built it.

thither to buy carry ready money] a wharf and fiſh -mar- BINCHESTER [of Vinovium , L. and ceanter, Sax.] a

ket and port on the Thames in the city of London . town in the biſhoprick of Durbam .

Bishop's

name

men,

proper name.
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ii.e.

Bisy Op's-GATEtakes its name, as is ſuppos’l, from king and yune, 9. King's-mount] a town in thecounty oł

ſome biſhop of London, and probably from Erkenwald fon Su Folk.

of king Offa, and biſhop of London, who died in the BRECKNOCKMERF, a mere in Brecknockfire called by

year 685; and there being the effigies of two biſhops on the Well Linfavethan , 1. é . the ſtanding ſough. Giraldus

this gate, as Erkenwald might be the founder of it, ſo calls it clamofus, i . e, noiſy, from the thundering noiſe the

it is very probable that it was repaired by IFilliam the ice of it makes when it is thawed.

Norman, who was biſhop of London in the time of William BRECKNOCKSHIRE, fo called, as is ſaid, of Brechanius,

the Conqueror ; both of which were great benefactors to a prince who had 24 daughters, all who were canonized

the city. in the choir of faints.

Over the gate -way, on the ſouth and north ſides of the Br E.MICHAM ? [ ſome derive it of bnyme famous and

gate, are figures in itone perhaps of the greateſt antiquity BIRMINGHAMS Ham , Sax. a11 habitation] a towni

of any now remaining in the city, being probably as old in Warwickfire famous for workmanthip in hard wares ,

as the gate, that is, about 300 years. of iron , Ooc. as knives, Etc.

Thetone figure of a biſhop on the ſouth -ſide, which BRENTKNOLL [of brent burnt and knol, Sax, the top

ſtands bigh, has a long beard , eyes funk and an old mor- of a mountain , 9.d. a mountain fcorched with the heat of

tified face, the mitre on his head, but both his hands the fun ] a place in Somerſetfire.

beat or worn off by time. On thenorth -ſide of the gate BRENTFORD [9.0 Birrtford ) a town in the county of

is another figure of a biſhop of a larger fize, mitred , clo- Middleſex, commonly called Branford.
thed in his Pontificalibus, his left hand with the croſier BRENTMARSH ( 9.d. Burnt marß ; but the monks of

broken off, the right hand bleſſing with the two fore- Glafenbury interpret it Frogs-marſh , as it brent did anci

fingers, his face ſmooth , and was probably the courtly bi- ently ſignify a frog ] a place in Somerſetfire.
Thop William the Norman, the favourite of William the BRENTWOOD (i, e. Burnt-wood) a town in Eſex.
Conqueror, and the other is probably Erkenwald who liv'd BRETENHAM ( Cambrebretonium , 9.d. a village on both

400 years before him . Alſo on the north -ſide of the gate ſides the river Breton} a town in the county of Suffolk.
on each ſide of the biſhop, but ſomething higher, are two BRIDCHURCH , 9. d. the church of St. Bridget, an Iriſ
ancient ſtone -images; on his left hand a Saxon king, very ſaint.

probably king Alfred, who repair'd the city after the Danes BRID EWÉLL [9.d. Bride's or Bridget's -well] formerly

had burnt it, and the oiher probably his ſon- in - law Al- an hall or royal palace in Fleetſtreet in the city of London,
dred earl of Mercia, to whomhe committed the cuſtody of now made an houſe of correction.

it. The rooms over this gate are allowed to one of the BRIDG EWATER [q. d. the Bujigh of one Walter, a

lord mayor's carvers. ſoldier under William the Conqueror, who had this place gi

BLETSOE (of bletrian, Sax. to bleſs, Yeo, Sax. a ſight, ven him for his ſervice in the wars] a town in Somerſet
9.d. pleaſant to behold , or becauſe of its profpe&t] a town fire.
in Bedfordfire formerly called Bletnepoe. BRIG [9. d . a town by a bridge] a place in Somerſet

BLUNDEL ( probably of bloud, O. F. red and el a dim . bire.

i. e. reddish ] a [ırname: BRIGANTES, the ancient name of the people who in

BODMIN (of bod a kite and min , C Br. the bank of a habited the counties of Tork , Lancaſter, Durbam , Weftmere

river, probably ſo called on account of the great number . land and Cumberland .

of kites that frequent ir] the name of a river in Cornwall. BRISTOL { [Bristop, Sax . 9.d. a bright, pleaſant

BODOARY (of bod and vorts a ferry] a place in BRISTOW , place, ſo named on account of its plea

Flinthire. ſant ſituation and ſtately buildings a wealthy and fa

Booz (1y2, Heb. i. e. ſtrength] the grandfather of mous city and ſea-port in Somerfeiſire.

king David BRITAIN , Mr. Camden has attempted to prove by fe .

BOSCASTLE 9.d. Bottereaux-cafile from boterau a garter, veral authorities , that the ancient Britons painted their

and the name of a noble Norman who bore a garter in his bodies, and that Brith in the ancient Britiſh ſignifies painted ,

coat of arms] a place in the county of Cornwall.
andtavia in Greek he fuppoſes fignifies a region or country,

Bos ZhAM [fome derive it of vol3, Teut. a buſh, şam and from theſe two words he forms Erithama of Britannia,

Sax. an houfe or borih, Sax, a fence ; but Somner de- i . e, a land or country of painted men.

rives it of bois, F. a wood and ham.] a town in suflex, The learned Ifaac Caſaubon would derive Britannia from

called allo Poſerbam . Brydio, which in Britiſ figrrities fervere, aftware, &c.

BOSTOCK (of borc,Sax. boot or overplus, and stocce, pointing out the heat and violent motion ofthe Eritiß ſea .
Sax. the trunk of a tree) a town in Chepire, once called Dr. Skinner derives it from Eri, which in the Eritif fig

Bet: flock ; alſo a firname. nifies noble ; and Tain, which in the famelanguage figni

St. Mary BOTHAW , before the fire of London, in 1666, fies a river, ſo that it takes its name from its abounding in
there ſtood on the ſouth ſide of Walbrook ward , from Canon- excellent rivers.

ftreet, betwixt London -ftone and Waltrook corner , a pariſh- Bochartus endeavours to prove, that the Pkænicians came
church, called St. Mary Boobaw or Boathar by the Erbar. as far as the iſlands call'a cafiterides [i.e. the Scilly iflunds]

It was ſo called from a Haw or yard , where of old times which abounded with tin , and Cornwall being near the
boats were made and landed from Dowgate to be mended . Caffeterides, it is probable they camethither to that abound

St. BOTOLPH , Camden takes the name to be derived ing with tin ; and ſo they call'd this iſland Baratanack or

of boat and ulph, Sax. help, q. d . the help of boat-men , Brat-anack, i, e, a land of rin .

he being the mariner's cutclar faint, and on that account Little Britain near Alderſgate, was ſo callʻd from the

was much adored at Bofon. dukes of Eritain lodging there.

BOTONTINES [9. d . butrings, i. e , heaps of earth] a BRITHELM [ Beont- helm , $ax. q. bright helmet) the

place in Huntingtonſbire. name of a biſhop of Bath and Wells, A. D. 955 .

Bortel Bridge ( probably for Botolph's bridge , or of BRITHELMSTEAD [Bhigh tealmeytun ,Sax. ſo named

botle, Sax , a village] a place in Huntingtonpire. after St. Brigt belm ] a town in Suflex.

BOVERTON [of bove, L. an ox and ton, Sax. ] a town BRITHW OLD [of bri 8 famous and pealsan, Sax, to bear

in Glamorganpire. rule] the name of a biſhop of Winchefter, 4.D.996.

BOURCHIER [9. d . de bello claro, L. i, . open war] a BUCKINGHAM [of bece, Sax. beech and Pam , Sax. an

Tirname. habitation ſo named on account of beech -trees growing

BOURN [ .e. a river ] a town in Lincolnfire, where there in great abundance] the county - town of Buckingban

king Edmund was crown'd. fire.

St. Mary le Bow , this church in Cheapfide, in the reign BUGDEN [ either of bog and Den , Sax . a dale, 9. d. a

of William the Conqueror, being the firft in this city , built plaſhy or watery dale, or of bog and den, i.e. a valley

on arches and ito es, was called New St. Mary's church , or ihaded with boughs] a town in Huntingtonſhire.

St. Mary de arcubus or Le Bow : or elſe it was ſo called of BULLNESS [probably of bwch , C. Br. a ſeparation

the ſtone arches and bowsin the top of the ſteeple. and neye, Sax. a promontory) a place in Cumberland,

BRADFORD [9. d. broad -ford] a town in Winchefter. where England is ſeparated from Scotland.

BRAKELEY (of Brake, i, e. fern , with with it was in BURCHESTER (of benn a barn and ceartes , Sax. a

ancient times over- sun] a town in Northamptonſhire. caftle ) a town in Oxfordfire.

BRANCASTER (of Branodunum and ceayter , Sax . a BURFORD [Beon xond, 9. d. Beerford ] a town in Ox

caſtle ] a town in the county of Norfolk. fordſhire. The inhabitants of this town have a cuſtom of

BRA'NDON (probably of btant for burnt and ton, Sax. making a dragon annually and carrying it up and down

a town , i.e. Burnt town ; or, as Leland ſuppoſes, of bran the town on Midſummer eve, and alſo the pi&ture of a

a cow and dinc, Sax , an hill ; or elſe of bren , C. Br . a giant ; which is conjectured to have been inſtituted in me
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mory of a victoryinthe year 750. by Cuthbert Or Cutired a CAR ? [ of caer, C. Br. a city] is frequently added

tributary king of the Weft- Saxons over Ethelbert king of CHAR S to the names of cities, as Carloon, Carliſle, 6c.

Mercia, whoſe exa &tions were accounted infupportable , and CARDIGAN (of caer and decan, C. Br. a dean , q ...

who was vanquiſhednear Lurford, and Cuthberi alſo taking Dean's city or town) the county-town of Cardiganſive.

his banner, in which was painted a dragon of a gold CARLISBROOK (anciently called Whitgar's Burg, be

colour. caufe built by one whitgar a Saxon ] a cattle in the ille

BURG (called Stanmore-burg, q . d . a ſtone-moor town] of Wight, remarkable for the captivity of king Charles I.

a place in Weftmoreland. CARLISLE ( of cacr Lualio, or, as others think, of

'BURGH Cafle [ called anciently Cnobbery-burgh, Sax. gwall a trench and lugu a tower, 9.d . a fort near a

i. e. the town of one Cnobber, ſome petty king who built trench , there being a Roman trench fill to be feen near
it] a place in Suffolk. the city ) a biſhop's fee in the county of Cumberland.

St. BURIENS, ſo called of one Eurien an Iriſh faint, CASTELLUM Dennis [i . e. Dane's cafile, ſo named be

who had a church there dedicated to his memory. cauſe the Danes pitch'd their camp there] a place in the

BURNING Well, a certain well near Wiggan in Lanca- county of Cornwall.

fire, into which if a candle be put , it will preſently take CASTER ( anciently called Kinneburg-ceafter, of Kime.

fire . burg the daughter ofPenda, the wife of Alfred king of

BURSTEAD [ Burgytes, of bung and recoda, Sax. Northumberland, who built a nunnery there, and took up

a place] a place in Effex. on her a monaſtick life) a place in Huntingtonpire.

BURTON Lazers ( 9. Burton , of Bur and Ton and Lazers, CASTLE Dinas Eren (of i inds a city and bren , C. 51.

i. e , an hoſpital of lepers) a town in Leiceſterfire. a king, 9. d . iren's-cafle, or a king's palace] a place in

BURY [of budg, Sax. a town] the name of a town in Denbighfire.

Cambridgefire. CASTLEFORD [ i, e, a caſtle at the ford ] a place in

BUXTON ( of bocce, Sax . a beech- tree and Tun , ſo na- Torkpiro.

med on account of the great number of beech -trecs grow- CATHARINE (of xceden's, Gr . pure) a name of wo

ing thereabouts ] a town in Derbyßire called alſo Battecan,

Sax. i.e. hot baths. CAITIEUCHLANI, the name of a people anciently

By [bye, Sax. an habitation or place of abode, of inhabiting tae counties of Bedford , Inckingbam and Here

Bye S bian, Sax. to dwell] is a termination added ford.

to the names of ſeveral places, as Appleby, Danby, Derby, Sc. CHARFORD (Censicr fome, Sax. i. e. king Cerdic's ford ]

a ford over the river Avon in Hampſhire, where king Cere
dic diſcomfited the Britons.

с CHARING - Croſs, a croſs created by king Edward I,

in memory of his wife queen Eleanor, who ſuck'd the poi

ſon out of his woundsmade by the venomed ſword of a

CA
ADWALLADAR [of cad a battle and gwaladr, C. Br. moor at the holy war.

a captain of war] an ancient king of the Eritons or CHARTER -houſe [i. e. Chartreux, anciently a convent

Welp. of Carthufiau monks] now a college, founded and aobly

CAER-CUSTENITH (9.d. Conftantius's city ] a place in endowed by Thomas Sutton , Elq ;,

Caernarvonbire, C. Br. CHELMSFORD (9.d. tlac ford of the river Chelmer )

CA ERDIFF (Caerdid, C. Br. probably 9. d. the city of town in the county of Eſex .

Didius) a place in Glamorganſbire. CHELSEY [ q. d. the illand of ſhelves, becauſe of the

CAER-GUBY [i. e. St. Kibius's city or temple, who was Thelves of land in the river of Thames Dear it ] a town in

a ſcholar of St. Hilarius, a biſhop of the Piats, who there Middleſex .

lived a a Monkifo life] a place in the iſle of Angleſey. CuBPSTOW [i. e, a place for chapmen or traffick ] a

CAER-LEON upon Usk ( ſo called of Antoninus jjca , be- place in Monmouthfoire.

cauſe he and the tecond legion, called the Welp legion, CHESTER ( ccartes, called allo Leageceayter , on

was placed there ) a place in Monmouthpire, now a poor vil- accoum of a Roman legion being quartered chere ] Weft

lage; but anciently an archbiſhop's fee.

CA ERMARDEN 3 [of caer and Maridunum , L. ſo Chester upon the Street [ i.e. a caſtle upon the road
CAERMARTHENS called of Marius, a Roman ge- or high way] a place in the biſhoprick of Durham .

neral . CHESTHUNT, ſo named from plenty of cheſnuts grow

CAERNARVON [of caer a city, ar at and bon or ing there ] a town in Hertfordſhire.

mon the iſle of Man] a place lying over-againſt the iſle CHICHESTER [Ctyyánceayten , fo called of ciſa,

of Man , famous for the birth of king Edward III. king of the Soutb- saxons] a city and biſhop's ſee in Suffex .

CATAPHAS (XD17 , Heb. i.e. an encompaſſer] a high CHIDLEY (probably of cio a contention and lege, Sax.

prieſt of the Jews. a field , 9. d. ground about which controverſies did ariſc, as

CAISHOW ( ſo called of an ancient Britiſh people, who to the right of pofleffion) a place in Devonſhire.

anciently inhabited it] a certain tra &t of land in Bucking- CHILTERN ( Ciltejin , Sax . prob. of cylt , Sax . clay) a

hampire. town in Buckingbampire.

CALEB [253, Ileb. i.e. a dog] a proper name of CHIPPENHAM (Cyppenham , q. d. a market- town of

cýppan to cheapen and ħam , Sax . an habitation ) a town

CAMBRIDG E (probably of camm, C. Br. crooked or in Wilipire.

full of windings, i.e. a river and bridge, called by the Cicely , a proper name of women.
Saxons Ispant-bnýcge, i.e. Grant bridge, of gron , Sax. a CICESTER (Cypenceafter, of the river Coura ,

fen] a city and celebrated univerſity.
CIR ENCESTER called in Latin Cirinus] a town in

CAMPDEN [of campa fight and ten , Sax.] a town in Glouceſterfire.

CAMDEN S Glouceflerfire, whence the famous antiqua- CISBURY [9. the borough of king cijfm, a king of the

Camden had his name. South - Saxons, who built a military fort near it] a town

CANAAN Lydd, Heb. i.e. a merchant] the ſon of in Suffex.

Ham , of whom the land of Canaan took its name. CLERKENWELL, northward of Smithfield and St. John's

CANDLEWICK Ward, takes its name of Candlewick- Areet, London. The church took its name of a well , curbed

street, or Candlewright-Preet, which may be ſuppoſed to about ſquare with hard ſtone, not far from the weſt-end

have been ſo called, either of chandlers or makers of can- of the church ; and the well was ſo called of the parish

dles, both of wax and tallow (for Candlewright is a ma- clerks of London, who of old time were accuftomed to

ker of candles) ; or pecke, Sax which is the cotton or yarn aſſemble there yearly, and act a play of ſome hiſtory of

thereof; or elfe of Wike, the ſtreet or place where they holy ſcripture. In the year 1399, in the 14th year of

uſed to work them . It is now called Canon -ftreet. king Richard II, on the 18th day of July, the pariſh -clerks

CANNINGTON (ſo called of the Cangi, a people of the play'd interludes at a well called skinners-well, near to

Belgick Britons who dwelt there] a town in Somerſetfire. Clerkenwell, which laſted for three days, the king , queen

CANOTWOOD (probably ſo called, as tho ' the wood and nobility being preſent at it .

CANKWOOD S of St. Canutus] a wood in Stafford- of king Henry IV, they there play'd a play that lafted :

pire. days of matter from the creation of the world, at which

CANTERBURY (Cantpara Binig , Sax.) an ancient and were moſt of the nobility and gentry:

famous city , an archbiſhop's fee , the metropolis of the CLEVELAND [i. e, a land of cliffs on account of its

"kingdom of Kent, and formerly the ſeat of its kings. being ſteep and of difficult paſſage by reaſon of cliffs and

rocks) a place in Torkpire,
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CLOUDSBURY, a name given to Pendle bills in Lincoin- DEEMOUTH i. e, the mouth of the river Deej in

fire, from their height ſeeming to reach the clouds. Chebire

CNOUTS DELE [ i. e. Canutus's ditch , becauſe made DENBIGH ( probably of bendale and b17an , Sax . to

by king Canutus to abate the fury of the fea, his fons inhabit) the county-town of Denbighpire in Wales.

having been in danger of being calt away in thoſe parts) St. DENNIS ( Dionyfius of ALOVUOTO-, Gr. ] a biſhop

between Ramſey and whittlefea. who came into France in the reign of Decius, and there

COLEBROOK (ſo called from the river Cole or Coln ] ſuffered martyrdom, being beheaded and was choſen to

a town in Buckinghampire. be the patron -laint of France.

COLSON (9.d . Nicholas's ſon] a firname. DEPTFORD ( ccop and ford, 9.d, deep ford ] a town

COMPTON in the bole (of comb, Sax. a valley , 9. a town upon the river Thames, in the county of Kent.

in a valley or hole, on account of its low ſituation ) a place DERHAM (of teoji a deer and, Ham , Sax . a lodge) a

in Warwickfire. town in Gloucefterſhire,

CORITANI, the Roman name of a people, the ancient DERICK a contraction of Theodorick ] a proper name

inhabitants of the counties of Northampton , Leicefter , Rut

land, Lincoln , Nottingham and Derby DERTMORE [of the river Dert and moor ) a barren
CORITON (probably ſo named of one Corius the found- place in Devonpire.

er, or Copion coriander and con a town, from coriander DERTMOUTH, a famous port in Devonpire,

growing plentifully there, DEWSBOROUGĦ (of diw , C.Br.God and borough, 9. d.
CORNELIUS [Koprind of xiers,Gr. or 1-7 , Heb, an God's town] a town in Yorkſhire.

horn and in the iun] a proper name ofmen . DIGANWAY (of digel hidden and pice, Sax. a bay,or

CORNHILL, in the city of London, fo called becauſe bank, becauſe of its running calmly between the banks ;

in ancient times a corn -market was kept there. or, as others ſuppoſe, of ozgom , C. Br . to ſatiate and

CORNWALL ( Cojlapealh, of cornu, L. an horn and goig a foreſt, becaute it runs through foreſts] a river in

pealh, Sax .] that part of Britain being extended in foro Caernarvon ſpire.

of a hom . DIL: TONE ( called alſo Devils Rone and Devils-burn ,

CORNWALLIS [of Cornwall] a firname. probably 9. d. Devil's -bourn , becauſe Cadqalla for his bar

CORPUS Cbrifti College ( i. e, of the body of Chriſt) in barous cruelty v. as eailed a devil] a rown iņ Northumber

Oxford, built byRichardFox bishop of l'incbefter. band memorable for the overthrow of Cadwalla, awarlike
COVENTRY [either of Covon the name of a river, or Britain .

of a convent of monks] a city and biſhop's fee in llar- DMETE , the ancient Latin name of the people who
wickſhire, were the firſt inhabitants of the counties of Carmarthen,

CRAVEN (of craeg a rock and pen a head, C. Br.] Pembroke and ardigan.

a very itony place in Torkoite. DINAH ( 737,Heb. i. .judgment] a name of Jacob's

CRECELADE (or as others called Grekelade, on account daughter.

of a tchool fer up there by the Greek philoſophers; this DLONY'SIUS [ AlbrúIG , Gr. the fabulous god of wine

fchool was afterwards tranſated to Oxford ; others firppoſe Bacchus ; a proper name of men .

it to be derived of cj.ecca , Sax. a brook and ladian, Sax. DOBUNI, the name of the ancient inhabitants of the

to empty, on account of ſeveral brooks dilemboguing counues of Oxford and Gloucefter.

themſelves into the river Thames) a town in Wiltfire. Doeg [117 , Heb. i. e. careful] a man's name.

CREDITON [crætton, Sax of chete the creed , pro- Doctor's Commons , is ſo called, becauſe the doctors

bably becaufe the tuft biſhop's fee was founded among the of the civil law lived there in a collegiate manner common

Saxons ; others ſuppoſe of the river Credian lhat runs by ing together.

it, called alſo Kirton, as ſome think, 9:
Cart town ; Baxter DONCAST BR [Doncearter , of Don the river and ce

derives it of Cerd abon ton, Br. Eribiantune , Sax. i.e. after , Sax .] a town in Yorkpire.

the courſe of the ſtretch'd out river) in Wiltſhire. DORCHESTER ( Durnovaria, L. of dur ua var ni , Br.

Creighton (of Cregin dor , Br . i; e. the town of j.e. the flowing of the river Varius, or the gentle ftream ,
sockles or ſhell fiſh ] the name of a town. or of wo: and caftrum , Baxter] the county town of Dora

CREYFORD (Cpieccan follo , of the river Crey] a town fetfire.

in Kent famous for the overthrow given by Hengif the DO'ROTHY [ Aweg'iga, i. e . the gift of God , Gr.] a
Saxon to the Britons, woman's name.

CRIPPLEGATE (ſo called of cripples fitting there in DORSETSHIRE [ Durotriges, of our water and

ancient times to beg, or of an hoſpital for lame people crig, C. Br. an inhabitant, 9.d. apeople of the ſea coaft.

erected there ] a north gate of the city of London. DRUMMOND, (Dzum aven, Brit. i. e. the bank of a

CROWLAND (probably ſo named of the multitude of river) a proper name.

crows haunting it] a place in Lancaſhire famous for an Duke's Place, near Aldgate, was a priory of the Ho.y.

abbey built there ; alio a place in Lincolnbire. Trinity, founded by Matilda, daughter of Malcolm king of

CÚTBERT of cus known and beopht, Sax . famous) Scotland, wife to king Henry I , which in time became a

the name of an archbiſhop of Canterbury in the beginning very fair and large church, rich in lands and ornaments,
of the Saxon monarchy . and exceeded all the priories in the city of London and

county of Middleſex ; and the prior was an alderman of

Portfoken ward . King Henry VIII. gave it to Sir Thomas

D Audley, afterwards lord chancellor, who pulled it down,
and the church, Ec, and built himſelfan habitation there ' :

and dying in the year 1544, the priory came by marriage
ACON [1127 , Heb. q. d . the god of corn] a deity or of his heir and daughter to the 'duke of Norfolk, and
idol of the Philiftines, thence was called puke's place.

DANPORT Ś [of the river Dan or Daven and port] DUNSBY li. c. Duni vicus, L.] the town of DNOUS.
DAVENPORTS

a town in Cheſhire. DUNSMOW . See before in the dictionary.

DAN [17, Heb. judgment) ope of the twelve fons of

Jacob.

DANIEL [7'37, of17 a judge and God ) the name E
of a prophet.

DARBY [ Deonby of the river Derwent and by an ha

biracion] the county -town of Derbybire. ADULPH [of Eabicg bappy and ulph, Sax. help] aEchilian name of merDavid [7117 , Heb . i.e. beloved ] the name of a king
of Ifrael. EASTCHEAP [ in the ward of Candlewick, London

Deal (of dole, C. Br. a dale or plain lying by the was ſo called of its being a fort of market for proviſions ;

fea ] a town in Kent over-againſt the Downs. of ceapan, Sax . to cheapen , buy or ſell, and it was an

DEBENHAM [ofthe river Deben and Pam , Sax. a town] ciently a place, where many cooksinhabited : for in old
a town in Suffolk . time,'when friends met and were diſposa to be merry,

DeeoRAH [ 77137, Heb. i. e , a bec} the name of a theywent not to dine orfupat taverns (forthey then did
propheteſs. dreſs meat tº ſell ) but the cooks. And in the year

Dee [ Ditryr tivy, C. Br. i.e. the water Divy, becauſe 1410, in the time of Henry Iy, the king's fons Thomas

it riſesout of two heads, for diby fignifies two] a river and John went into Esfcheap to ſup.
in Chefire.
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EATON [ of Ea water and ton, Sax.] a town ſeated ENOCH [ 70 , Heb . i.e. dedicated ] the name of a

on the ſhore of the river Thames, man , the ſon of Seth.

Eden [179, Heb. i e . pleaſure ) paradiſe. Enos [61]X , Heb. i. e, mortal , fickly, & c.] a ſon of
EDGAR [of Eadig happy and are, Sax . honour] the Serh .

name of a king
EPHRAIM (C170X, Heb. i. e. fruitful] the ſecond ſon

EDGECOME (of comb, Sax.q.d. a valley invironed with of the patriarch fofepb.

hills] a ſimname. Er [7y , Heb. i. e, a watchman] the firſt -born ſon of

EDINBURGH [of Burg and the hill Eden ) the metropo- the patriarch Judab.

lis of the kingdom of Scotland ERASMUS ( 'Expo, Gr . i. e , amiable) a proper name

[ ] of men.

EDINION place in Wupire memorable for a liga ESTHER ( 70X Heb . i.e. ſecret or hidden ] a pro

nal victory obtain' d by king Alfred over the Danes. per name ot ' women .

Edith (of ead proſperous and y Cian ,Sax . to redound] ETHELBALD (of a Bel, noble and bals, Sax. bold ] a

the wite of king Edward the Confeffor. Saxon proper name of two kings of England.

EDMONDTON [q. d . king Edmund's town .] ETH ELSERT [oi æ Pelnoble and beorht bright or

EDWUND (of ear happineſs and muno, Sax . peace) a famous] the name of ſeveral Engliß -Saxon kings .

king of the Eaft -Angles martyred by the Danes. ETHELFRED [of stel and fpece, Sax. peace ] a

EDMUNDSBÚRY [q. d. St. Edmund's burg or town, ſo king of the Northumbrians,

called from St. Edmund, who ſuffered martyrdom by the ETHELRED [of'ætel and rece,Sax . counſel) a name

Danes) a town in Suffolk. of ſome Ang o - Sa , on princes.

EDOM (O17X, Heb. i. e. red or earthy) a name given ETHELSTAN ( of ætel and ytan, Sax . a ſtone or gem]

to Eſau , from whom the Edomites deſcended. the ſeventh Saxon monarch from Egbert.

EDWARD [of ead.Sax. bleſſedneſs and aerd, Teut. na- ETELWARD (of ætel and Pano, Sax. a keeper or

ture ] a proper name of men . guardian ] a proper name.

EDWIN (of ead happineſs and pinan , Sax . to win, i.e. ETHELWIN (of z tel and pinnan, Sax. to win or ac

an happy conqueror] a proper name of men. quire, q . a noble purchaſer) a proper name.

Egbert ( of ecc eternal and beopht, Sax. flouriſhing ; ETHELWOLD (ofæ del and ulph, Sax. lielp] the name
but Verſtegan rather chuſes to derive it of eght equity and ofthe ſecond of the Saxon monarchs.

berht propenſe, 9. d. greatly inclined to equity] the name Eve [7177, Heb. i. e. the lived ] the mother of man

of the firſt monarch of England. kind, Adam's wife.

EHUL [ 7178 , Heb. i . e praiſing ] a judge of Iſrael. EVERARD [fome derive it of æffe ever and are,

ELAM ( 7y, i.e. a young man] the father of the Sax. honour, 9.d. ever honourable] a ſirname,

Elamites, EUGENE (of įuzupers, Gr. i.e , nobly born , whence Eu

Elden-bole, a hole in Derbyßire, remarkable for its genius, L.) a proper name of men .

depth . Euro'pa (Eupvotu, Gr. i. e. having broad eyes; or of

ELEANOR ( probably Æl cames, i.e. all fruitful ; but the chaldee 2.78717,i,e. fair face ; or of a ſigni

Camden derives it of, Helena] a name of women . fying both a bull and a thip] the daughter of Agenor, king

ELEAZAR( 1919X,Heb. of 7X God and 71y help] of Phænicia, whom (as the poets feign) Jupiter in the
a ſon of Aaron. Tape of a bull raviſhed and carried over on his back

ELI [ 78, Heb. i. e. offering or lifting up] a judge through the ſea to Crete ; ſome think that the truth of

of Ifrael. this fi&tion is , that the thip, wherein ſhe was carried was

ELIAKIM [ Doplyx, Heb. of 78 God and 17 he tauriformis,'.c. like a bull; others thatthe name of the
aroſe a proper nameofmen. maſter of the ſhip was Taurus ; and others, that Taurus

ELIJAH2 ( 1778952 ,of7x and the Lord, i, e . or a bull was the ſign of the ſhip ; others, that the was

Elias S God the lord ] a great prophet. ſtolen away by a company of men, who carried the pi& ure
ELIPHAZ (1917x, of 8 God and'tid he ſtrengthen- of a bull in their flag.

ed] the nameof one of Job's friends. EUSEBIA (Ejoebia, Gr. godlineſs, & c .] a proper name

Elisha [YW17X , Heb.of 'y God and yIwi ſalvation, of women .
Esc. ¿ e the ſalvation ofGod) a prophet. EUSTACE [lusafns, Gr. ftanding firm ] a proper name

ELIZABETH [of yaw1X, Heb. i.e. God hath ſworn of men .

'Eniçaßet , Gr. a proper name of women . EUSTOW (anciently called Helenftow , of a convent dedi

ELLIS'(Camden derives it of Elias] formerly a Chriſtian cated to Helen the mother of the emperor Comftantine the

now a ſirname. Great) a place in Bedfordſhire,

ELUL 17198, Heb.] a Jewiſh month anſwering to Ezekiel [ 787111 Heb. of pin he was ſtrong and

part of our Auguft. hxGod ] the nameof a prophet.

Ely (probably of helig, C. Br. a willow with which EZRA (R7iy , Heb . i.e. 'an helper] a famous ſcribe

it abounded ; tho fome derive it of 'n@, Gr. a marſh ] among the Jews.

a place in Cambridgefire.

ENGLAND [ Engelono or Engelenlond, Sax,] before

called Britain, took its name of the angli or ange
F

li ( as they are called by Tacitus), who were a part of

the Suevi, a branch of the Cimbri ; and ſo of the ſame

original with the Saxons.Goropius Becanus derives their name FAIRFAX [of fxgen fair and kcax , Sax. hair ] a fir

near the ſea -ſhore ; but this ſeems both forced and tri- FARNHAM [of yeaſn fern and ham , Sax. a habita

Hing. Others, as Camden, Verftegan, Egc. derive it from tion] 2 town in Surrey.

angulus an angle, corner or narrow neck of land , their FENCHURCH ftreet, takesits name of the church ( calld

ancient country near Sleſwick. Mr. Sammes deduces it St. Gabriei's Fenchurch, being dedicated to the angel Gabriel )

from ANG or ENG, which in the Teut. fignifies a narrow and a fen or marſh , or fenny mooriſh ground in that place,

or ſtreight place, and hereupon concludes that the Angeli made ſo by means of a bourn, or ſtream of water, which

or Angli were ſo called ,becauſe they inhabited the ſtreight in old time broke our in that ſtreet, and paſs’d through it,

paſſages in the mountainous parts of Germany, and to con, which bourn , or ſtream , was called Lang -bourn, and gives

firm it, alledges that Angleven in Pomerania was ſo named name to the ward ; but others fay, that it took its name

from the angles that are ſituated in ſuch narrow paſſes. of fænum hay, of a hay -market being anciently kepp

Others derive the name from Ingo or Engo, a ſon of Woden , there, as Grace-church took its name of graſs, or herbs

the great progenitor of the Englip -saxon kings. The po- ſold there; but the former is the moſt approved by the
fterity of which Ingo were called Inglingar or Inglings, who beſt antiquaries .

ſeems to have been made by his father, king of that part FERDINAND [of beojiht bright or pure and muns ,

of the Suevi, which afterwards from their firſt king called Sax. peace ) a proper name of men.

themſelves Ingliſih or Inglings ; and it is certain that the Fitz [of fils a fon) a word commonly added between

Byzantine hiſtorians, Nicetas and Codinus, call the Angli, the Chriſtian and ſirnames of perſons of thoſe Engliſh fa

insarvol, i.e. Inglini or Inglins. milies deſcended of the Norman race, as John Fitz

EPPING Poreft [of Gueppones, a people of the Eaſt- Saxons, Williams, Soc.
ſo called by the Britons] a town in the county of Elex. FLATLURY [Ficobanbypy of yleding a flood and

ESAIAH [Tywy, of iTYyW ', Heb . ſalvation) the name býp13 , Sax, a city] a town in Horceſterfire.

of a prophet.
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FLEANDIKE [of pleam a fight and bike, Sax.] a the Chriftian faith and buil : a palace there] a town

place in Cambridgpire. Huntingtor.fire.

FLIXTON [q. d . Felix's town a Burgundian, who re- GODMUNDHAM [of Los God , muns a mouth and

claimed the Eaſt- Angles, when they had revolted ) a town Þam an habitation , i. e. che town of the divine mouth ;

in Suffolk. on account of the temple of a certain famous idol there.

FOULNESS [of fowl, becauſe there in great plenty , and Bede according to Baxter] the name of a place .

nere, Sax . a promontory ) a foreland in Efex. GOVOLPHIN [i e. in the dialect of Cornwall, the

FREDERICK [of fjlege peace and pic, Sax , rich] a GODOLCANS white eagle ) the family of the Godol

proper and firname. pbins bear a white eagle in their coat of arms .
FREMUND (of kreoh, free and Puns, Sax. peace ) a GODRICK [of Loc and pic , Sax . rich , q . d . rich in

God or goodneſs] a proper name.

FRIERS , as White Friers, Black Friers, Crouched Friers, GODSCAL [of Los and Ycalk a fervant] a proper
Aupin Friers, are ſeveral places of the city of London, be- name.

cauſe in ancient times there were frieries or cloiſters of fri- GODWIN [of Lod and pinnan, Sax. to conquer] a

ers there . proper name .

FRITHWALD of rris peace and pealdian . Sax. to GODWIN Sands, certain ſands on the coaſt of Kent,
govern , q . d. a peaceable governour) a prince of Surrey which were anciently the lands of count or earl Godwin

founder of the abbey, at Chelſey. a perfidious rebel in the time of king. Edward the Confeſſor,

FULHAM (Fullon-Nam ,of kulge a fowl and Nam Sax. who afterwards died miſerably, and in the reign of William

a village] a town on the river Thames, Rufus his lands were ſwallowed up by the ſea.

GOFF (Goff, C. Br. a farrier) a firname.

GoG -MAGOG , a Britiſ giant, fabled to be 12 cubits

G high, an image of which ſtands in the guild - hall of the
city of London .

GoG -MAGOG's Leap, a ſteep rock in Cornwall.

AAL [742, Heb . i. e , an abonination] the ſon of GOLGOTHA ( 1 913, Syr i . e. a place of dead mens

Ebed. skulls] a place in the city of Jeruſalem on the north ſide

GABRANTOVICI, the ancient inhabitants of ſome part of mount Sion, a place where the bones of malefactors

of Torkbite.
were laid .

[ , a GORNEY [ of Gurnay, a town in Normandy] a fir

58God, 9.d. theſtrength of God] the name of an an
GURNEYS

gel, and alſo of men:
GOUGE [i e. a bunting ſtaff, in Frencb ; but spelman

GAD (7 ) , Heb. i.e. a troop) one of acob's 12 fons. derives it of 60w, Teut. which he renders a village] a

GAINSBOROUGH Lener-buſuh , of zene) a ſanctuary firname.

and buſuh, Sax , a town , 9.d. a town of refuge] in Lincoln- GRAC E - Church St. Bennet's [in London ] or rather Grafs

bire. Church, was ſo called of a graſs or herb -market formerly

GAMALIEL 177703, of 7101 a reward and 5x God , kept there, as is now at the stocks.

i. e. God's reward ) a noted rabbi among the Jews, the GRAHAM Dike [ſo called of Grabam a Scot, who firſt
maſter of St. Paul broke through it ; or of a neighbouring mountain called

GARRET [of Gerrard ] a firname. Grampus] the wall or fortreſs of the eniperor Antoninus

GEORGE [of Cewezos, of on the earth and oppov work, Pius or Severus in Scotland.

9.d. a husbandman ] a proper name ofmen. GRANVIL [ grande ville, F. 1. e. the great town] a fir

GERARD (of ger all and aerd , Du, nature a Chriſtian

name. GRAVES END (ofGrave the governour of a country and

GERTRUDE [of gar all, Teut and truth] a Chriftian end, q. d. the end of the county] a ſea- port in the county
name of women . of Kent.

Gervás ( gerbatt, Teut. i. e. all faft] a proper name Graves [ either of Grave a governour or burying

of men. place] a firname.

GIBCLIFF (q. Guy - cliff, of Guy of Warwick, that fa- GREGORY [ot spezielo , Gr. watchful] a proper name

mous hero that is fabled to have lived like an hermit of men,

there ; or elſe of Guy Beauchamp, earl of Warwick. GRESHAM College (in Bipopſgate-freet, London ) was the

GIDEON (11972, Heb. i. e , a breaker or deſtroyer] a dwelling- houſe. of Sir Thomas Greſam , queen Eliſabeth's

judge of Ifrael. merchant, citizen and of the Mercer's company, who by
GIFFOŃD ( of Bifan, Sax. to give and aerd, Du. na- his laſt will and teftament did in the year 1575 give the

ture, q. one of a liberal diſpoſition] a ſirname. Royal Exchange, and all the buildings thereunto pertaining,

GILBERT [ of Zealepe, Sax. yellow or golden and be the one moiety to the mayor and commonalty of London ,

ht, Sax. famous or bright; but Verflegan ſuppoſes 9.d. and their ſucceſſors in truſt, to find four perſons to read

bllobereht, of gild, Sax. a college and berichten, Teur. le&tures of Divinity, Afronomy, Mufick and Geometry within

to inftru & ] a, proper name of men . his faid dwelling-houſe, allowing them so pounds per

Giles [ Ægidius, L. of argis, Gr. the skin of a goat ] Annum apiece falary. The other moiety to the Mercer's

a proper name of men . company to find 3 readers, viz. Civil Law, Pbyfick and

'GILLINGHAM (of gyllan , Sax. to make a noiſe and Rbetorick, allowing them the fame falaries each, which fa

Bam a habitation, probably from the parting of a brook laries are payable out of rents of the Excbange, theſe le

running ſwiftly by it) a village in Dorſetfire. & ures are read daily in Term time, by every one upon his

GIRVII (of gýn a fen, Sax.] the people who were the day, in the morning between 9 and 10 in Latin , and in
ancient inhabitants of the fenny parts of Lincolnſhire, Cam- the afternoon between 2 and 3 in Engliſh, except that the

bridgpire, & c. Mufick lecture is read in Englip only on Thurſday and Sa

GLASTENBURY [ Glayeneỳ, Sax. q. the iſle of glaſs, turday in the afternoon .

and Llæyenbýrig , Sax. or of glafum , the Latin name of GRISSEL [of gris, F. grey and helde, Teút. a lady)

the plant called woad, with which the ancient Britors paint- a name of women .

ed themſelves and bung, Sax. according to Baxter] a town GROSVENOR (of le gros veneur, F. i, e. a great hunter]

in Somerſetfirė, memorable for the names of two kings, a fimame.

Arthur and Edgar, and of goſeph of Arimatbea, and other GUILD-HALL [3:10 of Zıldan, Sax. to pay , becauſe of

primitive Englip faints. a common contribution , and Neal an hall ,' i. 6. the com

GLENT WORTH [of glynn, C. Br. Glen, Sax. a valley mon hall of the gilds, or companies, or incorporated citi
and pond a court or hall ſituated in a valley ) a town in zens of London. ] This hall was firſt built in the year

Lincolmpire. 1411 , by Thomas Knolls then mayor, the aldermen and

GLOCESTER [ Lleanceyten, Sax, i... a fair city ] a citizens ; but being deſtroy'd by the great fire in 1666, ie

biſhop's ſee. was rebuilt more ſpacious,being in length from eaſt to '

GODARD [of Too , Sax.good or God , and aerd nature , welt 170 foot, and in breadth 68. It coſt the city 40000
i.e.of a pious diſpoſition or temper] a proper name. pounds; the 2 giants of terrible aſpect and monſtrous

GODFREY [of Lod and; rpisor frede, Sax . peace, height, that ſtand facing the entrance of the hall, the
9. d. Godlike peace) a proper name. one holding a polc-ax, the other a halbert, are ſuppos'd,

GODMANCHESTER (of oneGorman or Gutbrun a Dane, the former to repreſent an ancient Briton , and the other a

who was the firſt of all the Danilo princes who embraced Saxon,
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GUILFORD [Tulce kons, Sax. q .d. the golden ford , which a pilgrim there gave to king Edward the Confeffor,
or of gils, Sax. a college and ford ] a town in Surrey. as if it had been ſer from St. John the Baptiſ] a towni

St. GUTHLAC (of gu , Sax war and laac praiſe, q. d. in Efex.

one praiſed for his waslike exploits, or lac, Sax. a vi&tim ,
HAUGH ? [a little meadow lying in a valley, according

9. d. one ſacrificed or Nain in the wars] an Engliſh - Saxon HAWGHS to Camdenj a firname common in the north

monk , in honour of whom Athelbald king of the Mercii
of England.

built the moft ftarely abbey of Crowland in Lincolnpire. HAZAEL (42177, of din he ſaw and 68 God ) a king

GUTHREMION (probably of guarth, C. Br. å reproach

and enlaw juſt] a caſtle in the county of Radnor,which St. HELEN'S Head [ ro ramed of Helen the mother of

king Vortimer gave to a German ſaint for a compenſation of Conſtantine the Great, who had a temple there a place in
the ill treatment he met with from king Vortigern for re Ireland.

proving him juſtly and friendlily . HEMINGFORD [of ne inagen , Brit. and ford , i.e.

GUY [of Guidon, F. a banner or guide] a proper name. the ford of the people called Magi] the name of a place.

HENCHMAN la foor-page a fimame, Germ .

Hengist [Pengiro, Sax. of Hengſt , Tent. an horſe ,

H either becariſe he bore the figure of a horſe in his ſtandard )

the general who led the Angles or Engliſ into the iſland of

Britain.

JACKNEY [probably of haquenée, F. an ambling horſe ) HENGSTON Hill ( F'enSeytun, Sax. i.e. the banks or

a town abont three miles northward from the city of town of Hengiſl, the Saxon general] a place in Cornwall.

London , probably ſo called of horſes and coaches there kept HENOCH 11137 , lieb. i. e , taugiit or dedicated the

to let for hire, whence any coa h or horſe that is let out ſon of Cain.

to hire i, called a Hackney, Egoc HENRY (Kilian writes it lleynrick, q Heymrick, i.e. rich

HADAD (7 777, Heb . i. e. rejoycing] a name . at home ; but Verfegan of hari, Teur. an haven and nice ,

HADER EZER (73977 , Heb of 779 beauty and Sax . rich ; and Camden of honore, L. honour] a Chriſtian

7sy help, q . d .beautiful help ! a king of Żebab.
name of men .

HAGAR [ 117, Heb. i.e. a ſtranger ] the handmaid of HENSHAW [of hin an haven and (chaise, Teut. à

Sarab the wife of Abraham , wood or ſhade , or of tha 3 , Du .] a village in Chefoire.

HAGGAI [#17, Heb. i . e. pleaſant] the name of a pio- HERBERT (of hepe an army and beojiht,Sax. bright,

phet. q. d. the glory of an army ; but Verlegan derives it of

HAGWORTHINGHAM [of hæg an hedge, portig a here and bericht, Teut . taught, 9.d. an expert foldier]

ſtreet and ham , Sax. an habitation ] a town in Lin.
a name of men .

colnbire. HEREFORD of here and ford ] a biſhop's fee.

HALEDON [of halig holy and fun, Sax an hill, it HERMAN (of hejle and man ] a proper and ſimname.

was anciently called Beayenviels, i.e. the heavenly field , HERTFORD [ bejuofojo, Sax. i.e. the red tord ] a

i. e. where aid was ſent from above] a place in Northum- county -town.

berland where Oſwald by divine help is ſaid to have gotten HETH [ 777 , Heb. i, e , fear or aſtoniſhment] the bro

the victory over Cadwalla the Briton . ther of Canaan, from whom the people called Hittites were

HALIFAX ( of halıy holy and feax hair] ſo called from defcended .

the ſacred hair of a certain virgin , who was beheaded by Hexam [ Somner writes it magulvtalyham of fæ er

a certain clerk , becauſe ſhe would not proſtitute her body realo a batchelor of an order of monks called ( uldees ,

to him ; ſhe was afterwards canonized. who there lived in celibacy with the biſhop ; but Bede

HALYSTON [Pali-y Tan ,Sax. i, e.holy-ſtone ) the place writes it Hanguftald, Skinner Hagulftald ] a town in Nor
where St. Paul, called the firſt apoftle of the northern parts thumberland, anciently a biſhop's ſee.

of England , baptized many thouſands of perſons] a place HEZ EKIAH (17p17, Heb. i. e, ſtrong in the Lord ]
in Northumberland. a king of Judah.

HAM [ 7, Heb . i.e. crafty or heat] one of Noah's HIEROM (Hieronimus, L. 'Isegrou , Gr.] one of the

three ſons . ancient fathers of the church, commonly called ferom .

HAMAN (1017, Heb, i.e. making an uproar] Ahaſue- HIGGINS Call of them are contra &tions of Hugo or

rus's favourite HIGGINSON Hugh and in , which Alfricus ſays lig

HAMOR (7101, Heb. i.e an afs] the father of sbechem . HUGGINS nifies a ſon , 9. the ſon of Hugb.

HAM . HIRE (Pante ! cije, Sax. ſo named of the river HILDEBERT (of Heid, Teut. a nobleman and beonht ,

'Anton ] a ſouthern county of Great Tritain . Sax, famous] a proper name.

HAMPTON (anciently called Avona of abon, C. Br. a HILKIAH (17777; Heb. i . e , the portion of the lord ]

water or river , q, a river-town] a town ſituateon the ri- the father of king Eliakim.

ver Thames in Middleſex, where is a ſtately palace built by HOBKINS [ 9. d. little Hob, a diminutive of Robert,

cardinal Woolſey . HOPKINS 9. little Robert] a firname.

HANNAH 1730, Heb. i.e. gracious] a proper name Hockley in the Hole (of hoc mud and lea3 ,Sax . a pa

of women. ſture , q. d. dirty field ] a place in Bedfordſhire ; alſo another

HANSON [of plan a diminutive of Randal and ſon, as near Clerkenwell and London.

fome ſuppoſe) a firname. HODGEKINS [of Hongos and that from Roger] a fir

HARAN 1777, Heb. i. e, anger] the father of Lot.

HARBOROUGH [of haber, Teut. oats and bung, Sax . HOGARTH [ of heah high and ear , Sax, or, as others

a borough] a town in Leicefterbire, ſo named from its pro- ſay, of hoogh high and acid, Du. nature or heart] a fir

ducing great plenty of oats.

HARBOTTLE (of here an army and bowl, Sax. an HOLDERNESS [Polt-deojla neyre, Sax. i.e. the pro

houſe ] a town in Northumberland, ſo named becauſe fol- montory of hollow Deira) a place in Torkpire,

diers had their quarters there, HOLLAND [9. d. hollow land, becauſe it abounds with

HARFAGER [Dæn .zzgen , Sax, i, e. fair-haired ] as ditches full of water] a place in Lincoinſpire.

Harold Harfager, a Daniſ king of England. HOLMSDALE (of polm and Dale) a place in Surrey

HARVY [of pepe an army and pic , Sax.a fort] a firname. that abounds with plentiful paſture.

HARWICH (of here and sic , Sax .] a haven or port HOR : A , a famous Saxon commander, brother to Hengiſi,

in Eſſex, ſo called from the figure of an horſe, which he and his

HASTINGS [ Camden ſuppoſes it was ſo called after brother bore in their coat of arms.

one Haflings a Dane, a notorious robber, who either built HORSHAM (ofJojiya and ham , 9.d. Horfa's town] a

it , fortified it or leized on it ; he writes it Næytingcearter town in Suſſex, ſo named after Horſa a famous Saxon gene

and ræyting, deriving it of hæfte heat on account of the ral , the brotherof Hengift.

boiling or bubbling of theſea in that place] a port or ha- HORSTED (Polya-ytes, Šax. 9. d. Horfi's-place, becauſe

ven in Suſſex. the corpſe of Porſa was burned there a village in Kent.

HATFIELD [ſuppoſed to be derived of hat, Sax. hot HOWARD (Skinner derives it of hola holpitality and

and field, from the heat and ſandineſs of the ſoil) a town pand, Sax. a warden or guardian, Kilian of bolo favour,

iu Eſſex called King's Hatfield , from a country-houſe of the Teut. and word worthy ; camden of hoch , Teut. high

king's there, and allo Hatfield Broad-Oak, from a large and warden ; Spelman of fhoward the warden of a hall;

ſpreading oak growing there. Verftegan of holdward the keeper of a ſtrong hold] a fir

HAVERING [ of a ver , C. Br. a port and a ring which name.

HOWEL
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the Lord ardהוהיfire andשאof,והישאי].JosI A H
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heלא hath heard andעמשof,לאעמשי]Is HM A EL

了

he a &ed_the part of aררשof,לארשי.IsR A EI

he hired or Wages ] oneרכשofרכששי]Iss AcH A R

HOW EL ( Camden derives it of "HN the ſun a fir- JONAH (737 , Heb . i. e . a dove) the name of a pro

name, phet .

Hoxton ( anciently written Hogilſdun, probably by a [ , of Lord and

Metathefis for Haligtun , i. e. an holy town] a place in gave, Heb. i.e. the gift of God] the ſon of king Saul.
Suffex memorable on account of the martyrdom of St. JORAM D1711, Heb. i. e, the height of the Lord ]

Edmund the king ; alſo a town on the north - ſide of the a king of Judah.

city of London JORDAN 11771), Heb. i.e. the river of judgment] a
HUBERT (of hepe colour and beorhe, Sax. bright or river in the land of Judea.

clear] a vame. JOSEPHI [ 101', Heb. i. e. he fall add or encreaſe] a
HUGH [of Hugo, L. or hoogh , Du . high ) a name. ſon of Jacob.

HUMFREY (probably of ham , Sax. home and frede ( ',

or ynis, Sax. peace, 9.d. one who makes peace at home. U he ſaved) a king of Judah.

HUNGER FORD [Englayons, i.e, the ford of the Eng- JOSHUA ( W1 , Heb. i.e. the Lord Saviour] a go

liſ ] a town in Berkfire. vernour of the Iſraelites.

HUNSDEN (probably ſo called of hunde an hound and IPSWICH (Lipy pich, ſo called of the river Gipping and

sune an hill, Sax. i . e. the town ofhounds, from its having pie, Sax. a bay ] a ſea- port in Suffolk.

been anciently a place of great reſort for hunting] a town IRELAND [Ovaevíz, Gr. yverden, C. Br.] the weſter

in Huntington bire. moſt iſland in Europe,

HUNTINGTON [the Hunter's -town] the county-town ISCARIOT [fome derive the name of 730 , Syr.a purſe,

of the Thire ; in ancient times called Amesbury of Arnulpb, or of how falihood or lying,others of 77977 UX a town

a holy man who was buried there. of Judah] a firname of Judas, who betrayed our Saviour
Chrift.

Isis, the river Ovſe in Wiltfire, which afterwards meet

I ing with the river Thames is called Thamiſis.

ISLINGTON ( probably of girel , Sax. an hoſtage or en

tertainment and tun , Sax . a town , ſo named on account

Abesu (W2 ' , Heb . i.e, confuſion ] the father of Shal. of the many innsthere]a town abouttwomiles north of
lum . the city of London,

JABIN [7'2' , Heb. i. e . underſtanding) a king of Hazor. ISLIP [fome derive it of geys, a gueſt and leo , Sax .

JACOB Za y ,Heb. i. e, a fupplanter] the father of dear, 9.d.an hospital town, kind to ſtrangers] a town in

the 12 patriarchs. Oxfordſhire, memorable for the birth of Edward the con

JA EL [74' , Heb. i.e. a doe] the wife of Heber the feffor.

Konite. ',

JAMES (Fayme, Span. Jacobus, L. of apy', Heb . a God , 9. d . God hath heard] the name of the ſon of Abra -

ſupplanter] a proper name of men. bam by Hagar

ICENI , the name of the people who were the ancient , a a

inhabitants of the counties now called Suffolk, Norfolk, prince and 78 God, Heb. 1. d . prevailing with God ) a

Cambridge and Huntingdon . name given by the angel to facob, after their wreſtling to

ICHABOD (712 )', Heb . i . e, where is the glory of gether.

the Lord ] the ſon of Phineas,a prieſt of the Jews. [ ', ]
ICKBOROUGH [of Iceni and buſh, Sax.] 1. e. the town of Jacob's 12 fons .

or caſtle of the Iceni. JUBAL [721 ' , Heb. i. e. fading ; alſo a trumpet) a fon

[ ', a .

and - 1 of the Lord] a king of Judab . JUDAH [17717 ", Heb. i. e, praiſe) Facob's eldeſt ſon,

( ) Judith 77777', Heb. i. e. praiſing] a proper name

faw , Heb . ] a king of Judab.
ofwomen.

[ ',

the Lord , Heb .] a king of Judab.

JEHU (877 ), Heb. i. e, being] a captain who was K
anointed king by Elija.

JENKS

JENKINS all of them formed offobu, probably KATHARINE. (Catharina, L. of xaDress, Gr. pure] a
JENKINSON of

JENKINGS KEMP [cempa, Sax. a foldier) a firname.

JEREMIAH [1707", Heb. i. e. exalting the Lord ] KENELM (9. kind helm or helmet, i, e, the proreEtor

thename of a prophet. of his kindred, as Camden ſuppoſes ; but Verftegan derives

[ , it of cinning, Sax, a king andbalm , Teut. an helmet) a

with or Dy the peoplej the firſt king of the 10 tribes proper name of men.
of Ifrael. KENRED [of cene bold and nebe, Sax, counſel] the

Jerusalem [05497 , of 19 fear ye DIV Salem , name of a king of Northumberland.
Heb .] the chief city of Judea. KENRIC (of cene bold and ric, Sax. a kingdom, 9. d.

JESSE [ 'V ', Heb. i. e. a graft] king David's father. a valiant ruler] a king of the Weft- Saxons.

JESUS ( Jefus, L. 'Ivoës,Gr. of YIU ' , Heb. i. e , a fa- Kent [cent, which Camden derives of canton a cor

viour] the name of our bleſſed Redeemer Chriſt. ner, becauſe in this place England runs out in a corner

JETHRO [1977 ', Heb. i. e . excelling] the father - in - law to the north - caft ; Lambard derives it of cam , C. Br, a leaf,

or Mofes. becauſe anciently it abounded in leaves ] the ſouth - eaſtern

IKENILD Areet [ſo called of the Iceni, the ancient in- county of England .

habitants of Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgebire ] one of KENWOLPH [of cene bold and ulph, Sax. help] a

thoſe 4 famous high -ways which the Romans made in Eng- king of the Web-saxons, founder of Wincbam - Abbey in Gloce
land which led from Southampton to Tinmouth. fter bire.

IMMANUEL [X1JOy, Heb. ie. God with us] a name KIMBOLTOŃ anciently called Kinnivantim , of cene

of Chriſt Jeſus our bleffed Redeemer. bold and ton] a town in Huntingtonpire.

INGRAM [ fome derive it of Engel and angel and rein, KINBURGH [of Cýnjene and burg, Sax. i. e . the

Sax . purity . ] ſtrength and defence of kindred] a proper name of wo

JOAB ( 2x !, Heb. i. e. fatherhood] the captain -general men .

ofking David's army . KINGSTON (of king and tun, Sax. q . King's-town) a

( " , ', town ſituate on the river Thames în Surrey, famous for

heTall ariſe] the ſon of king Foſiah. having been the ſeat of the Engliß -Saxon kings in the

JOAN [a contraction of Joanna , 'Iwévvd , Gr, of 73711, Danilo wars and the coronation of 3 kings.

Heb. i. e. grace) a proper name ofwomen. KIRK Oſwald [ie Oſwald's church , a king, in honour

JOASH (Wx1', Heb. i. é, the fire of the Lord ] a king of whom a temple was there erected ] a town in Cumber

of fudab. land, called vulgarly Kirk Uzzald.
JOB (71'8 , Heb. q. d. patient] a man renowned for

patience.

John (7307', i. e , the grace of God ] a proper name of[
men . LAM

,a bafis or foundation of Lamechןיכמof,דינוכי]JEcHoNIA H

heהוהthe Lord andהוהיof,ןזואה]JEHOAHAz

judgmentהי andטפשמof,תפשהי]JEHos APHAT

1

3

heבע contended andבורofםעברי]JEROEo A M

Signore

ver ?

.Heb,םוקיthe Lord andהוהיof,םיקיוה]JoAKIM
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men .

wood, as much as to ſay a fenced town , and that there

was in old time, in the place where St. Paul's church now

L ſtands, a temple built to Diana, the Pagans uſing to build

their fanes or temples to Diana in woods or groves : others

again derive it of Lihandianrhan ſignifying a church and

LAMBERT (of lamb and beopht, Sax. 9.d. fair lamb] Hlan Diana. The Saxons called it Lundenceafter and

a proper name. Lundenbýnig and Lundenpic and the Romans Londinum .]

LAMBETH [q . d. Lome- hithe, i.e. a loamy or clayey It is an ancient city, faid to have been a city 2789 years

road ] a townftanding on the river Thames in Surry. ago (and by the exacteft computation ) in the time of

LAMECH ( 707, Heb. i. e . poor or humbled] the fon Samuel the prophet, and 350 years before the building of

of Metbufelah. Rome. It waswalled about by Conftantine the Great, and

LANCASTER [of the river Lan of Lon and ceasten , is not inferior to the greateſt in Europe for grandeur, po

Sax .] the county -town of Lancaſhire. pulouſneſs and riches.

LANCELOT [i. e , a lance or ſpear] a proper name of LONDON -STONE, in Canon freet, over-againſt St. Swi.

thin's church, on the ſouth side of theway, near the

LANGBORN Ward, one of the wards of the city of chanel, is pitch'd upright a great ſtone, called London-ftone,,

London within the walls, was ſo called of a long bourn which is fixed very deep in the ground , and faſtened with

( brook or ſtream of ſweet water, which (of old time) bars of iron , and now with a handtome ſtone-work inclo

1prang up in Fenchurch- freet, and ran down that ſtreetfing it , hollowed through with a circle ; but ſo that the

and Lombard -Areet, to the weſt- end of St. Mary Woolnoth's upper part of the ſtone is viſible, and that it can re

church , and there turning ſouth , it broke into ſeveral ceive no damage from carts running againſt it or other

ſmall bares, rills or ſtreams, and ſo gave name to Share wiſe.

bowrn - lane (now called Sberburn - lane.) It is certain from hiſtory, that this ſtone has been there
LAZARUS [11y ?, Heb. i, e . the Lord's help] a pro ever ſince or before the conqueft, which is now near 700

per name of men . years ; but the exact time is tinknown, and ſo alſo is the

LEADEN -ball, is a very large building of free-ſtone, reaſon of its being placed there ; ſome are of opinion , that

containing within it 3 large court-yards, all encompaſſed it was ſet up as a preciſe place to begin to meafure their

with buildings, having fat battlements leaded at the top. miles, from this city to the other parts of the nation ; o

It was built in the year 1419, by Simon Eyre, draper. It thers, that it was ſet for a mark of the middle of the

has a fair and large chapel on the eaſt-lide of the qua- city within the walls. And whereas this ſtreet was ancient

drant over the porch , on which he cauſed to be written, ly the chief ſtreet of London (as Cheapfide now is) fome are

Dextra Domini exaltavit me, i.e. the right hand of the Lord of opinion, that this ſtone was a place on which the per

hath exalted me. ſon ſtood , who publiſhed proclamation , and gave publick

LEAH ( 78 ?, Heb. i. e . painful] the firſt wife of gacob . notices of things to the citizens ; others again are of opi

LEEDS (Loydir, perhaps of leos, Sax. people, q . d . a nion , that the ſtone was ſet up there, as a place for the

populous city ) a town in Torkabite. rendering and making payments, by debtors to their cre

LEICESTER (Leagceayten, of leag fallow ground ditors, at their appointed days and times, till in after

and ceayter, Sax. probably ſo called from its being built times payments were more uſually made at the font in

near a leaz or common ] the county-town. Pont's church (probably Paul's church) and now uſually at

LENTHAM (Durolentum , L. of land and ham, Sax , the the Royal Exchange : others again are of opinion , that it

farm -houſe, Baxter] the name of a place. was ſet up by one gobro or Thomas, oi, Londonftone, who
LENNOX [Leon or, Brit. light water, Baxter] the name dwelt over-againſt it.

of perſons or places. Lot [015 , Heb. i. e, wrapped or joined together] the

LEONARD [of Leon, Sax, a lion and aerd, Teut, na
brother of Abrabam .

cure] a proper name ofmen. Lucy ( Lucia of lux, L, light] a proper name of wo
Levi (17, Heb. i. é. joined ) Jacob's third ſon. men.

LEWELLIN [ lion - like, Ant. Brit.] a proper name. LUDGATE ; is a weft gate of the city of London, and

Lewis (Ludovicus, L. Louis, F. Ludwick, Teut, pro- the 6th principal gate thereof ; and was called Ludgate

bably of lcoo the people and pic a caſtle, q.d. the fafc- as Geoffery of Monmouth relates) becauſe at firft built by

guard of the people) a proper name of men . king Lud, a Britiſ king, 66 years before the birth of

LITCHFIELD (by Bede it is written Licidfield, of lice, Chriſt. But others contend, that it was originally called
Sax, a dead carcaſs and field, 9. d . the field of dead bo- Flood -gate, on account of the food or ſtream that ran

dies, on account of a great number of perſons, who there from the north of the city , into the canal called now Fleet

ſuffered martyrdomunder the perſecution of Dioclefian] a ditch.

biſhop's ſee in Staffordſhire.

LINCOLN [ Lyndccolline and Lintcyllon - ceaytepe

Sax . and Lindcoll Llyn , C. Br. of a bill and lake, bc
M

cauſe in the times of the Engliſh-Saxons it was all or the

greateft part of it built upon an hill] a county-town and

bishop's Tee.

MAACROBIUS [naxeffie , of waxes's long and pio
LINCOLNS- Inn, an inn of court in London, formerly the life, Gr. long-lived ) a proper name.

houſe of Hugh Lacy , earl of Lincoln . MAGDALEN (8717520. Syr. i. e, magnified ] a pro

LINDISFARNE [ of the river Lindiſia, 9. d . lun diſc, per name of women .

Brit. a ſtream of water, Baxter ] the name of a place. MAGDALEN College { in Oxford ] a college built by

LINN ? Regis [ i. e. King's Lynn) a town in the William Wainfeet, biſhop of Winchefter ; alſo another at Cam

Lynn 3 county of Norfolk, ſo called becauſe the in- bridge.

habitants of it valiantly oppoſed the deſigns of ſome rebels, St. MAGNUS Pariſ , in the Eridge-ward within. This

in the time of king John and Henry III, maintaining the church was dedicated to St. Magnus or Magnes, who ſuf

king's part to the laft, fered martyrdom under the emperor Aurelian , in the

Lionel [ Leunculus, L. 1. e. a little lion] a proper year 276.

name of men . MAIDEN Bradley, ſo named on account of a noble
LISLE ( L'iſle, F. i. e. the iſland] a firname. virgin, who being ſick of a leproſy her felf, built there

LOMBARD - Areet, was ſo called of the Longobards or an hoſpital for ſuch as ſhould be affli&ted with the ſame

Lombards, i. e. merchants of Lombardy in Italy, foreign diſeaſe ] a town in Wiltfire.

merchants,aſſembling there. And as the merchants met in MAIDENHEAD [called anciently Maiden.bytbe ] a town

this ſtreet fortraffick, ſo the pope's merchants met here in Berkbire, ſo called on account of the ſuperſtitious adora

likewiſe, and traded in their wafer-cakes, fan &tified at tion of a certain Britißo maid, ſaid to be one of the ricco

Rome, indulgences, pardons, Soc. which they brought to a virgins, companions of St. Urſula.

good market. MAIDSTON (anciently called med pægeytun, Sax. i.e.
LONDON (fomederive the name of Lud and ton , Sax , Medway's-town, from the river Medway that runs cloſe by

a town , 9. d . king ind's town, but he ſeems to have been it] a town in Kent.

rather the repairer and beautifier of it than the founder. MAIN -AMBER , near Penfans, in the county of Corna

Others (with more probability) derive it from the Britiß wall, was formerly a ſtone of a prodigious bigneſs, yo

word Lihong a fhip and dinan town, i. e, a town of was ſo placed, that one might move it with a finger ;

ſhipping and navigation ; others from Lihwn a fortified but it was thrown down in the late civil wars , It is fup:

pored

1
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poted to be ſo called of Main, which, in the Corniß lan - ' MILTON [9. Mill-Town or middle Town] a town in Kents

guage , ſignifies a ſtone , and Amber, of one Ambrofius alſo the name of a famous Engliſ poer.

a Briton , that raiſed it as a monument of ſome victory over MIRIAM (J10, Heb. i. e. bitterneſs of affli tion ]

the Romans, or others. the ſiſter of Moſes.

MALACHI ["370 , Heb. i. e , my meſſenger) the name MOAB (2x19 , Heb. i.e. of the father] the ſon of

of a propher . Lot the father of the Moabites.

MALDON [Maledun, Sax. called Camalodunum of Ca. MOLOCH (770 , Heb. i.e. the king] the god of the

malus (i.e. Mars ) an idol worſhipped by the Britons and Amorites, to whom they facrificed their children in the

bune , Sax . a mount, q . d. Mars-bill ] a town in Elex. valley of Tophet

MALMSBURY, a town in Wiltfire, ſaid to be ſo called MONMOUTH (anciently called Mongmy, of the rivers

ofMalmutius or Molmutius a king of the Britons. It was Munow and wy, at the meeting of which it is ſeated , and

alſo in ancient times called Maidulphsburgh, of one Mai- thence called Munmouth , i.e. Munnow's-mouth] the county

dulpb a Scottiſ faint and hermit, who built an abbey there town of Monmouthpire, memorable for the birth of that

and open'd a publick ſchool. Eeda calls it Adelmsbirig of victorious and invincible king, Henry V.

Adelm the ſcholar of Maidulpb, and the firſt abbor of the MONTFORT [De mont fort, F. i, e, a fortified mount]

abbey. MUMFORTS a ſırname.

MALPASS [of mal, F. bad and paſs for paſſage, i.e. MONTGOMERY [q. mons Gomeris, i, e. Gomer's mount]

a bad way ) a townin Chefire.
a firname.

MANASSE H [ 7032 , Heb . i. e. not forgotten ] the MONTGOMERY [ ſo called from Roger Montgomery earl

eldett fon of gofeph. of Shrewsbury, who fubdued the country and built the ca

MANCHESTER (of Maen, C. Br. a ſtone and cearter , fle ] a county-town.

Sax. probably of the great quarries of ſtone thereabouts] a MONTJOY [of mons Jouis, L. i. e. fupiter's mountain ,

town in Lancaſhire, alſo another in Warwickfire. or Mont Foye, F. i . e . a mountain of joy ] a ſurname.

MARK [J1p70 . Syr. or Marcus, L.] a proper name MONTPESSON { [q. Mont Peterſon, i. e. the mount of

of men . MomPESSON S the ſon of Peter] a ſirname.

MARLBOROUGH [of marl, Sax. chalk or fat ſoil and MONTSORREL [of mont, F. and Sora a river running

bung ; but fome derive it of one Merlin, a Britij prog- by it] a place in Leiceſterfire.

nofticator] a town in Wilipire. MOORFIELDS, was ſo called , of a moor or fen, which

Marlow (of mall, Sax, chalk and lea 3 , Sax. a field ] ſtretched out from Bißopſgate as far as Cripplegate, Finsbu

a town in Wiltpire. ry and Holywell, and was a long time an unprofitable

MARMADUKE [of mare, Sax. more and metig, Sax. ground, being grown over with fags, fedge and ruſhes,

mighty , i. e, more mighty, and duke, as Camden ſuppotes, & c. till the year 1617. That Sir Thomas Seymour, lord

a proper name of men . mayor, cauſed ſuices to be made to convey the waters

MARTIN (%. d. Martius, L.) a proper name of over the town ditch , into the courſe of Walbrook, and ſo

MARY 10, Heb. i. e. bitter, Macia , Gr. Maria, into the Thames.

L ] a proper name of women . MORESBY [of mor moni , Brit. i.e. at the great floods

MATISON { [i. e, the ſon of Matthew , or, as Dr. Th. or ſea, Baxter] the name of a place.

MADISON S Henchman luppoſes, of Matilda] a ſir- MORDECAI ['77710, Heb . i. e. bitter] queen Efther's
name. unkle.

MATHILDIS [of maecht a maid and hide a lady ger- MORGAN [ofmor the ſea and gan born , C. Br. q. d .

man , 1. e, a maidofhonour] a proper name of women. born by the ſea- ſide] a Chriſtian and ſirnanie.

MATTHEW (170 , Heb. i. e. a reward ) a Chriſtian MORRICE [ Mauritius, L. of Maurus, L. a moor, and

name of men. Morris S that probably of a navegs, Gr , dark or

MATTHIAS (71NO, Heb . i.e. the gift ofGod ] a pro- obſcure] a firname.
per name of men. MORTIMER [ofmort dead and mer , fea] a firname:

MAUD (contraction of Mathilda, probably for Magda- MORTLACK [q .mortuus lacus, L. i.e. the dead lake,

len ) a proper name of women . or of morð, Sax. death and lac , Sax. a vi&im] a village
MAUDLIN (for Magdalen ] a proper name of women . in Surrey upon the ſide of the river Thames,

MAYNARD [ofMan and henjit, Sax. q. ſtout-hearted ] Moses [ 709, Heb. i. e . drawn up] a prophet and
a firname. ruler of the Jews.

Medway ( either of meadow and way from the mea- MUSEUM, a neat building in the city of Oxford, found

dows it runs throw, or of middle, becauſe it runs through ed by Elias Afbomole, Efq;
the middle of Kent] a river in Kent.

MELCHIZEDEK [978-370 , Heb . i.e. the king of

righteouſneſs] a prieſt and king of salem .
N

MELTON MOWBRAY [ called Melton, 9. Mill-town, and

Mowbray, from the family of the Mowbrays who were the

landlords of it, as Dr. Henchman ſuppoſesí a town in Lei- NAAMAN [ OY ., Heb. i, e. comely, fair] a Syrian gė:

MENAHEM (091A , Heb . 1, e, a comforter] a king of NABAL [ 72 ), Heb. i. e . a fool or mad] a rich churl
Judab. in king David's time.

MEPHIBOSHETH (NWBO , i, e. the ſhame of the NADAB (272, Heb . a prince] a ſon of Aaron the prieſt.

mouth ] a ſon of Jonathan ,
NATHAN [1772, Heb. he gave, a gift] the name of a

MERODACH -BALADAN [1772-1970 , i. e . bitter propher.

contribution without judgment] a king of Babylon. NATHANIEL [ 12 ], Heb. i.e. the gift of God ] a
: MERTON [ of mene, Sax. a marſh and tun , Sax. q.d. proper name of men.

Marſh - town] a town in Surrey. NEBUCHADNE ZZAR (733772 ), Heb . i.e. the morn

Messiah [TVO , Heb . ' i: e , anointed, whence he is ing of the generation) a king of Babylon.

called Xeisòs, in Greek, it being of the like import] the St. Needs ( ſo called from St. Need who died in that

name and title of our Lordand Saviour Jeſus Chrift
. town, in ancient times called Amesbury] a town in Huria

METHUSELAH (17wino , Heb. i.e. the weaponsof tingtonbire.

his death ] the longeſt-lived man that ever was. NEHEMIAH [TON ), Heb. i.e. the reſt of the Lord ]

MICAIAH (7739 , Heb. i. e. who is like the Lord ?] a prophet and ruler of the Jews.

the name of a prophet. Nelson [9. d. the ſon of Neal ] a ſirname.

MICHAEL [ ? ] 'Q , Heb . i.e. who is like God ? ] the Nevil [9. de neuve ville, F. of the new town] a fir

name of an arch -angel,and alſo of men.

MICHAL [7310 , of Or who and 77 ) , Heb . perfect, NEWBURY [of neope, new and buņg, Sax. q. a new

i, e, who is perfect ?ſ the name of king Saul's daughter. town raiſed out of the ruins of the old towti] a town in

MICKLETHWAIT ( Camden derives it of micl, Sax. Berkbire. ...

much hpoit, Sax. a paſture] a firname. NEWCASTLE ( called Monkchefter before the time of

MIDDLETON [ q.d. the middle town] a town in Dor- William the Conqueror, becauſe it appertained to the monks,

ſetfpire, famous for an abbey erected there by king Ethel- a ſea- port town in Northumberland .

fun for the expiation of the murther of his brother Edwin; NEWENDON [ Anored cearter , and alſo Britten

alſo a fırname.

MILDRED ( of mild and rese , Sax. counſel] a proper
ten, Sax. i. e , the valley of the Britons] a town in Kent.

NEWPORT [of new and portas, L.] a town in the iſle
name of men , of Wigbt.

D NOAH

name.
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name.

of men .

men .

NOAHI [ , Heb. i e , ceaſing or reſting ] St. M.irgaret PATTINS Pariſ [in Bilingſgate ward , Ion

Northam [ of Non o and Jam , Sax.q.a northern ha- don] the church took its name of St. Margaret an 'holy

bitation ; anciently called Ubban yono,Sax.of ubba the virgin of Antioh, who was beheaded under the emperor
founder of it ; or ukan -kond, 9.d. the upper ford ] Decius, An.C.292, and the pariſh was called Pattens, be

town in Northumberland. cauſe of old time patrens were uſually made and ſold there ;

NORTHUMBERLAND [Non Sau number -land, Sax . but was afterwards called Rood -lane of a rood there placed

i. e . the land on the north-ſide of the river Humber] a nor- in the church - yard of St. Margaret, while the church was

thern county of England. rebuilding.

NORWICH (Non Spice, Sax. i. e , the north harbour] a PATER- NOST ER Row , was ſo called of ſtationers or

fea - port in the county of Norfolk. text-writers dwelling there, who wrote and ſold the books

NOTTINGHAM (Snottingaham, Sax . of Snottenga then in uſe, as A B C or Abfies, and the Pater nofter, Ave

and ham an habitation ] a county - town . Maria's, Creed, Graces, Esc.

Paul (llava, Gr. a little one] a propername ofmen ,
St. Paul's School, built and well endow'd by Dr. Jobs

O
Golet, dean of St. Paul's and chaplain to king Henry VIII.

which ſchool was dedicated by the founder to the child

Jeſus (who fat among the doctors at twelve years of age )

OBA
BADIAH [ 71727, Heb. i.e . the ſervant of the Lord] as appears by part of thefounder's epitaph.

the name ofa prophet. Quique ſobolam fruxit celebrem cognomine Jeſu.

OCKHAM (Okeham, 9.d. Oak - Town, ſo named from oaks So that the name of it is Jeſus ſchool, rather than Paul's,

growing plentifully there] a town in Surrey, the birth- but the ſaint hath robb’d his maſter of the title.

place of Willian de Ockham, author of the le &t called No- PEDDERTON [ of the river Pedrid ] a town in Somer

minalifts. ſetpire, formerly famous for being the court of king Ina

OCKLEY [of ac an oak and leag, Sax. a field ] a vil- the fiſt Saxon legiſlator.

lage in Surrey. PEN [of peni , Č. Br. a head ] a firname.

OFFA's-dike, a mighty work contrived by Offa, king PENDENNIS [Pen -dinas, C. Br. i . e. the head city

of the Mercians, who cauted it to be caſt up as a boun- or town a caſtle in Cornwall built by king Henry VIII

dary between the Engliſ and Welf. It runs through Here- in the port of Falmouth .

fordire, over a part of Shropbire, into Montgomeryfire ; then PERCIVAL [of Percheval a village in Normandy ] a fir .

again into Sbroppire, and from thence through Denbighſpire

into Flirtfire, and ends a little below Holywell. PERKINS [9. Peterkin, i.e. little Peter) a proper name

OFFCHURCH [i. e . king Offa's church ,a king of the

Mercii, who built it] a town in Warwickſhire. Peter (rétegs of rites ,Gr. a rock] a proper name of

OG [ , Heb. i. e. a mock ] a king of Baſban.

OKENYAT E [of Oak and Tate a gate] a village in Shrop- PETERBOROUGH [a place ſo called of an abbey and

Bire. church built there by Penda and Wulpber, kings of the

OLIVER [Olivier, F. of oliva , L. an olive- tree, which Mercii, in honour of St. Peter ] a biſhop's ſee in Northam

- is an eniblem of peace] a proper name of men . ptonſhire.

Omri [" @y , Heb . a crow ] a prince of the Midia- PHARAOH [17470 , Heb . i. e, a making bare] a title
nites .

of the ancient kings of Egypt.

ORPINGTON (perhaps oforpin a plant, growing plen- PHILIBERT of yela, Sax. much and beopht, Sax .

tifully there and con, Sax.] a town in Kent. bright, i, e. very bright] a proper name of men.
OSBORN (of nur an houſe and bearn, Sax, a child , Philip [DUTTG of ciao a lover and it wwv, Gr. of

9.d. a family child ] a proper name. horſes] a proper name of men .

OS MUND [of puy an houſe and muns, Sax. peace] a PHILEMON (of ginupa , Gr. a kiſs ] a proper name of

proper name of men .

OSWALD'S-A w [q. Oſwald's ea, Sax. i.e.water of Oſwald ,,, , , PHINEAS [DM]D , Heb. i. e . bold countenance] the

ſo called of Oſwald,biſhop of Wincbefter, who begg'd the ſon of Eleazar the prieſt.

infpc &tion of it of king Edgar, and ca , Sax. water ) a place PHYLLIS [ of qúmor,Gr. a leaf ] a proper name of wo

in Worceſterß ire.

OSWESTRE ( formerly called Oſwald's -tree and croir PICKADILLY [ ſo called of Pichadilles, a fort of ftiff

Diwaid, i. e. Oſwald's croſs, of tre a town and St. Of- collars of doublets in the faſhion of a band made by one

wald king of Northumberland,whowas there ſlain by Penda Higgins a tailor who got an eſtate by it and built the

general of Mercii] a town in Shropſhire. ſtreet] a ſtreet near St. James'sWeſtminſter.

Oswy [ of pur and pie , Sax , conſecrated ] a king of PICTS -WALL , a famous wall anciently built by the

Northumberland,a founder of the cathedral of Litchfield. Romans on the northern bounds of England to hinder the

OTTADINI, the ancient name of the inhabitants of incurſions of the Pitts and Scots .

Northumberland Piggot (derived of Bigot, as Dr. Th. Henchman ſup

St. Mary Overy [fo called of Over the Rie, or of open poſes] a firname.

over or ofne a bank and ea, Sax. water] becauſe, before PITCHFORD [of pitch and ford, ſo called of a ſpring

the building of London bridge there was a ferry in that which there ariſes in a private houſe , upon which pitch

place over the Thames, continually floats) a town in Shropſhire.

OUGHTRED [of uht, Sax. early and pedan , Sax. to PLIMOUTH [i e . the mouth of the river Plim : but

give counſel, 9. d. giving ſeaſonable advice ; but Dr. T. ſome derive it of waves, Gr. the tide] a ſea- port in De

Henchman derives it ofhoch, Du. high and pede, Sax. vonpire.

counſel, 9. d . noble counſel] a firname. Pool's Hole, a place in Derbyßire, near to which is a
GONDLE [ for Avon's -dale of the river Avon) a town in little brook which ſtreams with both hot and cold water.

Northampionfire. PORTLAND, ſo called , as ſome think, of one Portus a

OXFORD [Oxen xojib ,Sax. i. e the ford of oxen, an- noted Saxon pirate ; or, as others, of its lying over againſt

ſwering to Básoooas ; others derive it of the river Owse the port of Weymouth.

ard ford ) an univerſity begun A. C. 806, where king Al- PORTCHESTER

fred built three colleges. PORTSEY

PORTSLADE (of lead and port, q.d. a way leading to

the port , as Camden ſuppoſes ; or of port and fleo, Sax .

P a valley, q.d. a port or haven in a valley or bottom.

PORTSOAKEN (of porta,L. a gate and yoen , Sax, a ſoke

or privilege] the name of one of the wards ofthe city of
PAIN (payen, F. paganus, L. a pagan or a villager] London .

PORTSMOUTH [i. e . the mouth of the port or har

PALESTINE (1050, one of the three diviſions of sy- bour] a famous fortified ſea-portand harbour in Hamp
ria , the holy land. pire.

PALMER [of a palm-tree that pilgrims carried in their POULTRY , this ſtreet was ſo called of poulterers who

hand as they returned from the holy land ) a firname. liv'd in it, as fiſhmongers now on Filb-freei-bill.

PATIENCE [patientia , L.) a proper name of women. Powel [9. ap Howel, i. e. the ſon of Howel ] a ſirname.

PATISON 9.d. Patrick's fon] 'a firname. PRESTON [i.e. Prief's town] in Lancapire.

PATRICK ( Patricius, L. a patrician or ſenator ] a proper PRICE [q. ap Rice, i.e. the ſon of Rice ) a Welp name.

name of women, PROBERT [q. ap Robert, i. e, the ſon of Robert] a firname.
PRUDENCE

men,

men .

} a place in Hamppire.
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bantes.

PRUDENCE (Prudentia, L ] a proper name of women . ROISTON [9. Roifia’s-town, of Roiſia a pious lady, who

PUDDING -LANE (near Billingſgate] was ſo called, on in the time of the Normans ſet up a crucifix there) a

account of the butchers of Eaft-cheap, who had their town in Hertfordoire.

ſcalding -houſe for hogs there, and their pudding , with ROSAMUND [of rofa the roſe mundi of the world , or

other filth of beaft , Were voided down that way to their rofa and mund, Sax. from her rofy.coloured lips] the
dung -boat on the Thames. daughter of William lord Clifford, mother to William Longſ

PUGH ( 9. ap Hugh, i.e. the ſon of Hugh ) a firname. pee the firſt earl of Salisbury and paramour to king

PUTNEY [of put , Du. a well and Ea , Sax. water, as Henry II.

ſome fancy] a town in Surrey ficuate on the banks of the ROTHERHITH E [of yz odr, Br.] a bound , or thref

river Thames. hold , and hithe, i. e, the bank of the bound , or limit, by

reaſon of the river Anton, dividing Kent from the Trins

Q
ROWLAND [of rod or rade, Sax. counſel and land ,

9. a counſellor to his country, as Camden ſuppoſes ; but

Verſtegan derives it of row , Du. peace and land, 9. the

Q
UEEN's College ( in Oxford ) was ſo named from queen peace-maker of his country] a proper name of men .
Philippa, wite to king Edward III, being founded by Ruffins.ball, Smithfield , a place in the county of

Robert Eglesfield her chaplain , A. D. 1340. London , ſo called becauſe trials of skill in fears of arms or

QUINBOROUGH LL. e . the queen's borough) a caſtle ſtrength were play'd by ruffianly people.

in Kent built by Edward III, in honour of his queen RUMNEY (anciently called Romenal, probably of the

Philippa.
Romans who firſt landed on that ſhore] a place inKent.

RUMSEY [Rumyeg, Sax .] a town in Hampfire, no

table for a nunnery built there by king Edgar.

R
Russel (of roux , F. red , or of rouleau, F. and el di

minutive, q.d. a little reddiſh] a firname.

RAcuic chan Hebotie. a ſheep] one of the wives
of the patriarch Jacob . S

RALPH [of pate counſel and ulph, Sax. help, Rudol

phus, L.] a proper name ofmen .

RANDAL (probably of Ranuph of rein, Teut. pure SacyForef[probo q; Salley or Salicetum a place abound
and . as

RAPHAEL ( 807, Heb. i. e , the healing ofGod ] the SAFFRON Walden [ ſo called of saffron, a wall and ben,

name of an angel . Sax. a dale] a town in Eſſex , ſo called from ſaffron grow

RAWLINS (of Radulphus, L. Raoul, F. with the ad- ing in great plenty there.

dition of the Patronymick termination ins, q. d . the ſon of SALISBURY [seapırbýrig , Sax. q. d. dry town ; for

Ralph ] a firname.
SARISBURYS the old town ſtood on an hill , where

READING (of Redin , C. Br . fern , as Camden thinks, was no water ; but the new city is ſituate in a valley, and

it growing plentifully thereabouts ; or of the meeting to- a little brook runs through its ſtreets] a city and biſhop's

gether of other waters with thoſe of the river Rhea, ac- fee in Wiltoire.

cording to Leland ] a town in Berkſhire. SAMSON [ WOU , Hcb.i. e. here the ſecond time) one

REBECCA [ 7727, Heb . fat and full] the wife of of the judges of Iſrael.

Jaac. SAMUEL 7210V , Heb. i.e. heard of God ] the name

REDBRIDGE [ Reey- fors, Sax . a bridge or ford of of a prophet.

reeds] in Hampfire.
SANBALLAT (4223D, Heb. i.e. a bramble hid in re

REGNI , an ancient people of Britain, who formerly cret] an enemy to the Jews, who was about to rebuild

inhabited Sarrey and safer and part of Hampſhire. the temple.

REHOBOAM [Dy377, Heb. i . e. the breach of the SANDON [9. Sandy- town ] in Kent.

people] king Solomon's ſon. SARAH ( 770 , Heb. i. e. dame or miſtreſs] the name

REINER [ of rein, Teut. pure and ehr, Du. honour, of a woman.

RAINER S 9.d. of an unblemiſhed character] a fir- SATAN, [700, Heb. i. e. an adverſary ] the devil.

name. SAUL ( 2180 , Heb. i.e. asked or lent] the firſt king of

RENIMED [ 9 Running Mead ] a place between Windſor Ifrael.

and Stanes, remarkable for being the rendezvouz of the SCARBOROUGH [of yearp, Sax. ſharp and burg,

barons againſt king John . Sax. q. d . a town or fort by a ſharp - picked rock.

REPTON (probably of rein , Teut. clean and ton , Sax . SCARSDALE [yceaprey, Sax. ſcars or rocks and dale]

town, i,e. clean town) a town in Derbyſhire, memorable a valley in Devonſhire ; alſo a ſirname.

for the overthrows of Ætbelbald and Butbred, two kings SEATER (Seater , Sax . ] an idol worſhipped by our

of the Mercii. Saxon anceſtors on ſaturday ; the form of this idol was an

REUBEN [ 12189 , Heb. i. e, the ſon of viſion ] the old man on a pillar ſtanding on a fiſh , holding in his

eldeſt ſon of Jacob by Leab. right hand a pail of water full of fruits, and a whale
RICHARD [of pic, Sax. rich and heart, i.e. liberal or or fish in his ' left.

free-hearted, as Verſtegan ſuppoſes; but of nic and aerd, SEATON [9. d. Sea - town ] in Devonpire.

Du. nature, skinner) a proper name ofmen . SEGHID [of yige vi &tory or racce a fight, Sax. and

RICHBOROUGH [called anciently Bichherg, by the bill ] a place in Northumberland .

Welß Bych:culplh , i. e. the fandy ford , by the Saxons SELBY [of yel, Sax, good and by an habitation, the

Reptimus] a place in Kent.
name of a place, and alſo a firname.

RICHMOND [of ric rich and muns, Sax. peace or SENACHERIB [27777JD , Heb. i.e. the bramble of de

mund, Sax . a mouth ] a town in Surrey near the Thames. ftru & tion ] the name of a king of Aſyria.

RINGWOOD [called anciently Regnewood, and was the SENLY [of St. Lizy) a firname.

metropolis of the people called Regni, q . d . the wood or SENTLO [ of St. Loyd ) a firname:

foreſt of the Regni into which they fled for ſafety) in Hamp- SENTLOW [of St. Loup, i, e. St. Love) a firname.

pire. Seofrid [of Seo , Sax. the fight and frese,Sax . peace ]

RISING , a place in Norfolk, memorable for a caſtle cal- a king of the Eaf - Saxons.

led Rifing-caftle on account of its ſituation. SHADRACK ( 7770 , Heb. i. e. a little tender dug] one

RIVERS (of de ripariis, i.e. of the banksy , a firname of the three Jews who were preſerved in the burning fiery

ROBERT (of gabe, Sax. counſel and beonht, Sax. fa- furnace.

mous] a proper name of men . SHAFTSBURY [of yceart, Sax. a ſhaft or arrow , and

ROCHESTER [Wrope ceaster, Sax. probably ſo cal- bung a town ; but Camden chooſes to derive it of a ſpire
led of riche, F. a rock and cearteji, i. e, a caſtle or city ſteeple] a town in Dorſetſbire.
on a rock ] a city and biſhop's fee in Kent. SHAMGER [700 , Heb . i. 6. deſolation of ſtrangers ]

RODERICK [of rade counſel and ric, Sax. rich] a pro- one of the judges of Iſrael.

pername of men. Sheen (ſo called from its ſhining] anciently a country

Roger [of rugh , Teut, and geren, to deſire, q . one feat of the kings of England ſituate on the river of Thames

deſirous of reft according to Kilian, or gard a guardian, in Surry, now called Richmond.

according to others ] a proper name of men .
SHEPSY

$
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men.

men.

Sheppy [Sceap - ea and Sceap -1gé, Sax. i.e. the iſle of STRADDLING ( probably corruption of EaYterling) á
heep, from ſheep's multiplying greatly in it , thence allo ſirname .

called in Latin Ovina ofouis a ſheep] an iſle in the county SUFFOLK [Su Syolc, Sax. 1. e. South folk , or people in

of Kent. oppofition to the inhabitants of Norfolk] a ſouthern county
SHERBOURN (Scipbuhn, Sax. i.e. the clear fountain ) of Great Britain.

a town in Dorſeifire. SUR’EBY [ i.e. fure bay] in Torkpire.

SHERWOOD [ 9.d. Sbeer -wood ] in Nottinghamfire. SUSANNA [ 73VIW , Heb . i. e. a lily] a name ofwo

SHILOH [ 770 , Heb. i. e . ſent) a name in ſcripture

applied to the Aleſſiah . SUSSEX (Surex, 9.d. South - Saxons or Saxony) a fou

SHOEBURY [of Yceo, Sax. a ſhoe and býrig, Sax, a thern county of England .

town] a place in Efex. SUTHWELL [i, e. the ſouth well] a place in Notting

SHOOBERY neſs, part ofa great flat, which begins be- hamſhire,, where St. Paubine, archbiſhop of Tork, baptized

low Lee town, about a mile from the ſhore, and runs down the people of that country in the river Trent.

the Thames to the north -eaſt end of the Whittaker. SUTTON (9. d. south-town] a place in Devonpire.

SHOREHAM [Scoreham , Sax.] a port in Suffex , SWALDALE [of the river Swall and Dale] a place in

SHREW SBURY [of ychybe, Sax . a fhrub and byrız , Torkſhire,

a town ] the county -town of Shropfire. SWITHIN (of ypis greatly and hea , Sax. high , Camder]

SIDENHAM ( probably of yide long and ham , Sax.) a a famous biſhop of Wincheſter, celebrated for his piety and

town in Devonpire and elſewhere. canoniſed for a ſaint.

SIGEBERT of rige, Sax. victory and beorht, Sax, fa

mous] a king of the Eaſt-Angles,

SIGISMUND (either of Yige vi&tory and muns,Sax.peace , T
9.d. one who procures peace by victory, or of rige and

mund a mouth , q. d . one who overcomes enemies by fair

words, Verſtegan] a name of men. AMERTON of

. i e
Sax. the name of a town.

town ] in Hampſhire, TEWKSBURY [Theocybýrız, Sax of ſomefaint Theeca]

SILURES, the name ofa people who anciently inhabit- the name of a place .

ed South -Wales, THAMES ( Thameſis, L. ſo called on account of the

Simon nyaw , Heb . i.e, hearing] a proper name of meeting together of the two rivers Thame and Owe, or

Iles] the chief river of Great Britain, which takes its riſe

SION (710 , Hcb . drineſs) a mountain in Iudes, in Glocefferpire, runs up to Oxford, and thence to London,

Sion College, a college in London near Cripplegate, found- The ſea flows up it from the eaſt ard gently eighty miles

ed by Thomas White, D. D. for the uſe ofthe clergy of towards the weſt, almoſt as far as Kingſton, and from thence
the city and liberties, with appartments and proviſion for to Oxford, and many miles farther, toats are drawn for

the maintenance of 20 poor people.
above two hundred .

SITTINBOURN [ sittingbourn of yıttan to fit and THETFORD [of the river Thet and ford ] formerly a

bojin, Sax. a ſpring, 9. d. the fountain of the natives] a biſhop's fee in the county of Norfolk

town in Kent. THIRLEWALL Caftle (of iplian , Sax. to bore through

SNELL [Snell, Du . Schnell, Teut. Ifnel, F. ſwift or and wall ] a caſtle in Northumberland, ſo called becauſe the

nimble] a name.
Scots, when theyinvaded England, made ſeveral holes or

Sodom (070, Heb.] one ofthe 5 cities in the land of gaps in the wall , which had been built by the emperor

Canaan , which were deſtroy'd by fire. Severus to part the two kingdoms.

SOLOMON [1070, Heb. i. e , peaceable] king Da- THISTLEWORTH (anciently called Giftleworth of 51yle,

vid's ſon . Sax . an hoſtage and pop , Sáx. a court or hall, becauſe

SOLWAY Frith [i. e. the port of Selgovians, of Selgur, the hoſtagesfrom foreign countries were kept there by the

Brit. i. e . the ſalt wave or fea, or of Sail go, Lang. of Weſt Saxon kings] a town in Middleſex.

the Scotobrigantes, the ſalt ſea, Baxter. THOMAS [Ompeãs, Gr. 101871, Syr. of Oxn, Heb .

Sophia Coopid, Gr. wiſdom ] a proper name of wo- double, and thence called sidruG , Gr. i.e. of two hearts,

on accorintof his doubling] one of the 12 apoſtles.

SOPHRONIA [oopegvíc ,Gr. i.e. prudence, temperance Thor [Dor, Sax .] an idol of great eſteem among the

or ſobriety] a proper name of women. ancient saxons, acc. equally with the Jupiter of the Ro

SOUTHAMPTON [of the river Anton and South] a fa- mans, and called the Thunderer or God of thunder, Soc.

mous ſea -port town in Hampfire. Thorp [ Đojp, Sax.] a village ; alſo a fırname.

SOUTHWARK [Souspehic, Sax.] i. e. a building on the THROCKMORTON [q. ad . the rock Moor -town ] a fir

ſouth ſide of the city of London .

SPENCER [ le difpenfier, F. i. e , a ſteward ] a firname. TIMOTHY ( TWÓJEG , Gr. an honourer of God ] a pro

STAFFORD [of Seak,Sax. and ford ] the county -town per name ofmen

of Staffordſpire. TINMOUTH [of the river Tine and mou ,Sax.] the

STAMFORD [ Stamfojio, Sax.] a town in Lincolnſhire name of a ſea-port.

which furniſhes us with this old ſaying, as mad as the bai- TOBIAH [712n, Heb. i. e , the goodneſs of God) a

ting bull of Stamford , which had its riſe as follows : In the proper name of men.

reign of king Fobn, William earl of Warren , who was lord TOPHET (TOM , Heb. i. e, a drum ] a valley where

ofthat town, walking on his caſtle-walls, ſaw in themea- the Ammondes ſacrificed their children to Molocb, and cau

dows adjoining two bulls fighting for a cow, till the but- ſed drums to be beat to hinder their cries from being

cher's dogs being rouzed therewith, purſued one of the heard .

bulls ( being made mad with the noiſe and multitude) TREKINGHAM [9. d. three kings town, of 3 Daniſ

quirethrough the town ; at which fight the earl was ſo kings ſlain in battle] a town in Lincolnpire.

pleas'd and delighted, that he gave the caſtle-meadows, TRINOBANTES (of trenant, C. Br. a town in a val

where the duel of the bulls firſt began , to be a common ley , the country being lower and lower, as it draws near

to the butchers of the town , after the firſt graſs had been er to the Thames, in the manner of a valley, Camden ; and

mown or eaten , on condition that, for the continuance of not of Troja nova, as ſome derive it] the people who an

the ſport, anntallythey ſhould find a mad bull to be bait- ciently inhabited the counties of Middleſex and Effex .

ed the day fix weeks before Chriftmas-day. TRUBRIDGE [ Thu Sh -bynig , Sax. i. e , a ſecure town]

STANES (of ytana, Sax , ftones] a town in Middleſex. a town in the county of Kent.

STANLEY ( of ytan and leaz , Sax , a field , i. e. Stony- TUBAL [521n , Heb. i. e. born or worldly] one of

field ] a firname. the fons of apbet,

STANTON [of ytan and Eun, Sax. q . Stony town ] a TUBAL KAIN [ip - in , ie, worldly poſſeſſion or

Grname.
the bird's neſt of the world] the firſt inventor of curious

STEPNEY (Stebun heath] a town a mile eaſtward of Imiths work.

* London.

SIGAND [of rtizan , Sax. to climb, q.d. the climber ]

an archbiſhop of Canterbury, about the time of William the

Curiqueror.

STOW [ytop, Sax. a place] a firname. 3
VALEN

meni.

name.
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WALWICK [ of bold big, Brit. 1. é . the head of the

V flood, Baxter] the name of aplace.

WALWIN [of pealdan , Sax: to govern and pinnan, to

win ) a proper name or firname.

TALENTINE (Valentinuis, L. of valens ftrong, mighty] WanDSWORTH [ancicntly called Wandleſworth of the

a proper name of men, and particularly of aBishop of riverWandle or Vandali and pond,Sax, a village, or, as

Rome. others ſuppoſe, of band, Dan . water and worth, 9.d.

UBSFORD 2 [ i.e. the ford of obba or Uffa the firſt King a town by the water-lide] a town lituate on the bank of

UFFORD s of the Eaj - Englip ) the name of a Village. the river Thames in Survey.

VERULAM ( of bir lan ui, Brir, i.e. upon the Bank of WANSDIKE [i.e. Woden's boké, or the ditch of Woden or

the river Baxter] a town now called St. Albans. Oden , a God worſhipped by the Saxons ſuppoſed to be the

VINCENT Vincentius of vincere, L. to overcome) a pro- famewith the Mercury of the Romans] a prodigious long
pername of men. ditch in Wilifbire, anciently the limit of the Wef -Saxons and

VINTRY Ward, ſo called becauſe anciently the wines Mercii.

were landed and laid up in vaults there. WARDWICK (of Huiccii or Iceni and pears, Sax. i...

St. Andrew UNDERSHAFT of Portfoken or Aldgate Ward, a garriſon of the people called Iceni, Baxter] the name of

London. This church took its name of Underbaft, from a a place.

great ſhaft or may -pole which was formerly ſet up in the WARE (of pean , Sax. a ditch made to keep off the

middle of the ſtreet, before the ſouth -door of the church ; overflowing of the water] a town in Hertfordſbire.
which ſhaft, when it was ere & ed , was higher than the WARRINGTON [ bar o rin ut, Brit. i. e. upon the river

Aeeple. This Naft or may polc had never been ere &ted Tine, Baxter] the name of a place
after Evil May -day, ſo calledon account ofan inſurre &tion WARWICK (of guarth, C. Br. a ſafeguard or garriſon

of the apprentices, & c. againſt aliens, in the year 1517 , and pic, Sax. a port or city, according to Camden ; Som
but was laid on hooks, and under the pent-houſes of a row ner ſays it was anciently called Wearing Wic of peaping a

of houſes and alley- gate, called Shaft-alley in Lime-ftreet wear and pic, Sax. a fort. The Welſh call it Car-teon,

ward, till in the reign of king Edward VI, one Sir Stepben, 1.c.the camp of the Legion, becauſe there the major
a curate of St. Katharine's Chrif - Courcb , preaching at St. of the Dalmatian horſe acted under the command of the
Paul's - Croſs, told the people, that this Thaft was madean duke of Britain ] the county town of Warwickfire.

idol, by giving the name of Underfbaft to the church : WATLING.Jireet ( ſome ſuppoſe it to be ſo called of vi

whereupon, in the afternoon of that Sunday, the neigh- tellianus a Roman ; but Somnerus ſuppoſes of pedla, Sax:

bours, over whor doors the ſhaft hung, having firſtdined a beggar or peolian, Sax. to beg , becauſe beggars conſtantly
to make themſelves ſtrong, took theſhaft off from the fat in that ſtreet to ask alms] Itwas one of the 4 Roman

hooks, where it had hung for 32 years, and faw'd it in ſtreets or high.ways, dividingLondonin the midft from ſouth

pieces , every man taking ſo much as had lain over his to north, reaching from Dover to London , Dunftable, Toucefler,
premiſes. Atterfton and the Severn near the Wrekin in Sbropboire, ex

URBAN (Urbanus, L. courteous) a proper name of men . tending it felt to Angleſey in Wales. The three other Roman

URDEHEAD [of ons, Sax. an edge and bead, 9. d . a ſtreets or ways were Ikeneld.Atreet, Erminage freet, and the
piked promontory ] a place in Scotland . Folle.

URE Urus, L. in the Roman time it waſhed ffurium ] WentsBECK [of the river Wentand beck, Dan. a river]
atown of the Brigantines now called Aldborough. Urus was a little river in Northumberland, by the ſide of which the

afterwards by the Saxons called Oure, Sax, now Owſe] a town called Glenoventa anciently ſtood .

giver in Torkfire. WORTH (Weon , Sax. a farm . Hence many of our

URJAH ( 1199X, Heb, i.e. the fire of Jab or gobovab] country -villages end in worth,as Thiðlewortb ,Wandſworth,& c.
one of king David's chief captains. WESTBURY [ i. e, Weſtern -town ] a town in Hampſhive.

Uriel ( inx, i. e , the fire of God ] the name of an WESTCHESTER [is ſo called to diſtinguiſh it from
angel. Chefer upon the ſtreet in Durbam , which lies to the eaſt as
Uzziet chory, Heb. i. c. the goat of God ) a proper this docs to the weſt. The Saxons called it Leaga.ceaster ,

Sax, i, e. the legion's town , becauſe a Roman legion did

W
WESTMINSTER (Westminstere, Sax.] took its name

from its weſtward ſituation and a minfter orabbey founded

there by Sebert , king of the Eaf - Saxons, out ofthe ruins

AINFleet [of vain a marſh and kleet a ſtream , of a temple of Apollo, which food there and fell by an

Sec. Baxter] the name of a place. earthquake about the of our lord 605 .

WAKEMAN (9.d. watchman ] the title of a chief ma- WêYMOUTH [ i. e. the mouth of the river Wey] a ports

giſtrate of Ripponin Torkpire ; alſo a proper name. town in Dorfetfire.

WALBROOK [ took its naine of a brook which anci- WHALEY [of pellian , Sax, to be full of ſprings and

ently ran through the ſtreet, and Wall, probably that ſtream leag a field, 9. d. a field well -watered] a place in Lan
of water let throughthe wall of the city about Moorgate. capire,

WALDWIN [of pealdan , Sax. to rule and pinnan, WHITBY [ i.e. a white town or bay , called in the

WALWIN 3 Sax. to win] a proper name of men. Saxons time Streaneyheale, i. c. Strean's hill] a place in

WALL FLEET [of pall , Sax. a wall and ricot, Sax, a Torkfire.

river, c. ] a place in Efex noted for oiſters. WHITE-HALL York-place, built by cardinal Woolſey,

WALLINGFORD (Dualengayoro and Wallengayono, and taken from him by king Henry VIII.

Sax. of gual hen, C. Br. i. e . the old wall and ford ] a WHITNEY: [of hpit, Sax. white and ea Sax. water, of
town in Berkfire. ige, Sax. an iſland] a town in Oxfordfire.

WALLTOWN , a place in Northumberland, anciently a The Iſle of Wight ( called anciently Whitland, Sax.

royal palace , where Segbert, king of the Eaſt Saxons, was i.e. white land, and alſo Wic- ca , Sax. the Welp called it

baptized by St. Paulinus. Guith , which ſignifies a diviſion or feparation, becauſe it

WALLISEND [ i.e. the end of the wall or trenches] a was thought that this iſland was formerly cut off and ſe

place in Noribamberland. parated from the reſt of England by the force of the ſea.

WALMER ( probably of pall, Sax, and mare , L. the An iſland over-againſt Portſmouth and over-againſt Soutb

lea, 9. d. a ſea -walh a place in Kent bampton ,

WALSINGHAM [of pæl, Sax. a whirlpool of pælpan, WIGMORE [WiZangemere, Sax . probably of pic, Sax .

Sax. to wallow and ham , Sax. an habitatioii, 9. d. 'a dirty a fortreſs and mor, Sax. a moor) a town in Herefordſhire.

boggy, town ; or of pæhpe, Sax. ſouthernwood growing WIGTOWN [of vig, Brit. or pagan , Sax. to wag and

there in great plenty] a town in Norfolk, from whence Tuna town] the nameof a place
comes a fırname. WILBERHAM (anciently called Wilbungham, of pilo ,

WALTER [of pals, Sax. a wood and bere a maſer, or Sax. wild and bung and ham, Sax.) a town in Kent.

of pealdan , Sax, to rule and here, Sax . an army] a proper WILCOCKS ? (ofwald a wood and cock , q.d. wood
name of men. WILCOX Scock] a firname.

WALTHAM [of peals, Sax . a wood and Dam, Sax, an WILFRED [of pilla, Sax. a will and freoc, Sax . peace ]

habitation, 9. d. a town by a wood ) a town in Esex famous a proper name.

for a ſtately abby, whoſeabbot was a memberof parlia. St. WILFRED's Needle, a narrow hole in the church of

ment. Rippon in Yorkpire, in which in times of old they uſed to

E mak .

kame.

quarter there.
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in Surrey.

' make the trial of the chaſtity ofwomen ; the proof is re- WOLFRED [ofulph , Sax. help or aid and nede, Sax.

ported to be thus: thoſe who were chafte did eaſily paſs counſel, q helpful in counſel] the nameof an archbi

through it ; but thoſe who had violated their chaſtity, Top of Canterbury, A.C. $ 16.

were ſtopp'd and held faſt after a miraculous manner. WOODWARD (of Pudu, Sax. wood and garde, F. a

WILLIAM [of guild helm , Du. q. d. harneſs'd with a warden, 9. d. a warden or keeper of the woodj a firnamo

gilded helmet ; but others derive it of biol helm , i, e WOODROOF [of pute, Sax . wood and Zepera , Sax. a

the field or defence of many] a proper name of men. governour of a wood or a torefter] a firname.

WILTON (of the brook Willey and ton , Sax.] a place WOODSTOCK (of pute and yFocce, Sax. the ſtock of a

in Wiltſhire. free or of stop, Sax . a place] a famous place, anciently

WILTSHIRE (anciently Wilretta, Sax. either from a palace and park in Oxfordfire.

the town Wilton or the river Willey and yetta, Sax . i . e . WORCE TER [called Wegeornaceayter , alſo Wine

the neighbouring inhabitants the county of Wilts ceayten of Pirc, Sax. a foreſt and cearter, Sax , a town

WIMBLETON (called Wibandune, Sax . or , as Somner or city ; the Romans called it Wigornia, of the Wiccir anci

writes, Wibbandune and derives it of one Wibba ſuppoſed ent inhabitants ofthe place) a city and biſhop's ſee.

to have been the builder and tune, Sax. an hill] a town Worth [pon , Sax a court or farm ], a termination

joined to the names of places, as Wandſwortb.
WIMUND [i.e. ſacred peace ) a proper name of men . WREXHAM [Writtlerham , Sax. of pritelr, Sax

WINANDERMERE (ſome derive it of Pine, Sax . plea- wreaths and ham . Sax a village) a place in 'Denbigbbire,

ſant, pad, Sax a ford and mene, Sax . a marſhj in Weft- WROXETER [Wjecen-cea) teji, Sax .,a place in Sbrop

moreland. foire.

WINBURN (Winobuſnham , Sax. Windagledy, C. Br. WULPHER (of Ulphen ,Sax. an helper) a king of the

i.e. a town betweentwo rivers] a place in or ſetfire. Mercii, founder of the abbey at Peterborough, now a cathe

WINCHCOMB (Wincel-combe, Sax of pincel, Sax. a dral church ,

corner and combe, Sax . a valley, 9. d. a valley encompaſ

ſed on each ſide with hills ) in Glocefterſire.

WINCHELSEA [Wincelye. of pincel a corner and ca, Y
Sax. water or ize, Sax . an iſle] a port in Suſſex.

WINCHESTER [Wintoncearteni, Sax . the Cambro

Britons uſed to call it Laer gubi , i. e. the white city , becauſe it is builton a chalky Toil]' acityand biſhop's lice YANESBURY 19d.Vefpafian's bury ortown ]a town
in Wiltfire, famous for a trench and wall of Roman

workmanſhip, ſaid to be caft up or made by Vefpafi in .

WINDHAM [i, e. Wimund's home] a place in Norfolk. YARMOUTH [of the river Tare and mouth] a famous

WINDSOR (anciently called Windele-shopan, Sax. feaport and harbour in Norfolk.

9.d. winding ſhore, becauſe of the winding of the river in YARROW (of zyjar, Sax, fens] a place in the bi

that place) a town in Eerkfire where is a caſtle and royal ſhoprickſhoprick of Durbam , memorable on account of its having
palace, been the birth -place of Vene ahle Bede.

WINFRED [of pinnan, Sax. to win and xrebe, Sax. YORK (Eure-pic or Equer -pic of euerc a wild boar

peace] the name of the Engliß -saxon apoſtle of the Ger- and pyc, Sax. a place of refuge, q.d. a ſafe retreat or re

mans, who was afterwards called i oniface by pope Gregory; ..fuge from the wild boarswhich were numerous in thefo
alſo an Engliſh virgin faint, who is oried to have been reit of Gautries, as Verſtegan ſuppoſes. It was called
revived or brought to life again by Fruno the prieſt, after Eboracum by the Romans ; the next city of account in

her head had been cut off by Cradocus, and that thence England to London, memorable on account of the death of

ſprang St. Winefred's well in Flintfire. two emperors Severus and Conftantius Chlorus, and alſo for

WINDWIDFIELD [of pinnan, Sax. to conquerand having been the birth place of Conftantine the Great ,
field on account of a victory obtained there by Oſwin, king

of Northumberland over Penda the Mercian ] a place in Tork

pire. Z
WITHERINGTON [of pý tepian , Sax: to wither and

Sune, Sax. an hill, q.d. a dry or parched hill ] a place in
Northumberland,

ABULON (1992), Heb. i.e. a dwelling- place ] one of

WIVELSCOMB [Weevel a weeſel and combe, Sax. a val

ley)a place in Somerſet pire. [[ , . a

WODEN (of Wedan , Sax. Wroeten , Du . tututen , Teut. i77 of the Lord]the name of a prophet

to bewood ormad , 9. d. the furious God, 9. d . he that ZEDEKIAH ( 7727%, Heb. i. c. the juſtice or righteouſ

inſpir'd a warlike fury into the minds of men ] a Godof the nels of the Lord ] a king of Judah,

Goths, Germans and Saxons, the ſame with Mars of the Ro- ZERUBBABEL ? [53271, Heb. i. e. oppoſing or con

mans ; his ftatue was ſet up with a Panoply or compleat ZOROBABEL S tending againſt confufion ] a famous

armour, and a drawn ſword : from him Wedneſday took its rebuilder of the temple at Jeruſalem ,

name.
ZIMRI [ ' 705, Heb. i.e. a long, Sc.] an uſurper of

Woldsbury (of pole, Sax. an hill and Burg , Sax. the kingdom of Iſrael, who flew Éla his maſter.

a town] a place in Wilipire.

3

ZABELO Sons of Jacob.

Heb . a memorial and,ןורכזofןירכז]ZACHARIAH
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CREMOSOS SUS

A B BREVIATIONS made uſe of in this following Work.

A. for Arabick

B. British .

C. Country Word.

C. Br . Welſh .

Cb. Chaldee.

C. L. Civil Law.

C. T Chymical Term .

Dan Danish .

Du. Durch .

F.or Fr. French .

F. L. Foreſt Law.

F. of L. French of Latin

Gr. Greek.

H. Hebrew.

# P. Hunting Phraſe.

H. T. Hunting Term .

Ital, Italian

L. Latin .

L. P. Law Phraſe.

LT. Law Term .

M. P. Military Phraſe.

M. T. Military Term.

NC North Country.

0. Old Word.

0. C. Old Chara&er.

O. F. Old French ,

0. L. Old Latin .

O. P. Old Phraſe .

O.R. Old Record .

0. S. Old Statute .

P.T. Phiyfical Term ,

P. W. Poctical Word .

sal. Saxon .

Sc. Scotch .

S. L. Statute Law.

Span. Spaniſh .

S. P. Sea Phraſe.

S. T. Sea Term .

S. W. Scripture Word.

Syr. Syriack .

Teut. Teutonick or Antient:

German.

I

356

QUÆDAM ERRATA TYPOGRAPHICA.

N ADENOGRAPHY; for treaty read treatiſe. In na As for Example,

tural AGENTS after the word produce add one fort If 6123 is to be multiply'd by 356, having tabulated the

of effect with an incapacity to produce. In ALFETIn Alfet multiplicator, the ſeveral produ&ts thereof into each figure

after tryal of dele an. In ANATASIS inſtead of our read of the multiplier you are directed to by the Index ; which

or. In ANEMOSCOP f. after Air add or wind. In ANGI• being added together (refpe &t being had to the due placing

NA inſtead of [with Surgeons] read [ ot arxiv Gr. to their ſum ) is 2179788, which is the product of 6123 by

ftrangle or fuffocate ). In ANNO Domini inſtead of 356.

from the date read in the date. In ANTACIDA leave 6123

out the word like. For ANTIPASIS read Antiſpaſis.

In APODIOXIS leave out any. For Theatrical Arithº

METICK read theorical. For' numerous ARITHMETICK 36738

read numeral. In Dyadic ARITHMETICI leave out de - 30615

tade. In ASSEMBLEE for Line is being leave out is. For 18,69

AUDIENDO and determinando read terminando. In Anec

DOTE add [of avixd076 not publiſhed ] In APOLOGY
2179788

[απολογία οf απολογίω τead ο απολογέομαι I refure or

gainfay ] an excuſe or defence, a diſcourſe or writing in de The Uſe of Nepier's Bones in Diviſion .

tence of a perſon. For CONSPITRATIONE read conſpira- Diſpoſe the Lamelle ſo that the uppermoft Figures may
tione.

exhibit the diviſor, to theſe join the Lamellæ of units on

In the Dedication in Page 2 line 19 for never read ever. ' the left hand . Deſcend under the diviſor till you come to
· Theſe errors are what, for want of opportunity before the thoſe figures of the dividend, wherein it is fuft required
publication, I have obſerva, but doubt not but that there are how of the diviſor is found , or at leaſt the next leſs num

many more ( as in a work of this bulk and variety, may ber, which is to be ſubtracted from the dividend , and write
reaſonably be expected ) which, however I hope, are nei. down the number correſponding to this in the place of u•
ther ſo many nor ſo great, but that the candid reader, as nits for a quotient. Determine the otherparts of the quo
they occur, will be able to correct, and impute rather to tient after the ſame manner, and the diviſton will be com

the precipitancy of the preſs, than to the negligence of pleated.
the author. As for Example,

Thus, if 2179788 is to be divided by 6123 , it will

The conſtruction and uſe of Nepier's Bones happening to give in the Quotient 356.

beomitted in theirproper place, it is inſerted here. Having diſpos'd the Lamellæ, or tabulated the diviſor

They are rods, Plates, or Lamella of wood, metal, pafte- 6123 , I fee that 0123 cannot be had in 2179 ; therefore I

board, or other matter of an oblong form ( as in the ta- take 5 places, and on the rods finding a number that is e

ble) and each divided into 9 little ſquares; each of which qual, or next lefs to 21797 , which is 18369, that is, 3 times

· is reſolved into two tables diagonally . the diviſor ; fet 3 in the quotient, and fubtra &t 18369 from

In theſe little ſquares are written the numbersof the mul- the figures above, and there reſts 3428 ; to which add 8,

tiplication table , in ſuch order as that the units, or right the next figure of the dividend , and ſeek again on the rods

hand figures, are found in the right hand triangle , and for it , or the next leſs, which being found to be 5 times,

the tens on the left hand figures in the left hand triangle ; ſet 5 in the quotient, and ſubtra &t 30615 from 34288 , and
ſee the table . there reſts 3673 ; to which add 8 the laſt figure in the di

The uſe of them in multiplication. vidend , and finding it to be 6 times the divifor, fet 6 in

To multiply any given number byanother ; diſpoſe the the quotient.

Lamella in ſuch order, that the top figures may exhibit the 6123 )21797886356

multiplicand, and then join the Lamella of units on the

left hand , in which ſeek the right hand figure of the 18369

multiplicator ; and write out the other numbers which

correſpond to it in the ſquares of the other Lamellæ, add 34288

ing the ſeveral numbers which occur in the fame Rhumb

togeiher and their ſums. And after the ſame manner

write out the other numbers which correſpond to the other 36738

figures of the multiplicator ; and diſpoſe them under one 30738

. another as in the common Multiplication ; and then add
the ſeveral Numbers into one lumi 00000

1
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Printed for. T. Cox, at the Lamb under the Royal-Exchange, A Collection of TRACTS,

on various Subječts. Written by Thomas CHUBB. Containing,

1. HE Supremacy of the Father aſſerted : Or, eight preached by the People called , in Scorn , Quakers. Where

in is Thewn, that the ſaid Principles are erroneous, and in

is a Being inferior and ſubordinate to the Father, and
which human Nature is vindicated trom that Burden of

that the Father alone is the fupreme God . Firt Printed Reproach he has loaded it with. In a Letter to a Friend,

in the Year 1715. occaſion d by the great Commendation given to Mr.Bar

II. The Supremacy of thc Father vindicated : Or, Ob- clay's Performance, in the British Journal, Numb. XXX.

ſervations on Mr.Glaggett's Book , entituled, Arianiſm ana- and now offered to the Confideration of the People called
tomiz'd. Wherein is Thewn, that what Mr. Claggett, and Quakers.

others,callChrift's divine Nature, is ſofar from being M.Beaven's Book, entituled, Supernatural Influences neXXIV . Human Naturë vindicated : Or, a Reply to

the real and very Son of God, that, on the contrary, it

is the very Father of God's Son.
ceſſary to Salvation ; being a Vindication of the fourth

III. An Appendix, being an Enquiry concerning the Propoſiuon of Robert Barclay's Apology . Wherein is

"Perſonal Character of the Son of God , and what is he- ſhewn, That Man in his natural Capacity, is a Moral A

ceſſary to be believed concerning him ; and likewiſe into gent; that he has Power, and is at Liberty to doboth Good

the Senſe and Meaning of our Lord's Words, viz. Except and Evil; and conſequently, can renderhimſelf either aca

yebelieve that I am he, ye hall die in your Sins ,as in ceptable or diſpleaſing to his Maker. In a ſecond Letter

John viii . 24.
to a Friend. Humbly offered to the Conſideration of the

IV .An Enquiry concerning Property, wherein is confi. People called Quakers .

der'd Liberty of Conſcience,
XXV. Some Thort Remarks upon Dr. Morgan's Tract ,

V. An Enquiry concerning Sin, in which is conſidered entitled , A Letter to Mr Chubb; occaſioned by his two

Original Sin . Letters to a Friend , &c. In a third Letter to a Friend .

VI. An Enquiry concerning Juftification, Humbly offered to the Conſideration of the People called

VII.An Enquiry concerning the Senſe and Meaning Quakers.

of our Lord'sWords,viz. Son , thy Sins be forgiven thee, Controverſy betwixt the
Authorand Mr.Barclay's Delen

XXVI. Scripture Evidence confider'd : In a View of the

as in Mark ii . 5 .

VIN . An Énquiry concerning Sinners Deliverance from ders, viz. Mr. Beaven and Dr. Morgan . Wherein is thewni,

Condemnation ; wherein the Caſe of Chriſt's Satisfaction is What Qualifications are abſolutely neceſſary to take place

conſidered, andimparcially ſtated, according to the Scrip- in the Bible, inorder to render it capable of being theRule

ture Account of it. of Truth ; and that , as it is ſuch a Rule, the tollowing

IX. An Enquiry concerning the Juſtice of God . Propofition, viz. thatMan cannot do what is morally Good,

X.An Enquiry concerningInfinite Juſtice, and Infinite without a ſupernatual Influence, is not, nor cannotbe con

Satisfa &tion . tained therein. In a fourth Letter to a friend. Humbly

XI. An Enquiry concerning Faith and Myſteries : Or, offered to the Conſideration of the People callid Quakers.

a four-fold Enquiry ; firſt, what Faith is ; fecondly, what XXVII. Reflections on natural Liberty: Wherein the

the Object of Faith is; thirdly, what a Myſtery is ; fourth Caſe of Liberty and Necefſity, when conſider'd as a proper

ly ,whether a Myſtery is theObject of Faith Foundation for Virtue and Religion, for Rewards and Pue

XII.An Enquiry concerning the Uſe of Rcalon in Mat- niſhments, is examined. Occaſioned by Dr. Morgan's

ters of Revelation. Tract, entituled ,A Defence of natural and revealed Reli

XIII. An Enquiry concerning Prayer. gion . In a fifth Letter to a Friend .

XIV . An Enquiry concerning the Unity , or Ouedes XXVIII. Some farther Refle &tions on natural Liberty ;

of the Church, or Body of Chrift.
wherein ſeveral other Points relating to the Subject are

XV. An Enquiry into that important Queſtion , conſidered.

Whether Chriſt is role King in his own Kingdoms ? XXIX . The Glory of Chrift: Or, a Diſcourſe upon

or,Whetherthe civil Magiftrate, or the Paſtors inChriſt's thoſe Words,asthey are in St.Paul's ſecond Epiftle to the

Church, are inveſted withAuthority to rule Chriſt's Sub. Corinthians, Chap. viii.Verſe 23. Wherein is thewn, That

jects by making Laws to dire&t their behaviour and Conduct the Chriſtian Salvation is the only proper Expedientto take

in Chriſt's Service? which Laws they ( viz. Chriſt's Subje ts) away divine Diſpleaſure,and torender Men truly accepta

are obliged in Conſcience to pay ačtive Obedicnce to. In ble and well pleaſing toGod . Humbly offer'd to the Cone

a Lerrer to a Gentleman , ſideration of the Modern Deiſts.

XVI. Part of a Letter to another Gentleman , relating XXX . A Letter of Thanks to the Author of the Trait ,

to the foregoingEnquiry, cntitled, A Friendly Admonition to Mr Chubb ; wherein

XVII. The Previous Queſtion , with Regard to Reli- the ſeveral 'Things complained of in that Admonition , are
gion. Humbly offered to be confidered , in order to the confidered.

ſertling and determining all other Queſtions on this Sub- XXXI A few Things humbly offer'd to the Conſidera

jeet. tion both ofBelicvers and Unbelievers, in theſe happy Days

XVIII. A Supplement to the Previous Queſtion, with of Liberty of Enquiry :

Regard to Rcligion. Wherein ſeveral Objections made to XXXII. Some ſort Refletions on Virtue and Happineſs.

the Previous Queſtion are examined , and in which God's Wherein is ſhewn, That Good andEvil are founded in

moral Character is more fully vindicated . In a Letter to the abſtract Nature and Reaſon of Things : Thar Selfish .
a Friend. neſs and Benevolence are two diftin &t and independent

XIX. The Caſe of Abraham , with Regard to his of- Principles of A &tion in Man : That Virtue is ſolely found

fering up Iſaac in Sacrifice re- examined. In a Letter to a ed in Benevolence ; and, that the preſerving and cherishing

Clergyman. in ourſelves a benevolent Temperand Difpofition, is the

XX. A Vindication of God's Moral Chara &ter, as to moſt ſure Way to a happy Life,

the Cauſe and Origin of Evil, both Natural and Mo- XXXIII. Some Thort Reflc &tions on Virtue and Vice,

ral. Wherein the Caſe of Liberty and Neceſſity is con : Wherein is fewn , What kind of Virtue is , in Reaſon,

ſidered, with Regard to human A &tions. In a Letter to a rewardable ; and what kind of Vice is, in Reaſon, puniſh

Friend. able Occaſioned by Dr. Morgan's Tract, entitled, A

XXI. A Supplement to the Vindication of God's Mo- Defence of Natural and Revealed Religion .

ral Character." Wherein three Obje &tions are examined ; XXXIV. Some Mort Reflections on the Grounds and

two urged againſt the Wiſdom and Goodneſs of God, and Extent of Authority and Liberty , with reſpe &t to Civil
the other againſt human Liberty . Government. Wherein the Authority of Civil Governours,

XXII . A Diſcourſe concerning Perſecution , wherein the in Matters of Religion is particularly conſiderd . Occafi.

Grounds upon which Chriſtians afflict and grieve, and be- oned by Dr. Rogers's Vindication of the Civil Eftablish

reave each other of Life, for their different Opinions in ment of Religion .

Matters of Religion , are examined . XXXV. Reflections on National Puniſhments. Where .

XXIII. An Examination of Mr. Barclay's Principles, in two Obje &tions raiſed againſt what is advanced , in the

with Regard to Man's natural Ability ſince the Fall ; as Author's Diſcourſe on the Grounds and Extentof Authority

laid down in his Book , entitled, ' An Apology for the and Liberty, with Reipe &t to Civil Government, are ex

crue Chriſtian Divinity, as the fame is held forth and amined. In Anſwer to a private Letter from a Gentleman
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